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Hollywood

and

Return,

It was on Main Street of Paris, and this
being my first trip to Illinois, I was thrilled
to think of being so far from home. I was
thrilled again in the same place when I
saw a sign on a moving picture theatre
which told all that Francis Z. Fairford, the
famous screen star, was appearing personally at that theatre.
After I was comfortably seated next to
some girl who had parked her gum on the
arm of my chair, the theatre manager announced Francis Z. Fairford. Francis jumped
up on the stage with his hat in hand, and
was all out of breath as though he had ran
all the way from California. He told the
audience how glad he was to be with them,
and how much he enjoyed working in pictures. Also he hoped they would like him
in his new pictures as well as they did in
his old. All together it was a wonderful
speech, and when he told the audience he
was going right back to California they all
applauded to their full strength.
He didn't go back to California as he had
promised, for I saw him in the lobby of the
theatre shaking hands with people, and answering their foolish questions. When it
came my turn I told him how wonderful I
thought he was, but he didn't seem at all
surprised. I also told him I expected to go
to California shortly, and asked him where I
could get a pass to Hollywood, as I would
like to see how pictures are made. He
laughed right out loud at my question, and
as he laughed, I had sufficient time to notice
that his tonsils were out.
He then explained to me that there were
other things in Hollywood besides motion
pictures, in fact it is a regular city, being
just ten cents worth of car-fare from Los
Angeles, he emphasized.
After my confab with Francis, I went to
a restaurant nearby, and over a saucer of
coffee I managed to get an idea. Most peo-

Skeiks

and

or A

Personal

ple like to see motion picture actors in the
flesh, so I figured I would go to Hollywood,
get in a motion picture, and then, I would
return east and make personal appearances
with it. The people in the smaller towns
would think I was a star because I would
not only admit it, but I would have a picture
to prove it. However, I could improve on
the
speech
that Francis
and like
I don't
believe
I would
rush on made,
the stage
he
did, but might run off, which, of course,
would depend on my audience.
It is so seldom I get an idea that when I
do I sure make use of it, so two weeks later
finds me sending post cards from Hollywood
to my friends back home in Kokomo. I tried
very hard to get work in pictures, but found
it is not a very easy thing to get. Every
place I went it seemed as though all the
work was done, which was good for them,
but not so nice for me. It didn't take me
long to get on my feet as I wore my shoes
out, and did the wire act, telegraphing home
for money.
I made up my mind that I was going to
get work in pictures, but it seemed as though
all the directors had made up their minds
that I wouldn't. Finally, one day for no
reason at all, a man stopped me on the
street, and asked me if I wanted work in his
picture. His question took my breath away,
and as soon as I was able to speak I said,
"Lead me to it." I know this is not the way
to talk to a director, but I couldn't think of
anything else to say at the time.
He took me to the studio, and as we
passed the gate-man I looked over my
shoulder expecting him to speak gruffly to
me
and call
back, but
he didn't
either,
in fact
he me
laughed
at me.
The dodirector
showed me my dressing room and left me
alone with my thoughts. I had just taken
off my hat when a man, who I later learned
was the assistant director, rushed in the
room and said, 'Aren't you ready yet?"

Sheikesses,

Fresh from conquests of the hearts of San
Francisco's
(Morelli). flappers comes Reggie Morley
The usurper of the crown so long worn by
Rodolph Valentino has just completed a
series of twelve Plum Center Comedies in
which he created the character of "Dude
Bisbee." This, of course, was one of Reggie's lighter moments. He now feels the
urge of Sheiking and hereby gives notice to
all other aspirants to the laurels of Valentino that his bandana, or whatever it is that
sheiks wear around their heads, is in the
ring.
When Rodolph established his prior claims
to
the title
SheikAs ofsoon
America,"
Morelli
was ofin"Pioneer
the east.
as he
heard of the "Four Horsemen," Reggie came
out to the coast, but Valentino had retreated
to the east.
One of Reggie Morley's early roles, in
which he demonstrated conclusively that he
was a coming Sheik, was "Love's Comet."
In this vehicle Reggie played the part of a
negro preacher in support of Ora Carew.
So you see even in those early Mack Sennett days he leaned toward the dusky hero
roles.
For the benefit of the sighing maidens and
signing producers Reggie announces that
through the aid of the Motion Picture Players Association, he has located a harem and

Disappearance

Beware

B? AL martin

As I wasn't I told him no, so he left me,
telling me to hurry. Then I took off my
collar, and another man entered. He also
gave me the rush act. I told him I was
hurrying as quickly as possible, and as he
left I realized that they were waiting for me.
Strange, for so long I have been trying to
get
pictures,
and now
that The
I've
got ina the
job moving
the whole
company
waited.
chances are that I am playing the lead,
thought I, but was interrupted again right
there, this time it was the director himself.
Before he had a chance to tell me to hurry
I said, "It won't be long now." He then told
me to take my time as Jerry was having his
lunch, and seeing that he was the star he
must be humored.
After he said that I knew I wasn't playing
the lead, but as long as I worked in a picture I was satisfied, and as I looked at the
director I noticed he had a slip of paper in
nis hand together with a pencil with which
he was making notes.
He then asked me several questions as one
would expect when he has their life insured, such as my name and address, where
I wished my body shipped in case of death,
and
pleasant
ones. He ordidn't
scare a mefewa more
bit with
these questions,
the
sober expression on his face, and to prove
this I started to whistle. I just started, for
he jumped up as though he were shot and
said, "Don't you know it's bad luck to whisin a dressing
I tledon't
believe room?"
in superstitions unless it's
for good luck, so I laughed at him, which
laugh was not returned, as he seemed to
gaze into space. He continued to do this as
he turned to me and said, "Well, let's get it
I followed him into the studio, and just
overI thought,
with."
as
everyone was waiting for me.
He introduced me to the entire company,
which didn't take long, and then he said,
(Continued on Page 22)

and

Be

Careful

can be reached on the phone by dialing
435-252 and 435-253.
In a truly Sparkplugish vein Reggie says,
"Don't overlook any bets. I am ready to go,
and will go and won't stop until Hollywood
Boulevard is called 'Morley's Lane.' "
| STARS TO ENTERTAIN STARS
Stars of the motion picture world are to be
hosts and hostesses at many important social
events in July when the Monroe Doctrine
Centennial will be celebrated in Los An-

REGGIE MORLEY

Many distinguished educators will visit
the
geles.Exposition in Los Angeles on their way
home from the meeting of the National Education Association, which is to be held in
Oakland and San Francisco the end of June.
Famous men and women of the South
American countries are to be invited to
speak at a series of conferences which will
be held at the American Historical Revue
and Motion Picture Exposition.
California universities have been engaged
for some time in research work that will enable the directors of the pageants at the
Monroe Doctrine Centennial to adhere strictly to historical facts. As all the episodes
are to be filmed as educational pictures the
importance of exactness in even minor details is recognized.
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Gossip

from

Persons here are asking the question,
"Are the rumors true about the Miller-Pickford match?" The persons who usually buzz
about other people's business are now sending out on the underground radio that although smothered under banks of flowers
the affections between the two are not as
cordial as they once were. We dunno!
Hooray! Spring has cub! Without a
doubt! The Ringling Brothers and Barum
and Bailey Show, "Bigger and Better Than
Ever," is in town. Monday night the General Equestrian Director, of the "Greatest
Show on Earth" blew his whistle and lohundreds of people, elephants and things
snapped into somersaults, twisters and
whatnots, while Mr. and Mrs. New York sat
on the "Blues" and ate peanuts.
Mme. Petrova obtained $5,000 for the injury sustained when struck by a New York
trolley. It was settled outside court. She
sued for $35,000.
Marion Davies bobbed her hair for the
part of Pat O'Day In her next Cosmopolitan

From

New

York

Raymond

picture, "Little Old New York." 'Tis said
she spends an hour a day oiling and brushing the manent
locks
wave. in order to take out the per"Enemies of Women" has opened at the
Central for an extended run. It is by Vicente Blasco Ibanez, the author of the "Four
Horsemen," and "Blood and Sand." It is
presented by Cosmopolitan and features
Lionel Barrymore and Alma Rubens.
Joseph M. Schencke this week paid $55,000
in purchasing
Harris
for screen "Secrets"
production from
with Sam
NormaH.
Talmadge.

I

McKee

Johnny Hines is by this time enjoying the
Hollywood ozone. He, with his brother as
assistant, and Charlie Gilson to turn the
crank, are there to work for Warner Bros.,
on their screen adaptation of "Little Johnny
Jones." C. C. Burr is largely responsible
for the success of the Hines pictures.
Neal Sullivan will replace Chas. Gilson
behind the camera at the Glendale studios,
and
on the Charles Murray — Raymond
McKeeturnComedies.

"The Covered Wagon" at the end of its
first week at the Criterian Theatre drew
$10,873. This is an astonishing record considering that the theatre has only 608 seats
and only two performances a day were

Charles Harris, miniature scenic artist,
not with the brush but miniature in size, is
laughing on the other side today. It seems
Charlie is a Mason and has been , looking
forward to the initiation of Harry Keifer,
which happened the other night. Now
Harry is "some husky," and as we said before Charlie the reverse Annie, whoa!
Harry is doing the laughing today, and
Charlie, sorta walks with a limp.

given.
The following sign appeared over a NewYork theatre last week: "Larry Semou,"
"The Christian."

Anthony Paul Kelly was next to the best
man at Raymond McKee's marriage to Marmondguerite
McKee. Courtot, says Mrs. McKee.— Ray-

U

to You

By ben westland

A band of Universal cowboys and several
At last the secret is out regarding the
marriage of Edward Laemmle, world adven- cars of friends accompanied Edward
turer and film director, who left Los An- Laemmle to the train in Los Angeles when
geles recently to enter the state of matri- he left for Chicago.
mony in Chicago at the home of an uncle,
Louis Laemmle. The story involves a roDuke R. Lee, who was "Buffalo Bill" in
mance cradled in the old world through the Universal's
film version of that doughty
first job held by Carl Laemmle, now presi- pioneer's life, and Ruth Royce, who has
dent of the Universal Pictures Corporation. played in a half dozen of the recent hisWhen Carl Laemmle was a little boy he
torical serials, have important roles in the
went to a small town in Bavaria and ap- chapter play which is being made at Uniprenticed himself in the business of Aaron
versal City today, immortalizing the figure
Heller, a Saxon who had a big wholesale of Daniel Boone. Their roles are in support
paper business there. Between the boy and of Jack Mower and Eileen Sedgwick, who
his first employer a strong friendship grew co-star in the picture. Frank Messinger
which outlasted the severance of their busi- and Jay Marchant co-direct the filming.
ness relations a few years later. Ten years
ago Mr. Laemmle, then a film producer on
At Universal City there is one comment
the road to prosperity in America, returned on the lips of everyone who has seen
to Bavaria and visited the Heller family.
When he came back to America he brought
with him a daughter of Aaron Heller, who
was to live for a time with the Laemmle
Casts of the Week
family in America.
A short time later she married a brother
"SCARAMOUCHE"
of Carl Laemmle, Louis, living in Chicago.
Story by Rafael Sabatini
A year or so ago Mr. Laemmle again
Adaptation and Continuity by
Willis Goldbeck
visited the Heller family in Bavaria. Another daughter of Aaron Heller, Peppi
Directed by Rex Ingram
Heller, was invited to come to America. She
Photographed by John F. Seitz
went to live with her older sister, Mrs.
CAST
Louis Laemmle, in Chicago.
Andre-Louis Moreau
Ramon Novarro
Then Edward Laemmle visited his uncle Aline de Kercadiou
Alice Terry
Louis, and there met Peppi Heller. A Marquis d'Azyr
Lewis
romance developed rapidly, and when Ed- Climene Binet
Edith Stone
Allen
ward returned to Universal City to take up M. de Kercadiou
Lloyd Ingrahani
his duties as a director, it was only to Philippe de Vilmorin . Otto Matiesen
make one more picture. Upon the comple- Mme. de Plougastel Julia Swayne Gordon
Lionel Belmore
tion of that, "The Oregon Trail," he packed Binet
Lydia Yeamans Titus
up "the old kit bag" and returned to Chi- Madame
cago, where Peppi Heller will become Mrs. Chevalier de Chabrillane Wm. Humphrey
Edward Laemmle on April 8.
Mme. Benoit
J. Edwin Brown
Carrie Clarke Warde
Edward Laemmle . the son of Joseph Mme. Benoit
Laemmle, who resides near the Universal Le Chaplier
Bowditch Turner
studios at Universal City
Geo. Jacques Danton George Seigman
If Carl Laemmle had not chosen to outer Polichinelle
John George
the wholesale paper business in Bavaria as Rhodomont
Joe Murphy
_ Snitz Edwards
a boy, "the story might have been different." Inkeeper

"Merry-go-round," the film spectacle of love
and war in the old world which Rupert
Julian directed, as it has been previewed in
rough form. That comment is, "A new star
hasMary
come Philbin,
to the screen."
picked out of a Chicago
beauty contest two years ago and taken
from high school to start her training in
pictures, is one member of the big all-star
cast of "Merry-Go-Round." Such fine artists
as Norman Kerry, Cesare Gravina, Dale
Fuller, Maude George, Lillian Sylvester,
Georgeton Hackathorne,
George Siegmann,
AnVaverka and Dorothy
Wallace, give
their full measure of sincerity in dramatic
portrayals.
But little Miss Philbin exhibits an emotional-interpretive ability which has astounded experts at Universal City and
caused predictions of a spectacular career
for her. The role she plays is far from
being a straight romantic one. It is sad,
vibrant with the pathos of eternal love and
brightened by the great beauty of faith,
faith in the seemingly impossible.
This girl of whom they speak has never
Round"
"Merry-Goof life'sshe
met
and the
the tragedies
understandings
shows remains
an inexplicable mystery.
A preview of "Drifting," the latest completed Universal-Jewel starring vehicle of
Priscilla Dean, which the editorial department at Universal City has nearly finished
fact that the
disclosed the
editing, hasperformance
excellent
is supported
by star's
some
unusually fine characterizations, conspicuous
among them the portrayal of a Chinese girl
of high caste given by Anna May Wong.
Miss Wong was mentioned in a recent
issue of Photoplay magazine as having given
the best individual performance on the
screen during that month, and friends believe her work in "Drifting" superior to any
previous portrayal. The role is a tragic
one, imbued with the wierd, mysterious
spirit of the
East.
(Continued
on Page 20)
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Taking

Chances

Steeplejacks who gambol on the pinnacles
of skyscrapers lead soft, pampered existences, as compared to those laid out for the
male players in productions now under way
here.
For hair raising thrillers the sort that
used to be performed by the luckless
"double" have been the order of the week.
And in every case the players whose names
appear in electric lights were those who
braved the perils laid out by imaginative
script writers.
Within a few days Milton Sills submitted
to a spectacular beating that would have
chilled the ardor of any ring champion.
Walter Hiers clung, head downward, from a
parachute several hundred feet above the
ground, while Kenneth Harlan provided the
climax to the thrills by crashing from the
clouds in an aeroplane, through the roof of
a house and landing right side up with
care, almost in the arms of a Spanish senorita.
Sills took his trouncing in the interest of
the second production of "The Spoilers," in

MILTOH SILLS SACRIFICED SEVERAL
INCHES OF SKlrt "TO MAKE THE FIGHT
Il4 ""THE SPOILERS" REALISTIC

on Being
Bj) RAT H. LEEK

Page Seven

Movie

which the Goldwyn organization is attempting to outdo the famous fight originally
staged by William Farnum and Tom Santschi.
Noah realistic
Beery's idea
the fistic
encounter
was ofto making
hurl Sills
over
his head three times in the course of the
fight — a bit of unexpected violence that kept
Sills in his bed for two days after the strugHiers' thriller is a feature of "Fair Week,"
gle.
being filmed by the fat comedian as his newest Paramount picture. The story calls for
a rescue scene in which the hero all but
loses his life.
good natured
Walter's
statement
may If
be the
accepted
at its face
value
this is just what occured. At any rate, it is
hardly likely anybody will be able to persuade him to leave the ground for many
days to come.
But it remained for Kenneth Harlan, experienced aviator that he is, to provide the
real breath taking thrill. "The Broken
Wing," in which he is playing a featured
role, calls for the collapse of an aeroplane
in mid-air, a drop through a roof and the

Actors

wrecking of everything in sight but the intrepid Harlan, who is needed for fresh hazards in later episodes.
When the production was seen on the
speaking stage in New York and elsewhere
the crash was pictured largely in the words
of the player rather than in fact. But in
the Tom Forman production it was agreed
that it would be visualized down to the last
broken bolt of the aeroplane.
The drop, which carried Harlan and a pet
dog through the tiled roof and log-covered
patio of a Mexican home, was figured out
with mathematical precision in advance.
Engineers who weighed and balanced the
plane assured Harlan that there was no
chance of his meeting death in the fall.
"A broken arm or leg at the most," was
the reassuring statement of the cheerful
experts.
So the fall was taken the other day amid
a roar of timber and rending steel. And
Harlan didn't break so much as the mere
leg or arm that the experts had figured
(Continued on Page 21)

KEMNETH HARLAN PROVIDES REAL THRILL BV A WELL CALCULATED
-ij-^
AEROPLANE CRASH FOR, ~ THE BROKEN WiMG-

ETHElKNOWS
SHAl-MOrt SAYS
kSHt
MEAN-BUT WHAT
KEEPS THEY
THE
SECRET TO HERSELF
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TREND

Composite of Views, Previews, and Reviews of Motion Picture.
"The Covered Wagon" as it finally comes
to the picture-going public of Southern California in the midst of the alluring environments of Grauman's Hollywood Egyptian
Theatre, is a superb cinema achievement
worthy of the highest encomiums. Slight
imperfections, chiefly in the assembling,
have been eliminated since its premiere
showing here several weeks ago and. as
the picture stands now, it is well-nigh the
maximum in true art. Los Angeles critics
seem to agree that Ernest Torrence takes
the top honors although Tully Marshall is
given credit generally for offering one of
the most brilliant performances the screen
has had in some time. J. Warren Kerrigan
as the hero and Alan Hale as the villain
have also registered personal triumphs while
Lois Wilson does some of her best work as
the heroine. James Cruze is entitled to
much praise for the directorial genius he
displays. All in all, "The Covered Wagon"
constitutes another history-making high
mark in screen history and there is every
reason to believe it will stay in Hollywood
prosperously for several months.
Although there is plenty of room in which
to take exception to some of the revelations" in "Souls
Rupert
is given credit forFortheSale,"
creation
of a Hughes
motion
picture sensation — one which is pretty sure
to attract throngs to any theatre any place.
With a total of twenty -five principal characters in the hands of twenty-five wellknown photoplayers, it would seem Mr.
Hughes put himself to the disadvantage of
an unwieldy cast, but close scrutiny of the
results of his assemblage of talent reveals
Hares of masterly handling and consummate
skill in dove-tailing characterizations so as
to prevent the confusion to be expected.
By all means, "Souls For Sale" is a picture
for the audience— it will ingratiate itself
with most any class of people. It is replete
with class and it is devoid of serious faults.
It is an eloquent example of the tendency of
the times. That tendency is to reach out
and do something different.

"Success" is a daring title for
too wide
inasmuch as it gives the punstersa photoplay
a latitude in which to poke fun in case the
picture does not live up to its name. This
one made by Metro is blessed with enough
commendable qualities to keep it quite out
of the class of the unsuccessful and it is in
reality exceedingly interesting, because it
neither sags or drags and in it is unfolded
an intriguing story of stage life. Suspenseful moments abound after the picture gets
away to a slow start and no one is liable to
walk out before the word "Finis" is projected. Ralph Ince directed this picture and
did a very good job of it, all things considered. Brandon Tynan and Naomi Childers,
to whom are intrusted the two principal
roles, do excellent work and add interest to
the feature by virtue of their intelligent interpretations oftwo interesting characters.
is especially suitable for neighbor"Success"
hood theatres.
"Slippy McGee" slips into the going with
something of a pleasing rush and it is destined to return a fair profit because it offers
a new twist or two which lift it out of the
rut of the common-place. It is rather unfortunate that there should be so much of
the hackneyed in some of the situations in

TEXDEXCIES

TERSELY TOLD

Bri'ish-made films are coming into the
I'nitrd Sdilc.s in increasing numbers
nist note and although the quality excels that attained by the Britons fire
years ago. the general loncensus of
opinion among Xew York critics
seems to be that the American standard is still untouched by Several
notches. The British idea of the
cinema seems to be too stifled by old
traditions of the London stage. Therefore, there is no trend toward serious
competition for American producers
from English sources.
Reference to tin- soul is unusually
common among current photoplays.
Rupert Hughes'
''Souls "Soul
For Sale"
Thomas
H. Ince's
of mid
the
Beast" are only starters of a list of
about a dozen ucie pictures in ichich
"soul" creeps into the titles.
Although then- is a decided inclination on tlw part of most producers to
do something different in the nay of
producing pietur.es, still they seem
hog-tied by a reluctance no doubt inspired by the men whose responsibility it is to sell the pictures to the exhibitors. These salesmen shudder at
the mere suggestion of trying to sell
exhibitors something unlike they hare
bet u accustomed to buying. Could
this meqjis that fogyism grapples
with the exhibitorst And how could
they possibly fail to realize that the
public literally era res sunn thing difThere is still a determination in
ferent.'
some quarters to make a reality of
practical talking movies. Elias E.
Ries. a Xcw York electrical engineer,
is the latest- inventor to get into the
limelight with an alleged perfection
of a device making possible the utterance of words as the motion picture is
being projected. But why all this
seeking to obliterate the silent drama '
It is more than likely that a vast majority of theof "fans"
would ofprefer
continuance
the omission
spokena
words from screen entertainments. If
they want the spoken drama, there is
plenty
theatres.of it to be had in the legitimate
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lusky
deny the trust charges preferred
against them by the Federal Trade
Com mission, although they admit the
acquisition of additional theatres. We
bore no opinion whatever as to the
merits of this case, but we do commend the Federal Trade Commission
for being so active in efforts to restrain monopolistic tendencies in the
motion picture business. A trust is
something which simply must not infest Filmland.
The fruits of film-making labors
continue to come in pairs. Simultaneously with the release of "The Girl
Next Door" comes the Victor Schertzinger production of "The Man Xext
Door." Guess we will have to call
tin in neighbors.

this film, because if this occasional element
could have been avoided, the whole story
would have come under the wire as a novit is,Colleen
it's only Moore
half novel.
Wheeler
Oakmanelty. As and
carry the
bulk
of the responsibilities of the story although
Sam De Grasse and Edmund Stevens handle
their roles with artistic finesse. Wesley I
Buggies directed with a great deal of ability,
but overlooked some good points. However,
for a crook story with a sufficiency of human
interest,
McGee"
sizes climax
up well itandis
with
its "Slippy
memorable
dramatic
hound to send a good percentage of any
audience away talking favorably.
"Foreign production is now at a rather
low ebb, in great contrast to the activity
one sees in the California studios. We think
in larger terms over here, with more selfcenfidence and assurance, knowing, as
everyone does who has made pictures on
both sides of the Atlantic, that Los Angeles
easily maintains its supremacy as the
world-center
motion ofpicture
This is theof report
Josephproduction."
J. Cohn.
Coldwyn production manager, who has just
returned to the studio from a two months'
trip to Europe, on a confidential mission.
Although not primarily in search of entertainment, Mr. Cohn visited Europe's gayest
capitals, including the three cities which
with each other as centers of Continental night life, viz: Paris, Berlin and
Vienna.
and
Rome.His itinerary also included Venice
"If European pictures are not as good as
the American product." he says, "one reason
is that the Los Angeles-made pictures now
showing abroad are just about four years
old. This puts the foreign producer and
public just that far behind American ideas
and methods, which, as practically the
whole world admits, set the pace."
BORZAGE

HAS FOREIGN AMERICANS!

Frank Borzage, directing "Children of
Dust," for Arthur H. Jacobs, has an allAmerican company, but by the sounding of
their
abroad. names one might think them ailThe list below demonstrates this fact:
Italy, Frank Borzage, art director.
Holland, Tristram Tupper, author.
Ireland. Frank Dazey, scenarist.
Scotland, Johnnie Walker, star.
France, Pauline Garon, star,
dermany, Frank Ormston, art director.
England, Howard Bretherton, cutter.
JACK COOPER ASKS QUESTIONS
Jack Cooper, who is playing the leading
comedy role opposite Doris Eaton, in the
Century Comedy in which the famous Gorham Follies appear, wants to know if studio
employes are heartless
-if they KILL a set
— if they TRIM a light
—if they UNDRESS a set
—if they THROW a spotlight
—if they DRESS the stage
— if they SHOOT a scene
-if they BREAK DOWN film
Cooper asks these few simple questions,
and believes anyone correctly answering
these questions deserves a front seat at the
theatre showing Century Comedies in which
the dazzling Gorham Follies appear.

Camera's

Weekly
Wake-em-up
SPECIAL NEWS SECTION
SATURDAY,

WOMEN

ARE

SUPPORT
CLARA

ZEALOUS
OF

WHAT'S

W.HAT AT
WAMPAS FROLIC

IN

EXPOSITION;

APRIL

21

The second annual "Wampas
Frolic and Ball," to be given on
the evening of Saturday, April
21, under the auspices of the
Crowds awaited the train at
Western Motion Picture Adverevery station. Bands played and
tisers, an association of motion
there was much cheering as the
picture studio publicists and thedistinguished Angelenos apatrical press agents, will be held
peared. The mayors of many
on
the
world's largest studio
cities responded to the radio adstage recently
completed at the
vance announcement of the
Warner Brothers' studio.
coming ofceivedthe
"Special" andfrom
reA majority of the big cinema
the invitations
stars, producers, directors and
Mayor Cryer who urged attendothers making up the personnels
ance at the Premiere and subof the various studios in Los
sequent five weeks of entertainAngeles and vicinity will be in
ment which the Revue and Exattendance,
making the assemposition will offer.
blage one of the most celebrated
Despite the counter attraction
gatherings
ever grouped under
of a Confederate reunion in
one
roof.
New Orleans an immense crowd
Thirteen potential stars, seassembled to welcome Miss Rolected and sponsored by the
land and the other Californians.
No, not Noah's Ark, but Noah's Art- "Wampas," will
be presented in
And Noah Beery long since won distincSchool children almost mobbed
novel pageant at the big
the train in their demand for
tion as a great cinema artist. Here he is a"Frolic."
They are Eleanor
pictures of the star and the in one of his prize characterizations— -in
"Main Street". He is also the villain in Board man, Evelyn Brent, Doronewspapers were all representthy Devore, Virginia Browne
ed. Not even a President of the the new v'emon of "The Spoilers", and,
Faire, Betty Francisco, Pauline
well, he is in most of the big pictures.
United States, or a presidential
Garon, Kathleen Key, Laura La
candidate could have drawn
Plante, Margaret Leahy, Helen
better than the Monroe Doctrine
Lynch, Derelys Perdue and
Centennial and its motion pic- "ETERNAL THREE" IS 4TH
ture envoy, Miss Roland.
NEILAN-URSON PICTURE
Jobyna Ralston. These "stars of
tomorrow"
want to meet you in
person at the ball.
"ALICE ADAMS'" PRINTS
With the completion of MarAnd the thirteen present-day
IN LOS ANGELES NOW
luminaries, who made their forshall Neilar.'s "The Eternal
Three," at the Goldwyn Studio,
Rowland V. Lee, who directed,
mal debut at last year's "Wamthis producer celebrates the
pas Frolic," also will be present
titled and edited "Alice Adams,"
this year's
joyfest. These
starring Florence Vidor, was in- fourth production directed by at
include
Lois bigWilson,
Maryon
formed, on his return from Cata- himself in collaboration with
Aye,
Jacqueline
Logan,
Bessie
lina Island yesterday, that the Frank Urson.
Love, Louise Lorraine, Lila Lee,
first
of "Alice
Adams,"
Mr. Neilan's system of direc- Colleen Moore, Mary Philbin,
whichprints
he also
adapted
from
tion has always. been marked by Kathryn McGuire, Claire WindBooth Tarkington's 1921 Pulitsor, Patsy Ruth Miller and
zer Prize novel, had been re- the collaboration of a co-director
Helen Ferguson. These charmceived by the Associated Exhiband is 'based on the ancient
itors of Los Angeles.
ing young
"starscostume
of today"
will
adage that two heads are better
appear
in the
of some
Mr. Lee had been on Catalina
one
role
they
made
famous
on
thaif one. It is Mr. Neilan's conIsland for several days, recuperthe screen during the past few
tention that no single director
ating from an attack of the flu,
months.
which for several weeks held up can do full justice to a story and
Fred Niblo, who was master of
work on "Desire" which he di- that the collaboration of another
ceremonies at last year's ball,
rected for Metro release.
mind in the directorial phase of will officiate in the same capacity at the 1923 frolic. He will
picturemaking
is highly essenTom Moore With Viola
introduce the numerous celebritial. The record of consistent
ties to the audience and will also
Tom Moore has been engaged
see to it that no speeches are
to play opposite Viola Dana in successes which have marked
made.
"Rouged Lips," the first of her Neilan's past performances seems
An elaborate entertainment
new series of Metro special pro- to confirm his belief.
ductions on which filming will
program is now being arranged
Mr. Urson was affiliated with
start in the near future. Harold
for the "Wampas Frolic and
Shaw will direct Miss Dana in Mr. Neilan a year ago following
Ball." Three well known orchesthe
production
of
many
Parathe screen version of this story
tras, a mammoth pageant and
mount
successes
in
which
the
of the stage written by Rita
fashion parade to be staged
former directed the foremost
Weiman.
*
under the supervision of J. K.
Mr. Moore, who with his stars of that organization. "The
Gorham, well known producer,
brothers, Owen and Matt, form
Eternal Three," it is said, will a gorgeous ballet presented by
one of the most widely known
Ernest Belcher, unique dancing
illustrate examples of achievements made possible only numbers by Marvel and Curtyne
film families, has come west especial y to appear in this picture
through the association of two
Engler,turesand
other feawhich is his first with Miss
will bea score
offeredof preceding
directorial minds on the producDana.
tion of a photoplay.
the dancing.

K. YOUNG

Although preparations for the
American Historical Revue and
Motion Picture Exposition have
not yet advanced to a stage
where the women's part in the
great enterprise is definitely
worked out, their clubs are
taking a great interest in the
Monroe Doctrine Centennial.
In response to an urgent invitation from Mrs. David A.
Fraser, president of the San
Diego County Federation of
Women's
Clubs,
Kimball Young
will Miss
talk onClara
the
significance of the centennial
celebration at the convention to
be held next Wednesday and
Thursday in Balboa Park Auditorium, San Diego. Miss Young
is peculiarly gifted as a speaker
and probably is more often into appear
clubs vitedthan
any before
other women's
motion
picture star. As a representative of the Revue and Exposition she will do much to interest
residents of San Diego county
in the international celebration,
which opens in Los Angeles,
July 2.
The exhibition bungalows, the
first buildings to be erected in
Exposition Park, made good
headway this week and by May
1 it is expected the SpanishColonial city will be well along,
so that an idea of its beauty
when completed can be obtained. Plans for the buildings
to be placed at the disposal of
women's
beautiful organizations
court that willinclude
be thea
center of hospitality. Here will
be a tea-room that will afford a
pleasant resting-place in the
course of sight-seeing and it is
to be conducted on novel lines.
The work of landscape-gardening is to be most extensive
and the recent rains have meant
much to the elaborate scheme
that is to be carried out on the
grounds.
The Momus Special, dedicated
by the Southern Pacific to the
American Motion Picture Revue
and Motion Picture Exposition,
made a triumphal trip to New
Orleans, arriving Tuesday evening. Many friends went to the
station to bid godspeed to Miss
Ruth Roland, who represented
the Monroe Doctrine Centennial
on the eastern journey, and
from the first stop onward there
proved to be the sort of enthusiasm that satisfied even such
an exacting publicity man as
Garrett Graham, who personally
conducted the eventful tour.
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SOCIETY
WINNING
IN

GIRL

IS

WAY

FILMS

Another high society girl is
making a successful conquest in
Filmland. Martha Marshall is
this latest one to score as a result of abandoning a life of ease
in the midst of luxuries to embrace opportunities for a screen
career.
Up to a year ago, Miss Marshall was a leader of Chicago's
Smart. Set. Now after a year of
persistent effort, she has angled
herself into that enviable position from which she bids fair
to travel to leadership in film
circles.
During her brief career as a
photoplayer, she has won admiring friends for her promising
histrionic work in such notable
productions as "The Covered
Wagon," "Adam's Rib" and in
support of Betty Compson in
"The Rustle
of Silk," Brenon.
under the
direction
of Herbert
Miss Marshall's next engagement will be in I. W. Irving's
production
of "Trapped,"
a seaat
story just about
to be filmed
the Goldwyn Studios.
All those familiar with her talents predict a brilliant stellar
future for her and she seems
destined to go far in a short
space of time.
Fay Forges Forward
Little Fay McKenzie has been
and continues to be as busy as
the next one. Her most recent
career reads like a hasty tour of
the whole studio district. No
sooner had she finished in the
Palmerplay, "Atonement," at the
Ince Studios, than she was
rushed into Marshall Neilan's
cast appearing in "The Eternal
Three" and the minute she completed this characterization at
the Goldwyn Studios, she hurried over to the Rockett company to play Sarah Lincoln, the
lamented
Abe's photodrama
baby sister of
in
the historical
"Abraham Lincoln." Incidentally, Fay'swhen
sister,theIda,story
will calls
play
the part
for a lapse of time and she is
supposed to be older.
Goulding Kept Busy
Kdmund Goulding is rapidly
finishing the script on "BroadAfter Dark," soon
and under
it will the
go
into way
production
personal supervision of Harry
Rapf for Warner Brothers. The
director has not yet been selected. Colliding was personally
selected by David Belasco to do
the adaptation of Belasco's faRose,"work
to the
screen mousandplay, he"Tiger
will start
on
it within the week. Sidney
Franklin will direct "Tiger
Rose" and Lenore Ulrich will
play the leading role. Actual
production will start about the
first of June.

News Section

MAE MARSH HAS A TITLED DADDY IN "PADDY"
Those who see Mae Marsh in the stage was overcrowded and
he determined, as have so
the new British film, "Paddy the so
many thousands of others, to try
Next
Best
Thing,"
will
scarcely
realize that her film father in his luck in filmland. He is one
of the fortunate ones, for he has
this production is Sir Simeon
Stuart, a distinguished soldier gone far and not on account of
and English aristocrat.
his title, because until quite recently no one in the industry
Just for the sake of the film,
knew that Sir Simeon Stuart,
this fine old English gentleman
the good-natured film actor was
forgot his title and disguised
himself with a moustache.
none other than Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Simeon Stuart.
Stuart, by the way, is one of
At heart he is Bohemian, and
the few titled people who has
although he is proud of his title,
achieved his position in filmland
(for he is the seventh holder of
by sheer hard work and determination, coupled with the very es- the baronetcy, which was created
sential dramatic ability. He has in 1660), he never utilizes it in
been playing in films for three connection with his business.
As a soldier he has had a very
years only, but when at Magdalen College, Oxford, he was a distinguished career, for as a
very active member of the O. U. Major and D. A. A. G. he served
D. S., and played a great many
in South Africa where he obtained a medal and three clasps
leading parts for this society,
which were always well ap- and was many times mentioned
in dispatches. During the recent
plauded.
war he commanded the Second
It was after he was demobilized at the close of the recent Company of London Imperial
war that Sir Simeon cast his eye Yeomanry in France and was
around to discover into what
several times gassed.
niche he could fit himself in
To see him with Paddy is to
order to maintain a flow of realize that a man is only as old
money into his almost empty cof- as he feels, for he enters into
fers.
Paddy's
ades with heartof and
soul. escapThe stage attracted him, but the majority

HOLLYWOOD'S NEW
MYSTERY
OF
THE

FILMS

While watching a vaudeville
show recently. Director Fred
Caldwell of the L. K. C. Productions, discovered Gene Metcalfe,
and through Dr. Frank E. Metcalfe, arranged an interview for
Gene with William Jenner, west
coast representative of the American Releasing Corporation.
Gene was introduced to Mr.
Jenner as Mr. Palmer, who had
been selected by Mr. Caldwell to
play the juvenile lead in some
forthcoming pictures. Mr. Jenner expressed the opinion that
Mr. Palmer was just the type.
The following day Director
Caldwell introduced a Miss Hamilton to Mr. Jenner, who was
duly impressed with the welldressedance.young
Then Misswoman's
Hamiltonappearmade
some reference to a conversation
she had held with him on the
day previous. He was sure he
had never before laid eyes on
her.
"How much will you bet you
didn't meet me in this office yesterday?" inquired Miss Hamilton.
"Only my right arm — and
maybe
a couple of teeth," was
the answer.
"How about Mr. Palmer, whom
you met yesterday?" she asked.
"Well, I'll be " exclaimed
.Mr. Jenner. "Say, which are
you, a man or a woman?"
"Sssh I'm a "
Cosh, guess we'll have to wait

YOUTH'S BUSINESS
ACUMEN WINS
APPROVAL
Frank Borzage was busy one
afternoon this week directing
scenes with half a dozen youngsters of the street in his new
picture,
Arthur H."Children
Jacobs. of Dust," for
One of the juveniles had a
bright idea for some diversion
between scenes, so went outside
and found some children who
were anxious to see the studio.
"Wanna git in?" questioned
one of the urchins.
"Sure — how kin we?"
"Gimme a penny an' I'll take
yer troo. Yeh kin see Broza-gee
and all the acteers; they're
niakin' real movies from Noo
Soon the director noticed that
his gang of Graniercy Park
youngsters had mysteriously
grown
York." from six to nearly thirtysix.
"Hey, Bunny," he yelled to his
assistant, "where'd this regiment
Thenfrom?"
Bunny went on a still
come
hunt for
a hole in the wall, but
came upon the youthful financier working his Barnum speech
outside.
. When Bunny went to oust the
children he met with such remonstrance that Borzage allowed
them
to remain and watch the
shooting.
for the next carload of notices
from foreGene
Metcalfe's
agent bethe mystery
is solved.

CAMERA

!

"MEANEST MAN" IS
GETTING QUICKLY
ONTO FILM
Principal Pictures Corporation's "The Meanest Man in the
World" is in its fourth production week with filming progressing at aduction irapid
prosbeing pace.
made atTheUnited
Studios under the direction of
Eddie Cline, and a cast of exceptional merit will be seen in the
many characters made famous
by George M. Cohan.
Sol Lesser, president of Principal Pictures Corporation, is
now in New York conferring
with Irving M. Lesser on general distribution matters pertaining to this comedy feature and
all other Principal Picture products for the present and coming
season.
According to Lesser, "The
Meanest Man in the World" will
be a comedy feature de luxe. No
time nor expense is being spared
in giving the screen a truly big
word.
picture
in every sense of the
The cast now includes Bert
Lytell, Blanche Sweet, Bryant
Washburn, Maryon Aye, Helen
Lynch, Carl Stockdale, Warde
Crane, Forrest Robinson, Frances
Raymond, Lincoln S t e d m a n,
William Conklin, Victor Potel,
and others of equal merit.
Camera work is being done under Arthur Martinelli with Fred
Eldridge acting as first assistant
and Frederick C. Clarke in
charge of still photographs.
The company will soon leave
for Fresno, where many of the
rural episodes of the former
Cohan stage play will be filmed.
Two huge stages at United Stu'vood. dios and many exterior settings
occupyno that
"lot"
and
littlespacious
amount studio
of interest
is being attached to the production by the lilm colony of HollyLytell is ideally cast as "the
meanest man" and the other artists have been selected with utmost care for the various portrayals in the comedy feature
which is scheduled for release
immediately after the summer
months.
MOST BEAUTIFUL ARMS
ARRIVE !N FILM COLONY
The world's most beautiful
arms have arrived in Los Angeles. They were accompanied
on their trip from Spokane by
the body of the latest aspirant to
the title of "America's Most
Beautiful Woman." Both the
arms and body are the personal
property
L'Ehmann
who
coniesof Mrs.
to LosVeta
Angeles
on a
business trip in the interests of
her husband, who has invented
a moving picture device. Besides her great beauty, Mrs.
L'Ehmann is one of the fastest
swimmers on the Pacific Coast,
being the holder of many medals.
She looks like a bright possibility for a motion picture career.

CAMERA!

"Big Boy" Willia ms has made such a
hit in Charles R. Seeling's pictures of
Western life that he's going to make a
second series. It's the East that likes him
best.
SUTHERLAND ADDED TO
"GOLDEN WEST" CAST
Dick Sutherland has been assigned an important role in
Edwin Carew's current production, "The Girl of the Golden
West," now in the course of filming at the United Studios. Sutherland, who will be long remembered for his remarkable characterization of the ugly tramp in
Harold Lloyd's screen success,
"Grandma's Boy," is one of filmdom'sters,most
inasmuchinteresting
as he seemscharacto be
alone in his field, even surpassing the facial features of Bull
Montana in ugliness so intriguing. He will portray the role of
the half-breed Mexican in "The
Girl of the Golden West."
Trio of Stars Corralled
Estelle Taylor, Rod LaRoque
and Kathryn McGuire compose
the star triumvirate which will
share stellar dramatic honors
in Richard Thomas' newest sixreel thriller, "Other Men's
Money,"
now in Studios.
productionTheat
the
Hollywood
comedy players are headed by
Tom Wilson, delineator of negro
types and famous for his work
in "Reported Missing."
Vacations in Volcano
"Here I am in the crater of a
volcano," says Kate Lester,
"grande
dame a ofshort
the rest
screen,"
who
is taking
from
her duties at the Goldwyn
studios at Coso Hot Springs.
Miss Lester, who has appeared
in grandmother and dowager
roles in scores of pictures, is
taking her first vacation in more
than two years. She plans to
return to the Goldwyn studios
April 16.
Sells Chinese Story
Treve Collins, Jr., of Brooklyn,
who divides his time between
writing short stories for popular
magazines, and writing screen
originals and continuities for independent producers, says he has
Just sold the motion picture
rights to his Chinese story "The
Idol of Men
Lip San," for production abroad.
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AFTER TRYING 'EM ALL, BILL RETURNS TO FILMS
No doubt a great many of the had tried all the branches of
present screen favorites have the theatrical business, Carroll
attained their prominence
left the Leon W. Washburn Circus and enrolled with the Ralph
through their efforts in pictures,
but the truly interesting char- Cummings Dramatic Stock Comacter is the one who graduated
pany in Canada.
into the film world from the
During his long stage experience Mr. Carroll has appeared
hard school of experience. No
more glaring example of this in all varieties of plays, ranging
class can be recalled than
from ' 'The Mummy and the
William A. Carroll who is one
Humming Bird" to "Dr. Wainof the high lights of the present
When he reached the pinnacle
cinema year.
of success in New York he
The old-timers will doubtlessly remember Bill Carroll of the sighed for new worlds to conquer. He would probably still
Rice and Dixey days. The same
beright."
sighing were it not for the
Bill Carroll who attained fame
over-night at the old Bijou advent of moving pictures.
Theatre in "Adonis" and as Here, again he was a pioneer,
quickly disappeared from the having been identified with Gaston Molies, the first person to
public eye. For the benefit of
use a human being in cinemathose who did not subsequently
learn what became of him, it is
tography. He later and
joinedwould
I lit1
company
fitting to explain that Mr. Car- Biograph
have
been
happy
in
this
field
roll, even at that early date,
realized the importance of had not someone reminded him
varied experience to the true of the fact that he had never
actor. At the conclusion of played vaudeville.
He completed a tour of the
"Adonis," Mr. Carroll entered
musical comedy, in which field Pantages circuit and again resumed work in moving pictures.
he remained only long enough
Among his more recent roles
to make the managers fight for
his services.
are: Henry Drew in "House of
From musical comedy he took
Candles; John in, "Yellow
a fling at circus work. Here, as Fifty
and Gold;" Phillip Ashton
in all his endeavors in the Men
in, "Gas, Oil and Water" and in
amusement field, he was ac- support of Herbert Rawlinson in
claimed. Not satisfied that he "Confidence."
BLUE SPEAKS FOR MAN
WHO LIKES HIS BOSS

BULL WILL MAKE "THE
UNCOVERED WAGON" NOW

Monte Blue, Warner Brothers
star, who just lately appeared
as Doctor Kennicott in "Main
Street," went up north last week
to visit the various film exchanges and put a little personal
note into the business.
During Monte's stay in Seattle
he was requested to visit a small
town near there. When he
reached the town he found it in
the throes of political warfare.
Monte was requested to speak in
behalf of one of the candidates,
but declined until he found that
the man was very much in favor
of Warner Brothers' pictures;
then he said: "Well, sir, any fellow who likes those pictures
should make a good mayor, so
I'll speak for him."
A mass meeting was called for
that evening and everything was
hurriedly arranged.

Florence Gilbert has been resigned by Hunt Stromberg to
play in Bull Montana's new burlesque on "Thewill
Covered
Wagon."as
The comedy
be known
"The Uncovered Wagon" and
will follow the great film epic as
closely
as "Rob 'Em Good" did
"Robin Hood."
Miss Gilbert recently finished
important roles in "Snowed
Under" and "Breaking Into
Society,"
andinit these
was her
excellent work
comedies
which won her the cherished ingenue role in the" burlesque on
Emerson Hough's historic photoplay.
This makes Miss Gilbert's fortieth two-reel comedy, although
she has twenty-four features to
her eredit, also.

Truly Rolled by Experts
"For surprises, spend a day in
pictures,"
says Truly
Shattuck,
former vaudeville
headliner
who
is now playing in the Gasnier
production, "Daughters of the
Rich," at the Schulberg Studios.
"The assistant director told me
to 'get into negligee' the other
morning. I donned a particularly
handsome Irish lace affair. On
the set, specialists from a Parisian beauty shop, according to
the story, had to roll me up and
down the carpet and give me reducing exercises. Now, I remember these scenes by a torn bit of
finery — and corns on my hips."
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Johnny Walker is always on the run from
one picture to another. His popularity" is
to blame. He has just finished the leadin Frank
"Terwilliger",
and ingisroleback
at the Borzage's
R-C Studios.
COUPLE RETURNS FROM
EUROPE TO ENTER FILMS
Among the most recent interesting arrivals in California
are Mr. George D. Colovos and
his beautiful American wife,
Mrs. Colovos, or, to be more
exact, Mme. Septimus Valistoke
Colovos, who is the daughter of
one of the finest southern
families and is a true southern
M. and Mme. Colovos have
type.
just arrived from Europe, where
they have charmed on the
screen and stage for several
seasons. Their work took them
to all the principal cities of
Europe, but both claim they
have never seen anything to
compare to (he beauty of California.

Returns From Frisco
James Farley, the well known
heavy, has just returned from
San Francisco, where exterior
scenes from the new Paramount
Picture, "The Woman With
Four Faces," starring Betty
Compson, under the direction of
Herbert Brenon, have been
filmed for the past week.

Kent Has Real Life Double
Have you a double? Are you
called
another?to account for the sins of
Kraufurd Kent, playing a leading role in the Gasnier production, "Mothers-in-Law," faces
(his predicament, but with this
advantage — his double is a perfectly behaved friend.
For years past, Kent has been
confused with Frederick Tiden,
an actor well known in New
York. Even brother members of
the Lambs Club constantly mistake one for the other. At Grauman's Theatre, recently, Kent accompanied Reginald Denny to a
Sunday morning' concert. After
a careful rendition of several selections, a number of people
waited to congratulate him as
"my old friend, Frederick

Why Ralph's Thankful
Ralph Lewis is feeling very
happy over the fact that in the
F. B. O. production of "Blow
Your Own Horn," he does not
die or get killed off. It is his
first production for several
months in which he does not
get his life snuffed out before
the final fade-out.

Actor Gets New Tooth
Theodore Hays looks natural
Tiden!"
once
again. The tooth which was
knocked out during a recent film
fight at the Hollywood Studios
has been replaced with one of
the dentist's products, and once
again Mr. Hays can chew a complete mouthful.
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Flashes

from

SAN FRANCISCO, April 9— Gibson Gowland, Zasu Pitts, Fanny Midgley and Frank
Hayes aal arrived in San Francisco last
week to join Eric Von Strobeim's production of "Greed"
for Goldwyn.
Chester
lin and
Jean Hersholt
are still
to Conkcome,
when the cast will be complete. The company Is working very hard day and night
on their set at Hayes and Lagima Streets,
with a little location work. Having been
drowned in the cold, dark waters of the bayon Friday night, Ceasare Gravina has almost finished his part in the picture, and
will return to Los Angeles in a day or two.
Paul byPowell,
director,
is editing
Fog"
made
the Graf
Productions,
at t"The
lie Pacific
studios at San Mateo. The shooting of the
picture was finished on Thursday after a
little more than seven weeks' work.
Joseph Kerr has severed his connection
as publicity director for the Paul Gerson
studios on Page Street and returned to Los
Angeles.
The Victor B. Fisher Productions began
work at the Hollywood studios last Monday
ANOTHER

FOOTBALL

HERO

Three years ago Robert Cosgriff, full-back
of that famous Oregon football team which
played Harvard off her feet, to finally lose
the game on a fluke play, at Pasadena,
visited Hollywood.
When he returned to college his mind was
made up that some day he would return
to Hollywood, equipped to take some part
in the great motion picture industry which
has its home here.
A course In dramatic art was the result.
Graduating, Cosgriff's ability was recognized
immediately by leading stock companies of
the Northwest. More lately he has been
featured in a series of pictures made in
Portland and released by Pathe.
He has now come to Hollywood, where he
has been assured of leading roles by some
of the most prominent producers.
He will probably be seen first in Irving
Cummings' next all-star production.

Frisco

By agnes

The Rellineo Film Syndicate, of which
Dr. Orlando E. Miller is the head, and who
has offices in the Chronicle Building, has
started the filming of their first picture in a
southern studio. The story is as yet unnamed, but it will be a picture with a physchological punch. Louis W. Chaudet is
directing.
John Arnold,
returning
to Loscameraman
Angeles inon a"The
day Fog,"
or two.is
He says he has enjoyed every day of his ten
weeks' stay in San Francisco, and will always be more than willing to come back.
His next picture will be at the Metro studio
under Wellman.
Harold Shaw's direction, the story by
Rita
The Famous Players-Lasky company makBECOME

I

kerr crawford

on the filming of "Youth Triumphant."
Ward Crane, lately with Lasky in "Within
the Law," and William Boyd have been
added to the cast. David Chaplin, business
manager of the corporation, and Iverson
Blake went south, from the office here, on
Sunday to remain during the shooting of
the picture.
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ing "The Woman With Two Faces," put off
their expected coming to San Francisco for
a week, but they really arrived on Sunday
morning. They will do some jail and other
location work here for several days. The
company includes Herbert Brenon, director,
Harold Schwartz, assistant director, James
Howe, cameraman, Betty Compson, Richard
Dix, Gladden James, Theodore von Eltz and
staff.
some dozen other members of the cast and
With Eric Von Stroheim's outfit now filming "Greed" is what is probably the highest
paid actor for his size in captivity. A large
black raven with a friendly disposition, but
seemingly little conversation, who is drawweek.ing the merry little salary of $75 dollars a
San Francisco people have had the unusual opportunity the last week of seeing a
favorite star either in person or on the
screen, as Elsie Ferguson was playing "The
Wheel of Life" at the Columbia Theatre,
while
picture "Outcast" held the screen
at
the her
Royal.
broken hand, work will start within the
coining month
on "The story,
Steel Trail,"
Universal^ big railroad
by George
l'lympton and George Pyper.
Duncan was the victim of one of the oddest accidents in the history of Universal
City. While riding his horse in a thrilling
"Itescue scene" he stretched his hand out
over the animal's head as it reared sharply.
His hand, weighted by a heavy revolver,
was forcibly hit by metal on the bridle, and
a shattered bone resulted.
scene.
Despite his pain the actor finished the
"The Steel Trail" marks a reunion between actor and playwright.

ROBERT COSGRIFF

FROM WITHIN FILMDOM'S INNER PORTALS
Gladys Walton has just started her ent upon one studio's facilities, not counting the outside firms that lease space there.
starring vehicle, "Sawdust," at Universal
Under management of A. E. Rosenberg,
City under the direction of Jack Conway.
the department has been considerably enIt is a story of the old time circus days
larged, "Props" to the value of twenty-five
when the appearance of the big tents in a thousand dollars have been added to the
stock
and
ten thousand spent on general
community was the occasion of a general
holiday. It was adapted to the screen by imp rovements.
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," the
Hugh Hoffman from a magazine story by
spectacle film starring Lon Chaney, followCourtney Riley Cooper.
ing several other specials of unusual magniShe will be supported in the cast by
tude, made such demands upon the existing
several well known and popular screen
players, including Niles Welch, Edith Yorke, stock that enlargement and improvement
William Robert Daly, Frank Brownlee and were necessary. "The Hunchback of Notre
Mathew Betz.
Dame"tureisundertaking
not onlyin the
biggest
history,
but,motion
due to picits
period and locale, the most exacting in costuming
and
investiture.
Extensive improvements have been made
With the recovery of William Duncan, inin the property department at Universal
capacitated for several weeks past by a
City, where nineteen companies are depend-

While filming some very dangerous fire
scenes for "Now You See It," an R-C picture,
which pames W. Home is directing, Virginia
Fox, who plays the leading feminine role,
was uninjured. In fact, startling excitement
remained completely away.
Tom Gallery, the hero of the screen story,
made no daring rescues except those ordered by the director.
This story is quite unusual because it is
against
all stereotyped rules of press-agentism.
Following several weeks at Universal City
the author will return to Oakland, having
recently purchased a new home on Lake
Merritt, and thenceforth plans to gravitate
between studio and home.
"The most amazing thing to me," said
Beaumont on his arrival at Universal City,
"is the immensity of the film capital of
America. After going over the gigantic
'Hunchback of Notre Dame' settings and the
gr< at Vienna street setting of 'Merry-GoRound,' and seeing the big productions in
the making, I was almost breathless with
amazement. It gives one a thrill for the
first time to see crowds of several thousand
directed with the precision of an army, — a
thrill almost akin to awe."
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INDEPENDENT
FILMING
The ranks of independent producers have been augmented by
the formation of a new concern,
Fisher Productions, which plans
to produce a series of offerings,
the first of which will be "Youth
Triumphant," from the story by
George Gibbs, which ran serially
in the Green Book magazine.
An all-star cast is being assembled at the Hollywood Studios,
where the company will operate.
Victor B. Fisher will supervise
the making of each production
and attend to the business
affairs of the organization. Mr.
Fisher was for two years general manager of Associated
Photoplays. Prior to that he
was associated in Super Art
Productions and concerned in
the Production of "Bubbles"
with Mary Anderson, and other
photoplays.
San Francisco capitalists are
numbered among the officers
and members of the directorate
of Fisher Productions. Aaron
L. Jaffe, manufacturer of the
northern city, is president ; S.
L. Blake, formerly affiliated with
the Anglo-California Trust Company of San Francisco, has the
post of secretary, and Victor B.
Fisher is treasurer.
Lillian Ducey will direct
"Youth Triumphant" under Mr.
Fisher's supervision. Mrs. Ducey
has had wide experience, having been associated with Allan
Dwan, Eric Von Stroheim and
Maurice Tourneur. "Blind Husbands, " "The Christian," "The
Scoffer," "Deep Waters" and
"The
Thing,'
are
among Forbidden
the pictures
she has
worked on in the past.
Dryden Tells of India
Wheeler Dryden, young English actor-playwright, read a
paper entitled "Dramatic Art in
India," at a meeting of The Playcrafters, held on Sunday, April
8, at the home of Sydney
Sprague, president of the organization. Mr. Dryden illustrated
his talk with a number of "still"
photographs brought by him
from Bombay, India. In these
pictures Mr. Dryden posed as the
hero and the villain (a dual
role) of a novel published in
Gujerati, the native language of
the Bombay presidency. Mr. Dryden also exhibited a copy of the
novel itself, in which reproductions of the photographs were
used as illustrations. The novel
bears the dedication to Mr. Dryden in the personal handwriting
of its author, Mr. P. J. Marzban,
a noted Parsee dramatist and
philosopher. This is the second
time Mr. Dryden has read his interesting paper on Indian dramatic art, the previous occasion
being at a meeting of the Ebell
Club in Los Angeles.

MURIEL SHOWS

US UNIQUE WAY

TO STEAL PICTURE

There are all kinds of ways to
"steal a picture," but Muriel McCormac's way is absolutely the
most certain and the most effective. She simply hides her rival
for camera honors just as the
camera starts. Here's proof of
the proclivity of the winsome
little Miss for just such extreme
measures. It happened when
she was playing opposite little
Mickey McBan in Gasnier's
"Poor Men's Wives." Muriel
decided she was to have a scene
all to herself despite Mickey's
protestations in favor of staying
in camera range. Hence down
dropped a big Turkish towel and
all of Mickey that was left to be
photographed was Mickey's feet,
which he is not featuring at all.
"I hated to do it, but it was
my scene and Mickey wouldn't
move out of it," Muriel says.
Muriel and Mickey did so well
as the Heavenly Twins in the
Gasnier picture that now William Fox has engaged them to
be twins in the Dustin Farnum
picture Which is scheduled to Muriel McCormac's Kead and Mickey McBan' s
start early next week.
feet.
HOW

NIBLO

RESULTS

GETS

FROM

ACTORS
Fred Niblo became even more
firmly entrenched in the front
line of directors with the beginning of "Captain Applejack," his
second independent production
for Louis B. Mayer and Metro
release.
Not only because he has a
big story with an all-star cast
and a studio of his own, but because he revealed the secret of
his success in a two minute conversation with one player.
Thomas Ricketts, admirable
old character star, is playing
the role of "Lush," the sparklingly funny British butler of
the story.
Mr. Ricketts
suggestions
for asked
one bitMr.of Niblo's
action.
Mr. Niblo told him and then
asked what he thought of it.
"You know more about the
role
I do," actor
he said,
are athan
splendid
and "You
you
are
the role
'Lush.' I
will living
welcome
everyof suggestion
from you to make the character
the outstanding role of the proMr. Ricketts is one of an allduction."
star cast which includes Matt
Moore, Enid Bennett, Barbara
La Marr, Mrs. Mathilde Brundage, Robert McKim and Otto
Hoffman.
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MOVING

DAY

TO COME

SOON
FOR

WARNERS
Moving day is rapidly approaching at the Warner Brothers Studio. Files, desks and all
sorts of paraphernalia are being
assembled so that they can be
moved into the new executive
offices. Equipment is beginning
to arrive. Part of the library
which S. L. Warner contracted
for on his recent trip to New
York is. beginning to come in.
The Warner Brothers expect to
be comfortably settled in their
new offices within two weeks.
Several new systems of office
work have been worked out by
J. L. and S. L. Warner and they
will be put into effect when the
new studio opens.
"We are doing out utmost to
get our studio down to a firm
business basis and run it as systematical y as any other business,"
says
J.
Warner.
to that end allL. the
experts"Andin
business procedure necessary
have been obtained to launch our
new offices. There is no reason
why a studio cannot be systematized and placed on a basis the
same as any business, that is, of
course,
office;
wouldn't and
be
so easy the
to keep
the itdirectors
actors down to a business schedule, as they are continually makingsonschanges
for various
cannot and
arrange
things reatoo

MAX

GRAF

MILDRED
LONG

SIGNS
FOR

TERM

It is nothing less than terrible
the way everybody keeps pestering Mildred Harris these days.
And the sad, sad part of it is
that all of them are endeavoring
to force money on her — money
and jobsatrical
— "engagements"
in theparlance.
Motion picture producers,
vaudeville producers, musical
comedy producers and dramatic
producers — all of them have
lately discovered that Mildred
Harris is a lady of versatile possibilities. She, however, also
knows what she wants — namely,
to be a sure-enough photoplay
star. A happy career during
which her name has blazoned in
electric lights, exclusively as a
photoplayer, has convinced her
that the articulate theatre does
not offer sufficient opportunity
for reaching out to the great
multitude who have learned to
love her.
Miss Harris became convinced
of this when a month ago she
left the vaudeville stage to play
the leading feminine role in "The
Fog," which is being produced in
San Francisco under the personal supervision of Max Graf.
After a year of vaudeville, Miss
Harris finds her present work
far
interesting.
affordsto
you more
a chance
to give"It play
your emotions. It is much less
wearing on the nerves, and consequently one is able to keep in
This health."
last item is a matter of
better
considerable
concern with the
fair Mildred, which is why she
spends her hours of recreation
far from the glare of the studio
lights, motoring with her mother
near San Francisco. She does
not worry about the pestering
offers — not she. She has signed
a contract to appear in the future under the exclusive management of Max Graf, if you
please, and now she is letting
that gentleman do the worrying.
Esmelton Demurs
Fred Esmelton, playing the
role of the whimsical butler in
Goldwyn's "Three Wise Fools,"
says he does not think it is fair
for those eastern welfare workers to send out queries to
women asking how much spooning they did before marriage
without saying something to the
men. Esmelton is going to take
it uponsand himself
send aactors,
thouqueries to to
married
electricians and travelling salesmen, asking how much spooningriage
they ceremony.
did prior to the marHarry Burns Recovers
After being confined to the
Culver City Hospital for eight
weeks, Harry Burns is at his
home again and almost entirely
recovered from his serious illness. He resides at 1428 Gordon

far ahead."
j street.
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Eva Novak has completed
"Temptation" for the Wilnat
Production Company.
Michael Dark has completed
his role of Lord Balfour in the
Charles Brahin production "Six
' Days."
Arthur Stuart Hull is finishing his role in the new Clara
Kimball Young production tentatively titled "La Iiubia."
Lillian Lawrence has completed her role of the mother in
the new Vitagraph production
starring Alice Calhoun.
Ernest Butterworth, Sr., actor
and author, has again taken up
the pen and joined forces with
the Harry Eduiondson unit.
Eva Novak's series of articles
now published in book form will
be off the press in a few days.
The title is "Beauty Hints For
the Blonde."
Nelson McDowell has just
completed his role of "Sonora
Slim," in the Edwin Carewe production of "The Girl of the
Golden West."
Taylor Graves has completed
"Only
direction
William38,"de under
Mille.theOthers
in theof
cast are Elliott Dexter, May McAvoy, and Lois Wilson.
Huntly Gordon is in Catalina
making water scenes for the new
Lasky production, "Bluebeard's
Eighth Wife." Gloria Swanson
is starred in this production.
Cullen Landis has returned
from San Mateo where "The
Fog" was made for Metro. The
entire production was made "on
location"
dios there.and at the Pacific stuMontana,
Metro's,
cave
man"Bull"
comedian,
led the
orchestra
on the occasion of the opening of
his burlesque, "Rob 'Em Good,"
at Loew's
Warfield Theatre in
San
Francisco.
Ethel Grey Terry is at work
on the new Jack Dillon produc
tion, "A Self-Made Wife." Miss
Terry is playing the title role
under the direction of Mr. Dillon
at Universal City.
Myrtle Stedman is again playa "modern
mother"
role in
the ingnew
Goldwyn
production,
"Six Days," now in process of
production under the direction
of Charles Brabin.
Carl Gerard has completed his
role of the juvenile in the new
Cosmopolitan production featuring Anita Stewart. The title is
"The Love Piker," and was written by Frank R. Adams.

and

What's

What

Myrtle Stedman is playing
Olive Kingston, mother Corinne
Griffith, in the Charles Brabin
production,
Days," from the
pen
ol Elinor"SixGlyn.
Taylor Graves has completed
t he juvenile role in the William
De Mille
production
The
production
was "Only
made 38."in
twenty-two working days.
Huntly Gordon has returned
from Catalina, where water
scenes were made for the next
Gloria S w a n 8 o n production,
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife."
Nelson McDowell, having finished with "The Girl of the
Golden West," has gone over to
the Universal lot to play a minister for Richard Stanton in his
Northwestern production.
Harold Shaw, who will direct
Viola Dana in Rita Weiman's
"Rouged Lips," while in England directed Cyril Maude in the
only motion picture in which
this famous stage star ever appeared.
Lionel Belmore and Lillian
Leighton have been added to
the cast of "Other Men's
Money," under the direction of
Richard Thomas, which is in
production
at the Hollywood
Studios.
Mae
Murray's
portable fordressing room
built especially
her
use during the filming of "The
French
Doll,"andfor bizarre
Metro, asis quite
as
elaborate
some
of the dazling settings in this
picture.
Metro has dispatched "location
scouts" to Wyoming to choose
the natural settings to be used
in the filming of Katharine Newlin
Burt's
Eagle'sofFeather,"
under
the "The
direction
Edward
Slonian.
Otis Harlan has been assigned
the role of a Chief Eunuch, in
the forthcoming Maurice Tourneur production, "The Brass
Bottle," now under way at the
United Studios for First National
release.
-Margaret Landis has returned
from Truckee, where snow scenes
for the new Harry Carey production were made. The title of
this new Carey production for
Rol.ei tson-Cole is "The Miracle
Baby."
Fred Huntly, well-known character actor, and Charles Stevens,
one of the screen's "dirtiest
guys," have been added to the
cast
"The White
Silence,"is
which ofChester
M. Franklin
directing for the Warner
Brothers.
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in Filmland

"Main Street" which has just
been completed at the Warner
The cutting and titling of
Brothers studio, is going forward
rapidly under the guiding hand
of Director Beaumont and film
editor Lewis Milestone.
James Kirkwood. who is now
enacting the leading male role
in Mrs. Wallace Reid's antinarcotic film, "Human Wreckthis week
branded to
the Lila
reportage,"of his
engagement
Lee as "idle gossip."
Lincoln Stedman is playing the
role of Barth, the office boy, in
the Sol Lesser production of
"The Meanest Man in the
World." This is the screen version of the George M. Cohan
production.
Lincoln Stedman is busy these
days playing the role of the office boy in the Sol Lesser production "The Meanest Man in
the World." Eddie Cline is directing this screen version of the
George M. Cohan hit.
Edwin Moulten, who played
important parts in the Universal
serial, "The Phantom Fortune"
and Roy Stewart's "Blue Blood
and Red," is supporting Ann Little in "The Eagle's Talons,"
Duke
Worne's latest serial for
Universal.
B. P. Fineman has announced
the signing of House Peters,
sterling dramatic actor, for the
leading part in "Don't Many for
Money," the production which
willWest
markCoast
Mr. activities
Finenian'salter
return
to
an
absence in I he East of a year.
E. de B. Newman and Kobert
Thornbury of the Courtland Productions are filming "The Man
from Ten Strike," a Guy Bates
Post special, on the Thomas H.
Ince lot. The story was written
by James Oliver Curwood. Fred
Myton arranged the scenario.
Not only does Viola Dana have
to perfect herself in some difficult chorus steps for her new
Metro picture, but she must also
learn the Highland Fling and
the Irish reel for "Rouged
Lips,"
Weiman's
of
the
stageRitawhich
will be story
the first
of her new Metro starring pictures.
Burnell Manly, who Seenarized "Women Wake Up" for
King Vidor, adapted Daniel
Frederick Whitcomb's original
screen
"OtherThomas,
Men's
Money," story,
for Richard
which the latter is directing at
the Hollywood Studios. Like
the other Thomas features,
"Other Men's Money" will be
1 published in six-parts.

This

!

Week

Three of the costumes that
Lewis Stone wears in his portrayal of the Marquis de La Tour
d'Azyr in Rex Ingram's production of "Scaramouche," weigh 30
pounds apiece and are typical of
the sartorial accouterments
of
a French'century.
Nobleman in the
Eighteenth
George O'Hara completed this
week a thrilling fight faction in
"The End of a Perfect Fray,"
tenth in the Witwer "Fighting
Blood" series, his adversary
being Morry
Lux,vehicle
noted has
ringsome
veteran. The new
delightful home scenes, comedy
touches and the usual charming
romance. Mai St. Clair directs.
Joe Butterworth, brother of
the well-known juvenile, Ernest
Butterworth, has been engaged
by the J. K. McDonald company
at Hollywood Studios. He is
playing the part of Sam in the
First National attraction, "Penrod andander Sam,"
Alexenacts thewhile
role ofBenPenrod.
Harold Lloyd has purchased
the site of the old Pass school,
located at Sunset Boulevard
and Gordon Street for a price of
$55,000. In contradiction to circulated reports, the property
was purchased as an investbe to
the house
locationment,
for aand will
new not
studio
future Lloyd activities.
Madeline Hurlock, leading
lady
Ben Turpinwasin granted
Mack Sen-a
nett tocomedies,
divorce from her husband, John
Sterling, on the grounds of
cruelty and desertion. Miss
Hurlock termed her husband a
"love pirate," and declared he
had married Florence Wright of
New York, under the pretense
that he had been divorced.
Senorita Marina Vega, the
Mexican girl who attempted
suicide recently at the home of
Charlie Chaplin, will be returned to Mexico City by officials of the county charities,
under whose observation she
has been since her arrest, when
information was received from
Mexico to the effect that sensational attempts at suicide were
an obsession with her.
Cinema stars will play a big
part in staging the "Charity
Circus," which will be held at
Praeger Park, May 4 to 13 inclusive. Cecil B. DeMille, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Ray and
Tom Mix will act as aides to
Capt. George K. Home. Marian
Fairfax and Mrs. Cecil B. DeMille will have charge of the
presenting of the "King Tut
Harem," in which many of filmdom's tiful
most
prominent
and beauingenues
will appear.
Mrs.
Charles Ray has been assigned
the position
balloon sales at of
the supervising
circus.
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CALNAY ENGAGES STAGE STAR FOR NEW PICTURE
STAR
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BRIGHTLY
Arthur Trimble has finished
his second two-reel comedy under
the direction of Jack Dawn, who
also wrote the stories.
The first story is centered
around a youngster who dreams
of the days of King Arthur.
Arthur Trimble portrays the
youngster who dreams he is a
prince. The new boy star is supported in this picture by Bessie
Love.
The second comedy is centered
around a regular kid, who is mistreated by his foster family. The
titles are now being written by
Max Abramson, who titled many
of the Jackie Coogan pictures.
Trimble is one of the most
promising stars of the ultra
juvenile sphere, and is not yet
seven years of age. Exceptional
talent, big stories and splendid
direction is going into every one
of these pictures.
New stories are being whipped
into shape by Director Dawn,
who will continue to direct little Trimble in the others to follow.
The comedies are being made
at the Century Studio.
FATE CONSPIRES TO MAKE
LITTLE GIRL AN ACTRESS
The old saying that "Some are
born great, some achieve greatness, and some have greatness
thrust upon them" has found a
Betty Giles, little ten-year-old
school girl from New Orleans,
is having opportunities to become a screen actress literally
thrust upon her. She never intended to be an actress. In fact,
her parents were in opposition
to a professional life.
Fate started dealing her a
helping hand when Betty took
part in the Carnival of the
Woodcrafters of America at the
Hollywood Bowl. Betty was the
screen stars' choice as the winner. Later she was watching
a Harold Lloyd comedy being
filmed on the street, and the director drew her out of the crowd
to play in the picture. Lastly,
when visiting at the Charles
Ray studio, Betty was snatched
up to play "the big sister" to
the Pilgrim children in "The
Courtship
Miles other
Standish."
She has hadofseveral
offers
since then. So little Betty is
finding herself an actress in
spite of herself.
Holmes Needs No Home
Stuart Holmes probably is the
busiest man in Hollywood these
days. During the daylight hours,
he carries one of the featured
roles in "Daughters of the Rich,"
a Gasnier production being
filmed at the Schulberg Studios.
At night, the Universal Company is employing his talents.

Arthur Beckman, a delineator
of character roles on the American and Canadian speaking
stage, since his eighth year of
age has played opposite such
celebrities as Kessler, Morrison,
Madame Waxman, and many
others, before he entered screen
work. He is now engaged by
the West Coast Productions to
play the difficult part of the
condemned man, whose execution in "Why Do We Live?" is
expected to arouse such symNEW ASSOCIATION IS
SIGNING PLAYERS UP
Gordon Maloney, formerly of
the Knickerbocker Stock Company of Chicago, yesterday,
through the excellent work of
the Motion Picture Players' Association, was signed to a longterm contract as leading man by
the Jack Laughlin productions.
Mr. Maloney has been a
trooper for fourteen years and
one of the first members of the
Motion tion.Picture
AssociaHe leaves Players'
for Fresno,
the
home of the Jack Laughlin productions, and expresses his delight at the fine way in which
the Motion Picture Players' Association co-operated with him.
Carol May, formerly ingenue
of the road company of "Abie's
Irish Rose," has also received
favorable recognition and has
joined Eddie Lyons Comedies.
Marjorie a Busy Actress
Since completing a part with
the Charles Ray company in
'"The Courtship of Miles StandWarfield's
activitiesish,"
have Marjorie
been many
and varied,
including parts at the Goldwyn
and Lasky studios, at Universal
City, and with the Monte Banks
company. In Herbert Brenon's
"The Rustle of Silk," at the
Lasky studios, Miss Warfield is
said to have done some excellent
work, which likewise applies to
her characterization of an office
girl in the Herbert Blanche proDollars," starringduction,
Herbert"TwentyRawlinson
and
Doris Pawn, at Universal. At
present Miss Warfield is working with Monte Banks in his
latest comedy, "Please Arrest
Town Talk Boosts Brown
Otheman Stevens, purveyor
andMe."
conveyor of Town Talk in
the Los somed
Angeles
forth last Examiner,
week withblosan
exceedingly complimentary paragraph anent Sedley Brown. It
seems some little bird put a
word in Town Talk's ear to the
effect that a certain motion picture producer was negotiating
to secure Mr. Brown's services
as a director for forthcoming
productions. He ended by saying, "Any producer
who wishes
to make
the pictures
Will
Hays ask for, entertaining, brilliant and clean can have them
if he lets Sedley direct."

pathy even in the hearts of the
staunchest believers of capital
punishment. The picture is designed to awaken the conscience
of all the nations against what
it holds to be the barbaric and
unworthy law of legal murder.
"There is no more promising
artist on the screen today," said
Mr. Calnay,
Arthur
Beckman,
capable"than
enough
to depict
a role so sympathetic as this,
yet with sufficient villainy to deserve the supreme penalty."
FINEMAN SIGNS B.ROWN
TO DIRECT "REDEEMER"
Clarence Brown, for years assistant to Maurice Tourneur, and
who won his spurs as director of
"The Great Redeemer," "The
Light in the Dark," and other
big pictures, has been signed by
B. P. Fineman to direct "Don't
Marry for Money," the picture
which marks
this Coast
producer's
resumption of West
activity
after
a
year's
absence
in
the
East.
Charles Dorian, who was also
with Tourneur for some years,
will occupy the post of assistant
director. Frank D. Ormstrom,
responsible for the effects in
"Kismet" and "Within the Law,"
is art director.
Silvano Balboni, the cameraman for "Quo Vadis," "The Last
Days of Pompeii," and other
great foreign spectacles, will
make his American debut as
chief cameraman for "Don't
Marry for Money." Balboni is
recognized abroad as pre-eminent
in his field.
Unique Last Rites
Marie Prevost is reported to
have said that she will never
again don a bathing suit for a
motion picture. The post mortem with her famous garment
took place recently at the Warner Brothers studios in Los Angeles following the completion
of "Brass," when the star, with
shovel in hand, diig a grave and
buried
her once priceless treasure.
BigWhat
Figure
at U
is believed
to be a new
pace in the electrical phase of
motion picture production is being set at Universal City, where
H. D. Brown, chief electrician,
is utilizing 100 electricians to
supply the proper lighting effects for the filming of "The
Hunchback
of Notre
The light reflected
by Dame."
all the
Kleigs and sun-arcs totals approximately 100,000,000 candle
power. More than 1200 extras
are being used each evening,
during the filming of the night
scenes in this production.

JACKIE COOGAN'S
$50 IS IN
THE RING
Even the kiddie stars of filmdom are desirous of participating in the second annual "Warnpas
Frolic evening,
and Ball"April
to be21,held
Saturday
on
the monster stage now under
construction at the Warner
Brothers' Studio in Hollywood.
Comes Jackie Coogan with a $50
bill in his pudgy little hand and
lays it on the counter for a box
at the affair.
But Jack Coogan, Jr., was not
the first to secure one of the
muchly prized loges for the publicists' big entertainment. Manager
E. C. Bostick
of distincLoew's
State Theatre,
has the
tion of being holder of Box No.
1, while close at his heels were
B. P. Schulberg, Edwin Carewe,
Al Christie, Joseph Henaberry,
Abraham Lehr, and a host of
ether bersequally
of the filmwell-known
colony who memhad
to satisfy themselves with boxes
bearing higher numbers.
Uponhadlearning
pas"
openedthat
the theseat"Wamsale
for their second annual frolic,
B. P. Schulberg, producer of
many big screen successes, wired
his protege, Ethel Shannon, who,
by the
way, is one
of theselected
"stars
of
tomorrow"
recently
by the publicists, to reserve one
of the box admission tickets she
was selling for him.
According to Joseph Jackson,
president
of the to"Wampas,"
will be necessary
hang out anit
"S. R. O." sign on the evening of
Saturday, April 21, if not before,
providing
thehasticket
saleEvery
continues as it
begun.
present indication points toward
aandcapacity
"house" at the frolic
ingly.arrangements to handle the
crowd are being made accordPreceding the ball, an unique
entertainment will be staged at
the advertisers' frolic, on the
program of which will appear
many celebrated stars of the
cinema and legitimate stage. A
pageant, in which the stars introduced at last
Frolic" will
takeyear's
part,"Wampas
will be
one of the many big features of
the evening. In this novel prelude, the thirteen original artistes sponsored by the publicists
will appear in costumes worn by
them in their greatest film triumphs of the past few months.
The individual stars will be presented to the assembled crowd in
this manner while the "stars of
tomorrow," the latest aggregation naries
of potential
to be takenscreen
underlumithe
"Wampas" wings, will be introduced in an equally effective
manner.

Lloyd Bacon, son of the late
Lightin' Frank Bacon, has
arrived in Filmland and will devote his undivided time to directing aseries
of one-reel
comRaymond
McKee
and Maredies
for Universal
starring
stars of "Down to
Walter Forde, the English com- edian. | the SeagaretinCourtot,
Ships," were married
I last week in New York.
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ANN'S CONSCIENCE
ADDS TO HER
DANGERS
If there is any one thing that
Ann Little wants to impress
upon the minds of picture fans,
it is the fact that she does not
allow a double to perform the
precarious stunts she is called
upon to do in various photoplay
thrillers.
"To allow another girl to enact
the dangerous stunts that I am
given credit for would be gaining admirers under false pretenses," Miss Little says. "I
have been nick-named 'the most
daring
on the
screen,'thatandtheI
want togirl
prove,
at least,
thrills and dangerous scenes interpolated in my pictures are
provided
solely
by myself."
So Ann is setting
about to
prove it all — this week.
The Universal company now
filming the serial, "The Eagle's
Talons," in which Miss Little is
being starred, has left for Redlands, where the final scenes of
the fourth episode will be
"shot."
The public at large will be invited to the scene of action when
Miss Little will perform several
of the most dangerous stunts of
the entire serial, one of which
will necessitate her jumping
from a speeding train onto her
horse.
Duke Worne, director of the
serial, has pleaded with Miss
Little to allow an experienced
stunt actress to perform these
risky feats, but has met with no
luck.
Miss Little is adamant whenever she is asked to refrain from
the practice of enacting hazardous scenes, sticking to her firm
belief that a person should not
accept glory resulting from another's efforts.
Barry's Plans Changed
"The Printer's Devil," an original story by Julien Josephson,
will be the first picture for Wesley Barry at the Warner BrothStudio upon appearance
his return tour.
from
his ers'
personal
The Warner brothers had intended making "Little Johnny
Jones"
M.
Cohan, offrom
whichthetheyGeorge
own the
screen rights, first, but because
of the merit of Josephson's story
and its particular adaptability to
Wesley Barry, they have decided
to make "The Printer's Devil"
first. William Beaudine will direct. None of the cast has been
selected.
Dog Joins Free-lances
Brownie, the former Century
Comedy wonder dot:, is now a
free-lance actor. He got his release from Century March 28,
and two days later went to work
with Fred Hippard, taking eleven
of his pals along with him. Here
Brownie interrupts: "Oh, Boy!
Am sure having fun!"
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GLANCES AT THE PAST
MARY PICKFORD'S LIBRARY
Convalescing patients in hosKing Vidor probably has the
pitals and the dear old ladies at
of having started In
the Los Angeles County Poor distinction
pictures more celebrities than
Farm will no longer want for any
director. He gave
reading matter when Mary Pick- first other
parts to Mildred Davis,
ford's new library plan gets Florence
Vidor, Lloyd Hughes,
going. All magazines and news- Za Zu Pitts, Robert Gordon and
papers subscribed to by the
Butler. He also perPickford-Fairbanks studios are David suaded
Griffith to leave
now being read with the utmost a little townCorinne
Texas and seek
dispatch and then collected by fame before thein camera.
the little star and distributed to
Erich von Stroheim's
hospitals and the poor farm. theatrical
was withfirsta
Practically every publication of vaudeville experience
sketch
which
he
any consequence in this country wrote, produced and acted. He
as well as abroad is subscribed
for by Miss Pickford, and since the
says theatre.
he was Von
"whistled
out"nowof
Stroheim
only a few days is required to has
a Goldwyn contract and is
read them each month when they
arrive, they can then be sent to preparing to direct Frank Norhospitals while their contents rls' great novel, "McTeague."
are still a matter of current
news.
Frank M. Norcross Signs
After an absence of two years
V. F. Joins R.-C.
in New York, Frank M. Norcross has just returned to HollyVirginia Fox, screen comediMr. Norcross immediately
enne and one of Hollywood's closed wood.
with James Horn, of the
"baby stars," has been placed
under a long term contract by Robertson-Cole Studios, to play a
role in the forthcoming feature,
the Kobertson-Cole organization.
Her first work under her new "Blow Your Own Horn." When
contract is the leading woman in last here Mr. Norcross appeared
"Now You See It," which has
Charles Ray in "19 and
just gone into production, with with
Phyllis" and in "Garments of
James Wesley Horbe directing.
Her role in "Now You See It"
represents Miss Fox's first seri- Where Filming is Work
ous characterization. HeretoTruth."
fore, comedy has been her forte.
Four and one-half miles to loShe has appeared for two years
cation each day. This is what
in Mack Sennett comedies, has the Trimble-Mnrfin Company is
played opposite Buster Keaton
up against in the land of ice and
for two and one-half years and snow, where the only means of
appeared in a Fox picture with travel is skiis or dog sleds. The
Lupino Lane.
company, under Director Laurence Trimble, is now working at
Sidney Making Farce
Lake Louise, in the heart of the
The Christie organization is Canadian Rockies, where Strongworking on a fast farce comedy
heart's next starring vehicle,
featuring Bobby Vernon, under "The Phantom Pack," is being
the direction of Scott Sidney.
now "shooting"
The new film will be called made.
at Lake They
Louiseare glacier
and have
"Take Your Choice," and is by to travel a mile and a halt' across
Frank It. Conklin. Five leading the ice of the lake and three
ladies are in the picture, includ- miles up the mountain on skiis.
ing Charlotte Stevens, Duane
"Our greatest winter sport,"
Thompson, Natalie Johnson, Mar- writes Walter Perry, "is carrygaret Cloud and Gladys Baxter.
ing in our own water and coal.
We have taken over some sumNoted Dancer in Film Debut
mer cabins and they haven't all
Della-Vanna, nationally-known
'tli* comforts of home.' "
torpsichorean artist, who recently scored a sensational hit in the
Greenwich Follies in New York,
has been signed by Finis Fox to
NOTICE
present an eccentric dance number in the cabaret scenes of his
latest picture, "The Man Beto announcement tween,"
made byaccording
Robert
R. Beaty,
Beginning on April 21,
general manager of the company.
■ 1923, the subscription price j
This will be the first time that
Della-Vanna's dances have been
of CAMERA! will be re- I
recorded by the motion picture
I vised to a normal standard,
camera.
I tke current rates ha-fingbeen
1 an error of a former manFinishes With Roach
agement. Hereafter the rates 1
Sidney D'Albrook, who also
claims the "Old Biograph Days"
1 will be $2 for six months or |
as his family tree of the pictures, recently played the char$3.50 for a >)ear in Los An- S I
acter heavy in the Halperin progeles
county", and for out" |r
duction of "Tea— With a Kick."
side zones the rates are $2.50
He has just completed the part
for six months and $4 for a 1
of "Hal" in Jack London's "Call
of the Wild," which Hal Roach
is producing under the direction
of Fred Jackraan.
year.

CAMERA
CLARA

HAS

VILLA

WHOLE

BUILT

ON STAGE
Something new in motion picture settings has been introduced
lor the production of "In Old
Madrid," Clara Kimball Young's
newest starring picture which is
being produced for Metro by
Harry Garson under the direction of Thomas Heffron. The
novelty is the construction of an
entire ten-room Spanish villa on
a studio stage.
It is the usual custom to build
each room separately and only
in unusual cases to have two or
three rooms adjoining. For instance, it is not unusual to see
a living room at one end of a
stage and the dining room supposed to adjoin it at the other
end
— or perhaps on another
stage.
It was decided to try the plan
of building the entire house in
one unit. The chief difficulty was
in arranging it in order that it
might be lighted properly, an engineering feat, the credit for
which goes to Joseph Wright, the
designer.
The house — or villa — contains
ten rooms and has a second story.
Because of its completeness considerable more time was reo.uired in the building. One of
its interesting features was a
marble paved patio in the center
containing a fountain, flowering
plants, dwarf orange trees and
scarlet hibiscus.
Probably the chief advantage
of this marked departure from
the customary is the fact that
scenes
from any may
angle. be photographed
Those appearing in support of
Miss
Young
in "In
Old Madrid"
include
Lewis
Dayton,
Albert
Roscoe, Wedge wood Nowell,
Louise Bates, Arthur Hull, Lillian Adrian and others.

Peggy
"Orphan"
Baby Finishes
Peggy has
just finished
the
final
scenes
in
"The under
Orphan."
at the Century Studios
the
direction of Alf Goulding, with
her fond papa, J. Travers Montgomery, directing the Jitney
Juliet in her individual scenes.
She will soon start work at Universal on her first seven-reel
special.
Prisoner Respects Lewis
Ralph Lewis has just received
a fan letter of which he is quite
proud. It is from a life prisoner
at San Quentin prison who said
that he had just seen Lewis in
"The Birth of a Nation," and
added that he would hate to run
up against Ralph in trying to
make a getaway from the police,
as he felt that Lewis certainly
handled the southern mob in the
Griffith classic in a very wicked
manner.

i
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Pulse
of the Studios
For Week Starting Monday, April 16
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Type
Scenarist
Ass't Director
Director
Star
Cameraman
Progress
BERWILLA STUDIO.
5821 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 3130
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
2-Reel Comedies
Diltz
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
Cooke
2d
Week
Diltz
2-Reel Comedies
2d Week
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
Cooke
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Mc<
rough
Comedies
Monty Banks
Monty Banks
Wm. Nobles
Schedule
BOYLE STUDIO.
Phone Boyle 6368
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
481 1 Fountain Ave.
598-146
Sunset Productions. A. J. Xydias, Mgr. 518-162.
Wilshire 42 75
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
H. and B. Productions
Editing
5-Reel Drama
Eugene Vogt
Cliff Smith
All-Star Thompson
3d Week
Wotherspoon
Arthur Hilton
All-Star Titus
Harry Burns
Comedy-Drama
Kelpine Productions
Preparing
Comedies
Kelpine
Kelpine
BURBANK STUDIO.
Burbank. Cal.
Burbank 54-R
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Jul ius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback, Casting
Editing Holly 96
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Archie Mayo
Eaton-Cooper Victor Sherrick Charles Lamont Gorham-Mayo "Gorham Follies"
3d Week
Al Herman
Jack Cooper Billy Williams Mark Sandrich Herman-Neuf^ld "Sky High"
Alf. Goulding
Baby Peggy Jerry Ash
Leslie Goodwin Harry Edwards "The Orphan"
Harry
Edwards
Fred
Spencer
Billy
Williams
Wm.
Quinlan
"Hay
Hay"
3d
Week
Comedy
Arthur Trimble Productions.
Alex Alt
Jack Dawn
Arthur Trimble
Roland Price
Jack Wagner
Schedule
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
Holly 4070
RegentCharles
Film Chaplin
Company. Edna
(United
Artists release).
Purviance
Rollin Totheroh
Eddie Sutherland Monta Bell
"Public Opinion"
20th Week
CHESTER STUDIO.
1 438 Gower St.
Holly 2693
Phil Goldstone
Productions.
(State Rights release).
Casting
Staff
W. X. Howard
Wm. Fairbanks
"What
Women
Want"
1st
Week
Eugene Lowry
Staff
"While 1 'a nl her"
Fred'k Robinson
Snowy Baker Cronin
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
439-764
Choice Productions
Tom Mills
Prepa ring
Mgr.
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
E3ituigHolly 3100
2-Reel Comedy
Hacerman
Al Christie
Jimmv Adams Naev
Walter Craham
en.
Mgr.
Wilshire 2115
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J E. Bowen, G Irving
I. W. Irving Productions. (B. P. S. release).
Paul Hurst
All-Star
Joe Walker
1st Week
"Blood Barrier"
Harry Reveir Productions. Joe Murphy casting.
Joe Murphy
All-Star Amos
"Supreme Test"
1st Week
Shell Craft Productions. Edwin Smith, Gen. Mgr.
2-Reel Comedies
A. Olsen
Hattie Carson
R. D. Saunders
Ted Henderson
Kermit Wood
2-Reel
Comedies
Schedule
Ben D. Meadors
Jack Carlisle
All-Star
G. E. Kline
Thayre Roberts
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 4500 Sunset Blvd.
598-165
Fred Caldwell Productions.
Chas. Mack Productions.
(Western Pictures Exploitation).
Jess Robbins Productions.
(Vitagraph release)
Halperin Productions.
Hugh Deirker Productions.
(American release)
Sacramento Pictures Corp. Forrest White, Vice.-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Casting
Clifford S. Elfelt Productions.
Clifford S. Elfelt All-Star
"Dangerous Men"
Finis Fox Productions
Editing
Finis Fox
All-Star Sam Landers Irvin Van Osdell Lois Zellner
"The Man Between'1
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Holly 3000
Stock
Comedies
Buckingham
Schedule
Al St. John
Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
Staff
Comedies
Schedule
Benny
Stoloff
Comedies
■im Summervllle Clyde Cook
Arthur Cohn
Jay
Schedule
Dan Turner
Clark
Tom Mix
Jack Blystone
3d Week
Eugene
nth
Week
"Tempered Steel'
Don Short
Wellman Forde
Bernard Durning Jones-Mason
"Eleventh
Hour"
Preparing
Stock
Erie Kenton
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
4th Week
Thomas Hefron Clara K. Voting Charles Richardson Jack Boland
Frank Deresford "Larudia"
Culver City.
76171!
7e~8 1
WT llhi
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting
12th Week
King Vidor
KingVidor All-Star
Charles Van Enger David Howard
"Three
Wise
Fools"
12th Week
Rudolph Bergquist
"Red Lights"
Clarence Badger All-Star
.Carey
Carey Wilson
Wilson
David Kesson Thomas Held
Marshall Neilan All-Star
"The
Eternal
Three"
San
"Greed"
14th Francisco
Week
Von Strobeim All-Star
Ben Reynolds Eddie Sowders
Von Stroheim
"Six Days"
5th Week
Ouida
Berfere
Charles Brabin All-Star
Raybock
6th
Week
Lambert Hillyer All-Star
"The Spoilers"
Rex Beach
Cosmopolitan Productions.
E. Mason Hopper
George Berthelon Frances Marion
'Daughter of Mother McGin" 5th Week
. George W. Hill
All-Star Leiov O'Connell
HORSLEY STUDIO.
6050 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 7945
B"hedule
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. 438-740.
Fashion Features.
G. W. Gibson, 1442 Beachwood Drive.
News Weekly
G, W. Gibson All-Star E. Gibson Geo. D. Erskine
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Type
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director
Scenarist
Chas. Seeling
R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Western Special
Big ISoy AVilliams I.c I ■icard
W. Seeling J.N) tterford
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd
J. Jasper,
Richard Thomas Productions.
Mgr.
Underworld Drama
Richard Thomas All-Star Jack Fuqua Norval MacGregor Burnell-Manley
Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
Lloyd Ingrahani
Douuhis .M'u Lean
Geo. Crone
Irving Cummings Productions.
Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
Irving Cumminga Cummings
Edw. Sinclair
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
Gillian Ducey
All-Star Glen McWilliams Jack Voshell
"Youth Triumphant"
J. K. McDonald Productions
Wm. Beaudine
Ben Alexander
Ray June
Geo. Webster
Loring Leighton "Penrod and Sam"
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
W. P.ArtS. Earle
Dick L'Estrange
Blanche Earle
Egyptian Story
Supreme
Productions.All-Star Joe Cronjager
Chas. J. Hall
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City.
Associated Authors, Inc.
Chester Withey
All-Star Joe Walker
"Richard, the Lion Hearted"
Frank Woods
Claude Mitchell
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Del Andrews Lloyd Hughes
Max Dupont
of the Storm"
"Judgment
Corbaley
Kate
Gereghty
Frank
Cortland Productions
Rohert Thornby
Guy Bates Post
Harold James
Ten Strike"
From
Curwood"Man
Oliver
Frenchie de Ruelle Jas.
Mrs. Wallace Reid Productions
J. Griffith Wray
Mrs. Reid
Henry Sharp
C. Gardner Sullivan "Human Wreckage"
Ross Lederman
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Jane Murfin All-Star King Gray
Upp "The Sign"
Corbaley-Van
Justine McCloskey
Laurance Trimble Strongheart C. B. Dreyer
"Phantom Pack"
Cyril Gardner Donna Darrell
1025 Lillian Way.
KEATON STUDIO.
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting.
1520 Vine St. Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Paramount
Pictures.
(Famous
Release.)
All-Star Players-Lasky
Jerome Storm
Frank
Brandon
Beulah Marie Dix "Children of Jazz"
Ded Jennings
Herbert Brenon
Jimmy Howe
Betty Compson
Harold Swartz
George Hopkins
"Woman With Four Faces"
Vernon
Keys
Thomas
Geraghty "Hollywood"
James Cruze
Non-Star
Karl Brown
John Waters
Gloria Swanson
Alfred Gilks
Sam Wood
Sada Cowan
"Bluebeard's 8th Wife"
Arthur Miller
Ouida
Bergere
Geo. Fitzmaurice Pola Negri
"The Cheat"
Frank
O'Connor
Clara Beranger
All-Star
Wm. de Mille
Geo.Klegg
Hippard
Guy Wilky
Si
"Only 38"
All-Star
Bert Glennon
Waldemar Young "Salome
Geo. Mel ford
Jane"
Sada Cowan
Charles Maigne Joy
Moore
"Scarlet
Partner"
Walter Woods
Walter Hiers
Bert Baldrldge
Rob AVagner
Leo Pierson
"Fair Week"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro release).
Reginald Barker
All-Star Percy Hilburn
Harry Schenck
Monte Katterjohn "Law Bringers"
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (AI Lichtman Release).
Tom Forman All-Star Harry Perry Sam Nelson The Leightons
"The Broken Wing"
Louis Gasnier
All-Star Carl Struss George Yohalem
Olga Printzlau
"Daughters of the Rich"
Vic Schertzinger
".Mansion of Aching Hearts
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Frank Strayer
Harold Shaw
Viola Dana John Arnold
"Rouged Lips"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Curt Rehfeld
Willis Goldbeck
Rex Ingram All-Star John Seitz
"Scaramouche"
Hunt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release).
Edward Sloman Productions.
Winifred Dunn
Edward Sloman All-Star
"Eagle's Feather'
PACIFIC COAST STUDIO.
San Mateo, Cal. C . L. Fallon, Casting.
Sereostopic Productions.
(American release).
Chas. L. Fallon Walter AY. Bell "Pair of Hellions"
Walter AY. Pell
Palmer-Miller
Kl.ner Dyer
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS. Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
United Artists Release.
Edw. Knoblock
"Rosita"
Jim Townsend
Ernest Lubitsch
Mary Pirkford
Charles Rosher
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Bernstein Van
-Jappard "The Miracle Baby"
Val Paul
Harry Carey
Wm. Thornley
Moreno
Beatrice
Mai St. Clair
All-Star
Lee Garmes
"End of the Fray"
Art. Flaven
Owen 1 >n vis
Jas. AY. Home
All-Sinr
Jos. Du Brav
"Blow A'our Own Horn"
1 425 Fleming St.
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mgr.
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane.
Mgr.
Hal Roach Comedies (Pathe release).
5-Reel Comedy
Robert Golden
Hackmey
2-Reel Comedy
Newmeyer-Taylor Harold Lloyd
Walter Lundin
Parrott-Fay
Snub Pollard
Roach Doran
Hutchison-Parrott
Comedies
Henecke-Brandle
Howe-Pecar
"PauP' Parrott
Frank
Young
C. Morehouse
McNamara-McGowAll-Star
I^en Powers
Hal Conklin
"Our
2-ReelGang"
Comedy
Jeske-Pembrook
Stan Laurel
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
Mack Sennett
Jim AVright
Wm. Roy
SeiterDel Ruth
AV.
"The Extra Girl"
HillyBryson-R.
Revan Grav< Lvman Broening George Bordeau
"Mud Pies and Puddles"
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Mel rose. M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave.
Fred Niblo All-Star Alvin A\"yckoff
Doran Cox
Bess Meredith
"Captain Applejack"
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. (First National release.)
Johnston-Dazey
Frank Borzage
All-Star Chet Lyons Bunny Dull
"Children of Dust"
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Adelaide
Hellbron
Edwin Carewe All-Star Sol Polito AVallace Fox
"Girl of Golden West"
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
"Dulcy"
Frances Marion
Frank Lloyd Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio Harry Well
"Ashes of Vengeance"
Emerson -Loos
Sidney Franklyn
Constance TalmadfNorbert Brodin
Millard AVebb
James Young Productions (Associated First National release).
•Trilby"
Richard
W.
Tully
James Young All-Star George Benoit
James Ewens
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
(First National release).
Tourneur
Tourneur All-Star
Todd-Evans Scotty Beal
Brass Bottle"
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Progress
Casting
Holly 1431
1st Week
Preparing
Preparing
2d Week
6th Week
5th Week
Preparing

76173

3d Week
11th Week
5th Week
6th Week
CastinK
Canada
Holly 2814
Holly 2400
3d Week
5th Week
9th Week
«th Week
Sth Week
Editing
3d Week
3d Week
1th Week
Lincoln 2120
5th
Canada
1 're week
pari
ng
5th
Week
6th Week
Holly 4481
1st Week
5th Week
Casting

2d Week
Holly 7901
Ttli AYeek
Holly 7
780
3d AVeek
4 th AYeek
1st Week
141
721
Schedule
Schedule
16 th AA'eek598Schedule
Schedule
Wils.761-1550
6th Week
4th A\reek
Holly 4080
3d AYeek
Sth
AVeek
Editing
4 th
4th
Sth
1th

AVeek
Week
AVeek
AYeek

CAMERA
Director

!
Star
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Scenarist
Ass't Director
Cameraman

Progress

Type

Principal Pictures Corporation. (First National release).
Norman Manning
Eddie Cline All-Star
"Meanest Man in the World"
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Patig Casting.
Barry
Universal
Film Mortimer
Manufacturing
(Universal Release.)
Charles Kenyon
Edmund
Herb. Co.
Rawlinson
"Thicker Than Water'
Tom Regan
George Marshall
Jack Hoxie
George Hively
"Don Quick-Shot"
Brochey
"Daniel
Boone"
Messinger-MarchanMower-Sedgewick
All-Star
Jack Dillon
"Self-Made Wife"
Robt. Hill
Wm. Desmond
Cohn
Harvey
Gates
"McGuire Talons"
of Big Snows"
Duke Worne
Dittle-Thomson
"Eagles'
Jay McCarey
Marchant
Leo
"Sawdust"
Ben Reynolds
Jack Conway
Gladys Walton
Comedy
Harvey
Gates
"Blinky"
Wm.
Pummel
Edward
Sedgwick Hoot Gibson
Edward Sedgwick
Warren Lynch
Wm.
Watson
A. Thompson
Neely Edwards
Charles Stumar
Wallace Worsley Lon Chaney
Dugan-Sullivan
"Hunchback"
Harry Webb
Sheehan-Lowe
Harry Pollard
Reginald Denny
Leather Pushers
Stuart Paton
Ernst Laemmle
Roy Stewart
"Burning Words"
Staff
Joe Rock Productions. Leon Lee, Prod. Mgr.
Jimmie Davis
2-Reel Comedy
Joe Rock
Reggie Lyons
Murray Rock Davis-Rock
Renco Productions
Ross Fisher
Dallas Fitzgerald All-Star
James Kilgallen James Colwell
"After the Ball"
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1
708
Talmadge
.
W.
S.
Smith,
Gen
Mgr
Steve Smith, J:
Victor Schertzinge, All-Star
Vincent McDermoP'Man Next Door"
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Millarde Webb
Homer-Scott
Chester Franklin All-Star
Franklyn-Myton "Wolf-Fangs"
Sandy Roth
E. B. Dupar
Davis-Moyston
Herman Raymakei All-Star
Sarazen Series
WILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd.
Dr. W. I. Schuster
203 Bogardus Bldg.,
Sunset at Western
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
"You haveto tried
the rest, ofnowthetryprofession
the best"
Catering
the foremost
10
to
12
2
-to
5
Evenings
6
8
Palmer Graduate
Phone to436-724

Registered
Motion Picture
Talent Bureau
Amie Riggs, Director
1755J4 N. Western Ave.
Phone 436-924
Oriental costumes and properties, both
modern and historical. Authentic in every
detail. We have a large stock at moderate
prices for sales and rental.
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd. Holly 5954
BOB METZ SAYS:
You shall know him by his razor.
Yours,
"Bob
Hellman s

the Barber"
6772 Hollywood Blvd.

All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor at Law
JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42

5 70-Qol
1 st Week
2nd Week
Serial
1st Week
4th Week
9th Week
2d
fith Week
Week
Schedule
16th Week
Schedule
5th Week
Schedule
2nd Week

59813!

fith Week
Holly 4181
nth
Week
Editing
Holly 7940

Saturday Night Banking at all
Los Angeles Branches.
Commercial Trust <5

Strauss' Bakery
SPECIAL ATTENTION
GIVEN TO PARTY ORDERS
5900 Hollvwood Blvd.
Holly 9290
YE RUB SHOPPE
Professional Hair Dyeing
for
Professional Men
621 West 8th St.
Pico 1566

5th Week

1Sixteen
1^ ^jL6<2? £California
Main Si's. IpscAngeles.
Branches in Southern

Prod

QUICK
MONEY
RELEASE!
ers — Active or Prospective — Get in Touch with a LIVE One
H.

and

B. Film Company
Distributors — Producers
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles.
Touring Cars $2.00 Per Hour

Wilshire 4275

Limousines $2.50 Per Hour

SUNSET
TAXI
Special Rates on Studio Trips and Touring
577"994
Bldg. Main 1072
MOTION
PRODUCERS' Fox ASSOCIATION,
1004 Hollingsworth
Hal £. Beach Studios
BurstonPICTURE
Films. Inc.
Film Corporation
Chester Bennett Productions Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
Rockett
Film
Corporation
Jos. M. bchenck Enterprises
Campbell
ComedyStudio
Corporation Thos.
Hamilton
-WhiteStudios.
Comedies,
Charlie Chaplin
H. Ince
Inc. Inc.
Selig
Co.Corp.
-280
578
SelznickPolyscope
Pictures
Century
Film
Corporation
Louis
B,
Mayer
Production
Mack
Sennett Films Corp.
C. L. Chester Productions Metro Pictures Corp.
Clune Theatres Co.
Nazimova Productions
United
Inc. Co.
Jackie Coogan Productions Mary Pickford Company
UniversalStudios,
Film Mfg.
Douglas Fairbanks Picture Corporation Renco Film Co.
King
Vidor
Productions
The Vitagraph Company
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation Robertson-Cole Studios, Inc.

"Make-up

Headquarters

of the Motion

Picture Industry"

We sell the finest make-up and hair goods
at the very lowest price it can be sold in
proportion to its quality. Our tremendous
purchasing power makes this possible
819 South

Hill Street

ZAN

Telephone

Pico 498
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Specials This Week
Some Real Wardrobe Bargains
Beautiful white fox, perfect
condition, only
$4 5
Kolinksky cape stole
$5 5
$250 afternoon dress, worn
once, for
$42
$150 evening gown
$29
Screen Stars Wardrobe Exchange
2006 Ivar Avenue
(in the brown residence on the corner)
Reed

Heustis
and

Sherley Hunter
in collaboration
Comedy-Drama
TITLES
and Continuities
S16 Detwiler Bldg.
Phone 665-09

"Service to Producer"
"Justice to Performer"

Special department
for children ; national
types. The same care
is given in the selection of the supporting
atmosphere as is
given to the cast.

The

Service

Bureau

1036 South Hill Street
General Phones: 821-071

Minor

C A M E R A I
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Blythe

Attorney-at-Law
Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los Angeles
Telephone 134-88

Doctors
FORD &
FORD
Palmer
Graduates
Scientific
Spinal
Adjustments
Individual
Rest
Rooms
Office
aePh.C.Ford Ground
Floor G. Henry Ford
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon., Wed.. Friday Evenings, 6 to 8
FROM U TO YOU
(Continued from Page 6)
Besides Miss Wong, the cast includes Matt
Moore, Wallace Beery, J. Farrell McDonald,
William V. Mong, Rose Dione and others
of note. It is expected to surpass preceding
Dean vehicles in the appeal of its polished
artistry.
Reginald Denny, who a short time ago
completed Jack London's "The Abysmal
Brute" under Hohart Henley's direction, and
who is now battling his way through six
more two-reel classics of "The Leather
Pushers" series,
red-blooded
type. is essentially the fighting,
Side by side on one Universal City stage
Roy Stewart and William Desmond are
starring in motion pictures of the Northwest
and the Royal Mounted Police. Each plays
a rough-cut hero of the outdoors with no
sign of the dancing idol characteristics
popular among screen heroes of the yesterday. Stuart Paton directs Stewart and
Richard Stanton directs William Desmond.
Hoot Gibsoti has returned from a warm
dash through the sun around San Diego and
the Mexican border in "Blinky," a story of
the cavalry and the making of a man. directed by Edward Sedgwick. Gibson is the
world's champ horseman and has never
shown a "softy" characteristic.
Jack Hoxie is masquerading before the
camera as "Don Qulckshot of the Rio
Grande" under George Marshall's direction.
There is nothing namby-pamby about the
hard-hitting, fast-shooting "Don Quickshot."
Herbert
Rawlinson,
the screen's
athletic
hero
of mystery
romances,
whose physique
and
enable will
him beto inplayaction
"he-man"
roles training
to perfection,
in a
few days in "Thicker than Water," in
which he will be directed by Edmund Mortimer.
Lloyd Bacon, son of the late Frank Bacon,
famous character actor of the stage who
scoredhimself
such aa tremendous
in "Lightin',"
and
well known hit
comedy
director,
has been engaged to direct single reel
comedies for Universal. The comedies are
featuring Walter Forde, a well-known English comedian. Production of the first will
start at once.
The new Bacon unit is one of three which
will be in operation under the general supervision of Tommy Gray, famous song writer,
vaudeville actor and scenarist.
Gerald Beaumont, former sporting editor
of The Oakland Tribune, and now one of
the most famous writers of sporting fiction
in America, is the latest author to hear the
lure of the celluloid. Beaumont arrived two
days ago at Universal City, where he will
consult with scenarists and directors, and
personally collaborate in the direction of his
stories
of "The Information
of his celebrated
characters. Kid" and others

Adeline

M.

Alvord

Authors' Representative
In exclusive control of unusual motion picture stories
by English
authors, whichand
are French
now ready
for consideration by producers and directors.
1720
GOWER STREET
Telephone Holly 484
GENUINE
GERMAN
'luff <
MAUSER
Latest model 9 shot
automatic. Shoota et.mrtord MrtrldgM — Uel Hut in
Li: ;. r Ejector
$20.73
pocket
— C*l.
World't
famous
H.ind
Revolver,
32 cal. 313.95
vlimlcr :
$16.95.
$17.95. . Guaranteed genuine imported.
All brand MS118 Ol.luLntmodde.
fcw
SEND NO MONEY
Satisfaction
or money promptly
refunded
25 cal.awaranUad
PocMet Automatic;
25 cal. Blue
Steel Army
AutoOfficer'sTrench
JJ
mine,
SH
.95;
Miliary
SX0.4S;
cat
82
Automatic S-fJ.45;
$J%ap Automatic.
32
eat.
10
shot
extra
magazine
FREE,
m
<i 11.65.
like you Uusedcal.over58.65;
then-.
Top
Brake Just
Revolver.
38 cal.Imported
$8.95.
Universal Sales Co. 141 B'way. Desk jjj New York
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will
soft Mellow
Tonereproduce
Without in Scratch
and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
B-cncxograph attaches to needle
holder,
filters
sound
oscillations,
Gold Plate
$1.50 I
(See Cut) f
Nickel Plate $1.00 ii
VANTONE CO.,
110 W. 15th St.

prevents
scratch
box.
No metallic
and
surface
noises
noises.
entering sound
Dept. 416
New York, N. Y.

CAMERA!
"at — jt-m>K_j JJ
O E T
R E » V 1. T Si
6 C Young gentleman, brilliant stenographer, desires
position .-is secretary, preferably to a director
or
writer.university.
Formerly Canstar's
entering
give secretary
the best ofbefore
ref< •retires. Address liox \V1 1. "Camera!"
AVAILABLE NOW. IIKhL Ai HOWELL WITH
COMPLETE STIDIO EQUIPMENT.
BLAINE WALKER. 914 SOUTH OLIVE
STREET.
TELEPHONE
MAIN 3746.
FOR
RENT—
Bell
&
Howell
camera,
120°
shutter.
Full equipment, excellent
condition.
Phone 577-674.
WANTED— POSITION AS PRIVATE SECRETARY TO FILM STAB. A DURESS MISS
RAY. S'>4 WEST ADAMS.
FOR RENT— High-grade still outfits, $5.00 per
week. Little. The Big Photographer, 5874
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.
Wanted: A couple of live wires with studio
acquaintance to become affiliated with large
publicity
bureau In business capacity. Address
K125. "Camera!"
Authors,
you your
have ideas
a Mtory
north with
lAUta
why notIf have
protected
United States copyright which covers
every
situation
that is
revealedtechnique
in your point
story?andBefore
submitting
it to the producer. I can secure you a
copyright
at aDureasonable
or address Albeit
Lany, 300cost.
H. W.CallHellman
IJldg.,
N.
E.
corner
Fourth
and
Spring
Sts.
i '.roadway 4522.
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TAKING CHANCES
(Continued from Page 7)
might be lost. He did announce that any
cameraman who suggested a retake of the
scene "just to make sure," would be clubbed
to death without a moment's warning.
For even the experts have been known to
make mistakes. And though Kenneth seems
willing to flirt with death, he is averse to
making the stunt a daily occurrence.
Victor Schertzinger, known to music lovers the nation over as a composer, to picture
fans as an understanding director, and to
his friends as a lover of children, is one of
those individuals who is credited with a
real understanding of the childish mind. It
probably is due to this fact that he was
sought as the director of Jackie Coogan's
next
picture,
"Long Live
King," by Mary
Roberts
Rinehart.
The thearrangement
was
made by special agreement with .B. P. Schulberg, who has consented to delay the making of the next Schertzinger production, "A
Mansion of Aching Hearts," in order to permit this association with the child-star.
The Holy Land seems to be growing rapidly in favor as a background for picture production. With C. B. De Mille proposing a
trip to Palestine for the filming of his new
picture,rence"The
Ten discussing
Commandments,"
Weingarten
the plansLawfor
the making of a new series of Biblical pictures there, and another body of financiers
announcing a series of scenic productions
to be "shot" there, the censors seem likely
to lose their hold on our celluloid entertainment.
starlet,
hasEthel
gone Shannon,
the King filnidom's
Tut fashiontiniest
makers
one
better by obtaining an entire wardrobe of
hand painted gowns. One striking negligee
shows what seems to be a band of Egyptian
natives chasing a lotus leaf down the bank
of the Nile. Another appeared to have been
constructed of building blocks. Miss Shannon likes them, however, and insists that
she knows what the strange figures mean.

All the World

Losses

a

"A Whisper"
Lover, a and
suggests
confidence.
Young or aged, single or wedded,
you will find a revelation in A
WHISPER by Master Thought to
Wives and Husbands,-' printed in two
colors on antique paper, that will reveal the real path to right understanding and true happiness. "A
WHISPER''
most of the will
mentalprevent,
ills, its will
good cure
for
all. "A WHISPER" should be in every
home, in fact in every hand. If you
would learn to be real happy and
make others happy try this large
and beautiful book for a minimum
price of $1.50. This edition is superbly
artistic and very limited. Send your
order with check to
S. A. S. COMPANY
343 S. Pacific Blvd.
Huntington Park, Calif.
HOOVER
STUDIOS
6321 Hollywood Boulevard
Telephone Holly 9161
Only the Finest Types of
Professional Photography
All Sittings Made by Appointment

JOIN
WITH
THE
BEST
MOTION PICTURE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION, Inc.
Non - Profit Organization
An Old Idea with New Clothes
Monte West, Director General, Casting and Exploitation
Jack Carroll, Studio Representative
Open daily and Sunda}-, 7 a. m. to midnight
1614 Cahuenga Avenue

PhoneS

Marion

Hl'.fsl

Hollywood, Calif.

Warde

Acting and Make— Up for Stage and Motion Pictures. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancing.
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
Telephone 821-181
233 So. Broadway
ALLEN

CURTIS

SHOE
EMPORIUM
104 W. 3d Street
303 S. Main Street
215 S. Main Street
Fine Footwear for Men, Women and Children
We Buy in Large Quantities — Cost Us Less — Cost You Less
MOTION
PICTURE
STUDIO FOR RENT
OpenRooms;
Stage, Carpenter
100' x 100';
x 100'; Room;
Dark Stage,
125' long;
26
Dressing
Shop;Open
PaintStage,
Shop; 60'Projection
Dark Room;
Modern
Office Building; Flats; Props. Can divide. Corner Venice Boulevard and Durango,
near Culver Junction, Culver City. Open for inspection.
FRED L. HUNT, Owner
333 Title Insurance Bldg.
Broadway 695
For permanent tenant $750 per month
Wanted: A PRODUCER
One that
canstories,
handleproduce
strongthemelodramatic screen
pep,
and bring out the technique points from
well written screen versions.
I have six vehicles which are protected
by United States copyrights.
To such a producer I will offer the most
liberal percentage.
Call or address Albert Du Lany, 300
H. W. Hellman Bldg., N .E. corner Fourth
and Spring. Broadway 4522.

DORIS

BAKER

INGENUE
822-741

FROM U TO YOU
Imagine walking about all day carrying a
hundred pounds in dead weight!
If you can picture that, you may appreciate what Norman Kerry is undergoing at
Universal City where he has to wear a suit
of full armor in "The Hunchback of Notre
First Kerry has to don a suit of mail,
which
Dame." completely covers all portions of his
body, and over that he wears heavy steel
breast, leg and thigh plates. The entire
suit weighs one hundred pounds and to add
to the discomfort the actor's body is kept
perfectly rigid by the metal encasement.
Kerry's suit of armor was carefully selected by Perley Poore Sheehan, who is
supervising his adaptation of Victor Hugo's
romance, and Colonel Gordon Magee, technical director, who are both authorities on
fifteenth century Paris.
Somebody discovered among the extras
playing in a Siberian scene in "The Fog"
the other day, no less a person than Floyd
Glotzbach, much advertised ex-husband of
Margaret Matzenauer. He says he likes the
game and when "The Fog" is done he is
going to Hollywood to try to break in.

LOOK

!
!

Here is Our Second Big Good-Will
Offer! Your Photographs for the
Casting Director are Our Specialty.
Come in Today!

6 poses
100 8x1 0's
12 8x10's
1 2 Movie

$30.00

Specials

3.50

6.00

VICTORIA
STUDIO
M. T. K.ACH, Mgr.
328J/2 South Spring Street
Telephone Pico 5342
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HOLLYWOOD AND RETURN
bad luck, so I made up my mind right there
that if I got out of this thing alive I would
(Continued from Page 5)
stay clear of dressing rooms.
Everything comes to an end, and when
"The first scene is where you and the lion
Jerry got me in a corner with no chance of
meet."
I heard him all right, but realized that he escape I didn't move, but was breathing
hard, that is, when I did breathe. Jerry
wasn't talking to me even though he was very
came very near, in fact too near, for when
looking over in my direction. I wondered
who he was talking to. however, so I looked he got a whiff of the garlic I had eaten prebehind and all around me, and saw nobody,
viously he fainted, doing a Chaplin grin as
bo I again realize, by this time he was he hit the floor.
Seeing that Jerry was out temporarily the
talking to me, and I tried hard to answer
him. At first the words that came from my director took quite a few scenes, in fact
mouth meant nothing to the naked ear, but finished me in the picture.
I asked the name of the picture, as that
finally
managed
say that
"When?"
As soon
as I tosaid
I knew I should was most important to me, and was told it
was to be called, "The Lyon Fool." I then
have said "What?"
So I corrected myself very quickly. I was told the director how much I enjoyed acting
very nervous and was getting more so every for him, and he gave me five dollars for my
second, and the director noticed this, as I work. Of course five dollars wasn't much,
but it was enough to wire the manager of
had no control over my lower limbs which
were knocking together something terrible, the Grand Theatre in- Kokomo to run "The
so he explained that Jerry was really very Lyon Fool" at his theatre, and that I would
appear personally with it. I also sent a wire
gentle, yet.
and anyway wouldn't be hungry for to
awhile
my Dad for car-fare home, and told him
I was very anxious to work in a picture, to tell all my friends that I was a full-fledged
so that I could carry out my plans and make movie actor, and they would see me soon, on
personal appearances with it back east, and the screen and off.
Three weeks later a train pulled into the
with that thought and many others I entered
station at Kokomo, and the whole town was
the cage with Jerry.
The lion looked funny at me, and I guess there, as I was a passenger. The fire department and his assistant were there, together
I looked funny at him, then very playfully
he started to chase me around the cage, the with all the girls I ever knew and a few
director yelling at me not to hurt Jerry, and extra ones, the mayor and my folks. They
I yelling at him to let me out. As I ran, I were very proud of me, to have gone to Hollywood, returning to them a regular movie
remembered whistling in the dressing room,
and that the director told me it would be actor.
Of course I had to answer many foolish
questions, but the worst one I believe was,
STATEMENT
OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION, ETC.. RE"AVhat kind of vaseline does Valentino use?"
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
Of course I answered them as though I
OF AUGUST 24. 1912
Of Camera! The Digest of the Motion Picture really knew what I was talking about, but
Industry, published weekly at Los Angeles, anyhow everyone was glad to see me, and a
Calif., for April 1, 1923.
followed in which they marched me
State of California. County of Los Angeles — ss. parade
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the down to the hotel, where a banquet was
State and County aforesaid, personally appeared waiting. After the eats were devoured we
S. W. Lawson,
having
all went to .the Grand Theatre, and sure
cording to law, who.
deposes
and been
says duly
that sworn
he is acthe enough,
there was a sign with my name on.
publisher
of
Camera!
The
Digest
of
the
Motion 1-icture Industry, and that the following is,
I had gone through in Hollyto the best of his knowledge and belief, a true The hardships
wood were for some good after all, because
statement of the ownership, management (and now that
I was started making personal
if a daily paper, the circulation), etc.. of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown in the appearances I would do the same in other
above caption, required by the Act of August 24. towns.
1912, embodied in section 443. Postal Daws and
The wonderful moment of my life had
printed on the reverse of this form, arrived
Regulations,
to
wit:
when the manager made his speech
1. That the names and addresses of the pub- introducing me, and telling all how proud
lisher,
editor,
managing
editor,
and
business
they should be of one reared in their town.
managers are:
I came on the stage with my hat in hand
Publisher—
S.
AV.
Dawson,
Dos
Angeles,
California.
as Francis had done, and a half-hour later,
Editor
—
D.
E.
Davenport,
Dos
Angeles,
Caliafter the applause had discontinued, I told
fornia.
them how glad I was to be with them. I also
Business
Manager— S. AV". Dawson, Dos An- told
geles,
California.
them that I would explain my part in
2. That the owners are: (Give names and the picture,
and motioned for the operator
addresses of individual owners, or. if a corporawhich he did almost immetion,dresgive
its name and
the or
names
and 1 ades of stockholders
owning
holding
per to start todiately.work,
Sure enough there was the picture
cent or more of the total amount of stock.)
that I was in, but as the picture advanced I
S. AV. Dawson. Dos Angeles. California.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
see myself in it. The audience didn't
and other security holders owning or holding didn't
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, either, evidently, for they yelled, "Where
mortgages,
other securities are: (If there
are
none, soorstate.)
"That's what I want to know," I answered,
None.
are
and you?"
thought the chances were they cut some
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giv- of my first scenes out. After every picture
ing the names of the owners, stockholders, and is finished it is given to a film editor, who
security holders, if any, contain not only the list
of stockholders and security holders as they ap- cuts the bad parts out to make it more prepear upon the books of the company but also, in
sentable. By this time the picture was half
cases where the stockholder or security holder
trusover
and
I
appeared on the screen,
as
company
the
of
books
the
upon
appears
tee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name the audiencehadn't
giving me the well-known
of the person or corporation for whom such "razz" with variations.
trustee is acting, is given; also that the said
They now thought that I never worked in
two paragraphs contain statements embracing
affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the cir- a picture at all, but was just trying to kid
cumstances and conditions under which stock- them, and they didn't hesitate to tell me
holders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold what they were thinking about. As they
slock and securities in a capacity other than were yelling, I wished that I was any place
that of a bona fide owner; and this afliant has but where I was, even the cage with Jerry
no reason to believe that any other person, would seem like Heaven. Now that I was
diany interest
has stock,
or corporation
association,
rect or indirect
in the said
bonds, or thinking fast I remembered meeting the
editor that cut this picture, and when I told
other securities than as so S.'stated
by him.
AV. DAAVSON.
him about going east and my plans, he
Signature of Publisher.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this Cth laughed at me. I remembered his laugh,
day of April, 1923.
and I bet with myself that he had cut me
AV. Bt'TBEE.
(Se
(My al)
commission expiresS. Nov.
17th, 1926.) out of the picture.

!

For the first time in my life I was right,
as the picture finished, all my friends gave
me the horse-laugh and other things. I tried
to explain, but there was so much noise it
was useless, and jumping off the stage I
ran through the audience ashamed of myself. They said many things disagreeable
to hear, but as I reached the door, above
every other wise crack I heard someone yell,
"The lyin' fool."

Professional Photographs
It Costs No More for Quality Photographs at
"Los Angeles' Finest Theatrical Studio"

udio
We are professional photographers
and have the best equipment for making Portraits — Publicity Photographs
Special Stills.
Commercial wtrk and
Enlargements.
6039 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 2560
"The One Bright Spot Friday Nights"
B
O
BOXING
I
N
G
American Legion Stadium
Hollywood at El Centro
Holly 100 for reservations
Rugs

FUR

Storage
Robes Mounting
Renovating

Colburns
TAXIDERMY STUDIO
933-925 South Broadway
Telephone 643-13

SEE
BRUNO
For Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard

Beverly
Hills Bargains
Beautiful lot 95 x 190, near Sunset
Blvd., 5 minutes from Beverly Hills
Hotel, for $4,950; $1,240 down.
Another beauty above Santa Monica
Blvd. for $3,000; $1,150 down
Ask for Mr. McGinly
LAND & BARTON
412 Beverly Drive
BeverlyPHONES:
Hills, Calif.
Holly 5272, Evenings at 559-331
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Michael
John

Harron

Tellegen

Juveniles

heavies

Male

Leads

characters

Call Fred W.

Telephone

Fox at Camera!

Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit, Universal
Current production, "Sawdust"
Jack Conway, Directing
Recent Releases, "A Dangerous Game,"
"The Love Letter," "Gossip"

Are You Coming East?
Don't fail to stop at the
Bro\\?n,

Caldwell
Raymond McKee
The Friars Club
New York City
Publicity
Reproductions
Photography
Still Finishing
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson

&Ladd

NAT LEWIS SHOP
47th & Bdwy, New York City
Theatrical Outfitters,
Haberdashery and
Ladies' Hosiery
THEODORE
HAYS
is not a director, but he can give the
director the action he wants.
Expert Horseman
Complete Wardrobe
Main 525
"We save your sole and heel you too"
FRANK

Photo
Engravings

Animated Cartoons — Original Title Ideas —
Clay Animation — Miniature Sets and
Animated Figures

The Shoe Doctor
Holly 3752

6666 Hollywood Blvd.

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774

Cinema Arts Studio
ELMER H. YOUNG, Mgr.
612 Lissner Bldg.
Phone 644-42
Location Lunches on Short Notice
KWIK
LUNCH
Holly 7660
1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.

563-76

Prompt
ThoroughEfficient
317 South Hill St.
one 035-51
Pk

NATIONAL TAILORING CO.
1718 Highland Ave.
Phone 579-185
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In assuming responsibility for the success of the, American Historical Revue and
Motion Picture Exposition, more tersely referred to as the "Monroe Doctrine Centennial," the Motion Picture Industry has taken an important step towards becoming
definitely and permanently identified with the civic destiny of Los Angeles. The
people of this city have implicit confidence that the Industry will stage one of the most
entertaining and spectacular expositions ever held in America. The entire city of
Los Angeles has assumed, as a matter of course, that the Exposition will be an unqualified success if the Motion Picture Industry is back of it. This is a compliment
to the Industry which should not be taken lightly by those who are at the head of
affairs in Filmdom.
All great expositions are predicated upon some momentous event in history;
and this one is no exception. Hence the name, "Monroe Doctrine Centennial."
When President Monroe promulgated his famous doctrine Los Angeles was a sleepy
little Spanish settlement completely foreign to the sturdy American republic then
heroically struggling to hold aloft the banner of Liberty and Territorial Independence
in the Western Hemisphere. No one living in that age, on either the Atlantic or
Pacific coast, dreamed of the wonderful transformation the little City of the Angels
was to undergo during the hundred years to come. And now, at the ending of the
greatest century in all history, Los Angeles, grown into a world metropolis, is selected
to be hostess on the momentous occasion of celebrating the One Hundredth Anniversary of the Monroe Doctrine. And immediately Los Angeles proves her confidence and faith in the Motion Picture Industry by intrusting to its leaders the full
management of this historic function.
It is not necessary to add that this faith is not misplaced. The Motion Picture
Industry will prove to bi* more than equal to the task.
Fill out this blank application and mail
to Exposition Department, 1005 Hollingsworth Bldg., Sixth and Hill Sts., Los
Angeles.
Patron's Application
THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVUE AND MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION
For the purpose of taking part in the First Annual American Historical Revue and Motion Picture Industrial Exposition to be held in the City of Los Angeles during the year
1923 in commemoration of the One Hundredth Anniversary
of the Monroe Doctrine.
I hereby make application for
_
Patron's
Coupon
Tickets
to the Revue and Exposition, Book
for whichof IAdmission
agree to pay
the
sum of ten dollars each, payments to be made as follows:
Dated

192.... Signed

Occupation
Address
_
Make All Checks Payable to Motion Picture Exposition

Y
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Martha

Marshall

INGENUE
SOCIETY
300-301

Phone 438-761
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY

GEE

PARTS

Telephone 439-801

BLDG.

Old

SCOTT
Mc
Characters

AND

As

The

Hills

doesn't necessarily mean antique. If you
are looking for antique furniture, works
of art, bronzes, statues and bric-a-brac
that is genuine and authentic come to our
big establishment IN HOLLYWOOD and
look over our superb collection.
We buy, sell, rent and exchange. Our
prices are moderate, and when you deal
with us you are assured of prompt and unexcelled service AT ALL TIMES.

antique
4534 Hollywood Blvd.

Shop
Phone 598-030

ESTABLISHED 1918 — A FILM MAGAZINE AND A FILM NEWSPAPER IN ONE
Entered as second class matter, August 11, 1918, at the postofflce at Los Angeles, Cal., under act of March 3, 1879.
S. W. (DOC) LAWSON
Publisher and Manager
DELBERT E. DAVENPORT
_
Editor
FRED W. FOX
Advertising Manager
C. NEIL LYKKE, JR
Associate Editor
H. H. CONGER COMPANY, National Advertising Representatives
Marbridge Building
First Nat'l Bank Building
Holbrook Building
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Price 10 cents per copy, $3.50 per year in Los Angeles County. Outside Zone, $4.00 per year. Canada, $4.50, Foreign, $5.00.
Issued on Saturday afternoon of each week at 6318 Hollywood Boulevard, in Los Angeles, California. Phone 439-869
Address All Communications to Camera!
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Editorial

No. 2

Sanctum

If you want to see a lot, go on any studio lot.
The trouble with too much continuity is it continues too long.
And the Wampas "wamped" again, "wampingly" and triumphantly.
Culver City is growing. Reason: all of its studios are going — full blast.
The price of carpet sweepers is going up.

Just to help clean out the family man?

It is to be hoped the Prohibitionists won't get the wrong impression and try to ban "Captain Applejack."
Fortune smiles on the cinema as never before. May the cinema smile back with ever-increasing quality.
L. A. stands for a lot more than Los Angeles.

It stands for more dangerous criminals than it should.

Maybe there will be four or five new theatres built in Hollywood all at once.

Evidently what is meant is ample amusement.

Misunderstanding! Ye gods, will human beings never learn to understand each other? We've been misunderstood so much
this week that we can't understand it at all!
It begins to look as if even the most confirmed pessimist will be forced to look up to the wholesome, prosperous conditions
now obtaining in the motion picture industry.
During the early part of a late photoplay, the climax of the story comes too soon and so the chances of success for the
film goes before it's well started. Thus it goes.
Universal has reached a high crest of activity with something like thirty companies working. Better still this top-crest
tendency is getting more and more universal every day.
If you are not actively boosting the forthcoming Motion Picture Exposition, you are overlooking a chance to help boost the
greatest amusement project ever essayed in Southern California.
After producing a picture called "The Real Thing," Johnnie Walker licked the director he hired to do the picture. Perchance he wanted to be sure of having the real thing in all ways possible.
There what
is an you
agitation
screen projected
the screen.
stage is claimed to be more elegant. What's the
difference
call itagainst
so longcalling
as thethepictures
on itShadow
are good?
Someone
making
a picture
under the
of "Don't
Mention
Your Wife."
mention
much suggests
of anything
to his
wife without
beingtitle
accused
of being
rude It
fortointerrupting
her. In most cases, a man couldn't
Society girls are becoming more numerous in pictures every day and in many cases are making good as actresses. Is it
'that they just naturally know how to act? All society girls do — in society, or else, they wouldn't stay in it.
Some of the best pictures of the whole decade are now in the course of production in Hollywood studios. What with "Scaramouche,"
"Trilby,"
Wisein Fools,"
Man in the World," and "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" as mere
starters, could
anyone"Three
ask more
the way "The
of a Meanest
grand array?
Kings will continue to occupy their share of the screen. Wallace Beery will show us more of the character of Richard, the
Lion-hearted and Alan Hale will play king in Jackie Coogan's first Metro feature, "Long Live the King." Indeed his Royal
Highness
may not be as popular in Europe as he used to be, but he's sure going to make a brave fight to retain his prestige
on
the screen.
William Humphrey, the well-known director who is now acting for a change (and of course the change) in "Scaramouche,"
is of the opinion that nick-names would be better if abolished. Although he admits they generally denote endearment, he believes adiscontinuance of the use of them would aid in improving our manner of talking by encouraging people to stop corrupting the English language. Now, Bill, you don't expect us to ever stop calling you Bill, do you, Bill?
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"Selected

Pictures"

That there are 703 motion pictures of 1574
submitted to the National Board of Review
during 1922 and now available, which constitutes worth while entertainment is revealed by the 1922-23 catalog entitled
"Selected Pictures" just issued. This catalog, which is compiled by the National Committee for Better Films, affiliated with the
National Board at 70 Fifth Avenue, New
York, lists pictures of feature length, short
comedies, scenics, cartoons, reviews and
various entertainment-educationals chosen
by the disinterested colunteer committees of
the Board at the time the pictures come
before it for possible editing and action as
to passage.
Exhibitors, schools, churches, community
houses and others using motion pictures
find this catalog valuable, as do also libraries, clubs, better films committees and
the individual movie patron. "Every effort
has been made," writes the secretary of the
committee,
"to make
accurateof
and serviceable.
The this
name catalog
and address
the producer or distributor from whom the
films can be obtained is given, the number
of reels, the "star" or "stars," a brief description or characterization of each film
and the published source when not based on
an original scenario. This information is of
particular interest to schools and libraries.
And above all, although we do not expect
everyone to agree with these selections — as
people's opinions differ so much on motion
pictures — it is nevertheless the testimony of
those who use our catalogs and supplementary lists year after year, that the selections are reliable.
"In
connection
I should
pointof out
that onethis
of the
most valuable
features
the
catalog is its designation of age-group suitability for each film listed. 340 films suit-

Can

Screen
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of Interest to Everyone Interested
Way
in Motion Pictures
able for young people, in age from 13 up and
10 up, are specially marked, thus affording a
guide to the selection of pictures for special
young people entertainments and for the
patronage of children as supervised by careful parents. These are the ideal 'family
group'
films, as everyone
boththem.
young Most
and old
can understand
and enjoy
of
the remainder we say are also suitable for
the family group, where children are accompanied by intelligent adults who can explain
pictures and regulate their attendance with
a thought to the child's temperament and
development. Only eight of the films listed
in the catalog are advised for strictly adult
audiences only.
"Thus, by means of the catalog and our
Photoplay Guide issued weekly and monthly,
which supplements it, people can be apprised, in advance of seeing them, of the
better pictures, while another publication,
'Exceptional Photoplays,' supplied under our
popular plan of membership, will actually
contribute to their enjoyment and appreciation of the finer pictures critically reviewed
in its pages. Just as one must first hear
good music and then study it, in order to
thoroughly enjoy it, so must one see the
good pictures (as listed in our catalog and
Photoplay Guide), then study and analyze
them (as can be done by reading 'Exceptional Photoplays'), in order to discriminate
and fully appreciate the best. A quarter
only sent to us by mail will procure the
catalog for anyone anywhere in the country,
together with complimentary specimen
copies of our three monthly membership
publications — The Photoplay Guide and Exceptional Photoplays already mentioned,
and an interesting bulletin-magazine for
members exclusively entitled 'Film Progress.' Membership in the National Commit-

Adaptations

Ever

in Any

tee is on a popular basis, open to anyone
whoCommunications
desires to join."should be addressed to
the secretary of the National Committee for
Better Films at 70 Fifth Avenue, New York
City. Officers of the Committee are: Clarence A. Perry, chairman, Associate Director
Department of Recreation, Russell Sage
Foundation; W. D. McGuire, vice-chairman,
executive secretary National Board of Review of Motion Pictures; Dr. Myron T.
Scudder, head of the Scudder School for
Girls; and Alice Belton Evans, secretary of
the Committee. Members-at-large of the executive board comprise leaders in social and
civic work, educators, ministers, clubwomen,
etc.The membership creed of the National
Committee is as follows:
I BELIEVE that the best way to improve
motion pictures is to select, patronize and
advertise the best.
IInBELIEVE—
special performances for boys and
girls and special "family nights."
In educating parents to study their children and to regulate their attendance at
motion pictures with intelligent care.
I BELIEVE in the maintenance of the
highest standards in the conduct of the motion picture theatres which I will attend.
I BELIEVE in telling the exhibitor when
I like his program and why, as well as when
I don't like his program and why.
I BELIEVE in the motion picture theatre
as a community institution and in community co-operation with the exhibitor.
I BELIEVE in the vast educational, cultural and recreational values of the screen,
and in my own ability to add a little to the
forces working for its constant elevation.

Satisfy

Authors^

"Yes," Sa^s Creator of "Brass"
"I came prepared to curse. I came away
pleased and marvelling a bit."
In these words Charles G. Norris, author
of "Brass," the best-seller that deals with
marriages and divorces, describes his reaction before and after attending the premiere showing of the screen adaptation of
his novel.
So enthusiastic did he become watching
his puppets live on the silver screen that he
wrote, in the first flush of pleasure, to Harry
Rapf, the producer.
Mr. Norris had made the transcontinental
trip from California to New York City for
the express purpose of sitting in the darkened theatre auditorium and observing his
story of modern American life in celluloid
version.
"I reached New York," he explains, "and
the first thing I did was to go and see
'Brass.' I confess I went with some trepidation. Ihad no idea how 1 should like my
'child' in other clothes, but I confess I was
pleasantly surprised. The spirit of the book,
its reason, is there, and what more has an
author a right to ask. On the whole, I think
you have made 'Brass' a big picture and I
congratulate you."
By thus revealing the pleasure the photoplay afforded him, Mr. Norris proves himself

an exception to the general rule. In ninety-,
nine cases out of a hundred, authors experience emotions ranging from contempt to disgust when viewing the mutilations and
changes suffered by their brain children at
the hands of motion picture producers, this
proceeding sometimes so far that their work
is unrecognizable.
His stamp of approval on this Warner
Brothers classic of the screen sets a fashion
that can only be for the best in its influence
upon motion pictures. It would be easy to
bring example on example of writers who
forsook the silver screen medium as hopeless, or who sell the movie rights to their
novels with a shrug of indifference and never
take the trouble to see their finished product on the silent sheet. That this novelist
could sanction the film version is a tribute
to the rare skill of those responsible for this
production directed by Sidney Franklin.
Norris, as he himself puts it, is a harsh
critic, particularly where his own work has
been altered or edited.
"For an author to see his puppets that
have originated in his mind and lived
there," he remarks, "strutting about on the
screen is a hard, tough and may I say, at
best an unpalatable experience. In many
ways you have accomplished the impossible

— you have transferred the spirit, the lesson,
the purpose of the book on to the screen.
In places it is a beautiful picture. In spots,
it has moments of bigness. Never is it bad.
Let me say here that I am a harsh critic,
particularly where my own work has been
altered or edited, and so, what I have said
of the photoplay you have made of 'Brass'
is Much
high praise
me." success he attriof thefrompicture's
butes to Irene Rich, whose successful playing of the role of Mrs. G. won her a longterm contract with Warner Brothers following the release of the picture.
Fred athlete
Thomson,
champion
allround
and world's
latest advent
into the
ranks of screen actors, will not appear before the camera for several days, as the
result of a peculiar and spectacular accident
that
marredin one
of his sensational
Thomson,
attempting
to swing on"stunts."
a rope
between two buildings at Seventh and Main
Streets in Los Angeles, slipped, fell with a
jerk to the limit of the slack of the rope,
and suffered a badly sprained ankle.
Thomson was doing the rope swing as a
feature of "The Eagle's Talons," being produced as a chapter mystery play at Universal City.
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Flaskes

from

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.. April 16th.—
Zasu Pitts has been confined to her apartment at the Fail-mount Hotel most of the
past week with a bad attack of tonsilitis.
but she now is improving, and hopes to be
able to begin work in a few days in Eric
Von Stronheim's production of "Greed."
Marjorie Bennett, sister of Enid Bennett,
and herself a star of the stage and screen,
arrived in San Francisco from Australia
on the
Tuesday. has
She, been
during the"Son«nia"
last year last
in Australia,
leading woman for Louis Bennison, wellknown American actor in his play, "Benvennto."
Bennett
her
short
stay Miss
in town
seeingspent
her part
sisterof Enid
in "Robin Hood," and later went on to Los
Angeles for a visit with her mother and
sister.
Gibson Gowland is now playing the dentist
in "McTeague's" very lifelike office on Von
Stroheim's set at Hayes and Laguna streets,
where the picture is making fine progress.
Off the set Gowland probably attracts more
attention than any other man in San Francisco, as MeTeague bad to be a blonde, so
he has had his fine and curly crop of hair

Frisco

b? agnes

bleached a wonderful light, bright yellow,
with the result that he looks like a very
large and lively yellow crysanthemum.
Leigh Smith, assistant director on "The
Fog," has finished his work here and went
to Los Angeles on Thursday night.
On the bill at the New Portola Theatre
last week was a most delightful travelogue
of Holland made by the Castle Film Corporation of San Francisco, who have otlices
in the Spreckles Building. The Castle
Films have been making good and su< < essful travelogues and educational pictures for
several years, but so modest is the management, and so successfully have they hidden
their light under a bushel that few people
in San Francisco even know there is such
an organization. Judging, however, from
this picture their output is well worth
seeing.
Al Christie of Christie Comedy fame,
Dorothy Devore, Vera Steadman, Hademan,
assistant director, and several other members of the company, spent last Saturday
in San Francisco en route to Westwocd, a
lumber camp in the mountains, where they

kerr

I

crawford

Comedy.
will do location work for the next Christie
N. Ragomanovich, head of the West Coast
Films, went to Los Angeles on Thursday
last
spend the
and attend to
some tobusiness
for week-end
the company.
Mildred Harris having finished her work
in "The Fog" which the Graf Productions
are just completing at the Pacific Studios
at San Mateo, left for New York last Monday night. She will go to London for a
short holiday, and return to play the lead
in the Graf's next production, "The Grain
of Robert
Dust." Warwick beloved of cinema as well
as stage fans, made his first appearance Sunday of last week as a visiting star at the
Fulton Theatre in Oakland. The present
play is "The Masquerader," to be followed
by
others during
stay of
five several
or six weeks.
His fineWarwick's
looks, charming
voice, and good acting won him a very
warm reception in his first appearance in
this part of the country in several years.
(Continued on Page 21)
I" "i
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Tom Santschi has been signed for the
"heavy" role in the new play soon to be
made at Universal City under the direction
of Harry Garson, famous as the producer of
Clara Kimball Young's best known films.
The play, a story of Java, will present J.
Warren Kerrigan and Anna Q. Nilsson in
the leading roles. The title has not been
decided upon yet.
"The Daughter of Crooked Alley." one of
the best known stories of Jack Boyle, has
been purchased for screen use, according to
announcement at Universal City. This is one
of the "Boston Blackie" stories, several of
which have proven decided screen hits.
Adrian Johnson is now working on the continuity, and an all-star cast is to be assembled for the production.
Walter Whitman, one of the pioneer character actors of the screen and who is perhaps best remembered as the priest in
"Hearts of the World," has been engaged to
play the role of Father O'Shea in "McGuire
of
the Mounted,"
of theWilliam
Royal
Northwest
Mounteda production
Police, starring
Desmond, now being made at Universal City.
"McGuire of the Mounted" is an original
story by Raymond L. Schrock, head of the
Universal scenic department, and was written especially for Desmond. It is Desmond's
first starring vehicle under his new contract
with Universal which calls for feature production only.
With preliminary research work practically finished, designing of costumes and
scenery for Frances Hodgson Burnett's "A
Lady
of Quality,"
is about Henley
to be commenced
at
Universal
City. Hobart
is to direct
the quaint story of the London of 1700. Animportant cast will be chosen, in which Virginia Valli will li- introduced, and also Milton Sills. .
Ann Little and Herbert Fortier. photoplay

U

to You

By ben westland

favorites, and Al Wilson, famous "stunt
aviator," had narrow escapes from injury.
Bill Noble, cameraman, was partially scalped
and his valuable camera damaged, and Duke
Worne, director, caught a flying grease cup
neatly with his left eye, as the result of an
odd
mishapCity.
in one of the "stunts" filmed at
Universal
The actors were in an automobile that
was to have sped over a specially made track
covering a pit in which the camera was
placed, on a level with the ground.
Following the accident repairs were made
to
camera
and successfully.
cameraman's scalp
and thethe auto,
"stunt"
repeated
Jack Dillon, who directed Mary Pickford
in "Suds," and who has directed many other
notable screen successes, has been engaged
by
Universal
direct thewith"Self
which
will be toproduced
an Made
all-starWife,"
cast.
Production has just started.
"The Self Made Wife" was written as a
serial for the Saturday Evening Past by
Casts of the Week
Richard Walton Tully presents
"TRILBY"
Director, James Young
Assistant Director, James Ewens
CAST
Trilby
Andre Lafayette
Little Billee
Creighton Hale
Svengali
Arthur Edmund Carew
Taffy
Philo McCullough
The"
Laird
Wilfred
Lucas
Gecko
Francis
McDonald
Zouzou
Maurice Cannon
Mme. Vinard
Martha Franklin
Dodor
Max Constant
Durien
Gordon Mullen
Laundress
Rose Dione
Orchestra Leader
Clifford S. Saum

Elizabeth Alexander, and later published in
book form. It was adapted\ )to the screen by
Edward T. Lowe, who wrote the continuity
for "Under Two Flags,
rhe Prisoner" and
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame."
Among the well known screen players who
have already been chosen for the cast of
"The Self Made Wife" are Ethel Gray
Terry, Crauford Kent, Virginia Ainsworth
and Dorothy Cummings.
Mary
Philbin,
clevergirlcharacterization of the
little whose
hand-organ
heroine in
"Merry Go Round" furnished one of the surprises of the season at Universal City, is to
have an important role in "A Lady of Quality." This was announced at Universal City
yesterday by Hobart Henley, who is to direct
the play. Miss Philbin will be seen in support of Virginia Valli in the new picture.
"A Lady of Quality" is a (ilmization of the
famous novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett,
and will be presented at Universal City by a
large and important cast, and in an elaborate setting of historical as well as technical interest.
The world's youngest film star has "arrived." She's not quite four years old yet —
but she's now a "great big star," with one of
the best known directors in filmland. She
won it all through clever acting.
This is the news from Universal City,
with the announcement that Baby Peggy is
to make her debut in a big feature play.
Raymond L. Schrock, scenario editor at
Universal City, and King Baggot, famous
actor and director, are now engaged on the
story in which s..e is to play, and King
Baggot himself will direct the offering, to be
released as a Universal-Jewel photoplay. The
title has not been announced yet. A big cast
of well will
known
grown-up"
actors star
and
actresses
support
the diminutive
in a seven or eight-reel elaborate special.
(Continued on Page 22)
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in Springtime

This is the season of the year when screen
idols, stage players and literary lights sojourning here turn to planting and pruning
of fig trees, delving into vineyards and irrigating their orange groves.
Visitors at the film capital daily report the
conflicting sensations resulting from a
glimpse of the romantic Bert Lytell hoeing
potatoes, Barbara La Marr shaking a table
cloth over a back porch, or Charlie Chaplin
in the very serious business of looking into
the possibilities of city property.
Just now the conversion of a modern
Apollo to domesticity is the wonder of those
who make up the "seeing-fllmland" tours.
For Orville Caldwell, the six-feet-three of
muscular activity whom Morris Gest called
"a modern reincarnation of Apollo," and
whom Elinor Glyn calls "the most physically
perfect
man of stageof ora pretentious
screen," is engaged
in the completion
foothill
home and the setting out of the ever-present
shrubbery that is of greater importance than
the mere house here.
In the semi-privacy of overhanging trees
Caldwell's
glimpsed
in the
rear of his bulk
househasin been
the same
abbreviated
costume that made him famous as a discus

YES, THE irtFMTS ARE IKl THE INDUSTRY
WiTrt A VEhlGEft^CE-

and Miss Dupont
B$ RAY H. LEEK

thrower and all-round athlete during his
university days at Oakland, a few years
ago. And those who have been curious
enough to peep between the trees insist that
the domesticated Caldwell is just as interesting as the
romantic
in "Mecca"
which first
attracted
the figure
attention
of Miss
Glyn and several million women who saw
him in person or in the widely circulated
pictures of the picturesque sultan of the
extravaganza.
Miss Dupont, she of the economical name
but unstinted allurements to the masculine
eye, is the latest to sign a B. P. Schulberg
contract. Although the present contract is
merely for one role — an important one in
the Tom Forman Production of "The
Broken
Wing" rumors.
— it has been* the occasion
for
numerous
"Is Miss Dupont called 'the most beautiful blonde in America', often characterized
as a 'more vivacious edition of Katlierine
MacDonald', being groomed to follow in the
footsteps
of theproducer,
retired Katherine?"
The youthful
however, has failed
thus far to enlighten those asking the question. It is known, however, that when he
concluded the contract under which Miss
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for One

Time

MacDonald was starred a few weeks ago,
he announced his intention not to make any
more "star pictures." He has kept his
promise, thus far, by concentrating on
productions like "Shadows," "Thorns and
Orange
"The Hero,"
in which
all
the Blossoms"
roles were and
assigned
to players
who
seemed best to fit the parts.
* * *
Good news for the boys — those whose
ages range from six to sixty. A local statistician has just reported that not fewer
than six pirate pictures either are under
way or are about to be filmed. Captain
Kidd will figure in person, or under some
easily recognizable alias, in all of them.
Probably the most important of the cutlass crew will be Doug Fairbanks, who is
letting his hair grow to the proper piratical
length in anticipation of his contribution
to the series of maritime thrillers.
One way to gauge the activities in picture productions is to watch the transactions in favored players. During the lulls
of the summer months the agencies that
handle these loans usually report no re(Continued on Page 20)

APPOI.O HAS BEEN DOMESTICATED AtfD IS KrWfJ HERE AS OR\Au.E CALDWELL

DO0G IS OdE OF THE SI* PRODUCERS
MAKING PIRATE PICTURES TOR US BOYS
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. ypewriter'sBy PETE
Click
SMITHto
A bathing suit.
A letter of introduction.
A Broadway stage success.
All of these have been the medium by
which pretty girls have gotten onto the
screen.
But Mario Campbell chose a typewriter.
She told about it yesterday between scenes
at the United studios where she is doing her
first bit in Maurice Tourneur's "The Brass
Bottle."
"I had four years coaching in dramatics
when I was in the Waco High School," she
said. "I took part in all of the high school
plays and later in dramatic society presentations at the University of Minnesota. My
teachers all urged me to go on the stage or
the screen.

Calling

M

ovies

"Girls who had tried told me how hard it
was to attract attention in Hollywood; told
me of the tens of thousands of extras striving to exist on a day or two of work a week.
I resolved to wait until I had a plan.
"I spent two years in Oklahoma as secretary to a bank president in Sepulpa, and a
Y. W. C. A. secretary in Tulsa. Then one
day I had an inspiration. That week I quit
myOnce
job and
Los Angeles."
here came
Miss to
Campbell
made the rounds
of the studios, seeking a place as secretary
to a studio executive. She got it.
For two years Miss Campbell was secretary to M. C. Levee, president of the United
studios. She made the acquaintance of producers and directors by the score. She
handled scenarios. She watched pictures in
the making. She became familiar with all

Feminine

"Todayandthere would be much less unhappiness
fewer divorces if the man who
really loves his wife and daughters would,
instead of trying to keep them in idleness
as a sop to his own vanity, see to it that
they do their share of constructive and interesting work.
Thus did Idah McGlone Gibson, noted author and war correspondent, sum up her
views of the modern domestic upheaval
which is sending husbands and wives in
veritable droves to the divorce courts
throughout I lie laud.
Mrs. Gibson was prompted to discuss the
feminine slackers by the role her son, KenGibson, is playing in "Daytime Wives,"
an F. neth
B. O. production which flays in scenes
of stirring drama the pampered
petted
wives of the rich who neglect theirandhusbands
and spend their time at bridge tables and
jazz palaces where lowered lights and
lounge lizards are the chief attraction.
"Every foreigner who comes
here,"
continued Mrs. Gibson, "is greatlyover
surprised
to find that most American men consider
it a
disgrace to let the women of their households work. It is every man's ambition to
make his wife and daughters only walking
advertisements of his business acumen and
prosperity.

Slackers

"It was not a curse, but a splendid
privilege that God gave to man when He
made hint earn his bread by work instead of
picking up his sustenance from the foot of
the tree.
"To hear many a young married woman
talk you would think that she was the most
injured individual in all the world because
she is made to do her own housework when
she is married.

Millions —

They

Go

Schenck was one of the few producers
bold enough to declare publicly that "Doug."
Fairbanks was justified in spending a milsults. lion on "Robin Hood" if it showed in reSchenck looks forward to the time when
superfilms will enjoy continuous runs of two
and
three years, like the biggest of the stage
successes.
A new era in the showing of pictures is at
hand, according to the producer of Talmadge
and Keaton films. An era when the real big
films will play the big city theatres from
three months to a year or more and then be
taken on the road like stage plays. Ordinary program pictures then will have their
first runs at neighborhood picture houses.
Of course these great "more than a milproductions
iiil < * ilion"
higher
priceswillof necessitate
admission. the charg-

Click

departments of the studio, with all the details of production.
Those were two bad years for pictures.
There was little production. But Miss
Campbell had a good salary.
Business picked up. The script of "The
Brass Bottle" passed through Miss Campbell's hands on its way to Mr. Levee. It had
an opportunity in the part of the maid, for a
beginner; an opportunity which would allow
of recognition on the screen.
Miss Campbell asked for a chance and got
it. She left the typewriter for the make-up
box. She has a bit, a good bit. She can get
an audience with directors and producers.
She busy.
has assurance of enough work to keep
her
Her typewriter made a place on the screen
for her.

Downright

"Consequently, although she does not own
it to herself, it is the ambition of every
mother to marry her daughter to at least a
limousine, if not a steam yacht, with all the
accompanying appurtenances of great wealth.
The man doesn't count very much, provided
he has enough money to make greenback
plasters for his deficiencies.
"It has always seemed to me that those
ancient writers of tradition who, when describing the lives of our first father and
mother after they had, through idleness and
its attendant vices, been expelled from the
Garden of Eden, make a great mistake.
"They intimated that work was a curse.
'In the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat
bread until Ihou return to the ground,' was
amanity.
part of the supposed curse put upon hu-

and

The day when a producer may spend as
much as a million and a half dollars, and
wisely, on a single picture, is approaching
in the opinion of Joseph M. Schenck, film
magnate, whose stupendous expenditures as
producer of Norma Talmadge, Constance
Talmadge and Buster Keaton photoplays in
the past, give weight to his predictions.
Picture expenditures, thinks Schenck, is
"in its infancy." Mr. Schenck at present is
spending more than hall a million dollars
on one picture, "Ashes of Vengeance." One
scene in this sixteenth century French costume drama cost more than $100,000 to
build and film.
"The expenditure on superproductions is
of the
not going to stop within the limits
capacity of the cinema to get results," says
Schenck. "A picture is worth every cent the
returns justify."

Camera's

Parasites

"She rails against the fate that made her
tall in love with a poor man, or rather the
fate that did not put her in a position where
she could meet a man — any kind of a man —
as long as he had money.
"There is no reason why a healthy young
woman should not keep her part of a bargain
and do her own housework. It should make
any housewife blush when she tells of her
martyrdom in keeping a house comfortable
for her husband.
"The idle young woman of today has little
interest in her house either before or after
marriage and her parents are more to blame
than she is for this state of affairs.
"These parenls who make such great
sacrifices to keep their daughters in idleness
have not been kind to them for there is no
more reason why a young woman should be
a slacker than a man.
"The war did one thing that illumined the
false
women's
physicalIt
strengthidea
and regarding
real working
capacity.
showed that a healthy young woman was as
capable of hard work as a healthy young
man.
"She found that working in the fields was
a splendid health-giving exercise. She took
men's places in every branch of endeavor
and made good with little effort."

Together
"There's no need to worry about the public's willingness to pay such higher prices,"
says
Schenck. "It
has demonstrated
its willingness
to already
pay higher
for superior
"In spite
of the thousands of screen actors
things
in films."
that have
been developed, there is a scarcity
of real talent," he says. "Perhaps there
always will be, because the screen « more
exacting than the stage in the appearance
of actors. On the stage a woman of 35 may
very well make up to create the illusion of
20. But that can't be done on the screen,
and so we are robbed of the experience of
years when we must have a girl of 20 play
a character
of her advancement
own age."
The technical
of the films
has outstripped the other branches, and the
producer expects that further development
must come more gradually.

Camera's
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EXPOSITION
IS SPEEDED
EXHIBIT

CONSTRUCTION
AS

DEMAND

SPACE

Record speed in building will
mark the erection of the Spanish-Colonial city, which will
open its gates. July 2, to receive
visitors to the American Historical Revue and Motion Picture
Exposition. Work began this
week under the direction of
Frank S. Brown, construction
engineer in charge, who put on
a double shift of men.
The exposition buildings will
cover approximately 1,000,000
square feet of ground space.
The principal ones will face the
wide Esplanade leading to the
Coliseum where the floats and
pageants will be presented on a
mammoth stage. Half way between the peristyle of the
Coliseum and the main entrance,
the Esplanade will widen into a
Court of Honor, which will be
one of the most picturesque
places in the grounds. Here
there is to be a beautiful central
fountain and the great circular
plaza will be surrounded by
colonnades.
Demand for exhibit bungalows
has been exceedingly brisk the
last week, many of the choicest
sites having been taken. It is
reported that long before the
Premiere there will not be a
bungalow or even a square foot
in the beautiful exposition city
for rent, even the smallest spaces
being coveted for novel exhibits.
The fact that the keynotes of
the displays are to be quality
and originality rather than the
quantity gives promise of real
variety.
"Theup Location,"
the section
given
to the exhibits
of the
various motion picture studios,
is to be the most remarkable attraction ever offered by any exposition. Here all the mysteries
of picture-making will be revealed and the most wonderful entertainment will be assured.
There will be a great rivalry for
original effects among the studios, each of which is to have
a bungalow of special design, all
conforming to the general style
of architecture, which will make
the exposition beautiful and
colorful.
Plans for the elaborate pageantry that is to be more gorgeous
and more important historically
than anything previously attempted in this country are well
under way. The research depal tments of the various Cali-
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INCREASES

OF STARS IN "HOLLYWOOD"
fornia universities have been
With James Cruze's producDesmond Finishing Another
long engaged in obtaining data
tion, "Hollywood," nearing comFinal
scenes
are
being
taken
for various episodes based on
pletion at Ihe Lasky Studio,
scenes in the history of all the at Universal City by Richard
Paramount has announced the
Americas. At a meeting last Stanton on William Desmond's
complete list of players who will
latest starring vehicle, "McGuire
week the historical commission
the Mounted," a story of the appear in this picture. Among
of the exposition including Dr. of
Northwest
Mounted
Police,
in
E. C. Moore, Dr. Rufus von
those who will have conspicuous
which alluring Louise Lorraine
KleinSmid, Dr. Harry W. |, is
parts in the unfolding of the
seen
opposite
the
former
Wright, Dr. Victor L. Duke, Dr.
stock matinee idol. drama is Mr. Cruze himself, but
J. A Blaisdell and Mrs Martha | dramatic
Nelson McCan, conferred on the Despite bad weather Stanton has the producer of "The Covered
made an enviable record for comprogram for the Historical
Wagon" will not be able to be
bining speed and dramatic artis- the sole representative of the
Revue.
try in the production.
directorial profession, for Cecil
B. DeMille, director general of
HAS FIRST NATAL
TO FILM WILDEST
Paramount, and Alfred E. Green,
producer of all of Thomas
Meighan's late pictures, who reDAY PARTY AT
cently completed the production
OF UNCLE SAM'S
of Rex Beach's "The Ne'er Do
LATE DATE
Well," both
screen
actors.make their debuts as
WILD 'UNS
The list of prominent players
Scott R. Beall (Scotty) was
America's least civilized ineclipses even that of Cecil B.
habitants are to become motion
host at the first birthday party
DeMille's "The Affairs of Anapicture players.
tol," which set a hitherto unof his life last Saturday. MemThey live in the Tonto Basin,
approached record in the way of
Arizona, and will play in the
bers of the cast of "The Brass
all-star cludes
casts.
inmob scenes in the filming of Pottle" and of the staff of MauThomas "Hollywood"
Meighan, Agnes
rice Tourneur Productions filled
Zane Grey's famous novel "To
Ayres, Jack Holt, Betty Comp(he parlor of his home at 1383
the Last Man." Mr. Grey, who
son, Leatrice Joy, Walter Hiers,
will supervise the production of North Uidgewood while he was
Lila Lee, Jacqueline Logan,
the picture; Victor Fleming, the away on an emergency call to George
-Fawcett, Nita Naldi, J.
director, and Lucien Hubbard,
Warren Kerrigan, Elliott Dexter,
Tourneur's home. "Scotty"
production editor, have left Mr.
is assistant director and produc- Charles Ogle, Lois Wilson, Mary
Hollywood for the Tonto Basin,
tion manager of Maurice Tour- Astor, Hope Hampton, Will
where they will look over the
neur Productions.
Rogers, Gertrude Astor, Laur"A
member cf a theatrical fam- ance Wheat, Ben Turpin, Kalla
ground.
Actual production will begin
Pasha, Jim Finlayson, and many
ily,
I've
been
on
the
move
all
my
April 30, and the cast will jour- life and hardly ever have lived others.
ney 100 miles by horseback into
In no sense propaganda or,
long enough
in one
to bethis rugged valley from Payson,
come acquainted
with-place
people,
so on the other hand, a travelogue,
the nearest railway station. The
that they woirld know my birth- or "trip to the movie studios,"
story is that of a feud between
day," Mr. Beall from
declared
after he this picture, Paramount states,
sheepmen and cattlemen in had recovered
his surprise.
is a straight human-interest
which both factions were wiped
He was presented with a silk drama,
adapted by Tom J.
out
literally
to
the
"last
man."
lounging
robe
by
the
cast
and
The tale is based on fact and
staff
and
a
gold
wrist
watch
by
Geraghty
from Frank Condon's
the actors in this drama of the Mr. Tourneur.
absorbingly interesting novelprimitive west will include desette,
"Hollywood,
and the Only
Among those present, besides
cendants of this last man.
Child." The theme undoubtedly
The country where the picture members of his family and rela- carries the most widely popular
tives, were: Mr. Tourneur,
will be filmed is said to be the
appeal for the average picture
Harry Myers, Charlotte Merriam,
audience that could be conceived,
most rugged in America. It Ford
Sterling,
Arthur
L.
Todd.
for it is the intimate drama of
abounds in big game and is
and Mrs. Milton Menasco,
the hopes and aspirations and
heavily timbered on the ridges Mr.
Louise
Lester,
Fred
Pelton,
Nan
the trials and disappointments
which in some places rise sheer
Aggie Herring, Clarissa
above the
valley for several thou- Collins,
of a girl whose consuming ambiSelwynne, Edna May Strauss,
sands of feet.
tion is to gain fame and fortune
Buddie Erickson, Anna Manee,
Mr. Grey wrote the story at Wealey
in the movies — the prototype of
Jones
and
Frank
Evans.
his ranch in the Tonto Basin
perhaps
million
American a girls
not screen-struck
only of the
and will provide the tame bears,
small town but of the big city.
several horses and sheep for use Christie Girl III
The four or five dominate
in the making of the picture.
Hazel Deane, new Christie
This will be the first of Mr. leading lady, is seriously ill at characters are played by people
Gray's novels to be produced by the Clara Barton hospital, suf- unknown to screen audiences
fering from peritonitis. She
but all carefully chosen for type
Paramount under Mr. Grey's con- was taken
sick suddenly on the by Director Cruze. All of them,
tract which arranges for the production of photoplays from all day when a new picture was to moreover, have had previous
his current and future works.
be started.
stage experience.
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TECHNICOLOR
COME

WEST

MAKE

HAS
TO

FILM

Unusual interest has been manifested among local film folk
over the announcement the
Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation of Boston has established itself in Hollywood, under
the management of C. A. Willat,
brother of Irvin Willat, who has
been prominent in film work for
the past eighteen years.
The Technicolor process has
been in development for the past
seven years, and according to report $1,250,000 has been spent in
perfecting it. The personnel responsible for its development is
composed of Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, formerly Professor of
Physics at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and
Queen's
of who
Canada;
Dr. DanielUniversity
T. Comstock,
also
was a Professor of Physics at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Dr. Troland, president
of the American Optical Society
and associate professor of Harvard University; Dr. Proctor,
professor at Dartmouth College;
Mr. Weaver and Mr. J. A. Ball,
graduates of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and C. A.
Willat
The first picture shown by the
Technicolor company was "The
Gulf Between,"
which was
exhibited at ihe legitimate
houses
of Klaw & Erlanger. At that
time a special projector was
necessary for the screening of
these pictures, and it was not
possible to exhibit in a motion
picture theater. Since that time
they have worked on the process
until today they can show their
films in any cinema house. This
was accomplished a year ago and
their first picture was "Toll of
the Sea," which was released
through Metro and is now reported to be enjoying an extensive run throughout the country.
Technicolor is now establishing itself here to offer its process
to producers. They also intend
to produce a complete picture
here for autumn exhibition. It
is interesting to note that the
Technicolor process has no limitations as to double exposing,
dissolving, or stop motion, and
its action in this is the same as
that of an ordinary camera. The
local establishment is under the
direct supervision of Mr. Willat
and Mr. Ball, and under their
management should enjoy rapid
expansion.
Mae Busch Wins Again
Victor Seastrorn has chosen
the first player for his first
American motion picture. The
noted Scandinavian director has
selected Mae Busch to play
Bessie, the persecuted heroine
of "The Master of Man.'' It will
be
Busch's She
second
CaineMaeheroine.
wentHallto
England with Maurice Tourneur
to play Gloria Quaile in "The
Christian."

WHO'S WHO AND WHAT'S WHAT
The largest stage in the world
is being used by Norma Talmadge in the ballroom scene of
"Ashes of Vengeance," a forthcoming First National attraction.
Dagmar Godowsky, appearing
in the Goldwyn production,
"Red Lights," made her debut
on the stage at one of the leading theaters of Moscow. She is
an accomplished pianist.
While in New York, Charles G.
Norris had an opportunity to
view the Warner Brothers sc reen
version of his brainchild,
"Brass," and reports have it that
he was immensely pleased.
The "Six Days" Elinor Glyn
writes about in the original
story Charles Brabin is directing
for Goldwyn are none of them
week days, according to our war
correspondent at the Goldwyn
front.
Florence Vidor sailed recently
for Honolulu for a short vacation after portraying the role of
Carol Milford in the Warner
Brothers picturization of Sinclair Lewis' novel, "Main
Street."
Johnnie Walker, who plays
the leading role in "Children of
Dust,"tureFrank
for First Borzage's
National new
did pichis
bit during the war. He enlisted
as a gob and
came back a commissioned officer.
Rodolph Bergquist, cinematographer for the Goldwyn "Red
Lights" company, has just completed a series of t he most unusual night scenes ever taken of
the interior of a Pullman coach,
domo of the palace.
David Belasco, the famous theatrical producer, has placed his
approval upon the scenario of
"The Gold Diggers." which will
be produced by the Warner
Brothers. The play was adapted
for
ter. the screen by Grant CarpenFord Sterling and Aggie Herring, the last members of the
cast tofore report
for work,
were for
bethe camera
this week
their first scene of Maurice
Tourneur's forthcoming First
National release, "The Brass
Bottle."
Sterlingof has
the
two inches
brushsacrificed
he has
had to keep matted on his face
for "The Spoilers."""
Pauline Starke and Charles
Clary were the first two players
to be selected for parts in Emmett Flynn's fust Goldwyn production, "In the Palace of the
King." Miss Starke will play
Inez, a blind girl, one of the
most emotional roles of her
career. Mr. Clary has been
chosen for the part of Don Ruiz
Gomez de Silva, villainous minister in the court of King
Philip
Spain, and majordomo ofII,theof palace.

CAMERA
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Gordon DuMont, "heavy" in
many
of Ruth
successes,
declaresRoland's
he has screen
$5,000
invested in personal wardrobe.
He is at present portraying the
role of a slippery crook in Richard Thomas' newest six-reeler,
"Other Men's Money."
Claude Gillingwater, who is
playing
"Threea distinguished
Wise Fools,"
besides inbeing
actor on the stage and the
screen is also an author. He
has written more than twentyfive successful one-act plays,
several of which he has played
in vaudeville himself.
Ray Enright. who has been
assistant director and cutter at
the Mack Bennett studios, has
been promoted to chief cutter.
He has just completed assem"She Loves toMe beNot,"
first
Sennettbling comedy
released
through Patlie, under the supervision of F. Richard Jones.
GeorgeacterMai
venerableto charactor,ion,
wanted
die,
slashed his wrists; but lived. He
couldn't get work. Fred Niblo
engaged him today for a small
part
said in
he "Captain
was glad Applejack."
to get such He
an
excellent actor. The sun came
out as Mr. Marion went to get
his wardrobe.
Myrtle Owen has been added
to the cast of "The White Silence," being produced at the
Warner Brothers studios. RinTin-Tin, the dog actor and featured player, recently won the
high jump in a police dog show
held at the Beverly Hills Hotel,
Los Angeles.
Miss Bess Meredyth, scenario
editor of Fred Niblo's unit and
adapter
of "Captain
Applejack,"
characterized
a solemn
British
footman
in
her
script
but
couldn't
name him. Someone suggested
that "Dibbles" described the
part. Gilbert Clayton, fine character player, will have the role.
He is remembered in "Blood and
Sand,"
rected. which Fred Niblo diMalcolm Stuart Boylan, director of publicity for the Fred
Niblo unit of Louis B. Mayer
productions, has been made correspondent of the Chicago Evening Post and the six other
newspapers of the Shaffer group.
He is umncontributing
weeklywhich,
colof Hollywood anews
while controlled by the Shaffer
publications,
is being
dicated to other
papers.widely synFrom Lake Louise, Alberta,
Canada,
comes Trimble
word fromthatDirector Laurence
his
company, which has been in
Canada since last December filming scenes for two forthcoming
Strongheart starring vehicles,
"The Phantom Pack," and Jack
London's "White Fang," expects
to finish the location work and
start immediately for Hollywood, where the interiors of both
pictures will be made.

BABY

BETTY

BE BUSY

!

WILL

LADY

HENCEFORTH
Professionals
and the
the Wampus
non-professionals attending
Frolic held last year at the Ambassador Hotel will well recall
Baby Betty in the closing number of the evening's program.
Being
occasion infant
for "Baby"
stars thean youngest
in the
profession followed the presentation of the other "Baby" stars.
Fred Niblo, Master of Ceremonies, introduced Baby Betty as
"Movieland's Youngest Celebrity," she being fourteen months
of age at that time.
Baby Betty will attend the
Wampus Frolic again this year
at the Warner Brothers Studio
tonight, accompanied by James
Connery, life-long pal and associate of Will Hay. She has
added another twelve months of
thrilling experience since her
debut a year ago and during that
time she has supported many of
the greatest stars in Filmdom,
including famous and popular
Jackie Coogan.
Joseph A. Eliason, producer
for World Educational Films,
will leave for Yosemite and
points north to make "The
Forty-Niner," a special featuring
Baby Betty. Upon her return
the little starlet is under contract to make a super-six-reel
poetic masterpiece adapted from
apoet.
poem Following
from America's
foremostof
the closing
the Monroe Centennial and Motion Picture Exposition the Baby
will leave for a ten months' tour
around the world, leaving Washington. D. C, the last of August.
Twenty-six one-reel Educational
Gems will be produced on this
trip. The entire series will be
released in June, 1924.
In "The Magic Skin"
Bessie Love and C a r m e 1
Myers have been engaged for
roles inat "The
Magic Skin,"
be
made
the Goldwyn
studiosto by
Director George D. Baker for
Achievement Films. Miss Love
will play the leading role, that
of Pauline, and Miss Myers has
been
as "The
Thecaststory
has Countess."
been taken
from one of Balzac's best known
novels,
Magicon Skin."
Work "The
will start
the picture
soon.
MayEntering
Allison the
"Comes
Back"picture
motion
field as a producer-director, Jane
Murfin, noted playwright, has
started work at the Thwnas Ince
studio on the screen version of
"The Sign," a play written by
Mrs. Murfin and Jane Cowl.
May Allison,
just the
returned from a who
tour has
around
world, will again be seen on the
screen in the leading feminine
role, that of Claudia Bigelow, a
daring and emotional young society leader whose regeneration
is the theme of the story.

CAMERA!
LEW

CODY

ADDED

TO GOLDWYN'S
STAR LIST
Lew Cody is the latest celebrity to be added to the ever increasing- Goldwyn stock company. Announcement was made
this week that a long-term contract had been signed with (he
star in New York, where he is
now playing in a picture.
Cody's excellent work as the
villain in Rupert Hughes' "Souls
for
Sale" is responsible
for his
engagement.
He will return
to
the coast as soon as he completes his present engagement
and will have an important role
in one of the big productions
now in preparation.
Cody has been in pictures for
nine years and has been starred
and featured most of the time.
He has played for nearly all the
leading companies. Before
going on the screen he was a
well-known stage actor in New
York and in stock. He was born
in Berlin, N. H., and educated at
McGill University, Montreal.
The Goldwyn Studios have
created a sensation in film circles by the signing of such a
large number of distinguished
players. The stock company
now consists of the following:
Frank Mayo, Mae Busch,
Claire Windsor, Eleanor Boardman, Helene Chadwick, Raymond Griffith, James Kirkwood,
George Walsh, Hobart Bosworth,
Conrad Nage!, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Kate Lester, William
Haines, Cecil Holland, Lucien
Littlefleld, Aileen Pringle, Kathleen Key, Jean Haskell, William
Orlamond, Ted Edwards, ^and
the latest addition, Lew Cody.
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DEPRIVES HOLLAND

Because motion pictures are
made in Hollywood ,the people
of Amsterdam, Holland, will not
be able to see Peer Gynt this

OF PLAY

to engage Svend Gade to design
the settings for her next production because he had brought
something new to the theatre
and she believed he could do likewise for the screen.
Gade is now busy on designs
for sets for the new Pickford

Although this statement may
year.
seem ambiguous to some and unimportant to others, it bears a
deep significance because it
shows to what extent the foreign
field is being drawn upon for
artists and artisans by the American film industry.
Six months ago, Svend Gade,
celebrated Danish producer and
designer, came to America from
Copenhagen, Denmark, to stage
"Johannes Kreisler," rated as the
most unique and revolutionary
theatrical productions ever seen
on Broadway where it enjoyed a
long run this season.
When Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford were in New York
last fall, Miss Pickford decided

picture.
"Film work is so new and so
interesting,"
Gade, "that
have
decided said
to remain
a longI
time
Hollywood."
And inthat
is why the people of
Amsterdam, Holland, will not see
Peer Gynt this year.
Gade was under contract to
produce this famous Ibsen play
at the royal theatre in Amsterit was torun,
be starting
presented fordam,
an where
unlimited
May first. Because of his desire
to remain in America, the Peer
Gynt production has been postponed a year.

COMEDIAN GETS SHOCK
IN FORM OF GOLD MINE

DEL ANDREWS ADDRESSES
PALMER INSTRUCTORS

Returning from Balboa, California, where he had been
"shooting" scenes for his forthcoming Fox production, Al St.
John, comedy star, arrived in
Hollywood recently to learn that
he was the owner of a potential
gold mine. For the past few
yeai's the comedian has been associated with a syndicate of Los
Angeles business men who have
been buying city and farm properties in California, and St. John
gave power of attorney to his
associates recently when he expected to be away from the city
for several days. During the
comedian's absence, the syndicateland
purchased
an ateighty-acre
tract of
which
one time
was considered a valuable gold
claim, and at Al's suggestion the
group will now endeavor to rejuvenate the once-famous property. A crew of miners will be
dispatched to the discovery within the next thirty days and a
new shaft will be sunk to bedrock.

Del Andrews, of Thomas H.
Ince's staff of directors, last
week addressed a meeting of the
entire educational staff of the
Palmer Photoplay Corporation
in the Palmer Building, Hollywood. While Mr. Andrews took
one of the weekly "speech-making" dates on which prominent
directors, producers or writers
regularly hold forth to the
Palmer instructors, taking up
subjects of professional interest,
his talk concerned "Judgment
of the Storm," the first Palmer
screen production, which has
just been completed under his
direction. The story for the production, written by Mrs. Ethel
Styles Middleton of Pittsburg,
had been discovered by the Adand interested
the instruc-in
torsvisory
were Bureau,
vitally
the high praise given the original story by Mr. Andrews.

CALL FOR IRISH TYPES
DREW MOTLEY MOB OF 'EM

This is Jack Parker who refuses to be called Jackie because
he is adverse, to appearing in the
light of imitating Jackie Coogan.
Jack is six years old and has
been in pictures ZV2 years. "To
Have and to Hold" was one of
his best releases.

The Fine Arts Studio was
stormed this week by a mob that
gave the appearance of a Hollywood invasion by Irish insurrectionists. The cause was a call
sent out by Director Fred Caldwell for Irish types to appear in
the comedy feature he is about
to start, entitled "Hogan in
Hollywood,"
an original story by
J.
Stewart Woodhouse.
Inasmuch as the script calls
for a whole Irish family the
mob varied from old men and
women down to babes in arms,
and there was a continuous flow
of sons and daughters of Erin
into the offices of the Caldwell
company from nine a. m. until
five p. m.
Mr. Caldwell
he without
doesn't
expect
to be able says
to talk
a brogue for a week or ten days.

MISS
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NORMAND

PLAY

TO

"EXTRA

Mabel Normand, inimitable
comedienne of the cinema, is one
of the busiest stars of the day.
And she has plenty of work to
look forward to, for while she is
at present being photographed
in the title role of "The Extra
Girl," plans are already being
formulated to launch into a big
production mediately
of "Mary
imuponGIRL"
the Anne,"
completion
of the present vehicle. Both
stories are from the pen of Mack
Sennett and ideally suited to
Miss Normand's individuality.
The story aof "The
Girl,"
embodies
big Extra
wholesome
theme, and is estimated to prove
an ideal vehicle for Miss Normand, star of such previous
classics as "Molly'o" and more
recently "Suzanna."
In her present vehicle, "The
Extra Girl," Miss Normand will
enjoy ther
ample
opportunity
to furdemonstrate
her wistful
charm, with one of the best allstar casts ever assembled, including such artists as Ralph
Graves in the male lead, George
Nichols, Dot Farley, Anna Hernandez and Vernon Dent.
F. Richard Jones, supervising
director of Mack Sennett productions selected William A.
Seiter to direct this latest classic. Homer Scott, well known
as one of the best photographers
in the profession, and an expert
on lighting effects, is in charge
of the cameras, cranking first
camera himself, as he did with
previous Mack Sennett productions starring Mabel Normand.
Work is continuing on the
filming of the interior scenes in
the
homewhich
of "The
Girl," a
setting
has Extra
been declared
a marvel of realism, and which
took four weeks until completely
constructed in every detail.
Phylis Haver had started in this
picture, but, according to report,
a disagreement brought about
the substitution of Miss Normand.
POLICE CHIEF OAKS AID
MRS. REID ON HER FILM

Wilson-Bailey, who after a long
career on the stage and screen
returned to her high society
life in Washington, D. C, only
to yield to the lure of studio life
again. Now she is in Hollywood
in pictures again.

Chief of Police Oaks not only
gave sionMrs.
to filmWallace
a numberReidof permisscenes
for "Human Wreckage," her
anti-narcotic film, in and around
the Los Angeles city jail but also
loaned her a squad of policemen
to work in the picture and assist
in handling several hundred
"hop-heads," drug addicts and
"types" who appear in the
scenes. Chief of Police Oaks,
as a member of the organization
committee of the Los Angeles
Anti-Narcotic League which is
sponsoring the Reid film, has
been deeply interested in the development of the production and
has visited the Ince studios
many times to confer with Mrs.
Reid about the picture.
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In order to keep up with his
increased program of production
and to further establish his position as an independent film producer, Louis B. Mayer is gathering together a number of
stage and screen celebrities who
will be placed under long term
contracts for featuring in the allstar productions made by the
John M. Stahl, Fred Niblo, Reginald Barker and other units now
assembled under the Mayer
banner.
Jack Roach, popular leading
man in the East, is the latest
to sign his name on the dotted
line, having been engaged by
Mr. Mayer immediately upon
the latter's arrival in New York
last week. While no definite announcement has been made as
yet, it is rumored that he will
take the colorful and romantic
role of the Portuguese in the old
New England classic, "Cape Cod
Folks."
The starring contract with
Mr. Roach followed closely upon
a similar one recently awarded
by Irving G. Thalberg to Robert
Fraser who is now playing in
"The Desert Healer" at the
Goldwyn Studio opposite Anita
Stewart.
Among the other stars who
have been placed under contract
to play in Louis B. Mayer productions are Renee Adoree, a
former Broadway favorite who
is giving an excellent performance in the leading role of Reginald Barker's new picture, "The
Master of Woman;" Norma
Shearer, selected by John M.
Stahl for one of the principal
parts in "The Wanters;" and
Huntly Gordon, signed as a result of his striking success in
Fred Niblo's "The Famous Mrs.
Fair." Mr. Gordon is working at
the Lasky studio at the present
time, having been loaned by Mr.
Mayer to play the lead with
Gloria Swanson in "Bluebeard's
Eighth Wife."
Takes Over Faire Contract.
Associated First National Pictures announce that the company,
this week, took over the long-term
contract which Virginia Browne
Faire recently signed with Richard Walton Tully. Miss Faire
will not immediately appear in
First National pictures, however,
as the casts for the early pictures to be made by this company have already been engaged.
It is very probable, according to
information from the First National studio offices, that Miss
Faire will be seen in a number
of independent productions before given a role in a First National picture.
Victor Seastrom considers his
best picture was a tragedy of
Iceland called "Eyvind of the
Hills," made in 1917. It has
never been shown in America.

BECOMES THE FAD AMONGST
PRODUECRS

With the completion of "Whop
Is My Wandering Boy This levelling?" the initial Ben Tiupin
comedy which Mack Sennett will
release on the Pa the program,
the producer announced that he
has plans for the continuation of
this caliber of screen satires,
based on the popular sob-stuff
drama, which will insure for
lovers of the comedy a series of
travesties such as have made
the name of Sennett a byword
the world over. Under this classification is included the popular
"Shriek of Araby" and the second of Ben's new comedies, on
which production was started
this week under the direction of
THAIS

FINDS

LANGUAGE

OUR
A

PUZZLER
Thais Valdemar, a young Russian lady recently escaped from
the land of the Bolsheviks, is
one of the many extra people
appearing with Bert Lytell and
Blanche Sweet under Eddie
Cline's direction in the Principal Pictures production of
"The Meanest Man in the
World." Though an actress of
recognized standing in ht>r home
land. Mile. Valdemar has trouble
with the English language even
in its meagre use in pictures.
Director Cline, recognizing the
young artist's native ability,
picked her for a small role and
was rehearsing her in the action. She was supposed to speak
a line which, after she had
"lipped" it, was to be used as a
substitute on the screen; but the
lady's voicing of the sentence
was so very far from coinciding
with the words to be flashed on
the screen that the discrepancy
became humorous, as when one
would be supposed to say, "Oh,
yes," and the words would appear "Gracious, no." i
After several ineffectual efforts at getting a proper registration, Mr. Cline suggested to
the young lady:
"Never mind speaking the
words that way; say it in pan"Say it in what?" the lady
tonine."
enquired.
"In pantoniine," repeated
Eddie.
"I could say it in French, or
Russian, or German, but of that
language Pantoniine I know not
one"Here,"
word." says Eddie, "is a modest actress, for like most Russians she is most eloquent in
pantoniine. Perhaps if I had
said 'pantominiovitsky' she
would have understood."
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Herman Raymaker, is to be a
sequel of "Where Is My WanBoy?"in the
It willderingdeal
withcity
the while
Boy's the
adventures
first relates his downfall and
subsequent parting from home
and mother. Tin- working title
is "Pitfalls of a Big City."
Mack several
Sennett'sother
planstravesties
include
filming
of some of the famous multiple
reel cinema s< nsations. His
scenario department in conference with F. Richard Jones, supervising director of all Sennett
productions, is now working out
two or threedramas.
stories based upon
"sob-stuff"
STAHL,
STARTS
THE

UNAFRAID,
FRIDAY,
13TH

Waving the megaphone of defiance at the god of superstition
and all of its Hl-oniened subsidiaries, John M. Stahl started
work on Friday the 13th on the
production of Leila Burton
Wells' "The Wanters,'- as his
next big picture for Louis B.
Mayer-First National release.
Ready to begin after many
weeks of painstaking preparations, the director refused to be
overawed by superstitious beliefs, and opened his first camera
barrage on the successor to his
latest triumph, "The Dangerous
Age," shore
at location.
a Santa Monica seaWith the signing of Gertrude
Astor for one of the leading
roles practically
in "The Wanters,"
Stahl
completed Mr.
the
list of principals for this picture.
Miss Astor, who is a noted screen
beauty, will play a snobbish society girl of the type most symof the chronic
"wanters"
in life.bolicalAmong
the other
stars
in the cast are: Marie Prevost,
Norma Shearer. Robert Ellis.
Lincoln Stedman, and Cyril
Chadwick. Paul Bern and J. G.
Hawks wrote the scenario which
will be produced with Ernest G.
Palmer officiating as chief photographer.
Prcbably no other industry in
the world harbors and nurtures
as many superstitions as does
the theatrical business, but John
M. Stahl proves himself an exception to the rule by openly disregarding the mystic powers
said to be connected with broken
mirrors, standing ladders, black
cats, two-dollar bills and other
agents of bad luck. Thirteen and
Friday, said to combine in the
strongest jinx of all, is his
favorite date on the calendar for
it was on a Friday the 13th several years ago that he arrived
in California to start work at
the Mayer Studio as head of an
all-star production unit.

SUN

OF

FILM

A SON

OF

MAGNATE

RISES EARLY
Lawrence J. Kane, Yale senior,
who is the younger son of
Arthur S. Kane, president of
Associated Exhibitors, was elected recently to the editorial staff
of the Yale Daily News, a position much coveted in university
circles. He was placed in
charge of the pictorial section,
and. without loss of time, gave
a demonstration of organizing
and business getting ability
which even Dad never surpassed.
The pictorial section had been
started as an independent publication, but not long ago was incorporated with the Yale Daily
News and issued as a supplement
every other week. Young Kane
proceeded to make a weekly of it
and in the three weeks since he
took charge has so filled it with
new and interesting features that
its circulation has risen from
1,000 to 10,000.
The pictorial section is a mirror of student activities, and besides being of deep interest to
the undergraduates, is of immense value to the university.
With its ten-fold increase in circulation its worth to Yale is, of
course, vastly enhanced. Arthur
Kane, Lawrence's
father,
was
aS. newspaper
man before
he went
into pictures.
"POPPY BRIDE" TO BE
MAX MILLER'S NEXT
Coincident with the engagement of Patricia Palmer for the
feminine
"Ranger"mascuBill
Miller forlead
the and
principal
line part, Max Miller, president
of the Max Miller Productions of
San Francisco, announces his
next production as "The Poppy
Bride," by J. Stewart Woodhouse, a Los Angeles scenarist.
The production is to be made
with an all-star cast and Mr.
Miller is combing the field for
the best obtainable talent.
Of especial interest is the fact
that this feature, the action of
which ranges from a western
cattle
ranch will
to Sanpresent
Francisco's
Chinatown,
some
very remarkable camera work
through the medium of a new
stereoscopic leans, on which Mr.
Miller holds the patents.
Carewe Completes Masterpiece
Edwin Carewe this week completed the picturization of David
BeJasco's greatest stage success,
"The Girl
the Golden
West."
After
three ofmonths
of strenuous
work,
"Finis" has which
been
writtentheto word
the production
Carewe hopes will be his mastereffortwas
in spared
either expensepiece.or Notime
to
make this one of the steller picturesleasedof the1823.
to May.
be relatter Itpartis of
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"PONJOLA"
Sam E. Rork has purchased
"Ponjola," Cynthia Stockley's
sensational story of South African life which he plans to produce at the United Studios for
Asscciated First National release.
Simultaneous with his announcement that he will pictur\zs this widely read novel, he
also announces that he has contracted with Anna Q. Nilsson to
play the feature role.
The signing of Miss Nilsson to
play sult
theof anleading
role isselection
the reunanimous
by producer, director, distributing organization and the author
herself. As the heroine is also
the hero, meaning that the girl
masquerades successfully as a
young man throughout the story,
Miss Nilsson is considered the
perfect selection not only because of her dramatic ability,
but because of her wide range of
virile characterizations. She is
now playing the leading role of
"Cherry Malotte" in Rex Beach's
"The Spoilers," which Jesse D.
Hampton is producing for Goldwyn in association with Rork.
James Young is now hard at
work on "Trilby," the Richard
Walton Tully production at the
United Studios. Upon the completion of this big production
some time in May, the director
will rejoin Rork to produce
"Ponjola." This will be the
second production for First National of the Rork- Young combination, the first being "WanBurnet. dering Daughters," by Dana
With the definite selection of
Miss Nilsson to play the featured
role no more casting will be
done until Mr. Young has completed "Trilby."
The
viking's
daughterstatuesque
considers the
heroine
in
"Ponjola"
to
be
her
greatest
screen opportunity. In fact, it
was Miss Nilsson herself who
first called the attention of Mr.
Rork to the story. Everybody
else in pictures was bidding for
it, but the star and producer
managed to win the race by an
hour or so.
Actor Buys Gloom
Carl Miller is investing heavily in "gloom" stocks for some
Climax scenes he will portray for
the silversheet in "Public
Opinion," the Charles Chaplin
vehicle starring Edna Purviance.
In order to feel tragic to the nth
degree, Mr. Miller is absorbing
the gloom of Ben Hecht's "Fantazius Mallara" and the equally
cheering philosophy of one
Italian Leopardi who frequently
offers in his works that "life is
fit only to be despised." These
scenes form the final fadeout for
the pictures and exteriors and
location shots will follow when
Mr. Miller won't need the support of Messrs. Hecht and Leopardi.

CLOWN

OF 50 YEARS AGO TO CLOWN

One of the features of the
Charity Circus to be held unde
the auspices of the Children^
Hospital at Praeger Park fr. i
May 4th to May 13th inclusive
will be Tote Du Crow, local filn
actor who scored a success a
Pablo in "The Pride cf Palomar.
Du Crow, whose parents wen
circus performers, and who hin"
self was for almost fifiy year
one of the most famous clown;
in the sawdust ring will apper
in his old-time make-up and :
is predicted he will be one of th
biggest attractions of (he affai'
He will be ably supported by tw
other noted clowns cf man;
years expericne , Jim C ;b3;n an<
Cal Cohen.
The shew will be in the forr
of a one-ring circus, vhich wa
so popular a half-century a-ri
It is under the direct supervisio
of
H. Barrett,
Jr., whose figure
fat'ic
wasS. one
of the prominent
in Ihe show world of the lat'
'80's. Mr. Barrett, who is bette:
known hereabouts as "Shell" ha
for many years harbored a d(
sire to stage an old fashionei
sawdust performance, and his
dream is now about to come true.
That it will be a success is evidenced by the scores of letters
pouring in from all sections of
filmland offering talent for the
affair.
The accompanying picture,
which was taken twelve years
ago, shows Du Crow with his
dog, who originated and presented the renowned "rabbit hunt
LEAH BAIRD'S LATEST
FILM WINS AT PRE-VIEW
The first print of "The Destroying Angel," the second of
the 1923 Specials featuring Leah
Baird, to reach the East, arrived
in New York a few days ago and
officials of Associated Exhibitors
had a preview of the picture.
This feature is perhaps the most
ambitious Miss Baird has done,
and, in the judgment of the Asscciated executives, is certain to
enhance greatly the popularity
of this player and prove a superior box office attraction.
Miss Baird herself adapted the
picture from the well known
novel by Louis Joseph Vance. It
is in six reels, which abound
with romantic features, contain
many thrilling situations and
are said to present some remarkable scenic effects.
Old-timers Rejoin
Mack Sennett has engaged the
man who directed the first comedy in which Ben Turpin was
featured to wield the megaphone
over the criss-cross eyed comedian's second comedy released
on the Pathe program. He is
Herman Raymaker, and it was
almost eight years ago when
this comedy director became acquainted with Ben's
orbs. Rehearsals
for thelureful
new
production were conducted by
F. Richard Jones, supervising
director of Mack Sennett productions. Filming began today.
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"BLACK

OXEN"

BE FILMED

TO

FOR

1st NATIONAL
Gertrude Atherton's widelydiscussed
novel, "Black
Oxen,"as
which is regarded
by many
the most startling literary gem
of the year, is to be produced
for the screen by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.
Few books of recent years
have caused such widespread
comment as has this daring
story, which, dealing with the
rejuvenation of a middle &™ed
woman and her love for a brilliant man, many years her
junior, promises to make ideal
screen material.
Its adaptation is in the hands
of Marion Fairfax, who is regarded as one of the foremost
scenarists
industry. in the motion picture
"Black Oxen," has not osly occasioned afurore in the field of
literature but also it has been
the subject of considerable comment among the medical profession, for its theme, based on
act." which was later so widely
imitated. Tote labored for al- the recently discovered youthglandular
treatment,
most half a year to teach the dog giving
one which
is still
agitatingis
his part, and upon the first pre- scientists and medical men the
sentation of the act they were
world over.
greeted with a tremendous ovation. The dog died later, and centers
The story
"Black ofOxen,"
around ofa woman
sixty,
Tote turned all of his attention
who
as
a
result
of
undergoing a
to pictures, where he has been
rejuvenation treatment, becomes
an interesting figure for fourteen
able to look, act and feel as a
years or more.
woman of twenty-five. A brilliant
columnist and dramatist falls in
PRODUCER THINKS SWAN
SONG IS DUE WESTERNS love with her and it is around
this strange romance that the
The crook, or underworld type, novel plot of the story is wound.
No announcement is forthcomof photoplay is fast taking the
ing from First National as to the
place of the old-fashioned "west- date of the filming of the picern," with its cowboys, renebut it is expected that
gades, posses and villains with camera ture,work
will begin on the
aThat
flair isfor the
ranchmen's
production some time within the
belief ofdaughters.
Richard next
few months.
Thomas, the young producerAt the present time the execudirector, who is filming his
tives at the offices of First Nasecond of a long series of undertional at the United Studios,
world filmplays at the Hollywood
Studios.
Hollywood, are engaged in sifting the whole field of motion picOne need only to look at the
tures to secure the very best
magazine
'sales
racks
for
proof
talent
obtainable to enact the
that the western atmosphere in
literature has been superseded various roles.
by detective stories and crook
narratives. Pictures, naturally, Sennett is Expanding
had to follow the public trend of
Additional outdoor stages are
reading, avers Mr. Thomas.
being constructed on the Mack
Sennett lot because of the addiLouise May Tour England
of several new companies.
Louise Fazenda has received a With tionthe
new space ready the
standing offer of a personal ap- Sennett studios of 32 acres will
pearance tour throughout Eng- contain over 40,000 square feet
land and being featured in a
actual stage space, exceeding
sketch especially written for her, of
with English management. The the floor space of any studio in
comedienne is tremendously the West. The work is progressing under the supervision
popular in England,
for herbraids,
char- of Sanford D. Barnes, technical
acterization of the tight
director.
unique hats, quaint basque and
full skirts has been seized upon
as identical with the English
King Vidor, who is directing
slavey type. One leading maga- "Three Wise Fools," is exceedzine for years has devoted a
ingly fond of tennis. Every
page to her sayings and doings. Sunday finds him out on a
Miss Fazenda has not yet named neighboring tennis court. He is
the day, but plans one of these making plans now to have one
summers to cross the pond.
built in his own garden.
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That the time has arrived in
Hollywood film producing circles, when the demand for talented players exceeds the supply,
is indicated by the fact that for
the first time in two years there
has become evident a distinct
shortage of established actors
and actresses.
This is particularly true of
character men, according to
Maurice Tourneur, who, for two
weeks, searched Hollywood for
an actor to play the important
part of Prof. Futvoye in the
forthcoming First National picturization of "The Brass Bottle."
It was only after many negotiations and an arrangement of
producing schedules on the part
of a number of other producers
who are simultaneously employing Tully Marshall at present,
that Mr. Tourneur was finally
able to sign this well-known
actor to portray one of the leading character parts in his new
film.
In order to appear for Mr.
Tourneur,
time at two Marshall's
other studiosworking
has to
be so dovetailed with the proof Tourneur's
film, thatducingit schedule
is possible
for the
actor to appear for all three
companies at the same time.
A careful survey of all the established character actors shows
every well-known actor appearing in two or more productions
simultaneously.
NEW STARRING LINE-UP
FOR CHRISTIE COMEDIES
With the signing of Jimmie
Adams, Babe London and others
under exclusive contracts to be
featured in Christie Comedies,
the two-reel organization has
made a line-up of comedy stars
by which five or six different
"names" will appear alternately
in starring positions in the new
releases. Pictures are also
arranged so that the supporting
players will alternate their appearances.
For instance the latest pictures released will present a
great variety of talent. "A
Hula Honeymoon" features
Henry Murdock and Babe London. Next comes "Babies Welcome" in which Dorothy Devore
is starring, supported by Ann
May Wong and George Stewart.
"Green As Grass" introduces
Jimmie Adams, supported by
Charlotte Merriam; while "Take
Your Choice" features Bobby
Vernon, supported by five different leading ladies.
Screen rights to "The Rendezvous," a powerful story of
mountain setting, by Madelaine
Ruthven, have been purchased
by the Goldwyn Pictures corporation and work will be started on the picture as soon as
possible.

FILM PROMISES

TO AROUSE

Little Mr. Wettin, well-known
king of England, will perhaps
hie away to a high dungeon
when he sees "Captain AppleA highas dungeon
nearly asjack."fast
a huff, butis itnotis
a more dignified vehicle and
even motion picture spectators
are careful never to leave Buckingham palace in anything as
undignified a pique or a frenzy.
"Captain Applejack," which
Fred Niblo is directing as his
second independent production
for Louis B. Mayer and Metro
release, concerns a modern British family who suddenly discovers that the original bearer
of the name amassed his fortune as a pirate and that he was
a smelly old scoundrel with a
taste
for rum .and a cast-iron
conscience.
The story was first a stage
play and permeated London.
That it deals intimately with the
MARY AND DOUG GET
INVITATION FROM SKY
Invitations do not often fall
from the sky, yet that is exactly
what happened recently in Hollywood when Lieut. C. C. Moseley,
America's "Speed Hound of the
Air," flew over the PickfordFairbanks Studios and dropped
a bomb containing an invitation
to this famous stellar duo to help
dedicate the new Reserve Offi
cers'
Field Moseley
at Santais
Monica.Flying
Lieutenant
the commanding officer of the
field, which will be one of four
to be cpened in the U. S. Mary
Pickford, who was made an
honorary
beforeasked
the
end of the"Ace"
war, just
has been
to raise the emblem which will
officially dedicate the field.
Back After Five Years
Scott McGee, character actor,
has returned to Hollywood after
aHefivecame
years' via
absence
in the
east.
Miami,
Florida,
where D. W. Griffith was engaged in filming exteriors for his
forthcoming production, "The
White Rose." McGee states that
Miami is very beautiful, but not
in
Hollywood's
class,onlyforthree
the
weather
there is ideal
months during the year, and the
low, flat country cannot in any
sense compare with the verdant
hills surrounding the Hollywood
filmland.
Gets Three Offers on 13th
Roy H. Klumb's birthday was
Friday,
the few
thirteenth,
one of the
who holdandto he's
the
opinion that that day does not
necessarily signify bad luck.
"In fact," Roy says, "it brought
me more than an ordinary
streak of good luck." He was
offered three jobs on his birthday, but all of them were in
comedies, so he refused on the
grounds that there is a strong
possibility he will soon be directing a company of his owd.

SHADES
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history of a famous British
family is a favorite rumor
among young British antiquarians who antiquate best
over sivebrandy
clubs. and soda in exclu"Extraordinary thing using
the honored old name,' said one
keen critic. "Might at least have
Mr. Niblo
is changing it.
changed
it a bit."
"Captain Applejack" is derived
from "Captain Ambrose Applejohn" rived
just
as applejack
defrom cider
when ageisadds
drama and humor to that mild
tipple.
The director has an excellent
cast with which to tell his story.
Matt Moore has the title role
while Enid Bennett, Barbara La
Marr, Robert McKim, Mrs. Mathildo Brundage, Thomas Ricketts,
Emily Fitzroy and Otto Hoffman
have
izations.other principal characterBABY BRUCE NAMES LOTS
AFTER PICTURES HE'S IN
With many dollars invested in
Los Angeles real estate, three
ranches and several fruit groves,
it is quite possible that Bruce
Guerin, three and a half year old
screen kiddie, will not starve in
his old age. Bruce has played
featured roles in seven productions in a little more than a year
and every cent of his earnings
has been invested for him by
his parents, who bought a piece
of realty property in his name at
the completion of each picture.
Having recently enacted roles in
"Brass" for Warner Brothers
and in "Drifting," his earnings
from his work in those two productions have been salted away
in Hollywood lots. For his
"Bachelor Daddy" lot, costing
$2,500, his mother refused $10,000, its valuation as business
frontage having increased simultaneously with Bruce's own
progress since appearing in that
picture. The tiny tot was
signed last week on a long-term
contract by Warner Brothers.
Dives All Dressed Up
Ralph Lewis took a high dive
from the mast of a big vessel
into the Pacific while attired in
a dress suit for one of the big
scenes in the R-C production of
"Blow Your Own Horn.' Lewis
is a powerful swimmer, as well
as a skilled diver and when Director Jimmy Home asked for a
retake because the camera had
buckled, Lewis made the dive
the second time without a murmur.
Robbers Take Poems
Fred Esmelton had his apartment on Vermont Avenue robbed
of several rare old volumes of
British poems. The burglars
also took some clothing and brica-brac, but Esmelton states he
does not mind the loss of the
latter articles if the thief will
only return the books. Esmelton plays one of the important
roles in "The Rustle of Silk,"
now appearing at Grauman's
Metropolitan.
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CONNIE

GOES

LOCATION

ON
IN

BUSSES
Constance Talmadge and the
"Dulcy" company have left for
location in the Yosemite region.
Accompanying Miss Talmadge
were Sidney Franklin, director,
and the cast which includes Jack
Mulhall, Claude Gillingwater,
Ann Wilson, Johnny Harron,
Ann Cornwall, Andre de Beranger, Gilbert Douglas and Milla
Davenport.
Three special double-deck
busses such as are used on Fifth
Avenue in New York and which
probably will be common sights
on the streets of Los Angeles
soon, were used to transport the
players and technical staff of the
Talmadge company. These
busses are fitted up with sleeping berths and cooking outfits
so that the company will be able
to camp out while on location.
The thescenes
of "Dulcy"
will
take
players
to Big Bear
Lake, San Diego, San Francisco,
Sacramento and Monterey before
they return to Los Angeles. Last
week scenes for "Dulcy" were
filmed at Barstow, where a severe electrical storm caused
much
static
in thethecameramen's
boxes. During
past week
additional scenes were filmed at
the Joseph M. Schenck studios.
A stay of about ten days will be
made in the Yosemite region.
A magnificent mountain lodge
has been rented by Mr. Schenck
for the Yosemite sequence of the
comedy. Constance Talmadge
will live in this lodge and will
motor out to location during the
making
film.on ' the New
"Dulcy"of the
is based
York stage success of the same
name by George S. Kaufman and
Marc Connelly. In it Constance
has the role of a feather-brained
young married woman. Walter
Israel, costumer, has secured for
Miss Talmadge several new
gowns from the Paris spring
fashion shows, several of which,
showing the Tut-Ank-Amen in"Dulcy," fluence, will be worn by her in
BARBARA TO TRY
VAMPING "VAMPABLE"
KING SOLOMON
Barbara La Marr is to try to
vamp King Solomon for Maurice
Tourneur. She was signed this
week for a role in "The Brass
Bottle." She- is to play the part
of
a Prfncess, beloved
of Fakrash-el-Aamash,
a Jinnee.
Her
job, in the story, is to take King
Solomon's mind off his thousand
wives, and all of his other
worries, so that he may be put
under the spell of the jinn who
areSolomon
plotting ishis warned
ruin. and the
Princess' efforts are fruitless.
One of the jinn is put in a brass
bottle and thrown into the sea,
not to be released until Mr. Volstead's time.
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all star

cast

stars in the Motion

are looking for people with the sin-

cere desire to "break in," and those who believe they have
the talent and ability, but hitherto have found it difficult,
if not impossible to obtain the chance to show what they
can do.
THIS IS YOUR
OPPORTUNITY
We want to give you a chance to act in Feature pictures to be filmed in our own studios, and at the same time
you will have an opportunity to become a shareholder in
a large motion picture concern. It is an unusual and rare
opportunity to become a shareholder in a company which
produces and distributes their own pictures. An investment of $ 1 000.00 is required which entitles you to receive
dividends from our Co-operative Stock sharing plan, besides your salary and permanent contract.
ACT

TODAY

Send recent photo, with full name, nationality, height, weight, color of
hair and eyes, complexion, and state what motion picture experience you have
had, if any, and type of work you believe you are be«t fitted for.
We have a bona fide proposition which will bear strictest investigation.
Address
Care
6318

Box

77
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For Week Starting Monday, April 23
Camera/ intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Ass't Director
Director
Star
Cameraman
Type
Scenarist
Progress
BERWILLA STUDIO.
5821 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 3130
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Cooke
2-Reel
Comedies
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
Diltz
Schedule
2-Reel Comedies
Cooke
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
Schedule
Diltz
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
McGough
Ward Hays
Monty Banks
Wm. Nobles
Comedies
Schedule
Staff
BOYLE STUDIO.
Phone Boyle 6368
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
481 1 Fountain Ave.
598-146
Sunset Productions. A. J. Xydias, Mgr. 518-162.
BRONX STUDIO.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
Wilshire 4275
H. and B. Productions
Editing
5-Reel Drama
Eugene Vogt
Cliff Smith
All-Star Thompson
Kelpine Productions
Preparing
Comedies
Kelpine
Kelpine
BURBANK. STUDIO.
Burbank, Cal.
Burbank 54-R
CENTURY STUDIO. 6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Holly 96
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Victor Sherrick
Charles Lamont
Editing
Gorham-Mayo
Archie Mayo Eaton-Cooper
"GorhamDegrees
Follies"
Al Herman Marcel-Earle
M. Sandrich
Wm. Ayer
Herman -Neuf^ld Taking
2nd Week
Alf. Goulding Baby Peggy
Leslie Goodwin
Jerry Ash
Harry Edwards
"The
Orphan"
"Hay
Hay"
Billy Williams
Harry Edwards
Fred Spencer
Wm. Quinlan
3d Week
Comedy
Arthur Trimble Productions.
Alex Alt
Jack Dawn
Arthur Trimble
Roland Price
Jack Wagner
Schedule
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
Holly 4070
Regent Film Company.
(United
Artists release).
Eddie Sutherland Monta Bell
Charles Chaplin
Edna
Purviance
Rollin Totheroh
21st Week
"Public Opinion"
CHESTER STUDIO.
I438 GowerSt.
Holly 2693
Phil Goldstone Productions.
Rights release).
Staff
W. K. Howard
Wm. (State
Fairbanks
"What Women Want"
Staff
Eugene
Lowry
1st
Week
Fred'k Robinson
Snowy Baker Cronin
"White Panther"
2nd Week
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Choice Productions
Prep.i ring439-764
Tom Mills
Mgr.
CHRISl It STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
2-Reel Comedy
Holly 3100
Hagerman
Walter Graham
Al Christie
Neal Burns Naev
151 Week
en.
Mgr.
COSMOSART STUDIO.
Wilshire 2115
3700 Beverly Blvd. J E. Bowen, G Irving
I. W. Irving Productions. (B. P. S. release).
Paul Hurst
All-Star
Joe Walker
"Blood Barrier"
Preparing •
Marry Reveir Productions. Joe Murphy casting.
2nd Week
„ Joe Murphy
All-Star Amos
"Supreme
Test"
Shell Craft Productions. Edwin Smith, Gen. Mgr.
2-Reel Comedies
A. Olsen
R. D. Saunders
Ted Henderson
Hattie Carson
Kermit Wood
Schedule
Jack Carlisle
Ben D. Meadors
2-Reel Comedies
All-Star
Thayre Roberts
G. E. Kline
Schedule
598- T65
Fred Caldwell Productions.
Chas. Mack Productions.
(Western Pictures Exploitation).
Preparing
i BHiP.n.ry MeCarthy All-Star Floyd Jackman
Chas. Mack
"Beyond
the
Horizon'
Jess
Bobbins Productions.
(Vitagraph release)
Halpenn Productions.
Hugh Deirker Productions.
(American release)
Sacramento Pictures Corp. Forrest White, Vice.-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Clifford S. Elfelt Productions.
Finis Fox Productions
FOX STUDIO.
Arth ur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. \X^estern Ave.
TToTTy 3000
Comedies
Buckingham Stock
Staff
Schedule
Comedies
Al
St
John
Al
St.
John
Ernest
S.
Depew
Benny
Stoloff
Comedies
Nim Summerville
Clyde Cook
Jav Turner Arthur Cohn
Editing
Schedule
4th Week
Jack Blystone Tom Mix
Dan Clark Eugene Forde
"Tempered Steel'
Bernard Burning
Jones-Mason Don Short
Wellman
"Eleventh
Hour"
Erie Kenton Stock
Preparing
Wilshire 81
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
5th Week
■£h"r"ns Hefron
Clara K. Young Charles Richardson Jack Boland
Frank Beresford
"In Old Madrid"
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City.
13th Week 761 7f 1
King Vidor
All-Star
Charles Van Enger David Howard
"Three
Wise Fools"
King Vidor
All-Star
13th
Week
Clarence Badger
Rudolph
Bergquist
"Red
Lights"
Carey Wilson
15th Week
Marshall Neilan
All-Star
David Kesson Thomas Held
"The Eternal Three"
Carey
Wilson
"Greed"
All-Star
Von Stroheim
San
Francisco
Ben
Reynolds
Eddie
Sowders
Von Stroheim
6th Week
All-Star
Charles Brabin
Ouida
Berfere
"Six Days"
Raybock
7th Week
All-Star
Lambert Hillyer
"The Spoilers"
Rex
Beach
Cosmopolitan Productions.
E. Mason Hopper
George W. Hill All-Star
Leroy O'Connell
George Berthelon Frances Marion
'Daughter of Mother McGin" 6th Week
HORSLEY STUDIO.
6050 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 7945
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. 438-740.
Fashion Features.
G. W. Gibson, 1442 Beachwood Drive.
fV-hedule,
News Weekly
G. W. Gibson All-Star E. Gibson
Geo. D. Erskine
Preparing
Eliason
Baby Betty Wm. Field F. M. Abbey L. Robinson
"The Forty Niner"
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Type
Ass't Director
Director
Star
Cameraman
Scenarist
Chas. SiR.-fling
Seeling Productions. (Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
W. Seeing J.
ti i ford
Big Boy Williams Le l icard
Wi istern St i i i" 1
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd
J. Jasper, Mgr.
Richard Thomas Productions.
Underworld Drama
Richard Thomas
All-Star Jack Fuqua Norval MacGregor Burnell-Manley
Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
Lloyd Ingraham
Douglas MaeLean
Geo. Crone
Irving Cummings Productions.
Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
Irving Cummings Cummings
Edw. Sinclair
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
Dent Ducey All-Star Glen McWilliams Jack Vochell
"Youth Triumphant"
J. K. McDonald Productions
Wm. Beaudine
Ben Alexander
Ray June
Geo. Webster
Loring Leigh ton "Penrod and Sam"
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Egyptian Story
W. P.ArtS. Earle
Dick L'Estrange
Blanche Earle
Supreme
Productions.All-Star .Inks Cronjager
Chas. J. Hall
,
1NCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City.
Associated Authors, Inc.
Chester Withey
All-Star Joe Walker
Claude Mitchell
Frank Woods
"Richard, the Lion Hearted"
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Del Andrews Lloyd Hughes
-Max Dupont
Frank
Gereghty
Kate
Corbaley
"Judgment
of the Storm"
Cortland Productions
Hubert Thornhy
Guy Bates Post
Harold James
Frenchie
de
Ruelle
Jas.
Oliver
Curwood"Man
From
Ten Strike"
Mrs. Wallace Reid Productions
J. Griffith Wray
Mrs. Reid
Henry Sharp
Ross Lederman
C. Gardner Sullivan "Human Wreckage"
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Murfin-McCloskey All-Star King Gray
Laurance Trimble Strongheart C. B. Dreyer
Upp "The
Sign" I'ack"
Cvril Gardner Corbaley-Van
Donna 1 >arrell
"Phanlcm
•While Fang"
KEA TON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting.
1520 Vine St. Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Frank
Brandon
All-Star
Jerome Storm
Ded Jennings
Beulah Marie Mix "Children of Jazz"
Harold Swartz
Herbert Brenon
Betty Compson
Jimmy
Howe
"Woman With Four Faces"
Vernon
Keys
George Hopkins
Thomas
Geraghty "Hollywood"
James Cruze
Non-Star
Karl
Brown
John Waters
Sam Wood
Alfred Gilks
Gloria Swanson
"Bluebeard's 8th Wife"
Sada Cowan
Si
Klegg
Arthur Miller
Geo. Fitzmaurice Pola Negri
"The Cheat"
Frank O'Connor Ouida
Bergerc
Geo. Melford
All-Star
Bert Glennon
Waldemar
Young "Salome Jane"
Charles Maigne Joy Moore
Sada Cowan
"Scarlet Partner"
Bert Baldridge
Walter Hiers
Leo Pierson
Hob Wagner
Walter Woods
"Fair Week"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro release).
Reginald Barker
All-Star Percy Hilburn
Harry Schenek
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (Al Lichtman Release). Monte Katterjohn "Law Bringers"
The Lelghtons
Tom Forman All-Star Harry Perry Sam Nelson
"The Broken Wing"
LouisScherlzinger
Gasnier
All-Star Carl Struss ^George Y'ohalem Olga Printzlau
"Daughters
of the Hearts
Rich"
Vic
".Mansion of Aching
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Harold Shaw
Viola Dana John Arnold Frank Strayer
•Uouged Lips"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Willis
Goldbeck
Bex Ingram All-Star John Seitz Curt Rehfeld
"Scaramouche"
Hunt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release).
Edward Sloman Productions.
■'Eagl' ':- l 'es ' her"
Iviw.n.] Sloman All-Star
Winifred Dunn
PACIFIC COAST STUDIO.
San Mateo, Cal. C. L. Fallon, Casting.
vd.
Sereostopic Productions.
(American release).
Chas. L. Fallon Walter W. Bi ll
Walter W. Bell
Palmer-Miller
Elmer Dyer
1 'air of Hellions"
PlOCFORD-FAlRBANKS STUDIOS. Individua 1 Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica B
United Artists Release.
"Roslta"
Jim Townsend
Ernest Lubitsch
Mary Pickford
Charles Rosher
Edw. Knoblock
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Bernstein -Jappard "The Miracle Baby"
Val Paul
Harry Carey
Wm. Thornley
Beatrice Van
Mai St. Clair
All-Star
Lee Garmes
Moreno
"Knd of the Fray"
Jas. W. Home
Mi-Star
Jos. Hit Bray
Art. Flavin
Owen I >avis
"Blow Your Own Horn"
St.
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mg r. 1 425 Fleming
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Hal Roach Comedies (Pathe release).
5 -Reel Comedy
Robert Golden
Newmeyer-Taylor Harold Lloyd
Walter Lundin
2- Keel Comedy
Hackmey
Parrott-Fay
Snub Pollard
Roach Doran
Hutchison
-Parrott
Comedies
Henecke-Brandie
Howe-Pecar
"Paul" Parrott
Frank
Young
C. Morehouse
McNamara-MeGowAII-Star
Len Powers
"Our
Hal Conklin
2-ReelGang"
Comedy
.Tf ski - 1 Ymhronk
Stan Laurel
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies. (First National Release).
Mack Sennett
Jim Wright
Wm. Seiter
Mabel Normand
Hi.mer Scott
"The
Extra Girl"
Oenree
Bordeau
"Skylarking"
Roy Del Ruth
Pilly Revan
llins.
Casting.
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee. Pres. Nan Co
Louis B.
Mayer
Productions,
Clune's Studio,Alvin
5360Wyckoft
Melrose Ave.
Fred Niblo All-Star
Doran Cox
Bess Meredith
"Captain Applejack"
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. (First National release.)
Johnston-Dazey
Frank Borz .ge
All-Star Chet Lyons Bunny Dull
"Children of Dust"
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Adelaide Heilbron "Girl of Golden West"
Edwin Carewe
All-Star Sol Polito Wallace Fox
Joseph M. Schenek Productions.
(First National release)
"Dulcy" of Vengeance"
Frances Marion
Frank Lloyd Norma Talmadge Tonv Gaudio Harry Weil
"Ashes
Sidney Franklyn
Constance TalmadcNorbert Hrodin
Millard Webb
Emerson-Loos
James Young Productions (Associated First National release).
Richard W. Tully 'Trilby"
James Young All-Star George Benoit
James Ewens
Ma urice Tourneur Productions.
(First National release).
Tourneur
Tourneur All-Star
ScotlyBeal
•Brass Bottle"
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■ -l insProgress
Holly 1431
I'rc paring
2nd
Week
Preparing
3rd Week
7th Week
fith Week
Preparing
3d "Week 76173"
Editing

7th Week
Casting
Canada
Holly 2814
Holly 2400
Ith Week
6th Week
loth
Week
7th Week
9th Week
Ith Week
Ith Week
5th Week
Lincoln 2120
l6th
'i epaWeek
ring Canada
7th
6th Week
Holly 4485
2nd Week
6th Week
Casting

2.1 Week
sib Week
Holly 7901
Holly 7780
5th
Ith Week
2ml Week
598-141
761-721
17ih Week
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Wils. 1550
7th
5th Week
Week
Holly 4080
Ith Week
!ith Week
Editing
">th
Week
5th Week
6th Week
5th Week
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Scenarist
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Direc or
Type
Principal Pictures Corporation.
(First National release).
"Meanest Man in the World"
Eddie < 'line'
Vll-Star
Norman Manning
UMVLKbAL SIUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Barry
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release.)
Edmund Mortimer Herb. Rawlinson
Charles Kenyon
"Thicker Than Water"
Tom Regan
George Marshall
Jack Hoxie
George Hively
"Don Quick-Shot"
Brochey
Messinger-MaichanMower-Sedgewick
"Daniel
Boone"
Jack Dillon
All-Star
"Self-Made Wife"
Eobt. Hill
Wm. Desmond
Conn
Harvey
Gates
"McGuire
of Big Snows"
Duke Worne
Little-Thomson
"Eagles' Talons"
Jay McCarey
Marchant
Ben Reynolds
Leo
Jack Conway
Gladys
Walton
Harvey
Gates
"Sawdust"
Wm. Pummel
"Blinky"
Edward Sedgwick Hoot Gibson
Edward Sedgwick Comedy
A. Thompson
Warren Lynch
Wm. Watson
Neely Edwards
Charles Stumar
Wallace Worsley Lon Chaney
"Hunchback"
Dugan-Sullivan
Sheehan-Lowe
Harry Pollard
Reginald Denny
Harry Webb
Leather Pushers
Stuart Paton
Staff
Ernst Laemmle
Roy Stewart
"Burning Words"
Joe Rock Productions. Leon Lee, Prod. Mgr.
Murray Rock
2-Reel Comedy
Jlmmie Davis
Joe Rock
Reggie Lyons
Davis-Rock
Renco Productions
Ross Fisher
Dallas Fitzgerald All-Star
James Kilgallen James Colwell
"After the Ball"
V1TAGRAPH STUDIOS.
I 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen Mgr.
Steve Smith, Jr.
Victor Schertzingei All-Star
Vincent McDermoP'Man Next Door"
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Millarde Webb
Chester Franklin All-Star
Homer-Scott
Franklyn-Myton "Wolf -Fangs"
Sandy Roth
E. B. Dupar
Herman Raymakei All-Star
Davis-Moyston
Sarazen Series
W1LNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd.
Dr. W. I. Schuster
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
"You
haveto tried
the rest, ofnowthetryprofession
the best"
Catering
the foremost
10 to 12
2 to 5
Evenings 6 to 8
Palmer Graduate
Phone 436-724
Art
Lee
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up Correctly
Read my references
Telephone 598-207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western
YE RUB SHOPPE
Professional Hair Dyeing
for
Professional Men
1566
621 West 8th St.

Raymond McKee
The Friars Club
New York City

6223 Santa Monica Blvd.

Co.
Holly 595+

CROOKES
FOR

%9

SIXTH ^ HILL
TELEPHONE — 8 7 3 006

"Bob
Hellman s

the Barber"
6772 Hollywood Blvd.

All Legal Matte rs
Attorney and Counselor at Law
JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42

A

570-Obl
1st
AYeek
2nd Week
Serial
2nd \\ eek
5th Week
10 th Week
3rd Week
6th Week
Schedule
17th Week
Schedule
6th Week
Schedule
3rd Week
fith Week 598131
Holly 4181
Editing
flth
Week

LENS

Holly 7940
^

LENSES

KLEIG

EYES

Oculists' prescriptions accurately filled. Qs^

QUICK
MONEY
RELEASE!
Producers — Active or Prospective — Get in Touch with a LIVE One
H.

and

B. Film Company
Distributors — Producers
Bronx Studio, 1 745 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles.

Wilshire 4275

MOTION
1004 Hollingsworth
Bldg. Main 1072
Hal E. Rt-ach Studios
BurstonPICTURE
Films. Inc. PRODUCERS' Fox ASSOCIATION,
Film Corporation
Chester Bennett
Itockett
HimendsCorporation
Goldwyn
Pictures Comedies,
CorporationInc.
■Tos.
M.
Sen
Enterprises
Campbell
Comedy Productions
Corporation
Hamilton-White
Thos. H. Ince Studios. Inc.
Charlie Chaplin Studio
SeliR
SelznickPolyscope
PicturesCo.Corp.
Louis
B.
Mayer
Production
Century
Film
Corporation
Mack Sennett Films Corp.
C. L. Chester
Metro Pictures Corp.
Clune
TheatresProductions
Co.
Nazimova Productions
United Studios,
Inc. Co.
Universal
Film Mfg.
Jackie Coocan Productions
Mary
Pickfjyd
Company
Itenco Film Co.
Douglas
Fairbanks
Picture
Corporation
King Vltagraph
Vidor Productions
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation Robertson-Cole Studios, Inc.
The
Company
Warde

Acting and Make— Up for Stage and Motion Picture?. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancinv
'^33 So, Broadway
Telephone 821-181
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
ALLEN

BOB METZ SAYS:
I raise my cash with a razor.
Yours,

LENZ

5th Week

Protect your eyes!

Marion

Works of Art from
China and Japan
Oriental Costume

SEE

Progress

CURTIS

SHOE
EMPORIUM
215 S. Main Street
Main Street
S.
303
Street
3d
W.
104
Fine Footwear for Men, Women and Children
We Buy in Large Quantities — Cost Us Less — Cost You Less

STUDIO FOR RENT
PICTURE
MOTION
125' long; 26
Dark Stage,
x 100'; Room;
100' x 100';
Stage, Carpenter
OpenRooms;
Dark Room; Modern
Projection
Shop; 60'
PaintStage,
Shop;Open
Dressing
and Durango,
Boulevard
Venice
Corner
divide.
Can
Props.
Flats;
Building;
Office
near Culver Junction, Culver City. Open for inspection.
Broadway 695
333 Title Insurance Bldg.
FRED L. HUNT, Owner
For permanent tenant $7 50 per month
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Wardrobe
Gems
FROM THE BARGAIN CORONET
$200 natural brown fox. like new . ..$65
One beautiful black cape,
Caracul collar
$40
$12."i
orchid
hand
-beaded
evening
gown, perfect condition $29
5 values.
gorgeous feather fans, wonderful
Screen Stars Wardrobe Exchange
2006 Ivar Avenue
(in the brown residence on the corner)
Reed

Heustis
and

Sherley Hunter
in collaboration
Comedy-Drama
TITLES
and Continuities
816 Detwiler BIdg.
Phone 665-09

Minor

CAMERA
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FLASHES FROM FRISCO
(Continued from Page 6)

Blythe

Attorney-at-Law
Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los A.ngeles
Telephone 134-88

DORIS BAKER
INGENUE
822-741
HOOVER
STUDIOS
6321 Hollywood Boulevard
Telephone Holly 9161
Only the Finest Types of
Professional Photography
All Sittings Made by Appointment
Publicity
Reproductions
Photography
Still Finishing
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
Animated Cartoons— Original Title Ideas —
Clay Animation
— Miniature
Animated
Figures Sets and
Cinema Arts Studio
ELMER H. YOUNG, Mgr.
I 612 Lissner Bldg.
Phone 644-42

Adeline

Jean Hersholt of the cast for Eric Von
Stroheini's
production
cameJe;into
town last week
;md is of
hard"Greed,"
at work.
"ks,
doesn't suffer from the cold in San Francisco, but goes around with his collar turned
up because he has to wear a comedy haircut which makes him look like a small town
dude of a few .wars ago.
ood
The Victor Fisher Production office 1tere
I'Ogreports that the company making their
ture "Youth Triumphant" at the Hollyw
Studios, is making most satisfactory p
ress. They have been at work two we
and expect another three weeks to <
plete the picture. They are especially u
lighted with some of the photograph} endt
the night scenes. A very finely trai
Belgian Police dog, the property of oDirn.- picHumber of San Francisco, has been ta ken
to Hollywood 10 play a part in the picl are.
The Famous Players-Lasky company mak"The Woman
with FourBrenon,
Faces" worked
under
the ing
direction
of Herbert
here several days last week shooting some descenes at one of the jails, and others in
the insane asylum at Napa, and returned
to Los Angeles Thursday night. James
Howe, cameraman, was back in town over
the week-end to do some special locations.
Alexandercircuit,
Pantages,
head of the that
I'antages
vaudeville
has announced
he is
planning to build a new theatre in San
Francisco. As this is his home town he
says it will be a sort of monument, and
one of the largest and finest theatres in the
United States, and in its building he will
use all the knowledge he has gained of
theatres through years of experience.
ARTISTS IN SPRINGTIME
(Continued from Page 7)
quests for players. Just nowr, however, there
is an unprecedented demand for featured
actors and actresses — chiefly leading men.
the that
most ofimportant
"loan"
theProbably
week was
both Gaston
Glassof
and Kenneth Harlan to the Renco concern
for the production of a big all-star picture
titled "After the Ball." Director Dallas
Fitzgerald, who is at the helm for Renco,
changed his shooting schedule in order to
accommodate the equally active schedule at
the Schulberg Studios, from which the two
favorites were obtained.
* * *
The man who paraphrased the bromide
about the industry being in its infancy, saying it should read "infants are in the industry,'' said a forkfull, in the informal,
but forceful language of backstage. For
Hollywood's famous youngsters are making
known their presence with a vengeance.
Jackie Coogan is about to begin work in
what promises to be his most costly and
ambitious
picture, Rinehart.
"Long LiveDinky
the King,"
by
Mary Roberts
Dean.
Charles Chaplin's latest child find, is about
to appear in a series of features to be filmed
by an independent concern.
Baby Peggy, having completed a series
of two reelers for Century Comedies, has
been loaned for an eight-reel special production.
Soon the clock will be turned back to the
London of 1700 — and bewigged and bepowdered gallants and their ladies will live their
lives again back in the romantic days when
England's highwaymen were heroes of the
populace and civilization was in its early
sunrise. That will be "A Lady of Quality,"
Frances Hodgson Burnett's novel, to be
filmed
Valli. by Hobart Henley, starring Virginia

M.

!

Alvord

Authors' Representative
In exclusive control of unusual motion picture stories
by English
authors, whichand
are French
now ready
for consideration by producers and directors.
1720 GOWER STREET
Telephone Holly 484

ATTENTION
Companies Desiring to Shoot
Scenes in and around
San

Francisco

can rent equipment
BROADS, SPOTS, SCOOPS, CABLE,
CABLE BOARDS, PORTABLE BOARDS
also
50K.W. GAS GENERATOR
Mounted on Trailer

SET

THEATRICAL APPLIANCE CO.
1055 Mission St.
■
S. F., Cal.
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable
I'lay afterNeedles
hours
— will not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder,
filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
scratch
Gold Plate
$1.50 »I and
noises
box. surface
No metallic
(See Cut)
noises.
u entering sound
Nickel Plate
$1.00 CO.,
• Dept. 416
VANTONE
110 W. ISth St.
New York, N. Y.

'CAMERA!
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E
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.4.
Bell & )l
Howell i:
camera'for46
rent.
Telephone

LOST— TUESDAY— ANTIQUE SPANISH GOLD
EAR RING. L I 1! E II A 1. REWARD.
MERCEDES Rl'BlO. 1411 LAS I'ALMAS.
TELEPHONE l'''.v
For Rent — to responsible party by week or
longer,ter, new
Howell Also
camera,
shutcompleteRellfor & studio.
new lTu°
Eastman
No. 2 8x10 still camera with Goerz-Dagor 12inch lens. Phono 5:)4-5(ii;.
AVAILABLE
BELL ArEQUIPMENT.
HOWELL WITH
COMPLETE NOW,
STUDIO
BLAINE WALKER. 914 SOUTH OLIVE
STREET.
TELEPHONE
MAIN 3746.
FOR
RENT
—
Bell
&
Howell
camera,
120°
shutter.577-674.
Full equipment, excellent
condition.
Phone
FOR RENT— High-grade still outfits. $5.00 per
week. Little, The Big Photographer, 5874
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.
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STORIETTES

Those who abandon an occupation which
has brought them a full measure of success
for the sake of an ideal are few and therefore unusually interesting. Hence this focusing of attention on Lucy Beaumont, who has
just arrived in Los Angeles to dedicate herself exclusively to enacting mother roles in
motion pictures after a brilliant career of
twenty years' duration on the speaking stage
of New York, London and most all parts of
the world. She bade farewell to the footlights just as she reached the height of her
success to embrace the opportunities of
reaching more and larger audiences through
the medium of film because she is eager to
contribute her full share towards inculcating
a spirit of greater respect for mothers in
the firm belief that a return to old-fashioned
notions of loyalty to parents will wield more
influence than any other single force towards solving most of the national and international problems confronting the world
nowadays.
"If the importance of mothers were more
deeply impressed and if the object lessons
she holds for all humanity were shown more
in the close-up of men's affairs, I am confident most of this terrible inclination tc
quarrel and fight would be eliminated and
I think impressive characterizations on the
screen in relation to the right kinds of stories will do much to help in this desirable
eliminating," Miss Beaumont says. "I have
high hopes of making millions of people feel
the true impulses of the good mother and
thereby causing them to settle down to a
fenore amicable consideration of all matters
in dispute. According to my way of thinking, the screen offers the greatest possible
medium for spreading thoughts of goodness
such as will inspire universal goodness and
I aspire to be instrumental by using my
knowledge of dramatic expression, whatever
it may be worth, to serve such a useful purpose. It is my ideal, the ideal that has won
me away from the stage for the wider latitude of the screen."
"Parson Fred" isn't a sky pilot any more.
He has signed a contract to star in Universal pictures. He is now co-starring with
Ann Little in the Universal chapter play,
"The Eagle's Talons."
From the athletic field into the pulpit and
now seeking fame before the camera is the
thumb-nail history of Fred Thomson.
While a student at Occidental College in
Los Angeles several years ago he was studying to become a structural engineer, Thomson became the athletic sensation of the
mest and won the national all-round track
and field championship at Franklin Field,
Chicago, the first time that a western athlete had ever carried off this honor.
That same year he decided to enter the
ministry and began his theological studies
in Princeton. The next summer, as a member of the Princeton track and field team he
again won the National championship at
Franklin Field.
Then, he went into the ministry and
preached from coast to coast. During the
war he served as chaplain of the 143rd
Field Artillery and became known as "Parson Fred."
It was during a football game on the
Camp Kearney field at San Diego, in honor
of Mary Pickford, honorary colonel of the
regiment, that Thomson was requested by
Miss Pickford to change his vocation at the
end of the war from the ministry to the
movies. Thomson had his leg broken during the game and during the weeks of his
convalescence Miss Pickford visited him
often.
Miss Pickford persuaded him to appear
as her leading man in one production at
the end of the war. Thomson made his
initial debut before the camera with her in
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PICTURE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION, Inc.
MONTE WEST— Casting Director
HARRY C. ELLS, Secretary-Treasurer
JACK CARROLL — Studio Representative
Open daily and Sunday, 7 a. m. to 10 p. m.
Phones
1614 Cahuenga Avenue
435-252
Hollywood, Calif.
435-253
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Efficient Thorough
National types of all kinds. A special department for children.
The same care is given in the selection of supporting atmosphere
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THE
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the
"Make-up Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry"
Why is it that SO MANY people prefer to buy
make-up here? We believe it is because we are constantly endeavoring to give them the best in make-up at
ZAN
a price that carries a FAIR profit for us and because
they appreciate it! ....
819 South Hill Street
Telephone Pico 498
"The Love Light." He has had many important roles in pictures since that time.
Thomson was signed by Universal for a
long term and is now preparing reels of
thrills for the motion picture public by his
daring performances in "The Eagle's

Talons."
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Mower and Eileen Sedgwick.

Charitable enterprises seem to be demanding most of the leisure of studio workers
to hie themwho are popularly supposed
selves to jazz palaces immediately after
wiping the grease paint of labor from their
brows. Raising funds for the Childrens'
's
Hollywood
the StudiogirlClub—
Hospital
home
for and
its ambitious
workers
— is the
chief business of the day.
Gaston Glass has devised a method of
raising cash that has proved effective, and
a warning to studio visitors. The everpresent star chair, bearing his name in large
letters on its back, may be used by visitors
for a substantial contribution only. Since
the price of a brief rest in the coveted chair
is not named by Glass until after its occupant is comfortably seated, the sum collected
has mounted to a respectable figure.
Olga Printzlau, Eve Unsell, June Mathis
and practically all of the well known
writers, are spending their waking hours

adding to the building fund that is expected
to serve as a foundation for a great structure that will house Hollywood's girl picture
workers.
Carmelita
in "Rosita"
When Carmelita
Geraghty appeared before Ernest Lubitsch
who had reviewed that day only
100 fair damsels for the role of
a Spanish favorite for Mary
Pickford's new production, "Rosita" which he is directing, he
immediately said, "You are just
the type."
Miss Ger-to
aghty feels For
she that
is indebted
her mother's nationality, who is
Spanish and from the famous
De Cessaros family of San Francisco. The young actress is now
appearing in the Cosmopolitan
film, "The Daughter of Mother
McGinn" in the making at GoldSome Survival of Fittest
Although it was released in
wyn's.
April a year ago and was heavily
booked from the beginning, Associated Exhibitors' picturization of "Silas Marner," George
Eliot's classic, continues in great
demand. Not only has this
feature proved a popular and
profitable attraction in leading
theatres everywhere, but it is
believed to have been booked by
a larger number of non-theatrical
enterprises — notably schools,
than almost any other film ever
made.
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7560 Sunset Blvd.
Are You Coming East?
Don't fail to stop at the
NAT LEWIS SHOP
47th &. Bdwy, New York City
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Ladies' Hosiery
THEODORE
HAYS
Is not a director, but he can give the
director the action he wants.
Expert Horseman
Complete Wardrobe
Main 525
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The letter worked; Mortimer talked to
Herbert Brenon, who was casting a picture.
Brenon wanted a skipper for a ship who
could really "skip" the thing. When Mortithat carefully
he could that
"sail ita was
boat"a
Brenonmer alleged
explained
four-masted schooner. Then Mortimer explained that he had sailed everything and
could handle thr ship.
So Edmund Mortimer became an actor in
pictures more because he had been in the
navy three years and the merchant marine
two years than because he had been or the
stage fifteen years appearing with famous
stars.
After a short period as an actor Mortimer
turned director and has been one ever since.
He will direct Herbert Rawlinson in .Mar"Thicker
garet byBryant's
scenarized
Harvey
Gates. Than Water,"

"We save your sole and heel you too"
FRANK
The Shoe Doctor
Holly 3752

6666 Hollywood Blvd.

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774
"We teach your watch to tell the truth"
Special offer, watch crystals 25c
A complete line of high-grade and
moderately priced jewelry. Shop is
open evenings.
Hollywood Watch and Clock Hospital
Sam Margolis, Prop. 6057 Hollywood Blvd.
FROM U TO YOU
(Continued from Page 6)
Today the entrancing romance of Hugo —
of the hunchback and his hopeless love —
his supreme sacrifice and the horrors of the
Bastile, is being lived all over again — they
don't just act such picture plays, but almost
actually live them.
Then, between scenes, they turn the clock
back to 1923 again and dance to "Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Sheehan."
This may sound like a fairy tale, but it's
all
City.true, and it's all routine at Universal
In 1914 Edmund Mortimer, newest director at Universal City today, was playing
the light comedy juvenile with Mary Mannering in "A Man's World" on the New York
stage. He had frequently heard the call of
moving
pictures
but he he
hadn't
turned
very heedful
ear because
did not
knowa
much about them.
Then one day lie thought he'd "look into
thisHe picture
droppedbusiness."
into the Universal offices in
New York City.
"The office boy didn't think so much of
me," he relates. "I was about to surrender
to my dignity and 'wive the place in a 'highhat' manner when i met Julius Stern. He
promptly wrote a letter for me to someone
else, a letter -which was calculated to satisfy my curiosity with a dip into actual
experience before the camera."

Production has been completed at Universal City on "Pure Grit," Hoot Gibson's latest
which was directed by Edstarring vehicle,
ward Sedgwick.
"Pure Grit" was adapted to the screen by
Sedgwick from a Blue Book magazim- story,
"Blinky," by Gene Marley. It is a story of
the adventures of a youth in a troop of
United States cavalry on the Mexican border
and an entire group of cavalry was used in
the filming of the play. All the exterior
shots in the production were made near
Diego, along the Mexican
Camp Hearn,
boundary
line. San
are
"Pure Grit"
ng Gibson
Supporti
, Elinor
Ethel
Ralston,
De Wittin Jennings
Field, Mathilda Brundage, Donald Hatswell,
Charles K. French, John Judd, William E.
Lawrence and W. T. McCulley.
HOW

TO MAKE

A MOVIE

William Beaudine, famous director who is
directing the J. K. McDonald production,
"Penrod and Sam," for First National, was
once asked how to successfully make a motion picture.
"Just as a cook bakes a cake," answered
Beaudine. "He uses so much sugar, so much
butter, so much flour, so many eggs, a pinch
of salt, a dash of flavoring and the other
ingredients, which if properly mixed and
baked, results in a palatable confection.
"That is the same receipt for the making
of good pictures, only the ingredients are
different; so much suspense, so much pathos,
so much comedy, a dash of logic — and a lot
of human interest. The art comes in the
proper mixing of the film ingredients. And
they must not always be stirred by the same
spoon. By this I mean the situatidns must
not be bromides, they must be new, or at
least handled from a different angle to get
the maximum of entertainment value.
"In National,
Hie makingI have
of 'Penrod
First
attemptedandto Sam'
make forit
just as natural on the screen as Booth Tarkington made his characters famous on print
paper. I believe that every man will be able
to see himself in this picture as one of the
characters. He will recall his boyish
thoughts, his ideas and ideals and if he does
not recognize himself as one of the kiddies
in this production he will surely be able to
recognize some similar youth with whom
he "Penrod
played inandhisSam,"
childhood."
which is said to be the
best "kid" picture ever produced, is interpreted by an all-star cast which, among
others, includes: Gladys Brockwell, William
V. Mong, Rockliffe Fellows, Mary Philibi,
Gareth Hughes, Denny Alexander, Joe Butterworth, Newton Hall, Buddie and Gertie
Messinger, Martha Mattox, Victor Potel and
Herman and Verman, the picanniny twins.
The story is Tarkington's sequel to his "Penrod," and offers an even better opportunity
cessor.
for the screen than did its famous prede-

CAMERA!
Hugh
Hoffman
Scenarist
and Production
Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit, Universal
Current production, "Sawdust"
Jack Conway, Directing
Recent Releases, "A Dangerous Game,"
"The Love Letter," "Gossip"
Professional Photographs
It Costs No More for Quality Photographs at
"Los Angeles' Finest Theatrical Studio"

We are professional photographers
and have
the —bestPublicity
equipmentPhotographs
for making Portraits
Special Stills.
Commercial
wirk
and
linlargcments.
6039 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 2560
"The One Bright Spot Friday Nights"
B
O
BOXING
I
N
G
American Legion Stadium
Hollywood at El Centro
Holly 100 for reservations
Rugs
Storage
Robes Mounting
Renovating

FUR

Colburris
TAXIDERMY STUDIO
933-925 South Broadway
Telephone 643-13

SEE

BRUNO

For Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard

SUNSET
TAXI
Touring Cars, $2 per Hour
Limousines, $2.50 per Hour
Special Rates on
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ROSE
MARGARET

La MONT

"Richard the Lion Hearted,"
Starring Wallace Beery

HEAVIES— -LEADS
NINE

TEARS

WATERMAN
Characters

LEGITIMATE

Also Comedy Hawaiian Number
Wampus

Frolic

Telephone

439-869
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With Earle

5 79-683

WANTED!
For permanent positions

"You Never Know"
A Vitagraph Special
now at
Pantanges Theatre

First Camera
Chief

Man

Electrician

Chief Carpenter
Studio and Wardrobe
Chief

Property

Matron

Man

Apply by Letter only, in confidence
Coming Releases:
Tony in "The Right
of the Strongest"
"No Luck"
with Lloyd Hamilton

International
Motion

Picture

Producers

COY

WATSON,

Jr.

Wilshire 3616

1329

Cooperative

Gordon St.

and

Corporation

Distributors

Hollywood. Calif.
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The people of Los Angeles have accepted without question the public announcement that the Motion Picture Industry will stage a magnified ir and brilliant spectacle
on the occasion of the Monroe Doctrine Centennial, to be heli at Exposition Park and
Coliseum from July 2 tq August 4. They know positively that it must be a success
because Filmdom is behind it. No greater compliment could be paid to the people
of the Industry than this manifestation of faith on the part of the Los Angeles public.
The outcome is certain to be a closer and more cordial relationship between the
Industry as a whole and the entire citizenry of Los Angeles than has ever existed
since the Industry was established as an inseparable part of the great metropolis of
the Pacific Coast.
No more appropriate name could have been selected for this important function
than the official title, "The American Historical Revue and Motion Picture Exposition." Itis being held to commemorate the One Hundredth Anniversary of the
Monroe Doctrine. Many of the most enlightening and illuminating chapters of
history have been written during the century which has elapsed since President
Monroe proclaimed to the Old World that, henceforth the United States purposed,
at any cost, to safeguard the territorial independence of all the nations of the Western Hemisphere. And today it is the priceless privilege of the Motion Picture Industry to stage a spectacle that will vividly and accurately portray the outstanding
events that have occurred during that soul-stirring period.
Every one in Filmdom knows the publicity value of this great opportunity —
and furthermore, they all realize that Los Angeles, as Hostess on this momentous
occasion, looks to the Industry to maintain the City's world-wide imputation to make
a glorious success of anything it undertakes.
Fill out this blank application and mail
to Exposition Department, 1005 Hollingsuorth Bldg., Sixth and Hill Sts., Los
Angeles.
Patron's Application
THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVUE AND MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION
For the purpose of taking part in the First Annual American Historical Revue and Motion Picture Industrial Exposition to be held in the City of Lo« Angeles during the year
1923 in commemoration of the One Hundredth Anniversary
of the Monroe Doctrine.
I hereby make application for
_
Patron's
Coupon
Ticket*
to the Revue and Exposition, Book
for whichof IAdmission
agree to pay
the
sum of ten dollars each, payments to be made as follows:
Dated

192.... Signed

Occupation
Address
Make All Checks Payable to Motion Picture Exposition

Los

Angeles,

California

Saturday,

April

28, 1923

Price

10 Cents

CAMERA!
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It begins to look as if the weather is like many a human being, to-wit: it can't settle.
Is it that people are forced to go the rounds of humdrum existence every day that they can't go on the square?
The cinema art needs no champion to defend its worth, but it does need all of its people working for its improvement for
all they are worth.
It is predicted there will be a war between various factions of exhibitors this fall. In other words, there is a dire possibility of peace going to pieces
Whenever anybody tries to tell you that moving pictures corrupt anybody's morals simply because they happen to constitute a Sunday attraction, you tell 'em they're crazy. True, this is rough stuff, but it is nevertheless true.
They say crop conditions are ideal and that this is bound to be a year of bumper crops galore. But, still we hear some talk
of hard times in certain sections of the country. Wonder if it would make any difference if it rained gold for a couple of seasons?
You cannot always tell what a picture is going to do when it reaches the public. It's all because you can never tell what
the public is going to do. If you want to know how little anybody knows about the public, ask the politicians about this time
of the year.
There is a very general disposition on the part of exhibitors throughout the country to demand all-star casts more stellar
than ever. If this keeps up, there is the danger of the tastes of these exhibitors becoming so fastidious that no star will be big
enough to be a member of the cast playing in the picture they will play. Then what?
Now that Warner Brothers have built the largest stage in the world, — in Hollywood, mind you — and there are bright prospects of William Fox and other film magnates building other stages of such gigantic proportions in this same Hollywood, it
sounds more foolish than ever to give utterance to words of worry over the possibilities of Florida or any other section of the
country taking the motion picture industry away from the aforesaid Hollywood.
They are beginning to discuss restrictions in the matter of ownership of motor cars in some of the larger and more coneasterneliminate
cities. According
to the from
plan the
suggested,
permitted
one who
automobile,
the autos
hope
being togestedthus
some machines
streets.no Itone
surewill
doesbe sound
funny to"to own
hear more
about than
people
own several
when the fellow who does the hearing has only one car and still owes a lot on it.
The threatened passing of the two-reel comedy seems co cease to be a menace, because as fast as the two-reel comedians
move on up to the full-length features, the one-reel kings move up to the two-reel status. Hence it looks as if about the only
part of the program which is due to suffer is the one-reel fun film, which many think could be dispensed with entirely anyway.
The average fan v/ill not give a whoop one way or the other so long as he is given ample opportunities to laugh a-plenty.
The growth of Hollywood has been such that ground occupied by some of the studios "closer in" has become most too
valuable to be used for the purpose of making motion pictures. Hence there is the start of a movement for studios to move
farther out into the outskirts of the town. And since Hollywood has only begun to spread out, we are just wondering whether
or not even the outskirts are far enough out! It would be all wrong if the studios had to move out about every ten years.
For many years we have heard a great deal about the coming of the great American opera, but it has never come. Now,
according to advance information, a group of eastern capitalists have plans for building a theatre in Hollywood dedicated to
trying to discover the great masterpiece through offering the means for premieres of the promising works of ambitious composers. It sounds like a bright prospect of very general interest. Moreover, if it leads to the discovery of the long-sought
musical gem, Hollywood will be placed in a new limelight of vast consequence. We're for that theatre without reservation and
here's hoping the plan proves feasible enough to get quick action.
Personally we are not interested in politics any more, but we quite agree that motion picture people should interest themselves in the game enough to vote for men who will regard the film industry in Southern California as being of some importance and will therefore see to it that there is no detrimental legislation passed against it without putting up a fight of sufficient
force to arouse those concerned to a realization as to what it's all about. There is too much of the insidious political maneuvering in America for anyone to be asleep at the switch at any time. Therefore. Camera! urges picture people to make it more
of a habit to scrutinize the records of seekers of public offices with great care with the idea of ascertaining definitely just what
such are likely to do upon gaining possession of any of the reins of government.
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We want to give you a chance to act in Feature pictures to be filmed in our own studios, and at the same time
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a large motion picture concern. It is an unusual and rare
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Synthetic

Now it is the synthetic divoce! In a category with beer without a kick and whiskey
without a headache may be classed the divorce without a heartache.
But, lest a false impression of this variety
of separation go forth, let it be explained,
that we refer to the professional — not the
domestic — variety, which has to do with the
screen careers only and is in no way related
to the family hearth.
Most recent of the synthetic divorces is
that of the beautiful Mirian Cooper, who is
happily married to R. A. Walsh, the director
with whom she has scored her many screen
successes. Practically all of Walsh's most
successful productions have shown his gifted
wife in featured roles, while all of her screen
career has been guided by his directorial
megaphone.
Now Miss Cooper has joined Gasnier's cast
of players at work on "Daughters of the
Rich" and will be seen in an important role
in that unusual story. Incidentally, she advanced an interesting theory in explanation

JACKSOtf TH<xWr H&W«S RftCitiGA FKiE^o gyp

Divorce, Reform
BS RAT H. LEEK

and

of her plunge into big productions not directed by her husband.
"As for the why of it, I can only say that
no star ever accomplishes their best work
until they have had the broader experience
permitted by working with more than one
director," she said. "Every director and
every player can contribute some idea, some
suggestion that is helpful to the screen
worker. No matter how complete the sympathy between the director and star, there
is much to be learned by experience with another director of the caliber of Gasnier.
"Of course the stage version of this Paul
Dickey and Charles W. Goddard story was
one of many thrills. But imagine what can
be done with it by a director as resourceful
as Gasnier and a company of players who
are ready to follow him to the end of the
earth.
Once more reform stands accused of robbing us of our cherished traditions. One of
the leading film critics of Los Angeles, on

OHEOIVORCE TWAT HAS
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Make-up

reviewing the elaborate production of
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms," recently released by Al Lichtman, found much to praise
in the production, but balked at the cleanliness of the jail in which Kenneth Harlan is
imprisoned.
But, for the benefit of this particular reviewer, let it be explained that the dart of
criticism is aimed, not at the artificiality of
the screen, but at the onrush of reform. For
the cleanly cell and corridors to which attention is called, are not the work of a technical director, but an example of hospitality
offered by Los Angeles to its convicted law
breakers. The jail, in fact, is none other
than the Lincoln Heights jail, Los Angeles,
just as it was found by the cameramen,
players and producers of the picture!
Sam Jaffe, production manager for
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms," who claims
to know the inner workings of prisons from
here to Siberia and back, (professionally, of
course) is authority for the statement that
(Continued on Page 20)
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Resume
Work is now reported one-fourth complete
on the gigantic tent city Cecil B. DeMille is
building on a stretch of barren beach near
Santa Mariax, California. The city must be
ready in 24 days to house 2500 people and
4000 animals who will take part in the
Biblical scenes which will form the prologue
to the modern story evolved around "The
Ten Commandments" by Jeanie MacPherson.
"The Ten Commandments" will start indoors about May 7. in the huge throne room
of
Pharoah's
a feature
of which
be a statute ofpalace,
the Sphinx,
20 feet
high, will
and
hugh gods in equal proportions. Following
this ten complete trains will take to "location" the largest
crowd
ever thus transported
for motion
picture
purposes.
I. S. Liner has been named "Camp Manager" and will run the hotel arrangements.
Paul Iribe, Art Director, now is at the
"location" superintending the construction
of
the hugh
"Rameses"
(Exodus
1:11) treasure
which willcity
be a offeature
of the
Biblical scenes and the largest exterior set
ever built.
As the location is in the center of 300
square miles of barren sand dunes considerable transportation difficulty has been encountered.
Mr. DeMille is now busy with the final details of selecting his cast. An announcement
of the people to play in what all indications
point to the largest production in motion picture history, is expected shortly.
Additions to the staff of Assistant Director
Cullen Tate include Fred Ellis and Edward
Chandler.
Catalina Island was the objective this
week of Sam Wood for a number of scenes
in
"Bluebeard's
EighthGloria
Wife" Swanson.
his Paramount
Production
starring
The
picture will be completed this week and from
all appearances will prove the most brilliant of Miss Swanson's numerous vehicles.
The big Egyptian festival scenes, beach episodes and so on, lend color and spirit to the
story which was adapted by Sada Cowan
from Charlton Andrews' version of Alfred

of a Week

at Lasky's

Savior's play, with Julia Crawford Ivers as
production editor.
George Fritzmaurice completes his Paramount production "The Cheat" this week,
and Pola Negri, the star, will enjoy a brief
vacation pending the start of her next picture. "The Cheat" which Ouida Bergere
adapted
Hector
Jack Holtfrom
featured
and Turnbull's
Charles de story
Roche hasin
support of the star, and has developed a tremendous amount of highly emotional drama.
What with the great branding scene, the
court room episode, and others of similiar
nature,
it promises
in intensity
as well toas eclipse
beauty. "Bella Donna"
James Cruze had the show set of the
studio this week, occupying the larger portion of number four stage with the dream
sequence for his Paramount production
"Hollywood." Hundreds of beautiful girls
in bathing and dance attire, some clever
comedians in action that bordered on extravaganza, reminding one of the days of
"The Black Crook" or "The Devil's Auction,"
made this set distinctly fascinating. Thomas
Geraghty adapted the Frank Condon story
and Walter Woods is production editor.
Word from Boulder Creek, Cal., where
George
Melford isisto making
Jane"
for Paramount,
the effect"Salomy
that excellent
progress is being made and that the company
will complete its location work in five weeks.
There will then be a few interiors to be shot
at this studio. Jacqueline Logan, George
Fawcett and Maurice Flynn are featured and
the adaptation is by Waldemar Young from
the Bret Harte story which was dramatized
by Paul Armstrong. The spirit of old California is being injected into this drama as
much by the characterizations it is said, as
by the scenic backgrounds and the action
itself.
Charming Mary Astor arrived this week
from New York and is starting work under
the direction of Alfred E. Green, in his production for Paramount, "To the Ladies."

I

Studio
Miss Astor and Robert Agnew are cofeatured in this picture which was adapted
by Wells Hastings from the play by George
S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly. The advent
of Miss Astor caused quite a flurry in motion
picture circles_ here, inasmuch as her fame
for natural and convincing acting had
arrived before her.
Work is shortly to start on "A Gentleman
of Leisure" a new Paramount picture starring Jack Holt, which will be directed by
Joseph Henabery. This play is a play by
John Stapleton and P. G. Wodehouse adapted
by Anthony W. Coldway, and Walter Woods
is production editor. Sigrid Holmquist, the
beautiful Swedish actress will be leading
woman and Casson Ferguson has one of the
important roles.
Carnival scenes at a location near Hollywood have kept Rob Wagner busily employed this week in Walter Hier's new Paramount picture "Fair Week." The appurtenances of a country Fair, or carnival, including a merry-go-round, ferris-wheel, various
freaks, etc., have afforded opportunity for
much comedy of which the popular star has
taken full advantage. Constance Wilson is
leading woman in this original story by
Walter Woods who is also production editor.
Scenes in a broker's office have occupied
the attention of Charles Maigne this week
for his Paramount Production, "The Silent
Partner" in which are featured Leatrice Joy,
Owen Moore and Robert Edeson. The story
is by Maximilian Foster and was adapted
by Sada
CowanTheandcastRalph
Blocktheis featured
production editor.
besides
players, boasts a number of well-known
people in the screen world, such as E. H. Calvert, one of the best known American actors,
Patterson Dial, Bess Flowers, Maude Wayne,
Lura Anson and Robert Grey. Miss Joy has
an opportunity of wearing some exquisite
dresses and is especially happy in a number
of unusual and lovely negligees, designed by
the Lasky costume department.

SCHERTZINGER TO DIRECT
"LONG LIVE THE KING"

CLOTHING MODEL GIVEN
PART IN NEW FOX FILM

PICTURE WINS PRAISE OF
INDIANA WOMEN'C CLUBS

MISS SWEET TO APPEAR
IN TWO GOLDWYN FILMS

After a careful combing of
the entire field of available directors. Jack Coogan Senior
has engaged Victor Schertzinger to direct Jackie iu "Long
Live the King," his first Metro
production.
Schertzinger has just finished
"The Man Next Door." Under
his contract with B. P. Schulberg, he handled Katherine
MacDouald in her last four pictures.
Schertzinger will be remembered as Charles Ray's director
for many and
of also
this for
star's
early
successes
his work
with Mabel Normand and Tom
Moore. He is one of the universally recognized competent
directors of the screen, a capable technician, a man of artistic
impulses and imagery and the
powers and capabilities to transmute those ideas and images
into screen language.

Frank MacMullen, who has
been a model for numerous
clothing, collar, statue and other
manufacturers, has decided that
displaying his wardrobe before
the camera would offer him a
greater opportunity than presentihg it for the approval of
prospective customers on the
street, in hotels and other
places. Jack Ford, Fox director,
has cast the former model for
an important role in his next
production, as yet untitled,
which will enter filming shortly
at
the company's west coast
studios.

Two thousand women, attending the annual convention in
Indianapolis of the Indiana Federation of Women'sAssociations,
Clubs and
Parent - Teachers
expressed enthusiastic approval
when Florence Vidor's latest
picture,
was
presented "Alice
as the Adams,"
entertainment
cently.
feature of their program reAt each annual convention of
these organizations one photoplay is screened, the choice
being made by the Executive
Council of Women's Clubs from
a selected list of eligible offerings.
A further endorsement was
forthcoming when, following the
screening, an address was made
on
"Screen Adaptations,"
a discussion
of the subject,within
which many of the women participated. Naturally, the screen
adaptation
of Mr. formed
Tarkington's
"Alice Adams"
the
theme of the discussion.

Blanche Sweet, now completing her characterization in "The
Meanest
in theis World"
the UnitedManStudios,
to appearat
in two Goldwyn productions.
Upon conclusion of her present
engagement wherein she depicts
the country lass opposite Bert
Lytell, Miss Sweet will start on
Goldwyn's picturization of "In
The Palace of The King," to be
directed by Emmett Flynn. Following this she will appear in
the title role of Marshall Neilan's
"Tess of the D'Ubervilles." This
will mark her initial appearance
before the camera under her husband's direction in four years.
Miss Sweet's recent return to
the screen in "Quincy Adams
Sawyer,"
years' for
absence hasafter
been two
a triumph
this popular star and has proved
that she has lost none of her
popularity with the American
public as a result of her absence
from the screen.

Patsy Back on Screen
Patsy Magee, having recently
completed a vaudeville tour, has
returned tures.toShe work
in motion picis remembered
for
her brilliant characterization in
' The Charm School" with Wallace Reid, and for her work in
The
Son production.
of Wallingford," a
Vitagraph

CAMERA
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from

San Francisco, Cal., April 23 — Jack Dewey,
of the Golden Gate Productions has returned
from Los Angeles with the finished continuity for three pictures. F. E. Fisher, who
is business manager of the organization, announces that they expect to begin actual
shooting of at least two pictures early in
May, doing their studio work at the Pacific
Studios, with location work in and near San
Francisco.
Paul Powell, director on "The Fog"
finished editing the picture at the Pacific
Studios last week, and drove home to Los
Angeles in his car last Friday. Mr. Powell
has not only made a good picture here, but
leaves behind him many new, but warm
friends.
Eric Von Stroheim, now making "Greed"
here for Goldwyn, says that every picture he
directs he has to learn a lot of new stuff,
and that this time part of it is dentistry.
"McTeague," hero of Frank Norris' great
American classic from which the picture is
being made, was most of his life a cheap
dentist. So by the time Von Stroheim and
Gibson Gowland, who plays "McTeague,"
have, with the help of a real dentist, worked
out all of the detail of the scenes in the dental office they both, if the picture business
ever fails, can start out as country dentists.
H. A. McKenzie, of the Kenmat Productions, a San Francisco organization with
offices in the Mills Building, returned last
Saturday with the finished film of the company's first picture. It was made in a southern studio under the title of "Scarlet

Frisco
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Shadows," but it has had its title changed
to "Crossed Wires." It will be shown here
to a few personal friends, after which Mr.
McKenzie expects to leave with the film for
New York to arrange distribution.
The "Pair of Hellions" company working
under the direction of Walter W. Bell for the
Stereoscopic Productions are making most
satisfactory progress with the picture, another week or ten days of work will finish
the shooting. While on location last week
up near Niles Canyon the company had a
funny experience, as they wanted to get a
shot of Ranger Bill Miller getting off a train.
So in full cowboy outfit he dashes on a little
local train making a short stop at a station,
and ran through the cars to do his bit getting off. With the result, that in spite of the
camera clicking away on the platform the
passengers thought it was a real holdup, and
a panic ensued. A few nights ago the company staged a big and most realistic barn
dance at the Pacific Studios, where they are
doing their studio work.
Edwin B. Willis of the Goldwyn organization spent a few days in San Francisco last
week.
Ivor McFadden has decided that making
pictures on a co-operative basis has too many
difficulties, so the Co-Operative Film Company of this city is, for the time at least, on
the inactive list.
Louis Graf, president, and Max Graf production director of the Graf Films left for
Los Angeles last Friday with the just com-

kerr

crawford

pleted film of "The Fog," made at the Pacific
Studios, with an all star cast, and to be released through Metro.
Ashley Cooper, well known English actor
of both stage and the silent drama, arrived
in San Francisco last week to join the cast
ol "A Pair of Hellions" now being made at
the Pacific Studios.
Frank
Hayes, time
of thein "Greed"
cast is these
having a beautiful
San Francisco
days, for not only is his part in the picture
going well, but he is enjoying a visit to his
old home city. For although he has been
away for twenty years, he was born and
reared here, and belongs to a well known old
family, so well known in fact that Hayes
Street, where the Von Stroheim set is now,
was named after them. So every time Frank
sticks his funny face outside the door some
old friend
sure to come up to hold a reunion withishim.
Robert Eddy, director, and Joseph Gongea,
his assistant, have returned to San Francisco, and are busy making preparation for
the filming of the second series of Plum
Center Comedies soon to be started at the
Gerson Studios here.
Noah Berry, his wife and little son spent
several days last week at the St. Francis.
He said he was here, not on business
trips, but for a little holiday, and a complete
rest to recover from his very strenuous fight
in "The Spoilers," and his four months'
steady work on four big pictures. He returned to the south to start work on "To The
Last
he ishim.
going to be the last
man Man"
himselfandif says
it kills

By rupert hughes
for Sale"
"Souls
Wh;9
In building the picture from the story, I
The crimes committed by the public
have made many changes for the sake of
against moving pictures and their people are
beauty, drama or picture. But the first radilargely due to the habit of comparing the
cal change was compelled by the spirit of
lives of actors with imaginary and ideal
censorship.
lives, instead of comparing them with the
The opening situation in the story was not
even criticized when published in magazine
real lives of other people.
and book form and later in the newspapers.
An article devoted to the divorces in
But to make any use of it at all on the
Hollywood makes startling reading. But
screen, would violate the rules of every cenwhen you say, "The divorces in Indiana are
sor board, and set the axes to swinging. The
head of the picture would have been cut off
still more numerous," that throws a different light on the matter.
before it could be seen. So I changed it. But
the very difference between the original
Conditions in the studios are not always
beyond criticism, but look at the scandals
story and its picture version may make both
and murders in church choirs and pulpits.
more interesting for many reasons.
In "Souls for Sale," I have
first of
all to tell a story of moving tried
picture life;
second, to make it true to its life: and third,
THE GIRL ON THE COVER
to give a true idea of the life outside. And
so I take a minister's daughter for my heroIn presenting the likeness of Martha
ine, and I show that she has no end of tempMarshall on its cover this week,
tation and misfortune in her snug (and
Camera! takes pleasure in introducing
smug) little home town. She finds in the
moving pictures first a refuge, and then a.
her as the
of unique
ambitions. Shepossessor
has no desire
to become
fascinating lifework.
a
star!
She
only
aspires
to
excel
in
I have not idealized the movie-world, but
the portrayal of society girl characters.
have emphasized its ideals. I have not conUntil recently she was a leader in
cealed its unpleasant phases, but I have tried
to show its difficulties. I have made what
Chicago's smartest society, but she
abandoned important social conquests
use I could of the heartaches, heroisms and
'
Noah
Beery,
whose
great
performance
in
nobilities, the bright rewards and the fine
to embrace opportunities on the screen.
ing.
the B. P. Hampston production of "The
Her cinema future looks very promis
soldierly quality of the movie men and women and children as I have known them so
Spoilers," just completed, is said to be a
well and so long.
classic in perfect characterization.
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"Within

the Law"

Unstinted praise of Norma Talruadge's new
crime drama, "Within the Law," was given
in an official communication from Police
Chief Daniel J. O'Brien, of San Francisco,
following a special showing of the film recently before the chief, the police commissioners and other officials.
Chief O'Brien's praise was reiterated by
Commissioners Andrew J. Mahoney and
Jesse Cook, of the police board in speeches.
The program, of which the showing of the
film was a part, included a speech by A. M.
Bowles, San Francisco executive of the West
Coast Theatres Circuit, telling of the personal assistance given by Chief O'Brien when
Miss Talmadge's company was filming
scenes of "Within the Law," in San Francisco.
The San Francisco police head proclaimed
the Joseph M. Schenck film a fair revelation
of police methods, and gave an "unqualified
endorsement" of it in a letter to the peace
officers of America. In his letter he urged
the police chiefs of the country to see the
film and extend their commendation. He
also sent telegrams to Miss Talmadge,
Director Frank Lloyd and Joseph M.
Schenck warmly praising the film for its
dramatic excellence.
O'Brien's letter to police chiefs reads:
"To My Brother Police Officers of America.
"I have just seen Norma Talmadge in
'Within the Law' and endorse it unqualifiedly as entirely fair to the police of America —
which endorsement. I sincerely believe you
will uphold. The San Francisco police have
seen it and laud it as an intelligent revelation of the conditions with which the police
have to cope.
"I take this means of thanking Norma
Talmadge, Frank Lloyd, her director, and
Joseph M. Schenck, producer, for the splendid compliment paid to police officers in
eliminating from the screen version of 'Within the Law' some of the exaggerated barbarisms, relics of a past period of police
Chicago had its "Midway" and
Seattle the "Paystreak" — both of
them notable amusement thoroughfares. But "The Location"
at the forthcoming Monroe Doctrine Centennial in Los Angeles,
July 2-August 4, is certain to set
a standard all its own. As the
Motion
Picture
Industry of
Southern California is fostering
this exposition, it is appropriate
that the highway of pleasure
should take its name from studio
terminology. This will be one
of the unique features of the
celebration that Southern California plans for the month when
most people have their vacation.
The picture "fans" are sure to
find "the Location' 'akin to the
land of their heart's desire, for
all of the film producers have
agreed to be represented there
with such an array of exhibits as
has never been assembled anywhere else before
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Within

Warm

methods, which the stage play originally
called for.
"It is the criminal who keeps within the
law who is hardest to trap, and whose apprehension sometimes requires the extreme
methods shown in the Norma Talmadge film.
Police officers of all ranks risk and give
their lives every day, not merely to pursue
crime, but to prevent it.
"I hope you will all take occasion to see
this impressive picture and that you will
lend your communication to it."
tendencies tersely told
If Kinri Tut only knew hoic many
press agents are boosting his fame,
he'd probably be inspired to utter the
objection: "Tut tut," if he has any
modesty left in his mummified self.
Many are using his name in films and
those who arc not are using that name
in publicity. No doubt they will keep
at it until the public will be forced to
cry out imploringly a most resounding "tut tut."
Anyone who thinks the "original
story" is on the high road to coming
back has onig to read the almost daily
lists of recent purchases of stories by
prominent producers. Successful and
unsuccessful stage plays and novels
constitute the very big bulk of the current acquisitions of film-makers and
the
buying
of an "original" is a rare
even t.
Now it is predicted that farce
comedy will have its vogue on the
screen. Several producers are preparing screen plays of this type. Thus far
farce comedy never has been able to
dominate the silver sheet situation, but
it is said the public has manifested an
unmistakable desire to have more ocucasion for merriment.
Popular denuind for more photoplays
is causing the studios to increase production. All present conditions in the
motion picture industry seem to be
whohsome. So, if you're worrying,

!

Praise
Altliough the picture is not scheduled for
release by First National for another week,
a special set of the films was shipped to San
Franc isco for the showing.
Following are the telegrams:
"Miss Talmadge, Have seen 'Within the
Law' and congratulate you on the wonderful
triumph and handling of emotional scenes.
Your 'Mary Turner' was a gripping, vital
"Frank Lloyd: 'Within the Law,' was
shown to myself and Police Commissioners,
portrayal."
and we unanimously proclaimed it the greatest dramatic production we have ever seen.
It is a wonderful tribute to your ability as
a director, and to the fine playing of your

Chief O'Brien's telegram to Mr. Schenck
thanks the producer for eliminating on his
on his recommendation scenes which would
show police methods now said to be obsolete,
obsolete.
cast."
JAZZ AND TORRENCE
Jazz and more jazz, excitement, music,
dancing — all of these form the component
parts of opening scenes for Jerome Storm's
Paramount Picture "Children of Jazz," in
which are featured Theodore Kosloff, Ricardo Cortez, Eileen Percy and Robert Cain.
ISeulah Marie Dix adapted the Harold Brighouse play and Ralph Block is production
editor. Very shortly the company will go to
an island location for some important
sequences.
The recent announcement by Jesse L.
Lasky, first vice-president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, of the engagement of Ernest Torrence for a group of Paramount pictures, has caused much interest
in film circles. Since James Cruze's production "The Covered Wagon," reached the
screen, Torrence has been the recipient of
innumerable congratulations for his work as
"Bill Jackson." The first picture announced
under the new arrangement is a production
by
Georgeof Melford
EmersonwillHough's
story
Berry.
• North
36," in ofwhich
be featured
Fi nest Torrence, Jacqueline Logan and Noah
i
|
i

don't.
There is a dearth in character men
due to the unprecedented demand for
their services in pictures nowadays. If
the supply of character men cannot be
made sufficient by adding recruits from
the
stage,
why not give the character
women
a chance?

|

If the price of materials entering
into the work of making motion pictures should be increased, as is predicted by sonic eastern journals, it is
not likely that the admission prices
to theatres will be raised. On the contrary, there is every indication of these
prices being lowered in spite of any
further soaring of raw-stock prices.
Meanwhile, however, the country is entitled to some explanation from Washington, D. C. as to the reason for the
apparent helplessness of the government in the matter of cutting the high
cost of living with anything like rea ss uring rapidity.
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"Something
different every
day"
is
the
program
the
makers of the Monroe that
Doctrine
Centennial in Los Angeles this
summer, between July 2 and
August 4, are working on. In addition
to its historical
the exposition
is going toaspect,
make
a special appeal to the 20,000,000
motion-picture goers of the country, because all of the studios,
their
and actor
folk aretechnical
a unit inforces
supporting
the
undertaking.
While
there
have
been film expositions in New
York, Chicago and other points,
none of them began to approach
the scope of this project in Filmdom's own capital. Such a gathering of interesting people and
in such numbers has never been
held anywhere; and the studios
have joined hands to put their
best feet forward that the public
may have an opportunity to get
a closer glimpse of "what's what
in the movies."
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NEW ORLEANS' MARDI GRAS
GENIUS WILL SUPPLY
THE
EXPO

WITH

Floats which will excel in gorgeousness anything ever seen in
the West are now being designed
by the most famous expert in
in the United States for the
American Historical Revue and
Motion Picture Exposition, which
opens in Los Angeles, July 2.
Frank Cox, who for ten years
had charge of the Mardi Gras
parades in New Orleans, is the
designing artist and technical
director of construction and display of floats and pageants. He
has in his charge not only the
historical and symbolical floats,
but the commercial floats as well.
Thus artistic harmony is assured.
For more than twenty years
Mr. Cox has been recognized as
supreme in his special line of art.
One of his first great successes
was the National Peace Jubilee
in Washington, D. C, in 1899,
following the Spanish-American
war, and from that time he has
been almost continually engaged
in civic or government pageants.
During the World War he was
employed in the National Liberty
Loan campaign and at that time
executed dramatic floats which
added much to his brilliant record, for he has the highest dramatic and poetic gifts.
California lends itself to outdoor fiestas in a way that no
other stage can boast and gives
peculiar inspiration to the artist.
Mr. Cox is now at work on designs for various counties that
have requested him to submit
drawings for approval. While
cities and counties are at liberty
to design and produce their own
floats, there being no obligation
placed on them by the exposition
management, most of the entrants are desirous of employing
Mr. Cox. As there will be displayed every evening on the
great stage of the coliseum many
original floats the aggregate for
the five weeks of the exposition
will tax the originality and ingenuity of the artist.
Plans for the historical revue
are well under way and they
promise pageants of the most
wonderful magnitude and most
beautiful conception. Hundreds
of actors and actresses will be
mobilized for this part of the
Monroe Doctrine Centennial celebration.
Work on the Spanish-Colonial
city, which will house the exposition is progressing rapidly. A
number of the exhibition bunga-
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lows are nearly finished and they
give promise of the most unique
and most picturesque setting.
KANE

TELLS

1923 WILL

CUBA
BE

BIG YEAR
Arthur S. Kane, president of
Associated Exhibitors, carried
I he gospel of motion picture
prosperity <o Cuba on his recent southern trip. With Arthur
S. Kane, Jr., he deserted the
beaches and golf courses of
Florida long enough to go over
to Havana for a few days and
there he was feted in a manner
becoming an American magnate.
Mr. Kane and his son were
met at the dock by a party including Rafael Martinez Ybor,
Instructor of Consuls; Henry
Weiner, General manager of
United Artists Corporation in
Cuba; Roderick Ross, of Chicago, and Paul de Outo, Cuban
manager for Universal.
Under the heading, "Sport
Writer is Movie Magnate," the
Havana Telegram said: "An interesting figure among the recent arrivals in the capital city
is Arthur S. Kane, head of the
New York film organization
which bears his name, and of
Associated Exhibitors. Through
these organizations the releases
of pictures starring such screen
celebrities as Charlie Ray, of
rural role fame, and Harold
Lloyd, the goggled comedian,
are handled.
Kane is
for
the"Mr.
statement
thatauthority
the motion
picture enterprise as a whole
enjoyed its most prosperous
year in 1922, with every indication pointing toward even
greater success during the present season. Over 700 feature
films were released last year —
a record for the industry.
"Charlie Ray now has in
course of production a film
which will carry the title, 'The
Courtship
Milesdollars
Standish,'
over
half a ofmillion
will
be spent in making this picture,
the most elaborate of any in
which the master of rural interpretation has appeared.
The Havana Post published
an interview in which Mr. Kane
spoke enthusiastically of the
possibilities of successful picture production in Cuba

FOR

THRILLS

CONSTANCE

IN YOSEMITE
Yellowstone National Park,
the famed wonders of which
draw thousands of beauty seekers from over the world each
year, has been worked into the
setting of "Dulcy," the latest
comedy which Constance Talmadge is making for Joseph M.
Schenck Productions.
Miss Talmadge and her company spent a week shooting the
inspiring scenic splendors of the
park as part of a honeymoon
trip called for by the script. One
of the most magnificent settings
ever caught by a camera is said
to be that in which Miss Talmadge, as "Dulcy," stands at
the
brink
of the
"Bridal aFalls"
on the verge
of making
leap
into its swirling descent.
The trip, which was made
with Director Sidney Franklin
in charge, was reported to be
one of mixed delight and discomfort, due to freakish weather
conditions. From hour to hour
the members
of Connie's
could
not tell
whether troupe
they
would have sunshine, rain, snow
or clouds. On one day the filming was interrupted by three
different storms. Each time that
the members started back to
their quarters the sun came out
and Franklin ordered them back
to work, only to have the
weather change again.
Miss Talmadge suffered somewhat from the flooding of her
tent by rain when the company
left the hotel for location in a
remote part of the park.
An unusual engineering feat
was accomplished -try the technical staff. The falls were supposed to represent Niagara. In
order to increase the volume of
the Yosemite waterfall the flow
from some of the rain-swollen
streams nearby were temporarily diverted. Permission to do
this
was secured from Park authorities.
GEORGE LARKIN TO STAR
IN NEW RUSSELL FILM
Russell Productions, Inc., are
to present George Larkin as the
star in another feature story,
temporarily titled, "The Valley
of Unrest." This will be the
seventh picture in which the
company has given Larkin the
stellar role. Actual filming of
the picture will start this week
under the personal direction of
Bernard D. Russell, an official of
the company, who reports that
his pictures starring Larkin are
proving popular with state rights
buyers.

PLAYCRAFTERS
TRY

TO

NOVEL
PLAN

The usual Monday night
meeting of The Playcrafters had
at the last session, April 23, the
unusual feature of hearing L.
M. Buell of the University of
California. Southern Branch,
give a talk on aspects of Greek
drama and its influence on
modern productions. The
speaker proved himself entirely
familiar with the history of the
stage, and made many interesting comparisons between the
old plays and those of today.
The second half of the evening was given over to the
reading of Gemma Houston's
one-act sketch, entitled, "The
Cloak
of for
Dreams."
Criticism
followed,
the most
part
favorable. However, good as
the manuscript was as a literary
product, the listeners disagreed
on its acting possibilities. One
of the first, principles this organization supports is that a
play must have enough conflict,
mental or otherwise, to take it
beyond the narrative stage into
the dramatic.
A previous play by Mrs. Houston, "The Devil Was Sick," is
being put on in the East by The
Threshold Players.
On May 16 The Playcrafters
take a new step in the way of
a workshop theatre. Once a
month an evening's program of
members' work will be put on
— either a full-length drama, or
four or five one-act plays. Each
writer is to sponsor his own
production,, secure the actors
and direct the rehearsals. The
organization will then vote on
which numbers are the most
suitable for public presentation.
In this way many weak points
will be eliminated.
Anyone interested in drama
construction may visit the Club,
which meets each Monday evening at The Denishawn Studios,
932 South Grand Avenue. Two
one-act plays are to be passed
on at the next session.
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
AT FOX WIN PROMOTIO' I
Promotions are in order at
the William Fox studios! During the past few days two assistant directors, William Wellman and James Flood, have
been elevated to the ranks of
directors. Wellman will direct
the Dustin Farnum pictures,
while Flood will wield the megaphone for William Russell features.
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Ince Buys Big Drama
Thomas H. Ince has purchased screen rights to "Ann
Christie,"
Eugene
bis;
drama which
had aO'Neill's
sensational
run in New York City last year
and was awarded the 1922 Pulitzer prize for the drama of the
year which would most advance
the cause of American literature. Bradley King of the Ince
writing staff is at work on the
screen adaptation which will go
into production shortly under
direction of John Griffith Wray.
Mr. Ince personally will supervise the screening of the
"special" which he is planning
to make one of the biggest features of his fall releasing program.
Title for Novel Chosen
the"The
title Cloak
which of
has Morality"
been chosenis
for a new novel on which Talbot Mundy, well known author,
and Bradley King of the Ince
writing staff, are collaborating.
The story, which later will be
adapted for an Ince screen
special by Miss King, deals with
the modern code of morals from
an unusual angle and a certain
famous American "reformer"
who convicted himself of hypothe Miss
"villain"
the tale.
Mundy crisy isand
Kingof have
just
completed work on "The Devil's
Own,"
the
power aofnovel
the dealing
Americanwithpress,
which is being published by the
Bobbs-Merrill company. Miss
King has adapted it for the
screen under the title, "Her
Reputation."
Ray With Technicolor
Ray Rennahan, well-known
cinematographer, is again with
the Technicolor Motion Picture
Corporation, now at the National studios on Lodi street. Rennahan recently returned from
the east, and was re-engaged by
Technicolor before his return.
He was with them nine months
last year.
Arrived From Boston
C. A. Willat, J. A. Ball, Ray
Rennahan and staff have arrived from Boston and are now
established at the National
studios. They are handling the
Hollywood business of the
Technicolor Motion Picture
Corporation, and will engage in
commercial color photography,
and produce a feature in colors
in the near future.
Ince Has New "Find"
Thomas H. Ince has made a
new screen "find." Lucile Rickson, a fourteen-year-old beauty
who plays an interesting character "bit" in Mrs. Wallace
Reid's anti-narcotic film, "Human Wreckage." has signed a
three-year contract with Mr.
Ince. Her first appearance
under the Ince banner probably
will be in "Country Lanes and |

About

the Moving

City Pavements," the big
"special" featuring Madge Bellamy which will be directed by
Mr. Ince in person. Production
work on the new feature will
begin as soon as Miss Bellamy
returns from her cross country
"camera tour." In the meantime Miss Rickson has been
loaned to Marshall Neilan to
play a part in "The RendezElephantine Appetite
Two hundred and eighty-three
vous."
pounds of lump sugar were consumed by "Oscar," the elephant
star in Thomas H. Ince's screen
novelty,his"Soul
of the with
Beast,"
during
engagement
the
Ince film company. Oscar had
his fits of temperament like
every other screen celebrity and
unless a five-pound a day sugar
lump ration was forthcoming at
frequent intervals he went on
strike. Sugar kept him in good
temper until Madge Bellamy,
who stars with him in the novel
production, fed him some icecream. Oscar thereafter required a dish of ice-cream hourly until his work hours were
over. The picture will be released shortly by Metro Pictures
corporation.
Ralph Gets Facetious
"Yes, I'd like to be a leading
man. and I probably will be
soon — leading a horse around
the studio." This wise crack
from Ralph Cloninger, who by
the way is one of those furthest
from such a calamity. He is
playing a big part in Dustin
Farnum's "The Twins of Suffer
ing Creek" at the Fox Studios.
Otto's Past Revealed
Otto Matiesen, who recently
finished the part of Phillipe de
Vilmorin in Rex Ingram's
"Scaramouche," is best remembered for his interpretations of
Ibsen, Shakespeare and Washington Irving. He is a Dane by
birth and has played before
many of the crowned heads of
Europe as well as most of the
try.
prominent people of this counMickey Was There
Yep, Mickey was there in all
his glory: Young Mr. McBan
was an important factor in the
presentation of the thirteen
Baby Stars at the Wampas
Frolic, and was accorded a very
appropriate introduction by
Fred
monies. Niblo, master of cereReturns From Show-fest
Shannon Day, who left the
Ziegfeld Follies ill the lurch
when she turned her attention
to the flickering celluloid, has
just returned from New York
where she went to visit her
mother after
a three
absence. While
in theyears'
eastern
metropolis she reviewed every
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Throngs

stage play
in town,
and we'd
advise
anyone
who wants
the
"low down" on what's what
there up
to consult
her, as she's
all
fed
on musical
comedy,
"mellerdramer," etc.
Welsh Still Free-lancer
Contrary to the general impression Niles Welch, well
known screen leading man, is
not under contract to Universal. The report that Welch
had signed on the dotted line to
appear exclusively in Universal
productions has arisen no doubt
due to the fact that the actor
has been working steadily for
that company for the past few
months, playing leads in "What
Wives
and
others. Wrant,"
While he"Sawdust"
is still facing
the grinding camera at Universal City, Niles Welch states
that he is his own boss and a
free-lance player. He is now
finishing up on a picture of
circus life being directed by
Jack Conway.
The hTore the Merrier!
Hollywood reports an influx
of noted New York character
actors to the films. First Holbrook Blinn signed to play with
Mary Pickford; then Emmet t
Corrigan was signed by MarshNeilan, and Harry
then Jane
Murfin allbrought
Mestayer
across the continent for an important part in the screen adapof her being
play, filmed
"The Sign,"
which istation now
at the
Ince Studios.
Actress Burned
Martha Franklin, playing the
role of Mme. Vinard. in Richard
Walton Tully's all-star production of "Trilby," was painfully,
though not seriously burned
during the taking of a scene
this week. She was carrying a
plum pudding covered with
flaming alcohol on to the set
and
liquidarm.
ran over
on nethandtheand
Undaunted,
however, she continued her
work.
Jackie Saunders Back
Jackie Saunders, who recently
returned from the East after a
successful vaudeville tour, is
now with the Rellimeo Company, playing one of the principal parts in an all-star picture,
"The Man Behind," a special
feature being made at the Universal studio under the direction of Louis Wm. Chaudet
from the derson.
pen Others
of inGrace
M. Santhe cast
are
Monte Blue, Irene Rich, Russell
Simpson. Tully Marshall and
James Gordon.
Welsh Has Hobby of His Own
Golfing or tennis hold no lure
for Niles Welch, popular screen
actor who is now playing one of
the leading roles in the Universal production,
Niles' hobby
is raising"Sawdust."
old Eng-

of Movieland
lish bull dogs, and in the back
of his home he has a kennel of
these champion canines and a
showcase
and
cups. full of blue ribbon-;
Wants to Build an Asylum
Wm. P. S. Earle, directer and
producer who is now at work on
the screen version of the novel
"Tutankhamen," says that one
of his pet ambitions is to endow
an asylum with padded cells for
directors who have gone crazy
tryingfectloenough
maketo the
movies
satisfy
all perthe
various types of theatregoers in
the country. It's quite a job,
according to Director Earle.
Speed
BoattheChristened
During
filming of"Bebe"
scenes
for her latest Paramount pic"The Exciters,"
ielsture,
was called
upon, forBehe
the Danfirst
time in her life, to drive a speed
boat. It so happened that Bebe
was the favorite picture star of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Steadman
Wheeler of Boston, who were
wintering at their Miami Beach
home, and they insisted that she
use their 150-horsepower speed
boat, "Live Wire," in the picture. Since meeting Miss Daniels cided
personally
the Wheelers
deto rechristen
the boat
"Bebe." The rechristening took
place at Miami Beach and as a
tribute to Florida, grape juice
was substituted for ante-prohibition wine.
Ince Directs Dalton
Ralph
begun starring
production of aInce
newhaspicture
Dorothymount Dalton
the ParaLong Islandatstudio.
It is
a French story adapted by J
Clarkson Miller from the play,
"Leah Kleschna," by C. M. McLellan. Miss Dalton will have
the support of James Rennie.
Alphonse
Ethier,
Percival, Frederick
LewisWalter
and others
who have not yet been selected.
Estelle Taylor Busy
Estelle Taylor, who has the
feminine lead in Richard
Thomas' current production,
"Other Men's Money," has been
cast
in C. B. DeMille's
Commandments,"
which will"Tengo
into production immediately
after Miss Taylor concludes her
engagement with Mr. Thomas,
or about May 8th.
Worsley Going Abroad?
Wallace Worsley, who is directing "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" for Universal, is
planning to take a company
abroad for two years for the
filming of four feature stories.
At any rate, this is the report
received from his press agent
so you can believe it or not. The
announcement further states
that the historical
company features
will "film
dramatic,
for
theatres, schools, churches and
the home."
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REPORT
According to announcement,
Rupert. Julian has terminated
his contract with Universal.
The noted director of "Merry
Go Round" left that company
April 25th, on the fulfillment of
his agreement.
Julian has completed the
editing and titling of the Viennese spectacle, after fifteen
weeks of hard work at this task.
The picture has been reduced to
ten reels from over 200,000 feet
of film.
When interviewed, Julian said
that he had under consideration
a number of offers from film
producing companies, including
one from Universal, but that he
would make no decision for the
present.
"My engagement with Universal was a most pleasant one,"
said Julian. "The treatment
accorded me by Mr. Laemmle
and other studio executives was
wonderful, and I hope I have repaid them by producing a picture thai will be a big success,
both artistically and financially.
"The taking over of 'Merry
Go
tremendous
I ask.Round'
I havewasbeena at
work on
the picture more than six
months, and I think I deserve
a short rest. Several of the
leading companies have approached me with offers and
Universal has made me an excellent preposition to remain
with (hem. But I shall make no
decision for a few days. Universal has assured me that the
negative
of proper
'Merry care
Go Round'
will receive
in the
cutting of it in New York, so I
shall not make the trip east to
supervise
the work."
Julian, who
began his film
career with Universal more
than ten years ago, has made
more than sixty feature productions, several of which have
grossed more than $800,000, and
one, "The Kaiser, The Beast of
Berlin,"
more rated
than astwoonemillions.
He has been
of the
few directors able to consistently make financial successes.
Julian retired from motion pictures in 1920, but, was persuaded
to return to Universal last fall
to take over the "Merry Go
Round."
MORANTE TO BE STARRED
IN NEW COMEDY SERIES
Milburn Morante, who costarred with Gale Henry and
Billy Franey in the old "Joker"
comedies produced a number of
years ago by Universal, has
again entered the comedy field,
this time as the featured player
in a series of two-reel situation
comedies to be made at the Russell studios under the direction
of Tom Gibson. Eddie Barry
and Olga Gordon have been engaged, among a number of others, to appear in his support.

"KIPPS" GETS THERE IN AMERICA
George K. Arthur, who for two
years was starred in feature
films produced by Stoll Films,
Inc., in London, England, and
who is one of several artists
from England to recently enter
film work in Hollywood, has
hung up a record which is going
to be hard for some of our
"home talent" to beat.
George K., who became widely
known as "Kipps" throughout
England and other foreign countries where his pictures were
exhibited, finished his contract
with Stoll Films last January
and owing to the inclement
weather, heavy fogs and rains,
which prevail in his native land
during the first few months of
the year, young Arthur decided
it would be a great time for him
to make a trip to Southern California, a trip he had eagerly
looked forward to for some
time. In Southern California,
he figured, he would spend a few
weeks basking in the warmth
and sunshine, he would give
American film production methods the twice around and then,
after an enjoyable vacation,
would return to England to resume his screen activities.
Fate, however, played her
hand in a manner quite agreeable to the actor!
Two days after becoming a
resident of Hollywood young
Arthur stepped over to the Fox
studios. Here, he thought, he
could gain admittance to the
studios and gather data on how
pictures are made in this country. Like all other visitors,
however, he was denied permission to enter the plant. He had
expected that Hollywood studios
were like English studios in
some respects, at least, that
I hey would allow people to go
through the studio. As he retraced his steps toward the
street he heard someone talking
to the casting director.
"Perhaps I can get a studio
pass
Casting toDirector,"
said from
youngMr.Arthur
himself.
As he approached, the c. d., who
had been closely observing the
youth, said, "You're just the fellow I can use in one of our pictures. Come with me, please."

News Section
IN TWO CLIPS

Young Arthur had not been
given a chance to ask for the
pass ,the c. d. apparently taking
for granted that the actor was
seeking employment.
Failing to disclose the purpose
of his visit to the studios, young
Arthur accepted a part which
the casting director offered him
in Shirley Mason's laiest fea"The Eleventh
thereby ture,
scoring
his first Hour,"
record
— only two days in Hollywood
and given a part in a motion
After his work in the Fox picture was completed Arthur was
assigned the juvenile lead, the
ro'e
of "Lem" in "Hollywood,"
picture."
which
Lasky is producing under
the direction of James Cruze.
And now, with the actor a
resident of Hollywood for onlyeight weeks, he has scored his
greatest record — P. A. Powers
of the R.-C. studios has given
him a contract which calls for
his services as the star in a new
series of stories, dealing with
small-town life, which the company is to produce. Work on
the first story is to commence
shortly, as soon as a suitable
vehicle has been found.
One offriends
George inK.Hollywood
Arthur's
greatest
film colony is Charlie Chaplin,
whom he met when the comedian was in England recently. In
presenting young Arthur with a
phofograph of himself, Chaplin
inscribed thereon, "To George
K. Arthur. One of the greatest
assets to an actor is personality.
You have
it." asComing
great
an actor
Chaplin,from
youngso
Arthur
highly. values the photograph
Having met with success in
pictures here within such a remarkably short time, Arthur has
established his permanent residence in a bungalow in the Hollywood foothills, declaring he
has found this country superior
in many ways to his native land
nitely.
and hopes to remain here indefiHe has already had his English bride, Milba K. Lloyd,
transported to Hollywood, and
she, too, is actively engaged in
film work here, serving as sculptress at the Lasky studios.

LOUISE FAZENDA
CAST IN STAHL FILM,
"THE WANTERS"

ROY DEL RUTH
FINISHES NEW COMEDY
FOR SENNETT

Louise Fazenda, the famous
comedy queen, has been added
to the all-star cast of the John
M. Staid special, "The Wanters," now under production at
the Louis B. Mayer studios for
First National. The role is said
to be especially adapted to Miss
Fazenda's unique kind of fun
making. The comedienne's
most recent work was in "Main
Street," where she enacts the
role of Bea Sorenson, Swedish
maid. She finished work recently as a factory girl in "The
Fog," a Max Graf production for
Metro.

Roy Del Ruth has completed
"Skylarking," an all-star Mack
Sennett comedy to be released
through Pathe, which was
started under the working title,
"Mud Pies and Puddles." The
cast includes Harry Gribbons,
Alberta Vaughn, Kewpie Morgan, Lila Leslie, Josephine
Adair,
Teddy. Jack William Lucas and
Del Ruth started today on another comedy production in
which Harry Gribbon is to play
a featured role.
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BIG

COSMOPOLITAN
OUTPUT
According to telegraphic advice from New York to the
Goldwyn Studios, fifteen pictures produced by Cosmopolitan
Productions will be placed on
the market next season by the
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, in connection with the
Goldwyn output.
This announcement follows
that of the merger for distribution recently consummated by
William Randolph Hearst and
F. J. Godsol. The pictures include "Enemies of Women," by
Vicente Blasco Ibenez, now enjoying a successf run at the
Central Theatre ul
in New York,
and at the Rialto Theatre in
Los Angeles, with a cast including Lionel Barrymore and Alma
Rubens. The picture was directed by Alan Crosland.
Following this will be Marion
Davies in "Little Old New
York," written by Rita Johnso
Young and directed by Sidneyn
Olcott; "The Daughter of
Mother
,"
Jack
directed McGinn
by Franceby
s MarionBoyle,
and
George Hill; "Unseeing Eyes,"
by Arthur Stringer, directed by
E. H. Griffith, with Lionel
Barrymore and Seena Owen;
"Under the Red Robe," by Stanley Weyman, directed by Alan
Crosland, with Robert B. Mantell, John Charles Thomas and
Alma Rubens.
Also included in the schedule
are Marion Davies in "Ysolde,"
by Charles Major; "The Flaming Forest," by James
Curwood; "Alias the Oliver
Lone
Wolf," by Louis Joseph Vance,
with Bert Lytell; "The Temptress," by Vicente
Ibenez;
"The Country Blasco
Beyond," by
James Oliver Curwood; "Vendetta," by Marie Corelli "A
Gentleman of France," by ;Stanley Weyman, with Bert Lytell;
Marion Davies in "Alice of Old
Vincennes," by Maurice ThompNavarre,
son; "The Helmet
Bert"
Runkle,of with
by Bertha
Lytell; and "The Garden of
Peril," by Cynthia Stockley.
"ALAN" IS POPULAR NAME
IN JACKIE COOGAN CAST
This is a tale of the three
Alans! Despite the title, it
does not concern a vaudeville
act, but merely states that
three young men who bear the
proud name of Alan are prominent in Jackie Coogan's support
for
King."
There "Long
is Alan Live
Forresttheas Nikky,
the Lieutenant of the Royal
Guards and Jackie's own aid de
camp; Alan Hale, who will play
bluff King Karl (no relation to
the equally bluff King Cole),
and Alan Sears who will play
the
role inof this
the American
boy's
father
Mary Roberts
Rinehart story.
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Laura LaPlante has been cast
for her third leading feminine
role in support of the popular
Hoot Gibson at Universal City.
The latest Gibson feature in
which Miss LaPlante appears is
"Out of Luck," an original story
of a cowboy who joins the navy,
by Edward Sedgwick, who is directing the picture.
Other plays in which Miss
LaPlante appeared with Gibson
were "Dead Game" and "Shootin' for
Love,"of both
typical
ern features
the type
thatwesthas
made Gibson so popular with
the motion picture public.
Her latest appearance before
the camera was made in support
of Roy Stewart in "Burning
Words,"
a story
of the Northwest Mounted
Police.
Miss LaPlante is one of the
most popular of the younger
screen actresses and was
chosen
the "Warnpas"
as one
of
the by
thirteen
baby stars
for
the coming 1923 season.
Production has just been completed at Universal City on
"Burning Words," a story of the
Royal Northwest Mounted Police, starling Roy Stewart. The
picture was directed by Stuart
Paton.
"Burning Words" was written
especially for Stewart by Harrison Warren Jacobs and formed
the vehicle for Stewart's first
appearance as a star in a feature production under his new
starring contract with Universal. Previous to his new contract he was starred in chaptei
plays and two-reel westerns,
and cast in all-star pictures.
Supporting him in the cast
were Laura LaPlante, Harold
Goodwin, Edith Yorke, Allied
Fisher, Noble Johnson, William
Welsh, Harry Carter and George
McPaniels.
The world's youngest film star
has "arrived." She's not quite
four years old yet — but she's
now thea "great
big star,"
with onein
of
best known
directors
filmland. She won it all through
clever acting.
This is the news from Universal City, with the announcement
that Baby Peggy is to make her
debut in a big feature play.
Baby
Peggy'sfor comedies
been famous
some time. have
Her
"Jack, the Giant Killer" and
others have made her the best
known baby in the world.
Wherefore Carl Laemmle has
decided that she is a star of the
first magnitude. Raymond L.
Schrock',versalscenario
at UniCity and editor
King Baggot,
famous actor and director, are
now engaged on the story in
which she is to play, and King
Baggot, himself, will direct the
offering, to be released as a
Universal-Jewel photoplay. The
title has not been announced
yet. A big cast of well-known
"grown-up" actors and actresses

U

to You

will support the diminutive star
in a seven or eight reel elaborate special.
Jack Hoxie, veteran cowboy
and trick rider of the screen,
has ridden, roped and shot his
way through his first starring
feature for Universal, "Don
Quicks- hot of the Rio Grande,"
a story of the great southwestern cattle country.
The story was adapted to the
screen from a magazine story by
Stephens Chalmers and was directed by George E. Marshall,
who will also direct Hoxie in
his next Universal western feature, "Where Is this West," an
original story by George C. Hull.
Hoxie has been signed by
Universal to do a series of feature productions built around
the western cattle country. In
the Hoxie unit at Universal City
are a dozen grizzled veterans
who have ridden the range from
the Mexican border to Alberta,
old friends of the cowboy screen
star, some of whom knew him
when he was just a youngster
on his dad's cattle ranch in
Oklahoma. They lend realistic
atmcsphere to his productions.
Clarence L. Brown has been
signed by the Universal Pictures
Corporation.
Brown directed "The Light in
the Dark," and other notable
screen successes and is regarded as an artist of firm standing.
His contract with Universal
calls for the making of four
productions of unusuai calibre.
The first of these will be "The
Acquittal."
Rita which
Weiman's
famous stage play
has been
a sensation in New York and is
just now opening a run in London which is expected to rival
its success in New York.
Priscilla Dean, star of "Under
Two Flags," "The Flame of
Life."foremost
and "White
Tiger,"actresses
one of
the
emotional
of the film day, will star in "The
Acquittal." For the supporting
cast Brown is conferring with
Fred Datig, casting director at
Universal City, in the selection
of players of proven ability. The
role of the woman in "The Acquit al" isas intensely
dramatic
as anything
Miss Dean
has
played and should afford her an
excellent opportunity.
'The Acquittal" tells the
story of a man twice tried and
finally acquitted on a charge of
murdering his benefactor, but
whose guilt is discovered by his
wi:e and a newspaper man who,
to uncover the facts, secreted
his
in theAlldefendant's
homeownas sister
a maid.
the roles
are strongly dramatic.
Jules Furtbman, a scenario
writer of high standing and an
ex newspaper man himself, is
adapting the story to the screen.
Some of his previous adaptations were "The Queen of
Sheba," "Victory," and "Treas-
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By ben westland
ure Island," three outstanding
pictures.
William Welsh, veteran character actor of the screen, last
week presented Hollywood with
five reasons why he appears so
much at home in the role of a
family man.
The reasons: Mrs. Welsh,
Mary, Bessie, Marjorie and
Gloria, his wife and four daughters, who have, until recently,
made their home in New York
City.
Welsh has been playing character leads for Universal for
twelve years, but he played the
greatest role of his screen career the other morning at the
breakfast table as a real dad in
his own home.
Two of his daughters, Mary
and Bessie, have appeared in
pictures and after they become
established in their new home,
expect to continue in work before the camera.
Welsh is the oldest character
actor, in point of service, with
the Universal company. He was
a member of the old Imp company that was first organized
by Carl Laemmle, president of
Universal.
His biggest roles have been
as the character lead in "Traffic
in ty
Souls,"
"TwenThousand"Reputation,"
Leagues Under
the
Sea," Father Neptune in "Neptune's Daughter," and the father
in "Over the Hill."
ELMO LINCOLN SIGNED
FOR "THE RENDEZVOUS"
Elmo Lincoln, famous strong
man of the movies, whose characterization of brutal types has
won him the distinction of being
the most cordially hated character actor in picture, has been
engaged by Marshall Neilan to
appear in one of the leading
partsto in
"The Rendezvous,"
soon
be started.
In the forthcoming Neilan
production at the Goldwyn
studio, Lincoln will portray1 the
villainous
Russian,
"heavy"
in
every sense
of the aword.
Lincoln's characterization in this
film is expected to prove one of
the various sensations promised
in the visualization of the tragic
romance by Madelaine Ruthven.
The engagement of Lincoln
follows on the heels of Mr.
Neilan's selection of Conrad
Nagel, who is coming on from
New York to play the leading
role. Other players of equal
tame are now under consideration for the different parts and
the cast will be completed with
in the next few days.
The film will mark a departure for Neilanfromin that
it* is
entirely different
any story
he has picturized in the past.
Work on the sets is now under
way and actual shooting will be
started within the next week at
the Goldwyn Studio.

NIBLO WILL PERFORM
FOR LETTER CARRIERS
Fred Niblo will be one of the
interlocutors in the minstrel
first part, which will be one of
the features of the Musical Revue, to be staged by the Letter
Carriers' Band at the Philharmonic Auditorium, for three
nights, beginning May 8th. Jack
Daugherty, Hollywood screen
actor, will alternate with Mr.
Niblo.
According to Joseph C. Fallon,
manager of the band, rehearsals
for the revue are progressing
nicely and Monte Collins, Jr.,
under whose direction the revue
is being staged, promises a full
evening of enjoyment.
An added attraction will be an
"old timer's number," presented
by Monte Collins, Sr., and in
which a large number of old
time favorites will take part.
VETERANS ARE RUNNING
AMBASSADOR'S THEATRE
The Ambassador Hotel Theatre
under the management of "Uncle
Bill" Haas, formerly of the
Strand in Pasadena for a number of years, has been climbing
up from day to day and week to
week. Old "Bill" scratches his
head quite often in securing one
complete change of pictures
every night of the week. He
says
365 one
pictures
for any
year are
and "ahe plenty"
has to
make it 366 next year. Only
pre-views from recognized producers are shown occasionally,
all of the Thomas H. Ince productions being shown and a number of the First National and
Universal pictures. George
Hayes is the organist and Harold
I. Huff is propectionist. Both
are
about as old as "Bill" in the
business.
FIRST NATIONAL WILL
RETAIN "BLACK OXEN"
Denial is made at the studio
office of Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., that the company
is negotiating the sale of the
screen rights to Gertrude Atherton's widely discussed novel,
"Black Oxen."
A report to the effect that the
company was to sell the story at
a profit of $100,000 was denied
this week by John McCormick,
Western Representative, who admitted, however, that an offer
had been made by a certain producer who asked for the privilege
of purchasing the film rights at
a price $100,000 more than was
McCormick stated he was
aware
that in had
"Black
Oxen,"
First National
the biggest
possibility
of the coming season,
paid.
but said that under no consideration would his company sell the
rights to produce it.
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UNIVERSAL RELIEVED BY
THIS SHOULD INTEREST
CAPTURE OF FUGITIVE
FILM SCANDAL-MONGERS!
Believe it or not, it's the
truth!
Jack Lloyd, comedian with
the Educational-Mermaid organ
ization, hasn't smoked, taken a
drink, or used a cuss-word for
the past three years!
Members of the Mermaid organization marvelled at this dis
play of virtue and wondered
what the reason was, and last
week the reason came out.
It was in the person of Miss
Irene Vernon, twenty-two-yearold New York stage beauty, who
for the past three years has
been Mrs. Jack Lloyd. On her
arrival in Los Angeles the
Lloyds revealed their marital
bliss.
They met while both were
members of the cast of "The
Flirtingfour
Princess"
in New
about
years ago,
and York
after
a few months, eloped to Jersey
City and were secretly married.
Lloyd entered pictures, made
good with Vitagraph, and came
to California, where he joined
the Mermaid organization. But
not a word did he tell of his
bride in New York. Mrs. Lloyd
continued in musical comedy in
New York, appearing in "See
Saw," "Chu Chin Chow" and
other productions under the direction of Henry Savage and Flo
Ziegfeld.

John W. McDermott, former
director of Universal, Pox and
Christie comedies, has been engaged by First National to direct a picturization of "Her
Temporary Husband," the famous farcical comedy stage success in which vVilliam Courtenay is now starring in the East.
Temporary
to "Her
be the
fourth inHusband,"
a series ofis
stage and book successes which
are to be filmed at the United
Studios, under the production
counselship of Richard Walton
Tully.
. The play which is from the
pen of Edward A. Paulton, has
been adapted to the screen by
F. McGrew Willis. As a stage
production it ran in New York
for three months and since then
has been played in most of the
big cities in the East. It is acclaimed the best stage farce
since "Are You a Mason?"
McDermott, who will handle
the directorial reins during the
production of "Her Temporary
Husband,"
is looked
upon asin one
3f
the foremost
directors
the
comedy field.
He has been in the motion
picture field for ten years, first
coming into the profession as
PRISCILLA DEAN BUSY
an actor. He played both
WITH NEW HOME DUTIES
comedy and dramatic roles with
'.he old Kalem and the UniverFans who like to think of
sal companies and then he engaged in directing.
their screen favorites as being
He is the author of a hundred
thoroughly domesticated and
>r more original film stories,
fond of the normal pleasures of
many of which he directed per- life would surely enjoy seeing
sonally. During the last year
Priscilla Dean these days.
le wrote more than a score of
Miss Dean finished "Drifting,"
'originals," the most notable of her latest Universal-Jewel vehicle, about seven weeks ago.
vhich were "The Mollycoddle,"
Since that time she has been
i Universal picture and "Just
the busiest housewife in SouthPals," a Fox production.
ern California. Having just
built one of the most beautiful
A/INS APPOINTMENT ON
homes in the exclusive section
ARTHUR JACOB'S STAFF
of Beverly Hills, a big colonial
According to announcement
type house on an acre-and-a-half
Bade last night by Arthur H. lot with swimming pool, tennis
court and all other delights of a
facobs, producer of Frank Borzpermanent home, she has been
ige
Productions,
Mary
O'Hara,
spending the last seven weeks
veil known scenarist, has been
in learning how to get the most
idded to his staff and will comnence immediately adapting the out of a home on twenty-four
hours a day.
lext Borzage picture.
a fewquiet
weeksdomesticity
though she'll
Miss O'Hara has just comendIn this
and
deted "The Merry Go Round,"
return to work before the
md was previously identified
vith Metro, more recently hav- camera at Universal City as the
ng written the scenario for Rex
star of "The Acquittal," the
ngram's, "The Prisoner of famous stage play written by
Rita Weiman, for which UniverSenda," and Laurette Taylor's,
paid a be" record
and
'Peg O' My Heart," in addition
whichsal will
one of price
the most
0 writing scripts for many
unusual productions of that
•ther notable picture plays.
for the coming year.
Miss O'Hara's initial work for company
Clarence L. Brown will direct
'"■rank Borzage Productions will her.
ie the adaptation of "Dust in
he Doorway," recently pub- Screenland Moves to N. Y.
ished in McClure's Magazine.
Jorzage starts casting this new
Screenland Magazine has
moved its office to New York
tory next week at the United
Itudios where Miss O'Hara will City and is leaving John Cornyn,
lso make her headquarters,
formerly its advertising representative in Los Angeles, as
'his vehicle is to have an alltar cast .with several of the western advertising representaest known plays of the screen
tive, with offices at 5540 Hollywood Boulevard.
1 the principal roles.

Now that Clara Phillips has
been spotted by the eagle eye
of the law and her liberty considerably reduced by the introduction of iron bars into the
decoration scheme, Universal
City breathes more freely.
Not that Universal City has
ever feared the hammer murderess because of any threats
or acts on her part.
But about eight hundred and
seventy-nine times, more or
less, on the spectacular mob
sets of Lon Chaney's starring
vehicle, "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," Clara has been
found. Occasionally, being a
democratic soul, she has allowed herself to be located on
other sets, but because of the
great number of extras on the
"Notre Dame" sets that has
been her favorite hiding place.
The discovery of some extra
girl in the mob of hundreds who
happened to bear a physical
likeness to the missing "heavy"
of "The Day's News" has occurred so many times at Universal City that even the
sheriff's office fails to get a
morning smile out of it. Now
that Honduras has been definitely identified on the map as
Clara's citing
present
one exdetail of home,
an interesting
life has been lost.
GLADYS BROCKWELL CAST
IN BABY PEGGY FEATURE
The statement of Universal
oflicials that Baby Peggy is to
be supported by an all-star cast
in her new Universal-Jewel production, took definite form this
week in the announcement that
Gladys Brockwell has been
signed for one of the important
roles in the production. Miss
Brockwell has just completed
an important role as the mother
of Esmeralda, the gypsy girl, in
the Universal super- Jewel production, "The Hunchback of
Notre
Dame."
The play in which Baby
Peggy will star was written
jointly by King Baggot, who
will direct, and Raymond L.
Schrock, head of the Universal
scenario department.
The cast will include some of
the most prominent players of
the screen.
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CALNAY

TO

GIVE

SCREEN NEW
FACES
James Calnay, author and
producer
of "Whyproblem
Do We picture
Live?"
the seven-reel
soon to be completed, is introducing several stage celebrities
in the principal parts of his
new production and all are entirely new to the screen.
"The public is constantly asking for new faces," said Mr.
Calnay, "and successful producers must heed the public demand. Although we number six
popular screen celebrities
among the leading characters of
'Why Do We Live?' we also
have several equally prominent,
stage players in the picture
who are making their screen
debut in this production. We
are confident, however, that
shortly leased
after
our picture
is retheir names
will become
as popular as if they had been
on the screen for years.
"Madge Holmes, who recently
arrived here from her Russian
stage tour, is playing one of the
character leads, while Frances
Cole, the heretofore popular
vaudeville dancer, is playing
the ingenue character opposite
Don Armando, the Spanish
nobleman Madge Holmes is
one of the most beautiful and
talented actresses who ever
came to America from across the
sea, and her career on the
screen is bound to be a success,
while Frances Cole needs no introduction because her wholesome beauty and cleverness
have made her popular with
American vaudeville audiences
everywhere, and will no doubt
win her the love of the movie
Theas male
fans
well." performers recruited from the stage, as was prementioned,Beckman,
are Don Armando viously
and Arthur
both
with long
lists
of
previous
successes to their credit.
PURSUES
HIGH CLASS
SCREEN
"VAMP"
LITERATURE
Madeline Hurlock, playing a
vampire with Ben Turpin in his
new Mack Sennett comedy sa"Pitfalls
of a of
BigConrad,
City,"
preferstire,the
writings
Tourgenief, Tolstoy, Hauptman,
and Cabbell to popular fiction
and magazines. Away from the
studio Madeline is seldom seen
in public.
and
studying.She prefers reading

Special Dances For Film
Ernest Belcher, "the ballet
master of the cinema," just com
pleted the arranging and staging
of a number of dance scenes for
Edwin Carewe's First National
production of "The Girl of the
Golden West." The Berlin Polka,
the heel and toe polka, the
schottische, and other dances
prevailing in the '49 period were | Duncan Starts Work at U
According to the Universal
revived by Belcher for this production. To the tunes of swayproduction schedule, William
ing polka music more than fifty Duncan and his co-star, Edith
players danced before the Johnson, will begin serial work
camera in those favorite steps
there April 30th. "The Steel
of long ago. A special number
Trail" is to be the first chapter
for J. Warren Kerrigan and play produced by Duncan under
Sylvia Breamer, two of the leads his recently signed contract
in the picture, was created by with U. The star is to direct
the ballet master.
his own pictures.
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Hank Mann has signed to play
one of the comedy roles in
"Lights Out" for P. B. O.
has of
finished
herPatsy
workO'Byrne
in support
Stan
Laurel at the Hal Roach studios.
Floyce Brown, {Catherine
Bates and Mabel Shoulders are
v. orking at the Fox studios in
support of William Russell.
Jimmy Home finishing "Blow
Your Own Horn," with Warner
Baxter, Ralph Lewis, Derelys
Perdue and others, at Powers lot.
Fred DeSilva has been signed
by Vitagraph to appear in support of William Duncan and
Larry Semon in their respective
pictures.
Ethan Allen has been signed
by Charles R. Seeling to play
"Doc Benton" in "The Rider of
Devil's-Hoof,"
starring Big Boy
Williams.
Margaret Landis is Harry
Carey's leading woman in his
latest production for F. B. O.,
"The
Baby," ofbeing
under Miracle
the direction
Val filmed
Paul.
Eleven tons of cement tiling
were made at the Metro studio
for the flooring of the castles and
chateaux in Rex Ingram's proMetro. duction of "Scaramouche" for
Otto Matiesen, practically a
newcomer to the screen, has been
selected to play the pait of Philippe de Vilmorin in "Scaramouche," Rex Ingram's production for Metro.
Edward Everett Horton has
been cast as Vincent Piatt in
"The Sign," a Trimble Murfin
Production, which is being directed by Mrs. Murfin and Justin
H. McCloskey.
George O'Hara has finished
"When Gale Meets Hurricane,"
and has now begun "Judy's
Punch," twelfth of the Witwer
"Fighting
Blood" series in which
he is starring.
George K. Arthur, better
known
in England
has signed
with F. B.as O."Kipps,"
to play
leading roles. He is at present
engaged in "Hollywood" at the
Lauky studio.
Al. Murphy, who plays "Andy
Gump" edies in
the new City,
Gump hasComat Universal
an
idea. He wants to play "Andy
at Universal City," and have
Andy meet Priscilla Dean, Virginia Val li, Mary Philbin, Reginald Denny and the rest of the
stars. If he puts it over he'll
have the biggest all-star cast
ever seen in a comedy.

and

What's

What

Julia Brown scored such a
great
in a she
recent
Gang"
comedyhitthat
was "Our
re-engaged
last week by Director Bob MacGowan for a part in the latest
picture ol the series.
Al. Santell has begun work as
director for F. B. O under terms
of his new contract. The first
production,
"Lights
by
Paul
Dickey and
Mann Out,"
Page, has
a moving picture studio background.
Duke R. Lee, who plays
"George Washington" in "Daniel
Boone," being filmed at Unversal City,
work engaged
on a scenario. Leeishasat been
on
his story for some time. It is a
big Western tale.
"Happy" Arthur, port ray er of
comedy characters, has been
cast inproduction,
Capt. Leslie
latest
whichPeacock's
entered
filming last week at the Horkheimer
(formerly
dios in Long
Beach. Balboa) stu-

in Filmland

Emory Johnson, creator of
F. B. O.'s "The Third Alarm"
and "Westbound Limited," is receiving congratulations upon the
birth of a daughter. Mrs. Johnson, who is professionally known
as Ella Hall, is doing well. They
have two other children, both
boys.
Ashley Cooper has returned
from San Francisco where he
played the character part of Bill
Meade in "A Pair of Hellions," a
Saturday Evening Post story.
The production was made at the
Pacific studios, San Mateo. Mr.
Cooper reports great activity at
this studio.
Malcolm McGregor, Metro featured player, is to judge the diving contests to be held at the
Ambassador Hotel swimming
pool, during the last week in
April. Mr. McGregor formerly
held the Metropolitan diving
championship and was also a
member of the Yale swimming
team for two years.

Harry Lamont, well-known
character actor, has completed a j
six week's vaudeville engageEdward Sloman who is to diment in and around San Francisco on the T and D circuit
rect "The Eagle's Feather," the
first of six all-star specials to be
and has returned to Hollywood
to resume his activity before the made by Metro during the comcamera.
ing season, handled the megaphone for two of the Jack London
stories filmed by Metro sevPretty little Josephine Adair
eral
years ago. They were
has been re-engaged by F. Richaid Jones, supervising director "Burning Daylight" and "The
of Mack Sennett productions, to Mutiny of the Elsinore."
play a little boy part in the new
Sennett all-star comedy to be diMarvel, well-known vaudeville
rected by Roy Del Ruth, with an dancer,
whose Spanish dance is
all-star cast.
one of the high lights of "In Old
Clarastarring
Kimballpicture,
Young'sis
Willis Goldbeck, who wrote Madrid,"
newest Metro
said
to
closely
resemble
Kodolph
the continuity for Rex Ingram's Valentino. While in Theodore
production of "Scaramouche" for
Metro, is one of the latest dis- Kosloff's company Marvel's danccoveries of the Metro director.
partner was Natutc.i.i RamMr. Goldbeck was formerly Mr. bova,ingValentino's
present wife.
Ingram's
personal
publicity
representative.
Gerald Beaumont, noted auwhose magazine stories are
Music hath charms to speed a to be thor,
filmed at Universal City,
wild serial. So Ruth Royce, one has returned
after a motor trip
to Oakland to bring back his
of the principals in "Daniel
Boone/'
at aUniverfamily. Beaumont, on his arsal City, being
opines. filmed
She has
small
was so charmed with Los
portable phonograph, and plays Angelesrival, that
he closed his home
it "on location"
in Piedmont and has taken a
lioone
company. with the Daniel
bungalow here.
Carrie Clarke Ward, who probIn line with the announcement
ably has played more character
roles than any other woman in made by him recently that no
motion pictures, is the Mme.
expense would be spared on the
lienoit in "Scaramouche," Rex production of his new Pathe
comedies, Mack Sennett is havIngram's
newest Brown,
Metro productioh.
J. Edwin
also a
ing built for a sequence of scenes
skilled character artist, was cast in the new Ben Turpin comedy
for the part of her husband, M. "Pitfalls of a Big City," one of
Behoit, in the same picture.
the most elaborate modern interiors ever conceived. It is of
Rex Ingram did not know
when he selected them for the semi-futuristic design, with
cast that they are related. J. enough silk and satin drapes,
Edwin Brown is the twin brother
batiks, pillows, and tapestries to
delight
the heart of a Fifth Aveof
Sedley
Brown,
Miss
Ward's
husband in real life.
nue debutante.

This

I

Week

Victor Saville, a leading producer and distributor of England, has been a visitor at the
Metro studios during the past
week. Mr. Saville has been especially interested in Rex Ingram's production of "Scaramouche." He will return to England next week and with him
will go Betty Compson, who is
to be starred in his next picture
to be made abroad.
Fred Stanton, well-known actor
of the legitimate stage, and better known for his character portrayals on the screen, has been
engaged by Mack Sennett to play
the "heavy" in "Pitfalls of a Big
City," in which Ben Turpin is
being featured. This is the comedy which is now under filming
as a sequel to the just completed
Turpin satire, "Where Is My
Wandering Boy This Evening."
Margaretta Curry, who played
in "Climbing" at the Majestic
Theater recently when that production was given its first performance on any stage in Los
Angeles, has been cast for a
prominent part in the new Mack
Sennett all-star comedy with
Harry Gribbon, Billy Bevan, Alberta Vaughn and Kewpie Morgan. The comedy will be directed by Boy Del Ruth. At the
present time its title is "Number
Real cavalrymen eclipse actors
any day
forriding
army isscenes
because their
less —spectacular. So says Edward Sedgwick, who directed Hoot Gibson
in "Pure Grit," adapted from
Gene
Markey's "Blinky." A
border
115."cavalry troop furnishes
thrills
galore.
"Their riding
all the more remarkable
becauseis
it's done as routine," says the
director. "Maybe I'm prejudiced,
because I love the army so — but
in this case I think the film
bears me out."
Julia Gordon Here
One more screen player has
wended her way westward —
Julia Swayne
Gordon,to has
rived in Hollywood
play ar-a
part "Scaramouche"
in Rex Ingram's for
production
of
Metro.
During all the lime Miss Gordon
has been identified with motion
pictures, which covers a period
of many years dating back to
the early Vitagraph days, this is
her first trip to California.
Youngster Forging Ahead
Dorothy Seay has been engaged by the Rockett Film company coln's
to portray
Linstep-sistertheinrole
its oflatest
feature production, "The Life of
Abraham Lincoln." This is the
eleventh picture in which the
youngster has appeared since
coming to California eight
months ago.
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COMEDY

NEW

UNIT

HERE
The field of comedy producing
was this week invaded by a new
organization to be known as the
Forrest Film Manufacturing
company. The new company,
which is backed by well known
eastern film men will specialize
in the highest type of two-reel
comedies according to Martin J.
Heyl, who has come here to organize the production talent for
making the fun films. It is understood the comedies will be
distributed by Educational, and
that plans are already under way
to start production on a series of
twelve of the comic cinemas.
The productions will be made
both here and in the east. They
will be made at the famous Betzwood studios near Philadelphia
in the summer and this November the second series will be put
into production here.
Heyl, who has opened headquarters at 6047 V2 Hollywood
boulevard, states he expects to
take a battery of directors, assistant directors, cameramen,
technical advisors, gag and scenario writers east with him at an
early date.
"Practically
have
been madeallin the
the comedies
west for
aLoslong
time,"streets
says are
Heyl,familiar
"And
Angeles
to every fun film fan. We plan
to make our first comedies in
Philadelphia and can run over to
Atlantic City and other eastern
seaboard resorts any time we
want beach stuff.
idealandplace
to "California
make films isin the
winter
we
will come back here next November, but we believe comedies
made in the east will have an
appeal to easterners. We expect
to put out only the highest type
of clean, wholesome mirth productions and have gone into this
venture after studying the market carefully. All of our board
of directors and officers are seasoned film executives, who see a
ready outlet for more short reel
offerings."
Lewis Likes Role
Ralph Lewis is highly pleased
with his first role under his new
starring contract with R.-C
Pictures Corporation. In "Blo v
Your Own Horn" he has an op
portunity of injecting a high
class, dignified comedy touch
with his characterization that
gives him great satisfaction.
"How well the actor can blend
the humorous with the pathos
is the crucial test of the artist's
ability," said Lewis.
Players Engaged
J. Warren Kerrigan and Anna
Q. Nilsson are among the players who have so far been engaged for the principal roles in
the new Universal production,
"Havoc,"
will
direct. which Harry Garson

DON'T CRITICISE 'TUTANKHAMEN'
When "Tutankhamen," the
screen version of the famous
Pharoah and ancient Egypt,
which is being produced by William P. S. Earle, is finally viewed
on the screen the spectators are
going to be greatly perplexed by
the obviously false looking
beards which many of the characters are adorned with. The
spectators in fact would be quite
apt to laugh, and properly so, if
a certain fact were not clearly
explained to them, for the chin
whiskers worn by Sam de Grasse
and other members of the cast
are queer looking arrangements
that somewhat resemble the affairs used by Dutch vaudeville
comedians. The beards worn by
the actors in "Tutankhamen' 'are
not supposed to be real looking
because if they were it would be
a directorial blunder and not
EDUCATORS

News Section

FOR FALSE BEARDS

true to old Egyptian life and
times. It seems that in the days
when King Tut ruled the Nile
country it was the custom for
important men of state and
church affairs to have not a set
of whiskers but a variety of facial adornments that could be
changed at will. On one day
they would wear one set and on
another day they would change
to a new set according to the
particular whim of the day.
These beards were simply worn
over the chin and made secure
by cords which were tied behind
the head. No effort was made
to make them appear genuine
and therefore Director Earle, in
spite of the fact that he realized
they would appear obviously
false on the screen, ordered the
actors to abide faithfully to the
ancient custom even if it did
seem a little odd to spectators
of the film.

TO AID IN STAGING EXPOSITION

To determine just what episodes shall be represented in the
historical revue, which will be
an integral part of the Monroe
Doctrine Centennial, a commission of prominent westcoast educators has been selected. Their
willingness to serve guarantees
an accurate pageant which will
graphically picture the successive steps in the making of America, from its discovery down to
the present day.
Those who have agreed to
serve on this educational commission are Dr. Rufus B. von
KleinSmid, president of the University of Southern California;
Dr. Ernest C. Moore, dean of the
University of California, Southern Branch; Dr. J. A. Blaisdell,
president of Pomona College;
Dr. Remsen D. Bird, president of
Occidental College; Dr. Ray L.
Wilbur, president Leland Stanford, jr.. University; Dr. Amelia
H. Reinhardt, president of Mills
College: Dr. Tully Knowles,
president of College of the Pacific; Dr. Harry N. Wright, Whittier College; Dr. Victor L. Dukes,
University of Redlands; Arthur
H. Fleming, California Institute
of Technology; Mark Keppel, superintendent of Los Angeles
County Schools; Mrs. Susan B.
D o r s e y, superintendent of
schools, city of Los Angeles;
Mrs. Martha Nelson McCan,
president of Los Angeles Board
of Park Commissioners.
At its first session, this commission found there is so much
dramatic material in the history
of the United States since 1492
that to reproduce anywhere near
all of it would require more than
a year and permit of a different
pageant
everyCentennial
day. As the
roe Doctrine
will Monlast
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BUSTER
FORTH

BLOSSOMS
WITH

BIGGEST

A

SET

It is a far cry from a custard
pie to the Colosseum of Rome,
but that, literally speaking, is
the measure of progress made
by Buster Keaton in his graduation from the two-reel slap-stick
to the feature length comedy.
Instead of juggling custard
pies and other venerable implements of the comedy man, Buster
has a real Colosseum to play
with in his "Three Ages," the
initial six-reel comedy he is
making for the Joseph M. Schenck
Productions. Incidentally, the
Colosseum is the largest set ever
erected for a motion picture
comedy, and, in general, is one
of the largest ever built for a
photoplay.
It is a replica of the Colosseum
of Rome, which was 615 by 510
feet. A two-thirds circle, to
scale, and rising to a height of
150 feet, the set was photographed internally and externally. It took 500,000 feet of lumber— 30 carloads — 3 tons of nails,
8 tons of plaster to build the
frame. One hundred and fifty
carpenters, 50 laborers and 20
painters furnished the labor.
Twenty-five property men were
required to "dress" the set.
The mammoth amphitheatre
was used for the filming of much
of the action in the Roman sequence cf "Three Ages." The
other twohistoricsequences
and modern. are the preEddie Cline directed "Three
Ages" and members of the cast
are Margaret Leahy, Wallace
Beery, Joe Roberts, Lillian Lawrence and Horace "Cupid" Mor-

only thirty days, it means that
merely the highlights can be
presented, although the program
will be changed daily.
The revue will be put together
in such a manner that all who
see it will have a comprehensive
idea of the more important episodes in the story of their country's life in the last four hundred years As the Monroe Doctrine Centennial is being put on
under the auspices of the motion
picture industry of Southern California, ithas at its disposal all
of the skilled directors, technicians and mimetic workers. No
other group could undertake a
project of this magnitude so fittingly. Wherefore it is certain
that the historical revue will be
carried out on the scale that it
VARSITY CLASS SEE A
merits.
gan.
KING IN FILM ACTION
Several interesting outlines
have already been presented for
this phase of the „big display
History classes at the Uniwhich will be held in the new
versity of Southern California
were
adjourned recently by Dr.
coliseum that has just been comR. B. Von KleinSmid, president
pleted by Los Angeles in Exposiof the University, to permit the
tion Park. When the educational
commission has made its selec- history students to watch the?
tion, the plan will be turned over . filming of a number of big
scenes for "Richard the Lionto a pageant-master of national
reputation; and he will be sup- Hearted," which is being
screened
by Associated Authors
plied with a small army of de- at the Thomas
H. Ince studios.
signers, artists, costume-makers
Frank Woods, Elmer Harris,
and other workers to externalize
Thompson Buchanan and Clark
the plans.
hosts to the stuBecause of this permanent rec- Thomasdentswere
who were introduced to
ord, members of the educational
Wallace
Beery,
who is playing
commission are taking more than
the title role of the production;
ordinary interest in the historical revue, because they see in it Kathleen Clifford, Marguerite
another important aid to the de la Motte, John Bowers and
Tully Marshall. Dr. A. A.
teaching of American history.
period expert, who did
The scnools — graded, high and Woods,
the research work for the big
collegiate — will find it a valuable
historical production, gave the
supplement to the printed textstudents a short talk on the debooks, wherefore special emphatail work required in preparasis will be made to guarantee the
tion. University officials deaccurate representation of each
clared that a vivid lesson was
incident that is portrayed. In
this way, Los Angeles hopes to impressed upon the students,
through the courtesy of the promake its forthcoming exposition
render a service to the future. II forgotten.ducers, which never would be
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Franklin Quits Stage
Finishing Desmond's Latest
Big Bear, California, scene of
Sidney Franklin has returned
to Hollywood after fulfilling a some of Nature's greatest
in "scenic effects,"
57 weeks' engagement with the achievements
"Abie's Irish Rose" company in is the location for the last few
the north and east. He rejected scenes of William Desmond's
offers to play in several other Universal vehicle, "McGuire of
Eastern cities so he might come the Mounted," which Richard
back to the celluloid realm, and Stanton is directing. The Harthe work of which he is so fond.
rison Jacobs story is of the
On his way home he paid a visit Northwest Mounted 1'olice and
to the petrified forest in Arizona, the atmosphere is the big woods.
but evidently nothing there Louise Lorraine, leading woman
could stump him for he contin- of many past features and serials at Universal City, is the
ued on his homeward way after
several glances at this unique
chief "feminine figure of "McGuire of the Mounted."
spot.

A new film comedian has appeared on the horizon of stardom in Los Angeles. He is
Johnny Hines, who has within
the last two years hoisted himself from comparative obscurity
to the enviable position of one
of the movies' leading comedians.
Hines, who heretofore has confined his work to New York, has TOURNEUR'S FIRST
recently stepped to the fore in
COMEDY READY
his production of "Burn 'Em Up
Barnes" and "Sure Fire Flint."
IN 3 WEEKS
He has arrived on the coast to
appear for the Warner Brothers
Maurice Tourneur's "The
in their production of George M.
Brass Bottle" produced by M.
Cohan's play "Little Johnny
F. Levee, is nearing completion
Jones."
"When we purchased 'Little at the United Studios and will
Johnny Jones' and 'George Washbe ready for First National disington, Jr.' from Cohan," says
tribution within the next three
weeks.
J. L. Warner, "the problem of
finding an actor with the ability
to put Cohan on the screen arose.
Phis production marks TourAbout the time our search began
neur's initial comedy. The
to look futile, every critic in story by F. Anstey is being
New York broke forth with two elaborated to spectacular proportions with thousands of
assertions that a comparatively
unknown film star was 'The (lancing girls, slaves, eunuchs,
elephants, camels and mules in
George
M. Cohan our
of the
fantastic scenes. The trials and
so immediately
officemovies,'
there
tribulations of the young archigot busy and after viewing two
tect, foiiowing his acquisition of
of
Hines'
we Johnny
agreed with
them.latest films, the mysterious brass, bottle
tiom
which he releases the
"He is certainly George M.
Cohan minus the American flag. trouble-making Jinee are expected to offer many laughs.
He is 'pep' itself. One of the
first things he did upon arriving
The early part of the producat the studio was to lay the rule
tion will take one back to King
down that no one was to sit Solomon's lime and will be
down on any set where he was
staged with all the splendor of
working and that only the chairs the period. Barbara La Marr is
required in the set, which would
the latest acquisition to the allbe few, were to be there. Ac- star cast and will portray the
part of the vampish Princess
cording to Hines,
this doesn'tto whe
instigates the cause for all
give anyone
an opportunity
loaf and it keeps the speed up, the troubles which follow the
and another thing, he refuses to brass bottle through the ages,
work his people too long, as it is others in the cast are Harry
Myers, Ernest Torrence, Tully
bound to show in the picture.
From what we have seen of Marshall, Charlotte Merriam
Hines, he is not only a George M. and Aggie Herring.
Another feature in this proCohan in action, but has just as
duction is the appearance of
many ideas as this famous stage
Maurice Tourneur as a screen
producer."
actor. This marks the director's
first appearance in pictures
M. N E I LAN TO START NEW
since his acting clays in France.
PRODUCTION THIS WEEK
Marshall Neilan will start his Helpful Resurrection
third production for Goldwyn
When Wilfred Lucas, the fathe latter part of this week folmous character man, who is
lowing the completion of "The ,
playing the role of "the Laird" in
Eternal
Three,"
in
which
Hobart
Bosworth, Claire Windsor and the forthcoming Richard Walton
Raymond
Griffith" portray the Tully production of du Manner's
principle characters.
"Trilby," was assembling his coshe remembered some old
Neilan's newest production, a suits oftumes,his
own, which he long
picturization of Madelaine Ruthven's "The Rendezvous," will since had packed away in mothballs and saved, merely for the
offer a dramatic Russian romance, a story unlike anything sake of "auld lang syne." These
this director has produced in the clothes, tailored for him in Ireland and Scotland, years ago,
past. Among the well known
were resurrected and Lucas will
players engaged are Conrad
Nagel. who has just arrived from be seen wearing his own apNew York to play the part, and
parel, which fits perfectly into
Emmett Corrigan.
the "Trilby" period.

ENGLISH

ARTISTS

FLOCKING

TO

HOLLYWOOD
For the past few weeks Hollywood has been the center of an
influx of actors, actresses and
directors from the English stage
and English film studios. They
have been attracted to this city
because of the great opportunity
being offered at the present time
to those who possess histrionic
ability and who can successfully
display their talents before the
camera.
Among several artists of England who are now in Hollywood
is Monte Moles, formerly one of
the leading comedians on the
London stage, who won wide
recognition in European cities
as a capable performer and a
worth-while entertainer. Maurice
Tourneur has cast him for the
part of a London coster in his
latest production, "The Brass
Bottle," and several other engagements are open to him as
soon as he finishes his work in
this picture.
Higby
Wilburin "Talisman"
Higby, who will be remembered for his excellent work
in all of Griffith's
ductions has been Triangle
engaged Proby
Frank Woods for the important
role of "DeVaux" in the production of "Talisman," now under
way at the Ince studios. Mr.
Higby has been on the stage and
screen for 30 years and while
playing the Mason Theatre here
with the "Oh Look" comedy company, was signed by the Associated Authors. "Oh, Look" was
playing New Orleans when Wilbur Higby received word to reand hethestarted turnworkto Hollywood
at the studios
day
after his arrival.
Kentucky Boy Busy
Arthur Trimble, six-year-old
Kentucky boy star, has finished
the first two of a series of tworeel comedies for his own company. Four additional stories
have been purchased for hi;; use,
which are to be made by Director Jack Dawn, who produced
Arthur's first two. The stories
purchased are all by well-known
short story writers.

CAMERA
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WILL NIGH'S NEW
FILM IS READY
FOR

PUBLIC

After four weeks of continual
editing of Will Nigh's second
special production for L. Lawrence Weber and Bobby North,
the feature has at last been cut
down to exhibition length. The
original footage was 90,000 feet.
In its present form, excluding
the sub-titles which Mr. Nigh
himself is writing, the picture is
in seven reelc.
All trimmings have been cut
out and from the flash of the
first foot of film the action hits
a fast pace which it maintains
with increasing speed to the
very end. No important scene
has been omitted and it can
safely be said the picture is as
near to concentrated dramatic
perfection as is humanly possible, the producer says. An outstanding feature of the production is the perfect registration
of every star in the cast. Nigh,
has also succeeded in giving
each important character pre-j
dominance in his particular,
scene.
Tom Moore adds new laurels j
to
his reputation
as asociety!
light.'
comedian
in a versatile
part
Ann
Forrest, to who
has^
rapidly
been coming
the fore,
works histrionic wonders, it is
said. In the straight comedy
line Tom Lewis conies out with
flying colors as the burly, unconsciously funny
Harry T. Morey
fills"bon
the vivant."
serious
sustaining role with his accus-j
tomed energy and reserve. Edmund Breese takes the father's!
part and Florence
Billings J
Shannon
Day, John Golds3
worthy and the two juveniles,!
Micky
Bennett
and Russelli
Griffin, round out the cast.
Andree Gets Kleig Eyes
Andree Lafayette, the girl^
with the sunny disposition and
famous feet, suffered a slight attack of Kleig eyes, and has been
forced to take a rest of a few»i
days. There are very few scenes]
in "Trilby," the Richard Walton
Tully production for First National, in which Miss Lafayette
does not appear, and the constant grind in the blinding glare I
of the Kleigs, finally made neces-l
sary a few days of relaxation.
Loew Official Here
Lionel H. Keene, western repive of Loew's, yesterday
Inc., arrived in Los resentatAngeles,
on official business for his organization. He was accom-j
panied by his wife, his mother,!
Mrs. Rosina
Keene,Mrs.of S.
Balti-j
more,
and hisM.sister,
M.l
Strott. of Chicago. This is th«|
first visit to this city of the e*l
ecutive's mother and sister and I
the party plans to remain hertl
several
days before leaving foiH
San Francisco.
^
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Pulse
of the
Studios
For Week Starting Monday, April 30
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Ass't Director
Director
Star
Cameraman
Scenarist
Type
Progress
BERWILLA STUDIO.
5821 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 3130
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
2-Reel Comedies
Diltz
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
Schedule
Cooke
2-Reel Comedies
Cooke
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn JMcGill
Schedule
Diltz
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Comedies
McGough
Ward Hays
Monty Banks
Wm. Nobles
Schedule
Staff
BOYLE STUDIO.
Phone Boyle 6368
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
598-146
Sunset Productions. A. J. Xydias, Mgr. 518-162.
Bob Horner Productions.
Mountain Story
Bob Horner Daw-Perrin
1st Week
General
Mgr.
Wilshire 4275
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop,
H. and B. Productions
Kelpine Productions
BURBANK STUDIO.
Burbank, Cal.
Burbank 54-R
CENTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback. Casting.
Editing Holly 96
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Charles Lamont
Victor Sherrick
Gorham-Mayo
Archie Mayo Eaton-Cooper
"Gorham
Follies"
Al Herman Marcel-Earle
Herman -Neuf«yld Taking Degrees
Wm. Hyer
M. Sandrich
3rd Week
Leslie Goodwin
Alf. Goulding
Baby Peggy
Harry Edwards
Jerry Ash
3rd Week
"The
Orphan"
Billy Williams
Harry Edwards
Fred Spencer
Wm. Quinlan
"Hay
Hay"
4th Week
Comedy
Arthur Trimble Productions.
Alex Alt
Roland Price
Jack Dawn
Arthur Trimble
Jack Wagner
Schedule
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
Holly 4070
Regent Film Company.
(United Artists release).
Eddie Sutherland Monta Bell
Charles Chaplin
Edna Purviance
Rollin Totheroh
22nd
Week
"Public. Opinion"
CHESTER STUDIO.
1 438 Gower St.
Holly 2693
Phil Goldstone
Productions.Wm. Fairbanks
(State Rights release).
W. K. Howard
2nd Week
Staff
"What
Women
Want"
Eugene
Lowry
Fred'k Robinson
Snowy Baker Cronin
Staff
"White Panther"
3rd Week
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
439-764
Choice Productions
Tom Mills
Preparing
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Holly 3100
Al Christie
Neal Bums
Nagy
Hagerman
Walter Graham
2-Reel
2nd "Week
2-Reel Comedy
Comedy
Preparing
Lavelle
Harold Bodeer
Dorothy Devore Nagy
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr. Wilshire 2115
I. W. Irving Productions. (B. P. S. release).
Preparing
Paul Hurst
Ail-Star
Joe Walker
Irving
"Blood Barrier"
Harry Revere Productions.
Harry Revere
Johnny Harron Stilwell
5 th Week
Joe MurphyWalter McNamara "Supreme Test"
Shell Craft Productions. Edwin Smith, Gen. Mgr.
A. Olsen
R. D. Saunders
Ted Henderson
Kermit Wood
Hattie Carson
2-Reel Comedies
Jack Carlisle
All-Star
G. E. Kline
Thayre Roberts
Schedule
Ben D. Meadors
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Casting
Sherwood MacDonald Productions.
3-Reel Comedies
MacDonald
Gloria Joy
Beckway
Swickard Productions
Preparing
Chas. Swickard
Jofef Swickard
Natasha Navarro Productions
Wilfred North
All-Star
Andre Balloteo
1st
Week
Natasha Navarro "Deadlocked Souls"
Kopp & Conrad All-Star
Preparing
"What You Sowe"
Editing
Better Picture Association
E. A. Marks All-Stars
Superior Productions
Pre paring
"Dawn of Love"
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 4500 Sunset Blvd.
598-165
Fred Caldwell Productions.
Chas. Mack Productions.
(Western Pictures Exploitation).
Preparing
Henry McCarthy _ All-Star Floyd Jackman
Chas. Mack
"Beyond the Horizon'
Jess Robbins
Productions.
(Vitagraph release)
Halperin Productions.
Hugh Deirker Productions.
(American release)
Sacramento Pictures Corp. Forrest White, Vice.-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
"HoTIy" 3000
Clifford S. Elfelt Productions.
Finis Fox Productions
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Stock
Buckingham
Comedies
Staff
Ernest S. Depew
Al St. John
Schedule
Al St. John
Benny Stoloff
Comedies
Sim Summerville Clyde Cook
Schedule
Arthur
Cohn
Jay
Turner
Comedies
Dan Clark
Tom Mix
Jack Blystone
Eugene
Forde
Schedule
"Tempered Steele"
5th Week
Don Short
Bernard
Durning Jones-Mason
11th
Week
Wellman
"Eleventh Hour"
Erie
Kenton
Lew Brice
1st
Week
Joe
August
Wm. Wellman
Dustin Farnum
E.
Adamson
Ed
Bernudi
2nd
Week
"The Man Who Won"
Walt Mayo
Jos. Brotherton
Strumwasser
Jas. Flood
Wm. Russell
"Time Hath Changed"
1st Week
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Wilshire 81
Metro Release.
Thomas Hefron
Clara K. Young Charles Richardson Jack Boland
Frank Ecresford "In Old Madrid"
5th Week
Harry Garson
Neilson-Kerrigan Richardson Cowan
Coffee
"Havoc"
1st Week
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GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
•'Thi ee Wise Fools"
King Vidor All-Slar
iKudolph
'harles Van
Enger David Howard
King Vidor
Bergquist
Clarence Badger
All -Star
"Red Lights"
Carey
Wilson
Thomas
Held
l
>avid
Kesson
Marshall Neilan All-Star
"The Rternal Three"
Carey Wilson
"Greed"
!5en Reynolds
Eddie Sowders
Von Stroheim All-Star
Von
Stroheim
Ouida Berfere
Charles Brahin All-Star
Raybock
•"The
Six Spoilers"
Days"
Rex I aril
Lambert Hillyer All-Star
I >avid Kesson
Thomas Held
Marshall Neilan All-Star
Madeline
Ruthven
"The
Uendevous"
Cosmopolitan Productions.
E. Mason Hopper
George AV. Hill All-Star
L< voy O'Connell
George Berthelon Frances Marion
"Daughter of Mother McGin"
HORSLEY STUDIO.
6050 Sunset Blvd.
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. 438-740.
West Coast Productions.
Miles
All-Star
Staff
"Why Do AVe Live"
World Educational Films.
Eliason
Baby Betty
Wm. Field F. M. Abbey Robinson
"The Forty Niner"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Western Special
Seeling
Big Boy Williams LePieard W. Seeling J. Natterford
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd
J. jasper. Mgr.
Richard Thomas Productions.
Richard Thomas
All-Star
Jack Fuciua Norval MacGregor Burnell-Manley
Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
Lloyd Ingraham
Douglas MacLean
Geo. Crone
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
Irving Cummings Cummings
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
Voohell-Ducey All-Star Glen McWilliams Theodore Joos
"Youth Triumphant"
J. K. McDonald Productions
Wm. Beaudine
Ben Alexander
Ray June
Geo. Webster
Loring Leighton "l'enrod and Sam"
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Egyptian Story
W. P.ArtS. Earle
Dick L'Estrange
Blanche Earle
Supreme
Productions.All-Star Jules Cronjager
Chas. J. Hall
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City.
Associated Authors, Inc.
Chester Withey
All-Star Joe Walker
Claude Mitchell
Frank Woods "Ilk-hard, the Lion Hearted'
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Del Andrews Lloyd Hughes
Max Dupont
Frank
Gereghty
Kate
Corbaley
"Judgment of the Storm"
Cortland Productions
Robert Thornby Guy Bates Post Harold James
Frenchie
de
Ruelle
Jas.
Oliver
Curwood'Man
From Ten Strike"
Mrs. Wallace Reid Productions
J. Griffith Wray
Mrs. Reid
Henry Sharp
Ross Lederman
C. Gardner Sullivan "Human Wreckage"
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Murfin-MeCloskey
All-Star
King
Gray
Corbaley-Van Upp "The Sign"
Laurance Trimble StronEheart C. B. Dreyer
Cyril Gardner
Donna Darrcll "I'hantom Pack'
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting.
1520 Vine St. Fred Kley. Studio Mgr.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players Lasky Release.)
Jack Boland
AVells Hastings
Alfred Green
Astor- Agnew
Guy AVilky
the Ladies"
Jerome Storm
All-Star
Frank Brandon
Beulah Marie Dix "To
Ded Jennings
"Children With
of Jazz"
Herbert Brenon
Betty Compson
Harold
Swartz
Jimmy
Howe
"Woman
Four Faces"
George Hopkins
Thomas
Geraghty "Hollywood"
Vernon Keys
Karl Brown
James Cruze
Non-Star
Sam Wood
Gloria Swanson
John AVaters
Alfred Gilks
Sada
Cowan
"Bluebeard's
8th
AVife"
Arthur Miller
Geo. Fitzmaurice Pola Negri
Bergere
Cheat"
Si Klegg
Frank
O'Connor Ouida
All-Star
AValdemar
Young "The
Geo. Melford
Bert Glennon
"Salome
Jane"
Charles Maigne Joy
Sada
"Scarlet Partner"
WalterMoore
Hiers
Rob Wagner
AValterCowan
AVoods
Bert Baldridge
Leo Pierson
"Fair AVeek"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro release).
Reginald Barker
All-Star Percy Hilburn
Harry Schenck
Katterjohn "Law Bringers"
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (AI Lichtman Release). Monte
The Leightons
Tom Forman All-Star Harry Perry Sam Nelson
"The Broken AVing"
Louis
Gasnier
All-Star Carl Struss George Yohalem Olga Printzlau
"Daughters of the Rich"
Vic
Sehertzinger
Mansion of Aching Hearts'
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
"Rouged Lips"
Harold Productions.
Shaw
A'iola
Dana release) John Arnold
Frank Strayer
Rex Ingram
(Metro
Rex Ingram
All-Star
John Seitz
Curt Rehfeld
AA'illis Goldbeck
"Scaramouche"
Hunt
Productio'ns. (Metro Release).
EdwardStromberg
Sloman Productions.
Edward Sloman
All-Star
Winifred Dunn
vd.
"Eagle's Feather"
PICKFORD-F AIR BANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Bl
United Artists Release.
"Roslta"
Ernest Lubitach
Mary Pickford
Charles Rosher
Jim Townsend
Edw. Knohlock
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
"The Miracle Baby"
Y?1!1^"'
Harry
AVm.
Bernstein-Jappard
Mai St. ™Clair
All-Star Carey
Lee Thornley
Garmes
Moreno
Beatrice
Aran
"End of the Fray"
Jas. AV. Home
All-Star
Jos. Du Bray
Art. Flaven
Owen Davis
■Rlow Your Own Horn"
All-Star
Wm. Marshall
Rol Asher
Dickey Paige
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr.. Gen'l Mgr.
1425 Fleming St.
ROACH SI UDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Lights Out"
Hal Roach Comedies (Pathe release).
5-Reel
Comedy
AValter Lundin
Robert Golden
Newmeyer-Taylor Harold Lloyd
Hackmey
Roach
Doran
Parrott-Fay Snub I'ollard
Hutchison-Parrott Comedies
2-Reel Comedy
Frank
Young
Henecke-Brandie
Howe-Pecar
Len Powers
McNamara-McGow "Paul"
All-Star Farrott
C. Morehouse
2-ReelGang"
Comedy
Hal Conklin "Our
Jeske-Pembrook
Stan Laurel
RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
Malobee Productions.
Malobee Leo Malon
2-Reel AVestern
V. AValker Bob AVilliamson Bebee
Logan-Baynham Productions.
2-Reel Comedy
Tom Gibson Moranlc
Mac Ma n ii;a 1-Kane

CAMERA
I
Progress
Editing
Kditing 76171 I
Editing
San
Francisco
Editing
7th
Week
1st Week
7th Week
Casting
Preparing
1st Week
Holly 1431
3rd Week
Preparing
Preparing
4 th Week
Sth and Last Weel
7 th Week
Preparing
761731
Editing
4 th Week
Editing
Sth Week
1st Week
Canada
Holly 2400
1st AA'eek
ath
AV'eek
Editing
11th AVeek
Sth
AA'eek
Editing
">th
5th Week
AVeek
fith AVeek
Lincoln 2 m
rth AVeek
71Sthh AVeek
3rd

AVeek
Holly 4485

AVeek
Casting
7th
flth

Holly 7901
Wi ek
1st Holly 7780
AVeek
AVeek
fith Week
3rd
5th
598-141
761-721
Schedule
ISth AA'eek
Schedule
Schedule
Holly 7945-6
Schedule
Schedule
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SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
Mack Sennett
Wm. Seiter
Mabel Normand
Homer Scott
Jim Wright
"The Extra Girl"
Roy Del Ruth
Billy Bevan
George Bordeau llins, Casting.
"Skylarking"
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee Pres. Nan Co
Louis B.
5360Wyckoff
Melrose Ave.
Bess Meredith
Doran Cox
FredMayer
Niblo Productions,
All-StarClune's Studio,Alvin
"Captain Applejack"
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp
(First National release.)
'( 'hildren of Dust"
Johnston -Dazey
Frank Borzage
All-Star Chet Lyons Bunny Dull
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release) .
Adelaide Heilbron 'Girl of Golden West"
Edwin Carewe
All-Star Sol Polito Wallace Fox
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
"Dulcy" of Vengeance"
Frances Marion
Frank Lloyd Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio Harry Weil
"Ashes
Emerson-Loos
Sidney Franklyn
Constance TalmadgNorbert Brodin
Millard Webb
James Young Productions (Associated First National release)
James Ewens
George Benoit
James Young All-Star
Richard W. Tully "Trilby"
Maurice Tourneur Productions. (First National release).
Scotty Beal
Tourneur All-Star
Tourneur 'Brass Bottle"
Principal Pictures Corporation. (First National release).
Norman Manning
Eddie Cline All-Star
"Meanest Man in the World'
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Barry
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release.)
Charles Kenyon
Edmund Mortimer Herb. Rawlinson
"Thicker Than Water"
Tom Regan
George Marshall
Jack Hoxie
George Hively
"Where Is This West"
Brochey
Messinger-MarchanMower-Sedgewick
"Daniel Boone"
Jack Dillon
All-Star
"Self-Made
Wife"
Duke Worne
Little-Thomson
Jay McCarey
Marchant
Comedy
"Eagles' Talons"
Leo
Jack Conway
Ben Reynolds
Gladys Walton
Harvey
Gates
"Sawdust"
A. Thompson
Wm. Watson
Warren Lynch
Neely Edwards
Charles Stumar
Lon Chaney
Wallace Worsley
"Hunchback"
Dugan-Sullivan
Sheehan-Lowe
Harry Webb
Harry Pollard
Reginald
Denny
Leather Pushers
Stuart Paton
Staff
Ernst
Laemmle
Roy
Stewart
Joe
Berry
Comedy
"Burning Words"
Baby Peggy
King
"Wanted a Home"
WatsonBaggott
Bert Roach
Wm. Duncan
Duncan -Johnson
"The
Steel Trail"
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
Feature
Archie Smith
Virginia Valli
Hobart Henley
Marion Fairfax
Miller
"Lady
of Quality"
Hoot Gibson
Ed. Sedgwick
Joe
C. Howell
B. Cammel
Humberstone Geo.
Robt. Hill
Wm. Desmond
Edwin Marshall "Out of Luck"
"Skyline of Spruce"
Joe Rock Productions
Leon Lee, Prod. Mgr.
2-Reel Comedy
Jlmmie Davis
Murray Rock
Joe Rock
Reggie Lyons
Davis-Rock
Renco Productions
Ross Fisher
James Kilgallen James Colwell
Dallas Fitzgerald All-Star
"After the Ball"
Rellimeo Productions.
Dick Sherer
Abbott Linwood
Louis Wm. Chaudi All-Stai
Grace M. Sanderso"The Man Behind"
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge. W. S. Smith, Gen Mgr.
"The Alibi"
Wm. Da swell
Dave Smith
All-Star
S. Smith. Jr.
Joe Basil
Larry Semon
"Tin- Rural Rival"
Larry Semon
Larry Semon
H. Koenekamp
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
"Wolf-Fangs"
Chester Franklin
All-Star Homer-Scott
Millarde Webb Franklyn-Myton
WILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd.
Dr. W. I. Schuster
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
"You haveto tried
the rest, ofnowthetryprofession
the best"
Catering
the foremost
10 to 12
2 to 5
Evenings 6 to 8
Palmer Graduate
Phone 436-724
YE RUB SHOPPE
Professional Hair Dyeing
for
Professional Men
1566
621 West 8th St.

"Bob the Barber"
Hellman's 6772 Hollywood Blvd.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor at Law
JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42

Wils. 1550
Editing
8th
Week
Holly 4080
5th Week
Editing
Editing
6th Week
6th Week
7 th Week
6th Week
5th Week
570-081
2nd Week
3rd Week
Serial
3rd Week
4th Week
Serial
Schedule
18th
EditingWeek
Schedule
Preparing
Schedule
Serial
Preparing
2nd Week
2nd Week
1st Week
Schedule
4th Week
4 th Week
2nd Week
2nd Week

598131

EditingHolly 4181
Holly 7940

QUICK
MONEY
RELEASE!
Producers — Active or Prospective — -Get in Touch with a LIVE One
H.

and

B. Film Company
Distributors — Producers
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles.

Wilshire 4275

MOTION
PRODUCERS' Fox ASSOCIATION,
1004 Hollingsworth
Bldg. Main 1072
BurstonPICTURE
Films. Inc.
Film Corporation
Hal E. Ri-ach Studios
Chester Bennett Productions Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
Itockett Him Corporation
Campbell
Comedy
Corporation
HamiltonWhite
Comedies,
Inc.
Jos.
M.
Schenck
Enterprises
Charlie Chaplin Studio Thos. H. Ince Studios, Inc.
Selig
Polyscope
Co.Corp.
Century Film Corporation I,ouis B. Mayer Production
Selznick
Pictures
C.CluneL. Chester
Metro
Corp.
Mack Sennett Films Corp.
TheatresProductions
Co.
NazimovaPictures
Productions
United
Studios.
Inc. Co.
Jackie Coogan Productions Mary Pickford Company
Universal
Film Mfg.
Douglas Fairbanks Picture Corporation Itenco Film Co.
King
Vidor
Productions
Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation Robertson-Cole Studios, Inc.
The Vitagraph Company
Marion

Service— Always

Progress

Warde

Acting and Make— Up for Stage and Motion Picture?. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancing
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
Telephone 821-181
*33 So. Broadway

Industry"
the Motion
of experts
"Make-up
All members Headquarters
of our personnel are
in matters Picture
pertaining to make-up. Specialized training coupled
with a knowledge of what is correct for each individual have established them as the foremost of their
ZAN
....
kind.
819 South Hill Street
Telephone Pico 498

Page Twenty

Wardrobe
Gems
FROM THE BARGAIN CORONET
$200 natural brown fox, like new... $65
One beautiful black cape,
Caracul collar
_ $40
$125 orchid hand-beaded evening
gown, perfect condition $29
5 values.
gorgeous feather fans, wonderful
Screen Stars Wardrobe Exchange
2006 Ivar Avenue
(in the brown residence on the corner)
Reed

Heustis
and

Sherley Hunter
in collaboration
Comedy-Drama
TITLES
and Continuities
816 Detwiler Bldg.
Phone 665-09

Minor
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Blythe

Attorney-at-Law
Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los Angeles
Telephone 134-88

DORIS BAKER
INGENUE
822-741
HOOVER
STUDIOS
6321 Hollywood Boulevard
Telephone Holly 9161
Only the Finest Types of
Professional Photography
All Sittings Made by Appointment
Publicity
Reproductions
Photography
Still Finishing
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner B ronson
Animated Cartoons — Original Title Ideas —
Clay Animation
— Miniature
Animated
Figures Sets and
Cinema Arts Studio
ELMER H. YOUNG. Mgr.
612 r inner Bldg.
Phone 644-42

SYNTHETIC DIVORCE
(Continued from Page 5)

CAMERA!
1 YO
K T s •

the cleanly Lincoln Heights Jail is typical
of modern penal institutions, and that if directors crave the good old days of rat and
dirt infested cells they must join the ranks
of the up-to-date highball hound, build oversized pockets on their trousers, and carry
their own.
The philosopher who allowed that clothes
didn't make the man may have been right.
But, if screen standards are to be accepted,
one's ornamentation goes a long way toward
establishing him. Both director and players
are in complete agreement on at least one
belief — that the cut of a man's hair should
should be absolutely in character no matter
what else may be sacrificed in the interest
of time or the actor's own personal preferences.
To prove that they are living up to this
theory with a vengeance one has to note the
recent sacrifices made for the sake of a
head of hair. Bert Lytell, who submitted his
wavy black locks to the blondine experts in
order to become a yellow haired Rupert of
Hentzau, is spendng his days endeavoring to
regrow the wealth of thatch that once made
him famous.
Lloyd Hughes spent approximately three
months on vacation (but on pay) for the
sole purpose of growing the long hair seen
in "Scars of Jealousy."
But Kenneth Harlan, whose luxurious
head of hair has caused so many feminine
hearts to skip a beat, submitted to the most
ignominious fate of all in the interest of art.
He permitted barbaric clippers to mow his
thatch to the common or garden variety of
"dish hair cut" in order to lend color to his
role in "April Showers." Fortunately, it is
said that Kenneth will outgrow the role in
a few weeks.

TALENT FOR MOTION PICTURE LEADSWANTED AT ONCE— No investment — no
make-up school — no deception. We want to
find some REAL DRAMATIC ABILITY,
that lacks only the opportunity to make
good. A big feature production to commence
as soon as appropriate characters are found.
NOT JUST EXTRA PARTS BUT LEADS
ARE BEING HELD OPEN. Come and see!
YOUNG LADIES and DISTINGUISHED
LOOKING middle-aged men PARTICULARLY DESIRED. Thorough dramatic tryouts given each applicant regardless of time.
Two expert Dramatic Directors to give private tryouts from 9 a. m. UNTIL DARK,
SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY AND
TUESDAY, APRIL 28, 29, 30 and MAY 1
and 2. We care nothing about experience.
What we want is DRAMATIC TALENT—
come early, but whenever you come you'll
be given a quiet thorough tryout. SHELLCRAFT PRODUCTIONS, 3700 BEVERLY
BOULEVARD, (COSMOSART STUDIOS).
Wanted: A couple of live wires with studio
acquaintance to become affiliated with large
publicity
bureau in business capacity. Address
K125, "Camera!"
For Rent — to responsible party by week or
longer,ter, new
Howell Also
camera.
shutcompleteBellfor & studio.
new 170°
Eastman
No. 2 8x10 still camera with Goerz-Dagor 12inch lens. Vhoni' 594-506.
AVAILABLE NOW. BELL & HOWELL WITH
COMPLETE STUDIO EQUIPMENT.
BLAINE WALKER, 914 SOUTH OLIVE
STREET.
TELEPHONE MAIN 3746.
FOR
& Howell
camera,
120°
PhoneRENT—
577-674.
shutter.
Full Bell
equipment,
excellent
condition.
FOR RENT— High-grade still outfits, $5.00 per
week, Little, The Big Photographer, 5874
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.

Directing the affairs of a rapidly growing
organization from the seclusion of a jail cell
is the unique distinction of Joseph Jackson,
newly elected president of the Wampus,
otherwise, The Western Motion Picture
Advertisers.
For Jackson was the victim of one of the
comedy stunts that usually are expected only
on the screen. He was driving over a little
used street in the outlying district of Los
Angeles to keep a delayed appointment when
he heard the motor of a car whose driver
evidently was attempting to pass him.
The street was broad and there were no
other machines in sight, so Jackson stepped

"Service

to

Producer

and

Adeline

M.

Alvord

Authors' Representative
In exclusive control of unusual motion picture stories
by English
authors, whichand
are French
now ready
for consideration by producers and directors.
1720 GOWER STREET
Telephone Holly 484

Justice

to Performer"

Rapid
Efficient Thorough
National types of all kinds. A special department for children.
The same care is given in the selection of supporting atmosphere
as is given to the cast.
THE

SERVICE
BUREAU
1036
South Hill Street
Telephone: 821-071

MOTION
PICTURE STUDIO FOR RENT
Open Stage, 100' x 100'; Open Stage, 60' x 100'; Dark Stage, 125' long; 26
Dressing Rooms; Carpenter Shop; Paint Shop; Projection Room; Dark Room; Modern
Office Building; Flats; Props. Can divide. Corner Venice Boulevard and Durango,
near Culver Junction, Culver City. Open for inspection.
FRED L. HUNT, Owner
333 Title Insurance Bldg.
Broadway 695
For permanent tenant $750 per month

CAMERA

!

on the gas. The driver behind was persistent. Jackson urged his machine a little
faster.
In spite of the fact that the press agents'
president was moving at a high speed (according to his own conservative admission)
the pursuing machine drew up along side
him. Then, to the chargin of Jackson, he
recognized, not the triumphant face of a coworker, but that of an equally triumphant
speed cop.
The judge who smiled at the recital of the
case settled upon three days as a proper
period in which, away from all earthly cares,
he might consider the merits of a more
leisurely pace.
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Yes!— We
Are
Really
Sure!
Everybody Wondered If We Would Ever
WE DID -WE WILL
WE ARE
Better Join with Us Right Now
MOTION

PICTURE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION,
MONTE WEST— Casting Director
HARRY C. ELLS, Secretary-Treasurer
JACK CARROLL — Studio Representative
Open daily and Sunday, 7 a. m. to 10 p. m.

1614 Cahuenga Avenue

PKoiieS

435^253

Will the Pola and Charlie romance develop
into a professional alliance only? At the
moment of this writing intimates of the illustrious pair believe that such may be the
case.
For Chaplin, who has completed his first
directorial effort with Edna Purviance in the
stellar role, is reported to have expressed a
desire to show what he could do with Pola's
undoubted, but as yet scarcely plumbed
artistic, possibilities.
"The
solution
of pair.
their romance,"
said
one logical
close friend
of the
And, since the picture public probably
would profit by it, why not?

Inc.

Hollywood, Calif.

duction
Repro-

The one and only Gibson of western fame
has abandoned the galloping pinto for the
galloping
He'llthestraddle
forward
gun
of the waves.
California,
greatestthebattleship
of the Pacific fleet, and pipe all hands to the
binnacle to see where he is going — in "Out
of Luck," the picture upon which he has just
started work at Universal City under Edward Sedgwick's direction. '

Life

from

Reproduction from Life
—noted
of Clairepianist
Forbes-Crane
Window
by
—Barker Bros.Paul Lupo

HOLD-UP
prices don't prevail here! Our photography is ofpriced.
the best, but it's
REASONABLY
Come in and see our superb Movie
Specials! You can get a DOZEN of
'em for ONLY $3.50.
Victoria Studio
M. T. KACH, MGR.
328
South Spring Street
Pico 5342
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Victrola
Phonograph or
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder,
filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and
surface scratch
noises
;i,
entering
Gold Plate
$1.50 I box. ft0 sound
metallic
. (See Cut) f noises.
Nickel Plate $1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.

Wax

Figures

for

Rent

We are in a better position than ever before to serve the
Motion Picture Industry. With our skilled staff of artists
we can supply you with character figures and reproductions from life.
The reproduction above portrays the character of our
workmanship.
Figures of this type are made on order.
We carry in our studio many stock figures in artistic
poses, which are available for rent.

You

are

Advise us of your needs
and we will fill your order
invited
to visit
our

studio

L. E. Oates
MAKER OF WAX FIGURES
STUDIO 105 EAST TENTH
LOS ANGELES

STREET
PHONE

820-734
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GENUINE
GERMAN
MAUSER
Latest model 9 shot
automatic.
Shoots
ard cnrtrid»<-»—
Uca standH»t m
pocket
—
World's
famous—
Luger.'&i
ml.
*20.75
Hand Ejector Revolver, u\m\\ laami 32 cal. $13.95
$16.95. ::-.-nl. $17.95.
._
Alllir indnfw latent models. Guaranteedgenuine imported.
MONEY
SEND
; ^guarantred
; Satisfaction
or money NO
prompt}^ refunded
25 cal. Pocket Automatic; Kami. Blue Steel Army
Otlicer'sTr.AutoS10.4S; Military
$A%nC
■ •HJ) Automatic
,„ .io.4S; 82 cal.S11.9SS
nch
■»%
Automatic.Ji
' lovertbera. Imported
fREE.
W a¥^MS11.65.
Top Brake Revolver. oal. $8.GS; Bfl cal. SB. 95.
Universal Sales Co. 141 B'way. Desk |J| New Yorh
Motion

Picture Cameras
for Rent
Late Model B & H Still and Gfaflex
Cameras rented by day or week.
Ultra-Speed Slow Motion and Akeley
Cameras rented with operators.
For Information Call
PHOTOGRAPHERS
6035 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly" 4338

Location Lunches on Short Notice
KWIK
LUNCH
Holly 7660
1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.
THEODORE
HAYS
is not a director, but he can give the
director the action he wants.
Expert Horseman
Complete Wardrobe
Main 525
"We save your sole and heel you too"
FRANK
The Shoe Doctor
Holly 3752

CAMERA
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6666 Hollywood Blvd.

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774

Raymond McKee
The Friars Club
Neiv York City

Works of Art from
China and Japan
Oriental Costume
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.

Co.
Holly 5954

, LOW-DOWN ON HIGH-UP \
A mop, a bucket of hot soapy water and a
dirty floor.
A strange combination, indeed, to start
anyone on the road to histrionic fame.
But it was such a combination that was
the means of bringing Conway Tearle into
the limelight as an actor.
This famed motion picture player told of
his incongruous advent into the acting profession between camera "shots" at the
United Studios, where he is appearing
opposite Norma Talmadge in the First
National
production,
of in
Vengeance."
It was while
Tearle'"Ashes
was still
his teens.
He had made more or less of a reputation
as an amateur boxer and billiard player and
he was then dividing his time between the
Squared ring In the Old Kent Road district
of London and acting as billiard marker at
the old Wyndham Hotel on the Strand.
To be a billiard marker meant that he had
to be a player far above the average, for casual players who engaged in a game with the
marker and won were not asked to pay for
the games. Tearle was a profitable investment for the house foT there were very few
billiard players who came to Wyndham those
days who could beat him.
"I guess I might still be chalking up the
scores back in London if it were not for the
mop and pail of water," the famous actor declared.
"On the day that I lost my job the janitor,
who daily cleaned up the billiard room, was
sick,
or drunk
at any rateordered
he didn't
showdo
up. The
hotel — proprietor
me to
his work, telling me to go down to the
kitchen to get the neccessary paraphernalia
so that I could mop up before the morning
patrons began to arrive.
"Right then and there I renigged. I told
him that mopping floor was just a little below my dignity. I refused to do it. He got
peeved. And I got fired.
"Walking out of the hotel I ran into one
of the patrons with whom 1 had often played.
He was the stage manager of one of the big
London theatres. I told him of the mop and
pail incident and he instantly offered me a
small part in a show, then in preparation.
Naturally I accepted.
"After that I had no desire to go back to
the old job.
"Later I had a good laugh on my old boss.
Dressed in tall silk hat. morning coat,
striped trousers — the habiliments of a London man-about-town — I strolled into the
Wyndham billiard room.
"The proprietor was the personification of
graciousness as he greeted me. But he
didn't recognize me. I reminded him of the
floor mopping episode and then, shaking
hands with him, I thanked him for firing me.
"1 considered that by kicking me out of
the hotel he had done the best thing he ever
could do for me."
Esther Ralston, popular Universal heroine
of chapter plays and western features, will
play the leading feminine role in "Thicker
Than Water," Herbert Rawlinson's latest
starring vehicle which is now being filmed
at Universal City under the direction of Edmund Mortimer.
Miss Ralston's most recent appearancees
before the camera were made in support of
Willian Desmond in "The Phantom
Fortune," a chapter play, with Hoot Gibson
in "Blinky,"
a special
feature built around
the
United States
Cavalry.
"Thicker Than Water," was adapted to the
screen by Charles Kenyon from Margaret
Bryant's
popular
"Richard."
Other well
knownnovel,
players
in the cast are
David Torrance, Alfred Fisher, Lionel Belmore and Mike Donlin.

Hugh
Hoffman
Scenarist
and Production
Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit, Universal
Current
"Sawdust"
Jack production,
Conway, Directing
Recent Releases, "A Dangerous Game,"
"The Love Letter," "Gossip"
Professional Photographs
It Costs No More for Quality Photographs at
"Los Angeles' Finest Theatrical Studio"

We are professional photographers
and have
the —bestPublicity
equipmentPhotographs
for making Portraits
Special Stills.
Commercial
wirk
and
Enlargements.
6039 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 2560
"The One Bright Spot Friday Nights"
B
O
BOXING
I
N
G
American Legion Stadium
Hollywood at El Centro
Holly 100 for reservations
Rugs
Storage
Robes Mounting
Renovating

FUR

Colburns
TAXIDERMY STUDIO
933-925 South Broadway
Telephone 643-13

SEE
For
'3K

BRUNO

Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard

SUNSET
TAXI
Touring Cars, $2 per Hour
Limousines, $2.50 per Hour
Special Rates on
Studio Trips and Touring
577-994

578-280

I
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AGNES
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MARGARET

La MONT

HEAVIES — LEADS

INGENUE
NINE

YEARS

LEGITIMATE

577-029
439-869

MARY

RUBY

At Liberty
May

OLIVE

TREVOR
V ampires

1st

594774
437-231
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And Then the Gates Will Open at Exposition Park for
THE

AMERICAN

MOTION

HISTORICAL
and

PICTURE

EXPOSITION

Following Which There Will be THIRTY
July

2nd —

REVUE

August

Days

4th

the Like of Which Los Angeles, the Great Southwest,
the Pacific Coast or the Entire United States
Have Never Seen Before
And How the People Are Going to Flock Here
From Far and Near, They're Coming to Help Celebrate the
Hundredth
Anniversary
America's
Outstanding
Pronouncement
on of
Foreign
Affairs
and
the Declaration That Insured the
Freedom of the West Coast
Everyone Has His Eye on "THE LOCATION," which Will Be the
UNIQUE Amusement Thoroughfare of All Expositions

As this will be the BIGGEST
Show on the American Continent
during the Summer of 1923, you
don't want to miss it. To make
sure not to miss a single feature,
fill in this Blank and mail it to
The Exposition Department, 800
N. Spring St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Patron's Application
THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVUE AND MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION
For the purpose of taking part in the First Annual American Historical Revue and Motion Picture Industrial Exposition to be held in the City of Los Angeles during the year
1923 in commemoration of the One Hundredth Anniversary
of the Monroe Doctrine.
1 hereby make application for
,
Patron's
Coupon
Tickets
to the Revue and Exposition, Book
for whichof IAdmission
agree to pay
the
sum of ten dollars each, payments to be made as follows:
Dated

192.... Signed

Occupation
Address.Make AH Checks Payable to Motion Picture Exposition

1

Page Two
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UNO
Authentic

Details and Photographs

INTERIORS
French,
German,

AND

EXTERIORS

English, Italian, Swiss,
Dutch and Egyptian Hotels

Exterior views of Ciro's, Cafe de La Paix, Cafe
La Cigale, and Chat Noir — Paris.
Foreign street scenes showing details such as
street lights (signs, taxi cabs, etc.
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

MARTHA

W

LEADS
INGENUES

^national Cinema Rese
L.A.HOWLAND

*
300-301

MARSHALL

SOCIETY

Phone 438-761
*
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

PARTS

Telephone

I VIS

I

n

and take a look at the most wonderful stock of antiques in the
southwest. Our big shop IN
HOLLYWOOD is filled with all
descriptions of statues, furniture,
bric-a-brac, rare oil paintings and
other works of art.

439-801

TECHNICOLOR
Motion

Now

Pictures

Available

No

to the Producer

Limitation

on

or Type

of Sets

We buy, sell, rent and exchange.
Our LOCATION is IN HOLLYWOOD for your convenience.
Let's get together ! Iris in !

Technicolor
Picture
C. A.
Antique
4534 Hollywood Blvd.

Shop
1116
Phone 598-030

in Color

Lodi

Action

Motion

Corporation
Willat, Manager

Hollywood 4470
Street
Hollywood,

Calif .
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Cowboys, a Historical Curtain and
One by one the camp fires of the cowboys,
the rugged cavaliers of the West, are flickering out. "Ma Pettingill's" boys, the roistering range riders of Owen Wister and Hough,
are giving way as the mass of population
creeps inland from the Pacific.
But the West of the cowboy days has not
completely passed away. In a few spots it
lingers in all its primitive colorfulness, with
its habits and dress and manners unchanged.
The old West has found new converts in
Norma Talmadge and the galaxy of film
luminaries who are with her at the Mathewson Ranch, where they are filming scenes for
her spectacular French historic drama,
"Ashes of Vengeance," for First National.
Miss Talmadge and the big cast who accompanied her on location in charge of Director Frank Lloyd, have been delighted to
discover a bit of this old West on the ranch
where they are encamped fifty miles from
Los Angeles. The owner of the ranch, who
owns the biggest clock manufactory in the
world, has two holdings of 15,000 and 70,000
JOHNNIE WALKER
acre extent.
Over the 15,000-acre Mathewson "front
yard" the "Ashes of Vengeance" company,
John S. Robertson, the producer of "The
in their 16th century French costume, sweep
and gallop in battle array, ambush their foe, Bright Shawl," a First National picture, in
abduct pretty women, make ardent love as which Richard Barthelmess is being starred,
Frank Lloyd directs and Tony Gaudio grinds has brought a touch of sentiment that will
his camera. And while they are a crowd of appeal to old theatregoers who remember the
cow-punchers, in fleecy chaps and high Stetsons press around watching with wide-eyed days of the glory of Daly's theatre in New
interest.
York City. Memories of the stage are incomplete without some incident that bring
To those who know that he has spent six
to the mind the great Augustin' Daly,
months or more on some of his recent suc- back
ces es, itmay come as a blow to know that who will always be remembered as the great
in the early days of pictures Gasnier estab- American drama producer.
lished a speed record for production,
The reminder of Daly's in the screen veractually filming a complete picture a day
sion of Joseph Hergesheimer's celebrated
for a year! It should be explained, however, that the pictures were of the length story, "The Bright Shawl," is the famous
curtain, which, when hung in 1889, created
then in vogue, from two to three hundred
feet in length, or about one-fifth the length a sensation throughout the entire world.
of a single reel of a present day picture.
"We used this curtain in this production
in the big theatre in Havana where the
negroes held their famous ball annually,"
said Mr. Robertson.
Only one other curtain in New York City
is as famous as the Daly curtain, and that
one is now in the Metropolitan Opera House.
In Judge Daly's life of his brother, Augustin,
the curtain is described in this way:
"Daly's theatre was now (1889) enriched
by a curtain embroidered in silk, representthe 'Crowning was
of Comedy,'
Garibaldi.
The ingneedlework
done in by
Milan
under
the direction of Garibaldi, who wrote:
'Never a piece of work like this was attempted before,' and added, 'What an underPEGGY BROWNIE
taking! What a work! What a cost!'"

a Definition
What are these things you've heard of so
often in connection with motion pictures —
drama, conflict, suspense, and surprise? Of
course, any "fan" knows their general definitions, but that dealing with their peculiar
use
in motion
picture entertainment isn't to
be found
in Webster.
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation, which
is soon to release its first feature production,
"Judgment of the Storm," believes that even
a little knowledge of the technique of photoplay building contributes to the enjoyment
of seeing good screen offerings, so the instructors of its educational department give
the following definitions:
Drama is the structure or method of depicting emotion-provoking events most effectively. Stage and screen drama differ
radically. Conflict, suspense and surprise
are the greatest elements of drama. Conflict may be physical or mental, between two
or more opposing human wills, or a struggle
within one person. Suspense, based upon
the principle that anticipation is greater
than realization, builds a foreboding or uncertainty about the outcome of a situation,
and surprise fittingly caps the climax of suspense by bringing an unsuspected outcome.
How many times have you said, "That
plot's so illogical" when you meant "so absurd?" A plot may be perfectly logical if it
is so constructed that one step of thought
leads naturally to another, and yet the whole
may be an utter absurdity. And did you
know that "melodrama" originated from
"melody-drama," an ancient form of musical
comedy or tragedy?
The first of the Zane Grey productions for
Paramount, directed by Victor Fleming, is
scheduled to begin in the near future. It will
be "To the Last Man" and was adapted by
Doris Schroeder. The production editor is
Lucien Hubbard. The latter, with Victor
Fleming and Zane Grey, returned recently
from Tonto Basin, Arizona, where the picture will be made in the original locale of
the story. The cast and other features are
to be announced shortly.

VIVIAN RICH
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Noted

Impressario

With the arrival of R. H. Burnside in Los
ngeles Thursday, officials of the American
listorical Revue and Motion Picture Exosition pulled the bell cord for the "full
peed ahead" signal.
Mr. Burnside will have charge of producng the historical revue, from July 2 to
August 4. He has been producing head of
he New York Hippodrome for the past
leven years, and his coming here insures
he biggest show in the history of Los Alleles this summer.
The engagement of R. H. Burnside was
afficially announced at a luncheon given at
the Biltmore in New York, just a week ago,
by Charles H. Christie of the Christie
Studios. The announcement aroused untold
enthusiasm among Gotham newspapermen,
trade journal representatives and motion
picture producers, distributors and exhibitors. All pledged their unqualified support,
and many indicated that they would come
to the Pacific Coast for their vacations this
summer, to attend the exposition.
Charles
L. O'Reilly,
of theState
Motion Pictures
Owners president
of New York
and the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, promised co-operation on behalf of
the 1300 exhibitors of the Empire State for

World-Wide

In answer to the oft-repeated query, "Why
not write directly for the screen?" it may
be said that this is the trend of the big producers on the West Coast. Writers who

Rule

Film

Los Angeles' forthcoming motion picture
exposition. They will all use trailers and
slides to advertise the American Historical
Revue; and the project is to be officially
endorsed by the next state convention.
That the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors Association, of which Will H.
Hays is chief, is back of the Monroe Doctrine Centennial was made very plain by
Cortland Smith. Garrett Graham outlined
the plans that are now being worked out in
Exposition Park, creating a large degree of
enthusiasm in reporting the progress that
has been made to date.
Ruth Roland, who has been making a
swing around the circle in the interests of
the exposition, told of widespread interest;
and she also pledged the unqualified support of the active workers in the industry,
from extras to stars. Other informative
talks were made by Frederick H. Elliott
and E. H. Allen.
The introduction of Mr. Burnside, as impresiario of the Monroe Doctrine Centennial,
was the signal for an ovation. He promised
the supreme achievement of his theatrical
career, saying that this was just the sort of
opportunity for which he had been looking
for many years.

Survey

It promises to be a big picture year — for
the theater-goer.
The amusement seeker who leaves his
admission fee at the box office during the
coming twelve months will get more entertainment for his money than ever before in
the history of the screen.
Such, in brief, is the optimistic forecast
of B. P. Schulberg, independent film producer who has just completed a world wide
survey of conditions involving the screen
and those interested in it, either professionally or from the standpoint of the average
theater-goer.
Mr. Schulberg has just returned to his
Los Angeles studios after a five-week stay
in New York, where he met Al Lichtman,
head of the distributing forces of the producing body of which Schulberg is president. Mr. Lichtman has returned from a
tour of Europe that included every important capital.
"The outstanding development of interest
to theater-goers at large, is the fact that
there will be an increase of approximately
forty per cent in picture production this
year," saidportunitySchulberg.
"That tomeans
opfor the exhibitors
selectan only
the best for their audiences.
"Consequently,
that isolated
will meancases
better
pictures. Barring the
of bad
judgment on the part of the theatre owner,
which are not as frequent as one might expect, only the best pictures will be shown.
The mediocre or actually bad film will die
a natural death.
"Of course this situation will not add to
the profits of the producer. But it will result in an immediate increase in the quality
of productions made and that, in the long
run, cannot help but prove beneficial to the
screen, the producer and the public."

To

Reveals

Larry Evans, whose keen dramatic sense
and whimsical humor have endeared him to
magazine and fiction readers in every English-speaking country, has joined the forces
of Preferred Pictures and is enroute to Los
Angeles, typewriter in hand.
Evans, incidentally, has turned the tables
GREAT

Exposition
Mr. Burnside is to have full charge of
producing the spectacular revue of American history that has been outlined by the
commission of thirteen California college
presidents and educators. It is to be put on
in the largest way possible, because it will
be the opening event in the new coliseum
thatmasses
seats 80,000.
Mr. Burnside's
of
and getting
big effectshandling
in the
Hippodrome for the last ten years qualifies
him better for this production than any
other man in America.
"If anything further were needed to insure the success of the Monroe Doctrine
Centennial," says President Walter J. Reynolds, "we have achieved it by enlisting the
co-operation of R. H. Burnside. He is sure
to give the people of Los Angeles and all
who come here this summer the best entertainment of its sort that has ever been
staged anywhere. In the minds of many,
the mammoth spectacles that used to be
put on by Imre Kiralfy have never been
equalled; but I predict that they will be
surpassed here this summer by Mr. Burnside. He will be given every possible facility to make the American Historical
Revue the feature of the exposition."

Forthcoming

have learned screen technique and are ambitious to learn more of it — not simply the
possessors of names that might be expected
to
possess
box office value — are moving
toward
the acoast.

A TRULY
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Prosperity

on every writing tradition. When he wrote
"Are You A Failure?" his outstanding
screen success, he prepared it first for the
screen, then as a magazine story, and now
has it under preparation for a New York
stage production. That is to be his method
of procedure in future plot writing.
"Any really successful screen story has
the elements of the successful fiction story
or stage production, while all successful
stage productions and fiction stories cannot
be translated into the language of the
screen," says Evans. "Why not approach
the writing business from this angle and
address the picture, fiction reading and
stage following public simultaneously?"
John Russell, author, explorer and war
correspondent, has again joined the ranks
of screen writers on the West Coast. After
a year in New York, during which he aided
in the picture production of his story,
"Where The Pavement Ends," he has returned to Los Angeles under contract to
write original stories for Fox.
Stuart Holmes, known to every screen fan
since the first flicker of the original screen
drama as a picture "bad man," is introducingtionhimself
all over again
a characterizaas remarkable
as anyin undertaken
by
makeup.
Lon
Chaney, recognized master of picture

Arthur Edmund Carew, whose characterization of Svengali in Richard Walton Tully's
production of "Trilby," stamps him as one
of the greatest, most brilliant exponents of
the silent drama of his time.

In "Daughters of the Rich," Holmes has
dropped
his maskDukeof whose
wickedness
and become a Russian
face promises
to live in celluloid long after his true features are forgotten. Incidentally, Holmes
has offered an explanation of his bizarre
characterization as interesting as the role
itself.
"I never have seen a Duke who looked or
acted
I haveis done,"
said. and
"It
may bejustthatas there
no suchhe Duke
never has been one. But there are certain
(Continued on Page 21)
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Pola, Her Third, and, Those of Lask/y's Others
Sam Woods has just completed — or virtory. "Hollywood" is a screen version of
The start of Pola Negri's third Americantually completed — a brilliant social drama,
Frank Condon's short story and was adapted
made picture for Paramount, "The Spanish
involving divorce and love and high society,]
Dancer," is awaited with keen interest be- by Thomas J. Geraghty. In it will appear
cause of the undoubted magnitude of the pro- a galaxy of the best known star and leading
It is called "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" and'
duction planned and the numbers of people people, though, oddly enough, the leadiim
was adapted by Sada Cowan from the Charl-|
and important scenes to be used. It will roles in the story are portrayed by screen
ton
Andrews
of Alfred
Savior's
be a Herbert Brenon production and the 'unknown.' A dream sequence in this film is French
play. adaptation
Gloria Swanson
is the
star
latter is now in New York gathering data said to be one of the most elaborate ever and never has she had greater moments in
for the picture which is scheduled to start made — a veritable Hippodrome show in a play, never a chance to appear in mora
about June 1, at the Lasky studio. The itself. Walter Woods is production editor exquisite garb, surrounded by every facility
in sumptuous settings and costume effects.
scenario is the joint work of June Mathis of this film.
a modern play it involves several
Then there is "Salomy Jane" a George While
(author of the screen version of "The Four
costumic effects such as a big Egytian fets
Melford production with a cast of featured
Horsemen,"
and
"Blood
and
Sand")
and
Beulah Marie Dix, and is an adaptation of players, Jacqueline Logan, George Fawcett,
scene,tionetc.,
editor. Julia Craeford Ivers is producand Maurice Flynn being named as the head"Don
Bazan" by Adolph D'Ennery
and P.Caesar
S. T. deDumenier.
liners. Waldemar Young adapted the story
"Children of Jazz" which Jerome Storm is
directing, is another picture with a cast of
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president of by Bret Harte and play by Paul Armstrong
and it is being made in locations where the featured players including Theodore Kosloff,
Famous Players-Lasky, in his announcement
of the production stressed the brilliancy
original story was laid, in Northern Cali- dancer, artist, actor and w-riter; Ricardo
and elaborateness of the forthcoming picture.
fornia. Here the days of the gold rush and Cortez, Eileen Percy and Robert Cain. Contrasting scenes between the young people
The efforts put forth in the making of Miss thereabouts are being reinacted with startling fidelity.
and their exploits — today and yesterdayNegri's two previous pictures. "Bella
render this picture unique. It is an adaptaDonna" and "The Cheat' is a forecast of
To the Tonto Basin, Arizona, Victor Flemtion of a play by Harold Brighouse and the
what will be done with "The Spanish
ing has taken his company making "To the scenario
is by Beulah Marie Dix.
Dancer" and inasmuch as it is a period pic- Last Man" first of the Zane Grey productions
ture with costuming an integral part of the for Paramount. Featuring Richard Dix, Lois
Charles
Maigne is producing "The Silent
quality which is so essential to a drama of Wilson, Noah Berry, Robert Edeson and
Partner" with Leatrice Joy, Owen Moore,
this character; there will be great oppor- Frank Campeau, this picture promises to be Robert Edeson featured. Here is a story of
modern life in New York, contrasting wealth
one of the most powerful dramas of the open
tunity for beautiful effects. Unquestionably
this will be one of the biggest pictures ever spaces since "The Covered Wagon." The tale and penury, having to do with the stock
market and love — two qualities not always
made by the organization, with splendid act- of the deadly feud in an almost uncivilized
ing opportunities for the lovely star.
region, it brings into play all the vital forces separate in human affairs. Ralph Block is
of
life
and
nature,
with
unexcelled
chances
Big pictures, however, are the order of
production editor and the story is by Maxifor strong dramatic action. Doris Schroeder
milian Foster, adapted by Sada Cowan.
the day with Paramount. Take, for example,
adapted
the
story;
Zane
Grey
is
personally
For comedy relief, so to speak, Walter
"Hollywood" which is now being completed
co-operating in its production and Lucien
by James Cruze, producer of "The Covered
Hiers is doing
"Fair Week"
(Continued
on Pageunder
22) the direcWagon" — the greatest success in cinema his- Hubbard is production editor.
Fl
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By AGNES

San Francisco, April 30. — J. Hesser Walraven, efficient publicity man with the Graf
Productions, has been confined to his bed
by illness for two weeks, but is so far recovered now as to be able to be back in the
office again.

Dan Mason has left New York and is enroute for San Francisco. From present indications, itlooks as though Dan would be
featured in a five-reel comedy drama, to be
made at the Gerson studios here, before the
new series of Plum Center Comedies is
started.

Ray Moore, well-known member of the
Goldwyn forces, and Victor Seastrom, director, spent the week-end in San Francisco
looking for possible locations to be used in
the forthcoming production by Goldwyn of
"Masters of Men."

The Fisher Production's picture, "Youth
Triumphant," is making most satisfactory
progiess, and they expect to finish it about
May 6.

The Belasco Productions of this city have
sold the state release rights on their first
picture
Husband,"
and the
picture "Her
will beAccidental
shown here
at the Granada
Theatre within the next few weeks, also at
one of Los Angeles' leading theatres. The
reports on the picture show most unusually
successful showings all over the country.
Caesare Gravina has finished his part in
Erich Von Stroheim's production of "Greed"
from Frank Norris' great American classic,
"McTeague,"
and left Hughie
for Los Mack
Angeles
last
Thursday evening.
arrived
this morning to join the company, and Mrs.
J. E. Jewell and two children, who are to
play the twins in the picture, came yesterday. Work on the production is making
steady and most satisfactory progress, and
it undoubtedly will be one of the really
great pictures of the year.
Robert E. Bruce, of scenic fame, will arrive in San Francisco tomorrow to complete
his arrangements for the making of some
new scenics near here, and farther north.

Hugh Wiley, beloved of all Saturday
Evening Post readers for his stories, left
for Hollywood one day last week, for some
business calls on some of the studios. Mr.
Wiley says if all goes well, his "Wildcat"
and
"Lily, the Goat" will soon appear on
the screen.
Al Christie, Vera Steadman and Neal
Burns spent the week end in San Francisco
on their way south from Westwood, a lumber camp in the mountains, where they have
beentiedoing
Comedy. location work for the next ChrisJohn Stout, cameraman for the FamousFaces," and Jimmie Howe, cameraman, had
tried and flailed to get them a week ago.
Players-Lasky company, and A. C. Cuttybach, an air pilot from the Varney Fying
field at San Mateo, came to grief yesterday
while trying to shoot some scenes of San
Quentin prison from an airplane. The shots
were to be used in "The Woman With Four
So Stout came up on Saturday writh Harold
Schwartz, assistant director, to try his luck.
Stout got the plane at Varney Flying field
and ilew up to San Quentin, and had flown

KERR

CRAWFORD

over the prison several times, which is
strictly against the rules, when, as they
didn't heed the warnings of the guards, they
fired
on them.
The down
planein wasn't
was forced
to come
a nose hit,
dive butin
the soft earth of Baltimore Park, not far
away. The plane was damaged, but both
men escaped unhurt.
Two old friends met in San Francisco the
other day who hadn't seen each other in
years. Fanny Midgley, playing in Erich
Von Stroheim's production of "Greed," and
Flora Moore, of the "Pair of Hellions," cast,
being shot by the Stereoscopic Productions.
Their friendship dates back to the old days
on the stage when Flora Moore was an
iy.genue and Fanny Miqgley was playing
child parts in the same company, so they
over.
had many old friends and old times to talk
The Kenmat Productions have decided to
change the name of their first picture from
"Crossed Wires," as announced last week,
to "Tipped Off." The few friends who saw
the private showing of the film the other
morning were much pleased with it, and
Harry McKenzie, head of the organization,
will leave for New York with it next week
to complete arrangements for release. The
company has picture rights to a number of
good stories,
expectscale
to continue
production on quiteanda large
at the Pacific
studios at San Mateo.
The Sterescopic Productions have finished
the
filming
of "The
of Hellions,"
the
picture
is being
titled Pair
and cut,
and will soon
be ready for release through the American
Releasing Corporation.
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Some motion picture artists have trouble
jetting engagements. With others it is a
ase of not being able to accept all offers.
Virginia Brown Faire is among those in the
atter class. Since starting work as the leadng woman in the Universal feature, "The
3ky-Line of Spruce," starring Bill Desmond,
he actress has signed with two other prolucers to head the all-star cast in forthcomng productions, with arrangements being
made to film these pictures one month apart.
New plans have now been made that call for
each picture entering production the same
day. Consequently, Miss Faire will not be
able to appear in both pictures, despite the
fact that she has agreed to put in night work
in order to play both roles.
Helen Ferguson, having returned from
Fresno where, as a representative of the
American Historical Revue and Motion Picture Exposition, which is to be staged in Los
Angeles beginning July 2nd, she was one of
the principal speakers at the "Raisin Week"
convention, is now assembling a new wardrobe for her work as the featured player in
new series of special productions to be
made by George Perry, associated with Mae

Filmland's

Inner

Portals

Murray productions, at the Goldwyn Studios
in Culver City. Actual filming of the first
story "The Unknown Purple," will start on
May 14th.
After playing detective roles in thirty-six
well known film productions, B. Wesley Borman, who has come to be recognized as a
foremost portrayer of this type of role, the
other day proved himself to be as efficient
a detective in real life as he is on the screen.
Three times within a week a new house the
actor is building in Hollywood was broken
into and electrical fixtures of great value
were stolen. This not only proved annoying
to him but easily as well so he decided to
do a little sleuthing of a kind that has made
him popular on the screen. After watching
the house each night for two weeks Borman
caught the robber band, consisting of three
fellows, each of them is not over 21 years
old. As a result of their capture the actor
is to be fully reimbursed for the stolen fixtures and during the next 180 days the
thieves will have ample time to determine
the burglar trade pays for they have been
sentenced to jail for this length of time.

MELBOURNE SPURR
Norma Talmadge, one of the most photographed women of the screen, recently remarked: "I have had thousands of photographs made, but there never have been such
wonderful likenesses made of me as those
justMelbourne
finished bySpurr,
Mr. Spurr."
whose Hollywood Studios are known to all filmdom, claims the
rare distinction of having photographed
every Motion Picture Star in the industry.
Little Mother Spurr, who acts as hostess
to
guests,
as well
withMelbourne's
the stars as
is heris son,
and, acquainted
while
engaged in discussing the relative merits of
different types of photography, she is remarkably conversant with all affairs of Filmland.
Another comedian from the Mack Sennett
fun factory is fast gaining fame in feature
pictures. He is Garry O'Dell, who in the old
Keystone days was starred by Sennett in
two-r.eel comedies and who within recent
years has been playing the comedy relief in
feature productions. His latest engagement
with Richard Thomas productions in whose
latest picture, "Other Men's Money," he portrays the role of "Spike Louis," one of the
principal supporting parts. It is a most
exacting
and one that reability. quirescharacterization
the fullest utilizing of his histrionic
Craig Ward, scion of a wealthy Boston
family,
as the starring
hero in Reginald
"Heart's who
Aflame,"
Anna Q. Barker's
Nilsson,
scored a decided hit with his brilliant performance, and who is acquiring the same
amount of popularity with motion picture
devotees that he enjoyed with stage audiences while acting as leading man for Margaret Anglin in many New York successes,
has recently received an offer to return to
the "legit" but he »>-

May Allison, who is coming back to the screen

Sidney D. Cohn, who has just finished
twelve years A. B. C. time, announces to his
many professional friends the opening of his
office in suite 302 New Bank of Italy Bldg.,
7th and Olive, where he will continue in the
diamond buying business.
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Some
Several years ago — not so
long, though, at that— Mabel
Normand starred in a picture,
made by Mack Sennett, which
was titled "Mickey."
Shortly afterward, a noted
songwriter penned a song,
called it "Mickey," and dedicated it to Miss Normand because of her splendid work in
the picture.
Now comes Peggy Browne,
from New York, and because of
the success she already has
achieved, and that which seems
to be in store for her, friends
are wondering when a new
"Peggy" song will appear on
sale in the music stores.
Miss Browne has just finished
an important part in "McGuire
starring Wilof theliamMounted,
Desmond, "which
Richard
Stanton directed for Universal.
Before coming to Hollywood,
she appeared in a number of
comedy productions in New
York, but has decided that she
likes dramatic work most, and
is directing all of her efforts in
that direction.

"Do
who decry the jazz
music those
of today
realize their efforts to stiflle it would result
virtually in turning humanity
back to 16th century bigotory?"
asks Norma Talmadge.
Jazz music is more than the
music of a restless age— it is the
expression of the American people, Miss Talmadge says. Any
attempt by self-constitut
ed moralists to stamp it out is a restriction of free expression,
most class legislation, she holdsalMiss Talmadge draws a parallel
between the attempts to censor
jazz music today and the musi1572. cal restrictions of France in
"In reading up on the historic background of France for
my next costume drama, 'Ashes
of Vengeance,' which is to be released by First National,
there was no music for theI found
common class," said Miss Talmadge
"There was
the music
the Church only
and the Nobility.of
There was no such 'musi
c of
the people,' as today finds expression in the so-called jazz
Jazz is the music of
people,
and those sour criticthe
s who assail it can only succeed in driving freedom of expression back
(o the 16th century extinction.
In this free country they are
doomed to failure."
One girl wanted a husband
One girl didn't want a husband but had to take one.
The first girl wanted a husone. band so bad that she kidnaps
The second girl wanted to lose
a husband so she marries a sanitarium invalid with one toot in
the grave and the other on a
banana skin.
These two characters, whose
views on matrimony are so

Studio

diametrically opposed, are the
heroines in two distinct pictures
now in preparation at the United
Studios for Associated First Nalional release.
In the first picture, "The
Huntress," the heroine is a
white girl, brought up as an Indian, whoonkidnaps
holds him
an island"herand man,"
then
marries him before he knows
what it is all about.
In the second picture, "Her
Temporary
heroine, forcedHusband,"
to marrythe within
twenty-four hours to win a
legacy, weds a man she thinks
will live scarcely long enough to
see the marriage ceremony
through.
These bright plots are the
basis of two of the most amusing mirth-provokers to be
screened for many months.

CAMERA
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Storiettes

After two years in England,
Director Donald Crisp has returned to Los Angeles, where
he will remain until about the
middle of May. He has signed
a new contract with the Famous
Players-Lasky
will
be back inCorporation
New York andin
June to direct Elsie IVrguson in
"Declasse." the recent stage
success which will b<- made into
a lavish Paramount picture at
the Long Island studio.
At the London studio of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation which has now been closed,
he directed "The Bonnie Brier
Bush," "Appearances" and "The
Princess
of New
Mr. Crisp
enjoysYork."
the enviable
distinction of being present at
Buckingham Palace for the private showing to the royal family
of his picture "The Bonnie

Brier Bush," the exteriors of
which were filmed in the beautiful Scottish countryside.
Gildafamous
Gray, one
of Broadway's
most
dancers,
who performs nightly in the Ziegfeld
Follies and early every morn
ing at the Rendez vous, will be
seen in her South Sea dance in
Allen Dwan's production of
"Lawful Larceny," which he is
now producing at the Paramount
Long Island Studio with Nita
Naldi. Hope Hampton, Lew Cody
and Conrad Nagel in the principal roles.
The interior of the Rendezvous cabaret, which is one of
New York's celebrated dance
club, was reproduced in the
studio as a background for Miss
Gray's dance.

Camera's

Weekly
Wake-em-up
SPECIAL NEWS SECTION
SATURDAY,

LEVEE
BIG

IS

ON

STUDIO
DEAL

A big deal involving the
United Studios is pending and
some important news may be
expected from this source in the
near future.
M. C. Levee, president of the
studio company and producer of
Maurice Tourneur Productions,
has gone to New York where he
will confer with several prominent motion picture men on the
forthcoming transaction, which
it is whispered, will make the
United plant a more important
factor in motion picture production than ever before.
While in New York, Mr. Levee
will also confer with officials of
Associated First National Pictures on the distribution and exploitation arrangements for "The
Brass Bottle," his newest
Maurice Tourneur picturization
just completed. This photoplay
marks Tourneur's initial comedy
and offers an all-star cast including Harry Myers, Ernest
Torrence. Tully Marshall, Barbara LaMarr, Charlotte Merriam,
Ford Sterling and others.
Construction work at the
United Studio will continue under the direction of F. E. Pelton,
who will be in charge of the
plant
in Mr. of
Levee's
absence.
The erection
new buildings
and the paving of roads at this
big "lot"pletionare
now nearing
and within
the next comtwo
weeks will be ready for several
new producing companies now
waiting to start work here.
Upon its completion the United
Studios will offer one of the
finest and most modern plants
of its kind in the world. Mr.
Levee will remain in New York
from ten days to two weeks.
PROGRESS OF MACK SENNET
LOT
The production of a big feature, such as "The Extra Girl,"
in which Mack Sennett is starring Mabel Normand, and four
comedy stories now being filmed
by various all-star casts and directors, all under the general
supervision of F. Richard Jones,
is keeping the big stages of the
Mack Sennett Studios constantly occupied.
New Murfin Film Started
Jane Murfin has begun production work on her play, "The
Sign," at the Thomas H. Ince
Studios. May Allison has been
signed up for the leading role,
the cast also including Ethel
Shannon and Rockliffe Ftllows.
Miss Murfin will direct her own
production.

MAY

5, 1923

"Shooting" in Pasadena
Director James H. Home has
taken his company, which is
filming
"Blow lor
Yourexteriors
Own Horn,"
to Pasadena
of a
mansion. Warner Baxter, Derelys Perdue and Ralph Lewis are
the featured players in "Blow
Your
Own Pierre
Horn."
Josephare Du-at
Bray and
Collings
the cameras, and many of the
scenes already taken are said to
be marvelous.

"Lights Out" Progresses
"Lights Out," a Rex Taylor
adaptation of the Paul DickeyMann Page stage play, is progressing rapidly at the Powers
studios under the direction of
Al San tell. "Lights Out" is
being filmed with an all-star
cast including Ruth Stonehouse,
Walter McGrail, Marie Astaire,
Theodore von Eltz and Mabei
Van Buren.

OIL

WHO'LL

ATTRACTS

STARS

MATCH

OF

SCREEN

RECORD?
PAULIN
E'S

Fritzi Ridgeway, the popular
young star of "The Old Homestead" and who has just completed her work in the "lead" of
the Universal picture, "Seeing
Red," has just become financially interested in the C. C. Stall
Oil Association and she is so
proud of her business sagacity
that she wants to tell all of the
other interest holders and their
friends just how she chose the
company from among the great
numbers of promotions which
are continually brought to her
attention. On next Sunday
afternoon she expects to meet
the people interested in oil at
the Stall lease on Easy Street,
Santa Fe Springs.
Monty Banks, the clever
young comedian who has risen
to first rank during the last few
years, will entertain the same
afternoon with several stunts
with which to surprise the
visitors to the lease.
Eileen, Josie and Edward
Sedgewick, the three who have
each attained success, Josie and
Eileen as stars of numerous
plays and Edward as a director
for Universal, will be at the
lease to meet visitors and to
help Director Roy H. Klumb
choose types for his production
centering around the oil fields
for which the first scenes will
be taken Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Klumb is an independent
producer and has chosen the
C. C. Stall lease on which to
center the action of his oil
drama. His company will include many well-known actors
and actresses who will work before the visitors. Volunteers
will be asked to assist in several
scenes.

A top-notch price of $100,000
has been paid by Thomas H.
Ince for film rights to "Anna
Christie," the outstanding stage
success of the past year which
is now playing in London where
people and critics alike have
proclaimed it the greatest
American drama in years. It
will be released through First
National.
Active work on the tremendous task of translating this big
drama to the screen already is
under way. John Griffith Wray
has been selected to direct the
production, the screen adaptation for which is being written
by Bradley King. The next big
job will be the selection of the
screen actress who will play the
title role.
Pauline Lord ,who created the
character for the sta^e, has won
for herself the name of one of
the great emotional actresses of
the day by her fine performance.
The lucky screen star cast for
the role in the Ince production
stands an equal opportunity of
climbing to the heights for, as
the critic of the London Daily
Telegraph declared, after witnessing the premier of the stage
play in England:
"The character drawing of
Anna is a magnificent piece of
work and it is a vehicle for a
magnificent piece of action."
Eugene O'Neill, the author of
the play, which was awarded
the 1922 Pulitzer prize as the
best American drama of the
year, has won international
fame. Maurice Bourgeois is
translating
"Annaas Christie"
the Paris stage
a result for
of
the
London
triumph
of the
drama.

FATHER
TO

DODD

STAGE

EVENT
From every indication the
Ho'lywood
Auditorium willWoman's
be filled toClub'
capacity
on the nights of May 10th and
11th when "A Night in Dreamland." a musical extravaganza,
will be presented by Rev. Neal
Dodd for the purpose of raising
funds with which to construct a
new church for the motion picture people, to be known as
"the little church around the corInasmuch as the affair is being staged in behalf of members
of the motion picture industry,
actors, actresses, directors and
others from the local film colony
have pledged their full support
to the show and are working
with untiring efforts toward
ner." it the most successful
making
event of its kind that has ever
been staged in Hollywood.
"A Night in Dreamland" is the
work of Jay Wellington, author
and producer of many successes,
who has coached more local talent productions than any other
producer in that line of work.
It is estimated that he has
trained more than fifty thousand
persons for his latest show,
which is to be presented with a
local cast of seven hundred
adults and children.
Hundreds of persons are being
attracted each evening to the
rehearsals, which are being held
in the auto sales rooms of the
Wright Auto Service Company
at 6250 Hollywood Boulevard.
Mr. Wellington has extended a
cordial invitation to the readers
of "Camera"! to attend these
rehearsals.
It is estimated that the first
night audience will be composed
entirely of motion picture people. Many
of the starsnumber
have pur-of
chased a generous
tickets to the show, which have
been priced at from one to two
dollars. A handsome souvenir
program has been prepared, in
the center of which has been repictorialserved amotion
section.picture
Space people's
in this
section has been purchased libi .a!ly by many of the most
prominent artists in filmdom,
including Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks, allowing
them to express in a fitting
manner their interest in the
church venture.
Nearly thirteen years ago Director Wellington made his initial bow professionally as leadin Denman
dramaing manentitled
"Our Thompson's
New Minister." /
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Who's

Who

Sadie Campbell is playing an
important bit in a current Universal-Jewel, as yet unnamed.
Miss Campbell is a favorite protege of Gus Edwards.
Tommy Wonder, five-year-old
dance wizard, appeared at the
Big Brothers Benefit, recently.
He repeated his captivating
dance which he gave at the
Wampas Frolic.
Neva Lynn, the beautiful show
girl from New York, who is
creating a sensation by her work
in Gorham Follies, surprised the
Little Brothers party recently
by dropping in on the 200 boys
and giving a dance.
Edward Martin.del is nearing
the completion of his contract
at the William Fox studios,
where has was engaged to play
the leading character role in
"The ture
Eleventh
The pichas been Hour."
three months
in
the making and is declared to be
one of the screen's most auspicious presentations of the
year.
Miss Winifred Greenwood,
well-know actress of "American
Film" fame, is to return to the
screen after
years'Miss
engagement onathetwostage.
Greenwood will be seen in Zane
Greys' "To the Last Man," to be
produced by Lasky.
Jack Cunningham, who adapted Emerson Hough's "The Covered work
Wagon" for
has
started
on the
the screen,
adaptation
of Peter B. Kyne's novel, "The
Light to Leeward," which will
be Thomas Meighan's next
Paramount picture. Irvin Willat, who has just completed
"Fog Bound,"
Paramount
picture starring aDorothy
Dal ton,
will direct Mr. Meighan in the
new picture which will be titled
"Homeward Bound."
Hope Hampton has been engaged by the Warner Brothers
to play the leading role in the
screen version of the David Belasco
"Thedirected
Gold by
Diggers,"
which play.
will be
Harry
Beaumont. Miss Hampton is expected to leave early next month
for the Warner studios in Los
Angeles following the completion of her role in "Lawful Larceny."
Perry N. Vekroff, one of the
best known screen story authors
and directors in the motion picture industry, has been engaged
by Associated First National
Pictures. Inc., to write a film
version of "The Lord of Thundergate," Sydney Hershel
Small's famous dramatic story
of American and Japanese life.

and

What's

What

Marie Prevost will, in all probability, be starred in "Broadway
After Dark," to be made by the
Warner Brothers.
Irene Rich will be the featured
player in the Warner Brothers
picturization of Kathleen Norris'
novel,
"Lucretia
production
will Lombard."
be made The
by
Harry Rapf, the producer of
"Brass."
The direction of "Little Johnny
Jones," the screen adaptation of
the George M. Cohan play featuring Johnny Hines, has been
assigned to Arthur Kosson.
Hines is at present on the west
coast, and the supporting cast
is being assembled at the Warner Brothers studios.
Edward Connolly, character
actor who has attracted considerable attention for his interpretations in Rex Ingraham productions, has been engaged by Director George D. Baker for the
part of the Antiquary in "The
Magic Skin," which is to be produced by Achievement Film
Corporation. The casting of the
Carmelita
drawing
room
in the Geraghty's
Cosmopolitan
film
"The Daughter of Mother McGinn," furnished the stsene the
other day of an innovation in
pictures when Director Hill
turned over all the arrangements of the set, even to the
placing of a tea wagon, to Colleen Moore, star of the production and Miss Geraghty. In addition the girls supervised all
the costumes to be worn by the
guests
put
on
the at
finala "tea
O. K. fight,"
before and
a shot
was taken.
J Grubb Alexander, wellknown scenarist and author, has
been engaged by the Universal
scenario department to write the
screen "Red
adaptation
of of"Red
'Lock.'
Lock" is one
the
present
day
"best
sellers"
by
David Anderson. The screen
pla\ will be used as a starring
vehicle for William Desmond,
popular western star and hero
of many chapter
of Universal's
most
thrilling
plays.
Charles Lapworth. English
repp tentative of the Gohlwyn
Pictures Corporation, has been
brought from London to the Culver City Studios to act as special
assistant to Victor Seastrom,
the great Swedish director, in
the making of Sir Hall Caine's
"The Master of Man." Mr. Lapworth will advise on English
customs and manners. He is a
close friend of the author and
had a long conference with him
regarding the picturization of
the
novel just before he left
London.

CAMERA

News S Hon

in Filmland

Gohlwyn has signed Georges
Calliga, well known as leading
man in Paris and Lmidon, who
will work in his firs! American
picture
at the Culver City studios.
Julius Stern, president of
Century Comedies, has left for
New York. David Hader, his
West Coast press representative, accompanied him to take
over the entire publicity department which will be handled
from the East.
medium for
Missscreen
Beaumont's
"re-debut"
on the
as she
has been devoting the last seven
years to her stage career and
has only recently come to Hollywood to resume picture activities. Among devotees to the
spoken drama she is known as
the champion mother of the
stage,ing of her
forte being
maternal
roles. the enactGeorge O'Hara expects to
complete
next of
week
"Judy's
Punch." twelfth
the Witwer
"Fighting Blood" series in which
he
starring.encounters
Mr. O'Hara
thisis vehicle
manyin
vicissitudes, and also dons the
boxing gloves for a thrilling
fight with Larry McGrath, who
has acted as referee in most of
finishes
the first"Judy's
series Punch"
of the
the pictures.
"Fighting Blood."
In order that every detail of
dental professional routing
might be absolutely correct,
Erich von Stroheim added Dr.
Henry
Smulson,
Francisco
dentist, well-known
to his staffSanas
technical advisor in the filming
of "Greed," the Goldwyn apaptation of Frank Norris' classic
of American literature, "McMike Donlin, famous baseball
Teague."and vaudeville star, has
player
been assigned by Fred Datig,
Universal casting director, to a
role in "Thicker Than Water,"
Herbert Rawlinson's next starring vehicle. "Thicker Than
Water" is a screen adaptation
of
Margaret
novel,
"Richard,"
and Bryant's
is being filmed
under the direction of Edmund
Mortimer.
The London Quartet, famous
musical organization from England, in the United States on a
concert tour, visited Universal
City during their stay in Los
Angeles, to inspect the filming
of "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame." Members of the party
were H. Waldo Mann, Thomas
Petrid,thurWarrick
Beckwith. Evans
Their and
visit Ar-to
California was the last lap of
their tour of this country. They
will also visit Australia.

This

I

Week

George O'Hara is training
daily with prize-fighters at the
Robertson-Cole studios for hi»
latest picture, "Judy Punch."
Carl Miller cannot get away
from the make-up box. In add!-,
tion to the leading male role ha
is
enactingMr.in Miller
Chaplin's
Opinion"
has "Public
begunj
rehearsals for the lead in aj
Hollywood musical revue "Smile!
Again" which will be given at;
the Hollywood Woman's Club,
May 17-18.
For the first time in his brilliant screen career, Lloyd]
Hughes has a most artistic to«
dancer for a leading lady. Shd
is Gene Feiner who is playing]
opposite to him in the Universal]
special production temporarilytitled "Grandpop." Prior toj
making Miss
her Feiner
debut was
into athehighly!
film'
world
successful toe dancer but shd
has developed
an unusual
natJ
ural
talent for the
silent drama]
and will hereafter probably concentrate all of her professional
energies on this line of work in:
preference to tersichore.
Production work on the VlcJ
tor Fisher picture entitled]
"Youth Triumphant," is rapidlyj
approaching final shots at the
Hollywood Studios. Lucy Beau-j
mont who has one of the prin-1
cipal roles in this picture, ex4
pects to finish within the nextt
two weeks or in time to begin]
another picture for which she is]
already contracted. "Youth]
Triumphant" will serve as a'i
picture, which -is taken from!
Balzac's story "The Wild Ass's]
Skin," is progressing rapidly.
Others already in leading roles
are George Walsh, Carmel Myers and Bessie Love.
"This make-believe life is?
surely the most paradoxical life
possible," remarks Frances Raymond, the popular screen artisL
"Here I find the meanest man in
the world is one of the best men
I evei knew." Miss Raymond
has reference to Bert Lytell,playing the title role in the pic
ture version of George M. Cohan's stage success, "The Meanest Man in the World." She is
portraying the character of h
mother in the picture and ha
had exceedingly close-up views:
of his acting in this particular
part. Likewise, the natural social atliliations of the engagement has afforded her an opportunity to become better ac-.
quainted
with Mr.
teel personality
andLytell's
highly genpolished manners. "And although
I have been an actress for many
years I cannot understand yet
how such a nice gentleman can
ever be mean, even make-believe," she adds.
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CONTINUITY

FOR "PONJOLA"
Charles A. Logue, noted screen
author and director, has been
engaged to write the film continuity of Cynthia Stockley's
"Ponjola,"
to be the
second
Jameswhich
Youngis production
for First National.
Logue, in discussing this
famous story of the Rhodesian
gold fields, declares "Ponjola,"
to be the most powerful dramatic story of its type that has
ever been written.
"In mywriter
manyandyears
as aI
scenario
director
have never read a story that
provides as
suchdoes
'foolthisproof"
film
material
thrilling
and exciting story.
Its theme is one that is entirely different from anything
ever screened before and there
are a number of dramatic situations in it that are entirely
new."
Logue is especially fitted to
handle the adaptation of this
celebrated Afrcan story. He has
made a deep study of the life
and customs of that country and
he can be depended upon to produce a screen play which will
rank among the best of the
year.
I He has written more than 25
produced original motion picture stories and has adapted
more than a score of famous
book and stage successes. He
also won fame as a director.
T\\ o of his most notable plays
in which he handled the directorial reins were "The Tents of
Allah," and "The Woman Who
Fooled Herself."
BACK TO THE STAGE
THE HOLUBARS MAY GO
Allen Holubar and Dorothy
Phillips, First National producer
and star respectively, who in
private life are Mr. and Mrs.
Holubar, are considering returning to the legitimate stage following the termination of their
•resent motion picture contracts.
Holubar is contemplating the
building of a magnificent
theatre in Hollywood — the initial "speakie" playhouse in the
film capitol — and if his present
plans materialize both he and
his charming wife will take part
in at least one of the plays to
be produced in the proposed
theater.
KAt the present time the Holubars are vacationing in the California mountains. Shortly they
will return to their Hollywood
home to resume the grind of the
work-a-day world.
Carmel Myers is in her last
scenes of Earle's "King TutAnkh-Amen," which will be followed by her appearance in the
coquette role of Baker's version
of Balzac's "The Magic Skin."

News Section

HIS LIFE IS JUST ONE ROLE AFTER ANOTHER
There are lots and lots
of actors in Hollywood
who have none of that
"between-pictures"
i1ment
from which aother
thespians suffer, every
once in a while.
One of these is Paul
Weigel, character actor.
No sconer does Mr.
Weigel finish in one production, itseems, than he
is cast immediately for an
important role in some
other picture.
For instance, Mr. Weigel
was engaged, several days
ago, in portraying the part
of Gloria Swanson's father
in "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife," which Sam Woods
directed for Famous Players-Lasky.
He had not finished
with that part before
William P. S. Earle had
signed him for an importaut role in "Tut-ankhamen," now nearing completion at the Hollywood
Studios.
Mr. Weigel quit work in
his part at Lasky's one
evening, and the following
morning had donned his
make-up and reported for
duty with
Mr. just
Earle's
organization. He has
finished
work
in this part also.
BABY DOUBLES FOR HIS
BROTHER IN CAREY'S PLAY
One of the oddest incidents
which has occurred in motion
picture making happened during
the filming of Harry Carey's
latest F. B. O. production, "The
Miracle
As theBaby."
title suggests, a baby
plays an important role in the
picture. It happens that the
child playing this part is one of
a pair of twins. With his
nurse he journeyed to Truckee
where exteriors of the production were filmed. On the return
to Hollywood with the company,
the baby became ill, threatening
to delay the completion of the
picture. There was consternation on the lot until it was suggested that the twin brother be
substituted for him in the interior scenes which were taken
on the studio stage.
This is the first time that an
actor's brother has been used as
his double in a motion picture,
and is an incident that will
probably not be repeated at an
early date.
Priceless Books Stolen
Pierre Collings, who is photographing "Blow Your Own
Horn"turn tofor
R-C,
found that
on he
his had
rehis residence
been visited by a burglar. Mam
priceless books of photographic
nature were stolen. Collings
avers that they cannot be replaced in this country as they
v ere procured in Germany and
France when he made his tour
of the world.
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CHAS.

MACK

OWN

FORMS

PRODUCTION

ORGANIZATION
Henry McCarty, who wrote
and directed the entire series of
Lester Cuneo westerns, produced during the year 1922, is
to serve in a similar capacity
for Charles Mack Productions,
which company has recently
been organized with Charles
Mack, formerly general mana! ger for Doubleday Productions,
as president and general manAccording to the plans of the
company, twelve stories of feature length will be produced
during the ensuing year with
distribution through one of the
ager. releasing concerns. The
[largest
stories will be presented with
an all-star cast in which will
appear
someartists.
of the "screen's
best known
Actual filming of the comsubject, have
the title
details pany'soffirst which
not and
yet
been announced, will start at
the Fine Arts studios within the
next two weeks.
Henry McCarty made his debut in motion pictures as a clay
modeller for the Selig studios,
Does it pay to be popular as following a successful career as
a cartoonist on the San Frana character actor?
cisco Examiner. He is one of a
Just ask Mr. Weigel!
very few men in the motion picture industry who have proved
to be capable
of writing
JACKIE LOSES PRIZED
recting their own
stories. and diDOG; REWARD OFFERED
The town will be resounding
WHEN A HAT IS NOT
this morning to cries of "Here,
A CUSPIDOR AT ALL
Butzie, Butzie!" if there is any
potency in the lost and found
Del Andrews, who directed
columns of the daily papers, for
Lloyd Hughes, Lucille Ricksen
this cry is not a part of a new
game that the kids will be play- and other members of an alling; it is the result of an ad- star cast in the Palmer Photovertisement inserted by Jack
play Corporation production,
Coogan, Sr., to the effect that "Judgment of the Storm," at
his son's pet police dog has
Ince Studios, "sprung" this one
wandered away from the dog upon
his co-workers one day berun behind the Coogan domicile
tween bites at a sandwich:
on South Oxford Avenue.
"In the early days of our industry there was a certain temAccording to the" advertiseperamental director who always
ment, Butzie's
rightshould
hind leg
bandaged,
which
makeis wore a rather
large felt hat.
him easy to identify. He is a One day while filming scenes in
full blooded police dog and very
a "set" representing the boudoir
friendly, so that he will respond
monarch's
to his name when it is called by of
love,a heFrench
misplaced
the hat, lady
and
anyone. Here's a chance not fretted all one morning over its
only to secure a reward from
loss.
At noon
"props"
Jackie's father, but also to win it
to him
with the
word brought
that it
had been found right on the set.
the
young starlet's affection and
thanks.
"When the picture was finished, a noted expert in period
Tourneur on Vacation
architecture and furnishings
Maurice Tourneur concluded
was invited to criticise it at a
the production of his newest
preview. He found only one
picturization for M. C. Levee,
technical flaw, but the
"The Brass Bottle," and left this slight
film was shown again, that he
week for northern California
might point it out to the diwhere he Immediately
will take aafter
week's
vacation.
the rector.
"That cuspidor by the foot of
final "shot" was photographed,
the director lost no time but the big mirror is what I object
snatched up his bags and de- to!" declared the expert. "It's
parted for the north, leaving no entirely foreign to the period,
forwarding address. He will return in time to supervise the
"'Cuspidor!' shouted the difinal cutting and editing of the
rector. 'That's my missing
picture.
and

"
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PRESIDENT'S

JOB

ISN'T ANY CINCH
Since becoming president of
his own picture producing corporation. Monty Hanks has been
one busy business man. Now,
besides being the star of his own
productions, he is likewise business executive and during the
week just ended his chief task
has been to select the best available people to till the wide variety of positions open at the
studios Samuel Grande has just
purchased for him and which
were h rmerly known as the
Chester Studios.
Among the very first important co-worker Mr. Banks engaged, were Alt' Colliding as director, and Harry Edward as codirector, with Have Smith on
the jcb as assistant, and Cus
Meinz as scenarist.
During the week's
time he like
has
interviewed
something
twenty-five leading comedy
ladies in the quest of the one he
wants and thus far has been
unable to decide on that one.
He seeks a baby blonde who is
clever and vivacious and he declares it is remarkable how few
answer this description.
STARLET GETS ROLE IN
CALNAY'S PRODUCTION
Having completed his work in
support of Mary I'ickford in the
star's
latest picture,
little Philippe
deLacy, "Rosita,"
adopted
French orphan, has been engaged by James Calnay to play
an important role in his latest
picture.is "Why
We Live?"
which
to enterDofilming
within
the
next
few
days
at
the
Cosmosart studios.

The role the youngster is to
play in this picture is one of the
most exacting that he has ever
been called upon to portray, but
in contracting for his services
the. producer declared that he
believes the del.aey child posses es a greater amount of his
trionic ability than he hail ever
had an opportunity to display.

Mundy's Novel Scenarized
Bradley King, continuity
writer for Thomas H. Ince, has
completed a n adaptation o I
Talbot
novelMiss
for
an
InceMundy's
screen latest
special.
King has been collaborating
with Mundy on the book which
is the iirst tale of American life
ever written by the British
novelist.
Mundy's
adventure
tales of India
and Africa
have
won such a tremendous following that the Dobbs-Merrill Publishing <'o..two
has ofcontracted
for
six novels,
which have
been bought by Thomas H. Ince
for screen specials.

Casting "Temporary Husband"
Associated First National Pictures. Inc.. is engage. I in assembling a east to in 1 1
the
screen version of "II rrpret
Temporis to be
ar>
Husband,"
Edwai
farcial
stage play,
wlii i■ hI'aulton's
directed by John W. McOerraott
With
Sidney Chaplin
in the
leadins comedy
role. As
a stage
play
Husband"
Was an"Her
idealTemporary
starring vehlclei
for
William Oourtenay who is still
playing In this ludierois comedy
in the East. It is essentially a
laugh provoker and a type of
play which brother
will show
inimitable
at hisCharley's
best.

MORLEY

MAE

TIME
ON

HAS

HARD

DECIDING
DEFERS

Keggie Morley finds it easy
enouj h to get engagements, but
it is difficult to always decide
which one is the best to select.
For the last week he has been
devoting a great deal of his time
Considering an offer to go to
Santa Cruz to enact the stellar
role in a feature production
about to be filmed there.
But something told him — it
may have been a hunch that he
should not shake the dust of
Hollywood from his shoes so
soon tiller just having returned
from a long professional sojourn
in San Francisco.
Hence, he rejected the starring
offer on the sole grounds that it
would lake him away from filmland's capitol. Now he is confronted with deciding between
two other offers in two local
studios.
Mr. Morley is one of the established photoplayers, and since
the days when he was casting
director at the William Fox
Studies, he has enacted many
important roles as a straight
juvenile. He made his debut in
pictnies in the famous old Keystone comedies, and he has been
at it ever since.
Otii of his most notable screen
performances was given in support of DtU tin Farnum in the
picture success entitled "StarvaWhat "Butting" Does for You
Fred Esmelton states that the
tion." of the role of a butler
portrayal
is a screen drama occasionally is
good
for any actor.
"Many of
us oftentimes
are inclined
to
grow too self-centered and entirely too selfish in our viewpoint of life." Esmelton says.
"But after playing the part of
a butler day titter day and passing out the soup and victuals,
you get so that you feel inclined
to take quite an interest in the
other fellow's welfare."
Joseph Du Bray and Pierre
Collings, cameramen of the
"Blow Your Own Horn" company .will begin the double exposure scenes of the production
this week.

CAMERA

News Sr tion

MIRRAV

WILL

MAKE

ALL FILMS

HERE

IN EI ITRE

Three important announcements concerning Mae Murray
and her director-husband, Robert
S. Leonard, were made by the
dainty Metro star on the eve of
her departure from Los Angeles
for New York.
In the first place. Miss Murray
is going Hast to close her luxurious apartment. She has purchased a five-acre hilltop site
overlooking Beverly Hills and
will build a beautiful home upon
her return to Los Angeles.
This means that Miss Murray
will make her future Tiffany
productions for Metro on the
West Coast. She has just completed her work in "The French
Doll," her newest picture for
Metro.
"Conquest," a story by Sada
Cowan and Howard Higgins will
be Miss Murray's first starring
pictureturn from
to be
rethe filmed
East. upon
The her
author
and authoress of this story will
also prepare the screen adaptaticn. Mr. Leonard will direct.
Besides closing her apartment
in New York Miss Murray plans
to spend all the time possible in
s. cng new shows and in buying
materials for the gowns and
dresses she will design for her
new pictures.
Mr. Leonard and Mfred Colin,
title writer for Miss Murray's
pictures, will follow Miss M urns to New York just as soon as
"The French Doll" is edited.
•lohn Ralesco Signed
J. Travers Montgomery, father
of Baby Peggy, has signed John
Ralesco to appear In Baby
Peggy's full-length feature which
will be made shortly at Universal City. Montgomery has several other actors of note in mind,
but has signed Ralesco due to
his excellent work in Century
Comedies with Baby Peguy. Ralesco is now studying advanced
pantomine while waiting for his
call.

NOTABLES
DOTTED
METRO

!

SIGN ON
LINE FOR
PICTURE

Several pen points were badly
worn and inkwells were drained
dry at the Metro studios in Hollywood when the complete east
lor "The Eagle's Feather," the
first or the Metro all-star specials
day.
were all signed up in a single
Among the notable players
who attached their signatures to
Metro contracts to appear in this
Katherine Newlin Burt story,
under the direction of Edward
Sloman were James Kirkwood,
Mary Alden, Lester Cuneo, Elinor Fair, Barbara La Marr, William diamond. Charlie McHugh, Adolph Menjou, George
Seigman and John Elliott.
Miss Pair and Miss Alden only
recently returned to Hollywood
from New York and this picture
will mark their first work before
the camera since they came
back. Miss Fair appeared in
the leading feminine role in
"Driven" while in the East and
also in "Has the World Gone
Mad?" which is soon to be released. Miss Alden had a leading role in "Notoriety," and also
in "A Woman's Woman."
James Kirkwood is also a re-,
oently returned
to Hollywood. While inresident
New York
he
appeared on Broadway in "The
"The Eagle's Feather" is a
Western story adapted for the
screen by Winifred Dunn. After
about
weeks' company
work in will
the
studio two
the entire
go on location near Bishop, CaliFool." fornia, where a stampede with
4,000 cattle will be staged.
GLAND BENEFICIARY
SEEKS IMPORTANT ROLE
Since the announcement was
made a week ago that First National is to picturize Gertrude
At h e r t o n ' 8 widely-discussed
novel of
"Black
Oxen,"
the rejuvenation,
studio offices of
that
company
at
the
United
Studios,
have been besieged daily by film
actresses who seek tin opportunity to play the featured role.
Among those who are eager to
play the part of Madame Zattiany, thetually
heroine
whoagain
virbecomes ofa 59girl
through undergoing the celebi tiled glandular treatment of
rejuvenation,
are somefigures
of theof
most
notable feminine
the film world.
But so far no one has been
found who can fill the requirements needed to portray this
most unusual character and according to First National executives it is not improbable that
they will be forced to go outside
of
circles
find looking
the "type"to
forfilm
which
theyto are
j play this most difficult part.
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SEARCHERS
CHOICE
FOR

LOCATE

SCENERY
FEATURE

After a thrilling and exciting
six-day search for locations for
"The Huntress,"
First David
National's
next
big picture,
H.
Thompson, studio business manager, Lynn Reynolds, director,
James Van Tress, cameraman,
laboratory expert, have returned
to the First National studies.
They are enthusiastically convinced that in their choice for
locations on the Nevada side of
the High Sierras, they have
picked upon settings which will
be among the most picturesque
ever screened.
To reach the territory where
the
of "The
Huntress,"of
are toscenes
be taken,
the members
the First National vanguard,
were forced to plough their way
for miles on snow shoes through
mountain trails, packed deep
with snow.
But very little of the territory
could be made by automobile.
In many of the places it was
necessary to abandon the cars
and use sleds, which the First
National pioneers dragged by
hand in order to get the cameras
to the necessary elevations to
take test "shots" of the beautiful
surroundings.
In some places the party was
compelled to wade through snow
drifts, waist-deep.
The locations decided upon
are at an average of 7,000 feet
above sea level among the mountains and lakes on the Nevada
side of the mountain range, in
the territory where Mark Twain
laid the scenes of his famous
stories of the gold rush days.
Today this country is almost
uninhabited yet in the days
when Mark Twain wrote his
stories, thousands of persons
were living there, attracted
from all parts of the country in
their eager search for gold.
The First National party
traveled for miles through veritable wilderness and through
scores of practically deserted
villages, in a section of the country that originally was the old
Piute Indian hunting ground.
Starting from Bishop, California, which is the end of a branch
line on the Southern Pacific, the
First National men first drove
to the Mono Lake section, a distance of sixty miles from the
California town. Then they
journeyed to the Mammoth
Lakes, breaking and digging out
a road for their cars as they
went along. Some days they
were unable to make more than
asnow.
dozen miles, through the heavy
From Mammoth Lakes they
set out for Silver Lake, a distance of twenty miles, but finding that it would be impossible
to break through the snow
packed trails, they were forced
to take a circuitous route of
more than 185 miles.

HUMS MOURNFUL
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CLICK
CREIGHTON
CURIOSITY

Bert Roach brushed idly
at his painted mustache
and hummed an old-time
ballad. He spoke no
words, just hummed the
sweet refrain.
The inimitable Universal laugh promoter was
the picture of dejection.
But still he hummed the
air of the song of yesterday.

HALE'S
DROVE

HIM INTO FILMS
The self same curiosity that
killed the proverbial cat brought
to the screen one of its favorite
juveniles.
This is Creighton Hale, who
"Trilby's"
plays the part
"Littlein Billie,"
artistof lover
the du
Maurier classic now being filmed
at the United Studios by Richard tional
Walton
release.Tully for First NaAsked a few days ago how he
happened to come into filmland,
Hale declared: "I was curious.
I wanted to see what it was all
about and so I get a job as an

Nearby, on the same set
at Universal City, William
Watson, puzzled.
Bert's director,
listened,
"Pretty tune, Bert.
Sounds fami irr. Kind of
sad, but I like s?(1;t,ii t,
They always have so
much meaning. What did
youBert
say paused
it was, for
Lert?"
just a
second.
"Don't interrupt me now.
I'm only on the twentyfifth verse. Got twentyfour more to go. Great atmospheric song for this
thing we're
resumed
his hdoin'."
u m m i nHeg
without even losing the
tempo.
Watson turned and glanced
along the set, a light of understanding in his eyes. Rows and
rows of bottles were standing
along a shelf.
And he, too, began to hum the
old refrain, "Forty-nine Blue
Bottles
Roach has." just begun his latsatireest comedy,
on the"Empty
great Bottles,"
American a
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pastime of older days, "getting
rid of the empty bottles."
"Empty Bottles" is the third
of Roach's present series of
one-reel comedies in which he
is being starred, under William
Watson's direction.
It is understood, also, that he
will be assigned to a part in "A
Lady of Quality," now in production on the "U" lot.

HE'S HATED AND HISSED -BUT HE LIKES IT
What would a serial be
without a vitlain?
Of course, there must
be stars — the lovely lady
who goes through all
sorts of perilous adventures, and the handsome
hero who always seems
just on the verge of
going under, but finally
triumphs, in the final
fadeout, and gets the girl.
Also, there must be
supporting actors and actresses; those who carry
out the subsidiary action
and serve as foils, or
background, to the leading characters.
But by all means there
must be a villain.
He's hissed promiscuously; sometimes, even,
excited fans curse him,
and heave anathema at
his screen shadow.
That's what villains are
Mr. Moulton has the heavy
meant for, though — to be hated
— and that's one reason for role in "The Eagle's Talons,"
Edwin (Buck) Moulton's suc- the Universal serial now being
ity. cess in pictures — his hateabil- filmed, with Ann Little and
Fred Thomson co-starred.

But from this it must not be
taken that the famed juvenile
was inexperienced when he apextra."
plied for his
"bit."a
Far from
it. first
He screen
had been
well-known stage actor in England for years before. In fact,
he was born into the acting profession. His father was an
actor-manager and his mother
also
vorite.was a renowned stage faIt was while he was in New
York, playing with an English
company, that his curiosity as
to the films was aroused. He
waited until his stage engagement was finished and then apfor hisof initial
"bit."
was theplied part
an office
boy. It
He showed such remarkable
talent in this small part that he
was immediately engaged to
play a much more important
role and from then on he has
had
a sure and steady climb to
the top.
Creighton Hale first endeared
himself to film fans by his work
in the Pathe serials, "The Exploits of Elaine," and the "Iron
Claw." Some of his other important roles were in "Way
Down East," "The Idol Dancer,"
"The Black Circle," "The Warning," and a host of others.
Clovers and Luck
Who said four-leaf clovers
were lucky? That's what Peggy O'Day, featured player in
"The Fighting Skipper," would
like to know. The other mornning as she started for the
studio she found a four-leaf
clover on her lawn. Congratulating herself on her good luck,
she put
it in her purse
ant anticipation.
Rightin exultaway
things began to happen. As she
drove out the garage door she
took a mudguard off. A few
moments later she was given a
ticket by a traffic officer for cutting the button. That was bad
enough, but in the very first
scene in which she played that
morning she tripped over a
stage brace and sprained her
ankle so badly that she was laid
up for the rest of the day.
"Clovers may be lucky," chirps
Peggy, but there are two kinds
of luck."
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Morante Comedies Soo 1
.lack White, producer-director
SUCCESS CHANGES
of Educational-Mermaid ComJ. E. Logan and Jas- I). Baynedies, is in New York conferring
ham lately identified with the
Willi E. W. Hammons, president
pioduction
of "The Marriage
Of Educational Film Exchange,
Chance" and "The Web of the
FOLKS' ATTITUDE
Inc. regarding production and Law" for the American ReleasTOWARD FILMS
distribution plans for his 1923-24
ing Corporation will lie assoproduct. Mr. White was accomwith Morante
panied on his trip East by E. H. now in ciated
production
at theI'omedies
Russell
Running away from her home I
Allen,
general
manager
of
the
studio.
This
comedy
unit will
in Virginia two years ago to seek Mermaid activities in Los Anproduce two-reelers of ilie situafame in motion pictures caused
tion tvpe. and will feature MilDorothy Dunlap to become an geles.
burn Morante. Tom Gibson will
direct, while E. L. Mai Manigal
object of nation-wide search by
will turn camera.
H0LBR00K BLINNTO
the police.
In high school Miss Dunlap
tcok part in virtually every en15 COSMOPOLITAN
tertainment and play that was
"BAD MAN"
PLAY
IN
PICTURES
staged by her classmates. She
FEATURES TO BE
became so interested in dramaFirst National has completed
tic acting that she longed for
FILMED SOON
for filming "The
the day when she would have a •arrangements
Pad Man," Porter Emerson
chance to display her talents in Browne's satirical comedy,
According"
to telegraphic
adis now being presented at
motion pictures, feeling that If which
vice from New
York to the
the
Majestic
Theatre.
she was given a chance before
Holbrook Blinn, creator of the Goldwyn Studios, fifteen picthe camera she would "make
nftme role, and who appears in
tures produced by Cosmopolitan
the local stage production, will Productions will be placed on
gocd."
At the end of the high school j portray the same role in the
term, she took what money she i film offering. So far he is the the market next season by the
had saved, and without saying a only member of the supporting Goldwyn Distributing Corporaword to her parents about her cast that has been definitely de- ticn, in connection with the
cided upon. It is understood that Ooldwyn output.
film aspirations, knowing they
had ether plans for her future, he will be given all-star support.
This announcement follows
Eddie Carew will direct.
she boarded a train for California. Her folks immediately no- Carew is now in New York City that of the merger for distribution recently consummated by
tified the police of her disap- arranging some minor details of
William Randolph Hearst and
pearance and a description of j the production and will return
her was flashed to the police here shortly after the first of the F. J. Godsol. The pictures inmonth. He may bring one or
throughout the country.
clude "Enemies of Women," by
A few weeks later she was lo- two supporting members of the
cated in Hollywood, playing cast from New York with him.
Vicente Clasco Ibanez, now enProduction is expected to start
small parts at one of the film
joying a successful run at the
studios. Her family requested
shortly after July 1. Bf this Central Theatre in New York,
time
the
current
run
of
the
play
that she be brought back to Virginia, but Miss Dunlap replied, is expected to be completed and and at the Rialto Theatre in Los
Angeles, with a cast including
stating that she was enjoying I Blinn expects to be finished with
the part he is playing in Mary
her work in pictures immensely,
Lionel Barrymore and Alma
and that if allowed to remain
Pickford'a latest production.
Rubens. The picture was dishe would soon be playing more
Because of his stage engagerected by Alan Crosland.
ment, the Pickford picture enimportant roles. After considerFollowing this will be Marion
gagement and the filming of
able persuasion, her parents finally consented to let her stay in "The Bad Man" contract, Blinn
has been forced to turn down a Davies in "Little Old NewHollywood, thinking she would
written by Rida Johnson
perhaps soon tire of her work in contract to portray the leading York,"
role in a new production. The Young and directed by Sidney
pictures and would return home
to finish her school work.
offer came from one of the larg- Olcott; "The Daughter of
Miss Dunlap continued play- esl film companies.
Mother McGinn," by Jack Boyle,
ing small parts in pictures and
directed by Frances Marion and
JACK AND CLAUDE ARE
she completed her high school
SOME MISFIT BROTHERS
George Hill; "Unseeing Eyes,"
education by going to night
Jack Mul hall, the fastidious, by Arthur Stringer .directed by
school.
Her desire to play leading and Claude Giilingwater, re- E. H. Griffith, with Lionel
Barrymore and Seena Owen;
roles is now about to be fulfilled, n owned in film and theatrical
having been placed under con- circles almost as much for his "Under the Red Robe," by Stanley Weyman, directed by Alan
tract by James Calnay to play height as his dramatic powers,
the leading feminine role in his are playing the "mis-fit Crosland, with Robert E. Mantell,
John Charles Thorne and
brothers" at the United Studios.
latest production, "Why Do We
Alma Rubens.
Live?" which is to enter filming In one sequence of the First
Also included in the schedule
within the next few days at the National comedy feature, "DulCosmosart studios.
are Marion Davies in "Yolanda,"
cy," In which
they
support
Constance Talmadge, the two are
Major; "The FlamDunlap's parents
required to exchange clothes by by Charles
herMiss
in Hollywood
a few visited
weeks
ing Forest," by James Oliver
ago and are now willing that mistake.
Curwood: "Alias the Lone
she should continue her work
Now Mul hall is close to six Wolf," by Louis Joseph Vance,
in pictures. They are making
fe< t tail, but alongside the elon- with Bert Lytell; "The Temptpreparations to shortly establish
gated Giilingwater, he seems not
ress," by Vicente Blasco Ibanez;
a permanent residence in this to have gotten his full growth. "The Country Beyond," by
city.
James Oliver Curwood; "VenGillingwater's
on theForother
hand are just trials
as sore.
he
detta," by Marie Corelli; "A
Sadie Campbell, noted protege
must cramp his six feet four Gentleman of France," by Stanley Weyman, with Bert Lytell;
of Gns Edwards, made a hurry I length into MuThall'e tailorno inconsiderable feat to Marion Davies in "Alice of Old
call to Frisco several days ago mades,
to appear in connection with accomplish. To make matters
Vincennes," by Maurice Thompone of her Century Comedies.
worse, Connie, who is an incorson; "The Helmet of Navarro,"
by
Bertha Runkle, with Bert
rigible tease, and the other
She is known as Buddy Messingers leading lady, and is eleven I members of the "Dulcy" cast are Lytell; and "The Garden of
continually poking fun at them.
years of age.
PerlL" by Cynthia Stockiey.

GOLDWYN

PLANS

I
TO

FEATURE
HUR"
"BEN HERE
MAKE
F. J. Godsol, president of the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
while in Los Angeles last week,
made several important announcements.
He brought with him complete
data gathered by Edward Bowes
during an extensive tour of
Europe regarding the advantages
and disad\antages of making
"Ben Hur" abroad. This information was placed in the hands
of Abraham Lehr, who is in
charge of production. During
Mr. Godsol's stay decision will
be made as to whether the spectacle will be filmed at the Culver
City studios. Selection of the
cast has been held up pending a
decision.
The film executive made public for the first time that the
company will release forty-nine
pictures this year, the greatest
in its history. The Goldwyn studios will produce twenty-four of
these, Cosmopolitan will contribute fifteen, and the Distinctive Pictures Corporation will
supply eight. Jesse D. Hampton's
production
of "The Film
Spoilers"
and
the Achievement
Company's picturization of "The
Magic Skin," directed by George
D. Baker, will complete the proMr. Godsol
saidinaugurated
the big production schedule
by
gram.
Goldwyn
would be continued. He
added that recent contracts
signed with famous directors
and actors have placed the company in a decidedly advantageous position, now that the boom
in the industry has set all the
producers scurrying for talent.
When friends of Edward Gribbon
get his "goat"
they
invitewant
the towell-known
character
actor to have a piece of pie.
After being "fed up" on this
kind of pastry in three consecutive pictures Gribbon declares
that all good things he had ever
thought about pies w-ere hopelessly wrecked when in "Why
Marry
for Money,"
a Solhe Lesser
production,
in which
plays
one of the principal supporting
roles, heto was
scene"
enact.again given a "pie
And that's not the worst of it!
Some time ago the actor decided he would try to reduce
weight. In his last four pictures, however, he has consumed
such a great quantity of pie that
he has gained twelve pounds.
"Judy Punch," the twelfth
storyingofBlood"
H. series,
C. Witwer's
"Fighthas been
put
in production at the Powers
Studios under the direction of
Malcolm St. Clair. George
O'Hara and Clara Horton are
the featured players.
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MUST HAVE

TUTOR

Calif., and also acted as circula
Ariel Sawyer, juvenile actor
tion manager of one of the daily
who is renowned for his newsboy and bellboy nortrayals, tells papers there. Not long after,
HOTEL CONTEST
of an amusing incident that oc- in company with a friend, T. E.
cuned at the studio the other
Rhalston, he prepared a novelty
vaudeville act and played small
day. The studio teacher was
The failure of Jack Pickford
interviewing a group of children
time throughout the state. This
and Alice Lake to win one of who
were taking part in one of lasted about eight months and
the three prizes in the grand . the pictures there, with refer- then Sawyer headed toward Los
ence to their registration for Angeles.
finals of the dancing contest at
school classes. She chanced
the Ambassador Cocoanut Grove
across Sawyer, who by the way
on April 26, came as a great
is 19 years of age, and the folsurprise to the many hundreds
lowing conversation ensued:
of motion picture fans who had
Teacher: "I don't believe I
put their money on the popular
have YOUR name, young man!"
Sawyer: "Oh, you really
favorites.
don't need my name."
Rupert Hughes' son, Rush
Teacher:
"And why not?"
Hughes, dancing with a guest of
Sawyer: "Because I don't go
.The Ambassador, Miss Margaret
to Teacher:
school."
"Don't you know
Grayson, won third prize, howit's compulsory for every child
under
16
years
of age to go to
ever, while one of Los Angeles'
best-known society girls, Miss
Sawyer: "Yes, I understand
Rowena Schneider, won the secschool?"
ond, dancing with Forrest
Tucker. The first prize, the big
Teacher: "Well, this sounds
Ambassador Cup, was captured
queer.
What's your name, and
that."
by Miss Dorothy Janney and
where
do
you live?"
This
chatter
continued at a
Richard C. Olsen.
reckless pace, and before it was
The hotel management had
selected for judges some of the finished Ariel was almost compelled to call for his birth certibest-known newspaper writers
ficate to establish his age. As
and dramatic critics, headed by
it
was,
to fully satisfy the
K. C. Beaton, who acted as
chairman. The other judges
teacher's curiosity, he had to
were Thomas Darden of the refer her to a friend who asSome of the pictures he has
sured her that the young actor
New York World, Eddie Doherhad long since passed the school
ty of the Chicago Tribune,
been seen in are "Vanity Fair,"
"The Haunted Valley," "Main
Grace Kingsley, Peggy Hamilton and Edwin Schallert of the age.Incidents of this nature are Street," "The Famous Mrs.
not
unusual
to
Sawyer,
who
has
Fair," "Toby Tyler," "The
Los Angeles Times, Guy Price
the physical appearance of a Courtship of Miles Slandish,"
of the Los Angeles Herald and
boy about fourteen years of age. and "The Three Ages.'
Florence Lawrence of the Los
This, coupled with a keen sense
At the present time he is
Angeles Examiner.
under consideration for leading
of
dramatic values, enables him
Before the contest, each of
juveniles by two of the most
to play his parts to perfection.
the couples who had won prizes
His first film work was in prominent independent proin the weekly contest, making
ducers, and it will be interesting
them eligible for the finals, "Welsh Rarebit and Pickles," a
to note his work in these proproduction made in the northwere notified by the judges that
ductions. If past performances
points would bo awarded for the
ern part of the state by W. Ferare any indication of what may
guson, a brother of Elsie Fergucouples, who in their opinion,
son, the stage star. Later he be expected, we will soon be inwere the best ballroom dancers
cluding him among the foremost
was manager, for several seasin I he Fox Trot, One Step and
delineators of boy parts on the
ons, of amusement concessions
Waltz, irrespective of the ap- on the
screen.
beach at Santa Cruz,
plause of the 1400 guests assembled at the big party. Despite
MURIEL MACCORMAC IS
PLAY CHEVALIER
the judges'
ruling regarding
ap- WILL ROLE
CAST 1N NEW FOX FILM
plause, the Cocoanut
Grove rang
IN METRO FILM
to the cheers and applause of
spectators as the contest narThe part of Chevalier deFrom the ranks of the screen's
rowed down to five or six Chabrillane in Rex Ingram's
more popular juvenile artists,
couples.
new Metro production, "ScaraMiss Janney, described by mouche," has been assigned to Muriel MacCormac, who in
William Humphrey, veteran
"Poor Men's Wives" scored a
the announcers as the young
peisonal triumph, has been
lady in the orchid dress, ap- character actor whose brilliant
peared, however, to be a favor- work in many of the screen's
chosen
to play an important
ite from the start, but this did notable plays has brought him
not alter the excitement of tho to the front in the ranks of part in Dustin Farnum's new
artists of his type. He was se- Fox production, "The Man Who
contest, as almost every couple
lected for the part in the Rex
had brought a cavalcade of fans.
Won." Under the direction of
In graham picture because of the
William Wellman the company
Asbestos Pants Wanted
excellent interpretation of a is now en route to Sonora, Cal.,
Malt Moore is in the market
similar role, that of the Marwhere the opening scenes for
quis St. Evermonde, which he
for a well-fitting pair of asbestos
evening trousers. One of the gave in "A Tale of Two Cities," the picture are to be filmed.
highlights of merriment in Fred a Vitagraph release, and which
Arthur Trimble, the Kentucky
attracted the personal attention
Niblo's production of "Captain
boy star, starts his next two-reel
Applejack" requires the Celtic of the Metro director.
comedy for Trimble Productions
Comet to slide down a very long
Warner Baxter, one of the within the week. Jack Dawn
and slippery bannister, feet
foremost. Rehearsal took all of featured players in "Blow Your
will continue to direct the fivethe good out of three pairs of Own Horn," has just purchased
year-old comedy star. It was
trousers and threatened the a lot on Arden Drive. Baxter is only recently that four new
stories were purchased for little
to build his future home therestudio with spontaneous combustion.
Trimble.
on.
FAIL TO SHOW

IN
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MOVIE STAR'S LIFE
NOT SO EASY AS
MANY

THINK

What an easy life these movie
At the leisurely hour of 2
stars
a. m. leadone cold morning this
week one of the most distinguished
of film
celebrities
ever companies
gathered
together
for a picture, rolled away from
the
United out
Studios
for a week'sIt
camping
on location.
wasVengeance"
Norma Talmadge's
"Ashes
of
company, leaving
to film battle scenes for her historic French romance.
The party that set out in the
shivery hours before dawn had
all the appearance of an exploring expedition. Eighteen trucks,
loaded with equipment, several
loads of horses, a field cooking
outfit manned by a cook and
two helpers, were part of the
accessoi ies.
Heading the motor caravan
were Director Frank Lloyd,
Miss Talmadge, Conway Tearle,
Courtenay Foote, and enough of
the cast and extras to make a
realistic representation of a
French army in 1572. The destination of the party was the
Mnlhewson Ranch, a 15,000 acre
range on Ventura Boulevard,
fifty miles out of Los Angeles.
With the departure of the unit
Producer nounced
Joseph
Schenck
anthat the M.cast,
with the
addition of five new names, had
been completed.
The Carpenter,
final additions are: Jeanne
Howard Truesdell, Kenneth Gibson, Mary McAllister and Forrest Robinson. As.it stands, it
is said to be the largest and
most
highly paid cast ever assembled.
Carey Finishing
Harry Carey is nearing comof "The Miracle
his sixthpletionproduction
for F.Baby,"
B. O.
Val Paul is directing the picture
in which Margaret Landis is
seen in the leading feminine
role.
POLA ENTERTAINS AT A
FILM DINNER PARTY
No ether than the alluring
Po!a Negri is hostess at a smart
dinner party in an episode in
the Laskywood."production,
"HollyAlthough Director
James Cruze had used many oi
the foremost stars of filmdom in
previous scenes, a glittering
array sat down to the dinner,
including William S. Hart, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Hiers, Viola
Dana, Robert Cain, Julia Faye,
Sigrid Holmquist, Estelle Taylor, Anne Cornwall, Theodore
Kosloff, Alec B. Francis, Maud
Wayne, Mary Astor, Carmelita
Geraghty and Jack Pickford.
Rob Wagner is drawing near
the end of his Paramount pic"Fair Week,"
Walter ture,
Hiers
is starred.in which
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SAM

DE

GRASSE

POPULAR

IS

FILM

MONARCH
"Heavy lies the crown on the
kingly brow."
If there is anyone in pictures
today knows the truth of this
old saying it is Sam de Grasse,
well-known film character actor,
whose specialty lately seems to
be filling the roles of some of the
most famous kings and royal
personages of history.
Just at present he is two kings
at the same time. He was dealt
his first king in "The Palace of
the King,"
which is being
duced by Goldwyn.
Then prohe
called for "cards" and another
king was dealt him. This time
the part of King Solomon, in
"The Brass Bottle," which Maurice Tourneur is producing at the
United Studios for First National.
De Grasse's whole screen career has been one royal flush
after the other. One of his most
recent successes in the role of a
person of royal blood was as
"Prince John" in Robin Hoed.
Another similar part, to follow
his appearance in "The Brass
Bottle," is to be the role of "The
Duke," in "John of the Woods,"
a picture in which Dinky Dean,
the 4-year-old star, is to be featured.
Alabamans Know Their Alabama
To test the fidelity of the filming of typical Alabama scenes
in the latest Thomas H. [nee
production, "Scars of Jealousy,"
soon to be released, the producer recently gave a special
showing of the film of a group
of native Alabamans, who were
visiting in Southern California.
The picture depicts scenes on
the broad plantation lands, and
the hill country of Alabama
as well, and Mr. Ince prided
himself on the accuracy with
which
the "atmosphere"
had
been transplanted
to the film.
The visitors liked the picture
immensely, but one of them
suggested a slight change in
the big lynching scene that
provides one of the thrills. The
change- suggested strengthened
the scene, and Mr. Ince promptly called the company together
again and had it re-enacted.
"Scarsofof the
Jealousy"
is saidscreen
to be
one
strongest
dramas of the year. Lloyd
Hughes is the featured player in
this production.
Jack Mower is being featured
at Universal in a new serial
named after "Daniel Boone." At
the same time Jack has organized a fishing club. The only
trouble with this club is that
every fisherman, as he pulls in
every fish, must have a witness
to determine the weight of the
fish that I have referred to previously. In other words, they
trust each other not.
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NEW FINE ARTS PLANT
LASKY SIGNS MONTAGUE
TO BE READY SOON
TO DO "NORTH OF 36"
Edward J. Montague, noted
With an appropriation of
scenarist and playwright, who is $250,000 having been made by
adapting the First National prothe Fine Arts studios for importduction "Theand
Swamp
the screen
who Angel"
recentlyto
ant changes and improvements
signed to do a series of produc- to the plant, announcement was
tions for that company, has just made this week by Nat Deverich,
been engaged by Jesse Lasky
for the important task of adapt- president, and John Rikkleman,
ing to the screen the Emerson
secretary and treasurer of the
studies, that the reconstruction
Dough
novel
"North
of
36,"
which the Lasky company hopes work is progressing with the
to make into one of the big films greatest possible speed and that
of the year.
plans have been arranged so that
"North of 36," which is from the buildings will be ready for
independent prothe same pen that wrote "The ceeupancy byby
the opening of the
Covered Wagon," now scoring so summer ducers
season.
heavily
In place of the old wooden
Egyptianat Grauman's
Theatre, isHollywood
another
story of the old frontier days buildings which were constructand every effort will be made to
ed by D. W. Griffith in 1914 and
bring it up to the standard of its which were used by that propredecessor. George Mel ford
ducer during the filming of "Intolerance," "The Clansman"
wi I direct
"North
Ernest
Torrence
will ofhave3fi,"oneandof his other immortal
plays for and
the
screen,
the
studio
management
the leading roles. Many scenarists were considered for the is constructing stucco buildings
picturizing of the last work of of the latest design with every
the famous author but Montague
modern improvement. When
was finally given the celluloid completed the plant, it is stated,
plum. Montague, who has been will be one of the most up-todate of its kind on the west
forging rapidly to the foreground
of late also wrote the screen coast and will offer producers
the best of facilities for the sucversion of "Rupert of Hentzau"
and economical filming
and
"The Common Law" for of their cessful
Selznick.
stories.
"YOUTH TRIUMPHANT"
With the recovery of Virginia
Lee Corbin, child actress, work
on the last scenes of "Youth
Triumphant"
has been
resumedby
at
the Hollywood
Studios
Fisher Productions, the newunit in the field of the more important independents.
Anna Q. Nilsson shares honors
with little Miss Corbin in the
cast. Miss Nilsson has the part
of "Patsy" about whom the
story revolves, after "Patsy" has
grown up and become respectaD.'e and conventional — almost
Little Miss Corbin is playing
"Patsy" as a waif of the slums,
beaten, abused, a veritable fe
male Oliver Twist.
The picture follows closely
the novel of the same name by
George Gibbs, follows it so closely that Lillian Ducy and Jack
Voshe'l, who are associated in
its direction,
have toasked
bers of the cast
read memtheir
parts from the book rather than
lrom the script. It deals with
the eternal struggles of youth for
happiness — and its triumph. It
opens with the struggles of
Patsy, her sex hidden beneath
the ragged pants and shirt of a
New York newsboy, for a living
on the streets. Learning that
vicious Ma Slavin (Eugenie
Besserer) is not really her
mother, she runs away. A limousine in which she hides carries her to a Westchester estate where an accident, when
she att'-mpts to escape, imprisons her in the hearts of two old
maids, portrayed by Claire Mc
Dowel]
who
li\ <■and
there.Lucy Beaumont —
David Vail Lear (Joseph Dowling), a wealthy recluse, cousin

LOOKS TRIUMPHANT
to the twin old maids, first opposesfugee,the then
harboring
the reviolentlyofespouses
her cause. Christopher Van
Lear, his son, crippled, an
enemy of all mankind, finds in
her a kindred spirit and fights
her battles with his keen mind.
Phil Conway (Ward Crane)
brother to a girl she meets at a
fashionable boarding school, is
the evil influence in her new life.
Sidney Francis (William Boyd)
young and
and then
high-minded,
is first
chum
lover.
Others in the cast include
Mary Anderson, as Josie Conway, Phil's sister; George Sigman as Pa Slavin, an ex-pug who
hides Patsy in his home in her
babyhood and conceals from her
her true parentage; Boyd Irwin
as Pandrick, the attorney who
keeps the Slavins on his payroll
through
all ofas Patsy's
youth, anda
Kate Price
Mrs. McGuire,
neighbor of the Slavins who
shelters Patsy from their beatings.
The picture is replete with
heart-throbs, attention-gripping
scenes, mystery and adventure,
\shh all the elements of audience appeal. As the first of the
three-a-year program of the
1- isher Productions, great care
is
being taken
in its fil-ning.
Distribution
arrangements
are
to be announced later this
month,
soonpicture.
after the completion of the
At The Exposition
The principal buildings will
face an Esplanade 150 feet wide.
This will pass through a circular plaza, 300 feet in diameter,
called the Court of the Americas.
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YOUNGSTER AT TEN IS A
VETERAN AT ACTING ART
Ten years old and an actor before the camera for the past nine
years! This is the brilliant
record held by Coy Watson, Jr.,
one of the screen's cleverest
juvenile players, who has an important role in Earle Williams'
latest release, "You Never
The youngster was born on the
only lot in his block which was
not owned by MackSennett — at
the corner of Allessandro and
Know." Streets, Los Angeles.
Berkeley
He actually made his debut in
pictures at the age of nine
months. This was in a photoplay
made by the Selig Studios. At
the age of eighteen months he
was working regularly in Keystone comedies. The youngster
is one artist who was born and
bred in the heart of filmland.
Coy's very latest picture is the
Edgar Lewis production, "The
Rightcurrent
of the releases
Strongest."
One he
of
his
in which
scores heavily is the Educational
feature, "No Luck," starring
Lloyd "Ham" Hamilton. Critics
seem to be enthusiastic over the
youngster's remarkable dramatic
ability in especially the Vitagraph picture, "You Never
Although extremely dramatic,
Coy is sufficiently versatile to be
classed as a first rate comedian
as well as dramatic actor. In
reviewing
"You Never Know,"
Know."
one of the country's well-known
trade publications recently declared that young Watson is a
second Jackie Coogan.
Issue Unique Booklet
A strikingly attractive souvenir booklet, calling attention to
the virtues of the current Encore feature, Florence Vidor in
"Alice Adams," is being distributed by Associated Exhibitors, itsmousappearance
being*
synony-of
with the official
release
the picture, which was April 18.
The booklet, which is unique in
arrangement and replete with
artistic appeal, was the work of
J. Irvingof Greene,
Associated's
licity.
director
advertising
and pubMyers With Stahl
Amos rectorMyers,
diat both formerly
the Metroart and
Lasky studios, is now at the
Louis B. Mayer studios where he
is supervising the construction
of sets for John M. Stahl's next
First
National
Wanters,"
whichattraction,
has just "The
gone
into production. A small fortune has already been invested
in scenic "atmosphere" for this
picture which will be staged on
even more elaborate scale than
Mr. Stahl's latest success, "The
Sadie
Steps Age."
Up
Dangerous
Sadie Campbell, most promising of all proteges of Gus Enwards, has entered the movies.
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Pulse
of the Studios
For Week Starting Monday, May 7
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Scenarist
Type
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director
Progress
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Holly 3130
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
2-Reel Comedies
Diltz
Schedule
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
Cooke
2-Reel Comedies
Diltz
Schedule
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
Cooke
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
1st Week
Earl Turner
Evelyn Campbell "Mine to Keep"
Ben Wilson
All-Star
Eddie Linden
BOYLE STUDIO.
Phone Boyle 6368
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
481 1 Fountain Ave.
598-146
Sunset Productions. A. J. Xydias, Mgr. 518-162.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
BRONX STUDIO.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd.
Wilshire 4275
H. and B. Productions
Kelpine Productions
BURBANK STUDIO.
Burbank, Cal.
Burbank 54-R
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern. Gen. M gr. Bert Stern back, Casting.
Holly 96
Editing
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Editing
M. Sandrich
Herman -Neuf^d
Al Herman
Marcel-Earle
Wm. Hyer
"Hold
On"
Editing
Leslie Goodwin
Harry Edwards
Alf. Goulding
Baby Peggy
Jerry Ash
"Nobody's Darling"
Wm. Quinlan
Harry Edwards
Fred Spencer
Billy Williams
Comedy
"Spring Fever"
Arthur Trimble Productions.
Archie Mayo
Leslie Goodwin
Comedy
1st
Week
Archie Mayo
Marcel! -Sooper
Jerry Ash
Editing
Al Herman
M. Sandrich
Al Herman
Earle Engle
William Hyer
1st Week
Bud Morehouse
Noel Smith
"His
Master"
Noel
Smith
"Pal"
H.
Murdock
Francis
Corby
Baseball Story
Bud Morehouse
Noel Smith
Noel Smith
Buddy Messinger
Francis Corby
1st Week
Ave.
1
4
1
6
La
Brea
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
Holly 4070
Regent Film Company.
(United Artists release).
Eddie Sutherland Monta Bell
Charles Chaplin
Edna Pujrviance
Rollin Totheroh
"Public Opinion"
23rd Week
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
6050 Sunset Blvd.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State
Rights release).
W. K. Howard
Wm. Fairbanks
Preparing
Staff
"What Women Want"
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
439-764
Choice Productions
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
2-ReelMgr.
Come5y
Holly 3100
Walter Graham
Hagerman
Al Christie
Neal Burns Nagy
2-Reel Comedy
Lavelle
Preparing
3rd Week
Harold Bodeer
Dorothy Devore Nagv
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd.
J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank
I. W. Irving Productions. (B. P. S. release).
Paul Hurst All-Star Joe Walker
Irving
Harry Revere Productions.
Harry Revere
Johnny Harron Stilwell
Joe MurphyWalter McNamara
Shell Craft Productions. Edwin Smith, Gen. Mgr.
A. Olsen
R. D. Saunders
Ted Henderson
Kermit
Wood
Hattie Carson
G.
E.
Kline
Ben D. Meadors
Jack Carlisle All-Star
Thayre Roberts
Sherwood MacDonald Productions.
Beckway
Eddie Savinders
MucDonald Gloria Joy
Staff
Swickard Productions
Chas. Swickard
Joref Swickard
Natasha Navarro Productions
Better Picture Association
E.A.Martin All-Stars
Superior Productions
West Coast Productions.
Al Bresleau
Glen Lambert
Staff
Norbert Myles All-Star
FINE ARTS STUDIOS
Individual Casting.
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Mission Film Co. Norman Walker, Business Mgr.
David Kirkland
All-Star David Abel
Chas. Hamm
Wallace Clifton
Fred Caldwell Productions.
Chas. Mack Productions.
(Western Pictures Exploitation).
Henry McCarthy All-Star Floyd Jackman
Chas. Mack
Jess Robbins Productions.
(Vitagraph release)
Halperin Productions.
Hugh Deirker Productions.
(American release)
Sacramento Pictures Corp. Forrest White, Vice. -Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Clifford S. Elfelt Productions.
Finis Fox Productions
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Stock
Buckingham
Staff
Ernest S. Depew
Al St. John
Al St. John
Benny Stoloff
(Sim Summervflle Clyde Cook
A rthur Cohn
Jay
Dan Turner
Clark
Tom Mix
Jack Blystone
Eugene Forde
Don Short
Wellman
Bernard Burning Jones-Mason
Erie Kenton
Lew Brice
Joe August
Wm. Wellman
Dustin Farnum
E. Adamson
Ed
WaltBernudi
Mayo
Jos. Brotherton
Jas. Flood
Wm. Russell
Strumwassor
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
Thomas Hefron
Frank Beresford
Clara K. Young Charles Richardson Jack Boland
Harry Garson
Neilson-Kerrigan
Richardson Cowan
Coffee

M. Willard, Studio Mgr.
"Blood Barrier"
"Supreme Test"
2-Reel Comedies
2-Reel Comedies
2-Reel Comedies

"Dawn of Love"
"Why Do We Live;1

Wilshire 2115
Preparing
6th Week
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Preparing
Editing
Preparing
1st Week
598-165

"The Barefoot Boy"

1st Week

"Beyond

Preparing

the Horizon"

Comedies
Comedies
Comedies
"Tempered
Steele"
"Eleventh Hour"
"The Man Who Won"
"Time Hath Changed"
"Havoc"

TToTly 3000
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
6th Week
12th
Week
2nd Week
3rd Week
2nd Week
Wilshire 81
Editing
2nd Week
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GOLDWYN STUDIO. R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City.
Slar
King Victor
"Three Wise Fools"
Charles Van linger David Howard
King Vidor
Star
Rudolph Bergquist Thomas Held
Clarence
"Red Lights"
Carey Wilson
David Kesson
Marshall Badger
Neilan
Star
'The
Eternal Three"
Carey
Wilson
Von Stroheim
Ben Keynolds
All- Star
Eddie
Sowders
"Greed"
June
Mathis
-Star
A.
L.
Raboch
Charles Brahin
All -Star
Star
John Mescall
AllOuida
Berfere
"Six
Days"
AllThomas Hold
Marshall Neilan All
'The Kendevous"
David Kesson
Josephine
Kavanaugh Ix>vett "The
All -Star
Tod Browning
Ennol Taggart
AllDay of Faith"
Star
Geo. D. Baker
Whit
taker
A.
C.
Eddington
"The
Magic-Skin"
('has. Lapworth
All
Victor Seastrom
"Master
of Man"
Paul
Bern
Star
All
Lucia
Andriol
June
Mathis
Kmmi'lt Aynn
i the 1 'a la re of the King"
AllRay Klynn
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Cower St.
Cosmopolitan Productions.
E. Mason Hopper
George Berthelon Frances Marion
"Daughter of Mother McGin"
Hill
All-Star
Leroy O'Connell
Monte George
Banks W.Productions,
Inc.
Staff
Alf. Golding Monte Bank Bill Williams
Dare Smith
2-Reel Comedy
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Chas. LeMont
Staff
Huey Faye
Sid Smith
Ken. MacLean
2-Beel Comedy
Joe Rock Productions, Inc.
HORSLEY STUDIO.
6050 Sunset Blvd.
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDC 1 442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive Monte West, Studio Mgr.
Boh Horner Daw l'errin Meehan-Hine
Bob Horner "The Virginian Outcast"
World Educational Films.
Eliason _
Baby Betty Wm. Field F. M. Abbey Hobinson
"The Forty Niner"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Seeling
Big Boy Williams I^e Picard AV. Seeling J. Natterford
Western Special
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd
J. jasper. Mgr.
Richard Thomas Productions.
Richard Thomas
All-Star Jack Fuqua Norval MacGregor Burnell-Manley
Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
I.loyd Ingraham
Douglas MacLean
Geo. Crone
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme,
Production Manager.
jack Diamond
Woolstenhulmi
Irving Cummings All-Star
Hope Loring
'Broken Hearts of Broadway'
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
Glen McWilliams Theodore Joos
Vocholl-Ducey All-Star
"Youth Triumphant"
J. K. McDonald Productions
Wm. Beaudine
Ben Alexander
Ray June
Geo. Webster
Loring Leighton "Penrod and Sam"
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod Mgr.
W. P.ArtS. Earle
Dick L'Estrange Blanche Earle
Egyptian Story
Supreme
Productions.All-Star Jules Cronjager
Chas. J. Hall
1NCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas. Gen. Mgr. Culver City.
Associated Authors, Inc.
Chester Withey
All -Star
Joe Walker
Claude Mitchell
Frank Woods "Kiehard, the Lion Hearted"
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Del Andrews Lloyd Hughes
Max Dupont
Frank Gereghty
Kate Corbaley
"Judgment of the Storm"
Cortland Productions
1!
Robert Thornby Guy Bates Post Harold James
Frenchie
de
Ruelle
Jas.
Oliver
Curwood"Man
From Ten Strike"
Mrs. Wallace Reid Productions
J. Griffith Wray
Mrs. Reid
Henry Sharp
Ross Lederman
C. Gardner Sullivan "Human Wreckage"
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
"The Sign"
Murfln-McCloskey All-Star King Gray
Jane
I lonnaMurftn
Darn
( Jyrll Gardner
"Phantom Tack'
l.aurance Trimble St ronghenrt < '. B. Dreyer
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting.
1520 Vine St. Fred Kley. Studio Mgr.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Alfred Green
Wells Hastings
Jack Boland
Astor-Agnew Ded
Guy Jennings
AVilky
"To the Ladies"
Frank Brandon
Jerome Storm
Ail-Star
Beulah Marie Dix "Children
of Jazz"
Herbert Brenon
Jimmy
Howe
Harold
Swartz
Betty
Compson
George
Hopkins
Vernon
Keys
Thomas
Geraghty
"Woman
With Four Faces"
Karl
Brown
Non-Star
James Cruze
"Hollywood"
Gloria Swanson
Sam Wood
Alfred Gilks
John
Waters
Sada Cowan
"Bluebeard's 8th Wife"
Arthur Miller
Geo. Fitzmaurice Pola Negri
Si Klegg
Bergere
Frank
O'Connor Ouida
All -Star
Waldemar
Young "The Cheat"
Geo. Melford
Bert Glennon
"Salome Partner"
Jane"
Charles Maigne
Sada Cowan
Joy
"Scarlet
WalterMoore
Hiers
Bert Baldridge
Walter Woods
Rob Wagner
Leo
Pierson
Al
Gilroy
"Fair
Week"
All-Star
Doris
Schroeder
Jas.
Howe
Victor Fleming
"To the Last Man"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro release) .
Retrinnld Rarker
All-Star
Percv Hilburn Harrv Schenck
Monte Katterjohn "The
John M. Stab]
All-Star
Ernest Palmer Sid Algiers
"The Master
Wanters"of Women"
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (Al Lichtman Release).
The Leightons
Tom Forman
All-Star
Harry Perry Sam Nelson
"The Broken Wing"
Louis
Gasnier
All-Star
Carl Struss George Yohalem Olga Printzlau
Vic
Schertzinger
"Daughters of the Rich"
"Mansion of Aching Hearts"
METRO STUDIO.
Romame and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Harold Shaw Viola Dana John Arnold
Frank Strayer
"Rouged Lips"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Curt
Rehfeld
Rex Ingram All-Star John Seitz
Willis Goldbeck
"Scaramouche"
Hunt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release).
Edward Sloman Productions.
Edward Sloman All-Star
Winifred Dunn
"Eagle's Feather"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
^ '' llLLf
'y-'"t-'''' •■li'-kie Coogan Frank Good
P1CKFORD-TAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7 I 00
United Artists Release.
Charles
Rosher
Jim Townsend
Ernest Lubltsch
Mary Piekford
R-C STUDIO
Melrose and Cower.
780 Gower St.
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Ted Brook
Yil,,'o.ul
™ •
Harry
Wm.
Moreno
Mai St Clair
Al -StarCarey
I^e Thornley
Garmes
Art. Flaven
Jas. A\ . Home
All-Star
Jos Du Bray
Rol Ashor
v' Santeil All-Slar \Vi„. Marshall
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mgr.
1425 Fleming

Marv Rob. Tiineharl'Lotig Live the King"
Santa Monica Blvd.

I

Progress Editing
Editing

761711

6th
Week
Casting
7th Week
Week
1st
Casting
Casting
Casting

7th Week
Schedule
Schedule
Editing
Casting
Preparing
Holly 1431
4 th Week
Preparing
1st Week
Editing
5th Wreek
8 th Week
Preparing
5th
Week
Editing
Editing

761731

9th Week
2nd
Week
Canada
Holly 2400
1st
Week
Editing
6th
Week
Editing
12th
Week
Editing
fith Week
Cth Week
72nd
th Week
Week
Lincoln 2120
Sth Week
3rd Week
Sth Week
8th Week
Preparing
Holly 4485
4th AVeek
8th AVeek
1st
AA'eek
1st Week

Edw. Knoblork

"The Little Street Singer"

Holly 7901
inth AA'eek
Holly 7780

Bernstein Jaccard
Beatrice Van
Owen Davis
Dickey Paige

"The Miracle Baby"
"End of the Fray"
"Blow A'our Own Horn"
"Lights Out"

Editing
7th AVeek
4th AA'eek
2nd AA'eek

St.

598-141
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Cameraman
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Type

ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Hal Roach Comedies (Pathe release).
5-Reel Comedy
Newmeyer-Taylor Harold Lloyd Walter Lundin
Robert Golden
Hutchison-Parrott Comedies
2-Reel Comedy
Parrott-Fay
Snub 1 ollai d
Roach Doran Hackmey
Howe-Pecar
"Paul" Parrott Frank
Young Henecke-Brandie
"Our
Hal Conklin
McNamara-McGow All-Star
L<en Powers
C. Merehouse
2-ReelGang"
Comedy
Jeske-Pembrook
Stan Laurel
Frank How. Clark "What Should a Girl Do?'
Roy Clemens Edna Murphy
Hively
RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1 439 Beachwood Dr.
Feature
B. D. Russell
Geo. Larkin
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Malobee Productions.
2-Reel
Western
Bob
Williamson
Malobee
Leo Maloney
V. Walker
Bebee
Logan-Baynham Productions.
2-Reel Comedy
Tom Gibson
Morante
MacManigal-Kane
SLNNETT S TUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
Mack Sennett
Jim Wright
Wm. Seiter
Mabel Normand
Homer Scott
"The Extra Girl"
Roy Del Ruth
Billy Bevan
George Bordeau
"Skylarking"
Roy Delruth
Billy Bevan
George Bordeau
Herman Raymaker Ben Turpin Wagner
Mack Sennett
"Pitfalls of a Big City"
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee Pres. Nan Co llins, Casting.
Ave.
Louis B.
Mayer
Productions,
Clune's
Studio,
5360Wyckoff
Melrose Doran Cox
Bess Meredith
Fred Niblo
All-Star
Alvin
"Captain Applejack"
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp.
(FirstBunny
National
release.)
Dull
Johnston-Dazey
Frank Borzage
All-Star Chet Lyons
Children of Dust"
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Wallace Fox
Edwin Carewe
All-Star Sol Polito
Adelaide Heilbron
"Girl of Golden West"
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release) Harry Weil
Frances Marion
Frank Lloyd Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio
'^shes
Millard Webb
"Dulcy" of Vengeance"
Sidney Franklyn
Constance Talmadf Norbert Brodin
Emerson- Loos
James Young Productions (Associated First National release).
James Young All-Star George Benoit
James Ewens
Richard W. Tully "Trilby"
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
(First National release).
Tourneur
Tourneur All-Star A. L. Todd
Scotty Beal
'Brass Bottle"
Principal Pictures Corporation.
(First National release).
Eddie Cline
All-Star
Norman Manning
'Meanest Man in the World'
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Universal
Film Mortimer
Manufacturing
(Universal Release.)
Nat Ross
Edmund
Herb. Co.
Rawlinson
Charles Kenyon
"Thicker Than Water"
Tom Regan
George Marshall
Jack Hoxie
George Hively
"Where Is This West"
Tinling
Richard Stanton All-Star
Wm. Parke All-Star
Harvey
Gates
Arthur Thompson Geo. 1'vper
Wm. Craft Jack Dougherty
"The Man Hunter"
Howard Oswald
Broph
Taylor
Messinger-Marchan
Jefferson
"Daniel Boone"
Al KenyonMoffit
Jack Dillon Mower-Sedgwick
All-Star
"Self-Made
Wife"
Wm.
Nobles
McDonough
Duke Worne Little-Thomson
Bertram Millhau
Leo McCarey
Jack Conway Gladys Walton
"Sawdust"Talons"
ser
"Eagles'
Harvey
Gates
Robt.
Newhart
Wallace
Worsley
Lon Chaney
"Hunchback"
Dugan-Sullivan
Sheehan-Lowe
Harry Pollard
Reginald Denny
Leather
Pushers
Harry Webb
Stuart Paton
Ernst
Laemmle
Comedy Red"
Staff
Roy
Stewart
"Seeking
Geo.
Hull
Baby
Peggy
Joe Barry
King
Baggott
"Wanted a Home"
Watson
Bert Roach
Holland
Wm. Duncan
Clarke
Duncan- Johnson Robinson
Geo. Plympton
"The Steel Trail"
Feature
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
Virginia Valli
Arthur Smith
Hobart Henley
Marion Fairfax
"Lady of Quality"
Miller
Hoot Gibson
Wm. Tummell
Ed. Sedgwick
Geo. C. Marshall
Howell
Robt. Hill
"Out of Luck"
Wm. Desmond
B. Humberstone Edwin
"Skyline
of Spruce"
Renco Productions
Ross Fisher
Dallas Fitzgerald All-Star
James Kilgallen James Colwell
"After the Ball"
Rellimeo Productions.
Louis Wm. Chaudi All-Star
Abbott Linwood
Dick Sherer Grace M. Sandersc"The Man Behind'
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Wm.
Smith.Dagwell
Gen Mgr.
Dave Smith
All-Star
S. Smith. Jr.
"The Alibi"
H. Koenekamp
Larry Semon
Joe Basil
Larry Semon
Larry Semon
"The Rural Rival'
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Gilson
Chas. Hines
Arthur Rosson
Johnny Hines
Ray Schrock
"Little Johnny
Jones"
Dupar
Geo. Webster
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry
"Printer's
Devil"
Julien Josephson
Harry Beaumont
Hope Hampton
Grant Carpenter
Diggers"
Sidney Franklin
Lenore Ulric
Edmund Goulding "Gold
"Tiger Rose"
Harry Rapf Productions.
All-Star
Sada
Cowan
"Lucretia Lombard"
Marie Prevost
Edmund Goulding "Broadway
After Dark"
WILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd.
Dr. W. I. Schuster
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
"You
haveto tried
the rest, ofnowthetryprofession
the best"
Catering
the foremost
10 to 12
2 to 5
Evenings 6 to 8
Palmer Graduate
Phone 436-724

SEE

LENZ

Editing 761-721
ttcueuuie
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
1st Week
Preparing
Holly 7945-6
Schedule
Schedule
Wils. 1550
Editing
9th Week
Preparing
Last Week
Holly 4080
6 th Week
Editing
Editing
7th Week
6th Week
7th Week
7th Week
5th Week
570-081
4th Week
Preparing
4th Week
1st
9th Week
Week
4th Week
Editing
14th Week
22nd Week
Schedule
Preparing
Preparing
Schedule
2nd Week
Preparing
4th Week
3rd Week
2nd Week
4th Week
4th Week
598131
3rd Week
3rd Week
Holly 4181
2nd Week
Week
1st
Preparing6V
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Holly 7940

LENS

Protect your eyes!
CROOKES

YE RUB SHOPPE
Professional Hair Dyeing
for
Professional Men
621 West 8th St.
Pico 1566

A

Progress

FOR

%9

SIXTH ktHILL
TELEPHONE
- B3 3O06

LENSES

KLEIG

EYES

Oculists' prescriptions accurately filled.

0/
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$85 Stone Martins,
Perfect condition
$39
$25 black -and-red shoes,
size 4B, worn once
$7.50
$300 Paquin black-and-silver
afternoon gown
$49
$65 sport dress
$ I5
Also 3 beautiful evening coats.
We specialize in $29 and $35
dresses
Screen Stars Wardrobe Exchange
2006 Ivar Avenue
(in the brown residence on the corner)
Reed

Heustis
and

Sherley Hunter
in collaboration
Comedy-Drama
TITLES
and Continuities

YOU want him to be successful, of course. Are
you educating him in one of the most important subjects — the care and use of money?
k Savings Account for him here, growing as he
grows, will help to teach him to save and it
will furnish capital for education or a start
in business. Also, it will begin a business relationship and mutual friendship with this bank
which may prove of inestimable value to him in
the years to come.

816 Detwiler Bldg.
Phone 66S-09

Minor

KTInl AHBjMIAEltf

Blythe

Attorney-at-Law
Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los Angeles

Sixteen Branches

Los Angeles
Huntington Park
Bell
Riverside
Redlands

including —
Los Angeles
San Pedro
Vernon

Telephone 134-88

DORIS BAKER
INGENUE
822-741

HOOVER
STUDIOS
6321 Hollywood Boulevard
Telephone Holly 9161
Only the Finest Types of
Professional Photography
All Sittings Made by Appointment
Reproductions Publicity
Still Finishing
Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
Animated Cartoons — Original Title IdeasClay Animation
— Miniature
Animated
Figures Sets and
Cinema Arts Studio
ELMER H. YOUNG, Mgr.
612 Lissner Bldg.
Phone 644-42

QUICK
MONEY
RELEASE!
Producers — Active or Prospective — Get in Touch with a LIVE One
H.

B. Film Company
Distributors — Producers
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd., I.os Angeles.
FUR RUGS.

and

FUR ROBES.
FUR STORAGE AND RENOVATING
MOUNTINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

COLBURNS
933-935 South Broadway
Touiin"

YVilshire 4275

TAXIDERMY

STUDIO
Telephone 643-13

Cars $2 per Hour.
Limousines $2.50 per Hour.
Special Rates on Studio Trips and Touring.

SUNSET
577-994

TAXI
578-280

MOTION
PICTURE STUDIO FOR RENT
OpenRooms;
Stage, Carpenter
100' x 100';
x 100'; Room;
Dark Stage,
125' long;
26
Dressing
Shop;Open
PaintStage,
Shop; 60'Projection
Dark Room;
Modern
Office Building; Flats; Props. Can divide. Corner Venice Boulevard and Durango,
near Culver Junction, Culver City. Open for inspection.
FRED L. HUNT, Owner
333 Title Insurance Bldg.
Broadway 695
For permanent tenant $750 per month

I
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WORLD-WIDE SURVEYS
(Continued from Page 5)
characteristics, certain symbols, that the
public associates with a broken-down nobility. Whether they are true doesn't matter
so much as that they are universally recognized. Hence, in this part I have succeeded
in talking a language that everybody understands."
One by one the big picture producers are
casting their vote for Southern California
as the ideal spot for film making. A year
ago, when Mae Murray first signed a Metro
contract, it was said that the agreement
hung for days because of Miss Murray's objection to working in California.
The other day it was announced that
Miss Murray had agreed to film all of her
future productions here, that she had purchased a five-acre tract of land for a building site and that she and her director-husband, Bob Leonard, would make their future
home in Los Angeles.
"There is no place in the world where
picture making conditions can compare
with those in Los Angeles," said Leonard
in announcing the reasons for abandoning
New York as a center of production on the
part of his wife and himself.

MONEY
FULL CASH
VALUE PAID
Olive at Seventh

to

buy Diamonds
Sidney D. Cohn
302 Bank of Italy Bldg.
Los Angeles
v^W%

Bldg. Main 1072
MOTION
PRODUCERS' Fox ASSOCIATION,
1004 Hollingsworth
Hal E. R -ach Studios
BurstonPICTURE
Films. Inc.
Film Corporation
Rockett ) 11m Corporation
Chester Bennett Productions Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
Jos. M. bchenck Enterprises
Campbell
Comedy Studio
Corporation Thos.
HamiltonWhiteStudios,
Comedies,
Selig
Charlie Chaplin
H. Ince
Inc. Inc.
SelznickPolyscope
PicturesCo.Corp.
Century
Film
Corporation
Louis
B.
Mayer
Production
Mack Sennett Films Corp.
C. L. Chester Productions Metro Pictures Corp.
United
Inc. Co.
Clune Theatres Co.
Nazimova Productions
UniversalStudios.
Film Mfg.
Jackie Coogan Productions Mary Pickford Company
King
Vidor
Productions
Douglas Fairbanks Picture Corporation Renco Film Co.
The Vitagraph Co rep any
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation Robertson -Cole Studios, Inc.

Wa

x

Figures

For

Rent

You can rent real lifelike wax figures modeled by our
staff of skilled artists for a reasonable charge. You will

Rapid, efficient, thorough. National
types of all kinds. A special department for children. The same care is
given in the selection of supporting
atmosphere as is given to the cast.

find our service complete and in keeping with your needs.
The reproduction below portrays the character of our
workmanship.
You

are

Figures of this type are made on order.
invited

to

visit

our

studio

"Service

to
Producer

L.

and

£♦

MAKER

Justice to

OP WAX

105 EAST TENTH ST.
LOS ANGELES
PHONE

Service

FIGURES

Studio

Performer'

The

Oates

820-734

Bureau

1036 South Hill
Phone 821-071
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, niters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and
surface scratch
noises
Plate
entering sound
box.
No
metallic
(See Cut)
noises.
Nickel Plate $1.00
VANTONE CO Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.

Reproduction from Life
—ofnoted
Clairepianist
Forbes-Crane
Window by Paul hupo
—Barker Bros.
Model from Life
by L. E. Oates
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POLA AMD HER THIRD
(Continued from Page 6)

GENUINE
GERMAN
MAUSER
Latest model 9 shot
automatic.
ard cnrthdccK—Shoots
lies standflat m
pocket
—
World's
famous—
Luger
Si.
*20.7S
Hand Ejector Revolver,
32 cal. $13.95
$16.95.
i,K-$17.95. Guaranteed genuine imported.
All
brandncw;;s,-al.
latt-stmodels
send no money
^/p:j
Satisfaction
or monry promptly
ref undid
25 cal.auarantttd
Pocket Automatic;
2r. sal. Blue
Steel Army
AutoOfficer'sTrench
$10.45;
ML
H
4*.4S;
Automatic
$Jk|>r
Military
$11.95:
matic.3safeti».
M w Hj Automatic,
FREE,
extra majtazine
10 shot
32 cal.2Scal.
Imported
there.
over
usvd
you
like
Just
$11.65.
M B"" Top
Brake Revolver. :!2 cal. $8.65; 88 cal. $9.95.
Universal Sales Co. 141 B'way, Desli iji) New York
Motion

Picture Cameras
for Rent
Late Model B & H Still and Graflex
Cameras rented by day or week.
Ultra-Speed Slow Motion and Akeley
Cameras rented with operators.
For Information Call
PHOTOGRAPHERS
6035 Hollywood Blvd. Holl^ 4338
Location Lunches on Short Notice
KWIK
LUNCH
Holly 7660
1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.
THEODORE
HAYS
is not a director, but he can give the
director the action he wants.
Expert Horseman
Complete Wardrobe
Main 525

tion of the well known writer of screen subjects, Rob Wagner. Walter Woods wrote and
is production editor of this screaming laughgetter — in which Constance Wilson, sister of
Lois, is the leading woman.
Jack Holt has just started in his new star
picture.
Gentleman
of Leisure"
direction of"A Joseph
Henabery.
This playunder
was
originally by John Stapleton and P. G. Wodehouse and was adapted by Anthony W. Coldeway. Walter Woods is production editor.
The leading woman is a beautiful Swedish
actress — Sigrid Holmquist.
Director Gasnier, who yearns // for a
glimpse of his boyhood home in Paris, once
more has been forced to postpone his
European trip. His trans-Atlantic voyage,
which was to have been taken this spring,
will not materialize until he has completed
four big productions upon which he will
soon name.
begin work — all to be released under
his
CAMERA!
ATHP
1 TAP
"<i E T
R K » ^ V IMS
X. T O» • JJ
WANTED— Bell & Howell Outfit, 120 or 170
degree shutter. Must be bargain for cash.
Give full information first letter. Box SL
Camera.
AVAILABLE NOW, BELL & HOWELL WITH
COMPLETE STUDIO EQUIPMENT.
BLAINE WALKER, 914 SOUTH OLIVE
STREET.
TELEPHONE MAIN 3746.
FOR
RENT—
-Bell
& Howell
camera,
120°
shutter.
Full
equipment,
excellent
condition.
I'hone 577-674.
FOR RENT — High-grade still outfits, $5.00 per
week, Little. The Big Photographer, 5874
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor at Law
JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
Works of Art from
China and Japan

The Shoe Doctor

Oriental Costume Co.
Holly 5954
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.

6666 Hollywood Blvd.

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774
Marion

Hugh
Hoffman
Scenarist
and Production
Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit, Universal
Current
"Sawdust"
Jack production,
Conway, Directing
Recent Releases, "A Dangerous Game,"
"The Love Letter," "Gossip"
Professional Photographs
It Costs No More for Quality Photographs at
"Los Angeles' Finest Theatrical Studio"

uciio
We are professional photographers
and have the best equipment for making Portraits — Publicity Photographs
Special Stills. Commercial wtrk and
Enlargements.
6039 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 2560

V

"We save your sole and heel you too"
FRANK
Holly 3752
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Raymond McKee
The Friars Club
New York City

Warde

Acting and Make— Up for Stage and Motion Pictures. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancinw
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
Telephone 821-181
*33 So. Broadway
"Make-up Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry*
"A BUSINESS IS KNOWN BY THE CHARACTER OF
PEOPLE
IT SEKVFS."
years our
been
make-up
headquartersForof many
the foremost
peopleshopin has
the
profession. Being the best establishment of its kind in this
ZAN
section of the
country
it
is
better
able
to
meet
your
requirements as to quality, price and service
819 South Hill Street
Telephone Pico 498

"The One Bright Spot Friday Nights"
B
O
BOXING
I
N
G
American Legion Stadium
Hollywood at El Centro
Holly 100 for reservations
"We teach your <watch to tell the truth"
Special offer, watch crystals 25c
Amoderately
complete priced
line ofjewelry.
high-grade
Shopandis
open evenings.
Hollywood Watch and Clock Hospital
Sam Margolis, Prop.
6057 Hollywood Blvd.
Art
Lee
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teacK you how to Make lip Correctly
Read my references
Telephone 598-207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western

SEE

BRUNO

For Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard
Apartment
Shop Specials
ERMINE WRAP cannot be duplicated; moleskin coatee, platinum
fox, Russian sables, evening gowns,
wraps, fans, sport clothes, shoes,
hats, negligees.
Exclusive Imported Models.
Apartment
3
1310
Lilac Terrace
Near 1 400 Sunset
Main 257

!
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Chance

A

"Break
to
We
Want

100
with

appear

headed

or without

by two of the most
We

experience

in

PICTURES

in Feature

Picture world.

In"

People

MOTION

to
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Film

with

prominent

are looking

all star

cast

stars in the Motion

for people with the sin-

cere desire to "break in," and those who believe they have
the talent and ability, but hitherto have found it difficult,
if not impossible to obtain the chance to show what they
can do.
THIS

IS YOUR

OPPORTUNITY

We want to give you a chance to act in Feature pictures to be filmed in our own studios, and at the same time
you will have an opportunity to become a shareholder in
a large motion picture concern. It is an unusual and rare
opportunity to become a shareholder in a company which
produces and distributes their own pictures. An investment of $ 1 000.00 is required which entitles you to receive
dividends from our Co-operative Stock sharing plan, besides your salary and permanent contract.
ACT

TODAY

Send recent photo, with full name, nationality, height, weight, color of
hair and eyes, complexion, and state what motion picture experience you have
had, if any, and type of work you believe you are best fitted for.
We have a bona fide proposition which will bear strictest investigation.

International

Co-operative

Producers
1329 Gordon

Street

and

Motion

Picture

Corp.

Distributors

Holly 1918

Hollywood,

Calif.
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Hui\f GTSI) umive

EIGHT

WEEKS

And Then th
THE

\Mtem*M;

MORE

?/;" Open at Exposition Park for

AMERICAN

MOTION

HISTORICAL
REVUE
and
PICTURE
:XPOSITION

Following Which There Will be THIRTY

Days

July 2nd — August 'th
the Like of Which Los Angeles, the Great Southwest,
the Pacific Coast or the Entire United States
Have Never Seen Before
And How the People Are Going to Flock Here
From Far and Near, They're Coming to Help Celebrate the
Hundredth
Anniversary
America's
Outstanding
Pronouncement
on of
Foreign
Affairs
and
the Declaration T^at Insured the
Freedom of th
.Vest Coast
Everyone
Has His
Eye on "THE
LOCATION,"
"
UNIQUE
Amusement
Thoroughfare
of All which
Expositions

As this will be the BIGGEST
Show on the American Continent
during the Summer of 1923, yo>don't want to miss it. To make
sure not to miss a single feature,
fill in this Blank and mail it to
The Exposition Department, 800
N. Spring St., Los Angeles, Calif.

the

Patron's Application
THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVUE AND MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION
For the purpose of taking part in the First Annual American Historical Revue and Motion Picture Industrial Exposition to be held in the City of Los Angeles during the year
1923 in commemoration of the One Hundredth Anniversary
of the Monroe Doctrine.
I hereby make application for
_
Patron's
Coupon
Tickets
to the Revue and Exposition, Book
for whichof IAdmission
agree to pay
the
sum of ten dollars each, payments to be made as follows:
Dated
192.... Signed
Occupation
Address.- „
Make AH Checks Payable to Motion Picture Exposition

CAMER
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UNO

Authentic Details and Photographs
of FOREIGN
INTERIORS
and
EXTERIORS
DESCRIPTION.

of

Cafes
Hotels

EVERY

Shops
Mansions

Theaters
Bungalows
Steamships
Cities
Streets
Parks

Villages
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

MARTHA

international Cinema RESEAR(;h
I"*
L.A. HOW LAND
^fl
*
300-301

MARSHALL

LEADS
INGENUES
SOCIETY

Phone 438-761
*
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

PARTS

Telephone

'The
Eternal
Three'
here are quality, price and service. Rare
and beautiful antique furniture, statues and
works of art that were "In the Palace of
the King" are now in our big shop IN
HOLLYWOOD. It is "The Rendezvous"
of discriminating value seekers, and is

439-801

TECHNICOLOR
Motion

Now

open "Six Days" of the week to serve you.

Pictures

Available
No

in Color

to the Producer

Limitation

on

or Type

of Sets

Goldwyn company, which is producing these pictures, realizes the value
of prompt, efficient service such as our
superb facilities enable us to offer.
We buy, sell, rent and exchange.

Action

The

Technicolor
Picture
C. A.

Antique4534 Hollywood Blvd.

Shop
Phone 598-030

1116

Lodi

Motion

Corporation
Willat, Manager

Hollywood 4470
Street
Hollywood,

Calif .
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Only

Meant

as

Editorial

Comment

A funny thing about that picture called "The Power of a Lie" is it shows how weak a lie is in reality.
It is predicted that all the water in the world will disappear in time. This WOULD BE carrying prohibition too far.
There is no place for grafters and crooks in the picture-producing business and the sooner the vacancy is made the
better.
Too often a wave of prosperity is a breaker of the human sense of equilibrium. Verily, a lot of change sure does change
some people.
While Los Angeles was having a spell of torrid weather, Chicago was having a blizzard and Europe was having her usual
political storms.
The latest fad among photoplayers is to dabble in oil. It is still a good idea for photoplayers to dabble more exclusively
in the photoplay art.
If you will only pause to ponder, the dope question is more of a terrible fact than it is a question. Incidentally, it is high
time to stop the high-handed traffic.
Some call "The Covered Wagon" great and others call it ordinary, but whatever they may call it one thing is certain, it's
proving a great money-maker for some reason or other.
Anyalong
film under
publication
which ofmakes
habit way
to "knock"
- people
saving
the banner
films. it Aa good
to deny film
is not
to buy!and film affairs should be denied the privilege of
A theatre dedicated to finding the great American opera is proposed for Hollywood. And, if that theatre does find the
said great American opera, the founder thereof will go down in history as a great finder.
Old screen favorites are coming back in veritable droves nowadays, which means the new faces are not to be given so
much chance for a while. Between the new and old faces, just how much is there to choose?
Some unruly cuss is urging a revision of the marriage laws so as to make the women more amenable to complete control. For the sake of protecting that said cuss against a bombardment of rolling-pins we will not divulge his name.
Oriental picture fans are becoming so very partial to American-made films that Oriental picture producers are becoming
as scarce as the proverbial hen-teeth all of which serves as more proof that America is the gem of the motion (picture.)
Eric Von Stroheim has two months of "shooting" ahead of him in San Francisco, where he is filming "McTeague" under
the happy.
title of "Greed." Say, if some of those European countries had only two months of shooting ahead of them, they would
be
There is a reassuring dearth of scandals in filmdom, which no doubt means that publishers of some yellow newspapers
are
almost
frantic. You
can depend on it though, they will cook up something if it is only a trivial, uncalled-for "roast" of
some kind (unkind)
of someone.
The wise exhibitor is the one who not only exhibit good pictures, but who exhibits good showmanship in the manner in
which he does the exhibiting. Showmanship is still the ship of state for all those theatre-owners who would travel to high
estate of success.
Now that they have identified that woman in Honduras as Clara Phillips, and since it is reasonably sure she will land in
San
Juantin pictures
after all,of here's
hopingeventhey
don'tnews
trustweeklies.
the Los Angeles jail to hold her again even overnight. Also, let there be
no moving
her return
in the
According to inside information, rapid progress is being made on the plans for building that much discussed Amusement
Center in Hollywood and if it is "set up" as proposed it will be one of the whole world's greatest show-places. It would seem
that all people loyal to Hollywood should get back of this promising enterprise since it seems so sure of making this community not only one of the most famous centers in the world, but in all history. Let us hear more of the plans and if everything is O. K., let's support it with that zeal which will insure it of being a K. O.
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HEARTBREAKS OF METROPOLIS IN THE FILM
Woven about the theme that alluring beauty, the warm-voiced
BECOMES
A
New York takes those who seek siren gifted with some illusive,
its favors and breaks them on intangible quality that makes it
magic. It is filmed as the
NEED
the wheel of its materialism ere street
of streets, the glittering
it permits them to achieve suc- stage on which is enacted half
French history seems sudcess, "Broken Hearts of Broad- of the country's drama of life.
denly to have assumed a trein the production by Cumway," to be produced at the Hol- And
mendous interest for the protwo great restaurants
lywood Studios by Irving Cum- mings
ducer of films, and there are so
will
be
shown. The sets for
mings,
is
a
picturization
of
the
many Comtes, and Dues and
these are the largest of their
struggles
and
heartbreaks
which
Rois nowadays, that a director
kind ever built, for the action of
has to have the history of the face those who woo fame in the the picture requires that the fagreat
metropolis
of
the
Western
Gallic monarchy at his finger Hemisphere.
mous spaghetti rendezvous and
tips to know exactly who is who.
the chop suey parlor known as
This photoplay, marking Cum- the
Two features that assume
Shanghai must be elaborming's entry into the ranks of
especial prominence dealing the
ately displayed/
great
independent
producers,
with entirely different periods
According to announcement
will
be
screened
in
a
most
elaare now in process of producway. An all- given out by Cummings' organition. One of these is "Ashes of star castborate andhaslavish
zation, the all-star cast for
been engaged for
Vengeance," starring Norma
"Broken Hearts of Broadway"
production and, with Cum- has
Talmadge, which opens with the its
been
completed. The roster
mings himself playing a small
Bartholomew's Eve Massacre,
of players includes the names of
role,
it
is
predicted
that
the
hisand theends
otherwith
is "Scaramouche,"
tronic talent assembled will be many of the most famous artists
which
the Fall of the an
added attraction.
of the industry and each memBastille and the spectacular beber was selected because of his
"Broker
of Broadway,"
ginning of the French revolu- adapted byHearts
her individual suitablity for
Hope Loring and or
tion.
Louis Duryea Lighton from an the various roles and none was
"Ashes of Vengeance," which
for the exploitation valplay, is a heart-stirring engaged
is being produced by Joseph M. old
ue of their name alone as is
Schenck for Associated First drama that features some of
oftentimes
the case in organizNational Pictures, Inc., is in a life's most necessary and useing an all-star cast.
ful lessons: It also is a pictorsense the more glamourous of
Included in the list of stars
the two, because the scenes
ial display of one of the world's
now in the making are laid in best known and most famous engaged by Cummings is Colleen
streets — a thoroughfare along Moore, who co-starred •with
the palaces and the chateaux of which
has passed practically James Woods Morrison in the
the
aristocracy.
"Scaramouche"
every notable figure in the his- Cosmopolitan production, "The
offers a vivid contrast just now
tory of the United States.
in its sketching of the life of the
Nth Commandment," Johnnie
The story throws into vivid Walker, who enacted a principal
people. Many courtly grandeurs
relief
the
manner
in
which
arare to follow.
in Goldwyn's, "The Rear
tists battle for success in the role
Car," and who was formerly
In "Ashes of Vengeance"
great
city
by
the
Hudson.
It
is
which is being directed by flavored with the spiciness of starred in his own pictures including "My Dad," "Captain Fly
Frank Lloyd, Norma Talmadge
By Night" and "The Fourth
will have one of the most bril- Greenwich Village and soddened
liant roles of her career as Mile. by the sordiness of tiuman pas- Musketeer," all R-C specials;
sions that float upon the turgid Alice Lake, former Metro star
Yoofand de Bruex. Conway
surface of a Chinatown cafe.
Tearle has the principal role op- The romance of Sunny Italy, and featured player in "I am the
Law," "Chicago Sal" and other
posite her, that of Rupert de
independent productions; Tully
Briac. Their romance is the land of vengeance and vendetta,
Marshall,
known character
tinges
some
of
its
strongest
central interest of the story, scenes, while through it sings lead and well
one of the principal
which concerns a plan for re- the wholesome strain of good,
players in "The Covered Wagvenge that comes to naught bewhich adon," Kate Price, former serial
cause its fire is swept away by clean mitsAmericanism
of
no
surrender
to
the
star
and famed old character
a finer humanism.
forces of evil or the powers of woman; Creighton Hale, who atWallace Beery has one of his destruction.
tained prominence through his
most important roles since he
The fascination of newspaper
work in "Way Down East;"
was seen in "Robin Hood," as life is cast over the entire plot, Arthur
Stewart Hull, who apthe Due de Tours. He is, of
it is about the ambitions of
peared with Gloria Swanson in
course, the villain of the story, for
that the story is built. "Prodigal Daughters" and other
while Josephine Crowell as aIt reporter
Lasky productions; Freeman
shows his poverty shrouded
Catherine de Medici is one of the
thinly in worn garments and it Wood, featured in the stage prochief intriguers.
voices the bitterness of his soul
duction of "The Man Who Came
when confronted by the ogre of Back" on Broadway, New York,
DOFFS FIGHTING TRUNKS
and
Anthony
Merlo, former
despair. But charity and human
TO DON SWIMMING SUIT
sacrifice of self also are woven
World Film player and more recently film executive who has
Reginald Denny has doffed the into the plot, while the keynote
fighting trunks and donned the of a great love is struck fre- now returned to acting.
swimming suit.
throughout the unfold"Broken Hearts of Broadway"
ing of thequently
drama.
The star of the famous Uniwill be personally taken to New
From the time when the soul- York by the young producer
versal "Leather Pusher" series
recently completed his work in shocked newspaper man en- when completed and will be
the latest picture of the new
counters his ex-cabby friend of given a big Broadway premier
series and is vacationing in the night hawk days, from whose with several of the all-star cast
Pacific ocean between pictures.
lips fall the action of the pic- appearing in person.
Production will start soon on
ture, "Broken Heart of Broadanother of the two-reel comedy
way" carries the keen interest
classics.
LETTERS AT
of its attractiveness through
CAMERA OFFICE
Harry Pollard, who directed scenes of love and friendship,
the filming of the previous
shame and sorrow, discouragePhilo McColIough
ment and despair, death and dis"Leather Pushers," will continue
Louise Lovely
the making of the plays listed in
aster, fame and fortune — so
Forrest Stanley
the latest series.
many of the ingredients of huDenny was supported in the
Clair Windsor
man life— into the final glorification of success won after the
picture just completed by Elinor
Crane Wilbur
Niles Welsh
Field, Hayden Stevenson, Ger- struggles beyond measure.
trude Olmsted, Harry Carter.
Chas. Hyland
Broadway is shown in all its
HISTORICAL
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LORE

DON

DONNED

SAILING
FOR

HI!

TOGS

CAUSE

Don Armando, who has beet
selected to play an importait
role in the West Coast Produe
tion, course
"Why Do
We Live," now
the
of production
at tinit
Cosmoart Studios, is said to ba
the first Spanish nobleman 01
high rank to enter the picture
producing field in Hollywood
withoutoveranyhisunusual
made
advent.adoBut,beinf1
thj
quietness with which he is makthe man'smodest
owi
doing,ing hisasdebut
he is is
extremely
and resents having any fust
made over him. • This is due to
the fact that in Spain he has
been much in public life, having
been
GuardsKing
and Alfonso's
much in theCaptain
politicalof
limelight with the result that on
the occasion of his every publii
appearance there he has been
feted extensively.
"I did not come to Hollywood
to be received with acclaim even
though I might distinguish myj
self in my chosen profession,!
Mr. Armando
says.
bel
cause
I felt the
call "Iof came
a widei
field of opportunity. My several
years of stage work in Spain
became monotonous as I began
to realize more and more the]
limitations the rather small field]
imposed. Hence I came tol
American motion pictures tor
the purpose of gaining latitude!
for developing my dramatic
Mr. Armando is a dashingj
young man of decided handsome!
appearance and he is considered!
ability."
by those who have become hcA
quainted with him as the ideal!
type of juvenile leading man.
HISTORIC SPOTS FILMED
FOR GOLDWYN FEATURE
San Francisco, animate and
inanimate, is generously represented in Erich von Stroheim's
production of "Greed," which the
Goldwyn
produced in its
entirety indirector
this city.
Hundreds of local citizens are
being pressed into service as
"atmosphere" during the filming
of this adaptation of Frank
Norris' classic "McTeague" and
many ofmarksthe
landserve city's
as thehistoric
background
for the action.
An entire two-story business
block in the heart of San Francisco and rthe
neighborhood
ounding it are
the center sur-of
activities
producing
"Greed,"
but other inscenes
of the
story
show the Cliff House, famous
from coast to coast; the Ferry
Building, the Golden Gate, Seal
Rocks, Market Street, San Francisco's justly famous sky line,
the Embarcadero, the San Francisco Orpheum and many other
nationally known portions of
California's chief sea port are
registered on celluloid as backgrounds forofthetheintensely
matic action
story. dra-
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Filmland's

Summer travel to California this year is
certain to break all previous records. And
judging from advance reports a large number of the travelers expect to take in the
Monroe Doctrine Centennial which will be
held in Exposition Park, Los Angeles, July
2-August 4, inclusive, in connection with the
Motion Picture Exposition. AW transcontinental railroads report that they have
never had so many inquiries about summer
rates to the Pacific Coast and Southern California in particular.
The engagement of R. H. Burnside, for
eleven years producing director of the New
York Hippodrome, to stage the mammoth
spectacles in the new Los Angeles Coliseum,
as a part of the Monroe Doctrine Centennial,
is attracting nation-wide attention. Everyone who has gone to New York in the last
decade has always made the Hippodrome
one of the placed visited, no matter how busy
he may have been. Those who saw "Better
Times"
there this
year were amazed at the
entertainment
offered.
The man responsible for it was R. H.
Burnside, and, he says he is going to surpass
it in the production he will make for Los
Angeles this summer. He is already in
Southern California with his personal staff
of experts from the Hippodrome. One of the
things that will be put on is a revue of
American history which will tell in pageantry the story of our country from the coming
Of Columbus down to the present. It will
be done on such a scale as was never before
attempted. Thousands of people will be used
in the spectacle. The hundred motion picture studios are placing all of their skilled
workers at the disposal of Mr. Burnside, so
that even the spectacle of Imre Kiralfy will
be outdone. These pageants will all be
filmed for benefit of the future.
Dirt is flying in Exposition Park and the
hammers are pounding as three shifts of
builders have set themselves the problem
Of making a new construction record. Only
eight weeks remain until the day for opening the Monroe Doctrine Centennial and in
that time fifty bungalows of the pueblo Indian style of architecture must be completed.
It is surprising how this miracle city is
springing up. It almost suggests a mirage
on the Enchanted Mesa.
Ground was broken during the past week
for the first building on The Location. This
Will be the amusement thoroughfare of the
Los Angeles exposition, differing in every
respect from all other expositions. The Fox
JFilm Corporation has taken the lead in
getting its building started. Goldwyn, Famous Players-Lasky, Metro, First National
and all of the rest of producers have interesting plans for being represented on The
Location. The shows here will all be free,
as the Monroe Doctrine Centennial has
banned the idea of cheap displays and catchpenny devices for bilking the public.
The story of the Motion Picture Exposition
was told via the air, on the evening of May
9th, between the hours of ten and eleven
from Station "KFI." This was the first time
in exposition history that such an announcement had ever been broadcasted. It means
that countless thousands of persons who
would not otherwise be reached, heard of
the Monroe Doctrine Centennial. Among
those on the program were Hobart Bosworth,
Carrie Jacobs Bond, William Worthington
and others.
There being forty-eight states in the Union
and the duration of the forthcoming Monroe
Doctrine Centennial being limited to thirty
days, it is a problem how to provide each
one of them with a special day at this big

Greatest

Summer

at Hand
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A Picturesque Corner of the Exposition
celebration. There are no more active or- locate their old friends, no matter where
ganizations in Southern California than the they are in Southern California.
various state societies, whose loyal sons and
Realizing that many people will be coming
daughters lose no opportunity of getting to- to Los Angeles this summer from all parts
gether and singing the praises of their nafor the Motion Picture Expotive habitat, even though they have left it. of the country
sition, which is to be held in connection with
Iowa, Indiana, Texas, Pennsylvania, Illin- the Monroe Doctrine Centennial, the various
ois, New York — in fact all of the forty-eight state societies are eager to participate and
are represented here by unusually live they have made application for special days.
groups which hold regular monthly meet- These are to be assigned by President
ings throughout the entire year, with a pic- Walter J. Reynolds in the very near future,
nic or two thrown in for good measure.
so as to give the different groups a chance to
They have gone so far as to form a federa- prepare their programs. With the heavy
tion of these state societies with a central
demand for time, there will probably be two
office and paid attendants. Here a register assignments for certain days between July
is kept, so that newcomers may be able to 2 and August 4.

Starts Life in a Circus, But Finds Life is no Circus
Lloyd Ingraham, one of the chief figures
in
the cast
"Scaramouche."
Rex a Ingram's
newest
Metroof production,
has had
colorful
professional career.
Mr. Ingraham was born in Rochelle,
Illinois. His parents, circus people, .died
while he was an infant and he was brought
up by his grandfather, David Navarro, associated with the P. T. Barnum circus. Mr.
Navarro was recognized as the fastest ticket
seller in the United States.
At 14 Mr. Ingraham left school to become
a trap drummer with the Robert Buchanan
repertoire company. A year later he became
a member of the cast, playing the role of
Mother Fadet, a witch character, in "Fanchon the Cricket." He became a leading
man at 19 and remained in that position
until he was 21.
Wearying of this work he entered musical
comedy ranks, played in "Breezy Times,"
"Weary tions.
Willie
otherwork
producThen he Walker"
went intoandstock
and
for 12 years was recognized as one of the
leading stock directors in the country, having charge of houses in San Francisco,
Omaha and other cities.
In 1912 he directed his first motion picture
at Niles, California, not far from San Francisco. It was "The Dance at Eagle Pass,"
written by himself. He made it in two days,
and during the year that followed he made
59 more, all one reel in length.

In 1914 Mr. Ingraham acted in and directed pictures with Robert Leonard for
Universal. A year later he went with D. W.
Griffith for whom he directed Mae Marsh,
Robert Harron, Dorothy Gish, Douglas Fairbanks and others. He directed Colleen
Moore in her first picture, "An Old Fashioned Young Man," featuring Robert Harron.
"Hoodoo Ann" and "The Little Apache" were
two of the pictures he made starring Miss
Gish.
Mr. Ingraham has directed many of Douglas McLean's recent starring pictures including "Going Up," "Mary's Ankle," "What's
Your Husband Doing?" "Let's Be Fashionable" and "The Jailbird."
He is playing the role of M. de Kercadiou
in "Scaramouche" because Mr. Ingram made
him understand that he could find no one
else who fitted the role so well and because
he himself felt a strong desire to play it.
Upon the completion of this production Mr.
Ingraham will begin the direction of another
Douglas MacLean feature.
Others in the cast of "Scaramouche" include Alice Terry, Ramon Navarro, Lewis
Stone, Edith Allen, William Humphrey,
Julia Swayne Gordon, James Marcus, Lydia
Yeamans Titus, Otto Matiesen, Carrie Clarke
Ward, Bowditch "Smoke" Turner, George
Seigman, Snitz Edwards and Joe Murphy.
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Maurice Tourneur has been spending the last week in
San Francisco taking a much needed rest
after his hard work directing "The Brass
Bottle" just
Besides
Tourneur
says finished.
he also came
northrestto Mr.
get
some new ideas before starting on his next
picture.
Eric Van Stroheim has once more demonstrated his endless attention to detail by the
addition a couple of weeks ago to the cast,
or props,
of "Greed"
a small
kitten.
Von
Stroheim
decidedof that
Missblack
Baker,
the
nice old maid of the story was the kind of a
woman who would have a cat, so he went out
himself, and bought a lively black kitten,
promptly
named
the crew,
So now little
Greed bycontentedly
lives"Greed."
on the
set, in company with two canary birds and a
bowl of gold fish, and plays his bits in the
scenes with all the calm of an old actor.
Fanny Midgley, who plays Miss Baker, is
his special friend and is promising him a
happy home on her place at Glendale when
the picture is finished.
Florence Meehan landed in San Francisco
last Thursday from the Orient with a halfmillion dollars worth of props and costumes
for the production of "The Ten Commandments." It cost over seven thousand dollars"
in duty to get them into this country, and
the newest article in the lot is an Indian
robe three hundred years old.
Mrs. Frank Hayes and Juno, the beautiful
dog of comedy fame, arrived in San Francisco by motor on Wednesday to join Frank
Hayes. They have taken an apartment and

FrisCO

B>> AGNES

w ill remain in town until Mr. Hayes finishes
his part in Eric Von Stroheim's production
of "Greed."
A. C. Christie, C. H. Christie, Mrs. Mary
Christie, Miss Ann Christie, Neal Burns,
Ellen Jarvis, Vera Stead man and Charlotte
Gordon, all of the Christie Comedies, returned to San Francisco a few days ago and
are doing location work on a picture in and
near town.
Monte Blue spent a couple of days in San
Francisco the first of last week, having come
up with some
recuthasfilm
"Brass" playing,
for the
exchange.
Monte
justof finished
with Irene Rich, the leading role in a picture
made at Universal City, by The Rellimeo
Films, a local organization.
The Golden Gate Productions have moved
their office from the Chronicle Building to
the Blanche Laboratory Building at 331 Turk
Street. They expect to be in active production in the very near future .
James McGee of the picture world of Los
Angeles, sailed for the Orient from here on
the President Cleveland on Friday last. He
expects to visit China, Japan, the Philippine Islands and many other points on a
combined business and pleasure trip.
Mrs. Thomas Ince and three little sons
spent the week-end in San Francisco. Mrs.
Lon Chaney was also in town. And Zasu
Pitts,
the "Greed"
with herof husband
in thecast,
South.spent Sunday
San Francisco is to have one more beautiful picture theatre, as Carol A. Nathan,

KERR

CRAWFORD

manager of the Universal Film Exchang
announced last week that a fine new house,
to cost $400,000, will be built on the site oj
the present Frolic Theatre on Market Street
which is to be torn down at once.
What Ho For the Rolling Main? On Jun<
15th, the "Rambling rtajah" will sail awaj
through the Golden Gate for a fifteen monthBj
tour around the world on a picture makinf
expedition. The ship, which is one of th«
finest sailing yachts afloat, will be under tni
command of Captain Henry W. Lyons, Jr.
son of Admiral Henry W. Lyons, U. S. N,
and himself a graduate of Annapolis, and ;
veteran of the World War. The Crew, asid
from a few seasoned old tars, will consist
of co-eds from the University of California'
and other colleges, besides a few ■doctoral
lawyers, newspapermen, etc., and aside from]
their other duties and adventures they will
form a picture making company, who hopej
to outdo Burton Holmes at his best, in
travelogues and pictures of adventure. Sey-1
mour Jeliff will direct, and the ship is beingi
especially refitted and supplied with a com-j
plete studio and laboratory equipment, also aj
large projection room where picture shows
can be given while in ports. The project is
being put through under the management ofj
the Intrepid company, with offices in thej
Liberty Bank Building, of whom Ivor Mc-I
Fadden is an active member.
Robert Warwick, now starring at the Ful-I
ton Theatre in Oakland, will bring his sea-i
son there to a close, in time to permit him
to play the role of "Hippolytus" in Margaret
Anglin's production of the tragedy, at th*
Greek Theatre at Berkeley, on May 19th.

By Raymond McKee
Along NTe\\> York's Rialto
Bob Vignola has returned from his trip
NEW YORK, May 8.— Charlie Murray de- still running on Broadway, some of them
clares that he is slowly pining away for Hearing the end of their second year: "Kiki," around the world, and is preparing his new.1
California, and if his hopes materialize, he with Lenore Ulric; "Chauve Souris," Rus- script, which, of course, will star Marion
will within the new moon park himself at
sian Life; "Abie's Irish Rose," a Jewish and Da vies.
some favored spot along Hollywood Boule- Hibernian comedy; "Ziegfeld Follies," with
living now from
directly
acrossNagel.
the Will Rogers; "Whispering Wives," nith no
Mrs. Fiske will be seen shortly under
hall at vard.
theHe's Algonquin
Conrad
extra charge for murders over the wire;
As Charles leaves for his studio earlier than "The Old Soak," who never surrenders to Belasco's management in St. John Ervine's
Conradmorning
does, Charles
sits at
Nagel's
"The Gingham Girl," lots of light comedy, "Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary."
each
long enough
to read
the door
Los prohibition;
fresh aid and doughnuts; "So This Is LonR. H. Burnside, who stages all of the HipAngeles
whichSometimes
lie at the
don," American squabs and British snobs.
podrome shows, has left for Los Angeles, to
door
everypapers
morning.
therelatter's
are a See these,
at least.
superintend the staging of the historical
dozen Hollywoodites at a time gathered
about the door to read the news from the
Richard Barthelmess has purchased the pageant there, beginning July 2.
old home town. Conrad must be working
rights
to Rex Beach's new story. "Big
We understand that Eddie Cline hereafter
pretty hard, to sleep through it all.
Brother,"
which will run serially in Hearst's will confine his puttees and megaphone to
International.
serious pictures. Eddie is always handing
May Collins, formerly of the studios, is
a laugh. Go to it, Eddie! Good
now co-starring with Louis Mann and George
Charles Hunt and Clarence Badger are someone
luck!
Sidney at the Forty-Ninth Street Theatre.
engaging talent for "Potash and Perlmutter," the Jewish comedy which is to be done
Max Iinder has eloped with a prominent
in pictures by Samuel Goldwyn, at the Fort
"If
Winter
Comes,"
a
play
dramatized
French society girl. A request has been
from the novel by A. S. M. Hutchinson and Lee Studios.
sent to the New York police to arrest them,
MacDonald Hastings, is at the Gait ty Theatre. Cyril Maude returns to the footlights
Bryant Washburn and Elliott Dexter have in order that they may be taken back to
France to relatives. The couple are believed
as an appealing "Mark Sabre," the kindly formed their own companies in Boston. Each to
be aboard an Atlantic liner, bound for
intentioned, philosophical man whose good has a capital of $50,000.
America.
heart led him to befriend the young mother
Herbert Brenon is in town.
of an unsanctified baby, giving his unsympathetic wife a chance to think the worst of
Ernest Truex has signed on the dotted
Alan Crosland, director of Cosmopolitan's
him and sue for divorce. The play is ten- line with Fox to star in his stage success, "Enemies
of Women," will direct "Under
derly humorous and pathetic, and the ad- "Six Cylinder Love." Elmer Clifton will
the
Redture. TheRobe,"
the include
next Cosmo
feaaptors have done the book and themselves direct.
cast will
Robertsuper
Mantell,
credit.
John Charles Thomas, Alma Rubens, Genevieve Hamper, Ivan and Mary MacLaren and
Compson has sailed for London —
The following plays, in the ord< r of their andBetty
That'sfirmtheforsumoneshepicture.
will receive will
Rose take
Coughlan.
openings, have enjoyed record runs and are from $50,000.
an English
part. The "Follies" beauties also

CAMERA
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Physical

Trainers

To the already long list of studio experts
■who have to do with the making of a motion
j picture one more specialist has been added.
"Physical
a title
be
seen
on the trainer"
doors of isoffices
in that
many may
of the
big studios, while gymnasiums are given as
important a place in the construction of the
new picture plants as are wardrobes, electrical departments or plaster shops.
At the
Studios,ring
"Danny"
man, a starSchulberg
of the squared
whose Goodname
is known wherever fight talk is heard, has
been installed as trainer of not only the
male, but feminine players as well. Daily
workouts with gloves, weights and punching
bag are a part of studio routine for all of
the permanent members of the Schulberg
playing staff, directors and even writers.
An early morning glimpse behind the
doors of "Danny's" improvised conditioning
shop on the Schulberg lot, would serve to
dispel anyof illusions
the usually
"soft"
existence
players. concerning
Gaston Glass
is devoting himself to the gloves to the discomfiture of his luckless opponent. Tom
Forman is the only member of the directorial staff who Questions Gaston's supremacy as a boxer. Sam Jaffe, production manager, finds time to settle little personal matters with his aides whenever differences
arise.
Directors Gasnier and Schertzinger each
spend an hour daily with "Danny's" gymnasium tools, while the blonde Olga Printzlau abandons her typewriter long enough to
skip the rope and participate in the more
feminine diversions that have been provided
for her and the diminutive Ethel Shannon.
That Schulberg himself has faith in the

and

Good

Mews

daily routine he has mapped out for his
players is proved by the fact that the most
important of conferences never interferes
with his own hour with Goodman.
Al Lichtman, returning from a tour of
Europe capitals, brings news that ought to
cheer American picture producers. Not only
does he say that supremacy of the American
film is being maintained, but American methods of handling and exhibiting our productions are being adopted. For instance,
the old system of buying the product of
various companies for a year in advance has
been abandoned and productions now are
sold on their merits alone. The result is
that pictures are shown in the British Isles
almost as soon as they are seen here.
"Shadows," which now is running in American "key" cities, is being shown simultaneously in London theatres, according to the
head of the Lichtman Corporation.
When in doubt take out an insurance
policy. This slogan of the life insurance
solicitor appears to have taken a firm hold
on picture producers who are daily adding
to the unique policies being written by companies willing to take unusual risks.
With Ben Turpin's eyes insured against
normalcy, Charlie Chaplin's feet against the
slightest sprain
and Gloria
Swanson's
lower
extremities
eloquently
described
in a policy,
it is said that Bull Montana's pride — his
cauliflower ears — are about to undergo a
similar protective ordeal.
But, while unusual talents and physical
perfections and imperfections are the subject of big policies, hazards to life and limb

By rat

leek

appear to escape attention of the underwriters. Kenneth Harlan piloted an aeroplane from the clouds in a dizzy nose dive
that wrecked the roof of a house the other
day in the interests of Tom Forman's production,other"Thethan
Broken
insurance
the Wing,"
generous with
policyno that
covers his every day activities.
Gaston Glass was forced to make two
hazardous plunges through the flames of a
burning building in the filming of "The
Hero" some time ago without special insurance protection. And, although he was so
severely burned that he was forced to go
into a hospital for treatment, he collected no
compensation on his policy.
Orville Caldwell, however, was more
heavily insured while romping through the
leading male role in Mae Murray's latest production, "The French Doll," involving no
physical
hazards,
than any however,
"stunt" man
the
screen.
The insurance,
was of
to
prevent possible loss to the costly production through illness or accident to the athletic Caldwell.
Interest in Theda Bara's proposed return
to the screen is accepted as another evidence
of the growing popularity of the modified
vamp. Like Barbara La Marr, Nita Naldi,
Ethel Shannon and others who enact the oldfashioned villainess roles with a new-fashioned display of humaness, Theda expects to
become a new personality. While her future
plans have not been announced at this writing, it is expected that her first picture will
show a. very much reformed Theda.
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FILM TROUPE RETURNS
FROM LONG STAY IN WILDS
After more than four months
spent in the wilderness of the
Canadian Rocky Mountains, and
bringing a carload of valuable
police dogs, malamutes and
huskies with them, the TrimbleMurfin Company, which has been
making the next two Strongheart starring vehicles under
Laurence Trimble's direction,
has returned to Hollywood.
Owing to a few shots to be
made at Pincher Creek, on the
Canada Washington line, Trimble, Strongheart, Lady Jule and
the leading man and woman.
Harold Austin and Lillian Rich,
will be another week in arriving, and when they do, work will
start immediately on the interiors of "The Phantom Pack" and
"White Fang." Trimble will
work at the Ince Studios, where
Jane Murfin is filming another
Trimble-Murfin picture, "The
Among those who have reSign."
turned are J. H. Hutty, business
manager, Walter Perry, Jack J.
Richardson. Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Barrell, Janet Trimble and her
tutor Miss Grace Hussey, Mr.
and Mrs. C. B. Dreyer, Mr. and
Mrs. John Burch, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Trimble and infant daughter born on location, Cyril Gardner and Ray Connell.
EUGENIE BESSERER IN
NEW NEILAN FEATURE
Marshall Neilan announces the
signing of Eugenie Besserer,
noted character actress, to portray a peasant woman in his
production just started, "The
Rendezvous," with a Russian
setting.
Although Miss Besserer has
portrayed practically every type
of character from a peasant
woman to the grande dame, she
says,
"I much prefer
characterization,
for ittheis peasant
the life
I knew in childhood. And what
a child gains by observation can
never be duplicated by a grownThis marks Miss Besserer's
up."
second
appearance with Neilan
since he has been producing for
Goldwyn. She portrayed the
mother of Eleanor Boardman in
"The Strangers' Banquet," and
before that she was with Neilan
as Wesley Barry's grandmother
in "Penrod."
Miss Besserer just finished a
very tint- characterization of the
old roue in "Youth Triumphant,"
and bidding became high for her
services before Xeilan signed
her for "The Rendezvous."
KING OF SPAIN ENJOYS
CALDWELL PRODUCTION
Fred Caldwell, author and
director of "Night Life in Hollywood," received a wire from
New York stating that King Alfonso of Spain has made a r<>
quest to see "Night Life in Hollywood." which request was readily granted, and the picture was
run for him and his royal family
at the Palace Theatre in Madrid
oain, on May 1.
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"MICKEY" NEILAN WINS THE ICED FRIED EGG
forty-two times within an hour
"Is it w ;rm enough for you after
she appeared on the set.
"If some person comes along
How many times were you
and does not ask me, 'Is it warm
today?"this question this week?
asked
for bracelet,
you?' I lla give
diamond
yacht,them
an
For some people it is like ask- aenough
in? them if they are comfortable automobile or any gift they
while han-ing from a chandelier select," confided Miss Sweet to
her maid.
by their toes.
At this point her husband.
Blanche Sweet, wearing a
"Mickey" Neilan, passed the set.
forty-pour.d costume in "In the "Hello,
dear, how would you like
Palace ol the King" while the
mereury was bursting thermo- some
rector. hot soup?" asked the dimeters t" right and to left, was
He won in a walk.
asked the "snappy" question
OIL CAUSES BUSTER
ROYAL RUSSIAN EXILE
TO BREAK SOME RECORDS
COMES TO FILMLAND
Another royal Russian exile is
comins to Los Angeles.
His title indicates a rank of no
less distinction than baron, as
he is of the Yon Bobrikoff family, Boyam von Bobrikoff, to be
exact. He was a prominent figure in the court of the Czar but
with the overthrow of royalty
and the murder of the monarch
he was forced to flee the wrath
of the Bolsheviki. Sweden has
since been his refuge.
Boyam's arrival should cause
a flutter in blue-blooded circles.
Or, perhaps, kennels is the preferable word. For Boyam von
Bobrikoff is a dog. Among dogs,
however, particularly Russian
wolf hounds, he is an aristocrat
of purest strain.
Boyam is to be brought here
for Evelyn Graham, formerly a
noted portrayer of Shakespearean roles in Sweden, now a
member of the cast of Ashes of
Yengeance,"of the
great starring
historic
romance
France
Norma Talmadge which Joseph
M. -Schenck Productions are
making for First National release.
GRASSBY CLAIMS LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP
Norman Kerry first claimed a
record for the heaviest costume
with an outfit which weighed 45
pounds, next came Lewis Stone
with one weighing 60, and finally
Niles Welch claimed the record
with an outfit totaling 75 pounds.
Let these actors argue out the
matter of heavyweight costumes,
? i\s Bertram Thomas Grassby.
but no one can dispute his claim
to the lightest lightweight garment on record. Grassby, who
is playing the part of Tut-AnkhAmen in the William P. S. Earle
production of that name, says if
some of the garments he wears
for the part were any lighter
thereall.
wouldn't
be any
at
Director
Earlecostumes
insists
upon portraying King Tut with
such realism that Grassby claims
three of his costumes together
wouldn't
a cold day.make a good muffler on
Bert has contracted three colds
to date while wearing this
scanty Egyption attire and his
finally come to the conclusion
that King Tut was neither poisoned nor assjssinated, but died
ol pneumonia.

Risht in the midst of the
cuttine of "The Three Ages,"
his latest and first big feature
comedy for Joseph M. Schenck,
Buster Keaton received word
this week that his oil well on
Signal Hill. Long Beach, Cal.,
had come in as a 2,500-barrel
gusher.
Buster, when he received the
news, was in the midst of dictating titles for the scenes in
"The Three Ages" which shows
a replica of the Colosseum in
Rome.
"Give me a chariot," shouted
Buster, "and step on the gas,
I'm going totomake
from thein
Colosseum
Long it Beach
forty-five minutes flat. Tell
Caesar, Marc Antony and Cleopatra to wait for me in the
studio cutting room till I get
CHAMP CAMERAMAN WINS
PLACE WITH BORZAGE
Lack."
Arthur H. Jacobs announces
that Chester Lyons is to remain
as head cinematographer for the
entire series of Frank Borzage
Productions which are to be
made in Hollywood and distributed through Associated First
National Pictures, Inc. Bob
Roberts, formerly assistant, becomes second cameraman.
Lyons is one of the foremost
cinema artists in the industry
and came with Borzage from the
east where he photographed
such features as "The Valley of
Silent Men," "The PrMe of Palomar," and "The 'Nth Commandment." He has just completed
camera work on "Children of
Dust," the current picture now
in process of editing.
"We are prone to neglect crediting the cameraman for much
of the success of the big pictures of today" states Borzage,
who is highly delighted that his
old cameraman is to remain with
him.
Men and women wearing high
leather boots, chaps, spurs, sombreros and other regalia which
typifies the Western ranch people, present a disMnct novelty
around the Metro studios. All
the members of the cast of "The
Eagle's Feather," the new Metro
all-star production are dressed in
true wild Western style.

CAMERA
COMPLETES FILMING OF
"THE SELF-MADE WIF '
Production has just been col
pleted at Universal City on "Tl
Self- Made Wife," which was pil
duced with an all-star cast undl
the direction of Jack Dillion.1
The film was adapted from t
Elizabeth Alexander novel, pel
lished first as a serial in the S»|
urday Evening Post. Edward I
Lowe made a screen adaptatiJ
and Charles Kenyon wrote ti
scenario.
"The Self-Made Wife" is I
dramatic story of the experienel
of a couple whose domestic ha
piness was destroyed by weabl
because the wife was unable I
"keep pace" with her husbanl
Their tastes and desires were til
care while they were poor azl
living in a small town. Bi
after their oil well came in thd
moved to New York the man a
quired
wajj
while histhe
wife "big
failedtown"
to progreel
mentally or socially.
The cast includes such we
known players as Ethel Grd
Terry, Virginia Ainsworth, Crei
furd Kent. Phillips Smalley an
Dorothy Cummings.
Jack Cillon, who directed tl
play, has directed many oil
standing screen successes, ill
eluding "Sud," with Mary Pio]
ford.
JOHN BOWERS SIGNS LONG I
TERM LESSER CONTRAC"
Not content with having t Lei
stars all of the feminine fora
Principal Pictures Corporatidj
announce this week, the signiflE
of John Bowers for a long-tern
contract.
Bowers will begin his nai
screen activities in the leaduH
male role of "The Winning o
Barbara Worth." Harold Bel
Wrights' popular story, which $
soon to see the silver sheet.
The noted player will worj|
opposite none other a celebrifi
than Florence Vidor who ha;
been cast to enact the role o
Barbara in the desert story.
Bowers is regarded as one o
the most popular of male lead
ing men and his entry uncle;
Principal Pictures' banner hai
met with wide approval. "TH
Winning
of Barbara upon
Worth"
start immediately
the wff
re
turn to Los Angeles of Edwart
F. Cline, the director, now ir
Arizona seeking suitable Iocs
lions.
JACKIE'S "TOBY" CHANGED
TO "CIRCUS DAYS" NOW
The title of Jackie Coogan'i
latest production
for First from
National has been changed
"Toby Tyler" to "Circus Days*
With the traveling one-ring
circus as a background, with all
its spectacular and colorful a»
peal as atmosphere, the picture
promises to show the diminutive
star in the greatest role of hie
screen career.
The story is one that will find
a ready response from everyone
who ever enjoyed a visit to S
circus — and that includes about
every one of us.
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ANOTHER
PROJECT

FILM
IS

LAUNCHED
Hollywood became the headquarters of a new production
unit this week, when the Willie
Hopkins Productions began the
making of "Little Journeys to
the Homes and Haunts of Eminent Poets and Authors."
At the offices of the new company, 1606 Winona Boulevard, it
was made public that the "Little
Journeys" will embrace twentysix short features, each depicting
the native surroundings of a famous poet, author or composer.
Ten countries were visited,
many months and many thousands of dollars expended by
Mr. Hopkins in filming the
homes and haunts of the immortals. The sojourn in Scotland of
Mr. Hopkins and his assistant
staff yielded the backgrounds of
Robert Bums, Sir Walter Scott
and Harry Lauder; in England,
Charles Eiikens, Shakespeare,
and Tennyson; in Spain, Cervantes and Ibanez in Germany,
Wagner and Schiller; in France,
Dumas and Victor Hugo; in Norway and Denmark, Hans Anderson and Ibsen; in Switzerland,
Byron; in Italy, Dante, and in
the United States, Washington
Irving, James Whitcomb Riley
and Mark Twain.
The producers of this fresh
and novel series — which now is
being assembled at the Standard
Film Laboratories by Mr. Hopkins and his assistants and
cinematographer, James T. Gibney — have found themselves
ever since first rumor of their
enterprise began to spread, in a
dilemma. The demand for short
subjects of the merit of "Little
Journeys to the Homes and
Haunts of Famous Poets and
Authors" is so persistent that attempts have been made to persuade the Willie Hopkins Productions to release their output
as soon as the first few units are
assembled. The makers of the
series feel, however, that to follow this suggestion would work
against the unity of the whole,
and so have had to take the
stand of denial of immediate
bookings of any one of the features, in the interest of preparing the full number of twentysix in the finished manner the
standard of the company insists
upon.
I
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DULL IS ALLOWING NO
JOSEPH GIRARD CAST IN
DULLNESS AROUND HIM
WESTERN AT UNIVERSAL
Joseph Girard, veteran character actor who has played in
countless feature and serials for
Universal and other producing
companies, is portraying a supporting role with Jack Hoxie in
"Where Is This West?" at Universal City. Directed by George
Marshall, the story by George C.
Bull is a satirical comedy which
extracts all the wind from the
typical western romance.
Mary Philbin, the prize beauty
who has astonished company
executives with her remarkable
portrayal of the leading feminine
character in the spectacular
"Merry-Go-Round," plays the
load opposite Hoxie. Others in
the cast are Bernard Siegel, Slim
Cole and Bob McKenzie.

Bunny Dull, newly appointed
production manager for Arthur
H. Jacobs, producer of Frank
Boizage productions for Associated First National, has started
things humming at the United
Studios
for will
Boizage's
picture which
po intonext
camera
work next week.
Already two stars have been
signed.
are Bedford.
Virginia Pearson and They
Barbara
The
rest of the all-star cast is being
selected while Borzage is conferring withofMary
O'Harawhich
on theis
adaptation
the story
to be put into continuity at once.
Settings have been started and
Dull will have everything in
readiness for the director to
commence on time with Chester
Lyons at the camera.
setIhhlding

McREA~
films
A TRIUMPH

IN jsIAM
The rites of the Temple of
Wo-Fanu, which until now, no
white man or oriental, unless he
were a member of the Siamese
priesthood .has witnessed, have
been filmed by Henry McRae,
who left Hollywood several
months ago at the head of a
camera expedition.
Mr. McRae, whose aim it is to
picture on the screen the offthe-beaten-track parts of the Far
East, had to wait in Bangkok, in
Siam, thirty-two days for a royal
audience before he so much as
could hope to broach the matter
of setting a tripod within the
sacred walls of Wo-Fanu.
This temple, lying far to the
north of the Siamese capital, in
the great teak forests, was said
to be one of the few in the Mongolian countries to offer up
human sacrifices. Worship in it
is restricted to members of the
two highest castes of Siamese.
Partly to disabuse the world
outside Siam of belief in this
grim legend, dispensation was
granted Mr. McRae by the throne
to photograph the ceremonies.
These, he has written to his
agents in Hollywood, are particularly impressive and weird.
The priests, numbering seventeen, perform the entire ceremony in long gowns of pale
green silk; they are masked and
the rites are made doubly eerie
by the fact that throughout no
word is spoken, the offering to
the god Wo-Fanu being submitted silently, with only the
eloquence of gesture to indicate
i
worship.

sets
Big.

a

pace

AMAZING

Bigger.
Biggest.
That's the way the Hollywood
photoplay makers are building
their sets these days. D. W.
Griffith built the great banquet
hall for "Intolerance." None of
those who saw it will ever forget it. Douglas Fairbanks rivaled the "Intolerance" set with his
castle
in "Robin
Hood." banquet
Maurice hall
Tourneur
and
Richard Walton Tully showed us
the interior of Westminster Abbey. And in "Rupert of Hentzau" and "Earthbound" church
interiors of vast .spaciousness
were featured.
Now comes Norma Talmadge
with what is said to be the greatest interior set ever built
Norma's set was erected for
"Ashes of Vengeance" which is
now being made in Hollywood
for First National release. This
set shows the interior of the
Louvre ballroom in Paris as it
was in 1572 on the eve of the
Huguenot massacre.
Stephen Goosson, graduate of
the Ecole des Beaux Arts of
Paris, who constructed the
"Eternal Flame" sets is also
doing the architectural backgrounds for "Ashes of Vengeance." Mr. Goosson, who is
concededly the greatest motion
picture architect in the industry,
has constructed at the United
Studios a complete quarter of
the Paris of the time of Charles
IX and is busy on the plans for
three French chateaux which
soon will be erected.

SYLVIA
LONG

SIGNS
TERM

CONTRACT
Sylvia
Breamer,
lian actress
whose famed
recentAustrawork
on the screen has won for her
considerable favorable comment
in the picture industry, has
signed a long-term contract to
appear in forthcoming associated
First National pictures.
Miss Breamer was signed almost directly after the completion of her last picture "The Girl
of the Golden West," in which
she appeared opposite J. Warren
Kerrigan, in the title role.
It was her sterling work in
this famous Belasco play, that
virtually won for her the First
National contract.
Her first appearance in an allFirst National picture will be in
the leading feminine role in "The
Lord of Thundergate," Hershal
Small's celebrated JapaneseAmerican
this playshe
will be novel.
seen as In
a white
girl,
who, brought up as Chinese, is
sold into the household of a Japanese lord as a slave-wife.
The signing cf Miss Breamer
follows the announced intention
of First National to contract only
with players whose work has
been of the highest order. She
is the fourth famed young actress to come under the First
National banner within the past
few weeks. The first was Colleen Moore, one of the daintiest
and most promising personalities
acting for films today.
Miss Breamer, who had a wide
experience
on the
in Australia, England
and stage
this country
before coming into pictures five
years ago, has played in many
of the biggest recent film productions.
Her most notable work was in
"The
Girl Carewe
of the Golden
West,"
an Edwin
First National
production; "She Can't Have
Everything," "Unconquerable,"
"Missing," "A House Divided,"
"My Lady's Garter," and many
others.
Her stage career included
feminine leads in these plays:
"Bought and Paid For,' "Within
the Law," "The Argyle Case,"
"Under Cover," and Bernard
Shaw's "Major Barbara."
Finishes "Supreme Test"
Eugene Beaudino, formerly
known as Eugene Borden, has
just finished playing a leading
role in "The Supreme Test," directed by Harry Revier at the
Cosmosart
Studios.
Mr. Beaudino has been
on the west
coast
only a month.
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RAPID

To promote one's self from
actor to director is quite common. In fact, almost every actor
aspires to sometime become a
famous director.
Rut the vast space between
the position of actor to production manager is one that isn't
often spanned. Therefore, Ashton Dearholt, production manager for the Ben Wilson Productions, deserves a bit of credit.
Mr. Dearholt has held his present position the past four years,
but prior to that time, he will
be remembered as a popular
featured player in Universal,
Goldwyn and American Films.
A few years ago, shortly before
he turned to the work behind
the cameras, he was the victim
of an unfortunate accident. A
large shot of flash powder exploded, causing theandactor's
hands
to be disfigured
discolored.
At the present time, Mr. Dearholt is supervising production of
the latest Ben Wilson feature,
"Mine to Keep," with an all-star
cast including Bryant Washburn. Mrs. Bryant Washburn,
Wheeler Oakman, Charlotte Stevens, Kate Lester, Harry Dunkinson, Patty and Mickey Moore
and Peaches Jackson.
TWO OF "ROBIN HOOD"
CAST IN "BRASS BOTTLE"
Maurice Tourneur has drawn
from the casts of the season's
two most pretentious productions for players to enact the
leading parts in his newest production for M. C. Levee, "The
Brass Bottle."
F'rom the cast of "Douglas
Fairbanks
in Robin
Tourneur selected
Sam Hood,"
De Grasse,
who did the cruel King John and
Roy Corliss, whose portrayal of
the jester attracted much favorable comment. In "The Brass
Bottle," De Grasse again appears
as a King — King Solomon — and
Corliss as "The Evil Eye," an
eerie creature of the spirit
world.
Ernest Torrence and Tully
Marshall are two other actors in
a recent screen triumph, who
appear in the Tourneur picture.
Torrence as the eccentric scout
and Marshall as the drunken
trapperlong
in "The
Covered Wagon"In
will
be remembered.
"The
Brass that
Bottle,"
they haveto
characters
are expected
prove fully as distinctive as their
respective portrayals in the big
Western drama.
Started as Trap Drummer
Lloyd Ingraham, one of the
screen artists in "Scaramouche,"
Rex Ingram's
newest
production, was the
trap Metro
drummer
in the Robert Buchanan repertoire company at 15 and the leading man at 19.

CLEAN PICTURES IS SLOGAN OF NEW COMPANY
Mr. Rice believes that the boxIf there is any truth in the report that sex pictures have had office receipts of the theater will
their day and that exhibitors and
be materially increased if clean
the theatergoing public are now
stories are provided for the pubdemanding clean, wholesome
lic's entertainment and that the
stories for their entertainment,
great number of persons who
then the Mission Film Company
were formerly motion picture
will undoubtedly score a decided
fans"
againdrama.
became boosters
of the will
silent
hit with their latest production,
"The Barefoot Boy," which is a
"The Barefoot Boy" is being
virile drama of rural life, abso- directed
Kirkland, who
lutely devoid of vulgarism or has to byhisDavid
credit such well
any suggestive situations.
"Members of the motion pic- known pictures as "Reported
Missing,"
Virtuous
tureclaresindustry
in general,"
other "The
pictures
made Vamp"
under
Leon Rice,
president deof and
the banner of Selznick.
the
company,
"believe
that
every
A notable cast has been enman, woman and child in the
gaged for the principal roles in
country is a movie 'fan.' Howand include such faever, Ihave found upon inves- the story
vorites as John Bowers, Marjorie
tigation that less than oneDaw, Tully Marshall, Raymond
half of the population are at- Hattcn,
Sylvia Breamer, Frankie
tending motion picture theaters
Lee, Otis Harlan, Harry Todd,
at the present time. The rea- Virginia
True Boardman and
son for this falling off in attend- many others.
ance is because the sex picture
The Mission Film Company
is not their idea of entertainment.
has recently been reorganized
"When parents take their chil- and besides Mr. Rice the new
dren to view a picture of' this officers are D. W. Pollard, vicekind, it is mighty embarassing
president; D. G. Havermale, secretary and treasurer; Norman
to them when the show is over
Walker, business manager, and
to face a barrage of questions
from the youngsters as to this, DeWitte Hagar, production manthat and the other thing con- ager.
cerning the picture. Therefore,
"The Barefoot Boy" is now in
rather than shock the morality production at the Fine Arts stuof their children, they stay away
dios. David Abel is cinematographer and Charles Hamm is
from the theater and seek en- assistant
to Director Kirkland.
tertainment elsewhere."

T OF ACTOR'S
MOS
FAN MAIL FROM
OLDER

WOMEN

One would think the fan-mail
to a dashing young star like
Johnnie Walker would consist
mostly of a deluge of mashnotes from movie-stricken girls.
Contrary to that belief, he receives seventy-five per cent of
his "fan" letters from mothers;
some young, some middle-aged,
but mostly from good old grayhaired mothers.
And there's a reason!
Thenie photoplay
in which scored
JohnWalker undoubtedly
his greatest success was "Over
the Hill," in which he portrayed
a most sympathetic role, — that
of the younger brother who
stirred the hearts of every feminine theatergoer by the manner
in which he bestowed such loving affection upon his neglected
mother.
Ever since the release of
"Over the Hill," Mr. Walker has
received hundreds of letters
each week from mothers who
viewed that picture; letters that
bespeak of a similar occurence
in the lives of the authors; bits
of missives that tell of a son who
donned the never-to-be-forgotten
khaki, and who will never return.
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Gladys forWalton's
nextwill
starring
vehicle
Universal
be a
screen adaptation of the popular
novel
"The White Cat," by
Gelett Burgess.
Production is due to start soon
on the play, which will be filmed
under the title, "The Untameable." Herbert Blache, who recently finished the direction of
Herbert Rawlinson in "Fools
and Riches," will direct the production.
The story centers around a
girl with a dual personality,
which amounts virtually to a different of
identity.
One charming
personality in that
a sweet,
and lovable girl. The other presents a character vicious and
cruel.
Filming of the play will start
as soon as Fred Datig, casting
director, completes the casting
of the supporting players.
Noted Art Director Engaged
E. R. Hickson, one of filmland's most noted art directors,
declares the current Ben Wilson
production,
"Mineof tofilming,
Keep," now
in
the course
will
cause much comment upon its
general release. An unlimited
amount of care is being taken in
an effort to display many new
phases
duction. of art work in this pro-

CONSTANCE
TO PLAY

!

WANTS

STRONG

EMOTIONS
What's
Talmadge
doing
theseConstance
days?
Well, Constance is feeling sort
a blue, to tell the truth.
She has several reasons. For
one thing they are making her
ture. a "dulcy" in her latest picplay
don't a know
a "dulcy"
is?YouWell,
dulcy what
is Hollywood
slang
for "dumbell."
"I don't
want to be a dulcy,"
says Constance. "I want to play
what they call strong, emotional
roles. You know: I want to be
a tiger woman with a long stiletto, who meets a sheik out in
the desert under the Egyptian
moon. But, no, I must always
be a comedienne. What a life!"
Constance's latest comedy is
"Dulcy," and in it the Joseph M.
Schenck star plays the role of a
wife who insists on meddling in
her husband's affairs to help him
but who instead presents hubby
with a peck basket full of trouble. Sidney Franklin is directing "Dulcy"
for Associated First
National
release.
Constance also is bemoaning
the fact that a birthday present
ordered for her hasn't arrived —
probably
won't The
arrive
for many
months yet.
present
is a
big automobile selected for her
by Joseph M. Schenck. The factory was so busy it couldn't fill
the order in
time came
for Constance's
birthday
which
on April
19th.
Connie's third reason for feeling blue is that she must work
steadily all during the month of
May on one set at the Schenck
studios on the United lot in
Hollywood. No more traveling
about all over the state of California for Connie. From now
on it's 8 a. m. until 10 and 11
p. m. each day. Even the stars
must conform to these hateful
orders from "the chief" to "cut
those production costs."
Schlank to Travel
For the second time during the
current year President Morris R.
Schlank of the Anchor Film DisInc., will
ward abouttributors,June
firsthead
from easthis
Hollywood headquarters to visit
practically
every exchange
tre in the country.
One of cenMr.
Schlank's main objects for making the trip,
says,production
is to introduce thehefirst
filmed by the Rocky Mountain
Productions, Inc., "The Dangerous Trail," a five-part outdoor
mystery story featuring Irene
Rich, Noah Beery and Tully
Marshall.
George Rizard is photographing the Metro all-star production
of
"The
for
Metro. Mr.Eagle's
Rizard Feather"
was formerly
cameraman for Charles Ray.
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"POOL"
All for one. One for all.
The three Talmadge sisters
are practising the D'Artagan
motto this week at the Joseph
M. Schenck office on the United
lot in Hollywood.
All three of the Talmadge sisters had birthdays during the
past three weeks.
First, on
April 19th, came Constance's anniversary.
On April 29th Natalie Talmadge
(Mrs. Buster
Keaton) celebrated and on May
2nd Norma Talmadge gave a
party on tiie set where she is
now making "Ashes of Vengeance."
Norma's birthday party was
intended to serve as a joint celebration for all three sisters.
"When I was a very little
girl," said Norma, "we three
girls had so many squabbles
with each other over our three
separate birthday parties which
came together within a fortnight that mother finally decided to give us one birthday
party on my anniversary, I being
the oldest by a year's margin.
"Atinvited
this big
partylittle
we Brookthree
girls
all our
lyn playmates and cut a monster
cake. We have kept that custom of one cake for all and all
for one cake ever since. And
like in the old days we always
pool our candles ana put them
all on one cake.
"We have seen the total of
those candles ' growing with
startling rapidity. Don't tell
enyone,
but on
year's cake
there were
65 this
candles!
Just
how many belong to Natalie,
how many to Constance and
how many to me you'll have to
guess. We used to fight in the
old days over our candles but
now none of us will admit to
'owning" more than sixteen."
EXPOSITION OPENS AN
OFFICE IN NEW YORK
New York offices for the Monroe Doctrine Centennial have
been opened with Frederick H.
Elliott in charge. Until recently,
Mr. Elliott was executive secretary of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry,
when the organization presided
over by Will H. Hays took over
his work. Mr. Elliott will serve
as Eastern representative of the
Motion Picture Exposition, in
which their is steadily increasing interest because of its novelty. Many industries of the Atlantic seaboard are planning to
make exhibits because of the
plan to make displays on motortrucks and by means of floats
that will be filmed and shown
all over the world, at the close
of the exposition.
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FILM STARLET PLANNING
TO BUILD NUT FACTORY
Coy Watson, ten-year-old film
artist who is one of filmland's
busiest youngsters and who
scored a decided hit with his
brilliant performance in Earle
Williams' recent release, "You
Never Know," and equal success
for his interpretation of a difficult role in Lloyd "Ham" Hamilton's "No Luck," is spending the
money he earns in motion pictures in a very wise manner.
The youngster, like many of
his older screen brothers and
sisters, has got the "real estate
bug" and is putting all available
cash into the purchase of land
in and around Hollywood. His
latest investment is in a lot near
Universal City.
Asked what he planned to do
with this piece of property,
replied,
young to Watson
going
build a nut
factory."I'mIt
has three walnut trees on it."
GLORIA
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The next time Edward Sloman
After more than two months
films a scene in which a safe
actual labor, "Bluebeard's
figures in the action, he swears
Eighth
Wife,"
the Sam starring
WoodParamount
production
he
will have an ex-safeblower or
Gloria Swanson, has come to an
end. It is now in the hands of a sledge hammer on the set bedirector Wood in the cutting
fore he even starts the rehearsal.
room, where it is being cut
And
here's the reason.
down to feature length.
Mr. Sloman was busily enThis is declared to be Miss
gaged in the filming of a scene
Swanson's most elaborate pic- for "The Eagle's Feather," a
ture since she joined Paramount
Pictures Several years ago. It Metro all-star picturization of
Newlin Burt's story.
contains as features a vision se- Katharine
Mary Alden was kneeling in
quence that brings to the screen
front of a small safe in the office
of a Western ranch. As the
the fairy
tale ofuncanny
"Bluebeard."
This
is an almost
series
camera clicked, she was expectof colorful scenes. An Egyptian
ed to hurriedly apply the comgarden party, in which Miss
bination and swing the iron door
Swanson performs a mummy
dance, is another feature. She
open.
Now it is one of the customs
is wrapped in hundreds of feet
of picture making that all safes
of silk ribbon and is brought
into the center of the party in used have their combinations ada mummy
case,Lifted
carriedfrom
by Nuso that So,
they"
will the
never
bian slaves.
the
actually justedlock.
during
rehearsal, the safe opened with
case, she stands while dancing
perfect ease.
gills, seizing ends of the ribbon,
But when the scene was taken,
lightly circle her and remove
Miss Alden supposedly applied
the tight binding, leaving Miss
Swanson clad in a wonderful j her combination only to find that
the door refused to open. In
costur.ie of the time of Cleosome
strange manner the tumbMiss Swanson left Friday for
patra.
lers had slipped and the safe
New York City, where she will
was actually as securely locked
make "Zaza" under the "direction
as it was supposed to be. And
of Allan Dwan, at the Famous
no amount of tinkering could
Players-Lasky Long Island stu- open it.
dio. Later Director Wood will
So while Mr. Sloman stormed
also go to New York, where he at the delay, it was necessary to
bring another safe from the
will produce "His Children's
Children" for Paramount with a property department before the
cast yet to be chosen.
scene could be retaken.
Martha Mattox, the wellknown character actress, who is
seen in the Universal-Jewel,
"Bavu," as the cruel Bolshevik
woman, is enjoying a short period of rest between engagements.
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Appearing
in "The
Feather"
are Mary
Alden, Eagle's
James
Kirkwood, Elinor Fair, Lester
Cuneo, Barbara La Marr, George
Seigman, William Orlamond and
Winifred
Dunn prepared the
Adolph
Men„'ou.
continuity.

MAKE

2

PICTURES
METRO

Max Graf, supervising director
of the Max Graf Productions for
Metro, is one of the busiest
forces in the motion picture industry. Mr Graf has nearly
completed the cutting of "The
Fog," produced at the San Mateo
Studios and is now engaged
with Tom Hopkins in titling the
film. In addition to this he is
adapting and putting into continuity his next production,
David Graham Phillips' "The
Grain of Dust" starring Mildred
Harris, shooting to commence
June 15th. This will be' folSoul Thief," an
originallowedbyby "The
Mr. Graf.
His production plans include
two units, with three specials
for each, for he announces that
he will no longer make program
pictures, but super specials on
the
"The Fog"
whichsame
ran scope
into bigas expenditure,
with all star cast.
While Mr. Graf has settled
definitely on having one unit at
San Mateo,
from present
cations the second
unit willindibe
operated at the Metro Studios,
although this is not positive.
The producer is leaving in a few
days for New York where he
will look over new productions
and will purchase the scenario
rights to enough famous books
to keep his cameras busy for the
next two years.
FRENCH AVIATRIX FLIES
WITH RECORD-BREAKERS
Probably the first person to
welcome Lieutenants Kelly and
McReady, the coast-to-coast
army fliers, to the western rim
of the country was Mile. Andree
Peyre, the French aviatrix, now
in Hollywood to fulfill motion
picture contracts.
Mile. Peyre, it became known
this week, flew from Hollywood
over the desert to Barstow, when
she learned by bulletins of the
adventcled ofabouttheuntil
T-2,theandgiant
therearmy
cirmonoplane came out of the sky
from the east. From Barstow to
Los Angeles, Mile. Peyre flew
with the record-breakers, ready
to act as pilot should Kelly and
McReady, then so near their
goal, make a mistake and vary
from the course at the last.
Rarelyamplehas
a more strikingbeen
exof sportsmanship
found than this of Mile. Peyre,
for it had been her aim, until the
Government aviators turned the
trick, to make the coast-to-coast
non-stop hop herself. Indeed she
had been ready for some time,
and
whichhadwas delayed
to have her
beenattempt
made —in
a specially constructed Farman
— in deference to the official

| trial.
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CALDWELL GETS
BREAKING INTO MOVIES
WYOMING CAPITAL
HERE'S LATEST DOPE
BIG MILLION-DOLLAR
BACK OF NEW
AN EASY JOB FOR DELL
ON WOMEN'S FASHIONS
RELEASING CONTRACT
PRODUCTION UNIT
Dame Fashion has lifted her
Dell Boone, in private life Mrs.
After finishing two pictures
Financed by a group of Chey- Niles Welch, who is playing one attention from flesh colored
enne, Wyoming, capitalists, the of the leading roles in the Rob- stockings and short skirt prob- for the American Releasing Cor-i
Rocky Mountain Productions,
lems, and her next order will be poration, titled "The Bishop ofl
Cole production, "Blow
and "The Sheik of
Inc., is the latest film producing Your Ownertson Horn,"
to bring
into vogue
flaring col- Hollywood,"
being directed
Hollywood," The Fred Caldwelh
lars and fanciful
neckwear.
concern
by James Home ,is another one
ent field. to enter the independ- of
Company has secured a releas-,
those Southern belles who
This is according to Sophie
ing contract in which a million
The Rocky Mountain concern
have won success upon the Wachner, director of costumes
dollars
is involved. The con-s
for Goldwyn pictures.
will center all its producing ac- screen. Miss Boone hails from
tract in which a million dollars
tivities in Hollywood.
Deep
-V-cut
backs
and
present
Springfield,
Mo.,
and
contrary
to
is involved. The contract beDistribution will be via the the usual custom she had no decollete modes will vanish from
tween Fred Caldwell and the
states right market through the trouble at all in breaking into
the costumesgowned
of next
season's
Releasing CorporaAnchor Film Distributors, Holly- the films. After two years of fashionably
women,
she American
tion, according to details just
wood, of which Morris R. stage experience she one day says. Women with beautiful
Schlank is president.
made topublic,
callsindependently,
for ten pic-H
to New York and at throats, rather than women with tures
be made
The Rocky Mountain firm has journeyed
pretty ankles, will be the belles. and distributed through the
the
first
studio
at
which
she
apalready finished its first producMiss Wachner says that the latter organization.
plied was given a part in a protion, "The Dangerous Trail," a
duction being made by William
style change is due entirely to
The productions will be
six-part
all- P. S. Earle, a director noted for the influence of the screen,
created from original stories
star cast,"special"
includingwith
IreneanRich,
which
recently
has
offered
so
his
willingness
to
give
newdealing
with Hollywood on ah
Noah Beery, Tully Marshall,
comers achance upon the screen.
many beautifully dressed stories elaborate scale. The continuiWilliam Lowry, Jack Curtis, Dell made
good and in a short of the picturesque periods of
Jane Tallent and Fred Hank.
ties will be written by J. Stewtime was advanced to leading Europe a few centuries ago.
art Woodhouse, with an all-star
In addition to the above proThere will be no return to the
roles. In "Blow Your Own
duction the Rocky Mountain
cast. Thetributedpictures
will banner
be disunder the trade
productions will film a series of Horn," she has one of the best homely neckwear and high colparts
of
her
career.
of
L.
K.
C.
Productions,
and
the
lars
of
the
"leg
of
mutton"
eight pictures featuring Rill Patsleeve period, Miss Wachner
director will not be limited as to
ton, the well known outdoor
HUNTERS
TAKE
THEIR
star. The first two of this
time or elaboration on his subadds. will
She says
season's
OWN GAME WITH THEM
styles
merelynextrevive
the
series are now in production
most
beautiful
bits
of
finery
Director Caldwell will be reunder the personal supervision
When the Charles J. Brabin
were worn in the sixteenth cen- jects.
of Alvin J. Neitz, who has been
membered for his "Night Life
tury,
with
a
few
modern
changes.
went shooting at Sherwood
appointed director-general of the party
Forest,
near
Lake
Turas,
they
new organization.
In
LEEHollywood."
SELECTS STORY FOR
their own game with them.
F. W. Raymond, secretary- took
HIS NEW FOX SERIES
There were 14 pheasants, a WALTER LONG WILL BE A
treasurer of the Rocky Mountain
BROKEN-DOWN PUGILIST
productions, will have charge of flock of pigeons, and the nucleus
First
of
the new series of Rowof a rabbit farm.
the local plant.
land V. Lee productions for Fox
With the exception of one
Walter Long, one of the will be a photoplay based upon
pheasant that dropped dead with screen's foremost character Gouverneur Morris's celebrated
ENGLISH LORD HERE
fright the
in the
engaged by Asstory "You Can't Get
when
guns prop
wereboy's
first hands
fired, actors, hassociatedbeen
FOR PICTURE CAREER
First National Pictures, short
there were no casualties.
It." This was anInc., to play a prominent part in Away With
this week by the dipheasants and most "The Huntress," a picturization
rectornounced
himself.
Lord Pat Glerawly, son of the of Thirteen
pigeons were brought back of Hulbert Footner's famous
Production of the picture will
Earl and Lady of Annessley of to the
Goldwyn studio. The pigeons
story, production of which will begin in about a month or as
London, has arrived in Holly- are still flying about Sherwood
begin at the United Studios dur- soon as the scenario, now being
wood with a motion picture
Forest.
ing the coming week.
written by Robert N. Lee, is
career in view.
The
scenes
were
being
made
Long has been engaged to en- completed, and the cast asLord Glerawly is 6 feet high,
act the role of a broken-down
sembled.
blonde, very handsome, and the for Elinor Glyn's story, "Six
Days."
Corinne
Griffith,
Evelyn
The title is a quotation of the
prize-fighter.
possessor of the Victoria Cross
Walsh
Hall
and
Claude
King
Much
of
the
dramatic
action
dictum of one of the principal
and several other medals which
were
the
principal
members
of
of
the
play
devolves
on
this
wel!
he won at the Dardanelles. He the shooting party.
known player. In one of the characters in the story, a midwas a lieutenant in the British
married man who —
most thrilling scenes of the pic- when he dle-aged
army and was wounded at the WORLD CONDENSED INTO
made an unconventure
he
engages
in
a
rough
and
famous Turkish seige.
to a girl — warns
NARROW STUDIO SPACE
tumble fight, which from every her thattionalanproposal
arrangement outside
Lord Glerawly's mother, Lady
ity.
indication
promises
to
be
epochthe moral code of man cannot be
studios'thenewest
Annessley,
was called
beautiful titled
woman"theinmost
the andGoldwyn
incidentally
largeststage,
one making for realism and intenshappy. Despite
the frank
adin the world, is housing a section
monition, "You can't
get away
world." She was particularly
Long's screen career as a
well known in English social cir- of mediaeval Spain, a corner of "heavy"
with
it,"
the
girl
takes
the
covers more than fourcles and at one time played the frozen Russia and scenes in
teen years, during which time he chance. The question of whether
lead in amateur theatricals. It stihny France just now.
has appeared in some of the the man is right in' his prophesy
In one corner Emmett Flynn
is from her, Lord Glerawly says,
or not constitutes the photofilm's most notable successes.
that he inherited his love for is directing scenes in the palace He
has played almost every drama.
theatricals.
The same care in casting as
of King Philip II, of Spain, and characterization
imaginable.
Sweet, Hobart Bosworth
His most recent part was in marked Mr. Lee's previous big
Lord Glerawly' is playing a Blanche
small part in "Six Days" at the and Pauline Starke are garbed in Maurice Tourneur's "Isle of Lost picture, "Alice Adams" — a visGoldwyn Studios. It was writ- sixteenth-century Spanish cos- Ships,"
a First National picture
ualization of Booth Tarkington's
ten by Elinor Glyn, an English- tumes.
in which jte played the part of prize novel — will obtain in the
woman, and is being directed by
Just a few steps away Mar- a brutal sea captain. He was selection of players for "You
Charles Brabin, an Englishman.
"Gus" in "The Birth of a Na- Can't Get Away With It."
shall Neilan is directing "The
Rendezvous," a story of Russia,
tion" and played similarly heavy
Bobby Vernon is preparing to and Conrad Nagel, Lucille RickSupports Connie
in "Intolerance," "Joan the Harron
film the initial comedy under his sen, Elmo Lincoln, Emmett Cor- parts
John Harron, brother of the
Woman,'
"The
Sheik,"
"Blood
new contract with Christie
rigan and Sydney Chaplin are
late Robert Harron, has an imSand,"
"The ofDictator."
Comedies, v, ith whom he has stalking about as Siberian peas- andLong
is aandnative
Nashua,
portant part in Constance Talbeen affiliated for several years. ants.
and before going into pic- madge's latest comedy, "Dulcy,"
Down in the coiner of the vast N. H., tures
had an extensive career now being filmed under the
Dorothy Manners is said to building, Corinne Griffith, Frank
on the stage.
direction of Sidney Franklin for
have scored a decided triumph
Mayo and Myrtle Stedman are
Others who have been en- First National. Harron was feafor the manner in which she in the midst of scenes laid in
tured recently in "The Supreme
gaged forareparts
in "The
portrayed the leading feminine
modern-day France. The picture
ress,'
Colleen
Moore Huntand Test' 'and also had important
is "Six Days," being directed
Lloyd Hughes in the leadpg roles in "Westbound Limited,"
role
in
Charles
(Buck)
Jones'
latest William Fox feature,
from the Elinor Glyn story by roles, Russell Simpson and "Hand Me Down," and "Through
Charles Brabin.
Snitz Edwards.
"Snowdrift."
the Back Door."
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ACTRESS

From fifteenth century underfoot! d Paris to modern New
■fork is the change of atmosphere made in one day by Gladys
prockwell at Universal City.
Miss Brockwell completed a
principal character role as the
Inother of Esmeralda — Patsy
Ruth Miller— in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," the spectacle play starring Lon Chaney,
md was put before the camera
Immediately
in Jewel
Baby starring
Peggy's
irst Universalfeature,
Home,"
rhich King"Wanted,
Baggot isA directing.
"Your real work in the Baby
'eggy picture doesn't begin for
two or three weeks, "Fred Dang, casting director, and Baggot
told her, "but there is one scene
that should be made right away
|to keep from holding up the
irst sequences of the story.
["hen you can rest for two
ireeks."
So she finished playing the
lugo character at noon and by
two o'clock in the afternoon she
eas standing on a "New York
lock"
at Universal
City.
she rests
for a time
until Now
the
iggot opus gets further along
in production.
-OUISE ENGAGED FOR
3RD TIME BY WARNERS
Louise
Fazenda, comedy
jueen, has signed on the dotted
line for one of the leading roles
(in
"The Gold production
Diggers," a Warner
Jrothers
which
larry Beaumont
will direct.
iMiss Fazenda is cast as "MaIbel," most active of the "gold
Idiggers,' 'a role created on the
Ispt-aking stage by Jobyna Howlland.
Search throughout the East
Irevealed no one who could neIgotiate the part, then the chorus
lof Warner brothers and Harry
iBeaumont said: "Louise Fazlenda is the only person who can
"
jplay
Miss'Mabel.'
Fazenda will wear marIvelous gowns, which she is alIready selecting. "The Gold
iDiggers" will
her Brothers
third apIpearance
in make
Warner
I productions following close upon
I her work in "Main Street" and
l"The Beautiful and Damned."
|Higby Keeps Busy
As soon as Wilbur Higby had
Ifinished work on the Associated
Authors production, "Richard
I The Lion Hearted," in the role
lof De Vaux he was signed by
I the Richard Thomas Productions. Mr. Higby having had
thirty years of stage experience
is very well fitted to carry
heavy character parts. His ability has been recognized by many
prominent directors in casting
for pictures that .demand an intimate knowledge and understanding of dramatic acting.
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POLA TO FOLLOW

"THE CHEAT"
WITH "THE SPANISH DANCER"
prison for the shooting of the
With "The Cheat" practically
completed, save for a few minor
Hindu prince, which she herself did, the star bares her
shots and the cutting and assembling, itis possible to form
shoulder and displays the scar —
an estimate of its quality and
the brand of the Hindu. Imthose at the studio who have
mediately arict ensues but the
seen the rough version of the verdict is set aside.
Pola Negri picture are lavishing
The beauty of gowns is exemin praise. It is declared to be iified in a marked degree. The
the most vivid characterization
episodes where Miss Negri sethat the Polish star has as yet
lects her trouseau afford opportunity for a veritable pageant of
offered the public. Paramount
fashion.
Her gowns designed
has outdone itself in surroundby Howard Greer, are nothing
ing her with the most effective
settings, a powerful cast and
short of exquisite — daring, uncostume effects that are both
conventional and of the most sunovel and beautiful.
perb materials.
But it is in the acting of her
The fact that Hector Turndifficult role that Pola Negri will
bull's striking drama was once
before produced, years ago, and again prove the possession of
has ever since been pointed out that fire, verve, power and magnetism which have made her
as a model for ambitious scenname a household word abroad
ario writers and directors, indi- and
at home. To see her in
cates the dramatic strength of
the story.
the courtroom scene where she
makes her confession, involving
The production on this occashame, guilt and despair, is to
sion is by George Fitzmaurice
see a form of dramatic expresand Ouida Bergere is responsible for the scenario. The many
sion that takes part of its greatfine achievements of these two
ness from the European school
and is tempered sufficiently to
film experts in their respective
fields, is another evidence of our standards to be thoroughly
understandable by any class of
the quality which may be ex- audience.
in "The Holt,
Cheat."
Then pectedJack
full fledged
In gentler
moments, inshedirect
exhibits rare restraint
and immensely popular Paracontrast
to
the
vividness
of
the
mount star, was chosen to play
the featured role of husband in emotional scenes. Versatile to
a degree she has accomplished
the picture.
a fine piece of work that critics
Charles deRoche, the young
are certain to approve.
French actor, is in the support
as the villian, an East Indian
A well earned rest is now beprince instead of a Japanese as
ing enjoyed by the star who will
in the older version.
then embark on another lusTwo of the greatest dramatic
production — "The Spanish
situations ever employed on the Dancer"trous
— with a cast, costumes
screen are to be found in the and sets heretofore unparalleled
in magnificence. This will be a
picture — that when Pola Negri
as the wife is branded by de- Herbert Brenon production and
Roche as the villain to indicate the adaptation of the story of
that she is his property; and
"Don Coesar deBazan" is by
the courtroom scene, where in June Mathis and Beulah Marie
order to save her husband from
Dix.

Arthur Edmund Carew as Svengali in "Trilby." Mr. Carew's characterization inthis picture, and also his make-up is considered superb

NEW'l"
BASED
ANGLE

FEATURE
ON NOVEL
OF LAW

What would be the legal status of a man who died by the
state's will and after the coroner's verdict was signed, was
brought back to life by a miracle? Would he be legally dead
or alive?
That is exactly the question
! considered
in "Legally
the novel motion
picture Dead."
which
is being made at Universal City
; with Milton Sills in the leading
male role and Claire Adams,
! Joseph Girard, Herbert Fortier,
Margaret Campbell and others
I in supporting roles.
Charles Furthman wrote the
I story, which promises to be a
sensation in the novelty story
class because of the remarkable
j wonder,
importance
of science's
adrenalin,
by the usenewof
which dead people are brought
back to life. Adrenalin today is
robbing the graves, and such an
awesome discovery must needs
present a motion picture with
unusual story possibilities.
TWO MOVIE ROLES
GORE TO BUILD NEW
1000-SEAT THEATRE

HERE

Upon his return from New
York, Michael Gore, president
of West Coast Theaters' Inc.,
closed a deal with J. C. Baddeley, Los Angeles realter, for the
immediate construction of a new
theater to be situated on York
Boulevard
between 51st and 52nd
streets.
The investment of the enterprise will be in excess of $160,000, building ground and theater
construction estimated at $100,000 while the theater circuit will
spend over
$60,000 in the furnishing and decorating.
Ground was broken this week,
and the theater, of 1000 seat capacity, is expected ready for
opening towards the end of the
season. Architectural design is
to be Egyptian, and Michael
Gore states the new house will
be the most
magnificent
neigh-A
borhood theater
in the state.
$20,000 pipe organ is to be a
feature of the installations. 250
Morris chairs will form the loge
circle.
The new theater will be called
the "Jolene" in honor of the little 3-year-old daughter of J. C.
Baddelev.
Spier is Engaged
Richard Spier has been engaged by officers of the West
Coast Theaters Inc., for an executive position, to take charge
of the publicity and advertising
department of this vast string of
houses, now stretching from San
Diego north above San Francisco. Spier was formerly with
the West Coast firm, during the
first acquisition of theaters and
formation of the circuit.
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A. L. Gore Vacationing
A. L. Gore, Secretary of West
Coast Theaters, Inc., is vacationing at Murietta Hot Springs.
The genial theaterowner handled
the huge business of the circuit
during the absence of his
brother Michael Gore and VicePresident Sol Lesser in New
York City.
Completes New Home
The new 1800 seat home being
built by West Theaters Inc., in
San Pedro, Calif., is nearing
completion. It stands as a monument to architectural inventiveness, having two entrances cojoining directly into the foyer.
The theater will have a huge
stage for accomodation of road
shows and vaudeville acts.
"First National" pictures will be
presented.
Norma is Back
Norma Talmadge has returned
to Los Angeles from the Mathewson ranch fifty miles out of
the city, where the Battle of
Jarnac was filmed for her latest
production, "Ashes of Vengeance." More than
horses and cavaliers
of the 2,000
time
of Charles IX of France took
part in these scenes which were
directed by Frank Lloyd. "Ashes
of Vengeance" will be released
by Joseph M. Schenck through
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
Dcteetive Visits Stars
William J. Burns, internationally famous detective, visited
Constance and Norma Talmadge
at the Joseph M. Schenck studios in Hollywood this week.
"Every man for himself,"
shouted Sidney Franklin, Constance's director, when Mr.
Burns watching
appeared the
"on filming
the set."of
After
some scenes from "Dulcy," Connie's latest comedy, Mr. Burns
attended a preview of "Within the Law," the famous stage
play which has been finished for
the screen with Norma Talmadge in the principal role.
In a Blaze of Generosity
Carmelita Geraghty believes in
leaving a favorable last impression. She rose to great heights
as an obliging friend Saturday
in the Cosmopolitan film, "The
Daughtershe ofis Mother
where
cast as McGinn,"
heiress,
when she conducted Colleen
Moore, star of the production
through the basement of her
mansion, thus giving her a fine
idea of easy entrances and exits
for a midnight robbery later!
With this final generosity, Miss
Geraghty completed her work in
the picture. From the Goldwyn Studios she immediately
went to Lasky's where she has
been working in "Hollywood."
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Throngs

Bureaus Consolidate
Harry St. Alwyn, manager of
the Service Bureau, and Dave
Allen, manager of the Screen
Talent, have consolidated and
their two talent-supplying agencies are now being operated as
one unit. The new arrangement
was entered into last Monday,
and thus early it is said to be
successful.

Wagner Finishes One
Director Rob Wagner announces the completion of the
Paramount comedy-drama, "Fair
Week," starring Walter Hiers.
The jovial comedian is highly
pleased with the comical and
sympathetic
role heto assure
has terminated, and wishes
the
public that his latest vehicle
will be a riot of fun throughout.

Chaplin In Comedy Role
The only humorous note in
Marshall Neilan's intense drama,
"The Rendezvous," now being
produced at the Goldwyn studio,
will be supplied by Sydney
Chaplin, brother of the illustrious Charley. In the part of
an
English
in Russia, Syd"Tommy"
is in his stationed
element

Elinor Fair at Metro
Elinor Fair has signed to play
Martha in Metro's all-star pro"The Eagle's
With Missduction,Fair
in the Feather."
cast are:
James Kirkwood, Mary Alden,
Lester Cuneo, George Seigman
and Barbara La Marr. Miss
Fair has just recently returned
from New York where she made
"Driven," the sensational photoplay which played here recently.
Uses Vanilla for Perfume
"Bull" Montana read in the
paper the other day that during
the past year the people of the
United States spent more than
$50,000,000 on cosmetics and perfume. Since then the roughhewn Metro comedy star has
been saturating his clothes with
vanilla extract instead of his
usual favorite richly scented
oriental
brand. Only
spartan-like
spirit "Bull's"
caused
him to makepublic
the change.

and under Neilan's direction, is
expected to add new laurels to
the name of Chaplin.
Comedy Route is Sure
Add to the list of girls who
have received their start up the
movie ladder through the onereel comedy the name of Peggy
O'Day, now being featured in the
serial "The Fighting Skipper."
Betty Compsou, Bebe Daniels,
Louise Fazenda, Mabel Normand, Mary Thurman and many
others all broke into the films
via comics and are now making
names for themselves in feature
production.
Mestayer of Noted Family
Harry Mestayer is the onlyliving member of the oldest theatrical family on the American
stage. His father was Charles
H. Mestayer, his uncle W. A.
Mestayer and his aunt, Emily
Mestayer. These played with
the most famous stars of their
day — Booth, Barrett, Forrest and
Fanny Davenport. Mestayer is
taking the part of Charles Bigelow, the self-centered husband,
in the Trimble-Murfin Produc,
tion, "The Sign," directed by
Jane Murfin and Justin H. McCloskey.
Warning to Actors!
Warning notice to actors, if
you walk into the Goldwyn casting offices, and Robert B. Mclntyre, with a faraway look in his
eye, says:
"What team did you play on
last year, and what was your
batting
don't
that the average?"
casting chief
has think
gone
"goofey."
Youeral see,
"Bob" was
for sev-of
years assistant
manager
the Philadelphia Nationals, between his seasons as manager of
the Walnut Street Theatre, and
along about this time each year
the old yearning comes on, for
the days when he was casting
pitchers, fielders and basemen,
instead of leads, ingenues and
"heavies."

Prize Beauty Scores
Hazel Keener, who was awarded, by a jury of artists selected
by the Chicago Tribune, a prize
of $1,000 as the most beautiful
woman in the state of Iowa, has
a part in Maurice Tourneur's
forthcoming production, "The
Brass Bottle." As an Oriental
princess of Solomon's day, Miss
Keener has a magnificent opportunity to display the beauty
which won her the Tribune prize
and later the first prize of the
International Photographic Fair
in London.
Day and Nigh!
Shannon Day returned this
week to Hollywood from New
York where she had gone recently to play a part in a new
William Nigh production, produced at Metro's eastern studios
on Sixty-first street. For all that
she had hoped, while in the east,
to have time between calls to
the set to see all of the new
plays on Broadway and to acquire all the new gowns on Fifth
avenue, engagements in Hollywood, previously promised,
called Miss Day back to the west
coast with these unprofessional
aspirations but partly fulfilled.
"But I didn't mind," said Miss
Day, "because the part the director had for me was so interesting it was well Nigh impossible to think of anything else
while I was playing it."
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of Movieland
Edward Knoblock, playwright,
and Hugh Walpole, English
novelist and lecturer, were the
guests of Rex Ingram at the
Metro studio one afternoon recently during the filming of one
of the big exterior scenes for
Mr. Ingram's production of
"Scaramouche."
This is Supposed to be Funny
The services of four men are
required
flint-lock
tols suchto asoperate
are being
used pisin
"Scaramouche," Rex Ingram's
newest production for Metro, the
period of which is Paris in 178993 during the French Revolution.
According to Mr. Ingram one
man is required to hold the pistol, another to see that the flint
and steel combined to make a
spark, a third to hold the victim
while the preparations for shooting are taking place and a fourth
to stand by to help the marksman in the very possible event
that the bullet fails to egress
from the proper end of the firearm.
Some Auction Sale
A unique auction sale of beautiful women took place in Hollywood this week. Carmel Myers
was sold to Bertram Thomas
Grassby for the equivalent of
$15 in American money and Bertram proceeded forthwith to take
the fair Carmel off to his Harem.
William P. S. Earle served as
master of ceremonies and it all
happened
at the
Hollywood
dios where
Director
Earle stu-is
making the filmankhamen."
production
"TutGrassby is playing
the part of King Tut Himself,
while Carmel Myers is portraying the role of a slave girl. Also
in the cast are Malcolm McGregor, Anthony Merlo Sam de
Grasse, Iris Ashton and June
Elvidge.
Jackie an Earnest Pupil
It is not often that a child of
the silent drama is a brilliant
scholar in school tasks as well.
However, this holds true insofar
as Jackie Coogan is concerned.
Jackie has a private tutor who
is on the "set" with him at all
times. Whenever the starlet
completes a scene, his feet fly
back to his little desk and books.
It is not an effort to make Jackie
Cooganies. Heconcentrate
on his
studis a delightful
student,
always desiring to accomplish
his work in educational lines
with the same spirit and eagerness as is manifested in his
camera duties. At the age of
eight, Jackie Coogan is in the
fourth grade and is making fast
strides for the fifth class. His
next First National attraction
will be "Circus Days," adapted
from the famous story "Toby
Tyler or 10 Weeks with a Cir-
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CONSIDERS
VIDOR

AN IDEAL
Florence Vidor is to enact the
role of Barbara Worth in the
screen version of Harold Bell
Wright's most popular novel.
And to Miss Vidor goes the
honor of being highly congratulated on her accepting the role
by none less personage than the
author himself.
Harold Bell Wright paid Los
Angeles a brief visit, the chief
purpose of which was to confer
with Sol Lesser and Michael
Rosenberg of Principal Pictures
Corporation, who have purchased the screen rights to all of
the writer's novels.
"I feel that Florence Vidor is
ideal for this part of Barbara,"
saidhave
Wright
Lesser.
seem
to
had toher
in my "I vision
when I wrote the story. She
fits every requirement and I assure her of greatest success in
her portrayal.
Miss Vidor is the first to be
selected for the cast of "Barbara
Worth" which is to be the initial novel filmed in the Harold
Bell Wright series. The production is to be put upon the
silver sheet in a big way from
beginning to end. The entire
company plan to leave for the
desert within a few weeks and
under the direction of Edward F.
Cline, will film all exteriors for
one of the biggest photo-productions cf the coming year.
The principal Pictures Corporation officials have given careful
orders to follow the book in
every detail. Countless thousands of people have read this
Wright novel and it is the aim
of the producers to keep every
bit of action and all episodes
true to the pages that form this
popular volume. The locations
will be identical to those pictured by Harold Bell Wright and
the film folk will even go so far
as to use all available "characters" that are still alive and
whom Wright used in writing
his story.
Actual filming is scheduled to
begin the end of this month.
Kinema Theater Bookings
The Kinema Theater in Los
Angeles, first run house of the
West Coast Theaters, Inc., anticipates a season of box office
booming with its lineup of "First
National" pictures. Norma Talmadge in "Within The Law,"
has opened, to be followed by
Jackie Coogan in "Daddy."
Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish in "The Bright Shawl"
and Edwin Carew's production of
M. Stahl's production "Daughters of the Rich;" Constance
Talmadge in "Dulcy;" and Dorothy Phillips in Allen Holubar's
production "Slander The Woman."

SCREEN WINS ANOTHER
A son of another millionaire |
family has arrived in Hollywood |
to seek fame in motion pictures.
He is John Henry, whose parents are society leaders in Boston, Mass., and whose father is
one of the largest shoe manufactures in New England.
When young Henry was a
student at New York University,
he was cast in a play staged by
his fraternity at a New York
theater. The play went over big,
and Henry scored a personal
triumph with his performance.
He had long held a desire to become an actor and that play
served to arouse his theatrical
ambitions to a higher point.
After graduating from college,
he returned to Boston and cast
his lot with the Shueteman
Stock Company, with which company he played juvenile leads
and heavies.
Feeling that motion pictures
offered him a greater opportunity, he came to Hollywood a few
days ago and is now waiting for
a chance to demonstrate his histrionic ability before the camera.
Although financially capable
of forming his own producing
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MILLIONAIRE'S SON
organization,
shouldsays
he heso will
desire, young Henry
be satisfied to start in motion
pictures by playing small parts
until he has demonstrated his
talents to the satisfaction of
producers. He has brought with
him a sporty roadster and a
wardrobe that would dazzle the
average picture artist.
Young Henry is a World War
veteran and survivor of the
greatest ship disaster in the history of the country. He enlisted in the first aerial squadron that was formed at the beginning of the war and was
transported to France on the
Tuscania. Off the coast of Ireland the ship was torpedoed by
a German submarine and sank
with 296 lives on board. Young
Henry leaped from the ship as
it was sinking and swam to a
raft upon which he remained for
twelve hours. He is one of the
few survivors of this disaster.
He is a cousin of Thomas
Shevlin, multi-millionaire lumber king of Minneapolis, who
gained wide fame in spoiling
circles for his brilliant achievements as right end on the Yale
football team.

WHEREIN DAD'S FOOTSTEPS WOULDN'T DO
It was all mapped out that then would watch for my chance
to get a real stage part. But I
Lloyd Hughes "would follow in lost
my desire for the stage as
father's footsteps" and be a civil soon as I found myself in front
engineer, but the youngster — for of the camera. Right then and
that was all he was at that time
there I decided to stick to film
— had different ideas as to his
future.
He continued for a year in
Lloyd had an ambition to be acting."
"bit" parts, he explained, until
an actor. Not a screen actor but King Vidor singled him out for
a stage tragedian.
a more important part. From
then on it was clear sailing for
"I wanted to play dramatic
the
talented young player.
stage parts where I could thrill
my audience with the depth and
Hughes has played male lead
coldness of my voice," the male
in some of the screen's most
notable successes. His most relead in First National's "The
Huntress" declared. "I wanted
cent pictures were "The Turn in
to hear them hiss me as I the Road,"
"Home-spun Folks,"
strangled the hero or turned the "Hail the Woman,"
"Scars of
old couple from their home into Jealousy," "Tess of the Storm
a snow storm because they could
Country," "Are You a Failure?"
not pay their rent.
and "Children of Dust," the last
"And so I went to dramatic
a Frank Borzage-First National
school to learn the art of being
picture, which has not yet been
released.
3, deep-dyed villain. Then, when
It was his excelled work in
I thought I had mastered the
profession I began to look
this_ First National picture that
around for an opportunity to won' for him his contract to play
make my stage debut. But the in "The Huntress," which is also
to be released by this company.
opportunity was slow in coming.
"I would get experience, I He will play opposite Colleen
Moore.
thought, as a movie extra, and
River Nile Comes to San Pedro
The famous river Nile is being
built in replica down at San
Pedro for scenes in the William
P. S. Earle production "Tutankhamen." Barges of the type of
over thirty centuries ago are
being viewed with interest by
the natives of Los Angeles harbor city. Playing in these scenes
are Bertram Thomas Grassby
who portrays the title role; Carmel Myers, Malcolm McGregor
and a host of extras.

Actors Justify Title
When the taxi-cab in which
Harry S. Northrup and George
Hackathorne have been dashing
frantically through Los Angeles
streets during the past three
weeks, ran head-on into a Santa
Fe train last Sunday, the final
scene
Thos. was
H. Ince's
antinarcoticin picture
completed.
The appearance of Northrup
and Hackathorne after this
scene, fully justifies the title,
"Human Wreckage."
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French history seems suddenly to have assumed a tremendous
interest for the producer of
films, and there are so many
Comtes, and Dues and Rois nowadays, that a director has to
have the history of the Gallic
monarchy at his finger tips to
know exactly who is who.
Two features that assume especial prominence dealing with
entirely different periods are
now in process of production.
One of these is "Ashes of Vengeance,"
Norma
madge,
whichstarring
opens
with Talthe
Bartholomew's Eve Massacre,
and
otherwith
in "Scaramouche,"
whichtheends
the Fall of the
Bastille and the spectacular beginning of the French revolution.
"Ashes of Vengeance," which
is being produced by Joseph M.
Schenck for Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., is in a
sense the more glamourous of
the two, because the scenes now
in the making are laid in the
palaces and the chateaux of the
aristocracy.
"Scaramouche"
fers a vivid contrast
just now ofin
its sketching of the life of the
people. Many courtly grandeurs
are to follow.
In "Ashes of Vengeance,"
which is being directed by Frank
Lloyd, Norma Talmadge will
have one of the most brilliant
roles of her career as Mile. Yooland de Breux. Conway Tearle
has the principal role opposite
her, that of Rupert de Briac.
Their romance is the central interest of the story, which concerns a plan for revenge that
comes to naught because its fire
is swept away b ya finer humanism.Wallace Beery has one of his
most important roles since he
was
seen dein Tours.
"Robin Hood,"
the Due
He is, asof
course, the villain of the story,
while Josephine Crowell as Catherine de Medici is one of the
chief intriguers.
Geldert Recovers
While riding a horse in a
scene of "Richard The Lion
Hearted," Clarence H. Geldert
suffered internal injuries which
necessitated an operation. The
many friends of Mr. Geldert
were happy to hear of the success of the operations and also
to hear that he is convalescing
and will soon be at work in his
heavy role in Cecil De Mille's
production, "The
Tenth Commandment." The injuries
were
brought about by the badly fitting saddle and poorly adjusted
stirrups of Mr. Geldert's horse.
Undoubtedly Mr. Geldert will
carefully examine the saddle and
stirrups
of all
the horses he will
ride in the
future.
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Harry Myers, Margaret Seddon and Wyndham Standing
have been engaged by the Warner Brothers to support Johnny
Hines in "Little Johnny Jones."
Mary Jane Sanderson, who
plays an important role in "Blow
Your Own Horn," the P. B. O.
production, has purchased a new
bungalow in the Hollywood foothills.
David Belasco and Lenore Ulric, the Belasco star, have
planned to arrive at the Warner
Brothers studios in Los Angeles
on June 4 to begin the filming
of
"Tiger
Rose,"
in which Miss
Ulric
will be
starred.
Charlie Ohauvel, the young
Australian actor — journalist, is
at present on the Fred Niblo lot
as an understudy to the production work during the filming of
"Captain
Charlie
says it is Applejack."
the most interesting
time he has had since crossing
the big pond twelve months ago.
Ethel Clayton is busy perusing manuscripts and stories for
possible future production. Miss
Clayton spends part of every day
in her library, which has taken
the aspect of a correspondence
school. She will shortly begin
work on her next F. B. O. starring vehicle.
Rockliffe Fellows, popular lead
ing man who scored so heavily
in Marshall Neilan's "Stranger's
Banquet," has returned from a
flying trip to New York City and
his home in Canada, and is at
work in the Trimble-Murfin Production, "The Sign," which is
being made with an all-star cast
under the direction of Jane Murfin and Justin H. McCloskey.
Here is a real one for a cameraman. In 1915 King Gray,
who is photographing Jane Murfin and Jane Cowl's play, "The
Sign," was secured to film Carter
de
firstGray
picture.
workHaven's
started,
foundWhen
his
star had one brown eye and one
blue one. It took some work to
figure out the lighting but Gray
got away with it and made them
both register brown.
The only woman producerauthor-continuity writer-director
in the industry. This is the way
Jane Murfin is now being hailed
in Hollywood where, with Justin
H. McCloskey co-directing, she is
filming
"TheandSign,"
play The
by
Mrs. Murfin
Jane aCowl.
all-star cast includes such names
as May Allison, Rockliffe Fellows, Harry Mestayer and Edward Everett Horton. Eddie
Phillips, Tommy O'Brien and
Vera- Reynolds, have also been
signed for important parts.

and

What's

What

News Section

in Filmland

Frances Raymond is nearing
the end of her engagement in
"The Meanest Man in the
World," in which she plays the
mother of Bert Lytell, one of the
featured players.

Mary Alden, who has the leading feminine role in Metro's allstar
picturization
Eagle's
Feather,"
was ofa "The
newspaper
writer before she began her
screen career.

Coy Watson, well-known child
artist, whose latest hit is scored
in "Ham" Hamilton's comedy,
"No Luck,' 'has just recovered
from a severe case of tousolitis
and will resume his studio activitihis
es I week.

Gertrude Astor, former stage
beauty, who made her screen
debut as Mary Pickford's mother
in "Through the Back Door," has
been engaged to play an important role in a new John M.
Stahl production, "The Want-

The Fan mail or Lloyd Hughes
has been more than tripled
since the general release of
Mary Pickford's new "Tess of
the Storm Country," in which he
played the leading male role opposite America's sweetheart.
Another child screen artist
may be
presented
withefforts
a con-in
tract for her
histrionic
starring vehicles. A rumor is
current to the effect that Baby
Muriel MacCormac who has interpreted thirty-seven roles in
that many productions, will soon
be heading her own company.
Pierre Collings and Joseph Du
Bray are nearing the completion
of the Robertson-Cole producYour Own
Horn"
under tion,
the"Blowdirection
of Jas.
W.
Home. Warner Baxter, Derelys
Perdue and Ralph Eewis head
the cast. Some marvelous photography is promised when the
production is completed.
"Lights Out," adapted to the
screen by Rex Taylor from the
stage play by Paul Dickey and
Mann Page, has gone into production at the Powers studios
under the direction of James W.
Home with an all-tar cast including Ruth Stonehouse, Walter
McGrail, Theodore von Eltz and
Marie Astaire and many others
of note.
Alan Hale, who is now in the
limelight as a result of his remarkable performances in "Robin Hood" and "The Covered-Wagon,' and who is now supporting
Jackie Coogan in "Long Live the
King," will vacation three
weeks, immediately upon the
completion of his present contract. This wiil be the first
rest Mr. Hale has enjoyed in
three years.
It takes Arthur Edmund Carew, who is playing the difficult
character role of Svengali in the
forthcoming "Trilby," four hours
to applybefore
his "make-up"
each
morning
appearing before
the cameras. This part is Mr.
Carew's initial attempt at portraying acharacter role, having
appeared as a juvenile and a delineator of straight leads heretofore. *'■■»*■

William Orlamond, "The Frank
Bacon of the Screen." is a veteran of the Spanish-American
War. He is now appearing in a
comedy characterization in
ers." all-star production of
Metro's
"The Eagle's Feather," under
the direction of Edward Sloman.
The final scenes for "The
Eagle's Talon's," a Pniversal
super-serial, are now being
filmed under the direction of
Duke Worne. Ann Little, who
is an excellent horsewoman and
has successfully demonstrated
her ability to interpret difficult
western roles, is being co-starred
in the serial with Fred Thomson.
Helen Kesler, who has acted
as leading woman for many of
the screen's best known comedians, and who recently completed a year's engagement as
leading woman for Jimmy Aubrey, has been signed for the
leading feminine role in a new
series of two-reel comedies starring Milburn Moranti, the first
of which has been titled
"Cakes."
Johnnie Walker, whose immortal performance in "Over the
Hill" has endeared him in the
hearts of thousands of screenlovers, is to appear in one more
picture before resuming the production of his own films at the
Robertson-Cole studios. The
picture which is to mark his
last appearance as a free-lance
artist is "Broken Hearts of
Broadway," which Irving Cummings is directing and producing. Johnnie Walker has the
juvenile lead in this picture.
Barbara LaMarr, Montague
Love and a number of other
prominent screen personalities,
will leave New York May 25 for
Rome to play in a tilm adaptation cf Hall Caine's "Eternal
City," which George Fitzmaurice
id to make for Sam Goldwyn —
First National release. The
scenes of this famous Hall Caine
masterpiece will be taken in and
about the Italian capital. Some
of the most important will be
among the ruins of the colliseum.
xs-u-

This

Week

A touch of unusual realism is
provided in the interior castle
settings for Rex Ingram's production of "Scaramouche"
that the floors
are actually inlaidin
hardwood, highly varnished and r
polished.
Actual
filming
has been
started on Cecil B. DeMllle's latest super-production for Paramount, entitled "The Ten Commandments." Leatrice Joy, star
in "Java Head," and who won
high praise for her portrayal in
"Manslaughter," is sharing stellar honors with Owen Moore.

:'
:
*
"
^

dancer
scored alate
decided
hit
PeggywhoBrowne,
Follies'
with her terpsichorean novelties
while
member
of Ziegfeld's
Nev aYork
aggregation,
ham

broken all
speedhonors
records
for "~
reaching
stellar
in motion pictures. Miss Browne ;.
made her debut in motion pictures a few months ago and is
now one of the leading artists in
the ranks of leading women. Her Q
latest engagement is with Universal in whose picture, "MeGuire of the Mounted," she has
the feminine lead opposite William Desmond.

John Henry, scion of one of
Boston's wealthiest families who
made a trip to Hollywood specially for the purpose of "breaking into" pictures, has risen in
defense o ft he poor down-trodden dapper. At least, young :
Henry disagrees with a garment
manufacturer
who that
recently
de- y
clared in the press
flappers
are poor workers. He says he [,
was out with a flapper the other >
night and that she worked him
for a big feed, the swellest show I '
in town, a dinner after the show I .
and that then she deserted him I r
for another man's company.
"Why De We Live?" a storjl
vividly exposing the evils of capj
ital punishment, and a sequel to
"The Greatest Menace," a storjl
based on the narcotic traffic, is
creating considerable attention
in Hollywood film circles. Tnl
picture is being produced by
James Calnay who has assigned
the leading role in the play td
Don Armando, a native of Spaia
who for several years was aj
well known
figure
on the Among]
legitimate stage in
Madrid.
others in the cast are DorothJ
Dunlap, Martha Marshall andj
little Philippe DeLacy.
Edward Gribbon has one of
the most important roles of his!
career "After the Ball," a story
dealing with society life, whicn
is being produced at the Univerj
sal studios by the Renco Filmj
Company. Meanwhile, Gribbon]
is being seriously considered foq
the title role in "Ben Hur"^
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Scenarist
Type
Progress
Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Holly 3130
Diltz
2-Reel Comedies
Cooke
Schedule
Schedule
Diltz
2-Reel Comedies
Cooke
2nd Week
Earl Turner
Evelyn Campbell
"Mine to Keep"
598-146

Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Ass't Director
Director
Star
Cameraman

BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd.
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Ben Wilson
All-Star
Eddie Linden
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
481 1 Fountain Ave.
Sunset Productions. A. J. Xydias, Mgr. 518-162.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
BRONX STUDIO.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd.
H. and B. Productions
Kelpine Productions
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Arthur Trimble Productions.
Archie
Marcell-Sooper
Al HermanMayo
Earle Engle
Noel Smith
Buddy Messinger

Blvd.

Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.

Jerry
WilliamAshHyer
Francis Corby

CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
Regent Film Company.
(United Artists release).
Charles Chaplin
Edna Purviance
Rollin Totheroh
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Choice Productions

Leslte Goodwin
M. Sandrich
Bud Morehouse

Wilshire 4275

Bert Sternback, Casting.
Archie Mayo
Al Herman
Noel Smith

Comedy
Comedy
Baseball Story

1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Eddie Sutherland

Monta Bell

"Public Opinion"

CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Scott Sidney
Neal Burns Nagy
Hagerman
Walter Graham
2-Reel
2-Reel Comedy
Comedy
Harold Bodeer
Dorothy Devore Nagy
Lavelle
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr.
I. W. Irving Productions. (B. P. S. release).
Paul Hurst All-Star Joe Walker
Irving
"Blood Barrier"
Harry Revere Productions.
Harry Revere
Doria Revier Stilwell
Joe MurphyWalter
McNamara
"Supreme
Test"
Shell Craft Productions. Edwin Smith, Gen. Mgr.
A. Olsen
R. D. Saunders Ted Henderson Kermit Wood
2-Reel Comedies
Hattie
Carson
2-Reel Comedies
Jack Carlisle All-Star G. E. Kline
Thayre Roberts
Ben D. Meadors
Sherwood MacDonald Productions.
Eddie
Saunders
2-Reel Comedies
Mar-Donald
Beckway
Staff
Swickard
Productions Gloria Joy
Chas. Swickard
Jofef Swickard
Natasha Navarro Productions
Better Picture Association
Superior Productions
"Dawn of Love"
West Coast Productions.
Glen
Lambert
Norbert Myles All-Star Al Bresleau
"Why Do We Live"
Staff
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 4500 Sunset Blvd.
Mission Film Co. Norman Walker, Business Mgr.
Chas. Hamm
AVallace Clifton
David Kirkland
'The Barefoot Boy"
Fred Caldwell
Productions.All-Star David Abel'
Chas. Mack Productions.
(Western Pictures Exploitation).
Henry McCarthy All-Star Floyd Jackman
Chas. Mack
•Beyond the Horizon"
Jess Robbins Productions.
(Vitagraph release)
Halperin Productions.
Hugh Deirker Productions.
(American release)
Sacramento Pictures Corp. Forrest White, Vice.-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Clifford S. Elfelt Productions.
Finis Fox Productions
Sunset Productions.
Bradbury
Robt. N. Bradbury All-Star Bert Long-Eneekei Jack Pierce
'What Love Can Do"
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Stock
Buckingham
Comedies
Staff
Ernest S. Depew
Al St. John
Al St. John
Benny Stoloff
Comedies
Rim Summerville Clyde Cook
Jay
Turner
Arthur
Cohn
Comedies
Dan Clark
Tom Mix
Jack Blystone
Eugene
Forde
"Tempered Steele"
Don Short
Jones
-Mason
Bernard
Durning
Wellman
"Eleventh Hour"
Lew Brice
Erie Kenton
Joe August
Wm. Wellman
Dustin Farnum
Ed
Bernudi
E.
Adamson
"The Man Who Won"
Jos. Brotherton
Walt Mayo
Jas. Flood
Wm. Russell
Strumwasser
"Time
Jack Ford
John Gilbert
"Cameo H.ith
Kirby"Changed"
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
Coffee
Cowan
"Havoc"
Harry Garson
Neilson-Kerrigan Richardson
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
6050 Sunset Blvd.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
V/. K. Howard
Wm. Fairbanks
Staff
"What Women Want"

Holly 96
2nd
Editing
2nd Week
Week
Holly 4070
24th Week
439-764
Editing
Holly 3100
2nd Week
Wilshire 2115
Preparing
4th Week
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Preparing
Preparing
2nd Week
598-165
2nd Week
Preparing

1st Week
Holly 3000
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
7th Week
13th Week
Week
3rd
4th Week
3rd Week
Preparing
Wilshire 81
3rd Week
Preparing
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GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
All-Star
Von Stroheim
Ben Reynolds
Eddie Sowders
All-Star
Charles Brabin
John
A. L. Raboch
'Six Days"
Ouida
Majhis Bargere
Von Strohe"Greed"
DavidMescal)
Kesson
Marshall Neilan All-Star
Thomas Held
"The Rendevous"
Lovett
- Mathis
Kavanaugh
All-Star
Tod Browning
Ennol
Taggart
"The
Day of Faith"
John Boyle
All-Star
(!po. D. Baker
Whit taker
A. C. Eddington
"The Magic-Skin"
All-Star
Victor Seastrom
"Master
of Man"
Paul
Bern
Chas.
Lapworth
AJl-Star
Lucia Andriot
BStnmetl Flynn
"In the Talace of the King"
June Mathis
Ray Flynn
GRAND STUDIO.
1 438 Gower St. Mr. Ben. Genl Mgr.
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
2-Reel Comedy
Bill Williams
Staff
Leslie Goodman
Horry Edwards Monte Bank
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
2-Reel Comedy
Ken. MacLean
Chas. LeMont
Archie Mayo Sid Smith
Staff
Joe Rock Productions, Inc.
2-Reel
Comedy
Dave Smith
Staff
Alf. Gould ing Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
Cosmopolitan Productions.
E. Mason Hopper
George W. Hill All-Star
Leroy O'Connell
George Berthelon Frances Marion
''Daughter of Mother McGin"
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1 442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. Monte West, Studio Mgr.
Bob Horner
Bob Horner "The Virginian Outcast"
World Educational
Films. Daw Perrin Meehan-Hine
Eliason
Baby
Betty
Wm.
Field
F.
M.
Abbey
Robinson
"The Forty Niner"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Seeling Big Boy Williams I* I ii ard
W, Seeling J. Natterford Western Special
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd
J. Jasper, Mgr.
Richard Thomas Productions.
.
Richard Thomas All-Star Jack Fuqua Norval MacGregor Burnell-Manley
Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
I.loyd Ingraham
Douglas MacLean
Geo. Crone
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
Jack Diamond
Woolstenhulme
Hope Loring
Irving Cummings All-Star
'Broken Hearts of Broadway'
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
Glen McWilliams
Theodore Joos
Vochell-Ducey All-Star
"Youth Triumphant"
J. K. McDonald Productions
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
W. P. S. Earle All-Star
Egyptian Story
Jules Cronjager
Dick L'Estrange
Blanche Earle
Supreme Art Productions.
Chas. J. Hall
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City.
Associated Authors, Inc.
Joe Walker
Claude Mitchell Frank Woods
Chester Withey All-Star
"Richard, the Lion Hearted"
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Mrs. Wallace Reid Productions
J. GrifTith Wray Mrs. Reid
Henry Sharp Ross Lederman
C. Gardner Sullivan "Human Wreckage"
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
King Gray
"The Sign"
Miirfln-McCloskey
All-Star
Jane
Murfln
"I'hantom Pack'
C. B. Dreyer
Laurance Trimble Strongheart
Donna Darrell
Cyril Gardner
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Wilky
Casting.
1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Wells Hastings
Alfred Green
Jack
Boland
Astor'To the Ladies"
All-StarAgnew
Ded Jennings
Jerome Storm
Beulah Marie
Frank Brandon
Thomas
GeraghtyDix 'Children
Vernon
Keys
Karl
Brown
Non-Star
James Cruze
Si
Klegg
'Hollywood"of Jazz"
All-Star
Waldemar Young "Salome
Geo. Melford
Bert Glennon
Jane"
Sada
Cowan
Charles Maigne Joy
'Scarlet Partner"
WalterMoore
Hiers
Bert Baldridge
Leo
Pierson
Walter Woods
Rob Wagner
Al
Gilroy
'Fair
Week"
All-Star
Jas. Howe
Doris Schroeder
Victor Klemi n l;
"To the Last Man"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
.Metro release).
Monte Katterjohn 'The Master of Women"
Reginald Barker
All-Star Percy Hilburn Harry Schenck
John M. Stahl
All-Star Ernest Palmer Sid Algiers
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (Al Lichtman Release).
The Wanters"
The Leightons
Tom Forman
All -Star
Harry lJerry Sam Nelson
'The
Broken Wing"
LouisSchertzinger
Gasnier
All-Star Carl Struss George Yohalem Olga Printzlau
"Daughters of the Rich"
Vic
'Mansion of Aching Hearts"
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Frank Strayer
Harold Shaw Viola Dana John Arnold
"Rouged Lips"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Curt Rehfeld
Willis Goldbeck
Rex Ingram All-Star John Seitz
'Scaramouche"
Hunt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release).
Edward Sloman Productions.
Edward Sloman All-Star
Winifred Dunn
"Eagle's Feather"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Victor Schertzinger Jackie Coogan
Frank Good
Long Live the King"
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
J. a. Ball
Ray Rermahan
G. W. Cave
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
United Artists Release.
Ernest Lubitseh
Mary Pickford
Charles Rosher
Jim Townsend
Edw. Knoblock
■ The Little Street Singer"
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Val Paul
Harry Carey
Wm. Thornley
Ted Brook
Barnstain-Jaccard
'The Miracle Baby"
All-Star
Mai St. Clair
Lee Garmes
Moreno
Beatrice
Van
All-Star
Jas. W. Home
Dubray Collings
Art.
Flaven
Owen
Davis
All-Star
End
the Own
Fray"Horn'
Al Santell
Wm. Marshall
'Blow ofYour
Rol Asher
Dickey-Page
All-Star
Mai St. Clair
Lee Garmes
Moreno
"Lights
Out"
Beatrice Van
Schedule
Eddie Hearn
Western Story
Harold Goodwin
A. C. Witwer Story
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr.. Genl Mgr.
1425 Fleming St.

!

Progress
76171 1
7th
Week
8th
Casting
2nd Week
Week
Casting
Its
Week
2nd Week
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
8th Week
Editing
Preparing
1st Week
Holly 1431
nth Week
Preparing
2nd Week
6th Week
9th Week
Preparing
761731
Editing
10th Week
3rd Week
Canada
"th Week
Holly 2400
Editing
2nd
Week
7 th Week
Editing
7th Week
3rd Week
Lincoln 2 720
9 th Week
4th
M eek
Preparing
8th
8th Week
Week
r>th Week
Holly 4485
9th Week
2nd Week
2nd Week
Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901
llth Week
Holly 7780
Editing
Editing
5th Week
Preparing
3rd Week
Preparing
Preparing
598-141
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ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Hal Roach Comedies (Pathe release).
Newmeyer-Taylor Harold Lloyd Walter Lundin
Robert Golden
Parrott-Fay Snub Pollard Roach Doran Hackmey
Hutchison-Parrott
Howe-Pecar
"Paul"
Parrott
Frank
Young
Henecke-Brandie
McNamara-McGowAll-Star Len Powers C. liorenouse Hal Conklin
Jeske-Pembrook
Stan Laurel
Roy Clemens Edna Murphy
Frank How. Clark
RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
Hively
B. D. Russell
Geo. Larkin
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Malobee Productions.
Bob Williamson
Malobee
Leo Maloney
V. Walker
Bebee
Logan-Baynham Productions.
Tom Gibson
Morante
MacManigal-Kane
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
.Tim Wright
Mack Sennett
Wm. Seiter
Mabel Normand
Homer Scott
Mack Sennett
Roy Delruth
Billy Bevan
George Bordeau
Herman Raymaker Ben Turpin Wagner
Mack Sennett
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Co llins, Casting.
Louis B.
Productions,
Clune's Studio,
5360Wyckoff
Melrose Ave.
Bess Meredith
FredMayer
Niblo
All-Star
Alvin
Doran Cox
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. (First National release.)
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
Frances Marion
Frank Lloyd Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio Harry Weil
Sidney Franklyn
Constance TalmadgNorbert Brodin
Millard Webb
Emerson-Loos
James Young Productions (Associated First National release).
James Young All-Star George Benoit
James Ewens
Richard W. Tully
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
(First National release).
Tourneur All-Star A. L. Todd
Scotty Beal
Tourneur
Principal Pictures Corporation.
(First National release).
Eddie Cline All-Star
Norman Manning

Type

761-721
5-Reel Comedy
2-Reel Comedy
Comedies
"Our Gang"
2-Reel Comedy
"What Should a Girl Do?"
Feature
2-Reel Western
2-Reel Comedy
"The Extra Girl"
"Knip
"Pitfallsandof aTuck"
Big City"

STUDIO.

'Captain Applejack"
"Dulcy" of Vengeance"
"Ashes

YE RUB SHOPPE
Professional Hair Dyeing
for
Professional Men
1566
621 West 8th St.

nth Week
1st Week
Last Week
7th Week

8th Week
Week
7th
8th Week

"Trilby"
'Brass Bottle"

8th Week

"Meanest Man in the World' 6th Week

6070 Sunset Blvd.

Dr. W. I. Schuster
203 Bogardus Bldg.,
Sunset at Western
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
"You haveto tried
the rest, ofnowthetryprofession
the best"
Catering
the foremost
10 to 12
2 to 5
Evenings 6 to 8
Palmer Graduate
Phone 43G-724

Editing
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
2nd Week
Preparing
Holly 7945-6
Schedule
Schedule
Wils. 1550

Holly 4080

UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Universal
Film
Manufacturing
Co.
(Universal Release.)
Nat Ross
Edmund Mortimer Herb. Rawlinson
Charles Kenyon
"Thicker Than Water"
Tom Regan
George Marshall
Jack Hoxie
George Hively
Tinling
"Where Is This West"
Richard Stanton All-Star
Wm. Parke All-Star
Gates
Geo. Pyper
Arthur Thompson Harvey
Grandin
Jack Dougherty
"The Man Hunter"
Howard Oswald
Jefferson Mofnt
Messinger-Marchan
Broph
Taylor
"Daniel Boone"
Jack Dillon Mower-Sedgwick
All-Star
Al Kenyon
"Self-Made Wife"
McDonough
Wm.
Nobles
Duke Worne Little-Thomson
Bertram
Millhau
Robt. Newhart
Wallace Worsley
Lon Chaney
"Eagles' Talons"
Dugan-Sullivan
Sheehan-Lowe ser Leather
"Hunchback"
Harry Pollard
Reginald Denny
Harry Webb
Staff
Pushers
Stuart Paton
Ernst
Laemmle
Roy
Stewart
Geo.
Hull
"Seeking
Red"
Edw. Laemmle
Herbert
Rawlinson
"The
Victor"
Joe
Barry
Comedy
Baby Peggy
King Baggott
"Wanted
a Home"
Watson
Bert Roach
Holland
Clarke
Wm. Duncan
Duncan -Johnson Robinson
Geo.
Plympton
"The
Steel
Trail"
Leo
McCasey
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
"The Untamable"
Hugh Hoffman
Arthur Smith
Virginia Valli
Hobart Henley
Marion
Fairfax
"Lady
of
Quality"
Miller
Wm. Tummell
Hoot Gibson
Ed. Sedgwick
C. Howell
of Luck"
Wm. Desmond
Robt. Hill
B. Humberstone Geo.
Edwin Marshall "Out
"Skyline of Spruce"
Renco Productions
James Kilgallen James Colwell
Dallas Fitzgerald All-Star
Ross Fisher
"After the Ball"
Rellimeo Productions.
Dick
Sherer
Louis Wm. Chaudi All-Star
Abbott Linwood
Grace M. Sanderso"The Man Behind"
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge. W. S. Smith, Gen Mgr.
Wm. Dagwell
"The Alibi"
Dave Smith
All-Star
S. Smith. Jr.
Joe Basil
Larry Semon
Larry Semon
H. Koenekamp
Larry Semon
"The Rural Rival"
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Chas. Hines
Arthur Rosson
Johnny Hines Gilson
Ray
"Little Johnny
Geo. Webster
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry Dupar
JulienSchrock
Josephson "Printer's
Devil"Jones"
Grant Carpenter
Harry Beaumont
Hope Hampton
Diggers"
Sidney Franklin
Lenore Ulric
Edmund Goulding "Gold
"Tiger Rose"
Harry Rapf Productions. All-Star
Sada
Cowan
"Lucretia Lombard"
Marie Prevost
Edmund Goulding "Broadway
After Dark"
WILNAT

Progress

Editing 570-081
3rd Week
Preparing
2nd
Week
Editing
10th Week
15th Week
23rd Week
Schedule
Preparing
Preparing
2nd Week
Schedule
3rd Week
Week
Editing
51st
th Week
3rd Week
5th Week
5th Week
598131
4th Week
4th Week
Holly 4181
3rd Week
1st Week
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Holly 7940

MONEY
FULL CASH
VALUE PAID
Olive at Seventh

to

buy

Diamonds

n
ey D* LosCoh
302 BankW of Italy Sidn
Bldg.
Angeles

Bldg. Main 1072
MOTION
PRODUCERS' Fox ASSOCIATION,
1004 Hoi lings
Hal E. worth
Beach Studios
BurstonPICTURE
Films, Inc.
Film Corporation
Itockett Him Corporation
Chester Bennett Productions Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
.Tos.
bohenck Co.Enterprises
Campbell
Comedy Studio
Corporation Thos.
HamiltonWhiteStudios,
Comedies.
Selig M.Polyscope
Charlie
Chaplin
H.B. Mayer
Ince
Inc. Inc.
Selznick Pictures Corp.
Century
Film
Corporation
I>ouis
Production
MarJc Sennett Films Corp.
C. L. Chester Productions Metro Pictures Corp.
Clune
Co.
Nazimova
Productions
United
Inc. Co.
UniversalStudios.
Film Mfg.
Jackie Theatres
Cooean Productions
Mary Plckford
Company
Douglas Fairbanks Picture Corporation Itenco Film Co.
King
Vidor
Productions
The Vitagraph Coirpany
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation Robertson-Cole Studios. Inc.
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IN YE DAYS OF STRUGGLE
Bargains

At Filmland's Wardrobe Shop
$135 Pink Taffeta Evening Dress, Pearl
Trimmed, size 34, only
_.._$29.00
-..$10.50
Tan-and-Brown Silk Dress.
Beautiful Blue Tricotine Suit,
Small 36
$19.00
Screen Stars Wardrobe Exchange
2006 Ivar Avenue
(in the brown residence on the corner)
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor at Law
JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
Works of Art from
China and Japan
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly S9S4

Jack Mulhall who is Constance Talmadge's
leading man in "Dulcy," now being filmed
for First National, told a story this week of
his early struggles to reach the top of the
theatrical ladder.
"In 1911," says Jack, "the stock company
in which I was leading man stranded at Escanaba, Michigan. None of the company had
any money and I was flat broke. I went
down to the docks where dockhands on a
Lake Michigan freighter gave me a good
meal after I sang 'Dearie,' 'I Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now' and a few other popular
songs.
"I was a husky kid and they finally gave
me a job shoveling coal on the freighter.
When the boat arrived in Chicago I was a
fearful looking sight. I took a bath and put
on my best clothes and went around to the
Blackstone Theatre where James K. Hackett
was
Grain
of Sut."
Hackettappearing
looked at in
my "The
eyes still
fringed
with
asucceeded
black border
of
coal
dust
which
I
hadn't
in removing.
" 'I see you've come all made up and ready
to go on,' he said. 'Well I have a part which
you will fit into, as the juvenile is sick.
You're make up is fine but you need a little
more rouge on your cheeks. You're rather
pale; haven't you been eating regularly?'"
Marion

Raymond McKee
The Friars Club
New York City

A!" centrally
Runfurnished,
ME
WANTEDC
—A
4-room
house,
located in Hollywood.
Must be reasonable]
rent. References exchanged.
Les Bates.1
I 'hone Boyle 5571
9
For Rent or Sale, Moving Picture Studio, fully
equipped, particularly adapted to comedy!
work. .V real snap, reasonable rent, or will]
sell cheap. Phone Washington 3fi9.
BELL AND HOWELL CAMERA FOR RENT.
170 ° SHUTTEK.
TELEPHONE 599-464.
LOST OR STOLEN— From Metro Studio, one
large trypod head; looks like a standard Bell]
and Howell head, only larger. Of no value]
to anyone except the owner. REWARD.!
Technicolor Motion Picture Corp. Hollywood!
■t-171.
i
AVAILABLE NOW, BELL, & HOWELL WITH ■
<BLAINE
"OMPLETEWALKER,
STUDIO914EQUIPMENT.!
SOUTH OLIVE.}
STREET.
TELEPHONE MAIN 3746.
FORshutter.
RENT—
& Howell
camera.
120°
Full Bell
equipment,
excellent
condition.!
Phone 577-674.
FOR RENT— High-grade still outfits, $5.00 per
week. Little, The Big Photographer, 5874 J
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.

Warde

Acting and Make— Up for Stage and Motion Pictures. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancing
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
Telephone 821-181
^33 So. Broadway
"Make-up Headquarters of the Motion Picture
^ZIndustry"
AN
In ,-<ddition
to the
our highest
make-upgrade
and toilet
hair goods
we carry
complete
line of
preparations
froma
recognized manufacturers the world over. This is additional
evidencesional of
people.the unsurpassed service we can render profes-

Minor

Blythe

819 South Hill Street

Telephone

Pico 498

Attorney-at-Law
Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los Angeles
Telephone 134-88
HOOVER
STUDIOS
6321 Hollywood Boulevard
Telephone Holly 9161
Only the Finest Types of
Professional Photography
All Sittings Made by Appointment
Reproductions Publicity
Still Finishing
Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
S874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
Animated Carioons — Original Title Ideas —
Clay Animation
— Miniature
Animated
Figures Sets and
Cinema Arts Studio
ELMER H. YOUNG. Mgr.
612 Lissner Bldg.
Phone 644-42

Prodi

QUICK
MONEY
RELEASE!
—Active or Prospective — Get in Touch with a LIVE One
H.

B. Film Company
Distributors — Producers
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles.
FUR RUGS.

and

Wilshire 4275

FUR ROBES.
FUR STORAGE AND RENOVATING
MOUNTINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

COLBURNS
933-935 South Broadway

TAXIDERMY

STUDIO
Telephone 643-13

Touring Cars $2 per Hour.
Limousines $2.50 per Hour.
Special Rates on Studio Trips and Touring.
SUNSET
577-994

TAXI
578-280

MOTION
PICTURE STUDIO FOR RENT
Open Stage, 100' x 100'; Open Stage, 60' x 100'; Dark Stage, 125' long; 26
Dressing Rooms; Carpenter Shop; Paint Shop; Projection Room; Dark Room; Modern
Office Building; Flats; Props. Can divide. Corner Venice Boulevard and Durango,
near Culver Junction, Culver City. Open for inspection.
FRED L. HUNT, Owner
333 Title Insurance Bldg.
Broadway 695
For permanent tenant $750 per month

CAMERA!
The Golden Butterfly
Where Santa Monica Canyon
Meets the Sea
Chicken Dinner
- - - - - $2.00
Steak or Baked Virginia Ham
- 1.50
Catering to Social Affairs a Specialty
Telephone 21741
Phones 572-88
Holly 10282
H. W. WALL, M.D.
Physician and Surgeon
Highest Credentials and Practice
Post-graduate of Chicago and New York
Hours 2 to 5 and 6702 Hollywood Blvd.
by appointment Hollywood - -Calif.
Night and
Day Calls

Reed

Heustis
and

Sherley Hunter
in collaboration
Comedy-Drama
TITLES
and Continuities
816 Detwiler Bldg.
Phone 665-09

Rapid, efficient, thorough. National
types of all kinds. A special department for children. The same care is
given in the selection of supporting
atmosphere as is given to the cast.

Service to
Producer
and
Justice to
Performer'

The
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Service

Bureau

1036 South Hill
Phone 821-071
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and
surface scratch
noises
II
entering
ound
Cold Plate
$1.50 I box. No smetallic
(See Cut) » noises.
Nickel Plate $1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.

Casts

of the Week

BEN WILSON PRODUCTIONS
presents the following cast and organization
for
"MINE TO KEEP"
A feature production scenarized by
Evelyn Campbell
Director, Ben Wilson
Assistant Director, Earl Turner
Production Manager, Ashton Dearholt
Art Director, E. R. Hickson
Cameraman, Eddie Lindon
CAST
Bryant Washburn
Mrs. Bryant Washburn
Wheeler Oakman
Charlotte Stevens
Kate Lester
Harry Dunkinson
Patty Moore
Mickey Moore
"Peaches" Jackson

Wax

rent

for

West Coast Production
Presents
"WHY DO WE LIVE?"
Produced by James Calnay
Directed by Norbert Myles
Supervised by Lewis King
THE CAST
Edith Chapman
Marguerite La Mont
Niles Welch
Don Armando
Doris May
Kate Price
Jimmie Thompson
Wallace McDonald
Philippe deLacy
Joseph Dowling
Frances Cole
Madge Holmes
Bill Lowry
Charles Clarey
WHAT IS SUCCESS?
By Eric Mayne
We must not confuse Success with Popularity; much less with Notoriety.
Popularity is easily distinguished. Notoriety has features all its own, but Success —
well, Success is different.
In these days of extensive Publicity many
are Publicized, but few are Successful.
Many live beyond their means and some
live beyond their success. He is a wise man
who knows when to retire.
There are men who lived in the high lights
of Success. The world waited for their briefest telegram. Today if they were made the
subject of the greatest headline the world
would not be interested.
The road to Success is an open road —
open to all. It is crowded with obstacles.
The greatest obstacles are usually within
ourselves. If we overcome these the others
will be easy.
We must make up our mind to like our
work before we can make a success at it.
If we can't make up our minds to like it,
we can make up our minds to leave it. The
great thing is that we make up our mind —
it will be better for us and better for our
work.
If we are not a Success in motion pictures,
we should not blame the pictures. There are
other kinds of employment.
If we are not a Success in California there
are other States. Why not try one of them?
If we think America is to blame for our
lack of Success we can try another country.
We may gain something. The other country
may also gain something. One never knows.
The man who accumulates money is not
always a Successful man.
There can be no doubt that money talks,
but it is not always worth listening to nowadays.
A man's life does not consist in the abundance of his possessions.
If we are working we are succeeding.
Work is Success. We may not always see
the success. Our working may not be perfect— it may not even be good, but we can
only learn by work. Our Salvation is work.
Truth makes us free and Work makes us
Strong.

figures

We have wax figures of
men, women and children for rent, modeled
by skilled artists.
If you have special requirements calling for
character figures or reproductions from life,
we are prepared to
serve you.

L.

E.

Oates

Makers of Wax Figures
Studio
105 East Tenth Street
Los Angeles

Motion

For

Picture

Tests

0.00Phone
$1
Appointment

NATE
134-78

Phone 820734

SALMON
-

-

Room 4

CAMERAI
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HARDEE KIRK LAND RETURNS
The first Paramount Zane Grey production
"To the Last Man," directed by Victor Fleming, is now under way in the Tonto Basin
of Arizona, where the company will remain
for the greater part of the picture. Richard
Dix, Lois Wilson, Noah Beery, Robert Edeson
and Frank Campeau are featured in this
feud story which was adapted by Doris
Schroeder. Lucien Hubbard is production
editor. The country where the company is
now at work is ne of the wildest in the
world and great pictorial results are naturally expected.
Maurice Tourneur has joined the ranks of
the directors who have cast aside their megaphones to appear before the camera. The
transition was a brief one, however. During
the filming of his production of "The Brass
Bottle" an actor failed to appear at the appointed hour for work and Director Tourneur
decided to avoid loss of time by enacting
the part himself. The result was that the
French director became an English actor
for one week.
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
Famous Players Lasky Corporation, left this
week for New York to attend the convention
of the Sales Department which will start in
New York and make flying visits to Chicago,
New Orleans and Los Angeles.
Mr. Lasky will return with the Convention
delegation for the fourth and last session
arriving here about May 19th — the meetings
being held May 21st and 22nd.
Motion

Picture Cameras
for Rent
Late Model B & H Still and Giaflex
Cameras rented by day or week.
Ultra-Speed
and Akeley*
Cameras rentedSlowwith Motion
operators.
For Information Call
""^'^
PHOTOGRAPHERS
6035 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly1 4338

Location Lunches on Short Notice
KWIK
LUNCH
Holly 7660
1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.
THEODORE
HAYS
is not a director, but he can give the
director the action he wants.
Expert Horseman
Complete Wardrobe
Main 525
"We save your sole and heel you too"
FRANK
The Shoe Doctor
Holly 37S2

6666 Hollywood Blvd.

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774

harmony with censors, sit in judgment of
this new and wonderful screen art."
Charles Maigne is making good progress
with
in which
Leatricef*
Joy, "The
Owen Silent
MoorePartner,"
and Robert
Edeson
are
featured. This Paramount picture, adapted
by SadawillCowan
frombyMaximilian
Foster's"
story,
be edited
Ralph Block.
The
quotation board in a stock broker's office has.
been the background for considerable dramatic action, when Owen Moore in the character of a young speculator, sees his fortune
wiped out and Leatrice Joy in the role of his
wife begins
to realizeforthat
formerdownem'
ployer
is responsible
the his
financial
fall. Bert Woodruff has been engaged to
play an important role in this cast.
Hugh
Hoffman
Scenarist
and Production
Supervisor
RecentGladys
Releases,
"A
Dangerous
Walton unit, UniversalGame,"
CurrentHerbert
production.
Untamable"
KIach£,"TheDirecting
"The Love Letter," "Gossip," "The Town

a three circuit,
months" Hardee
tour of Kirkland,
the Orpheum
andAfter
Interstate
who
played in Theodore Roberts' vaudeville headline
Man Higher
Up" returned
by William clesketch,
Mille,"The
Paramount
producer,
this week with Mr. Roberts, and both gentlemen will resume their picture work.
Harden Kirkland received much critical
praise for his able handling of what might
be called the title role in the sketch of which
Roberts was the star. Kirkland is a character actor of long stage and screen experience and recently appeared in the Schulberg production, "Are You a Failure?" in an
important role. He will remain in Hollywood for the present for further picture engagements. Mr. Roberts will resume Paramount activities.
TOURNEUR DISCUSSES LOVE
Motion picture patrons of the United
States may never expect to see genuine love
depicted on its screens, according to Maurice
Tourneur,
producer ofsuccesses.
"The Brass Bottle"
and
other well-known
Puppy love is as far as the screens of this
country may go in portraying the grand
passion, asserts the noted First National
director.
"The full, beautiful, terrible splendor of
love is not ignoble, but we are afraid of it as
of something shameful.
"There is much love making among boys
and girls. We hide and forbid these impulses so that they become twisted and unhealthy much as our films are forced to repress realities with glamorous fairy tales.
Repressed things always come to the surface
distorted.
"Love isn't the green sentimentality of a
boy and girl walking through an apple orchard. It's more apt to be an agony, as
most elemental things are.
"The
mating love
has been
given seclusion.
a shameful significance
because
it seeks
Also, when we are up against our hardest
problems- and love is an ordeal — we try to
hide from ourselves, behind social conventions or leafy shelter, in opiates or illusions.
"Censors and those who support censorship for the screen clearly indicate that anything beyond mawkish puppy love is unclean and unfit to be seen or thought about,
no matter how insistently life projects it to
the confusion of the fable fed.
"True love, the actual love of life, beautiful and matured can never be portrayed
while censors and persons who think in

Scandal"
Professional
Photographs
It Costs No More for Quality Photographs at
"Los Angeles' Finest Theatrical Studio"

We are professional photographers
and have
the —bestPublicity
equipmentPhotographs
for making Portraits
Special Stills.
Commercial
wvrk
and
Enlargements,
6039 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 2560
"The One Bright Spot Friday Nights"
B
O
BOXING
I
N
G
American Legion Stadium
Hollywood at El Centra
Holly 100 for reservations

SEE

BRUNO

For Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard
Apartment
Shop Specials
Kxclusive gowns worn once. Orange dinner gown combined pearls and rhlneBtones, King Blue solid sequin gowns,
tbr<e black sequin gowns, American
Beauty and gold evening gown, three
Lucille dancing frocks, six imported
afternoon gowns, two exclusive threepiece silk suits, Caracul Jacket and many
others.
MRS. CRAIG
MAIN 257
Apartment 3
1310 Lilac Terrace
(near 1100 Sunset)
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New York

London
THE

Edward
Under

Small
the Management of

Hugh

Jeffrey

Have Opened
6047 y2

Co,

Offices at

HOLLYWOOD

BLVD.

We Are Prepared to Establish
the Same
Service,
John

Henry

Playing Juvenile Leads and Heavies
(Formerly with Shusterman Stock Company,
Boston)

Hillview

Integrity
Effort

Plus

Extra

That We Have Started and Maintained
in
New York
Telephone 439-231
Artists
Are
Invited
to Register
PARIS

Phone Holly 6513

ANNOUNCING

Plus

VIENNA

BERLIN

THE

Grill

Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Entrance on
Hollywood at
Hudson
Hudson Ave.
Especially for Motion
Picture People
Under
Mrs.

the Management of
Ella H. Klumb

formerly of the Cherokee Tea Room.
Catering to Parties, Clubs, and Social
Events. Real Home Cooked Dinners.
Merchants' Lunch, I 1 :30 to 2. Dinner
5:30 to 8.

Art

Braxton

CHARACTER

HEAVIES

JUVENILES

Sunday 1 2 noon to 8 in the evening
Hollywood 7980

Hollywood 6626

West

1049
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^■Mis^y Uu\iMi\y

Absolutely!
The Biggest Summer
or Any
JULY
THE

Show

Other
2nd

Lyn\yntf\i\\:

Positively!
Los Angeles, the Pacific Coast

Place Has Ever Had
to AUGUST

4th

AMERICAN

MOTION

HISTORICAL
REVUE
and
PICTURE
EXPOSITION

Fifty Novel Bungalows of Pueblo Indian Architecture Now Building
in Exposition Park to House the Exhibits C ming
From Far and Near
DRIVE OUT And see FOR YOUR.

F

Spectacles the Like of Which You Have Never Seen Will Be Staged in the
80,000 Seat Coliseum That Is to Be Formally Opened to the
Public in Connection with the
MONROE

Railroads predict the heaviest
travel to the Southwest on record,
this summer. They're coming for
The Big Show. To be sure that
you will have your tickets make
application on this blank and
mail it in to The Exposition Dept.,
800 N. Spring Street, Los Angeles,
California.

DOCTRINE

CENTENNIAL

Patron's Application
THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVUE AND MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION
For the purpose of taking part in the First Annual American Historical Revue and Motion Picture Industrial Exposition to be held in the City of Los Angeles during the year
1923 in commemoration of the One Hundredth Anniversary
of the Monroe Doctrine.
I hereby make application for
Coupon Book
Tickets
to_
the Revue Patron's
and Exposition,
for whichof IAdmission
agree to pay
the
sum of ten dollars each, payments to be made as follows:
Dated

192....

Signed

-

Occupation
Address.,
Make All Checks Payable to Motion Picture Exposition

I

f

{Qhc

Digest

of the Motion

Picture

Must®]

Lameral
Price 10 Cents
Los Angeles, California
Saturday, May 19, 1923

BABY

MURIEL
"POOR

MacCORMAC,
MEN'S

WIVES"

NOW
AT

APPEARING
TALLY'S

IN

■

CAMERA
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UNO

Authentic Details and Photographs
of FOREIGN
INTERIORS
and
EXTERIORS
of EVERY
DESCRIPTION.
Cafes
Hotels

Shops
Mansions

Theaters
Bungalows
Steamships
Cities
Streets
Villages

Parks

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

MARTHA
^national
Cinema
L.A. HOW
LAND Rese
300-301

Phone 438-761
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY

Reel

SOCIETY
BLDG.

Service

and thorough co-operation coupled with
a genuine interest in your problems are
yours here AT ALL TIMES. We back
promise with performance, that's why
we're serving the foremost producers.

PARTS

Telephone

439-801

TECHNICOLOR
Motion

Now

A very choice stock of antique furniture,
works of art, statues, and bric-a-bric is
now in our big shop, ready for your inspection. We buy, sell, rent and
exchange. We're IN HOLLYWOOD
save you time as well as money.

MARSHALL

LEADS
INGENUES

Pictures

Available

No

to the Producer

Limitation

on

or Type

of Sets

Action

to

Technicolor
Picture
C. A.
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The

Editor

Essays

Some

Elucidation

According to well-founded reports, great strides forward will be taken by Hollywood interests next week to make possible
the founding of a truly great Amusement Center in that incomparable center of cinema and other fine arts. Camera has been
watching this movement with eager anticipation for several weeks and it can be stated now that if the proposed plans prove
feasible, this enterprise will serve to make Hollywood the most popular and most famous center of artistic culture in the
whole world and possibly in all history. What could sound more exceedingly promising? What objective could any citizenry
strive for with more grace? Verily, this is a proposition challenging the undivided thought of every man and woman loyal
to the welfare and future of Hollywood.
Now comes to the foreground of screendom the name of Arthur Edmund Carew because of his masterly performance in
Richard Walton Tully's production of "Trilby" in which this sterling actor portrays the character of Svengali. The interesting
parta of
Mr. Carew's
artistic
triumph
is, always to
heretofore
has trend
been ofa leading
yet he achieves
his general
greatest direction
purpose
as
character
man, all
of which
is mentioned
show thathe the
the film man
timesandcontinues
to be in the
of the surprising proclivity to fete photoplayers who will grow beards and be totally unlike their own selves. The day was,
and very recently,
when
the submerged
dashing juvenile
wona character
and maintained
hightheplace
in thewriter.
public Ernest
esteem because
his own
personality
which he
never
for the"lead"
sake of
createdhis by
fiction
Torrenceof deserves
much of the credit for lifting the character man out of the slough of unimportance, and, his unassuming brother, David Torrence, did yeoman service in this work, too. Now Mr. Carew comes forward to give fresh impetus to the pre-eminence of
character delineation extraordinary.
Whither are the screen comedians heading? The maiority of them seem prone to vie with each other to achieve three
distinct purposes. One is to get into the full-length field to the abolition of the two-reeler; the second is to interpolate real
dramatic situations into their comedies for the sake of contrast, and the third is to own their own studios. Larry Semon is
about to carry out new plans which, it is said, will encompass all of these new inclinations of his comedy fellows, and, Dame
Rumor has it that Ben Turpin is casting his famous eyes longingly in the same direction. Monty Banks already has accomplished two-thirds of this tendency by getting settled in his own studio and starting a new series of comedies in which dram-5*
situations will count prodigiously in "getting the laughs" when comes the comedy angles having to do with those situations.
He announces he will realize the other third of his ambition within a few months, when he expects to make his first fulllength comedy. Will it all eventuate itself into the comedy stars launching themselves into the field of screen spectacle a la
Griffith?
Approximately twenty million dollars are being spent in Hollywood right now on improvements and expansions of studio
facilities. In fact, the greatest permanent building boom in the history of the motion picture industry is under way at this
time, and when the various construction crews complete their work, not only will there be a greater capacity for the production
of photoplays of all classes, but there will be much architectural beauty added to this unique center of Southern California.
The Warner Brothers are putting the finishing touches on their new stage, one of the largest in the world, after spending a
half million dollars on it, and now William Fox is starting the expenditure of two million dollars on new quarters on the
outskirts of Hollywood as a result of a decision to vacate the too valuable land they now occupy in the heart of the city. John
Rikkeleman is directing the big task of reconstructing the old Griffith studios, now known as the Fine Arts Studios, and when
he has finished he will have spent $250,000, but he will have one of the greatest of ultra-modern plants. Jesse L. Lasky is
spending some money on the studios in which Paramount pictures are made, and M. C. Levee is putting a lot of money into
circulation in his continuance of building activities at the United Studios. All this surely is sufficient answer to calamityhowlers wherever they may show their heads. The country at large cannot be going to the bow-wows so long as Hollywood
can spend twenty million dollars on studio expansion at a single session.
The American screen is indebted to two countries in particular for the supplying of many of its greatest artists. These two
countries are England and France, now so much at loggerheads unfortunately. Among the almost countless Britishers who
have enriched cinema endeavor it is apropos to mention Charlie Chaplin, first, of course, and, his brother, Syd, but there are
others of exceptional histrionic brilliance, such as Creighton Hale and Eric Mayne, two of the screen's foremost masters of
dramatic finesse. Then among the Frenchmen who have become picture luminaries due to their efforts in this country, there
is a grand array, including such masters of the craft as Max Linder, Charles de Roche, Rod La Roque, Leon Bary and, now
in the ascendancy, Maurice Canonge. Meanwhile Italy with its Valentino, and Spain with its Antonio Moreno, are not far
behind in the matter of furnishing true screen genius. The whole point involved in this reminding of the presence of so many
leaders from foreign climes is that what we are proud to call the American screen is a most cosmopolitan one just as any American city is cosmopolitan, and, that the melting-pot idea is all encompassing in this domain ruled so magnanimously by Uncle
Sam. The reassuring phase of it is that out of the polyglot of it all is arising, with sound certainty, a distinctively American
art within the moving picture, typical of most all of our outstanding national traits in its moving; its activity; its energy, and,
it is patent now that Americans will be able in time to give expression to their dramatic feelings through the medium of the
cinema better than they can with pen or brush. Viewed from every angle the future of the photoplay art is one replete with
unlimited possibilities for American triumphs in culture, and therefore it is an art deserving of something better than the detrimental squawking of censorship-mad reformers. Instead it richly deserves the unstinted co-operation of every force having the
greater interests of America at heart.
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Three

Praised

—Three

Protested
RECENTLY six lovers of good photoplays witnessed an elaborate and well directed screen
version of a widely read novel.
Three of them had read the story before seeing the picture. The others had not.
The latter were unanimous in its praise. They
enjoyed the picture and gave producer and exhibitor the benefit of their enthusiastic recommendation.
The three who had read the story were just as
strong in condemning the picture. They declared that the director had ruined the story by
making certain adaptations required by the very
nature of the screen.
That is a natural reaction.
Yet, on the other hand, had the director followed the story literally — assuming that such was
possible — the three critics would have watched
the entire picture without the slightest emotion.
They would have known exactly whaf was coming— the suspense would have been destroyed.
Unsatisfactory either way.
Of course, there are stories which can be
screened without adaptation. Every motion picture executive, however, knows how few they are.
1 hen, too, there are stories which, when reproduced upon the screen, hold the deep attention and
interest of people who have read them.
They are classics which permit of repetition
because of rare excellence. A hasty review of the
number of classics which past centuries have produced proves conclusively the infrequency of their
conception.
Then to reduce the number of classics in literature to those which can be faithfully reproduced
upon the screen almost eliminates this source as
a supply of photoplay material.
Some great pictures have been produced from
the classics, but they are few, very few.
What, then, follows?
The suitable classics of

Producers, directors and stars
seeking new and original stories
are invited to make known the
type of stories required. A representative it1/'/ gladly
call 2505.
upon
request. Phone
Hollywood

fiction are entirely inadequate. Current fiction
reproduced upon the screen is unsatisfactory to
those who have read the stories — the very people
whom the title is intended to attract. That inevitably means the loss of good-will, a priceless
asset.
This is all entirely logical. You would not read
a book of current fiction if you knew, before reading it, the essential details of the plot, situations,
characterizations, and climaxes.
You know that a story loses its main interest
if someone tells you even briefly the thread of it
in advance.
These are commonplaces in the publishing business. No publisher would expect to succeed if he
republished novels and short stories. Even classics lack the fresh interest which our periodicals
require.
Why then can the motion picture producer expect to succeed by producing stories that are "old
stuff" — rehashes that lose the spark of interest in
the "making over" process? It is at best a futile
effort to postpone failure. That is all it does,
although it makes the failure more certain.
What is going on among motion picture theatregoers? They are more and more selecting an
evening's entertainment because they believe that
the comedy, the news reel or the music will be
entertaining.
Amazing accusation — but true.
A few years ago producers would have scoffed
at the idea that these details would become the
main attraction. But such is the fact, today.
Strong, dramatic stories written for the screen
are the sound foundation for strong pictures.
Adaptations are make-shift.
There are such stories and the supply will
increase as the need for them is more generally
recognized. Some of the foremost producers
have taken the lead. They will profit by a public
recognition and popular favor which lavish
expenditure of money can not buy.

President ,
Palmer Photoplay Corporation.
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Churchmen
Creating a precedent in film history, a
new super-production is probably to have its
first public showing before a great religious
convention.
The precedent is to be set by Charles
Ray's elaborate picture of Longfellow's
poem, "The Courtship of Myles Standish,"
which the producer-star is now editing after
more than six months' work on the dramatic
incidents
of America's
firstPilgrim
love story
and
its
incidental
history of the
Fathers.
The distinguished premiere audience will
be the delegates at the National Council of
Congregational Churches at Springfield,
Mass., in October, including nearly a thousand leading clergymen and laymen of the
denomination from all parts of the country.
Congregationalism had its tap-roots in
the great adventure of the pioneer Separatists who fled from Europe to establish the
first free church in a new land. Since Mr.
Ray began the filming of the Longfellow

"Wait until they see this one."
This one happens to be a well-known and
much-used phrase in picture-producing circles and it generally is an allusion to a
forthcoming production.
But, in this instance wiseacres around the
Cosmosart Studios are making it applicable
to a certain new face (and figure) about to
be introduced to the photoplay-loving public
in James A. Bowen's latest feature film,
temporally entitled "The Supreme Test."
That face (and figure) belong to Dorothy
Revier, who is making her debut on the
screen after a brilliant career as a dancing
beauty on the stage.
According to high Cosmosart officials just
now enthusing over her, she defies classification because her various traits and personal charms are a composite of several of
the "leading lady luminaries" of the current
silver-sheet. As the veteran cameraman,
who photographed her in this picture, expresses it: she is beautiful like Katherine
MacDonald, she does dancing scenes like
Mae Murray and she displays a dramatic
ability similar to that of Pauline Frederick,
■and, it is added, yet she is distinctly a personality quite unlike all other popular favorites in her field of endeavor.
At any rate, her performance in the principal role in "The Supreme Test" was such
that Mr. Bowen immediately signed her to
a contract to play the stellar part in his next
production, "Sunken Gardens," which will be
{Elder way in about three weeks.
Misspublic
Reviershemakes
impression
on"Ifthe
has half
madethe around
this
studio during the filming of her first picture,
she will break some records," says Mr.
Bowen, who is regarded as an ultra-conservative when it comes to conjecturing on the
possibilities of a new artist.
Although, Miss Revier was born and reared
in Oakland, California, she has spent much
of her life abroad, especially in Italy, where
her dancing won high praise from such men
as D'Annunzio and Ambrosio, the producer
of the memorable "Cabiria" and "Theodora."
She scored her greatest terpsichorean triumphs with Moskova, as her forte is classical interpretations. However, she has also
earned a nation-wide reputation for her
ability to execute the more modern dances
in America.

Will

Pass

First Judgment

epic the members of the denomination in
Southern California have followed the work
with intense interest.
The idea of showing it first to the National Council originated with Rev. Frank Dyer,
D.D., minister of the Plymouth Congregational Church in this city, and it has met
with such enthusiastic endorsement that
Ray has consented that unless something
unforseen occurs to prevent, the plan will
be carried out.
Many weeks still have to be spent on the
cutting of "The Courtship of Myles Standish," which
is to ten
be one
"big" Eight
films
of 1923,
running
reelsof orthemore.
cameras shot more than 200,000 feet of
negative for the story, and the labor of
elimination to get this mass down to the
necessary commercial length is an arduous
one.
In its present rough state it is down to
about 25,000 feet, but it is already apparent
that the picture will be one of the most
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brilliant and inspiring ever made, dealing
as it does with actual characters of history
and the pretty romantic legends from the
pen of the New England poet.
Scenes showing the Atlantic storms which
nearly destroyed the Mayflower are said to
exceed in graphic and thrilling realism anything ever before done in marine photography. The cost of "The Courtship of Myles
Standish" exceeded $600,000.
Among the American events it will picture
are the birth of political democracy, the first
free church worship, the first romance and
marriage, the first marriage proposal by a
woman, the first Thanksgiving feast, the
first communistic experiment, the first conflicts with Indians, the first treaty with the
natives, the first baby born in New England,
the first after-dinner speeches, and the first
commuters — for the Pilgrims lived a considerable time on the Mayflower and went
from it daily to their work of planting a
colony on the new shore.

its release during the early summer with
"Sunken Gardens" following in the early
autumn. Supporting Miss Revier is Johnny
Harron, brother of the lamented Bobby
Harron, Eugene Beaudino and Ernest
Shields.
And, if Miss Revier emerges from the
scrutinizing criticisms of the big-time reviewers unscathed, or, even does better than
that by being received with acclaim as another champion beauty and another dominating dramatic star, she announces she will
continue to keep her dancing togs handy
just the same.
"I've been warned that the picture-going
public is very fickle, you know," she says.
MANY THINGS ARE "MOST
NECESSARY" IN PICTURES
"What do you consider the most necessary asset for success in a moving picture
The question was recently asked Colleen
Moore, First National star, in a letter from
an admiring fan.
career?"
The winsome young lady who is to play
the leading feminine part in "The Huntrets," initial First National picture under a
recently signed long-term contract, admitted
to her correspondent that each year she
answers the question differently.
"I have learned by experience," Miss
Moore wrote," that what I previously
thought were the most important assets now
seem to me to be only of minor importDorothy Revier in "The Supreme Test"
"I really don't, know why I have wandered
into filmland, because my love for dancing
is supreme," Miss Revier says. "However,
judging from present prospects, I am in to
stay for a while whether I want to or not.
Of course I like picture work immensely
and I may learn to love it more than I do
dancing."
As soon as "The Supreme Test" is cut
and edited, the master print will be shipped
to New York with the idea of arranging for

As so many girls scattered over the
ccuntry are praying for an opportunity to
make a name for themselves on the screen,
ii may be of interest to them to hear the
latest
ance."answers given by Miss Moore to this
vital question.
intangible
the"Beauty
vivaciousis an
young
actress. thing," declares
A ities
gill
maynothave
it in many
its qualand yet
photograph
well,ofhence
she
cannot hope to make good in pictures.
"Beauty that photographs may be an open
i-esame to Ihe studios, but it must be bolsteied up with many other qualifications.
"The ability to wear clothes, to dance, to
(Continued on Page 20)
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San Francisco, Calif., May 16. — The cutting picture already filmed, and says she thinks
Frank Norris' great American masterpiece
and
of Hellions,"
first pk
could never have been given to the world
ture titling
made of
by "Athe Pair
Stereoscopic
Productions,
was finished last week, and Walter W. Bell, with such atmosphere and color as are bedirector, took the film to Los Angeles, where
ing obtained by the actual making of the
it will be previewed previous to its release picture in the scenes where the story was
laid.
through the American Releasing Corporation. While in the south, Mr. Bell will be
on the lookout for good stories for future
A $7,500,000 deal was completed last
use, and will engage his cast for the next week when Loew's theatres in California
picture of the company to be started at were affiliated with the West Coast Theatres, Inc., one of the big theatrical chaKis
once. Joseph Gonyea, lately of the "Plum
Center" forces, will assist Bell on the next . of the country. The Warfield Theatre in
picture. Ranger Bill Miller and Patricia this city and the Loew's State Theatre in
Palmer will again co-star, and they all hope Los Angeles are included in the combination. The West Coast Theatres recently
and expect to make each picture made by
ihe organization bigger and better than the acquired a controlling interest in the Turner
last.
and Danken circuit. As a result of the new
atfiliation the Loew theatres will control
Dale Hails haw, of the Second National
service of Metro and Associated First National productions.
Pictures Corporation of New York, says he
does not see why anyone should want to
San Francisco saw one more glad reunion
live in New York, if they can live in San
Francisco. Mr. Hanshaw was in town most
the other night with a very large man and
of last week as part of an extended trip a very small shaking hands and slapping
through the south and west on business for each other on the back, while a clown dog
Second National.
barked round their feet, all in an Orpheum
dressing room. The big man was Gibson
Chester Conklin arrived in San Fancisco Gowland, now playing McTeague in Eric
Saturday to begin his work in an outstand- Von Stroheim's production of "Greed," and
the small one was Toto. world-famous
ing tole in "Greed." Lon Poff came to town
last week to play a bit as the lottery agent clown, and last week's headliner at the
in the same picture.
Orpheum. Their friendship dates back to
the days when Toto was making pictures on
June Mathis, editor-in-chief of the Gold- the Pathe lot and he and Gowland lived
wyn staff, spent Friday and Saturday in next door to each other at Long Beach, and
San Francisco to see a little of the filming as they hadn't met in five years it was certainly some reunion. Toto, by the way,
of "Green," and to go over with Eric Von
Stroheim some slight changes in the script. will play Los Angeles in a couple of weeks,
Miss Mathis is more than pleased with the and is looking forward to seeing a lot more
results being obtained in the part of the fiiends of "his moving picture making days.
Casts
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of the Week

Metro Pictures Corporation
presents
"THE EAGLE'S FEATHER"
Story bv
KATHARINE NEWLIN BURT
Adaptation and Continuity by
WINIFRED DUNN
Directed by
EDWARD SLOMAN
Photographed by
GEORGES R1ZARD
Art Director,
J. J. HUGHES
THE CAST
Delila Jameison
Mary Alden
John Trent
James Kirkwood
Mrs. Trent
Lester Cuneo
Martha
Elinor Fair
Van Brewen
George Seigman
Count de Longe
Adolph Menjou
Parson Winger
John Elliott
The Irishman
Charles McHugh
The Swede
William Orlamond
Wing Ling
Jim Wang
. •'SANTA FE TRAIL"
A Neva Gerber Production
Brentwood Studio
Bob Dillon, Director
Wilbur McGaugh, Assistant Director
CAST
Neva Gerber
Jack Perrin
Wilbur McGaugh
Jim Welsh
Elias Bullock

E. H. Martin Productions presents
"SHELL SHOCKED SAMMY"
A feature production from the story by
Frank S. Mattison
Director, Horace B. Carpenter
Assistant Director, W. H. Patton
Production Manager, Don F. Osborne
Cameraman, Jack Ramsey
CAST
Vivian Rich
Mary Anderson
"Matty" Mattison
Leonard Clapham
Theodore Lorch Carl Silvera
Oroville Travers Halbert Gilbert
Harry O'Connor Gordena Benette
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
Presents
The Spectacular Photodrama
"IN THE PALACE OF THE KIXG"
CAST
Blanche Sweet _ _
Edmund Lowe
Hobart Bosworth
Pauline Starke
Lucien Littlefield William V. Mong
Aileen Pringle
Charles Clary
Mission Film Company .
(Fine Arts Studios)
Presents
"THE BAREFOOT BOY"
Director, David Kirkland
Cinematographer, David Abel
Author, Wallace Clifton
Production Manager, DeWitte Hagar
John Bowers _
Sylvia Breamer
Marjorie Daw
Raymond Hatton
Tully Marshall
George MacDaniel
Frankie Lee
_ Otis Harlan
Harry Todd
- George Periolat
Brinsley Shaw Virginia True Boardman
Gertrude Messinger Lottie Williams
Jean O'Rourke
True Boardman

KERR

CRAWFORD

Waldemar Young, president of the Scenario Writers' Guild of Hollywood and America, paid San Francisco a visit last week,
Young came north with the Famous PlayersLasky
now mountains,
filming "Salomy
Jane"
in
the company
Santa Cruz
and dropped
iuto town, to see old friends, as he once
hved htre, and was a member of the Chron
icle staff.
Milton D. Gardner, supervisor of production for Goldwyn, spent part of last week
in San Francisco on business connect*
with Eric Von Stroheim's production of
"Greed." Ray Moore arrived today on other
business for Goldwyn.
Henry Miller has opened a short special
engagement at the Columbia Theatre sinprounded by a galaxy of stars, among them
many names as well known to the silvep
screen as to the spoken stage. The company
will include, besides himself, Blanch Bates,
Ruth Chatterton, Geoffrey Kerr, Laura Hope
Crews, John Miltern, Felix Krembs, and
others. They opened in a new play by Lee
Wilson Dodd called "The Changelings," til
be followed by one or two others.
Strongheart, famous dog hero of the
screen, arrived in San Francisco last weel|
on the steamer H. F. Alexander from Seattle, the proud father of ten healthy puppies born to his mate, the Lady Jule vo»
Helmetal, on the voyage. Strongheart has
been sharing starring honors with Lillian
Rich in two pictures just finished in th4
Canadian Rockies, "White Fang" and "The
Phantomin Pack,"
but over
all his
gotten
his pride
the work
pups. is now for-'
News

from New

York

Alfred Lunt, whom New Yorkers remember
for his unique performance in "Clarence,"]
made his screen debut at the Capitol this'
week in the leading role of "Backbone," the|
story by Clarence Budington Kelland which
was published serially in the Saturday Eve-'
ning Post some time ago. Lunt is a capable
actor
the stage,
but Roberts
has a lotplayed
to learn'
about on
pictures.
Edith
the
remaindesires
with the
girl.
as Will
long Rogers
as Mr. will
Ziegfeld
him "Follies"
to hold
his
word.
In
previous
years
the
"Follies"
were only produced about June 1st and ran
about 14 weeks. This year owing to the
enormous success, over 49 weeks to capacity,
the usual conditions are changed and the
"Follies" will remain in New York until the
next show is ready. Many of the actors are
trying every possible subterfuge to break a
written contract so as to exact a few more
dollars. Evidently Rogers' word is better
than some people's signature. All of which,
of course, helped him to attain the enviable
success and prominence in the theatre.
A judgment for $103,930.40 against the
Triangle Film Corp., of Virginia and New
York, was awarded Adam and Chas. Kessel,
film producers, this week in the Appellate
Division of the New York Supreme Court.
The judgment represented film supplies
which the Kessels sold to the Triangle two
years ago. The claim was made payable in
New York.
(Continued on Page 22)
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of Mother-in-Law

Don mourning for a life-long friend. The
Itried and true mother-in-law joke, declared by George Ade to have had its origin
in the paleolithic age, is no more.
Screen writers and picture experts witnessed the demise of the ancient joke, from
which all others are said to have been patterned, the other evening in a little projection room at the Schulberg studios.
When the company had witnessed the tremendous story flashed upon the screen by
Director Gasnier under the title, "Mothersin Law," everybody forgot to laugh at the
subject suggested by those words. The
swiftly moving story of the principals in
the average American home, involving what
is declared to be the only true portrait of
the ideal mother-in-law ever painted, fairly
lifted members of the audience from their
seats.
Olga Printzlau, who adapted this story to
the scieen and witnessed this initial showing of the film, was moved to prophecy.
"This means the end of the mother-inlaw joke," said she. "I predict that the
phrase will never provoke a smile where
this J "cure has been seen. The most maligned figure in the world's history has
come into her own — and she has come to
stay."
A hint of the unusual story unfolded on
the scieen would spoil too many thrilling
evenings to make such a hazard possible
here. Enough to say that it indicates that
Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnson,
the youthful writers who wrote the story
while on their honeymoon, know the real
mother-in-law as only newlyweds can. It
was prepared for the screen by an equally

and

Other

Halves

youthful mother, Olga Printzlau, and produced by that master of screen drama,
Gasnier.
For the benefit of those who follow the
fortunes of the players it may be added that
Gaston Glass has a role in which he has
been given and made full use of all the
opportunities which were his as the young
violinist in "Humoresque" and in his latest
success, "The Hero." Edith Yorke, the lovable mother of so many screen stories, has
advanced a step over all previous performances to become the strong minded but
equally lovable mother-in-law.
Of course, it would not be a Gasnier picture without startling flashes of beauty, both
in settings and feminine form. This time,
in addition to the charms of Ruth Clifford
and Vola Vale, he has provided two widely
diversified types of beautiful bathing girls —
Marie Curtis, American girl swimming
champion, and Doris Stone, English beauty
prize winner and a swimmer of international reputation. Both have been given
roles in which, to put it conservatively, they
have proved eye-filling.
"Popularity," says the diminuitive Ethel
Shannon, "is a great thing — in cool weather
For the new starlet has just discovered
that success carries with it responsibilities
v.only."
Inch cannot be shirked even when the
California sunshine begins to wilt verdure
and ambition.
On completing her role in "Daughters of
the Rich" a week ago, Miss Shannon was
looking forward to one of those "between-

rat

h. leek

pictuie'" rests so popular in the summer
months.
But the girl who was first picked for stellar honors this year by the Wampas experts
found that three directors were bidding for
her leisure hours. Ethel hesitated, but
finally succumbed when it was found that
tl.e schedule for Reginald Denny's latest
"Leather Pushers" story fits perfectly into
her own "rest" period. So she played the
leading feminine role with Denny and pigeonholed her proposed vacation until some
future time. For Miss Shannon will play
featured roles in at least three big productions in rapid succession, according to plans
outlined for her.
It's a clever producer who can pry Victor
Schertzinger away from his beloved violin.
When Schertzinger was persuaded, some
years ago, to abandon musical composition
and direction of musical comedies to act in
a directorial capacity for the screen it was
generally supposed that his music would
suffer.
But Schertzinger has found it possible to
keep his violin where other directors usually
swing their megaphone. He directs by music
and works out his big scenes — a duty that
usually consumes his evenings while improvising on the piano.
Now it is found that one of the biggest
scenes in the Jackie Coogan picture which
he is directing, will occur in the Royal
Opera House in the mythical kingdom of
Lavonia.
"Great," said Schertzinger, as he watched
(Continued on Page 22)

ves. young Rich
dreamers
almost get
in Pictures
PETITE ETHEL SHANNON HAS SMOULOEISEDNEW
RESPONSIBILITIES WITH A TASTE OF SUCCESS

victor scheetzing-er sandwiches his
music.into jackie's pictur6

THE MOST MALIGNED FIGURE IN
HISTORY HAS COME INTO
HER. OWN INGASNIERS PRODUCTION OF -'MOTHERS-IN-LAW "

NEW THRILLS FORTOORlSTS ARE BElNOr PRCMOED
BY EMMETT FLYNN'S'lN THE PALACE OF THE KINS
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He

Came

For

Learning,

Then

Came

Davidwhether
Torrence
is in a orquandry.
He doesn't
know
to dodge
not to dodge.
His
family name is fairly deluged with high
honors due to the remarkable cinema triumphs of his remarkable brother, Ernest
Torrence, and, although David is plenty
famous himself as a star exponent of both
the silent and spoken dramatic arts, wherever he goes, he is pointed out as "that other
Torrence." Inasmuch as David is a big, upstanding man, well able to face the problem
of life on his own feet without assistance
from any source, and. also being an exceedingly modest man, he is reluctant to accept
any of the reflected glory. Yet, he cannot
dodge it successfully, because brother Ernest
is such a tremendously big drawing card in

a Yearning
the leading roles, sharing honors with
Johnny Harron, Dorothy Revier and Ernest
Shields.

When his fond parents incurred the heavy
expense of sending hint all the way from
Paris, France, to an American college at WilUamstown, Mass., Eugene Iieaudino, formei •
ly known as Eugene Borden, had only one
idea and that was to acquire a big supply ot
learning and return to his beloved parent ial
domicile. But one night early in his career
as a student, he attended a motion picture
show and immediately his thoughts of learning were crowded out by a yearning — a yarning to get into pictures. He had achieved
considerable success as an actor on the
I'arisian speaking stage and experienced little difficulty in securing an engagement with
William Christy Cabanne, then with Metro,
and he made his screen debut in "The
Slacker," in which Emily Stevens was
starred back in those stirring days of 1914.
So compatible were Beaudino and Cabanne
that they remained affiliated for eight years.
Then there came the call of the foot lights
again and in the interim, Beaudino enhanced his reputation many per cent by his
brilliant work, especially in support of Irene
Bordoni
in "Theless
French
Doll," months
from which
cast
he retired
than three
ago.
He also distinguished himself in "The Better
'Ole" and in support of Madam Fiske in
"Nealy of Xew Orleans."
Now Beaudino is in Hollywood and is back

!

in pictures, Harry Revier's production of
"The Supreme Test," just completed at the
Cosmosart studios, serving as the vehicle for
his return. In this feature he plays one of
TO

DODGE OR NOT
TO DODGE

Beaudino is among the best of dancers. In
his earlier youth he was one of the best of
acrobats. Nature has blessed him with those
physical endowments which entitle him to
classification as one of the handsomest of
young men. Now he is recognized as one of
the most capable of screen leading men,
having portrayed such roles opposite Mabel
Talliafero, Virginia Pearson, Viola Dana and
.Mice Brady. Hence it may be aptly stated
that his life is running in superlatives—*
explicitly, to the end that he excels in what?
ever he undertakes.
"America and the American spirit have
combined to make everything possible fo^
me," he says. "In my early youth I was afc
ways confronted by the bothersome idea thai
I was aspiring too high and trying to do too*
much, but that was in France. Since com^
ing to America and becoming imbued with
the American idea of doing things despite]
any obstacles, I have acquired that deterj
ruination which has made this the greatest
nation
all history."
All ofprobably
which isin talk
of the variety certain
to ingratiate this young artist with the le-)
gions of photoplay fans dwelling within)
Uncle Sam's mighty domain.
right in one's own family presents quite a
skein of complications and embarrassmentsJ
David has been scoring triumphs on thej
screen ever since he gave to the world his
unusual performance in Mary Pickford's new?
"Tess of the Storm Country." Among his
more recent successes were recorded "TheJ
Power of a Lie," one of the best Universal!
pictures of the year and "Trimmed in Scar-j
let," in which Kathryn Williams is the star.]
He has just finished the portrayal of an ex-;
ceptional role in support of Herbert Rawlinson his
in abest
feature
called "Richard,"
one
of
characterizations
will and
be seenj
when "The Man Next Door" is released.

David Torrence as a rich ranchman
in "The Man Next Door."

Gloria Hope, who will be absent
from the screen for a brief time, but
who, upon returning to her cinema
endeavor, will be starred, according to
a well-founded report.

motion pictures nowadays that he is just
about the most-discussed man in the whole
realm. It would seem that the only way in
which David -can circumvent the fates which
persist in forcing him to share in the honors
Ernest is winning might be to go after a
fame surpassing that already bestowed upon
the family.
"It's a peculiar position to be in and one
does not always know just how to conduct
himself," David declares.
Those not having a world-famous figure in
their family may not be able to appreciate
this statement, but upon contemplating the
fact that in this case David is in the same
profession as his brother and is regarded as
one of the finest of actors, it becomes apparent that having such keen competition

The ranks of prominent photoplayers are
being gradually augmented by the advent
of college graduates. Martha Marshall, who
proudly claims Vassar as her alma mater,
is among the latest to join the Hollywood
film colony, she having given up a career as
a society opportunities
leader in Chicago's
smart set
embrace
in the cinema
field.to
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FOR

HEADS
GATHER

A VITAL

From every state of the Pacific Coast, executives and salesmen of the Paramount Picture
distribution exchanges are arr.
iDg in Los Angeles today to a>
tend the semi-annual convention
ot the department of distribution of the Famous Playerslasky Corporation, which opens
here Monday and continues for
two days.
If the seventy-five expected to
lake part, fully half of that number are already in this city.
They are located at the H<;tel
Ambassador, headquarters o;
the convention. Among thoso
who reach Los Angeles ,:onighI
will be S. R. Kent, general manager of distribution, who will
preside during the sessions
here; Jesse L. Lasky, first vicepresident in charge of production; Eugene Zukor, J. D. Clark,
divisional sales manager, who
will assist Mr. Kent m condact
ing the convention here; Mel
Shauer, E. E. Shauer, Claud
Saunders, Charles E. McCarthey,
A. M. Botsford, G. B. J. Frawley, G. M. Spidell and William
R. Hogan.
For the first time in the his
tory of the organization, the
semi-annual convention is being
split into four separate and distinct sessions, three of which
have already taken place in
other sections of the United
States. The first of these ocI curred in New York City on
May 8 and 9 and was attended
by employees of the eastern distribution branches. The second
convention took place in Chicago on May 12 and 13 and members of the Paramount sales
force in the central western
states were present. The third
happened in New Orleans on
May 14 and 15, for the benefit
of the southern states. The local
convention will be the final one.
Many features will be taken
care of during the two day session here. Chief among these
will be the discussion of sales
policies for the distribution of
Paramount Pictures for ensuing
seasons. In addition, exploiteers
salesmen, accessory managers
and booking managers will have
the opportunity of hearing the
further and complete discussion
of bookings, exploitation and accessories from high executives
of the home office in New York,
thereby giving them first hand
information from an enthusiastic angle on the problems
they confront daily.
A second interesting feature

OF
HERE

CONVENTION

MAY^19,

1923

DOUG
TO

MOVES
ESSAY
MERRIE

TO

BAGDAD

ECLIPSING
OLD

There is every indication that
Douglas Fairbanks will not be
will be Mr. nouncemenLasky's
first
ant ofthe pictures to be stopped in his onward march to
released for the three months
beginning August 1. A tour of spectacle supremacy. In fact,
he has completed all plans to
the studio and careful examination into the technical details of
essay eclipsing his own "Robin
the production of the photoplays
Hood" in point of gorgeousness
they distribute will be another
valuable experience accorded the and bigness. But, he will pursue his hobby in a field as diaconvening members.
metrically opposite to Merrie
Those who are to be present
Old England as it is possible to
in Los Angeles for the two days
imagine, for now he will give
of the convention are the fol- expression to his dramatic feellowing:
ings in the midst
Bagdad title
enHome office executives from
vironments. The of
tentative
New York: Jesse L. Lasky, S. for the new picture spectacle is
R. Kent, Eugene Zukor, J. D. "Thief of Bagdad" and plenty of
Clark, Mel Shauer, E. J. Shauer,
ideas as to what to expect of the
Claud Saunders, Charles E. Mc- irrepressible Doug are afforded
Carthey, A. M. Botsford, G. B. by his title.
J. Frawley, G. M. bpidell and
"Where Robin Hood left off,
William R. Hogan.
the
Bagdad being
will begin."
That Thief
is theof slogan
pasted
""Los Angeles: O. V. Traggardh
L. O. Brown, M. C. Buries, A. G. in the hats of those who will be
Pickett, Carl Ponedel, I. G. closely associated with this picWhite, F. C. Clark and P. S. ture.
Wilson.
On the ten acres recently
San Francisco: H. Wobber, H.
G. Rosebaum, G. Sullivan, E. added to the back of the Pickford-Fairbanks studios, sets of
Hunter, W. — . Taylor, „. J. Part- gigantic proportions are already
ridge, J. M. Bettencourt, C. A.
Roeder, I. P. Arnold and W. A. under way. The usual process
Mead.
for the erection of picture structures has been reversed in preSalt Lake City: Louis Marcus,
paring for the construction work
O. Wog, F. J. Murphy, A. K. in connection
with the new film.
Sheperd, K. O. Renaud, L. J.
..cGinley, J. A. English, E. S. As a rule drawings are made,
from which models are built, folGulbranson, R. Fisher, Frank
lowing which the sets are put
Smith and J. F. Samuels.
Denver: M. S. Wilson. E. I. up. In this instance, models
Reid, H. B. Fox, Rick Ricketson,
were made first, then the drawH. W. Braly, H. F. Nicholson, E
ings, and finally the sets. This
M. Loy, Harry Antim and A. E. made it possible to get greater
Dickson.
latitude in all construction work,
Seattle: G. P. Endert, W. E. and also to express more truthNelson, K. Krueger, H. C.
Eagles, H. W. West, S. b. e air- signs. fully the spirit "of the artist's dechild, H. b. Hoke, S. P. Peck and
After several
Morris Segal.
William
Cameron months'
Menzes work,
and
Portland: C. M. Hill, L. G. Irvin J. Martin, especially enStang, A. W. Brink, Frank Vangaged by Doug to create somederhood, H. Neal East and F.
thing wholly different in the way
C. Gordon.
Regarding the new idea of
gether with home office execusplitting the semi-annual contives (as was the case in 1922
vention into four separate sessions in various sections of the when but one convention was
country, S. R. Kent had this to held, in Los Angeles, for the
say:
entire United States) have not
"I think we have worked out reached the maximum fulfill
ment of their purposes, in many
a happy solution of the convention problem by this plan of di- cases, because the interpretation
viding our semi-annuai affair of sales policies is given to the
into four parts. Whiie convensalesmen second hand. By lettions are essential to the proper
ting the men stay in their offices
conduct of a sales campaign,
and taking a small crew about
their expense and necessary
the country to put on conventions, we not only get greater
slowing up of activity have been
serious problems. Moreover,
efficiency in delivering our sales
conventions attended by only
I messages, but we also do it at
district and branch managers to| smaller cost."

HIS

ENGLAND

FILM

of settings, have produced what
it is believed will bring forth a
startling innovation in picture
edifices.
It is not possible to set forth
at this time what these men are
striving for in this mammoth
production, but there can be no
doubt that the new Fairbanks offering will breathe with a new
vitality and a beauty so startling that motion picture art as a
whole will be pushed to a new
pinnacle through the progress of
fantasy.
these pioneers in the field of
All of the magic which have
made the Arabian Nights live
for centuries will be incorporin "Thebe Thief
of Bagdad."
There ated will
the magic
carpet
transporting people through the
air; the wondrous crystal will
disclose realms pictured in our
fancy since childhood. But the
method by which it is to be done
is a secret being carefully
guarded.
Although no names have been
definitely announced for the cast,
the studio teems with types
which are the living image of
the pictures which have stamped
such stories as "Ali Baba and
memory.
the
FortySailor,"
Thieves,"
and in"Sinbad the
indelibly
our
"Our plan, says Doug, "is to
choose players who are the living counterpart of the illustrations of the Arabian Nights.
Thus will we carry conviction
in our story. While we might
achieve this effect with makeup, it would be less effective. It
would satisfy the eye, but it
would
satisfy
the soul.'
One not
of the
unusual
sets will
have for its base a concrete
floor which covers an acre and
a half. This work, it is said,
will cost $20,000. Around the
edge of this floor, which acts as
a sort of patio or plaza, will be
built the bazaars of Bagdad.
Other sets, the foundations for
which are now being laid, will
tower above the Robin Hood castle, dwarfing it to what will appear to be quite ordinary proportions.
More players will be used in
the filming of "The Thief of Bagdad" than appeared in Robin
Hood, according to Robert Fairbanks, production manager.
Raoul Walsh will direct.
Despite the magnitude of the
production, however, it is hoped
to have it ready for fall release.
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METRO
TALES

BUYS

3 NEW

FOR EARLY

PRODUCTION
Three new stories have been
purchased by Metro for immediate production, according to
an announcement made by Mil
ton E. Hoffman, Metro produc
tion manager.
These stories are "Held to
Answer," by Peter Clarke McFarlane; "To Whom It May Concern," by Rita Weiman, and
"The Jordan.
Spirit of the Road," by
Kate
"Held to Answer" is a modern drama and will be the second of the Metro all-star specials for the coming season. Winifred Dunn has started work on
the screen adaptation and Mr.
Hoffman expects to start actual
production about June 1. "The
Eagle's
a story
by
KatharineFeather,"
Newlin Burt,
is the
first of the Metro allstar specials. It is being directed by
Edward Sloman.
"To Whom It May Concern'
will be Viola Dana's second
starring picture for the coming
season. It is a mystery drama
and the continuity is being pre
pared by Rex Taylor. Miss
Dana is at the present time
working
on a"Rouged
which is also
story byLips,"
Rita
Weiman. It is being directed by
Harold Shaw.
"The Spirit of the Road" will
be Miss hicle.
Dana's
veWinifredthird
Dunnstarring
will pre
pare the continuity for this Kate
Jordan story, which centers
about an American party in
France.

Weekly Wake- "Em-V >— CAMERA'S News Section
"Richard" Is Finished
Demonstrates Versatility
Herbert Rawlinson has finMartha
Mattox,
the
wellknown rharacter actress, has
ished another feature for Universal. The title of the latest
given an unusual demonstration
of versatility in three of her is "Richard" at present, but a
current pictures. In the Gasnier more enlightening title will
probably be selected later. David
production
of "The
plays the part
of a Hero,"
sweet she
old Torrence plays the leading role
support of the star, the part
mother, while in "Hearts in
Aflame" she registers pathetic of an English Supreme Justice,
comedy as a wife who would not and it is said his performance
is one of the high lights of this
speak to her own husband, and
in "Bain" she is the most vil- picture. David is, by the way.
lainous of all Bolsheviks. This the brother of the famous Ernest
is what may be aptly termed Torrence, who is just now one
of the biggest names on the
running the gauntlet of varieties screen.
in dramatic impulses.
HIS KNOWLEDGE
INDIANS

WON

OF

HIM

HIS FIRST JOB

STORK BRINGS TWINS
TO PRESS AGEim T'S HOME
Among recent visitors to the
Pickford-Fairbanks studios was
tne stork, who first of all left
a baby girl weighing eigh
pounds for Charles Warrington
publicity photographer for
Douglas Fairbanks. Not con
tent with this, however, the
stork flapped his wings and flew
away, to return aagin in a few
days with twin boys for Mark
Larkin, publicity director for
Mary and Doug. The Larkin
twins weighed seven and nixpounds, respectively, and like
Mike and Ike they look alike—
so much so, in fact, that the doctor tied a string around number
one to distinguish him from
number two.
Both Mrs. Warrington and
Mrs. Larkin are doing nicely,
says the stork.

Fred Kennedy Myton, original
story and continuity writer, who
'<!•)> adapted to the screen such
Hell-known film plays as "The
Spoilers," "The Brass Bottle,"
"Wolf Fang," "The Man From
Ion Strike,' and many others,
looks back to the days when he
was government agent for some
Indian territory in Garden city,
Kansas, as being responsible for
his entrance into motion pictures. While engaged in this
work Myton became intimately
acquainted with the Indians and
their manner of dressing, living
and customs, which he declares
has proved invaluable to him as
a photoplay writer.
Myton came to California to
visit a cousin and was dken to
the old Kalem studios in Glendale, where George Melford, eminent director, was then producing an Indian picture. When it
became known around the "lot"
that Myton had a broad knowledge of Indian life he was hired
by Director Melford as his assistant.
When Melford was engaged to
direct for Lasky, Myton went
with him and there started his
career as a writer. His first
storv was "To Have and to
Hold," in which Mae Murrav
was starred. Later he served
as photoplav writer under the
banner of Universal, Jesse D.
hampton and other producers.
Rex Beach, author of "The
Spoilers." the picturization of
which has just been completed
b\ Goldwyn. declares that Myton's work in handling the continuitv for the storv is without
doubt the most brilliant piece of
work he has ever seen.
Myton is at present preparing
the screen adaptation of Maurice
Tourni-ur's next super-production, as yet untitled.

Frances Marion, credited with
being one of the best known
scenarists in the picture industry, has been assigned the task
of adapting the Clyde Fitch play,
"Beau
which
the
Warner Brummel,"in
Brothers will
feature
John Barrymore.

Prcduction of Wesley Barry's
latest picture, "The Printer's
Devil," has been held up at the
Warner Brothers' Coast studios
due to a complete revision of the
story. The picture is being made
under the direction of William
Beaudine.

CAMERA
WARNERS

GET

EXECUTIVE
FROM

I

NEW
AID

EAST

Activities at the Warner Brothers' studios have reached the
stage where it becomes necessary to relieve Jack and Sam
Warnertion duties
of much
producwith ofthetheir
result
that
the new Warner studios are to
be placed under a general manager. A. Alperstein, pioneer motion picture executive, is the
man chosen for the importantBLACK FELINES ARE
position. He is due at the slu-l
dios from New York this week
and will commence his duties at
BARRED BY
once.
The New York office of the]
ACTRESS
Warner Brothers is cared for by
A. and H. M. Warner, while J.
Mary Alden is not supersti- L. and S. L. are permanently located in Hollywood. H. M. Wartious, but there is a limit to
ner has been at the studios for
everything. And she has posi- several weeks and will remain
tively refused to appear in any for another month or so until
future pictures in which black every detail for the coming classics of the screen has received
cats figure in the action. It is
too much of a strain on her action.
Duties of Alperstein will innerves.
clude the laboratory supervision
with which he has been identiIn Metro's all-star production
fied for many years. During his
of "The Eagle's Feather," in picture
career, he has been a
which Miss Alden is cast for the
distributor, exhibitor
leading feminine role, several producer,
and laboratory executive. At one
scenes require the use of a time he was head of a national
dozen coal-blacK cats.
advertising syndicate of much
importance.
At
the
end
of
the
first
day's
work, the property man could
only count eleven of the original TWO CHILD VETERANS OF
MARY'S FILMS TOGETHER
dozen. When Miss Alden returned to her dressing room she
found the wandering puss calm
When the West Coast producly asleep on the bottom step.
tion of "Why
Do We is Live?"
At the end of the second day
released,
the public
destinedis
another of tne midnight meowF
to enjoy a treat in the way of
was reported missing. This time juvenile performance inasmuch
Miss Alden discovered that the as Philippe deLacy, the famous
animal had slipped inside hei French lad who was rescued at
dressing room and was contentthe front by an American nurse
edly dozing in her cushioned
during
the WorldRapp,
War, called
and Lynrocidng chair.
wood Crystal
by
At the end of the third day
many the most beautiful child
on the screen, and who will be
still
another
the be
ebony-huer"
felines
could ofnot
located
remembered long for her porMiss Alden approached her
trayal of the important child
dressing dation.
roomMuch with
some
trepito her relief, a anna,"
part in are
Marythe Pickford's
"Pollytwo outstanding
search gave no trace of the missluminaries in this picture and
ing cat. On stepping into her
the whole plot reautomobile, there was tabby around them
volves. It is interesting to note
curled up on the front seat.
that little Philippe had just finThe climax was reached the fol
ished playing an important role
lowing day when a trio of the
in Mary Pickford's newest picill-omens insisted on following
ture when he stated in "Why
her to lunch.
Do We Live?" and hence both
of
these
child artists can claim
And After Years
tutorship rection
under
personal diHelen Ferguson is to realize
of thetheincomparable
Mary.
another one of her ambitionsshe is to appear on the screen
in a leading role opposite Henry
Seeling Starts Another
Charles R. Seeling started
B.
in whose
companyshe Waltnail,
played her
first small
part production this week on his
at the Essanay several years
thirteenth
pictureis in
"Big
ago. Miss Ferguson and Mr
Boy" Williams
the which
star. This
Walthal started their portraval
one
is
called
"Cross
Trails"
and
of the leading roles in "The Un- is a western story. The twelfth
of
this
series,
just
completed,
known Purple" at the Goldwyn
studios and the picture will be
teadv for release in time for the has been given the title of "The
Riderbe ofreleased
Devil's late
Hoof"
and theit
coming fall season under the will
during
mid-summer season.
Truart banner.

SCREEN
GIVE
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IN FILMS
John Henry, son of a multimillionaire Boston family, who
recently wended his footsteps
Hollywood-way to seek fame in
motion pictures, has created a
stir in film circles for the speed
in which he has obtained his
ft si offer to appear in stellar
ri.los. Less than four weeks ago
jiiuug Henry resigned as vicepresident of one of the largest
shoe manufacturing concerns in
i!
New England, owned by his
fairer, and came to Los Angeles
John Henry
10 join the ranks of motion picture players. When it became
known that the young aristocrat i
war in town he was beseigned
MISSION ASSEMBLES 16
with invitations to social afSTARS l-OR NEW FILM
fairs, entertainments and house
parties, and he soon became a
No less than sixteen stars or
popular figure in filmland.
recognized prominence have
While being entertained by the been engaged by the,. Mission
sorial set in the film city young
Film Company to portray the
Henry made the acquaintance
principal
roles .in "The Barefoot
of a well-known film producer
Boy," an original story from the
who, impressed with his magpen of vVallace Clifton, who has
netic personality, gave him a try- also prepared the screen adaptaout in his current production.
tion. Among the artists are
The young Bostonian pho
John Bowers, Marjorie Daw.
tographed remarkably and conTully Marshall, Raymond Hatvinced the producer of his abil- ton, George MacDaniel, Virginia
ity to interpret difficult roles, all True Boardman, Sylvia Breamer.
of which has led to the signing Brinsley Shaw, Otis Harlan and
of a contract between young
Frankie Lee.
Henry and the producer whereThe picture
is now
producby the former is shortly to apat the bine
Artsin studios
1- ar as the featured player in under tion the
direction
of
David
a series of stories dealing with
Kirkland, formerly director for
s i iety life.
selznick, who received high
praise from photoplay critics
Ballins Go to New York
for his capable direction of "The
Hugo and Mabel Ballin, re- Virtuous
"Reported
spectively director and star of Missing," Vamp,"
and other successes
made under the Se'znick banner.
Goldwyn's "Vanity Fair," have
left for New York. Final negoAccording to L,eon Rice, presitiations on several production ofdent of the company, _..e Barefers which they are considering
foot Boy" is being made for rerequires their presence in the
lease through one of the counpast, from which they have been tions. try's largest releasing organizaabsent nearly a year.
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The Pickford-Fairbanks studios will be a place of perpetual
activity during all of the present
year, according to production
plans which have just been announced.
Even though Mary Pickford
plans to finish "The Street
Singer," her new picture, by the
end of May, there will be no
let-down, as it is expected that
Doug's newest contribution,
"The Thief of Bagdad," will be
in full swing by that time.
Gigantic sets for this spectacular production are now rising
with almost the same magic as
self, with its magic, carpets,
will be expressed in the film itgeniis, fantastic adventures and
Arabian Nights flavor.
One of the features of the new
Fairbanks picture will be the
acre and a half of concrete
plaza, around which will be
erected the buildings of Bagdad.
Miss Pickford will plunge immediately into a new picture —
either "Dorothy Vernon of Hadden Hall" or "Faust," both of
which she has scenarios for, as
soon as she completes her current film. This will be in accordance with her plans as announced early in the season — to
do two pictures while her husband is completing one, thus
supplying a larger output for the
United Artists Corporation,
which releases the photoplays of
these two stars.
It is also expected that Jack
Pickford will soon start production on a new film play. At
present he is supervising the
preparation of a story of the
Kentucky mountains somewhat
similar to previous films which
have
for him.proved excellent vehicles

■i

Again the Hollywood film colony rises to the support of the
Disabled Veterans of the World
War.
Nearly five years ago when
hostilities between the United
States troops and its allies
ceased abroad and the troops
were demobilized and transported back to their native land,
many of those heroes who so
nobly defended their country
against invasion of the enemy
and helped to make the world
safe for democracy returned in
a crippled, maimed or otherwise
incapacitated condition.
In nearly every large city of
the country clubs were formed
by the veterans, but in none of
these cities could the veterans
call the clubhouse their own.
In Los Angeles, however, it is
different.
The motion picture people, always ready and willing to give
a helping hand to any worthy
cause, realized how much better
and comfortable the veterans
would feel if they owned their
clubhouse. A monster benefit entertainment was staged by the
film folks and as a result of the
event sufficient proceeds were derived to purchase outright a
clubhouse at 246 South Hill
street for the "vets."
The motion picture profession
didn't step there. From time to
time members of the film colony
have visited the clubrooms,
spreading good cheer among the
heroes, many of whom are unable to enjoy the pleasures that
we enjoy. They have provided
the men with smokes, goodies
and luxuries which have helped
to keep them in the best of
spirits.
The veterans have now decided
to convince the world that they
are not depending on outsiders
for their support. They have
started something that stamps
them as ambitious, progressive
and shrewd.
One hundred of the veterans
have managed to raise $500 each
and with a capitalization of $50,000 they are going in business
for themselves in Hollywood. On
May 26 they are to open an electrical household appliance store
at 5177 Hollywood boulevard, to
be known as the 100 Service
Plan, Inc., and from this business they hope to obtain an income which will be sufficient to
provide for themselves and their
families.
A number of the veterans have
recently completed a course in
business methods at the Southern Branch of the University of
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Entertains Jonathan Club
Southern California, which trainGene Metcalf, the much talkedingtion they
will
apply
to
the
operaof the business.
of impersonator who closed here
Among the movie folks who
as a headliner in vaudeville, entertained at the Jonathan Club
are assisting the veterans in
their new venture is Helen Fer- under direction of Miss Dye on
the night of May 15. Metcalf
guson, well-known and popular
film star, who since the men
will
appear in Fred Caldwell's
established their clubhouse in forthcoming
"Hogan in HollyLos Angeles has been an almost
wood," in two separate and distinct
roles,
both
as male and feweekly visitor at their "home."
male heavies.
Miss Ferguson has been instrumental in helping to launch
their business, which is the first No Vode for Her
step of its kind to be taken by
Andree
Lafayette,
charming Norman
girl who the
is playing
disabled veterans in any city of
the country. On opening day the name part in Richard WalMiss Ferguson, together with
ton Tully's screen production of
other stars of the screen, will be du Maurier's "Trilby," has received a flattering offer from a
present at the store to assist the
men who are to conduct the prominent vaudeville agency for
business.
a tour after the completion of
The entire film colony has "Trilby," but inasmuchas she is
under a long-term contract for
pledged its support to the venFirst National Pictures, she is
ture, which from every indicaunable
to give the proposition
tion will be one of the greatest
consideration at this time.
successes.

MAURICE IS A MODEST
MAN TO MANAGE THIS
many friends of Maurice Canon, a native Frenchman, who is
portraying
of "Zouzou"
in
"Trilby," the
haverolebeen
attracted
to an unusually large gold signet ring which the actor wears.
Not until the other day, however, would Canon disclose its
origin and significance. But now
that his friends have learned the
history of the ring they have
bestowed upon the Frenchman
the title of a "perfectly modest
actor." It seems Canon was
formerly a count in, t ranee and
that the ring was the family
seal. Imagine an actor, three
months in America, wno had
hesitated about telling anyone
of his foreign title, to which he
is actually entitled!
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PICTURE
MAY

THEATRES

VANISH

TEN

IN

YEARS

Can you imagine this country
with no screen theatres in ten
years?
No? — but this is the opinion
of one who knows!
"There will be no pictures in
ten years — unless the public is
educated up to them," is the
startling statement of Wallace
Worsley, directing "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" at Universal City, the biggest phctc drama
of the season, with Lon Chaney
and twenty big stars. It will
take over four months to produce, and will not be ready for
showing until fall.
"We must enlighten the public, then
their aconfidence,"
states
Mr.retain
Worsley,
student of
the films and life in general.
"Many people have not been in
a picture theatre in over a year.
This is wrong, because they have
missed many inspiring plays.
They are dwellers in the past;
holders of ancient aversions to
the nickelodeon and trashy theaters, before the advent of the
modern photoplay palace.
"They must understand the
progress of pictures; must be
brought back to the celluloid
shrine and be shown that we are
putting more money and effort
into our productions each year.
"When Belasco gave his audiences areal door instead of the
old shaky canvas affair, they
gasped and went away to talk
about it. But he educated them;
gave them more for their money,
and put the stage on a more solid
foundation. That has followed
in a general way on the screen.
But we are now in a condition
of change and improvement. Instead of flimsy settings we are
today building sets of stone, cement and wood. We exert every
possible ounce of effort to make
the picture a living reality —
for the amusement and edification of the public. Now we must
go out and tell them about it.
"If we do not retain the pubfavor, they willof forget
us.
The lic's
readjustments
the past
two years have wrought untold
good, but now is the time, the
supreme moment, to 'make the
sale' and keep Old Man Public's
order."
Wilson Finishing Picture
Ben Wilson is drawing near
the finish line on his latest feature production,
"Mine Dearholt,
to Keep,"
according
to Ashton
production manager. Dearholt
declares this latest picture will
surpass any effort heretofore
made by Mr. Wilson, and will
include such celebrities in its
cast as Bryant Washburn, Mrs.
Bryant Washburn, Wheeler Oakman, Charlotte Stevens and
Kate Lester.
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Ml-. DRED HARRIS DUt
BOY DOUBLES FOR GIRL,
IN HOLLYWOOD JUNE 1
DEFIES IDENTIFICATION
Anions the several important
productions to be completed in
Hollywood this week is tne Victor Fisher production of "Youth
Triumphant," in which a very
remarkable feat was accomplished. It happened thus: Virginia Lee Corbin, the child artist who is the star of the picture, was taken ill just as the
filming reached its height, and
to postpone activities for a
week at that time would have
entailed a tremendous financial
loss. Hence jack Murphy, another child prodigy, was called
and substituted for little Miss
Corbin. Despite the fact that he
is a regular boy in all the term
implies,
he was "made
up"starto
look
so identically
like the
and he imitated her style of acting so accurately that it is said
even experts cannot ascertain in
what scenes he actually participated. This is probably the
first time in the history of the
cinema art that a boy has ever
taken a girl's place so successfully, and although it was necessary to use him in only a few
scenes, unlimited credit is due
Master Murphy who, by the way,
gives promise of developing into
one of theartists.
screen's truly great
dramatic
DOUG. AND MARY ADD
TEN ACRES TO STUDIO
The
which
Mary
studio

additional ten acres
Douglas Fairbanks and
Pickford purchased adjoining their already extensive
ho'.dings now appears inadequate for the massive sets
being built for their forthcoming productions, "The Thief of
Bagdad." and "The St reel

The first
structure
Singer."
picture
is well
under forwayDoug's
and
covers approximately five acres
built partly on a triangular and
partly on a hexagonal ground
plan. This set when completed
will represent a street scene of
Old Bagdad, carried out on an
elaborate scale. It is a fantastic
replica designed from actual
photographs of this picturesque
city in Persia.
The proposition which Doug is
now confronted with is how
many more acres will he have
to acquire in order to construct
the balance of sets being designed.
Miss Pickford hopes to comp'ete "The Street binger" by
the end of May, which will leave
the Fairbanks company as the
only unit producing on the lot.
Clary Advising K.ng
Charles Clary, "handsomest
villain aofmoustache
the sc ven,"
vaUng
for Is
hi? cultipart
in !I->e Emmett Flynn production.
"In Ine Palace of the King." Inciden tally, Clary does not have
a villainous role In thi1 sixteenth century spectae'e Flynn
is naking for the Goldwya r-ludios. He will play the rele of
Gnaez, advisor 10 King Plrillip il

Max Graf, supervising Jliectrr
of the Graf produc i<v s. for Metro, who has sig!ie<! Mild red
Harris on a two years' contract
to be a featured player in his
productions, has some interest
ing plans for Miss Harris, at
present in New York, where he
has loaned her to a producing
company for a picture. Upon
completion of her work, she will
return to Hollywood about June
1 to be in readiness for the lole
she will enact in "The Grair. of
Dust," which Mr. Graf has
adapted from the book by David
Graham Phillips and which will
be produced at the San Mateo
studios.
Between pictures Mr. Graf will
loan her to an English company
for one picture to be made in
London, this to be combined
with a personal appearance tour
in England.
MONTE WEST, M. P. P. A.,
TO JOIN BOB HORNER
Monte West, who was one of
the prime factors in establishing the Hollywood office of the
Motion Picture Players' Association, has severed his connections with that institution and
is now actively on a new job as
production manager and casting
director for the Bob Horner
productions, with offices at 1442
Beechwood Drive. Monte will
co-operate with Mr. Horner in
the production of the remainder
of his current series of mountain dramas. The one recently
finished boasts an all-star cast,
including Marjorie Daw, Jack
Perrin and Otto Lederer. Mr.
West is one of the most energetic workers in all fildom, and
he thinks nothing of sixteenhour days when in the midst of
production. His many friends
will wish him well in his new
executive position.
LLOYD GETS HIS MITS
READY FOR SOME SOCKING
When it got nosed around the
Hollywood motion picture colony that Lloyd Hughes was
spending an hour a day taking
boxing lessons at the .ollywood
Y. &i. C. A. the film players of
that part of the world began to
Bit up and take notice.
Is he going to desert the
screen for the squared ring?
Is he getting ready to thrash
someone?
These were the questions
which naturally arose in the
mmds of his many friends. For
a while there was wild speculatic n. Then the truth came out.
Hughes was simply preparing
for
his partNational
in "The picture,
Huntress,"in
a First
which he is called upon to stage
a thrilling fist fight with Walter
Long, who plays the part of a
brokendown prize fighter and
fights with Hughes in one of the
most dramatic scenes or the picture.

CAMERA!
USES

STEER

HORNS

FOR COWBOY
HAT

RACK

Back in the days when Jack
Hoxie, Universal Western star>
was
a "forty
a Oklahoma
month" co»
puncher
down in
he
used to indulge in that favorite
and most dangerous of all rodeo
sports, "bull dogging."
And there wasn't a steer w
the southwest that could stand
up against the husky youth when
Jack got his hands on his horns.
That he was an expert at this
particular type of death-risking
en;'oyment he proved to the
west's satisfaction in 1910 bf
establishing a new time recor^
which the boys are still shooting at. He bulldogged a stee$
in ten seconds flat, and this stiff
stands
as the world's
this particular
event. record la'
Now that he is a motion picture star and such pastimes no
longer form a tangible part of
his bread-winning endeavors]
Hoxie often has a childisff
yearning for the days of old. I
A few days ago he surprise*
his pals at Universal City ba
tramping down dressing roonf
row with a pair of steer horn*
that he had to carry side-wayJ
to keep from hooking out thfl
windows on each side. Thejl
were more than five feet front
tip to tip.
The horns were souvenir*
from jack's victory over one of
the most vicious steers in the]
southwest, which won for him!
the
championship
at Bakersfield,
Calif., intitle
1910.
ihJ
steer had killed three men. So
in honor of Jack's victory the]
managers of the rodeo had the]
steer killed and presented Jack.
with the horns.
Until a few days ago the horns,
had been decorating one corneif
of a the
stable
at Hoxie's
Now
cowbodys
in his ranch-;
outfit
at Universal City hang theiq
sombreros on the horns when
they visit Jack in his dressina
room.
JEWELER IS ADDED TO
GOLDWYN'S BIG STAFF
Now comes the jeweler and!
his tools and torches to join the]
group of artisans who makej
Goldwyn pictures. P.. A. ...iattey,
diamond setter and platinum
worker of note, who for two!
years headed the Southwest
School of Industrial Art, training disabled soldiers for the government, isthe jeweler. Mattev
is making the many bits of]
carved and figured ornaments of
gold and silver for use in Emmett Flynn's "In the Palace of
the
King,"
and Marshall iseilan's"The Rendezvous."
Because of the periods and
distant lands in which the
stories are laid, many of the
articles being made would be
impossible to obtain in thej
shops.
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MEDICINE
AIDS

SCIENCE
FILM

REALISM
Several of the most noted
chemical and medical experts in
the united States acted as technical advisers with William
farke, film director, and i.iilton
Sills, star at Universal City,
during the filming of the final
scenes of "Legally Bead," new
mystery play, which has just
been completed. The experts
supervised the scenes showing
life being restored by the use
of adrenalin, the strange chemical whose properties, just discovered, have upset the entire
medical world.
The play is based on the
bringing of a man, killed by
hanging, back to life by use of
the uncanny drug. It has been
done in real life — news dispatches are fun of it daily — and
Charles Furthmann's play, writ
ten three years ago and then
deemed a "dream," today is a
play based on reality.
The actual details of the operation, as portrayed on the film
were supervised by George C.
Frolich of Boston, sales manager of the drug and chemical division of the United Drug Company, an international organization. Frolich, twenty years ago,
put the first adrenalin on the
market in America, when a
member of the research staff of
the Parke-Davis laDoratories
and since then has been internationally known as an expert
I on the drug. With him were H.
U Simpson, vice-president of the
' firm; George A. Wilson, re
search expert, and his son, Rus
sell oimpson, and G. F. Pfaf
fenberger, general manager of
the Owl Drug Company.
Milton Sills, as the executed
convict in the play, underwent
the operation in mimic several
times while the experts cheekeI every move. Several physicians
also were on hand to criticize
and suggest.
The play stars Milton Sills
supported by Claire Adams and
a large cast. It was filmed behind closed doors and practically completed before the idea
was allowed to be made public,
lest other producers seize on the
idea.
Hines is Hurt
Johnny Hines, star of "Little
Johnny Jones," now in production by Warner Brothers, is taking a forced rest as the result of
an injury he sustained last week
while on location. He received
a deep cut about the hand when
some thick glass overhead
worked loose of its frame and
fell. Director Rosson rendered
temporary aid until Johnny
could be treated by a doctor. His
hand was dressed by Dr. Harry
W. Martin of Los Angeles on
board an English tramp steamer,
"The City
Pekin,"
docked
in theof San
Pedrowhich
harbor.is
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A BOY IN A MILLION AND ONE THAT LOOKS LIKE A
" A MILLION," TOO
When it comes to child prodigies, will wonders never cease?
Can you imagine a boy of eight
years who can sit at a piano and
play Chopin o r Mendelsohnn
perfectly without ever having
had a single lesson? And then
can you imagine that , same extremely artistic youngster hopping
into
"sea-going swimming
togs" and
win a championship
contest, perhaps after a friendly
boxing contest in which he had
knocked out a couple of young
huskies?
Well, just such a boy is Maurice Murphy, son of John F. Murphy, noted attorney of New York
and Seattle. Maurice at present
is all enthused over moving picture work and since someone
who witnessed his performance
in "The Self-Made Wife," recentMaurice Murphy
ly completed at Universal City,
has called him "the little aristotographed
for the firstthe
time,animal
Maucrat of the screen," he is frankly
rice outdistanced
out to live up to the name, and
with the greatest of ease. Ask
despite all the dissuading tactics
his distinguished father can in- anyone who knows and you will
terpose, he's going
stick to the learn that the matter of outcinema ship
to the tofinish.
swimming a dog is some difficult
matter. But Maurice accomNor does it seem as though he
plished this to such an extent
will experience much diffiiculty
that the scene had to be retaken
in keeping busy inasmuch as his with
instructions for him to
interpretation of the character of
"hold back" in order that both
Tim, Jr., opposite Ethel Grey
and the dog might stay in
Terry in this new Universal fea- he
camera range.
ture is said to be an outstanding
There are all kinds of highly
high-light of the whole production. He also plays an importtalented children in motion picant part in the prologue of the
tures today, but it is doubtful
whether or not there is one more
Hal Roach production of "The
versatile than Master Murphy.
Call of the Wild."
He should be able to find his
As a pianist, Maurice is so
extraordinary that his parents
place — and a very high one — in
have been offered almost fabuthe cinema sun, primarily belous sums if they would consent
cause he is a natural-born little
master of dramatic acting, acto let him tour various vaudeville circuits. He has such a soul
cording to such directors ai
for music that to create it im- King Baggot and Jack Dillon.
promptu is as natural for him
"BABY" LEADING LADY
as it is for the average person
to converse. Many of his best
IS ENGAGED BY NEILAN
compositions have never been
recorded on paper, but if he
youngest
"leading
plays one once he never forgets in The
motion
pictures
has lady"
been
it. However, there are several
found. - of his best compositions well on
Likewise Lucille Rioksen, sixthe wa yto publication right now
teen-year-old actre.;s, has been
and his friends freely predict
given her big opportunity that
that he is destined to become one
will start her on the road to starof this country's foremost comdom.
posers of more serious works
By reason of his selection of
providing he does not concentrate too much of his time on
litile Miss Ricks"ii to porscreen work.
tray the feminine role in h's
The accomplishments in which
newest production, Marshall
Maurice excels always have been
Neilan is responsib'e lor the innatural traits with him. For introduction of filmdom's youngest
stance, the first time he was
"leading lady." The part in the
Russian story novv being proever in a swimming pool he produced at the Goldwyn studio is
ceeded to swim as if he had always been an expert at it and
a grown-up cha:ae1er which
very soon he developed into many older and more established actresses have aspired to
something of an aquatic marvel.
portray.
On a recent occasion he was participating in some water scenes
Miss Ricksen will play oppoin a Johnny Jones comedy in
site Conrad Nage! in •"The Renwhich he was supposed to swim
dezvous." Others in (he cast inacross a lake with a dog. The
clude Sydney Chaplin, Er.imett
canine in this case was Buck,
Comgan, Elmo Lincoln, Eugenie
the well-known screen dog, and
Besserer, Richard C. Travers and
Cecil Holland.
when the scene was being pho-

POLA'S

RIVAL NOW
HERE TO WIN
FAME

Pola Negri has a screen rival.
Sylva Nadina has arrived in
Hollywood, fresh from Poland,
the land where the famous Pola
hails from, and she has journeyed these thousands of miles
to California's famous film colony to make her name in the
American movies.
In Poland, Sylva Nadina is
noted for her beauty and talents.
She has been in theatricals since
her childhood and appeared beforematic
the footlights
bothopera.
draoffering and inlight
She has toured Europe and appeared before the footlights in
both dramatic offerings and light
opera. She has toured Europe
with several noted repertoire
companies, playing Paris, Berlin, Moscow, London and practically all of the principal cities.
She has also appeared in several foreign films and her success in these has brought her to
America
in search of a better
field.
Miss Nadina is somewhat on
the Negri type, but taller. She
has dark hair and eyes and is a
little over five feet six in height.
She speaks English fluently
but with a broad accent.
She says that she is not a
Pola Negri imitator and will not
attempt to emulate her famous
countrywoman, but will try to
express her own personality.
Miss Nadina is stopping at the
Hollywood hotel, but will soon
move hills
to which
a bungalow
the foothas been inrented
for
her.
She has several offers from
film producers under consideration and her first American
screen appearance will probably
be in a leading role in a new
production to be made by William P. S. Earle, well-known
producer, who is just completing
the film spectacle, "TutankhaBAGGOT DENIES HE HAS
PLANS TO ACT AGAIN
King Baggot has issued an
emphntic denial of tae report
thatmen."
is to return to 'he screen
as
anhe pctor.
The Universal director, who
used to star in the early diiys.
branded as false ti e ieport published in a New York paper that
J syndicate of Gotham business
men were organizing a comnany
to sl&r him in big productions.
Eagpr.t says:
"I have just signed a new contract to direct for Carl Laemmle,
and I have no intention of leaving the organization. Mr.
Laemmle has just entrusted me
with a big Jewel production
starring Baby Peggy, and our relations are extremely cordial."
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Lewis Gets London Offer
Ralph Lewis has just received
an offer from the London Film
Company in England to go there
and play the featured role in a
big screen drama based on the
life of the famous Dr. Samuel
Johnson. According to the offer
Lewis' splendid characterization
of the miser in "The Conquering
Power" was responsible for him
getting the offer to portray the
role of one of the greatest and
most unique figures in English
literature. Husky Ralph will be
unable to accept the offer, owing
to his newly signed long-time
contract.
When N. G. is N. G.
Muriel Frances Dana gave her
friends a laugh the other day at
the Metro studios during the
filming of scenes for "Desire."
Muriel's mother was speaking to
members of the cast regarding a
trip that the company was to
make for locations. She menschool
and said tioned
thatMuriel's
Muriel
wouldlessons,
have
to continue them during the
trip.
"But, mother," spoke up the
tiny starlet, "can't we N. G. the
lessons for a while?"
Devan to Vacation
His contract with Mack Sennett being all but completed,
Billy Bevan who has been appearing in two-reelers at the
Edendale studio, is making plans
for a vacation which will last
several months. He is considering several propositions, and has
decided to remain on the screen.
Bevan is an Australian by birth
and was formerly a member of
the Pollard Opera Company.
His first engagement was at the
Morosco stock company theatre,
and shortly thereafter he was
signed up for the comedies.
Mrs. Webb Seriously III
Millard Webb, production manager for Warner Brothers, left
Hollywood this week for his
father-in-law's
in Chicago,
where his wifehome
is seriously
ill.
Mrs. Webb is the daughter of G.
E. Stocking, president of the
American
Canners'
and has been
confinedAssociation,
to a sick
bed since January of this year.
Failure to respond to medical
treatment has resulted in a serious condition. At the time of his
departure, Webb, with Jack Warner, was making preliminary
preparations for the "Tiger
Hose" production
which for
Sidney
Franklin
is to supervise
the
Warners.
E. R. Hickson, art director
for the Ben Wilson productions,
operating at the Berwilla studios, claims the distinction of
being one of the very few technical experts about a studio who

About

the Moving

has received fan letters. A letter readied Los Angeles last
week from Honolulu, written by
a native son, who evidently became enthused over Mr. Hickson's work in the last Ben Wilson production to be released.
Mi. Hickson has served as art
director to Mr. Wilson for the
last two years.
Takes Typewriter in Hand
Loui.se Fazenda has been hitting the keys of the typewriter
she received last Christmas until 1 a. m. this week and has
now completed and sent to an
eastern fan magazine an installment of "Screen
in which
she has Impressions,"
characterized
ien notables of filmdom. About
a year ago Miss Fazenda had
space monthly in this magazine
with her impressions which
made such a hit that she has
been assigned to a second series.
The comedienne plans to have
more installments ready before
she commences the role of
"Mabel," which she will negotiate in Warner Brothers' "The
Gold Diggers."
Bruce a L. A. Baby
Bruce Guerin, the clever
youngster who will be seen next
week at Loew's State with Viola
Dana in "Love in the Dark," is
a Los Angeles baby. His mother
was a well-known Orpheum star
in his father is technical director at a local studio. The work
of this three and a half-year-old
kiddie has won such favorable
comment from both critics and
public that he is now called "the
Baby David Warfield" of the
screen.
Syd a Bashful Juggler
Sydney Chaplin, who is now
playing the part of an English
Tommy in Marshall Neilan's
Russian story, "The Rendezvous," displays atotrait
has
been pttributed
such which
geniuses
as Ethel Barrymore, Mary Picklord, and even Syd's famous
brother, Charlie — he is bashful.
Syd has a difficult juggling feat
to pei form, and although he enacts it with dexterity and skill
when the camera is pointed at
him .no one ever sees hirn practicing. Between scenes he disap ears— his fellow actors accuse l-.im of having a dugout
somewhere — and practices in
solitude until called by Mickey
Neilan to "do his stuff."
Directors Cry for H m
Cecil Holland, known in film
clicles for his uncanny ability
to change his face into anything
require J for moion pictures,
and who recentlv .--igned a longterm Ooldwyn contract, is r:ow
enacting a difficult role in " The
Rendezvous," Marshall Neilan's
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Throngs

{traduction.
Holland's
ment
to the Neilan
picture assign
made
three directors envious. Tod
Brown-ng, who i.s to direct "The
Day
of Faith,"
Charles
Brabin wanted
wanted Holland:
hirn for
"Six Days," and Emmett Flynn,
who is directing "in the Palace
of the King," also wanted the
make-up expert for a part in his
p'Cl wt .
Vidor Seeks New Story
The days are not long enough
for King Vidor. Here he is spending an average working day
editing "Three Wise Fools,"
which he has just finished directing for Goldwyn, and then he
turns around and lets himself in
for another eight-hour shift when
he attempts to read all the manuscripts, novels, plays and synopses which are stacked up in
his office waiting his decision.
In a Guandary
Architects, contractors and
accountants are busily engaged
with Allen Holubar in estimating whether it will be cheaper
for the young Metro producer
to take a company to the Orient
to make "East of Suez" from
Lloyd Sheldon's stage play, or
whether money can be saved by
building the Oriental streets and
structures required in the production in Hollywood. "East of
Suez" will be Holubar's second
picture under his new milliondollar contract with Metro. The
production will be made on a
lavish scale with an all-star cast.
Hazel Deane Recovering
Hazel Deane, Christie leading
woman, who has been seriously
ill in the hospital for seven
weeks, is on the road to recovery, and has been able to return
to her home. Miss Deane was
stricken with peritonitis and for
four weeks lay at the point of
death, when with four doctors in
consultation an operation was
decided upon. She won on the
bare chance of recovery and is
now rapidly regaining her
strength. It will be several
weeks, however, before she will
be able to resume her film work.
Woodsmen Washed Up
"Back to the Woods," the
Christie comedy which was
filmed in the main near Mount
Lassen in Northern California,
has been completed under Scott
Sidney's
is scheduled for direction,
release inand
June.
This
ccmedy, preceded by "Plumb
Crazy,"
complete
year's
series of will
pictures,
twentya in
all.
Neal Burns is starred in "Back
to the Woods," while Bobby
Vernon, is the comedy star in
"Plumb Crazy.'

of Movieland
Mrs. Corrigan Jo;r,s Husoand
Mrs. Emmett Corrigan, loveil
Irish feirl on the s-tage of not <d
many years ago, and known i)rd?
fessionally as Mary Ilene Mac k£
has arrived in Los Angeles front
New ^ ork to be with her hum
band, who is playing an import
ant part with Marshal Neilan in
his RussianAs drama,
"The Renj
d.'zvous."
Mr Corriga.
wal
in mel
the and
costi.ne
a Rui.'^S
col
under ofa heavy
real
o° grease paint at the time of
the
of Mrs.
Corriean'J
train,arrival
William
Farnum,
Corrn
gan's fellow "Ben Hur," did thd
honors in welcoming her to]
screenland. She will remain un-'
til her husband completes his
picture work here.
"Asquittal" Script Ready
Jules Purthman, whose scenj
ario successes have included!
such special productions as "The
Queen
of Sheba"
and "Victory,"!
has finished
his latest
effort, thai
continuity of "The Acquittal,"
which is Priscilla
Dean's
nexJ
Universal-Jewel
starring
ve.nciei
As a stage play, written by Rita
Weiman, it was a pronouncedi
success, having a great run inj
New York, and just recently]
opened
an appreciative
lic intoLondon.
Clarence pubLa
Brown will direct the filming,
with a cast of importance in]
support of Miss Dean.
Turpin On His Feet Again
Under the supervision of Mack
Sennett, Herman Raymaker has
completed the second Ben Turpin
special, for Pathe release, titled
"Pitfalls of a Big City." The zigzag orbed comedy star claims to
be happier
this time
thanpicture
at almost any other,
that his
is finished, because as he says
himself, "Now I will be able to
stay in an upright position for
a while. The last few days I
worked in 'Pitfalls' I was on my
head most of the time."
CREIGHTON, BEING LATE
In order ONE,
to complete
his screen
IS "HELD
UP"
version of "Trilby" on schedule
time,
Waiton
companyRichard
has been
doing Tully's
much
night work recently. Several
nights last week the troupe
worked until morning, and frequently during that time were
back afternoon.
on the job at 1 o'clock in
the
Hale,insists
the "iittle
Billee"Creighton
of the play,
that upon
his arrival home in the cool,
gray dawn of one morning he
was mistaken for an intruder
and assaulted by his two sons,
who had grown up and forgotten their daddy, whil; Philo McCollough, the Taffy in Trilby,
tells in all sincerity of having
been bitten by his own dog upon
bis return home after an ailnight session.

Afc A M E R A !
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RETURNS

TO SCREEN
Following a tour of the Panage's circuit in a special dancng act, Lynwood Crystal Rapp
six-year-old child artist, has resumed her work in motion picures, having been engaged this
n-eek by James Calnay to play
ic important child part opposite
ittle Philippe deLacy in "Why
Do We Live?" a story exposing
he evils of capital punishment.

Lynwood Crystal Rapp
Little Miss Rapp made her
screen debut several years ago
n support of Mary Pickford in
Pollyanna." This followed her
vork on the stage as a singer
uid dancer in Gus Edwards' Rene .in which she toured vaudeille circuits for some time. Her
s'Oik in motion pictures was
lso preceded by her work as
in artist's model, she having
>osed for such notables as
lhailes
Dana
hnsty, and
others.Gibson, ' Earle
Miss Rapp is considered a
:hild of rare beauty and this,
ogether with her ability to en
tct emotional roles, has added
he greatest interest to pictures
n which she has appeared. She
s a direct descendant of the
)uke of Wellington and her
•efiuty reverts back to his time.
She is e native of Memphis,
iVnn., where her family is
unong the more select and
nominent.
Her talents are such as to
iu.ve inspired Gus Edwards to
leclare that the amusement
k'orldher
neversince
has Lillian
seen anyRussell.
artist
ike
3i e is a dazzling little beauty,
v 10, besides being alluring in
»er vivacious moments, is
ilaimed to be the most emo
ional child artist before the
lublic today.

LESSER CHANGES PLANS, BUT NOT AUTHORS
The millions of Harold Bell on the calendar, the Principal
Pictures Corporation will be
Wrighf readers who have been
fully prepared to film this great
story.
awaiting the filming of "The
Barbara Worth" by Principal
Harold Bell Wright has telePictures Corporation, will have
graphed Mr. Lesser to the effect
he will be prepared to assist in
to wait a few months longer.
Sol Lesser, president of the every manner on the filming of
organization, announces that
his "When a Man's a Man" and
due to the huge amount of re- that he is already making preparations to journey from his Tucsearch worii necessary to propson ranch to Prescott, Arizona,
erly film the story and due also
where most of the episodes will
to the many important details
necessary before starting, it is be given to the screen.
"It is against the policy of our
decided to postpone actual filming on the story until early in organization to start a story until every detail pertaining to its
September.
However, the Wright fans will filming is in readiness," said Sol
not be utterly disappointed, for Lesser, in speaking of the postwith this announcement from
ponement of "Barbara Worth."
Lesser, comes word that another
"We found," continued the film
Harold Bell Wright story will official, "that there was still
much preparation to complete
take "Barbara's" place. This is before
we could proceed very
'When a Man's a Man," a story
far, and consequently it was de
/hich has almost an equal numcided to wait until every deber of book sales throughout
:he world.
tail irrespective of its importance, had been arranged.
And strange to say, the char"I
have every reason to feel
acters that were cast for "Barthat 'When a/ Man's a Man' will
bara Worth" are ideally suited
be an equally popular story and
to "When a Man's a Man."
Florence Vidor and John Bow
fortunately, there is not nearly
ers will have the principal roles as much advance preparation
and a strong supporting cast is necessary. Edward P. Cline
who was contracted for to direct
now being assembled.
Work is being rushed at top 'Barbara Worth,' will act in a
speed on the script and the like capacity for the new
company will shortly leave for Wright story and I am convinced
that in this novel we will be
Arizona, the "location" or pracable
to .obtain a truly remarktically
all
of
the
famous
author's
works.
able photoplay — one that will
Meanwhile research workers
have a wide appeal and one that
vill fc(1 kept busy preparing full the Harold Bell Wright readers
lata for "Barbara Worth," so and all the picture fans will relthat when September appears
ish viewing."
FOR THOSE WHO MAY INQUIRE FOR MISS McGUIRE
Kathryn McGuire is a very
busy girl nowadays who is amply
justifying the Wampas' inclusion of her among the 1922
series of the Stars of Tomorrow.
She has just finished playing the
"leads" in two independent productions made by Richard
Thomas at the Holly woe d studios and entitled "The Silent
Accuser" and "Other Men's
Money." Today she starts at
Warner Brothers' studio, creating the role of Vivian Gates in
the Julien Josephson story of
newspaper life in a small town.
Its present title is "The Printer's Devil"; Wesley Barry has
the name part and Harry Meyers
will also be featured in the cast,
which is being directed by William Beaudine.
In the short space of eighteen
months, since she played in
Mack Sennett comedies, Miss
McGuire has worked in eight
dramatic productions and one
feature length comedy. These
include "The Silent Call," "The
Crossroads of New York," "Bucking the Line," "Playing With
Fire," "The Woman in Bronze,"
"The Flame cf Life," the two
Thomas productions, and "The
Shriek of Araby." Recently she
completed her long-term contract
with Sennett and since the first
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lancing.
of
the year she has been freeA recent distinction which visted this young star of tomorrow
was her invitation by the Beta
Delta Beta fraternity of St.
John's College in Annapolis to
be thenualguest
at the anJune ballof ofhonor
the institution.
This is the first time in collegiate history that any motion
picture actress .has been chosen
for this, the greatest tribute of
popularity and esteem within
the power of the student body.
Another signal honor which
came to Miss McGuire was her
selection as honorary first prize
winner in the American beauty
contest recently conducted by a
group of prominent eastern motion picture publications. From
the thousands of film players
whose photographs were entered
in this contest Kathryn McGuire
was chosen as the American
beauty by so eminent a group of
connoisseurs as James Montgomery Flagg, Clarence Underwood,
Eugene V. Brewster and others.
Richard Bennett has been engaged by Sam Goldwyn to create the role of "Bruno," in his
forthcoming production, "The
Eternal City," which will bs
made in Italy, under the direction of Mr. George Fitzmaurice.

FINIS
NEW

FOX

GETS

A

RELEASE

CONTRACT
After one of the quickest trips
on record, Finis Fox, author, di:
rector and independent film producer, returned last week from
New York, where he closed a
releasing contract with Associated Exhibitors for his latest
feature production, "The Man
Between," a drama of modern
life in the quaint old city of
Mr. Fox cut and titled his
Quebec.
picture while en route east and
notwithstanding'
the factreleasing
that he
was
offered several
contracts by other companies,
he signed with Associated Exhibitors three days after his arrival in the eastern metropolis.
"The Man Between" was written and directed by Finis Fox
and adapted to the screen by
Lois Zellner. Sam Landers, who
has to his credit such successpictures as End,*
"The and
Clansman,"
"Theful River's
others,
tography.
was
in charge of the phoIncluded in the cast are such
well-known artists as Alan Forrest, Vola Vale, Edna Murphy,
Kittie Bradbury, Philo McCullough, Fred Malatesta and little
Eoreen Turner.
Mr. Fox will resume production activities at once at the
Fine Art studios. His next picture will be a comedy drama
written by himself in col aboration with Miss Zellner, entitled
"Bag and Baggage.' Practically
his same production staff will be
re-engaged and a cast of exceptional names will be selected to
story.
portray the principal roles in the
BOLAND IS SUPPORTING
JACK IE COOGAN AGAIN
Eddie Boland is playing with
Jackie Coogan again. This time
he's the personal bodyguard to
the Crown Prince Ferdinand
William Otto, which is the role
being created by Jackie in the
picturization of Mary Roberts
Rinehart's "Long Live the
King," now being filmed at the
Metro studios under the direction of Victor Schertzinger and
the personal supervision of Jack
Coogan, Sr.
Eddie Boland is an old-time
favorite on the coast, who
started in child parts with the
Grand Opera House stock company in San Francisco and later
became treasurer of this theatre,
only tolightsreturn
the footafter he behind
achieved
long
trousers and a bass voice.
Boland played the role of Toby
Crackitt in the Jackie Coogan
picturization of "Oliver Twist."
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Bob Dillon is directing the
"Santa Fe Trail," a Neva Gerber production, at the Brentwood
studios.
Boyce Combe is in Miami
working on the finishing scenes
of T. Hays Hunter's production,
"Wild Love."
In real life Claude King and
Bvelj n Walsh Hall are husband
and wife. In Charles J. Brabln's
production
are
brother of
and "Six
sister.Days they
Mary Jane Sanderson, who
plays one of the leading roles in
"Blow Your Own Horn," for
Rcbertson-Cole, has purchased a
bungalow in the Hollywood
Hills.
Bon Lyon will leave the cast
of "Mary the Third," having
been engaged to play one of the
leading roles in Sam Goldwyn's
screen version of "Potash and
Perlmutter."
Elias Bullock, popular Russian actor, late of the Khanjonkoff Company, Moscow, has been
engaged to play Arthur Rand In
the "Santa Fe Trail," a Neva
Oerber production.
Wyndham Standing is now
playing one of the leading roles
in "Little Johnnie Jones," the
George M. Cohan stage play being produced by Authur Rosson
fcr Warner Brothers.
Warner Baxter, who plays one
of the leading roles in "Blow
Your Own Horn," has gotten the
real estate fever and has purchased several lots in the vicinity of the Power Studios.
Pierre Collings has completed
shooting "Blow Your Own Horn"
for F. B. O. and will shortly begin work on of"Alimony"
under
the direction
Emile Chautard
for the same organization.
"Tiny" Sanford, who just finished playing the "heavy" with
the Andy Gump Company at Universal City, is now supporting
Milbourne Moranti in a new
comedy being filmed at the Russell studios.
Derelys
has offinally
convinced the Perdue
executives
the Film
Booking Offices of America, Inc.,
that her screen name should be
Derelys. The F. B. O. organization held a contest in a film
"fan" magazine for a new name
for Miss Perdue, and the name
Ann Perue had been chosen as
the most appropriate. Miss Perdue thought the name did not fit
her personality and resorted to a
suit against her employers. Now
her name is Derelys Perdue.

and

What's

What
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This Week
cess, which will be filmed as hi;
Georg> Hackathorne has comRalph Lewis will shortly be- second
Metro release. The fa
pleted his role in "Human
gin F.
work B.on O.Emory
Johnson's
mous
producer-director
has been
latest
Production,
the
Wreckage," Mrs. Wallace Reid's
assigned
Joseph
Schenck's
old
anti-narcotic film. Hackathorne's
title of which is as yet unde- office
in
the
new
Metro
adminiscided. The story is from the pen
portrayal of a down-trodden adtration studios.
building of that concern'!
dict of drugs is said by critics of Mrs. Emilie Johnson, the pro- Hollywood
to be most impressive.
ducer's mother, and narrates the
romance and home life of a mail
Two brand new McFarland
Lucille Ricksen, youngest lead- man.
motor cars have been added to
ing lady in films, now enacting
Marrie Astaire, who is making
the lending feminine role in
Al St. John string of "speed
her debute in feature produc- the
buggies."
Last visited
week the
Marshall Neilan's "The RendezFox
comedian
the young
motqfr
tions
in
"Lights
Out,"
the
F.
B.
vous," can boast of a line of
Danish ancestors dating back to O. Production under the direc- sales rooms of. Los Angeles, and
tion of Al Santell, is an eccentric
before he completed the round*
the courageous vikings.
dancer of note. She is the proud of auto row he ordered the tw»
possessor
of
a
series
of
Benda
cars — one a handsome tourini
After nearly three months in
the leading character role of Masks, which typify the spirit model and the other a striking
of one of her most popular numsedan — wrapped up and dellT"The Eleventh Hour," the Wil- bers.
ered to his palatial Hollywood
liam Fox special, Edward Martindel has been cast in a similar
Evidently throwing cusMolly Malone has been en- home.tard pies
and making monkejt*
part in Tod Browning's producgaged to play the feminine lead shines pays big! St. John no#
tion at Goldwyn's "The Day of opposite Johnny Hines in the owns nine motors and one aero>
Faith,"
which has just gotten
under way.
Warner Brothers' film version of
George M. Cohan's stage play,
Johnny Jones." Harry
plane.
Eulalie Jensen, celebrated fe*/
Charles W h i t ta k e r , who "Little
Myers has also been added to the tured player of the screen, ■
adapted Balzac's "The Magic cast, and Arthur Rosson is di- acting
as guardian over a schoot
Skin," has
screen
recting the picture.
cesses to hismany
credit,
he suchas
of goldfish for Leah Baird, during the absence of that charn%
adapted scripts for sucn stars
Little Billy Windsor, who
as Mary Pickford, Nazimova,
ing
young
artist Jensen,
from Hollywood.
plays
Indian
at
home,
met
his
Recently Miss
who will
Oiga Petrova, John Barrymore,
Clara Kimball Young and Pau- Waterloo when attending "The be shortly seen in "The HunchCovcitti
Wagon."
His
pretty
line i-rederick.
back of Notre Dame," attempts!
mother, who is Claire Windsor,
to change the water in the bowl
you
know,
wanted
him
to
go
Blanche Sweet made her stage
home of the golden-hued mens
debut at the age of one year up on 'he stage and meet the bers of the finney tribe and while
Indlaus
who
take
part
in
the
doing so she caused the sudden^
wnen she was carried on as "the
prologue "No." little Bi 1 1 y demise of one of the fish colonjl:
babe incurls
arms,"
her little
blonde
wereandbraided
into voiced In protest, "I'm afraid —
by pinching it while attempting
to catch the slippery little fet
tiny pigtails to denote the pov- because tley're real."
erty of the mother, who unThe pinch proved fatal, and
Maurice Murphy, son of John low.
knowingly held a future screen
Miss Jensen has been sorrowing
F. Murphy, noted attorney of over
star in her arms.
the loss ever since.
Seattle. Wash., and a child prodigy both as a photoplayer and
Wally Van, who plays the role a pianist,
has just completed an
Dr. H. W. Wall, physician and
of Rastignac in "The Magic
engagement In the Universal
surgeon who was formerly assoSkin," which George D. Baker
ciated with Bellevue and Nem
production of "The Self-Made
is directing
Goldwyn's,
was
Wife," in which he plays the York postgraduate hospitals in
one
of the firstatscreen
comedians.
part of Tim, Jr., sharing the New York City, where he wa#
He played with John Bunny in Terry.
stellar honors with Ethel Grey engaged in special surgery and
the old Vitagraph days and later
gynaecology research, has open?
directed him in several pictures.
ed offices at 6702 Hollywood
Irving Cummings has comBoulevard, where he will cater
pleted casting for his mammoth
Charles Conklin, known from
to professional patronage.
Tasmania to Siberia as the mousindependent production, "Broken
i ached comedian in Mack Sen- Hearts of Broadway," which he
Ed Yeager, formerly manager
is now filming at the Hollywood
r.ett comedies, has been signed
for the Reliable Photoplayent
studios. Among the prominent
by the Goldwyn Pictures Corporhas severed his conation to interpret his first dra- screen players appearing in the Association,
nection with that organization.
matic role, that of Yegg Darby heartthrcb romance of the
He
is
succeeded
by Miss Betty
world's most famous street are
in "The Day of Faith," the Ar- Colleen
Jean, who is receiving the co3
Moore, Johnnie Walker,
thur Somers Roche story that
Tod Browning will direct.
Alice Lake, Kate Price, Creigh- operation of Merwln Gouldthrite
ton Hale and others. The pic- as studio representative.
Dorothy Phillips, star of
ture is being produced on a lavRuth Stonehouse, now appearish scale and upon its comple"Slander the Woman," an Allen
tion
will be taken to New York
Holubar production, and other
in the
role Out,"
of "Hairpin"
notable screen successes of re- by the young producer personAnnieing in
"Lights
the Paul
cent years, has been presented
ally and it will be given its pre- Dickey-Mann Page stage play,
with a fast sailing boat with tre. mier at a large Broadway thea- just received an old still picture
auxiliary engine by her famous
from one of her early productions when she was playing in
husband, Allen Holubar, proAllen
Holubar
is
preparing
to
ducer and director. The gift was
Triangle productions. The stllT
in the nature of a wedding anni- "shoot" scenes for his first pro- was marked: Production still —
duction under the Metro banner
versary present and it is one of
Story No.567 — Ruth Stonehouse
Die trimmest and speediest craft and he will begin casting some
and Jack Gilbert — Director Jack
Conway.
The still was a present
of its kind registered at the San
time this week. He has purfrom an old friend who formerly
l'edro Yacht Club, of which Miss
chased
"East
of
the
Suez,"
the
Phillips is a member.
sensational New York stage sue- | worked with Miss Stonehouse.
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Pulse
Fur Week Starting Monday, May 21
You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Scenarist
Type
Progress
Mgr.
Pro.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt,
BERWILLA STUDIO.
Holly 3130
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
2-Reel Comedies
Eddie Lyons Eddie Joyous McGill
Cooke
Diltz
Schedule
2-Keel Comedies
Diltz
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
Cooke
Schedule
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Ben Wilson All-Star Eddie Linden Earl Turner
3rd Week
"Mine to Keep"
Evelyn Campbell
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 I I Fountain Ave.
598-146
E. H. Martin Production, Don F. Osborne, Mgr.
Horace B. Carpenter All Star
Jack Ramsey
W. H. Patton
Schedule
"Shell Shocked Sammy'
Frank S. Mattison
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General
Mgr.
Wilshire 4275
Bert Sternback, Casting.
6IUU Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
CENTURY STUDIO.
Holly 90
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Arthur Trimble Productions.
Editing
Comedy
Editing
Preparing
Archie Mayo
Archie Mayo Marcell-Cooper Jerry Ash
Leslie Goodwin
Comedy
Al Herman Earle Engle William Hyer M. Sandrich
Al
Herman
Al Herman Buddy Messinger W. H. Myer
Al Herman
Baseball Story
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
I 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Regent Film Company.
(United Artists release).
Holly 4070
Charles Chaplin
Edna 1'urviance
Kollin Totheroh
Eddie Sutherland
Monta Bell
25th Week
•Public Opinion"
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
1st Week
439-764
2 -'ReelMgr.
Comedy
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C.~
H. ~
Christie, Gen.
Holly 310G
Harold Beaudine
Dorothy Devore
Nagy
Lavelle
Scott Sidney Jimmy Adams
Nagy
Jas. Clemens Conklin
3rd Week
J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr, Wilshire 2115
3700 Beverly Blvd.
COSMOSART STUDIO.
I. W. Irving Productions. (B. P. S. release).
Editing
Harry Revere Productions.
Harry Revere Doria Revier Stilwell
Joe MurphyShell Craft Productions. Edwin Smith, Gen. Mgr.
Walter McNamara "Supreme Test"
Sherwood MacDonald Productions.
MacDonald Gloria Joy
Beckway
Eddie Saunders
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Staff
Swickard Productions
Chas. Swickard
Jo.cef Swickard
1st Week
"End of Perfect Day"
Better Picture Association
Superior Productions
Preparing
"Dawn of Love"
West Coast Productions.
Al
Bresleau
Glen Lambert
Norbert Myles All-Star
Staff
3rd Week
Crescent Productions.
"Why DoComedy
We Live"
2-Reel
C. French Burns Biddle
2nd Week
Preparing
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 4500 Sunset Blvd.
598-165
Mission Film Co. Norman Walker, Business Mgr.
3rd
Week
David Kirkland
All-Star David Abel
Chas. Hamm
Wallace Clifton
'The Barefoot Boy"
Fred Caldwell Productions.
Chas. Mack Productions.
(Western Pictures Exploitation).
Preparing
Henry McCarthy All-Star Floyd Jackman
Chas. Mack
Jess Robbins Productions.
(Vitagraph release)
Beyond
the
Horizon'
Sunset Productions.
Bradbury
Robt. N. Bradbury All-Star Bert Long-Eneckei Jack Pierce
2nd Week
"What Love Can Do"
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Fred
Kley,
Studio
Mgr.
Holly 3000
Stock
Buckingham
Staff
Comedies
Schedule
Al St John
Ernest S. Depew
vl St. John
Benny Cohn
Stoloff
Comedies
Schedule
Arthur
Nim Summerville Stock
Jay
Turner
i'nm»rlie!»
Schedule
Dan Clark
Tom .\fix
Jack Blystone
Eugene Forde
"Soft Boiled"
Editing
Don Short
Bernard Durning Jones-Mason
Wellman
"Blev<
nth
Hour"
Editing
Lew
Brice
Erie Kenton
Comedies
Schedule
Joe August
Dustin Farnum
Wm. Wellman
Ed
Bernudi
E.
Adamson
Walt
Mayo
"The
Man
Who
Won"
Editing
Jas. Flood
Jos. Brotherton
Wm. Russell
Ed»Feeny
Strumwasser
"Time Hath Changed" 4th Week
Schneiderman
Jack Ford
John Gilbert
Lee
"Pameo
Kirby"
1st Week
Don
Short
Dunlap
Max Gold
Chas Jones
"Snow Drift"
2nd Week
Harvey Gates
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 2632
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Neitz
Al J. Neitz
Bill Patten
Morey Hughes
F.
W.
Raymond
1st Week
"Battlin' Buckaroo"
1st
Week
F. W. Raymond
Neitz
Al J. Neitz
Bill Patten
Morey Hughes
"Wild & Wooley"
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Wils shire 8 1
Metro Release.
"Havoc."
Coffee
Cowan
Harry Garson
Neilson-Kerrigan Richardson
4th Week
GOLDSTONE STUDIO. 6050 Sunset Blvd.
Phil Goldstone
Productions.Wm. Fairbanks
(State Rights release).
W. K. Howard
Staff
"What Women Want"
1st Week
Culver
City.
uOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre,
Casting.
76171 1
Ben Reynolds
All-Star
Eddie Sowders
"S;x Days"
John Mescall
Pharles Brabin
All-Star
A. L. Raboch
9th
Week
Mathis-VonS'
Ouida Bergere rohen"Greed'
All-Star
Thomas
Held
8th
Week
Neilan-Urson
David Silden
T-'esson
Lovett-Mathis
"The Rendevous"
AVm.
All-Star
Errol Taggart
Tod Browning
Kavanaugh
2nd
Week
"The Day of Faith"
2nd Week
John Boyle
All-Star
Geo. D. Baker
A.
C.
Eddington
Whittaker
"The Magic-Skin"
2nd Week
All-Star
Casting
Victor Seastrom
Chas.
Lapworth
Paul
Bern
"Master of Man"
Lucia Andriot
All-Star
Emmett Flynn
June Mathis
Ray Flynn
"In the Palace of the King" 2nd Week
Cosmopolitan Productions
E. Mason Hopper
George W. Hill All-Star
Leroy O'Connell
Georsre Berthelon Frances Marion
"Daughter of Mother McGin" 9th Week
Camera/ intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Ass't Director
Director
Star
Cameraman
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Director
Star
Cameraman
Type
Ass't Director Scenarist
GRAND STUDIO.
1 438 Gower St. Ben Verse hleiser, General Manager.
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
2-Reel Comedy
Leslie Goodman Staff
Bill Williams
Harry Edwards
Monte Bank
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
2
-Reel Comedy
Chas. LeMont Staff
Ken. MacLean
Hugh Faye
Sid Smith
Joe Rock Productions, Inc.
2-Reel Comedy
Dave Smith Staff
Jerry Ash
Gil. Pratt
Joe Rock
HORSTrTTOTriCE BLOC., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. Monte West, Studio Mgr.
World Educational Films.
Baby Betty
Field
M. Abbey
Chas. Eliason
R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon Wm.
release).
1442 F.Beachwood
Drive. Robinson "The Forty Niner"
Seeling Hi': Hoy Williams
Vernon Walker
Chas. DeLong J. Nalterford Western Sneri.il
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd
J. Jasper, Mgr.
Richard Thomas Productions.
Drama
Richard Thomas All-Star Jack Fuqua Norval MacGregor Burnell-Manley
Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
Lloyd Ingraham
Douglas MacLean
Geo. Crone
Irving Cummings Productions.
Charles Woolstenhulme, Production
Manager. Hope Loring
Woolstenhulme
Jack Diamond
Irving Cummings All-Star
'Broken Hearts of Broadway'
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
Glen McWilliams Theodore Joos
Vochell-Ducey All-Star
"Youth Triumphant"
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Blanche Earle
W. P. S. Earle All -Star
Egyptian Story
Jules
Cronjager
Dick
L'Estrange
Supreme Art Productions.
Chas. J. Hall
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City.
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Mrs. Wallace Reid Productions
J. Griffith Wray
Mrs. Reid
Henry Sharp
Ross Lederman
C. Gardner Sullivan "Human Wreckage"
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
"The Sign"
Jane Murfin
Murfin-McCloskey All-Star
King Gray
Donna Darrell
Laurance Trimble Strongheart C. B. Dreyer
Cyril Gardner
"Phantom Pack"
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting.
1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Jack Boland
Guy Wilky
Alfred Green Astor-Agnew
Wells Hastings
"To the Lad'.es"
Frank Brandon
Ded Jennings
Jerome Storm All-Star
Beulah Marie Dix "Children of Jazz"
Si Dick
KleggJohnson
Joseph Henaberry Jack Holt
Staff
"A
Gentleman of Leisure"
Al Gilroy Waldemar Young
Bert Glennon
Geo. Melford All-Star
"Salome Partner"
Jane"
Charles Maigne
Joy Moore
Sada Cowan "Scarlet
Victor Fleming All-Star
Jas. Howe
Doris Schroeder
"To the Last Man"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
, Metro release).
Monte Katterjohn "The Master of Women"
Reginald Barker
All-Star
Percy Hilhtirn Harry Schenck
•The Wanters"
John M. Stahl
All-Star
Ernest Palmer Sid Algiers
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (Al Lichtman Release)
The
Leightons
"The Broken Wing"
Tom Forman
All-Star
Harry Perry Sam Nelson
Louis Gasnier
All-Star
Carl Struss George Yohalem
"Daughters of the Rich"
Vic Schertzinger Olga Printzlau
"Mansion of Aching Hearts"
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting
Harold Shaw Viola Dana
John Arnold Frank Strayer
"Rouged Lips"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Willis
Goldbeck
Rex Ingram All-Star John Seitz Curt Rehfeld
"Scaramouche"
Hunt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release).
Edward Sloman Productions.
Edward Sloman
All-Star
Lee Smith
Winifred Dunn
"Eagle's Feather"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Victor Schertzinger Jackie Coogan
Frank Good McDermott
Mary Rob. RineharfLong Live the King"
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
G. W. Cave
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS. Individual Casting.
7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
United Artists Release.
Jim Townsend
Edw. Knoblock
Ernest Luhitsch
Mary Pickford
Charles Rosher
"The Street Singer"
Raoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue Staff
"The Thief <.f Bagdad"
R-C STUDIO.
Mel rose and Gower.
780 Gower St
Individual Productions. (Film Booking Offices.)
Jas. W. Home
All-Star Dubray Collings
Art. Flaven Owen Davis "Blow Your Own Horn"
Al Santell
Ail-Star Wm. Marshall
Rol
Asher Dickey-Page
Out"
Mai St. Clair
All-Star
Lee Garmes
Moreno
Beatrice Van "Lights
Schedule
Eddie.
Hearn
Western
Story
Harold Goodwin
A. C. Witwer Story
1425
Fleming
St.
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder.
Jr., Gen'lDoane,
Mgr
ROACH STUDIO. Culver City. Warren
Mgr.
Hal Roach Comedies (Pathe release).
Hackmey
2-Reel Comedy
Parrott
Snub Pollard
Roach
Doran
t^-inlc
Vminp
"Paur Parrott
Howe-Cedar
Henecke-Brandie Hutchison -Parrott Pomedies
All-Star
McNamaraC. Morehouse
"Our Gang"
Harry Gerstadt
Hal Conklin
MvGowan
2-Reel Comedy
Stan Laurel
Jeske-Pembrook
McBurney
Edna Murphy
Roy Clemens
Bobby Doran
Frank
How.
Clark
"What
Animal Should
Comedya Girl Do?"
Lon Powers
Dippy Doo Dads
Hank Kohler
Bert Currigan
Staff
ROCKE IT-LINCOLNAll-Star
COMPANY
("urly-Broening
Phil Rosen
AL Kelley
"I-ife of Abraham Lincoln"
RUSSEL STUDIO. B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 B eachwood Dr.
Hively
B. D. Russell
Geo. Larkin
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Feature
Malobee Productions.
Malobee
Leo Maloney
2-Reel Western
V. Walker
Bob Williamson Bebee
Logan-Baynham
2-Reel Comedy
Tom Gibson Productions.
MacMnnieal
Morante
Kane-Walsh

C AMER
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Progress
Holly 162
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule

Preparing
1st Week
Holly
Editing

1431 I

Preparing
3rd Week
Editing
Editing

761 73 »
11th Week
4 th Week
1 llh Week
Holly 2400
Preparing
8th Week
5th Week
8th
8th Week
Week
3rd Week
Lincoln 2 120
10th Week
5 th Week
Editing
9 th Week
i repaung
Holly 4481
6 th Week
10th Week
3rd Week
3rd Week
Holly 4470
Schedule
12th Holly
Week 7901
Preparing
Holly 7780
Gth Week
4th
Week
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
598-141
761-721

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
3rd Week
Schedule
Holly 2176
8th Week
Preparing
Holly 7945-6
Schedule
Schedule
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Director
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Star

Cameraman

Type

Ass't Director

Wils. 1550
Editing
10th Week
Editing

SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies. (First National Release).
F. Richard Jones Mabel Normand Homer Scott Jim Wright Mack Sennett
'The Extra Girl"
Roy Delruth Billy Bevan
George Bordeau Mack Sennett
"Knip
andof aTuck"
"Pitfalls
Big City"
Herman Raymaker Ben Turpin "Wagner
Mack Sennett
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
Louis B.FredMayer
Productions,
Clune's Studio,Alvin
5360Wyckoff
Melrose Ave.
Niblo
All-Star
Doran Cox
Bess Meredith
'Captain Applejack"
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp.
(First National release.)
Frank Borzage
All-Star Chester Lyons
Lou Borzage
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
F. Fox
Edwin-Carewe
Holbrook Blinn
W. Fox
'The Bad Man"
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
Frances Marion
Frank Lloyd Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio Harry Weil
"Dulcy"
'Ashes of Vengeance"
Sidney Franklyn
Constance TalmadgNorbert Brodin
Millard Webb
Emerson- Loos
James Young Productions (Associated First National release).
Richard W. Tully 'Trilby"
James Young All-Star George Benoit
James Ewens
First National Productions.
Lynn Reynolds
All-Star Welmer
"The Huntress"
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release.)
George Marshall
Jack Hoxie
Tom Regan
George Hively
"Where Is This West"
Tinling
Richard Stanton All-Star
Harvey Gates
Wm. Parke All-Star
Arthur
Thompson
Geo. 1'yper
Grandin
Jack Dougherty
"The Man Hunter"
Jefferson Moffit
Woward Oswald
Messinger-Marchan
Taylor
McDonough
Wm. Nobles
Bertram Millhau "Daniel Boone"
Duke Worne Mower-Sedgwick
Little-Thomson
Robt. Newhart
ser "Hunchback"
"Eagles' Talons"
Wallace Worsley
Lon Chaney
Sheehan-Lowe
Dugan-Sullivan
Leather Pushers
Staff
Harry Webb
Harry Pollard
Reginald Denny
Stuart Paton
Ernst Laemmle
Roy
Stewart
Geo.
Hull
"Seeking
Red"
"The
Victor"
Herbert Rawlinson
Edw. Laemmle
Comedy a Home"
Joe Barry
Baby Peggy
King Baggott
"Wanted
Holland
Bert Roach
Watson
Wm. Duncan
Clarke
Duncan -Johnson Robinson
Geo. Plympton
"The Steel Trail"
Anton Davey
Leo McCasey
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
"The Untamable"
Hugh Hoffman
Arthur Smith
Marion
Fairfax
Hobart Henley
Virginia
Valli
"Lady of Quality"
Robt. Hill
Wm. Desmond
B. Humberstone Edwin Marshall
"Skyline
of Spruce"
Renco Productions
James
Colwell
James
Kilgallen
Ross
Fisher
Dallas Fitzgerald All-Star
"After the Ball"
Rellimeo Productions.
Dick Sherer
Abbott Linwood
Louis Wm. Choudef All-Star
Grace M. Sandersc"The Man Behind"
Dinky Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, Production Manager De Ruelle
Al Austin
Dinky Dean Harry Thorpe
Staff
"John of the Woods"
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge. W. S. Smith, Gen Mgr.
"The Alibi"
Wm. Dagwell
Dave Smith
All-Star
S. Smith, Jr.
Larry Semon
Joe Basil
Larry Semon
Larry Semon
H. Koenekamp
"The Rural Rival"
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Gilson
Arthur Rosson
Johnny Hines
Dupar
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry
Harry Beaumont
Hope Hampton
Sidney Franklin
Lenore Ulric
Harry Rapf Productions.
All-Star
Marie Prevost
WILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd.

Hines-Roth
Geo. Webster

Ray Schrock
Julien Josephson
Grant Carpenter
Edmund Goulding
Sada
EdmundCowan
Goulding

SEE

6666 Hollywood Blvd.

Dr. W. I. Schuster
3 Bogardus BIdg.,
Sunset at Western
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
"You haveto tried
the rest, ofnowthetryprofession
the best"
Catering
the foremost
10 to 12
2 to 5
Evenings 6 to 8
Palmer Graduate
Phone 436-724
Hours 2 to 5

Night Calls Accepted

H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Post Graduate Chicago and New York
Holly 102-82; 57288 6702 Hollywood Blvd.

570-081
4th
Week
Preparing
3rd Week
Uth Week
Week
16th
24th Week
Schedule
Preparing
Preparing
3rd Week
Schedule
4th
Week
2nd Week
6th Week
Week
4th
6th Week
6th Week
6 th Week
Editing 598131
Editing
Holly 4181
4th Week
2nd Week
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing

"Little Johnny Jones"
"Printer's Devil"
"Gold Diggers"
"Tiger Rose"
"Lucretia Lombard"
"Broadway After Dark"

LENZALENS

^

Protect your eyes!
CROOKES
FOR

"We save your sole and heel you too"
FRANK
Holly 3752

1st Week

Holly 7940

THEODORE
HAYS
is not a director, but he can give the
director the action he wants.
Expert Horseman
Complete Wardrobe
Main 525

The Shoe Doctor

Holly 4080
8th Week
1st Week
Preparing
!)th Week
Editing
8th Week

%9
SIXTH s-tHILL
TELEPHONE
- 813606

LENSES

KLE1G

EYES

Oculists' prescriptions accurately filled. Q/^

All advertising copy, electros and half-tones
for the June issue of the
Studio

Directory

must be in by May 28th. For
information communicate with Mr.
I 852 Hillhurst Avenue

further
Norton

Phone

594-783
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Sensational
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Bargains

AtlFilmland's Wardrobe Shop
Gowns, Hats, Shoes
a complete wardrobe at
absurdly low cost. Must
be seen to be appreciated
Come in Today!
Screen Stars Wardrobe Exchange
2006 Ivar Avenue
(in the brown residence on the corner)
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor at Law
JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
Works of Art from
Ch ina and Japan
Oriental Costume

6223 Santa Monica Blvd.

Co.

Holly 59S4

Raymond M cKce
The Friars Club
New York City

THINGS NECESSARY
(Continued from Page 5)

swim, to rid'? horseback, play golf, tennis,
bridge — these are all necessary things if one
.study.
is to win — bur they may all be learned with
"Acting — hoie is the most important point
of all — and I honestly believe it is the most
essential thing for a screen success — this
is loday thj prime requisite.
"By acting, I do not mean ranting all over
the place or following any of the old rules,
but the ability to put over a point on the
cerity with conviction, naturalness and sinscreen
"Times have changed In the moving picture industry as well as elsewhere.
"It is not customary now to refer to a
moving picture actress as the beautiful Miss
So-aild-So, but as the girl who did such
marvelously interesting work in such and
such a picture.
^Screen acting is something much more
subile than making faces or expressive gestures— it is the capacity for making a character live without words to help.
"Personality is as important as beauty,
and there are still two other attributes of
vast, importance — common sense and a good
disposition.
"If a girl possesses all these qualifications, she must still remember that she has
something like ten or fifteen thousand competitors who are professionals and already

solidly entrenched in the various studios.'
Miss Moore is one of the youngest of the
stars, but she started work before the camera at the age of sixteen and has been constantly on the screen ever since.

CAMERA!
W7i
Ci c T ^THP
R e 1
^ * ±-%± 1 Ji.
WANTED — Bell - Howell Tripod. 659-46.
WANTED — A first-class film cutter. Apply at
once. Phil (loldstcnc Productions. C050 SunaH
Boulevard, Hollywood.
VICTOR POTEL HAS SOME MOKE Oft
THOSE WOXDEKFl-R OOELIE HITS FOR
YOU. THEY'RE FROM t'HAMl'IONSHB
STOCK
AND
SIKH
ARE
HE At 'TIES.
LOOK 'EM OVER!
PHONE HOEL.Y 28841
For Sale — Pathe Camera, Complete Outfit: dissolving shutter: 10 magazines. Price $300.oJ(
Phone Wil. 3099.
AVAILABLE NOW, HEEL & HOWELL WITH
COMPLETE STUDIO EQUIP MEN*
BLAINE WALKER, 914 SOUTH OLIVE
STREET.
TELEPHONE MAIN 3746.
FOR
RENT—
& Howell
camera,
120'
Phone
577-674.
shutter. Full Bell
equipment,
excellent
condition.
FOR RENT— High-grade still outfits, $5.00 per
week, Little,
The Bis,'Phone
Photographer,
5874
Hollywood
Boulevard.
437-902.

Bldg. Main 1072
MOTION
PRODUCERS' Fox ASSOCIATION,
1004 Hollingsworth
Hal
E. IL-ach
Studios
i'.urstonPICTURE
FIlniB. Inc.
Film Pictures
Corporation
Rockett
>
11m
Corporation
Chester
Bennett
Productions Goldwyn
Corporation
Jos. M. Suhenck Enterprises
Campbell
Comedy Studio
Coiporation Thos.
Hamilton-White
Comedies.
Sellj?
Charlie Chaplin
II. Ince Studios,
Inc. Inc.
SelznickPolyscope
PicturesCo.Corp.
Century Film Corporation Louis B. Mayer Production
Mack Bennett Films Corp.
C.CluneL. Chester
Productions
Metro
Pictures
Corp.
United
Inc. Co.
Theatres Co.
Nazimova Productions
UniversalStudios.
Film Mfg.
Jackie Coogan Productions Mary Plckford Company
Kinji
Vldop
Productions
Douglas Fairbanks Picture Corporation Renco Film Co.
The Yltagraph Company
Famous Players- Lasky Corporation Robert son -Cole Studios, Inc.
Marion

Warde

Attorney-at-Law

Acting and Make— Up for Stage and Motion Pictures. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancing
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
^33 So. Broadway
Telephone 821-181

Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los Angeles

QUICK
MONEY
RELEASE!
Producers — Active or Prospective — Get in Touch with a LIVE One

Minor

Blythe

H.

Telephone 134-88

HOOVER
STUDIOS
6321 Hollywood Boulevard
Telephone Holly 9161
Only the Finest Types of
Professional Photography
All Sittings Made by Appointment

Reproductions Publicity
Still Finishing
Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
Animated Car;oons — Original Title Ideas
Clay Animation—
AnimatedMiniature
Figures Sets and

Cinema Arts Studio
ELMER H. YOUNG. Mgr.
612 Lissner Bldg.
Phone 644-42

B. Film Company
Distributors — Producers
Hronx Studio, 174 5 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles.
FUR RUGS.

and

Wilshire 4275

FUR ROBES.
FUR STORAGE AND RENOVATING
MOUNTINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

COLBURNS
933-935 South Broadway

TAXIDERMY
-

STUDIO
Telephone 643-13

Touring Cars $2 per Hour.
Limousines $2.50 per Hour.
Special Rates on Studio Trips and Touring.
SUNSET
577-994

TAXI
578-280

MOTION
PICTURE STUDIO FOR RENT
Open Stage, 100' x 100'; Open Stage, 60' x 100'; Dark Stage, 125' long; 26
Dressing Rooms; Carpenter Shop; Paint Shop; Projection Room; Dark Room; Modern
Office Building; Flats; Props. Can divide. Corner Venice Boulevard and Durango,
near Culver Junction, Culver City. Open for inspection.
FRED L. HUNT, Owner
333 Title Insurance Bldg.
Broadway 695
For permanent tenant $750 per month

CAMERA

I

The

Golden Butterfly
Where Santa Monica Canyon
Meets the Sea
Chicken Dinner
$2.00
Steak or Baked Virginia Ham
- 1.50
Catering to Social Affairs a Specialty
Telephone 21741
Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774
Reed

Heustis
and

Sherley Hunter
in collaboration
Comedy-Drama
TITLES
and Continuities
816 Detwiler BIdg.
Phone 665-09

Rapid, efficient, thorough. National
types of all kinds. A special department for children. The same care is
given in the selection of supporting
atmosphere as is given to the cast. .
The
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Service

Bureau

1036 South Hill
Phone 821-071

Hardee Kirkland
Hollywood 6298
(Fort Worth says about the sketch
The Kirkland
Man
Higher
which
Mr.
appearedUp,"
with in
Theodore
Roberts) .
the movie
star is Kirkland,
the only
thing"Usually,
to the play,
but Hardee
the second and only other member of
the cast, rivals the distinguished
'father of the films' for top position
honors."
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
taches to needleatholder, filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and
surface scratch
noises
entering
Gold Plate
$1.50 I box. No sound
metallic
tSee Cut)
» noises.
Nickel Plate $1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.

Work has started at Universal City on
"Lonesome Luck," a new western story. It
will be followed by several similar offerings.
William Craft is directing. Jack Daugherty
stars. Margaret Morris plays opposite him.
From Los Angeles to San Francisco by
steamer, a few hours' wait and back on the
next boat, was the queer trip taken by King
Baggot, director; Baby Peggy, diminutive
film star, and a big cast from Universal City
engaged in the filming of the new Baby
Peggy play, a full-sized feature in which
she is supported by a big cast of grown-ups.
Baby Peggy
play,Baggot
"Wanted,
Home,"
wasThewritten
by King
and aRaymond
L. Schrock. In the big cast surrounding the
tiny actress are Fred Esmleton, Sheldon
Lewis, William Conklin, Dave Lawrence,
Betty Francisco and others. The picture
deals with the adventures of a small emigrant whose mother dies on shipboard, and
how she finally wins a new home in America.
It is a dramatic story, but rich in heart
interest.

in All Wafc of Life
, g8 Enjoy tlieMamj
"
tiny Bank
)&HSft Offered btj
Strength, adequate
resources, progressiveness — these are
essentials of a successful bank. Convenience, friendliness and courtesy
are
which the
make qualities
banking
pleasanttomerfor
the cusand profitable
for the bank.
All these qualities
combined have made
the past years very
fortunate for Hellman Bank, and have
built for it a firm
success which is
founded on the good
will of its customers.

Production has just been completed at Universal City on "The Self-Made Wife," which
was produced with an all-star cast under
the direction of Jack Dillon.
The film play was adapted from the Elizabeth Alexander novel, published first as a
serial in the Saturday Evening Post. Edward
T. Lowe made the screen adaptation and
Charles Kenyon wrote the scenario. The
cast includes such well-known players as
Ethel Grey Terry, Virginia Ainsworth,
Crawford Kent, Phillips Smalley and Dorothy Cummings. Jack Dillon, who directed
the play, has directed many outstanding
screen successes, including "Suds," with
Mary Pickford.

Resources
60Dollars
Million

i & MILS.

Perley Poore Sheehan, who adapted "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame" to film from
Hugo's classic, is taking up magazine writing again. He recently completed several
stories. Before coming to the films, Sheehan's work was well known in Munsey's,
Century, and other magazines.
Edmund Mortimer, directing Herbert Rawlinson in "Thicker Than Water" at Universal
City, might have been an engineer if he
hadn't become a film director. He graduated
from a noted technical college, and today
loves to delve into mechanical problems as
a recreation after his film work.
Mike Donlin, famous baseball player of a
few years ago, is a member of the cast of
"Railroaded," just completed at Universal
City with Herbert Rawlinson as the star.
Laura La Plante, playing opposite Hoot
Gibson in "Out of Luck," has become an
airplane fan. Al Wilson, the Universal City
stunt aviator, started it — he took her for a
flight. Now she's indignant because Wilson
won't teach her how to operate a plane. "And
he says himself it's safer than driving an
auto," she complains. "Men are the peculiar
sex, all right."
Caesar Gravina, who has returned to Universal City following a visit to San Francisco, has the unique distinction of being an
author as well as an actor. On his arrival
he received the news that a story he recently
wrote has been accepted by a large South
American magazine. Gravina has written
considerable fiction in Spanish which has
appeared in Madrid and South American
publications. His home is in Brazil.

WE MOVE
AND SHINE

THE

MOVIES

SAMUEL C. SHINE - 6568 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
Mary Philbin, who displays unusual emotional dramatic ability as the little hand
organ girl in "Merry-Go-Round," the Universal spectacle of Vienese life, soon to be released as a Universal-Jewel production, has
been cast for the leading role in "Where Is
This West?" in which Jack Hoxie is starred.
It will be Miss Philbin's first appearance
in a western drama. A dozen cowboys in the
Hoxie production at Universal City have volunte red to work overtime to teach the little
Chicago beauty to ride horseback.
in "Merry-Go-Round"
oneHerof work
the distinct
surprises of the afforded
year at
Universal City and is predicted by Rupert
Julian, who directed the picture, to make
her onetresses of
outstanding emotional acof the the
screen.
"Where Is This West?" is a comedy drama
written by George C. Hull of the Universal
scenario staff and is being filmed under the
direction of George E. Marshall, who directed
Hoxie in his last feature, "Don Quickshot of
the Rio Grande."
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xNEWS FROM NEW YORK
(Continued from Page 6)
R. William Neill, director, Lucy Fox, star,
and W. P. Woolbridge, production manager,
arrived in New York last week from Naples
after a seven months' stay in Italy, during
•which "Toilers of the Sea" was madi\
Holmes Herbert and Lucius Henderson are
also in the cast.
Margaret Anglin will present "The Hippolytus of Euripides," in the Greek Theatre
at Berkley, Cal., on May 21st at the invitation of the U. or C. extended through its
president.
There was a great rush for seats for the
mammoth benefit performance of the N. V.
A. It was a triple affair and was given
simultaneously on Sunday evening, May 13,
at -the Metropolitan Opera House, Hippodrome and at the Manhattan Opera House.
These
are
playhouses
the list of Gotham's
artists whogreatest
appeared
on the and
bill
included the names of every vaudeville headliner within travel of New York on Sunday.

castle
for "Robin
Hood"
year
ago
are settings
being offered
new thrills
in ana even
more ambitious castle for Emmet Flynn's
"In the Palace of the King." The ancient
home of King Phillip II. of Spain is being
reconstructed for the picture, in the general mode of the century preceding the
coming of Phillip, when the structure actually was built. But occasional concessions are being made to the dramativ requirements of the story which will compel
the building of even more towering spires
and turrets than were known by the famous
villain of history.

Garry O'Dell, former Mack
Sennett comedy star, who is
now becoming one of the
screen's best villains. He has
just finished an important characterization in the Richard
Thomas production of "Other
Men's Money."

We are professional photographers
and have
the —bestPublicity
equipmentPhotographs
for making Portraits
Special Stills. Commercial work and
Enlargements.
6039 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 2S60
"The One Bright Spot Friday Nights"
B
O
BOXING
I
N
G
American Legion Stadium
Hollywood at El Centro
Holly 100 for reservations

SEE

Tourists who acquired rheumatic necks
watching the rearing of Doug. Fairbanks'

KWIK
LUNCH
Holly 7660
1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.

Holly" 4338

ucLio

the rearing of the walls of the big setting.
"It'll take a lot of music to fill that place,
but we'll have it."
Whereupon he moved his own piano and
violin to the studio and organized an orchestra of his former co-workers which are
providing the music for the scenes — music
which,
by the way, is of Schertzinger's own
cnui posing.

Location Lunches on Short Notice

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Scandal"
Professional
Photographs
It Costs No More for Quality Photographs at
"Los Angeles' Finest Theatrical Studio"

IN BEHALF OF MOTHER' LAW
(Continued from Page 7)

Wanted-DIAMONDS
Highest Cash Prices Paid for Yours
SIDNEY D. COHN
302 Bank of Italy Bldg.
Cor. SeventK and Olive Sts.

Picture Cameras
for Rent
Late Model B & H Still and Graflez
Cameras rented by day or week.
Ultra-Speed Slow Motion and Akeley
Cameras rented with operators.
For Information Call

Hugh
Hoffman
Scenarist
and Production
Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit, Universal
CurrentHerbert
production,
Untamable"
Blache\"TheDirecting
Recent Releases, "A Dangerous Game,"
"The Love Letter," "Gossip," "The Town

Reynolds,
for" ninetheyears
a director
of Lynn
features,
has joined
forces
of the
First National Pictures, Inc., at the United
Studios. His first picture will be "The Huntress," and will be made on location in the
high Sierras.

Marguerite Courtot (Mrs. Raymond McKee) has signed to do "Rainbow," a special
for
Distinctive Pictures, which wi'l be filmed
in Virginia.

Motion

6035 Hollywood Blvd.

Frank Lloyd has been placed under contract to make a series of Frank Lloyd Productions for First National.

Joseph Schenck has arrived from the coast
to attend "the First National conventions at
Atlantic City and New York and to make
arrangements for renting a Broadway theatre next September in which to present
"Ashes
of Vengeance,"
Talmadge's
new feature.
This is the Norma
first time
Schenck
has rented a theatre for picture purposes.
His plan is to give two performances a day
charging two dollars to two-fifty top.
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For Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard
Apartment
Svengali! Just as if he has
come to life and stepped out of
the book. This is how completely Svengali-ized Arthur Edmund Carew is in Richard Walton Tully's picturization of
"Trilby," the filming of which
has just been completed.

Shop

Specials

Raccoon coat; several Foxes — 15 Wonderful Sequin Dresses, Flame-overGold Dinner Gown, King Blue and
Purple Velvet Wraps, Wonderful
Sport Clothes, Shoes, Hats, Furs. A
trial will convince. I carry only the
Best.
Apartment 3
1310 Lilac Terrace
(near 1400 Sunset)
Telephone Main 257

1
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Millions

Will
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Remember
"Make-Up Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry"

Yale

Boss

POPULAR "KID" STAR FOR
Biograph

—

Edison

—

Thanhouser

T IS TO those professional people
who desire the ultimate in makeup and hair goods that this shop
has an especial appeal. For many
years it has catered to, and enjoyed
the patronage of, the foremost artists in the cinema field. That their
confidence has not
ed is evidenced in
which they bespeak
of our merchandise

been misplacthe manner in
their approval
and methods.

Yale Boss
Recent Releases — "Souls for Sale," "Robin Hood,
'Vanity Fair," "The Dangerous Age," "Broken Chains.
Light Comedy and Straight Comedy
Phone

ZAN

Make-up

Shop

A

Pico 498

819 South Hill

821-746

DORIS
BAKER
INGENUE

John

Henry

Playing Juvenile Leads and Heavies
(Formerly with Shusterman Stock Company,
Boston)
Phone Holly 6513

Formerly one of the best known child actresses
on the screen. Again in pictures after a long
and successful vaudeville engagement. In Charles
Ray's "The Courtship of M^les Standish"
8 2 2-741
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July

2nd

THE

AMERICAN

MOTION

to

August

HISTORICAL

PICTURE

4th

REVUE

EXPOSITION

1 he Biggest Summer Show Los Angeles, the Pacific Coast
or Any Other Place Has Ever Had
Fifty Novel Bungalows of Pueblo Indian Architecture Now Building
in Exposition Park to House the Exhibits Coming
From Far and Near
DRIVE OUT AND

SEE FOR YOURSELF

Spectacles the Like of Which You Have Never Seen Will Be Staged in the
80,000 Seat Coliseum That Is to Be Formally Opened to the
Public in Connection with the
MONROE

Railroads predict the heaviest
travel to the Southwest on record,
this summer. They're coming for
The Big Show. To be sure that
you will have your tickets make
application on this blank and
mail it in to The Exposition Dept.,
800 N. Spring Street, Los Angeles,
California.

DOCTRINE

CENTENNIAL

Patron's Application
THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVUE AND MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION
For the purpose of taking part in the First Annual American Historical Revue and Motion Picture Industrial Exposition to be held in the City of Los Angeles during the year
1923 in commemoration of the One Hundredth Anniversary
of the Monroe Doctrine.
I hereby make application for
Patron's Coupon Book.... of Admission Tickets
to the Revue and Exposition, for which 1 agree to pay the
sum of ten dollars each, payments to be made as follows:

Dated

192.... Signed

Occupation
Address. _
Make All Checks Payable to Motion Picture Exposition
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UNO

Authentic

Details and

Photographs of foreign
Interiors and Exteriors
of Every

Description.

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

MARTHA

MARSHALL

LEADS
INGENUES
*
300-301

SOCIETY

Phone 438-761
*
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Telephone

A

Qood
Situation
is that of our big shop IN HOLLYWOOD,
convenient to you at all times. If you're
looking for genuine antique furniture or
certain works of art that will add artistic
and noteworthy touches to your sets come
in and see us. Bill Carr is now managing
our rental department and he's at your
service at all times. He knows what you
want, and he'll get it for you.
You'll agree our location IN HOLLYWOOD is unrivalled, but after you've
priced our stock you'll be convinced that
there's no other establishment that can
serve you half as well. Come in and
meet us !

Antique4534 Hollywood Blvd.

Shop
Phone 598-030

PARTS
439-801

Make- lip Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry'

e do not sponsor any one manufacture
of make-up for we do not believe that
this would afford our patrons an
opportunity to make an unbiased selection. Respecting their individual
preferences we maintain, at all times,
a complete stock of the finest grease
paints, powders, and make-up accessories available. The unobtrusive
service and cheerful interest that have
been accorded them here have
prompted them to go forth with words
of commendation for us — the best of
advertising, mouth-to-mouth.

ZA

\

Make-up
A 819 Saith Hill

Shop
Pico498
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Just

in

Tkinking

Things

Over

Proof of the claim that the public wants to laugh is furnished in the fact that comedy features are drawing at least fifty
per cent more than ever before in the history of the screen. The habit of fans to make known their demands for laughproducing film fare is obviously influencing producers extensively.
Here and there even now in this advanced age in free America, there crops out a desire on the part of the occasional
extremist to foist an unsavory dictatorship onto the public. Generally this sort of preposterous presumption is aimed at the
photoplay art for no other reason than any amusement is in the reformer's category of assailable objects.
When will the American people awaken to a realization of the fact that two-thirds of the political speeches of modern
times consist of simon-pure, unadulterated hocus-pocus? Moral: always try to determine why any man seeking political preferment is for or against the paramount issues of the day. Don't be content to simply admire a good argument; make it your
business to learn why that good argument is made. Let us not forget there is sometimes more shimmer than steady enlightenment in much of our silver-tongued oratory.
Ambition is a sparkling beverage whose principal ingredients are optimism, stick-to-itiveness and ginger in about equal
proportions. It has been the inspiring stimulus behind every w orthy industry known to the world, and dates back to Adam,
poor fellow. Eve spiked his.
Mixing drinks is a risky proposition, hence ambition should be taken straight.
The Kaiser mixed greed with his and got on a pamboree that precipitated the world war.
William J. Bryan mixed free silver and grape juice with his and not only missed the presidency, but was hooked off the
stage and forced to direct his conversation to himself.
Some people mix love with their ambition. This does not necessarily impair its quality, but renders it exceedingly gooey.
Ambition
will inertia
prompt with
a man
to get
at five
o'clockup.in the morning when he would much rather sleep until eight. A great
many people mix
theirs
and up
never
do wake
Ambition often works both coming and going. For instance, most women are ambitious to obtain husbands. Then, in
many instances at least, they become ambitious to get rid_ of them. An extreme case is that of the Oklahoma woman who
killed her husband after three days of wedded bliss. Even the most radical must concede that this was entirely too soon.
It is just possible, though, that this blushing bride believed in signs and killed her newly acquired spouse in the dark of the
honeymoon.
While ambition is a dangerous concoction when mixed with virulent ingredients, devoid of these it is the chief impetus to
progress and development, and the person who never tastes it is as useless as a vermiform appendix.
Now the point we desire to impress on this score is, these veiled and insidious newspaper attacks being made spasmodically upon certain motion picture people who happen to be openly ambitious to.. serve more exalted purposes than mere
mercenary ones, are far more ridiculous than those they seek to ridicule for aspiring. Evidently the writers of those nasty,
little "digs" have their ambitions mixed with sheer idiocy.
There is not the slightest cause for any apprehension as to the final outcome of the present Old World conditions. Civilization is going to score its greatest victory and the uplift of all the heterogeneous races dwelling upon this mundane sphere
is assured. Religious fanatics who interpret the passages of the Bible as if it were an opera-bouffe are proclaiming the neararrival
the hallucinations
end of the world,
the stirring
eventsperofcent
the and
recentremain
past as
"proof."
However,
you can security.
always
discountof the
of aciting
deluded
wildman andonetragic
hundred
within
the bounds
of perfect
Meanwhile, every principle of sound logic and every current trend in all this raging political conflict certainly indicate a glorious
fruition of the plans of the United States of America for making every nook and corner of the earth safe for democracy, which
means trarythere
will ofbe Providential
a revived splendor
to all rules
sciences. in the perpetuity of this orb's revolutions instead of any abrupt discontinuance so conWhen the German people meekly submitted to the dictation of the ex-Kaiser and his conspirators to undertake the crushing of all opposing races for the purpose of establishing a Teuton world dominion, they brought upon themselves a curse which
centuries of retribution and penitence may not remove. The moment they resorted to rapine in Belgium back in 1914, they
sealed their own fate so far as conquering all mankind, because mankind will never permit beasts of lower mentality to get
the upper hand. Practically all German leaders of that time proved themselves to be simply beasts of lower mentality, and,
to this fact can be attributed the plain reason why the United States entered the war on the side of Right as positively
against Might. And this is therefore the very apparent reason for feeling completely assured that despicable militarism cannot
prevail. In this connection, just remember, America never has lost a war and she never will, because she is governed by a
whole people of superior morality, who will never condone the slightest unfair aggression either for their country or for other
nations. Moreover, America will never allow royal families to convert the business of war into an auriferous traffic.
As must be unmistakably obvious to even the most stupid citizen, there is but one radiant star on the horizon, and that is
the star of human determination to hasten the inevitable forthcoming triumph of civilization. No foul plutocrat or no harebrained idiot or no gluttonous hog or no weakling puppet or any other like craven creatures will ever be able to cast this
world's
peoples
downon in
submission
to theirrichly
imbecile
minds.
Upon thisresults.
you can rely, and therefore you can count
yourchasms
effort ofin gloomy,
behalf ofhelpless
maintaining
peace being
fruitful
of gratifying
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DIRECTORS
AGREE

CANNOT

ON MUSIC

QUESTION
Producer-Director Maurice
Tourneur and Producer-Director
James Young disagree.
Young says that music is an
aid to motion picture making.
Tourneur says it isn't. The
verbal battle waxes warm.
Young, who has just completed theNational
direction and
of "Trilby,"
for First
is about
to begin on "Ponjola," for the
same company, claims that he
was the originator of the idea of
having musicians play while
movie actors "do their stuff."
"It stimulates the emotions,"
he says. "It creates atmosphere
for the players. They can enact
their parts far better if appropriate music is played during
theNow
takingcomes
of theTourneur,
scenes." who
says, music is the "bunk."
The producer of "The Isle of
Lost Ships," and "The Brass
Bottle," never has had music on
his sets, and never will, he says.
"They say music stimulates
the emotions," he declared.
"Bah! Bunk! Funny music for
music
for
aa comedy?
scene whereFrightful"
the actor
shows
Nonsense!"
fright?
"Music is a detriment to a
good actor's art, not an aid. He
thinks he looks sad, his director
thinks he looks sad, in a funeral
scene, because they hear sad
music. A scene looks lively
when there is jazz music enlivening the director when really
it may be dragging. Music destroys the sense of value in both
actor and director. An accomplished actor is able to display
the emotions at will, to exhibit
anger or fear or sorrow without
artificial stimulation. If he cannot, he is not an actor and I
don't want him working on my
picture."
But he can't convince Jimmie
Young — neither can he convince
the members of the Musicians'
union. So that's that!
Sid Grauman Takes Trip
Sid Grauman, accompanied by
his mother, Mrs. D. J. Grauman,
took the East-bound train out
for New York last Tuesday.
The busy managing director of
Grauman'shas four
Angeles
theatres
been Los
waiting
and
watching his opportunities to
take a few days off, several
months, and at last is bidding
au revoir to his arduous duties,
for a little vacation and rest.
Grauman expects to return in
about ten days or two weeks,
which means he will not see all
the new motion picture palaces
in the East. A trip to New York
doesn't mean so much to the
average motion picture star or
producer, but to a busy theatre
exhibitor it is something of an
event.
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ROUMANIAN ACTOR GETS
GREAT SWEDISH DIRECTOR
FREES AMERICAN ACTOR
HIS FIRST PART HERE
Georges
Calliga, the young
DeWitt C. Jennings
to b<'
emancipated
from his isfate
of Roumanian actor signed by
playing policeman by no other Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
than Victor Seastrom, the noted
Scandinavian director preparing will make his first screen aphis first American picture.
pearance in America in "Six
Seastrom has assigned to
Jennings an important role in
Calliga appeared before the
"The Master of Man," by Sir motion picture camera under
Hall C'aine.
Charles inJ. scenes
Brabin's with
direction
this
The role of Dan Collister is a week
Corinne
new screen type for DeWitt Griffith
Days." and Myrtle Stedman for
Jennings. The actor made a hit the Elinor Glyn story.
Calliga was a boy soldier in
playing police inspectors and
ever since then directors always the Roumanian forces on the
wanted him to be an officer of Bolshevik front, was wounded,
and after the war studied in
the law.
Jennings spent nine years in Paris, where a French Cinema
whiskers on the stage, but he
"discovered" him.
has never worn them for motion producer
Hisdon tofamily
sentgethim
study to
him tooutLon-of
pictures. He is now cultivating
"the
clutches"
of
motion
pica Among
set of "mutton
chops."Jennings
stage parts,
tures,
and
he
arranged
his
uniconsiders his best work was
versity lectures for the evenings,
done in the original production and
time. played in pictures in the day
of "Within the Law," as the inLast Christmas he came to
spector in "The Woman in Boom
New York and officials of the
13," in "The Thirteenth Chair." Goldwyn
company signed him
"The Unknown Purple," and
up and sent him to Culver City.
"The Blue Flames."
BABY MURIEL HAS SARTORIAL PROSPECTS
"The best dressed kiddie in Mrs. MacCormac agree to allow
pictures." This is the proud Baby Muriel to act as their
distinction which Baby Muriel model the youngster will be
MacCormac, clever child actress, supplied free of charge with
may win should her mother de- samples of all clothes and hats
cide to take advantage of an un- which they manufacture for
usual offer which has recently children's wear. They only ask
been made to her by one of the that she wear this wardrobe exclusively in her work at the
country's largest manufacturers
studios and in private life.
of children's clothes.
According to the manufac Choosing a film youngster to act
turer, Baby Muriel was selected as their model is explained by
as a model by his concern as a manufacturers as simply an adresult of a contest staged some
vertising proposition with them
time ago. Judges were selected and that the expense of the garfrom different departments of
ments will be charged to such
the business and for more than account.
two months the closest attention
In view of the fact that acting
was given to the appearance and as a model will not interfere with
mannerism of several children her studio activities it is more
in pictures.
It was MacCormac
finally an- than likely that Baby Muriel will
nounced that Muriel
accept the offer and will no doubt
was the choice of the judges, her soon be displaying many new
delightful personality and per- #and stunning hats and gowns,
fect little figure creating a most which should attract considerable attention because of their
favorable impression with them.
The offer specifies that should charm and individuality.

Dorothy Dunlap, who will
abandon the comedy field to embrace opportunities in dramatic
pictures.

A Lottery-named Babe
Director Fred Caldwell, whose
picture, "Night Life in Hollywood," has just completed a successful two-weeks run at the
Symphony Theatre, has just
named his baby in probably the
most unique fashion ever adopted for labeling a new-born. Following announcement of the
son's birth Mr. Caldwell received
dozens of letters from friends all
suggesting various names for
the baby. The director was
confronted with the possibility
of disappointing his friends and
did not want to assume the responsibility. So he hit upon the
scheme of putting all the names
in a hat and holding a regular
lottery drawing. The result was
that the boy has been named
Cecil Fred Caldwell.

THIS

PICTURE
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GOLFERS
Golfers and non-golfers win
be interested in the announcement of the Educational Filifl
Exchanges, Inc., that they wl
release in the near future §
sport special, "Golf, As Played
by This
Gene picture
Sarazen."will show the
open champion of the UniteA
States as he illustrates ever*
phase of his mastery of the
game. To see Sarazen in action
is to have a golfing lesson of unsurpassed value to those whoare either taking up the sport of
who are seeking to improved
their game. To those
who have wondered what other*:
club*
with the queer sounding name#,
"mid-iro
as" "niblick
such
"mashie
are for,," and
who n"thinkor
that a "stymie' is something
that happens to the eye, the piof
ing.
ture will prove just as interesl
Every stroke known to goME
is demonstrated by Sarazen bei
fore the camera and his action*
are duly recorded, first at noi§
mal speed, and then in slow md*
tion
that shows every movement!
of the master golfer.
It is now admitted that tbJ
slow motion camera is the greal
est of all teachers of athletM
form, and it is particularly
adapted to the peculiarly coin!
plicated combination of thing!
to do and things not to do thai
constitute a golf stroke. Bj
slowing the action to one-eightM
normal speed it is possible to
show the proper amount of
back-swing and follow through!
the position of legs, arms, head
and body at the moment of impact of club head and ball mor»
clearly than is possible for an/
professional by word of moutH
or
by onactually
strokes
the links.making the
added
theFurther
picture, interest
and its isvalue
as anto'
instructional medium is vouched!
for by the statement that Saraj
zen himself assisted in editinj
and titling the finished pro*
duction.
Wins in South America
In a motion picture popularity
contest held in Buenos Ayres rel
cently. Alma Rubens was ad-i
judged the most popular starj
and Miss Armita Gonzalos, who
represented Miss Rubens, was
awarded a silver loving cupj
Besides being a famous South]
American beauty the Senorita is
the daughter of a wealth^
American plantation owner.
Yesterday Miss Rubens received?
a wire from Miss Gonzalos say-'
ing that she was coming to Neir
York and wished to have the
pleasure of meeting Miss Rubens. Miss Rubens not only
readily assented, but assured;
Miss Gonzalos that she would
give her a part in her next pro-*
duction.
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Why

Those

Brothers

By david

belasco

"There are great truths that can only be
expressed by silence," so said St. Martin a
long time ago. It was this thought in its
relations to a new way of telling a story that
lured me into moving pictures. The motion
picture has come to stay. It has possibilities
of amazing delicacy and power and they have
come into a consciousness of their purpose.
I don't the
thinkstage
thereand
should
any rivalry
between
the be
screen.
They
each have endless possibilities for expressing
their story of the human soul and they can
each do it from totally different angles.
Every artist wishes to tell his or her story
to the greatest number of people. That, I
suppose is the humanitarian motive back of
all art. What possibilities the pictures give
for that! How wonderful it would be if only

we had a screen record of the greatest and
most glorious actresses — Sarah Bernhardt,
during the early part of her career. Bernhardt as she was in Paris when she first
played "Camille." It was real belief in the
Warner Brothers sincerity of purpose that
made me enthusiastic about having Miss
Lenore Ulric do "Tiger Rose" for the screen.
"Tiger Rose" carries a great message and
Lenore Ulric with that intense sincerity that
is part of her character will be able I am
sure to tell the story, in pictures, of that
little French Canadian girl, who through
love found her spiritual outlook on life. Any
belief that exists in the mind writes itself
in the eyes, in fact on the entire body. Moving pictures can, and do show, the inner
spirit. They can create the life of the hu-

man soul.
The stories I think will change, even now
they are changing. Audiences today are more
analytical. Therefore they seek logic back
of the emotions. The trend of the new plays,
and photoplays, will be to represent normal
human beings as they are, whose actions
spring from their characters, rather than
from the old idea of serving the plot.
Shakespeare's observation about "The tide
in the affairs of men, which taken at its
flood,
leadssenses
on to than
fortunes"
can be
in
more
one but
in understood
connection
with pictures I think it applies to the Warner Brothers. They have shown wisdom and
courage in the selection of their stories and
an American intuition in grasping opportunities.

THE FIRST MOTION PICTURE MACHINE
The first motion picture machine ever
made was a half penny toy which appeared
in England in 1825, the invention of which
has been variously credited to a Dr. Paris
and a Dr. Finton, two London
s,
and Sir John Hershell, the famousphysician
scientist.
This little trick was simply a disc of cardboard .with a string running through its
diameter by the loose ends of which the disc
was twirled, thus exposing to the eye in
rapid succession the two sides of the disc
upon which were printed certain pictures.
On one side, for instance, might be a bird,
and on the other side a cage; by twirling
the disc the bird would at once appear to be
in the cage. Or on one side might be a picture of your favorite star and on the other
side a frame so that by whirling the disc
the picture would appear as though framed.
In this way one may make a boy roll a
hoop or a girl jump a rope or make any of
scores of combinations showing action. It
all depends upon one's ingenuity. This
clever little contrivance was the very first
apparatus made to demonstrate the principle
of the persistence of vision, the basic principle of the -motion picture.
The Rockett-Lincoln Film Company, producing "The Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln," have seized upon this old idea and
have utilized it in an ingenious manner in
the exploitation of their picture. On one
side of the Thaumatrope disc is a picture of
the young Abraham Lincoln as a rail splitter, a sapling between his feet and his axe
swung high preparatory to hitting a mighty
blow. On the other side the same figure is
bending over the sapling, having struck the
blow, the axe being stuck tight in the wood.
By twirling the disc toward one the young
Lincoln appears to split rails just as he did
it in the Sangamon River bottoms ninetytwo years ago.

the "leitmotif" into the making of motion
pictures. This is a technical factor in the
writing of music perfected in the operas of
Richard Wagner. It consists of a theme or
melodic strain, which serves to introduce the
principal characters as they come on the
stage from time to time, or to preface recurring bits of important action. In short,

the "leitmotif" is a musically characteristic
background for the players and the action.
In the settings for "Long Live the King,"
the "leitmotif" idea is carried out to this
extent: The architectural lines and interior
decorations are not only beautiful and correctly(Continued
expressive of onthePage
national
charac20)

MELODIC TECHNIQUE

AIDS FILMING

The inter-relation of the various arts has
just been proven again.
Victor Schertzinger, who is now directing
Jackie Coogan in "Long Live the King," his
first Metro production, is also a well-known
musical composer. Jackie Coogan, Senior,
who is supervising his son's productions,
was also a composer of popular songs while
he was in vaudeville and musical comedy, before entering pictures. It is natural, therefore, that when they collaborate on a production, the element of music should enter
into it.
Coogan and Schertzinger have introduced
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San Francisco, Cal., May 21 — Max Graf, of
the Graf Productions, returned from Los Angeles on Tuesday and left for New York on
Thursday morning. "The Fog," the latest
picture made by the organization, has recently been released through Metro. While
in the East, Graf will attend the Metro Sales
Convention in New York, and complete arrangements for the other pictures to be made
this year. The continuity for "The Grain
of Dust," the next picture of the company,
has already been begun, and the actual shooting will begin July first at the Pacific
Studios at San Mateo. The following picture
will be a big sea story, the title not yet announced, but the theme is both interesting
and unusual.
Merthold Berger, general manager of the
Gerson Picture Corporation, returned from
New York last week, after having arranged
for the release through American Releasing
Corporation of their picture, "The Cricket
on the Hearth," and the future handling of
their other films. The organization will begin production again in the immediate
future on a large program of pictures.
Joan Standing, daughter and little sister
of the famous Standing family that has
given so many stars to the silver-screen, and
herself well known to the cinema world,
arrived in San Francisco last Thursday to
begin work on her part as "Selina" in Eric
Von Stroheim's production of "Greed."

Frisco

"Snub" Pollard, famous comedian, and his
wife Betty, landed in San Francisco last
Tuesday on the steamer Ventura, after an
extended trip to Australia.
company
making
"TheFrancisco
Rendevous"
forTheGoldwyn
arrived
in San
this
morning, and will be here for two or three
days shooting some scenes of embarcation on
the United States Army Docks. The outfit
includes Marshal Neilan, Director, and
Frank Urson who is co-directing, Conrad
Nagel, leading man, Sidney Chapman, Kate
Lester, Lucile Rickson, and twenty others
of the cast and staff. Leeds Baxter, location
man for Goldwyn, has been in town for a
week making arrangements for their work.
Madge Bellamy was a guest at the Palace
Hotel for several days last week.
"Brass" was given a private showing here
this week on quite an elaborate scale. George
A. Oppenheimen, Inc., was the host at a banquet given in the Colonial ballroom of the
Hotel St. Francis to exhibitors, newspaper
men and motion picture dignataries, followed by the showing of the picture made
from Charles G. Norris' novel on marriage
made by Warner Brothers. Norris was the
guest of honor, coming from Los Angeles for
the occasion as did Sidney Franklin, who
directed the picture, Monte Blue, Marie Prevost, Irene Rich and Harry Myers, who
played in it.

agnes

kerr

crawford

William H. Crane, grand old man of the
screen, was in San Francisco several days
of last week.
Von rapid
Stroheim's
"Greed"
is Eric
making
and production
satisfactory ofprogress,
a large part of the work on the interiors on
the set at Hayes
and Laguna
Streets being.1
completed.
On Sunday
Von Stroheim
took
the principals of his cast to Shell Mound
Park in Oakland, to make the first of the.
trans-baypiece.sequences
in Frankcottage
Norris' which
master-is
The little Oakland
one of the sets on that side of the bay is all*
ready for use, and looking very homelike.j
With the recent arrival of the three children of the story, little Austin Jewell, who
plays "August," and Otto and Oscar Gottel,?
the twins, the cast is entirely complete, with
the exception of one or two characters who
are only in the sequences to be shot at
Colfax.
Robert Warwick, matinee idol and screen
star, will not appear in Margaret Anglin's,
production of "Hippolytus," at the Greek1;
Theatre in Berkeley on May 29th as announced. The cancellation is the result of
Mr. Warwick deciding he had not received
the proper amount of publicity in advertising for the production. Who will take his
place has not yet been announced. Warwick
is now playing a starring engagement in
"The Dover Road" at the Fulton Theatre in
Oakland.

ey Raymond McKee
York's Rialto
Along Ne^
Constance Binney and Raymond McKee
The Friars Club has opened a campaign
Clifton's picture, "Down to the Sea
for membership. The initiation fee has been will do a series of four features for C. C. inElmer
Ships," and termed "the gem of the
lifted for a short time and prospective memBurr at his Glendale Studio. Pathe will re- ocean," is playing in 50 New York theatres
lease them.
this week. A record.
bers are swamping the club with applications. If you would like to become a memOne hundred and eighteen actors joined
ber of one of New York City's leading clubs,
send in your name to Raymond McKee at
the A. E. Association last week. Just in
that address and he will gladly take your
time to escape the raise in dues. From now
name to the investigating committee.
on the fee is $25.00.
Mrs. S. J. Goldstein, mother of E. H. Goldstein, treasurer of Universal, died last week
in her home, 220 West 98th street. Her husband survives her.

Minta
shortly
Briant.

Ernest Shipman announces the launching
of his latest enterprise, an organization to
be known as the Long Island Cinema Corporation for the making of big features on
Long Island. The company has been incorporated at Albany with an authorized capital
of $500.nno preferred and 10,000 shares common of no par value.

John Barrymore, upon his return from
abroad, will go on tour presenting a series
of plays under the management of Arthur
Hopkins.
A lion-tamer, Tearle Jacobs, was fined yesterday for being too rough with his wild
lion. Humane Society officers fined him $10.

The old home of First National, 6 and 8
West 48th street, is now abandoned. The
new home will be 383 Madison avenue at
the corner of 46th street. The organization
will occupy an entire floor one block square.
Perfectly appointed projecting rooms will be
a new feature of the Madison avenue offices.
The phone number is Vanderbilt 6600.

Theatrical Broadway is awaiting to hear
today whether Wilton Lackaye will accept
Henry terday
Dixey's
to him yes-to
to fight.challenge
Dixey sentissued
the challenge
Lackaye with a $100 bill enclosed, a forfeit
should he not appear. They are old enemies
having been at sword's points for years.
Dixey is 61, Lackaye 64.

Sol Lesser and Mike Gore are taking in the
sights.
Ruth Roland arrived here the other day
via steamer from New Orleans. Ruth, like
Madge Bellamy, is here in the interests of
the convention.

Michael Tellegen, who has just returned
from San Francisco and northern points
where he was engaged with a theatrical
company. He is once more ready to throw
terror into the hearts of cinema ingenues
and accompanying fillum heroes with his
wicked heavy work. Tellegen has a small
part in Lon
"TheChaney
Hunchback
which
stars. of Notre Dame," in

Durfee( Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle) will
be seen in a new comedy by Roy
This
willNew
be Miss
appearance around
York Durfee's
in severalfirst
years.

Coney Island and Luna Park are open.
The world's greatest playground all anew in
color and brilliancy with a new board walk
will rival Atlantic City, with its hundreds
of free acts and many band concerts.
(Continued on Page 20)
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Edward Laemmle, director of some of the
nost popular of the Universal historical and
;hapter plays, received a feature play to di■ect as a wedding present on his return from
Chicago with his bride. He has been assigned
to direct "Two Bells for Pegasus," one of
Jerald
Beaumont's
He
recently
married sport
Miss story
Peppi successes.
Heller of
Chicago.
Ruth Royce, appearing with Jack Mower
and Eileen Sedgwick in "Daniel Boone," is
the latest aspirant for fame as a flyer. She
has asked Al. Wilson, the Universal City
stunt aviator, to give her lessons. Miss Royce
is an expert and daring motorist, and hopes
to find new thrills in the air.
Albert Conti, steeplechase rider and actor
at Universal City, has perhaps had more adventures than any man on the big lot. Educated in an Australian Military Academy, he
was a captain in the Austrian Army, later an
aviator; came to America as a laborer, and
now has risen to film fame.
Hydraulic engineers are Interested in a
fact performed at Universal City that is not
big in scope but is out of the ordinary.
The Los Angeles river skirts the film city,
and across the river and a mile north are
two wells owned by the Universal Pictures
corporation which supplies the immense
amount of water required.
At first the main carrying the water was
built above the river, in the air on a trestle.
It was found that this was impractical and
that in high water the trestle was almost
wrecked by floating timbers and the water
(suffered from leakage into the main from the
river.
The river was treated rather roughly in
dry weather, a dam being built in sections.
The main crossing was laid several feet under the bed of the river. Now there is no
trouble — in spite of numerous predictions
that there would be.
Clarence L. Brown's "shingle" is out on
director's row at Universal City. The celebrated director is engaging his staff and
making final preparations for the UniversalJewel filming of "The Acquital," the first
production to which he was assigned under
his new contract with Universal.
"The Acquital" is Rita Weiman's successful stage play, and the star of the motion
picture version will be Priscilla Dean, whose
past successes include "Outside the Law,"
"The Flame of Life," "Under Two Flags '
and "White Tiger." "Drifting," John Colton's play,
her last .scenarist
completed ofproduci lition.
Jules was
Furthmann
"The
jI Queen of Sheba," "Victory" and other notaI bles screen attractions, is finishing the conII tinuity of "The Acquital."
Following "The Acquital" Mr. Brown will
!jprobably direct several other features for
I Universal— but that is quite a way in the
future since "The Acquital" will require
effort.
months of eleborate
Several of the most noted chemical and
medical experts in the United States acted
as technical advisers with William Parke,
film director, and Milton Sills, star, at Universal City, during the filmnig of the final
scenes of "Legally Dead," a new mystery
play, which has just been completed. The
experts supervised the details of the scenes
showing life being restored by the use of
Adrenalin, the strange chemical whose prop-

U. to You

By ben westland

erties, just discovered, have upset the entire
medical world.
The play is based on the bringing of a
man, killed by hanging, back to life by the
use of the uncanny drug. It has been done
in real life — news dispatches are full of it
daily — and Charles Furthmann's play,
written three years ago and then termed a
"dream," today is a play based on reality.
The actual details of the operation, as portrayed on the film, were supervised by Geo.
C. Frolich of Boston, Sales manager of the
drug and chemical division of the United
Drug Company, an international organization. Frolich, twenty years ago, put the first
adrenalin on the market in America, when
a member of the research staff of the Parke
Davis laboratories, and since then has been
internationally known as an expert on the
drug. With him were H. L. Simpson, vicepresident of the firm, Geo. A. Wilson, research expert, and his son, Russel Simpson,
and G. F. Pfaffenberger, general manager of
the Owl Drug Company.

'TIS POPPY DAY
low, By Janet Andelson
Millions of poppies with heads bowed
Where only a cross remains to show,
dead, in prayer for those who are
As tho'
The poppies' hearts for them have
'Tis Poppy Day.
bled — ■ of yon Flanders Field,
In memory
Where heroes brave their lives did
On foreign
yield land where they had trod,
Fearless, 'Tis
faithful
country and God — Poppyto Day.
'Tis but a message from land unknown
That begs of us, mercy be shown,
That cries for Peace to take the place
And break forever war's fierce embrace!'Tis Poppy Day.

JANET ANDELSON

Milton Sills, as the executed convict in the
play, underwent the operation in mimic several times while the experts checked every
move. Several physicians also were on hand
to criticize and suggest.
The play stars Milton Sills, supported by
Claire Adams and a large cast. It was filmed
behind closed doors and practically completed before the idea was allowed to be
made public, lest other producers seize on
the idea.
The William Desmond Company is back
at
after country
two week's
so-journ
in Universal
the FeatherCityRiver
in Northern
California.
The unit has been working on exterior
shots of Desmond's latest starring vehicle,
"The Skyline of Spruce," which is being
filmed under the direction of Robert Hill.
The story is of placer mining and claim
jumping in Northwestern Canada, written by
Edison Marshal and adapted to the screen
by Paul Scofield. Filming of the interior
scenes versal
of the
studios.play is now under way at UniThe play presents Desmond in his second
feature production under his new starring
contract with Universal. He recently finished the title role in "McGuire of the
Mounted,"
direction. produced under Richard Stanton's
The play also represents Hill's first feature
for Universal. He was one of the most popular directors of chapter plays before he was
transferred to feature productions. Among
the notable successes which Hill directed are
"Aound the World in Eighteen Days," and
"The Phantom Fortune," Desmond was
starred in both productions.
Virginia Brown Faire, the clever actress
who scored such a dramatic triumph in
"Without Benefit of Clergy" and "Omar the
Tentmaker" plays the feminie lead in the
Others in the cast include William Welsh,
play.
well known character player, Albert Hart
and Fred Kohler.
An important part in the picture is taken
by the famous police dog of the screen, Rin
Tin Tin.
With beams from a hundred searchlights
cutting the blackness of night, flood lights
casting a glow over the nearby hills, and an
army of grotesque silhouettes wandering in
the vast courtyard, the sets of the "Hunchback of Notre Dame" at Universal City presented a ghostly aspect during the night
scenes photographed during the past week.
An entire week's work on the giant set
was practically all done at night, the action
of the play calling for midnight roystering,
adventures by moonlight, and several dramatic fights and other action of the Hugo
Classic.
Lon Chaney as "Quasimodo" and Patsy
Ruth Miller as "Esmeralda" appear in practicallyofallarc
of the
"night
dreds
lights
andshots"
Kleigtaken.
units Hunwere
used. A special power plant had to be assembled to supply current for the vast blaze
of light used in the filming of the scenes and
practically all available lamps in other
studios were rented for the picture.
Fully nine acres of courtyard and buildspectacular
were lighted
shots"ingstaken
duringforthetheweek
of night "long
phopicture. Less than two months acthe big cording
to the present schedule, will see the
completion of photography, aller which will
(Continued on Page 21)
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No list of the pioneer players of the screen
would be complete without the mention of
William diamond, who has been cast for a
comedy character role In Metro's all-star picturization of "The Eagle's Feather."
Nearly twelve years ago, Mr. Orlamond returned to his home in Philadelphia, after
completing a tour with a road attraction, to
find that his wife was working with the new
historic Lubin company. Not to be outdone,
he joined the company and appeared in
many pictures with the late Arthur Johnson. He later appeared with the old Alliance
and Gaumont companies and managed a
studio at Jacksonville, Florida. Kathlyn
Williams, making animal thrillers there,
was considered the most fearless actress on
the screen.
William Orlamond was born and educated
in Copenhagen, and came to this country in
1882 to portray the title role in "Rip Van
Winkle," upon the retirement of Joseph
Jefferson from the role. He appeared on the
stage in this country for 29 years prior to
his screen career.
Mr. Orlamond has been termed "The
Frank Bacon of the Screen" because of the
quaint comedy characters he invariably portrays. His versatility, however, is remarkable, for it would be hard to imagine a
greater contrast in characterization than his
comedy interpretation of the ship's carpenter in "All the Brothers Were Valient" and
the tragic role he has recently finished in
Allen Holubar's "Slander the Woman." On
the screen he has also scored individually
in "The Sin Flood," "Broken Chains,"
"Doubing for Romeo" and with Nazimova in
"Camille" and "Madame Peacock."
Other members of the cast for "The
Eagle's Feather" are Mary Alden, James
Kirkwood, Elinor Fair, George Seigman,
Barbara La Marr, Lester Cuneo and Adolph
Menjou.

Casts

of the Week

Dink > Dean in
•JOHN OF THE WOODS"
By Abbic Farwell Brown
Adapted to the Screen by Douglass Doty
Directed by Albert Austin
Asst. Director, Emile De Ruelle
Produced by Z. A. Stegmuller
A Dinky 1 eafi Production
CAST
GIGI
DINKY DEAN
Duchess of Corse
Virginia Pearson
Count Manual Cordoni John Sainpolis
Prince Robert
Sam De Grasse
Duke of Corso
Eric Mayne
Court Physician Joseph Swickard
The Hermit
Paolo
Mitchell Lewis
Tonio
_
Tote Du Crow
Cecco
Frank Harrow, Sr.
Peasant Woman
Ethel Wales
Her Husband
_...Frank Bond
Charles R. Seeling presents
"RIDER OF DEVIL HOOF"
Story by Clara Rusk
Scenario and Direction by
Charles R. Seeling
Marcel LeI'icard, Cameraman
CAST
"Big Boy" Williams Kathleen Collins
Bill Pat ton
Ethal Allen
Carl Selvera Jack Ripley
Tom Rutchland
YOUTH INVINCIBLE FORCE
IN SCREEN WORK AS
IN LIFE IN GENERAL
"Youth is an invincible force that helps
to move the world. Youth, with its hopes
and its aspirations, is a potential factor
in the swift development of the motion picture industry. And it will ever continue to
be Thus,
a vitalbriefly,
power."does Beatrice Van, scenarist,
sum up the reasons for her own success and
for the achievements of many young men
and women who, not far beyond twenty, have
already won incomes extended to five figures.
Having won distinction as a result of her
unusually successful adaptions of the H. C.
Witwer "Fighting Blood" stories, now being
shown at Grauman's Metropolitan weekly,
Miss Van reveals how, by keeping the spirit
of youth always dominant, she invested
these stories on the screen with a degree of
realism that has made them popular the
country over.
Moreover Miss Van has established herself overnight as the only woman writing
for the screen who has ever been able to
catch accurately the real spirit of the prize
ring. Her screen adaptions, now alternately
setting audiences shrill and agiggle, have
been compared by critics to the newspaper
reports of trained boxing writers in their
unfailing fidelity to detail and the colorful
atmosphere of the prize ring.

SPEED

VERSUS

CERTAINTY

It isn't always speed that counts!
Astronomers will tell you that many of
the most permanent stars have consumed
millions of years before coming into range
of the most powerful telescopes.
Swiftly moving stars are seldom permanent. Usually they are but meteors whose
rapid rise dooms them to a fall even more
rapid.
The North Star, the only permanent fixture of the firmanent never moves at all.
The same astronomical laws apply to
cinema stardom.
During the last four and one-half years
the charming Colleen Moore has played thefemlnine lead or featured role in thirty-twO
big motion picture productions yet she has
not been starred.
Girls' who entered the picture field years
after she did, have been starred — vanished
and forgotten. Some have been stars for a
few years, some for a few months and other*
for a few weeks but they were not prepared
for stellar honors and the vast majority of
them failed to make good.
Colleen's rise to fame has been slow and
sure. She has builded a permanent foundar
tion which will never crumble. And nom
stardom is in sight.
Associated First National Pitures, Inc.,
pursuing its policy of grooming its own stars
by selecting the most versatile young player*
and signing them to long-term contracts, has
selected the winsome Colleen as the most
potential starring material available.
Her name is now affixed to a contract witbr
First National whereby she will appear unthat organization's
banner during the
next derthree
years.
Thereby Colleen is awarded two of the
greatest roles of the year; the titular role
of "The Huntress," production on which is
to be started
by First
National's
pro-. •I
ducing
unit within
a week
at theownUnited
Studios, and the role of the naive flapper in i
"Flaming Youth," which First National is
alsoTheto former
produce. is to be directed by LynnSi
Reynolds
and will
the belatter
by John Francis"
Cillon. Both
big specials.
The mills of the gods grind slowly but
they grind exceedingly fine. Colleen Moore
has "arrived" and she is now a permanent
cinema luminary.

Notwithstanding the fact that "The
Eagle's Feather" is a story of the West, this
Metro all-star special has neither two-gun
men nor Indians in it.
De M iMe Signs Cloninger
Ralph Cloninger has just been
signed for an important ro'.e in
Cecil B. De Mille's "The Ten
Commandments,"
now in
preparation at the Lasky
studios.
He recenlly finished a sympathetic portrayal in support of Dustin Farnum in "The Man Who
Won."

Several hundred pounds of antique silverware has recently been received at the Metro
studio from Paris for use in Rex Ingram's
production of "Scaramouche."
Traffic on Los Angeles' Broadway was
paralyzed when Viola Dana filmed some
scenes for "Rouged Lips" in the very heart
of the cinemetropolis. This is the first time
Miss Dana has ever appeared before the
camera under such circumstances.

MarsK, one of the screen's
Baby Beatrice
promising
ckild artists.

Camera's

Weekly
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THEATER
FOR

BUILDING
8 MONTHS
WILL

PLANS
OF

EXCEED

In their announcement of the
huge theatre construction program for the first eight months
of the 1923 season, officials of
the West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
see prosperity ahead for every
community which will benefit
materially by an estimated total
expense of $3,500,000 for the
construction of new theatres.
It is contemplated that every
one of these houses will be
ready by September 1st, 1923,
and all forms of labor are to receive a great share of the appropriation within which the
construction program will func
tlon.
Seven new theatres are now
being built in various parts .of
Southern California.
They include an 1800 seat
house in San Pedro, which will
be ready for opening within five
weeks. This theatre will represent an investment in excess of
$500,000. The building is a solid
block, with stores, offices, and
basement. The stage of the
theatre has facilities to house
road shows and vaudeville. Officials of the West Coast Theatres, Inc. attribute much of
the progress of this theatre's
construction to the development
of the Los Angeles Harbor District.
In Pomona, California, a 1500
seat house is being built for the
Gore Bros., Ramish and Sol Lesser interests by the Milwaukee
Building Company, in the heart
of the city. This house will be
ready for opening about August
of this year and required an investment of $200,000.
At Hermosa Beach, California,
one of the most prominent citizens there, Mr. Mattison, is constructing a huge block into
which are incorporated a bank
building, a theatre, stores and
offices. On this structure no
money is being spared to make
it the most beautiful in the entire bay city district. The Hermosa Chamber of Commerce is
solidly and most energetically
backing this investment. The
front of the building will be
faced in tile and the theatre will
have 1000 seats. When West
Coast Theatres, Inc. will announce the opening of this theatre the entire bay city will hold
a special celebration in honor of
the event, according to announcement by the Venice Investment Company, partners in
the undertaking. $200,000 is the
appropriation represented for
this construction work.

1923
$3,500,000

At Santa Monica, California,
at 3rd and Arizona Sts., a highclass theatre and office building
is being constructed by West
Coast Theatres, Inc. on a syndicate property, which is 150x200
feet on a corner. The investment
is in excess of $400,000. The theatre will be 1700 seats capacity
equipped with all modern facilities.
In Hollywood the Hollywood
Theatre, near Highland, will be
entirely remodeled at an expense
of $75,000. The theatre is to be
beautified and redecorated with
many new chairs added to make
it a 1000 seat capacity house.
During the remodeling the back
wall of the theatre will be torn
out and 75 feet added to the rear
end in order to provide the increased capacity.
On Western Avenue, at 54th
Street, on the Southwest corner,
a Class A theatre seating 1500,
fully equipped, with stores and
offices is being built by R. F. D.
List for West Coast Theatres,
Inc. The property is 175x175
feet, and the investment approximates $250,000.
On the corner of Washington,
Vermont and New Hampshire, a
Los Angeles key corner fronting
on two main boulevards accessable from all parts of the city,
will arise a magnificent 2500
seat theatre of Class A construction. Plans for this theatre are
now being prepared so that construction can begin at an early
date. The property on Washington from the Northwest corner
of Vermont is 192 feet, while the
depth is 161 feet. The total investment of the building alone,
not including real estate will be
in excess of $750,000. The theatre itself will be as magnificent
as any in Los Angeles. It will
be the largest neighborhood theatre in the West, and, officials of
the West Coast Theatres, Inc.
state, operated on a magnificent
scale.
On York Boulevard, between
51st and 52nd Streets, J. A.
Badely is erecting a theatre
which will be of an Egyptian
architectural design. Construction and real estate estimated
at $165,000.
For all of these houses Messrs.
Gore Bros., Kamish, and Sol
Lesser, are awarding contracts
for organs, masonry, carpentry,
decorating and other manual
labor, the sum total of these contracts being estimated to keep
thousands of workmen busy for
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an entire year. The total cost
of Class A organs, which will be
installed in these various theatres, is in excess of $250,000, and
not included in the construction
appropriations.
Three more deals are now
pending for theatres contemplated and in stage negotiation
ready for announcement at a
very early date. All of them will
be situated in Los Angeles at a
total investment of $750,000.
West Coast Theatres, Inc. also
announce that their associate,
Mr. Claude Langley, has closed
negotiations in conjunction with
them for a new theatre which
will be announced soon. The investment in this instance will be
$400,000. Mr. Langley has just
recently remodeled and reequipped the DeLuxe Theatre on
Alvarado Street, the Pasadena
Theatre at Pasadena, and the
Hippodrome Theatre at Taft,
California, at an expense of
$50,000.
Taking into consideration that
several new theatre deals are
now pending and that during the
winter season of this year officials of the West Coast Theatres, Inc. expect to add more
houses to 'their string as certain
communities develop in various
parts of Southern California, it
will not be an unwarranted conclusion that with the beginning
of 1924 at least twenty new
houses have been added to their
chain.
DOUG ANNOUNCES
FIRST NAME FOR
"BAGDAD" CAST
fo Julanne Johnston, one of
the most promising young players in filmdom, has come a new
honor, according to an announcement today from the
Douglas Fairbanks company.
She was the first peVson to be
chosen for the cast in Doug's
new picture, "The Thief of Bagdad," aplay which it is reported
will out-do "Robin Hood" both
lor splendor and in point of
story value.
Miss Johnston's knowledge of
Terpskhorean art had considerable bearing, it is said, in influencing Doug to assign one of
the important roles in the new
film to her. Her work as a
classical dancer, coupled with
her acting ability, formed a rare
combination which especially
fitted Miss Johnston for the part
of an Oriental whose adventures
play conspicuously through the
story.
Sets are now under construction at the studio and it is expected that actual filming will
commence within the next two
weeks. Raoul Walsh will direct
and Arthur Edeson, who photo"Robin Hood," will be
behind thegraphed
camera.

HARDING

TO

GET

UNIQUE GIFT
HERE
When President Harding visits Los Angeles in August, he will
be the recipient of many presents, all more or less typical of
California and motion pictures,
but the outstanding token which
he will carry back to the White
House with him is a solid silver
copy of Ella Buchanan's "Young
Lincoln," a statuette twenty-two
inches high, now in process of
casting
by Gorham, Providence,
R.
I.
The donors will be Al and Ray
Rockett and the Rockett-Lincoln
Film Company of Hollywood,
now producing "The Dramatic
Life
Lincoln,"
which of
workAbraham
inspired Miss
Buchanan to create this new study
of the Great Emancipator and,
by special arrangement with the
artist,
Lincoln" willof
be used"Thein Young
the exploitation
the picture. President Harding's copy of "The Young Lincoln" will be the first to be done
in metal. It will be enclosed in
a casket of California hardwoods.
In Miss Buchanan's work,
Lincoln, the youth, stands hatless by the stump of a tree. In
his right hand he holds his axe,
his fingers gripping it close up
to the bit. The gaunt figure is
clad in hickory shirt open at the
throat, pants, baggy at the knees
and the heavy boots of pioneer
days. His thick, windblown hair
is pi'ed above his noble brow,
and his gaze is directed downward toward the stump, wherein is perched a baby squirrel,
nestling in the left hand of the
kindly woodsman. The poise of
the body is that of a workman
weary with his task, pausing to
snatch a moment's breathing
space, while upon the lean,
homely features there is an expres ion of tenderness and compassion that almost moves the
beholder to tears.
"Meanest Man" Leaves
Bert Lytell, who has just con>
pleted the leading male role in
"The Meanest Man in the
World," departed this week for
New York, where he will take a
steamer for Rome, Italy. Lytell
will join George Fitzmaurice in
Europe and will take the leading
role in the production of "The
Eternal City." According to
present plans, the star will personally attend tin world premiere of "The Meanest Man in
the World" at the George M.
Cohan Theatre, New York City
early in September.
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FOR "ETERNAL
Lionel Barrymore, stage and
screen star, and
a member of
CITY"
America's foremost theatrical
family, will play one of the important roles in Hall Cable's
"The Eternal City," which Geo.
Fitzmaurice will produce in
Rome for Samuel Goldwyn as a
First National picture.
Probably no figure in the
theatrical world is more universally known or better thought
of than Lionel Barrymore,
brother of Ethel and John, and
one of the acknowledged leaders
of the dramatic art in America.
Trained in I he fine arts and successful as an etcher in bronze,
Lionel soon joined the profes ion in which the BarrymoreDrew-Rankin family had always
excelled. Co-starring with his
brother John, the new First
National player toured the country after a long run in New
York, in "Peter Ibbetson," in
which he played the irrascible
renagade, Col. Ibbetson. A
similar success with John was
registered in "The Jest," and
Lionel, starring alone, enjoyed a
tremendous personal triumph in
"The
Copperhead,"to which
was
later transferred
the screen
with the same star.
Recognized by his work in
"The
star
equally Copperhead"
effective on as
the ascreen
as on the stage, Lionel Barrymore was signed to star in a
series of pictures, produced by
Whitman Bennejt, which were
distributed through Associated
First National. These included
"The Master Mind," "The Devil's
Garden," "The Great Adventure," and screen
"Jim, the
Penman."of
The latest
production
this popular player is "Enemies
of Women."
In securing the services of
Lionel Barrymore, Samuel Goldwyn is living up to his promise
to make his re-entry into the
ranks of motion picture p reducers an auspicious story, director and cast will be the best
that a thorough search of the industry could unearth, states Mr.
Goldwyn, and in sending the entire company to Rome in order
to film the exact locations of the
story, he expects to be able to
offer one of the forthcoming
season's biggest successes.
Moranti Adds Star
The Milburn Moranti Comedy
Company is starting this week
on their third two-reel situation
comedy of the Irish Series of
eighteen to be released by the
Anchor Film Distributors, Inc.
Every comedy brings a more
complete all-star cast. The cast
supporting Milburn Moranti in
the third comedy includes Kddie
Barry, Helen Kesler, Billy
Franey, Violet Schran, Russell
Tizzard, S. J. (Tiny) Sanford,
Olga Gordon and Harry Belmore.

CAMERAMAN

COMPLETES REVOLUTIONARY INVENTION
Antonio Gaudio, veteran cin- telescope. This telescope gives
ematographer, forwarded to the a clearer view of the entire field
the magnification.
ground glass with
a fiveU. S. Patent Office this week an on
By turning
invention which will be of vast times
a small lever, which changes the
service in the motion picture in- optical system, a twelve-times
dustry. The invention is known
the enas a magnification focusing magnification
tire field also ofcannearly
be obtained.
telescope for camera attach- In both the five-times and
ment. Gaudio is perhaps the twelve-times magnification an
best known cinematogiapher in erect and normal image is obmotion pictures. His new con- vention. tained with the Gaudio intract with the Joseph M.
Schenck organization calls for a
The eye-piece is especially
salary said to be the largest large, permitting a clear view of
ever paid in that branch of the field. By this invention all
studio work.
"doubles" or split stage work
can be lined up with positive
For some years cameramen
and directors have been handi- assurance by reason of the large
capped because the available magnification and the fact that
methods of focusing were not the lens is not disturbed becovering the desired require
tween the focusing and photogments. The cameramen had
raphing periods.
difficulty in seeing the entire
Gaeteno ("Tony") Gaudio was
field of the picture through their born in Italy and educated in
focusing lenses and at close the University of Rome. He is
now filming Norma Talmadge in
enough range to work with con
fidence on double-exposures,
"Ashes of Vengeance," under
the direction of Frank Lloyd.
matting, etc., without making
exhaustive tests, especially with His recent Talmadge pictures
the commonly used gauze mats. were "The Eternal Flame" and
"Thewhich
VoiceNorma
from appeared,
the Minaret,"
Working independently, Gau- in
and
dio began solving the problem
"East is West," in which Con
as a result of which he has in- stance
was the star.
vented amagnification focusing
STARS ORGANIZE CLUB
TO ENCOURAGE SPANISH
Carmelita Geraghty, who
speaks Spanish as readily as
English,
has organized
ish club among
some of atheSpanfilm
stars. As the name of the club
is "Habla Espanol," when the
girls convene, speakfhg Spanish
is compulsory, for back of some
of the social aspects of the club
and cultural advantages is a
plan to keep abreast of the lintures. guistic demands in motion pic"Since in so many French
stories it Is getting common to
give the lines to the actors in
French, we anticipate the same
thing will happen in Spanish
productions which are so popular now, and we decided to be
ready with a working knowledge
of the language," explains Miss
Geraghty, who has charge of the
club.
The personnel of the club in
addition to Miss Geraghty includes Colleen Moore, Julanne
Johnston, Jean Haskell, Kathr
erine Key, Gertrude Olmstead
and Constance Wilson.

D'Auray Recovering
Jacques
D'Auray,andwell-known
technical director
portrayer
of
several
"suave
gentleman"
parts, is on his way to health
again. Though the burns suffered in the explosion of his
gasoline tank are many and
painful, the verdict of his physicians is that his eyesight is safe
now and that in due time Mr.
D'Auray will be able to resume
his camera
work. Mr. D'Auray
takes
the opportunity
through
means
of
"Camera"!
to
his friends and colleaguesthank
for
the many marks of sympathy received since his accident.
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CARL WANTED TO LOOK
PART OF "DEAD MAN'
"Why in thunder are you puttingplored
on lighter
makeup?"
imCharlie Chaplin
of Carl
Miller, male lead in the comedian's "Public Opinion."
Mr. Miller, only two minutes
before had died on the Chaplin
set, but when the above question
was put to him he was all
energy with his makeup box.
"When death ensues," said
Mr. Miller, patiently, "the blood
immediately leaves the body
and a pallor
over and For
remains on the steals
countenance.
the first five hours there is no
material
ThenWhy—?"
"
"Wha— change.
? How—?
gasped Charles Spencer.
Then Carl, the thorough, explained that in order to look
right in death, he had consulted
for two long hours an undertaker who had given him the
"He also
offered if the rushes
correct
"dope."
don't look right to come over
and
addedsupervise
Miller. the death scenes,"
"Alimony" Under Way
With production work actually
begun
"Alimony,"
dramaby
of socialon life
from thethestory
A. T. Locke, at the Powers Studios under the direction of Emile
Chautard, the studio is buzzing
with activity. The production is
being filmed with an all-star cast
headed by Ruby Miller and
Warner Baxter, and including
Jackie Saunders, Vola Vale,
Clyde Fillmore and Lila Leslie.
Joseph Du Bray and Pierre Collings are at the cameras.

APFEL
TO

!

IS SIGNED
DIRECT
VIOLA

Oscar Apfel, a leading motion
picture director for the past
twelve years, has been signed
by Metro to direct Viola Dana
in "To Whom It May Concern,"
the little Metro star's second
starring
season. picture for the coming
"To Whom It May Concern,"
is a mystery story by Rita
Weiman which has been adapted
for the screen by Rex Taylor.
Actual production is to be
started at the Metro studios
about June 1st.
Mr. Apfel has only recently
returned to Hollywood from a
trip abroad where he directed
"Bulldog Drummond" for a
Dutch producing company. Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley accompanied Mr. Apfel and
enacted the leading roles in this
Previous to going abroad Mr.
picture.
Apfel was with Edison, FamousPlayers and Fox for a number of
years. One of his earliest successes for Famous Players was
"The Squaw Man," in which
Dustin Farnum was starred.
While with Fox, Mr. Apfel directed William Farnum for more
than a year and among some of
the
pictures
he made
were "Aof
Soldier's
Oath,"
"The Battle
Hearts," "Fighting Blood," and
many others.
Miss Dana has just completed
her work
in "Rouged
another story
by Rita Lips,"
Weiman,
which will be her first release
for the coining season. "Rouged
Lips" was directed by Harold
Shaw.
HUGHES RUNS (AWAY)
TRUE TO USUAL FORM
Lloyd Hughes is always running away from home — that is, <
in pictures.
Every character which this
popular motion picture juvenile
has enacted has been that of a
young chap who either runs
away from home, is kicked out,
or, for some other reason, skips
the parental
roof to elsewhere,
seek rom- i
ance and adventure
To prove his claim that he is
the star runaway of filmdom.
Hughes points to his parts in,
"Turn in the Road," "Dangerous
Hours," "Homespun Folks,"
"Mother O' Mine,' "Hail the
Woman,' "Love Never Dies,"
"Tess of the Storm Country,"
"Judgment of the Storm," and
"The Foot of the Hill."
And now comes "The Huntress," a First National picture,
in which he is playing opposite
winsome Colleen Moore.
True to form he is playing the
part, of a scion of a wealthy
family who quarrels with his
relatives and goes into the wilds
to meet romance in the Indian
country.

CAMERA!
LASKY

ANNOUNCES

BIG PROGRAM
FOR

YEAR

The dawn of a new era in motion picture history was heralded before delegates to the semiannual convention of the Department of Distribution of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
which took place in Los Angeles
this week. According to an announcement made by Jesse L.
Lasky, first vice-president in
charge of production, fifty-two
photoplays will be released by
the Paramount organization during the season of 1923-24. Only
special productions whose
themes and stories of the highest
appeal and with casts of the biggest stars of filmdom will be
offered.
"The day of the bigger and
better picture is no longer a hope
of the future," Mr. Lasky said.
"It is here. 'The Covered
Wagon' is proving it. The new
season of Paramount pictures,
each with the production standard of 'Theto Covered
continue
prove it.Wagon'
Never will
has
it been truer that what the public wants is great stars superbly
directed in great screen stories.
Attending the convention of
the Distribution Department of
Paramount Pictures were executive, salesmen, bookers, exploiteers and other employees from
all the West Coast Exchanges
and executives from the home
office in New York City. Among
the latter were S. R. Kent, General Manager of Distribution,
who presided at the Convention;
John D. Clark, Divisional Manager; Eugene Zukor, E. E.
Shauer, Mel Shauer, Claud
Saunders, Charles E. McCarthy,
A. M. Botsford and G. M. Spidell.
The session opened at the
Hotel Ambassador May 21st, and
lasted three days. Production
and sales policies for the coming season were discussed.
OWEN MOORE
Owen Moore, one of the
screen's foremost comedy and
dramatic players, has been engaged by First National to enact
the principal male role in "Thundergate," a tensely dramatic picturization of Sidney Hershel
Small's novel, "The Lord of
Thundergate."
Few actors in pictures today
have had such a wide experience
before the camera as Moore, and,
it was because of his extensive
and versatile career, that he was
chosen for the part in "Thundergate."
In the First National picture
Moore will portray a young engineer, whose resemblance to a
Chinese lord precipitates him in
a series of adventurous, exciting
and romantic situations and
finally wins him a white wife,
who was forced on him when,
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"Trilby" is Completed
through circumstances, he was
compelled to take the place of
The Richard Walton Tully
the real lord.
du Maurier's
Other well known film cele- production
by" is now ofcompleted
and in"Trilthe
brities who will have parts in hands
of
the
cutting
departthis picture are Sylvia Breamer,
ment. No more will Arthur Edmund Carew, Philo McCollough
Virginia Brown Faire and Robert McKim.
and Wilfred Lucas be forced to
"Thundergate" promises to be
fantastic hirsute decothe most colorful Chinese play don the rations
with which they have
since "East is West," a First
to glorify their phyNational picture, which starring been forced siognomies
during the filming of
Constance Talmadge, proved the this classic. And the temporary
most entertaining and successful
blond aurora
of McCollough's
story of oriental life that has so manly
locks has
once more
far been screened.
given way to the natural
auburn of his tresses. Oh, yes,
on United
"Thundergate"
and Andree Lafayette has taken
willProduction
begin at the
Studios
within the next two weeks.
to wearing stockings again.
Joseph deGrasse will direct it. "Oh, death, where is thy sting?"
UNIVERSAL
CHAMP
TO

ADDS

A

ATHLETE
ROSTER

SERGEANT

PROVES

QUITE LIKE
SARGENT

Joe Bonomo, an all-around
athlete and winner of a contest
staged sometime ago to find the
most perfectly built man whose
features resembled closest those
of Apollo Belvedere, has been
signed
by Universal
a longterm contract
and isto now
at
work
at
the
company's
studios
in Universal City.
Out of 18,000 contestants
Bonomo was adjudged winner of
the contest and thereupon was
given a contract with the Hope
Hampton Productions in New
York.vice with
Following
a year'sduring
serthat company,
which time he gained wide recognition for his remarkable
athletic ability, Bonomo was
signed by Pathe to appear in
pictures produced by them at
their New York studios. He,
therefore, goes to Universal with
considerable training before the
camera and it is being freely
predicted that he will soon be
heading his own company at
thisBonomo
studio. weighs
'
190 pounds
and stands five feet, 11 V2 inches
in height. He won his letters
as an expert swimmer and
wrestler at the New York Military Academy. Before coming
to California he was looked upon
as one of the best amateur boxers in New York. For some
time he conducted a boxing and
wrestling club there under his
own name. He is the son of Albert Bonomo, a well-known
York. „ manufacturer of Newcandy

A short time ago Lewis Saryouthful comedy
star wrho
is nowgent,devoting
his histrionic
efforts to serious dramatic pictures, was on location with his
company at a small northern
city. The day following his
arrival there he was arrested
was brought before the police
for speeding and the next day
sergeant ,who in this town
served as the judge.
"Have you got your license
with you?" asked the presiding
officer. Sargent started fumbling through his pockets, knowing right well, however, that he
had
license
at theleft
hotelhisin operator's
his other suit.
"Do you mean my driver's license or my registration certificate?" the actor inquired, stalling for time.
The sergeant, who is considered a "hard-boiled" man by
those who are brought before
him, glanced down at the actor
rather suspiciously.
"You know what we do with
people who drive automobiles
in this town without a license,
don't you? We don't fine them.
We put them in jail for a few
days." The actor winced. "If
you don't know which license I
mean I'll sh'o'w you mine."
As he put his hand in his inside coat pocket the stern expression on his face turned to a
smile. He also, it seems, had
left his license in his other
clothes. Without further hearmissed.ing, the actor's case was dis-

Tote Finishes Another
Tote ishedDuthe role
Crowof has
just finPunchinello,

Editing Dupont Film
William C. Thompson, production manager, and Thomas Dixon, Jr., dramatic editor, of
Shadowland Productions, Inc.,
are just completing the titling
and editing of a new feature
production starring Miss Dupont and which will be released
soon through the Shadowland
concern. This will be the first
production featuring this star to
ever be released on the independent market.

the hunchback clown in "John
of the Woods," featuring Dinky
Dean, child protegee of Charlie
Chaplin, which was filmed at the
Universal studios. Immediately
upon completing this part Tote
was signed to portray the role
of Sun Mun, an old Chinaman,
in
"The isLord
of Thundergate,"
which
to be
made at the
United studios under the direction of Joseph De Grasse.
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FINE ART'S NEW
STUDIO NEARLY
FINISHED
The task of reconstructing the
Fine Arts studios is now in the
final stages of completion and
according to John Rikkleman,
secretary and treasurer of the
plant, it will be ready shortly
to offer accommodations to as
many as fifteen producing comOne of the greatest jobs that
panies.
the working crew was compelled
to face was the moving of one
of the largest stages from one
corner of the lot to another, but
now that it has been moved in
place the remainder
of the remodelling work is progressing
with the greatest speed.
Although most of the old
wooden buildings have been
wrecked, plans were arranged by
the management
that production activity at theso plant
has not
been delayed by the reconstruction work. In place of the wooden buildings
the studio management has constructed
stucco
buildings of the latest designs
and with every modern improvement. As a part of the studio
expansion plan twenty-six new
dressing rooms and fourteen excutive offices have been constructed and are now ready for occupancy. A new enclosed stage is
rapidly nearing completion.
More than $250,000 is being
spent by the construction
studio
for when
the re-it
work, but
is completed the plant will be
one of the most up-to-date and
best equipped studios on the
West Coast.
Among the companies at present engaged in production at
the Fine Arts studios is the Mission Film Company, which company is producing "The Barefoot
Boy" under the direction of David Kirkland ; the Finis Fox Productions making "Bag and Baggage" under the direction and
supervision of Finis Fox; Fred
Caldwell productions, making
another "Hollywood" story, and
the Jess Robbins Production.
New Illumination Angle
Another new
angle in picture
the illumination of moving
sets has been developed. This
time the inventor is E. R. Hickson, art director for the Ben
Wilson Production, at present
filming an all-star feature entitled,one
"Mine tolarge
Keep."
of using
lamp,Instead
each
big light is replaced by two of
smaller power, which Hickson
avers, is not so strenuous on the
eyes of the players facing the
powerful,
arcs. asHickson
is known starey
in filmland
one of
the most original and efficient
art directors in the business,
and has to his credit, many
ideas and inventions which have
served potentially in making
motion picture work easier and
| of better quality.
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DERIDED RABBIT'S
FOOT RIDES TO
TRIUMPH
This is the tale of a rabbit's
foot and four brave nimrods.
Director Frank Borzage and
Producer Arthur H. Jacobs went
a'fishing after they finished
shooting "Children of Dust," taking with them Cameraman Chet
Lyons and Bunny Dull, production manager.
They wanted just a bit of a
rest between pictures, a mountain trip and the limit of trout.
prank Borzage carries a rabbit's foot.
The others derided his superstition, but the rabbit's foot did
its duty.
Upon their return the following was submitted by Borzage
in favor of his talisman.
Jacobs lost his car in a smashup in which another motorist
ran into it while left at the
curb.
He caught only nine trout.
Dull stepped on a rusty nail
and could not go into the water
to fish. He caught three.
Lyons whipped the streams
too hard and caught nothing.
Borsaze landed the limit and
had no trouble of any sort.
Figure it out for yourself.
"M LAN EST MAN"
TO
HAVE NOVEL
NEW YORK OPENING
"The Meanest Man in the
World," adapted to the screen
from George M. Cohan's famous
stage success of the same name,
has been completed by Principal Pictures Corporation and
will have its world premiere in
Mr. Cohan's theatre on Broadway, New York.
The opening will take place
early in the fall and Cohan personally will attend to many of
the arrangements necessary to
bring the production to Broadway in genuine George M.
Cohan style.
Bert Lytell, who portrays the
"meanest man" on the screen
(Cohan having played the part
on the stage) will also be in
Gotham at this time and there
is every reason to feel Lytell
will participate with Cohan on
the presentation of the picture.
A cast of excellent artists besides Lytell are featured in this
new offering. Chief among these
are Blanche Sweet, Bryant
Washburn, Forrest Robinson,
Maryon Aye, Helen Lynch,
Ward Crane, Fiances Raymond,
William Conklin, Victor Potel,
Lincoln Stedman, Carl Stockdale, and others of equal popularity. The picture is in feature
length and is said to be one of
the outstanding productions of
the coming season.
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BARKER LEAVES FOR 3RD
MONTY'S FAMILY MUSICAL
LOCATION ON ONE FILM
BUT HE PLAYS FUNNY
Monty Banks, one of the three
With eight weeks of location
work already to his credit in the "toppers" who are making tworeel feature comedies at the
making of "The Master of Grand
Studio in Hollywood.
Woman" for Louis B. MayerMetro release, Reginald Bark> r ! says, although his entire family
has again started for the greai
musical, he can't play a note.
outdoors to film exterior scenes Is "Back
home in Milan, Italy,"
for the production. Big Bear says Monty, "my father was a
Lake is his destination this time, musical director, my cousin was
and while his stay will not be as — and is — a tenor in opera; my
long as his trips to Alberta , sister a violinist. But while
they stayed home and practiced,
Canada, aud the Feather River
country, it will be fully as ex- I was out having a good time
citing if he achieves half of the playing monkey-shines. That's
nature. Always to laugh.
spectacular thrills prescribed b) my
; But I like also beautiful things
the scenario.
Among the stars accompanying
around me — fine pictures, statubooks. I have just bought
Mr. Baker on the Big Bear ex- I ary,
a new home in the foothills of
pedition
are
Pat
O'Malley,
Earle
Williams and Renee Adoree,
Hollywood and I shall accumulate as many art objects as I can
who has sufficiently recovered
to make it beautiful. I make
from her severe attack of "Klein
foolishness all day in the piceyes" to face the camera where
artificial lights are not used.
tures; when I am through, I become different. Oh, yes, I love
"The Master of Woman" an an
adaptation by Monte M. Katter- a good dinner— but though from
Italy, I do not care for spaghetti.
john of the G. B. Lancaster novel
sir. It does not suit my
"The Law-Bringers." Among the No,
taste
at all. Not all Italians like
other stars is the cast are: Barbara La Marr, Wallace Beery, spaghetti. Not all Irishmen like
Josef Swickard, Pat Harmon,
potatoes, I suppose either. No?"
Anders Randolf, George Kuwa.
THOUSAND ORIENTALS TO
Robert
Anderson
and
Ed
J
Brady.
BE USED IN THIS FILM
CONFUSION IS CAUSED
BY A TITLE CONTEST
Considerable confusion has
been caused in the mind of the
public of a misunderstanding regarding atitle contest held within the Mary Pickford organization recently.
Miss Pickford offered a prize
of a jewelled wrist watch or two
hundred dollars in cash to the
member of her own organization
who suggested the best title for
her forthcoming production,
"The Street Singer." It seems
that the impression got abroad,
probably gained from published
accounts of the contest, that it
was open for the general public.
This has resulted in the studio
being deluged by title suggestions, and the clerical staff has
been overwhelmed by work in
writing letters of explanation.
The contest was won by
Dennis F. O'Brien, attorney for
Miss Pickford, who suggested
"The Street Singer." This was
the very first title offered, and
seemed
best suited to the picture.
Van Dyke is Signed
Associated Authors have
signed up Woodward S. Van
Dyke Peter
to direct
"Harbor
the
B. Kyne
sea Bar,"
story
which will be their second release for Allied Producers and
Distributors. Van Dyke recently
directed "Forget-Me-Not," a Metro release featuring Bessie Love
and also a number of Leah
Baird specials. Thompson Buchanan, who will supervise the
production with the assistance
of his associates Frank Woods
and Elmer Harris, has just completed the script for the picture.
Camera work will begin as soon
as the cast is signed up.

Southern California is being
ccnibed for Chinese and Japanese "types" to play parts in
"Thundergate," an elaborate and
tensely dramatic story of Chinese and American life which is
to be filmed by First National.
More than 1000 Orientalsmen, women and children — will
be employed during the filming
of the huge production, which
will be made under the direction
of
Joseph
De "Grasse at the
United
Studios.
Prominent parts in the play
will be filled by Virginia Brown
Faire, Sylvia Breamer and
Robert McKim.
"Thundergate," which is a
sen en version of Sidney Her1
schel Small's "Lord of Thundergate," deals with the thrilling,
dramatic experiences of an
American who, through a series
of unusual circumstances becomes mistaken for a Chinese
Over-lord; is forced to masquerade as such and is compelled to
accept as a slave-wife, a beautiful white girl who had been kidnaped as a child and reared as
Chinese.
Miss Faire will fill the role of
the slave-wife. The part of the
American has not yet been

' *
ed.
fill
Gordon
Returns
to Mayer
Having completed his role as
leading man in Gloria Swanson's
new picture, "Bluebeard's
Eighth
Wife," toHuntly
GordonB.
has returned
the Louis
Mayer Studios as a prominent
figure in the all-star cast of John
M. Stahl's new First National
attraction, "The Wanters," Mr.
Gordon was placed under a longterm contract by Mr. Mayer following his wonderful performance as Jeffrey Fair in Fred
Niblo's "The Famous Mrs. Fair."
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OF L. A.
Los Angeles women are the
most distinctively dressed in
America, certainly this side of
Fifth Avenue.
This is the judgment of Mile.
Andree Peyro, the screen idol of
France, who recently has come
to Hollywood to fulfill American
motion picture contracts negotiated in Paris.
Mile. Peyro, in voicing this
view, takes into consideration
even New York women, who have
the advantage of representation
in their city of internationally
known French designers and
first call upon all ideas in gowns
which come from the fashion
arbiters of Paris.
Commenting upon this point,
Mile. Peyro said, when seen at
her home in Hollywood: "One
might suppose that modes, like
the sun, would have come and
gone in the east before they
reach the west, but it is not so.
"From observation, I believe
that in this part of the United
States the new idea is accepted
more readily than in the older
cities, excepting, possibly, New
York. They hesitate and modify,
without doubt, many of the Parisian ideas; whereas, here it
seems that, if a new design is
suitable to the American style of
beauty, it is taken up quickly.
That it is beautiful is enough;
that it has never been done before is never considered. Distinction isbound to follow."
MR. AND MRS. WASHBURN
WORKING IN SAME FILM
For the first time in several
years, Mr. and Mrs. Bryant
Washburn will be seen in the
leading roles of the same photoplay.
of screen
celebritiesThisare duo
playing
the stellar
roles in Ben Wilson's latest feato Keep,"of
whichtureisproduction,
now in"Mine
the course
filming at the Berwilla Studios,
with Ashton Dearholt, former
screen star in his own right,
serving as production manager.
Dearholt declares this new picture will boast an enviable cast,
having in addition to Mr. aud
Mrs. Washburn,
such
wellknown
favorites as
Wheeler
Oakman, Charlotte Stevens,
Kate Lester and numerous
others.
Ash With Rock
Jerry Ash, camera expert, is
now shooting
the Grand
Joe RockStudio.
Productions at the
Jerry is a wizard with the lens.
He has invented several appliances for motion picture photography and in addition is a
talented sleight-of-hand performer. It takes a pretty good man
to be two kinds of a wizard!
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on big film
DEAL
Victor B. Fisher, producer of
'Youth Triumphant" just completed at the Hollywood Studios,
left here this week for San
Francisco, where he will confer
with his associates on a deal involving increased producing activities and the signing of several leading motion picture
players.
The result obtained in filming
'Youth
'it theis
understood,Triumphant,'
has prompted
producers and those interested
in Fisher Productions, to enter
the Los Angeles producing industry on a much larger scale
than originally planned and
upon
Mr. Fisher's
here
the latter
part of return
the week,
some important news in this
connection is promised.
While in San Francisco, Mr.
Fisher will close arrangements
for the next story to be filmed
here. Although the title of the
picture is not announced, it is
stated that rights are about to
be closed for a current stage
success of New York involving
the filming of one of the biggest
hits on Broadway the past
season.
"Youth Triumphant" in the
meantime, is receiving its final
editing and titling under the
supervision of Lillian Ducey, the
director. The production, including in its cast Virginia Lee
Corbin, Anna Q. Nilsson, Raymond Hatton, Mary Anderson,
Kate Price, Joseph Dowling and
other popular players, will be
shown publicly within the next
three weeks.
It is planned to give the picture its premiere in Los Angeles, to be followed with
special showings in the leading
cities throughout the country on
a road-show basis.
TRAVERS BACK IN FILMS
AFTER 4 YEARS ABSENCE
Richard C. Travers, former
screen idol and more recently
famous as a war hero and ace,
has been induced to resume his
motion picture career by Marshall Neilan.
For the first time in four
years, Mr. Travers donned the
grease paint this week and appeared before the camera for
Neilan's "The Rendezvous," in
the dashing costume of a Russian officer.
Travers, for the past year has
been with the Aerial Marines,
making long distance flights out
of Mineola, Long Island, and had
no intention of returning to the
screen until the earnest persuasions of Mickey Neilan won him
over. His return will make his
first appearance under Neilan's
direction, his first Russian characterization, and his first picture
made on the Coast.

THIS BABE STARTS VERSATILITY EARLY IN LIFE
Among
all of
filmland's
budding starlets
there
is probably
not one who can put forth a
stronger claim for versatility
than Baby Josephine Adair who
recently finished one of the most
important roles in Frank Borzage's
which
was "Children
filmed atof Dust,"
the United
Studios. This little screen
Goldilocks has interpreted all
sorts and manners of characters,
and in two Mack Sennett comedies was seen as a dainty
young Miss of 5, and a roughand-tumble "Buster Brown" boy,
which were as different as night
and day. Lloyd Hamilton was
responsible for her initiation as
a "boy" actor for it was in one
of his farces that she first appeared in the regalia of a street
urchin. At the present time she
is playing the part of a tough
and ragged youngster in Hughie
Fay's picture at the Grand
Studio, and it would be difficult
to identify her as a demure
young
bitions. lady with ingenue amIn Borzage's picture she enDANISH ACTOR MAKES
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acts the part of a girl three
years older than herself, which
is later carried on by Pauline
Garon, and has proved that she
is as genuine in dramatic parts
as she is in comedy roles. Her
inclusion in a cast including
such well-known names as
Pauline Garon, Johnnie Walker,
Lloyd Hughes, Frankie Lee, and
Bert Woodruff is an encouraging
indication for her.

NEW START IN NEW WORLD
eral interesting studies of these
Prominent among those chartacer actors who have been in characters by Margrethe Mather,
Danish photograthe limelight so much of late is the, eminent
pher, who is now a resident of
Otto Matiesen, who recently
Hollywood, have been awarded
prizes in London and Paris art
finished the role of Philippe de salons.
Vilmorin in Rex Ingram's
His most recent screen ap"Scaramouche" at the Metro
pearance was as Napoleon Bonastudios. Although comparatively
parte in Hugo Ballin's screen
new to the silversheet he is by
version of "Vanity Fair." As
no means a novice in dramatic
Philippe de Vilmorin in Inwork for he has been on the
gram's production, he plays the
stage all of his life, appearing
part of a clergy-scholar of the
with
some
of
the
world's
most
period preceding the French
renowned artists. He is a Dane
Revolution and the Fall of the
by birth and regarded by his Bastile, who is killed in a duel
countrymen as one of their fore- in the early part of the story
most dramatic actors, especially
whose death forms the basis
in the interpretation of Ibsen, and
of the subsequent adventures
Shakespeare and Washington
of his friend, the redoubtable
Irving in which roles he created
Scaramouche. His interpretation
a sensation on the Continent
several years ago when he of this part was- so artistically
as to win the commendaplayed before many of the perfect
tion of the director an.d a statecrowned heads of Europe. Lonment
to
effect Matiesen was
don, Paris, Copenhagen, Berlin, destined the
for film success of the
Vienna .... all know this young
highest order. Knowing the
man ,and have accorded him
of Europe, and having
tremendous applause upon his customs
specialized for so many years in
appearances there.
historical characters he is probIt was during a tour of Ameriably better equipped to bring
ca, giving performances in the this type
to the shadow stage
art and little theatres of the
than any other film artist. His
country that he came to Southsuccess,
when
it does come, will
ern California. His work aroused
be lasting, for it will be founded
the interest of the film moguls
upon portrayals of established
and he was immediately ap- merit
and distinction.
proached with cinema offers,
several of which he accepted.
The Warner Brothers have
Matiesen, who is the personifir
cation of the European artist, completed one of the largest stuembodying grace and dignity,
dios in Los Angeles at an apand whose striking good looks
proximate expenditure of $250,compel attention wherever he 000. The new studio covers nine
and
one-half
acres of ground,
goes, does not exploit these attributes, preferring to win his has all the latest lighting and
laurels upon his acting ability stage equipment, 100 dressing
alone. The wide range of char- looms, thirty executive offices,
library and all other appliances
acters he has played would conin addition to the largest stage
vince even the most skeptical
that he has no parallel in his in the world, fully 300 feet in
particular phase of work. Sev- length.

If you are eighteen, an oldfashioned girl, demure, with a
soul, and a depth of sympathetic
understanding, fairly pretty, and
if you have ambition and want
to work hard and diligently,
then hurry and get in touch with
Director Frank Borzage, for
there is an excellent opportunity awaiting you to become a
real motion picture player and
perhaps eventually a star.
Mr. Borzage, who is preparing
his next picture at the United
Studios for Producer Arthur H.
Jacobs, is held up because in all
filmdom — and even on the stage
— he is unable to find the exact
type of girl to play the ingenue,
a leading part opposite Wm.
Collier, Jr., who is coming from
New York to be in this all-star
production released by First
National which will also have
Virginia Pearson in the cast.
They want a real girl with
sweet personality and charming
manner; an anti-flapper, yet a
modern girl. "She does not
have to be pretty, but must have
brains," says Director Borzage,
"and it is a wonderful part and
a great chance for an unknown
girlIt towill
get be
a real
start."
remembered
that
Borzage, who has a peculiar
faculty for discovering screenable faces, has brought out a
number of stars in his many
pictures, perhaps the most
notable case being Vera Gordon,
who played the mother in his
famous screen epic, "Humoresque." Borzage saw in her a
real actress with a soul, and so
she
was acclaimed a star almost
overnight.
FORMER SLAVE, 104, IS
NOW A PICTURE ACTOR
At the tender age of 104, John
Currie, colored, has embarked
upon a career
in the motion
tures. He is without
doubt picthe
oldest actor before the camera.
Currie, white haired and shaking with age, was born in Atlanta, Ga., in the summer of
1819. His parents were slaves
owned by Major James Comer,
a wealthy southern planter.
Currie grew up with the Major's son, James Comer, Jr., and
became his personal body servant. When the Civil War was
declared Currie and his master
fought side by side lor the Confederacy.
Currie photographs excellently, according to Tod Browning,
Goldwyn director, who has
signed him to play the part of
Isaac Hendricks, a slave, in "The
Day Roche
of Faith,"
Arthur
Somers
storythethat
Browning
is to direct.
Currie has eighteen great
grand children, the youngest of
whom won the Croix de Guerre
and the Medaille Militaire in the
great war.
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Claire Windsor Returns
Claire Windsor who, ever since
she completed her role in Marshall Neilan's "The Eternal
Three," has been sojourning in
New York, returned to Los Angeles Thursday. Miss Windsor,
during her short stay in the metropolis, was extensively feted by
society. Mrs. Reginald Vanderbilt and her sister, Mrs. John
Converse, entertained her, as did
Mrs. Bernard Baruch. Miss
Windsor was also an honored
guest at the Belmont Hunt,
which is quite the social affair
of the season.
A Girl and Her Name
Duane Thompson, the new
leading lady with Christie Comedies, who makes her bow with
Bobby
"Plumb with
Crazy,"
lias hadVernon
a lot ofin trouble
her
name. Duane Thompson happens to be her real name, but
she used to be known in comedy
pictures as Violet Joy. The latter name was wished on her
some time ago when she first
featured in pictures, no one
knows dered
why.
We'veup always
who thinks
some ofwonthe
fancy names for movie people
and Pullman cars. At any rate,
Miss Thompson likes her own
name and isn't ashamed of it, so
she wrent back to her real "nora
de movie" as soon as she had the
Opportunity.
To Film "Paradise"
Richard Walton Tully is to
produce tor the screen his famous stage success, "The Bird of
Paradise," in the Hawaiian Islands, locale of the story. The
production, which will be a First
National release, it is said, will
be anywhere from three months
to a year in the making. The
cast is now under consideration,
but as yet no final selections
have been made. "The Bird of
Paradise," one of the most successful of foot-light attractions,
played for twelve years on the
stage. Among those elevated to
stardom in the port of the Hawaiian princess were Laurette
Taylor, Lenore Ulrich, Carlotta
Monterey, Bessie Barriscale,
Florence Rockwell and Muriel
Starr. Guy Bates Post played
"Ten
Thousand Dollar" Dean,
the beachcomber.
Grand Corners Directors
A galaxy of high-class comedy
directors is to be found at the
Grand Studio on Gower Street,
Hollywood, where Monty Banks,
Sid Smith and Joe Rock are all
engaged in making two-reel
fun films. Among them are Alf
Goulding, Grover Jones, Archie
Mayo, Hugh Fay, Harry Edwards, Herman Raymaker and
Gil Pratt.

About

the Moving

Betsy Plans Party
Betsy Ann Hisle, five-year old
beauty contest winner, who is
one of the features of Hal
Roach's "Our Gang" comedies,
is going to have a. birthday party
at the Hollywood Hotel next
Wednesday, May 30th, and lias
invited Baby Muriel MacCormae,
Baby Peggy, Jeanne Dawson,
Jackie Condon, Mickey HcBan,
Richard Headiick, Jackie
Parker, Walter Wilkinson, and
several other screen kiddies to
be her guests. As yet no estimates have been made as to
how much ice cream and cake
will be consumed, but a corps of
caterers are being held in readiness for the onslaught.
Miss Wales in Two Films
Ethel Wales, well-known character actress who is scoring in
"The Covered Wagon," has just
signed two interesting contracts.
Miss Wales started work Friday
in "The Harbor Bar," a Peter B.
Kyne story being made by Associated Authors at Ince's in
whichmaid.
she is Following
cast as "Penny,"
an
old
this she
goes to the Lasky Studios to
negotiate a leading character
role in "The Faun," a William de
Mille production. She recently
completed character roles in
"Gigi," a Dinky Dean Production
and tion"The
Fog," a firaf Producfor Metro.
Carr on New Job
W. H. ("Bill") Carr, wellknown art director, who was for
many years with the Lois Weber
Company, has assumed the management of the rental department of Foster's
Antique
Carr entered
film work
With .up.
^nis
versal eleven years ago, and was
immediately assigned to the
Weber
outfit, until
with which
he remained
1921. group'
Then
he free-lanced, handling the art
direction on Constance Talmadge's "The Primitive Lover"
and "East Is West"; Norma Talmadge's "The Eternal Flame";
oackie Coogan's "Oliver Twist";
B. P. Finenian's "Don't Marry
for Money," and several other
big productions. His association with Foster will place this
establishment among the foremost in the southwest, for Carr
has hosts of friends in the professional field, and a complete
understanding of what is eafe'
pected of him in his new position.
C. C. Burr has just finished
putting the finishing touches on
the next Earl Hurd-Bobby
Bumps Cartoon Comedy, "Their
Love Growed Cold," which will
be released through Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc.

News Section

Throngs

After having been second assistant for the past three years,
Lou Borzage has been promoted
to first assistant with Frank Borzage, who is starting his next
picture for Arthur H. Jacobs to
be released through First National.
Because "The Eleventh Hour,"
the title of Bernard Durning's
latest Fox film creation, is symbolic of their ritual, many lodges
of the Elks national organisation
will sponsor the premier showing of the picture in their respective communities. The screen
production, which is an adaptation of Lincoln
J. Carter's
sensational melodrama,
was made
by Durning in eleven weeks, and
the cast features eleven principal parts. Likewise it is the
eleventhunder
picture
"Berney"
filmed
the Fox
banner. has
Under the direction of Lynn
Reynolds, production has started
at the United Studios on a new
First National picture, "The
Huntress," in w:hich Lloyd
Hughes has been given the featured role to portray. The popular actor has recently completed
an important characterization in
the Universal production of
"Grandpop."
The Mission Film Company
has assembled a notable list of
artists for the principal roles in
its latest virile drama of rural
life, "The Barefoot Boy," which
was written by Wallace Clifton
and is now in production at the
Fine Arts studios. Among the
players are John Bowers, Marjorie Daw, Tully Marshall, Sylvia Breamer, Raymond Hatton,
George Mac Daniel, Harry Todd,
Otis Harlan, Frankie Lee, Virginia True Boardman and others.
David Kirkland is directing the
picture.
Helen Kesler, who has
appeared opposite many of the
screen's foremost comedians and
who
recently ascompleted
year's
engagement
leading a woman
for Jimmy Aubrey, Vitagraph
comedian, has been signed by
Milburn Moranti to act as his
leading woman in a new series of
two reel comedies which he is to
produce
Company. for the Anchor Film
More lumber has already been
used in the building of the sets
for
Rex Ingram's than
production
"Sacaramouche"
in anyof
picture ever produced at the
Metro studios, and the picture is
not yet one-fourth finished.
"Bull" Montana was not satisfied with the color of his new
automobile, so is now having it
repainted. When it comes out

C A M E R A I

of Movieland
of the paint
shop between
it will ie-a
semble
something
western sunset and a mechanical
representation
of Will Irwin's
"Trimmed
in Scarlet."
The clever little Joys and
Glooms of the cartoon page play
an important part in "nougefl
Lips," Viola Dana's new Metra
picture. Instead of being in ana
mated form, however, they arJ
portrayed by skilled actors.
Edward Sloman, who is direct
ing
Metro'sRagle's
all-star production
of "The
Feather*
started on his theatrical c a reel
at the age of 18 by portrayinfl
the role of Friar Laurence in
"Romeo Theatre
and Juliet"
at the l'avillion
in London.
It is estimated that approxl
mately 300 dozen candles of all
sizes and shapes will be used in
Rex Ingram's Metro production
of "Scaramouche."
A real dentist was called upon
to portray such a role, in order
that the part
in Viola"Rouge!
I 'ana's
Metro
production,
Lips," would be enacted teed
nically correct.
Hunt Stiomberg, who prd|
duces, and often personally dfl
rects diesthe
"Bull" isMontana
comefor Metro,
the younged
producer in motion pictures, j
James Kirkwood, who is cast
for the leading male role d
Metro's all-star production of
"The Eagle's Feather," was at
one time leading man for Mara
Pickford.
TRUESDELL IS ENGAGED
FOR BORZAGE PICTURE
Arthur H. Jacobs has signed
Frederick Truesdell, noted Ned
York stage and screen actor, td
appear in his new Frank Bod
zage production for First Nal
tional, the temporary title OB
w hich is "Dust in the Doorway.!
Mr. Truesdell is to play Mad
colm Trask, husband of Virginia
Pearson, who is one of the all
star cast which includes Josel
Swickard and others.
He just arrived from Ned
York where his last stage worfl
was in the long run of "The
Gold Diggers,"
Belasco
success. For manytheyears
he wa!
associated with such popular
stars as Lillian Russ«H, Mara
Maunering. Lilly Langtry, Elsd
Ferguson and many others. He
was one of the original cast of
"Ben Hur" and is today one ol
the only three living player!
who appeared in that notabl!
first presentation. The other!
are Wm. S. Hart and Emmetl
Corrigan.
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FOLKS

STRONG

ARE

FOR

HANK
When Hollywood beckons,
clerks drop their pens, carpenIters lay down their hammers,
pOwboys sell their beloved
jounts and business men dispose of their holdings. Many
come to Hollywood, girls and
l»ys, men and women. Many
iear the call, but few are
ihosen.
One of the chosen few is
rederick Hank, formerly of
Jheyenne, Wyoming. Mr. Hank,
rtio was born near Omaha,
febr., could ride a cayuse before
Ihe could walk. As the saying
ps,
"born
in a saddle."
Literhe a was
sojourn
in Cheyenne,
Mr.
lank came to Hollywood, but
Inot until he had broken every
Idirt track automobile and moItorcycle racing record in the
iRocky Mountain region. Those
Irecords will stand for a long
Itime to come, they say in Cheylenne, as Mr. Hank is known as
la reckless driver in a state
|known for its dare-devil youth.
Mr. Hank began his motion
Ipicture career playing a "heavy"
■in Eugene Manlove Rhodes'
r'Stepsons of Light," a western
Irole that called for hard-riding
and considerable histrionic ability. Later Mr. Hank appeared
in "Blood and Sand," "Manslaughter" and in "Robin Hood."
>When the "home folks' in
ICheyenne heard of Mr. Hanks
progress in Hollywood a company was formed to further assist their fellow townsman to a
|position as an outdoor star. The
new film concern is the Rocky
Mountain Productions, Inc., and
in
Dangerous
its
first"The
production,
Mr. Trail,"
Hank has
the juvenile role, playing opposite such artists as Irene Rich,
Noah Beery, Tully Marshall,
Jack Curtis and William Lowery. The director-general of the
Rocky Mountain Productions is
Alvin J. Neitz, director and
writer of outdoor stories. F. W.
Raymond is general manager.
The new concern will confine all
its studio activities in Hollywood. While Mr. Neitz is preparing a ten-n el western "thriller" as the first starring vehicle
for Mr. Hank, the Rocky Mountain firm will produce a series
of eight outdoor pictures featuring Bill Patton, who will be supported by Peggy O'Day.
Mae Busch Presents Mascot
During recent maneuvers conducted by the 160th Infantry at
the Glendale rifle range, Mae
Busch presented the regiment
with a new mascot, "Kilo," a
four-months old Belgian police
dog. Colonel Walter P. Storey,
commanding the 160th, accepted
the mascot in behalf of the
doughboys of the regiment.
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STAHL, WITH GREAT CARE, ESSAYS NEW GREATNESS
an air of bored aristocracy, as
With a cast of exceptional
brilliance, and a story of uni- well as considerable plot, in the
versal interest and appeal, John
characters of Mr. and Mrs. "Van
Pelt.
M. Stahl's new picture, "The
Norma Shearer, a new star in
Wanters," is getting well along the Mayer Studio fold, will
on the road of production as a make her West Coast debut as a
beautiful but susceptible little
Louis B. Mayer-First National
special.
flapper
in "he Wanters." This
Approximately two months
picture will mark Lincoln Stedwas consumed in the selection
man's second performance under
of the cast which is composed
John M. Stahl's direction, playentirely of stage and screen
ing a much-refused, but ever
hopeful Romeo part that is
stars of long-standing popularity with the public. An absolutereminiscent of his role in "The
ly true portrayal of characters
Dangerous Age." Little Richard
is a personal ideal with Mr. Headriek will enact Sonny, a
Stahl as well as being one of the precocious youngster who rattles
reasons for his great success,
the family skeletons at inopportune moments.
each player was chosen for his j
or her particular adaptability
Three comedy favorites of
for a certain role.
old, Louise Fazenda, Hank Mann
As Myra Hastings, a demure
Lydia Yeaman's Titus, will
little maid who, overnight, is and
add mirth to the picture, balancing well with the severe hauteur
transformed into a society debutante, Marie Prevost not only of Lillian Langdon in the part
has the greatest opportunity of of Mrs. Worthington, a society
her career, but also one of the leader with an important family
most fascinating roles ever of- tree. Other important roles are
fered on the screen. Robert
taken by Vernon Steele, Eddie
Ellis, who has just returned to Crribbon and William Buckley.
filmdom after a trip around the J. G. Hawks and Paul Bern
world, will be seen as the chiv- wrote the scenario from the
alrous knight of her wonderful
.story by Leila Burton Wells,
and Ernest G. Palmer is in
romance, while Huntly Gordon
charge of the photography.
and Gertrude Astor will provide
NEW

CONCERN

BOUGHT

HAS

PACIFIC

STUDIO
The Interstate Pictures Corporation, anewly formed $1,000,000 corporation, has just taken
over the Pacific Studios at the
corner of Venice Boulevard and
Durango, Culver City. The lease
was signed this week between
Fred L. Hunt, owner, and J. B.
Calvert, who is at the head of
the new organization.
A series of five to ten-reel
dramas will be filmed at the
studio, the first to start production in about sixty days.
All the stories are those of a
famous novelist, but at the
present time it is undecided as
to the name of the first story to
be produced.
The American Releasing Corporation has the releasing rights
for the first story.
J. B. Calvert is directing and
Frank F. Cameron will assist.
About $300,000 will be spent
on the first Interstate production.
Lee in Casting
Rowland V. Lee is casting
parts for his first special production at the Fox Studios. The
photoplay is based upon Gouverneur Morris' short story, "You
Can't Get Away With It," and
will bear the original title to the
screen. It has been adapted for
author of Rex Ingram's recent
"Where the Pavement Ends,"
and the continuity is being prepared by Robert N. Lee.

STAR

WILL

A MAN

KIDNAP
FOR

HERSELF
If you were a white girl —
If you had been brought up as
an IfIndian
you— decided that you
wanted a white husband —
How would you go about getting him?
In "Huntress," Hulbert Footner's novel ,now being filmed at
the United Studios by Assodainty ciated First National, "Bela,"
by Colleen Moore, the
played and winsome young
screen actres's; is faced with
that problem.
Bela wants a husband so much
that she just goes out and takes
one — kidnaps him in fact. And
"then the fun begins."
The kidnapping of the white
man forms the basic plot of this
highly amusing picture play,
which, replete with humor, is
not, without a good leaven of
tensely dramatic situations.
"The Huntress," which is the
initial all-First National picture
lo be produced under the production counselship of Richard
Walton Tully, promises to be
one of the outstanding motion
pictures of the year. The role
of "Bela," the vivacious whiteIndian girl, is one which is especiallyability
adaptable to
Moore's
versatile
andMiss
is one
that
should add still more laurels to
the crown of this most capable
young woman.
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"SCARAMOUCHE" IS
GAINING DAILY
IN EAST
It would seem that if Rex
Ingram continues to increase
the personnel of the cast he is
assembling for his production
of "Scaramouche," which is now
in the course of filming at the
Metro studios, he will have a
safe majority in so far as celebrities assembled in one group is
concerned.
The latest well known name
to be added to the list of those
to whom important parts are entrusted in this promising screen
classic is Truman Van Dyke,
who was signed to enact the
role of Leandre.
Mr. Van Dyke started his
work in this picture last Monday and under the terms of his
contract, he will be kept busy
before the battery of Ingram
cameras for the next five weeks.
Mr. Van Dyke has been one of
the foremost serial stars on the
screen for the last several years
but after completing a long engagement in the stellar role in
the Selig chapter play entitled
"The Jungle Goddess," he decided to abandon that field and concentrate his attentions on feature production work, and until
recently he has been among
those active at Universal City.
Although he is among the
youngertinctly
generation
disjuvenile type, and
Mr. Van
Dyke is one of the veterans of
the screen, he having been
among the few to start his
cinema career simultaneous
with the establishing of the picture industry
in Southern
California. He won
his greatest
fame in serials because of his
ability to do two very important
things exceedingly well. One of
these was to fight manfully and
the other was to love the
heroine. Forsooth both as for a
fighter and a romancer he is
considered the ideal American
type. Lila Leslie Engaged
Lila Leslie, popular stage and
screen actress, has been engaged
by First National to play a
prominent part in "The Huntress," a comedy drama of "The
great outdoors," which is being
produced at the United Studios
with Colleen Moore and Lloyd
Hughes in the leading roles.
Miss Leslie's stage career covers
appearances not only in this
country but also in England and
Australia. In London her name
is as well known in musical
comedy circles as it is to screen
patrons in this country. She
also had a brilliant career in the
Antipodes. In New York she
played an important role in the
original production of "Peg O'
My Heart," "The Boomerang,"
"The Man Who Came Back,"
and "All tor the Ladies."
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Edward Clayton, juvenile and
dancer, has finished work in
"Skidproof," directed by Scotty
Dunlap tor Fox.
Belle Stoddard is playing at
present the part of the nurse to
little Jean Carpenter in Norma
Talmadge's "Ashes of Vengeance."
Malcolm McGregor, one of Meleading men to has
loaned tro's
to Universal
appearbeenin
one picture with Gladys Walton.
Hope Hampton, who will be
featured in the screen version of
David Belasco's play. "The Gold
*Diggcrs."
New York. has arrived here from
Oscar Apfel, who is to direct
Viola Dana in "To Whom It May
Concern," her next Metro starringturned
picture,
only recently
from abroad
where rehe
produced
"Bulldog
Drummond"
for a Dutch company.
Bowditch Turner, who is appearing in Rex Ingram's production of "Scaramouche" for Metro,
enacted the role of Argensola
the servant of Julio in Mr. Ingram's Metro production of "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
Clyde Fitch's "Beau Brummel," in which John Barry more
will be starred by the Warner
Brothers, is being adapted for
the screen by Frances Marion,
one of the most prolific writers
in the picture industry.
William Orlamond has a comedy character role in the Metro
all-star production of "The
Eagle's
scored aFeather."
big hit withMr.hisOrlamond
comedy
part of the ship's carpenter in
the Metro screen version of "All
the Brothers
recent
release. Were Valiant," a
Shirley Mason, the sister of
Viola Dana, is in the Good
Samaritan Hospital in Los Angeles recovering from an appendicitis operation. Miss Mason is
occupying the same room in the
hospital Miss Dana had when
she was operated on several
months ago and has the same
doctor and nurse.
Frank Borzage, director for
Arthur H. Jacobs who releases
through First National, ten
years ago was a leading man for
Thomas H. Ia.ce. Chester Lyons
was a cameraman there. Borzage, recognizing his exceptional
worth, remembered, and several
years ago when he became a director, secured Lyons as his own
cameraman. He is to photograph
his next production also, which
will be commenced in a few days
at the United Studios.

and

What's

What

Leslie Austen, who appears
•lightly before the public in "The
Wasp," is putting in his spare
t;me acting before the camera
E. H. Griffith, who returned
last week from Canada, is now
filming the interiors for Cosmopolitan's feature "Unseeing
Eyes," which was tentatively
titled "Snowblind."
Daniel Carson Goodman, who
has a nack for original titles,
has tentatively named his forthcoming production "You Get
What You Give.'"
Jane Thomas will play the
dutiful daughter immediately
upon the completion of "The
Exciters," and will take a hurried trip to Chicago to visit her
mother before starting work on
her next special.
Virginia Pearson, absent from
the screen for three years while
headlining in vaudeville, returns
to the films in a leading part in
Frank
production
for FirstBorzage's
National next
release.
Arthur H. Jacobs and his director, Frank Borzage, hied themselves away to the high Sierras
to fish for trout between pictures.
Ever since he has been in pictures Borzage has made such a
retreat when time permits.
Melville Burke, who is at present directing a stock company in
Cincinnati, is working on a plan
whereby he intends to make a
motion picture with the stock
players as actors. If this venture is successful, it will be the
first time a thing of this sort has
been done.
William Collier. Jr., who has
just been engaged by wire by
Arthur H. Jacobs, is preparing to
migrate from New York to
Hollywood, where he is to play
a leading role in the next Frank
Borzage production which is to
be released through First National.
Gertrude Astor has returned
to Los Angeles following the
completion of her work as one of
the principal players in Alice
Brady's production of "The Ne'er
Do Well" in New York and she
is now appearing in the John M.
Stahl production of "The
Wanters."
Monte Blue and Irene Rich
will be co-starred in the Warner
Brothers' picturizat ion of Kathleen Norris' novel, "Lucretia
Lombard." It will be made by
Harry Rapf, the scenario having
been completed by Sada Cowan.
Lloyd Hamilton is wintering
in New York this spring.

CAMERA

News Section

in Filmland

Mae Murray has departed for
New
for a to
month's
stay.
Upon York
her return
Hollywood
she will start work on "Conquest," her next
production
for
Metro, which
Robert
Z. Leonard
will direct.
Carry Odell, character actor of
note and former Mack Sennett
comedy star, has finished his interpretation of"Spike Louis" in
the new Richard Thomas prodution,
"Scarlet
Shadows,"
which
is being
made at
the Hollywood
studios.
John Henry, scion of a wealthy
Boston family who recently
wended his footsteps Hollywoodway to seek fame in motion pictures, has just completed work
in Joseph Henaberry's production of "A Gentleman of Leisure"
at the Lasky studios.
Fat Carr has replaced Harry
Myers in the role of the chauffeur in the Warner Brothers picturization of George M. Cohan's
play,
"Little
Johnny
Jones,"
featuring
Johnny
Hines.
Mr.
Myers
will
be
co-starred
in oneto
of the new series of pictures
be made by the Warners this
season.
Bert Woodruff, one of the stars
of "Children of Dust," Frank
Borzage's current First National
picture, started the first theater
in Redondo, California, about
seventeen years ago. It was in
an abandoned railway station
and was made light-proof with
cheap calico. It rained, but the
audience remained, putting up
their umbrellas for protection.
Little Philippe deLacy, adopted French orphan and clever
child actor, has completed an important child part in Mary Pickford's latest picture, "The Street
Singer,"
and principal
has been supporting
signed for
one
of the
roles in exposing
"Why Do the
We Live?"
picture
evils ofa
capital punishment, which is being made at the Cosmosart
studios.
Dulcie Cooper, who has gained
an enviable reputation the past
year as an ingenue with such
stars as Clara Kimball Young in
"What No Man Knows"; with
Tom Mix in "Do and Dare";
"The Desert Blossom" with William Russell"; "Hands of Nara"
with Lowell Sherman; and "Live
and Let Live," a Christie Cabanne Production, has been engaged to play the ingenue leads
at the Broadway Strand Theatre,
San Diego.
Miss Cooper has had several
years on the speaking stage,
having played a season with Virginia Brissac in San Francisco.

This

Week

"Held to Answer," a gripping
story of today by Peter Clarfii
MacFarlane, will be the secoiH
of
new series of Metro's aH
starthespecials.
Dorothy Revier, former star of
the legitimate stage, is making
her initial bow in motion pi*
tures as leading woman in the
new James E. Bowen production^
"The Supreme Test," being maw
at Cosmosart.
. After experiencing some <4e
the coldest days of the colden
spring New York City has su>
fered in many years, Jacm
White, producer-director of EdUJ
cational-Mermaid Comedies, is
back in the sunshine of SoutH
ern California.
"Broken Hearts of Broadway,?
a story dealing with the bright
lights of New York, is being pro!
duced for the screen by IrvinJr
Cummings at the HollywooJ
studios. The leading male tow
in the picture is being port rayed
by Johnnie Walker, popular actor, who has often been referred
to as "the typical American boj"
of the screen." As soon as he
completed
hiswill
workresume
in thisprodujj
picture Walker
tion of his own series of pictures
at the Robertson-Cole studios. 1
Creighton Hale, debonair leading man, is the first player to be
signed by Victor Seastrom foil
one of the principal roles in his
forthcoming production, "Tmj
Master processes
Man," which
to enter
filming
at theis Goldwyffl
studios on June 4th. Mr Hale re]
cently completed his portrayal of
"Little Billee' in the RicharJ
Walton Tully production of
"Tirlby" folowing his work as co|
star in "Just Suppose," the popul
lar stage play, which was pre]
sented at the Mason Opera
House ago.
in Los Angeles a tern
weeks
Watson,who
Jr., has
ten-year
old]
filmCoy starlet,
recently!
finished an important part in the!
latest Edgar Lewis production ol
"The
Rightto ofa revival
the Strongest,1!
was taken
meeting
the other night by his mother!
A gospel role was being sung to
the tune of "Old Black Joe" aat
the new arrivals seated themselves. The soloist
started
to.'
sing the chorus
when to
the surf
prise of all present Coy sang out
loudly,
coming unaware
— I'm com-of
ing— ," "I'm
apparently
the fact that only he and the
soloist were singing. His mother
quickly touch his arm, whispering that the song was a religious
song and a solo at that. "Ah,
go on, mother!" exclaimed the
youngster, "You can't fool me,
That's 'Old Black Joe.' "

J
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Pulse
of the Studios
For Week Starting Monday, May 28
Camera/ intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Director
Star
Cameraman
Progress
Ass't Director
Scenarist
Type
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Holly 3130
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
Schedule
Cooke
Diltz
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn
McGill
Cooke
Diltz
2-Reel Comedies
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
4 th Week
Ben Wilson
All-Star
Eddie Linden
Earl Turner
Evelyn Campbell
"Mine to Keep"
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 I Fountain Ave.
598-146
Editing
r* ii.
r~1 ivittt
Ma l*tinLin rroQUCUOii)
Pi-n/~liirlinn
IlAn r.F- Mck/wna
Mrrvi
i—.
i/on
usuorne, ivigr.
Horace B. Carpenter All Star
Jack Ramsey
W. H. Patton
Frank S. Mattison "Shell Shocked Sammy"
Wilshire 42 75
BRONX STUDIO.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd. K enneth Bishop, General Mgr.
Stern,
Gen.
Mgr.
Bert
Sternback,
Casting.
CENTURY STUDIO.
61 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius
Holly 96
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Preparing
AJ Herman
Buddy Messinger
William Hyer
Al Herman
"Buddy at the Bat"
1416 La Brea Ave.
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
Holly 4070
Regent Film Company.
(United Artists release).
Charles Chaplin
Edna Purviance
Rollin Totheroh
25th
Week
Eddie Sutherland
Monta Bell
"Public Opinion"
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
439-764
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Holly 3100
Harold Beaudine
Dorothy Devore Nagy
3rd
Week
Lavell'eClemens Conklin
2-Reel Comedy
1st Week
Jas.
Scott Sidney
Jimmy Adams Nagy
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr. Wilshire 2115
W. Irving Productions. (B. P. S. release).
Harry Revere Productions.
Shell Craft Productions* Edwin Smith, Gen. Mgr.
Sherwood MacDonald Productions.
2-Reel Comedies
Staff
Eddie Saunders
Schedule
MacDonald Gloria Joy
Beckway
Swickard Productions
Better Picture Association
Superior Productions
West Coast Productions.
Crescent Productions.
2-Reel Comedy
C. French Burns All-Star
1st Week
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Mission Film Co. Norman Walker, Business Mgr.
Wallace Clifton
David Kirkland
Ail-Star David Abel
Chas. Hamm
"The Barefoot Boy"
Fred Caldwell Productions.
Chas. Mack Productions.
(Western Pictures Exploitation).
Henry McCarthy Ail-Star Floyd Jackman
Chas. Mack
"Beyond the Horizon"
Jess Robbins Productions.
(Vitagraph release)
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Stock
Buckingham
Comedies
Staff
Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
Benny Stoloff
Al St. John
Comedies
Kim Summervllle Stock
Arthur Conn
Jay Turner
Comedies
Zane Grey
Dan Clark
Lambert Hillard Tom Mix
Eugene
Forde
"Lone
Star Ranger"
Lew Brice
Erie Kenton
Comedies
Carr
Hollinghead
Henry Otto
Phylis
Haver
Walt Mayo
"The
Temple
of Venus"
Lee
Jos. Brotherton
Wm. Russell
Jas. Flood
Strumwasser
Ed Feeny
"Time Hath Changed"
Schneiderman
John Gilbert
Jack Ford
"Cameo Kirby"
Don Short
Max Gold
Chas Jones
Dunlap
Harvey Gates
"Snow Drift"
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Neitz
F. W. Raymond
Al J. Neitz
Bill Patten
Morey Hughes
"Battlin' Buckaroo"
F. W. Raymond
Al J. Neitz
Bill Patten
Morey Hughes
"Wild & Wooley"
Neitz
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
Cowan
Coffee
"Havoc"
Harry Garson
Neilson-Kerrigan Richardson
GOLDSTONE STUDIO. 6050 Sunset Blvd.
Phil Goldstone
Productions.
(State RightsRoland
release).
Staff
W. K. Howard
Wm. Fairbanks
Price
Harry Tenbrook
"What Women Want"
Culver
City.
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting.
-Star
Von Stroheim
Star
Ben Reynolds
Sowders
Mathis-VonStroheii
"Greed"
-Star
Charles Brabin
John Mescall
A.Eddie
L. Raboch
Ouida
Bergere
"Six Days"
All
-Star
David Kesson
Thomas Held
All
Neilan-Urson
Lovett-Mathis
"The
Rendevous"
AllAll
Kavanaugh
Wm. Silden
Errol Taggart
Tod Browning
"The
Day of Faith"
-Star
Star
John Boyle
Geo. D. Baker
Whittaker
A.
C.
Eddington
"The Magic-Skin"
All
Victor Seastrom
Paul Bern
Chas. Van Enger Chas. Lapworth
"Master of Man"
June Mathis
Lucia Andriot
Emmett Flynn
All- Star
Ray
Flynn
"In the Palace of the King"
Cosmopolitan Productions.
Gr-orce W. Hill
All- Star
George Berthelon Frances Marion
Leroy O'Connell
Daughter of Mother McGin"
HORSLEY OFFICE AUBLDG., 1 442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive Monte West, Studio
Monty West
Mgr.
Bob Horner All-Star Geo. Meehan Leo Meehan
"Midnight Limited, Inc."
World Educational Films.
Eliason
Baby Betty Wm. Field F. M. Abbey Robinson
"The Forty Niner"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release).
1442 Beachwood Drive.
Seeling Big Boy Williams
Vernon Walker
Chas. DeLong J. Natterford
Western Special

598-165
Editing
Preparing
Holly 3000
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
1st
Week
Schedule
1st Week
5lh Week
2nd Week
3rd Week
Holly 2632
2nd Week
1st Week
Wilshire 81
5th Week
2nd Week
76171 1
10th Week
10th Week
AVeek
4th
2nd Week
3rd
Week
1st Week
4 th Week
10 th Week
Preparing
Preparing
2nd Week
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Ass't Director
Scenarist
Cameraman
Ben Verschl eiser, General Manager.

Type
Director
Star
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St.
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
2-Reel Comedy
Comedy
Bill Williams
Harry Edwards
Monte Bank
Leslie 1 inodman
Staff
Bill Williams
Herman Raymaker Monte Banks
Leslie 1 "Odman
Staff
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Ken. MacLean
Hugh Faye
Sid Smith
Chas. I.* Mont
Staff
"On
the Job"
Comedy
Joe Rock Productions, Inc.
Grover Jones
Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
Dave Smith
Staff
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
J. Jasper, Mgr.
Richard Thomas Productions.
Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr
Lloyd Ingraham
Douglas MacLean
Geo. Cr
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
Jack
Diamond
Woolstenhulme
Hope Loring
Irving Cummings All-Star
"Broken Hearts of Broadway'
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Supreme
Productions.
Chas.ArtJ. Hall
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Mrs. Wallace Reid Productions
J. Griffith Wray
Mrs. Reid
Henry Sharp
Ross Lederman
C. Gardner Sullivan "Human Wreckage"
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
"The Sign"
JoJe Thompson
Murfln-McCloskey
All-Star
King
Gray
Jane
DonnaMurfin
Darrell
Laurance Trimble Strongheart C. B. Dreyer
"Phantom Pack"
Cyril Gardner
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
R. L. Selander
AU--Star Joe Walker
1520 Vine St. Thompson Buchana"Loving Lies"
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt. Casting.
Paramount Picture*. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Frank Brandon
Beulah Marie Dix "Children ot Jazz"
Jerome Storm
All-Star
Ded Jennings
Dick Johnson Staff
Joseph Henaberry Jack Holt
Gentleman
Si Klegg
Waldemar Young "A
"Salome
Jane"of Leisure"
Geo. Melford
All-Star
Bert Glennon
Charles Maigne
Joy Moore
"Scarlet Partner"
Sada Cowan
Al
Gilroy
Doris
Schroeder
Victor Fleming
All-Star
Jas. Howe
"To the Last Man"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
([Metro release).
Monte Katterjohn •The Master of Women"
Reginald Barker
All-Star
Percy Hilburn Harry Schenck
•The Wanters"
John M. Stahl
All-Star
Ernest Palmer Sid Algiers
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (AI Lichtman Release).
"The Broken Wing"
The Leightons
Tom
Forman
All-Star
Harry
Perry
Sam
Nelson
Vic Schertzinger
"The Boomerang"
The
Leightons
Tom Forman
All-Star
Harry Perry Sam Nelson
"The Virginian"
Casting.
Harry Kerr,
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Frank Strayer
Harold Shaw
Viola Dana
John Arnold
"Rouged Lips"
Harold Shaw
"Held to Answer"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Curt Rehfeld
Rex Ingram
All-Star
John Seitz
Willis Goldbeck "Scaramouche"
Hunt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release).
Edward Sloman Productions.
Edward Sloman All-Star
Eelgh Smith
Winifred Dunn
"Eagle's Feather"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
McDirmott
Victor Schertzinger Jackie Coogan
Frank Good
Mary Rob. RineharC'Long Live the King"
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
G. W. Cave
Blvd.
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7 1 00 Santa Monica
United Artists Release.
Ernest Lubitsch
Mary Pickford
Charles Rosher
Jim Townsend
Edw. Knoblock
"The Street Singer"
"The Thief of Bagdad"
Raoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue Staff
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Jas. W. Home
Al Santell
Mai St. Clair

All-Star
All-Star
Geo. O'Hara
Eddie
Hearn
Harold Goodwin
Geo. K. Arthur
Miller
Baxter
Emile Chautard
Miller Baxter
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder.
ROACH STUDIO. Culver City.
Hal Roach Comedies (Pa the release).
Parrott Snub Pollard
Howe-Cedar 'Taut" Parrott
McNamaraAll-Star
McGowan
Jeske-Pembrook
Stan Laurel
Roy Clemens
Edna Murphy
Len Powers
Dippy Doo Dads
ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY
Phil Rosen All-Star
RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell,
B. D. Russell
Geo. Larkin
Malobee Productions.
Malobee
Leo Maloney
Logan-Baynham Productions.
Tom Gibson Morante
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS. 7425
Mack Sennett Comedies. (First National
F. Richard Jones Mabel Normand
Roy Delruth
Billy Bevan
Herman Raymaker Ben Turpin

Dubray Collings
Wm. Marshall
Lee Garmes

Progress
EditingHolly 162
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Holly 1431
Preparing
4th Week
Preparing
761731
12th Week
5th Week
15th Week
1st Week
Holly 2409
Editing
9th
Week
6th
Week
Editing
ith Week
Lincoln 2 1 20
11th Week
6th Week
Editing
Preparing
Editing
Holly 4485
Preparing
llth Week
4 th Week
4th Week
Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901
13th Week
Preparing
Holly 7780
Editing

5th Week
Owen Davis "Blow Your Own Horn'
Dickey-Page "Lights Out"
1st Week
Beatrice Van Western
"So This IsStory
Hollywood"
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
A. C. Witwer Story
1st Week
"Alimony"
Dubray-CoHlna
Frank Mills E. M. Engleton
Jr., Genl Mgr.
1425 Fleming St.
598-141
761-721
Warren Doane, Mgr.
Hackmey
Roach Doran
Schedule
Hutchison-Parrott Comedies
2-Reel Comedy
Henecke-Brandle
Schedule
Frank Young
C. If sreneuse
Harry Gerstadt
Hal Conklin "Our
Schedule
2-ReelGang"
Comedy
4 th Week
McBurney
Frank How. Clark "Wbat Should a Girl Do?"
Bobby Doran
Si
heilnle
Staff
Animal Comedy
Hank Kohler
Bert ' 'urrigan
Al. Kelley
Holly 2 1 76
Curly-Broening
"Life
of
Abraham
Lincoln"
Hively
7th AV'eek
Mgr.
1439 B eachwood Dr.
Preparing
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Holly 7945-6
Feature
V. Walker
Bebee
2-Reel Western
Schedule
Bob Williamson
2-Beel Comedy
MacManigal
Kane-Walsh
Schedule
Wils. 1550
Sunset Blvd.
Release).
Jim Wright
Mack Sennett
Week
Homer Scott
Editing
"The Extra Girl"
4llth
th Week
Mack Sennett
George Bordeau
"Knip
and
Tuck"
Mark Sennett
Wagner
"Pitfalls of a Big City"
Art.
Rolliei'laven
Asher
Moreno

AMERAI
Director

Star

Cameraman

Ass't Director

Scenarist

iunset Productions.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
Bert Longenecker
Robt. N. Bradbury All-Star
JNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
_ouis B.FredMayer
Productions,
Clune's
Studio,
5360Wyckoff
Melrose Ave.
Niblo All-Star Alvin
Doran Cox
Bess Meredith
■rank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp.
(First National release.)
Frank Borzage
All -Star
Chester Lyons
Lou Borzage
Ldwin Car ewe Productions. (First National release).
F. Fox
Edwin-Carewe
Holbrook Blinn
W. Fox
oteph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
Frances Marion
Frank Lloyd Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio Harry Weil
Sidney Franklyn
Constance TalmadfNorbert Brodin
Millard Webb
Emerson-Loos
ames Young Productions (Associated First National release).
Zekroff
2nd Week
Sam DeGrath All-Star Geo. Benoit
irst National Productions.
Lynn Reynolds
All-Star Welmer .
JNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Jniversal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release.)
Tom Regan
George Hively
George Marshall
Jack Hoxie
Tinling
Richard Stanton All-Star
Harvey
Gates
Wm. Parke All-Star
Arthur Thompson Geo. Pyper
Grandin
Jack Dougherty
Jefferson
Moffit
Taylor
Messinger-MarchanMower-Sedgwick
Howard
Oswald
McDonough
Bertram Millhauser
Duke Worne Little-Thomson
Wm. Nobles
Wallace Worsley
Lon Chaney Robt. Newhart
Sheehan-Lowe
Dugan-Sullivan
Staff
Harry Webb
Harry Pollard Reginald Denny
Ernst Laemmle
Stuart Paton Roy Stewart
Geo. Hull
Edw. Laemmle
Herbert Rawlinson
Joe Barry
King
Baggott
Baby
Peggy
Holland
Watson
Bert Roach
Geo. Plympton
Clarke
Wm. Duncan Duncan-Johnson Robinson
Leo McCasey
Hugh
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
Anton Davey
Marion Hoffman
Fairfax
Arthur
Smith
Hobart
Henley
Virginia
Valli
B. Humberstone Edwin Marshall
Robt. Hill
Wm. Desmond
)inky Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, Production Manager De Ruelle
Al Austin
Dinky Dean Harry Thorpe
Staff
rtTAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith. Gen Mgr.
EARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Varner Brothers Productions.
Gilson
Arthur Rosson
Johnny Hines
Hines-Roth Ray Schrock
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry
Dupar
Geo. Webster Julien Josephson
Harry Beaumont
Hope Hampton
Grant Carpenter
Sidney Franklin
Lenore Ulric
Edmund Goulding
Harry Rapf Productions.
Blue-Rich
Sada
Cowan
Marie Prevost
Edmund Goulding
VILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd.
Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit, Universal
CurrentHerbert
production,
Untamable"
Blach6,"TheDirecting
Recent Releases, "A Dangerous Game,"
"The Love Letter," "Gossip," "The Town
Scandal"
THEODORE
HAYS
is not a director, but he can give the
director the action he wants.
Expert Horseman
Complete Wardrobe
Main 525
"We save your sole and heel you too"
FRANK
The Shoe Doctor
Holly 3752

6666 Hollywood Blvd.

Dr. W. I. Schuster
203 Bogardus Bldg.,
Sunset at Western
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
"You haveto tried
the rest, ofnowthetryprofession
the best"
Catering
the foremost
10 to 12
2 to 5
Evenings 6 to 8
Palmer Graduate
Phone 436-724
Hours 2 to 5
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Night Calls Accepted

H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Post Graduate Chicago and New York
Holly 102-82; 57288 6702 Hollywood Blvd.

WE

MOVE

THE

MOVIES

Type

Marion

Holly 4080
9 th Week
2nd Week
Preparing
10th Week
9th Week

'Captain Applejack"
'The Bad Man"
'Ashes
'Dulcy" of Vengeance"

"Lord of Thunder Mountain' 1st Week
2nd Week
'The Huntress"
Editing 5 70-081
Preparing
Preparing
Schedule
Schedule
17th
25th Week
Week
Schedule
Preparing
2nd
4th Week
Week
Schedule
5th
Week
Editing
3rd Week
7th Week

"Where Is This West"
"The Man Hunter"
"Eagles'
Talons"
'Daniel Boone'"
"Hunchback"
Leather Pushers
"The Love
Brand"
"The
ComedyVictor"
"Wanted
a Home"
"The Steel Trail"
"The Untamable"
"Lady of Quality"
"Skyline of Spruce"
"John of the Woods"

7th Week
598131
Holly 4181

"Little Johnny Jones"
"Printer's Devil"
"Gold Diggers"
"Tiger Rose"
"Lucretia Lombard"
"Broadway After Dark"
LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

SAMUEL C. SHINE
Holly 2672
6568 Santa Monice Boulevard

Progress

5th Week
3rd Week
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Schedule
Holly 7940
Holly 7660

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.
Warde

Acting and Make-Up for Stage and Motion_Pictures. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancing
'/33 So. Broadway
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
Telephone 821-181
FUR RUGS.

FUR ROBES.
FUR STORAGE AND RENOVATING
MOUNTINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

COLBURNS
933-935 South Broadway

TAXIDERMY

STUDIO

Telephone 643-13
Touring Cars $2 per Hour.
Limousines $2.50 per Hour.
Special Rates on Studio Trips and Touring.

SUNSET
577-994

TAXI
578-280

QUICK
MONEY
RELEASE!
Producers — Active or Prospective — Get in Touch with a LIVE One
H.

and

B. Film Company
Distributors — Producers
.Bronx Studio, 1745 Glcndale Blvd., Los Angeles.

Wilshire 4275
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Do

You Want Work?
Our Beautiful Clothes Will
Win You Recognition
Exquisite Garments at a Fraction of
Their Original Cost. Many of
Them Never Worn.

Open Evenings.

New Phone 435-677

Screen Stars Wardrobe Exchange
2006 Ivar Avenue
(in the brown residence on the corner)

"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
NEWS FROM NEW YORK
of "Merrybeautiful
Mary Philbin,
ed
Go-Round,"
and who
is alsoactress
an accomplish
(Continued from Page 6)
musician, is adding horsemanship to her list
Once upon a time, a man grew interested of gifts. She begged for a role with Jack
in a glowing film title, and when he saw Hoxie at Universal City to learn WesteM
plays, and now is taking lessons in trick
the film, it really lived up to the press agen- riding.
"I want to learn every angle of pfl
tric promise. The surprise killed him.
tureplay acting," is her explanation.
Tyrone Power said yesterday that he would
Georges Rizard, who is photographing
leave for the coast shortly to assume his "The
Eagle's Feather" for Metro, is one
cameraman who has never been known to
role in "The Day of Faith."
wear the traditional reversed cap while film
a soft
Sidney Olcott is directing George Arliss in ing a picture. He invariably wears for
the
"Green Goodess, for Distinctive. Saul H. hat and is often mistaken by visitors
leading man.
Harrison is assisting him.

All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor at Law

JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
ORIENTAL PROPERTIES
OF ALL TYPES
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954

Raymond McKee
The Friars Club
New York City

Minor

Blythe

Attorney-at-Law
Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los Angeles
Telephone 134-88

EXPERT
TYPING
Scripts and Stories
a Specialty
GRACE AINSLEE
Carvanza 3395
Reproductions Publicity
Still Finishing
Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
Animated Carloons — Original Title Ideas —
Clay Animation
— Miniature
Animated
Figures Sets and
Cinema Arts Studio
ELMER H. YOUNG, Mgr.
612 Lissner Bldg.
Phone 644-42

Mary Roberts Rhinehart is here to confer
with Wagenhals and Kamper on her new
play "The Breaking Point."

Famous Players gained a point in its court
battle with Valentino when New York's Supreme Court Justice O'Malley ruled that cer"Sheik,"
by the
interposed
tain
said
allows
out. This
stricken
should bedefences
"Schreek" to file an amended answer.
Marjorie Rambeau apparently attempted
to make a secret getaway from this country
on the "Homeric." last Saturday. Her name
was not among those present and the night
before, her home, denied her departure. But
the sleuth reporters cornered her. Still she
would not talk. "Just leaving," she said.
Guess she's tiled. She left for London.
Douglar Fairbanks, Jr., arrived in New
York, May 8th, on the Majestic. His mother,
Mrs. James Evans, accompanied him. Young
Douglas will go to Hollywood to follow in his
father's footsteps as an actor.
Chas. Reed Jones, once publicity man for
many of the beaux monde of Hollywood, is
now manager lor W. E. A. F., which means
New York City's big radio station.
If Thomas Meighan were as shy as his
brother William J., he would not be a great
movie star. W illiam J., who lives in Washington, D. C, has been photographed only
twice during his life. Yesterday the pho-to
tographers called on Meighan, attempting
take his picture, but failed. William is in
the automobile business and is single, and
girls, he is just as, if not handsomer, than
his brother. Address all mail to 4328
Seventh street North West.
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MOKE OF
SOME
HAS
POTEL
VICTOR
THOSE WONDER 1*' I ' L COLLIE I 'UPS FOB
NSHIP"
CHAMPIO
.
YOU.
REALTIES
SUREFROM ARK
AND
STOCK THEY'RE
LOOK 'EM OVER! PHONE HOLLY 2884*
MADAME
M. H. CUPPEL— Advice on L if eft
in full, month
\ffairs. Call or semi name
Teaches Numerology
date and year of birth.
by appointAnalysis
$2.%.
Course of Lessons
ment $2. Phone limKil. Palace Hotel.
& HOWELL WITH
AVAILABLE NOW, HELL
MENT
O EQUIP
TE STUDI
COMPLE
SOUTH3746. OLIVE
, 914 MAIN
BLAINE WALKER
TELEPHONE
STREET.
camera, 120'
577PhoneRENT
& Howell,
— Bell674.
FOR
shutter. Full equipment, excellent condition
FOR RENT — High-grade still outfits, $5.00 per
week. Little, The Big Photographer, 5874
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.
BELL AND HOWELL CAMERA FOR RENT.
PHONE 599-464.
170° SHUTTER.

Broxtfn,

Caldwell
&Ladd

MELODIC TECHNIQUE
(Continued from Page 5)

teristics and the period— they are also fitting
backgrounds for the people that pass through
them and the ac tion that transpires in them.
The straight lines and excessive orderliness
of the playroom of the Crown Prince (played
by Jackie) bespeak the excessive zeal with
which his daily life is ordered. Somber
Gothic tones in the bedroom of the king
(played by Robert Brower) are a fitting
who is livbackground for the grim warriorLouis
Quinze
ing in his last months on earth.
fittings decorate the boudoir of the Countess
Theby) appropriOlga Loschek (Rosemary and
plots hatched
ately, for the intrigue
there.
"Long Live the King" was adapted by Eve
novel
Unsell from Mary Roberts Rinehart'ssupportname. Jackie Coogan's
of the sameincludes
Rosemary Theby, Ruth
ing cast
Renick, Vera Lewis, Alan Hale, Alan Forrest,
Walt Whitman, Robert Brower and Don
Franklin.

PKoto
Engravings

l St.
tkne Hil
317 Sou
Pho
635-51
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The

Golden Butterfly
Where Santa Monica Canyon
Meets the Sea
Chicken Dinner
$2.00
Steak or Baked Virginia Ham
- 1.50
Catering to Social Affairs a Specialty
Telephone 21741
Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774
Reed

Heustis
and

Sherley Hunter
in collaboration
Comedy-Drama
TITLES
and Continuities
816 Detwiler BIdg.
Phone 665-09
"Service to
Producer
and

Justice to
Performer'
The

Service Bureau
1036 South Hill
Phone 821-071

Hardee Kirkland
Hollywood 6298
(Fort Worth says about the sketch
"The
Man Higher
which
Mr. Kirkland
appearedUp,"
with in
Theodore
Roberts) .
"Usually,
the movie
star is Kirkland,
the only
thing
to the play,
but Hardee
the second and only other member of
the cast, rivals the distinguished
'father of the films' for top position
honors."
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Victrola
Phonograph or
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Play
will after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and surface scratch
noises
-i|
entering
sound
Gold Plate>ee
$1.50
I
box.
No
metallic
Cut)
I noises.
Nickel Plate $1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
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come the stupenduous task of editing and
cutting.
Edmund Mortimer, director of "Alias
Jimmy Valentine," "The Road Through the
Dark," "The Hush Hour" and "The County
Fair," all outstanding box office successes,
has added another attractive production to
the noteworthy list.
"Thicker Than Water," the screen version
of Margaret Bryant's "Richard," in which
Herbert Rawlinson starred under Mortimer's
direction, has been completed and in roughly
edited form looks like a picture of which
any director might be proud. Charles Kenyon adapted the novel to the screen form
and such well known players as David Torrence, Lionel Belmore, Esther Ralston, Mike
Donlin and Alfred Fisher handled the principal supporting roles. The atmosphere
switches from the thrilling scenes of underworld spots in America to the quiet location
of an old estate in England.
Production has been started at Universal
City on a Gladys Walton starring vehicle
that promises to be one of the most interesting of her career.
The story is weird and different from anything that Miss Walton has ever done. Instead of being a flapper heroine, she is a
woman with two natures, a dual soul-onehalf evil and one half good. The drama of
the story is intensified by the fact that there
are only four characters of importance — the
woman, her Chinese servant woman, her
sweetheart and a doctor whose evil influence
over her is the cause of her lightening transformations from good to bad.
The Chinese servant woman will be played
by Etta Lee and the doctor by John Sainpolis. The young lover will be played by
Malcolm McGregor, the promising young
"find" that Rex Ingram brought to the screen.
Gelette Burgess wrote the story as a novel
and Hugh Hoffman wrote the continuity.
Herbert Blache, whose recent directorial
achievements include "Nobody's Bride" and
"Fools and Riches," starring Herbert Rawlinson will guide the production.
"Legally Born" will be the title of Charles
Furthmann's sequel to "Legally Dead," recently completed at Universal City with Milton Sills in the title role. It is a story of a
man brought back to life by adrenalin after
being legally proclaimed dead. The sequel
tells his legal difficulties as an officially
"dead" person, and how he overcomes -them.
Getting a double for Virginia Valli at a
younger age was the rather difficult task
achieved by Hobart Henley in "A Lady of
Quality," filmed at Universal City. Little
Peggy Cartwright depicts her at the age of
six and the likeness between the two is
striking.
William Watson has started to work on a
new comedy for Walter Ford, the English
comedian, at Universal City. Gladys McConnell plays the leading feminine role.
"Sawdust," Jack Conway's new picture
starring Gladys Walton, has proved useful to
Edward Sedgwick, who directed Hoot Gibson
in "Out of Luck." Sedgwick used Conway's
circus tent for a county fair background in
one of his village scenes in the navy play.
Jack Dillon has completed the filming of
"A Self Made Wife," with Ethel Grey Terry
and other famous players at Universal City.
The film is now in the hands of the cutting
department.
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DO YOU KNOW THATNoah and Wallace Beery are brothers?
Lucy delineators
Beaumont, one
of the screen's
best
known
of mother
roles, played
the part of Mrs. Wiggs in "Mrs. Wiggs of
the Cabbagestage?
Patch" several years ago on the
legitimate
Alberta Vaughn, who has recently been
placed under contract by Mack Sennett, is
a sister of Ada Mae Vaughn, leading woman
for Charles Ray in his new picture, "The
Courtship
MilesandStandish?"
Creightonof Hale
Alan Hale are not related to each other?
Garry Odell, character actor of note and
former Mack Sennett comedy star, is a
nephew of John Fleming Wilson, the famous
author?
Gloria Hope in private life is Mrs. Lloyd
Hughes, wife of the debonair leading man
of the screen?
David and Ernest Torrence are brothers?
Leatrice Joy is married to Jack Gilbert,
William Fox star?
Peggy Brown, who plays opposite William
Desmond in "McGuire of the Mounted," was
formerly a Ziegfeld Follies' dancer?

Art
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SPECIALIST

ON MAKE-UP

Will teach you how to make
up
correctly. Read my
references.
1712 St. James Court
Hollywood at Western
Phone 598-207
Announcing the removal
of our offices to new and
more commodious quarters at 211 Hollywood
Security Building.
Telephone Hollywood 8092
Adeline M. Alvord
Books Plays
Motion Picture Enterprises

"We teach your match to tell the truth"
Special offer, watch crystals 25c
A complete line of high-grade and
moderately priced jewelry. Shop
is open evenings.
HOLLYWOOD WATCH
CLOCK HOSPITAL

AND

Sam Margolis, Prop. 6057 Hollywood Blvd.
Especially for Motion Picture. People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments BIdg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
DINNER
MERCHANTS
11:30 to 2LUNCH
5:30 to 8
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EXPERT CITES SOME HAIR HISTORY
Dr. Rudolph Martin, of Boston, one of
America's leading specialists in the care and
arrangement of the coiffure, has become
greatly interested in the style of hairdressing recently brought to this country by Andree Lafayette, the girl who is portraying
the title role in Richard Walton Tully's
screen production of "Trilby."
"Attractive arrangement and adornment
of milady's hair," he says, "is a custom dating back to the early Egyptians, and one
which will undoubtedly go in to infinity.
Even the casual observer of hair styles will
note that certain arrangements reappear
from time to time, again being pronounced
the mode of the day.
"The bobbed hair, which has just ended
one of its periodical terms of favor, was
originally adopted by the Egyptians, and apparently was as much in vogue at that early
date as it has been recently.
"The desire to dress the hair in a new and
becoming fashion has led many to adopt the
latest, known as the "Trilby Bang," popularized by Andree Lafayette, the Parisian
motion picture actress, now playing in Richard Walton
Tully's Her
production
of "Trilby,"
for First
National.
introduction
of this
style will undoubtedly be the forerunner of
a period of favor for this method of arrangement. It will be remembered that
bobbed hair was popularized to a great extent by Mrs. Vernon Castle. This and other
instances serve to indicate that new styles
often become popular through adoption by
some prominent member of the social or
theatrical world.
"The length of time such styles remain
popular is usually governed by the number
of women who can adopt them becomingly.
The style which can be attractively taken up
by the greatest number of women retains its
popularity
the longest."
Miss Lafayette
rolls her golden locks under
until they attain the ordinary length of
bobbed hair, and when securely fastened
with but two pins, the result gives all the
appearance of bobbed hair. In fact, one nationally known photographer had been posing Miss Lafayette for an hour or two before
he was astounded to discover that she really
possessed long, luxuriant locks "of her very
own."
FOREIGN*
STORIESTHE TOCOMING
PREDOMINATE
IN THEATRES
YEAR
Photoplays with foreign stories will predominate in motion picture theatres the coming year.
MOVING JUNE 1st

r\

JJoove

PHONE

WOOD
\ X x ^
HOLLYWOOD 9161

Michael Tellegen
CHARACTER HEAVIES
his new
telephone number is
HOLLYWOOD
4587

Motion

Picture Cameras
for Rent
Late Model B & H Still and Graflex
Cameras rented by day or week.
Ultra-Speed Slow Motion and Akeley :
Cameras rented with operators.
For Information Call
PHOTOGRAPHERS
6035 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly" 4338

Wanted-DIAMONDS
_
Highest Cash Prices Paid for Yours '
>^"'^ SIDNEY D. COHN
Bldg.Sts. '
ItalyOlive
Bank ofand
V^Ytty Cor.5°2 Seventh

Lillian Leighton, who offers one of her
unique characterizations in "The Eternal
A survey just completed by Marshall
Neilan, prominent motion picture producer,
involving
Three"a canvass of theatre managers as
well as studio i>roducing officials, shows that
movie audiences throughout the country are
keen for stories laid in foreign locales and
that American producers are planning increased picturization of plots with foreign
backgrounds to meet the situation.
An Interesting angle to the situation as
announced by Mr. Neilan is that despite the
increased production of foreign stories, the
trend of producers in Los Angeles is to
make all pictures, regardless of locale, in
Southern California rather than in the
countries where the plots are laid.
As a result of the survey, Mr. Neilan announced yesterday, a policy of production
which will involve the concentration exclusively upon foreign stories. It was this situation that prompted the producer to include
aanMexican
sequence
"The Eternal
Three,"at
American
drama in recently
completed
the
"The Rendezvous,"
his
next Goldwyn
production,studio.
is a Russian
drama and this
is to be followed by "Tess of the D'Urbervilles," an English story.
Verifying his contention, Mr. Neilan points
out that the large majority of the super productions to come during the next months
will offer foreign stories. This in a large
measure, holds true of the smaller productions as well. Among the bigger film plays
to come and which offer foreign locales are
"Ben-Hur," Goidwyn's most ambitious film;
Mary Pickford's story of Spain, "The Street
Singer"; Douglas Fairbank's Arabian tale,
"The Thief of Bagdad"; "In the Palace of
the King," a story of Spain; "The Magic
Skin," a French plot by Balzac; "The
Spoilers," Alaska; "The Master of Man,"
England; "Six Days," England ; "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," France; "Scaramouche," France; "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife," France, and "The Ten Commandments," Palestine.
Mr. Neilan's survey shows that nearly
40 per cent of the foreign stories to be produced within the next few months are laid
in France, 30 per cent in England and 15
per cent in Spain. The percentage of stories
laid in other countries is smaller. r

Professional Photographs
It Costs No More for Quality Photographs at
"Los Angeles' Finest Theatrical Studio"

uciio
We are professional photographers
and have
the —bestPublicity
equipmentPhotographs
for making Portraits
Special Stills.
Commercial
tutrk
and
Enlargements.
6039 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 25601
THE
FIGHTS
. .eVerY fRIday niGhT.
pHONe hollY 100 for
rEsErvaTions.
DOn'T
forgEt
AMERICAN LEGION STADIUM
Hollywood at El Centra
Holly 100 for reservations
see

BRUNO

For Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard
PHONE HOLLY 3821
Movie

Actors

and Actresses

Wanted

to investigate wonderful values in J
exquisite clothes.
Many eastern
wardrobes new to Los Angeles and
Filmdom.
Evening
Clothes Sport Togs Furs
Hats Shoes Dresses
Wraps —
All Exclusive Styles.
1310 Lilac Terrace
(near 1400 Sunset)
Telephone Main 257
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MARY

594-774
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Marguerite

LaMont

HEAVIES-LEADS
NINE YEARS LEGITIMATE
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RUBY
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COOPER

At Lib erty June 15&1
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Producers

contract one of the biggest names
in the picture business.

This project does not call for the outlay of a
large sum
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ten men

to invest an equal amount
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Greatest
I
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Further
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Men
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Cinema
L.A. HOW
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Telephone

Make

Up

your mind to come in TODAY

439-801

'Make -Up Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry"

and inspect

our superb collection of antiques. You'll
find all sorts and manners of them here;
rave oil paintings, exquisite statues and
bronzes, oddz artd ends of bric-a-brac
from all parts of thz world that will add a
touch of beauty and distinctiveness to
your sets.
Cur service is complete. We buy, sell,
rent, and exchange. In addition to studio
work we are equipped to furnish homes.
Our bi3 shop IN HOLLYWOOD is hsadqua.ters for art lovers. We'd like to meet
you
TODAY!

antique4534 Hollywood Blvd.

PARIS

Shop
Phone 598-030

ANY make-up shops, limited in their
| purchasing power and merchandising
facilities, are forced to choose between
rasp two alternatives; either to sell high
quality goods in small quantities at
commensurately high prices, or sell
inferior grades in larger quantities at
lower prices. Fortunately we do not
have to contend with this problem, for
our tremendous buying strength and
ever-complete stocks enable us to offer
you the finest rrake-up at the lowest
cost. In other words, you pay no more
for quality here, and withal you avail
yourself of the most prompt and
efficient service.

Make-up
819 South Hill

Shop
Pico 498
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The photoplay art is busy growing and it would be a fine thing if some of the ultra-mercenary and totally inartistic producers got busy going!
It's a great world of make-believe. "Kidding" the other fellow is perhaps the most popular indoor sport extant at present.
Of course "kidding" oneself is not obsolete yet, either.
Life is a riddle to only those who are riddles themselves. Riddle any of them with searching inquiry and you'll find that
when they use the word "life" they mean themselves personally.
Some eastern firm is announcing a picture entitled "Mules of Musherton." Sounds like one with a kick in it or else, perchance, there'll be some mighty "kicks" from those called upon to see it.
It would seem utterly foolish to give a lot of advice when everybody knows the donor of same needs a lot of it himself.
However, if some people couldn't give advice, they'd be depri zed of ever giving away anything.
Jimmy Aubrey announces he will not desert the two-reel comedy. Evidently Jimmie believes someone has got to stay
with the ship. Most all the other comedy stars have stepped forward into the full-length field, you know.
Now, according to despatches from the east, there are fears of a shortage in labor. Well, anyway, we'd rather see a
shortage in workers than a shortage in work. Give 'em time and they can build many a Rome over and over again.
If it is true that Henry Ford has a good chance to be elected president of the United States, there is reason to start trembecause itanything
will be the
timeflivvers
in the ofhistory
of the simply
Mat '.on does
that the
housed
a flivver king. Somehow
anyoneblinghaving
to dofirstwith
any variety
not White
belong House
in thathasWhite
House.
If Hollywood got one-half of the fine new theatres promised from week to week, it would be the most theatre-infested
city in the world within a few weeks. Meanwhile it does need several first-class theatres very much and much prosperity
awaits the business groups wise enough to build them. Also meanwhile, many are tiring of so much promise and so little
performance.
Very seldom do we complain about anything, but there is one thing we cannot overlook supinely or otherwise and that
is, the smart bird who is spending much of his time running around and telling everybody about what he intends doing to (not
for, mind you) somebody else. We consider the man a perfe:t jackass if he doesn't know enough not to brag about what
he
do even
if the lately.
thing he's bragging about is good and worthy. Unfortunately, there has been too much of this
sortisofgoing
thing towithin
Filmland
Judging from the speed with which they are building new studios and re-modeling old ones, there's going to be a place to
make any and all pictures ere long. However, incidentally, "any and all pictures" cannot possibly be what the public wants.
Indeed, it's just as patent as patent medicines are in a drug store that what the public craves year in and year out is, less of
a series and more single, good pictures, which should not be construed to mean anything singular at all since it must be admitted we are living in an age of intensified civilization.
Sometimes it so happens that a truly great genius is left out in the cold of distress fenly because he lacks business acumen
enough to "sell himself" to the world. Just think of what would happen if a successful business man was furnished by Fate
for each great genius! It would be a world of far greater happ:ness than it is today, because, primarily, a genius contributes
prodigiously to the joys of living in general. And, the queerest nart of it is, most of us know of a genius in oblivion to
whom we seem utterly incapable of giving any aid v/hatsoever. 'Tis something more to think about.
It begins to look as if we are going to ha* e a right merry war between big and powerful factors within the film industry.
It is understood one very potential multi-millionaire has announced his intention of "breaking" the biggest producing organization now in the field and meanwhile the United States government is taking a hand in affairs by stirring up some questions
relative to breaking trust laws. Contrary to first impressions, the prospects for a little conflict between the bi^ leaders are
most encouraging since they encourage independent productic n, which, after all, is the real life blood of the business. If you
have been a keen observer, you have, of course, noticed that whenever the independents were kept hors de combat by financial difficulties and a gutted market, there has been a panic, while, on the other hand, when they have been left free to follow
their plans, prosperity has blessed all. Inevitably if only a few giants can work with profit, the legions of lesser lights must
suffer, and, if the latter do not happen to be called upon to suffer, no one suffers. Verily, the little fellow must be unrestrained
to vie with the big fellow or else there shall be chaos in a world struggling for equality such as this! Let the big boy weigh
this incontrovertible fact, too.
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Motion pictures, great as is their present, are nearly all in the future.
Their yesterdays are few and almost insignificant, as compared with their
all powerful tomorrows.
—WILL H. HAYS.

It's an old but true adage
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Jackie Coogan's first production under his
Metro contract, the picturization of Mary
Roberts Rinehart's "Long Live the King,"
will undoubtedly be the biggest film of his
career to date, surpassing all his earlier
vehicles from every point of view. The
slogan of the year, "bigger and better pic
tures," has been kept in mind by Jack
Coogan, senior, who is supervising every detail of Jackie's films, and he interprets it to
mean not only "bigger," but really • better"
— in gorgeous but not extravagant mounting,
dramatic direction and capable characterization.
Careful estimates set the cost of produc
tion
"Long
the King" at has
$600,000.
And for
every
centLive
of expenditure
been
checked and double-checked by Coogan, his
director Victor Schertzinger, his studio manager E. A. Biby, his art director J. J. Hughes,
his costumer Walter Israel, his cinematographers Frank Good and Robert Martin and
the other members of his production staff.
One innovation which is keeping down the
cost of production while it simultaneously
aids the continuity of filming is the erection
of the interior sets for "Long Live the
King" in groups as they actually would ap
pear in a house and according to plot sequence. Thus continuous action is made
possible without the annoying and expensive
processes of moving lights and players,
changing shooting angles, or keeping sets
standing longer than necessary.
The interior of the Opera House was built
all together and will show the ground-floor
foyer, the upper foyer, and the connecting
stairs, the royal box and several corridors.
Similarly, the bedchamber of the old king,
played by Robert Brower, has been built in
conjunction with the long stone corridor
leading to it and the great drawing room
adjacent.
There are 20 groups of sets showing interiors; the most important of these and
their construction cost are the opera house,
$23,000; the King's bedchamber group, $38,000; the Crown Prince's bedchamber, $15.000; the boudoir of the Countess Olga Loschek (Rosemary Theby) $11,000; the
Prince's schoolroom, $16,000; the boudoir of
the Archduchess Annunciata (Vera Lewis)
and the Princess Hedwig (Ruth Renick)
$14,000; the huge throne room, $42,000. Then
there is the group of interiors representing
the Inn, consisting of entrance hall, Bobby's
(Don Franklin) apartment. Black Humbert's
(Sam Appel) chamber, the lodging of Old
Adelbert (Monti Collins), and the secret
meeting place of the revolutionary committee of ten — all of which are being erected
together at a cost of $23,000.
Much of the important action of the picture occurs in and around the square of the
City of Lavonia; this is now being constructed to cover over 100,000 square feet of
ground. It shows the intersection of two
streets, lined with thirty-six buildings besides the castle, the Inn, the Cathedral, and
the Opera House. A viaduct passes through
the square, surmounted by a bridge, fountains play before the Opera House and the
Cathedral, and a canal cuts the square twice
in the course of its 250 feet of length.
The Opera House is modeled after the one
in Dresden, the palace is an exact replica of
the Castle of Neuschwanstein in Bulgaria,
and the Cathedral combines the characteristic attributes of the mediaeval Gothic
structures. The palace will occupy almost
a quarter of a million square feet of ground,
and is being built up to a height of seventy

King

Live

at

Pn^e Five

$600,000

Per

Jackie Coogan as he appeared in "OliverTwist."
feet from the ground, with spires twenty
feet still higher. Its cost will exceed $50,000. The Cathedral is elevated from the
center of a square over a ramp, or up hill
street, which is being constructed, leading
to thirty feet above level. Upon this hill
the Cathedral will rise to a height of 60 feet,
with spires that much higher again. The
less important houses that line the square
are being erected up to heights varying from
45 to 80 feet. In addition to the cost of the
four important buildings, the square set will
involve an expenditure of almost $60,000.
One of the biggest and most colorful
scenes in "Long Live the King" is the carnival scene in the square, for which over
2,000 extras will be employed, most of them
clad in typical Carnival costumes, while
others wear the picturesque garb of the
Middle European peasants. Walter Israel
and his assistant, Larry Fisher, who are
handling the costumes, have been rounding
them up by telegraph from New York, Chicago, New Orleans, Minneapolis, and San
Francisco. Two special wardrobe buildings
are being constructed for the extras who
will play in these scenes, in addition to
Metro's present large dressing-room space.
Sixty-five seamstresses are working day and
night to complete these costumes and to fit

them to the players. Four barges, each 20
feet long and 12 feet wide, will be drawn
through the canal in the Carnival scene, in
addition to numberless small boats that will
ply over its waters. Fifty bags of confetti.
25 bags of paper streamers, 2000 masks —
these are just part of the order of props for
the Carnival scene, which promises to outdo
all similar scenes ever filmed. Other exteriors include, the secret stair from the castle,
the underground passage and escape, the
rocf
of the palace,
the "gate
of the and
moon,"
the borderline
frontier
of Lavonia,
the
Shrine of Saint Cecelia, to which the Crown
Prince makes a pilgrimage for his grandfather's recovery.
Production is nearing an end on "The Sky
Line of William
Spruce," Desmond
Edison Marshall's
which
is being story
starredin
under Robert Hill's direction. The first part
of the filming was done at Feather River,
where remarkable scenic effects were
achieved. Ten days have been spent on interiors and completion of the feature is in
Virginia Browne Faire, William Welsh, Al.
sight.
Hart, Fred Kohler and other popular players
support Desmond.
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SAN FRANCISCO. Cal., May 29.— The
Stereoscopic Productions will begin work on
their next picture the latter part of this
week at the Pacific Studios at San Mateo.
The title of the picture will be "The Poppy
Girl." Walter W. Bell will direct, with
Joseph Gonyea as assistant director. Patrica Palmer and Ranger Bill Miller will costar.

Abraham Lehr, general manager of Goldwyn, spent the week-end in San Francisco
looking over the progress of the filming of
Eric Von Stroheim's production of "Greed."
Thomas Ince was a guest at the St.
Francis for several days the early part of
last week.

"Her Accidental Husband," first production of the Belasco Productions, is the feature picture at the California Theatre this
week, and is meeting with a very warm reception from large audiences at all performances. Not only is it a mighty good
picture, but it was made by a local organization, and part of the scenes were shot in
our own Palace Hotel, although the larger
part of the picture was made in the South.

Twenty-eight members of the cast and
staff of the company now engaged in the
making
of "The
Rendevous"
for Goldwyn
under the
direction
of Marshall
Neilan,
arrived in San Francisco by boat last Monday. They shot some scenes on the United
States Army Docks, using real soldiers, and
also some thirty or forty local extra people
in addition to the company. They returned
to Los Angeles also by sea, working on the
boat enroute both ways.

Joe Brandt, Harry Cohn and Mrs. Phyllis
Usban, all of the picture world, were among
last week's guests at the Palace Hotel.

Robert Warwick, beloved of the patrons
of the silversheet, but at present devoting
his time to the spoken drama, has closed
his Oakland season.

The film of "Youth Triumphant," recently
made at the Hollywood Studios by the
Fisher Pictures Corporation of this city,
now being edited, will be brought to this
city about June 1st, and pre-viewed before
the stockholders of the organization, after
which Victor Fisher, head of the company,
and David Chaplin, business manager, will
leave for New York with the film to arrange
a release.

A dinner, perfect in every detail, and a
private
"Brass,"
Warner showing
Brothers,of was
givenlately
last filmed
Tuesdayby
night by George A. Oppenheimer, Inc., Film
Exchange to the "trade," and a few other
guests. Some two hundred of the exhibitors of Northern California were present. At the honor table, besides the author,
Charles G. Norris, and his wife, Kathleen

kerr

Crawford

Norris, were Irene Rich and Monte Blue,
who play the leading roles in the picture,
and H. M. Warner, senior member of
Warner Brothers, and Harry Raph, actual
producer tracof
the Granada
picture. Theatre
"Brass" this
is the
attion at the
week,
and is very interesting to local audiences,
partly because it is a story of San Francisco
itself.
N. Dragomanovich, head of the West
Coast Films, returned to San Francisco last
Saturday
after a ten
stay in Los Angeles on business
for days'
the organization.
Eric Von Stroheim last week shot the
wedding sequence in the making of "Greed"
from Frank Norris' great American classic,
"McTeague." It was especially interesting
as for the first time in the making of the
picture practically all the principals, with
the exception of Ceasare Gravini, were
working at once. Taken all together they
form the most remarkable assortment of
types ever filmed in one picture, everything
from the good-natured bulk of Gibson Gowland,ingascharm,
"McTeague"
to ZasuHughie
Pitts' Mack
appeal-to
and from huge
little Chester Conklin, who by the way, is
giving one of the outstanding performances
of the picture. Last Thursday had the
highest record of results, up-to-date, with
thirty script scenes, and a number of added
ones shot between nine a. m. and two the
next morning.

^ Raymond mckee
Along UevJ York's Rialto
Daniel Frohman was re-elected president
We hear that Douglas Fairbanks has
Rumors of Mildred Harris' coming marriage to a Mr. Sailing Baruch, Jr., have been
the Actors' Fund of America at its 42nd
changed his mind about Douglas, Jr. enter- of
ing the movies. Now Doug states he will annual meeting this week at the Hudson
sauntering up and down Broadway, but MilTheatre.
The total receipts for the year
dred denies them. "We're just very dear help the kid along all that he possibly can.
Doug made a wise decision, we think. The just completed, from memberships, bequests
friends
that's
all,"
she
assures
her
acquaintances.
were $157,803.50. The fund dismovies are not as bad as some other call- and benefits
bursed to charity was $103,769.26.
ings.
Lenore Ulric, the star of'Kiki," is recoverGeorge Fitzmaurice sails today to discuss
ing from a serious operation on her throat,
Chas. A. Bird, recently of the Fox West
to remove a tumor at the base of her tonsils.
Coast studios, wishes it known that he is not with Sir Hall Caine plans for the filming of
The operation was performed by Dr. Alex going with Cosmopolitan or any other firm, "The Eternal City," the first production of
La Vigne at his sanitarium.
Rumor insists. Mr. Bird has re- the new Samuel Goldwyn Corporation, for
Lou Tellegen has been engaged to play as Dame
tired and will spend his summer days seeing distribution through First National. The
director will proceed to Rome, where he will
California in his new Locomobile.
the lead in "The Shiek," a play by Wilson
Collinson, heretofore known as "Desert
be joined by Lionel Barrymore, Barbara LaMarr, Richard Bennett, Bert Lytell and MonSand."
tague Love. Mr. Goldwyn gave a farewell
Hope Hampton is on her way to the coast
dinner
to Mr. Fitzmaurice at the Ritz CarlFor the first time in the history of the to begin work on the screen version of David
ton.
New York stage, two companies playing the Belasco's great stage success "The Gold
same attraction under the same management are being presented in this city. The
A body of New York actors has applied to
Diggers."
the Pennyslvania Railroad for a lease on the
production is "Blossom Time," and plays on
Al Lichman and J. G. Bachman have pur- roof of the big station on Seventh Avenue,
the same street in theatres directly opposite
chased from David Belasco the screen rights considering it an ideal place on which to lay
each other, namely the Shubert and the
Fourty-fourth Street theatres. One of the to "The Boomerang," a Winchel Smith and out a nine-hole golf course. The railroad win
companies recently concluded a season of 29 Victor Mapes stage success.
think it over.
weeks in Philadelphia, establishing a record
for that city. One of these companies ran
Flo Ziegfield and Mrs. Jack Pickford
at the Century Theatre, New York, for five- (Marilyn
Benjamin
of a itmotion
Miller) are now the best of pals,
ture theatre Knobel,
in Bronx,owner
is having
out in picthe
hundred and thirty consecutive performaccording
to
reports
from
Milwaukee,
where
courts with the Famous Players-Lasky Corances, establishing a record for operettas
here.
"Sally" terminated its season last Saturday.
poration. He thinks the motion picture "The
The whole row was about Marilyn marrying
Affairs of Anatol" a bad picture and not
worth
the
$1,750 which he paid for it.
Jack. It appears
Ziegfield's
MilMax Graf is at the Astor Hotel with "The
waukee was so that
timed,
that trip
Jackto was
The
people
of
the
Bronx were not interested
Fog" iereunder
his arm. It will have its premnowhere in the vicinity, so now instead of in it and he lost considerable money playing
here soon.
Mrs. Pickford co-starring with her handsome
it. Next Knobel told that he objected to the
husband, as per rumor, she is to sign Famous Players-Lasky Corporation sending
another contract with "Ziggy" for a new fall "dockers" to his theatre to ascertain how
Stronghear't,
the
canine
film
star,
is
the
proud father of four children.
production, in which she will be starred.
many persons entered his theatre.
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Western
"The western photodrama is being re-discovered.
"Discarded by motion picture producers
as being too crude and inartistic to please
the present-day public, the famous old wild
west
has statement
fallen intothisdisrepute."
Thismovie
was the
week of Noah
Beery, who has just signed a three-year contract to play in Paramount pictures, and who
says that in his opinion the re-birth of these
colorful dramas of the great outdoors is to
become an epoch in the history of motion
pictures.
"Modern camera technique and better
screen stories and direction have brought
the western picture on a par with the best
made screen dramas of city life, as far as artistic and dramatic qualities are concerned,"
he added. "Modern producers are grasping
this opportunity and are making western
pictures so picturesque, quaint and human
that they can no longer be compared with

And

KTow

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, this
week added his voice to the chorus of congratulation which William S. Hart, famous
film actor, has received all over the world
upon the final clearing of his name from the
absurd charges brought against him by Elizabeth MacCauIey. hTe fact that Mr. Lasky
has persistently refused to credit the statements against Mr. Hart lends force to his
expression of satisfaction when the slanderous nature of the attacks was finally
proved.
Mr. Lasky said, "Following Mr. Hart's retirement, which the whole photoplay loving
world hoped was only temporary, we had
arrived at a point where we expected to be
"—AND THE CAT CAME BACK!"
Members of the Ben Wilson company, now
engaged in the final shooting of "Mine to
Keep," smile as they pass Ashton Dearholt,
production manager and casting director for
the studio.
And Dearholt blushes as he returns the
smile.
Last year the production manager used a
beautiful pussy cat in one of Ben Wilson's
pictures. The kitty scored personal honors
for
role. the manner in which she portrayed her
In the current Wilson picture, Dearholt
was once more obliged to cast a feline "acfor a part.
of yoretress"would
do. None other than his friend
After a fruitless search for ten days, he
was forced to accept the services of several
other pussy cats. The subsitutes proved to
be "boneheads."
Production was being held up. The cat
episode could not, under any circumstances,
be omitted. Dearholt — and other members,
were frantic.
E. R. Hickson, art director, had repeatedly suggested to Dearholt that a possible
"double" might be secured at the animal
casting agency, but to no avail. Dearholt bent further efforts in disclosing the
whereabouts of his "lost friend."
Yesterday Hickson called an agency — an
actress kitty was rushed to the studio.
The "double" proved to be Dearholt's
original!

Movie

Due

to Stage

Come-Back

the old 'wild and wooly" cattle ranch
Mr. Beery himself is an example of one of
movies."
the factors in the making of this new type of
screen story — actors of wide stage and
and screen experience. After a successful
career upon the stage, he has added to his
experience ten years work in motion pictures. Mr. Beery has played character roles
in many notable pictures and in bringing
this type of actor into this new type of western pictures to replace the old time rowdy
cowboy, western photodramas are being revived in an entirely new light.
Mr. Beery is a lover of the out-of-doors
and is as good a horseman as a ranch bred
cowpuncher. In the filming of the Paramount picture "To the Last Man," in which
Mr. Beery is being featured, a cast of some
of the best known players in Hollywood has
been chosen and Victor Fleming, the director, is concentrating his effort on making

That

Bill

Hart
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this picture authentic and picturesque rather
than a meaningless jumble of fast action.
Besides Mr. Beery, Richard Dix, Lois Wilson,
Robert Edeson and Frank Campeau are being featured. It is a Zane Grey production
adapted from this noted author's original
story of the Pleasant Valley War. The
identical sites in the Tonto Basin, Arizona,
where the battles of this frontiersmen's feud
were fought, are being used as a background
for the picture.
Mr. Beery took with him on location, his
saddle horse "Bess" which won first prize
at the recent horse show held in Los An"When 'To the Last Man' is exhibited,"
geles.
said Mr. Beery, "I feel certain that it will
establish a precedent in the production of
motion pictures and will elevate the powerful stories of the cattle country to their legitimate place beside the screen's greatest
achievements."

is Vindicated

able to announce his return to the screen.
Then this trouble arose. I was firmly convinced of Mr. Hart's integrity and of the
public's
to reachI just
conclusions.
Knowing ability
him innocent,
repeatedly
urged
him to appear once more as a star in Paramount Pictures. Mr. Hart came to see me
several times. I knew no one believed the
charges against him and strove to convince
him that this was so. But Mr. Hart, splendid
man that he is and super-sensitive, refused
to return to the screen until there remained
no shadow of doubt as to his innocence in the
mind of a single person in the whole world.
He possessed strong convictions upon the
necessity for keeping faith with the public.
He resolutely refused to return to the screen
COSMOSART

—

unless he could share his old time sense of
comradeship with those he worked to entertain.
"Mr. Hart said to me, 'I will never accept
a dollar of the public's money until I have
convinced them that I am worthy to receive
it. I want to be able to look out from the
screen and meet every man, woman and
child eye to eye. Until then I will remain
outside the profession I love and to which
I might have returned if it had not been for
this"Mr.terrible
Hart accusation.'
faced me across his desk. He
looked at me with the eyes which have carried conviction to hundreds of thousands
who have returned their gaze from the
(Continued on Page 21)

CHANGES

HANDS

According to well-founded reports, Charles Ray has purchased the Cosmosart Studios
and will move his Mayflower "set" onto the lake as a permanent ornament.
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Adding

to Stellar

George Larkin in dancing regalia.
The tendency to expand is becoming really
rampant in the motion picture producing
field. Still another example of the forward
movement is that furnished in the case of
Charles R. Seeling. one of the independent pro
ducers who has been minding his own knitting so assiduously for the last two years
that today he looms as a bright possibility
OPPORTUNITY
By Eric Mayne

Opportunity is an elusive and Indefinable
something inseparable from our lives.
That we never had an opportunity is a
constant apology for our failures.
That we have had unique opportunities is
the assertion of our friends in discouragi
ment of our successes.
Some are born with opportunities — som>make opportunities, and some have opportunities thrust upon them.
We seldom admit our failure to grasp an
opportunity.
We must watch our opportunity as keenly
as we watch our step, for the success of our
step depends largely on the use we mak>
of our opportunity .
We must seize opportunity by the fort
lock, because it is bald behind.
While we are regretting the opportunities
(Continued on Page 21)

Possessions,

a Tendency

to develop into a power to consider seriously
from all angles. Now after making a success of two series of western feature productions starring "Big Boy" Williams, he is
branching out with a second unit at the head
of which will be none other than George
Larkin, one of the brightest prospects on
the film horizon at present.
The story selected for the initial Larkin
starring vehicle is an original concerning
the early Spanish days in Southern California, the working title of which is "The
Gringo" and in which Mr. Larkin will be
given ample opportunity to display his
dramatic ability as well as his cleverness
as a dancer. Actual filming on this feature
will be started at the Horsley Studios next
week and contracts have been signed for the
release of this new series through the
Aywon Film Corporation of New York.
Ollie Kirby,
shared
Mr. Orpheum
Larkin's
triumphs
on hiswho
recent
tour in
of the
vaudeville circuit as his dancing partner,
will appear in unusual dance scenes with
him in this picture and will play an important part in the story.
Mr. Larkin is already well established as
a screen star, he having recently completed
a scries of special productions among which
were "Saved by Radio" and "The Lurking
Peril," in which he starred to a distinct
advantage.
Mr. Seeling has contracted to make six
Larkin features and he will personally direct
Casts of the Week
Earle Producing Company
Presents
"TUTANKHAMEN OF LUXOR"
Director, Wm. P. S. Earle
Author, Blanche Taylor Earle
Production Manager, Dick L'Estrange
CAST
Karmit
Malcolm McGregor
Arvia
Carmel Myers
Princess _
June Elvidge
"Tut"
Bertram Grassby
Paheti
Sam de Grasse
Priest
_ Paul Wiegel
The Leech
Anthony Merle
Mimmitta
Iris Ashton
Ankhnaton
Howard Gaye
Hag
Mother Anderson
Charles R. Seeling presents
"CROSSED TRAILS"
Directed by Charles Seeling
Charles DeLong. Assistant Director
Vernon Walker, Cameraman
Continuity by John Natterford
CAST
Jack Daly
"Big Boy" Williams
Mrs. Daly
Florence McKee
Ruth
Vivian Rich
Joe Hadley
Carl Silvera
Sheriff
D. Hendrick
Jack Lee
"Hippy" Bernminister
John Doe
Jack Perry
Warner Brothers presents
"THE GOLD DIGGERS"
Harry Beaumont, Director
Entire production under the personal supervision of David Belasco
Story of Avery Hopwood
Screen adaptation by Grant Carpenter
Hope Hampton
Wyndharc Standing
Louise Fazenda
Alec B. Francis
Gertrude Short
Anne Cornwall
Johnny Harron
Edna Tichenor
Francis Ross
Joe Prouty Margaret Seddon

of the Times

Charles R. Seeling, producer,
them all. Simultaneously he will pilot thai
"Big Boy" Williams series, starting another]
big western feature with this star within,
the next fortnight. This is the second annual series of Williams pictures Mr. Seelina
has made and he has been unusually sue-i
cessful as one of the youngest producers in
the independent field.
PARAMOUNT

NEWS

A flurry of activity now exists in the cut*]
ing rooms of the Famous Players-Lasky
West Coast studio. Three pictures are at the
last stages of completion. The first named
three are James Cruze's production of "Hollywood," Sam Wood's production of "Blue*
beard's Eighth Wife" with Gloria Swansonl
starring and Pola Negri's second starring
vehicle in America, "The Cheat," a GeorgS
Fitzmaurice production with Jack Holt and
Charles deRoche. The three pictures near*
ing the finish mark are "Fair Week," Wal*
ter Hier's starring picture for Paramount;
Charles
Maigne's Leatrice
"The Silent
Partner,"^
which features
Joy and
Owen
Moore;
and
"Salomy
Jane,"
the
George
Melford production featuring Jacqueline LoganJ
George Fawcett and Maurice Flynn.

Monday, June 4th, has been set as the I
starting for Pola Negri's next starring ve-tl
hide for Paramount. It is to be "The Span- |
ish Dancer," a Herbert Brenon production I
adapted by June Mathis and Beulah Marie j
DixMissfromNegri
the will
bookreturn
"Don this
Caesar
Bazan."
weekde from
Del Ij
Monte, California, where she has been rest- 3
ing between pictures. She will be fitted for
a number of wonderful gowns which she will I
wear in her coming vehicle. The cast is now f
being chosen and will be given out in the H
near future, according to an announcement . H
from the Famous Players-Lasky studio, i
Ralph Block is to be production editor.
Tnnto Basin, Arizona, is being treated toa
real touch of modernism — the first in its
lengthy and uninteresting history. That
bleak spot, two hundred miles from civilization, is the scene of exciting sequences now
being taken by Director Fleming for the
Zane Grey production for Paramount, "To
the Last Man," featuring Richard Dix, Loia
(Continued on Page 20)
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jlCameras

SATURDAY,
!N0 DANGER
SLUMP,

OF

THEY

AGREE
"There will be no let-up in motion picture production during
theThis
coming
is thewinter
almostseason."
unanimous
opinion of film chiefs in Hollywood, following persistent rumors that have been going the
rounds to the effect that production activity at the different stuklios will be curtailed within the
next few months.
If anything, production will
increase at this season rather
than decrease, they say. Thus
little credence is given the report that the studios will again
lay off their men and take on an
appearance similar to a year ago
when most members of the profession were finding it quite difficult to get employment owing
to the production slump.
If there are any actors, actresses or other followers of the
motion picture art now unemployed in Hollywood it is surely
not the fault of the producers,
for practically every studio in
filmland is filled to capacity.
Never since pre-war days has
there been evidenced the great
era of prosperity that now prevails throughout the motion
picture colony.
Particularly is it noticeable
how many new faces have been
recruited to the ranks of photoplayers. Since the studios hung
out
sign,
men the
and "we
womenneedfromhelp"
virtually
all walks of life have cast their
lot in motion pictures. And yet,
with this influx of new talent
there still remains ample opportunity for additional players.
VIDOR WILL DIRECT
HERGESHEIMER

NOVEL

The film version of Joseph
Hergesheimer's popular novel,
"Wild
will be directed
by KingOranges,"
Vidor, according
to an
announcement made this week
at the Goldwyn studios.
Mr. Vidor has completed cutting and editing the final scenes
of
"Three
production Wise
to beFools,"
made his
for first
the
Goldwyn company. He will immediately start preparations on
the film version of the Hergesheimer novel.
Several producers bid for the
film
Oranges."
D. W. rights
Griffithtoat"Wild
one time
owned
the rights to the novel, and
planned to film it in the original
locale. The action of the story
transpires in the wild orange
groves that border the Georgia
coast.

J
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HIS "FOG" MAKES HIM
POPULAR IN STUDIOS

EASTERN FINANCIER IS
INTERESTED IN JACK

Arthur L. Todd, cinematographer of the Maurice Tourneur
Productions, is receiving requests from all over the world
for instruction in the methods
he used in making the remarkable London fog pictures in "The
Brass Bottle," the latest Tourneur picture.
To all he is making the same
reply, "It's a trick. You can't
take
in a loaned
fog." to four
Toddpictures
has been
other producers by Mr. Tourneur since making "The Brass
Bottle,"
making
them with
the fog
samepictures
trick for
he
used
in
the
Tourneur
production.

GIVES TURKISH
Jack Parker, clever child
actor, who in looks and actions
resembles Jackie Coogan probaPARTY
bly the closest of any screen
juvenile artist, will soon be
heading his own motion picture
Gerjes Bey, a recent arrival in
company if the plans of a well- Hollywood, entertained a select
known eastern capitalist ma- company of friends this week in
terialize. Young Parker has had
an extensive training before the true Turkish fashion. He recamera, having appeared in ' ceived his guests wearing his fez
and with shoes removed accordsupport
many ofandthe his
screen's
foremostof stars,
pering to true Turkish etiquette. It
formance has been of such a
brilliant nature as to bring him was requested that the guests
curl up on cushions scattered
many
studios. re-engagements at the about the floor and smoke the
narghile (the pipe of peace),
after that the host held his listeners spell-bound by graphic
SCHOOL PROPHECY
descriptions of intimate Turkish
life details of the harems and
the intricacies of Turkish politics.
"COMES TRUE"
THIS TIME
Gerjes Bey is a writer wellknown in his own country, and
Whether it. was the prophesy
recently a contributor to various
of her graduation class of the American magazines, and one of
Minneapolis High School last the most widely traveled men of
year, or whether it was her per- the Orient. His uncle was Asis
sonality and ability to look Pasha, Minister of War under
the Sultan Abdul Hamid, and
pretty and display exceptional
talent before the camera, or Gerjes Bey was a frequent visiwhether it was simply Prince
tor at the Sultan's palaces.
Among the guests who enjoyed
good-luck, that landed a movie
contract for her, beautiful June
Bey's hospitality were; Wm. JenMarlowe, 17-year-old Minnesota
ner, West Coast representative
girl, knows not.
of the American Releasing CorThe important problem that is
poration, Mrs. Jenner and her
now solved is the landed picture daughter, Miss Tisdale, J. Stewcontract. June would like to
art Woodhouse, author, Charles
think it due to reason number
Dale,
Gene Metcalf, the imperone because with that reason are
sonator, Dr. Metcalf, Fred Caldfond memories of school days all
well, of Caldwell Productions,
and Diane Pascale.
too quickly vanished.
Genuine Turkish coffee as
When June Marlowe graduated from high school, the class thick as mud, Paklava and other
prophesy was to the effect she Turkish delicacies in the way of
refreshments were the final
some day would become a movie
actress. This prophesy was
touches which were served to
made stronger with the news
transport the happy guests into
that her father, a prominent
a world as charming as it was
strange.
banker of Minneapolis, had decided to make Los Angeles his NOTES
home.
Peggy Browne, erstwhile
On the Marlowes' arrival in
Follies' dancer, who is
Hollywood, June set forth in Ziegfeld
now a prominent member of the
search of a job in motion pic- Hollywood film colony, has been
tures. Her studio visits in- engaged by Warner Brothers to
cluded the Principal Pictures
play the leading feminine role in
Corporation where she met Sol its forthcoming production of
Lesser, president of the company.
"The Gold Diggers," which
Harry Beaumont is to direct.
A few camera "tests" were made
of the Minnesota beauty with the Actual filming of the picture is
result that a contract was drawn
scheduled to start on June 4th.
up between Principal Pictures
Kate Lester in Russian Play
Corporation and Miss Marlowe
covering a three year period.
Lester, of the white hair
The beauty will begin work at andKatestately
bearing, has been
once, enacting an important role
in the forthcoming production of cast as Conrad Nagel's mother
in Marshall Neilan's photoplay
Harold Bell Wright's "When a of Russia — "The Rendezvous."
Man's a Man." Others will fol- Mr. Neilan delayed casting the
low and in the meantime the part until he could secure Miss
wires are humming between cin- Lester's services, because he deema land and Minneapolis, imsiredblance
just such
striking and
resembetween mother
son
glad tidingsawaiting
to dozensparting
of theanxiously
as Miss Lester and Mr. Nagel
bear each other,
friends and class mates.

MARSHALL
BIG

GETS

ROLE

A

IN

"PONJOLA"
Tully Marshall, whose remarkable character reading in recent
big productions has won enviable praise among motion picture critics and patrons, has
been engaged by Sam E. Rork
to play an important role in the
next James Young Production
for First National, which is to be
"Ponjola," a screen version of
Cynthia Stockley's famous story
of South African life.
Marshall is to portray a semihumorous part of a broken down
European count who finds himself among the flotsam and jetsam of the Rhodesiau gold fields,
the locale where this popular
Stockley story is laid.
The part calls for an unusual
type of acting but it is felt that
with Marshall playing this role,
First National have the one man
in all filmdom best suited to the
character.
Few screen character men
are as well known to picture
patrons as is Marshall, who has
been acting for the films since
1916, when he transferred his
talent from the stage to the
screen.
His first entrance into the
profession was back in 1883
when he played his first part in
"Saratoga,"
Garden Theatreatin the
SanWinter
Francisco.
He continues in legitimate until
1916 supporting such stars as
Modjeska, E. R. Sothern, JBdwin Booth, Lawrence Barrett
and other celebrated Thespians.
His most recent notable parts
were in "The Covered Wagon,"
"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," "The Talisman," "The
Beautiful and Damned," "A
Temporary Marriage," and "The
Law of the Lawless."

TURKISH

NOTABLE
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BLACKWELL
FILM

WILL

VAGABOND

IN LONDON
LONDON, May 15. — The
countless thousands of readers
of that unforgetable epic of
vagabondia. written with such
strange and appealing beauty
by William J. Locke— "The Beloved Vagabond" — will be
pleased to know that before long
they will be able to see this
moving story and its fascinating
characters visualized on the
screen.
Carlyle Blackwell, the American film star, has just completed arrangements with the
distinguished English -novelist
for a film faithfully dramatizing
the story that has endeared Mr.
Locke to readers the world over.
Elaborate preparations are
being made for this super-production, in which the novelist is
taking great interest. The first
scenes will be made in about a
fortnight.
An impressive screen dramatization of the story has been
prepared, which Mr. Blackwell
declares fully preserves the
beauty and idyllic spirit of the
novel, and provides abundant
material for the high type of
film which the public has a right
to expect when so widely popular a story is screened.
Berzelius Nibbidard Paragot,
wayward artist and philosopher,
a creature of erratic moods and
astonishing vagaries, delightful
vagabond, disciple of the poets,
apostle of beauty and seeker
after human truth, is one of the
outstanding characters created
in modern literature. It is a
part ideally suited to the talent
and personality of Mr. Blackwell, one of the most effective
interpreters of picturesque roles
among the screen artists of today.
"It has been my ambition for
years to play Paragot," said Mr.
Blackwell, "and I have never
read a novel that appealed to
me more than 'The Beloved
Vagabond.'
My able
greatto hope
that
I shall be
presentis
this exquisite story on the
screen as its beauty, dramatic
power and incisive characterdrawing should be expressed in
the finest terms of screen art. I
have had a long experience —
this will be my 371st film
— but I have never before
undertaken anything so ambitious as this personal production
of a literary masterpiece, and
nothing I iiave ever attempted
has filled me with so much
artistic
enthusiasm."
Mr. Blackwell
has for some
time been making active preparations for this film. He has
selected with great care scenes
in England and in France to be
utilized in the production. The
headquarters of London's artistic vagabondia in Covent Garden described in the novel, will
be faithfully produced, as will
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UNIVERSAL ADDS MISS
those of the carefree bohemians
COFFEE TO ITS STAFF
in the Quartier Latin of Paris.
There will also be ample opportunity lor showing the beauty
Lenore J. Coffee, well-known
of the countryside of England
scenario writer and author, has
and France.
B. E. Doxat-Pratt, who has a been engaged by Universal to
number of successful British do a series of adaptations of big
films to his credit, will be asso- special productions. Miss Coffee
ciated with Mr. Blackwell in is rated one of the leading
this production. The camera
scenarists in the field today and
work will be in the charge of has to her credit a list of originMr. Walter Blakely. The Allials and adaptations wlfich includes such productions as
Studio at St. Margaret's
will beanceused.
"Daytime Wives," "TemptaMr. Hlackwell has arranged
tion," "The Meanest Man in the
with Astra National for the dis- World," "Unchartered Seas,"
tribution of "The Beloved Vaga- "The Light That Failed," • Sherbond" in the United Kingdom.
lock Brown" and "The Face
Between."
at presCREIGHTON HALE GETS
ent filming anUniversal
original isphotoplay
ROLE WITH SEASTROM
by Miss
Coffee
entitledJ. "Havoc"
with
a cast
featuring
Warren
Announcement this week from Kerrigan, Anna Q. Nilsson, Tom
the Goldwyn studios of the sign- Santschi and Winifred Bryson.
The engagement of Miss Cofing of Creighton Hale for the
by Universal to do a series
important role of Alick Gell in of fee
screen versions of noted
Victor Seastrorn's production of books and plays is in line with
"The Master of Man" carries
more interest than the usual the companies recently announced policy of expansion and
news
an actor's
making
Mr. ofHale,
who isengagement.
British by of
ductions. fewer and bigger probirth, atormet
Sir
Hall
Caine,
creof the character of Alick
(Jell, just once, not in his proper THREE INTERNATIONALLY
FAMOUS ACTORS COMING
role as an actor, but as newspaper reporter.
Three actors of international
Between his early engagements on the London stage, Mr. fame will arrive in the CaliforHale did newspaper dramatic
nia cinema colony for their first
assignments. It happened that
while he was playing on the Isle visit in the next few weeks.
First to arrive will be Joseph
of
Sir Hall Caine's
opinion
on Man,
a literary
question
was
Schildkraut, now starring in
urgently desired. The London
papers sent men out, except the "Peer Gynt" for the Theatre
Guild in New York City. The
Daily
Creighton's
old play will close this week, and
paper, Express,
which simply
wired him
to represent them at the meet- Schildkraut will start at once
ing. So, in the guise of a re- for Culver City to play the prinporter, Mr. Hale appeared before
cipal male role in Victor Seathe great novelist, who took
strom's first American motion
quite a fancy to the youngster,
picture,
Master
of novel.
Man"
and asked him to stay after the from Hall"The
Caine's
latest
others had been dismissed.
Schildkraut is expected May 30
The screen adaptation of "The or 31.
Master of Man" has been comEosta Ekman and Edith Erapleted by Paul Bern, and the stoff will leave Stockholm June
cast, as so far announced, in- 4, after the stage season closes
cludes Mae Busch, Joseph
there, on the first step of their
Schildkraut, Winter Hall and trip to California. They are the
DeWitt C. Jennings.
leading man and woman of the
Swedish Theatre. They will
Pierre Collings, who is now leave England June 9. and
photographing
under should reach Los Angeles about
the direction of"Alimony,"
Jas. W. Home,
June 21. Ekman, stage idol of
has just received word from The Scandinavia, is to play in one
Academv of Arts in Berlin, that picture for Goldwyn this summer. While Edith Erastoff is
he has won one of the most coveted prizes awarded by that one of the mogt popular actresses of the Swedish stage, it is
Academy, with one of his original creations with the camera
improbable that she will take
lens. Besides being a student of any professional part in motion
photography, Collings is also picture activities here. She is
well-read on the occult sciences. the wife of Victor Seastrom. and
is bringing their two daughters
Mai St. Clair, director of H. C. to make a home in the Southland.
Witwer's "Fighting Blood" series
at Grauman's
Metropolitan
tre, was formerly
an actor inTheathe
Wesley "Freckles" Barry may
old Triangle days. He then be- be small when it comes to age
gan work on the directorial staff and size, but he has a five-man
of Mack Sennett, and was later job all rolled in one in his latest
promoted by F. B. 0. to direct Warner Brothers picture, "The
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven
Printer's Devil." Freckles" is
in two-reel domestic dramas.
the chief engineer, janitor, reWhen production was announced
porter, assistant editor and
on the Witwer series, St. Clair printer's devil on the Rriggsville Gazette — wherever that is!
was given the helm.

CAMERA!
MONTMARTE TO
HONOR CELEBRITIES
WITH PLATES
Stars of the screen are fffl
have their own exclusive tablet
at the Montmartre Cafe la
Hollywood, according to thfl
latest announcement of A. K.
(Eddie) Brandstatter. Gold and
silver name plates bearing the
initials of the stars, big dfe
rectors and featured players will
be attached to the tables dedl*
cated to the cinema celebrities^
The screen notables will have
first call on their tables, but if
they are not using them for tha£
particular date, they will bJ
available for other patrons.^
Among those to be honored ara
Charlie Chaplin, Pola Negrij
Gloria Swanson, Dorothy Phill
lips, Al St. John, John Bowers!
Marguerite de la Motte, Janiesj
Woods Morrison, Irving Cuna
mings, Eulalie Jensen, Elinofi
Fair, King Baggot, Oscar Apfelj
Viola Dana, Shirley Mason and
Bernard J. Durning.
COMPANY REPRESENTS
ALL NATIONALITIES
A Spanish picture, directed by
an Irishman, roles played by "alq
Americans" and photographed"
by That's
Europeans!
"In the Palace of thJ
King," the period spectacle be]
ing
produced at the Goldwym
studios.
The story is set in Spain id
the sixteenth century.
Emmet t Flynn, who, an Irish!
man than whom there is none]
whomer, is directing it as his
first Goldwyn picture under a
contract signed recently.
The "all-American" cast in]
eludes Blanche Sweet, born ill
Chicago, Hobart Bosworth, Maril
etta, Ohio, Pauline Starke, Jo-J
plin, Mo., William V. MongJ
Chambersburg, Pa., and otheq
representatives of the forty!
eight states.
Lucien Andriot, as the name]
might
comesIvano,
from second!
sunny*
France, imply,
and Paul
cameraman, hails from the Bal-j
kans.
Oh yes, Albert Lena, births
place,
manager.Naples, Italy, is business
Oliver Follansbee, well-known
actor of the Chicago legitimate
stage, has. begun his career withj
Cecil B. De Mille. He will appear!
in "The Ten Commandments."
Muriel Frances Dana played
her most difficult role in "De*>
sire," Rowland V. Lee's latest
Metro production. Her role is
that of a Chinese child, and her
portrayal is said to be remarkable.
Peggy O'Day, who recently finished work on the serial "The
Fighting
Spirit"has inbeenwhich
she
will be starred,
engaged
to play the leading role in "The
Battling
Buckaroo" being
a special
western production
made
by
Rocky
Mountain
Productions,
Inc.

CAMERA!
DESERT
FOR

IS LOCALE
WRIGHT

PICTURE
A caravan of motion picture
players, cameramen, electricians
and assistants departed this
week for the desert land of
Arizona. Here the movie folk
will pitch their tents and remain
for six weeks while they film
the exterior episodes of Harold
Bell Wright's "When a Man's a
Man."
This is the first of the series
of Wright stories to be given
everlasting life on the silver
sheet by Principal Pictures Corporation. Edward F. Cline is to
direct the series, and a notable
cast of players has been assembled for "When a Man's a Man."
Prominent among the players
in the forthcoming production
are Marguerite De La Mott,
John Bowers, Forrest Robinson,
Robert W. Frazer, John Fox, Jr.,
George Hackathorne, Fred Stanton and Charles Maifes.
It is the intention of the officials of Principal Players Corporation to film the Wright
series of stories on a pretentious
scale. Harold Bell Wright himself will lend all possible aid in
their production. Following the
current story, "The Winning of
Barbara Worth" will be made.
Others in the Wright series include "That Printer of Udell's,"
"The Uncrowned King," "Their
Yesterdays," "The Shepherd of
the Hills," "The Calling of Dan
Matthews,"
otherof
novels that and
haveseveral
millions
readers to their credit.
HEDDA HOPPER ARRIVES
TO JOIN FILM COLONY
Known as the smartestdressed woman on the New
York stage, Hedda Hopper, distinguished star of "That Day"
and other Broadway successes,
has arrived in Los Angeles to
join the Hollywood film colony
as a featured player in Louis B.
Mayer Productions.
Miss Hopper just, recently returned from an extended pleasure trip abroad where she was
lavishly feted by notables of the
stage and leaders of society in
Paris, London and the beautiful
tourist resorts of Switzerland.
Mr. Mayer was in New York at
the time of her arrival from
Europe, and he capitalized the
opportunity to secure her name
or a long-term contract. Just
what picture will mark Miss
Hopper's debut in California's
studio realm has not yet been
announced, but it is understood
that she will soon be cast for an
important role in one of the productions now being made by Mr.
Mayer, whose directors include
John M. Stahl, Fred Niblo, Reginald Barker and W. S. Van
Dyke.
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AND THE DAY OF ALL-STAR CASTS REMAINS
regardless of their popularity in
Filming of the Mission Film
the film firmanent, was engaged
Corporation's "The Barefoot
Boy," has been completed and because he or she was most perfectly adapted to the character in
the picture is now undergoing
the process of cutting and ti- the author's story.
tling, at the Fine Arts studios,
Among those in the all-star
preparatory to its national dis- cast are such noted artists as
John Bowers, Marjorie Daw, Syltribution. Meanwhile, arrangevia Breamer, Tully Marshal,
ments are being made by Production Manager DeWitte Hagar George MacDaniel, Otis Harlan,
George Periolat, Virginia True
and Norman Walker, business
manager, for a preview of the Boardman, Raymond Hatton,
picture, which will in all proba- Harry Todd, little Frankie Lee,
Brinsley Shaw and others.
bility be held at one of the theatres in Hollywood.
"The Barefoot Boy" is a story
Officials of the company are from the pen of Wallace Clifton,
very well pleased with the out- well-known author of the screen
come of the production, declar- stories, and the scenario was also
by him. It deals with
ing that the story has been pic- prepared
life in a small town in which a
turized even far more successyoung boy after brutal treatment
fully than they had anticipated.
at the hands of his parents and
No less than sixteen stars, each
members of the village runs
of whom is recognized as among
the foremost artists of their type, away from home, only to return
in after years a man of wealth
appear in the picture and with
this unusual array of talent the and position seeking to overgreatest brilliance is given to
power those who seemingly without the least provocation had
the production. This cast was
not assembled promiscuously,
treated
humanly. him so cruelly and inhowever, and the company did
The story was directed by
not ignore the characters in the
story merely for the purpose of David Kirkland, who had as his
gathering a number of players assistant, Charles Hamm. David
whose names were of great box- Abel was in charge of the photooffice value. Each of the artists, graphy.
EVEN THE P. A. CAN GET
Here, dear reader, is a press
agent story that does not follow
the regular formula.
Of course the natural thing
would be for us to tell you of Joe
De Grasse's familiarity with
everything Asiatic and Oriental
considering that he is at present
directing "Thundergate" a colorful motion picture with a Chinese setting.
To follow the regular beaten
track we should write about his
extensive travels into China
where he became familiar with
every detail of oriental life.
But we can't do that. This is
a truthful story — a press agent
story extraordinary.
Joe De Grasse admits that he
has only come in contact with
three sets of Chinese. These are
laundrymen, restaurant waiters
and Chinese extras.
But the fact that he has never
been to China, however, does not
mean that he is not qualified to
direct a story with Chinese setings,
which such
is now as
being"Thundergate,"
filmed at the
United Studios for First National.
"Why should I have to go to
China before I can qualify to direct a Chinese picture?" asks De
Grasse.
"After all is said and done a
director is supposed only to direct his actors in enacting the
parts as laid out in the scenario.
It is the dramatic quality of a
picture which counts first. Atmosphere, locale and other features are of secondary consideration. "

DOWN TO NAKED TRUTH
It must not be gathered from
this that "Thundergate" is not
going to be perfect as far as the
portrayal of Chinese life and
characteristics are concerned.
Considerable care has been
taken and much research work
was done by the members of the
technical and art staffs of First
National to obtain the proper information relative to the various
phases of Chinese life before the
production was started.
That the picture might be correct in every detail, and portray
a true oriental atmosphere,
First National engaged Thomas
Gubbins, who is perhaps more
familiar with Chinese life than
any other one. engaged in the picture industry, to assist in the
making of this elaborate feature.
Grubbins supervised the building of the highly colorful Chinese settings and is now acting
as interpreter for the three hundred or more Chinese and Japanese who are working in the picture.
Garmes Has Close Call
Lee Garmes narrowly escaped
serious injury and his camera
was completely wrecked when
one of the horses in the jousting contest in "Fighting Blood,"
now at Grauman's Metropolitan,
became peeved at the camera
while the scene was being taken
and charged directly at the
camera. Garmes barely escaped
the teeth and flying hoofs of the
enraged animal, but the camera
was demolished.
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SCHENCK
NEW

SELECTS

TITLE

FOR

NORMAL FILM
"Purple Pride" will be the
name of the big French historic
romance in which Producer
Joseph M. Schenck will present
his star, Norma Talmadge. The
picture has been in the making
now for two months under the
tentative title of "Ashes of VenThe thechange
from
name toof "Purple
the bookPride"
from
which this gripping 16th century
drama
geance."was adapted was made
yesterday. The new name is believed to be more in keeping
with the dignity and magnificence of the new production,
which is the most pretentious
feature in which Norma Talmadge has yet been cast.
"Purple Pride" is being directed by Frank Lloyd. It will
be in ten reels and presents Miss
Talmadge surrounded by the
costliest all-star cast ever assembled. There are twenty-two
principals in the drama, including Conway Tearle, Wallace
Beery, phineCourtney
JoseCrowell, BettyFoote,
Francisco,
Murdock McQuarrie, Jeanne
Carpenter, Andre de Beranger,
Howard Truesdell and Mary McAllister.
This super feature, which will
cost practically a million dollars
when complete, is scheduled to
be ready
cutting Itbyis the
dle of nextformonth.
the midlast
picture which Frank Lloyd will
direct for Norma Talmadge. It
is scheduled for release next fall.
CAMERAMAN "FOILS" THE
ENEMY ALIAS MR. STATIC
That good old standby about
necessity being the mother of
invention found practical demonstration recently when the
Reginald Barker company
packed a number of oil stoves
into the snowy fastness of Jasper National Park, Alberta,
Canada, to prevent static in the
blizzard scenes being photofor "The Master
Women," graphed
a Mayer-Metro
specialof
which Mr. Barker is making
with an all-star cast.
Static is the curse of motion
picture photography. What the
boll-weevil is to the cotton industry, static is to the production of the film industry. Literally, it, is frictional electricity
generated in the camera box
which results in tiny flashes of
light on the film. To combat
this effect, Percy Hilburn, chief
cameraman for the Barker unit,
kept an oil stove burning under
the 'tripod of each camera, thus
insuring enough warmth in the
camera tional
boxelectricity
to prevent
caused theby fricthe
frigid zone in which they were
| working.
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MATT
MAT

MOORE

IS ON

FOR MORE
HUMOR

Matt Moore has upset the tranquility of his Irish family. He
has become a humorist, and as
Mrs. Moore often says to her
boys, two humorists in one family is enough entirely. Tom and
Owen have always been humorists, but Matt has ever swept
the minor chords of emotion into
the dirges of drama.
But life is a grand thing and
Matt Moore is catching up with
his humor. There was Tom,
now, waving a red flag and
drinking a small beer to make
the world laugh at "Hold Your
Horses."
There was Owen, again,
swanking in London town for
"Picadilly Jim" and adding remarkable realism to "The Poor
Simp." Matt, in the meantime,
put the mute of pathos on the
singing Irish heart of him, and
told of the majesty of Death in
"Back Pay." Then came big
dramatic roles in "The Storm,"
"White Tiger' and "Drifting."
They were splendid characterizations under helmets and opera
hats, but they showed only a
part of Matt Moore.
Marshall Neilan, also Irish,
wanted a great actor for a role
that w-ould
spoiledMoore
by acting.
He
calledbe Matt
for
"Minnie." It was the real beginning of Matt Moore himself
on the screen.
Today, Matt Moore stands out
ahead of the Moore family as
the screen humorist of the
whimsical clan and he is middledistance with his greatest opportunity to lure the lugubrious
world into the enchanting kinship of langhter. The story is
Fred Niblo's production of "CapLouis
Mayer tain
andApplejack"
Metro.forMatt
MooreB.
has the title role and Niblo is
letting him play it as he feels it.
The result will, it is believed, be
a characterization that will add
to the success of the picture and
enthrone Matt of the Moores as
the most serious humorist, of the
screen.
Al Gives Cups Galore
Al St. John will soon replace
Terpsichore as the patron deity
of the dance if he continues to
present silver trophy cups with
the same reckless abandon he
has evidenced recently. "Big
Hearted" Al presented one
trophy Tuesday evening at the
Winter Garden, and will give
another at the Ship Cafe on
Wednesday evening, June 5. He
also proclaimed himself a patron
of citrus culture by hanging up
a cup for the best fruit rack display at the Anaheim orange
show, and at the Ambassador
Dog Show he will give a trophy
for Boston terriers. Al is at
present working
"Clues,"hisa
detective
comedyon under
present Fox contract.
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Clubs to Shine
Miss Ferguson Entertains
Helen Ferguson, well-known
Southern
California's
exclusive country
clubs, tourist
and popular film star, was host
hotels
and
fine
residences
are
to
to a large gathering of motion
picture "celebs" this week at be well exploited by Director
her home in North Bronson ave- Oscar Apfel in Viola Dana's next
nue, Hollywood. They par- starring vehicle for Metro. "To
ticipated in an exciting game of Whom It May Concern" is the
Mah Jong in the course of the working title of the Rita Weiman story from which Rex
evening's festivities. Among
those present were Mr. and Mrs. Taylor has written the scenario
Ralph Graves, William Russell, and it deals with the adventures
Mr. and Mrs. Huntley Gordon, of the Long Island smart set.
Laura LaPlante, Vola Vale and Viola Dana will be seen as a
Al Russell. Miss Ferguson is at harem scarem young flapper
present under contract with who finally shows she has the
real goods in her when the
Carlos Productions, which com- crisis
comes.
pany is producing "The Unknown
Purple"
at
the
Goldwyn
studios.
THIS MAY START
T. ROY
STAR

BARNES

TO

IN SHORT

COMEDIES
T. Roy Barnes, famous comedian and well-known character
in motion pictures, has signed a
14-month contract with the
Grace Page Productions, recently organized in Hollywood to
produce two-reel domestic comedies.
Announcement of the signing
of Mr. Barnes, who is to start
work immediately upon finishing
his present engagement with
Cosmopolitan Productions, was
made by Miss Page who is the
author of the stories in which
T. Roy Barnes will be featured.
Bess Mahoney, formerly writh
Famous Players-Lasky Company, will write the continuities.
Mr. Barnes is considered one
of the most popular types in
pictures, having appeared in
dozens of photoplays during the
past few years under the banners of several different producing companies. While with
Cosmopolitan, Mr. Barnes
starred in the recently released
feature production, "The GoGetter," and co-starred with
Marion Davies in "Adam and
Eve." He will be directed by Al
Davis, also well-known in the
film world, who is now assisting
Philip Rosen in the filming of
"The Dramatic Life of Abraham
Lincoln ."ions.
being made by Rockett
Product
Mrs. L. Elena Wilson has come
to Hollywood to make her home
and is visiting her cousin Wilson
Bailey of 1726 Carver Court. Mrs.
Wilson is the former wife of
John Channing Wilson, the noted
author who was burned to death
in Venice a year ago.
Ralph Lewis had just started
production
"Alimony,"when
his
latest featureon production,
he was called to Chicago by the
sudden illness of his father, Captain E. R. Lewis. The scenes in
the picture in which the wellknown a< tor does not appear will
be filmed during his absence.

A

GIN RUSH
NORTH

One of the stories brought
back by Laurence Trimble, after
four months in Canada with his
wonder dog, "Strongheart,"
where they were working on exteriors for the great dog star's
next release, "The Phantom
Pack,"
Canada. may
Here start
it is. a rush for
"We were just leaving camp
for location one morning," says
Trimble, "when the leader of the
dog team driven by Bill Sproat
suddenly stopped dead in his
track, piling up the entire team.
Sproat started for his leader to
have it out with him, but before
he reached the dog it started to
dig furiously and by the time the
dog
was at the a animal's
side musher
it had unearthed
strange
object. It was a square face bottle bearing (in an almost forgotten language) this label 'Gordon
"Instead
of clouting
faithful beast as
he had the
intended
Sproat fell on his knees and kissed him, hugging at the same
time the precious bottle to his
breast.
"The
Gin.' dog's name was immediately changed from Silver to Gin
Hound and he was in great demand. Everyone almost in the
company wanted to take Silver
walking when he was not in the
harness but it didn't do any good
for Silver never repeated."
Thomas Seeks Story
Richard Thomas, the producer-director of "The Silent
Accuser" and "Phantom Justice," is seeking a story for his
third "special," which will go
into production
at the
wood Studios about
JulyHolly1st.
However, the leading feminine
role must be suitable for Estelle Taylor, says Mr. Thomas.
Miss Taylor, who is now with
the "Ten Commandments" unit
of Paramount on location above
Santa Barbara, Cal., will upon
the completion of her work in
this picture, return to the
Thomas' fold for the latter's
next
tention.picture. So, authors at-

A M E R A 1
BOOM

IN BUILDING

DEPRIVES

STAR

OF EXERCISE
Edward Gribbon, popular filnj
actor and all-around athelete^
who has been cast as one of the
principal players in the new>
John M. Stahl productions ot
"The Wanters," has about decided that he either will have totake up his residence at th*
beach or give up the daily morn?
ing exercise which he has been
in the habit of enjoying for th*
past few years.
What has caused the actor tfl
take such a course is nothing
more
than has
the occured
great building'
boom which
in HoR
lywood within recent years.
Up to a short time ago it waA
the habit of the actor to don his
gym suit arising in the morninjl
and go over to some vacant lot
in the neighborhood to exercisA
his muscles by running and
jumping. But now the last vak
cant lot has been utilized torn
building purposes and Gribboif
has been forced to abandon his
daily exercise for want of soma
open space.
Therefore, rather than discontinue this exercise, which has
kept him in the best of physical
shape, the actor is lookinfl
around for a house at the beaclg
where he can get out on the sand
whenever he pleases and exercise]
to his heart's content and furthj
ermore, need not worry about
some home builder coming along
and depriving him of his "outl
door gymnasium."
VITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
DISCOVERY ANNOUNCED
Revolutionary discoveries at
the Goldwyn studios have dona
away with the need of photoJ
graphic dark rooms, and made it
possible to develop film In brilJ
liantly lighted laboratories with-!
out
danger of "fogging" the!
emulsion.
"dark"proved
rooms the]
at
theExperimental
Goldwyn plant
merits of the discoveries, and)
now work has begun which willj
make visible all the steps in the]
development of the thousands oft
feet daily.
of film handled at the stuJ
dio
Up to thephotographers
time of the new
coveries,
had dis-t
to
work in the faint light of low
candle power ruby lamps, guess-j
ing as near as they could in thej
gloom at their results.
In the new dark rooms, therej
is not only greater speed in
handling of the film, but, be-j
cause of the visible process a'
clearer, brighter product than;
has been possible before.
Claire Windsor visited her
first director on her recent trip;
to New York — Allan Dwan, who
picked
extra. her from the ranks of the

\C AMERA
DAVID
DUE

!
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BELASCO
HERE

IS

NEXT

WEEK
David Belasco leaves New
York, June 4th, for Los Angeles,
it was learned today in a wire
received from the impresario's
eastern offices. He will come direct to the Warner Brothers
studios, where he will start the
throttle for the production of the
two Belasco-supervised motion
picture productions, "The Tiger
Rose" and "The Gold Diggers."
Mr. Belasco will be accompanied by Lenore Ulric, Broadway's
of today, whomostisimportant
to be thestar
featured
artist ofinadvisors
"Tiger Rose,"
and his
staff
and assistants,
all of whom will be located in
the new Warner studios.
Elaborate plans are being formulated by the picture men of
Lios Angeles, headed by the
Warner Brothers, for a reception
to be given the "greatest of all
showmen." Harry M. Warner,
senior member of the production
firm, who came to the Coast
three weeks ago to plan the coming season's output, will remain
here until Mr. Belasco has become familiar with the studio
situation.
It is understood that on his
departure from New York, Mr.
Belasco is to be tendered a most
unusual "send-off" as exhibitors,
producers, playwrights and artists have joined together to bid
him "bon-voyage."
A committee of prominent
Californians, including leading
Los Angeles business men, will
greet the beloved playwrightproducer on his arrival here.
Murphy Finishes Another
Joe Murphy has finished his
engagement with the James A.
[Bowen Productions Company for
whom he acted as assistant director to Harry Revier in the
making of "The Supreme Test."
Joe is now considering two offers of other producers. Mr.
Murphy was for years assistant
to Allen Curtis, who made the
famous Gale Henry-Milburn Moranti comedies.
Lederer Returns
Otto Lederer, who has been
touring the state of California
making personal appearances
with the film "Forget-Me-Not,"
has returned to Hollywood and
will resume film activities here.
Mr. Lederer will be best remembered for his excellent performance as Solomon Levy in the
original production of "Abie's
Irish Rose."
Dorothy Seay, child actress, is
working at the United Studios
under the direction of Frank
Lloyd in "Ashes of Vengeance"
starring Norma Talmadge.
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NO WONDER BRUCE RESENTS ABUSE
"I guess I'll be 'bandoned
again?" Bruce Guerin inquired
of Director Frank Borzage, to
whom he has been loaned by
Warner Brothers for the Arthur
Jacobs-First National production
"Dust in the Doorway."
And sure enough the part is
that of a youngster whose
thoughtless mother neglects him
for foolish gaieties. In every
one of the seven pictures in
which he has played featured
roles in his year and a half of
screen work, little Bruce has
portrayed a kiddie at whom
life has failed to smile. It all
began with "The Bachelor
Daddy,"wide which
won inhimwhich
nationnotice and
he
played the youngest of the five
orphans.
In "Love in the Dark," he was
a youngster whose mother was
killed and whose father went
away to reform or something;
adopted by Viola Dana, he
romped through the film apparently not feeling the lack of
parents
at all.
"Drifting,"
which he
supports
Priscillain have won him the title, bestowed
Dean, will show him as an by critics all over the country,
American waif in the wilds of of "the Baby David Warfield of
the screen." But Bruce, who is
China.
features
him
with"Brass,"
a cast ofwhich
notables
and half-past three and has a mind
of
his own, says he does wish
which won him his Warner contract, pictures him in a similar they'd let him belong to somerole of abandonment.
body once in a while, so he could
His genuinely gifted portray- dress up in his nice white sailorals of a woeful little orphan suit!
NOW SAY SOMETHING ABOUT PANIC
A program of production for of famous book and stage successes.
the coming season unprecedented in the history of the motion
Norma Talmadge's "Purple
picture industry, has been laid Pride,"
which is being produced
out and is now well under way
by Joseph M. Schenck for First
at the several studios where
National, is expected to be completed within the next three
First National pictures are made
on the West Coast and in the weeks. Miss Talmadge's comedy
East.
is also nearing completion at
At the United Studios, Holly- the United Studios. This will be
followed by "A Dangerousr
wood, where a bulk of the Western production is centered, there
Maid,"
the same
star.
Withinfeaturing
two weeks
Producer
are most, unusual scenes of acSam E. Rork will begin his next
tivities.
James Young production for
At this studio is First NationFirst
al's own producing unit, which
which National,
Anna Q. "Ponjola,"
Nilsson andin
is now engaged in making "The
James Kirkwood have prominent
Huntress," a romantic comedy
roles. About the same time Eddrama of the out-doors, starring
win Carewe will begin "The Bad
Colleen Moore. Before "The
Huntress," is completed, the Man,"
the titlewith
role. Holbrook Blinn in
At the same studio Arthur H.
same unit will begin "Thundergate," a thrilling, dramatic story
of Chinese and American life, Jacobs has begun production on
his next Frank Borzage-Pirst
the cast of which will include
National picture, the temporary
such film favorites as Owen
title of which is "Dust in the
Moore Sylvia Breamer, Virginia
Doorway." Preparation is also
Brown Faire and Robert Mcbeing made by Producer MaurKim.
ice Levee for Maurice TourThen while this elaborate fea- neur's next First National proture is still in making, the unit duction.
will begin production on a farce
At the Louis B. Mayer Studio
comedy, "Her Temporary Hus- production is well under way on
band," and then comes "FlamJohn M. Stahl's "The Wanters,"
ing Youth,"
Warner story
Fabian'sof a brilliant comedy of New York
famous
sensational
City life, while at the Thomas
flapper love.
H. Ince studio the First National
The extensive First National
program calls for the early proprogram also calls for the early
duction of "Anna Christie,"
Eugene O'Neil's prize play of
filming of Gertrude Atherton's
widely-discussed novel of reju- 1922, the screen rights for which
venation, "Black Oxen," and a cost the top notch price of
number of other picturizations
$100,000.

SCENARIO

EDITOR

RESIGNS
STAGE

FOR

WORK

That he may devote his entire
time to his new stage stories,
Frank Dazey, scenario editor at
Warner Bros, studios has been
granted a leave of absence to
take effect at once, although his
contract with the Warners does
not expire for six weeks.
Dazey is the author of "Peter
Weston,"
the Frank
dramatic
thunderbolt in which
Keenan
has
been meeting with overwhelming success. The play originally
showed here in Los Angeles, and
after a successful run in various
Tom Wilkes theatres, was ordered east under the management
of Sam H. Harris, New York impressario,
Wilkes' partner
the new and
productions.
It wasin
originally booked to open the
Sam Harris theatre in New
York, October 1, but has been
showed ahead and will have its
premiere there September 1.
"The Untame," a new story by
Dazey was purchased by Wilkes
last week and is expected to
have its world premiere at the
Alcazar theatre in San Francisco within the coming month.
It is because of this play, that
Dazey found it impossible to devote his attention to the picture
scenarios. Frank Keenan is coming to the coast next week to go
into further details with Dazey
about "Peter Weston" prior to
its New York showing.
With Dazey's departure from
Warner Bros, the big work there
will probably fall on the shoulders of Grant Carpenter and
Julien Josephson, both of whom
are now busily engaged on new
scripts. Dazey is the husband
of Agnes
Christine Johnson, famous authoress.
GRECIAN STAR AND HIS
WIFE RETURN TO MOVIES
After five years touring in
vaudeville all over the European
countries and America, George
D. Colovos and his wife, Madame
Septimus
Colovos,
arrived in Valistoke
Los Angeles
a short
time ago to make their home in
Hollywood.
Mr. Colovos is a native of
Greece. He came to America in
1905 and received his education
in St. Louis. His wife, Madame
Septimus Valistoke Colovos, is
the daughter of one of the finest
families of the South and is a
true Southern type. Mr. Colovos
himself, wrote a scenario, one of
the most thrilling comedy dramas, adapting his story from
true life and it is to be produced
for a motion picture of 7,000
feet.
"Spec" Walter O'Donnell, a
new film prodigy discovered on
the Pacific coast, plays his first
reel part in the Warner
Brothers picturization of Sinclair Lewis' "Main Street."
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Eulalie Jensen Denial
Eulalie Jensen, who is playing
one 6f the leading roles in
George I). Daker's "The Magic
Skin" ment
hasissuehad
her press
departa bulletin
correcting
the belief that "The Magic
Skin*' is a propaganda picture
demonstrating the merits of a
well-known facial soap.
Jimmy Is Lucky
Any time "Jimmie" Morrison,
populartures is downtown
leading manlateofand
the does
picnot care to drive out to his
Hollywood apartments, he will
have a royal welcome at the new
Hilt more Hotel after it is opened
next October.
"Jimmie's"
full
name
is James Woods
Morrison,
and he is a namesake of James
Woods, who has come here to
be general manager of the new
hostelry.
Comes Another Satire
"Mother's Jag-on" is the title
of an animal travesty on "The
CoveredhasWagon"
Hustis
submittedwhich
to Col.Reed
W.
N. Selig as a comedy starring
vehicle for "Mary" the educated
chimp of the Selig Zoo fourfooted stock company. It is said
to be a clever satire of the
James Cruze picture of days of
'49
now running
at Grauman's
Hollywood
Egyptian
Theatre.
La Plante Joins Thomas
William La Plante, prominent
Los Angeles attorney and motion picture producer, has been
appointed personal representative for Richard Thomas, the
young producer-director. Mr.
La Plante and Mr. Thomas will
arrive in New York about the
middle of June to perfect arrangements for the distribution
of the two Thomas' pictures recently produced. The titles of
these productions are "The
Silent Accuser" and "Phantom
Justice."
The latter
picture
was temporarily
known
as
"Other Men's Money." Both
will be shown as six-part
features.
Coy With Miss Valli
Coy Watson, Jr., is the latest
addition to be made to the allstar cast supporting Virginia
Valli in her latest Universal picture, "The Lady of Quality," a
story adapted to the screen by
Marion Fairfax, and being directed by Hobart Henley. Young
Watson, who is ten years old
and having been working in pictures ever since he was nine
months old, has an opportunity
in this picture to further demonstrate his versatility and ability
to enact strong emotional roles
and it is .the belief of those with
whom he is working that his performance in the picture will be
one of the outstanding features
of the production.

About

the Moving

Dumbness of a Damsel
Elinorforms usFair's
press
inthat she
had agent
a letter
from a girl who was so dumb
that she thought "Fair and
Warmer," now playing at the
Morosco, was the name of a
vaudeville team and that Elinor
Fair was the Fair of the team.
Elinor is now playing opposite
James Kirkwood in the all-star
production
of "Eagle's
which
Edward
Sloman isFeather,"
making
for Metro.
Baggot Rejects Offers
King Raggot, once the screen
world's most popular matinee
idol, is sticking closely to his
directorial knitting at present.
This week he turned down two
opportunities to make personal
appearances at $500 each, because he is busy making an allstar Jewel production built
around Baby Peggy. The California Valencia Orange Show at
Anaheim wanted King to appear
as King Valencia with Maryon
Aye as queen.
Patron Liked "Heroin"
Some enthusiastic theatre patron wrote to Lee Parvin, manager of the Egan Theatre, telling how much he liked the work
of Grace Carlyle, the heroin
(correct spelling) in "Morphine," Oscar Apfel's drama of
the drug habit as applied to social circles. Lee replied he has
never heard of "heroin" being
in "morphine," and Oscar Apfel
got all "hopped" up about it.
Lee expects to see "Morphine''
un till the "snow" starts to fall,
and Californians have lay in
their winter supplyof coal and
"coke."
This Film Is Promising
The first of a series of feature
pictures
be produced hasby been
Victor Fisherto Productions
completed and, according to
those in direct touch with the
trend of film production at the
various studios in Hollywood, it
bids fair to challenge in quality
some of the pictures produced
by the older established companies. The picture has been
titled "Youth Triumphant," and
prominent among the principal
players in the cast is Lucy Beaumont, whose performance is said
to be one of the high lights of
the whole production. Before
entering motion pictures Miss
Beaumont was a beloved figure
on the legitimate stage, appearing in such well-known plays as
".Milady's Dress," "The Little
Lady in Blue," "Chu Chin
Chow," "John Ferguson' and
many others. She perhaps scored
her greatest success as Mrs.
Wiggs in "Mrs. Wigs of the Cabbage Patch."

Neivs Section

Throngs

Miss Daw Engaged
Marjorie Daw, screen favorite,
who was recently married to
Eddie Sutherland, assistant director to Charles Chaplin, has
been engaged by the Mission
Film Company to play one of the
principal roles in its latest
drama of rural life, "The Hareloot Boy,"
whichKirkland.
is being directed by David
Goldwyn Engages Ballet Master
Carlos Sebastian, ballet master and dancing instructor has
arrived in Los Angeles to create
the ballet episodes for "In the
Palace Flynn
of theisKing,"
whichat Emmett
directing
the
Goldwyn Studios.
Sebastian has appeared with
such eminent dancers as Gaby
Deslys, the Dolly Sisters. Mile.
Mistinguette and Polaire. He
conducts the Sebastian School of
Dancing in New York City.
Babe Artists Star
Baby Muriel MacCormac, Coy
Watson, Jr., Jack Parker and
little Philippe deLacy, ail popular members of the screen
juvenile brigade, were guests at
the South Lankershim Orchards,
a newCity,
sub-division,
near I'niversal
last Sunday.
The
youngsters proved very popular
with the large crowd that visited the tract,
giving numbers
songs, recitations and dance
to
the enjoyment of all present.
Walker Winning Praise
Joseph B. Walker,whowell-known
cinematographer,
has just
finished photographing "Richard
the Lionhearted" for Associated
Authors, has left for Laguna
Beach, where all the big storm
scenes for Associated Authors
second production, "Harbor
Bay," will be made. Walker is
using some very interesting and
novel camera effects of his own
invention, and the photography
in both productions is said to be
unusually beautiful throughout.
The production is being directed
by W. S. Van Dyke, and is under
the supervision of Thompson
Buchanan.
Geldert With DeMille
Much of the glamour and
romance of the ancient Bible
times will be represented in
Cecil De Mille's forthcoming picture, "The Ten Commandments." The plans at present
call for a double cast, one part
of which will interpret the
Biblical version and the other
cast will present the Decalogue
in its relations to modern twentieth century life. For the
heavy role the High Priest of
Egypt in the Mosiac time, De
Mille has selected Clarence H.
Goldert, a well-known character
actor, who has carried character
roles in nearly all of De Mille's
big productions.
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Read This and Marvel
A little over three years aga
Barbara La Marr played her first
film "bit" at the Louis B. Mayei
Studio, getting $10 a day. Shf
recently returned to the Mayer
lot as one of the stars in Reg*
nald Barker's next Metro special
"The Master of Woman" at J
salary that is authentically
quoted at close to $2,000 pm
week. The wages of sin may be
death, but the art of being 2
screen vamp apparently has 2
wage scale all its own.
Alan Keeps Moving
One of the busiest actors in
the Hollywood film colony is
Alan Hale, who is just at preS
ent working in three pictures at
the same time. This popular
artist who scored so heavilj
with
performance
"RobH
Hood,"his "The
Covered in Wagon!
and other successes, is sharing
his services with Jack Gilbert iZ
"Cameo Kirby" at the William
Fox studios, with Jackie Coogal
in "Long Live the King," m
which he is playing the part of
the king, and in a picture being
produced at the Metro studida
with an all-star cast. "Outsidl
of that my time is my own,*
says Hale.
Jockey Club Popular
The motion picture colony ■
evidencing great interest in thl
launching of the Southern Cad
fornia Jockey Club, which will
revive horse racing at Culvefe
City.
Scores
of well-known
stars and
directors
have pun
chased stock certificates and
memberships, others are startina
to organize polo teams to plaj
in the central enclosures, an!
still others are planning eastera
trips to pick up strings of
ponies for their own racing
stables.
Mary is Finishing
Favorable progress is reporteJ
being made in the finishing of
Mary Pickford's latest pictura
"The Street Singer." Amoni
the artists appearing in support
of the star is little Philippe da
Lacy, five-year-old actor, ana
adopted French war orphans
who has been in such notable
pictures as "The Dangerous
Age," "Rich Men's Wives,!
"Omar the Tentmaker," ana
many others. Little Philippe is
considered one of the most beatfl
tiful children in pictures and has
one of the most perfect photo*
graphic faces that the screea
has ever recorded. He was rem
cued from certain death at Vers
dun
World
by S*
Red during
Crosts the
nurse
whoWaradopted
him and later brought him to
America. She has been responj
sible lor the success he has attained in motion pictures.

VAN HORN
HIS

EXPANDS

COSTUME

ACTIVITY
A costume establishment with
i capital of $500,000 carrying in
iddition to the costumes every:hing necessary for dressing moJon picture artists and settings,
rom rubber heels to chain
irmor, will be opened at 6050
ISunset Boulevard June 15. The
ISorsIey studios have been leased
I'or a period of years and alterations are now being made. The
fcost of remodeling the building
find installing mechanical equipitnent will total more than $65.JtOO. Rollin W. Horn, for twenty
rears manager of Van Horn and
Eon of New York and Philadelphia, the oldest and largest firm
hf theatrical costnmers in America, is president of the new Los
Ivngeles organization of Van
Horn, Inc.
I Associated with the new firm
kvill be a department carrying a
complete line of jewelry, antiques, furniture and interior
pecorations. Another department
kvill be a leather and harness
factory while still another will
bave a stock of more than $25,kvorth of wigs.
I Mr. Van Horn came to Los Ankeles with more than 50 costume
hvorkers to fulfill a contract for
the manufacturing of 2500 costumes for "Scaramouche,"
now
being filmed
at the Metro studio
[under the direction of Rex Inbram. He saw an excellent field
tor an establishment here and
Immediately made plans for Van
Horn, Inc.
I Recent production costumed
by Mr. Van Horn are Scaramouche," "The Green Goddess,"
Thais," "The Scarecrow,"
['Broadway Broke," "Backbone,"
['Little Old New York" and
["When
Flower." Knighthood Was In
RIENE PROVES SUCCESS
AS AN IRATE WIFE
Riene Raleigh has just finled a very interesting and unual role with Mary Pickford
"Thefilmed
Streetunder
Singer,"
which is
ing
the direction
Ernst Lubitsch. In this picre Miss Raleigh plays the part
an irate wife, who discovers
her husband making ardent
love to another woman. The
love-making couple are seated
upon a wall overlooking a castle
moat, and the first thing the
justly indignant wife does is to
cast her spouse into the water
below. After a short, but terrific battle the other woman soon
follows. This production is of
Spanish setting and Mr. Lubitsch selected Miss Raleigh as a
perfect Spanish type and one
whose ability to handle wayward husbands was unquestioned. He has declared
himself greatly pleased with her
work.
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WHEREIN A BABY SAVES
CARE W FINDS HELPING
A SHOW AFTER ACCIDENT
OTHERS IS EXPENSIVE
In addition to his achievements before the camera, Arthur Edmund Carew, noted
actor, who has just completed
his interpretation of Svengali in
the Richard Walton Tully production of "Trilby," is a mechanic of no little ability. Whenever his automobile is out of
order he is able to cheat the
garage man out of a job by
making the repairs himself. He
has found, however, that his
knowledge of mechanics has not
saved him one penny. Instead
it has cost him considerable
money.
Many times when the actor
has been out on a pleasure trip
he has met a friend on the road
whose car was "stuck." Unable
to locate a repairman in the
neighborhood the friend in each
case has asked Carew to fix the
car, knowing that he thoroughly
understood the mechanism of an
automobile. The actor invariably made the repair and the
friend preceded on his way.
That was fine. He enjoyed
being accommodating and he
enjoyed helping to fix other
people's cars. But it seems that
every time he has helped a
friend on the road he has ruined
a good suit of clothes and that is
why his knowledge of mechanics has cost him more money
than he has saved by being his
own repairman.
GRECIAN STAR TO STAGE
HIS OWN PLAY HERE
George R i g a s , well-known
actor of stage and screen, who
has played the principal role in
practically every prominent
Grecian play presented before
the footlights and camera, has
recently prepared a play entitled, "The Son of a Shadow,"
and the large number of persons
to whom the actor has submitted the story declare it
carries a tremendous appeal and
is surely worthy of presentation before the footlights. Mr.
Rigas is now making arrangements to present the play at a
Los Angeles theatre and in all
probability it will be given a
showing early in the coming fall.
Should the play meet with
success at its premiere in this
city, Mr. Rigas declares he will
later take it to New York for
presentation. Before his * entrance into motion pictures, Mr.
Rigas was a popular figure on
the stage in New York, perhaps
scoring his greatest success in
"Romeo and Juliet," which was
presented at the Madison Square
theatre and in which he played
the role of Romeo. On the
screen Mr. Rigas has appeared
in such notable productions as
"Omar the Tentmaker," "The
Rip Tide" and many others. A
prize of $1000 is to be offered by
Mr. Rigas to any one who can
guess correctly how any one
could be "the son of a shadow."

"On with the dance! Proceed
Thisthe was
the shout of the
with
show!"
audience which attended a benefit entertainment in Hollywood
a few nights ago. Several acts
had been presented when down
went the curtain and no announcement made as to what
the next number would be.
After five minutes the audience
became impatient, wondering
what was holding up the show.
In back of the curtain an accident had occurred, which
threatened to force the dismissal of the audience before
the final act was given. A little
child, who was the last to appear on the programme, had
fallen down the stairs in back of
the stage and was so seriously
injured as to require the attention of all hands behind the curtain. But had
the happened
audience for
didn't
know what
no
one connected with the entertainment had an opportunity to
make an explanation.
Realizing the situation, Baby
Muriel MacCormac, four-yearold film starlet, who was attending the show with her mother,
left the audiences and went behind the stage. As soon as they
had found out what had happened Mrs. MacCormac raised
the curtain herself and little
Muriel stepped out on the stage
as the last act on the program.
The child, who is an accomplished classical dancer, delivered a terpsichorean number
that brought the greatest applause from the audience and
sent them away feeling that the
entertainment had been a success, despite the delay between
acts. No one in the audience
knew that Baby Muriel had not
been assigned a part on the
program, and they little realized
that it was she who "saved the
PRINCIPAL WILL SPEND
MILLIONS OF PRINCIPLE
show."
The production cost , of Principal Pictures
forthcoming
releasesCorporation's
reads like
the assets of a bank. This corportation plans to expend three
million dollars on feature photoplays during the coming season.
Twelve productions are listed
for filming. These include several Harold Bell Wright novels,
two stage plays, and a series of
feature comedies starling Harry
Langdon of footlight fame.
Principal Pictures Corporation's studios are in Hollywood
gracing a twenty acre plot of
land adjoining the studios of
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford. Their production
schedule is listed as one of the
biggest in filmdom for the 1923
year.
Eleanor Boardman was an interior decorator in New fork
about the same lime Rodolph
Valentino was trying his wings
as a landscape gardener in the
same city.
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FINE

ARTS

TO THE

ADDS

HUM

OF

INDUSTRY
Several feature stories are in
the course of preparation at the
Fine Arts Studios and from
every indication this plant will
be humming with production activity within the next two weeks.
Finis Fox, having recently returned to Los Angeles with a
contract for a series of feature
pictures for release through Associated Exhibitors, is getting
ready to start the filming of
"Bag and Baggage," a comedy
drama written by himself and
adapted to the screen by Lois
Zellner. He will produce the
picture with an all-star cast and
aknown
numberartists
of the
best
arescreen's
now being
engaged.
Charles Mack, who has recently completed the formation of
the Charles Mack Productions,
returned to the Fine Arts studios
this week from a trip to northern California with his director,
Henry McCarthy, where exterior
locations were selected for his
first independent feature, "Beyond the Horizon." Actual filming of this story is scheduled to
commence within the next few
days.
Jess Robbins, who is producing a series of comedy dramas
for Vitagraph release, is getting
things in readiness for the filming of a new story, the title and
details of which he has not yet
divulged. Edward Everett Horton, who has been starred by
Robbins in such successful
stories as "A Front Page Story,"
"The Ladder Jinx" and others,
will be starred in the new production.
Fred Caldwell, whose picture,
"Night Life in Hollywood," has
scored a decided hit with exhibitors and the picture public
throughout the country, is now
getting ready to start the filming
of another Hollywood story,
which bears the title, "Hogan for
Several other stories are now
Hollywood."
in preparation for early filming
at the Fine Arts Studios, which
plant has recently undergone extensive improvements to the
tune of $250,000.
Guy Bates Post to Tour
Guy Bates Post will shortly
return to (he footlights. This
time, however, his stage appearance will be in the leading motion picture theatres where he
will present a little sketch in
conjunction with the showing of
his latest feature photoplay,
"The Man From Ten Strike,"
just completed by Principal Pictures Corporation In Los AnThis appearance
will be thein star's
first
geles.
stage
two years,
his picture work having occupied the major pari of his time
during that period.
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BIGGER
SAYS

LEVEE
M. C. Levee, president of the
United Studios and producer of
Maurice Tourneur's First National pictures, declared this
week, following conferences with
a number of big Eastern film
men, that the coming year will
see the production of fewer pictures.
"The slogan is for quality pictures, not quantity," said Mr.
Levee. "I expect to see just as
much production activity the
coming year as in the past,
probably more, for the type of
pictures will be bigger — much
bigger.
"Throughout the country it is
now seen that a week's run in
the large theatres is not long
enough to give to the showing of
the big productions.
"Instead of one week showings
motion picture theatres in the
larger cities are to extend the
runs of worth while films, over
a period of three or four weeks.
In view of this situation every
distributing-producing organization in New York is planning to
cut down the number of its pictures for next year and will
strive to make the type of pictures that will meet the requirements of exhibitors."
WALLY, WALLY WILST
THOU NEVER REFORM?
WallyHeBeery's
running
truenewto
form.
even turns
a few
wrinkles in villainy in "Purple
Pride," Norma
16th
century
French Talmadge's
romance which
Frank Lloyd is directing.
Beery has been an ugly halfbreed in Northwest Mounted Police pictures, a heartless fiend in
Russian ones, and in fact has
made film fans flesh creep in
almost every kind of screen play.
In "Purple Pride" he adds to
his laurels. Among his savage
pastimes as the Due de Tours in
the Norma Talmadge film is that
of running his sword through a
soldier whose sweetheart he has
insulted, setting a huge dog to
attack a small boy, beating up
the brother of the soldier he has
killed and rounding up his enemies in a tower and hiring a
notorious torturer to abuse
them.
In the cast of "Purple Pride,"
which Joseph M. Schenck productions will release through
Associated First National, are
Conway Tearle, Courtney Foote,
Josephine Crowell, Betty Francisco, Hector Sarno and little
Jeanne Carpenter.
The addition of George Webb,
Mervyn LeRoy and Brownie, referred to as the wonder dog,
completes the cast in support of
Johnny Hines in "Little Johnny
Jones," the George M. Cohan
stage play being filmed by the
Warner Brothers.

LLOYD
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DISCOVERS

HE IS A COOK
FOR

SURE

When Lloyd Hughes was cast
for the part of a camp cook in
his latest picture "The Huntress," he did not realize that before he finished the picture he
would find himself doing honestto-goodness cooking.
But that is exactly what he
was called upon to do a few days
ago, up in the Mammoth Lake
District of California where the
exterior scenes of the First National picture are being taken.
Lloyd, it may be stated, is a
real cook as well as a reel cook
and he admits that he enjoys his
own cooking — especially if the
piece de resistance comprises
that most delectable of all fresh
water fish — trout.
Between camera shots he and
Walter Long, who plays a
"heavy" role in "The Huntress,"
found lime to land quite a few
of thetainfinny
streamstribe
whichfromat the
thismountime
of the year are fairly alive with
the succulent fish.
Arriving back at the camp
headquarters of the film company, Lloyd proudly displayed
the trout that he and Long had
caught. He then took them over
to the camp cook and informed
the knight of the pots and pans
that he would be ready to make
his supper of the fish within an
hour.
• But he failed to figure on the
obsti nance of camp cooks in
general and this cook in particular, who informed Hughes that
he had been engaged to cook
only three meals a day, and that
is all he would cook — three and
no more.
But the famous juvenile player
had sef his mind on trout. He
had the trout in his bag and he
was going to have them for supper! So there was nothing for
him to do but to put on an
apron, clean the fish and cook
them — and last, but not least —
eat them.
Martindel at Goldwyn
Headquarters
Martindel are now of
at Edward
the Goldwyn
studio, where he is engaged in
the leading character role of
"The Day of Faith," which Tod
Browning is directing He declares fhat Goldwyn, despite the
fact that it is fully three-quarters of an hour ride from Hollywood, is a grand old studio.
Radio gets them all! Ben
Hewlett is completing his fourth
week as the "heavy" in "Lights
Out,"
Robertson-Cole's
currentof
production,
but finds plenty
time to putter around with air
currents and the like. "Great
results,"whether
says Benny.
don't
know
he meansWe hobby
or vocation — maybe both!

Announcing
THE BIRTH OF THE
Delbert

E. Davenport

Productions
Ready to produce photoplay features de luxe under the
new Davenportian Technique.
(Ask us about this.)
OUTSTANDING
FEATURES
OF
INTEREST TO THOSE
SEEKING
SOUND
MOTION
PICTURE
INVESTMENTS
( I ) authors;
Ownership of all rights to six great stories by leading
(2) Possession of a releasing contract which insures prompt
and profitable marketing of products;
(3) Contracts with several prominent photoplayers includBOBBIE DAVENPORT, who many call a milliondollaringbet;
(4) Contract for the exclusive services of one of the best
scenarists in the world;
(5) Will start production immediately on the much-discussed story, "THE
PASSION
TO RULE" and
"THE all-star
LITTLEcasts;LOVER," two exceptional novelties
with
(6) Control of a big established publicity bureau, insuring
an unrivalled world-wide publicity campaign.
WANTED!

WANTED!

Yes, we can use some additional capital.
THEREFORE, WE WANT MORE UNIT-HOLDERS TO
INVEST $1,000 EACH
FOR SURE PROFIT-SHARING
INTERESTS!
One important executive position is open to the right man
of ability and means.
WHO THE TWO FOUNDERS OF THIS CONCERN ARE:
Delbert E. Davenport, now editor of CAMERA 1 Formerly
editor of Photoplay Journal, formerly general press representative for the Messrs. Lee and J. J. Shubert at Philadelphia, former president of the Davenport Theatrical
Company, Inc., formerly special publicity writer for Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks.
W. E. Burnham, well-known as a theatrical manager for the
last 25 years, late with the T. D. and L. Circuit of picture
theatres of Southern California, late manager of the De Luxe
and Alvarado Theatres of Los Angeles.
SELDOM HAS THERE BEEN SUCH AN OPPORTUNITY
TO GET INTO A LEGITIMATE FILM-PRODUCING
BUSINESS ON THE GROUND FLOOR TO A DISTINCT
ADVANTAGE TO YOURSELF!
NEVER WERE CONDITIONS SO FAVORABLE FOR
MAKING MONEY IN THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCING
FIELD!
Call or write at once for full information.
You will be
agreeably surprised.
DELBERT
E. DAVENPORT
PRODUCTIONS
W. E. Burnham, General Manager
Room 3, Fuller Building, 6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood, California.
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"Pulse of the Studios"

Pulse
of the
Studios
For Week Starting Monday, June 4
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Ass't Director
Director
Star
Cameraman
Scenarist
Type
Progress
3ERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Holly 3130
ie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Cooke
2-Reel Comedies
Diltz
Schedule
Eddie Lyons Eddie Lyons McGill
2-Keel Comedies
Diltz
Editing
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
Cooke
Schedule
ten Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Earl Turner
Preparing
Ben Wilson All-Star Eddie Linden
Evelyn Campbell "Mine to Keep"
J. Ince
The Washburns Linden
Stevens
"The Love Trap"
J. Turner
JRENTWOOD STUDIO.
481 I Fountain Ave.
598-146
H. Martin Production, Don F. Osborne, Mgr.
Dillon
4th Week
Bob Dillon Neva Gerber Hutchinson Howard
"Santa P'e Trail"
Wilshire 4275
3RONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
XNTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius tern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback, Casting.
Editing Holly 96
lentury Comedies (Universal release).
Al Herman
Al Herman
Buddy Messinger William Hyer
"Buddy atArms"
the Bat "
Al Herman
AI Herman
Buddy Messinger
Wm. Hyer
1st Week
"Present
1
4
1
6
La
Brea
:HAPL1N STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
Ave.
Holly 4070
legent Film Company.
(United Artists release).
Eddie
Sutherland
Charles Chaplin
Edna I'urviance
Rollin Totheroh
26th
Week
Monta Bell
"Public Opinion"
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
4t"h Week 439-764
Mgr.
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
Holly 3100
2-Reel
Comedy
Lavelle
Harold Beaudine
Dorothy Devore Nagy
2nd Week
Jas. Clemens
Scott Sidney
Jimmy Adams Nagy
Conklin
POSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr. Wilshire 2115
. W. Irving Productions. (B. P. S. release),
larry Revere Productions.
hell Craft Productions. Edwin Smith, Gen. Mgr.
herwood MacDonald Productions.
Schedule
2-Reel Comedies
Eddie Saunders
MucDonald Gloria Joy
Beckway
Staff
iwickard Productions
Setter Picture Association
Superior Productions
IVest Coast Productions.
Crescent Productions.
2-Reel Comedy
2nd Week
C. French Burns All-Star
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 4500 Sunset Blvd.
Finis Fox Productions.
(Asso. Exhibitors Release)
Lois Zellner
I _ _ Finis Fox
All-Star Landers
•
Van Osdell
Mission Film Co. Norman Walker, Business Mgr.
Wallace Clifton
I
David Kirkland
All-Star David Abel
Chas. Hamm
Fred Caldwell Productions.
I
Fred Caldwell All Star
Rounseville
-has. Mack Productions.
(Western Pictures Exploitation).
Henry McCarthy All-Star Floyd Jackman
Chas. Mack
less Jess
Robbins
Productions.
(Vitagraph
release)
Robbins
Robbins E. Everett
Horton
D. Rothschild
rOXBuckingham
STUDIO.
\1 St. John
Rim Summervllle
Lambert Hillard
Erie Kenton
Henry Otto
Jas. Flood
Jack Ford
Dunlap

Arthur
Stock Forde,
VI St. John
Stock
Tom Mix
Lew Brice
Phylis Haver
Wm. Russell
John Gilbert
Chas Jones

Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave. Staff
Ernest S. Depew
Benny Stoloff
lay Turner
Zane Grey
\rthur Forde
r'ohn
Dan Clark
Eugene
Carr
Hollinghead
Walt Mayo
Lee
Strumwasser
Jos. Brotherton
Ed Feeny
Schneiderman
Max Gold
Don Short
Harvey Gates

598-165
"Bag and Baggagt "
"The Barefoot Boy"

Preparing
Editing

"Hogan from Hollywood" preparing
"Beyond the Horizon" Preparing
Comedy Drama
Preparing

Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
<Comedies
'omedies
Comedies
"Lone Star Ranger"
Comedies
"The
of Venus"
"TimeTemple
Hath
"Cameo
Kirby"Changed"
"Snow Drift"

Holly 3000
Schedule
Schedule
<?chf>duli»
2nd Week
Schedule
2nd
Week
Cth Week
3rd
4 th Week
Week

[RANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Al J. Neitz Bill Patten Morey Hughes F. W. Raymond Neitz
"Battlin' Buckaroo"
"Wild & Wooley"
Al J. Neitz Bill Patten Morey Hughes
F. W. Raymond Neitz
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
Coffee
Cowan
Harry Garson
Neilson-Kerrigan Richardson
"Havoc"
IGOLDSTONE STUDIO. 6050 Sunset Blvd.
Phil Goldstone Productions. (State Rights release).
Roland Price
W. K. Howard Wm. Fairbanks
'Whit Women Want'
Harry Tenbrook Staff
COLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City.
"The
Rci
Ben Reynolds
Von Stroheim All-Star
Eddie Sowders
"The"Grec
Da\
Mathis-VonStroheii
Ouida
Bergere
A. L. Raboch
John Mescall
Charles Brahln Ail-Star
"The
Mii:
Six
Dn>
Lovett-Mathis
David
Kesson
Thomas
Held
Neilan-Urson All-Star
"Master
Kavanaugh
"In the Ii
Wm. Slid en
Errol Taggart
Tod Browning All-Star
Whittaker
John Boyle
Geo. D. Baker All-Star
A.
C.
Eddington
Paul
Bern
Chas. Van Enger Chas. Lapworth
Victor Seastrom All-Star
ulevous"
June Mathis
Lucia Andriot
Emmett Flynn All-Star
Ray Flynn
oflaceFaith"
im-Skin"
of the King'
Cosmopolitan Productions.
George W. Hill All-Star
Leroy O'Connell
George Berthelon Frances Marion
"Daughter of Mother McGin"
I Man"

Holly 2632
3rd
Week
2nd Week
Wilshire 81
6th Week
3rd Week
11th Week 761711
11th Week
3rd
Week
3rd Week
5th
2nd
Week
6th Week
10th Week

CAMERA
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"Pulse of the Studios"
Star

Cameraman

As«'t Director

Scenarist

Type

GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Comedy
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Leslie Goodman
Herman Raymaker Monte Banks Bill Williams
Staff
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Chas. Lemont
"Mamma's Baby Boy"
Archie Mayo Sid Smith
Ken MacLean
Chas. LieMont
Staff
Hugh Faye
Sid Smith
Ken. MacLean
"On the Job"
Comedy
Staff
Joe Rock Productions, Inc.
Dave Smith
Grover Jones Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
Staff
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
J. Jasper, Mgr.
Richard Thomas Productions.
Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
Lloyd Ingraham
Douglas MacLean
Geo. Crone
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
Jack Diamond
Woolstenhulme
Hope Loring
Irving Cummings All-Star
"Broken Hearts of Broadway'
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Supreme Art Productions.
Chas. J. Hall
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. Monte West, Studio Mgr.
Bob Horner All-Star Geo. Meehan Leo Meehan Monty West
"Midnight Limited. Inc."
Bob Homer All-Star Geo. Sheehan Eddie Middleton Homer
"The Midnight Ltd."
World Educational Films.
Eliason Baby Betty Wm. Field F. M. Abbey Robinson
"The Forty Niner"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Western Special
Seeling George
Big Boy Larkin
Williams Vernon
Vernon Walker
Walker Chas.
Nattf-rford
"The Gringo"
Seeling
Chas. DeLong
DeLong J.Chas.
Seeling
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr.
Culver City
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Production*
Mrs. Wallace Reid Productions
J. Griffith Wray
Mrs. Reid
Henry Sharp
Ross Lederman
C. Gardner Sullivan "Human Wreckage"
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
"The Sign"
JoJe Thompson
Jane
Murfln-McCloskey
All-Star
King
Gray
DonnaMurfln
Darrell
"I 'hantom Pack"
Laurance Trimble Strongheart C. B. Dreyer
Cyril Gardner
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
R.
L.
Selander
W. S. VanDyke
All--Star Joe Walker
Thompson Buchana"Loving Lies"
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt. Casting.
1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Frank Brandon
Jerome
Storm All-Star
Ded Jennings
Beulah
ot Jazz"
Staff Marie Dix "Children
Dick Johnson
Joseph Henaberry
Jack Holt
"A Gentleman of Leisure"
Harold Schwartz Mathis-Dix
Herb. Brenon
Pola Negri .las. Howe
"Spanish Magic"
Dancer"
Clara Beranger
Geo.
Hippard
Al Gilroy
Wm. DeMille
All-Star Guy Wilke
"Spring
Doris Geraghty
Schroeder
Victor
All-Star Karl
Jas. Brown
Howe
Tom
Vernon Keyes
"To the Last
"Ruggles
of RedMan"Ga
Jas.
CruzeFleming
Featured
J. MoFherson
Cecil B. DeMille
Featured Bert Glennon
H. Tate
"The Ten Commandments"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louit B. Mayer Productions.
^Metro release).
Reginald Rarker
All-Star 1 'ercy Hilburn Harry Schenck
Monte Katterjohn "The
"The Wanters"
Master of Women"
John M. Stahl All-Star Ernest Palmer
Sid Algiers
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (Al Lichtman Release).
Vic Schertzinger
"The Boomerang"
The Leightons
Tom Forman All-Star Harry Perry Sam Nelson
"The Virginian"
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Viola Dana
Nat Watt
John Arnold
Oscar Apfel
"To Whom It May Concern"
Taylor
Harold Shaw
"Held to Answer"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Willis Goldbeck
Curt Rehfeld
Rex Ingram All-Star John Seitz
"Scaramouche"
Hunt Stromberg Production*. (Metro Release).
Doc
Joos
H. Stromberg
"One Wild Day"
H. Stromberg Bull Montana Irving Reis
Edward Sloman Productions.
Edward Sloman All-Star
Eeigh Smith
Winifred Dunn
"Eagle's Feather"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Victor Srhertzineor Jackie Coogan
Frank Good
McDermott
Mary Rob. Rineharl "Long Live the King"
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
G. W. Cave
Color Photography
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
P1CKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS. Individual Casting.
7100 Santa Monica Blvd.
United Artist* Release.
Ernest Lubitsch
Mary Pirkford
Charles Rosher
Jim Townsend
Edw. Knoblock
"The Street Singer"
Raoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
Staff
"The Thief of Bagdad"
R-C STUDIO.
Mel rose and Gower.
780 Gower St
Individual
Productions.
(Film
Booking
Offices.)
Al Rantell
Rollie Asher
All-Star
Wm. Marshall
"Lights Out"
Moreno
Beatrice
Van
Dickey-I'age
"She
SupesStory
to Conquer
Lee Garmes
Mai St. ClaiGeo.
O'Hara
Western
Bddit
Hearn
Harold Goodwin
A.
C.
Witwer
Story
Geo. K. Arthur
All-Star
"Life,
Liberty,
and"
E.
M.
Engleton
Frank
Mills
"Alimony"
Dubray-Collins
Emile Chautard
RAY STUDIO. Albert A. Kidder
Jr., Gen'l M?r.
1425 Fleming St.
ROACH STUDIO. Culver City. Warren
Doane, M°;r.
Hal Roach Comedies (Pathe release)
P'nnk Voune
Comedies
Henecke-Brandle
Howe-Cedar
•Paul" Parrott
C. Morehouse
MoNamaraAll-Star
"Our Gang"
Hal Conklin
Harry Gerstadt
McGowan
Stan Laurel
Jeske-Pembrook
1-Reel Comedy
McBurney
Edna Murphy
Tiobby Doran
Roy
Frank How. Clark "What
a Girl Do?"
Len Clemens
Powers
Hank Kohler
Animal Should
Comedy
Bert Currigan
Staff
Dippy Doo Dads
ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY
All-Star
Phil Rosen
Curly-Broening
Al. K el ley
Life of Abraham Lincoln'

Prog re»*
Holly 162
Schedule
Editing
1st
Week
Editing
Holly 1431
I'reparing
Editing

Preparing
Casting
Preparing
Preparing
Cutting
Casting
76173

13th Week
6th Week
16th Week
2nd Week
Editing
Holly 2400
Editing
Preparing
Preparing
5Preparing
th Week
2nd Week
Lincoln 2 1 20
Editing
7th Week
"Holly 4485
Preparing
1st Week
1st
Week
Preparing
12th Week
1st Week
5th Week
5th Week
Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901
13th
Week
Preparing
Holly 7780
5th Week
1st Week
Preparing
Preparing
1 st Week

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
5th
Week
Schedule

598-141
761-721

Holly 2176
Mb We.-k
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of the Motion Picture Industry'
Star

Cameraman

Ass't Director

lUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
B. D. Russell
Geo. Larkin
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
ilobee Productions.
Bob Williamson
Malobee
Leo Maloney
V. Walker
igan-Baynham
Kane-Walsh
Tom Gibson Productions.
Morante
MacManigal
fNNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
lck Sennett Comedies (First National Release) .
F. Richard Jones Mabel Normand
Homer Scott
Billy Bevan
Roy Delruth
Ben Turpin Wagner
Roy
Delruth
Elmer Del Lord
All-Star

Jim Wright
George Bordeau

Scenarist
Hively

Dr. W. I. Schuster
S03 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
You
haveto tried
the rest, ofnowthetryprofession
the best"
Catering
the foremost
0 to 12
2 to 5
Evenings 6 to 8
•aimer Graduate
Phone 436-724
"We save your sole and heel you too"
FRANK
The Shoe Doctor
Holly 3752

6666 Hollywood Blvd

Hours 2 to 5

Night Calls Accepted

H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Post Graduate Chicago and New York
Holly 102-82; 57288 6702 Hollywood Blvd.

Preparing
Holly 7945-6
Schedule

Feature
2-Reel Western
2-Reel Comedy

Bebee

Mack Sennett
Mack Sennett
Mack Sennett

JJNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
Kobt. N. Bradbury All-Star
Bert Longnecker
5341
Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
pMITED STUDIOS.
uis B.FredMayer
Productions,
Clune's Studio,Alvin
5360WyckofE
Melrose Ave.
Niblo
All-Slar
Doran Cox
Bess Meredith
ank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp.
(FirstLou National
Borzage release.)
Kenneth Clarke
Frank Borzage
All-Star Chester Lyons
[win Carewe Productions. (First National release).
W. Fox
F. Fox
Edwin-Carewe
Holbrook Blinn
Sol Polito
.Ueph M Schenclc Productions.
(First National release) Harry Weil
Frances Marion
Frank Lloyd Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio
Jack Wagner
Sidney Franklyn
Constance TalmadeNorbert Brodin
Emerson - Loos
•piet Young Productions (Associated First National release).
Joe De Grass All-Star Geo. Benoit Perry V. Kroff
rst National Productions.
Lynn Reynolds
All-Star Jas. Vontrees H. Welfer
NIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
piversal
Film Stanton
Manufacturing
Tinling
Richard
All-StarCo. (Universal Release.)
Wm. Parke All-Star
Harvey Gates
Ed. Segwick Hoot Gibson
Ross
All-Star
Dorian
Brown
All-Star Balbino
Arthur Thompson Geo. Pyper
Grandin
Jack Dougherty
Jefferson Mofnt
Taylor
Messinger-Marchan Mower-Sedgwick
Howard Oswald
McDonough
Bertram Millhauser
Duke Worne Little-Thomson
Wm. Nobles
Wallace Worsley
Lon Chaney Robt. Newhart
Sheehan-Lowe
Dugan-Sullivan
Harry Webb
Harry
Reginald Denny
Staff
Stuart Pollard
Paton
Roy
Stewart
Ernst Laemmle
Geo. Hull
Herbert
Rawlinson
Edw. Laemmle
Joe Barry
Baby Peggy
King
Baggott
Holland
Watson
Bert Roach
Wm. Duncan
Geo. Plympton
Clarke
Duncan-Johnson Robinson
Leo McCasey
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
Anton Davey
Hugh Hoffman
Marion
Fairfax
Arthur Smith
Hobart Henley
Virginia
Valli
Wm. Desmond
Robt. Hill
B. Humberstone Edwin Marshall
nky Dean Productions Lew Lipton, Production Manager
Harry Thorpe
Al Austin
De Ruelle
Dinky Dean
Staff
ITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith. Gen Mgr.
'ARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
arner Brothers Productions.
Gilson
Arthur Rosson
Johnny Hines
Dupar
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry
Harry Beaumont
Hope Hampton
Sidney Franklin
Lenore Ulric
arry Rapf Productions.
Blue-Rich
Marie Prevost
'ILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd.

Progress

Type

"The Extra Girl"
"Nipp
and Tuck"
"Ten Dollars
or Ten Days"

Schedule
Wils. 1550
Editing
12th Week
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Holly 4080
10th Week

'Captain Applejack'

2nd Week
Preparing
Editing
11th Week

"The Bad Man"
'Dulcy" of Vengeance"
'Ashes
'Lord of Thunder Gate"
'The Huntress"

2nd Week
3rd Week
570-081
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Schedule
Schedule
1826th
th Week
Week
Schedule
1st Week
3rd
5th Week
Week
Schedule
6th
Week
4th Week
Week
Editing
Xth
Editing

"Rambling Kid"
"The Man
Acquittal"
"The
Hunter"
"Daniel Boone"
"Eagles'
Talons"
"Hunchback"
Leather
Pushers
"The
Brand"
"The Love
Victor"
Comedy a Home"
"Wanted
"The Steel Trail"
"The Untamable"
"Lady of Quality"
"Skyline of Spruce"
"John of the Woods"

598131
Holly 4181

Hines-Roth
Geo. Webster

FUR RUGS.

Ray Schrock
Julien Josephson
Grant Carpenter
Edmund Goulding
Sada Cowan
Edmund Goulding

"Little Johnny Jones"
"Printer's Devil"
"Gold Diggers"
"Tiger Rose"
"Lucretia Lombard"
"Broadway After Dark"

6th Week
4th Week
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Schedule
Holly 7940

FUR ROBES.
FUR STORAGE AND RENOVATING
MOUNTINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

COLBURNS
933-935 South Broadway

TAXIDERMY

Marion

STUDIO
Telephone 643-13

Warde

Acting and Make-- Up for Stage and Motion Pictures. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancing
4-23-4 Music Arts Bldg.
Telephone 821-181
^33 So, Broadway
QUICK
MONEY
RELEASE!
Producers — Active or Prospective — Get in Touch with a LIVE One
H.

and

B. Film Company
Distributors — Produce s
iironx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles.

Wilshire 4275
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All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor at Law
JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
ORIENTAL PROPERTIES
OF ALL TYPES
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollv 5954

Raymond McKee
The Friars Club
New York City

Minor

Blythe

Attorney-at-Law
Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los Angeles
Telephone 134-88

EXPERT
TYPING
Scripts and Stories
a Specialty
GRACE A1NSLEE
Garvanza 3395
Reproductions
Still Finishing

Publicity
Photograph\

LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
Animated CarJoons — Original Title Ideas —
Clay Animation
— Miniature
Animated
Figures Sets and
Cinema Arts Studio
ELMER H. YOUNG. Mgr.
; 612 Lissner Bldg.
Phone 644-42
THEODORE
HAYS
is not a director, but he can give the
director the action he wants.
Expert Horseman
Complete Wardrobe
Main 525
LOCATION LUNCHES
Holly 7660
KWIK

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.

PARAMOUNT NEWS
(Continued from Page 8)
Wilson, Noah Beery, Robert Edeson and
Frank Campeau. The invasion of the motion
picture camera into the Basin, where the
automobile, the telephone and other modern
conveniences are still unknown, serves to
prove to a finality that nothing escapes the
cameras eye. Production Editor Lucian
Hubbard announces that the company will
return shortly to the studio.
Production starts June 11th on James
Cruze's next Paramount picture, "Ruggles
of Red Gap," now being adapted by Thomas
Geraghty from the book by Harry Leon Wilson. This is a wonderful story. Jesse L.
Lasky, first vice-president in charge of production of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, states that it will be given a great
cast for its screen interpretation. With the
man who this
produced
Covered
as
director,
should "The
develop
into Wagon"
one of the
season's most unusual photoplays. Ernest
Torrence, who has gone to New York especially to see "The Mountebank," the stage
success from W. J. Locke's novel which is to
be adapted to the screen with Torrence in
the featured role, will return to Hollywood
in time to start work in "Ruggles of Red
Gap." Walter Woods will act in the capactiy
of production editor for this picture.
Paramount stars who a few months ago
hastened Eastward to take part in pictures
being produced at the Famous Players-Lasky
Lonk Island studio are now returning to Holone byback
one.to Last
week Antonio
Morenolywood
drifted
the West
Coast plant.
Just prior to his arrival, Mary Astor made
her first appearance on the Pacific Coast. In
the vary near future, it is announced, Bebe
Daniels and Agnes Ayres will also return,
both having been in New York for more than
a month. With the return of these popular
favorites and the signing of new faces by
Jesse L. Lasky, activities at the West Coast
Paramount studio are shortly to be in full
swing again.
George Fawcett goes to New York this
week to play a featured role in the forthcoming Sam Wood production, "His Children's
Children," for Paramount. Simultaneously
with his arrival in the East, announcement
of a strong cast for this picture is to be
made. Fawcett's last photoplay in Hollywas "Salomy
actedwooda featured
role.Jane," in which he enThe Paramount West Coast studio has
moved to Guadelupe, California!
Two hundred miles north of Los Angeles,
Camp Cecil B. DeMille spreads over a sandy
stretch along the shores of the Pacific Ocean.
The famous producer has taken more than
twenty five hundred players, nearly twice
that number of domestic and wild animals,
and an unbelievable amount of chariots, costumes, makeup and properties, to Guadelupe,
where he is now engaged in making startling
scenes for the Biblical prologue of his current Paramount production, "The Ten Commandments," from the story by Jeannie Mcpherson.
Camp DeMille is a hive of industry. A continual line of trucks passes between the
tented city and a nearby town, bringing in
food supplies and life necessities and taking
out thousands of feet of exposed negative
that will later be developed and cut into
proper sequences for what is firmly believed
will be the greatest motion picture ever
made.
To care for emergencies, Mr. DeMille is

CAMERA

Hugh
Hoffman
Scenarist
and Production
Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit, Universal
CurrentHerbert
production,
Untamable" I
Blachfi,"TheDirecting
Recent
Releases,
"A
Dangerous
"The Love Letter," "Gossip," "TheGame,"
Town

P

Scandal"
CAMERA!
-re T4 \Trr
A T>Q

AVAILABLE NOW. BELL & HOWELL WIT!
COMPLETE
STf DIG914E SOUTH
Q t ' 1 I'MENl
BLAINE WALKER.
OLTV
STREET.
TELEPHONE MAIN 3746.
FOR RENT— Bell & Howell camera, 12C lie
shutter. Full equipment, excellent conditiM
Phone 577-674.
FOR RENT— High-grade still outfits. $5.00 pe
week, Little, The Pig Photographer. 587
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.
I believe
have In will
my make
possession
an "original"
whichplsV
tin- greatest
religious
ever presented. Who is interested, who wi
buy?
Angeles,Spukum.
Calif. 31(i North Vermont Ave., Lo
running the camp on the order of an incoi
porated city. He is the Mayor, and in his at
sistants he has a Chief of Police, a chief ■
the Fire Department and other officials cow
nion to metropolitan life. A system of cat
ing for the garbage, a hospital, restaurant
and stores are other features of this surpfll
ing camp. In one thing alone is it lackln;
the city standards — there are no telephone
A bugler calls people to work and dismisse
them in the evening. Otherwise, one tnigh
move bed and baggage to Camp Cecil D€
Mille, California, and spend his days in com
fort, while amusing himself by watching th>
gigantic progress of "The Ten Command
The Theodore
cast for Mr.
DeMille's
production
eludes
Roberts,
Leatrice
Joy, R
ard Dix, Nita Naldi, Charles deRoche, Est
Taylor, Rod La Rocque, Julia Faye. Jamet,
ments."
Neill,
Edythe Chapman, Geno Corroda. Clar
ence Burton, George Field, John Randolpl
and Noble Johnson.
"Children of Jazz" will be finished tb.ii
week. This special Paramount productioi
boasts an unusual cast in Theodore Kosloll
Ricardo Cortez, Eileen Percy and RobW
Cain, featured players; and Irene Dalton
Alec. B. Francis, Frank Currier, Snitz Ed
wards and Lillian Drew. Jerome Storm«
directing the picture with Ralph Block jl
production editor. Adapted by Beulah Mailt
Dix from the play by Harold Brighouse.1
has as its central theme the clash of the mm
em children of jazz with a colony of islafl
people who still live and act the age of 1850
It is a novel story and is being given I
superb treatment at the West Coast Pari
mount studio.

Nearing completion at the Farnoui
Players-Lasky studio in Hollywood is JacI
Holt's current starring vehicle, "A Gentle
man of Leisure," adapted by Anthony W
Coldeway from the play by Stapleton anc
Wodehouse. Under the direction of Josepl
shot thlt
Henaberry, the final scenes will befamous
ok
week in the exact replica of the
Gre*
Waterloo Station, the terminal of the
South-Western Railway in London, England
Reproduced right down to the signs on th«
walls and a pane of glass broken from a win
dow, this set is a curiosity-arousing featun
that speaks well for the technical art of th«
silent drama. When the final scenes an
Woodi
completed, production editor Walter for
re
will put the picture into final shape
lease.
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Golden Butterfly
Where Santa Monica Canyon
Meets the Sea
Chicken Dinner
$2.00
Steak or Baked Virginia Ham
- 1.50
Catering to Social Affairs a Specialty
Telephone 21741
Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774
Reed

Heustis
and

Sherley Hunter
in collaboration
Comedy-Drama
TITLES
and Continuities
S16 Detwiler FSIdg.
Phone 665-09
'Service to
Producer
and

Justice to
Performer'
The

Service Bureau
1036 South Hill
Phone 821-071

Hardee Kirkland
Hollywood 6298
(Fort Worth says about the sketch
"TheKirkland
Man Higher
which
Mr.
appearedUp,"
with in
Theodore
Roberts) .
"Usually,
the movie
star is Kirkland,
the only
thing
to the play,
but Hardee
the second and only other member of
the cast, rivals the distinguished
'father of the films' for top position
honors."
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Victrola
Phonograph or
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
taches to needleatholder. filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and
surface scratch
noises
entering
sound
Gold I'lail
box.
No
metallic
noises.
Nickel Plate $1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N.

OPPORTUNITY
(Continued from Page 8)
we have missed, we may be missing others
that are crowding upon us.
We think we are the victims of blind
chance, but often it is we who are blind, not
chance.
The difference between the successful
man and the failure, is that one saw his
chance and took it.
The one time the Kaiser had the opporto use ithis topower
for thehimself
world's asbenefit, hetunityused
establish
the
world's clusion
Dictator,
and
all
he
gained
was
sein Amaiongen.
The victorious Allies had the opportunity
to reconstruct the government of an exhausted and devasted Europe, instead of
which
they
constructed The Treaty of Versailles.
One afternoon a man on the race track
was regretting that he had just missed backing a winner. A sententious race-goer remarked, "There are five more races, and
there's a winner in every race."
It is well to know when to grasp the opportunity to speak; sometimes it is better
to be silent.
We are told that "opportunity knocks
once at every man's door," the fact is, it is
always
but we are too pre-occupied
to hear knocking
it.
We need wisdom to recognize our opportunity— and decision to grasp it.
BILL HART
(Continued from Page 7)
screen. Never in all Mr. Hart's career did
his eyes carry a more overwhelming conviction of honesty than when he looked into
mine and declared himself innocent. It
came upon me then what a great tragedy it
was that he should suffer the penalties of
guilt when I knew him to be innocent.
"Those who know him well have always
believed him guiltless of the charges against
him. My personal happiness that they have
been proved groundless will be shared by
hundreds of thousands. I am waiting the
moment, which I hope will be within the
next few days, when William S. Hart, one
of America's greatest and most popular -film
stars, will come to me in my office and say,
'Mr. Lasky, I am ready to go to work.' "
A TECHNICAL MODEL
Did you ever count the number of "subtitles" in a feature motion picture production? The average picture of lively action,
well made, well edited and well titled, contains about two hundred and fifty. Pictures
of a more subtle trend than action dramas
often require many more. However, the
rule is to use as few as possible, yet to make
the story clear that there will be no interestbreak caused by "thinking back" to get the
meaning of scenes and situations.
"Judgement of the Storm," the first production made by the Palmer Photoplay Corporation, an organization of story experts,
lives up to the reputation of its producers by
being a model of technical perfection. Only
one hundred and eighty subtitles are used!
And while the action element in the picture
is strong there is a great deal more of subtle
emotional drama which, without such skilltitles.ful handling, would have required many sub-
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"In this day of prosperity a man ought to
be able to make enough money in six hours
to last his a week." — Henry Ford, in newspaper article.
To I his Eddie Gribbon, the well-known
character artist, who is being seriously discussed for the title role in "Ben Hur," says:
"Sure, but everyone can't own a garage!"
"The reason so many of us never recognize opportunity," says Martha Mattox, one
of the screen's foremost delineators of character roles, "is because it usually goes
around disguised as hard work."
In England it has now reached a point
where the vast majority of well-dressed men
wear nothing but silk hats in the evening.
This is the report printed in a London
newspaper. "Why do they bother to wear a
hat?"
inquires Lewis Sargent, the popular
film star.
there are only four
and not just cats, but
KITTENS
OF GENUINE PERSIAN STOCK
each having a Registered Pedigree
When you ask the price
you'll want the lot
WARREN
Phone Vermont 5 780

DOGS

FOR

SALE

Registered and Pedigreed
Bird Dogs. Beautiful Irish
Setter Puppies. Whelped
Marchl 15, 1923. Shown
by Appointment Only.
BARRINGTON
Telephone 820-424

Adel ine M. Alvord
Books Plays
Motion Picture Enterprises
West Coast Representative
of Owen Davis and Darcy
and Wolford
2 1 I HOLLYWOOD SECURITY
BUILDING
Telephone Hollywood 8092
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Iiiilview Apartments Rldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
DINNER
MERCHANTS
11:30 to LUNCH
2
5:30 to 8

CAMERA
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duction at Universal City for seven months,
FROM U TO YOU
is nearing the final sequences of dramatic
Two reel western picture units are work- action.
ing at Universal City on condensed tales of
The star, Lon Chaney, has but a few
the old West.
scenes to play now, but a few more hours of
Francis Grandon is directing Jay Morley
torture in the most intricate makup ever devised by an actor. He plays Quasimodo, the
and Jay Marchant is directing Pete Morrison
in such productions. Margaret Morris and hunchback.
Elinor Field are the leading women of the
Patsy Ruth Miller, Norman Kerry, Winiunits.
fred Bryson, Eulalie Jensen, Gladys Brockwell, Nigel de Brulier, Brandon Hurst, Raymond Hatton, Cesare Gravina, Ernest TorElinor Field, heroine of Reginald Denny's
rence, Nickolai de Ruiz, Eva Gordon, Kate
starring
Pushers,"
is riding successes,
through theThewildLeather
and wooly
west Lester, Sidney Bracy, Lydia Yeamans
for a few days between productions of the Titus, Bhogwas Singh. Tully Marshall,
Harry Van Meter, Edwin Wallack, Roy
H. C. Witwer prize fight classics.
In a western picture he directed by Jay Laidlow, William Parke, W. Ray Meyers,
and fifty other players of proMarchant and starring Pete Morrison, en- John Cossar
fessional note support Chaney.
titled "Rarin' to Go," she plays the feminine
Perley
Poore
Sheehan adapted the story
leading role. Other players are Jay Morley
to the screen and Edward T. Lowe prepared
and Bud Osborne.
the continuity. Sheehan has been supervising production with Wallace Worsley as
Herbert Rawlinson has again been cast in
the
director.
the role of an Englishman for his latest ve"The Victor,"City.
which is now being
filmed hicle,
at Universal
An attractive matching of personalities is
Edward Laemmle, whose direction of his- to be seen on the sets at Universal City
where Gladys Walton is working on her
torical chapter plays won him considerable
distinction and a new contract to direct fea- newest starring vehicle, "The Untamable."
ture plays for the Universal company, is
Opposite her is Malcolm McGregor, one
guiding the making of the play.
of the screen's most promising younger
Rawlinson recently finished work in "Rail- leading men, and in support are John Sainroaded," a screen adaptation of the English polis and Etta Lee. There are only four
crook ant.
drama,
by Margaret
Bry- characters in the story, which is full of conEdmund "Richard,"
Mortimer directed
it.
centrated drama depicting the inner struggles
of
a
"two-souled"
woman.
"The Victor" was adapted from "Two
The other players in the picture and the
Bells for Pegasus," by Gerald Beaumont.
director, Herbert Blache, have expressed
the opinion that in this story the matching
Excellent progress is being made on the of
these two is particularly fortunate.
Universal
Jewel Q.allNilsson
star special,
in
which Anna
and J. "Havoc,"
Warren
Baby Peggy has changed her nationality.
Kerrigan have the leading roles under the
direction of Harry Garson. The picture is
The screen's youngest star has become an
being made in the Garson studio in Eden- Italian immigrant baby for her latest stardale instead of Universal City.
vehicle,filmed
"Wanted,
A Home."City
which
now ring
being
at Universal
underis
The story by John Blackwood, prepared
the
direction
of
King
Baggot.
for the screen by three of the best known
writers of the industry, Raymond L.
It was written by King Baggot and Raymond L. Schrock, head of the Universal
Schrock, Lenore Coffey and John Goodrich,
is laid chiefly in islands of the South Seas. City scenario department.
Others in the Baby Peggy cast are Gladys
Although a special production of the highBrockwell, Sheldon Lewis, Betty Francisco
est calibre, "Havoc," will be made in reason- and
William H. Turner.
able production time, due to an efficient organization gathered together for this one
unit. Edgar Stein is the business manager.
"The Love Brand," is the title of the new
Stuart Paton picture, work on which has
Less than a month to go
commenced at Universal City. Roy Stewart
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," the ela- is to be featured, and a large cast will be
borate million dollar film spectacle based on used.
Victor Hugo's story, which has been in proSan Juan Capistrano, home of the quaint
old mission o! that name, is to be the setNOW IN OUR NEW HOME
ting for one of the H. C. Witwer "Leather
Pushers" stories being filmed at Universal
City. Reginald Lenny and his company,
with Harry Pollard, director, have returned
from a week on location there, filming the
action, outside of the prize fight, of an inter
esting episode.

PHONE
WE

OD"
HOLLYWOODWO9161

MOVE

and Shine,

MOVES
on Service

HoHiwood 7677 - SAMUEL C. SHINE • 0'56« SrattWh

Neely Edwards avers that there is more
than one way of being a dashing member
of the Royal Nort Invest Mounted Police.
He says that it can be made a funny as
well as a serious pastime and is proving it
in his latest comedy at Universal City. He
knows that it is funny, for he heard a property man laugh during the filming of the
first scenes.
The Universal laugh maker is working
under the direction of William Watson. The
story is a one-reel travesty on the Northwest Mounted Police with the working title,
"Red Riding Good."
The comedy was written by Tommy
Grey, head of the Universal comedy department.

Motion

Picture Cameras
for Rent
Late Model B & H Still and Graflex
Cameras rented by day or week.
Ultra-Speed Slow Motion and Akeley
Cameras rented with operators.
For Information Call
PHOTOGRAPHERS
6035 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly1 4338

Wanted-DIAMONDS
Highest Cosrt. Prices Paid for Yours '
^sm///// SIDNEY ■\u\D.
COHN
and Olive
Sts,

Professional Photographs
It Costs No More for Quality Photographs at
"Los Angeles' Finest Theatrical Studio"

udio
We are professional photographers
and have the best equipment for making Portraits — Publicity Photographs
Special Stills.
Commercial u»?r* and
Enlargements.
6039 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 256<)J

THE
FIGHTS
...eVerY fRIday niGhT.
pHONe hollY 100 for
rEsErvaTions.
DOn'T
forgEt
AMERICAN LEGION STADIUM
Hollywood at El Centra
see

For

BRUNO

Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard
PHONE HOLLY 3821
Movie

Actors

and Actresses

Wanted

co investigate wonderful values in
exquisite clothes. Many eastern
wardrobes new to Los Angeles and
Filmdom.
Evening
Clothes — Sport Toi»s — Furs
— Hats — Shoes — Dresses
Wraps —
All Exclusive Styles.
1310 Lilac Terrace
(near 1400 Sunset)
Telephone Main 257
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And if you don t think it pays
advertise, ask me.
BOB THE BARBER.

Announcing the establishment of
new

1720

and

larger

headquarters at

Hudson
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—
1

Ave.

where increased facilities will enable us to
render the best taxi service in Hollywood.
Touring cars $2 per hour, limousines
$2.50 per hour. Special rates on studio
trips and touring.

SUNSET

Telephones: 578-280

MADAME

TAXI

578-307

BOB
6772

575-52

SEPTIMUS VALISTOKE COLOVOS

Character

Hollywood

GEORGE D. COLOVOS

Leads — 5 Years
BOYLE

METZ

1260

in Vaudeville;

Boulevard

to
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RIDING
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FURS, HATS, SHOES

HABITS,

AFTERNOON

S|

APPAREL,

SUITS

In my

home at 2006 Ivar Avenue, Hollywood, 1 sell the
wardrc
Tceen of the most exquisitely
dressed stars of die screen.

Would

you like a stunning imported

afternoon

dress?

Or

an exquisite evening gown?
Or perhaps a very distinctive sport costume?
The character
of garments you notice in exclusive,
expensvc shops?
It is possible for YOU

to be as well dressed as any woman
in your ^ity!

You

now have an opportunity to wear Parisian frocks
with less strain on your purse than if you bought
cheap, characterless clothes!

I am

the only authorized s*"-! 1'r wardrobe broker in Los
Angeles, handling the t •
utput of one of the
largest :tua:>js.

i

I also have frocks for little girls, many of which have never
been worn, and others worn only to model in!
May

I have the pleasure of showing

you my selection?

i
Proprietress

i

Screen

Stars

Wardrobe

Exchange
2006 Ivar Avenue,

Hollywood

Phone

435-677

^[Qhe Ljest cf the Motion

Picture

kdmtr$\

cimcnv
California

Saturday,

ROY

"Burning

June

9, 1923

STEWART
IN
Words"

at Tally's Tkeatre

Price

10 Cents

I

^
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AND
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OF
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C X A JLV

Cou»n ay Foote — Conway Tearle
(Owners)

INTERIORS

EXTERIORS
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le Suburb Beautiful
Gilt Edge Investment

DESCRIPTION.

BiiLots

—

$595

Up

AllCity Improvements
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

Business

Fl pntage, Ventura

Highway

, $40 Foot Up
Drive out Venl ura Boulevard, three blocks west of
Shei tian Way to Tract Office
Pre-openin g Sale — -Pre-opening

*
300-301

Phone 438-761
*
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Price :

Clevel and Blair Realty Co.
Scot tySVlacnicoll, Tract Agent

'Make-Up Headquaiers of the Motion Picture Industry'
The

Direction

of this shop is in capable hands. Through
efficient management and time-proven
methods we are enabled to render unexcelled service at reasonable prices. We
buy, sell, rent and exchange all kinds of
antiques. We have an unusually fine
selection of rare oil paintings, old bronzes
and statues, bric-a-brac and furniture of
days gone by, that have transformed many
a mediocre set into a thing of great beauty
and distinction. We would consider it a
pleasure to have you inspect them at your
earliest convenience!

ANY

Y [ARS of experience and successful ndeavor in the management
of varioi ; make-up establishments have
equippe< us to offer the best of advice
and servce in all matters pertaining to
the variois phases of make-up. Especially isIthis true of motion picture
patronagl for the greater portion of
our busiress has been with film folk
and our constant contact with them
has enabsd us to contemplate their
most mini te wants. In rendering them
this excer. ional service we have been
rewarded by the continued patronage
of the fo emost artists of the profession. Va ue and service have been,
and will continue to be, foremost here
at all timet.

-up
Antique4534 Hollywood Blvd.

Shop
Phone 598-030

/ , f-\\
NJ
AM
7

J±8l9Sai
South Hill
Make

Shop
Pico498

J
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One thing is certain, there never will be any acute shortage of motion pictures so long as Hollywood may last!
remember ye also, he, the party, who "parties" to excess can depend on becoming an excess certain to be dispensed
with And,
eventually.
We all have our faults, of course, which ,also of course, makes it seem the very essence of prudence to confine one's faultfinding to one's self.
This is the golden age for the small independent in the picture-producing field. The film industry is due to be ruled by
new kings and these new kings will hail from the ranks of the present-day smaller independents. Natural political evolution
insures some such a transition as this since all things having to do with progress — temporary triumphs and failures — are
extremely transitory.
It is being once more demonstrated that it is a common tendency among picture producers to emulate. Simultaneous with
Mrs.
Wallace
Reid's
of her
plan her
to feature
produce isanready
anti-narcotic
others
started
pictures
and now
as a announcement
consequence even
before
for releasephotoplay,
there are dozens
at least ofa half
dozen
such filming
films on such
the
market
and
being
exhibited
throughout
the
country.
And,
so
long
as
a
producer
is
an
imitator,
he's
a
mighty
poor
excuse
of
a producer!
Incidentally, it might be added, after the kings have had their flings on the screen, the plebeians shall once more be given
opportunity to monopolize the attention just as they do in real life and especially in European countries nowadays. Down
deep in their hearts the majority of photoplay fans are far more interested in the romantic story of plain Bill Smith than they
are
the to
intrigues
the in
street
see and ofberoyalty.
snubbed Bill
by Smith's
a kink. the fellow they want to see every day while most of them would not go across
One of most important items of news thus far this film-eventful year is the announcement of the expenditure of fully three
million dollars on the deal whereby Charles Ray will take possession of the Cosmosart Studios. Charlie's ambition is to convert this studio into the most beautiful one in the world and by taking full advantage of the unusually striking "lay o' the
land," he expects to work scenic wonders such as will make his new picture home a show-place worthy of world-wide fame.
Verily, the more of this sort of enterprise in Filmland the better and Mr. Ray deserves unstinted congratulations.
Thement andsuccess
of "The Covered
Wagon"
a tendency
to give
fresh impetus
to a boresome
"back-to-oldtime-melodrama"
it is unmistakably
obvious
that a has
veryhadlarge
public will
welcome
relief from
society pictures of movewhich
there has been a surfeit during the last few months. Melodrama as we know it in these ultra-modern times is simply redblooded drama with, perhaps, a little abnormal exaggeration, oftentimes improbable, but such form of literature has the
power for causing human nerves to tingle and — who knows? — it may be that Prohibition has something to do with the apparent demand for such stimulant! At any rate, melodrama already is back into its own and its return is in no way unwelcome.
There is quite a controversy on — a friendly one — as to the justice of killing the two-reel comedy. Undoubtedly there
are powerful forces at work to end the heyday of the short comedy subject in favor of the full-length feature mirth-provoker
and many of the leading stars already have abandoned the old field for the new. However, we'll wager a cookie full o' raisins
'n nuts that there will never be a time when the market door can be closed on two-reelers which possess qualities conducive to hearty laughter. But, there IS the point — there must be something to amuse highly or else the comedy of any
length shall cease!
Charlie Chaplin is about to complete his big feature, "Public Opinion," in which he will introduce Edna Purviance as a
star. No one outside of his studio has seen any part of this film yet and no one knows how wonderful it might be as a cinema
classic, but just the same, it's a foregone conclusion that a very vast majority of all the inhabitants of all fandom are wishing
with all their might that Charlie will not permit whatever directorial genius he may possess to interfere with his genius for
spreading
joy as losses
a comedy
star. The
most
regrettable
imaginable
rightloss
now.of Chaplin's picturesque pictorial personality from the screen would be one of the
Weather conditions and money conditions are both favorable to a maximum production of motion pictures in Southern
California just now. Everybody seems convinced the present wave of prosperity is sure to remain with us for at least two
years. A vast majority of the people in the field are working and the liquidation of old debts is going on as it never did
before. Most everybody (excepting occasional editors) can boast good clothes and good bank accounts. The spirit of distressful Panic is certainly broken. Few untoward contingencies could arise in this era to disconcert one. All in all, everything is lovely and the geeses hang high. Therefore, again, all in all, why should there be any expressions of pessimism in
any quarter? Why not forget all woes past or present, real or imaginary, and buckle right down to the game of solving the
problem with earnest effort?
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For

Your

Week

End

Homesite

Home

Minutes

Summer

In

RAINBOW
40

and

VALLEY
From

Hollywood

All outdoor
club privileges,
TennisandCourts,
Swimming
Pool, Water
Club House,
Children's and
Playground
all
sports. including
Good hunting
fishing.
Community
Plant, Electricity
Graded and
and
Graveled Streets to each lot.
All These Included in Purchase Price — LOTS $198, $298, $398— $10, $15, $20 DOWN
PER MONTH.
All These Included in Purchase Price —
$15, $20 DOWN
and $10 PER MONTH.

LOTS

and $10

$198, $298, $398, - - $10,

For further information, Call or Write
RAINBOW
100 East Colorado

VALLEY

HEADQUARTERS
Glendale,

Phone

Glendale

Calif.

1702

Representatives Wanted for Hollywood.

King

Tut

Light

Face

and Dark

Powder
Shades

We beg to announce this new face powder:
New shades especially appropriate for summer
use that gives the much desired copper tint. It is
the rage in Hollywood
now and endorsed by
movie stars.
A trial will convince you.
Price $1.00 the box, either by mail, or on
sale at
MARTHA

MARSHALL

LEADS
INGENUES
SOCIETY
Telephone

PA R/l S
439-801

Ye

Rub

621 W. 8th Street

Shoppe
Los Angeles, Calif.
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Studio

I Now comes a climax in the unprecedented
privities in the field of studio expansion
Hi development within this busy capital of
■mland. For several weeks the newspapers
Bve been filled with announcements of
H.ns to enlarge various picture-making
Bints and to build new ones, and a majority
■| the announcements have proven official,
■cause the actual proposed work has been
fcomplished or is in the course of being
■fcornplished. Explicitly, Los Angeles'
Bidio-building boom has been real — amazIfely so — and when all this renewed zeal
fas spent itself, it is a foregone conclusion
available equipment for the making of
Kption pictures in this community is going
I be something to marvel over.
llApproximately three million dollars are
Irolved in the latest development to be
Uoposed — that of the Cosmosart studio
Hoperty recently purchased by Charles Ray
hid Albert A. Kidder, Jr., his legal adviser
[Id general manager. The development and
Ueration will be handled by a new corpora!>n now being organized by Mr. Ray and his
Bsociates to be known as the Charles Ray
pterprises Corporation.
llThis sum, which is to be underwritten by
le of the large bonding houses of the city,
I111 completely transform this twenty-acre
joperty in the heart of the north Wilshire
Istrict skirted by Beverly Boulevard for
II f a mile and by First Street, Virgil Ave|lie and Juanita Avenue.
IFrom this area covering a space of more

Building

Climax
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is Capped

than two city blocks, it is promised, will
evolve the most beautiful motion picture
studio property in the country and an exclusive new shopping center. The developments look forward to the upbuilding of a
commercial picture plant with a capacity of
about a dozen independent producing units,
besides affording greatly increased facilities
for the two super-productions which Mr.
Ray will make yearly.
The new Charles Ray Enterprises Corporation will concern itself with very extensive real estate development as well as
working out the picturesque and ornate
studio enterprise.
Among the buildings included in the plans
are apartment houses and many business
structures. Some of these will relate directly to the film industry, as they are expected to house subsidiary lines of trade
which have grown up in Southern California
in connection with motion pictures.
The line of the new Beverly Boulevard,
which is to be a 100-foot driveway to the
ocean, bisects a large triangular piece on
the corner of the property. On this piece
is to be erected a tall Class A business
structure to be occupied almost entirely by
one of the large costume companies and a
studio furnishing company now negotiating
for tenancy.
On the other corners of the tract spacious
and ornate exclusive apartment houses will
be built. One of these possibly will take
on the dignity of a first-class tourist hotel.

The First Street frontage of the studio
grounds, ,which is now being paved, will be
devoted to a building to house a branch of
one of the leading, Los Angeles banks, and
there will be numerous adjacent structures
for stores. There is room in the spacious
tract for a considerable number of dwellings
which are a part of the general plan. These
are to be erected by the corporation with a
view to variety and beauty such as will give
practical
scenic picture
scope toshots.
the studio's facilities for outdoor
The development of the studio proper will
be on a very extensive scale. The most important, of the structures will be a new administration building designed to exceed in
size and beauty anything of. the kind in
Southern California.
It is on the landscaping side that
changes will be made most pleasing
to the eye. The conformation of the twenty
acres is such as to lend itself to elaboration
of great beauty. They are to be made into
what may be called a spacious sunken garden, with its natural lake skirted by paved
drives and walks, spanned by bridges and
dotted by green parkways.
On the bosom of the lake is to rest the
Mayflower, most unique of scenic sets yet
built, which cost $60,000 and is now at the
present Charles Ray studio on Fleming
Street, where it was used for scenes in the
star's forthcoming production, "The Court(Continued
on Page 22)
ship of Myles
Standish."
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San Francisco, Cal., June 4. — Louis Graf,
President of the Graf Productions, and J.
Hesser Walraven, publicity man of the organization, went to Los Angeles on Monday,
and will be there a week on business connected with important developments for the
company. While there they are making
their headquarters at the Hollywood Hotel.
Charles Eyton, general manager of the
Famous Players-Lasky Studios, came to San
Francisco last week to welcome his wife,
Kathlyn Williams, on her return from a tour
of the Orient.
Al Wilkie, publicity man for Goldwyn, and
at present attached to the company making
"Greed"
a few days last week in
the Southhere,
on spent
business.
The picture-making expedition being sent
around the world by the Intrepid Company
of this city on a yacht has postponed their
date of sailing until September first. Their
complement of members is almost full, but.
a little more time is necessary for the instal ing of all the equipment on the boat, and
completing all the many details of the arrangement for so long a voyage.
Ray Moore, head location man. and business manager for Goldwyn, spent several
days in this neighborhood the first of last
week, and went North on other business
for the organization.
Tyrone Powrers, accompanied by his wife,
arrived in San Francisco last Friday, and
after a few hours here went on to Los Angeles, where he will lead in a picture to be
made by Goldwyn, called "The Day of Faith."
A picture-making outfit, headed by Emory
Johnson, arrived in San Francisco last Fri-

m
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day with the battleships of the Pacific Fleet,
having taken pictures of the trip up the
coast, and their arrival here. As the cameramen had the co-operation of all the naval
officers, and the use of the searchlights of the
battleships, they obtained some of the most
remarkable pictures, both by day and night,
ever taken of a naval fleet in motion. The
picture-making party consisted of Emory
Johnson, B. F. Miller, Richard Morris, and
Ross Fisher. They left on Saturday evening
for the South.
Last Saturday night before several thousand people, who overflowed the Greek Theatre at Berkeley, Margaret Anglin gave her
long promised performance of Hippolytus.
It was produced with great grandeur and
with as near an approach as possible in modern times to the original Greek interpretation of the masterpiece. Boyd Irwin, an
Australian actor, well known to the films,
played Hippolytus.
Abraham Lehr, Vice-President of the Goldwyn Corporation, on his recent visit here
talked over with Eric Von Stroheim the progress of "Greed," expressed himself as much
delighted with what he has seen of the film
at the studio, also with the gracious, and
Helpful assistance that the city officials, civic
organizations, and the people generally have
given in San Francisco toward the making
of the picture. The company worked all last
week at the little house In Oakland, and are
now completing the trans-bay sequence.
After its completion the work of about half
the
cast will be finished, and they will be released.
Louis R. Lurie, San Francisco capitalist,
whose operations in theatrical properties
have extended over a number of years, will,
on June 30th, assume control of the Century
Theatre, and at once remodel it into one of

KERR

CRAWFORD

the leading picture houses of the countr.
The theatre will be re-opened as a pict
house under Lurie's personal direction.
Mrs. Wallace Reid, known to the screens1
Dorothy Davenport, will come to San Frai
Cisco this week to appear in person at th
world's premiere at the Century Theatre o
June 9th, of the big dope film, "Huma
Wreckage," of which she is the centra
figure.
Jean Hersholt, of the "Greed" cast, wa
the guest of honor at a recent dinner by th>
Norden Society of this city. Hersholt is t
native of Denmark, and first came to thi
country as a member of the Danish Coinrais
sion to the San Francisco expedition in 1915
As his coming to play in this picture is bit
first visit here since the close of the expedi
tion, he has been warmly welcomed by largt
numbers of his countrymen who are resi
dents, and many of them old friends.
Charles Ruggles, who has recently com-!
pleted
picture with Agnes
Ayresliasforcome
the1
Famous a Players-Lasky
company,
to town as a visiting star at the Aleazir
Theatre, where he was once a well liked
member of the stock company. He will be
here eight weeks, with a new play each week,
several of them to be tried out as to their
possibility for Broadway next season. Last
week
theyweek
played
old favorite,
but this
will "Oh,
see aHoy,"
new an
comedy
of pills
and prescriptions called "The Nervo«
Victor Seastroni and the company filiningi
"Masters of Men" for Goldwyn, are due ■
San
Francisco about June 9th. While here
Wreck."
they will shoot some English country scents
in the lanes on the beautiful estates of Burlingame and San Mateo.

By Raymond McKee
Along Nev? York's Rialto
E. K. Lincoln has returned from Califor"Victims," a propaganda play on "dope" Hopkins and Arch Selwyn have publidfl
has been put into rehearsal for
nia with a print of his latest picture, "The peddling,
in event of an actors' strike next
it.
imined iate production. C. W. Deltose wrote threatened,
year, the Equity members themselves will
Right of the Strongest."
organize dramatic companies and give their
own shows. At least that is the substance of
Mae Murray is closing her New York
the statement given out to Broadway. The
apartment preparatory to her leaving for
The new Griffith film, "The White Rose," plan is to raise large tents on vacant grounds
Hollywood, where she will start work at opened
a four-week engagement this week at and present the plays under canvass in case
the
Lyric Theatre and marked the return the
once on, "Conquest," and "Mile. Midnight."
actors have difficulty in obtaining
to the screen of Mae Marsh, after a long theatres.
Jesse Hampton is taking a vacation in absence. The acting of Miss Marsh invests
New York.
this film with a charm that causes it to be
Ann Luther has been cast for a role in
a delight. Her portrayal is easily the feature
The Assistant Directors Association of of the film and firmly establishes her as one "The Governor's Lady," which William Fox
of the foremost emotional actresses of today. is making from the famous Belasco play.
New York have moved their headquarters
to the M. P. D. A., 234 West 55th Street, Ivor Novello, the imported Italo-English
where all future meetings will be held.
screen Apollo, plays the boy. He is handThe Cunarder, "Acquitania," took away
several well-known people in the theatrical
some
to
a
fault
and
lacks
the
"pep"
and
fire
of Bert Lytell or Richard Dix, who played world when she sailed Tuesday for Chert
Jawn Friend McKee, Raymond McKee's
brindle bulldog, who is appearing before the similar roles in "The Christian." "The boug and South Hampton. Dorothy Dalton,
White Rose" is a melodrama. The plot moves the Paramount picture star, was snapped by
camera in New York, paid "Laddie Boy," the slowly
and carefully, being relieved now and the photographers before the ship left!
first dog of the land, a visit at the White
then by bits of humor. The first-nighters George Fitzmaurice and his wife, Ouida
House last week. "Jawn Friend," and Ray liked
it.
Bergere, left for Rome, where he will start
were in Washington on location.
direct
Sir Hall Caine's "Eternal City." WalGloria Swanson and George Fitzmaurice
lace Eddinger, who has just completed a tour
After an election unmarked by politics,
Hal Crane was this week elected to the office attended the Sixty Club Dance last week at of the country in "Captain Applejack," and
the Ritz. Mae Murray and her husband,
of promoter, or the president of the Green
Mary Nash, also sailed.
Room Club. Fred Burt was elected vice- with his new mustache, were also on "deck."
Frank Keenan, who closed in Chicago his
president; George L. Sargent, Copyist; J.
Frank Stephens was elected angel. The new
season
of twelve weeks in "Peter Weston,";
If
members
of
the
Producing
Managers'
officers have taken their positions.
Association, curtail production, as Arthur
(Continued on Page 22)
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By rat h. leek
It or Didn't It?
Photography Progress—Did
screen
version
of the play, which is from
during the period pictured in the story. A
\s the art or motion photography progressThe answer should be forthcoming
thorough canvass of the acting material on the pen of those gifted literary partners,
Winchel Smith and Victor Mapes.
an with the returning by Preferred Pic- the West Coast and the East has resulted
The versatile Schertzinger, meanwhile,
in the selection of Kenneth Harlan, at the
res of that gripping romance of literature,
has
added another duty to his many daily
age
of
twenty-eight
to
play
the
role
in
the
ige and screen "The Virginian," for early
activities — that of supervising the erection
ease. Approximately half a million dol- new production.
s has been appropriated by the B. P.
of settings now being erected at the SchulHarlan, tall, athletic and strikingly Ameriulberg organization to produce from the
can in appearance looks enough like the berg studios for the production.
ous Owen Wister story, an epochal pic- author's conception of the Virginian to have
e that will serve to prove the actual for- posed for the pen portrait. That he has
Advocates of motion picture-text books for
rd strides of the screen art during the played the part in four stock companies dur- the schools may find material for thought
;ht years that have elapsed since it first
in the life story of Abraham Lincoln, now
ing his youthful stage career is an added
coincidence rather than a reason for his being filmed by the Rockett-Lincoln Film
s portrayed before the camera,
ut, contrary to general belief, it is not selection for the part.
Company. If one is to accept the word ot
ected to show that the improvement has
Tom Forman, who is to direct the picture, Cy Snyder, official purveyor of facts concernto do chiefly with photography, lighting is combing the screen colony bore for players
ing the big production every scene is being
i the other purely mechanical depart- to make up a cast in keeping with his pro- shot in accordance with historical data in
ject, while an entire staff of art directors are the hands of Director Phil Rosen and his
nts of photoplay making. Direction, actand the human element entering into preparing the architectural and natural set- staff of research workers. The story takes
een productions have profited most from
tings before which the story will be enacted.
up the life of the Great Emancipator as a
experience of years, if the theory of the
boy and carries it through to his assassination, saidscreen.
to be the longest role ever enacted
Belasco's Los Angeles stay promises
for the
t.ducers of the newest "Virginian" is cor- to David
be an eventful one. In addition to "The
he first surprise probably will be found
in which he will have a supthe fidelity with which the views of the Gold Diggers,"
"When a Man's a Man," a Harold Bell
ervisory interest, he will be given an opporhor have been carried to the screen. Wiltunity to give the Belasco touch to one of his Wright story which is about to be filmed by
Principal Pictures, has been prepared for the
|m S. Hart attained his greatest stage suc- greatest productions, "The Boomerang,"
s as the Virginian at an age slightly which Victor Schertzinger will film as soon
screen by Agnes Leahy who has added one
more accomplishment to her already long
Jder forty-five. Dustin Farnum, the Vir- as he completes direction of Jackie Coogan's
ian of the Paramount screen production
latest, picture.
list of picture qualifications by so doing.
dertook the part at about the same age.
Having served as a cutter, assistant director
Eve Unsell, who will work with the diras scenarist throughout his
and research worker, Miss Leahy was acting
;ut Wister spoke of his hero's age as rang- ector.composer
latest series of productions, is preparing the
between twenty-four and twenty-eight
(Continued on Page 22) ^
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WM S. HART WAS THE VlRGlKlAH"
OF THE SPEAKtKG- STAG-E VfHPH
A0OOT 4-5 YEARS OLD BUT

ABRAHAM LINCOLN HAS BECOME A MOVIE STAR!.
TO THE DELIGHT OF SCHOOL HISTORIANS

KEMETh HARLAd PROBABLY REALIZES ovfcd WlSTERS
COWCEPTiOrt OP HIS HERO BY UHDERTAlOhlfr THE G-REAT
ROLE AT THE ACrB OF TWENTY- EIGHT

With aooot
the boome-rang
diggers"
topromises
be filmedtoaN9bebelhsco's
stay
ih losahlgeles
athebustgoldone
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Essaying

the Visualization

of the Musical

Classic

Charles Wakefield Cadman, eminent American opera and song composer, is composing a musical script for Goethe's "Faust"
(not Gounod's opera story), simultaneously
with the construction of the film script by
Ferdinand Earle, the artist-director who will
produce it.
Earle thus rests faith in American talent
for the difficult task of resurrecting the
ancient Gregorian Chant music, which he
considers the fitting atmospheric vehicle to
accompany his screen version of the medieval philosophical drama.
"Cadman's numbers are being written into
the script, and the film will be directed with
the structural requirements of the music in
view," declares Earle.
"However, a distinctive experiment is to
be tried whereby the tyranny of the 8 and
16 rythmic measure will be more or less
avoided. A new type of musical composition
more closely fitted to the requirements of
the varying tempo of screen drama will be
created."
"Prose music" is Ferdinand Earle's name
for the new type of composition. He explains:
"This new music will have the relation
of prose to metrical, rhymed poetry. That
is a wider freedom and tonal plasticity and
a more poignant response to sudden emotional visissitudes and modulations."
To prove this contention that the screen
is to be the greatest medium of artistic and
dramatic expression, Ferdinand Earle is constructing his entire script according to the
laws of a sonata or symphony, thereby obtaining undreamed of unity.
In order that the musical score for Goe-

= JfllltllDIIIMIIIIIMI
II WE Its MIS /<• TO MOTIOX PICTURE II
|| Ferdinand Earle, American painter
11 dud port who has begun studying mull lion pictures lor right years, believes
|| music run be (in intergral part with
[1 the pictorial art of the screen
i| Earle produced a film edition of the
11 Rubaiyat of Omnr Khayyam, a motion
l| pin in produced as a motion painting.
if which will soon be released.
|| His second cinema opus, to which
|| he has now devoted 18 months of re|| search and preparation, will be the
|| "Faust" of Goethe, with its wealth of
|| human interest, its immortal love
|| drama, and its medieval philosophy.
II Here are the ways in which Ferdin|i and Earle is weaving music into his
l| motion tapestry of drama and art:
II /. Old Gregorian chant revived by
Charles Wakefield Cadman.
|| 2. Musical score written into Earle's
II .1. film
script.picture .scenario conII
Motion
structed on plan of symphony.
|| }. A prose music, discarding conventional measures, for instant
response to emotional changes
on the screen
|| •>. SubSConciOUS emotional reactions
obtained by orchestral background minus melody.
I| II. Choral work in eon junction with
||
|| 7. orchestra.
New vent
orchestra
into obtain instvument
musical effects
hitherto impossible.

the's complete "Faust" will be as novel ar,
radical as the rest of the production, tl
Earle studios in Hollywood are working o
a new orchestra instrument.
This instill
ment is expected completely to doniinat
an entire episode of the picture, and, it i|
hoped, rise above the combined brass III
struments of the orchestra.
"Motion pictures bring together all th j
arts." affirms this movie director wh I
studied under Whistler and Bouguereail
"They may necessitate other new musical
instruments to attain the supreme height]
of One
dramatic
noveltyeloquence!"
on which the composer Cad
man and the artist Earle are working is ail
orchestral background for an entire episodJ
devoid of any hint of melody or figuration"a complex minor chord sustained until th«
dramatic action calls for a modulation (fo .
instance into the major key), thereby creat |
ingAnother
a profound
subconscious
effect." work t<|
feature
will be choral
accompany certain scenes, in conjunction
with the orchestra.
Cadman's "Oriental Rhapsody" and othe:
orchestral pieces written for FerdinaiC
Earle's "The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyan,'
have been played by many American sym
phony orchestras- though the picture hat
not yet been publicly shown.
Cadman often rendered his Rubaiyat com
positions on the piano during his recent torn
of the United States. They have also been
published for the pianoforte by a Bostfl
music publisher.
Like the Rubaiyat music the score for
Earle's screen version of Goethe's compleft
"Faust" will constitute intregal concfl
numbers, and will be published as well for
th e piano.

COURAGE!
By Eric Mayne

Courage is our greatest asset. — if we lose
that we are in danger of losing everything.
* * •
Of all weaknesses the most dangerous is
fear.
* * *
We need Courage to overcome the conviction that we are a failure.

AN INTENDED MISTAKE

Without Courage our success may be the
first step to failure.* * *
It requires Courage to face the chkrge of
being a "piker" when we are only trying to
live within our income.
* * *
The more we know
greater our
■*
•of *lifeitstheproblems.
need of Courage in facing
There was a man — in the olden times,
who —
"Slew a lion,
In a pit,
On a snowy day."* * *
A great instance of the Courage that conquers.
* * *
A great inspiration for us today.
* * *
Courage does not falter at the fierceness
of the opposition. * * *
Courage is not deterred by the disadvantage of the battle-ground.
* » *
In the calendar of Courage there is no
"weather permitting."

It requires Courage to marry, often greater Courage to remain single.
* * *
There are times when we must have
Courage to walk alone, but, let us be sure
we are in good company.
* * *
We cannot have too much Courage, if we
know how to use it*wisely.
* *
There are times when we can help our
fellow-men more with Courage than with
sympathy.
* * *
Courage to do right will save us from fear
of the conscience that makes cowards.
Constance Binney is going to be a June
bride. The happy man in the case is a rich
young Pittsburgh business man.

An amusing incident is related about the
time when Garry Odell, well-known con>
edian and character artist, left the valid*
ville stage and set out to launch himsej
actively in moving pictures. Finding I
rather difficult to get an interview with am
ferenl producers, Odell finally struck upcl
a novel idea. In his pocket he had the cam
of a popular film star. As he entered one M
i lie studios in Hollywood he handed the
card to the man at the door, asking for as
interview with the producer. The card w«
taken to the film chief and immediate*
Odell was allowed to enter his private offlofl
As the producer recognized him as not bfl
ing the man whose name was on the carl
he said:
"Are you Mr. So and So?"
"Why no," replied the actor. "My name
The card was shown to the actor who
explained
is Odell." that he had sent the card in by
mistake. However, he got his interview
and, better than that, a good part in thl
producer's picture.
Virginia Brown Faire, one of the prettie
of
the screen's
leadingof women,
has many
receiv
numerous
proposals
marriage,
which have been from titled men, but s
is
life?still Miss in private as well as "ret
"Pal" the educated canine who appears
"Rouged Lips," Viola Dana's new Metro p
ture, is the only dog in the world who ci
boast of two gold teeth.

Camera's

."(RECTOR WILL
RUN
SCHOOL
OF

ACTING

Hollywood is to have a school
)}■ motion picture acting connoted by a director now proJcing special photoplays for
Je of the largest companies in
1|p industry.
[This director is Rowland V.
le, whose latest film is Booth
'irkington's Pulitzer Prize
ilvel, "Alice Adams," and who
mce has signed with Fox for
fc making of a series of
Jecials. The first of these is to
l] a photoplay of Gouverneur
fcrris's short story, "You Can't
it Away With It."
IMr. Lee announced his project
J the Fox studios this week,
pst
ideaactresses
is the findfe ofbriefly,
actorsitsand
of
fility from the ranks of playp who, through circumstances,
Ive not had the opportunity of
lowing such abilities as they
ky have; and the development
these abilities through actual
prk before the camera. In the
urse of this training under the
rector, the actors will receive
e salaries the importance of
eir parts carries.
It
has long
Lee'sof
ntention
that been
such Mr.
dearth
btion picture talent as exists
due more to inertia on the
trt of the makers of pictures
ther than to actual lack of
tility among those aspiring to
t.
"Nothing is more natural than
e human inclination to depend
on the tried-and-true," said
r. Lee. mount
"But itupward
is obvious,
ayers
towardas
ardom, other players must
me in to fill the gap.
"In and about the studios of
ollywood I believe there are
crmous resources of motion
cture talent, undeveloped —
ayers who can be made corntent with a careful course in
e fundamentals of acting,
ey are victims of the quesn 'What have you done?' and
e necessary reply 'I haven't
dachievement
much experience.'
A record
is demanded
and
portunity
for
gaining
it deed.
"Under is such
conditions,
the
lution
a deliberate
making
opportunity for the unknown
A promising player. The
hool I have in mind is an inrmal arrangement by which I
n discover new personalities
d guide them to proficiency
personal instruction, experice in playing under my direcon, and counsel upon the indidual's efforts to better himlf in his career."

Weekly
Wake-em-up
SPECIAL NEWS SECTION
SATURDAY, JUNE 9, 1923

POPULAR ACTORS JOIN
IN BIG REALTY DEAL
Courtenay Foote and Conway
Tearle are the latest screen celebrities to realize the possibilities
of Los Angeles real estate, and,
after careful consideration, they
have decided on Ventura Boulevard as having the greatest possibilities of all. This promises
to be the principal boulevard
north inasmuch as the City Planning Commission has decided to
widen it to one hundred feet,
the Pacific Electric having secured a franchise to operate
street cars on it.
Messrs. Foote and Tearle have
selected thirty-two acres just
west of Sherman Way, part of it
being an apricot orchard, which
is now being subdivided into
large residence and business
footage.

AUTHOR VIES WITH FILM
STARS IN BUYING REALTY
Actors, actresses and other
members of the motion picture
profession who have been causing no little amount of notice
within recent months in Hollywood because their large real
estate investments are not going
to have anything on Fred Kennedy Myton, the famous author
of screen stories, who has just
added to his string of real estate
purchases with a beautiful bungalow of French architecture in
West
Hollywood.
After his
day's
work at the United
Studios,
where he is preparing the continuity for Maurice
Tourneur's
forthcoming
picture, Myton
can
be found puttering around the
yard of his new home, adding
numerous shrubs, fruit trees and
otherwise beautifying the place.

PRE-WAR
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PROSPERITY
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William De Mille returned
this week from New York City,
where he has been engaged for
the past six weeks in the cutting
and editing of his last production for Paramount. "Only
Thirty Eight," and co-operating
with his scenarist, Clara Beranger, in the preparation of the
script for his next picture,
"Spring Magic," adapted from
Edward Knoblcck's stage suc"The Faun."interest to the
Of cess,
unusual
film industry is the business report that was brought back by
Mr. De Mille. In a statement
issued from the Famous PlayersLasky studio, he said:
"The motion picture theatre
reflects largely the conditions of
the other businesses and industries of the United States. With
photoplay houses everywhere
reporting a return to pre-war
basis, signs of a good year to
come are unmistakable."
Due to the enthusiastic reception of "Grumpy" and "Only
Thirty-eight" on the part of
critics and audiences everywhere, Mr. De Mille is at present the cynosuie of attention
from directors and producers.
He is distinctly the creator of
the photoplay with the deft
touch of reality and human feeling.parts
In "Spring
Magic"
deeven further
fromhe the
beaten path of photoplay production. An unusually strong
cast will take part in the picture. The starting date has
been set for June 20.

At the urgent request of the
San Francisco Center Club, an
organization of 2400 professional
and club women, Mrs. Wallace
Reid left here Thursday night
for San Francisco to launch her
national
in the Baycrusade
City. against "dope"
A number of Los Angeles dramatic critics and others prominent in the industry went with
her to attend the world premiere
of "Human Wreckage," Mrs.
Reid's anti-narcotic film which
will play an engagement at the
Century Theatre in San Francisco.
A committee of club women
and Acting
McLaren met Mrs.Mayor
Reid atRalph
the train

Truman Van Dyke has been
engaged for the role of Leandre
in Rex Ingram's Metro picturization of "Scaramouche."

on Friday
Theywhere
escort-a
ed her to morning.
the city hall
conference was .held in regard
to the local campaign to be
launched.
The opening gun in the crusade was fired Friday afternoon
when the Center Club gave a big
tea in Mrs. Reid's honor at
which she spoke. City and government officials and men and
women prominent in the affairs
of the city were present to meet
the guest of honor.
Mrs. Reid will make a brief
talk at the Century Theatre, and
on Tuesday she will speak
again before the Business and
Professional Women's Club
which has arranged a special
luncheon in her honor.
The attendance of local dramatic'critics at the premiere of
"Human Wreckage" has been
arranged in view of the interest
both locally and nationally in
this unusual film. The picture
is booked to be shown in Los,
Angeles in three weeks.

NEW

FILM

GETS

CONCERN

UNIVERSAL

WELCOME
Within a very few hours after
the first announcement of the
organization of the Delbert E.
Davenport
Productions
was published last week,
the members
of
this new firm were given cause
for renewed confidence in their
venture as a result of not only
the numerous congratulations
received from well-wishers
among friends, but from releasing companies
and state's
rights
buyers
with offers
of handling
whatever output was planned.
It does not often occur that the
release people seek the untried
products advertised in advance
as innovations; on the contrary,
the rule is that the producer is
compelled to seek the release.
Perhaps the most interest has
been aroused over the promise
of a revolutionary change in
screen technique in the forthcoming photoplay features to be
made by the Davenport company
and it seems those who have
sought additional information
relative to this phase of the venture were impressed so favorably that they have started
widespread comment on it.
There is no doubt the proposed attempts to prove that an
improved technique is possible
will be watched with the keenest
interest since the matter of
making the cinema an art capable of standing on its own legs,
so to speak, has been a subject
for much serious discussion for
the last several years.
It is understood that one of
the foremost directors in the
business at present, recently
predicted that this new technique would come from some
one not now prominent in the
motion picture industry as a
producer and W. E. Burnham,
general manager of the Delbert
E. Davenport Productions, is
most optimistic in his claims
that
Mr. Davenport's
scheme all
in
this regard
will accomplish
most any one could expect in
the way
of perfecting
the manner of presentation
of literature
as a comprehensible
morable visualization. and meIt is the plan of the Davenport
company
startof actual
tion on theto first
a seriesproducof six
feature pictures within two or
three weeks and an all-star cast
will be selected for each story.
Winifredscenario
Dunn, editor,
Metro's has
24year-old
completed the screen adaptation
of "Held to Answer," by Peter
Clark McFarlane. It will serve
as
the ofsecond
Metro's new
series
all-starofspecials.
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KIRKWOOD
IN RIDE
TRICK

IS HURT
ON

A

NAG

James Kirkwood has enjoyed
a lengthy period of success on
both the stage and the screen,
but he came near to putting an
end to his career recently when
he gave his horse the wrong
cue during the filming of "The
Eagle's Feather," Metro's new
all-star special.
It happened on location, 350
miles from the studio, where
Edward Slonian was directing a
big cattle stampede for this unusual story of the West. Although 4000 steers appear in
this stampede, luckily for Kirkwood, the accident occurred
when only a couple of hundred
of the cattle were being used
for some close-up scenes.
The actor was on horseback,
quietly standing guard over the
herd, according to the action.
The cattle had milled around
until they were largely out of
range of the camera, and at Sloman's
the back
cowboysin
began command,
herding them
focus. The shouts of the men
and the unusualness of the proceedings excited the animals.
When the leader broke into a
run they all followed suit, charging down on Kirkwood, who was
directly in their path.
Kirkwood, being an expert
horseman, slapped his mount
with the reins to get out of thenway, not knowing that the animal had been trained to fall and
pretend to be dead when so
struck.
True to its training, the
horse did a leaping fall.
Kirkwood did a flying broad
jump over the animal's head,
spraining his ankle and skinning
his knees and shoulders as a result. A shout of terror arose
from the director, but fortunately, the cattle divided and left a
little dusty lane for the man and
horse as they swept by!
VIOLA AND SISTER TO
CO-PLAY AFTER DECADE
Viola Dana and Edna Flugrath, film stars who are sisters
in real life, will be sisters on the
screen when they start work at
the Metro studio in Miss Dana's
newest starring picture, "To
Whom teryIt story
MaybyConcern,"
a mysRita Weiman,
which Oscar Apfel will direct.
This picture will mark Miss
Flugrath's
to the
Ameri-of
can screen return
after an
absence
ten years, during which she has
been featured in productions directed by her husband, Harold
Shaw, in England and other
European countries. It is also
the first time in the same period
of years that she has appeared
in a picture with Miss Dana, the
last time being when they were
child actresses at the Edison
studio in New York.
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LLOYD IS KNOCKED OUT
MAURICE MURPHY WINS
FOR THE COUNT OF 335
JUDGE'S HIGH PRAISE
The life of an actor is not all
Maurice Murphy, eight-year
old film starlet, who has just beer and skittles.
Hughes, among others,
completed an important child willLloyd
vouch for that.
part
in "The
Self-Made
Wife,"of
In a little encounter with Walin which
he plays
the part
"Theproduced
Huntress,"
Tim, Jr., sharing stellar honors
whichter Long
is in
being
for
with Ethel Grey Terry, was de- First National in the California
clared by Judge Ben Lindsay, of High Sierras, Hughes failed to
the juvenile court, Denver, Colo.,
any beer or skittles in being
at a recent banquet given in his see
thrown out of a cabin door, eshonor in Los Angeles, an ideal
pecially when the scenario calls
type of American boyhood, a dis- for a collision with a rock.
tinction which Master Murphy
Long, who plays the deepmay well be proud of. The
dyed villain in this First Nationyoungster has played important
al picture, followed the scenario
to the letter. He picked up
parts incessesnumerous
screento sucand in addition
his Hughes, and with all his might,
achievements in this direction he Hung the popular juvenile
is a proficient pianist, being able through the door.
to play Chopin and Mendelssohn
Now, it is not the intention of
with the same ease that he does scenario writers, or directors, to
simpler American selection.
have their players injured in the
rough and tumble mix-ups such
as the one in which Long and
STORY IS PROTECTED
Hughes take part but, nevertheBY UNWRITTEN LAW
less, "accidents will happen
An interesting angle of the un- even in the best regulated mofamilies."
Andtionanpicture
accident
happened this
written law of one
of filmland's
big producers
concerning
the time to Hughes. He came
disclosing of inside information
through the cabin door with a
on a new picture, was uncovered
force just a little too realistic
when an attempt was made to for
comfort. He struck his head
find out the story and the de- on the rock, as scheduled, and
tails of Cecil De Mille's produc- he took the count — not the count
tion, "The Ten
Commandments."
for any first-grade schoolClarence
H. Geldert,
a veteran of ten,
boy could have counted up to 335
character actor who has had a
before Lloyd returned to consciousness.
part productions,
in nearly all and
of DewhoMille's
big
has
been cast in the role of the High CARMEL MYERS TO BE
Priest of Egypt in the forthcom"VAMP" IN "PONJOLA"
"The Ten
was ing
asked
what Commandments,"
the story of the
Carmel Myers, noted screen
Decalogue was lilw. He only "vamp,"
has been engaged by
smiled and said, "When Mr. De Sam E. Rork to play an imMille has a big production he
portant role inProduction
"Ponjola," fora
gathers his principals around James Young
him in his study, closes the First National, filming
of which
doors, and reads the story.
What is said behind those doors is expected to begin this week.
In "Ponjola," which is a picis a closed book to the outside
world. There is an unwritten
turizationstory
of Synthia
famous
of SouthStockley's
African
law that whatever is said at the
life,
Miss
Myers
will appear
reading of the play is under no
circumstances to be repeated, again in a vampish part — that of
"Loochia," the attractive, allurand I do not know an instance
ing and seductive wife of a
when that confidence has been hardened
gold miner.
betrayed. But I can tell you
The talented Carmel was
this, that I have never heard a chosen
this particular part
more intensely gripping story, because for
of her most excellent
nor one conceived on a more work in similar
roles in recent
gigantic scale . I think it will be
one of the most magnificent yet big productions, among which
were
"Theshe Famous
Fair,"of
in which
enacted Mrs.
the role
attempted."
"Angie Brice," in "My UnmarWalker Starts "The Worm"
ried Wife." and in "A Society
Johnnie Walker has begun work Sensation," and a score of othon "The Worm," under the di- ers.
rection of William Worthington.
Mr. Walker purchased the screen, Now Play Fits Hair
Douglas Fairbanks, it seems,
rights
"TheTheWorm"
Charles toRay.
story isfrom
by possesses a luxuriant growth of
Frederick Stowers, and deals hair these days. In fact, there
with the romance and adventure
are those who say that Doug
of a young man who is in the possesses tresses, but be that as
employ of the owner of an an- it may. At any rate, when the
tique shop where antiques are matter was called to his attenmanufactured while you wait.
tion, Doug offered the following
.Mr. Walker believes that in explanation: "You see, I grew
"The Worm" he has one of the my hair to fit the pirate picture,
finest possibilities of the year. then I didn't like the idea of the
Mildred June is playing the pirate picture, so I had to find a
leading feminine role opposite picture to fit my hair, which is
Walker with an all-star cast in why I'm doing 'The Thief of
support.
Bagdad."

JIMMY

AUBREY

BOSS UNDER NEW
CONTRACT

1(1

Iif
1

Jimmy Aubrey is his own bos
and can do just the things thai
he figures will make him tool |
funnier than ever when hi;]
latest comedies hit the screen
under his new contract wltl]
Leon Lee, who Monday starte<
"Jimmy" on the first of a series
of twelve two-reel fun-films. 3
The company is working «
Universal City, and expect mi
turn out a picture a month fo;
the next twelve months, whlcl
means no matter what ft]
weather conditions might be, ai|
has to work steadily.
Ward Hayes, who has been SJ
recting Monty Banks under m\
Arrow contract for Ben Wilson]
has been engaged to handle W
Aubrey's fun-making antics, am
he has been surrounded withijJ
staff of aides that will serve £j
help him produce the best I
suits. Most prominently anion*
them is Charles Saxton Gordon''
who comes here from New Yaw
City as a cartoonist of the NaM
York Evening World and «
known Cracker
to Broadway
as "TM
Wise
of Broadwaj$
His duties will be that of wi*
ing funny titles and placing nil
ability as an artist at the col
mand of Producer Leon Lee. 1
ENJOYABLE AFFAIR IS
STAGED BY RELIABLE
One of the most enjoyabp
meetings that has been held by
the Reliable Photoplayers Assogfc
ation since its inception nearW
two years ago, took place last
Tuesday evening in the cliff
rooms of the Assistant Director
Association at 5540 Hollywo<j|l
Boulevard. After important busfc
ness matters had been transacted
by the organization, severs
members entertaining with
songs, dances and recitation!.
Miss Betty Jean, manager of thfi
association, received consider
able applause for a vocal selection. An Irish jig was given by
the Lowe twins and their pafents entertained with an original gypsy dance numbers. Sew
Ms
eral duets were given by
and Mrs. Alfred Court and the
last number on the program waf
a recitation, "Why They Namef
Him McGinnis," which wai
given by Arthur Stuart and
proved very enjoyable.
Hines Is Injured
Johnny Hines, who is being
starred by the Warner Brothers
in the screen version of GeorgS
M. Cohan's stage play, "Littl*
Johnny
Jones,"
taking
forced rest
as the isresult
of ana
injury he sustained during the
filming of the picture. He re>
ceived a deep cut about the hani
when some thick glass overhead
worked loose of its frame and
fell.

AMERA!
IARILYNN
IflERE WITH
FOR
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MILLER
JACK

SUMMER

Jack Pickford and Marilyn
iller, his bride of almost a
ar, are today cozily settled in
Hollywood bungalow for the
mmer.
Miss Miller arrived in the film
lony recently, following the
osing of "Sally," the famous
egfeld musical show in which
e has been starring for several
ars. She expects to remain
the West for several months,
til the new Ziegfeld show in
hich she will star next season
ready for rehearsal. Then she
ill return to the East, probably
Atlantic City where in all
elihood the new footlight ofring will be given its try-out.
'Much to my regret," said
iss Miller,
will onbe the
unable
ake
a film "Iwhile
coast,to
had hoped to co-star with Jack
one picture production this
mmer, but the terms of my
w Ziegfeld contract prohibit
y appearance on the screen."
Jack Pickford is now preparg to launch a new picture, the
aking of which will undoubtly take up most of the sumer. The new story has not yet
een given a title, but it is unerstood that it will be a Kencky mountains picture of the
pe in which Jack has won
reat popularity.
Miss Miller expects to spend
er time vacationing at the stu10, the beaches and on extendmotor trips.

YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER IS WINNING RECOGNITION
J. Anthony Bruno, young and of making photographs of photopopular photographer of Holly- players lor use in the offices of
wood, is celebrating the first an- casting directors, he having
niversary ofhis present business
this week.
Mr. Bruno came here from
Boston three years ago to enter
the motion picture business,
which ambition he still cherishes. For two years he worked
in various studios as cameraman and still photographer, also
putting on the grease paint on
many occasions when work in
his regular line could not be secured. However, he grew tired
of the uncertainties of getting
steady employment with others
and went into business for himself.
He was practically without
funds when he opened his
studio at 6412 Hollywood Boulevard, where he is still located
and today he enjoys a big prosperous business from both the
public and the motion picture
profession, but he has succeeded
in winning this recognition only
made an exhaustive study of
after a hard struggle in which
the requirements of those who
he
had
many
obstacles
to
surmount.
select players from judging their
Mr. Bruno makes a specialty
photographs.
MISSION WILL START
SECOND PICTURE SOON
Announcement was given this
week by Norman Walker, business manager for the Mission
Film Corporation, which company has just completed the filming of the first of its series of
six special feature pictures, "The
Barefoot Boy," that filming of

EELING OFFERS $1,000
FOR A PICTURE IDEA
Movie aspirants, attention!
ou w ho may have a bright idea
or a scenario. Jot it down on
aper and send it to Charles R.
eeling, film producer, in Hollyood. Mr. Seeling made a starting announcement this week
hen he stated that he would
ay ?1,000 for the best idea for
motion picture that is subitted to him during the next
birty days. He explains he
oesn't
rios, but-want
simplyfull-length
good ideasseen
for
tories which can be successully developed by his scenario
taff into screen material.
He says the ideas submitted
hould be expressed in not more
han two or three hundred words
explanation. Mr. Seeling's
ddress is 6040 Sunset Bouleard, Hollywood, and his star is
Big
whowhich
will
ppear Boy"
in theWilliams,
picture from
he best idea submitted to him
developed.
The contest will close July 15,
you who would care to enter
ind reap the neat little sum
ered the winner, get busy and
send in your ideas.
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chance to view the film declare
it promises to be one of the company'ssince
greatestjoining
cinematic
achievements
the
production field a short two
years ago. Among those who
appear in the picture are John
Bowers, Marjorie Daw, Sylvia
Breamer, Tully Marshall, Raymond Hatton, George MacDaniel,
Otis Harlan, Virginia True
Boardman, little Frankie Lee,
Harry Todd and others.
The direction of the picture
is credited to David Kirkland,
who has made many successful
stories for the screen, and David
Abel was in charge of the photography.
The title and details of the
company's second production are
expected
to be announced
shortly.
Days of Finishing
Constance Talmadge has finwork in Norma
"Dulcy,"Talmadge
her latestished
comedy.
will have completed "Purple
Pride" (formerly known as
"Ashes of Vengeance") by June
15. And Buster Keaton has
completed the editing of "Three
Ages,"
comedy which
will soonhis belatest
released.

the second picture will commence within the next two
weeks, or as soon as their initial
subject is shipped to New York
for release.
Each of the company's pictures, it is said, is to be produced
with an all-star cast, including
many of the screen's foremost
artists. In "The Barefoot Boy"
the company is presenting sixteen artists of recognized prominence and those who have had a

Henry is Progressing
John Boston
Henry,family
son of
well-to
known
and aheir
his father's millions, who recently came to Hollywood to
make a name for himself in motion pictures, has finished his
work in the current Lasky production, "A Gentleman of Leisure," starring Jack Holt, which
Joseph Henaberry is directing,
and he is now being seriously
considered for work in other
forthcoming Lasky pictures.

Page Eleven
POLA

STARTS

3rd FILM

HER

FOR

PARAMOUNT
Production started this week
at the Paramount West Coast
Studio on Pola Negri's starring
vehicle, "The Spanish Dancer,"
a Herbert Brenon production
which was adapted by June
Mathis and Beulah Marie Dix
from the book, "Don Caesar de
Bazan." One of the strongest
feature casts ever assembled
will essay the principal roles in
the picture, with Antonio Moreno featured and the supporting
cast headed by Wallace Beery,
Kathlyn Williams, Gareth
Hughes and Adolphe Menjou.
Others in the cast are Edward
Kipling, Dawn O'Day, Robert
Brower and Charles A. Stevenson.Despite the fact that this is to
be a most colorful picture, with
a marvelous assortment of
clothes for Miss Negri and unusual costumes for the supporting players, the opening scenes
took place in a prison dungeon.
Producer Brenon arranged a
startling lighting scheme, with
shadow effects that are said to
be an innovation on the screen.
Commenting on the picture,
Mr. ish
Brenon
Dancer' said:
should "'The
afford SpanMiss
Negri the greatest opportunity
of her career. The selection of
this story is the result of an exhaustive search for a vehicle befitting the genius of Paramount's great emotional actress. In my opinion, it is the
kind of picture the American
people will love — a high type of
romantic drama. It will be a
lavish spectacle of beauty and
grace serving as a background
for an inspiring theme."
EULALIE ENTERTAINS
CAST AT NOVEL LUNCH
, Eulalie Jensen, now enacting
a featured part in George D.
Baker's "The Magic Skin," recently entertained Director Wallace Worsley, Ernest Torrence
and others of her associates in
the production of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," in which
screen classic she recently essayed an important role, with a
gypsy
The luncheon.
affair was held at the Universal ranch and Miss Jensen
wore the costume of a gypsy
street dancer such as she appears in in thewasbig served
"U" special.
The luncheon
in the
open
a company
wagon,from
but the
food was "chuck"
especially
prepared
by
firm of caterers. a well-known
Following the completion of
her
"TherestMagic
Miss work
Jensenin will
a fewSkin,"
days
at Big Bear before resuming her
activities at the studios.

Page Twelve
STUDIOS
WITH
SAYS

COMPETE
SCHOOLS,
MARY

Motion picture studios in and
around Los Angeles nave, within the last few years, taken on
the dignity of institutions of
learning, competing, you might
say, with leading colleges and
schools of the country, according to Mary Pickford.
"Scarcely a week passes," she
says, "but what students from
some well-established university
or other seat of knowledge apply for admission lo some one
of the studios for the purpose
of studying styles of architecture or modes of life and customs of some foreign country
which is being conspicuously
featured in a photoplay."
A group of students from the
Architectural Department of the
Universiiy of Southern California spent a whole afternoon this
week making sketches of Mary's
sets for "The Street Singer" at
the Pickford-Fairbanks Studios,
and also preparing renderings
of the Robin Hood sets, as well
as those now being constructed
for Doug's new picture, "The
Thief
Bagdad." Club of Los
The ofArchitectural
Angeles, two hundred and fifty
strong, descended upon the
studio the day after the university students had made their
visit, and much valuable Information was gathered, according to a tetter of thanks from
Lloyd Rally, secretary of the
club.
The largest
party
to bemore
accorded admission
included
than two hundred "honor
pupils" from the Pasadena high
school.
In addition to this, requests
have been made for permission
to photograph the • sets with
stereoscopic cameras in order
that the pictures obtained may
be included in the historical instruction courses of the grade
and high schools of Los Angeles.
All of which would Been) to add
a new dignity and a hitherto unexploited value to motion pictures.
Ince Applies Early
Thomas H. Ince has made application for membership number one in the Southern California Jockey Club, according to
Dick Ferris, equestrian impresario de luxe, who is the major
domo of the syndicate of local
financiers who are launching
the new horse racing track at
Culver
City.
construction work
is to Actual
commence
at an
early date, and . many of the
cinema celebrities are becoming
stockholders in the enterprise.
Albert James, who has been
business manager for the Jacques Tyrol Productions, Inc.,
for some time, has resigned his
position.
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BACK FROM VAUDEVILLE
RUPERT HUGHES RETURNS
WORKING
GIRL I!
FOR NEW FILM CONQUEST
TO START NEW FILM
Bert Howard, who has just
WINNER OF BIG
Rupert Hughes, author, com- finished
his second consecutive
poser and cinema director rethe Orpheum CirSTAR ROLE
turned Saturday from a pro- seasoncuit, with
has decided to remain in
longed Eastern trip. He came
home via San Francisco, where
Hollywood permanently and reIn accordance with a plan es
enter film work. He has had
Mrs, Hughes met him and they
motored down the coast.
considerable experience in mo- pressed a long time ago whei
tion pictures, playing important
"Only a Shopgirl" was in tin
The author, whose ideas are
making, the C. B. C. Film Sale
always vivid and frequently so roles in a number of screen
of yesteryear, and in ad- Corporation this week selected'!
radical as to be subject to argu- classics dition
has written several suc- Chicago working girl, and will
ment, has aroused a storm of
cessful photoplays which were I send her to California to appea
controversy on this trip. His
produced
by some of the first in met inn pictures. The girl':
comments about marriage, men
is Betty Arnold, and sh<
picture companies. He will name
and women, and also about
was selected as the prettiest anc
a double bombard"Souls for Sale," his latest mo- again mentstart
of the studios, as an actor best dim type in the entire clt;
tion picture, have created more
than a little flurry among critics and as a scenarist. As a vaude- and its outlying districts fron
ville entertainer Howard was a among thousands of girls wh<
and the press.
were considered for the oppor
It is announced out at Gold- distinct success and enjoyed tunity.
wyn's that he will begin pre- wide-spread popularity. He
When "Only a Shopgirl" wfej
parations for his next picture played big-time only, with Orpheum,
Keith
and
other
nationbeing
C. B. C. efficiah
immediately, although the pical circuits. It is his desire to were somade,
ture itself is not as yet officially
interested in the fact
announced. Rumor has it that duplicate this success in films, that a shopgirl had been consM
and toward this end he is work- ered by Charles Blaney sufficient
he will do a film called "Law
ing "fast and furious," stepping ly inter. sting to be made thi
Against
Law,"
which
is
a
study
of divorce, and should prove of out after all of our renowned
heroine of a play— a play whicl
exceptional interest under the ments.
knights cf the casting depart- had been popular for a quartet
Hughes handling.
of a century— that they senl
broadcast a notice to exchanges
ALL-STAR CAST TO BE
MORANTI COMPANY GETS
and
exhibitors handling the pic
CHOSEN
FOR
YANK
CLASSIC
REST DURING EDITING
ture
if theya girl,
wouldpreferab
co-operThe Milburn Moranli All-Star
ate Iinhat
selectin
g
ly
With
Bernard
McConville's
Comedy Company who are mak- screen version of "Cape Cod a shopgirl, but positively a
working girl, that girl would be
ing a series of eighteen two-reel
situation comedies for I he An- Folks" now completed and ready given an opportunity for a screen
chor Film Distributors, Inc., are for filming,
preparations
are
becareer.
ing gotten under way by Irving
taking a two weeks vacation
The request also had a two(!. Thai Berg for the making of
while the first three comedies
this old New England classic as
fold idea behind it— the first to
are being cut and titled.
satisfy
a longing for better
Eddie Parry, one of the stars one of the biggest sea spectacles
things in some girl who had been
ever
attempted
in
motion
picof the Moranti Company, is taktures. It will be a Louis B. cast in life to work in a shop,
ing a two weeks trip to YellowMayer
special
and will have a as was the case with Maine Millstone Park.
carefully selected cast of real vey in "Only a Shopgirl;" the
Milburn Moranti is visiting all-star
calibre.
second an expression of an idea
San Francisco, his old home,
that has long been held by Joe
While
no
definite
announcewhich he hasn't seen since the
ment has been made on the sub- Brandt and Jack Conn of C. B.'
fire there.
ject as yet, it is understood that C. — the idea that one panacea
Helen Kesler, the leading lady
for the ever-increasing salaries
of the Milburn Moranti Comedy
the title "Cape Cod Folks" is to of
present day stars is to create
Company, is taking a couple of be discarded in favor of "Wommore
and more stars to compete
en Who Wait" as the name of
weeks recreation with her folks.
with
tie tn. There has been
the
picture.
Interested
in
seeing
Joe Dane is no! dead, he is
the
New
England
coast
presentmuch
controversy
of late regardonly buried in film. Joe is spended before the world in its full
ing remedies for the high salaing his vacation in the cutting
ries
of
stars
and
production in
room, culling the first three of courageous activity, the Master
Mariners of Gloucester have vol- general, and it is the opinion of
the Moranti Comedies.
unteered to supervise the tech- many men in the industry that If
nical end of the sea episodes to they can prove they do not need
Carew's Future Assured
insure
the
correctness of every
the present big stars, but can
Having completed his work as
detail. The Bureau of Fisheries
create in the public affection a
Svengali in the Richard Walton
in Washington also has offered place for new stars, or for the
Tally
of "Trilby,"
full co-operation in the making
Arthur production
Edmund Carew
is now
generally
well-balanced casts, all-around
several of those
now
negotiating with two different cf the scenes.
producers for leading character
on the top rings will look around
roles in forthcoming produc- Philippe to Aid Charity
they must meet cerLittle Philippe deLacy, who and realize
tions. It is interesting to note
tain demands, with the result
that before being cast for the was rescued by a Red Cross that salaries will become more
nurse at Verdun during the normal all around.
role of Svengali, Carew concentrated his histrionic efforts al- World War and later adopted by
most entirely on straight roles, her and brought to America, is
to act as one of the train- "Spring Magic" Soon
gaining
very little
recognition as abutcharacter
artist.
He bearers at the mock wedding,
Wednesday, June 20, has been
which
is to be staged at the
has always been, however, an
earnest student of make-up and Ambassador hotel as part of I he set as the starting date for Wl^
when he was offered the strong entertainment programme being liam deMille's next production
emotional characterization in given by society matrons of Los for Paramount, "Spring Magic,?
screen play was adapted W
"Trilby," he accepted without Angeles for the benefit of the The
Clara Beranger from Edwarfl
hesitancy. His work in the pic- "war chest" of the Disabled
ture has been of such high Veterans of the World War. Knoblock's famous stage success*
Faun." Perhaps the strongquality as to bring him the per- For the past year or so little "Theest cast
ever assembled for a Wi>
sonal praise of both Mr. Tully Philippe has been appearing in
and James Young, who is di- motion pictures and he has just liam deMille picture will take
rector of the picture. Svengali finished the part of Mary Pick- the leading roles in this produ*
is conceded to be without ques- ford's youngest brother in her tion The complete list will be
tion the greatest work of current picture, "The Street
ready for announcement neat
week.
Carew's screen career.
Singer."
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COMPLETES
AND

GOES

ON VACATION
Mary Pickford's new costume
production which has been made
under the direction of Ernst
Lubitsch, is completed. At least,
the final shots have been made
and the star may now rest from
acting, although she will continue to supervise the cutting
and editing.
. To celebrate the event Doug
and Mary yesterday set forth on
a four-day vacation, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Casce of New York, Maurice
Cleary, Sally James Farnham,
famed sculptress, Edward Knoblock and other close friends.
They will camp on the beach
somewhere between Los Ange'.es
and San Diego, keeping the exact location a secret, to avoid
the eye of curious star-gazers.
Mary and Doug have been entertaining professional and other
celebrities all week long at their
studio. Among those who have
visited the stars have been
Joseph Schildkraut, the star of
"Lillom" on the stage, who also
played the male lead in Griffith's
"Orphans of the Storm"; Theda
Bara, and the Princess Borghese, who, with Charles Chaplin
as escort, visited the studio
early in the week.
A delegation of Chinese diplomats and statesmen was also
•entertained by Doug and Mary
last Friday.
BORZAGE SELECTS TRIO
TO PLAY ONE BIG ROLE
Director Frank B o r z a g e,
starting his new picture for Arthur H. Jacobs, has achieved
something unusual by engaging
three peisons to play the same
character at widely different
ages, but with something which
stamps them as the same identical person of the play.
"Usually such a trio of players are matched by camera
craft, make-up and so forth,'
says Borzage, "but in this case
we have found three distinct individuals to match, in fact, it is
with startling realism that we
see them playing the same person on the screen."
• He goes on to say: "We had
a difficult time to find the players, having cast Wm. Collier,
Jr., for the grown lover, a principal part. Then we worked
down, selecting Frankie Lee as
the boy, and finally hitting upon
little Bruce Guerin to do the
baby boy role, mainly because
of his broad adaptability of
character.
The rest of the all-star cast
includes Myrtle Stedman, Mary
Philbin, Josef Swickard, Frederick Truesdell, Aggie Herring,
J. Farrell MacDonald and others.
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ROOSEVELT OF JAPAN DISCUSSES AMERICAN FILMS
Tatasaburo Yamamoto,
theof the
inn famous
from hisCanton
recolwealthy Japanese coal importer | designed lections
and politician, who is known
among Americans in the far dive.
Mr. Yamamoto was accompanied by his wife. They are
East as "The Roosevelt of
visiting the United States on a
Japan," geles,recently
visited
Los
Anand saw the taking of a semi-business and pleasure trip.
motion picture for the first time Mr. Yamamoto who is one of the
most influential business men
in his life.
of the Nipponese Kingdom has
Like the letter-carrier who
spent considerable time in
spent his vacation by - taking a China
and is familiar with every
walking tour, Mr. Yamamoto
was eager to see the filming of aspect of life in that country.
"Such a picture as 'Thunderbut one picture — a feature that
showed life in the Orient. This
gate,' " the Japanese declared,
"will
have a wonderful recepwas "Thundergate," a picture
tion wherever it is shown in the
with a Chinese setting, which is
Orient. Both in China and
being made at the United
Japan the majority of pictures
Studios by Mist National.
shown are films made in Ameri"I choce to see 'Thunderca. We naturally like to see
gate,' " the Rco^evelt of Japan
pictures laid in our own country
said, "because 1 was c uriqas to and a feature such as this one,
see how near an American comwill do much to further popularpany could come t> correctlv
ize American pictures in my
portraying Oriental life and
country.
characteristics.
"The Japanese are especially
"I was amazed at the magnicritical in regard to pictures
ficence of the
'Thundergate'
showing Oriental life. The aversettings and
the care
that must
age American producer does not
have been taken to include de- seem to get the proper Oriental
tails that one would expect to atmosphere into his pictures.
He presents his ideas of what he
be Mr.
overlooked."
Yamamoto arrived at the thinks the Orient should be, not
studio during (he taking of as it really is. From what I can
scenes in a Chinese Inn. The
of 'Thundergate' and the
setting was designed after a see
fact that your technical advisors
are
all
men who are familiar
famous — or infamous — resort in
Canton which is known to trav- with that part of the world, I
ellers in the Orient as one of can see that you are going to
make a picture that will ring
the most disreputable hang-outs
in Asia for the riff raff from all
true
in every detail."
corners of the gloDe.
"Thundergate"
is being filmed
As soon as the Japanese
by First National on a most
visitor arrived on the stage elaborate scale. Nothing is being
where the picture is being overlooked to make it the finest
taken, he immediately recog- picture depicting Oriental life
that was ever made. Joseph lie
nized the setting. "I have been
in that Inn," he exclaimed. It Grasse is directing it. Among
was then explained to him that the film celebrities in the cast
the setting was designed under are Owen Moore, Sylvia
the supervision of Thomas GubBreamer, Tully Marshall, Virbins, who had spent many years
ginia Brown Faire and Robert
McKim.
of his life in China, and who
SCHENCK ENGAGES FOUR
NEW MEGAPHONE MASTERS

FAVORITE OF YORE IS
BACK IN FILM ONCE MORE

Four new directors have been
engaged by Joseph M. Schenck
for his three stars — Norma and
Constance Talmadge and Buster
Keaton.
Frances Marion and Chester
Franklin will direct Norma in
her next picture, which will be
"Dust of Desire," an African
story from the novel by Margaret Peterson.
Victor Heerman has been engaged to direct Constance Talmadge in "The Dangerous
Maid," a seventeen! h century
comedy-romance.
Jack Blystone will direct Buster's next comedy.
Miss Marion and Chester
Franklin will succeed Frank
Lloyd, who will head his own
production force releasing his
photoplays through Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.
Sidney Franklin will make his
own pictures at the Warner
Brothers studio, which his broth
er, Chester, is leaving in order
to co-direct with Frances Marion.

Mary Ruby, the former favorite leading lady and ingenue
who, when stardom was within
her grasp some five years ago,
deserted the screen for a venture in matrimony, has returned
to the silversheet. She has been
engaged by Oscar Apfel, director
Of Metro, for a part in Viola
Dana's new picture, "The Girl
Who Dared," now in production.
Mr.
Miss Apfel
Ruby. has formerly directed
In expressing his pleasure at
having the opportunity of aiding
Miss Ruby in re establishing herself in pictures, Mr. Apfel said,
"I am pleased to see Mary Ruby
come back to the silent drama
and know that it will be but a
matter of months before she will
again be recognized."
Charles G. Norris, the author
of "Brass," recently viewed the
film version of his brain child at
a private presentation at the St.
Francis Hotel, San Francisco.
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BLANCHARD
PART

SELLS

OF VAST

HOLDINGS
After a long period of consideration, FredofW. local
"Daddy"
chard, friend
artistsBlanand
art student, has sold fifty acres
of his vast estate on Cahuenga
Avenue at Pass Avenue — also
known asdivision
Darkpurposes.
Canyon
for subThe — property
is one of the best known parcels
of land adjacent to Hollywood,
as the two mansions owned by
"Daddy" Blanchard and facing
Cahuenga Avenue have been
show-places along the highway
into San Fernando valley for
many years.
Mr. Blanchard
acquired this property
many years
ago. It is situated a thousand
yards from the historical spot
where General Pio Pico surrendered to General Fremont.
The Bedford Realty Company
is the subdivider.
The plot will be known as Hollywood Manor.
Located
two miles from the
corner of Hollywood Boulevard
and Cahuenga Avenue, Hollywood Manor is served with excellent trolley transportation.
According to Dudley Blanchard, who represents his father
in the transaction, Riverside
Drive, now under construction,
will pass just north of the property, while the Weid canyon
lake will be located one-half mile
east.
Modified restrictions will be in
force. A planning commission
of three will pass on all structures.
The elder Blanchard has been
planting thousands of trees
along the property facing Cahuenga Avenue. This will be
used as a recreation park for the
new subdivision He will retain
land immediately surrounding
the houses he built.
FiLM PAIR ANNOUNCE
WEDDING AT A PARTY
Miss' Frances Primm, a charter member of the Reliable
Photoplayers' Association, was
hostess to a large number of
members of the association a few
nights ago at her home in Hollywood, the occasion being in
honor of Voyle Hazen, well
known film artist, who is leaving
for Chicago shortly to launch his
own producing company. The
surprise of the evening came in
the announcement by Mr. Hazen
and Miss Lucille Simpson that
they have been married since
May 31, none of the guests having previously heard of the wedding ceremony. Among these
present were Sari Martin, Martha Lohman, Betty Jean, Frances
Lupieu, Myrtle Stoetzel, Virginia
McCandless, William Hartigan,
Leon Gill, Lyle Hull, Harry
Lewis, Robert
Ted Beeberg,
Norbeck,
Manning,JackGeorge
Lupieu and others.
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Throngs

Griffin Joins Warners
Frank C. Griffin, recently a
member of the Famous PlayersLasky scenario staff, has joined
forces at the Warner Bros.,
West Coast studios, and is now
occupied as staff man on the
"Little
JohnnyJohnny
Jones" Hines
company,is
in which
starred, and Arthur Rosson the
director.

Jane Starts Another
Jane Novak has begun work
on her latest Chester Bennett
Production, "The Lullaby," from
the story by Lillian Ducey. Chester Bennett is directing the production personally, and is assisted by Douglas Dawson. William
Garwood is production manager,
and Jack MacKenzie is at the
camera.

New Series Started
"So This Is Hollywood!" the
first of H. C. Witwer's second
series
of just
"Fighting
Blood"
stcries has
been completed
at the F. B. O. studios under the
direction of Mai St. Clair.
George O'Hara and Mary Beth
Milford head the all:star cast
which includes Louise Lorraine,
Albert Cook and Kit Guard.

Shirley and Bernie to N. Y.
Shirley Mason is recovering
rapidly from her recent major
operation at the Good Samaritan
Hospital. As soon as she is well
enough, the clever little star
and her talented director husband. B. J. Durning, will hop the
rattler for New York, where William Fox is entrusting Durning
with a big all-star special in
recognition of his good work in
the filming of Lincoln J. Carter's "The Eleventh Hour."
Valli Film Completed
Virginia Valli's latest starring
vehicle for Universal "The
Lady of Quality,"
nearing
completion
under theis direction
of Hobart Henley and gives
promise of being one of the
most important pictures in
which she has appeared since
achieving stardom. Prominent
among those supporting her in
this picture is Coy Watson, Jr.,
ten-year-old film starlet, whose
clever work before the camera
is winning him fame.

"Brass Bottle" in July
Maurice Tourneur's "The
Brass Bottle," produced by M.
C. Levee, will make its public
appearance throughout the country starting July 15th. The fantastic comedy will have its
world's
the Balaban
& Katz premiere
Theatre inat Chicago,
and

Mack Writes For Cook
Willard Mack, actor and author of "Kick
In," "Tiger
Rose"
and 28
other famous
Broadway
successes, has just completed a
two-reel comedy in which Clyde
Cook, famous Australian comedian, will be featured by Producer Joseph M. Schenck. Clyde
Cook is making his comedy at
the Buster Keaton studio.

Blue in "Harbor Bar"
Monte Blue has been cast by
Associated Authors for the leading male role in Thompson Buchanan's screen adaptation of
"The Harbor Bar," Peter B.
Kyne's sea story which will follow "Richard the Lion Hearted"
on the Authors production
schedule. Blue, who will play
the role of a sea captain in the
new production, recently has appeared in "Main Street," in
Broadwayand Rose,"
Mae
Murray,
with thewith
two Gish
sisters in "The Two Orphans of
the Storm."
Joins Magazine Staff
'E. Fred Franklin, formerly advertising manager of the Palmer
Photoplay Corporation, has
packed his brief case and departed from Palmer headquarters in Hollywood to take the position of advertising director
and business manager of The
Story World, Hollywood's national magazine for writers. Before joining the Palmer Corporation Mr. Franklin spent four
years in the nationoal advertising agency field in Chicago. Mr.
Franklin's
place will
withbe thefilled
Palmer Corporation
by
Carrol B. Dotson, who was
formerly Palmer representative
in New York, before which he
was with the Barton, Durstine
and Osborne advertising agency.

plans arecursion ofbeing
made cast
for an
exthe entire
of the
picture to that city to attend the
opening performance which will
be made an auspicious occasion.
Another Starring Cast
One of the strongest casts
that has ever been assembled
lor a motion picture has been
announced by the Mission Film
Corporation, which organization
has started filming a feature
drama entitled, "The Barefoot
Boy." This is to serve as the
first of a series of six special
productions to be made by
Mission during the year. The
cast engaged for the picture includes such well-knftwn screen
celebrities as John Bowers, Marjorie Daw, Sylvia Breamer,
Tully Marshall, Raymond Hatton, Otis Harlan and others.
Muriel With Comedian
Baby Muriel MacCormac, fouryear-old film starlet, has been
engaged by Clyde Cook, William
Fox comedian, to play an important part in his latest fun
film yet untitled. This part was
assigned to Baby Muriel after
two other screen juveniles had
failed to successfully execute
the role. One of the recent
screen successes in which Baby
Muriel has won a great amount
of praise for her histrionic
talents and clever mannerisms
is "Poor Men's Wives," in which
she was seen as one of the
"heavenly twins."
Torrence Forges Ahead
David Torrence is running his
famous brother, Ernest, a close
race for stellar honors in the
photoplay world. Within recent
weeks David has been playing
some of the most important
roles of his career, which gives
every promise of bringing his
name to the forefront soon. Of
course, Ernest is by no means
losing any of his popularity, his
work in many notable film
plays, including "The Covered
Wagon," establishing him in the
hearts of the picture public as
one of the
screen's greatest
character
artists.

Filming
James inW. "Catalina"
Home has taken his
company which is now filming
"Alimony" to Catalina Island for
a number of scenes for the production. The cast of players in
"Alimony" include Grace Darmond, Warner Baxter, Jackie
Saunders, Ruby Miller, Clyde
Fillmore, Herschell Mayall and
many others of note.
Langdon Ready For Camera
Harry Langdon, one of the
most
vaudeville
headliners popular
of the times,
has closed
his footlight career and has just
arrived in Los Angeles where he
will make his home and enter
the field of silent comedy. During a recent vaudeville engagement in Los Angeles, Langdon
signed a contract with Sol Lesser of Principal Pictures Corporation, covering a period of
years, and calling for the making of six feature comedies each
Old Trails Cross
year.
Adam Hull Shirk, recently engaged as Scenario Editor and
Publicity Director for the Grand
Studio enterprises, including at
present comedies by Monty
IJanks, Sid Smith and Joe Rock,
and later to be augmented by
feature productions in both dramatic and comedy fields, was
surprised to run across two
actors who had years ago played
in musical comedies for which
he wrote the librettos and lyrics
and which Ferris Hart man produced at Idora Park, Oakland,
Calif. These gentlemen were
Larry Bowes and Jack Henderson. Shirk had a pleasant time
recalling the experiences of
those days. Both Bowes and
Henderson are talented comedians. One appears with Joe
Rock, the other with Sid Smith
productions. Snub Pollard, with
Hal Roach, was another who
appeared
in Shirk's
plays the
for
which
Edward
Gage wrote
music.
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of Movieland
Preparing
for "Ruggles"
Preparations
for the start of
James Cruze's next Paramount
production, "Ruggles of Red
Gap,"
adaptedthe bybook
Thomas
Geraghty from
by Harry
Leon Wilson, are going forward
rapidly in New York, will return
the first of next week to play a
featured role.
Cannon With Warner
Raymond Cannon, who has
just completed a role in "Mary
of thetionMovies,"
Wilnat producof life in a Hollywood,
has
signed a contract with Warner
Brothers by the terms of which
he will undertake another of his
enjoyable comedy characterizations in "The
Printer'sphotoplay
Devil."
This Julian
Josephson
will be directed by William Beaudine and feature Wesley Barry.
Comes Another Star
"Doc" Soloman, all-round man
has many reasons for walking on
air these days. "Doc" recently became the proud father of a future star, Pauline Francis, soi
the Warners have elevated him1
to the management of the trans-portation department, in addi-i
tion to his duties as property!
department
"Doc" derives superintendent
his nicknamed
from the fact that prior to thel
present prominence of the automobile, he was a veterinary
surgeon.
Doty Scenarioizies "Gigi"
Douglas
Doty, Bureau
Editor-in-of
Chief
of the Z.Advisory
the Palmer Photoplay Corporation, has added another screen;
story to his list of continuity
versions
and adaptations.
Mr.'
Doty's latest
is the continuity
and
"Gigi," Dinky,
which
stars adaptation
little Dinkyof Dean.
like Jackie Coogan, won bis
chance to star by playing with
Charles Chaplin. He took an
important supporting role inj
"The Pilgrim." Mr. Doty's
screen writing career has been
Lasky.
principally
with Famous-Players
Hiers is Homesick
Walter Hiers soon will return
to Hollywood and the Lasky Studio. In a letter received this
week from the comedy-star,
he admitted a severe attack of
"homesickness." Hiers left Los
Angeles shortly after the completion of "Fair
in whichof
he starred
under Week,"
the direction
Rob Wagner for Paramount, to
make personal appearances in
the East and Middle West. This
week he has been seen in Toronto, Canada, and Minneapolis,
Minn., where he is making appearances inconnection with the
showing of another of his starring pictures for Paramount,
"Sixty Cents an Hour."
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SHORTER AND DIFFERENT PICTURES MORE NECESSARY

1,500 "EGYPTIANS"
DELAY NOTED
BISHOP
Bishop John J. Cantwell of
the Catholic Diocese of Los Angeles and Monterey, returning
from ministering the rite of
Confirmation at Santa Maria,
Calif., had the unique experience
of being delayed on his return
trip by 1500 Egyptians and Children of Israel.
Two special trans arriving at
Guadalupe, Calif., with players
for Cecil B. De Mille's forthcoming film version of "The Ten
Commandments,"
checked offorthea
few minutes the arrival
regular passenger train to Los
Angeles.
Learning of the purpose of the
huge crowd Bishop Cantwell decided to take a later train and
drove four miles westward to
where Cecil De Mille had built
a huge camp as a base for the
taking of exterior scenes before
a reproduction of the ancient
city which Rameses II forced the
Children of Israel to build. This
forms a portion of the Biblical
prologue which will relate practiucally the whole Book of Exodus,
to the modern story evolved by
Jeanie Macpherson.
"Mr. De Mille has a chance
to make a great living, vital
thing out of his Biblical prologue," said Bishop Cantwell.
"We have had Biblical films before, but unfortunately they have
been largely of a tableaux nature with but little real humanity. Mr. De Mille has recognized
that the dramatic and human
story
the Bible,
the hand
world'sin
greatestof Book,
marches
hand with its religious significance. This interpretation of
the Book of Exodus, contrasted
with a modern tale of the operation of 'The Ten Commandments' today, has a chance to be
perhaps the greatest piece of
literature ever placed on the
screen."
HELENE ANXIOUS TO GET
SACK TO FILM WORK
Helene Chadwick wants to
change an old axiom.
Remember that one about "all
work and no play makes Jack a
dull
boy?"this:
Well, the fair Helene
suggests
"All play and no work dulls
the edge of pleasure."
Appearing recently for the
first time in many months on
the Goldwyn lot, she made
straightway for the casting office and demanded work, following the decision in her suit
against the picture company.
According to Miss Chadwick:
"Playing and resting is all
very well for a short time, but
after a while everything seems
the same. I just can't begin
work soon enough. It's the contrast between play and work
that brings real enjoyment."

THAN BIGGER AND BETTER ONES
producer for the coming year
Supplanting the time-worn
phrase of "bigger and better pic- has cut down the number of pictures he will release as comtures" comes Maurice Tourneur
pared to his output of the past
with the urge for shorter and
year. This should force longer
different pictures.
runs in the theatres of worthThat the industry needs picwhile attractions. I believe durtures of not more than six reels
ing the coming year, the leading
in length and that these pictures
theatres everywhere will go in
should offer different plot con- for longer runs. The run of two
struction and handling of situa- and three weeks of a picture at
tions, is the contention of Mr. a theatre will in time become
Tourneur, who, in association
the rule rather than the excepwith M. C. Levee, has adopted
tion and greater strides in this
connection will be made the
a producing policy along these
lines for their First National
coming year than ever before."
productions.
"AVe have heard much of the "UND VE HAF HERE VON
cry for 'bigger and better picLITTLE LOF SCENE"
tures' during the past few years
but what the industry needs today more than anything else are
shorter
different pictures,"
said Mr. and
Tourneur.
"Many in the producing world
have placed a wrong interpretathe word
They tion
haveupon indeed
made 'bigger.'
bigger
pictures — in size of sets, in footage and in production costs. In
short, they have applied the
word in a sense of physical size.
It requires more than bigness
to make for success in pictures.
This rush for physically big films
has made many forget the allimportant items of story values,
of logical plot construction and
of the general fundamentals
which go to make successful
screen entertainment.
Ernst Lubitsch, who is direct"This trend of big productions
has also brought about a sameing Mary Pickford in "The
ness of screen entertainment
Street Singer," seems to delight
in love scenes. While placing
that must be overcome. What
people for a scene he will invariwe need are those stories which
ably ask, "Ve haf here a little
may be indeed considered 'different'; novel treatment of such lof scene, yes?" In one such
stories and productions not more
scene in this production, however, the lovers come to grief
than six reels in length.
when
Riene Raleigh, playing the
" 'The Brass Bottle' I consider
a different type of story yet it part of the wife, finds her husband in the arms of another
ran eight reels. It will be six
and immediately casts
reels before I re'ease it and this woman
will be possib'e without losing the lovers into the castle moat.
any punch in the story. Al- Her revenge is slightly impaired
though aperfect picture in eight nevertheless, for the two emerge
reels I realize the importance of from the water and proceed with
the demand of theatre owners
their demonstrations of affection
to keep feature productions
well out of the reach of the inwithin the six-reel length.
dignant wife,'
who looks on in
unspeakable
fury.
"No producer
ignore want
this
demand.
Theatrecanowners
Before coming to Hollywood
shorter feature productions so and pictures Miss Raleigh was
that they may give their patrons
prominent in Chioago dramatic
the type of program most popu- circles, playing leading roles in
lar with the public. With the productions given for the benelonger feature production the
fit of disabled ex-service men.
theatre manager must sacrifice She was also with the old Essaother features of entertainment
nay Film Company in the Windy
on his program in order to turn City,
but just for a short time.
out the number of shows every
What success she has enjoyed
day that enable him to show a she
to Bertha L. Isles,
profit. This absence of other well credited
known theatrical producer
features causes dissatisfaction
of Chicago, from whom she reamong patrons.
ceived her early training in stage
"With ever-growing demand
work. Miss Raleigh is conceeded
of the exhibitor reaching a point
to be one of the foremost of the
where producers must soon
character actresses in
acquiesce, the appearance on younger
Hollywood and is exceedingly
the screens of theatres through
versatile.
Her best work has
out the country, of shorter tea
ture productions will soon bi been done as an exponent of
Spanish and Latin characters,
evident to the public.
similar
"The realization of fewer pic- ford
film.to her role in the Picktures is now apparent. Every
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ENID

BENNETT

PLAY

LEAD

TO
IN

"BAD MAN"
Enid Bennett is to play the
leading feminine part in "The
Bad Man," which is to be produced and directed by Edwin
Carewe for First National, with
Holbrook Blinn in the featured
role.
Miss Bennett was engaged to
play the part after a most exhaustive search through filmdom for the actress best fitted,
in appearance and experience,
to enact the role of Mis. Morgan Pell, who forms the apex of
a peculiar marital triangle
which is straightened out by
"The Bad Man" in most approved fashion.
Although "The Bad Man" is
essentially a comedy, it nevertheless rises at times to great
dramatic heights and much of
the acting of this type — the interpretation of intense drama
and emotion — will fall on Miss
Bennett's shoulders.
Few actresses now playing for
the screen are as popular with
motion picture patrons as Enid
Bennett who has won favor in
her portrayal of a variety of
types inproductions.
some of the screen's
biggest
She had an enviable stage
career before deserting the legitimate for the silver sheet. On
the stage she appeared both in
America and abroad in support
of Otis Skinner and later in support of Fred Niblo.
Miss Bennett has just completed playing the leading feminine role in "Captain Applejack," a Fred Niblo production
and a comedy-drama which
promises to be one of the best
novelty pictures of the year.
One of her most recent successes was her portrayal of the
part of "Maid Marion" in "Robin
Hood,' mousDouglas
masterpiece.Fairbanks' faWith the choice of a leading
lady for "The ducer-Director
Bad Carewe
Man,"
will Pronow
turn his attention to the assembling of the remainder of the
all-star cast to interpret this
highly entertaining stage success.
Production will begin about
June 15.
Miss Leighton With Neilan
Lillian Leighton, well known
character actress whose finely
drawn interpretations had won
her a place of distinction as far
back as the "old Selig days," reto the screen
a severalturns months'
illness after'
in Marshall
Neilan's latest production, "The
Eternal Three." Miss Leighton,
who affords the comedy relief in
this picture, is particularly remembered for her widely varied
list of Lasky characterizations.
This includes the menacing, Boer
widow in "Under the Lash" and
a featured comedy role in "Is
Matrimony a Failure?"
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Making pictures on location
has its advantages, as members
of the Met 10 company now
working at Bishop on "The
Eagle's
Feather" During
are quite
ing to testify.
the willtwo
weeks of their stay in the
mountains they had freshly
caught trout every morning for
breakfast, James Kirkwood and
Lester Cuneo having waged a
contest as to who was the best
angler.
Viola Dana has been shopping
for a whole week in preparation
of her role in "To Whom It
May
Concern,"
Metro
production
of the
her second
new series.
In this picturization of Rita Weiman's story, Miss Dana wears
more gowns than in any picture
of her career.
Gecrge Siegmann, one of the
best hated villains of the screen,
who is appearing in the all star
cast
"The Eagle's
Metroof special,
was Feather,"
starred ina
"Half A Chance," the first threereel picture ever produced.
Rex Ingram, who is now directing a magnificent picturization of "Scaramouche" for
Metro, is learning the art Of
fancy diving from Malcolm McGregor, Metro featured player.
Mr. McGregor was at one time
the holder of the Metropolitan
championship for 1 o w b o a r d
fancy diving.
Now that spring has caused
"Bull" Montana to temporarily
discard his amazing collection
of overcoats and brown derbies
he is gathering together one of
the most extraordinary collections of neckties in captivity.
Each day the cave-man comedian breezes into the Metro
studio wearing a different futuristic interpretation of some designer's neckwear.
Because certain scenes of
"The Eagle's Feather," showing
the more important cowpunchers on horseback, were filmed
in the vicinity of the Metro
studio at the beginning of production work, it was necessary
to send 22 horses, in addition to
the company of HO players, to
Bishop, California, where the
important cattle stampede is
being filmed.
Lester Cuneo, who is one of
the duo. of deep dyed villain in
Metro's all-star visualization of
"The riedEagle's
Feather,"
is mar-a
to Francelia
Billington,
popular screen actress of a fe.v
years ago.
Marie Astaire has completed
her role in "Lights Out."
Jimmy Clemons, famous eccentric dancer, has been engaged for a leading comedy role

and

What's

What

in
"Bull"comedy
Montanahe inis
thesupport
current ofMetro
making under the persona! direction of Hunt Stromberg.
In building the elaborate reproduction of the Theatre Feydou in Paris for Rex Ingram's
Metro production of "Scaramouche," research established
the fact that the cheapest seats
were on the lower floor, while
the members of nobility sat in
the two balconies — rather a reversal of modern theatre custom.
Michael Dark has been engaged by the Warner Brothers
to take part in "The Gold Diggers" one of this season's "Classics of the screen" which went
into production at the new studios this week.
Arias from "Pagliacci," played
off-scene by the studio orchestra, provide fitting musical Inspiration for the tragic scenes
of the strolling players in Rex
Ingram's Metro production of
"Scaramouche."
Having completed his production of "Trilby," Richard Walton
Tully left this week for the
Sierras, near Bishop, where a
First National unit is on location, taking exteriors for "The
Huntress." This unit is one of
those working
supervision.
He und^r
expects Tolly's
to be
gone a week or ten days.
Fourteen-year-old Vance Fawcett has just finished a "Mama's
Boy" Fox
part studio
with James
Floodbeenat
the
and has
signed by the Century Company
to
playwithan the
"Eat
'em Messenalive"
villain
Buddy
ger Company.
Joseph Schiidkraut, . having
finished his season as star of the
New York Theatie Guild's proof "Peer
Gynt,"
has
arrived inductionLos
Angeles
to play
the leading male role in Victor
Seastiom's production of "The
Master of Man."
Ena Gregory has been engaged to play the Queen of
Spain in Emmelt Flynn's Go'.dwyn spectacle, "In the Palace of
the
King."
She wife
will ofappear
in
the film
as the
Sam de
Grasse, who plays the role of
King archPhilip
moncf SpainII, intyrannical
the sixteenth
century.
[Catherine McGuire, one of the
winners of a beauty contest conducted by a national magazine,
plays the leading feminine role
in the Wesley Barry picture,
"The Printer's Devil," being
pioduced at Warner Brothers
studios in Los Angeles. Harry
Myers, contrary to report, will
be seen opposite Miss McGuire.

in Filmland

This

Week

James Woods Morrison has
been named for the leading
juvenile role in "The Unknown
Purple,"the now
being ofproduced
under
direction
Roland
West for fall release. Morrison
has been featured in many important parts during the past
few years but he has never before had the opportunity to display his histrionic versatality
that he coming
willspecial.
enjoy in the forth-

"The Gold Diggers," Avery Hopwood's famous stage play, which
is now being produced under,
the direction of Harry Beaumont. Hope Hampton appear^
in the leading feminine role ini
the production.
Kenneth Gibson is nearing the
completion of his role with Norma Talmadge in "Purple Pride,"1
Frank Lloyd.
produced
under the direction of1

Alan Hale, well-known and
popular actor, who scored a decided hit with his performance
in "Main Street," "Robin Hood,"
"The Covered Wagon" and other
screen successes, is finishing his
work in Jack Gilberts latest
starring
and will vehicle,
shortly "Cameo
resume Kirby,"
his interpretation of the king in
Jackie Coogan's current picture,
"Long Live the King."
Vera Steadman, Jimmie Clemons, Florence Gilbert and Laura
La Varnie are supporting "Bull"
Montana in "One Wild Day," his
comedy. Hunt Stromberg-Metro
current

Clyde Fillmore is now playing
one of the leading roles in "All-)
mony," a Robertson-Cole all-star|
production being filmed under
the able guidance of James
Home
Muriel Fiances Dana, the child,
star, is one of the few children,
in the pictures who plays a
piano. Baby Muriel has been a
student of music for the long
period of three months. She is
now four and one-half years of

E. M. McDermott, who recently
finished cutting Booth Tarkington's popular story, "Pernod and
Sam," is now working on "The
Barry.
Printer's
Devil," starring Wesley
Frank Strayer, has been appointed assistant director to Harry Beaumont, who is directing
the production of "The Gold Diggers," in which Hope Hamilton,
Windham Standing, and Louise
Fazenda head an elaborate cast.
Bob McKenzie just finished a
comedy with Neely Edwards
under the direction of Bill Watson. Mr. McKenzie is the father
of the famous McKenzie children.
Elizabeth Rhoades has been
placed under contract by Sol Lesser productions, with which company she is now on location at
Prescott, Arizona. She is playing the part of the mother in
"A Man's Man."
Voyle H. Hazen, who for the
past several weeks has been serving as one of the assistants in
the production of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," is preparing to leave for Chicago, wrhere
it is reported he is to direct and
prcduce feature photoplay.
Mahlon Hamilton is nearing
the completion of his role opposite Agnes Ayres in the Eastern
studios of Famous PlayersLasky.

Lorraine, former memage.Louise
ber of Universal, has signed with
Robertson-Cole to appear in H. C.
Witwer's "Fighting Blood"
series.
Mary Jane Sanderson has re- J
turned from a three wreek's trip
vacation
withwhere
her monther and a
to Catalina.
half-dozen
books. she spent her''
Harry S. Northrup left for
San Francisco Wednesday to at-i
tend the premiere of Thos. H.
Luce's anti-narcotic picture,
"Human Wreckage," starring
Mrs. Wallace Reid.
In "Human Wreckage," Mr.
Northrup
"Steve
the king Of plays
the dope
ring, Stone,"
one of
the strongest roles of ail the
372 he has given to the screen.
Pierre rollings, who is now
photographing "Alimony," seems
to fall into good luck. He form"shot"direction
"Daytimeof Wives"
under erlythe
Emile
Chautard, and on his return
home last night found that his
cleaner, who had called for one
suit the week before, had left
two suits at the house, when
making delivery. Collins called
the cleaner and made the case
clear. Collings now has only one
clean suit.
The cowboys who appear in
Metro's all-star production of
"The Eagle's Feather" are
uniting in an effort to teach the
historic
Cowboy's
to
Mary"TheAlden,
the Lament"
featured

player.
Arthur Rankin, who appeared
Wyndham Standing has been in the "heavy" role in "Fighting
signed by Warner Brothers to Blood," is now vacationing at his
play the leading male role in | home in Laurel Canyon.
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Pulse
of the Studios
For Week Starting Monday, June 11
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Director
Star
Scenarist
Ass't Director
Cameraman
Type
Progress
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd.
|Eddie Eddie
Lyons Lyons
Productions Eddie
(Arrow
release). McGill
Lyons
Eugene De Rue Bobby Dunn
McGill
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
J. Ince
The Washburns Linden
IBRENTWOOD

STUDIO.

Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Cooke
Diltz
Cooke
Diltz
Stevens
J. Turner

2-Reel Comedies
2 -Reel Comedies
"The Love Trap"

Holly 3130
Schedule
Schedule
Preparing

481 1 Fountain Ave.

598-146

Wilshire 4275
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback, Casting.
Holly 96
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Wm.
Hyer
Al
Herman
Al Herman Buddy Messinger
'Present Arms"
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr. 1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Holly 4070
Regent Film Company.
(United Artists release).
27th Week
Eddie Sutherland Monta Bell
Charles Chaplin
Edna Purviance
Rollin Totheroh
"Public Opinion"
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
439-764
Mgr.
EditingHolly 3100
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
2-Reel
Comedy
Lavelle
Harold Beaudine
Dorothy Devore Nagy
3rd Week
Jas. Clemens
Scott Sidney
Jimmy Adams Nagy
Conklin
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr. Wilshire 2115
Harry Revere Productions.
Shell Craft Productions. Edwin Smith, Gen. Mgr.
Sherwood MacDonald Productions.
3rd Week
Eddie Saunders
MacDonald
Gloria Joy
Beckway
Staff
"The Circus"
Independent Art Productions.
Sphinx Productions.
Underwood Productions.
Swickard Productions
| Better Picture Association
West Coast Productions.
Crescent Productions.
Leslie T. Peacock Productions.
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Finis Fox Productions
(Asso. Exhibitors Release)
Van Osdell
Finis Fox
Lois Zellner
All-Star Landers
Mission Film Co. Norman Walker, Business Mer.
David Kirkland
Wallace Clifton
Chas. Hamm
All-Star
David Abel
Fred Caldwell Productions.
All
Star
Rounseville
Fred Caldwell
Chas. Mack Productions.
(Western Pictures Exploitation).
Chas. Mack
Henry McCarthy All-Star
Floyd Jackman
Jess Robbins Productions.
(Vitaffraph release)
Robbins
Jess Robbins
E. Everett Horton
D. Rothschild
Fre
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Staff
Stock
Buckingham
\1 St. John
Benny Stoloff
Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
Rim Summervillo Stock
Zane Grey
.Arthur Cohn
Jay Turner
Dan Clark
Lambert Hillard Tom Mix
Eugene Forde
Erie Kenton
Lew Brice
Hollinghead
Phylis Haver
Joe August
Henry Otto
Carr
Walt Mayo
Strumwasser
Lee
Jas. Flood
Wm. Russell
Jos. Brotherton
Ed Feeny
Jack Ford
John Gilbert Schneiderman
Dunlap
Chas Jones
Don Short
Harvey Gates
Max Gold
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Neitz
F. W. Raymond
AlAl J.J. Neitz
Bill
' Morey
Neitz
F. W. Raymond
Neitz
Bill Patten
Patten
Morey Hughes
Hughes
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
Coffee
Cowan
Harry Garson
Neilson-Korrigan Richardson
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
\. 1 '. Younger
Wm. Fairbanks
Roland Price
Harry Tenbrook
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City.
Ben Reynolds
Von Stroheim All-Star
Eddie Sowders
John Mescall
Charles, Brabin All-Star
A. L. Raboch
David Kesson
Neilan-Urson All-Star
Thomas
Held
Wm. Silden
Errol Taggart
Tod Browning All-Star
John Boyle
Geo. D. Baker All-Star
C. Eddington
Chas. Van Enger A.
Victor Seastrom All-Star
Chas.
Lapworth
Lucia Andriot
Emmett Flynn All-Star
Ray
Flynn
Cosmopolitan Productions.
George W. Hill All-Star
Leroy O'Connell
George Berthelon
Carlos Productions.
Oliver Marsh
Roland West All-Star
Etobt. Ross

1 'reparing 598-165
"Bag and Baggage"
"The Barefoot Boy"
"Hogan from Hollywood"
' Beyond the Horizon"
Comedy Drama
d Kley, Studio Mgr.
<Comedies
'omedies
Comedies
Comedies
"Lone Star Ranger"
"The Temple of Venus"
"Time Hath
"Cameo
Kirby"Changed"
"Snow Drift"
"Battlin' Buckaroo"
"Wild & Wooley"

Editing
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Holly 3000
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
3rd Week
Editing
Schedule
3rd
Week
4th
Week
5th Week
Holly 2632
4lh Week
3rd Week
Wilshire 81

"Havoc"

7th Week

Staff

"What Women Want"

tth Week

Mathis-VonStroheii
Ouida
Bergere
Lovett-Mathis
Kavanaugh
Whittaker
Taul Bern
June Mathis
Frances Marion
Paul Seholield

"Six
"Greed"Days"
"The Rendevous"
"The Day of Faith"
"The Magic-Skin"
"Master of Man"
"In the Palace of the King"

12(h Week 76171 I
12th Week
Week
i;th
1 1 h Week

3rd
1th Week
Gth Week
"Daughter of Mother McGin" 1 1 th Week
Itb Week
"The Unknown Purple"
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Director
Star
Cameraman
GRAND STUDIO.
1 438 Gower St. Ben Verschl
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Bill Williams
Herman Raymaker Monte Banks
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Ken.
MacLean
Hugh F-iy
Sid Smith
Joe Rock Productions, Inc.
Grover .Tones
.Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS. 6642 Santa Monica

A*$'t Director Scenarist
eiser, General Manager.
Leslie Goodman Staff
Chas. LeMont
i_ . . Fay
Dave Smith Rock-rr.ut
Blvd.
J. Jasper, Mgr.

Type
2-Reel Comedy
"On the Job"
"The Fixer"

Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
I.loyd Ingialiam
Douglas MacL<ean
Geo. Crone
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
William P.Art
S. Earle
Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Supreme
Productions.
Chas. J. Hall
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1 442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. Monte West, Studio Mgr.
Horner-Middleton All-Star
Geo. Mechan
Leo Mcehan Horner
"Midnight Limited, Inc.'
Meehan
Monty West Horner
"Blame of the Sahara"
WorldMiddleton-Horner
Educational Films.All-Star
Eliason
Baby Betty
Wm. Field
F. M. Abbey Robinson
"The Forty Niner"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Western Special
Seeling Big Boy Williams Vernon Walker Chas. DeLong J. Natterford
Seeling
George Larkin
Vernon Walker
Chas. Del^ong Chas. Seeling
"The Tango Cavalier"
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr.
Culver City
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Mrs. Wallace Reid Productions
J. Griffith Wray
Mrs. Reid
Henry Sharp Ross Lederman
C. Gardner Sullivan "Human Wreckage"
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
"The Sign"
Murfln-McCloskey All-Star King Cray
JoJe Thompson
Jane Murfin
Laurance Trimble Strongheart C. B. Dreyer Cyril Garuner_
Donna Darrell
"Phantom Pack"
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
W. S. VanDyke
All--Star Joe Walker R. L. Selander
Thompson Buchan3"Loving Lies"
INTERSTATE PICTURES CORPORATION.
Jean Burt Calvert, Casting. Culver City. Cal.
J. B. Calvert Productions.
Drama
J. B.Calvert
\ll-.Star
C. 1 lernai ilwillu r Frank Cameron
A. Belmont
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting.
1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players Lasky Release.)
Dick Johnson
Joseph Brenon
Hrnaberry Pola
Jack Negri
Holt
Jas. Howe
"A Gentleman of Leisure"
Herb.
Harold Schwartz Mathis-Dix
Staff
"Spanish Dancer"
All-Star
Geo.
Hippard
Wm. DeMille
Clara Beranger
Guy
Wilke
Al
Gilroy
All-Star
"Spring
Magic"
Victor Fleming
Doris
Schroeder
Jas.
Howe
Tom
Geraghty
Vernon
"To the Last
Jas. Cruze
Featured
Karl Brown
"Ruggles
of RedMan"Ga
1 1 - Tate Keyes
Featured
Cecil IJ. DeMille
Bert Glennon
J. McPherson
"The Ten Commandments"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
Okletro release).
John M. Stahl All-Star Ernest Palmer
Sid Algiers
"The Wanters"
Preferred
Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (AI Lichtman Release).
Vic Pictures
Schertzinger
"The Boomerang"
Tom Forman All-Star Harry Perry Sam Nelson The Leightons
"The Virginian"
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Nat Watt
John Arnold
Oscar Apfel Viola Dana
Taylor
Harold Shaw
"To Whom
It May Concern'
I
"Held
to Answer"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Willis
Goldbeck
Curt
Rehfeld
Rex Ingram All-Star John Seitz
"Scaramouche"
Hunt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release).
Doc Joos
H. Stromberg
H. Stromberg Bull Montana Irving Reis
"One
Wild Day"
Edward Sloman Productions.
Winifred Dunn
Edward Sloman All-Star
Eeigh Smith
"Eagle's Feather"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
McDermott
Victor Schertzinger Jackie Coogan
Frank Good
Mary Rob. Rineharf'Long Live the King"
NEVA GERBER PRODUCTIONS.
6735 Holly Blvd.
Wilbur MeGoiigh
Hutchinson
Dearholtz-Dillnn
Neva Gerber
'Sante Fe Trail'
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
G. W. Cave
J. A. Ball
Rav Rennahan
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS
Individual Casting.
7100 Santa Monica Blvd.
United Artists Release,
Edw. Knoblock
Ernest Lubitsch Mary Pickford Charles Rosher Jim Townsend
"The Street Singer"
Staff
Raoul Walgb Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
"The Thief of Bagdad"
R-C STUDIO.
Mel rose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Individual Productions. (Film Booking Offices.)
Al Santell All-Star
All-Star Wm. Marshall
Rollie Asher Dickey-Page "Lights Out"
O'Hara
Mai St. Clai'
Geo.
Lee Garmes
Moreno
Beatrice Van Western
"She SupesStory
to Conquer"
EddieO'Hara
Hearn
Harold Goodwin
H. C. Wltwer Story
Geo.
K.
Arthur
"Life. Liberty, and"
All-Star
Jas. W. Home
Dubray-Collins
Art Slauili E. M. Engleton
"Alimony"
Chester Bennett Productions
Chester Bennett
.lane Novak
Jack MaeKenzie
Doug S. Dawson
Loring-Leighton
"The Lullaby"
ROACH STUDIO
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Hal Roach Comedies (Pathe release)
Fmnk Voung
Henecke-Brandle
Comedies
Howe-Cedar
"Paul" Parrott
C. Mereneuse
McNamaraAll-Star
Harry Gerstadt
Hal Conklin "Our Gang"
McGowan
McBurney
Jeske-Pembrook
Stan Laurel
—
1 -Reel Comedy
btatI
"What
Should a Girl Do?"
Bobby Doran
Roy Clemens Edna Murphy
Bert Currigan
Hank Kohler
Len Powers Dippy Doo Dads
Animal Comedy

Progress
Holly 162
2nd Week
2nd Week
2nd Week
Holly 1431
Preparing
Preparing
438740
Casting
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
1st Week
761731
Editing
17th Week
week
7th
3rd Week
Schedule
Holly 2408
Editing
1st W eek
Preparing
::rd
Week
Cth
Week
Preparing
Lincoln 2120
Nth Week
Preparing
1 st Week
Holly 4485
Preparing
2nd
Week
Editing
13th Week
6th
fith Week
Week
2nd Week
Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901
Editing
Preparing
Holly 7780
r.th Week
2nd
Week
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
2nd Week
1st Week
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
BthWeek
Schedule

761-721

CAMERA!
Director

Star

ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
Phil Rosen
All-Star
RAY STUDIO.
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Ass't Director

Cameraman
Chas. Huber,
Curly-Broening

Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mgr.

Casting.
Al. Kelley

"Life of Abraham Lincoln"

598-141

Hively
Feature
2-Reel Comedy

Mack Sennett
Mack Sennett

"The Extra Girl"
"Ten Dollars or Ten Days"

13th Week
2nd
Week
1st Wick

Roy Dyer

King Thompson

"Certain Lee"

1st Week
EditingHolly 4080

UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee , Pres.
Louis
B.
Mayer
Productions,
Clune's
Studio,
5360Wyckoff
Melrose Ave.
I
Fred Niblo All-Star Alvin
Doran Cox
Bess Meredith
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp.
(First National release.)
Kenneth Clarke
Frank Borzage
All-Star Chester Lyons Lou Borzage
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Fini s Fox
Edwin-Carewe
Holbrook Blinn
Sol Polito-Storey Wallace Fox
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
Frances Marion
1
Frank Lloyd Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio Harry Weil
'Sam E. Rork Productions.
All-Star Perry Allen Jas. Ewens
First National Productions.
Lynn Reynolds
All-Star Jas. Vontfees H. Welfer
Joe De Grass All-Star Boise
Perry Vrekroff
Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd Scott Beal
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Universal
FilmStanton
Manufacturing
Richard
All-StarCo. (Universal Release.)
All-Star
Wm. Parke
Hoot Gibson
Ed. Segwick
All-Star
Ross
All-Star
Brown
Balbino
Grandin
Edmund Cobb
Wm. Croft
Howard
Oswald
Mower-Sedgwick
Wm. Nobles
Duke Worne
Little-Thomson
Wallace Worsley Lon Chaney
Robt. Newhart
Harry Pollard
Reginald Denny
Stuart Paton
Roy
Stewart
Herbert
Rawlinson
Edw. Laemmle
Baby Peggy
King
Baggott
Watson
Neely
Edwards
Wm. Duncan
Duncan -Johnson Robinson
Anton Davey
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
Hobart Henley
Virginia Valli
Dinky Dean Productions Lew Lipton, Production Manager.
Andy Gump Productions.
Norman Taurog Murphy-Tincher
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
W. Hayes
Aubrey

Tinling

Harvey Gates

Dorian
Arthur Thompson Geo. Pyper
Jefferson Mofflt
Taylor
McDonough
Bertram Millhauser
Sheehan-Lowe
Dugan-Sullivan
Harry Webb
Staff
Ernst Laemmle
Geo. Hull
Joe Barry
Holland
Clarke
Geo. Plympton
Leo McCasey
Hugh Hoffman
Arthur Smith
Marion
Fairfax
J. Myers
Zimmerman

Night Calls Accepted

H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Post Graduate Chicago and New York
Holly 102-82; 57288 6702 Hollywood Blvd.

'Captain Applejack"
3rd Week
"The Bad Man"
'Purple Pride"
'Ponjola"

1st Week
12th Week
Preparing

'The Huntress"
'Lord of Thundergate"

4 th Week
3rd Week
Preparing

"Rambling Kid"
"The Acquittal"
Western
"Daniel Boone"
"Eagles' Talons"
"Hunchback"
Leather Pushers
"The
Love
Brand"
"The
Victor"
Comedy
"Wanted a Home"
"The Steel Trail"
"The Untamable"
"Lady of Quality"
Comedy
"Buttinsky"

VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge. W. S. Smith, Gen Mgr.
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Hines-Roth
Arthur Rosson
Johnny Hines Gilson
Ray
Dorsa
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry Dupar
JulienSchrock
Josephson
Strayer-Webster
Grant Carpenter
Harry Beaumont
All-Star Abel
Webb
Sidney Franklin
Lenore Ulric
Edmund Goulding
Harry Rapf Productions.
Sada Cowan
All-Star
Marie Prevost
Edmund Goulding
WILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd.

Hours 2 to 5

Preparing
Holly 7945-6
Editing

Jim Wright

Nan Co llins, Casting.

j
t
J
J
I

Sth Week
Holly 2176

Wils. 1550

SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
Al Russell
j. B. Warner
Bert Longnecker

Dr. W. I. Schuster
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
You haveto tried
the rest, ofnowthetryprofession
the best"
Catering
Catering
the foremost
10 to 12
2 to 5
Evenings profess
6 to 8
Palmer Graduate
Phone 436-724

Progress

1425 Fl eming St.

RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
B. D. Russell
Geo. Larkin
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Logan-Baynham Productions.
Tom Gibson
Morante
MacManigal
Kane-Walsh
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies. (First National Release).
F. Richard Jones Mabel Normand
Homer Scott
Roy Delruth
Ben Turpin Wagner
Elmer Del Lord All-Star

Type

Scenarist

Marion

570-081
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
1st Week
Schedule
Schedule
1Editing
Dth Week
Schedule
2nd Week
Week
4th
6th
Week
Editing
7lli
Week
Schedule
9th Week
Schedule
1st Week
598131

"Little
Johnny
"Printer's
Devil"Jones"
"Gold Diggers"
"Tiger Rose"
"Lucretia Lombard"
"Broadway After Dark"

Holly 4181
.r>th Week
7th Week
1st Week
Preparing
Preparing
Schedule
Holly 7940

Warde

Acting and Make— Up for Stage and Motion Pictures. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancing
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
Telephone 821-181
ZH So. Broadway
QUICK
MONEY
RELEASE!
Producers — Active or Prospective — Get in Touch with a LIVE One
H.

and

B. Film Company
Distributors — Producers
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles.

Wilshire 427S
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All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor at Law
JACK
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P. LEONARD

I 340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Telephone 659-42
| Los^Angeles, Cal.
I

ORIENTAL PROPERTIES
OF ALL TYPES
J
Oriental
Costume Co.
»
Holly 5954
| 6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Raymond McKee
The Friars Club
New York City
| "DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS"
£
now at the Mission Theater

| Minor

Blythe

Director Hob Horner is happly — he's just
made another find and this time it's none
other than petite Martha May Voss. Martha
hails from Hunting, West Va., and is some
dancer. Recently she was engaged by
Horner for a small part In his latest production, "The Virginian Outcast," featuring
Marjorie Daw and Jack Perrin. So impressed
was Horner with her splendid work that he
Immediately engaged her to do the ingenue
in
his production
"Midnight Limited," which
is under
way.
It was (luring the filming of Sherwood
Mac-Donald's circus picture, an old lady was
tearfully telling the police, how she had
been robbed of her purse when Crash! and
all eyes turned. It was only Tiny Sandford,
who had attempted to sit in a studio chair,
but the chair refused to stand for him.
Tiny, who is doing the heavy, only
weighs 3oo. "\ot tat. just large," exclaimed
Eddie Saunders, the assistant director, as
proceeded to bawl Tiny out for breaking up
the props.
WE MOVE
and Shine )

MOVIES
n'Servtce-

Attorney-at-Law

Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los Angeles

nWiiruood ?6,"2 - SAMUEL C..SHlNE-6568 Sffl^i««'<"'

Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit, Universal
CurrentHerbert
production,
L'ntamable"
Blache."TheDirecting
Recent Releases. "A Dangerous Game,"
"The Love Letter." "Gossip." "The Town
Scandal"
CAMERA!
© G

E T

H.

E

% XJ L. T

AVAILABLE NOW. BELL & HOWELL WITH
COMPLETE STUDIO EQUIPMENT.
BLAINE WALKER. 914 SOUTH OLIVE
STREET.
TELEPHONE MAIN 3746. <
FOR SALE — Pomeranian puppies, six weeks
old;
one
sable
black,
one]
male, one female.male.TheseAlsoaretwolittle
beauties
Phone pedigreed
577-698.
and
stock. Call 1201 June St. j;
FOR
& Howell
camera,
120*
PhoneRENT—
577-674.
shutter.
Full Bell
equipment,
excellent
condition.
FOR
RENT—
High-grade
outfits, $5.00 5874
per
week.
Little.
The Bigstill
Photographer,
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.
FOR SALE — De Brie camera, equipped com-'
plete for studio... Tamuira, care of "Camera!"!
FOR SALE — To responsible party by week or'
longer,
new Bellfor& studio.
Howell Also
camera.
shut - ■
ter, complete
new 170°
Eastman]
No. 2 XxlO still camera with Goerz-Dagor 12- J
inch lens. Phone 594-506.
Much of the romance of the "old west"
will be presented in Roy Stewart's latest!
picture, "The Love Brand," which is now in \
production at Universal City.

Telephone 134-88

I
EXPERT
TYPING
'
Scripts and Stories

GRACE AINSLEE

Garvanza 3395
Specialty

What

ia
J Reproductions Publicity
| Still Finishing
Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
I
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
I Animated Cartoons — Original Title Idea
(
— Miniature
| Clay Animation
Animated
Figures Sets and
Cinema Arts Studio
I
!
ELMER H. YOUNG. Mgr.
612 Lissner Bldg.
Phone 644-42 •
t
"We save your sole and heel you too" t
FRANK
!

Savings

Mean
AN without
INCREASE
in population
a corresponding
increase
in savings means decreased demand for
labor and lower wages.
Resources
60 Million
Dollars

Tl:e dollars deposited in the Savings Department of this bank are not
merely earning interest. In a vital way
they are helping to insure lasting prosperity for Southern California.

The Shoe Doctor
^ Holly 3752
6666 Hollywood Blvd. {
LOCATION LUNCHES
Holly 7660

SOOT
Sixteen Branches
including —
Los Angeles
San Pedro
Vernon

1626 C'ahuenga Ave.

6* •

awdMAIIc*

Los Angeles
Huntington
Park
Bell
Riverside
Redlands

CAMERA

I

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774
Reed

Heustis
and

Sherley Hunter
in collaboration
Comedy-Drama
TITLES
and Continuities
816 Detwiler Bldg.
Phone 665-09

"Service to
Producer
and
Justice to
Performer
The
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Service

Bureau

Hardee
Kirkland
Hollywood 6298
(Fort Worth says about the sketch
"The
Man Higher
which
Mr. Kirkland
appearedUp,"
with in
Theodore
Roberts) .
"Usually,
the movie
star is Kirkland,
the only
thing
to the play,
but Hardee
the second and only other member of
the cast, rivals the distinguished
'father of the films' for top position
honors."

During the past year many guesses have
been made as to who will be the players in
the picturization of General Lew Wallace's
"Ben Hur." Few — if any — actors and actresses of note onforstage
screen
haven't
been mentioned
one orrole
or another.
Writers on motion picture subjects everywhere have picked their favorites; thousands of letters received by Robert B. McIntyre, casting director for Goldwyn, are
sufficient proof of the great public interest.
This pastime of home casting in the case
of "Ben Hur," brings up an interesting
point, and one, apparently, that amateur
casting directors seldom consider. It is
this. Until the actor for the title role is
finally selected, and the latest official word
is that he hasn't been, it is utterly impossible to pick any other players.
A moment's thought is sufficient to show
why this is so. The members of "Ben
Hur's" family must look something like him
at least. If he is a strapping, dark complexioned chap, Tirzah his sister, cannot
very well be a tiny blonde and his direct
opposite. On the other hand, Messala, the
villain of the historic story, must be a contrast to "Ben Hur," just as Iras, the "vamheroine.pire" must be a foil for Esther, the gentle
Just as "Ben Hur" must have a personality that is at the same time romantic and
noble, and a figure that denotes strength, so
must Messala have an equipment of
qualities that are the opposite, except in the
matter of physique. There he must be able
to contend with the hero. It would be just
as ridiculous to pick an actor for Messala
that clearly was overshadowed in physical
prowess by "Ben Hur," as it would be to
select
beside ahis"Ben
foe. Hur" that appeared delicate
Merely a suggestion of the problems that
face the Goldwyn organization in the actual
casting of this long anticipated photodrama
has been given here. Work has been going
forward for months in the preparation for
final choice of the players, just as it has
been on the continuity, the sets, and the
plans for locale.
Many tests of leading — and available —
players in the costume of the title role have
been taken both at the Culver City studio
and the New York offices. When decision
is finally made, the rest of the task of casting will not be so difficult, as each candidate
for the part suggests immediately to the
trained eyes of the executives the particular
group,which
or the
particular
type, of players^1
with
he should
be surrounded.
FUR RUGS.

Age 10. Wilshire 3G1G
Releases:
"No Luck."
"You
Never ofKnow."
"The Right
the
With B. K. Lincoln
Strongest."
Doctors &
FORD
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific ™
Spinal
Adjustments
Individual
Rest
Rooms
Office
G. Henry Ford
Anna
D.C..MaePh. Ford
C. Ground Floor
D.C., Ph.C.
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8
L
APARTMENT
SHOP
SPECIALS
Several summer suits ermine scarf,
squirrel coat, 10 imported afternoon
gowns, exquisite evening clothes, hats,
shoes, negligees.
"Service with a Smile" {
MRS. CRAIG
1310 Lilac Terrace
Apartment 3
Main 0257 |
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
MERCHANTS
LUNCH
DINNER
11:30 to 2
5:30 to 8

FUR ROBES.
FUR STORAGE AND RENOVATING
MOUNTINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

COLBURNS
933-935 South Broadway

TAXIDERMY

SUNSET

Special Rates
578-280

STUDIO
Telephone 643- 1 3

Touring Cars $2 Per Hour.
HOOVER
STUDIOS
The Finest Quality Professional
Portraiture. All Sittings are Made by
Appointment.
1 6 1 6 Vine St.
Phone Holly 9161

Coy Watson, Jr. j

"1

YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and
surface scratch
noises
entering
sound
Gold Plate
$1.50
box.
No
metallic
ee Cut>
noises.
Nickel Plate $1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.

FINDING "BEN HUR"
By Donald H. Clarke

TAXI
Limousines $2.50 Per Hour.

on Studio

Trips and

578-307

Touring
575-52
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PICTURE - PRODUCING
i OPPORTUNITY—
Reliable man wanted to fill important
position in active producing company
headedmostby
one with
of thea industry's
men and
schedule offoresix
feature productions which promise to
be one of the biggest money-making
series of this year.
$7,000 INVESTMENT
REQUIRED
PROFITS GUARANTEED!
Investigate this at once — it is an
opportunity
go begging.
Write
W. E. that
D., won't
care of
CAMERA!
6318 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
NEWS FROM NEW YORK
(Continued from Page 6)
arrived in New York Wednesday. Mr. Keenan refused all moving picture offers for the
summer and will spend that term at his
place at "Martha's Vineyard," Massachusetts.
Carlyle Blackwell will produce W. J.
Locke's popular story, "Beloved Vagabond,"
in England. Arrangements are completed
and production will start within a fortnight.
A New York paper, "The New York Review," prints the following, in head lines;
"Husband of Former Movie Star Held for
Murder." The "husband" in the case is R.
G. Bennett, Jr. The Mrs. Bennett was Evelyn
Farris, the supposed-to-be movie star. Did
you ever hear of her? We never did.
PHOTOPLAY PROGRESS
(Continued from Page 7)
as head of the Schulberg reading department
when Sol Lesser, head of the Principal Pictures organization, urged that she be loaned
to him to prepare this script.
The motion picture camera continues to
open up new possibilities to members of
every walk of life. John Currie, former
slave, has become a screen player at the age
of 104 years. Tod Browning has signed the
aged negro to play the part of a slave in his
Goldwyn
production
Faith."be
When Currie
learned ofhow"The
muchDayhe ofwould
paid for the part he fairly gasped:
"An' Ia used
be proud
of makin'
my two
dollars
week to after
the war
was over
and
I got paid real money for my work," said
he.
A STUDIO-BUILDING CLIMAX IS CAPPED
(Continued from Page 5)
The design for the general studio enterprise was prepared by Harold Cross, architect of numerous hotels, apartments and
business buildings in New York, Chicago,
and Los Angeles. The deal which will bring
about this epochal change in the motion

CAMERAl
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picture field and the realty development of
one of the mo.st valuable tracts in the entire
city was brought about by W. H. Grant of :
the Grant & Campbell Co., after more than
Wardrobe Bargains
ainvolved.
year of labor with the complex factors
of Extraordinary Quality
J. E. Bowen, president of Cosmosart and
an expert engineer, to whose foresight in
1919 was due the selection of this fine site,
$300 Paris Coat-dress,
with its natural scenic advantages for picNever Worn
$59
ture-making, will probably be associated
with the new Charles Ray Enterprises CorStunning Blue Street Dress $1 5
poration.
Pair Black Riding Boots,
Charles W. Flack, a prominent attorney
and former mayor of Macomb, 111., will
Fine Condition
$10
probably be interested in the new company.
Chinese Mandarin Coats,
Never Worn
$25
PASTOR IN ADDRESS HITS AT MODERN
CONCEPTION OF MARRIAGE
35 beautiful nevJ summer hati,
That the lack of a proper sense of moral
some never worn; dresses from
obligation between the contracting parties
is the cause of the failure of many modern
$5 to $75; tailored suits from
$io to $40.
marriages is the opinion of Dr. Henry Neumann, Brooklyn, N. Y., pastor who is considered an authority on domestic questions
All clothes priced at a fraction
throughout the states of the east.
of their original cost
Following a showing this week of the
motion picture production "Brass" before
Screen Stars Wardrobe
an audience of clergymen and jurists, Dr.
Exchange
Neumann, who is head of the Brooklyn Ethical Society, discussed the novel, from which
the picture is taken.
2006
Ivar Avenue
"Brass" presents in a striking way the
reasons for the failure of so many marriages
Phone 435-677
of today, Dr. Neumann declared.
"Most of the characters show their inability to understand the fact of obligation in
Wanted-DIAMONDS
married life," he continued. "They are easy
going and self-gratifying. Marriages are
.
Highest Cash Prices Paid for Yours
wrecked because persons entering that state
try to cut off moral obligations to their part"W^W SIDNEY D- COHN
book is called
"Brass,"
because
one of ner.theThe characters
said her
wedding
ring
"vnny
Bank ofand
ItalyOlive
Bldg.Sts.
U/
Cor.3°2 Seventh
was not gold at all, but only brass, cheap
L
and tawdry.
"How many marriages today are simply
j
that! The moral responsibility and ethical
THE
obligation
which
are
essential
are
lackings."
Instead of so much propaganda for birth
control and more adequate divorce laws, Dr.
FIGHTS
Neumann said, "it would be more to the
point if propagandists put their energies to
...eVerY fRIday niGhT.
instilling higher ideals of responsibility for
pHONe hollY 100 for
the husband and wife, both before and after
Dr. Neumann said the present generation
marriage."
of young people
is "trained
a racemarriage
of sentimental emotionalists,
for aswhich
is certain to bring disillusionment.
"Man is not yet civilized." he continued.
"There is degeneration as well as progress.
A single generation of capricious, undisciplined freedom may be sufficient to wipe out
the spiritual gains of the centuries.
"It is quite right for a husband and wife
to be scrupulous of their manners and appearance before marriage, but it is just as
essential
afterward.
The authoris not
of "Brass"
makes a point that infidenity
as bad
in marriage as unkindness. The Chinese
have blesa overproverb
thatthan
man over
moremountains.
often stummolehills

rEsErvaTions.
DOn'T
forgEt
AMERICAN

LEGION STADIUM

Hollywood at El Centro
see

BRUNO

For Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard
PHONE HOLLY 3821
1

H.
Mode

CROUCH

CO.

and Antique Jewelers and Art Dealers. We Specialize on
Manufacturing.
Not Associated with Any Other Firm.

J Los Angeles
{ Hollywood

B.

224 West Ninth Street
Grauman's Hollywood Theater Bldg.

Adel ine M. Alvord
Books Plays
Motion Picture Enterprises

Telephone 617-79

West Coast Representative
of Owen Davis and Darcy
and Wolford
2 1 1 HOLLYWOOD SECURITY
BUILDING

Telephone 579-015

Telephone Hollywood 8092

mi

BERT

Comedy

HOWARD

Leads

Character

Many years of big-time vaudeville
Keith and other circuits.
Have

had

motion

Parts

on Orpheum,

picture experience,

playing

important parts ' in screen classics made
some of the first film companies.
NOW
Address
Manager,

care

by

AVAILABLE!
of Fred

"Camera!"

W.
6318

Fox,

Advertising

Hollywood

Blvd.

. . . . also an adept scenarist Have written several successful
motion picture stories. At present have some scenarios for
disposal
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Pictures

PKotograpKs
negatives

made

from

are always

original

better

than

reproductions.

We

Kave a department

for making

photographs

in large quantities and the}) cost no more
than reproductions
Our prices are no higher.
Our

quality the best.

Stop in and see our samples.

uclio
Lyman
6039

A.

Ruth

Pollard

Hollywood

Blvd.

A.

Holly

&&&&&

Dowdall
2560
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Price
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UNO
Courtearle
AUTHEN
AND

T IC

EXTERIORS

FOREIGN
AND

O F
Courtney

INTERIORS

PHOTOGRAPHS

EVERY

OF

DESCRIPTION.

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

LOTS

$40

Cinema Resiw
alHOW
.^nation
I*11
L.A.
LAND
aMl
Phone 438-761
*
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Foote —

Conway

Tearle

THE SUBURB BEAUTIFUL — with a
wonderful vista of the Santa Monica and
green Verdugo hills, it makes an ideal
homesite. Values are increasing daily.
A visit will convince you!

Ventura

*
300-301

Park

DETAILS

FROM

$475

Boulevard

Per Front

UP

Frontage

Foot

and Up

Drive out Ventura Boulevard to Sherman
Way, then three blocks west to tract office.
CLEVELAND-BLAIR

REALTY

CO.

"Make-Up Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry"
A

heading

Role

In motion picture production is being
enacted by this shop, and it is conceded
to be without parallel in the scope of its
service. The proper embellishment of a
set is accomplished only through the most
intensive study, and great care in the selection of appropriate furnishings. We
are equipped to aid the most painstaking
producer in the business. We buy, sell,
rent and exchange.
Antique Furniture — Oil Paintings
Bronzes — Statues — Bric-a-Brac

UR GOAL is not quantity. We are
0 concentrating our efforts and resources
to produce goods of extraordinary
[beauty and lasting quality. In so doing, however, we have employed the
most modern and efficient manufacturing and merchandising methods, which
enables us to sell at very low costs. We
have attained our greatest renown as
wigmakers, retaining in the preparation of hair goods all the fine details
of the details
old wigmakers'
and blending
these
with our art
modern
facilities
for rapid production. We believe that
our greatest recommendation is found
in this; we have been employed by
some of the foremost producers and
directors; we take great care and pride
in our work; each and every one of our
patrons MUST be satisfied.
■Pico498

Antique4534 Hollywood Blvd.

Shop
Phone 598-030

ZAN

Make-up
819 South Hill-

Shop
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Editor

Advances

Some

Opinions

Foreign competition in the raw film line is becoming quite pronounced. There is a veritable flood of a German
product in the country at present and although many cameramen do not like the composition of this stock so well, it is
perfectly apparent that there is a very active market for it. The best evidence of it is, Aftnerican companies are showing
more solicitude in the matter of "getting the business." Meanwhile, competition, so long as it is fair, is never a bad thing.
There is a reassuring movement of centralizing picture- making on the Pacific Coast. Many of our "steady home
talent'' who have been working back east for some time are returning to resume studio endeavors here. Simultaneously an
almost unprecedented number of stage artists of note are joining our colony to both work in pictures and to enjoy vacations.
It is more than ever a certainty that Los Angeles is destined to become as much of a mecca for members of the acting
profession as li'l ol' Noo Yawk. Nor will any set do more to make life lively in li'l young L. A.
Now that we have had our era of historical and costume photoplays, to what class shall the next era belong? Some
say melodramas of the old-time sort with up-to-the-minute settings. Others say comedy dramas in which there is incentive
for tears and mirth in equal quantities. Still others hold that baffling mystery is due to hold the screen for a while. However, let them all be right in their predictions just so long as one fact remains conceded — the story must be human and
of general interest. Whoever can write stories which ring true from the human angle need not worry about trying to write
masterpieces.
During the last fortnight there has been just the slightest lull in production activities due principally to a quite general
finishing up of big productions at various studios, but it is already patent this little lull is to be followed by even augmented
activities. Some of the bigge st pictures of all times have just been started or are about to be, including Cecil B.
DeMille's "The Ten Commandments" and Douglas Fairbanks' "The Thief of Bagdad." These two productions alone will
give more people employment for a longer period than an average dozen films and there is certainly no occasion for any
panicky feeling in any quarter.
Whatever may happen to the program picture, it is just as well. The public has reached that stage of natural fastidiousness where seeing the same old thing in the same old way has ceased to be bearable and therefore it is necessary to
develop the bigger and better pictures. But, as some of the more conservative producers are pointing out, "bigger and better" is not a term synonymous to "costlier." It has been proven many times that it takes more than money to make a good
photoplay. Now, above all times, is the time for genius to assert itself and to make its influence felt irrespective of the personal financial status. Verily, it is a healthy condition the elimination of the machine-made program picture brings about
and one from which much good in behalf of the cinema art is sure to be derived. ' "
It is said that eastern and mid-western picture theatre s are doing a better business right now at the outset of the
warm season than they did last winter at the height of the season. It is noticeable that as the army of unemployed dwindles,
the attendance at all classes of theatres increases and in these times of "the heyday of the movies," the cinema emporiums
are getting the bulk of the increase. It is all very important since business conditions seem certain to justify the midsummer release of many pictures which ordinarily would be held for fall showings. The importance of this is, there will
have to be more photoplays made to fill the gap next fall and the more photoplays they make the more prosperous everybody in filmland will be. So let the merry tendency go on merrily.
Some of the big producers are once more discussing th e feasibility of having stories written especially for the screen,
It would seem that the "re-hashing" of old published material and of unsuccessful stage plays cannot continue indefinitely,
Therefore, it would undoubtedly be a fine thing to make imme diate preparations for supplying the inevitable dearth by listening to the reasoning of advocates of the original story. It is t o be sincerely hoped that some one big producer will take the
initiative in starting the ball to rolling in the right direction b y abandoning all other stories excepting original screen ones
just as so many of them abandoned the latter class some tim e ago. There can be no questioning the fact that there will
never be a distinct screen literature unless it is especially writ ten as such and with the idea of it living. So here's repetition
of an oft-expressed hope — may the original come into its own after all!
The befadeliminated
and fashion
chasing
the false
of alleged
exploitation
a means
for thereby.
"putting across"
inferior
pictures
cannot
by for
a mere
ignoring
or agods
nonchalant
assuming
that noas harm
is done
As a matter
of fact,
exploitation in some cases is the most dangerous enemy the motion picture industry as a whole has and it is high time that the
common habit of employing the whole category of superlatives should be stopped. The "greatest" picture of all history has
been made so many times that it has long since become most monotonous. The "greatest" cast has been assembled so many
times are
that hundreds
it has ceased
to beNeed
the least
"greatest" tobook
ever written
picturized
so many
times Why
that
there
of them.
there bit
be alluring.
more said The
in opposition
the modern
mannerhas ofbeen
exploiting
motion
pictures?
not, instead, a simple, straightforward presentation of the facts concerning each production? Would it help Wrigley one iota
to call his chewing gum the greatest confection ever made since the creation of the world?
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Week End
and

Summer

Home

Homesite
in

Rainbow
Valley
40 Minutes from Hollywood
Smallest

lot 40 ft. x 1 00 ft.

All club privileges, including Tennis Courts,
Swimming
Pool, sports.
Club House,
Playground
and all outdoor
GoodChildren's
hunting and
fishing.
Community Water Plant, Electricity and graded and
graveled streets to each lot.
All these included in purchase price — LOTS
$198, $298, $398.— $10, $15, $20 down and $10
per month.
From Glendale — through Montrose, along
Michigan Ave. to Tujunga. Sunland, RAINBOW
VALLEY.
For further information, call or write office of
GOLDIE

FESSENDO

Dramatic Leads — Vamp Roles —
Classical Dancer
438-641

King

Tut

Light

Face

and Dark

Rainbow
Valley
1 00 East Colorado
Glendale, Calif.
Phone Glendale 1 702
Representatives wanted in Hollywood

Powder
Shades

We beg to announce this new face powder:
New shades especially appropriate for summer
use that gives the much desired copper tint. It is
the rage in Hollywood now and endorsed by
movie stars.
A trial will convince you.
Price $1.00 the box, either by mail, or on
sale at

f
MARGUERITE

Ye

Rub

62 1 W. 8th Street

Shoppe
Los Angeles. Calif.

LA MONT

Dramatic and Emotional Parts
N ine Years on Legitimate Stage
Vermont 5780
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It is more than passing strange and indeed
pnusually interesting how a certain line of
parts will pursue an artist. The case of
willam Humphrey, now portraying the role
If Chevalier de Chabbrillane in Rex Ingram's production
of "Scaramouche"
at the
Metro Studios,
is extraordinary
inasmuch
as
le has played one single character in no less
jhan a score of different stage plays and
photoplays during his brilliant histrionic
lareer. And, that character is none other
Ihan Napoleon. In fact, he has characterized
his famous personage more times in more
productions than any other living actor and
pe has not finished with him yet, for he is
now writing a Napoleonic photo-drama in
krhich he will play the stellar role when it
Is produced by one of several film concerns
lit present negotiating for it.
During the last fifteen years every time
knbody presented a play in which Napoleon
vas an important character, William Hum)hrey has always been selected to play it.
5erhaps his most noteworthy appearance in
his part was in the stage onering of "More
than Queen," in which he supported both
fulia Arthur and Blanche Walsh, but due to
his remarkable performance was later
ktarred in the piece. Almost equally as
potable was his Napoleonic interpretation in
rMme. Sans Gene," in which he so distinr
fuished himself as to be hailed by critics
is "the very reincarnation of Napoleon himelf seemingly."
Other high-lights in Mr. Humphrey's artis;ic revival of interest in the Little Corporal
were in "Mile. Mars," in which he created
he role in Mrs. Langtry's American presenation after Lewis Waller had originated it
n the London engagement, and with Mary
tfannering in "Glorious Betsy." Still another
me of his stage appearances as this same
;reat military genius was in "Imperial Dirorce."
Little less active has Mr. Humphrey been
is this same Napoleon on the motion picture
screen. He has "Napoleonized" for the entertainment of movie fans in fully a dozen
lifferent photoplays and whenever there is
i picture in which this historical celebrity
igure it seems producers never conside anybody else but William Humphrey. Many
:hink his best performance on the screen
was in this role in the very first three-reel
jicture ever made by Vitagraph quite a few
years ago.
According to all the available paintings of
Napoleon, Mr. Humphrey is, physically, almost his exact counterpart. He looks at
least enough like him to be a brother and
for many years he has studied every book
on the man and every pictorial illustration
of him until he has acquired as a matter of
second-nature all of his known mannerisms
even to his way of standing or sitting.
"Years ago when it became apparent to
me that I was destined to essay characterizing the great Napoleon indefinitely, I began
a most assiduous study of the man," Mr.
Humphrey says. "And, I've been at it ever
since until I have gotten so filled up with
information regarding him and ideas I have
formed from that information that I simply
had to write as- an outlet for the vast store,
which explains why I am devoting all of my
spare time to writing a Napoleonic story for
picturization."
Although Mr. Humphrey is best known on
the West Coast as an actor, he is also a director of very wide experience, having been
behind the megaphone in the making of several important picture features.

WILLIAM HUMPHREY
There
Are
Directors---And Directors
For whom does the motion picture direc- The great "artistic" pictures have not been
financial successes from the reason that all
tor really work?
Directors of films have been classified as else has been relegated to the back ground
in Few
an effort
to create "art."
"commercial" or as "artistic." - ■
picture-makers
understand that art
So familiar has the public become with the
is
not
merely
artistic effects; art is just as
pictures of today that thousands of picturegoers can look at a film and immediately tell real in homely background as in the grandeur of the most splendid scenes. Art must
you who directed it.
be in acting as well as in pictorial effects.
One man is noted for his human treatment,
on the general average, are not
one for pathos, others for comedy, a few for Americans,
strong for things overly artistic, they want
spectacular scenes, two or three for the masto be entertained.
terly handling of children, one or two for
But if you can entertain them in an artisdaring treatment bordering on, if not quite,
tic manner without detracting from the
risque, some for individual and original strength of the story they will appreciate it
touches, some for rapidity of action or to the extent that they will help to make
smoothness of sequences. Some are noted box office history by their attendance of picfor gorgeous settings, jazz sequences, mob
ture shows.
city.
scenes and a very few for appealing simpliBy this simple reasoning it must be deducted that directors are working for the
Yet all of these shades of directing can be general picture-going public rather than for
turned into two separate and distinct classes
producers,
releasing organizations or for any
certain class.
— "commercial," or "artistic."
Box office history tells us 1 hat commerthis idea in mind First National's
cial pictures are the financial successes and ownWith
producing unit has purchased a limited
that simplicity is the best quantity that can
number of the very best stories of the year.
Stories which can be transcribed to the
be injected into a film. The pictures which
have really become the mile-stones of pic- screen in a beautiful manner yet retaining
ture progress are the stories of human emo- all the dramatic strength of the original vehicle.
tions, told simply and in a human manner.
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San Francisco, Cal., May 11— Victor Seastrom, (he great Swedish director now making his first picture for Goldwyn, "Masters
of
and staff,
some arrived
twenty-five
his Men,"
cast and
in Sanmembers
Franciscoof
on Monday. They will work for a week or
ten days at Half Moon Bay, and on location
near Burlingame, and San Mateo. The cast
includes Joseph Schildkraut, Creighton Hale,
De Witt C. Jennings, and Patsy Huth Miller.
James Hogan is production manager, and
came to town several days ahead of the company.
H. A Snow, who made the now famous
"Hunting
Big very
Gamenear
in Africa"
picture,
will
leave in the
future for
a return
trip to Africa. They will on this expedition
go farther into the interior, and expect to
make even bigger and better animal pictures,
also to bring back to this country a whole
ship load of live animals, for zoos, and public exhibition purposes. His son, Sidney
Smith, will be cameraman with the party.
Albert Wilkie, who has been doing the
publicity for Eric Von Stroheim's production
of "Greed," has resigned his position with
Goldwyn, and left San Francisco on Sunday
for the South, to accept a very flattering
offer from the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Fitz Tidden, of this city, will take
his place with the "Greed" company.
.Tack Holt spent most of last week in San
Francisco, and returned to the South on Sunday.
Chester Conklin. Mother Ashton, little
Austin Jewell, and the twins have all finished their parts in the production of
"Greed," and have left for their homes in the
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South within the last few days. The big
picnic sequence is being shot this week, and
on its completion one or two other members
of the cast will be released. Mrs. Jean Hersholt, and little son Allen, have arrived to
be with Jean during the balance of his stay
here.

panions w ill be there assisted by a company
of some five hundred people. Richard Mel»
vick, well known to the silver-sheet as k
daring wild west, and trick rider, and hip
three wonderfully trained horses will be
part of the show, and altogether it promigM
to be quite some party.

Something really new in the way of movpictures had itsonworld's
the
Civicing Auditorium
June Premiere
15th. Itat was
"Frate Sole," the first moving picture operathat America has ever seen; a picture with
an opera score played and sung while the
action takes place on the screen. The picture is built on the life of Saint Francis of
Assissi, and the story is from the pen of
Marie Corsi, well known screen dramatist
of Rome. It was produced under the direction of Ugo Falena, in Rome and in the actual scenes where At. Francis lived and
moved. The musical score was written by
Luigi Mancilelli and was rendered by an
orchestra of eighty musicians, with twentyfour soloists, and fifty voices in the chorus,
directed by Alexander Saslavsky. The whole
• production will be given on the very highest
scale of artistic performance, and Is being
presented by the John Promberger Production. After the run of the picture here it
will go to the Auditorium at Los Angeles.

"The pair of Hellions," first picture made
by the Steroscopic Productions, was pr%
viewed at the Franklin Theatre in Oakland
last week to an audience that seemed to e%
joy it very much. The next picture of tq§
company will be started at the Pacific SqJ
dios next week.

Oakland is to have a very grand fete and
pageant the latter part of this month, and the
first of July, on the lake at Lake Merritt.
Harry Sheehan, long and well known to the
picture world, is the director, and among
other things a moving picture will be made
in connection with the pageant. The shores
of Laki- Merritt will be transformed into the
"Island of Oz," and our old friends the scarecrow, Ihe tin woods-man and all their com-

Edward Jobson of the film world of HollyWreckage."
wood is in San Francisco just for a littB
holiday, and¥ichange
of air.
. •.
I

The world's premiere of Mrs. Wallace
Reid's picture "Human Wreckage" torn
place at the Century Theatre here last Saturday night. The picture is not only a wonderful lesson, but a well played, and real*
interesting picture. Mrs. Reid came to Sa
Francisco for -the opening and made a pe»
sonal appearance, and a very dignified aq)l
appealing little speach.
Thomas Ince and his wife were in toiaj
over the week-end to be present at the !i rat
public showing performance of "Hum

Fritzi Ridgeway is the headliner a! the
Orpheum this week in a novelty, called W
Wife's Honor." It is played in three speed!
and given an effect of a picture with eve«|
thing on the stage in black and white, aa
shutter lighting.

By Raymond McKee
Along Netf York's Rialto
Sophie Tucker has purchased a home in
Juanita Hansen, who was cured of the announced that Henry James, former bill
Los Angeles.
ness manager of this concern, has resign*
drug habit, will have Mrs. Fiske's role in and
that he is no longer affiliated with thfp
"The Lice of the Gods," when the piece is
concern.
put on tour.
"Human Wreckage," the anti-narcotic
photo-drama, with Mrs Wallace Reid, disBernie Dinning is in New York makiaj
William LeBarron. production manager,
tributed by the Film Booking Offices, opens
in New York at the Lyric Theatre following
Joseph l iban, designer, and Luther Reed, ready to do a special picture for Willia*
the run of Griffith's "White Rose" in that scenario writer, of the Cosmopolitan, left for Fox, with an all-star cast. Shirley will join
theatre. The premiere will happen Julv California this week to attend to the prelimi- him later.
first.
Christie Cabanne is doing one of his owr
naries for ihe filming on the coast of Marion
brain children at the Metro studio with ar
Davies' next picture, "Yolande." Miss Davis all-star
cast.
Mimi Palmer, a new star, will make her is
now on her way to Europe to attend the
appearance this week at the Capitol Theatre.
world premiere of her "Little Old New
The Shuberts have leased the Central
"The Ragged Edge" is the second Distinctive
York," which opens in London.
Theatre to William Fox from September IB
Production to be released through Goldwyn
Ann
Forrest
is
being
sued
for
$20,000.
It
The role of the young hero is played by Alto February 1st. Fox will use the house for
fred Hunt.
his special film showings, opening wit!
happened this way: about a year ago Ann
was stopping at the Hotel Netherland. She "When Winter Conies."
Police commissioner of New York City, came home one evening to find her jewels
Richard E. Enright, has written a scenario, conspicuous by their absence. Ann phoned
"Enemies of Women," with Lionel BarifH
and tells his fellow "Friars" I hat a certain
the police who later recovered the jewels more and Alma Rubens, moves to tiM
producer has made arrangements with his from a woman employee of the hotel. So Cameo next Sunday from its eighth wee*!
wife to film it.
happy was Miss Ann that she decided not on Broadway, pumping from house to house [
It will run indefinitely. Alan Crosland di
theSo she
charge
againstthethemaid
poorandunforD. W. 'Irifflth is casting his next picture. to press tunate.
dismissed
the rected this in Mont Carlo.
It will star Al Jolson, who will play two affair from her mind and sailed for Europe.
parts, that of a brown skin lover and also a Now this poor unfortunate, who took the
Minta Durfee, Roscoe's wife, will open iij
straight white man.
gems, up and sues Miss Forrest for $20,000 a vaudeville act in New York real soon. Sbt
had a wire from Fatty yesterday in Chicagi|
maliciously arrested. If she wasn't,
for being
"The Meanest Man in the World," pro- why
didn't Miss Forrest press the charge, at the Marigold Gardens saying that he was i
duced by Principal Pictures Corporation, in she maintains.
accepted by the exclusive crowd and wat
Los Angeles, will have its world premiere on
playing to capacity. Arbuckle is leading tn«;
Broadway with the George M. Cohan TheaJaeque Tryol, president of the producing number and doing a couple of comedy falls
tre as its home.
(Continued on Page 22)
corporal on which bears his name, this week
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Pictures,

Paintings

■ "No motion picture can compare with a
great
as areviewer.
work of art,"
recentlyis
wrote apainting
New York
The reason
that the film is the work of an organization
of specialists, whereas the painting reprethe personality
of one
The sents
reviewer
doubtless
will individual."
be interested
to learn, however, that he soon will be given
an opportunity to view an exception to that
rule. Fop the Tom Forman production of
"The Broken Wing," which just has had its
first studio preview here, may safely be said
to represent the personality of the director
alone.
. The youthful director, formerly a featured
player in Paramount pictures, a scenarist,
soldier, and Texan who knew every foot of
the cow country in which he spent his youth,
has made use of first hand information in
the production story which, as written by
Paul Dickey and Charles W. Goddard, had
so successful a run on the New York stage.
When the play first was acquired, to be
filmed as a B. P. Schulberg production, Forman was named as director because of the
opportunity for aeroplane thrillers, military
maneuvers and big treatment of the sort
that has contributed to his fame as a supervisor.
But Forman contributed an additional detail to the work by announcing that he
would himself write the screen version of the

and

Advice

play. On its completion he visited Northern
Mexico, New Mexico and the various "locations" in which the most spectacular phases
of the picture have been filmed. He organized the two Mexican armies and led them
into the comic encounters that form one feature of the story. While he worked with
mechanical experts in the planning of what
is declared to be one of the most impressive
aeroplane feats ever accomplished before
the camera.
Also, the director can claim such credit
for the selection of the cast which, headed
by Kenneth Harlan and Miriam Cooper, includes such favorites as Richard Tucker,
Walter Long, Miss Dupont, Evelyn Selbie,
Ferdinand Munier and Edwin J. Bradly.
When it is considered that the director
also cut and edited the production, it may
safely be said to come as nearly representing the personality of one individual as so
complicated a thing as a film production
may do.
It looks as if the picture fan who yearns
to see his or her favorite in person would
have a real opportunity to satisfy a life long
craving this summer. The motion picture
exposition, to-be staged here from July 2 to
August. 5 promises to offer a greater number
of stars, starlets and featured players than
ever before have been seen at one time.

Page Seven

By rat

h. leek

Advance announcements indicate that
Doug and Mary, Charles Chaplin, Kenneth
Harlan, Thomas Meighan, Gaston Glass,
Orville Caldwell, Pola Negri, Barbara LaMarr, Ethel Shannon and all our favorites
will shine simultaneously for the visitors.
And, since President Harding is scheduled
to make a personal appearance during the
exposition, there should be plenty of political, as well as screen notables to fill the eye
of the visitor.
To seekers after literary inspiration, Olga
Printzlau offers these words of advice: "get
yourself a bungalow-studio in the heart of a
zooMiss
and Printzlau,
start work."writer of a greater number of screen successes than any other contributor to screen literature, has done just
this thing. Seated in the interior of a picturesque bungalow structure in Hie heart of
the Selig Zoo, the bobbed haired scenarist
is at work on her most ambitious story — a
screen version of "Maytime," the tuneful
comedy that now is being played by half a
dozen companies on the speaking stage in
as many cities.
Miss Printzlau's
front doorin
oneLooking
views out
an of
elephant
or two, engaged
their daily occupation of reducing the hay
supply on the lot. To the left are long rows
(Continued on Page 22)
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a photoplay
Bo-Peep"
"Little
It happened so long ago — the story of rising and tailing with his heavy breathing,
Little Bo Peep— so long ago that there is his shaggy brows drawn low above his deep
no one left who can remember. Ireland was
set eyes, his strong white teeth clamped tomuch the same then as it is today, a glowgether with the firmness of a steel trap —
ing green land set in an amethyst sea — in making the muscles stand out like cords
whose valleys and on whose hillsides the around his cheek bones. The room was just
quaint hospitable peasant folk dwelt in as it had always been, — save that the peg on
primitive content. And it was there among
which her shawl had hung was now vacant.
Ireland verdant hills, that Little Bo Peep
And in that first awful moment, Pat, ever
first
opened
her
eyes
upon
a
brand
new
ever quick at drawing his own conclusions,
world.
arrived at what was to him the only plausShe was the only child of Patrick and
ible excuse for the emptiness of his little
Sally MacMahon. and for almost two short home. She, his wife, had left him! * * *
years she had frolicked about the clay floor and not alone! she had destroyed his honor
of the humble cabin that was built of mud — and dragged his good name at her heels
and roughly piled stones and filled always
through the muck of the path she had chosen
with the pungent odor of smoking turf upon
to follow — and she had not dared to face him
the hearth. True, there were those among
in her weakness! She had gone while his
the inhabitants of the neighborhood village hack was turned — and left him only the
who claimed that Patrick had no love for dregs of a life gone suddenly bitter!
the child, — he having longed for a son and
Then, into the burning tumult of his
heir, and having been deeply disappointed
thoughts crept the consciousness of the little
when the tiny girl-child had been born. But plaintive cry of a child.
if this were true, Bo Peep was far too young
Patrick turned back into the deepening
to understand, and the gentle little mother shadows of the strangely changed room. In
who had brought her into the world pro- a corner a tiny mite with tumbled golden
tected and shielded her from the gruff
sat on a heap of straw, her little shoulbrusequences of the disappointed Patrick. curls ders
shaken with her sobbing, her dirty little
And it is with this child my story is con- fists digging themselves into the eyes from
cerned,— the story of Little Bo Peep as it which the tears were streaming. Patrick
happened many, many years ago.
stares at the quivering little figure in silence: and as he stares there deepened in his
It was fast approaching twilight. The eyes a look that was not good to see. He
sun had slipped behind the emerald hills,
and the lonely little cabin of the MacMahons'
AMBITION
nestled drowsily against the hillside in the
deepening shadows. From somewhere came
By Eric Mayne
the distant low of cattle, and now and again
the tinkling of bells the returning herds
broke the sweet stillness of the twilight
hours. Patrick MacMahon stood at the edge
of the gently flowing stream, driving his
sheep ahead of him into the shallow water —
urging them on with wide sweeps of his
powerful bare arms — his deep voice ringing
clearly through the silent hollows of the hills
as he called to the barking sheep dogs. On
the other side of the stream he picked up
the winding path again, and soon the sheep
were swarming into the fenced-in pasture
lot.
His flock safely stowed away for the night,
Patrick turned his steps toward the cabin of
mud and stone that dozed among the shadows. He was hungry— and he knew that
within those homely walls a fire of turf
would be burning on the hearth, and over it
the savory odor of his supper would seep out
from beneath the lid of the huge black kettle
to greet him. He quickened his step, urged
on by his contented anticipations.
Then in the open doorway he stepped
"Cromwell,
short — there was no fire glowing on the
hearth, and the huge kettle on its crane was
I charge thee, fling away Ambition. By that
silent. The two roughly built stools were
sin fell i In- angels."* » *
over-turned upon the clay floor. The worn
stubby broom lay across the hearth as though
Wolsey's la.ll had dislocated his ideas, or,
it had been suddenly dropped there. Several
at any rate, his power of expression.
copper pans had fallen from the walls where
* * *
they were wont to hang in neat rows. The
Ambition is not a sin.
* * *
place bore a look of hurried departure — of
neglect — as though she who had left had no
Ambition did not cause either Wolsey or
thought of the man who had come home,
the angels to fall.
* * *
hungry, in the twilight.
Patrick entered the cabin and looked
Milton mi tributes the fall of the angels to
quickly about, his great fists clenched at his Pride,— he also was guessing.
* » *
sides. The door to the tiny room opening
off the larger one stood ajar. He threw it
Without Ambition Wolsey never would
wide and peered within. Sally, his wife, have been a Cardinal. With Ambition and
was gone.
good judgment he might have been a Pope.
* * *
For a full minule he stood leaning against
the low frame of the doorway, his deep chest
Ambition led Wolsey to a position of great
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by ione Mitchell
passed one hand across his forehead, and for
a moment seemed as though his great body
was about to crumple and fall. Then, with
a sound like that which comes from a wild
thing fatally hurt, he lifted his great bare
arms above his head, and in a voice that was
choked with fury he cried —
"Mayscend every
in taken
God's her
universe
deupon him curse
who has
from me!
And may he drag her to the very depths of
theThen
bottomless
pit attoward
his side!"
he turned
the sobbing child
in the corner. Two little hands went out to
him in a pathetic appeal for comfort, and
between her convulsive sobs the child repeated again and again: "Mama! — Bo Peep
— want — Mama!
Bo Peep — want — Mama!"'
The man's muscles grew taut as he looked
at
helpless
little figure
— "and
she the
left pitifully
me — that!"
he muttered
beneath
his
breath — "she left me something that will
grow up to look like her, — a living curse that
will keep me from forgetting! A weak fool-*
ishFarthing
to beMacMahon
— a woman!"
into that
the will
nightgrow
Patrick
sat
beside his cold hearth and stared before him;
through the tiny window that framed a bit]
if moonlit world beyond. And in a corner
of the darkened room the half smothered]
wail of a child rose and fell, until, from the:
sheer exhaustion the sobs that trembled,
through the little body grew longer and farcontinued on Page 20)
power, then he became proud, arrogant, des^
potic, and — he fell. * * *
It is
better
to be and
Ambitious
and wise;'
than
to be
Ambitious
otherwise.
* * *
Napoleon was Ambitious; but not wise;
He sacrificed the men of France, he under*
mined its financial stability, he destroyed
its prestige to salisfy
* * his* desire for power!
It is not a compilment to a man to call
him a Napoleon of finance, or a Napoleon
of anything else. * * *
Napoleon was a bankrupt. If he hadj
fallen leading the troops, he professed tq
love so much, in that last charge, he woula
have had desperate* heroism
to his credit. J
* *
In 1811 Napoleon terrorized Europe. In
1815
he was
protected
from those he had led*
to ruin,
by those
he* had
* *tried to destroy.
Lincoln had Ambition. Ambition to solvej
a great problem. To enlarge the freedom
of humanity. To give civilizing strength
and dignity to the people he loved an^
* * *
to do good to all, made him one
pelAmbition
ved.
of Hie world's greatest men. It spurred him
to do a noble work that commands our admiration and reverence.
* * *
"Flinglineaway
Ambition," and stand in the
bread
of mediocrity.
* * *
Contentment without Ambition retards
the progress of humanity.
* * *
Let wisdom guide our Ambition and we
shall march with those who help to make
life better and brighter.
* * *
Lincoln did not fling away Ambition, but
he held fast to love, honor, devotion to Ids
country, reference for his God.
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UNITED

IS READY

FOR GREATEST
I

SUMMER

With the $800,000 iruprove|l ment program now nearing completion at the United Studios,
t| arrangements are being made by
M. C. Levee, President of the
plant, to handle the greatest
summer producing activities in
■ the historyof the studio.
Contracts"
haveLevee
already
been
J signed
by Mr.
to house
I the producing of eleven coraI panies this summer and negotiations with five other producers of prominence are practically closed. This will mark
I a new summer producing record
I for any leasing studio in the industry and is made possible
through the building improvements and enlargements in the
big leasing plant which have
I been under way for the past two
Ij months.
This announcement is another
definite indication that the present producing boom in HollyI wood will continue through the
summer, contrary to the usual
July and August let-up in proI duction evident the past four
j years.
Foremost in producing activities at the United Studios this
I summer will be Joseph Schenck
and Associated First National
Pictures with the largest number
I of companies. Among the proI ducing organizations who will
I "shoot" at the United during the
I next three months are the NorI ma and Constance Talmadge
I companies, Maurice Tourneur,
I Sam Rork, Arthur Jacobs, Edwin
I Carewe, Frank Lloyd, Joseph De
I Grasse, Jack Dillon, Lynn Reynolds and John McDermott.
As soon as the new buildings
and other improvements on the
United lot are completed, the
eleven organizations already
signed, will be in full operation.
Others will closely follow as
soon as additional studio facilities now in work, are provided.
Bowers Misses Ocean
John Bowers, often called the
"water
of theon movies,"
is havingspaniel
a dry time
location
at Prescott, Arizona, with the
company producing "When a
Man's a Man," from Harold Bell
Wright's novel. Not that Bowers has a hankering for the beverages Mr. Volstead tabooed.
But Bowers is used to his daily
dip in the Pacific, and it is too
far from Prescott to motor to
the ocean and be back by nine
o'clock
the morning,
made
ready forin work
on the set.
Whenup
in Hollywood he rarely misses
a morning for a plunge at Santa
Monica.
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FORT
RETURNS
HERE
AL CHRISTIE RETURNING
192
E 16,
AY, 1 JUN
SATURD
FRISCO
TO PURSUE HIS FORTE
FROM EUROPE
JULY

Al Christie cables from Venice, Italy, where he is presumably looking over boats and gondolas, judging from his interest
in yachting at home. He has
recently joined the California
Yacht Club, and is studying the
best types of cruisers in home
and foreign waters. Mr. Christie
will return to his studio about
the first of July and in the meantime his directors are working
on pictures which were planned
for fall release.
Mr. Christie reported from
London last week that Betty
Compson has created an enormous popular following in the
British Isles, and her forthcoming pictures to be made over
there are an important topic of
conversation in film trade circles
in London.

Garrett Elsden Fort, scenarist
and playwright, whose one-act
sketch, "Moonlight,' made a favorable impression at the Screen
Writers' Play Room last Saturday night, has returned from a
prolonged stay east. Mr. Fort
intends to devote himself to free
lance continuity work and titling.
He has recently finished "The
Critical Age,"
picture,
which Ernest
is beingShipman's
released
through Hodkinson, and has also
completed a contract with Archie
Comedies, Inc., an eastern independent concern formed to film
P. G. Wodehouse's novel, "The
Indiscretions of Archie." Mr.
Fort was formerly assistant
scenario editor for R-C Pictures
Corporation, and did a number
of scripts for Pauline Frederick,
May.
Sessue
Hayakawa and Doris

250 CHARIOTS

GLORIA

UNIQUE

IN

RACE

ON DESERT
The fastest and largest charge
of chariots in 3,000 years took
place at sundown Monday, on
the 120-square-mile dry lake at
Muroc. It is said that not since
the days of the real Pharaohs
has there been an equal to the
dash across the huge flat expanse of two hundred and fifty
chariots, five hundred horses and
five hundred men. These represented the hosts of Pharaoh
Rameses II in pursuit of the
Children of Israel, and the scene
was a climax of Cecil B. De
Mille's film production of "The
TenResidents
Commandments."
from all portions of
the.Mojave Desert gathered on
the great natural speedway to
watch the reproduction of ancient military greatness.
The chariots were driven by
soldiers of the Eleventh United
States Cavalry and the 76th
Field Artillery. Each carried a
civilian.
Ten teams ran away and were
not stopped for four miles.
The scene is said to have been
the largest equestrian stunt ever
staged for motion pictures. The
racing horses gained a speed of
nearly 45 miles an hour on
Muroc Lake, the largest absolutely flat expanse in the world.

REALIZES

LIFE AMBITION

FILM

TO

HAVE

FINANCE

COMPANY
It has just been announced
that San Francisco is to have a
new moving picture financing
corporation on a very large
scale. In fact the actual paid-in
capitalization is one million dollars. Louis Graf, President of
the Graf Productions, is at the
head of the new organization,
and he has just returned from
the South, where he spent a
week on business connected
with its formation. Mr. Graf has
returned to San Francisco to
confer with his associates on the
project, the details of which will
be whipped into shape at once.
The object of the organization
is the financing of picture producers, but owing to the fact
that no two pictures are alike in
their varied needs, and conditions, no set
policy
announced.
However, can
it isbestated
that the arrangements will be
such as to let the producer live
and give him a fair chance.
Although Mr. Graf has studied
the picture production situation
through first-hand experience in
making pictures,
ductions will not inthe
any Graf
way Proparticipate in the benefits of the
new corporation, as their future
productions are already fully financed, with surplus laid away,
and the ization
money
the entirely
new organwill be of
used
for
the needs of other producers.

Gloria IN
Swanson
begancherished
the ful"ZAZA"
fillment of the
most
desire of her screen career at
the Paramount Long Island studio this week when she started
work inthe
the direction
title role of
under
of "Zaza"
Allan
Dwan, who has made preparations for this picture that insure
it being one of the most spectacular he has yet produced.
Ever since Miss Swansoi: be- SULLIVAN SEEKS PLOTS
came a star she has had a desire
FOR TALMADGES IN N. Y.
to playtion of"Zaza."
the roleHerin interpretathis new
C. Gardner Sullivan, who was
screen play, which has been
recently appointed head of the
adapted from the opera and play scenario department of both the
by Albert Shelby LeVine, will Norma and Constance Talmadge
have all the fire and zest that Film Companies, is in New York
the famous "Zaza" has had in looking for material. Mr. Sullithe past if her enthusiasm has
van will not only be in charge
anything to do with it.
of
the
continuities of future Tal"Zaza" will be the first Paramadge productions, but will act
mount picture Miss Swanson has ; in an advisory capacity as to
made in the east, all her work
what type of production shall be
heretofore having been done at
produced.
the Lasky studio in Hollywood.
"I am a firm believer," said
A cast of stellar proportions
Mr.
Sullivan, "in Constance Talhas been selected by Mr. Dwan
portraydrama
emoroles and toserious
to support Miss Swanson. H. B. madge'stionalability
Warner, who is at present play- quite as successfully as her deing the lead in the Harvard
lightful comedy roles. I am
prize play, "You and I," will bearing this particularly in mind
play site
"Bernard
DuFrene"
oppo- in buying new Constance TalMiss Swanson.
Ferdinand
madge material, so any of your
Gottschalk, another member of readers, who have a good story
Eileen Percy has been signed
the "You and I" company will up their sleeve, with comedy
by the C. B. C. Film Sales Cor- play "Dule De Brissac." Lucille .treading on the heels of tragedy,
poration for a leading role in ■ LaVerne will be "Aunt Rosa," and laughter intermingled with
"Yesterday's Wife." This fea- and Mary Thurman will have the tears, may send it to me at the
ture, from the novel by Evelyn
part of
"Florianne."
Other Hatch,
members of the
cast are Riley
Mr. Sullivan will be in New
Campbell, to which C. B. C. has
Ivan
Linow,
Marie
Sheldon,
Hotel
Gotham."
York only
ten days, returning to
purchased the screen rights, will
Edna
Wheaton,
Eleanor
Dell,
be the first of the series of
the Schenck Productions at the
Columbia Pictures which that Fern Oakley and Hazel Webb, a United Studios, Hollywood, the
dancer.
company will distribute.
early part of next week.
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AYE

FIVE-YEAR
WITH

GETS
JOB

TRUART

Tack up an ace card for Maryon Aye!
This popular little Miss of
filmdom has just placed her
name on the dotted line of a big,
fat moviegalore
contract.
were
clauses
in the' There
agreement
and Attorney Herman L. Roth
of Hollywood Productions Company, tried to explain each and
every one of them to the actress.
But .he clause that attracted
the attention of Maryon was the
one which stated the length of
her contract — five years. Of
course the salary was to be considered, but that was all agreed
upon beforehand. And insofar
as that part be concerned, Maryon's
satisfied.her new
Missperfectly
Aye begins
wood Production banner. This
is a sister organization of Truart, the company which recently
signed Larry Semon for a period
of years.
Miss Aye has been in the film
world for several years. Coming
to Hollywood direct from the
footlight world, the pretty maiden soon won her way into the
studios and has risen rapidly,
having played important roles in
many of the recently made pictures. Her most recent work
has been with Principal Pictures
Corporation in "The Meanest
Man
in the World,' 'soon to be
released.
During the life of her new contract, Miss Aye will journey east
and to Europe on various productions. This has been her
life's ambition — to see the world.
Miss Aye was one of the original
thirteen "baby stars" selected
two years ago by the "Wampas."
The
publicityat men's
announced
that association
time that
each of the thirteen girls they
selected, would rise to heights
in filmdom. Miss Aye, therefore,
helps the prophecy of the "Wampas" and proves the faith placed
in her by that organization.
"Havoc" Nearing Completion
"Havoc," Universal special
production from the pen of Lenore J. Coffee, well-known scenarist and author, is rapidly nearing completion. It is a colorful
story of the Orient and has a
strong cast of players including
J. Warren Kerrigan, Anna Q.
Nilsson, Tom Santschi and Winifred Bryson. Several unusually
big and attractive sets have
been built and the company expects the production to be one of
the unique pictures of the year.
Following a vacation since the
completion of "Sawdust," Gladys
Walton's circus story, Jack Conway, the director, has returned
to Universal City. He has several new stories in view and will
decide on his next within a few
days.

VETERAN

WHO SAW AND HEARD

LINCOLN SAYS

FILM VERSION OF HIM IS TRUE
Capt. Harry H. Carmack, Civil role, "is in order. His height, his
War veteran, gave the opinion stature, his manner are those of
this week that the reproduction
Lincoln, and he delivered the adI notice he knew it by
of Abraham Lincoln's Gettys- heart dress—
— in much the fashion as
burg address, which the Rockett- Lincoln
spoke the original
Lincoln Film Company staged
this week at Sawtelle, is faith- words; too bad that the pictures
ful to the original scene in Penn- couldn't get Billings' voice too.
sylvania in all particulars. Capt. He's a real orator. Your cabinet,
Carmack's
opinion
is to
be re- your Stanton, your Seward,
garded as that
of an
authority
couldn't be told from the originsince, on a leave of absence, he
als. Having my duties here at
was present at the dedication of the home, I don't go to see pictures so often, but this is one
the1863.
Gettysburg burial grounds
in
that
I
am going
when that
it's
finished.
It's to
theseekind
"I have racked my memory,"
Capt. Carmack told Al Rockett
America
needs." is at present a
of the Rockett organization
Capt. Carmack
which is producing "The Dra- member of the honorary firing
matic Life the
of Abraham
Lincoln"
squad at At
the theSoldier's
Home,
Sawtelle.
age of sixteen
for which
reproduction
was
made, "to see if your scene is he ran away from Bethany College in West Virginia to join the
unfaithful in any of its details,
Union forces as a private in
but it is as true as the day I saw
it. The lay of the land as you 1861. At the time he was a resihave selected it corresponds aldent of Harper's Ferry, Va., and
most directly with that on which
his family divided between the
North
and the South. H,e is a
the speakers'
and Your
the
crowd
stood at platform
Gettysburg.
cousin to the late Senator Carmack of Tennessee.
crowd and their costumes are
Philip E. Rosen is directing
Gettysburg come to life.
the Lincoln picture. Robert
"Your Lincoln," Capt Carmack
continued, referring to George
Kurrle and H. Lyman Broening
Billings who is enacting the title are the cinematographers.
SCULPTOR HELPS THIS
ACTOR WITH MAKE-UP

LANGDON STARTS NEW
COMEDY SERIES HERE

The are of keeping make-up
exact from one day to another
was the problem which confronted Bowditch (Smoke) Turner, who is enacting the role of
Le Chapelier in Rex Ingram's
production
for Metro. of "Scaramouche"
In this portrayal Mr. Turner is
compelled to wear a false nose
of peculiar shape and rather abnormal proportions. To make
the shape of the false nose identical each time it is donned, a
sculptor has been assigned the
duty of appearing at the Metro
studios daily. His task is to
place the nose in a plaster cast
and mould it before attaching it
to Mr. Turner's features.
The greatest difficulty of all
was encountered during the recent hot weather. On several
occasions Mr. Turner was compelled toscenes
remove
the tonose
tween
in order
have be-it
remoulded.

Harry Langdon, who signed
with Principal Pictures for a
series of comedies, has arrived
in Los Angeles and has started
the first of these new productions at Principal Pictures studios, Hollywood.
Sol Lesser, president of Principal, signed the noted comedian
when he was playing a vaudeville engagement in Los Angeles.
Langdon has been approached
many times with reference to
picture work but always had
contracts too far in advance in
the two-a-day route.
Alf Goulding has been selected
to direct the comedian. Goulding made the Baby Peggy pictures for Universal and has been
in the comedy fold of directors
for many years.
It is the intention of Principal
Pictures Corporation to surround
the new comedy star with exceptionally well-known comedy
players and no expense or time
will be spared in giving the pubedies.lic the highest quality in comLangdon is noted for his ability to create and "put over"
comedy situations. He was regarded as one of the ace comic
headliners on the big vaudeville
circuits and when he severed his
associations with the footlights,
he received the highest tributes
from the directors of the circuit
who expressed their loss but assured him of greatest success in
his camera work.

Al Austin, formerly with the
Charles Chaplin company, has
been engaged by Lou Anger
Productions to direct Clyde
Cook, the famous Australian
comedian, in a series of fun
films.
It is not often that a beauty
contest winner is suited to motion pictures, but the exception
which proves the rule is found
in the fact that Mary Philbin,
selected in a Chicago beauty
contest, has made good on the
screen. She is to play one of
the leading parts in Frank Borzage's
new production for Arthur
H. Jacobs.
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Kit Guard, who plays the fight
trainer in "Fighting Blood," is
amost
member
of one families
of England's
aristocratic
.

COSTLIER
NOT

!

MOVIES

NECESSARY,

SAYS

COOGAN

"Bigger and better pictures,"
says Jack Coogan, senior, who is
supervising the entire production of Jackie's first picture for
Metro's, "Long Live the King,"
is suffering the fate of many another slogan. In short, it is
being misinterpreted to mean
"costlier productions," and that
is the one error into which, the
producers mUst not fall. Primarily because of the exhibitor
and the public, who have to pay
ultimately for excessive production costs, but also for the sake
of the film itself.
"You can't make a scene
better,' says Coogan, "by spending more money on it. Its
quality depends on many factors, among which the item of
expense is merely one, and a
comparatively unimportant one,
at that. Story, acting and direction— these are the three real
essentials of a 'bigger and
better' picture, and they are of
practically equal importance!
Sets and photograohy can be
classified right along with these
three factors — and there are perhaps a score of others that must
be regarded in making a really
good
"Forpicture.
'Long Live the King,'
which Victor Schertzinger is directing from Eve Unsell's and
C. Gardner Sullivan's adaptation
of
Roberts
novel,Mary
we are
buildingRinehart's
several
groups of sets that will cost
close to six figures on the left
side of the decimal point, but
we are not talking much about
this element of them. We know
that art director J. J. Hughes
has given us backgrounds for
the action which are not only
beautiful and impressive but —
what is more important — in the
correcteral feeling
periodthat
andis with
a genin keeping
with the action that transpires
within these sets. That is the
one important factor in this
phase of picture making. It so
happens that the story on which
Jackie is now working, calls for
palaces, cathedrals, city streets
and so on. They have been
erected with an eye to adequacy
and beauty, but their cost is absolutely incidental."
Lenore Coffee Versatile Writer
I.enore J. Coffee, author of
such photoplays as "TemptaDaytime Wives,"
"Havoc,'
etc, wastion,"
a short
story writer
and
fictionist of note before entering
the realm of scenario writer.
She has also written several
vaudeville sketches and dabbled
a little in poetry.
George Hackathorne is on location at Prescott, Arizona with
Eddie Cline and company, filming "When
Man's Anovel.
Man," the
Harold
Bell A Wright

CAMERA!
OLD-TIME
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"BEN HUR" IN
REUNION
A unique reunion, fraught
with sentiment, was held at the
Goldwyn studio last week. It
consisted of members of the
original
castanyof stage
"Ben production.
Hur," best
beloved of
Of the six living members now
in Los Angeles, four were in attendance — William Farnum,
whose famous characterization
of Ben Hur is well remembered;
Emmett Corrigan, who first
created the title role, and then
played Simonides; Mabel Burt,
who W.
played
Ben Hur's
and
J. Kelley,
who mother,
played
Drusue and then Messala. William S. Hart, who for several
years portrayed the villain,
Messala, and Frederick Truesdale, who was the messenger
Malluc, were unable to attend.
The reunion had its heart interest as well as its dramatic
value. No camera has ever
caught the expression in Bill
Farnum's big blue-gray eyes as
he greeted, for the first time in
many years, the little whitehaired woman, Mabel Burt, who
played his mother. Not many
words were exchanged at first in
the little group— just everybody
bravely smiling and trying to
overcome the tears. "How
many years has it been since we
played together, Mabel?" asked
Mr. Farnum, "I'm afraid to say,
Will" (she always calls him
Will) "for fear it will seem too
long ago."
June Mathis, who is personally adapting "Ben Hur" to the
screen, presided at the luncheon
table, with Messala on her right
and Ben Hur on her left. "Success for Ben Hur is already written on the heights," said Miss
Mathis in addressing the diners,
"for you who created it on the
stage to the living, beautiful
play that it was, have carried it
far above common things, and it
now rests with the screen to
give that immense scope of
which it is capable, to make
'Ben Hur' immorlal."
WING IS ADDED TO
U'S SCENARIO STAFF
William E. Wing, well-known
writer of motion picture plays,
has been added to the scenario
staff of the Universal Pictures
corporation.
Wing has just completed the
screen adaptations of "Overland
Red" and "Ridgeway of Montana.' 'and is now engaged in
writing the continuity for
William Desmond's next starl ing
vehicle, an original story by
Raymond L. Schrock and Harvey Gates.
He has written 438 original
stories for the screen, all of
which have been produced,
many of which have served as
starring vehicles for some of the
biggest stars of the screen.
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PALMER TO FILM STORY OF SMALL-TOWN DOCTOR
The Palmer Photoplay Cor- known screen authors royalties
poration, which inaugurated a — a uniform rate of one thousand dollars in advance of a
unique and revolutionary film
producing policy with the film- five per cent basis for five years
— has attracted a high class of
ing of its first screen drama,
talent," declares Roy L.
"Judgment of the Storm," evi- creative
Manker, President of the Palmer
dently is not content with proving its point about the superiorCorporation.
"Its not
effectonly
is by
already being felt,
ity of "original stories" ovei
"adaptations" with a single pho- ourselves, but- by other pro
toplay. It is announced that the ducers to whom we supply original screen plays.
story for the second of their
proposed series of big special
"However, the writers who
features has been purchased,
seem to be producing the best
and that camera work upon it material are those hitherto unknown. Dr. Hallstead has never
will start shortly at Thomas H.
sold fiction or scenarios before,
Ince Studios.
although he has written many
"Trusie" is the temporary
title of the screen play about to of the latter during his training
course. Mrs. Middleton was also
be produced. As with "Judg- an unrecognized genius before
ment of the Storm," by Ethel
Styles Middleton of Pittsburgh,
we filmed 'Judgment of the
the new story was written by a
hitherto unrecognized author
"Another unique feature about
our undertaking to film better
trained in screen play technique
more consistently good picStorm.'
in
the laboratory
Palmer Corporation's
big and
story
and clearing
tures, is the fact that our orhouse. The author is Dr. Walter
a self-contained
unit,ganization
whichworks as
trains
its own
G. Hallstead, a practitioner in
the little town of Penn Yan, writers, selects its screen plays
from their work, and produces
New York.
Casting will soon begin. It is them. The whole experiment,
if one may call it that, is fraught
said that the story is so perfect
with wonderful possibilities. We
technically that little adaptation
hope and believe that our efforts
or continuity work will be needed to get it ready for filming; a will form the nucleus of a new
fact that in itself constitutes a epoch in cinematic art; an era
of independence from the older
big point in the Palmer Corporation's struggle to establish a medium of expression. 'Judgseparate and distinct literature
ment of the Storm,' our first
for the screen, of stories written
production, has far excelled our
by trained screen playwrights
highest expectations, and we bedirectly and expressly for that
lieve that we can go even farmedium.
ther with our second produc"Our practice of paying unDOROTHY MANNERS GETS
BIG PART IN "VICTOR"
"The Victor," Herbert Rawlinson's newest Universal starring
vehicle, includes in its cast
Dorothy Manners, a leading
woman who has come up in the
professional rank within a year,
Esther Ralston, leading woman
of
Hoot other
Gibson's
"Blinky,"
and
several
Universal
pictures,
Otis Harlan and Frank Currier,
character man of long established repute, and Eddie Gribbon, the comedian who has furnished "comedy relief" in a
dozen dramatic features at Universal City.
"The Victor" is an adaptation
of Gerald Beaumont's story,
"Two Bells for Pegasus," and
the director is Edward Laemmle,
maker of historical serials and
dramatic features. The hero is
an Englishman of rank, who
turns prizefighter in America
and
turns down.
his family's
socialthereby
world upside
Goodwin Re-engaged
Harold Goodwin, who took a
big step upward in his career
with the portrayal of the juvenleading has
role appeared
in "The Flirt,"
and ilewho
in a
dozen other Universal pictures,
has been signed by Universal
for the next Hoot Gibson vehicle, "The Ramblin' Kid,"

BRILLIANT TRIO CAST
FOR "THE ACQUITAL"
tion."
A trio of players whose work
has been highly approved by the
public for some time will head
the cast of the all-star Universal-Jewel production, "The Acquital,"
Jules Furthman fromadapted
the Ritaby Weiman
play
and to be directed by Clarence
L. Brown.
Norman Kerry, -established
through several excellent screen
performances- and about to be
raised to a high plane of fame
through "Merry-Go-Round," the
Viennese film spectacle, will impart a dashing, romantic flavor
to the leading masculine role.
Claire Windsor, heroine of ten
big pictures of the past, will
play the leading feminine role,
which gives her more of an
emotional opportunity than any
previous portrayal.
Richard Travers, known for
consistently successful work
with five or six leading producers, will play the "heavy"
role.
Entertains Miss Ulric
Lenore Ulric was the guest of
honor at an informal courtesy
luncheon tendered her by Warner Brothers, motion picture producers, on the eve of her transcontinental trip to Hollywood to
star in "Tiger Rose."
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McGRAIL
ROLE

GETS

BIG

IN "THE

Walter M c G r a i 1, popular
screen "heavy" and leading
man, has been chosen by Edwin
Carewe toBAD
play the
part of MorMAN"
gan Pell in the screen
version of
"The Bad Man," which Carewe
is to produce and direct for
First National.
With the engagement of McGrail the four principal roles
for this brilliant satirical comedy play have now been filled.
The remaining parts will be assigned during the next few days
and production has been started.
Holbrook Blinn, who has
starred for more than three
years in the original stage proof "The role
Bad inMan,"
is to
have theductionsame
the First
National picturization. Other
parts have so far been assigned
to Enid Bennett and to Jack
Mulhall.
In the villainous role of Morgan Pell, a wealthy oil company
agent and brutal husband, McGrail will have a part in which
he will be right at home, for
such parts have been his lot in
many centof
the screen's most rebig productions.
His histrionic career covers,
not only the screen, but also the
legitimate stage, vaudeville and
comic opera. His original motion picture engagement was
with Vitagraph for whom he
played in leads for five years.
He played the leading male role
in "Suzanna" opposite Mabel
Normand and also played either
lead or principal 'heavy" role in
these recent successes: "Light's
Out," "The Top of New York,"
"The Cradle" and "Wolf Fang."
GELDERT RETURNS TO
DENY HE'S INJURED
On returning from location
with the De Mille Company,
where scenes for "The Ten
Commandments" were shot,
Clarence H. Geldert, a member
of the cast, was surprised to
hear that he had been reported
seriously injured in the chariot
race in which a score of actors
were hurt.
Mr. Geldert, who portrays the
role of the High Priest in "The
Ten
is very
much Commandments,"
alive and uninjured
for
simple reasonin that
wasn't
athe participant
the hethrilling
race. Having only recently recovered from an injury received
during the filming of "Richard
The
Lion in
Hearted,"
fortunate
not beingGeldert
cast aswasa
charioteer.
Barbara Bedford, who played
a principal
in "The
ers," and in role
the past
two Spoilyears
has given some very charming
portrayals to the screen, has
been engaged by Universal to
play the "heavy" feminine role
of "The Acquittal."
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ELECTRICAL
IS BURNED
HOT

CHIEF
BY

CARBON

Lew Johnson, chief electrician
of the Norma Talmadge company, was severely burned on
the right hand by hot carbons
during the filming of the final
scenes of Miss Talmadge's
latest photoplay, "Purple Pride,"
at
wood.the United Studios, HollyThe scene was in a large
castle representing the days of
Charles IX of France. One of
the large spot-lights on the
highest run-way became loose
and toppled just as Director
Frank Lloyd gave the order to
shoot. Luckily, a single rope
held fast, but the eight-inch lens
cracked and broke, spilling hot
glass and burning carbons.
Johnson shouted for Miss Talmadge to move to safety. He
rushed in to seize her just in
time to ward off a large piece of
burning carbon, sustaining very
painful burns on the right hand.
"Purple Pride" is being made
by Producer Joseph M. Schenck
for release through Associated
First National, Inc.
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TYRONE POWER ARRIVES
BUDDY, FILM CANINE,
GETTING NEW HOME
GOLDWYN
"LOT"
Tyrone ONPower,
one of
the
We have all heard about the
sumptuous homes occupied by leading figures of the American
motion picture stars, but little stage, has arrived in Los Angeles from New York accomhas been said about the living
panied by his wife, who was
quarters of the canine stars, who
often figure so prominently in Bertha Knight, a former Los Angeles girl and graduate from the
pictures. Buddie, the intelligent
film canine, who has played im- old Los Angeles High School.
Power, who came West to inportant parts in many screen
successes, wishes to announce
terpret the part of Michael Ansthrough his master, Henry East, tell, in Tod Browning's production of "The studios,
Day of just
Faith"
that he is having a new minia- the Goldwyn
closedat
ture bungalow constructed on
a
successful
eastern
season
in
his new two-acre homesite in
Lights of Broadway."
Laurel Canyon. When complet- "The
Power comes from a family of
ed Buddie may give a house
actors, his father, Harold Power,
warming party to his many
friends, with bones being a fea- and his grandfather, Tyrone
ture of the menu. He has just Power I, are two of the outstanding figures of the American
finished an engagement at the
Fox studios where he played in and European stage. Besides
support of Dustin Farnum in being an actor. Power is an accomplished musician and
"The Man Who Won."
painter, his last portrait of his
having sold for a thousand
Upon returning from his vaca- wife
tion, John Rikkleman, secretary dollars.
and treasurer of the Fine Arts
"The Day of Faith" will be
studios, declares he was sur- Power's fifth picture as he apprised to read in the press
peared in "Where Are My Chilstories stating that his plant had
dren?" "The Black Panther's
"Fury."
been sold. "The Fine Arts stu- Cub," "Dream Street," and
dios has not been sold," says Mr.
Rikkleman, "it still remains in
the hands of myself and Nat
Pete Morrison has just finished "Under the Border," a
Deverich, president. Any remining story, at Universal City.
ports to the contrary are errone- It
was adapted by George Pyper
from a magazine story by Clarence A. Locan, former San
Dorothy Seay has been cast
Francisco newspaperman and
to do a gypsy part in Pola
now
of
the Universal publicity
ous." "The Spanish Dancer"
Negri's
department.
It appeared in
being produced
Herbert
Brennon. at Lasky's by story form two years ago.

Apfel Formerly a Banker
If Oscar Apfel ever is handed
a script with a banker for the
lead he will not have to hire a
leading man, for he can handle
the role himself. The Metro director, who is making Viola
Dana's
"The
Girl Who
Dared,"
started his business
career
as a
teller in Cleveland. Ohio. The
Possibly About You —
drabness of banking palled upon
Ralph Lewis has returned
E. Lloyd Sheldon, production
him, then he became an actor, editor at the Paramount Long
from Chicago, where he went to
later a stage director, and then
Island Studio, has returned to spend a few days with his father
a screen megaphone wielder. New York after a short stay in who was critically ill. His father,
Among his best known pictures New London, Conn., where
Capt. E. R. Lewis, died within
a few hours of the arrival of his
Thomas Meighan and a company
are "The Squaw Man," "Brewster's Millions," "The Man on of players are making scenes for son. Lewis remained in Chicago
the Box' and "Ten Nights is a "Homeward Bound" under the and arranged the funeral ceredirection of Ralph Ince.
mony, which service was conBarroom.'
ducted by the Masonic order of
"Wes" Writes Song
which Capt. Lewis was a charAlfred E. Green and Thomas
Wesley Barry, besides burstter member. Work on Lewis'
ing into adolescent youth, has Geraghty
are atwith
George
home conferring
him onAde's
the next F. B. C. production "The
also burst into the ranks of song .; next
Mailman," under the direction
production in which Thomas
composers with a popular song
of Emory Johnson, was delayed
Meighan
is
to
be
starred,
"All
during
his absence in Chicago.
entitled "If I Knew You Really
Mus, Marry." These four men
Loved
Me,"
which
will
soon
be
published. His admirers are were responsible for "Back
Derelys Perdue is now resting
wondering if the song is the re- Home and Broke," one of Meighan's biggest Paramount suc- upon the completion of her latBU11 of sheer inspiration, or cesses.
est Robertson-Cole production,
whether experience is to blame.
"Blow Your Own Horn." A
He is now busy on his latest
Ann Little, daring star of visit to Los Angeles' Seventh
Warner Brothers picture, "The
Street shopping district is Miss
"The Eagle's Talons" at UniverPrinter's
Devil,"
written
for
him
Perdue's daily venture, as the
sal City, had a narrow escape
by Julien Josephson.
during a cliff scene in one of wardrobe in her next vehicle is
to
be resplendent.
Fred Fanell returned this the episodes this week. While
waiting for a scene her foot
week from I.aguna Beach, where
slipped and she dropped part
Earl Metcalfe, who played a
Henry Otto was filming "Temple
way down the cliff. A jutting prominent part in Walter Heirs
of Venus" and has been engaged
shrub
saved
her.
Too
bad
the
by James Flood to work in his
"Fair Week" at Lasky's, has
camera missed it!
next Fox Production.
been engaged to do the heavy in
a Fox Special under the direcFlorence Campbell has been
Ray Gray has completed his
tion of Scotty Dunlap, with Horace Hough as assistant. Other
signed by Grand Studios to work
role
in
"Lights
Out,"
the
R-C
members
of the cast who are in
production, and was immediately
in the Monty Banks Productions.
Miss Campbell has just com- signed to play the role of direc- support of Buck Jones featured
Fred Eric, Peggy Shaw, Jacpleted a contract with Fox,
tor in H. C. Kitwer's 'Fighting are
quelin Gadson, Fred Kelsey,
where she has been engaged in Blood"
series. The role which
Claude Payton, Laura Anson and
Gray portrayed is one which re- Will
the "Temple
of Venus'
Chapman.
quires subtle handling, a villain.
duced by Director
Henrybeing
Otto.pro-
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ALL BUT THREE
IN "GREED" CAST
COMPLETE WORK
With the completion of this
week's work on "Greed," Erich
von Stroheim's picturization of
Frank
Norris'
"McTeague,"
all
but three
members
of the cast
will have finished their parts in
theGibson
picture.Gowland, playing the
role of McTeague, ZaSu Pitts,
and Jean Hersholt will stay with
the company, now in San Francisco, for the remaining scenes.
Sylvia Ashton, Chester Conklin,
Dale Fuller, Fanny Midgley,
Hughie Mack and Joan Standing
will return to Los Angeles.
Von Stroheim and the three
remaining players will go to
Death Valley for final scenes for
"Greed," after work is finished
in San Francisco.
Von Stroheim is expected to
finish the picture in the early
part of July.
GOLDEN CHANCES
The latest production from the
Hal Roach studios, "What
Should A Girl Do," directed by
Roy Clemens and starring Edna
Murphy,
of ancast,
exceptionally fine boasts
supporting
among
which is Lois Golden. Miss
Golden recently scored a decided hit at the Majestic
Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif., in
"East Is West," presented by the
Wilkes Stock Company.
At the age of five she made
her debut on the stage in "Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,"
playing the part of little "Tom-

my." She also has the distinguished honor of having been
selected in a beauty contest for
resembling Mary Pickford the
closest of any of the other contestants. As winner of this contest she was engaged to ride on
a float in a parade in connection
with the showing of Mary Pickford's photoplay "Tess of the
Storm Country" in her city.
Miss Golden was born In Seattle, Wash., and is now approaching her 17th golden summer. She
can already boast of a professional career that makes the veterans of the footlights envious,
and it is predicted by her many
friends that she has a very
bright future ahead of her in the
photoplay world.
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"YOUTH

TRIUMPHANT"
SHORTLY
"Youth Triumphant," the initial Fisher Production, is now
entirely finished with the work
of titling and editing the film
just concluded under the direction of Lillian Ducey, who also
adapted the story from George
Gibbs' book and staged the
scenario.
The production will have an
early Los Angeles release. Negotiations with various big distributing organizations who
have made offers to the Fisher
company
rights way
on
the
picture,forareworld's
now under
and a definite announcement as
to the distribution of "Youth
Triumphant" will
andbe future
productions
made Fisher
within
the next ten days.
Meantime, plans are already
under way for the Los Angeles
premiere
"Youth
Triumphant"
at one ofof the
leading
theatres
here. Virginia Lee Corbin and
other members of the cast will
participate in person in the local
presentation of the photoplay,
and arrangements for stage, prologue and musical settings for
this occasion will soon be completed.
Victor B. Fisher, supervising
director, leaves for New York
shortly with the master print of
the production to sign contracts
for the American and foreign
distributing rights. He will returne to Los Angeles immediately with several new stories
for early picturization and to
take care of the enlarged producing plans of the company
which call for double the output
originally outlined.
The work of Virginia Lee Corbin in this production and which
marks her return to the screen
after two years of theatrical engagements, issaid to prove one
the outstanding artistic
achievements on the screen the
current season. Anna Q. Nilsson's
Missis
Corbin portrayal
grown up, asit islittle
stated,
second only to the results registered by the girl actress.
Vidor Preparing "Wild Oranges"
King Vidor, the youthful Goldwyn director, who is personally
adapting the Joseph Hergesheimer novel, "Wild Oranges,"
to the screen, will start camera
work on the production in about
three weeks. He will retain the
same technical staff that assisted him making "Three Wise
Fools," his first Goldwyn picture.
Fanchon Royer, a former editor of Camera!, succeeds Robert
Sherwood at the critic's desk on
The Story World and Photodramatist, magazine.
Hollywood's foremost
scenarist

POPULAR ACTOR OWNS NIECE OF PRESIDENT'S DOG
To President Harding goes a
Truman Van Dyke, who is just
finishing the portrayal of the im- great deal of credit for making
portant role of Leandre under
the Airedale about the most popular dog in all dogdom and it has
Rex Ingram's direction in 'Scarabeen noticeable in filmland that
mouche," is the proud possessor
motion picture celebrities have
of what he calls "a canine of ex- vied
with each other to increase
traordinary distinction." And
this is why — this dog he has just the population of their kennels
always a la Airedale. Thus far
acquired is a niece of Laddie
the score stands in Mr. Van
Boy,
President
Harding's
widely
famed pet and therefore the first Dyke's favor since he has been
fortunate enough to corner one
dog of the land. Truman has
christened his pup Dixie as a mat- so distinguished in pedigree.
ter of recognizing his own loy- Thus early he has been offered
twice the amount he paid for
alty to the south whence he hails
and already Dixie is about the Dixie, but he is steadfastly refusing all offers on the theory
most talked-of and most admired
animal in all Hollywood. With
that "a dog like this is a dog of
a pedigree the proverbial mile
long, Dixie stands somewhat in a life-time."
Prior to concentrating his brila class itself so far as Southern
liant talents on feature photoplays, Mr. Van Dyke was one of
California is concerned and although it betrays no signs of ob- the foremost serial stars, he having won especial popularity as
noxious ego, there is no mistaking the fact that it is not lacking
the
hero
of Seelig's "The Jungle
in family pride.
Goddess."

Truman Van Dyke
Shows N. Y. "Broadway"
Irving Cummings is in New
York proudly displaying the
negative of "Broken Hearts of
Broadv.ay," his latest heartthrob drama of metropolitan
life, in his suitcase. Since the
completion of the picture which
stars Colleen Moore and Johnnie
Walker, with a stellar supporting cast including Alice Lake,
Tully Marshall, Kate Price,
Arthur Stewart Hull, Freeman
Wood and Anthony Merlo,
Cummings has had several offers from well-known distributors who saw it in preview.
Cummings, however, gave his
word not to dispose of "Broken
Hearts of Broadway" on the
coast before showing it to certain eastern film magnates and
he stuck to his promise by taking the film East.
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Patsy Miller Returns
After many months absence,
and the winning of high honors
afield, Patsy Ruth Miller will
return to her studio home, according to announcement from
the Goldwyn Studios that she
will play the ingenue lead in
Victor Seastrom's great producof "The
Master
from tionthe
novel
by of
Sir Men,"
Hall
Caine.
Hampton Is Returning
Jesse D. Hampton, the film
producer, is returning to Los
Angeles immediately and has
given up his plans for a European trip this summer, according
to
Karl Anderson,
representative
here. Hampton's
Anderson,
who assisted Hampton on his
production of "The Spoilers" is
now u ith Tod Browning on "The
Day of Faith."

BARKER'S LATEST
FILM FINISHED
WITH

LEAP

What is considered one of the
most promising of the many big
dramatic spectacles now under
way for release during midsummer was completed last
week when Reginald Barker
staged a final thrill for his next
Mayer-Metro special, "The Master of Woman," by having Pat
O'Malley make a 125-foot jump
from a precipice into a swirling
river rapids to save Renee
Adoree and Earle Williams from
destruction in a water fall further on down the stream.
Ordinarily, such a daring leap
would have been an unusual
event
in Pat's
life, but
after the
the
hazards
incurred
during
months spent in the snowbound
interior of Alberta, Canada, the
shooting of the dangerous Seymour Canyon Rapids near North
Vancouver, the adventurous
thrills experienced in the Bis
Bear country and the several
savage fights in which he participated on the studio sets, this
last risk just represented another day's work to him. By
photographing the jump from
above Pat, the cameraman,
Percy
weird
effect Hilburn,
that willsecured
bring a people
right terouthow ofmuch
their they
seats paid
no matfor
them.
"The Master of Woman" is
Barker's second independent
unit production for Louis B.
Mayer, ports,and,
all his
reit willaccording
stand outto as
greatest achievement. A fiend
for realism, as was proven by
his startling forest fire in
"Hearts Aflame," he has expended every effort toward making
his new picture ring true to the
last foot of film.
In addition to the players
named above, the list of celebrities in the cast includes:
Wallace Beery, Barbara La
Marr, Josef Swickard, George
Kuwa, Anders Randolf, Robert
Anderson and Ed. J. Brady.
Based on G. B. Lancaster's
novel, "The Law-Bringers," the
theme,westwhile
NorthMounted presenting
Policemen among
its principal characters, is not
a story of the heroics of this famous red-coated soldiery. Fiery
romance, deeply-sown love and
tense drama predominate in the
picture with good comedy,
thrills, wonderful scenery and
beautiful effects to maintain
balance and even tempo. J. G.
Hawks made the adaptation and
Monte M. Katterjohn prepared
the scenario.
Phillip La Vie is undergoing
an operation at his home in Hollywood Canyon. His return to
the screen will be immediate
following the completion of the
operation.
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Caroll Graham, of Joe Jackson's publicity who
staff at
Goldwyn Studios,
is the
handling
the publicity on the "In the Palace of the
staged
a successfulKing,"
luncheon last
Thursday
— local newspaper and magazine
scribes being the guests.
"Lap lunch" was served on the
balcony of the Palace, some two
hundred feet above terra-firma,
giving the guests an excellent
view of one of the largest and
most complete sets ever constructed.
It was designed by Cedric
Gibbons, art director of the Goldwyn studios, the castle being
more than 200 feet in height and
is in three wings, surrounding a
courtyard, each wing several
hundred feet in length. The construction manager stated that
the labor and material involved
in the general construction
would build from fifty to sixty
five-room bungalows.
The ageing of walls to depict
a construction some century old,
including every minute detail of
vines
birds'
nests
tucked and
awayshrubs,
in almost
invisible
places, is faithfully carried out.
The palace set built at the
Goldwyn studio is a reproduction of the palace of King Philip
in Madrid, and practically the
entire action takes place within
the palace.
Emmett Flynn, recently put
under contract by Goldwyn's,
and who directed "A Connecticut
Yankee" and "Monte Cristo," is
making the picture.
DANCING WINS GIRL
PLACE IN CINEMA SUN
At rare times there appears
on the cinema horizon a few
people whose work is of such
magnetic quality and distinction
that they almost instantaenously
skyrocket to stardom of the
highest order and judging from
recent comments among prominent film producers, Susanna
Thomas is one whose inclusion
in this select group is definitely
established by her work as a
feature dancer in "Manslaughter," "Havoc," "Tut-ankhamen"
and
tions.other notable screen producMiss Thomas, who is 17 years
of age and 5 feet 7 inches in
height, is prominent in Los Angeles society. She is a niece of
the late George Wilshire, who
was one of the first among the
elite of this city and the founder
of the renowned residential section to the south of Hollywood
that bears his name. In addition
to her film work, Miss Thomas
has appeared in terpsichorean
and dramatic roles at the Philharmonic Auditorium, the Ambassador, Alexandria and Beverly Hills Hotels, and other favored gathering places.
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CAST OF "IN THE PALACE OF THE KING"
Dolores Mendoza
Blanche Sweet
Don John
Edmund Lowe
General
Mendoza
'
Hobart
Inez Mendoza
PaulineBosworth
Starke
King Philip II
Sam de Grasse
Perez, his secretary
William V. Mong
Princess Eboli
Aileen Pringle
The court jester
Lucien Littlefield
Gomez
Charles Clary
Cortez
Harvey Clarke
Approximately 1,000 actors in addition to the principals were
used in the scenes on the palace set. Don John was shown leading
his army against the Moors in a conquest of Granada, and later, the
victorious return of the army.
"TEA -WITH A KICK" GETS ACROSS WITH A KICK
has ever been assembled for a
"Tea — With a Kick," a sparkpicture of its kind appear in
ling comedy drama, in which
"Tea — With a Kick." Among
more than twenty-seven well
them are Creighton Hale, who
known artists appear, contained
plays the lead, Doris May, Gale
such a "kick" that Sid Grauman,
now in New York on a business
Henry. Hank Mann, Victor PoLouise Fazenda, Billy Fratrip, personally booked the pic- tel,
ture for presentation at his ney, Stuart Holmes, Rosemary
Third street theatre. Edward
Theby, Snitz Edwards, Sidney
and Victor Hugo Halperin, pro- D'Albrook, Hazel Keener, Juof "TeaYork
— With
a Kick,"
lanne
IreneEdward
D'Anwere inducersNew
at the
time,
nalle, Johnston,
Ralph Lewis,
negotiating for the release of JoJbson, Chester Conklin, Harry
the picture and were showing it Todd, Earl Montgomery, Zasu
Pitts, Dot Farley, Fale Fuller,
before a gathering
of Grauman
film dis- Spike
Rankins and others, truly
tribution officials.
a
cast of unusual strength.
happened to be present. After
The
picture was directed by
the picture had been exhibited
Grauman wired to Los Angeles
Erie Kenton, one of the screen's
foremost directors of satire picto his office to make preparatures, who is remembered for
tions to show the picture at his
Million Dollar theatre for one his pictures, "Down On the
week beginning June 18th.
Farm," "A Small Town Idol,"
This booking is looked upon
"Love, Honor and Behave," and
others.
with keen interest by the indeWhile the title of the picture
who hereto-to
fore havependent
foundproducers
it impossible
would suggest that it deals with
obtain a booking for their pic- prohibition it does not take
tures in the Grauman theatres
sides with either the "wets" or
because it is generally known
the "drys." A feature of the
that these theatres are con- production is a huge ballet in
which
more than 100 dancers
trolled by Famous-Players-Lasky
Corporation and therefore sel- take part. Irene D'Annelle, who
is known in Europe as well as
dom exhibit anything but Paramount features.
America for her terpsichorean
The booking is considered not novelties, and who was featured
only a great achievement for in the Chauve-Souris on the
the Halperins but for the inde- Century Roof in New York for
manylet scenes.
months, directed the balpendent producers in general.
Simultaneously with its openThe Halperins are expected to
ing at Grauman's here, "Tea —
shortly for the reWith a Kick" opens at the Rial- close aleasedeal
of the picture and will
to, New York, thus booked in then return
to Los Angeles to
two of the largest theatres in
resume
the country.
infi field.work in the film producOne of the largest casts that
LOS ANGELES GETS
DURO ESTABLISHMENT
The return from the east this
week of Paul Engstrom, president of the Duro System of Auto
Refinishing, brings important
news to the motoring public of
Southern California and Los Angeles in particular. According
to Mr. Engstrom, negotiations
have been closed whereby the
manufacturers of the RollsRoyce, Cunningham, Franklin
and
other automobiles
of the country's
most many
expensive
are
now turning their cars out with
this new system of finishing.
The most important part of
Mr. Engstrom's announcement is
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that it is now possible to apply
this system of finishing to cars
in Los Angeles, at a price no
greater than a first-class paint
Motor car manufacturers are
most enthusiastic over the sucjob. cess that Duro has made in the
east, during the rigid tests to
which it was subjected. Mr.
Engstrom declares the finish
applied by the Duro System will
not check, scratch or fade, which
fact is almost unbelieveable to
men who have had any experience with automobile painting.
It is considered one of the most
important advancements in the
automobile world and those familiar with its accomplishments
do not hesitate to predict a most
successful future for it.

AND

FROM
GROW

!

ACORNS
BIG

TREES
Further indication of the general prosperity which the motion picture industry is now enjoying is reflected
the announcement issued byin Edah
B.
Arthur, proprietress and general
manager of the Screen Stars
Wardrobe Exchange, that the establishment is moving to new
and more spacious quarters at
1060 North Western Avenue,
near Santa Monica Boulevard.
In conjunction
with has
a fewbuilt
associates Mrs. Arthur
up ain the
biglast
wardrobe
business
six months
andwiththe
announcement of the removal to
larger quarters augurs well for
these enterprising and energetic
younging a specialty
women. ofThey
maksellingaregowns,
suits, furs, hats, shoes and other
feminine wearing apparel which
is placed on consignment with
them by some of the most promof Hollywood's
ladies, inent
and
the values cinema
which
they are offering are really attractive, selling beautiful apparel for almost half-price, and
at rare
times80 cutting
ures nearly
per cent.down figThe tremendous turn - over
which they enjoy enables them
to do this at a profit. Greater
significance is attached to this
announcement than would be ordinarily when one stop to consider that Mrs. Arthur began
her business on practically nothing except several gowns which
had been placed with her by a
prominent actress who was interested in her proposition and
expressed a desire to help her.
Needless to say this same star
still does business with her, and
is taking an active interest in ,
the tle
progress
thriving has
litconcern. of
Hertheconfidence
been well rewarded.
Fate Is With Her
Dorothy Chase, erstwhile publicity writer for Marjorie Warfield, Mickey McBan, and others,
whose work in ingenue and character parts and bits has been
creating considerable attention
of late, thoroughly believes in
the truth of that well-known
adage concerning "a tide in the
affairs of men." An interesting
combination of circumstances,
ranging all the way from a
chance bit given her with tht
Katherine MacDonald Company
two years ago, to a trip East
and the temporary retirement of
her sister, Marjorie Warfield,
from screen work, led up to her
present occupation and rising
success. Miss Chase has played
with the Monty Banks Company,
Century, Universal, Richard
Thomas, Warner Brothers and
others, and has just finished a
bit in Rex Ingram's "Scaramouche."

CAMERA!
TEARLE
BIG
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CONNIE
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FILM

Conway Tearle, one of the
highest priced leading men in
the films, has again affixed his
signature to a Joseph M.
Schenck contract. He will be
featured in the big cast supporting Constance Talmadge in "A
Dangerous
Maid," a England
comedydrama of revolutionary
of the 17th century, which Victor Heerman will direct. Production will start June 18th.
The consideration involved is
said to exceed anything Tearle
has ever received before. -In
securing him for Constance's
first big historic serio-comedy,
Producer Joseph M. Schenck
had to outbid several other producers who were angling for his
services.
Through his superlative portrayals in Norma Talmadge costume plays Tearle has won himself a place unrivalled among
players of roles of this type.
His work in "Purple Pride," the
Norma Talmadge spectale of
old France, which is now being
completed
Frank toLloyd's
direction, isunder
conceded
mark
the highest point in his distinguished career.
' Tearle established himself
firmly at the head of that small
company of film artists capable
of playing aristocratic roles by
his deft handling of his leading
part in Norma
"The Eternal
which
TalmadgeFlame,"
starred.in
It is said that casting indexes
contain only 300 out of Holly30,000 performers
capable ofwood'scarrying
aristocratic
roles, and of these Tearle is the
arch-exponent.
IRENE RICH RETURNS
READY FOR NEW FILM
Ruddy of cheek and bright of
eye, Irene Rich, accompanied by
her mother, who is more like a
big sister than a parent, returned from a short vacation
trip to San Francisco where she
attended the opening of "Brass,"
in which she plays one of the
main roles.
"I had to go through another
ordeal," gethersays
is too Irene,
modestwhoforaltoso
popular a star, "you see, the
whole object of having me in
San Francisco at the opening
was for a personal appearance.
I just hate 'em, and from now on
I'm
going stage
to stickfortomemy unless
trade — I
no more
go on with lines and everything.
WeShehad starts
a dandyhertime,
firsthowever."
Warner
starring story in the near
future. It is "Lucretia Lombard," by Kathleen Norris.
Katharine Lewis has been engaged by Victor Seastrom to
play one of the leading roles in
"Mastersductionoffor Goldwyn.
Men," his first pro-

McREA TO RETURN
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EXPLORATION

OF ORIENTAL COUNTRIES
was expended, not including the
Henry McRae, American Camretakes made necessary by the
era Explorer, who left Hollywood for the Orient several
spoiling of much footage by the
months ago, will sail with the oppressive tropical heat.
members of his expedition for
The idea directing the selection of the film material by the
this country within a few weeks,
according to advices which
McRae party was not panoramic
reached his representatives here
but human. As the leader himthis week.
self said:
"Because
a range
mounIn the course of his quest of
tains or a lake
lie in aof country
the unusual in scenes of the Far no white
man has .ever seen
East, Mr. McRae reports a suc- does not make them distinctive.
cess even beyond the hopes he They look about the same as
entertained at the start.
other mountains or lake;
His pictures for the most part any
and the subtitle descriptive of
have been taken in the remotest
their
remoteness will add little
districts of Oriental countries,
interest.
where natives at times not only
"But the people in such places
have never heard of a railroad
different. Their cusor an automobile, but refuse, to will betoms, their
habits of life, their
believe of their existence.
forms of worship, their creeds of
Their very ignorance was in marriage, their dances in demmany cases, writes the cinemaonstration of joy or grief — these
vary enormously.
tographic explorer, an advan
tage to his party and its aims
"And what I have seen and
for, never having seen or heard
caught with the camera is but a
of a camera, much less a motion
fragment,
for allfragment.
that it a hitherto unknown
The
picture camera, there was met
in many instances none of the Orient has not really been
superstitious fear of being pho- touched as yet. To have seen
what we have seen is the only
tographed.
way to realize how much still
The itinerary of the McRae
there is to picture. It would
expedition included Japan,
China, Siam, and some parts of take twenty years to cover thorsouthern India; and in the
oughly the material we have
gathering of the pictorial data, come upon, from which we have
more than 100,000 feet of film taken only the highlights.'
WOMAN

BOOKING AGENT
OF N. Y. VISITS HERE

MURIEL DANA'S SCREEN
WORK WINS FAVOR

Ada Humbert, one of New
York's best known theatrical
booking agents and one of the
pioneer casting directors in the
film field, is a visitor in the city
this week.
Scores of former legitimate
actors now employed in the
films in Los Angeles will remember Ada Humbert as one of
the most reliable and kindly
agents on Broadway and many
owe their initial engagements on
both the speaking stage and in
the movies to this popular
woman.
While in the city, Miss Humbert is being entertained by Eulalie Jensen, well-known character leading woman, and
James Woods Morrison, one of
screenland's most handsome
juvenile leads, both of whom
date their friendship with the
booking agent from the days of
their respective debuts in the
dramatic realm.

Some child stars always seem
very proud of the fact that he
or she has appeared in so many
productions, one starlet even
going so far as to say she has
appeared in sixty pictures, but
Muriel Frances Dana is very
proud of the fact that she has
appeared in only eight pictures
in her entire life. Upon arriving in Los Angeles some time
ago, Baby Muriel was seen by
Thomas H. Ince and engaged
for an important role in "Hail
the Woman!" Then followed
roles in "Mother O' "Mine," "A
Fool There Was,' "White
Hands," with'Hobart Bosworth,
"The Forgotten Law," "Can A
Woman Love Twice?' "Desire"
and "The Sunshine Trail." The
two latter productions are as yet
unreleased. To have acquired
the popularity of this tiny star
proves her work in these productions has been of the highest
calibre.

Gets Goat For "Sub"
Now that Harry Myers is cast
as a newspaper publisher, in
"The Printer's Devil," Wesley
Barry's latest Warner Brothers
production, he is tasting the
woes and daily events that make
a publisher's life a vale of tears.
Harry's first bit is to receive a
goat in payment for five years'
subscription to his newly purchased paper. He is wondering
if someone is going to give him
an elephant for life subscription.

Falls Into Harbor
Sandy Roth, the assistant director of "Little Johnny Jones,"
the Warner Brothers production
of the George M. Cohan stage
success starring Johnny Hines,
has no faith in the proverb that
"pride tailedcomes
fall." spot
Deto find before
a deep awater
on the San Pedro harbor, he was
doing his best reconnoitering
when he looked too far over the
bank and slipped, tasting some
rather muddy water.
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SETS

WRECKED

DESERT

BY

SAND

STORM
Making desert
production is not
Further evidence
was carried home

scenes for a
an easy task.
of this fact
in the case of

Principal Pictures Corporation's
company filming of Harold Bell
Wright's "When A Man's A
Man" in the desert region of
Arizona this week.
The company which includes
many well-known artists, left
Prescott, quarters
Arizona,
their headwhile on location,
and
drove twenty miles into the desert. Here tents were pitched
andDuring
sets erected
for "shooting."
the evening
of the second day, a strong wind arose
which seemed to grow stronger
as night fell. Several natives of
Arizona warned the film players
to return to Prescott for the
night, but early morning filming
was on their schedule and director Edward F. Cline, after a
quick consultation with the
members of -the company, de
cided to remain where they
were.
A few hours later a huge sand
mountain was seen forming in
the distance and as it moved toward the movie camp, it enlarged itself into mountain size.
A property man gave warning
and the company was awakened.
Quick exit was the only thing
that saved them from the onrushing sand-storm
which
demolished their sets and
ripped
the canvass from their tents as a
clown dog would do with a paper
hoop in a circus ring.
The residents of Arizona state
these sand mountains form very
quickly and move rapidly with
the wind, tearing away the brush
and all obstacles in their path.
They subside almost as quickly
as they form.
Among those who were endangered in the sand storm were
Marguerite de la Motte, John
Bowers, Robert Frazer, June
Marlowe, and a host of others
equally popular in filmdom. The
company returned at once to
Prescott, and hereafter will
travel to "location" every morning, returning to safety in town
at the conclusion of each day's
work.
Louise's Birthday
■ Louise Fazenda is on the June
birthday
It'ssame
the
seventeenthcalendar.
and on the
day, but
when, comedy
according to not
theyear,
learned
queen, the Battle of Bunker Hill
was fought. In t he role of
"Mabel," chief of "The Gold
Diggers," Louise showed the battling spirit, scoring twice with
the office boy, in recent shots.
It might not look well in print
to say the office boy seemed to
be knocked down. But maybe
the shades of '76 were jogging
the Fazenda elbow!
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HIS

IN PLANE

THRILLER
George Larkin, star of Charles
R. Seeling Productions, and
I Joris Dare, his leading woman,
miraculously escaped serious
and perhaps fatal injury a fewdays ago during the filming of
scenes for the company's latest
picture, "The Tango Cavalier,"
in which an aeroplane was playing an important part. The experience of the players was related today following their refrom cuts
and bruises receivedcoveryin the
accident.
Hanging head downward from
the plane, Larkin was preparing
lo pull Miss Dare out of a speeding automobile. The day was
very windy and one quite unfavorable for flying, especially for
stunt flying. As Pilot Goebel
dipped his plane toward the
speeding auto it suddenly rocked
then dropped' Grabbing Miss
Dare by the hands, Larkin was
thrown violently against the car
which sped on as the plane
swerved to one side and sped
along only a few feet from the
ground. Although a bad cut on
his head was bleeding profusely,
Larkin, with sheer grit, hung to
the plane and to Miss Dare
while both were dragged along
the ground for many feet.
When the plane started to rise
Larkin worked himself and Miss
Dare onto one of the wings and
it then dropped to the ground
and came to a stop. During the
excitement Vernon Walker,
cameraman, had to jump for his
life when the plane swerved to
the side unexpectedly. His camera narrowly escaped being destroyed by the plane. Charles
R. Seeling, who was directing
the scene, suffered cuts and
bruises when he attempted to
rescue the pair from their perilous position. He was knocked
over by the plane and received
injuries to his face, legs and
other parts of his body.
The players, together with Director Seeling, were rushed to a
physician where they were given
first aid treatment and then
taken to their homes.
The scene in which the accident occurred was later exhibited in the studio projection room
and according to those who have
viewed it. it is one of the most
unusual and thrilling scenes of
its kind that has ever been recorded by a motion picture camera and adds the greatest interest and value to the production.
Malcolm St. Clair, who recently completed his contract with
Robertson-Cole, for whom he directed H. C. Witwers "Fighting
Blood" series, has returned from
his vacation which was spent
at Laguna Beach. The drug
stores will do big business in
the cold cream departments it
is predicted.

IF MICKEY BECOMES A GENERAL, THIS IS WHY
Talk about fighting blood! If
little Mickey McBan applies the
same spirit and enthusiasm to
his film work as his forefathers
did to the business of battling,
he's going to be one of the
brightest constellations in the
cinema sky. This four-year old
actor, who is now enacting one
of the major roles in "The Temof Venus"
being
made ple at
the Foxwhich
Studiosis under
the direction of Henry Otto, has
often beert referred to as filmland's diminutive Khoderick
Dhu, but it is not until one has
glanced over his long and distinguished list of ancestors that
the true appropriateness of the
title is revealed.
He is a direct descendant of
Donald Ban, one of the first of
the Scottish chiefs, and a favorite character in Highland lore.
In the early part of the tenth
century a merger between the
Ban and McAlpin clans was effected only to be later nullified
by intermarriages and a series
of family feuds. The result was
two new clans, the MacBeans
and the
people
are MacBains.
all of the firstMickey's
named
group, and it was this tribe that
produced Gillis MacBean, the
hero of the Battle of Collodon.
As time went on the name MacBean gradually changed to McBan, and the members of Clan
McBan became renowned for
their prowess as warriors.
Frederick McBan, who was
Mickey's great-grandfather, was
a major of the Second Dragoon
Guards of the Scots Greys, which
has been rated as the best of
Highland fighting units. He
was slain at the Battle of Incaman in Russia, and his son,
Wesley McBan, who was a captain of the Seaforth Highlanders, was killed in South Africa
duringord was
the further
Boer War.
The recimmortalized
by
father,service
Fred McBan,
whoMickey's
saw active
at the
front in France during the
World War. He was a member
of the regiment that included
Sir Harry Lauder's son. Lauder's son was killed in action,
but McBan came through unharmed and is now technical
director of the Trimble-Murfin
Productions producing the
Strongheart series. He was
born in Edinburgh and was educated at the schools there, at
Finsbury College, London, and
is a graduate of Columbia University in New York City.
All of these fighters are from
his father's side, but his maternal ancestors are equally distinmother's of
mother
was one of guished.
the His Camerons
Australia, and her husband was
aide-de-campe to the Governor
of South Australia. Though the
McBans and the McAlpins were
the first of the Highland clans,
and among the strongest, there
are only six remaining members
in the world today, according to
the most authentic information.
The McAlpin Hotel in New York
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was founded by members of this
group, and is today in the hands
of distant relatives of the little
screen starlet.
With this warrior blood in his
veins Mickey should be able to
put up a good fight for celluloid
stardom. Perhaps some day he
will bring to the shadow stage
a drama of those stirring days
of Robert Bruce, of the time
when the Highland clans held

Mickey McBan
their own and protected their
country against invasion by the
soldiers of the British kings; a
picture replete with the beauty
of the lochs and glens of that
distant country, that will bring
a new and more compelling
theme to the silversheet. Let
the role of Rhoderick Dhu and
those other romantic heroes be
portrayed by one who is from
their clans. It may be some
time hence, but it will be worthy
of patience on the part of art
lovers.
Ben Hewlett has just finished
a six weeks engagement with
the Robertson-Cole Studios,
playing the "Heavy" in their
special, "Lights Out."
It is rumored about Hollywood
that Tiny Sandford, who is playing the heavy in Sherwood MacDo.nald's Circus picture featuring
Gloria Joy, is looking for a letter
of introduction to his family.
Tiny has been going at top
speed the past few months and
wishes he had been born twins
insteadcarry
of "one
big work
one" and
so he
could
on his
at
the same time keep on speaking
terms with the family.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles King of
1524 Hudson Avenue, announce
the arrival of a nine-pound boy.
Mother and son are doing nicely.

HOLLYWOOD
LEADER

SOCIAL

ENTERS

PICTURES
After a prolonged absence
from the screen, Miss Goldie
Fessendo, one of Hollywood's
charming society maids will
again take up the more serious
duties of characterizing the
blonde vamp in the silent drama.
Miss Fessendo is a typical affirmative reply to the much discussed topic as to which is the
more "deadlier" — the blonde or
the brunette type of vamp, and
is one tiful
of screenland's
most beaublondes, her versatility,
however, lending itself to a wide
range of roles, from comedy to
heavy dramatics.
In her recent appearance on
the screen she portrayed the
vamp role in Leslie T. Peacock's
production, "The Midnight Flower," in which she scored a decided success, her efforts being
pronounced by the critics as a
superior piece of art. Previous
to that role she was cast with
Wm. Farnum in "The Tale of
Two Cities,' and with George'
Walsh in "Black and White."
Miss Fessendo is a professional classical dancer of more than
usual ability, having appeared
on the Pantages circuit in that
capacity and has also been
booked with her dancing partner
as "The Castles of the Coast.'
Her stage and dancing career
began at the age of four at
which time she took the leading
dancing part in the production
of "Ben Hur." Miss Fessendo
says that
she attributesexpression
her success in dramatics,
and dancing to thorough study
and concentration, having been
a pupil at the Boston School of
Expression, the Cummock School
of Expression and has studied
voice under Professor Miller at
the University of California.
Miss Fessendo has also endeared herself to the Los Angeles and Hollywood public for
having so often lent her talent
to charitable and other social
benefits, having depicted the role
of Galatia. of Pygmalion and
Galatia at one of the annual
benefits at the Auditorium given
by the Theatrical Mechanical
Association; appeared with Lillian Burkhardt in the Four Season Dance, the "Kirmess," a
benefit for the Los Angeles Orphans Home and took a prominent part in the Sunshine Society
and
Ball invalids.
to benefit the "Shut-ins"
It Was Lincoln's Move
Lincoln Plumer and family
lived in Los Angeles three years.
Last week, while motoring out
Hollywood way, the wife remarked, "I think Hollywood is
theLincoln's
garden spot
of the has
world."
address
been
changed
to
the
Hollymar
Apartments.
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Studios

For Week Starting Monday, June 18
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Director

Star

Cameraman

BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd.
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
J. Ince
The Washburns Linden
BRENTWOOD
BRONX

STUDIO.

STUDIO.

You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869

Ass't Director

Scenarist

Type

Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Cooke
Cooke

Diltz
Diltz

2-Reel Comedies
2-Reel Comedies

Stevens

N. Blair

"The Love Trap"

481 I Fountain Ave.

1 745-5 I Glendale Blvd.

Holly 3130
Schedule
Schedule
1st Week
598-146
Wilshire 4275

Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.

CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
AJ Herman
Buddy Messinger Wm. Hyer
Al Herman
"Present Arms"
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr. 1416 La Brea Ave.
RegentCharles
Film Chaplin
Company. Edna
(United
Artists release).
Purviance
Rollin Totheroh
Eddie Sutherland
Monta Bell
"Public Opinion"
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Jas. Clemens
Conklin
Comedy
Scott Sidney
Jimmy Adams Nagy
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr.
Harry Revere Productions.
Shell Craft Productions. Edwin Smith, Gen. Mgr.
Sherwood MacDonald Productions.
MacDonald
Gloria Joy
Beekway
Eddie Saunders
Staff
Independent Art Productions.
Sphinx Productions.
Underwood Productions.
Swickard Productions
Better Picture Association
West Coast Productions.
Crescent Productions.
Leslie T. Peacock Productions.

Progress

Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr.
"The Circus"

Holly 96
3rd Week
Holly 4070
28th Week
439-764
Holly 3100
4fh Week
Wilshire 2115
4 th Week

FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Holly 3000
Stock
Buckingham
Staff
Comedies
Schedule
Al
St.
John
Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
Benny Cohn
Stoloff
Comedies
Schedule
Arthur
Sim Summervllla Stock
Jay
Zane Grey
Comedies
Schedule
Dan Turner
Clark
Lambert Hillard Tom Mix
Eugene
Forde
"Lone Star Ranger" Schedule
1th Week
Erie Kenton
Lew Brice
Comedies
Lee
Joe August
Hollinghead
Henry Otto
Carr
Phylis Gilbert
Haver
Ed Feeny
"The
Temple
of
Venus"
4th
John
Jack Ford
Schneiderman
"Cameo Kirbv"
5th Week
Week
Dunlap
Chas Jones
Don Short
Max Gold
Harvey Gates
"Snow Drift"
6th Week
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 2632
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Neitz
F. W. Raymond
. Al J. Neitz
Bill Patten
Morey Hughes
5th Week
. — "Battlin'
Buckaroo"
Neitz
F. W. Raymond
Al J. Neitz
Bill Patten
Morey Hughes
4th Week
"Wild & Wooley"
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Wilshire 81
Metro Release.
Coffee
Xth Week
Cowan
"Havoc"
Harry Garson
Nilsson-Kerrigan Richardson
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
4th Week
Staff
A. P. Younger
Wm. Fairbanks
Roland Price
Harry Tenbrook
"What Women Want"
76171 1
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City.
Star
Ben
Reynolds
13th Week
Sowders
Mathis-VonStroheii "Greed"
All ■Star
Star
John Mescall
Charles Brabln
A.Eddie
L. Raboch
Ouida Bergere
•Six Days"
13th Week
Thomas Held
David Kesson
Lovett-Mathis
Neilan-Urson
'The
Rendevous"
7th Week
All
Kavanaugh
Star
AH Star
Errol Taggart
AllWm. Silden
Tod Browning
'The Day of Faith" 5th Week
John
Boyle
Whittaker
Geo. D. Baker
A.
C.
Eddington
Star
'The Magic-Skin"
5th
'Week
Victor Seastrom
All
Chas. Van Enger Chas. Lapworth
Paul Bern
'Master
of Man"
II h Week
June
Mathis
Lucia Andriot
All- Star
Emmett Flynn
'In the Palace of the King" 7th Week
Ray
Flynn
Cosmopolitan Productions.
George W. Hill AilAil-Star
'Daughter of Mother McGin" 12th Week
Leroy O'Connell
George Berthelon Frances Marion
Carlos Productions.
Oliver Marsh
"The T'nknown Purple"
Robt. Ross
Paul Schofleld
5th Week
Roland West All-Star
GRAND STUDIO.
1 438 Gower St. Ben Verse hleiser, General Manager.
Holly 162
2- Reel Comedy
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Bill Williams
Herman Raymaker Monte Banks
Leslie Goodman Staff
1st Week
"Hats"
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Ken.
MacLean
Chas. LeMont
, Fay
< !omedy
Hugh Fay
Sid Smith
1st Week
Joe Rock Productions, Inc.
Gil Pratt
Joe Rock
1st Week
Dave
Smith
ferry Ash

CAMERAI
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Director

"Pulse of the Studios'
Cameraman

Ass't Director

Scenarist

Type

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd. J. Jasper, Mgr.
Finis Fox Prod» *
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
Finis Fox
All-Star
Lois Zellner
"Bag and Baggage"
Wm. Dashiell
Richard Thomas Productions.
Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors rel ease). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
Lloyd Ingraham
Douglas JlacLean
Geo. Crone
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
William
S. Earle
Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Supreme P.Art
Productions.
("has. J. Hall
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood
Drive. Monte West, Studio Mgr.
Middlevton
Horner
All-Star Geo. Meehan
Middle
ton
Horner
"Midnight Limited"
Horner
All-Star Meehan
Horner
"Flame of the Sahara"
World Educational Films.
F. M. Abbey Kobinson
Kliason Baby Betty Wm. Field
"The Forty Niner"
Beachwood
Drive.
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442
Seeling
Big Boy Williams Vernon Walker
Western Speeial
Chas. DeLong J. Natterford
Seeling
George Larkin Vernoh Walker
•Chas. DeLong
Chas. Seeling
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Will iams. Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver The
CityTango Cavalier"
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Mrs. Wallace Reid Productions
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Murfln-McCloskey All-Star
King Gray
JoJe Thompson
Jane Murfln
"The Sign"
l^aurance Trimble Strongheart
C. B. Dreyer
Cyril Gardner
Donna Darrell
"Phantom I'aek"
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
W. S. VanDyke All—Star
Joe Walker
R. L. Selander
Thompson Buchana"Ix>ving Lies"
INTERSTATE PICTURES CORPORATION.
Jean Burt Calvert. Casting. Culver City. Cal.
J. B. Calvert Productions.
G. Bernard wilber Frank Cameron
A. Belmont Drama
.1. B. < 'alvert All-Star
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting.
1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Herb. Brenon
Pola Negri
Jas. Howe
Harold Schwartz
Mathis-Dix "Spanish Dancer"
All-Star
Wm. DeMille
Guy
All-Star
Geo. Hippard Clara Beranger
"Spring Magic"
Victor Fleming
Jas. Wilke
Howe
Al
Gllroy
Doris
Schroeder
"To the Last Man"
Featured
Jas. Cruze
Karl Brown
Vernon Keyes Tom Geraghty
"Ruggles of Red Gap"
Cecil B. DeMille
Featured
Bert Glennon
H.
Tate
J.
McPherson
"The Light
Ten Commandments"
All-Star
Geo. Melford
"The
That Failed"
Al. E. Green
Thos. Meighan
"All Must Marry"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
..Metro release).
John M. Stahl
All-Star
Ernest Palmer
Sid Algiers
"The Wanters"
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (Al Lichtman Release).
Art Printzlau
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star
Karl Struss
Joe Yohalem
"The Boomerang"
The Leightons
Tom Formal]
All-Star
Harry Perry
Sam Nelson
"The Virginian"
Casting.
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr
Oscar Apfel
Viola Dana
John Arnold
Nat Watt
Taylor
"The Social Code"
Harold Shaw
"Held to Answer"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Rex Ingram
All-Star
John Seitz
Curt Rehfeld
Willis Goldbeck "Scaramouche"
Hunt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release).
Edward Sloman Productions.
Edward Sloman
All-Star
Eeigh Smith
Winifred Dunn
"Eagle's Feather"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Victor Schertzinger Jackie Coogan
Frank Good McDermott
Mary Rob. Rinohart'Long Live the King"
NEVA GERBER PRODUCTIONS.
6735 Holly Blvd.
"Saute Fe Trail"
1 )• arhi.ltz-l >illon .Wva Gerb.-r
Hutchinson
Wilbur McGough Dillon
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
G. W. Cave
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7 1 00
United Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O' Donahue
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Eddie t'line
Bowers-De la Mott Ned Van Buren
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Individual Productions. (Film Booking Offices.)
Lollie Asher
All-Star Wm. Marshall
Al Santell
Moreno
Lee Garmes
Mai St. Clair
Geo.
EdditO'Hara
Hearn
Harold Goodwin
Geo. K. Arthur
All-Star
Art Slauin
Jas, W. Home
Dubray-Collins
Mel
Brown
I'.lystone
Johnnie
Walker
Wm. Worthington
Wm.
O'Connell
R. Fisher
Ralph Lewis
Emory Johnson
Chester Bennett Productions.
Jane Novak
Jack Ms cKenzie
1 .iiL- S. Dawson
Chester Bennett
ROACH STUDIO. Culver City. Warren Doane,
Mgr.
Hal Roach Comedies (Pa the release).
"Paul" Parrou
ri-ank Ynnnp
l.on Powers
Henecke-Brandie
C. Morehouse
.Teske-l'embrook All -Star
Harry Gerstadt
lloy Clemens
Stan Laurel
Me Burney
Edna Murphy
Howe-Cedar
Robby Doran
McGowan
Bert
Currigan
Dippy Doo Dads
Hank Kohler

Santa Monica Blvd.
"The Thief of Bagdad"
Staff
•W'lic n A Man's a Man"

Progress
Holly 1431
1st Week
Preparing

Preparing
Casting
Preparing

438740

Preparing
1st Week
2nd Week
761731

8 th Week
ISth
Week
Hi. Week

Schedule
Holly 2400
2nd Week
Preparing
7th Week
Preparing
4th
Week
Preparing
Preparing
Lincoln 2120
9th Week
1st Week
2nd Week
1 "reparing
Holly 4485
3rd Week
11th Week
7th Week
7th Week
3rd Week
Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901
Preparing
Holly 2806
3rd W eek
Holly 7780

Dickey-Page
Beatrice Van
E. M. Engleton
Ixjring-Lighton
Kmilie Johnson
I.oring-Leightnn

"Lights Out"
7th Week
"She SupesStory
to Conquer" 3rd
Week
Western
Preparing
H. ('. Witwer Btorj
Preparing
"Life. Liberty, and"
Preparing
"Alimony"
3rd
Week
■ The Worm"
1st Week
"The Mail Man"
1st Week
2nd Week
"The I.ullaby"
Comedies
"Our Gang"
1 -Reel Comedy
"What
Animal Should
Comedya Girl Do?"

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
7th
Week
Schedule

761-721

CAMERA
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Director

Star

Cameraman

Ass't Director

ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
Chas. Huber, Casting.
Phil Rosen
All-Star
Curly-Broening
Al. Kelley
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Genl Mgr.
1425 Fleming
RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
B. D. Russell
Franklin Fanium
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Logan-Baynham Productions.
Tom Gibson
Morante
MacMnnieal Kane-Walsh
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
F. Richard Jones Mabel Normand
Homer Scott Jim "Wright
Roy Delruth
Ben Turpin
Wagner
Elmer
Del Lord
AU-Star
Wagner
Fox

Scenarist

St.
Hively

Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp.
(First
Lou hBorzage
Frank Borzage
AU-Star
Chester Lyons
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Edwin-Carewe Holbrook Blinn Sol Polito-Storey Wallace Fox
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
Harry Wei!
Frank Lloyd Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio
Sam E. Rork Productions.
Jas. Ewens
< D. Krimp
All-Star Paul Perry
First National Productions.
H. Welfer
Lynn Reynolds
All-Star Jas. Vontrees
Perry
Vrekr off
Joe De Grass All-Star Boise
Scott Beal
Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Tinling
Universal
Wm. Film
ParkeManufacturing
AU-StarCo. (Universal Release.)
Hoot Gibson
Ed. Segwick
Ross
AU-Star
Brown
Balbino
AJl-Star
Dorian
Edmund Cobb
Grandin
Arthur Thompson
Robt. Hill
Wm. Desmond
Dodds
Wm. Croft
Howard
Oswald
Mower-Sedgwick
Taylor
Wm. Nobles
McDonough
Duke AVorne
Little -Thomson
Wallace Worsley Lon Chaney
Robt. Newhart
Dugan-Sullivan
Harry Pollard
Reginald Denny
Harry Webb
Stuart Paton
Ernst Laemmle
Roy
Stewart
Herbert
Rawlinson
Edw. Laemmle
Joe Barry
Baby
Peggy
King Baggott
Holland
Watson
Neely Edwards
Sullivan
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
Clarke
Wm. Duncan
Duncan -Johnson Robinson
Arthur Smith
Hobart Henley
Virginia Valli
Leon Lee Productions. Leon Lee Manager.
C. Zimmerman
Ward Hayes
Jimmy Aubrey
Reggie Lyons
Dinky Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, Production Manager
Andy Gump Productions.
J. Myers
Normal) Taurog Murphy-Tincher
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
Zimmerman
W. Hayes
Aubrey

,
i
jJ
]
j

"Life of Abraham Lincoln'

Progress

■ nib \y~ek
Holly 2176
598-141

Feature
2-Reel Comedy

Mack Sennett "The Extra Girl"
Mack
"Ten Dollars or Ten Days"
Mack Sennett
Sennett

Kenneth Clarke
Kinis Fox
Frances Marion

Fred K. Myton

"Cerlain Lcc"

"The Bad Man"
"Purple Pride"
"Ponjola"
"The Huntress"
"Lord of Thundergate"

Harvey Gates

"Rambling Kid"
"The Acquittal"
Western
Geo. Pyper
"Sentenced
to Soft Labor'
Jefferson MofHt
Boone"
Bertram Millhause r "Daniel
"Eagles' Talons"
"Hunchback"
Sheehan-Lowe
Staff
Leather Pushers
Geo. Hull
"The
Love Brand"
"The
ComedyVictor"
"Wanted a Home"
"The Wild Party"
Hugh Hoffman
Geo. Plympton
"The Steel Trail"
Marion Fairfax
"Lady of Quality"
Chas. Saxton
Comedy

VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith. Gen Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
Smith
Ail-Star
S. Smith, Jr.
Wm. Caldwell
Larry Semon Productions.
T. Davis
Semon-Sedgwick
H. Koenekamp
J. Basil
Stemon
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Gilson
Arthur Rosson Johnny Hines
Hines-Roth Ray Schrock
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry
Dupar
Dorsa-Webster
Julien'Josephson
Abel
Harry
Beaumont
All-Star
Strayer
Grant Carpenter
Sidney Franklin
Lenore Ulric
Webb
Edmund Goulding
Harry Rapf Productions.
AU-Star
Sada
Cowan
Marie Prevost
Edmund Goulding
WILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd.
Dr. W. I. Schuster
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
"You
haveto tried
the rest, ofnowthetryprofession
the best"
I Catering
the foremost
j 10 to 12 2 to 5 Evenings 6 to 8
M'.ilme, Graduate
Phone 436-724

Type

Preparing
Holly 7945-6
Editing
Wils. 1550

SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
Al Russell
J.B.Warner
Bert Longnecker
Key Dyer
Kins Thompson
Casting.
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Collins.

Hours 2 to 5
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Marion

ltthWeek
2nd Week
Week
3rd
2nd Week
Holly 4080
4th Week
Editing
2nd
Week
Preparing
5th Week
Preparing
4th
Week
Preparing570-08!
2nd Week
Preparing
2nd Week
Schedule
Schedule
Editing
20 th Week
Editing
Schedule
3rd Week
7th Week
1st Week
8Schedule
th Week
10th Week
Schedule

"Buttinsky"
"The Pioneer"
"The Chase"
"Little Johnny Jones"
"Printer's Devil"
"Gold Diggers"
"Tiger Rose"
"Lucretia Lombard"
"Broadway After Dark"

1st Week
2nd Week 598131
1th Week
Holly 4181
Editing
Final
2nd Week
Preparing
Preparing
Schedule
Holly 7940

Warde

Acting and Make— Up for Stage and Motion Pictures. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancing
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
Telephone 821-181
233 So. Broadway

Night Calls Accepted

H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Post Graduate Chicago and New York
Holly 102-82; 57288 6702 Hollywood Blvd.

Space
Bronx Studio
Studios. Rentals?
Open and covered
stages.a Exceptional
Whyto rent
Pay at Big
Here's
Snap!
opportunity for independent producers who want to save substantial
sum on overhead. Investigate!
H. and
B. Film Company
j
llronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles.
Wilshire 4275 }

Page Twenty
All Legal Matte n
Attorney and Counselor at Law
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LITTLE BO PEEP
(Continued from Page 8)

ther between, and then at length sleep came
to relieve the tortured little soul of the terJACK P. LEONARD
ror of consciousness.
340 Douglas Bldg.
Consultation Free
At the end of fourteen years the little
| Los Angeles^ Cal.
Telephone 659-42 j child who had cried herself to sleep on that
frightful night of hunger and loneliness, wakened at dawn on the same straw mattress
into which she had sobbed her first childish
ORIENTAL PROPERTIES
grief. When the earliest ray of sun crept
OF ALL TYPES
through the tiny window to caress the tangled flaxen curls, she streched a slim bare
Oriental Costume Co.
leg from beneath her ragged blanket,
brushed the lingering dreams from her eyes,
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
shook the loose straw from her head and
shoulders as she jumped to her feet. She
was dressed in the garments of a boy, — a
pair of trousers that ended well above the
Raymond McKee
knees, a loose blouse, girded in at the waist
with a bit of rope, the sleeves of which fell
39 Fifth Ave nue, New York
away from her round white arms in tatters —
leaving them bare almost to the shoulders.
As she drew water from the well and set
•DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS" '
it to boiling over the fire, the man in the
opposite corner of the room turned over on
his bed of straw and watched her with sullen, disapproving eyes. The girl was mixing
meal and milk in a stone bow], and as she
worked she sang softly to herself with a
voice as sweet as a meadow lark's. The man
Minor
Blythe
\ in the corner rose from his bed and streched
his great brawny body. Then turned upon
Attorney-at-Law { the girl.
!
"Quit that infernal racket I tell you; It's
bad enough that I should see you — without
Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg. \
i hearin' you all the time!"
So the singing stopped and the meal was
Los Angeles
ground in silence.
Since that night when Patrick MacMahon
had returned and found his home deserted,
Telephone 134-88
a black cloud seemed to have settled about
him. folding bin in and shutting out the sunlight from his life. And he gave vent to all
his
ill
feelings against the world through unEXPERT
TYPING
kindness toward any living thing, and in
particular
toward the daughter he wished
Scripts and Stories
had been a boy.
a Specialty
Among the villagers he was known as
GRACE AINSLEE
Carvanza 3395
"Black Patrick," and they often shook their
heads in regret of the change that had taken
place in him. The girl had grown up withPublicity
out friend or companion — knowing no love
Reproductions
save that given her by the sheep dog and
Still Finishing
Photography • the
flocks she herded. Her father never
LITTLE
called her by name, and to the villagers she
was known only as "Bo Peep," the nickname
Commercial Photographer
given her by her mother.
Phone 437902
"Black Patrick" stood at the side of
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson { theWhile
cabin dashing his eyes with cold water,
Bo Peep ushered a fat sow and her ten
Animated Cartoons — Original Title Ideas — • chubby offspring to the hearthstone where
Clay Animation
—
Miniature
Sets
and
she placed a bowl of milk for the tiny pigs.
Animated Figures
Then she turned back the blanket from her
straw bed and gathered the soft wooly body
Cinema Arts Studio
of a baby lamb to her breast, crooning soft
words
to the little creature. She stood with
ELMER H. YOUNG. Mgr.
it in her arms rocking it gently to and fro,
Phone 644-42
when the doorway of the cabin was darkened
by
the deepened
entrance upon
fo "Black
Patrick."
The
frown
his brow
as his eyes
fell upon the old sow and her young one.
"So," he growled, "You feed the swine
while
I with
stand several
around kicks
empty!"
And
he sent the little
The Shoe Doctor
pigs tumbling across the door sill. Bo
| Holly 3752
S66t Hollywood Bhrd. j Peep's eyes were filled with an unspoken
LOCATION LUNCHES
Holly 7660
KWIK

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
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Hugh
Hoffman
Scenarist
and Production
Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit, Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production.
Wild Party"
Blache,"TheDirecting
Recent Releases. "A Dangerous Game,1
The Town Scandal," "Sawdust"
Art
Lee
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teack you how to Make Up Correctly
Read my references
Telephone
598-207 at Western
1712 St. James
Court, Hollywood,
'We teach your watch to tell the truth"
Special offer, watch crystals 25c
Amoderately
complete priced
line ofjewelry.
high-grade
Shopandis
open evenings.
Watch and Clock Hospital
SamHollywood
Margolis, Prop.
6057 Hollywood Blvd.

and Shir
WE
MOVE
ie y^^

nUiywod 267? ' SAMUEL C..SH1NE- 6566 Sa^ffonio
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v
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"
A!camera,
FOR RENT
— Bell
and RHowell
late
ME
CA
model,
170°
shutter,
together
with
studio
13173.
equipment.
Phone Pico 4686 and evenings
Bell & Howell. 170° shutter, for rent. Phone
599-464.
AVAILABLE NOW, BELL & HOWELL WITH
COMPLETE STUDIO EQUIPMENT.
BLAINE WALKER, 914 SOUTH OLIVE
STREET.
TELEPHONE MAIN 3746.
FORPhone
RENT—
& 67
Howell
camera,
120'
57
74.
shutter. Full Bell
equipment,
excellent
condition.
FOR RENT— High-grade still outfits, $5.00 per
week. Little. The Big Photographer, 5874
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.
Experienced actress wants manager, one who
is well known in western studios... Give full
details in first Utter. Box JCAS8, "Camera!"
FOR RENT — To responsible party by week or
longer,ter, new
Howell Also
camera
shutcompleteBellfor &studio.
new 170°
Eastman
No.
2
8x10
still
camera
with
Goerz-Dagor
Inch 1«-ns, Phone 894-506. 12hurt, and she quickly stowed the baby lamb
away in her straw bed.
"Your breakfast is cooking, father," she
said, then with a coaxing little smile she
drew nearer to him, adding: "Come, let me
take the bits of straw- from your beard while
we wait." But Patrick brushed her roughly
aside, saving:
"Think you I can let half the day go by
while you fool around w ith your eternal nonsense?" and the smile faded from Bo Peep's
lips, as she turned away to take the meal
cakes from the glowing coals.
In silence they ate their breakfast, while
Bo Peep, under cover of the table, dropped

SUNSET
TAXI
Touring Cars $2 per Hour. Limousines $2.50 per Hour
Special Rates on Studio Trips and Touring
578-307
578-280
575-52

CAMERA

!

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadouied Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
TelepLone 439-774
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bits of food into the waiting jaws of a huge,
shaggy shepherd dog. At length she timidly
addressed the sullen man who sat across the
table, "Father," she said, smiling up at him,
"They say that today the Prince will pass
through the village on his way to the hunt.
I wish that I might see him — only I couldn't
leave my sheep — could I, father?"
Patrick scowled at her until her smile was
gone. He did not like that smile; it made
him remember things. "Faith!" he sneered,
"A pretty
passflock
we'veandcome
to whenoffa tomaid
can
leave her
hie herself
the
village for a holiday to see a paltry Prince

"Service to
Producer
and
Justice to
Performer'
SCREEN
SERVICE
(formerly The Service Bureau)
1036 South Hill
Phone 821-071
Hardee
Kirkland
Hollywood 6298
(Fort Worth says about the sketch
"TheKirkland
Man Higher
which
Mr.
appearedUp,"
with in
Theodore
Roberts) .
"Usually,
the movie
star is Kirkland,
the only
thing
to the play,
but Hardee
the second and only other member of
the cast, rivals the distinguished
'father of the films' for top position
honors."
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph j
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and
surface scratch
noises
entering
sound
Gold Plate
$1.50
box. No metallic
*ee Cut i
noises.
Nickel Plate $1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
HOOVER
STUDIOS
The
Finest Quality Professional
Portraiture. All Sittings are Made by
Appointment.
1616 Vine St. Phone Holly 9161

So Bo Peep did not go to the village that
pass by!"
day.
Instead she gathered her curls up
under a peaked clap, adorned with a scraggly
feather, and taking her little lamb under one
arm unlatched the pasture gates and followed her flock of snowy sheep along the
winding stream to the hillside where they
grazed.
Alone with her flock she sat beneath a
shady tree and watched the white clouds
dirfting across the sky — like so many sheep.
"The wind must be their shepherd," she
whispered to herself. Often she was lonely as
she sat there on the hillside, but she would
have been more lonely were she not able to
make companions of the beings who dwelt
in her imagination. She was sure that fairies
lived in the hollow trees, and she liked to
pretend she was one of them. She knew
that the birds understood when she talked
to them, and many of her sheep she knew by
name, and when she called they would come
and eat out of her hand. She wondered
about many things as she sat there alone,
and most of all she wondered why the birds
and the sheep and the fairies could not quite
keep her from being lonely. She did not
know that it was love for which she longed,
— the love of a mother, and the need of a
human companion.
Suddenly the quick, muffled beat of
horses' hoofs upon the hillside trail bi'oke
in upon her lonely musings. One of the great
sheep dogs stood alert, his ears bent forward, his inquisitive nose sniffing the air excitedly. Then he bounded away through the
trees and reached the path just in time to
dart suddenly out from under the underbrush and bark ferociously at the heels of
the galloping horse. Frightened by the sudden appearance of the dog the horse stopped
short, reared up on its hind legs, pawed the
air with its forefeet, and then as it broke
into a mad run, stumbled over the barking
dog that darted across the path under itsvery heels.
Bo Peep sprang to her feet. She had
We
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A™D.C..M|»Ph. F»rd
G.D.C.,
HenryPh.C.Ford
c. _Ground\ fL
Floor
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
THl's"s"pACE
- t .1^°ln.' ^td." ,F-riday Eve"'"gs'
6 to 8
INTRODUCING
MRS. JAMES T. CRAIG
1310 Lilac Terrace
Near 1400 Sunset
Apartment 3
Main 0257
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Evening Clothes, Sport Wear, Shoes,
Hats, Very Reasonable
Catering to the profession. Disposing
of complete wardrobes on a commission
basis. Can always place High Class
exclusive wearing apparel
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
MERCHANTS LUNCH
DINNER
11:30 to 2
5:30 to 8

take great pleasure in announcing
new offices and showrooms at

our

i
1033-1037
Broadway
Place
where we will maintain an enlarged and most
complete stock of fur robes, fur rugs, and
mountings of all descriptions. We have
exceptional facilities for fur storage and
renovating.

COLBURN'S

TAXIDERMY

STUDIO
1033-1037

Broadway

Place

Telephone

643-1 3
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and permanently.
Consultation free.
Phone 593-262
for appointment
Home Office:
1733 Maltman Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Have your figure permanently
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heard the rrnwl of the dog, the cry of a man.
and a heavy (hud as the horse and rider
were thrown to the ground. She left her
sheep and ran through the tangle of brush.
The horse had struggled to its feet, and now
stood at the side of the path, its flesh still
quivering with fright. The sheep dog came
limping toward her, his tail drooping sadly
and one paw lifted from the ground, but the
rider was nowhere to be seen.
And then she found him — a still dust covered figure lying in the underbrush, a cut at
the edge of his hair where his head had
struck against a stone, a tiny trickle of blood
coursing down his cheek. Bo Peep knelt at
his side and lifted his head to her lap. When
her fingers touched the red blood on his
cheek her .eyes filled wit h sudden tears, and
to the dog that crouched beside her she whissee
pered tremblingly— "Oh Shamrock—does
he
what you have done! He is hurt—upon
his
not speak — and there is blood

Painting

the individual touch that
photograph distincyour
makes
tive. Special rates for fan pictures.
t grade work at reasonThe highes
able prices.
,mma

G. Hoffi man

907 Central Bldg.

Phone 142-38

Announcing the
appointment of

McQUOID
| ROSE
as Casting Director
of the
IVAN KAHN AGENCY
5540 Hollywood Boulevard
NEWS FROM NEW YORK
(Continued from Page 6)

Murray quit the C. C. Burr organiCharles last
zation week to retire from pictures.
Charles saws he may do one once in a blue
moon for pastime, but not again as a steady
diet.
If you Hollywoodians want to see a great
don' i fail to see, "Romeo and Juliet."
show"
with Jane Cowl. The Shakesperian play has
Henry
just closed a twenty week runin atLostheAngeles
Miller Theatre and will open
at the Mason July 30th.
The Annual Gambol of the Lambs at the
Earl Carrol Theatre Sunday night is said to
haved grossed $15,000 for the organization.
The programs brought $9000.
Tears and laughter mingled freely Saturday night when Will Rogers cried as he said
Aii Revoir to his pals (men and girls) at
i he "Follies." Rogers left for the Coast.

Then resting his head upon a bed of moss.
sne went to his horse and took from behind
saddle a canteen of water, and bending
the
face!"
over him again bathed his face with a bit
cloth torn from the tattered sleeve of her
of
blouse.
Slowly the man's eyes opened, and as from
a distance he heard a soft voice whisper:
"Look Shamrock— he wakens! And soon he
willForspeak
to us!"more the stranger lay still
a moment
and felt the soft touch of gentle fingers as
thev smoothed the hair back from his forehead. Then he drew himself up on one elbow and looked at the little figure that knelt
beside him. The wide open blue eyes were
smiling frankly into his own, and the peaked
cap, adorned with its scraggly feather and
angle, allowed
pulled down low at a jaunty
not even one tiny curl to peek from beneath
in an ansits edge. The man's lips parted good
to me
wering smile: "You have been
little lad," he said.

CAMERA!

We

Need

More
Room!
Our Phenomenal Growth Forces
Us to Secure "Larger and More
Convenient Quarters!
On Monday, June 18th. We Will
Be in Our New Home at 1060
North Western Avenue, Just Off
Santa Monica Boulevard!
Enlarged Stocks! Multiplied
Opportunities for Money-Saving!
Extraordinary Values! Prompt
and Conscientious Service!
Gowns;
Wraps;
Furs; Hats;
Shoes; Riding Habits; Afternoon
Apparel; Suits; Frocks
Screen Stars Wardrobe
Exchange
1060 North Western Ave.
Phone 435-677
Wanted-DIAMONDS
Highest Cash Prices Paid for Yours
x^W/^
*-'^-_W * SIDNEY
302 Bank ofD.ItalyCOHN
Bldg.
Jfy Cor. Seventh and Olive St«.
THE
FIGHTS

To be Continued Next Week

PICTURES AND PAINTINGS
(Continued from Page 7)
of structures that house lions, tigers, leopards and less common animals of the jungle.
Close at hand are another series of cages
that hold birds of gay plumage, baboons and
other members of the monkey family. When
the animal and bird population celebrate the
approach of mealtime by lifting up their
combined voices the writer has every opportunity to set her story to an impressive, if
not tuneful, melody.
The latest
stage is the
he of "Liliom
work
in the
duct ion of
will play the
Strom's prod
now under
studios.

contribution of the speaking
person of Joseph Schildkraut.
" fame, who has just completed
New York theatre Guild's proPeer Gynt." Mr. Schildkraut
leading male role In Victor Seauctlon of "Master and Man,"
production at the Goldwyn

Gambling on the future popularity of today's screen favorites, a hazardous occupation of picture producers in the past, appears to have become as much a matter of
business
as ashow
London
cy. The sagacity
straws that
the Lloyd's
directionpoliof
the wind now are being used to show the
location and volume of screen applause.
Back ot the announcement that Kenneth
Harlan has signed a long term contract with
Preferred Pictures under the most favorable
of conditions, is a story of the manner in
which favoritM are identified by the producer.

.. .eVerY fRIday niGhT.
pHONe hollY 100 for
rEsErvaTions.
DOn'T
forgEt
AMERICAN LEGION STADIUM
Hollywood at El Centro
see

BRUNO

For Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard
PHONE HOLLY 3821
Adeline M. Alvord
Books Plays
Motion Picture Enterprises
2 1 I HOLLYWOOD SECURITY
BUILDING
Telephone Hollywood 8092
Young man now engaged by large
Los Angeles firm desires connection
with film celebrity in capacity of private
secretary, several hours evenings.
Expert stenographer, executive ability,
perfect knowledge of French and
English.
Address Secretary, care Camera!
6318 Hollywood Blvd.
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Applied in our Los Angeles plant by timesaving factory methods which gives a
smoother, more lasting finish than baked
enamel.
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your

6

Car

Days

Complete— including burn off, sanding to glass-like
smoothness, filling and applying of 10 to 15 coats of
Duro — ready to use in less than a week.
Guaranteed not to check, scratch or fade, Duro finish
is not affected by weather, salt air, gasoline, water, mud,
alkali, flying sand or brush.
Think of it! A "RepainJ" with the same finish NOW
adopted
for theandworld's
motorcarscarsin— our
complete
in a
week. Come
see thefinest
finished
new plant.
28ri
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a4 t Hoover
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Telephone Dunkirk 1430
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DESCRIPTION.

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES
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Courtney

Foote —

Conway

Tearle

THE SUBURB BEAUTIFUL — with a
wonderful vista of the Santa Monica and
green Verdugo hills, .it makes an ideal
homesite. Values are increasing daily.
A visit will convince you!
LOTS

FROM

$475

UP

Ventura Boulevard Frontage
$40 Per Front Foot and Up
Drive out Ventura Boulevard to Sherman
Way, then three blocks west to tract office.

*
300-301

Phone 438-761
*
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

CLEVELAND-BLAIR
REALTY CO.
209 Wilcox Building, Los Angeles, California

"Make-Up Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry"
Extras

Wanted

in the preparation of a set are often
wanted in a hurry, and that's the time
when our shop, with its complete selection of bric-a-bric, proves its true worth.
Before placing orders for your next picture see our antique furniture, oil paintings, bronzes, statues, and the many
other things we have here that will improve your backgrounds one hundred per
cent. Yes, of course, we buy, sell, rent
and exchange.

We're in HOLLYWOOD.

4534 Hollywood Blvd.

Phone 598-030

T is very difficult to satisfy motion picture people where make-up is concerned for a good make up is absolutely
essential to the perfect interpretation
of a part, and this means that they
must exercise the greatest discrimination in the selection of their material.
Probably an unusual sales knack has
been responsible for our consistent
success, but we prefer to credit it to
the quality of our merchandise and the
conscientious service we render. We
believe we can say in all sincerity that
everyone who has patronized us has
become our steadfast friend.
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/vi
>

Make-up
A 8/9 SouthHill
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As

the

Editoria

1 Mind

Works

Fortune smiles on the one who smiles on misfortune and everything in all creation frowns on any frown.

So, why frown?

Occasionally there is reason to doubt someone, but as a general rule, doubts are uncalled-for. Filmland is no place for
Doubting
just assiduously
as it is no place
for Cheap Johns. The chap who is most welcome is the Tom, Dick or Harry who's
in
earnest Thomases
and will work
and honestly.
Troublesome times are ahead in the Ruhr nor is the Chinese situation encouraging and the Balkan question is up again,
all of which is mentioned merely to remind one and all just how lucky a fellow is to be living amid the glories of Southern
California, where peace and prosperity rule supremely.
"Opera de Photoplay" is one of the possibilities of the early future and in fact it is being tried in a practical way right
now. What, with musical movies, can be the next goal for those ever in quest of something new under the sun which is supposed to shine upon no such a thing!
Although you do not hear so much about it any more, the high cost of living is still well elevated. We bought a new
straw
the other
and if we had bought
it one
dayseem
earlier
we would tohave
We're
are pointing
out day
the incontrovertible
fact that
prices
as reluctant
comesaved
downfifty
as cents.
wages are
to gonotup.complaining, but we
Motion picture people will find much to appeal to their artistic desires in the symphony concerts to be given in the Hollywood Bowl this summer and it is to be hoped that they will prove their willingness to support something so worth-while in
musical uplift. Meanwhile it will help prodigiously to have it become known generally that photoplayers as a body are more
interested in the best there is in music than they are in "wild parties," which have been so greatly exaggerated by the press at
large.
Liquor is getting more plentiful in Prohibition America every day. In fact, it is getting so plentiful that the prices are
being reduced amazingly. Practically none of the best citizens are helping in any way to have the liberty-denying law enforced and as a consequence it is the greatest farce ever written as legislation. Now why in the name of very ordinary common-sense doesn't the populace of the nation arise in its might and obliterate all this illicit traffic by legalizing light wines and
beers whereby the fabulous fortunes boot-leggers are making would be diverted into the federal treasury in the form of taxes,
automatically reducing several totally unfair taxations under which the people are now struggling so valiantly!
According to reports emanating from those "in the know," this is no time for anyone in any branch of the picture-making
business cidedly
to badmake
a "blindGotham
jump" soto far
Newas York
with theareidea
of gettingItanis engagement
there,
because ninety
conditions
throughout
filmingCityactivities
concerned.
estimated that
practically
per are
cent deof
all filming is being done in Southern California and this is the place to stay if the wolves of poverty are to be kept away.
Other conditions in the business world in general are good throughout the east and there is a more rapid movement towards
normalcy than ever before since the war, but Los Angeles and environs constitute the center of photoplay-building and it is
therefore the center of jobs in this line of work.
Those who make motion pictures and those who take them are both important, but those who pay for the making and
the taking — the great army of patrons of movie theatres — are even more important and should be at the bottom of every consideration more than ever now. It is no longer to be accepted without reservation that no one knows what the public wants,
because it is being demonstrated that it is not difficult to ascertain this pretty accurately. Most everybody should know the
public wants good pictures and most anybody who knows anything at all about the various elements entering into the making
of a good motion picture should know just about how to go about supplying the demand. Frankly, there is seldom any excuse
whatsoever for a bad picture in these days of abundance of all kinds of film-wise brains.
It is utterly beyond the normal comprehension why Los Angeles newspapers are so ready to present news of inevitable
tragedies in the film world in ways so derogatory to film folk in general. Is it not enough to have out-of-town papers take
advantage of opportunities to scandalize? Verily, it would seem the part of the most fundamental prudence and simple conservation of civic pride to adopt policies such as would at least avoid unsavory intimations founded entirely upon some reporter's
conclusions. If defame
the Detroit
defamed
people
in the there
motorprobably
car industry
much reckless
abandon
Los Angeles newspapers
peoplenewspapers
in the motion
picture
industry,
would with
be aasprotest
of national
scope asif
such scandalizing tended to interfere with the efficiency in automobile factories and the morale of those upon whom the legions
of people depend for dependable motor service. It is certain the proclivity of the local dailies for making mountains out of
mole-hills every time a screen celebrity breaks into print unfavorably has a detrimental effect upon the morale of the big army
of earnest men and women upon whom the great public depend for the best humanly possible in the way of motion picture
entertainment. Is it just or is it right?

CAMER
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people
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for, isn't it?*** J. M.

ANNOUNCING
complete

and

the

Bundscho

establishment

comprehensive

of a

motion

picture

publicity service at 6318 Hollywood
vard under the direction of

Boule-

FRED

W.

FOX

who has relinquished the advertising management of "Camera!"
to Mr. John Cornyn in order to devote more time to his publicity accounts. Mr. Fox will continue with this publication
as Director of Advertising Copy and Exploitation, but the
active liason between advertisers and the magazine will be
carried on by Mr. Cornyn.
No effort will be spared in rendering an unexcelled publicity
and exploitation service. Inquiries are invited from progressive players, directors and producers who realize the value of
the right kind of publicity, preferably those who have established themselves to some degree in the profession.

Fred

W.

Fox

The following, compose the mechanical staff :
WALTER FREDERICK SEELY
Photoorafihv
C. II. DILLINGER
Commercial Art
J. M. BUNDSCHO, Chicago
Tvfioarafihv
Fine Printing
Commercial Art

Moderate rates will prevail. All types of material will be
handled; newspaper and magazine news bulletins and feature
stories with local, national and international distribution. Our
aim is to supply the press with truthful, timely, and interesting
news; news that will be NEWS for the newspaper and
PUBLICITY for the client.

Fred
W.
Fox
Motion Picture News and
Advertising Service
6318

Hollywood

Hollywood,

Blvd.

California
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A

Eulogy

IVhen the news of the untimely and tragic
cath of Evelyn Nelson was broad-casted to
t|> public this week by the Los Angeles
nwspapers, the facts and alleged facts were
indented in such a way as to leave room
St most any kind of an unsavory deduction
to the real story behind the sad affair,
ro outstanding facts were seized upon to
e the accounts all the sensationalism of
^ich the present-day yellow press is so
iundantly capable — one was that Miss Nel4i had ended her own life and the other
s that she had been a motion picture
ress. Certain passages in the farewell
Jte she left to her mother and sister were
(itorted so as to make it appear as if she
i ght have been a drug addict. Those who
1 ew Miss Nelson best know there could be
malicious conclusion farther from the
nth inasmuch as she at no time in her
1 s ever had any objectionable habits of any
t.
The possibility of a love affair with a
ominent screen star being the cause of
eserving
unfortunate
girl'scredence,
ill-advisedbutactcertainly
may be
of some
t in the light ungraciously chosen by the
ws writers of the day. It is a common
currence for suicide to follow unrequited
e or bitter disappointment in the turn of
ents which seem to close the door to one's
ospects for future happiness. Self-deduction under such circumstances is not
arly so extraordinary as it was made to
em in this instance merely because people
ominent in the motion picture world were
volved.
The contents of the late Miss Nelson's last
ite would indicate that discouragement
er her struggle for success as an artist
as more to blame for her temporary dengement of mind than anything else,
at to be satisfied with a cause so lacking
sensational elements did not seem to be
>ssible with those who wrote the reports
the tragedy. There can be no gainsaying
e rank injustice heaped upon members of
le cinema fraternity by the press on the
ightest excuse and in this case a young
oman of very fine character and many adirable traits was the victim of such

The

Due

by

Others

Evelyn Nelson
maligning after she had ceased to be capable of defending herself.
Here is the farewell note she left and it is
printed verbatim with no additions or
eliminations :
Mother Dear and Dot:
I am going away tonight. I am tired.
I know I am being very unkind to you.
I love you both. I know you have done
all you could to make me happy. I have
lost my ambition. I don't even want to
work any more and I couldn't if I
wanted to. I want rest more than anything in the world and I am going to
find it. Please forgive me if you can.
God bless you both. EVELYN.
As must be perfectly apparent to every-

Fate

"Special pictures — bigger and better!"
"That's the cry going up from the general
ublic using the exhibitors as a mouthpiece,"
eclared Floyd Brockwell, general sales manger of First National Pictures, Inc., in an
ddress before the annual convention of film
ales managers from the principal cities of
he Pacific Coast and the Rocky Mountain
itates.
"The cry for big specials cannot be reisted," says Brockwell. "The general pubic's taste for pictures advances just as fast
is the art. of picture-making progress. Exlibitors throughout the nation are convinced
»f this, hence they are calling for bigger and
•etter— and lots of them.
"The public's taste of certain types of
>hotodramas may be fickle,
but they always
vant the best. For this reason First Naional will offer to the screen public more
Jian seventy of the finest 'specials' to be
nade this year.
"A canvass of the situation has shown
hat these exhibitors are looking forward to

and

of Big

Pictures
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Unpaid
one, it would be difficult to so far misconstrue these lines into giving any substance
to any theories having to do with the use of
"dope" or an ill-fated romance. Of course
there are those who know Miss Nelson had
fostered a strong, honorable affection for a
certain young man, but the fact that if there
was such a love affair there was no happy
fruition to it does not justify intimations reflecting discredit upon anyone. The willingness of the local press to lead a large public
into jumping to such conclusions simply because the ones involved in the story happen
to be picture people is not to be condoned
by anyone believing in ordinary fair play.
And, Miss Nelson's life was such as to command admiration rather than implied condemnation. Her many friends know this
positively, but due to the manner of presenting the story of her sad ending a very
small percentage of the great public would
believe it now. Therefore, she has been
done an everlasting injury she in no way
deserved.
The last rites conducted over her remains
this week constituted an eloquent answer to
all the attacks which have been made upon
her by these uncalled-for inferences. Seldom has a funeral in filmland been so largely attended by so many notables of the
great industry in which she was respected.
The floral offerings were so extensive as to
make it a really difficult problem to care for
all of them.
Those who served as pall-bearers were:
Jack McDermott, Robert Dillon, Charles
King, Craig Hutchinson, Leo White and S.
W. (Doc) Lawson and each had known the
deceased for many years, not one of them
knowing one single thing which could be
interpreted as derogatory to her character.
In conclusion, the tragic case of Evelyn
Nelson shall go on record as an outstanding
protest of all filmdom against the usual
press treatment of its people and it is to be
devoutly hoped all newspapers will see the
error of their way in indulging in so much
fulsome sensationalism and will make the
distinct gain of devoting their energies to
being more generous to those who pass into
the Great Beyond.

Promising

the release of First National specials and
are making preparations for a big film season. We have had thousands of inquiries
regarding Norma Talmadge's 'Purple Pride,'
now being directed at the United Studios by
Frank Lloyd. The announcement that
Thomas H. Ince will deliver not less than
four big specials for First National distribution has been widely applauded by the men
who know the picture-going public.
"Richard Walton Tully's 'Trilby,' John M.
Stahl's 'The Wanters,' Frank Borzage's
'Children of Dust,' and 'Dust in the Doorway,' Constance Talmadge's 'Dulcy,' which
she has just completed and her 'The Danand 'Mme.
to no
be
made ingeroustheMaid' near
future Pompadour'
have attracted
small amount of attention.
"It is safe to say that George Fitzmaurice's 'The Eternal City' and Samuel
Goldwyn production of 'Potash and Perlmutter' will be two of the picture drawing
cards of the year. Edwin Carewe's 'The
Girl of the Golden West' and 'The Bad Man'
will be specials worth while and John M.

Stahl's future production, which will include
'Why Men Leave Home' and 'Women That
Pass in the Night,' are already eliciting a
very large number of inquiries.
. "Previews of Maurice Tourneur's 'The
Brass Bottle' and James Young's 'Wandering
Daughters' have convinced First National
executives that these two dramas are of exceptional box office drawing power. Charles
M. Duell's presentation of Richard Barthelmess in 'The Bright Shawl' and 'The Fighting Blade' will make screen history as will
the enormous production planned by Joseph
M. Schenck in which Norma Talmadge will
be starred. These future productions will
include 'Secrets' and 'Dust of Desire.' "
First National's own production of a limited number of pictures to round out the
year's big schedule of special presentations
were explained to the convention by John
McCormick, western representative of First
National and by Earl J. Hudson, production
manager of the unit and Richard Walton
Tuly, who
is acting in the capacity of advisory counsel.
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.. June 20.— The
film of "Youth Triumphant," first picture of
the Fisher Productions recently finished at
the Hollywood Studios, was brought to San
Francisco last week, and has been given a
pre view at the new Filmore Theatre, before
the stockholders of the organization, and a
few invited guests. It was much enjoyed
by the small audience, as it is well filmed,
and the cast contains such well known
names as Anna Q. Nillson, Raymond Hatton.
George Siegman, Joseph Dowling, Virginia
Lee Corbin, Lucy Beaumont, Boyd Ervin,
Arthur Jasmine, and Eugenie Besserer, with
Glen MacWilliams at the camera.
Jean Hersholt, who is playing Marcus in
the Eric Von Stroheim production of
"Greed," met with an accident last Thursday
which might have been very serious. The
company was working on a picnic sequence
at Shell Mound Park in Oakland, and Hersholt and Gibson Gowland, as Marcus and
McTeague, were staging their big fight in
the story, when Gowland threw Hersholt
over his head at the finish. Hersholt landed
on his head and back with such force that
he became unconscious, and Dr. J. W. Peck
of Berkeley, who was hastily called, feared
for a while that his back might be broken.
The injured man was rushed to a hospital,
where X-Ray pictures were taken till it was
decided that the hurt was not serious.
Hersholt was later able to return to work.
The Red Wood Films company of this city
is making most interesting production plans
to be carried out in the near future. They
expect to make as their first picture a fivereel feature dealing with conditions in the
Ruhr District. The story is by Walter Montague and has an allegorical prologue, and
the whole production will be shot in the
country in which the scenes are laid, which
means that the company will go to England,
Germany. France, and Russia. Richard Kipling will have a prominent part in the making of the picture. At the same time the
organization will make short travelogues of
the countries in which they work.

r 1 s c o

B>> AGNES

Allan Mackenzie, motion picture man of
New York, and Los Angeles, has come to
San Francisco with a view to settling permanently here. He will work in conjunction
with Frank L. Burt, vice-president of the
Pacific Studios, and expects to begin work
shortly on a picture to be made at the San
Mateo Studios.
James Flood, director for Fox, and a cast
and crew of thirty-five people, arrived in
San Francisco on the boat last Saturday.
They had worked on the boat and did some
street scenes here, and left for Los Angeles
on Monday evening. The picture is being
filmed under the working title of "The Best
Man Wins." Walter Mayo is assistant director, and the leading roles are being played
by William Russell, Dorothy Devore, Lloyd
Whitlock, Edgar Sherrod, and others. Arthur
B. Cohen is production manager, and arrived
a day or two before the company.
Victor Seastrom and the Goldwyn company filming are
"The still
Master
Men," under
his direction
doingoflocation
work
near Burlingame, and at twin lakes. They
have been a little delayed by a couple of
dark days, but expect to finish and return
to the South the latter part of the week.
Charles Stalling, having just finished his
duties as production manager on the "Hunchback of Notre Dame," with his wife and little daughter, motored to San Francisco last
week, and was here for several days just on
a holiday after his long and hard work on
the big picture.
On Sunday Eric Von Stroheim shot the
only
mob stuff toin bethe the
filming
of "Greed."
It wasrealsupposed
Easter
Sunday
parade of the Polk Street Improvement
Club, and big street scenes are enough of a
novelty in San Francisco, that besides the
couple of hundred extra people who were
hired to work, large crowds gathered to
watch the fun. In fact it looked for a while
as though half the town was there.

KERR

CRAWFORD

Robert Gordon, who lately played one
the leading roles in "Main Street," and
wife, and Helen Chadwick, Goldwyn st
with George R. Giroux, came to San
Cisco last Saturday morning for a two
stay. Their visit here is part of the CI
ber of Commerce Sociability Trip, di
which they have visited thirty coast cit
and towns to tell them about the big M<
Centennial, and Motion Picture Expof
to be held in Los Angeles in July. Wta
here they were the guests of honor at
luncheon of the local Chamber of Comnn
where they presented Mayor Rolfe, ai
few other leading men with the M<
Centennial coins. The special half-dollal
were struck off by the United States G<
ernment to commemorate the one hundred
anniversary of the Monroe Doctrine.
Mrs. Herbert Standing is spending a we*
here as the guest of her daughter, 3<x
Standing, who is a member of the "Greei
cast.
After the extensive alterations and repail
that the Century Theatre will undergo aftt
it isitstaken
over beJulychanged
first by and
Louisit R.willUn-I
name will
known in future as The Capitol.
The Plaza Hotel had a surprise the otb
day when it leaked out that a wedding unde
romantic and most unusual circumstance
had taken place under its roof. The happ
bride is Emily Pinter, until a few days a|
a member of the cast of "The Demi Virgln:
and the proud husband, Jefferson Asher, (
Los Angeles, both well-known to both th
Pinter's thea
and screen world.
stage engagement
rical
came to Miss
a sudden end wit
the closing of the play, and the departur
of the management without the formality c
paying the company, just after which sh
of "flu." S
a badherattack
withbeen
was taken
admirer for som
who illhas
Ashes,
time decided that the time had come whet
she needed the protection of a manly am
A license was obtained and the marriagi
with Miss Pinter still too ill ti
took place
leave
her bed.

By Raymond McKee
Along NTextf York's Rialto
Phillip Tannura, who cranks for Johnnie
the "International Con- him, the comedian is now insured for $300,
Walker, writes east he is so anxious to get ure ofgress onattending
Motion
Picture
Arts," held by the 000. The premiums are said to be $25,00(
back here that he would gladly pay his own
yearly.
Authors'
of thepeople
speakers
gave the League.
pictures Several
and picture
the
fare back to a job. Now, Philly, here is some
panning of their young lives. Now if these
sound advice. Don't do it. Even first-raters,
John Emerson is again the head of the
men who have spent all of their lives behind- certain authors would just realize that even
the camera, even as you have done, are a bad picture had helped many a one of them
Actors' Equity. The annual meeting and
starving to death here. A job at its best to eat and then whose fault is it that a election of officers was held in the grand
of the Astor Hotel, June 4th, and
here with a few exceptions, lasts only one
"high percentage is poor stuff." Didn't an ball room
attended by about 1,500 players. The
picture. Money is tight here too, salaries
author say himself that "the play's the was
regular ticket was elected, consisting of
small
it's due, it's
hard and
for when
the employe
to sometimes
collect. I pretty
know
Emerson, president; Ethel Barrymore 1st
more than one chap who has been lucky
Arthur Ashley, a "use-to-wuz" in pictures, vice-president; Grant Mitchell, 2nd viceenough to work now and then who is carry- isthing?"
in vaudeville in the dope scene
president;
Grant Gilmore,
Stewart,treasurer.
recording secretary, and Frank
J
ing, instead of a bank book, notes, just fromappearing
"The Man Who Came Back." He is at
notes. A word to the wise, stay where you the 125th
street theatre.
are, and eat regularly. Ask Charlie Murray.
Betty Blythe is in Germany working on
"Chu Chin Chow."
England will see Laurette Taylor next
Max Linder has signed to do a picture season in "The National Anthem," by J.
called
ClownwillParcommence
Amour," the
written
by Hartley Manners, in which she appeared last
Juanita Hansen substituted for Mrs. Walhimself."LeWork
middle
lace Reid last week in the pulpit of the
year,
York. at Henry Miller's Theatre in New
of September with Rene Hervil as producer.
First
Congregational Church in Washington.
Studios in Paris will be used.
Mrs. Reid was ill, so Juanita delivered her
Will Rogers has taken out $250,000 in life
The writer of this paragraph had the pleas- insurance. With policies already issued to message to the good people on the "Dope

Habit."
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[The apparent success of their efforts to
Lnslate the life and events of Abraham
hcoln into motion pictures, the production
ing now so far advanced that its release
forecast for September, has caused Al and
Rockett, of the Rockett-Lincoln Film
"impany, to announce that they will henceth look exclusively to history to supply
leir screen stories.
We are through with original stories and
t sellers, magazine play-ups and weekly
riodical leaders as material for picture
feys," declared the Messrs. Rockett in a
ntwill
interview
"and from
from the
now real
on,
make recently,
our pictures
ppenings of life, not what some writer
agines might have happened, for an event
real life is better than an event of like
ture in fiction.
'Henceforth, therefore, we shall draw our
piration from history, the life story of
nkind, and we shall dramatize the events
history as our offering for the ideal type
vehicle of the cinema art.
The stage with 2500 years of history betid it— and perhaps with 25,000, nobody
ows — has found its archetype in the plays
William Shakespeare as produced by
>oth and Barrett, Forrest, Sothern and
arlowe, Henry Irving, Walter Hampden
others past and present, and Shakeeare made his plays from history, actual
ppenings and doings of people in real life
d recorded in what we call history. And
lat is history but the visible record of the
olution of life and form in the universe,
nluding man" And what is evolution but
work to do to find an archetype? That,
inifestly, is the purpose, the work and the
stiny of the soul.
"It is the divine purpose that runs
rough all nature and it is the inspiration
every artist, high or low. The greatest
uius among artists is he who catches the
rarest glimpse of an archetype. This is
he flame snatched down from genius'
lestial fire,' and it will be noted that these
e the works which live and that do most
inspire and make men happy.
"If all evolution, therefore, is the seeking
ter archetypes, why should not the
nema, even though it be but an infant in
> life as an art form, aspire to find its
chetype? And if we look to Shakespeare
a guide and motor, are we taking anying from the stage?
The immortal Bard of Avon dramatized
story and his works have come to be the
knowledged archetype of the drama.
Iiy, then, should not the cinema look for
4 archetype in the dramatization of history
terpreted by animated pictures?
"We believe that we have glimpsed our
■chetype in such pictures as we purpose
'he Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln' to
•■—the dramatization of the life and times
[ this great world figure, not as somebody
reamed he might be, but as he, indeed,
•ally lived and moved and had being among
ie men and events of that period of human
■olution marked by his career.
"A mere series of episodes
from hisin
fe as we find these thingstaken
presented
ost of our student's text books of history
ould interest nobody. To get into the
5art, a subject must be dramatized, must
> presented intimately, must appeal to the
nermost self. Anything else merely adesses the intellect and intellect is only
lucation achieved through eye knowledge.
passes away, but the lessons the heart
arns do not pass away. The self records
iem
;o. and they remain a part of the eternal

Stories

Begging

Places

"To instruct the heart, therefore, is the
chiefest business of the cinema, according
to our idea, and the heart can best be taught
by presenting human interest stories from
real life — life that has really been lived —
in the form of dramatized history, a form
that not only instructs but entertains.
"There is no end to history. It is as old
as creation and eternally in the making.
There are ten million stories to tell and
more making every day. There need be no
fear that the supply will run out.
"In the crusades, alone, there are a thousand picture plays. The story of the Medes
and Persians, the Assyrians, the Egyptians,
has never been attempted. Who will be first
to tell even the beginning of the story of
Alexander the Great? What has the screen
shown of the ancient Greek immortals?
What have we offered in relation to the
philosophers and teachers — Confucius, Lao
Tze, the Buddha, Zarathustra; the Aryan
sages; Plato, Anistotle, Pythagoras and the
host of lesser ones?
"The story of the Prince of Peace has yet
to come to the screen in a convincing way
and the stories of the e arly Christian
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fathers, the saints and the martyrs are still
untouched.
"Who has told the wondrous stories of
Charles XII, of Charlemagne, of John Sobieski, of Peter the Great, of Bruno, Savonarola,
Luther, Hypatia, and ten thousand others?
What of the riches of Rome, of Carthage, of
Venice, Florence, the middle ages and the
Renaissance; of the world discoverers and
pioneers?
"There is one charmed book of the east
that has 150,000 stories in it of pure historic
fact, more interesting than the Arabian
Nights; and there is in Siberia and China
an unworked and inexhaustible mine of
cinema wealth.
"In the history of England, Scotland,
Wales and Ireland, there are mighty stories
to be told in pictures, but why continue?
The list is as long as the Bible text.
"Also, nobody seems to be interested in
presenting the amazing story of the rise and
spread of Islamism. There is a story, or
rather a thousand stories of incomparable
drama, romance, human interest, poetry and
pageantry — work for many a great cinematic

genius."

Owen Moore, who, despite the fact that he is one of the screen's very first
stars, is now more popular than ever. He is now playing an extraordinarily
difficult dramatic role in "Thundergate," he being the principal male character.
In this film he will be seen in three characterizations.
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Madrid. San Francisco, Siberia, England.
France and New York are the settings for
six feature film productions now being made
by the Goldwyn studios.
The Russia of today, under the rule of the
soviet
is the locale
of "TheNeilan
Rendezvous,"
being directed
by Marshall
from the
story by Madeleine Ruthven. The cast includes Conrad Nagel, Lucille Ricksen, Elmo
Lincoln, Emmet t Corrigan, Syd Chaplin and
others.
Madrid in the sixteenth century when
Spain was, ruled by King Philip II, is the
locale of the Emmett Flynn production, "In
the
of thetoKing."
historic picture
spectacleof
whichPalace
promises
be thea biggest
its kind Goldwyn has ever made.
The company under the direction of Flynn
is now working on interior scenes of the
king's
while century
thai structure
beingof
built. palace,
A sixteenth
palace, isone
the largest motion picture sets ever built,
will be a feature of the picture.
Blanche Sweet, Edmund Lowe, Hobart
Bosworth, Pauline Starke, Sam de Grasse,
William V. Mong, Aileen Pringle, Lucien
Littlefield, Charles Clary and others make
up the cast.
Modern San Francisco is the setting for
"Greed," the picture Erich von Stroheim is
making
fromNorris,
the famous
novel. characteristic
"McTeague,"
by Frank
and with
Stroheim accuracy, the picture is being
made on Polk street, San Francisco— the
exact spot Norris chose in his novel. Von
Stroheim's cast includes Gibson Gowland,
ZaSu Pitts, Dale Fuller, Cesare Gravina,
Jean Hersholt, Sylvia Ashton and Chester
Conklin.
Charles Brabin and a company headed by
Corinne Griffith, Frank Mayo and Myrtle
Steadman have almost completed "Six
Days,"
an Elinor
Glyn story which is set
in
England
and France.
Days"comes
is a when
typicalhero
Glynandstory,
and
the"Six
climax
heroine
are trapped in a dug-out underground
trench in a deserted battlefield of France
for six days.
Tod Browning, most recent addition to
the Goldwyn forces, has started work on
"The Day
of Faith,"
novel
by
Arthur
Somers
Roche.from
The the
story,
which
deals with the creed, "My Neighbor Is Perfect," is set almost entirely in New York.
Tyrone Power, Eleanor Boardman, Raymond Griffith and Charles Conklin head the
cast.
Paris is the locale of "The Magic Skin,"
a fanciful tale taken from Balzac's "The
Wild Ass' Skin." George D. Baker is directing the production for Achievement
Films. Bessie Love and Carmel Myers have
been selected for leading roles.
Victor Seastrom ,the great Swedish director, is preparing to film Hall Caine's
"The Master of Man," as his first picture
produced in America. Joseph Schildkraut
and Mae Busch will play the leading roles.
Rupert Hughes, director of "Souls For
Sale," and King Vidor, who just completed
"Three Wise
Fools,"
considering stories
suitable
for their
nextareproductions.
HAPPY DAYS OF YORE
Lydia Yeamans Titus, one of the members
of
the production,
cast of "Scaramouche,"
Rex Ingram's
Metro
did her first screen
motion
picture acting in a one reel comedy several
years ago. As she walked into the first scene
a barrel of water was poured upon her. In
the second scen^ a fire hose was turned in
her direction and in the third she was
thrown into a tank of water. Those were
the happy days!

Casts of the Week
Paramount Presents
"SPRING MAGIC"
A William IJeMille Production
Adapted from Edward Knoblock's Stage
Play, "The Faun," by Clara Beranger
Guy Wilky, Cameraman
.lames N. Doolittle, Second Camera
George Hippard, Assistant Director
Max Parker, Technical Director
George Goudge, Chief Property Man
Douglas Burke, Chief Electrician
Earl Hodge, Art Director
THE CAST
Agnes Ayres
Jack Holt
Charles deRoche
Mary Astor
Ethel Wales
Robert Agnew
Bertram Johns
Charles R. Seeling Productions
"THE TANGO CAVALIER"
Charles R. Seeling, Director
Charles DeLong, Asst. Director
Vernon Walker, Cameraman
Charles R. Seeling, Scenarist
THE CAST
George
Larkin
Ollie Kirby
Doris i lare
Frank Whitson
Michael Tellegen
Billy Quinn
Metro announces the following cast and
organization for "Theby Social Code," Viola
Dana's newest starring picture.
VIOLA DANA
in
"THE SOCIAL CODE"
from the storv "To Whom It May Concern,"
RITA WEIMAN
by
iAdaptation
and Continuity
REX
TAYLOR
Directed
by
OSCAR APFEL
Photographed bv
JOHN ARNOLD
CAST
Babs Van Buren
VIOLA DANA
Dean Cardigan
Malcolm McGregor
Connie Grant
Edna Flugrath
Judge Evans Grant
Huntly Gordon
Colby Dickinson
Charles Gerard
District Attorney William Humphrey
Defense Attorney
John Sainpolis
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THE GIRL ON THE COVER
June Xorton. who recently finished
'i two-year contract with Paramount,
has iust been signed by the Ingram
Productions to be co-starred in their
special which will start within the
next lew weeks. Miss Xorton. who
was formerly a featured player with
the Heal Craft Comedies of New York.
was selected for this important part
because of her ability as a horsewoman
mid swimmer.
Upon her arrival to
the const she became interested in
motoring, golf and tennis, and. is
greatly enthused over alt outdoor
sports. Negotiations were made with
the W. J. Irwin Productions to borrow
Miss Xorton for this production, and
upon completion of the picture she will
return to portray the leading feminine
role in "The Blood Barrier." which
story is now in preparation by Mr.
Irwin.
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CREATORS

A Laugh! — Genuine laughter.
What a wonderful gift to mankind ! W ?
Because a laugh is a purifier of mind M
body. It causes one to forget at interjil
the burdens of life and other worries. 9
erases malice and produces happiness, th by becoming conducive to a clean ■
wholesome enjoyment of things as intern |.
But how much thought is given to tie]
who are responsible for providing manldj
with the reason for sending forth genuu
hearty
laughs?
they to be considtij
of infinite
benefitAren't
to humanity?
In the motion picture industry there A
many men and women who create situatiM
which millions of people see — and laugh:]
To
creditthree
be given.
Howe'd
thesethemlinesmayareallabout
individuals
— "by their works ye shall know them."3
This triumirate is composed of Mack Elj
nett, Mabel Normand, and F. Richard Jok;
Sennett is the creating, supervising genii
Mabel Normand, the artist through whl
his ideas are transposed to the screen; wljfl
F. Richard Jones is the transformer throifl
which Sennet t's ideas pass to Miss Norma .
He interprets
producer's
der
that Miss theNormand
maycreation
properlyin JV
press them. Consideration of previous Snett
successes,
"Molly-O" til
"Suzanna,"
two particularly
of the best comedy-drajBj
yet produced, vindicates this assertion., 1
Though comedy predominated, neither!
these were
pictures
each
sceneslacked
which"the
neveremotional."
fail to tug I
the heart strings, to cause tears to wettl
in the viewer's eyes or cause a tightening!
the throat. But the tears were not of sorrS
or of sympathy, but rather an acknowlelj
ment of an artist's ability to portray 11
realities of life — a combination of the Ml
ous with the humorous incidents vrm
blend themselves into the augmenting y|H
of our various lives.
"SMOKE'S" RECORD
Bowditch "Smoke" Turner has portrayj
every stage character he has ever heard .j
and he believes he can recollect most |
them from those in William Shakespett
first play down to the most modern offerw
Mr. Turner also has played hundreds ]
roles
motioncharacterizations
pictures and is adding
to'lj
list ofinscreen
by depicw
the historical character of Le Chapeller !
"Scaramouche," Rex Ingram's newest M«1|
production.
Mr. Ingram found Mr. Turner an id(
type for one of the roles in "The Wo\
Horsemen of the Apocalypse" and belier
he is perfectly fitted for the part of Le Chi
elier in Rafael Sabatini's story. He gain
the
nickmane,
"Smoke,"comedian.
as a result of 1
renown
as a blackface
VOICE FAILS HIM
"Funny to be here on this lot at work ■
a picture," declared Edward Everett Horto
filming of
during
memb
he is aa Trimb)
which Sign."
in "The
Production
Murfin the
of the all-star cast.
"You see, I once had dreams — day drean
—of playing in pictures right here on jSl

Three years ago, almost to the day, He
ton. then winning honors on the legitime
called to the same lot by "tl
stage, was
powers
for a test
stage." that be"
"Figuring that after a successful careon the stage, the jump into pictures shou
says Horton, "I made up joyful
be easy,"
for the test. And all I ever heard of the r
note which came to my dressh
a
was
suit
later, whk
room
read: at the theater several days
" It must be your voice.' "
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SATURDAY,

EXPOSITION

IS

PRACTICALLY
READY
With actual construction of the
Exposition City" completed and
n army of decorators and landcape artists adding their finishag touches to the picture, pracically everything is in readiness
sr the grand opening of the
.merican Historical Revue and
lotion Picture Industrial Exosition to be held in Los Aneles, July 2 to August 4.
Final details are now being
•orked out for the presentation
f the big historical pageants,
nmmemorating the hundredth
nniversary of the Monroe Doc'ine, and the many other specicular features of the celebraion.
Contracts have been signed by
le Exposition management with
lore than 100 noted singers, ac)rs, impresarios, and producers
f the pageants and striking en?rtainment acts, who will partiipate. Arrangements have been
lade through the World Amuselent Service Association with
'heodore Kosloff, noted Russian
ancer, and Emil de Recat, faious producer of pageants, to
tage the historical revues and
allets.
The first tableaux will depict
tie primitive life of the Amerian Indian before Columbus and
onclude with some recent his>ry-making event. Kosloff 's bal'ts will portray the "Fall of the
.ztecs," "An Easter Night in
ussia," and a "Ballet of World's
Nations",
showing characteristic
ances.
The "Aztec City" that has been
uilt to house the Exposition
lends the atmosphere of old
pain with the crude beauty of
le Latin-American cities. The
lain thoroughfare is the Esplaade, lined with palms and emanked with flowers and tropical
lants. In a lily-pond near the
ntrance will be a statue of Presient Monroe, brilliantly illuminted.
All Exposition activities will
adiate from the Court of Honor,
n area way massed with
owers, situated between the two
littering Aztec towers.
The most spectacular feature
f the Exposition will be the picurization of "Montezuma or the
'all
of the and
Aztecs."
than
00 persons
tons ofMore
fireworks
ill be utilized in the production
f this mammoth feature, said to
e the most elaborate pyrotechic display ever produced. It will
e staged in the new Coliseum
eating 80,000 persons.
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ARTIST
WILL PRODUCE
NOVEL DOLL MOVIES

JOHNNY
HARRON
IS IN
"GOLD DIGGERS" CAST

Antor Novak, the Hungarian
artist, has opened a studio in
Hollywood for the production of
a new kind of motion picture.
He will put into operation his
new invention in photography,
which makes dolls seem to fly
about, dive into the ground and
be full of life and activity.
He will produce motion pictures specially designed to entertain children and at the same
time
give
them useful information.

A familiar face at the Warner
Brothers studio these , days is
that of Johnny Harron, brother
of the famous Bobby who was
a Griffith star for years, and the
idol of the film fans.
Johnny has been engaged by
the Warners for a leading part
in "The Gold Diggers" now in
production at the West Coast
Studios under the direction of
Harry Beaumont.
"The Gold Diggers" is from
the David Belasco stage play

KINEMA

warnerIrothers

PRICES
PER

REDUCES
HUNDRED
CENT

The Kinema Theatre in Los
Angeles has made a radical departure in its policy of operation.
Decision was made by officials
of West Coast Theatres, Inc., to
have a downtown house with
popular admission prices and to
this effect a new scale has been
initiated at the Grand Avenue
and Seventh Street theatre. The
price for Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays are scaled at twentyfive cents all over the house,
with ten cents for children and
fifty cents for the big loge chairs.
During the rest of the week the
general admission to all parts of
the theatre will be twenty-five
cents excepting the loges. The
tax is added to these prices and
since the inception of the new
policy it has been found that the
move was not only a wise one,
but certainly one deserving success.
During the first two weeks of
operating this new policy at the
Kinema did a tremendous business at popular prices. West
Coast Theatres, Inc., are adopting the slogan "the picture is the
thing" for the Kinema and eliminating all stage and atmospheric embellishments. Greatest care
is being devoted to the proper
musical accompaniment of pictures and short subjects. The
desire often voiced by Los Angeles theatre patrons to be able
to witness pictures without the
long drawn-out and often tiresome programs seems at least to
have been realized with a change
of the Kinema policy and not a
little favorable comment has
been heard.
There is how provision for all
those who desire nothing but pictures to go to the Kinema and
observe at popular admission
prices, the program of diversified
screen subjects headed by first run feature picture.

sign

ernest

lubitsch
Ernest Lubitsch, world famous
director from Europe, was today
signed to a contract by the
Warner Brothers.
Mr. Lubitsch takes up offices
in the Warner's new studios
Monday at the head of his own
production unit. He is to make
only major productions for the
Warners, one of which will be
David isBelasco's
which
to be the"Deburau,"
greatest
undertaking ever attempted by
any motion picture organization.
Lubitsch has just completed
Mary Pickford's biggest picture,
made under the title of "Rosina"
and to be released as "The
Street Singer." He comes to the
new organization independent
of past connections and is to
commence work on the preliminary details of his first picture
at once. Lubitsch is incidentally the man credited for those
successful European pictures
which were shown in America
the past year or two. He is
considered the peer of European
directors.
The signing
'this important
director
may beofrecorded
in film
history as another step of marvelous advancement by the
Warner Bros. With David Belasco under contract and a number of the most important producers and directors of the picture world signed, this company
bids fair to advance considerably further in the picture field
during the coming years than in
the past, when it grew from a
small producing unit to one of
the most important film companies in the world.
Hoot Gibson is on location at
the Flynn ranch, in the high
Sierras, where the exterior
scenes of "The Ramblin' Kid"
are being made. Edward Sedgwick is directing the new Gibson play, to be one of his new
series of Univers;il-Gibson
special productions.

VANDAUS
C0STUY

DESTROY
PART

Sight seeing vandals, in the
guise of studio visitors, this
week completely destroyed an
OF "SET"
almost priceless
Chinese screen
on one of the sets used in the
filming of "Thundergate," a
First National production now
being directed at the United
Studios by Joseph De Grasse.
The huge screen, made of
teakwood, ivory and gold, stood
for years in the home of a mandarin of interior China. During
the revolution of Dr. Sun Yat
Sen it was carried away and
finally sold to an English collector at Canton.
The screen eventually found
its way to America and was
loaned for the "Thundergate"
production. The materials making up the antique had been
patiently and skillfully carved
by hand and the finished screen
was valued at several thousand
dollars.
It was thickly studded with
ivory miniatures as well as
carved
mother-of-pearl ornaments.
Many of the ivory and pearl
ornaments were cut from the
screen by some visitor who
deftly wielded a pocket-knife in
his search for souvenirs of the
picture set.
Director De Grasse declares
the article is almost completely
destroyed and can never be replaced. Private detectives have
been placed on the case and
strangers who have recently
visited the set may be questioned at length if any clue to
the vandals is discovered.
The discovery
of the byscreen's
destruction
was made
Owen
Moore,immediately
star of "Thundergate,"
and
reported to
First National oflicials.
Hale is in Frisco
Creighton Hale, debonair leading man, whose screen career
dates back to the days of the
earliest D. W. Griffith pictures.
"Intolerance," "The Clansman"
and others, and who scored a decided hit with Los Angeles
audiences a short time ago when
he appeared as the star in "Just
Suppose," at the Mason Opera
House, is on location at San
Francisco with members of the
Goldwyn company, filming "The
Master
of Man"Seastrom.
under I he Indirection of Victor
this
picture Mr. Hale is playing the
part of "Alick," a sympathetic
juvenile role, which is said to
allow him an unusual opportunity to demonstrate his versatility
and histrionic ability.

CAMERA!
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FINIS

STARTS

4th

INDEPENDENT
PICTURE
Finis Fox has started work on
his fourth independent feature
production, "Bag and Baggage"
at the Hollywood Studios with a
notable cast of screen artists.
Like all his other productions,
Finis not only wrote the story,
but is also directing and supervising the details of production
from story and theme to the cutting room.
The cast is headed by Gloria
Grey, the most recent Finis Fox
discovery. John Roche, who
scored a big hit in David Belasco's New York stage success,
"Deburau," has been signed for
the male lead. The cast also includes such film notables as
Paul Wiegel, Carmelita Geraghty, Adele Farrington, Arthur
Stuart Hull. Maxine Elliott
Hicks and Ned Grey.
The story is a typical Finis
Fox drama with pathos and comedy relief. The continuity was
written by Lois Zellner.
The executive and technical
personnel of the Fox organization includes R. R. Beaty, General Manager, William Dashiell,
Assistant Director, Danny Hall,
Technical Director and Hal
Mohr, Photographer. "Bag and
Baggage"
is theproductions
first of a new
series
of super
that
Finis Fox will make for the independent market.
STORY OF METRO
PICTURE-MAKING
TOLD IN REELS
A precedent was set by officials of the Metro west coast
studios when they sent Howard
Strickling, director of publicity
at the Hollywood plant, to the
annual national Metro sales convention in New York with a
three-reel film showing the exact
progress of the various pictures
now under course of production.
The film contained scenes from
"Scaramouche," "The Eagle's
Feather," "The Girl Who
Dared,' "Strangers of the Night,"
"The Master of Woman' and
other pictures now being made.
In addition it shows sidelights
on the various productions, the
actual difficulties involved in
making some scenes, the handling of huge crowds and other
interesting features. Following
the convention Mr. Strickling
will confer with Metro officials
and return to Hollywood about
July 1st.
William S. Hart this week
signed a long term contract with
Lasky, and will start at once to
re-establish himself after an absence from the screen of two
years. He will resume his oldtime virile western characterizations.
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Suffering Musician
Back to Free Lancing
Cecil Crandall,
of "Mickey"
Eugene A. Vogt, having com- Neilan's
FiddlersoneFour,
having
pleted his engagement as scen- had several
teeth
extracted
on
arist for the H. and B. Film
his "chin-rest" side, is finding no
Company at the Bronx studio, trouble
making the mournful
has opened an office at 5515 Russian inmusic
more mournful on
Santa Monica Boulevard, where
he will free lance in writing sub- the set of Neilan's Russ drama,
titles or continuity. Vogt has "The Rendezvous," Crandall is
thankful he doesn't play the
the titling of a number of im- slide
or something
portant productions to his credit equallytrombone
as convulsive to the
as
well
as
several
stories
and
muscles of the face.
continuities.

FIRST ALL-WOMAN
FILM COMPANY
LAUNCHED

The first motion picture company composed entirely of women has been launched. It is the
only one in America, in the
world, or in film history. Its
first
production has been made,
CONSTANCE HEARS HER
OFFERS A CZAR A and preparations are on the way
OWN SONG ON THE RADIO
for making a large regular proConstance Talmadge has had
gram of feature releases, educaJOB IN MOTION
tionals, and other films in San
two new thrills this week. First
of all, she has heard her own
PICTURES
Diego at the Sawyer-Lubin Studios.
song, "If Anyone Can Steal You,
Women occupy the positions
Then You're Not the One For
Czar Boris III, Bulgarian monarch whose throne is tottering, of producers, directors, co-direcMe," out in California, across
the radio, as sung by Miss Rita may come to Hollywood.
tors, script-clerk, screen editor,
Gould in New York. And secM. C. Levee, president of continuity writer, assistant diondly, all her Hollywood friends United Studios, yesterday offered
rector, and publicity director.
have been dropping in at tea him a job as technical advisor At the head of the company is
Mrs. Lule Warrenton, who has
time, at the palatial new Tal- after reading an Examiner
the stage and in momadge home on South Ardmore
special dispatch from Paris been uponpictures
since childhood.
avenue, to hear Constance's first quoting the king of the butter- With tion
Universal
Film Company
musical effort on the OKeh
milk fiends as saying he would and other organizations she was,
come to America if he had to first, character actress, then
phonograph records.
Constance originally wrote doff the purple.
writer and director of a number
"Job as technical advisor mo- of productions.
the song, "If Anyone Can Steal
tion pictures awaits your accepWarrenton's chief aide*
You, Then You're Not the One
tance," read the cablegram the areMrs.
Mrs. A. B. E. Shute, Mrs,
For Me," sometime
ago,
in
colfast-thinking
Mr.
Levee
dashed
laboration with Edward Laska, off at the breakfast table as he Katherine Chesnaye and -Miss
Edith Kendall, all of whom conn,
well-known composer and playwright. This is the first lyric read the Czar's words.
to the screen with no other mo"Foreign
pictures,
with
their
Constance has ever written,
tion picture experience than that
kings,
empereors
and
czars,
their
though she has frequently com- unique clothing, furniture and supplied by the educational deposed little jazz melodies on the interiors, are coming to the
partment of the Palmer Photopiano for her own amusement.
play Corporation. Mrs. Shute
The song has been published by fore," Mr. Levee explained. "We
is a novelist, whose first book
Stark & Cowan, and the Okeh want to be exact, to picture was published about 12 years
people, manners, customs, ago. Mrs. Chesnaye is a short
record is recorded by Markers
clothes as they are. We need adorchestra.
All screen
Miss Talmadge's
vice. A czar, steeped in the tra- story writer, the wife of British
friends in the
world are
ditions of his people and of his officer, and a world-traveler, who
listening in these days and
class, is better equipped to give spent six years in Central Africa.
praising
Constance's
us that advice than anyone else. Miss Kendall is also a writer.
new
talent.
Many Firstunexpected
National
The special significance of this
exhibitors are planning to capit- There is a place for him, as there organization
not only embraces
alize the success of this song is a place for everyone with a
the fact that women fill all creaand fox trot by Miss Talmadge,
knowledge,
in pictures."
tive and executive positions, but
The Paris
dispatch
published
by using orchestrations of it special
that three who occupy very imin yesterday's
Examiner
quoted
during the run of "Dulcy," Con- Czar
portant positions are newcomers,
Boris as declaring that he
stance's next Joseph M. Schenck
trained, but not experienced on
production.
would not be frightened if he either
stage or screen.
lost his throne, as he could "go
MABEL NORMAND
This
meansfilms
thatafter
the "outsider"
right to America
and getthreatens
a job." can enter
receiving
HAS HER OWN GOLF
Revolution
in Bulgaria
COURSE NOW
adequate
training.
without
Boris' position.
"working up from the bottom,"
That she may keep in practice
Miss Moore to Star Again
and that careers in all imporColleen Moore is to be starred
and brush up on some of the
tant branches of the motion picture industry are open to women.
more intricate points of the in "Flaming Youth," First Nagreat outdoor game of the Scots,
tional's picturization of Warner
Hamilton is Back
golf, Mabel Normand has had
story of conconstructed a miniature golf Fabian's daring
temporary life. The picture is
Lloyd Hamilton has returned
course back of her bungalow on to be made at the United Studios
to Los Angeles and will start
the Mack Sennett studio lot, and it is estimated that it will work immediately on his new
where one will find her every
cost upwards of $500,000 to pro- series of Hamilton Comedies to
minute she is not busy on the
duce. The elaborate feature be released through Educational
will be filmed immediately fol- Film Exchanges. Hamilton had
set of "The Extra Girl."
Miss Normand has been an arbeen in New York for several
lowing the completion of "The weeks
dent golf enthusiast for many
on his annual vacation
Huntress," in which Miss Moore
years and was one of the first is now appearing in the star role. and conferring with E. W. H amwomen in Los Angeles to take
nions, president of Educational,
out a golf membership in any of
Harold Lloyd and Hal Roach
the clubs. The Annandale and have parted ways after an affilia- regarding production and distriplans for the coming
seaWilshire Country Clubs get Miss
tion of nine years. Lloyd will
son, bution
and immediately
on signing
Normand's patronage, where it head his own producing unit the new contract, Hamilton left
is admitted she is one of the best henceforth and Roach will con- New York for the Pacific Coast
and steadiest players among the
tinue to operate his other six He visited his mother in Oakland
w omen.
before going on to Los Angeles.
units.

AMERAI
BLOOD
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TESTS

SOLVE

MAY

INDIAN

MYSTERY
Test of blood from Susee,
vhite wife of Chief Broken Horn,
Arapahoe Indian, and J. S.
Thurston of Laguna Beach, or
lis 82-year-old mother, may deermine whether or not the Cau:asian squaw is the sister of
Thurston who was kidnapped in
Jtah 54 years ago.
Because Dr. C. L. Thudichum
)f 1758 North Kingsley Drive,
Hollywood, asserted in the Processor Tiernan scandal at South
Bend Indiana, that such tests
would determine the blood rela:ionship of individuals, he likely
will be appealed to in the Susee
Broken Horn-Thurston mystery,
which has been the theme of talk
'or several weeks among the Indians encamped at Cahuenga
Pass.
Dr. Thudichum, when approached on the subject by Sid
Grauman, who has interested
himself in the case because of a
recent appeal for his aid made
by Thurston, declared such a test
would prove whether or not the
squaw is the sister of the Laguna Beach man, who insisted he
believed her to be the same girl
stolen by Indians in 1869 during
a raid on the Thurston homestead in Utah.
It only remains to obtain the
consent of Chief Broken Horn
and Susee that the test shall be
made. Opposed by nature to the
mysteries of the white man, the
Indians are slow to yield themselves to unusual situations. The
Arapahoes contend, also, that Susee was one of two children who
survived the pillaging of a wagon train while it was crossing
the Sweet Water River many,
many moons ago.
Col. T. J. McCoy, who brought
the Indians to Hollywood to appear in the prologue to "The
Covered Wagon" at Grauman's
Hollywood Egyptian Theatre, is
endeavoring to win the Chief's
consenttested
to by
having
his wife's
blood
Dr. Thudichum,
who says Thurston must be a
full brother to the missing child
or else his mother's blood must
be used in the test.
Want Success? Join Stock
A few years ago, the theatregoers of Portland, Oregon, were
very proud of a certain group of
actors known as the Baker Stock
Company, of which certain gentlemen by the names of George
Baker and John Sainpolis were
the sponsors. Today, George
Baker is the Mayor of Portland,
while John Sainpolis is one of
the best known character actors
of the screen and is playing an
important role in "The Social
Code," Viola Dana's new Metro
picture. Moral: Join a stock
company.

News Section

AND THAT VERY CHILD MAY YET LEAD THEM
Little Philippe deLacy, five- sessed. Near her was a small
pale and thin, his cheeks
year-old film starlet, who has child,
sunken and covered with sores,
won the unanimous praise of weak
from not having eaten for
photoplay critics for the nat- two days and his body covered
uralness and human character- with a dirty, ragged garment. It
ization which he presents in the was Philippe.
The nurse took the unfortunrole of "Dicky" in "Divorce,"
the American hospital,
now showing at Grauman's Ri- whereates tothey
were given every
alto, has no doubt been subject- care and attention,
but a few
ed to a greater number of disdays later the old lady died.
tressing experiences, endured
Before
she
passed
away she
more hardships, encountered
more sadness and suffering and placed the youngster in the care
see more bloodshed than any of the nurse, who had rescued
them, and asked that she
other youngster of his age.
"please
be good to him." PhilThe story of little Philippe's
ippe slowly gained strength and
life reads like a page from fiction, and has brought forth the color and when hostilities between the enemy and ally forces
pity of all who have heard it.
His father, killed in the line of ceased abroad a few weeks
duty on the French front, his later he was a picture of health.
He was brought to America by
mother captured and murdered
the nurse, who before leaving
by the enemy forces, the home
in which they lived bombed and France had taken all legal steps
completely wrecked, little Phil- for his adoption, and upon the
ippe left in the care of his persistent advice of friends he
grandmother, who lost four was placed in pictures.
Today one cannot realize by
sons in the war — these and
looking at the youngster that he
many other sad experiences
marked the first year of the had ever gone through such pain
and suffering and that he was on
youngster's
At Nancy, life.
a small town near the verge of physical collapse
Verdun, the American forces had when he was rescued. He reflects the strength and magnetic
established a Red Cross hospital. One day a call came, tell- personality
Joan isD'Arc
of his
native land of and
considered
ing that an old lady in a nearby
town was dying of poverty. A unusually bright for a child his
special nurse responded to the
call. She found the old lady age.Chester Bennett, director and
living in the cellar of what had producer of "Divorce," declares
formerly been her home. She that little Philippe deLacy is one
was lying on some filthy, torn of the easiest children in picblankets stretched out on the
tures to handle and predicts a
cement floor of the cold shack. great future for him in the photoplay world.
It was the only bed she pos"BARNEY" RANDALL IS
ENGAGED FOR "PONJOLA"
Bernard Randall, who played
"English Eddie" in the original
stage production of "Within the
Law"
the sameof
role inandthelater
first played
film version
this famous comedy-drama, has
been cast for an important role
in "Ponjola," which is to be produced by Sam E. Rork, with Donald Crisp, directing, for First
National.
Randall is to play the part of
"Eric," a hardened character of
the veldt in this First National
screen version of Cynthia Stockley's celebrated masterpiece of
South African gold field life.
The latest addition to the cast,
which includes such screen luminaries as James Kirkwood, Anna
Q. Nilsson and Tully Marshall,
has had an extensive career as
an actor, both on the stage and
before the camera.
He was a favorite actor before
the footlights for twelve years,
before he deserted the legitimate
for the screen, in 1916. His first
role was in the Vitagraph production of "Within the Law."
Since then he has appeared in
a number of big screen features,
chief among them being "The
Auction Block," "Song of the
Soul," "Polly of the Follies," and
"The French Doll."

HAMPTON RETURNS WITH
GOODS NEWS AND SCRIPTS
With his brief case bulging
with prospective film stories,
JesseD. Hampton arrived in Los
Angeles this week from New
York City, accompanied by his
wife.
Hampton abandoned his European trip so as to reach Los Angeles in time for the '"world premier of his film, "The Spoilers,"
which is sche'duled to open at
Miller's Theatre, Los Angeles,
following the current presentation.
Hampton brings the news that
"The Spoilers" which Lambert
Hillyer directed at the Goldwyn
studios, was selected over 35
other photoplays to be shown on
the world's largest liner, "The
Leviathan," on its maiden voyage from New York to London
on July 4.
Tellegen Finishes Another
"Mike" Tellegen, who is one of
filmland's most promising
"heavy heavies," has just completed the role of Strongarm in
Charles R. Seeling's production
"The Tango Cavalier," which
stars George Larkin. In this picture Mike was called upon to
stage a terrible fight with Larkin, and needless to say, sacrificed nothing to realism.
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WILD

ANIMAL

PLANNED

SHOW
EOR

Edythe Sterling, famous rodeo
star, is rounding up and hog-tieing a bunch of daring cowboys
and cowgirlsSELIG'S
to appear in Wild
West feats at the Circus and
Wild Animal Exposition to be
staged at Selig Zoo by Los Angeles Post No. 1, Disabled Veterans of the World War, from June
23 to July 1, inclusive. A number of stellar riders have come
south for the Frontier Days celebration to be held at Prescott
Arizona, and many of these will
appear at the rodeo here.
Cowpunchers, rope artists,
broncho busters and steer riders
will be among the performers at
Selig Zoo. Bill Strother, the
"Human Spider," and an up-to
the-minute midway have been
added to the attractions at the
circus, which also will have dancing acts, musical features, novelty feats, boxing bouts and animal performances on its nine
days' programs.
Strother, who often doubles
for motion picture stars, is
known from coast to coast for
his daring climbing stunts. He
has scaled most of the best
known skyscrapers in Los AnThe circus midway will conthe usual features, with
geles. tain allspecialty
several
novelties added.
It will be open from noon to midnight and is planned to be one
of the stellar attractions of the
exposition.
Aside from participating in
the battle royal that is to be the
main event of each Saturday's
boxing card, the newsboys of Los
Angeles will appear in musical
specialties. Henry Warner, vocalist; Tony Geyer, banjoist;
Louis Jacobs, violinist; and the
Newsboys' Trio are among the
music features of the daily proLittle Shirley Widman, toe
grams.
dancer, will perform and concerts will be given by the crack
jazz orchestra of the Disabled
Veterans of the World War and
the Hollywood American Legion
band of 45 pieces, which has donated its services for the benefit, by which the veterans hope to
raise sufficient funds to pay off
the mortgage on their club home
at 246 South Hill Street. Col.
W. N. Selig's trained lion, tigers,
leopards and bears will appear in
the animal acts.
Beginning Monday with the
State Department, D. V. W. W.,
the successive days have been set
aside for the American Legion,
the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
the ansUnited
and the Spanish
G. A. R. War Veter-
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"PG" SMITH HEADS
NEW COMEDY
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SOME

STARS

MUST

DIE SO THEY

COMPANY

CAN LIVE

The clan of independent producers is steadily growing. Last
week the "PG" Smith Productions, located in the California
Iiank Building, at 6548 Hollywood Boulevard, was organized
with a program of 12 two-reel
comedies to be produced and released during the 1923-24 season. These productions have
been tentatively named "The
Pumpkin
Comedies,"
and
will
deal Center
with life
in the rural
communities of the United
States The theme will deal
principally with a delapidated
locomotive and string of coaches
evidently built some time during
the Stone Age. They will be
made with all-star casts, headed
by Jack Duffy, well-known local
comedian.
"PG" Smith, who is at the
head of the company, has spent
the last eight years studying the
hi mfield from every angle with
the determination to some day
produce pictures of his own. He
was formerly a film salesman
for Paramount, Vitagraph, Goldwyn, Selznick and other distributing concerns, and also managed theatres in various parts of
the United States and Canada.
He later purchased a theatre in
Los Angeles, and was actively
engaged in the management of
same, only giving up this enterprise to enter the production
field.
"PG" is one of the youngest
producers in the business, being
only 24 years of age, but he has
shown great ability along executive lines and this, linked with
his varied experience in the film
world, should enable him to
climb to the top of the cinema
ladder within a very short period
of time. Smith has stated that
he believes there is a dearth of
good rib-tickling comedies at the
present time, and that the public
wants the shorter variety of
film farce. The excellent reception the small-town plot has always received at the hands of
the theatre-goers was a factor
in his decision to film something
revolving around the life of the
small towns and coutryside of
the nation.

Some motion picture artists
have the distinction of getting
married in nearly every picture
in which they appear. Others
have gained a reputation of perlorming some hair-raising stunt
before the camera, but perhaps
no artist of stage or screen has
"died" in more plays for the
sake of his art than Eric Mayne,
one of the screen's best-known
character artists, who, before entering motion pictures, was a
foremost actor on the London
stage, gaining wide recognition
for his masterly portrayal of
leading roles in Shakespearean
plays and others.
During a recent interview
with the actor, he advanced a
few interesting ideas as to how
and
why he has had to "die."
He said:
"For many years I played villain and was compelled to die
one way or another at the end of
the play. The villain must not
die too soon because it is only
through the darkness of his vile
deeds that the purity and nobility of the hero and heroine can
shine forth.
"In 'Hamlet,' in which I played
the king, I could not die until
the very end of the play, for I
must live in order to allow Hamlet to finish his work. It is only
after I have been killed that he
completes his work.
"In 'Romeo and Juliet' I played
'Mercutio.' I enjoyed this. character more than any other I have
ever portrayed and I regretted
every night that I had to die so
soon. Although 'Mercutio' is a
light-hearted, good-natured fellow, beloved by everyone, he
must die toward the middle of
the play in order to give Romeo
a chance to establish himself as
the leading man.
"In motion pictures I have
been killed in sword fights, I
have shot myself, been shot in
pistol duels, poisoned myself;
indeed. I cannot recall a possible death that I have not met in
the interests of retributive jusMr. Mayne concluded by saying: "Actors must live, and in
order
tice." to live many of us must
'die.' "

Harry DeVere Recovering
The many friends of Harry T.
DeVere, who has been ill at the
Clara Barton Hospital for the
past five weeks, will be glad to
learn that he is now well on the
road to recovery. Mr. DeVere
was cast for the heavy lead at
the Universal in "The Lady of
Quality,"
played
three
daysand
whenhadtaken
ill.butA
great deal of credit for his return to health is evidently due
to his wife, the popular character lead, Josa Melville, who
has been untiring in her attention to him in addition to "keeping the home fires burning."

News Section

Graves Finishing
Ralph Graves is finishing the
leading male role opposite Mabel
Normand in "The Extra Girl,"
which is being filmed at the Sennett Studios, and already is preparing to start work upon another picture. There is a rumor
to the effect Ralph has just
signed a very alluring contract
with one of the biggest producing
corporations in the industry
which will provide for his appearance in leading roles in several big pictures.

BOXING

O'DAY
FAVORITE
SPORT

OF PEGGY

Peggyin O'Day
at times
be everyday
cast for
roles
society may
dramas,
but in
life one of her favorite pastimes is the sport
of Jack Dempsey and Benny Leonard — boxing. Peggy is much interested in the art of
self-defense and for the definite purpose of
making any fight scenes in which appears,
look like the real thing and not of the usual
fakey appearance, the little actress has
taken lessons from no less an expert than
ex-champion Kid McCoy. A? several members in the cast of "The Fighting Skipper"
can testify, Peggy at times becomes perhaps
a little too realistic in her endeavor to get
a punch into the story.
NEW GARRISON UNIT PLANS EDUCATIONAL FILMS
It is the aim of the Garrison
J. H. Rush is desirous of obtaining studio space and any
Production Company, who has information
regarding this con>
just returned from South Amerpany or studio space will ba
ica where they made a series of gladly answered by him, bB
phoning Hollywood 561.
educational pictures, to stare
Aspiring leading men, here if
production of a series of educayour chance to get in touch
tional and society dramas here,
with something worth while.
on or before January 1, 1924.
The personnel of the company
Sargent Supports Gladys
is G. W. Garrison, financial
Louis Sargent, who was formmanager, R. W. McGree, direcerly starred by Universal in a
tor and manager. J. H. Rush,
assistant director, and C. E. series of Louis Sargent comTosh, cameraman. Edith Rush,
edies, is once more working at
well known in theatrical circles,
that studio, having been engaged
will be featured in this series.
to play the leading juvenile role
Miss Rush's leading man has
in Gladys Walton's latest staring.
not yetrison
been
selected.
The Garvehicle, "The Wild Party,"
Production
Company
has which ringHerbert
Blache is directa strong financial backing.

■I
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DISCOVERS
TYPES

FOR

"BAGDAD"
For his new picture, "The
hief of Bagdad," Douglas Fairanks is not selecting a convenional cast. In fact, nearly everyody so far engaged is comparaively new to picture audiences,
'he reason, says Doug, is that
e wants his players to express
new note the moment they
ash on the screen. Furthermore,
le play is to be a fantastic
rama, and personalities that
ave been conventionalized
light appear grotesque againsf
ae unusual backgrounds.
The most difficult feminine
oles will be portrayed by Julnne Johnston, a tall slender girl
nown heretofore primarily for
er dancing. She will appear as
princess of Bagdad. The grace
iat she has acquired in dancing
nd her willowy figure have,
rom the studio standpoint, proided her with two of the necesiry qualifications for the part.
The villain will be played by
adakichi Hartman, who is abalutely new to the screen. His
revious claim to note has been
s a writer. He is partly orienil, and in the robes he wears
1 the picture, might actually
ave stepped from the pages of
le Arabian Nights.
Brandon Hurst, Snitz Edards, Charles Belcher and Anna
lay Wong are others who have
een cast. Two of them are
ither unknown.
Doug found new angles to well
nown personalities when makig "Robin Hood," but he apparntly is discovering altogether
ew people for "The Thief of
agdad."
ACTRESSES PLAN QUIET
CLUB AS THEIR RETREAT
Rosemary Theby is a busy wolan these days — she is repressed by two pictures having
leir first run locally, "The Girl
f the Golden West" and "The
lidnight Patrol" and at the
line time is playing an imporint role in support of Jackie
oogan in "Long Live the King."
he is the leading figure in a
roup of prominent motion picjre actresses who are forming
new social organization to be
ailed "The Nunnery," the name
) be applied to their clubhouse
] the foothills of Hollywood.
"The ofNunnery"
will the
provide
aven
refuge from
bustlea
f the studios and the whirl of
ocial engagements between picures. At "The Nunnery," the
lembers will find peace and
uiet, for an hour, a week, or
inger — since the clubhouse will
ontain a limited number of
ooms as living quarters, in adition to the reading rooms, soial rooms, tea rooms and other
ommunal quarters. Eligibility
< limited to actresses who have
een playing leads in pictures

SHE CAME TO FILMLAND FOR HEALTH AND GOT WORK
Coining to Hollywood a short made a tour of the complete circuit and then returned to Hollytime ago to recuperate from an
wood to resume screen activity.
attack of scarlet fever, Peggy
Peggy has appeared in support
Cartwright, eight-year-old film of virtually every foremost star
of the silversheet. She was cast
artist, not only found Southern
California sunshine to be her as the little sister of Louise
best doctor, but she found an Glaum in the star's picture,
opportunity to enter motion pic- "Love;" with Bert Lytell in
tures, all of which has resulted
"Alias Jimmy Valentine," with
in her becoming a most popular
Betty Blythe in "The Third Genmember of the screen juvenile
eration," andbeen
with seen
many inothers.
fraternity.
She has also
many
Christie
comedies.
Peggy came from a most distinguished family. She is the
In "A Lady of Quality," now in
grandchild of Lady and Sir production at Universal, starring
Richard Cartwright, the latter Virginia Valli, little Miss Cartformerly being a prominent
wright plays the part of the star
statesman of Ottawa, Canada.
as a child. The part carries added significance in that she
Her uncle was Col. Robert Cartwright, the oldest colonel in the makes up as a boy, allowing her
Canadian army; her father, Con- a splendid chance to more firmly
way Cartwright, is a doctor by establish her versatility and
profession and was the youngest
ability to enact difficult roles.
She is at present engaged with
major in the Canadian army. Be- the
Jack White Productions in
cause of his gallantry during the
World War he was recently whose latest picture she is playiing the featured role opposite
elected to membership in "The
Benny Alexander, under
Ypres League" in London, His little
Majesty, King George the Fifth the direction of Norman Taurog.
and Field Marshall Carl French
In addition
her camera
accomplishments beforetothe
and
acting as patron-in-chief and
footlights, the youngster is an
president of the loyal organization.
expert horsewoman and has won
Peggy made her screen debut three cups with her equestrian
at Universal and scored such a exhibitions. Two of the cups
decided hit with officials of that were won at Ambassador Horse
studio that she was given the Shows and the other at the Ventura Horse Show. She is also
part of the little crippled child
proficient as a dancer, swimmer,
to portray in Frank Mayo's pic- pianist,
artist and cartoonist.
ture, "Afraid to Fight." Her performance in this picture won the
Peggy has never been to
school. Her schooling has been
unanimous praise of photoplay
critics who referred to it as a placed entirely in the hands of
private tutors. Like her parents
feature of the entire production.
After appearing in support of and grandparents Peggy has
taken a keen interest in things
Harold Lloyd in "Hand to literary
and she is conversant
Mouth," Peggy went on the Orpheum circuit in a special danc- with the works of such noted authors as Rudyard Kipling, Mark
ing act with her brother, Dick,
Twain and Shakespeare.
acting as her partner. They
CHAMP CHILD SWIMMER TO
TRY FOR BIG RECORD
Mickey McBan, little film
actor who is the world's youngest member of the Amateur Athletic Union and the holder of five
swimming medals, has resumed
aquatic training at Bimini in Los
Angeles preparatory to competition for several new water records, and at the present time is
concentrating his efforts upon
perfecting his high diving and
backstrokes. This four-yearold boy who was recently seen
in Gasnier's "Poor Men's Wives"
and who is now playing one of
the big parts in "The Temple of
Venus" at the Fox studios, is
champion over all comers in his
class on the Pacific Coast and
in the first of his new exhibitions, which will probably be
held within the next thirty days,
he will probably be called upon
to compete with some of the
best of the newly developed
young water wizards of the
north country as well as a number of his former opponents. The
film people are getting behind
their tiny representative and on
doubt a good number of them
will turn out to see the events.
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HARRY
MYERS ENGAGED
FOR "THE BAD MAN"
Harry Myers, he of "Connecticut Yankee" fame and more recently Horace Ventimore, in
"The Brass Bottle," has. been engaged to play a prominent part
in "The Bad Man," which Edwin Carewe is to produce and
direct for First National, with
Holbrook Blinn in the title role.
Myers has been cast to enact
a comedy arole,
that of whose
"Red"
Giddings,
Westerner
business in the play will be to
produce laughs. He is the fifth
member of the company to be
engaged. The others are Holbrook Blinn, who will play the
character he made famous on
the stage, Enid Bennet, Jack
Mulhall and Walter McGrail.
The latest addition to "The
Bad Man" cast has been a prominent figure in pictures since
1910, when he deserted the legitimate stage to play the part of
"Red Eagle" in "Red Eagle's
Love Affairs," the screen version
of "Strongheart."
He has played in many recent
successes including: "Turn to
the
Right," "Robinson Crusoe,"
"Kisses,"

FILM

FOLK

DOCTOR

DISCUSSES
NERVES
Nerves are like children, according to Dr. W. I. Schuster,
whose hands are said to control
the working forces of a considerable part of the motion picture
industry in Hollywood.
Schuster has virtually become
the motion picture colony chiropractor, as his clientele includes
executives, directors and players
from every studio in the film center."A child that receives kind and
eilicient training usually devel- <
ops into an efficient and useful
citizen," he says. "Nerves are
like children. If they are
treated right they keep the body
in efficient working order. But
like children they sometimes
misbehave. Because of improper
treatment they stray from their
regular duties. Just as soon as
they do the body gets out of tune.
"Perhaps they might better be
compared to the strings of a
musical instrument. As the
chords of the instrument lose
their beauty when the strings
are loose or improperly placed,
the human body loses its 'stride'
when
its nerves
wobbly."
Schuster
aversarethat
he has
corraled and tamed some of the
wildest nerves in Hollywood. He
says that the strain of motion
picture work is without a peer
as destroyer of nerve regulation.
He has soothed the jumpy nerves
of representatives of all classes
in all industries during his many
years experience, but says that
the work of motion picture folk
is more strenuous on nerves generally than any other trade or
profession which has come to his
attention.
Mile. BALZAC HAS HER FIRST
FILM
TEST HERE
Jeanne de Balzac, great-grand
niece of the famous Honore de
Balzac, has had her first film
test.
Mile. Balzac has just arrived
in Los Angeles, where she has
come to advise in the making of
"The Magic Skin," the favorite
story of Balzac, which Achievement Films is making at the
Goldwyn studios. At first it was
just planned that she assist director George Baker from her
storehouse of intimate knowledge concerning Balzac's ideas.
But her beauty has proven so entrancing and so thoroughly
French that she has been persuaded to don the greasepaint. Her
test, a very emotional one, was
staged before about a hundred
extras, who cheered her loudly
at the completion of it.
Mile. Balzac is just a little
over twenty and has been acclaimed the "most perfect
model" by noted French artists.
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Margaret Landis has been
added to the cast of "The Love
Brand,"
being
filmeddirection
at Univer-of
sal City
under
Stuart Paton. Miss Landis is a
sister of Cullen Landis, well
known juvenile of the pictures.
Sydney de Grey, now appearing in "TheofLove
Brand,"
underat
direction
Stuart
Paton
Universal City, is an old stage
favorite. He was one of the
support of Kolb and Dill in the
old days of "Lonesome Town"
J. J. Pasztor has been signed
to photograph "The Power of
Darkness," featuring Wallace
Beery and directed by Jacques
Jaccard, at the Golden West
Studio, on Lankershim Boulevard, opposite Universal City.
Winnie Brown, considered by
many the leading horsewoman
in America, has been engaged
lor a characteristic part in
Metro's all-star production of
"The Eagle's Feather," which
Edward Sloman is directing.
Dorothy Devore, farce comedienne of the Christie studios,
has been loaned to the Fox
company to play the lead with
William Russell in a new production to be directed by James
Flood. After this picture Miss
Devore will return to resume
her work in Christie Comedies.
Conrad Tritschler, the master
artist from London, brought to
this country by Richard Walton
Tully to lend his skill to the
screenengaged
production
"Trilby"
now
on ofsimilar
workis
for First National's "Thundergate."
Irene Rich has been secured
by the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation for an important role
in "Yesterday's Wife," the first
of the big Columbia Pictures
series which that company will
distribute on the independent
market this fall.
Neely Edwards, the former
vaudevillain, now maker of comedies at Universal City, once
tried, as a boy, to learn to be an
acrobat. His boyhood training
is coming in handy now — he
does a gymnasium scene in his
new
"Restless
Rest," in
whichcomedy,.
he puts
on a complete
tumbling act in a gymnasium.
Alma Rubens is the proud possessor of a signet ring which
was formerly the property of
Cardinal Richelieu. The ring
was presented to her by Grand
Duke Pierre Mollay, who is a
direct descendant of the Cardinal. It is claimed that this is
the ring Cardinal Richelieu used
when signing death warrants.
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in Filmland

Raymond Cannon, who will
soon be seen in "Mary of the
Movies" and "The Printer's
Devil," has returned from a
week's sojourn in the Sierras.
Fredric Santley, who has just
closed in "Up She Goes," will
start immediately on a new picture contract which will keep
him busy for the entire summer.

Harry Lamont has finished
playing the part of a Lavonia
spy in Jackie Coogan's new production, "Long
Live the King,"
at the Metro
Studios.

Ben Lyon, who is playing the
leading juvenile role in "Potash
and offer
Perlmutter,"
receivedof
an
to star inhas
a series
specials to be made on the
coast.

Paul Weigel is working with
the Finis Fox Company in "Bag
and Baggage," playing the part
of Anthony Hope, a music-master type of role.

Martha Franklin, having completed her work as "Mme. Vinard" in the Tully production of
"Trilby," has been signed for an
important role in "Ponjola," a
forthcoming
First National picture.

Harold Rhoades, child film
artist, has just completed an engagement with Lasky, apppearin
"To the ofLast
Man,"
under the
direction
Victor
Fleming.

Caroline "Spike" Rankin is
now playing straight as well as
eccentric character roles before
the camera. Her latest engagement is with Nate Ross at Universal, where she is appearing
in "Six Fifty."

Lillian Leighton, who plays
Ma Pettingill in "Ruggles of
Red dap," has left for Eureka,
where the James Cruze Company, now filming the Lasky
feature, will location for a fortnight.
Florence Rittenhouse has been
engaged by Sam Wallaeh for the
leading female role in Edward
Locke's new play with music,
"Yesterdays," which opens at
Asbury Park, July 9th. This
will not interfere with Miss Rittenhouse's work on the screen,
as she is at present working on
a series of specials.

"My Mamie Rose," from the
well-known novel of the same
name, will be the next production to feature the talents of
Mary Philbin, young actress who
has scored such a hit in the
Universal super-production,
"Merry-Go-Round."

J. C. ("Jack") Fowler has completed his role of Pharris in
"What Should a Girl Do," at the
Hal Roach studio under direction of Val Paul in support of
Edna
is a stage
new
recruit Murphy.
from the "Jack"
legitimate
and has been constantly at work
in pictures since his arrival in
Hollywood last February.

Dainty Frances Arnold, belter
known to the profession as Iva
Forrester, has decided to discard
the latter name and work under
her own trade-mark. She has
been leading lady in the Universal serial, "The White Horseman," and several other current
productions. The Bob Horner
Productions has just placed her
under a year's contract.

James Woods Morrison, who
has just finished his work in
"The Unknown Purple" at the
GoUlwyn Studio, has been engaged by Metro as one of the allstar cast of "Held to Answer," a
big special to be directed by
Harold Shaw from the story by
Peter Clark MacFarlans.
Al St. John, famous Fox comedian,
to driver.
be a professionalaspires
auto race
He
likes to "burn 'em up" as a
speed king and is known
throughout the Hollywood colony as a crack amateur driver
who can "scorch" the roads
when the speed cops are not
around. Al owns eight fast cars,
all capable of doing better than
eighty miles an hour, and he
takes them out for a brush in
tome secluded spot whenever
the opportunity offers.

Oliver Follansbee has received
an offer from the Majestic Stock
Company, Toronto, Canada, to
appear inductions
their
stock year.
produring future
the coming
Follansbee, however, will be unable to accept the offer as his
screen work will require his remaining in Southern California
for some time.

The task of supplying about
two hundred ex-service men for
work in "The Life of Abraham
Lincoln," being filmed by the
Rockett Film Company at the
Mayer studios, was fulfilled a
few days ago by the Reliable
Photoplayers' Association. Harry
Lewis is serving as studio reptesentative for the organization
and Frank Morris is his assistant.
"The Girl Who Dared" has
been chosen as the final title of
Viola Dana's current production,
instead of "To Whom It May
Concern," the original title of
Rita Weiman's mystery story of
which it is a screen adaptation,
according to an announcement
made by Milton E. Hoffman,
Metro production manager.

This

Week

Raymond Lee, young son ol
Art Lee, make-up maestro, has
just signed for the part of Bob
bie, the American boy, in Jackie
Coogan's
"Long
Live the King"
at the Metro
studios.
Work Is progressing rapidly'
on "The Worm," Johnnie Walk-i
er's latest production for F. few
O. The production is being
filmed under the direction fif
William Worthington.
theLouise
leadingLorraine,
feminine who
role inplays'
ft
C. Witwer's "Fighting Bloods
series, has just received a pair
of ring-necked doves from an
Eastern admirer.
Norma Talmadge has returnee1'
to Los Angeles from Santa Barbara, Cal., where some of the'
final
of the
"Purple
Pride"i
were scenes
made in
gardens
H
William Miller Graham, Montecito millionaire.
Tom Wilson, a member of the
liobertson-Cole stock company,,
has left for New York, where fee
will play one of the leading roles
as
in D.It W.is Griffith's
nexta black-face
production.
probable,
that Al Jolson will also take'
part inpectsthis
Wilsonsunnjtf
exto be picture.
away from
Southernor California
for three'
months
more.
Muriel Reynolds, who recently!
portrayed the role of Cinderella,
at the Hollywood Bowl, with her
director, Mrs. Idealine Meredlfl
and part of the troup, enjoyed
many hours gladdening tB
hearts of the children at the
County Hospital and the Chfrl
dren's Hospital by staging part
of the Cinderella play for the
amusement of the suffering!
children.
Margaret
has atjustKeenre*i
turned
fromMorris
location
Camp, Jacinto mountains, where
she portrayed the leading role In
Robert Bradbury's, "Ace of the
Saddle," featuring also Edwin
Cobb. Jay Morley played the
heavy. On her return to the
"U" lot, Miss Morris was immediately cast as lead in a new Jay
Marchant western picture, which
started
son hasWednesda>
the mate ieaa.Pete MorriJoseph Du Bray and Pierre
Collings, cameramen on "Alimony," James W.production,
Home's latest
Robertson-Cole
have
obtained some marvelous shots
of
Wrigleywhere
playground,
CatalinatheIsland,
the company
has been filming many yacht
scenes for the production. Grace
Darmond, Warner Baxter, Ruby
Miller, Jackie Saunders, Clyde
Fillmore and many others are In
the cast.

<UA M E R A !

'KAVOC PROMISES
SOME UNUSUAL
REALISM
■lava, melting pot of the Pallc, and one of the strangest
111 least known of lands, was
1 ited, and months of research
10 accounts of explorers pre|f-ed the way to the filming of
§ avoc," the Harry Garson
(Bbctacle being filmed for UniIrsal. Incidentally, one of the
let known screen actresses in
merica qualified as research
Inert for the picture, for much
I the detail is due to the aid of
lara Kimball Young, who
Ibsed months in Java, Burma,
In the Orient, on her recent
lund-the-world trip, and who
llunteered for services to help
■ppare the spectacle.
Every possible nationality is
Inresented in the strange popuIfion of Java, a tropical counII- of strange resorts and
Irange people, some outcasts in
lleir own land, some adventurers, some representatives of
Ipmercial
— and
all
Iricken with interests
the virus
of the
Ibpics — a queer charm that
lads far afield.
IfThe play is a massive spectaIb— showing Java's strange
llfes, pitfalls for souls, its exile charm, and, as a climax, a
gantic typhoon and tidal wave
|[ch as occur in this queer land
[ring along
the "six
months rains"
Iriod
the equator,
jj. Warren Kerrigan and Anna
I Nilsson head the cast in the
arson story, and a small army
extras of all nationalities apftar as the polygot population
11 the queer country.
tlMany of the scenes were actually taken in Java, a special trip
iing made for this purpose,
ltd the rest were made in a vilIge constructed to duplicate the
cality filmed on the trip.
UEW£AD

MANAGER

John Cornyn, has joined the
inks of Camera! as Advertising
lanager. Cornyn has just sevred his connection with Screenind as their Western Represenitive.
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NEW DRAMATIC CLUB IS
AUBREY AND LEON LEE
RAISING CHURCH FUNDS
JOIN TO MAKE COMEDIES
Jimmy Aubrey, for years a
Players"
theThe
name"Hollywood
of a new club
that hasis
star on the Vitagraph program
as a comedian in a series of recently been formed by motion
two-reel comedies, has signed a picture artists in the Hollywood
contract with Leon Lee to ap- film colony for the purpose of
raising funds with which to conpear in 12 two-reel fun-films.
Lee is well-remembered as the
struct the "Little Church Around
"man" who put over the "Joe the Corner," of which Rev. Neal
Dodd is the sponsor. Gay WelRock Comedies" to such a run
lington is director of the- club,
of popularity.
signed a Film
con- Miss Mary
Arter is secretary
tract with theLeeUniversal
Corporation to use any and all and other officers are now being
sets that are erected at the elected. The first play was
Big U Studios, and to have built staged by the club a few nights
anything that their stories call ago at the Hollywood Woman's
for, and when one knows that Club and scored a big hit. Plans
are being made to stage a play
Universal City has anything
from an elephant to the smallest
of greater importance within the
next week at San Fernando.
prop, they
can
readily
understand the possibilities that the The club already boasts a membership of several hundred arcompany will have at their command.
tists and among those who have
Charles Saxton, the well- recently enrolled is Betty Jean,
known New York Evening
well known film artist and manWorld cartoonist, who is known
ager of the Reliable Photoplayas the "Wise Cracker of Broad- ers' association, a Hollywood
organization.
way," has been engaged to write
stories and make humorous cartoons which will help put the BENNETT CALLS "LULLABY"
Series over. Reggie Lyons, who
MISS NOVAK'S BEST FILM
was the cinematographer on
The entire personnel of Ches"Black Beauty," the Vitagraph
special, has been engaged to
ter Bennett's
producing
organization is a unit
in expressing
photograph the entire series.
themselves that Jane Novak has
perhaps the greatest role of her
entire care°r in her current proELINOR GLYN NOW
duction of "Lullaby," his current
personally directed and superHERE TO FILM
\ ised production.
In "Thelma" Miss Novak had
a splendidly appealing role and
in "Divorce" she interpreted a
"3 WEEKS"
character that is resulting in
heavy
bookings all over the
Motion pictures are "the greatest moral force in the world to- country in first-run theatres.
Bennett is sparing no time or
day" according to Elinor Glyn,
world-famous English authoress
expense in surrounding Miss
who has just arrived in New
Novak with the best supporting
York.
cast that could be secured for
"Lullaby."
The noted woman novelist has
Bennett believes the actress
left New York for Los Angeles,
where she will collaborate in the who best personifies the sweet
filming of her greatest book,
woman, with womanly ideals
and entirely free from the sex
"Three Weeks" at the Goldwyn
studios at Culver City.
personality,
the hour
popular
tress of the isnext
and ache
The famous authoress, still viintends to direct only this class
brant and attractive despite her
years, at a tea given by officials of shadow plays in the future
Miss Novak in tire stellar
of the Goldwyn corporation in with
role.
her honor in New York, announced she was the grandmother of
BEAUTY OF SIMPLICITY
three children.
IN WEARING OF HATS
Mme. Glyn, who was induced
to come to the Goldwyn studios
Grace Darmond, who is now
to collaborate in the filming of
her novel, is very enthusiastic
playing mony"the
leading
role in gives
"AliR-C studios,
over the screen possibilities of a few hintsat theto girls
on the choice
"Three Weeks," and declares the of hats. She admits that it
motion picture version can be sounds paradoxical, but she says
made to bring out the spiritual
the greatest beauty always
lesson of the book, that "the shows in simplicity. Some girls
choose elaborate and flashy hats
wages of sin is death."
"The highest mission in my
as an aid to their beauty. Inlife was accomplished when
stead of being so, however,
these often detract by being too
'Three Weeks' was written,"
Miss Glyn declared at the Lunconspicuous, while the simple
cheon. "The screen needs a psy- hats seem to set off the beauty
chologist. The human mind must
to an amazing degree, and, put
be analyzed to interest other
on at the right angle cast a spell
that is well-nigh irresistable.
minds through the eye."
"Six Days," an original story
Miss Darmond has just comby Mme. Glyn, is now nearing
pleted her role opposite Guy
completion at the Goldwyn stu- Bates Post in "The Man From
dios. Corinne Griffith and Frank
Ten-Strike. " Previous to that
Mayo are featured in a cast di- picture she appeared in the leadrected by Charles Brabin.
ing role in "Daytime Wives."
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Several notable players have
been added to the big cast filming "Whose Baby Are You?"
starring vehicle for the diminutive Baby Peggy, at Universal
City. King Baggot, the director,
after assembling a notable list
of picture players to support his
tiny starlet, has built up several
new roles, in which names long
familiar on the speaking stage
are added to the list of principals.
Rex Davidson, famous character actor of the speaking
stage,
is
"Levinsky,"
the
quaint oldto play
showmaker
of New
York's ghetto, in the production.
Minnie Steele, well-known in
vaudeville, plays his wife. The
two parts are rich in comedy
but essentially human-interest
factors in the story.
Frank Currier, veteran of the
stage, has been added to the
cast tocientplay
Baby Peggy's
angrandfather.
Currier has
been in pictures for some years
and has played a variety of important character roles.
J. Gorman Rex, another character man, who, in his younger
days, played with Booth, Barrett
and John McCullough, has been
added to the cast to develop an
important-human-interest role in
the part of a pushcart vendor.
The play, a lively story in
which the baby starlet appears
as a tiny Italian immigrant, is
laid
mainly and
in New
York'sAtlantic
lower
Eastside,
on the
steamer.
The
ghetto
is
reproduced in remarkable detail at
Universal City, and several hundred people are used in the big
scenes.
The story was written by King
Baggot,mond L. the
director, and RaySchrock.
Advertising Does Pay
Since offering a prize of $1,000
for the best idea for a scenario,
Charles R. Seeling, film producer, has been besieged with
letters from all parts of the
country, a strong effort being
made by the authors to win the
prize. After wading through a
hundred or more of the manuscripts, Mr. Seeling announced
this week that many of the ideas
submitted were worthy of consideration, but many of them are
impossible for screen material.
The best idea sent in by July
15th will be used by the scenario
staff in preparing a new feature
story for "Big Boy" William,
one of the company's stars. Mr.
Seeling requests
that the
contestants enclose return
postage
so that in case their idea is rejected it can be returned.
William Parks, who directed
"Legally Dead," is busy at Universal City preparing for his
next picture,
Down,"is to
in
which
Herbert"Upside
Rawlinson
be starred.
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Summer Releases
The four comedies which the
Christies are releasing this summer include a wide range of subjects, beginning with a snowy
picture "Winter Has Come,"
Btarring Dorothy Decore, and
winding up with a timberland
comedy, "Back to the Woods,"
starring Neal Burns. In between
come Jimmie Adams in the
blackface comedy, "Roll Along."
and Bobby Vernon as a plumber
in "Plumb Crazy."
Entertains War Veterans
Mervyn LeRoy, who has just
finished an important role in
"Little production
Johnny Jones,"
a Warner
Bros,
featuring
Johnny Hines, makes it a point
at least once a month to entertain at the Old Soldiers' National
Home at Sawtelle, California.
LeRoy was on the vaudeville
stage for several years in a singing and dancing act.
Eng a Proud Daddy
Charles Eng, manager of the
Transportation Department of
the United Studios, has a new
customer. Charlotte Eng, six
and a half pounds, introduced
herself Friday morning and
asked that arrangements be
made to furnish her with daily
transportation. Eng has ordered
a new car, with a wicker body
and solid rubber tires, for his
daughter's use. It will be parked
at 1211 Tamarind street, Hollywood, nights. M. C. Levee, president of United Studios, has ordered an addition to the studio
garage
daytime for
use. the new customer's
'Tis Scandalous
This promises to be a great
scandal year for Huntly Gordon,
talented Louis B. Mayer studio
star. Following his sly conquest
in Fred Niblo's "The Famous
Mrs. Fair," he went into
romantic adventure on a wholesale scale in the leading role of
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," and
now he is back at the Mayer
Studio carrying on a naughty
flirtation in a star part in John
M. Stahl's new picture, "The
Wanters."
Van Dyke Signs
As one of the important steps
in his plans for increased production activities, Louis B.
Mayer has signed W. S. Van
Dyke on a long contract to direct
all-star specials of melodramatic
and spectacular trend. Other
famous directors now working
under the Mayer banner include
John M. Stahl, Fred Niblo and
Reginald Barker. Mr. Van
Dyke's first picture at the Mayer
Studio will probably be "The
Span
the scenario
which ofis Life,"
now being
completedof
under the supervision of J. G.
Hawks.

About

the Moving

La Verne Making 'Em Up
Harry La Verne, well-known
stage and screen character actor
who was recently seen in "Robin
Hood," is in charge of all makeup for "The
Dancer,"is
staning
Pola Spanish
Negri, which
being filmed at the Lasky studios under the direction of Herbert Brenon. Co-operating with
La Verne is James Collins, who
is wigmaker for the unit. Several interesting make-up innovations are assured as the result
of the combined efforts of these
two.
Cloninger's Big Plans
Plans are rapidly being formulated for the first of a series of
independent productions to be
filmed in and around Salt Lake
City, and which will be sponsored by several capitalists of
Salt Lake City, Spokane, and
other northwestern cities. Ralph
Clonlnger, for many years a
stage favorite in that territory,
will be actively concerned in the
productions, both from the acting and managerial standpoint.
Negotiations are under way for
a director and several cameramen, and a formal announcement is expected within the next
fourteen days.
Otto Quits Realty Business
Otto Lederer says, "Once an
actor
always
afctor,"to and
a result
he isangoing
devoteas
his time to his film and stage
work alone. He sold all of his
real estate holdings on Beachwood this week, for he will not
have sufficient time to devote to
their development and upkeep,
and the costumers and wigmakers are busily engaged in —
ah, but that's the secret; probably another "Abie's Irish Rose."
Still Buying Stories
Supplementing its already
splendid array of story material
for tin' coming season, First National has purchased four more
works that have proven their
popularity with the reading public. All four are exceptionally
well adapted to screen presentation. They are: "The SeaHawk." by Rafael Sabatini;
"Rope," by Holworthy Hall;
"The Moving Finger," by Elizabeth Irons Folsom, and "Pearls
Before
Brockett. Cecily," by Charles
He Knows Africa
Randall H. Faye, a native of
Rhodesia who. it is believed,
knows more about that section
of Africa, its people and their
customs, than any person engaged in the motion picture industry, has been engaged by
Sam E. Rork to act as technical
advisor during the filming of
"Ponjola," a Frst National pict.urizaiion
of Cynthia
famous story
of theStockley's
African

Newt Section

Throngs

veldt. Almost all of the dramatic action of this exciting story
of
the gold lands is laid in
Rhodesia.
Globe-trotter is Versatile
Otto Lederer is probably best
known as an interpretor of
Hebrew characters, his superb
portrayal of Solomon Levy in
"Abie's Irish Rose" having won
him the praise of critics and
theatergoers alike, but it is not
so generally known that he is
equally
as a "heavy"
of
the competent
most villainous
type.
Lederer's experience has been
unusual in scope, and for two
years he toured the Orient,
where he appeared in several
stage plays in Shanghai and
other cities. His most recent
screen appearances have been
in "Forget-Me-Not," "Your
Friend and Mine," and "Hungry
Henry Headed Stagewards
Hearts."
John Henry, who a short two
months ago made his debut in
motion pictures, is now seriously
considering an offer to play the
leading role in a play which is
shortly to be presented before
the footlights at a theatre in Los
Angeles. Stage work is nothing
new for Mr. Henry as he played
juvenile leads and heavies with
the Shusterman Stock Company
in Boston for three seasons before coming to Hollywood. His
latest work in pictures is with
Ann Little and Fred Thomson at
Cniversal in whose picture. "The
Eagle's Talons," he plays the
part of Secretary to Thomson.
TOWith
Preview
"Boy" and titling of
the cutting
the Mission Film Corporation's
latest feature production, "The
Barefoot Boy," now in the final
stages of completion, plans are
being made by Norman Walker,
business manager for the comfor a preview
of the picturepany,at one
of the theatres
in
Hollywood or Los Angeles, preparatory to shipping it to New
York for release. "The Barefoot
Boy" was written by Wallace
Clifton and was produced with a
cast which includes the names of
sixteen well-known film artists,
among whom are John Bowers,
Marjorie Daw, Sylvia Breamer,
Raymond Hatton, little Frankie
Lee and others. It is the first of
a series of six special stories to
be produced by the Mission Film
Corporation dining the year.
Leon Rice is the newly elected
president of the company.
Monty's New Girl
Monty Banks, who is heading
one of the comedy units at the
new Grand studios in Hollywood,
has a new leading woman in the
person of Catherine Bennett,
sister of the well-known Enid.
Miss Bennett hails from Australia and is said to be a perfect

CAMERA
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"foil" for Banks in his nev
series
films. of feature length fui
Morelli Wins Part
The part of Robert Lincoln
the youthful son of Abraham!
Lincoln, in the Rockett Filn
Company's production of "TV
Life of
Abraham
Lincoln,"
ha:
been
assigned
to Reggie
Morelli
a well-known film artist and na
tive of Italy. Morelli was choser1
for the part from a list of more
than a hundred applicants, al
of whom resembled the son ol
the martyred president.
Peggy
ChickencanRanch
OtherHasplayers
invest k
real estate but Peggy O'Day, stMl
of "Thundering Hoofs," "The
Storm Girl," and other productions, has a little side line of bar
own. She is nothing other than
a chicken fancier. Peggy re-,
cently bought a ranch out on
Ventura Boulevard, about three:
miles from Hollywood, and she
has there established a farm ol
thoroughbred white leghorayj
Already she has a thousand laying hens and the number «
rapidly climbing. Peggy, K
course, doesn't
work
herself.
She is dosortallofthedirectSr
and supervisor in chief; and she!
has several assistants.
Movie Lure Permanent
No more musical comedy for
Filial ie Jensen. The lure of the
movies is too strong for heri
even to return to her first love.
For it was in "The Time, the
Place and the Girl" company!
and
other Jensen,
big musical
-how?
that Miss
now finishing'
her role in George D. Bakeri
production, "The Magic Skin*
scored her early stage successes. She was asked to return to a big new musical
comedy that will make its debut
on Broadway, New York, this
fall, but the old love has given
place to fection
a fornew
stronger
afthe and
motion
picture^
so Miss Jensen declined the
principal part offered her and
will remain in Hollywood.
How Lucky We Are
Making a dollar do the work
(if two is the easiest thing in
the world, according to Oscar
Apfel, noted Metro director
That is, if you are in Europe.
Apfel, who recently returned to
Los Angeles from a tour of the
Continent,
says man"
a gold
wheel"
or "iron
from"cant
the
U. S. A. will do the work of five
dollars, even more, in some •
the European countries that ar*
pouring out paper money in a
perfect flood. Every time some*
body
growling
"hard gets
times"to over
here, about
Apfel
puis a damper on their grouch
by telling them what some ol
the European victims of thu
World War's
endure.
Then aftermath
they shut have
up. toI
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Studios

For Week Starting Monday, Jane 25
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Director

Star

Cameraman

BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd.
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
J. Ince
The Washburns Linden
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.

You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869

Ass't Director

Scenarist

Type

Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Cooke
Cooke
Turner

Diltz
Diltz
N. Blair

2-Reel Comedies
2-Reel Comedies
"The Love Trap"

BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline. Casting
Rose
Jack Blystone
Buster Keaton
Lou Anger Productions.
AI. Austin
Clyde Cook
Hale
"Tmrler Orders"
Bert Sternback, Casting.
CENTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Al Herman
Buddy Messinger
Wm. Hyer
Herman
"Forward Pass"
1416 La Brea Ave.
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
Regent Film Company.
(United Artists release).
Eddie Sutherland
Monta Bell
Charles Chaplin
Edna Purviance
Rollin Totheroh
"Public Opinion"
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Comedy
Mgr.
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
Jas. Clemens Conklin
Scott Sidney
Jimmy Adams Nagy
2-Reel
Comedy
Ernest Levelle Conklin
H. Beaudine
Neal Burns
Gus Peterson
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde,
Stock
Buckingham
Al St. John
U St. John
Nim SummervillA Stock
Lambert Hillard Tom Mix
Lew Brice
Erie Kenton
Henry Otto
Phylis
Haver
John Gilbert
Jack Ford
Chas Jones
Dunlap
Roland V. Lee
All-Star
Wm. Russell
Jas. Flood
Dustin Farnum
David Sullivan

Progress
Holly 3130
Schedule
Schedule
2nd Week
598-146
Wilshire 42 75
Holly 2814
1st Week
1st Week
Holly Vb
Schedule

Holly 4070
2!)th Week
439-764
EditingHolly 3100
1st Week
dio Mgr.
k
M.
Willard,
Stu
Wilshire 2115
Beverly Blvd. J E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Fran
Sunset Blvd.
Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Fred Kley, Studio
Holly 3000
Mgr.
Sid Wagner
Staff
Comedies
Schedule
Ernest S. Depew
Benny Conn
Stoloff
Comedies
Schedule
Arthur
Jay
Comedies
Schedule
Zane Grey
Dan Turner
Clark
Eugene
Forde
"Lone
Star
Ranger"
5th Week
Max Gold
Comedies
Schedule
Joe August
Hollinghead
Carr
Ed
Feeny
"The Temple of Venus" 5th Week
Schneiderman
Lee
"Cameo Kirby"
Gth Week
Horace Hough
Don Short
Harvey Gates
"Snow Drift"
7th Week
Dan
Case
Post
"You Can't Get Away With Itlst Week
Walter Mayo
Jos.
Brotherton
Dorothy
Yost
"The
Best
Man
Wins"
1st
Turner
Dorothy Yost
Ed. Bernoudi
"A Man"
1st Week
Week

j
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 2632
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Neitz
F.
W.
Raymond
Al J. Neitz
Bill Patten
Morey Hughes
"Battlin" Buckaroo"
6th
Neitz
F. W. Raymond
Al J. Neitz
Bill Patten
Morey Hughes
5th Week
Week
"Wild & Wooley"
!GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Wilshire 81
Metro Release.
Cowan
Editing
Coffee
"Havoc"
Harrv Garson
Nilsson-Kerrigan Richardson
GOLDEN WEST STUDIO.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
Lankershim 1 32 -J
H. Breaumond
H. Breaumond
Jaques Jaccard
Wallace Beery
J. J. Pasztor
2nd Week
"Power of Darkness"
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
Staff
A. P. Younger
Wm. Fairbanks
Roland Price
Harry Tenbrook
5th Week
"What Women Want"
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City.
761 71 I
Ren Reynolds
15th Week
Eddie
Sowders
Von Stroheim All-Star
Editing
A.
L.
Raboch
John
Mescall
Mathis-VonStroheii"Greed"
Ouida
Bergere
Charles Brabin All-Star
11th Week
David Kesson
Thomas Held
Lovett-Mathis
Neilan-Urson All-Star
"The
Rendevous"
Kavanaugh
Earl Taggart
nth Week
Wm. Silden
•■Wild
Oranges"
Six Day
Days"
Tod Browning All-Star
"The
of Faith"
Preparing
R.
Ross
R. West
All-Star
John
Boyle
Whittaker
<i(h Week
Geo. D. Baker All-Star
C. Eddington
"The Magic-Skin"
Chas. Van Enger A.
Paul
Bern
Victor Seastrom All-Star
Chas.
Lapworth
"Master of Man"
Lueien Andriol
June Mathis
Emmett Flynn All-Star
Gth Week
Week
Ray Flynn
"In the Palace of the King" 5th
Cosmopolitan Productions.
! Carlos Productions.
Oliver Marsh
Paul Schofield
Robt. Ross
Roland West AU-Slar
'The Unknown Purple"
6th Week
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager
Fay Fay
2-Reel
Comedy
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Editing Holly 162
Bill Williams
Staff
2-Reel Comedy
Herman Raymaker Monte Banks
Leslie Goodman
Bill Williams
Staff
I I Week
H. Edwards Monte Banks
L. Goodman
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
"Hats"
Editing
Ken.
MacLean
Hugh Fay
Sid Smith
Chas. LeMont
<"Don't
'omedy Play Hookie"
Ken. MacLean
Archie Mayo Sid Smith
Chas. LeMont
1st Week
Joe Rock
Productions,
Inc.
Gil Pratt
Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
'One Dark Knight"
1 st Week
Dave
Smith
Jerry Ash
Arvid Gillstrom
Joe Rock
Dave Smith
1st Week

i
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Progress

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 1431
J. Jasper, Mgr.
Finis Fox Prod, »
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
Finis Fox
All-Star nalMohr
Wm. Dashiell
Lois Zellnor
"Bag and Baggage"
1st Week
Richard Thomas Productions.
Douglas McLean Productions. (Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Supreme Art Productions. Chas. J. Hall
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Casting
438740
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive Monte West, Studio Mgr.
Pre paring
Horner
All-Star Geo. Meehan Middleton
Horner
"Midnight
Limited"
Horner
All-Star Meehan
Middleton
Horner
"Flame of the
Sahara"
World Educational Films.
Preparing
Eliason Baby Betty Wm. Field F. M. Abbey Robinson
"The Forty Niner"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
ICditing
1st Week
Seeling Big Boy Williams Vernon Walker Chas. DeLong J. Natterford
" 1 Jail Mi n and < lood"
Seeling
George Larkin
Vernon Walker
Chas. DeLong Chas. Seeling
"The Tango Cavalier"
761731
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Trimble-Mui-fin Productions.
King Gray
Thompson
Jane Murfin
■The Sign"
Murfln-McCloskey All-Star
9th
l!)th Week
Week
G. B. Dreyer
Laurance Trimble Strongheart
Cyril Gardner
Donna Barrell
"Phantom Pack"
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
1 'renarinir
Joe Walker
R. L. Selander
Thompson Buchanan "Loving Lies"
W. S. VanDyke AIl--S(ar
3th
Week
Lloyd Ingram All-Star
101 tlx ■ i- Harris
"Nobody's 1 )ou"
INTERSTATE PICTURES CORPORATION.
Jean Burt Calvert, Casting. Culver City, Cal.
Prepa ring
J. B. Calvert Productions.
.Tui> I 'ampana
J. i ;. Calvert All-star
Fr ank Cameron
Relmont -Woodho.use Drama
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goo dstadt. Casting.
1520 Vine St.
Holly 240«
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players Lasky Release.)
3rd Week
Pola Negri
Herb. Brenon
Harold Schwartz Mathis-Dix
Jas.
Howe
"Spanish Dancer"
Wm. DeMille
All-Star
Clara Beranger
Geo.
Hippard
1st W eek
Guy
"Spring Magic"
Al Gilroy
All-Star
Victor Fleming
Jas. Wilke
Howe
Doris
Schroeder
"To
the Last Man"
Tom
Geraghty
1st Week
Karl Brown
Jas. Cruze
Featured
Vernon Keyes
8th
"Buggies
of
Red
Gap"
H. Tate
Cecil B. DeMille
Bert Glennon
Featured
1Preparing
're Week
paring
J.
McPherson
"The
Ten
Commandments"
Geo. Melford
All-Star
5th
Week
"The
Light
That
Failed"
Al. B. Green
Thos. Meighan
"All Must Marry"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Editing
Lincoln 2120
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(.Metro release).
"The Wanters"
John M. Stahl
All-Star
Ernest Palmer
Sid Algiers
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (Al Lichtman Release)
Preparing
Art Printzlau
3rd WeeN
"The Boomerang"
Vic Sohertzinger
All-Star
Karl Struss
Joe Yohalem
The Leightons
Tom Forman
All -Star
Harry Perry
Sam Nelson
"The Virginian"
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Holly 4485
4lh Week
Oscar Apfel
Viola Dana
John Arnold
Chas. Watt
1st Week
Taylor
"The Social Code"
Harold Shaw
All-Star
Nat Watt
Winifred Dunn
"Held to Answer"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Rex Ingram
All-Star
John Seitz
Curt Rehfeld
Willis Goldbeck "Scaramouche"
15th Week
Hunt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release).
Edward Sloman Productions.
8th
Week
Edward Sloman
All-Star
Geo. Rizard
Leigh Smith
Winifred Dunn
"Eagle's Feather"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
8th Week
Victor Sohertzinger Jackie Coogan
Frank Good McDermott
Mary Rob. Rineharf'Long Live the King"
NEVA GERBER PRODUCTIONS.
6735 Holly Blvd.
1 lillon
9th Episode
Dearholtz-Dillon
Neva Gerber
Hutchinson
W ilbur McGough
"Sante Fe Trail"
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Holly 4470
Schedule
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
J. A. Ball
Hay Rennahan
G. W. Cave
Blvd.
Holly 7901
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7 1 00 Santa Monica
United Artists Release.
Preparing
"The Thief of Bagdad"
Raoul Walsh
Hondas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
Staff
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Holly 2806
■ W in n A Man's a Man"
Etlflic i "line
Bowers- Do la Mott Ned Van Buret) Geraghty
4 th Week
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Holly 7780
Editing
Individual Productions, (Fjlm Booking Offices.)
Al Santell All-Sar
"Lights Out"
Wm. Garmes
Marshall Moreno
Rollie Asher Dickey1st Week
Lee
BeatricePage
Van
Lehrinan
O'Hara
"Long
Live The Ring'
4th Week
"Alimony"
J.->s.
W. Home Geo.
All-Star
Dubray-Collins
Art
Flavin
E.
M.
Engleton
2nd
Week
Wm. Worthington Johnnie Walker
Wm.
O'Connell
Mel
Brown
Ix>ring-Lighton
"The
Worm"
2nd
Week
Emory Johnson
Ralph Lewis
R. Fisher Blystone Emilie Johnson
i 'asting
"The Mail Man"
Chester Bennett Productions.
3rd Week
'The LullabyRiley
Chester Bennett
Jane Novak
Jack MacKenzie Doug S. Dawson
Lot ing-Lcighton
JEAN Rynearson
RIL-.Y STUDIO.
Mgr., 6701 Santa Monica Blvd.
Bill Severin
All-StnrE. G. Walker,
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Hal Roach Comedies (Pa the release).
"Paul" Psvrrott
Howe-Cedar
Prank Tonne Henecke-Brandie
All-Star
Harry Gerstadt
C. Mereheuse
Stan
Laurel
Jeske-Pembrook
Edna Murphy
McBurney
Koy Clemens
Bobby Kohler
Doran
t.on Powers
Hank
DippyRogers
Doo Dads
Bert Currigan
Will
Hob Dorrin
i ;has. i 'arrotl
Chas. ( ielze

579-440

Drain.
Comedies
"Our Gang"
1-Reel Comedy
Animal
Comedy
"WhatComedy
Should a Girl Do?"
2 -Reel

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
7th Week
Schedule
Schedule

761-721

'
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Casting.
ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
Chas. Huber,
"
Al. Kelley
Phil Rosen All-Star
Curly-Broening
I Aie of Abraham Lincoln"
1 425 Fleming St.
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mgr.
RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russe 11, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
Hively
B. D. Russell
Franklin Farnuni
AI Mohr
Fred Allen
Feature
Logan-Baynham
2-Reel
Comedy
Tom Gibson Productions.
Morante
MacManigal
Kane-Walsh
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
Jim Wright
F. Richard Jones Mabel Normand
Homer Scott
Mack Sennett
"The Extra Girl"
Joe Bordeau
Roy Delruth
Ben Turpin Wagner
Mack
"Ten Dollars or Ten Days"
Fox
Mack Sennett
Sennett Comedy
Elmer Del Lord
All-Star Wagner
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
"Certain Lee"
Al Russell J. B. Warner
King? Thompson
Bert Longnecker
Rcy Dy er
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Collins. Casting.
Director

Star

Cameraman

Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave.
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. (F
Lou Borzage
Kenneth Clarke
Frank Borzage
All-Star Chester Lyons
"Against the Grain"
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release) .
Finis
Fox
Wallace
Fox
Edwin-Carewe Holbrook Blinn Sol Polito-Storey
"The Bad Man"
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release) Harry Weil
Frances Marion
Frank Lloyd Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio
"Purple Pride"
Sam E. Rork Productions.
Jas. Ewens
Chas. Logue
Donald Crisp All-Star Paul Perry
"Ponjola"
First National Productions.
H. Welfer
Lynn Reynolds
All-Star Jas. Vontrees
"The Huntress"
Perry
Vrekroff
Joe De Grass
All-Star Boise
"Lord of Thundergate"
Scott Beal
Fred K. Myton
Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Tinling
Universal
Film
Manufacturing
Co.
(Universal Release.)
Herbert Rawlinson
Wm. Parke
Harvey Gates "Upside
Down"
Hoot Gibson
Ed. Segwick
Myers-McCulley
"Rambling
Kid"
Lamson
Ross
All-Star
"Six-Fifty"
Brown
Balbino
Dorian
All-Star
"The
Acquittal"
Grandin
Edmund Cobb
Arthur Thompson Geo. Pyper Western
Robt. Hill
Dodds
Wm. Desmond
"Senten'ced to Soft Labor"
Wm. Craft
Howard Oswald
Mower-Sedgwick
Taylor
Jefferson Mofflt
"DanielStorm
Boone"
Archainbaud
Priscilla
Dean
McCarey-Wyler
"The
Daughters"
Duke Worne
McDonough
Wm. Nobles
Little-Thomson
Bertram
Millhauser
"Eagles'
Talons"
Harry Pollard
Harry
Webb
Reginald
Denny
Staff
Leather
Pushers
Stuart Paton
Ernst
Laemmle
Roy
Geo. Hull
"The Love
Joe Barry
Baby Stewart
Peggy
King
"Who's
BabyBrand"
Are You?"
WatsonBaggott
Neelv Edwards
Holland
"Own
A
Home"
Sullivan
Herbert Blache
Gladys
Walton
Hugh Hoffman
"The Wild Party"
Wm. Duncan
Duncan- Johnson Robinson
Clarke
Geo. Plympton
"The Steel Trail"
Hobart Henley
Arthur Smith
Virginia Valli
Marion
Fairfax
"Lady of Quality"
Leon Lee Productions. Leon Lee Manager.
Dinky Dean Productions Lew Lipton, Production Manager,
Andy Gump Productions.
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
W. Hayes
Aubrey
Zimmerman
"Buttinsky"
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith. Gen Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
"The Pioneer"
Smith
All-Star
S. Smith, Jr.
Wm. Caldwell
Larry Semon Productions.
J. Davis
Semon-Sedgwick
H. Koenekamp
J. Basil
Semon
"The Chase"
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Gilson
Arthur Rosson
Johnny Hines
Hines-Roth
Ray Schrock
Dupar
"Little Johnny Jones"
Julien
Josephson
Roth-Webster
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry
'The Gold
Country
Kid"
Abel
Grant Carpenter
Strayer
Harry Beaumont All-Star
'The
Diggers"
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Chas. Rosher
Wm. McGann
Sidney Franklin
Lenore Ulric
Edmund Goulding "Tiger Rose"
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch All-Star
Harry Rapf Productions.
Sada Cowan
"Lucretia Lombard"
ChetWithey All-Star
All-Star '
Edmund
Goulding "Broadway
After Dark"
WILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al.
24 |Brandt Mrs.
King Gr;
Le Saint
Geo. E. Reehm
Evelyn Campbell
Rich-Percy
'Yesterday's Wives'
Dr. W. I. Schuster
203 Bogardus Bldg.. Sunset at Western
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
"Where
the Motion
sick go Picture
to get well"
Catering
to the
Profession,
10 to 12
2 to 5
Evenings 6 to
Palmer Graduate
Phone 436-724

James V. Vilan
The young Filipino actor. 6 years in
pictures. Have been with Harry Garson
in "Havoc" nine weeks. Am well recommended by that company. Phone 824-886.
t
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Progress
Holly 2 1 76
Schedule
598-141
Preparing
Holly 7945-6
Schedule
Wils. 1550
loth Week
3rd Week
4th Week
Editing
Holly 4080
5th Week
3rd
Week
Editing
1st Week
Gth
Week
Preparing
5th
Week
570-081
Preparing
3rd
Week
Preparing
3rd Week
Editing
Schedule
Schedule
Preparing
21st
Week
HlhWeek
Editing
8th Week
Schedule
2nd Week
nth Week
11th Week

2nd Week
598131
3rd Week
5th Week
Editing
Holly 4181
1st Week
3rd Week
Preparing
Preparing
Scheduled
Preparing
Holly 7940
1st Week

W

a r
Acting and Make--Up for Stage and Motion Pictures. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancing
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
Telephone 821-181
*33 So. Broadway
Snap!
ere s a
Why Pay Big Studio Rentals?
Space to rent at Bronx Studios. Open and covered stages. Exceptional
opportunity for independent producers wh i want to save substantial
sum on overhead. Investigate!
H. and
B. Film Company
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles.
Wilshire 4275
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FULL
DRESSES
OF EARLY FRENCH
PERIOD
SERIOUS
HANDICAP IN
PRESENT DAY

Full dresses, of the style worn by court
ladies during the time of the French Revolution which serves as the background for
"Scaramouche," Rex Ingram's newest Metro
production, are out of place in the present
period. Mr. Ingram learned this during the
making of this picture and was forced to
ORIENTAL PROPERTIES
some length to solve some of the difficulties
OF ALL TYPES
presented by the odd style of gowns.
Each gown consists of 12 yards of material, and a woman wearing one takes up as
Oriental Costume Co.
muchern room
as two or three persons in modclothes.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd. Holly 5954 j
During the filming of ballroom scenes at
Madame
200
women, allPlougastel's
fashionably Paris
attired,mansion,
were used.

"Service

Producer
and

JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Telephone 659-42
LLos Angeles, Cal.

Raymond McKee
39 Fifth Avenue, New York
•DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS"
L

Minor

Blythe

Attorney-at-Law
Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los Angeles
Telephone 134-88

EXPERT

TYPING

j

Scripts and Stories
a Specialty
J GRACE A1NSLEE
Ca rvanza

Every cades
gown
was and
elaborate,
and satins
with a made
great of
dealbro-of
lace. It was necessary for every woman
to be as careful as possible with her costume for the trains swept across the floor
and two seamstresses were kept busy on the
set to mend rents and tears.
The first big difficulty came during noon
on the first day when the company was dismissed for lunch. Only half of the ?00
women were able to get into the two cafes
across the street from the studio. Booths
constructed for the purpose of seating four
ordinary persons would accommodate only
two ladies attired in bouffant gowns. The
capacity of the restaurants would have been
taxed in any event but under these extraordinary conditions it was lessened by half.
Consequently the half that were not
seated had to wait until the other half had
completed their lunch. Since then, when
using a large number of women Mr. Ingram
sends portions of the company to lunch at a
time.
The cast of "Scaramouche" includes Alice
Terry, Ramon Novarro, Lewis Stone, Edith
Allen, James Marcus, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Otto Matiesen, Lloyd Ingraham, George
Seigman, Lydia Yeamans Titus, William
Humphrey, Lois Lee, Bowditch Turner,
Carrie Clarke Ward, Nelson McDowell,
Yvonnewards Gardelle,
and others. John George, Snitz Ed-

Moviedom's Triumvirate
This triumvirate has undertaken the production of another semi-serious vehicle, and
expect to complete within the next few
weeks an original story to be known as "The
Extra loved
Girl,"Mabel
in which
the irresistible
and
Commercial Photographer
much
Normand
is again starred
Phone 437902
with a particularly well known cast, includ5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson J
ingingsuchman,personalities
as Ralph
leadGeorge Nichols,
Anna Graves'
Hernandez,
Animated Cartoons — Original Title Ideas — f Vernon Dent and Charlotte Mineau.
Clay Animation
— Miniature
The story
Extra for
Girl"the isscreen
by Mackby
Animated
Figures Sets and
Sennett
and ofwas"The
adapted
Bernard McConville, and gives every
Cinema Arts Studio
promise of excelling any photodrama yet
produced by this triumvirate. Laughter
ELMER H. YOUNG. Mgr.
sympathy and beauty are all incorporated in
612 Lissner Bldg.
Phone 644 42
this picture, is the claim of its creators.
Making her appearance at the beginning
of the picture as the daughter of an honest,
"We save your sole and heel you too"
hard-working, mid-western family, Miss Norniand introduces a new character to the
FRANK
screen. A type of American girl we all know
exists but whom we seldom meet. A daring,
The Shoe Doctor
ambitious enthusiast, cherishing the bigger
and finer things in life not provided for in
Holly 3752
6666 Hollywood Blvd. | the narrow circle of activities in a country
LOCATION LUNCHES
Holly 7660
KWIK

LUNCH

J626 Cahuenga Ave.

to

Justice to
SCREEN
SERVICE
Performer'
(formerly
The Service Bureau)
1036 South Hill
Phone
821-07 1

Chuma

Chop

Suey

Parlor
American
and Chinese Dishes.
Chowmein to take home
732 South

Olive Street

Los Angeles,

Cal.

\ Young lady, 3 I , desires position as
J secretary to studio executive. Twelve
I years' legal experience. Expert stenog• rapher (typist and dictation). Diploimatic
Camera!receptionist. Address Box J. C. 3
WE

MOVE

MOVIES

rtolywod 7671 • SAMUEL C.SHINE • 6368 SaHlgJfml,
'CAMERA!

FOR RENT— High-grade still outfits, S5.00 per
week, Little. The Big Photographer. 5874
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.
town, and who with girlish simplicity and
unchallenged determination, sallies forth
much as the soldier of fortune to accomplish
that which she aspires to. Then through
the evolution of incidents into which the ele
ment of love romance and adventure play an
all important part, our heroine finally settles
into that blessed state of happiness pre
scribed for right thinking and health!
bodied youth.
John Elliott, who is appearing in Metro's
picturization of "The Eagle's Feather," enjoys the distinction of being an honorary
chieftain of the Brule Tribe of Sioux
Indiana.

SUNSET
TAXI
Touring Cars $2 per Hour. Limousines $2.50 per Hour
Special Rates on Studio Trips and Touring
578-280
578-307
575-52
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FILM FORECASTS BALKAN IMBROGLIOS

Publicity Engineer

Holly 737

Hardee Kirkland
Hollywood 6298
(Fort Worth says about the sketch
"The
Man Higher
which
Mr. Kirkland
appearedUp,"
with in
Theodore
Roberts) .
"Usually,
the movie
star is Kirkland,
the only
thing
to the play,
but Hardee
the second and only other member of
the cast, rivals the distinguished
'father of the films' for top position
honors."
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Victrola
Phonograph or
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, niters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and surface scratch
noises
entering sound
box. No metallic
noises.
Nickel Plate $1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N.

1
~

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774

Always one of the political volcanoes of
the world, the Balkans are crowding the
front pages of the newspapers again. The
unrest which exploded on that memorably
tragic day at Sarajevo in 1914 has not been
entirely stilled by the four years of war and
the millions of lives sacrificed since a crazed
student fired "the shot heard round the
The motion picture has often followed
closely
world." upon the herald of important world
news; but it remained for Jackie Coogan to
embark on the filming of a story that presages the mid-European chaos. "Long
Live the King," which Jackie is now making
under the supervision of his father and the
direction of Victor Schertzinger, tells a story
of political imbroglio in the mythical Kingdom of Lavonia, typical of all the Balkan
states. The author, Mary Roberts Rinehart,
wrote this novel some years ago; but when
the Coogans were seeking for the first story
to be made by Jackie under his new contract
with Metro, Jack Coogan, senior, selected
this tale from the many under consideration,
not only for its intrinsic drama and entertaining values, but also for its timeliness.
He foresaw that conditions in the Balkan
states were bound to bring on a political
eruption — and that eruption has come to
pass, even sooner than he expected.
"Long Live the King," will be released as
soon as possible after completion — it is now
in its seventh week — and it will afford the
American public a uniquely valuable opportunity to see the social conditions which
exist in these little-understood communities
and thus derive greater appreciation of the
historical events transpiring there at the
present time. Fundamentally, of course, the
picture will be offered on the screens of the
world as Jackie's biggest and most elaborate
film, with a superlative cast supporting the
starlet in his finest acting role, but the concomitant exposition of Balkan life will doubtless be of additional interest to audiences
everywhere.

Coy Watson,
Wilshire Jr.
3G16
Age 10.
Releases:
"No Luck."
"The
the
"You Right
Never ofKnow."
With E. K. Lincoln
Strongest."
Doctors&
FORD
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific m
Spinal
Adjustments
Individual
Rest
Rooms
OfficeFloor
ae Ford
Ph.
C. Ground
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8
THIS SPACE
INTRODUCING
MRS. JAMES T. CRAIG
1310 Lilac Terrace
Near 1400 Sunset
Apartment 3
Main 0257
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Evening Clothes, Sport Wear, Shoes,
Hats, Very Reasonable
Catering to the profession. Disposing
of complete wardrobes on a commission
basis. Can always place High Class
exclusive wearing apparel
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments BIdg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
MERCHANTS LUNCH
DINNER
11:30 to 2
5:30 to 8

Rafael of
Sabatini,
whoseRevolution
Scaramouche,"
romance
the French
is nowa
being filmed for Metro by Rex Ingram, is
hailed as the modern Dumas.

COLBURN'S
TAXIDERMY
STUDIO
I 033- 1 037 Broadway Place
Telephone 643-13
FUR RUGS
FUR ROBES
MOUNTINGS
of All Descriptions — Exceptionally
Complete
Facilities
for Fur Storage
and Renovating

Hellman

Bank

to

6621

is

Coming

Hollywood

Temporary

Permanent
HOOVER
STUDIOS
The
Finest Quality Professional
Portraiture. All Sittings are Made by
Appointment.
1616 Vine St. Phone Holly 9161
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ABOUT LENORE ULRIC AND SARAH
BERNHARDT
With the arrival of Lenore Ulric, noted
actress of the legitimate stage, who is about
to commence work before the motion picture
camera as the star of David Belasco's "Tiger
Rose,"
for artist
the Warner
ies of this
and her Brothers,
connectionmany
with storthe
beloved Sarah Bernhardt are pouring into
the executive offices of the Warner studios
from interested showmen.
Perhaps the most interesting bit of information about Miss Ulric and the divine
Sarah comes from Albert Dorris, motion
picture editor of a Hollywood newspaper
who was formerly prominent in dramatic
circles of the east. Mr. Dorris has watched
and studied the performance of Miss Ulric
since she broke into the Belasco realm a few
years ago. He was drawn to her art because
of the interest she displayed in Madame
Bernhardt, who was at that time under the
management of Ike W. Hope, a close friend
of Dorris.
It seems, according to the kind informant,
that
chosenby the
as sheMiss
was Ulric
alwayshadcalled
the "Madame,"
profession,

Portrait Painting
the individual touch that
makes your photograph distinctive. Special rates for fan pictures.
The highest grade work at reasonable prices.
Emma
G. Hoffman
907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38
rTThe June issue of the
STUDIO

DIRECTORY

now on sale at all principal news
stands both Hollywood and Los
Angeles.
Be sure and get a copy of this I
issue.
S

see
BRUNO
For Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard
PHONE HOLLY 3821

Adeline M. Alvord
Books Plays
Motion Picture Enterprises
2 1 I HOLLYWOOD
SECURITY
BUILDING
Telephone Hollywood 8092

j
I
{
I

Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit, Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production,
Wild Party"
Blache\"TheDirecting
Recent Releases. "A Danperous Game,'
"The Town Scandal," "Sawdust"

as her idol,
night actress
at Frohman's
theatre,
would and
find each
the young
deeply
absorbed in the performance of the noted
French artist. Finally Ike Hope carried his
little secret to Madame, with the result that
the Madame insisted upon Miss Ulric's company at an early date. The little incident
terminated with Madame presenting a most
beautiful portrait of herself to Miss Ulric
with a personal touch of certainty that her
Iyoung admirer would be heard of in the "big
lights" before long.
The affair took place in late 1918 when
Madame Bernhardt was appearing at the
Empire Theatre in New York City. Miss
Ulric had just finished her first hit under
David Belasco and coming from so im-portant
a personage as Bernhardt, the little token of
good will was most welcome.
Miss Ulric commences work in the immediate future on "Tiger Rose." This is the
play in which she made such an impressive
showing on Broadway. The picture version
will be known as a Sidney A. Franklin production with Mr. Franklin handling the
megaphone.
Katherine MacDonald was married last
week to Chas. Johnson at Atlantic City, at
the home of Dr. R. Johnson Held, uncle of
the bridegroom. Mary MacClaren, the sister
and Mrs. L. A. MacDonald mother of the
bride, were present.

Things

are Great

We're in Our New Home, Snug as a
Bug in a Rugl
Our Stock Has Been Greatly Enlarged
and We're Now Ready for a Salvo of
Bargains !
Come in and See Us 1 1 You'll be Dolighted with Our Wonderful Selection
of Gowns, Wraps, Hats, Shoes, Suits,
Frocks and Afternoon Apparel. Nothing Else Like Them in Hollywood.
From the Wardrobes of 1 0 of Filmland's Best Dressed Actresses.
Tremendous Discounts I
Screen

Stars Wardrobe
Exchange

1060 North Western Ave.
Phone 435-677
Wanted-DIAMONDS
Highest Cash Prices Paid for Yours

\#\"'%
^SZZZs/' / SIDNEY
302 Rank ofD.ItalyCOHN
Rldp.
^Tir*-'
and Olive
~W • r. Seventh
Metropolitan
6442 Sts.
The Finest of the
Squared-Ring Sport
here every Friday night
The gathering place of the elite
of filmdom.
Come and enjoy an
evening of different recreation!
You'll soon be a regular fight fan!
AMERICAN LEGION STADIUM
Hollywood at El Centro
Phone Holly 1 00 for Reservations

Where the Rainbow ends. Just the
spot for a little home in the hills. Water,
Electricity, Graded and Graveled streets
to each lot.

RainbowValley
HERE IS THE POT OF GOLD.

Health, Happiness, a good investment and perpetual rights in the Rainbow Valley club,
ing, tennis, quoits, horseshoe, fishing, hunting and all to be had for
$198, $298, $398, $498,

$10, $15,

$20, $25 DOWN

Swimming, danc-

and $10.00 per month.

From Glendale — through Montrose, along Michigan Ave., to Tujunga, Sunland, RAINBOW
For further information call or write office of
100 East Colorado St.

RAINBOW
VALLEY
Phone Glendale 1702

VALLEY.

Glendale, California
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i

Face

Tut

King

Powder
in Light and Dark

Shades

i
A new

and exceptionally fine powder, especially appropriate for summer use.
While principally designed
for street use, it can also be used in the studio.
We

1

have the light and dark shades which
are so popular at the present time.
Used and endorsed by some of
the foremost film stars.

Attractively priced at $1 .00 the box, either by mail or at
our store. A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE
YOU

1

Also

I

Hair

Ye

1

Dyeing,
Shampoos

Scalp
Treatments,
and Facial Massages.

Rub
621

Shoppe

West

8th Street

Los Angeles

I

Manicures,

California

Ye Rubbe Shoppe,
621 West 8th St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Enclosed herewith find $1.00 for which please
send me one box of KING TUT FACE POWDER
in the

shade

Name
Address.
City

i

.State
-AvVVNvrvT«^»vv»Ny»VrY^^xKcvvvv»s 1 1 aV\w(— y»

a»^t»v >;>:<>:«>./>: ^*~yri> <>>>»>:«> '

|Los Angeles,

California

Saturday,

June

30, 1923

Price

10 Cents
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ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
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J
300-301

Metzner
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EXTERIORS
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DETAILS

PHOTOGRAPHS

A.

Phone 438-761
m
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

H

all your diet problems

•

Whether you are overweight; underweight; have difficulty in maintaining
normal weight; diabetic or whatever
your particular problem may be. Her
"Zero" Products .absolutely starch
free — palatable, having no food value
take the place of bread and crackers on any diet; add bulk, satisfy hunger and relieve constipation.
Consultation
5621

h$ Appointment

Hollywood

Boulevard

"Make -Up Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry"
The

Atmosphere

and scenic effects of a picture oftimes
have created a success of what might have
otherwise been a complete failure. Appropriate and beautiful settings are vital
factors in present day film production,
and those producers who want to insure
perfection in their settings will find our
shop of inestimable value. We maintain
a complete collection of art works, oil
paintings, bronzes and bric-a-brac from
all corners of the earth. The 20,000 feet
of floor space in our estabilshment is
filled with all manners of unusual and
beautiful antiques.
We'remeet
IN us
HOLLYWOOD; come in and
when
you're down here.

Antique4534 Hollywood Blvd.

Shop
Phone 598-030

HAT this shop has universal appeal is
evidenced by the fact that film folk of
widely varying importance in the profession make it their make-up headquarters. Thus has it earned its title
of "Make-Up Headquarters of the
Motion Picture Industry"; catering to
all who love fine things. It is exclusive,
but not expensive. Yet the products
sold here are of the best manufacture.
Years of experience and endeavor,
efficient management and modern
methods, have enabled us to grow
to our present size.

ZAN

Make-up
WSmShm

Shop
Pico498
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In view of the early approach of the Fourth of July again, let us resurrect that old saw: Beware of the gun that's
not loaded! Also, mind your fire-cracking if you mind losing a finger or two.
man Time
who takes
another
whenunaided
he' s down
on hisman.
knees need not expect to stay on his own feet
so veryAnylong.
sweepsadvantage
the unfairof into
the man
discard
by mortal
There's going to be a revolution in motion pictures one of these days, but it won't be a Trotsky or a Lenine at the
head of it, and, when it's all over, some of the present-day leaders among producers will probably go under.
The east had scarcely recovered from a blizzard when a man-killing heat wave hit that section of the country. From
frigidity to torridity seems like a silly jump to endure when it's so simple to take a jump to Southern California.
Gradually the old-time, machine-made program picture is passing into discard, as one by one the producers are forsaking that field in favor of the so-called "special." Yea and verily, it is highly possible that in another couple of years
you'd hardly know a photoplay, so different and better it will be.
There seems to be some doubt in the minds of some people as to the status of the motion picture industry so far as
prosperity is concerned. All doubts should be dispelled by the simple statement of the fact that more money is being
spent on film production this year than at any time in the entire history of the business. This is status enough to be
optimistic over, we think.
Motion pictures about Hollywood are all right as far as they go, but more good would come of it if there could be
injected a more serious note in all pictorial references to the home life of this community. The sooner the world knows
that Hollywood people — including motion picture people — live just as people live in any other wholesome American city the
better it will be for all concerned. Exaggerations one way or the other will not help one iota.
A movie
a dayof keeps
the "blues"
awayto just
as an the
applemotion
a daypictures
will keep
Now of inallpatronage
times should
become
the habit
all civilized
peoples
patronize
morethethandoctor
ever, away.
for an increase
at thisit
time will prove a great boon in encouraging the many improvements in screen fare which is so much demanded by the public.
It takes money to pay for improvements and the activities around box-offices are requisite to making possible the defraying
of the expenses. Hence let there be all the activities required since it is all for the common weal that motion pictures should be
improved.
Next week the first annual Motion Picture Exposition opens at Exposition Park in Los Angeles. Out of common
patriotism — an element which should be universally common in all Filmland — this enterprise should be given the utmost support by the picture people. It cannot be said that this rather gigantic affair has been advertised either judiciously enough or
extensively enough, but it seems certain a sufficient number of people of the great general public know about it to insure
record-breaking crowds. The very novelty of the idea of having a motion picture exposition is alone amply powerful to
prove a big drawing card.
There is a veritable influx of child artists amazingly apparent in Hollywood just now. Mothers and fathers are bringing their off-spring from the north, east, south and west and all in-between directions as they never did before since the
movies became the universal rage. Meanwhile there is very small demand for such juvenile talent. It is being proven daily
that it is most difficult to develop second Jackie Coogans and second Baby Peggys and someone should take the trouble to
broadcast the information relative to the great surplus of child aspirants here at present. It was demonstrated at a certain
studio just this week that the issuing of a call for children brings at least fifty for each job. It is to be hoped the ratio will
not be increased simply as a matter of sparing some doting parents from bitter disappointments such as are inevitable in
such a big majority of the cases.
Myron Zobel, publisher of Screenland, a fan magazine, and Hollywood Confessions, ostensibly a sensational publication, is"on the pan" on the charge of his editorial policies and various tactics being unfair to Hollywood and detrimental as
well. One of the local newspapers has been "jumping unto him with both feet" and many merchants have joined in a
movement to make known their disapproval of him most emphatically. Meanwhile Mr. Zobel has moved bag and baggage
to New York, where he does his own work at least, and it is highly doubtful whether or not he is justified in advertising
that his Screenland comes from Hollywood at all, especially in view of the fact that it is not even printed here. He has had
wonderful opportunities to do Hollywood many good turns, but evidently he has not elected to be conspicuous as this
city's benefactor. While he does not maliciously malign this center of film-making, yet there are unsavory intimations in
many of the stories he publishes and for this he can be blamed. Here's hoping, however, he will prove it is all a mistake
and that he really is a good friend to the old home town, which certainly has been good to him.
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"It takes two seconds to shoot off a skyrocket-— and two months, at least, to build
a skyscraper.
We mention it because that goes for business too— J. M. Bundscho

The Mark of GOOD

Publicity

Th is is the competitive era in motion pictures. The age-old
law of the survival of the fittest carries on as relentlessly as in days
gone by. From time to time we see a few, who have been acclaimed
as artists of extraordinary merit and the ushers of a new order of
things in the industry, rise to a momentary triumph and as quickly
fade away into oblivion or mediocrity. They are the skyrockets of
the profession; they have not built a strong foundation
ture that is their career.
They last but two seconds.

for the struc-

Others, unfavored and unknown, through sheer hard work and
the magnetic quality of their art, slowly climb to the heights and find
their niche. They make skyscrapers of their career, reaching to the
height of worth-while achievement. They build a firm foundation
for that structure. They learn through experience, their ability is
gained through intensive and conscientious training. They last two
months, then two years
. . . .they last, that's the thing.
Far-visioned people of the industry realize that one of the biggest factors in film success is ADEQUATE
PUBLICITY
. . . .
GOOD

PUBLICITY. Through the medium of this worth-while publicity they are enlisting in their aid the tremendous and far-flung
power of the press. They are making themselves known. Publicity
is the cornerstone of the foundation of any real screen success. I

want

a few people who believe in themselves, to discuss this publicity phase with me. I believe 1 can be of genuine service. I am
now representing several prominent actors and actresses and I will
unhesitatingly refer you to them that you may ask them if publicity,
GOOD
publicity, pays. You will see above and below the mark of
GOOD
publicity. It is known to progressive editors throughout
the world.

Theical staff
following
compose the mechan:
WALTER
Fred

W.

Fox

Motion Picture News and
Advertising Service
6318

Hollywood

Hollywood,

Blvd.

California

FREDERICK
Photoorafihv

SEELY

C. H. DILLINGER
Commercial Art
J. M. BUNDSCHO, Chicago
Tvt>oarai>hv
Fine Printing
Commercial Art
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L'iola Dana has offered to undertake the
k of uplifting the poor downtrodden
een villains of Hollywood.
Charles Gerard, one of the ill fated and
sed at tribe, leers, plots and connives
•ough several hundred feet of film of Miss
na's newest Metro starring picture, a
rstery story written by Rita Weiman, "The
cial Code." Oscar Apfel is directing,
rhe little star does her level best to foil
•. Gerard's evil plans while before the cami but otherwise she is one of his best
snds.
'Some of the nicest men I've known are
•een villains," she told him. There are
nest Torrence, the Beery boys, Walter
ng, George Siegman and a dozen others,
e trouble is that you don't stick together,
u have no standing in the community. A
of people think you are as bad off the
een as you are on it.
'My suggestion is that you form a club,
ye regular officers, meet one night a week
i unite your efforts to uplift the status

Composing
iMany of the big films since "Intolerance"
Ive had special musical scores written for
| em, usually compilations of different estab>hed pieces of popular and classical music.
>metimes the musical score for the presention of a big film consists of entirely origiil music, written especially for the photoay and therefore all the more -appropriate,
jch was the case with Douglas Fairbanks'
lobin Hood," for the presentation of which
ictor Schertzinger wrote an entirely origiil score.
In the filming of Jackie Coogan's Metro
rering, "Long Live the King," Schertzinger
is gone another step forward. He is directg Jackie in the picturization of this popur Mary Roberts Rinehart story under the
jrsonal supervision of Jackie Coogan,
'nior, and he has been composing the music
hich is played on the stage by the "set
•chestra" during the taking of the actual
:enes. This same music will be transposed
> some degree and arranged for the presenition of "Long Live the King" when it is
Efered
to the audiences of the world this
all.
It has long been the custom for most diictors to use a set orchestra, which plays
lusic that the director or the actors feel
ill inspire them to greater emotional
eights, but this is the first time in film his)ry that entirely original music has been
layed on the set during the making ol a
hotoplay, and scores another advance tor
he Jackie Coogan organization.
Thus Schertzinger has written several
ew ballads for the scenes between Ruth ,
tenick and Alan Forrest, who provide the
hief love interest in the piece, and some investing "villainous" themes for Rosemary
(Continued on Page 21)

RIGHT -.Raymond McKee, who is returning from
Jert York to reside in Hollywood.

VIOLA DANA

Music

as

He
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of the screen villain. I don't think there's
any need to vote for officers. I wouldn't do
it that way. Just get together with paper
and pencil and figure out what pictures each
has played in during the past year.
"The one that has killed the most people,
foreclosed the largest number of mortgages
on widows and stolen the greatest amount
of pennies from the blind men's cups — all
in pictures — should be president. The villain with the second best average would be
be vice-president, and so on down the line.
"The by-laws of the club might be arranged so that if at any time one of the ordinary members raised his average of misdeeds above that of one of the officers that
he take that officer's place. Any person
who failed to maintain an average of at least
three mortgage foreclosures every month
and three railroad wreck plots might be
automatically dropped from membership.
Mr. Gerard considers that idea a good one.
Has promised to "take it up with the boys"
and report what progress he has made to
Miss Dana.

Directs

Picture
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San Francisco, Cal., June 25, 1923— The
Fox company with James Flood directing,
and William Russel as the featured lead,
shot some scenes on Market Street last Monday, and Tuesday worked on the docks, and
departed for Los Angeles by train Tuesday
evening.
Milton Gardner, Vice-president of Goldwyn, came to San Francisco last Thursday
morning, and spent several days here looking over the work of the two Goldwyn companies now shooting in our midst. While in
town Mr. Gardner visited the Victor Seastrom outfit working on location near HalfMoon Bay, and Eric Von Stroheim just starting his fourth month of work on the big
made-to-order set at Hayes and Laguna
Streets. And he also saw some of the lately
finished film of "Greed," with which he was
much pleased.
James Cruze and thirty members of the
cast and staff engaged in making "Ruggles
of Red Gap" for the Famous Players-Lasky
company, arrived in San Francisco last last
Saturday morning, spent the day at the Palace Hotel, and left in the evening for Eureka
on location. Among the leading members of
the organization are Ernest Torrence, Fritzi
Ridgeway, Anna Lehr, Lois Wilson, Edward
Everett Horton, and Charles Elliott. Vernon
Keys is assistant director and Karl Brown
is head cameraman.
Metro has also been represented in San
Francisco the past week, as Harold Shaw,
director, and seven others just starting the
filming of "Held To Answer" from a story
by Peter Clark McFarlane came to town last
Thursday morning. Nate Watt is assistant
director, Andre Barlabier at the camera, and
House Peters is being featured. The picture
will be an eight-reel special, and the leading
feminine role has not yet been cast. While
here they, with the help of some dozen local
extra people did some two days of work on
an Alameda ferry boat travelling back and
forth across the Bay, also some scenes in
Oakland, and at the Oakland Hotel. They

returned to Los Angeles Saturday evening
and will begin work at the studio on Monday
morning.
Speaking of ferry boats, going to sea on
San Francisco harbor seems to have suddenly become very much the fashion, for
Eric Von Stroheim, most of his cast, and
Casts

of the Week

Warner Brothers Present
Wesley Barry in
"THE COUNTRY KID"
By Julien Josephson
William Beaudine, Director
CAST
Wesley Barry
Helen Jerome Eddy
Bruce
Gueriu
"Spec" Nichols
O'Donnell
KateToncray George
Edward Burns
Universal Presents
Gladvs Walton
In
"THE WILD PARTY"
By Marion Orth
Scenarized by Hugh Hoffman
Herbert Blache, Director
CAST
Gladys Walton Edward Burns
Freeman Wood
Lewis Sargent
George A. Williams Esther Ralston
Joseph Girard
Paramount Presents
• RUGGLES OF RED GAP"
By Harry Leon Wilson
Adapted By Thomas Geraghty
James Cruze, Director
Edward Horton CAST
Ernest Torrence
Lois Wilson
Fritzi Ridgway
Charles Ogle
Louise Dresser
Lillian Leighton William P. Austin
Anna Lehr
Frank Elliott
Guy Oliver
Thomas Holding
Milt Brown

some fifteen extras, also spent two days las
week sailing back and forth to Alameda vi
a ferryahead
boat,of and
havebeautiful
another water
day'
work
them still
on the
of the Bay. All the company rather regarde
this part of the picture as a lark, and a
the company from Von Stroheim himself t
Frank, the property boy, lunched togethe
perched up on stools in the lunch room t
the boat, and enjoyed the fresh air, and th
beauty of the battleship dotted harbor In
tween shots. As on Friday, both .Metro an
Goldwyn were working at once, only on di
ferent boats of the same line, they colli
wave at each other now and then as the
passed by.
A. H. Sebastian, of the lielasco 1'iodtn
tion, and George W. Davis of the New Yor
end of the organization, have been in Lo
Angeles the past week completing some in
portant arrangements for the company. ■
Victor Seastrom, director, and the dolt
wyn company working with him in the mat
Men.''
"Master
iug of Hall
finished
theirCaine's
location
work ofhere,
and hav
let
for the South on Friday evening. The!
second and last week of work here seeraeto be dogged with so many misfortunes tha
Jimmie Hogan, production manager, threat!
ened if much more happened to go jump i)
the Bay himself. First of all the sun was w>i
well behaved, and refused to shine sever*
days when needed; then Charles Yon En get
their head cameraman, trying to get son*
shots' just at sunrise at Half-Moon Bay
slipped on the rocks, and sprained his ankle
the property man had an infected toot, aw
last but not least. Palsy Ruth Miller retiret
to bed with bronchitis, but in spite of delay
they at last got finished up. and our friew
Jimmie wasn't quite driven to a water;
grave.
Joan Standing, who has been playini
"Silena" in "Greed," has finished her par
in the picture and left for Los Angeles 01
Frank Hayes is also donFriday evening.
(Continued on Page 22)

By Raymond McKee
Along Ne\v York's Rialto
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McKee are leaving her husband met his death while performing
Hall, a real "Native Son" of Erln|
New York City to settle in Hollywood. Ray in an aeroplane for the Fox Film Corporation is Sherry
cutting his latest special for Distinct!*
has a log cabin on Cherokee Avenue all fur- in Hollywood.
Pictures.
Sherry is kept busy these dayt
nished with wild animal skins and rustic
directing pictures and listening ovei
things from all parts of the globe. So there
Bessie Barriscale has closed her season between
they will live until his tenants vacate from and come back to New York for a rest before the radio he must find time to sing, at leas
once each night, "Lady of the Evening." Be
his bungalow. It will be Mrs. McKee's first leaving for the Pacific Coast.
lieve me the "old kid's" clevah.
visit to the land of flowers. She was Marguerite Courtot. Remember?
Michael J. Connelley, formerly casting diThe general approval with which the pre*
for the Cosmopolitan Studios, has
Eva Tanguay, the cyclonic comedienne, is opened rector
and screen public have received the filn
offices
of
his
own
at
140
West
44th
wearing mourning over the death of her dog. Street under the name of the New York Cast- "Main Street," has won for it the distinctioi
showing at the Straw
Miss Tanguay's "Baby" croaked in Omaha
of a second week's this
ing Office. He has already cast principals Theatre.
goes to Harry Beau
Credit for
while she was playing on the Orpheum Cir- for some
of the biggest productions now in
the making.
mont, for his capable direction and a gow
cuit.
The
dog's
heart
has
been
sealed
up
in
a jar of alcohol, and his skin is being stuffed
cast which includes Monte Blue, Alan Hale
by a taxidermist. The lady is overwhelmed
Myers, and Florence Vidor.
with grief.
Tyrone Power will play an important part Harry
On July 1st the Green Room Club wilti
in "The Day of Faith" which Tod Brown- "move from its home in West 47th Street
ing is to direct for Goldwyn.
The Court has given Mrs. Locklear, wife
its new home in West 48th Street, near FifU
of Omer Locklear, the late daredevil aviator,
The Actors' Order of Friendshljl
Avenue.
permission to bring new action by serving
Herbert Corthell and Walter Catlett have owns the present quarters which will be use<
for restaurant purposes.
an amended complaint within twenty days.
engaged for important roles in "Second
The Fox Company filed a motion for the been
which Distinctive Pictures has put
courts to dismiss the suit for $50,000 which Youth,"
in
production
a feature vehicle for Alfred
Warner Oland won his suit for $6,000 froo
Ruby Graves Locklear brought shortly after Lunt and Mimias Palmeri.
(Continued on Page 20)
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SILENT

■Ve are back again after a vacation. It
ms a reviewer of pictures good to have re■te from projection rooms for a few weeks
Mry once in a while. Protracted sieges
Id to warp the judgment and to make one
H as if none of the films are what they
■mid be. Fatigue is responsible for this.
Hedless to add, one can become extremely
ngued as a result of watching fifteen to
lenty full-length productions projected
»ry week without music and often even
Hhout good air. The cinema art deserves
ikv viewpoints and such can be obtained
By through rest. According to our way of
Unking, it is entirely wrong to send a tired
Hn to criticise any photoplay. In order to be
■It
appraisal
list inbeany
clear
and in one's
view mind,
of the primarily,
fact that
ffre are so many angles to observe, study
1 analyze in a picture production, it is
ential to be sitting somewhat at ease with
world if anything worth while is to be
•eloped in the subsequent review. So now
t we have had our recuperation, we shall
;in all over again, devoutly hoping to be
istructive and helpful in everything we do
this department.
Wallace Beery as the king in "Richard,
Lion-Hearted" is one of the forthcoming
ats. This production might well be called
equel to "Robin Hood," but of course it
not nearly as pretentious nor is it equal
Fairbanks' classic in story value and esially in romantic interest. However, it
an intriguing picture and gives Mr. Beery
pie opportunity to go further in his prov; that he is more than screen villain. In
t, he makes King Richard such an outnding characterization that it seems alist certain of living as one of the hightits of the present generation's cinema
lievements. It will not be easy to arouse
public to much excitement over the story
the Crusades, which constitutes the basis
this film feature and therefore it seems
e essence of wisdom to exploit along lines
ch as will make its "Talisman" qualities
ite secondary. The picturesque character
Richard and the delightful interpretation
ered by Mr. Beery seems to be the outinding advertising point for this picture,
any rate, when one sees it and studies it,
ere will be full entertainment while one
ins real education.
Jesse D. Hampton's production of "The
foilers"
having
all well
kinds does
of encomiums
stowed is
upon
it and
it deserve
is praise, for it is one of the outstanding
reen classics of current times. Although it
to be admitted that comparisons are
ious, it is irresistible to admit this new
oduction of the famous Rex Beach story
considerably superior to the original veron. The improvements in methods of picre-making and story-telling are discernible
an advantageous degree and far from the
ast important is the superiority of the cast
players Mr. Hampton selected to portray
e numerous characters. Fully a half dozen
embers of this cast are decidely in the runng for the very first honors and it would
difficult to choose THE one out of the lot.
nna Q. Nilsson and Barbara Bedford both
fer superb performances while Noah Beery,
ilton Sills, Robert Edeson and Robert Mcim are at their best throughout. The diction of Lambert Hillyer is also worthy
special mention — he has handled the unlding of the story in a masterly manner
id his handiwork is always one of artistic

TREND

COMPOSITE OF VIEWS, PREVIEWS AND
REVIEWS OF MOTION PICTURES

TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD
The, inclination of various groups
of exhibitors to squabble and fight is
not abating any and the continuance
inspires the question: What are they
fighting about? As near as we can
ascertain, it is all a battle between a
few
near-leaders
very leaders
certain and
no good
can comeandof it's
the
situation.
It seems authors cannot avoid the
unpleasantness of suits. Whatever
may be the merits of the various cases,
it docs strike one as more than passing strange that the ones who write
the screen material have the most
trouble getting any credit therefor,
and frequently they seem even unable
to collect all the money due them. It
is to be hoped that eventually the
writer will find his sun in the film
business.
The coalition of A. L. Erlangcr and
the Messrs. Shubert is being bitterly
assailed as an attempt to gouge the
public. These leaders of the legitimate
field have announced their intention
of maintaining a motion picture circuit and the project docs not have the
approval of leaders in the film field.
This promises to be the banner year
for screen adaptation of published
novels. Never before have so many
books been on studio schedule and yet
there are those optimists who predict
the original story is about to come into
its own. Here's hoping anyway.
Photoplays with purposes are enjoying a vogue just now largely due to the
world-wide interest aroused by Mrs.
Wallace Reid's anti-narcotic picture.
"Human Wreckage," ivhich is proving
potential as a force for arousing the
public to renewed efforts to stamp out
the greatest menace of all. The more
the photoplay helps some worthy cause
ivhilc it entertains the better it will be
for insuring the permanence of the
great cinema art as a perpetual benefactor of humanity.
One by one, great publishers admit
the screen ranks with the press as a
factor in promoting the public welfare.
William Randolph Hearst is the latest
to add his concession on this point.
Some of the hide-bound censors may
yet have to mete out justice to motion
pictures.
There is a revival of Interest in
western photodramas, a revival which
may be traced to the success of "The
Covered
Wagon."
the present
time
there are
more At
companies
making
western pictures in Southern California than at any time for two years.
Meanwftile the high-society is suffering and the costume play is on the
wane.

finesse and fidelity to truth. "The Spoilers,"
always a good bet, is now a better one and
as a picture revival of the popular tale, it
seems destined to enjoy unprecedented popularity throughout the realm inhabited by
photoplay fans.
Well, "Main Street" is on the screen map
and bids fair to be as popular there as it
was on the book market although, frankly,
the screen version is scarcely recognizable as
having been related to the book Sinclair
Lewis wrote. True, the epic of Gopher Prairie as originally written had practically no
picture value and it was indispensable to
infuse many angles of dramatic worth in
order to get even the semblance of a plot.
Of course, frankly again, the one reason why
"Main Street" ever reached the screen had
to do with the exploitation value of the title
due to the fact that it was the best seller
of its time. Universal policies which would
make the fixed rule to relegate high grade
original stories written expressly for the
screen for the sake of acquiring the prestige
of the popularity of a work not written with
the idea of any picturization, could not possibly be beneficial to the industry in the long
run although it is true quite a pretty penny
is to be made off such a venture as that of
Warner Brothers. However, much clever
work has been done by someone in assembling the few available picture points of the
book Mr. Lewis gave to the world and attaching them to incidents of greater visual importance. The cast of characters is almost
countless, there being no less than twentyfive principals
who off
get the
screen
ence Vidor carries
top credit.
honors Florwith
Monte Blue a close second. Alan Hale, Noah
Beery, Harry Myers and Louise Fazenda also
give good accounts of themselves.
James Young has given the exhibitors of
the country another real box office attraction.
His latest is "Wandering Daughters" and the
title alone "gets 'em in." It is a story concerning the much-discussed flappers of the
moment and inevitably it gets much of its
impetus from the jazz craze which is still
with us. There is plenty to interest one
throughout this production although, of
course, those inclined to want a little more
of the serious and of the high-brow will not
be fully satisfied. However, there is real
drama in many of the situations and it is
of the variety that strikes home especially
since everyone has watched the career of
some one flapper at least. Besides a moral
is presented in the course of events and with
it all there is an abundance of delightful diversion in these six reels. Most of the interest centers around the performances of
Marjorie Daw and Marguerite De La Motte
the hero, is excellent
although Pat O'Malley,
too. Here is an excellent feature for the
popular priced house.
PROOF— REAL PROOF
Truth is stranger than fiction!
Here is proof.
," a
Fiction: In "Wandering Daughters
producrecent James Young-First National
incident
an
is
highlight
tion, a dramatic
nude painting—
when an artist uncovers a one
girl and the
of which was of
body
the
head of another.

Truth: A well-known New York society
sculptor for $200,woman sues a prominent
000 claiming that he had used the model of
her head on the model of the nude body of
another woman.
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THIS BUTLER HOLDS RECORD
CHARACTER ACTRESSES
FOR SERVICE IN FILMS
According to the studio casting director
This is a story about John Underhill, the
the
number of capable character actresses on
butler in Viola Dana's newest picture, "The
the
screen can be counted upon the fingers
Social
Code," which Oscar Apfel is directing
for Metro.
of one's two hands. This lends importance
Mr. Underbill's praises are seldom sung to the fact that two of the ten, Lydia Yeabut he is known to every director and cast- mans
Titus and Carrie Clark Ward, are meming director in Hollywood. Almost everyone
bers or the cast of "Scaramouche," Rex Inwho attends motion pictures even occasiongram's newest production for Metro.
ally knows him by sight. When his figure
Their last meeting occured in 1896 when
is flashed on the screen it is just like look- they appeared on the same program at the
ing at an old friend.
Opera House at First and Main
To recount the pictures in which this fa- Grand
mous character has played would require Streets, Los Angeles. Miss Ward had the
lead in her own company's production, "The
the listing of 90 per cent of the productions
Giant Mine" and as was the fashion
in which butlers or waiters have been used, Golden
in those days Miss Titus went before the
and that means a good share of the hundreds
curtain between acts and sang "Sally In Our
turned out yearly.
and other songs. She was one of the
"I'm doomed to the life of a butler and a Alley"
best known vaudevillians in this country
or
Europe.
waiter," said Mr. Underhill. "I probably
never will be anything else. I was in picOn one particular night the stage directures long before most of our present stars
tor conceived the idea that it would be an
had finished McGuffey's fourth reader and
touch to have Lawrence Hanley,
if my health holds out 1 probably will be still excellent
the leading man, register rapture at a point
opening doors and announcing, 'Tea is near the footlights as he listened to the
served, madam,' when most of them have strains of "In the Gloaming," sung from a
been retired to their country estates.
position in the wings by Miss Ward. She
"I pride myself on being one of the best
him she couldn't sing and the argument
butlers in motion pictures. I used to be one told
was becoming good when Miss Titus saved
on the stage. Character parts are not for the
by volunteering to sing in Miss
me although I often have longed to try one. Ward'sdayplace.
1 don't care much for waiter roles — I don't
"The audience will never know the differconsider them as dignified as buttling. A
ence," she explained.
head waiter isn't so bad, there's a deal of
Miss Ward agreed and at the conclusion
poise to be maintained when you're playing of the song she made her entrance on the
B role
that." is rather tall and well built stage. The applause was thunderous. Miss
Mr. like
Underhill
paused and bowed and smiled, bowed
with thinning gray-brown hair and cold gray Ward
more and smiled some more. She tried
eyes. He is exactly the type of person, if some
to continue with her lines but the audience
he were a waiter in a high class cafe, pa- drowned her voice.
trons would never think of tipping less than
"Without a doubt it was the most embara dollar.
Others appearing in support of Miss l>ana
rassingpanic
moment of stricken.
my life," At
she last
said. with a
She was
in this Rita Weiman mystery story include
final
bow
she
made
her
exit.
After
Miss Titus
Malcom McGregor, Edna Flugrath. Huntly
obligingly
sang
another
stanza
off
stage
Miss
Gordon, Mary Ruby, John Sainpolis, Yvonne
Ward returned to an appeased audience and
Gardelle, William Humphrey and Charles
the
show
went
on.
Gerard.
In addition to Miss Ward and Miss Titus
the cast of "Scaramouche" includes Ramon
FIFTEEN CENTS A DAY HIS WAGES
Navarro. Alice Terry, Lewis Stone, Edith
Lloyd Ingraham, Julia Swayne GorWorking in a theatre for fifteen cents a Allen, don,
James Marcus, William Humphrey,
night, later traveling through the British
Otto
Matiesen,
"Smoke" Turner,
empire with his father's step-brother, Allied George Siegniann,Bowditch,
John George, Nelson McCapper who is now in England as a successDowell, Yvonne Gardelle, Snitz Edwards,
ful mind reader, then working at odd jobs Lois Lee, J. Edwin Brown and others.
for the next few years in France, Switzerland, British Columbia and other foreign
ANNA DOUBLES FOR CLOCK
countries, only to finally land in Seattle,
Washington, where he went to work as a
No need for an alarm clock for Anna Q.
newspaper reporter — this is a brief summary
of the career of Reggie Morelli, film actor, Nilsson's Hollywood neighbors.
For three months fair Anna has been getbefore his entrance into motion pictures in
1912.
ting intoNational
shape topicture
play adirected
part in by
"Ponjola."
a First
Donald
The
actor's
parents
and
grandparents
have
all been identified with the theatre. His Crisp, in which she appears as a young woman masquerading as a man.
mother, an Italian, was a renowned singer
Getting into shape means one hour of
and ballet dancer and for many years ap- calesthenic
exercises every morning and
peared with the Royal Ballet at the Scala
slaps, bangs and massages at the hands of
Theatre in Italy.
His father, an Englishman, was one of the a professional masseuse.
The "ouches" "ows" and "wows" which
best known impreasarios in that country. Miss
Nilsson ejaculates as the masseuse
When
he
was'
fifteen
years
old
Morelli
does
her stuff are all that suffice to wake up
worked as a stage hand at the Venice Thea- the whole
neighborhood.
tre in Naples for which he received the
Incidentally "Anna Q." suggests the slapstartling sum of fifteen cents a night. At
ping treatment for those who would like to
that time Lina Cavalieri was the star at the lose flesh.
theatre and was just starting to gain fame
as a singer.
His first job in America was on the Seattle
Mike Connolly, popular casting director
Post-Intelligencer, where he worked for two for the Hearst pictures since their beginyears as a reporter. He made his debut in
ning, has opened casting offices for himself
motion pictures as one of the Keystone cops to cast for the stage and screen. »"The New
in the old Mack Sennett comedies when
Casting
Offices"
writtenandacross
Gloria Swanson, Charles Chaplin and Ora York
door at
140 West
44this Street
Mike theis
Carew were among the players with the com- the president and is reputed to have some
very influential friends back of him.
pany.

FAITH
By Eric Mayne
"Faith without works
* * is* dead."
Thus wrote tin- great logician who coi
structed the theological
basis of the Chri>
* • *
|
tian religion.

He sets forth the value of Faith in the dt
velopment of the higher
life.
* * *
I
And yet everything,
without
Faith,
i
nothing.
* • *
9 1
To do anything worth doing, we mus
have Faith in ourselves.
* * *

To hi- of any value to our fellow-men w
must have Faith in* them.
* *
is I
It is better to be deceived by many iha
* *
to doubt one who is* worthy
ot' our Faith, € II
Some men believe that they don't believ
anything. That is*poor
• *Faith.
"The fool hath said in his heart there i
no' God;" but the wise man knows there or
many Gods, and *he * seeks
th I
* to serve 35
Highest.

Some people
us they
don't believe i
anybody.
That tell
is *bad
them.
* for*
K I
If we wish to serve our country we mus
H I
have Faith in it. * * *

Without. Faith Washington would new
have laid the foundations ol the creates j
* * *
9 1
Republic.
^ui'h 'rept Columbus on his way. whei
everybody else wanted
turn back.
* * to*
IB
Faith in himself, and in the Italians wb-<
love their country, inspired Massolini t>
work
out a means of salvation at the critfil
moment.
* * *
Faith in each other would help othe
countries in Europe — *
and elsewhere.
S
Faith does not make a man a suceeM
but it makes him try to be a success, j
It is not enough that we beli. \e the worl
is better than it is, we must help to mak
it better.
REMINISCENT OF ANNIE LAURIE
Mabel Forre.-i leli a slight tin-e of sat
ness as she read in the papers the othe
day an item to the effect that the homec
Annie Scotland,
Laurie, at
shire,
was ( 'raigdarroch,
to be sold. Domfriet
For Miss Forrest, leading woman in th
Ben Wilson productions for Grand Ashe
Distributing Company, is a descendant 0
her mother's side ot the famous inspiratio
the old The
song.famous
Her mother's
mothera ma
wa
aof Laurie.
Annie married
named Ferguson and died at 79 in the yea
1761. Miss Fort est has pictures of the ol
home which she hoped to visit some da;
She cpn recall her grandmother back horn
in Ohio, telling of her relationship to th
family which has been immortalized— on
member of it, at least in the unforgettabl
Scotch ballad.
Lester Cuneo, one of the featured playe
in Metro's all-star production of "The Eagle
Feather," was a number of the historic Sell
company when they were making picturt
entirely in the outdoors. No studio sceflil
whatsoever were employed, the entire cent
pany living in the open for weeks at a tim'fl
shooting their pictures as they went alon;

j Camera's
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»:

FOR PRESIDENT'S
SAKE
"If -Mahomet can't come to the
o'intain, the mountain will go as a laboratory and the camera
Mahomet."
which the pictures are
The most familiar, to Chris- with will
be hurried to it, with
elii ears, extract from the made
oran has been paraphrased by the film still in it. The film will
be developed and prints made
aurice Tourneur, motion pic- enroute.
re director.
PiHsident Harding cannot
ime to the opening of the MonDoctrine Centennial Exposi- PRODUCERS GIVING
on. So, Mr. Tourneur is going
bring the opening to the
NEW TALENT
esident.
Motion pictures of the elaborCHANCE
e ceremonies which will occur
the formal opening of the
American Historical Review
That the production to be reid Motion Picture Industrial
leased the coming season, startxposition" will be made under
ing September 1, will disclose
r. Tourneur's direction by more "new faces" than ever berthur L. Todd, chief cinematofore among the players appearapher of the Tourneur proing on the screens throughout
uctions, and presented to the the country,
is the observation
resident, if his approval is ob- of Miss Evelyn Brent, one of the
ined.
newer "types" of leading ladies
The plan was outlined in a now
appearing before cameras
ngthy telegram sent to the here.
hief Executive at Kansas City
"A wide-spread movement is
tiis week by Mr. Tourneur. It
Bad: "Understand you will be evident among producers to introduce 'new faces' among the
nable to attend opening cerelonies Monroe Doctrine Cen- players appearing in their forthcoming pictures," said Miss
>nnial Exposition. May I have Brent.
le honor of bringing the prerieie of this world event to you
"Such producers as Marshall
ia the motion picture? If this Neilan, Maurice Tourneur, Milleets with your approval I
ton Hoffman, production manager of Metro, Victor B. Fisher
hall be glad to assign my chief
hotographer and personally di- and others have" already come
?ct the taking of motion pic- out publicly in favor of the 'new
lres of this event to be pre- faces' idea and are introducing
ented to you as a record of new players in important parts
hat is believed will prove the in pictures now under way.
lost gigantic undertaking of its Others are joining the ranks
ind in the history of California,
daily and within a very short
espectfully, Maurice Tour- time many players who have
had little opportunity in the past,
eur."
President Harding was ex- will be appearing before the
pected to formally open the ex- camera in leading characterizations.
position, until this Spring, when
international complications re"Mr| Hoffman
Metro, Motion
before
ulted in the postponement of a meeting
of the of
Western
lis trip West. When the invita- Picture Advertisers recently,
ion was tendered him last sumstated that what the screen
mer it was tentatively accepted.
needs today as much as anything
Anticipating President Hard- else, are new personalities. He
ng's acceptance, arrangements
pointed out that the over-use of
re already under way to break
well known players would harm
11 records for speed in develop- both the players and the picng and printing the film made
t the exposition in order that tures.
"An observation of present
he President may see the studio
discloses the
creened scenes as soon as pos- fact thatactivities
next season there will
ible. Inquiries are being made
egarding the itinerary of the be evidenced a greater number
of 'new faces' on the screens
'residential
lr^angements Special
will be train
made andto throughout the country, than
meet it enroute with a projec- during any similiar period in the
ion machine and the Tourneur
history of the motion picture —
irint.
or at least ever since the star
system of using popular players
A special car will be engaged
>y Mr. Tourneur to be fitted out
started."

MANUFACTURING

BE

ACCESSORIES

FOUNDED

Geldert Ready For 128th
With the return of Cecil De
Mille and company from location, work on "The Ten Commandments" is rapidly being
completed and the picture will
be ready soon for the cutting
room. In finishing his work in
this production, Clarence H.
Geldert will have completed his
127th picture in the last six
years.
FILM FOLKS' CAR
COLLIDES WITH
SHEEP
A narrow escape from severe
injuries and perchance death
was experienced by several important film artists this week in
Prescott, Arizona, when the
closed automobile in which they
were riding to location ran
amuck in a huge Hock of sheep.
The film company is located in
Prescott making Harold Bell
Wright's "When a Man's a Man"
for Principal Pictures Corporation. Those seated in the unfortunate car were Marguerite De
La Motte, leading woman for the
company, Mrs. Edward F. Cline,
wife of the director making the
picture, Mrs. A. L. Bernstein,
wife of the production manager,
and John Bowers, star of the
company.
The occupants were hurrying
to
"Valley,
the scene
of Williamson
their camera
work,
some
thirty miles from Prescott. The
driver of the car was pointing
out an interesting piece of scenery along the road and did not
notice the herd of sheep crossing. The car struck the animals
while several hundred were
along the roadway and the impact threw the machine from one
side of the road to the other, it
finally halting on one side in a
shallow slope along the road.
Seven of the sheep were killed
by the onrushing car and had it
not been for the strong grip on
the steering wheel by the driver,
a complete somersault would
have been inevitable. The occupants were badly shaken and
received minor bruises. They
were given first aid treatment
and sent back to Prescott, while
director Cline made the best of
matters by filming episodes in
which they did not appear.
The low valleys of this particu-

HERE

That Los Angeles will not only
be the production and financial
center of motion pictures, but the
nucleus of the manufacturing of
the accessories that accompany
finished film products, is the firm
belief of Sol Lesser and Michael
Rosenberg of Principal Pictures
Corporation.
According to these film executives, steps are now being taken
to create in Los Angeles, a huge
manufacturing plant in which
will be created and made, all accessories pertaining to film productions made and released by
the Principal Pictures Corporation.
New York, Chicago and Cleveland have at the present time the
"corner" so to speak on the accessories output for the film
world.
With
Principalwill
Pictures'
plans, Los Angeles
jump
into the ring and take a big
stride forward in this respect as
well.
Few people outside the industry realize, according to Sol Lesser, the many "tools" necessary
to "put over" a motion picture
after it is made. The exhibitors
require lithographs, press books,
special exploitation mats, cuts,
and advertising matter. Novelties in hundreds of different varieties are made up in million
quantities by these eastern firms
and distributed to the many film
exchanges
and theatres throughout the world.
According to Messers Lesser
and Rosenberg, a large tract of
industrial property will be purchased, and upon this site will
be erected buildings suitable for
manufacture of all accessories
necessary for the products of the
Principal Pictures Corporation.
These will include lithographs,
press books, special exploitation
advertising, novelties of every
description, including bookmarks, dolls, statues, tags, heralds and every conceivable piece
of advertising attractive to the
theatre owner wanting to exploit
pictures on a big basis.
lar portion of Arizona are a grayish hue which makes it difficult
to see the sheep which thrive in
large numbers and it is always
general warning among the residents of that country to keep
your eyes on the road ahead.
Henry Kolker will shortly return to the United States after
completing
Ideal Picture."I Will Repay," an
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ACTOR

WINS

HONORS

HIGH
IN

CONTEST
Crelghton Hale, debonair leadins man of stage and screen,
has not only firmly established
himself with the theatre-going
public as one of the screen's
mcst versatile and clever leading men, but last Friday evening
in I he Rose Room of the Ambassador hotel when a number
of prominent motion picture
stars appeared in the National
Dance Tournament to compete
for the championship of Southern California, Mr. Hale won
high honors for his ability as an
exponent
of the art of terpsichore.
Mr. Hale made his debut in
pictures several years ago, but
not until last year had he been
given an opportunity to work
before the camera at one of the
Hollywood studios. Victor Hugo
Halperin, having been seriously
attracted
by the
actor's inbrilliant
work as the
professor
I). W.
Griffith's "Way Down East," and
with his work in many other
notable film plays, transported
him from New York to Hollywood to play the leading role in
his
picture,
"Tea-toWith
a Kick,"at
which is shortly
he shown
Graumau's
Million
Dollar
theatre.
Upon the completion of that
picture Mr. Hale was prevailed
upon by the management of the
Mason Opera House, Los Angeles, to present his play, "Just
Suppose," for a week's run.
This play was previously presented by him a» the Columbia
theatre in San Francisco where
it scored a tremendous hit and
it went over with equal success
at the Mason.
Then Mr. Hale was engaged
to play the part of "Billy" in the
Richard Walton Tully production of "Trilby" and according
to all reports his performance is
one of the high lights of the
pictures. At present he is under
contract with Goldwyn where he
is portraying the role of "Alick"
in the current Victor Seastrom
production, "The Master of
Man."
Added to Cast
Tom O'Brien,
who Jane
has Murjust
completed
work with
iin and Justin H. McCloskey on
"The Sign," has been added to
the cast of the Trimble-MuiTm
Production, "The Phantom
Pack," Strongheart's next starring vehicle, and is playing the
part of a German heavy in the
circus sequence. O'Brien is also
being considered by Director
Laurence Trimble for the part of
"Beauty" Smith in Strongheart's
other picture, Jack London's
"White
Fang," taken
the exteriors
for
which were
in Canada
while the Trimble company was
making "The Phantom Pack" ex-
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Actor is Recovering
Dog is Popular Player
Billy Giffin, who was injured
Buddy, the trained film ca- recently
while working on a set
nine, has just finished his work at the Goldwyn
studios, suffering a broken jaw and a split
in Warner Brothers' latest picwrist,
is
reported
well on the
ture,
Country
Boy," and
directed by"The
William
Beaudine
way to recovery and will soon
starring Wesley Barry. Accord- be able to resume his activities
camera. He is coning to Henry
East,nowtheworked
dog's before finedtheto the
Pacific Hospital,
master,
Buddy has
in a total of sixty-four pictures where many of his friends in the
and is fast becoming the leader local film colony have visited
him.
of canine actors.
LA ROCQIJE
CONTRACT

GETS
WITH

ALL

WARNERS

TOGETHER

GET
IN

DE MILLE

HOLLYWOOD

It was this week announced
from the office of Cecil B. De
Mille that Rod La Rocque has
been signed on a long-term contract by the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation for Cecil B.
De Mille Productions.
Mr. La Rocque was signed recently by Mr. De Mille for a
loading role in the modern story
of "The Ten Commandments,"
the Biblical prologue of which
is Just being completed. Mr.
La Rocque's tests proved him so
admirably fitted for the roles for
which he is intended by Mr. De
Mille that he was very shortly
given i he long-term contract.
Rod La Rocque is considered
one of the most promising of
the younger leading men of the
screen. He was born in Chicago
twenty-five years ago. He has
been on the stage almost continuously since he was seven
years old. He has alternated
between, the stage and the
screen. Previous to his recent
return to the Pacific Coast, he
had appeared in such Broadway
stage successes as "Thy Name
Is InWoman,"
and of"Nice
People."
the days
Essanay,
he
was featured in a series of
George Ade Fables and played
heavies in a number of Bryant
Washburn pictures. Recent film
successes include "Slim Shoulders," "Notoriety," and "JazzMr. De Mille and Mr. Jesse L.
Lasfcy,
mania." first vice-president of the
Famous Players- Lasky Corporation, are said to have great
hopes for the future of La
RocqiK'. who is now given an
opportunity such as that which
at one time led Thomas Meighan and the late Wallace Reid
to stardom.

For the first time in many
months the four Warner Brothers of picture producing fame
were gathered together when
Abe Warner of the New York
office arrived at their West
Coast studio in Hollywood this
week.

Kipling Classic Soon
Rudyard Kipling's classic
short novel "The Light That
Failed" is in process of being
translated into screen language
by F. McGrew Willis, who is
preparing the scenario for
George
forthcoming
productionMelford's
of this popular
and
dramatic story. While work on
this adaptation is progressing
rapidly, George Melford is putting the finishing touches on his
preceding Paramount picture
"Salomy Jane."

Abe Warner's visit to the studio lasted but a few days as he
immediately departed for a business tour of the middle west.
He slipped out of Los Angeles
as quietly as entering, after four
days of concentration with his
brothers of the details for the
production of eighteen or more
classics of the screen, which
they are to make this coming
season.
This is Abe Warner's second
trip to the coast in six months.
He has trave'ed a route of principal cities throughout the country, making personal acquaintances with exhibitors and distributors of the Warner product.
On leaving Los Angeles, he
headed toward Denver, where he
will press the button for the
middle west campaign of
"Brass" and "Main Street," the
two most recent Warner releases, and then into Kansas
City and back to New York.
Mr. Warner reports that the
entire country is awaiting with
open arms the fulfillment of
promises of Los Angeles producers for bigger and better
pictures and that the prevailing
opinion of the theatre men of
the country, big and small alike,
is that genuine stories and real
directors go a long way toward
making films successful.
Keith Headliner Signs
Francis A. Ross, formerly of
the celebrated vaudeville team of
Felix Adler and Francis Ross,
has succumbed to the lure of the
pictures, and is now being engaged as one of the "Gold Diggers" in the picture of that name
being produced by the Warner
Brothers at their West Coast
studios. Miss Rcss was a headliner on the Orpheum and Keith
Vaudeville circuits for more than
four years. She is portraying
the role of Dolly Baxter in the
Avery Hopwood story "The Gold
Diggers."

RETURNS

FROM

MONTHS

TWO
IN

ARIZONA
Principal Pictures Corporation's "When A Man's a Man"
company
returned to Los Angeles this week
after having spent
the best part of two months In
Prescott, Arizona, making ex
terior episodes for the noted Harold Bell Wright story.
A special car. thick with dust
and piled high with props, cameras, and picture equipment, carried the players and their valuable film from the Arizona town.
Among those who stepped from
the platform of the car were
Marguerite De La Motte, John
Bowers, Robert Frazer, jfl
Marlowe. George Hackathornk
John Fox. Jr.. Fred StantoJ.
Charles Mails, Forrest RobinsA
and a host of others equally popular including Edward F. Clint
the director, and Arthur L. Berjfc
stein, business and production
manager tor the Principal Pffctures Corporation.
"Glad to be home?" The mofl
hers of the Wright cast looki
at each other in silent approval
"You bet," laughed Miss ■
La Motte. "We had a wonderS
trip and the Prescott folk treafl
us royally, but there's no place
likeThehome,
next you
few know."
weeks will H
spent by the company making interior episodes. Work will be
continued
HoUfwood studiosat atPrincipal's
once.
"When a Man's a Man" is tfl
first Of the series of Harold Bell
Wright novels to he filmed by
Principal Pictures Corporation)
Others will follow in line. There
are nine volumes in the series,
all
been pun-based
by of
thewhich
picturehavecompany.
Mae Has Birthday Party
Paul Pern gave a delight*
birthday dinner this week at tfl
Montmartre in honor of Ma
Musch. Among those presefl
were Mabel Normand, Corinfl
Griffith, June Mathis, JulamS
Johnston. Carmel Myers, Carfl
Wilson, Walter Morosco, Josefl
Jackson, William Haines and
Goodman Bradley. Mr. Befl
adapted
screen
Christian" toandthe"The
Master"TM[
of
Man." Hall Caine novels, H
both of which Miss Busch p'ays
the leading feminine roles.
Hoot Returns
Edward Sedgwick and his
company have returned frofl
the location camp at O'Neiinj
Ranch, where the outdoor
scenesfilmed,
of "The
KioT
were
and isRamblin'
now at work
on the interiors, at Universtf
City. The interiors are elabfl
rate. The picture stars Hoot
Gibson, with Laura La Plants
W. J. McCully, William WelsC
Carol Holloway and a large cast

V * I F. R A
BAD MAN" IS NOW
BEING FILMED
ON RANCH
Bang, bang, bang, they're off!
Holbrook Blinn, bad man de
xe, has busted over the border
d is doing his famous stage
le before the camera.
Work on Edwin Carewe's "The
ad Man," which will be releaby First National, started
sterday at Roscoe where the
itlal ranch exteriors were
hot."
Though
necessarily somewhat
ifferent from Emerson Porter
rown's stage play in which
linn has starred so long so sucssfully, this celebrated actor
as a role even more picturesue and mirth-provoking than
one which has been charming
gitimate audiences of New
ork and Los Angeles.
The screen adaptation of this
lay," says Blinn, "will give me
n even better chance to internet the bandit character as I
isualize him. The film will perit much more action and detail
nd will permit a wider range
f acting and a stronger plot."
Enid Bennett, who played
aid
Marion
in "Robin
nd who
was the
feminineHood"
lead
n Fred Niblo's "Captain Appleack," will play the feminine
ead
"The Bad
Jack ofMulhall,
who Man"
has opposite
the role
f Gilbert Jones.
Carewe plans to turn the negative over to First National for
listribution in August. The interiors are to be taken at the
United Studios.
CRUZ GETS JUVENILE
ROLE IN LEE FEATURE
The part of Charlie Hemingway in "You Can't Get Away
With It," the first of a series of
special productions to be made
by Fox under the direction of
Roland V. Lee, is being played
by Charles Cruz, popular screen
iivenile, instead of George
Kackathorne, who was recently
reported as playing the part.
The ro e referred to is the leading juvenile character in the
story and is allowing the actor
a fine opportunity to establish
himself as one of the most capable artists of his rank.
Prior to his entrance into motion pictures a short two years
ago, Cruz appeared in musical
comedies and dramatic plays
from which he gained wide recognition as a brilliant performer. Among a number of successful pictures in which Cruz has
appeared and won the unstinted
praise of dramatic critics
for his histrionic ability are
'Beauty's Worth," "My American Wife," "You Never Can
Tel!," "Blood and Sand," and
others.
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A SURPRISE IN STORE FOR FANS OF OWEN MOORE
tations of a young Chinese
Whoever had decided Owen
character, and, according to reMoore was permanently committed to starring in rollicking
ports emanating from those associated with him in the filming
comedies such as he made so
of
this
picture, his performance
triumphantly for Selznick, have
a surprise in store for them, be- bids fair to be proclaimed one
cause when they see him in of the acting sensations of the
current year.
"Thundergate" in which he is
Although those who are faminow playing the leading role for
First National at the United
liar with Owen Moore's long recStudios, they will discover him
ord for presenting screen characters of great variety do not need
reaching zenith of intensely
dramatic artistry — just the op- any proof of his versatility,
posite to the sort of work he did those who know him only by his
brilliant work as the star of the
in such successes as "Reported
series of comedies he made during the last three years will no
Missing."
An additional element of surprise will be discovered in the doubt be more than surprised to
see him so heavily dramatic as
fact that in "Thundergate," Mr.
Moore plays three different he is in "Thundergate." Especially as a derelict is his work
characters or rather portrays the
most challenging of seriousness
dramatic feelings of an unusual
although his interpretations of
man in three distinctly different
transitions of his carrer as unfol- the character of the young Chinese in the midst of most dazzlded in this story cf the entrancing Oriental luxury is said to be
ing Orient. Moreover, for the exceedingly
gripping.
first time he essays the interpreCRISP IS WORKING HERE
AFTER 3 YEARS' ABSENCE
Donald Crisp, famous director,
soldier of fortune and actor,
who has spent the last three
years in Europe, two, managing
the Famous Players -La sky, London Studio and one year at the
Berlin plant of the same company, will direct Sam E. Rork's
production
"Ponjola" for
First Nationalofdistribution.
Among the pictures which
Crisp directed in Europe was the
screen adaptation of "Beside the
Bonnie Brier Bush." This was
made in Scotland, the original
locale of the story.
Crisp has been a recognized
authority on pictures since the
inception of the industry and
has been prominently identified
with filmdom in many ways. As
co-director with David Wark
Griffith he helped give to the
world its very first big spectacle,
"The Birth of a Nation." Another of his famous pictures was
"The Six Best Cellers."
Crisp has already established
offices at the United Studios and
wiil start directing Cynthia
Stockley's
Southfew African
story
within
the next
days. Among
members of the cast already selected are : Anna Q. Nilsson,
James Kirkwood and Tully Marshall. Crisp's assistant will be
James Ewens, who assisted Director James Young in the filming of "Wandering Daughters,"
ami Richard Walton Tully's
screen version of "Trilby."
Ince to Film Fitch Story
"Barbara Fritchie," the story of
Civil War days which has been
a favorite stage classic with two
generations, is to be screened by
Thomas H. Ince. Film rights to
the play, which was written by
Chile Kitch, have been purchased the
throughestate
the playwright's
widow and
of Charles
Froham, who produced the stage
drama. Production work will begin as soon as a cast can be
selected.

OLD-TIME GRIFFITH FIND
CAST IN "THE BAD MAN'
Teddy Sampson, another member of the old I). W. Griffith
school, who has become a screen
favorite, has been engaged to
plav an important part in 'The
Bad Man," which is to be produced and directed by Edwin
Carewe for First National.
Miss Sampson has been cast
in the role of "Angela Hardy,"
a semi-comedy part which will
give her an excellent opportunity
to demonstrate her talent.
Miss Sampson has recently re
turned to the coast after an engagement with Famous Players
in which she appeared with
Elsie
Ferguson
in "The
She has
been in
films Outcast."
for nine
years; previous to that she was
in musical comedy and on the
vaudeville stage.
It was while she was appearing with Gus Edwards in "School
Days," that D. W. Griffith was
first attracted to Miss Sampson's
talent. He advised her to desert the "speajdes"
for the silver-sheet, and she agreed.
Her first screen part was in
"The Broken Bottle," which was
produced by the old RelianceMajestic Company, later the
Triangle Company. She played
leads and character parts in a
number of features produced by
this organization. Later she
was with Selznick and for a
year she was starred in a series
of Christie comedies.
Hines Finishes
Johnnv Hines has completed
the filming of the George M. Co"LittleBrothers
Johnny Jones,"
at thehan play,
Warner
studios
under the direction of Arthur
Rosson. The story centers
around the English Derby at
Epsom Downs, England, with
Hines as the Yankee jockey
scheduled to ride Yankee
Doodle. Molly Malone is the
girl in the case, and George
Webb plays the villain.
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DINKEY

COMPLETES

FIRST FEATURE
PICTURE
"Gigi," Dinky Dean's initial
starring vehicle, produced by Z.
A. Stegmuller at Universal City,
just has been completed and the
negative and masterprint taken
East where arrangements are being made for distribution.
For perhaps the first time in
film history a four-year-old star
makes his bow to the picture
public in a five-reel costume production adapted from a classic
penned by a famous author.
That this picture will take like
wild fire is the consensus of opinion of those who have seen it.
The production is a lavish one
and little Dinky is supported by
a remarkable cast consisting of
such celebrities as; Virginia
Pearson, John Sainpolis, Josef
Swickard, Sam De Grasse, Eric
Mayne, Mitchell Lewis, Ethel
Wales, Frank Bond and Frank
Darrow, Sr.
"Gigi," a screen adaptation of
Abbie Farwell Brown's famous
"John of the Woods," a Houghton Mifflin book now in its sixteenth edition, is the story of an
Italian youngster who lived in
an Italian principality during
the fifteenth century.
The story has and appealing
plot and costumes and settings
are lavish and rich far beyond
those of the average costume production.
The film was directed by Albert Austin, who wrote and directed "My Boy" and who also
directed
"Trouble."famous characChuck Reisner,
ter actor, star and director, who
is Dinky's father, assisted in the
filming
the toward
youngster's
first
serious cf
effort
stardom.
Dinky first, came into the public
eye when he appeared with Charlie Chaplin in "The Pilgrim."
MONEY-MAD INDIANS GIVE
PEACEFUL TOWN A THRILL
Residents
Califor-of
nia had visionsof ofBishop,
an uprising
Piute Indians last week when
35 braves, in war paint, descended on the peaceful town.
Then, when they headed for
the First National Bank, the
fears
intensity.
Indiansgrew
haveto turned
bank "The
robbers," thought the citizens.
But they were all wrong. The
Indians were as peaceful as the
town. They had come there i<i
cash their salary checks which
they had received for playing
parts in "The Huntress," a First
National picture starring Colleen
Moore, now being taken in the
Sierras, a few miles from Bishop.
Florence Billings is taking a
short vacation following the
completion of her contract with
T. Hayes Hunter in "Wild

Love."
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N. Y. ACTOR
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CUMMINGS DEFENDS HIS
NEILAN ENDS NEW FILM
HOLLYWOOD FROM PULPITS
AND GOES TO GOTHAM

With the completion of the
camera work on "The RendezMarshall Neilan,
has
COLONY
been vous,"
directing
the who
Russian
drama at the Goldwyn studio,
left for New York.
Harry Mestayer, one ol" the
Mrs. Xeilan (Blanche Sweet)
most popular leading men of plans to join her husband for a
stage and screen, who is well- short vacation as soon as she
known to Los Angeles as well completes the role of Dolores in
as New York audiences, has ar- the Funnel t Flvnn production,
"In The
TheGoldwyn
King,"
rived in Hollywood with a view
now
bring Palace
made atof the
of launching himself actively in studio.
motion pictures.
Although actual camera work
For ten years an actor and is completed on "The Rendezdirector for Oliver Morosco in reveial vous,"
Neilan will
busy for
weeks
on thebe details
of
Los Angeles, Mr. Mestayer has the film, He will spend part of
appeared in suppoit of and di- his time on the journey East in
rected a great many of the fore- the preparation of "the cutting
most stats of the footlights and community" of the film, so that
1 1. J. Cray, his film editor at
silversheet. Me has been an
Goldwyn's,
may begin at once
actor tor the pa3t thirty years, upon this stage
the film
producplaying heavy leads with Lenore
tion. As soon asof the
has
been (in and assembled, Gray
I'lrieh, George M. Cohan, Mme.
Nazimova,
Jack Barrymore,
Wi!l take it to New York for
Henry Miller, James K. Hackett.
Neilan's inspection there.
Mrs. Fiske, E. H. Southern,
Leeds Baxter, general manaRuth Chatterton, David Belasco,
ger of Neilan's
acChurles Frohman and many
companied the productions,
director to the
ot^. . s.
metropolis.
For two years he was leading
man at the Princess Theatre,
REALTY FIRM ENGAGES
New York, with Holbrook Blinn.
PICTURE PRESS AGENT
Mr. Mestayer came to Los
It begins to look as if other
Angeles eight years ago as lead- lines ol business will make inroads on the army of press
ing man with the original "Fair
agents in the employ of various
and
Warmer"
company
and
his
work in the play brought forth motion picture companies. Ted
the greatest praise of dramatic
Le Bert lion, formerly press repcritics here.
entative for tl\f King Vidor
Although he has now been in Studios, has resbeen
engaged to do
Hollywood only a few days he the publicity work and to conhas already received a number
duct a special advertising camof Haltering offers from different
paign for Rainbow Valley, a new
film producers to play leads and subdivision the lots of which are
now being offered the public.
Featured ro'es in forthcoming
pictures. His arrival here is This tract is called "the throne
considered a great achievement
big nearTujunga"
lofor filmland. Producers in the of the cated
Glendale.and A.is W.
past strenuously endeavored but Stratling and Company is handwithout success to obtain the
ling the sales, with headquarters
services of the noted actor, for at 180 East Colorado Street,
at that time he could not be in- Glendale.
duced to give up his work on
One of the interesting features
the legitimate stage.
of
this real estate promotion is
Now that he has announced
to give away a bungahis intentions of becoming a the plan
low. There is still time to regismember of the film colony it is
ter for this free bungalow, which
being freely predicted that he will be formally presented to
will soon achieve the same
some lucky person at Rainbow
amount of popularity on the Valley soon. Registrations are
screen that he has enjoyed dur- taken at the Rainbow Valley ofing his long and successful cafice which is situated at Brand
reer before the footlights on
Boulevard and Colorado Street.
Broadway in New York.
Fhillippe Wins Prize
Peggy Fools Them
Philippe
five-year-old
film
starletdeLacy,
and French
war
Peggy Cartwright. popular
screen juvenile, plays the part orphan, who has won the unstinted praise of photoplay
of a boy in the new Universal
critics
lor
his brilliant performproduction of "A Lady of
ance in "I ivorce," now enjoyQuality,"
starringisVirginia
Valli
and so perfect
her makeup
ing an extended run at Grauthat even her most intimate
man's Rialto, has attracted no
friends failed to recognize her little amount of attention from
the first day she appeared on members and officials of the Y.
the set. The youngster lias M. C. A., Los Angeles, for his
been in pictures four years and abi.ity as a swimmer. At a recent aquatic contest staged at
has played in support of prac"V" Philippe won high
tically every star of the silver- the
honors
with his exhibition and
sheet. She is an expert horsea result was presented with
girl and has won two cups at as
Ambassador Horse Shows and a Y. M. C. A. Prize Swimming
Award Medal.
one at the Yentura Horse Show.
WON

BY

FILM

William A. Brady isn't the only
producer who .can preach. Irving Curumings is treading in the
church steps of his one-time
"boss" by telling New York congregations what Hollywood really is. Since he has been in
Gotham arranging for the distribution of his "Broken Hearts of
Broadway," adapted to the
screen from the stage play byJames Myrle McCurdy, Cummings has been occupying Sundays by talking from the pulpits
of New York churches twice on
each Sabbath.
He has been explaining to the
religiously inclined just what
Hollywood is like and what are
the true conditions in its studios, his purpose being to combat the propaganda which paints
the cinema capital in words
with scarlet letters.
Brady, who also has occupied
pulpits for the purpose of defending the stage against unkind
criticism, starred Cunimings in
"The Whip," and now the former leading man has risen as the
champion of the screen to combat some of the unwarranted attacks that are made upon Hollywood from Eastern pulpits.
BABY STAR LIVES IN
OLD HOME OF MANY STARS
II living in a house formerly
occupied
by several
picture celebrities
could motion
be of any
help
to one's
effortsthe
in achieving
success
before
camera,
then Baby MacCormae would
now perhaps be the most popular star in the film world, for
the house in which she resides
on Lemonyne Street, Los Angeles, has been occupied by such
well-known artists as Kathryn
Williams, Louise Fazenda, the
late Wallace Reid and others.
Judging from the important
parts Baby Muriel has been
playing in pictures — and she has
played in no less than forty succes es— it is generally conceded
that some producer one of these
days ster
is going
to place forthea youngunder contract
series
of pictures, and capitalize on her
versatility and her ability to interpret difficult child parts.
In the list of photoplays in
which Baby Muriel has appeared
are "Poor Men's Wives," "Miracles of the Jungles," The Call
of Home," "Pernod," "Borderland," "Pawn Ticket 210," and
"A Daughter of Luxury." She
recently completed work in
Dustin Farnum's latest picture
for Fox. "The Man Who Won."
To Adapt Glyn Novel
Grant Carpenter, the scenarist,
has been selected by Warner
Brothers to do the script of
"How to Educate a Wife," the
widely read Klinor Glyn novel,
recently purchased for screen
adaptation, and which will go
into production within the next
few weeks. The story deals with
caveman tactics of a husband
bent on getting happy results out
of domesticity.

MARY

CAMERA!
ALDEN GETS

CAKE

BEARING

70 CANDLES
Mary Alden, who is portraying
one of the leading roles fc!
Metro's all-star picturization of
"The Eagle's Feather," recently
had a birthday.
She also had a birthday cake.
The cake came as a complete
surprise and was tendered to the
noted character actress by Edward Sloman, the director, immediate!., after the completion of
a highly emotional scene, tH
cake was rushed onto the set and
and for a few moments the serfr
ous business of making motion
pictures was entirely forgotten.
Just how many birthdays had
preceded this one, no one seemejL
to know, so the cake bravely bore
70 lighted candles.
"No one ever admits that tfl
number of candles on a birthday
cake is correct," Mr. sloman
stated
in explanation,
"so I gateQf
Miss Alden
the opportunity
making
truthful were
denial."made of
.Motiona pictures
Miss Alden cuting the cake, and
she insisted that every member
of the technical staff be serv*
first. However, the choeolafil
pastry was of such generous pr#
portions that James Kirkwom
Elinor Siegmann
Fair, Lester
George
and thet'nneo.
ra
of the cast came in for the!
share.
TITLE FILM
OF MARY'S
NEW AGAIN
CHANGED
The name of Mary Pickfo^H
new picture will but
not be '"^M
Street
W
"Rosita," Singer,"
originally the will
workhK
title. This change was mam
necessary by the fact that the
title
"The Streetused.
Singer"Many
has
been of previously
years ago Hal Reid, father mi
the late Wallie Reid, wroteH
play
"The days
StreetofSingeBH
and incalled
the early
films*!
picture by the same title was pdt'
out by Kalem, all of whifibj
makes it impossible for Mary t<>
use this name.
This information was obtained!
by
O'Brien,
attorn^
for Dennis
the star,F. after
he had
wo*
the title contest within tfl
Pickford organization by
suggestion of "The Street
It was decided to go back He
the working title not only lfy
cause it seemed suitable, but bf">
cause
the film has already be<B'
Singer."
given
wide-spread
"Rosita."
It will publicity
be release*a.through I " n it i'il Artists as a Fall
attraction.
Sam E. Allen looks like a p«f
manent fixture on the Mayer
Schulberg lot. After fluishittj
a part with Tom Forman fe
"Are You a Failure?" he wen
with
"Mother
Law." Gasiner
Now he in
is cast
as UncU1
in "Theproduction.
Virginian,"*
aHughey
Tom Forman
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Erie

Kenton

Director

"Tea

With

a Kick,"

of

a Halperin

duction, now showing
Million Dollar Theatre
seven Stars.

Harr})

Pro-

at Grauman's
with Twenty-

Lorraine

As "ReS>. Barry White"
in the Halperin production
"Tea

With

a Kick"

novP showing
Grauman's

Million

at

Dollar Theatre

Caroline "Spike" Rankin
Playing Straight as well as Character Parts. At
Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre this week as
"Mrs. Bumps," a reformer, in "Tea With a Kick."
Phone 436-471

Phone

Holty 2678
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Doris

May

Playing the Lead in "Tea With a
Kick" this week at Grauman's Million
Dollar Theatre.

Phone

Victor

Holly

1 1 064

Potel

One of the Most Popular Members of the "AllStar Cast Fraternity," appearing exclusively ALLSTAR Photoplays, among which are:

"Quincy Adams Sawyer," Metro
"The Meanest Man in the World" — Sol Lesser

Tkeby

and at Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre this week
as "Bellboy 13" in "Tea With a Kickl"

osemary
R
In the Victor Hugo Halperin Production

Phone Holly 2884

"TEA WITH A KICK"
At Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre
Phone Holly 460

AMER

A !

"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"

Creighton
Leading
"Art

man

Binger"

and

Hale

featured

in "Tea

showing at Grauman's
Theatre this week.

With

player as
a Kick,"

Million Dollar

Phone
570-559

Stuart

Holmes

GALE
"Tea

Witk

HENRY

a Kick"
As "Hesperia McGowan" in "Tea With a Kick,''
showing
week of July 2nd at Grauman's Million
Dollar Theatre.
Phone Holly 640
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\
Louise

Fazenda

Playing "Birdie Puddleford"
at Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre

■

this week

in "Tea

With

a Kick"

Phone
Wilshire

Hank

As "Sam

"Tea

1222

Mann

Spindle"

With

in

HARRY

TODD

a Kick,"

presented at Grauman's Million
Dollar Theatre this week

"Tea

Phones

581-918,

Wilshire

2732

With

a Kick"

r
MERAI
IE MILLE'S BIBLE
SCENES NEARLY
FINISHED
I The great Biblical revel of the
< ildren of Israel around the
Hf of Gold, previous to their
Enunciation by Moses, is the
nuence which has been the
nncipal feature of Cecil B. De; Hi's production of "The Ten
(rimiandments" during the past
[Beveral hundred Israelites and
Hp hundred dancing girls,
Mined by Theodore Kosloff, have
Bpn appearing in the huge rocky
qiyon supposed to be in the viBity of Mt. Sinai, where the
On Commandments were deliv«d to Moses. This canyon was
signed by Francis McComas,
A world's greatest water color
ttnter. Mr McComas is an auiwrity on reeky landscapes and
w this reason, in addition to his
■tistic triumphs, was chosen to
sign this unusual set, whose
4ky sides are 60 feet high. The
si is 300 feet long and 160 feet
[The principal players in this
Jorful sequence are Theodore
Iberts as "Moses," Estelle Tay1* as "Miriam," James Neill as
taron," Lawson Butt as "DathI," and Gino Corrado as
joshua."
IMr.
DeMille is nearing the
•npletion of the Biblical procue to the main story, evolved
1 Jeannie MacPherson around
ie Ten Commandments. Shortly
prkel will
begin
uponParamount
the modsequence
of this
Icture, in which are to appear
latrice Joy, Richard Dix, Nita
tldi. Rod La Rocque and
Bythe Chapman. Cullen Tate
I assistant-director of the proIction, while Paul Tribe is Art
I rector.
EAN RILEY PRODUCTIONS
TO MAKE SIX FEATURES
(Announcement was made this
leek of the forming of the Jean
'■ley Productions, of which
Jan Riley, film actress, is star
Id head. According to E. G.
lalker, production manager,
le company plans to produce
Ix pictures of feature length
le first year, each of which is
I be presented with an all-star
kst. Work on the initial sublet, the title and details of
Ihich have not yet been anounced, is scheduled to start
ithin the next three weeks,
obert Gordon and Jean Riley
ill head the all-star cast for
ie first picture, and Camille
eslys, sister of Gaby Deslys,
ill appear in the picture as a
incer. Rod Rynerson is busi
ess manager. Temporary quarts of the company are at 6701
anta Monica Boulevard.
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"YESTERDAY'S WIFE" STARTED WITH ALL-STAR CAST
A distinguished cast has been
Philo McCullough has won notice throughout his career for
completed for "Yesterday's
his portrayal. In adWife.'' the first of the series of artistry ditionofto his
prominent role in
special Columbia Pictures which
C. B. C.'s "More to be Pitied," he
the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporawon notice in Universal's
tion will release as part of its has
"Trimmed in Scarlet" and "The
Fall program.
First Degree;" in F. B. O.'s "The
It is announced this week that Fourth
Musketeer;" Warner's
Lewis Dayton and Philo McCul"Heroes of the Street;" Goldlough have been secured for the wyn's "The Stranger's Banquet,"
leading male roles to play and many other productions.
opposite Irene Rich and Eileen
Actual production is under
Percy.
way, with Edward J. LeSaint diJoe Brandt, President of C. B.
recting .Mr. LeSaint did fine
work in directing the C. B. C.
C, who has been at the Comfeature "More to be Pitied,"
pany's Coast
centre
conferring
withproduction
the production
"Only a Shop Girl," and "Temp
staff there on the extensive pro- tation," which went over so big
this year. With production gogram his organization has maping so smoothly and fairly defiped out, is especially enthusiasnite plans outlined for casts and
tic over the signing of these two
details
on the rest of the C. B. C.
players.
Lewis Dayton is one of the program, Joe Brandt is on his
most popular leading men on the way back. He has wired ahead
screen and is known for the fine the satisfactory completion of details for which he went to the
dignity of his portrayals. His
most recent laurels were won in Coast.
Evelyn Campbell, author of
Dorothy Phillips' newest producWife,"is
tion, as the male lead in "Slan- the
from novel
which "Yesterday's
the picturization
der the Woman." He also won
distinction for his playing op- being made, is collaborating with
posite Clara Kimball Young in Mr. LeSaint on the continuity
other details of filming for
"Cordelia the Magnificent," and and
appears as her leading man in her novel. There is a wealth of
"In Old Madrid." He is in the screen material in the story,
first Famous Players picture to with fine opportunity for contracts of big sets, society atmobe filmed in Europe, "The Great
sphere, and dramatic action.
EDDIE
| "TIGER ROSE"
BE SOON
Day." STURGIS GETS
FILMED TOHERE
BIG ROLE IN "PONJOLA"
Millard H. Webb, production
Edwin Sturgis, popular screen
manager for Sidney Franklin, is
character man, who was a member of the original Famous
busily engaged with preparaPlayers company, and since then
tions for "Tiger Rose," which is
soon to go into production at
has played in features produced
the Warner Brothers West Coast
by several of the big companies,
has been engaged by Sam E. studios. "Tiger Rose" will be
Rork for a prominent part in known as a Sidney Franklin
production and will be made
"Pon„'o!a," a First National pic- under his personal supervision.
ture, soon to go into production
David Belasco, who is coming
with Donald Crisp directing.
He will enact the role of w-est to fulfill his contract with
the Warner Brothers, will co"Sherry," a good-natured advenoperate in the production, of this
turer, a hardened yet lovable
David
Belasco play.
character of the Rhodesian gold
Lenore Ulric, , who achieved
fields.
such wonderful success in the
Sturgis'
career
as
a
film
charstage play, will have the leading
acter man covers many years.
in the picture version. A
With Famous Players he sup- role
remarkable cast is being assemported
most
of
that
company's
bled for her support to include
famous stars including Jack
Claude Giilingwater, Joseph
Barry mope, Marguerite Clark, Dowling,
Anders Randolf and
Hazel Dawn, Elsie Ferguson,
Andre de Beranger.
Pauline Frederick and Owen
"Tiger Rose" will be released
Moore. For four years he was
with Fox and later with Gold- as one of the Warner Brothers
wyn, supported Geraldine Far- screen classics of 1923-24.
rar, Mary Garden, Mae Marsh
and others. For two years he To Hold Special Meeting
The Reliable Miotoplayers Aswas manager of the Owen Moore
sociation will hold a special
productions.
meeting Tuesday evening, July
Tin- cast of "Ponjoia," which
is now completed, comprises oue 3rd, in the Assistant Directors'
of the greatest array of screen
hall at 5444 Hollywood Bouletalon I ever assembled for one
vard. Following the transaction
picture, including James Kirk- of important business an enterwood, Anna Q. Nilsson, Tully
tainment and dance will be
Marshall and Joseph Kilgoar.
given. The Hollywood Players,
a similar association, furnishing
Zena Keefe has just completed
talent to the different studios,
the big special production,
have been invited as guests and
"Hand of Destiny," which will will
ment. partake in the entertainshortly be released .

Page Thirtee(
GREASE -PAINTLESS
PICTURE

HAS

ARRIVED
Greasepaint goes by the board
in "Penrod and Sam," which is
to have its western premier on
Sunday, July 1. This is a picture sans make-up, for William
Beaudine, who directed it for J.
E. McDonald First National, believes that the fresh young faces
of childhood are marred by
paints and powders.
"Greasepaint," says Beaudine,
"immediately puts kids into a
precocious, self-conscious frame
of mind." And he ought to
know, for he has three youngsters of his own who some day
may become screen luminaries.
The popular director, who has
made a fresh find for a film future in the attractive ycung personality of Mary Halter, a 12year-old Sawtelle girl who played
in "Penrod and Sam" and now
is appearing with Wesley Barry
in "The Printer's Devil" for
Warner Brothers, also directed
by Beaudine, believes that facial
decoration has been carried too
far in pictures, especially where
juveniles are concerned. The
lack of make-up certainly is
gracefully
in "Penrod
and Sam" andmissed
this seems
to bear
out his theory that smooth young
complexions
preparation forarethe nature's
camera. best
"Artificiality is unerringly
picked out by the camera's lens
and sometimes mars a picture,"
says Beaudine,
shall Neilan inwhotheassisted
makingMar-of
"Penrod," the earlier Booth
Tarkington story adapted to the
screen. "When nature does its
work well, you can't improve on
it," he continued. "The fresh,
fair faces of youth need no adornment of paints and powders. And
that's why make-up was banished in the filming of 'Penrod
and Sam.' It was, of course, required for the older actors and
actresses, but there is none of it
of staginess in the
on Thethe absence
children."
juvenile players is attributed by
Beaudine to this elimination of
greasepaint, which is expected to
be permanently abolished for
youngsters in future pictures.
Hughes Prepares New One
Following the success of
"Souls For Sale," Rupert Hughes
is now busy with preparations
for his next Goldwyn production.
"Law Against Law," is the tentative title of the new Hughes
story,thorwritten
the noted
auand to he bydirected
by him.
The story deals with the divorce qui stion. Ma ny of the an
thor's novels and short stories
have been dealt with this increasingly important phase of
life, and his rank as an authority
on the subject lends a peculiar
Interest to his first photoplay on
the subject.

paee Fourteen

Who's

Who
i
Rene Plaisetty, well known director who is credited with discovering Leatrice Joy and others
of fame, has been signed to supervise the new "Alex the
Great" series of two-reel comedies which will soon go into production at the Powers studios.
Henry Lehrman has succeeded
Mai St. Clair as the director of
the second series of H. C. Witwer's "Fighting Blood" stories.
He began work this week on the
second of the series called "She
Supes To Conquer."
Albert Cooke, chief comic of
the "Fighting Blood" company
filming the popular H. C. Witwer
stories at the Power studios fell
heavily the other day while fleeing from man-eating lions in an
ancient Roman sequence and sustained a severe cut on the elbow and a sprained knee. After
being patched up by the studio
physician, however, he was able
to continue his work of registering laughs.
Harold Goodwin has been signed by Robertson-Cole to appear
in forthcoming F. B. O. productions.
Grace Darmoud is playing the
leading feminine role in "Alian F. B. O.of production
under themony,"direction
James W.
Horne.
Emory Johnson has begun
work on his next F. B. O. attraction "The Mailman." Ralph
Lewis is to play the leading role
in the production with an all-star
cast in support.
James Kirkwood was forced
to learn all the intricacies of
"riding the brake beams" for his
portrayal of a down-and-outer in
"The Eagle's Feather," a Metro
all-star special, and now maintains that he can appreciate the
oft-questioned
comfort of pullmans.
No sooner did House Peters
finish his role in "Don't Marry
for the
Money"
he speeded
over
to
Metrothanstudio
to portray
the leading male role in "Held
to Answer," an all-star picturization of Peter Clark MacFarlane's
story, which Harold SJiaw is directing.
Bela Lugosi has just completed his contract with Fox having played the heavy lead in
"The Silent Command" which
was directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
Fredric Santley who recently
closed with "Up She Goes" is
working on the finishing scenes
of a special feature, being made
in Long Island.
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and

What's

What

B< n Lyon who is playing one
of the leading male roles in Sam
Goldwyn's screen version of
"Potash and Perlmutter" has returned from Atlantic City where
they have been filming some of
the exteriors.
Alma Rubens has just completed "Under the Red Robe" for
Cosmopolitan in which she will
be starred. Miss Ruben has
not as yet announced what her
future plans will be.
Malcolm McGregor, Metro's
young athlete star who is appearing opposite Viola Dana in
"The Social Code," has had so
many fighting parts in the few
years he has been in motion pictures that he marvels at the fact
that his knuckles are still unbroken and his nose in the place
it was originally intended to be.
The combined weight of
James Marcus and George Siegman, toth members of the cast
of
Rex pounds.
Ingram's Going
"Scaramouche,"
is 520
up.
Many times has Otto Lederer,
creator of the immortal Solomon
Levy mentioned
in "Abie'sas Irish
Rose"
been
a successor
to David Warfield, and it is in
teresting to note in this regard
that his greatest ambition is to
bring "The Music Master" to the
screen.
Otto Matiesen has a film offer
under consideration that has
aroused the curiosity of all his
friends. He will not state just
what it is, but has promised a
great surprise for the near future. This is somewhat strange
behavior on the part of Matie
sen and leads us to believe he
is due to he starred or some
thing like that. It would be a
great thing if they made a picture built around all the characters Matiesen has played on
the stage and screen. It would
seem like the history of the
worlil in review.
Ralph Cloninger, who recently
finished a part in "The Ten
Commandments" and is now at
work completing the details for
the filming of his own productions is contemplating a trip to
his former home, Salt Lake City,
where he will confer with a
number of financiers and business men who are backing his
venture. From there he may go
to Seattle, San Francisco and
other northern points for another series of conferences of
similar nature before returning
here to begin work. He plans
to film all of the exteriors of his
productions
in Utah,
he believes that there
are forlocations
up there that will bring new
scenic effects to the screen.
Zion Valley has been mentioned as one place.

News Section

in Filmland

This

CAMERA

Week

Elizabeth Rhoades, a charter
member of the Reliable Photoplayers Association, has completed her contract with Principal Pictures Corporation ami
is now considering two very
fine offers for work in forthcoming pictures. She has one of the
principal
roleswasin directed
"A Man's
Man,"
which
by
Eddie dine.

display her keen artistry, and r
is an odd blending of pathos am
humor that she brings to Br
screen in this picture. Jose
phine has attained her gre^B
renown as an interpreter^!
street urchins. She rece^R
completed one of the six fea
tured roles in Prank Borzage'i
"Children of Dust" at ^B
United Studios.

Charles Lawrence, who is one
of the big hits in the new musical comedy "Helen of Troy, New
York," which recently reopened
at the Selwyn Theatre is devoting his spare time acting before
the camera.

"Her Royal Highness." Ho»
would that sound on a niotioi

Brandon Tynan has just completed playing the leading role
in "Loyal Lives," for Whitman
Bennett which will shortly be released, and will open at the Capitol Theatre in New York the
week of July 8th.
Mary Alden is now in a position of lofty independence in regard to producers and directors.
While on location in Northern
California during the filming of
"The Eagle's Feather" for Metro,
Miss Alden received individual
and collective lessons from two
score of cowpunchers in the art
of flipping flapjacks over a campfire. "Anyone who knows anything at all understands that
a good flapjack flipper is always
in demand for work in restaurant windows," she said.
"Scaramouche,"
Rex Ingram's
newest
Metro production,
has a
cosmopolitan
cast.
Ramon
Novarro was born in Mexico, John
George, Arabia; Harry J. Uyttenhove, Belgium; Lydia Yeamans
Titus was born in mid-ocean;
Alice Terry, Lewis Stone, Edith
Allen and the others are native
Americans. Mr. Ingram was
born in Dublin.
Mickey
McBan,
filmland's
young
swimming
champion,
who
has been training for the series
of aquatic exhibitions to be held
in Los Angeles in the immediate
future, has mastered the intricacies of under-water swimming,
and can now go from 50 to 75
feet under the surface. His goal
is 125 feet, and he ought to be
able to negotiate this after two
mere weeks' practice. At the
present time he is with the
Henry Otto unit at the Fox
studios which are filming "The
Temple of Venus." He plays
one of the big parts in this production.
One of the principal loles in
"Only a Shop Girl," which will
be shown in this city within
the next two weeks, is enacted
by
six-year-old
fiimJosephine
actress. Adair,
This part
affords
her an unusual opportunity to

some
our local
film folk
pictureof lot?
If the
titleswhe'«
have come imm arisiocrath
families of Km ope were usedir
Hollywood some diiectors. Witt
a number of these celebrities ft
the cast, would spend all ttnii
time addiessing them. Take
for instance, Thais Valdernar
who recently finished a verjjB
teresting part in "BluebeBfl
Eighth Wife" ;.t the Lask)
studios she is a 1 l-kara
Russian princess, and duringWj
reign of the late Czar NichdM
and his father her family BJ
exceedingly powerful in BJ
royal court. The revolutioiBj
I the order- of thingsw
Rus ia and she was forced t<
flee for her life. Her motfit
father and husband were sBj
and she only escaped to BJ
countrj alter numerous hard
ships and hairbreadth adBj
tures. Now she is one of S
most promising screen plaBJ
and she has doffed her len{Bjl
royal title for her present cuti
name. Her other pictui
elude "The Brass Bottle" fi
"Trilby."
Sara .Mullen has just returnee
from location having played fij
leading feminine role in I
Hayes
special,
"Wile
Love." Hunter's
Miss Mullen
will short);
start work on a new productta
which will keep her busy for B
balance of the summer.
Mary McLaren has stafll
work on Murray Garson's nB
special production in which B
is
role.playing the leading feininta'
Robert North Bradbury isB
recting a new western picture.*
Universal City, "The Trail of tb
Wolf," with Kdmund Cobb an
Gladys McConneH in the leadto,
roles. Miss McConnell is B
comedy leading woman recent):
"discovered" and this is her firs
appearance in a western rolf
Norman Kerry leaped fror
Mediaeval Paris to a moder
court room at Universal CitJ
Forsaking the brilliant trapping
of "Phoebus'' in "The Huncl
back
of Notre
Dame," in
he becB
"Robert
Armstrong"
the W
all-star east of "The Acquittal,
in which he, Claire Windsot
Hie-hard Travels, Barbara Bee
ford and a big cast appear, j

UMERA!

i"ELYN BRENT IS
ENGAGED BY
METRO
I Evelyn Brent, now appearing
kin Monte Blue in "Harbor
l|" at the Ince studio, has
Irn engaged by Metro to p'ay
pposite House Peters in the
fcfturization of Peter Clark McHrlane's novel, "Held to
Mswer,"
directed by Harold
taw.
Ijn order to allow Miss Brent
Uappear in the Metro film, As■ciated Authors are rushing the
pst important scenes for "Harif
Bar" in which
Brent
rrticipates.
AfterMissworking
ftht and day for the past week,
Hss Brent is now enabled to
art immediately on the Metro
itn and conclude her work at
Ifc Ince studio when not actu|y appearing before the
■nera in "Held to Answer."
Ihliss Brent has the distinction
il being the first girl who ever
■used to act opposite Doug
llirbanks for the screen. Alipugh signed to a two ..ears'
fi tract
play leading
fce
rolestoopposite
Doug, femiMiss
lent recently obtained her rehse from the contract in order
| allow her to appear in a
imber of other productions.
IMiss Brent in private life, is
|e
wifewho
of B.
Fineman,
proIcer,
leftP. for
New York
lis week to arrange for the disibution of his forthcoming
Iries of pictures, the first of
nicli is completed.
lAlthough a newcomer to west|n producing circles, Miss
lent has appeared on the
Ireen since she was fourteen,
bring the past few years she
IB played on the speaking
age and in some fifteen film
pductions in England.
Shortly after she arrived in
ollywood she was selected as
pe of the thirteen "stars of to|orrow" by the Wampas, the
lovie
publicity men's associaon here.
ore Fighting Films
"Fighting Back," the return of
rhe Leather Pushers," the new
rize ring series of stories by
. C. Witwer, running in Cooler's Weekly,
are third
being series
made by
niversal
as the
of
ather pushers. The original
ist, including Reginald Denny,
ayden Stevenson and Elinor
ie!d, that made such a hit in
le first two series, also have
le leading parts in the newest
x rounds. Harry Pollard is
?ain directing.
hooper Joins McCarthy
Ashley Cooper, well-known
creen character actor, has been
hosen by John P. McCarthy to
nact the part of Spider McCall
a his forthcoming production,
The Days of Yesterday." Coop
r's histrionic career covers the
egitimate stage and vaudeville
s well as the films.
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WHEN IT'S FOREIGN,
James Ewens, assistant to
Donald Crisp, who is directing
the
of "Ponjola,"
which
Samfilming
E. Rork
will present
through First National, seems
destined by fate to work with
all t he distinguished foreign directors in the picture game.
In 1915, at the Ft. Lee, N. J.
studio of the old World Film
Corporation, he became the first
art director of the film industry
in I he company of Albert Capellani.
Then followed three and a
half years as assistant director
to every foreign director who
was wielding a megaphone in
America.
And then they took him over
lo Europe and on the French
setting of Chateau Thierry he
went
the top"
collided
with a"over
German
bulletandtravelling
in the opposite direction.

IT'S NOT TO EWENS
That sent him back to America. After his recovery he reentered pictures as an assistant
director and though his lot fell
with American directors the locale of the pictures was decidedly foreign.
As assistant to Allan Dwan
he helped Douglas
make "Robin
Hood,"
starring
aFirbanks;
then came "Omar the Tentmaker," a Richard Walton Tully
production for First National,
starring Guy Bates Post. And
on the heels of that production
came his work as assistant to
James Young in the directing of
Tully's screen version of Du
Maurier's "Trilby."
And now if he isn't assistant
to Donald Crisp, and the bloomin'
is African
Cynthia life.
Stockley's
tale story
of South
Nothing foreign is foreign to
Jimmie.

JACK

KICKLESS

WILL

A NEW

START
FILM

NOW

TEA

IS

POPULAR

SOON

AT UNITED

The genius of Mary and Jack
Pickford combined with that of
Marion Jackson's, will be embodied in Jack's next production,
which is scheduled to be begun
within the next ten days, it was
announced this week.
Mary and Jack have collabo
rated with Marion Jackson, the
writer, in producing an original
tale of the Kentuckian mountains, to serve as a successor to
"Garrison's finish." The story
is of a mountain boy, a typical
American youth of the hills, with
the settings of a decade or so
ago.
Mary and Jack have tinted the
scenes of the story, which has
not been titled, with the wistful
feelings and longings of a young
mountaineer. Jack will forget
his stiff collar, the tuxedo, and
the keen part in his hair in this
mountain boy picture. He will
be bare-footed again — happy in
worn-out rags. He will appear
in that role of the American
youth, which has endeared him
to the hearts of theatre-followers the world over.
George Hill, who recently finished directing "The Daughter
of Mother McGinn," a Boston
Blackie story by Jack Boyle, has
been signed by Jack Pickford to
direct his mountain boy production.

They cawn't keep the English
out! Upon my word they cawn't!
Not even out of a Chinese picture, which was adapted by a
writer who was born in Egypt
of Greed and Bulgarian parents;
directed by a Frenchman and in
which Owen Moore, a native of
the ould sod, has the leading
role.
Which all leads up to the saythat the
awfter four
tea
habiting has
been'alfinstituted
on the
United Studio stage where
"Thundergate" is being filmed
for First National.
Conrad Tritschler, the English scenic artist who designed
many of the settings of this
elaborate picture of Chinese and
American life, is responsible for
the introduction of the -English
institution.
Conrad cawn't- get along without his tea, you know, any more
than an elephant can get along
without his trunk. Every afternoon at exactly half past four
he lays his brushes and pallete
down long enough to brew himself a pot of Ceylon.
A week ago he invited Director Joe De Grasse to join him
in
"a
cup the
that teacheers."
found that
acted asJoea

"Merry-Go-Round" shipped
With prints of "Merry-GoRound" shipped to New York
ready for distribution early in
the fall, Universal is centering
its activities on "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" and "A Lady of
Quality,"
other super-Jewels
now undertwoproduction.

real "pep provoker." If the beverage will put pep into a director, reasoned De Gresse, then it
will pep up the cast.
Hence the brief recess every
afternoon
the "Thundergate"
set while on
members
of the cast
and technical forces imbibe tea.
Betty Blythe writes from Berlin that due to climatic conditions existing in Algeria which
have been causing severe earthquakes the company has returned tothere.
Germany to film exteriors

"PROPS"
BRINGS

Page Fifteen
LIGHTNING
QUICK

"RESCUE"
California authorities, and
especially those in the vicinity
of Hollywood, are quite ready to
expect the unexpected from the
film folk. It is not unusual for
the police or fire departments
to answer an alarm sent in by
some unitiated layman, but it
was the lot of Associated Authors to experience a new joke
on the San Pedro Cal., harbor
fire boats.

Theing Lies"
Associated
"LovcompanyAuthors'
were aboard
the steam schooner "G. C. Lindauer" several miles out at sea
filming some of the thrilling
storm stuff called for by the
script. Among the many devices
and tricks of the film world carried aboard ship as "props" was
a huge lightning machine which
made a flash that could be seen
for miles.
The fire boat seeing these
flashes mistook them for signals
of distress and steamed full
speed After
ahead profuse
to the "Lindauer's"
aid.
explanations
by Director W. S. Van Dyke and
no little chagrin on the part of
the sea-going fire-fighters, they
stood by and watched several
scenes photographed.
"Loving Lies" is Thompson
Buchanan's screen version of
Peter B. Kyne's sea story, "The
Harbor Bar," and will be released by Associated Authors
through Allied Producers and
Distributors, a subsidiary of
United Artists Corporation. The
leading roles are portrayed by
Monte Blue, Evelyn Brent, Charles Gerrard and Ralph Faulkner.
MUSICAL COMEDY ARTIST
GETS BIG SURPRISE AT U
Velma Connor, one of the
Connor Sisters of "The Pepper
Box Revue," which recently
played Los Angeles, visited
Universal City with a theatrical
manager and gained the surprise
of her young life.
The surprise was when she
was unexpectedly approached
with an offer of screen work.
Not having any definite hopes
of that on her mind made the
quality of the offer more interesting— for she was assigned to
play opposite Reginald Denny
in the sixth round of the third
series
of "The Leather
Pushers,"
the two-reelers
of the prize
ring.
A lead at the first jump — and
that wasn't all that was interesting at the start, for her first
day's work was a hard journey
out on location. The unit under
Harry toA.Fleming
Pollard's,near
direction
went
Lake
Arrowhead, for exterior scenes
in the beautiful scenic spots
there.

CAMERA
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WHAT DID BABY SAY?

RIVER OF TEARS DEMANDED
Oh. yes, Mary Alden can cry!
She proved it quite thoroughly during the
filming of an important scene for "The
Eagle's Feather," a Mero all-star production
which Edward Sloman is directing.
But to stand before the cold eye of the
camera and emote realistically, while a dozen blase studio employees stare un sympathetical y isno easy matter.
Hereafter, Miss Alden threatens to use
glycerine or onions.
On this occasion, after she had worked
herself up to the emotional pitch necessary
to bring ears to her eyes, the film in the
camera buckled.
On the second attempt, just when the tears
were flowing most copiously, the lights flickered so badly that director Sloman demand
another re-take.
On the third trial, the camera ran out of
film right in the midst of the weeping.
"All right, I'm game!" the actress responded. "But I'm supposed to be an actress —
not a geyser!"

Bowditch "Smoke" Turner, who is Le
Chapelier
Ingram'sof
production infor "Scaramouche,"
Metro, bears theHex
nickname
"Smoke" because cf his work as a blackface
comedian on the stage.

What did IJuster Keaton's baby say?
On the second anniversary of the marriage
cf the comedian and Natalie Talmadge, all
present agreed that the baby said something.
But what?
It was the first word the baby ever said,
youThesee. Talmadge-Schenck-Keaton clan had
gathered in force for appropriate ceremonies
for the wedding anniversary which, incidentally, was celebrated on Baby Buster's first
birthday anniversary. Baby Buster, on June
2nd, was just one year old.
During his birthday party the baby said
something. Natalie self-sacrificingly decided
the word was "papa."
Buster heroically
was heard
"mama."it
Constance
Talmadge said
saidit she
"mapa." Norma Talmadge said she thought
it was "pama." Joseph Schenck said it
sounded like "camera." But Mrs. Talamagde,
booed by all present, said it was only "goo."
Although Edna Flugrath and Viola Dana
were a well known juvenile dancing team on
the stage in New York, these famous sisters
appear together on the screen for the first
time
"The Girl Who Dared," Viola's new
Metro inpicture.

Speaking

of Kfew

RIVAL

LAWYERS

John Sainpo'.is and William Humphre
have been selected to enact the importan
roles of the rival attorneys in "The Soda
Code," Rita Weiman's mystery story, wljjc
Oscar Apfel is directing for Metro with Viol
Dana as the star.
Mr. Sainpolis, who has just completed on
of
the aleading
Foolg,
holds
niche ofroles
his in
own"Three
on theWise
screen,
(&
plays villainous and sympathetic roles
equal skill. He will be especially recall*,
for his portrayal of Laurier, the husband I)
Rex Ingram's production of "The Fou
Horsemen," and for his widely divergen
characterizations
'and defen>
"Th
Hero." In "The Socinial"Shadows'
Code" he will
Malcolm McGregor, accused of murder, an>
according to conservative predictions, h
will win his case after a dillicult struggle.
Mr. Humphrey has been port ray ing^M
of the chief characters in "Scarmouche,
Rex Ingram's monster )u oduction. He wa
looked upon by Director Apfel as partkn
latly fitted for the part of I lie district attoi
ney and time has been found to enable hiD
to appear in both product ions. Mr. Humph
rey has been idle but a few days since h>
returned from England several months age

Faces

The attitudes of some of the producers are still open to severe criticism. There are still some men in the producing business who ought to be out of it. It is undeniable that commercialism transcends everything else in too many quarters. Petty
jealousies of petty strife continue to make inroads upon efficiency. Incompetence in high places has not disappeared. But,
the day of marked amelioration is here. The advent of many masters of other fields of endeavor is having a noticeable effect
already. We know of one man now working assiduously in a dingy office in one of the smaller studios at a very nominal wage
who we expect to see in the limelight as one of the true geniuses of the film-making business within a short time. He knows
very little about the business now as it is being done and has been done for years, but he knows some things far more valuable
and promising than this. He knows how to create and he is vibrant with new ideas He is highly educated in the fine arts
generally and is a cultured man with sane ambitions. Above all, he displays the urge to perform a great service for a great art:
the cinema, and, we would wager most anything that he will accomplish his purpose. Yet, if we mentioned his name, no one
would even know him and if he explained his present position, most everybody would sneer at him as even a possibility. Just
the same, watch for a veritable s:nall army of true geniuses who are about to emerge from the Land of Oblivion. It will all
come in response to a Call of the Cinema for new brains, new blood, — a call which is obviously the result of it becoming universally patent that many of the present "head-liners" need replacing.
Expansion is the rule and not the exception in Filmland at present and there is every indication that this present will
continue for at least two prosperous years after which it may be even better.
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Pulse

of

the

Studios

For Week Starting Monday, July 2
Camera.' intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Director

Star

Cameraman

PWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd.
Idie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
pn Wilson
(Federated
release)Linden
J. Ince Productions The
Washburns
RENTWOOD
RONX

STUDIO.

STUDIO.

You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869

Ass't Director

Scenarist

Type

Progress

Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Cooke
Cooke
Turner

Diltz
Diltz
N. Blair

Holly 3130
Schedule
Schedule
4th Week

2-Reel Comedies
2-Reel Comedies
"The Love Trap"

48 1 1 Fountain Ave.

598-146
Wilshire 4275

1745-51 Glendale Blvd. K enneth Bishop, General Mgr.

|USTER KEATON STUDIO.
Jack Blystone
Buster Keaton
pu Anger Productions.
AL Austin
Clyde Cook

1025 Lillian Way. Rose Eddie Cline, Casting
E. Lessley-Thorp
E. Lessley
"Under Orders"
Hale
Bert Sternback, Casting.
ENTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
entury Comedies (Universal release).
Herman
Al Herman
Buddy Messinger
Wm. Hyer
"The Inventor"
1416
La
Brea
Ave.
HAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
•gent Film Company.
(United Artists release).
Eddie Sutherland
Monta Bell
Charles Chaplin
Edna I'urviance
Rollin Totheroh
"Public Opinion"
[HOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Mgr.
!HRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
Comedy
Jas. Clemens Conklin
Scott Sidney
Jimmy A dams Nagy
2-Reol
Comedy
Ernest
Levelle
Conklin
; H. Beaudine
Neal Burns
Gus Peterson
OSMOSART

STUDIO.

Holly 2814
2nd Week
Editing
Holly 96
Schedule
EditingHolly 4070
439-764
EditingHolly 3100
2nd Week

3700 Beverly Blvd. J E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Fran k M. Willard, Studio Mgr.

"INE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd.
OX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Stock
Buckingham
Sid Wagner
Al St. John
Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
llim Summerville Stock
Jay Turner
Arthur
Benny Cohn
Stolon*
Dan Clark
Lambert Hillard Tom Mix
EugeneGoldForde
Erie Kenton
Lew Brice
Max
Joe August
Hollinghead
Henry Otto
Phylis Gilbert
Haver
Ed Feeny
Jack Ford
John
Schneiderman
Don
Short
Chas Jones
Horace Hough
Dunlap
Post
Dan Case
All-Star
Roland V. Lee
Walter Mayo
Jos.
Brotherton
Wm. Russell
Jas. Flood
Turner
Dustin Farnum
David Soloman
Ed. Bernoudi
rRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
locky Mt. Production Co.
Al J. Neitz
Bill Patten
Morey Hughes
Al J. Neitz
Bill Patten
Morey Hughes
LARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
letro Release.
GOLDEN WEST STUDIO.
40 1 1 Lankershim
Jaques Jaccard
Vvallace Beery
J. J. Pasztor
IOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.

F. W. Raymond
F. W. Raymond

Blvd.
H. Breaumond

Wilshire 2115

Fred Kiev, Studio
Holly 3000
Mgr.
Schedule
Comedies
Staff
Schedule
Comedies
Oomedie*
Schedule
Zane Grey
6th Week
Week
"
6th
"Lone Star Ranger"
Schedule
Comedies
Lee
"The Temple of Venus
Carr
7th Week
"Cameo Kirby"
Sth Week
Harvey Gates
"Snow
Drift"Get Away
"You Can't
2nd Week
With It'2nd
Dorothy
Yost
"The Best Man Wins'
2nd Week
Dorothy Yost
"A Man"
Holly 2632
Editing
6th Week
Neitz
"Battlin' Buckaroo"
Neitz
"Wild & Wooley"
' ' 1 'OY\ 1
Wilshire 81
"Dark

H. Breaumond
r of Darkness"

Lankershim

1 32-J

3rd Week

'hil Goldstone Productions.
Snowy (State
Raker Rights release).
Harry Tenbrook
Staff
1st Week
76171 I
COLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City.
Ben Reynolds
Eddie Sowders
Von Stroheim All-Star
16th Week
John Mescall
A. L. Raboch
'Six Days"
Mathis-VonStroheii
"Greed"
Charles Brabin All-Star
Ouida
Bergere
15th Week
Kavanaugh
Wm. Silden
Earl Taggart
Tod
Browning
All-Star
7th
Week
Preparing
"The
Day
of
Faith"
R. West
All-Star
Faces"
"Wild Oranges"
R.A. Ross
John Boyle
Whittaker
Geo. D. Baker All-Star
C.
Eddington
7th
Week
"The
Magic-Skin"
Paul Bern
Chas. Van Enger Chas. Lapworth
Victor Seastrom All-Star
"Master of Man"
6th Week
Lueien Andriot
June Mathis
I
Emmett Flynn All-Star
Ray Flynn
"In the Palace of the King" Sth Week
Cosmopolitan Productions.
Carlos Productions.
Oliver Marsh
Paul Schofield
Robt. Ross
Roland West All-Star
6th Week
"The Unknown Purple'
GRAND STUDIO.
I 438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Holly 162
Fay
2-Rec I Comedy
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Editing
Herman Raymaker Monte Banks Bill Williams
2-Recl
Comedy
Leslie
Goodman
1st Week
Staff
H. Edwards Monte Banks Bill Williams
L. Goodman
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Archie Mayo Sid Smith
Ken. MacLean
"Don't
Play
Hookie"
2nd Week
Chas. Asher
LeMont
LeMont
Chas. Lemont Sid Smith
Ken. MacLean
Rollie
"Hollywood Bound"
1st Week
Editing
Joe Rock Productions, Inc.
Comedy
Gil Pratt
Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
Dave Smith
"One Park Knight"
Staff
Oillstroin
Joe Rock- Billy Rhodes
Jerry Ash
Dave Smith
2nd Week

CAMERAl
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"Pulse of the Studios'
Star

Cameraman

Ass't Director

Holly 1431

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS. 6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
J. Jasper, Mgr.
Harold Llloyd Corporation. Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr
Finis Fox Prod, »
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
■•Bag and Baggage"
Wm. Dashiell
Finis Fox
All-Star Hal Mohr
Lois Zellner
Richard Thomas Productions.
Douglas McLean Productions
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Supreme Art Productions, ('has. J. Hall
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1 442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. Monte West, Studio Mgr.
Horner
Ail-Star
Geo. Meehan
Middleton Horner
'•Midnight Limited"
Meehan
Middleton Horner
"Flame of the Sahara
World Horner
Educational Films.All-Star
M. Abbey
Field 1442 F.Beachwood
Baby Betty (Aywon Wm.
Chas. Eliason
R. Seeling Productions.
release).
Drive. Robinson "The Forty Niner"
Seeling
Big Boy Williams Vernon Walker
Chas. DeLong J. Natterford "Bad Men and Good"
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr.
Culver City
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Murfln-McCloskey All-Star King Gray
Thompson Jane Murfln "The Sign"
Strongheart G. B. Dreyer Cyril Gardner Donna Barrell
"Bhantom Pack"
Assoc. Laurance
Authors, Trimble
Inc.
W.
S.
VanDyke
AU--Star
Joe
Walker
R.
L.
Selander
Thompson
Buchanan
"Loving
Lies"
i^ioya Ingram
All -o car
earner name
INTERSTATE PICTURES CORPORATION.
Jean Burt Calvert. Casting. Culver City, Cal.
J. B. Calvert Productions.
Drama
i B. Calvert
All-Star
Joe Campana
Frank Cameron
Belmont- Woodhouse
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt. Casting.
1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
l'ola
Negri
Herb. Brenon
Jas. Howe
Harold Schwartz Mathis-Dix
All-Star
Geo.
Hippard
Wm. DeMille
Clara Beranger
"Spanish Dancer"
Guy
Al Gilroy
Jas. Wilke
Howe
Ail-Star
victor Fleming
"Spring Magic"
Doris Geraghty
Schroeder
Tom
Jas. Cruze
Vernon
Keyes
Karl Brown
Featured
"To
the Last Red
Man" Gap"
II. Tate
"Buggies
Featured
Cecil B. DeMille
Bert Glennon
"The Ten of
Commandments"
J. Mcl'herson
Geo. Melford
All-Star
"The Light That Failed"
Al. E. Green
Thos. Meighan
"All Must Marry"
Jos. Henabery
Dong. Fail bank* JrChi
shoenbaum Dick Johnson
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
^Metro release).
Preferred Pictures Corp. AU-Star
B. P. Schulberg, Karl
Gen. Struss
Mgr. (Al Lichtman
Release).
Joe Yohalem
Vic Schertzinger
Art Printzlau
'The Boomerang"
Tom Forman
HarryStruss
Perry
All-Star
Sam
Nelson
The
Leightons
'The Virginian"
Karl
Art Printzlau
Gasnier
All-Star
Joe Yohalem
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Oscar Apfel
Viola Dana
John Arnold
Chas. Watt
Taylor
"The
Social Code"
Harold Shaw
. All-Star
Nat Watt
Maytime"
Winifred Dunn
"Held
to Answer"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Rex Ingram
AU-Star
John Seitz
Curt Rehfcld
Willis Goldbeck "Scaramouche"
Hunt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release).
Edward Sloman Productions.
Edward Sloman
All-Star
Geo. Rizard
Leigh Smith
Winifred Dunn
"Eagle's Feather"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Victor Schertzinger Jackie Coogan
Frank Good McDermott
Mary Rob. Rineharl "Long Live the King"
NEVA GERBER PRODUCTIONS.
6735 Holly Blvd.
Dearholtz-Dillon
Neva < Jt-rltcr
llulehinsnn
Wilbur McOough 1 Mllon
"Sante Fe Trail"
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
J. A. Ball
Bay Rennahan
G. W. Cave
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7 1 00
United Artists Release.
Baoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
EdvMe Cline
Bowers-De la Mott Ned Van Buren Geraghty
Al. Colliding
Bangdon-Keener
Smith
Harry Langdon
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Moreno
Lehrman
O'Hara Lee
Garmes
Art Flavin
Jas. W. Home Geo.
All-Star
Dubray-Collins
Mel Brown
Wm.
Worlhington
Johnnie
Walker
Wm.
O'Connell
Emory Johnson
Balph Lewis B. Fisher
Blystone
Chester Bennett Productions.
Chester Bennett
Jane Novak Jack MacKenzie
Doug S. Dawson
JEAN PILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr., 6701 Santa Monica
Bynearson All-Star
Bill Severin
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Hal Roach Comedies (Pathe release). t^-nnk Tonne
Howe-Cedar
"Paul" Parron
Ail-Star
C.Henecke-Brandie
Mereheuse
Harry Gerstadt
.Teske-Pembrook
Stan Laurel
McBurney
Boy Clemens
Edna Murphy
Bobby Kohler
Doran
1. on Powers
Dippy Doo Dads
Hank
Bert Currlgan
Chas.
Oelze
1 Sob Dorrin
Chas. Parrott
Will Rogers

Santa Monica Blvd.
Staff

"The Thief of Bagdad"
"When A Man's a Man"
"The New Mail Man"

Beatrice Van
E. M. Engleton
Loring-Lighton
Emilie Johnson
Rilej
Lorine-Lcighton
Blvd.

Progret»

Type

Scenarist

'Bong
Live The Ring"
"Alimony"
"The Worm"
"The Mail Man"
"The Lullaby"
"Light of the World"
Comedies
"Our Gang"
1-Reel Comedy
Animal Comedy
Comedya Girl Do?"
"What
Should
2-Reel

2nd Week

438740
Casting
Preparing
Freparing
1st g cek 761731

10th Week
20th
Week
fith Week
I 'reparing
Holly 24M
1th Week
Editing
2nd Week
2nd
Week
lith
Week
Preparing
i 'I ' pM I I II L.
Preparing
Lincoln 2120
Preparing
1th
Week
1st Week
Holly 4485
5th Week
2nd
Week
lGth Week
9th Week
»th Week
lnili Episode
Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901
Preparing
5th
2nd Week
Week
Holly 280«
:{rd
3rd
5th
3rd
4 th

Week
Holly 7780
Week.
Week
Wee*
Week

Casting
579-440
Schedule
Schedule 761-721
Schedule
fith
Week
Schedule
Schedule

vMERAI
Director
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Star

Cameraman

Type

Ass't Director

Scenarist
Innpr , V...
I Cai Ochn
L 1 1 1 1^o
R. R. Rockett, Pres. Chas. 11— 1UUC[
\l 1 IM1 IS
Kurrle-Broening
Fra nois Marion
"Life of Abraham Lincoln'
1 425 Fleming St.
Y STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mgr.
SSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
Hively
B. D. Russell
Franklin Farnum
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Feature
in-Baynham
2-Reel Comedy
Kane-Walsh
Tom Gibson Productions.
Morante
MacManieral
JNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
k Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
Mack Sennett
F. Richard Jones Mabel Normand
Homer Scott
Jim Wright
Comedy
"The Extra Girl"
Mack Sennett
Roy Delruth
Ben Turpin Wagner
Joe Boi deau
"Ten Dollars or Ten Days'
Mack Sennett
Elmer Del Lord
All-Star Wagner
Fox
sISET PRODUCTIONS.
742 5 Sunset Blvd.
ITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
s B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave.
k Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp.
(First
Lou National
Borzage release.)
Kenneth Clarke
Frank Borzage
All-Star Chester Lyons
"Against the Grain"
in Carewe Productions. (First National release) .
Wallace
Fox
Finis Fox
Edwin-Carewe Holbrook Blinn Sol Polito-Storey
"The Bad Man"
ph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release) E. Brophy
Willard Mack
Heerman
Constance TalmadgGlen McWilliams
"The
Dangerous Maid"
E. Rork Productions.
Jas.
Ewens
Chas.
Logue
"Ponjola"
Donald Crisp All-Star Paul Perry
National Productions.
H. Welfer
Jas. Vontrees
Lynn Reynolds All-Star
"The Huntress"
Boise
Win.
1'erry Vrekroff
Joe De Grass All-Star
Wm. Dowlin
Dowlin
"Lord of Thundergate"
. Levee Productions.
Scott Real
Arthur Todrl
Maurice Tourneur All-Star
Fred K. Myton
"Two Little Vagrants"
VERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Tinling
ersalParke
Film Manufacturing
(Universal Release.)
Herbert Co.Rawlinson
m.
Hoot Gibson
1. Segwick
Harvey Gates "Upside
Myers-McCuIley
"RamblingDown"
Kid"
"Six-Fifty"
>ss
Lamson
All-Star
Dorian
own
Balbino
Ail-Star
"The Acquittal"
ibt. Hill
Wm. Desmond
Dodds
"Sentenced to Soft Labor'
n. Craft
Mower-Sedgwick
Howard Oswald
Taylor
Jefferson
Moffit
"Daniel
Boone"
hainbaud
Priscilla
Dean
McCarey-Wyler
"The Storm
Daughters"
ce Worne
Wm. Nobles
McDonough
Little-Thomson
Bertram Millhauser Leather
"Eagles' Pushers
Talons"
Harry Webb
Reginald
Denny
ry Pollard
Staff
Baby Peggy
Joe
Barry
"Who's Baby Are You?"
g Baggott
Holland
tson
Neelv Edwards
"Own A Home"
bert Blache
Sullivan
Gladys
Walton
"The Wild Party"
Hugh
Hoffman
Duncan
Clarke
Geo. Plympton
Duncan -Johnson Robinson
"The Steel Trail"
Marion Fairfax
art Henley
Arthur
Smith
Virginia
Valli
"Lady of Quality"
Baby Peggy
A. Seiter
Wright
"Editha's
Burglar"
1
'ummel
2-Reel
Western
Pete Morrison
larchant
"The Hog"
All-Star
Lu mley
McDonough
2-Reel Western
Nordlinger
Edmund Cobb
N. Bradbury
Lee Productions. Leon Lee Manager.
[y Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, Production Manager,
y Gump Productions,
nie Aubrey Productions
Zimmerman
"Ruttinsky"
W. Hayes
Aubrey
AGRAPH STUDIOS.
I 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen Mgr.
Smith Productions.
Smith
All-Star S. Smith, Jr. Wm. Caldwell
'The rioneer'
Semon Productions.
Semon
T Davis
Semon-Sedgwick
H. Koenekamp
J. Basil
"The Cook"
BURNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Wrner Brothers Productions.
Dupar
Roth -Webster
Julien Josephsori "The Country Kid"
D Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry
Abel
Strayer
Grant Carpenter
"The Gold Diggers"
|| Harry Beaumont All-Star
9|ey Franklin Productions.
Chas. Rosher
Wm. McGann
Sidney Franklin
Lenore Ulric
Edmund Goulding "Tiger Rose"
Best Lubitsch Productions.
■BErnest Lubitsch All-Star
Bry Rapf Productions.
ChetWithey All-Star
Sada Cowan "Lucretia Lombard"
All-Star
Edmund Goulding "Broadway After Dark'
IlLNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt Mrs.
King Gray
ILe Saint
Geo. E. Reehni
Rich -Percy
Evelyn Campbell
"Yesterday's Wives"
CKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
Phil Rosen
All-Star

Dr. W. I. Schuster
IS Bogardus Bldg.,
Sunset at Western
• Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist
.
"Where the sick go to get well"
■ 'Ltering to the Motion Picture Profession. (
II to 12
2 to 5
Evenings 6 to 8 i
■ llmer Graduate
Phone 436-724 i

| Oriental art gems bizarre
unique — just the thing for your
I I set. They're true-to-life, too.
\ Oriental Costume Co.
5223 Santa Monica Blvd. Holly 5954

Marion

Progress
Hollv ? 1 76
Schedule
598-141
Preparing
Holly 7945-6
Schedule
Wils. 1550
lfith Week
1th Week
5th Week
Holly 4080
Cth Week
4th Week
2nd Week
2nd Week
7th Week
GthWeek
Preparing'570-081
2nd
Week
4th Week
2nd Week
4 tli Week
Schedule
Editing
Preparing
Schedule
Editing
Schedule
Schedule
3rd
10th Week
Week
12th Week
Preparing
Schedule
1st Week
Schedule

2nd Week
4 th Week 598131
Last Week
Holly 4181
1st Week
Week
4th
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
Scheduled
Holly 7940
2nd Week

Warde

Acting and Make— Up for Stage and Motion Pictures. A Legitimate, Practical School
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancing
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
v;33 So, Broadway
Telephone 821-181
Here's
Youon Want!
Good studioIndependents!
space for rent cheap.
At the What
Bronx studios
Glendale Boulevard.
Open and! covered stages. Here's an unusual chance to save a big sum on your
overhead
H. and
B. Film
Uronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles.

Company
Wilshire 4275

CAMERAl
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All Legal Matteten
Attorney and Counsel or at Law

Pathe. The court ruled that the company had
I no right to discharge the actor under his
contract, before the picture was finished even
340 Douglas Bldg.
Consultation Free j if his scenes had all been taken. This decision is of importance in that it affects the
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42 j employment
of all film actors. The ruling of
the court is that it was not the fault of the
plaintiff that he was called on to act
Pure Rice Base
I scenes of their proper sequences in the story.
MAKE-UP
POWDERS*]
All shades made to order at
' It seems the closing scenes were shot first
as frequently happens. When the last scenes
YE RUB SHOPPE
were taken Oland was discharged. It took
621 West 8th St., L^* Angeles, Calif
six weeks longer to complete the rest of the
Phone Metropolian 1566
picture. Oland sued for six weeks salary.
JACK

J
^
j
}
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SCREEN

P. LEONARD

Raymond McKee
39 Fifth Avenue
New York

Minor

Blythe

Attomey-at-Law
Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los A.ngeles
Telephone 134-88

EXPERT
TYPING
Scripts and Stories
a Specialty
GRACE AINSLEE
Garvanza 3395

Earl Carroll, independent producer, is making an attempt to produce on Broadway, a
non-Equity show. Louis Mann tried this two
years ago without success. It is generally
believed that the Carrol move was instigated
by those producing managers who are hostile to Equity, who are using the "boy producer" as a cat's paw to discover just what
attitude the stage hands and musicians'
unions will take on the question. "Vanities
of 1923" has been in rehearsal two weeks.
New York City Streets are the scenes of
much controversy these days. It's like this.
Everything in and around New York has
turned pro-Nile or pro-King Tutankhamen,
so of course Egyptian words are being
juggled from the pulpit, stage and side
walks. This of course causes every thinking person to delve into the depths of Egytology reading everything that Encylcopedia
Britannica can decipher. Now along comes
a lot of thinkers who argue that they are
an incarnation of the old king himself. I
did however, meet one old actor who compromised, sorta met me half way so to speak,
and admitted that he was, after all, only
Pharaoh IX. But I promised not to tell anyone.
Rudolph Valentino, in his country-wide
tour, never loses an opportunity to say a
good word for The Actors' Equity AssociaIn Atlantic life,
City doing
he said;
"This weeks
is indeedtion.a strenuous
eighteen
of one-night stands, and dancing every night.
When I am through with this trip I shall go
to Europe for a rest, then come back and
fight the picture corporation. There is one
organization that I believe in whole heartedly. The A. E. A. is for the down trodden

Reproductions Publicity
Still Finishing
Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
Animated CarJoons — Original Title IdeasClay Animation
— Miniature
Animated
Figures Sets and
Cinema Arts Studio
ELMER H. YOUNG, Mgr.
612 Lissner Bldg.
Phone 644-4.

LUNCH

South Hill

Phone 821-071

ALBERT
C. SMITH
Official Cinematographer for
}

So, Calif. Edison

:
j

Co.

in construction the largest water power |
|
projects on the West Coast f
t
t
at
I
I
t
Big Creek, California
Hours 2 to 5

Night Calls Accepted

II
! H. W. WALL, M. D.
{
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
| Post Graduate Chicngo and New York |
J Holly 102-82; 57288 6702 Hollywood Blv<^J|
BRUNO
I S E E
For Your Casting Director Photos I [
6412 Hollywood Boulevard [
PHONE HOLLY 382 1
\
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"Some men are held up as examples.
actor." for what they've got in their hip
Others
pocket." Garry Odell, who has just finished
the part of Spike Louis in the Richard
Thomas
of "Scarlet
was
heardproduction
to make this
remark. Shadows,"
Bennie Zeidman is cutting his Principal
Pictures release, "Bright Lights of Broadway," featuring Lowell Sherman

FOR RENT— High-grade still outfits, $5.00 per
week, Little. The Big Photographer, 5874
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.

UDIO
COLBURN'S
TAXIDERMY
ST
1033-1037 Broadway Place
Telephone (At
643-13n
FUR RUGS
FUR ROBES
MOUNTINGS
of All Descriptions — Exceptionally
Complete Facilities for Fur Storage
and Renovating

t

Holly 37S2
6666 Hollywood Blvd. t
Holly 7660
LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

1036

The Service Bureau)

• O E T
R E S TT Z T »• .
f * jcHLI. 1 JL — irlJL/U ]
Well-known* screen character actor who is retiring' desir.-.^
to dispose
rompleii' i haracter
wardrobe.
Will
sell at oftremendous
SHiiinCe
in order to make quick sale. Here is an un-.
usual
for some
man toopportunity
secure a fin<
onttiilive-wire
it character
low cost.
For further information a- t>. p: a , . •Inscripetc. Apply
I'.l KTONC.
I, AW. tion,c-o
Canyonimmediately
Pharmacy, u>Santa
Monica
Monica
222-81.
Canyon,
Santa Monica, Calif., telephone Santa
__J

"We save your sole and heel you too"
FRANK
The Shoe Doctor

(formerly

SERVICE

1

SUNSET
TAXI
Touring Cars $2 per Hour. Limousines $2.50 per Hour
Special Rates on Studio Trips and Touring
578-280
578-307
575-52

!
•
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Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
TelepLone 439-774
Art
Lee
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up Correctly
Read my references
Telephone 598-207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western
"We teach your watch to tell the truth"
Special offer, watch crystals 25c
A complete line of high-grade and
moderately priced jewelry. Shop is
open evenings.
Hollywood Watch and Clock Hospital
Sam Margolis, Prop. 6057 Hollywood Blvd.

Publicity Engineer

Lane

Holly 737

hardee
kirkland

hollywood
6298
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and
surface scratch
noises
U
entering
sound
Gold Plati
$1.50
I
box.
No
metallic
-ee Cum
Nickil Plate $1.00 f n0;ses.
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
HOOVER
STUDIOS
The Finest Quality Professional
Portraiture. All Sittings are Made by
Appointment.
1616 Vine St.
Phone Holly 9161
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COMPOSING MUSIC
(Continued from Page 5)
Coy Watson,
Wilshire Jr.
3G16
Comedies
Age
10.
No Luck.
You
The Never
Right Know.
of the
Strongest.
Featured in Campbell

Theby and Alan Hale, the "heavies" in
Jackie's cast. For the scenes dominated by
Robert Brower, as the dying king, grandfather to the Crown Prince — played by
Jackie — Schertzinger has written a new
Father Song, which will doubtless achieve
as great popularity as his "Just An Old Love
Song" heard with the presentation of the
"Robin Hood" film.
And so on, through the long list of different scenes, Director Schertzinger has contributed these original melodies appropriate
for the action ?nd the players throughout
the story, which has resulted in fat greater
feeling in their work. When "Long Live the
King" is played in the first-run houses of
America, Schertzinger's music will be
the accompanying orchestration.
SCREEN

KIDDIES

ARE

SMART.

The great majority of children acting in
motion pictures are intellectually above
normal.
Notwithstanding the fact that children of
the acting profession have the reputation,
in other spheres of life, of being impudent
and spoilt, it is quite the contrary, says
Bertha Wiley Wynne, a teacher assigned by
the Los Angeles Board of Education to tutor
youngsters working -on picture sets.
"I taught in the public schools for many
years,"
"andchildren
my workat during thesays
last this
yearteacher,
with the
the
studios has given me a chance to compare
the children in public schools and those in
theMiss
studios."
Wynne, who is tutoring Bruce Guerin,
Turner Savage and "Red" Ruben between
"shots" of Frank Borzage's latest First National release, temporarily titled "Dust in
the Doorway,"
that acting
in pictures sharpensbelieves
the intellect
and teaches
the children such intensive and instantaneous concentration that they are able to absorb knowledge with remarkable rapidity.
The educational statutes require that the
picture children be given three hours instruction daily if there are three or less
youngsters of school age on the set. If
there are more than three the lew requires
four hours of instruction. In both cases the
studies must be identical with the texts
which the children would have if they were
actually attending public school. . .
Each teacher must have the sanction of
board of education and the hours of instruction must be terminated by four o'clock in
the afternoon. The teacher receives her pay
from the picture company.
Little Frankie Lee, one of the best known
children in pictures, and Mary Jane Irving,
almost equally as well known, are members
of the cast of "Dust in the Doorway." These
have their private tutors, who also comply
with the state, county and city laws.
Frankie not only has a private teacher but
a private school as well. Producer Arthur
H. Jacobs permitted Frankie to place a
clause in his contract calling for the erection of a private school room adjacent to
the picture set. Here he spends every spare
moment between scenes in which he is required to appear.
"I believe," says Miss Wynne, "that the
discipline maintained on the set has much
to do with the brightness of these children.
They are accustomed to obeying instantly
and their constant association with older
people helps to advance their minds.
"It is amazing how quickly a child can
leave a scene and delve immediately into his
studies without being bothered by the noise
of the set, or the orchestra which is usually

Doctors&
FORD
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific m
Adjustments
Spinal
Rest
Individual
Rooms
Office
Ground Floor

G.D.C..
HenryPh.C.Ford
Anna
D.C.,MaePh. Ford
C.
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
to 12—2 to 5
Mon., Wed. 10 Friday
Evenings, 6 to 8

Wonderful
Bargains
in Exclusive
Clothes, Shoes, Hats for every
occasion.
These garments worn
by Screen Stars and Society
A trial will conMatrons.
vince. Call anytime.
Also disposing of complete wardrobes
on a commission basis. See me
before you buy or sell

Mrs. James J. Craig
Apartment Shop
Broadway 1258
I206l/2 Sunset Blvd.
I ' " Especially for Motion Picture VeopleT
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview
Bldg.
k
I I I IHollywood
I \ ' I OUT Apartments
A Tin >■!..-.
~ Til
J
at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly
DINNER6626
:rchants
5:30 to 8
11:30 to 2lunch
Lr
PublicMeetings
Spiritualistic

Hoi Tuesday
Ievery
evening
Readings
daily atat 8 o'clock
1428 Tamarind
Ave.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Public Welcome
Selected

Antiques

Turton's Antique Shop
561 1 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

WExMO\^\j™NfGVIES

floliwod 1671 •SAMUEL C, SHINE • 6368 saug Monica
playing while a scene is enacted.
"It is true that once in a great while a
motion picture child is below normal, or is
impudent, but that is very much out of the
ordinary. The average child in the studios
is quick to learn and has almost faultless
manners."
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WHY

BE FAT

When the Marshelle
Method will reduce your
weight a pound a day
safely, inexpensively
and permanently.
Consultation free.
Phone 593-262
for appointment
Home Office:
1733 Maltman Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Have your figure permanently
Marshelled NOW

YOUR

PHOTOGRAPH

can be improved one hundred
per cent by beautiful coloring.
My specialty is portrait painting;
the highest grade work at very
low cost. Special rates on fan
pictures.

and has had his O. K., so will leave to motor
South within a few days. Fanny Midgley
has gone to her home in Glendale for a few
days visit, but will return as she has a
couple weeks more work in the picture. The
present cast now working includes Hughie
Mack, Dale Fuller, Eric Von Ritzau, and
four or five local actors who play small
parts, besides the leads Zasu Pitts, Gibson
Gowland, and Jean Hersholt.
Joseph Jackson, director of publicity at
the Goldwyn Studios, and Jack Jungmeyer
of the N. E. A. Service, of Los Angeles, came
to San Francisco on Friday to spend a few
days getting a personal look at the making
of "Greed," by Eric Von Strohelm, and the
company under his direction.
George Archainbaud was here last week
hunting a New England village to be the
scene
of partwhat
of Pricilla
Dean's down
next picture.
He found
he wanted
in the
neighborhood of Half-Moon Bay, and will return in the near future with a company from
Universal to film part of the story here.
Cecil De Mille is also coming to San Francisco in a week to do a modern sequence in
"The Ten Commandments," and Fred Niblo
is coming here with a company from Louis
B. Mayer Production, so it really looks these
days in the lobby of the Plaza Hotel, which
is
movie headquarters, like a part of Hollywood.

Mrs. Wallace Reid addressed a gathering
Emma
G. Hoffman
( of Government medical officials, and patients at Letterman Hospital last Thursday,
907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38 J
the film of "Huby
and
I
man special
Wreckage,"arrangement
still playing at the Century
Theatre, was also shown at the hospital, as
a great lesson on the effects of dope.
vor
Books Plays
Jack Hoxie and his cowboys have galMotion Picture Enterprises
western star's
the Universal
2 1 1 HOLLYWOOD SECURITY
feature loped
at through
Universal
City.
BUILDING
Production has closed on "Where Is This
Telephone Hollywood 8092
West?" a rapid action satirical drama of
the "old west." The play was adopted from
an original story by George C. Hull of the
Universal scenario department and directed
Hugh Hoffman
by George H. Marshall.
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Mary Philbin, the little Chicago beauty
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
was cast for the role of the little handwho
CurrentHerbert
production,
Wild Party"
Blach6."TheDirecting
organ girl in "Merry Go Round," directed by
Rupert Julian, and in which she is said to
Recent Releases, "A Dangerous Game,'
have displayed unusual emotional ability,
"The Town Scandal," "Sawdust"
plays the feminine lead opposite Hoxie.

Screen

Wardrobes

Sale

at

for

Great

Sacrifice!
We Are Increasing
Our Stock of
HATS. SHOES, SUITS. GOWNS.
WRAPS, FROCKS, and
AFTERNOON APPAREL
and Have Some
Excellent Bargains
for Immediate Sale
Come in Today
and See Them!
Screen

Stars Wardrobe
Exchange

1060 North Western Ave.
Phone 435-677

Wanted-DIAMONDS
Highest Cash Prices Paid for Yourf j
302 Bank of ItalyCOHN.
Bldg. J
W//// SIDNEY
Cor. Seventh D.
pnd Olive StgJ
Metropolitan 6442
Maintaining
supremacy as
Hollywood's
fore through
most
amusement
center
the consistent excellence of
diversified
programs. A
good
card
every Friday
night.
The gathering place
for film folk. Phone Holly
10 0 NOW
for your]
reservation.
AMERICAN LEGION STADIUM
Hollywood at El Centro
Phone Holly I 00 for Reservations

Where the Rainbow ends. Just the
spot for a little home in the hills. Water,
Electricity, Graded and Graveled streets
to each lot.

!RainbowValley
HERE IS THE POT OF GOLD.

Health, Happiness, a good investment and perpetual rights in the Rainbow Valley club. Swimming, dancing, tennis, quoits, horseshoe, fishing, hunting and all to be had for
$198, $298, $398, $498,

$10, $15,

$20, $25 DOWN

and $10.00 per month.

From Glendale; — through Montrose, along Michigan Ave., to Tujunga, Sunland, RAINBOW
For further information call or write office of
'00 East Colorado St.

RAINBOW
VALLEY
Phone Glendale 1702

J

VALLEY.

Glendale, California
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CHASE
CHARACTERS

EARL

METCALFE

Leads and Heavies
in Rex Ingram's
"Scaramouche"

FAIR PLAY WEEK

Telephone 570-528

Just Finished:
(Lasky) ; SKID-PROOF

Disengaged after July 1st.

(Fox)

Phone Drexel 8089

On first vacation in
twelve years

OTTO
LEDERER
MY

12 YEARS

2 seasons sionwith
Play Mis7 years with Vitagraph
1 year tour of Orient
1 year with "Abie's
Irish Rose" and
1 0 Feature Productions

WILLIAM
MORAN
CHARACTER HEAVIES
Now playing John Wilkes Booth in
"The Life of Abraham Lincoln," produced
by Rockett-Lincoln Film Co., under the
direction of Phil Rosen.

AT

LIBERTY JULY 15th
HOLLYWOOD 3903

PREVIOUS
Should
a

ENGAGEMENT: "What
Girl
Do;"
Hal Roach
Holly 105-03
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PHOTOGRAPHS

FOREIGN
AND

INTERIORS

EXTERIORS

EVERY
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DESCRIPTION.

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

BOB

300-301

REEL

McKEE

Holl$
2143
Juveniles

Phone 4-38-761 ~
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

"Make -Up Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry'
The

Big

Feature

of our service is found in the fact we're
located IN HOLLYWOOD, convenient
to you at all times. In our shop the
progressive and artistic producer and
director will find a unique selection of
antiques, statues, furniture, armor, bronzes,
oil paintings and bric-a-brac, from all
corners of the earth. Relatively moderate
rates prevail at all times. We buy, sell,
rent and exchange.

ACH and every article of merchandise
we sell carries a specific guarantee as
to its quality and perfection. Our
products are of proven merit and we
are ready to stand behind them at all
times. In the long run fine things are
the cheapest; they last, and afford you
the satisfaction of knowing your money
is well spent. We cany only the
highest grade domestic and imported
make-up. Your inspection of our stock
is cordially invited.

Make-up
Antique4534 Hollywood Blvd.

Shop
Phone 598-030

ZAN

SVSouthHill

Shop
Pico498
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Speaking of cold facts, it's been pretty hot lately!
Well, now that the Fourth of July is over, you may begin thinking about Christmas once more.
the world is getting its peace in pieces, it's a cinch it had better get it in full ere long, or else the world is
liableIf toit is
go true
to pieces.
The popularity of divorce is said to be on the wane. What newspapers does whoever ventures this statement read? Sure
can't be any of the Hearst sheets.
It is difficult to understand how the Germans are getting along these days without their beloved Lubitsch, who seems all
set to remain in Hollywood the rest of his life.
Most all classes of pictures are returning profits nowadays, which is the best answer to those censors who have done
everything in their power to thwart the cinema art in its irresistible progress. One of these fine days censorship will be abolished by popular acclmation.
The Motion Picture Exposition opened auspiciously despite the fact that there were some who regarded it suspiciously.
The amount of good it may do in behalf of the industry cannot be measured as yet of course, but here's hoping many mighty
long yard-sticks will be required to do that measuring.
Another one of the unsolved mysteries is, what has become of the old-fashioned photoplay fan who used to fill the magazines with ravings over the beauty of the hero's moustache or the heroine's booful blue eyes of "such sweet innocence."
And, just think, even Mary Pickford has grown up in her latest starring vehicle, "Rosita."
Here'sof some
newsaccording
of benefitto toa statement
the whole just
industry
— Charlie
is to
going
to star
himself
a newto series
comedies
featuregood
length,
issued.
Charlie Chaplin
may like
direct,
but the
publicin likes
see himof
act instead and the more satisfied the fans are the better it will be for motion pictures in general.
Whenever you are not sure of what kind of an evening you are liable to have, you can always go to a picture show and
this is just as good a prescription for the picture people as anyone else. Of all the people who should patronize cinema
emporiums, the people who make them should be among the most habitual.
There need be no alarm over the partial shut-down of Universal City. Such
the warmer months is a part of that company's annual policy and in September
film-making. Meanwhile the Universal exchanges are loaded to the guards with
also meanwhile, the scenario and other departments will be kept busy preparing
will be unusually extensive.

curtailment of production activities during
there will be a resumption of the full-blast
plenty of new pictures awaiting release and
for the fall schedule, which, it is reported,

Men with violent ideas continue to infest the face of the earth, but thank the lucky stars, they are decidedly in the minority
and are confined mostly to European countries. The chance to be the greatest benefactor humanity ever had in all history is
within reach of that man who can discover some sort of a gland which will convert violent men into mild-mannered ones.
The chap who could find a way for perfect distribution of the product so that all human beings needing it would get it, could
qualify as the foremost circulation manager in the world.
Prohibition daily becomes the most ridiculous farce in the whole history of the United States. The supply of liquor is
increasing amazingly and the army of boot-leggers is gaining more recruits now than at any time. Meanwhile the rest of the
world is laughing at us and also meanwhile the one panacea is to legalize the manufacture and sale of light wines and beer.
Anyone who needs any convincing on this point should take a run up and down the boulevard any night and see how scornfully some of our best citizens flout the Eighteenth Amendment and how brazenly the rum-runners conduct their illicit business.
One well-informed man who has just returned from a tour of various European countries declares there would be practically no competition in film-making from abroad if American artists, directors and producers would discontinue going over
there and helping foreign concerns make their pictures. He says most all European producers crave American cinema genius
and most of them show little disposition to be very ambitious with some assistance from sons of Uncle Sam. It's all very
interesting, but it is more interesting to contemplate the positive proof that every one who ever goes over comes back in due
course of time. As long as this survives as the general rule, Europe will not be able to make any great inroads on America's
supremacy as the foremost producer of photoplay entertainment. And, zat's zat for a cinch.
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FOR

BOOTLEGGING

SCREEN

COMEDIAN

'Dulcy'
CRABS, HE'S
SCORES HIT IN
ARRESTED
DRAMA
Mason
Dark

Egans
"Getting Gertie's Garter'

Hippodrome
Vaudeville
and
"Alias Hill Kennedy"
Orpheum
Vaudeville

Pantages
Vaudeville
and
"The Critical Age'
Hillstreet
Vaudeville
and
"Slippy McGee"
Burbank
Musical Comedy

Majestic
Holbrook Blinn
in
"The Bad Man"
Mission

Play
with

Monroe Salisbury
Exposition
Motion Picture Revue

Tally's Broadway
"What a Wife Learned'

ECREKA. CALIF, July 4.—
One of the strangest cases in
the history of California law
developed today when James
Cruze was arrested for bootlegging crabs.
Cruze is on localion at Eureka
shooting the famous Harry Leon
Wilson story, "Ruggles of Red
Gap." The locations for this
Paramount Picture are far between; consequently when he
finishes work each day he is
tired and hungry. He loves
crabs — especially the giant
crabs caught off Eureka. These
crabs were so delicious that he
decided to let his friends in on
the feast and so several hundred
of the sea delicacies were
packed for shipment to the
Lasky studio in Hollywood.
Right here was where Jimmy
Cruze crashed head-on against
the most unique law in California. Humboldt County law does
not permit crabs being taken
across the line. To ship them In
large quantities would soon deplete the supply. Mr. Cruze did
not know that such a law existed until Acting Police Chief,
Frank Cloney, arrested hini for
bootlegging — bootlegging crabs.
It was some little time before
Mr. Cruze was able to obtain his
release. In the meanwhile production was at a standstill.
Tonight Crust was conspicuous by his absence in the hotel
dining room. He was extremely
crabby over the fact that Edward Kerton, Ernest Torrence,
Lois Wilson, Fritzi Ridgeway,
Charles Ogle and Louise
Dresser, featured players in this
forthcoming Paramount Picture,
continually phoned his room to
inquire if they should have some
crabs sent up.
The police chief made Cruze
eat most of the intended shipment as a lesson that Humboldt
County crabs are to stay in
Humboldt County.
"OLD SOL WILL SUPPLY
MAKE-UP FOR PLAYERS
Consternation reigns amongst
candidates for the cast now being chosen for Douglas Fairbatiks' forthcoming production,
"The Thief of Bagdad," owing
to the fact that the parts call
for a light brown skin, the color
of the natives of the Orient.
It is expected that each member so far chosen will hie to
some secluded beach or a very
private island and procure a coat
of tan which must needs carry
further than the face and arms
on account of the style of the
costumes. A bathing suit cannot
be worn as the tan must be an
even blend all over.
Realism! Realism! That's the
cry of the public, and Douglas
Fairbanks is going to give it to
them, which is why Raoul Walsh
demands this genuine "make-up"

Jumping from work as a comedian to the portrayal of strong
emotional roles in dramatic features is a task that Is not always successfully accomplished
by the average motion picture
actor. There have been many
who have attempted to make the
grade but their lack of expression and emotion have forced
them, for the present at least,
to abandon all thought of becoming a dramatic actor.
One of the latest artists from
the old school of comedy to try
his hand at dramatic work is
Garry Odell. who made his
screen debut with Mack Sennet t
back in the old Keystone days
and who later played the
"heavy" for a number of the
screen's foremost comedians.
Laying aside his comedy wardrobe, false mustaches, et cetra,
he undertook to find an engagement with a dramatic company.
His first opportunity came in the
Richard Thomas production of
"Phantom Justice," in which he
was given the part of "Spike
Louis," a grewsome
character,
to portray. underworld
As a result of the engagement,
Richard Thomas, the director
and producer, declares the actor's performance is one of the
high lights of the entire production and so impressed is he with
his work that he has already engaged the actor for one of the
principal roles in his forthcoming picture. Having made such
an auspicious start in dramatic
pictures it is doubtful if Odell
will ever return to comedy roles,
unless it is to play the comedy
relief in dramatic features.
$7,500,000 WORTH OF
TALENT GETS TOGETHER
Over Seven and One-Half Million Dollars worth of theatrical
and movie talent celebrated one
of the biggest All-Star Nights
ever given at the Ambassador
Summer Grove last Tuesday
evening. Seldom in the history
of Los Angeles have so many
famous stars danced under one
root, and movie fans from out of
town were busy during the evening securing autographs on
menus of the hotel.
Among those present were:
Lenore rjlrich, Mae Busch, Ruth
Chatterton, Lew Cody, Fannie
Rrice, Tom Mix, Carmel Meyers,
Larry Semon, Ray Griffin, Mr.
and Mrs. Rupert Hughes, Lew
Price, Harold Goodwin, Clara
Horton, Mme. Balzac, Sylvia
Breamer, Herbert Rawlinson,
May McAvoy, Blanche Sweet,
Henry Miller, Bessie Love, Alice
Lake, Claire Windsor, Earle
Williams. John Steele, Billy
Dove, Sophie Tucker, Eileen
Percy, Bennie Fields, Ford Sterling,tian,
Art Julanne
Hickman,
Carlos SebasJohnson.

California
Anita Stewart
in
"The Love Piker'
Mill er s
Harold Lloyd
in
"Safety Last"
in
Metropolitan
Dorothy Dalton
"Fog Bound"
Loew's

State

Richard Barthlemess
"The Bright Showl"
Rialto
Mrs. Wallace Reidli
"Human Wreckage"
in
Kinema
Dorothy Phillips j
in
"The White Frontier"
in
Million Dollar
Miriam Cooper
"Her Accidental Husbanr
Alhambra
Norma Talmadge
in
"Within the Law"
Hollywood Egyptia
"The Covered Wagon
with
Lois Wilson and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Douglas Fairbanks
in
"Robin Hood"
Chine's Broadway
Jackie Coogan
in
"Daddy"
Symphony
Rudolph Valentino
in
"The Shiek"

C\ M E R A !

he showman is today in danger of harmhimself, and of damaging the industry,
hooking pictures of unscrupulous fly-byit producers who try to cash in on the
hprise and prestige of others. This is
|statement made by H. M. Warner, of
rner Brothers, following a study of a
nomenon which is preying, parasite
lion, on the vitals of the motion picture
astry.
rhe greatest harm is done to those who
ethe
big motion
investments,"
emphatically
says
picture hebusiness
and those
i at all times cater to the advancement of
industry, by people trying to put over
r wares dishonestly. They wait till a
brity is signed for a big production, or a
ous novel procured for the screen. Then
f get busy, and flood the market with inor work produced years ago and now
A SON OF ADVENTURE
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resurrected. They rope in the exhibitor by
a "just as good" product, and the lure of a
big name.
"An instance of this came to my notice
the other day. Now that we have secured
the personal services of Belasco to produce
his pictures, everybody is trying to pick up
and
exploit
anything
on, even
though
made with
long Belasco's
ago. Theyname
are
injuring the great work we accomplished in
bringing Belasco to the motion picture fold.
In one western city I recently noticed advertising on first premiere showings of Belasco pictures.
"The bitorsproducers
will that
try totheygivearethegetting
exhithe impression
the real article, Belasco Productions, when,
as a matter of truth, all they will be getting
is the name of Belasco and nothing else,
not even something David Belasco knows
anything about. The name happens to be

the same, that is all, and it is exploited
laisely.
"It was the same when we produced "Why
Girls Leave Home," immediately the market
was flooded by spurious imitations.
"Everybody who lacks originality tries to
imitate. But the exhibitor who takes the
imitation is kidding himself. He is putting
his good money on the wrong horse. In the
first place, he ruins the industry by palming
off inferior stuff. In the second place, he
antagonizes his patrons, who will be getting
old stuff rehashed as new. And when the
exhibitor sees the success of the genuine
pictures and wants to play them, he will
find himself nowhere, for the interest will
have been killed by the inferior wares. He
won't be able to interest his patrons, nor
will they want to risk a second disappointment. In every way it's a bad business, and
he loses."

here is probably not another motion pic■ director who has led as adventurous a
as has Donald Crisp, who will direct
f] stnjola."
the release.
Sam E. Rork production for
National
Stockley,
of "Ponjola."
1ynthia
to have
a widerauthor
knowledge
of Southis
ica, the locale of her story, than any
iler living writer, but Crisp knew the
S th African veldt long before this writer
eyes on it.
ie
knowsacquainted
every footwith
of itthealmost
p sonally
trails; he's
and
■jjes and lie's done a lot of "soldiering"
Bpugh Rhodesia.
I while still a youngster of only sixteen
\f\rs Donald decided he would look well in
II flaming uniform of the Tenth Hussars.
S in London he joined the colors and was
kligned for service against the Boers in
Both Africa before he could get his regiMatals.
IUrighting
Paul"
De Witt,"Oom
earned
threeKruger,
medals Villejoen
for the
krenturer — the last being the D. C. M., or
BRinguished conduct medal, at the battle
bfTungula Heights.
i Having gone through the Boer campaign
a,l the World War in safety Crisp joined
t British intelligence department and flew
i and out of Russia twice a week for five
ninths and evaded capture by the BolsheV Is each time.
THE WISDOM OF WHISKERS
whiskers, like whiskey, improve with age!
I Thunder Face, the full-blooded Mission
Mian who appeared in Edwin Carewe's
•"■*e Girl of the Golden West," and who is
lt>r playing the part of a bad hombre in
present Carewe production, "The Bad
," attributes his film success to his
It's English
not their makes
beauty,"one says
Thunderthat
Face,
ose
suspicious
he
a Carlisle graduate, "but it's their verility."
'With their assistance I am a Mexican
tpn, a Hindu, an Arab, Egyptian, a Moor,
racen or Turk and I've just finished a
e as a child of Israel fleeing across the
d Sea.
'If I shave and feel comfortable my artiscareer is ruined and if I don't shave my
l|od disposition will soon be a total loss.
Tin wearing them for art's sake — and a
ibnetary consideration!"

Eugenia Feiner, who recently completed an engagement at Universal City, opposite
Lloyd Hughes in a feature temporarily titled "Grandpap," and who is heralded as one of
the most beautiful of the screen's new faces, and who is also being highly praised as the
possessor of one of the most charmingly attractive personalities recently discovered. A
brilliant future of stardom is predicted for her, because in addition to her natural cinema
ability, she is highly talented as a dancer.
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., July 2.— J. Eliason, director for the World Educational
Films, and a party of six arrived in San
Francisco by motor on Saturday for a stay
of several days. Included in the party are
Baby Betty, just two years old, one of the
youngest stars of the silver-screen. Wampus
mascot for the last two years, and a most
lively and charming bit of a girl. Also
Yale Boss, who was the first kiddie star
back in the days of two-reelers, but who
grew out of short trousers and off the screen
several years ago, to return recently to the
movie world as a good-looking young man.
He has, by the way, just finished playing
with George 1). Baker in the Ooldwyn prohere
is part ofduction,an"The Magic-Skin."
extended motorTheir
tripstop
through
central and northern California, looking for
locations for the next picture of the organForty-Niner," in which Baby
Betty willization,be"The starred.

move to the Pacific Laboratories at 331
Turk Street, are very busy making advertising, industrial, and commercial films,
while they get their capital together, and
everything in shape to begin the production
of feature pictures, which they hope to do
in the very near future.

Elmer Dyer, cameraman with the Stenoscopic Productions, has left that organization and returned to Los Angeles on Friday.
The next picture of the company will not be
started for another month owing to a little
uncertainty in regard to their releasing
arrangements. Patrica Palmer, who was costarred in their last picture, is also leaving
the organization, but Director Walter W.
Bell, and Ranger Bill Miller, the leading
man, will continue with the company.
Joseph Gonyea, signed as assistant director,
is for the time being at least, working in
the south.

Carl Laemmle has telegraphed to Mayor
Rolph that owing to widespread objections
from San Francisco certain scenes in the
feature film, "The Shock," have been cut
out. The picture is a story dealing with the
San Francisco fire, but so many of the
scenes were over-drawn that numerous
organizations objected on the grounds that
the film in places was "Untruthful and
Libelous," on its showing in this city a few
weeks ago. Hence the official protest to
Mr. Laemmle.

The Golden Gate Productions, with Jack
Dewey as production manager, since their
IS THE CHANGING THE SECRET
OF A CAREER S LONGEVITY?
As they come, so do they go— in veritable
droves — but, Owen Moore seems destined to
go on forever as one of the screen's foremost stars. Ever since the days of earliest
infancy so far as the motion picture Indus-'
try is concerned, Mr. Moore's has been a
"biggest name," and today it is generally
conceded to be a "bigger biggest name" than
at any time. Just now it is being predicted
by certain wiseacres of filmland that ThUBdergate,'
which Studios,
he is now
appearing
the United inStates
will serve
to evenat
enhance his popularity due to the fact that
he is drawing a characterization entirely
different from anything he ever attempted
before— that of the son of a Chinese lord,
although earlier in the story he is a debonair, go-getting American. His performance
before the battery of cameras has become
quite the talk of the town even before the
picture is completed owing to the enthusiastic remarks of those who have watched the
production.
For three years Mr. Moore has starred
most triumphantly in a series of feature
comedy hits under the banner of Selznick,
and many had come to regard him as fundamental y alight comedy star, forgetting that
for years prior to his entrance into this field,
he was the foremost interpreter of romantic
drama. Now in "Thundergate" be will be
seen in something different again, a heavily
dramatic interpretation and one most difficult, too, for he must be convincing as a
young Chinese or else the whole effect of
the story would be lost.
Is it not logical to presume that the secret
of Mr. Moore's ability to be a perpetual star
is his talent for doing something radically
different constantly?

Harry MaeKenzie of the Kenmat Productions returned from New York last week.
While there he arranged a release for the
first picture made by the company. It will
be released in August by Pathe. Its present
title is "Tipped Off," bHt there is a possibility that that may be changed. Mr. MacKenzie has gone to Los Angeles for a few
days, and will announce the future production plans of the company on his return.
Barbara
film instar
NewYork,
spent Caselton,
several days
San from
Francisco
last week.

Day by day the cast working in Eric Von
Stroheim's
"Greed"
smaller andproduction
smaller. of
Frank
Hayesgrows
has
finished his part, and left for the south by
Casts of the Week
Joseph M. Schenck presents
Constance Talmadge
in
"THE DANGEROUS MAI D"
Adapted from Elizabeth Ellis' novel,
"Barbara
Winslow,Director
Rebel"
Victor Heerman,
Constance Talmadge CAST
Conway Tearle
Willard Mack
Marjorie Law
Tully Marshall Charles Gerrard
Kate Price
Arthur Ran kin
Lou Morrison Philip Dunham
Kenneth Gibson
Warner Brothers present
"TIGER ROSE"
Adapted
David Belasco's
Sidneyfrom
A. Franklin,
Director play
Supervised by David Belasco
CAST
Lenore rjlric Forrest Stanley
Claude Gillingwater Joseph Dowling
Andeis Randolf
1'eGrasse
Andre de Sam
Beranger
"BAD
Chas.
George
John

MEN AND GOOD"
R. Seeling, Director
Crocker, Cameraman
Nateford, Scenarist
CAST
Big Boy Williams
Lew Meehan
Doris Dare
Frank Alexandra
Billy Quinn
Frank Heskett
Jay Marchant. formerly an assistant director at Universal City, has been directing
short western pictures there for some time
and is proving himself a capable handler of
western atmosphere.

agnes

kerr

\

crawford

motordone,
last and
Wednesday.
also
released. Fanny
Dale Midgley
Fuller hi'
only to be murdered this week, and the
she will be through. Jean Hersholt h |
finished his work in this part of the pictui
and as he does not appear in the sequenc
to be made at Colfax, he will go to Los A
-•eles until it is time for his scenes in tl
very end of the picture, to be shot in tl
desert at Death Valley. Of course ZaS
Pitts and Gibson Gowland are still hard
work, also Hughie Mack, who adds mu<
to the bulk of the company. If the preset
plans work out the company will leave ft
Colfax to do the mine sequences about tl
24th of July.
A most amusing pre-view was given tt
other night of a picture made at a six day
frolic given by the Alameda Sciots at Co
tage Baths Beach lately. Harry F. Sheeha
well-known to the film world, was supe
vising director, and Louis Jacobs directe
the actual filming, with Bud Hopper at tb
camera. Of course it was a comedy and th
title, "Yes, We Have No Bananas Today," i
a fair description of the plot, but som
clever work was put over by the cast, all c
whom were members of the Alamed
Sciots, although several had had professioi
al experience, and the picture had a laug
every minute.
Max Graf, head ot the Graf Production!
has left New York, enroute for San Prat
cisco via Chicago and Los Angeles. On hi
return the company will again go into pro
duction, with first, a big sea picture, thei
"The Grain of Dust." as earlier announced
HOW TIMES HAVE CHANGED
SINCE THE DAYS OF DANTOI1
"Would you be so kind." requested I.oui
XVI. turning to the huge, rather unkemp
man on his right, "as to permit me to bor
row"Certainly,
a match?"king, your slightest wish is m:
greatest
pleasure,"produced
and forthwith
Jacques Danton
a small George:
sulphu
lipped slip of wood and passed it to the
pompous gentleman with the aquiline nose
"The longer I live the more sure I becomt
that the tobacco we get nowadays is notbinti
more or less than ground up cabbagt
leaves." This remark was proffered by Max
imilien Robespierre,
"Well, and that's not all," said Le Chape
Her, the president of the National Assembly
"Take actors, ball players, ham sandwiches
and almost anything else you might mention
Everything is on the downgrade except rent
At this point the Marquis de La Tout
and taxes."
d'Azyr
broke into the conversation.
"A lot of things have slowed up, all right,"
he
thing that's bettei
thansaid,
ever"but
and there's
that's one
my yacht
The discussion ended when an assistant
director called them on the set where Rex
a scene forof "ScaraIngram was
mouche,"
his directing
Metro picturization
Rafael
Sabatini's famous novel. The historical
characters mentioned above are portrayed
in the screen production by the following
artists: Louis XVI, Lorimer Johnston ; Danton, George Siegmann; Kobespierre, Curt
Bowditch
Chapelier,
Furberg; Le
Stone.
Lewis"Smoke"
d'Azyr,
Marquis
Turner;
roles in "Scaraleading
have
who
Others
mouche" include Ramon Novarro, Alice
Terry. James Marcus, Edith Allen, Lloyd
Gordon, Otto Matieson
and William
Humphrey.
Julia Swayne
Ingraham,
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The

Evolution

Mike Tellegen
Spiros Economoteligianis was a great vioin artist. His countrymen said he was one
if the finest musicians Greece had ever
nought forth, and he was very popular, for
nost of his concerts were given for the
lenefit of the poor children of the land. He
sed to travel throughout Europe and Asia
linor playing in the big cities— Athens,
;airo, Constantinople, Vienna, Paris, Mosow and Budapest, and always the proceeds
i f these recitals, aside from his actual living
xpenses, went to charity, for he played for
» jve of his art alone, not for monetary gain.
In 1891 he came to America, making his
t orae in Chicago, where he played in the big
I heatres of the inland metropolis. It was
1 ot long after that Mike came to increase
he number in the family. When he was a
I ittle tad he used to take him to the theatre
f .'ith
whilebefore
he played
the stage
like him,
used and
to stand
a mirroron backstage
nd enact little dramas and comedies of his
|| |wn imagination. Spiros noticed this and
aid that the boy would be a famous violinst when he grew up for he had the spirit
f the true artist within him.
The years passed and Mike grew into a
turdy youth. At last, in 1912, the father
old him he was going to take him to
Europe to see the great old-world cities,
he centers of art and culture. Together
FOOLING OLD-TIMERS
of ten that a person is mistaken for
tisIt orisn't
herself.
The other day Tony (iaudio, major domo
if the Norma Talmadge photographic force,
vas talking on the United lot with Myer
ipstein, a United Studio lieutenant. Up the
tudio street came a stunning ^oung girl,
Mender, graceful and radiant.
"Some good-looker,"
Epstein, a
onnoisseur
on feminine opined
allurements.
"Gosh, she looks an awful like Norma
Talmadge," sail Tonv.
"Say, doesn't she, though. Must be some
;irl
that's
to askthere
if they
louble
for coming
Norma. outI heard
was need
a girla
n town that looked just like her."
The object of all this speculation drew
ilongside. She turned upon them a smile
hat intensified her radiance. The two men
tasped. Was she flirting with them! Then
he spoke.
"Hel'o, bovs!"
Gaudio and Epstein gasped again. It was
sorma Talmadge herself!
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of Economoteligianis

they traveled over the same route the
father had traveled many years before and
again Spiros played before the audiences of
gay Vienna and Paris.
Alter their long trip they came back to
Saloniki and they had hardly passed through
the city portals when the call to arms was
issued and immediately Spiros, not yet ot
age, joined the Greek forces preparing for
the march to the front. Saloniki was the
eastern base of the Allies and here they
were concentrating all of their crack troops,
British, French and Italian as well as Greek,
for
the bigwasdrivesentat totheDramas
German in rear.
Mike's
regiment
the tobacco
country where they intrenched opposite a
strong detachment of Turks. On the night
of September 12th, 1913, during a fierce skirmish he was shot through the left hand and
struck in the face by (lying shrapnel. The
concussion of the big guns, coupled with the
pain of his wounds, made him deathly sick
and lie dropped to the ground unconscious.
The next day he awoke in the base hospital in Saloniki. They were checking over
the wounded and due to the fact he had
been stripped of all identification they did
not know whether he was a Turk or a
Greek. He told them he was an American
citizen, and it happened that at the time
there was an American refugee boat captain
in the place who, after a short conversation
with Mike, verified his claim. He said
that he was returning to the States with a
boatload of Americans, and would be glad
to take him back inasmuch as the boy was
too seriously wounded to take any further
active part in the war. Mike accepted,
saying that he would work his way home as
cabin boy, and this he did as best he could
in his impaired condition.
Upon arriving in New York he took the
first train for Chicago, where he recuperated
until the following spring when he rejoined
the captain who was now plying his boat on
the Great Lakes as a government freighter,
it having been condemned as too light for
further sea duty. If was here that they
served their country during the rest of the
war, taking a big part in transporting supplies to the east coast. After the armistice
was signed Mike, in conjunction with a few
friends, formed a vaudeville act and played
small time throughout the middle west.
This did not satisfy him, however, and he
decided to try his luck in the movies at
Hollywood.
When he arrived he found his name too
LOW DOWN ON NEWS HIGH SPOTS
By Buster Keaton
Harding administration saves $200,000,1)00
in year. Congressmen celebrate by taking
$1,000,000 trip on Leviathan.
Voice on phone at Ambassador Hotel asks
to speak to Henry Ford. Told he was not
registered. "Oh, yes," was the answer, "he's
there; I saw his car
* out
* * in front."
Premier Stambouliski killed in Bulgarian
uprising. Linotype operators breathe first
sighs of relief since Battle of Pryzeniyslx
passed into discard.* * *
Something is wrong in Hollywood. Boys
of thirteen are wearing long trousers and
men of fifty are wearing knickers.
* * *
Report from Great Falls is thai Dempsj
will wed following fight with Gibbons. At
this rate he's bound lo take the count one
way or the other.

The Same Mike in Action
cumbersome tor screen purposes, and
changed it to Mike Economan, only to later
change it to Mike Tellegen, which name he
is known by today. It was no take-off on
another actor by the same name, who is of
far greater calibre, but simply an abbreviation of his own cognomen.
It was a long, hard fight before he attracted any kind of attention, but eventually,
through his willingness to work hard and his
natural ability, he began to get a footing,
and today he is rated as one of our most
promising heavies and slated for the leading
heavy in a series of ten dramatic productions to be made by one of the foremost directors in the industry, and featuring one of
the established actors.
To date he has appeared in "The Green
Temptation," "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame." "The Queen of Sheba," and several
comedies. Recently he completed a bit with
Charles R. Seeling's "The Tango Cavalier,"
starring George Larkin. While nothing he
has done has been of any great importance,
he has done his work conscientiously, and
has thus achieved recognition.
The little Mike who used to mimic before
the mirror backstage did have the spirit of
an artist and is going to carry on the traditions founded by his father. One the violinist, the other the actor; both artists.
A NEEDED BOON
The motion picture industry in Hollywood
should take advantage of the discovery of
scopolamin, the truth-serum which recently
has proven effective in persuading prisoners
at the county jail to tell their right names.
This is the belief of Richard Travers, motion picture star, who is at present enacting
one of the leading roles in Universal's "The
Mr. Ti avers suggests the administration
Acquittal,"
of
scopolamin to:
Scandal-seeking visitors to Hollywood,
who, if they find their quest of the questionable vain, draw upon their imagination for
reports of wickedness to carry back lo the
o.d home tov. n.
Editors of periodicals who believe that the
inuck-iake is mightier than the pen.
Oil piomolers vvho know their best chance
ol striking petioleum is at a gas station.
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Big

Changes

A complete change in the management
and presentations of motion picture theatres
throughout the country, is predicted by
Maurice Tourneur, director of M. C. LeveeFirst -National Pictures. The change will
establish every theatre in the public's mind
by the type of entertainment offered, as
evidenced in "legitimate" theatres.
"The time is not far distant when motion
picture theatres will be classified as are the
•legitimate' theatres today," said Mr. Tourneur. "Just as theatres are established as
burlesque, vaudeville, stock, dramatic or
musical comedy houses today, so will motion picture theatres be divided in a definite
and distinctive manner, each offering the
type of entertainment in which it specializes.
"There is every indication that sooner or
later, motion picture theatre owners will
adopt distinct policies in the form of particular types of entertainment. In certain
districts there will be theatres devoted solely to the presentation of melodrama. On

The
"Dukes' sons, cooks' sons, sons of millionaires"!
The movie "extra" list gets them all.
From all corners of the world they come,
representing every walk in life. And they
all have but one desire — to win fame and
fortune before the camera.
Cooks'
are common;
aires notsons
so common,
but sons
now of
andmillionagain
Hollywood gets the rarest of them all — a
duke's son.
The latest duke's son to buck the "extra"
list is the Earl of Glandore, now playing a
"bit" part in "Ponjola." a picturization of
Cynthia
Stockley's
of South
Africa which
Sam E.famous
Rork isstory
producing
for
First National.
The Earl, or Major Maurice Talbot, as he
would rather be addressed, is a "type" in the
eyes of the casting director and therefore
has little difficulty in getting a job, paying
him $5 to $7.50 a day, in pictures of British
or Colonial atmosphere.
Governor John H. Bartlett, first assistant
1'nited
States
Postmaster
and
former chief
executive
of the General,
state of New
Hampshire, headed a notable list of visitors
during his official inspection of the Universal City post-office, Governor Bartlett,
with his wife and son, P. P. O'Brien, postmaster of Los Angeles, and Thomas G. Patton, personal representative of Will Hays,
former postmaster general and now dictator
of filmdom, headed the party.
Besides visiting the post-office, the notable
visitors were escorted by Julius Bernheim,
general manager of the big studios, and
William Koenig, assistant general production manager, on a tour of the big lot. They
visited the giaantic "Hunchback of Notre
Dame" set, where they posed lor motion pictures of the group, watched William Desmond and Charlotte Merriam filming scenes
from "Sentenced to Soft Labor," and Virginia Valli working in the Hobart Henley
production, "A Lady of Quality."
The postal executive went over the Cniversal City post-office in detail, and listened
larger post-office"
for "a Bernheim
usual plea
to the General
from
Manager
and the
local postmaster.

are

Predicted

for Theatres
would not attempt to write his plot for the
benefit ol the patron of the Little Theatre. I
Yet. this is what film producers are trying
to achieve. This is an age of specialization
and classification. 1 personally would like
to make a ceitain type of picture. Under
present conditions this type of picture would
not be found commercial. If there were established throughout the country a certain
number of theatres showing this form of
entertainment exclusively I could concentrate on this one t>pe of play and not attempt to entertain those people who would
not"When
en;'oy the
thistime
classcomes
of entertainment.
that producers can
profitably concentrate on definite forms o!
film entertainment and not attempt to give
satisfaction to the whole world of picturepatrons with one and the same film, great
strides in increasing the number of photoplay devotees will be evident, and stijg
greater strides in the progress of the fiim

another street there will be a theatre devoted exclusively to the 'high-brow' type of
picture which the critics have been clamoring for but which to date have been found
poor commercial investments. There are
bcund to come theatres in which subjects
lor children will be the policy.
"At present the public goes to a movie theatre with little appreciation of just what it
is going to see. With the new order of
things, pictures will be made for definite
classes rather than attempting to make
them productions that will hit the bull's
eye for every race, creed, color and age —
an impossibility.
"When we make a picture today we must
keep in mind that it must be so simple that
it will appeal to the seven-year-old child as
v. ell as to the college professor. A picture
that will have equal entertainment value to
the stenographer and the art student. A
picture that both the boilermaker and the
tired business man will enjoy.
"The producer of burlesque on the stage

Most

Cosmopolitan

play as an art will be assured."
Army

In "I'onjola," he fills the role of one of the
flotsam and jetsam, the broken-down sons of
British nobility and wealth, that have flocked
to the Rhodesian gold fields.
Playing a nobleman's part is not at all
hard for a man who comes of several generations of land gentry and peers.
The Bail's peerage is one of those titles
that went out of being with the inception of
home rule in Ireland. For generations his
family had their ancestral home at Ardford
Abbej, County Kerry, Ireland. Then in
1903— the Irish land bill— and much of the
family estate was given up.
As the oldest son, and heir to the title the
Earl naturally followed the course that is
laid out for all oldest sons of the nobility —
the army. For twenty years he served with
the colors, in England, in India and in the
Boer War.
The world war found him on the retires
list. He "joined up" the day war was deFrom

U

to You

In the official party were Governor and
Mrs.
Bartlett,G. P.Patton.
P. O'Brien.
Bart
lei i. Thomas
Mr. and Calvin
Mrs. Gerald
1 itzgerald. Lois Geistie of New \ork.
Julius Bernheim, William Keonig, Charles
Van Ronkel and Abe Frank o( Los Angeles.
The visit to Universal City is a part of the
coast itinerary of the postal executive, who
left Washington two months ago on a tour
of the nation's postal system.
Wallace Worsley works now. regardless
of rain or shine. In directing the spectacular filming of Hugo's "The Hunchcack of
Notre Dame," several-thousand-dollar a day
oveihead \ eie spent on the big unit, and if
the weather was bad or anything, production v as held up. That meant hours of
worried idleness, so far as shooting was
concerned.
Now. with Perley Poore Sheehan and
Edward T. Lowe, literary guides of the story,
he is spending full time and some more with
Edward Curtiss of the editorial department,
supervising and cutting the film. Lon

clared and was recommissioned major.
Wiih the Koyal artillery he again saw activ«
service in 1- ranee, in Mesopotamia and
Palestine.
He was wounded and gassed four times inf
France and then in Palestine commanding
the first British battery to cross the River
Jordan, he was wounded lor the fifth time. , that incapacitated him from fuoF
atherwound
service.
■ /
Earl
the
over,
war
Back to Ireland, the
the Cork dis"put up" for parliament from
trict. He was defeated by the Sinn Feb*
home,
returning
on
then
and
candidate
found that his home, Ardford Abbey had
to the ground, possibly by radibeen burned
cal nationalists.
As the Earl puts it "Ireland was then no
tU;'
to comelife-1!
live a quiet
California,
so I decided
peer andI might
place for a where
And there he is today, in Hollywood, ekearmyas pension
ing out
extra.a day's work
a movie with
and hisagain
now-

Chaney, the star, frequently drops in andof
ck
watches the work. "The Hunchba
Notre Dame," is the first spectacle film cut
twenty-four
it was
withdaysh<uting
apace
was inmade.
the last. shot
reels the
Claire Adams, one of the most promising
beeen
ol the younger screen actresses, hasHerbert
entrusted with the feminine lead in
City. latest starring vehicle at Universalu's
Rawlinso
"L'pside Down." a comedy drama by H. H.
Van Loan, is the title of the Rawlinson production, now being
lion of William
Parke.filmed under the direcy played the feminine
recentl
Miss Adams
al scienlead in "Legally Dead." a Univers
Sills.
tific mystery drama featuringher Milton
role in that
She had hardly finished with
production when she was chosen by William
Parks, who directed it, for the lead in Rawlinson's picture, although this is the first
announcement.

Robert Ellis is repeating former Universal
successes in the leading role opposite Gladys
"The Wild Party" at Universal
Walton in (Contin
ued on Page 20)
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Principal Pictures Corporaon's studios in Hollywood are
) be greatly enlarged inimeditely. This information comes
om Sol Lesser and Michael
osenberg of that organization.
The Principal Pictures land
onsists of some fifteen acres di?ctly adjoining that of the
ouglas Fairbanks-Mary Picked studios. When it was purhased some months since by
esser and associates, it was
nown as the King Vidor studio,
idor made individual producons at the plant prior to its
ale.
Among the chief additions
riat will take form at once, is
nother huge enclosed stage. It
> the plan to equip this new
tage with every modern device
ar picture making. One of the
orld's largest generators has
een installed and complete rerganization of the electrical deartment is now under way.
Two new buildings will be
rected which will house the
lany artists scheduled to appear
1 forthcoming Principal Piciires productions. Under the
upervision of Norman Manning,
he Principal Pictures studios
re gradually undergoing a comlete and new building schedule,
t is estimated that ha'f million
ollars will be expended in the
rnmediate future on the plant
*'hich is necessary to accommoate the many companies
!lannedfor the near future.
Here the Harold Bell Wright
eries of features will be made,
'he first "When a Man's a Man"
s now in the final production
tage with "The Winning of
3arbara Worth" scheduled as
he second of the Wright series,
larry Langdon, the well known
audeville comedian is hard at
vork on the first of a series of
welve feature comedies. Two
)ther units are scheduled to
start in the near future.
Sol Lesser is now devoting the
major part of his time to the
production end of the film game.
His time is practically consumed
n organizing companies, conferring on scripts, scenarios, and
ittending to the many details
:hat come under his supervision.
The distribution of Principal
Pictures products is in the hands
[)f Irving M. Lesser in the Principal Pictures New York offices.
All distribution is made from the
eastern end with production activities confined exclusively to
Los Angeles and Hollywood.

STUDIO
ONCE

INTERESTS

The production schedule for
the coming year in so far as
Principal Pictures Corporation is
concerned, is a big one. Twelve
features are
on the new
schedule
in addition
to theseason's
series
of Langdon comedies.
YOUNGEST
LADY
BY

LEADING
SIGNED
JACK

Lucile . licksen, 16-year-old
leading woman, whose rapid rise
to fame has few equals in the
motion picture realm, has been
signed by Jack Pickford as leading woman for his next picture,
it has been announced.
In supporting Jack in his original story of the Kentucky mountains, Miss Ricksen will enact
the role of a carefree, barefooted
little maiden of the hills. As a
typical little girl of the mountains, with curls flowing down
her back, the young motion picture star will have the greatest
role of her varied career of eight
years.
Scores of leading women were
interviewed and given screen
tests by Jack and his director,
George Hill, in an effort to secure a perfect type, which would
be symbolic of youthful abandon
closed behind the barriers of
civilization in the Kentucky
mountains. Miss Ricksen was
chosen
fect type.unanimously as the perHollywood's
woman
has had youngest
a varied leading
career
from the time she played her
first bit as a Cupid in a Henry B.
Walthall picture back at the
Essanay eight years ago. Recently she has had leading roles
in two of Marshall Neilan's
greatest pictures, "The Strangers' Banquet" and "The Rendezvous."
The young leading woman
first began commanding public
attention when she played the
part of the lovely little girl in
the Edgar Jones-Booth Tarkington series at Goldwyn. Then a
year or two went by and she
began growing up a bit, playing
bigger parts in such pictures as
Rupert Hughes' "The Old Nest,"
and "Look Your Best," "The
Married Flapper," and "The Girl
Who Kan Wild."
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COMEDIAN REMEMBERS
OLD PALS WITH BIKE
Al. St. John, Fox funster and
erstwhile lifeguard at Long
Beach, has been elected an honorary member of the Balboa
Branch, American Rod Cross
Volunteer Life Corps.
This honor was conferred upon
the stellar comedian recently following the presentation of a
specially
sea going bicycle to theequipped
Balboa lifeguards
by
St. John who has not forgotten
the by-gone
days of
whenbeach
he patroled
a stretch
in
search of swimmers in distress.
The bicycle given by Al to the
Balboa crew is a model machine
with numerous attachments designed to aid suscitation.
in the
work will
of reThe wheel
be
employed in regular service at
once.
LUBITSCH

TO

FILM

MONTMARTE
STORY
Ernest Lubitsch, who a couple
of years ago gained world-wide
fame through his motion pictures "Passion" and "Gypsy
Blood," and of whose work since
that time such examples as "Deception," "One Arabian Night,"
and "The Love of Pharaoh" were
shown on the American screen,
is about to start his second
American production. It is to
be a Warner Brothers screen
classic.
Since he came to this country
last year, Ernest Lubitsch has
directed Mary Pickford in "Rosita," a dramatic Spanish tale of
the Napoleonic period, which is
not only the first spectacular
costume play Miss Pickford ever
did, but also shows her in a
highly emotion'al part, greatly
varying from many of her
former roles, and resembling
them only in so far as it is interspersed with much delicate,
subtle humor.
For his second American production Ernest Lubitsch has
signed a contract with Warner
Brothers under which he is to
make a modern, continental comedy-drama with a small all-star
cast. This picture will be somewhat in the order of "Montmartre," Lubitsch's last European
production of the 1860 period
with Pola Negri. It presents an
intimate love story and plays in
the milieu of continental society.
This coming Lubitsch production is arousing much interest
among those familiar with the
costume pictures of Lubitsch, as
it will give the American public
its first chance to see a modern
photoplay
of the celebrated director.

BATTLES
SAVE

FIRE

TO

$2,500

AN HOUR
Smoke from the burning sump
holes in the vicinity held up production on Jackie Coogans picture "Long Live the King," this
week. It is the practice of various companies which receive oil
in tank cars, to empty the residue into a sump hole, and this
material is burned regularly.
Through an unfortunate shift in
the wind, the thick black smoke
drifted over on the Coogan set,
and had the effect of a minor
eclipse. Since Jackie was workingtraswith
two thousand
exon hisabout
big street
scene, this
occurence was costing the Coogan company at least $2500 an
hour.
Director Victor Schertzinger
sent for E. A. Biby, studio manager of the Jackie Coogan Productions, but was informed that
he had already left for the fire
and within fifteen minutes the
smoke ceased to roll over the
set, which was bathed thenceforth in the justly famous California sunshine. Biby had immediately proceeded to the sump
holes, where he organized a volunteer fire department and, assisted by a group of workmen
from the Southern Pacific and
the Southern California Edison
organizations,
the fire was immediately checked.
This was the first time in
many years that the sump hole
fires have interfered with open
air shooting of motion pictures,
but in order to make sure that
this would not occur again, Biby
has made arrangements with the
two companies mentioned to
lightthetheir
fires instead
at five ofo'clock
in
evening
nine
in the morning.
Theby in "The Eagle's Feather"
Although Rosemary Theby
was engaged in portraying one
of the leading roles in support
of Jackie Coogan in "Long
Live the King" at the Metro
studios, arrangements were
made for her to also play an imEagle's
in "The
Feather," portant
a partMetro
all-star
special, which is being filmed under
the direction of Edward Sloman.
Crauford Kent has also been
added to the cast of this unusual
picture of the west, the complete
roster of prominent players including such popular favorites
as
Mary
James Cuneo,
Kirkwood, ElinorAlden,
Fair, Lester
George
William Orlamond, Siegman,
Charles McHugh
and
John Elliott.
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ANXIOUS

FOR

"BAD MAN"
Edwin Carewe's "The Bad
Man," which is now being filmed
at the United Studios, will be
hailed as the greatest picture
America has ever produced, in
Mexico, Central America and
South America, according to
General Manuel Perenz Trevino,
Chief of Staff in the army of
President Obregon of Mexico.
General
guest
at theTrevino
studio was
and Carewe's
watched
several scenes in which Holbrook Blinn portrays the character of a border "bad man."
General Trevino evidenced such
an interest in the production
that Carewe permitted him to
read the film version of the
story.
"Undoubtedly," said the General, "this production will be acclaimed the finest picture the
Latin-American countries have
ever seen. It is a picture that
the Mexicans, Central Americans and South Americans will
love. They will delight in Mr.
Blinns characterization."
Extensive efforts are already
being made to exploit "The Bad
Man,' through the entire south.
In all probability the distribution plan will be as comprehensive in Mexico, Central America
and the South American countries as it will be in the United
States and Europe.
WARNER BROTHERS SIGN
FAMOUS PHOTOGRAPHER
John Ellis, credited with being one of the best-known pictorialists in and out of the industry, has been engaged by the
Warner Brothers to photograph
the many high-lights in the orforthcomingofseries
of eighteen ganization's
classics
the
screen.
Mr. Ellis has the distinction
of having photographed all official Washington, in addition to
having served a number of years
with the Columbia Stock Company, Washington, D. C. During
his sojourn in the Capitol city
he is said to have taken special
photographs of Woodrow Wilson,
Champ Clark, scores of prominent senators and representatives and many New York celebrities of the political and theatrical world.
While with the Columbia
Stock Company, Mr. Ellis appeared in a number of wellknown theatrical plays with
such players as Charlotte
Walker, Guy Standing, John Mason and Julia Dean. Shortly
after leaving the Capitol city, he
became identified with Thomas
Ince and First National, and is
reported to have photographed
"Omar the Tentmaker," "Peg o'
My Heart," "The Famous Mrs.
Fair," "Trilby," and many other
screen productions.

ASHTON DEARHOLT WILL HEAD HIS OWN INIT
Filming of the initial Ashton made several years ago at the
Santa Barbara studios. Miss
Dearholt production is scheduled
will be starred in the ento commence this week under Rosson
tire series and will be supported
the direction of Jack Hatton.
Cobb, who
inDearholt, for the last four by Edmund
terpret the leading
malewill
roles.
years, has served as production
Wilbur McGaugh, who scored
manager for the Ben Wilson a personal triumph for his charProductions. He will continue
acterization in Roy Sttwart's
to serve in this capacity as well "One Eighth Apache,'
has been
as to personally supervise the engaged for supporting roles
producing of his own features and will also assist in the matwhich will be made at the Ben
ter of direction. McGaugh has
Wilson studios.
been affiliated with the Bi n Wilson Productions for the last two
The new organization has contracted to film twelve five-reel years, both as an assistant director and character actor.
features of the western variety
E. R. Hickson, in charge of the
during a period of one year, and
they will be released through art direction for all pictures
filmed at the Wilson studios,
the Arrow Releasing Company.
This series of photoplays will will personally supervise the art
for the Dearholt proserve as a "come-back" for direction ductions
and J. C. Hutchinson,
pretty Helene Rosson, who will
be remembered as the star in veteran cameraman, has been
American and Mutual pictures engaged for the series.
"GOLD DIGGERS" ONE
THIRD FINISHED NOW

BOY SCOUTS IN UNIQUE
TRIP SEE MOVIES MADE

"The Gold Diggers," David
Belasco's noted stage success
which is being produced by
Warner Brothers, with Hope
Hampton in the leading role,
will be approximately one-third
completed today.
Up to the present Miss Hamp
ton has been engaged almost exclusively in interior scenes.
There still remains some interior work to be shot. In the
near future the exterior scenes,
most of them
surrounding
fashionable streets
and beautiful
homes will be taken.
From the preliminary view of
the "takes" so far, "The Gold
Diggers"
promisespictures
to be one
the
outstanding
of theof
year. Miss Hampton is reported
to be doing the finest work of
her career in this production.
BERN I E IS MEMBER
OF THE A. C. C. NOW

A group of fifteen Boy Scouts
are today "seeing America first"
from the quarter-deck of an
auto-truck in what is said to be
one of the most novel motor
tours ever undertaken by memization.bers of this big juvenile organThe trip is in charge of Arthur
E. White, deputy scout commissioner of Ensign District, Salt
Lake City, and the first leg of
the journey was from Salt Lake
to Hollywood where the boys
watched movies in the making
at the Pickford-Fairbanks Studios. After watching preliminary work for "The Thief of Bagdad," Douglas Fairbanks entertained the Scouts with an abbreviated field day which finished up with a plunge for them
in the star's famous studio pool.
After leaving the studio tin1
Scouts started north. The remainder of the tour will include
San Francisco, Portland, Ore., a
trip up the Columbia riven, then
a look-in on Boise, Idaho, from
where they will turn south toward Salt Lake City again. Mr.
White said they expected to be
gone at least a month.
"Bull" Montana in Special
"Bull" Montana, the screen's
original cave-man comedian, suff e r e d bitter disappointment
when he was forced to cancel
his intended trip to Great Falls,
Mont., where he had planned to
help Jack Dempsey wind up his
training siege.
The cauliflower - eared screen
player will enact the sympathetically humorous role of a reformed crook in "Held to Answer," the second of Metro's
new series of all-star specials.
Although
"Theto Hunt
Bool" Stromberg,
is still under contract
who stars him in two-reel comedies, he was loaned to Metro especially for this part during the
absence of Mr. Stromberg in
New York,

Arthur Bernstein, the energetic production manager for
Principal Pictures Corporation,
arrived home after having spent
two months in Prescott, Arizona,
with
the "When a Mans a Man"
Company.
"Bernie," whose smile is
sometimes as scarce as rain in
August, had a grin from ear to
ear as he hopped off the train.
The reason for this smile was
soon discovered. In respect for
the work accomplished by Principal Pictures Corporation in
conjunction with the recent
Hopi Indian dance celebration
staged in Prescott this month,
the citizens of that community
have elected Bernstein a memmerce.ber of their Chamber of ComNow when one of the studio
attaches wants an "O. K.' on a
bill he has to visit Pernie's official secretary and make an appointment with the film executive-civic worker.
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News Section
DECIDES
TO

TO

STICK

ORIGINAL
TITLE

"Ashes of Vengeance," the title
of the H. B. Somerville novel
from which Norma Talmadge's
recently completed romance of
16th century France was adapted, will be retained as the name
of the film, it was announced
by Producer Joseph M. Schenck.
This
supplants
"Purple
Pride,"
to which
the title
was changed
a few weeks ago.
After three months of production had elapsed, Mr. Schenck
consented to a change from
"Ashes of Vengeance" to the
shorter
name ofofthe"Purple
The strength
originalPride."
title,
however, asserted itself. From
many sources the producer received declarations in praise of
"Ashes of Vengeance. With the
film well along in the stages of
cutting and titling the decision
to
revert to the book title lB
made.
"Ashes of Vengeance" is being
cut under the supervision of Director Frank Lloyd. It is Lloyd's
last production with Norma Talmadge, as the famous director
has signed with another organization to make his own production. The picture will be in ten
reels, and is portrayed by the
greatest array of stars ever assembled in one production, including Conway Tearle, Wallace
Beery, Courtenay Foote, Betty
Francisco, Andre de Beranger
and Josephine Crowell.
TRAVERS FINISHES ONE
AND CONTINUES ANOTHER
Richard Travers has completed his role in Marshall
Neilan's "The Rendezvous" and
now is engaged in enacting one
of the leading parts in the Universal-Jewel production of "The
This leaves Travers in what
is for him a comparative state
Acquittal."
of
idleness, for when he came to
Hollywood recently he undertook
the portrayal of the two parts at
once.
"The Acquittal" is a photodramatization of George M. Cohan's stage success, written by
Rita Weiman. The direction of
the film version is by Clarence
Brown.
Moranti Writing Stories
Milburn
the Milburn
MorantiMoranti
Comedyof Company,
and Joe Kane have retired to a
corner of their office and put
their noses to the grindstone for
the purpose of writing stories
for future situation comedies.
Work will begin as soon as they
have completed their stories.
Morris Schlank, President of the
Anchor Film Distributors, Inc.,
who is distributing the comedies,
is out on the road with the first
three now.
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Every screen favorite receives
in mail. But few of the letters
■ceived by the movie stars can
3 considered really construcve.
Generally they follow the same
■end. The writers tell the play's how they liked such and
ich a picture "in which you
ere simply grand." When the
•tters usually close with a relest for an autographed photoraph.
Annain Kansas
Q. Nilsson's
iOne
old oflady
City, fans,
who
as been writing to her since
er old Kalem days, writes let■rs that are really worth while.
A few weeks ago Miss Nilsson
'ceived a letter from this fan
filing her how pleased she was
> read that her favorite actress
as to play the leading feminine
)le in "Ponjola," a screen veron of Cynthia Stockley's faious story, which is to be prouced by Sam E. Rork for First
ational.
"When I read the book," the
srrespondent wrote, "I told my
usband that it offered wonderll material for a motion picture,
specially if the part of 'Desiond' were to be played by you."
Later in the letter she menoned that she had enjoyed Miss
'ilsson's acting with James
:irk\vood in "The Heart of a
ool" and in "Pink Gods" and
losed by saying, "I shall be
ery glad to hear that Mr. Kirkood is to play 'Druro' in 'Pon"
jla.'
By a strange coincidence the
in letter was received by Miss
;ilsson on the same day that
Lirkwood signed a contract to
lay that part in the picture.
Which leads Producer Rork to
emark that Miss Nilsson's fan
.'ould make a most excellent
asting director.
fliss Negri Recovers
All traces of the severe bruise
vhich Pola Negri received in
he Aiming of Herbert Brenon's
•reduction for Paramount "The
Spanish Dancer" in which the
'olish actress is starring, have
lisappeared and she has re;umed work. Miss Negri was
iccidentally struck in the face
)y a heavy seventeenth century
joot during the making of one
)f the scenes of this adaptation
)f the popular novel "Don Cae5ar de Bazan" by Adolphe
D'Ennery and P. S. T. Dumanoir
**hich June Mathis and Beulah
Marie Dix adapted to the screen.
Antonio Moreno is featured in
this Paramount Picture with
Wallace Beery, Kathlyn Williams, Gareth Hughes and
Adolphe Menjou in support. Edward Kipling, Dawn O'Day and
Charles A. Stevenson complete
the cast.
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NORMAND

DIFFERENT IN NEW PRODUCTION
In one of the longest scenes
There appears to be a well
grounded suspicion in the minds
shot of "The Extra Girl," Miss
of those identified with the pro- Normand shows a dual character which even her most enthusiduction of Mack Sennett's next
astic admirers would doubt she
leature offering to the classics
capable of expressing. For
of the screen, that in "The Extra was
several minutes the Normand we
Girl,"
Normand's
new
all know so well, lively, gay and
starringMabel
vehicle,
a new Miss
Normand will be seen.
mischievous, is before us, but almost at the snapping of a finger
Heretofore Miss Normand has
adhered pretty closely to the her bouyancy gives way to an
portrayals of light dramatic and expression of utter despair,
comedy roles. She is known the when she hears the words that
tell of the financial ruin of her
world over as a comedienne and
parents, and to which she has
will probably
stay
in
that
classification for all time to come.
been an unsuspecting accompDespite this, however, the irre- lice.
F. Richard Jones, directing
sistible personality of this little
screen favorite will force itself "The Extra Girl," claims for
still deeper in the affections of Mack Sennett's little star that
"regardless of what the produher admirers, when "The Extra
cer, the star, or he himself will
Girl' 'is given to the screen,
essay
to do in the future, this
owing to the fact that she is
demonstrating in this new pic- present production and Mabel
ture her right to be classed
Normand's work in it will remain always as a monument to
among the foremost emotional
actresses of the cinema.
her inimitable versatility."
NOW WE MAY EXPECT A
NEW COMMODORE— BEVAN

STAR PROPOSES ACTOR
COLONY FOR PLAYERS

When in Rome, do as the Romans do,— that old adage was
inspiration for guiding Billy Bevan to another plane of more expensive living than he has been
in the habit of following. Billy
has purchased a power cruising
boat. The next thing he will be
doing is to doll his family up in
yachting attire, while he dons a
commodore's
and sneakers. cap, white flannals
During the four weeks he was
on location at Balboa Beach
with Mack Sennett all-star comedy troupe, Bevan was guest on
several private yachts. The life
of dressed-up ease, the lolling
about on canopy-covered decks
and talk about regattas, cruises,
etc., so strongly appealed to him
that he immediately looked
about for a good boat buy.
When that was accomplished he
made application for membership inyacht
one clubs.
of Newport's exclusive
Now that he has been admitted to the real class of sportsmen, his friends are wondering
if hi will remain just plain Billy
Bevan, or will he insist on being
addressed Mister Bevan.

A colony of actors living apart
from the world, with their own
government, dedicated to the
stage drama, what Tryone
Power, famous stage star, now
working in Tod Browning's production of "The Day of Faith"
ning.the Goldwyn
at
studios, is planAlthough the actor admits that
as yet he has not been able to
find a suitable location for the
temple, his plans for the magnificent grounds and auditorium
are complete.
All artists the world over, are
to be asked to contribute a subject of their art to beautify the
temple and grounds. In the halls
and the auditorium, great painthung. ings of eminent artists are to be

Graf Returning Here
Max Graf, supervising director
of the Graf Productions, after an
absence of seven weeks from the
film colony, has left New York
and is hurrying back to Hollywood where he will immediately
begin preparations for his next
production,
"The adapted
Grain offor
Dust,"
which he has
the
screen. Mildred Harris, featured
player in the Graf Productions,
is the only artist thus far announced of the cast. Mr. Graf
plans shortly to have another
unit under operation which will
doubtless be located at the Metro Studios.

The actor inhabitants of the
proposed temple are to be given
life contracts and their families
are to be protected by insurance.
An alternating system of appearance has been arranged so
that one week a star will be
seen in a minor part and the
next he will interpret the leading one.
The temple will be situated
close to some large city, yet it
must be in a beautiful location
preferably, near the seashore.
Decorates Cafe Wall
Carl Miller, whose latest work
on the silversheet is registered
in
Chaplin's
"Publicmale
Opinion"
which
he played
lead, inis
also immortalized in a most interesting portrait, the work of
Julian Harrison, which is now
exhibited at Levy's cafe, Hollywood, where the decorations
were likewise executed by Mr.
Harrison. Much co'or is flaunted in the portrait where the actor is shown in a glowing dressing gown over evening clothes,
while the background is lively in
blues and greens.
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MARGUERITE
ALL

FEAR

LOSES
OF

SNAKES
Everytures has
actress
pica fearinofmotion
some one
thing. Perchance it is a mouse;
maybe a lion or other wild animal. And it seems always that
during her career before the
camera, she will at one time or
other be called upon to enact
a role which brings her in direct
contact with the dreaded object.
Such is — or rather was — the
case of dainty Marguerite De La
Motte, nineenacting
the leading
femirole in Principal
Pictures
Corporation's "When a Man's a
Marguerite fears — or rather
feared — snakes. Who blames
her? And lo and behold, when
she started making the popular
Harold Bell Wright story, her
role called for her to be found
fondling
Man." a pet reptile. Horrors!
Try as she would to have the
part changed and try as she
would to have a double enact
this particular episode. — it all
fell upon deaf ears in so far as
the director, Eddie Cline, was
concerned.
"Aw, don't be scared of an old
snake," cried John Bowers in
soothing tones to Marguerite, as
the actress stood some twenty
thing.
feet away from the crawling
Finally with the assurance of
all that the snake was tired out,
toothless and, had he been human, probably bald, the film star
proceeded with the most difficult
task of her entire screen career.
She "did her stuff" — with Mr.
Snake.
As she watched the film shown
in the projection room, a cold
chill
"I
don't swept
know down
how I her
everback.
did it,"
she exclaimed. "But I DID and
now I'm not afraid of anything.
Bring on your wild animals, your
mice, lions, bears — even your old
snakes. I'm not afraid any
LOSES ACROSS-SEAS
RACE WITH STORK
Henry" King, who has been dimore!
recting Lillian Gish in the filming offord's
Francis
Marionin Craw"White Sister"
Italy,
has lost a race with the stork.
Mr. King is hurrying home on
the "Berengaria" in the hope of
being able to beat the bird, but
the race has already been won
by the bird, as Mrs. King will
introduce him to a son when he
reaches home this week. Mr.
King left with Miss Gish for
Italy last November and the picture has just been finished.
Miss Gish will return to her
native
the lost
"Olympic."
Mr. land
King onalso
another
race, as Richard Barthelmess,
whom
" Tol'able
David" heanddirected
severalin other
pictures, became a father two
months prior to Mr. King.
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BELCHER WINS SECOND
BRENNON ENGAGEMENT

Peter novel,
Clark will
MacFarlane's
widelyOf
read
tell the world
the real people he met in Hollywood. He recently finished his
portrayal of a leading part to
"The Unknown Purple" at Gold-

PRESS AGENT PLEADS
GUILTY TO AN ERROR

Ince Buys Another
Thomas H. Ince has purchased
screen rights for "The Barber of
New Orleans," a vividly colorful
stage play of a little known period of American history — the
period of the Louisiana purchase.
Romantic New Orleans is the
scene of the play which had a
big run for a number of years
with William Faversham starring in it. The plot is taken
from "The Code of Victor Jallot,"
a popular novel by Edward
Childs Carpenter, who is the
author of "The Cinderella Man";
"The Easy Mark"; "The Dragon
Fly"; "The Pipes of Pan" and
other big stage successes.
Associated Authors have just
completed the filming of "Loving Lies," Thompson Buchanan's
film adaptation of Peter B. Kyne's sea story, "The Harbor
Bar," which features an all-star
cast including Monte Blue, Evelyn Brent, Charles Gerrard and
Joan Lowell.

ACTOR WRITING BOOK
DEFENDING HOLLYWOOD
To combat venomous articles
painting Hollywood a modern
Gomorrah, James Woods Morrison, popular young leading man,
is well under way in the compilation of his personal recollections
of the past few years as a motion picture ac tor for publication
under the title, "The Diary of a
Leading Man." The book will
be distributed all over the clrilized world by a well known firm
of publishers following the printing of a limited autographed edition which Morrison will present
to his associates and friends
within the cinema profession.
Morrison, now at Metro in a
principalwer," a role
in "Held
to Ans-of
screen
adaptation

Ernest Belcher, who was selected by Herbert Brennon to
stage the ballet scene in Pola
Negri's latest production, "The
Spanish
has Studios
been
called
backDancer,"
to the Lasky
to stage a second dance number.
Belcher's fame as an originator of spectacular and artistic
ballets, had reached Brennon
while he was in the east and almost his first move upon arriving in Los Angeles to begin the
production was to engage Belcher.
The success of Belcher's efforts in the initial presentation
has caused Brennon to recall
him to present the second ballet
number, which will also be a
feature of the production.
Belcher students from the advanced classes will be used exclusively in the presentation.

Jay Chapman, Palmer Photoplay Corporation publicity man,
wishes to make himself the goat
in a matter concerning the inac uracy of a report sent out on
the length of "Judgment of the
Storm,"
the and
organization's
production,
to apologizefirstto
the public and to dramatic editors for an unintentional misrepresentation.
The item stated that nearly
100,000 feet of film had been
"shot" for this picture, which
would place it in a class with
D. W. Griffith's and Von Stroheim's pictures in the matter of
film actually taken. As a matter
of
of thethan
Storm"
wasfact,
held"Judgment
down to less
half
that, which, considering its completed length and the fact that
four or five cameras shot many
big outdoor scenes, approaches
a record in the opposite direction.

Al

Di Millo With De Mille
Adonis Di Millo, who recenflj
wyn's.
completed an odd portrayal^
An interesting portrait study of Otto Matiesen, noted Danish
character actor, as he appears in Rex Ingram's "Scaramouche." He
portrays the role of Philippe de Vilmorin, a French clergy scholar
who is slain in a duel with the Marquis d'Azyr (Lewis Stone) and
those who are equipped to judge say that after this picture has been
shown, Matiesen will find his place on the screen with the truly
great artists. He has been on the stage practically all his life, and
was very popular in Europe as an interpreter of Shakespeare, Ibsen
and Washington Irving. He has appeared in several other pictures,
and was also seen as Napoleon Bonaparte in "Vanity Fair."
WHEN HIS CAR COULD BE BOUGHT EOR IS CENTS
Lewis Sargent, who is playing speed. The first time she tried
it she missed hitting another
the leading juvenile role in car
by less than six inches.
Gladys Walton's latest starling Sargent weakened. Then the
vehicle, "A Wild Party," saw company decided to film the
visions of his classy Ford speed- scene. The star came down the
ster being wrecked a few days street in the car at break-neck
ago when the director called speed, cameras were grinding
upon him to allow Miss Walton
and as she passed the cameramen and director the car
to operate the car for scenes in
the picture. Knowing that she swerved to the left and then to
was used to operating a highly the right, keeling over on two
expensive car with a gear shift, wheels and then righted itself,
Sargent hesitated about letting finally coming to a stop with
his car be used by the star for neither car nor driver injured.
her own safety as well as the "You're a wonderful driver,"
said Sargent, turning to the star
safety of the car. However,
Miss Walton was confident that after the scene had been taken,
she could operate it successfully "but anyone could have bought
so he placed it at her service. my car for fifteen cents when
She started down the road and you started for the second trip
was to pass the camera at full down the road."
Wilson Adapts "Three Weeks"
Carey Wilson, associate editor
of the Goldwyn studios, will
adapt Elinor Glyn's best known
novel, Wilson
"Three has
Weeks,"
the
screen.
written tomany
scenarios for Goldwyn features,
both originals and adaptations.
Madame Glyn is now at Culver
City in daily conference with
Wilson. She will personally
assist in the production of the
picture.
rial toas istonow
ing with The
rumors
who teemwill
be cast in the picture, particularly in the role of Paul.

In "Mail Man"
Josephine Adair, who recently
finished one of the six featured
roles in Frank Borzage's "Children of Dust," is now playing an
interesting part in "The Mail
Man," which is being made at
the R-C studios under the direc
tion of Emory Johnson. This
picture stars Ralph Lewis, with
whom Josephine also played in
"The Third Alarm," and "In the
Name
of the
Law."
is rapidly
coming
to theJosephine
fore as
one of the most talented of our
younger character artists.

Cecil
B. De Mille's
"The e
Commandments,"
is now
ing a part with Jackie Co
in "Long Live the King," w
is being filmed at the M
studios. He is the footman
Jackie's
stagecoach,closeups
and has wii|
a"
eral interesting
the little star.
Judge Henry Neil, known
throughout
the English-speakaH
world as Father
of MothcH
Pensions, has taken the Foxy
Grandpa studio at 1727 CheroaM
Ave., Hollywood, formerly B
cupiedtheby famous
John Schultze,
who
made
Foxy GraudBI,
newspaper comic s of a few wars
ago. Judge Neil will act fl
part of Foxy Grandpa in a serH
of very short movie comics, <R
signed to entertain and insplffc
children.
Ted Stewart has just return«j|
from
ite. a pleasure jaunt to Yoseifc

Eerie Close, t3ho spe:ializes in straigh
juveniles and character juveniles.
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AGAIN
seems to have predesit the lives and career
. Breamer. First Nationre celebrity, and Enid
leading woman of EdCarewe's
"The Bad Man,"
be interwoven,
few years ago both of these
*ng women, natives of
ia, were members of the
legitimate stage company
»ey .The show was "The
Case," Miss Breamer was
woman and Miss Benthe ingenue.
latter joined the Fred
company, while it was
the Antipodes and came
erica. A year later Miss
er followed. In this eounttey became identified with
legitimate stage and then
e picture cameras for both.
Hollywood they again met
fkeir friendship caused them
~de together in a bungalow
-g in Hollywood's foothills.
Miss Bennet married DiFred Niblo, Miss Brea| mother came over from
ia and the two took up
residence together.
Miss Breamer signed a
to appear in First Napictnres and was cast in
(■dergate"
about theon first
she encountered
the
Studios' lot was her
Enid, who had been cast
role of Mrs. Morgan Pell
Jwln Carewe's First Nationaction of "The Bad Man."
DU BREY IS ADDED
TO CAST FOR "PONJOLA"
Du Brey, popular screen
has been added to the
of "Ponjola," a Sam E. Rork
ftion which is being made
First National, with Donald
directing.
Du Brey, whose mission
far as the movies are conis to lure unsuspecting
ds from their wives, is to
still another "vamp" part
absorbing story of the
gold fields,
vamping
in "Ponjola"
ahernovelty
inasmuch
as she
ts her wiles on another
a girl disguised as a
situation which is ennew to pictures.
Du Brey is to play the
of "Lucia" a frivolous manfemale who picks a tarfn "Desmond," a "young
who goes into the gold
seeking oblivion but
in reality is an English
oman. This part is to be
ed by Anna Q. Nilsson.
Henderson, who is at
t directing
"Theto Love
has returned
New
Massachusetts to film

HOLLYWOOD

URL

IS RISING TO FILM FAME

Althugh she has been in pictares less than a year, Margaret
Morris, well-known Hollywood
girl, who scored a decided hit
with her dance creations in "A
Midsummer Night's Dream,"
"Tempest," 'Taming of the
Shrew" and other plays presented at the Hollywood Bowl
by H. Ellis Reid, is making
such rapid strides as an actress
that it is the opinion of many
who have been focusing their
attention on her work that
before another year rolls around
she will be appearing as a star
in he rown right.
Bora in Minneapolis, Miss
Morris received her education at
Dana Hall and Stanley Hall, private schools in that city. Her
great-great uncle was William
Henry Harrison, famous Indian
fighter and former United States
President. Her great uncle was
Benjamin Harrison, who also
was a President of the United
States, and her father is S. V.
Morris, formerly a member of
WASHINGTON'S DEATH
NOTICE AT FILM FAIR
When the Motion Picture Exposition opened July Second at
Exposition Park in Los Angeles
there was offered for sale by
Reverend Neal Dodd, known as
"The Pastor of Pictures." an
age-yellowed copy of an Irish
newspaper containing what virtually amounts to "a death notice in verse" of George Washington.
The name of this paper is the
Ulster County Gazette. It was
published at Kingston, Ulster
County, and was owned by Samuel Freer and Son. The issue
bearing the "In Memorium"
poem concerning General Washington is dated Saturday, January 4 1800. It was contributed
to Father Dodd for his LittleChurch-Around-the-Corner bazaar by Edward Knoblock, famous
play and photoplaywright who is
assis iag Douglas Fairbanks in
the preparation of his new film,
"The Thief of Bagdad." Knoblock purchased the Ulster Gazette about twenty years ago in
a little shop in Brighton, Eng
land. It was part of his elaborate collection of interesting and
unusual publications.
Carrr.el is a demi-vamp
She's a demi-vamp — if you
please. Carmel Myers has coined
this new phrase for the relief of
all young girls with big brown
eyes and raven tresses. For
these young damsels daren't roll
their eyes or they are called
vamps. According to the fair
Carmel, the muchly over used
word, vamp, should only be applied to those who deliberately
cultivate the art of luring, while
the eirl who unconsciously captivate.- and combines her attacks
on *"..-- heart with gentleness, is
a demi- vamp. Miss Myers is
now playing a provocative role
in L'-.izac's story, "The Magic
Skin
at the Goldwyn studios.
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the Minneapolis
ture and now one S*.a*e
of the Legislalargest
try.
insurance brokers in the co;inMiss Morris' entrance into motion pictures was preceded by a
career with the Shub-rt Stock
Company in her home town and
with the California Opera Company, appearing in many important plays panies.
produced
comHer debutby inthose
pictures
was brought about as the result
of a visit to the Goldwyn studios
in Culver City, where she was
introduced to Clifford Robertson,
the casting director, who became
seriously impressed with her
personality and offered her an
engagement in 'The Great Lover," which Frank Lloyd directed.
After that she appeared in two
Robertson-Cole productions directed by Christie Cabanne. Her
other
engagements
include
"The
Whistle." with William
S. Hart,
"Her First Elopement." with
Wanda Hawley, and "The Forbidden Thing,-' with Allan Dwan.
NAGEL WILL PLAY LEAD
IN "THE MASTER OF MAN'
Conrad Nagel will play the
name part in Victor Seastrom's
production of "The Master of
Man," according to this week's
announcement from the Goldwyn studios.
Nagel, one of the most popular of the younger leading men,
is ideally suited to the role of
the man judge, or deemster. It
will be his second part since beingtractplaced
long-term
conto theunder
Goldwyn
company.
He has just finished the leading
role in Marshall Neilan's big
story of present-day Russia,
adapted from Madelaine Ruthven's story, "The Rendezvous."
The cast of "The Master of
Man," which is Mr. Seastrom's
first American-made picture, includes Mae Busch, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Creighton Hale, DeWitt
C. Jennings, Evelyn Selbie, Winter Hall, Aileen Pringle and
Mark Fenton.
The part for which Mr. Nagel
has been cast is the one from
which Joseph Schildkraut withdrew after preliminary tests
which demonstrated that he is
physically unsuited to the role.
Orlamond in "Magic Skin"
William Orlamond, the well
known character actor who has
just completed a role in "The
Eternal Three," has been engaged to play the part of a
French nobleman in ' The Magic
Skin," the Balzac story which
Achievement Films. Inc.. is making at the Goldwyn studios under
the direction of George D. Baker.
As Champrose, Orlamond
plays melopposite
the colorful CarMyers.
Jane Thomas is at present in
Gloversville, New York, taking
scenes for a new Arrow production, in which Bhe plays the
leading role.

WARNERS
WORLD

PLAN

A

PREMIERE

HERE
"Where the North Begins,"
most recent Warner Brothers
screen classic to be completed,
is to have its world premiere at
the State Theatre in Los Angeles
July 28.
This will mark the first Warner picture to have its initial
showing outside of New York
City and for its presentation in
Los Angeles one of the biggest
exploitation campaigns of the
year has been promised. Showing
of the picture on the West Coast
is the result of a plea by Harry
Rapt", its producer, who is of the
opinion that the finished product
should first be marketed nearby
the place it is made.
"Where the North Begins" was
directed by Chester M. Franklin,
who is now directing Norma Talmadge. It is a story" of the frozen north featuring a wild wolfdog ter,
whoand intakes
to himself
a mashis own
way portrays
the hero role of the play. The
picture was made under the
working
"Wolf Fangs"
and
"The titles
White ofSilence."
It is
said to be the most costly dog
production ever attempted and
has for its star the internationTin. ally known police dog, Rin-TinFollowing the Los Angeles
showing, the picture is to play
the Warfield Theatre in San
Francisco, largest of the chain
of West Coast theatres, and then
into the New York houses.
A finished print of "Where the
North Begins" was shipped to
the Warners' home offices in
New York this week by Mr.
Rapf.
BAGGOTT TAKES FIRST
VACATION IN 3 YEARS
After three years of hard work
without a vacation at Universal
City, King Baggot is enjoying a
brief outing at Catalina, taking
his first lessons in piscatorial
art under the able tutelage of
Dustin Farnum, Hal Roach.
Zane Grey and other noted disciples of Isaac Walton.
A tion
partprogram
of the
vacalaidambitious
out by Baggot
includes the landing of a tuna
that will tip the scales at more
than 100 pounds.
Baggot recently concluded
filming "Whose Baby are You?"
a Universal-Jewel
specialPeggy.
production starring Baby
Upon his return he will start
cutting the thirty reels shot
down to feature length.
Andrew Leigh, formerly juvenile leading man with the Maddocks-Park Players and who has
played the leading role of the
stage version of "Smiling
Through" and "Friendly Enemies" has just finished an engagement with Henry Otto in the
"Temple of Venus" for Fox.
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Walter Miller has been engaged by Ray Physico to play
the leading male role in his
forthcoming production, which
will be made in Florida.
Ann Luther has just finished
her contract with Fox, having
played the lead in their forthcoming production, "The Governor's Lady."
Jack 0*Brien, who played one
of the principal parts in "Under
the
will shortly
work Red
on a Robe,"
new production.
Cyril Chadwick's waxed mustache is an important part of
his trade. Mr. Chadwick, now
doing some "heavy" work in
"The
Code,"
Viola Dana's
newestSocial
Metro
picture,
which
Oscar Apfel is directing, says
he could not manage to appear half as villainous without it.
Lorimer Johnston, who appears as King Louis XVI of
France in Rex Ingram's "Scaramouche," built a motion picture
studio in Johannesburg, Transvaal, South Africa during the
winter of 1915 and 1916, following which he proceeded to make
16 feature productions there.
" The Social Code," Viola
Dana's
newest
for Metro,
is onestarring
of the picture
few in
which Malcolm McGregor has
appeared in which he has not
been the bloody but unbowed
participant of from one to a
dozen fistic battles.
Director Oscar Apfel consulted a city directory to find 200
names to list on a club callboard
for use in "The Social Code,"
\ iola Dana's
newest
Metro task
picture. It seemed
a simple
to write offhand 200 typical
names, but Mr. Apfel gave up
after he had put down less than
80. "Try it yourself if you
think it's easy," he challenged.
Rex Ingram will film the
scenes showing the fall of the
Bastile in " Scaramouche," his
monster Metro production, on
July 14, the day on which that
historic event actually took
place, according to present plans.
He "shot" the first scenes of
the production on March 17.
The only connection the latter
date has with the story is that
Mr. Ingram was born in Dublin
and he believes in four-leaf
clovers.
Viola Dana and Malcolm McGregor, principal players in
"The Social Code," which Oscar
Apfel is directing for Metro,
both
Ford Miss
"coops."
On
severalhave
occasions
Dana has
mistaken
machine for Mr.
her McGregor's
own, and vice

and

What's

What

versa, as Julius Caesar might
have said. They were alike even
to the dents in the right rear
fenders. But the confusion is
ended, for Miss Dana's flivver
now has a caved-in radiator and
a limping headlight as a result
of meeting with a small truck.
Arthur Mallette, who has the
role of a surgeon in "The Eagle's
Feather,"
a Metro special
which
Edward Sloman
is directing,
bears a remarkable resemblance
to the late John D. Murphy,
famous Chicago specialist.
Thomas H. Ince is transforming the "lot" of his studios at
Culver City into a bit of the old
Southland preparatory to the
filming of "Barbara Fritchie."
The studio administration building is copied, architecturally
from the home of George Washington at Mt. Vernon and when
the sets for the new picture of
Civil War days are completed,
Ince will have a complete Colonial mansion at his disposal.
Lloyd Ingrahani, the noted director, has been signed by Associated Authors, Inc., to direct
their third production; Elmer
Harris' screen version of Frank
R. Adam's Cosmopolitan story,
"The Love Hater." Matt Moore,
of the celebrated actor-family,
v, ill essay the leading male role.
Emmet t King, well known
character actor, has been added
to the cast for Tod Browning's
production of "The Day of
Faith"
Goldwyn being
studios.produced at the
Jere Austin has just completed
"The Alibi," a special feature in
which he will be starred.
Maurice (Lefty) Flynn was
forced to abandon his proposed
trip to New York as his services
are much in demand by the coast
producers.
Elinor Fair has just completed
her third picture under the Universal banner. She is under a
five-year contract.
Alma Rubens, having finished
her contract with Cosmopolitan,
is considering taking a flying
trip to Paris for some new Fall
gowns.
Following his remarkable performance in "Success" and "Loyal Lives," Brandon Tynan has
been engaged by Murray W.
Garsson for a series of special
features.
Marie R. Burke, who made
such a hit in "The Heart
Raiders," has received an offer
from England to play the part
of a Grand Duchess in a big
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in Filmland

special production. Miss Burke
will shortly announce her future
plans.
Jane Novak has portrayed a
young mother role for the third
time in succession in her latest
starring
"The mother
Lullaby."in
She was vehicle,
a young
"Thehna," also in "Divorce."
Fred Esmelton portrays the role
of her father.
Fred Esmelton has been
selected by Chester Bennett to
play one of the principal roles,
that of the police judge, in "The
Lullaby," starring Jane Novak.
Here's a new one. Ralph
Lewis' collie dog got a bad case
of Klieg eyes while working
with his master, the star in
"The Mailman," and work on
the picture was held up two
days while the Thespian canine
was recovering
from the inflamed eyes.
Finis Fox has selected Harry
Dunkinson to play the important
role of the police inspector in
his personally directed produc"Bag andat Baggage."
nowbeing tion,
filmed
the Hollywood
Studios, Inc., and featuring
Gloria Grey, heralded as Finis
Fox's latest film find.
Fred Kelsey is playing the
role of the Chief of Police in
Finis Fox's picture, "Bag and
Baggage," now being produced
at the Hollywood Studios, Inc.,
and supporting Gloria Grey.
Al St. John, Fox stellar comedian, starts work on a new
comedy this week, for w hich he
prepared the scenario while
vacationing in the wilds of Central California. Ben Stoloff will
assist in the direction.
"Bill" Beaudine, "the boy director, started this week on his
third Wesley Barry special production for Warner Brothers.
Beaudine's
is now being"Penrod
releasedandby Sam"
First
National.
Oscar Apfel is finishing "The
Social Code," starring Viola
Dana, for Metro. The production, an adaptation of Rita Weiman's "To Whom It May Concern" is Apfel's first west coast
production
since his return from
Europe.
Allen Holubar will soon begin
actual filming of his initial picture for Metro. He is to make
a series of specials to be known
as Allen Holubar Productions
for Metro release.
Dorothy Phillips is enjoying a
long-needed vacation at her
home in the Hollywood foothills.
The star's plans for the future

This

Week

will be announced in the near
future, it is said.
Lois Scott, has just finished
in "One Dark Knight," at the
Grand Studio, featuring Joe
Rock, and has been cast in an
African picture featuring Snowy
Baker, a Phil Goldstone production .and will leave this week
lor location— no, not Africa,
Chatsworth.
Little Elizabeth Ann Keever
has scored another bulls-eye in
the role of the flower girl in the
Christie Comedy, "Morning
Blues," directed by H. Beaudine,
which has just been finished. I
Georgie Hickman, who just
finished with "Present Arms," *
Century Comedy featuring Buddy Messinger and directed H
Al Herman, has been cast in the
new Constance Talmadge vebi-l
cle, at the United, and is leaving
for location at Truckee. Figuring Georgie's present speed and1
adding a few years to his present sixteen gives an answer
which will make the other
youngsters
look well to their
laurels.
Universal is looking forward
to Virginia Valli's initial star-i
ring vehicle, "A Lady H
Quality," now in its final stages
of production, as one of the big-l
gest successes in their output
for the 1923-24 season, with the!
exception, of course, of "Tlel
Hunchback of Notre Dame." m
strong cast is appearing in sup-i
port of Miss Valli, among whom
are Coy Watson, Jr., ten-yew-1
old film starlet, and Peggy Cartwright, eight-year-old artist, who!
are two of the most popular
youngsters in the film field.
Reggie Morelli, having conn
pleted
workLifeas ofRobert
Lln-i
coin in his"The
Abraham
Lincoln," which is being produced by the Rockett Film Cobh
pany, has been engaged by Cecil'
B. deMille to play an important
part in his current production of
"The
Ten heCommandments."
Meanwhile,
is negotiating
with a group of Italian bankers
in Los Angeles who are planning
to shortly launch a producing
company
and player.
present him as
their featured
Following the completion of
his current production, "Good
Men and Bad," starring "Big
Boy" Williams. Charles R. Seeling will present his star in 8
special feature picture before
starting work on a new series of
westerns with him. Williams Is
under contract with Seeling for
the next several years and it is
the plan of the producer to give
him every
chancepopular
to become one possible
of the most
stars of western pictures.
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"LEGIT" LURED
TO SCREEN
Following a long and success1 career on the legitimate
age in Sydney, Australia,
ivid A. Dunbar has decided
at motion pictures in their
esent state of progressiveness
fer an actor a greater oppornity than work before the
otlights and therefore has derted the stage to become a
ember of the Hollywood film
tony.
In Cecil B. deMille's produc>u, "The Ten Commandments,"
which the actor plays four
fferent characterizations, his
ark was of such quality that,
rector deMille gave him his
•rsonal check for a large sum.
this picture Dunbar portrays
\ e role of a high priest, the
ptain of chariots, a slave and
> 1 Israelite, which allows him
fine opportunity to demonrate his ability as a character
tist and his knowledge of
ake-up.
Dunbar comes from a noted
eatrical family. His sister,
ate Dunbar, who has been
ith the Coliseum theatre in
Dndon, England, for the past
veral years, has achieved the
eatest success as a mezzo
iprano. Alice Dunbar, his
mt, was formerly leading
oman in dramatic stock at the
went Garden theatre in Paris,
i is father, the late David A.
unbar, was a noted artist of
I ngland and many of his paintI gs are draped in the New
ork Academy of Arts and in
e Academy of Arts in Chelsea,
ngland.
While acting as the leading
venile player with the Duller
ock Company in Sydney, Duni ir was offered an engagement
i r William West, director for
itagraph, to appear in pictures
> ting produced by the company
I I Shepherd's Bush, England.
1 e accepted the offer and for
'ur years played leading roles
ith the company in feature picires. He then returned to the
age in Sydney only to later
id that motion picture work
ald a stronger appeal to him so
I 3 came to Hollywood where it
predicted he will soon be
iving some of the best known
tists a close race for stellar
anors in the photoplay world.
lynn Film Soon
With the completion of scenes
a the big palace set built for
ie picture, the production of
mmett Flynn's spectacle, "In
ie Palace of the King," goes
lto its eighth week. Camera
ork will be completed within
vo weeks, acording to Director
lynn. Scenes in the big throne
3om sets are now being made,
nd following that, the company
'ill
make scenes.
a short location trip
sr battle

WHEREIN

A LITTLE GIRL MAKES

Ten years ago, a little girl pupil at Ursuline Academy, New
York, used to point to Los Angeles on the school map and tell
her fellow pupils that some day
she was going to that city and
be a famous movie star.
Perhaps in the length and
breath of these United States
thousands of other little girls
have done the same thing. Some
of them, no doubt, have gone to
the
picture"thebutextent
few of
them "city
have ofrealized
of
their desires — that is, to become
a star.
Ruth Clifford, however, was
one of the exceptions.
This talented young player,
who has just been engaged to
play a prominent role in "Ponjola," which
Sam E.National,
Rork is producing for First
got
her first taste of movie acting,
while still a pupil at Ursuline
Academy.
The Edison studios were quite
close to the school. One day a
casting director came to the
school and asked for permission
to give small parts to some of
the scholars in a religious play.
Ruth was one of the children
who was picked for a part — the
part of an angel.
That was the begining of her
movie career. A few years later
found her in Los Angeles and
like the rest of them she had to
THIS COMPOSITE PICTURE
TO RULE SCREEN CHOICE
Fifty noted physicians and surgeons from all parts of the
United States visited the Goldwyn studios, and were photographed individually, on a uniform scale, from which a composite picture can be made and
used as a guide for selection of
"city doctor" types from now on.
The visit grew out of a conversation of Marshall Neilan, picture producer, with several members of the American Proctologic Society, now convening in
Los Angeles, in which the surgeons criticised the way their
profession had been represented
on the screen. Mr. Neilan is engaged on a production in which
a surgeon is the leading character.The medical men and their
wives were greeted by Hobart
Bosworth, Claire Windsor, Raymond Griffith, Bessie Love, and
other members of Mr. Neilan's
cast, and photographed in motion pictures while doing various
scenes with the professional actors and actresses, under the direction of Mr. Neilan.
We have a new candidate for
presidency. A son was born to
Mr. Edwin L. Hollywood, the
director, on Sunday, June 17th.
The parents have not yet decided
whether the son shall become
president of the United States
or a director, but all odds seem
to favor the directorship.

News Section

GOOD HER THREAT

go through the course of all potential stars, that is .playing atmospheric and "bit" parts.
For five years she played small
parts in Universal pictures and
then won stardom in "The KenCinderella,"
"Mother
O'Mine," tucky
and other
features
produced by that company. She
played featured roles in "The
Desire of the Moth," "The Beast
of Berlin," and "Polly Put the
Kettle On" and then going to
New York she was featured in a
serial "The Invisible Ray,"
which
was produced by the Frohman Company.
In Porto Rico she was starred
in a Ralph Ince production
"Tropical Love," and since returning to Los Angeles, a year
ago, she has played star and
leading roles in nine pictures.
Among the most important ones
were: "The Dangerous Age," a
John M. Stahl— First National
picture; "The Face on the Barroom Floor," and "Truxton
King," Fox specials; "Daughters
of the Rich," a Schulberg prodution and "Mothers-in-law," and
"April Showers," two pictures
not yet released.
Her latest role before playing
the part of Gay Liscannon in
"Ponjola" was as "Ann Rutledge" Abraham Lincoln's first
sweetheart in a picture now in
production, "The Dramatic Life
of Abraham Lincoln."
HORNER SIGNS 2 STARS
FOR COMING PICTURES
Robert J. Horner Productions
signed Geo. Cheesbro to play
the lead in the serial, "A Voice
from the Air," written by Theo.
Wharton, author of "Exploits of
Elaine" and "Eagle's Talons,"
just released by Universal. Miss
Frances Arnold will support Mr.
Cheesbro in this serial which is
twenty episodes in length.
In addition to this serial (here
is now in preparation a stellar
attraction featuring Marjorie
Daw, to be released through a
national distributor. The title
of this vehicle will be "In Spite
of
All," replete with heart interest.
Other pictures in the making
are "The Flame of the Sahara"
and "The Midnight Limited"
and it is expected that the entire
four units will he operating before the middle of July.
This will make Bob Horner
Productions one of the biggest
independent producing units in
the film colony.
Doug, Jr. Preparing
Preparations on the story lo
serve as the initial starring vehicle for Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
who nia recently
Califorto make hisarrived
debut in
before
the
camera are being rushed to conclusion at Paramount's
West
Coast Studio.
Joseph Henabery
will direct the thirteen-yeajt-old
star
ready.as soon as the scenario is

Paee Fifteen

COMEDIENNE
CONTRACT

GETS
WITH

METRO
Gale Henry, one of the
screen's best known comediennes, has been signed by Metro
to play the part of "Sally," the
housekeeper, in "Held to Answer," which is being directed
by Harold Shaw with an all-star
cast.
This contract was brought
about largely through the exquisite performance which Miss
Henry has given in a number of
Metro productions, one of which
is "Quincy Adams Sawyer," a
picture that brought the comedienne the unanimous praise of
photoplay critics.
Hiss Henry is the oldest and
yet she is the youngest actress
of her type in pictures. She
made her debut in pictures thirteen years ago, or when she was
only 17 years old, and has since
never engaged
in any
profession. For some
timeother
she was
starred by Universal in the old
Joker comedies and when she
reached the pinnacle of popularity she decided to produce her
own pictures. The next three
years were given over to work
as star and head of her own
company, and during this time
she produced a total of 138 two
reel comedies, a record that has
never since been beaten in the
comedy field.
She then cast her services
with producers of feature length
pictures
FILM DOGS IN BATTLE
ROYAL ON STUDIO SET
Whether it was because of
jealousy or jus( a family quarrel,
"Props," the Great Dane owned
by the Warner Brothers studio,
and "Buddy," Henry East's
trained film canine, who is appearing in support of Wesley
Barry in "The Country Boy,"
started a battle royal on one of
the company's
Hollywood a few daysstages
ago, in
which
as
far as excitement is concerned,
puts all battles in the fistic
arena in the shade.
"Buddy," who is a lightweight,
weight, andhad "Props,"
apparentlya welteralways
been on the best of terms until
the other day when it is thought
"Props" imagined "Buddy" was
trying to steal his popularity
with the company and decided
to take him down a peg.
For the first few rounds
"Buddy" managed to hold his
own, but
whenfierce
"Props"
delivered a few
uppercuts
about the little scrapper's head,
he was finally forced to take the
count. "Buddy" suffered a bad
cut on ahis few
neck bruises
and "Props"
was
given
to nurse
but both have now recovered
and, having seen the folly of
theirterquarrel,
are now betfriends thantheyever.
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WAGING
OVER

LEGAL

WAR

THEIR

NAMES
Whafs in a name? A great
deal according to two screen
beauties who are taking the
matter of their movies names to
the courts. And strangely converse are the opinions of these
two actresses as to what kind
of an appellation is the best for
a young lady who is trying to
win fame in the flicker world.
Genevieve Berte, screen leading woman, has just petitioned
the court for permission to
change her name to Peggy
O'Day,be stating
that this nameto
will
more advantageous
her in her film work.
Last week Derelys Perdue
also of the films, entered suit
against the Film Booking Offices
alleging that they wanted her
to chance her name to Ann- Perdue, and that this would do damage to her screen prestige because of its plainness.
Miss Berte differs with Miss
Perdue in the matter of plain
names and gives forth the opinion that a simple, everyday appel ation is something to be desired by a motion picture aspirant.
"The very reason I am asking
for permission to change my
name from Genevieve Berte to
PeggyownO'Day
because
think
my
name is too
fancy,I while
the latter is so simple that once
it is heard it will easily be remembered. Most of our leading
screen favorites have plain
names and if anything this has
helped them in their climb to
the top. The simpler the name
the better."
The former Miss Berte is already using the name Peggy
O'Day
her motion
work andin besides
utilizingpicture
it in
"The Fighting Skipper," a serial
which she has just completed,
has also been featured by that
name iu "The Storm Girl,"
"They're Off" and "Thundering
Hoofs."
is to name
establishthat
a legal
right toIt the
she
lias applied to the court.
Mclford to Start
Production work on "The
Light That Failed," the George
Melford production for Paramont start
of Kipling's
famous
will
within a few
days novel,
with
a location trip to Catalina Island. A particularly notable cast
has been assembled by the producer for this picture. F. McGrew Willis adapted the story
and Ralph Block has been entrusted with the production ediPicture.tor's duties on this Paramount
Irving C'ummings, now in New
York, is seriously considering
filming Jane Porter's "Thaddeus
of Warsaw"
as a mighty
specta-to
cle drama upon
his return
Hollywood shortly.
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ANNA Q. GETS $9,500
FOR ONE HAIR-CUT
If you were a beautiful young
woman
If your wealth of curly blonde
hair was the envy of every femeye were called upon
And inine
if you
to name a price to have your
hair cut off
How much would you demand?
Anna Q. Nilsson, famed motion picture actress, asked $9,500.And that price was paid to fair
Anna by Sam E. Hork, producer
of "Ponjola," a First National
picture.
In this picturization of CynStockley'slife,
famous
South thiaAfrican
Miss story
Nilssonof
enacts the role of a young woman who masquerades as a man.
The hair was cut off that she
could convincingly portray the
part.
La Rocque Settled
For some years to come Rod
La Rocque, popular young screen
leading man will appear exclusively in Paramount Pictures.
Cecil B. De Mille announced recently that he had signed the
young actor to a long term contract with the Paramount organization to appear in De Mille productions. La Rocque is at present one of the featured members of the cast of the Cecil B.
De Mille production of "The Ten
Commandments" by Jeanie Macpherson, in which Theodore
Roberts, Leatrice Joy, Richard
Dix, Nita Naldi, Charles de
Roche, Estelle Taylor, Julia
Faye, James Neill and Edythe
Chapman are aiso reatured.
Clara to Visit Here
Clara Beranger, scenario
wrtier for William De Mille production for Paramount, will
leave New York City about July
23 for her regular semi-annual
visit to Los Angeles and Paramounts West Coast Studio. She
will confer with Mr. De Mille
on the cutting and editing of
"Spring Magic," the Edward
Knoblockshesuccess
"Thefeaturing
Faun,"
which
adapted,
Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt,
supported by Charles de Roche,
Robert Agnew and Mary Astor.
Conferences will also be held
regarding the next William
De Mille production following
"Spring Magic'
Al Assisting Rockett
Al Davis, veteran assistant director, is assisting Phil Rosen
in the direction of "The Life of
Abraham
which studios
is being made Lincoln,"
at the Mayer
by the Rockett Film Company.
Davis is an assistant from the
old D. W. Griffith school and has
assisted in the direction of many
of the screen's most successful
pictures.
King Baggott is busily engaged in editing his most recent
Jewel production, "Whose Baby
Are You?" starring Baby Peggy.

YOUNG

ARTIST

OWNER

I:

OF RARE

BOOKS

Dorothy Chase as she appears
in
Ingram's
MissRexChase
was "Scaramouche."
formerly a publicity writer and since changing
her profession to that of acting
a few months ago, she has made
unusual headway, showing brilliant talent such as has brought
her much recognition from producers.
Mickey and Venus
Mickey McBan is finishing his
part
"Thestudios.
Temple This
of Venus"
at thein Fox
is being filmed The
underlittle
Henry
Otto'sis
direction.
starlet
training for the swimming meet
to be held in Los Angeles soon,
and between his studio work and
his appointments at the aquatic
tank is quite a busy young man.
He plays one of the important
roles in Chautard's "Daytime
Wives," which is scheduled for
early release, and all in all it
seems that he is destined for a
steady stream of engagements
for many months to come, judging from the popularity he has
attained with the directors and
producers.
Finishes "Love Trap"
Sidney Franklin, father of
Jewish characterization, has just
finished another of those soulstirring
in featuring
Ben Wilson's
"The
Loveparts
Trap,"
The
Washburns. So pleased was
Oliver
withof Franklin's
splendidMorosco
portrayal
Solomon

Perhaps one of the choicest
and most valuable collections c|
books in the local film colony ij
that owned by Charles Cruz, i
rising young film actor, who ha]
just finished a long engagemeDl
in Fred Niblo's current picture!
"Captain Applejack."
Young Cruz hails from WicM
ita, Kans., from a family ol
wealth and position. He is A
graduate of Washington L'niveij
sity, where he studied to beconM
an attorney. For several year]
prior to his entrance into motion
pictures he had a hobby for coll
lecting books, gathering a vol]
ume here and there until todajJ
his collection is of such import]
ance as to be listed in the refer]
ence files of public libraries™
many of the largest cities in mm
country.

Meighan Due Here
Thomas Meighan is expected
to
arrive
at Paramount's
Coast
Studio
within the West
next
fortnight to begin work on
George Ade's story, tentatively
titled "All Must Marry." Alfred
E. Green, who will produce this
Paramount Picture, is already on
the West Coast. There as a
possibility that George Ade will
accompany the star to California to personally
the production work on follow
this story.

Many volumes were purchasera
from private libraries where
they have been kept for a great!
many years. The authors V
them have now passed practical
ly into oblivion, thus making]
their works ancient and highly]
valuable. Of the later and mora
prominent writers his collectfl
includes the works of such men
as Balzac, Fielding, Thackeray;
Dickens. Mark Twain and othen
whose names are well-knownK
the literary world.
Scarcely a day passes but
what he receives inquiries from
different parts of the counter
about his books. On many 0C\
casions he has been offered amj
attractive price for volumes in
his collection, but he refused)
then and still refuses to part,
with any books that are almost»
impossible to duplicate at flH
present time.
Young Cruz made his debut in
pictures two years ago when be)
appeared with Bebe Daniels in
"You Never Can Tell," which'
Chester Franklin directed. After
that he was engaged by Robert
Vignola to appear in support of
Marion Davies in "Beauty*!
Worth." He was then featured'
in J. P. Mill's production "Black
Gold,"
directed
Moranti. Since
then byhe Milburn
has appeared
in such well-known pictures as
"Blood and Sand," "My American Wife," "Rose of the Sea,"
and others.
Young Cruzterminathas
a strong
deion to reach
the tejp
rung cess
on andthe
of film
he ladder
is already
well sucon

Eulalia Jensen is winding up
her Goldwyn.
work in "The
Skin,"D.
at
underMagic
George
Baker. The popular featured
player eagerly anticipates a
vacation at its conclusion in the
near future.

the way to hisacterizatgoal.
ions he has The
drawnchar-in
pictures have won favorable
mention by dramatic critics and
photoplay audiences. He U
deeply interested in American
boy roles and hopes to excel in
the portrayal of this type of role.

Levy
"Abie'she Irish
in
which invehicle
starredRose"
for 17
weeks at the Morosco Theatre,
he was taken to San Francisco
to open the play there.
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Pulse
of the
Studios
For Week Starting Monday, July 9
cCamera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Director
Star
Cameraman
oD RWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd
i ie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
8, Wilson Productions (Federated release)
J. Ince
The Washburns Linden
^\ i 1soi
All-Si ar
Linden
ti ENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.

You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-S6V
iPpArl
I uy irPCC
CD
Type
Ass't Director Scenarist

Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Cooke
Cooke
Turner
Stevens

Diltz
Diltz
N. Blair
Cullison

2-Reel Comedies
2-Reel Comedies
•'The Love Trap"
"Other Men's Laughters"

Holly j 1 ju
Schedule
Schedule
Editing
Preparing

598-l4b
B ONX STUDIO.
Wilshire 4275
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd.
6 STER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Holly 2814
Mitchell
Jack Blystone
Buster Keaton
E. Lessley-Thorp Rose
'Headin' South"
3rd Week
L. Anger Productions.
C NTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback, Casting.
Holly 96
c tury Comedies (Universal release).
Al Herman
Buddy Messinger
Wm. Hyer
Herman
Schedule
"Lead Pipe Cinch"
c APLIN STUDIO.
1416 La Brea Ave.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
K ent Film Company.
(United Artists release).
Holly 4070
MOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
439-764
IjRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
2-lTeel < 'omedy
Holly 3100
H. Beaudine
Neal Burns
Gus Peterson
5rd Week
Ernest Levelle C'onklin
C SMOSART STUDIO.
3700. Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Fran k M. Willard, Studio Mgr. Wilshire 2115
> JE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd.
F X STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Holly 3000
omedies
(v'Ollled
le.>
Sid Wagner
Stock
Staff
Buckingham
Schedule
Al St. John
Ai St. John
Li nest t>. Depew
Benny Stoloff
Schedule
Schedule
Arthur Conn
Sim Summervill« Stock
Jay
Comedies
Zane Grey
Dan Turner
Clark
Tom Mix
Edit
Lambert Hillard
Eugene
7th
Wingeek
"Lone Star Ranger"
Max
Gold Forde
Lew Brice
Erie Kenton
Schedule
Comedies
s"
7th
Week
Hollinghead
Joe
August
Editing
"The
Temple
of
Venn
Carr
Phylis Haver
Henry Otto
Ed Feeny
John Gilbert
Schneiderman
Jack Ford
Lee
"Cameo Kirhy"
1 'OSl Short
Don
Chas Jones
Horace Hough
Dunlap
Harvey
Gales
"Snow Can't
Drift"Get Away With It3rd Week
"You
Dan Case
Roland V. Lee
All-Star
Walter
Mayo
Jos.
Brotherton
Wm. Russell
Jas. Flood
Dorothy
Yost
3rd Week
Turner
"TheMan"
Best Man Wins'
i 'has. Kenyon
Dustin Farnum
Dorothy
Yost
Ed.
Bernoudi
3rd Week
"A
1 ion Short
H. Hough
Wm. Wellman
Buck Jones
"Second-Hand Love"
Lsl Week
FlANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 2632
R;ky Mt. Production Co.
Neitz
Al J. Neitz Bill Patten Morey Hugnes F. W. Raymond
•Wild & Wooley'
Wilshire 6
(ARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
k:ro Release.
32-J
Lankershim
OLDEN WEST STUDIO.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
H. Breaumond
H. Breaumond
J. J. Pasztor
Jaques Jaccard
"Wallace Beery
•Power ol Darkness"
4th Week
0LDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Fli Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
Harry Tenhrook Staff
I Jack Nelson Snowy Baker Edgar Lyon
2nd Week
CpLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver
City. s
Eddie
Sowdei
Ben
Reynolds
Editing
Von Stroheim All-Star
Mathis-VonStroheii Greed
A. L. Raboch
John Mescall
Ouida
Bergere
Charles Brabin All-Star
17th Feck
Earl Taggart
Wm. Silden
Kavanaugh
Tod Browning All-Star
'The
Day
of
Faith"
Ml)
Week
"Wild
Oranges."
Six
Days"
R. West
All-Star
R.
Ross
Preparing
Whittaker
John Boyle
A. C. Eddington
Geo. D. Baker All -Star
"The
Magic-Skin"
i
Chas. Van
Enger Chas. Lapworth
Paul Bern
Editing
Victor Seastrom All-Star
7th
Week 76171
"Master of Man"
l.ucien
Andrioi
June Mathis
Ray Flynn
Emmett Flynn All-Star
"In the Palace of the King" 8th Week
(smopolitan Productions.
Crlos Productions.
Oliver Marsh
"The Unknown Purph
Paul Schofleld
II Roland West All-Star
Robt. Ross
(RAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Holly 162
Si a ff
Editing
2nd
Week
nte Banks Productions, Inc.
Bill
Williams
Leslie
Goodman
Herman Raymaker Monte Banks
"Hot Sands"
Hill Williams
H. Edwards Monte Banks
L. Goodman
"A Concrete Mixup"
Editing
Stall
Smith Productions, Inc.
('has. Lemon t
Ken. MacLean
"Don't Play Hookey'
Archie Mayo Sid Smith
Koilie
Asher
2nd
Week
Ken.
MacLean
Lamont
Lamont
Sid Smith
"Hollywood Bound"
i Rock Productions, Inc.
2-Reel
Comedy
Jerry Ash
Mas
Morriso
Reggie Morris
Joe Rock
Editing
M urray-1 Jock
"Some Nurse"
Glllstrom
Murray-Rock
2nd Week
Glllstrom Joe Rock-Billy Rhode: Jerry Ash
JTERSTATE PICTURES CORPORATION.
Jean Burt Calvert. Casting. Culver City, Cal.
J|B. Calvert Productions.
Joe Campana
Prank Cameron
J. B. Calvert All-Star
Preparing
Belmont -Wood house I )ra ma
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Star

Cameraman

Ass't Director

Progress
Scenarist

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
J. Jasper, Mgr.
Harold Llloyd Corporation. Win. R. Fraser, Gen. IVigr
Finis Fox Prodi 1
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
Lois Zellner
Win. Dashiell
Finis Fox
All-Star rial Mohr
Richard Thomas Productions.
Douglas McLean Productions. (Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
Victor B. Fisher Productions.
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc.
L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Supreme Art Productions Chas. Dick
J. Hall

Type

Hag and Baggage"

HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. Monte West, Studio Mgr.
Horner
All-Star
Geo. Meehan Middleton Horner
'Midnightof the
Limited"
Horner
All-Star
Meehan
Middleton Horner
"Flame
Sahara"
World Educational Films.
Eliason
Baby Betty
Win. Field F. M. Abbey Robinson
"The Forty Miner"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Seeling
Big Boy
Geo. Crocker
Chas. DeLong
DeLong J. Nat. ford
"Bad
Men anduooas
Good"
'Mysterious
Seeling
Geo.
LarkinWilliams Rimer
Dyer Chas.
Hercules Film Productions, inc. P. Andrews, Mgr. 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Arthur Paul
-I Charles L. Feldman Staff
"Fighting Blood"
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams. Casting. Clark W. Thomas. Gen. Mgr.
Culver City
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Thompson
King Gray
Murftn-McCloskey All-T'T
Jane
"The Sign"
Cyril Gardner
DonnaMurfln
Barrell
G. B. Dreyer
Laurance Trimble Stro~t_^eart
"Phantom Pack"
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
Joe Walker
W. S. VanDyke All--Star
R. L. Selander Thompson Buchanan "Loving Lies"
Lloyd Ingram All-Star
Earner Harris "Nobody's Dog"
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt. Casting.
1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Harold Schwartz Mathis-Dix "Spanish Dancer"
Herb. Brenon
Pola Negri Jas. Howe
Geo. Hippard
Wm. DeMille
Ail-Star
Clara Beranger
"Spring Magic"
Vernon Keyes
Featured GuyWilke
Karl Brown
Jas. Cruze
Tom Geraghty "Ruggles of Red Gap"
H. Tate
Cecil B. DeMille
Featured Bert Glennon
J. McPherson "The Ten Commandments"
All-Star
Geo. Melford
"The
Light Marry"
That Failed"
Al. E. Green
Thos. Meighan
"All Must
Jos. Henabery
Dong. Fairbanks, JrChas. Sehoenhaum Dick Johnson
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
v.Metro release).
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (Al Lichtman Release).
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star
Karl Struss Joe Yohalem
Art Printzlau "The Boomerang"
Tom Forman
All-Star
Harry Perry Sam Nelson
The Leightons
"The Virginian"
Gasnier
All-Star
I- arl Struss Joe Yohalem
Art ' 'rlntzlau "Maytime"
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Oscar A pf el
Viola Dana
John Arnold Chas. Wati
"The Social Code"
Taylor
Harold Shaw All-Star \nure Barletler
Nat Watt
"Held to Answer"
Winifred Dunn
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Willis Gold beck
Rex Ingram All-Star John Seitz Curt Rehfeld
"Scaramouche"
Hunt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release).
Edward Sloman Productions.
Edward Sloman
All-Star Geo. Rizard Leigh Smith
Winifred Dunn
"Eagle's Feather"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Victor Schertzinger Jackie Coogan
Frank Good MeDermott
Mary Rob. Rineharl "Long Live the King"
NEVA GERBER PRODUCTIONS.
6735 Holly Blvd.
Dearholtz-Dlllon
Neva Gerher
Hutchinson
Wilbur McGough Dillon
"Sante Fe Trail"
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
3. A. Ball
Kay Rennahan
G. W. Cave
PICKFORD-FA1RBANKS STUDIOS.
Indivtdual Casting.
7100 Santa Monica Blvd.
United Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue Staff
The Thief of Bagdad"
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
"Win
•! .\ Man's
a Man"
EdZie Cline
Row ,-s-De la Mott Ned Van Buren Geraghty
• Ti ■ New
Mail Man"
Al. Goulding
LaiM ion-Keener
Smith
Harry Langdon
R-C STUDIO.
Melros«r and Gower.
780 Cower St.
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Beatrice Van~Mn>
Lehrinan
Geo.
O'Hara Lee
Cannes Moreno
e
Long Liv e The Ring'
"Alimony"
E. M. ~.T
Engleton
Jas. W. Home
All-Star
Dubray-Collins
Art Flavin
Ixiring-Lighton
"The Worm"
Wm.
V/orLhington
Johnnie
Walker
Wm.
O'Connell
Mel
Brown
Emllie
Johnson
Emory Johnson
Ralph Lewis R. Fisher Blystone
••The
"The T.nUahy"
Mail Man"
Chester E.ennett Productions.
Chester Bennett
Jane Novak .T»Hr M»"Ken»le inv S. Dawson Riley
JEAN PILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr.. 6701 Santa Monica Blvd.
All-Stnr
Ryn;>n rson
Light of the World"
KOACH STUDIO.
Cul ver City. Warren Doane. Mgr.
Hal Ro .ch Comedies (Pathe release).
Comedies
Howe -Cedar All-Star
h*smi" Pauuii
Henecke-Brandie
"Our Gang"
C. Merehouse
Harry Gerstadt
Stan Laurel
J ?ske-Pembrook
1 -Reel Comedy
McBurney
Edna Murphy
Hoy Clemens
"What
a Girl Do?"
Bobby Doran
I. on Powers
DippyRogers
Doo Dads B"ti
Animal Should
Comedy
Bert
Currigan
Hank
Kohler
Will
Borrin
"has. Parrott
?-Reel 1 'ome<iv
Chas. Oelze

Holly 14:

3rd Week

Casting
Preparing
Preparing 4387'
Editing
1stPreparing
Week
7617:
Editing
20th Week
1 st Week
7th Week
Holly 241
5th Weak
8rd Week
3rd Week
7th
Week
1 'reparing
1st
Week
lYeparing
Lincoln 2 I i
Preparing
5 th Week
2nd
Edit Week
ing
3rd
Holly 44f17th Week
Week
Editing
ioth week
1 lib Episode
Schedule
Holly 79(
Preparinglly 44',
Ho
5th
2nd Week
Week
Holly 28(
Holly 77f
Editing
Ith Week
Editing
ith Week
5th Week
Casting

Schedule
Schedule 761-7:4'
579Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
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Director

Stir

[OCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
Ph i I Ros^n
All - S t3. r

Cameraman

Ass't Director

R. R. Rockett, Pres.
}\ u r rl s - F> pop n i n
\\ I_)fivi s

Scenarist

Type

Progress

Chas. Huber, Casting
''T1 jilti fct Ul f .AV^ynVio
i 1 1 1 .11 1. tillm T1 j.!I nI 1 1pa\J 1 n1 1 *
F1 rti nr i s M?i ri 01 1

IAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder. Jr., Gen'l Mgr.
1425 Fleming
JUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
B. D. Russell
Franklin Farnum
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
ogan-Baynham Productions.
Tom Gibson
Morante
MacManieral Kane-Walsh
ENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
aclc Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
F. Richard Jones
Mabel Normand
Homer Scott
Jim Wright
RoyDelruth
Ben Turpin
Wagner
Joe Bordeau
Elmer Del Lord
All-Star Lucas
Wagner
Fox
Campbell
Jackie
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.

St.
Hively

Mack Sennett
Mack Sennett
Mack Sennett

INITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
ouis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave.
rank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp.
(First
Lou National
Borzage release.)
Kenneth Clarke
Frank Borzage
All-Star Chester Lyons
rfwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Wallace
Fox
Finis Fox
Edwin-Carewe Holbrook Blinn Sol Polito-Storey
iseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release) E. Bropliy
Willard
Mack
Heerman
Constance TalmadgGlen Mc Williams
im E. Rork Productions.
Chas. Logue
Jas. Ewens
Donald Crisp All-Star Paul Perry
rst National Productions.
H.
Welfer
Lynn Reynolds
All-Star Jas. Vontrees
Wm. Dowlin
j >eri y Vrekroff
Joe De Grass All-Star Boise
Wm. Dowlin
aurice Tourneur Productions.

Feature
2-Heel Comedy

"The Extra Girl"
Comedy
"Asleep at the Switch"

Oriental art
unique
just
set.
They're
Oriental

gems — bizarre — odd
the thing for your
true-to-life, too.
Costume Co.

6223 Santa Monica Rlvd.

t
t
t
t
(

Holly 5954 j

Marion

Holly 2176
Ol I 1 MM
598-141
Preparing
Holly 7945-6
Schedule
Wils. 1550
17th Week
5th Week
«th
1st Week

Holly 4080
"Against the Grain"
"The Bad Man"
"The Dangerous Maid"
"Ponjola"
"The Huntress"
"Lord of Thimdergate"

(NIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Tinling
niversal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release.)
Wm. Parke
Herbert Rawlinson
Harvey Gates
' I Tpside Down"
Hoot Gibson
Ed. Segwick
Myers-McCull<\
Lamson
"Rambling Kid"
"Six-Fifty"
All-Star
Ross
Balbino
Brown
All-Star
Dorian
"The Acquittal"
Dodds
Wm. Desmond
Robt. Hill
"Sentenced
to Soft Labor"
Wm. Craft
"Daniel Boone"
Jefferson Moffit
Howard
Oswald
MowerSedgwick
Taylor
Archainbaud
Priscilla Dean
"The Storm Daughters"
McCarey-Wvler
Harry Webb
Harry Pollard
Reginald
Denny
Leather Pushers
Staff
Watson
Holland
"Own A Home"
Neely Edwards
Herbert Blache
Gladys
Walton
"The Wild Party"
Sullivan
Hugh
Hoffman
Wm. Duncan
Geo. Plympton
Duncan -Johnson Robinson
Clarke
"The Steel Trail"
Marion Fairfax
Arthur Smith
Hobart Henlev
Virginia
Valli
"Lady
of Quality"
Wright
Baby
Peggy
1 'ummel
Wm. A, Seiter
"Editha's
Burglar"
2-Iieel
Western
J. Marchant
Pete Morrison
McDonough
All-Star
Edw. Lumley
"The Hog"
leon Lee Productions Leon Lee Manager.
inky Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, P roduction Manager.
ndy Gump Productions.
Comedy
mmie Aubrey Productions
Staff
Aubrey
Zimmerman
W. Hayes
Lyons
<TTAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith. Gen Mgr.
ave Smith Productions.
Wm. Caldwell
All-Star
Smith
Somon
S. Smith, Jr.
"The Pioneer"
arry Semon Productions.
T.
Basil
H.
Koenekamp
T Davis
Semon-Sedgwick
"The Cook"
EARNER BROS. STUDIOS. 5842 Sunset Blvd.
'arner Brothers Productions.
Roth-Webster
.Tulien Josephson "The Country Kid"
Dupar
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry
Strayer
Grant Carpenter
Abel
Harry Beaumont All-Star
"The Gold Diggers"
dney Franklin Productions.
Chas. Rosher
Edmund Gouldin
Wm. McGann
Lenore Ulric
Sidney Franklin
rnest Lubitsch Productions.
g "Tiger Rose"
Ernest Lubitsch
All-Star
arry Rapf Productions.
Chet Withey
All-Star
Sada Cowan
Edmund
Goulding "Lucretia Lombard"
All-Star
"Broadway After Dark"
VILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt Mrs.
Geo. E. Reehm
King Gray
Evelyn Campbell
Le Saint
Rich-Pei cj
"Yesterday's Wife"
Dr. W. I. Schuster
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western }
Chiropractor and Nerve Specialist ♦
"Where the sick go to get well" j
Catering to the Motion Picture Profession, j
10 to 12
2 to 5
Evenings 6 to S I
I Palmer Graduate
Phone 43G-724J
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7th Week
nth Week
3rd Week
3rd Week
8th
7th Week
Week
"tb Week

570-081

3rd
Week
Kdit'ng
3rd Week
Editing
Schedule
1Editing
reparing
4th
Week
Schedule
11 ihiting
Week
Ed
3rd Week
2nd
Week
1 'reparing

1st Week
598191
5th Week
Editing
Holly 4 IS!
2nd Week
Week
5th
Preparing
Preparing
Scheduled
1 Tepa ring
3r d Week
Holly 7940

Warde

So. School
Croadway jj
Acting and Make--Up for Stage and Motion Pictures. A Legitimate, Practical
of Results. Classical, Character, Ballet, and Step-Dancing
423-4 Music Arts Bldg.
Telephone 821-181

Youon Want!
Good studioIndependents!
space for rent cheap. Here's
At the What
Bronx ".tudios
Glendale Boulevard.
Open
and
covered
stages.
Here's
an
unusual
chance
to
save a big sum on your
overhead!
PI. and
B. Film Company
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles.
WiWhire 427 j

|
2',
•
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All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor at Law
JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
MAKE-UP
POWDERS
Pure Hire Rase
All shades made to order at
YE RUB SHOPPE
621 West 8th St., Loi Angeles, Calif.
Phone Metropolitan 1566
Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production.
Wild Party"
Blache,"TheDirecting
Recent Releases. "A Dangerous On me,"
'The Town Scandal," "Sawdust"

Minor

Blythe

Attorney-at-Law
Suite 620 Pacific Finance Bldg.
Los Angeles
Telephone 134-88

WE

movejto:

MOVIES

qnd Shine /^^^ ^^\on^Seryice -

• Reproductions
J Still FinUhing

Publicity
Photography

LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
Animated Cartoons — Original Title IdeasClay Animation
— Miniature
Animated
Figures Sets and
Cinema Arts Studio
ELMER H. YOUNG. Mgr.
Phone 644 42
I 612 Limner Bldg.
"We save your soli and heel you too"
FRANK
The Shoe Doctor
Holly 3752
6666 Hollywood Blvd. {
LOCATION LUNCHES
Holly 7660

JK2C Cahuenga Ave

Maintaining supremacy as
Hollywood's
fore through
most
amusement center
the consistent excellence of
diversified programs. A
good card every Friday
night. The gathering place
for film folk. Phone Holly
100 NOW
for your
reservation.
AMERICAN LEGION STADIUM
Hollywood «t El Centro
Phone Holly 1 00 for Reservations

Doctors
I'almer
FORD &
FORD
Graduate
Scientific
Spinal
Adjustments
Individual
Rest
Rooms
G. Henry Ford
Office
Anna Mar Ford Ground
D.C.. Ph.C.
Floor
O.C.. Ph C.
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8

FROM U TO YOU
(Continued from Page 8)
City. In "The Dangerous Little Demon" and
other Universal pictures Ellis gave exceptional performances and is generally rated
as a dependable artist.
"The Wild Party," an original story written especially for Miss Walton by Marion
Orth, is being directed by Herbert Blache,
with Jack Sullivan assisting him. Freeman
Wood, Lewis Sargeant, Esther Ralston and
Dorothy Valerga.
Others in the "Upside Down" cast are
Claire Anderson, Margaret Campbell, William Irving, Frank Farrington and Herbert
Fortier.
Some aeroplane views of Universal City,
producing center of the Universal Pictures
corporation and other companies, recently
taken from a plane piloted by Al Wilson,
reveal* the colorful studio city as a kaleideBcopic jumble of Arabian Nights wonders
Spreading in wild profusion over six hundred
ai res of varied land. The views were taken
b\ John Bunny of the Universal art title
department and have a decidedly "Caligarian" aspect. Giant sets twisting in grotesque shapes and outline make the pictures
Interesting
the Laemmleandfilmgive
city.one a new "slant" on
Filming of "Whose Baby Are You?" Baby
Peggy's first Universal-Jewel production, has
been completed at Universal City.
The tiny screen actress has been lifted
from the ranks of "comedy kiddies" and has
been made a featured star of big production.
Her next Universal feature will be "Editha's
The picture just completed was written
Burglar."
Adeline M. Alvord
Books Plays
Motion Picture Enterprises
211 HOLLYWOOD SECURITY
tfUlLDING
Telephone Flon/wood 8092

Hours 2 to 5
•

Night Calls Accepted

H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

{ Post Graduate Chicago and New York
t Holly 102-82; 57288 6702 Hollywood Blvd.

is"
For

BRUNO

Your Casting Director Photos
6412 Hollywood Boulevard
PHONE HOLLY 3821
-l E
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FOR RENT — SpeciaMy built super-speed
S~
CUT camera'
(up tc. 24(i pict mi s per second i. ('.'ill Holly.
evenings.
2700
in business hours or A. Scholtz j'.'j-7M
FOR SALE— A series of one-reel comedies.
This should interest <■:> rt nonist s. Drexel 4018. ;
FOR SALE — Four reels Hawaiian travelogue
just
have1 luaani lic.illy.
agreement
to releas^ produced.
any time InonWonderful
material. Just the thing for your stock
library. Will sill entire right to negative
and
$H'i"iVraga.
rash. 2!0
NeedS.immediate
I 'honepositive
e24-270.
monev.
Earlfor W.
Hill St.J
Well-known screen character actor who Is retiring desires to dispose of complete character;
wardrobe. Will sell at tremendous sacrlflcei
in order to make quick sale. Here is nn un-i
usual
for some
man toopportunity
secure a fine
out litlive-wire
at very charactet
low cost.
For further
inl'orma
I
ion
as
descrip-C
tion, etc. Apply immediatelyto toprice,
BURTON
l,AW. c-o Canyon Pharmacy, Santa Monica
Canyon.
Santa Monica. Calif., telephone Santa. j
Monica 222-81.
FOR RENT— High-grade still outfits, $5.00 pei
week.
Little,Boulevard.
The Big Phone
Photographer.
587'
Hollywood
437-902.
1

COLBURN'S
TAXIDERMY
STUDIO
,
1033-1037 Broadway Place
Telephone 643-13
I
FUR RUGS
FUR ROBES
MOUNTINGS
|
of All Descriptions — Exceptionally Complete Facilities for Fur Storage
I
and Renovating
SUNSET
TAXI
Touring Cars $2 per Hour. Limousines $2.50 per Hour
Special Rates on Studio Trips and Touring
578-280
578-307
575-52
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SCREEN

j
(formerly
1036

Coy Watson, Jr.
Wilshire 3G16
Age
10.
No Luck.
You Never
The
Right Know.
of the
Strongest.
Featured
in
Campbell
Comedies

SERVICE

| Highest

The Service Bureau)
South Hill

We secured the services of Mr.
Irving W. Bunze from Craftsmen i
Laboratories, New York, who is
the Greatest Hand Letter Artist
in the country.

Phone 821-071

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadoiued Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774

ALBERT
C. SMITH
Official Cinematographer for
So. Calif. Edison

Also introduce the Lane Patent
Process for 100% Printed Titles.

E

Overweight? Underweight?
Weigh what you want to! Overweight? Underweight? Hard
to maintain your normal weight?
Something absolutely new! No
drugs! No starvation! No
strenuous exercises. Be well and
weigh what
you should. Bring
Endorsed by physicians.

"Give Us a Trial"

j{

your diet problems to "THE
MRS.
A. METZNER
DIET SHOP."
Consultant
5621 Hollywood Boulevard

j
Title Dr.
& Film
Co. |
} Quaiity
1 442 Beechwood
Holly 4850
! j"

Co.

in construction the largest water power j
projects on the West Co?.«t
Big Creek,

Title Efficiency
Our Aim

California

hardee
kirkland

Publicity Engineer
YOUR

can
per
J |
( My
{ the
J low

PHOTOGRAPH

}
j
be improved one hundred |
cent by beautiful coloring, j
specialty is portrait painting; t
highest grade work at very
cost. Special rates on fan

j pictures.
Emma

G. Hoffman

907 Central Bldg.
FROM

Phone 142-38 {

U TO YOU

hollywood
6298
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
F'ts any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and surface scratch
noises
entering sound
Gold Plate
box.
No
metallic
noises.
Nickel Plate
VANTONE CO., Dtp:. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York. N.
HOOVER
STUDIOS
The Finest Quality Professional
Portraiture. All Sittings are Made by
Appointment.
1616 Vine St. Phone Holly 9

by King Baggot, who also directed the production, and Raymond L. Schrock, head of
the Universal scenario department.
In "Whose Baby Are You?" Baby Peggy
was supported by a cast made up almost
entirely of character actors and some of the
best known players of the screen appear in
the production. The cast includes H. Turner,
Jack Quinn, Betty Francisco, Anderson
Smith, William Conklin, Junior Coughlin,
A rocky Arizona range, not far from Phoenix, is the locale of Hoot Gibson's new picture "The Ramblin' Kid," being filmed by
Universal under the direction of Edward
Sedgwick. Carrying a Gomplete camp, tents,
portable power plant, portable laboratory
and every other adjunct to a studio, the
company left Universal City for the desert
location for an extended stay to film the
outdoor and riding scenes.
Besides Gibson a notable cast accompanied the camp to the Arizona location.
Among those appearing in the new picture
are William Welsh, W. J. McCully, Charles
K. French, Harold Goodwin, G. Raymond
Nye, Laura La Plante, Carol Holloway,
George King and John Judd.
A carload of horses were taken to Arizona
with the cowboys to appear in the riding
scene, versal
theCity unit.
camp including an entire Uni-

Lane

Holly 737

Wonderful
Bargains
in Exclusive
Clothes,
Shoes,
Hats for every
occasion.
These garments worn
by Screen Stars and Society
Matrons.
A trial will convince. Call anytime.
Also disposing of complete wardrobes
on a commission basis. See me
before you buy or sell
Mrs. James J. Craig
Apartment Shop
Broadway 1258
!206/2 Sunset Blvd.
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 6626
Holly 7980
DINNER
MERCHANTS LUNCH
5:30 to 8
11:30 to 2
PublicMeetings
Spiritualistic
every Tuesday
evening
Readings
daily atat 8 o'clock j
I 428 Tamarind Ave., Hollywood, Calif. J
Public Welcome
I
Selected

Antiques

Turton's Antique Shop
561 I Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
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BRINGS POPULARITY TO BEACH
RESORT
In the usual underground and mysterious
manner that so many pieces of news gathers
and travels, word got aio.md that Balboa
Beach was being patronized daily by a group
of beautiful young ladies in the most attractive bathing attire ever seen in those parts.
This rumor resulted in fishing trips and
motor parties being postponed in favor of
beach patties, much to the displeasure of
Elmer Del Lord, the .Mack Sennett director
on location at the well known resort.
Del Lord claims the crowd of visitors
have become so great that he finds it difficult to get the best work out of his troupe
of bathing beauties, who have become the
hit of the town. These girls under the direction of the Sennett director have been]
ase,
on location for two weeks, shooting exteriors]
for the new water comedy for Pat lie release.!
Attracted by the natural beauty and charm
of the group of Mack Sennett mermaids who!
\ for]
in
have been on location at Balboa Beach nasi
the past week, shooting scenes for a forth-]
coming water comedy for Pathe rele
Jack Ward, factory representative and c
manager for the Miller Rubber Compan
Akron, Ohio, suggested that he be permittjM
to equip the troupe with bathing belts, hats
and caps, also shoes. Mr. Ward claims they]
are
prettiest than
girls those
he everhe saw
and eai
farmoretheattractive
could
expect to engage as models for the displsftj
ing of his rubber goods.
Such expression and commercial offer kl
but another recommendation for the ability]
of the Comedy King to choose from the
thousands of aspirants, those young ladM
whose beauty appeals.

I hat publicity is a vital factor in motion picture progress is
evidenced in the rapid strides Mickey McBan has made
within the past few months. This four-year old player is
champion swimmer over all comers in his class on the Pacific
Coast, and the world's youngest member of the Amateur
Athletic Union. He has appeared in thirty-nine GOOD pictures and works continuously. He has real publicity value
and that he may be properly publicized 1 am devoting my
time and efforts to him exclusively insofar as boy actors are
concerned.
I know Mickey McBan will make good.

Filming of "Men in the Raw." Jack Hoxie's
latest starring vehicle lor 1'niversal. has
been completed, and Jack's cowboys art
now decorating the top rail of a corral tenet
at Universal City, waiting t or his next pro
duction.
The Hoxie picture is a screen version of
the popular novel of the Montana cattlei
country by W. Bert Foster. It was directed
by George E. Marshall, who directed Hoxie.
in his two previous western dramas for Universal, "Bon Qutckshot of the Rio Grande"
and "Where is this West?"

Fred
W.
Fox
Motion Picture News and
Advertising Service
6318
I

Hollywood

Hollywood,

Hellman

Blvd.

California

Bank

Temporary
Permanent

is Mox^

location

home,

6621

Hollywood

in

Hollywood

Hollywood

Blvd.

Blvd. and Cherokee

with
RAINBOW

Rainbow

VALLEY

CLUB

All club privileges with a large
cabin site for

Valley
$198, $298, $398, $498,
$10, $15, $20, $25 DOWN
and $10.00 per month.
From Glendale — through Montrose, along Michigan Ave., to Tujunga, Sunland, RAINBOW VALLEY.
For further information call or write office of
RAINBOW
VALLEY
Glendale, California
00 East Colorado St.
Phone Glendale 1702

Marguerite
Leads

La

Heavies

NOW

AT

Vermont

Mont

Characters

LIBERTY
5780
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Fan

ARE

THE

Photos

BEST

MEDIUM

THE

QUALITY

OF

THIS

PURPOSE

IS OF

GAIN

THE

We

DESIRED

OF

GREAT

USED

IMPORTANCE

IS.
FOR
TO

RESULTS.

in large quantities for the

price generally asked for reproductions.

No charge is made

for the sitting for fan pictures and we

finish two negatives with each one thousand
We

THERE

PHOTOGRAPHS

furnish original photographs

same

PUBLICITY

prints.

use only the best grade of paper stock in order to maintain the high quality of our work.
STOP

IN AND

SEE

OUR

SAMPLES

udLio
Lyman A. Pollard
6039 Hollywood Blvd.

Ruth

A. Dowdall

Holly 2560
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UNO

AUTHEN
AND

T I C

DETAILS

PHOTOGRAPHS

FOREIGN
AND
EVERY

OF

INTERIORS

EXTERIORS

O F

DESCRIPTION.

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

BOB

300-301

Phone 4-38-761 '
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

REEL

McKEE

Juveniles
Holly 2143

'Make-Up Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry"
Character

Leads

in every business. An establishment that
is rendering a service of real character will
invariably progress. Our big shop in
HOLLYWOOD is more than an antique
salesroom; it is headquarters for conscientious, up-to-the-minute producers and
directors seeking co-operation on problems pertaining to the artistic decoration
of their sets. We have a complete stock
of antiques including bric-a-brac, oil
paintings, furniture. bronzes, statues,
armor and works of art. We buy, sell,
rent and exchange.

Antique
4534 Hollywood Blvd.

T is the opinion of some people that
there is no domestic make-up that can
compare in quality and texture with
the European importations. Others
contend that the finest manufactures
emanate from our own country. Be
that as it may, whatever your preference may be you can be sure of finding it in our shop if it is of genuine
quality. We keep our big stock fresh
through rapid turn-over, and this also
enables us to sell at very low prices.
In fact, you can purchase good importations here at the same prices as
some of our highest grade American
make-up.

Shop
Phone 598-030

ZAN

Make-up
819 South Hill

Shop
Pico 498
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Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle is making a big hit as a vaudeville star back east. It looks like a hit which might make possible
lis hitting on the screen once more. He is certainly demonstrating that the general public likes him about as much as ever.
The motion picture exposition is proving more successful than most people anticipated. There is no doubt but what it
will benefit the industry considerably. But, if there is another similar affair given next year, it is certain it can be made more
beneficial by simply profiting by what has been learned in this first attempt.
Hollywood again has its symphony under the stars. Emil Oberhoffer opened his summer season in the Bowl most auspiciously and it seems a foregone conclusion the film colony is going to support the better music he offers most generously.
It would do a lot of good if all the muck-rakers who dote on defaming the local film industry could see how picture people flock
to the Bowl to hear the symphony concerts.
Freedom from
the sieze theof public
censorship,"
what country
the modern
needs ofmost.
is to be hoped
method
can
be discovered
for arousing
of the iswhole
to themotion
menacepicture
and farce
most It
censorship.
Publicsome
clamor
is often
very effective in bringing justice and the screen of today does need justice.
When President Harding visits Los Angeles next month and proceeds to officially inspect local motion picture studios, it
would be a fine idea to impress upon him just how dependent this vast industry is upon helpful treatment from the federal
government. Prior to the World War the screen got little recognition from official Washington and even now it is being
overlooked in many ways.
There is much to be grateful for in the present situation as it obtains among motion picture exhibitors. Most
showing aptitude in the matter of learning on a sure scientific basis just about what their picture-going patrons
turn they are letting the producers know with the result that features are being made more and more to order.
one real way to avoid making films which fail because they do not measure up v/ith popular demands and it is
it will become the universal custom for the creators of the film fare to thus work along such safe lines.

of them are
want and in
This is the
to be hoped

According to recent numbers of the trade papers, all of the releasing concerns are better supplied with new pictures than
at any time since the cessation of the World War and those who have been fortunate enough to see pre-views of many of the
features agree the quality is away above the average. In fact, there is every indication of the better-pictures movement having
its greatest momentum right among the majority of the producers, although there are a few picture-makers seemingly with
more ability as blunder-makers. In time the process of natural elimination will remedy all situations this latter class cause.
So, once again, there is no occasion for pessimism.
It begins to look as if the real start in the making of honest-to-goodness super-production is just being made. 'Tis whispered by those with inside information that Douglas Fairbanks' "The Thief of Bagdad" will actually dwarf "Robin Hood"
in all comparisons, including the size of the production. Meanwhile Rex Ingram is completing "Scaramouche," which will
prove one of the biggest pictures ever exhibited. Then Jackie Coogan is also completing one of the record-breakers in point
of extraordinary qualities and Eric Von Stroheim's "Greed" is bound to be so big as to beggar description. Besides, it is
rumored Mary Pickford is seriously considering the making of at least one film which will rival any of them and Charlie
Chaplin seems to be well along with plans to star himself in one of those awe-inspiring masterpieces of cinema extravaganza.
It
is logical
to expect
theanother
way of one.
truly big photoplays from this time on and don't be surprised if someone at present
unknown
steps
forward much
with instill
If there ever was a time when motion pictures producers in general should concentrate on filming original stories written
expressly for the screen and meeting all the requirements the average best-seller misses so pathetically, that time is right
now — this minute, and, for all the minutes cf the next year. There are a thousand good reasons for this, but it certainly suffices to -mention only one of them, to-wit: the public demands it! This thing of being unable to recognize the stories on the
screen as having anything to do with the published book has long since started to pall on audiences. And yet it is unavoidable
to inject "picture values" into the scenario even though it does alter the whole idea of the work from which the adaptation
was made. Many of the books purchased at fancy prices do not contain enough picture material to make two reels of action
film. It is being proven that the mere use of a famous title is not worth all producers pay for it. There is much delusion
about exploitation values of a popular title alone. Meanwhile every original from the brain of the competent writer who
knows and understands the scope and limitations of the camera is invariably replete with picture "stuff" only and consequently better cinema art results from them. It is safe to conjecture that if the fans were given a chance to vote on this
question, the original story built for photoplay purposes exclusively would win by a tremendous majority. Those producers
who still doubt this might do well to try taking a vote on it. It would pay to spend many dollars on this, ascertaining the
facts in a vital proposition. It might avc--; the decline so inevitable if no real enduring screen literature is not created soon.
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Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"Dulcy'
Mason
127 So. Broadway
Dark
Egans
Pico and Kigueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter'
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
Vaudeville and
Norma Shearer in
"The Devil's Partner"
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville
Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Vaudeville and
Gladys Walton in
"Sawdust"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Vaudeville and
Katherine McDonald in
"The Beautiful Liar"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy

Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Ivan Miller in
"The Man of Action
Mission
San Gabriel

Play
with
Monroe Salisbury

Exposition
Motion Picture Revue

Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
"Westbound Limited"

SOME CURRENT PICTURE HIGH LIGHTS
A unique and speedy mixture
the picture, changing to a belle
of American pep and English of society when her father bea millionaire and moves
dignity, with Jack Holt as the to- the comes
city.
star and Sigrid Holmquist, the
beautiful Swedish actress and
The brilliant cast further includes James Morrison, David
Paramount's newest screen find,
as leading woman, is the diagno- Torrence, Adele Farrington,
sis of "A Gentleman of Leisure," Bruce Boteler and Frank Sherithe feature attraction at Grau- dan.
The music surrounding the
man's
week. Metropolitan Theatre this feature is especially interesting
Some daring and artistic feats
Symphony Orchon the ice are presented by Elsie with Grauman's
estra, Maurice Lawrence conducting,
rendering
in
four concerts
and Paulsen, said to be the champion ice skaters, and who have
daily,
a
fantasy
from
"Tannhauser" and Wagner's
Edward
just completed an engagement
House at the Wurlitzer playing
of two seasons at the New York
Hippodrome.
the popular ballad "Carolina
Another of the H. C. Witwer
"Fighting Blood" comedies, Jimmy Osborne the youthful Los An- Mammy."
Mrs. Wallace Reid's productgeles soloist, and two special
ion, "Human Wreckage," at
novelty features arranged by Sid Grauman's Rialto, takes its place
Grauman are also on the pro- as the greatest moral play ever
conceived. The story itself is
gram. Herman Heller conducts
the Metropolitan Orchestra and constructed, not for the purpose
of reproducing the life of any
Henry Murtagh plays a second
edition of his organ novelty,
individual but rather planned to
"Mental Telepathy."
put over
forcefully
salient truths
as could asbe many
logically
One of the most famous of the included in the film without inlong list of novels by Emerson
juring its value as entertainHough, author of "The Covered ment.
It does offer entertainment, not
Wagon" and others depicting
American life is "The Man Next a light, frothy sort of momentary
Door" which conies in picture relaxation, but it has the power
to tell of interesting things in a
formlar toTheatre
Grauman's
Monday, Million
July 16. Dol- forceful manner. After all,
The story deals with life on people are most entertained
a Wyoming ranch and amid so- when they see a picture from
ciety in the city. The contrast
from
which they gather new information.
in background and environment
offered by theSe two distinctly
Mrs. Wallace Reid in the leaddifferent locations, gave Director
ing role, gives
a marvelous
Victor Schertzinger the broadest
formance the dominant
noteper-of
scope for elaborate production, sincerity permeating every scene,
the sets showing the mansion in while James Kirkwood's characterization is among the finest
the city being most lavish in
architecture and furnishings.
this splendid actor has given the
Alice Calhoun, the star, has op- screen literature. Bessie Love,
portunity to prove her versatil- George Hackathorne, and Harry
ity first as a tom-boy and wes- Northup are other prominent
tern girl in the early scenes of members of the cast. ■
"LICHEY" OPENS PUBLICITY OFFICE
best daily newspaper syndicates
"Purveyors of Publicity To in
existence.
Their Majesties the Kings and
Years ago when many of the
Queens of Movieland" is the way present
film celebrities were
the Howard Lichtenstein Company announces the opening of playing in stock along the local
rialto, Lichtenstein was a press
their new offices in Hollywood.
— names like Frank Lloyd,
Old boy "Lichey" himself will be agent
then a leading man; Gale Henry,
in personal charge of this new
bureau and he has surrounded
then a musical comedy comedihimself with a staff of competent
enne; Francis White, then a sounewspaper writers who will be brette; Blossom Seeley, then a
able to turn out original copy prima donna, and many others
about the movie stars that too numerous to mention. Mr.
should make exceptionally fine Lichtenstein sponsored Carmel
reading matter.
Myers and made her God Mother
For the past number of years of the Fortieth Division at
Camp Kearny during the World
Lichtenstein has been manager
Later he became a memof publicity and exploitation for War.ber of the
Stars and Stripes, the
the William Fox Corporation
throughout the central states official newspaper of the A. E. F.
in France, joining the Selznick
and he knows personally more
Corporation upon his
motion picture and city editors Pictures
than a score of press agents put discharge from the army, and
together. Under the byname of later the Fox Film Corporation
"Lichey" he writes exclusive as an exploitation and publicity
copy for a number of regional representative.
will be glad to see
trade papers and in addition his all"Lichey"
of his old friends at his new
articles are syndicated through- office
in the Conlou Building.
out the country by one of the

California
Main at Eighth
Clara Kimball Younsf
"The Womanin of Bron2i
Main at Ninth
Harold Lloyd
's
er
ll
in
Mi
"Safety Last"
Sixth at BUM
Metropolitan
"A Gentleman of Leisu
Jack Holt
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
Francis Bushman
Beverly Bayne in
"Modern Marriage"
Rialto
Broadway near Eighth
Mrs. Wallace Reid
in
"Human Wreckage"
K.inema
Grand near Seventh
Rosemary Theby and
Willard Mack in
"Your Friend and Mine,
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Alice Calhoun in
"The Man Next Door
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Grace Darmond in
"A Dangerous Adventu
Hollywood Egyptii
Hollywood
Blvd. and McOdJen
"The Covered
Wagon
with Lois Wilson and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Douglas inFairbanks
"Robin Hood"
Chine's Broadway
Broadway
near to
Fifththe Sea
"Down

Symphony
Broadway near
Sixth
in Ships"
Buster Keaton in
"Balloonatic"
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leal was closed in picture circles this
re<j that promises to bring Los Angeles to
- he mention o! every institution of educaioiin the vorld rnd, in Hie cpinion of the
»ri ipals to the deal, will open up a now
1 tra 1 educational methods,
■le
Principal
Pictures Corporation,
hi sh its president. Sol Lesser, has closed
vit the Louis H. Tolhurst laboratory forces
rh eby the entire equipment and microICC leal processes, invent ed and developed
jv<|a peiicd of eight years by the scientist
ylflbe taken over for the production of
-.*n< theatrical" a swell as theatrical picuil for world-wide distribution and for co)pihtion in educational advancement with
fifltutions of learning everywhere.
J ftving pictures of microscopical life have
oi evaded the screen and eluded scient1.is 1 1 A multitude of problems involving the
ricipce of optics, the lighting of the tiny
-fvlg objects without killing them in tho
hel of the light-ray:-, and the adjustment
oi icture cameras with microscopical aptus were but a few of the baffling probthat have at last been solved, and the
picture reveals the fact, according to
Lesser, that a new and marvelous door
been opened in the world of education
ing into a hitherto untouched field of
ire exploitation — the world that is unred and opened by the microscope.
Torts will be made, according to Mr.
er, to interest leading educators in the
proration
of material
Aire y Professors
Bennettfor screening.
M. Allen and
Miller, of the Department o; Biology
he University of California, Southern
BJich, and Ernest C. Moore, Director, have
M cved in the highest terms the authentic

lcroscopical

results
of Tolhurst's
science
and
have volunteered
their applied
enthusiastic
services
to further the cause of visualized instruction as it has teen deve'oped by Tolhurst.
"This promises to bring to Los Angeles."
Sol Lesser,
"nolmaking,
only added
asays
center
of pictuie
but asprestige
a centeras
of The
education
second picture
to no city
world."
first motion
to inbe the
completed
under
the perfected
deve'oped
by
Mr. Tolhurst,
is one processes
on the Bee.
It might
be termed a screen version of Maeterlinck's
great and popular volume, "The Life of the
Bee," though
it iswith
not which
liable totheexcite
the
scientific
doubts
mystical
Belgium sometimes shrouded his subject.
This picture has been made in two versions,
one for regular motion picture presentation,
and appealing to the popular mind to
awaken curiosity and wonder at the amazing miracles met on every hand in a study
of the bee. The ether version is more
scientific in tieatment and is designed for
classes in biology in high schools and colleges.
A second production is now being mad !
by Mr. Tolhurst in which the spider is the
hero and still another is under way dealing
v ith the ant.
"It is up to the screen," says Mr. Lesser,
"to make good its educational beasts. It is
net functioning as the great blessing we believe it is to mankind if it seeks no other
puipose than that of entertainment, important as that is. I believe with every ounce
of my being that we are about to give to the
w orld the most important thing that has
been developed in connection with the picture industry since moving pictures became
a fact. Instruction is carried to the beho der

Pictures
in the terms of exciting, thrilling and sometimes sensational
entertainment.
Life 'nA
its origins
is seen stirring
in the larvae
the bee; instincts almost majeslic in tne
self-sacrifice they imply are revealed magnified. The world of life is disclosed in a
diop of water; the ant hill becomes a citadel
in v, hich move mighty hosts; the footprints
of a germ-laden fly are disclosed in all their
potential menace to human life; the marvels
of the circulation of the blood are uncovered
infinitely magnified ; the range of the world's
enlightenment
vision
is infinitely
extended and the and
hidden
processes
of nature
brought to light decorously and ma.'e Jtically.
In my poinicn it is of tremendous importance that this perfected process of motion
microscopic pictures will bring to the civilized world perfectly understandable images
of life in its smallest forms. The sting of
the bee,nified for
in operation,
is magon theinstance,
screen millions
of times
its
size. Various problems that have vexed
scientists
concerning
insect life the
are images
so'ved
by the possibility
of magnifying
to such size as to permit a thorough study
of their anatomy.
"Since nothing under the microscope is
ever loathsome or ugly, the pictures carry
an extraordinary fascination. Even the
spider assumes the stature and role of a
fly.
hero — when he destroys man's enemy, the
"Our
ready
for exhibi-of
tion andEce
willpicture
soon beis inall the
classrooms
several of the larger eastern institutions of
learning, while the theatrical version will
roon be released to the theatres of this country and Eurcpe," says Mr. Lesser.

Philo Progresses

Philo McCullough in Villainous Pose
How can I get inio pictures?"
-lere's the burning question that is fired
the stars in fifty per cent of their mail
m fans.
Belene Chadwick, popular film star, is
it one of those who offers "inside tips" on
lw to break in. She does, however, offer
fpe suggestions on how NOT to attempt

Philo McCullough, who is one of the photoplay stars of yesterday and today — one who
seems to have about doubled his popularity
in the last year — has just finished a leading
role in "Yesterday's Wife," which bids fair
to be one of the picture sensations of th;
corring autumn season. For several years
Mr. McCullough has divided his time between being one of the most brilliant villains of the screen and one of the most
popular of leading men. Some of the producers consider him a good bet as a director, too, and he has had his fling at commanding things cinema from behind the
megaphone, having been responsible directorially for several screen hits. According
to advance reports, the versatile Philo has
given one cf the most notable performances
of his long career as Taffy in Richard Walton Tully's production of "Trilby." Another
high-light in his recent achievements has
been scored in the Palmer play, "Judgment
of the Storm." He also played the villain
in the Finis Fox production of "The Man
Between."

McCullough With

HOW
(NOT) TO GET INTO PICTURES
to become a movie star. Here are a few:
Do not say you are an expert swimmer.
rider or marksman.
The Pacific beaches have more swimmers
than will ever be used in pictures for eightysiv vears — even if they were all undersea
pictures.

There are more riders waiting for Walter
Cameron to put them to work than Bill Hart
could use if he made sixteen pictures a
week.
As to marksmen — Los Angeles has its
quota. See local papers.
If you want to get acquainted with a di(Continued on Page 21)

His Leading
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., July !>th.— The
"Ruggles of Red Gap" company, -w ith James
Cruze directing, and a long roster of wellknown names, arrived in San Francisco
from Eureka on the morning of the Fourth,
spent the day, and went on to Los Angeles
that
They certainly
have night.
found location
work in didn't
Eurekaseem
a bedto
of roses, for Jimmie Cruze himself was
hobbling round with an injured knee, and
the members of the cast and crew were all
dirty, tired and unshaved, and very glad of
the comforts of the Plaza Hotel.
J. N. Gawane, director of locations with
the Joseph M. Schenck Productions, and his
wife, spent last week in San Francisco on a
little holiday trip and vacation.
Max Graf, head of the Graf Productions,
returned last Saturday from an extended
business trip to the East. He will begin
work at once on preparations for the actual
shooting of the company's next picture,
which will be a big sea story, with an allstar cast, and the title is "Half-Dollar Bill."
Madge Bellamy spent the week-end in
San Francisco to make personal appearances with the opening at the Tivoli
Theatre
of "The inSoul
of thesheBeast,"
the big
circus picture
which
was starred.
Oscar, the elephant in person, was also
promised to the public, but for some reason
he wasn't present.
Richard Tucker, well-known leading man
of both the stage and the silent drama,
arrived in town last Thursday to play with
Marjorie Rambeau, star of the New York
stage, during one of her rare trips to the
coast. Miss Rambeau and her all-star comHERE'S A VOTE FOR
THE CREATIVE WRITER
The writer, who creates stories for the
screen, has a great advocate and champion
in Chester Bennett, well-known director and
producer.
Bennett contends that the writer who
writes directly for the motion picture screen
and keeps its possibilities always in mind,
will give the director better material to
work with than the literary light who disposes of the motion picture rights to his fiction stories after they have been published
in book or magazine form.
"The literary man must be more or less
a descriptive writer," states Bennett, "while
the writer for the screen has to dwell only
on plot building and characterization of the
individual
players."
of the greatest
of the He
screencontinued,
successes"Some
have
been made from the efforts of original
stories for the screen. D. W. Griffith's great
picture, 'Hearts of the World,' was the work
of a practically unknown screen writer.
Some of De Mille's most artistic pictures are
the original work of authors who write only
for the silver sheet."
Bennett continued, "My little screen play,
'Divorce,' starring Jane Novak, which is
having quite a record run throughout the
country, was an original screen story by a
practical motion picture author."
"The picture I am now making," added
Bennett,
Lullaby,' work
also starring
Miss
Novak ,is" 'The
the creative
of an author
who writes only for the screen."
"Give the screen writer a chance" is Bennett's slogan.

Frisco

pany will open at the Capitol Theatre on
July loth in "The Goldfish," her great Broadway success of lost season, to be followed
by the trial of a new play, "The Valley of
Content," which if it comes up to the expectations,York.
will be her
next has
season's
vehicle in New
Mr. Tucker
just
finished playing a most important part in
the Fox production of "Cameo Kirby."
Wayne Mack, big, good-natured production manager with the Pallas Film Corporation, is very ill at the Holland Hotel with a
general nervous break-down.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne,
popular both on the screen and stage, were
in town for a week making personal appearances at the Warfield Theatre with
their picture, "Modern Marriage." They
are using an idea that although it is not absolutely new has at least been so seldom
seen as to be pretty much of a novelty. In
the midst of the picture just before one of
the big scenes, the lights fade out, and in
place of the picture the living actors appear,
and play out the scene to its climax. Three
other actors are also employed, and the bit
of a play within a picture is meeting with a
warm reception.
Jack Holt was among the week-end guests
at the St. Francis.
The production
of "Greed"
the direction of Eric Von
Stroheim,under
is making
most satisfactory progress. Dale Fuller
was duly murdered last week, and the "remains," and the cameras, got a wild ride
to the Emergency Hospital in an ambulance,
but for a person who has so recently had
her throat cut Dale seems pretty lively, and
Casts of the Week
Metro announces the following cast and
organization for "Held to Answer," a special
production
with an all-star cast headed by
House
Peters.
"HELD TO ANSWER"
By Peter Clark MacFarlane
Adaptation and Continuity By
Winifred Dunn
Directed By Harold Shaw
Photographed By Andre Barlatier .
Art Director, J. J. Hughes
CAST HOUSE PETERS
John Hampstead
Marten Dounay
Grace Carlyle
Hiram Purbeck
John Sainpolis
Bessie Burbeck
Evelyn Brent
Rollie Burbeck
James Morrison
Mrs. Burbeck
Lydia Knott
"Red" Lizard
"Bull" Montana
Maid
Gale HenryJudge
Thomas Guyse
Organist
Robert Daly
"Spider" Welch
Charles West
Dist. Atty. Searle
Charles Mailes
"THE
TRAIL"
DenverMYSTERY
Dixon, Director
Jack Fuque, Cameraman
Wm. Lester, Scenarist
Kathleen McGuire CAST
Pete Morrison
Virginia Warwick
Wm. McCormick
Les Bates
Madge Bates
Paramount presents
Pola Negri in
"THE SPANISH DANCER"
From I he novel, "Don Caesar de Bazau'

CAMER,

agnes

kerr

-

crawford

expects to finish, and return to the Soutl
the very near future. Jean Hersholt's
pected departure has been delayed on
count of the necessity of one or two
takes.
Charles Ruggles completed his very :i
cessful six weeks' engagement at the
cazar last Saturday. On account of a pi
popular demand, the last week, he gave 1
t'.ie second time in the run, the new, .1
amusing comedy, "The Nervous \Vre<
which he expects to use as a starring* ?<]
cle on Broadway next winter.
Grant, long
I'avot'
andLawrence
Roland Bottomly
came a toscreen
San Franci1
last week to be here several weeks as m j
bers of Marjorie Rambeau's company at
Capitol Theatre.
Allen Connor, for three years a juvei
with the Lasky stock company, and bef
that an assistant cameraman and direc
but with little stage experience, has V
recognition for himself by the very beaut
performance he is giving in Margaret (
glin's production here of "The Woman.
No
In spite
of exp
enceImportance."
on the spoken
stage ofhelack
is playtof
difficult role in the Wilde play, and play
it so well, that Miss Anglin regards bH
a great find.
The Duncan Sisters opened on Sum
night before a delighted audience at the,
cazar Theatre in "Topsy and Eva," a mui
al version of "Uncle Tom's Cabin." It';
"Uncle TW»
and a very
very
Cabin,"gay,however,
with modern
no blood-hounds,
no ice for Eliza to cross, but withH
good songs, and on the whole very annul
By Adolphe D'Enerry and P. S. T. Duman
Adapted Beulah
by June
and
Marie Mathis
Dix
Herbert Brenon, Director
Pola Negri CAST
Antonio Moreno
Wallace
Beery Kathryn
Williams f
Gareth Hughes
Adolphe Menjou
Edward
("has. A. Kipling
Stevenson
rrom

U

Dawn
Elvira O'Day
Ortiz
to You

William B. Davidson, New York Stij
player of considerable note, who played j
pictures in the East occasionally and I
cently
on the
in "Salomy
.Fan
will have
one west
of thecoast
leading
roles supptj
ing Priscilla Dean in "The Storm Daugtattl
Leete Renick Brown's original story, «M
George Archainbaud will direct as aVl
versal-Jewel feature.
Other members of the cast so far chOfl
are Tom Santschi, Pat Hartigan, Cjl
Chadwick and Owen Gorine.
Cyril Chadwick, excellent English typei
actor who appeared in several of the
teresting pictures released during the »|
year, has been chosen by Fred Datig, J»|
ami t'.eoi
ing director atforUniversal
Archainbaud,
one of theCity,
principal
ro
in the next Priscilla Dean vehicle under ti
Universal-Jewel banner, "The Sto
Daughter,"
which William
Archainbaud
is to dll*
Tom Santschi,
B. Davidson^]
Hartigan and Owen Gorine are Otl
players chosen so far for the product!
Leete Renick Brown wrote the story of I
(Continued on Page 20)
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the great onward and upward trend of
on pictures a new type of genius has
i evolved. It is that of the "laugh-spot'y for
Although
he, ortheshe,
solely in
the screen,
job deals
is a harrowing
For the laugh-spotter must detect
. laughs in comedy, melodrama, news
; and what-not, tabulate these laughs
on the basis of the tabulation, a final
sion is made as to whether the picture
orth while.
rere are three degrees of laugh-spotters:
lithe spotter who sits in the cold, dark
l:pmy projection room and solemnly res pictures with laughs in them; (2) the
ter in the motion picture exchange who
reports from Spotter No. 1, makes his
tabulations on the laughs and transits findings to the sales force. (3)
spotter who sits in the theatres and obes the laughs in the audience,
some cases, as those of First National
the Ince Studios, the laugh-spotters are
ials of the company.
Therefore, their
are not in danger, but they are subed to criticism if they fail in any part of
r work. Ince himself, for instance, is
of the laugh-spotters for his studios;
eral Manager Richard A. Rowland and
•etar> -Treasurer H. O. Schwalbe act as
h-spotters for First National. Mack
nett is a laugh-spotter for himself, and
W liam Fox is the most serious-looking
la rh-spotter
in the industry, ably abetted
bjlV.
R. Sheehan.

Merrie

Laugh-Spotter

"Crowding laughs into a picture is the
most serious work in the world," says R. A.
Rowland. "It is so difficult that, even after
a picture has been completed, it takes an
expert to tabulate the laughs. The man
who directed the picture might believe he
had failed utterly and then find that the
public goes into an uproar over it."
When "The Hottentot," a screen adaptation of William Collier's play was filmed, at
Culver City, the knowing ones said it would
fall flat. They declared the situations in it
would not appeal to the public. A private
showing took place, at which one hundred
persons and two laugh-spotters were present. Mr. Ince was one of these spotters.
Three hundred laughs were recorded. The
report seemed incredible. Next the picture
was shown in Chicago. The spotters that
attended the opening performance there reported 450 laughs! Mr. Ince declared that
during the steeplechase race scene he had
lost much of the effect because the audience
became
"too incident
hilarious."
This one
emphasized the value of
the laugh-spotter. If the word of the pessimistic ones had been taken after the filming
of the picture it might have been made over
at greatin expense
scenes
it lost. and the laugh-provoking
"Laughter," says H. O. Schwalbe, secretary-treasurer ofFirst
related to tears.
ViolentNational,
laughter "isis aclosely
form
of hysteria and so is violent grief. The man
who laughs hilariously at anything has lost
1 o

Re-Visiting
ictor Seastrom, the Swedish director had
begun to make his first American pic>, "The Master of Man," from Sir Hall
ae's story of the same name. He came
he set in his shirt sleeves. No cap with
ir shading the back of the neck, adorned
head; no megaphone
decorated his
ith; no puttees encircled his legs. He
down to business immediately. A vis, who had not been in a studio for sevyears, remarked that the distinguished
•igner looked very little like a director.
Where are his megaphone, and his cap
his puttees " the visitor inquired,
nd thus was called to the mind of those
) hadn't noticed the change, so gradual
it been, that directors nowadays have
;n up dressing for the part. An immedicanvass of the Goldwyn studio revealed
lilt Charles Brabin, then engaged on Elinor
G n's "Six Days," was the only director
*p was wearing a cap, and he was wearing
itln the ordinary way, instead of reversed.
Wie of the directors were clad any differelly from the other studio officials. Any
oj of them might have stepped in front of
t camera and portrayed the role of model business man without change of cos"he else
visitor
the day him.
also Lambert
noticed someng
thatof puzzled
Hill, directing "The Spoilers" called "Going!"
tead of "Camera!"
after necessary
tarsals
he ordered when,
the cameraman
to bed grinding.
lillyer was glad to explain that.
'We noticed that actors were likely to be«ne self-conscious when they heard the
'rd 'Camera! which informed them that
l ' picture was being made," he said. "In

a
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fact, some of them were so affected that
they forgot the action in which they had
just been rehearsed. So, some of us adopted
the word 'Going!' I've found that is is a
much better signal than the old one. Per-

Stuart Paton, popular director, who may
lose his eyesight as a result of being hit by
a silver dollar tossed into the ring at the
Hollywood Legion Stadium after a boxing
contest.

complete control of his emotions. The man
who smiles inwardly is an expert on humor,
because he retains self-control and while
enjoying himself is able to observe the effect on others. That type of man makes the
ideal
This laugh-spotter."
statement is borne out in the case of
Charlie Chaplin and Harold Lloyd. Chaplin
is always serious in his action and when he
does smile it seems forced. Lloyd smiles as
if he had to do it.
The laugh-spotters scored a triumph in the
case
of "Bell
13," with
whichfairwassuccess
shown andat
the New
York Boy
Strand
afterward swept the entire country. When
the first prints of this comedy were brought
to New York the laugh-spotters said it
would prove an excellent box office attraction— that is, it would draw crowds and be
talked about. After the Strand showing the
laugh-spotters were told their reports had
been too optimistic. But three weeks later,
as reports on the picture began coming in
from various parts of the country, the laughspotters found that they had been completely vindicated.
Anyone who desires to study the art of.
laugh-spotting is advised to attend a movie
show determined not to smile but to observe
the smiles, chuckles and laughs from others
— to count them and then form an opinion
as to the laugh-drawing power of the picture if it is a comedy, and the "comedy relief" in it if it is a melodrama.

By DONALD

H. CLARKE

haps some psychologist can explain why,
although it starts the cameraman cranking
just as well ,it doesn't bother the players so
At about this juncture a hoarse voice
called "Griffith! Griffith!"
"That's the radio call boy," was explained
tomuch."
the curious visitor. "It sounds like Tod
Browning calling for Raymond Griffith right
now. The radio call boy consists of five
loud speakers operated from the executive offices. It covers the sixty acres occupied by the studio in a moment.
"There's another point that would not be
noticed even in a visit of several days," the
informant continued. "That is the unit system of making pictures. The director here
has full charge of his production, so that it
really is a one-man work, stamped with the
director's full individuality. The old system
of conferences, with the old criticism that it
aroused that 'too many cooks spoil the
broth' has gone into the discard alons with
other traditions of the movies."
After this particular visitor had finished
a day of sightseeing, and had remarked
among other things, upon the big, office-like
discipline with which the studio was run, he
was asked what had impressed him most.
"Well," was the reply, after a moment's
thought, "what impressed me most here and
the
in the other studios wasn't any oroneof ofdoing
changes in styles of dressing,
things, it was the contagious spirit of coruraderie and enthusiasm that seems to aniindustry.
mate every one engaged in this fascinating

"And, of course, I never ;aw so many
my
pretty girls in one place at one time inagain
life before. And I don't expect to
until I make a return trip."

GAMER/
Paee l-.isht
INCE

BUNGALOW

FILM

IS

EXHIBIT

FEATURE
One ct' the most interesting exhibits cf the Motion Picture Exhibit vvhirh opened here ttiis
week is the Thomas H. Ince bungalow. Furnished in colonial
style in keeping with the architecture of the studios at Culver
City, the walls of the bungalow
arc hung with pictures of eld
Inccville where some of the most
fame us productions of the industry were made and also with pictures cf "Ince-Made Picture
Stars" ;;nd "InceMade Directors."
Included in the gallery, which
numbers some cf the' meat famous names cf the industry, are:
W. S. Hart Dorothy Dalton, Sessile Hayakawa, Tsuro Aoki,
Enid Bennett, En;d liarkey, Bessie Barri scale, Howard Hickman,
Charles Kay. Frank Kecnan,
Clara Hortcn, Madge Bellamy.
T'ouglas
MacLean,Louise
DorisGlaum,
May,
Lloyd Hughes,
Sylvia Bi earner, George Beoban,
H. B. Warner, Robert McKim.
Mildred Harris, Bessie Love,
Olive Thomas, Blllie Burke,
Gladys George and William Desmond. All of these stars made
their
first
"big"andpictures
with
Thomas H. Ince
were started
by him on the road to stardom.
Included in the list cf directors
whj got their initial training
under Mr. Inee are John Griffith
Wray, Rowland Lee. Frank Borzage, Del Andrews, Lambert
Hillyer, Jercme Storm. Fred
Niblo, Reginald Barker, Walter
Edwards. All of these men are
known nationally today as leadworld. ing directors of the picture
FITZM AU RICE GETS FILM
UNDER WAY IN ROME
Filming of "The Eternal City,"
Samuel Gohlwyn's first George
Htzmaurice-Ffrsl National production, is under way in Rome,
Italy, according to cables from
Mr. Fitzmaurice.
The company arrived at the
Italian capital June 14th and
within four days were organized
and on the fifth day began
"shooting."
Otllda Bergere, responsible for
the screen continuity for Sir
Hall Caine'sherfamous
completing
work atstory,
Arnoldis
Bennett's
Italian
villa
near
Rome.
The entire east, including
Barbara La Marr, Richard Bennett, Lionel Barrymore, Montague Love and Bert Lytell, are
now located at the Grand Hotel,
Rome. The technical staff, consistins of four laboratory experts, two cameramen and a
boss carpenter, arrived last
week via Naples.
I irst National's European
offices are co-operating with Mr.
Gohlwyn's Italian staff.

Weekly Wake- Em-Up— CAMERA'S News Section
FORMER EDITOR OF
CEAUTY CONTEST
"THE DIAL" NOW
WINNER SIGNS
IN MOVIES
5-YEAR CONTRACT
Two months after entering
moving pictures by the beauty
contest route. Muriel Reynolds
has signed a contract for five
years with Director Fred Caldwe'l. She wi'l be farmed OUt
while not employed in Caldwell
productions. Miss Reynolds has
just completed a very clever
part, a comedy characterization
with Henry Lehrman at Robertson Cole's. She will be remembered as Cinderella in the play
of that name lately at the
Hollywood Bowl and the Philharmonic Auditorium.
Mr. Cald%vell chose her from
five hundred aspirants in a
1 eauty contest a few short
months ago.
MONTAGUE GLASS HIT
IS NOW A PHOTOPLAY
Samuel Co'.dwyu's screen production of Montague Glass'
c.assic, "Potash and Perlmutter,' was this week completed under the direction of
Clarence Badger at the Fort Lee
studios.
In addition to Barnev Bernard.
Alexander Carr and Vera Gordon, the roster of players includes Martha Mansfield, Hope
Sutherland, Ben Lyons, Lee
Kohlmar, Eduard Durand, I)e
Sacia Mooers and Jerrv Deri ift.
Twenty-four beautiful models
wearing
fashions, next
were "winter's
supplied advance"
by Mme.
1' ranees and Anna Tappe. Other
novelty effects were secured by
Mr. Goldwyn.
"Potash and Perlmutter" will
be an early September release
throughtionalAssociated
Pictures, Inc. First NaRirketts in Lee's Cast
Thcmas Ricketts has been
added to the cast of Rowland V.
Lee's production for Fox, "You
Can't Get Away
Gouverneur
Morris With
story.It,"
Thisa
veteran actor, who incidentally
was one of the first directors of
motion pictures, has the part of
an elderly gallant. He has in
the photoplay, a notion of winning one of the beauties in the
notions. Mr.
terization of J. Rickett's
A. Lamb characin Mr.
Lee's recently released picturization of "Alice Adams" was
considered memorable by the
critics.
A. A. Signs 'Em Fast
Madge Bellamy has been
signed by Associated Authors to
handle the leading feminine role
in Eimer Harris' screen version
of Frank R. Adams' Cosmopolitan story, "The Love Hater,"
production commencing this
week. Kathleen Clifford, who
portrayed the role of Queen
Berengaria in "Richard the Lion
Hearted,"ductionthe
Frank Woods
profor Associated
Authors,
has also been engaged for this
picture. Lloyd Ingraham is directing
the personal
pervisionunder
of Elmer
Harris. su-

Michael Dark, formerly editor
of "The Dial," the liberal perio
dical issued in New York, is to
be seen, on the screen in Rowland V. Lee's production for
Fo:, "Vo i Can't Get Awav With
It." Mr. Dark or lather Mr.
Johnson for Michael Dark is a
literary alias, came to California
some time ago for his health
which had suffered from the
stress of editorial duties. He
cculd neither bear the tedium of
complete idleness nor risk for a
time engaging in the strain of
writing, and so undertook acting
as an occupation so novel to
him as to be refreshing.
SHRIEK-ESS FINISHES
"PRINTER'S DEVIL"
Kathryn McGuire, who is cofcatuied with Ben Turpin in
"The Shriek of Araby," has just
finished her lato.;t engagement
as leading woman in Warner
Brothel s' production of "The
Printer's Devil," with Weslev
Parry and Harry Meyers. Although a small town girl her
self the pictures in which Miss
McGuire has played have always
been laid in big cities, except
for the one in which she is now
appearing and the one she has
just finished. "The Crossroad.-',
of New York," "The Silent Call,"
"The Bronze Woman." "The
Flame— these
of Life." "Playing with
Fire"
are some of the
dramatic productions in which
Kathryn McGuire has played
since she left the Sennett lot.
Miss McGuire is, incidentally,
one of The Wampas Stars of Tomorrow, 1922 Edition, and recently won first prize in a
national beauty contest conducted by a group of eastern
fan magazines in which she was
the only winning motion picture
player.
Burns
Supports
Edward
Burns"Wes"
of "East is
West" fame has been engaged
tor a leading role in WesleyBarry's latest starling picture,
temporarily titled "The Country
Kid." Burns will be remembered lor his stellar work in
several recent screen successes.
"The Country Kid" is being produced by the Warner Bros, at
their West Coast studios under
the direction of William Beaudine. It is an original story by
Julieners' Josephson
scenario staff. of the WarnEddie Phillips, well-Lnown
juvenile, whose last picture was
Jane
Murfin's
working
nights"The
and Sign,"
sleepingis
days. The reason is that when
William Randolph Hearst was
in Hollywood, he saw "The
Daughter
McGinn"
and
decidedofto Mother
add considerable
to this Cosmopolitan feature. As
several of the principals were
tied up in other pictures, it was
necessary to do the work nights.
Paul Powell is directing the
added scenes in "Mother Mc-

Ginn."

FREAK

COLONY

I

KEATON'S NEW
HOBBY
ABarnum
library made
of human
freaks!'
a fortune
on
He calleda dime
it a "side
show" Bii
a
charged
admission.
ter Keatnn is going to start oi,
but he's going to donate It
Hollywood.
The need tor "atmospher
players creates strange deman
in the Hollywood movie eam|.
Dwarfs, giants, men and worn
with physical
countless
variety,idiosyncrasies
in every sha' '
or size, are at some time ,
other need(d for screen piirposi
And, win n ii( (d<d it is genen
ly Buster
at a moment's
Keatnn notice.
is going I
solve the problem of this nee
Already his studio staff is
work on a complete catalogue
the freaks of HoIlywoodTj
time the n cords of this fret
bureau are to be enlarged
catalogue ;in\ known charaetin any part of the world. W,
one with a pi t physical distc
Hon he wishes capitalized 99
liberty to send his n-gistratls
with complete descriptions!
accompanying picture, toB]
Buster Keatnn Studies, Holl
wood, California.
Here is a chance for sonieoi^
to make a fortune. In the CM',
edy field, i sp< i-ially t lu re Is .
wide field for human anoinallft
And Buster says his ImreaaW
not be reserved cxclusiveljH]
Keaton Coined!, s, but will I
available for any HollyWj
proaucer.
VON STROHEIM FINSHESj
. ON "GREED" SEQUENC
What is said to be the small,
est four-wall set ever used i.
such
important
sequence
cupiedan the
attention
of Brie'»
von Stroheim, the GoldwynW
rector,
for the and
past the
weekcastin ofSan"Greed
Frat
Cisco.
Almost the entire week WS
spent in one small room, an
owing to the fact that the wall
and ceiling were built for othe
purposes than motion picture!
it was something of a photc
graphic
technical
record theandaction
on the feat
film. t
A-Glitter With Stars
The I'nited Studios in Hollj
wood, where most of the ind»
pendents make their picture*
has never in its history house*
such a roster of stars as ar
now working there. Among th
more popular luminaries appeal
ing belore I'nited cameras ar
Norma and Constance Tal
madge, Co'leen Moore. Anna C
Nil son, Owen Moore, Jame
Kirkwood. Marjorie Daw, Lloyi
Hughes. Harry Myers, Ernes
Torrence, Tully Marshall. Hoi
brook Blinn. Matt Moore. Bryan
Washburn. Blanche Sweet aw
others.

Camera's
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ULVER
TO

CITY

STUDIO

OPERATE
BASIS

TO

he motion picture industry
general and independent procers in particular will be inested in the announcement
de this week of the opening
the Culver City studio in
liver City, which, according to
Jph DeLacy, a well-known
d popular figure in the motion
:ture world who has assumed
e management of the plant,
II be operated strictly on a
ising basis and cater exclurely to the independent procer.
Ideally located on Venice
■ulevard with the Thomas H.
ce, Goldwyn and Hal Roach
udios almost within a stone's
row from it, the studio is
mpletely equipped and offers
ery facility for the successful
d economical filming of picres. It has light and airy
essing rooms, beautiful execue offices, still room, projecm room, direct current lightg and, in fact, everything
sential for the production of
e highest quality films.
Mr. DeLacy is one of the oldt technical directors in the
otion picture business, having
en associated with D. W.
"iffith during the production of
ntolerance," "The Clansman"
id his other immortal photoays and who for the past three
bars was technical director for
e Fine Arts studios in Hollyood.
In taking over the Culver City
udio he aims to give indepenbnt producers the benefit of
is knowledge in the construcon of sets and to otherwise cojerate with them in every way
issible. The policy of the
udio is to give the producer
ime-like quarters with maxiium service at minimum cost
id those acquainted with Mr.
eLacy are certain that he will
take the greatest success with
is new venture.
The studio is located at 6529
enice boulevard and beginning
londay Mr. DeLacy will be on
and at the studio to welcome
ducers who would care to inct the plant.
Camera work will soon be
arted on "My Mamie Rose,"
nlversal-Jewel, in which Mary
hilbin is to have the principal
a\e. Lenore J. Coffee is comIeting the adaption of the
)wen Wister novel to terms of
tie screen.

ON

OPENS;
LEASING

INDEPENDENTS
DEXTER

IS SIGNED

FOR "FLAMING
Elliott Dexter, screen favorite
who has YOUTH"
appeared as lead in
some of the most noteworthy
films of the last year, including
the Cecil De Mille production
"Adam's Rib," is to play a prominent role in "Flaming Youth,"
a First National picture, directed
by John Francis Dillion, which
goes into production next week.
"Flaming Youth," is an adaptation of Warner Fabian's widely
read novel of the same title,
which caused a sensation when
published two years ago on account of the manner in which
it treated life as lived among a
certain class of wealthy, pleasure-seeking Americans.
The play centers about the
loves and lives of a modern
mother and her three daughters.
Dexter enacts the dramatic role
of "Dr. Bobs," the one man who
is the confidante of the mother
and the three girls and, as a
member of their household, plays
a prominent part in shaping the
destiny of the three unconventional sisters.
The part is ideally suited to
Dexter, whose career both on the
stage and before the motion picture camera has been an extensive one.
"Flaming Youth," is to be interpreted to the screen by a brilliant all-star cast. The other
screen celebrities who have already been announced to play in
this highly dramatic picture, are
Colleen Moore, who will enact
the leading role and Milton Sills,
who will be seen in the principal
male part.
Stars Give Party
On the completion of her
work in Elinor Glyn's "Six
Days" which Charles Brabin directed at the Goldwyn studios,
Corinne Griffith was given a
party at the Ambassador by
Bessie Love and Carmel Myers.
Guests present included Mae
Busch, Blanche Sweet, Katherine and Marjorie Bennett, June
Mathis, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Niblo,
Walter Morosco, Raymond Griffith, Herbert Howe and Kenneth
Hawks.
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FANS

GET

CHANCE

BEN

WILSON

PLAN

FOR

HAS
BIG

"SHOOT"
TOHUGHES

PICTURES

Movie fans who go in for snapshots of movie stars were given
an opportunity to try their kodaks on Lloyd Hughes, popular

The future production plans of
Ben Wilson, who is engaged in
making a series of special features for release by Grand-Asher,
contemplate some of the most
elaborate settings and effects
obtainable for screen offerings,
without entering into a program
of wasteful extravagance. In a
word, while there will be no
effort to hold down the pictures
to their detriment, everything
concerned will be carefully
watched to eliminate waste and
to get the most possible out of
everything employed. Thus, to
create a number of important
interior scenes for some of his
productions, Mr. Wilson bought
outright the interior fittings of
the old Botsford mansion in Los
Angeles, consisting of wonderful
panneling, grille-work, doors,
windows, etc. These can be used
in a number of ways and will be
far more effective than anything
that could be built to order.
Some of the fittings will be seen
in "Other Men's Daughters," his
third production just starting at
the Berwilla studio.
"I am inevitably favorable to
wholesome, human interest stories," says Mr. Wilson, "and all
of my pictures will be of the
sort that appeals to the great majority of picture-goers. I am not
striving for outre or bizarre
effects. I want naturalness and
humanness
above all and
else." Mabel
Bryant Washburn
Forrest are featured in the first
three pictures; "Mine to Keep,"
"The Love Trap and Other Men's
Daughters." Cast of latter pictures are not yet chosen.
In a short time the production
by Mr. Wilson for Grand-Asher
of the first of Bille Rhodes'
special features will be started.
It is from an original story by
Adam Hull Shirk and is called
"Leave it to Gerry." Miss Rhodes
will be surrounded by a competent cast and her role is one in
which her proclivities for lively
action, almost Tomboyish in
character, will have full play.

leading man in Mary Pickford's
"Tess of the Storm Country"
today.
At the Motion Picture Exposition in front of the Owl Drug
Store exhibit, Lloyd Hughes put
on his make-up and posed for
amateur photographers. For the
best amateur snapshot of Mr.
Hughes, the Owl Drug Store
awarded a handsome kodak.
Other prizes were awarded for
the next best snapshots.
Promptlyappeared
at two and
o'clockplaced
Mr.
Hughes
himself at the disposal of amateur photographers. The contest
was free. All were invited to
bring their cameras and try their
skill on the handsome face of the
young leading man.
Mr. Hughes' appearance oppoin "Tess"
made site
himMaryonePickford
of the most
popular leading men in films. He has
just completed his engagement
opposite Colleen Moore in First
National's "The Huntress."
WARNERS BUILD ODD HUT
FOR PICTURE EXPOSITION
A simple hut constructed with
logs from California redwoods
and prettily dressed in an atof the Brothers
open north
representsmosphereWarner
studios
at the American Historical Revue and Motion. Picture Exposition being held in Los Angeles
this month.
The Warner exhibit is entirely different than those offered by other studios, inasmuch
as simplicity marks the beauty
of the display. The hut used is
a reproduction of the one built
for the recently completed
"Where The North Begins,"
which is to have its world's
premiere showing in Los Angeles just before the exposition
closes.
Rin-tin-tin, world famous police dog who is starred in this
picture of the north is the only
living being exhibited by the
Warners at the exposition. He
proudly parades the little hut
every day and night to the
pleasure of interested spectators. As a special offering the
Warners have arranged with
Lee Duncan, owner of the dog,
for Rin-tin-tin to attempt to
break his high jump record of
eleven feet.

Lillian Leighton Home
Lillian Leighton, interpreter
of that most most famous of
western heroines, Ma Pettingill,
has returned from Eureka,
where she has been locationing
with the "Ruggles of Red Gap"
company for two weeks. Ma
will continue her way to the
film public at the Lasky plant
undertor James
the supervision
of DirecCruze.
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OFFERS
Strange as are the adventures
recorded on the screen of today.
Director Donald Crisp, who is
making
which Sam
will be
presented"Ponjola,"
by Producer
E.
Iiork through First National,
has experienced a few real
thrills that will compare most
favorably with anything ever
caught by a camera.
Crisp has been managing a big
American studio in England
during the last two years and
quite incidentally he knew the
ins and outs of Scotland Yard.
When the British Intelligence
Department desired to get some
first-hand information regarding
conditions in Russia, Crisp was
assigned for extremely dangerous espionage work which
carried him into the nest of Bolshevism.
Twice a week for more than
five months he flew across the
German border into Russia. And
twice each week an airplane
crossed in the darkness, picked
him up and whirled him back
to a spot municate
where
he could comwith London.
"Moscow," says Crisp, "being
the show place of Russia, does
not indicate the decaying influences of the red terror. But
Petrograd and points in the
north are almost a nightmare.
Dirt and disease everywhere;
danger on every side and nothing strong enough to attempt to
stem the tide of terror which the
Bolsheviks have introduced."
Crisp won three medals in the
South African war against the
Boers, one being the coveted
Distinguished Conduct Medal,
which he earned at the battle of
Tulgula Heights.
His wide knowledge of South
Africa will be invaluable in the
filming
of Cynthia
Stockley's
story of that
locale.
Completes Continuity
Bradley King has completed
the scenario of "Anna Christie,"
Pauline
latest hit, run
whichin
had
suchLord's
a tremendous
New York and is now playing
with the original cast to packed
houses in London. John Griffith
Wray, who directed Mrs. Wallace Reid in "Human Wreckby
Thomas age,"H.has been
Ince toselected
make this
picture, which is now being cast.
It is expected that actual shooting will start within a week or
ten days.
The prop room at GrandStudio is rapidly becoming one
of the most complete in Hollywood. The immense amount of
so-called trick props used in comedies adds constantly to the supply and a glance behind the
scenes of the plant is like looking at the back stage of a big
extravaganza of the good old
"Black Crook" type.

WHEN

IGNORANCE

AND SUPERSTITION CLASH
issued by those who have
The conflict between ignor- ments
his work, he is a veritable
ance and superstition on the one seen
revelation in the episodes in
hand and modernism on the oth- which he does his masquerading.
er— a conflict which has been in In fact, it is predicted this charfull force in China for many
acterization wil go down in cinema history as one of its greatgenerations— forms the backest
achievements.
In some of
groundasfora "Thundergate,"
scribed
thrilling drama deof the scenes wherein he is reChinese and American life and
duced to the lowly and unenviable station of a derelict, it is
which is now being filmed at
the United Studios under the di- said his artistry is at its zenith
rection of Joseph De Grasse.
of power.
Inasmuch as Mr. Moore has
The story of "Thundergate"
been starring in light comedy
is based on the striking resemblance of an American, to the features for the last three years
and has established himself as
son of a Chinese lord, the head
of forces using every means to one of the greatest straight
comedians the screen ever had,
hinder the erection of modern
bridges by a construction firm it will be difficult for many to
which the American represents.
believe
in "Thundergate"
workthat
is entirely
dramatic,
Through circumstances the his
young American is forced to just the reverse from anything
masquerade as the son of the he has done in recent years. Of
Chinese lord and discovers in course originally he was the
this way ,not only that some of foremost exponent of romantic
his American associates were in drama on the screen — back in
the pay of the reactionaries, but the earliest days of motion picalso that the girl to whom he is
tures— but many people of this
engaged to marry was plotting day have forgotten that. It is
his downfall.
freely predicted they will be reOwen Moore, debonair and
minded of this versatility
popularwhen
star'sthey
exdashing as ever, enacts this cen- see him inceptional
the principal role in
tral and most important role
and around him the whole plot "Thundergate," which First National promises as one of its
revolves. It is the first time he
foremost releases in the early
has essayed a Chinese charact- fall.
erization and according to stateLEGION STADIUM
Last Friday night Roy Marshall, manager of the Hollywood
Legion Stadium, announced that
the Legion Post was going to
show its appreciation of the
large attendance at the regular
Friday night boxing shows in a
"concrete manner."
To the writer, who witnessed
the activities around the stadium, the boys are most certainly making good on Roy's statement.
The entire reserved section of
the stadium has been excavated
to make the grade of seats four
times what it was when there
was only the dirt floor to rest
pedals on. The whole floor has
been concreted, each row of
seats being on a step. The
aisles are inclined, making it
easy for entrance and exit. Each
seat has been staggered and
raised that every one will have
an unobstructed view of every
foot of the floor of the ring. This
should be good news to all of
the Hollywood fans, as the
shows have become so popular
that one has great trouble securing seats closer than the
tenth row unless they have a
season reservation. The bleacher seats, which have always
been good, are bettered by the
changes. This should be good
news for the gallery gods.
Another improvement, which,
while probably not as noticeable
as some others, will add greatly
to the enjoyment of the shows
is the installment, of ventilators.
A system has been installed
which will completely change

IS IMPROVED
the air in the stadium every ten
minutes. This will be particularly appreciated by the ladies
who attend the shows in such
great numbers.
Roy Marshall announces that
the main event for the opening
show, July 20th, will be Bobbie
Harper and Sailor Ashmore.
The semi-windup will be a return match between Jimmy
Hackley
and "K.
Kelly.
Ilackley won
from O."
Kelly
on
their last appearance and this
was the first bout which Kelly
ever lost. Incidentally Kelly
has promised to reverse the decision.
Joe Medina has also asked for
an opportunity to make good for
the decision he lost to Lewis.
This request has been granted
and these two good boys will be
in the fifth bout on the occasion
of the re-opening show.
June Celebrates Birthday
They say it takes a busy man
to write a letter. So it takes a
busy woman, perhaps, to have a
birthday. Even if June Mathis,
Goldwyn Editorial Director, had
been tempted to ignore the one
she justlowed tohad,
was not by
alpass itunnoticed
members of her staff, who gave
her a luncheon party in the
studio commissary. Present
were Carey Wilson, Katherine
Kavanaugh,
Tom Morris,
Miranda,Maron
Harriet and Mildred
Frances Lee and Vivian Newcomb, to say nothing of creamed
chicken, American Beauties,
bonbons and bon mots.
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PUTS THRILLS
CRISP, WAR HERO '
LA" wifi
NJO
IN "PO
Marilyn
Miller
Pickford,
of Jack Pickford, who is spend'
ing
a vacation with
her husbaiH'
in Hollywood,
has turned
dowi
several offers to appear in vaudc
ville and special acts whili'
away from Broadway, it has beeii
learned.
Marilyn, before H|
parting for the coast, signed it
new three-year contract to stai'
in another Zeigfeld show. Whei :
she reached the coast she watl
swamped with offers to appeaij
in vaudeville and special shows I
The Orpheum Circuit was om
of the first to make an attract
tive proposal for her services wjk
she refused "because I want t<
have
vacation."
Sit
Grauman,a real
theatre
magnateSI
Los Angeles and Hollywood, IM
been the most recent to offerfll
attractive engagement. Yestert
day, Mrs. Pickford refused VI
offer of $5,ooi> to play at Granman's Metropolitan Theatre ■1
Los Angeles for one week.
The story is better told in thai
two telegrams which followiK
The telegram from Sid Grant
man to Mrs. Jack Pickford: i
"Understand you are goin^H
spend
a few weeks'
Los Angeles.
Wouldvacation
you conill
sider play one week's engqfll
ment
Grauman's
MetropH
tan? at
Agree
to pay you
$500N
for said one week and would
only want six to eight minuflj
at each performance your 2n
gagement to open at your optflj
within next three weeks. Would
consider it great favor if fll
will wire me at once if you flj
see your way clear to accept!
Pick ford's telegram, sen*!
SidMrs.
Grauman."
yesterday
to Sid Grauman: 1
"I want to thank you for yowl
kind offer but wish to declineflW
I am having my first real vaca-j
tion
openedI want
in N«f{h
York since
three Sally'
years ago.
be with Jack while he makes Ml
picture and will leave with bin
on location in a few days
Thanking you very much indaeci
for your lovely offer and wH
best wishes for your continH
success. Marilynn Miller Piu%l
Jack left the middle of last
week on location for his ne*
picture, tentatively titled, "Val
ley ofis the
Wolf," which Geoiga
Hill
directing.
Production
work has started
ford."
on Georm' Melford's production!
of "The Light That Failed/'
Rudyard Kipling's classic, witt
Jacqueline Logan, I'ercy Mar
mont, Slgrid Holmquist, Darld
Torrence, Luke Cosgrove aW
Mabel Van Buren featured It
the cast. F. McGrew WlUlf
adapted the story to the screen
and Ralph Block has been
named as production editor foi
this Paramount Picture. Thf
initial scenes of the story wen
filmed at Catalina Island.

I a m era;
iCE BUYS

RIGHTS

TO HISTORICAL
NOVEL
Following the announcement
|lit Thomas H. Ince will prolice "Anna Christie" and "Barlira
First word
Na1 nal Freitchie,"
release, nowforcomes
It it he had purchased the motion
I] :ture rights to "The Barber
m New Orleans," which had a
■ :cessful run as a stage play
mii William Faversham as the
■ r, and which was adapted
■ im the popular novel, "The
■ itde,rd ofChilds
Victor Carpenter.
Jallot," by Mr.
Ed< rpenter is the author of "The
fcnderella Man," "The Easy
Birk," "The Dragon Fly," "The
D pes of Pan," and other big
p.ge successes.
I Mr. Ince has purchased the
ntion picture rights to "The
B rber of New Orleans," which
|<11 also be a First National picIre, in line with his policy of
Itting out screen productions
rth big dramatic moments in
Ijm, written by playrights of
■ sven merit. Mr. Carpenter,
f 10 is President of the American
Lml amatists'
cut out a Society,
play that has
has never
failed
j public approval.
I 'The Barber of New Orleans"
y als with a period in American
|i
storywas
whenmade,
the Louisiana
Purhase
and the scene
i : laid in the Crescent City. All
lithe picturesque atmosphere of
[livalry and loyalty to high
; ;als is brought out in the story.
Ijie hero, Victor Jallot, is
; Admirable Crichton — barber,
I icing master, duelist, surgeon,
in of letters, musician beloved
ke by women and men.
One of the biggest scenes in
e play is the formal ratifica|>n of the Louisiana Purchase,
his took place at New Orleans
Id consisted of the raising of
flag and
the lowei kJe American
of the French
colors.
Ifin novel form "The Barber of
Ifew Orleans" had a tremendous
[lie, running through two edipns. Mr. Carpenter, in discuss|g the story, said the idea of it
me to him from letters which
I ire written in New Orleans at
lie time of the Louisiana Purase. From a historical point
view the narrative is accurate
every detail, Mr. Carpenter
iving been aided in the preiration of his material by John
3ach McMaster, •
"In those days there was no
ore picturesque spot in the
arid than New Orleans," said
r. Carpenter. "The people were
gh-spirited, courteous, hospit)le, generous to the degree of
ving their all to aid friends in
stress. Their customs were
laint, mediaeval. The barbers
that time were men of much
iiportance. Besides performing
msorial tasks, they were men
uniliar with surgery and were
ale fellows, well met,' who
new all the gossip of their cornunity."
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TO REDUCE FOOTAGE
That all future productions
bearing his name will be somewhere within the five and six
reel footage, and will never exceed this number, is the statement made by Harry Rapf, in
charge of a production unit for
Warner Brothers. The departure in policy follows an exchange of correspondence with
hundreds of exhibitors and deep
study of the situation. It is also
the result of the continuous controversy that has been in the
foreground of discussion apropos
short versus long features.
"I intend to reduce the footage,
and thus fall in line with the
demand of the exhibitors," Mr.
"From
them,
IRapf
havesays.come
to querying
the conclusion
that they demand pictures within these limits, and do not take
to the seven, eight and nine reel
features.

News Section

IN FEATURE FILMS
exhibitors interest, and I shall
work to this end. As the best
means to further this, I shall
spend a lot of time with the scenario writer eliminating the superfluous, and shaping the continuity so that when the picture
is cut it will not hurt the continuity. This means that a great
deal o? very hard work and time
will be needed before the picture

"It is quite difficult to tell a
story in such a short number of
reels, but it done must be in the

Mr. Rapf is earnest in assuris shct."
ing the exhibitors of his intenttion to provide them the same
high-class product they have had
in the past. While improving on
each picture, he means to keep
in mind the footage which he
considers an important factor in
entertainment.
His latest production, "Brass,"
adapted
CharlesandG. divorce,
Norris'
novel of from
marriage
has been receiving favorable
comment from many exhibitors.
Sidney Franklin directed it, and
Monte Blue and Marie Prevost
co-starred in it.

McRAE

CARPENTER

HERE
THE

RETURNING
FROM
ORIENT

AND

HAS

FALLS
TO BE

EXTRICATED

Henry McRae, American motion picture producer, and member of his camera expedition into
the Orient, have sailed from the
Far East, after several months
in quest of out-of-the-beatenpath scenes.
News of the beginning of the
return to Hollywood of this
party was cabled this week to
Mr. McRae's representatives here
by Dal Clawson, chief of the producer's pedition.
camera Thestaff
exwireupon
wasthesent
from Bangkok, Siam.
In the course of the McRae exploration of the Orient the party
journeyed through Japan, China,
South India and Siam. From
the reports from McRae from
time to time the amount of footage taken during the sojourn in
the Orient is close to a half-million feet, and from remarks by
the head of the unit, the objective of the unusual has been
fully attained.

Whi:e working this week in
the Fox Studios above one of
the giant hollow pillars which
are seen in the big department
store setting for Rowland V.
Lee's production, "You Can't
Get Awaycarpenters
With It," missed
one of the
studio
his
footing and plunged twenty feet
down in the great tube.
The crash of the fall, which
was broken by braces on the interior of the pillar and several
unprintable remarks uttered by
the carpenter during the descent, brought assistance in the
form of a block and tackle.
He was hoisted back. to safety
unhurt except for a few
scratches. • ■
Dan Keefe, Mr. Lee's assistant, was disposed not to regard
the incident as singular.
"When we strike the set," he
said to the director, "I'll bet we
find a lot of 'em down in those
posts." The diameter of the
pillars
head. is about that of a hogs-

Dix is Realistic
Richard Dix believes in realism. In C. B. DeMille's "Ten
Commandments," Dix plays a
carpenter. He purchased a new
juniper and went into the Lasky
carpenter shop with it on to
trade for a used one. The trade
was easily made and as Dix
left the shop he spilled some
nails from the pocket of his old
jumper.
"Pickof 'em
the foreman
the up,"
shop shouted
as Dix
kept on going. So back came
Dix and "picked 'em up." So
good was his make-up that the
boss carpenter thought Dix one
of his hired hands.

The recent decision of the
Warner Bros, to hold the world
premieres of all future Warner
classics of the screen in Los
Angeles has resulted in a
change of positions for members of the studio publicity department. Charles E. Kurtzman leaves the post of studio
publicity director to become
manager of exploitation of the
finished product. Harold B.
Wallis, assistant, will relieve his
fellow p. a. of the studio duties
and will be given support in his
new capacity by another member of the Warner's eastern staff
who is due here soon.

TAKE

FIRST
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SHOTS

ON DOUG'S NEW
PICTURE
Approximately one year and
three months since the time he
started "Robin Hood," Douglas
Fairbanks began work on his
new picture production, "The
Thief of Bagdad," which is well
under way today. The first
shots were taken with a small
group of people on the glistening
set that will dominate architecturally as did the feudal castle in
"Robin Hood."
No definite time has been
scheduled for the completion of
the feature, because many important considerations of magical photography are involved
which may cause unforseen delays. That the picture will be
ready for showing before the
close of the year is undoubted.
It took Doug about four
months
to produce "Robin
Hood." Consequently
nearly a
year has elapsed during which
he has made preparations for
his new picture. For a time he
was seriously contemplating
doing a pirate story, but later
abandoned this when Edward
Knoblock offered the suggestion
of the legendary theme.
"The Thief of Bagdad" will
undoubtedly be one of the most
enchantingly artistic and entertaining pictures ever made. It
will disclose all the latest advances in photography, and perhaps many unsuspected innovations. It promises to revive the
mood of fantasy on the screen.
The leading roles in the picture besides that of Fairbanks
are played by Julanne Johnston,
Sadakichi Hartmann, Brandon
Hurst, Charles Belcher, Schnitz
Edwards and others. Raoul
Walsh is directing, and Arthur
Edeson is in charge of the photography.
BLANCHE SWEET
NEW GOLDWYN

ENDS
FEATURE

Blanche Sweet, who for the
past month has been portraying
the leading role in Goldwyn's
"In the Palace of the King," has
concluded this characterization.
This marks Miss Sweet's first
appearance in a costume part
for some years and is said to
present her at her best in the
colorful character of the quaint
old Spanish Princess.
Miss Sweet, since her return
to the screen, has been besieged
with contracts by producers.
She is at present holding off all
engagements until the production plans of "Tess of the
D'Ufeervilles" are completed.
She is to portray the part of
"Tess" under the direction of
her husband, Marshall Neilan.
Another producer is anxious to
have her star in an adaptation
of a famous stage play. If it is
possible
postpone
"Tess,"
will startto work
in this
film she
immediately.
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CAST

IS

ALL

COMPLETE
Three more players were
i Jed this week to the cast of
' alley of the Wolf," Jack Pickfd's forthcoming production,
lning of which will be begun
i thin a few days.
The players cast were Frank
ligh, Ralph Yearsley, and
' ammy" Peters. Miss Peters
1 1] portray the role of a colored
' ammy" in this story of the
] ntucky hills. Leigh has been
(it as the heavy and Yearsley
\ II enact the role of a stupid
( intry boy.
>ucille Ricken, one of the
; iingest leading women of the
f een, has been engaged to play
1; romantic feminine lead op] site Jack.
The Pickford Company will
1 ve this week for Boulder
( eek Canyon, where the ex1 ior scenes for the picture will
1 taken. The picture will be
i ide almost entirely out of
< ors as there are only a few
i erior scenes.
Harry Oliver, art designer,
■ 10 built the sets for "Behind
i i Door" and "Below the Sur1 :e," and other screen suc( sses, is designing the sets for
. ck's new picture. George Hill,
' 10 made Jack Boyle's "The
] ughter of Mother McGinn" for
i i screen, will direct Jack. In
dition to the cast and producn staff, Jack will be aceom; nied on location by his wife,
irilyn Miller.
RECTOR USES PLANE
TO TRANSPORT ACTORS
The first use of airplanes to
Try actors to and from work,
' ts inaugurated Monday by Edn Carewe, who is now direct: ? "The Bad Man," from First
'.itional.
Because Holbrook Blinn and
tarles A. Sellon, who are aparing in the stage version of
e play at a local theater, had
be back in Los Angeles each
ening, Carewe is utilizing two
•planes
to take south
them of
to
d fromdaily
location
ikersfield.
Every morning at 7:30 o'clock
irewe, Blinn and Sellon in two
anes "hop off" from the
Jgers Airport and land just
uth of the mountains near
ikersfield. They return each
ening about 5:30.
Next week flights will blade to the Mojave desert.
infusion in Names
Camera! was in error in a rent issue when it stated that
ed LeBerthon had been aplinted press agent for Rain>w Valley, a new sub-division
)w enjoying a realty boom. It
as not Ted at all, but instead
is J. L. LeBerthon, who is
Jry efficiently handling the
lblicity relative to this attracve land deal.

COLLEGIANS VANQUISHING BRAINLESS FLAPPER
The day of the brainless flap- She made a careful study of the
technique of photoplay construcper in the movies is past.
tion with a view to becoming a
With brains plus good looks continuity writer, and having
at a premium, college girls are shown marked ability in titling
now gaining a foothold in the and editing pictures, she was enworld of photoplays.
gaged to go west with Edwin
One of the newest college re- Carewe to write the continuity
cruits to distinguish herself is for "Mighty Lak' a Rose." The
capable manner in which she
Adelaide Heilbron, whose success
offers strong encouragement for handled this story led to her
scores of college girls who aspire being chosen to prepare the conto be future scenario and continuity for "The Girl of the Goltinuity writers for the screen.
den West," which has proven to
Adelaide Heilbron is a Seattle be one of the most successful pictures of the screen.
girl and lived in that city pracMiss Heilbron recently signed
tically all of her life. Her father
is a well known newspaper edi- a contract to write continuities
tor. Following preparation at for Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., and is now at the
private schools, Miss Heilbron
went to Smith College, where she United Studios, Hollywood, preparing the screen version of
edited the college paper and won
honors in English subjects.
"The Swamp Angel," a romantic
Her first experience in motion
story by Richard Connell.
This picture is to be made by
pictures was when she went to
New York as a member of the First National within the next
few weeks.
titling staff of Famous Players.
MISS VALLI FINISHES
IN "LADY OF QUALITY"
After twelve strenuous weeks
of work, Virginia Valli has completed her starring role in "A
Lady of Quality," the UniversalJewel Special which Hobart Henley directed, and she is now preparing to leave for Chicago, her
home city, for a brief rest.
During the taking of the picture Miss Valli lost some pounds
of weight, owing, she says, to
the "stays" and other sartorial
implements of torture which milady of olden days affected for
the purpose of having her gowns
fit in practically silhouette style.
With some twenty of these close
fitting "moulds," the majority
made of velvet and similar materials, comprising her wardrobe, Miss Valli had everything
but a cool time working under
glaring suns on location.
The star will leave for Chicago
accompanied by the parents of
her husband, Demarest Lamsou,
within a few days, and upon returning is promised a choice of
several plays for her next production. The visit marks her
first trip East in two years.
"Phantom Pack" Finished
Director Laurence Trimble
has completed the final scenes
for Stiongheart's next starring
vehicle, temporarily titled "The
Phantom Pack," and will begin
cutting it at once. The greater
part of this picture was taken in
Canada, at Banff and Lake
Louise, and those who have seen
the rushes declare Trimble has
the greatest dog race scenes
ever photographed as a punch in
this new picture. It is an
original story by Trimble and
Jane Murfin. Trimble plans to
take a few days vacation and
then start work on the interiors
for Jack London's "White
Fang," which will be Strongheart's next picture after "The
Pack."
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"TIGER ROSE" COMPANY
WILL GO TO YOSEMITE
For the filming of "Tiger
Rose" which is soon to go into
production for the Warner
Brothers under the direction of
Sidney Franklin, it will be necessary to send a fleet of motor
trucks to Northern California, a
trip of six or seven hundred
miles.
Besides the necessary provisions, camping equipment, etc.,
a portable generator of sufficient
capacity to provide lights on
"location" will make the trip.
The location site selected is
150 miles north of Yosemite
Valley and is accessible only by
a road as rough and rugged as
the country itself. Director
Franklin himself selected the
site after a week of exploration
on horseback. It is promised
that the picture will be a masterpiece for scenic plendor and
natural beauty.
Lenore Ulric will head a
notable cast which includes
Theodore Von Elrz, Claude Gillingwater, Joseph Dowiing, Forrest Stanley and Sam De Grasse.
Nita Naldi Arrives
Nita Naldi recently arrived at
Paramount's West Coast studio
from New York to begin work in
one of the featured roles in
Cecil B. De Mille's elaborate
production of "The Ten Commandments," by Jeanie Macpherson. Miss Naldi will share
honors with Theodore Roberts,
Leatrice Joy, Richard Dix,
Charles de Roche, Estelle Taylor, Rod LaRocque, Julia Faye,
James Neill and Edythe Chapman in this Paramount Picture.
Paul Iribe is the art director of
this production and Bert Glennon is in charge of the photography assisted by Edward S.
Curtis, J. P. Marley, Frederick
Westerbert, Archie Stout and
Donald Biddle Keyes.
Melford Starts

"

NG
NOWHUN
BEI
SS"
TRE
THE
EDITED
Production was completed this
week on "The Huntress," a First
National picture, starring Colleen Moore. The film is now in
the hands of the editors.
"The Huntress," which is a
film
version
Footner's
famous
storyof ofHulbert
the same
title,
was directed by Lynn Reynolds.
It is a comedy drama of the west,
but unusual inasmuch as it is a
"western" without a cowboy,
pinto pony, or mounted policeman.
Six weeks was consumed in
the making of this brilliant comedy of the great outdoors. Its
exterior scenes were taken in
one of the most picturesque
spots of the California high
Sierras,
the "Switzerland
America"in amid
the lakes andof
peaks of the Mammoth Lake district.
"The Huntress" promises to be
one of the most sprightly screen
comedy dramas ever filmed with
the west as a background. It
tells a simple story, yet plaustaining.
ible, dramatic and highly enterIts story centers about a vivacious white girl, who is brought
up as an Indian and then, when
learning that she is white, sets
out to win a husband by kidnaping a youth from the city. Colleen Moore portrayed the role of
the Indian girl and Lloyd
Hughes the part of the city boy.
Other members of the brilliant
cast are Russell Simpson, Walter Long, Wilfred Lucas, Charles
E. Anderson and Wilfred North.
HOLU3AR

WILL GLOBE
TROT FOR A YEAR

"The Wandering Jew" will
have nothing on Allen Holubar,
well known producer, during the
coming year, during which he is
under contract to make four big
special productions for Metro.
Each one of the plays selected
calls lor a trip far from Hollywood. His first feature will
take him on location to Dixieland, his second to a South Sea
isle, his third to Alaska and his
fourth to South America.
Holubar is determined to
make each of the stories on the
original locations described by
the author,
andsavein money
most instances he will
by
making the trips, because it will
be less expensive than building
the "sels" that would be required at the Metro studios.
Mayne With Melford
Eric Mayne, who is just concluding an engagement in support of Mabel Normand in "The
Extra Girl," under Richard F.
Jones' direction, has been engaged by George Melford to play
a leading role in "The Light
That Failed," which will be
£lmed at the Lasky studios here.
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Constance Talmadge is shooting an average of fifteen scenes
a day on her new comedy-drama,
"The
United Dangerous
Studios. Maid," at the
Director Frank Lloyd is working day and night in the cutting
room on Norma Talmadge's
greatest picture, "Ashes of
Vengeance."
C. Gardner Sullivan, head of
the Joseph M. Schenck scenario
department, has returned from
New York after looking for newstory material.
Frances Marion is adapting
"Dust of Desire," Norma Talmadge's new photoplay,
which
will be started
within a month.
She will co-direct the production
with Chester Franklin.
Conway Tearle, who played opposite Norma Talmadge in
"Ashes another
of Vengeance,"
has
donned
17th century
uniform as leading man for
Constance Talmadge in "The
Dangerous
which Victor
Heerman is Maid,"
directing.
Charles Gerrard, who is playing the part of Sir Peter Dare
in Constance Talmadge's latest
comedy-drama, "The Dangerous
Maid," forwastheimported
from New
York
part.
Tod Browning, Goldwyn director, is the only man making
motion pictures that does not
say "hit-'em" when he calls for
the lights to be put on. Instead,
the director, who is now making
"The Day of Faith," by Arthur
Somers Koche, says: "Light
your lanterns."
Running a circus as a sideline
was but a part of the activities
of Frederic Herzog, when portraying the owner of the vodka
joint in Marshall Neilan's "The
Rendezvous." He had wooden
soldiers, dancing girls, and
everything.
Jean Del Val has just completed his contract with Famous
having played one of the leading
roles in "Zaza," starring Gloria
Swanson.

and

What's

What

Eyes," which starred Lionel
Barrymore and Seena Owen.
Fred Cavens, noted fencing
master, has just completed a
long engagement under Frank
in "Ashes
of Vengeance,"
aLloyd,
Schenck
Production,
starring
Norma Talmadge, and has been
re-engaged as fencing master by
the same company for their next
production, "The Dangerous
Maid,"
madge. starring Constance TalTote Du Crow has just finished
playing Sun Mun, the Chinese
interpreter, in "The Lord of
Thundergate,"
being
filmed at the which
United isStudios
under the direction of Joseph
De Grasse.
Edwin Carewe, producer of
"The Bad Man," with Holbrook
Blinn in the name role, has
selected Enid Bennett, who portrayed the role of Maid Marian
in "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin
Hood," for the part of "Mrs.
Morgan Pell," in the film version
of
Porter
famous
borderEmerson
comedy. Browne's
Eugenie Besserer, who portrays a Russian peasant in Marshall Neilan's
Rendezvous,"
has been
in "The
theatricals
since
childhood. One *of her early
parts was the characterization of
Oliver Twist.
A man with twenty dogs — Eramett Corrigan, who plays an important part in Marshall Neilan's Russian drama, "The Rendezvous." Mr. Corrigan has a
kennel of police dogs back in
New Jersey, but their number
was ioj great to ship west.
Cleo Madison has started on a
new picture contract whicli will
keep her busy here for the entire
summer. Miss Madison recently
completed "The Man From Ten
Strike."
Alyce Mills has been engaged
to play one of the leading feminine, roles in support of Constance Binney in "Clipped
Wings," a C. C. Burr production,
which is being made in Glendale.
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in Filmland

has been secured by the Warner
Brothers as chief cameraman for
David Belasco's
"Tiger
starring
Lenore Ulric
underRose,"
the
direction of Sidney Franklin.
Little Dorothy Seay has just
finished work in Fox's "You
Can't Get Away With Everything," directed by Roland Lee.
After a brief vacation from
the
f stage
andto screen
Lederer
returns
the fold Otto
as a
guest
at
Grauman's
Concert
the Million Dollar Theater thisat
Sunday in a new routine of
characterizations with music,
including his own conception of
Shylock and the Italian immigrant in "The Merchant of
Max Mogi has been engaged
Venice."
by the Jack White Productions
to play the part of a Hindu in
one of their Mermaid Comedies,
starring Lige Conley and which
Hughie Fay is directing.
Creighton Hale is in the list
of popular actors whose life is
one picture after another. Mr.
Hale has been occupied the past
five weeks in delineating a
young law student in the Hall
Caine
Man,"
which story,
Victor "Master
Seastromof is
difor Goldwyn. It's
one of
those recting
sympathetic
roles
to
which he is especially adapted
and which he will complete in
about four weeks.
One of Ralph Lewis' first
screen portrayals under the direction of D. W. Griffith thirteen
years ago was that of a United
States mail carrier in the old
Biograph one-reel drama, "The
Mystery Letter." He is now
starling as one of Uncle Sam's
finest in "The Mailman."
It takes Jane Novak three
hours every morning to make
up for her role of the imprisoned mother in Chester Bennett's production of "The Lullaby," in which she plays the
starring role. So perfect is her
make-up that hardly anyone on
the studio stage is able to recognize in the wan and ugly prison
woman the charming Chester
Bennett star. Many of her
greatest dramatic scenes are
with Fred Esmelton who plays
the role of the Judge.

Uuth Kenick, who is at present on the coast, will return to
New York in the fall to star in
a series of special productions.

Wm. N. Bailey of "Polly Preferred" has been engaged by C.
C. Burr to play the leading male
role site
in Constance
"Clipped
Wings," oppoBinney.

Templar Saxe has just completed "The Squall," which was
made here.

Johnny Hines has been reengaged for an indefinite period
by the Warner Brothers. Hines
recently completed the starring
role in "Little Johnny Jones," a
picturization of George M.
Cohan's play of the same name.
The not
namebeenof Hines'
next picture
has
announced.

Edward J. Montague, noted
free lance scenarist and playwright, who adapted to the
screen such productions as "Rupert of Hentzau" and "The
Common Law," has been engaged by First National to do a
film version of the novel, "The
Swamp
The forpiece
will
be
used Angel."
as a vehicle
Colleen
Moore and an all-star cast.

Charles Rosher, chief cinematographer for Mary Pickford,

Director Archainbaud of the

Following the completion of
"The Love
Victor
Sutherland willBandit,"
be starred
by Chas.
Blaney in a series of pictures.
E. H. Griffith is at'Uns
present
eeing
cutting and editing his big cosmopolitan special.

This

Week

Universal forces and a couipan
of players have left lor Calalin,
where important scenes will b,
made for "The Storm Daughter
well-known story which ha!
been adapted to the screen b.
Edward J. Montagne.
When Lenore J. Coffee, authc,
of "Havoc," "Daytime WiTesi
and other photoplays first tooj
up literature as a profession
she gave considerable time t
the study of foreign language^
After several years she finall
mastered French and C.crmai,
Now she is writing tor the sllet-j
drama
and them.
doesn't know war
to do with
Tyrone Power has complete
"The Day of Faith" and wi>,
make two more features heror
returning to New York.
Wm. N. Bailey, who is at pre:
ent playing the leading male rol
opposite Constance Binney 5|
C. C. Bun's "Clipped Wings;
will be starred in a series (|
special features upon the complrf
tion of his present contract I
Arthur Housman is consider
ing joining the host of stai
here, having
received
flatterinoffer
that would
keep a him
bus
for a year.
"Little Boy Blue" is the titl
selected for Monty Banks' con
edy for Grand-Asher former^
called "A Concrete Mixup." W
was directed by Harry Edwardi
Monty has
finishedKayni;
"He!
Sands"
whichjustHerman
ker directed and has startedSi
another with Edwards againm
the megaphone. Title as Jft
unannounced.
Arvid Gillstroni has a lot c
corking stunts in his present pi'
ture for Grand-Asher, starrtoj
Joe Rock, with Billie Rhodes. I
fact, he says, it will be a thri|
picture as well as a laugh pn
voker. "Fatty" Alexander an
Lois Scott are also in the cas
Jerry Ash is shooting.
WILL MAKE PERSONAL
APPEARANC
Baby
Muriel
MacCormal
clever child actress,
who
popularly remembered for h«,
work as one of the twins i!
"Poor Men's Wives" and for D*|
brilliant
performance
other successful
storiesinformai<til
screen, is to make a person*]
appearance and be the guesNM
honor Saturday night at tt
Evans Photo Booth at the H
tion Picture Exposition. Exposl
tion Park. She will be attire]
in a most attractive Southei
outfit and will give a readln|
entitled,
New she
Bonnet.'W
the
close "The
of which
will git
away one hundred autographc
photos of herself.

\
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1ESTS NOVEL
CONTEST

FILM

IS GAME

AND MODEST

Bob Reel McKee is just a
regular fellow who, upon leaving
college two years ago, where he
made a name for himself in

OVER SMALL START
athletics, has tried his hand at
everything from pick and shovel
to motor-cycle racing. He is a
daring and clever driver, as well
as being his own mechanic, and
last summer crossed the continent alone in a small car of his
own manufacture, having several
hair-raising experiences.
He has just joined the new
Hollywood Athletic Club, where
he expects to take up his residence upon its completion.
While claiming no signal success an an actor, he has in the
past year put over several good
bits, and recently completed an
engagement with the Phil Goldstone production, "What Women

THIS

Want." REEL
TWO-

AT

GLENDALE
i'hen "Judgment of the
S rm," the first screen products of the Palmer Photoplay
C poration, is released this fall,
pilic criticism of the picture
»I be invited and stimulated
b national and local contests
to 'ring prizes totalling thou|E ds of dollars for the best
m rt, constructive criticisms of
■t picture.
'he first public criticism cont't on a motion picture preview
>e r held was given at Glendale,
iC ifornia, with "Judgment of
t Storm," for the purpose of
i'g ting
for
|t
finalhelpful
editingsuggestions
and polishing
to this picture. Glendale is a
M.orite testing ground for big
p ductions, "The Covered
r\ gon" and many others having
B 'n previewed there.
Ec ''he
Corporation's
test
icismPalmer
contest,
offering prizes
t ailing only fifty dollars, so
Bckly packed the large theatre
B:j which "Judgment of I he
[arm" was toshown
fobessary
turn that
awayit was
the
clwds twenty minutes before
KTtain-time. According to Roy
til Manker, president of the
|Hmer Corporation ,the contest
|b|o demonstrated the ability of
U "fans" to contribute materimk to the entertainment they
■fronize.
fWe were given many very
Hpful suggestions which will
al us on the final work with
Mdgment of the Storm,' " deWres Mr. Manker. "Moreover,
U critical attitude engendered
[q the contest, against which
ra had been warned, did not
Ittvent the audience from reaving our picture with much
tahusiasm and apparent enjoyUnt. I do not believe that inking theatre patrons to give
anions will ever affect their
idjoyment of screen entertainrfnt."
UDIO ITEMS OF INTEREST
Jale Henry, who recently fined in "Man from Ten Strike,"
the Ince Studios, with Guy
tes Post, has been cast in one
her inimitable character roles
"Held toofAnswer,"
ection
Harold under
Shaw theat
!tro.
Madolin Scott, a comparativeI new arrival in the Hollywood
ii colony, has been given farable mention for her portrayof dancing, ingenue and charter roles at the Fox Studio,
tw York.
[Helen Ferguson has completed
jr role
Unknown Purs'' in
under"The
the direction of
)land West, a Carlos Produc»n at Goldwyn. In addition to
iss Ferguson in the all-star
st are Henry B. Walthall,
lice Lake, Stuart Holmes and
thel Grey Terry.

Neivs Section

PROVES

NEVER

YOU

CAN

TELL
When Lynwood Crystal Rapp,
the rising child artist, returned
to Hollywood to resume her picture work after a vaudeville
tour, it was widely heralded that
her rare beauty would win for
her a place of stellar prominence within a very short time.
The interesting part of it is,
something else besides beauty
has come to the foreground to
keep her very busy. That something else is talent — she is proving herself so capable artistically that she is kept busy continually and is generally booked
ahead.
There is no exaggeration
whatever in the statement that
little Miss Rapp is one of the
most beautiful children that
ever lived and she certainly has
few rivals on the screen. In her
next few forthcoming releases
it is said she will demonstrate
that her personal charms, however, are secondary to her dramatic ability, all of which goes
to prove once more that it is
ever difficult to accurately judge
in advance wherein the secret of
a success lies in reality.
This young lady made her first
deep impression on the screen
as a protege of Mary Pickford,
and just now, according to reports from various studios, she
is more than living up to the expectations of her distinguished
benefactress.
Only recently it was announced that negotiations were
under way for a starring project for petite Miss Rapp, and
ere long a definite announcement of her future bigger plans
will be made. Meanwhile she is
working most every day playing
important parts in important
pictures.
Vola Vale has returned from
location at Catalina, where she
took the heavy, vampire lead,
in "Alimony," a F. B. O. production directed by Jas. W. Home.

COSTS

COMEDY

AMATEUR

ONLY

$300

The cheapest two-reel picture
production of a comic or dramatic nature has just been produced. Ii was made in Oakland,
California, by a man whose only
contact with or knowledge of
motion pictures before was an
extension course in screen play
writing with the Palmer Photoplay Corporation. The man is
Mr. H. H. Glasier, and in himself he constituted his entire
staff, from story writer to sales
agent and from camera boy to
directing producer.
Mr. Glasier brought his tworeel comedy to Hollywood, and
arrangements are being made to
secure its release through regular channels. The cost of his
production, including some film
wasted in learning to operate
his camera, was $300. The
actual camera work took fourteen days. The cast, consisting
of seven principals and -twentytwo "extras" was composed of
local talent who had never
acted for the camera before.
This film is considered a
unique sionalachievement
in Glasier
profesfilm circles. Mr.
attributes his accomplishment
and the surprising degree of
success he attained to the painstaking system he used in chartcameraconditions
angles, "locations,"
and ing
light
at various
hours of the day. He knew
nothing of photography, even as
a snapshot amateur, until he began his production preparations.
Then he veloped
nothis own
only film.
"shot"He butspent
dea month training his amateur
actors, while experimenting with
his camera, and perfecting his
plans.
Carmel Myers will not play in
"Ponjola," as had been previously announced. Miss Myers
has had to cancel her engagement for the Cynthia Stockley
story since she will not finish
her work in "The Magic Skin,"

Page Fifteen
EUGENIA
GETS

FEINER
LARGE

OFFER
According to an announcement made this week, Eugenia
Feiner, who recently completed
enacting an important role in
support of Lloyd Hughes in "At
the Foot of the Hill" at Universal, will probably play the leading feminine part in the initial
feature picture to be made by
the Delbert E. Davenport Productions. W. E. Burnham, general manager of this company,
is so favorably impressed with
the dramatic talent and beauty
of this young actress that he is
enthusiastic in predicting very
early stardom for Miss Feiner.
"I predict now she will be
among those chosen by the
Wampas as the stars of tomorrow at their next choosing session," Miss
Mr. Burnham
believe
Feiner issays.
one of"I the
most promising of all the recent
new faces the screen has acMiss Feiner hails from St.
Louis, where she achieved fame
as a singer and dancer. She had
been a society leader of prominence before she embraced a proquired."
fessional career. Her's is one
of the ential
pioneer
andthemost
influfamilies in
Missouri
metropolis,
but she
has aban-in
doned all social
aspirations
favor of making her mark as a
motion picture artist and she has
made awardvery
propitious
start toher goal,
according
to
those who have been watching
her histrionic work.
Paul Bern to Adapt
Paul Bern has picked another
scenario plum with his engagement to prepare the continuity
for Ernst
Lubitsch's
production to be
made new
for Warner
Brothers. The story is as yet
unnamed and the original idea
was taken by Lubitsch from an
old play. Bern recently adapted
to the screen Sir Hall Caine's
novel, Victor
"The Master
which
Seastromof isMan,"
now
directing at the Goldwyn studio.
Lorraine Eason, who enacted
the role of "Echo," about whom
the story revolves in "The TemVenice,"
returnedat
from pleaof three
weekshaslocation
Santa Cruz Island.
Edna Mae Cooper has finished
her part in "The Ten Commandments," and is now cast in "Bag
and Baggage" at the Hollywood
Studio, under the direction of
Finis Fox.
The popular Kosik sisters,
Beth and Marguerite, will appear
in the Pilgrimage Play at the
Bowl. Beth now has a prominent part inandthe Marguerite
"Covered Wagon"
prologue
is with
Jackie t'oogan in "Long Live the

King."
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CAMER/
"Pulse of the Studios"

Pulse
of the
Studios
For Week Starting Monday, July 16
Camera.' intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Type
Progress
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director Scenarist
nony J i .
BERWILLA STUDIO
5821 Santa Monica Blvd
Ashton Dearholt Pro Mbt
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons
McGill
Cooke
Diltz
Schedule
2-Reel Comedies
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn
McGill
Cooke
Diltz
Preparing
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Wilsor
All-Star
Linden
Stevens Cullison
"Other Men's Daughters"
Motion Picture Production Co. S. S. Bates, Gen. Mgr.
i si \\ ecu
Denver Dixon
All-Star
Jack Finnic
\l
Wi hits
Win. Lester
"The Mystery Trail"
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
Wilshire 42:
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop. General Mgr.
598-1BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
4 th Week
Untitled
Jack Blystone
JLSuster Kcaton
E. Lessley-Thorp
Hose
Mitchell
Lou Anger Productions.
1st Week
(Jntitli d
Albert Austin
Clyde Cook
H. Thorpe
Robt. Hale
1 're paring
Holly 28 '\
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
Fred Caldwell
All-Star
Raymond Roiinsa ville
"Hogan of Hollywood"
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback. Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Schedule
Al Herman
Buddy Messingcr
Wm. Hyer
Herman
"Lead Pipe Cinch"
Holly 405
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Holly 1
Regent Film Company.
(United Artists release).
5935",
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
2'rReel Comedy
439-76
Holly 3I(
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Schedule
H. Beaudine
Ncal Burns
Gus Peterson
Ernest Levefle Conklin
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd.
J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr. Wilshire 2 1 1
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 300
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave.
Fre d Kley, Studio Mgr.
Sid Wagner
Buckingham
i
'omedies
Schedule
Stock
Staff
Al St. John
Comedies
Sohedul*
Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
Benny Stoloff
Comedies
Schedule
Slim Summerville Stock
Arthur Cohn
Zane Grey
Jay Turner
Tom Mix
Lambert Hillard
"Lone
Star
Ranger"
8th
Week
Dan
Clark
Eugene
Max
GoldForde
Comedies
Schedule
Erie Kenton
Lew Brice
Joe August
Henry Otto
1'hylis
Haver
Hollinghead
"The
Temple
of
Venus"
Sth
Week
Carr
Dan
Post
All-Star
Roland V. Lee
"You Can't Get Away With It 1th Week
WalterCaseMayo
Wm. Russell
.las. Flood
Jos.
Brotherton
DorothyKenyon
Yost
"The Best Man Wins"
4th Week
('has.
Turner
David Solonian
Dorothy Yost
Dustin
Farniun
"A Man"
1th Week
Ed. Hough
Bcrnoudi
H.
I
»on
Short
Buck
Jones
Wm. Well man
Si cond-Hand Love"
2nd Weel
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 26}
Editing
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Neitz
F. W. Raymond
Al J. Neitz
Bill Patten
Morey Hughes
"Wild A Wooley"
Wilshire 8
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
Editing
GOLDEN WEST STUDIO.
4011 Lankershim
Lankershim
1 32BlvH Breaumond
■'Power of Darkness"
H Breaumond
Jaques Jaccanl
Wallace Beery
A. Gosdcii
d.
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
2nd Week
Staff
rry Tenbrook
Jack Nelson
Snowy Baker
Edgar Lynn
"Dark Faces"
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver
City.
Hi
Eddie Sowders
Ben Reynolds
Von Stroheim All-Star
Mathis-VonStroheir'Greed" ISth Week 76171
Earl
Taggart
Wm.
Silden
Tod Browning All-Star
Kavanaugh 'The Day of '"nith" 10th Week
John Boyle
A. C. Eddington
Geo. D. Baker All-Star
Whittaker "The Magic-Skin" 9th Week
Chas. Van Enger Chas. Lapworth
Victor Seastrom All-Star
Paul
Bern
"Master of Man"
7th Week
Lucien Andriot
Emmett Flynn All-Star
Ray Flynn
June Mathis "In the Palace of the King" Editing
Cosmopolitan Productions.
Editing
Carlos Productions.
Paul Srhofleld
Oliver Marsh
Robt. Ross
Roland West All-Star
'The Pnknown Purple"
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Cower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
EditingHolly i6
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Bill
Williams
Leslie
Goodman
Herman Raymaker Monte Banks
"Hot Sands"
Bill Williams
1st Week
Staff
H. Edwards
Monte Banks
Editing
L. Goodman
Staff
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Rollie Asher
Ken. MaeLcan
Lament
Sid Smith
Lamont
"Hollywood Bound"
1st Week
Archie Mayo
Sid Smith
C. Lainont
K. MacLean
Editing
Joe Rock Productions.
2-Reel
Comedy
2nd
Week
Morris
Reggie Morris
Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
Murray-Rock
Gillstrom
Gillstrom
Joe
Rock
-Billy
Rhodes
Jerry
Ash
"Some
Nurse"
Murray-Rock
A. Gillstrom
Billy Rhodes
Murray Rock
"The Love Birds"
1st Week
INTERSTATE PICTURES CORPORATION. Jean Burt Calvert, Casting. Culver City, Cal.
J. B. Calvert Productions.
Preparing
Frank Cameron
Belmont -Woodhouse Drama
Joe Campana
J. B. Calvert All-Star

A M E R A I
Director

Star

Cameraman

"Pulse of the Studios"
Scenarist
Ass't Director

J. Jasper, Mgr.
-IOLLYWOOD STUDIOS. 6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
{arold Llloyd Corporation. Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. IVJgr.
inis Fox Productions.
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
Finis Thomas
Fox Productions.
All-Star Hal Mohr
Wm. Dashiell Lois Zellner
ichard

Type
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Progress
Holly 1431

"Bag and Baggage"

■111) Week

louglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager,
■ving
B. Fisher Productions.
ictor Cummings
/illiam
S. Earle
Picture Inc.
upreme P.Art
Productions.
Chas. Dick
J. HallL'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
idependent Art Productions.
Richard Stanton, Producer.
Donald Magill All-Star J. J. Pasztor
Preparing
-IORSLEY OFFICE BLDC, 1 442 Beachwood Dr.
Casting
438740
ob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. Monte West, Studio Mgr.
Horner
All-Star
Geo. Meehan Middleton Horner
Preparing
"Midnight Limited"
"Flame of the Sahara'
_
Meehan
Middleton Horner
/orld Horner
Educational
Films. All-Star
Preparing
Eliason _
Baby Betty Wm. Field F. M. Abbey Robinson
'The Forty Niner"
has. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
2nd
Al Neitz
Big Boy Williams
Geo. Crocker
Nateford
'The Eagle Claw"
2nd Week
Week
Seeling
Geo. Larkin
Elmer Dyer
Ohas. DeLong
'Mysterious Goods"
ercules Film Productions, Inc. P. Andrews, Mgr. 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Preparing
Vrthur Paul
J. Charles L. Feldman Staff
'Fighting Blood"
NCE STUDIO.
Ho race Williams, Casting. Clark W. ThomP.s, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
761731
aimer Photoplay Productions,
ortland Productions
Editing
rimble-Murfin Productions.
Jane Murfln
"The
Sign"
Murfin-McCloskey
Mi-Star
King
Gray
Thompson
Donna Barrel]
22nd
"1 'hantom 1 'at k"
Laurance Trimble Strongheart G. B. Dreyer Cyril Gardner
EditingWeek
issoc. Authors, Inc.
W. S. VanDyke
All--Star Joe Walker
R. L. Selander
Thompson Buchanan "Loving Lies"
2nd Week
Lloyd Ingram All-Star
Elmer Harris "Nobody's Dog'
homas H. Ince Corporation.
Prepa ring
John < ji illii l) Wi ay
Henrj Sharpe Bradley King
Anna Christie"
ASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting.
Holly 240U
1520 Vine St.
aramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Herb. Brencn Pola Negri
Howe
lib Week
Harold Schwartz Mathis-Dix
"Spanish Dancer"
Wm. DeMille All-Star Jas.
6th
lib Week
Geo. Hippard Clara Beranger
"Spring Magic"
Jas. Cruze
Featured GuyWilke
Vernon
Keyes
Tom
Geraghty
Karl
Brown
"Ruggles
of
Red
Gap"
Cecil B DeMille Featured Bert Glennon
H.
Tate
J.
McPherson
"The Ten Commandments" 2nd
Week
Geo. Melford All-Star
8th
"The Light That Failed"
Preparing
Al. E. Green Thos. Meighan
"All
Must
Marry"
Preparing
Jos. Henaheiy Doug. Fairbanks, JrChas. Schoenbaum Dick Johnson
1AYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
Lincoln 2120
3800 Mission Rd.
Individual Casting.
ouis B. Mayer Productions.
i^Metro release).
"Pleasure
Mad"
1st Week
Reginald Barker
All-Star A. Wyckoff Harry Schenck
referred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (Al Lichtman Rel ease) . A. P. Younger
Preparing
Vic Sehertzmger
All-Star Karl Struss Joe Yohalem Art Printzlau
"The Boomerang"
lom torman
All-Star
Harry Perry
Sam Nelson The Leightons
"The Virginian"
Art Printzlau
Joe Yohalem
All-siar Karl Struss
6th W(
3rd
Wi (ekk
"Mayl ime"
/1ETRO STUDIO.
Romai nc and Cahuenga
Harry Kerr, Winifred
Casting.Dunn
Holly 4485
Harold Shaw All-Star Andre Barletier Ave. Nat Watt
!th Week
"Held to Answer"
ex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Curt Rehfeld
Willis Goldbeck
Rex Ingram All-Star John Seitz
"Scaramouche"
18th Week
unt Stromberg Productions. (Metro Release),
dward Sloman Productions,
ickie Coogan Productions, Inc.
McDermott
llth Week
Victor Schertzinger Jackie Coogan
Frank Good
Mary Rob. Rinehart "Long Live the King"
JEVA GERBER PRODUCTIONS.
Holly Blvd.
16735
1 1! I ehinson
Dearholtz-Dillon
Neva Gerber
Wilbur MfGough Dillon
'Snnte Fe Trail"
14th Episode
NATIONAL ST(JDIO.
Holly 4470
1116 Lodi St.
Schedule
"echnicolo
Color Photography
P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
G. W. Cave
■T- A.r M.
Pall
Kay Rennahan

MCKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7 1 00
Jnited Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
'R1NCIPA
L
PICTURE
CORP.la Mott7250
Monica.Geraghty
Ed:ie Cllne
Bow j's-De
Ned Santa
Van Buren
Al. Goulding
Harry Langdon
Lang (on-Keener Smith
*-C STUDIO. Melrose *nd Gower. 780 Gower St
ndi vidua! Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Moreno
Lehrman
Geo. O'Hara
Lee
Garmes
Blystone
Emory Johnson
Ralph
R. Fisher
Derelys Lewis
Perdue
Geo. K. Arthur
-hester Bennett Productions.
Chester Bennett
Jane Novak Jack MacKenzie
——
Pouir S. Dawson
EAN Rynearaon
RILEY STUDIO.
E.
C
Walker,
Mgr.,
6701
Santa Monica
All-Star Bill Severin
HOACH STUDIO. Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr
Hal Roich Comedies (Path* lelease).
Henecke- Brand! e
Hcwe-Cedar 'Caul" Parroti Frank Tounr
C. Morehouse
All-Star Harry Gerstadt
.T?ske-Pemhrook Stan Laurel
Itoy Clemens Edna Murphy Bobby Doran McBurney
l.nn Powers Dippy Doo Dads
Hank Kohler Bert Currigan
Chas, Pn rrYVtr
Will Rogers Boh Dorrin Chas Oelze

Santa Monica Blvd.
Staff

"The Thief of Bagdad"
"When A Man's a Man"
"The New Mail Man"

Beatrice Van
Emilie Johnson
Riley
l.oring-Loighton

Blvd.

'The Three
Orphans''
"The
Mail Man"
'Born of the Cyclone"
'.lack of Diamonds"
'The Lullaby"
'Light of the World"
Comedies
"Our Gang"
1 -Reel Comedy
Animal Comeoy
Comedya Girl Do?'
"What
Should
2-Reel

Holly 7901
3rd Wi ek
Holly 2806
Mb Week
:ird W<^k
Holly 7780
•i t h of 2nd series
IPreparing
'reparing
5tl)
Week
6th Week
Cast i n e 579-440
761-721
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
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Director

Star

"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
Scenarist
Cameraman
Ass't Director

Huber, Casting
ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
R. R. Rockett, Pres. Chas Francis
Marion
Phil Rosen
All-Star
Kurrle-Broening
Al. 1 in vis
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Genl Mgr.
1425 Fleming St.
Hively
RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell. Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
B. D. Russell
Franklin Farnum
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Logan-Baynham Productions.
Tom Gibson
Morante
MacManigal Kane-Walsh
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Seitz
Geo. B. Seitz
Ray-Miller
Walker-Moran
Wm. Bertram
BENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
Mack Sennett
F. Richard Jones
Mabel Normand
Homer Scott
Jim Wright
Mack Sennett
Roy Delruth
Ben Turpin
Wagner
Joe Bordeau
Mack Sennett
Elmer Del Lord
All-Star
Wagner
Fox
< "ampln-ll
Johnnie Lucas
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee. Pres. Nan C ollins, Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Avo.
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H- Jacobs Corp. (First
Lou National
Borzage release.)
Kenneth Clarke
Frank Borzage
All-Star Chester Lyons
Edwin Car ewe Productions. (First National release).
Wallace
Fox
Finis Fox
Edwin-Carewe Holbrook Blinn Sol Polito-Storey
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release) E. Brophy
Willard Mack
Hecrman
Const ne Talmadge Glen McWilliams
David Fisher
Mar ion-Franklin
Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio
Mack-Sullivan
Sam E. Rork Productions.
Jas.
Ewens
Chas. Logue
Donald Crisp All-Star Paul Perry
First National Productions.
H. Welfer
Lynn Reynolds
All-Star Jas. Vontrees
Wm.
Wm. Dowlin
Dowlin
Joe De Grass All-Star Boise
Perry Vrekroff
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Tinling
Universal Film Manufacturing
Co.
(Universal Release.)
Herbert
Harvey Gates
Wm. I'arke
All-Star Rawlinson
Ross
I .a i use Hi
All-Star
Balbino
Brown
Dorian
Wm. Craft
Jefferson Mofflt
Mower-Sedgwick
Taylor
rioward Oswald
Priscilla
Dean
Archainbaud
McCarey-Wyler
Staff
Reginald
Denny
Harry
Webb
Harry
Pollard
Watson
Holland
Neely Edwards
Sullivan
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
Hugh l'lympton
Hoffman
Clarke
Wm. Duncan
Duncan- Johnson Robinson
Geo.
Hobart Henley
Virginia
Valli
Arthur
Smith
Marion
Fairfax
Baby Peggy
Wm. A. Sciter
Wright
Mel Jonough
All-Star
Edw. Lumley
Leon Lee Productions. Leon Lee Manager.
Dinky Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, Production Manager
Andy Gump Productions.
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
Staff
Zimmerman
W. Hayes
Aubrey
Lyons
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
Smith
All-Star
S. Smith, Jr.
Wm. Caldwell
Larry Semon Productions.
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset 31vd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
.Tulien Carpenter
Josephson
Dupar
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry
Grant
StRoth-Webster
l ayer
Abel
Harry Beaumont All-Star
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Wm. Mc( lann
Sidney Franklin Lenore Ulric
Chas. Rosher
Edmund Goulding
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernest Lubltaoh All-Star
Harry Rapf Productions.
Sada Cowan
Chet Withey All-Star
Edmund
Goulding
All-Star
WILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt Mrs.
King
I !eo. 10. Reelmi
I e Saint
Rich- Percy
Evelyn
i 'atnpbell
King Gray
Grey
Joe Brandt
' Ira. E Reeluu
II. Mitchell
All-Star
DR. W. I. SCHUSTER
Palmer Graduate Chiropractor
'WHERE THE SICK GO TO
203 BogardusGETBldg.,WELL"
Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
| Hours 2 to 5
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Post Graduate Chicago and New York
Holly 102-82 ; 57288 6702 Hollywood Blvd.

Type

Progress
'Rile
Holly 2 1 7f

"Life of Abraham Lincoln"

!>yo- 141

'Way Of Man"

PL 11,. 704? tPreparing
Molly /y'ij-r
Schedule
ird Week
Wils. 155(

'The Extra Girl"
'AsleepWater
at the Walker"
Switch"
•The
'Rough and Ready"

ISth Week
6th Week
7th W. ek
2nd Wick

Feature Comedy
2-Reel

Holly 408(
"Against the Grain"
"The Bad Man"
"The Dangerous Maid"
"Rose of all the World"
"Ponjola"
"The Huntress"
"Lord of Thundergate"

"L'pside
Down"
"Six-Fifty"
"The Acquittal"
"Daniel Boone"
"The Storm
Daughter'
Leather
Pushers
"Own
A Home"
"The Wild
Party"
"The Steel Trail"
"Lady of Quality"
"Editha's Burglar"
"The Hog-

Editing
nth Week
4 th Week
1st Week
Ith Week
Editing
8th Week

570-081

Editing
!th
Week
Editing
Editing
6th
Wi
ek
Editing
2nd
Week
Inditing
Editing
12th Week
Preparing
3rd Week

Comedy
Schedule
"The Pioneer"

"The Country Kid"
The Gold Diggers"
"Tiger Rose"

Gth Week

598131

Holly 4181
3rd
Week
8th
1st Week
Preparing

Eucretia Lombard"
'Broadway
After Dark"
Yesterday's
Forgive
and Wife"
Forget'

Scheduled
Preparing
Editing
Holly 794<
1st Week

Touring Cars $2
SUNSET
TAXI
Special Rates on Studio Trips and Touring.
Universal City
$ I .00 Club Royal per hour 3.00
Mayer Studios
2.50 Culver City
2.00,Holly-Fairbanks
75 United Studios
_
I - 00
Fox Studios
75 Robertson-Cole
75
Fox Studios
75 Metro Studios
75
Lasky Studios
75
1.50L
Santa Monica
3.50 Ambassador Hotel
4.00'
Pasadena
4.00 Venice
Center of Los Angeles
2.00
All Stations
2.50 Plantation
3.00
578-280

578-307
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George
BASEAL

BOOKASTA
Just finished important parts with Mary Pickford in
"Rosita." Engaged for Douglas Fairbanks' forthcoming "The Thief of Bagdad." Obtainable as
team or individually. The only TEAM, publicized
by Fred W. Fox. All communications relative to
engagements should be directed to
FRED
W. FOX
Publicity Manager, 6318 Hollywood Boulevard
==============

LOIS

SCOTT

is with Joe Rock and Billie Rhodes in a new comedy
directed by Gillstrom now being made for GrandAsher release.
Holly

10174

Remember
MAX

MOGI
RIENE

1014 Kensington

PKone

Wilskire

RALEIGH

Road

5145

1098

Hollywood

CAMERA!
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All Legal Matters
|
j
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law

| JACK P. LEONARD
f 340 Douglas Bldg.
Consultation Free
| Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
MAKE-UP
POWDERS
l ure Rice Baee
AH shades made to order at
YE RUB SHOPPE
621 West 8th St., Loi Angeles, Calif.
Phone Metropolian 1566
Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
| CurrentHerbert
production.
Wild Party"
BlacheV"TheDirecting
I Recent Releases. "A Dangerous Qa me."
i
"The Town Scandal," "Sawdust"
Art
Lee
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up Correctly
Read my references
Telephone 598-207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western
Adel ine M. Alvord
Books
Plays
Film Enterpiises
2 1 I HOLLYWOOD SEC. BLDG.
Phone Holly 8092
WE

MOVE

and Shine .

MOVIES
"Service-

Mywod 1672 - SAMUEL C.SH1NE- b^Sa^Ato/co
Reproductions, Publicity
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Corn mercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5X"4 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
Animated Cartoons — Original Title Ideas
Clay Animation — Miniature Sets
and Animated Figures
Cinema Arts Studio
ELMER II. YOVNG Manager
Phone 644-42
612 Lissner Building
Frank

Thv: Shoe

Doctor

"ff'e save your sole
and heel you, too"
6666 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3752
LOCATION LUNCHES

Holly 7660

A good card every Friday
night. Clean and sportsmanly boxing at all times.
All filmland comes here. Do
you? PHONE HOLLY 1 00
FOR YOUR RESERVATIONS RIGHT NOW!
American Legion Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.
FROM U TO YOU
(Continued from Page 6)
PtormMcCarey
Daughter"
for Miss Dean.
Lee
will especially
assist Archainbaud.
Owen Gorine, recently brought from
Europe by the Universal Pictures corporation, will have a principal role in support of
Priscilla Dean in "The Ftorm Daughter."
Leete Renick Brown's original story which
will shortly.
enter production at Universal City
verv
The story is a sea story, most of its characters "rough-cut." George Archainbaud.
director of "The Power of a Lie." and other
Universal successes, will direct this as a
Universal-Jewel special.
Norman Kerry, handsome leading man of
Universale two, big completed spectacles,
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" and
"Merry-Go-Round," failed to report on the
set a few days ago for his work in the leading masculine role of "The Acquittal,' allstar Universal-Jewel special. A message
from his house said that he had been sent
to a sanitarium under a doctor's care for
one of the most unusual injuries ever suffered by an actor.
While doing a strong dramatic scene he
gestured a little too violently with his right
hand and instead of merely striking a table
lightly, he struck the corner of a metal cigar
box with some force. The result apparently
was nothing more than a deep cut on his
finger — but is developed into something
similar to blood poison. It became so
serious that he was ordered to rest.
Now, however, he is well again and will
return to work at once.
• Clarence L. Brown is directing the filming of Rita Weiman's stage play with Kerry,
Claire Windsor, Barbara Bedford, Frederick
Vroom, Harry Mestayer and others of note
in t he principal roles.
Jules Furthman made the adaptation.
Colonel Gordon McGee. research expert at
Universal City at present associated with
the Hobart Henley unit making Virginia
Yalli's starring vehicle. "A Lady of
Quality,"
is a all
world
and
relatives
overadventurer
the face ofwith
the friends
globe.
He has served in several wars and seen
many lands in the course of his military
career.
Recently a nephew of his, three years
older than himself, was appointed Premier
of Ontario after a consistent political rise
in' Parliament. His name is Howard Ferguson.

WHY

BE FAT

When the Marsholle
Method will reduce your
weight a pound a day
safely, inexpensively
and permanently.
Consultation free.
Phone 593-262
for appointment
Home Office:
1733 Mailman Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Have your figure permanently
Marshelied NOW
Imported Oriental
Art Goods and Bric-a-Brac
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd. Holly 5954

Highest

Title Efficiency
Our

Aim

I

We secured the services of Mr.
Irving W. Bunze from Craftsmen
Laboratories, New York, who is
the Greatest Hand Letter Artist
in the country.
Also introduce the Lane Patent
Process for \00r/c Printed Titles.
"Give Us a Trial"

Quality Title & Film Co.
1442 Beechwood Dr. Holly 4850
'CAMERA!
a C.
^« T4
^.rm
-TT
TTT
TX

FOR RENT—High-grade still outfits, $5.00 pe
week, Little, The Big Photographer. 687
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.

AMERA!

AN OIL PAINTING
costs quite a sum of money, but
you can have your photograph
colored to look just as beautiful
at a much lower price. My
specialty is portrait paintings of
the finest type. Special rates on
fan pictures.
Emma
G. Hoffman
907 Central Bid- Phone 142-38

CO

Phone 643-13
1033-37 Broadway Place
---excells in mounting of fish — trout
our specialty1 —
---see samples at our studio

BRUNO
6412 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3821
. for your casting
director photos
LEADING ROLE IN SCREEN PLAYS
NOT ALWAYS MOST IMPORTANT

MARION
WARDE
ACTING AND MAKE-UP
FOR THE STAGE
AND FILMS
CLASSICAL, CHARACTER
BALLET AND
STEP-DANCING
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

Coy Watson,
Wilshire Jr.
3G16
Age
10.
No Luck.
You Never Know.
:
The Strongest.
Kight of the
Featured
in Campbell
Comedies

N'S
UR
Taxidermy
Studio
LB

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadoixfd Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774
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"The leading; role in screen plays is not
always the most important one!" That is
the startling statement of Ruby Miller, famous English actress who has recently arrived in this country after a tour of Australia and the Orient with her own company.
"I mean the day of the wish-washy, blushing ingenue who never seems to know what
it is all about is past.
"Who was the outstanding player in 'The
Covered Wagon?' Neither the hero nor the
heroine, but the character played in a most
interesting fashion by Ernest Torrence.
Here was a work which eclipsed both that
of the leading players. By force of personality he commanded every scene in which
he appeared.
" 'Blood and Sand' proved to be the stephardee
ping stone for Nita Naldi, who played a
'vamp' role. The leading feminine player
in
the
production is hardly remembered.
kirkland
Not that it is the fault of the actress, but it
merely proves that the role which required
more acting ability than good looks is usually more important to the success of the picture than the leading feminine player.
hollywood
"The Famous Players-Lasky organization
announce on their production program for
6298
the forthcoming six months only two feminine stars, Gloria Swanson and Pola Negri.
Here is food for thought.
..
"There was so much red blood spilt during
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
the war that everybody lost patience with
will
soft Mellow
the wailing heroine, who is making idiotic
Tonereproduce
Without in Scratch
and
fuss over no trouble at all. It was only her
Surface Noises by using a
innocence and ignorance that got her into
Deflexograph j the predicament.
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
How Not to Get Into Pictures
Using Changeable Needles
hours
(Continued from Page 5)
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
rector never send him your usual form letter
holder, filters
sound oscillations,
which starts: "I've just seen your latest
prevents
picture.
wonderful."
and
surface scratch
noises
Do not Your
get aacting
letteris of
introduction from
entering sound
Gold Plate
box.
No
metallic
your
local
theatre
owner.
Letters of innoises.
troduction are what keep studios in a state
Nickel Plate
of
panic.
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
Do not send in snapshots taken by a
110 W. 15th St.
New York. N. Y.
Brownie B camera. Picnic pictures seldom
do you justice.
Do not come to Hollywood unless you are
financially able to wait for your opportunity.
C. de FREITAS
Engagements at the beginning are few and
far between.
Cinematographe .
At Liberty
Never try to get into a studio by saying
you are a newspaper writer, if you are not.
Phone Drexel 3906. B. & H. Camera
The
publicity department will soon get your
number.

Overweight? Underweight?
Something absolutely new; a wafer,
a cracker, a cookie and a biscuit
without any food value not a calorie!
Takes the place of bread and crackers.
Allays hunger. Can be used on location. Adds bulk to any diet and is
laxative. "ZERO" Products on sale
at "THE DIET SHOP." Prescribed
by physicians.
MRS. A. METZNER
Consultant
5621 Hollywood Boulevard

Publicity Engineer

Tamar Lane

Holly 737

Wonderful
Bargains
in Exclusive
Clothes, Shoes, Hats for every
occasion.
These garments worn
by Screen Stars and Society
Matrons.
A trial will convince. Call anytime.
Also disposing of complete wardrobes
on a commission basis. See me
before you buy or sell
Mrs. James J. Craig
Apartment Shop
Broadway 1258
!206!/2 Sunset Blvd.
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
DINNER
MERCHANTS
5:30 to 8
11:30 to 2LUNCH
SCREEN

SERVICE

(formerly The Service Bureau) !
1 036
Hill
Phone South
821-07 I
j

Selected

Antiques

Turton's Antique Shop
561 I Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

CAMERAl
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RAINBOW

VALLEY

CLUB

All club privileges with a large
cabin site for

Rainbow

Valley
$198, $298, $398, $498,
$10, $15, $20, $25 DOWN
and $10.00 per month.
From Glendale — through Montrose, along Michigan Ave., to Tujunga, Sunland, RAINBOW VALLEY.
For further information call or write office of
RAINBOW
VALLEY
Glendale, California
100 East Colorado St.
Phone Glendale 1702

HOW DO THEY GET THEIR GAGS;
No, dear friend, it isn't a fight! It is
simply a number of gag men, directors and
others engaged thinking up gags and stunts
for a comedy.
See that gentleman over there with the

mustache and tousled hair? That is Dick
Smith, one of the champion gag men of the
world. He is helping in the general work of
thinking up funny situations and routines
for Grand-Asher comedies. Just now he's
getting gradually gray over ways and means
of making up new laugh ideas for Monty

air
1 he most promising child actress on the screen today is Josephine
Adair, whose versatility is well known. She has appeared in a
number of excellent pictures and her portrayals have been very
wide in range; everything from light comedy to drama of the
most serious type. Those who are responsible for her progress
realize what a big part adequate publicity— GOOD PUBLICITY
— plays in modern motion picture production, and have enlisted
the aid of this agency in building a strong and lasting foundation
for her career. She is the only child actress I will publicize and
in co-operation with the public press I hope to make her universally known. The success of Josephine Adair is assured.

Fred

W.

Fox

Motion Picture News and
Advertising Service
6318

Hollywood

Hollywood,

Blvd.

California

Banks.
Note his demeanor! He is agitated. He
rumples his hair. He talks so rapidly his
words get twisted. But he has more origin-]
ality to the square inch than nine out of tenl
— yes, ninety out of a hundred — men.
He gets paid for thinking funny things—
not doing them. Odd, isn't it?
Crowds in circus days used to get theirj
ideas for gags from varied sources and take
a whole hibernating season in winter quarters to developing next season's stunts.
A gag man in a comedy studio has to get
his gags and develop them in a day or aj
week or sometimes a few hours.
Everybody helps, it is true. Tin director
and the star and sometimes others, sitfl|
on the scenario. They all try to think of the]
same situation at once. How can it In- made I
funniest? It is very odd to note th,- differ-l
ent conceptions emanating from different I
people. And they are not a liil bashful aboull
telling one another when they don't rate foul
a thing.
I
'That's out! Too old." or perhaps, "That I
isn't funny. Would you laugh at it if soma
the sprang
same token
are equalh sironfi'
one
else
it on the\
you?"
in Bypraise.
|
"That's a wonderful idea. Bill. By George,]
why wasn't I smart enough to think of ill
myself. It just goes to show— two heads SB|
better'n
So theyone."
evolve the situations that lafl
will make the public hold its side., and burst
multitudinous buttons from its collect
vest. Herman Raymaker, director ■
Grand, invariably assumes some absurd pose
when thinking up a routine. Probably |f
will be out on the studio lawn on a ci
day, with his pedal extremities in the ft
tain and his head resting serenely on|
rock. Archie Mayo sits by the water c<
in the studio "lobby," probably to keep fl
temperature down in case he hits a gag top
is too funny! Harry Edwards, also direct*
reposes with his feet on the desk in his
office, shut away from the world and looks
exactly like the chief mourner at a funeral
That's when he is at his funniest. Arvid
Gillstrom, directing also, probably gets p
his car and goes out where he can hit
up to thirty-five and thinks out a linefl
stuff. The other night he wrote almost
entiie comedy on the back of blank chei
while waiting for dinner at a cafe. Keggie
Morris doesn't disclose any especial pecnl
iarities but probably he has them. Charles
Lamont, being young and enthusiastic be
yond most directors, gets ideas from every
where but largely from his own past event
ful life — he was born and reared in a circus
The comedy stars, such as Monty Banks
Sid
and frequently
Joe Rock, all
theirSmith
own and
put have
them"ideas
across01
There's never any jealousy. If the steno
grapher or the janitor get an idea they gc
and tell a director, star, or gag man. Tht
latter, if the idea is good, will give fuli
credit. "So and so told me this gag and 1
think it's a dandy."

1
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Independent

Producers
THE

CULVER
INVITES

Page Twenty-three

Attention

!

NEW

CITY
YOUR

STUDIO

INSPECTION

A most up-to-date studio with complete equipment offers the Independent Producer
Maximum

Mod

em

Results at Minimum

Office Suites

Cost.

Cosy

Dressing

PLUS
Address Communications
RalpK DeLacy,

Co-operation

Rooms

Our

Motto

Direct Current

SERVICE

to

652c) Venice Boulevard

Gen. Mgr.

Culler City1, Calif.

I'll Tell the World— Who You Are"— Lichey.

Howard

Lichtenstein

Company
PURVEYORS

OF

PUBLICITY

to their
MAJESTIES
the
KINGS

AND

QUEENS

of
MOVIELAND
Suite One, Conlon Bldg.
6047J/2 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California

— Personal Publicity
— Personal Representation
— Advertising Campaigns

CAMERA
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G."

Smith
6548

Productions
Hollywood Blvd.

Present

a Series of Twelve

Dan

Mason

Two-reel

Comedies

"P. G." Smith
Emery Johnson
Sec'y-Treas.

Gen'I Manager

Dan Mason as "Pop Tuttle'

Joe Gonyea
Production
Manager

Harry Mason
Co-Director

Stories

Earl Rodney
Co-Director

Wilna Hervy

Ingenue Lead

Jack Duffy

Cinematographer

\Ck

Los Angeles,

in
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UNO

AUTHEN
AND

DOROTHY

T IC

DETAILS

PHOTOGRAPHS

FOREIGN
AND
EVERY

CHASE

OF

INTERIORS

EXTERIORS

O F

DESCRIPTION.

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

■ a ■ ■ Mil
■ a a
mi Rese
Cinem
tebNAtiona
L. A. lHOW
LAND
J
300-301

Phone 438-761
J
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.
570-528

"Make-lp Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry"

ODAY and tomorrow and the days
thereafter the service of this shop will
continue uninterruptedly and with
greatly increased value for we are
building our business on the confidence
of our patrons. A dissatisfied customer is a weak link in the chain and
reduces the strength of the chain to a
KENNETH

GIBSON

very great degree. ^e know of no
weak links in the chain of our
business.

who has finished his role as "Captain Harrington," the
Juvenile lead with Constance Talmadge in the "The
Dangerous Maid," a First National release being made by
the Joseph M. Schenck Productions, at the United, under
the direction of Vic. Heerman.
Under Personal Contract to Mrs. Harriet C. Higbee.
Holly 9787

ZAN

Make-up

Shop

8l9SaithHitt~'-Picom

ESTABLISHED 1918 — A FILM MAGAZINE AND A FILM NEWSPAPER IN ONE
Entered as second class matter, August 11, 1918, at the postofflce at Los Angeles, Cal., under act of March 3, 1879.
S. W. (DOC) LAWSON
Publiaher and Manager
DELBERT E. DAVENPORT. _
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Comments

No. 14

and

Opines

If Henry Ford does run for president, it would be just like his opponent to win in a walk, scorning all Ford.s
Warner Brothers have called a meeting of state right buyers in New York.

To find out why they don't buy more?

Mrs. Wallace Reid has been received with open arms back east, which proves the "dope" on it being wise to slam the
dope evil.
When intrigue comes in, efficiency passes out. Hence it is imperative that all forms of intrigue be eliminated from the
motion picture industry. There is room for us all in our field providing no quarter is monopolized by intrigue.
Motion pictures by radio! What a thrill this possibility conjures up in the mind! Yet radio movies are well on the way
to perfection,
incidentally man's inventive genius becomes more uncanny than ever. Scarcely anything is impossible any
more
unless it and,
is Prohibition.
The abolition of blue laws is urged by a Kansas City preacher. He'll probably be fired from his job for being so unpardonablythat
fair-minded,
minds
are narrow.but he has performed a praise- worthy service for humanity just the same. So, he should worry over
Politics will be at white heat in another year and it is being freely admitted that political cliques plan on using the
screen
extensively
than ever pitfalls.
for spell-binding. Here's hoping they don't move moving pictures too far into the political
arena somore
infested
with dangerous
Neighborhood theatres in most large American cities are doing so much more business than was expected that a movement to increase seating capacities has become quite general. This is one more reason why the pessimists should pipe down
and 'fess up that conditions are not so hopeless after all.
Will Hays has taken the initiative in raising $100,000 to donate to the Y. W. C. A., to increase its facilities in Hollywood
for taking care of the large number of screen-struck girls who swarm into this film center from all parts of the world, only to
be disillusioned and made to suffer from sheer financial want. | This is real charity, but it would be even more charitable to
conduct a propaganda campaign which would prevent most of these girls from invading filmland in vain in the first place.
Great Britain has been contemplating the placing of an embargo on American motion pictures, but that nation's Parliament finally saw the folly of the move and shelved the idea. The claim has been set up that American pictures had a tendency to destroy the English film-making industry. The tendency probably still obtains, but it is because of the superiority of
American cinema achievements and John Bull cannot afford to take the position of refusing to let merit prevail. Meanwhile
it is up to Uncle Sam's photoplay-producers to continue to excel.
Music has become as closely allied with the movies as possible in a mighty short space of time, but now the musical
score bids fair to be an integral part of most every photoplay, the new idea being to compose it beforehand so it may be
played during the taking of the various scenes of the picture, thus to inspire the players more. It is easy to understand wherein
this practice will aid in making the action of the story move forward with a smoothness and more harmonious tempo, an end
much to be desired. Verily the composer's niche in film-building is bound to be important.
All kinds of predictions are being made concerning the future of motion pictures. Forsooth this seems to be the prize
era for cinema prophesies. The interesting part of it is, the vast majority of these predictions are ultra-optimistic, most everybody expressing implicit faith in the prospects for unprecedented expansions in this business. According to announcements
made thus early, the forthcoming fall will be the banner time for film production activities in the Hollywood and Culver City
districts. And the inevitable lull coincident with summer is not much of a lull this year either. Hence it is unmistakably
patenttionthat
there is ample reason for all their optimistic predictions — they are based on something more than mere exploitabuncombe.
J
Leading exhibitors are again discussing the proposition of increasing theatre admission fees. Just what necessity there
< is for any advance in ticket prices at this time is not clear. Certainly it would be all wrong to make the movies less demo; cratic and accessible by raising the prices beyond the means of the great masses of people from whom most of the support is
, drawn. Any higher rates as a general industry policy now would tend to check the growth of the universal popularity of moving pictures and since the trend towards new zeniths of patrona ge is so pronounced throughout the country at present, it would
surely be suicidal to make it seem that mercenary motives are transcending all things else among those responsible for cinema
entertainment. If the margin of profit is a little too slight, why not be content if such contentment will be instrumental in
1 promoting the size of the patronage?
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Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"Dulcy"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
Dark
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
Roy Stewart and
Kathleen Kirkham in
"One Eighth Apache"
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville
Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Vaudeville and
"Nanook of the North"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Vaudeville and
Trixi Friganza in
"Mind Over Motor"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy
Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Ivan Miller in
"The Man of Action"
Mission
San Gabriel

Play
with
Monroe Salisbury

Exposition
Motion Picture Revue

Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
J. Warren Kerrigan and
Sylvia Breamer in
"The Girl of the Golden
West"
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STARS BREAK
WARNERS SIGN
GROUND FOR NEW
JOHNNY HINES FOR
MORE FILMS
MOVIE THEATRE
Film stars and city officials
Johnny Hines has been signed
mingled together this week at indefinite period and will be
Santa Monica, California, when
by the Warner Brothers for an
ground was broken for one of featured in a number of forththe new beach theatres at
coming Warner classics, accordSanta Monica.
ing to an announcement by
The new theatre will be one Harry M. Warner. Hines reof the finest on the West Coast
cently completed his first picchain and will have a seating
ture for the Warners, "Little
capacity in the neighborhood of Johnny Jones," an adaptation of
George M. Cohan's stage play,
2,000.ence willEvery
modernin convenibe installed
the new which has been completed under
the direction of Arthur Rosson.
playhouse.
The Warner Brothers originThe ground
breaking
ceremonies consumed the better
ally secured Hines to star only
"Little Johnny Jones," but
part of a morning and were at- in
tended by many stars of Prin- his stellar work in this picture
cipal Pictures Corporation as convinced the Warners that he
well as the majority of civic offi- was truly one of the screen's
cials of the popular beach greatest comedians and they acresort.
cordingly engaged him for a
Marguerite de la Motte, dainty series of pictures.
In "Little
star of Principal Pictures Cor- Hines
is said Johnny
to do theJones,"
best
poration, turned the first shovel
of dirt while other film players work of his career. He portrays
looked on in admiration as the the role of an American jockey
youthful star plowed the shovel in Europe bent on winning the
into the earth.
English derby. Considerable
Among those who attended romance and intrigue is woven
the ceremonies were John into the story which is interBowers, George Hackathorne,
preted by a supporting cast including Windham Standing,
Fred Stanton, Mayor Berkley of
Santa Monica, George Cleveland Molly Malone, Margaret Seddon,
Herbert
Prior,
George Webb and
of the West Coast Theatres
chain, A. L. Gore, Adolph Ram- Mervyn Leroy. The story was
ish, Sol Lesser and other West adapted for the screen by Raymond Schrock.
Coast officials.
Work will be speeded on the "LICHEY" FINDS IT
new theatre and it is expected
PAYS TO ADVERTISE
this new home of the silent
drama will be the show place of
all the beach resorts of the
"It sure Howard
pays to Lichtenstein
Advertise,"
Pacific coast.
proclaimed
of the Howard Lichtenstein
BEAR TAKES A RIDE ON
Company, "because, my first
BIG FERRIS WHEEL
announcement regarding the
of my new office attrac"Prunes," the baby Bruin once opening
ted unlimited attention, and the
the mascot of the battleship
week I have received many
California, dishonorably dis- past
honorably discharged from the visits from stars and directors
navy because of his ill advised who have requested me to handle their publicity and their perraid on the Admiral's suite, may
join the aviation forces if his
representation." offices are
The sonal
Lichtenstein
tendency
to "go
in the air"of only a week old, and it just goes
can
be taken
as anup indication
his ambition in life.
to prove what can be accomplished by that type of chap who
Recent visitors to Selig Zoo
Park were greeted by a strange believes in getting out and going after material.
sight when "Prunes," the pet
The motion picture actor will
bear of Col. Wm. N. Selig's find within the staff of the Lichfamous animal collection, detenstein organization, competent
cided that he would like to go
up in the air via the Ferris commercial artists, newspaper
wheel route.
writers, and individuals capable
It was while the sporty carni- of handling every part of their
vors were meandering about the activities, looking after their
park that he discovered the personal representation as well
giant wheel in motion and the as helping them to exploit them
joy that the occupants of the and bringing them to the attention of the motion picture
swinging baskets were accruing
from the strange ride intrigued producer, exhibitor and fan.
theWaiting
fancy ofuntil
the the
wilydevice
"Prunes."
Christie Gets Busy
came
Al Christie has taken off his
to
a
stop,
the
colonel's
pet
hopped into one of the inviting coat and gone to work on some
baskets and before he was dis- new pictures, having been home
covered the wheel was revolving from Europe a week and rested
at a rapid rate. Spectators up while other new comedies are
watched terest"Prunes"
in- planned to come under the dias he hungwithon great
to the
recting hands of Scott Sidney
safety bar and snorted with
merriment. It was a great new and Harold Beaudine. The latgame for his ursine majesty and
ter staged
Christie's
opening
release for the
new fall
season
now he insists on his daily visit
to cloudland on the giant Ferris which ring
willDorothy
be "Navy
Devore.Blues" starwheel.
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California
Main at Eighth
"Call of the Wild"
Jack London's

Main at Ninth
Harold Lloyd
's in
er
ll
Mi
"Safety Last"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Monte Blue and
Madge Kennedy in
"The Purple Highway"
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
Viola Dana in
"Her Fatal Million"
Rialto
Broadway near Eighth
Mrs. Wallace Reid
"Human Wreckage"
in
Kinema
Grand near Seventh
Mary Pickford in
"Daddy Long Legs"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Eileen Percy and
Kenneth Harland in
"East Side West Side"
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Alma Rubens in
"Enemies of Women"
Hollywood Egyptian
Hollywood Blvd. mnd McC«dd#n
"The
Wagon"
with Covered
Lois Wilson
and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Douglas inFairbanks
"Robin Hood"
Chine's Broadway
Broadway near Fifth
Lon Chaney in
"The Shock"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Buster Keaton in
"Balloonatic"
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Living Doubles of Historical Figures Appear in "Scaramouche"
on the watch for him and as the time for the
lock of hair across his forehead and hands
Rex Ingram has accomplished something
of an uncanny nature in the filming of his either clasped behind his back or else with filming of the National Assembly scenes
near it became imperative that he
new monster production for Metro of "Scara- his right hand thrust into his waistcoat. In drew
make a selection.
this production he is shown as a young
mouche,"
Rafael
Sabatini's
great
novel
of
the French Revolution. He has brought to second lieutenant of artillery, a witness of
One day while directing a scene showing
life Louis XVI, the ill-fated monarch, Dan- the sack of the Tuilleries Palace, one of the the attack of the populace on the mansions
ton, Robespierre and other famous historical most thrilling of the picture's scenes of the of the wealthy in Paris he saw his Robescharacters in a manner that has amazed
actual fighting.
pierre brandishing a scythe with a thousand
close students of French history who have
other ragged, blood stained revolutionists.
The
man
Mr.
Ingram
selected
is
not
—
or
seen the picture in the making.
The man was De Garcia Fuerberg. Other
rather, was not an actor at all. The man
than to make his face appear pock marked
The historical figures in "Scaramouche"
who
bears
so
striking
a
resemblance
to
Naare not painted, animated manikins. Mr.
he needed no makeup and his portrayal was
poleon as he appeared in his youth is Slavko
Ingram does not believe in the extensive use Vorkapitvh, a Servian artist. The director faultless. Inquiry proved that he was a
of the artifices of makeup which made the
20 years experience on Euroseveral of the young painter's works at Germanpeanwith
task of finding the right people doubly hard. saw
stages in Shakespearian and other
an art exhibit two years ago and purchased
He spent months in search of some of the
classical plays. Not being a skilled linguist
screen artists who play historical roles in one, "The Lady and the Swan." He rememhe had been unable during his four months
bered the young artist as Napoleon's
this picture.
in the United States to find theatrical work
"double" and when he cast "Scaramouche"
From the moment he read Sabatini's book he selected Mr. Vorkapitvh as one of his and so had enlisted as a member of one of
he knew he was going to film it and immedi- players. Guided by Mr. Ingram the youthful
the "Scaramouche" mobs.
Mr. Ingram selected and rejected three
Bavarian has done remarkable work.
ately he began
in hischaracters
mind's eyeofto the
fit people
into the
colorful
story.
men
before he finally decided upon Roy
But there seemed to be no Maximilien
His wife, Alice Terry, seemed to be a perUoulson
for the part of Jean Paul Marat.
little
Arras."
fect Aline and Ramon Novarro appeared to Robespierre,
(Continued on Page 20)
Everywhere he"thewent
the lawyer
young from
director
was
have been made to play the role of Scaramouche.
While in New York last winter during the
cutting of the film of "Where the Pavement
Ends" he found an ideal Climene in the person of Edith Allen. He and his wife saw
her at a cafe one evening, were introduced,
and brought her to Hollywood to play in
"Scaramouche."
From the first Mr. Ingram knew that
George Siegman would be his Danto, the famous French patriot, and there remained
only the difficulty of securing the giant
artist's release from two other contracts.
Bowditch "Smoke" Turner automatically
became Le Chapelier, the president of the
National Assembly. Mr. Turner had nothing
to say about it. for Mr. Ingram had decided
upon him for the part while reading the
book.
The young director found his Napoleon in
a peculiar manner. The famous Corsican,
as he appears in "Scaramouche" is not the
figure depicted in most paintings — a matured
and rather overfed brooding person with a
All Ready for Films
Filmland's latest gossip is to effect that a
certain local group is dickering for the
screen services of the well-beloved, internationally famous star — none other than the
illustrious Eva Tanguay, who is now in our
midst, having but recently finished one of
her Vesuvius-tic and exhilarating vaudeville
tours, and, as is usual, having once tasted
of the fruits of an idealistic existence — that
of homelife in Hollywood -is, apparently,
loth to return to the eternal grim and grind
of the professional tours. Miss Tanguay,
when seen at the Ambassador Hotel, but a
few days ago, appeared even more youthful
than ever before and her exotic beauty impressed one more as that of a princess of the
realm rather than the Queen of Vaudeville.
"I Don't Care" may have been her commercial vehicle, undoubtedly assumed to
greater or less degree, (to the tune of 3
Grand), but we feel safe in surmising that
Eva Tanguay, in spite of her usual tempestuous roles, does care, in fact cares for all
things that are truly inspiring and beautiful
and we unhesitatingly predict a screen popularity, surpassing even her tremendous boxoffice appeal of the stage — that is, if some
lucky boy is successful in getting her name
on the dotted line.

EVA TANGUAY
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., July 16th —
Buster Keaton and his wife spent the weekend in San Francisco. They were enroute
from Truckee, where they have been on location, to the South.
The West Coast Films Corporation, with
N. Dragomanovich as their general manager,
and who, for the past two years or more,
have had their production offices in the
Monadnock Building here, have decided to
move their future activities to Los Angeles.
The headquarters of the corporation will be
either at the Hollywood or the Cosmosart
Studios.
Cullen Tate, location man for the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and his assistant,
Paul Iribe, were in San Francisco looking
up locations for a forthcoming production.
Gibson Gowland, who is playing McTeague in Eric Von Stroheim's production
of "Greed," having the first few days off in
more ture,
thanmade three
months'
on Angeles
the pica hurried
tripwork
to Los
last week. He enjoyed his brief visit with
his little son, Peter, and spent a few hours
at the Goldwyn Studios.
Harry MacKenzie, head of the Kenmat
Productions, returned from a trip to the
South last week, and announces that their
organization will start the filming of a new
picture within the next few weeks. On his
recent trip to New York, Mr. MacKenzie
arranged the release of their first picture,
"Tipped
through
and it 1st.
will be
given to Off,"
the world
aboutPathe
November
The office of the Graf Productions is a
busy place these days, as they expect to
start shooting on their big sea picture,
"Halfthe Dollar
work
on
pictureBill,"
will August
be done1.atStudio
the Pacific
Studios at San Mateo. J. Hesser Walraven,
long connected with the organization, has
been made business manager of the corporation.
Casts

Frisco

John McDermott, well-known director
with First National, is in San Francisco
looking up locations for their next picture,
a large part of which will be shot here. It
will bebe of"Her
Temporary
and it
will
unusual
interest,Husband,"
as it is planned
to use as high as seven thousand people in
some of the scenes, and will be the first
comedy ever filmed on such a scale. The
all-star cast includes such well-known
names as Sidney Chaplin, Owen Moore,
Tully Marshall, George Cooper, and Chuck
Reisner. McDermott himself will direct and
work will begin in the very near future.
Gordon Mitchie, production manager for
the Rellimeo Films, a San Francisco organization with offices in the Chronicle Building, has just returned from New York,
where he went to arrange a release for the
first picture of the company, recently filmed
on the Universal lot. They will release
through Selznick and the picture will have
its world premiere in September. It was
shot under the title of "Heartstrings," but
will be released as the Selznick prize title
picture, with an offer of a five hundred
dollar prize for the best title suggested by
any fan. The story is by Grace Sanderson
Mitchie,
of "TheL. Finger
of Justice"
and
otherauthor
photoplays,
W. Chaudet
was
director, and the cast includes such wellknown names as Monte Blue, Irene Rich,
Tully Marshall, Russell Simpson, Jackie
Saunders, James Gordon, and George
Rluems. Lynwood Abbott was at the
camera. The company will start their next
picture in two weeks, and will again work
at Universal City.
Captain P. B. Cullinan, at present art director wfth the Von Stroheim forces engaged in theworld
makingon of
"Greed,"
leave
the picture
August
1 forwillLondon,
and after a. visit there will continue his
travels in a trip around the world. Captain
Cullinan is one of the world of the silverscreen who has a record for great bravery
in the late war, and who was the winner of
the Military Cross with Bars, given as a

of the Week

Choice Productions, Inc., announces the
following cast and organization for a special
all-star Feature Play.
Story and Continuity by William Clifford.
Ray June, Cameraman
Martin J. Heyl, Director
Warren Fromme and William Lynch
Warren Frome and William Lynch
CAST
Eileen Percy
Sheldon Lewis
Pauline Stark Chester Bishop
Eva Novak
Erank Ridge
Claire Adams
Walter Whitman
Thelma Salter Robert Edeson
Rockcliffe Fellows
True Boardman
Walter Long
Fred KoVert
Fred Caldwell Presents
"HOGAN IN HOLLYWOOD"
Fred Caldwell, Directing
Story and Continuity by
J. Stewart Woodhouse
Photographed by George Crocker
CAST
Alice Howell
Chas. W. Mack
Violet Schramm Charles Dale
Victor Potel
Muriel Reynolds
Jean Metcalf

Bett^ Giles, popular ckild artist of the screen
STATISTICAL WRITERS NEGLECT
TO INCLUDE WILTED COLLARS
The "figgerin' fools" who write statistical
stories about motion picture productions
have overlooked a bet. They have passed

ac-nes

kerr

Crawford

recognition of great bravery in action with
the Prince of Wales Regiment.
Frank Keenan spent a few days in San
Francisco last week to be "among those
present" at the opening of the Duncan
Sisters' big success, "Topsy and Eva."
Buster Keaton's latest picture, "Three
Ages," had its world premiere at the Warfield
last Saturday.
It's Aa number
six-reel
comedyTheatre
and seems
to be a riot.
of the officials of First National came up
from Los Angeles for the opening.
A new photoplay company has been organized in San Francisco by H. B. Matters
and H. A. Mitchell with offices at 331 Turk
Street, and they are making plans which
they expect to result in the production of
from four to six feature pictures a year.
Mattern created the Scenario Author! i
Agency in this city, of which he is still the.
head and Mitchell, has done most creditable
work along the same Lines in college*
These ambitious young men are already attrating the co-operation of their friends anfl
fellow students, and hope to go into earljrf
production with only the highest type of
material.
J. F. Whitfield, well-known cameraman, is
now employed by G. M. Anderson to do the,;
taking and finishing of the Casino Motion
Picture News, to be shown from now on at
that popular theatre at Ellis and Mason
Streets.
Under the general management of Hen
man Lubfin, president of the Pacific Motion
Picture Studio at 331 Turk Street, niann
new activities are now in progress. Among
them is the shooting of scenes for G. Ml
Anderson's "Casino News in Pictorial
Form," which is devoted exclusively I
events, notables, and industries, in and
around San Francisco. A special program]
of news pictures was prepared for ihe
opening of the Casino for the season on
July 14.
up a chance to quote facts and figures concerning the number of collars wilted durinfl
the filming of the elaborate country Hub
dance scenes in "The Social Code," Viola
Dana's newest Metro picture which Oscaf
Apfel is directing.
The piercing rays of an energetic South*
era California sun beat relentlessly on one?
of
the used
huge toenclosed
lights
illuminateMetro
the stages.
ballroom The"
set
within the stage gave off more heat.
Mr. Apfel and his assistants, Cameraman
Jhn Arnold, the electricians, property men
and carpenters were clad as lightly as pos?
sible, palm beach suits and white shirt*
with open necks predominating. Viola Puna
and the other young and older women were
fortunate inasmuch as they were in conven*
tional evening attire which, after the style
of nearly all evening gowns, permitted of
considerable ventilation.
The men suffered. Malcolm McGregor,
who appears opposite Miss Dana in this picture, Huntly Gordon and Cyril Chadwick
spent much of their time shifting collars,
removing their coats at the completion of
each scene and donning them again at the
start of the next scene.
In addition to those mentioned, the cast
of "The Social Code" includes Edna Flugrath, John Sainpolis and William Humphrey.

i C A M E R A !

Bright
The
Clyde Fillmore slid into success. Others
1 have found themselves up against the barred
I door that Hollywood so often turns itself
I into for screen aspirants, but Fate opened
I I it for him. Coming out to the coast with
I Maude
Fealy's epidemic
company, and
he happened
to hit
the influenza
was marooned
II here for ten months. When the large followI ing he had made on the speaking stage beI gan to miss him, he flashed before them on
II the screen.
his very
quickgood
success
altogether
I dueAndto his
height,wasn't
although
it did
I get him a job once, made a dawn out of what
II threatened to be a pretty black night. On
I a particularly blue Monday he was sitting in
M\a. theatrical office filled with others, hoping,
I despairing like himself, when Sam Forrest
II came to the railing and threw the whole
II crowd into the pit of dejection with the fol'II lowing short speech, "It breaks my heart,
ml boys, to have to tell you that there isn't a
■ thing for anybody." Mr. Fillmore was so
Ml impressed with the courage of the man who
II could utter such black candor that he linII gered to express his admiration and sidled
II near the railing as he did so.
"When do you think there will be a
II chance?"
venturedhimtimidly.
Forrest hesurveyed
from heel to head.
"Stick around," he murmured in a confiII dential whisper. It ended in a part and Mr.
II Fillmore as is his habit from anything flung
I at him made a succes out of it.
And always being able to eat in a career
H where so many have starved, has given his
I nature a certain mellowness. He is even
■ merciful towards Hollywood.
"No," he said to a question I put to him in
I the living room of his little bungalow, "I
II don't think we're another Babylon meriting
II destruction for our sins. We are only honII est, call a spade by its ugly black name, are
II more lyrical than the steam-rolled Middle
II West. Our freedom works both ways. You
I can be very good in Hollywood if you want
I to be."
Back of his chair as he talked hung a
H Japanese screen. The clock that ticked on
II the mantle piece must have ticked for genH erations to spinsters in some old colonial
I house. Books were about and good solid
■I books at that. There was an air of peace, of
II detachment, to this little house. It plainly
I said, "There is no jazz here."
II And enshrined above everything else of
I importance was Her portrait.
"Is she young?" I asked him.
"About the age I pretend to be," he ansI wered.
They met on her birthday and are to be
|II married
his. andHe she
was has
completely
disflhisioned, heon said
spread the
veil
M over the world again. She is Mrs. Sadie
| Michener, a very handsome widow of Los
H Angeles and the wedding will be solemnized
| in Pasadena. Mrs. Michener was formerly
II Miss Sadie Bird of Chicago and had a very
I brilliant social position there.
And Mr. Fillmore will act all the better
U for being happy. There is a false idea that
I you have to be scourged by fate and then
II you will have something to give the world
I in art. But Mendelsohn wrote music that
H has lived and his life was a happy song too.
As good a lover as he has made and would
I make on the screen, he thinks an ambitious
I artist is to have his biggest opportunity in
I the "heavy."
"A man isn't a villain," he said, "for three
1 hundred and sixty-five days in the year. And
J the shading off of this character from its
■ rather monotonous blackness is getting into
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By Ludie Erskine
of the cant about the "mission of the
He entered the stage door from a home
of
culture and with a college-trained mind.
movies."
After finishing at the University of Oregon,
he had a year of medicine at Johns Hopkins,
Baltimore. Later, when working for the
government at Washington, he found his
"knock-off" time was four o'clock. He cast
about somewhere else to spend the late
afternoon. A dramatic school spread out
her lure.
And in this new Bagdad where the failure
of yesterday is the success of today, as in
the old, when the beggar of the morning was
the grand vizier by night, he gives you the
impression through his stability and poise
of not only snatching at success, but having
her pretty securely by the throat.
VOLCANO TIMES ERUPTION TO
SUIT LUCKY MOVIE DIRECTOR

Clyde Fillmore
the screen stories. In the play of "Othello,"
the "heavy" Iago offers the biggest dramatic plum. All the greatest Shakespearean
actors have preferred portraying him to the
hero. But to go back to the screen, I think
all the characters are too conventionalized,
too standardized as to type."
Clyde Fillmore is a thinking actor. He
says he works to objectify a mental image
he has of the part and in turn to impress
that image on every mind in the audience.
"I've heard it said that Mrs. Fiske acts
the same every night. That's absurd. She
creates a thousand different images each
night on a thousand different minds. They
can't all be the same."
The mental image he created as the
"heavy" in "The Sting of the Lash" with
Pauline Frederick was indelibly impressed
on the minds of all who saw it, because it
was put there with such vivid power.
His talk ran to directors as naturally as
sea
run to
man talk
is not would
a big man,
thencaptains.
he has no "If
righta
to be a director, because too much power
is given him, but if he measures up, then
he ought to be an autocrat."
His last picture is "Alimony" just finished
at Robertson and Cole Studios under the direction of Jimmy Horne, and over him, Mr.
Fillmore waxed enthusiastic.
"He was like a sun that brought out the
hidden flower in every one of us. He saw
our latent power and I tell you it blazes out
in that picture and it's all due to him, not
Mr. Fillmore gives me the impression of
living
to us."a good deal with his intellect and that
is rare in this Oriental Hollywood, where
the emotions seem to be enthroned before
everything else. Another instance of his intellectual attitude towards his art is his candor. He thinks the screen is for the masses
and not the classes and that productions
the actor's
money.
make ought
must
personality
to be Therefore
salable, the story has
to be the same. From his lips comes none

It is very unusual for Mother Nature to
perform her work on a regular schedule in
any event, and twice as unusual when she
performs according to a motion picture director's schedule. Henry King, the producer
of the photoplay "The White Sister," starring Lillian Gish, not only saw Vesuvius
work as per the schedule for his scenes of
the eruption of that volcano in the picture
"The White Sister," but, he and his company had been located in Bosca tre Cossa,
a village at the foot of Vesuvius for three
weeks, making scenes in and around the
crater, when the volcano erupted and found
him prepared to take full advantage of the
awe-inspiring spectacle.
"All during the winter in Rome," said Mr.
King, "I conducted research work on volcanic eruptions and weather conditions, so
I could duplicate the actual scenes as near
as possible for my photoplay.
"I had been plotting charts showing the
eruption of Vesuvius from the days of Pompeii, and the weather conditions previous to
each eruption, when I suddenly realized that
judging from current weather conditions in
comparison to my data, the next outburst of
lava from the famous volcano, standing by
the bay of Naples, should be some time this
summer.
"My company was a bit surprised when,
out of the clear sky, I abandoned work on
the location near Rome and moved them
down to Bosca tre Casso, a village which is
three layers deep, each succeeding village
being built on the ruins of one which had
been buried previously by lava flow. I had
the reason for shiftone just exactly
told, ingnothe location,
except to say that I thought
it would be a good time to get some scenes
around the volcano.
"We had been working about three weeks
in and around the crater, (and let me tell
you it isn't a cool job to be walking over
millions of tons of molten rock), when one
morning the old volcano began to rumble
and shiver, and I had a premonition that I
was going to get some of the most realistic
pictures of flowing lava and fleeing refugees
ever taken.
"I had to work fast, as lava in a molten
state starts to flow with great rapidity. We
had to figure our locations so as to avoid
those fiery rivers, and still be near enough
to show the awe-inspiring torrent as it
consumpoured down the sides ofitsVesuvius,
path, vineyards,
ing everything within
animal life, leaving nothing behouses and(Continued
on Page 19)
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Guns Were Scarce
More than 800 torches, 1200
assorted mob weapons such as
pitchforks, scythes, sickles and
pikes, and 850 swords were
manufactured at the Metro
studio for use in depicting the
storming of the Tuilleries for
Rex Ingram's production of
"Scaramouche." History tells us
that so many people wanted to
participate in the French Revolution that there were not nearly enough guns to go around.

version of Frank R. Adams' Cosmopolitan story, "The Love
Hater," which is being filmed by
Associated Authors. Reve-Smith
is one of the most prominent
character men on the English
stage and boast a histrionic
experience that is both wide and
varied. He was brought from
New York especially for this
role after a great deal of difficulty in finding exactly the right
type.

Made Auspicious Start
Although Evelyn Brent has
never appeared on the stage,
her first few screen appearances
were made with such stage
favorites as Tom Wise, Mme.
Petrova, Edmund Breese and
Lionel Barrymore. Just ai the
present time, Miss Brent is portraying one of the leading roles
in "Held to Answer," Metro's
all-star picturization of the story
by Peter Clark MacFarlano.
Jimmie is Now James
James Wood Morrison is the
official new "program name" of
Jimmy Morrison, well remembered featured player of the old
Vitagraph company in the days
of Anita Stewart, Corinne Griffith and Harry Morey. Mr.
Morrison has grown, physically
and histrionically, and is now
enacting a leading role in "Held
to Answer,"
star
special. the new Metro all-

Meakin Finishes Another
Charles Meakin, who for years
was connected with many prominent theatrical organizations, on
the spoken stage, and who lately
has turned to the screen, has
just closed with Edna Murphy,
at the Hal Roach studio under
the direction of Val Paul. He
did the District Attorney, in
Episode Number Seven of the
series Miss Murphy is making
for this company. Prior to his
engagement at the Roach studio,
he played a prominent role in
the Arthur Somers Roche story,
"A Day of Faith," for Goldwyn.
A Little Misunderstanding
It was right after the WillardFirpo battle. Larry Trimble,
producer of the Strongheart pictures, was discussing this particular fight and pugilistic encounters in general with his
technical director, Fred McBan,
whose son Mickey, well-known
boy actor, was standing close at
hand listening attentively to the
conversation. Mr. Trimble was
relating instances of the deadlyeffect of well-directed uppercuts. It seems that at one time
Jess Willard, during a ring
battle, killed his opponent with
a terrific uppercut, and the subsequent autopsy revealed the
tremendous power the giant
Kansan had put behind the blow.
"Yes, sir," concluded Trimble,
"Willard killed the fellow with
an
Mickey away
and
his uppercut."
father were Aswalking
the
"Daddy,
how little
couldchap
that asked,
man kill
the

Association Changes Quarters
The Reliable Photoplayers Association have moved their
offices from Sunset and Santa
Monica boulevard to 1442 Beechwood drive, Hollywood, where
they now have more spacious
quarters and are in a position to
give the best of service to producers. Betty Jean, manager of
the association, has been confined to her bed for the past two
weeks with illness, but it is expected she will be back on the
job within the next few days.
Actress Expert Fisher
Margaret Morris, who has
acted as leading woman for
many of the screen's handsome
male stars, and
who is now
playing opposite Pete Morrison
in a new western feature at
Universal, is enthusiastic over
all outdoor games and back in
Minneapolis where she was born
and educated she spent nearly
all of her leisure moments trout
fishing, which sport she is particularly fond of. Because of
the many big catches which she
recorded in streams near her
home she gained a great amount
of fame as an expert angler.
English Star Here
S. Reve-Smith, the noted English actor who recently arrived
in America, has been added to
the cast for Elmer Harris' screen

other one with an apricot?"
Stahl Completes "Wanters"
John M. Stahl has completed
the filming of "The Wanters" as
his next all-star special for Louis
B. Mayer-First National presentation. The cast includes Marie
Provost, Robert Ellis, Norma
Shearer, Huntley Gordon, Gertrude Astor, Richard Headrick,
l-ouise Fazenda, Hank Mann,
Harold Goodwin, Lilliam Langdon and William Buckley. The
story deals with New York society life, and is treated in the
humorous and rather cynical
fashion that characterizes Mr.
Stabl's last release, "The Dangerous Age."
picture
is nowbeing cut
andThetitled
under
the
supervision of the director.

Throngs

O'Malley's Celebrate
Mr. and Mrs. Pat O'Malley recently celebrated the eighth anniversary of their marriage, by
declaring open house at their
Hollywood
bungalow
and entertained a host
of relatives
and
friends. Pat, who is one of the
stars in Reginald Baker's newpicture, "The Master of Woman," was up in the mountains on
location when the great day approached, but by special permission and a little dare-devil work
at the wheel of an automobile,
he was able to reach home in
time to serve as master of ceremonies at the celebration.
Cunningham Returns
Jack Cunningham of the Paramount scenario department arrived at the West Coast studio
of this organization after several
months as a member of the scenstaff of Paramount's
Long
Islandariostudio.
During his Eastern sojourn, Cunningham adapted Agnes Ayres' latest Paramount Picture," "The Heart
Christie
Haider." Signs New Ones
Teddy Sampson and Patricia
Palmer, both well known names
In feature and comedy casts,
have been engaged by Al Christie to support Cobby Vernon in
the next picture which will go
into production at the Christie
studios. Miss Sampson has just
finished a role in the production
of
"The Blinn,
Dad Man"
starring
Holbrook
a First
National
picture, and Patricia Palmer has
just finished in "The Hellion" a
New Walton Story
Hugh Hoffman has just finished his latest scenario for
Gladys Walton. It is a Cosmopolitan Magazine story, written
by Frank R. Adams anil is called
"The Near Lady." In this picture Miss Walton will portray a
manicure girl In a barber shop.
The story is said to be full of the
spontaneous "peppy" comedy for
which Mr. Hoffman's scenarios
are noted. Production starts
July 23. Herbert Blache directing; Jack Sullivan assisting.
Buys Another Hit
"Lilies of the Field," the stage
play which ran for seven months
at the Klaw Theatre on Broadway, New York, has been added
to the list of successful dramas
which will be brought to the
screen for Associated First National Pictures. The purchase
of the screen rights of this play,
which was as successful in Chicago as on the Broadway stage,
is announced this week by First
National. "Lilies of the Field"
was written by William Hulburt
and the cast of the New York
production includes Marie Doro,
Norman Trevor and Josephine
Drake, Joseph E. Shea produced
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of Movieland
the stage play. Its popularity is
ascribed not only to the clevef
dialogue but to the many exceptional situations.
In Victorville
Edwin Carewe, and the entire
cast of "The Bad Man," which
he is producing for First National, are now located at Victorville
where all the bandit and cattle
rustling scenes of the production
will be taken. Holbrook Blinn,
star of the picture, is the only
absent member. All of his scenes
have been finished and he has
left for the East. Accompanying
the company are Wallace Fox,
assistant director and Louis Jerome, business manager. About
35 people were taken along and
they will remain on location for
the better part of the next three
weeks. All of the interiors were
finished before Blinn left for
New York. The only remaining
work to finish the picture are
those scenes relating to bandit
outrages
Entertains New Star
Mrs. Helen White. 689 South
Bronson avenue, this week en-j
tertained twenty luminaries of
the film world at dinner in honor
of her guest, Miss Muriel Reynolds, who has had a meteoric
rise in pictures since she won a
beautydred other
contest
frommonths
five hungirls two
ago.
Director Fred Caldwell, who has
Miss Reynolds under contract
for five years, and William Jenner, West Coast representative
for Pathe releases, were among
the guests.
Back From Elks' Meet
Tom O'Brien, recently engaged to play "Beauty"
Smith
Jack London's
famous dog
story,in
"White Fang," on which Director Laurence Trimble will start
work in a few days, has refrom the City,
Elks' which
Convention atturned
Atlantic
he
attended as a delegate from the
Santa Monica lodge, and has refor work. O'Brien
had an portedimportant
part in also
the
Strongheart picture now in the
cutting
room,
ter," which
was "The
made Love
under Masthe
working title of "The Phantom
In Santa Barbara
Rowland V. Lee and the entire
company of players in his production, "You Can't Get Away
With
It," a Fox picture, are this
Pack."
week on location in Santa Barbara, for scenes which will have
for a background one of the
most magnificent
in California. Those whoestates
have invaded
Santa Barbara, besides Mr. Let
and his assistant, Dan Keefe,
are Percy Marmont, Betty Bouton, Barbara Tennant, Grace
Morse,liam Clarissa
WilHaines and Selwynne,
Charles Cruz.

Cameras

CHAPLIN
GETS

FILM
NEW

TITLE
"A Woman of Paris" is the title finally decided upon for Charles Chaplin's first dramatic picture in which Edna Purviance is
featured and which has just been
completed at the Chaplin Studios.
During the making of this picture which has been in production for eight months it has been
temporarily titled "Public Opinion," a title copyrighted by Mr.
Chaplin and one which will be
used on a subsequent picture.
Although Mr. Chaplin does not
personally appear in "A Woman
of
through it
thatParis,"
same there
touch runs
of humanness
which has made him the acknowledged genius of the screen
and its humor, pathos and tragedy are blended with supreme
artistry.
Those who have seen the picture in unfinished state declare
it will be a sensation when it is
released during the month of
September at which time it will
have its premiere in New York
City at a Broadway legitimate
theatre.
Perhaps the most vital phase
of the production is the new
treatment of the subject matter
and the finesse with which the
various scenes are played by the
actors; Mr. Chaplin having devoted more of his time to the acting in this picture than has
ever before been given to a motion picture. Each scene was directed by him personally and on
some of them weeks were spent
on a single scene. The result
bids fair to place Mr. Chaplin in
the same position among directors that he has formerly held
among actors.
The picture which will be released in eight reels will be handled for distribution by United
Artists, the releasing organization for the personal productions
of Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and D.
W. Griffith.
Those in the cast supporting
Edna Purviance are Adolphe
Menjou, Carl Miller, Lydia
Knott, Charles French, Betty
Morrissey, Malvina Pole and
Clarence Geldert.
The staff assisting Mr. Chaplin
on the production of "A Woman
of Paris"
Monta
Bell; included,
assistant editorial,
director,
Eddie Sutherland; business, AlW fred Reeves; photography, Rollie
\ Tetheroh and Jack Wilson; and
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to confer with Rich- ~~~~~
21, 1923
research,
HarrySATURDAY,
D'Arrast and JULYIn ardorder
Jean
di Limur.
A. Rowland, general manaAMERICAN
AND
ger of Associated First National
Following a short vacation Mr.
Pictures, Inc., Earl J. Hudson,
Chaplin will immediately begin
general production manager of
work on the production of a new
TURK WRITE
six reel comedy with himself
that ingorganization's
own Angeles
producunit, has left Los
starred and which will also be for New
York City.
released through United Artists.
PLAY
QUITS

PLAYING

FIGHT

TO

FOREST

FIRE
Constance Talmadge's warriors of "The Dangerous Maid"
cast stopped fighting each other
long enough the other night to
conquer what threatened to
grow into a forest fire.
The company was working in
a nearby valley on a wooded
ranch supposed to be an old
English highway. Constance,
disguised as a boy, was darting
back and forth across the road
and behind trees with a squad
of "Bed-Coats" hot after her.
Half a mile away a wall of flame
shot up into the air and the cry
of "Fire!" went up. Director
Victor Heerman immediately
called a halt and ordered Constance. Marjorie Daw and the
other feminine members of the
cast to safety.
Heerman then told off 200
men into squads under Conway
Tearle, Lou Morrison, Philip
Dunham, Eddie Brophy and Glen
MacWilliams and the whole
male force was rushed to the
spot of the flames in motor
trucks. There they joined with
residents of nearby ranches who
were hastily assembling, and in
about two hours made a firebreak that prevented the flames
from reaching the timber land.
The blaze spread on through the
brush but, cheated of its larger
prey, finally burned itself out.
FLYNN SPECTACLE IS NOW
NEARING COMPLETION
When the cameras click on
long shots of the big palace set
the latter part of this week,
Emmett Flynn will have completed the filming of "In the
Palace of the
period
spectacle
he King,"
directedthefor
the
Goldwyn studios.
Edmund Lowe, leading male
player in the production is the
only principal in the cast who is
not yet finished with the picture.
Other players, including Blanche
Sweet, Hobart Bosworth, Pauline Starke, Sam de Grasse, Lucien Littlefield, Wiliiam V.
Mong, Aileen Pringle, Charles
Clary, Harvey Clarke and others,
have made their final scenes,
and most of them are planning
their summer vacations.

LESSER

WILL

FILM

"HIAWATHA"
SOON
Sol Lesser announces an early
beginning on the production of
a spectacular and poetic screen
version of Longfellow's "Hiawatha." For several months this
poem has been in contemplation
and for several weeks the scenario department has been busily
engaged in research work attendant on the great enterprise of
filming this American classic.
The services of James Willard
Schultz have been engaged in the
preparation of the story, he being a full-fledged member of the
Blackfoot Indian tribe of Montana with the fortunes of which,
for more than twenty years he
was identified in the field and
chase. As an authority on Indian lore, Mr. Schultz is regarded without a peer in the United
States, and his published works
on Indian life are numerous and
popular. He has been taking an
active interest with the Principal
Pictures scenario staff in the adjustments necessary to render
the story of Hiawatha suitable
for film translation.
"It is our plan," says Lesser,
to emphasize the poetical elements of the work, or rather to
attempt to give them complete
visualization.- .This we hope to
accomplish by the importance we
shall give to the earlier episodes
of the poem wherein the infancy
and young boyhood of Hiawatha
are treated. The poetic essence
of the work is what we are after
rather than "plot-values" and the
usual
"movie attack
plot action."
We
shall boldly
the problem
of fixing upon the screen immorpoetic beauty
mosttal widely
knownof Longfellow's
and popular
poem. Of course we plan the
engagement of typical Indians
to give reality to our scenes and
in the engagement of these we
expect the authoritative advice
and counsel of Mr. Schultz will
guide us rightly. We believe we
shall accomplish the production
of a pageant-poem that will appeal with its beauty to every
class of motion picture patron
and every lover of romance and

poetry."

An interesting collaborating
affiliation, which promises to
bring to the motion picture
screen a story with a keen psychological analysis of the Oriental custom of plural wives, has
just been announced.
Under isthebeing
title,jointly
"Haremprepared
Love,"
a story
by J. Stewart Woodhouse, well
known local scenarist, and Gerjes Bey, recently arrived from
Constantinople. Gerjes Bey was
educated in the universities of
the Turkish capital and knows
Oriental life in all its phases.
His uncle was Minister of War
under Abdul Hamid, under
which monarch he himself was
knighted at the age of nineteen.
Gerjes Bey was connected with
the diplomatic service of his
country for years.
When "Harem Love" is ready
for production Gerjes Bey purposes to give personal technical
supervision, bringing to the
American screen, perhaps for the
first time in its history, a true
vivid picture of Turkish life,
including the innermost secrets
of the harem, and a revelation
of social and political customs
which make this domestic institution popular in that country.
It is undoubtedly true that only
a native, who has studied the
Turkish people, can give a true
insight into the mental attitude
of the woman who is one of the
many wives, and of the man who
finds his better half has been divided into numerous infinitessimal fractions.
Just what conflict of emotions
would be aroused in a father's
breast when confronted with giving his own daughter as a part
of another man's harem, equal
in proportion to his own, is a
sentiment an American would
would find hard to conceive. Inasmuch as it is purposed the
hero of the story shall be an
American there will probably be
a striking clash of love sentiment between the Anglo-Saxon
and the Oriental temperaments.
Mr. Woodhouse is working overtime, with the aid of black Turkish coffee, at his home 1832
North Normandie, Hollywood.
George Hackathorne has comhis role in Eddie
Cline's
First pletedNational
production,
"When a Man's a Man." Included in the cast, were John
Bowers, Marguerite de la Motte
and June Marlowe.
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VIOLA

GETS

SURPLUS

A BIG
OF

DOGS
Enough is sufficient and sufficient is plenty.
Viola Dana has had another
birthday and with it gifts from
her sisters, Edna Flugrath Shaw
and Shirley Mason, and from her
father, Emil Flugrath.
Remembering how his daughter had grieved over the disappearance a month previous of
her pet, a Chow dog named
Pom-Pom, Mr. Flugrath proudly
bought her a husky Boston bull
terrior for a birthday present.
It arrived while the little Metro
star was breakfasting and she
was overjoyed.
An hour later Miss Shaw and
her director-husband, Harold
Shaw, arrived with their gift. It
was a beautiful Pekinese dog.
"To take the place of poor
Pom-Pom," said Sister Edna.
"His
is Sing-Sing."
MissnameDana
said she guessed
there would be room in the garaage for both the Bostonian and
the descendant of Chinese dog
royalty and expressed her appreciation.
But she was not quite as
exuberant when Miss Mason
came that afternoon with a
young, but large and rough German police dog.
"His name is Count and he's
to make you forget Pom-Pom,
Vi," said Sister Shirley.
"Thanks," the little star replied weakly.
And if that is not enough it
may be mentioned that the nice
kind men who work at the Los
Angeles dog pond have since located poor Pom-Pom and they
returned him to his owner.
The situation has been alleviated somewhat by the return of
the bull terrier to the dog store
and of the police dog to Miss
Mason.
Miss Dana still has Pom-Pom
and Sing-Sing.
Walsh is Favored
That George Walsh is the
most popular screen star in
South and Central American
countries was the opinion of a
large group of ambassadors and
other state officials from the
Southern republics who recently
visited the Goldwyn studios.
Walsh is now playing in "The
Magic Skin."
was also
selected
by theWalsh
statesman
as
their choice for the name part
in "Ben Hur" to be filmed by
Goldwyn. The diplomats who
came from Washington to attend the Motion Picture Exposition, brought the interesting information that one of Walsh's
films had been re-issued five
times in South America.
Margaret Reid has finished her
work in Rex Ingram's "Scaramouche."
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HELENE TURNS TO THE
PRODUCING OF "SPRING
GRAND-ASHER
CO.
RUPERT HUGHES UNIT
MAGIC" IS RESUMED
PLANS FILLING
Production work is once more
That Helene Chadwick will
A NEED
in full swing on "Spring Magic," play the leading feminine role in
William De Mille's production Rupert Hughes' new production,
"Law
Against
Law,"
is
the
infor Paramount, which was halted
teresting announcement from
Supplying a genuine need on
two weeks ago when Charles de the Goldwyn studios.
the part of the exhibitors, proRoche, one of the principals in
viding reasonably priced and
The news is the more interthe cast, suffered a broken toe
esting in view of the recent dif- wholesome as well as thoroughly
ferences
between
the
beautious
entertaining comedies and feawhile performing a difficult
Helene and Goldwyn. But dipture pictures, the Grand-Asher
jump.
lomatic arrangements of all is- Corporation is preparing a schesues have been effected and now
ing. dule for the fall season which
Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt
are featured in this adaptation
everybody is happy, with Miss should prove decidedly interestby Clara Beranger of Edward
Chadwick's casting in the big
Knoblock's "The Faun" which role in the new Hughes' picture
The comedies in which will be
Charles de Roche, Robert Ag- the culmination.
new, and Mary Astor in support.
It will be remembered that starred Monty Banks, Sid Smith
Joe Rock, are all of twoDe Roche plays the role of the Miss Chadwick won her greatest and
reel length, widely different in
Faun, and his injury, which con- success in previous Hughes pro- character
and type and directed
fined him to his bed for a fortductions, including "Dangerous
by men who know the comedy
night, brought the production to
end of the films backward. AdeCurve Ahead," "Gimme," "From
an abrupt halt.
With the introduction this the Ground Up" and "The Old
quate settings, good casts, stories
week of Bertram Johns and Leo
Miss Chadwick is the first that are built solely to amuse
and entertain, render them highWhite, practically the entire cast
is at work. Ethel Wales plays player to be cast in "Law
ly desirable
exhibitor's
point
of viewfrom
and theshould
make
the only other important role.
Nest." Law."
Against
them entirely acceptable to the
"Pal," the famous motion pic- ACTOR'S
WORK
IN
FILM
public, as sauce, so to speak,
ture dog, also has a prominent
IS GIVEN HIGH PRAISE
with which to garnish the heavier fare provided by dramatic
part.
David A. Dunbar, who is one vehicles.
DOROTHY IS KEPT BUSY
CHANGING HER WIGS
of the newest, yet one of the
At present the features are
most promising character artists being produced by Ben Wilson
in
filmland,
has
the
leading
role
with strong cast headed by BryDorothy Chase, former publicity writer, whose interesting in Paul Hurst's latest feature
ant Washburn and Mabel Forproduction, "The Man Who
rest. The first three were all
work in ingenue and character Would
Not Die," which has just written by Evelyn Campbell and
roles has been attracting con- been completed at the National
siderable attention lately, has studios in Hollywood. The pic- adapted by well known continu-1
ture was previewed a few nights ity writers. There are seven J
worn so many wigs, hats, and
other head-gear in recent pic- ago at the Burbank Theatre in more to be made by Mr. Wilson j
Burbank, and Dunbar, in the
tures, that her screen friends
will beMany
supplied
with ','
have almost forgotten what her character of a young Indian and
strongall casts.
of these
own hair looks like. It remained
chief, won considerable praise stories, by writers of note, have
been already selected and are
his brilliant performance
for Finis Fox to reve* the se- for
cret. Mr. Fox asked her to re- and histrionic talents. He is now being adapted for the !
great recognition as a screen. Among these pictures
move a hat for "close-ups" dur- winning
master make-up artist and his will be several in which Billie
ing the garden- party scene in characterizations
are of such
"Bag and Baggage," his current
Rhodes
lar roles. will appear in the stelinsure
a mostin sucproduction, and Miss Chase's quality ascessfultocareer
for
him
the
own wavy, ashe-blond hair was
film world.
Later production plans for '
revealed.
other
productions
in which
mous screen
luminaries
are fato j;
Miss Chase's various "disBETTY IS KEPT ON THE
guises" were not all of her own
appear will be announced no
choosing, and while she enjoyed
doubt of the return of Samuel
JUMP BY FOUR JOBS
appearing in the beautiful white
V. Grand, head of the Grandwig worn in Rex Ingram's
Betty Giles, who has made a Asher organization, on his re- \
"Scaramouche," and in the vol- pronounced
with her turn from New York early in
uminous aand becoming head- work in manysuccess
productions
dur- August.
gear appropriate to her costume
Announcements in the trade
ing the past year, is now playin Jackie Coogan's "Long Live
papers
contemplate some of the
ing at the United in "The Danthe King," the chance to be
gerous Talmadge
Maid," starring
Con- most attractive pictures imagin"herself" was greatly apprestance
and
directed
able from this newly formed reciated.
leasing company. At least one
by Vicever,Heerman.
howMiss Chase's latest characterfurther enjoys Betty,
the added
ization has been that of a kid- distinction of working in three new face has already been introduced in Mabel Forrest, who apnapped American girl, in the
productions, hopopposite Bryant Washburn
Mexican dance-hall sequence of other pingcurrent
from set to set and lot to in the pears
Ben Wilson films.
Choice Productions' current pic- lot in double-quick time to do
ture, as yet untitled.
her
in "Ponjola,"
also various
at the bits
United,
and in Sargent Finishes
Dinner for Elinor Glyn
"Scaramouche"
and
"Long Live
Lewis Sargent .popular film
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Lehr
the King" at the Metro.
juvenile artist, has completed
entertained with a brilliant dinhis engagement at Universal,
ner in honor of Mme. Elinor
where he played the leading
Paul Scarden, who is personGlyn, who has just arrived in
ally supervising the filming of juvenile role in Gladys Walton's
Los Angeles to assist in the
starring vehicle, "The
"Chu Chin Chow," in Berlin, latest
filming of her novel, "Three
and he is now tryWeeks." Present were: Mr. starring Betty Blythe, reports Wild ingParty,"
to
decide between offers
and Mrs. Rupert Hughes, Mr. that this production contains
which
have
been
made him for
and Mrs. Emmett Flynn, Mr. some of the most beautiful
parts in other picand Mrs. Robert B. Mclntyre,
scenes he has ever seen, and important
tures. Meanwhile, he has taken
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Edington,
that Miss BIythe's role in it is a bungalow at one of the
June Mathis, Aileen Pringle,
giving her a much wider scope beaches
near Los Angeles where
Cedric Gibbons and Carey Wil- for acting than the "Queen of he is enjoying his first vacation
son.
in three years.
Sheba."

camera;
BARKER

STARTS
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HIS 3rd. MAYER
SPECIAL
Reginald Barker has started
the
filmingB.of Mayer
"Pleasure
Mad" for
as
a Louis
special
Metro release. This will be the
director's third independent unit
production at the Mayer studio
following "Hearts Aflame," a
current success, and "The Master of Woman," which will make
its debut in the early fall.
"Pleasure Mad" was adapted
from Blanche Upright's novel,
"The Valley of Content." Dealing with the fortunes — and misfortunes— of a happy family of
modern means which is split up
by the affections and indulgences
which follow sudden acquisitions
of wealth, this book has proven
to be one of the most popular
novels of the past year.
Mary Alden, a favorite since
the old Griffith days, and Huntly
Gordon, who scored such a big
hit in Fred Niblo's "The Famous
Mrs. Fair," and who has just finished work in John M. Stahl's
"The Wanters," will be seen in
the two leading roles. Working
with Mr. Barker, Irving G. Thalberg, vice-president of the Mayer
organization, is now selecting
the balance of the cast and will
have the complete list ready
within a short time.
With Alvin C. Wyckoff in
charge of the photography, Mr.
Barker is shooting scenes in the
meantime, confining his activities to certain nignly dramatic
sequences in which only Miss
Alden and Mr. Gordon appear.
The company is now working on
the covered stage at the Mayer
studio.
While no definite announcement has been yet made as to
the director's next picture following "Pleasure Mad," it is possible that he may make "The
Train of Ninety-Eight," the Robert W. Service story which was
purchased by Mr. Mayer some
time ago for production by
Barker.
George Ade Due
George Ade will arrive at
Paramount's West Coast Studio
next week to confer on his story,
"All Must
Marry,"
which
Thomas
Meighan
will bein starred,
according to an announcement
made by Jesse L. Lasky, first
vice-president in charge of production. "All Must Marry" will
be an Alfred E. Green production. Meighan will follow Ade
in three or four days and production work will start immediately
after the will
star'sadapt
arrival.
Thomas Geraghty
the
story to the screen.
Mary Carr is once again portraying the part of a mother.
This time in C. C. Burr's production "Clipped Wings," which
stars Constance Binney. The
picture is being made in Glendale, L. I.
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FORMER DISH-WASHER
Leopold Granitz, a Chicago
restaurant man, has turned playwright. While figuring out the
prices of meats, vegetables and
fruits and planning menus, Mr.
Granitz, for the past year, has
been thinking out the plot of a
romantic novel, and at night,
after leaving the rattle of the
dishes and his market figures,
he started to write it. The novel
is now complete. It is called
"The Knights of the Dragon," a
story filled with mystery, intrigue and romance, which Mr.
Granitz has dramatized, and
which will be seen on the screen
in Chicago soon.
The story of the play goes
back to 1850, and many of the
scenes are laid in the turbulent
Balkans, Russia, Monte Carlo
and America. The hero is an
American boy, whose mother left
a good husband, a famous Russian surgeon, and became engaged to an exotic ruler of the
Balkans, who promised to wed
her as soon as she secured a
divorce, but spurned her when
she fled from her American
home to the Balkan kingdom,
disowned by her father. She is
given into the power of a bandit
chief-head of the Knights of the
Dragon, and after his death she
becomes the daring, fearless
leader of the Knights, in the
hope that she will be able to reJEAN HERSHOLT EXHIBITS
PAINTING IN FRISCO

TURNS PLAYWRIGHT
venge herself on the king, who
cast her aside. Failing, she
committed suicide, and left a
letter for her son by the king,
to be opened on his twenty-fifth
birthday, and requested him to
avenge her honor. This he does,
by capturing the kingdom with
an army of his own, winning
over the people, who put the
king to death and made the
American their ruler.
A diamond necklace, once the
Crown jewels of Russia, of
which two clever imitations
were made, causes many exciting incidents, blunders, suffering
and misery. It is around these
royal gems that much of the
mystery and romance of the play
is woven.
Mr. Granitz started life as a
six-dollar-a-week dishwasher, and
worked his way up to a high executive position of one of Chicago's best known restaurants,
reading and studying at night
after his work was over. He
came into prominence a year
ago,
whenwonhis first
paperprize
on at
"Food
Control"
the
National Hotel and Restaurant
exposition and convention in
Chicago. Mr. Granitz has proven
as much of an expert picturing
romantic situations and mysterious episodes as he did in the
more prosaic work of food control.
ACTOR HAS BEEN NOTED
AS POET FOR 20 YEARS

The artistic ability of Jean
Hersholt, who plays the role of
Marcus Schouler in the Goldwyn
picture,
"Greed,"is which
Erich
von
Stroheim
transposing

Frederick Truesdell, who plays
the millionaire husband in "The
Age
of Desire,"
whichfor Frank
Borzage
is directing
First
National, is one of America's
few actor-poets. Mr. Truesdell
has made a study and a hobby
of verse writing, and there is
hardly a day passing but what
he is writing something of this
sort.
His poems have appeared for
the past twenty years in various
magazines. He is contemplating
publishing a book of verse,
poems that he has written during this period.
While working for Director
Borzage, he- has been writing
quite a bit and has added several
compositions to his lengthy literary record.
He plays the millionaire husband of Myrtle Stedman in the
story, and appears with a really
all-star cast comprising such notables as Mary Philbin, William
Collier, Jr., Josef Swickard,
Frankie Lee, Edith Yorke, J.
Farrell MacDonald.

fromnot Frank
Norris'
"McTeague,"
is
confined
to acting.
He is
a painter of note as well, having
had exhibitions in Copenhagen,
Denmark, his native city, and in
New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. The latest showing of
his brush and pen work was held
in
the & galleries
of O'Connor,
Moffat
Co., San Francisco.
The exhibition included oil
paintings and pen and ink drawings. The former consisted of
portraits, still life and landscapes; the latter were black
and white studies, in the manner of etchings, of ZaSu Pitts,
as the Trina of "Greed," Erich
von Stroheim, the director, and
himself as Marcus Schouler.
The exhibition was well attended and received excellent
notices in the San Francisco
newspapers.
McConnville Re-engaged
Bernard McConnville, who recently prepared a screen version
of "Cape Cod Folks" for Louis
B. Mayer, has been re-engaged
by the producer to write the
scenario of "The Volunteer Organist" which will be filmed in
the near future with an all-star
cast. The background of this
famous old play is being revised
to coincide with the conditions
and environments of the present
day.

Miss Ulric Starts
Lenore Ulric has started work
on the picturization of David
Belasco's
play, produced
"Tiger Rose,"
which is being
at the
Warner Brothers studios in Los
Angeles under the direction of
Sidney Franklin. The supporting cast includes Claude Gillingwater, Joseph Dowling, Anders
Randolf, Andre de Beranger,
Jane Ferrell, Sam de Grasse
and Theodore Von Eltz.
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PSYCHIC
GAZER

CRYSTAL
LAUDS

TRILBY
Mile. Inez Cover, youthful
psychic
crystal
gazer and
ist of Los
Angeles,
who palmhas
gained fame through her many
fulfilled predictions regarding
the destinies of professional
people who are famous in
America and abroad, has
launched a new art on which
she has spent the past two years
in deep study — an art which she
terms "solestry," the science of
foretelling
soles of the one's
feet. fate by the
Mile. Andree Lafayette, the
beautiful film actress who
played the title role in Richard
Walton Tully's screen version of
the
famoussoondu toMaurier's
novel,
"Trilby,"
be released
by
Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and who is credited
with the most beautiful feet in
the entire world, has intrigued
the interest of Mile. Inez who
gives herewith a few of her impressions and prophesies concerning the Parisian beauty.
"Mile. Andree Lafayette has
gracefully molded feet, creamy
white, and tipped with shell
pink nails. The soles are satin
smooth, and bespeak sincerity
of purpose, a thoughtful, unselfish character — emotional, impulsive and ambitious.
"I find from the lines of her
foot," continued Mile. Inez,
"that she is a lover of music,
art and all that is beautiful.
"First of all, Mile. Lafayette
is a born actress; but besides
the enjoyment of this gift, she
could easily
develop intobrilliance
a musician of undreamed
and intensity. Fortune will
smile on her later in that direction.
"There is a great similarity
between her feet and those of
Mile. Ida Rubenstein, famous
dancer and the inspiration of
D'Annunzio, Italy's fiery warrior-poet.
"The future of this gay little
French Trilby, she of the golden
hair, eyes of blue and incomparable feet, is destined to be
one of bliss and contentment
with attainment of the highest
pinnacle of fame. She is truly
fortune's favorite."
A wire from New York informs us that Laura La Plante
has been cast in the new serial
at the Universal and will be seen
at her best in the characterization of Blackie's Mary, the
daughter of crooked alley, in
"The Heart of Boston Blackie,"
of the Red Book fame by Jack
Boyle and under the direction of
Bob Hill. Owen Gorine is the
juvenile and more than usual interest lies in the fact of the possibility of William Desmond,
Jack Mower or Herb. Rawlinson
being featured in the stellar role
of Boston Blackie.
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HISTORIC
IN NEW

BATTLE
INCE

PICTURE
For the first time in the history of the motion picture, according to First National, the
memorable sea battle between
the Merrimac and the Monitor,
the outstanding naval engagement of the Civil War, will be
reproduced on the screen. This
scene will be one of the dramatic
episodes of "Barbara Freitchie,"
which Thomas H. Ince will produce for First National release.
"Barbara Freitchie" will be a
screen adaptation of Clyde
Fitch's play of the same name,
the purchase of which by Mr.
Ince was announced recently.
Mr. Ince, after long consideration of the screen possibilities
of the play, has announced that
he will produce it on a scale
equal to that of any production
of the coming year. It will
greatly exceed in magnitude any
picture of recent date which has
issued from the Ince studios.
The sea fight between the Merrimac and the Monitor, which
marked the death knell of the
wooden fighting ship and the
birth of modern steel battle
cruiser, will be reproduced with
Government co-operation. A replica of the much-despised "Yankee Cheese Box" as the Monitor
was called, is now being built.
This will go out to sea and meet
the Merrimac, considered the
most formidable fighting machine of its time. No more dramatic incident in the history of
naval warfare can be described.
The Monitor was permitted to
approach until within a range at
which the fighting would apparently be all in favor of the Merrimac. Then the most powerful
guns of the Confederate battleship were turned on it, but the
revolving steel turret of the Yankee naval freak resisted the attack and soon rendered useless
the pride of the Southern seas.
The United States Navy is enthusiastic over Mr. him
Ince'sallplans
and has promised
the
support he desires in filming authentical y the famous sea battle.
Mr. Ince will retain the dramatic love story
Mr. Fitch's
play, which
someof critics
have
pronounced among the sweetest
and most touching in the history
of literature.
No cast has been announced as
yet, but the producer is laying
preliminary plans to make this
picture an epoch in the field of
historical productions.
Whittaker Moves Here
P nother prominent member of
the film colony has renounced
New York and taken up permanent abode in Hollywood. This
is Charles Whittaker, the eminent scenarist, whose most recent contribution to the screen
is the adaptation of Balzac's
story, "The
Magic isSkin,"
whichat
George
D. Baker
directing
the Goldwyn Studios.
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EXHIBITORS WILL
SHE'S A VETERAN
WHEN DOOR SLAMS
THOUGH STILL
FIGHT FOR A
IN
HER
TEENS
CHRISTIE CUP
EVEN EXPERTS
Ynez Seabury, who enacts an
Exhibitors and exchangemen
of Southern California will do important role in "Thuiulergate,"
JUMP
a First National picturization of
battle on the baseball diamond
July 26th as the main feature of Sidney Herschel Small's "The
A door slammed in the proLord of Thundergate," was born
a big picnic barbecue at Hermojecting room at the Louis B.
sa Beach, the winning team to an actress.
She is still in her teens yet Mayer studio and proved that
receive the Al Christie trophy
cup which has been put up by her screen career dates back to Fred Niblo's "Strangers of the
the element of mysthe well known comedy produ- the old days of one and two Night"tery has
and suspense that the <Ucer. For the time being hun- reelers. She played her first rector sought
when he began to
dreds of film exhibitors and ex- part for the films when she was
only three years old, since then film the story from "Captafa
change managers and salemen
production
has
will cease battling over the price she has played in scores of pho- Applejack."
been months The
in the
making ant
of moving pictures and devote
toplays as well as enacting nu- weeks in the cutting. It was}
their efforts toward beating each
merous child roles in stage pro- ready to run the other night an$
other at foot races, horse shoes ductions.
invited a little group of
When
she was five years of Niblo
and kindred sports, answering
keen
motion
picture executives:
the oft-repeated cry for better age she was appearing on the to watch it.
co-operation between the produ- stage for David Belasco in "MadMatt Moore, in the title role*
am Butterfly," and later was
faced Robert McKim, who asm
cer and exhibitor."
Instead of the famous three- starred in her own company in pears as a sinister envoy of the
legged race, the committee for "Little Lord Fauntleroy," "Mary
Soviet. It was a tense moment
the affair intends to put on a six- Jane's Pa," and many others. in the dramatic progress of the
She
also
played
Little
Hal,
the
story. Lights burned low in the
legged race, a "bigger and betson ofliamtheFaversham
Squaw andManlater
withplayed
Wil- magnificent drawing room of i he
ter" event, in which each team
will be made up of a producer,
in which the action ocscores of child parts in stock mansion curs.
Outside a night storm
an exchange man and an exhibiproductions
in
many
principal
tor.
beat at the casements. Thos*
cities.
in the projection room could alHer screen career includes
FOX PREDICTS QUICK
most hear
of t he
wind
and thethewailing
snapping
prominent parts in productions
SUCCESS FOR MISS GREY
starring
Dorothy
and
Lillian
of the curtains.
When it comes to a director Gish, Henry Walthall, Wilfred
Then the door of the projeol
giving new players and new
Lucas and the late Robert Har- tion room banged open. The
faces an opportunity to show
ron.Her most recent notable parts operators who have seen beauwhat they
can they
do and
tiful heroines nudged from
strate how well
will demonlook in
a close-up, one who leads is were in "Little Sunbeam," Mi- cliffs in thousands of pictures;
ser's Heart," "Trail of Books,"
who are calloused to every thrill
Finis Fox, well-known authorthat scenario writers and direcl
producer who has just started and "The Wrhite Frontier."
tors have been able to inject into
production on a new series of CAVAN IS WINNING A
motion pictures for fifteen years!
personally
directed
superHIGH PLACE IN FILMS
vised features
at the and
Hollywood
jumped
their seats.
"That'sfrom
a great
endorsement
Studios.
Allan Cavan is one of filmFinis firmly believes that the
land's most distinguished play- for the picture," said Louis B.
ers and always much in demand.
greatest builder in the life, art
Mayer — and it was. It indicated
and progress of any nation is He recently finished the part of the dramatic tension and proved
the one who helps to make It Rowe, the consul, in "The Best that the rollicking comedy of the,
possible for any creative genius Man Wins," a South Sea story stage play had been perfectly!
blended with the drama so es4
to give expression to what is in starring William Russel which
sential to the screen.
him, or her, and help them to is being made at the Fox Studios
build themselves.
under the direction of James
With his second independent!
"All great creative artists are Flood. He had as co-workers in production for Louis B. Mayen
naturally and fundamentally
this picture Dorothy Devore, and Metro successfully completsensitive and timid," said Fox. Lloyd Whitlock, Frank Beal,
ed, Mr. Niblo is preparing for'
"They need a little help from Wade Boteler and Bert Sprotte his third
venture, "Man, Woman
the outside to bring out the best and all rendered excellent inter- and the Devil,"
a colorful drama
that is in them. This is particuof
Spain
which Miss Bess
pretations. Mr. Cavan's other
larly true of the actor and act- recent productions
is writing
include "Sin- Meredyth
tion with the
director.in collaboraress, but is equally the case in
ged Wings" with Bebe Daniels,
any commercial line of en- "Making
A
Man"
with
Jack
Holt,
deavor.
"Had it not been for Carnegie "The Rustle of Silk" with Betty
Starts "Hogan"
perhaps Schwab would still be Compson, "Danger Ahead" with Caldwell
Alice Howell, well-knowiv
Richard
Talmadge
and
"Bora factory worker," he continued.
character woman, was this weeki
"The great Goethe did every- Haven. rowed Trouble" with Carter De selected by Fred Caldwell toj
thing he could to assist Schiller.
play the leading feminine char-;
Socrates helped Plato attain
Steve Clemento this week cel- acter
in J. comedy
Stewart ofWoodgreatness. Griffith developed
house'spart
original
Irish
ebrated his thirteenth aniversMary Pickford and Lillian Gish
Hollywood."
and Chaplin made possible little ary in pictures by signing a con- life,
Charles"Hogan
W. Mackin will
interpret
tract with the Fox Film Corporathe male Irish character lead.
Jackie
Coogan's
tion to play an Indian character
In Gloria
Grey, rise
who toisfame."
playing
Others in the cast are Violet
Schramm, Charles Dale, Jean
the featured role in "Bag and part
in David
Soloman's
"A Man,"
featuring
Dustin
Farnum.
CleBaggage,"
his latest
mento, who is know as the bad Metcalf, Victor Potel and Muriel
Finis Fox said
he feltproduction.
confident
Work on actual
that he had found a girl who is man from Mexico, holds the Reynolds.
shooting was started Tuesday
going to be one of the most championship on knife-throwing
morning at Santa Fe Springs,
adored actresses in the realm of and his complete accuracy
story of Mr. Woodhouse
the silent art within one short gained him this important part the
being a satire on the oil wealth
year. Miss Grey is only sixteen with Farnum. Bull-dogging, rid- in
the west. George Crocker is
ing, roping and branding have
years old.
turning the crank and Raymond
made him popular with all west- Rounsaville is assisting. This is
Oliver Follansbee has complethe first of a series of comedy
ern and out-door picture produted his role with Cecil De Mille
cers, and as a daring stunt man
stories by Mr. Woodhouse to be
he
holds
top
honors.
in "The Ten Commandments."
pioduced by Mr. Caldwell.
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TOURNEUR

TO FILM

FRENCH

HIT

NEXT
"Two Little Vagrants," a
screen adaptation of a favorite
of the French stage, is to be
Maurice Tourneur's next picture.
World screen rights to the
play have been obtained for
840,600 francs, according to a
cablegram received by M. C.
pictures, from J. Wilk last night.
Mr. Wil khas been in Paris for
several weeks concluding negotiations begun in this country
some time ago.
Anticipating successful conclusion of negotiations for the play,
which Mr. Tourneur has wished
for several years to film, an adptation has been completed by
Fred Myton, Tourneur scenario
chief, and practically all arrangements for work completed. Two
prominent child players are
awaiting a contract from Mr.
Tourneur and as soon as the
other principal characters have
been cast the camera will begin
to grind at the United Studios
for First National release. Actual work on the production is expected to begin some time next
week.
The play, which is to the
French public what "Way Down
East" has been to the American
I public for many years, is a meloj drama of novel construction and
I the picture is to be thoroughly
in accord with the Tourneur
policy
of "shorterphotoplay
and different."
The completed
is not
expected to exceed six reels in
length and will have that novelty
and unusual character which
have always marked the great
French director's productions.
It is possible that Mr. Tourneur and some of the principal
players in his new picture will
go to France to shoot some of
the important scenes, in order
to obtain authentic atmosphere.
WILL FILM "TEMPORARY
HUSBAND" IN FRISCO
John McDermott, who is to direct "Her Temporary
for First
National, isHusband"
in San
Francisco this week, making arrangements for this picture,
which, for the most part, will be
made in the Golden Gate city.
"Her Temporary Husband," is
a screen version by F. McGrew
Willis of William Paulton's famous stage comedy of the same
title.
It is planned to film the play
on a most elaborate scale. According to First National executives, it will be a comedy extraordinary, with a cast including
several hundred persons.
Sidney Chaplin, brother of the
famous Charlie, is to play the
leading male role in this huge
comedy production. Other members of the cast have not yet
been chosen.
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FIRST NATIONAL

CONCENTRATES

In order to be in closer contact with the various independent producers who are making
First National pictures, John
McCormick, western representative of that organization, has
removed his office from 5528
Santa Monica Boulevard ,to new
and more commodious quarters
at the United studios.
In his new offices Mr. McCormick will be on the same lot
with Producers Joseph M.
Schenck, Frank Lloyd, Edwin
Carewe,
Sam E. Rork and Arthur H. Jacobs.
With the establishment of Mccormick's office at the United
studios and the completion of
the organization of Fiist National's producing personnel at the
same place,
west coast
duction isall
centered
on prothe
United lot with the exception of
the Thomas H. Ince and the
John M. Stahl-Louis B. Mayer
productions.
The pictures now being made
by First National at United
are: "The Huntress," starring
Colleen Moore and directed by
Lynn
Reynolds;
"Thundergate,"
directed
by Joseph
de Grasse
and interpreted by an all-star
cast including Owen Moore,
Sylvia Breamer, Tully Marshall
and Virginia Brown Faire. Work
WEST POINTER DRILLS
JACKIE'S GUARDS
Fifty six-footers compose the
Palace Guard which is used in
Jackie Coogan's forthcoming
production of "Long Live the
King," now in the making at
Metro's Hollywood studios. Each
man was chosen not only for his
physique but also for his military experience, every one of
them having seen service in the
World War.
The Palace Guard was trained
for the complex series of marching and manouvers by J. M.
Fitzmaurice, who has just graduated from the United States
Military Academy at West Point
and who is out in Hollywood
with his parents on the customary threenew
months'
leave Finding
granted
to the
officers.
time hanging heavy on his
hands, Fitzmaurice is combining
business and pleasure on the
Coogan set and thus also keeping brushed up on his military
technique. In the fall, Fitzmaurice will join his new command at Kelly Field, in Texas,
since he has been assigned to
the Air Service.
Everyguard
veteran
Jackie's
palace
has an ininteresting
background. Jack William Votion, although still a youngster,
has service medals from the
Belgian and British armies and
over a score of decorations for
bravery on the battlefield. John
Runsky,
another
twelve years
as a "guard,"
captain inspent
the
Imperial Russian army. Most of
the men, naturally, saw service
in the A. E. F. or with the
Canadians.
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AT UNITED

on "Flaming Youth" and "Her
Temporary
is scheduled to start Husband"
immediately.
The independent First National pictures now being made
at United are: Edwin Carewe's
"The Bad Man;" Joseph M.
Schenck's Constance Talmadge
production, "The Dangerous
Maid;" Arthur H. Jacob's Frank
Borzage production, "Against
the Grain;" Sam E. Rork's Donald Crisp
production,
The
personnel
of "Pon;'ola."
First National's own producing unit, as
announced today by McCormick,
is: Earl J. Hudson, general
production manager; Richard
Walton Tully, general production counsel; David H. Thompson, production manager; Clifford Butler, comptroller and
cost supervisor; William Ely,
casting director; Arthur Fresnedo, chief auditor; Fred Booth,
flying auditor; Harry Barnes,
cost payroll accountant; Helen
Hamilton,
secretary Harry
to the Hoyt,
western representative;
head of the scenario department; W. C. Dowlan, head of
reading department. The publicity department is made up of
the following writers and photographers: Jack Neville, director; Fred Stanley, Mort
Blumenstock, Cleve Moore, Harold Matson and Charles Brown.
LADY WHO KNOWS "LITTLE"
BIT" ABOUT PICTURES
Discovered!
Twelve-dollar-a-day carpenters
who actually work fast!
When Elmer Harris of Associated Authors took his company
to Santa Monica beach for some
exteriors of his screen version
of "The Love Hater," he selected a stately home under construction for "location." After
taking a "long shot," the director, Lloyd Ingraham, moved his
cameras up for a close-up, but
by the time his cameras were
placed in position, the carpenters had made radical progress
in their work. After several
futile attempts to beat the carpenters' hammers, the astonished director begged the workers to cease their labors until
he The
completed
"shooting."
lady forhiswhom
the house
was being built acceded to the
picture-makers' wishes, saying
that she "knew a little bit about
motion pictures." No doubt she
did — she happened to be Mrs.
Jesse Lasky.
The cast of players on this
location included Madge Bellamy, Matt Moore, Kathleen Clifford, S. Reeve-Smith, Stanhope
Wheatcroft and George Cooper.
Josephine Adair has just finished one of the major roles in
Emory Johnson's "The Mailman" with Ralph Lewis. "The
Third Alarm" and "In the Name
of the Law" were the other two
pictures in which she appeared
with Ralph Lewis under Emory
Johnson's direction.

POST

WILL

WITH

TOUR

"GOLD

Arrangements were completed
this week for an extended tour
of Guy Bates Post in conjunction
with his MADNESS"
stellar vehicle, "Gold
Madness," which is being presented by William H. Bender.
The tour is to be made under the
auspices of the Principal Picture Corporation, Sol Lesser and
Mike Rosenberg contracting with
the star and his represen
tative, Mr. Bender, to distribute
the picture and back the bookings of the stage celebrity in
conjunction with this independent production.
An unusual scheme has been
approved by Lesser for the introduction of Mr. Post in a dramatic intermezzo," which will reveal the classic
actor's eloquence
of voice
and gesture
and his
dramatic power in a unique manner. He will appear in three
capacities in this interlude — first
as a character in the story, then
as an abstraction or cosmic being and then in his own person
as Guy Bates Post. The material employed has been written expressly for Mr. Post by George
Noel Baker, author, journalist
and native of Constantinople
where he was born of English
parents but later espoused the
spiritual philosophy of the East.
There is a touch of mysticism, a
firm foundation of ethical truth
and a noble appeal in the lines
assigned to Post that promise to
fortify and emphasize the dramatic storyanof epic
"Gold bigness
Madness"seldom
and
impart
encountered in pictureland, says
Mr. Lesser of Baker's "dramatic
intermezzo." A musical score
is being arranged by Constantine
Bakaleinikoff.
LLOYD HUGHES FINISHES
ROLE IN "HUNTRESS"
Lloyd Hughes, popular leadiDg
man for Mary Pickford in "Tess
of the Storm Country" and other
big successes, has just concluded
his characterization opposite
Colleen Moore in "The Huntress," a forthcoming First Naleased. tional picture, soon to be reMr. Hughes leaves this week
for his first vacation in two
years and will resume work before the camera in the near future. Hughes is one of the
youngest leading men in Hollyand acareer
"localas boy."
He
started woodhis
a butcher
boy not many years ago, but
soon acquired the movie bug and
hung around studios until he
received his chance. He is
pointed cessorout
the Wallie
screen Reid,
sucto theaslate
circles.
by many "Wiseacres" in movie
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Lucy Fox has been signed by
Fox to play the leading feminine
role in their production of
"Around the Town with Gallagher and Shean."
Fredric Santley, who just
closed
star vaudeville
of "Up She for
Goes,"
is
goingas into
the
summer in an act called "How
Do You Do," which was written
by two well-known Lambs.
Henry Kolker, who is at present in England diiecting "I Will
Repay," pectedanto return
Ideal picture,
exto New isYork
late in July, where he will start
casting for a new production to
be made there.
Edith Taliaferro has just completed "The Darkened Doorstart
work onway," anda will
new immediately
picture.
Mary Thurman has completed
her contract with Famous Players, having played one of the
leading
feminine will
roles start
in "Zaza."
Miss Thurman
work
on a new feature at once.
Although he appears nightly
in
"HelenLawrence
of Troy,is New
York,"
Charles
working
on
a series of comedies to be released in the fall.
Hedda Hopper, who is under
contract to L. B. Mayer, has just
completed her first picture, and
will immediately start work on
her next feature. Miss Hopper
will probably remain here for
about a year.
Dell Henderson, who has just
completed "The Love Bandit," a
Blaney production, has started
casting for his next Blaney
special.
Mary McLaren has left for location in Connecticut, where the
exteriors
of Murray
next production
will beGarsson's
filmed.
The title has not yet been decided upon.
Immediately upon his arrival
in Hollywood, Ben Lyon was engaged to play the leading male
role
in
"Pansy's
he will be
featured.Plot," in which
Boyce Combe, who just arrived here, will remain for some
time to come, as she has signed
a contract to appear in a series
of special features.
Immediately upon the completion of "Dust in the Doorway,"
Miss Virginia Pearson was engaged to play the lead in "Aggie
McGuire," in which she will be
starred.
De Garcia Fuerberg, who appears as Maximilien Robespierre, "the little lawyer from
Arras," in Rex Ingram's "Scara-

and

What's

What
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in Filmland

This

I

Week

mouche," has mastered in German and Spanish the principal
roles
of of
all those
Shakespeare's
plays
and all
of continental
authors whose pens have produced classics. Now, together
with his motion picture work,
he devotes two hours daily to
perfecting his English.

Edwin Argus, the Louis XVI
of
France of Rex
Ingram's
"Scaramouche,"
formerly
was
social secretary for Zerdrshan,
Crown Prince of Egypt during
country.
the latter's colorful tour of this
Camera! was in error last
week in stating that Lorimer
Johnston played this role.

Newton Hall ten-year-old juvenile, who recently scored a big
success in his personal appearance at Loew's State Theatre
with the picture "Penrod and
Sam," is now under contract
with Fox Studio for an import-!
ant part in "The Temple of VeHenry nus,"
Otto.under the direction of'

Gypsy Hart says her real name
is just that, Gypsy Hart. She portrays the historical character of
Theiorgne de Mericourt in
"Scaramouche," Rafael Sabatini's novel of the French Revolution which Rex Ingram is directing for Metro.

John Davidson has been engaged by Famous Players to
play the leading male role in
"His Children's Children," now
being made at the Paramount
Long Island studios.

Harry Burns, co-directing with
Charles R. Seeling, has finished"Mysterious Goods," at the Hore-1
ley, featuring
George Larkin and
Charlotte
Morgan.

Now that she owns a garage
that sells gasoline and such
things* Viola Dana feels as
though she is a real business
partner of John I). Rockefeller,
a young fellow who has done
right well in the oil game.
Alice Terry, the leading feminine player in "Scaramouche,"
Rex Ingram's monster Metro
production, has decided upon
Ignatz II and Krazy Kat as the
names of the two puppies surviving her pet Spitz dog, Ignatz,
who died recently.
"Bull" Montana, curly eared
Metro comedian playing in
"Held to Answer," which Harold
Shaw is directing, has»been kept
busy ever since the Jack Dempsey-Tom Gibbons July 4 fight explaining how it happened that
the champion did not score a
knockout. "Bull," who trained
with Dempsey for several of the
hitter's battles, had freely predicted a quick victory for the
Colorado mauler.
Rose Dione, well known
French actress appearing in
"Scaramouche," Rafael Sabatini's stirring story of the
French Revolution, says she dislikes to admit she has been in
the United States all of four
years because she still speaks
English with a decided Parisian
accent.
Malcolm McGregor, young featured Metro player, has come to
the conclusion that youth has its
drawbacks. He is trying to
grow a full sized beard so that
the powers that be may see
whether he will fit a certain role
in a coming production. The alway. crop is making slow headfalfa
House Peters preached a real
sermon
his "congregation"
of severalandhundred
persons sang
real hymns to the strains of
music produced by a real organ
in "Held
Harold Shaw tois Answer,"
directing which
for Metro.
In this picture Mr. Peters appears as a minister of the gospel.

Warren Krech has stai'ted
work on "The Tide," in which
he will be featured. The production is being made in New
York.
Cecilia Cameron has completed
her role in "Alimony," the Robertson-Cole production starring
Ruby Miller.
Mahlon Hamilton will shortly
return to Hollywood from New
York, where he appeared in the
leading masculine roles in two
Agnes Ay res productions.
Wyndham Standing is nearing
the completion of his role in
"The Gold Diggers," the Warner
Brothers production, filmed unmont.der the direction of Harry BeauShannon Day has been cast for
the part of the Indian maid in
"No More Women," an Elmer
Harris Production for Associated
Authors.
Harland Wood has completed
his role in "The Master of Soul,"
his latest production filmed in
New Orleans in the French
quarter.
Jackie Saunders has completed
work on "Alimony," Ruby Miller's first starring vehicle, for P.
A. Powers.
Sarah Brown, famous as a
dancer, has arrived in Hollywood
from New Orleans. She will be
a pupil of Ernest Belcher and the
school of Ruth St. Denis for the
teachers' summer session.
Al Martin, who directed the
series of Alt and Howell comedies and just recently co-directed with Chuck Reisner at Universal, is now in the scenario
department of Mack Sennett's.
Joy Winthrop is playing the
part of an old maid in "Upside
Down," under the direction of
Win. Parke at Universal.
Peggy Blackwood just finished
a character role with the Finis
Fox Production, "Bag and Baggage," at the Hollywood Studios.

Alton Brown, who recently fin-,
ished
in "Alimony"
and in"No-i
body's Dog,"
has been cast
the.
juvenile
lead
in
"The
Yankee^
Counsel" as brother to Douglas:
MacLean, who is featured.
Billie Butts, the "Little Character Kid" is now with Sol Lesser in "The
New Golding,
Mail Man,"
dl-i
rected
by Al.
at the:
Principal Picture studio, taking
the part of the son of Harry
Langdon.
Harry De Vere is now home,
recuperating after an eight
weeks sojourn at the hospital.
Omit flowers, so says Harry, but!
give me a ring on the old phone
and say, Hello.
A preview was held this week
at the Alvarado Theatre of the
Grand-Asher release, "One Dark
Knight," featuring Joe Rock and
Lois Scott. Unstinted praise
was given the entire cast, especially the work of Miss Scott,
whose future is assured as a!
comedienne of the first rank.
Charlotte Du Puis, a promising newcomer from the North,
whos ework with Charles Brabin
in "Six Days" and in Rex Ingram's "Scaramouche" attracted
mor ethan usual attention, is
considering a call to carry the
ingenue lead in a new comedy
production.
Peggyalready
Mays, won
in addition
laurels
in fllmdom,to
was presented with a huge silver
cup by John Steele at the Plantation, in a recent ball-room
dancing contest, and but a few
nights later won another at the
Winter Garden, having been
judged the best dancer among
hundreds of others.
Jean Hersholt returned Thursday from San Frencisco, where
he has been on location for the
past
months
in Von
Stroheim'sfour
"Greed,"
taking
the heavy
role of Marus Schuler, and will
again leave inside of the next
two weeks for final location, first
at Keeler and then Death Valley,
which will spell finis for this
production.
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DANCE

1
GENIUS

OPENED

HAS

SCHOOL

HERE
.
Mrs. Maude Putman, a pupil
for four seasons of Pavley and
Oukrainsky, Ballet Masters of
the Chicago Opera Company, and
for five years head of the dancing division at Stanley Hall and
the Northwest Conservatory,
Minneapolis, announces the
opening of a School of Dancing
in the Hollywood Conservatory
of Music and Arts, on Western
Avenue near Hollywood Boulevard, featuring the Ernest Belcher technique of dancing.
Two of Mrs. Putnam's Minneapolis pupils, who are rapidly
climbing the ladder of fame in
Hollywood's filmdoni, are Eleanor Putnam and Margaret Morris Eleanor has recently finished
in Charles Ray's "Courtship of
Miles
depicting
the
role ofStandish,"
Mrs. Edward
Winslow,
playing opposite Thomas Holding, the latter portraying the
role of Edward Winslow.
Margaret Morris, truly a star
in the making, also attributes
much of her wonderful poise and
dancing ability to her training
under Mrs. Putnam while attending Stanley Hall and while on
a visit recently to Hollywood
won the approval of the public
and critics alike by her excellent
dancing numbers at the Hollywood Bowl. Miss Morris' ascendency since joining the ranks of
aspirants for supremacy on the
silver-sheet has been, to say the
least, meteories, she working
from bits and small parts to
leads in less than a year's time.
NORMA'S LATEST FILM
TO GET N. Y. PREMIERE
"Ashes of Vengeance," Norma
Talmadge's big 16th Century
French spectacle drama, will
have its world premiere at the
Apollo Theatre, New York, August 6. Completion of arrangements for the showing were communicated to Producer Joseph
M. Schenck by his Eastern representatives yesterday.
The Apollo Theatre is one of
the big stage play houses of
New York. Producer Schenck's
move in booking the picture at
other than a film theatre is
based upon the vastness of the
production. "Ashes of Vengeance" is in ten reels, cost
about $1,000,000 to make and is
said to be destined to rank as
one of the biggest productions
of 1923.
"Ashes of Vengeance" was directed by Frank Lloyd. The director is now completing the
work of cutting the negative
from 80,000 to 10,000 feet and
supervising the editing and
titling.
Jack Richardson has been engaged by Wm. Fox for his new
special now being filmed in his
New York studios.

News Section

DIRECTOR SAYS ACTOR'S THOUGHT IS VITAL
"The young woman who de- more and more intellectual and
sires to embark on a motion pic- less physical," continued the well
ture career should learn the art known director. "It was but a
short time ago that any girl with
of concentration," says Directora
pretty face and charming smile
producer
Chester Bennett.
"The
could make success in pictures,
art of concentration
is nothing
more or less than the art of but that day is gone. The present-day exhibitor and audience
thinking deeply," he continued.
"No actor or actress can register want no more screen dumb-bells.
They demand intelligence.
a powerful thought on the screen
without first concentrating on
"When a director asks an aca deep emotion
that thought and feeling it deep- she hastress totoregister
concentrate and think
ly. The expression registers in
that emotion with all her
exact proportions to the amount
of thought process devoted to it. strength. If she has not developed her thought process and
"How many persons who attend motion pictures have not cannot think she had better quit
marvelled at the strong facial
pictures and do something else.
expressions registered on the
"The art of motion picture
screen by such film luminaries
acting is gradually becoming
as Pola Negri, Pauline Frederick
more and more a study of psyand Norma Talmadge. Take Bill
chology and intelligent thinkHart or Ralph Lewis, for ining," concluded Bennett."
stance, when they enact a role
Director Bennett is now enthat role requires deep emotion,
gaged in producing his sixth
the audience literally feels every
production starring bewitching
scene in every fibre of their be- Jane Novak, "The Lullaby."
ing.
Fred Esmelton plays the role of
the Governor.
"The present age is becoming
STAR'S MOTHER
DEFENDS HOLLYWOOD AS IDEAL

BORZAGE STAGES
AQUATIC PARTY
FOR REALISM

"Hollywood is the quietest and
finest place to raise a family in
theThat
world."
is the opinion of Mrs.
Blanche Philbin, mother of the
newly famous Mary Philbin, who
is one of the attractive stars in
"The Age of Desire."
"Two years ago we came here
from Chicago," continued the
bustling little mother of the talented little star, "and although
we were dubious of the place after reading the scandal, we felt
that we could protect our daughter when she entered the films,
but our first 24 hours in the
beautiful film city opened our
eyes to the crime that has been
perpetrated against Hollywood,
the city beautiful, the city of
churches, and homes and art."
"Yes, and there is more sin in
one block in Chicago than in the
whole of Hollywood," avers Papa Philbin, former railway man
of the windy city who is here
with his little family. "Why,
we're almost afraid to say 'goodnight' after ten o'clock, so quiet
is
the
neighborhood.
the way Easterners It's
havea crime
been
impressed as to the morals of
thisMiss
wondrous
Philbin city."
plays one of the
leading roles in this Frank Borzage picture with Myrtle Stedman, Wm. Collier, Jr., Josef
Swickard, Frederick Truesdell,
Frankie Lee and others.

In an effort to secure something new and different from the
usual sterotyped atmospheric
color in motion pictures, Director Frank Borzage staged a big
water carnival for "The Age of
Desire,"
new pictures for
Arthur H.hisJacobs.
He found one of the most palatial estates in Southern California at Long Beach where a beautiful swimming pool, surrounded
by drooping tress and sunken
gardens, was the main scene.
The site is the most beautiful
in this part of the state, with
cobblestone buildings representing a castle ana a grotto at the
pool, where the nymphs sported
in the water, hired for the event
by the millionaire, played by
Frederick Truesdell, while his
charming wife, portrayed by
Myrtle Stedman, looked on.
The whole Borzage troupe
went to this .location yesterday
to work in the scenes with the
beauties in bathing array.
The champions of the deep
were on hand to register their
dives and swimming skill before
the camera. Among the stars
were Marian Fletcher, Loretta
Rush and Katherine Van Buren.
But the star of the day was
Sammy Cohn, the eccentric diver
who burlesqued all the classic
tumbles into the water. His
travesty on the aesthetic swan
dive was one of the features of
the day and was good for a lot
of laughs.

Chester Bennett, the producer
and director, has signed Sam
Kaufman on a two months' contract to make up Jane Novak for
her starring role as the prison
mother in his production, "The
Lullaby." Kaufman's duties are
to see that Miss Novak's makeup is letter perfect before stepping within the camera's focus.

Muriel Frances Dana is the
latest star in Hollywood to take
up the Chinese game, Mah Jongg.
Baby Muriel has received a miniature set from a Chinese admirer
and may be seen playing with
her friends when not at the studio. •

Page Fifteen
N0RMAND
WILL

FEATURE
SOON

BE

FINISHED
In a few days the clicking of
cameras will cease on "The
Extra
Mabel weeks
Norreand Girl"
will set,
take anda few
rest before starting with the
production of her starring ve"Mary Anne."
"Thehicle,Extra
Girl," under the
direction of Dick Jones, has been
practically completed to date in
record time. Despite the fact
that this latest Sennett classic
was shot in much less time than
any previous feature production,
it is, nevertheless, considered
by those qualified to judge, to be
the greatest production ever produced by Mack Sennett and certainly the best vehicle Miss
Normand has appeared in.
Although no special date has
as yet been set for Miss Normand's next appearance on the
screen, it is understood that a
premiere will be given her new
production in the Mission Theatre, Los Angeles, some time
during the early fall, probably
the first part of September.
Now that actual photographing of the picture is about over,
the work of cutting and editing
will begin under the supervision
of Mr. Sennett, then will follow
the titling preparatory to shipping it to New York for general
distribution.
"The Extra Girl" is one of
those big human interest stories
of the real old homespun type.
A story with a strong heart appeal and a good moral behind it
and, without fear of contradiction, the producer, Mr. Sennett,
claimsable for
Miss Normand's
lovand inimitable
personality,
that it will never be seen again
to better advantage. In this
comedy drama, the little star of
innumerable successes introduces a new character to the
screen, charmingly irresistible,
romantic and adventurous.
Nothing has been overlooked
or undone which would have improved the picture in any way.
When it is unfolded, "The
Extra Girl" will cause a stir of
excited interest, owing to the
technical and artistic detail of
its construction, plus its splendid cast of carefully chosen
playeis, of whom Ralph Graves
is the lead, with the names of
George Nichols, Anna Hernandez, Vernon Dent, Ramsey Wallace, and Charlotte Mineau following, yet equally important.
To Write for Hart
Albert Shelby LeVino has
been selected to adapt the
original story by William S.
Hart,ern which
Weststar will the
use veteran
as his initial
starring vehicle on his return to
the screen. LeVino returned to
the West Coast a few days ago
after four months at. Paramount's Long Island studio.
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Pulse
of the Studios
For Week Starting Monday, July 23
Camera.' intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help ky reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Ass't Director
Type
Director
Star
Cameraman
Scenarist
Progress
It,
Pro.
Mgr.
Holly 3130
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearhc
Eddie Lyons Production! (Arrow release).
2-Reel Comedies
schedule
Diltz
Cooke
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Diltz
Cooke
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
2nd AVeek
Cullison
Stevens
"Other Men's Daughters"
Wilsor
All-Star Linden
2nd Week
Motion Picture Production Co. S. S. Bates, Gen. Mgr.
"The Mystery Trail"
Denver Dixon
All-Star
Jack Fuque
M. J. Andrus
Wm. Lester
Dearholt Productions.
1st Week
Mel Jaugh
Whltcomb
Dirk Hatton
Edmund Cobb
Lilly Noble
Reel Western
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 I Fountain Ave.
Wilshirp 42 75
BRONX STUDIO.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd. K enneth Bishop, General Mgr.
313-14
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS. INC.
6912 Hollywood Blvd.
Speeial Features
All-Star
Holly 2814
BUSTER K.EATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
"Hospitality"
Rose
Mitchell
Jack Blystone
Buster KeatOfl
E. Lessley-Thorp
Lou Anger Productions.
Untitled
2nd "Wcok
Root. Hale
Albert Austin
Clyde Cook
H. Thorpe
593576
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
1st
Week
Preparing
J. s. WoodhouBi
Fred Caldwell
All-Star
Geo. Crocker
Raymond Rounsaville
"Hogan of Hollywood"
Fred Caldwell
All-Star
Geo. Crocker Rounsaville
"Milk inn ii of Holly wood"
J. S. Woodhoust
Editing Holly 96
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback. Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
1st Week
Al Herman
Buddy Messinger
Wm. Hyer
"Lead
Herman
Herman
I terms n
Untitledripe Cinch"
Al Herman
All-Star
Wm Hyer
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr. 1416 La Brea Ave.
Holly 4070
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
439-764
2nd Week
Featur< Story
Wa l ien Ki online
W. 1 1 . Clifford
Martin J. Ileyl
All-Star
Kay June
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Holly 3100
2nd Week
Conklin
Ifa^eman
Untitled
AlChristie
Hobby Vernon
N'au-y- 1 'hillips
Wilshire
2115
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Fran k M. Willard, Studio Mgr.
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Ave. Staff
Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Holly 3000
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde. Casting.
1401 N. Western
Jas. Tlnllng
Stock
i :omediea
Schedule
Sid Wanner
Buckingham
Al St. John
Comedies
Schedule
Al St. John
Al St. John
Ernest
S>.
Depew
Benny
Stoloff
Stock
Comedies
Schedule
Arthur Cohn
Zane Grey
Him Summervllle
Jay Turner
Lambert
Hillard Tom Mix
Dan Clark
"Lone
Star
Ranger"
!Uh
Week
Eugene
Forde
Erie Kenion
.Max Gold
Comedies
Schedule
Lew Briee
Vic Scheurieh
Joe
August
Henry Otto
Hollinghead
Phylis
Haver
"The
Temple
of
Venus"
9th
Post
Dan
Case
All-Star
Roland V. Lee
Carr
"You Can't Get Away With It 5th Week
Week
Walter Mayo
Dorothy Yost
Jas. Flood
Jos. Brotherton
Wm. Russell
"The
Best Man Wins"
"ith Week
Dorothy
Yost
David Soloman
Ed.
Bernoudi
Dustin Farnum
"A
Man"
6th
Week
Turner
i
lhas.
Kenyon
11.
Hough
Don Short
Wm. Wellman
"S. cond-Hand Ix>ve"
3rd Week
Buck Jones
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 2632
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Wilshire 81
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
Lankershim 1 32-J
GOLDEN WEST STUDIO.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Staff
Phil Coldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
Harry Tenbrook
"Dark Faces"
Duke Worne
Snowy Baker
Edgar Lycn
4th Week
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City.
Eddie
Sowders
19th Week
Von Strobeim
All-Star
Ben Reynolds
Earl Taggart
12th Week 761711
Malhis-VonStroheir 'Greed"
Tod Browning
All-Star
Wm. Silden
10th
Week
A. C. Eddington
Kavanaugh
The Magic-Skin"
Day of ^-mith"
Geo. D. Baker
All-Star
John Boyle
Sth Week
Whittaker
"The
Victor Seastrom
All-Star
Chas. Van Enger Chas. Lapworth
Paul
Bern
"Master
of
Man"
Cosmopolitan Productions.
Carlos Productions.
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Cower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Holly 162
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
L. Goodman
Staff
H. Edwards
Monte Banks
Bill Williams
1st
Week
"Wedding Rings"
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Rollie Ashcr
Lamont
1st Week
Archie Mayo
Sid Smith
Ken. MaeLean
"Husbands Wanted"
Joe Rock Productions.
Morris
2-Reel
Comedy
2nd
Week
Reggie Morris
Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
Murray-Reck
INTERSTATE PICTURES CORPORATION.
Jean Burt Calvert, Casting. Culver City, Cal.
J. B. Calvert Productions.
Preparing
Frank Cameron
Belmont-Woodhouse Drama
J. B. Calvert
All-Star
Joe Campana

ICAMER
Director

A !
Star

Cameraman

'Pulse of the Studios"
Ass't Director Scenarist

Type

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
J. Jasper, Mgr.
Harold Llloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. Mgr.
Finis Fox Productions.
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
Wm. Dashiell
Lois Zellner
Finis Fox
All-Star
Hal Mohr
"Bag and Baggage"
Richard Thomas Productions.
Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
IIrving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager,
jSupreme
William P.Art
S. Earle
Picture Inc.
Productions.
Chas. Dick
J. HallL'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Independent Art Productions.
Richard Stanton, Producer.
Donald Magill All-Star J. J. I'asztor
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. Monte West, Studio Mgr.
Horner
All-Star Geo. Meehan Middleton
Middleton
Horner
"Midnight Limited"
Horner
All-Star Meehan
Horner
"Flame of the Sahara"
World Educational Films.
Eliason
Baby Betty Wm. Field
F. M. Abbey Robinson
"The Forty Niner"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Ay won release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
AI Neilz
Big Boy Williams Hughes
Nateford
"The Eagle Claw"
Harry Burns
Seeling
Geo. Larkin Elmer Dyer
"Mysterious Goods"
1442 Beachwood Drive.
Hercules Film Productions,
P. Andrews,
Arthur Inc.
Paul
J. CharlesMgr.
L. Feldman Staff
"Fighting Blood"
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. CI ark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Laurance Trimble Strongheart
G. B. Dreyer
Donna Barrell
Cyril Gardner
"Phantom Pack"
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
Geo. Crono
Jos. Walker
Elmer Harris
Lloyd Ingram All-Star
"No More Women"
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Henry Sharpe
Edw. Benshaw
Bradley King
John Griffith Wray All-Star
"Anna Christie"
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting.
1520 Vi
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Herb. Brenon
Fola Negri Jas. Howe
Harold Schwartz Mathis-Dix
Wm. DeMille
Clara Beranger
Geo. Hippard
"Spanish Dancer"
Ail-Star Guy
"Spring Magic"
Tom Geraghty
Jas. Cruze
Vernon Keyes
Featured
Karl Wilke
Brown
"Ruggles
of Red Gap"
Cecil B. DeMille
H. Tate
Featured
Bert
Glennon
J. McPherson
"The Ten Commandments"
All-Star
Geo. Melford
"The Light That Failed"
Al. E. Green
Thos. Meighan
"All Must Marry"
Jos. Henabery
Doug. Fairbanks, Jr Chas. Schoenbaum Dick Johnson
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions. ([Metro release).
Reginald Barker
All-Star A. Wyckoff
Harry Schenck A. P. Younger
"Pleasure Mad"
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg. Gen. Mgr. (Al Lichtman Release).
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star Karl Struss
Joe Yohalem Olga Printzlau
"The Boomerang"
Sam Nelson The Leightons
Tom Forman All-Star Harry Perry
"The
"May Virginian"
time"'
Gasnier
All-Star Karl Struss
Joe Yohalem Olga Printzlau
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Andre Barletier
Winifred Dunn
Harold Shaw All-Star
Nat Watt
"Held to Answer"
release)
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro
Willis Goldbeck
Curt Rehfeld
John Seitz
Rex Ingram All-Star
"Scaramouche"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Frank Good
McDermott
Victor Schertzinger Jackie Coogan
Mary Rob. Rineharl "Long Live the King"
Allen Holubar Productions.
Allen Holubar
"The Human Mill"
NEVA GERBER PRODUCTIONS.
6735 Holly Blvd.
Dearholtz-Dillon
Neva Gerber
Hutchinson
Wilbur MeGough Dillon
"Sante Fe Trail"
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
G. W. Cave
PICKFORD-F AIRB AN KS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
United ArtisU Release.
Raoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
"The Thief of Bagdad"
Staff
Geo. Hill
Jack Pickford O'Connell
Staff
"Valley of the Wolf"
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Ediie
Cllne
Bouys-De
la
Mott
Ned
Buren Geraghty
2-Reel
"When Comedy
A Man's a Man"
Alf. Goulding
Harry Langdon
albertVanBreslau
David Smith
Harry Langdon
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Individual
Productions.
(Film
Booking
Offices.)
Al Santel
Eddie Hearn
Wyndam
"Flaming Waters"
Beatrice Gittens
Van
Lehrman
Geo. O'Hara
LeeFisher
Garmes BIystone
Moreno
"The Three Orphans"
Emilie Johnson
Emory Johnson
Ralph
Lewis
R.
"The Mail Man"
Emile Chautard
Derelys Perdue
Beahan-Stillson
"Born of the Cyclone"
Geo. K. Arthur
"Jack of Diamonds"
Chester Bennett Productions.
"The Lullaby"
Chester Bennett
Jane Novak
Jack MacKenzie
Doug S. Dawson
Loring-Leighton
Riley
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. O. Walker, Mgr., 6701 Santa Monica Blvd.
Rynearson
All-Stnr
Bill Severin
"Light of the World"
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Hal Ro ich Comedies (Path* release).
Comedies
Hciwe-Cedar
"Paul" Parrott
Frank
Henecke-Brandie
"Our Gang"
McGowan
All-Star
Harry Younc
Gerstadt
C. Morehouse
Ralph
Cedar
1- Reol Comedy
Stan Laurel
tloy Clemens
Edna Murphy
Bobby Doran McBurney
Animal
Comedya Girl Do?"
"What
I. on Powers
Dippy Doo Dads
Hank Kohler
Bert Currigan
2- Reel < Should
'omedy
Clias. Parrott
Will Rogers
Bob Dorrin
Chas. Oelze

Page Seventeen
Progress
Holly 1431
5th Week

Preparing
Casting
438740
Preparing
Preparing
3rd Week
3rd Week
Preparing
761731
23rd Week
3rd Week
Preparing
Holly 2408
7 th Week
5th Week
5th Week
7th Week
3rd
Week
Preparing
Preparing
Lincoln 2120
2nd Week
Preparing
5th Week
Preparing
Holly 4485
5th Week
Editing
12th Week
Preparing
14th Episode
Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901
4 th Week
Preparing
Holly 2806
7th
4th Week
Week
Holly 7780
1st Week
2nd Week
6 th Week
1st Week
Preparing
7th Week
Casting

579-440
761-721

Schedule
Schedu-jts
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
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Director

Star

Cameraman

Ass't Director

Type

Scenarist

R. R. Rockett. Pres. Chas. Huber, Casting
l 'i a n. is Ma rion
Kurrle-Broening
Al. Davis
"Life of Abraham Lincoln"
St.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Genl Mgr.
1425 Fleming

ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
Phil Rosen
All-Star
RAY STUDIO.

RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
B. D. Russell
Franklin Farnum
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Logan-Baynham Productions.
Tom Gibson
Morante
MacManigal Kane-Walsh
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Goo. I!. Seitz
Ray-Mill, r
Walker-Moran
Wm. IVri ram
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies. (First National Release).
F. Richard Jones Mabel Norniand
Homer Scott
Jim Wright
Roy Delruth
Ben Turpin
Wagner
Joe Bordeau
Campbell
Johnnie
l,n< as Staub
SUNSET

PRODUCTIONS.

Hively

7425 Sunset Blvd.

UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Co llins, Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave.
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. (First National release.)
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Finis Fox
Edwln-Carewe
Holbrook Blinn
Sol Polito-Storey Wallace Fox
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
Willard
Mack
Heerman Con.-Uan. Talmadge Glen McWilliams
E. 1 trophy
Mack-Sullivan
Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio David Fisher
Sam Marion
E. Rork-Franklin
Productions.
Chas. Logue
Donald Crisp All-Star Paul Perry Jas. Ewens
First National Productions.
AVm. Dowlin
Joe DeToumeur
GrassProductions.
All-Star Boise
Perry Vrekroff
Maurice
Fred Myton
Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur L. Cobb
John Beat
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Tinling
Universal
Film
Manufacturing
Co.
(Universal Release.)
Wm. Parke
Herbert Rawlinson
Harvey Gates
Ail-Star
Dorian
Brown
All-Star
Balbino
Priseilla Dean
Archainbaud
McCarey-Wyler
Sullivan
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
Hugh
Hoffman
Duncan
-Johnson
Clarke
Wm. A.Duncan
Duncan-Johnson
Robinson
Geo. Plympton
Baby
Peggy
Wright
Wm.
Seiter
All-Star
Edw. Lumley
McDonough
Robt. Hill
Marchant-Kohner
Nordlinger
Robt. N. Bradbury
Wm. Craft
Taylor-Ricks
Leon Lee Productions. Leon Lee Manager.
Dinky Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, Production Manager.
Andy Gump Productions.
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
Staff
W. Hayes
Aubrey
Lyons
Zimmerman
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith. Gen Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
Smith
Ail-Star
S. Smith. Jr.
Wm. Caldwell
Larry Semon Productions.
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset 'Blvd.
Chas. Gilson
Johnny Hines Johnny Hines
Wm. A. Seiter Til-Star
Harry Beaumont Marsh-Gillingwater Dupar
Dave Abel
Roth-Webster
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry
Abel
Strayer
Harry Beaumont All-Star
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Wm. McGann
Chas. Rosher
Sidney Franklin
Lenore Ulric
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch All-Star
Harry Rapf Productions.
Jack Conway All-Star
oiuc*nicii
i 'a \ » ■ .\ i >» i
WILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt Mrs.
11. Mi'eh. II
King l IreJ
« ;• ... B Reehm
DR. W. I. SCHUSTER
Palmer Graduate Chiropractor
"WHERE THE SICK GO TO
"
203 BogardusGETBldg.,WELL
Sunset
at Western i
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724 J

Hours 2 to 5

Night Calls Accepted

H. W. WALL, M. 1
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Post Graduate Chicago and New York
Holly 102-82; 57288 6702 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 2176
Schedule
598-141
Holly 7945-6
Preparing

Feature
2-Reel Comedy

Preparing

Way of Man"

4th Week
EditingWils. 1550

Selti
Mack Sennett
Mack Sennett
Ma. k Sviini-i I

Progress

• The Extra Girl"
Asleep at the Switch"
Rough and Ready"

7 th Week
3rd Week
Holly 4080

"The Bad Man"
"The
Maid"
"Rose Dangerous
of all the World"
"Ponjola"
"Lord of Thundergate"
"Two Little Vagrants"

7th Week
5th Week
2nd Week
5th Week
9th
Week
Casting
Editing 570-081

' ('pside Down"
"The Acquittal"
•"The
The Storm
Daughter"
Near Lady"
"The Steel Trail"
"Editha's Burglar"
• The Hog"
"Crooked Alley"
' The Moon Rider"
"Beasts of Paradise"

7th Week
3rd
Week
Preparing
134thth Week
Week
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
2nd Week

omedy
Schedule
"The Pioneer"

Editing

598131

Holly 418!
■Conductor 1 192"
"How to Educate A Wife"
"Daddies"
Frank Strayer
Julien Josephson "The Country Kid"
Grant Carpenter
The Gold Diggers"
Edmund Goulding "Tiger Rose"
Sada Cowan
ciamuna uouiaing
Joe lira n.lt

INCE

iLucretia
iroaaway Lombard"
.\i i.-r i >arK
"Korgive and Forget"

Scheduled
Scheduled
Sched
tiled
Editing
4th Week
2nd Week
Preparing
t reput ing;
Scheduled
Holly 7940
2nd W. ek

GOLDWTN

ROACH

STUDIOS

SUNSET

TAXI

578-307
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Vol cano Times Eruption
(Continued from Page 7)
hind except the bubbling lava, like a scene
from 'Dante's Inferno.'
"The fumes and gasses accompanying the
eruption made us all sick; and a husky
Italian cameraman, Fernando Recci, fainted
from the effects of the gasses. One camera
became so hot that the emulsion melted off
the film and we lost about fifteen hundred
feet of some very fine pictures.
"The terrific whirlwinds and gales, created
by the coming together of hot and cold air
currents, enabled us to get what were equivalent to actual photographs of tornadoes
In fact, the velocity of the winds was so
great that at one time one of my cameras
was blown over and one of the photographers had his back strained. Fortunately,
he was not seriously injured, and the films
in this case were saved."
Mr. King said that he considered himself
fortunate to get some of the best action
pictures ever taken in the motion picture
industry, for his volcanic scenes in "The
White him
Sister,"
said that evenwhen
now heit
made
feelanduncomfortable
thought of the heat and risks he and his
photographers had to take in order to utilize
the latest up-heaval of Vesuvius.
Eric Von Ritzau arrived in San Francisco
on Friday to join the cast of "Greed," in
which he will play the part of the traveling
dentist. He has quite a bit of work in the
sequences still to be made in San Francisco,
and still more in the part to be filmed after
the company goes to Colfax the latter part
of July. Von Ritzau has the distinction of
being not only one of the oldest and best
friends of Eric Von Stroheim's early days
in America, when they livied together, but
also of perhaps as many years' experience
before the camera as any actor in the business.

THANKS
I desire to take this means
thanks
who
my

and appreciation

wished
new

me

of extending

to the many

my

friends

success in the establishing of

office.

To those members

of the motion

picture pro-

fession who have signed contracts with me
handle

their publicity and to personally

sent them — I promise

welcome

of the profession

who

in their efforts to go ahead

I

you to join my already large number

of clients.
know

repre-

to give the best in me —

and to those members
are held back

to

Let me

prove

that I can make

my

statements — I

good for you.

HOWARD
LICHTEMSTEIN
COMPANY

HELLMAN

Purveyors of Publicity, to Their Majesties
The Kings and Queens of Movieland
6047!/2 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone 432-030
Hours 9 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Suite One, Conlon Bldg.
Sundays 1 0 a. m. to 3 p. m.

BANK

IS NOW
IN
HOLLYWOOD

Tom Santschi, who has successively been,
aa western
a high
straight star,
leading
man, salaried
has been"heavy"
chosen andto
play opposite Priscilla Dean in her new
Universal-Jewel starring vehicle, "The
Storm Daughter."
"The Storm Daughter" was written for
Miss Dean's use by Leete Renick Brown of
the Universal City scenario department and
is a sea story involving largely "rough-cut"
characters.

Temporary location
6621 Hollywood Blvd.
Permanent home
1 1 ollyivood and Cherokee

/

Santschi's role will be that of a brute of
the ships, yet with some redeeming qualities
from the start, and the story is so written
that the audience will not know until the
last sixty seconds of the picture whether
Santschi or William B. Davidson hold
trump-hearts. Davidson, formerly a stage
player of high repute in New York City,
shares with Santschi both the leading role
and "heavy" honors.
Pat Hartigan, Cyril Chadwick and Owen
Gorine, the latter a newly imported European actor under contract with Universal,
are other players cast in the forthcoming
Dean production, which George Archainbaud, director of "The Midnight Guest,"
"The Power of a Lie" and other pictures of
note, will guide the filming.

BRUNO
6412 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3821
. for your casting
director photos

©GET

R
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FOR RENT — High-grade still outfits, $5.00 per
week, Little. The Big Photographer, 5874
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.
Malamute Pups, pure blooded, look like bear
cubs. $50 each. Phone Hollywood 6310 or
address Box FRW, "Camera!"
LADIES' WIG — Beautiful brown natural curly
hair — parted on side. Good as new. Reasonable. 1118 S. Gramercy Dr. Phone 758-37.
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All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
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JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas BIdg. Consultation Free J
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42 j
Pure RicePOW
Base DERS"1
P made to order
E-U
MAKAtl
shades
at
YE RUB SHOPPE
621 West 8th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Phone Metropolitan 1566

Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production.
Near Lady"
Blach£,"TheDirecting
Recent Releases, "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires," "The
Town Scandal,"
"Sawdust"

. . . since they've changed
those seats at the stadium
I've been able to see every
move as though I'd been in
a ringside seat. Sure is great
now, isn't it?

American

1

{

Legion Stadium

Hollywood Boulevard at EI Centro Ave.

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1'tM Sunset lilvd.
1714 Highland Ave.

Imported Oriental
Art Goods and Bric-a-Brac
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd. Holly 5954

Hi hest Title Efficie
j

j
Our

Living Doubles
(Continued from Page 5)

Mr. Coulson is unknown to screen followers.
Mr.
Ingram
recognized
man'sto
likeness
to thesimply
real Marat
and histhe
ability
play the part.
The director thought he found an excellent
"HAIRfiOKK"
cure face
for
superfluous
hair— permanent
on arm, limbs,
King Louis XVI but when he saw Edwin
and
body
—
also
wonderful
for
men
Argus in a large group of French aristocrats
who have shaving troubles.
he changed his mind. The first man was
$2.50 the bottle — manufactured at
deposed and from that moment until the
ORCHID BEAUTY SHOPPE
scenes in which appeared were completed
808 So. Hope St.
Phone 16596
Mr. Argus was Louis XVI.
All lines of beauty culture.
The young director refused to worry about
finding a woman for the role of Marie Antoinette. He simply kept his eyes open,
watched faces, and two days before she
CHORUS
GIRLS
made her first appearance as Queen of
France, Clotilde Delano was selected from a
Wanted
for stage production
crowd of "extras." She has the same high
Must not be over 22. Apply
forehead, prominent eyes, the same mouth,
nose, and carriage that marked Antoinette.
REHEARSAL HALL, 955 SO. OLIVE j
It is Mr. Ingram's belief that in seeking
to duplicate historical figures facial structure is most important, providing the stature
WE MOVE1TO] VJGVEES
is of the right proportion. He does not permit himself to be misled by mannerisms, the
on'ServLce-way in which a person's hair is arranged
or a person's manner of dress. He looks at
the construction of the forehead, breadth
and length of face, the position of eyes, nose,
*B»«od^^ SAMUEL C,SHlNr>6568S^^^r
cheekbones and mouth.
One usual
of ability
the here
reasons
for Mr.
unis made
clearIngram's
to a large
Reproductions, Publicity
extent by the fact that he made an extensive
Still Finishing Photography
study of sculptoring under Lawrie at Yale
LITTLE
and at the Art Students League in New
Commercial Photographer
York. This explains why he secured death
masks of Danto, Robespierre and the others.
Phone 437902
It was necessary to cable to France for some
5S74 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson | of
them. The director would not only rely
on portraits of the famous men in the story
in his search for their living replicas.
Animated Cartoons — Original Title Ideas
Clay Animation — Miniature Sets
The historical characters in "Scaramouand Animated Figures
che" bear silent witness to his skill.
Cinema Arts Studio
Frank Currier, who remembers stage hisELMER H. YOUNG, Manager
tory from personal experience back to 69
612 Lissner Building Phone 644-42
and who was stage manager for Julia Marlowe's first stage success, is one of the
veteran artists selected by the Universal
Pictures corporation to support the diminuFrank Th« Shoe Doctor
tive Baby Peggy, aged three-and-a-half
years, in her next Universal-Jewel special,
"We save your sole
"Editha's Burglar." The Frances Hodgson
and heel you, too"
Burnett story will be filmed under the direction of William A. Seiter, director of
6666 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3752
"The Beautiful and the Damned" and other
LOCATION LUNCHES
Holly 7660 pictures.

^MlrtLUNCff

1

Aim

We secured the services of Mr.
Irving W. Bunze from Craftsmen
Laboratories, New York, who is
the Greatest Hand Letter Artist
in the country.
Also introduce the Lane Patent
Process for 100% Printed Titles.
"Give Us a Trial"

Quality Title & Film Co.
1442 BeechwoodDr. Holly 4850

Doctors&
FORD
FORD
Palmer
Graauate
Scientific
Spinal
Adjustments
Rest
Individual
Rooms
Office
HenryPh.C.Ford
Anna Mm Ford Ground Floor G.D.C..
O.C..
Ph.
C.
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8
Hollywood
Scenario
Exchange
5617 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone 431-420
E X C L U S IVE CALIFORNIA
REPRESENTATIVES for THE
AMERICAN AND CONTINENTAL COMPANY, Paris, France,
agents for well known French
plays and published works, insuccesses. cluding the late Bernhardt's

Studio Space Cheap; Open and Covered Stages!
The Bronx Studio on Clendale Boulevard offers an unusual opportunity
for independent producers to save big sum on space Tenting overhead. Investigate this today I
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Bronx Studio. 1745 Clendale Blvd.
Wilshire 4275

CAMERA

I

AN OIL PAINTING
costs quite a sum of money, but
you can have your photograph
colored to look just as beautiful
at a much lower price. My
specialty is portrait paintings of
the finest type. Special rates on
fan pictures.
Emma
G. Hoffman
907 Central BIdg. Phone 142-38
Walter Frederick Seely
Shadoiued Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(Ont half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774

MARION
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WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181
j
Hardee Kirkland's
Phone Number
is
Hollywood
6298

YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Play
will after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, niters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and
surface scratch
noises
Cold Plat*
$1.50 I entering
box. No sound
metallic
-ee Ci}t) » noises.
Nickel Platx $1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
Young lady— SCRIPT CLERK— desires position. Recently with Fred
Niblo. Call Capitol 1698 between 2
and 4 or evenings.

n

Coy Watson, Jr.
Wilshire 3616
Age
10.
No Luck.
You Never Know.
The Strongest.
Right of the
Featured
in Campbell
Comedies

Taxidermy
N'S
URStudio
COLB
Phone 643-13
1033-37 Broadway Place
— excells in mounting of fish—trout
our specialty*—
—see samples at our studio
AMERICAN MEN ARE
NON-SHIEK, RUBY SAYS
"Paradise, that is the only word which
expresses my feeling toward Southern California," said Ruby Miller, the famous actress
of the English stage and screen, who has
just recently arrived in Los Angeles after a
lengthy tour of Australia and the African
Orient with her own dramatic organization.
"During my travels, I heard from the lips
of excursionists the beauties of this wondrous land. Sonthern California is known
everywhere for its unsurpassed beauty and
comfort," continued Miss Miller. "All along
the way of this advent of mine — in India, in
Africa, Rhodesia, Hong Kong, Siam and in
Hawaii — I heard of your exquisite climate,
your wonderful drives and your haze-softened hills.
"As yet I have seen only Beverly Hills
and Pasadena, but it seems as though I
were in wonderland. Your people are so
sincere and sociable, your women wear the
finest clothes in the latest styles, and your
men — God bless 'em — are known in Europe
as 'Shieks,' but they are very handsome.
"The motion picture 'The Shiek,' caused
such a furore in England and the Continent,
that the people have an idea that Hollywood is a veritable desert filled with Shieks
and harem
girls.
The 'wild'
Holly-a
wood orgies,dancing
which are
publicized
in such
featured fashion by the English and Continental papers, had led persons to believe that
they are a daily routine. It has been a
revelation to me. Hollywood is one of the
most likeable, homelike places in which I
ever lived. During my travels, covering a
period of many years, I have never seen a
place encewhich
I would call 'home' in preferto Hollywood.
"I have just been in Hollywood, a few
weeks and by working both night and day I
have just completed my first Americanmade ers.production,
A. Pow-of
I have been 'Alimony,'
starred infora P.
number
English film productions, including 'The
Mysteryorganization
Road,' byandthehaveFamous
Players-in
Lasky
been starred
a number of my productions. Paul
Powell, the well-known American director,
produced
which the
another 'The
American,Mystery
David Road'
Powell,in played
leading role opposite me.
"I will star in the first production to be
staged in the new Hollywood Playhouse,
now in the process of construction. My
producer has made arrangements with the
English director, Walter Hast, to produce
my starring vehicles, some new plays and
we hope 'Three Weeks.' "
Miss Miller created. discussion in English
stage and society circles with the first passionate kiss ever seen on the English stage.
She is also known as the best dressed womna in Europe, and has her own dressmaker
in Paris in No. 2 Rue de la Paix, who fashions leased
her ingowns
six months before being rethis country.

Overweight? Underweight?
Weigh what you want to! Overweight? Underweight? Hard
to maintain your normal weight?
Something absolutely new! No
drugs ! No. starvation! No.
strenuous exercises. Be well and
weigh what you should. Endorsed by physicians. Bring
your diet problems to "THE
MRS.
A. METZNER
DIET SHOP."
Consultant
5621 Hollywood Boulevard

Publicity Engineer

Tamar Lane

Holly 737

Wonderful
Bargains
in Exclusive
. Clothes,
Shoes, Hats for every
occasion.' These garments worn
by Screen Stars and Society
Matrons.
A trial will convince. Call anytime.
Also disposing of complete wardrobes
on a commission basis. See me
before you buy or sell
Mrs. James J. Craig
Apartment Shop
Broadway 1258
1206^2 Sunset Blvd.
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
DINNER
MERCHANTS LUNCH
5:30 to 8
11:30 to 2
SCREEN

SERVICE

(formerly The Service Bureau)
1036 South Hill
Phone 821-071
Selected

Antiques

Turton's Antique Shop
561 1 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

CAMERA
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with
RAINBOW

VALLEY

CLUB

All club privileges with a large
cabin site for

Rainbow

Valley
$198, $298, $398, $498,
$10, $15,
$20, $25 DOWN
and $10.00 per month.
From Glendale — through Montrose, along Michigan Ave., to Tujunga, Sunland, RAINBOW VALLEY.
For further information call or write office of
RAINBOW
VALLEY
1 00 East Colorado St.
Phone Glendale 1 702
Glendale, California
A Pretty Face, Plus

prettyfame.
face isn't
all that
needed theto
winA film
A pretty
face iswithout
ability
to
act
wouldn't
get
any
girl
very far,
but, of course, it helps.
Beauty has been the free ticket of admis-

Otto

sion to movie land for hundreds of would-be
actresses, but few of them get beyond the
first few rungs of the ladder of fame because they lack the histrionic talent that
must go with it to assure success.
It was a pretty face that brought Virginia
Brown Faire into filmdom. She got her first

Matiesen

The screen today has no finer character actor than Otto Matiesen.
Though young in years he has had a great deal of experience and when
on the stage played in the foremost cities of the world. He is a Dane by
birth and his countrymen rate him as peerless in the interpretation of
Shakespeare and Ibsen. A natural born actor and an artist of magnetic
personality he is rapidly gaining widespread recognition on the shadow
stage. His most recent portrayals were in "Vanity Fair" and
"Scaramouche." Rex Ingram has expressed great faith in Matiesen, predicting big things for him. He is a firm believer in publicity — GOOD
PUBLICITY. It is significant that he has placed his publicity with this
agency. It speaks well for him and for us.

Fred

W.

Fox

Motion Picture News and
Advertising Service
6318

Hollywood

Hollywood,

Blvd.

California

j
part through the winning of a beauty contest and she might still be playing extraj
and bit parts but for an ability for acting]
which, fostered by clever direction and am-i
bition on the part of the young player, has ;
brought her finally to within easy grasp of
the highest honors that screenland can offer.
Recently Miss Faire signed a contract to]
play leading and feature parts in a series of 3
First National pictures. Her first appear-,
ance under the new contract is in "Thunder-]
gate," a thrilling drama with a Chinese and]
American background, in which Miss Faire]
is playing opposite Owen Moore.
In this powerful story of the Orient and
Occident the talented young actress plays j
the part of a young white girl who is reared
as a Chinese and meets romance when a]
young American is forced by circumstances ;
to masquerade as an Oriental over-lord.
This same pretty face that brought Vir-j
ginia into films used to get her into all kinds
of trouble back at Public School No. 15 in
Brooklyn.

In those days the actress-to-be was a genu- '•
ine tomboy.
enjoyedplay
boys'
she]
loved
to climbShefences;
ballgames;
— yes, and
even fight. Add to these proclivities an un- ,
usual supply of physical pulchritude and it j
is easy to understand why she was looked
upon as one of the class' "disturbing ele- '.
Virginia recalls how, on one occasion, she
was punished in school for no other reason
than she had a pretty face.
ments."
One day she was hard at work over a t
problem in mathematics, she relates, when
out rasped the command of her teacher: (
"Virginia will change places with William
Smithers." This meant that she must take
a seat in the back row.
The girl, who was later to become famous
on the screen, couldn't understand why she ]
should be asked to make the change. She '
had been especially attentive to her studies
that afternoon. And "banishment" to the
back row meant punishment.
Virginia asked the reason.
"Well, there isn't a boy In the whole
class who had his eyes on his work," the
teacher explained.. "Every boy sits gazing
at you instead of doing his lessons. From
now on you are going to sit in the back row
where they can't see you."
Sheldon Lewis and William J. Quinn,
members of the cast supporting Baby
Peggy in
Baby Arevehicle
You?" directed
her recently"Whose
completed starring
for Universal by King Baggot, held a "revival" of stage jokes and anecdotes that occupied all their leisure time.
Ten years ago both appeared in the
William A. Brady stage production of
"Life" in Chicago. So many things were
associated with this period that on the Baggot set all Lewis and Quinn talked about
was "who did which and why." This was
their first meeting at work in ten years.
Other members of the Baggot cast were
Carl Stockdale, Gladys Brockwell, Pat Hartigan, Betty Francisco, Anderson Smith and
Leong Duck.
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Marguerite
Vermont

i

La Mont
5780
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of

Watch

"PG"
2nd

For

Further

SMITH
Floor, California

Announcement

PRODUCTIONS
Bank

Bldg., 6548

Hollywood

Bldg.

EDITH
CO-STARRING

JOHNSON
WITH

WILLIAM

IN "DANGEROUS
SMILES"
AT THE HIPPODROME

DUNCAN
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DETAILS

PHOTOGRAPHS

FOREIGN
AND
EVERY

OF

INTERIORS

EXTERIORS

O F

DESCRIPTION.

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

Charlotte
rational
Cinema
L.A. HOW
LAND Rese

300-301

Phone 4-38-761 J
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Du
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Confidence is a great asset, but too many promoters have nothing else to offer.
If big pictures become the rule, a lot of "little" men in the producing game will certainly fail to measure up. Oh well,
perchance 'tis just as well.
An unusual increase in the amount of new eastern money being invested in Hollywood film projects is noticeable.
Here's hoping the noticing continues to be warranted.
Foreign pictures are conspicuous for their absence in the U. S. A. On the contrary, foreign countries are flooded with
American pictures. It's great for us even though it does grate on foreign nerves.
The prospects for a gasoline war should have a soothingly peaceful effect on the long-suffering motorist, Ten cents a
gallon is an ample price for "gas" and there is no reason why the gasoline trust should have more than plenty.
Los Angeles bids fair to become the foremost premiere city for big photoplays. It also seems assured of becoming the
foremost city for most everything else. Forsooth its future is far more stupendous in promise than its past in actual achievement, which is saying a lot.
The east and middle-west continue to be in the grip of a heat wave and a wave of indignation over the accompanying
"dryness."
the everybody
meantime, isdespite
the about
total it.
absence of rain, Southern California continues to be the "wettest" spot in the
whole countryIn and
very cool
Many experts agree it is more difficult to make audiences laugh than to cry. Ah yes, after seeing some of the latest tworeel comedies, one is inclined to concede it is far too easy for some comedians to make people weep in boredom. Indeed,
the screen could use a few more real comedians who are not so prone to mis-use it.
As time goes on the whole country is getting back to normalcy in a business way, but the wearing on of the same time
does not seem to influence the masses and classes of people to manifest more respect for abnormal laws such as that decreeing Prohibition. The solution is simple of course — abolish abnormal laws and replace them with sane ones.
The price of screen rights to successful novels and stage plays is going up amazingly. The sum of $200,000 seems to be
a minimum as a price and even this amount was refused recently by the owner of "Lightnin'," the late Frank Bacon's hit.
Need there be any reason other than the pecuniary one for encouraging original screen stories more and more?
We majority
predict a shall
nation-wide
actuating
dictateit
what the
do. In uprising
view of against
the factblue
thatlaws
it isand
surealltothebe principles'
a bloodless
uprising,those
the reformers
sooner it who
comeselect
the tobetter
willready
be for
general thereof.
welfare. Humanity has been burdened with an excess of reformers' zealous delusions long enough and
is
for the
a shortage
One New York newspaper attaches great importance to the report that Jack
tures in Gotham, inferring it to be another sign of that city depriving California of
center. The absurdity of the notion is made perfectly apparent in the mentioning of
will be back on the New York stage soon and that Friend Husband naturally desires

Pickford intends to make his future picits majority percentage as the producing
the fact that Marilynn Miller, Jack's wife,
to be wherever his charming wife may be.

It is foolish to expect the motion picture industry to "stay put." Primarily, it is a gigantic business which cannot be
easily confined to stipulated limitations. Secondly, it is young and just in the midst of growing into its maturity. So, when
anyone calls this industry volatile, the insult intended so strongly is really a compliment — an admission of marvelous expansion. Anyway, some of the literary critics of the film industry deserve much ignoring.
Still another boom in theatre-building
playhouses under the course of construction
its share too, having three big ones assured
no one need worry about the future so far

activities is under way right now. It is estimated there are more than 3,500 new
at this time with many more planned throughout the nation. Hollywood is to get
already and a strong possibility of a couple more ere long. One thing certain is
as having some place to go is concerned.

One producer claims there are only eighty-six photoplayers whose names possess box office value. If this estimate is
correct, the talent market needs extensive replenishing since there are more than eighty-six producers constantly striving to
have those eighty-six players in their pictures. Meanwhile there are definite indications of a veritable public clamor for new
faces. Nor is it so easy to find new faces to equal the standard set by the old ones from a histrionic standpoint. The only
plausible answer is the establishing of a cinema conservatory at which latent talents may be developed on a scientific and
artistic system. Why not such an institution sponsored by all the producers?
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California
Main at Eighth

Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"Dulcy"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
Tom Moore
in
"Dust of Erin'
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
Wm. Duncan, Edith Johnson
in
"Dangerous Smiles"
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville
Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Hoot Gibson
in
"Shootin' For Love"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Herbert Rawlinson
in
"Fools and Riches"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy
Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Ivan Miller-Elise Bartlett
in
"The Man Who Came Back"
Mission
San Gabriel

Play
with
Monroe Salisbury

Exposition
Motion Picture Revue

This

Week's

Jack London's "Call of the
Wild." now at the California, is
thrilling
venture. thousands who love adHarold Lloyd continues to entertain the throngs that visit Miller's with his latest laugh-provoker, "Safety Last."
"Salome Jane." a story of
early California days; Sid Grauman's specialty act, "Thirty Minutes Around Los Angeles" and
Herman Heller's orchestra, make
up the politan
programme
this week. at the MetroThe north woods — its glamour,
adventure and risks, are said to
live unforgetably and beautifully
in Warner Bros.' screen classic.
"Where he North Begins" in
which Rin-Tin-Tin, the emperor
of police dogs, is introduced, to
the Loew's State Theatre audimiere. ences this week in a world pre"Human
Wreckage"
heldRialto
for
another
record
week at the
lias in its cast Mrs. Wallace Reid,
Joins Kirkwood. Bessie Love,
Geo. Hackathornc and Robert
MeKim, who display a sensative
understanding of the tremendous
theme, and a sincerity that is
making it an outstanding production of the year.
which
comes thisto
tin"Temptation,"
Million Dollar
Theatre
week is one of the season's most
gripping plays with an all-star
cast, including Bryant Washburn, Eva Novak, June Elvidge,
Phillips Smalley and Vernon
Steele.
Richard Barthelmcss and Dorothy Gish are returning to the AIhambra this week in Joseph
Hergesheimer's romantic photoplay, "The Bright
Shawl," Mary
with
a supporting
cast including
Astor, Andre de Beranger, Margaret Sedden, Lois Albcrni, Andres Randolf, William Powell,
Jetta Gondal and Geo. Humbert.
The story deals with the love of
a young American who had
pledged himself to the aid of
Cuban heroes fighting for independence, many scenes of which
were filmed on the actual locations in Cuba.
"Legally Dead," a Universal
all-star production with Milton
Sills in the leading character
part, opens the Kinema this week.
Adrenalin, the life-restoring drug
with which dead people have apparently been brought back to
life, is the theme of the story.

Charles
in Ray

The Symphony's offering of
Buster Keaten's "The Ballonatic," has proven so popular with
local audiences that the management has consented to hold the
bill another week .

"Alias Julias Caesar"

Lee "Bud" Harrison, favorite
black-face comedian of the Hi-

Tally
Broadway
833 So.'sBroadway

Theatre

Motes

Jinks musical comedy company in
"Frivolous Maidens" at the Burbank Theatre, will entertain audiences this coming week in a
character part that will startle his
followers to the nth degree of
nothing short of sensation.
This week's offering at the
Mission Theater is Rupert Julian's Universal Super-Jewel production of "Merry-Go-Round,"
presented by an all-star cast including Mary Philbin and Norman Kerry.
"Merry-Gois a story
of gay
Vienna Round"
in the
days before the war. with a love
story interwoven which takes in
both the royal throne of Hungary
and a poor peasant girl. This is
the western premiere of the production. Ben Turpin's latest
Mack Scnnett comedy. "Where is
My Wandering Boy This Evening," is on the same program.
Pantages offers for the lovers
of out-door sport. Hoot Gibson
in his hair-raising thriller,
"Shootin' for Love," along with a
bill of headline vaudeville acts.
Tom Moore, popular screen
and legitimate star, comes to the
Mason Theatre in person this
week in T. W. Gibson's romantic
drama,
"Dust
of atErin."
Moore will
be seen
his bestMr.in
this play, that affords him an opportunity to show his wonderful
personality, which has made him
such a popular local favorite.
Elise Bartlett, in private life
Mrs. Joseph Schildkraut, of the
New York Theater Guild, makes
her debut to Los Angeles at the
Majestic Theater this week in
"The
Who Came Back." a
comedyMandrama
written by Jules
Kckart Goodman and founded on
the story by the same name from
the pen of John Fleming Wilson.
Ivan Miller is seen in the principal male role. Miss Bartlett
comes to Los Angeles after a series of successes in New York,
where she appeared in "Lilliom"
with
husband, "Peer Gynt."
"The herAdding
others.
Machine," and
Charles Ray comes to Tally's
this week in "Alias Julius Caeand promises a laugh from
start sar"
to finish.
Mr. Ray is seen
in an entirely new character
which affords him an opportunity
to pack his audience with merriment.
Popular William Duncan and
pretty Edith Johnson will entertain the film fans at the Hippodrome this week in their latest offering, "Dangerous
Smiles."
well selected
.group of
vaudevilleA
acts rounds out the bill.
Roberta de Bergen has finished
her
as Principal
Harry Langdon's
motherrolein the
Pictures,
"The New Mail Man," under the
direction of Al. Gould ing.
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Harold Lloyd
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"Safety Last"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Jacquelin Logan
in
"Salome Jane"
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
Rin-Tin-Tin
in
"Where the North Begins"
Rialto
Broadway near Eighth
Mrs. Wallace Reid
in
"Human Wreckage"
Kinema
Grand near Seventh
Milton Sills
in
"Legally Dead"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Bryant Washburn and
Eva Novak in
"Temptation"
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Richard Barthlemess
in
"The Bright Shawl"
Hollywood Egyptian
Hollywood Blvd. and McCadden
"The
Wagon"
with Covered
Lois Wilson
and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Philbin
and Mary
Norman
Kerry in
"Merry Go Round"
Clune's Broadway
Broadway near Fifth
Milton Sills
in
"The Last Hour"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Buster Keaton in
"Balloonatic"
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Anti-Blue
The vitally fundamental fabric of all hulan liberty is more at stake in free America
han in any absolute monarchy of all history.
Jnfortunately, the motion picture is a con
•enient mark for the unscrupulous fus;,iii'.ks
if unscrupulous sharp-shooters, who hold that
a reformer may inflict is i:nny injustice
nersed
in righteousness and therefore worthy
if approval.
Luckily, there is a counteracting fo.ec at
\vork. Glorious in the espousal of the priniple ofarises
any with
man'spromising
right tomight
be right,
orce
under this
the
lame of the Libertarian League, and. as
night
ition. be expected, it is a Los Angeles creThe league proposes to oppose legislation
lesigned to suppress Sunday newspapers, close
lews-stands on Sunday, close gasoline and oil
Ltations on Sunday, close postofnees on Sunlay, restrict the right to work on Sunday, proride for censoring motion pictures or the .-.po
cen drama, forbid concerts, theatrical performances, picture shows or entertainments on Sunlay, forbid games, sports, amusements ati'i
jicnics, and the operation of boats, automobiles,on Sunday.
trolley cars, railway trains or excursions
j In addition, the heads of the league declared
:hat the nation is threatened with laws which
ivould close drug stores, soda fountains, confectionery stores and cigar stores on Sun<:.<y.
The sale and use of tobacco is threatened,
ind the prohibition of social and interpretative dancing may be expected momentarily,
it was said.
I All such laws as the foregoing will be comjbatted by the league wherever proposed,
whether in town councils, or congress, according to the announced program, as well as laws
sanctioning sectarian or ecclesiastical tea?l;ing
in the public schools.
The first step in the campaign proposed by
i the officers of the league calls for an immediI ate "census of all known Libertarians." A
libertarian
as "one
who upholds
principles is
ofdefined
liberty,
especially
liberty tii
of
thought and action."
The proposed campaign for nation-wide
education, organization and action against
"blue-lawism." has three phases :
Diffusing a knowledge of the principles of
liberty
and the
the enrollment
asserted menace
of "blue"
laws, and
of acknowledged
libertarians.
Organization of these senators to the principles of the league into political fighting
■ units.
Direct action in the legislative halls of the
I nation.
In justification of the organization of the
I league, C .C. Vincent asserted that Sunday
I closing laws prevail quite completely throughlout twenty-one states and censorship in varyling degree throughout forty-eight states.
The result is. he said, that on Sunday one
cannot go to a ball game in Pennsylvania, or
to a dramatic performance in New York state.
Soda-water is unpurchasable in Philadelphia
on one day in the week, and the delivery of a
quart of ice cream in Omaha on Sunday is
against the law.
The sale of cigarets on that particular day
I is unlawful in North Dakota and Kansas,
I while one may be jailed in North Carolina
and
other
states for
working
in one's
garden
on the
Sabbath.
Sunday
dancing
and dancing
after midnight is prohibited in the city of Los
Angeles.
Proponents of the league claim that the
majority of people living under the so-called
blue laws are opposed to them, but cannot
com', at them because of lack of organization.
It is this needful organization which the Lib-

and

Colorful

in

Mr. Dclbrrt E. Davenport.
Editor, Camera.'.
Hollywood, Californ ia.
Dear Sir;
Your article in "Camera-" referring
to motion picture censorship, has attracted my attention. You say: "It is
to be hoped some method can be discovered for arousing the public of the
whole country to the menace and farce
of most censorship". . . . We have discovered the "method" — a lecture service bureau to be used wherever necessary to arouse public opinion and coordinate the efforts of those whose interests are involved, and menaced
through Blue-lawism. Our members
arc enrolled from every state in the
Cnion. and arc fighters for liberty on
the ground of PRINCIPLE.
No one pays the Blues to work for
Blue laws (apparently) yet they workdiligently twelve and eighteen hours a
day. They believe they arc right and
they put it over. Our anti-blue law
program was originated with this fact
squarely before us. Our members will
i<ork just as diligently to arouse public
opinion and influence legislation
against Blue-lawism as the Blues work
forOur
it. lecture service bureau is now
ready for action. We are alive to the
fact that the Blue laic advocates are
well organized and well financed, and
must be met with superior forces, so
we have secured the services of the
ablest speakers and organizers of the
Irish fight for Freedom as the first
unit to open the campaign.
From your article, we recognize that
you are alive to the danger of the
mental paralysis that has been steadily
and stealthily creeping over America,
and
helpful
to'Ws.
The your
writeradvice
will bewill
verybe glad
to discuss
it with you at your convenience, and
will take the liberty to call you for an
appointment in the near future.
CHARLES T. SPRADIXG.

ertarians propose to accomplish, they say.
Charles T. Sprading, president of the
league, is declared to be the author of many
books and pamphlets dealing with the subject
of personal liberty under the law. He has
charge of the general direction of the national
campaign, and is expected to speak soon on
the purposes of the league in the principal
cities of the country.
Other officers and directors include H. F.
Rossncr, national secretary ; Charles Lee
Swarts, treasurer ; John A .Wilson and Alfred W. Lumm, vice presidents: John Martin
of
Denver and S. Silberbcrg of New York,
directors.
John D. Bradley of Washington. D. C, is
to represent the organization before congres-
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Hopes
sional committees, and George Wright is one
of the organizers in Los Angeles.
The organization appears to be well financed
and today issued Volume 1. No. 1 of "The
Libertarian,
this magazineanofAnti-Blue-Law
40 large-sized magazine."
pages the pur-In
league
were quarterly.
outlined comprehnsively.poses of the
It will
be issued
aplin's Champion

Before coming o Hollywood to enter motion pictures George Bookasta was used by
Kansas City exploiteers when Charlie Chaplin's pictures were in town. He used to appear in prologues preceding the screening of
and his imitations of the comethe comedies
dian were so clever he soon won wide renown
as Kansas City's "miniature Charlie Chaplin." His natural ability as a clog-dancer enabled him to give almost perfect renditions of
the famous hop-and-skip Chaplin employs
when turning corners.
He has been in pictures only a little over
six months and during that time has played
in about
fifteen
productions,
includingDalton,
"The
Law
of the
Lawless"
with Dorothy
"Gigi"Corinne
with Dinky
Day ofPeggy
Faith"in
with
GriffithDean.
and "The
with Baby
"Whose Baby Are You?" His most recent
in "Rosita"
was with
part work
his
was ofMary
such Pickford
high caliber
he was and
immediately selected to play one of the page
boys
in Douglas
Fairbanks' "The Thief of
Bagdad,"
now in production.
He has a younger brother, Baseal, who is
playing the other page boy. Inasmuch as they
are similar in all respects, they have become
very popular
are rapidly winning their wayas toa team,
cinemaandrecognition.
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., July 23rd —
The days of work on Eric Von Stroheim's
production
of "Greed"
still and
to less
be completed
in
San Francisco
grow less
and they
think now that another ten days will see them
done here, and on their way. Little Hughie
Mack, all the three hundred and sixty-eight
pounds of him, has finished his part in the
picture, and left for his home in Los Angeles
on last Thursday evening. Dale Fuller is also
through, has got her O. K.. and departed for
the South on Tuesday. All the company
seems to leave San Francisco with real regret,
for they have been here so long that they feel
like old residents.
Max Graf, head of the Graf Productions
of this city, and his brother, Louis Graf, president of the organization, have both gone to
Los Angeles within the past two or three days
to complete their cast, and make other arrangements for the production of their next
picture. It will be made at the Pacific Studios at San Mateo, with some work at sea off
San Francisco, as it is a big sea picture called
"Half-A-Dollar Bill."
Victor Fisher, head of the Fisher Productions, left for New York last Tuesday with
a print of "Youth Triumphant." first picture
made byments the
to complete arrangefor itsorganization,
release.
Grace Inglis. of the Film Booking Office
of Hollywood, arrived in San Francisco on
Monday
for aCoast
few days'
stay on ofbusiness.
The West
Productions
Los Angeles have opened a branch office here with
headquarters in the Phelati Building, and expect to make a picture at the Pacific Studios
at San Mateo in the very near future. As an-

m

r 1 s c o

By AGNES

nounced,
willwritten
be called
"Nobody's
The story itwas
by James
Calnay,Child."
who
will also direct its making, and the cast will
include such well-known names as Lew Cody,
Rosemary Theby. Niks Welch, Doris May.
and Dot Farley, it is reported.
Ernest Traxler. production manager for
Goldwyn with the Von Stroheim outfit, went
to Los Angeles Saturday morning for a four
days' stay on business connected with the organization.
Cecil B. DeMille. and about forty of the
company engaged in the filming of "The Ten
Commandments," arrived in San Francisco
Sunday morning. They will spend soim four
or five days here working on a sequence that
is part of the seventh commandment. The list
of stars who are among those present includes
such well known names as Richard Dix, Robert Edeson, James Neill. James McPherson,
Rod LaRocque, Leatrice Joy, and Nita Naldi.
and others.
Chester Gore and E. E. Davis of the Lasky
forces came to town the middle of last week
to get locations, and make preparations for
the work of "The Ten Commandment" outfit.
Directors Please Note.— An extra man from
the South, pretending to be a director, masquerading asCrain Wilbur, and claiming to be
casting for Metro, arrived in San Francisco
a couple of weeks ago. and caused many a
flutter in the hearts of the local would-be
screen stars, by trying out a lot of girls for
what he claimed was going to be a big production. As a real proof that he was all he
pretended to be. he pointed out the fact that
he wore a large gold star on one sleeve, which
Love is the great theme of the Song's of
Solomon, of Dante, of Goethe, of Shakespear, and they live because they inspire
man's spiritual imagination.
* * *
The Pious are not always Spiritual, because creeds often mean more to them than
Love.
* » *
The man who would send men to eternal
punishment because they do not believe as
he does; has no Love for God. or anyone
else.
* » *

LOVE
By Eric Mayne
Love is the most wonderful word in anv
language!
* * *
And yet there is no word that suffers
more from misuse and from misinterpretation than Love.
* * *
Love is the greatest mystery in life, .and
the greatest power.
* • *
The mystery of Love makes it the greatest power, and that very power makes it a
mystery.
* * '*
Love has always been, and is, the inspiration of man's greatest
* *work.
*
Love is the spiritual expression of the
higher life.
» * *
Love inspires the Poet; that is why he is
more spiritual than the theologian.

The measure of a man's Love of God is
the treatment of his* fellow-men.
» *
"Greater Love hath no man than this, that
a man should lay down his life. — not necessarily die, but give his life, in the broader,
greater sense, — for *another."
* *
To live for another, for a friend; of if need
be for an enemy; is often a greater, and a
more useful proof of Love than to die.
* * *
.•
Love does jiot demand, but where there is
Love there is no alternative.
* » *
To live without Love is the greatest tragedy of living.
* * *
To live with Love is the great Hope of
humanity.
* » *
We may have Leagues of Nations, and
Peace Conferences, at the Hague — or elsewhere- but until Love permeates the heart,
and dominates the life of man, we still have
our sounding brass and clanging cymbals.
* * *
We have the knowledge of Good and of

KERR

CRAWFORD

he said was the badge worn by all good directors. Some idea? A telegram to the Metro
Studios, and a few well directed question^
soon showed him up as a rank imposter, and
we hope the town is now well rid of him.
Charles A. Logue, now of the First National forces, and his wife, spent most of last
week in San Francisco on a holiday trip, and
to celebrate their wedding anniversary.
( )ddly enough, while they were in town the
picture playing the Strand Theatre was "The
Tents of Allah," which Mr. Logue made, and
when you say made in this case you mean it,
for he wrote the story, did the continuity, directed it. and was the production manager ; in
fact,it. did pretty much everything except act
in
William Fox was host to a thousand people at the invitation performance given at the
C'olumbia Theatre last Friday night as the
feature picture made from A. S. Hutchin*
son's best-seller. The first night audience en*
joyed the picture highly, and its regular showings began on Saturday afternoon, to be con<!
tinued for a limited time onlv.
Theodore Roberts, grand old man of the
silver screen, comes to the Orpheum for a
single week as headliner in William De
MiTle's absorbing little drama, "The Mart
Higher
TrixieUp."
Friganza headed the bill at th*
I .olden Gate Theatre twice last week. That
is. she was there in person with her skitj
"My Little Bag o' Trix," and she was therj
as star in the filming of Mary Roberts Rine-i
hart's story. "Mind Over Matter." Mis»
Friganza's first picture
EviL but we have the Serpent also, onljf
Love will give us the strength to crush thai
enemy and dwell *in •the * freedom of Truth*
While there is Love there is Hope. We
may speak Love in feeble accents but wej
are learning the language
* * * of Paradise.
They, who for Love have undergone,
The worst that can befall,
Are happier thousand fold.
Than those who never loved at all.
MOVIE ART ON PAR WITH NOVEL
By Maurice Toumcur
The press has been filled recently with aton "thewasmotion
picture,"
if theno motiontackspicture
a distinct
entity,as with
va^
nation in its quality. But there are good
pictures, as well as bad pictures and indifferent
pictures.
attack allofforthethefew
sins isof unfair.
omission and To
commission
No conscientious writing man can adequately,
defend the modern novel from attack. There
are bad novels and indifferent novels as well
as good novels. Yet all do not suffer in the
steem of the critics for the sins of the few.
Of course, hte motion picture has not risen
to theson and
height
which raised
Cabell,theMachen.
othersto have
novel. HudBut
there are many, many pictures which excel in
tistic value the works of Harold Bell
Wright. Gene Stratton Porter and other novelists of the popular school. And the motion
picture
art is newer by generations than that
of
the novel.
Rose Dione. French actress who i s in
"Scaramouche,"
monster
picture, served asRexa Ingram's
nurse during
the Metro
world
war. She entertained at camps and hospitals
during the day and did active nursing duty
each night.
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Real

Romances

A hushed group was listening to a young
violinist playing not more than a decade ago.
His name was Haroldi and he was of the
race of Paderewski and enough like him to
pass for his brother. About them was the
exotic beauty of Hollywood, that even then
with the amber light of after sunset back
of its hills and its flowering courts resembled those of Greek cities still a-bloom along
the shores of the Mediterranean like imperishable lilies.
Among the listeners were Gertrude Ross
and others who have proved to the world
that California can be another Italy in her
nurture of the arts. From the strings of the
violin came a Polish melody, melancholy, exquisite. For what this crushed race has
learned in suffering, they are able to tell in
song. Listening intent too, but probably
unnoticed by the older ones in the group was
a little girl, Kascia, the daughter of the
genius with the violin.
But at the early age of thirty-three death
stilled the hand of the gifted young musician. He had time, however, before going,
to tell his little daughter his wish; that she
was to devote her life to some art.
At seven little Kascia was a successful
child actress in pictures. Then she was
whisked away to be educated, but that completed, Hollywood and the pictures proved
too strong a lure. She returned.
And now in an apartment softly colored
in one of Hollywood's villas in that quiet
hour when the same amber light assembles
back of the hills, she plays one of her
father's compositions for the piano. Watching the flash of her hands in the half-light,
they reminded me of a cast I once saw of
Duse's; the same narrow palm and fingers
like slender petals, hands not made for any
manual work, but only for gesture and expression.
She has followed her father's wish and
chosen that art towards which her spirit
directs her pictures. And what a preparation her Polish blood has already made for
her! Defeated politically for centuries, the
Pole has turned to art for surcease, his very
spirit has breathed in that sphere alone.
Chopin's music was the cry of his country's
pain. tiful
Andface and
it's ininBertha
Kalisch'sart.
sad,Kascia
beauher sombre
Haroldi has an Italian strain besides, added
artistic wealth in her veins. This shows in
her midnight eyes, full of expression and revealing a quick mind back of them. They
and her aureole of gold-dust hair give her
the look of a Florentine painting.
Already she has two possessions that
ought to make for success in her chosen
career, youth and maturity of mind. At an
age when the American girl is apt to be a
flapper and is occupied mainly with jazz,
this student is using every minute in serious
preparation for her life work. The time not
spent at the studios is devoted to music. She
writes too, and is skilled in interpretative
dancing. In the last picture in which she
appeared at Goldwyn's, her dancing was
especially praised by the director. She never
attends parties. And this sixteen-year old
girl knows nothing of love. But then Mary
Anderson was able to give all the fire of
Juliet when she was just out of the convent.
Kascia gives me the impression of a
beautiful, even dawn. I feel stilled, at peace
in her presence. Being on the threshold of
success is as wonderful in a way as success
itself. A certain atmosphere of confidence,
of power is felt in those whose spirit tells
them they have something to give the world
and that it is going to listen. Part of her
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Russian players produced in New York is
an augur of the future.
Her preference is for foreign artists. "Because," she puts it with the candor, that
characterizes everything she says, "they
have not as a rule that affectation and those
mannerisms that so often cling to the American woman on the stage and on the screen,
even when she has reached a height in her
artButthatthere
demands
absolute
is little
that issincerity."
critical coming
from her lips. She is happy, free, her foot
already securely placed on the steps that
lead to the heights. Hollywood is a garden
to her, full of beautiful memories. She is
never happy away from it. To others it is
a fierce and bloody arena where so many
go down. And success when won takes its
toll in compromise.
But Kascia Haroldi's art will open as
serenely as a flower. It's delicate and exotic
and it belongs to Hollywood.

Kascia Haroldi.
poise of course comes from lack of financial
worry. The commercial side therefore does
not obscure the spiritual.
"I love everything connected with the
moving pictures," she said, speaking in the
soft modulated tones that suited the room,
the music, the hour. "The smallest part
gives me a thrill. And I have no preference.
Until I can do the big things, I am content
to do supremely well whatever is offered
me." "No," she replied to a question I put
to her, "I don't exactly study a part. I rely
on my emotions to guide me. They and the
inspiration I get on the set produce the
psychological moment. Then I lose my own
identity and become the character. I live
it.Pola
I am Negri,
it."
Nazimova and Norma Talmadge are the three greatest artists on the
screen she thinks. "I went to see 'Smilin'
Through' five times and each time -Norma
Talmadge's work was as surprising as the
first. Her art is so rich, so abundantly creative that she has something new to offer
you every time you repeat a visit. I felt
I could never exhaust her."
The temptations and the obstacles which
make the precipice of success so steep in
Hollywood have not daunted her. She believes the will is given to everyone for the
battle against circumstance.
"My imagination pictures me a success.
My will is to be its servant and build that
pictures in the tangible brick of achieveAnd already, a mere novice as it were,
her
career has started enviably. She has
ment."
been in all the big pictures of the last year
from "Omar the Tentmaker" to "The Ten
Commandments." And always the unique
quality of her art has marked her for notice.
Kascia has an American mother, but she
seems to have that passionate consecration
to art that is Slavic. It is from her people
in Eastern Europe, from Russia and Poland
that the art of tomorrow, one might almost
say of today, is to come, if the furor the

GYPSY HART RE-DISCOVERED BY
REX INGRAM IN "SCARAMOUCHE"
While young motion picture artists such
as Gypsy Hart are available there is no need
to worry about a lack of new screen faces,
is the opinion advanced in a recent article by
a leading screen magazine writer.
Miss Hart has an important historical role
in "Scaramouchc," Rex Ingram's monster picof the
turization of Rafael Sabatini's novel
French Revolution, but when the picture
those presstarted she was merely "among
ent." Mr. Ingram selected her from the
d as spechundreds of aristocrats who appeare
tators in the National Assembly scenes.
Miss Hart must have potential screen qualities, for although the young director did not
discover the fact until later, she is the same
.rirl whom he caused to enter motion pictures
while he was directing at Universal City some
She had been a visitor and Mr.
years ago.
her
Ingram, whom she met at the studio, hetoldwould
that if she wanted to be an actress
give her a part in his next picture.
She played ni two of Mr. Ingramss"s picand
tures "The Reward of the Faithle
"The Flower of Doom," following which she
appeared in other productions. Miss Hart
she. re-d
knownago
ng well
becomi
.when
wasthejust
re
to
she returne
year
Aen
life.
to private
tiredsc
"I decided to start at the bottom ot the
and try to climb up again," she said.
ladder
So she did "extra" work and when she first
in "Scaramou
camera ere."
the "atmosph
appeared
Then chcMr. '
still just
was before
she
of her exand as a result
Ingram saw her
cellent work at Theiorgne de Mericourt she
again.
appears to be on the road to success
Miss Hart spends a total of several hours
Gypsy is her real
explainingshethat
every year and
is not related to Bill
that
first name
rides a horse
Hart, although like him, shecomes
from the
Hart
unusually well. Gypsy
Texas.
Temple,
country.
cattle
a
of
center
"It's near Waco," she always explains,
which
Temple. indicates the size of the metropolis of
"Bull" Montana is portraying a crook rple
m "Held to Answer," Peter Clark Macharlane's story which Harold Shaw is directing
"Bull" it would
for Metro. Mr. Shaw told
to put on any makenot be necessary for him faced
comedy star is
up. Now the burglar
or
otherwise.
to decide whether he was complimented
trying
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Entertains Frohman
Carmel Myers, now playing in
George D. Baker's production of
"The Magic Skin," gave a luncheon at the Ooldwyn studios in
honor of Daniel Frohman, President of the Actor's Fund, who is
in Los Angeles to promote the
interests of this charity. Among
those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Abraham Lehr, George D.
Baker, Conrad Nagel, King VIdor. Rupert Hughes, Josephine
Quirk, Carey Wilson, Gilbert K
Gable. June Mathis, Mrs. Myers,
Mae Busch, Herbert Howe.
George Walsh and Bessie Love.
Lefty Flynnn Is Hurt
Maurice (Lefty) Flynn is taking an enforced vacation. Ii
seems that during the filming of
"Salomy Jane," in which he
played the lead, his arm was
badly wrenched in a fight with
the villain. Rather than delay
work, Lefty went on without
telling anyone about his arm,
which pained him terribly After
the completion of the picture he
had his arm examined by a doctor, with the result that he is
now confined to his bed with a
badly lacerated and broken arm.
The patient is doing very nicely,
and the members of the cast, out
of gratitude, keep him well supplied with fruit, candy, flowers,
etc.
Australian Notables Meet
It was all Australia the other
day when Sidney Herschel
Small, the author of "The Lord
of Thundergate," visited the
United studios, Hollywood, to
see the filming of First National's "Thundergate, " which
adapted from his novel. was
Mr.
Small is an Australian and he
felt right at home when the
studio guide introduced him to
Sylvia Breamer. also an Aus
tralian, who is playing a leading
pari in his picture, and later introduced him to Enid Bennett,
another Australian, who is playing the leading feminine role in
"The Bad Man," also a First National picture
"No More Women" starts
"No More Women" is the intriguing title chosen by Elmer
Harris for the Associated Authors production of his story,
work upon which commenced
this week. This is the third
Authors production following
the Frank Woods production of
"Richard the Lion Hearted," and
the Thompson Buchanan production of "Loving Lies," a film
version of Peter B. Kyne's sea
Story, "The Harbor Bar," which
was recently completed. "No
More Women" features
allstar cast including Madgean Bellamy. Matt Moore. George Coop
er, S. Reeve-Smith, and Stanhope Wheatcroft. It will be directed b\ Lloyd Ingraham under
the supervision of Elmer Harris

About

the Moving

Sylvia Repeats
Sylvia Breamer, who is now
playing one of the leading feminine roles in "Thundergate," a
First National picture, has been
cast to play an important part
in "Flaming
Youth," aof First
National picturization
Warner
Fabian's
widely
discussed
novel
of modern life. Miss Breamer
portrays the role of "Dee Fentriss," one of the three ultra
modern sisters whose multitudinous love affairs form the basic
plot of the highly dramatic play.
"Flaming Youth," goes into production at the United studios,
Hollywood, within the next two
weeks. John Francis Dillon is
to direct it. An all-star cast will
interpret the several roles including Colleen Moore, in the
leading part, Milton Sills, Myrtle
Stedman and Elliott Dexter.
Chimes of Dumb-bells
Gale Henry, popular comedienne, who is now playing one of
the principal roles in "Held to
Answer," an all-star production
being made under the direction
of Harold Shaw at Metro,
strolled over to a soft drink
stand the other day between
scenes in the picture to enjoy a
cold lemonade. "Please put
some shaved ice in it," said
Miss Henry. The new clerk
hesitated. He had never heard
of such a thing. In his* attempt
to te obliging, however, he
reached for a safety razor blade
underneath the counter and
thereupon tried diligently to
provide his customer with
"shaved ice."
Resurrects Old Autos
Cliff Bowes and Virginia
Vance, comedians, doing their
stuff under the Cameo brand of
Educational Pictures, are appearing in a one-reel comedy,
"Wrecks," which has for its locale a boneyard for worn-out automobiles of all descriptions.
Hundreds of cars, waiting to be
junked, are shown in the picture.
Many of them are of models
which date back to the earlydays of motoring and there are a
few oftolast
year's
model
that
tried
climb
trees
or beat
trains to the crossing, all waiting their call to be broken up
and sold for junk.
New Mermaid Comedies
Work on the first of a new
series of twelve Mermaid Comedies for distribution through
the Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., has been started by Jack
White, the young producer-director of Educational-Mermaid Comedies. Lige Conley is in the
leading role, and Hughie Fay directing. Lillian Hackett, Jack
Lloyd, Otto Fries and Spencer
Bell, the inimitable colored comedian are in the cast.

Throngs

"Bad Man" Near Finish
Two more weeks and Edwin
Carewe will be finished with
"The Bad Man," which he is
filming for First National. The
entire company, with the exception of Holbrook Blinn, whose
scenes have all been taken, is
now located at Vlctorvllle, where
the concluding scenes of the
production will be taken. These
include all the bandit outrages
and cattle rustling scenes along
the American-Mexican border.
Doug, Jr., Starts August 1st
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will
start production work in his initial starring picture for Paramount about August 1 under the
direction of Joseph Henabery,
according to' an announcement
by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice
president of the Paramount organization. Richard Harding
Davis' famous story "The Grand
Cross of the Crescent," will
serve as the thirteen-year old
star's first vehicle. According
to the Paramount production authorities this title will be
changed before the picture is released. Theodore Roberts will be
featured with the young star,
with Noah Beery in support.
Elfred Bingham adapted the
Davis story to the screen.
Uses Famous Characters
"William S. Hart in Wild Bill
Hickock" is the way the famous
Western star's name and title of
his first picture will appear in
electric lights when his initial
Paramount Picture following his
retirement is released. The
Story is an original by Hart and
deals with the stirring period of
Western history from 1866 to
1S72. As characters in his story
the star has used many of the
vivid personalities of the period
including
B. ("Bat")
Masterson, William
Wyatt Earp,
Chalk
Beeson, Charlie Bassett. Bill
Tighlman, Luke Short, Doc Holliday and the outstanding feminine personage of the tim< — -Calamity Jane. Albert Shelby LeVino is adapting the story to
the screen.
McGowan Uses Logic
Bob McGowan, who has made
a name for himself directing the
"Our Gang" comedies at the
Roach studios, figures the best
way to make kid comedies is to
become one of the boys yourself, and make the tots feel that
you are with them heart and
soul and don't make work out of
their play. There is a whole lot
of logic in this, and one has just
to journey down to the Culver
Citv plant and watch Director
McGowan work with his charges,
and
howand"unconscious"
little see
actors
actresses are the
as
the cameraman is filming their
every move.

C A M E R A I

of Movieland
Wilson Prepares Another
Ben Wilson is preparing for
the
start of
"Leave
It towill
Gerry"
in which
Billie
Rhodes
star
for Grand-Asher, some time next
month. Among the scenes to be
constructed and locations arranged, are a palatial home in
Chicago,
a girl's
school
tory, a humble
home
in a dormismall
mid-west town, a beautiful lake
for a school regatta, a back-yard
menagerie, etc. The matter of
cast is also important because
I there are a number of very complex roles and the best players
obtainable will be selected. The
story, by Adam Hull Shirk, is
now being put into continuity
form. Miss Rhodes is studying
the role assiduously, and everything points to a very successful
picture which will mark the return of Billie Rhodes to feature
films.
As Filming Goes
Ten trips across the bay from
San Francisco to Oakland and
back were required to get certain scenes for a Ben Wilson
production in which Bryant
Washburn and Mabel Forrest
are featured for Grand-Asher.
Only Miss Forrest, the assistant
director, Webster Cullison and
the cameraman went North for
the scenes, but as Miss Forrest
says, they did enough work in
one day for a whole company.
Besides the ferry scenes were
others at the St. Francis Hotel
and all in all, the flying visit to
the bay city was a strenuous
one. The company now making
"Other Men's Daughters" under
Ben Wilson's direction, is working very hard to complete certain important scenes, and several night sequences have kept
the players and staff busy at all
hours.
Rock Makes Animal Film
Reggie Morris, Grand-Asher
comedy director, believes in animals in pictures — despite that
he has almost turned gray in the
last few days. What with dogs,
a baby and a big brown bear,
the set which
for Joe heRock's
newest
comedy
is directing,
has been one of the busiest
spots at the Grand studios. John
Brown, the noted wrestling bear
from the Canadian Rockies, is in
the picture and it is rumored
there are still more animals to
come. The comedy has not yet
been titled.
Jack Curtis In It
Jack Curtis, character actor,
who recently distinguished himself by his handling of a role in
"The Spoilers" at the Goldwyn
studios, has been added to the
cast for Tod Browning's producof Faith."
Curtis tionisof to"The
play Day
the difficult
part
of Red Johnson in the Arthur
Somen Roche story.
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GREAT
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FAMISHING

The first announcement of a
$5,000,000 international film corporation was made in Los Angeles this week by Theodore
Kosloff, who will have a prominent part in the organization.
This motion picture corporation,
which will have stockholders
from almost every nation in the
world, is organizing with the
specific intent of bringing peace
and plenty to war-torn, famine
ridden Russia.
Kosloff, who is a Lasky motion
picture star, will give up his
own promising career in American and return to his own country to help with what he feels
is the most momenteous project
of modern times.
Kosloff has still four months
of unexpired contract with the
Lasky-Famous Players which he
will fulfill. He expects to leave
soon after that for Paris to confer with his brother-in-law. His
family will remain in America,
where he will maintain a home
for a time, at least.
The corporation will have its
headquarters in Paris and its
releasing field will be centered
in Russia exclusively.
E. Altswang, brother-in-law of
Kosloff, who was known before
the Russian revolution as the
"richest man in Russia," is the
promoter and the president of
the corporation. Altswang is
now in Paris completing the
plans of the organization. He
has just returned from Russia
where he made a complete canvass of the situation and signed
up 320 Russian cities, each city
pledged to support two theatres.
Kosloff, himself will have the
unique association as director,
actor, producer and exhibitor.
"To me," says Kosloff, "this
is the biggest thing in the history of the world, because it is
the first real step toward the
brotherhood of man. Young children of all nationalities can play
harmoniously together, because
their desires are the same. It
is only when men begin formulating creeds and imposing duties that they go to war. We
are going to produce pictures
that will demonstrate the kinship of the human race and Russia, through her own amalgamation, is going to be a factor in
cementing the brotherhood ties
of the world.

RUSSIA

"Russia today needs two
things, bread and happiness. The
motion pictures will help to
bring both. We will exhibit
American made pictures and
German made pictures, we will
have English actors, French designers, Russian directors, and
in our corporation we have
Russians, Americans, French
and Germans.
"While pictures that will divert, that will amuse, that will
give joy to the pleasure-starved
millions of Russia will be shown,
we are setting out definitely
with the intention of re-awakening the soul of a people and helping that soul attain its highest
expression."
FILMS

TO

BYGONE

REVIVE
SONG

FAVORITES
What promises to be a unique
and novel addition to the present-day theatre program is contained in an announcement from
E. W. Hammons, President of
Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc.
Educational has just completed
arrangements to distribute a series of one-reel pictures to be
known as the "Sing Them Again
Series," production work on
which will start at once under
the supervision of Norman Jefferies who has been associated
with moving pictures and theatrical enterprises for the past
thirty years.
This series will be designed as
a modernized revival of old favorite songs which any gathering will welcome the opportunity
to sing again. While the house
musicians play the score, the
verse and scenes and characters
of the song will be pictured
in motion on the screen. Then
the familiar words of the chorus
will be thrown on the screen for
everybody to join in while accompanied by the house musicians.
It is hoped that the series will
be confined to such old favorites
as "Silver Threads Among the
Gold," and "When You and I
Were Young Maggie," and that
no attempt will be made to picturize "Yes, We Have No Banan-

as."

JULY 28, 1923
Mae Marsh in "Daddies"
Mae Marsh has signed a contract to star in the Warner
Brothers picturization of David
Belasco's
"Daddies."
Marsh willplay,
portray
the partMissof
Ruth Atkins.

FILM

WILL

NOTED
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"KID-WS

HES

HIS

G0LDWYN

BIGGEST

PICTURE

This week marked the conclusion of filming on Jackie Coogan's "Long Live the King," the
Mary Roberts Rinehart story
which will be his first release
for Metro. Director Victor
Schertzinger and Jack Coogan,
senior, who supervised the entire
production, handled the "shooting" of the final episode, in
which the newly-crowned boy
king grows drowsy in the midst
of the long-winded reading of
his coronation proclamation and,
just like any eight-year-old after
a hard day, falls asleep right on
his throne.
The simplicity and naturalness
of this appealing bit of action
in the gorgeous surroundings of
the great Throne Room are typical of the entire production. Dramatically adapted by Eve Unsell and C. Gardner Sullivan,
superbly acted by Jackie and a
talented supporting cast, the
story has been mounted at a
cost actually exceeding $650,000.00.
"Long Live the King" is by far
Jackie's most ambitious and costliest screen offering. Its plot is
filled with adventure, romance,
intrigue and homely boyish
pranks and escapades. Among
the Lavonia,
larger sets
the' capital
city
of
for iswhich
more than
2500 people were employed during the carnival sequence and
which contained 38 buildings,
streets, fountains, and other
structures, representing an outlay of $250,000.00, including the
extras' paychecks.
Supporting
this true
picture are suchJackie
triedin and
favorites as Rosemary Theby,
Ruth Renick, Vera Lewis, Alan
Forrest, Alan Hale, Robert Brower, Walt Whitman, Raymond
Lee, Monti Collins, Sam Appel,
Larry Fisher, Alan Sears, William Machin, Ruth Handforth
and Loretta McDermott. Frank
Good was chief cinematographer
with Robert Martin, second camera-man. J. J. Hughes was art
director, Walter Israel, costumer,
Irene Morra, editor, and W. V.
Brincken, director of research.
E. A. Biby, studio manager, assisted Jackie Coogan in all branches of the production.

"Gulliver's Travels" is to be
filmed on a magnificent scale by
King Vidor, Goldwyn director,
according to announcement last
night
Lehr. by Vice-President Abraham
Probably no recent communique from the screen front has
caused so much interest. The
Jonathan Swift classic is as
well known as "Ben Hur" and it
presents
sibilities. marvelous pictorial posIt was learned that Mr. Vidor
and the Goldwyn company have
been making secret preparations
for the production for the last
month. Elaborate and detailed
photographic experiments have
been completed. The ingenuity
of director and cameraman will
be tested
in showing
visit
to Lilliput,
where Gulliver's
he is a
giant in comparison to the natives, and to Brodbingnag,
where the size of the inhabitants
makes him the smallest dwarf.
"Camera tests at the Goldwyn
laboratories have proved that
these things can be shown on
the screen with absolute fidelity," said Mr. Vidor last night.
"The motion picture is the ideal
medium liver's
for Travels,'
the telling
'Gulmuch ofbetter
than the printed work, although
I am not saying that we shall do
a better job than Swift did.
"I have long wanted to film
this classic, which appeals to the
young by its fantasy and to the
adult by its satire. It has been
in the back of my head for a
long time and I have just been
waiting for the opportune time
to do it. My association with
Goldwyn gives me the facilities
for such a production.
"I believe there is a crying
need for more imaginative and
fanciful productions on the
screen. Our growth has been
retarded by our worship of realism. Most people get their fill
of realism in their own lives and
they seek escape into the realm
of imagination
for their
entertainment. The cinema
is ideally
suited to portray fantasy and
Mr. Vidor
will not
direct
liver's Travels"
until
after"Gulhe
has finished "Wild Oranges,"
Joseph
Hergesheimer's
He and his
staff will leavenovel.
in a
few days to film the story in the
exact
myth."spot described by the
novelist, thirty-five miles from
Savannah,
St. Simon's
Island,
off and
the onGeorgia
coast.
The cast, not yet announced,
will follow later.
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The world's a small place!
Randall Faye, technical director assisting Donald Crisp in the
filming of "Ponjola," Cynthia
Stockley's story of South African
life which Sam E. Rork will present through First National, has
a remarkable memory for faces.
Recently he had occasion to
visit an office in a tall building
in Los Angeles. The elevator
operator was a negro. All the
way up to the tenth floor Faye
tried to remember where he had
seen this man before. But he
couldn't.
Several days later a large
number of black men were used
on
a "Ponjola"
at thewas
United
studios.
Amongset them
the
negro elevator operator. Again
the face caused Faye to wrack
his brain.
But it was not until the negro
appeared before the camera in
South African costume — or rather lack of costume — that the
technical director identified him.
He was a full blooded Zulu
who had been a servant in
Faye's
family
twenty years
ago! in Rhodesia
Just to prove to Anna Q. Nilsson and James Kirkwood, leading playerswasof a"Ponjola,"
the negro
Zulu, the that
two
held an animated conversation
in the dialect of that tribe and
exchanged reminiscences of the
Matabelle rebellion.
NAGEL LAUNCHES BIG
REAL ESTATE PROJECT
Conrad Nagel, Goldwyn screen
player, has announced his plans
for the subdivision of his two
ranches in Monrovia, California.
One ranch, devoted to the raising of watermelon, honeydew
and canteloupe, is 40 acres, and
valued at $65,000. This section
Nagel intends to sell in tracts of
five
lots to a purchaser, for residences.
The second Nagel ranch is 25
acres and is covered with orange
trees. As the location of the
smaller tract is much nearer the
business section, Nagel intends
to subdivide it and erect apartment houses.
The selling and handling of
the ranches will be entrusted to
Nagel'sof foreman,
who,haswith
crew
several men,
beena
working the ranches for several
years.
Nagel is now working in Victor Seastrom's production of
"The Master of Man" at the
Goldwyn studios, but will find
time to supervise the subdivision
of his land.
Vincent Coleman has started
work on a series of specials in
which he will be starred. All of
the pictures will be made in
New York.

LEADING
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MAN
MUST LEAD IN
WORK, TOO
That the leading man has tractive in personality or looks,
greater obstacles to overcome in has the appeal to her own sex as
registering with the public and well as to the opposite sex. A
that he must work harder for handsome man does not get
much attention from his own
success than any other member
of the acting profession in mo- sex.
tion pictures, is the contention
"A child always has that uniof Lloyd Hughes, leading man
versal appeal that registers with
for Mary Pickford, Colleen all ages. A child will always
Moore and other celebrities.
draw sympathy — a talented
"The character man has his child wins immediate acclaim.
"The villain, while never
bag of tricks in the way of striking make-ups that go a long way
wins recogtoward helping him put over his winning nitionsympathy,
by his sheer villainy.
The
more
startling
his
deeds the
part,"
also
applies says
to theHughes.
character"This
woman,
greater success he is.
"The leading man, however, is
of course. An effective makeup to the character actor is shorn of most of the aids to sucwhat the voice is to the stage
cess that are enjoyed by the
actor. The leading man has others. If he is good looking he
neither to rely upon when work- will have a certain amount of
ing in films.
fundamental appeal to the flap"The leading lady too, has a
pers, of course. This is his only
big handicap over the leading aid. He is pictured as he is. He
man. An attractive girl always
must realy solely upon his
has more appeal to the public. training, his talents. He has
That's why the pictures of 'nothing up his sleeve.' Whether
women in newspapers are al- he is a born actor or a developed
ways the majority and the pic- actor, he has a harder row to
tures of men, the minority. An hoe than his brothers and sisattractive girl, whether she's atters in the profession."
FILMS BATTLE WITH 2
CARMEL AND BESSIE AS
SISTER ACT MIGHT WIN
BIG CALIFORNIA LIONS
Carmel Myers and Bessie Love
H. A. Snow, of "Hunting Wild are staging a little Damon and
Game inturnedAfrica"
fame, just
re- Pythias act all their own.
from Tuolumne
County,
When they first entered high
where he has been making a pic- school they became inseparable
ture of hunting lions in Califor- companions and • they planned
nia. With Snow's party was his planned their studies and free
moments together. Without any
son, "Sidney," as cameraman,
also J. C. Bruce, State Lion preliminary planning they were
Hunter of the State Game Com- suddenly swept into motion picmission.
tures, both getting their first
Picking a spot where reports work at the old Griffith studios.
have come of the large loss of And when Bessie was given her
cattle this season, the party had first big part, Carmel got hers
a most successful hunt. Two
and they were in the same picvery large lions, or cougars,
"The Flying
Torpedo."
were rounded up and the battle Bessie ture,
played
the ingenue
lead,
was on. While both Snow and and Carmel the dark-eyed siren.
Bruce were closing in on the
Ten years have gone by and
largest of the two animals, and during all that time they have
Sidney Snow getting action with continued their friendship but
the crank, the smaller one was
had never played together, not
so close to the camera it was
even so much as at the same
necessary to move back in order studio. Then, almost to a day
to get a good shot.
from the time they played toJust as this move was made
gether in "The Flying Torpedo,"
the larger one came into view
they were both cast in "The
and sprung . at Sidney Snow,
Magic Skin," the Balzac story,
catching him on the left arm, which George D. Baker is diand inflicting several deep
recting at the Goldwyn studios.
scratches. At this moment two And their parts are the same as
shots rang out, hitting the large before. Bessie is the youns
animal, who was so close the girl heroine and Carmel wrecks
blood struck Sidney Snow and havoc with her Irresistible eyes
the tripod legs. The picture as the Countess Fedora.
shows action every minute and
Among the players engaged by
is full of real thrills and excitement. Snow states he will have David Smith to support Cullen
this production finished about Landis in "The Pioneer," which
the last of September.
picture is now in production at
the Vitagraph Studios, is little
Phillippe deLacy, popular film
Ned Holmes, well known showman, has been engaged by In- starlet. Phillippe has the only
spiration Pictures to direct the child part in the picture and
premiere showing of the photo- those familiar with the story believe that his part is of greater
play, "The White Sister," soon
importance than the part he
to take
place
on
Broadway.
Lillian Gish is the star in the film played in "Divorce," which won
him the unstinted praise of phoversion
of F. produced
Marion Crawford's
country. toplay critics throughout the
famous novel
by Henry
King in Italy.

ENTERTAINS

11 OF

WORLD'S GREAT
LADIES
Mrs. Harriet C. Higbee, wellknown in Los Angeles and Hollywood society circles, and personal representative of screen and
stage celebrities, was hostess
last Saturday evening at a dinner party given by her at her
home, 4933 Rosewood Avenue. It
was strictly a man-less affair,
even the butler being temporarily dispensed with lest his presence
a gloom
the tranquilcastserenity
and o'erharmonious
associations of eleven of our
most professionally and commercially successful women of the
present day.
The guests of honor were Zoa
Beckley, special correspondent
for the New York Mail, who is
stopping at the Christie Hotel,
Miss Beckley being credited for
having interviewed more celebrities than any other newspaper
woman, and Helen Rowland, of
the Hearst syndicate, famous the
world over for her epigrams,
under
the also
title "Bachelor
Girl."
Guests
were Madame
Anna Sprotte, internationally
famous contralto, who has made
an enviable
through-of
out Americareputation
as a contralto
unusual ability.
Rena McDonald, affiliated with
L. E. Behymer, impressario of
the Western Coast, and who last
year successfully handled the
Chicago Grand Opera on this
coast, and, incidentally, made it
payDora
— big.Stearns, ex-president of
the City Club and political worker, who recently spent ■ three
weeks in Sacramento in the interest of the city charter. She is
also on the Executive Board of
the National Republican Committee of Los Angeles.
Idah McGlone Gibson, best
known and best beloved newspaper woman and syndicate
writer in the United States, and
author
of "Her
Husband'swhoWife."
Gertrude
Comstock,
has
made a phenomenal success in
Los Angeles real estate, having
a borrowed capital of some $200
less than a year ago and is now
rated as owning property valued
at
owns a in
new the
"Cad"
a $50,000,
nicespeed.
nest-egg
bankand
—
some
Dr. Amy Schoonmaker, renowned osteopathic diagnostician, from Denver, Colorado.
May McDonald,
an expert
accountant, connected
with the
First National Bank of Los AnMrs. Helen West, supremely
geles.
happy uncertain
and successful
life's
most
venture in
— matrimony.inMrs.Los
West,
who issociety,
prominent
Angeles
fearlessly admitted that she had
never earned a dollar in her life,
but as the wife of Dr. Frederick
West was as contented as the
world's greatest financier.
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STROHEIM

INVADE

TO

DEATH

VALLEY
Erich von Stroheim has almost
finished the San Francisco
scenes of "Greed," his first
Goldwyn production, and will
soon take his company into the
torrid heat of Death Valley.
"Our next stretch of work will
be at the Big Dipper mine up
near Colfax. That's where our
brutal, stupid dentist toiled in
his penurious youth shoving an
ore car.
"But that will be paradise to
what we shall expect toward the
end. The story closes in Death
Valley at the foot of the Panamint range. And we shall get
there about the middle of August.
"That will be a venture in
Dante's Inferno for us. The
temperature will be 172 degrees
in the shade. Our supplies will
be conveyed in a 22-horse team,
with four mules besides. One
mule comes in the story, and if
it dies from the heat, we shall
have reserves.
"The spot is a hideous sink of
alkali, iniquitous and malignant,
in which a single clump of sagebrush would fascinate the eye.
Marcus Schouler, played by
Jean Hersholt, has to sink
through the crust.
"I wish
an artesian
well
there.weWehadshall
have to
supply nine gallons of water
daily for each man, and 15 for
each animal. Cars will be built
with special axles, so the grease
won't run out like water."
SYRIAN CHILD ARTISTS
WINNING WAY IN FILMS
Among the latest recruits to
the ever-growing ranks of child
players are George and Baseal
Bookasta, who recently completed interesting parts with Mary
Pickford in "Rosita." They are
both about four years of age and
similiar in appearance. Although
they have been in pictures only
six months they have already
played in many good productions
and give every promise of blossoming forth into two of the finest child character artists on the
silver-sheet.
The high caliber of work they
did in the Pickford film, coupled
with their dark complexion,
black hair and black eyes, was
instrumental in their selection
for principal roles in Douglas
Fairbanks' forthcoming "The
Thief of Bagdad," in which they
will enact the part of the page
boys. Furthermore the fact they
are of Syrian descent and possess
the natural expression necessary
for the interpretation of the
characters described in Fairbanks' story should add a touch
of realism to the film, and will be
a great factor in drawing the
attention of the audience to them
when the picture is shown.

INCE

SIGNS "BIG THREE"
FOR
"ANNA
CHRISTIE"
Marion has been an actor, a
After weeks of careful considproducer and a student of the
eration, Thomas H. Ince has drama
all his life. In addition
signed up one of the most re- to countless stage characterizamarkable trios of actors ever aptions he has played, he has produced some of the biggest stage
pearing in one picture for the
leading roles in his screen adap- attractions ever shown in this
country, including "The Merry
tation of "Anna Christie,"
Eugene cess.
O'Neill's
big stage
suc- Widow"; "The Prince of PilBlanche Sweet
has been
sen"; "Excuse Me"; "Zhari";
selected for the title role. "The County Chairman"; "Pom
George Marion, who created the Pom"; "Madame X"; "Every
"The College Widow";
role of "Chris," the old "Square- Woman";
head" father, for the stage pla>, "The Little Duchess"; "Peggy
has been brought back from
from Paris"; "Gypsy Love";
London, where the play had a "A Fool There Was" and "Tansensational run, to play the same
gerine." He produced "Head
Over Heels" with Mitzi, playing
part on the screen. William
Russell has been cast for the the role of an old Italian and
a success that he depart
"Mattof Burke,"
the Irish scored cidedsuch
stokerof lover
the drama.
to give up producing and
to the stage.
Miss Sweet, who has been en- return
A seven minute scene which
trusted with the role for the
screen which Pauline Lord has he played in "Gold," one of
made famous on the stage, is Eugene O'Neill's first Broadway
considered one of the most able productions was so marvellously
emotional actresses of the silver- done that the author declared
Marion was the star of the piece
sheet.
a "fan" and offered him the role of
favorite She
since has
the been
old Biograph
"Chris" when "Anna Christie"
days and recently made a triumwas put on at the Vanderbilt
phant "come-back" after several
Theatre two years ago. No one
years absence from the screen
else has appeared in the role
in "Quincy Adams Sawyer." She
has just finished work in the since then, so successful was his
leading role of "In the Palace of interpretation.
William Russell, who plays
theMarion's
King." characterization of the part of the young Irish
stoker in the picture, has been
"Chris" which he will immortalsuch a favorite with the film
ize on the screen, has been de- world
that he has been idle only
clared by critics both in this
country and in London, to be three and a half days in eight
After completing a long
one of the finest stage delinea- years.
contract with the American, he
tions of the past two years.
went to work the following day
After purchasing the screen
rights for the play, Mr. Ince as a Fox star and had just finished a four
opened negotiations with Marion
tract
when heyearwasstarring
signed conby
to play the same role in the film Mr. Ince
for
the
new
role.
adaptation and finally won his
consent to return to this country
John Griffith Wray, who difor that purpose from London.
rected Ince's "Hail the Woman"
The actor has consistently re- and "Her Reputation" and who
fused offers to work for the just recently completed work on
screen, but after hearing the Mrs. Wallace Reid's production
of "Human Wreckage," is megaproducer's plans for "Anna
Christie" and after reading the
"Anna Christie."
Bradley phoning
King,
chief of the Ince
script of the production, he was
staff
of
editors,
made the screen
eager to appear in the screen
adaptation.
cast.
CAMERA
ARTIST WINS
AUBREY FOLLOWS RUSSIAN
MANY HIGH HONORS
FILM WITH CHINESE ONE
Jimmy Aubrey is doing "The
Lobbygow,"
a Chinese
tale that
calls
for all sorts
of exciting
and
thrilling stunts and many comedy situations. The story was
written by Leon Lee and is being directed by Marcel Perez,
while Phyllis Byrne is signed as
the girl in fun-making that Fred
De Silva, the villain, tries to
force his attentions on, and
"Joimes," that fellow with the
saddest pair of eyes in pictures,
attempts to rescue Phyllis and
causes no end of trouble to all
concerned.
This is the second subject
Jimmy Aubrey has made since
he signed his contract to make
one a month for the next two
years for the Chadwick Releasing Corporation of New York
City. The first was "The Buttiniski," a story of Russia.
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Artist photographers are these
days taking the place of the
former "camera boys." Karl
Struss, for three years artist
photographer with Cecil De
Mille, and now with Gasnier, has
proved his high rank as a camera artist by winning prizes in
a recent London exhibit, where
his prints were shown. Four of
his art prints were also chosen
to hang in the Pittsburg Salon,
and another group was displayed
in the exhibition at the Albright
Art Gallery in Buffalo.
Struss also won a prize in the
American
Photographer's
Annual Competition
held in Boston
and was awarded another prize
in the annual exhibit of photography held at the Frederick
and Nelson Company of Seattle.
Before joining the moving picture colony in Hollywood. c

MARY
FOR

MAKES

TEST

"DOROTHY

A pink brocaded costume, a
Priscilla cap and a few clicks of
the motion picture camera have
virtually settled the immediate
professional future of Mary
VERNON"
Pickford. She
made her first
test for "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" early this week, which
means she has just about decided on this as her next feature production. She has long
contemplated transcribing the
Charles Major story to the
screen, but this is the first tangible evidence that she proposes to carry out her intention
in the near future.
Tests are to be made with
various other Elizabethan sartorial creations in the next few
days. In fact, all the preliminaries for the making of the picture are being carried out; sets
will probably be under construction soon, as plans are now being drawn. Miss Pickford has
in mind a director, but is not
yet ready to announce his name.
Immediately after completing
"Rosita," which will soon be
shown as a road show attraction,
Miss Pickford considered several
other stories and for a time
thought of giving up the contem"Dorothytest
Vernon."
The plated
recent
was made
under
Mary's
mother,theMrs.supervision
Charlotte ofPickford,
with Douglas Fairbanks as an
audience, and was surrounded
with more ceremony than such
things usually are, owing to the
pretentiousness of the picture
as planned.
The probabilities are that actual camera work will begin in
about a month or six weeks, as
casting.
there still remain the details of
VIOLA DANA TO DO
PARISIAN STORY NEXT
Paris, from the gilded elegance
of the Ritz-Carlton down to the
lowest dives of the Apaches of
the underworld, will be filmed in
exact detail in Viola Dana's next
starring vehicle, "The Spirit of
the direct
Rose," forwhich
will
Metro.Oscar Apfel
Apfel will not have to consult
Baedeker's Guide or French- architectural magazines to know
how to reproduce Paris in all its
colorful atmosphere, for less
than a year ago he spent several
months there while carefully
studying
ods abroad.film production methApfel recently completed his
first starring vehicle for Miss
Dana, "The Social Code," which
featured the smart set of fashionable Long Island, and it was
so well liked that the Metro
management decided to entrust
him with the making of a continental production.
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WRITERS

EDUCATIONAL TO ENTERTAIN
effects, which entailed, at times,
True, the term "Educational
Film" as a rule rests lightly in delays of many days awaiting
the minds of a large proportion the supreme moment of the
of an average motion picture greater beauty, and the unique
audience at the present time, in- manner of handling each and
variably failing to arouse the en- every scene and situation on the
thusiastic reception usually ac- actual historical spot, together
corded the flashing on the screen combined with the thread of a
of the title of most anything dramatic plot running through
else from a mediocre comedy to
reflects their intera super-feature, which state of the picture,
esting thoroughness.
ennui on the part of the audience
The "Modern Whaling" is in
has apparently been caused by every sense of the word a
the fact that in the past many
"whale" of a picture. It was
taken some eighteen miles at
of
havethebeenso-called
so little "Educationals"
educating and sea, near Trinidad, California,
even less entertaining.
and one's blood must surely be
Which brings us to the point as sluggish and cold as an Arctic
of this story — for after having stream not to be intensely
attended a private preview of thrilled by the sensational episodes depicting the stalking and
four of a series of twenty-five
educational films produced by shooting of the giant eighty ton
Capt. M. McKenzie, Production
mammals,
and modern
thoroughlymethods
interested in the
Manager for the Balmac Educational Film Company, it was ap- shown of bringing the whale to
parent beyond all reasonable shore and cutting it up for commercial use — "everything saved
question of doubt that the truly
entertaining Educational has
arrived.
butCapt.
the odor."
McKenzie, in the comThe four films shown at the
bined capacity of director and
manager, has certainpreview were entitled, "The production
ly shown rare ability in the seLand of Everlasting Snow,"
lection
of
subjects
so diversified
"From Forest to Mill," "The
their character and portrayed
Land of Burned Out Fires," and in
"Modern Whaling." All were with authentic historical atmosmost excellently photographed,
phere andmanner.
in an intensely dramatic
including truly marvelous cloud

Renallcs, Inc., having fully incorporated under the California
laws with an authorized capital
stock of $250,000 and having obtained permission from the Commissioner of Corporations to
place same on the market, have
opened their headquarters and
business offices at the studio, 6529
Venice Blvd., Culver City, where
they are now busy preparing for
their first production of a big
feature picture, with an all-star
cast of an original romantic comedy drama of the great outdoors.
The main purpose of this corporation is to enter the cinema
and legitimate field of amusement productions with the view
of presenting vehicles that will
prove entertaining and pleasing to
seekers of good, legitimate, clean
amusement equal to the best productions upon the market at the
present day.
There will be no set policy of
any one special kind of picture;
their range will be good clean
comedy, high class melodrama,
social problems of universal interest and productions of popular
classics. Preference will be given
to stories written expressly for
the screen, but consideration will NO AUTUMN SLUMP
also be extended to original plays
of all descriptions suitable to the
EXPECTED BY
legitimate stage with a view of
possible production.
LEVEE
The initial board of directors
consists of individuals carefully
chosen for their connection in the
There will be no fall slump in
field of art and the business
motion picture production.
world.
That is the prediction of M. C.
Clark Renalles, President and
General Managing Director, is a Levee, president of the United
Studios, based on contracts he
man legitimate
of 30 years'
the
field,experience
having beenin has made.
connected in both an advisory
"With the unprecedented proand active capacity as producer,
duction of the Spring and Sumplaywrigh,t performer and dimer everyone has expected that
rector.
there would be a decided falling
Lieutenant T. G. Berrien, U.S.
off by ButOctober,
he
N., First Vice-President, is well said.
every oneor ofbefore,"
the eleven
known, not only as an author of companies
housed
on
the
United
several successful screen stories, lot has a schedule calling for
but also has acted as Naval
continued work clear through
Technical Director to many of until
winter. That means that
the larger producing units.
there will be seven companies
Ralph M. DeLacy, Second
busy before the camera every
Vice-President will be remembered as the technical art director
day at United, with four either
or preparing pictures.
for Griffith's "Intolerance" and editing
It is the demand of the public
other standard pictures.
Dalles Fitzgerald is a well for pretentious productions,
known director of successful which take much time and money
high class photoplays, while H. to make, in place of the so-called
S. Walter, Secretary and Treas- program-pictures, made quickly
urer, is a well known figure
and at little expense, which has
prevented the expected slump,
To Attend Convetion ..
according to Mr. Levee.
Ralph Lewis, starring in "The
Mailman,"
is getting
the
regular
convention
kid.to Hebe will
Viola Dana reports unusual
soon depart for Providence, R. I., success on her venture as the
to attend the convention of the owner of a perfectly nice HollyNational Association of the Letwood seems
garage.
only diffiter Carriers. Since he started
culty
to The
be keeping
up
the series of commercial heroes, with the ever-changing price of
husky Ralph has participated in gasoline. "Playing the stock
the
Convention
and market has nothing on selling
the Fire
recentChiefs'
convention
of Police
gas forstarexcitement,"
the little
Chiefs in San Francisco.
Metro
declares.
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3 SCHENCK
MAKING

STARS

COSTUME

PICTURES
All three of the Joseph M.
Schenck stars — Norma and Constance Talmadge and Buster
Keaton — are making costume
pictures.
Norma is now supervising the
final cutting of "Ashes of Vengeance," a drama of the year
1572 in France. Constance is in
the midst of the filming of "The
Dangerous Maid," a romantic
serio-comedy of the year 1685
when England was torn wide
open by the Monmouth rebellion.
And Buster is now at Truckee
filming an American costume
picture of about the year 1S30.
Incidentally, this is the first
time that the three Talmadge
sisters have all appeared in costume pictures at the same lime.
Natalie, Buster Keaton's wife,
appears in a poke bonnet of early
American type and very long
skirts. Constance's gowns of the
days of James II of England are
of velvet and brocade while
Norma
wears the
wide-hipped
,'ownsof
which were
forerunners
the crinolines of 1860.
Victor Heerman is directing
Constance in "The Dangerous
Maid." Jack Blystone is Buster
Keaton's director while Frank
Lloyd did both the continuity
and directed Norma Talmadge's
"Ashes of Vengeance."

INVITATIONS
HERE

COME

FROM

CHINA
A novelty which is creating
comment throughout the local
film colony came as a distinct surprise this week when hundreds of
motion picture people received
invitations to attend the formal
opening of the new Chung Chow
Inn, now being completed in Hollywood and which will take
place August 9th. The novelty
of it was, the invitations came
direct from Shanghai, China,
bearing Chinese postage stamps
and all. They had been mailed
from that far-away metropolis in
such advance as to reach the addresses nearly two weeks before
the date set for the event and it
is probably the first time in the
history of Southern California
that invitations to a local affair
tance. come from such a great dishave
This was the unique idea of A.
H. and A. L. Rabin, proprietors
of the Chung Chow Inn and as a
publicity stunt it rivals the most
brilliant feat of the most expert
press
Theagent.
new eating rendezvous
promises to be one of the most
popular resorts for the elite in
all Los Angeles. There will be
cabaret entertainment and dancing
and a general contribution to the
gayety of night life in Hollywood. Mali Tom, one of Shanghai's most famous chefs, will have
charge of the cuisine and he is
expected to arrive from China
the early part of next week.
HIRES AMBULANCE FOR
RECORD DISTANCE TRIP
What is said to be one of the
longest ambulance trips on record was taken last week by Mrs.
Phyllis Lorraine, mother of
Louise Lorraine, now being featured in the leading feminine
role in H. C. Witwer's "Fighting
Blood" pictures, in course of filming at the Powers studios under
the direction of Henry Lehrman.
Mrs. Lorraine, who was visiting friends in San Diego, was
motoring up a steep hill when
the engine stalled, and the woman friend who was driving, finding herself unable to control the
swift backing of the machine,
called to the other occupants to
jump for
raine their
promptly lives.
did so,Mrs.
and Lorher
leap resulted in a fractured limb.
Confronted with the prospect
of remaining in the San Diego
hospital for a number of weeks,
she sent no word of the accident
to her daughter, but after spending only two days under the doctor's
an ambulance forcare,
thechartered
long journey
home,
and made the trip to this city
with the injured limb encased in
a plaster cast.
It is expected Mrs. Lorraine
will be confined to her bed for
almost two months.
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IN "GREED"
PRAISED
According to well-founded reports emanating from the Goldwyn Studios and also from San
Francisco, Jean Hersholt has assured himself of stardom as a
result of his extraordinay performance in the role of Marcus
Shouler in the Von Stroheim
production of Frank Norris' "McTeague," which will be released
under the title of "Greed." As
those who are familiar with this
unique story know, Marcus is the
villain and a most picturesque
one, he being a tin-horn sport of
the type not lacking in a peculiar sense of humor in the midst
of all his mis-deeds.
"This picture will make Hersholt," is a common expression
• around the Goldwyn lot now and
seldom has any official of that
company been so enthused over
I a forthcoming feature as all of
I them are now over "Greed."
"It will prove Von Stroheim's
i masterpiece," is a statement
I heard on every side.
One of the interesting features
II of Mr. Hersholt's performance
II in this super-special is, he uses
II no make-up whatever and yet
m by his manner of combing his
R hair and his ability to control
1 the muscles of his face, the
I "stills" show that he is in no
I way recognizable as himself.
It is said he stages a mortal
| combat in one sequence that will
I go down in screen history as the
I master fight of any actor.
Mr. Hersholt is enjoying a
I brief rest at his Hollywood home
II prior to going to Death Valley,
I where Von Stroheim will film
II one of the most important epiI sodes in his story. It is stated
II that this picture will not be comI pleted until in September and
I meanwhile there is a lively bidI ding for Hersholt's services.
MARJORIE DAW HOSTESS
TO THREE FAIR HIKERS
Marjorie Daw, appearing with
Constance Talmadge in "The
Dangerous
Maid," Inais and
acting
hostess
to Misses
Daisyas
Lipton and Charlotte Ames,
three New York girls who hiked
from Manhattan to Los Angeles
to see the movie stars in person.
The girls are New "iork stenographers whose lack of the necessary wherewithal to make the
trip by rail, did not effect their
enthusiasm to meet the stars in
the flesh.
Miss Daw is acting as escort
to the young ladies and is showing therri the movies in the making as well as introducing them
to their favorites.
The hikers will start back
shortly
Francisco,
tle and via
the San
northern
route. Seat-

ZEIDMAN

TO FILM PECK'S BAD
BOY SERIES
Everybody remembers the hit torn for one person to compile a
little Jackie Coogan made in scenario. "Peck's Bad Boy and
His Pa" will, therefore, have the
"Peck's Bad Boy," the first pic- minds of Harry Carr, John Grey
ture he ever made after leaving and Walter Anthony on the
script. These three men are
Charles Chaplin. Sol Lesser
presented Jackie in this story. recognized as topnotchers in
their line. They are now hard
At the time of its production,
Lesser purchased the rights to at work on the initial story.
The Peck series follows close
all
umes.of the Peck series, eight vol- on the heels of two other proZeidman has made for
Principal Pictures Corpora- Principal ductions
Pictures consumption.
tion, of which Lesser is president, now announces their inten- These are "The Spider and the
tion of filming the remainder of Rose" and "Bright Lights of
the series of Peck stories.
Broadway," both of which have
been released and to great sucBy special arrangement with
cess wherever exhibited.
that organization, Bennie Zied"There is abundance of story
man will produce the Peck
material
Peck series,"
series, beginning with "Peck's
said Lesserin inthespeaking
of the
Bad ingBoy
and Histhe Pa."
Accordto Zeidman,
pictures
will new productions. "Zeidman inbe made on a lavish scale and in
tends giving the screen a big
feature length. The cast has not picture in 'Peck's Bad Boy and
His Pa.' He will surround the
yet been selected but will be completed early in the week.
story with the best artists possible and with the direction of
Edward F. Cline has been
Edward
Cline, who has had years
"loaned" Zeidman by Principal
Pictures Corporation. Cline will of comedy training, I am sure
direct the first of the Peck this will be one of the outstandstories at the studios of Prining pictures of the coming seacipal Pictures Corporation, HolThe
picture will be started this
lywood.
An interesting feature of the month at Principal Pictures Cornew production is in the fact
poration studios. Sets are now
that three well-known writers
being planned and erected and
will work together on the story. actual filming should begin not
Heretofore, it has been the cus- later
son."than the first of August.
BARTHELMESS TO STAR
HALLOR IS FINISHING A
BIG ROLE FOR CONNIE
IN "WILD APPLES" NEXT
Ray Hallor is just finishing the
portrayal of one of the most important characters in support of
Constance Talmadge in "The
Dangerous Maid," now in course
of production at the United Studios. Mr. Hallor is fast gaining
recognition as one of the foremost juvenile men in pictures
and it is reported that he has
recently rejected two different
offers to go back to New York
to resume his dramatic work
there. His reason for refusing
such engagements is, he says,
he is completely won over by
Southern California and intends
to remain here.
Among Mr. Hallor's forthcoming appearances on the screen
will be in a leading role in
Charles Ray's "The Courtship of
Miles Standish," in which he is
said to have given an exceptionally fine performance.
Dixon Completes Feature
Denver Dixon and M. Sid Andrus of Feature Pictures, Berwilla studios, have completed
the production of a feature written by William Lester, a Western melodrama, days of 18601870. All-star cast including
Kathryn McGuire, Pete Morrison, Virginia Warwick, Spottiswood Aitken, Les Bates, William
Merrill McCormick, Madge Loreae Bates and an excellent supporting cast. Photographer Jack
Fuqua. F. S. Bates is manager.
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Having completed "The Fighting Blade," Richard Barthelmess
will do as his next picture, a film
adaptation of the celebrated novel "Wild Apples." After six
months research work, Inspiration Pictures have decided that
Mr. Barthelmess will bring to
the screen Nathan Hale, portraying the character of the American patriot who died in the cause
of liberty. This was decided upon
as a result of many requests to
see this favorite star in the role
of the revolutionary hero.
"Wild Apples" is a"human interest story of today, in which
Mr. Barthlem'ess is given plenty
of opportunity to display his versatility as a creator of roles.
Coal
Barge
to "Star"
After
weeks
of search, John
Griffith Wray, who has been
chosen by Thomas H. Ince to
make the picturization of "Anna
Christie," the New York and
London stage hit, has found a
suitable twin-screw coal barge,
which is so vital to his picture.
He located it at San Diego,
where it has been lying since the
war. It is now being reconditioned and will be brought to
San Pedro, where the water
scenes will be made. The principals in this picture are Blanche Sweet, William Russell and
George Marion, the latter a
member of the original company.
Bradley King wrote the continuity for "Anna Christie."

LASKY

HAS

BOTH

TORRENCES
NOW
The professional careers of
Ernest and David Torrence are
revolving most progressively in
harmonious circles upward like
a spiral route. Both are very
extraordinary cinema artists and
therefore both are much in demand. For instance, no sooner
had Universal engaged Ernest
to play a leading role in "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame" than
the same company signed David
to play a featured role in "The
Power of a Lie." Now Ernest
has only
year's contract
engagement withstarted
Lasky a under
and the same Lasky has already
assigned David to a featured
role in the
George
Melford
production of the
Rudyard
Kipling
classic, "The Light That Failed."
In short, being prominent on the
same lot is becoming a habit
with these distinguished brothers.
Although there is a close resemblance in the physical appearance of these two stars, thus
far they have been drawing vastly different characterizations for
the screen. David Torrence has
established himself as one of the
most virile of interpreters of
characters of men of distinction
such as millionaires, jurists and
statesmen. A shining high-light
of histrionic achievement for
him came in Mary Pickford's
second screen version of "Tess
of the Storm Country" although
he had previously won his high
niche in the Cosmopolitan production of "The Inside of the
Cup." More lately, his work in
"The Power of a Lie" was so
brilliantly excellent that Universal voluntarily featured him although this had not been the
original plan.
Just as Ernest stepped from
musical comedy stardom to the
screen, David had twenty years
of most distinguished performance on the dramatic stage back
of him when he transferred his
allegiance to the silver-sheet.
For eight years he was with
Maude Adams and he was also
with
Jane InCowl
in "Smilin'
Through."
fact there
are few
great stage stars that he has
not appeared with and he made
his debut in a play in which the
late
red. Richard Mansfield was starNow that Lasky has a corner
on the Torrences, it is being
freely
that merry
the brothers willpredicted
have a right
race
for top honors.
Lubitsch Signs Hale
Creighton Hale has just been
signed by the Warner Brothers
for one of the leading roles in a
picture of Viennese setting
which
rect. Ernest Lubitsch will di-
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Belasco Productions, a well
known film producing organization, formerly located in San
Francisco, has transferred its
production equipment to Hollywood where its future activity
in the film-making field will center. Preparations are now being
made to start the actual filming
of a new feature story within the
next two weeks, or as soon as an
all-star cast for the picture is
assembled.
Peggy Cartwright, who played
the part of Virginia Valli as a
child in the star's latest Universal starring vehicle, "A Lady of
Quality," was a guest of the company last week when "Universal
Night" toricwasRevuecelebrated
at the
Hisand Motion
Picture
Exposition at Exposition Park.
George Melford has started
work on his production of Rudyard Kipling's "The Light That
Failed." Jacqueline Logan, Percy
Marmont, Sigrid Holmquist, David Torrence, Mabel Van Buren
and Luke Cosgrove are the featured players. F. McGrew Willis adapted the story.
Doris Stone just finished playing the lead with Neal Hart in
"Beyond
versal. the Rio Grande" at UniE:lwin L. Hollywood, the director, is considering an offer to
direct one of our biggest stars in
all her future pictures. Details
will be announced in the near
future.
Helen Gardner, the original
Cleopatra of the screen, has
been engaged to play the lead
in a new production. Incidently
the title is "A Modern Cleopatra."
Zena Keefe is playing the lead
in "Hearts of the Range," for
which she was engaged immediately upon her arrival here.
Tyrone Power has just completed "The Pilot," an independent production which will shortIs be released.
Corinne Griffith has arrived in
New York from the coast and
will shortly start work on her
new starring contract.
Templar Saxe has just signed
a contract to make a series of
special productions for the independent market.
Robert Edeson has been engaged by Famous Players to
play one of the leading male
roles in their forthcoming production "The Ten Commandthe coast.ments," which is being made on

and
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Edith Taliaferro is a busy little lady ihese days spending her
spare time acting before the
camera
in "The
Love Light,"dailyin
New York
and rehearsing
with "Fashions of 1924."
Matthew Betz has started
work on his second picture
under his Universal contract.
Betty Gallagher, one of the
most accomplished students of
Ernest Belcher, ballet master,
was selected to do the solo dance
number in the big stage scenes
of "The Gold Diggers," which
AVarner Brothers are producing
with Hope Hampton in the leading role.
Wallace MacDonald, appearing
in Tod Browning's production of
"The Day of Faith" at the Goldwyn studios, has been a hero for
eighteen feminine stars. He declares that only one took him
seriously, and that was Doris
May, who is now his wife.
Melville Burke, who is at present directing at the Cox Theatre,
Cincinnati, has written a play
and scenario which he intends to
produce within the next four
weeks. He will make the picture version first, taking most of
the
scenes
in and around Cincinnati.
"Husbands
#is the for
title of a Sid Wanted"
Smith comedy
Grand-Asher which Archie Mayo
is doing. Duane Thompson is the
leading woman.
Robert Murrell and Miss Mazie Keppler were married last
week in St. Cecelia Oratory at
the Mission Inn, Riverside.
Clarence H. Geldert is spending his vacation in a unique way.
While enjoying the natural beauties of the Giant Forest, Mr. Geldert is utilizing his time writing
the denouement of the novel
which he began several years
ago.
King Baggot is busily engaged
at Universal preparing the script
for a special production featuring Baby Peggy, famous starlet.
Charles "Buck" Jones is finishing his latest thrill-o-drama,
"Second Hand Love," on the Fox
lot in Hollywood. The big fellow will enjoy a brief vacation
following the completion of the
picture.
Another child has entered the
ranks of coming screen starlets.
"Boofie" Savin, eight-year-old
pupil of Theodore Kosloff, will
soon make her initial appearance
on the screen. She hails from
Pine Bluff, Arkansas, and is the
daughter of that town's foremost
physician.
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James Woods Morrison upon
completing his role in "Held to
Answer" at Metro Studios, will
depart for New York to take part
in a special production to be
made by Eastern capital.
Eulalia Jensen has finished
work in "The Magic Skin," a
George D. Baker production, and
will shortly begin the interpretation of a featured role in another big picture.
Dorothy Phillips is considering two offers to make pictures
in Europe in the near future.
Should she reject both of these
contracts the dainty star will resume production activity in Hollywood.
Al St. John, Fox funster, is
editing his most recent producSpeed
which tion,
he "Full
enacts
the Ahead,"
stellar role.in
He will prepare a new story
upon completing his present
task.
Allen Holubar will leave Hollywood shortly for the Southland
to film location scenes for his
forthcoming big special production for Metro. He will be absent
from the city about three weeks.
Dale Fuller, of "Foolish
Wives" fame, has just completed
a complete character role in
"Greed" Von Stroheim's conception of "McTeague" for Goldwyn.
She expects to start work soon
in another big Goldwyn film.
H. C. Hutchinson, veteran
camerman, is the only man who
ever photographed the members
of the House of Representatives
while in official session. It took
Hutchinson two weeks to properly place the necessary electrical equipment. He is at present
photographing a series of Ashton
Dearholt productions.
Helene Rosson has just finished the first piece of screen
work she has done in four years.
Miss Rosson will be remembered
as the dainty blonde star of Mutual and American film fame,
when she starred in the famous
series of "Mustang Girl" westerns. She is co-starring with
Edmund Cobb in the Ashton
Dearholt series of five-reelers.
The second picture is scheduled
to start this week.
Ernie Hickson, well known art
director, is perfecting plans in
an endeavor to eliminate shathat are cast
across on"sets"
from dowsobjects
situated
the
sides of the stages. Shadows on
"sets" has long been one of the
most bothersome handicaps to
directors, and Hickson's solution
will no doubt be heartily wel-
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comed throughout the film colo-

Alice Day is playing second
lead with Phyllis Haver and
Mary Philbin in "The Temple of
Venus" at the Fox studio, under
the direction of Henry Otto.
Dame rumor whispers that a
prominent C. D. has his eye on
Alice for an important role in a
current production, so watch
your step Alice.
Gus Womack, who recently finished in Harold Shaw's "Held to
Answer" at the Metro, has completed his role as the ranch foreman
"Virginian,"
Kennethin the
Harlan,
directedwith
by
Tom Forman at the MayerSchulberg studio.
Billy Burt, Sr., is with Tod
Browning, who is directing "The
Day of ished
Faith,"
havingconsecutive
just finthirty-nine
weeks in "Scaramouche," except
for a short period in which he
was loaned by Rex Ingram to
Oscar Apfel to do a part with
Viola Dana in "The Social Code."
Mickey McBan has just signed
for his fortieth picture. The fouryear-old actor will play one of
the
principal
roles instory
"Bornwhich
of theis
Cyclone,
a Gypsy
being filmed at the R-C Studios
under the direction of Emile
Chautard. This is the fourth time
Mickey has been under Chautard's direction
arrangements haveand
been special
made with
the Fox studios to rush to completion Mickey's scenes in "The Temple of Venus," which Henry Otto
is making. In the meantime, negotiations are under way for two
more productions for Mickey
after
Chautard.he has finished with
Marion Nixon lightly hopped
up one more rung of the old, and
yet ever new, ladder of fame and
has been cast for the part of Ann
Turley, the Love Interest of the
picture,
"A Man,"
tin Farnum
and featuring
directedDusby
David Solomon, and has left for
location at Victorville.
"A Man," is a Fox Costume
play of the period of 1849 ,and
is the third picture in which Miss
Nixon has portrayed the role of
an old-fashioned girl since
Christmas — in fact, all of them
have been such — prominently of
which might be mentioned her
work
"The Girl IwonLove,"
which in
characterization
for
her a good part with Charles
Ray in "The Courtship of Miles
Stand ish." Miss Nixon also
scored in "Rosita" with Mary
Pickford, directed by Ernest
Lubitsch, and there certainly
can
be nois going
guess up,
workgoing
aboutup itthe
—
Marion
ladder fast, and apparently nothing can stop her.
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TAYLOR

SIGNS FOR TWO
MORE FILMS
i
Laurette Taylor is going to
leave Broadway and the stage
for a season and devoted all her
time and talent to motion pictures. The noted actress has
been signed by Metro again to
make two pictures for release
during the coming season.
Miss Taylor made her debut
before the camera last year in
"Peg O' My Heart" for Metro,
and this picture proved one of
the outstanding features of the
season.
According to present plans
plans Miss Taylor will star in
two of the plays by J. Hartley
Manners, her author-husband, in
which she has appeared on the
stage. The first will be "Happiness" and the second will be "A
Night in Rome."
Miss Taylor, with Mr. Manners, is scheduled to arrive in
Hollywood early in October and
will start work immediately at
the Metro studios in Hollywood.
During the past season Miss
Taylor starred in "Humoresque"
on the stage in New York.
Rumors have been circulating
for some time regarding her appearance before the camera
again for Miss Taylor admitted
that she was fascinated with
motion picture work following
her success in "Peg O' My
Heart."
STARTS NEW FILM WITH
UNUSUAL CEREMONIES
Blanche Sweet made her debut
in the role of "Anna Christie"
and incidently, at the Thomas H.
Ince studio in Culver City, this
week when she appeared before
the camera in her first scene in
this picturization of the noted
stage success.
The part of "Anna Christie" is
• ambitious
undoubtedly characterization
Miss Sweet's mostto
date, affording her the greatest
early days as theshrdlucmfwyp
acting opportunities since her
early days as the "Biograph
Girl."
On the eve of her appearance
in "Anna Christie" Miss Sweet
was tendered a banquet by her
many friends in fllmdom, who
wished her success in her new
characterization. The feature of
the occasion was a long distance
speech by her husband, Marshall
Neilan, in New York, which at
midnight was communicated to
those present over the telephone
and magnified by a loud-speaker
so that all those present could
hear.
Finis Fox used more than two
hundred dancing girls in the big,
elaborate underwater scenes
showing a big dance in the submarine gardens of the ocean.
The girls were made up to represent cat-fish with Gloria Grey,
the featured player, as the sand
dab. This was for "Bag and
1 Baggage."
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"HALF-A-DOLLAR BILL"
REEVES-SMITH WINS
TO BE NEXT GRAF FILM
MANY LONG ENGAGEMENTS
Now that the long distance
dancing mania has joined the
procession of forgotten things,
here comes H. Reeves-Smith,
the noted English actor, claiming the long distance acting
championship of the world. Mr.
Reeves-Smith, who is in Hollywood playing an important role
in the Associated Authors production of "No More Women,"
by Elmer Harris, played a leading role in the stage production
of "Charley's Aunt" for three
years and ten months at the
Globe Theatre, London, without
a day's layoff excepting Good
Fridays and Christmas Days
when the British theatres close.
Reeves-Smith also appeared in
"The Private Secretary" and
"Our Boys," each an engagement
of over two years in London.
Eighteen months in "Sweet Lavender," also in London, just
about gives him the self-inking
tooth-brush for long distance
acting.
Hamilton Starts New Series
Lloyd Hamilton, starring in
Educational-Hamilton Comedies,
has started work on his first
production of the fall series. He
will be supported by Ruth Hiatt,
who played with him in many of
the past season's successes. Others in the cast are Dolores Pembroke and R. Hildebrand. Gill
Pratt is directing and Lloyd
Bacon, son of the late Frank
Bacon, heads the scenario staff.
BRADLEY KING FINISHES
THIRD YEAR WITH INCE
The third anniversary of her
connection with the Thomas H.
Ince studio as Scenario Chief,
will be celebrated by Bradley
King on August 1. During this
period she has adapted every
production
Ince she
has has
madelost
—
in fact she Mr.
declares
exact count of the number of
stories which have gone to the
screen bearing her name.
"The peculiar part of this work
is that I haven't a friend outside
of the business, who thinks there
is any work to adapting or writing originals for the screen," she
says. most
"Noendless
onereading
considers
the alof novels,
manuscripts and plays, which is
necessary. No one thinks it is
aught but a pleasure to sit in
the projecting room daily, to
view the rushes, do this, that and
the other thing which comes up
inevitably in the course of each
day.
"No, there are a great many
easier jobs in the world, I think.
But I have never enjoyed work
as well as in the three years I
have spent with Mr. Ince — nor
ever learned as much in a similar period."
Marceline Day has finished her
part in the Fox Comedy, "Second
Hand Love," directed by Win.
Wellman and featuring Buck
Jones.

Max
Graf, Productions
Supervising ofDirector of Graf
San
Francisco, has purchased the
motion picture
"HalfA-Dollar
Bill," rights
a sea of
story by
Curtis Benton, which is to appear shortly in the Saturday
Evening Post, and will put the
story into production at the San
Mateo studios as soon as the
adaptation, which he is personally supervising, is completed.
Late this week Graf will leave
for Hollywood to engage a director, production staff and cast
of
players.
He an
considers
"HalfA-Dollar Bill"
exceptionally
fine screen vehicle and will give
it an elaborate presentation.
Among the other screen
stories written by Benton is
"Mighty Lak a Rose," which was
produced by Edwin Carewe for
First National.
"Six Days" Near Completion
"Six Days," Elinor Glyn's
story, which was directed at the
Goldwyn studios by Charles Brabin, is now in eight reels, and
the process of cutting and editing is almost complete. The
feature in which Corinne Griffith
and Frank Mayo have the leading roles, has never been longer
than nine reels, an unusual
thing, as most pictures, when
the photographing is complete,
numbers at least eleven or
twelve
"Six Days" will be
releasedreels.
in September.
"BUCK" ENTERTAINS HIS
OLD WAR "BUNKIE"
During the days when General
Fred Funston was hunting down
Aguinaldo in the Philippines,
Charles (Buck) Jones, Fox star
of
films, ofhad William
a "bunkie"R.
by Western
the name
Sherman, who hailed from
"Down East" way. The two
were together in the fights of
the Sixth U. S. Cavalry with the
Moros and they became such
fast friends that the years which
have intervened between their
army served
service but
and to"the
present
have
strengthen
their
ties ofwas
"affection.
So there
a happy reunion
last week at the Fox studios
when Sherman arrived there
after a trip all the way from
Providence, R. I., to see his old
"bunkie." Ever since his arrival the two have been talking
over their army days and swapping stories about their experiences since they left the PhilipSherman is the guest of
pines.
Jones and his wife, Mrs. Odille
Jones, at their home, 1425 Hayworth Street, Hollywood.
Ada Frank, for an eight-yearold, has sure been stepping on
the gas, having last finished in
"Hail the King," and previously,
in consecutive order. "Scaramouche," "Ponjola," Sante Fe
Trail" and with Sid Smith in
"On the Job."
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DEARHOLT
HIS

STARTS

FIRST

PICTURE
Actual camera work on the
first of a series of twelve fivereel westerns to be released as
the Ashton Dearholt Productions, was started this week at
the Ben Wilson Studios under
the direction of Dick Hatton.
Helene Rosson, former Mutual and American film beauty,
will be co-starred with Edmund
Cobb, who recently completed a
series of two-reel westerns at
Universal.
Wilbur McGaugh, protege of
Ben Wilson and Dearholt, has
been given the leading character role and will also assist Mr.
Hatton with direction.
H. C. Hutchinson, veteran
cinematographer, who has been
signed for the series, is cooperating with Ernie Hickson,
art director, in the matter of
securing the desired effects.
The first of the series is scheduled to reach the New York
offices of the Aywon Distributing Company by August 15.
Kathleen Kirkham in "Other
Men's Daughters," a Ben Wilson
production for Grand-Asher, is
doing her first screen work in
nearly a year, following a long
rest and a lot of outdoor hiking
and general relaxation.
HELENE "TRAINING" FOR
RETURN TO SILVERSHEET
Helene Chadwick, who has
been absent from studios for
eight months as a result of her
law suit against the Goldwyn
company, which has just been
settled, is in training for her
return in Rupert Hughes' "Law
This is to be taken literally
for the Law."
fair Helene is walking
Against
five miles before breakfast daily,
riding before lunch and doing
her daily dozen before dinner.
In between times she plays
tennis and golf.
Her part in the forthcoming
Goldwyn film will demand much
of Miss Chadwick, it is whispered and after the long lay-off,
Helene feels the time now ripe
to get in condition.
"The Fog" Scores
"Broke all records," is the inreport on "The
Fog"hada
Graf superteresting
production
which
its
Eastern
premiere D.at C,
Locw's
Srate,
Washington,
last
week. The Western premiere of
the picture will take place beginning Francisco,
Saturday at Loewwhile
s Warfield in San
the
kcal showing of the film recently given a fine send-off by New
York critics who saw it in preview, will take place in August.
The cast includes Cullen Landis,
Louise Fazenda, Ethel Wales,
Mildred Harris, Ralph Lewis,
David Butler and others.
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Pulse
of the
Studios
For Week Starting Monday, July 30
error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Camera/ intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any Type
Ass't Director
Cameraman
Director
Star
Progress
Scenarist
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearho It, Pro. Mgr.
Holly 3130
2-Reel Comedies
Eddie Lyons Production* (Arrow release).
Diltz
Schedule
Cooke
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons McGill
2-Reel Comedies
Schsdule
Diltz
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn McGill
Cooke
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
2nd Week
Cullison
Stevens
"Other Men's Daughters"
Wilson
All-Star Linden
Feature Pictures Co.
3rd Week
M. 3. Andrus
Wm. Lester
Editing
Denver Dixon
All-Star
Jack Fuque
."-"The
Keel Mystery
Western Trail"
Dearholt Productions.
Whitcomb
Dick Hatton
Edmund Col i!>
Hilly Noble
Mc< laugh
598-146
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
Wilshire 4275
BRONX STUDIO. 1745-51 Glendale Blvd. Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
Preparing
"~ ~ ~"
Special Features
6912 Hollywood Blvd.
INC.
All-Star
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS.
Holly 2814
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO. 1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Cth Week
"Hospitality"
Jack Blystone
Luster Keaton
E. Lessley-Thorp Rose
Mitchell
Lou Anger Productions.
2nd Week
Albert Austin Clyde Cook
H. Thorpe Robt. Hale
'Tony Express'
148-55
HARRY KEATON PRODUCTIONS.
302 Luckenbach Bldg.
2nd Week
2-Reel Comedy
E. White
Klmer Kdwardson
H. Prudhom
Harry Keaton
Harry Keaton
593576
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
2nd
Week
1st Week
Geo. Crocker Raymond Kounsaville J. S. Woodhouse
Fred Caldwell
All-Star
"Hogan
of
Hollywood"
J. S. Woodhouse
AU-Star
Geo. Crocker Rounsaville
Fred Caldwell
".Milkman of Hollywood'
Holly 96
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
2nd Week
Al Herman All-Star Wm. Hyer
Herman
Herman
Untitled
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
I 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Holly 4070
439-764
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Martin J. Heyl, Prod. Mgr.
iture Story
W. H. Clifford
Warren Fromme
3rd Week
\\\ lb Clilli.nl All-Slar
CHRISTIE STUDIOS
Holly 3100
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Al Christie Hobby Vernon X'a *-•>"-! 'hi Hips Hagemajj Conklin l"nlitTed
fnl Wi «-k
pa ring
COSMOSART
3700
Blvd. Mgr.
J. E. Bo"wen,
Gen. Mgr.
Willard, Studio Mgr. 1 'reWilshire
ITTS
CULVER
CITY STUDIO.
STUDIO.
RalphBeverly
M. DeLacy.
6529 Venice
Blvd. Frank
CulverM. City.
Renalle, Director General.
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Ail-Star
"The Elk's Tooth"
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde. Casting. 1401 N. Western Ave.
Holly 3000
Schedule
Comedies
Stock
Sid Wagner
Jas. Tinling
Staff
Buckingham
Schedule
Al
St.
John
Al St. John
Comedies
Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
Benny
Stoloff
Editing
Schedule
Comedies
Zane Grey
Arthur Cohn
Stock Mix
him Summerville Tom
Jay Clark
Turner
Lambert Hillard
Dan
Eugene
"I-ione
Star Ranger"
Schedule
Comedies
Lew Brice
Erie Kenton
Max GoldForde
Vic
Scheurich
Editing
10th
Week
Joe
August
Henry
Otto
Hollinghead
Phylis
Haver
Post
"The
Temple
of
Venus"
Dan
CaseMayo
AU-Star
Roland V. Lee
Carr
"You Can't Get Away With ItGth Week
Walter
Dorothy
Yost
Wm.
Russell
Jos.
Brotherton
Jas. Flood
"The Best Man Wins"
6 th Week
DorothyKenyon
Yost
Dustin Farnum Turner
David Soloman
Bernoudi
"A Man"
H.Ed. Hough
Chas.
4 th Week
Wm. Wellman
Buck Jones
Don Short
"Second-Hand Love"
Bob Tansey
Roberts-Foy Co.
1st
Week
Stork
l loberts-Foy
■ X thing But the Truth"
Jay Turner
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 2632
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Wilshire 81
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
Lankershim I 32-J
GOLDEN WEST STUDIO.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions. (State Rights release).
4th Week
Staff
Harry Tenbrook
Duke Worne
Snowy Baker
Edgar Lyon
"Dark Faces"
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
761711
Editing
20th Week
Week
Eddie Sowders
Ben
Reynolds
Von Stroheim All-Star
Mathis-VonStrohei "Greed"
13th
Kavanaugh
Wm.
Silden
Earl
Taggart
Tod Browning All-Star
"The Day of r»ith"
Whit taker
John Boyle
A. C. Eddington
Geo. D. Baker All -Star
"The Magic-Skin"
9 th Week
Chas. Van Enger Chas. Lapworth
Paul Bern
Victor Seastrom All-Star
"Master of Man"
Cosmopolitan Productions.
Carlos Productions.
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 GowerSt.
Ben Versch eiser, General Manager.
Holly 162
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Editing
Goodman
Herman Raymaker Monte Banks
'Home Cooking"
2nd
Week
Bill Williams
Staff
H. Edwards
Monte Banks
Staff
L. Goodman
Bill Williams
'Wedding Rings"
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Editing
Lamont
2nd Week
Rollie Asher
Chas. Lamont
Sid Smith
K. MacLean
'The Midnight Watch"
Rollie Asher
Archie Mayo
Sid Smith
Ken. MacLean
'Husbands
Wanted"
Joe Rock Productions.
2nd Week
Lamont
' 'It's A Bear"
Morris
Murray-Rock
Reggie Morris
Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
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Prog rets
Scenarist
Director
Ass't Director
Cameraman
Type
Holly 1431
J. Jasper, Mgr.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
Harold Llloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
Finis Fox Productions.
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
Wm. Dashiell
Lois Zellner
Finis Fox
All-Star Hal Mohr
5th Week
"Bag and Baggage"
Richard Thomas Productions.
Prod.
Mgr.
Douglas McLean Productions. (Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone,
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Supreme Art Productions. Chas. J. Hall
Independent Art Productions.
Richard Stanton, Producer
Donald Magill All-Star J. J. Pasztor
Preparing
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Casting
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. Monte West, Studio Mgr.
438740
Horner
All-Star Geo. Meehan Middleton
Preparing
Horner
"Midnight
Limited"
Middleton
Horner
All-Star Meehan
Horner
"Flame of the Sahara'
World Educational Films.
F. M. Abbey
Preparing
Eliason
Baby Betty Wm. Field
Robinson
"The Forty Niner"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Ay won release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Al Neitz
Big Boy Williams Hughes
Nateford
3rd Week
Week
Seeling
Geo. Larkin Elmer Dyer
Harry Burns
"The Eagle Claw"
3rd
Hercules Film Productions, Inc. P. Andrews, Mgr. 1442 Beachwood Drive.
"Mysterious
Goods"
Preparing
Arthur Paul J. Charles
L. Feldman Staff
'Fighting Blood"
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Cul ver City
761731
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Editing
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Laurance Trimble Strongheart Leezer-Gano Cyril Gardner
Joe & Donna Barrel "Phantom Pack"
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
Lloyd Ingram All-Star Jos. Walker Geo. Crone
3rd Week
Elmer Harris "No More Women'
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Preparing
John Griffith Wray All-Star Henry Sharpe Edw. Benshaw
Bradley King "Anna Christie"
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting.
1520 Vi
Holly 240M
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Herb. Brenon
Pola Negri Jas. Howe
Harold Schwartz Mathis-Dix "Spanish Dancer"
8th Week
Wm. DeMille
Geo. Hippard
All-Star Guy
Jas. Cruze
Vernon Keyes
Clara Beranger
"Spring Magic"
6th Week
Featured
Karl Wilke
Brown
Cecil B. DeMille
Tom Geraghty
"Ruggles of Red Gap" Editing
H. Tate
Featured Bert Glennon
J. McPherson "The Ten Commandments" Slh Week
Geo. Melford
All-Star
"The
Light Marry"
That Failed" 4th
Week
Al. E. Green
Thos. Meighan
"All Must
1S1 Week
Jos. Henabery
Doug. Fairbanks. JrChas. Schoenbaum Dick Johnson
>
"Stephen
Steps
Out"
1st
Week
Albert S. Lebino
•■Wm. Hart in Wild Bill HickoPreparing
Zane Grey Productions
Victor Fleming
The Call of the Canyon" Preparing
Casting.
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Indivtdual
Lincoln 2 1 20
Louis Reginald
B. MayerBarker
Productions.
Q'Metro
release)
.
A. P. Younger
3rd Week
All-Star
A. Wyckoff
Harry Schenck
"Pleasure Mad"
Preferred Pictures Corp. B. P. Schulberg, Gen. Mgr. (Al Lichtman Release)
Preparing
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star
Karl Struss
Joe Yohalem
"The Boomerang"
Olga Printzlau
The Leightons
Tom Forman
All-Star
Harry Perry
Sam Nelson
Preparing
"The
Virginian"
Gasnier
All-Star
Karl Struss
Joe Yohalem
6th Week
"Maytime"
Olga I 'rintzlau
METRO S 1 UDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
fith Week
Holly 4485
Harold Shaw
All-Star
Andre Barletier
Nat Watt
Winifred Dunn
"Held to Answer"
Oscar Apfel
Viola Dana
John Arnold
Chas. Watt
Basil
Dickey
"In
Search
of
a
Thrill"
1st
Week
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Editing
Editing
Rex Ingram
All-Star
John Seitz
Curt Rehfeld
Willis
Goldbeck
"Scaramouche"
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Victor Schertzinger Jackie Coogan
Frank Good McDermott
Mary Rob. Rineharf'Long Live the King"
Allen Holubar Productions.
Preparing
Allen Holubar
"The Human Mill"
NEVA GERBER PRODUCTIONS.
6735 Holly Blvd.
14th Episode
Dearholtz-Dillon
Neva Gerber
Hutchinson
Wilbur MrGough Dillon
"Sante Pe Trail"
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Holly 4470
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
Schedule
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
Geo. A. Cave
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
United Artists Release.
5th
Week
Raoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
"The Thief of Bagdad"
2nd Week
Staff
Geo. Hill
Jack Pickford
O'Connell
Alex (lower
Staff
"Valley of the Wolf"
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Holly 2806
7 th Week
2-Reel Comedy
Ed'ie
Cline
Bow
la Mott Nod
Buren Geraghty
"When
A Man's a Man"
Alf. Colliding
Harryj-s-De
Langdon
AlbertVanBreslau
David Smith
Harry Langdon
R-C Sl UDlO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Holly 7780
Individual
Productions.
(Film
Booking
Offices.)
Al Santel
Eddie Hearn
Prepa ring
Wyndam
"Flaming Waters"
Beatrice Gittens
Van
3rd Week
"Fighting
Blood" Series
Lehrman
Geo. O'Hara
LeeFisher
Garmes Moreno
Emilie Johnson
Emory Johnson
Ralph
Lewis
R.
Blystone
"The Mail Man"
7th
Week
Emile Chautard
Derelys
Perdue
L.
Hughes
Beahan-Stillson
1st
Week
"Born of the Cyclone"
Preparing
Geo. K. Arthur
"Jack
of
Diamonds"
Chester Bennett Productions.
1 'reparing
Chester
Jane Novak
Jack MacKenzie
Doug S. Dawson
7th Week
Loring- Leigh ton "The Lullaby"
w SantelBennett
"Not
for
Publication"
Riley
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. O, Walker, Mgr., 6701 Santa Monica Blvd.
Ryn«a.rson
All-Star
Rill Severin
Castiner 579-440
"Usrht of the World"
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
761-721
Hal Ronch Comedies (Path* release).
Comedies
Schedule
Hciwe-Cedar
"Paul"
Parroti
Frank
Youne
Henecke-Brandie
"Our
Gang"
McGowan
All-Star
Harry Gerstadt
C. Morehouse
Scheduit!
Ralph Cedar
l - Reel Comedy
Stan Laurel
Schedule
Hoy Clemens
Edna Murphy
Bobby Doran McBurney
Animal
Comedya Girl Do?"
'What Should
l,on Powers
Dippy Doo Dads
Hank Kohler
Bert Currigan
2- Keel Comedy
Schedule
Schedule
CI las. Pari ott
Will Rogers
Bob Dorrin
('has. Oelze
Schedule

CAMERA

P**e Eighteen
Director

'The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
Ass't Director
Cameraman
Scenarist

Stir

ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
Phil Rosen
All-Star

R. R. Rockett,Al. Pres.
Davis Chas.
Kurrle-Broening
1 425 Fleming
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder. Jr., Gen'l Mgr.
RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
B. D. Russell
Franklin Farnum
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Logan-Baynham Productions.
Tom Gibson
Morante MaeManigal
Kane-Walsh
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Geo. I!. Spitz
Kay-Mill'-r W.ilker-Mornn
Win. Bertram
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies. (First National Release).
F. Richard Jones Mabel Normand
Homer Scott
Jim Wright
Roy Delruth
Ben Turpin Wagner
Joe Bordeau
Campbell
Johnnie Bucas Staub
SUNSET

PRODUCTIONS.

Huber, Casting
Francis Marion
"Bile of Abraham Lincoln"
St.
Hively

Seltz
Mack Sennett
Mack Sennett
Mack Sennett

Progress
Holly 2176
SeheduXe
598-141

Feature
2-Reel Comedy
"Tli.- Way of a Man"

"The Extra Girl"
"Asleep
at theReady"
Switch"
"Rough and

Preparing
Holly 7945-6
Schedule
5th Week
Wils. 1550
Editing
Editing
Ith Week

7425 Sunset Blvd.

UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Mel rose. M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave.
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. (First National release.)
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Finis Fox
Edwin-Carewe Holbrook Blinn Sol Polito-Storey Wallace Fox
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release) E. Brophy
Willard
Mack
Heerman Constance' Talmadge Glen McWilliams David Fisher
Marion-Franklin
Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio
Mack-Sullivan
Sam E. Rork Productions.
Chas. Logue
Jas. Ewens
Donald Crisp All-Star Paul Perry
First National Productions.
Perry Vrekroff
Wm. Dowlin
Joe De Grass All-Star Boise
Jack Dillon All-Star
Dowlin
Jimmy Dunn
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Scott Ii. B.al
Fred Myton
Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release.)
Dorian
Brown
AJl-Star
Balbino
Priscilla
Dean
Archainhnud
McCarey-Wyler
Herbert Blache
Gladys
Walton
Sullivan
Hugh
Hoffman
Wm. Duncan
Clarke
DuncanPeggy
-Johnson Robinson
Geo. Plympton
Wright
Baby
Wm. A. Seiter
All-Star
Edw. Burnley
McDonough
Robt. Hill
Marchant-Kohner
Nordlinger
Robt.
N.
Bradbury
AVm. Craft
Taylor-Kicks
Leon Lee Productions. Leon Lee Manager.
Dinky Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, Production Manager
Andy Gump Productions.
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
Zimmerman
Staff
W. Hayes
Aubrey
Lyons
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith. Gen Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
Larry Semon Productions.
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS. 5842 Sunset 31vd.
Wa rner Brothers Productions.
E.('.B.Hines-Roth
Dupar
Mai St. Clair Wesley Barry
Johnny Hines Johnhv Hines
AVm. A. Seiter All-Star
Harry Beaumont
Marsh -Glllingwi
Dupar
Wm. Beaudine
Wesley Barry
Sidney Franklin Productions.
("has. Rosher
Sidney F-anklin
Lenore Ulric
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch AJl-Star
Harry Rapf Productions.
Mcnte Blue-Irene Rich
Jack <*onw<
All-Star

W1LNAT STUDIO.
IT. Mitchell

Type

I

Geo. Webster
Dave Abel
Roth-Webster
Wm. McGann

I\
•
j
j
!

WHEN
YOU 430-205,
NEED or AHolly
DOC
TOR j
Phone "5/"2-88;
102-8'
j
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York- City J
6548 Hollywood Blvd.
Carlton Near Armstrong & f

Edmund Goulding

David Abel

6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt Mrs.
Geo. E Reehm
Klnsr On

Palmer
Graduate
Chiropractor
DR. W.
I. SCHUSTER
*
"Catering to Members of the Motion
I
Picture Profession"
,« 203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
» Jjours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724

Frank St l ayer
Julien Josephson

"The Bad Man"
"The Dangerous Maid"
•Rose of all the World"
"Ponjola"
"Lord of Thundergate"
"Flaming Youth"
"Two Little Vagrants"

Joe Br;tndt

Slh Week
ki h Week
1st Week
fith Week
Kith Week
.ird Week
1st Week
570-081

"The Acquittal"
"The
Near I>ady"
The Storm
Daughter"
"The Steel Trail"
"Editha's
"The Hog" Burglar"
"Ci ooked Alley"
"The Moon Rider"
"Beasts of I'aradise"
i 'omedy

xth Week
Ith
Week
Preparing
:>th
Week
'reparing
1I1 Ith
Week
'reparing
Preparing
3rd Week
Schedule
59813!

' icorge Washington. Jr."
I 'ondlictor 1492"
"How to Educate A Wife"
"Daddies"
The Country Kid"
Tiger Rose"
'l.ucretia Bombard"
'Kroadwav Aflcr Dark"

INCE

"Forgive and Forget"

Holly 4181
S, hedulcd
Scheduled
Editing
Scheduled
Scheduled
3rd Week
Preparing
Scheduled
I 'reparing
3rd Week
Holly 7940

GOLDWYN

ROACH

578-280

Holly 4080

STUDIOS

SUNSET

TAXI

578-307

CAMERA

!

Film production from the standpoint of
the school teacher was the order of the day
at Universal City with the arrival of Dr.
Ernest L. Crandall, director of visual education in the New York public schools, and
•one of the foremost educators in America,
who will consult on the final chapters of
"In the Days of Daniel Boone," historic chapterplay starring Jack Mower and Eileen
Sedgwick. Dr. Crandall will pass three
weeks at Universal City, in consultation with
Fred J. McConnell, director of serial productions, who supervises the details of the work
at Universal City.
Following the final scenes of "Daniel
Boone," Dr. Crandall and McConnell will outline details of the next historic play, the
work ahead to be principally along the line
of research. McConnell has amassed a valuable collection of old records and volumes
from which the forthcoming historical play
will be arranged, and he and the director
"will arrange this information.
"The historic play is perhaps the most
valuable adjunct I know to the teaching of
this subject," said Dr. Crandall. "And I believe that the future will develop the picture into the most valuable all-around factor
in the field of education. The historic play
as developed by Mr. McConnell at Universal
City has reached the maximum of efficiency
in the schools — because while it portrays
history, it still keeps the human interest.
One cannot simply set forth historic events
in pictures and succeed with them — they
look like lessons in such a case. But by
taking personal entities, putting them thru
interesting episoles in which the historic
facts are a background, one impresses the
lesson on the mind forever.
"I believe some day there will be a historic chapterplay starting with Columbus
and finishing with the present day that will
take in
all of America's
form
a course,
the value history,
of which and
willwill
be
inestimable.

Announcing the Removal
Our Offices to

of

5507 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
(Cor. Western)
To Producers, Directors.
Players

studio edition, published monthly, contains many
absolutely original, copyrighted plots, both drama and comedy. It is a gold mine — dig
in it.
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They'll be
there:
Mary Pickford
Douglas Fairbanks
Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge
Lois Wilson
Madge Bellamy
Thomas H. Ince
B. P. Shulberg
Joseph Schenck
Tully Marshall
Frank Keenan
J. Warren Kerrigan
Ernest Torrance
Rupert Julian
Reginald Denny
Irvin Willat
Johnnie Walker
Jack Mulhall
Lionel Belmore
Charlie Murray
Niles Welch
Antonio Moreno
Buster Keaton
Carter DeHaven
Cullen Landis
Theodore Roberts
Lloyd Ingraham
Lloot Gibson
Larry Semon
Truly Shattuck
Bull Montana
Jack
Lottie Dillon
Pickford
Irving Cummings
Viola Dana
William Farnum
Francis Ford
Lew Cody
William H. Crane
Art Acord
Monte Blue
Clyde Cook
Edwin Carevvc

at the

Boxin

g

Carnival

Benefit

for the Crippled Children's Guild
of the Orthopaedic Hospital-School
of Los Angeles
at the

Legion

Stadium,

Hollywood
on

the
First

of August

— this Wednesday

evening" —

The

of the season,

both

biggest

night

for fight fans

Better

be there

and

than

film fans.

sorry.

Our

We revise and copyright
scenarios and are scenario
brokers.
UNIVERSAL SCENARIO
CORPORATION
5507 SANTA MONICA BLVD.,
(Cor. Western)
Publishers
Scenario Bulletin-Digest
(Sample Copy on Request)

PLAYER IN "HELD TO ANSWER"
ONE OF FEW HERO-VILLAINS
A villain one day, a hero the next and then
a vallain again. That is the life of John
Sainpolis, one of the leading players in
"Held to Answer," Peter Clark MacFarlane's
story which Harold Shaw is directing for
Metro.
Sainpolis'
appear
either
theMr.villain
or the ability
hero ofto the
picture
placesas
him in a peculiar position. There are few
persons on the screen possessing such a
dual personality.
Eric Von Stroheim is a villain from the
crown of his bullet-shaped head to the soles
of his feet. He has been nicknamed the
"best hated villain." Robert McKim, Sam
De Grasse, Walter Long, Clarence Burton
and Raymond Hat ton are always evil-doers
on the screen. It would not seem right to
! look upon them in any other role.

On the other hand Douglas Fairbanks,
Ramon Novarro, Rodolph Valentino, Richard
Barthlesess are always heroes.
Mr. Sainpolis, however, is alternately the
hero and the "heavy." In Rex Ingram's
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" he
had a sympathetic role. In "Shadows" he
was a scoundrel. In "The Hero" he had the
title
In "Held
to Answer"
he is a
narrowrole.
minded
and stone
hearted man.
"It's all in the way a person looks at it."
said Mr. Sainpolis. "I feel that people don't
believe I'm quite as good as I'm sometimes
made to appear and I hope they don't think
I'm quite as black as I'm painted. I'm just
an everyday average man."
Othersis in
the cast
of "Held
to Answer"
which
headed
by House
Peters,
include
Grace Carlyle, James Morrison, Evelyn
Brent, "Bull" Montana, Gale Henry, Thomas
Guyse,andLydia
Knott,
Robert Daly, Charles
West
Charles
Mailes.
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. . . mighty fine card, alright!
It's not unusual for tlirm,
hozvevcr; they always have a
good line-up. Surprising how
many ladies were there. It
shows they enjoy boxing when
it's put on right . . .

All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law

RARE IMPORTS AND
THINGS ORIENTAL

JACK P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg.
Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42

Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd. Holly 5954

GRACE CARLYLE WASTES NO TIME
MAKING GOOD IN SCREEN CAREER

Rumors are beginning to emanate from the
Metro studio that a new emotional actress is
about to make a very definite bid for success
in "Held to Answer," an all-star picturization of cessful
Peter
novel. Clark MacFarlane's most sucKING TUT FACE POWDER
According to report, those who have sect
in
light
and
dark
shades.
Suitalile
for street or studio. Attractively
the "rushes" from this picture in which Grace
priced at $1.00 Box.
Carlyle appears are enthusiastically proclaiming a brilliant screen future for her.
YE RUB SHOPPE
Although Miss Carlyle is making her sceen
621 West Sth St., Los Angeles, Calif.
debut in "Held to Answer," she has had
Phone Metropolitan 1566
splendid dramatic training as a leading woman in Charles Frohman productions for ihe
past seven years. She came to Los Angles
a short while ago for a rest, but soon after
Hugh Hoffman
her arrival was induced to play the leading
Scenarist
and
Production
Supervisor
J
Gladys Walton unit. Universal. I role in Oscar Apfel's "Morphine" — now called
CurrentHerbert
production,
Near Lady" If Theatre.
"The Dangerous Road" — at Egan's LittleBlachg,"TheDirecting
At that time Harold Shaw was casting
Recent Wires,"
Releases,
"Gossip."
"('rossed
f
"The Town Scandal
"Held to Answer," but was encountering con"Sawdust"
siderable difficulty in selecting the actress who
could portray the leading feminine role. When
"HAimiOSE"
—
permanent
euro
for
j
director
saw that
" Morphine"
he was
instantly
superfluous hair on arm. limbs, face j the
up his mind
Miss Carlyle
just
and
body — shaving
also wonderful
for men jt made
who have
troubles.
the one for the part. The subsequent screen
confirmed his judgment, and her name
$2.50 the bottle — manufactured at [ test
was soon placed on the dotted line.
ORCHID BEAUTY SHOPPE
The cast for "Held to Answer" also in808 So. Hope St.
Phone 1659C
cludes such favorites as House Peters. EveAll lines of beauty culture.
lyn Brent, James Morrison. John Sainpolis.
Gale
tana. Henry, Lydia Knott and "Bull" MonWE MOVE
MOVIES
LLOYD HUGHES IS NOT—
The son of Rupert Hughes.
and "Slune
o'^Seryice Related to Secretary of State Charles E.
Hughes.
An Australian, member of the same family
as Sir Thomas Hughes.
Mirwwd 767-2 - SAMUEL CSHlNE-e^sa^M^a
"I'm just a picture actor, son of an Arizona
Publicity
Reproductions,
locomotive engineer," he says. "I started
Photography
Still Finishing
life, after leaving high school, as a butcher's
delivery boy."
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Twenty-six persons were considered for the
historical role of Maximilien Robespierre in
Phone 437902
Rex man
Ingram's
for Metro.
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
The
selected"Scaramouche"
was Curt Fuerberg,
who
bears an uncanny resemblance to the noted
French
patriot.
Animated Cartoons — Original Title Ideas
Clay Animation — Miniature Sets
Several of the costly costumes worn by
and Animated Figures
Lewis
Stone in Rex Ingram's French RevoCinema Arts Studio
lutiontatters
production,
"Scaramouche,"
rags
and
during
the filming became
of the
ELMER H. YOUNG, Manager
Paris street battle scenes in which Mr. Stone
612 Lissner Building PKone 644-42
suffered many attacks by the blood-thirsty
mobs.

American Legion Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.

Among the other implements used in Rex
Tru: Shoe Doctor {
Ingram's monster French Revolution production,
are a pair
of twin
"We save your sole
non. One"Scaramouche,"
was manufactured
in 1620
and canwas
j
and heel you, too"
used in the revolution. The other was made
years later, in 1920. About half of the
6666 Hollywood Blvd. Holly 3752 J 300
hundreds who looked at the guns were able to
tell which was older.
LOCATION LUNCHES
Holly 7660
\ Frank

Good

^5lifLUNC¥
1C26 Cahuenga Ave.
7.-,i,a Shiim-i i:1v.i.
1714 Highland Ave.

Studio

Space

Highest

Title Efficiency
Our

Aim

We secured the services of Mr.
Irving W. Bunze from Craftsmen
Laboratories, New York, who is
the Greatest Hand Letter Artist
in the country.
Also introduce the Lane Patent
Process for 100% Printed Titles.
"Give Us a Trial"

Quality Title & Film Co.
1442 Beechwood Dr. Holly 4850

WHY

BE

FAT

When the Marshelle
Method will reduce your
weight a pound a day
safely, inexpensively
and permanently.
Consultation free.
Phone 593-262
for appointment
Home Office:
1733 Mailman Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Have your figure permanently
IVlarshelled NOW

BRUNO
t
Holly 3821
j 6412 Hollywood Blvd.
. for your casting
director photos

on Glendale

Boulevard!

Here's
a snap, independent
! Theoverhead
Bronx and
Studioput has
some
spaceLook
for rent
I| at
a give-away.
Save a bigproducers
sum on your
it iti
the good
picture!
into
J this . . . TODAY !
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
Wilshire 4275

t\
I
\

CAMERA!

Colored

Portraits!

You can transform your ordinary
photographs into colored portraits ofthe most beautiful kind at
a very reasonable cost. There are
special rates on fan pictures.
EMMA
G. HOFFMAN
907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38
Walter Frederick Seel y
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at Sunset)
Telephone 439-774

MARION
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FROM U TO YOU

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

Hardee Kirkland s
Phone Number
is
Hollywood
6298

YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Play
will after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
and surface scratch
noises
entering
sound
Gold Plati
$1.50
box.
No
metallic
ee Cut)
noises.
Nickil Plate $100
Y.
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N
FOR SALE
Pathe camera, magazines, and Precision ball bearing tripod. Automatic
dissolving shutter. Bargain for cash.
Box ROF, "Camera!"

Sheldon Lewis, arch-villain, has reformed!
He's emerged from his dark ways as "The
Clutching Hand" and his malignant menace
as "The Iron Claw"; forgotten "Mr. Hyde"
and his malevolence — and has played a part
where he for the first time in his long screen
career wins sympathy from the audience.
And a little girl did itSheldon plays the first sympathetic role
in his history in "Whose Baby Are You?"
Baby hicle,
Peggy's
Universal-Jewel
starring vewhich King
Baggott directed.
"I consider the part 'Givoanni' in the Baby
Peggy picture the best acting role I have
ever had," the famous "heavy" asserts.
"Perhaps it's because down in our hearts we
villains like a sympathetic role once in a
while, and the lovable Italian is a wonderful
character as the author has written him and
as King Baggott directs him. Baggott always sounds the human note, and no matter
how 'high-brow' the director may be, the
simplest and most direct method of doing
this is always the solution of his problem.
Baggott knows this from years of acting
and directing.
"I am confident of a great success for
Baby Peggy's first starring vehicle for this
reason
— it is
primarily
life." over 300 roles
Sheldon
Lewis
has played
on the stage and screen. His first big role
was "The Clutching Hand" in the first big
serial ever made in pictures; followed "The
Iron Claw"; then other notable villain parts.
His "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" is one of his
outstanding successes- he played "Jacques
Fouchard" in D. W. Griffith's "Orphans of
the Storm," played with Virginia Pearson
in "The Bishop's Emeralds," and has "villained" other successes such as "Jacqueline"
and "The Little Red Schoolhouse."
His "Giovanni" is the principal male role
in the new Baby Peggy picture; the portrayal of a lovable Italian of New York's
little Italy, rich in character and vivid portrayal of the volatile emotions of the Latin
people.
Universal City will be the scene next Monday of an elaborate outing of the Retail
Clother's Association of Los Angeles, preparations for which are now under way. A
barbeque will be staged on the setting of
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," largest
picture scene in the history of the industry,
where giant pits will be utilized to prepare
the roast meat, under the direction of a
Spanish barbeque expert, and several hundred guests will be served.
The details of the affair are in the hands
of a committee headed by William- Stansbury and G. E. Nagel. An elaborate program will follow the barbeque, and also a
tour of the four-hundred acre picture city.
The association, composed of retail merchants of Los Angeles, is one of the important mercantile organizations of Southern
California.
Another noted actor of the legitimate
stage has hearkened to the siren song of the
celluloid. This latest arrival in the army
of film stars is Harry Mestayer, for years
one of the best known figures on the legitimate stage. He is now at Unirersal City,
playing the part of the District Attorney in
"The Acquittal," a Jewel production hinging
around a trial more dramatic than even the
celebrated trial scene in the stage version
of "Madame X."
Harry Mestayer has long been a featured
player in New York, with David Belasco,
Charles Frohman and George W. Cohen. He
has also been a producer in his own right;
having launched a number of successful
plays. As the district attorney, he has one
of the most vigorous character roles in the
from Rita Weiman's
adapted
play, stage
big
Broadway
success.

Coy Watson, Jr.
Wilshire 3616
Age 10.
No Luck.
You Never Know.
The Right of the
Strongest.
Featured in Campbell
Comedies
Overweight? Underweight?
Weigh what you want to I Overweight? Underweight) Hard
to maintain your normal weight?
Something absolutely new! No
drugs! No. starvation! No.
strenuous exercises. Be well and
weigh what you should. Endorsed by physicians. Bring
your diet problems to "THE
MRS.
A. METZNER
DIET SHOP."
Consultant
5621 Hollywood Boulevard

Publicity Engineer

T amar Lane

Holly 737

Taxidermy Studio
COLBURN'S
Phone 643-13
1033-37 Broadway Place
. . . excells in mounting of fish . . .
trout our specialty . . . see samples
at our studio . . .
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
DINNER
MERCHANTS
11:30 to 2LUNCH
5:30 to 8
SCREEN
SERVICE
(formerly The Service Bureau)
1036
South Hill
Phone 821-071
Selected

Antiques

Turton's Antique Shop
561 I Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal
J
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Because she believes the Maryland tournament is the most romantic outdoor sport In
America, Dorothy Phillips, star of "Slander
the Woman" and numerous other photoplays, plans to introduce this last surviving
spectacle of the days of chivalry into Southern California, where she expects it to rival
polo as a great society event.
"I was born in Baltimore, you know," Miss
Phillips said in telling her plans, "and I remember, when a girl, how I was thrilled
whenever I saw a tournament, for the romance which surrounds the malways brought
back to my mind the days when knights
were bold. So far as I know, these tournaments are not held anywhere else but in
parts of Maryland and the Valley of Virginia.
"They are a gorgeous spectacle, beginning
with a parade of the knights, every one of
whom must be in uniform, with his own
particular colors floating in pennons from
his lance and streaked across his breast in
a sash. Sometimes, if he is riding for a
'ladye faere,' he wears his sweetheart's
colors on his left arm. And, whenever a
knight rides for some particular girl, she
always fashions his sash and decorates his
lance.
"After the parade behind a band, the
knights assemble at the tilting ground and
hear
'Chargewhoto knows
the Knights'
delivered
bysome aorator
all about
the romantic days of chivalry and can tell about

Marguerite
Vermont

Ye

Olden

them in flowery phrases. The knights then
pass in review before the judges' stand and
are marshalled at the head of the lists.
Each rides under some selected name, generally that by which the home place of his
family is known, for the estates in Marylatid
have names like 'Carrollton,' where the famous Charles Carroll lived; 'My Lady's
Manor" and 'My Lord's Gift,' where tournaments are held every year; 'Chesterfield.'
'SheUburne,' 'Corsica' and such names, and
the knights title themselves in this way.
"When the tilting begins, each knight has
three scoring rides at rings that are placed
in arms suspended from arches that are 75
feet apart. If he gets three rings, the music
plays as he by
gallops
up to theandjudges'
surrounded
the heralds
pages,stand,
also
in uniform. If he misses all the three rings,
he must gallop around behind the stand. If
two or more knights tie, they have to ride
until the tie is broken, which sometimes
takes quite a whii«.
"After the tilting is finished, the champion knight selects his Queen of Love and
Beauty and the next four knights in order
pick the maids-of-honor. Then they escort
their ladies to the stand, place flowery
crowns on their heads and hear the 'Coronation Address' delivered by another flowery tongued orator.
"The next event of the tournament is the
ball at night and these dances are real social
events of importance. The 'Tournament
Ball'
is opened
by theand
champion
and
the Queen
of Love
Beauty knight
occupying
their thrones while the other winning

La Mont
5780

Return
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Sport
knights and the maids-of-honor dance the
royal quadrille. Upon its completion, the
champion and queen descend from their dais1
and the dancing becomes general.
"All this may sound rather tame, but the]
sight of a uniformed knight dashing madly
down the lists on a horse that must run 125 1
yards in not more than ten seconds is a]
sight that will make any girl's heart thrill J
to the glow of romance and chivalry. And I
it takes an expert horseman to sit firmly in ,
the saddle while his eyes are glued to the;
holes in little rings lJi inches in diameter!
that knights tell me look almost as small as
the eye of a needle. The lance used must
not be less than eight feet long and it is;
balanced solely by the forefinger as it lightly
rests in the curved palm of the hand.
"I want Southern Califoruians, especially
the motion picture folk, to see a Maryland
tournament staged here and I expect to see
knights charging down the lists once again
before the Fall is over. And I'll promise
any girl who attends that she will be enraptured by the chance to become some
dashing victor's Queen of Love and Beauty."

FOR RENT— High-grade still outfits, $5.00 per
week. Little, The Big Photographer. 5874
Hollywood Boulevard. Phone 437-902.
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Educationally
Dramatic

Entertaining
INTRODUCING

Capt.

M.

McKenzie,

Production

Manager

Historically

Diversified

in

Character

Authentic

LORRAINE

EASON

who portrayed the role of "Echo" in the W illiam Fox
late offering, "The Temple of Venus," under the direction of Henry Otto.
575-91

Charles

Cruz

who has just finished the Juvenile lead in a four weeks'
engagement in "You Can't Get Away With It," under the
direction of Roland V*. Lee — one of a special series being
produced by William Fox.
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RENALLES,
CLARKE RENALLES
General Managing Director
Distinctive

Cinema and
Productions

Inc.

Legitimate

HE service of this shop is unusual in its
scope and completeness. Here the discriminating artist can find all of the
foremost imported and domestic manufactures of fine make-up accessories,
and among those people not of the
profession this shop has gained equal
renown as the guild of expert wigmakers. We deal exclusively in makeup preparations and hair goods. They
are the best that can be made.

'The Elks Tooth"
Now in Preparation

General Offices:
Culver City Studio, 6529 Venice Blvd., Culver
City. — Take P. E. Cars.
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Incidentally,

Hollywood

Grows,

Just Like

the

Movies

When a man is downright simple, he is simply not upright.
Another foolish fad has gone by the boards — they've quit maligning Hollywood so unmercifully.
It's about time a new genius leaped into the cinema limelight — a Babe Ruth or a Firpo — explicitly, a boy with a wallop,
not a "knock."
Some expositions may be all right, but most people hereabouts seem to think the motion picture one just ended after
five weeks was all wrong.
Carl Laemmle spends most of his money at Universal City, but he spends much of his time in Europe, which is fair enough
for this community!
But then, of course, the people have had no opportunity to pass judgment on the effects of Prohibition in America as yet
since there has been so little of it to judge.
Somebody should start a campaign to end the fulsome campaigns of back-biters within the film industry. The time has
come when the whole motley lot of them should be forced to go.
"The whole world has gone movie-mad," complains an eastern fanatic who holds down a job as pastor of a prominent
church. Granting the complainant is correct, is it anything wrong?
business,"
the report since
from increased
most motion
picture theatres
throughout the country thus far this summer. That
means"Satisfactory
more satisfaction
for isHollywood
production
is thus assured.
Now that Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., has decided to launch himself in the Los Angeles field as a full-fledged publisher of a
daily newspaper, may we not expect to see Edsel Ford start another "weakly" here like the Dearborn Independent?
Now that Charlie Chaplin has nearly finished his new palatial home in Beverly Hills, Pola Negri has completely finished
her engagement with him, which leads countless of interested admirers to wonder just what the grand finish will be.
According to present indications Douglas Fairbanks will not be able to complete "The Thief of Bagdad," his current film
production, until some time next December. Obviously, he's not going to let this thief be robbed of anything by haste.
Rendezvous
Women,"
is what
callsfrank
Los Angeles.
critic his
callsChristian
that observer
liar.
And, "The
we, being
prone of
to Beautiful
be mild and
charitable,
call one
the observer
Frisco critic
although weA Frisco
understand
name isa Bill.
There is now under way a rather unusual exodus of film magnates to Europe, all bent on business missions. Evidently
there has come authoritative information of the early return of better conditions across the pond. Surely so many American
picture kings would not be making blind jumps if the European situation really is as bad as it seems.
If they have a second World War soon, it will be neither surprising or reprehensible if there are millions of slackers among
the masses of common people, because there is no longer even a passive susceptibility to the wiles and stirring tirades of munition manufacturers and unscrupulously aspiring diplomats. It is high time for everybody to be tired enough of war to abolish it.
Camera! doubts that there ever was any city in all history to make such strides of progress as Hollywood is making these
days. The transformation of this film-making center into a bustling metropolis of gigantic proportions in three short years has
been absolutely amazing and surely unprecedented. That this same Hollywood will be a cosmopolitan community of a halfmillion population in a record-breaking short space of time seems to be a foregone conclusion. Anyone who advises an outof-town relative or friend to move to this superb city among the world's most picturesque foot-hills and to invest his or her
bank-roll here is doing a double good turn — one for the relative or friend and one for Hollywood.
The quality of photoplays is being improved reassuringly, but we doubt the possibility of perfecting the cinema as a distinct
and independent art until a revolutionary change is made in tchnique and general manner of presentation of story. Many of
the highest authorities seem to hold such an opinion, too. Why not a little curtailing of expenditures on studio improvements
in order to have some cash to divert to the cause of intelligent, scientific experimenting with some of the more reasonable
ideas of a few so-called radicals who try so much in vain to get a hearing? We personally know of one new technique which
we are confident has at least the nucleus of a truly great idea. There are other notions available. Indeed it seems a pity
there is only lethargy among those whose interest in the subject would be most beneficial to the photoplay.
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Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"The Broken Wing"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
Margaret Anglin
in "A Woman
of No Importance"
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
Jack Livingstone, Mary Winn
in
"The Power Divine"
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Richard Talmadge
in

"Cyclone Jordan"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Shirleyin Mason
"Pawn Ticket 210"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy

Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Ivan Miller-Elise Bartlett
in
"The Man Who Came Back"
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
Douglas Fairbanks
in
"Robin Hood"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Tom Mix
in
"Stepping Fast"
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"M" Is Her Mascot
California
Warners Sign Louise
Main at Eighth
Just as the street car lines of
Louise Fazenda has signed a
Los Angeles are distinguished long term contract for featured Alec Frances, W. H. Cranej
by certain letters, so has a cer- roles of stellar significance with
Claude Gillingwater
tain initial almost invariably ap- the Warner Brothers. Miss Fapeared in the ride through life
zenda occupies a most unique
in "Three Wise Fools" i
of Dale Fuller .character star, place on the screen, where, for
who has just finished a big role eight years, she has won fame
in Von Stroheim's "Greed." The as one of the cleverest comediMain at Ninth in
letter "M" has been Miss Fulennes in the business. For nearHarold Lloyd
ler's talisman since school days.
ly a year now, she has appeared
She was graduated from Mills in numerous dramatic produc's
Miller
tions where she played straight
College, near San Francisco. All
three of her big film roles have
roles. In "The Gold
"Safety Last"
started with an "M." She was comedy
Diggers," where her excellent
christened "Marischa" in "Fool- work won her a starring contract, Miss Fazenda played the Metropolitan
ish Wives," She was "Marincka"
Sixth at Hill
in Rupert Julien's "Merry-Go- role on highly dramatic lines,
Round" and in "Greed" she ap- demonstrating that she is both
Thomas Meighan
peared as "Maria Miranda Ma- comedienne and dramatic artist.
in
caipa"
of "M's."
And
to top —it aallbevy
her own
name really
"Homeward Bound"
Chapin
to
Assist.
is Marie Dale Fuller. At present, Miss Fuller is enjoying a
Associated First National Pictures have engaged James Chapin
much-needed rest after several
State
weeks of character complexes in to assist John McDermott in the Loew's
Seventh at Broadway •
San Francisco.
direction of "Her Temporary
Corinne Griffith,
Husband," which he will start
shooting on August 5. The
story
is
adapted
from
the
stage
Conway Tearle
Uses 2,500 "Extras."
play of the
same
name
and
.
the
in
"The
Common Law"
To Herbert Brenon's production exteriors
will all be taken in
of "The
star- Long Beach. Sidney Chaplin,
ring PolaSpanish
Negri Dancer,"
with Antonio
Moreno featured, goes the honor Tully Marshall and Chuck Reis- Rialto
Broadway near Eighth
of having the largest set con- ner are among those present in
structed in recent years by Para- the cast, which has not been comMrs. Wallace Reid
pleted as yet.
mount's West Coast studio. Apin
proximately twenty-five hundred C. B. Is Back.
minor players attired in the col"Human
Wreckage"
orful costumes of Spain of the
Cecil B. DeMille and a number
seventeenth century were used in
of the featured players in "The K.inema
conjunction with this mammoth
Ten Commandments," the story
Grand near Seventh
structure. The famous "Square of which was written by Jeanie
of the Galloping Charger" in Macphcrson, returned this week
Madrid was reproduced in its en- from San Francisco where an imNell Shipman
tirety at the Lasky ranch as a
portant sequence of scenes in the
in
background for the lavish mili- modern story of this Fairmount
tary and religious celebration in picture was filmed on and about
"The Grub Stake"
which Pola Negri and most of the the structural work of a new
members of the cast ajjpeared.
church now under construction
there. In addition to Leatrice Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Burdened With Phantoms.
Joy, Richard Dix, Nita Naldi,
Rod LaRocque, Edythe Chapman
Phantoms seem to run in Har- and
William Desmond
Robert Edeson of the cast of
in
olding Austin's
After workfor overfamily.
six months
with featured players, Mr. DeMille
Strongheart and Director Lau- was accompanied by his produc"Shadows of the North"
tion staff, including Jeanie Macrence Trimble as leading man in
author and scenarist;
"The Phantom Pack," which has pherson,
Paul Iribe, art director, Bert Alhambra
been re-titled
"The toLove
Austin
was invited
take Master,"
a cruise Glennon, chief of the camera staff
731 South Hill
and
Cullen Tate, assistant diof
a
few
days'
duration
with
a
rector.
Marion Mack
party of friends. On reaching the
in
harbor, Austin discovered the
name of his friend's boat to be Going to Arizona.
Zane Grey and Victor Fleming
"Mary of the Movies"
"The
Austin Phantom
is afraid Poodle."
the cruise Now,
will will leave for Flagstaff, Ariz.,
last for another six months, al- within a few days in search of lo- Hollywood Egyptian
cations to be used in filming the
though the destination was supposed to be Catalina Island.
Hollywood Blvd. and McCadJen
Zane Grey production of "The
Call
of
the
Canyon,"
which
Flem"The Covered Wagon"
ing will direct for Paramount.
Title Is Selected.
with Lois Wilson and
"To the Last Man," the preceding
"Stephen
Steps
Out"
has
been
Zane
Grey
production
featuring
J. Warren Kerrigan
chosen as the title of Douglas
Richard Dix and Lois Wilson,
picture from Richard Harding was
recently completed under the Mission
Davis' famous story, "The Grand direction of Fleming.
Broadway near Ninth
Crossing to of
the Crescent,"from
accordan announcement
the Hart Starts Soon.
office of Jesse L. Lasky, first
William S. Hart will start
and Mary
NormanPhilbin
Kerrv in
vice-president in charge of production. Theodore Roberts is work on his first Paramount picture
since
his
announced
return
to
featured with the thirteen-year"Merry Go Round"
old star with Noah Beery and the screen next week, according
Harry Myers heading the list of to the star and Jesse L. Lasky, Chine's Broadway
supporting players. Although the first vice-president in charge of
Broadway near Fifth
full cast has not been named, production. "William S. Hart in
Frank Currier and Bertram Wild Bill Hickock" is the title of
Elaine Hammerstein
Johns are also included to date. the i nitial Hart picture. The
in
Edfrid Bingham adapted the story is an original by the star
Davis story and Joseph Henabery and has been scenarized by Albert
"Broadway Gold"
will direct the boy star.
Shelby LeVino.
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Making
During a general conversation about motion
pictures
the other
day King
Vidor's
was
mentioned.
Someone
recalled
that,name
although
recognized as one of the most successful of
directors, he is only twenty-nine years old.
Someone else observed, "Some people are
born lucky."
"Wait a bit," exclaimed a man who has been
closely associated with pictures for many
years, and who had been active hitherto only
as
wasn't
bornwhoany are
luckier
thana listener.
thousands "Vidor
of other
chaps
lots
older and lots poorer than he is now. The
only difference between him and them, as
nearly as I can see it, is that he fixed on a
definite objective early in life and started plugging for it to the exclusion of everything else.
The more obstacles he had to overcome, the
harder he plugged. There is a great lesson
for young men, and women, too, for that matter, in Vidor's career.
the idea
write,
and"Vidor
while always
he was had
in high
schoolhe incould
his native
state of Texas, and later when he was at
Tome Institute, in Maryland, he kept grinding out short stories and articles. Then, just
about the time he left the institute he made
up his mind definitely that motion pictures
were his career, and he started in to write

Luck

By donald

Page Five
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scenarios. He wrote fifty before one was
accepted, and he didn't get much reward for
that. But his ardor, instead of being dampened, was increased by disappointment.
"He was away off from the beaten track
of motion pictures — in Galveston, Tex. There
weren't any studios there, or any players, or
experts in any branch of his chosen field.
But he decided to make his own pictures,
nevertheless. He furnished the stories ; the
players he recruited from visiting vaudeville
acts, whose services he secured for practically
nothing. His sets were homes and business
buildings already built. His two reelers were
made in four or five days.
"During this period he passed an unusually
pretty girl on the street. He sought an introduction because he wanted her for a leading lady.so Her
wouldn't
of such
a thing,
Vidorfamily
married
her. hear
No one
who
knows anything at all about pictures doesn't
know about Vidor's wife, Florence Vidor.
"Well, the Vidors made a few more tworeelers in Texas, after which they went to
New York for experience. They worked as
extras, and in all sorts of other capacities in
different studios, after which they went back
again to picture making in Galveston. But
they weren't satisfied with the results, due to

their poor facilities, so finally they made the
big plunge, gave up everything, and motored
to Los Angeles. They took any work they
could get in the studios, the first good break
finally occurring when Vidor got a position
in the scenario department of Vitagraph. That
was in 1914-15. From then on his rise was
rapid. He soon became a director, and
clinched his future in 1918 with "The Turn
in
he adapted
and directed.
It the
was Road,"
one of which
the first
big successes
with a
spiritual theme.
"Now he is one of the big directors engaged by Goldwyn, his first picture for them
being an adaptation of the stage success,
'Three Wise Fools,' which is said to be one
of the best photodramas he ever has made,
and which will be seen on the screen this
Fall.
"It would be a fine thing," concluded the
speaker, "If every young man and woman who
sees 'Three Wise Fools' could look back of
the screen at the life of Vidor, and not see
only his beautiful home, and his motor cars,
and yachts, and things like that, but also the
everlasting stick-to-it-iveness, the hammer-atonc-thing-until-you-get-there spirit, that taking
him through all barriers, brought him success
at the age of twenty-nine. He wasn't born
lucky. He made his own luck."

Days of Pretty Girl Parts— Are They Over?
c
gin to cover the demands of a film player.
The wide-spread practice of holding beauty beauty contest winners must work as hard as
To be an actress in films, one must be able
contests in the selection of new screen mate- extra girls to achieve lasting success.
act. Acting and beauty are two distinct
rial has given many followers of motion pic"Beauty contests are valuable in that they to
tures the idea that all one has to have to
and separate qualifications. The latter is
afford
opportunities
to
those
who
might
othermore important than the former. Acting, like
achieve movie fame is good looks.
wise, never attempt a screen career," says Miss
takes years of training and study.
Evelyn Brent, pretty English actress now
Brent. "However, there is no doubt but that painting,
"If those who enter beauty contests will
appearing in American productions, hits upon these contests have tended more than anything
only remember that all they can expect if they
an important truth that should be of interest else, to give 'fans' generally, the impression
win, is a chance to learn, there will be many
to all film aspirants, when she declares that that good looks is the prime requisite to screen
the day of "pretty girl parts" is over and that success.
less heart aches."
"Every day I receive letters which read in
effect : 'My friends say I am beautiful and
should be in the movies.' A large percentage of beauty contest winners who come to
Hollywood are subjected to sad disappointments. Because they won the contest they
feel they should be allowed to walk right into
the star part. When they find they must
start at the bottom, just like extra girls and,
must work just as hard as anyone else to get
ahead, they feel they have been disappointed.
Most of them return home. A few of them
stick and some of them, after years of hard
work, reach their goal — just like anyone else.
"Hazel Keener won a Chicago contest two
years ago. Today she is beginning to play
important parts. She has studied hard and
learned the art of acting. In another year
she will perhaps be playing leading parts. She
is one of the few who have seriously taken
to the art. At first she was disappointed, but
she
soon found
that she must 'deliver' before
she could
get ahead.

Bradley King, who does most of Thomas
H. Ince's screen adaptations. Her latest is
"Annie Christie," from the play by Eugene
O'Neill.

"There are no longer stars who get by on
their beauty alone, as was the case some years
ago. One girl, who was made a star immediately upon entering the business, met with a
sad fate. She was beautiful, but could not
act. She had back-bone, however, and instead
of
bewailing
to parts
'get over',
she
stepped
down her
frominability,
starring
to small
'bits'. Now, after four years, she is again
playing leading characters, but this time she
has the training and the ability to do her parts
justice.
"Looks are important, but they do not be-

Walter McGrail, who has just completed
one of the leading roles in Edwin Carewe's
First National Production of "The Bad

Man."
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.. July 30th. —
Edward Belasco, head of the Belasco Production Corporation of this city, and his general
manager, A. H. Sebastian, are in Los Angeles
making preparations for the filming of the
organization's
The studios,
picture will
be shot in onenext
of picture.
the Southern
and
the full plans will be given out at an early
date.
Milton Gardner, Vice-President of Goldwyncame to San Francisco Friday and spent several days looking over the last of the work on
"Greed," to be made in this city.
• San Francisco is taking great interest in
the first
showingof here
"TheatFog,"
which is
the
attraction
the ofweek
the Warfield
Theatre.
"ThetheFog"
the second picture
be
made by
Grafis Productions,
and wasto
made with San Francisco money at the Pacific
Studios at San Mateo, released through Metro.
But quitegood
aside
from directed
its localbyinterest,
it's a
corking
picture,
Paul Powell,
with a cast that includes such well-known
names as Cullen Landis, Mildred Harris, Louise Fazenda. Louise Dresser, Ethel Wales,
Ralph Lewis, and Eddie- Phillips.
Eric Von Stroheim and the company making "Greed"
almost
through
with under
their his
workdirection
in San are
Francisco.
They have been here long enough to feel almost like old residents. In fact, Ernie Traxler, production manager, has been here long
enough to vote, and it's four months and a
half since they began actual shooting on the
picture, but now they expect to finish here on
Wednesday, and leave for the South on
Thursday. The original plans have been
changed a bit, so the company will go from
here to Los Angeles, and after a stay there
of only one day, on to Keeler, where a short
sequence will be shot. Then from there,
equipped for the great heat, they will go into

And
It may be
"Fate or Chance or God,
Or that which made us clod — "
that sends us along the heights— and then topples us down. Occasionally Fate grapples
with someone who possesses a never-say-die
determination, and thereby hangs a tale.
Ralph Faulkner was born 28 years ago in
the thriving hamlet of Aberdeen, Wash.
Nineteen years later he graduated from the
University of Washington as honor man in
forestry. He then went into the Indian forest service and served as a guide in the Canadian Rockies and in the woods of Washington and Canada. During three years he
was champion canoeist of the Nortrfwest, winning many medals for his prowess.
The outdoor work developed a powerful
pair of lungs and it was not long before he
was studying voice under David Bispham and
Percy Rector Stephens. Then followed two
years as juvenile lead for Yvette Guilbert in
"Guibour" at the old 39th St. Theatre, New
York; concert work as a baritone of operatic
promise; then into light opera, singing the
leading male role in the No. 2 "Tangerine"
company.
During the lull of New York's summer
theatrical season he found his way into pictures. He played a leading male role in "Anne
of
Little Smoky," which starred Winifred
Westover.
In this he portrayed a shellshocked veteran that excited no little admira-

b>> agnes

Frisco

from

Death Valley to film the final scenes of the
picture. After that is finished Gibson Gowland as "McTeague" can shave his beard, and
the company will leave for Colfax, to make
the early part of the story, and the scenes of
his boyhood as a miner in the Great Dipper
Gold Mine. Zasu Pitts has just about finished her part in the .picture, and expects to
leave in the near future for New York, where
she is engaged for a picture soon to be filmed
by the Famous-Players.
Hal Reed, well known publicity man, and
former press agent of the First National Productions in San Francisco, has been appointed
Director of Publicity for "If Winter Comes,"
the latest picture of the Fox Film Corporattion. He is also handling all the San Francisco publicity for Warner Brothers.
Cecil DeMille and the company making the
"Tenous Commandments"
four verylaststrenudays of work in SandidFrancisco
week.
They were working at the partly finished great
new Church of St. Peter and St. Paul, on
Washington Square, as part of the story in
the modern sequence required the use of a halfcompleted Cathedral, it was ideal for their
purpose. A few scenes were shot .on the
ground outside the building, but two whole
days' work was done on the very top of the
scaffolding between the two steeples. The company not only had to ride up and down on
dizzy freight elevators made only for the hauling of material, but as a high wind was blowing, and hundreds of feet in air they had no
possible shelter, they nearly froze to death.
But in spite of difficulties DeMille almost made
a record, shooting twenty-one scenes in one
day Jcannie McPherson, who wrote the
scenario, was with the company, also Al Wilkie, publicity man for Lasky.
Louis Graf, President of the Graf Productions, returned from Los Angeles last Friday,

Fate

Has

Man})

Such

tion from the critics. Following this Faulkner ducer
was and"discovered"
an for
independent
prosigned as abystar
six features,
the first being "The Man From Glengarry."
For weeks everything was going along
smoothly. "The Man From Glengarry" was
being relived by Ralph Faulkner — then inexorable Fate stepped in. While handling a
peavey in a log boom he missed his footing
and was crushed between the onrushing timber. He sustained a badly torn knee and was
laid up for a year.
After he recovered from his injuries, FaulkCasts

of the Week

JosephPresents
M. Schenck
NORMA TALMADGE
in
"DUST OF DESIRE"
(First National Release)
Direction by Chester Franklin and
Frances Marion.
David Fischer, Assistant Director
Tony Gaudio,
CASTCameraman.
Norma Talmadge
Arthur E. Carewe
Earl Schenck Albert Prisco
Joseph Schildkaut
Mario Carrillo
Jas. Cooley
Laurence Wheat
Hector V. Sarno

kerr
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Crawford

and as he and Hesser Walravcn, business man-*1
ager of the organization, are very busy thesej
days lining up a four-masted schooner to be
used in their next picture, "Half-A-Dollar|
Bill." During the making of the picture the
company will go to sea for two weeks in a,
schooner, and shoot a lot of other scenes with!
the boat tied up to the wharf. The studio!
work is to be done at the Pacific Studio at,
San Mateo. Max Graf is still in the south*
engaging his cast and director.
Goveneur Morris, well known to the screen
as the author of the stories from which sev-1
eral successful pictures have been made, camel
up from his home in Carmel to -spend most orf
last week in town as a guest at the Plaza?
Hotel.
"If Winter Comes," the big Fox ProducJ
tion that had its world premiere here in San
Francisco last week, is playing to crowded,!
and delighted houses at the Columbia Theatre.]
The picture is made from A. S. M. Hutchin-J
son's of
novel,
was inthe
read]
book
last which
year, and
its most
filmingwidely
they have]
been wise enough to follow the novel almost!
exactly, with the result that they have made]
a picture interesting, human, and artisticJ
Percy Marmont as Mark Saber gives a very]
fine performance, and all the other parts are]
well played. Most of the picture was made]
in England, and the scenes have the quiet and]
dignity of real English country. A special]
film of the picture was sent by pretty Peggy I
t hamberlain to Seattle, to be delivered to]
President Harding, and was shown to the]
President and his party en route from Seattle]
to this city, as their special train is fully I
equipped with a car fitted for the showing of]
moving pictures.
Eddie Burns, well known leading man of]
the cinema drama, spent part of last week in
San Francisco on a little holiday trip.

Toys
ner once again began his fight upward. In
that one year he had been forgotten, but his
persistency won for him the role of Pierre,]
opposite Mary Astor in "Hope," then he came]
to Hollywood in a leading role in "April]
Showers," a Schulberg special. Associated \
Authors saw in him the re-incarnation of Jack
Ellis in "Loving Lies," Thompson Buchanan's
screen version of Peter B. Kyne's sea story,
"The Harbor Bar," and only recently he completed his work with them.
LILLIAN'S LAUGHING

LINES

By Lillian
* * * Rich
Love and golf are very much alike. They
both ruin a man's *business.
* *
Every day seems to be Independence Day
for some people.
* * *
It takes a woman to make a millionaire feel
like thirty cents. * * *
The word chaperon is not in the modern
* * *
young girl's dictionary.
These cards.
traffic policemen certainly have "fine"
calling
* * *
Some married couples get along swimmingly
at the beach.
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Details of the making of "The Hunchback
of Notre
Dame,"
spec-a
tacle starring
Lon Universal
Chaney, super-Jewel
and employing
cast of four thousand people in the largest
settings ever built in the motion picture industry's history,
to be the
topic ofof a Arts
lecture before
the are
Brooklyn
Institute
and Sciences of New York.
'andMiss
Weirich,
institute
lecturer
headMarjorie
of the arts
and science
department
of the Erasmus High School of Brooklyn,
passed an entire day at Universal City going
over the details of the making of the picture
and inspecting its settings, in preparation of
her lectures.
"I compared
every detail
of theDame
Universal
replica
of the Cathedral
of Notre
with
the cathedral itself, which I visited not six
months ago," said Miss Weirich. "And the
fidelity with which the artists reproduced it
for the picture astounded me.
"I was particularly interested in the historic statuary and the fidelity to types in costumes and in depicting the customs of the day.
Aside from its value as a picture spectacle and
an entertainment, I really believe that it is
the biggest thing the motion picture has ever
given to the world of culure, and a striking
demonstration of what the pictures can do
toward education. The picture is one that will
be of /value to the whole world for centuries."

Lecture!

Big

Film

Goes

distinctly. The electrical engineer used it and
the assistant directors.
Since the Coliseum at the Exposition
grounds
it isheard
problematical if a seats
human70,000
voice people,
could be
at one
time by the entire gathering. Julius Bernheim, general manager, and William Koenig,
business manager, offered the services of the
electrical department in installing its voice
magnifying apparatus.
Work will start Monday at Universal City
on
Ranger,"McLeod
screen adaptation
of
the "The
novel Texas
by William
Raine, noted
writer of Western tales, and starring Roy
Stewart and a picked cast. Nat Rose, who
directed
"The several
Six-Fifty"
its screenpictures,
form,
and has made
other inUniversal
will direct the new offering.
The story deals with the work of the famous Texas state police, and tells the conflict between two rangers sent to bring to
prison from another state a woman accused
of a crime. Both love her; one seeks to aid
her to escape, and the other, holding his duty
higher than his love, seeks to bring her to
Spectacular episodes cram the last section
justice.

Los Angeles newspaper folk were extended
the unique honor of being the first persons in
the world to see the completed film of "The
Hunchback
of NotreforDame,"
when,where
on the
the
eve
of its departure
New York,
first public showing will be held, the management of Universal City held a luncheon and
preview for the writers and several film experts visiting the studio.

"I've seen Catalina, Mount Lowe, Yosemite
and other things— but this
is the biggest kick
I've had in California!"
This is the comment of Edwin Marcus, internationally famous cartoonist, following his
visit to Universal City, where, as the guest
of James Spearing, former dramatic editor of
the New York Times and now the "precritic" at Universal City, he visited the big
sets and saw the making of "The Acquittal,"
"Beasts of Paradise" and other photoplays.
Marcus, whose political cartoons on the New
York Times are known throughout the world,
was specially interested in the mammoth setof "The Hunchback of Notre Dame."
He hadtings recently
been in Paris and had visited
the Cathedral, and proclaimed the replica at
Universal City a remarkable duplicate of the
celebrated structure.
"The bigness of everything amazed me," he
said. "I knew they used big settings, but I
imagined
they were just scenery— I had no
idea of the structural detail; of the solidity
of the buildings and the remarkable attention
to detail that marks the making of pictures.
I think without a doubt my visit to Universal
City is the most interesting thing I have experienced on my California trip."
The famous "loud speakers" which were first
developed for practical outdoor use on the gigantic set of "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame" have been offered by the Universal
Pictures corporation for use when President
Harding speaks at the Motion Picture exposition.
Scientific experts were interested all over
the country by the remarkable results achieved
in the- construction of the "loud speakers,"
thru which Wallace Worsley directed the filming of the mob scenes in which an army of
people took part. The voice of the director
could be heard over a half mile, clearly and
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Allan Cavan is a Westerner by birth and
was educated at Berkeley, and naturally reflects many of the qualities of the country
of his birth. He is a true devotee of the
great out-of-doors and a real lover of every
living thing. He has evolved a philosophy
of live and let live, yes even live and help
live, that is both refreshing and hopeful.
At the present time, between his varied and
many engagements, he is collaborating with
a prominent New York dramatist on several
interesting scenarios which may be the forecast of an interesting announcement in the
near future. Mr. Cavan's most recent productions have been for Lasky, most of them
society dramas, and while he is much in demand in this type of role he believes he is
particularly qualified to portray roles depicting the virile Westerner and would
relish a chance to discard the full-dress
for the corduroy and other paraphernalia
essential to the perfect interpretation of
these roles.

East!

of the drama, and some scenic locations of
special interest have been arranged for by
Jack door
Lawton,
director, for the outscenes of location
the picture.
Isadore Bernstein wrote the screen adaptation of the novel, and the interior settings
were designed by Elmer E. Sheeley.
One by one actors of the legitimate stage
have succumbed to the call of the celluloid —
but now its tentacles have reached into vaudeville, too. William Gould, one of the best
known figures in present day vaudeville, is the
latest screen villain. Gould has started work
on his part as the villainous sea captain in
"Beasts of Paradise," new Universal chapter
play starring William Desmond and Eileen
Sedgwick. The story, opening as a sea adventure and carrying its characters through
the perils of a jungle in a search for a fortune seized by a submarine, is one of the most
pretentious plays of its kind in years.
Gould, latest screen villain, is known as the
sailor in "The New Chief of Police," a nationally-known vaudeville sketch which played "big
time" all over America for several seasons.
He has been on the speaking stage for the
past seventeen years, starting in an Eastern
stock company, thence entering vaudeville.
Some time ago he entered pictures, playing
character roles, such as his part in "Lust of
the Ages," but William Craft, director of
"Beasts of Paradise," discovered in him what
he believes is the premier villain of future
photoplays. Gould was a personal friend of
the late Morgan Robertson, noted author.
"Pictures offer the actor many opportunities
the speaking stage does not," says Gould.
"But I believe
stage You
is anlearn
invaluable trainingtheforvaudeville
the celluloid.
in vaudeville condensation which is an important thing in registering the maximum of impression the
with theproduction
minimum of
Gould
assisted in
of footage."
several pictures
prior to acting in them.
"Hold the pose !"
The instruction issued from the electrical
amplifier overhanging the massive setting of
the courtroom in "The Acquittal" at Universal
City — and the crowd of five hundred in the
"Audience" of the big trial scene stopped,
hesitated and looked confused. For the voice
of Clarence Brown, the director, as it issued
from the loud-speaking device, echoed and
eddied until its meaning was lost.
"It's a fright!" mourned the director. "We
can't reach 'em all by megaphone, and in these
interiors a magnavox echoes awfully. I don't
know
just Iwhat
do." volunteered a shortish,
"Maybe
can to
help,"
diffident man, who was looking at the scene
with a publicity-man. Brown smiled, "If you
can make 'em all hear when I want them to
hold
pose,grinned,
you'll and
be anonchalantly
wonder !" heopened
said.
The their
visitor
his mouth.
"Hold the pose!" rumbled forth in a deep
bass that shook the set like a low organ-pipe.
Further directions were issued and relayed by
the owner of the stentorian pipes, until the
scene was completed.
"Gee ! These are some pipes !" marveled the
director, in thanking the visitor. "What kind
of The
a man
are smiled
you, anyhow?"
visitor
and extended his card.
"Frank Figonc, operatic basso," it read.
The opera singer, possessed of one of the
most remarkable bass voices in the world, had
come to Los Angeles to sing in the Motion
Picture Exposition, and paid a visit to the
studio during his engagement. "The Acquittal," in which he helped direct, is a spectacle
based on Rita Wciman's famous stage play,
featuring Norman Kerry, Claire Windsor and
(Continued on Page 20)
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Tke
Mickey McBan, who is now at work on his
fortieth picture, is also training for the
swimming exhibition to be held in Los Angeles very soon. His father has built a small
gymnasium in the McBan home in Laurel
Canyon and here the budding starlet spends
most of his time these days when he's not
at the studio or in the swimming pool. He
in learning to box, wrestle, fence, chin the
bar and perform acrobatic dances, and it's
a certainty if he's called upon for any athletic stunts during the aquatic show, he'll
be ready. He is playing one of the principal
roles in "Born of the Cyclone," the Gypsy
story Emile Chautard is filming at the R-C
Studios, and as the contract was signed
during the last of Mickey's scenes in Henry
Otto's "The Temple of Venus" at the Fox
Studios, these were rushed to completion
with all possible speed to enable him to join
Chautard promptly. This is the fourth time
the youngster has been under Chautard's
direction, and further evidence of his growing popularity is reflected in the fact negotiations are well under way for another production to follow this one. Young Mr. McBan is keeping up the pace even during
what is generally considered the slack
cinema season, and statements relative to
his future come in never-ending, procession.
CHARACTER

CAMERAI
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MEN

Getting
rightbe down
would
indeed
dillicultto lo"brass-tacks'"
select a moreit
capable, a more conscientious and successfully seasoned character actor than Bert
Sprotte, who is now enjoying a few days of
recreation before again getting into the eternal grind of portraying any one of a possible
thousand roles for which he is admirably
fitted.
The character artist is at a disadvantage,
to a certain extent, with the motion picture
audience unless they be the real dyed-in-thewool fan who carefully studies the casts
and associates the various character portrayals with the well-known name of the
actor, otherwise, simply the "character"
gets the applause and approval and not the
individual.
Bert Sprotte first associated himself with
the motion picture industry in 1915 at which
time he was cast in a prominent role in
"Mother
Mine" atandthesince
Universal,
directed
by RupertO' Julian,
that period
he
has worked quite continuously in possibly
more than a hundred productions, prominent
among the more recent ones are, "The
Fighting Streak" and "For Big Stakes",
William Fox productions; "The Soul of a
Beast", a Thomas Ince; "Conquering the
Woman", a King Vidor; "Thelma". a Chester Bennet; "The Purple Dawn", a Charles
Seeling; two Universals, "Trimmed in
Scarlet" and "The Prisoner", and the R-C
production, "The Miracle Baby."
Critics, however, who have carefully followed bert Sprotte's very spectacular career, are quite in accord with the fact that
even though his wide range of versatility
lends itself to practically any type of a characterization, his portrayals of Western roles
back in 1918 to 1920 with the William S.
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Hart productions stands out ahead, if possible, of all others and that his characterization of Elip^ialet Moss in "White Oak" and
that of the Sheriff in "O'Malley of the
Mounted," working opposite "Bill" Hart,
were among the best of his extensive repertoire.

Several trained lions in a recent Sid Smith
comedy for Grand-Asher caused much excitebut thethe results
are 'amazingly
good,studio
it is
said. ment,
Yes,
cameraman
in a comedy
has his work cut out for him!

COMEDY CAMERAMEN
The work of a cameraman in a comedy studio is indeed strenuous, for about fifty percent of the work is "trick stuff," as it is
called. The Grand Studio has three experts —
Jerry Ash, Kenneth Mac Lean and William
Williams. Everyone of them possesses an instinct for comedy photograph}',, else they
would not be in the business — that part of it,
at least.
Animals afford some of the hardest work.
In Joe rected
Rock's
new Morris,
picture, the
"It'sefforts
a Bear!"
diby Reggie
to get
even a well trained bruin to work just right
were productive of much strenuous and persistent application. Then there was a scene
wherein a dog had to jump into a picture
frame and fit himself into a cut out of a dog
beside the hunter. It was amazing that the
result was obtained at all. but they got it and
Jerry
Ash, infinite
as the patience.
camera, had to' grind and
grind with
A trained goose in Monty Banks' picture,
"Home Cooking." was also a source of "inmerriment."
also ofof all
hardconcerned.
and patientnocent
striving
on thebutpart
Herman Raymaker directed .
Sid Smith has a lot of animals in his pic"The Midnight
Watch."
by
Charlesture,Lament.
But they
were directed
all stuffed.
"That's the kind I love to work with,"
sighed MacLean. the lens expert.
The cutting room can do wonders with the
film, but after all, there must be a scene to
cut — and there is where the cameraman must
be on the job!

Born in Bristol. England, educated all over
the world, featured on the stage in New
Y. .rk. Hong Kong. Pekin, Johannesburg, Rio
de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, Melbourne, Sydney
and Mexico City, and now starring in motion
pictures in Hollywood — such is a brief resume
of the colorful history of House Peters, headline d member of the all-star cast of Metro's
production
of "Held
Answer."
Few screen
players tohave
had so varied a
career as this popular free-lance star and few
have made known so little of their personal
life.
On the stage. House Peters has done everything from "East Lynne" to "The Squaw
Man" and had the leading role in the original
productions of "Everywoman" and "Bought
and Paid For." While he has never appeared
on the stage west of Chicago he has never
made a motion picture in the East. His entry
into pictures was made opposite Mary Pickford in "The Bishop's Carriage," and his more
recent successes
been and
in "The
Storm,"
"Human
Hearts,"have"Lost
Found"
and
"Don't Marry For Money."
Six feet one and one-half inches tall and
weighingfrom
190 hispounds.
Mr. hisPeters
recently
learned
tailor that
measurements
were identical with those of Jack Dempsey.
A splendid actor and a he-man, Mr. Peters
admits to having recently celebrated the ninth
anniversary of his wedding. Two of "the most
one.
wonderful
in thean world"
assisted
making thechildren
celebration
unusually
joyfulin

HERE IS INFORMATION ON CAREER
OF THE SECRETIVE HOUSE PETERS
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Plans

Film

Only

With

Ghost

Roles
Conan Doyle invaded literature
with his spirit theories and now
Dorothy Phillips has been called
upon to transfer the land of the
hereafter to the screen, in a production in which every character
will be the ghost of a famous figure in history.
The entire production is to be
filmed by means of mirrors, with
the scenes "shot" through a scrim
dipped in phosphorus, thus securing the spectral effects.
The scenario being prepared
for the play in which Miss Phillips has been selected to star, if
she accepts the terms offered her,
will tell of the career of the beautiful queen of Scotland from the
time she entered Caledonia with
David Rizzio, the Italian musician
who had been her secretary in
France. The assassination of
Rizzio before her eyes and her romance with Henry Darnley. the
man she married as her consort
only to bring about his murder,
will be portrayed in the new
shadow photography, which makes
the players seem like ghosts flitting about a scene of astral glory.
Another angle of the play will
be the jealousy which Marv
aroused in Queen Elizabeth of
England — a jealousy that led to
the execution of the beautiful rival of the Virgin Queen. Sir
Walter Raleigh, the Earl of Essex and other masculine favorites
of Queen Bess will appear in the
play, which is to be a historical
romance built about the rivalry
between Mary and Elizabeth in
the days that preceded the end of
the House of Tudor and the ascendancy of the House of Stuart
to the throne of England.
A scenario has been written
based on Schiller's famous drama
"Mary Stuart"
and all
of will
the
characters
of that
period
show only as spirits. An eastern
syndicate plans to make the picture and have wired Dorothy
Phillips an offer to play the title
role of the luckless queen of the
Scots.
Art Director Turns Artist.
Ernie Hickson, art director
for the Ben Wilson Studio, has
just started drawing full pose
portraits of Helene Rosson and
Edmund Cobb, who will co-star
in the forthcoming Dcarholt productions, of which Mr. Hickson
is in charge of the art direction.
Hickson will follow these portraits with one of Mr. Dearholt,
Wilbur McGaugh, assistant director, and H. C. Hutchinson,
cinematographer. Before turning his attention to studio art
direction, Mr. Hickson devoted
most of his time to free hand
drawing.
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MISS NOVAK
HONORED
IN AFRICA
Director-Producer
Bennett is
Jane Novak has just had a
theatre named in her honor in making a special film of Miss
Novak, in which she speaks a
Capetown, South Africa.
number of sub-titles thanking
Sir Richard Edmonton, Presi- the distinguished magnate for
the high honor, and is shipping
dent of the British-Africo Theatrical Syndicate, controlling a it with all possible speed to
big chain of motion picture
Capetown, where it will be
theatres in British South Africa,
shown on the screen together
has completed the building of a with "Divorce," Bennett's latest
production starring Miss Novak.
big playhouse seating two thouAs the opening attraction in
sand persons in the South African metropolis, and dedicated
the new playhouse Sir Edmonton
it to Miss Novak. He cabled
stated that a special Jane Novak
Waltz had been composed for
the Chester Bennett star, wanting her to be the guest of honor
the opening ceremonies, and
at the dedication ceremonies
that more than a thousand picwhen the theatre was formally
tures of the Chester Bennett
christened The Jane Novak Pic- star were placed in the shop
ture PaJace, but she was too windows of Capetown. On the
busy filming her latest starring
opening night of the theatre
vehicle, "The Lullaby," to take
every person in the audience is
several weeks off to go to Africa.
to receive an autographed phoSir Richard Edmonton wrote
tograph of Miss Novak.
that when the directors of his
Sir Richard Edmonton stated
theatrical syndicate decided to that it was probably not gendedicate the new theatre to a
erally known in America that
film star, they were almost a Capetown had a population of
unit in naming Miss Novak, bea quarter of a milapproximately
cause she represented their
lion, the most of whom were
ideal of womanhood.
rated as "movie fans."
Eastern
Joins

Genius

Schenck

Way
Tourneur's New
Film Under

Forces
David G. Fischer, actor-produccr-director, who for the past
ten years has confined his activities to Eastern studios, has been
signed by Joseph M. Schenck
Productions. Fischer will start
his activities with the Schenck organization by assisting Frances
Marion and Chester Franklin,
who will co-direct Norma Talmadge'e next picture, "Dust of
Desire,"
is dueat tothebe United
started withinwhich
a week
Studios, Hollywood.
Fischer is one of the pioneers
in picture making, having served
with the now defunct Essanay
and American companies. His
picture work was not continuous,
as on a number of occasions he
turned to stage acting and producing. He wrote and produced
for the stage, "Lavender and Old
Lace," cently
whichtransferred
Lloydto InTaham
the screen. reFor five years after leaving the
Coast, Fischer produced films in
the East, among them being "The
Law of Nature," "Where Bonds
Are Loosed," "Dixie Lee," and
"Dad's Girl," starring Jackie
Saunders. Just before coming
West he staged t wo plays for
Broadway presentation.
Mary Carr has arrived from
New York, having signed to appear in two special features.

Maurice Tourneur started
"shooting" on his third production
for M. C. Levee at the United
Studios this week when he filmed
the
opening scene for "Jealous
story.
Fools," an original Tourneur
Contrary to the general practice, Tourneur's first scene to be
photographed proved to be the
opening scene of the production.
Laid in California, trie story discloses Jane -Novak, through trie
courtesy ofductions,
Chester
Bennett
Proand Earle
Williams,
popular Vitagraph star for twelve
years, as the wife and husband
around whom the plot revolves.
This marks the first appearance
of both Mr. Williams and Miss
Novak tion.under
Tourneur'snowdirecBennie Alexander,
under contract with M. C. Levee,
will also appear under this director in "Jealous
Fools" The
for latest
First
National
this week.
acquisition to the cast is Carmelita Geraghty in the part of a
Spanish girl, one of the leading
characters in the piece. Other
popular players will be signed this
week, when it is expected the cast
will be completed.
Assisting Mr. Tourneur in this
production is Scott R. Beal, with
Arthur L. Todd in charge of the
photography.

Hamilton
Role

Secures

Jolson

Lloyd Hamilton, the motion
picture comedian, has left Los
Angeles for New
York, where he
Quits
will immediately
begin production
at the D. W. Griffith Studios in
Mamaroneck, of his first five reel
comedy. The story in which he
will appear is to be called "Black
and White,"
and isAltheJolson
same production in which
was
rehearsing when he fled without
notice to Europe.
Jackton, andNoble
Hamilthe will
latterdirect
is bringing
with him a personal staff, including Lloyd
Bacon,and
son Hugh
of the Fay.
late
Frank
Bacon,
Baconatedand
have been
associwith theFaycomedian
in several
of his recent productions.
Arrangements
appearance
were for
madeHamilton's
through
the courtesy of E. W. Hammons,
president of the Educational Film
Corporation, who has Hamilton
under a long term production contract. Hamilton's short comedies
have been released through the
Educational company.
Several of the original cast selected by D. W. Griffith to appear
with Al Jolson will be included
in the cast with Hamilton.
, Production work is expected
to begin next week.
IT SURE LOOKS LIKE
AN INDEPENDENT YEAR
This says
is an
Year,"
Harry"Independents'
Cohn, by
which the general manager of the
C. B. C. studios means that the
big production companies will
have considerable opposition this
Activity is reigning supreme at
the C. B. C. Studios on Sunset
and Gowcr. Edward J. Le Saint
year.
has
completed
"Yesterday's
Wife"justwith
Eileen Percy,
Irene
Rich, Josephine Crowell, Philo
McCullough, Lewis Dayton, Lottie Williams and William Scott.
The negative was shipped to New
York this week.
Director Howard Mitchell is
just
completing
"ForgiveGaron,
and
Forget"
with Pauline
Wyndham Standing, Philo McCullough, Josef Swickard, Lionel
Belmore, Estelle Taylor, William
Scott and Vernon Steel.
Le Saint is making ready to
start work on "The Marriage
Market," a big sex drama by
Evelyn Campbell, which appeared
"Tcmptatic
well known maca?'"" *"
in a product
this
line Garon "
feature, whi
a sensation .
is having its
theatre
this 1\
Grauman's
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Doug's New Game
Plays Havoc
With Noses

well-known diRaoulrector,Walsh,
who is now wielding the
on Douglas Fairmegaphone latest
costume-romance,
banks'
"The Thief of Bagdad," is today
carrying his distinguished probiscis in a sling and at the same time
facing a charge of self-mutilation
as the result of a powerful but
"
at thein "dougle
bashracquet
misdire
a game
hisctedtennis
with
the Pickon courts.
played
"Doug"
of
irbanks
Studio
ford-Fa
Jimmy Townsend, assistant production manager for the same
company, is facing a similar
charge because of an inch long
cut received from himself on his
upper lip. If this scar fulfills the
promise which it now holds
forth, young Townsend will have
the distinguished look of a veteran pugilist.
Following the mishap, the raquets were rushed to the prop shop
for repairs,
where would
it was need
discov-a
ered that Walsh
new one if he considered continuing this type of recreation.
Townsend, however, will be able
to use his raquct within the week,
providing it does not suffer a relapse.
At the present moment it is considered indelicate and by some unhealthful to speak of injuries susnew game
"Doug,"
which taisined in the
described
as aof cross
between tennis and Badminton.
SCENTSLESS
WEALTH,
THAN AIT'SCENT
"Bull" Montana may hail from
Voghera, Italy, but he is now
rich to the extent of 2,600 German marks.
This sudden wealth flowed in
upon him recently via his far mail
Hamburg, Germany, which
and accompanied a letter from
couched a request that the Metro
comedian send the writer an
autographed photograph of himself. The enclosed money was to
cover the cost of the picture.
"ThethisBool"
greatly excited
over
greatwasgenerosity
of his
unknown admirer until he began
figuring the value of 2,600 marks
in American money.
According to the rate of exchange at the time, his anticipated wealth amounted to the
munificent sum of three-fourths
of a cent.
Trimble Adds Scenes.
After spending two weeks in the
cutting room editing the next
Strongheart starring vehicle, "The
Love Master,"
Director
Laurence
Trimble
has decided
to make
some
added scenes, which he is now
taking at the Thomas H. Ince
studios. Those who have seen the
first cut of this new picture declare Trimble has secured some
thrills never before equaled on the
screen. One of the punches of
this new picture is a dog race between twelve teams over the glaciers at Lake Louise, Canada.
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WHEN
CONNIE WAS A SCHOOL-GIRL
time comes, I hope that I will be
Mere's a true one:
Fight years ago a school girl
of fourteen came to the old Vita- your
Thiscameraman."
week at the United Studios where Constance Talmadge
graph studio out in Flatbush,
Brooklyn. Her name was Con- is appearing in "The Dangerous
stance Talmadge. J. Stuart
M. Schenck atBlackton, ever on the lookout for Maid." a Joseph
traction, Cameraman MacWilliams, who is filming Constance
budding talent, gave the school
girl a small part in a picture.
in the picture, rapped on her
Glen MacWilliams was the
door. "Do you recameraman on the production. dressing room
member this?" he asked ConThe school girl was more interstance, handing her a much batested in the camera than anything
Constance
else in the studio, and a friendtered "still." looked long at the
ship sprang
up
between
the
camphotograph.
"I'm sure
she
eraman and the Erasmus Hall said, "and before
I turnI do,"
it over
student.
at the writing I'm sure
MacWilliams explained all the andon look
the
goingwhat
to quote
forback,
wordI'm just
you
details of picture making to Miss isword
Talmadge who, when she went wrote on it. You were the first
to predict that I would some day
back toture.
school,
gave wrote
him her
MacWilliams
on picthe become a star and it was to make
back of it :
your prophecy come true for both
"Some day you will be a star, of us that I asked Mr. Schenck
Miss Talmadge, and when that
to let you be my cameraman."

"SET"
IS FAVORED
RS
In roaming around at the
The OUTDOO
greatest set ever built,
the most stupendous and the various studios in Hollywood it
most enduring, is being used by is surprising to observe how
Jack Pickford in his present many different accomplishments
production, "Valley of the Wolf," some of the photoplayers possess
which is now in the making.
in addition to their histrionic talents.
The set is the great out-ofSome are beautiful dancers;
doors. More than two-thirds of
talented singers and others
Jack's picture will be made on some
accomplishments along
location — in the mountains, val- bear
other lines.
leys, and other natural sets.
Now fast rising to the foreThe initial scenes of the picfront of popularity is Jeannette
ture have been taken. The pre- Lajaunesse, who is a professional
liminary interior sets have been apache dancer and who before
photographed
Fairbanks
studio.at the Pickford- entering motion pictures three
ago toured the Orpheum
The Jack Pickford company is years
in a special dancing act.
now ready to use the Diggest of circuit
an expert dancer, she
all sets — the out-of-door country. hasAlthough
seldom been called upon to
In this set there is no artifici- demonstrate her terpsichorean
ality. Realism is the theme.
ability before the camera. Her
When
the Wolf."
which is"Valley
being ofdirected
by mother was one of the most popular interpretive dancers in
George Hill, is shown to the
screen world, applause will be Paris and it is perhaps from her
that Miss Lajaunnesse inherits
given to the young hrother of her
love for classical dancing.
Mary for the portrayal of true
Among a number of notable
life backtains inmorethe
Kentucky
mounthan two decades screen successes in which she
ago.A story that gets away from has played a small but important
part are "Robin Hood," "The
jazz-age specials, risque ball Four Horsemen," "If You Believe
room scenes, and the like, is It It's So" and others.
Jack's "Valley of the Wolf." A
story that is wholesome, clean,
Has Had
and fine is this latest picture New "Find"
Extraordinary Experience
written for the young star by
himself, his sister, Mary, and
Joan Lowell, one of the latest
Marion Jackson.
screen "finds" of the year, was
Lucille Ricksen is supporting
Jack as leading woman. Frank taken aboard her father's ship at
of three months in a desLeigh and Ralph Yearsley are in the age perate
effort to stem the tide of
the
oast.
L.
William
O'Connell
death
which
medical men foreis handling the photography.
casted.
Suffering
fromwasmalnutriThe interior sets were designed
tion, the little infant
nursed
by Harry Oliver, assisted by by her sea-captain father on the
George Underdale.
usual ship rations.
Today, at the age of seventeen,
a sturdy examHaving just completed an im- she pleis ofconsidered
American girlhood and is
portant role in James Cruze's on the brink of receiving the
production of "Ruggles of Red highest of screen honors through
Gap,"
travel her work in the Associated Authto
NewErnest
York Torrance
to play awillfeatured
role in support of Glenn Hunter
ors production of "Loving Lies,"
in
"West
of the Water
Tower,"in Thompson Buchanan's screen verwhich
Paramount
will produce
sion of Peter B. Kyne's story,
the East.
"The Harbor Bar."

He'd

Never

Safe

!

Be

in L. A.

Traffic
Ninety - two
years between
trains !
Thomas Finch, 104 years old,
who came to California during
the
gold rush,
his sec-j
ond first
railroad
train saw
at Truckee,
California, this week, where Buster Keaton is making his latest |
comedy,
his first "Hospitality."
railroad train inFinch
1831. saw
The aged miner left Kentucky 1
in 1850 and has lived in the moun-1
tains near Truckee for more than
sixty years. Four years ago he |
saw his first automobile, a flivver,!
and marveled much at its ingenibusThis
mechanism.
week Buster showed hintl
his "Rocket" engine of the type
used on American railroads about
1825. with the primitive wood,
water and baggage tenders and
six-passenger coaches.
Finch looked long at the engine]
and coaches. "So that's the lat-J
est
mused. railroad
"Well, itmachinery,"
do beat all whathel
wonderful improvements human
nature is much
making.
changed
since IThings
was a ain't
boy, |
howsomever.
I remember travelin' over the B. & O. railroad on
ain train
cars Ijust
that,twelve
back1
1831 ofwhen
was like
about

Finch much enjoyed his ride on]
Buster's replica of the type of]
train
which
•
fathers
used to our
ride great-grandon.
years old."
"I ain't afraid to ride on this m j
here
"but them
W m
there train,"
things said
they Finch,
call flivvers
surest
do beat all hclandamnation, don'tj
Meighan in Third Adc Film.
Thomas Meighan returned tol
Paramount's West Coast studio
after a ten months' absence, to be- j
gin work at once on George Ade's
original
"Womanthev?" screen
Proof,"
which story,
had been
an-j
nounced previously under the
title, "All Must Marry." Mrs.
Meighan accompanied her husband
and
expect tofor make
their
home they
in California
some time.
Lila Lee, who will play the leading feminine
role infrom
"WomanProof,"
also arrived
New
York. Alfred E. Green will direct this Paramount picture and
Thomas Geraghty scenarized
Ade's original story. Meighan,
Green, Geraghty and George Ade,
who arrived in California several
days in advance of Meighan, have
been in daily conference on this,
the third original Ade story to
serve as a starring vehicle for
Meighan.
James Cruze has completed
"Rugglesductionoffor Paramount
Red Gap," ofhisHarry
proLeon
Wilson's
popular
novel,
with
Fdward Horton, Ernest Torrance,
Lois Wilson, Fritzi Ridgeway,
Charles Ogle and Louise Dresser
featured. Anthony Coldeway
adapted the Wilson story to the
screen and Walter Woods served
as production editor.

r AMERA
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Pioneer

Trouper

Passes

Away

Here
Charles Ray Smart, professionally known as Charles Ray Archer, late technical director for
the John P. McCarthy Productions, died Monday morning, July
23rd, at his home in Bunker Hill
street, Los Angeles.
Mr. Archer was born in London, England, in 1845, the son of
Dean Smart, known in his day as
one of the greatest artists in all
Europe. When a young man,
Mr. Archer came to this country,
first settling in Denver, Colo.,
afterwards traveling throughout
the country with one of the first
minstrel troupes ever organized.
Of a wonderful personality,
combined with a musical talent
that was rare and extraordinary,
he soon became a favorite in the
amusement world and was much
sought after by the most prominent theatrical managers of his
time. In the course of his travels, Mr. Archer made many trips
across the plains ; saw the Colorado metropolis grow from a
small mining camp of a few log
shanties and tents to a magnificent city. The greater part of
his life after he saw the West
was spent on the frontier. For
some years he lived in Deadwood, South Dakota, where he
was intimately acquainted with
"Wild"shal ofBill
Kickock,andthenwasMar-an
Deadwood,
eye-witness to the assassination of
this famous character.
Mr. Archer was a gentleman
and a genial-hearted fellow. He
was always sociable and ever
ready to lend a helping hand
whenever the occasion arose. In
later life, he found much comfort
and solace in his writings, becoming well known as an author and
poet. His productions had great
merit and were widely exploited
in the various magazines throughout the country.
Looking back far into the
years of hope and cheer, he felt
no pangs of regret, having never
wronged anyone, leaving a name
that is gilt-edged with honor in
all
kind.his life's dealings with manReal Mother and Son
Play Together in Reel Play
Mother and son in the same
picture !
And both playing youthful
parts !
Grace Parker and Jack Parker,
who are members of the cast of
"Flaming Youth," a First National picture, in which Colleen
Moore plays the leading role, are
more often taken for brother and
sister than for mother and son.
Missance would
Parker's
youthful
appearbelie the
fact that
she
is the mother of a nineteen-yearold boy, but it's true
"FlamingHeYouth"
is Jack's
picture.
has just
come first
out
to the coast, from school in Philadelphia. Miss Parker has been
a screen favorite for several
years.
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CHARLES
CHRISTIE TO EUROPE
Charles H. Christie, general mart. It is generally estimated
that the sales for the United
manager of the Christie Film
Kingdom
constitute 50 per cent
Corporation, left Los Angeles
film valuation outthis week for his second trip to of American
side of the United States and
London and Paris. Mr. Chris- Canada. Also from London
tie's journey comes right on the rights are sold for practically
all countries except Australia
heels of his brother's vacation
trip to Europe, but the present and the Orient, marketing for
which is generally done through
tour will be more in the nature
of business visits to the firms the New York agent.
the establishment of
which are handling the well- our"Since
own offices in London, under
known local product abroad.
Charles Christie has not vis- the direction of Mr. Taylor, we
ited these foreign offices for a have made many important connections with film distributing
little more than two years, and
otherof European
counduring his present tour of about firms triesforand most
these contracts
eight weeks, will be in consultawill be renewed for present
tion with John H. Taylor, manseries of pictures now being
aging director of Christie Film
Sales. Ltd., of London, the office made, pending negotiations
which will be completed by the
which distributes the comedies
throughout the continent. He time of my arrival abroad."
In addition to visiting the film
will also hold conferences with
Messrs. Bromhead, owners of centers, Mr. Christie will also
Gaumont Films, Ltd., the firm visit in Spain and Portugal, two
important countries which Mr.
which is now entering the eighth
years as exclusive distributors of Al Christie was unable to visit
Christie Comedies in the British on his last trip owing to pressure
Isles.
of time. Thus, between the two
"London is the largest distri- heads of the Christie firm, practically all European nations will
buting point for films for world
have been visited this year and
consumption outside of New
valuable data gathered for the
York," states Mr. Christie, whose
preparation of the new pictures,
foreign department has secured
representation in every civilized
which, according to Mr. Christie, must continue to answer the
country where films are shown.
peal.
"Therefore it is an extremely im- demand for an International apportant world-center in the film
LLOYD HUGHES STARTS
BARKER ADDS THREE
MORE STARS TO CAST
"BORN OF A CYCLONE"
Lloyd Hughes, following his
Three more notable stars have
appearance with Colleen Moore in
been added to the cast of "Pleas"The Huntress," started his
ure Mad" which Reginald Barker
is now filming at the Louis B. characterization in "Born of a
Mayer Studio for Metro release.
Cyclone," under the direction of
Emile Chautard at the RobertsonThey are: William Collier, Jr., Cole
studio this week .
son of the famous stage star,
Norma Shearer, famous Montreal
In the picturization of G. Marion Burton's play, Mr. Hughes
beauty who has just completed an
plays the part of Francois, philoimportant
role
in
John
M.
Stahl's
sophical student of the parish
"The Wanters," and Joan Standpriest, whose life is torn asunder
ing, the youngest of the celebrated by
his
love
for a gypsy maid who
Standing tributed
family
that has
seven leading
lightscon-to comes to his quiet little Louisiana
village in the midst of a cyclone.
the thespian hall of fame. Huntly Gordon and Mary Alden were
This marks Mr. Hughes' first
previously selected for the main appearance before the camera
under the direction of Mr. Chaucharacters in the story.
tard. The actor's work in "The
"Pleasure Mad" was adapted
Huntress" is said to be one of the
by A. P. Younger, from the popuachieve-in
lar novel by Blanche Upright. outstanding
ments of the histrionic
.year by persons
Work on the picture is going the know
around
the
United
along rapidly at the studio, where
the company is busily engaged on Studios.
interior scenes.
Kirkzvood With Vidor.
James Kirkvvood, noted stage
Weil is Promoted.
and screen actor, will play the
Harry Weil, for many years leading role in Joseph Hergeassistant t o Director Frank
sheimer's "Wild Oranges," which
Lloyd, has been promoted to pro- King Vidor is to film for the
duction manager of Frank Lloyd Goldwyn studios. It will be the
Productions for First National.
first Goldwyn picture in which
Kirkwood has been cast since he
William Reiter will replace Weil
on the set and Norbert Brodin
signed a long-term contract with
will be head cameraman for this the
company. Kirkwood is the
First National unit. The Lloyd second player chosen for parts in
organization has moved into newly Vidor's production. Ford Sterappointed quarters at the United
ling, noted film comedian, who reStudios, where the initial Frank
cently has turned to dramatic
Lloyd Production will be made.
work, was the first player seLloyd directed Norma Talmadge
lected by Vidor. The entire cast
in some of her most startling includes only five players. The
picture will be made on the coast
successes, notably : "The Eternal
Flame," "Within the Law," and of Georgia, the exact spot where
Hergcsheimer laid his novel.
"Ashes of Vengeance,"
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Mary's

New

Film

Opens in New
York
The first showing of Mary
Pickford's
picture,Theatre
"Rosita."in
will be at new
the Lyric
New York, where it will open
run.
September third for an indefinite
This announcement was made
this week by Miss Pickford, who
with Waldemar Young, is now at
work on the titling an 1 final cutting of ti c film.
Extensive preparations are be•rg made for the Metr'piHan
premiere entation
of will"Risita."
be in chargefheof presEdward Manson, special representative of the United Artists Corpowho leftYork
the st"dio
ly forration,
New
with arecentbrief
case
Little full
Maryof special orders from
theFollowing
new Charlie
play,
the runChaplin
of 'Rosita,"
said to be the most sensational
celluloid ever to be put out by
the Comedy Knig, will enter the
Lyric for its introduction to the
picture public. One of many
things which make t lie film
unique is that Chaplin does not
appear
in it.
Instead,
the
author and
director
of lie
the ispiece,
and Edna Purviance is the star.
After many changes the title has
finally been fixed as "A Woman
of Paris." This represents CharArtists.lie's first offering lor United
In all probability this ^ feature,
as well as Mao s n»w film, will
be presented in the key cities as
a road show attraction. Miss
Pickford is launching the most
stupendous exploitation campaign
that she has ever undertaken in
connection with this picture.
Their Honeymoon Will
Be Much Deferred
James Kirkwood and Lila Lee
are on their honeymoon — but not
together.
Four hundred miles separate
them. Jim is in Los Angeles
playing the principal role in Sam
E. Rork's First National picture,
"Ponjola." His bride is spending
her lonely honeymoon doing her
camera
stuff for "Woman
Proof,"
in San Francisco
.
Beginning
next aweek
continuing for quite
spell and
a whoTe
continent is going to divide the
honeymooners, for Kirkwood
leaves for Georgia following the
completion
of "Ponjola,"
to ap-in
pear in a picture
to be made
that state.
But ishedwhen
finthere isthat
goingpicture
to be is
a real
honeymoon, with sea trip and
everything, the newlyweds declare.
JamesAngeles,
and LilaWednesday,
were marriedJulyin
Los
25th.
is sea
Kirkwood's
second
trip onIt the
of matrimony.
His first venture with Gertrude
Robinson ended on the rocks of
divorce at Reno, six days before
he and Lila were married.
Lila was married on her 18th
birthday. It is her first trip to
the altar.
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Negri

Some

Takes

Dancing

Lessons
Another star of the first magnitude in the motion picture
world lias enrolled under Ernest
Belcher, of the Celeste School of
Dancing, for dance instruction
This time it is Pola Negri,
world famous star and dancer
who is now filming "The Spanish Dancer" at the Famous Playcrs-Lasky Studio.
After inquiries regarding all
the dancing instructors in Los
Angeles, Miss Negri decided to
place herself in the charge of
Belcher.
"I am delighted with Mr. Belcher's method of teaching," said
the star. "He is a master of the
dance and despite the fact that
I am called upon to do a very
intricate dance in my new production, Ihave had no difficulty
in learning the steps and movements under Mr. Belcher's direction."
Miss Negri is being coached
at the Celeste School of Dancing. She
taking devotes
private two
lessons
and isBelcher
hours a day to her three times a
week.
In the production Miss Negri
is called upon to do several dances of Old Spain.

FROM

ALL

WALKS
THEY WALK
Interesting, possibly above all Francaise. Returning from Paris,
other tacts relating to the cine- he accepted a temporary political position which brought him
ma industry, are the actual circumstances attached to the manto San Francisco in 1920, exner by which the various actors,
pecting to shortly return to
to take up his cafrom i hose simply enacting "at- Washington
reer
in
the
diplomatic service
mosphere" to the loftiest of
stars, came to enter the ranks of for which he had been educated.
filmdom; which is, truly, a On the way back, however, he
"melting pot" in every sense of stopped off in Los Angeles for a
visit and to recuperate after
the term, drawing its material
from all walks of life.
being gassed while at Chateau
An outstanding example of Thierry, he having enlisted in
the World War six days after
this latter • circumstance can
war was declared, when but
eighteen years old, and it is interesting to note in this connection that four of his great great
grandfathers were in the army
of the Revolution and that he
has had ancestors in every
American war that has been
fought, thus truly conies he of
fighting stock.
Simply as a means for temporary support while on his visit
he decided to try to get in the
motion picture game and succeeded in getting cast in the
"atmosphere" of a current production. He found the work so
much to his liking that he stuck
to it and in but three months
secured a leading role at the
Studio playing opposite Miss
easily be found in Kenneth Gib- Fox
Eileen
Percy, and in quite rapid
son, who recently finished his
succession
played important
role
as
"Captain
Harrington,"
the juvenile lead with Constance
roles in "The Masqtierader",
"Broad Daylight", "Daytime
Talmadge in "The Dangerous
Maid," a First National release Wives", "Ashes of Vengeance",
being made at the United ers.
"The Dangerous Maid," and othStudios by the Joseph M.
Kenneth Gibson is now looked
Schenck Productions, under the
direction of Vic. Heerman.
upon by producers and directors
Mr. Gibson was educated in alike as being one of the younger
men with a brilliant future in
France, at Sorbonne, the Uni- the
realm of the silent drama.
versity of Paris and the Alliance
STALLI NGS JOINS MAYER

No list of screen kiddies could
be complete without the name of
Maxine Tabnac, for she has appeared in many notable productions. While heretofore she has
had no parts of great magnitude
she has of late come into considerable prominence through her
fine work in recent pictures, and
the general prediction is that it
will be a matter of only a very
short time until she finds her
place among the recognized child
artists of the shadow stage. She
is gifted with a mass of blonde
hair, unusual almond-shaped
eyes of a dark gray color and
an exuberant personality that
will go far toward making her
universally loved. Her most recent engagements were with
Dustin Farnum in "A Man" at
the Fox Studios, and with House
Peters in "Held To Answer,"
which is being filmed at the
Metro Studios.

Chas. P. Stallings, former Production Manager for Universal
on over fifty productions, has
joined the Louis B. Mayer forces,
where he will have charge of
production for units under the
Mayer banner. Stallings has
just completed the management
of the "Hunchback of Notre
Dame" for Universal which
speaks for itself as this picture
taking over five months to film
and having bigger crowds and
sets than any picture heretofore
filmed anywhere presented production difficulties greater than
any recent picture in this country. Stallings has been through
every branch of the business for
the last twelve years and has
filled nearly every capacity in
the studio from property boy to
directing, and has shot second
camera as well, but is one man
in the business who has no desire to direct which probably accounts for his success in the production and technical end of the
game. Irving Thalberg, General
Manager of the Mayer organization, under whose directing
Stallings handled so many successful productions at Universal
is responsible for bringing Stallings into the Mayer organization.
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DULCIE COOPER PRAISED
In his criticism on the initial
opening of Marjorie Rambeau's
latest stage play, "The Valley of
Content," which opened at the
Capitol theater, San Francisco,
Monday night, Walter A. Rivers,
dramatic critic for the San
Francisco Bulletin, extends wonderful praise to the dramatic
and emotional talents of Miss
Dulcie Cooper, a local girl and
the daughter of Ashley Cooper,
well known character and screen
actor.
Content,"
in which"The
Miss Valley
Cooperof essays
one
of the leading roles, promises a
great future, and in it, this rising young star is bound to
achieve triumph success in her
characterization of the role Elinor Benton. "Dulcie Cooper,"
writes the famous critic, "is
charming and emotionally a revelation in her part, possessing
every dramatic requisite which
forecast a brilliant future in her
Miss Cooper is a protege of
Clara
Kimball Young,
profession."
Stanley Orr, recently business
manager for the Dallas Fitzgerald Productions, is now filling
the chair of assistant business
manager for the Associated First
National Pictures Corp.

Gets

Job

Months

Offer

6

In

Advance
Alberta Vaughn, who is ap-1
proaching the half-way mark hv
the fulfilling
of herSennett,
year's con-:
tract
with Mack
thli
week won the distinction of
being offered a contract with an
advance bonus to start with another company more than six
months hence. Seldom has a
producer seen fit to make an ar*,
rangement of this sort; the usuaB
custom being to start such negotiations a few weeks or even!
days
before
old contract. the expiration of anMiss Vaughn's rise to popular-:
ity as a comedy leading lady has
been meteoric, she having ad-;
vanced herself to a cinema position of pre-eminence in tw«
shortadvent
years onor the
since
she made'
her
William
For
lot. Of course, she has been in
pictures about four years, but
her initial work was done in
dramatic
pictures
in which
she'
did
not gain
the proper
chance.
Although she owes her present
enviable
position
to her aptitude'
at
comedy
interpretations,
herj
forte is really drama after all.
it is said, and she probably will
get into that field eventually
with every possibility of early
stardom.
Miss Vaughn has rejected the
unusual offer which has just]
been made to her on the ground;
that it would be unwise for her
to tie up her future so far in
advance.
McKENZIE HERE TO
ARRANGE FOR RELEASE
Capt. M. McKenzie, production
managertionalforFilm the
Balmac ofEducaCompany
San
Anselmo, Calif., made a Hying
trip to Hollywood this week to
arrange for the release of the
first four of his films entitled,
"The Land of Everlasting Snow,"
"From Forrest to Mill," "Thej
Land of Burned
Out having
Fires" just
and
"Modern
Whaling,"
returned from location at three
widely separated points on the
North Coast, at which he is filming three more, "Gold Mining,
Past and Present," "North Coast
Sea
Lion glazier
Story" period).
(including the
modern
All who have attended the previews ofductions
Capt.have been
McKenzie's
prounanimous
and unstinted in their praise of
the results which he has obtained and have unhesitatingly predicted that his films will become
as popular with the motion pictureture
lovingfilms.
publicThe
as areremaining
the feaeighteenaticentertaining
and drameducational productions,
comprising the total of the first
seriestainof McKenzie
twenty-five
which Capwill produce
are
diately.
scheduled for action imme-
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Corners
Stars

Again
An all-star cast which rivals
that
"Souls has
for Sale"
wellknownof names
been inselected
by Rupert Hughes, the Gold\y\n
director, for his nerc production,
"Law Against Law."
Lew Cody, who plaved in RuHughes' latest
picture,
and
I GeorgepertWalsh,
who just
finished
] work as leading man in George p.
II have
Baker'sthe "The
Magic
leading
male Skin
rubs" will
"Guywives,
Tappan,"
theCody
man will
withplaythree
and
Heath,''
"Walter
as
cast
is
Walshman with one.
I the
Carmel Myers, alluring screen
I "demi-vamp" and also a member
II of
'TheChadwick,
Magic Skin"
Helene
will ca-st,
play and
the
1 leading feminine roles. It will be
I Miss Chadwick's first pari since
I her return to the Goldwyn stuabdios after
|i sence.
Missseveral
Myersmonths'
and Miss
Chadwick appear as wives of the
much-wedded Tappan. The third
I is yet to be selected.
Kathleen Key, Goldwyn stock
I player, will enact the role of
I Yvette, sly nurse maid, and WilI Ham Orlamond, anorher Gjldwyn
player, famous for his character
I roles, will be a prominent memI ber of the cast. Miss Key has
I just finished work in Marshall
I Neilan's "The Rendezvous."
The story, "Law Against Law,"
pan original photoplay by Major
Hughes, deals with the divorce
problem in America, where a man
may be legally married in cue
state, and a bigamist in another.
"Little Doun" Will have
Rival in Young Laemmle
Another scion of a noted motion picture figure promises to
blossom as a juvenile star. This
time it is young Julius Laemmle,
only son of Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, who with
King Baggot as his sponsor, is
beginning to glitter on the cinema
horizon as a rising rival of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., the first child
of a famous film father to aspire
to stardom.
Young Laemmle has literally
steeped himself in books that tell
of boyish adventurers. He knows
the Horatio Alger series from
cover to cover and this writer of
juvenile
author of thrillers
authors. isHe the
wantslad'sto
interpret
Alger's
some stories
on theclean,
silverwholesheet
and has won King Baggot, noted
Universal director, as his ally in
persuading "Dad" to give him a
chance.
Baggot, - who recently com
pleted
Baby AreandYou?"
starring"Whose
Baby Peggy,
who
will direct her next feature,
strongly backs young Laemmle in
his ambition to become a star in
Alger pictures. Baggot made a
hit with his first Baby Peggy picture and t he Universal executives agree that he is an adept at
handling youngsters.

AND

HIS

GREATNESS
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A true veteran of the screen is
Owen Moore, who plays the principal role
in "Thundergate,"
thrilling
story
of Chinese anda
American life which is being produced by First National with Joseph De Grasse directing.
Owen Moore is perhaps the
best known male star actor in
the business, for his name has
been associated with motion pictures almost since their inception.
Going into films in t he days
when an actor was almost
ashamed to admit that he was
working for the silver sheet,
Moore gradually became endeared
to the growing army of film fans
until he reached the zenith of
popularity,
tains today. a position he still reStars have come, stars have
gone, but Owen Moore seems to
go on forever.
It was many, many moons ago
when Moore played his first part
in the movies. Born in Meath,
Ireland, he came to the United
States while in his teens. With
him came his two brothers, Tom
and Matt, both of whom later became famous as screen actors.
Early manhood found Owen on
the stage. Then came the dull
season — the bane of every legitimate actor's life. He besieged
every
producer's
York for
a part, office
but in in
vain.New
Over on 14th street were the
old Biograph studios. He would
try his hand at the new profession. He got his first film job.
His pay was $5 a day, the salary
paid to every movie actor in those
days, be he star or extra. But

he hid the fact that he was working in films from his former associates on the Rialto, for to be
a movie actor those days was
anathema in the eyes of the
"legits."
For the first few years he
played comedy and dramatic roles
in scores of one and two reelers,
which were turned out by the
Biograph company at the rate of
one, two or three a week. Then
he went with the I. M. P., later
with the Morosco Company and
when Lasky merged with Sennett
and Keystone, Owen went over to
the new company as the leading
star.
Then he went to the old Triangle company and later played
in his first five reeler when he
joined the Majestic Company,
which came into being with the
merging
the Sennett, Griffith
and Ince of*interests.
Since then he has played leads
under every banner in the industry. Famous Players starred him
in comedy ; Goldwyn starred him
in dramatic roles and he headed
his own productions under he
Selznick trade mark.
A list of p!ays in which he has
appeared in lead and star parts
would fill a column of newspaper
type. Mention of a few of his
most recent successes must suffice. These include Goldwyn's
"Crimson Gardine," Selznick's
"Refunded Money," "Love Is An
Awful Thing," and "Modern
Matrimony," and Famous Players "Under Cover," "Rolling
Stones" and "A Coney Island

LEHRMAN STARTS FIFTH
FIGHTING BLOOD FILM

Princess."
LESSER IS GOING TO
EUROPE ON BUSINESS

"The Taming of the Shrewd,"
the fifth of the new series of
"Fighting Blood" stories now under production at the Powers
studios in Hollywood, has just
been started under the direction
of Henry Lehrman, with Louise
Lorraine, leading feminine player
the organization, appearing as
aof boy.
Miss Lorraine stumped the
principal costume emporium of
the film capital when she tried to
secure
a boy'sto costume
that was
small enough
accommodate
her
rather limited proportions. The
clothes fell in folds, and bagged
in such a manner that while they
might be ideal for Charlie, they
would never do for Louise. So
at length she was forced to visit
the
department
of for
a local
store boy's
devoted
to clothing
the
male sex, and purchase a suit intended for a boy eleven years old.

Sol Lesser, president of Principal Pictures Corporation, and
vice-president of the West Coast
Theatres, Inc., plans to leave Los
Angeles for New York and
thence for Europe, early this
month. The film executive sails
for England late in August on
the steamer Leviathan.

Tom O'Brien has been signed
to play the heavy in the Robertson-OIc feature picture, "Born of
the Storm,"
andLaurence
has secured
permission from
Trimble,
to whom he is under contract to
do "Beauty" Smith in Jack London's
O'Brien
expects to "White
finishFang."
in time
to start
work with Trimble on his new
picture.

Ernest Butterworth, Sr., is a
unique parent in that he has given
three talented children to the
screen. They are : Frank, Ernest, Jr., and Joe. All of them
are now busy working on big productions, playing leading roles.
Butterworth, Sr., will be recalled
as a scenario writer, his best
known
being "Mr. Fixit,"
for Dougscript
Fairbanks.

The peanpurpose
Lesser'srelationEurovisit is to ofestablish
ships
between
the
film'
officials
England, Germany, France, Italy.in
Spain. Denmark, Russia and other
foreign countries, for a giant foreign film selling office to be organized in Los Angeles. This
marks one of the biggest steps
of t he motion picture industry
and will bring for the first time
to Los Angeles a definite foreign
sales office of the greatest magnitude. This is but another step
in Lesser's campaign to give this
city each and every department
pertaining to picture making.

Viola

Will

Be

"Apache"

An

For

a While
Viola Dana is going to enact
the role of a little Apache in her
newest Metro starring picture,
"In Search of a Thrill," which
Oscar
Apfel
will direct.
"In
Search of
a Thrill'
was adapted
by Basil Dickey from Kate Jordan's magazine story, "The Spirit
The entire action of this story
of
the Road."in Paris and Miss
lakes
Dana place
in the role of the ragged
little gangster has a part entirely
different from anything she has
done
she made
Whip"since
several
years theago."Cossacks
Warner Baxter has been signed
to enact the leading male role in
"In Search of a Thrill." Mr.
Baxter has recently appeared in
"Divorce" and "Blow Your Own
Horn." He will portray the part
of a fers
struggling
author
diffrom a great
manywhoyoung
struggling typewriter puni.shers
in that he finally achieves success.
"In Search of a Thrill" is Miss
Dana's third picture for the coming season. The first was
"Rouged Lips" and the second
wasMiss"TheDanaSocial
Code." forward
is looking
with great zest upon the two
months or more of apaching she
will have during the filming of
"In Search of a Thri'I." During
the pastpearedyear
or so girl,
she has
apas a society
orphan
girl, chorus girl, dancer, country
girl, shop girl, maid, but this will
be the first opportunity sbe Mas
had
get away and do a rharacter torole.
Arthur Bernstein Rejoins
Jackie
Cooyan's
Forces
After an
absence
of several
months, Arthur Bernstein has reCoogan manager
Productions,joined
Inc., asJackieproduction
for the ducedpictures
that will
be pro-in
at the Metro
Studios
Hollywood.
Bernstein
was during
associated with the
Coogans
the period when they were producing pictures for Associated
First National. At the dissolution of that company, Bernstein
went with the Principal Pictures
Corporation, where he has been
installing his systems of accountment. ancy and production manageAfter which
a two heweeks'
vacation,
during
will play
the
host to his mother, who is coming
out for a visit from New York
City, Bernstein
be Coogan,
permanently located withwillJack
senior, at Metro.
It isn't surprising that Betty
Blythe
in t any
hurry toisn't
return
o theparticular
United
States, after being wined and
dined by royalty. We'll have to
excuse
Betty,
for we're
ruite sure
thatthough,
such proceedings
would undoubtedly turn our foolish old heads, too. Nevertheless,
our minds won't be entirely at
ease until Betty sets foot (or is
it limb) on good old U. S. A.
again.
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Who's

WKo
i
Richard Dix, Lasky featured
player, ments
is when
spending
his spare^
he is not
on C.mo-B.
DeMilles set. working on "The
Ten Commandments" in a most
enjoyable manner — reclining at
ease? in the dentist's chair.
George Marion, who is playing
the part of Chris in "Anna
Christie," Eugene O'Neil's New
York stage success which is being picturized by John Griffith
Wray for Thomas H. Ince, has
crossed the Atlantic more times
than any actor in Hollywood.
Marion, a member of the original
cast which recently closed in
London, has made fifty trips
across the Atlantic, his last being
to
ture.play the part in W ray's picEddie Phillips. well known
juvenile, is one of the busiest
young actors in Hollywood. . He
is working nights under the direction of Paul Powell on added
scenes for his recent Cosmopolitan picture, "Daughter of Mother
McGinn" and his days are devoted
to playing the sympathetic lead
with Wesley Barry in the George
M. Cohan hit, "George WashingJr.," for
Brothers.
Mai ton,
Saint
ClairWarner
is directing.
Recently an Anthony J. Bruno
fell afoul of the law on a charge
of peddling drugs, it is said, and
in view of the similarity of this
name to his own, J. Anthony
Bruno, the popular photographer
of 6412 Hollywood Boulevard,
says some people seemed to think
he was the man accused and he
asks Camera! to impress it upon
the public that he has never been
under arrest in . his life, on any
charge.
JoeI"Rock
completing
Bear
thisis week
for
Asher, with Reggie Morris
helm and starts his ninth
next week.

"It's a
Grandat the
picture

Joe Butterworth, who recently
played the part of "Sam" in
"Penrod and Sam," has been
signed by Sol Lesser to portray
the leading role in "Peck's Bad
Boy and His Dad," a Principal
Pictures production. It is planned to star the promising boy
actor in a series of pictures depicting the life of American
childhood.
"Broken
playing
the Nose"
characterMurphy
part of isa
hard-boiled "bo'sn mate" in "The
Storm Daughter," Priscilla Dean's
next starring vehicle for Universal, being directed by George Archainbaud.
Immediately upon the completion of the picture he is now
making. Ben Lyon will return to
New York to start rehearsing
for "The
Square,"Theatre
which
will
open Crooked
at the Hudson
in September.

and

Wkat's

What

Mary McLaren has returned
from location, where she has been
playing the lead in Murray Garsson'swhich
latestwill
production,
the titlein
of
be announced
the near future.
Buzzel has just completed his
second screen comedy, and will
shortly start rehearsing for his
new show which opens on Broadway his fall.
Joseph Schildkraut, who is at
present playing opposite Norma
Talmadge, likes the west coast so
much that he is building a beautiful California home, and will in
all probability remain on the
coast for the next two years.
Alma Rubens may head her
own producing company if plans
now being made are completed.
Miss Rubens
will shortly announce her decision.
Frances Hatton, character actress, now interpreting a part in
Tod Browning's production of
"The Day of Faith" at the Goldwyn studio, is the wife of Raymond Hatton ,one of the screen's
best actors.
Ina Anson, who danced her way
from a stage career to a longterm contract with Goldwyn, has
been in pictures six months — and
has played in six pictures.
Madge Bellamy, recently starred in "Soul of the Beast," Thos.
H. lnce's screen novelty featuring
Oscar, the elephant, has been
loaned to play the lead in "No
More Women," an Associated
Authors production which is being filmed at the Ince studios.
Thomas H. Ince has completed
the cutting and editing of "Her
Reputation,"
an unusual
built
around the
power ofdrama
the
modern day press, which will be
released by First National this
fall. Ince, who is famous in the
industry for the fast action of
his productions, claims that this
is one of the fastest moving productions he has ever put out.
May McAvoy is starred with
Lloyd
role. Hughes in the chief male
Montague Love, who is in
Rome with the George Fitzmaurice company, filming "The EterCity," wasgiven
the inguest
honorof
at a naldinner
the ofhome
Count Raspezi.
Maurice (Lefty) Flynn has
started
on be"The
Tempest,"
in which work
he will
featured.
The
here.
entire production will be made
Ruth Renick has started work
on her new production. "Back to
Hack," red.
in Miss
which
she will
starRenick
will beremain
here for a few years to come.
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Having
completed
"Girl
O'
Mine,"
in which
she will
be featured, Alyce Mills will immediately start work on "Below the
Mason-Dixon
Line," which will
be
filmed in Savannah.
Marguerite Courtot has arrived
here and was immediately engaged
to play production
the lead inin "Desires,"
special
which shea
will be featured.
Lucy Fox is with Fox, playing
the leading feminine role in the
Fox special, "Around the Town
With Gallagher & Shean." "She
is clever, Mr. Gallagher." "She's
a peach, Mr. Shean."
R. Wm. Neill, the director at
present here, is on the finishing
scenes of a big special feature,
and will return shortly to New
York to start work on a new
feature.
Norma Shearer has started
work on her third special under
her Mayer long-term contract.
Miss Shearer will remain here
for the next two years.
Evelyn Brent, who has been
signed by Metro for one of the
important roles in "Held to Answer," made her screen debut
in a Metro picture several years
ago when she appeared opposite
Lionel Barrymore in "The Millionaire's Double."
Edward C, Thomas, formerly
West Coast Manager of Exhibitor's Trade Review, and erstwhile publicity director for Monte M. Katterjohn and the Henry
Lehrman Studios, has again entered the film industry in the
role of free lance publicity
writer. Thomas "enjoyed" a long
vacation from his labors through
the medium of an extended sick
spell, followed
by awhich
rousingalmost
automobile accident
brought on a total eclipse.
Tom Kennedy and Kala Pasha,
well-known heavyweight boxer
and wrestler respectively, and
equally well-known as featured
Mack Sennett comedians, lent
their diversified artistic abilities
to the production of Rex Ingram's visualization of "Scaramouche" during some important
mob scenes.
Malcolm McGregor, Metro featured player, recently made a
personal appearance at the
Metro bungalow at the Motion
Picture Exposition in Los Angeles, and is now Buffering from
an attack of writer's cramp as
the result of being forced to autograph hundreds of the several
thousand
of him-at
self whichphotographs
were given away
the time.
When the umpire called "play
ball" down Mack Sennett's way,
on
Campbell's set.
MurielBill MacCorniac
took Baby
the

This

I

Week

mound and is reported "threw a
mean ball, and nothing else
After the game the young celebrities were feasted on ice cream
and cake, followed by a short
speechture by
player.Johnnie Lucas the feaDirector Campbell promises
something
different in the way
but"—
of amusement when "Rough and
Ready" is released.
Virginia Foltz is visiting her
mother, Clara Shortridge Foltz,
153 So. Normandie. Since retiring from professional life Miss
Foltz, who is Mrs. J. W. Catron,
has been living on their 7000acre ranch near Sante Fe, New
Mexico. Miss Foltz is well
known professionally having
sang in the revival of thtt
"Mikado" with Ferris Hartman
and Frank de Shon. She also
sang the lead in "Madame
Sherry" and other big musical
productions, beside playing leading roles in local cinema productions.
Harry Keaton is now working
on "Circumstantial Evidence," I
his third two-reel comedy. Keaton is directing as well as starring in his production. The cast
includes Billie Baird, a new find
in the picture field, Harold Prud>.
ham and Lee Parker. Elmer
Edwardson is behind the camera
as usual.
Count up another one for
Josephine
Adair!
Nowplaying
she's
over
at the Fox
Studios,
in Buckingham's
current
comedy. She got over there right
after completing one of the
major Mailman,"
roles in Emory
"The
and is Johnson's
centainly
working hard. Day by day she
she seems to be gaining in favor
and prominence, and those who
are in a position to judge say
that
whenof Dust"
Frank is Borzage's
"Children
released
she will find her place among the
tiny
satellites
nlmdom's
sky.
Insofar
as ageof goes
Josephine
can count six, but her intelligence is certainly way beyond
her years. We thought she was
going strong by getting one of
the six featured roles in Borzage's pictures
seems to
have been
only but
the that
beginning.
George and Baseal Bookasta
are playing parts with Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., in his first starring venture at the Lasky Studios while awaiting their camera
call for Douglas Fairbanks' "The
Thief of Bagdad." They recently completed interesting parts
with both
MaryMiss
Pickford
in "Rosita"
and
Pickford
and Mr.
Fairbanks have evinced the
greatest interest in these fivedescent,
year olds. They are of Syrian
/
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'I Busy

Boys

Are

on

Mayer's
Lot
With three big pictures, repreI senting an investment of close to
I a million dollars, -now being completed for early fall release,
i Louis B. Mayer is now preparing
to inaugurate a schedule of proi duction which will result in an
expenditure of over three million
dollars during the coming ye?r.
Approximately $100,000 of this
amount will be spent in stage and
( equipment improvements.
Two of the three pictures now
being finished, Fred Nibio's
"Strangers of the Night," adapted
from "Captain Applejack," and
Reginald Barker's "The Eternal
Struggle," based on "The LawBringers," are about ready for
I the theatres, while John M. Skill's
I the
new cutting
special, room.
"The Wantcrs," is in
Reginald Barker is now shooting on his next produc'ion,
' Pleasure Mad," adapted from
Blanche Upright's novel, "The
Valley of Content." Later he will
film "Cape Cod Folks," and Robert VV. Service's great epic of the
North country, "The Trail of
Ninety-Eight," also for Metro release.
"The
Name Meredyth
Is Woman,"
ted by Bess
fromadapthe
stage play of the same name, will
be
Fred that
Niblo's
picture.to
Following
he isnext
scheduled
produce an original story entitled,
"Man, Woman
the Devil,"
written
by Bess and
Meredyth.
It is
a colorful and romantic r.tory
dealing with the expulsion of the
Moors from Spain in 1483
Three important vehicles are
now being scenarioized for production by John M. Stahl. The
first will be "Why Men Leave
Home," adapted
Aver/
Hopwood
play by from
A. P.theYounger.
A fascinating story entitled,
"Women Who Pass in the
Night,"
original for
by filmPaul
Bern, areand
beingan prepared
ing by Mr. Stahl as soon as he
finishes "Why Men Leave Home."
SCREEN TO PRESENT
NEW PLAYERS
The public's cry for new types,
new faces is being answered by
motion picture directors. Actors
and actresses whose names have
heretofore been practically in oblivion in the film world are now
"coming into their own." It is
now difficult to find a studio or
company in Hollywood that does
not have a newcomer playing one
or more of the leading roles in
the picture being produced.
Of course it must not be understood that these players are inexperienced artists. The majority of them have had years of
training on stage or screen but
they have failed to reach any
great heights in the cinematic
world because they have never
been given a chance to demonstrate their histrionic talents.

WRITES

Every girl who aspires to be
another Mary Pickford or youth
who is entinoeager
outdistance
will findto interest
in a Valnew
angle of direction expounded in a
series of articles on "The Science
of Movement" which are being
written by John Griffith Wray,
Thomas H. Ince director.
Wray is trying out his theories
in the making of "Anna Christie,"
Ince's screen adaptation of Eugene O'Neill's big stage success.
One of his ideas is that the quickest way in which an actor can
throw himself into a mood or
emotion is by going through the
physical action which accompanies
the emotion. Following Spencer's
axiom that "every idea tends to
discharge aevery
motor scene
effect,"
rehearsing
forhe theis
O'Neill drama at least a dozen
times before the cameras get into
action.
Blanche Sweet, George Marion
and William Russell, who play
the leading roles in the producare required
to times
"walk" before
their
scenestion,four
or five

SOME ADVICE
they even think about the emotions they are to portray. When
they have thrown themselves into
the proper "moods" by going
through the physical action required, they then begin to act,
naturally and spontaneously. Incidentally, they are covering
miles
with
their
rehearsal
hut their work is
said by"walks"
critics
who have witnessed early cusTies,
to be unusually fine.
The hours of time which are
being spent in rehearsal mean
that production costs of the
drama will run into a fabulous
sum, in view of the high salaries
being drawn by every member of
the trio of leading characters.
Ince has in
O.K'd
however,
the the
beliefexperiment,
that the
success of this unusual play is dependent upon fine shades of emotion resulting
the drama's
remarkably
tensefrom
situations,
rather
than upon fast action and colorful backgrounds
weaker
stories. which "put over"
"Anna Christie" will be released by First National this fall.

CLUB TO CARE FOR THE
"MOVIE-STRUCK" GIRL

UNUSUAL CAST ENGAGED
FOR "FLAMING YOUTH"

A new club composed of artists
from the Hollywood film colony
is now in the process of formation under the direction of Margaret Morris, one of the newest
and most promising leading women in filmland. The purpose of
the club is to provide for the
care of the hundreds of girls who
come to Hollywood in the course
of a year to seek work in motion
pictures. Turned away from the
studios because they are not suitable types, the girls are often left
penniless and unable to get back
to their homes out of town. Naturally, they face a most distressing situation and on more than
one occasion they have been tempted to commit some unlawful
act. The club plans to take care
of the girls until arrangements
can be made to transport them
back home. Many influential women of Hollywood have pledged
their support to the venture and
from every indication it will be
a great success. Miss Morris is
now arranging for club quarters.

"Flaming Youth," Warner Fabian's delightful expose of modern social life, is to be filmed by
First National and interpreted
by one of the most remarkable
all-star casts assembled this

Kelly Joins Chaplin.
Arthur Kelly, assistant business
manager
FirstatNational's
own
producingof unit
the United
Studios,
has
tendered
his
resignation in order to become Charlie
Chaplin's
personal
representative.in
He will make
his headquarters
New York, but will spend a good
part of his time in London, Berlin and Paris. In his new capacity he will represent Chaplin
on the board of directors of
United Artists. Kelly, who has
been assisting John Francis Dillon in the making of "Flaming
Youth," in which Colleen Moore
plays the leading role, is a brother of Edith Kelly Gould and
was a brother-in-law of Frank J.
Gould, famous capitalist and
sportsman.
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Miss Colleen Moore, First Nayear.
tional's newest star, and who
has just completed the stellar
role of "The Huntress," is to enact the role of Patricia, the naive
and curious flapper; Milton Sills,
popular veteran of the screen,
Elliott Dexter, known as one of
the best actors on the screen of
today; Myrtle Stedman, the
original
Beauty"
and
who has "American
the distinction
of being
one of the most finished actresses of filmdom; Sylvia Breamer, who played "the girl" in
"The Girl of the Golden West";
Walter McGrail, who has just
completed the role of "Morgan
Pell," in Edwin Carewe's "The
Bad Man"; Ben Lyon and Edith
Hallor who is also popular with
film fans.
-"Flaming Youth" is being directed at the United studios by
John Francis Dillon, and is
scheduled for fall release.
Youthful Player Starts New Part
Due to the bigger opportunity
which will be given him in enacting two parts in the elaborate
Fox production, "The Temple of
Venus,"
little from
WalterhisWilkinson
was
released
contract
with Mack Sennett in "Rough
and Ready" Saturday, so that he
might turestart
work Walter,
on the Fox
this week.
who pichas
already interpreted 77 different
characters before the screen during his five and one-half years of
existence, will enact the part of
Cupid as well as that of a little
prince in the Fox production.

House

Will

Remain
One

Not

With

House

Found ! A motion picture star
who refuses to sign a long-term
contract !
In up-to-the-minute film circles, the signing of contracts that
would bind a star to one company for a lengthy period has
been quite the fashion.
But at the expense of being
considered unfashionable, House
Peters refuses to sign on the dotted line for more than a single
picture at a time. Rumors were
circulated recently that this distinguished film player was about
to star in a series of pictures to
be known as House Peters Productions, but they were vigorously denied by Mr. Peters. At
the present time he is enacting
the leading
role inall-star
"Held to
Answer," a Metro
special,
and he has no intention of departing from his usual custom
upon its completion.
"I find it far more satisfactory
to be able to choose the roles in
which I appear." Mr. Peters
states in explanation of his unusual attitude. "This would
hardlyder contract
be practical
I were un-It
to one ifcompany.
would then be a case of securing
a role to fit the star instead of
securing a star to fit the role. The
triumph of pictures with all-star
casts over the so-called star pictures is ample proof of the value
of
my contention."
VERNON
AND CHRISTIE
ARE CO-WORKING AGAIN
Boby Vernon was seen working
on Hollywood Boulevard the
other day with Al Christie directbut
admireing, and
theoneduo,couldn't
for theyhelp
worked
so smoothly and quietly that one
couldn't help but appreciate that
they knew their business from
every
results.point of getting the proper
After three months vacation,
Director Christie should have
stored up a world of new ideas,
for he isn't the kind of man that
forgets his business, but actually
is thinking and working things
out no matter where you meet
him.
Bobby loves to use his thinking cap. When one sees him in
a scene, you notice he is figuring
everything down to the smallest
detail, just how he can appear in
a funnier light, and how he can
help those that work with him
to get their "stuff over."
Ernest Butter worth, Jr.; has
been signed to play principal
roles in Educational Pictures. He
started production on his second
picture
week. Gil Jr.,
Pratt iswilla
direct. last
Butterworth,
brother of Joe Butterworth and
both arc known as among the
cleverest child actors on the
screen.
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Pulse
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For Week Starling Monday, August 6
Camera.' intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Progress
Type
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director
Scenarist
Holly 3130
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearho It, Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
2-Reel
Comedies
Schedule
Diltz
Kddle Lyons
fiddle Lyons
McGill
Cooke
2-Reel Comedies
Diltz
Schedule
Editing
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn
McGill
Cooke
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
1st Week
"Leave
It
to
Gerry"
Wilson
All-Star
l.inden-Stevens
Geo. Carter
A.
Statter
Cullison
Wilson
All-Star
Linden
Stevens
"Other Men's Daughters"
Feature Pictures Co.
Denver Dixon
Ail-Star
Jack Fuque
M. J. Andrus
Wm. Lester
"The Mystery Trail"
Dearholt Productions.
Neva Gerber Productions
14th Episode
"Snnte Fe Trail"
Dcarholtz-Dillon
Neva Gerhor
Hutchinson
Wilbur MeGouch
Dillon
598-146
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
481 1 Fountain Ave.
Wilshire
4275
BRONX STUDIO.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
Preparing
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
Sneeial Features
All-Star
EditingHolly 2814
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
6th Week
"Hospitality"
Mitchell
Jack Blystone
Buster Keaton
E. Lessley-Thorp Kose
Lou Anger Productions.
Albert Austin
Clyde Cook
H. Thorpe
Bobt. Hale
"Pony Express"
HARRY KEATON PRODUCTIONS.
302 Luckenbach Bldg.
148-55
3rd Week
Harry Keaton
Harry K pa ton
Elmer Edwardson H. rrudhom
"Circumstantial Evidence"
E. White
593576
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
42nd
th Week
Fred Caldwell
All-Star
Geo. Crocker Raymond Rounsavllle J.J. s.S. Woodhouse
Week
"Hogan
of
Hollywood"
Woodhouse
Fred Caldwell
All-Star
Geo. Crocker Rounsavllle
"Milkman of Hollywood"
Holly 96
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
2nd Week
1 terrain
entitled
Al Herman
All-Star
Wm. Hyer
Herman
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Holly 4070
439-764
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Martin J. Heyl, Prod
4th Week
Feature Story
W.
Mgr.H. Clifford
W. H. Clifford
All-Star
Kay June
Warren Fromme
Mgr.
CHRJSTik STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting.
6 1 0 1 Sunset. C. H. Christie. Gen.
I *n titled
4th Week
Holly 3100
Conklin
Al Christie
Bobby Vernon
NaL-y- Phillips Hageman
M. Willard. Studio Mgr. Wilshire 2115
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd.
J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Fran kIver
City.
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr.
6529 Venice Blvd. Cu
Preparing
Renalles, Inc. Clarke All-Star
Ren, ilk. Director General.
Staff
"The Elk's Tooth"
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd.
Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
FOX STUDIO.
Arthur Forde, Casting.
1401 N. Western
.las. Tinting Ave. Staff
Holly 3000
Slock
Buckingham
< omedies
Schedule
Sid Wagner
Al St. John
Al Si. John
Al
St.
John
Pomedies
Schedule
Ernest
S.
Depew
benny
Stolon!
■V
rthur
Conn
fcnn Summerville Stock
Comedies
Schedule
lay Scheurich
Turner
Max Gold
Lew Brice
Erie Kenton
Pomedies
Schedule
Vic
Phylis
Haver
Henry Otto
Hollinghead
Joe
August
"The
Temple
of
Venus"
11th
All -Star
Post
Dan Case
Roland V. Lee
"You
Can't Get Away With It Editing
EditingWeek
Ed. Hough
Bernoudi
Dorothy Yost
David Soloman
Turner
"A Man"
Dustln
Farnum
H.
Chas. Kenyon
Buck Jones
Wm. Wellman
Don Short
"Second-Hand Love" Editing
lioli Tansey
S'ock
Robert s- Poj
"Xnthing But tin Truth"
2nd Week
Jay Turner
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Carr '
Holly 2632
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Wilshire 8T
CARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
GOLDEN WEST STUDIO.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
Lankershim 132-J
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions. (State Rights release).
Duke Worne Wm. Fairbanks R. Price
1st Week
Harry Tenhrook Staff
"Blind Bargains"
nOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
Mathis-VonStrohei
•Greed"
Ben Reynolds
Eddie
Sowders
Von Btrohelm All-Star
21st
Week
Kavanaugh
Earl Taggart
14th Week
Week
Wm. Silden
Tod Browning All-Star
9th
Paul Bern
Chas. Van Enger Phas. La n worth
Victor Seastrom All-Star
"The
Day
of
"~«ith"
"Master of Man"
2nd Week 76I7H
Rupert Hughes
Albert Kelly
Rupert Hughes All-Star
1 i Against Law"
John Me:call
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschl eiser. General Manager.
Editing Holly 162
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Goodman
2-Reel Comedy
II- Edwards
Monte Ranks
B. Williams
2nd
Week
Bill Williams
Goodman
Staff
Herman Haymaker Monte Banks
Staff
Editing
"I
tome
Cooking"
Sid Smith Productions, Inc
I.amont
Rnllie Asher
Phas. I.aniont
Sid Smith
K. MacLean
Lamont
2nd Week
Uollie Asher
Chas. Lament
Sid Smith
K. MacLean
"Built
on a Bluff"Watch"
Editing
Joe Rock Productions.
"The Midnight
"The Bill Collector
Murray Rock
Morris
2nd Week
Reggis Morris
Joe Rock
Jerry
Morris
Reggie Morris
Joe Rock
"It's A Bear"
Jerry Ash
Ash
Murray-Rock
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Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director Scenarist
Type
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
J. Jasper, Mgr.
Harold Llloyd Corporation. Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. Mgr.
Finis Fox Productions.
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
Wm. Dashiell
Lois Zellner
Finis Fox
All-Star
Hal Mohr
"Bag and Baggage"
Richard Thomas Productions.
Douglas McLean Productions.
(Associated Exhibitors release). J. R. Crone, Prod. Mgr.
Irving Cummings Productions. Charles Woolstenhulme, Production Manager.
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Supreme Art Productions. Chas. J. Hall
ndependent Art Productions.
Richard Stanton, Producer.
Donald Magill All-Star
J. J. Pasztor
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Sob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive. Monte West, Studio Mgr.
Horner
All-Star Geo. Meehan Middleton
Horner
"Midnight Limited"
Middleton
Horner
Horner
All-Star Meehan
"Flame of the Sahara"
World Educational Films.
F. M. Abbey
Eliason
Baby Betty Wm. Field
Robinson
"The Forty Niner"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
De
Long
Staff
AI Neitz
Big Boy Williams Hughes
"The Ertgle Claw"
Van Pelt
Staff
Seeling
Geo. Larkin Elmer Dyer
"The
Van Pelt
Seeling
Seeling All-Star Elmer Dyer
SocietyGentleman
Drama Unafraid"
1442
Beachwood
Drive.
Hercules Film Productions, Inc. P. Andrews, Mgr.
Arthur Paul J. Charles
L. Feldman Staff
"Fighting- Blood"
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
Jos. Walker
Lloyd Ingram All-Star
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Henry Sharpe
John Griffith Wray All-Star
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Laaky Release.)
Herb. Brenon
Fola Negri Jas. Howe
Wm. DeMille
Cecil B. DeMille All-Star
Featured GuyWilke
Bert Glennon
Geo. Melford
All-Star Ernest Haller
Al. E. Green
Thos. Meighan
Chas. Clark
Jos. Henabery
Doug. Fairbanks, JrChas. Schoenbaum
Albert S. Lebino
Zane Grey Productions.
Victor Fleming

W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr.

Elmer Harris
Bradley King

Harold Schwartz
Geo. Hippard
H. Tate
John
Boland
Fred J.
Robinson
Dick Johnson

Mathis-Dix
Olara
Beranger
J. McPherson

R-C STUDTO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Individual
Productions.
(Film
Booking
Offices.)
Al Santel
Eddie Hearn
Lehrman
Geo. O'Hara
Lee
Garmes Moreno
Emory Johnson
Ralph
Lewis
R. Fisher
Blystone
Emile Chautard
Derelys Perdue
Joseph Dubrey
Chester Bennett Productions.
Chester
Jane Novak
Jack MacKenzie
Doug S. Dawson
Al SantelBennett
Douglas MacLean Productions
Jimmy Home
Douglas MacLean •'JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. O, Walker, Mgr., 6701 Santa Monica
Rynoarson
All-St.'ir
Bill Severin
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City.
Hal Roitch Comedies (Path* release).
Howe-Cedar
"Paul" Parrott
McGowan
All-Star
Ralph Cedar
Stan Laurel
Hoy Clemens
Edna Murphy
f. on Powers
Dippy Doo Dads
Urns. Parrott
Will Rogers

nony

"No More Women"
'Anna Christie"

Preparing
Casting
438740
Preparing
Preparing
Editing
Casting
1st Week
Preparing
761731

4th Week
Preparing
Holly 240«

"Spanish Dancer"
Editing
"The Marriage Maker" Editing
"The Ten Commandments" 9th Week
"The Light That Failed" 2nd
5th Week
"Woman-Proof"
Week
"Stephen
Steps
Out"
2nd
Week
"Wm. Hart in Wild Bill HickoPreparing
Preparing
"The Call of the Canyon"
I incoln 2 1 20

Casting.
A. P. Younger
Eve Unsell
The Leightons
Olga Printzlau
, Casting.
Winifred
Dunn
Basil
Dickey

•

"Pleasure Mad"
"The Boomerang"
"The Virginian"
"Maytime"

4th Week
Preparing
7th Week
1st■ Week
Holly 4485

"Held to Answer"
"In Search of a Thrill"

7th Week
2nd Wees

"The Human Mill"

Preparing

Color Photography

Santa Monica Blvd.
Staff
"The Thief of Bagdad"
Slnff
"Valley of the Wolf"
Harry Lansrdon
Wyndam
Beatrice Gittens
Van
Emilie Johnson
Beahan-Stillson
Loring-Leighton

2-Reel Comedy
"When
A Man's a Man"

"Flaming Waters"
"The Three Orphans"
"The Mail Man"
"Born of the Cyclone"
"Jack of Diamonds"
"The Lullaby"
"Not for Publication"

Riley
Blvd.

Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901
8th Week
4th Week
Holly 2806
7th Week
Week
4th
EditingHolly 7780
Preparing
4th Week
2nd Week
Preparing
Preparing
8th
Week
2nd Week
Casting

"Light of the World"

Warren Doane, Mgr.
Frank
Harry Tounp
Gerstadt
Bobby Doran
Hank Kohler
Bob Dorrin

Henecke-Brandie
C. Merehouse
McBurney
Bert Currigan
Chas Oelze

11 j 1

5th Week

Culver City

Geo. Crone
Edw. Benshaw
1520 Vi

MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
CMetro release).
Reginald Barker
All-Star
A. Wyckoff
Harry Schenck
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star
Karl Struss
George Yohalem
Tom Forman
All-Star
Harry Perry
Sam Nelson
Gasnier
All-Star
Karl Struss
George Yohalem
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Ken
Harold Shaw
All-Star
Andre Barletier
Nat Watt
Oscar Apfel
Viola Dana
John Arnold
Chas. Watt
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Allen Holubar Productions.
Allen Holubar
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
Geo. A. Cave
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00
United Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
Geo. Hill
Jack Pickford
O'Connell
Alex Gower
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Ed2ie
Cline
Bov«
jrs-De
la
Mott
Ned
Buren Geraghty
Alf. Goulding
Harry Langdon
AlbertVanBreslau
David Smith

Prooress

5 79-440
761-721

Comedies
"Our
1- ReelGang"
Comedy
Animal
Comedya Girl Do?"
Should
2-"What
Reel Comedy

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
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ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
Phil Rosen
All-Star

Cameraman

Progress

Type

Scenarist

Ass't Director

Holly 2 1 76
Schedule
598-141

R. R. Rockett. Pres.
Kurrle-Broening
Al. Davis

Chas. Huber. Casting.
'Life of Abraham Lincoln"
Francis Marion
St.
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mgr. 1425 Fleming
RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell. Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
Hively
B. X). Russell
Kranklin Farnum Al Mohr
Fred Allen
FeatureComedy
2-Reel
Logan-Baynham Productions.
Tom Gibson
Morante
MacManigal Kane-Walsh
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Geo. B. Selta
Ray- Miller
Walker-Moran
Wm. Rprtrnm
"The Way of n Man"
Spitz
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies. (First National Release).
Mack Sennett
Roy Delruth
Ben Turpin
Wagner
Joe Bordeau
Comedy at the Switch"
"Asleep
Mack Sennett
Campbell
Johnnie Lucas Staub
"Rough and Ready"
Del Lord
Al] St:lr
Blake Wagner
Mack Sennett
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.

UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee. Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. (First National release.)
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Finis Fox
Edwin-Carewe Holbrook Blinn Sol Polito-Storey Wallace Fox
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release) E. Brophy
Willard
Mack
Heerman Constance' Talniadge Glen McWilliams David Fisher
Mack-Sullivan
Marion-Franklin
Norma Talniadge Tony Gaudio
Sam E. Rork Productions.
Chas. Logue
Jas. Ewens
Donald Crisp All-Star Paul Perry
First National Productions.
Perry Vrekroff
Wm. Dowlin
Joe De Grass All-Star Boise
Bowl in
Jimmy Dunn
Jack Dillon All-Star
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Scott R. Beal
Fred Myton
Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal
Release.)
Balbino
Dorian
Brown
All-Star
Archainbaud
Priscilla Dean
McCarey-Wyler
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
Sullivan
Hugh Plympton
Hoffman
Geo.
Clarke
Wm. Duncan Duncan-Johnson Robinson
Wright
Wm. A. Seiter
Baby Peggy
McDonough
Edw. Lumley All-Star
Marchant-Kohner
Robt.
Robt. Hill
N. Bradbury Desmond-Percy
Nordlinger
Wm. Craft All-Star
Taylor-Ricks
Leon Lee Productions. Leon Lee Manager.
Dinky Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, Production Manager.
Andy Gump Productions.
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
Zimmerman
Staff
W. Hayes
Aubrey
Lyons
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge. W. S. Smith, Gen Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
Larry Semon Productions.
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Mai
St. Clair
\Wsl<-y
B. Dupar
Johnny
Johnny Barry
Hines E.Chas.
Olson
Wm.
A. Hines
Seiter All-Star
Harry Beaumont
Marsh-Glllingwater Dave Abel
Sidney Franklin Productions.
F-anklin
Lenore Ulric Chas. Rosher
Ernest Sidney
Lubitsch
Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch All-Star
Harry Rapf Productions.
Jack Conway Monte
All-StarBlue-Irene Rich David Abel

Geo.Hines
Webster
C.
Roth
Frank St rayer
Wm. McGann

DR. W. L SCHUSTER
[ Palmer Craduate Chiropractor
j "Catering to Members of the Motion
Picture Profession"
I
| 203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
{ ^°"rs 1 0 to 1 2 ; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724

WHEN YOU NEED A DOCTOR
Phone 572-88; 430-205, or Holly 102 82
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York City
Blvd. INear Armstrong &
J 6548 Hollywood Blvd.
Carlt
Carlton's.

Schedule
Schedule
Wils. 1550
Editing
5th Week
2nd Week
Holly 4080
Editing

"The Bad Man"
"The
Maid"
"Rose Dangerous
of all the World"
"Ponjola"

7th Week
Editing
2nd
Week
11th Week
4th Week
2nd Week

"Lord of Thundergate"
"Flaming Youth"
"Jealous Fools"

570-081
8th Week
5th
Week
Preparing
14th Week
6Preparing
th Week
2nd
Week
3rd Week
Week
4th

"The Acquittal"
'"The
The Storm
Daughter"
Near Lady"
"The
Steel
Trail"
"Kdltha's
"The Hog" Burglar"
"Crooked Alley"
•The Moon Rider"
"Beasts of Paradise"
Comedy

Schedule
598131

Holly 418!
2nd Week
2nd Week
Scheduled

'George Washington, Jr."
"How-to
"Daddies"
ConductorEducate
1192" A Wife"

Sept. 1st
4th Week
Scheduled Aug. 14th
2nd Week

Edmund Goulding "Tiger Rose"

Sutherland-Hawkes

W1LNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt Mrs.
rl.Mltchell
All-Star
King Grey
Geo. E korhm

Hollv 7945-6
Preparing

'l.ucretia Lombard"
Joe trandl

Holly 7940
Ith Week

"Forgive and Forget"

From
or

Hollywood
•Hotels
to Down-Town

578-280

ct
tringDisppi
Sho

SUNSET

TAXI

578-307
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THE ERSTWHILE

USHER

Several years ago, when the motion picture
industry was in swaddling clothes, John Francis Dillon, the well-known director, was an
usher in the old American theatre on Broadway, New York, and Elliott Dexter, prominent screen leading man, was a member of that
theatre's stock company.
Naturally there was quite a bit of reminiscing when these two met recently at the United
Studios, Hollywood, on the stage where
"Flaming Youth"
is being
producedandforDexter
First
National,
with Dillon
directing
playing one of the principal parts.
"The Spirit
of the
Road," abystory
by as
Katea
Jordan,
has been
purchased
Metro
starring vehicle for Viola Dana. It will serve
as her next production, but will be known as
"In Search of a Thrill" on the screen.
Charles West, who has been engaged as a
gangster in Metro's all-star production of
"Held to Answer," will be recalled as a popular leading
manArts
of D.
W. Griffith's famous
Triangle
Fine
company.
Gypsy Hart, who is portraying an historical
role in Rex Ingram's Metro picturization of
"Scaramouche," made her motion picture debut
several years ago in "The Reward of the Faithone of the first pictures ever directed
by Rexless,"Ingram.
Among the many interesting paintings in
Rex Ingram's splendid art collection is one
called "The Lady and the Swan," which was
painted by Slavko Vorkapitch, a young Servian artist whom Rex Ingram induced to portray the role of the young Napoleon in his
Metro production of "Scaramouche."
Mr. Gerard is the only villain in "The
Social Code." Others who appear in this
picture include Malcom McGregor, Edna
Flugrath, John Sainpolis, William Humphrey
and Huntly Gordon.

Wardrobe

Of

Superlative

We

are

new

and

selection

now

unusually

BANK

a

fine

of hats, wraps,

furs, suits, shoes,
habits,

Quality

showing

riding

afternoon

and

evening gowns, and feminine apparel of every
description
at

1060

at our

North

shop

Western

Avenue.
Your

early inspection

our offerings

HELLMAN

Buys

of

is cordially

invited.

This

obligate

you

does
in any

not
re-

spect.
IS NOW
IN
HOLLYWOOD

Screen

Stars

Wardrobe

Exchange
EDAH
Temporary location
6621 Hollywood Blvd.
Permanent home
Hollywood and Cherokee

B. ARTHUR

Proprietress
Telephone 435-677
1060 North Western Ave.
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. . . mighty fine card, alright!
It's not unusual for them,
however; they always have a
good line-up. Surprising how
many ladies were there. It
shows they enjoy boxing when
it's put on right . . .
American Legion Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.
KING TUT FACE POW DER
in light anil dark shades. SuitaMc
for street or studio. Attractively
priced at $1.00 Box.
YE RUB SHOPPE
621 West 8th St., Lot Angeles, Calif.
Phone Metropolitan 1566
Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit, Universal,
('mi. mIhil.pn.litdin It ilaihr,
inn. "Tin'Directing
.\V:ir l..idy"
Recent Roh-nses, "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untaniealilc.
I'lie Wild Party."
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INTO THE LECTURE!
(Continued from Page 7)
other well known artists. The big trial scene,
showing
a huge courtroom, contains live hundred people.

RARE IMPORTS AND THINGS
ORIENT IE
Oriental Costume Co.
622.1 Santa Monica Blvd. Holly 5954

South America, vast storehouse of wealth,
is also a vast virgin field for motion picture
development, according to Julien Kivero, director of Argentine Photoplays, producing in
Buenos Aires, and a visitor to Universal City
on his tour of study of American picture methods. Kivero expects to direct a picture in this
country before returning to his own land, and
is making an exhaustive survey of the work
as done here. lie passed hours at Universal
City, watching the filming of pictures and
studying the gigantic settings of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," "A Lady of Quality,"
"Merry-Go- Round," and other recent Universal spectacles.
"South America has gone picture mad," said
Kivero, "and American productions have the
biggest call. There are eight bundled theaters
in Argentina alone devoted to the pictures,
and these feature plays from the United Slate*
above all others. American stars have their
fans, as ardent ones as in the United States—
perhaps some of your stars arc more popular
in South America than even in their own

Put RIENE RALEIGH in
The South American, who received his picture training in the United States, and has
made a series of feature plays in his native
the cast 'cause she's progland,
says that the continental product does
•HAIIMiONK"hair |i<onrtti.iarm,
ii. n tlimbs,
rul e face
for
notland."
please the audiences there, but that they
superfluous
prefer the snap and dash of the American
and
body — shaving
also wonderful
..
wait.
Don'tCall
who have
troubles. for men
ires
story. "Universal City is well represented
Hoitoo late.
it's fast.
tillsin'
$2.50 the bottle — manufactured at
there," he said. "Stars such as Priscilla Dean,
Gladys Walton, Hoot Gibson, Jack Hoxie,
ORCHID BEAUTY SHOPPE
William Desmond, Norman Kerry. Mary
808 So. Hope St.
Phone 1C596
j lywood 1098.
Philbin, all are beloved of thousands there,
All lines of beauty culture.
and their every new picture is awaited with
interest. All South America is awaiting
'Merry-Go- Round' and 'The Hunchback of
MOVIES
WE MOVE
Notre Dame' and talking of little else in the
BRUNO
way of film topics at present."
on Serv ice
6412 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3821
and ''Shine"
A million and a half dollars left for New
. for your casting
York last week — in a can. This occurred
director photos
when the Union Pacific train, eastbound, carried J. B Bryson and several guards on their
way to New York, bearing, locked and scaled
Reproductions, Publicity
in an American Kxpress Company treasuryART
LEE
Still Finis/iiny Photography
box, ami protected with the heaviest insurance
SPECIALIST
ON
MAKE-UP
LITTLE
ever placed on celluloid, the negative of "The
Will teach you how lo Make Up
Hunchback
of
Noire
Dame."
C or reel I v. Read viy references
Commercial Photographer
The long strip of film in the can is the
master-key to the mammoth picture producPhone 437902
Telephone
598-207 at Western
1712 St. James
Court, Hollywood,
on which
more City,
than ina which
year's thework
was
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
passedtion at
Universal
massive
Cathedral of Notre Dame, and twenty acres
of old Paris was reconstructed; in which Lon
Animated Cartoons — Original Title
Doctors&
FORD
Ideas — Clay Animation — Miniature
Chancy, seventy-live principals and four thousSets and Animated Fit/arcs
FORD
and extras acted. From this print the "posiPalmer
tives,"
or
prints
to
be
shown
in
the
theaters
CINEMA ARTS STUDIO
of the world, will be made, when the can
Graduate.
reaches New York. It is the boiled-down
ELMER II. YOUNG, Manager
work
of
a
year,
and
a
boiled-down
investment
Scientific
612 I. issuer Buildir
Phone 644-42
of hundreds '6of
61
0 thousands of dollars in cash.
Before being started on its way to New
Spinal
Adjustments
Rest
York from Universal City in charge of BryIndividual
Office
son. appointed by Carl Lacmmle to bring (he
Frank the Shoe Doctor
film to the eastern laboratories for the makRooms
ing of prints, the picture was covered with a
Anna Mm Ford Ground Floor G.D.C..
HenryPh.C.Ford
"We save your sole
D.C..
Ph. C.
policy for $1,500,1)00 insurance against all risks
CHIROPRACTORS
and heel you, too"
on land and water until safely delivered.
G911 Hollywood Boulevard
Fire, theft, derailment, earthquake, floods, and
6666 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3752
10 to 12—2 to 6
all forms of disaster are provided for in the
Mon.. Wed., Friday Evenings. 6 to 8
policy, as issued by the Firemen's Fund InLOCATION LUNCHES
r
Good Studio Space on Glendale Boulevard!
KWIK
LUNCH
i
Here's a snap, independent producers ! The Bronx Studio has some good space for rent
at
give-away.
a big sum on your overhead and put it in the picture I Look into
thisa ...
TODAY Save
1
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
162fi Calm. iU: > Ave.
Bronx Studio, 1 745 Glendale Blvd.
1714 Highland Ave. Tfif.O Suns. I Blvd. i
Wilshire 4275

%
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Colored

Portraits!

You can transform your ordinary
photographs into colored portraits ofthe most beautiful kind at
a very reasonable cost. There are
special rates on fan pictures.
EMMA
G. HOFFMAN
907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38.

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

MARION
'
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WARDE

Acting and Make-Up
and Films for the Stage
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

Hardee Kirklands
Phone Number
is
Hollywood
6298

YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and \
Surface Noises by using i
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
Play after
hours
—will
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder,
filters
sound oscillations,
"ee
prevents
and
surface scratch
noises
entering sound
Gold Plate
box.
No
metallic
n discs.
Nicexl Plate
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
240 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42

surance Company, through the offices of
Behrendt, Levy and Company in Los Angeles.
The insurance company also arranged for the
guarding of the expensive film in transit.
The departure of the precious negative from
Universal City was marked with an interesting occurrence. The negative was taken in
its cans from the big film vault at the studio
by Bryson, who personally handed it, reel by
reel, to C. N. Thomas, chief messenger for
the American Railway Express Company, who
placed it, after inspection by checkers, in the
heavy treasury safe assigned to carry it to
the Universal offices in New York.
As each reel was handed the messenger it
was checked off on the policy by Sam Behrendt
and Harry Woodruff, representing the insurance company, and Julius Bernheim, general
manager of the studio, and William Koenig,
assistant general production manager, as representatives of the studio, and Leon Schlessanger, film expert. In the presence of the witnesses the heavy portable vault was locked,
sealed and taped, and placed on the truck with
the guards who escorted it to the Union Pacific deport.
On the journey guards watch the vault in
the express car day and night, and Bryson,
the Universal representative, inspects the
vault several times daily.
Should anything happen to the negative in
the vault, the work of the entire production
would be gone. "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," adapted as a Universal Super Jewel
spectaclepicture,
from inVictor
the
largest
point Hugo's
of actualclassic,
size ofiscasts
and settings, in the history of the film industry.
Its settings include the Cathedral of Notre
Dame, built to scale inside and out and complete in every detail; the great Place Du
Parvis, nineteen acre courtyard lined with
medieval Paris buildings, the Bastile, built in
detail, forts, palaces, dungeons, torture chambers, and in fact practically the whole cuy
of Paris of the days of the story.
The cast is the largest ever assembled for
a single picture. Lon Chaney stars as Quasimodo the hunchback, and Patsy Ruth Miller
plays Esmeralda. Principals in the cast include Norman Kerry, Ernest Torrance, Tully
Marshall, Gladys Brockwell, Winifred Bryson, Kate Lester, Eulalie Jensen, Brendon
Hurst, Nigel de Brulier, Nick de Ruiz, Raymond Hatton, John Cossar, Bert Roach, and
many others.
In the sensational midnight attack on the
cathedral, when the Paris mobs storm the
great doors of the church, to be dispersed
by armored horsemen, four thousand people
are seen in the gigantic setting.
Wallace Worsley directed the massive production, which was adapted to the screen by
Perley
Poore Sheehan, with continuity by
Ed.
Lowe.
On the arrival of the negative in New York,
"prints," or finished films for exhibition will
be made and sent to the various places . where
it will first be released.
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LADIES'
WIG on— side.
Beautiful
curly
hair — parted
Good brown
as new.natural
Reasonable.
1118 S. Gramercy Dr. Phone 758-37.
FOR RENT — High-grade still outfits, $5.00 per week.
Little, The Rig Photographer, 5874 Hollywood
Boulevard. Phone 437-902.
EXPERT MASSEUR — Massages given at your
home at any time by European-American masseur
of
many years'
appointment
phone
Hollywood
3523 experience.
after
6 in theFor
evening
or communicate with William
Schorsch,
1254
Beachwood
Dr.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE — Comedy vaudeville
sketch, two men and lady. Modern. Time fifteen
minutes. Value $400, or would consider trade for
auto, household
rugs or 6318
what Hollywood
have you ? Blvd.
Address Box AA, goods,
care Camera,

Coy Watson, Jr.
Wilshire 3616
Age 10.
No Luck.
You Never Know.
The Right of the
Strongest.
Featured in Campbell
Comedies
Hollywood
Scenario
Exchange
5617 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone 431-420
E X C L U S IVE CALIFORNIA
REPRESENTATIVES for THE
AMERICAN AND CONTINENTAL COMPANY, Paris, France,
agents for well known French
plays and published works, insuccesses. cluding the late Bernhardt's

Taxidermy Studio
COLBURN'S
Phone 643-13
1033-37 Broadway Place
. . . excells in mounting of fish . . .
trout our specialty . . . see samples
at our studio . . .
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
DINNER
MERCHANTS
5:30 to 8
11:30 to 2LUNCH
SCREEN

SERVICE

(formerly The Service Bureau)
1036 SOUTH HILL
Phone 821-071
Selected Antiques
Turton's Antique

Shop

56! 1 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal
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CHIEF
NEW
ure, and all of his work has the stamp of
very keen artistry in lighting effects and in the
posing of th esubject. His style is similar to
that of Nickolaus Muray, the renowned Russian photographer, who now has a studio in
New York City, and he is an adept in the use
of futuristic effects in photography, but fortunately he does not carry them to extremes.
Already he has been called upon by some of
our most famous cinema folk, and the results
of the work he has done for them is declared
to be amazing in its perfection. Kosloff and
Pola Negri were two of his recent subjects.

HAS
HOOVER
Considerable interest has been evinced in the
photogappointment of Albert, noted Russian Studios,
rapher, asthe head of the Hoover Art
which recently established new headquarters at
1616 Vine street. He formerly had a photographic studio in the city of Sebastopol, Crimea, which is one of the noted recreation centers of Russia, and while conducting this salon
of old-time
photographed many of the royaltyNicholas
and
Russia, including the late Czar
the Czarina.
He is also talented as an artist, being a graduate of the Russian Academy of Art. One
of his most notable works is an oil painting of
Maxim Gorky, which is declared to be an
exceptionally fine life study. Without a doubt
the technique of Albert is vastly different than
that of our American artists.
He has a distinct aversion to what he terms
"jazz lighting" in the preparation of portrait-

Harold Shaw Sets Precedent by
Never Using Megaphone to Direct
Every now and then someone shatters motion picture traditions, literally smashes them
to pieces while those who surround the catastrophe look on with mingled feelings of horror
and hurt dignity.
Therefore, consider Harold Shaw, Metro •
director, who has recently completed the direction of "Rouged Lips," starring Viola
Dana, and is now engaged in transplanting

Peter
to
the Clark
screen. MacFarlane's "Held to Answer" j
Although for the past eight years Mr. Shaw ■
Renee Adoree, the little French emotional has' been producing pictures abroad, he is in
reality one of the pioneer motion picture
actress who has lately achieved favorable
mention throughout the film colony tor her rectors of America. He directed one of the 1
dramatic ability, is enacting the feminine
first pictures in which Viola Dana appeared in
the old Edison days. All of which goes to,
lead in the Universal all-star production,
"The Six-Fifty," now being made under the prove that Harold Shaw is no newcomer to 3
direction of Nat Ross.
the world of kleig lights and cameras.
But in all of the time he has been direct- \
ing pictures, not once has Mr. Shaw used aj
megaphone
Xor does! he need one. He is perhaps the}
quietest
director of the studios. A visitor to
HIGHEST
TITLE EFFICIENCY
OUR AIM
j
the set while he is directing a scene of "Heldj
Answer," would never know that he was]
We secured the services of Mr. Irving W. Bunze from Craftsmen Laboratories, j to
the all-important director. He has a method]
New York, who is the Greatest Hand Letter Artist in the country.
of gripping the
attention
un-j
dcrstanding
of one
actor andor reaching
a whole thecrowd]
Also introduce the Lane Patent Process for 100 per cent Printed Titles.
that frees him from ever having to shout his i
"GIVE US A TRIAL"
! instructions to anvone.
It is an unusual fact that Grace Carlyle,]
who is making her screen debut in "Held tol
Quality Title & Film Co.
Answer," secured her greatest triumphs onl
HOLLY 4850
1142 BEECHWOOD DRIVE
the
in "Pollyanna,"
and'!
"Thestage
Storm."
all three of"Enter
whichMadam"
were later!
acknowledged motion picture successes.

Educationally

Historically

Entertaining

Authentic

Excerpts from letters
received by Capt. M.
McKenzie, from the Department of the Interior,
Office of Indian Affairs:

Diversified

Dramatic

Character

INTRODUCING

Completed Films Now
Ready for Release:
"The Land of Everlasting Snow,"
"From Forrest to Mill,"
"The Land of Burned

"Pursuant to your informal request, permission is
hereby granted you to go
upon the Hoopa Valley
and Mission Indian Reservation . . . for the
purpose of taking motion
pictures and photographs
of natural scenery and
Indian life, it being understood that you wish to
feature the native industries of the Indians."
Capt.

Intensely

in

Out"Modern
Fires," Whaling."
Films Under Production:
"Gold Mining" — past
and present.
"North Coast Sea Lion
S t o r y," and modern
glazier period.
"The Guardian of the
Golden Gate" — historical.
M.

McKenzie,
SAN

Production

ANSELMO., CALIFORNIA

Manager
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CLEO

RIDGLEY

Three

Wise

Investors

Wise because they bought lots in the beautiful
hillslopes of Bellehurst Park, overlooking forwardmarching Glendale, and so did 597 others.
Wise

because they know

that these charming

homesites at present prices are way below surrounding values, and that the wild-fire growth of Glendale,
the fastest growing city in America, assures rising
values here for years to come.
You will be doing yourself a good turn by seeing
me as soon as possible. I will call whenever
most convenient for you.
LANDERS

it is

Write or phone at once.

STEVENS

Landers

Stevens

Associate
WALTER
Phone

Glendale

H.

LEIMERT

3098 or 354-W

COMPANY

246 So. Brand

Boulevard, Glendale
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ANNOUNCING
with the greatest satisfaction
that we now have associated
with

Mr.

us

.

.

♦

Alfred

R.

Linstedt

Mr. Linstedt's artistic creative ability needs no introduction to the professional public, and we feel, that
coupling his qualifications with our studio, which is the
finest equipped in the United States - e will be able to
produce photographs and portr?; A unusual quality
and artistic distinction.

wish to assure our patrons that we are better prepared than ever before, to give them the utmost in artistic photographic creations, as well as prompt and
efficient service.
We

Publicity
—at
Stop

LYMAN

our

in and

A. POLLARD

Photos

Fan

Portraits

Photographs
regular

prices

new

see our

RUTH
Holly 2560

6039 Hollywood

Blvd.

samples

A. DOWDALL

!
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Have
Are
Authentic

Details

Photographs

of

and

Every

You

Are
Why You
If Not,

Foreign

Interiors and Exteriors

You

a Commercial
Well

Value?

Represented?

Working?

of

Description.

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

HOWARD

LICHTENSTEIN
COMPANY
iiiiiiiii it ' inn i in limn iimmnmimJiiH iiiiiiiumn iiHiiiiiiKiimmimiiiiiiiiiiiin

Purveyors

of

Publicity

To Their Majesties
The Kings and Queens of Movieland

300-301

Phone 4-38-761 J
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

6047', 2 Hollywood Boulevard
Second Floor

432-030

"Make- Up Headquarters of the Motion Picture Industry'

e have spared no effort to provide the
professional people with an unusually
fine selection of make-up and accessories.
One of our standard items is make-up
kits attractively priced from five dollars
upward, which can be replenished at our
shop at any time.

HELEN

ANDRUS

recently with the Famous-Players in the East under
the direction of Victor Fleming.
Ingenues

Dancing

Characters

579-979
ZAN

Make-up

Shop

819Southm~~Pico498

I
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As

Eventful

Time

Passes

On

All honor to the late President Warren G. Harding. In his passing, all mankind has lost a loyal friend and the
world is deprived of a great leader. He was particularly partial to the cause of photoplay uplift and was one of
the most consistent of movie fans. He had expressed happy anticipations of visiting the motion picture studios of
Los Angeles and Hollywood and had indicated a desire to be of service to the industry. The Grim Reaper intervened
on the very eve of his intended visit here and just as the whole nation became a heavy loser thereby, the film world
became a heavy loser. Verily, as long as the annals of man are preserved, the name of Warren Harding will always
shine forth in the brilliance of countless good qualities and utterly devoid of elements reprehensible. He was a great,
good man. Everlasting peace is his lot, now. Forever shall his memory be cherished.
The word "star" is a futile one in its application to cinema folks. Most all recognized photoplayers are called
"stars" nowadays.
And how much better it is to be recognized as simply an artist !
Mary Miles Minter is determined to press her suit for a million dollars against her mother, despite the latter's
illness, which the famous screen star declares to be feigned, insofar as seriousness is concerned. It looks like a
merry old family feud, just like the merry old Kentuckians used to stage, and it does not screen well. However,
if what Mary says in an interview this week is true, she deserves her full share of sympathy, for she declares she did
not fare so well as a meal-ticket, and when the meal-ticket does get the worst of it, same is more deserving of pity
than censure. Meanwhile, if the mother is critically ill and there is no pretending, there's justification for some
sympathizing in the other direction. By all means, and above all, it is to be hoped a basis of compromise can be
found and that a happy family reunion will result with the cleverly charming Mary replenished with incentive to return to the screen she has graced so successfully.
The cloud of tragedy descended upon and enveloped several film folk this week, notably Gloria Swanson, who
is seriously ill in New York, and Mabel Normand, now in a hospital suffering from serious injuries sustained in a
fall from a horse. It is only one more proof that life in Filmland is the same as in any other sphere of human endeavor, despite all the defamers have said and written.
Good luck to President Coolidge ! May he succeed in performing great services for his country. His is a trying ordeal and to him all should deal the utmost co-operation.
Whenever a slight lull comes in picture production, you'll generally find Douglas Fairbanks in the role of Salvation, spending a cool million .or so and depleting the ranks of the unemployed thereby. He saved hundreds from
actual poverty when he made "Robin Hood," and he is more than duplicating the good turn now in the filming of
"I he Thief of Bagdad."
Congratulations are always due the enterprising Doug.
We sincerely hope there is some improvement in the dope situation, but we can still observe sickening evidences
of the continued prosperity of many implicated in the vicious drug traffic. Hang a few higher-ups and impose life
sentences on a few common dope peddlers, and there will undoubtedly be a greater degree of improvement. Severe
punishment is the only one remedy, of course, but let us have that one!

Fewer but more expensive pictures is in prospect for the coming fall and winter production here. Quality has
superseded quantity in the mental workings of most producers and it is a promising change. They still "grind out"
two-reel comedies in factory style and get away with it more or less, but they cannot make features pay on that
basis any more, because the public refusal is too overwhelming.
Liquor is becoming so plentiful that drunkenness is decreasing. It is natural logic that if human beings can
have all they want of a thing, their craving becomes less insistent, so far as booze is concerned. In the old "wet"
days there was not half as much intoxication as there is in these prohibition days. Of all the legislation most needed
for the conservation of morale in America, it is a modification of the Eighteenth Amendment. Why deny so obvious a fact? Why permit boot-legging as such a Midas-like occupation, when it is so easy to obliterate the whole
bane by simply legalizing light wines and beer?
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Main at Eighth

Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"The Broken Wing"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
Margaret Anglin
in "A Woman
of No Importance"
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
Olive Tell-Montague Love
in
"The Wrong Woman"
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Charles (Chic) Sale
in
"His Nibs"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Harry Carey
in
"Crashin' Thru"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy

Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie Rambeau
in
"The Goldfish"
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
Dorothy Phillips
in
"The White Frontier"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Norma Talmadge.
Eugene O'Brien, in
"Her Only Way"
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This

Week's

Jackie Coogan as the star of a
five ring show under the "big top,"
in "Circus Days," will play at
Loew's State Theatre all week.
At last the famous Otis story of
"Toby Tyler," the most popular
hook of circus life for twenty
years, has been screened amid the
atmosphere and glamor of the
greatest game in the world.
"Circus Days" was directed by
Eddie Cline. It is a First National picture and supporting
Jackie are Barbara Teunant, Russell Simpson, Claire McDowell,
Ceasarc Gravini, Peaches Jackson, Sam De Grasse, De Witt
Jennings,
liam Barlow.Nellie Lane and WilJaskie plays the stellar role of
"Toby" who runs away from an
unhappy home to join a circus,
becomes a peanut salesman and
then, in an entirely unsuspected
manner, the star clown of the
show. Jackie has an exceedingly
lovely little leading lady in the
person of Peaches Jackson, and
his efforts to aid this little lady
in her distress results in his suddenly being projected into fame
and
success
the big top."
The fanfare"under
of trumpets,
the
screeching note of the caliope, and
the prancing of horses, the
screaming of monkies and the
roaring of lions will all seem real
when Jackie Coogan stirs our
emotions in this production,
which is said to be his greatest
picture to date.
Loew's State Theater, in addition toof
"Circus
Days."
the first
the new
Mackpresents
Sennctt-Pathe comedies, "Nip and
Tuck,"
in which
an all-star cast
of
comedians
is featured.
C ntinuing its remarkable sensation, Rin-Tin-Tin in "Where the
Nortth Begins,"
playing
at the
Alhatnbra
Theateris to
the biggest
crowds in the history of that
house.
Having closed a record week
during its first showing, this famous police dog picture has been
demanded for an immediate continuation of the run and thousands of theatergoers have thronged the Alhatnbra ever since it has
been returned there. The production is a directed
Warner byBrothers'
screen classic,
Chester
M. Franklin under the personal
supervision of Harry Rapf. Its
leading character is the wolf-dog,
Rin-Tin-Tin, lost in the snowy
wastes of the northland when a
pup and reared by his wild ancestors into a splendid specimen of a
wild animal. The meeting between this wild dog and a man
brings to the screen one of the
most absorbing episodes screen
fans have ever beheld.
"The Broken Wing," a comedydrama by Paul Dickey and Chas.
Goddard, ranks as one of the biggest successes to be presented the
Morosco play goers, and offers
the most spectacular scenic effect
ever seen on a local stage.

Theatre

Notes

Margaret Anglin and her well
selected
supporting
into a second
week cast,
at theenter
Mason
in Oscar Wilde's brilliant comedy,
"A Woman of No Importance."
"Getting Gertie's Garter," AvHopwood's
farce, which
openseryits
eighth speed
consecutive
week
at Egan's Theatre, bids lair to
set
ings.a new mark in comedy offerHarry B. Carey, probably the
most popular western man of today,atrecomes
the Hillstreet
thein ato feature
photoplay,
"Crashin' Thru." a volcanic
drama of the Golden West. Eva
Shirley and Al Roth, with Oscar
Adler's deviorchestra,
head the vaul e list.
Norma Talmadge and Eugene
O'Brien will be seeen in a reof "Her production,
Only Way,"
Sidney vivalFranklin
whicTia
opens the Symphony Theatre
"Cordelia, the Magnificent,"
Lcrcy Scott's fascinating story of
New York society life, a startling and enthralling romance of a
girl who becomes the target of
intrigue and blackmail, is this
week's Kinema offering.
Clara Kimball Voting portrays
the title role, which encompasses
the whole range of human emoions, and these emotions the beautiful star interprets with perfect
realism. Miss Voting in the role
of the society girl involved in a
thrilling series of adventure of
love and blackmail brings into play
every phase of her artistry.
The part played by the wife in
rescuing the wrecked family financial barque, is the theme of
"The Silent Partner," featuring
Leatrice^ Joy, Owen Moore and
Robert Edeson,
Grauman's
ropolitan theatreat this
week. MetThe picture is an adaptation of
Maximilian
Saturday
Evening
Post Foster's
serial of the
same
ttitle, and Charles Maigne is the
producer.
Miss Joy plays the role of the
wife
of awhobroker's
(Owento
Moore)
first clerk
proceeds
make a fortune and then plunges
recklessly to ruin only to find,
after the crash, that his helpmate,
while apparently spending extravagantly, has been putting
aside about half of what she
spent, saving enough to again put
them on the road to success.
Perhaps no more popular announcement could have been made
by Producer Thomas Wilkes than
that of the presentation at the
Majestic Theatre of Miss Marjorie Rambeau in her latest New
Vork actsuccess.
Goldfish,"
three
comedy "The
by Gladys
Unger.a
As a starring vehicle for this
popular local favorite, it is
claimed by many to be even better than "The Sign on the Door,"
in which she made her last appearance in this city.

Alec Frances, W. H. Crane,
Claude Gillingwater
in "Three Wise Fools"
Main at Ninth
Harold Lloyd
's
er
ll
Mi
in
"Safety Last"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Leatrice Joy, Owen Moore,
Robert Edeson, in
"The Silent Partner"
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
Jackie Coogan
in
"Circus Days"
Rialto
Broadway near inEighth
Mrs. Wallace Reid

by

"Human Wreckage"
Kinema
Grand near Seventh
Clara Kimball Young
in
"Cordelia The Magnificent"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
"Michael O'Halloran"
Gene Stratton Porter
Alhambra
731 South Hill in
Rin-Tin-Tin
"Where the North Begins"
Hollywood Egyptian
Hollywood Blvd. and McOaddcn
"The Covered Wagon"
with Lois Wilson and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
and Mary
NormanPhilbin
Kerry in
"Merry Go Round"
Clune's Broadway
Broadway near Fifth
"The Queen of Sin"
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By harry m. warmer
Looking Into Picturedom's Futute
The future of the motion picture industry is ized and impossible stories. In this connec- of the company happens to be at present in
tion our series of eighteen classics being made the public limelight. The moment we signed
full of great possibilities. And these possifrom popular plays and widely read books up David Belasco, the moment the word was
bilities are not impossible of achievement.
When the pendulum swings toward a finer have been chosen primarily because they con- spread that the great theatrical producer had
tain the things that interest human beings ; become definitely identified with the industry,
realization of the immensity of our industry,
and its manifold undiscovered possibilities, the stories that are a living, breathing part of the unscrupulous producers immediately dug
humanity
itself.
making of productions will not entail the
anything and everything that was labeled
Now a great injury is done to the industry up
helter-skelter tactics being used today. I look
with the name of David Belasco. As a reas
a
whole,
not
to
mention
the
insult
that
is
forward to the day when the production of a
sult, motion picture audiences will be fed
motion picture will be as stable a product as thrown bodily at motion picture audiences,
cheap
of this
work —towhen
unscrupulous
producers
resurrect
old
anything that is being consumed by the public.
picturesimitations
that he has
had great
nothingman's
whatever
I do not mean to infer that pictures will be and time-worn films just because a member
do with, in any way, shape or manner.
standardized, nor do I intend to infer that they
In the final analysis this tends to ruin the
can be formulized to meet great success. The
industry, and the theatre owner who stoops to
trend will be to get out of our swaddling
buying the imitations will suffer in prestige.
Once an exhibitor loses the confidence of his
clothes into a more fitting and becoming attire. There is no denying the fact that no one
patrons, he may as well go out of business.
You can fool the public once in a while, but
person or group of persons can ever hope to
have a monopoly of this great educational and
you
can't fool them all the time.
entertaining factor. It is too big and too vital
Today the trend seems to be toward the
adaptation of popular books and plays. This
a public commodity, and we are growing so
fast that there is little if any time to look
will continue for a long time. In fact, I think
it will always exist. Published books, espeback and compare the past, present and future.
those in the "best
Nevertheless, within the very near future
known cially
commodity.
They seller
usuallyclass,"
strike are
at aa
big theme, and they furnish the groundwork
there will be no such thing as the star sysfor an assured audience appeal. Plays also
tem, more pains will be taken by directors
are of this calibre. After all, if exhibitors
with production, the unscrupulous producers
who resurrect old films because some member
are assured of established audience by bookhappens to be in the limelight today will be
ing a popular play or novel made into picture
eradicated, and the showmen of tomorrow will
form, they would be foolish to book somebe those men who show a keen sense of mothing that is not as well known. Of course,
the story is the thing, and I believe that in
tion picture values and an appreciation of pubtime great stress will also be placed on the
lic taste, popular books and famous plays will
story written directly for the screen.
also continue to be produced and the original
story will also come into its own with the
The exhibition of motion pictures will assume greater and more dignified proportions.
greater development of the photodramatists.
Exhibitors will exploit only those pictures that
Of primary importance will be the fact that
are worthy of being exhibited and publicized.
the production of motion pictures will be carIn other words, the showmen of tomorrow
on a sane business-like basis. In this connection the star system will become a thing
will be those who use considerable discrimination in what to exploit and exploit properly.
of the past. Exorbitant salaries will no longer
An overdose of medicine is always fatal. Once
be paid. Experienced actors and actresses will
be more than content to carry good stories to
you
take too
in the throes
their conclusion. For the story will be the
oblivion.
The much,
same you're
thing applies
to show-of
main factor, first, last and all the time.
manship. The man who puts his pictures over
Adolphe Menjou, whose most recent screen
Furthermore, more pains will be taken by performances prove he is one of the most week after week is the man who is planning a
directors with production. The conscientious brilliant actors France has ever sent to the short business career. He cannot possibly get
director will be the director who knows story American filmland. He has just finished an fifty-two exploitable pictures a year, and all
values, the artist in the sense that he will important role in support of Pola Negri in cannot be treated alike. Therefore, the wise
direct only the biggest stories containing a "The Spanish Dancer" and he will also be seen showmen will be those who have a keen sense
theme of vital importance to humanity. They in a leading part in Charlie Chaplin's produc- of public appreciation, and can mix this with
will not pander to cheap clap-trap — the hokumtion made under the title of "Public Opinion." true and tried business ability.
BELIVES IN TRAINING
ASSISTANTS

TO DIRECT

Chester Bennett is a great believer in training and developing young assistant directors
to the point where they can step into the shoes
of, and become full fledged directors when the
opportune time arrives.
Chester, perhaps as well, if not better than
any of the foremost megaphone wielders,
knows the processes of education required to
become a motion picture director. He served
an apprenticeship as an assistant camera man ;
then
lateralsowasacted
promoted
to his man
chief'sandplace.
Bennett
as property
for
two years was assistant director to James
Young.
"The motion picture is the greatest of all
educators," stated Bennett, "and in order to
keep pace with its marvelous development
we've
place thedirectors,
best menandwethen
can train
find
in jobsgotof toassistant
and educate them to be directors just as lawyers, dentists and professional men are educated and developed at college."
Bennett was one of the organizers and charter members of the Assistant Directors' Association, and is now an honorary member of
that organization.

"To be a successful director one has to be
the combination of an artist and a practical
detail man at the same time," he continued.
"The training of an assistant director better
fits him to take over a directorial job than
the training in any other branch of motion
pictures. Every director owes it to himself
and to the future of motion pictures to give
his assistant every possible advantage for
learning all the details in connection with directing abig film play. There is no greater
joy than in helping other people develop themselves, and in training an assistant director to
become a full fledged director, who may at
some future time be a Shakespeare, a Booth,
a Garrick or a Mansfield of the films, one can
feel that he has done something really worth
Bennett has almost completed the training
of Douglas Dawson, his chief lieutenant for
the
last three years, and expects to soon start
while."
him directing a series of productions on his
own hook.
Bennett is adding the finishing touches to
his
of Fred
"TheEsmclton
Lullaby,"
starring
Jane production
Novak, with
in the
role
of the Governor. It is said to make a great
new note in the acting of Miss Novak, who
appears as a prison mother.

FILM PLAYS BETTER

IN MANY

WAYS

"The Bad Man," which has just been completed by Edwin Carewe for First National,
is a graphic illustration of the forward strides
being taken in the production of motion pictures. Carewe believes, and always has believed, that better pictures should be produced
and that the only way they were to be produced was to give directors a free hand.
Carewe thinks film plays are "day by day
getting
better
better,"
his ideals
for better
filmandplays
have and
been allincorporated
in his latest screen offering.
"Film plays had to improve," said Carewe.
"The public has been more than fed up on
what
'program
— five
of the wesamecalloldthething
done inpicture'
the same
old reels
way
against new backgrounds.
"One of the reasons for the betterment, I
think, is that when the producers began to lose
money on the program trash they realized they
would have to give their directors a free hand.
Before that the director could do his best,
but his finished produce was frequently butchered by interference on the part of all manner
of business-office attaches, who knew nothing
of drama and less of directing.
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.. Aug. 6th.—
A. L. Jaffe, president of the Fisher Productions of this city, left for New York last Tuesday, to assist Victor Fisher, who went East
ten days ago ,in the closing of the deal for the
releaseture of
Triumphant," the
picmade "Youth
by the organization.
Theyfirstexpect
to complete their releasing arrangements in
the very near future, and on their return to
this city will at once begin preparations for
the filming of their next picture. David N.
Chapman, assistant manager of the company,
will also leave for the East this coming week,
to attend to some business, and visit his family, and relatives.
Max Graf, supervising director of Graf
Productions of San Francisco, has engaged
Anna Q. Nilsson, Mitchell Lewis, Raymond
Hatton, George McQuarrie, and five-year-old
Frankie Darrow for the picturization of Curtis Benton's
"Half-a-Dollar
S. Van
Dyke story,
will direct,
with LeighBill."
Smith W.as
assistant. Andre Barlatier will be cameraman,
with H. L. Selander as his assistant, and Kathryn Craig will hold the script. Graf himself
adapted the story for the screen, and the continuity was written by Hope Loring, and
Drury Lighten. Camera work will start at
once at the Pacific Studios at San Mateo and
part of the action will be shot at sea on a
large four-masted trading schooner.
Eric Von Stroheim and the company engaged in the filming of "Greed," the screen
version of Frank Norris' famous classic,
"McTeague,"
the San
part
of
the story finished
this week,
afterFrancisco
four months
and a half of actual shooting in this city, and
left for the South on Friday. They will spend
Sunday in Los Angeles, and start out again
on Monday, this time to brave the terrible
heat of Death Valley. They will carry special equipment, and supplies, and with the single exception of the script girl, all women will
be left behind. After the desert sequence is
filmed the company, with the addition of a
few people to play some small parts, will go
to Colfax, where the picture will be completed
at
the auditor
"Great for
Dipper"
goldandmine.
Eberle,
Goldwyn,
Louis Fddie
GerCasts
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of the Week

Metro announces the following cast and organization for "In Search of a Thrill," Viola
Dana's newest starring picture.
VIOLA DANA
"IN SEARCH OF A THRILL"
From the story, "The Spirit of the Road,"
Kate Jordan.
Adaptation and Continuity by Basil Dickey.
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
Photographed by Johnby-Arnold, A.S.C.
CAST:
Ann Clemancc
Viola Dana
Adrian Torrens
Warner Baxter
Lila lavender
Mabel Van Buren
Sir George Dumphy
Templar Saxe
Tommy Perkins
Robert Sellable
Rene dc Farge
Walter Wills
Jeanne
Rosemary Tbcby
Percy, the valet
Billy Elmer
Dancing Professor
Leo White
Benny Zeidman Production
"THE GOOD BAD BOY"
Principal Pictures Corp.
Direction of Ed. Cline.
Frank Gerahty, Assistant Director.
Wm. Marshall, Cameraman.
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By AGNES

mompre, assistant director, will be in San
Francisco several days longer, finishing up
some of the business of the organization.
Local people will wait with deep interest for
the release of the picture, for it is not only
a story of this city and neighborhood, but
such a large part of the population have seen
at least some bits of its filming.
The Gerson Picture Corporation will begin
active production again August 15th, with the
first of a scries of five-reel program pictures.
They will be melodramas of life, and action,
and
the organization's
studiowill
at be
1928made
Pageatstreet,
with exteriorsownin
and near San Francisco. Tom Gibson will direct, and the cast will be announced within a
few days.
Earl Metcalf, well known to the world of
the screen, came to town this week to assist
Nance ring
O'Neil
whenat she
her special
engagement
theopens
Capitol
theatre,staron
August 12th. The play will be "The White
Villa,"
the
East.which has been a startling success in
The San Francisco branch of the West
Coast Productions expects to start work at
the Pacific Studios at San Mateo, on Wednesday, August 8th. on their first locally made
picture. Mvres
The title
"Nobody's Child," and
Norbert
will isdirect.
Daniel Frohman, former noted theatrical
producer, and now president of the Actors
Fund of America, spent several days in San
Francisco last week in connection with a proposed Actors' Fund Benefit here next winter.
Marjoric Rambeau has added one more success to her career with her opening last Monday night at the Capitol Theatre in "The Valley of Content."
The is play
from herthenovel
pen of
Blanch
Upright, and
done isfrom
of
the same name, and is of special interest to
San Francisco
people
is Miss Upright's
home
town, and
she asandthisMarjorie
Rambeau
have been lifelong friends. Friendship was
much in evidence on the opening night, as the
play was warmly received by a crowded and
CAST:
Richard Wayne
Forrest Robinson
Lucy Beaumont
Edwin Davis
Joe Butterworth
Mary Jean Irving
Hull"
Arthur
Brownie, Percy
the dogHemus

Fred Caldwell Presents
"MILKMAN OF HOLLYWOOD"
Story by J. Stewart Woodhouse.
Directed by Fred Caldwell.
Photographed by George Crocker.
CAST:
Chester Conklin Alice Howell
Victor Potel
Gail Henry
Muriel Reynolds Violet Schram
Do Women Get Their Skare of Credit?
Bradley King, chief of the scenario staff at
the Thos. H. Ince studios, was talking recently
on the feminine mind in motion picture production. In these days of big productions the
male of the species usually grabs off all the
fame, while the female, who in a large number of instances, has had as great a part in
the production, is left unmentioned.
Miss King, for instance, occupies one of the
most important positions on the Ince staff.

KERR

I

CRAWFORD

friendly house, and the star and author made
curtain speeches nearly hidden in. a. bower of
flowers that had been sent up over the footlights. Although the play in places shows a
certain lack of dramatic knowledge in its author, still it is very interesting, and in several
scenes most charmingly human. Miss Rambeau gives a beautiful and masterly performance, and Richard Tucker, who plays opposite
her, is absolutely everything that he ought to
be in the role of the husband, and Lawrence
Grant plays a finished villain. Miss Rambeau
will go to the Majestic Theatre in Los Angeles on August 13th, where she will open in
"The Goldfish," her great Broadway success,
supported by the same company who have
played with her here.
Little Mary Philbin came to town last week
to make personal appearances for a few days
with "The Merry-Go-Round," the wonderful
picture in which she has made her fame as a
screen star. The picture is in its fourth week
at the Imperial Theatre, and still playing to
crowded houses.
San Francisco has never been known to brag
about its famous fog, but it gave a tumultous
reception
"TheCityFog,"
made in
the
Golden toGate
by thewhich
Graf was
Productions,
and which had its western premiere at the
Warfield Theatre last week. The run enjoyed
capacity business and the critics heaped praise
on the production as a whole. Daniel Frohman sawof "The
Fog" while
town Louis
and wrote
a letter
felicitation
to Maxin and
Graf,
congratulating them on the picture, and predicting great success for it.
Sol Lesser is in San Francisco, this time
come to witness the world's premiere of "The
Meanest
in theCorporation
World," made
underwhich
his
Principal Man
Pictures
banner,
took place in the Warfield Theatre last Saturday. The picture is made from George Co-!
ban's
stage
sameimportant
name andpartBert
Lytell plays play
in itofthethemost
of
his screen career, supported by such well
known stars as Blanche Sweet, Bryant Washburn, Ward Crane, Forrest Robinson, Francis
Raymond, Carl Stockdale, and others.
Her duties consist of taking such well known
stage successes as Eugene O'Neill's "Anna
Christie,"
and whipping
into isshape
for'
screen production.
Such ita job
one that
taxes all of one's capabilities. And her work
is usually the foundation of the finished product.
"Take, for instance," said Miss King, "June
Mathis, of the Goldwyn forces. Miss Mathis
is one of the mainstays of the Goldwyn forces.
She is a thorough film-woman, and she knows
every angle of the business. A lot of the
success of Goldwyn productions can be traced
to her. Right now she is engaged on the
scenario of "Ben Hur," which is a difficult
job, but the Goldwyn people entrust it to her
with full confidence in her ability.
"I could name a dozen. There is Lois Weber,
who is a writer, a director and a producer.
She is one of the first women to direct a motion picture. There arc many more women
who have left their mark in the motion picture world. Hope Loring is well known as a
writer of scenarios and so is Frances Marion,
Marion Fairfax both writes and directs."
Miss King believes that as interest becomes
keener in better motion pictures, woman will
play a more important part. She thinks, and
rightly so, that there are many things connected with a motion picture that a woman
can do better than a man. The rising tide of
feminine employment in responsible positions
in the studios seems to bear out her opinions.
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"Excitement"
Starts Some
Goldwyn
must
be
encouraged,
and
these
facts
must be plays before giving up the game, in the face
Samuel Goldwyn's remarkable "cry to put before him, if he is to persist and
suc- of a constant fire of printed rejection slips.
America
for
freshly
creative
imagination,"
uttered in a New York newspaper (the Times)
"We admit that Mr. Goldwyn's statement
ceed.
recently, created a turmoil in film producing
"The talented author of our production, that 'a scenario writer with one flash of originality and true feeling for cinematography
circles. That the man who, a few years ago, 'Judgment of the Storm,' succeeded only after
pinned his faith and a great deal of capital to studying screen technique for months, and can earn anywhere from one thousand to a hunthe practice of filming published works of then writing four stories and many revisions
dred thousand dollars yearly,' is true in part,
famous writers should come out in open con- of those stories under expert instruction. Mr. but such writers have trained themselves in
demnation of the practice, is an appeal to the Goldwyn would not have accepted the stories the different technique of the screen. While
unknown authors of America for fresh story we rejected, yet that author, Ethel Styles Mid- Mr. Goldwyn does not speak of the need for
dleton, would have quit trying after having training unknown authors in screen technique,
material, is a fact calculated to startle many
written them if we had not encouraged her he emphasizes the fact that novelists and story
other producers.
"I have looked heretofore to established and urged her to persist. Not one author in writers must learn it if they hope to succeed
authors because they are believed to be trained a hundred will write as many as five screen in writing for pictures. This is a point which
the layman may not grasp. The established
in
of drama
storymentioned.
telling,"
saystheMr.instincts
Goldwyn
in the and
article
novelist, with his years of experience in literary technique, has almost as much to unlearn
"But now I feel that the unknown author is
as to learn, and moreover, he has to overcome
the one I, and the rest of the motion picture
the
handicap
of superiority complex with which
industry, need. The novice, whose plot sense
far exceeds his feeling for words, will be the
he approaches screen writing. I must concede, therefore, that the unknown writer has
giant
of theproducer,
cinema of
far less in the way of a task confronting him
Another
RoytheL. future."
Manker, president
of the Palmer Photoplay Corporation, while
in conquering screen technique, than the famous writer. It is significant that staff writendorsing
Mr.
Goldwyn's
sentiments,
declares
ers of original stories were in the studios bethat he has overlooked one vitally important
fore the famous authors came, and they still
point in his appeal to unknown authors. Two
are in the studios, while the famous authors
things only have kept the screen from having
have departed !
a fresh, virile literature of its own, Mr. Man"Encouragement ! That is the need. There
ker declares. The first, of course, is the practice of filming published works for an alleged
are the 'freshly creative imaginations' which
Mr. Goldwyn asks for — an army of them —
advertising value, and the second, the lack of
available in America. But unless they can
training and encouragement for the unknown
see encouragement awaiting them at the end
author.
of their months of hard work spent in learn"Mr.thorsGoldwyn
appeals
to
the
unknown
auing technique, and in writing screen plays that
of America to supply him with screen
are
rejected, they will not persist, and they
plays of real merit, but he does not make
will
never be discovered.
clear the real fact that those unknown authors
" 'I await you eagerly, and upon finding you
must spend months learning the technique," deI shall act like a famed gentleman who had
clares Mr. Manker. "Talented writers who
a high mountain and all the kingdoms of the
do not know screen technique — the technique
Mr. Goldwyn admits is so difficult that his
world at his command,' says Mr. Goldwyn to
the unknown author. Yet can a writer subeminent authors declined to learn it— have not
mit his first or second or third story to Mr.
been able to sell their attempts at screen play
Goldwyn, and receive, instead of a printed
writing until they have taught themselves the
art.
rejection slip, a note of friendly encouragement, of constructive criticism? If so, Mr.
Lorraine Eason, who, after enjoying the dis"I venture to state that Mr. Goldwyn would
tinction of refusing an attractive offer from Goldwyn is to be praised for this as well as
be as ready as any other producer to reject
his excellent and feerless
the first attempts of the many authors who Florenz Ziegfeld, is now climbing the ladder congratulated for
producers should write such arpotentially are talented screen playwrights, for to motion picture fame, via the route of such article.ticles,More
and every scenario department should
the simple reason that these stories would lie
do its bit to encourage talented authors who
absolutely valueless to him. The point I wish productions as James Young's "Wandering
to make here is that the unknown author
are striving to 'break in.' "
Daughters," and Mary Pickford's "Rosita."

Days

of Eas;9 Access

As a result of the many reports that have
been broadcasted regarding the present prosperous and busy status of the coast film studios, Hollywood is fairly overflowing with
girls who are anxious to break into pictures.
Always more or less in a state of siege by
beautiful aspirants for a screen career, this
much-publicificd community, now more than
ever before, is filled with girls who have felt
the cinema urge. It is believed that most of
them are girls who are combining their summer vacations with an attempt to win photoplay fame.
In discussing this condition, John M. Stahl,
director of "The Dangerous Age," who is now
completing "The Wanters" for early MayerFirst National release, was anything but optimistic in his views on the beginner's chances
for meteoric stardom. Basing his statement
on the belief that most girls hope for Cinderella-luck, rather than hard work and a
steady climb when they enter a studio, Mr.
Stahl said :
"The girl just starting in pictures faces
overwhelmin
g odds, with proven ability and
experience holding the balance against her.

to Stardom

How many girls who enter pictures, or who
think of entering pictures, wish to study and
learn to be real actresses and work toward the
top? I venture to say that nine out of ten
expect to get star roles any day. That Mary
Pickford, Lon Chaney, Norma Talmadge,
Lewis Stone, Marie Prevost, Huntly Gordon
and others of like caliber worked years acquiring the priceless experience that qualifies
them as stars, never seems to occur to the beginner.
"This is the age of characterization in pictures and consequently the age of technique
and finished artistry. The beauty star and the
matinee idol are on the wane and now the rising individual favorites on the screen are those
players who possess unusual talent and who
have the ability to mold themselves into perfect harmony with the role they portray.
Whether or not they are good looking is a
secondary matter.
"Because of the exacting demands of the
public, this is a good time to learn the acting
training will be more thorprofession,
ough. Butfor
the thegirl who contemplates going
into pictures to take a hop, skip and jump

are Over?
to money and popularity will do better to try
some other line of endeavor. Those days are
over in motion pictures."
One interesting feature of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," which was recently
completed at Universal City after four
months' research work and seven months'
actual production, with Lon Chaney in the
featured title role and seventy-five important artists in support, is that two of its
players are two who in the opinion of
critics contributed largely to the success of
"The Covered Wagon."
They are Ernest Torrence and Tully Marshall. Each has a relatively more important
role than in "The Covered Wagon," Torrence as Clopin, king of the fifteenth century Parisian underworld, and Marshall as
King Louis XI. Each is a historical role,
because the great classic was written by
Victor Hugo from notes about actual personages of the fifteen century which he
gathered four centuries later in several
years' hard study of historical documents.
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"The Signal
a dramatic
railroad
life, hasTower,"
been assigned
to story
Clarenceof
Brown, who has just finished directing "The
Acquittal,"
adaptationCity.
of The
Rita cast
Weiman's
stage play, atan Universal
is not
announced yet. Work on the script has commenced under the direction of Raymond L.
Schrock.
Photography has been completed on "The
Acquittal," spectacular screen adaptation of
Rita the
Weiman's
stage inplay
Universal
City,
and
film is now
the at
hands
of Clarence
Brown, the director, and a staff of experts for
cutting.
The task of cutting will consume several
weeks, as the footage taken was considerably
over the proposed length of the production,
and many episodes will have to be edited and
shortened.
Stars of the celluloid are to turn to the
speaking stage for the nonce, and stage a vaudeville show that is expected to be the talk
of Hollywood, when the chapterplay department at Universal City entertains the rest of
the studio on August 15th. The theater at the
studio will be the scene of the affair, the
show to be staged under the direction of the
serial directors and serial stars and executives
at the studio to appear as performers.
Among the big features will be William
Desmond in a dramatic scene from "Quo
Vadis." and Eileen
William
Duncanwill
in asing
Scotch
monologue.
Sedgwick
her
brother's
new
song,
"Just
Remember,"
and
Fred J. McConnell, serial production head and
Arthur Shadur, chief engineer, will appear in
a fistic divertisement entitled, "The Leather
Pushers." Margaret Morris and Joe Bnnomo
will stage their Tango dance from "Beasts of
Paradise." and Bonomo, assisted by Ruth
Royce. will appear in a "Strong Man" set.
Bill Craft, the director, will present "Slim"
Coles and Gordon McGregor in "The Lion
Tamer."linist, willandcontribute
Mrs. Lily
Shadur. Pete
a gifted
vionumbers.
Morrison
will do roping tricks with chatter. C. A. Locan
will present a sleight-of-hand act. and Norman Sprowl, business manager of the big
show and an old-time minstrel man. will preownportray
"Cowboythe quartet."
Williamfrom
H.
Gouldsent hiswill
drunken sailor

Lillian Leighton, playing Ma Pettingill, in
"Ruggles of Red Gap."

UNIVERSAL

I

NOSEGAY

his vaudeville engagement in "The New
Chief of Police" and William Desmond has
been impressed as master of ceremonies. The
affair is to serve as a social reunion for the
folk of the big studio.
Enthusiasm over the dramatic UniversalJewel feature that Harry Garson directed.
"Thundering
Dawn." is isevident
Universalto
City.
The production
highly atpleasing
JuliusliamBernheim,
general
manager, and WilKocnig, business
manager.
J. Warren Kerrigan. Anna Q. Nilsson. Winifred Bryson, Richard Kean, Tom Santschi,
Edward Burns. Winter Hall and other favorite artists of the screen have principal roles.
One of the outstanding features of "Thundering Dawn" of interest to newspaper and
magazine writers is the performance of Richard Kean, which is exceptionally good. The
interesting angle is that although Kean is one
of the best known Shakesperean actors and
legitimate
stars, this is his first motion picture
role
.
George Archainbaud is duplicating past sucat Universal City, in the opinion of studio cesses
executives.
"The Power of a Lie" and "The Midnight
Guest," past Universal productions of his, were
five reels in length and as such were exceptional box office attractions. Now he is directing Priscilla Dean in a Universal-Jewel
production of seven or eight reels in length,
"The the
Storm
Daughter."
it ismake
believed
with
material
on hand and
he will
the
best picture of his career. It is a sea story,
nine-tenths off terra firma.
William B. Davidson, Tom Santschi, Bert
Roach, Cyril Chadwick, Pat Hartigan, Alfred
Fisher and* George Kuwa are among the supporting players of Miss Dean. Leete Renwick
Brown wrote the story and Edward Montaigne the scenario. Production is going
along at full swing.
"Beasts of Paradise," new chapterplay being
filmed at Universal City. has. in the words of
the
Bill Desmond's
with star,
cileen"gotSedgwick,
heads a goat."
notableDesmond,
cast in
the lively story of hidden gold, the broad Pacific and tropical jungle.
They started with an office scene ; thence
followed a quick dash to the Universal City
zoo, where Desmond passed a day in the den
with trained lions who. he was assured, were
tame, but whose amiability he doubted sincerely, although he was close enough to touch
them all day and performed some of the most
daring work ever done with animals.
Then he was hurried to San Pedro, where
he was taken aboard a windjammer to stage
a desperate fight with two burly sailors; then
hurried hack to Universal City for more animal scenery: thence back to San Pedro to sail
on the schooner — for the scenes which will be
taken on will
a month's
which the
company
take downvoyage
the Mexican
coastentire
and
to an island.
"This isn't a serial !" says Desmond. "It's
an The
endurance
picture, contest."
directed by William Craft, has
a notable cast. Eileen Sedgwick plays the
heroine, and William H. Gould, famous vaudeville star, is the male villain. The "villainess"Universal
is Ruth City.
Royce,Clarke
noted Comstock,
"feminine" veteran
heavy
at
character actor, William Welsh, Margaret
Morris the noted dancer, Joe Bonomo. the famous "Strong Man," Gordon McGregor and
"Slim" Coles are others in the cast.
The story, from the pen of Val Cleveland,
is a thrilling recital of a chase for treasure,
captured by a submarine and lost in a tropical
island. Thrilling sea scenes, jungle adven-

tures, and other sensations mark

its rapid

Baby Peggy is famous as a diminutive
comedienne — but no one ever accused her of
tragedy parts until William Seiter commenced
plot.
direction
"ThePeggy
Burglar's
at Universal City.ofBaby
playedKid,"
tragedy
for the
first time in her brief bat eventful screen career— just a flash of tragedy — but she got by
with it.
The tragedy was only a stubbed toe — but
that's plenty of tragedy for a little miss not
much
four. counterfeited
The play called
for it, mian *
Baby over
therefore
a perfect
hap. Frank Currier, veteran of the scree
carefully picked her up, as per script.
cry, Baby!" directed Seiter throug
his"Now
megaphone.
The cameras ground as Baby Peggy cri
and cried
— and she
she'slaughs.
just asReal
cutetears,
when afte
s'
cries
as when
the approved
pres"
agents,
welled fashion
from ofherstars
eyesandandtheir
stream
down her cheeks. Finally the director calle
"Out !" and the cameras stopped.
Baby Peggy looked at the director, a rogu
ish
smile peeping through the still-fresh trac
of tears.
"And you didn't think I could play em
tional
inquired.
Seiter roles,
avers, did
winsyou?"
the she
galvanized
ironWhibath
r< >tje !
"The Burglar's Kid," adapted from Frances
Hodgson
story,with
"Editha's
Burglar." Burnett's
surrounds famous
Baby Peggy
a big
cast, including Gladys Hulette, Frank Currier,
Fdward
Earle,
Cesare
Gravina,
and
other
well
known players.
"Props" in a motion picture usually arc insured and all precautions taken against the
loss of anything valuable, but seldom is anything used in scenes the loss of which would
be irreparable.
Roy Stewart, who starts work at Universal
City immediately under the direction of Nat
Ross in "The Man Trackers," a Texas ranger
story, will
"prop"
withwillthetouch
under-it.
standing thatuseno one
one but
himself
(Continued on Page 20)

Ralph Cloninger, photoplayer, temporarily
playing
the leadFlower,"
oppositea Nance
in
Frisco. Passion
"The
spoken O'Neill,
play, in

Camera's
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To be mistaken for a burglar
in your own home !
Anna Q. Nilsson, famous motion picture actress, has had that
experience and she blames it all
onto a pair of trousers — the trousers she wore during the production of "Ponjola," a picturization
of
famous
story Cynthia
in which Stockley's
she plays the
role
of a young
woman
who
masquerades as a man.
Here is how it all happened :
Anna was returning to her Hollywood home late, following the
shooting of night scenes for the
Sam K. Rork-First National picture.
"Anna
Q." the
had hay
retiredsoundly
early
andMr.was
hitting
when the fair one arrived at the
domicile.
Anna rang the bell incessantly;
then she pounded on the door.
But hubby slept on.
There was only one thing to
do — that was to break in, and
Anna did just that. She broke a
pane of glass in a rear window,
in true burglar fashion, put her
head through the broken window,
turned the catch, opened the window and began to climb in.
Mr. "Anna Q." had awakened
by now. With the vision of burglars he crept down the back stairway, revolver in hand. He saw
a trouser-covered leg come
through the window. He waited
until the form climbed through
the window, took a dive for the
legs of the intruder and together
the two fell in a heap on the
floor.
Naturally, Anna thought that
she was in the grasp of a bold,
bad burglar, for often screen bad
men lie in wait for their victims
just
back. that way — and so she fought
It was a great tussle while it
lasted. But why continue — history will never know what Anna
Q. said to "Mr. Anna Q," or what
"Mr. Anna Q." said to Anna Q.
But one can guess the substance
of it, perhaps.
Hampton to New York.
Jesse D. Hampton, well known
film producer, left Sunday for
New York City, to confer with
the Goldwyn exploitation forces
regarding his picture, "The
Spoilers," which has just opened
in the Eastern metropolis. Hampton is making preparations for
his next picture, to be made at
the Goldwyn studios. It is likely
that he will film another Rex
Beach
story, as he has the rights
to
several.

ANOTHER

AUGUST

CHILD

WINS

11, 1923
STARDOM

According to reports current in | whose work she has been able to
filmland this week, Muriel Fran- "stand out" by dint of sheer ability and striking personality.
ces Dana, the petite four-year-old
Her best recent performances
star who has distinguished herself
in several recent important pro- are in such outstanding successes
ductions, will head her own com- as "Can a Woman Love Twice,"
pany very soon and will make a in which Ethel Clayton is the star,
series of super-features for one and "Sunshine Trail," starring
.of the biggest releasing organi- Douglas McLean. She has won
zations in the country. The ini- high praise in several of Thomas
tial story selected for her has been H. Ince productions and it is said
approved and financial arrange this producer has been negotiating
ments are being completed and at- to sign her up to a long-term contract with starring guarantees.
tention isbeing given to considerDuring the last few months
ing directors.
Foremost wiseacres and critics Baby Muriel has developed to a
seem to class little Miss Dana as marvelous degree, both in dramatic ability and personal beauty
the third in rank among child artists of the screen with only Jackie and she is heralded by many as
Coogan and Baby Peggy ahead of the most charming little* artist on
her. She has attained this posi- the screen. Her versatility is
tion without any of the advant- quite unusual, she being equally
ages of appearing in stories pre- adept in emotional and vivacious
pared especially for her, all of her scenes. Much is expected of her
previous engagements being in efforts during the coming fall and
support of prominent stars against winter season.
a

Barthelmess Has
Lady
New Leading

Jackie Coogan's folks are firm
believers in the wisdom of the
old adage that "all work and no
play makes Jack a dull boy."
This week, the Coogan party
left in their automobile for their
ranch in the Nevada mountains.
In addition to Jackie and his
father and mother, the party also
includes the starlet's uncle
George, and Raoul and Julie
Steinon, respectively chef and
maid, as well as the two Wortley brothers, famous guides.
The party will be gone about
a month, and during their stay
Jackie and Jack, senior, both expect to catch a number of golden trout for which this district
is famous, and also to do a little
game shooting.
It is a full two days horseback
ride from the edge of the desert
to the Coogan camp, because
they are leaving their car at the
desert's edge. Jackie specially
insisted upon this because he
wanted to get astride "Diamond"
as soon as possible. This was
Jackie's trail horse last year
when on a similar vacation he
caught his full limit of trout
within 45 minutes. He and his
father have each determined to
beat this record in the present
trip, and Jack Coogan, senior,
expects to get his deer when the
season opens.
Jackie has just completed filming "Long Live the King," his
first Metro production, directed
by Victor Schertzinger from Eve
Roberts Rinehart's book.

John S. Robertson announces
that Miss Dorothy Mackaill has
been selected to play opposite
Richard Barthelmess in his next
picture "Wild Apples," which
follows his picture in the Cromwellian period in English history "The Fighting Blade." Miss
Mackaill
was in Mr.
leading lady
that Barthelmess'
picture and
she achieves the distinction of
being the first leading lady to
play tures
opposite
him ina star,
two two
picsince he became
years ago. Mr. Robertson, who
will direct this picture as he did
"The Bright Shawl" and "The
Fighting Blade" declares that
Miss Mackaill has a most promising future on the screen. She
is in constant demand.
Work on this picturization of
the successful novel by Grace
MacGowan Cooke and Alice MacGowan, will be started at the
Fort Lee studio in about two
weeks. The story teems with
romance, love being the big
theme, and the struggles of a
young man brought up under
circumstances calculated to make
him a genuine snob, but who
finds himself and achieves his
goal in life — the girl of his
heart.

Jackie Goes On
Trip
Hunting

Boyce Combe has been signed
for
lead has
in "Until
We anMeet."
Mr. the
Combe
not had
idle
moment since his arrival here,
for he immediately started work
on "The Spider," in which he
played the lead.

TEN

NATIONS

AT

FILM

PLANT
Ten widely separated regions
of the world are today compressed
within the twenty or more acres
of the Pickford-Fairbanks studio
lot, bearing out the oft-expressed
philosophy
of poets
and sages
that
the world
is embodied
in —a
grain of sand or a rose blossom.
Spain was requisitioned for
Mary
Pick ford's Olde
newestEnglandc
superfilm, "Rosita."
and Mediaeval France, which recently furnished the setting for
"Robin Hood," are represented by
huge castle walls and quaint villages. Numerous backwoods cabins proclaim themselves Jack
Pickford's next scene of action,
while Arabia, Mesopotamia, Persia, China, and India represent
the territory which Douglas Fairbanks romps in his next shadowplay,
"Theavailable
Thief of
Bagdad."
Every
square
foot of
space has been carefully considered in the placing of the huge
sets. In several instances they
overhang or one forms the back
wall of another. The huge covered stage, one of the largest in
the world, houses a half dozen
different parts of Asia as well as
a pair of cabins in the old blue
grass
region.
At the
present time cpen season
holds on both the Douglas Fairbanks and Jack Pickford sets,
while sister Mary's company is
doing a little camera target practice, preparatory to their film season, opening soon, on "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall."
ADA MAE IS ENGAGED
FOR LARRY SEMON FILM
Ada Mae Vaughn has been engaged for an importan role in
"The Girl in the Limousine,"
which willvehicle
be Larry
Semon's
starring
under
his first
new
contract with Cosmopolitan. Preparations are being rushed to make
it possible to start actual "shootactivities
this weeks
production
withining"the
nextonthree
and
it is said this will be the most
ambitious picture the popular
comedian ever made.
Miss Vaughn, who is a sister
of the popular Alberta Vaughn,
now in the galaxy of Mack Sennctt stars, has been making splendid headway in her march to
cinema fame, notably in her histrionic achievements in support of
Charles Ray, her last engagement
with this star having been in a
principal role in "The Courtship
of Milesleased asStandish,"
soonand
to bemost
rehis greatest
costly production. Great things
ture. predicted for Ada Mac's fuare
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Picture

Finished

at Bedside
of Star
Motion picture paraphernalia,
director, electricians and cameramen were transferred from the
studio to the bedside of Evelyn
Brent, popular English star, in
Hollywood last week in order to
prevent further loss of time and
expense brought about by her
illness.
A week ago Miss Brent suffered a nervous breakdown following months of continuous work
before the cameras of different
producers. Her absence from
the Metro studio, where "Held to
Answer"
under production,
has
held upwas
the completion
of this
picture involving many thousands
of dollars. Further delay would
not only have brought about cancellations of many bookings already made throughout the country on this film, hut would have
upset the general releasing schedule of forthcoming pictures.
When Miss Brent was confronted with the situation, she
volunteered to leave her bed and
take a chance with her health by
going to the studio to complete
her work for the production. Her
physician, Dr. Leo Schulman of
Hollywood, however, would not
permit this.
Miss Brent then suggested that
if she could not go to the studio,
the studio be brought to her bedside. There were only a half
dozen close-up scenes of her face
necessary to complete the film and
these could be taken in her bedroom.
Director Harold Shaw and
Milton Brown, head photographer of Metro, accompanied by
electricians and other assistants,
accordingly moved their paraphernalia from the studio into
Miss Brent's boudoir at the Hillview Apartments in Hollywood,
where under the nurse's watchful
eye they obtained the missing
scenes for the production.

"Cuddles" is Careful.
"Cuddles" Stern is one of the
many little child actress
es that
work on the screen, who has gotten over the days of needing
things to amuse her when she
isn't actually employed in a picture, for she has a great ability
to find her own amusement, and it
isn't the kind that worries "Ma
Stern," because she can leave
"Cuddles" with anyone and warn
her not to muss her makeup, and
return an hour later, and still find
her little one intact as far as
wardrobe and makeup is conof mind. cerned, and in a very happy state
May Foster is rapidly
into her own rind in her coming
recent
"Thundcr
in
character
gatc"
ization
her work is said to have stood out
very promitvt in'i Mis-; Foster as
"Mrs. Vurdy" ji "45 Minutes
From Broadway," with Charles
Ray. and as "Nancv Sibley" in
Milestones.' proved her reaT
ability
as a character actress.

\

TO

PUBLISH
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Clarke Renalle, president and
general managing director of
Rcnalles, Inc., who is assembling
an all-star cast for his forthcomfeature,be"The
Tooth,"
whiching will
filmedElk's
at the
Culver City studios, will publish his
story tioninto all
bookexhibitors
form forthroughout
distributhe country. This production
deals with the elk as an eloquent
pica for the preservation of this
monarch of the forest and will
be made in the form of a comedydrama of the great outdoors.
Mr. Renalle is a showman of
many
years'four
experience,
for
more than
decadesandstaged
many big productions in various
parts of the country. Evidence

of his originality is found in an
unusual publicity angle he has
evolved in issuing this book for
exhibitors. The back outside
cover of each copy will be devoted to the players in his picture, and he will use thereon pictures of his entire cast, together
with a short resume of the film
and information of value to the
exhibitor.
The book itself will be identical
in appearance with current novels
on sale at the bookstores and will
therefore be able to pioneer for
the subsequent film among the
booklovers of the nation, to whom
it will undoubtedly be passed on
when the exhibitors have found
full use for it.

CIDOR TAKES COMPANY
TO GEORGIA SIVA MPS

NEW

With the selection of Virginia
Valli and Nigel de Brulicr for
prominent roles, King Vidor,
Goldwyn director, left last week
fur the swamps of Georgia,
where he will film "Wild Orannovel. ges," the Joseph Hergesheimer
Miss Valli will play the leading
feminine role in the picture, opposite James Kirkwood. Other
members of the cast already announced are Ford Sterling and
Charles A. Post. Only five players appear in the entire picture.
With the exception of one interior set, the whole story will he
filmed in the exact locale described
by Hergesheimer in his novel.
The company will make headquarters at Jacksonville, and from
there will make trips to location.
One of the most dangerous
spots in America has been chosen
by Vidor as a setting for his production. The bayous and swamps
of Georgia are infested with
poisonous snakes, flies and insects,
and arc thickly populated with alligators.
At "Black Folly," one of the
densest of morasses, Vidor plans
to make many scenes. This particular bog, into which none of
the negroes of the section can be
induced to enter, has been the
scene of many unsolved tragedies,
for natives and surveyors from
time to time have attempted to
chart its depths.
None of the adventurous surveying parties have ever returned
to tell of their discoveries, nor
has any trace been found of them.

Meaney and Nchls have opened
offices at 430-431 Markham building as motion picture representaauthors.tives for artists, producers and
R. R. Nchls has been identified
with the picture industry since
1899 in sales and distribution and
for twelve years as general manager of a production company.
Don Meaney has been wellknown to the industry for more
than fifteen _vears.
The two men make an ideal
combination for real service to
their clients.

Burch's Pets.
Two years ago, Johnnie Burch
was a perfectly good electrician.
Today, he is known throughout
Western Canada and in the Hollywood picture colony as "the
wolf boy" or "the shepherd of the
wolves.' He takes care of the
Triinblc-Marfin pack of eighteen
timber wolves which are used in
Strongfieart's next picture. "The
Love Master," and to Johnnie
they are just eighteen pals and
pets. The reason, according to
Director Laurence Trimble, is
that Burch has no fear of them,
treats them as dogs, and they respond as such.

CAMERA

ARTISTS' AGENTS
OPEN OPFICES HERE

WINS RECOGNITION ON
SCREEN IN JIG TIME
After twenty-five successful
years on the legitimate stage anc?
then to enter the field of motion
picture players and achieve instant
success, is the result obtained by
Oliver Eckhardt.
Eckhardt, who has appeared
with every leading stock company
in the United States and Canada,
in addition to heading his own
traveling organization, completed
recently two important parts in a
similar number of important productions, namely, as 'The Marshal
of France" in "The Ashes of
Vengeance," directed
a Norma byTalmadge
production,
Frank
Lloyd, and the important role of
butler Fox
in "The
Man Between,"
atheFinish
production.
Tolley Progresses Rapidly.
From within the corridor of a
banking institution and then to
war — and after participating in
the battle of Champagne. France
— wounded and in the hospital and
then after being discharged from
the army— joined the ranks of the
motion picture industry — is the
story in a nutshell of Stanley Tolley, filmland's latest find in the
portrayal of distinctive heavies
and characters. Tolley, who did
some repeated
very finehiswork
in "Trilby"
and
success
in the
Richand Thomas production, "The
Silent Accuser," and in his latest
effort with Harry Langdon under
the
of Alf Goulding, reheavy.direction
ceived special mention for his
splendid portrayal of the he-vamp

Another

"Three

Keatons"
the Job on
Like father like son.
About twenty years ago, .loo
Keaton, father of Buster KeatonJ
organized a vaudeville act known,
as "The Three Keatons." For
sixteen years that act playeds
every city, town and hamlet in
the United States, the United
Kingdom and the British colowera
"Dad" nies.JoeThe "Three
Keaton,Keatons"
little Buster
and his mother, Myra Keaton. i
And now at Truckee wherfl
Buster's latest comedy, "Hospw
tality," is being filmed a new
"Three Keatons" company hall
been formed. But this time it
has Buster as the Dad of the
family while Natalie Talmadgn
Keaton, his wife, and Baby Bus
ter, now thirteen months oldjj
are the other members of the
trio.
Baby Buster doubles for his
father in "Hospitality." That is,
he represents Buster as he is
supposed to have looked when s]
baby in the first reel of "Hos"Dad" Keaton, Buster's fathers
celebrated the launching of the
new "Three Keatons" trio last!
week
with a little dinner in
pitality."
Truckee.
"Dad" recalled Buster's firsi
appearance on the stage when as
a baby in arms, during the
Spanish-American
war,footlightJ
"DadJ
carried
him before the
and yodeled a Swiss "go-toB
sleep-baby"
"Dad" bring!
sang
the old song song.
over again,
ing tears to the eyes of both
Buster and his wife, and wild
yellsterofJunior.
approval from little BusCompletes Another Milestone.
Dorothy Chase has just finishes
playing the interesting role of
"Caroline," an unfortunate heiresl
unjustly confined by her merce!
nary uncle in a psycopathic saniJ
tarium of bad repute, in an epii
sode of "The Danger Trail.j
starring Edna Murphy, at the Hal
Roachwhile
studios.
Miss
Chase'l
part,
small, is
replete
wtiM
tragic and dramatic situations!
which it is reported she put oven
in a sympathetic and realistic man*
ner. stone
This
in themarks
unusualanother
progressmill-of
this young actress, who turne<i
from professional writing to the
screen some time ago, and has]
been advancing steadily ever since!
Buys
New Wardrobe.
"Goldie"
Fessendo has been
buying a complete new wardrobe,
all
account
someto promises'
whichon have
been ofmade
her tha^
she is soon to receive an opportunity to play a very good part in
a big production, calling for a
number of different costumes,
which must be of the very best
quality, and be right up to the
cerned.
minute, as far as style is con-i

camera;
Chart

Shows

"Original"
Favored
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A composite production chart in
the office of Geo. M. Mitchell,
president of Choice Productions,
Inc., reveals a number of interesting facts, heretofore unrevealed.
Mr. Mitchell prepared this chart
during a short period of production inactivity for his guidance
when the time came for resumption of work.
One of the bits of information
disclosed
Mitchell's
survey is through
that the Mr.
original
screen
author is again coming into his
own. This does not necessarily
mean, as the chart shows, that the
"six best sellers," and probably
the transposed
"six worstto sellers,"
will The
not
be
the screen.
chart does show, according to information from the Choice studios, that many books are being
filmed, but these are the most popular sellers on the market today.
The days when a novelist could
sell a mediocre story for film
adaptation merely because it has
been published in book form has
apparently passed. Independent
producers are demanding original
screen stories, says Mr. Mitchell,
because the screen as a medium
for expression is far different
I than the printed page and thereI fore needs entirely different treatI ment in construction, development
and climax. Occasionally a producer can film a novel without
any great mutilation and revision,
but this is seldom the case. It
was for the foregoing reasons
that Choice Productions, Inc., rejected a great number of published novels to film William H.
I Clifford's
"Inin Satan's
which is now
its final Service,"
week of
production at the Choice studios
on Sunset boulevard. An all-star
cast is portraying the ten principal roles.
RING LARDNER FEATURE
REACHES SCREEN AT LAST
At last the famous baseball stories of Ring W. Lardner, "You
Know Me, Al," a Busher's letters, have been adapted to the
movies, and the first of these, "The
Busher," pearance
willas ansoon
make its apEducational-Mermaid comedy, released through
the
Inc. Educational Film Exchange,
Lee Moran will portray the
"Busher," Jack Keefe, the demon
pitcher of the Snipeville Katydids. Mike Donlin, famous big
leaguer, has a prominent part in
the picture. These two will be
supported by Lillian Hackett.
A number of the scenes were
tsken at Catalina, while the Chicago Cubs were in training there
last spring. Grover Cleveland
Alexander, .and. a number of the
Cub players, will be seen in the
picture.
The company also journeyed o
Texas to secure scenes with the
Giants during their training there.
The picture was supervised by
Jack White.
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CORINNE

IS NOW
FIRST NATIONAL
STAR
Under the terms of one of the
"Negotiations have been under
biggest starring contracts ever way cersforof thesome
time,"Griffith
stated unit,
offiCorinne
written ,Corinne Griffitth has be- "and Miss Griffith has studied the
come a First National star. Ne- distribution situation in every detail. Our aim was the production
gotiations were concluded this
week for the distribution of a se- of high class first run specials and
ries of Corinne Griffith produc- naturally we sought the releasing
tions over a period of years organization which would give us
through
Associated
First Nation- the best first run representation.
al Pictures,
Inc.
Consequently,
offer from
Associated FirsttheNational
Pictures
The new unit has been organized by Edward Small, who has was given our first consideration
and the arrangements for a series
guided mousthe
of many
stars destinies
and directors
; E. faM. of pictures have made us content
Ascher, New York representative with the feeling that Corinne
Griffith Productions are assured
of the Mack Sennett Comedies
and Chas. R. Rogers, formerly of the widest distribution posmanager of distribution of two of
The contract was signed after
the largest producing companies.
The new star, who takes her telegraphic conferences between
Richard A. Rowland, general
place with Norma and Constance
manager of First National and
Talmadge, Richard Barthelmess
and Colleen Moore as a First John
sible."McCormick, western repreNational star for the season of
sentative, Earl Hudson, production chief of First National units
1923-24 and for seasons thereafter, is regarded as one of the at the West Coast studios and ofmost consistently popular and
ficials of Corinne Griffith Productions, Inc.
firmly established players in the
industry.
"Without attempting a mutual
Miss Griffith has been starred
of bouquets," announced
in several series of pictures and exchange
Mr. Rowland, "First National is
more recently has been playing happy to welcome Miss Griffith to
featured roles in important pro- its fold as one of the most deductions as an independent player.
lightful screen personalities of
filmdom. We are producing and
The new First National producing unit will be known as Corinne releasing other than simply 'star'
Griffith Productions, Inc., and has pictures,
and we therefore are
adopted a policy of filming only obliged to keep our list of stars
small
in
number. Miss Griffith
the proven successes of fiction and
the stage.
will have every facility for the
Her initial starring vehicle un- production of such pictures and
der the new First National conshe will not be hurried by an artract willstage
be "Lilies
of the
Field,"
Mr. Ascher
stated that the new
bitrary time limit."
a recent
success,
production
affiliation in no way affected his
of which will begin about October
15th .
association with Mack Sennett.
BAKER TO CELEBRATE
A "10077/ CENTENNIAL"

HELEN E, ALL TRAINED,
RESUMES CAMERA WORK

The George D. Baker Centennial will be celebrated on the
Goldwyn lot with the final cutting
under the director's supervision
of
Skin."
Not Balzac's
that the "The
dean ofMagic
the directorial world has attained the century
mark i n age, but "The Magic
Skin" makes
the hundredth
duction that Baker
has directed.proAfter many years on the stage
as an actor, director and manager, he started to direct John
Bunny and Flora Finch for Vitagraph in the old one-reel days,
and later when Vitagraph started
multiple reel features he was chosen to handle Edith Storey and
Antonio Moreno. "Tarantula"
was the biggest hit of these two
stars which he wrote and produced.
Lester Baker joined Metro and
rose to the rank of director general of the west coast studios,
where Nazomova's "Revelation"
was considered his supreme
achievement.
More recently he has been in
the East and traveling in Europe.
He came to the coast for
Achievement Films, Inc., to make
the Balzac story for Goldwyn release at the Goldwyn studio,

Helene Chadwick has been declared physically fit by her trainer,
"Pep" Kerwin, and has left for
Yellowstone Park to start work
in Rupert Hughes' "Law Against
Miss Chadwick recently created
considerable
interestinamong
feminine film stars
Hollywood
when she retained the services of
Kerwin,
well known physical culLaw."
ture' teacher, to supervise her in
a siege of intensive training
stunts to fit her for months of
hard work before the camera.
Her appearance - in "Law
Against
first
portrayal Law"
on themarks
screen her
in eight
months as a result of a lawsuit
against the Goldwyn company,
The services of Kerwin have
been retained permanently by
Miss Chadwick, who plans to continue her physical training to keep
her fit for her film work. Her
routine includes boxing, rope
jumping,
weight pulling
and other
stunts generally
employed
by
prize-fighters to keep in condition.
Miss Chadwick is the first feminine star to do this, although a
number of male celebrities of the
cinema have their own trainers to
supervise their physical condition.
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Form

Higgin

Writing

Team
Sada Cowan, for years recognized as one of the leading writers
for the screen, and Howard Higgin, for seven years director and
co-director for Cecil B. DeMille,
have joined forces and will henceforth collaborate on originals and
adaptations.
Miss Cowan, since she joined
the Famous Players five years
ago, has been credited with scores
of leading photoplays. Among
her recent adaptations for Famous
were "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife,"
andIn "The
New Silent
York, Partner."
at the moment,
"Peter the Great," an original
which Miss Cowan wrote in Germany and which was made by a
German company, is being presented at the Rivoli theatre by
Paramount, and is scoring a great
success, having been held over for
a second week.
Miss Cowan and Mr. Higgin
titled "Brass" for Warner Brothers, and ■ "Thundering Dawn" for
Harry Garson. They have recently completed the adaptation
of "Lucretia
ner Brothers. Lombard" for WarIn speaking of the partnership,
Missa synonym
Cowan says
"Collaboration
is
for : better
scenarios
and stories. For years I have
worked alone. Now I will have
another viewpoint, and Mr. Higgin, through his long and unique
experience,
can invisualize
written situation
picturea form.
That is the real secret in writing
The ences
many
and Cowan
varied experiwhich Miss
had in
scenarios."
her
recent
year's
trip
around
the
world, will be incorporated in her
future writings.
LOOKS FOR NEW
THRILLS TO CONQUER
Caesar looked for new worlds
to conquer.
"Buck" Jones looks for new
thrills to conquer.
The daring Fox star in his three
years' the
work,
has in
"done
his stuff"
amid
clouds
an aeroplane,
near the bottom of the sea in a
submarine
and inone
a diver's
suit,
and
has driven
of Jimmy
Murphy's fastest racing cars 112
miles per hour around the Beverly Hills speedway. And way
back before he entered pictures,
he used to stop cattle stampedes
on the range with hundreds of immense steers dashing towards
him ; while serving as a soldier in
the Philippines he twice fought in
hand-to-hand sruggle with a Moro
to
hand.wrestle a machete out of his
He Love"
has just
completed
"Second
Hand
at the
Fox studio,
and
is now resting while the script is
being prepared for his next pro"The Eleventh
Hour,"J
from the duction.
famous
old Lincoln
Carter melodrama, will be his
next feature to be released.
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This Newcomer
Worthy

is

of a

Chance
When beautiful Eugenia Feiner
came to Hollywood to make her
debut in a feature picture under
the saltitle
UniverCity,ofshe"Grandpap"
realized fullat well
the
obstacles which Fate would place
in her way in her efforts to
achieve cinema success, but she
came with plenty of determination to stand the gaff and consequently her prospects of attaining
her goal become brighter each
day. Those who are familiar
witli her work and with her rare
talents are enthusiastic over her
prospects and it is certain that if
she is given the necessary opportunity, she will distinguish herself
and soon reach a place of eminence in the ranks of stellar photoplayers, according to those who
are acquainted with her.
Miss Feiner hails from St.
Louis, where
she had wide
riences as a dramatic
artistexpeand
dancer. She was engaged for
her first motion picture work
while still at home and came all
the way to Hollywood to fill that
engagement. Since completing
that feature she has been devoting her time to study and preparation for further histrionic
endeavor in the field of silent
drama and she will no doubt find
a prominent place in a cast of the
early future, as she is at present
negotiating with several studios.
Miss Feiner is an unusually
striking blonde, still in her teens.
Her hair is golden and her eyes
are brown, which is a combination
considered ideal from a photographic standpoint. In the way
of talent, she is a natural dramatic ingenue and capable of a
wide scope of portrayal of vital
characters. In short, she is one
of the newcomers to the screen
who looks like an unusually good
bet, and who should he given a
fair chance to show her dramatic
worth and possibilities of development.
Jinx on His Trail
Richard Talmadge, starring in
"Fast tionFreight,"
a Carlos
producin the making
at Universal
is not complaining, but he has
been the victim of eleven accidents since the picture's beginning, one laying him up for four
weeks and suspending all work on
the production. As a stunt man
doubling for many famous stars,
Mr. Talmadge passed through everything unscathed. His program
thus
far ainjump
"Fastfrom
Freight"
included
house hasto
house, four stories high, on Hollywood boulevard, a dash on a
motorcycle, twenty feet high
through a twenty-four sheet, a
jump from the Fourth street viaduct, thirty-five feet high, to a
box car, where a loose board displaced his pad and gave him a
sprained ankle. His physician has
forbidden him to work, but Mr.
Talmadge was on the job Monday, when calls were issued to the
rest of the cast.
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SPONSOR
AND PROTEGE
GO EAST
While in Washington they will
Eugene B. Branford, who will
be remembered for his excellent
be the guests of the well-known
rendition of the leading aristo- Dr. H. Holla, and will also visit
crat role in Rex Ingram's "Scar- the grave of the much beloved
aniouche," left Hollywood the John McCullough, in Philadelearly part of the week for the
phia. While in New York, Mr.
Branford will deliver a lecture
East, combining a pleasure and
professional trip, the itinery in- at the Hotel Astor on psycholcluding Washington, D. C, and
ogy, likewise while in Boston,
New York, via Chicago and and will then enjoy the distincMarion.
tion of being the guest of honor
Mr. Branford is a protege, and
at a large house party to be
under the management of the
Clark at Camillustrious Susie C. Clark, au- given bybridge,Miss
where she maintains a
thor of many beautiful plays ancj beautiful summer home.
books, one of the latter of which
Each added year of Miss
has attracted world-wide interest
Clark's more than three score
is a biography in novel form of and ten seems to brighten rather
• John McCullough, as Man Actor than diminish her wonderful intellect and the fact that she has
and Spirit" — who in all three
capacities gained universal rec- pinned her faith on young
ognition in the annals of fame.
Brandford's histrionic ability,
Miss Clark is likewise leaving
based to a certain extent on his
for the East and she and Mr.
and experience on thetraining
legitimate
stage,
Branford expected to arrive in many years
Marion, Ohio, in time to attend
seems to have already bom fruit
Ihe funeral of our late president,
on his return to Hollywood
whom Mr. Branford knew in lor
he will resume his duties at the
earlier days.
Bob Horner studios.
CONTINUE EXPANSION
AT UNITED STUDIOS
Plans for the construction of a
new properties storage building,
to contain a restaurant and five
stores on the ground floor, on the
Melrose avenue frontage of the
United Studios were announced
today by M. C. Levee, president
of the studio company. Furniture, draperies,
electrical
fixtures"hand
are props"
all to and
be
housed under one roof. The original property room in charge of
Tom Little has long been outgrown and various other rooms
around the lot have been utilized
for storage. Now all properties
are to be gathered under one roof.
A modern barber shop and various retail establishments, as well
as the restaurant, will cater not
only to studio employees, but also
to the residents of the rapidly
gruwing
Melrose avenue neighborhood.
Aubrey Back From Trip.
Jimmy Aubrey, refreshed from
a trip to the mountains where he
and his manager, Leon Lee, spent
a week, has returned to Hollyfull toof go"pep"
vigor, wood
andfeeling
ready
back andto
work on his third fun-film under
his
contract.
"Joimes,"
totesnewabout
the saddest
pairwhoof
orbs of any funster in the profession, especially when the villain
starts making it hot for him, and
getting him into all sorts of troubles, just seems to shed dry
tear- In "The Buttiniski" and
"The Lobbygow" he was terribly
abused by Fred De Silva, the villain, who always wanted the hand
of Phylis Byrne, the girl in love
withble" started
Jimmy,and" and
thereended,
the troufinally
with
the comedian, of course, winning
out, but not until he had undergone quite a bit of grief at the
hands of the villain.

MILES IN~
TIME
40.000 YEARS'
WALKSTHREE
Forty thousand miles on foot
over the American continent in
the ordlast
three isyears
some rec-E.
! That
what is George
Sachs, pedestrian photographer,
who is today resting at the Los
Angeles Y.M.C.A.. preparatory
to a record breaking 19-day race
to New York, his home, has done.
Immediately upon reaching
Hollywood, coming from San
Francisco, he visited the Pickford-Fairbanks studio where he
obtained the signature of Douglas Fairbanks as "The Thief of
Bagdad"
upon a letter
givenUnited
him
by the manager
of the
Artists representative in each
town he passes through on this
letter, and will then return it to
the San Francisco office. He is
also carrying a letter of greeting
from Governor Pierce of Oregon
to Governor Al Smith of New
York. In his travels, Sachs, who
is only 22. has covered all of the
48 states. Alaska, Canada, Nova
Scotia, Mexico, Cuba, and British
Columbia, crossing the continent
six times, taking pictures as he
went to illustrate his travels.
Bobby in Lady Role.
Bobby Vernon makes the cutest kind of a girl when he dresses
for such a part in his comedies.
But he just hates to portray such
a role. There is something about
girls
thatwhen
"Bobby"
just tocan't
get
used to.
it comes
appearing on the screen in such a makeup. But he did a picture once
that was called "Petticoats and
Pants," and the exhibitors have
been crying ever since for another like it, and Al E. Christie,
when he was enroute to Europe,
struck on the idea and developed
it all the more on the way home.
Here he has his star funster,
right in the midst of a screamingly funny situation. comedy
that causes Mister Vernon to
make three changes.
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Necessity,Mother
of Invention,
Proven
Something new in the way o£
clothes or novelties has been in*
troduced in motion pictures from
time to time by different start
of the silent drama. To Dorov
thea Wolbert, at one time reversal's premiere comediennes
however, must go credit for t lie
introduction of striped stockings!
which until a short time ago
proved to be a popular item in
nearly
every screen comedienne's
wardrobe.
Miss Welbert struck upon the
idea one day while making up
for work in one of her comedies!
She had misplaced her stocking!]
and
with the
calling!
frantically
for "director
her to come
oil
the set she grabbed a piece ol
striped canvas which was reposl
ing in the studio trash can ana
winding it around her legs shJ
hurried to the stage.
When the director saw her he
let out a burst of laughter that
could have been heard from one
end of the studio to the otherj
Miss Wolbert then decided if
striped stockings had such an
effect upon a director they sureljl
would arouse the greatest humoff
among motion picture audiences!
and thus it came about thai
striped hosiery was as importantl
to her as the cane, hat shoes ana
mustache is to Charlie Chaplin'
CINEMA TROUPE
TO YELLOWSTONM
With two Pullman coaches of
screen celebrities, and two baggage cars with motion picture
equipment, Rupert Hughes, fal
mous author and motion picture
director, left Sunday for Yellowl
stone Park, where he will film
scenes for his new picture, tenl
tatively titled, "Law Againsi
Several Goldwyn stars, Lew
Cody, Helene Chadwick, Gcorgd
Walsh, Carmel Myers, Dale Full
ler and William Orlamond, acj
companied the author as part of
his cast. Rush Hughes, son of the
author-director, Robert de VilbissJ
child actor, and baby Virginia
Law." also were with the troupef
Loomis,
With Hughes went a staff oq
twenty-five technical men.
A staff of eight cameramen/
headed by John Mescall, who
filmed "Souls for Sale" foil
Hughes, accompanied the uniti
manager.
James Hogan went as production
The story of "Law Against
Law" and
deals iswith
tion,
saidthetodivorce
be oneques-j
qfv
Hughes' best satires. • In his,
story Hughes shows how it iau
possible in the Ujiited States ior
a man to have three wives.
The company expects to be on
the location trip for nine weeks.
A stormy time will be enjoyed by!
all, as in a few days, another car;
of rain and wind machine* lens
for the famous park.
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Schertzinger
Make
For
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Special
Metro

"The Man Whom Life Passed
By," an original screen story by
Victor Schertzinger, is announced
as the next Metro all-star special
by Milton E. Hoffman, Metro
production manager. By special
arrangements with B. F. Schulberg, Mr. Schertzinger will direct
his own story.
Victor Schertzinger recently
completed the direction of "Long
Live production
the King," for
Jackie
Coogan's
first
Metro.
He
was scheduled to start the production of "The Boomerang" for
Schulberg, to whom he is under
contract.
But Metro felt that no one was
quite so fitted to direct "The Man
Whom and
Life soPassed
By" aswereits
author,
arrangements
made whereby Schulberg kindly
consented to postpone the filming
of "The Boomerang" so that this
might be accomplished. According to those who have read Mr.
Schertzinger's story, he has
avoided every one of the stereotyped characters of screen drama
and has built his plot around an
entirely new and human theme.
Mr. Schertzinger, aside from
being one of the long established
directors of the industry, is also
a concert violinist and composer
of note. He is credited with the
music score for Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin Hood," as well as
for a number of other big producions. "Just An Old Love
Song"biggest
and song
"Marcheta,"
two day,
of
the
hits of the
are this director's compositions.
"The Man Whom Life Passed
By" is being adapted to the esreen
By" isis being
to the screen
cast
now adapted
being assembled
and
production is scheduled to begin
August 18th.
SCENARISTS GIVE THE
MAILMAN EXTRA WORK
The police officer and the postman covering Sunset boulevard
near Gower street have served an
ultimatum on Harry Cohn, general manager of the Waldorf studios that hereafter he must not
let it be known through the public press when he is in the market
for scenarios.
A few days ago Cohn sent out
an S.O.S. call for scripts that
could be used under the titles,
"Pal O' Mine" and "Innocence,"
and since that time the postman
has had to make extra trips to
bring in the ambitious scenarios
through the mail, while autos
have been lined up in Sunset boulevard three deep with the overefficient writers who believed the
best bet would be to bring the
script in in person.
"Forgive
Forget"
is just
stuWaldorf
finishedandat the
being
dios by Howard Mitchell, while
Edward J. Le Saint is making
ready to start production on "The
Marriage Market," from the novelette by Evelyn Campbell.
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LLOYD
GETS
"BLACK
OXEN
The much discussed question by a man in every way big enough
to handle the greatest story the
as to who will produce "Black
screen has success
ever had.
Mr. directing
Lloyd's
Oxen" has been definitely settled continuous
in the
by an announcement from Associ- of First National pictures, has
ated First National Pictures, qualified him to produce this picInc., to ization
thehas turned
effect that
over this
the organscreen
"In my search for an ideal vehicle for my initial production,"
rights mous
of novel
Gertrude
Atherton's
fato Frank Lloyd Pro- says Lloyd, "I have read more
ductions, Inc.
than fifty famous books and
Since First National secured
plays,
ture."but not one of them would
the film rights of this widely-read approach
'Black
for unusual screen
appealOxen'
and dramatic
story, the entire picture industry
and its followers have been spec- values.
"I believe that in this volume I
ulating as to who will make this
have secured the prize vehicle of
"best-seller."
First National's refusal to dis- the year and realizing its wide
as a book, I shall enpose of the film rights of "Black popularity
deavor to produce the film in conOxen" at a profit of $100,000, led
formity with the published
to the popular assumption that the
story would be produced by this
organization's own producing unit. decision
Commenting
on First
to turn
over National's
the film
Continuous search for the initial vehicle for Frank Lloyd Pro- rights of "Black Oxen" to Frank
ductions since the consummation
story." Productions, John McCorLloyd
of a contract between Lloyd and mick, western representative of
First National for a series of First National, says: "This is a
Frank Lloyd Productions is said most happy combination. Gerto have suddenly terminated when
trude Atherton's story is generRichard A. Howland, general
ally recognized as the biggest
manager of First National, wit- story of the year and the acquisition of Frank Lloyd as a producer
nessed a private showing of Norma Talmadge's "Ashes of Ven- of First National pictures is held
in equally high regard. We congeance," which Lloyd
The masterly
way in directed.
which this
fidently expect 'Black Oxen,' unmammoth production was handled
der Mr.
supervision, Lloyd's
to be the personal
screen masterby Lloyd convinced this official
that Lloyd is the one man in filmdom to produce and direct a story
piece of theLloyd's
year." most recent
Among
First
National successes
have
of the calibre of "Black Oxen."
"When we obtained the screen been the following : Jackie Coogan's "Oliver Twist," and Norma
rights to 'Black Oxen,' " says
Rowland, "we realized that in this Talmadge's "The Eternal Flame,"
sentimental story we had secured
"The Voice From the Minaret,"
one of the greatest prizes of a lit- "Within the Law," and her reerary decade. Naturally, it has
cently completed film, "Ashes of
been our desire to have it produced
GATES

WORKED WHILE
HE TOOK VACATION

Typewriter and fishing kit
shared equal honors in the vacation of Harvey Gates, who wrote
the scenario for "Merry-GoRound" and who cut short his outing in order to return in time for
the premiere.
Most of his vacation was spent
in northern Utah on the ranch of
D. P. Howells, European representative of Associated First National and the largest film exporter in New York. While Howells
and Gates spent most of the time
fishing, the latter found time in
his spare moments to knock out
an original story for the screen
on his trusty Corona.
"Merry-Go-Round" is the latest of a series of scenario triumphs for Harvey Gates, including "Legally Dead," which played
at the Kinema last week. "Hurricane's Gal," starring Dorothy
Phillips, that started the vogue
for sea stories, and "Chicago Sal,"
an
Irving Cummings-Sol Lesser
feature.
Gates has the distinction of having written vehicles that sent two
actresses to stardom, namely,
"Hell Morgan's Girl," which
made Dorothy Phillips, and "The
Wild-Cat
of Paris,"
whichstellar
put
Priscilla Dean
into the
realms.

Vengeance." AND EDDIE
MARJORIE
TO HONEYMOON NOW
Marjorie Daw is getting ready
for her honeymoon.
As soon as she finishes her
owrk in "The Dangerous Maid."
the Schenck production in which
she appears with Constance Talmadge, Miss Daw — now becoming
known as Mrs. Eddie Sutherland
— will leave filmdorri flat for a
few weeks and. leave no forwarding address. That is, providing
she does not have to start another
picture before she leaves, as has
been the case in the past.
Married to Mr. Sutherland,
who is
Chaplin's
ant, Charlie
several months
ago assistwith
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford participating in the ceremony. Miss Daw was promptly
called to work at the studio. Thus
were her honeymoon plans cast
aside. Upon completion of the
film she was preparing for the big
event when she had to start work
in another production. And thus
it has been ever since.
Friend Husband is about to
take a few weeks off at the Chaplin studio, and if the gods do not
decree otherwise, the newlywcds
will soon be sailing to parts unknown, where not even the radio
will reach them.
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Mae

Murray

Acts

As Godmother
to Kiddies
If you want to know who is
the very best actress on the screen
just ask any one of some 12,000
Los Angeles youngsters who refree children's
concert cently
by attended
the aHollywood
Bowl
Symphony Orchestra. They will
Mae Murray as their choice
—give
unequivocally.
One merofinstitutions
the most
sumin popular
Los Angeles
is the Hollywood Bowl, a mammoth open air natural stadium in
the Hollywood foothills. Concerts
by an eighty-piece
orchestra are held in symphony
this inspiring
setting nightly.
Miss Murray, always a lover of
good music, conceived the idea of
offering one of these concerts,
especially arranged for children,
in the afternoon. The famous
little screen star not only took
the time off from her production
of "Fashion Row" for Metro, to
arrange and finance this concert,
but she also had the children from
every charitable institution in Los
Angeles as her guests, providing
transportation for them as well.
Miss Murray insists that the
ovation she received when she addressed the thousands of smiling
youngsters more than repaid her
for her efforts. In appreciation
of her kindness and thoughtfuiness
she is now known as "The Fairy
Godmother of the Bowl."
CROSLAND ARRIVES TO
DIRECT "THREE WEEKS"
Allan Crosland will direct the
film version of Elinor Glynn's faWeeks." from
That mousisnovel,
the"Three
announcement
the Goldwyn studios, where the
picturization of the popular story
is to be made.
Crosland has arrived in Los
Angeles" from New York, where
he had just completed the direction of Cosmopolitan's feature,
"Under the Red Robe."
Mme. Glynn herself is now at
the studios in Culver City, and
will assist in the filming of her
noted story. The adaptation of
the novel to the screen has just
been completed by Carey Wilson
in close association with Mine.
Glyn. Crosland
been in conference with thehasauthoress
and
adapter since his arrival.
Crosland, though one of the
youngest directors in motion pictures, has made a number of great
pictures. His recent production,
"Enemies of Women," is regarded
by critics and public as one of the
outstanding pictures of the year.
Some of his other pictures have
been : "The face in the Fog,"
"Slim Shoulders," "Why Announce Your Marriage,"
"Room
and Board,"
"Shadows of
the
Sea," and others.
Crosland is very enthusiastic
over
of "Three
Weeks"the aspossibilities
a motion picture,
and
declares that he prefers the romantic, colorful type of photoplay.
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Jane Mercer, child character
actress with Tod Browning,
Goldwyn director, in "The Day of
Faith," by Arthur Somers Roche,
is a direct descendant from the famous General Hugh Mercer of
Civil war fame.
John Arnold is photographing
Viola Dana in "Search of a
Thrill," her newest Metro starring
picture which Oscar Apfel is directing. Mr. Arnold has turned
the camera on every foot of film
for Metro.
all of Miss Dana's pictures
for
House Peters, who is enacting
the leading role in Metro's production of "Held
to Answer,"
recently
learned from
his tailor
that he requires the same measurements as Jack Dempsey, who
is also a patron of said tailor.
Malcolm Waite, who was commis ioned acaptain in the Seveney-first Regiment, Twentyseventh Division, during the beginning of the war, and later
served overseas as a private with
the Canadian forces, being cited
for bravery, is playing a part in
Jack Pick ford's "Valley of the
Wolf."
During his recent tour along
the Pacific Coast, Dr. Ernest L.
Crandall, president of the Board
of Visual Instruction in .the state
of New York, and his party, was
a guest of Jack Pickford at the
Pickford-Fairbanks studio in
Hollywood. Dr. Crandall and his
party saw Jack make several
scenes for his new picure, "Valley of the Wolf."
Rex Ingram and his star-wife,
Alice Terry, have returned to the
Metro studios after spending a
few days at Catalina Island, following the completion of the actual filming of "Scaramouche,"
Mr.
Ingram'sMr.newest
for Metro.
Ingramproduction
expects
to spend several weeks editing
"Scaramouche"
New York for before
a visit. he goes to
Jean Del Val, who besides being one of the foremost French
screen actors, is also a sculptor
and has just completed modeling a
bust of himself, which will be put
on exhibition in one of the foremost galleries of Paris. Monsieur Jean has just completed his
contract with Famous Players,
having played one of the leading
male roles opposite Gloria Swanson.
Wm. N. Bailey has completed
his
workBurr
on "Clipped
C. C.
special inWings,"
which the
he
played opposite Constance Binney.
Mr. Bailey will immediately start
work on his next Burr feature.
Zena Keefe has just completed
"Dusk to Dawn," which was made
here, and which will shortly be
released.

and

What's

What

rURTHMAN
"U"
SCENARIO LEAVES
DEPARTMENT
After serving for eighteen
months as associate editor in the
scenario department of Universal,
( harles Furthman resigned his
week and for the present he is
undecided whether he will resume
his free-lancing activities or accept one of several offers he has
received from other large film
companies. During his affiliation
with Universal, Mr. Furthman
did some brilliant continuity work,
nut the
onlycurrent
on "Legally
one
of
screenDead,"
triumphs,
(Jut of Step," "The Purple
Stripe," "Girl Shy" and "Once a
Thief" are some of the other imp rtant
ed on. productions he has workHe is the author of several
original screen stories and one of
his best forthcoming efforts is
"Pirate of New Orleans." He
is also responsible for many other
well-known successes.
finishes Her Debut.
Grace Carlyle, former Broadway leading woman, who negotiated the important role of "Marion Dounay" in Metro's "Held to
Answer,"
her
screen debut,which
had hermarked
last scenes
this week in the production where
her work was most significant.
Miss Carlyle in her stage experience has enacted 150 different
roles, but never before interpreted acharacter who seemed an
utterly destructive force. In
only two scenes did the actress
give vent to a semblance of tender emotion, so in "Marion Doumay" something
in femininity is given different
to the screen.
Director Initiates Heir.
The demand for new faces on
the screen will have its response
from Fred Caldwell in his latest
production, "Hogan in Hollywood,"fromwhich
has just
pleted
an heoriginal
storycom-by
J. Stewart Woodhouse. The new
cinema luminary is Cecil Fred
Caldwell, the three months old
son of Mr. Caldwell, who makes
his debut by riding stately before
the camera in a perambulator.
Caldwell, Jr., performed so well in
his initial appearance that the
proud director father predicts for
him a brilliant career. This newe
cinema star is supported by such
well known players as Alice Howell, Charles Mack. Violet Schram,
Muriel Reynolds, Victor Potel,
Charles Dale and Jean Metcalf.
Arthur Housman, at present
playing one of the leading male
roles in "Around the Town With
Gallagher and Shean," is in receipt of an offer which, if accepted, will take him to England.
Sara Mullen has returned to
New York from Maine, where
she
been will
filming
Misshas.Mullen
be "Evidence."
featured in
the picture, which will be released
on the Independent market.

!
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AUSTIN IS HAILED AS
THE LATEST FIND"
Laurence Trimble, noted producer of dog stories and head of
the Trimble-Murfin Productions,
has a new film find ! This time,
however, it's not a canine find,
but a young leading man named
Harold Austin, who has just finished the title role in "The Love
Master,"
the forthcoming
Strongheart
feature
which was produced
under the working title, "The
Phantom
In this Pack."
picture Austin was called upon to caress wolves of a
rather wild variety, but as he was

This

Week

The Westlake PresbyterianChurch, one of the largest and
most
exclusive
in Los'
Angeles,
furnishedchurches
the setting
fort
many of the exterior scenes of
"Held to Answer," the second of
the Metro all-star specials for the
coming season.
Mabel Van Buren, who is ap-'
pearing in support of Viola Dana;
in
"In Search
a Thrill,"
herj
newest
Metro ofpicture,
enacted!
the part of the German mother id
Rex
"The<
Four Ingram's
Horsemenproduction
of the ofApocalypse" for Metro.
More t han ten thousand orphan and school children of Los]
Angeles were the guests of Mae
Murray
at Hollywood
a special matinee
con-'
cert
of the
Bowl Sym-.
phony Orchestra recently in the
Hollywood Bowl. Not only did
Miss Murray donate the concert,
but she supplied transportation to
ren. from the Bowl for the childand
E. M. Saunders, General Sales
Manager of Metro Pictures Corporation, has returned to New
York following a short visit to
the Metro studios in Hollywood.

familiar with the characteristics
of the animals, there was no undue excitement in the filming of
the scenes. Prior to assuming
this role, Austin was featured in
comedies at Fox and Universal,
but when he was advised he
would be afforded greater opportunities and a location trip to
Lake Louise, Banff and the Canadian Rockies country, he readily
abandoned the comedy field and
undertook the portrayal in the
Trimble picture.
Those who know, say that this
production will place this young
man well on the road to recognition as one of our foremost
leading men. and certainly he
could not desire a more able
sponsor for his introductory
drama than Trimble.
Eileen Percy is suffering from
a newly discovered affliction. She
calls her trouble the "werbal
wows."
while
highbrow
friends claim
she her
has articulatum
suspensodum. Miss Percy, who
is now being filmed in the Choice
Productions, Inc., current "special." "In Satan's Service," dates
her difficulty back to her appearance on the set with Norma Talmadge during the filming of
"Within the Law." She says she
was called upon by the director
to say, "Oh, I'm so fwightened,"
so
that for
the her.
letter "r"
has many
ceasedtimes
to exist
George Beban is at present
busy engaging his cast for his
next production. He will start
working early in September.

Seymour Zellif, who directed
"The Mysterious Witness," a;
current Film Booking Office release, has turned towards writing
original screen stories. Mr. Zellif
is the author of "Hook the
Woman," a six-reel special production recently completed by the
Choice Productions, Inc.
Monte Blue and Irene Rich are
to be featured players in the
Warner Brothers picturization of
Kathleen Norris' novel, "Lucretia
Lombard," which will be produced
by
Marc film
McDermott,Harry
one ofRapf.
the pioneer
players, is also a member of the cast.
Jack Conway will direct the picture.
Wesley
"Freckles"
Barry
recently completed
his latest
picture,
"The nerCountry
Kid," at the
Brothers studios.
His Warnext
film is announced as "George
Washington, Jr," an adaptation
of George
M. supporting
Cohan's play.
Included in the
cast are
Otis Harlan, Edward Philips and
William Courtleigh. Mai St. Clair
has
film. been engaged to direct the
"How to Educate a Wife," the
Elinor Glyn story to be made into
a film by the Warner Brothers,
will be directed by William A.
Setter. _The players to be seen in
this
known.picture have not been made
David in which
Belasco's
play, "DadMae
be the dies,"featured
player,Marsh
is towill
be
produced
at
the
Warner
Brothersof
studios under the direction
Harry Beaumont.
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Ray's Film East
for Brief
Visit
Covered by an insurance of $50,000 during its journey, the first
print of Charles Ray's ten-reel
historical production, "The Courtship of Miles trip
Standish,"
startedIt
on a 6,000-mile
this week.
is on its way to New York to appease the impatience of Associated
Exhibitors, through which it will
be released in October, to have a
view of it. Then it is to be immediately returned to the Ray
studio.
Fred Niblo, the director, after
seeing "The Courtship of Miles
Standish"
at a Arthur
private S.preview,
had
telegraphed
Kane,
president of Associated Exhibitthat "nothing
on the
ever ors,
thrilled
me so much
; it screen
is the
greatest production of recent
years, and I predict for it a sensational success."
The picture cost $700,000. There
are more than sixty principals in
the cast, which has the largest
number of name-parts ever appearing in a picture. Each of the
Mayflower voyagers is portrayed.
Charles Ray plays John Alden,
Enid Bennett of "Robin Hood"
fame is Priscilla ; E. Alyn Warren is Miles Standish ; Joseph
Dowling is Elder Brewster, and
other leading roles are filled by
Norval MacGregor, Sam De
Grasse, Thomas Holding, Stanton
Heck, Tom Wilson, William Sullivan, Gertrude Pedlar, Charlotte
Pierce, Max Asher and Frank
Farrington.
TURPI DOG
N'S CROSS-EYED
RETURNS HOME
Gloom has given way to happiness in Ben Turpin's homesead, since Bob, the zig-zag orbed
comedian's
canine weeks
pal, reappeared.
About three
ago Bob
found the door to his enclosure
unlocked, and decided to take a
little walk around the neighborhood. Let it be understood that
Bob iveinherits
master's
features, his
in fact
he isexpressjust as
cross-eyed as is Turpin himself.
It was feared when the animal
made its appearance on the streets
for the first time, it would become so bewildered that it would
be impossible for it to find its
way home.
It is a certainty that if Bob followed the direction in which his
eyes were looking, he must have
had a long, long walk before fate
accidentally guided him near
enough to pick up the scent of
home, and thus steer him back to
his kennel.
Dorothy Vernon seems to have
struck upon a character that casting directors just love to have her
do, an Irish Biddy, both sympathetic and stern, and a sort of little busy-body that should never
be started in argument, if one
wants to win from her, for if she
had to, she could just talk your
best hand off of you, as quick as
looking at you.
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Peggy's Picture Pleases.
Even though King Baggot exceeded the original estimate of
$125,000 in the making of Baby
Peggy's first multiple reel feature,
"Whose Baby Are You?" the
Universal-Jewel executives were
so pleased with the results that
they authorized an additional
$8,000 to be spent for added
scenes, inserts, close-ups, etc., and
assigned one of the highest salaried title experts in the business
to do the sub-titles under King
Baggot's direction.

"Spanish Dancer" Finished.
"The Spanish Dancer," Herbert
Brenon's
elaborate
ture starring
Pola Paramout
Negri, willpicbe
completed Saturday, after many
weeks of actual production work.
Antonio Moreno is featured in this
adaptation by June Mathis and
Beulah Marie Dix, of the novel
"Don Caesar de Bazan," by
Adolphe
and P. Beery,
S. T,
Dumanoir,D'Ennery
wih Wallace
Kathlyn Williams, Gareth Hughes,
Adolphe
Menjou and Robert Agnew
in support.

Son

Barbara

to Carry

For

On

Famous

Le

Marr

Italyfrom
Returns

Director
The name of Tourneur will be
identified with the production of
successful motion pictures of the
next generation, according to all
present indications.
eighteen-yearoldJack
son Tourneur,
of Maurice
Tourneur,
made his debut as a motion picture producing factor last week
when he started to work for his
father as assistant to Scott R.
Beal,
rector. Tourneur's assistant diAn exact physical likeness of
his famous father, Jack is determined to become a motion picture
director. At the United Studios,
where Jack is now doing "legwork" for the assistant director,
young Tourneur is beginning at
the bottom with the ambition to
learn all there is to know about
the production of a picture.
Young Tourneur was born in
Paris and lived there until he was
ten. For the last three years he
has attended Hollywood High
School, where he is not a senior.
STAR GETS OFFER TO
RETURN TO OLD HOME
Henrik Ibsen and the city of
Baltimore are calling to Dorothy
Phillips to come east and play a
season of fall stock at a new legitimate theatre which has been
created out of the famous old
stock house, where the noted
screen star first appeared before
the footlights.
The management which is openthe house
in ■ toSeptember,
wants ingMiss
Phillips
play a
three months' engagement at the
head of an all-star stock company in Ibsen roles, primarily.
They want her to play "Hedda
Gabler," "Ghosts," "flic Wild
Duck" and other dramatic classics.
The proposal to back the highbrow plays in the new theatre
comes from several Baltimore
millionaires who knew Miss Phillips when she used to frolic
around as a youngster in pinafores under her real name of
Dorothy Gwendolyn Streible, not
so many years ago.
A husband (the famous Allan
Holubar), a palatial Hollywood
home on Laurel avenue, and
more offers for screen work than
she has time to consider, will probably keep Miss Phillips from accepting the offer.

Arthur H. Sawyer, supervisor
of productions for S-L Pictures,
will leave Hollywood for New
York next week, for the twofold
purpose of heading a reception
committee which will greet Barbara La Marr upon her return
from Italy, and to confer with his
partner, Herbert Lubin, concerning the future plans of Miss La
Marr.
Barbara La Marr is under the
personal management of the Sawyer-Lubin supervisor and was
loaned by him to Samuel Goldwyn
to enact the leading role in "The
Eternal
City,"her
produced
in Rome.
Following
sensational
rise
to stardom in "Quincy Adams
Sawyer," "Souls for Sale" and
"The Brass Bottle," Sawyer has
been besieged with starring offers
for his "find," but up to date has
accepted only one contract which
provides for Miss La Marr to
star in a Universal Special upon
her return to California.
It is believed that during his
visit to New York, Sawyer will
arrange for a starring contract
covering a series of pictures involving Miss La Marr with one
of
tors. the leading national distribuTo Have Greenhouses.
Everything from dandelions to
orchids, from horse-chestnuts to
mangoes, will be in ful) bloom and
fruit constantly in magnificent
greenhouses, construction on which
has ted
justStudios.
been There
started isata the
Uniconstant
demand from the eleven companies making pictures on the United lot for plants and shrubs and
trees for scenes from Tahiti to
Greenland, and the studio company has determined to fill it.
Mickey Keeps Busy.
four-year-old
filmMickey
starlet, McBan,
is now hard
at work
on his fortieth picture, "Born of
the Cyclone," which Emile Chautard'is dios.
producing
at the has
R-C been
StuThis youngster
appearing in many big pictures of
late, including Emile Chautard's
"Daytime Wives," Louis J. Gasnier's "Poor Men's Wives." with
Dustin Farnum in "The Man Who
Won" and in Henry Otto's "The
Temple of Venus." He is fast
coming into prominence throughout the country as one of the
screen's ablest .child actors.
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English

Village

Built

is

for

Connie
For Constance Talmadge's latest picture, "The Dangerous
Maid," an entire English village
has been built in the Hollywood
hills. Overlooking the village on
a high knoll a substantial Norman
castle with two round towers and
112 rooms was constructed.
This castle can be seen for
miles and tourists from the East
sometimes mistake it for a ruin
dating from the days of the Spanish occupation of California.
The English village was designed by Stephen Goosson, the
Joseph M. Schenck art director
who designed the castles and gigantic sets for Norma Tal"Ashes ofof Vengeance."
The actualmadge's
building
the village
was done under the direction of
Eugene Hornbostel.
The furnishings
and homes
ornamentations for the village
and
other buildings filled eleven box
cars which were sidetracked at a
point near the village and their
contents loaded on a fleet of motor trucks. Hundreds of costumes
for the villagers were furnished
by thetumeJoseph
departments.M. Schenck cos"The Dangerous Maid" is being directed by Victor Heerman
for future First National release.
Constance Talmadge has an allstar supporting cast, consisting of
Conway Tearle, Morgan Wallace, Tully Marshall, Marjorie
Daw, Charles Gerrard, Ann May
and Kate Price, and many others.
TENNIS CHAMPS LOSE

OF "DOUG"
GAME national
Bill IN
Tilden,
tennis
champ, and Manuel Alonso,
Spanish Davis cup star, who are
now in Los Angeles for the
Southern California tournament,
be court,
the gopher's
amaytennis
but in agizzard
game on
of
"Doug" they aren't so much.
Early this week Doug Fairbanks
and his director, Raoul Walsh,
trimmed the tennis stars in a
game of "Doug," staged on an
interior set for Doug's new picture, "The Thief of Bagdad."
The scores were 6— 2, 6 — 0, 6— 2.
Sandy Weiner, Tilden's protege,
umpired.
Fairbanks originated the game,
which is a cross between tennis
and Badminton. Tilden and
Alonsoturn match.
are practicing for a reVola Vale Honored.
Vola Vale has been selected by
Fujiama, the famous Japanese artist,ental
to pose
for toa series
of oridrawings
illustrate
the
Pacific-American girl. Mr. Fujiama will exhibit the drawings at
the big Japanese exhibition to be
held in Tokio in October, and selected Miss Vale as the ideal
type of the virile American girl,
only after he had looked at
scores tiful
of young
photos
most beauwomenof the
in Hollywood.
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Pulse
of the
Studios
For Week Starting Monday, August 13
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, Progress
4I9-S(fl
Ass't Director
Director
Star
Cameraman
Type
Scenarist
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Holly 3130
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Schedule
2-Reel
Comedies
Cooke
Collins
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons Ramsey
Schedule
2-Reel Comedies
Cooke
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn Ramsey
Collins
Editing
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
1st Week
"Leave It to Gerry"
Geo. Carter
Wilson
All-Star
• Linden-Stevens
A.
Statter
Feature Pictures Co.
Editing
Wm.
Lester
M.
J.
Andrus
Denver Dixon
All-Star
Jack Fuque
"The Mystery Trail"
Dearholt Productions.
Neva Gerber Productions
Wilbur McGough Dillon
"Sante Fe Trail"
Dearholtz-Dillon
Neva Gerber Hutchinson
598-146
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
Wilshire 4275
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
BRONX STUDIO.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd.
BELASCO

PRODUCTIONS, INC.
69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
Preparing
Special Fea hires
All-Star
LiUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Holly 2814
Mitchell
"Hospitality"
7th Week
.Jack Hlystone
Buster Keaton
E. Lessley-Thorp Rose
Lou Anger Productions.
HARRY KEATON PRODUCTIONS.
302 Luckenbach Bldg.
3rd Week 148-55
■ i ll Evidence"
Harry Koat on
Harry Keaton
Elmer Edwardson H. Prudhom
i: win..
593576
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
2nd Week
Fred Caldwell
All-Star
Geo. Crocker Raymond Hounsaville J.J. S.S. Woodhou.se
4th Week
"Hogan
Wood house
liounsaville
Fred Caldwell
Ail-Star
Geo. docker
"Milkmanof ofHollywood"
Hollywood"
Holly 96
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback. Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
entitled
3rd
Week
Herman
Al Herman
All-Star
Win. Hyer
Hernia n
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr. 1416 La Brea Ave.
Holly 4070
439-764
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Martin J. Heyl, Prod. Mgr.
feature Story
W. II. Clifford
Warren Fromme
5th Week
W. l !. i MifTord
All-Star
Kay June
Editing
.'"Reel Comedy
CHRIS HE STUDIOS.
Harry, Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Holly 3100
2nd
Week
Graham
i
ionklin
Sidney
Dorothy Devore
(ius Peterson
.Ion
Clemens
Al Christie
Hobby Vitiium Xacy-Phillips
1 1 auemim
Willard. Studio Mgr. Wilshire 2115
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, G en. Mgr. Fran k M.entitle,]
ver City.
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr.
6529 Venice Blvd. Cul
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General.
Preparing
All-Star
"The Elk's Tooth"
Staff
Irvinj? CuniminRs Productions. Holly. Sec. Dank Bldg.
598-163
Editing
I'lXF. ARTS STUDIOS. 4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scottv Cleethorpe, Casting.
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Staff
Fay
Conley
Corby
Linkofi
(Comedy
omedy Life"
.
Schedule
Staff
Tanrog
Conley
Meehan
"Hign
Editing
Taylor
Staff
I.inkoff
Schedule
Kerr
All-Star .Meehan
Staff
Sharpless
Milliard '
Lee Moran Corbv
Schedule
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Novelty Juveniles)
Staff
Editing
"Yankee Spirit"
Al Alt
Taurog
All-Star Corby
Schedule
Dewar
Pratt
All-Star Xeehan
Staff
Staff
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Dcwar
Gil PraCI
Hamilton McGill
"The- Optimist"
Kiev, Studio Mgr.
Holly 3000
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1401 X. Western Ave. Fred
Coined Exiles"
leu
lohn Russel
1st Week
"The
Edmund Mortimer
John Gilbert
Don Short
McKenzie
Schedule
Mayo
Stock
Sid Wagner
Jas. Tinling
Corned iea
AlStaff
St. John
Sohedule
\l St. John
Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
Schedule
Arthur
Cohn
Comedies
Schedule
ilim
Summerviile
Stock
J.
A.
Schmidt
Benny
Stolon*
Comedies
Erie Kenton
Lew Brice
Vic Scheurich
Max Gold
Hollinghead
Henry Otto
Phylis Haver
Joe August
12th Week
Comedies
Carr
"The Temple of Venus"
Schedule
Bob T insey
Roberts-Foy
Stork
Jay Turner
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 2632
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Wilshire 81
G ARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
Lankershim 132-J
GOLDEN WEST STUDIO.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone
Productions.
(State
2nd Week
Duke Worne
Wm. Fairbanks RightsR. release).
Price
"Blind Bargains"
Harry Tenbrook
Editing Holly 162
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 GowerSt.
Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
8' aftMonte Banks Productions, Inc.
Staff
II. Edwards
Monte Banks B. Williams Goodman
"Kids
Staff
UntitledWanted"
Editing
Herman Haymaker Monte Banks Hill Williams Goodman
1st Week
Comedy
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
1st
Week
Lamont
Chas. Lamont
Sid Smith K. MacLcan Rollie Asher
Big
Game
Lamont
Editing
Chas. Lamont Sid Smith
K. MacLean Hollie Asher
"Built
on
a
Bluff"
Joe Rock Productions.
1st Week
Morris
Reggis Morris
Joe Rock
Jerry Ash •
Murray Rock
"The Bill Collector
Reggie Morris
Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
Murray-Rock
Morris
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Progress
Editing
76I7M
22nd Week
10th Week
2nd
Week
1st Week

HOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City.
All-Star
Von Stroheim
Eddie Sowders
Ben Reynolds
Mathis-VonStroheii "Greed"
Earl Taggart
All-Star
Wm. Silden
Tod Browning
Kavanaugh
"The Day Of fifth"
All-Star
Victor Seastrom
Chas. Lapworth
Chas.
Van
Enger
Paul Bern
"Master of Man"
Ail-Star
Albert
Kelly
Rupert Hughes
John
Mescall
John
Boyle
Rupert
Hughes
"Law
Against I. aw"
James Dugan
All-Star
King Vidor
King Vidor "Wild Oranges"
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 1431
larold Llloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. Mgr.
Editing
inis Fox Productions.
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
Lois Zellner
Finis Fox
Ail-Star Hal Mohr
Wm. Dashiell
"Bag and Baggage"
'chard Thomas Productions.
illiam P.Art
S. Earle
Picture Inc.
upreme
Productions.
Chas. Dick
J. HallL'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Preparing
rving Productions. W. H. Carr, Production Manager.
Frank Beresford
'Trapped"
Jack O'Brien
All-Star D. Jennings Cy Clegg
IORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Casting
b Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive
438-740
Horner
_ Films.All-Star Geo. Meehan Middleton
orld Horner
Educational
Preparing
M. Abbey Robinson
Eliason _
Baby Betty Wm. Field 1442 F.Beachwood
Editing
"The Forty Niner"
Drive.
has. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release).
Casting
De Long
Staff
Al Neitz
Big Boy Williams Hughes
"The Eagle Claw"
1st Week
Van Pelt
Staff
Seeling
Geo. Larkin Elmer Dyer
"The
Gentleman
Unafraid"
Van Pelt
Seeling
Seeling
All-Star Elmer Dyer
Society Drama
1442
Beachwood
Drive.
ercules Film Productions, Inc. P. Andrews, Mgr
Preparing
L. Feldman Staff
Arthur Paul J. Charles
"Fighting Blood"
iCE STUDIO
761731
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Editing
G. B. Dreyer
Lawrence Trimble Strongheart
27th Week
Donna Barrell
Cyril Gardner
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
Geo. Crone
Lloyd Ingram All -Star
Jos. Walker
"White
Fang''
Elmer Harris
"No More Women"
(Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Henry Sharpe
Edw. Benshaw
Bradley King
1
John Griffith Wray All -Star
5th Week
'Anna Christie"
Hollv 2400
[LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting. 1520 VinTsT
Paramount Pictures (Famous Players-Lanky Release.)
Cecil B. DeMille
Featured Bert Glennon H. Tate
J. McPherson
"The Ten Commandments"
10th Week
Geo. Mel ford
All-Star Ernest Haller Tohn Boland Tom Gerahty
Al. E. Green
"The Light That Failed"
6th
Week
Thos.
Meighan
Chas.
Clark
Fred
J.
Robinson
Edford
Bingham
"Woman-Proof"
3rd
Week
Jos. Henabery
Doug. Fairbanks, JfChas. Schoenbaum Dick Johnson
"Stephen
Steps
Out"
3rd
Week
Albert S. Lebino
"Wm.
Hart
in
Wild
Bill
HickoPreparing
Zane Grey Productions.
Preparing
Victor Fleming
'The Call of the Canyon"
Lincoln 2120
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions. (Metro Release).
A. P. Younger
5th Week
Reginald Barker
All-Star A. Wyckoff Harry Schenck
'Pleasure Mad"
Editing
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Preparing
Eve
Unsell
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
'The Boomerang"
The Leightons
Tom Forman All-Star Harry Perry Sam Nelson
"The Virginian"
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
Olga Printzlau
"Maytime"
1st Week
Editing
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Winifred
CastingDunn
Nat
Watt
Holly 4485
Harold Shaw All-Star Andre Barletier
Basil Dickey
"Held to Answer"
Chas. Watt
Oscar Apfel Viola Dana
John.ArnoId
3rd
Week
•In
Search
of
a
Thrill'
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Allen Holubar Productions.
Preparing
Allen Holubar
"The Human Mill'
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1 1 I6Lodi St.
Holly 4470
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Geo. A. Cave
Color Photography
Schedule
■J- A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7100 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
United Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J.
T.
O'Donahue
Staff
"The
Thief
of
Bagdad"
Geo. Hill
9th Week
Alex Gower
Jack Pickford O'Connell
Staff
5th Week
"Valley of the Wolf"
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Alf. Goulding Harry Langdon
Albert Breslau
David Smith
Harry Langdon
2-Reel Comedy
ScheduleHolly 2806
Benny Zeidman Productions.
Ed Cline
Joe Butterworth
Wm. Marshall
"The Good Bad Boy"
2nd Week
rose> in
780 Gower Frank
St Gerahty Grey Carr
R-C STUDIO.
d~G~c
Holly 7780
Individual Productions. (Film Booking Offices.)
Preparing
Al Santel
Eddie Hearn
Wyndam
Gittens
'The
Sand
Pile"
Moreno
Lehrman
Beatrice Van
Geo. O'Hara
Leo Garmes
Schedule
Emile Chautard
'Tamingof ofthe the
Shrewd"
Derelys
Perdue
Joseph
Dubrey
Beahan-Stillson
2nd Week
"Born
Cyclone"
Preparing
Preparing
"Jack of Diamonds"
"Drucilla With a Million"
Preparing
"Alex
the
Great"
Chester Bennett Productions.
Chpster
Bennett
Jane
Novak
"The
Lullaby"
Jack MacKenzie
Doug S. Dawson Loring-Leighton
Al Santel
9th Week
Preparing
'Not for Publication"
Douglas MacLean Productions
Jimmy Home Douglas MacLean
2nd Week
Riley
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker,
Mgr.,
6701
Santa
Monica
Blvd.
Bill Severin
All-Star
Rynearson
Casting 579-440
"Light of the World"
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
761-721
Hal Rouch Comedies (Path* release).
"T*ul" Parrott Frank Young Henecke-Brandie
Comedies
Schedule
All
-Star
Harry Gerstadt C. Merenause
"Our Gang"
Schedule
Stan
Laurel
1- Reel Comedy
Schedulo
Edna Murphy Bobby Doran McBurney
"What Should a Girl Do?" Schedule
Dippy Doo Dads Hank Kohler Bert Currigan
Animal Comedy
Schedule
■'
Will Rogers Boh Dorrin Chas Oelze
2- Reel Comedy
Schedule
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"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
Star

ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
Phil Rosen
AU-Star

Cameraman

Aat't Director

R. R. Rockett, Pres.
Kurrle-Broening
AJ. Davis

Chas. Huber. Casting.
"Lrife of Abraham Lincoln"
Francis Marion

RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder. Jr.. Gen'l Mgr. 1425 Fleming
RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell. Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
B. D. Russell Franklin Farnum Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Logan-Baynham Productions.
Tom Gibson Morante MacManlgal Kane-Walsh
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Geo. B. Seitz Ray-Miller Walker-Moran
Wm. Bertram
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
Campbell
Johnnie Lucas Staub
Del Lord
Blmi Turpin Blake Wagner
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.

Hively

Feature
2-Reel Comedy

Seitz

"The Way of a Man"

Mack Sennett
Mack Sennett

Comedy
"Rough and Ready"

UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release.)
Brown
All-Star
Balbino
Dorian
Prisoilla
Dean
Archainbaud
McCarey-Wyler
Herbert Blache
Gladys
Walton
Sullivan
Hugh Plympton
Hoffman
Wm. Duncan
DuncanPeggy
-Johnson Robinson
Clarke
Geo.
Baby
Wright
win. A. Seiter
Edw. Lumley
All-Star
McDonough
Robt. Hill
Desmond- Percy
Marchant-Kohner
Xordlinger
Robt. N. Bradbury
AVm. Craft All Star
Webb
Taylor-Ricks
Ed. Sedgwick Moot Gibson Miller
Cnmniel
Sedgwick-Schrock
Nat Ross
Koy Stewart Asher
Leon Lee Productions. Leon Lee Manager.
Dinky Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, Production Manager.
Andy Gump Productions.
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
Aubrey
Zimmerman
W. Hayes
Staff
Lyons

WARNER

1 708 Talmadge.

Bill Dagwell

Schedule
Schedule
Wils. 1550
6th Week
2nd Week
Holly 4080

"The Dangerous Maid"
Rose of all the World"
'Temporary Marriage"
"Lord of Thundergate"
"Flaming Youth"
"Jealous Fools"

WHEN YOU NEED A DOCTOR
Phone 572-88; 430-205, or Hollv 102-82
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York City
6548 Hollywood Blvd.
Near Armstrong &
Carlton's.

8th
3rd Week
Week
Editing
2nd Week
5th Week
3rd Week
570-081

"The Acquittal"
"The Storm Daughter"
"The Near Lady"
"ThjB Steel Trail"
"The
Burglar's Kid"
"The Hog"
"The Heart of Boston Blackie"
"Riders
the Moon"
"Beasts ofof Paradise"
"The Extra Man"
"The Man Tracker"

Editing
6th Week
Preparing
15th Week
7th WeeK
3rd
Week
Editing
4th
Week
5th Week
1st Week
2nd Week

Comedy
Schedule
598131

J. P. Smith

Mai St. Clair
Wesley Barry
E. B. Dupar Geo. Webster
Johnny Hines
Johnny Hines
Chas. Gilson C. Hines-Rotb
Wm. A. Seiter
Marsh Gillingwater
Tenny Wright
Harry Beaumont
John Barrymorc
Dave Abel
Frank Strayer
Sidney Franklin Productions.
F-anklin
Lenore Ulric
Chas. Rosher Wm. McGann
Ernest Sidney
Lubitsch
Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch
All-Star
Homer Scott Flood Blanke
Harry Rapf Productions.
Jack Conway
Monte
All-StarBlue-Irene Rich David Abel Sutherland-Hawkes
WILNAT STUDIO.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt Mrs.
It. Miiriii'M
All-Star
King Grey
Geo. K Reehm

598-141

Holly 7945-6
Preparing

1st Week

"Man From B"

BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.

"Where the sick go to get well'
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724

Schedule

W. S. Smith, Gen Mgr.

I). Smith, Jr.

DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor— Nerve Specialist

Holly 2 1 76

St.

UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee. Pres. Nan Collins. Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave.
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. (First National release.)
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First Nation*) release).
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
Willard Mack
Heerman Constance' Talmadge Glen McWilliams
E. Brophy
David
Fisher
Mack-Sullivan
Marion-Franklin
Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio
Sam E. Rork Productions.
First National Productions.
James Chapin
Wm. Dowlin
McDermott Chaplin All-Star
Perry Vrekroft
Wm. Dowlin
Joe De Grass AU-Star Boise
Jimmy Dunn
Jack Dillon All-Star
•
Dowlin
Maurice Toumeur Productions.
Scott R. Beal
Fred Myton
Maurice Toumeur All-Star Arthur Todd

VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
Dave Smith Productions.
Smith Productions.
_ All-Star
Larry Dave
Semon

Progress

Type

Scenarist

"George Washington, Jr.'
"Conductor
"Daddies" 1492"
"Beau Brummel"
Edmund Goulding "Tiger Rose"
Untitled
"Loveless Marriages"
Joe Brand!

"Forgive and Forsjet"

Holly 418!
2nd Week
2nd Week
Scheduled Sept 1st?
Sept. 1st
5th Week
Scheduled Aug. 14th]
2nd Week
Preparing
Editing
Holly 7940

From
Hollywood

or
Shopping

to Down-Town
Hotels

District

578-280

SUNSET

TAXI

578-307

:amera

i

ummings State-Rights.
With newly established offices
1540 Broadway, New York,
rving Cummings, well known inkpendent producer-director, is
naugurating a new departure in
lis field, by distributing his own
p-oduct
throughout
state
Ight
market
himself the
His most
(scent special production, "Broken
Hearts of Broadway," a colorful
Irama
of be
America's
avriue, will
his first greatest
release and
erritorial rights for this feature
re now being disposed of at a
apid rate. Cummings' venture
fito the distribution field will in
o way interfere with his producion activities in Hollywood, it is
nnounced, and the producer-direcor has already returned to Caliornia to begin work on a second
icture to be released through his
ew offices.
I Muriel Reynolds, new star unler contract to Director Fred
Caldwell, is on location at Santa
Fe Springs, playing Patricia Horan, feminine comedy lead, in
Caldwell's latest production,
rHogan
In
the castinareHollywood."
Victor Potel,Others
Alice
Howell and Violet Schram.
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Richard Headrick, the curly- Receives Present from Cowboy.
headed little fellow who made
Upon learning that Helene
Rosson, former Mutual and
such a hit in John M. Stahl's American film star, had signed
"The Child Thou Gavest Me."
Dearholt Prowill again be seen under Stahl's with the ductionsAshton
for a series of five-reel
direction when "The Wanters" is
released in the early fall as a westerns, Harry Bronson, a cowboy living in Montana, sent the
Louis B. Mayer-First National
special. Playing the part of a little blonde beauty an expensive
precocious youngster who has the riding whip. Miss Rossom is the
favorite cow-girl-role delineator
knack of always telling the family secrets to the wrong person, among all the boys on the ranches.
Richard plays an important part She won fame first in cow-girl
roles when she starred in the old
in the development
of the story's
humorous
complications.
"Mustang Girl Westerns."
Norma Shearer is on the finCarmelita Geraghty, that vivid
ishing scenes of her third picyoung actress, has just finished
ture for L. B. Mayer. The title
a leading role in "Bag and Bag- will be announced later.
gage," a Finis Fox Production
in which she portrays a modern
Anne Luther is working on the
society wife to whom is alloted
many dramatic scenes. She has finishing scenes of "The Governor's Lady," but upon the comnow begun work in "Two Little
pletion will make another feaVagrants,"
Production ain Maurice
which sheTourneur
is cast
ture for Fox.
as a Spanish girl of great
wealth, and, as usual, will be
Scope.come in
beautifully garbed. Since her Expands
So manyMagazine's
inquiries have
advent in pictures, Miss Ger- to Thomas H. Ince from readers
aghty with no single exception,
outside the motion picture industry who are eager to obtain copies
is always wealthy and magnificently garbed!
of "The Silversheet," the Ince
Photoplayers

Embrace

Page Nineteen
studio publication, that Mr. Ince
has decided to make his studio
magazine a national publication.
The initial number of the new
magazine, teresting
carrying
the most
inmaterial available
on the
"inside of the picture-making
game," will be issued in September.
Arthur F. Statter, well known
scenarist and secretary of the
Screen Writers' Guild, has been
engaged to write the continuity
for "Leave It to Gerry," the first
feature to be produced by Ben
Wilson in which Billie Rhodes
will be starred. The original is
by Adam Hull Shirk. Mr. Statter also adapted "Mine to Keep,"
a Ben Wilson picture for GrandAsher in which Bryant Washburn and Mabel Forrest are featured. It was written by Evelyn
Campbell. Mr. Statter says the
Billie Rhodes story promises a
great deal of pleasant and very
human action.
Matthew Betz has just completed "Yellow
Jergins,"
will
immediately
start
work onanda new
feature.

Red io as Pastime

— Radio Journal Photo

CAMERA!
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THE

. . . yes, they're got a nen' phone
number. Hereafter, when you want
reservations for the Friday night
fights, phone Hollywood 0102.
Yon bet, they're getting better
right along . . .
American Legion Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.
KING TUT FACE POWDER
in light and dark shades. Suitable
for street or studio. Attractively
priced at $1.00 Box.
YE RUB SHOPPE
621 West 8th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Phone Metropolitan 1566
Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production,
Near Lady"
Blach£,"TheDirecting
Recent
Releases,
"Gossip."
'•Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
HAIRCONE
superfluous
hair on arms,— permanent
limbs, facecureandforbody.
Also
wonderful for men who have shaving troubles.
$2.50 the bottle, manufactured at
ORCHID BEAUTY SHOPPE
808 So. Hope St.
Phone 1659C
All lines of beauty culture.

I RMyXOod 2677 • SAMUEL C. SHINE • 6568 SmfyMmU*
I
General Trucking and Hauling
Reproductions, Publicity
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
Animated Cartoons — Original Title
Ideas — Clay Animation — Miniature
Sets and Animated Figures IO
CINEMA ARTS STUDIO
ELMER H. YOUNG, Manage
661 5
SANTA
MONICA BOCLEYAR
Frank

the Shoe

Doctor

"We snip your sole
and heti you, too"
6666 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3752
LOC.illON 1.1NCHES
KWIK

Holly 7660

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenya Ave.
1714 Highland Ave. 75i.li Sunset Blvd. I

\

UNIVERSAL NOSEGAY
(Continued from Page 8)

It is a pony express dispatch bag given to
Stewart by his brother, H. B. Stewart, who
rode the pony express between Phoenix and
Fort McDowell, Arizona. Before his death
his brother was superintendent of the Belt
Line railroad and became a leading figure in
modern western progress, but his early days
were spent along the barren trails of the old
West, carrying the mail from East to West
and West to East. Stewart values the old
dispatch sessions
baghe might
at more
have. than all other old posNorman Kerry, the handsome young Count
von the
Hohenegg
of a"Merry-Go-Round."
was
victim of
blood poison attack who
six
weeks ago when a trivial injury to a finger
became infected, is making fair progress toward a state of complete health. His doctor and
nurses believe that his determined spirit in
starting
work kept
againhim
in "The
soon as to
possible
from Acquittal"
more seriousas
illness following his ten days in the hospital.
Kerry managed to be at the studio two or
three hours a day during the filming of "The
Acquittal." the all-star Universal-Jewel screen
version
of Rita Weiman's
which has
just
been completed.
Claire play,
Windsor,
Barbara
Bedford, Harry Mestayer, and other well
known players worked with him in this, directed by Clarence L. Brown.
Now he will take a complete rest for some
time and allow his physicians full sway over
whatever he does. If the medics give their
he'llThe
fly to
Catalina
and stay
for
aO.K.
time.
finger
in which
the there
infection
originally
started
will
be
in
normal
shape
in
six weeks or so.
Josef Swickard, noted character actor,
whose work in "Bavu" and other big Universal
productions, is nationally known, and his brother, Charles, noted opera singer, met at Universal City for the first time in months.
Charles Swickard, the first man to produce
"The LoVe Tales of Hoffman" in America,
and some years ago the head of a noted light
opera company, retired from the stage to embark on a career as a rancher at Fresno, California's raisinthere
center.
After for
establishing
large property
he longed
life as ana
actor again, and came to Universal City to
arrange to enter pictures.
Josef Swickard met him on the picture lot
when he arrived by motor from Fresno, and
the twor held a reunion i n the production
J
manager's
Charles office.
Swickard will he remembered as
"Dr.
Miracle"
the original
"Love
presentation. Inin California
he is
best Tales"
known
for his work in the old Tivoli company in
San Francisco, and later as head of a company featuring Tom Persse, the tenor, since
dead. Edith Mason, and other comic opera
stars of a decade ago.

William Gould, playing the villainous Clegg
in "Beasts of Paradise" at Universal City,
claims the record for sea captain roles. This
is the fifth consecutive time he has been cast
in pictures as a master mariner.
Artie Artigues. who plays heavy villains at
Universal City, has another and less known
job. He "doubles" for almost any daring
stunt, in horsemanship or acrobatics put up
to an actor. "My best acting I don't get credit
for — when I double for the other fellow." he
complains. "But I get paid for it," he adds.

Authentic and Unusual
Oriental Properties
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd. Holly 5954

WHY

BE FAT

When the Marshelle
Method will reduce your
weight a pound a day
safely, inexpensively
and permanently.
Consultation free.
Phone 593-262
for appointment
Home Office:
1733 Maltman Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Have your figure permanently
Marshelled NOW

PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AR-EX(ELLENT
PUTS
lOSTIVELY
PICTURE.
PEOPLE IN
PEP/WOT
[UDLIC FAVOR
V»/c yir port teuton '. oq JJee
QlHZ WOO UVAY
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood Sfafion
Or, In care of
2nd. Floor, 6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood
PnOHE 439 868 Qui:
IHTtBy
f'
Ccntoefa

"CAMERA!7
TYPIST — Young man with switchboard and general
nffice
work only. Chas. Mia^
Navin. experience.
Broadway Studio
240.
PHOTOS painted in oiT. Special rates for proferi
sionals. E. Clifton. Phone 556-300, evenings.
FOR RENT — Bell Howell Camera, 170 shutter. Ttt
ephone 599-464. 1317 N. Normandie. 1
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE — Comedy vaudeviM
sketch, two men and lady. Modern. Time fifteen
minutes. Value $400, or would consider trade foe
auto, household
rugs or 6318
what Hollywood
have you ? Blvd.
Ad*
dress
Box AA, goods,
care Camera,

Wanted: Productions From $50,000 to $100,000
I have just returned from New York and am in the market for some real pictures.
I can sell your productions outright. See me for quick release.Wilshire 4275^|
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.

I

• CAMERA

FAN

!

PICTURES

beautifully colored at very low cost.
I have special rates for this type of
work and the greatest care is taken
to insure absolute perfection. Investigate this now !
EMMA
G. HOFFMAN
907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38.

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-danciut/
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

KIRKLAND,

Hardee,

Holly
6298

YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles
hours
—Playwill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
taches to needleatholder,
filters
sound oscillations,
prevents
scratch
and surface noises
entering sound
Gold Plate
$1.50
box. No metallic
noises.
ee Cut)
Nickel Plate $100
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
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HOUSE PETERS HAS
EDWIN BOOTH'S BUCKLE
Stage and screen stars are so used to the
compliments of an admiring public that they
often become more or less calloused to personal praise.
While House Peters, who is enacting the
leading role in Metro's production of "Held
to Answer" is no exception to this rule, he
has just received what he considers one of the
most sincere compliments of his long and successful career.
The compliment in question came in the
form of a somewhat rusty buckle, on the face
of which was carved the profile of Julius Caesar. It had been originally used to fasten the
toga of Edwin Booth, whom many consider
the greatest actor in the history of the theatre, when he was appearing in Shakespearian
plays.
With the buckle was enclosed the following
note :
"Presented by Edwin Booth to Cecile Rush
in the year of 1857 — who was then starring
through the country.
"Later it came into the possession of her
niece, Mrs. Julia Jackson, who presented it to
Mr. House Peters with sincere regard."
House Peters, who is enacting the leading
role in Metro's all-star picturization of "Held
to Answer," has appeared on the stage in everything from "East Lynne" to "The Squaw
Man." Although he has never appeared on
the stage west of Chicago, he has never appeared in a motion picture produced in the
East.
Every time the sewing circle at the Congregational Church back in Columbus, Ohio,
needs a new chair in the church parlor, or
whenever the pipe organ needed fixing, Warner Baxter put on a show and raised the
money
supply onthea need.
And career.
that's how
Warner tostarted
theatrical
At
the present time he is appearing opposite
Viola Metro
Dana picture.
in "In Search of a Thrill," her
new
"Bull" Montana, who portrays the role of a
crook in Metro's all-star production, "Held to
Answer,"
the from
proudan owner
two Frannew
trick
suits is
direct
exclusiveof San
cisco tailor.
Grace Carlyle insists that she was not chosen to enact a leading role in Metro's all-star
picturization of "Held to Answer" because she
once testified in court, any more than she was
once selected for an important role in the
sta<?e production of "The Warrens of Virginia," because she was born in Richmond.
Billy Elmer, well known lightweight boxer,
portrays the role of an Apache in "In Search
of
ture.a Thrill," Viola Dana's new Metro picDoctors
FORD &
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific
Spinal
Adjustments
Individual
Rest
Rooms
Office
Anna
Henry Ford
O.C..MaePh. Ford
C. Ground Floor G.D.C..
Ph.C.
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8
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Coy Watson, Jr.
Wilshire 3616
AgeNo 10Luck.
You Never Know.
Right of the
Featured
in Strongest
Campbell
Comedies
HOLLYWOOD
PERMANENT WAVE SHOPPE
5164 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
All ever head wave, $15.00. The
permanent waving done at this
shop is most wonderful. Their
special method of wrapping produces a marcel effect on top with
ringlet curls in back, without any
additional water waving. Mrs.
Ella ence
Connor's
makes her ten
an years'
expert experiin this
work. A guarantee with every
wave. Phone. 432-927.
Former owner Hotel Alexandria Beauty Parlor
CHIROPODIST
FOOT SPECIALIST
Dr. Earl A. Davis
6514 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Hours 9 to 5.
Holly 0259
— for good photos for the casting director, consult BRUNO,
at 6412 Hollywood Boulevard,
whose telephone number is
431-929.

Taxidermy Studio
COLBURN'S
Phone 643-13
1033-37 Broadway Place
. . . excells in mounting of fish . . .
trout our specialty . . . see samples
at our studio . . .
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillvicw Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
MERCHANTS'
to 2
DINNERLUNCH,
5:30 to 11:30
8
SCREEN

SERVICE

(formerly The Service Bureau)
1036 SOUTH HILL
Phone 821-071

s

^urton'

e

Antiqu

Shop

d
d, al.
I Hollywoo Blvd., Hollywoo
C
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Dick Discusses Discomforts
After being compelled to let different from the rest of the
his hair grow since last Novem- people, the followers of Cromwell abandoned the pig-tail
ber, Richard Barthelmess, the
famous motion picture star, says effect with their hair," said Mr.
he believes now that Samson, Barthelmess. "They wore their
the originator of hair-cutting, hair just as the flappers do tofelt it was worth while to suffer
day, except they had no temporthe penalty of being delivered
result of thewave."
length of his
over to his enemies in order to As aryaor permanent
enjoy the comforts of shorn hair, Mr. Barthelmess was compelled to shun society and had to
locks. The young screen artist
says he never realized what a become almost a recluse, because
joy and pleasure a hair cut can men of today don't wear their
be to anyone. Heretofore he hair that way, and he knew he
always thought only the barber would have to stand no end of
obtained any satisfaction out of joshing if he tried to mingle
with his fellow men. Invitations
a har cut.
pouring in on the young
"Modern civilization certainly came
has it all over the past," de- star, but the event he was
clares Mr. Barthelmess. "Hair thinking of most was the reunion of his alma mater at Trincutting in the olden days was
not considered a prime requisite,
ity College. He could not go to
and now I understand why in it unless he had his hair cut.
ancient times barbers were Came the night before the rechums of kings. They had to union.
have royal backing in order to "I think we can finish with
live, as the populace was not you in about two hours in the
kindly disposed to the barbers. morning," said John S. Robertson, who is directing "The Fightmy nextthat
picture
I "In
willselecting
make certain
the
Time
tables were consulted.
character I have to portray will
ing Blade."
be an up-to-date man who pat- There would be no chance of
ronizes barbers. When I acted going to a barber shop, so telephone calls were sent out. One
the role of Charles Abbott in
Italian answered he would be on
'The
Bright
Shawl,'
I
discovered
that it was necessary to let my I lie job.
hair grow long, as the Beau
"I cutta the hair of the great
Brummels of 1850 prided them- Caruso," he proudly declared.
selves on long hair.
No sooner had the director announced that the set was fin"I thought that as soon as that
ished, than Barthelmess dashed
picture was finished I could go
to the barber, but not so. My for a chair, and before he left
character in my present picture, the studio and took the train
'The Fighting Blade,' required for Hartford, Conn., he was so
changed in appearance that the
even longer hair than in 'The doorkeeper
was not going to let
Bright
Shawl."
Mr. Barthelmess also declares him out until someone came to
that he has learned that women identify the packages he had
get their styles from men, not under his arm.
the Parisian dressmakers or
"I not only seized time by the
milliners, but men from the old forelock, but by the whole head
of
hair and I caught the train by
ages.
"In the sixteenth century, in aBarthelmess.
close shave," concluded Mr.
order to show that they were

As

They

Look

and As

They

Are

Ruby Miller, famous star of the English stage and]
screen, who is known as the best dressed woman in Lon-j
don. Miss Miller declares that American men look like]
shieks and
aren"t, and that the English do not look like?
shieks,
and are!

I j Broxtfn,

Clarke

Culver

Renalle

President

City

i jCald

Studio
j I&

100 PER

CENT TITLES, 100 PER CENT
AT THE RIGHT PRICE

SERVICE

Dress up that next production with artistic Hand Lettered Titles made by IRVING W. Bl'NZE.
If you want Perfect Symbolic Art
with Ince & Prizma, does our art work. Backgrounds, let us make them. Neil E. McQuire, formerly
For perfect black and white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM.
A telephone call will bring our representative with samples.
Quality
1442 BEECHWOOD DRIVE

well

Title &

Film

Co.

HOLLY 4850

Ladd

Photo
r~
7 Engravings

317 South Hill St.
Phone 635-51
j
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Entertaining
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Diversified

Intensely

in

Dramatic

Character

Completed Films Now
Ready for Release:
"The Land of Ever-

INTRODUCING

lasting Snow,"
"From Forrest to Mill,"
"The Land of Burned

Releasing
Exclusively to
Schools and

Out"Modern
Fires," Whaling."
Films Under Production:
"Gold Mining" — past
and present.
"North Coast Sea Lion

Churches.
One and Two-Reel
Educational
Films

S t o r y," and modern
glazier period.
"The Guardian of the
Golden Gate" — historical.
Capt.

M.

McKenzie,

Production

Temporary
1614 Cahuenga

Manager

Offices:

Avenue

Hollywood,

KING

TUT
IN

LIGHT

FACE
AND

DARK

Calif.

POWDER
SHADES

A new and exceptionally fine powder, especially appropriate for summer use. While principally designed for street use, it can also be used
in the studio. We
lar at the present
film stars.
Attractively

have the light and dark shades which are so poputime. Used and endorsed by some of the foremost

priced

at $1.00 the box, either by mail

A TRIAL
You

may

now

S. Broadway;
Beauty

obtain

King

Westlake

Shoppe,

5164

WILL
Tut

Beauty

Hollywood

CONVINCE
Face

Powder

Parlor,

2011

or

at

our

store.

YOU.
at Mutual
W.

7th

Drug

Co., 749

St.; Hollywood

Boulevard.
or at

YE
621 West

Eighth

St.

RUB

SHOPPE
Los

Angeles,

Cal.
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and

Announcement

In response

to the many

urgent

requests

and patrons, and in an endeavor
picture

people

to provide

of Hollywood

with

photographic service, J. ANTHONY
quired the services of

eminent
tests.

of his friends

an

the motion

unsurpassed

BRUNO

has ac-

cinematographer, as director of a new department to be devoted to the production of screen

Those

desirous

of procuring

an exceptionally

well-made test are invited to confer with him, without obligation. Efficient management will enable us
to make these tests at the moderate
five cents per foot.
This department
other phase

is supplementary

trait-photography service, and
of our work.

Bruno
J. ANTHONY
6412 Hollywood

rate of twenty-

to the regular

por-

does not supplant

any

Studios
BRUNO,

Boulevard

Proprietor
Telephone

431-929

Idhe

Los

Angeles,

California

FRED

Digest

cf the Motion

Saturday,

A. KELSET,

ACTOR

August

18, 1923

- AUTHOR

Indus,

Picture

Price

- DIRECTOR

10 Cents
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Washington, D. C.
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Authentic

Details

Photographs
Interiors
Every

of

and

and Exteriors

54847

52220

Foreign
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Description.

1001-1005 West Seventh Street
Los Angeles
California
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

Permanent Waving Hair Coloring Bleaching
Hair Dressing
Scalp-Facial Massage
Marcel Waving Manicuring
Water Waving Shampooing
Wigs

J
300-301

Phone 438-761
*
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Toupees
Wig Rental

Switches Transformations
Beards and Moustaches
. Cosmetics
Professional Makeup Service

Special Attention to Theatrical
Motion Picture Profession
No Parking Restrictions

REEKA

ROBERTS

—EMOTIONAL

ROLES—

Holly 5335

»
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Just

a

Few

Editorial

Citations

Is it true that there are few places in the motion picture industry for big-calibre men of brains, education and
experience? The fact that many high positions are filled by low-calibre men, some of whom cannot even converse
with any grammatical accuracy, indicates there is some reason for the oft-repeated claim that quality and class do not
constitute the main requisites to getting into the game in all cases. We know of instances wherein men of brilliant
ability have failed to get opportunities to serve important and exalted purposes in the industry because powerful
though incompetent cliques have blocked the courses leading to the installing of such in pivotal positions. We also
know that if fate suddenly shifted us into a position to select the executives of large studios, very few names on the
roster would be familiar ones. What they have done in the past would not count nearly as much as would what they
could possibly accomplish in the future. Most of the best brains available for the motion picture industry are outside only looking in, vainly. The reason is, real brains do not seek places with the tenacity characteristic of the
"yes man.' and button-hole expert. Unfortunately, producers do not seem prone to seek the new brains. Forsooth,
if a really brilliant man is honest in his admission of no previous achievements in the industry, he is generally laughed
at, instead of being considered seriously. "I never heard of you," is the rock upon which many high hopes are dashed
ruthlessly. Of course, this is all wrong, and doubly so since it must be admitted that fully fifty per cent of the
present studio executives could be replaced easily, to a distinct advantage, by "new blood." There is much to •thitik
about in this proposition and it would be a boon to the film industry if some of those in control of things cinema
would start something immediately.
Give the brainy man more chances !
Photoplayers are becoming more and more inclined to ban "doubles," and to literally drive the stunt man out of
pictures by personally performing the hazardous feats heretofore regarded as entirely inadvisable. It is difficult to
ascertain the real reason for this new tendency. Could it be possible the artists have come to the conclusion that the
stunt men are falling down on the job?
When the recent Motion Picture Exposition broke up, it seemed several of its financial backers "broke up" with
it. At any rate, let's not have any more such expositions.
What will follow "The Covered Wagon" at Grauman's Hollywood Egyptian Theatre? This has become as
interesting a question as was that which caused speculation as to the identity of the successor to "Robin Hood." If
Sid Grauman escapes running into snags in keeping the playhouse supplied, with long-run pictures of record-breaking qualities, he will be a truly invincible showman and Hollywood will be a world-beating show town.
The marked influx of more or less deluded girls into the Hollywood film colony has developed into a problem
justifying deep concern. Casting directors report that they are at times all but overwhelmed by crowds of unsophisticated aspirants to screen honors. They hail from all parts of the country and many of them are not only away
from home, but penniless as well as hopeless in film possibilities. Some effective method for checking this inexplicable rush "from distant towns to Filmland" should be devised without delay, to spare the many from heartaches and
bitter disappointments. It is likely the Chamber of Commerce could help in this matter by causing to be published
the facts on the opportunities (or lack of them) for unschooled girls and young men whose ambitions lead them
astray. Certainly, the abundance of sad cases of disillusionment has brought about an intolerable condition. Action
is necessary for mere humane reasons.
We do not profess to understand the mental workings of most producers. However, we do know that in the
main the general tendency among the majority of them is to make good pictures and to make good money thereby,
which is entirely laudable and which precludes the possibility of there being one iota of justice in most of the attacks made upon them by censors and reformers.
Incidentally, the Mary Miles Minter case has taken a turn for the worse, so far as helping the film industry is
concerned. It is regrettable that family linen has to be aired so publicly and there will be many who will cling to
the notion that this family could have, and should have, settled their difficulties privately in their own house, without
any publicity.
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California
Main at Eighth

Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"The Broken Wing"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
Margaret Anglin
in
"The Charming Conscience"
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
G. M. AndersonFrank Campeau, in
"The Greater Duty"
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hilt at Seventh
Vaudeville
and
"Has the "World Gone Mad ?"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Katherine MacDonald
in
"The Woman's Side"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy

Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie inRambeau
"The Goldfish"
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
Mariam CooperKenneth Harlan, in
"The Girl Who Came Back"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Marcia ManonEd Sutherland, in
"TheWoman He Loved"

This

Week's

Jack Powell Sextette, one of
the sensational vaudeville developments of the year in Eastern
vaudeville, comes to the Pantages
as the headliner this week. The
feature photoplay, "Has the
World Gone Mad?" has in its
cast. Robert Edeson, Chas. Richman, Elinor Fair, Mary Alden.
Hedda Hopper, Lydia Lalo, and
Vincent Coleman.
Richard Dix. Frank Campeau.
Lois Wilson, Noah Beery, head
the
all-star castTheatre
in thisoffering,
week's
Metropolitan
"To the Last Man."
By special request and popular
demand,
Clune's
has madeof
it possible
for Theatre
the hundreds
disappointed theatre goers who
were unable to see the wonder
dog. "Buck," in Jack London's
"The marvelous
Call of thedrama
Wild," ofto the
see
this
screen, at their play house for one
week only, starting August 20th.
The high expectations raised by
the advance word or "The BroWing" from
have
been ken
fulfilled
here atthetheeast
Morosco.
The attraction has every nccesary component of entertainment
success with its quick succession
of laughs, thrills, romance and
scenic effects. In the cast are
Francesca Cappellano, Harland
Tucker, Gayne Whitman, Harry
Garrity, Joseph Eggenton, Mary
Worth, Lloyd Conrigan, Arthur
MacDonald, Frieda Sterling, and
Chas. Buck.
"The Gold Fish," which opens
the Majestic this week, with Marjorie Rambeau in the stellar role,
will have in the supporting cast
Robert Adams, Lawrence Grant,
John Steppling, and Richard
Tucker. The play, scheduled to
open last Monday, was postponed
on account of a serious illness to
Miss Rambeau, necessitating her
removal to St. Vincent's Hospital.
Pearl Regay, who holds the
reputation of being able to do
nearly any kind of dance ever
done, will head the Hillstreet theatre program this week. With
her will be Lester Sheehan and
company, another famous aggregation of steppers. Del Chain and
Lou Archer, a pair of competent
comedians, will add the comedy
to the bill with their new act,
"Not Now." "A Friend in
Need," with Mann Holiner and
Nicholas Joy in the featured
roles, will also add some comedy
to the bill. Paul Murray and
Gladys Gerrish will offer their
dainty
little act, impersonations
"Studying Stars,"
which embraces
of
all the famous musical comedy
stars.famous
Jack dog
Roshier
with "Muffs,"
the
contortionist,
will
also be on the bill. The exclusive
photoplay showing will be Katherine MacDonald in "The Woman's Side." A chapter-play,
"The Eagle's Talons," a comedy,
"The Old Fashioned Flapper,"

Theatre

Motes

"The Spoilers"
Rex Beach's

Fables
International News and Aesop's
"Drifting."
That's what a white woman's
soul
was doing
a yellow
country.
But a in
great
sacrificeman's
for
love and honor brought to the
fore, the innate goodness of Cassie Cook's nature and brought
about her regeneration.
Mystery ? All of it in China !
Drama ? What else could there
be in the shadows of the opium
trade in the heart of China !
Romance? Well — if a white man
and a white woman were suddenly
forced to defend themselves
against a thousand drug-mad natives of the poppy hills, could anything but romance be the outcome of these desperate hours?
These are a few of the highlights of "Drifting," Priscilia
Dean's latest starring vehicle
which is
at Grauman's Million
Dollar
Theatre.
Continuing its remarkable sensational impression, "Where the
North Begins," the Warner Brothers'
Tin-Tin, screen
theclassic
famousfeaturing
police Rindog
here, at the Alhambra Theater,
the production is rapidly becoming the talk of all the southland.
Rin-Tin-Tin is the prize of dogs.
He is fierce in an attack and lovable when he crouches 'neath the
feet of his master. The production is playing to the biggest
crowds in the history of the Alhambra. Those in the cast include Claire Adams, Walter McGrail, Pat Harrigan, Myrtle
Owen, Charles Stevens and Fred
Huntley. Chester M. Franklin
directedvisionunder
personal superof HarrytheRapf.
More than unusual interest attaches locally to the current premiere of Richard Walton Tully's
production
of "Trilby,"
the
George Du Mauricr
novel which
has been read by millions. The
concentrated curiosity centers
about the girl, Mademoiselle Andree Lafayette, whom Tully
brought from France to portray
title role. The production also
marks the famous playwright-producer's first screening of a play
other than his own. The production was directed by James Young
and the cast is one of the most
notable of the year. Those in
the cast are Creighton Hale, Arthur Edmund Carewe, Philo McCullough, Wilfred Lucas, Francis
McDonald, Maurice Cannon, Max
Constant, Gordon Mullen, Gertrude Olmsted, Martha Franklin,
Evelyn Sherman, Gilbert Clayton,
Rose Dione, Edward Kimball and
Robert De Vilbiss.
As a special added attraction,
Loew's State Theater is presenting Hal Roche's latest "Our
Gang" comedy, "Giants vs.
Yanks," one of those inimitable
youngster pictures with Micky
Daniels and the rest of the faHal Roach
diansmousin the
cast. juvenile come-

Main at Ninth in
Harold Lloyd
Miller's
"Safety Last"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Richard Dix- Lois Wilson
in
"To The Last Man" 1
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
Andree La Fayette
"Trilby"
in
Rialto
Broadway near Eighth
"Hollywood"
Kinema
Grand near Seventh
Dark
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Priscilia Dean
in
"Drifting"
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Rin-Tin-Tin
in
"Where the North Begins"
Hollywood Egyptian
Hollywood Blvd. and McCedden
"The
Covered
Wagon"
with Lois
Wilson
and !
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Mary Philbin
and Norman
Kerry in
"Merry Go Round"
Clune's Broadway
Broadway near Fifth
"Call of the Wild"
Jack London's
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Aeroplane
By an unexampled feat combining foresight
fl co-ordination of all departments, Patlie
ftws enabled all theatres in eastern cities to
leen filmed
Harding's
death
funeralat train
Ines
as far
east and
as Omaha,
their
■esday shows.
(Negatives rushed from Omaha by special
iplane service were developed and printed at
ll; Pathe News Jersey City factory late Montr night and prints delivered to New York
patres at 9 o'clock Tuesday morning. Other
jnts
Washington,
Uphia reached
and Boston
by noon Baltimore,
of the samePhi;aday.
[Pathe News claims for this feat credit for
e biggest news reel service "scoop" in the
ktory of camera news reporting. It was acpnplished by means of swift airplanes which
ltdistanced the fast air-mail service.
Not only theatres in the eastern cities, but
roughout the middle west as far as Chicago,
lined at least 24 hours in their presentation
the all-absorbing news event of the week.
Pathe News had screened on the previous
riday all of the Presidential touring party
lenes up to the arrival at San Francisco,
:companied by a resume of the late Presi:nt's
Negatives
scenes
the career.
great tragedy
werecovering
speedingtheeastward
1 the Overland Express, due at Umata a feiv

Plus

Camera

Spells

hours earlier than the funeral train.
On Sunday morning Pathe News Staff
Cameraman C. C. Chapman — an expert flyer —
received long distance phone orders from
Acting Editor Albert J. Richard to engage a
fast plane, meet those two trains at Omaha,
receive all negatives and rush them by the air
route to the Jersey City factory. Chapman
was at the Chicago office.
He had already prepared plans in anticipation of such orders, which included a snsll,
fast plane to be piloted by Nimmo Black. Tinflight from Chicago to Omaha was made in
ample time to intercept the Overland Express
and take off the negative film shipped from
San Francisco. A short delay enabled Chapman to secure also from the incoming funeral
train all of the scenes taken en route.
As far as Chicago the return flight was
made on the same plane, driven by the same
pilot. At Chicago a larger plane was waiting
for the long leg of the flight eastward. This
was piloted by Eddie Stinson — Chapman continuing in charge of the film.
This flight, made at an average speed of
more than 100 miles an hour, was uneventful
up to about 7 p.m. Monday. Then occurred
the only mischance of the whole flight enterprise. Reaching Dingman's Ferry, Pa., the
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Speed

plane was compelled to descend, owing to the
development of a thick haze.
After communicating with the home office
by phone, Chapman transferred his film to a
fast touring car, instructing his pilot to proceed to the Curtis Field on Long Island as
soon as possible.
Driving at break-neck speed, Chapman
reached the New York office with his negatives atmorning
about the
midnight,
and had
at 2been
o'clock
Tuesday
negative
developed
and titled and the making of an extra number of prints was under way.
Prints for Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis, Chicago and all the middle West
were shipped early Tuesday morning.
Prints for all the big eastern cities, as above
stated, were delivered in time for the Tuesday
afternoon
the morning.shows — in New York City by 9 in
The Pathe News Harding Special contains
more than a score of graphic scenes. Beginning at San Francisco, crowds are seen waching as the casket is borne from the hotel to
the funeral train ; it is placed in a hearse under
guard of the 11th U. S. Cavalry; the Navy,
Marine and National Guard representatives
board the train
; the pall-bearers
are pictured —
(Continued
on Page 20)

The zeal with which photoplayers have embraced the radio as the latest indoor sport, has become so general that practically every "film folk
home" is equipped with a receiver.
— Radio Journal Photo
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from

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL., Aug. 13th.—
Cullcn Landis. one of the most popular young
stars of the screen, spent a few hours in San
Francisco on Saturday, on his way South,
after a trip to the mountains.
Alec Francis, grand old man of the silver
sheet, came up from Los Angeles for a few
days'
visit with
Max Graf,
Graf
productions,
and after
he got head
here of
wastheinduced
by Graf to stay and play the part of the attorney, in their current production, "Half-aDolla'r Bill."
The Pacific Studios at San Mateo is a
busy place these days, for the Graf Productions started actual shooting of their big sea
picture there on Monday morning. There are
about two weeks fit studio work to be finished
first, then the whole company go to sea in a
four-masted schooner, to be gone several
weeks.
The West Coast Production Company also
start a company working at the San Mateo
studios this week, so for the first time in
quite a little while both big stages will be
scenes of activity.
Marjorie Rambeau, Richard Tucker, Lawrence Grant, and other members of Miss Rambeau's company left for Los Angeles on SunD I RECTOR IS A KODAK FIEND.
Despite the fact that he spends at least 300
days each year behind a camera in pursuit of
his profession as a motion picture director,
George D. Baker, dean of Hollywood's megaphone wielders and producer of many screen
classics, is an ardent, if not rabid, kodak fiend.
At work and at play, Baker always has at
least one of his twenty cameras with him,
loaded and ready to "shoot" any incident or
scene that he believes might enhance the artistic value of his amazing collection of over
23.000 kodak prints.
"It's my one greatest vice, this non-professional 'shooting' of off-stage pictures," explained the eminent director when taunted
about his hobby, recently. "I presume it is
my great interest in motion picture photography that first led me to take up amateur
camera work and since that time — many, many
years ago — I have pursued the elusive in
woods, mountains and at sea with a pictme
Baker is credited with owning the greatest
box."
and finest collection of small photogranKe
prints in America. His views include unusual
scenes
various
angles
and often
times at"shot"
a greatat risk
of life.
The director
has
endeavored to put "life" in all of his still subjects and that he has succeeded is attested to
by publishers and collectors of various portions of the world who have sought to exploit
the amateur work of the camera
wizard.
Although Baker is naturally greatly interested in motion picture photography, he has
never evidenced the desire to "shoot" movie
camera for pleasure. Motion pictures a are
his
business, he says, while still photographs aie
his hobby and he has drawn a sharp line between the two arts.
At the present time Baker is exploring the
wonderous nooks
caves of California's
great Yosemitc inandsearch
of new studies to
record with his camera. He expects to remain in the governmental park for a week,
during which period he anticipates "shooting"
all of nature's wonders contained in that vast
area, that have not already
been filmed.

Frisco

day morning. The company completed a most
successful engagement here at the Capitol
Theatre on Saturday night, and opened at
the Majestic Theatre, Los Angeles, on Monday night in the big Broadway success, "The
Gi ildfish."
The Intrepit Company, who are preparing
to
a fifteen
round pictures
the worlden
in make
a sailing
vessel,months'
making trip
moving
route, have bought in Seattle a fine big threemasted schooner. Captain Lyon, who is the
head of the organization, has gone to Seattle
to superintend the installing of the auxiliary
engine, and the general refitting of the boat
for the purposes of the company. Their passenger list is almost full, and if the present
plans are carried out, the expedition will set
sail on their long voyage October first.
Ethel Barrymore, looked on as the foremost actress of the American stage today, is
the headline attraction at the Orphetim Theatre this week, in Sir James Barrie's one-act
play, "The Twelve- Pound Look." The playlet was first used by Miss Barrymore as a curtain raiser some twelve years ago. and was so
good, and such a popular favorite, that she
has
played
froma big
timetheme,
to time
It's
a short
play itwith
and since.
gives some
wonderful opportunities for emotional acting.
She will be supported by a capable company.
Casts of the Week
The Graf Productions Present
"HALF-A-DOLLAR
Metro Release. BILL"
Directed by \V. S. Van Dyke.
Leigh Smith. Assistant Director.
Andre Barlatier, Cameraman.
R. L. Selander, Assistant Cameraman.
Story by Curtis Benton, adapted for the
screenContinuity
by Max byGraf.
Hope Loring CAST:
and Drurv Lighton.
George McQuarrie Anna Q. Nilsson
Alec Francis Raymond Hatton
William Carleton Mitchell Lewis
Frankie Darrow
Being shot at the Pacific Studios, San Mateo.
"MYSTERIOUS GOODS"
Story by Jeanne Poe.
Directed by Charles R. Seelig.
Elmer Dyer, Cameraman.
Harry Burns.
Assistant
Scenario
by Director.
Jeanne Poe and Charles R. Seelin.
CAST:
Johnny Walker
George Larkin
Daniel Moore
Jake Abram
Nan, His Daughter Charolette Morgan
Jim Harding
Arthur Morrison
Billy Evans
Billy Quinn
Dummy Spiffins
Jack House
Sheriff Crawley
Bob McKenzie
"THE EAGLE'S CLAW"
Story by Buchanan.
Directed by Alvin J. Nietz.
Morrie Hughes. Cameraman.
Charles DeLong,
ScenarioAsst.
by Director.
Charles R. Seelin and Al. Nietz.
A Charles R. Seelin Production..
CAST:
"Big Boy" Williams
Virginia Warwick
Heavy
Lew Meehan
Father
Lafe McKec
Indian
Karl Silveria
Sheriff
Fred Hank
Attorney
P. E. Longstrcet

agnes

kerr
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crawford

Jack Brehaney has resigned as manager of
the Capital Theatre Inn- to handle the superfilm, "The Hunchback of Notre Dame." ^
"The Fog," feature picture made by the
Graf Productions at San Mateo this spring,
opened
week';, engagement
the Pantages
Theatre. a Oakland,
on Sunday. atAppearing
with
the picture in a specially written prologue are
the three clever children of the cast. Little
Oliver Hyde, the boy wonder, and a native
of
Oakland,
who Cullcn
in "TheLandis
Frog"is is
Forge,
as a child:
the Nathan
grown
up Nathan. Rose Cugini. who is the child
played in later years by Anna May. and Grace
Johnson, the younger edition of Mildred Harris, and off the screen^ a diild prima-donna.
The little playlet is being received with great
interest,
and "The
Frog"side.itself is receiving
highest praise
on every
When Eddie Eberle. auditor for Goldwyn
with
the ofcompany
"Greed"
underFranthe
direction
Eric Vonmaking
Stroheim,
left San
cisco for the South last Wednesday, it marked
the close of the local work on the picture. It
has been one of the longest locations on record, as actual filming of the picture has been
in progress for four months and a half, and
part of the organization was here making
preparations
work began. three months before the camera
THE SPIRIT OF DETERMINATION.
Lorraine Eason is a thorough believer of
consistency and perseverance, and not only believes in it, but conscientiously lives up to it,
and while but eighteen years old. she made U%
her youthful mind to become a motion picture
star, and though opposed by her parents, did
not swerve one iota from her original plans,
even after traveling the country over, as her
father was an official in the Engineering Department of the Government service and his
duties took him to all principal cities of the
United States, also to Panama, always being
accompanied by Lorraine and her mother, j
Even as late as in the fall of 1922 she enjoyed the distinction of refusing the great
Florenz seen
Ziegfeld's
offer engaged
to join in
themodeling
Follies, heat
having
her while
a fashionable Fifth Avenue modiste's as she
had
her inplans
into practically
the movies" perfected
: and break
she todid."break
with
a vengeance. Possibly it will be remembered
that a beauty contest entered into the scheme
of things about this time, and while Lorraine
refuses to discuss the matter, it is the consensus of opinion of many, who not only participated, but were officially connected with it,
that she came out with flying colors, only to
have the powers that be to decree otherwise.
Nothing daunted, however, she at last succeeded in getting the consent of her parents
to make the supreme attempt, they agreeing,
at the same time, to give her only a few short
weeks in which to see the folly of her long
years of well laid plans. Then the unexpected happened — she was almost immediately
cast
in
James Young's
"Wandering
and followed
by important
bits andDaughters"
parts in
productions such as "Daughters of the Rich,"
with Mary Pickford in "Rosita," Roland V.
Lee's "You Can't Get Away With It," and
others, and her recent portrayal of the role of
"Echo" in "The Temple of Venus" has caused
favorable comment.
Muriel Frances Dana, who will soon head
her own unit as a star, will be the third child
to win such an honor before reaching the age
of five years. She is regarded generally as a
cinema genius.
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How
J "Acting for motion pictures, no matter how
llreat the actor, is not worth a larger salary
Iian $500 per week."
J This, coming from Conway Tearle, one of
lie highest paid actors in films, offers a starting remark at this time wljen the salaries are
hooting skyward.
"By this I do not mean that those actors
Lho receive large salaries are not in practi,ally every instance, entitled to every penny
liey receive — arid more," says Mr. Tearle. "I
lo mean, however, that acting itself is not
L'orth more than a weekly salary of $500, no
hatter who the actor may be.
I "No motion picture player receiving a large
lalary in pictures, obtains this amount because
If his or her acting ability. The idea that
this or that player receives a tremendous mon[tary remuneration for his or her 'art' is to
tny mind, silly. I cannot imagine any piece of
[cling that warrants a magnificent salary.
"However, the drawing power of ihc actor
pr actress does warrant a full share of the
profits on a photoplay.
It is this drawing

Much

is Acting
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Worth?

power that makes a player worth much more
than $500 weekly to the producer.
"The public hears of gigantic salaries paid
to players in pictures. Some of these salaries
are actually paid performers, not, however,
for what the public is lead to believe to be
the value placed upon the individual's histribut what the player's name means
to theonic talents,
box-office.
"I might be a wonderful actor, but if I have
no drawing power, if my name does not help
bring in the sheckcls at the theatre, then my
services are worth no unusual salary, no matter how great my acting may be.
"There is no such thing as a $3,000 a week
actor. There is such a thing as a $10,000 a
week drawing power in the person of an
actor.
"Motion picture acting is an art worthy of
the calling. As an art it deserves a fitting
return to the artist. After that it is pureiy
a matter of business. It might be inferred
that a great piece of acting will automatically
result in making an actor a great box-office
attraction. This is no more unversally true
than is the belief that to be a powerful boxoffice power, one has to be a great act or.
"Sometimes
a supporting cast whosethere
workarefarplayers
excels inthat
of the

star. Yet they do not have the drawing power
of the star, and consequently do not earn, nor
do they get, a salary equal to that of the star.
On the other hand, there are stars whose boxoffice power is tremendous, yet whose acting
ability is far exceeded by others of less salary.
"If a player's name in connection with a
film is worth $10,000, he or she deserves every
penny of it. Producers generally are not payinglessthethey
much
'fabulous
unknowdiscussed
the players
are salaries"
worth every
cent and more, paid in salaries. Despite all
talk of tremendous salaries paid for 'acting
talent,' few players are really receiving what
they
actually
earn." ALL ACTORS
ACTOR
THINKS
SHOULD BE WELL POSTED
Bryant Washburn, featured in Ben Wilson
productions for Grand- Asher, says he has no
patience with the actor who becomes, so to
speak, insular. That is, who lives in his own
little world of the studios and doesn't even
know whether there is a Democratic or Republican president, or whether France is still
in Ruhr.
"It is very easy to get this way," says Bryant. "There is a continual activity in film circles which might easily engross all the attention of the people in it. Their own little problems, squabbles, rumors, and so on, can very
easily become the horizon of their thoughts
and engross them to the exclusion of the great
affairs of the world, the new discoveries in
science, the political or educational activities
of the people outside.
"The mistake in this is that such people become limited in their mental outlook. How
can they successfully portray characters supposed to be entirely apart from the screen
world if they know nothing of their ways of
thought or action? The result is that the
portrayals
coin Jones,
a verya
crude term.become
Instead"actorish,'
of being toJohn
world financier, the individual is So-and-So,
playing his own character.
"I believe an actor should, above most people, be a reader and keep thoroughly abreast of
the times. He would do better work if he had
little to do with the affairs of the screen world
outside his work, though he should know all
art.
, of the
about the technic and the developments

J. Warren Kerrigan, whose come-back on the screen after a long absence, has been one of
the sensations of recent cinema times. "The Covered Wagon" and "The Girl of The Golden
West" are two features which served to re-establish him.

"I have studied everything from laboratory
with lighting requirefamiliar
to sets;ments Iand am
camera
technic. By this means I
know at once how to play a role to gain the
best results. This is not to boast of my particular skill, but only to show that any actor
may, if he takes the time and trouble, gain a
clearer insight into the thing he is doing for
one's spare
to devote
Farandbetter
a livelihood.
moments
to this
to gaining
a general
idea
of the world's work than to idly gossip about
studio and studio people.
"There are many players who follow the
ideas I have suggested and most of them are
at the top. The really sincere man in any line
of endeavor has little time for the trivialities
of his field. True, all work and no play is
bad business, and I am a firm believer in enjoyment. Outdoor sports, gatherings in which
minds of intelligence meet to discuss topics of
value or interest, afford me relaxation and
recreation. These, with my work, and reading, give me plenty with which to occupy my
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Gossip

Jeancttc Lajaunessc is another
actress who came to the cinema
via the vaudeville route. For four
years prior to her entry into motion pictures she was one of the
headlining features on the Orpheum Circuit, hilled as J. Lajaunesse,
Apache
Dancer,"
which was "The
a male
impersonation.
This has been recorded as one or
the best acts of its kind that baa
ever gone over this particular
vaudeville circuit, and enjoyed a
continuous success. The most
important parts she has portrayed
in pictures were in "The Trail of
The Lonesome Pine" and Goldwyn's was
"Hearts
Flowers,"
which
filmed and
in New
York.
Believing that her own name is
too long, she has assumed the cognomen of Jeancttc Hood and will

hereafter be known under this
name in her film work. Miss Lajaunessc, or rather Miss Hood,
was born in Chattanooga, Ten.,
of French descent. She has hazel
eyes, brown hair, and ts 5 feet 7
inches. She has been in pictures
three years.
Entertains Brother.
Howard Hughes, brother of the
famous author and motion picture
director. Rupert Hughes, accompanied his brother on a location
trip to Yellowstone Park, where
the author is filming scenes for
his new picture, tentatively titled,
"Law Against Law." Howard
Hughes will stay a week in tinPark, and from there make a trip
through the northern part of the
state. He is a wealthy oil man.
Swimming Ability Wins.
Is ability to swim essential to
success in motion pictures? In
the case of Vit*i«a Valli, who
portrays _the-" hcr<!We in King
— ^-icior s version of V>sepn Hergisheimer's novel, "Wild Oranges," it's one of the fVtors that
won her the role. JarV-s Kirkwood as the hero gets \jiis first
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glimpse of her in the costume of
Eve as she sportively buffets the
waves.
Benslioff
EdwardPromoted.
Benshoff, for three
years master of properties for
the Mary Pickford Co., and for
several years in a like capacity
at the Thomas H. Ince studios at
Culver City, has been promoted to
assistant director for John Griffith Wray, now occupied in the
filming of Eugene O'Neill's great
stage
Blanchetriumph,
Sweet, "Anna
GeorgeChristie."
Marion
and William Russell are the feaplayersbeof a "Anna
which tured
will
First Christie,"
National
release.
Mary Lee Wise has been signed
by Lasky to play an important
part in "Woman-Proof," starring
Thomas
Mcighan,
tion of Al.
Green.under
Thistheis direcMrs.
Wise's fourth engagement with
Lasky-Famous Players this year.
Bruce Enjoys Vacation.
Having recently completed a
prominent role as Wesley Barry's
little brother in "The Country
Kid," Bruce Guerin is enjoying
a well-earned vacation, the first
for mure
a fewcamera
days' work,
duration since than
he began
a little over a year and a half ago.
During this time he has played
featured roles in nine films.
"Drifting,"
in which"
worked
tor ten weeks
withhe Prisciila
Dean, will soon be released. Numerous offers have been received
by the Warner Brothers, with
whom lie is under long-term contract, for his services pending the
commencement of another Warner film with a role suitable to his
age and talents, but they have decided that such a little fellow
needs a rest once in a while.
After his vacation he will return
to the screen in another Warner
Brothers picture and it is said
that stardom is in store for him.
Publicists Become Motorists.
Joseph A. Jackson, Goldwyn
manager uf publicity, and his
housemate- and co-worker, Tom
Reed, left yesterday by motor
over the vacation route for a trip
north which may not stop short
of
Sound.Portland, or even Puget
The carefree pair refused to
issue any itinerary or wire address and referred all matters of
mere business to Tom Engler,
who will be in charge of the departmentweeks.
during Jackson's absence of two
Mcighan is Popular.
In addition to working in
"Woman- Proof," the George Ade
story which is serving as his present starring vehicle, Thomas
Mcighan has been holding daily
receptions
at Paramount's
Coast
studio.
Reputed to West
have
the largest list of personal friends
of all the screen luminaries,

Throngs

Meighan's
long sojourn
in the
Fast
has prevented
his Western
friends from seeing him for nearly
a year. Hence their rush to his
home and to the studio during his
few spare moments following his
recent return to Los Angeles.
Mae Marsh and Claude Gillingwater will head an all-star cast
of
players forthcoming
in "Daddies,"production,
Warner
Brothers'
which
has been scheduled
to face
the cameras September first.
Harry Beaumont will handle the
megaphone for this special.
Mix Gets Scraped.
Tom Mix is recovering1 from a
pair of badly scraped shins which
lie suffered while making a scene
in his newest William Fox production, "A Mr.
Flyin'
The
horse which
MixFool."
was riding
— not the sure-footed Tony — managed to get its foot caught in a
tree root and fell heavily to the
ground, pinning the star beneath.
Any person less stalwart than
Mr. Mix probably would have
been seriously injured, but as it
was, the western star was not
sufficiently hurt to stop work.
Monte Blue and Harry Myers
have been added to the cast of
"Daddies," the David Belasco
play,ly toproduction
shortbe startedof atwhich
the isWarner
Brothers studio under the direction of William Seiter.
Vera Lewis has been engaged by
Harry Cohen for his production.
"The Marriage Market." under
the direction of Edw. Le Saint.
Miss Lewis has just finished her
engagement with Jackie Coogan in
"Long Live the King," playing the
part of Archduchess Annunciata.
A-U-G-U-S-T
doesn'tWilkinson,
spell vacation for Walter
screen starlet. It spells work.
Walter now has a dual role, as
Cupid and as a prince, in William
Fox's "The Temple of Venus,"
being directed by Henry Otto. In
addition, he is playing the part of
a bootlegger's son in Larry Semon's current comedy production
Angry mobs have been chasing
Billiescreen,
Butts,all"character
of
the
over the kid"
lot the
past few clays, at Mack Bennett's.
Billie is the "heavy" in "Rough
and
Ready,"
kid-and-animal
picture
being the
directed
by Bill
Campbell,
and
featuring
Jackie
Lucas.
Return From Lake.
After a happy week of ideal
weather and amid the scenic glories of Arrowhead Lake, the Associated Authors' "No More
Women"
players
to
the Thomas
H. have
Ince returned
studios to
complete the interiors of Elmer
Harris' scintillating comedy. The
reluctantly returning troupers include Madge Bellamy. Kathleen
Clifford, Matt Moore, Shannon
Day, Clarence Burton, Stanhope
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Wheatcroft, H. Reeves-Smith and
Director Lloyd Ingraham.
Noted Actor in Hollywood.
A newcomer to the motion picture colony in Hollywood, is John
Webb Dillion, who comes from
New York with a Fox contract in
his pocket. Mr. Dillion is sA
actor of much renown in both the
world of spoken and the screen
drama, and has to his credit upwards of four hundred different
roles in stock production. Mr.
Dillion was the original "Inspector
Burke" in "Within the Law," and
played with such well known actJames O'Neill,
Fthelors asBarrymore,
JohnViola
DrewAllen.
and
many others. He is considered an
authority
"make-up"
and role*
spa
cializes in onstrong
character
Bobbie Forges Ahead.
Bobbie Gordon, juvenile star, ■
rapidly coming to the front in
filmland after his splendid work
in "Penrod and Sam" and "Fight*
ing Blood"
productions.
For been
the
past
two weeks
Bobbie has
playing a feature part in one of
jack isWhite's
productions
and
now busycomedy
with Bennic
Zeidx
man at the Principal Pictures stua
dio, where he was selected out of
a score of applicants for a pari
that called for initiative ability to
portray.
Definite announcement comes
from Sid Grauman that an entire
change of policy will soon be
adopted at his famous Million I
Dollar Theatre at Third and I
Broadway.
A complete
trans- I
formation will be effected, both I
in the appearance of the house I
and the program presented.
Only the very biggest of speH
cial
be shown,-!
whichproductions
will be will
accompanied
by J
elaborate stage presentations, mtiqj
sical settings and skillfully con-l
trived lighting effects. There will]
be two performances daily — onel
in the afternoon and one in the»J
evening.
willweeks
be re-in J
served and All
on seats
sale two
I
advance for each picture. Thej
prices will be 82 cents, $1.10, and!
Additional
will of
be thel
in-|
stalled
within features
and outside
$1.65.
theatre and it is predicted that I
Third and Broadway will be thel
most brilliant spot on the coast.
According to Mr. Grauman, he!
is now negotiating for all of thel
big pictures in the market and hef
plans to make his Million Dollar a
Theatre the home of the finest in I
photoplays, music and stage pre- \
sentations.
Florence Vidor and Creighton
Hale have been engaged to play
the two leading roles in Ernst
Lubitsch's Brothers.
first production
for has
the
Warner
Lubitsch
for Mary
Pickford.
new
just
completed
directingThe
"Rosita"
Warner production is from thel
pen of Paul Bern, and it is reported to be something out of the
ordinary, with a Viennese setting
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COLLE'N MOORE
MARRIES
TODAY
Colleen Moore, popular motion
picture star, was married today to
John Emmett McCormick, Western Representative of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc. The
ceremony took place at St.
Thomas' church. The Rev. M. J.
Mullin officiated.
Carmelita Gerraghty, screen
actress and a close friend of the
bride, was the maid of honor.
The groom was attended by Earl
J. Hudson, of New York, production manager for the organization with which Mr. McCormick
is associated.
The ceremony, a quiet one, was
attended only by the intimate families of the bride and groom, consisting of Mr. and Mrs. C. K.
Morrison,
the bride's
father and
mother ; Cleeve
Morrison,
her
brother; Mr. and Mrs. J. S. McCormick of San Francisco, the
groom's parents ; Mrs. Mary
Kelly,
MissandMoore's
grandmother
her uncle
aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. ;
Walter Mitchell, and Mrs. E. J.
Hudson.
The marriage is the culmination of a romance which had its
inception two years ago when the
winsome Colleen met Mr. McCormick while playing in her initial
First National picture. Three
months ago Miss Moore signed a
long term starring contract with
First National.
The bride, who in private life
was Kathleen Morrison, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Morrison
of Los Angeles, is one of the
most popular film stars on the
west coast, both professionally
and socially.
McCormick is one of the best
known fdm executives on the west
coast, and one of the youngest executives in all filmdom to hold
such a responsible position.
_ The couple are unable at this
time to take but a brief honeymoon, induethe
to the
bride'sroles
engage-of
ment
feature
"Flaming Youth," now in produc"The Swamp
soon tion,
to andbein filmed
and on Angel,"
account
of the extensive production activity of the company, which necessitates the groom staying at his
desk at this time.
The wedding trip has been
postponed until after the completion of "The Swamp Angel," in
October, when the couple will go
East to New York and other
Atlantic coast cities for a protracted stay.
Mr. and Mrs. McCormick will
be at home at 689 South Bronson
Avenue, temberLos
1st. Angeles, after Sep-
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Dillon to Start.
Percy Visits Here.
Edward Dillon, of the Dillon
Percy Bronson, of Orpheum
circuit fame, is vacationing in Productions, starring Elaine HamLos Angeles, and renewing his
in Harold McGrath's
acquaintance with Eulalie Jensen, merstein,
"Drums of Jeopardy," will take
now a featured player in such up the megaphone for the picture
films as "The Hunchback of in about two weeks at the Goldwyn studios. In the meantime, he
Notre Dame" and George D. is
up his sets, which will
Baker's version of Balzac's "The be lining
most elaborate. The action of
Magic
Skin."
Percy
and
Eulalie
were show mates in musical com- the story in which Miss Hamedy, both having principal roles in merstein is cast as dramatic critic,
transpires in Russia and modern
the famous road show, "Peggy
New York, the former sequence
From Paris." Percy is also con- to
take place in a palace, now unsidering entering the films on his
der construction.
own account.
STAR
BY

SCALDED
GEYSER

generaTgets
close-ups

WATER
Helene Chadwick and an assistant director were badly burned
when the Giant Geyser at Yellowstone Park unexpeectedly spouted and drenched them with hot
water, according to a telegram received this week by Pete Smith,
Miss.
Chadwick's
Acids and other representative.
chemicals in the
water added to the seriousness of
their injuries, but it is expected
that they will be able to return to
work within a day or two. Meantime, production on the GoldwynCosmopolitan production, "Law
Againstworking,
Law," has
on been
which
were
held they
up.
Though
"Old
Faithful"
erupts
daily, the Giant Geyser is active
but two or three times a year.
Believing it safe the production
company, which is spending two
weeks in Yellowstone on location
shots, was working around the
pool in which the geyser is located, according to the telegram.
Then, without warning, an enormous column of steaming water
leaped from the center of the pool
and fell on the players. Miss
Chadwick and the assistant director were the only ones to be seriously burned, however.
Pola to Vacation.
Having completed the stellar
role in Herbert Brenon's production of "The Spanish Dancer" for
Paramount, Pola Negri is conmplating "seeing
a
AmericaYosemfirst"
trip. The teGrand
Canyon,
ite, Yellowstone National Park
and Del Monte are among the
scenic points which she hopes to
visit, but it is doubtful if she will
be able to visit more than one of
them during the present vacation.
According to the famous Polish
star's
Grandat
Canyon present
at leastplans,
will bethevisited
this time, perhaps accompanied by
Kathlyn Williams, who also
played an important role in "The
Spanish Dancer."

OF^ELF
A new vogue of "motion picture portraits" will be introduced
to Paris upon the return of General Henri Gouraud, newly appointed military governor of
Paris, and his staff, who have been
visiting America as the guest of
the Rainbow Division of the
American Legion.
The general, during his visit to
Los Angeles, was the guest of
Thomas H. Ince at the Ince studios in Culver City. He became
so interested in the process of
making "close-ups" of Blanche
Sweet, William Russell ana
George Marion, who were working in scenes of Ince's screen
adaptation
of "Anna
Christie,"
that he readily
consented
when
Mr. Ince suggested that some instudies"
of visit.
him
be made timate
as "portrait
a souvenir
of his
A number of close-ups were made
of the World War nero in addition to the "news" shots taken
of him with his staff. They will
be forwarded to the general before he sails for France, so that
he can carry back a vivid memento of his initiation to the motion picture ccdony, which the general gratefully told Mr. Ince was
one of the most pleasant and interesting experiences of his
American tour.
Among the
at Mr. were
Ince's :
reception
for guests
the general
Lieutenant de Vibraye, -aide -de
camp to the general ; Lieutenant
L. A. Hellec, secretary to the
general ; Col. G. A. L. duMont,
attached French embassy at Washington ;M. Jules Henry, secretary to French embassy ; M. A. S.
Tourneaux, American representative World Illustrie, Paris; W. W.
Bodine, Major John Mangin, and
Major W. H. Budd, of the U. S.
Army; Major H. J. Brady, Rainbow Division ; M. Louis Scntous,
Los Angeles French consul ; M.
Charles Winsel, Los Angeles Belgian consul; L. J. Christopher,
Pres. Alsace Lorraine Club and
Pres. Colonie Francaise of Los
Angeles ;

INSECTS

SCORE

SENSATION
IN FILMS
The premier showing at the
Ambassador Theatre, Los Angeles, recently, of three of Sol Lesser's "Secrets of Life" series
packed the playhouse to the doors
with an audience that overflowed
into the lobby. And the beholders were as notable in enthusiasm
as in numbers, each picture, the
Bee, the Ant and the Spider, being followed by prolonged applause, and finally by calls for
Louis H. Tolhurst, the young Los
Angeles scientist, whose processes
and inventions have made microscopic motion photography completely revealing and adequate.
It was explained that the pictures were not addressed to the
technical mind, but to the average
layman ; that a series of classroom non-theatrical pictures on
the same subjects was in contemplation, but that the purposes of
Principal Pictures Corporation
and Mr. Lesser in introducing and
presenting
this series
was to
entertain and excite
popular
curiosity
in a new world opened up by the
marvels of the Tolhurst light and
microscopic motion photography.
The audience in attendance was
representative of all classes of
theatre-goers and of all grades of
life and employment. Among the
invited guests were members of
the Academy of Sciences, local
Board of Education, professors of
Entymology, Zoology and Biology from
University
fornia,theSouthern
Branch, of
andCalithe
speaker of the occasion was Dr.
Mars Baumgardt, a local astronomer. Dr. Baumgardt said he
would reserve his remarks until
he had seen the pictures, which
when he had, inspired him in his
opening
to say, me.
"WhatTheI
have justphrase
seen staggers
screen has never revealed anyso marvelous
as this."
Mr. thing
Lesser
has taken
these three
pictures East with him to arrange for distribution and he will
also take them to Europe, there
also to effect their distribution.
Mr. Tolhurst was the recipient of
a flood of congratulatory comments and was assured that the
motion picture public will reward his eight long years of extient, hardperiment,
labor.research, study and paA quality frequently remarked
in the pictures
was that
the human
interest and humor
attached
thony.
through the manner in which they
have been titled by V/alter An-
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Resorts
Work

to Paper
to Save

Prestige
Patience and perseverance always will be rewarded, even if the
outlook sometimes grows dark
and dreary.
This is the opinion of Jack
Prendergast, who several months
ago gave up a promising career
on the legitimate stage in San
Francisco, to enter motion picture
work in Hollywood.
Jack couldworkhave done almost unlimited as an extra, or bit
player. He felt, though, that his
years of experience on the stage
and his success as a juvenile, in
entitled him to somelegitimate,better
than apprenticeship
thing
works, and didn't accept it.
friends
agod Jack's
Several
the
and in
boulevar
the days
along
studios began to wonder where he
had gone; for some time they
face.
smiling
his came
didn't
His see
father
to Hollywood
from the Bay City— Dad is Thomas F. Prendergast, a prominent
judge of the northern city — and
finally succeeded in locating the
son, who had been working on a
newspaper, for a small salary, rather than lower his prestige by
accepting cheap work in pictures.
Now Jack and his dad are
chumming around together, and
the boy feels sure that within a
very short time arrangements will
he made, perhaps through the organization of an independent producing company, if necessary,
whereby he will get the chance to
do screen work commensurate
with the thespic experience he has
had, as well as his acting ability.
COMEDY STAR TO FILM
AT FAIR IN HOME TOWN
Al St. John has beecn presented
with the keys of the city of S;tnta
Ana, his own home town, for the
week when the Orange County
fair is in session there this fall.
His fellow townsmen want their
cinema prodigy to come there and
make a comedy built around the
annual fall festival, and Al has
already taken the matter up with
General Manager Sol Wurtzel of
the Fox studios, and it looks as
if the entire St. John company
would be camping out at the Orange County metropolis during
the run of the exposition.
Fox is gradually acquiring
quite a menagerie and Al is planning to take a number of fourfooted stars with him to his home
town for the "County Fair" film.
Extremes of Fashion.
While Ralph Lewis is wearing
some very dilapidated and shopworn clothes in his featured role
in
"Born
Cyclone?*
Lewis, who ofin aprivate
life is Vera
Mrs.
Ralph Lewis, is appearing in
stunning creations valued at thousands of dollars in her role of the
fashionable society woman in
"The Marriage Market."
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TRYING TO SPARE THE
MULHALL AND PAL LINE
n ELUDED ASPIRANTS
LEAD IN COHNS NEXT
Each year thousands of young
With Jack Mulhall and Pauline
people leave their homes and jour- Garon in the leading roles. Harry
ney to Hollywood, California, in Cohn. general manager of the
the hope that they will find op- Waldorf studios, has completed
portunities in the motion picture
for "The Marriage Marindustry. Some are successful, the cast
ket,"elette
an Evelyn
nov-a
but the majority are not suited to
which willB.beCampbell
made into
the work and spend their money six reel feature for C. B. C. rein vain.
lease. Among the notables chosen
It remained for an advertising are Shannon Day, Vera Lewis,
man, Frederick F. Paul, of 521 Marc Robbins, Kate Lester,
H oiling s worth Building, Los An- Maymc Kelso and Jean de Briac.
geles, to see that screen aspirants
Marriage Market" will be
could be put in touch with motion "The
produced on a lavish scale under
picture directors, before coming the direction of Fdward J. Lc
to the film colony, and to bring Saint.
this about, the Motion Picture In"Forgive and Forget" has just
telligencer was established.
beecn completed at the Waldorf
studios
under the direction of
In this publication, which is circulated among the motion picture Howard Mitchell, with Wynddirectors, are reproduced the pho- ham Standing. Pauline Garon,
tographs and qualifications of Philo McCullough, Josef Swickscreen aspirants from all over the ard,
Steel. Lionel Belcountry. If any of these seem more, Vernon
Estelle Taylor and William
to afford likely material for cast- Scott.
Harry Cohn is conducting a
ing in any forthcoming productions, they are notified that there nation wide scenario contest to
may Ik- an opportunity for them ; get scripts which can be released
but, as only a small number can under the titles "Innocence" and
possibly interest the directors, "Pal o' Mine." The production
those that seem to have little in
their favor are notified that it of these two will follow "The
would be useless for them to come Marriage Market."
to Hollywood, and thus are saved FORMER OPERATIC STAR
IN GRAF PRODUCTION
the expense and disappointment
t hat would otherwise be theirs.
William T. Carleton, who was
noted for years as a leading operatic baritone, both in this country
YOUNG HIS"SLAVEDON TRIP and abroad
VACATION
before he gave up his
career to become a motion picture
Richard P. Young, whose main player, has been engaged for an
purpose in life is to write comerole in "Half-a-Dollar
dies and titles, recently took sev- important
which isof
to beSan
madeFrancisco.
by Graf
Productions
eral days off to make a short trip Bill,"
into the Big Bear country with Camera work will start at the
San Mateo studios on Monday.
Hob Dillon, now writtng a forthOther members of the cast already
coming serial. Their purpose
vvas to secure some location stills. engaged by Supervising Director
Max Graf, are Anna Q. Nilsson,
"I looked on the photographic
work as a man-sized job," said Mitchell Lewis. Raymond Hatton,
Young, back in Hollywood, "but George
McQuarrie,
Frankie
Darrow. and five-yearwhen Hob's Ford balked on a old
mountain grade, we did more than
Andre
Barlatier,
who photolabor — we slaved.
"Earthbound," and
"And the worst of it: My importantgraphed
productions,
has other
been
friends >x\\\ ask me if I enjoyed engaged as chief cinematographer,
and R. L. Selander will handle the
;w.V 'Meal ion."
second camera. Richard E. SibBarrymore Coming Soon.
ley will be technical director for
To portray the leading feminine the production.
Director W. S. Van Dyke and
role in the John Barrymore pic- Assistant
Director Leigh Smith,
ture, "Beau Brummel," the Warhave
already arrived here from
ner Brothers, through an arrangement with Paramount, secured the Hollywood and the members of
services of Mary Astor. Mr. the cast are expected momentarily.
Barrymore is expected to arrive LA MOTTE BECOMES AN
from
September
EXECUTIVE OF IIEPNER
1st. atNew
whichV'ork
timeabout
everything
will
be in readiness to film the Clyde
Ira J. La Motte, manager of the
Fitch play. Harry Beaumont,
Shubert-Belasco Theater in Washington. D. C, for the past two
who recently completed the picturseasons, and one of the best
ization of Belasco's play, "The known men in the United States,
Gold Diggers," will direct the has severed his connection and
Barrymore film. Dorothy Farnum
moved to Los Angeles, where he
is preparing the screen story.
has accepted a very attractive offer
from Wm. Hepner, Inc.
Archie Mayo at Fox.
He will have direct charge of
Archie Mayo is a new addition
to the comedy directorial staff of the company's business in California with the Motion Picture and
the William Fox West Coast stuTheatrical Producers. Mr. La
dios.
Hollywood.
Mr.
Mayo's
first
Motte will be the secretary and
work will be to complete a Sunshine comedy commenced a week treasurer of William Hepner, Inc.,
of
California, which as a result
ago by Director Tom Buckingham, who was suddenly called to of studio work in Hollywood and
New York to finish a picture other California points, has rapoutgrown the original New
started by Bernard Durning, sud- York idly
offices.
denly incapacitated by illness.
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Newcomer

Learns

Auto

Laws
Another motion picture player
comes from the East to find that
autoists fornia
can'thighway
speedandoverget
the away
Caliwith it.
Bebe Daniels discovered that
fact and went to jail for ten days.
Then Maurice Canon, the French
actor who went to the coast to
play in "Trilby.'' ran afoul the
same judge who put Bebe in durance vile.
The latest film celebrity to get
nailed by John Law is Ben Lyon,
well known stage and screen portrayer of juvenile roles. who
came west last week to play aifl
important role in First National's "Flaming Youth."
On his first Sunday in Calif or-J
nia, Lyon motored to Riverside.
Driving past a hotel there he was
held
a L'nitedof States
Army
officer,up aby member
the reception staff of the French general,
Henri Joseph Gouraud. who requested the actor
to drive
the sta*
fa-*
mous general
to the
railroad
tion.
The general's
missing,
the officer chauffeur
explained, was
and
it was necessary for the visitor tea
make a train leaving in a few
minutes. Lyon was told to fori
get all speeed laws, and he did.
Leaving the general at the
train, Lyon continued toward Los
Angeles. Having got the spirit
of the thing, he kept his foot
way down on the accelerator and
then ran smack into a motorcycle
cop. Explanation and excuses
were useless. Lyon was handed
before a magistrate and ponied up
to the tune of $25.
NEW COMPANY TAKES
OVER JACCARD STUDld
Jack Glavey and his associates]
in the newly formed Hollywood
Enterprises have taken over the
studio on Lankershim Boulevard,
directly opposite Universal City,
which has formerly been used T>y
Jacques Jaccard. The studio will
henceforth be known as the McNamara studio, after J. J. McNamara. well known cx-dctective
of LosidentAngeles,
who isandvice-presof the concern,
it will
house
the
units
which
are now in
the shaping.
Alreadytheplans
are ofunder
way astcii'
broaden
scope
activity
recently announced by the con-,
cern. In addition to the comedy
unit which will star Eddie Gribbon in 2-reelers, a feature company is now projected.
Negotiations are under way.
looking toward signing Mary Anderson as leading woman for the
first production. Charles O. Cecil
has been engaged as art direcor.
George D. Gould, former trade
paper editor,
will direct
the new
advertising and publicity
for the
concern.
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"Trilby" Scores
Big in New
York
j
The hard-boiled critics of the
New York dailies were apparently
swept off their feet at the opening
of Richard Walton Tully's latest
screen drama, "Trilby," which
opened at the Strand Sunday.
Not only do they laud Mr. Tully
to the skies for producing so thoroughly worth-while a play in such
a delightful and commendable
manner, but they hail Andree Lafayette as the find of the season,
and call Arthur Edmund Carew's
interpretation of the role of
Svengali, a masterpiece.
The Timesis says
in part : "This
photoplay
wonderfully
good.
Mr. Tully is a man who is eager
to give the public sensible and
wholesome pictures. It is far
ahead of most productions presented on Broadway."
The Tribune : "Lafayette delights us. She is fascinating,
beautifully unusual and clever, and
has a magnetic personality."
The News: "You*lI enjoy it
enough to see it again."
The World : "Trilby is one of
those films we wouldn't want to
say we had missed."
The Americanupon
: "Tully
is to be
congratulated
the execution
of the production — an unusual
i presentation."
The Mail
: "It
is best.
a moving
picture
drama
at its
The
people and incidents all appear
real. Lafayette is to be congratulated for her interpretation.
Carew, as Svengali, was finished,
artistic and sincere."
WILLIAM FOX HAS NEW
CASTING DIRECTOR HERE.
James Ryan, for many years
casting director in the New York
studios of the Fox Film Corporation, has arrived in Los Angeles,
i and henceforth will cast all pictures made at the William Fox
West Coast Studios, Hollywood.
The new casting director has a
wide acquaintance among film
folk and has to his credit the selection of players in such great
screen successes as "Over the
Hill." "If Winter Comes," "The
Silent Command," and all of the
big Fox
"specials" shot in the East
and
in Europe.
The new executive is thoroughly
grounded in the art of picture
making, having commenced his
studio career as a "grip," climbing then by successive stages to
assistant director, director, and
finally casting director.
Mr. Ryan is a civil engineer by
profession, and as such commanded a company for two years
in
war.France during the great world
Walter McGrail, who plays one
of the featured roles in "The Bad
Man," production,
Edwin Carewe's
Firstas Nathe
tional
is known
p:.""good bad man" of the screen
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Aileen

"Boy! page a press-agent."
Didja ever before in all of your
life hear a real, honest-to-goodness, motion picture actress, who
after experiencing a perfectly
good robbery, failed to publish it?
This is, however, what has
actually happened. A number of
weeks ago Miss Charlotte Du
Puis left her home on North Wilton Place, Hollywood, for the
Metro studios, and returning in
the late afternoon, found the house
in a topsy-turvy condition, dresser
drawers upturned, carpets rolled
back and valuables missing totaling nearly $5,000, among which
were included evening dresses,
silken lingerie, a diamond ring,
seal coat and a Kolinsky fur
cape, of which the latter alone
was valued at $1,000.Officers Niece and Page of the
Hollywood police station are on
the trail of the robbers and report
that arrests are due at any moment.
Miss Du Puis, who literally
rolled into fame, when in her first
part with Charles Brabin, in "Six
Days,"called
at the
studio she
was
uponGoldwyn
to dramatically
hurl herself down a long flight or
steps, has received a more than at-

tractive offer to be featured in a
new production which is to be
staged in a local Hollywood studio by Eastern capital.

"Extra"

Bennett

Gets

a

Promotion
Early

Busy

Plans

a

Film

Year
She played all the leading male
roles
at school, but — sfie couldn't
wear trousers.
Rosalind Byrne, who came on
the set of First National's "Flaming Youth," in which Colleen
Moore has the leading role, in the
capacity of an "extra," made such
good progress the first day of her
film experience that a small part
is being developed for her benefit.
Eighteen years old and just out
of the Immaculate Heart Convent,
Rosalind shows remarkable ability as a picture actress. Director
John Francis Dillon predicts that
she will ultimately become one of
the best known artists of the
screen.
Miss Byrne is a tall brunette,
with dark green eyes, suggestive
of the Orient. Her hair is jet
black and bobbed with a Dutch
cut that makes her one of the most
distinguished types of the many
young girls who appear in Warstory. ner Fabian's frank and daring
"I always wanted to be an actress," says the charming youiiR
woman. "In school I played all
the leading male roles in our amateur theatricals — but the sisters
made me wear skirts, except one
time when I appeared as Pan In
a pageant. If there had been a
possibility of Pan wearing skirts,
I suppose I would have worn
them in that play."

In his newly formed production
organization, in which he will produce two series of big features,
Chester Bennett will act as director general of the organization, and personally direct the pictures in which Jane Novak will
be starred.
In addition to directing the Jane
Novak pictures, Bennett will supervise aseries of six western productions starring Eddie Hearn.
Negotiations are pending for securing one of the best known directors of westerns for Hearn,
and his name will be announced
within the next few days. He will
work under the direct supervision
of Bennett.
Within a short time Chester
will also begin supervising a third
series of features, starring a famous light comedian, whose name
for the present is being withheld.
Bennett is now negotiating for
a number of well known books
and plays to serve as vehicles for
Miss Novak and Hearn. Hawthorne's immortal "Scarlet Letter" may be Miss Novak's next
starring vehicle.
Mary Beth Mil ford, who plays
the leading feminine role in
"Fighting Blood," was formerly a
member
of Irving
worldin
famous Music
BoxBerlin's
Review
New York. Miss Milford has
just recently received an offer to
return to the New York sta^e and
play the featured role in one of
the touring companies in ' Sally."

Will

Play

Lady in "3
Aileen Pringle, popular screen
beauty,
will play the
"TheElinor
Lady"Glynin
"Three Weeks,"
novel to be filmed by the Goldwyn
studios,ident Abraham
Lehr, announced
vice-presof the company,
this week.
Weeks"
Miss Pringle,
who has been appearing on the screen for less than
two years, gets her first leading
role in the famous love story, and
will play opposite Conrad Nagel,
who has been chosen for the part
of Paul, the blonde English hero
with whom hundreds of thousands
of readers are familiar.
Alan Crosland, who made "Enemies of Women" and other film
successes, recently arrived from
New York especially to direct the
feature, and expects to begin
filming the story within the next
two weeks.
Miss Pringle's
early joining
training and
environment
before
the
film colony have fitted her remarkably well for the role of the
mysterious
cials believe. queen, Goldwyn offiMiss Pringle has been declared
the exact type for the role by no
less an authority than Mme. Glyn
herself, who is now at the Goldwyn studios
to novel.
assist in the production of her
A member of one of the wealthiest and most aristocratic families in California, Miss Pringle
received her education in exclusive cisco,
privateLondon
schools
San Franand in Paris.
She
lived in Europe for several years,
and lived in most of the places
where the romantic adventures of
Paul and The Lady occurred. She
is the wife of Sir Charles Pringle, son of a former English governor of Jamaica, and one of the
largest landholders in the world.
Other pictures in which Miss
Pringle has appeared are : "In
The Palace of the King," "Souls
for others.
Sale," "The Tiger's Claw,"
and
ENGLISH STAR BUYS
"FOOLS FOR LUCK"
Ruby Miller, the famous star
of the English stage and screen,
who has just completed the leading rolechasedinthe screen
"Alimony,"
has topurrights
an
original story by Theodore Spangler,
"Fools
Luck." Theof
story deals
with For
the adventures
a young girl captive on a pirate
ship in the Mediterranean Sea.
Her captors, two of the most notorious pirates of their, time, are
in love with her. One is young
and handsome, the other is a
brute with no sense of respect for
the female of the species. The
development of the story, during
which the pirates drg for buried
treasure,
one of stories.
the most dramatic ofiscostume
Miss Miller will film the story
upon her return to Europe, as she
desires the production to be filmed
in
its exact location, the Spanish
Main.
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WHO
LIKE A FUTURE

LOOKS
OLD FAVORITE
Oliver Follansbee, one of the
newcomers to the film world,
makes his screen debut with the
all-star cast in "The Ten Commandments." Cecil de Mille's latest production.
Follansbee began his dramatic
career in Chicago as a member of
the Actors Guild, and appeared in
a number of productions with that
organization, namely. "The Lion
and the Mouse." 'La Tosca,"
"The Faun," "Come Out of the
Kitchen,"
and
many "The
others. Little Cinderella"
His first important role was in
support of Marjorie Rambeau in
"The Sign on the Door." He
later appeared with Lenore Ulric.
in
"The theatre.
Son- Daughter," at the
Belasco
During a performance of "The
Thief," in which Eugene O'Brien
was starred, O'Brien became ill
and Follansbee. who had understudied the title role, assumed the
part for a period of three weeks.
His performance was such that he and begin his screen career. Already Follansbee has received
was at once offered contracts by
great praise for his work in the
leading producers.
The late Wallace Reid, one of de Mille production and his fuis being watched by a great
Follansbee's
per- many tureproducers.
suaded him tostage
comeassociates,
to California
Mortimer Now Fox Director.
Edward Mortimer is now wielding a megaphone at the William
Fox West Coast studios, Hollywood, directing John Gilbert in a
screen translation of Richard
Harding by
Davis'
Exile," Betty
with
scenario
John"TheRussell.
Bouton has the role opposite Mr.
Gilbert and in the cast are Margaret Fielding, who made a screen
name for herself by her excellent
characterization of "Mabel" in
"If Winter Comes"; John Webb
Dillion.
who essays
the "heavy,"
Fred Warren
and others.
Don
Short is the cameraman.
Nothing But the Truth.
Bryan Foy, son of Eddie Foy,
who recently reached directorial
honors at the William Fox West
Coast studios, is making his first
Sunshine comedy, with Stephen
Roberts as co-director. The
laugh-maker will be captioned
"Nothing But the Truth," and
has as its three principal characters three famous truth-tellers,
Ananias, Baron Munchausen, and
Diogenes. Foy is also the scenarist.
Fred Kley a Rider.
Fred Kley. general studio manager of the big Fox studio. Hollywood, has become a horseback
enthusiast and recently purchased
several very fine saddle horses.
Early any morning he can be
found in the vicinity of the "Uplifters' Club."
on one
of the
attractive
bridle
paths
of many
that
section.
Doris May is soon to make her
bow
under
the Warner
banner,
as she
has been Brothers'
selected
to play opposite Johnnie Hines in
the star's second Warner picture,
tentatively titled, "Conductor
1492," adapted from F. Scott
Fitzgerald's story.

PLAYER OF MOTHER ROLE
SCORES IN "LULLABY"
The best work ever done by
"Nan Connor" is the tribute being
paid her by those who have seen
the rushes
of "Lullaby,"
Chester Bennett
production,thestarring
lane Novak, in which this talented actress just finished playing.
Following a few years of legitimate -tage and operatic experience, Miss Connor, like many other legitimate players, turned her
eyes toward the silver screen,
where she has since played with
such famous celebrities as Dorothy Phillips in "The World's
a Stage. " Leatrice Joy in "Minnie." Mary Pickford in "Pollyanna" and Suds." Madge Kennedy. "The Blooming Angel" and
Clara Kimball Young in ""The
Forbidden
Woman." Mother
and
nurse
characterizations
have been
her specialty. Miss Connor nas
until recently also been a member of the Hollywood Players,
but due to the pressure of her
screen work she was forced to
withdraw her support.
SEELING OFFERS PRIZES
Kathryr. Parker of Baltimore,
Maryland, was the lucky lady who
won the prize on her original idea
for "Big Boy." Williams' last
production, entitled, "The MidRider." offers another prize
Mr. night
Seeling
for the best submitted idea in this
same am' unt of words for a
George Larkin feature. The contest will close September 15th.
Mr. Seeling's studio address is
w<1442
>od. Beachwood Drive, HollyKlinor Fair, who is at present
under contract to Universal, will
shortly r> turn to New York for
a brief vacation, prior to starting work on a new feature.

News Section
IS THIS

WRITER?

MYSTERY

An amusing little my-tery has
sprung up in Hollywood and has
caused considerable buzz of speculation along the Boulevard. It is
rumored that one of the younger
popular short story writers has
become a motion picture actor
under the name of Stanley Stoles.
Rumor has it that this is not the
author's real name and the local
colony is busy speculating as to the
author's real name and the name
under which his magazine stories
Although Stanley Stoles admits
appear.
he has had stage experience, playing "Preece"
"Milestones"
"Ralston"
in in"Nothing
But and
the
Truth" under the direction of
Marie Wainwright on the legitimate stage in the East, he insists
that his venture as a motion picture actor i- primarily to get the
"motion
picture
angle" with
on stories.
One of the
directors
whom
the young man has recently
worked is predicting that Stanley
Stoles may have a doubly success- lead in film versions of his
ful career, some day playing the stories
BRUNO HITS UPON A
W IDELY POPULAR IDEA
J. Anthony Bruno reports that
his announcement published in last
week's Camera!, to the effect that
he had acquired the services of
the eminent cinematographer. Jas.
Talbot Gibney, Esq., and had
opened, in addition to his already
well-known portrait photography
service, a new branch of his business entirely devoted to the commercial production of screen tests,
at a most moderate price and under the personal supervision of
Mr. Gibney, has created quite an
interest, to say the least, and that
they had shot thousands of feet
of the celluloid during the course
of the week in satisfying the demands of dozens of screen aspirants who were attracted by his
timely announcement.
Ining Starts.
The Irving Productions at the
Hollywood Studios started shooting this week on location at the
fishing village at Monterey. I. W.
Irving, who wrote the story, entitled
announce the"Trapped."
all-starpromises
cast in to
a few
days and that it will be a regular
humdinger, from the box-office
viewpoint. W. H. Carr is production manager
and Clegg
Jack assisting.
O'Brien
director,
with Cy
The scenario is by Frank Beresford and Harold Shumate, with
D. Jennings at the camera.
Another Newcomer.
Helen Andrus, who recently
portrayed important roles with
the Famous- Players in the East,
under the direction of Victor
Fleming, has arrived in Hollywood seeking new laurels. Miss
Andrus, who is a blonde type,
augments the blonde division of
the Hollywood film colony in a
manner pleasing to the eye and
being an heiress in her own right,
has two mighty powerful weapons
with which to pry open the portal
of supremacy on the silversheet.

William DcMillc Editing.
William DeMille, assisted by hfl
scenarist. Clara Beranger, is nofl
cutting, titling and editing "The
MarriagemountMaker,"
his latest Agnes
Parapicture featuring
Ayres and Jack Holt, supported
by Charles de Roche. Mary Astor
and Robert Agnew. The screen
story was adapted from Richanfl
Knoblock's stage success, "The
Cast is Completed.
The cast for Lloyd Hamilton's
first
five-reel
comedy,
Boy,"
include
Irma "Mammy'i
Harrison,
Tom will
Wilson.
Lucille
LaVerne
andFaun."
Edna May Spurl. Director
Jack Noble began photographing :
the action last week at the Mam-'
aroneck Studios, where the picture is being produced. The cast
is
largely
that se-J
lected for the
Al same
Jolsonasbefore
he]
tendered his abrupt resignation
from motion pictures
Title is Changed.
"The Master of Man" has be"The Judge
andthetherelease1!
Wo-'
man." comeThe
latter is
title announced from the Goldwyn
studiosmous for
Sir Hall
Caine's
fanovel which
is being
brought
to the screen by Victor Seastrom,
the noted Swedish director, as his
first American production. The
change was made necessary by the
fact that several pictures have recently been released with titles
similar to "The Master of Man."
The cast of "The Judge and he
Woman" includes : Conrad Nagel,
Mae Busch, Patsy Ruth Miller,
DeWitt Jennings, Aileen Pringle,
Hobart Bosworth, and others.
After enjoying her first taste of
working on location in the wilds
of Yosemite Valley, Lenore Ulric
returned to the Warner Studios
to film interior scenes for the BeRose."
During lasco
herproduction,
absence"Tiger
the Warner
sudio staff had built interior sets
which riorswere
replicas of the exteof Yosemite.
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NIBLO

ESPOUSES
ROMANCE
Creation took care of that. In
Romance, like theeidelweiss,
settings designed by the Infinite
blossoms on the heights. Motion
Mind will be told a story of the
emotions
of three infinitesimal
picture directors, like the psalmist, are lifting up their eyes unto
important
'them-to
the hills from whtnee cometh an humans;selves,all
yet without
the to
power
mould
a
pebble
in
the
crucible
of
answer
to
their
prayers
for
romance.
ages
nor
wither
a
leaf
'till
winter
comes.
Altameters are being installed
Fred Niblo seems to be the unon cameras. Directors are wearing feathers in their derbies and intending dictator of screen fashion. Toreadorial dramas followed
short-winded dramaturgiss with
Alpine staves can be heard his "Blood and Sand," domestic
situations became the vogue after
wheezing through the Hollywood
hills at almost any hour.
his "Famous Mrs. Fair," and piFred Niblo seems to have
rate pictures are now being made
started it. He is going to the to join his "Captain Applejack"
Pyrenees for his next production
when it is screened as "Strangers
for Louis B. Mayer and Metro.
That
other mountain stories- will
the Night."
The story is "Thy Name Is of
Woman," a stage play enacted by accompany his production of
two men and a girl, against a "Thy Name is Woman" is* indicated. In fact, one producer was
background
majestically
tiful as everas took
form inbeauthe restrained with great difficulty
Hand of the Mountain Maker.
from buying the rights to "Swiss
There will be no art director.
Family Robinson."
IllZZONER MAY STAR
THE FAMILY THREE
IN PEGGY'S NEXT FILM

For the first time since he
switched his directorial allegiance
from First National to Metro,
Allen Holubar this week gave out
complete details concerning his
coming
under his new
million year's
dollar work
contract.
Holubar's first picture will be
"The Human Mill," to be adapted
from the novel, "The Bishop of
Cottontown,"
Johnwhich
Trotwood
Moore. The by
novel,
deals
with the picturesque South during
the reconstruction period following the Civil War, has been one
of the season's best sellers an «•
according to Joseph Engle, general manager of Metro, Holubar
is to be given every opportunity
to make it into a sure fire box office attraction.
"Life's Highway" is the release
title chosen for Holubar's second
picture, to be produced from the
story "East
Suez,"
E.
Lloyd
Sheldon,ofwhich
as abystage
Judgecourt
Summerfield's
play had a successful run in New
divorce
will be one famous
of the
York. This is a rapid fire story
featured
locales
in
"The
Custody
of love, romance and intrigue.
of the Child," which is to be Baby
Holubar's third production will Peggy's next multiple reel starring vehicle to be produced by
be "Robes of Redemption," from
the story by Jane Hurrle. HoluKing
Baggot.
Baggot and
fabar is personally preparing the
mous marital relations
judgethehave
adaptation.
friends for a numHolubar began his directorial been ber personal
of years and it is possible that
career with Carl Laemmle at Uni- "his honor" may appear in the
versal, where his "Heart of Hu- film personally.
The story was written by King
manity" was acclaimed
as one
of
the greatest
of the war
period.
Baggot in collaboration with Ray
He directed Dorothy Phillips in Schrock. scenario editor at Universal City, and the preparation
otherthen
big became
specials anforindependent
the "U,"
and
of the working script has beeen
producer, making the mammoth
turned over to Lois Zellner. Actual production will start as soon
spectacle, "Man, Woman, Marriage" for First National release. as Baby Peggy finishes work on
Later he made "Hurricane's
"The Burglar's Child," an adapGal,"
the first
the sea
tation of Frances Hodgson Burthat have
comeof into
so stories
much
nett's
"Editha's Burglar."
vogue of late, which he followed
After King
Baggot finishes
with "The White Frontier," both work on the new Baby Peggy
starring Dorothy Phillips. "The picture, it is possible he may be
White Frontier" was released in sent to England to film "Ivanhoe,"
be placed in charge of young
some territories as "Slander the or
Julius Laemmle, who is said to
Woman."
have ambitions to star in the juBUSTER COLLIER SIGNED
roles ofof boyhood
Horatio days.
Alger's
TO SUPPORT MISS RHODES
famous venile
novels
The signing of Buster Collier
to play the leading male role op- ANOTHER NEW YORKER
posite Billie Rhodes in her first
ENTERS LOCAL FIELD
Grand-Asher feature, "Leave It
to
the Wilson
characteris
Martin J. Heyl, who produced
of Gerry,"
the casts indicates
which Ben
"The Little Red Schoolhouse"
supplying for his productions. and
acted as production manager
Buster Collier, besides having
the distinction of being the son of for Madge Kennedy's "The Purple Highway," has come to Holthe veteran stage star, Willie Collier, Jr., is also a talented juvenile lywood.
Mr.production
Heyl is one
of the
actor, with personality and indi- film
notables
andeast's
this
viduality al his own. He plays a is his first trip to the coast.
college youth in this production
He has associated himself with
and plays in a genuine football Choice Productions, Inc., as sugame, besides doing some other
stunts that are common to the
pervisor of production for "SaSecret," a six-part
campus. Aside from that, he special,tan'snow
filmed all-star
under
makes love to Miss Rhodes and the directionbeing
of William H.
altogether has a very pleasing Clifford.
part.
Others in the cast include
Claire McDowell, Kathleen KirkArthur L. Todd, chief photographer for Maurice Tourneur
ham, Joseph W. Girard, Virginia
Merwick, etc. Ben Wilson is productions, is the first to sport
one of the new 1924 Rickenbacker
personally handling the megacoupes in Southern California.
•phone.

Dan Crimmins is the railroad
construction boss in "Hospitality,"
the new Buster Keaton special,
now in production.
Rosa Gare is doing a character
part with a-Dollar
GrafBill," inwhile
FriscoDannie
in "HaifHoy
(the son) is finishing his ninth
week as a half wit Chinese boy
in
"Lord
of the production
Thundergate,"
First
National
beinga
directed
by
Joseph
de
Grosse
at
United.
Betty Wins Laurels.
As a result of the "find a motion picture star" instituted by
local cameramen at the recent exposition, little Betty Lou Krause
has attracted considerable attentionlectedamong
the producers.
Sefrom hundreds
of children
who were seeking screen tests,
this petite little miss was awarded
high honors, and possesses talent
seldom found in a child of four.

Page Thirteen
Andrew
Joins

Arbuckle
White

Forces
By thebuckle,signing
of Andrew
Arnoted screen
and stage
actor. Jack White has acquired
one of the best known figures of
the dramatic silver-sheet to appear in many future Mermaid
productions.
What brother Maclyn has done
for the Texas family of Arbuckles on the stage, brother Andrew is doing on the screen. His
long list of screen characterizations in support of such stars as
Mary Pickford, Wm. S. Hart,
Charles Ray, and in many of the
biggest feature successes, has
brought buckletheto film
nameprominence.
of Andrew ArAndrew Arbuckle finds in his
return to the Fine Arts studio an
unusual coincidence. Eight years
ago he made his film debut at this
studio under the direction of none
other than D. W. Griffith. The
picture
"Oldin Heidelberg."
Andrew's was
success
this picture
and subsequent
Griffith
productions, established him on
the
screen.
Brother Andrew began his stage
career considerably before brother
Maclyn. veston.
They
bornthein stage
GalTexas, were
and as
world knows. Maclyn was for
many years a lawyer. At the age
of fifteen Andrew, possessing a
rich baritone voice, began a grand
opera career. Eventually he essayed
comedy theanddramatic
vaudeville,musical
but finding
stage more lucrative, he wooed
the thespic muse many years. It
is a matter of brotherly love record that Andrew's greatest stage
success
was "The Sheriff's ChristMaclyn.mas,"
written for him by brother
Andrew Arbuckle will make his
first appearance this season on the
Educational program with Lloyd
Hamilton
He
will
next inbe "The
seen Optimist."
in the second
Mermaid comedy produced t>y
Jack White.
UNIT IS FORMED TO
STAR EDDIE G RIB BON
John J. (Jack) Glavey, writer
and producer, in conjunction with
several well known local men, has
formed Hollywood Enterprises
and will shortly start upon the
production of a series of comedies.
Eddie Gribbon, for years Sennett headliner, and who has recently had important roles in
"Alias Julius Caesar," "A Tailor
Made Man." "Crossed Wires" and
"The Fourth Musketeer," has been
signed to star in 12 two-reel
comics.
Associated with Mr. Glavey in
Hollywood Enterprises are Ray
Gilliland. O. C. Monihan and
James J. McXamara, former
widely known detective, who was
known
as the force.
"camera eye" of the
Los Angeles
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John Griffith Wray kept Blanche
Sweet. William Russell and
George Marion, the three princiactorsis in
"Annafor Christie,"
whichpal ne
directing
Ince. rehearsing all one day for a scene
which istinual
probably
longest
emotionalthe
scene
in conthe
films. They were then too tired
for the filming, so Wray sent
them fore
home
for camera.
a night's rest beusing the
Richard Dix has joined the pick
and shovel gang, and it is no new
task for him. either — all in the
modern version of C. B. De
Mille's "The Ten CommandAs a school
boy, onDixa
spent two ments."summers
working
road gang, rising the second year
to boss of his crew.
Eddie Phillips has started work
as a young college boy, a leading
role
in "George
Washington,
Jr.,"
for Warner
Brothers,
before completing his underworld part of the
Glad-Rags Kid in "The Daughter
of
MotherHowever,
McGinn,"theforremaining
Cosmo
politan.
scenes in the latter are night one,
so by strenuous work he can han
die both at once.
Tom O'Brien has been loaned
by Trimble-Murfin to RobertsonCole for the leading character role
of "LeMoyne," in "Born of the
Cyclone," the adaptation of
"Daughtercessfulofstage the
sucplay,Storm,"
being the
directed
by Emile Chautard.
Alyce Mills, who just completed "Below the Mason-Dixon
Line." in which she will be featured, will make a number of personal appearances in conjunction
with the picture. She will appear
in Boston. Buffalo and her home
town, Pittsburgh. Immediately
upon her return to New York she
will start work on "Qn a Side
Street," her market.
next feature for trie
independent
Joseph Schildkraut celebrated a
birthday by giving a party at the
studio, and was the guest at a dinner given that evening in his
honor, in the home of Mr. an I
Mrs. Jos. Schenk. Mr. Schildkraut is playing opposite Norma
Talmadge in her latest feature.
Maurice (Lefty) Flynn is once
again a football player, having
signed to play the lead in "The
Touchdown."
Following her remarkable workin
"Loyal
Lives," Faire
a Whitman
Bennett
production,
Binnev
has signed a two-year contract to
make six special productions in
the east.
Robert Fdeson has just comCourage,"Mr.in Edeson
which
he willpletedbe"Redstarred
will shortly leave for New York,
where
features.he will make two special

and

What's

What

Bill Francy has been added to
the
Joe Rock's
drandcast
Asherof comedy,
as yetlatest
untitled. Reggie Morris is director
and Betty Gallagher is leading
woman. Tom Murray, well
known woman comedian, is also
in the cast as the heavy.
Ben Lyon has been signed by
First National for a series of pictures tors.
extendJfcover a period of
five y«.a
Robert Edeson has been signed
by Martin Hlye for a series of
special productions. Mr. Edeson
recently completed "The Silent
Partner.''
which
will shortly
release'
1. and
in which
he will be
be
featured.
The life of Charles Cruz,
debonair juvenile leading man.
seems to be made up of a series
of 'IPs." He was born on the
11th of July, has 11 letters in
his name, made his theatrical debut when he was 11 years old, lias
played important parts in 11
screen -uccesses. was with the
11th Iniantry in Kansas during
the World War, and — oh, yes. the
name of his favorite brand of
cigarettes has the figure 11 in it.
Dorothea Wolbert, popular
screen comedienne, who has just
finishedment ataUniversal
twelve weeks'
as one engageof the
principal players in Virginia
Valli's latest picture. "A Lady of
Quality."
the daughter
of the
late Capt. isWilliam
A. Mintzer
of
the United States Navy, who figured so prominently and heroically in the historic battle between
the Merrimac and the Monitor.
Cartwright.
oldPeggy
film artist,
whom eight-yearcritics are
prone to predict will become one
of the brightest stars in the cinematic world, due to her remarkable ability to portray difficult
dramatic roles, is to play the featured role in a new Jack White
production.
Having recovered a mahogany
makeup box and several other
valuable things which were stolen
from his home recently during his
vacation at one of the Ix>s Angeles beaches, Lewis Sargent is
more at ease. He is now preparing to start work as one of the
principal players in a new feature
to be produced by Universal.
David J. Dunbar is the recipient
of an offer to return to the legitimate staue. The producer of a
stock company in Sydney, Ausviewed
actor's
vork intralia,
a having
recent
film the
production,
i is become seriously impressed
ith ality
Dunl.ar's
personand abilitymagnetic
to meet difficult
r< and has offered him one of
the leading roles with his company. Dunbar, however, declares
that he 'trends to concentrate his
talents t'-r the next few years at
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in Filmland

least on film work, where he has
made an auspicious start and has
every chance of becoming a leatured player in the near future.
Ruby Miller, famous English
stage and screen star, is the delighted possessor of a native
Hawaiian costume, the gift of
Princess Panga Panga of Hawaii.
Virginia box. one of the featured players
in "Itching
Palms,"
has just
purchased
a California
bungalow in Laurel Canyon. A
swimming pool will be one of the
features of the property upon its
completion.
Grace Darmond, one of the featured players
in "Alimony,"
spending
a vacation
of threeis
weeks at Carmel-By-the-Sea, in
company with Jean Acker.
When a director is in neecd of
a real comedian to portray special
character parts in his production,
he usually sends out the call for
Floyce Brown, one of the best
known funsters of the silversheet. Miss Brown has portrayed over a hundred different
parts in a similar number of features and has created many striking characters for the screen.
Von Hits Celebrates.
Theodor Von Eltz is fittingly
celebrating
of his arrivalthein third
the filmanuversa.-y
colony by
playing the male lead in a picture,
"The noreTiger
Rose,"promises
starringto IgUlrich, which
be
one of the most notable of th;
Warner Brother classics The
young actor lias played a variety
of roles since he came to Hollywood, but as the manly engineer
in "The Tiger Rose," he has an
opportunity he has long coveted.
For here is a splendid lie-man role,
brilliant and brainy, and sine." Mr.
von Eltz is negotiating it with
such credit, it bound to put hiin
forward as stellar material.
Taurog Back With While.
Norman Taurog. one of the
leading comedy directors in pictures today, made his start with
Jack White several years ago
when the latter rose to screen
fame overnight as the director
of the
first "lion"
Today Norman
Taurog comedy.
has rejoined
Jack White to direct comedies
under his supervision.
For three years he was responsible for the direction of many of
Larry Semon's
cesses, and moregreatest
recentlyfilmhe sucdirected aseries of Universal comedies which bring to the screen
"Andy Gump" and the Gump
family, of cartoon fame.
Taurog was first entrusted with
the
"Yankeeproduction
Spirit,"
the production
initial Jackof White
of a juvenile series of pictures for
Educational release. He is now
directing the second Mermaid
comedy.

This

Week

Moran With White.
Lee Moran. one of the leading
comedy stars of the screen, has
been signed by Jack White to
play the
featured
role under
in a current Mermaid
comedy
the
direction of Fred Hibbard. Hk
comedian has just completed a series of eight comedies in which
he was starred by Universal
Jack White is surrounding Moras
with an exceptionally strong cast
in the comedy which marks nil
debut
on Educational
These include
Ruth Hiatt,release.'
erst1*
while
Lloyd
Hamilton's
leading
lady. Hank Mann, Andrew Ar*
buckle. Sunshine Hart, Roberl
McKenzie and Brownie, the dog]
Dangerous Days Ahead.
Vola Yale has received an offer
to go to Mexico City and play
the leading feminine role in an
elaborate screen production gloria
fying the late bandit chieftain.
Villa, which a group of Mexican
financiers are planning to produce.
Miss Vale is fearful that the
screen players might all get killed
off by Mexican rebels before the
drama could be completed.
Ph onogra f>h ic lnspira I ion.
Finis Fox is using a phonograph]
in his editing room while cutting
and editing his latest production,
"Bag and Baggage," featuring
Gloria Grey. Finis says the mu^
sic from the phonograph acts as
an inspiration to him, while edit-j
ing the film, but it is more or less
of
he is
ing.a handicap
Finis runswhen
records
of direct-^
heavyj
operas when editing the tragic
scenes, but puts on jazz records!
when cutting the comedy episodes.
Frankie Darrow Starring.
Talent wins out. This might,
with truth apply
to from
the recent
announcement issued
the Graf
Productions Company offices that
Frankie Darrow will be starred
in their forthcoming play, "Haifa-Dollar Bill." Although Frankie
is young in years, he has already
packed a noteworthy lot of screen
triumphs into his life under producers of national repute. However, it was Max Graf who capped them all with his offer to star
the youthful actor on the merits
of his screen work. Being the
possessor of parents who were not
forcing him into parts that were
unsuitcd to his dynamic little personality for exploitation purposes,
he has been somewhat slower In
arriving, considering his talent,
but the reward, his parents feel,
is most gratifyin.
Returns to Filmland.
After a successful plunge into
the financial world, where he has
managed
campaigns.
Doctorof
Roberts, many
well known
member
the local film colony, has returned
to filmland once more, ready to
answer the director's call. Doctor
Roberts is a distinct type of leading man lineator
andof character
is also aroles.
clever de-
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I
to Make

20 Comedies
This

Year

The Christie organization will
concentrate its efforts on but
twenty two-reel comedies during
the 1923-24 season, all productions
to be released through Educational. Al Christie has outlined a
program of variety that promises
to outdo the preceding series which
embraced themes varying from the
bull rings of Mexico to the igloos
of Alaska. The coming productions will deviate from stereotype locales and will be made in
settings which heretofore have
never been associated with comedy.
Walter Graham and Robert Hall
have returned to assist Frank
Conklin in the scenario department and the entire Christie staff
has been strengthened in an effort
to produce the best comedies in
the market.
Christie announced that in the
twenty pictures, Bobby Vernon
will be starred in six, Jimmie
Adams and Neal Burns in five
each, and Dorothy Devore in four.
Supporting these stars will be
Vera Steadman, Charlotte Merriam, Teddy Sampson, Patricia
Palmer, Babe London, Natalie
Joyce, and Jimmie Harrison.
Those who have been playing
character parts will be retained ;
they consist of : Earl Rodney,
Lincoln Plumer, Ward Caulfield,
George French, George Burton,
Bob North and Roy Weston.
Al Christie, Harold Beaudine
and Scott Sidney will assume the
directorial responsibilities of the
new series, the first of which,
"Navy
Blues,"
by Harold
Beaudine,
is atdirected
the present
time
receiving its final polishing in the
editorial department. "Done in
Oil" isbenowready
in production
will
soon
for the and
cutting
room.
NEWCOMER FINDS SOME
BIG THRILLS HERE
Lela Sue Campbell, just cast
for an important role in "Born
of
the Cyclone"
studio,
is almostat aRobcrtson-CoTe
newcomer in
Hollywood. She admits that her
greatest thrills in the film capital
since her arrival a few months
ago includes :
The time she saw Bull Montana
walking down the street, dressed
in his loudest clothes, and thought
he was a fire alarm.
The time -she thought publicity
would
help herto get
the movie's
and decided
getintolost.
After
two days she gave it up, because
no one knew she was missing.
The time she talked with the
one and only Charlie Chaplin,
only to learn a few minutes later
that she had been conversing
with one of four hundred and ten
Chaplin imitators who roam
Hollywood streets.
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OFF FOR GR AND BANKS
The securing of these scenes is
Robert Fraser, popular leading
principally a matter of patience
man who was recently placed un- and
courage on the part of the
der contract by Louis B. Mayer, cameraman
and the star. Among
has been selected by the producer the episodes to be filmed at Grand
Banks arc a storm at sea, photofor the star role in "Women Who
graphed from aboard ship, action
Wait," a screen version of the old
New England classic, "Cape Cod scenes on the deck with the fishFolks," which is to be made by
ing fleet at Grand Banks as backReginald Barker as a big film
ground, and the harpooning of a
huge swordfish as it leaps from
spectacle.
Accompanied by Percy Hilburn, the water. With luck, these shots
who has been chief cameraman for might be gotten in a few weeks,
Reginald Barker for the past six but, allowing for the incompatiyears, Mr. Fraser recently left
bility of the lordly swordfish and
for the Fast, where all of the at- the uncertain temperament of the
elements, it will probably be
mospheric shots as well as many
of the thrilling scenes will be months before the necessary
scenes arc obtained.
made. After a brief stop in New
Mr. Barker is busily engaged
York, where Hilburn will choose
his corps of cameramen, equip- at the present time on the filming
ment and a supporting cast of of "Pleasure Mad" for future
Mayer-Metro release, but he will
prominent
players,There,
they boats
will proceed to Boston.
will
the production of "Women
be chartered and a number of take
Who asWait"
actively Coast
in hand
soon
the Atlantic
scenesas
scenes made, and then the comhave been filmed, according to a
pany will go on to the famous
Grand Banks off Newfoundland,
statement of Irving G. Thalberg,
where the big water episodes will vice-president and production head
be shot.
of the Mayer organization.
BERNARD DURNING ILL
IN NEW YORK CITY

FRANCIS FORD STUDIO
SOLD AT BIG PROFIT

Bernard Durning, well known
Fox director, is now in a New
York hospital dangerously ill
with typhoid fever.
Mr. Durning left Hollywood a
short time ago to direct a new
William Fox picture in New
York, which has as its stars the
famous Gallagher and Shean, and
captioned "Around the Town wih
Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean."
The director's illness has assumed such a sreious aspect that
Director Tom Buckingham was
hurriedly rushed to New York
from the Fox Hollywood studios
to finish the picture.
Miss Shirley Mason, diminutive
Fox star, who in private life is
Mrs. Durning, is in New York
with her husband.

The Francis Ford studio, located
at 6044 Sunset Boulevard, between Gordon street and Beachwood drive, Hollywood, has been
sold to Morris R. Schcnck, film
distributor.
The price paid has not been
made public, but it is understood
that the consideration was six
times greater than Mr. Ford paid
William Horslcy for the plant
about three years ago.
The property is at present being used by Choice Productions,
Inc., to produce a series of
"special" photoplays, and according to Geo. M. Mitchell, president
of Choice, his firm will retain
possession of the plant until the
Choice lease expires, or about
another year.

PRESS AGENT'S SON
IS SERIOUSLY BURNED
William E. Thomas, fourteenyear-old son of Edward C.
Thomas, publicity representative
for Louise Lorraine and Henry
Lchrman, was seriously burned
this week through the ignition -of
a large package of flashlight
powder. The sudden burst of
flame struck him full in the race,
and also did considerable injury
to his hands.
A traffic officer at Western
Avenue and Pico street called an
ambulance and the injured boy
was rushed to the Receiving Hospital, where preliminary treatment was given by the surgeons
in charge. He was afterward
taken to his home at 1262 Fifth
Avenue.
At last reports William was
resting easily, although it is impos ible to tell at this time what
effect the flame has had on his
eyesight.

GRIFFITH AND CHAPLIN
WIN IN -ENGLAND
D. W. Griffith and Charlie
Chaplin are the favorites of the
British film going public, according to cable reports of a popularity contest completed last
week by The Sunday Pictorial.
"WayclaredDown
dethe most East"
popularwaspicture
by the voting which was carried
on throughout the British Isles.
"Orphans
the most
Storm"
was
named
the of
second
popular
picture. The British film goers
selected
Kid" as Charlie
the third Chaplin's
favorite. "The
"Orphans
of
the
has
received the highest Storm"
honors ever
given to a picture, having been
declared the best picture of last
year tion
through
a votethroughout
of the mopicture critics
the
country.
The voting in the British Isles
included every important American picture which had been shown
in this country prior to March.
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Comedies

Like

Drews

Made
E. W. Hammons, president of
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
is about to introduce to the public a new brand of comedies, bearing the Educational trademark.
These will be known as Tuxedo
Comedies, and they will be six in
number.
Mr. Hammons believes there is
a distinct place on motion picture
programs for a series of polite
comedies such as were made by
the late Mr. Sidney Drew and his
wife. Tuxedo Comedies will fill
that place, he believes.
These comedies will be designed
as situation comedies and will
occupy a place in the amusement
scale between the light farce and
slapstick. The comedy situations
will be built up carefully and
logically to a comedy climax. It
is intended to use sets built upon
the same scale used in big feature
productions, and as much careful
attention will be given these short
pictures as is given to making the
longer features.
Ned Sparks and Harry Tighe
will make their debut in the first
release of this series, which will
be
Bonnets."
Sparkscalled
has had"Easter
the leading
parts
in a number of farces produced
by Al Woods and has appeared in
support of Constance Talmadge
in a number of her late comedies.
Tigheber ofisthebestvaudeville
known as team
a mem-of
Tighe & Clifford, and is making
his initial appearance before the
camera. "Poodles" Hanneford,
famous Hippodrome riding clown,
has been engaged and will appear
in a number of later releases.
The Tuxedo Comedies are being
here.
produced by Reel Comedies, Inc.,
CLEMENCEAU PICTURE
READY FOR RELEASE
The film version of "The Veil
of Happiness,"
exceptionally
novel
and grippingan story,
written
by Georges Clemenceau, former
Premier of France and commonly known asandthea "Tiger,"
completed
print of has
this been
new
feature has been received by Edward L. Klein, of the Edward L.
Klein Company, New York City,
who will
bution of it.arrange for the distriThe story, which has an Oriental background, is intensely interesting and out of the ordinary,
with exceptional exploitation possibilities. The picture opens with
astudio,
view of
"Tiger" visiting
the
andthesupervising
the sets
during the filming of his story,
and the shots of this "grand old
man
of France"
are followed by
his first
filmed story.
Clemenceau, who is as well
known in America as he is in
France,
one time lived
in Newon
York, inat Greenwich
Village,
the site
idan now
Theatre.occupied by the Sher-
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Pulse

of

the

Studios

For Week Starting Monday, August 29
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Type
Progress
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director Scenarist
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd.
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons
Ramsey
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn
Kamsey
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Wilson
All-Star
Linden-Stevens
Dearholt Productions.
Arthur Rosson
Ed Cobb-Helen RossonAl. Gosden
Neva Gerber Productions
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.

Holly 3130

Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Cooke
Cooke
Geo. Carter
\V. McGaugh

Collins
Collins
A. Statter
L. Whitcomb

2- Reel Comedies
2-Reel Comedies

Schedule
Schedule

"Leave It to Gerry"
5-Reel Western

2nd Week
2nd Week
598-146
Wilshire 4275

BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
6912 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 2814
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
"Hospitality"
8th Week
Jack Clystone
Buster Keaton
E. Lessley-Thorp Ruse
Mitchell
Lou Anger Productions.
HARRY KEATON PRODUCTIONS.
302 Luckenbach Bldg.
593576
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
2nd
Week
Fred Caldwell
All-Star
tjeo. Crocker Raymond Rounsaville J. S. Woodhouae
"Ho«an of Hollywood"
4th Week
Fred Caldwell
All-Star
t J « o. Crocker
nounsaville
,T. S. Woodhouse
".Milkman of Hollywood"
i-t Wi
Holly 96
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.
Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Al Herman
All-Star
Win. Hyer
Herman
Herman
"My Pal"
EditingHolly 4070
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
1416 La Brea Ave.
439-764
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Martin J. Heyl, Prod. Mgr.
Ft.'"Ra.'rl
I tireComStory
edy
W, H. Clifford
All-star
Ray June
Warren Fromme
W; H. Clifford
Jrd" Week
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting.
6 1 0 1 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Holly 3100
Sidney
Dnrothv Devore
Gus Peterson
lim Clemens Graham
Wilshire
2115
M. Willard. Studio Mgr.
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd.
J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Fran kver
City.
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr.
6529 Venice Blvd. Cul
Preparing
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General.
All-Star
Staff
"The Elk's Tooth"
Irving Cummings Productions. Holly. Sec. Bank Bldg.
598-165
FIXE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe,
Comedy Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Comedy
Schedule
Taurog
Conley
Mcehan
Taylor
Staff
Kerr
All-Star Median
Linkoff
Schedule
Staff
Comedy
Hibhard
I.ee Moran Corby
Sharpies*
Schedule
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Novelty Juveniles)
Staff
P»tt
All-Star Neehan
Dewar
Schedule
io .Mgr.
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
ames
Ryan,
FOX STUDIO.
Holly 300C
Casting. 1401 X. Western Ave. Fred Kiev, Stud
lohn Russel
Don Short
2nd Week
I'Mmuiui Mortimer lohn
McKenzte
Comedies
"The
Exiles"
StockGilbert
Staff
Mayo
Ja.=.
Tinling
Sid
Wagner
Schedule
Al St. John
Al St. John
\l St. John
Ernest 8. Depew
Editing
Comedies
Benny Cohn
Stoloff
Schedule
•lim Summerviile Stock
Comedies
Comedies
Arthur
Schedule
Schedule
J.
A
Schmidt
Vic
Scheurich
Lew Brice
Erie Kenton
Max Gold
Phylis Haver
Henry Otto
Joe August
Hollinghead
Comedies
Boh Tansey
"The
Temple of Venus"
Stock
Jay
Turner
Roherts-Foy
Carr
Schedule
Tom Mix
Roht. T. Lee
Lambert Hillyer
D. ( lark
Manter
3rd
Week
W.
Mayo
Don
Short
All-Star
Jack
Ford
"A
Flyin'
Fool"
2nd
Week
"Hoodman
Blind"
II
llottgtl
John Russell
Schneiderman
Win. WYIIman
Ituck Jones
Fred & Fanny HattOn"Big Dan"
J....I
Wt-.-k
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 2632
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Wilshire 81
CARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
Lankershim 1 32-J
GOLDEN WEST STUDIO. 40 1 1 Lankershim Blvd.
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
— Editing
Phil Goldstone
Productions.
(State
Duke Worne
Wm. Fairbanks RightsR. release).
Price
Harry
Tenbrook
Staff
"Blind
Bargains"
"'CaMles
in
Spain"
Duke Werne
Snowy Baker Price
1st U
Harry Tenbroclt
Staff
GRAND STUDIO.
1 438 Cower St. Ben Verse hleiser. General Manager.
Editing Holly i 62
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
2nd Week
(loodman
H. Edwards
Monte Banks
B. Williams
"The Golf Bug"
(ioodinan
Staff
Bill W illiams
Editing
Herman Haymaker Monte Hanks
Staff
Untitled
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Rollie Asher
Chas. Lamont
Sid Smith
K.
MacLean
Lamont
Eamont
K. MacLean
Big
GameIt Snappy"
2nd Week
Chas. Lamont
Sid Smith
Rollie Asher
"Make
Comedy
Joe Rock Productions.
1st Week
Reggis Morris
Joe Rock
Murray Rock
Morris
Jem- Ash
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Star

Cameraman

Ass't Director

Scenarist

Type

Progress

761711
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City.
Eddie
Sowders
Von Stroheim
All-Star
Ben Reynolds
11th Week
Mathis-VonStroheii
'"The
'Greed"Judge and the Woman" 23rd
Victor Seastrom
All-Star
Chas. Van Enger Albert
Chas. Lapworth
Paul Bern
Kelly
Week
Rupert Hughes
All-Star
John Mescall
2nd
Week
Rupert
Hughes
"Law
Against
Law"
King Vidor
All-Star
John Boyle
James Dugan
King Victor
"WUd Oranges"
3rd Week
Holly 1431
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
Harold LHoyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. Mgr.
Finis Fox Productions.
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
Richard Thomas Productions.
William P. S. Earle Picture Inc. Dick L'Estrange, Prod. Mgr.
Supreme Art Productions. Chas. J. Hall
Irving Productions. W. H. Carr, Production Manager.
Frank Beresford
"Trapped"
1st Week
Jack O'Brien All-Star D. Jennings Cy Clegg
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1 442 Beachwood Dr.
Casting
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
438-740
Horner
All-Star Geo. Meehan Middleton Horner
World Educational Films.
Preparing
Eliason
Baby Betty Wm. Field
F. M. Abbey Robinson
"The Forty Niner"
Casting
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.Seeling
Van Pelt
Staff
Seeling
Geo. Larkin Elmer Dyer
3rd Week
"The
Gentleman
Unafraid"
Van Felt
All-Star Elmer Dyer
1442 Beachwood Drive.
Hercules Film Productions, Inc. P. Andrews, Mgr
Preparing
Arthur Paul J. Charles
L. Feldman Staff
Special
"Fighting
Blood"
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams. Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
761731
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
27th Week
Lawrence Trimble Strongheart
G. B. Dreyer
Cyril Gardner
Donna Barrell
"White Fang"
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Henry Sharpe
Edw. Benshaw
John Griffith Wray All-Star
5th Week
Bradley King
"Anna Christie"
Hollv 2400
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting. 1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Cecil B. DeMille
Featured Bert Glennon H. Tate
"The Ten Commandments"
11th Week
Tom
Gerahty
Geo. Melford
J. McPherson
All-Star Ernest Haller John Boland
"The Light That Failed"■
7th
Week
Al. E. Green
Edford Bingham
Thos. Meighan
Chas. Clark Fred J. Robinson
"Woman-Proof"
4th
Week
Jos. Henabery
Doug.
Fairbanks,
JrChas.
Schoenbaum
Dick
Johnson
"Stephen
Steps
Out"
4th
Albert S. Lebino
"Wm. Hart in Wild Bill Hickolst Week
Week
Zane Grey Productions.
Doris
Schroeder
Victor Fleming Dix-Wilson
2nd Week
'The Call of the Canyon"
McNAMARA STUDIOS.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
Lankershim 132- J
Editing
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Lincoln 2 1 20
Louis B. Mayer Productions. (Metro Release).
A. P. Younger
Reginald Barker
All-Star A. Wyckoff Harry Schenck
"Pleasure Mad"
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Eve Unsell
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
'The Boomerang"
Preparing
Gasnier
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
Olga Printzlau
"Maytime"
2nd Week
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr,Basil
Casting.
Dickey
Holly 4485
Chas. Watt
Oscar Apfel Viola Dana
John Arnold
4th Week
Tn Search of a Thrill"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Allen Holubar Productions.
Preparing
Allen Holubar
"The Human Mill"
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Holly 4470
Technicolor M. P. -orp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
Geo. A. Cave
J. A. Ball
Schedule
Ray Rennahan
P1CKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
United Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh
Douglas
Fairbanks
Arthur
Edeson
Staff
J. T. Gower
O'Donahue
"The Thief of Bagdad"
10th Week
Geo. Hill
Alex
Jack Pickford O'Connell
6th Week
Staff
"Valley of the Wolf"
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Holly 2806
Walter Anthony
Louis Tolhurst
"M l
Microscopic
Motion Pictures
2-Reel
Comedy
Albert Breslau
David Smith
Alf. Goulding eHarry
Langdon
Harry Langdon
Schedule
Benny Zeidman Productions.
Schedule
Grey Carr
Frank Gerahty
Wm. Marshall
Ed Cline
Joe Butterworth
"The Good Bad Boy"
3rd Week
780 Gower St.
R^TSlUulO.
rose an
ower.
Holly 7780
Individual Productions. (Film Booking Offices.)
Al Santel
Eddie Hearn
Preparing
Wyndam
Gittens
Moreno
Lehrman
"The Sand Pile"
Beatrice Van
Geo. O'Hara
Lee
Schedule
Emile Chautard
Derelys
Perdue
JosephGarmes
Dubrey
Beahan-Stillson
"Wages
"Born ofoftheCinema**
Cyclone"
Preparing
3rd
Week
Preparing
"Jack of Diamonds"
Preparing
"Drucilla
With
a
Million"
Editing
"Alex the Great"
Chester Bennett Productions.
Tg" MacKenzie
Jack
Chester Bennett Jane Novak
Doug
S.
Dawson
Loring-Leighton
"The Lullaby"
Douglas MacLean Productions
Preparing
Jimmy Horne
Douglas MacLean
Riley
"The Yankee Consul"
Santa
Monica
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr., 6701
Casting
Blvd.
Rynearson
All-Star
Rill Severin
579-440
"Light of the World"
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
761-721
Hal Rottch Comedies (Path* release).
Henecke-Brandie
Howe-Cedar "Paul" Parrott Frank Young
Schedule
C. Merenoua*
Comedies
McGowan
All-8tar
Harry
Gerstadt
Rchedussi
1- ReelGang"
Comedy
"Our
Ralph Cedar
Stan Laurel
McBurney
Schedulo
Roy Clemens Edna Murphy Bobby Doran
"What
Should
a
Girl
Do?"
Bert
Currigan
2-Animal
RopI Comedy
Comedy
Lon Powers Dtppy Doo Dads Hank Kohler
Chas.
Oelze
Schedule
( has. Parrott Will Rogers Bob Dorrin
Schedule

Cf
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Director

Star

Cameraman

5341 Melrose.

M. C. Levee, Pres.

Progress

Huber, Castin cr
Francis Marion
"Life of Abraham Lincoln"
iji.

Holly 2 1 76
Schedule CAD 1 A 1
jyo- 1 41

Hively

Hollv 7945-6
1st Week
Schedule
Schedule
Wils. 1550

Feature
2-Reel Comedy

Sr-ilz

"The Way of a Man"
S* Ready"
"Rough and
"The Extra Man"

Mack Sennett
Mack Sennett

7th
3rd Week
Week

Nan Co llins, Casting.

Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave.
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. (First National release.)
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First Nation*) release).
Joseph M. Schcnck Productions.
(First National release) 13. Brophy
Will arc] Mack
Heermnn Constance' Talmadge < Hen Mc Williams David Fisher
Marion-Franklin
Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio
Mack-Sullivan
Sam E. Rork Productions.
First National Productions.
James Chapin
Wm. Dowlin
McDermott Chaplin All-Star
Jimmy Dunn
Jack Dillon All-Star
Dowlin
Maurice Toui-neur ProductionsScott R. Beal
Fred Myton
Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig Casting.
Universal
Film Manufacturing
Archainbnud
PriscillaCo.Dean(Universal Release.)
Herbert Blache
Gladys Walton
Wm. Duncan Duncan-Johnson Robinson
Wm. A. Seiter
Baby Peggy
Robt. N. Bradbury
Wm. Craft
AH StarGibson
Miller
Hoot
Ed. Sedgwick
Nat Ross
Asher
Roy
Stewart
Wm. Parke
Herbert
Kawlinson
Leon Lee Productions. Leon Lee Manager.
Dinky Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, Production Manager.
Andy Gump Productions
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
W. Hayes
Aubrey
Lyons

Type

Scenarist

Ass't Director

ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
R. R. Rockett, Pres. Chas.
Phil Rosen
All-Star
Kurrle-Broening
Al. Davis
RAV I jQTI1 uuiu.
iniO
A lkovt /A.
A Muucr,
V\AA»r
Tr P.»r>'l
Mot
1 A ? rieming
Flomino
r\/\
/AiDert
Jr.,
vjen i ivigr.
RUSSEL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
Al. Nietz
Franklin Farnum Al Mohr
Fred Allen
HJgclH-OclJIlIlclIll I lUUULUUllb.
Tom Gibson
Morante
MacManigal Kane-Walsh
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Goo. B. Seitz
Ray-Miller
U'.-ilki r-lluran
Wm. Rerl rnm
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies. (First National Release).
Campbell
Johnnie Lucas Staub
Del I.oril
Ben Ttirpin
Itlake Wagner
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
UNITED STUDIOS.
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McCarey-Wyler
Sullivan
Clarke
Wright
Nordlinger
Taylor-Ricks
Cumin
Webb el
Dorian

Holly 4080

'The Dangerous Maid"
'Dust of Desire"

■4th
9th Week
Week

"Temporary Marriage"
"Flaming Youth"

3rd
6th
4th
"th

"Jealous Fools"

Hugh
Hoffman
Geo. Dlympton
SedgwickSchrock

Zimmerman

"The Storm Daughter"
"The Near Lady"
"The Steel Trail"
"The Burglar's
"Riders
of the Kid"
Moon"
"Beasts of Paradise"
"The
Extra
Man"
"The Man Tracker"
"The Noblest Roman"

Editing
Preparing
16th Week
5th Week
6th Week
Preparing
2nd
3rd
Week

Comedy

Schedule

Staff
W. S. Smith. Gen Mgr.

VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
Dave Smith Productions.
Smith Productions.
_ All-Star
D. Smith, Jr.
Larry Dave
Semon
L. Semon
Konekamp
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.

E. B. Dupar
Mai St. Clair Wesley Barry
Johnny Hines Johnny Hines
Chas. Gilson
Wm. A. Seiter Marsh Gillingwater Dave Abel
Harry Beaumont
John Barrjmore
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Wm.
Sidney Franklin
Lenore Ulric Chas. Rosher
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch
All-Star
Homer Scott
Harry Rapf Productions.
Jack Conway
Monte
All-StarBlue-Irene Rich David Abel

Bill Dagwell
Joe Basil

DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor— Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well'
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
WHEN YOU NEED A DOCTOR
Phone 572-88; 430-205, or Holly 102-82
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York City
6548 Hollywood Blvd.
Near Armstrong &
Carlton's.

Comedy
"The Man From Brodneys**

2nd Week
2nd Week
Holly 4181
3rd Week
3rd Week
Scheduled Sept 1st
Sept. 1st

Geo. Webster
C. Hines Roth
Tenny
Wright
Frank Strayer
Edmund Gouldlng
Flood Blanke
Sutherland-Hawkes

WILNAT STUDIO.
6090 Sunset |lvd. Al. Brandt, Mgr.
E. J. Le Saint
All Star
King Grey
Geo. E. Reehn

570-081

5981)1

J. P. Smith
Semon

McGann

Week
Week
Week
Week

"George Washington,
Jr.'
"Conductor
1492"
"Daddies"
"Beau Brummel"
"Tiger Rose"
6th Week
Scheduled Aug. 14th
I 'reparing
"The Marriage Circle"
3rd Week
"Loveless Marriages"
"Broadway After Dark"
Holly 7940
2nd Week
■•The Marriage Market"

From
Hollywood

or
Shopping

to Down-Town
Hotels

District

578-280

SUNSET

TAXI

578-307
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Edited by Gene Woolway

55

Charles Cruz
Juvenile Leads
Holly 5146

Alice Day
Ingenue Leads
Hollv 7111

Marceline Day
Ingenue-Comedienne
Holly 7111

Charlotte DuPuis
Ingenue-Characters
Holly 2570

Lorraine Eason
Ingenue Leads
575-91

Kenneth Gibson I
Juvenile Leads
578-311

MAY McAVOY DOUBLES
FOR HER OWN DOUBLES
Doubling for her doubles is
the latest feat performed by
May McAvoy, the star of "Her
Reputation,"
Thomas
Ince's
latest
production,
whichH. will
be
released by First National this
fall.
While the Ince film company
was on location at Yuma, Arizona, where some spectacular
scenes of a great river flood
were made, Director John Griffith Wray took the precaution of
having two doubles for Miss McAvoy— a boy and a girl — for
some of the dangerous shots of
the flood sequence.
For one shot the star was supposed to drive a pair of horses
across a narrow neck of land
through surging waters. Director
Wray arranged to have a flood
gate of the Yuma dam opened
so that about two feet of water
came flooding over the neck of
land which had been chosen,
the girl double was tried out
first and the rush of water made
her so dizzy she fainted. The
boy was hastily costumed and
tried next
but he the
didn'tnervous
know
how
to handle
horses which nearly ran away
with him.
The director was wracking his
brains how to make the scrip!
complete without that particular
shot when Miss McAvoy appeared, costumed and in screen
make-up and calmly got into the
buggy driving across through
the rising waters as nonchalantly as if she had been handling
horses all her life.
Yes, He Had No Bananas.
Antonio Guiseppe Dannaninzio,
an Italian peanut vender, enjoyed
a prosperous day at the Goldwyn
studios, when he worked in Tod
Browning's production of "The
Day content
of Faith."
Italiancheck
was
not
with The
his salary
alone, for he brought his popcorn
■and peanuts along. Between
scenes, he sold popcorn and peanuts to such notables as Eleanor
Boardman, Tyrone Power, Raymond Griffith, Ford Sterling,
Jane
Mercer,
ald, Charles Wallace
Conklin, MacDonEdward
Martindel, Winter Hall and Jack
Curtis. Dannaninzio said he
might have made even more
money, but he had no bananas.

SUGGESTS MOVIE TEST
FOR "TRUTH SERUM"
In the interests of science,
Edmund Lowe, Goldwyn leading
man who is now playing in
Emmett Flynn's "In The Palace
of The King," suggests that the
following tests be made with
scopolamin,
"truth serum."
He
wants the
injections
of the
serum made:
To all assistant directors
when they agree with the chief.
To when
all motion
picture
sers"
they have
replied"yes-in
the affirmative for the nth time.
To all actors when they tell
the director they are ill just
when night work is scheduled.
To all visitors who tell the
actor they have just met that
they "think he's the greatest
hero
screen." men when
To onallthepublicity
they say "there's nothing to the
His Waiting Wins.
rumor."
John R. Ralesco is one of the
strongest believers in that wellknown saying "everything comes
to him who waits," so he took
things easy hereabouts for about
six months before he even tried
to get dios.
a After
job heat learned
any of the
the ways
stuand means through which juvenile
actors were given opportunities
to disport their real acting wares,
and he became acquainted with
directors and producers, alike, he
landed his chance at the Principal
Pictures studios, with Harry
comedy.
Langdon in a two-reel situation
Eddie Dippy Dennis did one of
his funny characters in a Roy
Stewart picture at Universal City
the other day, and while cutting
up, he did a fall down 18 steps
and turned his ankle, and is hobbling around now, and funny as it
may seem, the next role he had
to play was one where he was
supposed to be a cripple.
Ernest Traxler, production
manager, Eric von Stroheim Productions, left for Death Valley,
where von Stroheim expects to
take some of the very dramatic
scenes of "Greed."

Margaret Morris
Leads-Ingenues
437-815

UNUSUAL

PROPOSITION

I have a hillside plot of about one acre not far from
Bert Sprotte
Characters
741-64

Grauman's, and in a good section. Its approach is practically level from Hollywood Blvd., but you have a fine
view of the city and ocean from the house site. Think of
it! an acre plot IN Hollywood, with a grand view and level
approach. This is the BEST buy IN Hollywood, not only
as to price, but as to site as well. This is your OPPORTUNITY. Grab it. Phone 578-826.
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. . . yes, they've got a vczv phone
number. Hereafter, when you want
reservations for the Friday night
fights, plionc Hollywood 0102.
You bet, they're getting better
right along . . .
American Legion Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.

in light and dark shades. Suitable
for street or studio. Attractively
priced at $1.00 Box.
YE RUB SHOPPE
621 West 8th St., Loi Angeles, Calif.
Phone Metropol/tan 1566

Authentic and Unusual
Oriental Properties

Aeroplane Plus Camera
(Continued from Page 5)
Secretaries Hoover, Work and Wallace, and
Attorney-General Daugherty.
Harding is pictured, tired and ill, on his
arrival at San Francisco ; there are views of
the hotel suite in which the President died ,
of theletinsick
boards. room staff ; crowds watching bulThere are many scenes en route, with crowds
awaiting the funeral train at stopping points.
Scenes at Marion, O., show the Marion Star
building draped in black. The reel also contains scenes in Washington and New York,
following news of the President's death.
Blanche Sweet Looks

fltflyvood 7677 • SAMUEL C ..SHINE • 6368 Santa HjmU*
General Trucking and Hauling

Her ofWorst
as "Anna"
Not a few
even her
devoted
admirers among film fans, will
fail to recognize in the "Anna
Christie" of the screen, the fair
person of Blanche Sweet.
As the bedraggled heroine of
Eugene O'Neil's celebrated play
created on the stage by Pauline
Lord, Miss Sweet appears at her
worst — as far as looks are concerned.
For over a month she studied
the
character
of "Anna
before
she started
work Christie"
on the
play at the Ince studio. Her
make-up is the result of considerable experiment and offers a
striking contrast to that which she
discloses in "In the Palace of the
King," her last film just finished,
wherein she portrrays the beautiful and exquisitely gowned queen
of ancient Spain.
"Shooting on "Anna Christie"
is nd>\v well under way. According to the predictions of the
newspaper and magazine critics,
"Anna Christie" will prove Miss
Sweet's most notable contribution
to
screen
since her "Judith"
for the
D. W.
Griffith.

Reproductions, Publicity
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson

Henry Kotani, for some years
cameraman at Lasky Studio, Hollywood, is now president of the
Henry Kotani Productions, with
home office at 3 Chome Naniwacho Dairen, branch office at 4
Maruyacho Kyobashiku, Tokyo,
with studios at Manchuria, China.

Animated Cartoons — Original Title
Ideas — Clay Animation — Miniature
Sets and Animated Figures
CINEMA ARTS STUDIO
ELMER H. YOUNG, Manager
6615/2 SANTA
MONICA BOULEVARD

'CAMERA!

Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production,
Near Lady"
Blache\"TheDirecting
Recent Releases. "Gossip," "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust.
"The Untamcablc." "The Wild Party."
HAIRGONE
superfluous
hair
on arms,— permanent
limbs, faeecureandforbody.
Also
wonderful for men who hare shaving troubles.
$2.50 the bottle, manufactured at
ORCHID BEAUTY SHOPPE
808 So. Hope St.
Phone 16596
All lines of beauty culture.
.MOVE
onikxyice-'

Frank

I
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the Shoe

Doctor

"We save your sole
and heel you, too"
6666 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3752
LOCATION LUNCHES

Holly 7660 ♦
I
t
t
I
KWSK
LUNCH
I
''gravel
t
1626 Cahuenga Ave.
2
1714 Highland Ave. 7560 Sunset Blvd. I

1
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd. ■Holly
-5twi 5954

PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AR-EXCELLLMT
PUTS
lOSTIVELY
PICTURE in
people
pepjwiemt
[udlicfavop.
\frrte ji>r porf/cufor} . oc jee
P.O.Box 176, Molluojood. Station
Or,tn care of
2nd. FLOor, 6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
PrtQrtr. 439 -8S3
Hollywood
Qui: ,
xi?t A L —
MOS— I M T12$>
Camera/"

SCREEN

Don't let blue eyes worry you.
Some blue eyes photograph
dark — yours may be that kind.
A screen test will tell you,
and it only costs 25c a FOOT.
Call 431-929.

BRUNO

C, E T

RES

V

E

X

S ~

FOR RKNT ■— Bell and Howell Camera. Carl
Ztirr Lenses. Full studio equipment. $25.00 per
week. Ralph Varger, 13098 or 582-062.
MOVING PICTURE. ACTORS For ten days go to
428 South Grand. Phone 19282. Large selection
Character, Dress and Business Clothing. Miscellaneous articles. Must sell immediately.
TYPIST
— Young manStudio
with rtvitchboard
office experience.
work only. and
Chas.general
McNavin, 578 182.

TESTS!

STUDIOS

6412 Hollywood Blvd.

ART
LEE
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone
598-207 at Western
1/12 St. James
Court, Hollywood,

Wanted: Productions From $50,000 to $100,000
I have just returned from New York and am in the market for some real pictures, f
I can sell your productions outright. See me for quick release.
j
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Bronx Studio, 1745 Clendale Blvd.
Wilshire 4275 j
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FAME EASIER TO ATTAIN IN
U. S. THAN IN ENGLAND
FAN

PICTURES

beautifully colored at very low cost.
I have special rates for this type of
work and the greatest care is taken
to insure absolute perfection. Investigate this now !
EMMA
G. HOFFMAN
907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38.

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

MARION
WARDE
I
I Acting dnd Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181
Hollywood Scenario
Exchange
5617 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone 431-420
I EXCLUSIVE
CALIFORNIA
REPRESENTATIVES for THE
AMERICAN AND CONTINENTAL COMPANY, Paris, France,
agents for well known French
plays and published works, insuccesses. cluding the late Bernhardt's
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
any Victrola
Phonograph or
Changeable Needles.
hours
—Play
will after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder,
filters
sound oscillations,
prevents scratch
and surface noises
entering
sound
Gold Plate $1.50
box.
(See Cut)
noises. No metallic
Nickel Plate....$1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Col.
Telephone 659-42

Motion picture players have an easier road
to fame in the United States than in England, according to Evelyn Brent, popular English actress born in this country.
"American motion picture artists have
much greater opportunities for achieving fame
than those in England," says Miss Brent.
"By this I do not mean that American players
do not have to work as hard as English artists to achieve success, but that the scope
afforded American players is greater than that
offered our English colleagues.
"In the first place, the technical aids afforded the acting profession here are greater
and much further advanced than those in England, there are many camera and technical
tricks employed in this country that considerably assist the player in achieving a great
work.
"The method of exploitation in the United
States makes it possible for a player to become known practically over night. It is
nothing unusual for an actor or actress to become a popular favorite in less than a year. In
England this is not possible. At the end of
several years the player may reach the top,
but never does he or she attain that position
of worship among the fans accorded American celebrities.
"By this I do not mean that the English
movie fans do not appreciate the efforts of
their players. Far be it. However, the fact
that the stars who are the greatest favorites
in England are Americans in American made
pictures, illustrates more clearly than anything else, the situation.
"Americans in England with American ideas
of exploitation are constantly strengthening
the popularity of American stars.
"Just as in the old days in this country,
many American film players, though popular
with the fans, were not known by name, so
in England are many players whose names are
hardly known to the public ,yet whose personalities are popular.
"The
entire
situation
hinges
itselfAmerica
upon thein
fact that England
is far
behind
motion pictures in their every branch. This
must not be considered in the light of discredit to English filmdom. The war killed
film making in England for a long time, while
Americans were able to improve themselves.
England had no such opportunity. When the
war was over England started again where
she left off and found America, naturally, had
progressed in the meantime, not only in the
production of pictures, but in every branch of
the industry."
"BEFORE THE WAR"— DO YOU
RECALL THE DAYS WHEN —
Frank Mayo played his first bit in Selig's
"The Lure of the Windigo" ;
did "True Irish Hearts"
forRichard
Kay BeeStanton
;
Frank Grandon directed Kathlyn Williams
in "The Adventures of Kathlyn" ;
Charles Ray, Raymond Cannon and Frank
Borzage spent weeks threading perilous, horseback ways through the cactus on the Kay Bee
ranch,cientlater
in Burton King's anwesterns Inceville,
;
Leighton
in Lillian
split reel
comedieswasfor"knocking
Selig ; 'em dead"
Victor Potel and Harry Todd were Slippery
Slim series
and Mustang
Pete in Essanay's Snakeville
;
Charlie Chaplin, minus the moustache and
makeup,stones ; was supporting Ford Sterling in KeyHolland was assisting "Walnuts"
EdCecil
Martin;
Mildred Harris, Winifred Westover, Pauline Stark, Alma Rubens, Colleen Moore, and
Zasu Pitts were vestal virgins in the King's
court
of "Intolerance";
Al Green
was assistant director on the first
"Spoilers?"

Coy Watson,
Wilshire Jr.
3616
Age 10
No
You Luck.
Never Know.
Right
the
FeaturedofComedies
in Strongest
Campbell

en
Ho ov

CHIROPODIST
FOOT SPECIALIST
Dr. Earl A. Davis
6514 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Hours 9 to 5.
Holly 0259.
— for good photos for the casting director, consult BRUNO,
at 6412 Hollywood Boulevard,
whose telephone number is
431-929.

Taxidermy Studio
COLBURN'S
Phone 643-13
1033-37 Broadway Place
. . . excells in mounting of fish . . .
trout our specialty . . . see samples
at our studio . . .
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
MERCHANTS'
to 2
DINNERLUNCH,
5:30 to 11:30
8
SCREEN

SERVICE

(formerly The Service Bureau)
1036 SOUTH HILL
Phone 821-071
Selected Antiques
Turton's Antique Shop
5611 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
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HERE'S A WORLD OF
STRANGE HISTORIES
Even the players of the secondary roles in support of Jackie
Coogan in his first Metro production, "Long Live the King,"
possess uniquely interesting
background and experience.
Take Monti Collins, for example, he confesses that his childhood desire was to see the world
and he has spent fifty years satisfying this ambition. Sam Appel was adventure
born in Mexico
enough
for any— that's
man.
Sidney D'Albrook is an old-time
trouper by heredity — his father
was a well-known musical director, his mother dancer in her
day. George Bax was born in
Natal, Africa, and has played on
the stages of every civilized
country — and a few not so very
civilized. Will Machin is English, the son of two generations
of theatrical managers, who preceded his stage experience
abroad with service as an officer
in the British army. Ruth Handforth is an alumna of the original D. W. Griffith's stock company; Loretta McDermott is
vaudeville's latest offering on
the altar of film fame.
Add these experiences to
those enjoyed by Jack Coogan
senior, director Victor Schertzinger, studio manager Ed. A.
Biby, art director J. J. Hughes,
research director W. van Brincken and the principal players
of Jackie's cast — and you have a
wealth of anecdotal background
that zacwould
haveO. delighted
Balor our own
Henry.

IT has been our privilege to witness the
grozvth of the motion picture industry
from its earliest days. Many of the famed
artists who numbered among our first
patrons have gone, and a myriad nczv faces
have come to the cinema since our inception.
Yet passing time has not dimmed our enthusiasm, nor the insistence that every article that
goes out of our shop shall be of the utmost
quality. The confidence the professional people have reposed in us demands that we continue to contribute our best efforts in increased measure. We shall keep faith with our
steadfast friends, whose loyalty has been the
means of our progress.

ZAN

Make-up'
Shop
819Saithmi-""Pico498

General Lauds Picture.

Clarke

Renalle

6529 Venice Blvd.
Culver City

President

100 PER

CENT TITLES, 100 PER CENT SERVICE
AT THE RIGHT PRICE
Dress up that next production with artistic Hand Lettered Titles made by IRVINt* W. BUNZE.
If you want Perfect Symbolic Art Backgrounds, let us make them. Neil E. McQuire, formerly
with Ince & Prizma, does our art work.
For perfect black and white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM.
A telephone call will bring our representative with samples.

1442 BEECHWOOD

Quality
DRIVE

Title &

Film

Co.
HOLLY 4850

"The Covered Wagon" has received the unqualified endorsement
of General Henri Joseph Eugene
Gouraud, French war hero who
visited Los Angeles recently, accompanied by his staff officers,
American War Department representatives, officials and members
of the Rainbow Division veterans.
A special showing of this James
Cruze production for Paramount
Holat Grauman's
was arranged
lywood Theatre
for General
Gouraud and a party of forty.
Frequent applause interrupted the
picture and mounted to an ovation
at the conclusion. In congratulating Charles Eyton, Paramount's Western general manasaid :I"Ever
since ger,I General
came Gouraud
to America
have
been trying to see 'The Covered
Wagon.'
I hears
have
heard
of it.Everywhere
Often what one
about motion pictures is deception, but in this case there was
no Betty
deception."
Blythe has left Berlin
where she recently completed
"Chu Chin Chow," and is journeying to England to attend the
premiere
production. Missshowing
Blythe of
willthemake
one
more English
feature
before
returning to the U. S.

!
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For

the information
tisers, we wish to
that the

We wish to announce that

Lichtig

&

Rothwell,

of adverannounce

Inc.
FALL

ISSUE

have dissolved by mutual consent.
of the Studio Directory will be
out September 1st. All copy

The business is to be continued by

H.

H.

must be in not later than
ust 20th.

Lichtig

and his associates at

Don't

miss

Aug-

this issue!

their present offices
424'6*8
6372

Markham
Hollywood

Bldg.
Blvd.

Studio

Hollywood, California

Directory

1852 Hillhurst
Phone

Doctor

Roberts

Character
Phone

Actor

Holly 5335

Avenue

594-783
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Washington, D. C.

New York
UNO

Authentic

Photographs
Interiors
Every

and

Phone

Foreign

52220

Details
of

and Exteriors

Phone
54847

of
INCOHPORAT E O

Description.

1001-1005 West Seventh Street
Los Angeles
California
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

Permanent Waving Hair Coloring Bleaching
Hair Dressing
Scalp-Facial Massage
Marcel Waving Manicuring
Water Waving Shampooing
Wigs

international Cinema RBSEARch
J*11
(
L.A. HOW LAND
*
Phone 438-761
*
300-301 HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Toupees
Wig Rental

Switches Transformations
Beards and Moustaches
Cosmetics
Professional Makeup Service

Special Attention to Theatrical
Motion Picture Profession

and

No Parking Restrictions
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Books —

and
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rights to Louis

Joseph Vance's latest book,
"Baroque" which is having a
tremendous sale; also "The
Wren,' by Booth Tarkington,
and "The Vow" by Paul Trent.
Immediate arrangements can
be made.
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Editorial

Observations

We are glad to note the daily papers are devoting more space to news of the activities of our industry, inasmuch
as the industry is largely responsible for putting the Angel City firmly on the map.
Gas down to thirteen cents and a threat of us having a new telephone company, bring back memories of "those
good old days."
Headline in paper quotes Jack Dempsey as saying "The Wild Bull of the Pampas will be my meat." The meet
may prove a tough stake.
Now that we have a new police chief, and have done away with the fire horses, we are wondering when the
Second street tunnel will open.
The talk of million-dollar theatres for Hollywood may not be "all talk."
Now that the war is on with the gasoline companies, we are wondering when the war will start among the bootleggers.
At present Los Angeles seems swarming with fortune hunters.

Could it be they were attracted by our climate?

Day by day studio activities become more intensely active. The past week finds several new independent companies at work, which predicts the fall harvest will be a bumper crop.
Evidently Miss Philbin put the Mary in Merry-Go-Round.
With the announcement by the West Coast Theatres, Inc., that the Kinema will soon be reopened as the Criterion on the two-a-day plan, it seems evident that the big plays pay.
Additional evidence
parture of some of our
their supremacy and the
bution facilities abroad.

of the motion picture industry's progress and prosperity is brought forth in the recent deforemost film magnates for Europe and other foreign parts. American films still maintain
demand for the Hollywood output is increasing so rapidly as to necessitate greater distriAll in all, Mr. and Mrs. World are still interested in what Hollywood can do with a camera.

Even the traction companies have been forced to recognize the healthy growth of Hollywood, and now a score
or more of big, luxurious motor busses buzz along Western Avenue toward filmland.
The cinema capital is fast assuming a metropolitan aspect. Hollywood is destined to be a big city in its own
right. Each day new projects of great magnitude are announced for this community. Railroad companies have established ticket offices here to serve the residents of this section ; the smart shops of the city proper, the foremost industrial and commercial concerns are locating branches here. Great hotels and apartment buildings, million-dollar
theaters, art galleries and cafes are being constructed ; financial institutions, churches, clubhouses, the Y.M.C.A. and
other worthy enterprises have come to boost filmland and its people. The note of Hollywood's progress is saneness ;
the money earned here is not being thrown to the four winds, it is not being spent on extravagant frivolities — it is
going back into continued expansion. Evidence of this is found in the construction of fine homes by Hoot Gibson,
William S. Hart, Lynn Reynolds, Ralph Lewis, Charles Ray, Will Rogers, Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and
many others. The ideal of the professional people is to live happily and to help by living. True happiness is, of
course, never found in addiction to wild parties, booze, dope and other forms of impaired living. The spirit of fraternity inthe film colony is without parallel; life in Hollywood in reality reaches well nigh the zenith of perfection.
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320 So. Main
Wyndham StandingMargaret Marsh, in
"The Lion's Mouse"
Orpheum
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Vaudeville
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Harry Carey
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Musical Comedy

Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie inRambeau
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Broadway
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Eva Novak-Bryant Washburn
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"Temptation"
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Lew inCod)'
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This

Week's

It is only in fairy talcs that a
high-borti count and a peasant girt
can love — unless there is a sudden change in their social stancing. "Merry-Go-Round,"
the dramatic and spectacular Universal
super-Jewel photodrama at the
Mission Theatre, is not a fairy
tale — it pictures the collapse of
the whole decayed social structure
of pre-war Austria, and it is
through that utter destruction or
caste and social barriers that
Count von Hohencgg and a little
organ-grinder of Vienna find the
open road to love.
Robert VV. Chambers' famous
novel,
"The created
Common
Law,"'
which recently
a sensation
during its first showing here, has
been booked for the Alhambra
Theater. This production, filmed
by George Archainbaud, is one of
the most ambitious cinema efforts
of the season.
The Robert W. Chambers
novel has been one of the most
widely read in American fiction
history and its perpetuation on the
silver screen has been one of the
most ambitious undertakings of
the present year. The cast includes Corinne Griffith, Conway
Tearle, Elliott Dexter, Bryant
Washburn, Harrv Meyers, Hobart
Bosworth, Phyllis Haver, Wally
Van and many others of note.
The story of "The Common
Law" of
dealsa famous
with thepainter
^>vc for
other
and each
his
model, and the obstacles placed in
the way of their marriage by the
difference in their social standing.
The girl, refusing to give him up,
consents to be his common law
wife and how this interesting situation is brought to a happy conclusion forms the thrilling climax
hi' this production.
Constance Talmadge is seen at
Loew's State Theater this week,
presented by Joseph M. Schenck
in "Dulcy," her first production
since "East is West." "Dulcy"
was .written by George S. Kampman and Marc Connelly. It was
adapted for the screen by Anita
Loos and John Emerson. The
scenario was written by C. Gardner Sullivan and the direction was
by Sidney A. Franklin.
With such talents contributed
towards the success of this First
National picture, it remains a
foregonebe conclusion
thatbut"Dulcy"
cannot
anything else
a flelighttul comedy romance, stepping along on all six cylinders
towards a complete haven of
laughter.
In "Dulcy" Constance Talmadge
plays a wife who would drive
many a husband to a lunatic asylum and all because she is trying
to assist her husband in his business. "Dulcy" means well, but her
mistakes nearly drive her husband
and others involved to the mac?house. Connie has never been
given a role more suitable for her
exceptional talents.

Theatre

Notes

"Hollywood" brings her namesake's choicest treasures to view
at Grauman's Rialto. Here is a
dramatic story, enlivened with
many comedy touches, built
against the colorful life of Hollywood, which has furnished more
entertainment to the world than
any other city.
The cast of stars is a record one
and every film favorite shines
forth on the screen during the unfoldment of the story of a little
country girl's struggle to enter
pictures,
a diversity of amusement is and
offered.
Theodore Kosloff and Vera
Fredowa set the pulses beating
with a picturesque dance, the famous Russian Mazurka, which has
brought applause for Kosloff during his world tours. The Kosloff
Dancers, too, bring their art of
toe dancing to a dream sequence,
which is thoroughly effective.
Other stars
that dazzle
"Hollywood" are Lois
Wilson,in Leatrice
Jov, Thomas Meighan, Cecil De
Mille, William DeMille, Alfred
Green, Elliott Dexter, Bryant
Washburn, Gloria Swanson, Robert Cain, Pola Negri, Anna Q.
Nilsson, Agnes Ayres, Nita Naldi,
Owen Moore. Jack Holt, Jack
Pickford, Betty Compson, Bull
Montana, William S. Hart, J.
Warren Kerrigan, Robert McKim,
T. Roy Barnes, Anita Stewart,
George Stewart, Sigrid Holmquist. Julia Faye, Estellc Taylor,
Baby Peggy. George Fawcett,
Jacqueline
Logan and twenty
other
celebrities.
The bill opening at the Hillstreet theatre Monday matinee,
August 27, shows possibilities of
being one of the season's best yet
offered there. Headlining the bill
will be Ben Bernie and his orchestra. Bernie, who formerly
told funny stories and played the
violin all by himself, has surrounded himself with a clever
bunch of musicians this year, and
has a "jazz" band which is a delight to hear. Gus Fowler, who
is on his first American tour as
an English illusionist who works
solely with clocks and watches,
will also be on the bill. Jack
"Rube" Clifford, one of vaudeville's greatest character actors,
will be present in bis comedy
sketch,
Carter."
Joe
Lane "Camera-Eye
and Pearl Harper
will
appear
in
"Bits
of
Wit,"
is intended solely for laughterwhich
and
is said to always get it. Willa
and Harold Browne will be on the
bill in their act, in which they
draw- all sorts of pictures in colored rags. Victoria and Dupree,
two clever dancers and tumblers,
will complete the vaudeville. The
feature photoplay showing will be
Mary Miles Minter in "Drums of
Fate." Miss Minter is supported
by a strong cast, including
"Lefty" Flynn, George Fawcett,
guson.

"The Spoilers"
Rex Beach's
Main at Ninth

Miller's
"The
Rex Spoilers"
Beach's
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill in
Gloria Swanson
"Blue Beard's Eighth Wife*
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
in
Constance
Talmadge
"Dulcy"

Rialto
Broadway near Eighth
"Hollywood"
Pilgrimage Theatre
Cahuenga and Highland
Life of the Christ
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Wyndham
StandingGrace Darmond,
in
"Davtime Wives"
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Corinne Griffith
in
"The Common Law"
Hollywood Egyptian
Hollywood Blvd. and McCadden
"The Covered Wagon"
with Lois Wilson and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
and Mary
NormanPhilbin
Kerry in
"Merry Go Round"
Clune's Broadway
Broadway near Fifth
Thomas Meighan
in
"Homeward Bound"
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Two new production organizations have
made their appearance on the lengthy horizon
of the film horizon, according to Samuel V.
Grand, president of Grand-Asher Distributing
Corporation, who announced today that the
Elliott Dexter Productions, Inc., and the Bryant Washburn Productions, Inc., would each
produce five features for his releasing company this season.
These pictures will be made at the Grand
Studio, Hollywood, and naturally each star
will head his own unit, engaging the best possible supporting casts and technical crews obtainable.
The first Elliott Dexter picture will be
started approximately August 27th, with R.
William Neill as the producer. It is an original story with the tentative title, "The Man
Who ter Forgave,"
and was
written
for Mr.Hein
Dex-is.
by Adam Hull
Shirk.
Florence
now completing the scenario. Miss Hein has
recently done several pictures for Katherine
MacDonald and others and was for several
years associated with June Mathis, doing research work on "The Four Horsemen." Adam
Hull Shirk has been for years a fiction writer

and publicity expert and is now scenario chief
for the Grand-Asher organization. R. William
Neill, born in Dublin, Ireland, for years an
actor of note and later a director of pictures,
did most of the Dorothy Dalton early successes
for Ince and also practically directed "Civilization." He recently completed several pictures in Italy and was for a long time associated in directorial capacity with Paramount.
Mr. Washburn will have as his director
Cullen B. Tate, who for years has been associated with Cecil B. DeMille at the Famous
Players-Lasky Studio and is regarded as one
of the most competent men available. The first
Washburn story is tentatively titled, "Try and
Get It," and
adapted by Evening
a well known
scenarist
fromis being
the Saturday
Post
story,
"The
Ring-Tailed
Gallawampus."
by
Eugene P. Lyle, Jr., who supplied the ideas for
two of Douglas Fairbanks' best stories for the
screen, "The Americano" and "A Modern
Musketeer." It is a high powered comedy with
many romanticterizations.
passages
splendid
Hundreds ofandother
storiescharacwere
considered before the choice was made.
The settings will be superior for all produc-
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tions and the full facilities afforded by the big
Grand Studio stages will be supplied. For the
ensuing pictures arrangements have already
been made both for Mr. Dexter's and Mr.
Washburn's productions with publishers and
authors, so that a number of popular stories
have been contracted for, for later use.
"I am highly pleased," said Mr. Grand, "to
be able to announce this affiliation, for I believe that Messrs. Dexter and Washburn represent the most popular types of stars in the
screen world today, and that they individually
have a wonderful following among the
screen patrons of the world. The whole arrangement isa happy one, and we look forward to the most pleasant association that
could be desired. We are following common
sense methods in these pictures ; there will be
no loopholes left for criticism that can be
humanly avoided. We have facilities for production and distribution that are unparalleled
and my associates in the East, especially Mr.
Harry Asher, vice-president, are all experienced men in the distribution field. They, like
myself, are delighted with the arrangements
effected."

"Dulcy"
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SAN FRANCISCO, August 20th, 1923.—
Harry Weil spent last Friday and Saturday
in San Francisco, looking up locations for the
filming of part of "Black Oxen," Gertrude
Atherton's
novel soon to Inc.
be filmed
the
Frank famous
Lloyd Productions,
Workby
will begin at an early date, and the picture
will be one of the outstanding productions of
a year of big pictures.
Maurice Tourncur was expected in town
Sunday to arrange for locations for early use,
but on account of illness his arrival has been
postponed for another week.
Director Paul Powell, well beloved in San
Francisco, who spent many weeks here directing the making
"The here
Fog"thisforweek,
the Graf
Productions,
will ofarrive
with
several members of his cast, for the making
of some special scenes in a Cosmopolitan production.
The Gerson Picture Production Corporation
are off with a rush on the start of their new
series of pictures. Actual shooting began on
the first
Wolves,"
bright
and
early picture.
Monday "Waterfront
morning, August
13th.
As
the title indicates, it's a story of San Francisco's own waterfront, and Chinatown, a
melodrama of life, action, love, and laughter,
both the story and continuity are from the
pen of Victor Gibson. Ora Carcw and Jay
Morley. both with a long list of screen successes to their credit, are co-starred, and the
cast includes other well known names, as Hal
Stevens, S. J. (Tiny) Sandford. Emma
Muncy, Dick LaReno, Edward Galvez.
Tom Gibson is directinfr. and Frank Capra,
formerlysistant
of director,
the with
"Plum George
Center"Crocker
forces, behind
is asthe camera. So far the making of the picture
has been full of adventure, some of it not in
the script, for the whole company spent three
days working on a three masted brigantine off
Hunter's
and wind,
once the
between
the rollwasof
the vessel Point,
and the
cameraman
barely saved from going overboard. Some of
GALE HENRY DESERTS
SLAPSTICKS FOR DRAMA
One by one the slapstick ranks are being
deserted by the comediennes of the screen.
A recent announcement foretold of the permanent graduation of Louise Fazenda from
comedies to more serious roles.
And now Gale Henry has signified her intention of appearing only in dramatic features.
Coincident with such an announcement is that
of her engagement to portray a semi-serious
role in "Held to Answer," the new Metro
all-star
Shaw. special being directed by Harold
Gale Henry is perhaps one of the best
known slapstick comediennes in picturedom.
She has to her credit the remarkable record
of having starred in 138 two-reel comedies,
twenty-four of which she also produced.
But her histrionic ability is not confined to
such portrayals, as those who recall her appearance on the stage several years ago will
attest. So it was only natural that she should
desire to turn her screen talents into more
serious channels.
Miss Henry has appeared with Gareth
Hughes in "The Hunch" and in "Night Life
in Hollywood," but it was her clever portrayal
in
"Quincy
that caused
to make
the Adams
decision Sawyer"
to permanently
desert her
the
comedy field, and at the same time caused
Metro to sign her for her present role in
"Held to Answer."

r 1 s c o
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the native crew of the trader rescued < leorge
and the camera just in time, and although
most of the cast did have to jump in the bay
in the inplot
seem to
mind,
spiteof ofthethestory,
fact they
that didn't
San Francisco
Bay is icy cold, even in mid-summer.
Inquiring at the St. Francis the other day
if they had any professionals in the house, we
learned that Rin-Tin-Tin was staying there,
with his dog-wife, and his friend and master,
Captain Lee Duncan. The beautiful and clever
dog-star has been in town for the week, making personal appearances at the Warfield TheBegins,"
the first
pictureatre with
in "Where
which he the
wasNorth
starred.
Crowded
and
delighted audiences greeted the picture at every performance, and Rin-Tin-Tin won all
hearts, not only by the tricks he did, but by
his gentlemanly and natural behavior.
Sometimes you hear of people seeing snakes
in San Francisco, but when last week the Graf
Productions were getting ready to shoot a
scene in "Half-a-Dollar Bill" that called for
a snake coiled up in a mail box, they had all
the grief in the world. Thinking it would be
easy to get a garter snake or a king snake,
they started two men out on a hunt, who after
three days returned without a sign of a snake.
Then someone remembered a Snake Drug
Store down by the waterfront that had snakes
in the window for a sign, and dashed down,
only to find that prohibition agents had closed
the store for selling moonshine. At last a
revenue officer was induced to unseal the door
so a snake could be borrowed, and the scene
was shot. The really funny part of the story
is that it is absolutely true; now and then
truth is stranger than fiction, but nobody will
believe it.
The cify of San Mateo has purchased the
famous Kole estate. The wonderful grounds
are to be used by the city as a park, while the
beautiful mansion is to be preserved just as
is, for use entirely as a location for moving
picturedios atcompanies,
San Mateo. working at the Pacific StuCasts

of the Week

Gerson Picture Corporation Presents
"WATERFRONT WOLVES"
Directed by Tom Gibson.
Frank Capra, Assistant Director.
George Crocker, Cameraman.
Emma Muncy
Ora Carew
Dick LaReno
Jay Morley
Fernando Galvez Hal Stevens
S. J. (Tiny) Sandford
INCE SIGNS CONKLIN
Chester Conklin, a favorite comedian of
the screen, has been signed by Thomas H. Ince
for an unusually interesting bit in Ince's
screen adaptation of "Anna Christie." The
role, while it offers comedy relief from some
of the tensest emotional scenes of the drama,
nevertheless requires some fine dramatic
touches. Conklin has just completed his first
dramatic-comedy role of his career in Eric
Von Stroheim's "Greed," and played the part
so successfully that he was chosen by Ince
for the exacting role of "Tommy" in "Anna
Christie,"
tional thiswhich
fall. will be released by First Na-

KERR

CRAWFORD

Gordon Michic, production manager for the
Rellimeo Films of this city, and his wife,
Grace Sanderson Michie, sccnari.it for the organization, will leave for the South this week,
to prepare for the production of the comnext picture.
It will
filmed
Southernpany'sstudio,
and work
will hebegin
withinat aa
few
weeks. The
company's
first
picture,
"Heartstrings,"
will be
released in
September.
Earl Olin, of the Monte Banks. Joe Rock and
Syd Smith productions, was in San Francism
two or three days last week looking up locations for future productions, and went from
here to the Yosemite. also on a hunt for good
spots to shoot.
Mrs Leigh Smith arrived at San Mateo
Sunday from Los Angeles. Leigh is acting
as
director
on Pacific
"Half-a-Dollar
now assistant
being filmed
at the
Studios byRill,
the
Graf Productions, under direction of W. S.
Van Dyke.
Raymond Hatton, now playing in the Graf
picture, made a personal appearance at theColiseum Theatre last Thursday night in con-'_
nection with the showing of the picture, "Pilgrims of the Night," in which he plays a leading role.
Robert Warwick, star of both the screen
and stage, is trying out a new play at the
Fulton Theatre in Oakland, which if successful, he hopes to use on Broadway next sea"Gypsy Jim"
is the titleJr.,andandisMilton
from the
pen ofson.Oscar
Hammcrstein,
H.
Gropper, both of whom came west for the
opening.
J%
Some cation,
people
can'tBill
even Sullivan,
take a peaceful
vaso thinks
electrician
from Universal, who came here on a holiday
and went down to visit the Pacific Studios,
only to be caught by Danny Rogers, chief
electrician, who was short handed, and put to
work. So instead of getting a rest, he is hard
at it, helpjng light "Half-a-Dollar Bill."
INGRAM SAYS ACTORS WHO CAN
WEAR VELVET BREECHES SCARCE
It might be surmised, from the evidenced
popularity of golf suits in Hollywood, that
the mere male of the movie metropolis possesses extremities well worth displaying.
That such a surmise is altogether without
foundation has been established by Rex Ingram since he began the filming of "Scaramouche," his Metro picturization of Rafael
Sabatini's
Revolution. adventure-romance of the French
Numerous were the difficulties encountered
by Mr. Ingram in re-creating Eighteenth century France for the screen. But one of the
most troublesome was the securing of players
who could wear the velvet breeches and square
coats which were part of the costume worn
by members of the French nobility at the time
of This
"Scaramouche."
proved to be a far greater difficulty
than it would seem, for it appeared that the
men in the world who can wear knee breeches
and square
coatsareandfewlook
tractive in them
and romantically
far between. atMetro is authority for the statement that
only by diligent combing of the casting agencies were the necessary players finally secured— and there was not one assistant director or ex-cameraman in the cast.
However, it was only histrionic ability and
fitness to portray their respective characterizations that caused Mr. Ingram to choose for
the cast of "Scaramouche" such popular male
players as Ramon Novarro, Lewis Stone, Otto
Matiescn, Lloyd Ingraham, James Marcus
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The Kinema Theater in Los Angeles, one of
the first run houses in the chain of West Coast
Theaters, Inc., closed its doors on Friday,
August the 17th, and ceased to be known by
that name. It will not cease, however, to remain in the limelight for, following weeks of
negotiations, locally and nationally, executives
of West Coast Theaters, Inc., have concluded
plans for the transformation of the Kinema
into a national premiere long run house, to
stand on a pinnacle as the most remarkable
theatrical edifice of its kind.
Long weeks of planning were necessary
towards the final consummation of the deal.
With the new season springing the biggest
line-up of multiple-reel features in the history of motion pictures, and with the dearth of
houses suitable for their deserved presentation
causing some apprehension in distribution circles, the proposition to transform the Kinema
into a two-a-day house along luxurious lines
was entertained and finally brought to a realization. To carry out the new finished plans it
will be necessary to keep the house closed for
a period of several weeks in order to allow
armies of laborers to install the various changes.
The theater will be gutted from top to bottom, only the walls and balcony remaining.
New decorations and magnificent effects are
"to be installed.
will be divans
transformed entirely,Theoverlower
500floor
luxurious
having been ordered to occupy one-half of the
capacity of the entire house.
When the theater is again opened — and it
will throw wide its doors to the motion picture
and fun world with what is undoubtedly the
greatest and most unique attraction the screen
world has ever known — but two performances

Awaits

Opening
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of Criterion

are to be given daily, at 8:15 2nd 8nd 8:15
p.m. Reserved seats will be sold for every
performance, and tickets may be purchased
two weeks in advance. It is planned to provide several downtown offices in various West
Coast houses in order to preclude any possibility on the part of ticket speculators in
traffic in tickets for the opening and following
weeks.
The executive offices of West Coast Theaters, Inc., are keyed up to a tremendous pitch
in anticipation of the reopening of the house.
It will hereafter be known as the new Criterion
Theater, and every memory of the word Kinema is to be obliterated, starting tonight. A
fortune is being expended on the contemplated
changes.
The arrangements which the Gire Bros..
Adolph Ramish and Sol Lesser have with the
prominent producers of the motion picture industry call for long run premieres of only
those cinemas which will have a fitting place
on the Criterion screen. Already several notable productions, completed and under completion, are lined up and final contracts are
being consummated for playing dates. The
new theater is to be the national long run
premieretions. Inhouse
of surround
the world's
order to
thesebiggest
picturesattracwith
presentations worthy of the efforts expended
upon their completion, the best available talents are being signed up. The seating capacity will naturally be somewhat cut down with
the installation of the hundreds of loges and
the construction of a new stage, which is to
house living preludes and atmospheric prologues on a plane somewhat higher than has
heretofore been known in the elaboration of
motion pictures. To this effect one of the
most noted stage producers in America is
being sought for the personal supervision and
production of presentation of each new pre-

miere. This man will come from New York
several weeks prior to the gala openings in
order to whip the show into shape.
An orchestra of symphonic proportions will
occupy the pit, under the direction of a conductor whose name will create a sensation
when announced.
A complete new projection room equipment
is on the way from the East, and when the
new Criterion Theater opens it will be the
proud possessor of the first double set of highspeed projectors in the country. These four
machines are being installed in order to do
away with the possibility of any mishap to the
presentations, two complete sets of film being
run at one and the same time and whenever
it should so happen that a film breaks, shutters on the second set of film will be immediately withdrawn and the show goes on without interruption. Various other features also
are estimated to add to the efficiency of the
theater.
The opening and the opening attraction will
be announced within a short time.
NIBLO SOON TO CAST
"THY NAME

IS WOMAN"

Fred Niblo's next picture for Louis B.
Mayer and Metro will be "Thy Name Is
Woman." It is from a stage play. Spanish
and modern. He is collaborating with Bess
Mcredyth in writing the continuity. A cast
has not been chosen. He wili again use the
Melrose Avenue studio. That, according to
the laconic publicity director, is sufficient until
something happens worth writing about.
Readers who thirst for sensational details
will be glad to know that soul-staggering cast
of internationally famous stars will not be
signed. A few good actors and actresses,
however, will be hired. Perhaps some of them
will be famous. It depends largely upon
whether or not they can act.
The settings will be magnificent, most of
them designed by Creation with a simplicity
not yet attained bv supervising cinema architects with goatees and enormous incomes.
Anyone who wants to may freely predict
that the production will startle, enchant, shock,
thrill and mystify the world; setting brothers
at variance and luring old men from their
chimney corners. Fred Niblo hopes it will
be a creditable picture, shown more or less as
he made it, and that it will add to his reputation as a director with a rare knack for not
hoodwinking himself.
ANENT THE "ART" OF TRYING
Alton Brown, beyond a reasonable question
of doubt, has passed the first line trenches in
the never-ending battle for supremacy on the
silversheet and is pounding effectively on the
doors of the citadel, featuredom.
He is now playing the important role of
brother to the featured Douglas MacLean, the
juvenile lead in the play made famous on the
legitimate stage by Raymond Hitchcock, "The
Yankee
Consul,"
the studios.
direction of Jimmie
Home,
at theunder
Powers
Alton Brown's fight, step by step, up the
ladder of fame, has never been what could
rightfully be termed a struggle, for from the
time he played his first important role some
four years
in Metro
"La Belle
Rouge,"
Theda
Bara ago
at the
in New
York,with
he
has climbed steadily and consistently and his
will, combined with clean living and true
histrionic ability, forms a combination, that
with continued effort is bound to place him on
the
much sought pinnacle of success in
Kilmdom.
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Fred Niblo's "Captain Applejack." now
known
"Strangers
Night,"
will
probablyashave
a long of
Los the
Angeles
run prior
to its international release in September. Exhibitors are bidding for the production in the
Los Angeles territory. The tremendous popularity of the cast in the film colony adds to
its colloquial value. The players are Enid
Bennett. Matt Moore, Barbara La Marr, Robert McKim, Emily Fitzroy, Otto Hoffman,
Thomas Kicketts and Mathilde Brundage.
1NCE LOT RESEMBLES

SHIP YARDS.

Thomas H. Ince has gone into the shipping
business. Already known up and down the
Pacific Coast as a yachting enthusiast and
ownerure of
the now
fastestacquired
pleasboatsthe
on "Fdris,"
the coast,one heof has
two old scows from a San Francisco shipping
company, in addition to renting an old time
coal barge.
The scows which put Ince in the ship owning class are doomed for the depths of the
ocean, however. They have been purchased
for the making of some spectacular scenes in
Ince's is
screen
which
being adaptation
filmed by of
the "Anna
producerChristie,"
on the
biggest scale of any picture offering which
has ever left his studios. John Griffith Wray,
who is directing the picture, has been appointed
to scuttle the boats with the assistance of several naval experts.
Director Wray is now in San Francisco
with Blanche Sweet, William Russell, George
Marion and other members of the "Anna
Christie"
AfterSantheFrancisco
two shipsharbor
have
been
sunkcompany.
outside the
and William Russell, who plays the role of an
Irish stoker, is rescued from the briny waters,
a number of scenes will be made on the rented
coal barge.
In the meantime, the "lot" of the Ince studios has been transformed into a ship-building
yard. A completed reproduction of the coal
barge is being built by Ince technicians for the
making of closer shots of the dramatic scenes.
It will be floated on the mammoth swimming
tank of the lot so that Miss Sweet, Russell
andassist
Marion
have the
plenty
of "atmosphere"
to
themwill
during
filming
of their difficult
scenes.
"Anna
Christie"
will
be released
by First National this fall.
VIOLA DANA

C A M ER A I

"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"

GETS
STYLES PROM PARIS

Those members of the fair sex who are interested in feminine apparel — and that includes
all of them — will have an opportunity to see
the "later
latest"ininher
Parisnewest
styles Metro
when
they
view than
Violathe Dana
starring
picture.
"In
Search
of
a
Thrill,"
which Oscar Apfel is directing.
The locale of the story is laid in Paris and
it follows naturally that the frocks and gowns
worn by Miss Dana are truly Parisian. She
also wears the makeup and garb of an Apache
in one episode of the story, but the Apache
part of her wardrobe, while colorful and accurate in detail, is scarcely as interesting.
She sought the help of a leading Los Angeles modiste who wrote a New York importer. He in turn wrote a long letter to one
of the Paris style czars, asking the required
knowledge and pledging strict secrecy. At
about the time the precious knowledge was
finally transmitted to Los Angeles, Miss Dana
was ready to begin work on "In Search of a
Thrill." Work on the gowns was rushed and
they were completed, one at a time, as she
had need for them in the picture.

About

the Moving

Throngs

HOLLYWOOD "OUT-LURES" N. Y.
From Broadway. New York, comes word
that James Morrison, who recently left the
kleig lights of Hollywood for the brighter
lights of the Gay White Way. where he is to
enact the leading role in the screen version of
the one-time popular ballad. "On the Banks of
the Wabash." is turning down all offers for
future engagements in the metropolis in anticipation of a speedy return to his California
home. And this despite the fact that the bandsome young leading man is an Easterner by
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton, who is directing after
"On the scanning
Banks ofthethelistWabash"
for
Vitagraph,
of available
juvenile leading men in New York, wired
Morrison ' a flattering offer to come on to New
! it was not until several wires had
York,
birthbut
been exchanged between the star and director
that Morrison accepted the proposition.
In his contract with Vitagraph Morrison
stipulated that he was to be free to return to
California immediately upon completion of the
Blackton production, as he is in great demand
at local studios, where he has been engaged
for the past two years.
(, AUDIO'S REWARD NEW CAMERA
Among the unsung heroes who take their
risks quietly and without flourish are the
cameramen of the movies. Tony Gaudio is an
apt illustration. Last week the story of
Tony's heroism came out, of his incurring the
injury toin save
facing
of a light-blinded
horse
the the
livesleap
of others.
Tony was grinding a night scene for Norma
Talmadge's Arabian romance. "Dust of Desire." aJoseph
Schenck
production.
It wasof
a native
street M.scene
during
an uprising
Arabs. Behind Tony sat Frances Marion and
Chester Franklin, the directors, Maude Wayne,
Joseph Schildkraut and others of the cast.
Up the street came the charging Arab horsemen. Ten feet from the camera the leading
horse was struck full in the eyes by a battery
of side hank lights. The rider attempted to
turn his mount aside, but the blinded horse
leaped high through the air and straight upon
the camera.
Tony saw the leap. But to dodge aside
with his camera would have exposed those behind him to the hurtling hoofs. So he stuck
to his post. The horse struck the camera and
splintered it, knocking Tony to the ground.
The force of striking the camera, however,
broke the plunge. Miss Marion received a
kick in the side after the horse struck the
ground and Franklin and the others were
knocked aside as it came rolling into their
midst. Ray Binger, second cameraman, was
knocked when
unconscious.
was
wrenched
the camera Tony's
knocked knee
him aside.
President Coolidgc is a farmer. He proved
it by grabbing the *reins* of* the government.
On his first Sunday the President appeared
in a tail coat and silk hat. In other respects
he is a likeable man.* * *
Los Angeles man sues for divorce. Says
he came home late for dinner and all he got
was a roast.
* * *
Luther Burbank is said to be a great scibut he acan't
be blamed for turning Jess
Willardentist,into
lemon.
* * *
New chief of police says something must
be done to relieve the prison jam. If the prisoners continue to escape, that will relieve the
jam automatically.

of Movieland

MUSIC ARRANGED
"THE POR
WHITE SISTEI6
The preparation of the music score to be
used for the premiere at the Forty-fourth
street theatre of "The White Sister." in which
Lillian Gish plays the stellar role in this film
version
of way.
F. Marion
fl
well under
Joseph Grawf
Carl ord's
Breil novel,
has hefl
given charge of the music for the premiere
of which
Miss Gish's
of
requiredlatest
her vehicle,
presencethein production
Italy for
seven months.
With the sequences leading up to the
smashing climax in "The Judge and the Woman" practically completed this week. Victor
Seastrom, who is directing tin- Goldwyn adaptation of Sir Hall Caine's "The Master fl
Man," hundreds
is filmingof spectacular
mob scenes fl
which
extras are used.
One of the thrilling bits of action that take
place in the spacious courtyard of towerinjj
Castle
Rushen,rescues
is whena small
Conradchild
N'agel.
Vic«
tor Stowell,
fromasunder
the hoofs of onrushing cavalry, while Fenelht
Stanley,
played
frozen with
fear.by Patsy Ruth Miller, gazes
With the
director's
flair thai
foH
handling
hugeContinental
mobs. Seastrom
demands
every extra put real emotion into his or her
bit of work, moulding the mosaic into a convincing whole.
The grim prison scenes where Creighton
Hale, as Alick Gell, comes to Bessie Collisl
ter. played by Mae Busch, in her cell, have
been completed, and next week Seastrom en
pects to take the company to San Francisco}
to film important scenes. leavers besides
those mentioned in the cast include Hobart
Bosworth, Aileen Pringle, DeWitt Jennings,
EvelynlandSelbie,
Lucicn Littleficld,
CecilWinter
HolAnna Alexander,
Mark Fenton.
Hall, liam
JackOrlamond,
Murphy,
Andrew
WilCharles
Craig,Arbuckle.
and Charles
Mailes.
WRAY

TO DIRECT
NEW

INCE PICTURE

Thomas H. Ince is preparing to put a screenadaptation of Vaughan Kester's popular novel/|
"The Just and the Unjust." into production/
as soon as screen work on "Anna Christie" ifj
completed. The continuity for the story whichMr. Ince is planning to tell from a novel angle
is being written by Bradley King. John Griffith Wray will direct it.
/•"/v»ii on Vacation.
With final cutting of "In the Palace of the
King" completed, Emmett Flynn, who directed
the production for the Goldwyn studios, is
enjoying
two Angeles.
weeks' vacation
the mountains neara Los
He willin begin
work)
on his next Goldwyn picture immediately on
his return.
Cody Injured Ankle.
Lew Cody, just returned from location in
Yellowstone National Park with Rupert
Hughes' Goldwyn company filming "Law
Againsttoken
Law."
nursing afight
badlywhhwrenched
ankle,
of aisspectacular
George
Walsh, staged on the edge of an erupting
geyser for a big scene in the picture. Cody
also sustained injuries to his right arm, but
careful medical attention has prevented his
being incapacitated for work and he is now
working at the studio.
I.W.W. at work in Washington ask for
we've tubs.
seen. This is the first hopeful sign
bath

Camera's

Weekly
Wake-em-up
SPECIAL NEWS SECTION
SATURDAY,

NEW

RELEASING

COMPANY

IS

HERE
Motion picture production by
independents will receive a decided
stimulus on September 1 with the
starting to function on that date
of a big new releasing and distributing organization, whose general sales manager, William Alexander, arrived here last week.
Temporary headquarters have
been established at the Christie
Hotel in Hollywood until suitable
office accommodations can be secured.
The new outlet for Los Angeles-made pictures will be through
the Anderson Pictures Corporation, which has established thirty
distribution centers in thf various
key centers of the United States,
as well as arranged for distribution abroad.
Carl Anderson, the president ct
the company, is well known in
California. He was the first
manager of the Lasky Company
and remained with them until
Paramount was formed, when he
joined the latter organization in
the same capacity. He remained
with the Paramount until the war,
during which he entered the service of the Government. At the
conclusion of the war, Mr. Anderson became identified with the
Educational Film Exchanges, resigning from that organization a
few months ago. Since then, he
has been in California completing
arrangements for production.
Mr. Anderson has probably
been identified with more successful distribution of motion pictures than anyone else in the field.
He has always been an exponent
" of intensive
prefer-of
ring to supply distribution,
a large number
theatres at a moderate price, rather than a small number of theatres at a large price.
In the announcement of the new
corporation, Mr. Anderson says :
"These successes have been due
\o the creating of a distributing
organization and personnel that
succeeded, because they gave the
exhibitor good service and good
pictures.
"Today
give
good nearly
service; all
printscompanies
are delivered in good condition, advertising helps are plentiful so that
the only thing that really interests
the exhibitor are good pictures.
"We will specialize
picturesto
of definite exploitationinmerit,
which we will give intensive selling, wide distribution, with certified accounting to the producer
and 'cards on the table' policy.
"The national
features
will be arranged quota
on a onsound
business value and not on notion
picture figures."

CUMMINGS

TO

AUGUST

DIRECT

25, 1923

FOR

UNIVERSAL

Irving Cummings, well known
independent producer, has signed
a contract with Universal to make
a super-Jewel production as a fitting companion piece for "MerryGo-Round," and to star little
Mary Philbin, whom Carl Laemmle believes has touched the stellar heights in the Rupert Julian
photoplay just recently released.
Cummings just returned from
New York, where he accomplished
an unusual feat of salesmanship,
marketing his "Broken Hearts of

Broadway" direct on the state
rights market, without the aid of
the middleman. While there,
eastern Universal executives negotiated for his services for this
one production, and upon his arrival here, the papers were signed.
"My Mamie Rose," by Owen
Kildare, has been chosen as the
worthy
to "Merry-Go
Round" successor
and Harvey
Gates, who wrote the scenario for the Viennese panorama of life, has been
chosen to handle the script for the
production.

HOLUBAR

VON

BUSY

HAS

YEAR

AHEAD
For the first time since he
switched his directorial allegiance
from First National to Metro,
Allen Holubar this week gave out
complete details concerning his
coming year's
under his new
million
dollar work
contract.
Holubar's first picture will be
"The Human Mill," to be adapted
from the novel, "The Bishop of
Cottontown,"
by John
Moore.
The novel
deals Trotwood
with the
picturesque south during the reconstruction period following the
Civil War, and has been one of
the season's best sellers.
"Life's Highway" is the title
chosenture,for
to be Holubar's
produced second
from picthe
"East of Suez," by E. Lloyd Sheldon, a stage
cessful run inplayNewwhich
York.had a sucHolubar's third production will
be "Robes of Redemption," from
the story by Jane Hurrle.
Holubar began his directorial
career at Universal, where his
"Heart of Humanity" was acclaimed as one of the greatest of
the war period. He directed
Dorothy Phillips in other big specialscamefor anthe
"U," and producer,
then beindependent
making the mammoth spectacle,
"Man, Woman, Marriage"
Later he made "Hurricane's
Gal," have
the first
the sea
that
comeof into
so stories
much
vogue of late, which he followed
with "The White Frontier," botli
starring Dorothv Phillips.
With the signing of Alice Lake,
former Metro star, the cast for
"The Marriage Market," which
Harry Cohn of the Waldorf Productions, ismaking for C. D. C.
release, with E. J. LeSaint directing, was completed this week.
Jack Mulhall and Pauline Garon
have the leading roles, supported
by such well known players as
Vera Lewis, Shannon Day, Marc
Robbins, Mame Kelso, Kate Lester and Jean de Briac.

STROHEIM

SENDS
AN

OUT

S.O.S.

An accident to the traveling radio sending station has isolated
the Erich von Stroheim-Death
Valley expedition, and left the
company of fifty persons on the
edge of the blazing valley, sixty
miles from telephone communication.
The expedition, sent into Death
Valley to film closing scenes In
"Greed" in the exact locations described in the Frank Norris novel,
is temporarily housed in the abandoned city of Skiddoo, in the
Panamint valley, and although the
company is not now in the most
hazardous part of the trip, the
party is far removed from water
sources, and is encountering temperatures ranging upwards of 120
degreees.
It was a burned out generator
which put the radio out of commission, and this is expected to
be repaired within a few days. In
the meantime, trucks carrying
water into the town of Skiddoo,
are operating from ■ the expedition's quarters
at Lone Pine
the
last point
of civilization
this— side
of the desert wastes.
With the von Stroheim expedition is Death Valley Scotty, famous Death Valley character, who
consented to act as guide for the
motion picture caravan.
Hale Goes Hunting
Gun-toting
seems
be the
favorite diversion
of tothe
mildest
mannered screen favorites. Creighton Hale, who is always chosen
for sympathetic roles in pictures,
is loading the old shotgun to do
his worst on Conrad Nagel in
Goldwyn's "The Judge and the
Woman." Noted for poise is
"Teddy" von Eltz, playing opposite Lenore Ulric in Warner
Brothers' "Tiger Rose." Just
three days ago Mr. von Eltz did
some fierce murdering and is now
escaping
the guntoters hadjustice.
a score Both
to settle
with
the unwritten law, their defense.

BADGER
DIRECT
FIRST

WILL
NEW
NAT.

Clarence G. Badger, one of the
season's most successful directors, who recently returned to Los
Angeles from the East, where he
had directorial charge of "Potash
and
Sam Gold-is
wyn Perlmutter,"
First Nationaltheproduction,
to
"The Swamp Angel"
for direct
First National.
His excellent work in the direction of the famous Montague
Glass
play executives
greatly impressed
National
and he First
was
immediately engaged to pilot "The
Swamp Angel" which, featuring
Colleen Moore, is to go into production about August 15th.
Mr.ive career
Badgerbothhas ashaddirector
an extensand
writer of screen plays. By birth
he is a San Franciscan, but spent
much of his early life in the East.
He was educated in Boston and
later took up editorial work on
"The Youth's Companion," a
widely read periodical published in
that city. Later he was a newspaper writer on Pacific Coast publications.
He went into pictures as a scenario writer and during the first
few years of his film career wrote
continuity for Lubin, Universal
and Keystone. He became a director for Keystone in 1915 and
since then has handled the megaphone for many big productions
made bymount andMack
Sennett, by Paraby Goldwyn.
Some of his most noteworthy
screen accomplishments were his
direction of "Quincy Adams Sewyer," "Your Friends and Mine,"
"Kingdom of Youth, and "Red
Badger is now assisting in the
preparation of the continuity of
"The Swamp Angel," which is being ward
adaptedMontague
to thefrom
screentheby story
EdLights."
by Richard Council.
The picture offers an ideal feature for Miss Moore, whose recent pictures have stamped her
one ersofof comedy
the screen's
best interpretdramatic
roles. It
will be ready for filming within
the next two- weeks and by that
time, it is expected that Miss
Moore will have completed her
part
"Flaming
Youth,"
which in
picture
she is now
appear-in
ing in the leading role.
Notables Galore
The complete cast of Reginald
Barker's new picture, "Pleasure
Mad," as announced by Louis B.
Mayer, includes Huntly Gordon,
Mary liam
Alden,
Shearer,Crane,
WilCollier,Norma
Jr., Ward
Winifred Bryson, Frederick
Truesdcll and Joan Standing.
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to

Booth

Tarkington
Tom J. Geraghty, production
editor at • the Famous PlayersLasky Studios, will leave in a few
days for Keonebunkport, Me., the
summer home of Booth Tarkington, whose guest he will be for
two weeks. Mr. Geraghty, who
has put into continuity the author's
original for Thomas Meighan's
"Pied Piper Malorfc," will go over
every detail of the story with the
author and will arrange for the
location sites in the little town,
never before visited by a studio
crew. He will later go to New
York to cut and edit "WomanProof," the George Ade story Mr.
Meghan is now making and
which Al Green, director, will
take on East in the rough cutting.
Margaret Morris, who is playing the part of the Slave Girl in
the new chapter picture at the
"U," the "Beasts of Paradise," a
wonderful story of a mythical
isle in the South Seas, directed by
YViliam Craft. So realistic was
her dance, combining the Tango,
the Apache and the Hula, with Joe

NEW

BUREAU

SUCCESSFUL
One of the busiest publicity offices in the film colony is that of
Howard Lichtenstcin, which gives
international publicity to screen
artists, as well as personal representation. A recent addition to
the Lichtenstein staff is Elsa
B rocker, eastern newspaper woman, who has been connected with
other local motion picture publications previous to her affiliation
with the Lichtenstein Company.
Miss Brocker will be in the publicit v department of the company.
Bruce Vacationing on Ranch .
Bruce Guerin, clever childactor, is enjoying a well-earned
vacation on the family ranch out
in the San Fernando Valley. The
youngster, who is but four years
old, has worked continuously for
over a year and a half before the
camera, having recently completed his ninth film, "The CounKid," withBrothers,
Wesley Barry,
and
the tryWarner
who have
him under contract, have given
him
of weeks'
Therea couple
are many
strangevacation.
things
out on the ranch to arouse his
youthful enthusiasm and what
with flying his airplanes, playing
with his other toys and asking innumerable questions of the ranch
foreman, the time is passing all
too swiftly for Master Bruce.
Completing Cast.
Irene Rich is the latest addition
to the cast selected to support
John Barrymore in the Warner
Brothers screen version of Clyde
Fitch's
play, "Beau
Brummcl."
Mr. Barrymore
is expected
to arrive in Los Angeles from New
York on September 18. at which
time the production of the feature
will be started. Another leading
player to be seen in the cast is
Mary Astor, who will portray the
part of Lady Margery Alvanley.
The play, which will be directed
by Harry Beaumont, has been
adapted
Farnum. for the screen by Dorothy

Bonomo, and Joe, incidentally,
putting so much realism in his
script brutalism, resulted in all but
incapacitating the dusky "Slave"
from further action, but owing
possibly to the fact that the South
Sea Islanders are reputed to be a
hardy race, and Margaret being a
true delineator of facts as well as
fancies in her various portrayals,
stuck to the job and barring a few
bruises, even darker than her
dusky
strong. make-up, is again going
It is understood that Andree
Lafayette has recently signed with
an independent concern for the
starring role in a super-production. Miss Lafayette had set her
heart on a short trip to Paris,
but was unable to withstand the
entreaties of producers, who, because of her sensational success
in Richard Walton Tully's screen
version
"Trilby,"
indulged
frenzied of
bidding
for her
services.in

"Buck" Jones Celebrates.
Charles "Buck" Jones, Fox star,
and his attractive wife, entertained a group of friends at a
dinner party at the Ambassador
Hotel one evening last week in
celebration of their eighth wedding anniversary. Among the
guests who were entertained were
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Dunlap, Mr.
and Mrs. Sol Wurtzel and Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Yost.
Following the dinner Mrs.
Jones, who at one time was a
champion trick rider of America,
presented her famous husband
with a handsome platinum encased
watch, while the Fox star gave
his wife a costly and beautiful
platinum bracelet studded with
diamonds.
The Joneses are pointed to with
pride as one of the most happily
married couples in the motion
picture colony by their many
friends and business associates.

PLAY

!

News Section
BROKER

LOCATES

HERE

Emmett Corrigan, who for the
past forty years has maintained
an agency in New York City for
the sale of plays, books and stories, has recently moved his offices
to the coast and is now ensconced
in temporary quarters at 6404
Hollywood Blvd.
Mr. Corrigan has the exclusive
dramatic and screen rights to
books by such eminent authors as
Louis J. Vance, Booth Tarkington, etc.
He also has representation in
New York, London and Paris.
Billy Bevan Still Going.
With his wife and an automobile loaded down until it resembles a moving van, Billy Bevan,
Mack Sennett comedian, has
started on the second leg of his
motor trip up the coast as far
as Seattle. A post card received
at the studio tells of the wonderful time the pair are having, traveling through high Sierra mountains. It reads, "Am now six
hundred miles from home, having a great time." The Bevans
expect to be back in their Hollywood home about the first of
September, and shortly thereafter
he will again take to the funny
wardrobe and makeup.
Ballet in Pictures.
Theodore
Kosloff's
famousof ballet, which was
the feature
the
big Coliseum show at the late
American Historical Review,
Monroe Centennial and Motion
Picture Exposition, was transplanted to Hollywood this last
week for some of the spectacular
scenes
in "Thefamous
Marriage
Market."
The world
dancers,
personally directed by Theodore Kosloff, were secured by special arrangement between Harry Cohn,
general manager
of Waldorf
productions, and Maestro
Kosloff.
"The Marriage
Market"
being
directed
by Edward
J. Leis Saint,
from the novel by Evelyn Campbell, with a cast including Jack
Mulhall, Pauline Garon, Alice
Lake, Mayme Kelso, Jean de
Briac, Kate Lester, Marc Robbins,
Shannon Day and Vera Lewis.
To Tour Yosemitc.
A visit to Yosemite, San Francisco and other Northern cities of
the state is included in the tour
of George D. Baker, eminent motion picture director, who, accompanied by his sister, Mrs. V. B.
Prophet, and their house guest,
Mrs. M. Kestler, departed from
Los Angeles last week on a scheduled 1,500-mile auto trip. Baker,
who recently finished the direction
of "The Magic Skin" for Goldwyn
distribution, is an ardent motorist
and photographer of natural scenic beauty, and on his journey
through the California forests,
mountains and valleys he will endeavor to secure some new and
interesting
mous kodakpictures
library. for his fa-

Hollywood

Club

to Entertain
Public
A REAL FEED
BY REEL FOLKS
Much interest is attached to thej
coming lawn fete to be held Sat-J
urday, August 25th, at the atJ
tractive club quarters at Holly-J
wood and Winona Boulevardsj
where the Valeda Club holds
forth. The club, composed ofl
the young business women of HolJ
lywood, have been busy for days
decorating the garden and netting
in readiness the various booths ol
the old-fashioned country storfl
type. Games of chance, fortuned
telling, dancing and cards will be|
features of the entertainment,'
which
to be
of
fun, promises
with a royal
goodchuck
time full'
for
all.
The garden will open to the
public
at two through
o'clock and
the festivity
the continue
evening.
A real Italian spaghetti dinner,
pipingbe hot,
withfrom
all the
will
served
5:30 trimmin's,
'till 8:00
by
"blonde
wops."of
Miss the
Goldapretty
Madden,
president
the club, has spared no effort to
make this affair an outstanding
success in every way.
The proceeds of this affair will
go toward the betterment of club
conditions, for the young business
women of Hollywood, and a large
crowd is expected to respond to
the call.
Louise Loaned by Warner.
Louise Fazenda, who recently
signed a long term contract with
the Warner Brothers as featured
player, willganizatbe
by thatforor-a
ion toHalloaned
E. Roach
western feature with the temporary title "Rex," which Fred W.
Jackman will direct. Miss Fazenda, cast as "Maggie," the cook
on the "Sonoma Ranch," a leading role, will begin her work and
cooking Wednesday for thin and
fat cowboys, blackmailers, Spaniards, wealthy young Americans,
retired capitalists in ill health and
a spoiled son of a rich man, thus
reflecting great credit on her cutinery skill. Having cooked countless times and responded to
"Maggie" in 100 or more comedies, and having a priceless wardrobe of cook's costumes, the comedy queenwhich
is all she
"pepped
overthe role
will up"
negotiate
on straight lines with those unique
touches that have made her name
famous.
Miller Contracts with Toumeur
Miller'sof work
Chaplin's
"ACarl
Woman
Paris,"in in
which
he played
male
lead,
caused
ducers and directors who saw prothe
film to predict that the picture
would be his making. That their
prophesies were not ill based has
been inginstanced
Miller's role
besigned for inanMr.important
in Maurice Tourneur's "Jealous
Fools," where he will appear in
scenes with Jane Novak and Earl
Williams. Mr. Miller will depict
a wealthy man-about-town.
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Many

Plans
"There is no middle ground in
motion pictures today," says
Samuel V. Grand, president of
Grand-Asher, after a survey of
exhibiting conditions throughout
the country.
"Either moderately priced productions, short subjects or tremendous features worthy of roadshowing, are demanded," he continues. "A picture costing forty
or fifty thousand dollars to make
has as good a chance to make
money — and can bring in just as
large returns to the producer — as
the film that costs one hundred
thousand. In other words, there
is no need to spend the latter
amount to make a picture and a
great spectacle cannot be made
for that sum.
"Our plans, which are shortly
to be announced in full, will contemplate the production of photoplays with a popular appeal, costing a sum that will enable us to
sell them at a rate which will
give the exhibitor a chance to
make money and not force him to
increase his admissions beyona
the pocketbook of the average
citizen.
"After
and done, pictures arealltheis said
entertainment
and
relaxation of the man of moderate
means. The people who can pay
big admission prices to see films
are in the minority. To these the
spectacle appeals and they will pay
to see it. But they, also, will go
to see the reasonably priced films
which win the undivided support
of the man in moderate circumstances.
"Short subjects, such as Monty
Banks, Sid Smith and Joe Rock
comedies which we are now making, will always have their place,
because they serve to brighten a
program Features,
and fill such
in the as
evening's
show.
those
produced by Ben Wilson for release by Grand-Asher, are of the
highest grade, yet they do not entail a tremendous expenditure in
production. The characters of
stories must remain of the popular sort. We cannot go into wild
orgies of the imagination and expect to please the average picturegoer ; people want pictures they
can understand and common sense
is the greatest attribute to successful pictures. I have a number of very interesting announcements to make shortly along the
lines I have indicated."
Ray Coffin, director of publicity for Richard Walton Tully productions, has left for the north,
for the purpose of assisting in exploiting the first runs of "Trilby,"
Tully's latest success which has
taken the country by storm. He
will open the production in Seattle and Portland. Coffin just returned from a very successful exdle west. ploitation tour through the mid-
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HEAVY

Otto Matiesen has finished the
part of Lord Jeffreys with Constance Talmadge in "The Dangerous Maid" at the United Studios
This promises to equal, if not surMatiesen's superb
perform-in
ancepass,
as Philippe
de Vilmorin
Rex heIngram's
"Scaramouche,''
which
also finished
not so long
ago. It is interesting to note that
in the Ingram production he essayed the role of a clergy
scholar, quiet and very modest in
bearing, and a man reflecting
of the finest qualities, while in the
Talmadge film he enacts the part
of a sinister, cruel judge of England (luring the times of King
James I. Lord Jeffreys, as the
catspaw of the king, committed
many heinous crimes and his name
is one of the black spots on early
English history. Needless to say
that Matiesen, with his splendid K-§5§<|£;
past historical roles, and many
years of experience playing parts
in this type of drama, will virtually walk away with the picture,
for
it
his custom intothesubmerge"
his own ispersonality
charac- with Lord Jeffreys. It is a reter he is playing, and the audi- incarnation upon the silversheet,
ence will be afforded an opportu- without parallel in its artistic pernity to live the days of long ago fection.
Norma
Has New
Leading

Child

Star

From

Back

Visit

Man

East

Norma Talmadge made her entrance last week into "Dust of
Desire," her new drama of the
Arabian desert. Last week marked the third week of filming, the
earlier filming being taken up by
sequences which form the counterplot of the story centering around
Norma.
Seldom has Norma's work in a
picture aroused such keen anticipation in those identified with her
productions as in the instance of
"Dust of Desire." The fact that
she will appear with her new
leading man, Joseph Schildkraut,
is the cause of this expectancy.
"Dust of Desire" is being directed by Chester Franklin, assisted by David C. Fischer, and
will be released by Joseph M.
Schenck Productions through AssociateFirst
d.
National. Tony
Gaudio is doing the filming, seconded by Ray Binger. The cast
includes Arthur Edmund Carewe,
Maude Wayne, Mario Carillo,
Earl Schenck, Hector V. Sarno,
Laurance Wheat, James Cooley,
Albert Prisco and Theodore
Lorch.

Rumor is rife about the studios that Priscilla Dean Moran,
the little wonder girl of the
screen and much heralded "adopted" sister of Jackie Coogan, is
about to re-enter pictures.
At that, the appellation, "comeback," iswithout a question a misnomer, for all who have seen this
delectable little miss, with the big
wistful eyes, in her many recent
engagements and especially in
"Long Live the King," with
Jackie, are unanimous in their
praise and place her. as a delineator of truly emotional roles in a
class years 'ahead of her tender
age of less than five, and predict
for her a success second to none
in the profession.
Upon completion
a year'sat
contract
with Jos. M.of Schenck
United, Mr. Moran took Priscilla
on a two months' vacation trip
east and has just returned to Hollywood.
Arthur Edmund Carew, whose
work as the Svengali of Richard
Walton Tully's massive production of "Trilby" has set the critics gasping for breath, has been
besieged with offers since the
completion of that subject. Many
reviewers claim his sincere and
artistic
performance
in very
"Trilby"
have placed
him at the
top
of the ladder among characer
players. Carew is now playing the
part of the Shiek in Norma Talmadge's newest vehicle, "Dust of
Desire," now in production.

Potel Engaged
Victor Potel, who recently completed the comedy relief in Principal Pictures' "The Meanest Man
in the World," has signed a contract with Rupert Hughes to enact a prominent role in the author-producer's present producLaw."Slippery
In it,
the tion,
well"Law Against
remembered
Slim of early film days, will be
seen as a detective.
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Canine

of

Makes

Fame
His

Claim
Taking issue with several news
reports of recent date, . that the
canine family of Laddie Boy, the
White House dog, had created a
new precedent, in that a ceasarian
operation had been performed for
the first time to save a litter of
puppies,
Hap Word
that
that distinction
for hisclaims
little star,
Cameo.
Cameo,
long termfamous
contract withunder
Mack a Sennett,
producer of comedies bearing that
name, was born on November
29th, 1019, through a caesarian
operation performed on Shimmie,
her mother, by Dr. Shaw, then
the veterinarian in charge at t*ie
Hollywood Dog and Cat Hospital.
Cameo was the only one of the
litter saved. The mother, too,
died from the operation.
Until old enough to take nourishment from
milk milk
bottle, Cameo
wasa baby's
fed warm
and lime water every thirty minutes from a medicine dropper.
Through the careful nursing of
her owner and trainer, Hap Ward,
she soon developed into a healthy,
normal dog until today Cameo is
considered one of the cleverest
animals on the screen. In fact,
some of the feats this little female
accomplishes
are you
almostbulldog
unbelievable.
To this
will agree when you see some of
her work
in the forthcoming Sennett comedies.
FORMER STAGE FAVORITE
SUCCEEDS IN THE MOVIES
It gets 'em sooner or later.
After thirty-five years of legitimate stage work, punctuated with
flights to the silversheet in New
York City, Howard Truesdell
says Hollywood is "plenty good
enough for me." That Truesdell
has reason to believe in Hollywood is shown by the enviable
record he has alreadv made on
the screen since his arrival in
May, ance
which
includes Talmadge
his appear-in
with Norma
"Ashes of Vengeance," with Hoot
Gibson in the role of a rancher
in "Rambling Kid," and his present engagement with Rupert
Hughes in the role of Judge Norton, in "Law Against Law."
FAULKNER IS STARRED
IN NOVEL NEW SERIES
Ralph Faulkner has been cast in
a leading role in an unusual series
of short features now being producedversal
by Natstudios.
Spitzcr
at the
These
areUnian
original series unlike anything
produced heretofore and give
Faulkner an opportunity to display still further his versatility.
The first subject will be entitled "The Towerhouse Mystery"
and will number the followingplayers : Patsy Ruth Miller, Emmctt ston
King,
Mayo, Jensen,
WinMiller Christine
and Eulalie
opposite whom Ralph Faulkner is
cast. Grover Jones will wield the
megaphone.
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DEPARTS
LABOR

DAY

Abraham Carlos has ordered
reservations to New York on Labor Day. when he will leave, bearing the prints of two productions,
"The
Unknown
Purple,"
from the
whirlwind
stage adapted
success
of Roland West, which the latter
directed and edited, and "Fast
Freight," The
starring
madge.
formerRichard
will firstTal-be
shown at the Capitol Theater and
Mr. Carlos will attend the premiere, with his wife and daughter, Miss Gloria, also present. The
producer will purchase screen
rights to some famous book or
play and will add another unit
upon hjs return.
Work
Rushed
"Tiger
Theodor
von onEltz
has Rose"
no use
for alarm clocks or watches. He
is working day and night this week
in the most dramatic scenes in the
entire photography of "Tiger
Rose," the
Brothers'
duction Warner
starring Lenore
Ulric. proHe
has been living an entire lifetime
in the thrilling scenes that are so
stimulating that he says he doesn't mind the short rations on
sleep. Miss Ulric is planning to
leave in about a week, so Mr. von
Eltz is doing double service as
most of his scenes are with her
in the little cabin where she has
hidden
suers. him away from his purSheldon Lezcis Cast in " Trapped"
The outstanding feature in the
screen success of Sheldon Lewis,
is his ability to put over his characterizations through facial expression and artistic acting, rather
than dependence upon artificial
means of makeup. Lewis never
uses putty to accent physical characteristics. His mimicry is superb and his expressive features
lend themselves easily in portraying the thoughts that are passing
through his mind. Those who
have seen the rushes of the Baby
Peggy special feature production,
"Whoseclaim it to
Babybe Are
You ?"
the finest
piecepro-of
acting that he has done. In fact,
it brought his present engagement
of principal character lead in a
sea story being directed by Jack
O'Brientionsunder
the IrvingLewis
Producbanner. Although
returned from the East only a few
months ago, this is his fourth big
engagement. Old timers will possibly remember him in the Pathe
serial, "The Iron Claw."
Lloyd Staff Complete
Allen McNeil, who has cut more
film than it would take to girdle
the globe, has been appointed
Film Editor of the Harold Lloyd
productions. McNeil has been in
the film industry for nearly eight
years, a greater part of which
has been spent with Mack Sennett. Among the noted pictures
he has edited are "Molly-O,"
"Suzanna," "Down on the Farm,"
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" and
"The Small Town Tdol."
The appointment of McNeil
virtually completed the Lloyd organization.

POPULAR

CHILD

ENJOYS

REST

Josephine Adair, six-year-old
film actress, has been enjoying a
brief vacation of late, yet continuing to draw her weekly cinema
stipend. After completing one of
the six featured roles in Frank
Borzage's
of Dust"
the United "Children
Studios and
finishingat
one of the big parts with Ralph
Lewis
in "Theof Mailman"
under
the direction
Emory Johnson
at he Powers Studio, . she went
over to the Fox lot to play in
Tom Buckingham's current comedy. In the midst of the production, the director was suddenly
called to New York to finish a
picture at the Fox studios there,
where one of the directors had
taken ill, and called parade rest
to his forces. Production work
was called to a halt until his return, the cast and staff being held
kept on the jump conintact. As a result little Miss mand andstantly,is going
from studio to stuAdair was afforded her first
dio, and is therefore not in a pochance to take a long breath in
sition to take frequent vacations
many months. She is in great de- I of any sort.

'S
ME?
IN WH
A AT
NA
Max Graf, supervising director
of the Graf Productions, now producing "Half-a-Dollar Bill." is
the last to say "What's in a
name?" Of all the titles affixed
to Graf Productions, "Half-a-Dollar Bill" has proven the most expensive, for it has involved the
hiring by the brothers, Max and
Louis, the president of the organization, of a secretary to answer the letters pouring in everywhere on the matter of currency.
"Is there really a half a dollar
bill? I've never happened to see
one." is the refrain of letters,
breaking the postman's back daily
who delivers at the Pacific Studios, San Mateo, where the picture is under production.
Now the secretary is writing to
one and all that "Half-a-Dollar
Bill" is taken from the name of
a small boy (Frankie Darrow in
the picture), left on the doorstep
with a dollar bill torn in two,
pinned to its blanket and from
which his foster parents gives
him his name.
MAE MURRAY DELIGHTFUL
IN "FASHION ROW"
Depicting a Russian actress is
a most delightful experience for
Mae Murray, who is so engaged
in her latest and she thinks her
most fascinating vehicle. "Fashion
Row." For Miss Murray is
greatly interested in all things
Russian and had planned before
conditions became so disturbed in
that country to travel in Russia
and see with actual eyes a land
that has so intrigued her fancy.
The picture, with its luxurious
background and dramatic story, 1»
now in the third week of its photography. Robert Leonard is directing.

I
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BERWILLA
STUDIO ACTIVE
Active preparation for the start
in a few days of "Leave It to
Gerry," Billie Rhodes' first feature vehicle for Grand-Asher, is
now under way at the Berwilla
Studio, where Ben Wilson will
produce the six reel special by
Adam Hull Shirk.
A cast of super-strength is being assembled and will be announced shortly. Miss Rhodes is
exercising between periods of relaxation mostly spent in the open
air, for the strenuous work in
which she will be engaged for the
next five or six weeks while the
picture is being shot.
Eddie Lindon and Jack Stevens
will be the cameramen. Some
sumptuous as well as other characteristic sets are being constructed and everything points to
a super-excellent production in
every department. Arthur Statter
adapted the story, which was written especially for the little actress who will be in the leading
role of Geraldine Brent, otherwise "Gerry" — Billie Rhodes.
Holds Two Jobs
Holding down two jobs at one
time when most actors count
themselves fortunate in getting
one, is the remarkable record being made by Walter
five-year-old
Walter
Wilkinson.
is playing
Cupid in the elaborate Fox fan"The Temple
of Venus,"
and intasy,
between
times hustles
down
to the Vitagraph studio, where he
is appearing as the child of bootlegfT9Moonshiners."
in Larry Semon's comedy,
"The
Henry J. Herbert, who has just
finished playing District Attorney
Jackson in the Goldwyn producof "The Day
of Faith," lias
been tionengaged
by Vitagraph
for
Attorney Britt in the all-star cast
of "The Man From Brodney's."

DIRECTOR
AND

PRODUCER

Broderick O'Farrell, the "genteel heavy," well known on the
stage and in moving pictures, excels in his chosen field of endeavor
because of histrionic ability. Mr.
O'Farrell's latent ability was rec-fl
ognized early in life and developed
to a very marked degree. He del
votes himself studiously to tha
portrayal assigned and veritably
lives the part.
Eminently successful as an acton
he has realized his ambition tqj
direct and as a director and producer has many noted successes tm
his credit. The wide range of his
experience enables him to anticw
pate the requirements and so dci
liver a rare finished performance.
In the persistent demand ion
new faces the modern producer
will find in Broderick O'Farrell
an exceptionally capable and ver-:
satile character man — sheer ability
alone will result in his unqualified
success.
is hoped
that Mr.
O'Farrell
willIt find
conditions
in Hollywood
ideal
for
his
future
work
in pictures.
Mack
New Picture proFor inhisLloyd's
first independent
duction at the Hollywood Studios
under pert,"
theLloydtitle,
"The Girl
Exhas engaged
Hughey
Mack, who has just completed a
three
months' engagement
Von Strohcim.
Mack is with
the
screen's biggest player — in point
of avoirdupois — shaking the scales
around the 400 pound mark.
The opening of "The Girl Expert" has been switched to a small
town tailoring establishment, instead of a general store atmosphere, as originally planned.
Sam
and Fred
meyer Taylor
are directing
the Newnew
Lloydten theproduction,
and have writstory in collaboration
with
Tim Whclan and Ted Wilde.
Lloyd expects to be about five
months in the making of "The
Girl
As Expert."
the title implies, the theme
of "Pleasure Mad" deals with the
wild, headlong rush of gayety and
high life that dominates the existence of so many people at the
present time. The story revolves
about the fortunes of the Benton
family, a happy, affectionate little
group until visited by sudden prosperity. Then, enabled by wealth
to indulge in luxuries and splendor,
the father, mother, son and
daughter drift apart and are on
the verge of a definite parting,
when a near-tragedy awakens their
bond of loyalty and love and
brings them together again.
Blanche Upright's famous novel,
"The Valley of Content," furnishes the basis of "Pleasure
Mad." A. P. Younger made the
screen adaptation, and Norbert
Brodin is in charge of the photography. The picture
will through
be presented by Louis
B. Mayer
Metro in the fall.
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Director Fred Caldwell leaves
Hollywood Sunday night for New
York to close contracts with the
Selznick Distributing Company
for the release of his two latest
feature comedies in a "Hollywood" series. The feature comedies are called "The Elite of Hollywood" and "The Cream of
Hollywood." Mr. Caldwell's most
recent production, "Night Life in
Hollywood,"
packed by'em
in the
heart
of movieland
its realistic
comedy depiction of life among
the picture stars and staresses.
Featured players in the reels of
laughter that Director Caldwell
will take to New York are :
Chester Conklin, Alice Howell,
Muriel Reynolds, Violet Schram,
Victor Potel, Charles Mack.
Albert Kelly, assistant director
with Rupert Hughes, now filming
his latest feature, "Law Againsi
Law," at the Goldwyn studios, a»though one of the youngest motion picture men in years, is one
of the oldest in experience, having
served nine years in the business.
Kelly was formerly with Metro,
where he directed Viola Dana,
and later was with Nazimova.
Do Christinas Shopping Early
That yearly warning is always
pre-dated a month or six weeks
by Lela Sue Campbell, charming
young screen actress, who has already begun her explorations into
downtown stores in search of unusual and nice presents for friends
and relatives.
Miss Campbell believes that the
present that is different as well as
useful, is the most pleasing, therefore she spends some time in her
search for the best things.
Yes, we Have no Vacation Today
"Thestory
Wages
of new
Cinema,"
sixth
in the
series the
of
H. C. Witwer's "Fighting Blood"
pictures, now in course of production at the Powers studios in Hollywood, has just been started,
alter a lapse of only one day following the completion of "The
Taming
the Shrewd,"
the last
picture of
made.
In addition
to
Louise Lorraine in her customary
role of Patricia Paddington, the
cast
comprises
O'Hara,
Kit Guard,
MaryGeorge
Beth Milford,
Albert Cooke, W. T. Home and
Oliver A. Cross, while Lee
Garmes and St. Elmo Boyce are
in charge of camera work. Henry
Lehrman is directing the series,
with Thomas D. Moreno as assistant.
Quite a Coincidence.
Four of the feminine stars
heading the cast in "Satan's
Secret," now in the cutting room,
portray characters having the
same Christian names as the players themselves. Thusly : Eileen
Percy's screen name in this picture
is "Eileen Allen" ; Pauline
Starke's, "Pauline Hinton" ; Eva
Novak's, "Eva Rivere" ; and
Claire Adams, "Claire Mathers."

and

What's

What

Pat Barnes, who came into international prominence as the author and producer of the clever
comedy entitled, "A Buck on
Leave," which toured the entire
A.E.F. and also this country at
the end of the war, does not believe in trying to become a star
overnight.
Barnes, in staging his comeback,
is accepting what small parts are
offered without a murmur. Each
opportunity, he states, to appear
before the camera, no matter how
insignificant, brings him that
much
stardom.nearer to his goal — ultimate
That twenty-five years of legitimate stage experience is the open
sesame to motion picture plums is
evidenced by the popularity of
Oliver Eckhardt, who only recently took up his abode in Hollywood.
Some of his latest work has
been with Norma Talmadge in
"Ashes of* Vengeance," "The Man
Between," a Finis Fox production,
and his present engagement at the
Warner Brothers studio under the
direction of Mai St. Clair, on a
Wesley Barry production.
Collier Offers Good Advice.
"Do your best in a part — even
if it is only a tiny bit." That is
Buster Collier's idea and it is the
thing that won him his place in
Screendom.
The famous son of a famous
father — Willie Collier — is now
playing the part of Dan Forbes,
opposite Billie Rhodes in the
Grand-Asber picture, "Leave It to
Gerry," produced by Ben Wilson.
"I had the part of an office boy
in an Ince-Triangle picture," said
Buster Collier. "It amounted to
nothing, but I made up my mind
to put into the part everything of
which I was capable. As a result,
Mr. Ince -saw my work and immediately starred me in 'The
Bugle
"So Call.'
I always say to every aspirant— 'however humble the role,
don't sluff it.' Do your best;
work hard
and ayou'll
get recognition. It is
certainty
you
won't unless you do."
New Script Ready
Winifred Dunn has completed
the adaptation of "The Man
Whom Life Passed By," Victor
Schertzinger's
story Actual
which
he
will direct original
for Metro.
production is scheduled to start on
this story in about two weeks.

News Section

in Filmland

Grand-Asher
productions, under
the supervision of Adam Hull
Shirk, director of publicity at the
Grand Studios.
Monty Banks is now engaged on
his eleventh Grand-Asher comedy,
directed by Herman Raymaker.
The picture has not yet been given
a title. Still another of the series
remains to be made.
Joe Rock has completed "The
Bill Collector,"
his ninth
GrandAsher
comedy, under
the direction
of Reggie Morris and with the
same director he has started on
number ten, which has not yet
been given a name.
Sid Smith is working on the
eleventh of his series of twelve
two reel comedies for GrandAsher. The picture is called
"Big Game," and is being directed
by Charles Lamont. In the film
Sid plays about with a number of
ferocious wild animals. He says
that when he has finished making
his series he will open a menagerie
to keep in training.
Louise Lorraine, leading lady in
the new series of "Fighting
Blood" productions, says that
Eddie Woehler, custodian of
properties for her company, would
like to see his name in print. You
it.
don't pronounce it; you just spell
Ernst Lubitsch, the European
director, has started work on his
first picture for the Warner Bro"The Marriage
which thers,
Florence
Vidor Circle,"
and Mariein
Prevost play the leading feminine
roles. Other members of the cast
are Harry Myers, Creighton Hale,
Warner Baxter and Adolphe
Menjou.
David "Pop" Peterson, seventyyear old Indian War veteran, gold
miner and backwoodsman is reported to have walked over 120
miles into Hollywood to get a job
as an "extra" in the Warner
Brothers , screen version of David Belasco's play, "Tiger Rose,"
featuring
"Pop"
was
found Lenore
to be an Ulric.
ideal type
for
the picture by Director Sidney
Franklin, and was engaged on the

Herman Raymaker is probably
the only comedy director who has
had the distinction of having had
a picture of his previewed by
President Harding. Raymaker is
now directing Monty Banks comedies for Grand-Asher, alternating
with Harry Edwards.

spot.
This Actor Earned Opportunity
There was no accident about the
entrance into theatrical work of
Robert Sellable, who is appearing
in support of Viola Dana. He
decided he wanted to go on the
stage, so he put in three years of
study at the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts in New York,
following which he went right out
and secured an important role in
"His Excellency, the Governor,"
starring Ethel Barrymore.

Junius D. Estep, one of the best
known portrait photographers on
the Pacific Coast, has been engaged as publicity cameraman for

Bob Landers, chief properly
man for Maurice Tourneur, is
getting plenty of training for his
wife's vacation. He made a bed
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47 times yesterday during one
scene of* "Jealous
Fools," atwhich
Tourneur
is directing
the
United Studios.
Bull Montana mussed it up during a score or so of rehearsaTs
and then during as many retakes,
as he jumped across it in pursuit
of little Marion Feducha.
Grant Carpenter, well known
newspaper
and scenario
er, has beenmanassigned
the taskwritof
adapting two of the forthcoming
series of plays being produced by
the Warner Brothers for the coming season.
Kate Lester, one of the most
competent character women and
grand dames in the films, is playing an aristocratic snob in "Leave
It to Gerry,"
Ben Wilson's
production for Grand-Asher,
in which
Billie Rhodes is to be featured.
Sid Smith is preparing to start
his
eleventh
for Grand-of
Asher,
undercomedy
the direction
Charles Lamont. The title is as
yet undecided. Duane Thompson
is leading woman ; Jack Henderson and Fatty Alexander are in
the cast also. There will be a bear
in the picture this time. Recently
Sid had his inning with lions and
says it's a toss-up between them.
Lillian Leighton, who is enacting a prominent role in "Tlie
Call estofZanethe
latGreyCanyon,"
story, isLasky's
preparing
to accompany Director Victor
Fleming and several members of
the cast to Flagstaff, where tfiree
weeks' shooting will take place.
Miss Leighton will soon be seen
as Ma Pettengill, in "Ruggles ol
RedJames
Gap."
ager withHogan,
Rupertproduction
Hughes, mannow
filming "Law Against Law," at
the Goldwyn studios, is recovering
from severe burns sustained from
an erupting geyser while the company
on location
in YellowstonewereNational
Park. Hogan
has
been associated with Major
Hughes on previous Goldwyn productions.
Alberta Vaughn has gone in for
training animals. She is proud to
own Bonnie, a daughter of
Brownie, one of the well known
canine actors of the screen. Alberta has already taught her pet
to understand what she tells it to
do and it responds remarkably
well ; so much so, that Miss
Vaughn is seriously contemplating having her Bonnie do a bit in
one
of the forthcoming Sennett
comedies.
Chester Bishop, who quit the
screen eighteen years ago after a
long series of pictures produced by
Selig, has
the silversheet.
Mr. returned
Bishop to
portrays
the
principal
"heavy" Productions,
role in "Satan's
Secret," Choice
Inc.,
big feature.
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Thomas Meighan and the memtiers of his company will return
in a few days from Huntington
Lake in the high Sierras, where
they have been for the past week
filming scenes of "Woman-Proof,"
the George Ade story which Alfred E. Green is directing for
Paramount with Meighan in the
stellar role.
The fact that Lorraine Eason,
while portraying the role of
"Echo" in "The Temple of Vewore most
tresses
of realnus,"spun
gold gorgeous
has, apparently,
already attracted world-wide interest, as she is in receipt of a
cablegram from an internationally
famous hair dressing establishment in France, extending to her
a lucrative offer to join their organization in the capacity of
model, all expenses paid and a
year's salary guaranteed.
Bruce Guerin, though but four
years old, claims to be a man.
"Only kids
takeonenaps,"
told she
his
mother
firmly
day, hewhen
insisted that he rest between
scenes of Priscilla Dean's "Drifting," in whichSo, heupon
was promising
working atto
Universal.
go promptly to bed alter his dinner, the nap was eliminated and
the time between scenes employed
in the much more important pursuit of "fixin' my auto 'bile."
Lydia Knott, who portrays a
sympathetic character role in Metro's all-star picturization of
"Held to Answer," is the mother
of
Lambert
Hillyer, well-known
director.
Robert Sellable, who has been
confining his villainous activities
to eastern studios for the past two
years, no sooner arrived in Hollywood than he was engaged for an
important role in Viola Dana's
new Metro picture. "In Search of
a Thrill."
Victor Schertzinger has avoided
every one of the stereotyped characters of screen drama in writing
"The Man Whom Life Passed
By," which he will also direct as
a Metro all-star special. There
are no hero and heroine, but the
two leading characters are human
beings with all the faults common
to humanitv. Neither a villain
nor a villainess arc to be found.
Nita Naldi, having completed
her role in Cecil B. DeMille's elaborate production of "The Ten
Commandments,"
for
New York, wherehasshedeparted
will spend
several weeks vacationing before
returning to the west coast to appear in William DeMille's next
Paramount picture, "Every Day
Love," adapted by Clara Beranger
from Julian Street's novel, "Rita
Coventry."
William S. Hart in "Wild Bill
Hickok" duction
will
go into actual
next Monday,
August pro20,
according to an announcement
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made today by Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice-president in charge of
production of Paramount Pictures.
Cliff Smith will direct the popular star in his first screen venture
in nearly two years.
William DeMille will start
on his first vacation in many
months next week, when he completes the titling and editing of his
latest Paramount picture, "The
Marriage
Clara
Beranger Maker,"
adapted towhich
the screen
from Edward Knoblock's stage
success.
Faun."to He
return in "The
two weeks
startwillwork
on his next production, "Every
Day Love," from Julian Street s
novel, "Rita Coventry."
Arthur Edmund Carew, whose
work as the Svengali of Richard
Walton Tully's massive production
of "Trilby," has set the critics
gasping for breath, has been bcsieged with offers since the completion of that subject. Many reviewers claim his sincere .vil artistic
in "Trilby"
placed him performance
at the very
top of has
the
ladder among character players.
Carew is now playing the part 01
the shiek in Norma Talmadge's
newest
"Dust of Desire,"
now in vehicle,
production.
Kay Coffin, director of publicity
for Richard Walton Tully Productions, left last evening for the
north, for the purpose of assisting
in exploiting the first run* o!
"Trilby,"
latest
success,by
which has Tully's
taken the
country
storm. He will open the production in Seattle and Portland.
Coffin just returned from a very
successful exploitation tour
through the middle west.
Maurice Tourneur is furnishing
hi~
props for "Jealous
Fools,"
now own
in forproduction
at United
Studios
First National.
At least
part of them. He brought two
Japanese prints from his collection
for the furnishings of the home
hi a wealthy San Francisco exporter, as it appears in the picture.
Rex Ingram managed to find a
splendid character part for Edward Connelly in one of the final
episodes
of "Scaramouche,"
his
monster Metro
production. Mr.
ConneiHy has appeared in every
one of the last nine pictures Ingram has made.
Kenneth Gibson is reported to
be indulging in a few days' relaxthe speculation
Artists' Colony
Carmel,ation atbut
is rife at
in
the Holly
film
colony
as
to whether or not Kenneth has been
cast
in a much sought after role in a
scheduled production which calls
for a juvenile lead, adorned with
a natty set of whiskers, similar to
those he affected in his recent success enacting the role of "Philippe," with Norma Talmadge in
"Ashes of Vengeance" — for Kenneth always grows 'em, you know,
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instead of sticking 'em on — hence,
possibly, the vacation.
Lois Scott, who plays the lead
opposite
Joe Rock
in the comedies,
last two
of his series
of twelve
for Grand-Asher release, has just
received a telegraphic call from a
prominent Eastern studio. Conpetite Lois
is quite
perturbed, forsequently,
while
she got
her start
in the tractprofession
with Fox inwhile
New under
York, conshe
is loth to leave the sunny clime of
California, even at an increased
salary. Verily, however, nothing
succeeds like success, especially in
the picture game.
H. C. Rawlings and his famous
California
Bear Family,"
which have"Happy
been pronounced
the
world's
greatest
educated
performing bears, have just finished in the
special Fox comedy directed by
Lew Brice, and are leaving for
San Francisco
join the Ackerman
& Harris tovaudeville
circuit.
It is a "bear" possibility that he
(and they) will soon return to
again cavort 'neath the Klcigs.
I. C. (Jack) Fowler has just
completed playing the only character role in "Flaming Youth," a
First National production, directed by John Dillon, featuring CoTleen Moore, and having an all-star
cast, including
Milton Sills,
Elliott Dexter, Myrtle
Stcdman,
Phillips Smalley, Walter McGrail
artists. and other well known screen
Bertversatile
Sprotte, character
one of filmland's
most
actors,
has been cast for the role of
"Roland Whiley," the skin trader,
with William S. Hart in an original western story of the early
70's,
written
"Bill" the
himself
and
to be screenedby under
direction
of Cliff Smith.
A catastrophe has entered one
film home in Hollywood. The
house of Darrow is wearing crepe.
It is tears for Mother Darrow
and sighs for Papa Darrow, and
incidentally father of Frankie
Darrow, well known screen starlet now under contract with the
Max Graf Production Company,
in
DollartheBill."
It making
all came"Half
aboutA when
director ordered
Frankie'sparlor
visit to
the nearest
tonsorial
to
have his baby bob give way to a
more boyish haircut. Mamma
Darrow went into hysterics and
Papa Darrow. being of a more
philosophical turn of mind, tried
to console her for the loss of
"her baby" by adding that "even
fame it's
hasjustits
"But
likedisadvantages."
seeing him
emergeplied theinto
sudden mother,
manhood,"
redistracted
as she
lovingly fondled the little brown
head.
Another Lois Wilson, is what
some have called Elinor House,
who has stepped from the school
room into the glare of the Kleig

This

!

Week

lights. The same sweetness of expression, beauty of face, and gracious dignity characterize both.
Although only four months have
elapsed
since
Miss House's
val from
Chicago,
she has arriappeared in a very representative
list of large productions. Among
them are "Rouged Lipsj" a Metro
production ; "Flaming Youth," a
First National release; in "What
All Women Want," and "Fightture. ing Blood," a Robertson Cole picSuccess at twenty-two describes Jules La Baron, the youthful juvenile feature player of the
recently finished Andor Novak
production,
Do ValenWell."
Le Baron is"The
of aNever
distinct
tino type and possesses sufficient
dramatic fire to give distinction
to any role that he assumes. He
is likewise a dancer of no mean
attainment, having appeared on the
professional stage several years.
Lloyd Hughes is making daily
trips to the barber right now. For
a week he has been working on a
dusty street scene at Universal
City in front of a roaring airplane
propeller, making innumerable retakes of the storm scene in "Born
of the Cyclone."
Off with the old love and on
with the new is the song Miss Kay
Deslys, former vaudeville actress,
is singing these days. Miss Deslys,
who came sational
to Hollywood
via a from
senautomobile trip
Philadelphio in the record breaking time of sixteen days, has definitely been won over by the screen
after her first appearance before
the camera.
Mark Fenton. well known character actor, has just completed an
engagement at the Goldwyn studios with Director Victor Seastrom in "The Judge and the Woman," whichcast.
is being filmed with
an all-star
Madge Hunt, who is generally
assigned by casting directors for
portrayalscooks
of "motherly
mothers,
or nurses, looking"
added a
new characterization to her list of
screen delineations in playing a
peasant woman in the recently finished Goldwyn production, "The
Judge and the Woman."
Norman Kerry is one of the outstanding romantic figures of the
screen. His work in countless
photoplays has brought him a
great fan following. The most
important lore in his career is the
leading masculine role in "Merry
Go Round" at the Mission Theatre. "Merry Go Round" is a
Universal super-Jewel production with an all-star cast, which
tells a story
triumphed over of
the how
ashes love
of glory
in old Vienna when the empire
fell and the rule of hate and lust
was over.
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Estate
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by

Vidor
Motion picture stars have taken
possession of the picturesque estate of Harriet Beecher Stowe,
who wrote "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
and are using it for filming scenes
of "Wild Oranges," which King
Vidor is making, almost in its entirety, on the tropical shorelands
of Florida.
Among other things, the estate
includes a large grove of wild orange trees, and was so ideally su'ted for backgrounds for the Joseph Hergesheimer story that permission was obtained to use it.
Vidor took his entire technical
crew, and a cast including James
Kirkwood, Virginia Valli, Ford
Sterling, Nigel de Brulier and
Charles A. Post, to the tropical
coast of Florida, and will make
almost the entire picture in the
beautiful scenic spots and in and
around the old fashioned rude
dwellings described in the novel,
"Wild Oranges."
Girls Will Be Girls.
of Freud's
be Some
examining
Lloyd disciples
Hughes will
for
complexes soon. A few months
ago he had a beautiful Indian girl
chasing him all over the landscape, begging for love and
kisses. Now a fiery gypsy girl is
doing her best to disturb his imperturbability.
Of course it is all before the
camera. Colleen Moore played
the Indian girl in "The Huntress"
and
she incouldn't
very
serious
her cryhave
for been
his love,
for she has just married John
McCormick, First National's
western representative.
Derelys Perdue is playing the
gypsy girl who, in "Born of the
Cyclone,"
pursuing
Hughes,
who has theispart
of a priest-like
student of philosophy.

MICKEY

McBAN

FINISHES

AS 37TH COMES
Mickey McBan, four-year-old
film actor, is completing his fortieth motion picture, "Born of a
Cyclone,"
is directing which
at the Emile
PowersChautard
Studio,
and by an odd coincidence will be
seen this week at Grauman's Million Dollar Theater in a production which he made under Chautard's direction at the same studio
several months ago. It is "Daytime Wives," hailed as one of the
year's best modern-day dramas.
The group of forthcoming features in which Mickey is prominently cast will definitely establish
him among the front-rank screen
artists, and his work with Dustin
Farnum in "The Man Who Won,"
an early release, is declared to be
without parallel.
Popular

Funster

Signs With
Lubitsch
With the selection of Harry
Myers to play a prominent role
in Ernst
Lubitsch's
firstBrothers,
production for the
Warner
"The
Marriage
Circle,"
the
cast
has been completed. The leading
feminine roles will be played by
Florence Vidor and Marie Prevost, and the other members of
the cast include Warner Baxter,
Creighton Hale and Adolphe Menjou. Production of the feature is
expected to start within the very
near future, following the erection of an interior set of a Viennese character which, according to report, will occupy more
than one-half of the Warner stage,
which is conceded to be the largest in the world.
COMEDY

News Section

IS TRAVESTY
ON REDUCING FAD

Billie Gets Mussed Up.
Billie Rhodes "ate dirt" all the
first day of her feature picture,
"Leave It to Gerry," produced by
Ben Wilson for Grand-Asher.
The opening shots show a football game between boys in a small
town and Billie as a tomboy, is
in the middle of the melee. She
is discovered buried beneath the
whole mob and up to her ears in
soft earth. As a result, she swallowed some ounces of soil, and
spent two hours combing it out of
her hair before she could appear
in later scenes.
"I don't mind," she said, grittily (no pun intended), "they say
it's healthy
a little soil
nowa
and
then. toAndeat besides,
it is
good
scene,
they
tell
me."
Adam Hull Shirk wrote the
story, which Arthur Statter
adapted.

A new Christie comedy went
into production last week and it
is evident the story will be of
potent ences
appeal
the movie
audiin all tocivilized
countries
where fat people exist. The story
depicts all the modern methods of
weight reducing, plus several
novel ideas contributed by the
scenario staff.
Babe London, Christie's corpulent comic, at the sight of various reducing mediums, including
boiling-pots, whacking-tables and
steam-vats, lost about twenty
pounds worrying over the possibility that some of the contraptions might work. She feels that
if she becomes a lightweight, her
salary will be impaired. Still she
claims that a steam-vat, like love,
provokes humor from all those
who are not in it.
Dorothy Devore is being starred in this new farce under the
direction of Scott Sidney.

Ferdinand Pinney Earle has
been engaged to paint a number
of elaborate background scenes
for Choice Productions, Inc., current special, "Satan's Secret."

William E. Clifford, who wrote
the original story for Choice Productions, Inc., current special,
"Satan's Secret," is titling that
picture, which has an all-star cast.

TO
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Announces
Title

"Mary

Anne"

Is

Next
Sennett's
New equipment, costumes, locations and sets, to say nothing of
the attention being given to selecting a cast of artists in keeping
with his next production soon to
be started, is commanding the undivided attention of Mack Sennett
and his production manager, P.
Richard Jones.
"Mary Anne" will be Sennett's
second of the series of screen classics in which Mabel Normand will
be starred, and which is to be distributed through the offices of the
Associated Exhibitors. This next
production, like those which have
preceded it, will be filmed from
an original story specially written
for Miss Normand by the producer.
Judging from the amount of energy being displayed in the technical and wardrobe departments,
it appears as though Sennett has
decided to surpass in magnitude
any previous producing attempt.
WEST COAST CIRCUIT
SECURES SENNETT FILM
One of the biggest contracts
ever signed for a series of comedies was executed this week by
David Bershon, for the West
Coast Theatres, Inc., and Mack
Sennett Comedies. By the terms
of the contract, this big chain of
theatres, the largest on the western coast, will show the entire new
series of Mack Sennett comedies
now being released through the
Pathe exchanges.
The first of the Sennett comedies to be shown, according to the
recently signed contract, will be
"Nip and Tuck," one of the allstar
series,Losin Angeles.
the Lowe's
State
Theatre,
It will
be
shown on the same program as
"Circus Days," Jackie Coogan's
latest production.

"The Elite of Hollywood" is the
permanent title selected by Director Fred Caldwell for his feature comedy, filmed from J. Stewart Woodhouse's original story,
"Hogan in Hollywood." Editing
and titling of this feature will be
completed within the coming
week. Among the players conspicuous in the cast arc Alice
Howell, Muriel Reynolds, Chester
Conklin, Charles Mack, Victor
Potel and Violet Schram. This
will make the fifth of Mr. Caldwell's series of Hollywood comedy features, the others being
"Night Life in Hollywood,"
"Cream of Hollywood," "The
Shiek of Hollywood" and "The
Bishop
ofLife
Hollywood."
"Nightbeen
in Hollywood"
has
already
released
and has been
pronounced
a
big
box
office
success. Three others have been
given atres
previews
in Hollywood
and are reported
to have thehit
the film colony's funnybone.
Viola Uses Bobby the Monk.
A four year old actor who has
spent half his life before the
camera is easily the most popular
member of the cast supporting
Viola Dana in her newest starring picture
for Metro,
"In
Search
a Thrill,"
whichyouthful
Oscar
Apfel isof directing.
The
screen artist is Bobby, a monkey
who appears with Miss Dana in
many scenes.
According to Charles Santillo,
Bobby's owner and best friend,
the monkey understands Spanish,
English and Italian. He is considered one of actors.
the screen's
skilled animal
Bobby most
has
a loving
disposition
and
a
weakness for marshmallows. He is
rather sensitive about his right
hand, from which the fourth finger is missing. It was severed
duringstick"the
of a "slapcomedy,making
which probably
exdramas. plains Bobby's preference for
Elaborate
Sets for "Three
Weeks"
Impressionistic
settings,
with
lights and shadows used in an
entirely different manner, are being designed by Ccdric Gibbons,
art director, for Goldwyn's film
version
of "Three
Alan Crosland
is toWeeks,"
direct. which
Under the direction of Sophie
Wachner,rector, anGoldwyn
elaborate costume
wardrobe di-is
being prepared for "The Lady,"
central
figureAileen
in Mme.
love story.
PringleGlyn's
has
been selected for the role of "The
Dorothy Seay, who has just finished playing a little French girl
in Director Apfcl's "In Search of
a Thrill," is now with the Benny
Lady."
Zicdman Productions in "The
Good tionBad
Boy,"
under the direcof Eddie
Cline.
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Pulse
of the Studios
For Week Starting Monday, August 27
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-SW
Type
Ass't Director
Progress
Cameraman
Director
Holly
3130
BERW1LLA STUDIO.
582 I Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Schedule
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
2-Reel Comedies
Eddie Lyons Eddie I .s ons Ka msey
Cooke
Collins
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn Ramsey
Cooke
Collins
EditingWeek
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
3rd
"Leave It to Gerry"
Wilson
All-Star Linden-Stevens Geo. Carter A. Statter
Dearholt Productions.
5 -Reel Western
Arthur Rosson Ed Cobb-IIelen RossonAl. Gosden W. McGaugh L. Whitcomb
Neva Gerber Productions
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
481 1 Fountain Ave.
598-146
Wilshire 4275
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
Preparing
H. & B. Film Co.
Tcgdur Wright
All-Star
Hill Bcckway
"Tango Trails"
Editing
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS. INC.
69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
Editing
593576
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
45 1 3 Sunset Blvd.
Kred Caldwell
All-Star
Geo. Crocker Raymond Rounaavllle .1. S. Woodhouse
"The Elite of Hollywood"
Kred ( 'al l u < II
All-Star
Geo. Clock f-r
Rounaavllle
.1. S. Woodhouse
"The Cream of Hollywood"
CENTURY STUDIO.
0100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternbaek, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Al Herman
All-Star
Win. I Iyer
Hwiiinn
Herman
"My Pal"
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Martin J. Heyl. Prod. Mgr.
CHRlSTtfe STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6 1 0 1 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Sidney
I)nrothy Dcvore
Giis Peterson
Jim ( 'lemons
Graham
Z^Reel (ntnedy
L'OSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr.
Mozumdar-Bond
All-Star
Jue Walker
Hobletz
Johnson
"Beyond the Veil"
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy. Mgr.
6529 Venice Blvd.
Culver City.
Renalies, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General.
All-Star
Stall
"The Elk's Tooth"
FINE ARTS STUDIOS. 4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
"St
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Staff aff
Comedy
Taurog
Neely
Meehan
Kerr
All StarEdward*
Meehan Cullins
Linkoff
Sjiecial
Staff
Comedy
Hihliard
All Star
Corby
Sharpless
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Novelty Juveniles)
Staff
Pratt
All-Star
Neehan
Dewar
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Studio Mgr.
FOX STUDIO. James Ryan. Casting. 1401 X. Western Ave. Fred Kiev.
Edmund Mortimer John Gilbert
Comedies
Dun Short
McKcnzie
"The
Exiles"
John Russel
Stock
Jas. Tinling
Sid Wagner
Comedies
Al St. John
AlMayo
St. John
Al
St
John
Ernest
S.
Depew
Benny
StolofT
Staff
llim Summervllle Stock
Comedies
Arthur Cohn
Comedies
J. A.Scheurlch
Schmidt
Vic
Brie Kenton
Lew Brice
Max
Gold
Tom
Mix
Manter
I).
Clark
Lambert Hillyer
"A
Flyin' Fool"
Rot*.
T.
Lee
All-Star
"Hoodman
Blind"
Jack
W.
Mayo
H. Hough
Joe
August
John
Win. Ford
Wellman
Buck Jones
Schneiderman
Fred ARussell
Fanny Hatton"Big Dan
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Rocky Mt. Production Co.

Holly 0096
1st Week
Holly 4070
439-764
Holly 3 1 00
Fro Week
Drexel 2115
2nd Week
Preparing
598-165
1st Week
Schedule
2nd Week
Holly 3000
3rd Week
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
4th Week
3rd Week
Week
3rd
Holly 2632

Drexel 0051
G.\KS<
>.\
S'l
L'DK
IS.
DU5
'
■lendale
Blvd
Metro Release.
Lankershim 1 3 2 -J
GOLDEN WEST STUDIO.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
GOLDSTOXE STUDIO.
1426 lieechwood Dr.
Holly" 2693
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
2nd Week
"Castles in Spain"
Duke Wcrr.e
Snowy Baker
Price
Harry Tenbrook Staff
Holly 0162
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Editing
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
2nd
Week
Staff
"The Golf Bug"
H. Edwards Monte Banks B. Williams
Goodman
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
I.amont
Chas. Lamont Sid Smith K. MacLean
Rollie Asher
2nd Week
"MakeGameIt Snappy"
Lamont
Big
Chas. Lamont Sid Smith
K. MacLean
Comedy
Rollie Asher
Joe Rock Productions.
1st Week
Morris
Regjris Morris Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
Murray Rock
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
All-Star
Von Strolirim
Mathis-VonStrohell "Greed"
24th Week
Hen Reynolds
Sowders
All-Star
Chas. Van Enger Eddie
Paul Bern
"The Judge and the Woman" 12th Week 761711
Victor
Sens-trom
Chas. Lanworth
All-Star
Rupert Hughes
Albert
Kelly
Rupert
Hughes
"Law
Against
Law"
4th
Week
John
Mescall
Boyle
All-Star
King Vidor
James Dugan
King Victor "Wild Oranges"
3rd Week
Hollv 1431
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
Harold Llloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. Mgr, Bud Golden
"The Girl Expert"
Taylor-Xewmeyer
H. Lloyd
Walter Ludwin
2nd Wee*
Finis Fox Productions.
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
Richard Thomas Productions.
Supreme Art Productions. Chas. J. Hnll
Irving Productions. W. H. Carr, Production Manager. Cy Clegg
2nd Week
O'Brien
All-Star D. Jennings
Frank Beresford "Trapped"
J. K.Jack
McDonald
Productions.
Renand Hoffman Productions
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Star

Type
Cameraman
Ass't Director Scenarist
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Casting
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
438-740
Horner
All-Star
Geo. Meehan
Middleton Horner
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Ay won release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Seeling
Geo. Larkin
Elmer Dyer
Van Pelt
Staff
' The Gentleman Unafraid"
4th
Week
1st AVeek
Van Pelt
All-Star
Elmer Dyer
Seeling
ver City
761731
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Cul Special
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
•
Cortland Productions
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
28th Week
"White Fang"
Lawrence Trimble Strongheart
G. B. Dreyer
Cyril Gardner
Donna Barrell
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
6th Week
Henry Sharpe
Edw. Benshaw
Bradley King
John Griffith Wray All-Star
"Anna Christie"
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO. 1 025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
EditingHolly 2814
Jack Blystone
Buster Keaton
E. Lessley-Thorp
Rose
Mitchell
9th Week
"Hospitality"
Lou Anger Productions.
Al Austin
ClytTe Cook
"The Pony Express"
HARRY KEATON PRODUCTIONS.
302 Luckenbach Bldg.
Holly 2400
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting. 1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Cecil B. DeMille
Featured Bert Glennon H. Tate
"The Ten Commandments" Editing
J. McPherson
Geo. Melford
Tom
Gerahty
All-Star
Haller John
"The Light That Failed"
8th
Al. E. Green
"Woman-Proof"
5th Week
Thos. Meighan Ernest
Chas. Clark
Fred Boland
J. Robinson Edford Bingham
Jos. Henabery
"Stephen
Steps
Out"
5th
Week
Doug'.
Fairbanks,
Jr
Chas.
Schoenbaum
Dick
Johnson
Albert S. Lebino
"Wm. Hart in Wild Bill Hickok" 2nd Week
Zane Grey Productions.
Doris Schroeder
Victor Fleming Dix-Wilson
"The Call of the Canyon"
3rd Week
McXAMARA STUDIOS.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
Lankershim 132-J
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions. (Metro Release).
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Eve Unsell
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star
Karl Struss George Yohalem
Gasnier
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
Olga Printzlau
METRO STUDIO.
Romainc and Cahuenga Ave.
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Basil
Dickey
Chas. Watt
Oscar Apfel Viola Dana
John Arnold
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Allen Holubar Productions.
Allen Holubar
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
J. A. Ball
Geo. A. Cave
Ray Rennahan
PtCKFORD-FAlRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00
United Artists Rs lease.
Raoul Walsh
Douglas
Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
Geo. Hill
Jack
Pickford
Helir
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Louis Tolhurst
Alf. Goulding Harry Langdon Albert Breslau
David Smith
Benny Zeidman Productions.
Ed Ciine
Joe Butterworth Wm. Marshall Frank Gerahty
R-C STUDIO.
Mel rose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Individual
Productions.
(Film
Booking
Offices.)
Al Santel Eddie Hearn
Moreno
Lehrman
Geo. O'Hara Lee Garmes
Chester Bennett Productions.
Douglas MacLean Productions
Art Flaven
Jimmy Home Douglas MacLean Max DuPont
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr. 6701 Santa Monica
Bill Severin
All-Star
Rynearson
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Hal Rofsch Comedies (Path* release).
Howe-Cedar "Paul" Parroti Frank Tonne Henecke-Brandie
Mcfkiwan
All-Star
Harry Gerstadt C. Merenouae
Ralph Cedar
Stan Laurel
Roy Clemens Edna Murphy Bobby Doran McBurney
Lon Powers Dippy Doo Dads Hank Kohler Bert Currigan
' hn*- Parrott Will Rogers Bob Dorrin Chas. Oelze
ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
R. R. Rockett, Pres. Chas.
« Phil Rosen
All-Star Kurrlf-Brocning
Al. Davis
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mgr.
1425 Fleming
KL'SSELL
STUDIO.
B.
D.
Fred
Allen.
Mgr.
1439 Beachwood
Dr.
Al. Nietz
Franklin FarnumRussell,
Al Mohr
Logan-Baynham Productions.
Kane-Walsh
Tom Gibson Morante
MacManigal
C. W. Geo.
Patton
Productions.
H. F. MacPherson,
Mgr.
Wm. Bertram
B. Seitz
Ray-Miller
Walker-Moran
Hercules Film Co.
Jack XH-m
Jack Powell McManigal

"Maytime"
"The Boomerang"

Capitol 2120
Preparing
3rd Week

Tn Search of a Thrill"

Holly 4485
5th Week

'The Human Mill"

Preparing

Santa Monica Blvd.
Staff
"The Thief of Bagdad"
Staff
"Valley of the Wolf"

Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901
11th Week
7th Week

Walter Anthony
Harry Langdon
Grey Carr

Microscopic Motion Pictures
"A Perfect Nuisance"
"The Good Bad Boy"

Holly 2806
Schedule
Schedule
4th Week

Wyndam
Beatrice Gittens
Van

"The Sand Pile"
"Wages of Cinema"
"Born of the Cyclone"
"Drucilla
"Alex the With
Great" a Million"

Holly 7780
Preparing
Schedule
Preparing
4th Week
Preparing

Riley
Blvd.

'The Yankee Consul"

Color Photography

?ht of the World'

1st Week
Casting

579-440

761-721
Schedule
Comedies
Schedule
"Our
1- ReelGang"
Comedy
Schedule)
"What
Should
a
Girl
Do?"
Schedule
Comedy
2-Animal
Reel Comedy
Schedule
Holly 2 1 76
Huber, Casting.
'Life of Abraham Lincoln" Schedule
Francis Marion
598-141
St.
Hively
Feature
Preparing Holly 7945
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
"The
Way
of
a
Man'
Seilz
10th Week
"Let's Go"
2nd Week

CAMERA
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Cameraman
Ass't Director
Scenarist

Type

SENNET T STUDIO.
1712 Glmdale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
Comedy
Come
Campbell
Johnnie Luc as Staub
"Rough
anddy
Ready"
Mack Sennett
Del Lord
Ben Turpin
Blake Wagner
"The
Extra Man"
Mack
Sennett
Del Lord
All Star
Blake Wagner
Mack Sennett
Del Kutn
Ben Turpin
Mack Sennett
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
742 3 Sunset Blvd.
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Collins. Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave.
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H- Jacobs Corp. (First National release.)
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
Heerman Constance ' Talmadge Glen McWilliams
E. Brophy WiUard Mack
'The
Maid"
Marion-Franklin
Norma
Talniadge
Tony Gaudio David Fisher Mack-Sullivan
'B sc Dangerous
of All the World"
Sam E. Rork Productions.
First National Productions.
McDermott Chaplin All-Star
James Chapin Wm. Dowlin
"Temporary
Marriage"
Jack Dillon AU-Star
Jimmy Dunn Dowlin
"Flaming Youth"
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd Scott It. Beal Fred Myton
"Jealous Fools"
Frank Lloyd Productions (First National Release)
Frank Lloyd (irifiith -Tearle
Harry Weil
Frank Lloyd
"Black Oxen"
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release.)
Archainbnud
Priscflla Dean
McCarey-Wyler
"The
Daughter"
Herbert Blache
Sullivan
Gladys
"The Storm
Near Lady"
Wm. Duncan
Duncan Walton
-Johnson Robinson
Hugh
Hoffman
Clarke
Geo.
Plympton
"The
Steel
Trail"
Robt. N. Bradbury AU-Star
Nordlinger
Wm. Craft
"Riders of the Moon"
Taylor-Ricks
Cummel
Hoot
Gibson
Miller
Ed.
"Beasts of Paradise"
Nat Sedgwick
Ross
Webb
SedgwickSchrock
Koy
Stewart
"The Man
Extra Tracker"
Man"
Dorian
Wm. Parke
Herbert
Kawlinson Asher
"The
Ed. Laemmle
Billy
Sullivan
"The
Noblest
Roman"
Began
Reginald Denny
Harry Pollanj
"The Leather Pusher Series"
W'oolstenhumc
F. Messinger
Mary Philbln
"The
Spice
of
Life"
Irving
Cummlngs
Leon Lee Productions. Leon Lee Manager.
"My Mamie Rose"
Dinky Dean Productions. Lew Lipton, Production Manager
Andy Gump Productions.
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
Comedy
Zimmerman
\V. Hayes
Aubrey
Lyons
Staff
VITAGRAP1I STUDIOS.
170X Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
Smith
_ All-Star D. Smith, Jr. Bill DagwcII J. P. Smith
Comedy
"The
Man From Brodneys"
LarryDave
Semon
Productions.
L. Semon
L. Semon
Konekamp Joe Basil
Semon
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Geo. Webster
Mai St. Clair Wesley Barry E. B. Dupar
Johnny Hines Johnny Hines Chas. Gilson
C.
Hines-Roth
"George
Jr.'
Tenny
Wright
Wm. A. Seiter Marsh Gillingwater
•ConductorWashington,
1492"
Frank Strayer
"Daddies"
Harry Beaumont
John Barrymorc
Dave Abel
Sidney Franklin Productions.
"Beau Brummel"
Wm. McGann
Edmund Goulding
F~anklin
Lenore Ulrlc Chas. Rosher
Ernest Sidney
Lubitsch
Productions.
"Tiger Ros6"
Ernest Lubilsch
All-Star Homer Scott
Flood Blanke
"The Marriage Circle"
Harry Rapf Productions.
Sutherland-Hawkes
Jack Conway All-Star
Monte Blue-Irene Rich David Abel
"Loveless Marriages"
"Broadway After Dark"
WILNAT STUDIO.
6090 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt, Mgr.
E. J. Le Saint All-Star King Grey
Geo. E. Rectim
The Marriage Market"
WorldEliason
Educational Films.
Box
313,
Sta.
"C,"
L.
A.
Robinson
Baby Betty Wm. Field F. M. Abbey
'Haunts of Hiawatha"
DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
PAT HENRY BARNES
Leads — Characters
Personal Representative
Houard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

D A DOCTOR
NEE
rWHE
339; 430205, or Holly 102-82
PhoneN431-YOU
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York City
|1
6548 Hollywood Blvd.
Carlton's. Near Armstrong &

Progress
EditingDrexel 1550
Editing
1st Week
Holly 4080
Editing
5th Week
4th
7th
5 th
1st

Week
Week
Week
Week
433-131

Editing
7th
Week
Editing
2nd
16th Week
Week
3rd Week
2nd
Week
EditingPreparing
2nd
Week
Preparing

Schedule
598-131
3rd Week
3rd Week
Holly 4181
4th
Week
4th Week
Scheduled Sept 1st
Sept. 1st
7th Weex
I2nd
Week ing
're par
4th Week
Holly 7940
3rd Week
2nd Week

From
Hollywood

or
Shopping

to Down-Town
Hotels

District

578-280

SUNSET

All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42

TAXI

I

578-307

DICK SUTHERLAND
Characters — Heavy
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

CAMERA
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"Phon-O-G
rams
Edited bv Gene Woolway

Alton Brown
Juvenile Leads
578-177

Charlotte DuPuis
Ingenue-Characters
Holly 2570

J. C. (Jack) Fowler j
Characters
Holly 7058

Lorraine Eason
Ingenue Leads
575-91

Kenneth Gibson
Juvenile Leads
578-311

Doctor Roberts
Character Actor
Holly 5335

Reeka Roberts
Emotional Roles
Holly 5335

Another great loss is sustained by the
D. W. Griffith forces in the death of
Adolph Lestina, who passed away at his
home in New Rochelle, N. Y., last
Thursday. Lestina is the fourth of the
renowned Griffith people to go in the
past four years. First, Clarine Seymour,
of "Scarlet Days" fame, then Bobbie
Harron of beloved memory, followed by
Porter Strong, well known blackface
interpreter, who died less than two
months ago. Lestina was on the legitimate stage many years prior to his entrance into the film world, and was one
of Richard Mansfield's chief co-workers.
He was with Griffith since the eminent
producer-director first began making
pictures, but had been in ill health during the past few years and was used on
a pension basis by Mr. Griffith. He
leaves a host of friends in the theatrical
and film world, who will cherish his
memory as a man of beautiful character,
one who did things with his entire heart
and soul in his work.

ETHELYN IRVING
Child Lead
Personal Representative.
Howard

Lichtenstein

Co. 432-030

Why Be Fat?
When the Marshelle
Method will reduce
your weight a poun a
day safely,
inexpensively and permanently.
Consultation free.
Phone 593 - 262
for appointment
Home Office:
1733 Maltman Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.
Have your figure permanently
Mar shelled NOW.

SCREEN CLOSE-UPS
The title to the forthcoming Warner classic,
"Lucretia Lombard," has been changed to
"Loveless Marriages." It stated that the reason for this is the fact that movie fans may
be mislead into believing the photoplay is a
costume picture, as "Lombard" is a province
in
"Lucretia"
was Monte
the first
of Italy,
the lateandMadam
Borgia.
Blue name
and
Irene Rich are starred in the feature.

KAY DESLYS
Characters — Dancer
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

Dorothy Vernon is playing an important
role in Johnny Hine's next Warner classic,
"Conductor 1492." The lady is the mother of
Bobby Vernon, of Christie Comedy fame.
"Conductor 1492" is a screen version of F.
Scott Fitzgerald's
Camel's
Charles
Hines andstory,
Frank"The
Griffin
will Back."
be responsible for the direction of the photoplay.

Talent wanted to register in new
Casting Directory. Call in person.
THE UNIVERSAL, 5507 Santa Monica Boulevard. Room 4.

Lemore Ulric, who is now at the Warner
Brothers' studio filming the famous Belasco
play,
"Tiger
keeping
different
hours
than she
did Rose,"
in New is York
during
her season
in "Kiki." The popular star is on the set from
early
at night.
Pretty morning
soft for until
these six
movieo'clock
stars, huh?
But
we'll wager that Lenore thinks it's a bit softer
playing on Broadway in a Belasco hit.
The National Board of Review has selected
Warner Brothers' "Where the North Begins,"
starring Rin-Tin-Tin, the famous police dog
hero, and "Little Johnny Jones," the Warner
classic starring Johnny Hines, as the best audience pictures for the month of July. This
should also please our old friend George M.
Cohan, as George wrote and starred in "Little
Johnny Jones."
A preview was given of the new Warner
classic, "The Gold Diggers," starring Hope
Hampton, at Glendale, California, and from
the glowing reports that have arrived East,
one may glean that the photoplay is expected
to knock Broadway and the Hinterland cold.
Wyndham Standing and Louise Fazenda are
included in the large cast of players engaged
for the picture.

L. H. LeLEAVITTO
Juvenile Lead
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
HAIRGONE — permanent cure for superfluous
hair on arms, limbs, face and body. Also
wonderful for men who have shaving troubles.
$2.50 the bottle, manufactured at
ORCHID BEAUTY SHOPPE
808 So. Hope St.
Phone 16596
All lines of beauty culture.
COLIN CHASE
Leads
Howard

Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

Bert Sprotte
Characters

BOB

REEL

741-64
McKEE

2677 - SAMUEL
C.SHINE'6568S<»^.Mon(to
Trucking
and Hauling
LHoUymodGeneral
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ELEANOR
Charles A. Scllon. who with
Holbrook Blinn, was a member of
the original cast of "The Bad
Man."tionthe
EdwinNational,
Carewe has
producfor First
one
of the longest, yet easiest, parts
in the production. Sellon, throughout the entire picture, portrays
his role in a wheel chair. He
playsinvalid
the partrelative
of "Uncle
the
of Henry,"
Gilbert

. . . yes, they've got a new phone
number. Hereafter, when you want
reservations for the Friday night
fights, phone Hollywood 0102.
You bet, they're getting better
right along . . .
American Legion Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.

Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
NAN CONNER
Characters
Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

'
j

WARDE

Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing

Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

It pays.

It

Per

Foot

Bruno

6412 Hollywood Boulevard

BETSY ANN HISLE
Child Lead
Howard

Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
Doctors
FORD &
FORD
Palmer
Graauate

\

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage j
and Films
!

FLOYCE BROWN
Characters

Test.

431-929

1
!

MARION

in a Screen

Call

j
Animated Cartoons — Original Title
Ideas — Clay Animation — Miniature
Sets and Animated Figures
CINEMA ARTS STUDIO
ELMER H. YOUNG, Manager
SANTA
MONICA
BOULEVARD

Invest

25 Cents

Standi sh."
Baby. Actress to Start Soon.
According to current rumors,
"Boofie" Savin .eight year old
pupil of Theodore Kosloff, will
soon make her debut on the
screen. This will mark her initial appearance in pictures, although she has been before the
public for the past five years.
She is considered by many, including Kosloff and Mme. Pavlowa, as one of the most skillful
dancers of her age.

Publicity
Photography

TESTS

tells you how you
screen and the cost
is only

Harry L. Decker, editor-in-chief
for Charles Ray, has begun cutting Choice Productions, Inc., allstar
feature
"Satan'sof
Secret,"
the production,
photographing
which was recently concluded. Mr.
Decker edited practically all of
Charles Ray recent successes, including "The Courtship of Miles

MADGE HUNT
Characters _

Howard

SCREEN

Choice Productions. Inc.. schedule for the remainder of the current year will be devoted solely to
the filming of specials, with well
known directors handling the
reins. Only original screen stories
with big themes will be considered, according to Geo. M. Mitchell, president of Choice.

Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production.
Near Lady"
Blach6,"TheDirecting
Recent Releases, "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."

Reproductions,
Still Finis/liny

Ingenue
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

He played the same role in the
Jones.
stage version of the play and is
the only member of the cast, with
the exception of Blinn, who was
taken from the stage cast for the
motion picture production.

OLIN FRANCIS
Refined Heavy
Personal R epresen tativc
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

HOUSE

Scientific
Adjustments
Spinal
Rest
Individual
Rooms
Office
Henry Ford
Ground Floor G.O.C.,
Ph.C.
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8
BOBBIE GORDON
Child Lead
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

Holly 7660

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1*14 Highland Ave. 7560 Sunset Blvd.

Wanted: Productions From $50,000 to $100,000
j I have just returned from New York and am in the market for some real pictures, j
]
I can sell your productions outright. See me for quick release.
I
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
Wilshire 4275

CAMERA

FAN

I

PICTURES

beautifully colored at very low cost.
I have special rates for this type of
work and the greatest care is taken
to insure absolute perfection. Investigate this now !
EMMA
G. HOFFMAN
907 Central Bldg. Phone 828-538
OLIVER ECKHARDT
Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774
HOLLYWOOD
PERMANENT WAVE SHOPPE
5164 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
All over head wave, $15.00. The
permanent waving done at this
shop is most wonderful. Their
special method of wrapping produces a marcel effect on top with
ringlet
curlswater
in back,
without Mrs.
anyadditional
waving.
Ella ence
Connor's
makes her ten
an years'
expert experiin this
work. A guarantee with every
wave. Phone 432-927.
Former owner Hotel Alexandria Beauty Parlor
REGGIE MORELLI
Dramatic Juvenile
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles.
hours
—Play
will after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, filters
sound oscillations,
prevents scratch
and surface noises
a
sound
Gold Plate.. $1.50 I enterinq
No mctMic
(See Cut) I bo^
noUes
Nickel Plate....$1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
STANLEY TOLLEY
Heavy — Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
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Capt. M. McKenzie, production
manager for the Balmac Educational films, threw a surprise into
the Hollywood motion picture colony this week by announcing that,
for the time being at least, the
interesting and instructing educational films which he is producing
will be released exclusively to
schools and churches.
Great expense has been gone to
by Capt. McKenzie in the production of the first seven of his series of twenty-five and while it is
a well-known fact that the financial backers of his vast enterprise
are men of a philanthropic nature,
this report bears out the fact, as
films of the caliber such as the
Balmac have already produced
could of course be marketed for
release at the regular motion picture houses at a far increased remuneration than can come from
schools and churches.
Bryant Washburn, featured in
Ben Wilson's Grand-Asher pictures, caught a fish seventy-three
inches long at his place on Los
Turas Lake the other day — but
it got away. Unluckily he had
no witness to substantiate his
statement as to the size of the
monster and even Bryant, who
bears a reputation for veracity,
is doubted. "Whoever told the
truth about a fish he didn't
land?" ask the actor's friends.
Extra! Actor forced to
change his name because girls
called his dearie! This is the
sad and rather unusual predicament Garry Odell, fomer comedy star and now one of the
screen's fastest rising charater
actors, was compelled to face a
few days ago. His name used
to be Geary but his female
friends would invariably call
him "dearie," not intentionally,
but instead thinking that to be
his name. The worst part of it
was they would call him by that
affectionate name when he was
accompanied by his wife so, in
order to keep peace in the family, Geary has adopted the name
of Garry for professional use.
With the advent of Spring,
"Bull" Montana has laid in a
new supply of snappy sport
shirts. If there is anything that
bothers, the cave man comedian
it is collars. Not every store
carries them in size 19.
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Coy Watson, Jr.
Wilshire 3616
AgeNo 10Luck.
You Never Know.
Right
the
FeaturedofComedies
in Strongest
Campbell
MAY FOSTER
Characters
Howard

Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

CHIROPODIST
FOOT SPECIALIST
Dr. Earl A. Davis
6514 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Hours 9 to 5.
Holly 0259.
DOROTHY

CHASE

Ingenue
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

— for good photos for the casting director, consult BRUNO,
at 6412 Hollywood Boulevard,
whose telephone number is
431-929.
NAOMI BAILEY
Ingenue — Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillvicw Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
MERCHANTS'
to 2
DINNERLUNCH,
5:30 to 11:30
8
SCREEN

SERVICE

(formerly The Service Bureau)
1036 SOUTH HILL
Phone 821-071
'BOOFIE" SAVIN
Child Lead

N'S
Taxidermy
URStudio
COLB

Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

Phone 643-13
1033-37 Broadway Place
Selected Antiques
. . . excells in mounting of fish . . .
trout our specialty ... see samples
at our studio . . .

Turton's Antique Shop
561 1 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
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WARNER

VIRGINIA PEARSON
Feature Woman
Howard

"FIGHTING SKIPPER" IS
GIVEN EASTERN PREMIERE

Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-OM

Frank

the Shoe

Doctor

"We save your sole
and heel you, too"
6666 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3752
HOWARD TRUESDALE
Characters
Howard

Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

SHELDON LEWIS
Leads — Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

"CAMERA!"
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E CAMERA
complete, for
rent by the -week.
St. Elmo
Boyce, Powers-R.
C. Studios.
FOR RENT — Bell and Howell Camera. Carl
Zeirr Lenses. Full studio equipment. $25.00 per
week. Ralph Yarger, 13098 or 582 062.
TYPIST — Young man with switchboard and general
office
Navin. experience.
578 182. Studio work only. Chas. Mc-

Clarke

"The Fighting Skipper," produced under the personal direction of Francis J. Ford, was
given its premiere recently in
the East.
Mr. Ford now is in the South
Sea Islands, where he sailed to
get jungle, cannibal, wild animal
and under-water pictures for
travelogue, educational and adventure films.
"The Fighting Skipper" is a
serial, consisting of fifteen episodes, and featuring Peggy
O'Day
and
Perrin.
James
Hutchinson Jack
was the
cameraman.
It was filmed at the Berwilla
Studio.
The film was adapted from an
original story by Mr. Ford, who,
also, played an important role
in the picture.
"The Fighting Skipper" is a
Forday Production for Arrow release.
Director Has Problem
John Griffith Wray, who has
been selected by Thomas H.
Ince to direct Eugene O'Neil's
great stage success, "Anna
Christie," is up against a real
problem to start with. A great
part of the action is laid on an
ocean-going coal barge and
Wray has been unable to find
one on the Pacific Coast, where
the fuel is entirely oil and
lighters are used. It is probable
that one will have to be built in
San Francisco for This picture.
Fred a Esmelton
robe,
Tuxedo, wears
a dressa judge's
suit, a
Prince Albert, in addition to several business suits in "The Lulnett. laby" produced by Chester Ben-

Renalle

6529 Venice Blvd.
Culver

President

City

100 PER

CENT TITLES, 100 PER CENT SERVICE
AT THE RIGHT PRICE
Dress up that next production with artistic Hand Lettered Titles made by IRVINt* W. BUNZE.
If you want Perfect Symbolic Art Backgrounds, let us make them. Neil E. McQuire, formerly
with Ince & Prizma, does our art work.
For perfect black and white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM.
A telephone call will bring our representative with samples.
Quality
1442 BEECHWOOD DRIVE

Title &

Film

Co.
HOLLY 4850

!

BAXTER WITH VIOLA
DANA IN NEW PICTURE

Life has not always been a bed of roses for
Warner Baxter, who appears opposite Viola
Dana in "In Search of a Thrill," her newest
Metro starring picture. It isn't that now,
according to Mr. Baxter who, although he is
one of the screen's most popular leading men,
is far from the goal he has set for himself.
Mr. Baxter came to Los Angeles some years
ago for the purpose of entering motion pictures. He wore the soles from his shoes traveling from studio to studio and spent his last
dime for carfare — and failed to land a job.
Then, at this crucial moment in his career
he was offered the opportunity of substituting
for a member of the stock company at the
Burbank theatre. He accepted the opportunity
without delay. Mr. Baxter left the Burbank
a few years later to go to New York to play
the leading
role in "Lombardi,
The play
enjoyed
a successful
season on Ltd."
Broadway
and
another on the road. Mr. Baxter then played
the leading role in three New York failures,
and returned to Los Angeles.
TEN— CAMERA
Since that time he has enjoyed nothing but
success. He was co-featured with Ralph
Lewis in "Blow Your Own Horn" and with
Colleen
Moore inin whichh
"The he
Ninety
and leading
Nine."
Other pictures
has had
roles include "Alimony," "Her Own Money,"
"If I Were a Queen," "Lost," and others.
Before going on the stage Mr. Baxter was
at various times an insurance, an automobile
and a typewriter salesman.
With the filming of several sea scenes at
Catalina last week, Constance Talmadge finished work in her latest photoplay, "The Dangerous Maid." This Joseph M. Schenck production was directed by Victor Heerman and
will be released early in the fall by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.
Constance left for Catalina at 9 :00 a.m. last
Wednesday morning, after having had but
three hours sleep, which she obtained in her
dressing room at the United Studios. The
company finished the last interiors at the studios at 6 :00 a.m., and Constance was carried
half asleep to the auto which whisked her to
the Catalina boat.
By patching out her sleep with cat naps in
the auto and aboard the Catalina boat, Constance was ready for the final scenes, which
were started at Catalina early Wednesday
afternoon.
The cast
Dangerous
Maid"Tearle,
is a
notable
one of
and "The
consists
of Conway
Tully Marshall, Morgan Wallace, Lou Morrison, Marjorie Daw, Philip Dunham, Charles
Gerrard, Otto Maticsen, Wilson Hummel,
Kenneth Gibson, Ray Haller, Thomas Ricketts, Ann May, Kate Price and Jack Dillon.
Director Heerman was assisted by Edward
Brophy, while Cameraman Glen MacWilliams
broke all Hollywood filming records on "The
Dangerous
shooting
feet
on manyMaid,"
successive
days.more than 7,500
"The Dangerous Maid" is a romantic comedy-drama of the turbulent days when the
Duke of Monmouth rebelled against King
James II. Constance has her first really serious role in the production and makes a charming figure in a cavallier's costume.
ALICE KING AT METRO
Alice King, well known to those who were
patrons of the stage several years ago, is appearing in motion pictures for the first time,
in
Search
of a picture
Thrill," which
Viola Oscar
Dana's Apfel
newest "In
Metro
starring
is directing. If screen acting appeals to her
and her' work warrants, she will continue at
it. Miss King is a sister-in-law of Mabel Van
Burcn, character
one of motion
lished
actresses,picture's
who has best
one ofestabthe
chief roles in "In Search of a Thrill."
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McBAN
in

"DAYTIME
at

WIVES"
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Wives"
who has just finished series
WITH JOE ROCK,
directed by Reggie Morris,
for Grand-Asher release.
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Completed Films Now
Ready for Release:
"The Land of Ever-

Releasing

Snow," to Mill,"
"FromlastingForrest
"The Land of Burned

Exclusively to
Schools and

Out"Modern
Fires," Whaling."
Films Under Production:
"Gold Mining" — past
and present.
"North Coast Sea Lion

Churches.
One and Two-Reel
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Films
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1614 Cahuenga

Dramatic

Character

INTRODUCING

Capt.

Intensely

in

M.

McKenzie,
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COMPANY

Production

Temporary Offices:
Avenue

S t o r y," and modern
glazier period.
"The Guardian of the
Golden Gate" — historical.

Manager
Hollywood,

Calif.
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Point

of View

After all is said and done, there is no one who can equal D. W. Griffith in the creation of screen dramas. He
is, without a doubt, the one outstanding figure in one of the world's greatest industries ; the maestro of the cinema, a
real artist and a man of great understanding, who is filming life as it really is. His pictures never fail to teach a
worth-while lesson ; each and every one of them has a story to tell, a story replete with the sunshine and shadow of
our own day-to-day existence, and in his latest offering, "The White Rose," he has conclusively proven that the scepter of supremacy is still in his hands. Here he has brought Truth to the silversheet, and with Truth he has coupled
Beauty. He is showing us, to a great extent, the dark side, that we may know and go to, the light. "The White
Rose" brings Mae Marsh back to us in her finest portrayal to date, not excluding her role in "The Birth of a Nation,"
which was one of her first triumphs under the master-director's guidance. The same pathos is there, the same beautiful touches will tug at your heart strings, and even "Hearts and Flowers" will echo back across the years when
you see this picture. How insignificant, how dwarfed, the attainments of some others appear when compared to the
work of this man. He is the giant among them all, the colossus of cinema drama. He has known life in all of its
tones, and herefore he can play such beautiful melodies. "The White Rose" is a screen symphony that will live for
all time. It has been said that true greatness alone endures, and the name of Griffith will live in the Hall of Fame
when' the names of others shall have long since ceased to be mentioned, for he has established and forwarded the
highest standards of the motion picture.
Motion picture audiences are constantly demanding new situations. Stories whose big claim for pre-eminence are
based on yesteryears, plots and angles, are doomed. Time-worn hokum must walk the plank. This is the demand
of progressive film fans, who are buccaneering for a change in things cinema.
What the world needs more than ever today is a square deal for everyone'. We should all be working toward
this ideal. Its establishment in Europe would be a big step to peace and prosperity ; it would bring happiness out
of the present chaotic conditions now existing there. If we gave more thought to it in our daily lives, and practiced
it faithfully, we would all be more contented, and the industry would grow in security, making rapid strides toward
healthy expansion. The extra people of today will be the big producers of tomorrow. They must work under more
encouraging conditions.
Bryant Washburn is making a picture entitled, "Try and Get It." The full meaning of this title will be appreciated by distributors.
It is rumored an independent producing company will soon begin on a series of pictures, the first to be called
"The Finish." Why not make "The Start" first?
The place for Filmland's production capital, is in Filmland's capitol.
Now that we have another change in our California Vehicle Law, the traffic problem is solved.
A new phonograph record, "Ten Thousand Years From Now," and on the other side, "Who Cares?"
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California
Main at Eighth

Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"The Broken Wing"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
Eugene inO'Brien
"Steve"
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
George Larkin
in

This

Week's

A hero, a heroine and two screen
vampires, male and female, are the
featured performers in "Lawful
Larceny," adapted from Samuel
Shipman's stage play which ran
six months
the Republic Theatre in New atYork.
These roles in this new society
drama are portrayed by Hope
Hampton, Conrad Nagel, Nita
Naldi and Lew Cody. Allan
Dwan produced the picture.
The story tells of a pretty wife
who. when she finds her husband
a victim to the sublety of the
feminine Cleopatra and her pawn
in her brilliant gambling establishment, proceeds to match her
wits against the siren to retrieve
her husband's losses and overcome
the danger to his honor. "Lawful
Larceny" is the feature attraction
at Grauman's
atre this week. Metropolitan The-

"Saved by Radio'
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Vaudeville
and
"Loyal Lives"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Alice Brady
in
"The Leopardess"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Bud Harrison-Geo. Clark
in
"Jazztown Babies"
Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie Rambeau
in
"The Goldfish"
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
"Tea-With-A-Kick"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Zane Grey's
"The Lone Star Ranger"
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Action galore, romance, pomp,
intrigue, love and hate abound in
the Selznick picturization of Sir
Anthony Hope's celebrated romance, "Rupert of Hentzau,"
which is showing at Loew's State
Theater this week. This production is the sequel to the same
author's
"The the
Prisoner
of Zenda"
and
continues
narrative
of the
dashing Rupert, of the King Rudolph, of the Princess Flavia, and
3f Rudolph Rasscndyll. It is an
ambitious presentation and boasts
of many large and beautiful settings, perhaps some of the biggest
ever
built.
"Rupert
is an attractive
figure, offullHentzau"
of dash
and verve, and his plottings
against Rudolph
his banishment. Out of causes
this animosity
results the adventurous story,
which
in film
Loew's
State. isIt now
is said
thatat all-star
casts sometimes burden the beholder with their many names,
walking in and out of the picture.
In this production every one of
the stars has a reel part, one that
is co-ordinant to the characterizations essayed and necessary.
The leading roles are portrayed
by Bert Lytell, who plays the dual
roles of King Rudolph of Ruritania, and Rudolph Rasscndyl ;
Elaine Hammerstein plays Queen
Flavia : Lew Cody is seen as Rupert of Hentzau; Claire Windsor
as Countess Helga ; Hobart Bosworth as Colonel Sapt : Bryant
Washburn as Count Fritz von
Tarlenheim ; Marjorie Daw as
Rosa Holf ; Mitchell Lewis as
Bauer ; Elmo Lincoln as Simon ;
Irving Cummings as Bernstein;
Josephine Crowell as Mother
Holf; bert,
Nigel
de BrullierAstor
as Her-as
and Gertrude
Paula. Hundreds of extras were
used throughout
various
spectacular scenes. the
Victor
Heerman
directed the production.
Bud Harrison and George
Clark, favorite comedians at the
Burbank theater, will be seen in
"Jazztown Babies."

Theatre

Motes

Still playing to capacity audiences, Marjorie Rambeau in the stellar role in Gladys Unger's com"The Goldfish,"
begins theat
third edy,
week
of her engagement
the Majestic theatre. Los Angeles theatregoers are showing a
keen appreciation of the splendid
talents of this shining light from
New
York's
Broadway,
Producer
Thomas
Wilkeswhom
has
surrounded with an excellent supporting cast for her special starring engagement here. As a vehicle for Miss Rambeau's versatile
talent, "The Goldfish" has proven
ideal. It affords her ample opportunity of playing comedy, farce
and dramatic angles and the transitions from one to the other are
handled with the excellent technique that places Miss Rambeau
among the leaders in her profession. The entire cast gives excellent support and includes such
well-known names as Lawrence
Grant. Richard Tucker, John
Steppling. Robert Adams, Roland
Bottomley, Willard Jensen, Miss
Auda Due. Geraldine Blair and
Marie Baker.
Robert W. Chambers' famous
novel, "The Common Law," a
story of the artist model who, in
order to win the man she loves,
offered to sacrifice herself and
become his common law wife, a
picture which has created no small
sensation in Los Angeles, will be
shown for a second week at the
Alhambra Theater. The production has played to tremendous
crwds and established several
new records. The leading roles
arc portrayed by Corinne Griffith
and Conway Tearle, supported by
a cast of notables, including Elliott Dexter, Bryant Washburn,
Phyllis Haver, Miss Du Pont,
Harry Myers, Doris May, and
others of note.
A love story of delightful
charm, with its heart appealing
theme, is D. W. Griffith's "The
White Rose," which comes to
Grauman's Million Dollar Theater. It is the age-old tale of the
romance of a boy and girl whose
love survived separation and
other forces which tended to keep
them apart. Mr. Griffith labored
patiently and at great expense to
make the. atmosphere quite correct, and the simple story interestingtion.
through
characterizaGriffithcareful
journeyed
with his
company to the famous Bayou
Tcchc country of Louisiana for
his scenes and he obtained exteriors of striking charm. A typical Griffith cast interprets this
photoplay, including Mac Marsh,
Carol Dempster, Ivor Neville,
Neil Hamilton, Kate Bruce, Lucille La Verne, Porter Strong
and Jane Thomas. With this
super- feature. Round No. 12 of
"Fighting
Blood."
with will
its romance, action
and humor,
be
shown.
George
O'Hara
is
the
star and tells of his rise to championship in the prize ring.

"The Spoilers"
Rex Beach's
Main at Ninth
Alice Lake
Miller's in
"Red Lights"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
"Lawful
Larcenv'
Allan Dwan's
Loew's State
Seventh atLew
Broadway
Cody
in
"Rupert of Hentzau'
Rialto
Broadway near Eighth
'Hollywood"
Pilgrimage Theatre
Cahuenga and Highland
Life of the Christ
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
D. W.White
Griffith's
"The
Rose'
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Corinne Griffith
in
"The Common Law"
Hollywood Egyptian
Hollywood Blvd. .nd McC.dJ.n
"The Covered Wagon"
with Lois Wilson and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
and Mary
NormanPhilbin
Kerry in
"Merry Go Round"
Chine's Broadway
Broadway near inFifth
Harold Lloyd
"Safety Last"
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Ray

Enters

Charles Ray was so long associated with the
program type of motion picture that many
people have not yet grasped the fact that he
has ready for release in October a super-proof Miles more
Standish."
It is induction,ten"The Courtship
reels and involved
than
eight
months'
research
and
physical
work
and
an outlay of over $800,000.
Ray has, in short, followed the lead of
Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Charles
Chaplin and Norma Talmadge out of the field
of trivial entertainment into the limited realm
of independent producer-stars who are seeking
to get out of the cinema art the expression
of its highest powers.
While others have gone for themes to foreign locales, Ray has taken a thrilling chapter
of our own history, the story of the great
adventure of the Pilgrim Fathers.
He has threaded it with America's first and
most famous love story, the legend of John
Alden and Priscilla Mullins, as related in
Longfellows epic poem.
In translating this for the screen, Ray undertook the work on the most generous scale.
Fairbanks made' his "Robin Hood" around a
giant castle. "The Covered Wagon" was borne
to triumph, so to speak, by a majestic praire
caravan. Ray's piece de resistance in the proof"The Courtship of Miles Standish"
was the ductionMayflower.
An exact replica of the historic ship was
built at a cost of $64,000 — a sum as large as
many entire pictures entail.
Thisbuilt,
"set,"
the costliest
of itswork
dimensions
ever
is such
a remarkable
of art
that patriotic societies of California have
urged that it be purchased and placed in one
of the city parks of Los Angeles as a permanent memorial.
The modern Mayflower is of the exact dimensions of the original sloop that bore the
Pilgrims on their momentous voyage, 102 feet
long. Its heavy cost is largely due to the fact

From
Herbert Rawlinson has turned waiter for a
spell. He'll juggle dishes awkwardly several
thousand feet of film for the story of "The
Noblest Roman," which Mary Whiteside originally wrote for a popular magazine. It is being directed for Universal by William Parke,
director
of Rawlinson's
last, in"The
Two hundred
extras attired
theirClean-Up."
best took
part in the first day's scenes of the new picture,
representing the throng at a high class cafe.
The story gives the handsome star a taste of
both poverty and riches. Margaret Landis,
blonde beauty from Tennessee, who has recently become a very popular ingenue leading
woman of the screen, has been cast by Fred
Datig, Universal casting director, for a very
prominent role. Miss Landis is a sister of the
popular Cullen and began her screen career
just about a year ago. She played the leading
feminine role in "The Love Brand," a Universal production starring Roy Stewart, has
appeared in a couple of pictures with Anita
Stewart and has played featured roles in several "Western" dramas. Kalla Pasha, he
whose muscles make shoestrings out of steel
pipes and rubber bands out of iron bars, is
one of the supporting players chosen for the
production. To say that he is playing the
"heavy"maticwould
slightly
incorrect
a drasense, forbethere
is not
such a increature

Ranks

of Big

Producers

that the 1923 boat conceals a frame of structural steel.
At his studio Ray also built cross sections
of the Mayflower for interior scenes of the
voyage across the Atlantic, as the play covers
a period of time from before the storms which
nearly destroyed the ship to two years after
the landing.
From 70 to 100 men were employed for
eleven weeks in re-building the Mayflower.
The work was in charge of Robert Ellis,
noted art director, and H. C. Lydecker, who
superintended the raising of the Maine in Havana harbor.
Designs for the Pilgrim and Indian costumes were executed by Mitchell Leison, who
performed
the samearmor
serviceandforarms
"RobinforHood."
All the costumes,
Miles
Standish's
soldiers,
the
utensils
of
the
grims, etc., were built for the production. Pilthe building
of thea Pilgrim's
on InCape
Cod as great
quantity settlement
of timber
and lumber was used as in any of the spectacular cinemas of the past.
One of the unique scenic agencies was a
forest background painted in oils 300 feet long
and 60 feet high — the largest painted canvas
in the history of motion pictures.
Another, done to secure the superior lighting facilities of the studio, was a 300-foot
cliff, an actual impression of a California
mountain-side made by a process never before
employed. It was a marvel of ingenuity on
the part of film technicians.
Superimposed on this were hundreds of living trees transplanted from distant mountains.
Southern California trees wouldn't do for
primitive New England scenery.
Eight cameras shot nearly 200,000 feet of
film from as many angles for scenes in "The
Courtship
of Miles
from which 10,000
feet were
finallyStandish,"
culled.
Seventeenth century men affected long hair,
so a wig company established a branch of wig

U
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monroe

lathrqp

makers at the studio to "crown" the hundreds
of Pilgrims and Indians properly and care for
the expensive wigs.
During much of the time the making of
"The
Courtship
Standish"
overhead
expenseof ofMiles
$11,000
a day. entailed an
Exclusive of the star, the salaries of the
leading principals ran to more than $10,000 a
week.
This sum did not include the pay of sixty-six
other players who filled name-roles in the production, the largest ever to appear in a motion
picture.
The principals, besides Mr. Ray, included
such noted actors as Enid Bennett and Sam
De Grasse of "Robin Hood" fame ; Joseph
Dowling, noted for his work in "The Miracle
Man," Stanton Heck, Thomas Holding, Norval MacGregor, Sidney Bracy, Charlotte
Pierce, E. Alyn Warren, Tom Wilson, Gertrude Pedlar, Marion
ton, William
SullivanNixon,
and Frank
others Farringequally
famed for many parts.
Frederick Sullivan, who directed the picture,
is a stage and film director of many years'
experience. His genius in staging a magnificent production of Shakespeare's "Midsummer
Night's Dream" in Hollywood Bowl, a vast
natural outdoor theater in Los Angeles, with
thousands of performers, so impressed Charles
Ray that he engaged him to pilot "The Courtof Milespoem
Standish"
through the process
from shipprinted
to screen.
Frederick Sullivan is a nephew of Sir
Arthur Sullivan, the famous composer.
Fred Niblo, the eminent director, has seen
the Ray masterpiece and declared it to be "the
greatest production in years." "Nothing,"
Niblo added, "ever thrilled me so much."
On the pictorial side, secret processes possessed by the Ray studio are said to have made
"The Courtship
of Milesbeauty.
Standish" a thing of
wondrous
photographic

By WILL C. MURPHEY

in
the story.
only half-in-half
in that
sense.
But withHe's
his muscles,
made famous
as
a wrestler and as a comedian, he should be
capable of "heavy" work.
Billy Sullivan has just signed a long term
contract with Universal to star in a new series
of "Leather Pushers," of the type made famous by Reginald Denny.
When it became generally known that Denny
had been removed from the two-reel "boxfight" comedy dramas and was to be made a
star of multi-reel productions there was an
immediate clamour from the "Leather
Pushers" fans for a new Kid Roberts and
more
picturizations of the popular H. C. Witwer stories.
Fred Datig, Universal casting director, interviewed 175 applicants for the title role in the
new productions.
Then Billy Sullivan decided to apply for this
cinema plum. Two weeks later he was notified
that he had been selected for the part. He
is twenty-five years old and has appeared in
pictures for the last eight years having played
many juvenile leads. His most recent role
was that of John Howland in Charles Ray's
"Courtship
of MilesfromStandish."
Sullivan comes
a fighting family, and

is a clever amateur boxer, altho he ha£ never
done any professional fighting himself. He is
the son of Jerry Sullivan, a noted heavyweight fighter and a cousin of the famous
|ohi> L. Sullivan.
The new "Leather Pushers" will be filmed
under the direction of Edward Laemmle, who
directed Herbert Rawlinson in "The Victor"
and many
otherwithin
Universal
successes.
Production will start
the next
few weeks.
With long location visits at Catalina and
Laguna behind them, the members of the
company at Universal City which is making
"The Storm Daughter" are glad that location
exteriors are practically completed. Interior
scenes of dramatic importance in the UniversalJeweltion special
being filmed under the direcof George arcArchainbaud.
Priscilla Dean is starring at the head of an
impressive cast which includes William B.
Davidson, Tom Santschi, Bert Roach, Cyril
Chadwtck,
Farrel McDonald
and other noteworthies ofJ current
fame.
The story, written by Lccte Renick Brown
and sccnarized by Edward Montaigne, is a sea
talc of magnificent adventures, with Miss Dean
as the daughter of an oldtime skipper. It will
(Continued on Page 19)
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SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF., Aug. 27th.—
The Gcrson Picture Corporation has made
most rapid and satisfactory progress with
"Waterfront Wolves," the first of their new
scries of five-reelers. Actual filming of the
picture was finished last Saturday, after just
two weeks of work, the film is now being cut
and titled, and will be ready to be released to
the State Right market September 15th. Ora
Carew has done some of the best work of her
career as the featured player in the picture,
and Jay Morley, and the balance of the cast
have done themselves great credit. Hal Stevens'cially
performance
as thehisoldmakeup
Chinamanwonderful.
is espenotable, and
Dick LaReno, who plays the Father, has years
of experience to his credit, being one of the
company that worked with Seliig in the making of "Humpty-Dumpty,"
of Company
the first
pictures
ever filmed. The one
Gerson
are doing one thing that has never been done
before, as they are having all their lithographs, cuts, mats, and press books made in
San Francisco.
making "Half-a-Dollar
Bill"
forThethe company
Graf Productions
under the direction
of W. S. Van Dyke at the Pacific Studios at
San Mateo, expect to finish the studio work on
Tuesday, and Wednesday set sail in a threemasted coasting schooner for two weeks at sea,
to shoot the deep-water part of the play. The
studio last Thursday evening was the scene of
one of the largest free-for-all fights on record,
between Mitchell Lewis, Raymond Hatton,
William Carleton, George McQuarrie, and two
or three dogs all mixed up in the fracas. The
dogs got so excited that several of the human
actors lost part of their wardrobe, and a few
sections of their skin before the sequence was
ended.
Alia Nazimova, world famous star of both
the stage and screen, came to San Francisco on
Sunday, to open as the headline attraction at
the Orpheum Theatre. She will appear in
"Collusion," a fine vehicle written by George

o m

FrisCO

B>> AGNES

Middleton.
This is Nazimova's
first appearance in San Francisco
since the summer
of the
Exposition, 1915, when she played here in
"War Brides."
Anna Q. Nilsson, who is in town playing in
the
production
of "Half-a-Dollar
Bill,"
madeGraf
a personal
appearance
at the Granada
Theatre last Friday night in connection with
the
showinga of
the 1923
she played
leading
role. "Spoilers," in which
Fdward Belasco, head of the Belasco Productions, returned to this city a few days ago
from Los Angeles, where he has been making
arrangements for the next production of the
organization. Work will begin very shortly,
and full details will be given out within a
few days.

KERR

CRAWFORD

Paul Powell, and the company who are making some additional scenes for "The Daughter
of Mother
in Oakland a day orMcGinn,"
two the were
first ofworking
last week.
While her husband had gone to sea in the
making of a picture. Mrs. William Desmond
(Mary Mclvor) spent several days in San
Francisco last week, on a little pleasure trip.
Rosa Gore, for nearly thirty years a vaudeville headliner, as a member of the team of
Crimmins and Gore, has arrived in San Franto play which
an important
in "Half-aDollar ciscoBill."
the Graf role
Productions
are
filming at the San Mateo studios. Miss Gore
and her husband, Dan Criminous, abandoned
vaudeville for motion picture work during the
war. Crimmins is now with Buster Keaton.

Director Victor Seastrom and the company
engaged in the filming for Goldwyn of Hall
Caine's great novel, "The Master of Man," returned to San Francisco last Thursday morning. The change of leading man from Joseph Schildkraut to Conrad Nagel, necessitated
the retaking of part of the picture that had
been shot here. Of the principals, only Conrad Nagel, Creighton Hale and Patsy Ruth
Miller were here with fourteen members of
the staff. The weather being so favorable,
instead of working a week, as they expected, they were able to finish in three days,
ing.
so returned to Los Angeles on Saturday even-

Joe Caven. who has been playing juveniles
with Metro, is one of the week-end guests fl
the St. Francis.

Jack Dewey, business manager of the Golden State Films, spent part of last week in Los
Angeles on business connected with the reorganization ofthe company on a new, and much
larger and better, scale.
Al. Green, director with the company of
which Thomas Mcighan is the star, now shooting
Proof,"
due inlocation
San Francisco on"Woman
September
1st are
for some
work
on the picture.

Frank
First Theatre
Year" company thatCraven
came toandthe"The
Columbia
last
week ordforbreaking
a month's
engagement,
are
recbusiness. This is the doing
only conm
pany true
coming
to theadvertising
coast in ;a the
longplay
timereally
that!
are
to their
ran two whole years on Broadway, and with
only one or two exceptions Mr. Craven has
his whole New York cast with him. It is fl
play that is well worth seeing, and a joy tM
young and old alike.

Casts

Alllar Bill"
{heatstars
now playing
the Pacific
Studio inwere"Half-a-Dolthe guesfl
of the management at the big amusement park
at Pacific City last Sunday. Everybody froni
Anna Q. Nilsson and Mitchell Lewis to Cameo,
the trained dog, were present and enjoyed M
pleasant afternoon. Miss Nilsson awarded C
dancing
; Cameo
children, andcup
camera
tests did
werestunts
takenforofthesome
ofl
the bathing girls.

of the Week

Chas. R. Seeling Productions
GEORGE
LARKIN
present
in
"THE GENTLEMAN UNAFRAID"
Directed by Chas. R. Seeling
Photographed by Elmer Dyer.
Story by Jeanne Poe.
CAST:
George Larkin Minna Redman
OIlie Kirby
Bill Patton
Arthur Morrison Otto Metzette
Victor Metzette

George Larkin. versatile leading man whose
latest Chas. R. Seeling production, "The
Apache Dancer," is awaited with keen interest.
Larkin, who is so well known for his characteristic dances, will be seen in his famous
Apache Dance number in this special production.

Robertson-Cole Presents
"BORN OF THE CYCLONE"
Directed by Emilc Chautard.
F. Tyler, Assistant Director.
Jos. DuBray, Cameraman.
CAST:
Derlys Perdue
Lila
Lloyd Hughes
Francois
Ralph Lewis
Antoine Gurnette
Emilie Fitzroy
Madame Gurnette
Max Davidson
Manon
Josef Swickard
Gorgio
Joseph Dowling
Father Pierre
Mickey McBan
Raoul Burnette
Caroline Rankin
Madame Manon
Tom O'Bryan
'. LcMoyne

*

Fred Cavens, noted fencing master and!
actor,
having justJoseph
finished a Schenck
five months'
en-l
gagement
Produc-I
tions. wherewith
he played a M.
part, besides teaching!
fencing to the various members of the cast, in-l
eluding the stars themselves, has been cngagedl
by Phil Goldstone to play the heavy oppositel
Snowyof Baker,
man
Australia.the distinguished actors-sports-1
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Declares

Film producers seem to be mingling in a disI cussion of their art and industry so enthusi1 1 astically that one side claims that the "original" story
is a thing
of the this
past,statement.
while the other
II side
practically
reverses
The
I facts are that both "originals" and "adaptaI tions" are being filmed at this date, so the
I question seems to be, which form of screen
II material
is "coming,"
and which
is on the
cline? Here
is an interesting
argument
on dethe
I direct screen story side.
"Attacks upon direct screen literature arouse
I me, not only because my organization happens
II to
sponsor
but Congress
because such
attacks
violate
the 'originals,'
spirit of the
on Motion
I Picture Art, and that of every other unselfish
I movement for the advancement of screen enMr. Manker.
shoulda
II tertainment,"
like to claim declares
the privilege
of setting"I forth
I few facts by which the truth of statements
I such as the one claiming that direct screen stoI ries are things of the past, may be judged.
"If this statement referred to 1920, when
II 'adaptations'
at the the
cresttruth.
of their
larity, it wouldwere
be nearer
The popunumI ber of direct screen stories produced then was
I very small in comparison with the number of
I 'adaptations' produced. But in contrast, I have
I before me a list showing eighty originals proI duced or purchased during the last few months
I only ! Ten of these were mentioned only last
I week ; showing that the latest average is more
than one
'original'listsa only,
day in
purchased
And
these
are partial
which !original
authorship was credited, and including big feature productions. In addition to numerical
progress,
official
recognition 1923
by thebrought
greatesttheand 'original'
most influential
men of the industry.
"That Picture
recognition
Motion
Art, came
which, atit the
mustCongress
be remem-on
was a gathering
of the
the other
screen's
brilliantbered,minds
with men of
arts,most
for
the express purpose of doing something to restore to pictures the popularity hey enjoyed
before the 'adaptation' craze set in. Will Hays
endorsed
; various
and
even 'original'
famous heartily
novelists,
agreed producers,
that the
screen must look to it rather than to adaptations in the future, and Adolph Zukor, who is
one of the outstanding figures of our industry
today, went so far as to offer an annual prize
of ten thousand dollars for the best produced
original story.
"It was held that stories must be written
directly for the screen if motion picture entertainment was to retain its popularity with the
public. The summary and sense of the Congress was that writers at large among the people must be encouraged, and that famous writers who wish to contribute to the screen must
write directly for it.
"These facts are on record. The famous
authors who deplored the present state of motion pictures found an answer to their arguments in a statement by Adolph Kukor : 'I
want to emphasize that the motion picture has
a technique entirely its own, and that unless
the author masters this technique, he will not
be able to do justice to the stories which are
born in his mind.'
"In other
message
of theat film
chiefs
to thewords,
great the
authors
gathered
the
Congress, and through the press to all authors,
famous or unknown, was to learn the technique of the screen and to write directly for it.
It was pointed out that the few who had done
so to date (notably Rupert Hughes and Rex
Beach), had made outstanding successes in
screen work. George Ade was one of the famous authors at the Congress who stood for
direct
at
it. screen writing, and he is making good
"It is gratifying to the sponsor of direct
screen stories to quote Samuel Goldwyn's re-

Day

of Originals

is Here

cent article in the New York Times. Goldwyn, above all others, is the man who should
know 'adaptations,' for he was the first big
producer to film them. He surrounded his
'Eminent Authors' with the best stars and directors and production artists ; elaborate, technically perfect photoplays were produced —
and,
to Mr.
they according
failed ! Says
Mr. Goldwyn's
Goldwyn : statement,
" 'I have looked heretofore to established
authors because they are believed to be trained
in the instincts of drama and story telling, but
now I feel that the unknown author is the one
I, and the rest of the motion picture industry,
need. The novice, whose plot sense far exceeds his feeling for words, will be the giant
of the cinema of the future.'
"There
will always
'adaptations'—
when
we strike
normalcy,betheir
proportion but
to
direct screen stories will be small, just as the
proportion of published works borrowed by the
stage in centuries of association of kindred
arts, has been small. 'Originals' inevitably will
form the principal basis of future screen liter"A list
purchased
within
the oflast"originals"
few months
follows or: produced
ature."
"The White Flower," Lasky ; "Back Home
and Broke," Lasky; "Robes of Redemption,"
Holubar ; "Forsaking All Others," Universal ;
"The White Tiger," Universal ; "The Man
Who Wouldn't Remove His Hat," Hart ;
"Paths of Glory," Lasky; "The Madonna of
Avenue A," Universal ; "Colorau," Fox ;
"Alias Sebastina," Universal ; "Chicago Sal,"
Cummings ; "The Trouble Buster," Robbins ;
"News," Ince; "Refuge," Katherine MacDonald ; "Adam's Rib," Lasky; "Prodigal Daughters," Lasky; "The Bishop of Hollywood,"
Caldwell ; "Flesh," Universal ; "Around the
World in Eighteen Days," Universal ; "The
Spider and the Rose," Zeidman Productions ;
"The Tinsel Harvest," Ince; "Desire," Burston ; "The Ninth Name," Robertson-Cole;
"No Trespassing," Robertson-Cole ; "Mothersin-Law," Schulberg ; "Fair Week," Lasky;
"Service," Ince; "You Can't Fool Your Wife,"
Lasky ; "The Extra Girl," Sennett ; "Take
Your Choice," Christie ; "Don't Marry for
Money," Fineman ; "McGuire of the Big
Snows," Universal ; "Upside Down," Universal ;"Rider of Devilshoof ," Seeling ; "The Man
from Ten Strike," Principal Pictures ; "Tom
Mix in Arabia," Fox ; "Another Man's Shoes,"
Universal ; "The 32nd Hour," Loew ; "The.
Love Gambler," Fox ; "Brawn of the North,"
Trimble ; "When the Desert Calls," Pyramid ;
"Ridin' Wild," Universal ; "Breaking Home
Ties," Manheimer; "The Old Music Master,"
Warrenton-Shute ; "While Justice Waits,"
Fox ; "When Love Comes," F. B. O. ; "Environment," Principal ; "Judgment of the
Storm," Palmer ; "The Kingdom Within,"
Security ; "As a Man Lives," Achievement ;
"Trusie Stoops to Conquer," Palmer ; "A Front
Page Story," Robins Productions ; "The Woman Conquers," Katherine MacDonald ; "A
Clouded Name," Playgoers ; "Crinoline and
Romance," Metro ; "The Midnight Guest,"
Universal ; "The Altar Stairs," Universal ;
"The Darling of the Rich," B. B. Productions "Flames
;
of Passion," Independent ; "The
Footlight Ranger," Fox ; "Romance Land,"
Fox; "Can a Woman Love Twice," F. B. O. ;
"Catch My Smoke," Fox; "Ethan of the
Mountain," Salisbury; "Lost and Found,"
Goldwyn ; "Are You Guilty," Mastodon ; "The
Dangerous Age," Mayer; "Fools and Riches,"
Universal; "Poor Men's Wives," Preferred;
"The Love Letter," Universal ; "The World's
Applause," Lasky; "Crashin' Through," F. B.
O. ; "The Tents of Allah," Encore; "Soul ol
the Beast," Ince; "The Dangerous Adventure,"
Warner Bros.; "The Man Between," Fox;
"Decree Granted," Universal.
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DAY JOINS FIRST NA-

TIONAL AT UNITED

Holman Day, author of more than 1000
short stories and 30 published novels, is the
latest popular story writer to desert the field
of literature for the movies.
Mr. Day has joined the Associated First
National forces at the United Studios, Hollywood, California, to act in an advisory capacity in the scenario department.
The well known author arrived at the First
National studios this week, and figuratively
rolled up his sleeves, got to work writing titles
for "Thundergate," a picturization of Sidney
Herschel Small's "The Lord of Thundergate,"
the filming of which has just been completed.
The new First National writer is one of
the few authors of note who are willing to
acknowledge that the motion picture offers
greater and much wider field for their work
than does the printed word.
this subject
Mr. Day
amDiscussing
not so radical
as to predict
thatsaid:
in time"I
the movies will wholly supersede the stage and
the written story for each of these fill its own
particular sphere and will be a part of human
existence as long as there are human beings
on earth.
"I do believe, however, that the motion picture screen offers much greater possibilities to
the writer to place his story before more people than he ever could hope to do if he stuck
solely to the publication of his writing in story
form.
"While the book author writes only to the
thousands, the motion picture writer tells his
story to the millions.
More and more the story writer is realizing the importance of the motion picture as
a means of universal entertainment and I look
ior the advent into movies of many authors,
whose names are known to book readers all
over the world who heretofore have looked
upon the motion picture as something entirely
foreign to story writing.
His modest begining was as reporter on the
Fairfield Journal, a small paper printed in
Fairfield, Me. Six months later he became
its owner. Later he became its owner. Later
he became associated with the Lewiston Journal and afterwards was managing editor of
the Lewiston Sun.
His first real literary efforts were in the
form of humorous poems, about Maine people,
in Yankee dialect. These won him a great
following among New Englanders who were
acquainted with the quaint places and quaint
people he wrote about.
He published two books of these poems,
which still have an extensive sale throughout
the East. He then turned his pen to prose
writing and began writing magazine stories
at an amazing rate. For thirteen years he had
published a 7000 word story every month in
one magazine or another.
He is now a regular contributor to Saturday
He
Collier's
Post ofandseveral
Evening
is the author
plays,andtheHarper's.
most famous
of which was "Along Came Ruth." Among
his best known novels are "King Spruce,"
"The Red Lane" and "Squire Phin." These
three, as well as several of his lesser known
stories have been produced in films.
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THEY ALL COME BACK

PHILLIPS vs. BARRY

It simply
can'tit behasdone.
be more
explicit, however,
been To
proven
time and
again that after once the actor has identified
himself with the silent drama and then embarked in other lines of pursuit, he invariably
returns to the fold of his earlier endeavors.
Such is the case of Doctor Roberts, who will
be remembered for his excellent portrayal of
a number of emotional character roles and
who, after a short absence from the screen,
is once again on the job and with the old
make-up box overflowing with every conceivable necessity, which, combined with bis skill
and histrionic ability, will enable him to authentically portray any one of a wide range
of characters.

Swimming
dead heat,
you use
the under
Australian crawla stroke
(withif face
buried
water), is no easy job, according to Eddie
Phillips, who is playing the juvenile lead with
Wesley Barry in the Warner Brothers picturization of George M. Cohan's "George Washington, Jr." Phillips
Barry
wereforinthea
private swimming
pool and
making
scenes
picture and had instructions from Director Mai
Sinclair to make the race a dead heat. "As
we couldn't
us see,made
we itwere
almost drownedeither
beforeoneweof finally
a dead
heat," declares Phillips.
FOOTBALL REUNION

GOLDWYN

CAMERAI
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CARRIES GOOD
STOCK COMPANY

way the list: of Goldwyn players
nowHere's
readsthealphabetically
Ina Anson. Eleanor Boardman. Hobart Bosworth. Mae Busch. Georges Calliga, Helene
Chadwick, Lew Cody, Ted Edwards. Raymond
Griffith, William Haines, Jean Haskell, Cecil
Holland. Kathleen Key, James Kirk wood, Kate
Lester, Lucien Link-field. Edmund Lowe.
Frank Mayo. Patsy Ruth Miller. Conrad Nagel, William Orlamond, Aileen Pringle. George
Walsh and Claire Windsor.
In addition to the contract players. Goldwyn
has signed many world-famous actors and actresses for individual parts, among them :
Corinne Griffith. Blanche Sweet. Tyrone
Power, Pauline Starke, ZaSu Pitts, Gibson
Gowland, Sam de Grasse, William V. Mong,
Myrtle Stedman and Lucille Ricksen.
FLAPPERS

If 'EARING WIGS

Not sinceandthehoopskirt
days ofhasMilady's
head-dress
the wig powdered
appeared
at social functions.
Movie stars, however, are changing this order of things.
Marjorie Daw. popular First National
"The Dangerous
Maid."recently
started when
it at
aplayer
socialingathering
in Hollywood
she appeared in a wig with curls to her shoulders. Helene Chadwick. Evelyn Brent and
other popular film stars have followed Marjorie's example.
"Recently
to bobThen
my and
hair there
and eliminate all traceI had
of curl.
I hit
upon
the
idea
of
my
wig.
Now
I
don't
it they ask me to become bald for the sakecareof
If wig- wearing becomes a national instituart."
tion— blame Marjorie Daw.
WELL KNOWN

HEAVY

George Siegmann has been steadily multiplying his list of screen characterizations until
today he is considered one of the foremost
character actors on the screen. Beginning with
"The Birth of a Nation." back in 1914, he has
been in constant demand as a "heavy" of a
distinct type. Many splendid portrayals followed his work in the Griffith classic, leading
up to the grim realism of his Schani in
"Merry-GoRound."Rex A Ingram
big part
in the recently completed
production
of
"Scaramouche"
give the inasmuch
public a glimpse
of
a new GeorgewillSiegmann.
as this
role is decidedly different from anything he
has heretofore essayed. He also recently enacted the role of Leach, a comedy-heavy, in
"Jealous Fools," under the direction of Maurice Tourneur. — — ,

Tom O'Brien and Andy Smith, the former
playing a leading role in the F. B. O. production by Emile Chautard. "Born of the Cyball clone."
mentor,and the
oncelatter.
playedCalifornia's
football onnoted
the footsame
team. In 1°07 at Pennsylvania L'.. both played
through
Perm's
season,
defeating
all
comers and
were greatest
mentioned
by Walter
Camp.
Clarke Renal le, president and
general managing director of Renalles, Inc.. in spite of his twentythree hours work a day, is wearing
a remarkably happy smile, due to
the wonderful reception the efforts
of the corporation are receiving
through the country from people
prominent in social and business
afjairs. Mr. Renalle disclaims
any attempt at the introduction of
spectacular innovations in the film
world.tion in His
many years' field
associathe amusement
has
convinced him that the producers
of today are unanimously endeavoring in every way to give
of their best to the public at large,
and he is merely trying to join
the ranks of those who are putting forth their best efforts. Mr.
Renalle expects to leave shortly
for Montreal, Canada, to interview
the Grand Lodge of the Canada
B.P.O S. in response to a wire
from them, and will extend his
trip to interview the Grand Lodge
at Chicago on his way back. His
main object, heartily supported by
his associates, is the formation of
a system, the fundamental foundation of which shall be co-operation and loyalty to the aims of
the corporation. In return for
which, due appreciation and substantial encouragement will he
given to those in whatever department in which they are affiliated who show the proper esprit
de corps in putting forward their
best endeavors. The undisputablc
fact that the big wheel in life is
absolutely dependent upon the
smaller wheel has determined Mr.
Renalle to see that the smaller
wheel receives its due reward.
IN OUR LETTER BON
Nilcs Welch
Philo McCullough
Lionel Belmore
Forrest Stanley
Louise Lovely
Raymond McKee
Chas. Hyland
Crane Wilbur

HOMELY

of Movieland
FEATURES
HAVE THEIR ADVANTAGES

Those who have followed Dick Sutherland's rise from unknown extra to one of the
highest salaried villains on the screen, point
to his success as an example to those who
easily become discouraged and loose hope.
Here is one who refused to take no to his
many timid
knocks
the the
dourshrinking
of his ambitions. With
each on
effort
soul
increased its courage until one day he found
that his ugly face drew larger checks than the
Adonis-like face features of a friend who
with him had attempted to force the door of
opportunity. He became one of the sought
after villains on the screen. There was
something elusive behind those features that
the camera had caught and registered.
thai "something*
love with
voting
and he girl
whofellhadin called
himself
a step-child
of Mother Nature found that money, fame
and happiness were his for the asking.
There is a. man who refuses to be downed,
say some, while the less discerning just P°jB
der on how Dick Sutherland turned tfl
tables and wish he would teach them the trick.
The man, himself, however, just smiles anfl
answers "anyone can do it who believes ■
INTRODUCES NEW BOB
himself."
A new abbreviated bob has made its ajfl
inch J
pearancc on the Rialto. It is twoDorotW
shorter than the ordinary bob.
Chase, well known ingenue player of the si
ver sheet, claims the honor of introducing it.
ChasB
On questioning, it developed thatIt Miss
seems thsfl
received it through accident.
departme«
she wandered into a downtown
store hair dressing booth which specialized J
children's haircuts. When she sallied forth
again she wore the abbreviated haircut. SB
that shefordoesn't
<■
laughinglv
a childknoj
was mistaken
whether sheadmits
whether the barber knew she was due to weaj
a wig in two recently finished production*
and "Long Live the King," ■
"Scaramouche"
which she plays character parts.

MORELLI TURNS TO DRAMA

Reggie Morclli has come into his own. His
splendid interpretation as Robert, the son eg
Abraham Lincoln, in the play "The Life of
received such favorLincoln," has
Abrahamcriticism
from those who have seen the.
able
a brilliant
rushes of the Lincoln film that
is being predicted
future in the dramatic field
for the former comedy king. Away with tM
genial grin and checkered suit sings ReggM
the stealthy tread and,
these days and on with ic
drooping lids. Dramat juvenile roles are|
immediate future. As a behis goal for the
ginning, they will undoubtedly satisfy. But|
that the comedian will eventually outgrow
these for personal stardom is not by any
ated nrophecv to make, acmeans ancording exagger
in the film colony who pick,
to those
discard.
choose and
DIX GOES TO ARIZONA
In "The Call of the Canyon," the latest of
the Zane Grev stories being filmed in a wild
Vic-i
locale north of Flagstaff, Arizona, under Rich. in s
Paramount
for
direction
tor Fleming's
role
ard Dix will again take the leading
in this picture!
Grey story. He will portray
I
Glean Kilbourne. the disabled soldierforfron
hi;
Arizona
to
New York, who comes
health, quickly taking on the local customs. I

Camera's
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NEW
FOR
LA

CONTRACT
BARBARA
MARR

Barbara La Marr, who returned
on
linerRome
"Aquitania,"
and the
whoCunard
went to
to be
filmed by the Goldwyn Company
as the star in Hall Caine's "The
Eternal but
City,"
nothing
Italy could
and itstalk
peopleof
while she waited for the customs
men to examine her dozen trunks
on the Cunard Line pier.
Looking more beautiful off the
screen than on it, her big eyes
glowed as she spoke of Venice,
Rome and Capri.
"I went to Italy knowing I
would love it," she said. "Why
shouldn't
I amhowhalf
Italian,
begin
with.I? Oh,
proud
I was,to
to see the country so beautiful,
the people so perfectly gorgeous.
I was charmed, delighted. It was
my first visit to Italy, the land I
had heard so much about in my
home life and longed from my
earliest days to see. Venice,
Rome, Capri — there is no place in
the wide world to compare with
them.
"The Italians love Americans.
It seems to be one of their outstanding features. To be an
American is a free passport to any
circle in Italy — rich or poor.
"I ingmetKing the
royalEmanuel,
family, includVictor
Queen
Margarita and suite. I also met
Premier Mussolini many times.
He is the idol of Italy. He appears in the prologue to 'The
Eternal City.' We have one scene
in the Coliseum which shows 20,000 of his black-shirted Facisti
followers. Mussolini was present
during the filming of this great
scene.
"It made me feel so proud that
1 had Italian blood in my veins —
and
it. it is there, too, every drop of
"Oftocourse,
get
back
America,I am
my glad
nativetoland,
but constantly glowing in my
mind's eye is that wonderland for
the sightseer — artistic, ancient,
beautiful Italy."
Miss La Marr in private life
is Mrs. Jack Daugherty. They are
at present in New York, stopping
at the Hotel Chatham, as the final
scenes of the play will be filmed
in New York. She and her husband bought many art objects in
Venice and Rome for their Hollywood home.
Arthur H. Sawyer, who had
held Barbara La Marr under a
personal contract until now has
signed her on behalf of Associated Pictures Corp., the company
which has succeeded S.-L. Pictures, Inc. The contract
covers five years and underperiod
the
terms of it, four specials a year
will be made.
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ELLIOTT DEXTER HAS NEW DIRECTOR
R. William Neill, who will make background of Castilian ancestry,
Elliott Dexter's first picture, has he combines the whimsical and
the qualities that go to make an beauty-loving traits of his native
ideal director. Mr. Neill was born heath — Ireland. Indeed, he speaks
in Dublin, Ireland, but is of Span- with a trace of Irish accent.
ish parentage. His real name is After years on the stage he entered film work and practically
Roland DeGostrie, and his family
dates back for centuries in the directed Thomas H. Ince's famous
genealogy
of Madrid.
spectacle,
"Civilization."
sumed the name
of NeillHeas as-a war
After this
achievement,
he directnom dc theatre 27 years ago, ana
ed many
of
the
I'aramount
pichas retained it ever since. It is
tures in which Dorothy Dalton
was starred, and latterly has been
doubtful if anyone in America
Italy. directing productions in
knows his real antecedents or abroad
name.
But with the romantic

LARGE

AMOUNT

SPENT

ON

VON

STROHEIM

HAS

CLOSE

SET

CALL

At the cost of a small fortune,
Thomas H. Ince has reproduced
the stoke hole of a large steamer
for a scene in his screen version
of Eugene O'Neill's dramatic sensation, "Anna Christie."
The three boilers, alone, in the
stoke hole, added a big item to
the cost of the production, the
material for each one reaching
the five hundred dollar mark.
Surrounding the massive boilers,
a specially constructed tank has
been built to hold the flood water
for the scene where William Russell, as the Irish stoker, narrowly escapes drowning when the
steamer is wrecked in the fog.
Adjoining
is a
water
tank this
on a"set"
highthere
platform,
from which a huge volume of
water could be released at a moment's notice.
So gigantic and complicated is
the setting that a battery of forty
carpenters have worked day and
night for three weeks to complete
the work by the time the company
returned
from a "location"
to
San Francisco.
The set is trip
the
most complete of its kind ever reproduced on a studio lot.
The atmospheric conception of
the stoke hole scene in "Anna
Christe" has been carried out lor
the screen in minutest detail from
a description written by the playwright. The stifling, coal-dustladen air — the dim bulks of furnaces and boilers into whose fiery
red mouths half naked men heap
coal — the rhythmic swing of shovels from floor to furnace — the
leaping, fascinatingly terrible
flames from the fuel, give a touch
to the Ince production that brands
it as an artistic triumph as well as
one
of the
"great"
pictures
of the
year.really
It will
be released
by First National this fall.

A cloudburst in the Panamint
mountains and a terrific electrical
storm extending over the floor of
Dealth Valley forced the Erich
von Stroheim-Death Valley expedition to abandon the rickety
buildings of the deserted city of
Skiddoo, and seek shelter in an
abandoned mine just outside the
town.
Von Stroheim himself and eight
members of the party were away
from the expedition's headquarters
at Skiddoo when the storm broke,
and were on the floor of the valley returning from a location
search which took them into the
treacherous valley as far as Furnace Creek, where the final
scenes of "Greed" will be filmed.
Lookouts on mountains above
Skiddoo, watching for signals
from von Stroheim, whose radio
sending apparatus had broken
down, were nearly swept from
their places in the torrent of water, which swept along before a
90-mile windstorm.
Fearing that the wind would
blow away the buildings which
shelered the caravan in Skiddoo,
"Death Valley Scotty," guiding
the party,
ment of theadvised
town. hasty
When abandona heavy
clay
stove
pipe
fell
on
a
cook's
helper, and broke his shoulder
blade, a volunteer party, with
Scotty at the head, carried the injured man to meet the water caravan traveling between Lone Pine
and Skiddoo — the only means of
communication which the expedition now has with civilization.
Although smoke signals had
been agreed upon by von Stroheim,
the sand storm which accompanied
the electrical disturbance prevented
any word from the desert detachment, which is expected to return
to Skiddoo today.

BOND
TO

RETURNS
DIRECT

FESTURE
Headed by A. K. Mozumdar,
noted Hindu religious leader, the
Excelsior Picture Producing Company will make a series of special
productions at the Cosmosart Studios in Los Angeles. Such is the
announcement received regarding
the newest independent production
organization, whose activities have
already aroused considerable interest since it was known that
"Prince" Mozumdar, as he is
called by his thousands of followers in The Universal Messianic
Message, was to produce a picure
largely autobiographical, yet fundamentally entertaining and dramatically interesting.
To a great extent, the story of
"Beyond the Veil" — originally
written by Mozumdar and adapted
for the screen by Sheldon Krag
Johnson — relates the life of this
acknowledged religious and philosophical leader. It is the story of
a Hindu prince, turned religious
ascetic, who renounces all his
worldly
positionlife.
and Soon
riches heto sees
enter the higher
that the outstanding need of his
people is the practical outlook of
the Western hemisphere; joined
to the spiritual background of the
East, the combined principles will
be the ideal theology. He comes
to this country, where a series of
misfortunes bring him into the
slums of a typical American city.
Here his work wins even the
roughest elements ; later, he enters the service of a millionaire's
family,trines
andexpressed
there,
his docin too,
everyday
life,
achieve results. Incidental to this
action is a series of plots and
counterplots, interwoven in dramatic fashion to insure legitimate
entertainment value.
"Beyond the Veil" will be cowill be directed by Frederick Bond, for many years with
the D. W. Griffith forces; Von
Frederick Hobletz will be assistant director. The camera work
will be handled by Joseph Walker
and H. William Menkc ; Gleb
DeVos is art director. Krag
Johnson is production manager,
assisted by Captain Parsons ;
Towers,Hanscom,
chief property
man ;
Teddy
editor ; "Cap"
Callie Barros, script clerk, and E.
Christoffersoii, office auditor.
"Beyond the Veil" is the first of
the series of special productions to
be made by this organization, for
which
arrangements
are
now distribution
pending.
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Sennett's Latest
Premiere
Soon
"The Extra Girl" is enroute to
Los Angeles. She is expected to
arrive and be presented to the
theatre-going public for their approval in a few weeks.
Those who are managing the
affairs of "The Extra Girl" are
loud and apparently very earnest
in their claims that she will make
a big hit in her premiere showing
in the film capitol, and the vehicle
chosen for her next appearance is
more ideally suited for the versatility which she possesses than has
any previous play ever attempted
by her.
"The Extra Girl" is Mack Sennett's latest Normand
and best reveals
photoplay.
In it Mabel
the
deeper and finer elements of her
artistic ability, which have until
now never been fully disclosed.
This Sennett production, featuring an original story by the producer, directed by F. Richard
Jones, has been called a comedydrama, and that is exactly what,
it is. Miss Normand will be seen
in plenty of comedy episodes. Her
hoydenish pranks and childish,
headstrong determination are the
bane ofols)her
Dad's Miss
(George
Nichexistence.
Normand
will also be seen in episodes of
poignant interest and tragic suspense.
The new production, recently
completed. has about passed
through the stages of editing and
titling, and from the producer
down to the lowliest property boy
engaged in its making, optimistic
enthusiasm regarding its ultimate
success is strong within them all.
A strong and favorably known
cast were selected to play the important characters in the story.
Headed by Ralph Graves, who
plays the lead opposite Miss Normand. George Nichols, Anna Hernandez, Vernon Dent, Ramsey
Wallace and Charlotte Mineau
portray the other roles in what is
termed by those who have seen
the production in its present
stages, to be one of the biggest
and most human stories yet to be
filmed.
Company Making Opening Scenes
in Sun Francisco.
Victor Seastrom and company,
filming for Goldwyn, "The Judge
and the cisco,
Woman,"
in San
Fran-of
where the are
final
scenes
the America,
picture, will
Mr. beSeastrom's
in
filmed. first
The picture, which is a screen
version of Sir Hall Caine's "The
Master of Man." has a cast including Mae Busch, Conrad Nagel,
Patsy Ruth Miller, and Creighton
Hale, all of whom will make the
trip north. It is expected that a
week will be spent in making
scenes at rocky shore locations,
and at several beautiful peninsula
estates.
Cutting and editing of the picture will begin at once upon Mr.
Seastrom's return from this trip.

New

Independent Producer
Finishes First

New
Feature

Light
Giver"picture
is thewhich
title
of "The
a new
feature
has just been completed in Hollywood and which will serve to
introduce to the ranks of independent film producers J. Kenneth
Stambaugh, who for many years
has been actively connected with
the motion picture industry.
Before coming to Hollywood,
Mr. Stambaugh made a long and
careful survey of film conditions
throughout the country and as he
set out to form his producing organization he announced that it
would be the policy of his company to make only stories built
on true to life situations and of a
type that would carry world-wide
appeal. Those who have viewed
his initial efforts declare he has
fulfilled his promise and that the
picture is of such quality as to

win for him recognition among exhibitors and the picture public as
a capable producer.
His next offering is to be a
story, tentatively titled. "The DeliTouch," atfilming
whichstudios
will
start cate
shortly
one ofof the
in Hollywood. Mr. Stambaugh is
now negotiating for the services
of a well known star, whom he
plans to feature in the picture.
Among a number of popular artists who enact the principal roles
in "The Light Giver" are Alec
B. Francis, Margaret Setton, Robert Sinclair. Sheldon Lewis. Gloria
Grey,
others. Little Jackie i'arker, and
It is the plan of the company
to produce a series of six feature
pictures a year with distribution
throughmostone
of the
country's forereleasing
organizations.

Lloyd Selects
Excellent

Exhibitor

An

Staff
Frank Lloyd. who directed
Norma Talmadge's four latest
First National super-dramas and
who recently announced the formation of his own independent
producing company, Frank Lloyd
Productions, Inc., has begun the
filming of "Black Oxen," Gertrude
Atherton's novel. Mr. Lloyd,
through his general manager,
Harry E. Weil, has announced the
appointment of Billy Reiter to assistant director; of Norbert F.
Brodin, cinematographer ; Joseph
Delfine, master of properties, and
J. L. Johnston, publicity manager.
Stephen Goosson, who is responsible for the many elaborate sets of
recent Talmadge productions, is
the designer of "Black Oxen"
backgrounds, and 22 changes of
costume for Miss Corinne Griffith,
who shares honors with Conway
Tearlc, in the featured roles, and
more than 100 gowns for other
members of the cast have been designed by Walter J. Israel.
"Black Oxen" is being made at
United Studios and will be released as a First National picture.
Device Pleased with A'cw Pari.
Elliott Dexter expresses great
satisfaction in the role he has been
called upon to play in his first
production, "The Man Who Forwhich is and
being released
made at the
Grand gave.''
Studio
by
Grand-Asher.
"It is the sort of part I have
always wanted to play," said Mr.
Dexter. "It has a strong spiritual
quality, combined with the
strength derived from fts humanness. The story I also consider
a very powerful one and naturally
I chose what I believed would
meet with the approval of the great
public for my first story."

CAMERA
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Is The

Guest of
Metro
One of the most interested
spectators at the filming of the
thrilling mob scenes for Rex Ingram's Metro production of
"Scaramouche" recently, was
Charles G- Branham, Director of
Theatres for the Famous Players
Theatres of Canada, one of the
largest theatre circuits in the
world.
Although Mr. Branham has been
connected with the exhibiting end
of the industry for nearly fifteen
years, his recent trip offered him
his first opportunity of visiting a
motion picture studio.
The "Scaramouche" scenes
which Mr. Branham witnessed in
the filming, depicted the march of
the revolutionary mob through
the streets of Paris, the birth of
"The Marseillaise" and the sacking of the homes of aristocrats by
the blood-thirsty terrorists. The
fact that these scenes were taken
at night heightened the interest in
them.
Mr. Branham stated that the
theaters of Canada are looking
forward to the coming Fall and
Winter with the expectation of
achieving the most successful season in their history, and he was
highly enthusiastic over the prospects of the pictures he saw in
production which would be obtainable for presentation at that
time.
Roach Enters Ninth Year.
With the opening of the new
season Hal Roach celebrates his
ninth consecutive year as a producer of comedies on Pathe programs. During that period he has
produced, and Pathe has released,
more than four hundred of the
celebrated single-reelers, known
everywhere as Hal Roach Comedies. This is a recognized record
in business co-operation, and one
of which tributorboth
producer and disare proud.

Bennett
To

!

Unit

Start
Soon

Chester Bennett has about decided to star Eddie Hearn in a
big super feature, based on the?
life of the famous Daniel Boone.',
as the first of a series of five
starring vehicles which he wil£
soon start to produce. For some
time Bennett has been searching!
American history and literature;
for a suitable vehicle in which to
launch Hearn, and states that he
has found no character thai
breathes more romance and adJ
venture, and is a greater type oft
the athletic and vigorous outdool
American idealized by the Amerw
can youth, than the character of
the great Kentuckian. Bennett if
a great believer in the screen as
a medium for showing famous
historical characters, but he be]
licves that in addition to showitfl
dates, biographical data and gcographical locations, so greatly
hated by the average school boy,
there shou'd also be depicted the
love affairs and the little human
incidents that arc always inter]
woven and stand out in the live]
of great men and women.
Douglas Dawson, Bennettj
aide, has alrrost completed a seel
nario based on the life of Boonfl
and when completed it will serve
as one of the new historical
screen dramas.
Bennett
engage starring
another prol
director for will
the Hearn
ductions and will send the comthl
scenes panyinto Kentucky
the exact to
localefilm
of thfl
story. Bennett will supervise thl
Hearn pictures while giving his
personal attention to directing his
new series of society dramas, -tarring Jane Novak, with Fred Esl
melton playing an important supi
porting role.
DE MILLE TURNS ACTOR\
Re-creating a dead past — all fo»
$7.50 a day.
This was the experience ofl
Cecil DeMillc, famous film di*£
rector, production
in "Hollywood,"
James
Cruze
that isthe causing
Rialto. enthusiasm at Grauman's
universal
All he was paid for his several
interesting scenes, showing him
signing stars for a picture, was
$7.50, the amount paid the merest
beginner. But he enjoyed every
minute of his acting, for it served
to turn back the clock, reminding
him of his years on the stage.
In "Hollywood," Mr. De Mille
was in very good company, for
many of the greatest film stars
and celebrities do their share to
make it a brilliant production.
There are such names as Pola,
Negri, William Hart, Jack Pickford, Theodore
Thomas Meighan,
Joy,
Kosloff,Leatrice"
Agnes
Ayres, Lila Lee, Will Rogersi
Jack Holt, William DeMille an*
dozens of others equally as fa
mous, in the supporting cast o
this great epic of Hollywood.
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Latest

Picture
"I have always believed in a
tar surrounding himself will the
est possible supporting cast,"
ays Bryant Washburn apropos
{ the careful selection that was
lade for players in his first prouction for Grand-Asher, tempoirily titled, "Try and Get It,"
dapted from "The Ring-Tailed
ialla
wampus,"
Saturday
lg Post
story a by
EugeneEven-P.
ge,
"At Jr.
some studios where I have
forked were certain stars who
referred to have inferior casts,
3 that they themselves could
tand out the stronger. It was
le other way round with me.
I felt and still feel that the better the cast the better my own
work will be. If I saw a lot of
inferior people on the set, I would
perhaps feel inclined to 'sluff' my
work. A good cast, on the contrary, puts a person on his mettle
and he does the best acting that
he is capable of as a natural consequence.
"It all
is very
policy
steal
the poor
honors,
to tomy trywayto
of The
thinking."
cast of the new production,
which is directed by Cullen B.
Tate, is to be announced shortly,
and will be the best that can possibly be secured.
HOME

AND HAPPY

King Vidor and members of the
Wild Oranges" company have retimed to Culver City from Jackonville, Florida, where exterior
cenes were filmed for the screen
prsion of the Joseph Hergeheimer novel. Vidor spent four
/eeks in taking scenes about the
nouth of the St. John's river and
"ort George
Many Harriet
scenes
vere
taken onIsland.
the old
Beecher Stowe estate. On the return trip the company stopped for
days in New Orleans, and photographed anumber of scenes. King
Vidor purchased the yacht the
company was using while in Florida, and is having it brought to
Los Angeles, where he will have
it fitted up for his own use.
Vidor will spend several weeks
taking the final scenes for the picture at the Goldwyn studios.
James Kirkwood, Virginia Valli,
Ford Sterling, Nigel DeBrullier,
and Charles Post were met at the
train by friends and relatives.
Mac Lean Scores in Ince Offerings
_ Two Thomas H. Ince productions of the past season have been
listed among the best productions
of the year. "A Man of Action,"
Ince's
Douglas mystery-comedy,
MacLcan, has beenstarring
listed
by the Chicago Tribune among the
best photoplays of July, while the
National Board of Review has
starred "The Hottentot," picked
by critics as the laughing hit of
the year, in its eighth annual catalogue of Selected Pictures for the
1922-23 season.

Former

Lasky

News Section

Director

Joins Grand-Asher
Cullen B. Tate, who directs the P. Lyle, Jr., and was published in
first Bryant Washburn production The Saturday Evening Post, under
for Grand-Asher, tentatively call- the amazing title, 'The RingIt," handlers
is regardedof TailedburnGallawampus.'
Washas edone"Try ofandtheGetbest
has a part that isMr.eminently
crowds in the profession of meg- fitted to his pleasing personality.
aphonic artistry. In many of the A young man with determination,
Cecil B. DeMille pictures he has placed in the most unusual circumstances, and with a world of
had to assume charge of thous- humorous things
to do ; a love
ands of extras and has accomplished veritable miracles of dis- story that is far from commonplace and a new kind of heavy —
cipline.
"I won't have as many crowds who isn't a heavy at all, really —
and
two
old men who are delicin this picture," said Mr. Tate,
funny — these are elements
affectionately known as "Hezi" iously
in a story that is as different as
by
multitude
willa have
plentyofoffriends,
action."but
It isI anyone could wish. It is filled
a comedy drama with the most with a sort of buoyant freshness
unique plot I can remember ever and originality. The girl part is
reading. The story is by Eugene
delightful, too."

Peggy Pleases
Audience
Peggy Cartwright, eight-yearold film artist, whose presentation
of a novelty dance number last
week in the atmospheric prologue
of "Trilby" at Loew's State received an ovation from the audience at each performance, is unusually talented for a child of her
age and is a fine example of what
conscientious study and effort will
do for a youngster.
Peggy came to Hollywood four
years ago and was engaged in
Frank Mayo's production of
"Afraid to Fight." During the
filming of the picture she took
dancing lessons under the direction
of Miss Edith Lindsay, HollyShe quickly
proficientwood.
in the
art and became
was offered
a contract to tour the Orpheum
circuit in a special dancing act.
Two years later she returned to
Hollywood to resume work before
the camera. In her spare time
she took riding lessons, and, like
her dancing, she soon mastered
the art.
As a result of that training she
later won the first prize at two
horse shows at the Ambassador
hotel and one at the Ventura
horse show. In addition to these
accomplishments, Peggy is an expert swimmer, pianist, cartoonist
and elocutionist, all of which she
has achieved in less than four
years.
Lucy Beaumont has been added
to the cast of "Lucretia Lombard," the Warner Brothers film
version of Kathleen Norris' novel
being produced by Harry Rapr.
Monte Blue and Irene Rich arc
the featured players. Jack Conway is directing.
Did you girls ever make love to
an officer and get your arms
scratched on his shoulder insignia?
Lucille Ricksen did while enacting love scenes with Conrad Nagel, as a handsome American officer, in Marshall Ncilan's Russian
drama, "The Rendezvous."

All-Star
For

Page Eleven
Film Star Returns
From Trip
Abroad
According to Wanda Hawley,
who recently returned from a six
months absence in Europe, American film players are acknowledged as leaders all over Europe,
especially in England. "Of course,"
says cans
Miss
Hawley, with
"the me
Ameri-on
who worked
'Fires of Fate' and 'The Lights
o' London' were giveii to understand that we were taking the
places of British players. But, as
a matter of fact, we weren't depriving any English actors of
their opportunities, for the producer abroad realizes — and frank-

Cast

Hughes

Several well-known players have
been added to the cast of "Law
Against Law," . which Rupert
Hughes is directing at the Goldwyn studios from an original story
written especially for the screen
by himself.
Victor Potel, Evelyn Sherman,
Billy Eugene, and Maxine Elliot
Hicks are the latest additions.
Other players already engaged
include Helene Chadwick, Lew
Cody, Carmel Myers, Hedda Hopper, George Walsh, Ho ware
Truesdale, Dale Fuller, Kathleen
Key, William Orlamond, Hugh;e
Mack, Richard Wayne, Virginia
Loomis and Robert DeVilbiss.
"Law Against Law" deals with
the complications that may arise
from the widely differing divorce
laws of the various states.
ON THE LEVEL
No, Gcraldine, the hardest part
of a movie star's life is not falling off a cliff. Listen to what
Sylvia Bresmcr must ■ (To in her
next First National picture, "Her
Temporary
Sylvia hasHusband."
been set the task of
eating an ear of corn so daintily
that she wins a husband by the
fetching way in which she picks
the kernels from the cob.
Now Sylvia can handle an ear
of corn just as daintily as the next
one. But in "Her Temporary
Husband,"
do even
better
than shethehasbestgot ofto them.
She must do it so gracefully, so
prettily, that the corn nibbling act
entrances, enraptures and turns a
hardened woman-hater into an ardent admirer.
Some task !
Owen Moore, who is to be
charmed by the fair corn-eater,
says that no one has yet been born
who can chew on an ear of corn
and still look dignified. But for
picture purposes
mustwould
be con-be
vinced, otherwisehethere
no "temporary husband."

ly admits — that he must have
American names in his pictures,
or he can't compete with the Hollywood products. The foreign
stars who draw audiences even in
their own countries, can be counted on one's fingers ; the American
players are universally popular.
That is why more and more foreign film makers are importing
■our stars and leading actors to
'tone up' the casts of their pictures and to make sure of their
popularity. It is a great, if sometimes unwilling, tribute to Hollywood as the only school for film
players
the
One wasofin shot
Missworld."
Hawley's
foreign
films
entirely
in Egypt
—
Cairo, Luxor, Thebes, Karnak
and the Sahara desert provided
the locations for the story. Her
second vehicle was filmed entirely
in London.
At the present time Miss Hawley is creating the role of Lady
Deppingwell,
a "smart"
British
noblewoman, and
the principal
female character in George Barr
McCutcheon's "The Man From
Broadway,"
which is being produced at Vitagraph.
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Seeling

Doug
Progresse

s
With the ninth week of production in view, Douglas Fairbanks,
as the Thief of Bagdad, is bounding along merrily through the
"Arabian Nights," and if he holds
his present pace, the "thief" will
be trying to steal a new popularity record on Broadway in little
old New York during the holiday
season.
Doug's present
plan Fairbanks,
of action,
according
to Robert
Doug's brother and production
manager, is to complete as rapidly as possible all scenes which
call for human players. Following this, the company will devote
itself to obtaining a celluloid record of the queer animals which
play an equally important part,
along with the inanimate things,
such as itinerant carpets, which
soar through the air, queer cloaks
which cause things to disappear
and then reappear at will, and
which lend to the picture that fascinating element of Oriental
magic which endears the "Arabian
Nights"
to every
child,
well
as those
who adult
are still
youngas
enough to come under the jurisdiction of the juvenile court.

A

Goes

North

The Chas. R. Seeling Co. are
busily preparing
nextoftwoGeorge
continuities of their the
series
Larkin Specials and will leave
within a week for northern locations.
Mr. Seeling intends to work in
and around San Francisco for a
week or ten days and then go direct tu Lake Tahoe. where the
majority of the most important
scenes will be shot. A large cast
of players will be taken on the
trip and it is expected the company will be away six weeks.
Three cameramen will accompany
Mr. Seeling on the trip, as the
tight scenes scheduled to take
place on the water front will be
so realistic that he is taking every
precaution to guard against retakes.
George Larkin, well known for
bis daring stunts, will have an opportunity toextend himself to the
limit, as Director Seeling promises some great surprises in the
thrill line. Upon the return of the
company, interiors will be made
at the Russell Studios, where sets
for the production will be constructed.

Character

Study

Herman Bookasta is one of the most distinctive film types in Hollywood, and has been repeatedly invited to essay character roles in pictures. He came here not long ago to put his two kiddies, George and
Baseal, on the road to cinema fame, and while launching them on their
careers, found he was compelling as much attention as the boys. He
has the physical attributes which should make him stand out in costume
roles such as pirates, buccaneers and Arabs, and even now he is reported to be under consideration for a part in a film dealing with the
high-seas marauders of the Mediterranean of many years ago. This
portrait study is by Alberts, of the Hoover Art Studios.

I

News Section
Renalle

Casts

Soon

Preparations are fast nearing
completion for the commencement
of shooting the big feature proon "The Flk's
Tooth,"
the first duction
presentation
of Renalles,
Inc., to the theater going public.
Notification of casting will be issued in this journal within a few
weeks. In the meantime, registrations are being accepted at the
general offices, 6529 Venice Boulevard, Culver City. Those registering now will be duly notified
when the casting director will be
ready to interview them.
In addition
Tooth,"
the boardtoof "The
directorsFlk'sat
a special meeting have decided to
produce a novel two-reel feature
farce comedy, "The Purple Bath
Tub," written by Harry A. Swart.
This play is a deliriously humored
satire on Hollywood film life, and
concerns the romantic adventures
of two newly wedded film couples
in a typical Hollywood boarding
house, using that national institution, "The Saturday Night Bath
Tub," as a basis for an intriguing
but clean story with unusual situations and a surprise finish.
No expense will be spared on
either of these productions and
Ralph M. De Lacy. Technical Art
Director, is busy figuring on the
interior sets.

Godsol
Denies

Report

F. J. Godsol, president of Goldwyn Pictures, was emphatic, upon
his return from Furope, in denying recently published rumors that
plans
to screen "Ben Hur" had
been abandoned.
He declared that not only would
Goldwyn picturize this famous
American story, but would start
work on it much sooner than anyone has expected.
Mr. Godsol stated that while his
trip abroad was more in the nature
of a vacation, he had selected some
sites for exteriors of "Ben Hur."
This is the first definite announcement that part of this well known
story is
abroad.
Interiortoscenesbewill"shot"
be made
at Goldwyn's
fornia. studio in Culver City, Cali"I have three actors in mind,"
said Mr. Godsol. "to play Ben
Hur. "One of them we are especially eager to get. but since we
have not even approached him, it
would not be good business for me
to give out his name.
"I expect to have the name of
the actor who is going to play Ben
Hur within the next two weeks.
He will be an American. In fact,
I can say all the players in the
cast will be Americans."

Costuming—His
Hobby
and in the case of Miss Grift
It is said that every motion pic- cast
fith, and several others, even spd
ture director has a hobby of some
sort that expresses itself in his cially designed lingerie. Whe£
production. If such is true, the women are proud of their ward]
robe, the effect on the screen is
hobby of Frank Lloyd, who re- magnetic.
women are not
cently organized his own inde- sure of theirWhen
wardrobe, the effect
pendent company and who has just
begun production of Gertrude is decidedly the reverse."
Thirty-four seamstresses, del
Atherton's celebrated "Black
Oxen" for Associated First Na- the
signers,
cutters ofand
fitters,
under"
supervision
Walter
J. Israel
tional Pictures — is costuming. Not
costumes of period design, but have been preparing gowns fol
rather correct dress, for every use in "Black Oxen" for oveij
member of the cast, extra or star, three weeks previous to the taking
of the first scene for the filni
whatever the period.
Many producers engage extra drama, and more than ten full
and principals anil permit them to reels of test pictures have been
furnish their own wardrobe. Mr. made of members of the large
Lloyd does just the opposite. He cast, in their costumes, in an effort to ascertain exactly how each
engages his people because of their
personalities and their ability to costume shows on the screen, beforeforeitsthewearer
play and act certain characters
camera. takes his place beand then he provides even the
Because
of the nature of th^
minutest details of their wardrobe.
story and the large number of ati
"Fvery member of the excep- tractively gowned women who partionally large cast which appears
ticipate in the big scenes, "Black
in 'Black Oxen' has been provided Oxen" is expected to be decidedly
popular
among
women who follow
with wardrobe that I feel is particularly fitting for particular the styles and who study the art
dressing correctly.
scenes. It may be more econom- of Corinne
Griffith, featured with
ical to let some people come onto
Conway
Tcarlc, in the principal
the set with their own designs of
dresses and capes," Mr. Lloyd as- parts
wears of
moreMr.thanLloyd's
$25,000-production,
worth ofj
person's tastes
differ serts,
and"but every
quite frequently
ideas evening clothes alone and the valuej
of current styles vary to such an of her furs, lingerie, hosiery, slippers and hats is equally as great.
extent that certain types become
conspicuous in a large group be- Miss Griffith makes twenty-twc
cause they are incorrectly dressed. complete changes of wardrobe durFor that reason we have provided
ing the filming
of "Black
unrivaled
in one Oxen,'
screer
special dresses, hats and wraps for a record
production heretofore.
every woman in the 'Black Oxen'
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and

What's

What

Kilgour to — "Try and Get It"
Joseph Kilgour, one of the best
known character actors in the profession, has been signed by Brymt Washburn to appear in his
first production for Grand-Asher,
tentatively titled, "Try and Get
It," directed by Cullen B. Tate.
Mr. Kilgour has recently completed the role of Constant Lippiattthein heavy
"Ponjola,"
and Osgood
was castin
[or
role of
'The Woman with Four Faces,"
i Paramount picture featuring
Betty Compson and Richard Dix.

New Editor for Rctialle.
Harry A. Swart, magazine and
screen writer, has been engages
by
Renalles,
editor-in-chief
at the
Culver Inc.,
City asstudio.

Ruby Miller, who plays the part
of a fashionable woman of the
world in "Alimony," is one of
Hollywood's foremost authorities
on fashion, having her representative in Paris, Monsieur Peron, No.
2 Rue de la Paix, who notifies her
of coming styles six months in advance of the general release to
American social centers. She has
been wearing initialed gowns and
bathing suits, which are just now
becoming popular, since last September.

Fred Esmelton's sister in London, who recently left England
for Hollywood, wrote that the
steamship companies were having
a very sad time trying to get her
to the cinema metropolis. It seems
that the steamship booking agent,
after going through all the available booking guides in his possession, finally told her that he could
route her from London to Los
Angeles, but it was impossible for
him to get her to Hollywood, as
he could find no railroad connection between Los Angeles and
Hollywood. He added further
that
trip. he thought it must be a boat

George Rigas has completed his
ole in support of Johnnie Walker
ti
Worm."is said
Rigas'
bis"The
production
to role
be onein
i great dramatic scope and secmd in importance only to the star
ole. Rigas' latest release is "Rip
fide," in which he is starred.
ID MUST HAVE
HIS EXERCISE

Besides
Elk's •Renalles,
Tooth,"
which
is now"The
preparing,
Inc., have made arrangements to
produce
at the same
time bya tworeel situation
comedy,
Mr.
Swart. Casting for these two pictures will begin within three
weeks.
Must Have Their Joke.

News Section

in Filmland

New Make-Up Man.
Chester Bennett has engaged the
services of Sam Kaufman, the
make-up expert, on a long term
contract, to oversee the make-up
of his two companies, including
Jane Novak's starring company
and the unit starring Eddie Hearn.
Kaufman will work in conjunction with Douglas Dawson, Bennett's chief assistant, and Jack
MacKenzie, head of the camera department, in deciding the quality
of make-up.

Sid Smith gazed doubtfully at
the script of one of his last GrandAsher comedies for this season's
series.
"By thing
gum,"they
he left
muttered,
"it'stilla
good
this one
near the finish."
"Why?"
inquired Charles Lamont,
his director.
"Why they've
seventeen
automobile
accidents,got
a jump
in a
machine across a twenty-foot cut,
seven motor cops who pile on me
all at once, and a number of
DOUG, JR., ENJOYS WORK
minor accidents, such as being run
When Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
over by a truck, etc. Know of any
particularly good place to take the began his career as a screen star
rest cure?"
weeks ago in "Stephen
Sid, as a matter of fact, is crazy several
Steps Out,"
his little
first or
Paramount
picture,
he
knew
nothing
about
the picture,
and had
isn'ttoafraid
of anything,
but he
have of Turkey. After three weeks of
work he has become an authority,
his little joke.
to George N. Baker, the
The picture is called "Make It thanks
expert on Turkish matters who is
Snappy." And they are !
assisting as technical director on
this production. Joseph Henabery
Monty Likes Golf.
is directing the famous youngster.
The Golf Bug" is the title
chosen for Monty Banks' new
Fred Esmelton, who is playing
Grand-Asher comedy which takes
the popular comedian into the one of the principal supporting
realms of the fair green where
roles in Johnny Hines' production
Col. Bogie and others of his ilk of
"Conductor 1492" for Warner
are ever on the alert to catch the Brothers, has played in eight big
unwary.
feature productions, including
It is a wildly hilarious comedy, Chester Bennett's production of
directed by Herman Raymaker,
"The Lullaby," starring Jane Noand it keeps Monty busy chasing
vak, since returning to Hollywood from England a little over
the "pill" into the most amazing
places. There are enough mental a year ago, where he was featured
hazards, says the star, to make a in a number of British screen
i plays and stage productions.
man gray overnight.

Tliis

Week

Comedienne Engaged by Lloyd
Since the inception of the film
production boom in Hollywood it
has been said, and truthfully so,
that members of the profession are
finding an abundance of work at
the studios. Dorothea Wolbert,
popular comedienne, believes this
statement would stand stretching
a point or two, for with her she
has
days'year.
vacation
since had
the only
first two
of the
She
is now supporting Harold Lloyd
in his first independent production, which is being made at the
Hollywood studios.
Spottiswoode Aitken is portraying the roletimeof ina his
ship's
the second
long captain,
career
before the camera, in I. W. Irving's anproduction
of of
"Trapped,"
with
all-star cast
players,
headed by John Bowers and June
Norton.
The first time he wore a captain's uniform occurred in the old
Biograph picture, "The great Sea
Mystery,"
starring
Florence
Lawrence, directed
by D.
W. Griffith,
and produced thirteen years ago
this month.

Esmelton is playing one of the
leading supporting roles in "Conductor 1492," starring Johnny
Hines, for Warner Brothers.
Buys Three Trucks.
To facilitate the quicker production of Grand-Asher comedies,
Ben Verschleiser, general manager of the Grand Studios in Hollywood, trucks
O.K.'d the equipped
purchasewith
of
three Mack
special bodies to carry sets, special lights, etc. This will make
it easier for the three GrandAsher comedy units headed by Sid
Smith, Monty Banks and Joe
Rock, to make their remaining
productions.
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Tom Gubbins, well known motion picture expert on things
Chinese, has added a Chinese
prop and rental department to his
screen talent office in Chinatown.
James Fulton, who has played
the Mayor of George Ade's masterpiece, "The Mayor and The
Manicure" in vaudeville for twelve
years, has been cast for political
roles on the silver screen, also
having played the Governor in
Marshal Neilan's "The Eternal
Three," also the Judge in "The
Love Piker," and is now in Death
Valley
Eric thevonSheriff.
Stroheim's
"Greed,"with
playing
Lillian Langdon, well known
motion picture actress, has recently composed a song entitled,
"Come Along to Santa Monica."
HAS EASTERN PREMIERE
Labor Day week in the motion
picture industry will be marked
by the pre-release openings of
Harold Lloyd in "Why Worry,"
at the New York Strand, Eastman Theatre, Rochester, and
Shea's Hippodrome, in Buffalo.
. Sidney
Franklin,
acter actor,
has beenveteran
cast forcharan
important part in Robert Leonard's "Fashion Row," in which
Mae Murray is featured.
I. W. Irving and his entire
company
producing
are
living aboard
a big"Trapped,"
schooner
off Catalina Island.

Bennett In Doubt.
Chester Bennett is doubtful
whether he will be able to produce Hawthorne's great story,
"The Scarlet Letter," starring
Jane
Novak, owing
'to censorship
restrictions.
In explanation,
Mr.
Bennett states :
"The vital theme in Hawthorne's story, which is conceded
to be among the finest ever written by an American author, is
the love affair between a minister
and Beautiful Hester, the heroine
of the story. There might be considerable criticism from the censors relative to depicting ministers in a false light."
Vola Vale is looking over a
large number of books and plays
to find a character that she can
study and concentrate on for her
next production.
Miss Vale says that the audiences are growing more and more
to demand dignity, tone and refinement from their screen favorites and that unless the actor and
actress can register these attributes in their acting, they cannot
live on the screen.
TRAINMEN

PAY TRIBUTE

Ralph Lewis is quite proud of
a letter from the organization
headquarters of the Brotherhood
of Railway Trainmen, commending him for
his railroad
faithful man
charac-in
terization of the
"Westbound Limited," in which he
played
starring
The theletter
wasrole.signed by
thousands of train employes and
required more than two hundred
pages of legal sized writing paper
to carry all the signatures.
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Who's

Who
i
J)()X M HAN BY TO PRODUCE
Don Meaney. of Meaney &
Nehls, has closed negotiations for
the production of six Horatio
Alger, Jr. stories. The first,
slated for early December release, will be "Tony, The BootBlack." which will be followed by
"Phil, the Fiddler."
Mr. Meaney has not named his
juvenile star as yet. The pictures
will he in five reels and will be
released through a large releasing
company. It is reported that
George Sargent will direct.
Dog Shower for Cummings.
Universal City resembled a municipal pound one day recently,
after Irving Cummings had sent
out an S.O.S. call for a litter of
pit bull pups.
Long before the gates opened,
ambitious youngsters craving to
see their pets as screen stars, lined
up with their canine prodigies.
One of the scenes written into
"My Mamie Rose," which Cummings is to direct, called for a litter of youthful pit bulls.
A classified ad appeared in the
Los Angeles newspapers and then
came the deluge of dogs. Cummings sent a hurry call out for
Harvey Gates, to come and take
his pick, and the author did so,
hence the cast of "My Mamie
Rose"
now concerned.
entirely filled, so far
as
pupsis are
Difficult Locations Sought.
Scouts
are nowin scouring
Southern California
search of
the
famous upper Nile country of
Egypt !
George Mel ford, who is producing Rudyard Kipling's novel,
"The Light
Faded,"
amount, hasThat
reached
the for
pointPar-in
his production work where it will
soon be necessary for him to carry
the masculine portion of his cast
on location to film the Egyptian
campaign scenes of the story.
Working
Kipling's searchers
descriptions andfrom
photographs,
are now seeking a similar spot in
California where this sequence of
scenes can be made.
Jacqueline Logan, Percy Marmont, Sigrid Holmquist and David Torrance are the featured
members of the cast.
JAMES CRUZE LATEST
READY FOR PREVIEW
Cutting and titling work on the
James Cruze production of "Ruggles of Red Gap" is Hearing completion at Paramount's West
Coast studio under the supervision
of the man who made "The Covered Wagon," and this adaptation
of
Wilson's
popular
storyHarry
whichLeon
Walter
Woods
and
Anthony Coldewey translated to
the screen.
Edward Horton, Ernest Torrence, Lois Wilson, Fritzi Ridgeway, Charles Ogle and Louise
Dresser are the featured players.
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and

What's

What

Mr. Edward Caswell, prominent citizen of Hollywood, and for
the pa^t 25 years one of the leading business men of Los Angeles,
has accepted a position on the
board of directors of Renalles,
Inc . to take the place of Mr. Dallas Fitzgerald, resigned. Mr.
Caswell will be remembered as the
lather of little Nancy Caswell, the
child artist, who achieved such remarkable success as the "Littlest
Rebel'' with the Farnum Brothers. At present little Nancy is
taking a prominent part in the
Pilgrimage Play. There is a
probability that in the near future this talented little artist, who
has a host of followers among
picture fans, will seek further
stellar honors in stories specially
written for her under the Renalles,
Inc., banner.
Producer I. W. Irving and his
company
producing
"Trapped."
who
are spending
several
weeks
aboard a big three-masted schooner near Catalina, filming the boat
scenes, have been held up from
fog.
shooting
the first scenes owing to
The entire Irving producing organization, including Director
John
B. O'Brien,
players
and
technical
staff, havethebeen
residing
near the island isthmus for a
week, waiting to make the opening scenes. After these have
been secured, Producer Irving
and the balance of the organization will sail off the coast of Mexico, where other scenes will be
taken.
The all-star cast includes John
Bowers, June Norton, Sheldon
Lewis, Joseph Dowling, Claire
McDowell, Cesarc Gravina, Eddie
Hums, Grace Gordon, Fred T.
Walker and others.
Several important additions to
the cast of "Leave It to Gerry," a
Grand-Asher picture, have been
announced by Producer Ben Wilson : Ena Gregory will play one
of the boarding school girls;
Grace Wood is to portray the wife
of the villain ; little Billie Lord is
a small town kid ; Blanche Payson
will probably be cast as the principal of theas girls'
and of
Glena
Cavi nder
the school
instructor
military academy. George Carter
is assistant director. The story is
by Adam Hull Shirk and was
adapted by Arthur Statter.
Somewhere in Edendalc is a
goat with a keen relish for grease
paint, hand mirrors and face powder.
This ruminant discovered Billie
Rhodes'
on location
where themakeup
little box
comedienne
was
working in her first feature for
Grand-Asher— a Ben Wilson production called "Leave devoured
It to Gerry"
—contents.
and immediately
its
"I don't want to be mean," says
Billie, "but I hope it gives him a
tummy ache, to say the least."

News Section

in Filmland
A SWEET

VACATION

Blancheyesterday,
Sweet started
a week'sto
vacation
preparatory
appearing in her biggest scenes
for "Anna Christie" at the Ince
studio.
Miss Sweet has been working
night and
in the heavy
emotionalday
characterization
of Eugene
o'Ncil's celebrated role. The most
important scenes were postponed
until the finish of the production.
All of these scenes now remain to
be "shot" and in order to give her
best to them. Miss Sweet will rest
up this week and conclude her
characterization next week.
Reports around the Ince studio
indicate that her portrayal of
"Anna Christie"
prove a sensational screen will
achievement
for
Miss Sweet, really the most
emotional part she has ever attempted, this character should
prove the crowning success of her
brilliant career before the camera,
dating back to the old Biograph
days in 14th Street, New York.
Timely Told.
"One of the greatest assets of
a successful motion picture actress
is the Viola
powerVale,
of observation,"
stated
the popular
screen star, who will be seen soon
in the starring role of Finis Fox's
production,
"It is her "The
ability Man
to seeBetween."
and take
note of the little things in life and
then store them up in her sub-conscious mind where they await her
call to use at the psychological
moment before the camera that
enables her to either register success in her chosen work or be
merely mediocre.
"When I first worked with D.
W. Griffith as a child in the old
Biograph days, I soon noticed how
he took notice of everything the
actors did, their customs and
mannerisms. Mary Pickford is
also a great observer. She never
misses
children. an opportunity to study
"Bill Hart is one of the keenest
observers in motion pictures. The
late George Loane Tucker used
to say that every girl aspiring to
be a motion picture actress should
take notice of things about her,
shut her eyes and then try to review from memory what she had
seen.
"If every actress could be a
newspaper reporter for a few
months and learn to see deeply in
the hearts of humanity, it would
be a wonderful help to her in her
Cartoons Popular.
For the coming season Pathe
announces that the most widely
work."
used
of all animated cartoon subjects, Aesop's
continue
to make
their Fables,
unique will
weekly
appeal on its varied programs. Now
midway in their third year, these
modernized, highly comic adaptations of the wisdom of the ancient
Greek philosopher are declared by
exhibitors to be even more popu-

This

Week

EACH

TO HIS KIND

Tully Marshall, noted screen
character man, has an aversion to
red headed women.
In . fact, he declares, he will
never sign up to play in any picthe cast contains a titian
hairedture ifbeauty.
Before he signed up to play in
First National's "Her Temporary
Husband,"
if there
was
a red he
headfirst
in asked
the cast.
AS
sured that there was none, he
his signature on the dotted line.
Tully's aversion is the result
his love affair, he explains,
fell in love with his red hea
teacher, who threw him dow
most forcibly. Since then he
shunned every red top that
crossed his path — he says.
Gentlemen. Be Seated.
Offices have been prepared
the Grand Studio under the din
tion of Ben Verschleiser, ■. fliers
manager, for Elliott Dexter anfl
Bryant Washburn, the two actorproducers, whose pictures will be
made at the Gower Street plant
and released by Grand-Asher.
William Neill will produce mm
first Dexter picture and Cullen B.
CHezi) Tate is to direct Mr.
Washburn's initial production. A
staff of competent technical men
is being engaged and everythinj
will be in readiness for the
"jump off." The stages have beefl
thoroughly
and saw
alread^
the
sound ofrenovated
hammer and
be heard where the sets are bei
erected. The Grand stage is onfl
of the most commodious in the
community and is separated frofl
the administration buildings by a
broad lawn with fountains and
flowers. The entire property wafl
acquired recently by Samuel V.
Grand and will be one of the mom
active studios in Hollywood
henceforth.
Finis Fox will stop off at Dens
vcr to show his "Bag and Bag!
gage" to exhibitors there befonl
proceeding to New York.
WELCOME

MISS JOY

According to reports said to be
authentic and now current in
Hollywood, a new star is looming
on the cinema horizon. Kathryn
Joy,
petite
prettyto 17-year-old
Indiana
girl,andis soon
make her
bow as the featured player under
the banner of one of the best
known motion picture companies
in Hollywood. Further details
will be announced within the next
few days, or as soon as contracts
have been signed by the parties
concerned.
Miss phenomenal.
Joy's rise to sue*
cess
has been
She
entered ago,
pictures
lessstriking
than persix'
months
but her
sonality and keen ability to in>
terpret difficult roles won the serious attention of film producers,.
One of her most recent engaged
ments was with George O'Hara in
the "Fighting Blood" series.

AMER
talian

A !
Operatic

Singer
Here
Specializing in heavy lead porrayals with true histrionic ability,
ohn Ardizoni, noted Italian
peratic singer, actor, teacher of
oice culture and dramatic art, has
ompletcd his Eastern circuit, and
lollywood, the artists' great maget, has drawn him into its fold.

John Ardizoni will best be re!Imembered on the legitimate stage
jin his role of Monty in "Twin
IBeds," and also in many of his
Eastern screen successes, with
notables such as Ethel Clayton,
Virginia Pearson, Anita Stewart,
Elsie Ferguson, and others.
While here, Mr. Ardizoni, between engagements, will teach
voice culture to a select number
of pupils from the picture colony.
It is his contention that voice culture, aside from its recognized
artistic value, develops the entire
mental and physical system and
tends to create a higher state of
efficiency in the artist.
Two Nezv Comedies Ready.
Two more of the Grand-Asher
comedies have been completed so
far as shooting is concerned. They
are Monty Banks in "Pay or
Move," being the "romance" of a
rent collector, directed by Harry
Edwards ; and Joe Rock in "PleasDad,"toabout
a young
fellow
who ing
tries
lose his
job so he
can
satisfy
the
girl's
father
that
can live by his native shrewdness.lie
This
Morris. was directed by Reggie
Banks has started another comedy as yet untitled, and has spent
much time on the broad lawn of
the Grand Studio, where a lawn
fete was in progress. Herman
C. Raymaker is directing. Sid
Smith has completed "Make It
Snappy," under the direction of
Charles Lamont and is beginning
another with the same director,
dealing with the humorous exploits of a chap who is trying to
uplift the human race, finding a
lot of it doesn't want to be uplifted.
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Research

Office

Will Aid the
Realized by This Star
Studios
That Elliott Dexter, now mak- reached the very pinnacle of screen
ing his own productions for success in such pictures as "A
Local studios are beginning to
Grand-Asher release, was born Romance of the Redwoods,"
true importance of de"The Whispering Chorus," "Old realizetail inthe
the building and selection
with a predilection for the ■ thea- Wives for New," "You Can't
of
foreign
data.
tre, is indicated by the fact that as Have Everything," "Don't Change
L. A. Howland, formerly local
a baby he ran away from home
Your Husband," "The Squaw
film man and now conducting an
and was found by a kindly police- Man," "For Better or Worse,"
elaborate research department in
man on the steps of the Galveston
"Something
to
Think
About,"
etc.
"Adam's Rib" was his last De his offices in the New Security
Opera House, trying assiduously
Mille picture, but he worked in Bank Building, reports business
to get
into
the
theatre.
Mr.
Dexter was born in Galveston, Texas,
"Only
DeMille.Thirty-Eight" with William
quite
Manyactive.
studios, after searching
and educated for the ministry.
And now his life-long ambition libraries, book-stores, private home
But the longing to act seemed to
have been born in him and he fin- is realized. He is star in his own collections, etc., have gone to
and the first is now
Howland's offices to find the exact
ally
permission
of his par- productions
under way at the Grand Studio, data they had devoted weeks in
ents gained
to forsake
the ecclesiastical
studies and go to New York to "The Man Who Forgave," an R. search of.
Views from Ceylon, India,
embark on a stage career. He had William Neill production or a China,
views from Egypt, Italy,
a letter to a theatrical man, who story by Adam Hull Shirk, adapted by Florence Hein. And Mr. Spain, France and practically all
advised him to get actual experi- Dexter
the had.
countries of the world, are to
believes it is the biggest be
ence. He tried to follow this advice, but found it was not easy to thing he has ever done !
do. In fact, his money gave out
Howland specializes in securVola Vale has just bought a
before he could even land a job
ing photographs of interiors and
brand-new
motor
boat
which
she
carrying a spear. So he went
exteriors for the purpose of supto Massachusetts to work on a is keeping in San Pedro harbor.
plying details to t he producing
farm owned by relatives, and
that they may in HolR. William Neill has directed companies,
there his mother came to find why
lywood reproduce any type of formore than one hundred successful
eign building, foreign streets, in
he was always "writing home for screen dramas.
fact, anything from anywhere.
money."
induced
her
to permit Hehim finally
to make
another
try in New York and was willingto take any kind of job to keep
A Character Portrayal
going till he struck a stage opportunity. It was, however, in
Washington, D. C, that he finally
landed a position as a clerk in a
haberdashery at the munificent
salary of three dollars a wetTc.
He rose rapidly to the job of
buyer, but the money was not yet
satisfactory, nor was this his ambition, anyway. So when they
offered him a chance to go on the
road with samples, he jumped at
it. He went to Paris, Texas, and
after
to gave
sell it
a upnickle's
worth failing
of goods,
as a
bad job, left his sample cases and
hit the high spots for home.
He did Quite a bit of amateur
acting there and finally went to
New York again and was successful in getting an opening as a
supernumerary in stock. Within
two years he had gained considerable prominence and was playing
important roles. His experience
included repertoire shows and
three-night stands until he went
on tour as the lead in "Down to
the Sea." Next year he was cast
as the heavy in Tim Murphy's
play, "The Man From Missouri.*"
After this he appeared in numerous Broadway productions, such
as the all-star revival of "Siberia," "The Master Mind," "The
Love Leash," and with Frohman
in a John Drew play, with Margaret Anglin, Virginia Harned,
etc. He went on tour with the
A striking character study of Martha Mattox, one of our foremost
Belasco production, "The Lily," screen artists, as she recently appeared in "Bavu," playing the part of
played in Henry Miller produc- a Bolshevik. Among the recent successes in which she was prominently
for the
Shuberts,tions,
and"Consequence,"
so on.
cast are "Hearts Aflame" and "The Hero." At the present time she is
His first picture was for Fa- playing a delightful comedy relief in support of Thomas Meighan in
mous Players, "Helene of the "Woman-Proof" at the Lasky Studios. Prior to assuming this role she
North,"
whichHe Marguerite
Clark was instarred.
went with appeared in one of the big parts in "Maytime," at the Mayer-Schulbcrg
Griffith in "Daphne and the Pi- Studios. Miss Mattox's ability as a heavy and delineator of difficult
rate," and returned to Famous to character parts has been established by many years of excellent work
appear
followed inhis "Diplomacy."
long series of Then
Cecil on the legitimate stage and the screen. She is pre-eminent in her type
B. DeMille productions and Tic of portrayals, and her versatility is very wide in range.
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Pulse of the Studios"

Pulse
of the
Studios
For Week Starting Monday, September 3
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Progress
Director
Star
Cameraman
Type
A»s't Director Scenarist
Holly 3130
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Cooke
Collins
Eddie L.yons Eddie Lyons Ramsey
Schedule
Cooke
2-ReeI Comedies
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn Kamsey
Collins
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Geo. Carter
A. Statter
"Leave It to Gerry"
Wilson
All-Star Linden-Stevens
4th Week
Dearholt Productions.
Neva Gerber Productions
wilk iiitiK'ii
.\ c\ a vici
i..t wiccc
i lie /in r»ncrin
598-146
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
481 1 Fountain Ave.
BRONX STUDIO.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
H. & B. Film Co.
Tcnny Wright
All-Star
Bill Bcckway
"Tango Trails"
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS. INC.
69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
CENTURY STUDIO.
OH") Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Al Herman
All-Star
Wm. Hyer
Herman
Herman
"My Pal"
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
CHOICE STUDIO.
0044 Sunset Blvd.
CHRIS tlE STUDIOS.
Hafry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
H. B<:m<line
Jint
Paul Phillips
Garnett
Jim
JT<ecC <-"ome<fy
Scott
Sidney
Neil Adams
Burns
Alex
Errest(Icmens
LaVelle
2-Reel
Comedy
A3 Christie
Bobbie Vernon
IVter^un-NaRy
g man
COSMOSART STUDIO).
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard. Studio Mgr.
Frederick Bond
All Star
Joe Walker
Ilobletz
Johnson
"Beyond the Veil"
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy. Mgr.
6529 Venice Blvd.
Culver City.
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General.
All-Star
Stall
"The Elk's Tooth"
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
45(Xj Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cieethorpe, Casting.
Comedy
Jack Taurog
White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Comedy
Neely Edwards Meehan
Cullen
Staff
Kerr
All-Star
McGill
Linkofif
Staff
Special
Hihhard
Staff
All-Star Corby
* Sharpless
Comedy
Jack White
Corp.
(Educational
Release)
(Novelty
Juveniles)
Pratt
Juvenile McGill
Dewar
Staff
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting. 1401 N. Western Ave. Fred Kiev, Studio Mgr.
Tohn Kussel
Edmund Mortimer John Gilbert
Don Short
"The
Exiles"
Comedies:
McKenzte
Mayo
Jas. Tinling
Staff
Sid
Wagner
Comedies
Al
St. John
Al St. John
AlStock
St. John
Ernest
S.
Depew
Benny
Stoloff
Comedies
Staff
ArthurGoldCohn
Sim Summerville Stock
J. A.Scheurich
Schmidt
Comedies
Max
Lew Brice
Erie Kenton
Vic
Manter
Robt. T. Lee
Tom Mix
Lam!>crt Hillyer
D.
Clark
W.
Mayo
"A Flyin' Fool"
All-Star
"Hoodman
Blind"
Jack
John
H. Ilougn
Joe
August
Wm. Ford
Wellman
Fred 8Russell
Buck Jones
Schneiderman
Hatton'Big
Dan"
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
GAKSOX STUDIOS.
1*45 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
7405
GOLDHughes-Gravel
SEAL PRODUCTION'S.
A.
Rosetti, Studio Mgr.
"Riders of the Desert"
Donna Bale
C. Hughes
GOLDSTOXE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
"Castles in Spain"
Duke Worne
Snowy Baker
Price
Harry Tenbrook Staff
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Comedy
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
H. Edwards
Monte Banks
B. Williams
Staff
Goodman
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
"Make It Snappy"
Lamont
Comedy
Chas. Lamont
Sid Smith
K. MacL,ean
Rollie
Asher
Joe Rock Productions.
Morris
Reggis Morris
Joe Kock
Murray Rock
Jerry Ash
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City.
Mathis-VonStrohei "Greed"
Von Stroheim All-Star
Hen Reynolds
Sowders
Paul Bern
Victor Seastrom All-Star
Chas. Van Enger Eddie
"The
Judge andLaw"
the Woman"
Chas.
I>apworth
Rupert
Hughes
"Law
Rupert Hughes All-Star
Albert
Kelly
Kmc
VilXor
John
Mescall
"Wild Against
Oranges"
King Yi'lor All-Star
John Boyle
James Dugan
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6642 Santa Monica Blvd.
Harold Llloyd Corporation. Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. Mgr. Bud Golden
Taylor-Xew meyer
H. Lloyd
Lundin
"The Girl Expert"
Finis Fox Productions.
R. R. Beaty, Gen. Mgr.
Richard Thomas Productions.
Supreme Art Productions. 1 has. J. Hall
Irving Productions. W. H. Carr, Production Manager. Cy Clegg
Frank Bercsford
D. Jennings
O'Brien
All-Star
"Trapped"
J. K. Jack
McDonald
Productions.

Jackson 199
Preparing
593576
Holly 0096
1st Week
Holly430-764
4070
Holly 3IU0
Schedule
' Drexel 2115
Schedule
Schedule
3rd Week

598-1^

Preparing
Editing
2nd
2nd Week
Week
Preparing
3rd WeekHollv 3005'
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
4th
3rd Week
Week
3rd Week
Holly 2632
Drexel 0051
Roseberry Ave^
2nd Week
Holly 2693
2nd Week
Holly 0162
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
26th
14th Week
Week 761711
5th Wei*
Holly 1431
6th Week'
5 th Week

3rd Week
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Star

Cameraman
Ass't Director Scenarist
40RSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Horner
All-Star
Geo. Meehan
Middleton Horner
Chat. R- Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release).
1442 Beachwood Drive.
Seeling
All-Star
Edgar Lyons
Seeling
Seeling
Larkin
Vernon
Walker
Kenneth Green
|[NCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Cu
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Portland Productions
lYimble-Murnn Productions.
Lawrence Trimble Strongheart
G. B. Dreyer
Cyril Gardner
Donna Barrell
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
John Griffith Wray All-Star
Hi'tiry Sharpe
Edw. Benshaw
Bradley King
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO. 1 025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Jack Blystone
Buster Keaton
E. Lessley-Thorp
Rose
Mitchell
Lou Anger Productions.
|LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting. 1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players Lasky Release.)
Tom Gerahty
All-Star
Ernest Haller
Geo. Melford
John
Boland
Al. E. Green
Thos. Meighan
Chas. Clark
Edfrid Bingham
Fred Johnson
J.
Robinson
Dick
Jos. Henabery
Doug.
Fairbanks,
JrSaxon
Dean
Dick Rush
Cliff Smith
Warren
Wm. S. Hart
J. G. Hawkes
H. Schwartz
Herb Brennon
Pola Negri
Jos.
Howe
Geo. Hippard
Clara Berangee
Wm. DeMille
All-Star
Giiroy
Guy Wilky
Zane Grey Productions.
Dix-Wilson
Doris Schroeder
Victor Fleming
James Howe
McXAMARA STUDIOS.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.

Type

Progress
Casting
Editing
Casting

"The Apache
Dancer*'
"Chain
Lightning"

438-740

761 73 1

"White Fang"

30th Week

"Anna Christie"

8th Week
Holly 2814
10th Week

"Hospitality"

Holly 2400
9th
"The Light That Failed"
6th
"Woman-Proof"
f>th Week
Week
"Stephen
Steps
Out"
"Wm. Hart in Wild Bill Hickok" Preparing
3rd Week
Preparing
"My Man"
"Every Day Love"
4th Week
"The Call of the Canyon"
Lankershim 132- J

jMAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Capitol 2120
Louis B. Mayer Productions. (Metro Release).
Reginald Barker
All-Star
Percy Hilburn
Harry SchencH
2nd
Week
J.
G.
Hawks
"Cape
Cod
Folks"
A.
G.
Younger
John M. Stahl
All-Star
Sidney Algier
Preparing
"Why Men Leave Home"
B. Meredyth
1st Week
Fred Niblo
All-Star
Victor Milner ■
Doran Cox
"Thy Name Is Woman"
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Eve Unsell
Preparing
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star
Karl Struss
George Yohalem
"The Boomerang"
Gasnier
All-Star
Karl Struss
George Yohalem
Olga Printzlau
4th
Week
"Maytime"
Editing
Casting.
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Basil Dickey
Holly 4485
Oscar Apfel
Viola Dana
John Arnold
Chas. Watt
"In Search of a Thrill"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Alien Holubar Productions.
Allen Holubar
"The Human Mill"
Scheduled Sept. 1
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Holly 4470
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
Geo. A. Cave
Schedule
P1CKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
United Artists Release.
Staff
RaoulHillWalsh
Douglas
Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
"The Thief of Bagdad"
9th Week
Geo.
Jack
Pickford
Hekr
Staff
"Valley of the Wolf"
7th Week
Mary Pickford
(has. Fosher
Staff
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"Preparing
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Holly 2806
Walter Anthony
Louis Tolhurst
Microscopic Motion Pictures
Alf. Goulding
Harry Langdon
Albert Breslau
David Smith
Harry Langdon
Schedule
"A Perfect Nuisance"
Schedule
Benny Zeidman Productions.
4 th Week
Ed Cline
Joe Butterworth
Wm. Marshall
Frank Gerahty
Grey Carr
"The Good Bad Boy"
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose, and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Holly 7780
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Preparing
""The Sand Pile"
Al Santel
Eddie Hearn
Gilbert Fones
Wyndam
Gittens
Beatrice Van
Lehrinan
Geo. O'Hara
Lee Garmes Moreno
Schedule
Emile Chautard
Perdue-Hughes
Jos DuBray
F. Tyler
"Wages
"Born ofoftheCinema'"
Cyclone"
Chester Bennett Productions.
5th Week
Douglas MacLean Productions
Jimmy Home
Douglas MacLean
Max DuPont
Art Flaven
Riley
2nd Week
"The Yankee Consul"
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr. 6701 Santa Monica Blvd.
Casting 579-440
Rynearson
All-Star
Bill Severin
"Light of the World"
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
761-721
Hal Rouen Comedies (Path* release).
Henecke-Brandie
Schedule
Howe-Cedar "Paul" Parrott Frank YoungC. Merehauae
Comedies
McGowan
All-Star
Harry Gerstadt
"Our
Schedule
1- ReelGang"
Comedy
Ralph Cedar
Stan Laurel
McBurney
Schedulo
Roy Clemens Edna Murphy Bobby Doran
Animal
Comedy a Girl Do?"
Bert Currigan
"What
Should
Schedule
Lon Powers Dippy Doo Dads Hank Kohler
2Reel
Comedy
Chas.
Oelze
Chas. Parrott Will Roerers Boh Dorrin
Schedule
ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
R. R. Rockett, Pres.
Chas. Huber, Casting.
Holly 2176
Phil Rosen All-Star Knrrle-Broening
Al. Davis
Francis Marion
'Life of Abraham Lincoln" Schedule
598-141
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mgr.
1 425 Fleming St.
RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr. 1439 Beachwood Dr. Hively
Holly 7945
Al. Xietz
Franklin Farnum Al Mohr
Fred Allen
1st Week
Feature
Logan-Baynham Productions.
2-Reel
Comedy
Morante
MacManigal Kane-Walsh
Schedule
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Geo. B. Seitz Ray-Miller Walker-Moran
Wm. Bertram
"The
Way
of
a
Man"
11th Week
Seitz
Hercules Film Co.
"Let's Go"
Jack Nelson Pawl
McManigal
H. J. Brown Productions
3rd Week
"Running Wild"
Al. Rogell Fred Thompson Ross Fisher
2nd Week
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Star

Cameraman

Ass't Director

SEXXETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
Del Lord
AllvStar
Blake Wagner
Del Rutll
Den Turptn
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.

Progress
Drexel 1550

Type

Scenarist

2nd
2nd Week
Week

Sennett Comedy
Mack S«-nnett Comedy

Casting.
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee, Pres. Nan Collins,
Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave
Frank Borxage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. (First National release.)
Edwin Care we Productions. (First Nations) release).
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release) David Fisher
Mack-Sullivan
Marion-Franklin
Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio
Sam E. Rork Productions.
First National Productions.
Wm. Dowlin
James Chapin
McDermott Chaplin All-Star
Jimmy
Dunn
Jack Dillon All-Star
Dowlin
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd Scott It. Beal Fred Myton
Frank Lloyd Productions (First National Release)
Frank Lloyd Griffith Tearle Notbgrj Brmlin Hilly Reltcr Mary O Ilara
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Ered Datig, Casting.
Universal
Film Manufacturing
I'riscillaCo.I> (Universal Release.)
Archainbaud
McCarey-Wyler
Herbert Blache
Sullivan
Gladys Walton
Hugh
Hoffman
Clarke
Wm. Duncan
Duncan-Johnson Robinson
Geo. I'lympton
Cummel
Hoot Gibson Miller
Ed.
Sedgwick
Sedgwick-Schrock
Herbert Rawlinson
Win. Parke
Dorian
Ed. Laemmle
Regan
Billy Sullivan
Harry Pollard
F.
Messinger
Reginald
Denny
Woolstenlmmc
Mary Phttftta
Irving Cummtngs
Kol»t. N. Bradbury Pete Morrison
Victor Xordlinger
Leon Lee Productions. Leon Lee Manager.
Dinky Dean Productions Lew Lipton, Production Manager.
Andy Gump Productions.
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
Zimmerman
W. Hayes
Aubrey
Staff
Lyons

Holly 4080

"Rose of All the World"

6th Wees

"Temporary Marriage"
"Flaming Youth"

Sth Week
8th Week
6th Week

"Jealous Fools"
"Black Oxen"
"The
Daughter"
"The Storm
Near Lady"
"The Steel Trail"
"The Noblest
Extra Man"
"The
Roman"
"The Leather Pusher Series"
"The
Spice ofRose"
Life""
"My Mamie
Series
2-Reel Westerns

2nd Week 433-131
8th
Week
Editing
3rd
Week
17th Week
3rd Week
Schedule
3rd
Week
1st Week
Schedule

Comedy
Schedule

VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
Dave Smith Productions.
Dave Smith All-Star
Larry Semon Productions.
L. Semon
L. Senn

1708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
D. Smith, Jr.
Bill Dagwell
"The Man From Brodneys"
J. P. Smith
Konekamp
Semon
Joe Basil
Comedy
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Mai St. Clair
Wesley Harry E. B. Dupar
, Geo. Webster
"Georgfe
Jr."
Johnny Hines
Johnny Hines Chas. Gilson C. Hines-Roth
•ConductorWashington,
14*2"
Wm. A. Seiter
Marsh Gillingwater
Tenny Wright
"Daddies"
Harry Beaumont
John Barrymore DaVe Abel
Frank Strayer
"Beau
Brummel"
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Edmund Goulding
F-anklin
Lenore Ulric Chas. Rosher Wm. McGann
"Tiger Rose"
Ernest Sidney
Lubitsch
Productions.
Ernst Lubitsch
All-Star Paul Perry Flood Blanke
"The
Marriage Circle"
Harry Rapf Productions.
Jack Conway
Monte Blue-Irene Rich David Abel Sutherland-Hawkes
'Loveless Marriages"

598-131

5th Week
Editing
Holly 4181
6th Week
6th
1st Week
Week
Sept. 18
9th Week
2nd Week
6th Week

WILNAT STUDIO.
6090 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt, Mgr.
E. T. Le Saint
All-Star
King Grey
Geo. E. Rcetim

"The Marriage Market"

Holly 794C
4th Week

WORLD EDUCATIONAL FILMS.
Box 818, Sta. "C," Los Angeles
Eliason
Baby Betty
Wm. Field
F. M. Abbey
Robinson

"Haunts of Hiawatha"

3rd Week

DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist

IN
A
CALL_

HURRY?

"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bosjardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
PAT HENRY BARNES
Leads — Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

WHEN YOU NEED A DOCTOR
Phone 572-88; 430-205,
and ask orfor Hollywood 102-82
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York City
6548 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD

Ambassador Hotel
FROM HOLLYWOOD
Universal City
$1.00
Culver City
$2.00
578-280

A

SUNSET

All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42

$1.50

Center of Los Angeles . ..$2.00
All Stations
$2.50
TAXI
TAXI

578-307

DICK SUTHERLAND
Characters — Heavy
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
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FROM "U" TO YOU
(Continued from Page 5)
"Phon-O-G
rams
Edited by Gene Woolway

Alton Brown
Juvenile Leads
578-177

Charlotte DuPuis
Ingenue-Characters
Holly 2570

J. C. (Jack) Fowler
Characters
Holly 7058 1
Lorraine Eason
Ingenue Leads
575-91

Kenneth Gibson
Juvenile Leads
578-311

Doctor Roberts
Character Actor
Holly 5335

Reeka Roberts
Emotional Roles
Hollv 5335

Bert Sprotte
Characters
741-64

ETHELYN IRVING
Child Lead
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

require about two weeks more to complete the
picture, which is of elaborate spectacular
character.
Max Davidson, to whom critics have learned
to look for lovable characterizations of Jewish
fathers — such as in "Whose Baby Are You?"
"The Ghost Patrol," "No Woman Knows" and
"Humoresque" — has been selected for one of
the principal roles in "My Mamie Rose," the
first Universal-Jewel starring vehicle of Mary
! Philbin, the "Merry-Go-Round" girl.
Irvin Cummings, who will direct the production, and Fred Datig, casting director at Universal City,J.have
also selected
Pat will
O'Malley
and Edwin
Brady.
Production
start
very soon on the Owen Kildare story, which
will be elaborately filmed in order to give the
new emotional "discovery" a fine setting.
A staff of readers has been assigned by
Bernard McConville, now supervisor of all
Universal-Jewel and super-Jewel productions,
to the ncaring through libraries and the reading of current fiction magazines for suitable
stories for Mary Philbin and Reginald Denny.
McConville reports that the rapidly increasing
popularity of these two newest stars of Universal-Jewel productions demands the biggest
and most worthwhile stories available for the
presentation of their dramatic talents.
Roy Stewart has just completed his latest
starring vehicle for the Universal company,
which was filmed under the direction of Nat
Ross. The production, a five reel feature of
the southwest cattle country, is a screen version of the popular western novel, "A Texas
Ranger," by William McLeod Raine. It was
made under the working title of "The Man
Supporting Stewart in the cast are Esther
Tracker."
Ralston, Jere Austin, Jack Mower and Verne
Winter.
"Riders of the Moon," a dramatic western
story written and scenarized by Isadore Bernstein, in which Jack Hoxie, popular- favorite
in tales of the West, is star, has been completed at Universal City.
The picture now in the first stage of editing,
was directed by Robert North Bradbury. Elinor Field is the leading woman. Others in
the cast were Ralph McCullough, Ben Corbett,
William Welsh, Fred Kohler and Jim Welsh.
A few miles from Lone Pine, California, on
the edge of Death Valley, a location trip was
made and three weeks spent in getting what
is said to be the best scenic background ever
seen.
-■
Jess Robbins, well known comedy director,
has been signed by Universal to direct Baby
Peggy in her third Universal-Jewel production.
The picture will be a comedy drama of five
or six reel length, filmed from a Lois Zellner
continuity of an original story by Bernard
McConville. The working title of the play is
"Settled Out of Court."
It will provide an entirely new atmosphere
for the baby star and her work will be essentially of a comedy nature. Two multi-reel
features previously filmed at the Universal
studios
heavier present
type. Peggy in dramatic roles of a
Robbins, a veteran comedy director and one
of the best known laugh creators in filmland,
has recently guided the filming of a series of
Eddie Horton comedies.
Production has started on "The Near Lady,"
an adaptation by Hugh Hoffman of a magazine story by Frank R. Adams, which is being
directed by Herbert Blachc, starring Gladys
Walton.
Supporting Miss Walton in the cast are

BOB

REEL

McKEE
!

i

er*

Hoov

!

KAY DESLYS
Characters — Dancer
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
MOTION
PICTURES
Talent wanted to register in new
Casting Directory. Call in person.
THE UNIVERSAL, 5507 Santa Monica Boulevard. Room 4.
L. H. LeLEAVITTO
Juvenile Lead
Howard

Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

HAIRGONE — permanent cure for superfluous
hair on arms, limbs, face and body. Also
wonderful for men who have shaving troubles.
$2.50 the bottle, manufactured at
ORCHID BEAUTY SHOPPE
808 So. Hope St.
Phone 16596
All lines of beauty culture.
COLIN CHASE
Leads
Howard
WE

Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

MOVE

| floffjwod 267T' SAMUEL C..SHINE • 6568 Sa^^mUa
I
General Trucking and Hauling

CAMERA!
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It is our constant endeavor to
provide the utmost in boxing.
The highest standards of the
pugilistic sport have been established, and hold sway, at
this arena.

'The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
Pierre Gendron, leading man, Otis Harlan,
Kate
Flovd. Price, Florence Drew and Henrietta

Hollywood Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.
OLIN FRANCIS
Refined Heavy
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtcnstein Co. 432-030
Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production,
Near Lady"
Blach6,"TheDirecting
Recent Releases, "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
MADGE HUNT
Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
Reproductions, Publicity
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
NAN CONNER
Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
Animated Cartoons — Original Title j
Ideas Sets
— Clay
Miniature j
and Animation
Animated —Figures

CINEMA ARTS STUDIO j
ELMER H. YOUNG, Manager
6615'/. Santa Monica Blvd. Telephone 434 430 j
FLOYCE BROWN
Characters
Howard

Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

LOCATION LU.VCHF.S
KWIK

"//<>~//7" 660

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave. 7560 Sunset Blvd.

Who will play the important part of Bibbs
in the forthcoming screen version of "The
Turmoil" poratiowhich
Universal pictures corn isgoing the
to produce?
Bibbs is the role for which every young man
in Hollywood who is listed in professional
directories
"who'sdo who"
helieves he ofcould
it. Itwants
is theto play
role — ofanda
young idealist whose father is a colossus of industry— and the son feels crushed by the hardness of his parent's attitude toward everything.
The Booth Tarkington novel, an international success, will be filmed as a Hobart Henley picture such as "The Flirt" a previous
Tarkington
and "A
Lady classic
of Quality,"
the Frances opus,
Hodgson
Burnett
which
was recently completed with Virginia Valli in
the starring role.
Mr. Henley and Fred Datig, casting director
at Universal City, are interviewing and studying various young actors who arc after the
part. They will announce their decision in a
few days. Readers of the book — and they are
many — will be interested, for to them Bibbs
lives as a fine human character.
The scenario has been completed by Edward
T. Lowe and filming will start soon, it has been
announced by Bernard McConvillc, supervisior
of all Jewel and super-Jewel productions for
the Universal corporation.
The first shot was — filmed, not fired — in the
starting of a new serial at Universal City this
week. And one little actress is thrilled with
the opening up of the road to success.
Well might she be, for Margaret Morris,
who has been less than a year in pictures, will
be co-starred in "The Ghost City," with Pete
Morrison of western fame, and the opportunity is one the like of which few girls have
ever had. Jay Marchant, maker of many western plays, is directing. Supporting players are
being chosen.
Tom Santschi is completing the second of
two important characterizations for Universal,
both of which promise unusual interest for
fans who watch for his work.
The first one was the polished heavy of
"Thundering Dawn," a Universal-Jewel all-star
production directed by Harry Garsqn in which
Santschi appears with Anna Q. Nilsson, J.
Warren Kerrigan, Winifred Bryson and
others. In that a fine dramatic role is gradually increased in interest to a scene in which
his hypocrisy is discovered by the character
impersonated by Miss Nilsson, and a lashing
administration to his shoulders via a long
overseer's
whip in her
hands, a fans.
thrilling scene
which is expected
to enthrall
The second is one of the leading roles with
Priscilla Dean in "The Storm Daughter,"
which George Archainbaud is directing. No
one will know whether it is the leading romantic role or the heavy role until the last
reel unfolds its dramatic climax. The alternate role which attracts interest in the same
way is that of William B. Davidson.
Santschi is a veteran of the stage, having to
his credit many big New York successes, as
a leading man.
Laura La Plante, blonde beauty, whose rise
to screen popularity has been notable within
for the leading feminine role in "The Spice of

ELEANOR

J

HOUSE

Ingenue
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

SCREEN

TESTS!

Invest

in a Screen

Test.

It pays.

It

tells you how you
screen and the cost
is only .
25 Cents

Call

Per

Foot

Bruno
431-929

6412 Hollywood Boulevard

BETSY ANN HISLE
Child Lead
Howard

Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181
BOBBIE GORDON
Child Lead
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
4275 j

Wanted: Productions From $50,000 to $100,000
I have just returned from New York and am in the market for some real pictures.
I can sell your productions outright. See me for quick release.
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Wilshi
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.

-|;amer

A !
TINTED

PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38
OLIVER ECKHARDT
Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774
Hollywood Scenario
Exchange
5617 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone 431-420
EXCLUSIVE
CALIFORNIA
REPRESENTATIVES for THE
AMERICAN AND CONTINENTAL COMPANY, Paris, France,
agents for well known French
plays and published works, insuccesses. cluding the late Bernhardt' s
REGGIE MORELLI
Dramatic Juvenile
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce
soft Mellow
Tone
Without inScratch
and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
any Victrola
Phonograph or
Changeable Needles.
hours
—Play
will after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, filters
sound oscillations,
prevents scratch
and surface noises
entering sound
Gold Plate $1.50
box. No metallic
(See Cut)
noises.
Nickel Plate....$1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
STANLEY TOLLEY
Heavy — Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry
Life," Reginald
vehicle
under
his new Denny's
contract first
with starring
the Universal
company.
"The Spice of Life" is a screen version of
the famous short story, "There He goes," by
Byron Morgan, author of many of Wallace
Reid's most notable successes. It is being produced under the direction of Harry A. Pollard, who guided the filming of the "Leather
Pushers" series in which Denny achieved a
remarkable popularity witli the motion picture
The Denny company is now on location at
public.
Monterey where most of the exterior shots for
the picture will be made.
RUPERT

HUGHES

HOME

Back from Yellowstone National Park
where he spent two weeks with his Goldwyn
company filming important scenes in "Law
Against
Law," Rupert
is now shooting big interior
scenes atHughes
the studio.
An admixture of good and bad luck characterized
in Yellowstone.theHe Goldwyn
expected director's
to be on stay
location
for at
least nine weeks waiting for a geyser to erupt,
since, the giant he desired to film seldom
erupts during the day, being much of a night
creature. However, the geyser obligingly
erupted the first
of the company's
stay his
in
Yellowstone
andday hastily
setting up
cameras, Major Hughes got every foot of the
thrilling scenes he desired.
However, misfortune entered when a high
wind enveloped the company in a cloud of
hissing steam, severely burning James Hogan,
production manager, who had to be taken to
a hospital. Other members of the company
who were burned, less seriously, were Lew
Cody, Helene Chadwick, George Walsh, Carmel Myers, and Rush Hughes.
However, Hogan is busy at work at the
studio, bandages and all, and the players have
doctored their burns with various remedies
and are acting as usual.
"Law Against Law" was written directly for
the screen by Major Hughes, and deals with
the divorce problem by which a man may be
blissfully divorced in one state and step over
the boundary line to find he has a whole flock
of legal wives.
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Coy Watson, Jr.
Wilshire 3616
AgeNo 10Luck.
You Never Know.
Right
Featuredof the
in Strongest
Campbell
Comedies
MAY FOSTER
Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
CHIROPODIST
FOOT SPECIALIST
Dr. Earl A. Davis
6514 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Hours 9 to 5.
Holly 0259.
DOROTHY

CHASE

Ingenue
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
ART
LEE
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you hozv to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone
598-207 at Western
1712 St. James
Court, Hollywood,
NAOMI BAILEY
Ingenue — Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
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YOUNG LADY desirous of secretarial or stenographic position with Studio or prominent professional.
Palmer student. Address Secretary, 2624 West 8th,
or phone 50195.
,
ERIO WILKINSON — Young Australian. Heaps of
initiative, desires position in studio. Conversant
Projection,
Reconstruction,
Automobile,
etc. Guarantee 100 per
cent. Eminent
recommendations.
4544 Franklin Ave. Phone 595-973.
TYPING Scenarios and Manuscripts at reasonable
rates. Will call for work. Met. 481S.
CHICAGO'S SILENT NIGHTS — A ten thousand
words complete
photoplay
depicting
Chicago's
period
of political
strife,script,
lawless
and terrorism.
The
result
of
more
than
a
year's
work,
by Geo.
Paps — write for it. P. O. Box 581, Los Angeles.

Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
MERCHANTS'
to 2
DINNERLUNCH,
5:30 to 11:30
8
SCREEN

SERVICE

(formerly The Service Bureau)
1036 SOUTH HILL
Phone 821-071

"BOOFIE"

Taxidermy
N'S
URStudio
COLB
Phone 643-13
1033-37 Broadway Place
. . . excells in mounting of fish
. . . trout our specialty . . . see
samples at our studio . . .

SAVIN
Child Lead
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
Selected Antiques
Turton's Antique Shop
5611 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
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ROBINSON HAS NEW CAR ORDERED

SHELDON LEWIS
Leads — Characters
Personal Representative
Howard Lichtcnstein Co. 432-030

Residents in the neighborhood of Santa
Monica Boulevard and La Brea Avenue,
Hollywood, were tempted recently to send in a
fire alarm when they saw great flames leaping into the night skies. But previous experience had taught them -caution, and they
decided to investigate first.
One of the most dramatic scenes in "The
Good Bad Boy," Bennie Zeidman's current
production for Principal Pictures Corporation, is the one in which the boy, played by
Joe Butterworth, saves the little girl, Mary
Jane Irving, from the burning house. Climbing up over the porch, he drags her out of the
flames, through the window, dropning her into the waiting arms below.
But while the actors, staff, Director Eddie
Cline well
and' controlled
the beholders
intent
upon
these
flames,were
a real
fire broke
out in the other end of the studio lot.
Forest
Robinson's
shiny before
new sedan
almost entirely
consumed
it waswaseven
even discovered. The burning automobile
was parked close to the new dressing room
buildings, which are the first step in the
PrincipalpansionPictures
explans. Had Corporation's
it not been forstudio
the quick
and intelligent action of a pedestrian on
Santa Monica Boulevard in front of the
studio.great damage would have resulted.
Forest Robinson, owner of the demolished
car, plays the important role of the good bad
boy's father in the story.

Exquisite Drapes and Parasols
from the Orient
Oriental Costume
j 6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Frank

the Shoe

Co.
Holly 5954

Doctor

"We save your sole
and heel you, too"
6666 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3752
HOWARD TRUESDALE
Characters
Howard

Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-030

Publicity
EDITH

Spells

At the Right Price!
Dress up that next production
with
artistic Hand Lettered
Titles
BUNZE.made by IRVING W. ■
If you want Perfect Symbolic
Art Backgrounds, let us make
them ! Neil E. McQuire, formerly with Ince and Prizma,
does our art work.
For perfect
ti-'
ties,
try our black-and-white
PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with
samples.
Quality
Title &
Company

Film

1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850
VIRGINIA PEARSON
Feature Woman

Success

"Publicity from all angles"
M. RYAN, 1150 Orange Grove Avenue.

100 Per Cent Titles
100 Per Cent Service

Holly 9450

Howard

Personal Representative
Lichtenstein Co. 432-030
3

Independent

Producers
THE

Attention!

NEW

ALTRUART
CULVER

STUDIO
CITY

A most up-to-date studio- with complete equipment offers the Independent Producer
Maximum
Mod

em

Results at Minimum
Office Suites

Cosy

PLUS
Address Communications

to

Ralph DeLacy, Gen'l. Mgr.

Cost
Dressing

Co-operation
Rooms

Our

Motto

Direct Current

SERVICE
6529 Venice Boulevard
Culler City, Calif.

Superlative

Quality

Distinguished

and

Service

Years of distinguished service rendered a distinguished clientele have established this as the preferred make-up shop. The list of our patrons is a
roster of the foremost artists in the profession,
folks who desire the ultimate in hair goods and
make-up. The superlative quality inbred in each
and every one of our preparations has convinced
them of our fitness for our work. All true lovers
of fine things will appreciate what we have to offer,
and who, perchance, does not appreciate quality
and perfection? The popularity of our shop is
based on the fact we are offering this better merchandise at a cost not in excess of many preparations of mediocre texture. Here you are assured
of complete satisfaction.

iHair

Goods

&j!(ak^up
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TOThe Public, The Exhibitor, The Producer, The Technical Staff,

The Director, The Artiste, in fact, to EVERYBODY:
88
OUR

TRADE

MARK

"The Spirit of the Ages Bearing a Message

of Truth

on the Wings of Time"

When

You

See

This

Trade

Mark

REMEMBER

RENALLES,

Preparing
"Now
THE
ELK'S
TOOTH"
A Beautiful

Feature

General Offices and Studio:

Out-Doors

Also

PURPL

E

6529

Venice

CULVER

Boulevard
CITY

Romantic
Comedy-Drama
of the Great

"THE
Inc.

CALIF.

BAATNovel
H-T
Two-ReelUB'
Feature
Situation
Comedy by
H. A. Swart
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Washington, D. C.

New York
UNO

Authentic

Details

Photographs
Interiors
Every

of

54847

52220

Foreign

and Exteriors

Phone

Phone

and

of
eyrier
IHCOHPO
RAT E O

Description.

1001-1005 West Seventh Street
Los Angeles
California
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

Permanent Waving Hair Coloring Bleaching
Hair Dressing
Scalp-Facial Massage
Marcel Waving Manicuring
Water Waving Shampooing
Switches Transformations
Beards and Moustaches
Cosmetics
Professional Makeup Service

Wigs Toupees
Wig Rental

300-301

Phone 4-38-761 J
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Special Attention to Theatrical
Motion Picture Profession

and

No Parking Restrictions

DONNA

HALE

Lately featured in "Blarney," a Roy Hughes Production. Now being co-starred with Miles Leavens,
in "Riders of the Desert," a Gold Seal Production.
Humboldt 7960M

Dunkirk 3153

BOB

REEL

ATHLETIC

McKEE
JUVENILE

6 Feet
Tel. 577-790

170 Pounds

ESTABLISHED 1918

m
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A Film Magazine and a Film Newspaper in One
6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
: California
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THE
MAN
AT THE
GATE
Horatius at the bridge trying to save his city from the onrushing hordes
of the enemy did not possess half the tenacity ascribed to some of our local
studio gatemen. "They Shall Not Pass" was the warcry of the French warriors at Verdun ; "Try and Pass" is the warcry at the outer portals of Hollywood's film factories. Recently so many of us have been subjected to indignities, insults, and wise-cracks from these studio centurions that it has
come to the point where a word or two anent the present conditions would
not be untimely.
The motion picture industry has made many great artistic and technical
advancements within the past ten years, but at times it seems that courtesy
and diplomacy in the contact it maintains with the outside world has been
submerged — sacrificed on the altar of "business." A studio is a place of
business, it is the campaign headquarters of the cinema art, and as such it
should maintain on its personnel people who are in harmony with the trend
of things pertaining to film production, people who are working at the studio
because they are really interested in the making of motion pictures, and not
because it offers them a job at so many dollars per week or because it gives
them an opportunity to make pests of themselves.
The other evening we had the pleasure of discussing this enigma with
a man who has been a member of the profession for ten years or more, who
has been with the industry since its inception. During the course of the conversation, hegave full vent to many of the thoughts that were in our own
mind at the time. To quote him in part : "It's absurd ! We have an
appointment with some one at the studio to discuss business matters. Upon
our arrival we are confronted by some hard-boiled person at the gate who
demands to know our name, age, residence, birthplace, and past history, before he will deign to convey our name to the gentleman with whom we have
the appointment. Maybe he is out for a few minutes, and we are greeted
by a sharp 'Mr. So-and-So's out; no, can't let you in; who are you, anyway;
what do you want with him ? Wal, thas alright, but I don't know who you
are! Beat it!' To a person who has been a respected member of the profession for a number of years, or one who is at the studio on a matter of
vital importance, this treatment is exceedingly discourteous and uncalled for,
to say the least. It shows neglect on the part of someone, and should be
remedied immediately, if the industry hopes to maintain the respect of those
with whom it maintains business relations. Many a heart-sick, weary actor
or actress has been turned away from a studio where probably there was
something worth while in store, by this sort of greeting from a twentydollar-a-week gateman."
This industry has specialized for some time in perfecting various phases
of its production, and it is now high time that it spent some time perfecting
conditions at the gate. What we need at the entrance to a studio is someone
who is patient, tolerant, and understanding; someone who can differentiate
between the people who come to gaze and gossip and those who are there on
real missions of vital import to themselves and to the studio. It is a matter of good business, if not one of goodwill and courtesy. The present reincarnations ofHoratius are a serious detriment to cinema success. Put
some one there who is capable of handling people of all types, one who can
use diplomacy and tact, and he will begin to pay dividends immediately.
Make the position a little broader in scope, make it worthwhile in importance
and in monetary remuneration. The gateman can be an asset to the studio
staff. A change will mean increased goodwill, increased efficiency and expansionit; will save many a heartache among the people of the profession,
who should be accorded courteous treatment in their relations with the
studios.
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Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"The Broken Wing"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
"Spice of 1922"
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
Jack Hoxie
in
"Two Fisted Jefferson"
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hill at Seventh
W illiam Russell
in
"Alias the West Wind"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
John Gilhert-Estelle Taylor
in
"A California Romance"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy
Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie Rambeau
in
"The Goldfish"
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
Milton Sills
in
"Legally Dead"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Zane Grey's
"The Lone Star Ranger"

This

Week's

Theatre

Have you seen motion picture
stars on the screen and reflected
that you could do as well if you
had the chance?
Have you stood before your
mirror and gazed at yourself, confident that you were never meant
to hide your talents as housewife,
clerk, hanker or a belle of a small
town ?
Have you been tempted to steal
away some dark night and buy a
ticket to Hollywood, the gateway
to fame and fortune?
If you have had any of these
experiences, be sure and see the
James Cruze production, "Hollywood." You'll get a real kick out
of watching the heroine and her
family tackle Hollywood. All
your favorite stars are in the film,
and the studios. boulevards,
beaches, homes of the famous ones
are on view, and altogether,
"Hollywood,"
Grauman's
Kialto, is one now
of theatmost
enjoyable photoplays ever sent forth
from Hollywood.
Registering one of the biggest
hits of the local theatrical season,
Marjorie Rambeau begins the
fourth week of her engagement at
the Majestic Theatre in "The
Miss Rambeau has always held
aGoldfish."
warm spot in the hearts of local
theatre patrons of the spoken
stage and in her present engagement is adding still further to
her reputation as an actress and
to her popularity.
Excellent support is accorded
the star by Lawfencc Grant,
Richard Tucker. Robert Adams,
John
Steppling,Jensen,
RolandAuda
Bottomley, Willard
Due,
Geraldine Blair and Marie Baker.
One of the biggest programs
since
its openingTheatre
is at Grauman's
Metropolitan
for this
week.
Theodore Kosloff. famous Russian dancer, ballet master and
screen star, brings his nine tactlessly trained ballet dancers in his
famous presentation of "Valse
Triste." which created a furore
when presented recently in San
Francisco.
Max Fischer's famous orchestra
will offer snappy jazz music.
The feature picture is William
DeMille's production, "The Marriage Maker," said to be his
greatest achievement. The picture
features Agnes Ayrcs, Jack Holt,
Charles de Roche. Mary Astor
and Robert Agnew.
Jazz dancing in its most riotous
form and administered by its
originator, Frisco, himself, will
feature this week's bill at the Hillstreet theatre. Frisco, with Loretta McDermott and Eddie Cox,
will offer a number of dances, not
all of the jazz type. Frisco is
known as the most imitated dancer
on the American stage ; it was he
who made a cigar and a derby
a necessary part of every eccentric
dancer's wardrobe.

Notes

The Sylvester Family will also
be on the bill. Corrine Tilton,
whose impersonations and song»
have made her a favorite everywhere, will also he on the bill.
Harry Brecn, the chap who turns
out melodies and songs while you
wait, and sings them, too, is another feature. David Poole, the
famous English ventriloquist, who
comes here direct from Australia,
will offer, with the assistance of
Johnny Green, his act, "The School
of Scandalous
Scholars."program
Completing the vaudeville
will be Mile. Terpsichore, the international dancer. The feature
photoplay showing will be John
Gilbert and Estelle Taylor in "A
California
Romance."'
tures will be
Allan HallOther
and feathe
Tiny Symphony, the last chapter
of "The Eagle's Talons." a FoxSunshine comedy,
"AppleNews
Sauce,"
Hillstreet
International
and
Aesop's Fables.
After playing to the largest
crowds in the history of a firstrun motion picture theater in Los
Angeles, the Selznick production
of
of Hemzau"
goes into
the "Rupert
Alhambra
Theater today
for
a continuation of the run.
Arrangements were made to immediately play this sequel to the
"Prisoner of Zenda" on the Alhambra screen. Romance and adventure, love and loyalty, sword
clashing and intrigue, pomp and
ceremony, all abound in "Rupert
of Hentzau." which is one of the
most spectacular romances of the
Those who play the leading
roles are Elaine Hammerstein,
Bert Lytell. Lew Cody, Claire
year.
Windsor, Hobart Bosworth, Bryant Washburn, Marjorie Daw,
Mitchell Lewis, Adolphe Menjou.
Elmo Lincoln. Irving Cummings,
Josephine Crowell, Nigel de
Brullicr, and Gertrude Astor.
Buster Keaton has graduated
from the two. three and fourreelers and today the initial mulcomedy which
the frozen faced tiple-reel
comedian
has made
for
Joseph M. Schenck is being
shown at Loew's State Theater.
"Three Ages," which is the
name of this Joseph M. Schenck
production,
Buster'sof answer
the
insistent isdemand
this thou-to
sands of admirers for a multiplereel comedy. Buster has taken
as his theme the progress of the
world, arguing that a comparison
of the three ages will convince
anyone that in every manner the
earth is a more habitable place
now than it was before, and that
the strides of civilization have rein a health,
tremendous
improvementsulted
in the
prosperity
and
happiness of all mankind. The
cast includes Kcwpie Morgan,
Wallace Beery, Marguerite Leahy,
the English beauty, and Joe Roberts. The production was directed by Eddie Kline.

California
Main at Eighth
Hobart Bosworth
in
"The Eternal Three"
Millers
Main at Ninth
"The Spoilers"
Rex Beach's
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
W illiam
DeMille's
"The
Marriage
Maker"
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
Buster Keaton
in
"Three Ages"
Rialto
Broadway near Eighth

THE

"Hollywood"
James Cruze's
COLISEUM

'Wayfarer"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
D. W.White
Griffith's
"The
Rose"
Alhambra
731 South Lew
Hill Cody
in
"Rupert of Hentzau"
Hollywood Egyptia
Hollywood Blvd. and McOdd.n
with Covered
Lois Wilson
and '
"The
Wagon"
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
and Mary
NormanPhilbin
Kerry in
"Merry Go Round"
Clune's Broadway
Broadway near Fifth
Jackie inCoogan
"Circus Days"
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C
-Kaplin's

I The initial cinema presentation at the CriIrion Theater in Los Angeles, formerly the
|inema Theater, which is now being transhrmed by West Coast Theaters, Inc., into a
lagnificent two-a-day house — will be Charles
haplin's production, "A Woman of Paris."
Announcement of the closing of contracts
pr this picture was made bv Harry C. Arthur,
r., general manager, and David Bershon,
poking manager for the West Coast Theaters,
ic, and by Arthur W. Kelley, in charge of
le picture for Mr. Chaplin. The presentation
nil occur towards the end of September, the
Ixact date not having been finally settled, ow|ig to the uncertainty of the completion of
fie
;rion.renovating and re-decorating of the CriThe theater is undergoing a most tremendous
hange, thousands of dollars being spent by
Vest Coast Theaters, Inc., executives, to make
le Criterion the most beautiful motion picture
resentation house in America.
The entire Los Angeles motion picture colny is more than anxious for a glimpse of the
"haplin
for almost
an enire
yearpicture.
on the Working
story written
by himself,

to

Open

her firstmaticopportunity
her dratalents. Othersfor ina display
the castof who
will
make
a
sensation
in
the
film
world,
according"
to those given the privilege of witnessing the
production, are Adolphe Menjou, Carl Miller
and Lydia Knott.
In line with their decision to secure only
the very best of talent for the Criterion Theater, executives of West Coast Theaters, Inc.,
through Harry Arthur, opened negotiations
with Adolf Tandler, formerly the famous conductor of the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra, to take charge of the orchestra at the
Criterion Theater and contracts were successfully closed, whereby Mr. Tandler will take
over the directorship of this important symphonic aggregation. Tandler is the first conductor of a symphony orchestra who has ever
been engaged to lead the musical body of a
motion picture theater, and when the announcement was made in the Los Angeles papers, the musical critics all commented upon
the wisdom of the executives' choice in no uncertain manner. Critics expressed their delight in witnessing the notable advance in the
art conception of motion picture presentations
and expressed their hope that executives of
West Coast Theaters, Inc., would reap a full
harvest for their wise move in engaging Tand-

("haplin is said to have given Edna Purviance

From

Production

U

tO

ToU

Criterion

ler, who is tremendously popular in Los AnThe opening of the Criterion Theater will
probably occur around the first of October, and
geles.
the motion picture colony of Los Angeles will
have the opportunity of then witnessing the
famous and much talked of Chaplin picture.
The prices for the opening night will range
from $2 to $10. It will be the most exclusive
event of the social and film history of Los
Angeles. Already dozens of letters have
poured into the Criterion office, requesting seat
reservations. Prominent motion picture producers and exhibitors from all over the United
States will be in Los Angeles for the opening
and hundreds of famous stars are reserving
the
first week in October for the premiere attendance.
The theater itself is being entirely re-constructed on the inside ; hundreds of luxurious
loge chairs are being placed on the lower floor
and gorgeous and expensive drapes and tapestries placed on the walls in order to give the
house every aspect of aristocracy of warmth.
Special equipment is now being placed in the
projection room and the lighting and ventilating systems are being re-inspected and thoroughly improved by a corps of experts in this
particular line.

By WILL C. MURPHET

"The the
NearUniversal
Lady" isPictures
the title Corporation
of the pictureis
I vhich
Producing, starring Gladys Walton, and it is
Frank R. Adams Cosmopolitan magazine
[story,
with the writer's well
knownBlache
humoris and
left characterizations.
Herbert
directing. He made "The Untameable" and "The
»Vild Party," the last two pictures in which
Vliss Walton appeared before going on a vaation trip to Honolulu.
Otis Harlan, Pierre Gendron, Kate Price,
Florence Drew, Emmett King, Henrietta
Floyd and other players of high artistic repute
lave the supporting roles with Miss Walton,
fack Sullivan is assisting Blache.
While Clarence L. Brown, assisted by Dwinlle Benthal, Edward Schroeder, Charles Dorian and others, is editing and titling his re:ently completed Universal-Jewel production,
'The Acquittal," preparations are under way
for his next effort, an all-star Jewel filming
pf "The Signal Tower," a Wadsworth Camp
"short story selected by E. H. O'Brien for his
'Best Short Stories of 1921."
"The Acquittal" is an all-star picturization
}f Rita
Weiman's
stagein piece
was Lonsuch
an
impressive
success
New which
York and
don. Norman Kerry, Claire Windsor, Barbara
Bedford, Harry Mestayer, Charles Wellsley,
Haydcn Stevenson, Richard Travers and others
have the principal roles. It is a story of a
sensational murder trial. The next production
will offer a decided contrast.
"The Signal Tower" will have an elaborate
staging. The story is that of two signal tower
operators on a railroad, one married and the
other in love with the first man's wife — a
unique triangular situation. The very elements
jof the plot will be a compelling feature of the
|film version of "The Signal Tower," and a
great deal will be expected of it.
"The Six-Fifty," a story of farm life adapted to the screen from Kate McLaurin's stage
play, is receiving its final editing at Universal
City and in this stage gives promise of making
(Continued on Page 19)

L

Roy Stewart, whose splendid portrayal of western characters has established him in the
hearts of all lovers of out-door pictures, but no more firmly than his generosity and goodfellowship have settled him in the hearts of his associates.
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Flashes

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL., Sept 3. 1923.—
Mrs. Mitchell Lewis motored to San Francisco
on Friday to join her husband, who is playing
a leading role in the Graf production of "Haifa-Dollar Bill," being filmed at San Mateo. As
Mitchell's
the picture
almostAngeles
finished,in
they
expectpartto inmotor
back tois Los
a few davs.
"Tiny"Picture
Sand turd,
both of
theJaycastMorley.
of theandGerson
Corporation,
drove to Los Angeles last Monday for a few
days' visit with their families. The aptual
shooting of the first of the series of five-reel
pictures being made by the organization was
finished a week ago. The film is being titled
and cut, and will be released to the state right
market September 15th. Work on the second
film of the series will begin in a week. Ora
Carew will again be the featured player, with
Jay
Morley. Hal Stevens, "Tiny" Sandford in
the cast.
Mercita Esmond, who is in San Francisco
as
a member
"The First
is almost
as wellof known
to the Year"
screen company,
as in the
spoken drama, as she has played in many Eastern made pictures. Miss Esmond is being showwiresknown
of "welcome
from ered
thewithbest
stars of to
the Hollywood."
film world,
and many invitations for her to stay in the
South.
"TheAngeles
First Year"
goes where
from
here
to Los
in two company
more weeks,
they will open for several weeks.
A. H. Snow, of "Hunting Wild Game In
Africa"
Sidney
and S.S.
their Bufort
wives
returned fame,
from his
the son
North
on the
on Friday. They have been engaged in a picture making expedition to Alaska and the far
North, under the direction of the Chamber of
Commerce, and are returning with some very
CASTS

OF

THE

Frisco

kerr

crawford

Hilton Chipman, manager of the San Fran
cisco brancji of the West Coast Productio
announces the arrival last Monday from th<
John Gunnison, Mr. Anna Q. Nilsson, is South of Magda Dagmarova, Russian actress
spending the week end at the St. Francis with
his wife, who is playing the leading feminine and Lynwood Crystal Rapp, child player, t<)
role Pacific
in "Half-a-Dollar
Bill," being made at play leading parts in the company's productio
the
Studios.
'of "Nobody's Child." Actual shooting on th
began on Monday last at the Pacifi
Ray Moore, location director for Goldwyn. picture
Studios at San Mateo, under the direction oJ
is enjoying a few days holiday in San Fran- Norbert Myles. Several of the other leading
cisco, en route from Shasta County, where he
players will arrive within a few days, and .1
was having a little well earned rest.
number of the small parts will be played b;j
Alec Francis finished his part in the Graf local talent. This is the first of a series of
film last week and returned to Los Angeles. pictures to be produced here under Chipman'
It is reported that while in San Francisco, he management.
purchased a ring to be used in a forthcoming
Alia Nazimova will remain a second week ;
event. Yes, it was a wedding ring.
the headliner at the Orpheum Theatre. He
A. L. Jarre, president of the Fisher Produc- one-act drama. "Collusion," has been very
tions, has returned from his trip to New York, received, her acting has lost nothing from '
and gone to Los Angeles for a few days. Vic- sojourn in the silent drama, and her afl
tor Fisher is still in New York, where, it is once very noticeable, has almost disappearec j
reported, he is organizing his own releasing or- Herbert Heyes, who made many friends her
ganization tohandle
Triumphant" and as a visiting star at the Alcazar Theatre,
future pictures
made "Youth
by the company.
her leading man, and gives an excellent
formance.
Jeanne MacPherson is a week-end guest at
"Half-a-Dollar Bill, being made by the
the St. Francis, having come to San Francisco
on a brief holiday after her strenuous labors Productions, is making most satisfactory
ress. The work at the Pacific Studios is
on
Mille.the "Ten Commandments," with Cecil De most completed, also some location work ai
the bay, and this week most of the coi
Jack Holt, his wife and family, have spent will set sail for a voyage to sea on a
several days in San Francisco, on a pleasure ship, to film the real sea-going part of
and
business trip, and expect to return south story. Let's hope that they won't be sea sicl
shortly.
"theyorexpect
to be Cameo,
gone from
aforweek
ten days.
dog-dry
star,land
has abot"
don
Douglas MacLean. well known to the film some fine work in the picture, and a
w'orld,
bulldog, the property of a taxi driver, has
last
week.was among those present several days won
manv laurels for himself.
interesting film of the wild life, and animals
of the far northern country.

WEEK

CASTS

Joseph M. Schenck
presents
CONSTANCE TALMADGE
in
"THE DANGEROUS MAID"
Directed by Victor Heerman
Photographed by Glen MacWilliams.
Storv bv Willard Mack.
CAST:
Constance Talmadge Wilson Hummel
Conway Tearle Kenneth Gibson
Morgan Wallace Anna Mav
Tully Marshall Kate Price
Marjorie Daw
Thomas Ricketts
Charles Gerrard Philip Dunham
Lou Morrison Jack Dillon
Otto Matiesen Rav Hallor
Chas. R. Seeling Productions
present
GEORGE
LARKIN
in
"THE APACHE DANCER"
Directed by Chas. R. Seeling
Photographed by Edgar Lyons.
Story by Jeanne Poe.
CAST:
Apache Dancer
George Larkin
Helen Wayne
Marie Newell
John Wayne
George Williams
Nita Jo
OUie Kirby
Count Nevair
Julian Rivero
George Armand
Lew Carter
Louis Gagnoix
Scotty McGee

agnes

OF

THE

WEEK

Wm. Fox Presents Buck Jones, in i
"BIG DAN"
Directed by Wm. Wellman.
. Continuity by Fred and Fanny Hatton.
CAST:
Buck Jones
Dan
Marion
Nixon
DoraO'Hai
Aflj
Ben Hendricks
Cyclone Morga
Trilby Clark
Mazie Willian
Jacqueline Gadsdon
Mary McG
Chas. Coleman
Doc Snyd<
Lydia Yeaman
Aunt Kate Wals
Monte Collins
Tom Wals
Chas. Smiley
Father Quir
Harry Lonsdale
Stephen Allt
Mattie Peters
Ophel.
J .P. Lockney
Capt. Ma>
Jack Herrick
Muggs Murpl

RUPERT JULIAN
who directed
"Merrv-Go- Round"

Bryant Washburn Productions, Inc.
BRYANT WASHBURN
in
presents
"TRY AND GET IT"
Adapted to the screen by J. Furthman.
Directed by Cullcn B. Taite.
Assistant Director. R. Asher.
Cameraman. CAST:
Kenneth MacLean.
Bryant Washburn
Billie Dove
Edward Horton
Lionel Belmore

Joseph Kilgour
Rose Dione
Carl Stockdalc
Hazel Deane
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By Mail
Ihe Editor of Camera !
Hollywood, California.
j.y Dear Sir :
11 read with a great deal of interest, not unfixed with astonishment, in the current issue
J our esteemed Camera! an article entitled,
-low Much is Acting Worth?"
I Mr. Conway Tearle, admirable artist (I use
l e word in its highest sense) though he is,
is, in my humble opinion, not proved his
intention.
There is a distinction with a very great difI'rence between "actor" and artist — whether
I be a mere reader of lines in the spoken
jama or the finished pantomimist on the
Ireen. Of course, if Mr. Tearle is speaking
om a coldly commercial basis, he is doubtless
j I am going to be so bold as to state that
lie large public that support motion pictures
II over the civilized world is not always disliminating when it comes to a comparison bejreen what we may for convenience sake call
|i popular pictorial type," or a real flesh and
jood artist with a heart and brain. The conjant shout of "type" has proved sometimes a
jvo-edged
the producer.
What hassword
made toAmerican
films the admiralon, and I may say, the envy of other counties, has been that the producer, taking his
Imrage and his bank-roll in both hands, has
pne out and engaged the best possible talent
1 every department, realizing tTiat above evrything else he is showing the product of his
pergy Court.
and enterprise to the judgment of a
l/orld
I Comparisons are odious things, and should
per be made. But what is that subtle
something" that makes one artist so immeasrably greater and more compelling than anther ? It is something, Mr. Editor, that you
r I or the greatest critic of histrionic ability
lui never answer. The philosopher has said
ius: "If a man make a better mousetrap
lan his neighbor, the world will beat a pathlay
door." vours.
Veryto his
sincerelv
WYNDHAM STANDING.

The
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Point

of View
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With an actor coming out with
the declaration that $500 a week
is the limit that should be paid for
the actual physical labor employed in the task of translating
emotions to the screen, the question arose at the Writers' Club as
to exactly what value might be
placed on the services of the original writer of motion pictures.
"The thought and labor employed during two or three or four
weeks of originating or adapting
a story for the screen, is not the
real measure by which price
should be gauged. The writer, in
evolving his story, is putting into
it the knowledge gained in years
of expensive travel and observation— the fruits of years of study
and experience during which there
has been little or no reward for
his efforts. The author has had
to take a high sdhool, college,
post-graduate,
post-post-graduate course in and
his art.

presentations."

Future

of a

By

Wire

Lloyd Hughes, popular leading man for
Mary Pickford,
Colleen
and other
celebrities, takes issue
with Moore
the recently
published
Camera ! statements of Conway Tearle, to the
effect that physical acting is not worth a larger salary than $500 weekly.
Mr. Hughes
saysthe
: greatest
"While Iactors
respect
Tearle
as one of
on Mr.
the
screen
today,
as
well
as
one
of
the
best
'boxoffice' attractions of his class, I do not agree
with him when he says acting is worth no
larger salary than $500 per week.
"Acting is as much an art as writing, painting or any other creative force. The art of
others of his class are capable of, is a creative
work. To create a great characterization such
as Mr. Tearle did in 'Ashes of Vengeance,'
such as Ernest Torrance did in 'The Covered
Wagon' and such as Lon Chaney did in 'The
Miracle Man,' is to present a work of art that
must
regardlesssuch
of
whethercompel
or not'box-office
the personpower,'
who performs
afore.
characterization has ever been heard of be"Art cannot be measured by a yard stick
and therefore, it is not possible to set a fixed
maximum worth on acting talent itself. While
the point
thatdrawing
an actorpower,
is generally worthisaswell
muchtaken
as his
yet,
even if an actor has absolutely no drawing
power and can create a characterization that
will 'make' a production, that actor, through
his acting talents, is worth much more to the
producer than $500 a week."
George D. Baker, well known director and
producer, gives his views to this argument :
"In the first place, a finished artist who has
been schooled to picture work can save a producer thousands of dollars during the filming
of a production, because of his knowledge of
the intimate mechanics of his profession, and
an employer who is not willing to share this
saving with the actor is indeed an unappreciative executive. Although I do not advocate
the outrageous salaries that some few stars are
supposed to receive, I surely am in favor of
paying an actor what he is worth, both from
the viewpoint of ability and experience and also
from the angle of box-office drawing power."

"The story is, after all, the
backbone of the picture, rather
than the settings, etc. The producer is willing to spend unlimited
money for production, even up to
paying $50,000 for a stage play or
book, the theme of which is afterward thrown away, and the title,
too, in some cases. But he is not
willing to pay a writer the same
amount, which would afford that
writer plenty of time to evolve
a real story adapted for screen
purposes. When the time comes
when screen writers are assured
sufficient compensation to enable
them to spend as much time and
pains on the creation of a screen
story, as a playwright or author
spends on his work, then motion
pictures will have met the public
demand for bigger and better

Bright

| Edward Horton, who has just completed
lork in the title role of "Ruggles of Red
jap,"
Cruzeof production,
has inbeen
enjaged atoJames
play one
the big roles
Bryant
jt/ashburn's first production for Grand-Asher,
j'ntatively titled "Try and Get It," an adaptajon by Jules Furthman of Eugene P. Lyle's
Jory,
Gallawampus."
Mr. "The
HortonRing-Tailed
has also appeared
in the Jess
j.obbins series of productions with much sucJ3ss. He is a native of Brooklyn, N. Y., and
as educated at Oberlin College, in Ohio, and
Ifterward at Columbia University. It was
here he took an active part in dramatics with
jie Columbia Players. He went almost di|-'ctly to the stage from college and his first
rork was with musical shows and light
jperas.
I "My songs always brought a laugh," said
Morton, "but it couldn't have been altogether
liy magnificent voice — it must have been my
ppearance ! I know that when, leading a mob
If 'supers,' I would come down and demand,

Fellows
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Comedian

'What means this wild alarum,' it invariably
got a big round of mirth, even if it was intended to be a very serious moment !
"So I went to Louis Mann, who gave me
aattractions.
chance in He
various
in one-night-stand
told parts
me that
I would make
a wonderful laundryman or truck driver, that
my acting was beyond criticism — that is to
say,
couldn't
in fitting terms
that it
would
be fitbetodescribed
print.
"So I went into stock and played everywhere,
from Portland, Maine, to Portland, Oregon.
The people always declared I reminded them
of someone they knew — possibly the village
idiot. The greatest laugh I ever got was when
I played the leading part in 'A Fool There
Was.' Inasmuch at it was a very dramatic
role, I didn't
as I
might,
had it feel
beenas a highly
comedycomplimented
part.
"I decided I was fitted only for light comedy. I tried the screen. They looked at me
and said that it must be my voice that had
given me a reputation, and as there were no

talking movies just then, they felt I would be
miscast for the silent drama.
"But done
Jess aRobbins
possibilities
after
I had
season saw
of stock
in Los and
Angeles,
I went with him for a picture. To my surprise, itwas successful, and then I learned that
me to play 'Rugslated
for a year
gles.' That'sthey
donehad
— and
they tell me it is all
right.
"And now Mr. Washburn has chosen me for
the part of Glen Collins in his delightful
comedy-drama. It's a great part!
"For the rest," continued Mr. Horton, "I
am six feet tall, not married, dark and weigh
165 pounds. I love mountain climbing and
swimming. I don't care if I never handle another golf club, but I do like golf clothes.
AndEn that's
we might remark that Mr. Horpassantthat."
ton's
modesty
is only excelled by his talented
renditions. He is really one of the cleverest
today.
light comedy actors on either stage or screen
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COST ES'TM EST AT LAST
Conway Tearle should be made a member
of the L. A. Chamber of Commerce.
For years he has appeared exclusively in
Eastern made productions. He was one of
the film celebrities who stuck v > the New
York and Fort Lee studios while all others
came to Hollywood.
Then came a contract that brought Mr.
Tearle here — and he's been boosting Los
Angeles ever since.
fact, heof "sold"
everyone
he knew
upon
theIn merits
California
including
his wife,
Adele Rowland, famous vaudeville star who
has now arrived here and has turned down
repeatedly contracts to resume her work on
the stage.
The reunion of the Tearles took many
weeks to culminate. "Come West," wired Mr.
Tearle to his wife some months ago. "Come
East." was Mrs. Tearle's telegraphic reply.
Movie contracts kept Mr. Tearle in Los Angeles— as well as the climate. Vaudevile contracts kept Adele Rowland in the East.
Then came her usual summer vacation. The
Long Island residence of the Tearles was
closed, furniture shipped West and now Adele
Rowland
has joined
the offers
"boosters
for
even
tempting
theatrical
will club'
not take
her awav.
WEARS BASDIT
LIEL'TEXAXT WARDROBE
When Pancho Villa was the terror of the
American-Mexican border he had a trusted
lieutenant whose name was Jesus Guttierez.
Senor Guttierez was reported killed almost as
many times as the famous bandit leader.
Whether he is dead or not, is a matter of
conjecture, but an incident that occurred
during the filming of Edwin Carewe's production seems
of "The
Bad out
Man"
tional,
to bear
the for
fact First
that heNa-is
no more on this earth.
In "The Bad Man," Holbrook Blinn. in the
title role has a trusted lieutenant. "Pedro."
which is played by Peter Venzuella, is a
Mexican and understands the language and is
rather
country-familiar with the modern history' of his
When he was cast for the part, Edwin
Carewe, the director, instructed him as to his
costume. He went to a Los Angeles costuming firm and picked a suit of leather,
prettily trimmed and showing traces of much
wear. He examined it and found written in
theVenzuella
coat "Jesus
knewGuttierez."
the name. He investigated.
He found
that
one ofantheitinerant
buyers had
purchased the suit from
Mexican,
sute line unless it be side-chops, Sid has
Venzuella believes that it is a suit that once
belond to the bandit lieutenant.
As far as his death is concerned, there are
several holes in the costume that could have
been made by bullets. They go through the
left breast and pass out the back.
"Let's kiss and make-up." Wesley Barry
said to the little freckled girl who plays opposite him iji-tl.e Warner pict:--. "'. he Printer's
Devil/^^Hr a slight disagreement.
'ir'Jrti re careful I won't have to." she repiied coyly. UT.e-c-jpon the e:.:l-' >tudio did
an about -far- the osculat< :y operation
had been performed.

About

the Moving

Throngs of Movielan d ||
HAROLD SHAW DIRECTS
SID DOES A STRAIGHT
ASOTHLR METRO SPECIAL
For the first time in his whole screen career
Du>t i- ii"t permitted to gather on the
Sidney Chaplin is appearing in a picture withdirectorial
megaphone of Harold Stew.
out a moustache. His moustache-less apScarcely finished with "Held to Answer,'
pearance isin "Her
Husband,"
First National
farce Temporary
comedy, being
directeda featuring House Peters, he has been assigned
by John McDermott. Sid is portraying a the direction of "The Living Past," by Pro
comedy butler and, as no honest-to-goodness duction Manager Milton E. Hoffman.
"The Living Past" is the screen adaptation
butler is ever seen with anything in the hirsute line unless it be side-chops, Sid has of "The Tale ut Triona," written by William
been compelled to pack his trick moustache in J. Locke, author of "The Beloved Yagaba
cold storage for the time being. In "Her and
widely
Russiaother
furnish
the read
localenovels.
of the England
story. 1 "j
Temporary Husband" Sid's face is to be seen
Mr. Shaw i> especially fm.d to direct this
in its natural state, sans bushes, and this has
its penalties, according to the brother of the William Locke story due to his long e^^H
famous Charles. Xo longer can he mingle ence in filming pictures abroad. He devoted
among his fellow men, incognito, unknown
ten years to directing picture* in Englroi^j on
and unrecognized. Heretofore, he felt at the continent and in South Africa. He directed
liberty, he says, to do wdiat he pleased, even several productions in Russia and tooli^H
to picking a chicken bone with his fingers in
a restaurant without being pointed out as a vantage of the opportunity to study
horrible example qf moviedom. Xow his country's people and their customs.
The task of securing an adequate cast vtB
face is going to be known to picture patrons
all over the country and, as Sid expresses it, be begun immediately upon the completion' oi
he has got to watch his step.
the continuitv.
SO SHORTAGE OF PLAYERS
That the truly successful screen
SAYS LLOYD HU(
artist actually •feels" the part
which he is portraying is illustrat"Stories that have been printed natic
ed in the following incident which
the effect that there is a shortage of ac
happened during the filming reHollywood are pure bunk," says
Hughes, popular actor who is in close
cently of "Flaming
aat
the United
Studios.Youth."
Although
colony.
with the situation of players in the
it was a warm, sunshiny afternoorf the script called for a cold
"The circulation of such information!
wintry night and Director John
movie aspirants throughout the country
Dillon had instructed his players
swelled the ranks of prospective playeij
to say something natural, sort of
Hollywood to such an extent that hundre
in harmony with the general order
disappointments are experienced every
of things, so when Milton Sills
among those who want to get a start.
and Elliott Dexter, playing the
"The example that has been made to
principal male roles, stepped out
strate this contention of acting talent shorn
of the mansion, the orchestra on
age. namely the tact that a number of pla^|
the
have been appearing in three and four
One set
of was
them playing
turned "Jingle
to Jack Bells."
Fowductions at the same time is no indicatic
ler, who played the character role
the real situation. There are a certain
of the Butler, saying, "It's very
ber of players, particularly character
cold
I wishreplied
you ingood
night."
who are in great demand among prodn
Mr. :Fowler
tne affirmahere and who would be called upon to ap
tive and unconsciously
adding,
in more than one picture at a time even
" and I wish you a Merry Christing dull seasons. The fact that an actor J
mas and a Happy New Year."
one week i- no ml
pictures in
pears
dicationin offoura shortage
of players. It met*k{
that he is in demand, generally Del
indicates
cause
of his box-office value and no amoJ|
of new talent here would change this
tion.
"It is unfair to those who want to
in to infer that parts are going begL
Hollywood. On the other hand, it mcrelyj
suits in making new enemies for film
among persons who come here and meet
OX THE SEXXETT LOT
disappointment."

J. C. (JACK ) FOWLER

R( v Del Ruth has started another tw0-j|
laugh film for Mack Sennett with an allcast. We can't tell the name of the new
ture as yet. but there will be a numb
feminine charmers in abbreviated cost
and a cracker-jack
some
behind clever
it all. animals
Del Ruth has been going
for the past year and if the next comedy
pares favorably with those he has already
pleted for Sennett. admirers of this tyj
picture have something to look forward
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Awarded

First National Contract
at the studio by Mr. Rowland and
Ben Lyon, young Xew York
other executives. Lyon portrays
leading man who was brought
West by Associated First Xational
the role of "Monty Standish," a
to appear with Colleen Moore in difficult characterization.
To what forthcoming produc"Flaming Youth," has been placed
tion he will be assigned has not
under a long term contract by
been determined.
that company.
The signing of the young player
Just out of a hisveteran
'teens, inLyon
nevertheless
stageis
was the first official act of Richard
A. Rowland, general manager of and screen experience. He beFirst Xational, who has just argan playing boy parts seven years
rived from Xew York to confer
ago and became a juvenile leading
with First Xational directors and
man with the World Film Comaffiliated producers.
pany when he was almost as much
an infant as the industry.
The contract given Lyon is unLeaving the screen for advandersto d tobe a reward recogniztageous stage offers he appeared
ing his admirable work with Colleen Moore and the all-star cast
in thirty-two stock productions
and played leads in such successes
of "Flaming Youth." That production has just been completed
as
"Mary the Third." "The Wonunder the direction of John
derful Thing" and Booth TarFrancis Dillon and was previewed
kington's "Seventeen."

■Before one of the most distin■i lied audiences ever assembled
m witness the filming of a motion
■ctare scene, a spectacular sequence showing the flooding of
pe stoke hole of a sinking steamfcp was "shot" at the Thomas
B. Ince studios recently. The
preening of the scene, which ocItrs at the climax of Ince's screen
Baptation of "Anna Christie,"
Eugene O'Xeill's stage success.
MS witnessed by thirty-six disKaguished Britons, the officers
■d crew of the yacht, "FrontiersHa," which is circling the globe
• chart a round-the-world flight
b be made by two British aviators. Captains Xorman McMillan
■d G. H Malins.
t The "gentleman's crew" of the A New Talmadge
"Mary Anne"
Is
pent, including six aces of the
Picture
loyal Air Force, naval and army
Bcers, scientists and writers,
Next
Br the guests of the Ad venSoon
ders' Club of Los Angeles at a
Mabel's
Inner at the Ince studios precedConstance Talmadge. the star of
With Mabel
Xormand. F. Richk the specially arranged enterard
Jones
has begun preparations
"The
Dangerous
Maid."
made
it
■mment. Choice delicacies from
plain last week that hereafter no for the production of the little
■cry section of the Pacific coast
stage plays, or stories will star's next vehicle, to be known as
fere contributed for the feast to books,
be altered to fit her.
"Mary Anne." This too. like her
Riich many prominent Americans
"I believe that a good story previous successes, will be photo■o were invited.
graphed from an original story by
should not be changed to fit a
Mack Sennett.
|A specially built set reproducstar."
Constance
declares.
"I
Miss Xormand is giving
WB a London "pub" used in the would rather see it interpreted by herWhile
attention to the wardrobe and
a well balanced cast of leading
bring of another scene of "'Anna
After all the story is other details which will be of parfaistie"
was theAndbackground
for players.
the thing and I think the public
ticular interest to her. Mack Senbe
dinner.
the distinresents revolutionary alterations
nett and Dick Jones are selecting
Bsbed guests, instead of coming
in books or stories which they have character types for portrayal of
» dinner coats and resplendent
the principal roles.
enjoyed reading.
Efonns arrived in the uniform
Dick Jones is making arrange"I think the star should adapt
■kmel
the shirt,
"Frontiersman,"
a
bine
ments for a trip to San Francisco
flannel trousers and him or herself to the story, rather
have the story cut up to fit in quest for location sites.
broad belt. The guests, who are than
the star. Of course, sometimes
After reading the story of
faming the yacht and doing all very
changes must be " Mary Anne" and her part in it.
■ work from cooking to stoking made necessary
when stage plays or books
Miss Xormand was most enthusila lark expressed special appreare adapted to the screen. And
astic, claiming that the role she
luion of the opportunity to wit- these changes generally make the
will be called upon to "portray is
fcss the filming of a scene from
stage or book better screen mate- greatly to her liking and exactly
puna enjoyed
Christie"a assensational
the play run
re- .rial. But insofar as the roles are the character she has long wanted
Botry
concerned. I think that most stars to do. If his schedule is not inI London where it w as acclaimed
of any prominence would prefer
ter upted in any way. Mack SenBE greatest American drama of to essay new interpretations than
nett will start production on
K decade.
to make their roles invariably con- "Mary Anne" the latter part of
September or immediately follow["William
Russell.
Blanche
form to theirTalmadge
personalities."
Constance
has just
mi George
Marion
haveSweet
the
ing the premiere of "The Extra
pding roles of the picture which
finished work in "The Dangerous
Girl." Miss Xormand's recently
completed vehicle, which is comB be released by First XaMaid." aduction
Joseph
M. Schenck
Bnal this fall.
which was
directed proby
ing to the Mission Theatre.
Victor Heerman for future First
Xational release.
pMr. Harry A. Swart, whose
The Sennett Studio will soon be
^■cess as a magazine writer has I
a veritable animal farm if they
attracted the attention of the local ; Eddie Phillips, who is playing
continue to introduce new animals
Bjfen* colony, has accepted the J the sympathetic juvenile role with
with each comedy. To the al^Bfan as editor-in-chief
with i Wesley Barry in the Warner
ready large miscellaneous accuBvBe^ Inc. He is now busy
mulation of dogs, cats, bears arid
snperrising the preparation of a ; Brothers' production of George
chimpanzee,
to say nothing of the
novel two-reel feature situation • M. Cohan's great stage hit,
"George Washington, Jr.", has several hundred ducks and a cow,
■jb,
Bath and
Tub."is j been signed for a leading role in a newer, bigger beast was signed
of which "The
he is Purple
the author,
also giving his spare moments to | a picture to be produced by Wilup for a featured part in "Flip
liam Sistrom at the Hollywood
the supervision of the many manuFlops." the next Roy Del Ruth
scripts that are pouring into the Studios. J. P. McGowan will comedy.
The newcomer is a eledirect.
of?.:-;
phant of enormous size.

Cameraman
Author
New

The

of a
Film

Productions of South America,
a big new film company which is
backed by the Peruvian Government and has exclusive motion
picture rights in Peru, announces
the launching of its first production, "The White Queen," in Los
Angeles. The story was written
and put into continuity by Don
Robert Catlin. short-story writer,
world wanderer, and cameraman.
This is the first instance in motion picture history in which a
regular feature production was
written and adapted by the company cameraman.
Incidentally. "The White Queen"
is Mr. Catlin's first direct screen
story and first continuity, his only
experience in photoplay writing
having been with an extension
course given by the Palmer Photoplay Corporation. The picture is
to be directed by J. Barstow
Budworth. president of the organization, and after the first episode itis to be filmed in the locale
of the story, two deserted Inca
cities and the mountains and jungles of Peru.
Camera work on "The White
Queen" started this week, and
three other pictures by other units
of the company begin immediately.
One is an adaptation by Mr. Catlin
of a magazine story. "The Web
of the Sun." another is an O.
Henry story, and the third is an
original, all laid in Peru, but
starting in the United States. Mr.
Catlin. other members of the production staffs, and a large troupe
of well-known players, have
signed five-year contracts, and go
to producing headquarters in Peru
aiter preliminary work here.
Charlotte du Puis, a new French
star, will have her American premiere in "The White Queen."
JOINS LLOYD CAST
Clara Bow, a brunette Brooklyn high school athlete. 17 years of
age. has been selected by Frank
Lloyd, noted independent screen
producer, from 50 flapper types, to
essay the role of Janet Oglethorpe
in
his production of "Black
Gertrude
currentOxen"
seller, soonAtherton's
to be released
asbesta
First Xational picture.
Miss Bow has appeared on the
screen but twice, in "Down to the
Sea inbeen
Ships"
and "Maytime"
has
permitted
to play andin
"Black Oxen" through the courtesy of B. P. Schulberg, who. realizing theshe
girl'sarrived
screen intalent
shortly after
Hollywood
as the winner of a Fame and Fortune Contest, signed her to a long
term contract.
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Talmadge
Set
A million dollar quartette!
Norma Talmadge entertained
four of her famous leading men at
tea on the set at the United Studios last week, where she is apin "Dust
of Desire,"
drama ofpearingthe
Algerian
Sahara. a
It was a chance party. Eugene
O'Brien, who was Norma's leading man in "The Voice From the
Minaret," came out from the Los
Angeles theatre where he is playing. Norma
introduced
to Joseph
Schildkraut,
the O'Brien
famous
Continental star, who is being
featured in her current production.
While the three were talking in
came Jack Mulhall with Constance
Talmadge. Mulhall recently finished work as Constance's leading
man in "Dulcy." Incidentally, he
was Norma's leading man in
"W ithin the Law."
The three leading men and
Norma and Constance sat down to
tea together on a quiet part of the
set while the co-directors, Chester
Franklin and Frances Marion,
were filming hundreds of Arabs in
a nearby cafe interior.
The party was about half finished when Conway Tearle came
along the dressing room tier of
stage six with his valet. It was
Tearle's intention to clean out the
dressing room which he used while
appearing in Norma's "Ashes of
Vengeance" and Constance's "The
Dangerous
Mulhall
headed
him Maid."
off andBut
invited
him
over to the reunion.
"Here we are," said Mulhall,
"four Jacks and a Queen."
"Hold it for a still," shouted
Shirley
Martin, Norma's veteran
photographer.
Dallas Fitzgerald, well known
director, has been, unfortunately,
obliged to tender his resignation
on the board of directors of Renalles, Inc., owing to pressure of
business in connection with his
own productions, the Dallas Fitzgerald Productions, Inc. At a
special meeting of the Renallcs,
Inc., board of directors, his resignation was reluctantly accepted,
with sincere expressions of hope
that at some future date Mr.
Fitzgerald could see his way clear
to again become closely identified
with the corporation, and a vote
of good wishes for Mr. Fitzgeradopted.ald's success in his venture was
MABEL FORREST STARRED
Mabel Forrest, who was co-star
with Bryant Washburn in two
feature pictures for Grand-Asher,
one of which has just been released and the other recently completed, will star in her own picture "The Satin Girl," a Ben Wilson production for Grand-Asher.
The two she has just finished arc
"Mine to Keep" and "The Love
Trap" and she is now working on
"Other Men's Daughters," the
third of the Ben Wilson productions.

Moore

Strange Malady
Professor Gives Advice
Owen Moore, playing a leading traced to an instinct suffered prehistorically when the people had
mle in "Her Temporary Husunderstanding of heavenly
band," a new First National pic- no
bodies. They held superstitious
ture, remarked during the converfears that the world was coming
sation with a college professor:
There seemed to be a general
to an end. This superstition has
survived enlightenment that has
i'\crhanging depression of late."
come with civilization.
"Certainly, certainly," replied
"The depression comes from
Prof.
Purvoy-Gearson.
be
expected.
I marvel "It
thatistheto psychological
fessor concluded.
suggestion," the prostudios attempt to go on with
Moore passed the information
their work during this prc-eclipse
to Chuck Reisner and George
period."
asked the professor whatMoore
he meant.
Cooper, villains of the picture,
and they, feeling villainous in real
"It is not strange," Moore was
told. "Eclipsitus
has
stricken
comlife, too, set about to "suggest"
munities before. It comes just the
lot intoJohn
"eclipsitus."
Asentire
a result
McDermott,
before the sun's eclipse and tends director,
was
compelled
to put the
to depress life on the earth where
two "heavies" to work in order to
the eclipse will be most marked.
"In Ecuador during the eclipse hold up the morale of his cast.
of 1882 thousands of natives beSydney Chaplin proved to be an
came afflicted with a strange maapt
patientwhile
and took
to "eclipsitus"
readily,
Sylvia
Brcamer
lady which scientists have since
with gratitude for she
diagnosed as a psychological de- beamed
pression with a profound physical said she had been puzzled over
reaction due entirely to the pheno- her depression.
Nevertheless, it is well to know
that this feeling of gloom comes
"Shadows of any origin arc namenon."turally depressing. It is scientific
from atmospheric conditions caused by the coming eclipse and if
to deduct that an eclipse, casting
a complete shadow of the sun, will you want to go to the ball game
darken life beneath it; the spirits don't tell the boss your grandmother died. Tell him you have
of the people will deaden with lassitude. Psychologically, it can be "eclipsitus."

Ford

Has

to Aid

the

Pickford
Forces
Another new member, has been
added to the Mary Pickford organization inthe person of Starrett Ford, who will be production
manager
on "Dorothy
Ford comes
to Miss Vernon."
Pickford
from the Metro company, where
he was in charge of production
activities on "The Four Horsemen," "Conquering Power," "Turn
to the Right," "Prisoner of Zenda,"
Women"
others.
He is"Trifling
a veteran
of theandbusiness,
havingturesstarted
work inin 1913,
picwith Cecil hisDcMille
remaining there until 1917, when
he went to France to help chase
the Germans out.
KILGOUR WITH

WASHBURN

Joseph Kilgour, one of the
best known character actors in
the profession, has been signed by
Bryant Washburn to appear in his
first production for GrandAsher, tentatively titled "Try and
Tate.
Get It," directed by Cullen B.
Mr. Kilgour has recently completed the role of Constant Lippiatt in "Ponjola" and was cast
for the heavy role of Osgood in
"The Woman with Four Faces,"
a Paramount picture featuring
Betty Compson and Richard Dix.
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Neilan Is Home
Mary
to Direct

Von

Stroheim

Released
Bail

Is

On

Erich von Stroheim, heading
Goldwyn's expedition into Death
Valley, where he is filming final
scenes of "Greed," was arrested
by the Inyo County game warden
for shooting 28 wild ducks out of
season, according to a telegram
received at the studio. The director shot the ducks, he said, because his expedition of forty persons needed the fresh meat."
Von Stroheim was ordered tor
discontinue picture-making to appear in court at Independence, a
three-day trip over 90 miles of
rough salt deposits and difficult
desert trails.
However, when the director exV
plained that the terrific heat had
spoiled the canned meats taken on
the adventurous trip, and tha: hW
big
had fresh
been more
six expedition
days without
meat, than,"
the
game warden accepted a $500 bonS
to insure his court appearance. ]
Thermometer readings whenf
von Stroheim has camped for
making the scenes of the pictunf
range from 120 to 130 degrees!
and the tremendous heat saps vq
tality to such an extent that meat,
he says, is necessary.
The ducks were shot near
spring used by the birds as
watering place, and great flocks!
flying over the desert, nearly always may be found near the
water.
The company has been on tha
blazing floor of Death Valley 1M
self for more than a week. ■
has been three weeks since the bin
caravan left Lone Pine to head id
on what is undoubtedly the inosl
daring picture making expedition}
ever attempted. Death Vallcjj
Scotty is one of the caravan $

Marshall Neilan is in Los Angeles, having just returned from
New York to direct Mary Pickford in "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall" work
upon aswhich
commence
soon she
as will
sets
now under construction are comThis will be the first timz they guides.START THE BAND
have
plete. worked together since Miss
Pickford
"Daddy Long
Legs.'
Ankle braces are in demand by
her
first did
independent
production.
The first camera tests were la- members of the King Vidor conw
ken early this week by Charles pany, who recently returned front
Florida where scenes were mada
kosher, who just photographed
for the screen version of Joseph
"Tiger Rose," the Warner Brothers production starring Lenore ■ Hergeshcimer's novel, "Wild
Ulrich.
Four members of the troupe re<$
Preparatory work started on
"Dorothy Vernon" almost a year turned with injured ankles. Virginia Valii was severely cut onf.
ago,
Miss Pickford's
film but
the story
then was plan
alteredto Oranges."
ankle by a jagged piece of
and, under the direction of Frnst the
coral while swimming in the Stt
Lubitsch, she did her current of- John's river. King Vidosj
fering,theater
"Rosita," which
openedYorkat sprained the ligaments in his foot
the Lyric
in New
when he fell through some roti
last week.
It is expected that at least 14 ten planking on an old wharf.
weeks will be required for the Ford Sterling's ankle was badly
"cinemizing" of "Dorothy Ver- twisted when his foot caught in an
anchor rope, while filming scenes
aboard a yacht. Jimmy Dugan,
Monty Banks has just started production manager, fell through
his thirteenth two-reel comedy for a hatchway on the yacht and
Grand-Asher, title yet unchosen.
sprained his right ankle.
The sight of the four members
Sid Smith is taking a short rest limping on the set is a signal for
priornon."
to starting the first of his the company orchestra to play
new scries of two-reel comedies
"The MarchTof the Wooden Solfor Grand-Asher.

diers."
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Trimble's Tips for
Lovers of
Dog
Laurence Trimble, director and
trainer of the wonder-dog,
Strongheart, who has just finished
his latest starring vehicle, "The
Love Master," declares there is
one point in the feeding of animals which is of vital necessity
and that very few dog owners are
aware of it.
"Most people
declares
Trimble,
one ofknow,"
the foremost
authorities on dogs in the United
States, "that a certain amount of
raw meat should be given every
dog if he is to be kept in proper
condition. What they do not
know is that occasionally this raw
meat should be alive — a chicken or
rabbit.
"Occasionally, some of my
eighteen timber wolves — which
are only wild dogs if you stop to
consider — ■ become pepless and
mopey. Then I know it is time
io give them some live meat and
their next feeding is live rabbits
or chickens.
"Eating the animal, feathers or
fur and all as the case may be, is
an immediate aid to digestion.
This is also true of your dog and
at least once every month Strongheart is given a rabbit or chicken.
"There is one generally accredited theory concerning wolves
which I have thoroughly disproven and that is that a timber
wolf must make his own kill or
he will not touch his food. I
have found that wolves will eat as
readily out of your hand as will a
dog. The only drawback is they
must first trust the man who
feeds them.
"I have often been asked how
wolves differ from dogs and the
answer is 'They don't.' Treat
them as dogs and they will respond as dogs, for what are they
but the original dog. They are
just wild,
One judged
of the
finest
dogs that's
I everall.
owned,
from the standpoint of a pet, is a,
full grown timber wolf."
13-YEAR-OLD STAR
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is going
to school from sunrise to sunset
since his advent in pictures.
In his first starring picture,
"Stephen
Steps Out,"
he plays
role of a school
boy and
many the
of
the scenes of the story are filmed
in the class room. Before starting his screen work in the morning and after finishing it in late
afternoon, young Doug puts in
some strenuous periods of work
with his own tutor in order to
keep abreast of his real school
work.
Joseph Henabery is directing
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in this
adaptation for Paramount by Edfrid Bingham of Richard Harding
Davis' "The Grand Cross of the
Crescent." Theodore Roberts is
featured and the supporting cast
is headed by Noah Beery, Harry
Myers and Frank Currier.
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Secured

By the First National
Miss Fairfax was the author of
Marion Fairfax, noted playwright and screen writer, has successful stage plays before she
joined the First National scenario turned her attention to the screen
staff at the United Studios.
The acquisition of Miss Fairfax several years ago. She became a
to the writing department follows screen writer while the motion
closely the engagement of Hol- picture industry was still in its
man Day, famous author, who was infancy and has to her credit .many
signed last week by First National of the biggest productions. Among
to become advisory counsel in the her most noted successes were
same department.
"The River's End," "Valley of
The noted woman writer will the
Giants," "The Honor of His
write original stories and adapta- House," and "Love Insurance."
tions of popular plays and stories
She is in excellent company in
contracted for by First National the First National story departfor release during the Fall and ment.
Winter months.
Holman Day is the author of
The engagement of Miss Fair- more than a thousand short stofax will make the scenario departries and thirty novels, while
ment of First National one of the Charles O. Hoyt has enjoyed fame
strongest and most talented on as the author of many successes
the West Coast.
in drama and literature.
Record Time
Made
by

Is

Lillian's Newest
Picture Has

Hughes

Premiere

"Finished." That word written
across the script of Rupert
Hughes' "Law Against Law," at
the Goldwyn studios this week,
told an eloquent story of a production completed in almost
record time. Approximately six
weeks ago Major Hughes began
production on his new picture,
written directly for the screen.
The filming was expedited when
"Giant Geyser" erupted the first
day of what had been expected to
be a nine weeks' location stay in
Yellowstone National Park waiting for an eruption. The film has
gone to the cutting room in preparation for an early release.
"Law Against Law," deals
with the conflicting divorce laws
by which a man may be married
in one state and single in another.
An all-star cast includes Lew
Cody, Helene Chadwick, Carmel
Myers, George Walsh, Hedda
Hopper, Dale Fuller, Rush
Hughes, Marjorie Bonner, William Orlamond, Victor Potel,
Kathleen Key, Robert DeVilbiss,
Virginia Loomis, Howard Tuesdale, Hughie
minent players.Mack and other pro-

The film version of "The White
Sister," starring Miss Lillian Gish,
had its premiere at the Fortyfourth Street Theatre this week.
The picture was directed by
Henry King who achieved distinction in directing Richard Barthelmess in "Tol'able David" and
other recent successes of that
young star. The company spent
seven months in Italy making this
picture andA is believed to be
Miss
Gish's greatest screen
achievement.

HOLLYWOOD

LEGION?

Tom O'Brien, who is playing
the heavy in the F. B. O. produc"Born of the ofCyclone,"
the
screention,adaptation
the recent
New York stage success, "A
Daughter of the Storm," has one
all-consuming ambition. It is to
meet Reginald Denny, Universal
star and boxer of parts, in the
squared circle for the boxing title
of the picture colony at Hollywood. Before becoming an actor,
O'Brien was professional boxer,
cowboy and Royal Northwest
Mounted Policeman.

Miss Gish takes the role of the
"white sister" in which Miss Viola
Allen scored one of her greatest
triumphs on the speaking stage.
In this part Miss Gish plays a
role entirely different from anything she has ever been seen in.
The picture was made'through the
cooperation of the Italian government and church authorities who
united in extending every facility
to give the correct interpretation
and atmosphere for the different
episodes in the story.
The company was fortunate in
being in Italy at the time that
Vesuvius erupted and was able to
get many scenes showing the fiery
mountain discharging its streams
of lava down its sides and wiping
out towns and vineyards. Among
the numerous unusual scenes are
episodes taken in the deserts of
Africa where the company worked
while the Italian soldiers were engaged in putting down the recent
insurrections- of the natives of Alment. giers against the Italian governRonald Colman, who was loanGish's by
leading
she ed,isis Miss
supported
Gail man
Kane,andJ.
Barney Sherry and Charles Lane.
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Kirkwood

on Way

toRecovery
Complete
Due to the serious condition of
James Kirkwood, who suffered a
fracture of the brain when thrown
from his horse at the Beverly
Hills riding ring a week ago, it
will be necessary for King Vidor,
Goldwyn director, to select a new
leading man for "Wild Oranges,"
the screen version of the popular
Joseph Hergesheimer novel, in
which Kirkwood was playing the
leading role.
The day before the accident
Kirkwood returned with the
Vidor troupe from Florida, where
location scenes were taken for the
picture. Since the accident the
company has been taking the
scenes in which Mr. Kirkwood
does not appear. Vidor is considering several actors for the parf,
but as yet has not made a decision
The scenes in which Kirkwood
played will be eliminated. Goldwyn officials are considering the
feasibility of sending the company back to Florida to remake
these scenes with a new leading
man.
"Mr. Kirkwood has recovered
consciousness and is doing very
nicely." This is the latest report
from the actor's bedside. According to Dr. R. B. Griffith, attending physician, Kirkwood wiil
not be able to resume work for at
least five weeks.
Frances De Kressier Brady,
more popularly known among her
friends as "Frankie" Brady, has
accepted the position as chief
reader with Renalles, Inc. At
present she is combining with her
duties that of private secretary to
Clarke Renalle and collaborating
with him on a special de luxe
edition of a novelized version of
the detailed synopsis of the forthcoming big feature production,
"The Elk's Tooth," complimentary
copies of which will be sent to
every lodge, not only in the
United States, but to the affiliated
associations of Canada, upon the
request of a large number of
prominent officials, who are evincing a great interest in the story,
on account of its dealing principally with the life and habitats of
the few remaining elks in this
country. Mrs. Brady is a writer
of well-known reputation and her
collaboration in the department of
which she has taken charge should
be of valuable service to the corporation.
James Morrison is en route. to
Hollywood from New York where
he but recently finished work in
Vitagraph's version of the onetime popular ballad "On the Banks
of the Wabash." On his journey
homeward, Morrison will visit a
number of the larger cities supstables in California
the interest of porting
theracingSouthern
Jockey Club of Culver City, of
which organization he is an ardent
booster.
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Way

Is

to

New

Barthelmess
Picture

Rome

Starts

The departure of Henry King,
the director, together with the
heads of the technical departments of the Inspiration studios
for Rome means that the production of llie motion picture, "Romola,"
George
novel, inbased
whichonboth
LillianEliot's
and
Dorothy Gish will appear, will begin very shortly.
One part of the unit has already sailed for Italy. This included William Powell who plays
the part of Tito, Charles Lane,
character man, Joseph Boyle, assistant director, and Roy Overbaugh, camera man. Among
those whose departure is scheduled for early in September to
join the unit in Italy, are Ronald
Colman who will be Miss Gish's
leading man, and Herbert Grimwood who will play the part of
Savanarola.

The name of Richard Barthelmess's new starring vehicle which
he has commenced work on at the
Fort Lee studio with John S.
Robertson directing, is "Twentyone." This is the film version of
the celebrated novel, "Wild Apples," by Grace MacGowan Cooke
and Alice MacGowan. The story
deals with the struggles of a boy
whose father and mother have
different views as to how he shall
be brought up and who are out of
step with each other. It depicts
the struggles of a youth brought
up under such circumstances to
throw off a yoke that keeps him
checked.
Dorothy Mackaill, who was Mr.
r.artbelmess's leading lady in
"The Fighting Blade," is again
playing opposite him, having the
distinction of being the first ingenue to play opposite Mr. Barihelmess in more than one picture since he became a star.

POPULAR ACTRESS
TO REMAIN HERE
Evelyn Brent, who has just
completed leading roles in "Held
to Answer" and "Loving Lies,"
has adopted Hollywood as her
permanent home.
Miss Brent made her decision
yesterday when she cabled a refusal to an offer of a long term
theatrical contract in England,
where she has a particularly large
following resulting from her two
and a half years on the stage and
before the camera.
For several days Miss Brent has
been trying to make a decision on
the theatrical offer which would
establish her as a stage star in her
own right in England. Several
motion picture contracts which arc
now under negotiation decided the
matter for Miss Brent. Signatures will be affixed on one contract within the next few days
which will offer a realization of
one of Miss Brent's pet ambitions,
namely to portray a heavy emotional character many years older
than her own age.

DOES
"FLIP-FLOPS"
Lewis Sargent, well known
juvenile leading man and a
comedian of no mean ability, has
been recently signed by Mack
Sennett to play the lead in "FlipFlops," a forthcoming two-reel
comedy with an all-star cast, in
which Alberta Vaughn will have
the principal female role. The
new picture will 1$ directed by
Del Ruth. Both story and continuity were prepared by the
director and Mel Brown under
the supervision of the producer.
Teddy Stevens, who has been assisting Dick Jones in the production of Mabel Normand's starring
vehicle, will act in the capacity o?
assistant director to Del Ruth.
With this combination behind the
cameras, it is expected "FlipFlops" will be one of the greatest
gloom-chasers Sennett has produced in a long time.

"Triumph"
DcMillc'swillNext
Cecil B. DeMillc
follow his
recently completed production of
"The Ten Commandments" which
Jeanie Macpherson wrote for
Paramount with a screen presentation of "Triumph," the Saturday
Evening Post story by May Edington, is one of the important
news announcements of the week
from Paramount
's West Coast
production
headquarters.

Dorothy Phillips is turning over
her domestic and social duties and
imitations to her housekeeper and
secretary for consideration in anticipation of a busy season at the
studios. Her initial engagement
of the Fall season will be with
John Stahl in a stellar role of the
elaborate production, "Why Men
Leave Home," a dramatic production.

WITH RUPERT HUGHES
Evelyn Sherman, well known
portrayer of Spaniel roles, just
finished a sympathetic mother role
in "Trilby," and is now playing a
haughty society dame in "Law
Against Law" which Rupert
Hughes is directing at the Goldwyn studios.

SARGEXT

( "harles "Buck" Jones will be
known
as "Bigat Dan"
few weeks
least for
thistheis next
the
title of the picture he is now filming lor William Fox-. It has been
a long time indeed since the big
•fellow donned his hair pants and
wide brimmed hat but it is announced that "Buck" will return
to his first love — high class Western features — ere long.
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Tucker

Talks

the Flying
Future

on

of

Cost

Great

Dollars

Many
Per

Foot
Harland Tucker, who plays the
role of the aviator in "The
Broken Wing" at the Morosco
Theater, declares that the first
vacation of six months that he decides to take, he is going to an
aviation school and learn to pilot
a machine.
"Not because of my disastrous
experience in 'The Broken
Wing'," he declares, "but because
some day I have an ambition to
own"In myanother
own plane."
ten years I believe
airplanes will be as cheap and as
numerous as automobiles now
are," he further prophesies, "and
if they are, we can all afford the
flivver
"It istype."
natural that men should
take to the air, especially since
so many thousands of motor cars
are jamming the boulevards.
"The ponderous means of passenger locomotion now in vogue
will seem as antiquated fifty
years
from tonowus. as a coach-andfour seems
"Steam and electric trains will
be used for freight, ships for
ocean travel and freight, motor
cars for short distance and huge
airplanes for journeying across
countries and for crossing the
smaller bodies of water.
"Men of only moderate means
will own their own planes and if
they are suburbanites, they will
probably fly to work, parking their
planes on the tops of flat buildings
or in public hangars that will be
built just outside the business disof all large
cities."
Mr. trictsTucker
comes
of a family
noted for its far sightcdncss, so
he may be right.

Will the study of the feet of
movie celebrities prevent future
divorces?
Thatmate"
the discovery
one's'
"sole
is possible ofthrough
impressions of the feet and that
pitfalls of marital unhappincss can
be avoided by reading the character clearly indicated by a person's sole, is the contention of Dr.
F. F. Hayden, noted New York
chiropodist.
"The feet are more of an in*
dcx of character than most people
are aware of," says Dr. Hayden.
"For instance, the girl of low
arches in many cases will be fou
to be cruel and exacting.
"Also, avoid a flat-footed gi
with fallen arches as she is usu;
ally in poor health. The flat-footj
with all of the toes crowded to*
gcther by high heels and pointed
shoes, indicates a shallow person
who prefers jazz and cafe life tq
the more substantial pleasures of
Helene Chadwick, popular film
star, who recently insured her feel
for $20,000, is pointed out by DrJ
Hayden as offering an illustration of aalignment
normal shown
woman'sin Miss
feet
"Perfect
Chadwick's pedographs indicates a
sunny
disposition, with a prcdelectionlife."
for the normal pleasures of

Miss
Chadwick's
are pointed out to
reveal, in feet
addition
to a
high fect
mental
development,
a perphysique.
Dr. Hayden has inspected the
feet of 500 young women students
at the Kansas University, where
he found only two perfect specilife."mens, one pair being those of a
i
Chinese
girl.
WASHBURN AND
SHIRK GOING EAST
A trip to any of the beaches
where the fairest daughters of the
Adam Hull Shirk, scenario edi- country are wont to disport themselves, will convince the most
tor for Grand-Asher will leave
shortly for New York City. With
skeptical that there is room for
him will come Bryant Washburn
great improvement in the average
and Mabel Forrest. The purpose
foot, declares the eminent chiroof the trip is a conference with
F. Heath Cobb and Mindret Loeb
Divorces both in the motion picof themineNew
York shall
office,betoused
deter-in podist.ture colony and in other circles
what books
throughout
the country
are gaining in number
every year.
In
Bryant
Washburn's 1924 program
for Grand-Asher.
proportion,
the
movie
colony
Messrs. Cobb and Loeb have not experiencing any greateris
number of divorces than indicated
beenketcarefully
the plays
marsearching forcombing
books and
walks of life. Howwhich will when produced at the in anyever,other
the prominence of the film
Grand Studio, reflect the principle celebrities
results in their divorces
of conservatism and common
being tentbroadcast
a greater
than divorcesto of
persons ex-in
sense which has already been esother
fields
of
endeavor.
tablished. To protect the exhibitor and the public, nothing spectip. pay those who contemIt might
tacular, weird or awe-inspiring is den's
plate matrimony to take Dr. Hayconsidered, but a concerted effort
is made to obtain plays in which
yourhim"sole
mate"forbefore
or her
your
a strong element of human inter- youFindselect
est may be injected.
"Soul Mate."
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Lieutenant T. G. Berrien, U.S.
IN., first vice-president of Renalles,
line,
writes :duty
"Have
been detailed
Ifor special
in Shanghai
and
■Chinese waters, to take a series
lof pictures dealing with navy life
lin Asiatic Stations. The photoIgraphic value and scenic beauty so
Jfar strikes me as being remarkI ably adaptable for the big Asilatic story we talked over before I
I left, and am hoping to send you in
Ithe near future views and notes
lof native life, etc., that I am sure
lyou will find of inestimable
lvalue."
Spottiswood Aitken is portrayig a ship captain in I. W. Irv[g"s production, "Trapped."
Fred Esmelton has a great opportunity for high class comedy
work in Johnnie Hines' "Conductor 1492" for Warner Bros.
With the selection of Vincent
McDermott and Frank Richardson as the first two of his directorial assistants, and Byron Haskins as head cinematographer,
Allen Holubar has begun the
choice of his production aides.
McDermott is from the directorial staff of Vitagraph; Richardson has just returned from Europe, where he made several pictures, while Byron Haskins is one
of the best known cameramen on
the coast.
Holubar will first do "The Human Mill," adapted from "The
Bishop of
Cottontown,"
a wellicnown
novel
by John Trotwood
Moore. His second production
will be "Life's Highway," from
the
"EastandofhisSuez,"
by E.stage
Lloyd play,
Sheldon,
third
Story
is
"Robes
of
Redemption,"
by Jane Hurrle.
Hal Mohr, who photographed
"Bag and Baggage," Finis Fox's
latest photoplay, will head the battery of cameramen who will photograph Choice Productions, Inc.,
next special. Ray June, who
filmed "Satan's Secret" for Choice,
has
fold. returned to J. K. McDonald's
William V. Mong will doubtless
appear in two cinema productions
at the same time this month. Anyway he has been proffered two
attractive contracts bearing the
same dates and both producers
have given the famed character
actor permission to "double in
brass."
Mong willwithin
announce
his
future affiliations
the next
ten days, he says.
Jane Novak, starring in Chester Bennett productions, has just
received a fan letter from Iceland.
King Baggot began his career
as a stage actor, then he became
a screen actor, then a director,
and later started writing the stories for his own direction. Re-
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cently aproducer who saw Baggot's latest Baby Peggy UniversalJewel the"Whose
Baby had
Are created
You,"
liked
story Baggot
so well that he suggested that the
director come with his organization as the head of the scenario
department at a salary considerably higher than even the one he
is receiving now.
FAMILY REUNION
Fred Caldwell, producer and director of a two-reel series of
Hollywood pictures after a two
weeks trip to New York, where
plans were made for the distribution of this series, left last night
for North Carolina, where he will
visit his mother before returning
to the coast.
Joe Rock has just completed his
twelfth two-reeler for GrandAsher, title yet unchosen. He will
take a short rest before starting
work on his new series in which
he will star with Charlie Murray.
Jean Hersholt Exhibits His
Paintings in San Francisco
The artistic ability of Jean Hersholt, who plays the role of Ivlarcus Schouler in the Goldwyn picture, "Greed," is not confined to
acting. He is a painter of note
as well, having had exhibitions in
Copenhagen, Denmark, his native
city, and in New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles. The latest
showing of his brush and pen
work was held in art galleries Si
San Francisco.
The exhibition included oil
paintings and pen and ink drawings. The former consisted of
portraits, still life and landscapes ;the latter were black and
white studies, in the manner of
etchings, of ZaSu Pitts, as tnc
Trina of "Greed," Erich von
Strohcim, the director, and himself as Marcus Schouler.
Formerly Local Stock Player
It certainly is strange how a
girl, after appearing in a number
of dramatic plays before the footlights, would turn out to be one
of
the
screen's
comediennes.
Such most
is thepopular
case,
however, with Dorothea Wolbert,
who for the past several years
has been creating mirth for the
entertainment of motion picture
audiences. Before entering film
work, Miss Wolbert was in stocTc
at the Morosco and the old Burbank theatres in Los Angeles,
where she played in such well
known plays as "The Lion and
the Mouse," "A Widow by
Proxy" andoffered
many her
others.
When
Universal
a contract
to appear in pictures, she gave up
stage work. At first she played
dramatic roles, but later she developed aliking for comedy characterizations and it is this type or
role that she has since portrayed
most successfully.
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B ELM ORE TO PORTRAY
DIFFICULT CHARACTER

LASKY COMPANY
IN ARIZONA

Lionel Belmore, long and favorably known for both stage anc*
screen interpretations, is the latest
member
of first
Bryant
Washburn's
cast for his
production
to be
released by Grand-Asher, temporarily titled, "Try and Get It,"
adapted from the Saturday Evening Post story, "The Ring-Tailed
Mr. Belmore has appeared in
Gallawampus."
manyter roles
big and
productions
in charachas a role
in this
film, which Cullen B. Tate is directing, which suits his personality to a "T." It is that of Timothy Perrin, a coal dealer, between
whom and Larry Donovan, played
by Joseph Kilgour, a great friendship exists, only shadowed by a
certain disagreement which, whenever it comes to the surface, takes
on the aspect of a feud.
Mr. Belmore is highly delighted
with the part, to which he will
bring much unction and the experience of long years in the portrayal of striking and lifelike
characters.

Director Victor Fleming, heading a cast and staff of approximately forty people, arc in Flagstaff, Arizona, where several
weeks will be spent filming the exterior scenes in the Zane Grey
production "The Call of the Canyon," for Paramount.
Richard
Dix and Lois Wilson
are featured in this production
with Noah Beery, Ricardo Cortez
and Charles Ogle in support. Although the city of Flagstaff will
serve as a base for the company,
actual work will carry the commany miles
into the adjoiningpanyArizona
country.

As a result of the remarkable
success scored by Richard Dix as
"Jean Isbcl," the leading role in
"To The Last Man," a Zane Grey
production for Paramount, this
talented star has been cast for the
leading part in Grey's most recent story, "The Call of the Canyon," and is now on location with
his director and the other members of the company near Flagstaff, Arizona. Dix expects to be
away for six or seven weeks.
Al St. John is as yet reveling
amid "Peace and Quiet," his
forthcoming two-reel fun provoker for Fox. The comedy star
wrote the story and he asserts
that it is so funny that he almost
"passed out" with laughter while
penning it. A notable cast of funsters support Al in "Peace and
Quiet" and Beanie Stoloff is associated with St. John in the
direction of the picture.
Irving Cummings has completed
his cast for his forthcoming Universal special, "My Mamie Rose,"
an
adaptation
Owen and
Kildare's
novel.
Mary ofPhilbin
Pat
O'Malley will have the leading
roles in the picture.
Dale Fuller has completed another complex character role in
"Law Against Law," the Rupert
Hughes-Goldwyn production that
has attracted so much attention.
But recently the well known character artists completed work in
Von Stroheim's production of
"Greed" and prior to that essayed
one of the principal parts in
"Merry
Go Round," a recent special release.

MRS. JACK HOLT ILL
Jack pleted
Holt,
recently comone of who
the featured
roles
in William de Mille's latest Paramount picture, "The Marriage
Maker," is now in Portland, Ore.,
where he was called by the sudden
illness of Mrs. Holt.
STARS TO RETURN

SOON

Pola Negri and Herbert Brenon,
star and producing director, will
return to Paramount's West Coast
studio from their respective vacations early in September to begin
work at once on Miss Negri's next
Paramount
picture,
Man." her
The star has
been "My
enjoying
vacation at the Grand Canyon and
Del Monte following the completion of "The Spanish Dancer."
Brenon, who produced this picture, is now in New York where
he attended the wedding of his
niece. Charles de Roche, who will
play the leading masculine role in
"My Man" has also been enjoying
his first vacation in many months
following the completion of his
role in William de Mille's "The
Marriage
Maker." known as one of
Brick Enright,
the best film editors, will start his
new duties as gag-man on the set
with Del Lord, when the director
begins his next comedy special,
starring Ben Turpin, with Irene
Leutz as ingenue lead. Harry
Gribbon, Jack Richardson and
Buddy Ross will also play important parts in the picture, which has
not as yet been given a title.
Carl Miller has his troubles in
being as wealthy as he is in Tourneur's lected
"Jealous
He se-as
tweeds withFools."
broad stripes
being fittingto for
about-town
wear.a wealthy man"Good looking suit," said the
assistantliams director,
"butlike
EarlthatWil-in
wore one just
scenes
took." later in a
Then weCarljustappeared
dark suit and was told he looked
like
undertaker.
more ancheerful
in sergeNow
coat he's
and
white flannel trousers.
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CreightOfl Hale, returned from
San Francisco where he completed
an engagement of three months in
a leading role in Goldwyn's "The
Judge
the Woman,"
up his and
wardrobe
at the gathered
Culver
City plant and faced the camera
at
Warnerimportant
Brothers',engagement
where he
hastheanother
in the picture tentatively titled
"The
Marriagewill
Circle."
Ernst Lubitsch
direct.which
So
the actor who arrived in Hollywood the first of the year, when
he was immediately signed up. has
been kept on the jump, with no
vacation in sight.

its local premier. Wallace was
well known to the speaking stage
before entering the movies having
played
ductions.in many big Broadway pro-

Tom J. Geraghty, now in Kenncbunkport, Maine, with Booth
Tarkingtou. whose original for
Thomas Meighan, "Pied Piper
Malone,"
adapted
for
the
screen,thewillformer
make six
youthful
hearts beat with joy and also contribute alovely touch to the production. About fifty miles from
the author's home is the summer
colony and school of the Denishawn dancers, and Mr. Geraghty
plans to have six girls appear in a
dance sequence. One of the six
will be Gladys Geragnty, his
young daughter, who is attending
the school and specializing in
fancy dancing.

Is Satisfied as Star
Can you picture Dorothy Phillips as a school teacher?
The emotional First National
star can be a school marm if she
cares to accept the offer made her
by
an exclusive
girls'
Baltimore,
Maryland,
her school
old homein
town.
Not that Miss Phillips will
have to brush up on her three r's
and teach
and 'rithmetic
to areadin',
bunch 'ritin'
of youngsters,
but instead she has been asked to
conduct courses in dramatic and
motion picture acting.
Several pending contracts she
has with west coast producers will
doubtless prevent her acceptance
of the chair of applied cinema art.

Louise Fazenda, since her advent
in the Hal E. Roach western,
tentatively called "Rex," in which
is cast asrole,
"Maggie,"
the cook,
ashefeatured
for which
the
Warner Brothers loaned her, has
succumbed to a new habit for her
— afternoon tea. In the cast are
several English actors and as the
company, while on location, has its
own cook, with the kitchen close
to the ranch house where they are
working, tea at 4 p.m. ftas Tjcen
introduced with great success, for
there are always severat wno arc
not working, so the custom has
been most contagious. Miss Kazenda is now a great booster for
a cup of tea, black or green, she
cares not.
Theodor von Eltz against a
background of wide spaces has
been depicting the virile young engineer in "Tiger
Rose," theMr.Warner Brothers
production.
von
Eltz experienced a return to the
life primitive in the creation of
the role, for he was with those
members of the company that
went to Tuolumne Meadows
Lodge near the Yosemite. Up in
the
5 o'clock,Mr.for von
his
shotsmorning
as the at
surveyor,
Eltz was photographed on the last
day when he made the ascent with
director and cameraman, 10.000
feet above sea level. The young
actor, who plays opposite Lenore
Ulric as her sweetheart, is doing
his greatest work in the production.
R'imscy Wallace will be seen in
his first role as a "heavy" in
Mabel Normand's "The Extra
Girl," which is soon to be given

MacLcan Company on Locution
Members of the Douglas MacLean company, producing "The
Yankeecisco Consul,"
are in banlocation
Franto film important
scenes for the comedy-drama.
Supporting
is a
notable
cast,"Doug"
headedMacLean
by Eulalie
Jensen and other featured players of like promise. James Home
is directing the picture.

Marriage Market Finishes
Final scenes are being taken this
"The Marriage
'Market,"
aweek
sex onmelodrama
de luxe,
which
Harry Cohn is producing at the
Waldorf studios for C. B. C. release. E. J. Le Saint is directing
the all-star cast, which includes
Jack Mulhall, Pauline Garon, Alice
Lake, Shannon Day, Vera Lewis,
Mayme Kelso, Kate Lester and
Marc Robbins. The play is to be
produced from the novelette by
Evelyn Campbell.
The rise of Harry Cohn to the
position of the youngest producer
on the west coast reads like the
Horatio Alger stories of boyhood
days, where poor youths rose to
important positions from humble
beginnings.
Harry Cohn, who heads the
Waldorf studios and supervises
the production of dc luxe features,
proudly boasts of the fact that his
career in pictures began when he
received the first feather duster as
Carl Lacmmle s office boy in the
Universal offices in New York.
The honor of creating a new
mother role which accents firmness of character rather than sentiment goes to Lydia Knott.
Charles Chaplin in his initial role
as director of his play, "The Woman of Parts," saw in Miss Knott
the type to portray the mother he
had in mind and so she was given
this big part. That she has risen
to the occasion of the confidence
imposed in her by Chaplin, is attested to by those who witnessed
the preview of the play.

in Filmland

Stage and Screen
Years before the camera and
footlights is the only sort of Aladdin lamp used by May Foster to
reach the top notch of screenland's character women. Her
ability demonstrated as Nancy
Sublcy in "Milestones," as Mrs.
Purdy in "Forty-five Minutes
From Broadway," with Charles
Ray, and as an old Chinese woman
in
self."Thundergate," speaks for itHas Collection of Canes
Pat Barnes, of screen and stage
fame, isn't a good customer to
meet
in theor dark.
He'ssticks.
a collector
of canes
walking
One
specimen in his collection would
keep the most vicious thug at bay.
It's a gold handled one, equipped
with a long steel fencing blade.
It's one of the oldest as well as
most
valuableThecanes
possession.
cane inwasBarnes'
made
in Barcelona, Spain, and has a
handle and tip of gold of exquisite
design. In case of necessity the
wooden hull may be slipped off,
leaving only a finely tempered
steel blade, such as was used in
liers. days of old by French cavathe
"You can get more fun out of
money spent in Hollywood than
you can in any other city in the
country."
says character
Howard Truesdell.
well So
known
actor
of the screen and legitimate stage.
And as Truesdell has spent
thirty-five odd years with road
companies and big stage plays in
the
cast, he can be considered an
authority.
Stanley Tollcy, erstwhile banker
and now a coming screen favorite,
has
just atreturned
a week's
vacation
CatalinafromIsland,
following his strenuous work at local
studios. Although Tolley has been
in pictures only a few years, he
has received considerable praise
for histions insplendid
character
delineavarious large
productions,
his finest work being credited to
the role he had in "Trilby."
Talking about talented people in
Hollywood, there is one little
ingenue screen player who tops the
list. Dorothy Chase is her name,
and 22 years her age. Not only
can she compose poetry "which
sells," write publicity that is
printed, and play screen roles that
register, but likewise admits designing all her own gowns. It
would
seem
have much idlethattimeDorothy
on hand.doesn't
She
recently finished work in Jackie
Coogan's picture, "Long Live the
The Smithsonian Institute,
Washington,
D. C, has commisKing." sioned Erich von Stroheim to
make several thousand feet- of
scenic film in addition to the
scenes
is making
while inheDeath
Valley.for "Greed"

This

Week

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO
CORPORATION MOVES
The Universal Scenario Corporation, for several years located
in the Western Mutual Life Bldg.,
Third and Hill streets, city, are
now in their new offices in the
Security Building, on the corner
of Santa Monica Blvd. and Western avenue. It is the business of
this office to supply stories for
motion picture production, from
books, plays and the works of the
original writer. It also publishes
two magazines,
The Scenario
Bulletin Review and
the Bulletin
Digest, both of which are devoted
to the industry.
Among the stories, many will be
found of value to the producer
looking for either feature or program material, and a cordial invfc
tation is extended to the producer
or director, to visit the offices at
any time, where service will be
gladly rendered in any way possible to assist you in whatever
you may be looking for.
NO GOLF— NO KNICKERS
Victor Potel is promoting a society to prevent the Donning of
Golf Knickers
other than
devotees to the byvenerable
ScottsJ
game. Vic says that some direct
ors and actors must think that
golf clubs are trench digging instruments, if one is to judge from
the surface appearance of the
Griffith Park course.
'THREE WEEKS" COMES
ONCE IN EVERY LIB
In the life of every man ai^
woman
That comes
is thea "Three
claim Weeks."
of Minor
Glyn, authoress and expert fl
love, whose most famous novel
"Three Weeks," is now being directed by Alan Crosland for the
Goldwyn studios..
Once in every human being*
life comes a period of suprenti
happiness, brought about by love.
Every woman, for a time, is "Thl
Lady"
everyfor man
is "Paul."
It mayand last
months
— it majjJ
last only a few days. But in thai
time, every
reaches
highest
mental person
and moral
point.his{
One does not know, at the time)
that he is experiencing his "Thref
It is because
of this that
Weeks"
has become
the"Three?
most
widely-read novel written in thi?
last fifteen years, Mme. Glyi
believes.
Weeks."
Edward Dillon has signed Wal*
lace
role important
of "Karlob," Beery
one offorthethe most
characters in his production, "Thl
Drums Hammerstein
of Jeopardy,"
Elaine
which starring
he wiB
direct for Truart.
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Pays Visit
Here
I Completion of final details in
Ithe formation of a gigantic moItion picture co-operative association, patterned after the California Fruit Growers, with a membership of exhibitors, whose thejater holdings exceed $20,000,000,
lis the object of the visit to Los
lAngeles of Carl Anderson, chalrIman of the Advisory Committee of
Ithe recently launched Theatre
Owners' Distributing Corporation.
Anderson is here to confer with
various producers, distributors and
exhibitors, and will pay particular
attention to the independents,
whose problems are to receive special notice from the exhibitor organization.
Anderson, who was formerly a
Famous Playcrs-Lasky director of
distribution, is president of the
Anderson Pictures Corporation,
which has agreed to handle the
distribution for the Theatre OwnDistributing
Corporation.
Theers'new
organization
has as one
of its objects a protest against the

Reel,

a Real
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What's in a name? Bob Reel
McKee thinks that there is a lot,
and believes that a tricky name
will go far into bringing him into
favor with the public, if present
indications are anything to judge
by. He has received numerous inquiries and letters since he began
advertising his name.
It seems to be the general impression that his is an assumed
name. Such, however, fs not the
case, and it is his bona fide christened name, coming from his
great-great-grandfather, who was
a pioneer American settler.
, He has, however, more than a
name in his favor, having an attractive face, strikingly resembling that of Rex Ingram, for
whom he has often been mistaken.
This, combined with his care-free,
easy going manner, suggestive of
the late Wally Reid, and the fact
that he seems to photograph
about 100 per cent of the time,
indicate that when given his
chance, the public is going to like
Bobby Reel.

Hollywood

Has

a

Offers

Late

California is destined to become
the home of the most talented and
highly evolved people in the whole
world, according to Theodore
Kosloff, who is presenting his famous ballet this week at Grauman's Metropolitan Theater.
"I came to California primarily
to learn the moving picture business," asserts the noted moving
picture
and ballet
I soon star
learned
thatmaster,
here "but
one
could do several things and be appreciated.

Star

Returns

to

the Eastern
Stage

The Universal Casting Directory have opened a suite of offices
in the Security Bank building, at
the corner of Santa Monica
Boulevard and Western Avenue.
Professionals are invited to visit
and examine the policy and efficiency of the Directory.
The publication charges no commissions and promises a wide distribution among the studios in
Hollywood. The book is being
arranged to attract wide local attention and is heartily endorsed
by several film officials. Within
its covers will be found names
well known to theatre audiences.
The policy of the company will be
to secure "preferred parts in pictures" for the professional.

Marilyn Miller, wife of Jack
Pickford, left Hollywood last
week for New York City, after
spending
threewithmonth's
vacation
on the coast
her actor-husband. Upon her arrival in the
East she will commence rehearsing for "Sally," which will open
on Broadway September 17th.
Jack Pickford plans to complete his present production, "Valof theleave
Wolf,"
during theforweek
and leywill
immediately
the
East to be present at the reshow.
opening of his wife's famous
Jack plans to remain in the
East and make his future pictures
there in order to be with his
young
The wife.
day before departing for
New York City, the birthday of
Mrs. Jackbrated. APickford
was party
celejoint birthday
was held for Mrs. Pickford and
Allan Forrest, brother-in-law of
Jack's, whose birthday also happens to be on September 1st.
STANDARD FILM PRODUCT
INDORSED BY CHAMBER
An official stamp of approval by
the board of directors of the
Chamber of Commerce has been
accorded the film entitled "The
Port or Golden Opportunity,"
produced by the Standard Film
Laboratory for the World Traders of Los Angeles. Members of
the chamber's directorate were
guests of the World Traders at a
preview of the picture, which comprises six reels of scenes at Los
Angeles Harbor and views of the
industrial, wholesale, retail and
residential districts of the city.

Following the completion of the
role of "Nikky" in "Long Live the
King," Jack Coogan, Sr., offered
Allan Forrest a two-year contract
to appear opposite the young star.
At the same time another producing company approached Forrest
with an offer to star him in his
own production. While he was
considering these offers Miss
Pickford decided she would like
to have him for her leading man
in "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall," upon which she will soon
begin production.
After weighing the opportunities presented by all three positions, he decided to accept Miss
Pickford's offer. He will be seen
in the part of Sir John Manners,
which will be one of the most romantic roles of his long career.

Kosloff

Classic

New Casting
Directory

ACTOR TURNS DOWN
CHANCE TO BE STAR
fabulous salaries paid to stars and
particularly to mere children,
which makes the rental costs
mount to the exhibitor, and he in
turn has to raise the admission
charges to the public.
While here Anderson will go
into conference with Glenn Harper, secretary of the Southern
California Theatre Owners' Association and a member of the
national executive committee of
exhibitors.
Officers of the new exhibitordistributing co-operative organization are W. A. True, president ;
Harry Davis, vice-president; L. J.
Dittmar, treasurer; W. D. Buforcl,
secretary ; and Sydney S. Cohen,
chairman of the board of directors.

Reel

News Section

"The reason for this is because
there arc so many persons ready
to pursue their studies in dancing,
music,
ence. art, drama, writing or sci"Learning that I had received
my training in the Russian Imperial School, many students who
wanted toe dancing came to me for
lessons — and I soon discovered
that I had a class of exceptional
pupils — and that in order to accommodate the large number who
wanted my methods, I must open
a studio.
"In my studio I was continually
amazed at the dancers who are
ready for the advanced lessons as
taught in the Imperial School —
and among this number I have
chosen those who have had special
training under my direction to appear in the Valse Triste ballet,
now at the Metropolitan.
"I do not teach any particular
method of dancing — I teach the
proper control of the muscles of
the body — and the students interpret the music or ideas presented
to them.
"This is easy of accomplishment here, for California seems
to engender ideas and ideals and
the artists do the rest."
Clare West, noted original gown
designer, has been working day
and night
on NormaMissTalmadge's
new
fall clothes.
West is
also designing the costumes worn
in "Dust of Desire," Miss Talnew feature for First
National madge's
release.
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For Weew Starting Monday, September 10
Progress
Camera! intend} to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director
Scenarist
Type
Holly 3130
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt. Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Schedule
Editing
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons
Ramsey
Cooke
Collins
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn
Ramsey
Cooke
Collins
2-Reel Comedies
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Preparing
Wilson
All-Star
Linden-Stevens
Geo. Carter
Carter
A. Statter
"Leave Satin
It to Girl"
Gerry"
Rosson
All-Star
Linden
Stevens
Geo.
Staff
"The
Dearholt Productions.
Neva Gerber Productions
2nd Wei k 598-146
Dick llatton
Neva Gerber
Nobles
La Mcce
"The 7th Sheriff'"
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
H. & B. Film Co.
Tenny Wright
All-Star
Bill Beckway
"Tango Trails"
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS. INC.
69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
CENTURY STUDIO.
(>100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Al Herman
All-Star
Win Hyer
Herman
Herman
"The Detective"
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
H.
Beaudinfi
.
Jim
Ada
Paul Phillips
Garnett
Jim
22-Reel
-Reel- Comedy
Scott Sidney
Neil Burnsmi
Alex
ErrestClemens
La Vtlle
Comedy
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr.
Frederick Bond
All Star
Joe Walker
Hobletz
Johnson
"Beyond the Veil"
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr.
6529 Venice Blvd.
Culver City.
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General.
All-Star
Staff
"The Elk's Tooth"
Harry A. Swart
"Purple Bath Tub"
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe,
Comedy Casting.
Jack Taurog
White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Staff
Neely
Edwards
Meehan
Cullen
Comedy
Staff
Kerr
All-Star
McGill
Linkoff
Hibliard
Special
Novelty
All-Star
Corhy
Sharpless
Staff
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Novelty Juveniles)
Comedy
Ward
Hayes
All-Star
Stengler Linkoff
Pratt
Juvenile
McGill
IJjewar
Staff
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
"Stock
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting. 1401 N. Western Ave. Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Edmund Mortimer Tohn Gilbert
"The
Exiles"
Comedies
Don Short
McKenzre
John
Staff Russel
Mayo
Jas. Tinling
Sid Wagner
Comedies
Al
St.
John
Al St. John
Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
Benny Cohn
Stoloff
Comedies
llim Summervllle Stock
Arthur
J.VicA.Scheurich
Schmidt
Comedies
Staff
Erie Kenton
Max Gold
Lew
Brlce
Staff
( 'himpanzces
Mark
Sandrich
Seiler-Carruth
"Chinatown"
J. Turner
H. Otto
All-Star
Wm. Ilollingshead Staff
"Temple of Venus"
Joe
Tom Mix
Rout. T. Lee
Lambert Hillyer
D. August
Clark
Manter
"A Flyin' Fool"
W.
Mayo
All-Star
"Hoodman
Blind"
II.
Houjjn
Jack
Ford
Fred &Russell
Fanny
Joe
August
John
Win. Wellman
Buck Jones
Schneidcrman
llatton"
Big
Dan"
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
GAR SON STUDIOS.
1X45 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
7405
GOLD SEAL PRODUCTIONS.
A. Rosetti, Studio Mgr.
"Riders
of
the
Desert"
Hughes- Gravel
Donna Hale
<". Hughes
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
"Castles in Spain"
Duke Worne
Snowy Baker
Price
Harry Tenbrook Staff
Duke Worne
All-Star
Price
A. Tenbrook Staff
"Do It Xnw"
GRAND STUDIO.
143S Gower St. Ben Verschleiscr, General Manager.
Comedy
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
H. Edwards
Monte Banks
B. Williams
Staff
Goodman
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
"Make It Snappy"
Lamont
Chas. I.amont
Sid Smith
K. MacLean
Rollie Asher
Comedy
Joe Rock Productions.
Morris
Reggis Morris
Joe Rock
Jerry Ash
Murray Rock
Bryant Washburn Productions.
Cullen B. Tate
Washburn- Dove
K. MacLcan
"Try and Get It"
R. Asher
J. Furthman
Elliott Dexter in R. Wm. Neil Production.
Florence
Heim
Untitled
R. Wm. Neil
Dexter-Harris
Rav June
Jo Sternberg
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
Hen Reynolds
Von Stroheim All-Star
Eddie Sowders Mathis-VonStrohei "Greed"
Chas. Van Enger Chas. Lapworth
Victor Seastrom Ail-Star
Paul Bern
"The
and the Woman"
"Law Judge
Against
Rupert Hughes
All Star
Albert
Kelly
Rupert Hughes
John Boyle
Mescall
"Wild
Oranges"Law"
King Vidor
All Star
John
James Dugan
King Vidor
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr
Gen. Mgr Bud Golden
Harold Llloyd Corporation. — Wm . R. Fraser,
Lundin
Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd
"The Girl Expert"

Jackson 1900
Preparing
593576
Holly 0096
Schedule
Holly 4070
439-764
Holly 3100
Schedule
Schedule
Drexel 2115
4th Week
Preparing
Preparing
598-165
3rd
3rd
1st
1st
1st

Week
Week
Week
Week
Week

Holly 3000
4th Week
Schedule
Editing
Schedule
Schedule
Editing
2nd Week
4th Week '
Schedule
4 til Week
Holly 2632
Drexel 0051
Roseberrv Ave.
3rd Week
Editing Hollv 2693
2nd Week
Editing Holly 0162
Editing
Editing
3rd Week
Ird Week
27th Week 761711
15 th Week
Week
7th
ith Week
Holly 1431
5 th Week
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Type

Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director Scenarist
Irving Productions. W. H. Carr, Production Manager.
All-Star
D. Jennings
Cy Clegg
Frank Beresford •"Trapped"
J.JackK. O'Brien
McDonald Productions.
Renand Hoffman Productions.
Cosmopolitan Productions.
Paul Scholfield
Paul Powell All-Star
Al. Seigler
Geo. Berthelon
"Mother McGinn'
Beverley Productions.
Walter Griffin
Phillip Hum
J. P. McGowan All-Star
J. E, MacDonald
The Whipping Boss"
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Bob Horner Geo. Chesebro Elmer Dyer
"The Isles of Paradise"
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Ay won release).
1442 Beachwood Drive.
Seeling Larkin
Vernon Walker Kenneth Green
"Chain Lightning"
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams. Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Donna Barrell
"White Fang"
Lawrence Trimble
Strongheart G. B. Dreyer
Cyril Gardner
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Bradley King
Edw. Benshaw
John Griffith Wray All-Star Henry Sharpe
'Anna Christie"
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way. Eddie Cline, Casting
Mitchell
Jack Blystone
Buster Keaton
E. Lessley-Thorp Rose
"Hospitality"
Lou Anger Productions.
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting. 1520 Vine
St.
Geo. Melford
All-Star Ernest Haller
John Boland Tom Gerahty
Al. E. Green
Thos. Meighan
Chas. Clark
Fred J. Robinson
Edfrid Bingham
Jos. Henabery
Doug. Fairbanks, JrSaxon Dean
Dick Johnson
Warren
Dick
Rush
J.
G. Hawkes
Cliff
Smith
Wm.~S.
Ha
Herb Brennon Pola Negri
H. Schwartz
Jos. Wilky
Howe
Wm. DeMille All-Star
Guy
Geo.
Hippard
Clara
Berangee
Geo. Melford All-Star
Chas. Clark
Fred Robertson Jack Cunningham
Zane Grey Productions.
Victor Fleming Dix-Wilson
James Howe
Gilroy
Doris Schroeder
McNAMARA STUDIOS.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
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Progress
4th Week
Final Week
2nd Week
1st Wee*
2nd Week

438-740
761731

31st Week
9th Week
Holly 2814
llth Week
Holly 2400

"The Light That Failed" Editing
"Woman-Proof" 7th Week
"Stephen Steps Out"
7th Wees
"Wm. Hart in Wild Bill Hickok" 4th Weerc
"My Man"
Preparing
"Every Day Love"
Preparing
"Flaming Barriers" Preparing
"The Call of the Canyon" 5th Week
Lankershim 132- J

MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Capitol 2120
Louis B. Mayer Productions. (Metro Release).
Reginald Barker
All-Star Percy Hilburn Harry Schencs J. G. Hawks
3rd Week
Preparing
"Cape
Cod
Folks"
John M. Stahl All-Star
Sidney Algier A. G. Younger
"Why Men Leave Home"
2nd Week
Fred Niblo All-Star Victor Milner Doran Cox
B. Meredyth
"Thy
Is Woman"
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
'MaName
yti
me"
Preparing
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star
Karl Struss
George Yohalem Eve Unse]l
"The Boomerang"
Gasnier All-Star
Karl Struss George Yohalem Olga 1'rintzlau
5th Week
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Casting.
Preparing
Holly 4485
Thos. Hopkins
Nat Natts
Harold Shaw All-Star
"The Living Past"
Preparing
V. Schertzinger
Victor Schertzinger All-Star
"Man
Whom
Life
Passed
By'
Preparing
Oscar Apfel Viola Dana
J. Arnold
'Angel Face Molly"
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Allen Holubar Productions.
H
'The Human Mill"
Scheduled Sept. 1
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Holly 4470
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
Geo. A. Cave
Schedule
P1CKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
United Artists R«ls«»«.
RaoulHillWalsh
Douglas
Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue Staff
Staff
"The Thief of Bagdad"
10th Week
Geo.
Jack
Pickford
Held
"Valley of the Wolf"
8th Week
Mary Pickford
Rosher
Staff _
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"Preparing
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Walter Anthony
Louis Tolhurst
Holly 2806
Microscopic Motion Pictures
Alf. Goulding
Harry Langdon
Albert Breslau
David Smith
Harry Langdon
Schedule
"A Perfect Nuisance"
Schedule
Benny Zeidman Productions.
Ed Cline
Joe Butterworth
Wm. Marshall
Frank Gerahty
"The Good Bad Boy"
5th Week
Grey Carr
R-C STUDrO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Holly 7780
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Editing
Gilbert Fones
Preparing
Al Santel Eddie Hearn
Wyndam
Gittens
'The Sand Pile"
Moreno
Beatrice
Van
Schedule
Lehrman
Geo. O'Hara Jos
Lee DuBray
Garmes
F. Tyler
'Fighting
BloodCyclone"
Series"
Emile Chautard Perdue-Hughes
•Born of the
Chester Bennett Productions.
Douglas MacLean Productions
j\rt riaven
Jimmy iiorne
uouglas MacLean
Max Duront
i ne i anttcc ^ uiisui
Riley
6701
Santa Monica Blvd.
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr.
579-440
Casting
Rynearson
All-Star
Bill Severin
"Light of the World"
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
761-721
Hal Roach Comedies (Pa the release).
Feature
2 Reel Comedy
Jackman
All-Star
Floyd Doran
Jackman W.
Guthrie Staff
Schedule
1 - Reel Comedy
P. Pembrooke Will
Rogers Robt.
Ross L.Letterman
Staff
Schedule
12-- Reel
Comedy
Geo. Jeske
Harry Pollard J. Roach
Clark Hennecke Staff
Schedule
Reel Comedy
Len Powers Animals
B. Currigan Glreeland Staff
Schedule
J- Keel Cumetiy
Schedule
Bob McGowan Our Gang
Harry Gerstad C. Morehouse Staff
J. Howe
Stan Lauref Frank Young Cruze
Staff
Schedule
ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
R. R. Rockett, Pres.
Chas. Huber, Casting.
Holly 2176
Phil Rosen
All-Star
Kurrle-Broening
Al. Davis
Francis Marion
'Life of Abraham Lincoln" Schedule
598-141
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mgr.
1425 Fleming St.

CAMERA
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Star

SEN NET! STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies. (First National Release).
Del Knth
Lord
All-StarTurntn
Blake Wagner
Del
Ben
PRODUCTIONS.

Type

Cameraman

Ass't Director Scenarist
RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr. 1439 Beachwood Dr. Hively
Al Mohr
Fred Allen
Logan-Baynham Productions.
C. W. Geo.
Patton
Productions.
H. F. MacPherson,
Mgr
Wm. Rertram
R. Seitz
Walker-Moran
Ray-Miller
Seitz
Hercules Film Co.
Jack Nelson
Pawl
McManigal
H. J. Brown Productions
Al. Kogell
Fred Thompson
Ross Fisher
Maloford Productions.
fob Williamson
Leo Maloney
Bataraka Stratton
(Jranadn Productions.

SUNSET

I

Feature

Editing
The Way
"Let's
Go" of a Man"
3rd Week
2nd Week

"Running Wild"
Untitled

Drexel 1550

(Comedy
omedy

Mack Sennett
Mack Sennett

Progress
Hollv 7945
Preparing
Editing

Schedule
Schedule

7425 Sunset Blvd.

UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee. Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions, Clune's Studio, 5360 NkL-ose Ave
Frank Borxage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. t,ru»t National release.)
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release) David Fisher
Mack-Sullivan
Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio
Sam Marion-Franklin
E. Rork Productions.
First National Productions.
James Chapin
McDermott Chaplin All-Star
Wm. Dowlin
Jimmy Dunn
Jack Dillon All-Star
Dowlin
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Mauricp Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd Scott R. Beal Fred Myton
Frank Lloyd Productions (First National Release)
Frank Lloyd Griffilh-Tearle Xorbert Brodin Billy Relter Mary O'Hara
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal
Film
Manufacturing
Co.
(Universal Release.)
Wm. Craft
Desmond
McDonough Koehner
Priseilla -Sedgwick
Dean
Archainbaud
McCarey-Wyler
Herbert Blache
Gladys
Walton
Sullivan
Clarke
Wm. Duncan
Robinson
Hugh
Hoffman
Duncan
-Johnson
Geo. Plympton
Dorian
Wm. Parke
Herbert Rawlinson
Regan
Ed. Lacmmle
Billy
Sullivan
Harry Pollard .
Reginald
Denny
F.
Messinger
Woolstenhume
Irving Cummtngs
Mary
Philbtn
Pete Morrison
Victor
Nordlinger
Rol)t. N. Bradbury Baby
Peggy
Arthur
Jess Robbins
All-Star
llobart
Menly
E.
Lumley
Robert Hill
Herbert Rawlinson
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
I ..yon s
Zimmerman
W. Hayes
Aubrey
Staff
Lavali. Photoplay,
Ltd.,
of
Montreal,
Canada.
L.
Ernest
Ouimet,
Pres and Mgr
t dtciicuyc
rurarc i .ai a vrue
uene uenoit
Harry \% t-lil>
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1708 Talmadge. W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
Bill Dagwell
Dave Smith
All-Star
D. Smith, Jr.
J. P. Smith
Larry Semon Productions.
BROS. STUDIOS. 5842 Sunset Blvd.
E. B. Dupar
Mai St. Clair Wesley Barry
Chas. Gilson
Johnny Hines Johnny Hines
Wm. A. Seiter Marsh Gillingwater Dave Abel
Harry Beaumont
John Barrymorc
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Chas. Rosher
Sidney F-anklin
Lenore Ulric
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernst Lubitsch
All-Star
Paul Perry
Harry Rapf Productions.
Jack Conway
Monte
All-StarBlue-Irene Rich David Abel

Holly 4080

' Rose of All the World"

7th Week

"Temporary
Marriage"
"Flaming Youth"
"Jealous Fools"
"Black Oxen"

6th
Week
Editing
Editing
3rd WeeK
433-131

"Beasts of Paradise"
"The Storm Daughter"
"The Near Lady"
"The Steel Trail"
"The Noblest Roman"
"The Leather Pusher Series"
"The Spice of Life"
"My
Series Mamie
2-Reel Rose"
Westerns
"The Right
to Love"
"The
Turmoil"
"AH for the Love of Gloria"
Comedy
roe \ itai question
"The Man From Brodneys"

WARNER

Geo. Webster
C.
Hines-Roth
Tenny
Wright
Frank Strayer
Wm. McGann
Flood Blanke
Sutherland-Hawkes

"George Washington. Jr.'
"Conductor
"Daddies" 1492"
"Beau Brummel"
Edmund Gouldlng "Tiger Rose"
"The Marriage Circle"
"Loveless Marriages"
"Broadway After Dark"

WILNAT STUDIO.
6090 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt, Mgr.
E. J. Le Saint
All-Star
Kinfr Hrev
Ceo F. RecTmi
WORLD EDUCATIONAL FILMS.
Box 818. Sta. "C." Los Angeles
, „ Ellison
Baby Hettv
Wm Fiebi
v m am-v Rnbinaan

DR. actor—
W. L. Nerve
SCHUST
ER ~]
iropr
Specialist
j I
j
Chir
opractor— Nerv
e Specialist j
"Where the sick go to get well" |
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western i
| Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724 j
WHEN YOU NEED A DOCTOR
Phone 572-88; 430-205,
and ask orfor Hollywood 102 82
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York City
6548 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD

AA

T>
K T7
t

I U U
vriTT

"Haunts of Hiawatha"

1 IN
TTVT

FROM HOLLYWOOD
Universal City

$1.00
$2.00

578-280

598-131
6th WeeK
"th Week
Holly 4181
7th Week
2nd Week
Sept. 18
10th Week
4th Week
7th WeeK
Preparing
Editing
Holly 7940

"The Marriage Market"

CALL

Culver City

Schedule
Editing
4th Week
18th Wee*
Editing
Schedure
4th WeeK
2nd
WeeK
Schedule
2nd
Week
Preparing
Preparing
Schedule
J»i ci-h

SUNSET

A
A

4th Week

tlUKKl.
UTTT)
Tl V ?
Ambassador Hotel

$1.50

Center of Los Angeles ... $2.00
All Stations
$2.50
TAXI
TAXI

578-307

i
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FROM "U" TO YOU
(Continued from Page 5)

j

"Phon-O-G
rams
Edited by Gene Woolway

Alton Brown
Juvenile Leads
578-177

Charlotte DuPuis
Ingenue-Characters
Holly 2570

J. C. (Jack) Fowler
Characters
438-501

Lorraine Eason
Ingenue Leads
575-91

Kenneth Gibson
Juvenile Leads
578-311

Doctor Roberts
Character Actor
Hollv 5335

Reeka Roberts
Emotional Roles
Hollv 5335

Bert Sprotte
Characters
741-64

the name of its director more familiar to fans
and exhibitors throughout the country. Nat
Ross, director of "The Ghost Patrol," and other
Universal pictures, guided the production.
The cast includes Renee Adoree, Orville
Caldwell, Niles Welch, and Bert Woodruff,
and according to advance reviews in rough-cut
the
life. picture is a realistic portrayal of farm
The national hotel men should begin saving
their pennies now to go and see Herbert Rawlinson's new Universal picture when it is finished.
"The Noblest Roman," in which Rawlinson
is starring under the direction of William
Parke, with Beatrice Burnham, Margaret Landis and other players supporting him, is a
story of hotel life and management, written
by Mary Whiteside. It follows "The CleanUp," also directed by Parke.
Rawlinson started out in the first few days'
work wearing a waiter's apron, and will run
the gamut of experience, so it's safe to assume
he'll
be a full-fledged
ers when
he reaches candidate
the climaxforofthetheGreetfilm
play.
An additional sequence written into the story
of sea life, "The Storm Daughter," which the
Universal Pictures corporation is filming with
Priscilla Dean in the featured role, caused the
Dean company to "set sail" again this week.
Underspecial
George
Archainbaud's
the
Jewel
feature
was nearingdirection
completion,
when it was decided to add to the water sequence, the beauty of which warranted the
highest expectations. So the unit left Universal City again for Laguna, where the additional
scenes will be finished in about two weeks.
A notable cast, including Tom Santschi, William B. Davidson, Bert Roach, Cyril Chadwick, J. Farrell McDonald and others, supports Miss Dean in the new venture. The story
is by Lette Renick Brown, scenario by Edward
Montaigne.
Editing is going on at a rapid pace on Hoot
Gibson's new Universal special production,
"The Extra Man," a tale of life in the movies
in which practically every prominent star and
director at the big Laemmle studio took a
part, and which will be the most elaborate
offering so far in Gibson pictures.
Edward Sedgwick, director of three excellent Gibson vehicles, "Blinky," "Out of Luck"
and "The Ramblin' Kid," directed the filming
of "The Extra Man." Billie Dove played opposite Gibson.
For a while the appearance of prominejjt
directors and stars of Universal City wandering around the lot in startling, bizarre costumes, and acting before the camera for fivedollar extra pay checks per day, created a great
deal of lively interest.
Billy Sullivan slipped through the ropes of
the squared circle at Universal City for the
initial bout of his first production of Universale new "Leather Pushers" series and did a
couple of rounds of shadow boxing and rope
skipping
shoot
the while
first the
scene.boys were "setting up" to
Ed Kennedy, veteran heavyweight, engaged
for the picture, watched the work-out.
"The boy looks good," he said. "He's fast,
clever with his 'dukes' and he looks like a
hard hitter. He comes from a fighting family, too."
BOB

REEL

McKEE
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Sullivan, well known motion picture actor,
son of the famous Jerry Sullivan and nephew
of the ultra-famous John L. Sullivan, makes
his debut as a screen pugilist in "He Loops to
Conquer,"
a comedy
dramaProduction
based on has
one just
of
the
H. C. Witwer
stories.
started on the picture at the Universal studios,
under the direction of Edward Laemmle.
He was selected by Universal heads for the
new Kid Roberts when Reginald Denny was
transferred
from contract,
the "Leather
Pushers" role
by
virtue of a new
to the sparring
in
"The Spice of Life," a multi-reel racing
feature.
Supporting Sullivan in the cast are Ruth
Dwyer, leading woman ; Esther Ralston, Hayden Stevenson, Ed Kennedy, George Magrill
and Floyd Shackleford.
Three new stories have been purchased by
the scenario department at Universal City, according to Raymond L. Schrock, scenario editor, as coming vehicles for Herbert Rawlinson.
Work will be started shortly on the continuities.
The first of the new stories is "Jack of
Clubs," a Red Book story by Gerald Beaumont. Rex Taylor has been assigned to prepare the continuity for the story.
"Clay of Ca'lina" is the second story. It
was a Saturday Evening Post story by Cal.
Johnson, and L. G. Rigby will prepare the
scenario. Beaumont's story is a sporting tale
in which Rawlinson will play a gentleman-adof the with
turf a; "Clay
Ca'lina" tang.
is a
Southern venturer
story
modern ofracetrack
The third story is "All for the Love of
Gloria," by Marian Orth. William Wing will
prepare the continuity for this offering, in
which
role. Rawlinson will have a romantic modern
Mary Philbin will face the camera in her
first starring feature for Universal next Monwhen the
opening scenes of "My Mamie
Rose"day,will
be filmed.
The little Irish girl, who has scored such a
distinct triumph in "Merry-Go- Round," will
enact the role of the wistful, quaint "Little
Queen ofin the
as described by Owen
Kildare
his Bowery,"
famous novel.
The story has its setting in the famous Bowery section of New York City, the Bowery of
1895, stretching beneath the rumbling elevated
trains from Chatham Square to Cooper union,
with all of the equally squalid streets adjoining, 'f. ' for
, the
Virtually every detail of preparation
filming of the famous Owen Kildare story
has been completed and production will start
Monday, it has been announced by Bernard
McConville, supervisor of all Universal Jewel
and super-Jewel productions.
The screen version of the Kildare story has
been carefully prepared by Lenore Coffey and
Harvey Gates and many weeks have been spent
constructing
in its filming. the mammoth sets to be utilized
No effort of time or money was spared in
gathering data for the exact reproduction of
the Bowery quarter as it was before it was
cleaned up by Theodore Roosevelt, when he
was police commissioner of New York City.
Scenes along the East river have been constructed as they were pictured and described
by Kildare, at Los Angeles harbor.
With all of its historic background, with
the weird and colorful sets that have been
created for the atmosphere of the reproduction— there is still a something that is greater
than these, according to Irving Cummings, who
he tosays.direct the play. The story's the thing,
is
Such famous characters as Steve Brodie,
Chuck Connors, Tim Sullivan and Barney
Flynn will be seen in the play and Fred Datig,
castingfullydirector,
andplayers.
Cummings, are now carechoosing the
Those who have already been cast to support
the
youthful
starPlummer
are Pat and
O'Malley,
Edwin J.
Brady,
Lincoln
Max Davidson.
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It is our constant endeavor to
provide the utmost in boxing.
The highest standards of the
pugilistic sport have been established, and hold sway, at
this arena.

Just when Marjoric had her trunk packed
and Eddie was about to go on a two weeks'
vacation from the Chaplin studio, the fates
again intervened.
Warner Brothers wanted Mr. Sutherland to
assist Jack Conway in the direction of "Lucretia Lombard," the popular Kathleen NorI
ris novel ; Charlie Chaplin said "okey" and
Eddie kicked a hole into his new straw hat —
Hollywood Stadium
and went to work at the Warner studio.
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave. j
This is the fifth time that plans for the
Sutherland-Daw honeymoon have been cancelled. Marjorie Daw has given up the hope
Hugh Hoffman
and has unpacked her trunk.
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
whento we're
both old
and be
bentablewithto
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
age"Perhaps
and useless
the world
we will
Current production. "The Near Lady"
Herbert Blache\ Directingget away on our honeymoon," said Miss Daw.
Recent Releases. "Gossip." "Crossed
"I have given up the idea of a trip. Anyway,
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
why worry about a honeymoon trip? We are
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
honeymooning in Hollywood."
Reproductions, Publicity
WHY NOT A NEW GUESSING GAME?
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Balked in their efforts to learn the identity
Commercial Photographer
of the author of "Flaming Youth," which
First National is no\y filming for early fall
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
release, members of the all-star cast interpreting the story have spent days arguing as
to whether the book was written by a man
Animated Cartoons — Original Title
or a woman.
Ideas — Clay Animation — Miniature
Sets and Animated Figures
Boni & Liversight, publishers of "Flaming
CINEMA ARTS STUDIO
Youth," declare that it would amount to a
breach of contract to reveal any authorship
ELMER H. YOUNG, Manager
of the colume other than the nom de plume
"Warner Fabian."
6615 '-2 Santa Monica Blvd. Telephone 434 430
In her most charming manner, Colleen
Holly 7660
LOCATION LUNCHES
Moore, who is playing the leading role of
"Patricia," has written the publishers beseeching them to say whether a man or a
woman penned
lightful story. this frank, but exceedingly deKWIK
LUNCH
Miss Moore declares that the author is a
woman and Elliot Dexter, who is enacting the
1626 Cahuenga Ave.
role
"Dr. Bobs," is equally as sure that a
1714 Highland Ave. 7560 Sunset Blvd.
man of
is responsible.
"I will admit," says Miss Moore, "that it is
unusual for a woman to write in such a 'rank
Doctors
manner and especially when she exposes the
FORD &
innermost thoughts and most intimate actions
FORD
of her sisters, but, all the same, I believe the
Palmer
story has all the earmarks of having been
Graauate
Scientific
written
by aa woman."
"It takes
man to write so frankly withSpinal
out leaving a clue to his identity," replies
Adjustments
Dexter. "Isemblancesee
in this
volumeGrewa great
reIndividual
to a story
by Zane
but even
Rest
Rooms
if I cannot be sure of the author I am positive, in my own mind, that it is a man. The
Office
Anna Mao Ford Ground
HenryPh.C.Ford
descriptions of the women are penned as a
Floor G.D.C..
D.C.. Ph C.
man would pen them — not as a woman would
CHIROPRACTORS
write them. No woman would so frankly ex5911 Hollywood Boulevard
pose her own sex without attaching some
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon.. Wed.. Friday Evenings. 6 to 8
alibi in their defense."
Curt de Garcia Furberg, a recent arrival
from Germany, just finished his first part here,
that of Robespierre, one of the heaviest draMARION
WARDE
matic roles in Rex Ingram's production,
"Scaramouche." Mr. Furberg has been playing dramatic roles for the last twenty years
Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
in foreign countries.
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
223 SOUTH BROADWAY
821-1S1
PHONE 821
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DA W -SUTHERLAND HONE YMOON
IN HOLLYWOOD
iSCREEN

I

TESTS!

Invest

in a Screen

Test.

It pays.

It

tells you how you
screen and the cost
is only
25 Cents

Call

Per

Foot

Bruno
■ 5
431-929

6412 Hollywood Boulevard

"IVELY
PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AR-EXCELLtliT

PUTS
PPEICTURE IN
OPLE
PEP/W
OT
[UBLIC FAVOR
'Write jcr
porf/cc/fan . oe jee
QtMZ WOOLVAY
P.O.Box 176, Molluwood Srafion
Or, in care of
2nd. FLOor, 6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood
VtV_
PnONE 430-869
Xg*ALCoHieraf"
HAIRGONE — permanent cure for superfluous
hair on arms, limbs, face and body. Also
wonderful for men who have shaving troubles.
$2.50 the bottle, manufactured at
•
ORCHID BEAUTY SHOPPE
808 So. Hope St.
Phone 16596
All lines of beauty culture.
J
MOTION
PICTURES
Talent wanted to register in new
Casting Directory. Call in person.
THE UNIVERSAL, 5507 Santa Monica Boulevard. Room 4.

Wanted: Productions From $50,000 to $100,000
{ I have just returned from New York and am in the market for some real pictures.
[
I can sell your productions outright. See me for quick release.
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
Wilshire 4275 i

CAMERA!
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WILL NEED AN INTRODUCTION
Ben Turpin is working in one of the fastest two-reelcrs he has ever appeared in, called
"The said
Stuntnobody
Man."willItever
is well
Ben
knownamed,
k is too.
he,
when the picture comes to the screen, not
even his own wife who has been looking at
him for over seventeen years. Del Lord, who
is directing "The Stunt Man," is putting
Bennie through a rapid pace of slam-bang,
yet sure fire laugh action.
In "The
Stunt
Turpin
is upthrown
from
a horse,
gets Man,"
drowned,
beaten
by a
giant, clawed by animals, thrown from a roof
and, — well if there is anything that could
happen to a person, it happens to Ben Turpin
in his next Mack Sennett comedy.
SENNETT

ENTERTAINS

KIDDIES

The lives of fifty youngsters were made
happy by Mack Sennett for a few days last
week when in one of the big scenes in "Rough
and Ready," the two-reel comedy special
featuring his new star, little Jackie Lucas,
Sennett ordered that the tots in the Los Angeles Orphan Asylum be given the pleasure
of working and playing about the big lot, instead of engaging the same number of more
fortunate children.

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
any Victrola
Phonograph or
Changeable Needles.
hours
—Play
zvill after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder,oscillations,
_ filters
sound
prevents scratch
and surface noises
Gold Pi^te..... $1.50 1 ft1^
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
Pathe Camera Complete
For Rent by the Week.
ST. ELMO BOYCE
Powers Studio

CAMERA!
EG

E T

R

E SUITS®

ROBERT ence.
TODD—
Editor. Nine
experiDesirous Film
of permanent
localyears'
connection.
Phone Hollywood 1113.
WANTED— Man with Motion picture camera (union
or non-union with $75.00 to join me in a photoattraction at
the Business
ProjectAve.,to
be held graphic
at Santa
Monica
Blvd. andMen's
Western
Sept. 15th to 22nd. A real live attraction and big
money for eight days. Answer quick. A. Dulany,
care of Camera! 6318 Hollywood Blvd.
CHICAGO'S SILENT NIGHTS— /I ten thousand
words
photoplay
depicting
Chicago's
period complete
of political
strife,script,
lawless
and terrorism.
The
result
of
more
than
a
year's
work,
by Geo.
Paps — write for it. P. O. Box 581, Los Angeles.

Tearle's Timely) Talk
Screen stars whose vogue is waning may look
to the speaking stage for new and glorious
careers, says Conway Tearle, highest priced
leading man in films, and former stage actor.
Motion picture players, however, will never
achieve success on the speaking stage unless
they have made a thorough study of the technique, the voice and general stage deportment,
the absence of which has caused the downfall
of many film celebrities who have attempted
careers in the "legit," it is pointed out by
Tearle.
"There is a wonderful opportunity in the
spoken drama awaiting every motion picture
player whose popularity is beginning to wane,"
says Mr. Tearle. "If the player has the experience to execute his performance creditably
on the stage he can at the age of forty, start
anew triumphant career for himself.
"At forty an actor is regarded in the light
of a 'comer' on the speaking stage. At this age
in pictures, he generally has passed the peak
of his popularity and begins to play supporting
parts of secondary importance in the production.
of ourtheir
present
celebrities
did"Many
not make
strideday
on stage
the stage
until
they approached the age of forty. The longer
and more mellow a career the actor of the
stage can boast of, the greater is his success
when he really hits in a big way. Twenty
years'
experience
on the stage
to
boast of.
In pictures,
after istensomething
years, the
player has generally passed his greatest vogue.
There are exceptions, of course, but they are
rare exceptions to a general rule.
"It behooves every young screen actor to
study stage technique, voice and deportment.
If he has never appeared on the stage he should
train himself to do so. Even if for no other
reason than for the occasional public appearances he makes and which very often result
unfavorably for him, he should acquire the
training of stage presence.
"When the day arrives that he finds his
vogue in pictures on the decline, he can then
step into the spoken drama for his big opportunity. The screen player has the advantage
over the stage actor in this respect, for he
comes to the stage with a tremendous following— an international popularity that gives him
a wonderful box-office send-off. If he can deliver, he has before him a career as great, if
not greater, than his motion picture career.
He must, however, be equipped to achieve this
success. His screen experience will help, but
it will never fulfill the demands of the spoken
A1G
TIE-UP FOR "ASHES
drama."
SONG
OF VENGEANCEA new
Vengeance,"of
with
musicsong
by entitled
Muriel "Ashes
Pollock,of composer
"Dancing in the Dark" and other big hits in
"Jack and Jill," and words by Mabel Livingstone, author
of "Abooks
Child's
Day inbySong,"
and
other well
known
published
Schirmer,
with music by Mana Zucca, has been added to
the score of "Ashes of Vengeance," Norma
Talmadge's super feature at the Apollo Theatre. The song is a waltz-ballad and is dedicated to Miss Talmadge. It is published by
the Photoplay Music Co., Inc., at 1620 Broadway, and has been placed on sale in the lobby
of the Apollo Theatre in addition to being distributed inmusic stores around the country.
Over 12,000 first class motion picture theatres
will release "Ashes of Vengeance," and Joseph
M. Schenck, the producer of the cinema has
arranged that this song by Mabel Pollock and
Mabel Livingstone be incorporated in Victor
Schertzinger's
sic of the 16tharrangement
century, to of
run old
as French
a theme muall
through the "Ashes of Vengeance" score.

Coy Watson, Jr.
Wilshire 3616
Age 10
You Luck.
Never Know.•
No
Right of the
Featured
in Strongest
Campbell
Comedies
CHIROPODIST
FOOT SPECIALIST
Dr. Earl A. Davis
HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Hours 9 to 5.
Holly 0259.
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillvicw Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
MERCHANTS'
LUNCH,
11:30
to 2
DINNER 5:30 to 8

Taxidermy Studio
COLBURN'S
Phone 643-13
1033-37 Broadway Place
. . . excells in mounting of fish
. . . trout our specialty . . . see
samples at our studio . . .
CASTING
Picture company making cruise around the
world on studio ship can use leading man and
woman. Must have box office value. Communications strictly confidential.
Address — DIRECTOR, Care Camera!
6318 Hollywood Blvd.
Learn

to Color

Photographs
We teach
the SECRET
PROCESS
ing your you
oil colors
at a saving
of oneof makhalf.
424 UNION LEAGUE BLDG.
Corner of Second and Hill Streets
TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38
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Broadway
100 Per Cent Titles
100 Per Cent Service
Dress up that next production
with artistic Hand Lettered
Titles made by IRVING W.
BUNZE.
If you want Perfect Symbolic
Art Backgrounds, let us make
them! Neil E. McOuire, formerly with Ince and Prizma,
does our art work.
For perfect hlack-and-white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with
samples.
Title &

Film

Company
1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850

Exquisite Drapes and Parasols j
from the Orient
Oriental Costume
i 6223 Santa Monica Blvd.

FOR

Co.

PICTURES

PLAYS,

BOOKS, ORIGINALS
The
Hollywood Play Bureau
Emmett Corrigan, Mgr.

6404 Hollywood Boulevard
Xcar Cahuenga.
Hollvwood, Cal.

Applications

Star Is
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Dexter

At the Right Price!
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for Cast

Grace Carlylc, hailed as the new
screen sensation, has been signed
for the role of "Mrs. Trent," the
neglected wife and devoted
mother in the first picture of the
Elliott Dexter Productions tentatively titled "The Man Who Forgave," which will be produced at
the Grand Studios. The selection of Miss Carlyle to play opposite Mr. Dexter in a role of
such spiritual proportions as "Mrs.
Trent" is a most interesting compliment to the actress who has
just negotiated in Metro's "Held
to Answer," a characterization the
very opposite of the other, for
"Marion Dounay" is an utterly
destructive type.
Mr. Dexter, who saw some
scenes of the actress from "Morphine" whichas shea enacted
for theis
silversheet
screen test,
quoted
as exclaiming
"What be.a
wonderful
mother she: would
It is years since I have seen on
the screen a young woman so
combining the sex allure and the
maternal." With her splendid
technic developed by the best
Broadway directors and producers
on the speaking stage, her experience covering a wealth of
roles, although a newcomer to the
film colony, Grace Carlyle, say
those who*have seen her work, is
destined to go far as a "top
notcher" on the screen for she is
taking to it a big art.
For the first time in the history
of her career as a film star, Mary
Pick ford held an invitational showing in New York of her new
play. "Rosita," for the benefit of
eastern friends and the convenience of the New York dramatic
critics.
The pre-view was held at the
Ritz-Carlton hotel and according
to
wireswasin a Miss
today
hugePickford's
success. hands
The
picture was declared by critics to
be
by farItMiss
Pickford's
best
offering.
will be
released generally soon after the Metropolitan
run. which is now on at the Lyric
theater em Broadway.
Now

Being

Accepted

Goldwyn Co. Back
From the
North
With the return from San Francisco of Victor Seastrom's Goldwyn company, including Conrad
Nagcl, Mae Busch. Patsy Ruth
Miller, and Creighton Hale, '.he
noted Swedish director has completed his first American production, "The Judge and the Woman." a film adaptation of Sir
Hall Caine's "The Master of
The title of the story was
changed to avoid confusion with
another picture recently released
with a title similar to that of Sir
Hall's book.
Seastrom spent several days in
San Francisco filming the fi.i?ti
sequence
of the picture ani is now'
Man." and
cutting
assembling the film.
Besides these named, players in
the all-star cast include Aileen
Pringle. DeWitt Jennings. Evelyn
Sclbie, Winter Hall. Cecil Hotland, Lucien Littlefield, William
Orlamond. Anna Hernandez, Jack
Murphy. Mark Fen ton, Andrew
Arbuckle. Mrs. Charles Craig and
Charles Bailez.
WOULDN'T DO IT
Claire Windsor says that if that
story about receiving a letter addressed to , Movie Star,
weren't so old, she would tell
everybody about the letter she got
from an admirer in Tahiti, addressed to Claire Windsor, Movie
star. However, as tt has been
done before, the public will have
to remain ignorant.
The art department and costume
departments at Goldwyn have
been workin^ for more than a
year
the costuming
for "Ben
film.
Hur," onwhich
Goldwvn soon
will
CAVAN AS LAWYER
Allancharacter
Cavan, one
of ourhasfrontrank
actors,
just
completed the part of Burton, the
sympathetic lawyer, in Arvid Gillstrom's latest production from
Grand-Asher release. Billy Rhodes
is the featured player. Others in
the cast include Kate Lester,
Claire McDowell, Kathleen Kirkham, and Buster Collier.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
P. LEONARD
! JACK
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42 \
MOVIES

Clarke Renalle
President

M
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MARY

RUBY

594-774

Studio

Space
THE

For

Rent

NEW

ALTRUART
CULVER

STUDIO
CITY

A most up-to-date studio with complete equipment offers the Independent Producer

Maximum
Mod

Results at Minimum

ern Office Suites

Cosy

PLUS
Address Communications

to

RalpK DeLacy, Gen'l. Mgr.

Cost
Dressing

Co-operation
Rooms

Our
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Direct Current

SERVICE

6529 Venice Boulevard
Culler City, Calif.
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PHOTOGRAPHS
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FAN

PICTURES

Tour

appearance

photos
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})our fan
U

be

as it is on

as attractive

the

as

U

screen

fa
i

They come to the notice of so many admirers, and in order
to maintain

the good impression created by your screen per-

sonality, which prompted
should by all means
We

the fan to send for your picture, you

use quality photographs.

furnish original photographs

m

large quantities for

the same price generally asked for reproductions.

\
See our samples and get price quotations.

uclio
6039 Hollywood
Lyman
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Blvd.

Holly 2560.
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Description.

1001-1005 West Seventh Street
Los Angeles
California
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

Permanent Waving Hair Coloring Bleaching
Hair Dressing
Scalp-Facial M assage
Marcel Waving Manicuring
Water Waving Shampooing
Wigs

Resiw
INTERNATIONAL ClNEMA
J1*1
(
L.A.HOWLAND
^Ml
*
Phone 4-38-761 *
300-301 HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Toupees
Wig Rental

Switches Transformations
Beards and Moustaches
Cosmetics
Professional Makeup Service

Special Attention to Theatrical
Motion Picture Profession

and

No Parking Restrictions

Did you get your

copy of the Fall

Issue of the
STUDIO

DIRECTORY

It's on the newsstands
DISTINCTIVE
CINEMA*.* LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS

6529

Venice
Phone

Blvd.,
Culver

Culver
City 546

buy your

copy today!

City
STUDIO

DIRECTORY

1852 Hillhurst Ave.

Phone 594-783
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The day of the independent producer is at hand ! It has been said that
the future of the motion picture art rests in the hands of the small producer,
and it is thought well worth serious consideration. The pictures that the independent producer makes with a necessarily limited amount of capital
must come up to standard, for if they fail to do so, he is doomed. He must
sell against a highly competitive field composed of companies that control
their own distribution and exhibition facilities, and to make any kind of
a showing against these companies he must make pictures that come well
nigh being masterpieces, if he is to hold out hopes of any kind.
Added impetus to the forward movement of the independents is given
by the formation of a distributing company organized solely to handle their
productions, to place their pictures in first-class houses and get top-notch
prices for them. This distributing company is closely allied with another
distributing organization controlled by the exhibitors of the nation, and thus
the interests of the theater owner as well as the producer, are amply protected. The chief executive, and active operative, of these two companies
will be a man who has enjoyed many years of success in the motion picture
business, a man who can be relied upon to the utmost to further the interests of the small producer and the exhibitor. This co-operative movement
has received the hearty endorsement of people in every branch of the in-

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES

$3.50 per year in Los Angeles County.
$4.00 per year in Outside Zone.
$4.50 to Canada.
$5.00 to Foreign Points.
H. H. Nat'l
CONGER
Adv. COMPANY
Rep.

dustry, and it is hailed as the first real evidence of the increasing power ofthe independents. Pictures that will be handled by this concern must come

New York
San Francisco

Chicago

up to a very high artistic standard. Factory turn-outs and program pictures
are taboo with them.

Advertising Rates Upon Application.

The result of this is inevitable; motion pictures in the hands of the
small-time film man will experience an unprecedented progression artistically and otherwise. No doubt there will be radical changes in the various
methods of film production, distribution and exhibition now in effect among
them. They will have the security of knowing that a ready market is
awaiting their productions, provided they make them carefully and to meet
the standards set for them. Art and the independent producer will progress
hand in hand.

Issued on Saturday morning of
each week at 6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
in Los Angeles, Calif. Telephone
439-869.
Entered as second-class matter,
Aug. 11, 1918, at the Post Office at
Los Angeles, Cal., under Act of
March 3rd, 1879.
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Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"The Broken Wing"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
"The First Year"

Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
Helen inHolmes
"One Million In Jewels"
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Gareth Hughes
in
"I Can Explain"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Herbert Rawlinson
in
"The Victor"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy
Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie Rambeau
in
"The Goldfish"
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
Alec Francis, Claude Gillingwater, Wm. H. Crane, in
"Three Wise Fools"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
"Only a Shop Girl"

California
Main at Eighth
This

Week's

Theatre

Shattering all traditions at
Grauman's Million Dollar Theater,
D. W. Griffith's "The White Rose"
goes into its third week at that
theatre on Monday (Sept. 17.)
Not since the theatre opened four
years ago has any film been shown
more than two weeks at this house,
and never has a photoplay attracted such tnrongs to this theatre.
"The White Rose" is essentially
a Griffith picture with an idealistic
theme presented in a practical way
before a background of pastoral
beauty. Then there are the Griffith big dramatic moments which
tug at the heart-strings. It has
sort of a douDle plot — centering
about the life of an orphan girl
and her rich young lover and also
telling of an ambitious but poverty-stricken youth and his romance with a girl of wealth. It
is the age-old story of the single
moral standard told in charming
fashion. Mae Marsh, Ivor Novello, Carol Dempster and Neil
Hamilton head the cast.
Surrounding the feature the
same harmonious program will be
presented. This includes Grauman's Symphony Orchestra playing "Songs
of the Old
Folks," arranged by Maurice
Lawrence,
the
conductor, Edward House at the
Wurlitzer playing his own comto "TheSouthern
White
Rose" position
and dedicated
'"Neath
Skies," the dainty prologue with
its atmosphere of the photoplay.
Theodore Roberts (in person)
will head an unusually fine bill
coming to the Hillstreet theatre
next week. Roberts has again felt
the lure of the footlights and will
return to their glare next week,
by special permission of Jesse L.
Lasky, in Wm. C. DeMille's powerful sketch, "The Man Higher
Up,"
association
Wilfred
North.in This
sketchwith
by DeMille
furnishes Roberts with a vehicle
the strength and finish of which is
seldom seen in vaudeville and gives
this superb character actor ample
opportunity to show the ability
which won for him the title of
"Americas Greatest Character
Actor." In the sketch Roberts
portrays a Belgian nerve specialist
who has for years waited for fate
to bring into his power a person
who had wronged him in his early
manhood and when fate does bring
the person to his office for treatment the ensuing scenes as portrayed by Roberts are a classic of
the American theatre. The dancing and singing on the bill will be
furnished by a clever team of
Broadwayites, Florrie Millership
and Alfred Gerard in "A Musical
Comedy
Eddie
Moran
at theRevue,"
piano with
Harry
Hayden
and company, including Elmer
Haynes, Lela Bliss and Agnes Sanford, will offer a romantic com"The Loveby Game,"
which was
also edy,
written
Mr. Hayden,
and
which establishes him as a vaudeville writer as well as actor.
Lou Edwards and Jack Beasley,
"Two of the Four Horsemen,"

Dark

Notes

will be present to offer their hilariously funny skit and furnish
the audience with laughs aplenty.
Miction Brothers will present their
daring act of hand-balancing and
Van and Belle in a novel act showing the use of the boomerang and
not forgetting the humor connected with it, will complete the vaudeville program. The feature
photoplay showing will be Herbert
Kawlinson
in "The
Victor."
features will
be Allan
HallOther
and
the Tiny Symphony orchestra, the
new William Duncan chapter-play,
"The
Steel International
Trail," Aesop's
Hillstreet
NewsFables,
and
a Bert Roach comedy, "His School
"Hollywood," now showing at
Grauman's Rialto, is the aristocrat
of pictures.
It is played by all trie kings and
queens
with the picDays."ofturesquefilm-land,
little city, Hollywood, as
the background.
The story is a fascinating drama
of
a girl's
to become
movie
starambitions
and contains
manya
thrilling experiences in which dozens of celebrities appear, and it
gives a true insight into the great
industry of motion pictures that
will be illuminating to every fan.
One of the outstanding features
of Reginald Barker's production,
"The Eternal Struggle," which
Louis B. Mayer presents as a
Metro picture
at will
Loew's
Theater
this week,
be the State
sensation sure to be created by
Renee Adoree, who plays the part
of a French-Canadian girl.
Almost unheralded comes this
new star, who will win for herself over night the right to be
ranked the most versatile and
promising young star of today.
"The Eternal Struggle" concerns human and elemental passion.
It is a story of a young girl fighting to defend herself from a dissolute reprobate. She flees into
the arctic circle where two men,
sent out to bring her back, fall in
love with her. Against the most
wonderful scenic backgrounds and
amid a series of thrilling incidents
the story is brought to a thrilling
climax. Reginald Barker selected
an excellent cast, including Renee
Adoree, Earle Williams, Pat
O'Malley, Barbara La Marr, Wallace Beery, Josef Swickard, Geo.
Kuwa, Pat Harmon, Anders Randolf, ward
Robert
J. Brady.Anderson and EdAs an
State
thisadded
comingfeature
week attheLoew's
first
of the Gump Comedies, "Watch
Papa,"is will
cher
seen bein shown.
the roleFay
of TinMin
and Joe Murphy
as
Andy.
Arrangements have been made
whereby
and the will
entire cast ofthese
the players
Gump Comedy
be
at Loew's
Statewritten
all week
in aseencomedy
prologue
by
Thomas Grey. Other features on
the
bill areandLoew's
Concert
Orchestra
variousState
screen
and
stage novelties.

Millers
Main at Ninth
"The Spoilers"
Rex Beach's
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
"Ruggles of Red Gap
fames Cruze's
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
"The Eternal Struggle
Reginald Barker's
Rialto
Broadway near Eighth

THE

"Hollywood"
James Cruze's
COLISEUM

"Wayfarer"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
"The
Rose"
D. W.White
Griffith's
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Constance
Talmadge
lack "Dulcy"
Mulhall, in
Hollywood

Egyp

Hollywood Blvd. «nd McCd J.n
"The Covered Wagon,
with Lois Wilson and;
J. Warren Kerrigan1
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
and Mary
NormanPhilbin
Kerry ii,
"Merry Go Round"']
Chine's Broadwa)
Broadway near Fifth
Lois Wilson-Richard
Ic
in
"To the Last Man" |
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Says

Da))

of Slap-Stick

is Gone

llliam Austin attained success on the
st a in that blithest of all comedies, "A TailorMle Man." For years he has raised a good
m ber of laughs nightly at the Morosco Thea(|. And now he has just finished in "Rugof Red Gap,"
a Lasky
underas
direction
of James
Cruze, production
the director,
y are beginning to call him, since "The
on."successful comedian knows as
ered Wagthis
omedies
as Paderewski knows the keys of the
o. And he says the day of the slap-stick
one.
Mow, the public demands something more
i a fat clown who falls down. Of course,
funny screen play will always be light, but
e is going to be more art to it, and it's
1 to have an intellectual appeal."
expressed my doubts.
But back of every good comedian," he ina greatin and
subtleof intellect.
Charlie
([ :-d.
plin"isdraws
his net
appreciation
the
s ely Chinese mandarin and the small Amerii i child. But not every one knows that
t great jester is a widely-read, deeply-thinki man. And the subtle touches in his comedp are put there because his own exacting
r 'id demands it."
all thebeing
race funny
of fun-makers,
i V'ith
>tin thinks
is no joke.this Mr.
. On the speaking stage, you have the in.cjtive of the audience. For all fun should
jiear impromptu. But we on the screen have
liancy. Some of his later plays were very
.tjwarm up with a cold and empty house before heartless. And when a Wilde comedy is
.tj And you never know when the laugh will
me, after the story gets before the audience. screened, it exposes the lack of heart back of
A sat in a theater and watched myself on the cold, steely glitter of the words. There
[■ screen ; would hear a laugh, when I had
■lie thought of raising one. And when I was has to be emotion to get over on the screen
lie of a roar, well, it wouldn't always be as and his plays had none. I expect 'Lady Windermere's Fan' to live, because it exposes the
►Id as I expected."
iFbr several years he played in English com- rottenness not of English society, but of a
Hes and has very definite ideas about how certain small group that used to be powerful,
",iIde.put over the glittering wit of Oscar but now are being forced out to earn their
And William Austin knows
whereof he
frit has to be played casually — handed over
ijthe audience in small doses, so to speak, or speaks. For he comes of a distinguished Engbread."
family, is another of the emigre that
vy will get blinded by the too-much bril- glish

From
pline years ago Universal City, California,
Inducing center of the Universal Pictures Corjjraton, consisted of six hundred acres of land,
Jfew small buildings of primitive character
•p a handful of ambitious workers.
Today it has many of the most improved
he of stages and offices on the big area and
pht- hundred standing exterior sets, the largest
Imber in the world. Modern improvements
I the last minute make it a place interesting
I the artist, the scientific engineer or the bus:ss man.
Carl Laemmle, as president of the Universal
ctures corporation, occupies a unique place
the head of the powerful organization that
Is grown from extremely modest beginnings
international leadership.
iThe height of artistry at Universal City
'lay is revealed in such elaborate cinema efrts as "Merry-Go-Round," "The Hunchback
Notre Dame,' "A Lady of Quality," and
'he Acquittal," all attractions extraordinary.
Pat Hartigan, veteran of the stage and
reen, who distinguished himself in the cast
Baby Peggy's first Universal-Jewel starring
ature, "Whose Baby Are You?" is playing
i important role in the Jewel special, "The

U
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By lucile erskine
makes the population of Hollywood so picturand city,
Italian
racy areesque.
hereRussian,
in English
this cinema
an aristocartistic
melting pot, working beside Americans descended from the Mayflower and others who
bring tothetherich
close
soil.vigor that comes from being
"If I may be critical," he said, "English
society is rarely portrayed correctly on the
screen. Take a house party shown in a recent
movie drama. The hostess greeted her guests
with such cold, such freezing hauteur as if to
say, 'Who are you? How dare you come
here?' I do think in real life she would have
been
He simpler
was bornandin more
Britishcordial."
Guiana and educated
in private schools in England. But the stage
claimed him after years spent in the Orient.
He was a soldier in the International army, organized to protect the Europeans in China.
"Where rebellion," he said with a smile,
"was part of the day's work. One of the most
interesting memories that stays with me from
my days in China was a visit to the Chinese
theatre. The audience go right on talking,
seemingly giving no attention to the actors,
pay visits from seat to seat and wash their
faces in hot cloths that are brought around.
YouThepayChinese
so muchdrama
a wipe."
with its mummified
classicism could give him little, but he thinks
the Russian players who took New York by
storm last winter are to leave their impress
on the screen.
"I did not know a word of their language,"
he went on, "and had read only a synopsis of
the play, but such was the perfection of their
pantomime that I was thrilled at every line.
Especially was the way they handled crowds
on the stage new and wonderful. There were
no still figures. Every one seemed to be doing
something, yet the audience felt no distraction.
And since we on the screen are their brothers
in pantomime, the subtlest emotions now ought
notWhether
to be beyond
us." comedies has made him
playing
hopeful or not, he is sure art is going to down
commercialism in the movie world.

By WILL C. MURPHEY

Storm Daughter," in which Priscilla Dean
heads a large cast. George Archainbaud is
the director.
-■
William B. Davidson and Tom Santschi have
the leading masculine roles and other players
include Alfred Fisher, Cyril Chadwick, J.
Farrell McDonald, Bert Roach, George Kuwa
and others. "The Storm Daughter" is Leete
Renick Brown's
story, written
for Miss Dean,
scenarized
by Edward
Montaigne.
Filming has been completed at Universal
City
"The vehicle.
Near Lary," Gladys Walton's
latest ofstarring
Miss Walton portrays the role of a manicure girl who gets into society through the
invention of a sausage grinder by her father.
She takes up golf and wins herself a good
looking society beau and has a lot of other
amusing experiences.
The picture was filmed from a Hugh Hoffman continuity of a story by Frank A. Adams,
author
of "The
Herbert
BlacheMiracle
directedMan."
the making of the
picture.
In the supporting cast are Pierre Gendron,
Otis Harlan, Harry Mann, Kate Price, Florence Drew, Emmett King and Henrietta Floyd.

Good news from the William Duncan unit,
filming "The Steel Trail," a chapterplay of
railroad engineering, has been received at Universal City. After ten weeks of hardship, living in primitive quarters without telephone or
telegraph communication with the studio, the
Duncans — William and Mrs. (Edith Johnson)
are returning from South Fork, California.
Duncan himself has been directing the serial
besides co-starring in it with Miss Johnson.
Known as one of the most efficient makers of
this type of entertainment in the business, his
laest product, which will be completed with a
number of interior scenes at Universal City,
is looked forward to with interest by those
exhibitors who have relied on his pictures in
the past as guaranteed box office attractions.
Robert North Bradbury, director of several
recent successes at Universal City, has started
production on three new short Western subjects, to be several of a series of two-reel
plays planned. "Double Dealing," by George
Pyper, "Under Western Skies" by the same
author,
and "Stolen
Gold" are the trio chosen
to inaugurate
the series.
These short subjects are complete stories,
condensed into the briefest possible film space.
(Continued on Page 19)
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San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 9th, 1923.
An interesting project is being worked on,
for a big outing to be held at Pacific City the
first Saturday and Sunday of October by all
San Francisco people in the picture industry.
All branches of the business will be included;
the exhibitor, the producer, the exchanges, and
each and every worker connected with moving
pictures, and their families, will enjoy a grand
two-day holliday. The profits are to go toward
the founding of an insurance fund for the aid
of the sick and needy of the industry.
Mitchell Lewis finished nis part in "Half-ADollar Bill" being made by the Graf Productions, and accompanied by his wife, returned
to Hollywood.
Jay Morley, leading man in the series of films
being made by the Gerson Pictures Corporation, returned from a short trip to Los Angeles
last week, bringing with him, his wife, and
two little sons.
Hal Reed, well-known publicity man has
given up his San Francisco office, and is reported to have accepted a position in Portland.
"NobodyProductions
s Child" being
by
theWork
Weston Coast
at thefilmed
Pacific
Studios at San Mateo was held up for a few
days last week, waiting the arrival of James
Calnay, head of the organization, and some
other members of the company. Meanwhile
the office of the company has been moved to
larger quarters at Room 516 Phelan Building.
Work on the picture is again under way, and
making good progress.
A couple of weeks ago Anna Q. Nilsson
awarded a dancing-cup at Pacific City. The
winner was graceful, lovely, Edith Flynn, of
CASTS

OF

THE

r 1 s c o

By AGNES

CRAWFORD

San Francisco. Mis Nilsson and Max Graf
were both so impressed by her beauty and
charm that Mr. Graf has offered her a small
part in his next picture, and a chance at fame.

Theodore Roberts has again returned to U
Francisco, this time as headliner at the Gol'j
Gate Theatre, in his playlet, "The Man Hig:
Up," which has been such a great dram;
success.

The mammoth Pictures Corporation has
recently been organized in New York City, with
offices in the Loew Theatre Building. Victor
Fisher, of this city is vice-president, and the
object of the new organization is the distributon and sales on a nanchise basis, of live box
office attractions. The first picture to be reby them atwill
"Enemies Studios
Of Children"
recentlyleasedmade
the beHollywood
by the
Fisher Productions, from George Gibbs novel
"Youth Triumphant." Victor Fisher will also
act as general manager of the Mammoth.

Only a few more days will see the act
filming
of "Half-A-Dollar
ing madecompleted
by the Graf
Productions. Bill,"
Most
the company, including little Frankie Darr
and the two dogs have been to sea in a sail
ship the last five or oix days. However, lat
Neptune has been kind, the ocean has
smooth, and not a single case of sea-sic
has been reported.

Thomas Meighan, his wife Francis Ring, Al.
Green, Director, and thirty members of his
company will be here this week for several
days working on the waterfront in the picture
"Woman-Proof," which is being made from a
story written especially for Meighan by
George Ade.
After four weeks spent in San Francisco,
working
on "Half-A-Dollar
Anna part
Q.
Nilsson returned
to Los AngelesBill,"
the latter
of last week.
"Waterfront Wolves." first picture of the
series being made b> the Gerson Picture Corporation, starring Ora Carew, is finished, titled,
and cut, and will be ready for release to the
State Right Market Sept. 20th. Work on the
second picture of the scries has already begun.
The story is one oi the logging camps, both
written and directed by Tom Gibson, as yet
untitled. Jay Morley. Hal Stephens, 'Tiny'
Sandford. and Eddie O'Brien will continue in
Miss Carew's
supporting
company, with the
addition
of several
new members.

WEEK

Mary Pickford, and Douglas Fairbanks
the guests of the city on Sunday and Moni
to help welcome the riders of the Pony ]
press on their arrival at the new Tanfo
Track. Our Mary awarded a gold medal
the winning rider of the pony express n
while Douglas did stunts in the big
Mary and Doug were met by Mayor Ro
and a committee of leading citizens on ti
arrival here.
Louise Lovely, motion picture star and
favorite is the headliner at the Orpheum
atrc this week in an unusual act called ".
At The Studios," during which Miss
will coach men and women from the a'
in a scene that might be used on the
A full equipment of lights, electricians,
hands and cameramen are actually carri
Miss Lovely, so that pictures are really
of the new actors, to be shown on the
next week.
Earl Williams, his wile, and Constance 1- _
madge, are guests at the St. Francis.
Williams came to do a dock-side scene foB
picture, and Constance Talmadge "Just CeH*
along," she says, for a little holliday.
CASTS

Robert Z. Leonard
MAE presents
MURRAY
in
"FASHION ROW"
Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin.
Photographed by Oliver T. Marsh.
Art Director, Cedric Gibbons.
CAST:
Olga Farinova Mae Murray
Eric Van Cortlendt
Freeman Wood
James Morton Earle Fox
Mrs. Van Cortlendt Mathilde Brundage
Kainanoff
Elmo Lincoln

OF

THE

WEEK

Chas. R. Seeling Prods.
Present
GEORGE LARKIN
in
"CHAINED
LIGHTNIN'
Directed by Chas.
Seeling. "
Photographed by Vernon Walker.
Story by
Jeanne Poe.
CAST:
George Larkin Aline Goodwin
Wm. Quinn
Ollie Kirby
Otto Metzetti Michael Baio
Bob Horner Productions
"ISLES OF PARADISE"
Directed jy Bob Horner.
Photographedpresent
by Elmer Dyer.
Assisted by
Harry Burns.
CAST:
Eva Novak
George Chesebro
Phil Dunbar
Bob Slaughter
Tom Ryan
Ray Han ford
R. Hildebrand Frank M. Clark

GOLD SEAL PRODUCTIONS
present
"RIDERS OF THE DESERT"
Co-Directed by Emil Greville
and Roy Hughes.
Camaraman, R. C. Hughes
CAST:
Miles Leavens Thos. Hutchinson
Donna Hale
J. H. Rush
Harry La Verne
Scott McGee
Bert Apling
PHIL GOLDSTONE PRODS,
presents
"DO IT NOW"
Directed by Duke Worne
Wm. Fairbanks Dorothy Revere
Madge Bellamy Arthur White
Alex Francis John Fox, Jr.
Wm. Nye

KERR

LAVAL PHOTOPLAY,
Harry S. Northrup has been engaged by
Metro to play one of the leading parts in
"The Living Past," taken from the book,
"The Tale
Harold
Shaw. of Triona," to be directed by
Mr. Northrup was last seen in the leading
heavy roles of Mrs. Wallace Reid's "Human
Wreckage," and "Saved By Radio."

LTD.

"THE
VITAL
Directed
by P.QUESTION"
Cazeneoye
Photographedpresent
bv Harry Webb
CAST:
Andre Lafayette Eddie Tilton
Jack Perrin
W. H. Turner
Max Constanc Helen Ferguson
Bernard Randall Ortha Alba
(Continued on Page 21)
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Days

of Toil

From jungle-dweller to extra-man in the
novies, from extra-man to painter and sculpor, with a prospect of rounding out his career
n Paris — -such is the avatar of Carlos Gemore,
)therwise Charles Gilmore, or, better yet, just
Zharley, as he is more generally known.
Zharley was born a scant eighteen years ago
n the island of Negros, one of the Philiplines. His mother was a Spanish native of
he island, and his father an American soldier.
While Charley was still a toddler— yet familar with every detail of the savage brush that
encompassed his home — his father died of a
ungle-fever, and from that day on Charley
)egan to dream about the great country whence
lis father had come and whither, without
ioubt, his spirit had returned. Even in those
days, Charley was fashioning beasts and birds
from the black mud of the river banks, trying
to catch the colors of the tropic sunsets in
the crude pigment of the local boat-builders.
But his chief dream was of America.
Last year he followed his dream. He came
is a "wiper"
the engine-room
a freighter.
The
freighter indumped
him, with ofmuch
else of
ts cargo, onto the big piers of Los Angeles
harbor. From there to the moving picture
studios of Hollywood was but a brief step to
the traveler. It was a hard one, though.
Charley almost starved. What did that matter? In Charley's limited English, "studio"
meanthome
"art"of; and
anyway,andhe heroic
was in father.
America,
the
his blonde
One of Charley's first jobs was as a member

Making perspective pictures by the new
naturalventedvision"
pictureowner
systemof just
inby Georgemotion
K. Spoor,
the famous old Essanay Company, and the eminent
physicist, P, John Berggren, graduate of the
[Royal
forth soAcademy,
much thatStockholm,
is new in Sweden,
the cinemabrings
art
that little of the old is left.
The changes in the mechanics and optics are
almost complete ones. The optical system in
the new camera brings to the photographic art
p system of view recording as different as is
night from day.
1 The cinema camera of the past records its
view through round lens in the same manner
ithat any common camera makes its plate or
film record — with one eye only. The camera
taf the new perspective pictures made with the
"natural graphic
vision"
system,
its photorecord upon
the makes
film through
two
square lenses, which give to the appearance of
the camera the impression of two small windows where the customary lens is usually
found.
The optical system of the new "natural vision"
twenty-sixof optical
bers,camera
divided contains
into a corollary
convexmemand
[concave lenses and prisms.
The construction of this wonderful lens first
involved the designing and building of a lens
testing apparatus of extraordinary proportions,
nothing of its kind having ever before been
attempted, and so strange and unusual was this
apparatus when completed, that it attracted
(much attention from experts at the U. S.
IBureau of Standards, at Washington.
The mechanical part of the camera, owing to
the fact that a film of much greater area and
length was to be used, presented many problems and consequently called to camera "insides" which are all new in computation and
assembly.
With the basic principles of camera entirely

Bring
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Regard

to Young
Sculptor
j
ing.
of the huge mobs employed in the filming of of his. He found himself surrounded by magnificent architecture, great sculpture and paint"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" at Universal
City. Now the reality exceeded any dream
His own innate art began to blossom. He
made hundreds of studies with charcoal, pencilstubs, discarded brushes — on planks, scraps of
"compo" board, the back of reflectors. He
scrimped on food and bought modelling clay,
with which he worked at night. He did a pair
of marvellous statuettes, one of them showing
Lon Chaney as the "hunchback," and another
of Ernest
Torrance as "Clopin," king of the
Paris
beggars.
One day his work was remarked by Perley
Poore Sheehan, who had adapted "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" to the screen and was
supervising the production. Mr. Sheehan had
spent much of his life in the art centers of
Europe and was amazed to find that the
sketches and figurines were the product of an
untrained
youth.Phideas
Through
tion the budding
was his
givenrecommendaa place in
Universal's art department — itself almost as
perfect a school for young artists as could be
found this side of Paris.
Now Charley spends his entire days modelling and painting to his heart's content. He
has
an intensive
of Universal's
replicamade
of Notre
Dame, andstudy
he aspires
to make
a holy pilgrimage to the great original. But
America is his own country, now and forever— so Charley says in his lisping, broken
English. There is no longer a Carlos Gemore,
Filipino ; it is Charles Gilmore, American.

changed, it necessarily followed that the perforating machine, the printing machine, the
projecting machine and even the screen, which
receives a view forty feet wide by twenty-one
feet high, all be made to conform with the
great and radical changes adopted for the wonderful new photographic machine which is to
give to the world a new and marvelous form
of education and entertainment, heretofore beyond the dreams of the most expectant.
With these strange and fascinating devices
come to the producer of motion pictures new
and strange problems in the making of productions, the familiar camera angles, so dear
to the heart of the expert camera man and
director, are all things of the past in making
perspective pictures with the new "natural
vision"
its
base. system, which has two perspectives as
Every camera man has his "pet" set of
lenses today, each of which performs wonderful things for him and his director and his director relies upon him for the extraordinary
and
unusual "shots" he obtains when shooting
a scene.
The "natural vision" camera sees just like
a human being and what it sees it delivers to
the negative in a manner identical to the human experience of seeing with two eyes.
The other mechanics and optics used in the
system
"naturalin vision"
pictures
re-create
for the ofspectator
a perfectly
natural
way
exactly that which is before its marvelous
human eyes and does this entirely without distortion of any kind.
The camera men at Essanay must learn
once again new and unusual operations in the
photographing of a production. The director
as well will encounter a great change in staging productions. He will find that the new
camera will make small sets large and his
problem will be to hold them down. Then he
will find that strange as it may seem, a large

set will have its real expanse and for the first
time in his long experience, the camera will
record bigness where bigness is before it. The
strange thing here is that the new camera of
the "natural vision" system makes small sets
appear larger than they are and they must
necessarily be constructed even smaller than
the sets for the present day camera, which incidentally reduces their cost. Even larger sets
need be built half the size of the present day
effort to appear more stupendous than we are
accustomed to this moment.
This is a direct reversal of present day
methods, for it is a well known fact that the
motion picture camera of today makes a large
set look small when projected.
Then more to come in the way of new experience will be the elimination of the ever
convenient "close-up." The new "natural vision" camera, with its perspective pictures, does
not find it necessary to give the spectator a
long distance view of a mammoth set or scene
and then immediately jump the camera into the
set and take bits of it, with the close-up of the
actors to register expression, thought or
beauty, then back again to show you the big
scene is still there with a repetition of the
same close-up operation time and again. Not
at all, "natural vision" dictates differently, as
will be seen
and appreciated
duction is ready
for showing.when the first proThe continuity writer must adopt a new
and studied form of layout of the script and
the greatest difficulty of the producer will be
in his effort to make the person who performs
this task forget most that his training has
taught him, to come fresh with an open mind,
to receive and follow instructions in the new
order of things that lie just ahead in the production of a new form of amusement that millions of fans are awaiting almost spellbound
to
see, and which is already in the making in
Chicago.
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Cinema

Stars of
Today
Where do good movie actors
come from? Does any one section
of the country contribute more
histrionic talent to the silversheet
than another, and was the stage
the original training school for a
majority of the picture industry's
well-known players?
These questions are burning ones
with numerous fans who follow
the careers of the brightest lights
in the spectacular cinema firmament and for this reason the following information has been compiled for the edification and peace
of mind of "ardent fan," an "admirer" and the scores of others
who pen notes to the players of
the screen propounding the intimate queries.
William V. Mong, noted character leading man, was born in
Chambersburg, Pa. Following several years as a district school
teacher, he deserted the high lights
of education for the footlights of
the stage.
Al St. John, Fox star commedian, was born and raised in Santa
Ana, Cal. He served as a lifeguard at Long Beacti for a few
years and it was through his daring in the water that Mack Sennett engaged him for minor parts.
St. John rose to stardom quickly.
Charles Jones, another Fox luminary, is a product of Red Rock,
Okla. He entered the movies via
the cowboy route and since has
become one of the more popular
stars of the cinema world.
Dorothy Phillips was born and
raised in Baltimore, Md. Following a private school and college
education she studied dramatic art
and went on the legitimate stage
at an early age. Today she is a
famous star.
Kulalie Jensen, noted featured
player, was born in New York,
and received her early stage training in musical comedy and vaudeville. She is now in great demand
at the Hollywood studios.
King Baggot is a native of St.
Louis, Mo. He began his stage
career in dramatic stock and is
now one of the foremost actors
and directors of the movie world.
James Morrison is a product of
Matoon, 111. He is a college graduate and also a graduate of the
speaking stage, having begun his
career as an actor in vaudeville.
Joe Bonner by chance ran into
his old partners, Tommy and Mabel Price, with whom he had
toured the country in a vaudeville
act. The trio have been engaged
to entertain radioites for one of
the daily newspapers broadcasting
stations, doing the old act. While
the vaudevillians are in town Joe
is showing them about the studios,
and giving them an opportunity to
see just why he left the road to
settle down in cinemaland where
he has proven himself a very
clever juvenile actor, as well a
clever funster.

College Graduate
Donna Hale, who was recently
featured in "Blarney," a Roy
Hughes production, has the feminine lead in "Riders of the Desert" which Hughes is finishing
at the present time for Gold Seal
Productions. Miss Hale made her
film debut less than two years ago,
just after graduating from Kidd
University in Texas ; in fact, she
was first discovered by Director
Hughes while enacting a leading
role in a lawn fest at one of the
graduation programs. She was
given a part in his next picture
and established her right to play
leading parts.
Miss Hale was president of the
Players Club of the university and
made many appearances while on
tour with them. Her former
classmates and friends are now
showering her with congratulations
upon her recent successes and are
asking her to make personal appearances in the college towns
where she is so well known. She
is a keen student and lover of
good literature, and is constantly
M.P.P.A,

Chief

to Become

a

Producer
Entering the field of supplying
extra talent to studios and independent producers some eight
months ago, Harry C. Ells, president of the Motion Picture
Players Association, unknown and
unfamiliar to the picture industry,
has made an enviable record and
a host of friends through a policy of service to both the actor
and producer and his retirement
at this time as the chief executive
of the Players Association will no
doubt be regretted by its many
members.
When asked for a reason for
the change Mr. Ells stated frequent requests from friends for
his entering the producing field
had finally convinced him that
greater opportunities were available in the making of educational
and special films, than the strenuous duties of highly intensified
organization work. Before entering the picture industry Mr. Ells
spent several years as executive
seceretary in Chamber of Commerce work, his last connection in
that line being with the Alhambra Chamber of Commerce, which
position he resigned last November to organize the Motion Picture Players Association.
Carl Stockdale, one of the most
competent artists of the screen in
character roles, will play the role
of the bookkeeper in Bryant
Washburn's first picture.
M. Maurice Cohen of Paris,
correspondent for many foreign
publications and formerly an actor
and director in picture studios of
France, was a recent visitor at
the Grand Studios.

I

News Section

Reaches

Stardom

Heavy Scores
Character

As

Man
The rise of George Siegmann to
a position commanding respect as
one
of the
character
and industry's
heavy menforemost
is one
that is exciting no little comment
among the trade. It has even
come to a point where exhibitors
feel that there is some value in
mentioning him in the billing.
Producers realizing this are calling upon Siegmann to play roles
that are not even of first importance simply in order to have his
name on the cast.

studying dramatic art. Her part
in "Riders of the Desert" affords
her many opportunities to display
her ability, and should prove a
distinct triumph for her.
New

York

Critics

P r e-V i e w
"Rosita"
A new jewel is today glistening
in
Pickford's
of fame,
dueMary
to the
successcrown
ut the
New
Yorkestopening
"Rosita,"
her prelatphotoplay, ofwhich
had its
miere at the Lyric Theatre in the
heartcal district.
of the Metropolitan theatriWires to the little star from
friends in New York as well as
from members of the United Artists organization indicate that this
film will not only be Mary's best
but will
the worthwhileprove
cinemas ofonetheof year.
Among those who telegraphed
their congratulations were Mary
Hay, Richard Barthelmess, George
and Percy Fawcett, Hartley Manners and Laurette Taylor, Sol Lesser, Maud Salvini, Mrs. Bertha
Case, wife of Frank Case who
owns the Algonquin Hotel, and
many others.
From Hiram Abrams, president
of the United Artists Corporation,
came the following:
"Press unanimous in praise of
your remarkable acting, the magnificent photography, the bigness
of the production as well as Lubitsch'
direction."
"Rosita"
is understood to be
noteworthy as a photoplay for
three reasons : To begin with, it
represents rectorial
Ernst
dieffort inLubitsch'
America.firstSecond, itis the first time Mary Pickford has appeared in an adult role
throughout an entire picture. And
last, the film is distinctive because
of photographic innovations for
which Charles Rosher is responsible.
A notable member of the cast
with Miss Pickford is Holbrook
Blinn, playing
andering king. the part of the phil"Rosita" is expected to be released generally in the late Fall.

It may be Siegmann's extraordinary suddenly
work in "Merry
Round"
that has
causedGo his
individual stock to rise, but be that as
it may, it remains that he no
sooner terminated the difficult role
of Danton, the French patriot in
Rex
"Scaramouche"
than heIngram's
was engaged
in Maurice
Tourncur's "Jealous Fools," and!
while still donning the grease paint*
he was engaged by Thomas H.1
Ince for a principal role in thei
film version of O'Neil's great play,!
"Anna Christie."
Siegmann entered the movie
game
in its very
infantile ofday!
—I
even before
the entrance
sucN
latter day lights as PickfordJ
Chaplin, Griffith, etc. Slowly, bud
steadily he has been climbing up
the celluloid ladder and his career
counting from "The Birth of
Nation" up to "Merry Go Roun
has been a series of big parts
big
pictures
— probably
the reco
for any
character
or heavy
in t
business.
THE SCHENCK

LINE UF

"The Dangerous Maid," starri
Constance Talmadge, is now ir
the cutting rooms and will be cojjm
pletcly edited in about three weeks
This story of the turbulent time;
of King James II of England was
directed by Victor Heerman fo:
First National release.
Buster Kcaton will be the nex
to finish. Buster is now makind
"Hospitality," his second fcatuM
lengthBuster's
production.
"Hospital
ity"
wife, InNatalie
Tal
madge Keaton and Baby Buste
as well as Buster's fatber, "Joi
Keaton," have important rolesj
The first sequence of "Hospital
ity" were made at Truckee. Othe
scenes were filmed on the Unitei
Studios lot and the comedy is now
being completed at the Keatoil
Studios.
Norma Talmadge is about !
third done with her big Algeria:
spectacle-drama,
"Dust are
of Desire,!
tbe scenes of which
laid i
and around the famous oasis o
Biskra in Northern Africa. "Duji
of Desire" is being directed b
Chester Franklin and Francei
Marion. Joseph Schildkraut, th
famous Continental star, headi
the all-star cast. "Dust of Desire!
will be ready for editing in aboil
a month.
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Late Offering
of Trimble
After eight months of constant
,vork, Director Laurence Trimble
s putting the finishing touches to
Strongheart's third and latest
starring vehicle, "The Love Mas:er,"
which is now
fall release.
The ready
locale forof early
this
oicture, from an original story by
jane Murfin and Trimble, is the
anadian Rockies, and the location
kvork was done at Banff and Lake
Louise.
Critics who have seen "The
Love Master" declare Trimble has
ichievedandStrongheart's
greatest
triumph
that this picture
will
surpass
"The
Silent
Call,"
which
firmly established the wonder dog
is a picture star, and his second
release, "Brawn of the North."
The human story in "The Love
Master" is stronger than in either
of theturesdog's
previoushaspic-a
and stilltwo
Strongheart
great part. Those who remember
the trial scene in "The Silent
Call" as one of the great moments
in great pictures will find Strongheart has two such great moments
in his new picture.
For thrills Trimble has secured
some wolf pack scenes never before equalled or even attempted
on the screen. There is also a
great sled dog race in which fifteen teams, piloted by the greatest
drivers in western Canada, risk
life and limb in a mad dash over
the glaciers and snow-banked
peaks of Lake Louise, one of the
scenic spots of the world.
In all, the Trimble company was
in Canada nearly five months filming "The
Love Master,"
and the
picture
is declared
a marvel
of
scenic grandeur and photography.
The interiors were made in Hollywood.
In the supporting cast with
Strongheart is Mrs. Strongheart,
nec Lady Jule von Helmetal This
is her first screen appearance.
Others having principal parts in
the human story include Lillian
Rich, Harold Austin, John J.
Richardson,
Tom Barrell,
O'Brien, Walter
Donna
Barrell, Joe
Perry, Hal W. Wilson and Baron
Henri Arnous de Riviere.
May Emory, for years connected with the Mack Sennett
comedies, who has of late been appearing in feature length subjects,
is the proud possessor of one of
the most complete wardrobes of
any of the feminine actresses that
are now gracing the boards in
cinemaland.
Considerable rivalry exists between Monty Banks and Sid
Smith, Grand - Asher comedy
stars, as to which shall have a
house warming first. Both have
new homes in Hollywood, but
Monty got moved in a bit before
Sid's was
completed.
Monty
is still
holding offHowever,
and Sid
swears he plans to have a party
the
night.
Probably
toss same
a dollar
to see
which they'll
entertains first.

1

One-Minute

Interviews
With Famous

News Section
Priscilla
Film

Folk

STUART BOYLAN
"Miss Faire, would you rather
"Miss Breamer, you are of Australian birth. Now, do you think the publicity department would describe you as a spectacularly beauthat there is any temperamental
tiful girl with a profound intellect,
difference between the Colonials
and the British that might influ- or as a nice little girl, moderately
pretty, who is trying to get
ence one's work on the screen ?"
"The latter!
"Temperament, I believe, originates with one's parents and im"Bad?" advertising has killed more
mediate associates, rather than along
with geography. The British are licity.
picture players than lack of pubrestrained emotionally in comparison with the Latins, for instance,
"Blatant blithering about screen
but between the British of Eng- folk must be getting fearfully tiresome to the general public. It is
land and the British of the colonies there is no difference of man- to me. I would much rather be
nerism that ccdld be noticed on known as a sincere worker with a
the screen.
possibility for success than as a
simpering
doll for whom fame
"Miss Enid Bennett, a beautiful
and gifted actress, is an Austra- and fortune has been prescribed
lian by birth. But I do not be"Miss Faire, what can you say
lieve that an observer could watch
destiny."
by
her art from a theatre seat and about
your latest
"Nothing.
I didpicture?"
not understand
that it was to be the purpose of
learn the place of her birth.
this
brief
interview
to discuss any
"The silent drama is internationally incognito, because of its si- definite
production."
Miss Paire
has just finished an
lence. There is no accent to iden- important leading role in First
tify one's geographical origin. It National's production, "Thunderis entirely a matter of appearance. gate," directed by Joseph de
Grasse from Sidney Marshal
"In 'Thundergate,' as an ex- Small's story, "The Lord of
ample, Mr. Owen Moore looks entirely Chinese when that is the re- Thundergate."
"Mr. Bird, of all the hundreds
quirement of the story and halfcaste when the trend of the drama of beautiful women you have pnochanges. Mr. McKim might be tographed, whom do you consider
best is
subject?"
British,
Italian, Celtic
or French."
an unfair question and
Miss Breamer
shared
prestige the"That
to
answer
would probably abrowith the all-siar cast of First
gate my insurance.
National's "Tln.ndergate" and is
"Each has some elusive charm
now playing an important role in which
is not always captured by
"Her
Temporary Husband" for the camera. Many of the most
that company.
charming have a face for every
"Miss Moore, what do you think hour and a mood for every minof the strange international situ"Mr. Bird, Associated First National has three young women
ation between Italy and Greece?"
under
contract with whom you are
"I think as little as possible
about it, and with apprenension. in frequent professional contact.
For a young girl to impose her Surely, Miss Colleen Moore, Miss
views on the public on such a se- Sylvia Breamer and Miss Virginia
rious subject would be taking an Brown Faire arc first on- your list
unfair advantage of the freedom
ute."
of "Not
beautiful
women?" I did not unof the press.
necessarily.
derstand that this informal
chat
"Girls with whom I went to
school would not be asked to ex- was to be diplomatic.
press an opinion on a matter that
"Miss Moore, for instance, is
bewilders statesmen. I am asked too animated ; too fleeting in her
because the public has been kind almost innumerable expressions to
enough to recognize me as a screen be a perfect subject, for a camera
that requires a motionless moplayer.
ment. vVhen portraits are made
"Even if my publicity director
knew enough to intelligently an- exclusively by the motion picture
swer the question in my behalf, I camera, Miss Moore will be the
would not allow my opinion to be perfect subject.
thrust upon thinking adults.
"Miss Breamer is statuesque.
She must be photographed only in
"I pray,
that will
the differencedevoutly,
between nations
not dignified poses and her beauty is
again lead to war. I do not like so delicate that it is sadly influGreek restaurants ; nor do I like
enced by lights. She is difficult
spaghetti, but I should dislike to to photograph, but the effort is well
worth making.
seeMiss
anyone
fighting
Moore
has about
just it."
finished
"Miss Faire is a charming subject, but she thinks so deeply that
the leading role of "Flaming
it
is not always easy to change
Youth," filmed under the direction
of John Francis Dillon from
Warner
Fabian's novel
offered her mood toquirementsuit
of the the
stillmoment's
camera. re-I
as
an Associated
FirstandNational
like to photograph her in the low
picture.
tones of old paintings."
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"Daddies"
Cast

By MALCOM

One of the most important
child roles to be given away in
recent months was handed to PrisMoran isthistoweek
by • David
"Bill"
Seiter,cillawho
direct
Belasco's great stage success,
"Daddies," for Warner Brothers.
Mr. Seiter and Jack Warner have
interviewed more than sixty of
the screen's most lovable children
during the past thirty days, seekingmy"onein "Daddies,"
to play theand
parton ofthe"Samvery
day that they were to decide upon
their choice, in walked Priscilla
and their quest was ended. She
was engaged for the important role
immediately. Priscilla will be remembered as the little girl who
lived wivh the Coogans for several
months and was widely reported
to
Jackie's adopted
sister. child
She
is abe remarkably
beautiful
with an almost uncanny natural
ability for acting.
Other notables in the large cast
of "Daddies" are Monte Blue,
Harry Myers, Mae Marsh, Claude
Gillingwater and many others.
Production will start this week.
The Hercules Film Co., Inc.,
with headquarters at the Russell
studio, have just completed their
new feature, "Let's Go," directed
by Jack
Nelson.
The corporation, under
the California
laws,
has in its personnel, Otto Poll,
Marco Charles, John Charles,
Peter Andrews and Wm. Walthein
and was organized for the purpose of filming 5-reel features for
the independent market. Jack
Pello, the star, is well known for
his athletic stunts and is supported
by a cast which includes Eva Novak, Milburn Moranti, Dick Sutherland, Joe Girard, Billy Elmer
and others. Casting is in charge
of Marco Charles, who is busy
selecting
the next
ture, to players
start theforlatter
part picof
September.
Harry La Verne has just finished playing the part of Tweed
Silver, the genteel heavy, in
"Riders of the Desert," which
was made for Gold Seal Productions under the direction of Roy
Hughes. He is slated to enact a
similar role in Gold Seal's next
film, tentatively entitled "The Man
From Thundergap."
Summer has come and gone and
George Siegmann is still planning
to take a seem
few days
off but anxious
castingdirectors
particularly
not to give him a breathing spell
between pictures. In straight order Siegmann has appeared in Rex
Ingram's "Scaramouche", Maurice
Tourneur's "Jealous Fools" and
Thomas
Ince'supon
"Annathe Christie."
FollowingH. close
heels of
the latter production he was signed
up for
screen
version of lien
"TheHolubar's
Bishop of
Cottontown" and the Goldwyn production
of
Elinoris now
Glyn'slooking
"Threeforward
Weeks."to
George
having Christmas off — maybe.
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For

Busy Fall
Season
Under the direction of Norman
Manning, studio manager for Principal Pictures Corporation, the first
few dollars of the company*s appropriation for studio expansion,
are being put into circulation.
A new dressing room building
has just been completed, of the
one-story bungalow type. It is the
last word in modern construction
and the large, airy rooms are completely equipped with every known
convenience for donning the makeup. The fifteen additional rooms
are divided into three star suites,
two large rooms for extra players
and seven singles.
Also erator
a hasnew
beenhigh-powered
installed to gentake
care ofquiredthe
additional
"juice"
refor the increased production
activities.
Manning, a landscape artist of
no mean ability, has been laying
out the grounds surrounding the
executive offices, and rows of brilliant geraniums, smooth green
lawns and young pepper trees
serve to make this studio one of
the most attractive in Los Angeles.
Fifteen acres of ground adjoining the Pickford-Fairbanks studio
on Santa Monica Boulevard, comprise the Principal Pictures lot.
The studio was formerly owned by
Florence and King Vidor, but was
taken over by Sol Lesser and his
associates early last Spring. It is
here that the Harold Bell Wright
novels are being filmed. "When
aBowers
Man's and
a Man,"
featuringDe John
Marguerite
La
Motte, has just been finished and
is now in the cutting room. The
second Wright story to be screened,
"The
Winning
of Barbara
starring
Florence
Vidor, Worth,"
will go
into production early in October.
Eddie Cline is at present busy on
the big otage directing Bennie Zeidman's production for Principal Pictures,Joe"TheButterworth
Good Bad and
Boy,"Forrest
featuring
Robinson. Harry Langdon and his
company are in the midst of the
second two ret! comedy of this
series, under the direction of Alf
Goulding, with June Marlowe
playing opposite the star.
Principal Pictures Corporation,
though a young organization, has
made terrific strides in both the
production and distribution ends of
the motion picture business, and
promises to become a recognized
leader in the industry.
Surprise Awaits Morrison
Practical joker friends of James
Woods Morrison have arranged
a reception for the young leading
man upon his return from playing
in New York "On the Banks of
the
will be has
takenbeento
lunchWabash."
where theHeorchestra
bribed to play the same melody exclusively, and in his apartment he
will find phonograph records of
the same old number as a baritone
solo, as a violin solo, as a concert
number by a well-known band, and
as syncopated by a well-known jazz
singer.
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Syd Returns
Good news for motion picture
producers as well as fans comes
in
Syd Chaplin's
that
henceforth
he will declaration
devote himself
exclusively to screen acting.
Originally, back in the days
when he was a star performer in
the London music halls, Syd
(. haplin was the older, successful
brother, doing his utmost to get
aCharlie.
start for
In his
fact, "kid
it was brother,"
the insistence of the London vaudeville
managers that he fulfill his con
tracts there which kept Syd from
coming to this country and gave
Charlie the opportunity to display
his art in America — and hence
came his start in pictures. Later,
Syd came over here, too, acted in
a number of comedies and directed
a few — but was forced to give
most of his attention to managbusinessinterested
affairs.
Soon ing
he Charlie's
found himself
in other business ventures and
thus his screen appearance became
spasmodic, fed and far between.
Realizing that he must concentrate his efforts, Syd Chaplin has
now decided to devote himself v exclusively to acting before the
camera — and thus another great
comedian will come into his own.
Especially, he plans to create those

roles which afford comedy relief
to the highly dramatic plots that
are coming into vogue again on
the screen. He recently concluded such a part, with Marshall
Neilan
in "The tragedy.
Rendezvous,"
grim Russian
At thea
present time, Syd is a member of
the all-star cast making "Her
National Pictures.
Temporary
Husband" for First

Cummings

Ethel

Guides

Classic
Can you imagine an actor writing to a theatre manager and asking that his name be taken down
out of the electric lighted sign in
front of the theatre showing a
production in which he had a leading role?
It's hard to swallow, but such a
player has been discovered in Hollywood, California.
Irving Cummings is the rara
avis, which is Latin for queer
bird, who sent a note to the manager of Loew's State theatre where
"Rupert of Hentzau" was playing
asking
"place in
be
giventhatto hissomeone
elsethein sun"
the
cast.
The reason is that Cummings
has turned his entire energies toward directing and independent
producing, and has no further
grease paint aspirations. Since ap"Rupert
Cummingspearing inhas
made of
two Hentzau"
big productions on his own "Chicago Sal"
and "Broken Hearts 01 Broadway," and now Carl Laemmle is
entrusting him with making "My
Mamie Rose" with Mary Philbln,
which is to be even greater than
"Merry Go Round."
Samuel Bishoff. auditing director
of Grand-Asher Distributing Corp.,
whose offices are in New York, is
in Hollywood for an extended visit.
He was delighted with the development of the organization since its
inception and impressed by the
amazing growth of Southern California since his last visit a couple
of years ago.

!

to Screen

Co-operation

Is a

Keynote to
Success

Barrymore

May Return
Ethel Barrymore, while appearing in Los Angeles on the vaudeville stage, visited Conway Tearle
at the United Studios where he is
playing the leading role in "Black
The year
occasion
marked
Tearle's
sixth
in motion
pictures
and
was celebrated by a luncheon at the
studio attended by various First
National movie celebrities.
Oxen."
It was just six years ago to a
day that Miss Barrymore made her
debut in films and insisted upon
Conway Tearle, her leading man
on the stage, to play opposite her
in the pirturization of "The Night"I wanted a man as green as I
was to pictures," laughed Miss
Barrymore.
"just to addressing
feel at home."
"And, Conway,"
the
ingale."
actor, "when are you coming back
to the stage, where you and your
talents
"Whenbelong?"
you return to the screen
Ethel, and bring the genius of the
Barrymores to this new art," replied Tearle.
"Well, to tell what's been a secret, Conway — I am considering an
offer. That is, if certain interests
can get the screen rights to a
certain play, they plan to make
me a very handsome offer, I am
told — one that I can not with"Now that we are exchanging
confidences, Ethel. I may tell you
that I may be on Broadway again
this
winter. There's something
stand."
brewing,
but then — the California
climate you know and the wonderful big pictures now being made —
they can only be found in Holly-

wood."

"Harmony," says Elliott Dexter,
"is the keynote of success in the
making of pictures, as it is in any
Mr. Dexter is now making his
of life."for Grand-Asher, with
walk
first pcture
R.
William
Neillinstances
at the ofhelm.
have seen many
people"I
endeavoring to work without harmony," saysthem
the star,
"and never
have I seen
accomplish
anything worth while. That is why, in
my company. I insist that people
shall reflect that quality which begetstion.amutual
co-operaIt is the regard
principleandupon
which
the entire studio is conducted and
that is one of my strongest reasons
for feeling that I have at last
achieved a goal toward which I
have long been striving, the production of my own pictures under
conditions that make for success,
and happiness.
"The very spirit of the story I am .
doing is built upon the law of bar-,
mony. As "the prince" a mission
worker, through
I am called
upon to handright'
wrongs
the correct
ling of situations that might ordinarily lead to tragic results. And1
there isinstance
tragedy itinleads
the story
but in'
every
to ultimate
good.
Thusis afinally
man made
who isaware
un-'
scrupulous
of his mistake and is regenerated;,
true love finds its realization and:
afterismany
terrific situations, the
end
harmony.
"I have never been happier in
my
I am the
now truth
— and of,
I
thinklife
thisthan
evidences
my assertion,
that without
monious surroundings
there canhar-be,
neither success nor satisfaction."
NOTED FRENCH ACTRESS
Star of the Paris stage before
the World War, creator of numerin Sarah
supportous roles,
in seveial
plays, aBernhardt'*
Red Cross
nurse
and finally
in pictures
that's,
the record
of Mine.
Rose — Dione,
French actress of rare talent and
beauty who is playing the role of
modiste
in Bryant
Washburn's first'
production
for Grand-Asher,
directed by Cullen
Tate.
Mmc. Dione played both corned)
and tragedy on the stage. She
peared ininFrance
"Madame
4M
times
and X"
whenoverfiftec
did her first role with the immortai
Sarah Bernhardt.
At the Theatre Sarah Bernhardll
she
in "Les
Ber
gers"played
— freely,
"The Mauvais
Bad Shep
herd." She came to America aftet
numerous experiences abroad witl
a French company playing in New
York. From there she went tt
Montreal in stock. Finally sht
reached Hollywood and has playec
in photodramas with Mary Pick
ford, Nazimova and others.
The role of Mme. Florio in "Trj
and
Washburn's
picttir
whichGetwasIt,"adapted
from Eugent
P. Lyle's story "The Ring-Taikc
Galliwampus" is a highly pleasing
one
in which
Mme. Dione's
naturafi
vivacity
and exotic
mannerisms
perfectly.
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NEW DANCE STEPS
Craig Biddle has originated a
w dance called "The Lincoln
urry"
is unique.
vided which
into three
parts. ItTheis
st part has one step to each two
ats of the music. The second
rt has one step to one beat. The
ird part has two steps to each
at. The dance begins with very
3W steps and ends with very fast
;ps. Some of the expert dancg teachers say that the "Lincoln
urn-"
is
fall. will be generally adopted
UR LOST AND
POUND DEPT.
Found : The first King Tut
oustache. Lew Cody owns it
id he got it from Jim, the Goldyn barber, seven years ago at old
iceville.
The idea originated with Jim
hen Cody complaintd that he had
fficully in keeping his moustache
irled. Therefore the barber conived the idea of shaving the
oustache in a semi-curve to give
ie appearance of curling. The
oustache, which stays curled
ithout waxing, has been a char:teristic of Cody's ever since,
m, the barber, claims King Tut
id his curled whiskers arc only
1 imitation of Cody's moustache.
Clara Bow, 17-year-old Brookn high school girl, has been
ected to play the part of Janet
glethorpe, a society flapper in
rank Lloyd's independent prouction of "Black Oxen" which is
i be released as a First National
icture.
Miss Bow recently came to
[ollywood as the winner of a
ame and Fortune Contest and
jllowing her appearance in
Down to the Sea in Ships" was
gned to a long term contract by
I P. Schulberg by whose courtesy
ie is enabled to appear in "Black
>xen."
Mr. Lloyd made tests of over a
ozen flapper types before he
elected Miss Bow whom he de:ribes as vicacious, intelligent,
thletic and attractive enough to
e the center of interest at any
arty. The selection of Miss Bow
:aves but two characters for
Black Oxen" unfilled — Prince
lohenauer and Mrs. Jane Olgelorpe. Corinne Griffith and Con:ay Tcarle are the featured leads
f the production.
'AST NAMED
FOR
FIRST PRODUCTION
It would be hard to find a more
rilliant galaxy of players than
hat chosen to support Elliott
)exter when he makes his bow
s a Grand-Asher star, in his iniial offering in the field of actorToducer.
Mildred Harris plays the lead-
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ing feminine role, opposite the
star, in the character of Lorraine
Meade. Mr. Dexter has the part
of Austin Ferrol, dubbed "The
Prince"; Anders Randolf, one of
the
world's Trent,
greatesta screen
is Johnson
politicalheavies,
boss;
Grace Carlisle, beautiful and talented, is Mrs. Trent and Sydney
Bracey, character actor of reversatility, is crook.
"Tug"
Wilson, anmarkable
underworld
Little Jeanne Carpenter is Betty
Trent. There will be many types
and bits played by carefully
chosen actors and actresses.
Admirable settings and some
thrilling episodes will be found
in this picture which is one of the
really "different" productions.
Ray June is first cameraman for
R. William Neill who is making
Elliott Dexter's first production.
June. Estcp is publicity photographer for the organization. To
avoid confusion, Mr. Dexter suggests that the latter be called
"June First" and the former
"June Last."
THRILLS GALORE
"I've never worked harder in
my life clares
norBillieenjoyed
Rhodes,it more,"
who is de-in
the midst of her first GrandAsher feature, produced by Ben
Wilson, called "Leave It To
Gerry." "As a sort of tomboy
girl,"
she the
continued,
"I have
been
kept on
jump from
morning
till night. I've had to ride a
bucking burro, milk a goat with a
prcdelection to kick be the only
girl in a wild football game ;
climb the side of a house on a
clinging vine which breaks half
way hardwood
up so that floors,
I fall ;fallen
I've slipped
on
down
stairs, driven an automobile down
the worst road I ever saw in my
life at a high speed — and, well, I
can't
think of any more just at the
moment.
"But I actually enjoy it, because while this is pretty rough
acting, it is not slapstick, and it is
all in character. I feel the role
and the story is convincing and
human, and I think we will have
a very
picture."
Adamdelightful
Hull Shirk
wrote and
Arthur Statter adapted the story.
JENNINGS TO WEAR SHIELD
DeWitt Jennings has been engaged for Elliott Dexter's first
production. He plays the important role of Farley, the detective.
Mr. Jennings is a native of Salt
Lake City and had a stage career
of twenty years duration before
beginning his screen work with
Pathe and other companies. He
is regarded
acter man. as an excellent char-
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MAN BALKED
BY METAPHYSICS

Joe Walker, well known cinematographer who is photographing Mozumdar's "Beyond the
Veil," admits that he accepted the
job with considerable fear. He
thought he'd be called on to photograph metaphysical thought,
since he knew the Hindu religionist's reputation along these lines.
Fortunately, the metaphj'sical is
the least obstrusivc aspect of the
and —allisJoe
has todramatic
"shoot"
■picture
— apparently
a highly
story played by Mozumdar and an
accomplished cast of players.
WANDA HAW LEY
FINDS POLITEST MAN
While Wanda Hawley was
working before the camera in
Egypt, during her just-completed
foreign trip, the city of Luxor
was visited by the Queen of Belgium. Both of these famous
ladies happened to be boarding
the same ferry across the Nile to
King Tut's tomb; and the screen
queen was assisted by Sheykh Sid
Achmed el Gabir, of Mena. The
gallant Bedouin exclaimed that he
would far rather serve her than
the hereditary royalty present.
That retort, claims Miss Hawley,
wins ! him the Chesterfieldian
medal
WINIFRED

DUNN

IN ROME

Recent callers to see Winifred
Dunn, Metro's scenario editor, at
her studio
been informed that office,
she was have
in Rome.
In
the interests of truth, it must be
announced that her absence is
purely metaphorical. She is at
present delving in ancient Roman
lore, for an important sequence in
"The Man Whom Life Passed
By," Victorat Metro.
Schertzinger's next
production
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a few days. In the cast are such
favorites as May Allison, Rockliffe Fellowes, Edward Horton,
who has just completed "Ruggles
of Red Gap," Harry Mestayer,
Eddie Phillips, Vera Reynolds,
Tom O'Brien and others.
Harry Gribbon connection with
Mack Sennett through a period of
almost 10 years has made him one
of the best known of funsters in
two-reel comedies.
Mr. Gribbon only a short while
back was given a starring role in
a new series of fun-films and he
came through with such flying
colors that he is destined to do
bigger and better things from now
on.
Marjorie Meadows, well known
in English theatrical circles, who
came here to try her hand at
screen work, has been quietly
gaining her point, and putting in
such effort that has won for her
the much desired opportunity, for
after appearing in an even dozen
comedies via the two-reel route at
the Century studios, she has been
selected to work in a five-reel
feature, and is to be given equal
screen credit with the all-star cast.
So, some
the failed
ambitious
genues whoofhave
to be inas
fortunate as Marjorie, can now
sit back and say that old man
"Opportunity" knocks now and
then, if we just wait patiently for
the day of his coming.
LIKE THEIR MUSIC

IN CAST

A four-tube receiving set has
been installed in the scenario room
at the Buster Keaton Studios.
Here concerts are enjoyed during
intervals when Buster's scenario
writers, Jean Havez, Joe Mitchell
and Clyde Bruckman, feel the
need for a respite from the grind
of work. The concerts are also a
tempting prelude for the daily
conference between the scenario
staff, Buster, Director Jack Blymanager.and Lou Anger, Buster's
stone
Radio concerts were first introduced during the working out of
the
story
erican life of
in "Hospitality,"
1830, which is Busnow
being made to be released by
Joseph M. Schenck Productions
through Metro. The making of a
comedy is a severe nerve-strain.
In the discussion over the working out offerences ovarious
diff opinion situations
rose, and time
and again Buster played peacewith hismakerradio.
by "giving them the air"

Jane Murfin, who, with Justin
H. McCloskey, directed the Trimblc-Murfin Production, "The
Sign," has finished editing and
titling this all-star production and
it will be given a pre-view within

Constance Talmadge is taking a
short rest at a sea resort after
finishing her latest comedy-drama,
"The Dangerous Maid."

ROSEMARY THEBY
FINISHES DANA PICTURE
After thirteen years in the films,
Rosemary Theby has just finished
her first experience in working before the camera as a Parisian
apache. It was in Viola Dana's
latest vehicle, "In Search of a
Thrill"; cludeand
Miss Theby's
role that
ind acharacteristic
dance
she proclaims her roughest experience in all her screen career. All
for art !
MANY

NOTABLES
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THEY'RE OFF..
One tiling is sure — if "Try and
Get It," Bryant Washburn's first
production
for Grand-Asher,
a brilliant success
it will notisn't
be
for lack of a fine cast. The roster
is like a page from the screen
blue book and is as follows :
Bryant Washburn, as Joe Merwho believes
hasn't ;
had rill,aachap
chance
to makehe good
Rhoda Perrin, daughter of a
wealthy man played by Billie
D 0 v e ; Timothy Perrin, her
father, Lionel Belmore ; Larry
Donovan who runs a big printing
establishment, Joseph Kilgour ;
Glen Collins, who multiplies
everything by ten and means to
get on, Edward Horton ; the modiste, Mme. Rose Dione.
TYPES, TYPES, TYPES.'
There is an assortment of characteristic people in the opening
scenes of Elliott Dexter's new
Grand-Asher production, as yet
untitled, that would make an Ellis
Island gathering look artificial.
There arc whiskers of every
shape, size and color ; there are
old women and young, tall and
short ; men who might have
emerged from the ghetto of London or the apache haunts of
Paris; there are Hester Street
types, Bowery characters and indeed every sort imaginable. They
appear in the mission scenes of the
production which is being made by
K. William Neill.
Mme. Rose Dione, who plays
the part of Mme. Florio in Bryant
Washburn's "Try and Get It," his
first picture for Grand-Asher,
was in many plays with Sarah
Bernhardt and during the war
served as a red cross nurse.
EATS 'EM ALIVE
William Russell, popular screen
star, who is playing a leading role
in Thomas H. Ince's screen adaptation of "Anna Christie," has
turned "fire-eater." A law forbidding smoking on the stages of
the Ince studios is strictly enforced by the Culver City fire chief
who spends much of his time on
the grounds of the studios. Russell has one of the most strenuous roles of his career as Matt
Burke, the Irish stoker lover of
Anna in the play, and after finishing up a rough and tumble
tight in a flooding stoke hole of a
ship, a tense love scene with
Blanche Sweet or a heavy emotional sequence with George Marion he declared a cigarette was
the only thing that would soothe
his jumping nerves. To outwit
the fire chief he acquired the
knackette of
"swallowing"
and now
has becomehis socigarexpert that- he can put a lighted
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"fag" underconversation
his tongue, carry
mumbled
and on
thena
produce it once more when
"danger" is out of the way.
WHEN WORK IS PLAY
When May McAvoy took an
adding machine and added up all
the miles that she had danced for
rehearsals and scenes in "Her Reputation," Thomas H. Ince's big
newspaper drama, she discovered
that she had done enough distance to entitle her to a cup. Miss
McAvoy, who has one of her most
appealing roles as "Jacqueline Lanier," the girl who becomes a
front page story, appears in
several novel dancing scenes in
the production. Lloyd Hughes
plays the role of a youthful news
reporter, heading a fine supporting cast. The picture was directed by John Griffith Wray.
Theodor von Eltz completed
the best role of his career when
he appeared in his final shots in
Warner
"Tiger
in which Brothers'
he supported
LenoreRose','
Ulric, his work having occupied him
for ten weeks. In the picture, the
exteriors for which were shot
near the Yosemite, Mr. von Eltz
enacts an engineer, a splendid heman characterization, who is
plunged into the most intense
dramatic situations so he has
varied scope for his acting.
Richard Talmadgc has finished
"Fast Freight," a five-rceler, and
his first starring vehicle on his
new contract with Abraham Carlos who has signed him for three
years. Mr. Talmadge, who before his stardom doubled for all
the stars, performed in this picture every kind of daring feat
against the handicap of a sprained
ankle that laid him up for three
weeks. Among those who supported him in "Fast Freight" were
Tully Marshall, Aileen Percy,
George Nichols, Bruce Gordon,
Al Freeman, John Steppling and
others. W. K. Howard directed.
VERY OBLIGING
There is an automatic elevator,
called "cafeteria elevator" by
some, in the office building in
which Laurence Trimble, director
and trainer of the wonder-dog,
Strongheart, has his suite.
Just as Trimble entered the elevator the other day, a portly gentleman made a dive for the door
and shared the elevator with him.
Trimble pushed the button for the
third floor and as the elevator
stopped and he started to get out,
he was met by a friend.
They had exchanged a few
words with the elevator door open
when
fellow passenger
started Trimble's
to berate him.
"You're the freshest elevator

I
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operator I ever saw. I want to go
to the fourth floor and it's time
youAndtookTrimble
me there,"
did. he shouted.
Skip
Sunk ofat sailors
Sea. who are faA crew
miliar with the waters of both
oceans was recruited by Thomas
H. Ince for the filming of the
spectacular scene in his screen
version
which a ofbig "Anna
ship is Christie,"
rammed andin
sunk. Lowell Wagner, formerly
second mate of the China Mail
steamer, ofthethe"China,"
put hisin
charge
sailors.wasWith
assistance. Director John Griffith
Wray has filmed scenes just outside the bay of San Francisco,
said to be the most spectacular
ever shot of a shipwreck. "Anna
Christie," an adaptation of Eugene O'Neill's successtul stage
play, featuring Blanche Sweet,
George Marion, and William Russell, will be released by First
National this fall.
BRUCE MAKES PASADENA
LAUGH
Bruce Guerin has performed the
impossible. His antics in Wesley Barry's "The Country Kid,"
which was shown in prc-view the
other evening at a Pasadena
theater, brought chuckles galore
from the highbrows out in that
aristocratic section. In the role
of
a country
Wes' picture,
littlest
brother,
in theurchin
Warner
tiny Brucc's
clever his
acting
is calculated to boost
popularity
many
fold
when
the
picture
is released.
DE MII.LE TO CAST SOON
William dc Mille will return to
the studio within the next ten days
to start production work on his
forthcoming Paramount picture,
"Every Day Love," adapted by
Clara Bcrangcr from Julian
Street's novel, "Rita Coventry."
HART IN FOURTH WEEK
"Wild Bill Hickok" has come to
life at the West Coast studio of
Paramount Pictures.
William S. Hart has started
production work on his original
story of this name centering
around the life and deeds of the
famous pioneer peace officer and
gambler. Under the direction of
Cliff Smith, Hart has been filming
location scenes for the past week.
J. G. Hawks wrote the scenario
for this stirring Western story.
FATTY RETURNS
Walter Hiers, rotund Paramount comedian, is celebrating his
summer vacation by making a
series of personal appearances
throughout the Middle West. He
is scheduled to return to California this month.

This

Week

DEXTER TO CHANGE
TITLE OF PRODUCTION*
When Elliott Dexter started I
first production he had as a working title "The Man Who For-j
gave." It was a very good title, t
as titles go, but when the continuity had been completed by
Florence Hein, it developed to
such great proportions, dramatically and otherwise, that the title
seemed
"We'valtogether
e got to inadequate.
have a bigger j
title," said Dexter.
"I agree
said R. William Neill, with
whoseyou,"
production
it is
"What shall it be?" asked the
star.
"I wonder," commented Mr;
Neill.
And they are still busily engaged
in try ing to get a name as big :
the story. Doubtless they will f
on one before many days.
Meanwhile the picture goes mer-j
rily on with a cast that fairly^
blazes with brilliancy.
Elliott Dexter, Mildred Harris
Anders Randolf, Sydney Brae
Grace Carlisle, Jeanne Carpenter]
The story is by Adam
Shirk.
MEIGHAN

IN "WOMAN-

Although Thomas Meighan is in
California and George Ade sev^
eral thousand miles away in
diana, both are
working stead
PROOF"
on "Woman-Proof," the
Story in which Meighan is
starring for Paramount, under t
direction of Alfred E. Green.
Ade keeps in constant commun
ication with Meighan and Greet
by letter and telegraph during th«
production of his stories,
which "Woman-Proof" is th
third to serve as a starring ve
hide for Meighan. Tom Ge
raghty
production
an
the
cast isincludes
Lila editor
Lee, Mar;
Astor, Robert Agnew, Louis
Dresser, John Sainpolis, Ver
Reynolds, Hardee Kirkland, Mai
tha
CharlesMaddox,
A. Sellon,George
Edgar O'Brier
Nortw
"Bill" Gonder and "Mike" Donlir
With the filming of a replica c
the United States House of Rep
rescntatives, Tod Browning, Gold
wyn director, has completed wot!
on his picturization of "The Da
of
Faith," by Arthur Somer
Roche.
Tyrone Power, stage star, wh
played one of the leading charac
ters of the story, is returning
New York, while Eleanor Boarc
man, Raymond Griffith, Wallac
MacDonald. Charles Conklin, Ed
ward Martindel, Jane Mercer
Winter Hall, other members
the cast, are preparing further pi<
ture work. Ford Sterling, wf
played
leadingVidor,
role, making
is in Floi
ida, witha King
JfK
eph Hergesheimer's novel, "Wil
Oranges."

I
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angdon
Brings
Famous Coat

to Screen
Harold Lloyd and his horn-rim: d spectacles — Charlie Chaplin
; i his bamboo cane — Lloyd Hamin and his checkered cap — and
irry Langdon and his triangle
;rcoat.
The short, flaring overcoat of
trry Langdon is as familiar to
■ jdeville fans as those other aprtenances are inseparable from
: screen comedians. And Lang\ i has brought the overcoat with
n to the screen. Or I should
I, overcoats, for his wardrobe
ually boasts eight,
[t is an easy matter for a screen
median to determine what is
nny and wha* is not. He need
ly sit down in the projection
->m and examine his screen self
leisure — and the comedian himI f generally knows better than
yone else what is funny. Whethor not a certain piece of wearl apparel, and the manner of
•aring it, will cause laughter, is
cided before the picture leaves
: projection room. Of course
•ions.
don't always agree with the deBut the stage comedian can't see
nself.
got tothat
try has
out paid
his
as
on anHe's
audience
od money to be made to laugh,
ic measure of applause — or — othwise — that he receives from these
st audiences decides whether or
t his "stuff" is funny.
Harry Langdon had a slight adntage over his brother stage
medians. He was for many
ars a cartoonist, and knew pretty
:11 what looked funny to people.
J cartoon of his once made such
-hit that Langdon set himself the
Isk of discovering what it was
lout this particular figure that
ade it so funny. It wasn't the
se ; it wasn't the face, nor the
it— it was the lines of the overat!
He forthwith adopted the style
Ir himself for his vaudeville acts,
lth such success that the Lang|>n overcoat is as well-known to
|.udeville audiences as the acts
jemselves, "Johnny's New Car,"
lid "After the Ball." A tailor in
jhicago makes all the overcoats.
|Langdon is busy now on his sec
lid two reel comedy for Principal
ictures Corporation, under the dilution of Alf Goulding. June
jarlowe plays opposite ,the star.
A SMALL WORLD
(Meet again on "The Isles of Parllise"
; thisand
is the
story P.
of Young,
Robert
Horner
Richard
pllywood film-folk.
Some years ago, Horner, then
enario editor for a comedy proicer in Chicago, purchased a fun> story from Richard P. Young,
I en a tree lance writer. Leaving
nmediately afterward for the
joast, Horner lost track of his
j:w acquaintance.
And now they are to be tocher again in "The Isles of Parlise"
feature Chesbro,
film production
arring a George
to be
Irected by Horner, and cut by
oung.
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The

"I-Told-You-So" Gang
edge of the prize ring came from
Dempsey vs. Firpo
At the First National studios actual experience in it. Conway
there are a half dozen or more
Tearle, who is being co-starred
actors who are either personal with Corinne Griffith in "Black
friends of the champion, or who Oxen," was once a professional
have had such close contact with welterweight in England. Ten
him as to have felt his husky years ago he was considered to
be one of the fastest men of his
left.
There is Chuck Reisner, playing class. Tearle admits that he has
placed several bets on Jack, and
villain in "Her Temporary Husband," being directed T)y John Mc- he's not worrying at all about
Dempsey. chance of dethroning
Dermott, who corresponds regu- Firpo's
larly with his old pal, Jack.
"He and I used to barnstorm
around the country," says Chuck. Noted Author Is
"I remember when he would meet
all comers — and knock 'em cold."
Here On
"He's a cinch to win. Firpo will
come
in
on
him
and
that's
just
Visit
what Jack wants. Jack, like most
champions, is best when he fights
block and counter style. I expect
The first step toward the making of "The Winning of Barbara
he'll teach Firpo something in the
Worth" by Principal Pictures was
way of arm blows. If Firpo's taken
yesterday when Harold Bell
right arm ever feels Jack's left on Wright, the author, met Edward
the muscle it won't be worth much.
F. Cline, director, at Principal
Sure, Jack will knock him for a Pictures
studio and began a series
rowChalk
of up
Argentine
ant-eaters."
of conferences in which the scenanother for Dempsey
ario department of the Lesser orfrom Sydney Chaplin, who is playganization will participate.
ing a leading role in "Her TemHarold Bell Wright, accompanied by Mrs. Wright, arrived
porary Husband."
"Foreign
fighters have no chance
from Tucson, Arizona, and regiswith Americans. It was in Amertered
at the Ambassador Hotel,
ica where all the modern science
Los
Angeles,
of the game was developed. Formain about twowhere
weeks.they will reeign fighters are more for display
Daily meetings with the scenario
to make the fight spectacular. An
American goes in to win ; it is the department of Principal Pictures
and with Mr. Cline,, are scheduled,
American
can't beis
beat.
And breeding
I believeandDempsey
the plan beingin laying
to get Mr.
Wright's
cooperation
out the
scena true representation of American
ario just as was done in the case
determination," says Chaplin. Fir- of "When a Man's a Man" which
po should hear the sweet birds be- is now completed.
six rounds
are for
fought."
But forehere
is a vote
Firpo.
Mr. Lesser's determination is to
the picture he is to pre"If these two fellows are letting parallelsent, inthe motives
and spirit, and
their beards grow as a part of
of
Mr.
Wright's
epicdesert,
story
their training — it's Firpo all the action
of the reclamation of the
way," said
believes
"Each
have
they McDermott.
are passing up
the so that when it is produced it can
barber shop because long beards go forth with the approval of the
go for protection. Well, take a author.
"That Mr. Wright accurately
look at Firpo's map. Of course,
if I were betting — that's something gauges the taste of the American
Public," says Mr. Lesser, "is dembythe millions
readThe tional
fight
on the First
Naers he hasonstratedwon
with hisoffiction.
sets isdope
not without
authentic
If
he
can
win
millions
of
readers
source,
in Joe Stanton, Cherelse."okee for
Indian, who is playing a mi- for his books," continues Mr. Lesser, "it is because he touches their
nor villain
McDermott's
picture,
therepart
is ain man
who has hearts and arouses, their enthusiasms. There is no reason why
sparred with both of the fighters.
these salient qualities of Mr.
"Firpo can knock out Dempsey.
He has the punch. The only doubt Wright's novels should not be
in my mind is his ability to take caught by the camera. That is
a Dempsey lashing. If he can why we are inviting his cooperation and why we are so happy he
stand
or five rounds
knock upthefourchampionship
out he'll
of is giving it to us in such abundAmerica."
"Fight? Whata fight ?" asks Bull
Montana, playing in "Jealous
Fools" being directed for First
National by Maurice Tourneur.
Oh, you mean thata thing what
Firpo's donna know nothing
about?" The "Bool" leaves not
room' for doubt as to what he
thinks
of Dempsey's
"I tried
bet Willard
thatchances."Dempsey
would
knockto out
in one
round
but
I
couldn't
place
it,"
Owen Moore, playing the leading
role
"Her Temporary
says,inexplaining
that he Husband,"
feels the
same
way
about
this
fight.
from another actor whose "Jack's
knowl-

PLAYS IMPORTANT PART
Beautiful Hazel Deane, said by
many to possess the most magnetic
ance."
personality
in pictures, has been
chosen to portray an unusually vivacious part in Bryant
Washburn's
first Grand-Asher
production
entitled
"Try
and
Get
It."
In
this
delightful farce, plays the part of
a moderncumbs toflapper,
who of
finally
sucthe wiles
Edward
Horton, to perfection.
Both Cullen B. Tate, director,
and Bryant Washburn are delighted with Miss Deane's work and
predict a big future for her.

Page Fifteen
Ben

Alexander

Is

First National
Child

Star

Ben Alexander has arrived
This youthful actor's sterling
work in the leading role in "Penrod and Sam," has been recognized
by Associated First National Piccontract.tures, Inc., with a Tong termed
Under the agreement signed this
week the 11-year-old phenomenon
will appear
a number productions
of forthcoming Eirstin National
to be made on the West Coast.
Theoriginal
first is Booth
to be "Misunderstood,"
an
Tarkington story
to be produced by J. K. McDonald
and directed by William Beaudine.
Executives of First National believe that in the signing of Ben
Alexander they have added to their
West Coast staff a youngster who
is destined for the greatest honors
that the screen can give.
The new Firct National actor
takes his place with the several
talented stars and featured players
who have been signed within the
last few months by this producing
and distributing organization. Ben
will now be in the excellent company of Colleen Moore, Corinne
Griffith, Sylvia Breamer, Virginia
Brown Faire and Ben Lyon.
Although only eleven years old,
Ben Alexander can look back on
a most extensive histrionic career
which covers an appearance in six
stage successes, a vaudeville tour
and so many photoplays that he
has lost count of them.
Born in Goldfield, Nevada, he
made his first appearance before
the footlights in a sketch written
by his mother in which he toured
from San Francisco to Chicago.
On the legitimate stage he played
the title role in "Penrod," and had
important roles in "Seven Miles
to Arden," "The Little Teacher"
and
tions. several other popular producIn pictures he played several
parts
beingwho"discovered"
by
D. W.before
Griffith,
gave him an
important boy-role, the brother, in
"Hearts of the World." Following his impressive work in that
picture, he was given important
roles in several other big film
productions, every one adding more
glory to his youthful crown. His
most recent role was in Maurice
Tourneur's First National picture,
"Jealous Fools."
playingunder
the p^rt
of Joy
an Winthrop
old maid isgossip
the
direction of Jess Robbins at the
Universal Studio.
Cecil B. DeMille has returned
to Paramount's West Coast studio to begin preliminary work at
once on his forthcoming production,Evening
"Triumph,"
day
Postfrom
storythebySaturMay
Edington. The noted producer of
Paramount Pictures bearing his
name has been enjoying a short
vacation aboard his yacht "Seaward," following the tremendous
production
work on
Commandments,"
the "The
story Tenof
which was written by Jeanie Macpherson.
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"Pulse of the Studios"

Pulse
of the
Studios
For Week Starting Monday, Sept. 17
Camera.' intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Progress
Ass't Director
Scenarist
Type
Director
Star
Cameraman
Holly 3130
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyon* Production* (Arrow release).
Cooke
Schedule
Cooke
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons Ramsey
Collins
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Collins
2-Reel Comedies
Eugene De Rue
Hobby Dunn Ramsey
Ben WiUon Productions (Federated release)
Ceo. Carter
2nd Week
Rosson
All-Star
Linden Stevens
Staff
"The Satin Girl"
Dearholt Productions.
Neva Gerber Productions
"The 7th Sheriff"
La Mece
3rd Week
Dick Hatton
Neva Gerber Nobles
598-146
BRENTWOOD STUDIO
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
General Mgr.
Preparing
BRONX
STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd." Kenneth Bishop
Jackson 190C
H. & B. Film
Co.
"Tango
Trails"
Tunny Wright
All-Star
Bill Beckway
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS. INC.
69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
59357(
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
Holly
009(
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stem, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Schedule
1 lorman
AI Herman
All-Star
Wm, Hyer
Herman
"The Detective"
Holly 407(
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr. 1416 La Brea Ave.
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Mgr.
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
Holly 310(
jT<ceP
Comedy
2-Reel
Comedy
H. Beaudine
Jim Adams
Paul Garnett
1Schedule
—
Jim
ErnestClemens
LaVelle
Scntt Sidney
Neil Burns
Alex Phillips
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr.
5 th Week
Hobletz
Frederick Bond
All Star
Ice Walker
Johnson
"Beyond the Veil"
Drexel 211.' 4"
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr.
6529 Venice Blvd.
Culver City.
Preparing 439-76
Preparing
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General.
All-Star
Staff
"The Elk's Tooth"
508-lf
Harry A. Swart
"Purple Bath Tub"
Editing
FINE ARTS STUDIOS. 4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Clecthorpe, Casting.
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Staff
Comedy
llh Week
Taurog
Neely Edwards Meehan
Cullen
Staff
Kerr
All-Star McGill
I.inkoff
2nd Week
Special
Hibbard Lige Conley Corby
Sharpless
Novelty
Staff
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Novelty Juveniles)
Staff
2nd
Week
Ward
Hayes
All-Star
Stengler
Linkoff
1st Week
Cameo
Pratt
Cliff Bowes McGill
Dewar
Staff
Holly 3C
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Editing
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan. Casting. 1401 X. Western Ave. Fred Kiev, Studio Mgr
Edmund Mortimer John Gilbert
Don Short
Schedule
McKenzte
John
Russel "The
Exiles"
Stock
Mavo
Sid Wagner
Jas. Tinling
Staff
Comedies
Al St. John
Al St. John
Schedule
Benny Stoloff Al St. John
Comedies
Ernest S. Depew
Schedule
Arthur Cohn Staff
Comedies
llim Summervllle
Schedule
Stock Brice
J.Vic A.Scheurich
Schmidt
Lew
Erie Kenton
Max Gold
Comedies
5 th Week
All-Star
Jack
Ford
5 th Week
W. Mayo
John Russell "Hoodman Blind"
Joe August
Wm. Wellman
Buck
Jones
Schneiderman
2nd
Week
H.
Hough
Fred
&
Fanny
Hatton"Big
Dan"
1).
Keefc
Roland V. Lee
All-Star
Geo. Post
lion Lee
"Gentle Julia"
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 263
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Drexel 00
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
7405 Roseberry Avj
GOLD SEAL PRODUCTIOXS.
A. Rosetti, Studio Mgr.
4th Week
Emile Greville
"Riders of the Desert"
Greville Hughes
Leavens-Hale
R. C. Hughes
GOLDSTOXE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
3rd WeekHolly 2i
Staff
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
'Do It Now"
Holly Olf.)
Duke Worne All-Star Roland Price
A. Tenbrook
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Joe Rock Productions.
Bryant Washburn Productions.
4th Week
"Try and Get It"
Cullen B. Tate Washburn-Dove K. MacLean
R. Asher
J. Furthman
Elliott Dexter in R. Wm. Neil Production.
Florence
Heim
4th
Week
"The Way Men Love"
Jo Sternberg
R. Wm. Neil
Dexter-Harris Ray June
76171
GOLLtWYN STUDIO
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
Von Strohelm All-Star
Hen Keynolds
Eddie Sowders
Mathis-VonStroheir'Greed" 28th Week
Victor Seastrom All-Star
Chas. Van Enger Chas. I.apworth
Paul Bern
"The Judge and the Woman" 15th Week
Rupert Hughes All-Star
Albert Kelly
Rupert Hughes
"Law Against Law"
Fditing Holh
Mescall
John
Boyle
King Vidor All-Star
James Dugan King Victor "Wild Oranges"
7th Week
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Harold Llloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. Mgr.
6th Week
Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd
Lundin
Bud Golden
"The Girl Expert"
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Type
Scenarist
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director
ring Productions. W. H. Carr, Production Manager.
"Trapped"
O'Brien Productions,
All-Star
D. Jennings
Cy Clegg
Frank Beresford
K. Jack
McDonald
jnand Hoffman Productions.
>smopolitan Productions,
jverley Productions.
"The Whipping Boss"
J. P. McGowan
All-Star
Walter Griffin
J. E. MacDonald
Phillip Hum
"The Isles
ORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
9b Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Bob Horner
Geo. Chesebro
Elmer Dyer
las. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release).
1442 Beachwood Drive.
Seeling
Larkin
Vernon Walker
Kenneth Green
lver City of Paradise"
CE STUDIO.
Horace Will iams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen.
Special
Mgr. Cu
ortland Productions
rimble-Murnn Productions,
ssoc. Authors, Inc.
nomas H. Ince Corporation.
Henry Sharpe
Edw. Benshaw
John Griffith Wray All-Star
'Anna Christie"
Bradley King1
USTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way. Eddie Cline, Casting
"Hospitality"
Jack BIystone
Buster Keaton
E. Lessley-Thorp Rose
Mitchell
>u Anger Productions.
ASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting. 1520 Vine St.
Geo. Melford
All-Star Ernest Haller
John
Boland
Al. E. Green
Thos. Meighan Chas. Clark
Fred Johnson
J.
Robinson
Dick
Jos. Henabery
Doug.
Fairbanks, JrSaxon
Cliff Smith
Warren Dean
Wm. S. Hart
Dick
Rush
Herb Brennon
Pola Negri
H.
Jos.
Geo.Schwartz
Hippard
All-Star
Wm. DeMille
Guy Howe
Wilky
All-Star
Geo. Melford
Fred
Chas. Clark
GilroyRobertson
ane Grey Productions.
Ictor Fleming Dix-Wilson
James Howe
imes Cruze Productions
Karl Brown
Vernon Keays
J;,mes Cruze All-Star
IcNAMARA STUDIOS.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.

Tom Gerahty
Edfrid Bingham
J. G. Hawkes
Clara Berangee
Jack Cunningham
Doris Schroeder
Walter Woods

pAYER-SCHULBERG
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
ouis B. Mayer Productions. STUDIO.
(Metro Release).
Reginald Barker All-Star Percy Hilburn Harry SchencK
J. G. Hawks
John Niblo
M. Stahl All-Star
All-Star
Sidney Cox
Algier
A. G. Younger
Fred
Victor Milner Doran
B. Meredyth
I. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Vic Schertzinger All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
Eve Unsell
Gasnier
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
Olga I'rintzlau
IETRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Casting.
Thos. Hopkins
I Harold Shaw All-Star
Nat Natts
V. Schertzinger
Victor Schertzinger All-Star
Oscar Apfel Viola Dana
J. Arnold
tex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
ickie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Ulen Holubar Productions.
Allen Holubar All-Star Haskins
Rational studio, i i i 6 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
J. A. Ball
Lay Rennahan
Geo. A. Cave
1CKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00
United Artists Release.
RaoulHillWalsh
Douglas
Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
Geo.
Jack
Pickford
Hela
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford
Rosher
Principal picture corp. 7250 Santa Monica.
Louis Tolhurst
j Alf. Goulding
Harry Langdon
Albert Breslau
David Smith
Jenny Zeidman Productions.
f^B*^
Ed Cline
Joe Butterworth
Wm. Marshall
Frank Gerahty
il-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Cower St.
■dividual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Gilbert Fones
1
Al Santel Eddie Hearn
Moreno
Lee Garmes
Lehnnan
Geo. O'Hara
Chester Bennett Productions.
Douglas MacLean Productions
jimmy riorne
Douglas Maclean
max uuront
rtrt r laven
[EAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr. 6701 Santa Monica
Uyn^arsnn
All-Star
Bill Severin
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
4*1 Ranch Comedies (Paths release).
Jackman
All-Star
Floyd Doran
Jackman W.
Guthrie
P.
Pembrooke Will
Rogers Robt.
Ross L.Letterman
Geo. Jeske
Harry Pollard J. Roach
Clark Hennecke
Len Powers
Animals
B. Currigan Greeland
Bob McGowan
Our Gang
Harry Gerstad C. Morehouse
J. Howe
Stan Lauref Frank Young
Cruze
ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
R. R. Rockett, Pres.
Chas.
Phil Rosen
All-Star
Kurrle-Broening
Al. Davis
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Genl Mgr.
1425 Fleming

'Woman-Proof"
'Stephen
'Wm. Man"
Hart Steps
in WildOut"
Bill Hickok"
'My
'Every Day Love"
"Flaming Barriers"
"The Call of the Canyon"
"To the Ladies"

"Cape Cod Folks"
"Why Men Leave Home"
"Thy Name Is Woman"
"The Boomerang"
"Maytime"

'The Human Mill'

Santa Monica Blvd.

Walter Anthony
Harry Langdon
Grey Carr
Wyndam
Beatrice Gittens
Van
Riley
Blvd.

3rd Week
Editing
2nd Week

438-740
761731

10th Week
Holly 2814
12th Week
Holly 2400
Slh
Week
8th Week
5th
Week
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
6th Week
Preparing
Lankershim 132- J
Capitol 2120
"1th Week
3rd Week
Preparing
Preparing
6th Week

Schedule
Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901

"The Thief of Bagdad"
12th Week
"Valley of the Wolf"
8th Week
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"Preparing
Comedy
Holly 2806
Microscopic Motion Pictures
Editing
Schedule
Schedule
"The Good Bad Boy"
Holly 7780
Preparing
"The Sand Pile"
Schedule
"Comedy of Terrors"
i rie i dunce i^uusui
"Lipht of the World"

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Huber, Castim
Francis Marion
St.

5th Week

Holly 4485
"The Living Past"
1st Week
"Man Whom Life Passed By" 2nd Week
'Angel Face Molly"
2nd Week

Color Photography
Staff
Staff
Staff

Page Seventeen
Progress

Feature
2-Reel
Comedy
1-Reel Comedy
1- Reel Comedy
2- Reel Comedy
2-Reel Comedy

Casting

579-440
761-721

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule

Holly 2176
'Life of Abraham Lincoln" Schedule
598-141
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Cameraman

RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr. 1439
Al. Nietz
Franklin Farnum
Al Mohr
Logan-Baynham Productions.
C. W. Patton Productions. H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Hercules Film Prods., Inc.
Jack Nelson Jack Polio McManigal
Jack Nelson Jack Polio McManigal
H. J. Brown Productions
Al. Rogell Fred Thompson Ross Fisher
Maloford Productions.
fob Williamson Leo Maloney Bataraka
Gratiad* Productions.

Ass't Director

Beachwood Dr. Hively
Fred Alien

5341 Melrose.

Sennett
Mack Sennett
Mack

M. C. Levee, Pres.

Nan Collins,

STUDIO.

6090 Sunset Blvd.

Casting.

I "Where the sick go to get well"
I 203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
[ Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
WHEN YOU NEED A DOCTOR
Phone 572-88; 430and205,ask orfor Hollywood 102 82
H. W. WALL, M.D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York City
6548 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD

Holly 408

Rose Mirage"
of All the World"
"The

ARE

YOU

Editing
7th Week

"Jealous Fools"
'Black Oxen"

1th Week
433-13

"Beasts of Paradise"
"The Storm Daughter"
"The Near Lady"
"The Steel Trail"
"The Noblest Roman"
"The Leather Pusher Series"
"The Spice of Life"
"My
Series Mamie
2- Reel Rose"
Westerns
"The
Right
to Love"
"The Turmoil"
"All for the Love of Gloria"
Comedy
"The Vital Question"

IN

FROM HOLLYWOOD
$1.00

Culver City

$2.00

Schedule
Editing
Editing
Editing
Editing
Schedule
5th Week
3rd
Week
Schedule
Crd
Week
1st Week
2nd Week
Schedule
3rd Week
Editing

598-13!

"The Man From Brodneys"
Holly 418
"George Washington.
Jr."
"Conductor
1492"
"Daddies"
"Beau Brummel"

7th Week
Week
Sth
Scheduled
Oct. 1

"Tiger Rose"
"The Marriage Circle"
"Loveless Marriages"
"Broadway After Dark"

1 1th Week
5th Week
Sth Week
Preparing
Holly 794
^th Week

'Haunts of Hiawatha"

CALL

Universal City

Preparing
8th
Week

'Temporary Marriage"

Al. Brandt, Mgr.

WORLD
Eliason EDUCATIONAL
Baby Betty FILMS. Wm. Box
F. M."C,"
AbbeyLos Angeles
Field 818, Sta.
Robinson
DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
I Chiropractor— Nerve Specialist

4th Week
3rd Week
Drexel 155
Schedule
Schedule

Comedy
Comedy

Frank Borxage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp
Edwin Carewo Productions. (First Nation*) release). lKlla> National release.)
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release) David Fisher
Ldw. Brophy
Mack-Sullivan
Marion-Franklin
Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio
Victor lleerman Constance Talmadge Glen McWilliams
Mace Sullivan
Sam E. Rork Productions.
First National Productions.
McDermott Chaplin All-Star
James Chapin
Wm. Dowlin
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Scott
R. Beal
Fred Myton
Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd
Frank Lloyd Productions (First National Release)
Fred Myton
Billy Relter
Frank Lloyd Griffith-Tearle Norhert Brodin
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal
Film
Manufacturing
Co.
(Universal Release.)
Wm. Craft
Desmond-Sedgwick
McDonough Koehner
Priscilla Dean
Archainbaud
McCarey-Wyler
Sullivan
Herbert Blache
Gladys
Walton
Clarke
Wm. Duncan
Hugh
Hoffman
Duncan Rawlinson
-Johnson Robinson
Geo. Plympton
Dorian
Win. Parke
Herbert
Regan
Ed. Laemmle
Billy
Sullivan
F. Messinger
Reginald Denny
Harry Pollard
Woolstenhume
Irving Cummtngs
Mary
Philbtn
Pete Morrison
Victor Nordlinger
Root. N. Bradbury Baby
Peggy
Jess Robbins
Arthur
All-Star
llobart Henley
Robert Hill
Herbert Kawllnson
E. Lumrey
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
Lyons
W. Hayes
Aubrey
Zimmerman Staff
Harry We
Laval Photoplay, Ltd., of Montreal, Canada. L. Ernest Ouimet,
Presbb
and Mgr.
P. C azenroye Andre Lafayette
Gene Benolt
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
D. Smith, Jr.
Dave Smith All-Star
Bill Dagwell
Larry Semon Productions.
J. P. Smith
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS. 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Geo. Webster
Mai
St. Clair
B. Dupar
Johnny
Hines Wesley
Johnny Harry
Hines E.Chas.
Gilson
C.
Hines-Roth
Wm. A. Seiter Marsh Gillingwater
Tenny
Wright
Frank
S'rayer
Harry Beaumont
John Barrymorc
Dave Abel
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Wm. McGann
Edmund Gouldlng
8idney Franklin
L,enore Ulrlc Chas. Rosher
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Flood
Blanke
Ernst Lubitsch All-Star Paul Perry
Harry Rapf Productions.
Jack Conway Monte
Sutherland- Ha wkes
All-StarBlue-Irene Rich David Abel

WILNAT

Progress
Holly 794
Preparing
Editing
Lasting

"Let's Go"
"The Powerless Man"
"Running Wild"
Untitled

Stratton

SENNET1 STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
Del
All-StarTurMn
Blake Wagner
Del Lord
Ruth
Ben
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
UNITED STUDIOS.

Feature

Staff
Staff

1 oe Kane
loe Kane

Type

Scenarist

A

HURRY?
Ambassador Hotel

$1.50

Center of Los Angeles... .$2.00
All Stations
$2.50
TAXI

578-280

SUNSET

TAXI

578-307
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FROM "U" TO YOU
(Continued from Page 5)
"PKon-O-G
rams
Edited by Gene Woolway

Jack Mower, who starred in "In the Days of
Daniel Boone" with Eileen Sedgwick, plays
the leading male role in the new plays, and
Elinor Field, who is well known for a number
of clever ingenue characterizations, appears in
the feminine leading role.

Alton Brown

Herbert Rawlinson spent three weeks in the
warm waters surrounding Catalina Island getchummy with the "biggest fish" in the
Pacifictingocean.
It must be the biggest one out there, for
Herb saw it with his own eyes, and Herb is
admittedly a good judge of — anyway
He has now returned to frolic once more in
the aquatic playground of the fish that "got
Rawlinson asserts that he would have caught
the fish, but just at the time when the friendaway."
ship that had been three weeks in the ripening
was about to culminate in a fish steak, Universal officials decided that he was due to don
the grease paint for another sojourn before
the camera.
Now that he has finished the starring role
in "The Noblest Roman," his latest feature,
he has returned to the deep sea fishing togs and
is againwhiletrolling
the placid waters for his erstfriend.

Juvenile Leads
578-177

Charlotte DuPuis
Ingenue-Characters
Holly 2570

J. C. (Jack) Fowler
Characters
438-501

Lorraine Eason
Ingenue Leads
575-91

Kenneth Gibson
Juvenile Leads
578-311

Doctor Roberts
Character Actor
Holly 5335

Reeka Roberts
Emotional Roles
Holly 5335

Production has been completed on "The
Noblest Roman," a farce comedy filmed under
the direction o" William Parks.
Supporting the star in the cast are Kalla
Pasha, Beatrice Burnham, Melbourne McDowell, Tom McGuire, Margaret Landes, George
Marion, Frederick Stanton and Frederick Bertrand.

The constantly increasing audiences
here attest to the supremacy of our
programs. We are exerting every
boxing. to give you clean, snappy
effort

Hollywood

Stadium

Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.

619

R. K. EARLE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
LICENSED SURVEYOR
Citizens National Bank Building
Phone 823-681

BRUNO
Publicity Photos
Professional Photos
Casting Director Photos
6412 HOLLYWOOD

Mary Philbin's first big starring vehicle since
the amazing little star's rise to fame in
"Merry-Go-Round," has been started at Universal City, in "My Mamie Rose," filmizatiorof Owen Kildare's celebrated novel of t/
Bowery. Irving Cummings is directing thv.
new feature, to be a Universal Jewel and one
of the outstanding productions of the new season at the studio.
In order that the first Mary Philbin vehicle
since "Merry-Go-Round" may be one of the
outstanding pictures of the year, a cast of special importance has been chosen to support her.
Pat O'Malley, outstanding figure in several of
the
season's
a bowery
toughpastwho
finds big
hissuccesses,
way toplaysregeneration
through the love of the little charmer of the
quarter. It is said that this part is literally
the life story of the author, who rose from a
gangster to be "The port of the Bowery" and
one of the striking figures in American literature throughCollier,
a woman's
influence.
William
Jr., son
of the famous
comedian and himself a notable in screenland,
is another player in the big cast ; Max- Davidson, noted character man, plays the quaint
"Levy" of the old clothing store, and Lincoln
Plummer, Edwin J. Brady and several others
are among the supporting players. A complete reproduction of the old Bowery, several
blocks long, with such places as "Suicide Hall,"
"Steve Brodie's" and other landsmarks are
built at Universal City for the picture ; one of
the largest sets erected since "The Hunchback of Notre Dame."
Work commences during the week at Universal City on the third and largest of the
Baby Peggy Jewel productions, "The Right to
Love,"
in which
the baby iscasts
surrounded
one
of the
most remarkable
she has with
ever

BLVD.

Telephone 431-929

Gigantic Removal
Sale Renewed
Used

Cars

RICKERSHAUSER

& MILLER

6369 Hollywood Blvd. Holly 3995
Nash, almost new
$1085.00
Nash coupe, new tires
1050.00
Nash sedan, refinished 1000.00
Nash 5-pass., refinished.... 985.00
Nash sport model
950.00
Cadillac 55 touring
600.00
Nash 5-pass., late model.... 600.00
Ford coupe, '22
500.00
Open Evenings.

Open Sundays.
Mary Ruby
Ingenue
594-774

Bert Sprotte
Characters

Donna
BOB

REEL

741-64
McKEE

Hale

Leads
Dunkirk 3153

CAMERAI
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Producers Notice
I have spent a number of years in the
field in the distribution department of one
of the foremost producing and distributing companies. I have felt the pulse of
both the public and the exhibitor and am
in position to render a valuable service
to a producer who has a product of merit
and of sufficient volume. I am desirous
of effecting a connection with a producer
and distributor who would have their
product popularized and the demand created for it in advance. If you are interested in securing the maximum in
revenue and playing time for your product, Ifeel confident that I can make you
see the merits of my proposition. Address Box 33, care Camera ! or phone
439-869.
Pathe Camera Complete
For Rent by the Week.
ST. ELMO BOYCE
Powers Studio
Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production,
Near Lady"
lilachg."TheDirecting
Recent Releases, "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untamcable." "The Wild Party."
Reproductions, Publicity
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5174 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
Animated Cartoons — Original Title
Ideas — Clay Animation — Miniature
Sets and Animated Figures
CINEMA ARTS STUDIO
ELMER H. YOUNG, Manager
6615"^ Santa Monica Blvd. Telephone 434-430
HAIRGONE
superfluous
hair on arms,— permanent
limbs, facecureandforbody.
Also
wonderful for men who hate shaving troubles.
$2.50 the bottle, manufactured at
ORCHID BEAUTY SHOPPE
808 So. Hope St.
Phone 16596
All lines of beauty culture.
MOTION
PICTURES
Talent wanted to register in new
Casting Directory. Call in person.
THE UNIVERSAL, 5507 Santa Monica Boulevard. Room 4.

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

under the wing of a new director, Jesse Robbins, specially engaged to handle the diminutive celebrity of the celluloid.
Winifred Bryson, whose work in "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame" was folloked by
her sensation characterization of "Lullaby
Lou" in "Thundering Dawn," is among the
notable players enlisted to support the tiny
actress in an all star cast of special interest.
Elinor Fair is another notable in the cast. Miss
Fair has been famous in screenland ever since
her sensational success with Otis Skinner in
"Kismet." Robert Ellis is another important
player announced in the Baby Peggy cast.
Several other well known players are soon
to be announced for later sequences of the
picture,
Datig. according to Casting Director Fred
The picture is from an original story by
Bernard McConville, with continuity by Lois
Zellner.
Billy Sullivan, who is playing the leads in
the new series of H. C. Witwer's "The Leather
Pushers"
Universal
City,much
has in
a claim
fame that atought
to mean
the newto
prize fight series. Not only has he shaken
hands with John L. Sullivan — but the famous
old fighter used to carry him around when he
was a baby. For Sullivan is a nephew of the
greatest fighter of all ring history.
"I remember my uncle ever since I was a
little baby," says Sullivan. "When I was quite
a small shaver he used to tell me I'd be a
fighter some day — he was proud of me and
that was his way of showing it. Well — I did
become
a fighter,
but I'm
afraid
a good
enough one
to justify
Uncle
Johnnever
in boasting
much. I last saw my uncle only a short time
before his death, a few years ago, when he
was in vaudeville. I was then a fighter of
some reputation, and he urged me earnestly to
keep it up. However, I had turned actor then,
and I found that I was pretty good at it and
liked it. So I went on with my stage work.
My uncle was a little disappointed, I'm
Sullivan plays the role of Kid Roberts,
abandoned
by Reginald Denny when the latter
afraid."
started features. Denny himself handed over
the "Leather Pushers" title to the new star.
Edward Laemmle is directing the new series,
which is crammed with lightning-like fight
action for Sullivan.

Work hasnewstarted
on "Thea western
Ghost City,"
Universale
chapterplay,
story
laid in one of the old deserted mining cities
that make romantic reminders of gold rushes
of a long dead past in the middle west. The
story, written by Paul Bryan, is laid about
such an old city in Wyoming, which has become the rendezvous of desperadoes preying
on the rich cattle regions around. Their
machinations are combated by ultra methods,
including the airplane control, in a thrilling
series of incidents, the idea being one entirely
new to the screen.
Pete Morrison, noted as a Western star and
daring rider, plays the principal role, while
Margaret Morris, Universal City's new "discovery," heads the feminine contingent in the
cast.
Bud Osborne, well known Western "heavy,"
does the villain's part in the new chapterplay,
and a cast of well known standard players surrounds them. Frank Rice plays the eccentric
character
"Sagebrush
Milton,"as anMort
old
plainsman, role
and ofSlim
Cole is seen
Curley, one of the leading lights of the city
of the past. Others in the cast are Valerio
Olivio, William Quinn, and Princess Hoola.
1
SCREEN

TESTS!

Invest

in a Screen

Test.

It pays.

It

tells you how you
screen and the cost
is only
25 Cents

Call

Per

Foot

Bruno
-5 1

George Hackathorne, whose portrayal of the
hunchback "ballyhooer" in "Merry-Go-Round"
and the drug addict taxi driver in "Human
Wreckage"
have been characterizations
heralded by dramatic
critics
as outstanding
of the
year, has been cast to play the role of Bibbs
Sheridan
in "Theproduction
Turmoil,"forHobart
Henley's
next
multi-reel
Universal.
Hackathorne is one of the youngest character actors in pictures, but has already attained
a coveted place among screen celebrities. The
part of the idealist son of the hardened financial figure in the famous Booth Tarkington
story should provide him with one of the
strongest dramatic roles of his film career.
Emmett Corrigan, famous character actor of
the legitimate stage, has been selected for the
role of James Sheridan, Sr., the father of
Bibbs,
in
the and
play. one of the outstanding characters
Eileen Percy, who played the title role in
"The Flirt," another noted Tarkington story
filmedbeenforcast
Universal
Henley's
direction,
has
for theunder
role of
Sybil Sheridan,
a flapper whose venomous tongue insures
plenty of grief not only for herself but for
those closely associated with that ultra modern
young lady.
Henley and Fred Datig, Universal casting
director, are now choosing the remaining players for the all-star cast and it has been announced that one of the most capable casts
ever assembled for a Universal production will
be used in the making of what gives promise
of being one of the most pretentious plays of
the season.

431-929
6412 Hollywood Boulevard

PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AR-EMLLLNT
OSTIVELY
PUTS
PICTUPL IN
PEOPLE
PEP/WOT
UBLICFAVOP.
VtwV» y&r porf/cufar) ', ob jee
Gene Voo way
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood Sfafion
Or, In care of
CameraV
2nd. Floor, 6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood
Gi//r
,:-IWTt8>
Vnont 439-8SS
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Casts of the Week
(Continued from Page 6)
R. WM. NEIL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
present
"THE WAY MEN LOVE"
Directed by R. Wm. Neil
Photographed by Ray June
CAST:
Elliott Dexter Grace Carlisle
Mildred Harris Sidney Bracy
Anders Randolf Jeanne Carpenter
DeWitt Jennings
UNIVERSAL FILM CO.
presents
"MY MAMIE ROSE"
Directed by Irving Cummings
Photographed by Chas Woolstenhume
CAST :
Mary Philbin Charlie Murray
Pat O'Malley
Kate Price
Willie
Collier, Jr.
Edwin
J. Brady
Max Davidson Lincoln Plummer
BEN WILSON
presents
"THE SATIN GIRL"
Directed by Arthur Rosson
Photographed by Geo. Carter
Original Story by Adam Hull Shirk
CAST:
Mabel Forrest
Lenore Vance
Norman Kerry
Dr. Richard Taunton
Marc McDermott
Fargo
Kate Lester
Mrs. Brown-Potter
Clarence Burton
Detective
Florence Lawrence Sylvia Brown-Potter
Reed House
NortonPless
Wm. Turner
Silas Gregg
Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone Without Scratch and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
Fits any Victrola
Phonograph or
Using Changeable Needles.
hours
—Play
will after
not disturb.
Deflexograph
attaches to needle
holder, filters
sound oscillations,
prevents scratch
and surface noises
Gold Plate $1.50 T
(See Cut) I box-- No ^alhc
Nickel Plate....$1.00 noises.
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N\ Y.

KWIK

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave. 7560 Sunset Blvd.

Over

Grand-Asher

Way

Imagine a scene in Fairyland, combined with
a back stage view of the Follies, and you get
a pretty good idea of what the Grand Studio
is like. It is very much the same as if one
took the back drop away and the spectators
watched the play while they also witnessed the
work that goes on in that mysterious region
known as "behind the scenes."
Unfortunately for the general public, visitors are excluded, and so the outside world
must learn about the way the films are made
from articles such as this.
Take an average day during the production
of
Bryant forWashburn
and Elliott
first
features
Grand-Asher.
Both Dexter's
these noted
stars are making individual productions, heading their own organizations, and have surrounded themselves with the best talent available. This includes technicians, as well as
artists.
An enormous interior of a palatial home,
100 feet deep and fifty feet wide, all in a gold
stippled effect with gorgeous purple silk drapes,
forms the setting for important action in the
Dexter picture, an R. William Neill production. It is a drama of human lives that is said to
be tremendously effective. Mildred Harris is
leading woman ; others in the big cast are Anders Randolf, Grace Carlisle, DeWitt Jennings,
Sydney Bracey, Jeanne Carpenter, etc. This set
is furnished with great luxuriousness. A Chinese orchestra with queer instruments making
queerer music supplies melody for a dancer —
a girl with grotesque head-dress. She removes this and puts it over the bald pate of
an old reveler. The star sits at a table, aloof
more or less, for he has much on his mind —
in this character of Austin Ferrol, prince of
the slums.
Directly opposite is the set for Bryant
Washburn's
picture,
"Try Itandis an
Getadaptation
It," directed by Cullen
B. Tate.
of a story by Eugene P. Lyle, Jr. — a high
powered comedy.
The set is a beautiful modiste shop, with
galleries and alcoves and a great central place
where the models parade. A lot of lovely
mannequins, a real fashion show wearing
thousands of dollars' worth of gowns and furs,
real importations
Swobdi's
and Willard
George,
pass in from
gorgeous
revue.
Bryant
Washburn as the star walks into this dream of
luxury
fair inwomen
a bill
collector's
file — likeanda bull
a chinawithshop,
someone
said.
Mme. Rose Dione is the lady in charge, and
she is effusively natural — a disciple of and a
one-time player with the immortal Sarah.
Billie Dove, beautiful and vivacious, is leading woman ; Joseph Kilgour, Edward Horton,
Lionel Belmore, Carl Stockdale and others are
in the fine cast.
Everywhere are electricians, carpenters, busy,
working, pounding, sawing, talking. The
whistle blows and silence falls as the directors
call camera. So big are the sets that the
cameras are stationed in part of either set
shooting therefrom to the other picture. It is
a technical job to make them interlock without
interfering. On the sidelines are hundreds of
lovely girls, busy men, in either dinner dress
or overalls, according to their work. And over
all the green hued Cooper-Hewitts and the
sunarcs, as well as many other kinds. A perfect wilderness of cables and wires underfoot,
a maze of brilliancy overhead — and such a
scene of activity as has seldom been excelled
in any studio.

I WANT SOME REAL PICTURES!
productions from $50,000 to $100,000. I can sell them outright. See me for a quick
release.
J
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
» Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.

Wilshire 4275
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WANTED—/
pay $10
for domestic
"fan"
letters. Ada willMayes,
5429a 1000
Hollywood
Boulevard.
PATHE CAMERA complete, for rent by the week.
St. Elmo Boyce, Powers-R. C. Studios.
BOOKKEEPER
— Expert,
typist,
wants 3493W.
four hours'
work
daily.
$16
per week.
Humboldt
Call
after 6,
evenings.
ROBERT ence.
TODD
— Film
Editor. Ninelocalyears'
experiDesirous
of permanent
connection.
Phone Hollywood 1113.
WANTED — Man with Motion picture camera (union
or non-union with $75.00 to join me in a photoattraction at
the Business
Project
be held graphic
at Santa
Monica
Blvd. andMen's
Western
Ave.,to
Sept. 15th to 22nd. A real live attraction and big
money for eight days. Answer quick. A. Dulany,
care of Camera 1 6318 Hollywood Blvd.
CHICAGO'S SILENT NIGHTS — A ten thousand
words
photoplay
depicting
Chicago's
period complete
of political
strife,script,
lawless
and terrorism.
The
result
of
more
than
a
year's
work,
by Geo.
Paps — write for it. P. O. Box 581, Los Angeles.

COY

WATSON,
CHILD LEADS

Age 10.

JR.

Drexel 3616

Especially for Motion Picture People,
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
MERCHANTS'
to 2
DINNERLUNCH,
5:30 to 11:30
8
SCREEN

SERVICE

(formerly The Service Bureau)
1036 SOUTH HILL
Phone 821-071
CASTING
Picture company making cruise around the
world on studio ship can use leading man and
woman. Must have box office value. Communications strictly confidential.
Address— DIRECTOR, Care Camera!
6318 Hollywood Blvd.
Learn

to Color

Photographs
We teach you the SECRET PROCESS of making your oil colors at a saving of one half.
424 UNION LEAGUE BLDG.
Corner of Second and Hill Streets
TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38

CAMERA!
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POSSIBLY

100 Per Cent Titles
100 Per Cent Service
At the Right Price!
Dress up that next production
with artistic Hand Lettered
Titles made by IRVING W.
BUNZE.
If you want Perfect Symbolic
Art Backgrounds, let us make
them!
Neil E. McQuire, formerly with Ince and Prizma, J
does our art work.
For perfect black-and-white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with }
samples.
•
Quality

Title &

Film

Company
1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850
Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd. Holly 5954
Frank

the Shoe

Doctor

"We save your sole
and heel you, too"
6666 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3752

FOR

PICTURES

PLAYS,

BOOKS, ORIGINALS
The
Hollywood Play Bureau
Emmett Corrigan, Mgr.

6404 Hollywood Boulevard
Near Cahuenga.
Hollywood, Cal.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42

and Shln^ '
BdSfood 76TJ • SAMUEL C.SHINE- 6V6 a^cg^mu.
General Trucking and Hauling

Bebe Daniels is back in California afterAccompanied
a year's absence
the East.
by herin
mother, Mrs. Phyllis Daniels, and
her grandmother, Mrs. George
Butler mount
Griffin,
the arrived
popular inParaactress has
Los
Angeles and will enjoy a vacation
of three weeks before starting
work in her next production. Miss
Daniels completed the leading feminine role in Sam Wood's produc"His Children's
Children,"
New tion,
York,
just before
startingin
on her transcontinental trip.
William S. Hart and the numerout members of his company engaged in the production of "Wild
Bill Hickok," have materially increased the population of Victorville, Calif., where the Paramount
star has established his temporary
headquarers. Under the direction
of Clifford Smith, location scenes
for this stirring tale of pioneer
days are being filmed in the vicinity
of Victorville and the town will
also be used as a background for
some of the important action.
William S. Hart wrote the original
storyG. ofHawks
"Wild adapted
Bll Hickok"
J.
it to and
the
screen.
Walter Hiers. who has been
making a series of personal appearances in his native state of Georgia,
is en route to California, to begin
work in George Melford's forthcoming Paramount Picture, "Flaming Barriers," adapted by Jack
Cunningham from the story by Byron Morgan. The cast is headed
by
Jacqueline
Moreno.
Theodore Logan,
Roberts, Antonio
Walter
Hiers,ert Sigrid
McKim. Holmquist and RobEdward Horton, who played the
title role in the James Cruze production "Ruggles
of Red
has
been chosen
to play
the Gap,"
principal
masculine role in "To the Ladies,"
the forthcoming Paramount Picture which Cruze wilr produce, according to an announcement made
today by Jesse L. Lasky, first vicepresident in charge or production.
William de Mille is scheduled
to start production work on his
forthcoming Paramount Picture,
"Every Day Love," at the West
Coast studio September 20.
Nita Naldi, who plays one < f
the
is now to
in NewYorkfeatured
city butroles,
is expected
start
for Calif ornia within the week.
Leatrice Joy, who will play one
of the principal parts in Cecil B.
DcMillc's next Paramount "Triumph," is enjoying a three weeks
vacation trip to Honolulu accompanied by her mother.
Miss Joy recently completed ore
of the most important roles in Cecil B. De Milk's "The Ten Commandments."
San Francisco and its justly famous waterfront wilt serve as a
background for some important action in Thomas Meighan's latest
Paramount Picture, "WomanProof," which George Ade wrote
as a screen starring vehicle for '
Meighan. The entire company will
spend several days there. Alfred
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E. Green is again handling the
megaphone. Tom Gcraghty is production editor and the cast includes
Lila Lee, Mary Astor, Robert Agnew, John Sainpolis, Louise Dresser, Edgar Norton, Charles A.
Sellon, nolds,
George
ReyHardee O'Brien,
Kirkland,VeraMartha
Mattox, "Bill" Gonder and "Mike"
Donlin.
George Melford has completed
the production work on his most
recent Paramount Picture, "The
Light that Failed," and is now
cutting and editing the film. Jacqueline Logan, Percy Marmont,
Sigrid Holmquist and David Torrence headed the cast. F. McGrew Willis and Jack Cunningham
prepared the scenario.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has completed the Turkish episodes of his
first starring picture, "Stephen
Steps
Out," andsequence
is now ofengaged
in
an important
scenes
with Theodore Roberts as the other
principal.
Despite the discomforts of a
temporary heat wave, members of
the company engaged in the making of the Zane Grey production,
"The Call
Canyon,"Arizona,
on locationofnear the
Flagstaff,
have been working steadily since
their arrival there.
Victor Fleming is directing.
Richard Dix, Lois Wilson and
Estelle Taylor are featured with
Noah Eerry, Ricardo Cortez and
Charles Ogle in support.
No delays are to be permitted
in the starting of Pola Negri's
rext
Picture
"My
Man," Paramount
which Herbert
Brennon
will produce. Both the star and
the producing director are anxious
to start work and both have agreed
to be ready by September 17.
Strongheart, the wonder-dog star
of "The Silent Call" and "Brawn
of the North," whose next release
will be among
"The Love
Master,"mostis
ranked
the twenty
popular luminaries in filmdom,
judging by the amount of his fan
mail, and still his salary is less
than an extra man, who gets his
$7.50 ticket every time he works.
Strongheart's salary is exactly
three pounds of Porterhouse steak
every
night.
isn'tbeautiful
such a
bad life,
for heStill
has itnine
wives, who Director Laurence
Trimble supports for Mm, a country estate in the San Fernando
valley where he lives with his
wives and children, and a big red
motor car in which he spends much
of his time when not acting.
There's
income
tax wives
to worry
over
and nonone
of his
care
for clothes or jewelry.
Ben Bernie's orchestra.one of the
big time vaudeville attractions, was
used in several scenes of Bryant
Washburn's "Try and Get It," his
first Grand-Asher production. Bernie brought his remarkable aggregation of musicians direct from a
local theatre where they are appearing under his leadership and
on a specially constructed stage at
the Grand Studio dispensed sweet
or jazzy music while the cameras
ground.
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Playing in "Only a Shop Girl"
at the Symphony Theater now.

JOHN
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1001-1005 West Seventh Street
Los Angeles
California
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
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Permanent Waving Hair Coloring Bleaching
Hair Dressing
Scalp-Facial Massage
Marcel Waving Manicuring
Water Waving Shampooing
Wigs

300-301

J
Phone 438-761
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Toupees
Wig Rental

Switches Transformations
Beards and Moustaches
Cosmetics
Professional Makeup Service

Special Attention to Theatrical
Motion Picture Profession
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No Parking Restrictions

PAC0IMA
THERESA
CLAIRE
Ingenue
Brunette

Type

offers film folks an opportunity to "cash in" on Southcm California real estate. We're building a city out
there. You saw Hollywood grow. Now we ask you to
WATCH

But don't just watch it. Take advantage of the early
opportunities presented in its development and become
a vital part of its progress.
INVEST

"The

Night and Day
Holly 3258

Sisters"

PAC0IMA!

NOW

We are selling quarter-acre, orange-grove homesites,
fully improved with gas. water, electricity and graded
streets for
$40 Down

RITA
CLAIRE
Ingenue
Blonde

Type

Telephone 577-810 and 79
make0—
arrangements
a Mo*
$12-50 with
erties. LIVINGSTON ■$
JACK
to go out and see the propSUBURBAN
ESTATES
CO.
Los Angeles Real Estate Since 1888
Phone 653-25
744 WEST SEVENTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
Suburban Office, Corner Pershing Avenue and San Fernando
Road at Pacoima Station. One Mile South of
the City of San Fernando.
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WITHIN

Several weeks ago on this editorial page we commented on the need
of a square deal for everyone, and what wonderful things the establishment
of a spirit of fair play would do for the film industry. One obstacle in the
path of the attainment of such a happy condition of things is found in the
form of so-called motion picture publications which are in reality only
blinds for vicious preying on the profession, employing tactics and methods that, if clearly revealed, would be hastily condemned in no uncertain
language by film and newspaper people alike. We refer to one in particular
that has aroused considerable trouble of late through some very odd deals,
and according to opinions being voiced hereabout at the present time, is
rapidly falling into disfavor. There is no place in journalism, especially
journalism relative to the motion picture industry and the people who gain
a livelihood therein, for petty graft and blackmail. It is not just and it
will not be tolerated for any length of time, for as the old saying goes,
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JOHN CORNYN
Advertising
Manager.
GENE WOOLWAY
Studio Representative.
FRED W. FOX
Advertising Copy.
RUTH TANEYHILL
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Address All Communications to
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"murder will out." This idea of being forced to spend a young fortune in
advertising with some paper before being given any kind of just treatment
in its news columns is pure bunk, and whoever has the idea it will gain anything one way or another, or that it will be successful to any degree, is a
fanatic. Personal grievances and prejudices have no place in a newspaper
office, and if they persist in hanging around, it means goodbye newspaper.
We're not mentioning names, but the right foot knows this shoe and isn't
going to be backward about raising a rumpus over this talk. We can only
cite Lincoln's wise words, "you can fool all of the people some of the time,
and some of the people all of the time, but you can't fool all of the people
all of the time." Not motion picture people, by a long shot ! Therefore,
it will be to the best interests of this certain publication to snap out of it
and come out straight and clean for the best interests of the industry, and
not hide behind maudlin blackmail. "Camera!" isn't troubled with an overwhelming amount of advertising, but its personnel manage to make a
decent living on the income. We could probably make a lot more if we
adopted questionable methods of doing business, but we believe that we can

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES

$3.50 per year in Los Angeles County.
$4.00 per year in Outside Zone.
$4.50 to Canada.
$5.00 to Foreign Points.
H. H. Nat'l
CONGER
Adv. COMPANY
Rep.
New York
San Francisco

Chicago

Advertising Rates Upon Application.

truthfully say that we've given everyone a square deal. Mary Pickford
and Jennie Smith are equally welcome to our news columns. We make no
discrimination of any sort, and you can always be sure of this — that the
news columns of our sheet are open to you at all times without variation.
Make full use of them! You won't be forced to buy advertising or pay
graft here, and our treatment of you will be absolutely unbiased, irrespective of whether or not you have any financial dealings with our business
departments. We're for you strong, every one of you, and we believe that
you are with us when we say the time has come for the enemy within to go,
that the motion picture press must be clean and straightforward and that
the industry cannot harbor any questionable publications. There is room
here for any number of live film papers, and there are a good many of them
now, mediums of great value to the profession. They are needed, for they
are doing a great work. But the blackmail sheet must go!

Issued on Saturday morning of
each week at 6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
in Los Angeles, Calif. Telephone
439-869.
Entered as second-class matter,
Aug. 11, 1918, at the Post Office at
Los Angeles, Cal., under Act of
March 3rd, 1879.
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Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"The Gold Diggers'
Mason
127 So. Broadway
"The First Year"
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
"The Vallev of Lost Souls'
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Hoot Gibson
in
"Out of Luck"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Madge Bellamy- Lloyd Hughes
in
"Are You a Failure?"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy
Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie Rambeau
in
"The Road Together'
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
Dark
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
William Farnum
in
"The Gun Fighter"

This

Week's

Theatre

"A non-star cast with the greatest supporting cast ever assemhled" — this is the way "Hollywood," now at the Rialto, might
well be described.
Hope Drown, playing Angela,
heroine of the drama, and Luke
Cosgrove. whose delicious humor
makes the role of the old grandfather a gem, make their screen
debut in "Hollywood"; George K.
Arthur, the motion picture idol of
Kngland. is seen for the first time
on the American screen as Lem,
Angela's sweetheart, but Ruby
Lafayette, the grandmother, Eleanor Lawson, the tempestuous
aunt, and Harris Gordon, the doctor, are old-time troupers.
The supporting cast, assembled
from the brightest stars and celebrities doing
"bits,"
include Hart,
Pola
Negri, Lila
Lee,
William
Thomas Meighan, Theodore Kosloff. Vera Fredowa. Leatrice Joy,
Will Rogers. Agnes Ay res, Jack
Holt. Lois Wilson. Jack Pickford,
and others.
Richard Barthelmess is at
Loew"s State Theatre this week
in a nine-reel production of Bctilah Marie Dix's famous romance
of early English history. "The
Fighting
In this Blade."
First National picture,
Barthelmess essays ^he role of a
swashbuckling soldier of fortune
in the days of Oliver Cromwell.
"The Fighting Blade" is a story
of hearts and swords given a brilliant and massive production. It
is the romance of a courageous
soldier of fortune whose deadly
sword changed the currents of an
empire, swept a monarch from his
throne, and cast a lady of high
degree into his arms ; with Richard Barthelmess as the swordsman who held his blade ever ready
for fight or frolic. Never has Barthelmess been seen in a role more
complete with daring exploits, plot
and intrigue, dash and danger.
The dramatic events of the story
lead to the overthrow of Charles
I of England by Oliver Cromwell
and
the establishment of the Protectorate.
Barthelmess is supported by
Dorothy Mackaill, Morgan Wallace, and a number of noted actors. The production was directed
by John S. Robertson.
Mrs. Wallace Reid in "Human
Wreckage," the sensational photodramatic expose of the narcotic
evil that has recently rocked Los
Angeles, is playing a special return engagement at the Alhambra
Theater this week.

Motes

This is the play which Mrs.
Reid, widow of the late Wally
Reid, who waged such a noble
fight against the terrible menace,
produced in order to pierce deep
under the surface of superficiality
and fiction, into the throbbing
hearts of humanity so that the
danger of the drug evil may be
more readily understood. One of
the finest casts ever brought to
the screen has been assembled to
film "Human Wreckage," which
includes James Kirkwood, Bessie
Love, George Hackathorne, Claire
McDowell, Robert McKim, Victory Bateman, Harry Northrup,
Eric Mayne, Otto Hoffman, Phillip Sleeman and Lucille Ricksen.
"Human Wreckage" is not a
bedtime story, it is a terrific plea
for the consideration of deep
thinking men and women to line
up on the side of these notable
men and women now battling the
narcotic traffic. The picture
shows graphically the terrors of
the drug evil. It is always in
good taste and offends no one,
but it is most assuredly something
that will be pondered over after
having once been seen.
The bill at the Hillstreet theatre will have for its headliner
none other than Willie Ritchie,
one time lightweight champion of
the world. An act has been written for him and in it he shows
boxing exercises and various
forms of physical culture. This
should interest everyone, as there
is also some comedy in the act as
well as the other interesting features. Another feature on the
bill will be Laura Pierpont and her
company of players in what is
termed "A protean novelty," called
"Women Who Pass in the Night,"
being another playlet from the pen
of Edgar Allen Woolf, in whose
sketch, "The Guiding Star," Miss
Pierpont created such a sensation
last season. Chieftain Caupolican,
the sensational Indian baritone,
will be on the bill also, offering a
number of American and Indian
songs with the assistance of Miss
Jeanne Renard at the piano. Mr.
Sweeney and Master Walter, two
comedians of unusual ability, will
offer a number of songs and also
will hand out plenty of fun. Lillian and Henry Ziegler, modern
equilibrists, and the Eight Blue
Demons, Arabian hand-balancers
and pyramid-builders, will complete the vaudeville program. The
feature photoplay will be a Tom
Forman production, "Are You a
Failure?" with Madge Bellamy,
Lloyd
Tom A Santschi
and
Hardee Hughes,
Kirkland.
Bert Roach
comedy, "Dancing Love," will
complete the bill.

0
California
Main at Eighth
Marion Davies
in
"Little Old New York"
Main at Ninth
Corinne
GriffithFrank Mayo,
in
Miller's
"Six Days"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Pola Negri
in
"The Cheat"
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
Richard Barthelmess
1
in
"The Fighting Blade"
Rialto
Broadway near Eighth

THE

"Hollywood"
James Cruze's
CRITERION

"A Woman of Paris!
Charles Chaplin's
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
"The
Rose"
D. W.White
Griffith's
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Mrs. Wallace Reid j
in
"Human Wreckage"!
Hollywood Egyptit
Hollywood Blvd. and McOddtrt
"The Covered Wagon"
with Lois Wilson and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
and Mary
NormanPhilbin
Kerry in
"Merry Go Round"
Chine's Broadway
Broadway near Fifth
Gloria Swanson
in
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife
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Former

Stadium

Chief

Locates

len talking to the writer today Roy had
ollowing message which we freely trans:o his friends :
nee retiring from the management of the
um I have been doing some careful infating and some hard thinking, in order
ork out for myself a connection that
I be permanent — of value to my friends
0 our city.
s everyone knows, Los Angeles is the one
rhite spot, in a business way, of this counNowhere are business and business conis as good as in this city. For this reat is only natural that any person living
and earning money should take advantage
ese conditions and invest his or her money
e most advantageous manner,
fter a careful investigation I have ac1 the management of the Hollywood
h of the Mortgage-Debenture Corporation
alifornia, an institution capitalized for a
in and a half dollars and building for the
:ular business of handling mortgage secuand high class investments,
be officers of this corporation are honest
ible men who enjoy big positions in Los
les and its business. Their experience

1 and winter production activities at Uni1 City will be in full swing this week
the starting of filming on at least four
possibly five features, two of which will
wcl productions of multi-reel length,
is also possible that production will start
1st of the week or the first of next on
k and
a newstory
Hoot by
Gibson
pro)n
fromLadder,"
an original
Edward
wick, who will direct the picture.
>rk has been completed by William Dunn "The Steel Trail," his big railroad chapry in which he starred and directed, supd by Edith Johnson and a large comThe play, dealing with railroad conlion, was made on the right-of-way of the
Minaret and Western Railway, near FriCali forma, in the Sierras. It is a specir story of the problems of a construcengineer, and one of the most important
:rsal chapterplays of the season,
ter a week's vacation Duncan will start
s second Universal chapterplay. This will
rhe
of railroad
tion, Fast
and aExpress,"
follower aofstory
the first,
which
with the building of a road. Frank
ird Clark and Paul Bryan are the authors.
SS Johnson will again support Duncan,
the cast will be chosen in the next few

Here

businesses. A mortgage company has two
kinds of assets — cash in bank or first mortgages on property whose valuation is set, not
by the owners, but by competent company appraisers— its profits are made largely in the
'turnover' and commission charges. Mortgages
are made at one rate and sold at a lower rate —
and when sold the money is available for further turns and the profits are piling up as the
business progresses, either for surplus or payment of dividends. Mortgages are sold outright— larger ones are divided into bond issues
of the familiar $500 and $1,000 denominations.
The Mortgage-Debenture Corporation will go
further and thus make available for the small
investors the same high class First Mortgage
to
buy. that larger investors are accustimed
Security

ving been a member of the profession for
;at many years and numbering among his
friends, perhaps the larger portion of
>icture fraternity, Roy MarsttalT, through
e efforts Hollywood was given the enterlent which has made Friday nights and
region Stadium a fixture in the lives of
Hollywoodians, has established a business
1 should prove of decided interest, parirly to his friends in the industry,
ice his retirement from the management
e Stadium, Roy (as most everyone knows
, has had many offers of business connecSome of these, while lucrative, would
taken him from Hollywood and his

From
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makes possible a safe and profitable business
for the corporation and its owners.
"J. H. Scales, president, Fred C. Taylor,
vice-president and Robert Marsh, member of
the board of directors, are well known to the
people inessofcareers.
Los Angeles for their successful bus"Associated with me in the management of
this office is George W. Casteel, a banker of
many years'
experience
manthewhodetails
is thoroughly conversant
withandalla of
of
investment business. Witn his technical
knowledge and my personal friendship, I feel
that we are admirably situated to render a very
much worth while service to my friends.
"The mortgage business is the safest of all

U
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"The big life insurance companies are heavy
buyers of first mortgage loans.
"It has been my observation through years
of association that motion picture people do
not have the time, when busy working, for the
proper investment of their earnings.
"The handling of money is a profession in
itself and in this age of specialization it is well
to keep in mind that men trained to handle financial matters, through the machinery of a
corporation built for that purpose, can provide
a service that members of the profession need,
as few of them are especially trained or particularly qualified, now matter how successful
they may become in their professional work, to
properly safeguard their income and to make
proper investments.
"I want to emphasize that here is where Mr.
Casteel
and myself
expect
be a decided
asset to those
who will
avail tothemselves
of our
service.
"In our offices at 411 Security Bank building we are equipped to do this. I trust that
many will be farsighted enough to look into
the possibilities which we offer."

By WILL C. MURPHEY

Champions may come and champions may go,
but Hayden Stevenson as the "manager" of
the athletic hero of "The Leather Pushers,"
the two-reel fighting stories which Universal
has been producing in succession for a year,seems destined to go on forever.
In every one of the nineteen condensed features which have been made up to date, Stevenson'sthe
talent for
subtle humor
comedyof has
largely to
whimsical
the added
prize
ring classics. The new star of the series, succeeding Reginald Denny, is Billy Sullivan,
formerly a champion fighter, but Stevenson
remains in the role he created ana which has
met with popular appreciation from fans.
Because of rain at Kean's Camp, in the
Sierras, where the company had gone for outdoor scenes, "The Ghost City" chapterplay
company from Universal City made a 125-mile
jump by automobile, hurrying back to the
studio, where interiors were hurriedly constructed and lights erected for all-night photographing of interiors for various episodes
ahead.
Through this expedient no time was lost in
delays because of weather. Trucks carried
cameras and equipment and passenger cars the
actors, including Pete Morrison and Margaret
Morris, and Osborne, Slim Coles, Lola Todd
and others in the cast.
"The Ghost City" is a modern Western story

hinging around a vast irrigation project in the
prairies, an abandoned mining city and the conflicting interests of cattlemen and farmers.
Paul Bryan is the author and Jay Marchant
is directing the play.
Ruth Royce, who plays "Marie Verne" in
"Beasts of Paradise," the new chapterplay being made at Universal City, plans to visit New
York at the conclusion of the picture. Her
vacation follows five consecutive chapterplays
for Universal.
"The first commonwealth of the United
States where anyone may live up to his aspirations," suggests a rather brilliant Utopia.
And that is just what the story of "The Noblest Roman," Herbert Rawlinson's latest
completed Universal vehicle, tells of. It is a
magazine story by Mary Whiteside, directed
by William Parke, with Beatrice Burnham,
Kalla Pasha, Melbourne McDowell, Fay Tinchcr, Joe Murphy, Frederick Stanton, Margaret Landis, Jackie Morgan, and fully twenty
other well known players in bits, composing the
supporting cast. Edward Schroeder is cutting
and Bob Hopkins writing the titles.
"Oh, Univer-r-r-sal, you made a tramp
outa me!" Bert Roach, comedian and dramatic
actor, sings his lyric beautifully.
(Continued on Page 19)
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SAN FRANCISCO. CAL., Sept. 16th. —
Actual
filming
"Half-a-DoIlar
Bill,'* latest
production
of theof Graf
Films, was finished
last
week. The film is being titled and cut at the
Pacific Studios at San Mateo, and will he ready
for release shortly. W. H. Van Dyke, director ;Leigh Smith, his assistant ; Andre
Barletier, cameraman, and one or two other
members of the staff returned to their homes
in Los Angeles the latter part of tfie week.
Fred Nihlo and his wife, Enid Bennett, motored to San Francisco last Friday to be present at the first showing here of "Strangers of
The Night,"
which opened
at the
Theatre
on Saturday
afternoon.
TheWarfield
picture
is the screen version of "Captain Applejack."
Wallace
Fdinger's
stage
success.
Niblo directed
the big
filming
of the
story Mr.
and
Enid Bennett played the leading feminine role.
Fdgar Kennedy, former Olympic Club
championship boxer, and now a shining light
in the picture circles of Hollywood, was a visitor in San Francisco last week. He came
north to witness the local showing of two of
his latest efforts. "The Leather Pushers" and
"The
PonycityFxpress."
He haswork
returned
to the
southern
to commence
on another
of "The Leather Pushers."
Ruth Roland, the serial queen who has risked
her life and limb a thousand times in making
thrillers for the screen, is making her vaudeville debut as headliner of the bill at the Golden
Gate Theatre this week. She will be heard in
a number of songs with Ralph Pollack at the
piano.
CASTS

OF

THE

Frisco

project connected
for a grand
holiday
forTheeverybody
withtwothe days'
moving
picture industry in San Francisco, to be held at
Pacific City in October, has been postponed
until
decided
almost spring,
too lateasin itthewas
season
to be -that
sure itof was
the
good weather necessary to make an outing of
that kind a success.
Fric Von Strobeim, Milton Gardner, vicepresident of Goldwyn. and Ernest Traxlcr, pro"Greed,"
stopped
over for
a day orduction
twomanagerlastof week
in San
Francisco,
en
route to Colfax from the south. The last few
weeks of work on "Greed," the screen version
of "McTeague." Frank Norris' famous classic,
will be completed there. The present announced date for the release of the big picture
is November the 25th, and there seems to be a
present
possibility that it will be first shown
in San Francisco.
Leatrice Joy spent a few days last week as
a guest at the St. Francis.
Tom Gibson and the company making fivereel melodramas under his direction for the
(iili^iti Picture Corporation are liar. I at # work
on the second of the series. The story, as yet
untitled, is one of the lumber camps, and was
written by Gibson himself, who is well known
not only as a director, but as a successful
author of screen dramas. Ora Carew is the
featured player and in her support again appears Jay Morley. Hal Stephens, "Tiny"
Sandford,
O'Brien, andPartsomeof new
faces
added
for Eddie
this production.
the studio
work is completed, and some exteriors on a

WEEK

Pat O'Connell
DeWitt McDowell
Jennings
Jenks
Nelson
Monk Hinman
Mathew Betz
Silas Wether bee
Edward Wade

kerr

crawford

beautiful estate near Burlingaine. The a
pany will leave within a lew days for
Santa Cruz Mountains, where they will (
scenes in an actual lumber camp, and am<
the big trees.
Louis Graf, president of the Graf Fil
and
J. Hesser YY'alraven.
manager
the organization,
spent thebusiness
week end
in ]
Angeles on business.
The West Coast Productions of Los Ange
with a northern branch here, have had
name of the organization changed to the C
quest Pictures Corporation to avoid confus
with the West Coast f ilms, an older orgs
zation. The company arc at present film
"Nobody's
San Mateo. Child," at the I'acihc Studios,
Jack Jungmeyer. of the N.F.A. News St
ice and well known to all the picture wo
has been in San Francisco for a week
more arranging for the handling and distri
tion by aeroplane of the pictures of the J
anesc disaster, and the Dempsey-Firpo
both due here within a few days.
Thomas Meighan, Lila Lee, Mary Astor,
Green, director, and some twenty members]
the
staff filming
"Woman
Pr
camecompany
to San and
Francisco
by boat
last Mondl
They had expected to work on the boat^H
ing up. but as Monday was the day that
sun hid its face and all the coast was blai]
eted in fog. they met with disappointment :
returned to(Continued
the South on
the Page
same 20)
evening.!^
CASTS

OF

THE

WEEK

Metro Pictures Corp.
Story by
"THE MAN WHOM
LIFE PASSED"!
presents
Victor Schertzinger and Winifred Du
Photographed CAST:
by Chester A. Lyons.i
Hope Moore
*Jane
John Turbin
Percy MarH
Joy
Moore
Eva No1
Harold
Trevis
Cullen
l^ar
John's mother
Lydia Kr
"Iron Man" Moore
Hobart Boswo
Paula
Gertrude Sbj
Muggsy
Lincoln SteadB
Leo
Andre deHump
I'rran
The Friend
Lawyer
William
"Courtesy of Chester Bennett.

Universal film Co.
HERBERTpresents
RAWLINSON
in
"ALL FOR THE LOVE OF GLORIA'
Directed by Robert Hill.
CAST:
Herbert Rawlinson
Jere Austin
Ruth Dwyer
Robt. Holmans
Wm. Quinn
Universal Film Co.
presents
"THE TURMOIL"
Directed by Hobart Henley.
CAST:
Geo. Hackathorne Pauline Garon
Eleanor Boardman
Bert Roach
Fmmett Corrigan
Theodore Von Eltz
Eileen Percy
Edward Hearnc
Kenneth Gibson
Metro Pictures Corp.
present
VIOLA
DANA
in
"ANGEL FACE MOLLY"
Story by Fred Kennedy Myton.
Continuity by Tom J. Hopkins.
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
Photographed by John Arnold.
CAST:
Molly
O'Hara
Viola Dana
John Rand
Milton
Sills
Mrs. Rand
Gertrude Claire
"Spike"
Malone
MacDonald
Ramon Orestes
CordovaWallace
Bertram
Grassby

agnes

Famous Players Lasky Corp.

IRENE HUNT
Who will be seen as Nancy Hanks Lincoln in
"The Lite of Abraham Lincoln."
George Bunny, of Jack White comedies, is
recovering from a broken bone in his foot, incurred while watching a company work out a
"gag"
which
he hadon devised.
broke,to
allowing a truck
which he Awascable
seated
plunge down an incline, and jolt him off. His
foot will be out of the cast in two weeks.

THOMAS MEIGHAN
present
"WOMAN
Directed
by Al.PROOF"
E. Green.
Photographed in
by Chas. Clark.
CAST:
Tom Lockwood
Thomas Meigl
Louise Halliday
Lila 1
Milo Bleach
John Sainp.
Wilma Lockwood
Louise DriSJ
Dick Lockwood
Robt. Agn
Violet Lynwood
Mary As
Cecil Updyke
Edgar Nqri
Uncle Joe Gloomer
Chas. A. Sfl
O'Hfl
Geo. RevM
eigh
Celeste
Lockwood
Vera
Joe Burl
Col. Lynwood
Hardee KirM
Wistful Wooer
Martha Mw
Isaac Dirge
Phil Got*
Foreman
Mike Dor
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Furnish

'illiamof Sistrom,
newly appointed
general
ager
the Hollywood
Studios, who
left
lersal after three years as general manato become the highest paid production,
ager in the picture industry for William
dolph Hearst, has surrounded himself with
of the best and most complete organizai in the industry, and plans to go much
'her than simply renting place facilities. In
cent interview Mr. Sistrom stated :
Ve hope, not only to save the independent
lucer a great deal of time and money, but
to be of material assistance in the making
ligh-grade pictures, by furnishing a more
plete and much more competent organization any one individual producer could
mble.
^ producer can come to the Hollywood
lios and we will give him all the necessary
peration to bring his story to the screen,
le desires, we will help him select director
cast, will design and build his sets, outline
production schedule, and handle all his
unts.
fhe producer or star who works with us,
have the same careful consideration he
Id receive if he were with the biggest prong organization in the industry, and will

Beldom has a published statement aroused
B wide comment in Los Angeles filmdom
■hat which followed Conway Tearle's interB in the Camera ! several weeks ago, to the
Bbt that the physical acting of a player is
Bworth more than $500 weekly.
Birectors, actors and authors have attacked
B Tearle's contention and replies to his arBents have been published widely in the local
Bs and in trade publications.
Hrhe published replies to my contention that
Bical acting before the camera does not
Brant a greater salary than $500 weekly and
B discussion aroused by the article in the
Biera ! among clubs in filmdom make it adBble that 1 attempt to answer these arguBts. Many of the published statements
Bh the article provoked, failed to make any
Bt whatsoever and indicated that the authors
Bd to read my article to its final conclusion.
Bie of the answers to my argument which
Uc been printed are well taken and warrant
llher comment from me.
■The fact remains that no one has successBy contradicted my contention that an actor
■notion pictures is judged first by his drawH power and second, by his acting ability.
Be is the iron-bound law that no amount of
Bery argument can contradict These are
B standards by which actors are judged. It
fcjery
to laudHowever,
one's arttheandundeniable
to argue fact
for
Bsakc nice
of art.
Bains that acting, like most anything else
■this day and age is, unfortunately, com■cial.
Brhis is a practical age. Under existing
Bs of filmdom the biggest asset the actor
Besses is his drawing power.
Are RiuB-Tin, Strongheart and Joe Martin great
B>rs? Of course* not. Yet they command
letary remuneration for their appearances
>re the camera that far exceeds the salary
some of our finest actors whose box-office

the

Idea— I Will

do

MARTHA MARSHALL
Who is playing a prominent part in "Superstition, a Jack O'Brien Production

value is doubtful. There are various humans
who appear before the camera and whose acting talents are extremely limited, but whose
personalities or peculiar qualities make them
tremendous box-office powers and therefore,
highly paid players.
"Inasmuch as this is the law, actors must
abide by this law. They cannot do otherwise.
They must judge their value by their boxoffice power. As further argument and concrete evidence to my remarks, where is the
actor who has no box-office value and whose
salary runs over $500 weekly ? One has but
to look around to enumerate the players whose
salaries remain "modest despite years of experience, despite splendid talents, because of the
fact that their names do not draw people to
theaters.
"No one would rather see the day when
acting alone would bring tremendous salaries
than I. However, it is foolish to cry for the
moon. We must adapt ourselves to modern
institutions. We> must abide by the laws that
govern. We cannot change these laws because
they are the will of the public. It is the public
that judges the merits of an actor by its
patronage. Those who are not patronized are
out of the running. And surely, every indication points to the fact that acting alone will
not bring this patronage.
"Many have misconstrued my article as an
attack on high salaries of players. This is
silly. I stated at the time and I state now that
if an actor can draw large attendances, if his
name is largely responsible for the success of
a picture, that actor is worth the maximum
of his share. In some instances he is not
worth $500 per week, but $5,000 per week.
Seldom does the actor receive his fair share.
1 1 he is worth $5,000 to a producer because of
his drawing power, he generally gets $2,500.
"The entire question resolves itself into the
fact that modern art is commercial. The exhibitor wants the picture that fills his house.
Surely some of our greatest box-office attractions could hardly be proclaimed artistic
achievements. Art is acceptable as long as it

the
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Rest

be relieved of a great deal of the tremendous
overhead, which seems to be a necessary part
of all large producers. We are not in the production business first, and in the rental business as a secondary consideration, to cut down
our
overhead.
paramount
with Our
us. producers' needs will be
"Here is what we offer in addition to a centrally located and thoroughly equipped studio —
an organization which cannot be surpassed anywhere in the industry. If the producer simply
wants stage space and sets, we can take care
of him; but if he wishes to avoid the tremendous problem of building his own organization,
ours is at his service.
"The overhead stops when the production
is completed, if the producer avails himself of
our organization. When he is ready to start
his next production, the same men who have
worked with him before, who know their business and his needs, are available.
"If he builds his own organization, he must
let his force go with the completion of his
picture, or carry a tremendous overhead. In
case he lets them go, they are scattered to the
four winds, when he is again ready to start
production, and he faces the problem of building another organization of untried men."

is commercial. Acting is an art. Under the
laws that govern the motion picture business,
the laws that are dictated by the public via
the box-office, no acting in itself is worth more
than $500 per week. This sounds sacreligious
to the artist, but it is fact.
"Again I would like to repeat that actors
who receive more than $500 a week deserve
every penny of it and more — but they do not
receive
for their
and how
that'smuch
a fact
that
we itcannot
deny, acting,
no matter
we

argue."

ANDREW ARBUCKLE
Popular Comedian who is with the Jack White
Corporation.
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IT CAN BE DONE
Arriving in Los Angeles just four years ago
with
pocket,manCharles
"Buck"
Jones less
got than
a job$5 asin anhisextra
in a Western
feature play merely because he could make
a flying horseback mount.
Today "Buck" stands forth as one of the
high salaried stars of moviedom with an acting skill developed to such a degree that the
Fox organization has recently insisted on his
taking leading parts in non-Western pictures.
But with all his success, the old love of the
open
remains.
his vacations
on
the ranch
and "Buck"
range spends
and predicts
that the
Western drama will soon come to the premier
place in filmdom.
Covered
"is
mv" 'The
idea of
a true Wagon'
Western" said
pictureJones,
and the
West is full of material for many like it. The
building of the railroads, the acquisition of
the Western territories, their settlement, the
harnessing of rivers, the building of great
cities all are ladened with material for great
true pictures of the great West, pictures that
will inform and thrill those who see them.
Some day, and soon, I hope to be again plunged
in the making of Western pictures that will take
the place of text books in the teaching of the
history of 'the Western United States and that
at the same time will be great entertainment."
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
Winifred Dunn, scenario editor tor Metro,
offers the following rules for budding scenario
writers :
1— Fewer and better scenarios.
2— Be original — when you see a good picture, don't go home and re-write it.
3— Read the daily papers — reporters know
human drama ; study their work.
4— Write what you know — a book-keeper
can seldom speak convincingly of adventure in
the South Seas or at the North Pole.
Be human
; don't accuse any superiority
to 5—potential
audiences.
6— Be honest ; honesty means convincingness
and that spells popular approval.
7— fifty
Persevere—
don't
courage
if your
first
scenarios
are lose
rejected;
the first
fifty
are the hardst.
8 — Don't fear studio plagiarism ; deal with
legitimate
who don't bank
steal steals
your
ideas
any organizations,
more than a legitimate
your money.
9 — Learn another profession or trade : three
regular meals a day keeps your attitude to
life normal and pleasant, as it must be for
success.
10 — Fewer and better scenarios — first, last
and all the time. One good scenario has a
better chance of acceptance than a hundred
poor ones.
BABY STAR SKIN ED
Muriel Frances Dana, diminutive screen
luminary and terpsichorean artist de luxe, who
in fact is but one more year of age than she
has words in her name, has been signed by
Warner Brothers for the part of a little
Frenchthegirl
with Mae
Marsh A.in Seiter.
"Daddies,"
under
direction
of William
Little Miss Dana's screen services, since her
personal appearance at the Pantages theatre in
Los Angeles last January as an added attraction during the filming of Max Graf's picture,
"The
Forgotten
Law."
whichin she
playedanda
prominent
role, has
beeninmuch
demand
it is freely predicted by those in authority
in the inner sacred circles of filmdom that the
name of Muriel Frances Dana will soon top
the list of screenland's child celebrities.

About

the Moving

Throngs

STAGE AND SCREEN STAR
SIGNED BY LLOYD
Harrytheatrical
Meslayer,
descendant
oldest
family,
has beenofcastAmerica's
as Jim
Oglethorpe in Frank Lloyd's independent production of "Black Oxen,' soon to be released
through cestors
First
National.on Mr.
Mestayer'sstage
anwere prominent
the American
in the days of George Washington and John
Adams.
NOTED ARTIST TO FILM
ALADDIN'S LAMP"
Ferdinand Pinney Farle will film "Aladdin's
Lamp liam
" H.'1Clifford,
his announcement
made research
by Wilwho has wasbegun
work preparatory to adapting this particular
link of the Arabian Nights chain of stories for
the screen.
According to Mr. Clifford, the plans for the
filming
of Karlc
"Alleddin's
Lamp" were
were collaboratdiscussed
while Mr.
and himself
ing on the art title work incident to the prooi "Satan's
Secret," which
written and duction
done
into continuity
by Mr.wasClifford
and produced by Choice Productions, Inc.
While Mr. Clifford is writing the adaptation
of this bizarre tale of the Orient, Mr. Farle
will make the paintings for the backgrounds
and mountings, precisely as was done when the
latter
produced
Khayam," which will
be
released
this "Omar
fall.
Mr. Farle paints his backgrounds in monotone colors, photographing these paintings and
then
superimposing
the players'
actions
against
the paintings.
Unusually
beautiful
effects
are
made possible by this method, declare those who
witnessed the pre-release exhibitions of "Omar
Khayam."
•
*BOND JOINS REN A LLE
Frederick Bond, who has just completed
"Beyond the Veil" for A. K. Mozumdar, has
been appointed assistant general managing director with Renalles, Inc.. and, under the supervision of Clarke Renalle. will direct their
big
feature
picture, "The Elk's Tooth," now
in course of preparation.
Fred Silvio has been cast for the part of
Laudenbach. the heavy, in Renalles, Inc., picture. "The Flk's Tooth."
Peter Burke will portray the juvenile lead
of Bruce Kavanaugh in "The Flk's Tooth."
Style is no respecter of age, hence Jackie
Coogan, youngest of screen stftrs. can be considered an authority on film modes, especially
those utilized in his new picture, "Long Live
the King." Fifteen hundred women were used
in many of the big scenes, and each piece of
outer wearing apparel, from frock to gingham
apron, was made by the Coogan wardrobe department, and six wardrobe mistresses were
engaged to handle the task. "Pretty dresses
make pretty girls prettier." declares Jackie.
"My director, Victor Schertzinger, says that
good looking girls are necessary to any picture— so I made sure all those who played in
my picture were pretty and had pretty dresses."
MOTHER
Her heart holds a love that fills the whole
world.
Her soul holds the brilliance of Heaven unfurled.
Herof wond'rous
bright eyes hold great visions
Truth.
And her dear smiling face holds tnc beauty
of Youth.
About her dear presence a radiance doth shine.
This is my Mother— Sweet Mother o' Mine.

GAMER

fi\2

of Movieland

By JOSEPH M. SCHENCK.
I have often been asked bow the millic
that are put into motion pictures are spe
To make a long story short, the money g(
out thirty-seven different ways. Here tfa
are :
I— Scenario. 2 — Director and assistan
3 — Art director. 4 — Cameraman and assi:
ants. S — Cutter and clerk. 6 — Company prj
men and grips. 7— Star. 8— Talent. 9^H
tras. 10 — Wardrobes, rented and purchased.
II — Wardrobe, labor and material. 12 — Pi
chased anil rented hand props. 13 — Ard
tects. 14 — Carpenters' salaries. 15 — SCO
salaries. 16 — Prop salaries. 17 — < at pent
material. 18 — Scenic material. 19 — Pro
rented and purchased. 2(1 — Props expense. ',
21 — Location cost. 22 — "Dressing" locatia
23 — Transportation. 2-1— Hotels and mea
25 — Auto, horse and boat hire. 26— ■
tricians' salaries. 27 — Electrical niateri
Cutting.
28
— Negative films. 29 — Developing, fl
31 — Sample print. 32 — Labor and mater,
on titles and inserts. 33 — Photographing titli
34 — Film and developing same. 35 — Still ph
tographs.
36 — Publicity and advertising. "M
Miscellaneous.
James Cruze will complete the casting •
"To the Ladies" within the next three ■
and production work on this adaptationH
Walter Woods of the stage play of the^|
name by Marc Connolly and George S.
man will start next week.
Fdward Horton, who played the title
of
"RugglesroleofinRed
will play
the
masculine
this Gap,"
Paramount
picture.
Jack Holt has returned from San Frar
where he suffered a slight illness, from T
he has completely recovered.
Irvin Willat, who will direct "The Heritijl
of
for Paramount,
to devo
the the
nextDesert"
two weeks
to location pians
hunting
in JH
region described by Zane Grey, author of 9
popular story.
Final preparations are being made forV
start
of George
Melford's
liamir
Barriers,"
on which
cameraproduction,
work is schedfl
to start this week.
Jacqueline Logan. Antonio Moreno. Walt<
Hiers. Charles Ogle and Robert McKimB
the featured players who have been named J
date for this picturization of Byron Morgan
story, which Jack Cunningham scenarized. I
Thomas Meighan will defend his title.!
"tilmdom's greatest transcontinental con
muter" by departing for New York as soon !
"Woman Proof." his current Paramount pit
ture, is completed at Paramount's West Coa:
studio.
Except for a few short scenes. Dough
Fairbanks, Jr., has completed bis first scree
Out," whic
StepsParamount*!
vehicle. "Stephen
starring Henabery
directed for
Joseph

hav
Hart'slor pictures
William S.brand
Although
many year:
the Paramount
carried
i
screen
the
of
man
two-gun
the famous
working in the Paramount studio tor the fin
time in his long association with this organi
zation. Interior scenes for "Wild Hill Hickok
are now being filmed under the direction 0
Clifford S. Smith, following a busy locatio
Victorville,d. Calif., wherre his exterioi
trip tophotographe
were

Camera's
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Superstition"
Has Bright
Cast

John B. O'Brien is now directr the first of his own producns, Films
"Superstition,"
the Creve
with an for
all-star
cast
ded by John Bowers and Marerite De La Motte, who suc;ds June Norton in the leading
tninine role.
Miss Norton, who was origilly cast for the part, owing to
very severe nervous breakdown,
s been forced to relinquish the
le and go to the mountains to
St.
The story was written by I. W.
ing under the original title
"Trapped."
Included in the all-star cast
esenting "Superstition" are Joe
wling, Martha Marshall, Spotiwoode Aitken, Sheldon Lewis,
ward Burns, Claire McDowell,
sare Gravina, Grace Gordon and
hers.
Frank Beresford has been proofed to production editor of the
ganizacion with W. H. Carr as
~eral will
production
manager. manaOtto
usso
act as business
;r, with Fred Kusso as auditor,
^uperstition"
will as
be a presented
f Creative Films
John B.
'Brien schooner
production.
big threeasted
has Abeen
charged especially for the film and
ie company is making a three
eek cruise off Catalina Island
d Lower California, filming
.enes. Miss De La Motte has
ored successfully in a number of
cent big screen offerings, includes "The Famous Mrs. Fair,"
When a Man's a Man" and
'chard the Lion Hearted."
ACTIVE EDDIE
Eddie Phillips has just closed a
lonth at the Warner studio with
1 e completion of "George Wash"gton, Jr." in which he carried
he leading role with Wesley Bary. The very same day he started
Shipping
the Hollywood
tudios. HeBoss"
has atbeen
signed for
l Metro picture immediately folowing this production.
The Cosmopolitan "Daughter of
Mother
McGinn"
company,
underis
he
direction
of Paul
Powell,
n San Francisco on iocation for
:he outdoor scenes. This is the
>riginal
locale story.
of Jack
Boston Blackie
ThisBoyle's
loca:ion will conclude production and
che picture will be released at an
:arly date.
Tom boxer
O'Brien,
known
and former
footballnationally
star, is
strangely cast in his present leading character role in "Born of the
Cyclone," being produced by Robertson-Cole. Lloyd Hughes, the
hero, gives him a sound thrashing
and to cap the climax, O'Brien submits caimly to the villagers' taunts
of cowardice.

WOULD

RATHER

SEPTEMBER
BE

To become a star over nght is
the dream of every movie girl, and
the hundreds of little extras who
throng the United Studios in this
town are filled with amazement at
Mary Louise Hartje Woods, who
has such an opportunity within her
hand
to grasp
For and
Marydoesn't
LouisecareHartje
Woodsit.
is the daughter of the late Augustus Hartje, multi-millionaire paper
manufacturer of Pittsburgh and
grand-daughter of John L. Scott,
former president of the Pennsylvania Railroad; has a magnificent
country home at Beverly, California,
automobiles and a retinue offourservants.
Any wise-acre in the motion picture business will tell you that a
star needs experience and that such
unfortunates as have been skyrocketed to stardom at the very
beginning of their career, either
through influence or owning their
own companies, have fallen with a
sickening thud in nearly every case.
This Miss Woods realizes and although she hopes some day to have
her own producing unit she very
wisely is working her way up from
the foot of the ladder.
"When I decided to enter pictures," said Miss between
Woods, when
was interviewed
scenes shein
the shooting of "Flaming Youth,"
a First National picture, "I made
up my mind to study for the profession of a motion picture actress
just as thoroughly as I would have
studied for any other profession.
Only there are no colleges or
schools which teach 'acting for
the movies' satisfactorily, so I have
to be content with Experience for
a teacher.
"One of the first things I learned
was how to make up. This was
much more intricate than I had
imagined it. In fact there are a

SURE
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great number of things In acting
for the movies that are not so
simple as they seem.
"Movie make-up is an entirely
different thing from street or stage
make-up. Almost every face contains numerous imperfections which
are invisible to the untrained eye,
and which are yet very obvious
when enlarged many times on the
screen. To conceal these blemishes
is an especial art. For instance, if
your face is too full, by shading
the outline with red, you can make
it appear much thinner. If you
desire to make your face rounder
and fuller reverse the process and
lighten the grease paint at its outer
edge.
"It is necessary to look for imperfections of every sort in pose
and expression. Then try to find
athem.
make-up which will eradicate
"Red photographs black, and for
this reason rouge is only used for
special effects. Rouge on the
checks gives the illusion of dark
shadows and makes the face look
hollow; it deepens the eyes, and is
sometimes used on the eyelids for
this reason. Light carmine is usually used on the lips.
"I was fortunate in getting many
valuable tips from Sylvia Breamer, the clever Australian girl who
played the title role in 'The Girl
of the Golden West,' and before I
even applied for a position I made
a thorough study of make-up. I
was well repaid for among the
dozens of flat uninteresting countenances, a well made-up face
stands out and attracts the attention of the director at once. This
means that, even in a mob scene,
therechorus
is a 'front
row' justcomedy.
as in
the
of a musical
And once your face becomes
known to a director, you have a
toe-hold on the ladder of success."

Film

Chief

Return

eler."

Here

Soon
Mike Rosenberg, secretary and
general manager of Principal Pictures Corporation, notifies the studio director that he has abandoned
his intentions of going on to Europe with Sol Lesser, president of
the organization.
The plans of these two film executives contemplated a tour of the
European capitals and a sort of
joint vacation during which they
would make European connections
with particular reference to Principal Pictures representation in
London, Paris and Milan.
"I shall not go," writes Mr. Rosenberg,
many new
enterprises "Because
have beenso opened
up since
Mr. Lesser and I have been in
New York, and production projects
outlined, that I shall return to Los
Angeles immediately after the departure of Mr. and Mrs. Lesser on
the Leviathan.
"We expect to complete negotiations for the distribution of Harold
Bell Wright's 'When a Man's a
Man' and probably for the balance
of the Wright series of pictures
before leaving New York. The
reception accorded our 'The -Mean'
est Man toinMr.
the Lesser
World'andis myself
ample
evidence
that there is a great public demand for romantic comedies, simple and direct in story and exploiting the homely phases of human
nature. The success of the picture
in San Francisco was so decided
that it rendered
troduction easy. the New York in"Plan to begin work on 'The
Winning of Barbara Worth' shortly after my arrival in Los AnMcGOlVAN

WANDA FINISHES VITAGRAPH SPECIAL
This week-end marks the close always claim they are being maligned on the screen can have nc
of Wanda Hawlcy's work in Vitacomplaint
over ofMiss
Hawley's
characterization
one of
them,
graph's special production of
since she knows them as intimately
George Barr McCutcheon's "The as
any foreigner can ever know
Man From Brcdney's." She was
engaged and went to work before the inhabitants of the "right little,
the camera within twenty-four tight little isle."
Before entering on her next
hours after her return to Hollyrole before the camera, Miss Hawwood from a six months' trip
forward to decoratabroad, during which time she ley ising looking
and furnishing the home she
starred in two pictures — one in has just secured in the heart of
Egypt and the other in London —
Hollywood's lesidential district.
and visited a number of the Con- "Europ.-an
and Egyptian hotels
tinental capitals. Her role in the are marvelous and their food is
Vitagraph production is that of a
says the blonde star,
smart English society woman of gorgeous,"
"but there's nothing in all the
titled p.isition — just the type with world like a Hollywood bungawhich she hob-nobbed during her
your tastes
own and
a homestay in England, where they fear cookedlow ofmeal
like nectar
and
the invasion of the American act- ambrosia after the elaborate
resses, yet make a great to-do eleven-course dinners that are
over them. In this forthcoming thrust upon the European travpicture at least the Britishers who

Is To

STARTS

The Beverly Productions have
leased space at the Hollywood
Studios and commenced work on
their first feature-length film of
the geles."
working title "The Whipping
Boss."
J. P. McGowan will direct
and also portray a leading role,
combining both his previous cinema activities.
The cast is all-star, as announced to date, being headed by
Barbara Bedford, most recently in
the new "Spoilers," Lloyd Hughes
as leading man, and Eddie Phillips
in the leading juvenile role. Wade
Boteler, Lydia Knott, George Cummings,
Andrew
Waldron and Billy
Elmer are
included.
Continuity for this picture was
done
Phillip
Hurn. director
J. E. MacDonaldby is
assistant
and
Walter Griffin, cameraman. This
is the first of a series of four
pictures scheduled for successive
production at the Hollywood Studios by Beverly Productions.
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Congratulations
To and From
Peggy
Baby Peggy Montgomery is the
recipient today of a congratulatory
telegram from Peggy Hopkins
Joyce, on the little Peggy's newly
signed three year contract with
Sol Lesser.
Peggy
Joyce new
says"contract.
: Congratulations on your
I am
happy to see another Peggy rise
to full stardom. It more than
ever convinces me the name is a
lucky one. Signed, Peggy Hopkins Joyce, care Vanities of 1923,
Earl Carroll Theatre, New York
The two Peggys met when Miss
City."
Joyce
was in Hollywood some time
ago, and a warm friendship sprung
up between them. Peggy Hopkins
Joyce thinks the tiny star is the
dearest ever, and Baby Peggy in
turn thinks Miss Joyce a grand,
beautiful lady.
The baby's first production for
Principal Pictures will be announced within a short time, and
it will likely be an adaptation from
a well-known story. She will take
up quarters at the new studio sometime in October, and begin work
prior to Mr. Lcsser's return from
abroad.
A suite of rooms is being equipped in the new East wing of the
dressing room building at Principal
Pictures Studio on Santa Monica
Boulevard, for the advent of the
little star. Cunning devices are
being installed to fill the needs of
the little girl, and in truth a royal
suite it will be when the little princess arrives on the lot.
Her director and story will be
announced shortly after the return
of Mike Rosenberg from New
York, where he has been in conference with the Lessers, Sol and
Irving, for the past four weeks.
WELCOME

KATHLEEN

Among the many visitors inquiring their way to the studio of
Principal Pictures Corporation,
where Harold Bell Wright is making his headquarters this week,
was Mr. Crosby Hopps. Mr.
Hopps was director of music at
the Forest Avenue Church, Kansas City, Mo., in the days before
Wright had achieved his fame as
a writer of fiction and was accomplishing celebrity as a vigorous
and eloquent minister at the Forest Avenue Church.
Mr. Hopps introduced to Mr.
Wright a lady whose screen name
is Kathleen Ridgway but who in
private life is Miss Kathleen
Hopps, daughter of the musician.
Mr. Wright relished the fact that
he remembered many occasions
when he had held this pretty girl
on his lap, a highly decorous thing
to do under the circumstances
since she was then only six. It is
likely Miss Ridgway will be enrolled in Mr. Wright's picture version of "The Winning of Barbara
Worth"
which Principal Pictures
will produce.

News Section

CAMERA!*

Gibson Contracts
Kenneth Gibson has an honestto-goodness dilemma on his hands.
In fact, it is difficult to believe
that America's great lexicographer, the honorable Noah Webster, LL.D.. in compiling his dictionary on the English language,
could have had any such case in
mind when he set forth one of
his answers, to-wit : "an awkward or vexatious
Kenneth
Gibson, situation."
besides being
an able and conscientious artist,
is ambitious to a marked degree
and after finishing a number of
important roles in recent productions such as "Daytime Wives,"
"Ashes of Vengeance" (his character role of "Phillippe" in "Ashes
of Vengeance" is illustrating this
article),
Dangerous
and
others,"The
he hied
himself Maid,"
to the
Artists' Colony at Carmel for a
fewOndays'
his relaxation.
return, he was at once
signed up for one of the principal
roles in the productions of South
America Company's first production,Miss
"The Charlotte
White Queen,"
featuring
DuPuis,
the
new French star, by the president
of the company, J. Barstow Budworth. The preliminary camera
work was shot here a few days
ago and arrangements had been
made by Mr. Bud worth for the
entire company of some sixty
members to be sent to producing
headquarters in Peru, South
America, to finish the film in the
wilds of the jungles and in deserted Inca villages. Then one of
those unaccountable delays happened to Mr. Budworth's plans

With a New
Co.
and the trip was postponed for a
few weeks. Being ambitious and
to bridge the delay, "Ken" signed
up for the juvenile-heavy role and
has started work in "The Turmoil,"
the new Universal-Jewel, co-starring George Hackathorne and
Eleanor Boardman, under the di-

CHILD STAR
WITH

CHESTER

GASNIER

Maxine Tabnac, five-year-old
player who recently completed
parts
Dustin Peters
Farnumin in
"A
Man" with
and House
"Held
to Answer," is now enacting a role
in "Maytime," which Louis J.
Gasnier is directing at the MayerSchulbcrg studios. Maxine made

her film debut in commercial motion pictures produced by a St.
Louis company about three years
ago and it was not long after that
she turned to the broader and more
lucrative field of romantic films.
She is a little lady who promises
well.

rection of Hobart Henley. Now
comes the glad tidings — or is it
sad tidings — that the productions
of South America Company has
finally completed arrangements
and
soon depart
and "Ken,"to
beingwill
ambitious,
is determined
finish both roles, but with a few
thousand miles of land and sea
between the two studios, it will be
interesting, indeed, to learn his
manner of solution.
SETS RECORD
PICKS 'EM YOUNG

And now comes screenland's
youngest star. No one can take
exception to this claim of Chester
Bennett, whose latest production,
"The Lullaby," is now being released.
Enter
into the
days old
and
too. she

Miss Gloria Elinor
hall of fame. She's
and not even camera
played an important

Dyer
four
shy,
part,

When "The Lullaby" was being
filmed a new born babe was required, and Mr. Bennett was
frantically searching the city for
a mother who would permit her
offspring to enter movieland.
He returned to the studio discouraged and dejected, when his
cinematographer, Elmer Dyer, divulged the information that a four
day old Venu graced his household, and was positive the young
lady would willingly enact the role.
Mr. Dyer pressed the young miss
into service and she finished with
colors flying.
The picture title proved most
appropriate, as there was a
"Lullaby" sung during the filming
of the scenes, and Miss Dyer did
the singing. The proud father
still insists that the babe was really
trying to sing a ballad.

Henry Walthall L
Prominent in
Cast
J. K. McDonald has assemble,
his cast for his next Booth Tark
ington feature "Old Fathers an
The cast includes Henryil
Young
Walthall,Sons,"
Irene Rich, Ben Alexan
der and Rockliffe Fellowes. ,
The picture is a screen adapts
tion by Hope Loring and Looi
Lighton, of Tarkington's dramatic
story of typical American Horn.
Life, dealing with a tragedy fount
in many homes where the fathei
is too old to understand his chil
dren.
"Old Fathers and Young Sons
is to be directed by William Beau
dine who directed McDonald's las
Booth Tarkington success "Penrot
and Sam." Several members ol
the "Penrod and Sam" cast wit
also be seen in the new picture
including Ben Alexander, tB
played the principal role and Joseph McKay. "Penrod's" "cullud'
boyBooth
friend.
Tarkington considers that
"Old Fathers and Young Sam'
has greater screen possibilities thn
any story of his ever filmed, ^fl
withheld it from motion pictur*
producers until he was satisfied
that it would be handled in a ma*-1
terly way. He was more than satisfied that McDonald should pro*1
duce it after he had witnesiB#
"Penrod and Sam" which he declared in a letter to the produced
was the finest screen version V
any of his stories so far filmed. I
Wattorson Rothacker, president1
of the Rothacker-Aller LaboratoTii
ies, is making his half yearly
visit to the Western laboratories
of the concern several weeks earlier
than usual in order to be here
during the stay of two of First
Nationals executives, Richard A.
Rowland, general manager, and
Samuel Katz, member of the ex*
ecutive committee.
On his
arrival
Mr. Rothacker went
into here,
conference
with
the two visiting First National executives and with
John McCormick, Western
representative,
and
Earl J. Hudson, production man'
ager of this company. The meeting is tooratory
laydetailsoutfortheFirst
extensive
labNationad
big fall and winter production
schedule.
A Southern girl attracts a tot
of attention in New England.
A Southern girl is attracting a
lot of attention in a motion picture
supposedly taking place in New
England, but really being filmed
at Robertson-Cole studio.
The girl is Lela Sue Campbell.
She has been cast for an important
role
"Born
the beauty
Cyclone"hawat
R-C. inHer
workof and
won her the praise of her director
and others and it is probable that
she will be offered further opportunities for even bigger roles.

AMERA!
race
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Chooses

Real

a

One-Minute

Locale
obert C. Bruce, creator of
derness Tales for Educational
i Exchanges Inc., has secured
e very interesting and intimate
rs of a real hobo "jungle" for
next picture, "While The Pot
"jungle" is a camping place
)ur leisurely gentlemen of the
I, and the "jungle" used by
:e is the real, authentic thing
ts line. It is situated twenty
5 north-east of Portland, Ore.,
during the filming of his picwhich deals with the life of
; wanderers, Bruce moved his
es into the "jungle" and proed to film his picture in this
ral setting.
ungles,"
as they
irgot of the
tramp,areareknown
merelyin
camping grounds, generally
some kind of natural shelter,
ys located near some city and
: to the railroad tracks. The
es make this their temporary
quarters for the few days they
in that locality "mooching"
s, or while waiting for their
s. The locations of these
ling spots form an important
in every hobo's mental roadand when in the locality he
ss for the spot, sure to meet
■ed souls and a mulligan stew,
iring the iiiming ot this sere of "WhilefiveThe
h occupied
days,PottheBoils,"
camp
vLited repeatedly by these
hts of the box-car and the
road, and after the first day,
:e always had on the fire a
ning "mulligan" for the visit'uce learned the recipe for a
ligan" from one of the trav5. It is simple : "Get all the
you can, get all the vegetyou can ; put them all in
kettle and stew. When it
Is so good you can't stand it
longer, it's ready to eat."
:wspaper reporters and editors
the best material for motion
ire director;, and writers, in
opinion of Lela Sue Campbell,
lar
new ingenue in the photoworld.
le bases her belief on the fact
newspaper writers are trained
bserve things carefully, to get
and to get things exactly
. Such training is necessary
film director and writer, des Miss Campbell.
esley "Freckles" Barry has
)Ieted his latest picture, "George
hington, Jr.," a picturization
M. Cohan's
prodjeorge
by the
Warner play
Brothers,
■ng the prominent members of
cast are Gertrude Olmstead,
ard Phillips, Otis Harlan,
iam Courtright and Leon Bary.
St. Clair directed. Julien Joson adapte I the story for the

Interviews
With

Bum

News Section

Famous

Film

Folk

By MALCOM STUART BOYLAN
son, Stanton Heck and Charles
"Mr. Carewe, we all know that
Holbrook Blinn is a splendid Sellon, who appeared in the stage
stage actor, but how did he do
"With lavish production and a
before the camera in "The Bad play.
Man?' Was he the cat's whis- truly great cast, Blinn got away
to a flying start and his celluloid
kers, the buffalo's beard or the 'Bad
Man' is going to be highly
elephant's elbow?"
inflammable
with drama and
"Holbrook Blinn is a great actor; and don't let 'em tell you
different. He is just as great on
"Gee, I hope you're right, Mr.
the screen as he is on the stage
where his inimitable accent can be humor."
"Of course I'm right and if you
don't
believe it, MUCHA LOCO,
enjoyed.
In
'The
Bad
Man'
he
Carewe."
gives a performance that will go
down in screen history as a wonderful example of suave histrioni"Mr. Moore, are you the clevUSTED!"
erest of the ! Moore boys?"
Absolutely
"That's a tough word, Mr.
Carewe,
please
translate
it
into
"Matt
is an awful dub, and Tom
cism."
is terrible. . . pardon me a moIndianapolis."
"Comement, there
" 'The Bad man,' we all know, is
in !is someone at the
a travesty on an incident in the door.
life of the late Pancho Villa. It
gives the famous Mexican outlaw brothers
"Ah, if! it isn't my own dear
the romantic glamor of Robin
Hood. The role was created for
my boy, and how are
Holbrook Blinn and thousands ye?"Matty,
And Tom — sit ye down here
in
this
nice
easy chair and light a
heard him on the stage. To surround him with the best possible
support for our screen production,
"I was just telling this gentlewe engaged Miss Enid Bennett,
man, Matt, and you too, Tom, that
Jack Mulhall, Walter McGrail, pipe.
I have two of the cleverest brothers in the world.
Harry Myers, Miss Teddy SampSeeling
To

Co. Is Off

Location

Popular Sisters
Gain Comedy
Title

Again
George ' Larkin resembled a
truck driver as he arrived at the
studio this week, with three wardrobe trunks.
"What's the idea, George?"
asked Director Chas. Seeling.
"Just part of my wardrobe for
this picture," replied George,
"and as I'm to do a Beau Brummel, and the title is "Stop at
Nothing," I'm going to show you
guys so many changes it will take
two assistants to keep my wardrobe straight."
But we've found out that Director Seeling has just engaged
pretty Marguerite La Mont as
George's new leading lady and
she's to be draped in many gorgeous gowns, so this may account
for
handsome
George's three
trunks.
Miss La Mont, who has twice
visited Los Angeles via the Orpheum Circuit in her own act,
has declined an offer to return to
the stage and will continue her
screen work in which she has
played several prominent parts
since her arrival here six months
ago.Possessed of beauty and great
dramatic experience, Director
Seeling is much pleased with his
new find.
The company is busy in their
preparation of the sixth of the
Larkin series and will leave ihis
week for Coronado, where ferry
scenes will be shot.

The "Night and Day Sisters" is
a phrase, or title, which leaves
much for the mind to conjure
with. First one might think of
the sister who loves the night and
its pleasures and of the other
whose fancies turn to day-time, a
lover of the flowers and all the
great outdoors.
In a way, one would be right,
because both Theresa and Rita
Claire love both the night and the
day, but the title "Night and Day
Sisters" has been bestowed upon
them owing to the fact that
Theresa Claire is a brunette, as
dark as the darkest night, whileRita Claire is a beautiful blonde,
whose blue eyes and locks of
shimmering gold are truly symbolic of the glorious day.
Theresa won the plaudits of the
great Kosloff for her dancing
number in Cecil B. DeMille's
"Ten Commandments" and at the
Motion Picture Exposition, while
Rita's recent work with Buster
KeatonRogers
in "Hospitality"
and withat
Will
and Edna Murphy
the Hal Roach studio has called
forth comment of a most favorable nature. Their ultimate success in the realm of their chosen
profession is assured.
Larry McGrath and Bob Perry
have been added to the cast of the
"Fighting Blood" pictures, in support of George O'Hara and Louise
Lorraine.

Page Eleven
Casting - Director
Casts a
Sigh
Although it is estimated that
more than 200,000 men and women
come to Hollywood each year with
the intention of getting into motion pictures, it is not always an
easy tasx for a casting director
to get the types he wants.
For instance the other day
Frank Lloyd who is at work on
his first independent production,
"Black Oxen," in which Corrine
Griffith and Conway Tearle have
the featured roles, turned the task
of casting the extras for the picture over to his general manager,
Harry E. Weil.
Weil and Lloyd had spent three
weeks trying lo find a millionaire
flapper
didn't
lookoflike
she
was
an who
actress.
A list
twenty
leading screen flappers was gone
over, then a hundred different
types were given screen tests and
finally, through the courtesy of
B. P. Schulberg, Clara Bow, a 17year-old Brooklyn girl, who had
appeared in but two screen plays
was selected. Mr. Lloyd states
that Miss Bow is the most typical
flapper he ever saw and one of the
most talented young screen players.
It took several visits to leading
hotels and cafes, to the beaches and
a hundred examinations to find
four typical flappers to be suitable companions for Miss Bow on
the screen. Then Weil had to engage twelve women of about 60;
women who were refined, intellectual and who screened well, for the
tea party scene at which Kate Lester presides. It took two weeks to
pick twelve women who measured
up to requirements. This done,
Weil spent ten days more selecting
women of about 25 years of age
to be suitable guests at Miss Griffith's dinner. Not one of eight
agencies could provide suitable
types, so Weil engaged Carmelita
Geraghty, a well-known leading
lady and engaged three friends
whom she brought to the studio
for screen tesi. Telephone calls
to other studio? ana a visit to
Cocoanut Grove, the ballroom of
the Hotel Ambassador, during a
society frolic,
the remainder of the provided
dinner group.
Satisfied that he had performed
his duty well, Weil turned his
attention to a huge pile of correspondence only to find atop of it
all
reads.a memo from Lloyd which
"H. E. W. Please don't forget
the opera audience. We will need
at least 500 fashionably dressed
women and as many men. Check
then some people think that
up And
on costumes."
producing pictures must be "great
Carmel Myers and Richard
Tucker have been added to the
cast of "Beau Brummel" the
Clyde Fitch play in which the Warner Brothers will star John Barrymore.rected from
Thethe picture
be discenario will
written
by
Dorothy
Farnum.
fun."

Page Twelve
Griffith
Films
End
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Claims
Will
War

"Motion pictures will eventually end all wars.
"The films speak a universal
language which every human being in every section of the globe
can understand.
"Thus they make a universal
medium of education which presents human ideals and motives
simultaneously to all peoples,
whatever their race, sect, creed or
language."
This is the gist of a statement
of D. D. Griffith, pioneer producer,
who refers to the present deplorable crisis in Europe and contends
that in time, through the abolition
of ignorance, by the medium of
the films, such a crisis will be
impossible.
Mr. Griffith goes on to say, "The
fomented condition of Europe,
giving rise to the pending war between Italy and Greece and perhaps involving other nations in the
world conflict, comes about largely
through world ignorance. Such
ignorance will be in time more or
less removed through the instructive power of motion pictures and
other educational mediums.
"Up to the time of the advent
of the motion picture, the printing press held the most important
position in the enlightenment of
the world," Mr. Griffith further
states. "As every nation had its
own language, the power of the
printed word was limited. Now
the motion picture speaks a universal language which can be understood in the four corners of
the globe.
"Regardless of the country in
which it is shown, the motion picture tells a faithful story in a
manner easily understood. American pictures of American life
have done much to create good
will for this country. Foreigners
are enabled through the films to
see life as it actually is and a respect is created for the American
people where formerly a hatred
perhaps existed because of malicious propaganda.
"Motion pictures are continually spreading the gospel of brotherhood and the fellowship of.
man. Ever building and striving
for the highest goal of human
achievement, eventually the films
will accomplish , that which the
idealists of the day are striving
for— world peace and the final
abolishment of war."
Jos. Tynan, well-known publicity
man, has joined the ranks of the
Grand-Asher Studio Publicity Department.
Louise Lorraine, playing the
leading feminine role in the "Fighting Blood" series, opposite George
O'Hara, is now at work in the
seventh picture of the group, unman. der the direction of Henry Lehr-

News Section
.
Death

Bright Outlook for a Rising Juvenile
Alton Brown, a rising young
Bara, then "Foot Lights," "When
juvenile, could well be termed "a "Sonny,"
Knighthood
Was contract
in Flower,"
a year's
with
typical embodiment of the essen- the Inspirational
Film Company,
tials that go to make the successand a prominent role in "Aliful screen artist."
Born in Maine, of American
and Spanish parentage, he completed his education with high honors at Harvard, which training reflects invariably an aristocratic
demeanor.
Athletic accomplishments, which
are essential in motion pictureacting, were easily gained through
his prowess on football and baseball fields and in addition he became an expert tennis and golf
player, learned to swim, dance,
became an expert motorist and an
able equestrian.
Experience on the legitimate
stage to the extent of five years;
three years in stock with celebrities such as John Craig and Mary
Young, the Sommerville Stock
Company and others, followed by
two
"ThetheBat"
York years
City, with
playing
part inofNew
the
Crook Chauffeur.
mony," recently
filmed ofat Jas.
the R-C
the
direction
W.
Thus motion picture acting came under
along as second nature and when Home.
Truly, Alton Brown, though
offered small parts with the Fox
Film Company, in New York, he still in his twenties, is a "seasoned
not only accepted but made good actor" and it is not hard to forecast an early ascendency to staras well, and followed that endom in the realm of the motion
gagement with important roles in
"La Belle Rose," with Theda pictures.

Morrison were co-starred.
"The Ghost City," however, is
Margaret Morris returned from Miss Morris' first full-fledged
Keen Camp this week, where she feature vehicle and while it has
has been on location shots in the taken her less than one year to
to the heights of stardom
new Universal serial, "The Ghost ascend
the predictions are many that she
City,"
starring
Miss
Morris
and
Pete Morrison and under the di- will retain her hard fought position for many years to come and
rection of Jay Marchant, the "veteran" director of a long series of that her popularity will reach the
western two-reelers, in many of pinnacle of fan-fame, second to
which both Miss Morris and Pete none in the profession.
XEIV UNIVERSAL

STAR

CAMERA
Val
leyitei
Are Home

Intact
Erich von Stroheim and hiscoi
pany making
turned
to the "Greed
Goldw"yn have
Studir
from tiieir cxprdition into Dea
Valley. Twent> five men and o:
woman, bronzed by thereler
intense heat of t'
and ted
less suncomple
desert,
a journey ofh
days and a half from their la
camping place on the floor of t
Valley, when the special carbea
in» them from Death Valley
Jun
tion pulled into the Santa Fe St
tionTheat eight
troupeo'clock
left this
Los mornin
Angel
August 5. and have since tour
many miles, by automobiles, .
burros, or on foot, on the edgear
through the desert. Campil
places were established at an ave
age of three day periods, and t
last fifteen days of the trip we
spent in what is known as "Dea
Valley proper."
Here and
the plac
par
underwent
discomforts
itself in danger., never before e
pericnccl by a motion picture COt
The troupe returns intact.
pany.
were no fatalities, but lour of t
nun narrowly escaped death I
heat prostration and several e
perienced minor illnesses owing
the high h mperature, which fr
clucntly touched the 1,30 degr
mark. Ml ot tho-,e recovered n) .
idly and no permanent harm w
the result.
Upon the departure of the expl
dition,
persons'
are
wellpredictions
acquainted bywith
the marwl
hazards of Death Valley were th
von Stroheim could not take t
caravan into the desert witho
serious mishap to some of the cot
pany at least. They stated ul
no white people could at this til
of year stand the strain of livi
in the lowest, dryest. hottest sp
in America. The success of t
von Stroheim expedition prov
this to he wrong, but in doing
suffered acutely, almost to t
point of hav ing to give up the i :
tempt several times, and undent!
hardships that are seldom expe enced by intrepid explorers M
never hy a motion picture on t
On returning von Stroheim col
pany.
pleted a tour that has the distil
tion of being the first expediti
into Death Valley for a featli
motion picture. Previously, t :
only important film of any leng
come made
out ofbyDeath
ato scenic
MiltonValley
Moore,« member of the Goldwyn Stuc
staff. Moore acted as one of t
guides for the von Stroheim car
van.
Of the forty persons that ma
up
expedition
onlyAngeles.
twenty-foT
are the
returning
to Los
others were cowboys, burro drive
auto truck drivers and guides w
live in towns near the edge
Death Valley
The one wort)
with the troupe. Eva l'.a.->ette. w
is von Strohemi's script clei I
stood the rigor- of the tour as v J
as any of the men.
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Who's

Who

ACTOR-AUTHOR
Jackie Vernon former eastern
tunt juvenile has just finished an
crobatic bell-boy part at Univer~al in "The Noblest Roman," featrmg Herbert Rawlinson and diected by Win. Parke with an all
tar cast. Vernon has been promnently known qs one of the best
all round athletes in the state of
Pennsylvania for the past ten
ears. He has doubled some of
the biggest stars in the business on
ome very hazardous stunts. While
ot employed as an actor, Jackie
writes screen stories and is at present preparing a New York underworld drama of society and crook
life, which will be featured by a
few thrills out of the ordinary.
HIS VIEW
That "the
storyproduction
is the thing"
motion
picture
is thein
belief of Harry Cohn, general
manager of Waldorf Studios, who
recently confirmed his opinion by
purchasing the screen rights to a
number of "best sellers" including
"Circumstances Alter Divorce
Cases," by Lewis Alan Brown and
"Prejudice,"
a magazine story by
Evelyn
Campbell.
Although Cohn employs various
stars and featured players in his
many productions it is his idea that
the story is the paramount thing
in screen entertainment and that a
good scenario will offset a poor
cast in many cases but that a good
cast can not save a weak story.
SO SAYS TATE
word "audience"
as applied
to The
a motion
picture concourse
of
spectators is distinctly incorrect
and Cullen Tate, directing Bryant
W ashburn in "Try and Get It" for
Grand- Asher, was discussing the
matter with the star recently.
"Why not call it "Vividencc"
suggested Tate. "This implies
'view' just as 'audio' means 'to
hear.' View is derived from the
Latin 'video' or 'see'."
• This might be more freely used
as 'vaudience' and we would have
a word that at least suggested a
gathering of people who see rather
than hear."
Bryant Washburn agreed whh
him that it would be a good idea
but irrelevantly asked Mr. Tate
where he studied Latin. The director is still trying to find out
wherein he may have erred.
Be sure you are outside before
you shut a door.
This sound advice is registered
by Edward Martindel, screen character actor.
Martindel slammed the door of
his new home, but he wasn't entirely out— he left his fingers inside. As a result, he is nursing a
badly bruised hand.
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Auto Be More Careful
What might have been tragedy
was laughed off, turned into mirth
and offered to every motorist
along the road, a comedy without
charge by Al St. John, Fox screen
funster, who in the ordinary routine of business gets about as much
for them.
every laugh provided as any
of
St. John with a party of friends
was whirling merrily southward in
one
St. John's
big cars warning,
when all
of aofsudden
and without
the car ahead stopped. St. John
put on the brake in a hurry and
came to an abrupt standstill within
two inches of the leading car's rear
bumper. Just as he heaved a premature sigh of relief he heard a
crash. The car behind smacked
into him.
The blow ripped tlie tire rack,
trunk and fenders on St. John's car
but fortunately didn't get the gas
tank.
The comedian waived claims,
hopped into his car and rode off,
but first prepared and hung on the
rear of the car a sign reading "Another Smash."
CHOOSE TECHNICIANS
With the building of the first
sets to be used in the picture completed and with the engagement of
a complete technical staff, all is
in readiness for the production of
a Booth Tarkington's "Old Fathers
and Young
Sons,"
of typical American
life a topicture
be made
by
J.
K.
McDonald
for
First
National
William Beaudine is to direct
"Old
Fathers and
The technical
staff Young
includesSons."
Lex
Neal and Vernon Smith, who will
collaborate with Beaudine in the
comedy sequences of the story,
George Webster, assistant director,
Mason N. Litson, production manager, Harry Thorpe, first cameraman, and George Richter, second
cameraman.
Thousands of dollars worth of
gorgeous imported gowns, hats,
and shoes from Swobdi's exclusive shops, Los Angeles, were employed in a magnificent fashion
revue staged at the Grand Studio
this week by Peggy Hamilton, regarded as the foremost fashion
director and authority in this country. Furs from Willard George
were also displayed upon a dozen
01 more of the loveliest models in
the city, each of whom is celebrated for some especial characteristic of feminine pulchritude.
The revue was used in Bryant
Washburn's
Grand-Asher
picture directed first
by Cullen
Tate, called
"Try and Get It." The gowns
were from such celebrated Parisian modistes as Worth, Jenney,
Jean Patou, Poiret, Milgrim, Massaue, Lanvin and Premet. The
feature will be one of the most
pleasing to feminine film goers in
the entire category of picture novelties, as the modes are all well
in advance of current fashion.

News Section

in Filmland
BUGS RELEASED

A congratulatory wire from Sol
Lesser of Principal Pictures Corporation to Louis H. Tolhurst announces the conclusion of negotiations in New York which provide
for the distribution of a series of
twelve "Secrets of Life" microscopic motion pictures through Educational Film Exchanges, IncorMr. Lesser advises Mr. Tolhurst,
porated.
the inventor of the microscopic
processes, that a most advantageous
arrangement for the widest possible
distribution of these pictures has
thus been completed and that their
popularity with the multitude is
assured. Arrangements for the
distribution
"non-theatrical"
series of the ofsamea subjects
are being closed as well as foreign rights
and distribution.
Negotiations with Educational
followed the recent New York
preview
the Bee, oftheTolhurst's
Spider andpictures
the Ant.of
A representative audience voted
them 100 per cent entertainment
devoid of pedantic elements but in
the highest degree instructive. In
this verdict the critics of the New
York press joined or led the way
enthusiastically and praised the enterprise as worthy of the highest
traditions of the cinema art.
Mr. Tolhurst is now proceeding
to photograph the "Life of the
Butterfly" and when this is comFlea. pleted will begin on the ubiquitous
DOG GONE DOG
Sometimes it takes music and a
dog
scene. to make and break a movie
In "Her Temporary Husband,"
being directed for First National
by John McDermott, there is a
cross section view of three rooms,
through which two men are alternately chased by two villains. The
four are supposed to reach their
door in unison, open arid close it
so that they are neither seen by
their
pursuer nor able to see the
man ahead.
McDermott worked for hours,
callingthe"One,
three,
four,"
that
four two,
actors
would
workso
in accord. But sooner or later, before the scene would be completed,
one of them would open a doot
too soon, or wait too long. Finally,
the orchestra was called upon, playing "The Sneak," and things moved
in rhythm. Just as the chase was
getting warm and McDermott was
sighing with relief, in loafed
"Prince," the studio dog.
"Bow, wow !" protested Prince,
perplexed at such unstagelike conleg. duct. He entered the chase, grabbing Owen Moore by the trouser
Curses. Oaths. Threats. McDermott all but collapsed.
The dog was tied down in a
secluded corner. The orchestra
again
struck
The chase
is onup! "The Sneak."
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BUSY SEASON AHEAD
FOR LLOYD HUGHES
Lloyd Hughes has a busy Fall
season ahead of him.
The popular young leading man
is one of the most sought after
actors in Hollywood and has
signed a number of contracts involving a series of engagements
that wi'l give him his most active
season since he started in pictures
here several years ago.
Hughes has just finished his
characterizations of the leading
role
"Bornat of
Cyclone"studio
for
F. B.in O.
thethePowers
and starts immediately on a big
production to be made by William
Sistrom at the Hollywood studios,
the title of which has nor yet been
decided upon. Other contracts
have already been signed by
Hughes for engagements to follow
the Sistrom picture including the
leading part in Fred Niblo's next
production.
In a number of instances it will
be necessary for Hughes to work
at one studio during the day and
at another evenings to accomodate
producers and his working schedule
for the next six weeks has been
laid out by Messrs Sistrom and
Niblo along these lines.
It was midnight on one of the
huge Metro enclosed stages where
Oscar Apfel was directing a Paris
cafe scene for Viola Dana's newest Metro starring picture, "In
Search of a Thrill." It was midnight also in several other places.
The company had been at work
since 9 o'clock in the morning and
quite naturally conversation between scenes turned to the subject
of easy jobs.
"It seems to me," commented
Warner
Baxter,is "that
life All
of
a sheep herder
fairly the
easy.
he has to do is sit in the shade of
a tree during the day and lie
under the stars at night. He just
eats
probably
botherandto sleeps,
even shave,
and doesn't
never
has to worry about getting to
work on time. If a sheep wanders
from it,
the but
herdsends
he doesn't
go
after
a dog toeven
round
"You probably have heard
about the fellow who went to
work at
and took
quit an
at hour
1 o'clock
every
day12and
for
Theby.
it
up."
lunch,"
contributed Rosemary
"That job was slavery compared with the one a friend of
mine has," said Viola Dana. "His
job is so easy that when his employer offered him a vacation last
week he felt insulted and threatIn addition
to Miss Dana, Miss
leave."
Thebyened toand
Mr. Baxter, the cast
of "In cludes
Search
of a Mabel
Thrill" Van
inWalter Wills,
Buren, Robert Schable, Billy
Elmor and Templar Saxe.
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LLOYD HUGHES TURNS
DOWN NEW YORK OFFER
Loyd Hughes has just refused a
contract from a New York producer to play the leading part in
a super-production to be staged in
Manhattan shortly. Existing contracts will keep Hughes busy .for
the next few months and besides,
as Lloyd says, "There's no place
like home and there's no home like
Hollywood."
Pre-eclipse weather, or whatever
it is, is responsible for an almost
too realistic scene in "Her Temporary Husband," First National
picture
Dermott.being directed by John McOwen Moore, Tully Marshall
and Sydney Chaplin, all of them
bearded, hide in a long box-trunk
when the villains close in on them.
Three men, with thick greasepaint and heavy false whiskers
crowded into a box on a 90-degrees-in-the-shade day !
After the villains pass through,
the three are supposed to come up
out of the box, foreheads beaded
from terror.
Terror is registered by all three
— and perspiration !
One can guess that glycerine was
not needed in this scene.
MABEL FORREST '
IN "THE SATIN GIRL"
Mabel Forrest will be starred in
a Ben Wilson production entitled
"The
Girl," according
SamuelSatin
V. Grand,
president ofto
Grand- Asher-who will release the
picture.
A splendid supporting cast has
been chosen to support Miss Forrest, who is rapidly becoming
known through her past featured
roles as one of the most promising
actresses in the whole range of the
screen.
"I am satisfied." said Mr. Grand,
"that thingMabel
Forrest tohas
everythat is required
satisfy
the
most exacting audience tor she is
not only gfted dramatically but
possesses, as well, a keen sense of
humor, sincerity and naturalness.
Attractive, with a distinctive personality, she should be one of the
greatest favorites on the screen in
a Norman
very short
Kerrytime."
has been engaged
to play rest.theHe islead
opposite
Miss whose
Fora New
Yorker
recent work in several big attractions has stamped him as a prime
popular favorite as well as an actor of genuine histrionic talent.
It was with Paramount that he
first became known and achieved
a popularity that has never since
left him. He is over the six foot
mark and weighs 180 pounds.
Ralph Lewis received several
bruises in his big scene where he
rescues two children from death
in a hurricane in "Born of a Cyclone."
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TEARLE

FOR -BEN HUR"
Motion picture "fan" magazines
have been beseiged with letters
from film devotees throughout the
country suggesting Conway Tearle
for the part of "Ben Hur," which
is to be produced by Goldwyn.
"Why all
thiswhospeculation
discussion
as to
is to have and
the
part ?" writes L. Stremer, of Victoria, B. C, in the "Motion Picdon'tforthey
solve ture
the Magazine."
problem "Why
once and
all
by getting Conway Tearle to take
the part? Not only is Mr. Tearle
one of the best actors and most
striking personalities the movie
possess, but he also has the advantage of having appeared as Ben
HurMr.onTearle
the legitimate
stage."
created the
part of
"Ben Hur" on the stage in Australia some fifteen years ago
and later toured the United States
in the part.
REPORTERS GETTING
-SCREEN CREDIT"
Hail to the news writer.
At la«t he is receiving suitable
tribute at the hands of the motion
picture producers.
In recent months there have
been evident an unusual number
of productions in which the journalist comes into his own, filmatically speaking.
One of the few honest-to-goodness newspaper plots of days past
was Marshall Neilan's, "Go and
Get
It," with reporter.
Pat O'MalleyRecently,
as the
energetic
among those who appear on the
screen in journalistic parts, are
Lloyd Hughes, in Thomas H.
Ince's, "Her Reputation." and Conway Tearle as the big city columnist in First National's, "Black OxFollowing the completion of
scenes taken in the interior of the
Ogelthurpe ho:ne setting, Frank
Lloyd- will take his company proen." "Black Oxen" for release
through ducing
Associated First National,
to San Francisco for wharf scenes
ai«J then to Lake Arrowhead for
shots as a mountain lodge. Corinne Griffith and Conway Tearle
are bein» co-featured in "Black
Carnv-lita Geraghty, well known
leading
Oxen." lady, was added to the cast
of Frank Lloyd's production,
"Black Oxen," a First National
iclcase. last week, for several important interior scenes. General
Manager Harry B. Weil has completed casting tor the production,
with the exception of Prince
Hohenauer,
a part
which have
several prominent
screenforplayers
been given screen tests, but for
whicli the proper type does not
seem to have been presented to
date.

News Section

Marthu Marshall wears four
different suits of knickers and
several stunning society gowns in
"Superstition," directed by John
B. O'Brien, in which she plays an
important role supporting John
Bowers and Marguerite De La
Motte.
Spotti-iwoode Aitken, for years
one of Ihc mainstays in D. W.
Griffith's Biograph and Fine Arts
Company and regarded by Griffith
as one of the best judges of budding talent in his organization,
predicts a -brilliant future for
Martha Marshall with whom he
plays a number of his big scenes
in "Superstition."
After an interval of four weeks,
duringvak towhich
he loaned
Jane NoMaurice
Tourneur
for
"Jealous Fools," Chester Bennett
is now staging the final scenes in
his
production
of "The Lullaby,"
starring
lane Novak.
Fred Esmelton has just received
a cable to come to London to play
the featured role in the late Frank
Bacon's isgreat
which
to beplay,
staged"Lightnin',"
there in
addition
to
"Three
Wise
Fools,"
and other nolworthy successes.
Fsmelton says he is too busy with
his role in Johnny , Hines' production
"Conductor
1492" offorleaving
Warnerof Brothers,
to think
Hollywood
Mestayer With Lloyd
Harry Mestayer, direct descendant of the old' st theatrical family
of the American stage, has joined
Frank Lloyd's
"Black
Oxen"of
company
to interpret
the role
Jim Oglethorpe. Mr. Mestayer,
who recently left the New York
stage to re-enter motion pictures,
has turnc-d down an offer to play
in a fall Belasco production, to
participate in the filming of
"Black Oxen."
Frank Lloyd, the latest addition
to the independent producing forces at Hollywood, has engaged
Clara Bow. 17-year-old Brooklyn
high school girl, to play one of
the principal parts in his production of "Black Oxen." to be itleased a- a First National pic'iire.
Miss Bow, who is under a long
term contract with R. P. Schuberg,
of Mr".
Lloyd, is.
one inof the
ihe opinion
most unaffec;d
and talented young screen players
he has seen and he predicts a brilliant fut ire for her on the silversheet.
Kate Lester, Claire McDowell
and Clarissa
Selwynne,
three char-to
acter women
well known
screen fans, have been added to
the cast of Frank Lloyd's production of "Black Oxen," a First National picture. Miss Lester is to
play JaneDowell,Oglethorpe;
McAgnes Trevor, Miss
and Miss
Selwynne will essay the role of
Cora Dwight.

STARS JUDGED
PONY EXPRESS RACE
Complying with urgent requests
from San Francisco, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks took
part in the Admission Day celebirthday. bration which was held in the bay
city on September 9, California's
Miss Pickford and Mr. Fairbanks were delegated by the genr
eral committee
to receive
the winners of the Pony
Express
raak
which e-ded at Tanforan park, San
Francisco. Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks officially welcomed the riders as they finished the final leg
of their 2000 mile ride and particK
pated in the presentation of tha
$5000
prize. to the two stars
The cash
invitation
was tendered by K. R. KingsburjS
president of the Standard Oil Co.,
of California; Herbert Fleishl
backer, president of the Anglo ft
London. Paris National bank, and
Paul Shoup, president of tm|
Southern Pacific, who are mem*
bers of the general committee.
JAP PICTURE ACTORS
PEAK FOR RELATIVES'
Sojin Kamiyama and Kunihiko
Nambu, two Japanese actors whffl
figure prominently in Douglas]
Fairbanks' "The Thief of Bagdad, 1
now in the making at the Pickford-j
Fairbanks Studio, 7200 Santa
Monica
Blvd.,of are
the indirect
victims
the today
earthquake
ana
fire which have made a flamingfj
shambles of the island of Nipponi
Knowledge of the fact that Mrj
Kamiyama's .seven-year-old sonJ
Takesabro,
Mr. Nambu'swerewifedin
mother
and and
sister-in-law,
the demolished districts was first]
discovered when Douglas Fairbanks inquired
if the actor's
tives were
endangered
by therela-]
re-j
cent disaster.
According to Shiro Mori, Mr.;
Nambu's
interpreter,
who mother,
himself
had
a wife,
child, sister,
and brother in what was considered to be the safest district of
the
city,
relatives
are withoutMr.doubtNambu's
among the
dead
and injured as they resided in thffl
Sumida river district where six
huge bridges crumbled and blocked
the river, adding the horrors of
flood to the frightful havoc already created by quake and flames
in the surrounding lowlands. Both
players have been frantically attempting to obtain word of their
families but as yet have received
no response to their cable messages.
A wire has just been received
from Finis Fox, who stopped off
at Denver to show his "Bag and
Baggage" to General Manager R.
R. Bcatty, of the Finis Fox organization and athere,
groupstating
of Colorado exhibitors
the
picture scored tremendously. Finis
will go on to New York within a
few days
to arrange for the New
York
opening.

; AMER A !
*riscilla to Have
Her Own
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"Yes, I'll Have
Hedda

Co.
After four years as a Univer\\ star. Priscilla Dean is to make
ier own productions. Her Uniersal contract has expired and,
fter a short vacation, she will
egin work with her own unit at
le Hollywood Studios, upon the
rst of a series of pictures.
Laurel Productions is the name
hosen by Miss Dean for her oranization and an announcement
f her director, cameraman and
pry will be made in a short time.
Among Miss Dean's best known
ictures while with Universal are
fThe Virgin of Stamboul," "The
Wildcat of Paris," "Outside the
[aw," "Under Two Flags,"
Reputation," "The Two Souled
Woman" and "The Exquisite
hief."
In discussing her new producpn plans, Miss Dean said :
"I assume a much larger share
I the responsibility of my forthpming pictures, not because of
hy mere personal desire to be free
rom the limitations necessarily
laced upon an artist by a large
brporation, but because I am conInced that only by so doing can
I meet the demands of my public,
Ihich are so clearly expressed in
lousands of letters received from
ly friends throughout the world.
I "It will seem almost like getlig back home to me to work at
le Hollywood Studios, where
William Sistrom, who for three
tars was general manager of
Iniversal City, is in charge, beluse I was working for him
Ihen he left Universal to become
reduction manager for CosmoLlitan Films for William Ranllph Hearst.
I "It was William Sistrom who
live me my first starring opporInity and it seems to me, as I
Jok back, that many of my most
■ccessful pictures were made
jider his supervision.
IInal
"I will
work at
under
his persupervision
the Hollywood
ludios and will not try to build
ly own organization,
but will
vail myself of the splendid orItnization with which Sistrom
lis surrounded himself. In this
feel I will have the same careil attention as I would receive
I were with the biggest proicing organization in the indusy and will be relieved of a great
:al of the tremendous overhead
hich seems to be a necessary
rt of all large scale production.
"This
should
a greatwhich
savg in both
time mean
and money,
spite of all the lavish expendires that the industry has been
lilty of in recent months, I still
el is an important factor to the
hibitors."

No

There has been much comment
of
late anent Strongheart
Laurence Trimble's
forthcoming
picture,
"The
Love
Master,"
with
Harold
Austin in the title role and
the
general trend of opinion is that it
will prove to be the best drama
that the noted producer of dog
stories has as yet brought to the
silversheet. The greater portion
of the scenes were shot in Canada, in the mountainous region
adjacent to Lake Louise and
Banff ,and with these wonderful
Dorothy
To

Vernon

Start

Soon
The official start for "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall" is scheduled for this week. This information comes from the Pick fordFairbanks studios, Hollywood,
where Mary Pick ford is now
completely surrounded and engulfed in a pile of costumes of the
early Elizabethan period.
Preparation is 40 per cent complete, according to W. W. Kerrigan, business manager. The first
set, a replica of the banquet hall
of Haddon, is practically finished
and 750 costumes are now being
made. Each of the five principals
in the cast will wear from five to
eight costumes.
Four horses are being trained
for their parts, and Starrett
Ford, production manager, is
scouring the country for 400
more,
be used
as "extras."
The toscreen
version
of the story
is being prepared by Waldemar
Young, loaned to Miss Pickford
by B. F. Schulberg, with whom he
is under contract.
Under supervision of Mary and
"Micky" Neilan, who is again directing this goddess of the golden
curls, casting is going merrily on.
Claire Eames is coming from Italy,
where she is traveling with her
husband, to play Queen Elizabeth, a role in which she is famous. Mmc. Carrie Daumery has
just been engaged to play Lady
Vernon, and Eric Mayne has
signed as the Earl of Rutland.

backgrounds film audiences will
be assured of some remarkable
scenic effects to harmonize with
the action of the picture. Trimble
has expressed himself as confident of Austin's
developing
into onepossibilities
of our finestin
leading men, and the young actor
is exerting
effort to
stantiate every
this confidence
to subthe
fullest degree. He is shown here
in a characteristic pose with two
of the dogs from the Trimble kennels, which were used in the film.
Lottie Pickford, who has not
appeared with her famous sister
since the old Biograph days, will
be Jenny Faxten, and Allen Forrest will be seen in the dashing
role of Sir John Manners, the
leading male part.
Many of the sets are being built
from photographs of Haddon Hall
which Edward Knoblock made in
England and brought to this country last year. This work is under
the direction of H. W. Grieve,
while Mitchell Leisen is designing
the costumes, undoubtedly the
most gorgeous Mary has ever
appeared in.
Twenty-five different sets will
be
Vernon,"
threebuilt
of for
them"Dorothy
castles. The
battle of Rutland, to capture Queen
Alary, will be repeated for the picture, and the reception of Queen
Elizabeth will present one of the
most spectacular scenes ever
shown.
Four coaches are now under
construction, one of them a replica
of one of the first carriages ever
used in England. These and
many other features promise to
make this photoplay one of the
most spectacular in which Mary
Pickford has ever appeared.
Professor Fred L. Wilson, head
of the department of animal husbandry at the University of Nevada, is planning to take a leave
of absence and spend several
weeks in Hollywood with Laurence Trimble, who directs Strongheart. Trimble and Professor Wilson are carrying on some breeding
experiments together, and it is for
this reason WiLon will visit TrimValley.ble's ranch in the San Fernando

All Vac
motionati
picture actors and
on"ups
— and
actresses
have their
downs. So thinks Hedda Nova,
whose splendid screen offerings
have placed her name among the
cinema stars of today. Miss No;a
had planned a vacation, a real outdoor camp trip to the big trees,
the lake and such. But alas, when
only having finished her final
scenes for the National Studios
she was again called back to Colonel Seeling's,
was very
much and
off. the
Thisvacation
is the
fifth production in which Miss
Nova has been featured for Seelig and between pictures she has
been loaned to the National Studios for a series of features, the
third of which has just been
completed by Director Paul Hurst.
"Some people complain of too
much work," declares Miss Nova,
"while others of not enough, all
of which means we're none satisfied with our lot, and particularly me, since I've lost all hopes
of a vacation this year."
Yvonne Pavis returns from Australia, where she has just comthree big she
feature
productionspleted
in which
was starred.
She is busily engaged in assisting
in the re-titling of her pictures in
English for the American market. Miss Pavis, who is well remembered as an American cinema star of a few years ago, is
delighted in the noticeable growth
and wonderful expansion of the
industry and though she has enjoyed a long engagement abroad,
says. "It's sure good to be back
in California."
Martha Mattox, eminent character actress, has completed the
role of The Wistful Wooer in
support of Thomas Meighan in
"Woman-Proof" at the Lasky
studios. This portrayal is unique,
for the fact she does not speak a
word throughout the story, and
has no name part. As a lovesick old spinster
infatuated withwho
theis madly
handsome
Tommy, pursuing him wherever
he goestract hisin earnest
a vain endeavor
atattention,to she
contributes a delineation that is
essentially odd and which will undoubtedly go far to as
further
establish her excellence
a versatile
artist. She recently completed important roles
Gasnier's "Maytime" at
thein Mayer-Schulberg
studios and with Maurice Tourneur in Studios.
"Jealous Fools" at the
United
A thrilling scene was enacted
recently at the Warner Brothers
studios in Los Angeles when Johnny Hines leaped from the window
of a three story flaming building
into a net thirty feet below. Five
men held the net, ana when Hines
dropped three of them lost their
balance. Hines suffered slight injuries, but secured an exceptionally
realistic fire scene for his latest
picture,

'Conductor, 1492."
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"Pulse of the Studios"

Pulse

of
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Studios

For Week Starting Monday, Sept. 24, 1923
Camera.' intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Progress
Type
Star
Ass't Director
Director
Cameraman
Holly 3130
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Collins
Eddie I .yon*
Eddie Lyons Ramsey
Cooke
Schedule
2-ReeI Comedies
Collins
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn Ramsey
Cooke
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
3rd Week
Geo. Carter
Rosson
All-Star Linden Stevens
"The Satin Girl"
Staff
Dearholt Productions.
Blodgett
\V.
McGatigh
5 Reel Western
2nd Week
Francis Ford
Edmund Cobb Al. Gosden
Neva Gerber Productions
4 th Week
"The
7th
SheriffDick Hatton
La
Mece
Neva Gerber
Noble?
598-146
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 I Fountain Ave.
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
H. & B. Film Co.
Bill
Beckway
All-Star
Tensor Wright
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.

'Tango Trails"

Jackson 1900
Preparing
593576

Holly 0096
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Schedule
"The Detective"
Al Herman All-Star Wm. Hyer
Herman
Herman
Holly439-764
4070
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Nagy
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
Holly 3100
2- KeelMgr.
Comedy
2nd Week
Al Christie
Frank Conklin
Bobbie Vernon
2 ■ R eel Comedy
Neil Burns
Scott Sidney
Frank Conklin
Gus Peterson
Schedule
Drexel 2115
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr.
All Star
Clarence Geldert
Joe Walker
"Beyond the Veil"
Culver Citv 546
Johnson Culver City.
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr. 6529 V enice Blvd.
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General.
Preparing
Preparing
All-Star
Staff A.
"The Elk's Tooth"
Harry
"Purple Bath Tub"
Swart
598-165
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Clecthorpe, Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
5th Week
Comedy
Staff
Taurog
Neely Edwards
Median
Cullen
3rd Week
Staff
Hibbard
Lige Conley
Corby
Sharpless
Novelty
Preparing
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Novelty Juveniles)
Special
Staff
Montgomery
All-Star Hamilton
Stengler
Linkoff
3rd Week
Staff
Pratt
Lloyd
McGill
Dewar
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
S]tecial
Holly 3000
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting. 1401 N. Western Ave. Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Mayo
Stock
Jas. Tinling
Sid Wagner
Schedule
Staff
Comedies
Editing
Schedule
Al St. John
Al St. John
Al
St.
John
Comedies
hlrnest S. Depew
Benny Cohn
Stoloff
Staff
Comediea
■ im Summerville
Arthur
Stock Brice
Schedule
J.Vic A.Srheurich
Schmidt
Editing
Schedule
Comedies
Max
Gold
I^ew
Erie Kenton
W.
Mayo
All
Star
Jack
Ford
Joe
August
John Russell "Hoodman Blind"
Wm. Wellman
H. Hough
Buck
Schneiderman
All-StarJones
1). Keefe
Fred
& Fanny Hatton"Big
Roland V. Lee
3rd
W eek
Geo.
Post
lion
Lee
"GentleDan"Julia"
Karl Rodney
Staff
Comedies
Noel Smith
Schedule
Kingling
Byrn
Hauck
All-Star
Staff
Comedies
Tom Buckingham
Schedule
Sid Wagner
Staff
Comedies
Schedule
Mark Sanderich
Seitcr-Carruth
Chimpanzees
R. Tennant
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 2632
Rocky Mt. Production Co.
Drexel 0051
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Metro Release.
Editing
7405 Roseberry Am
GOLD SEAL PRODUCTIONS.
A. Rosetti, Studio Mgr.
'The Man From Thund er Gap"Preparing
Emile Greville
Leavens
Hale
Greville Hughes
R. C Hughes
Emile Greville
Greville 1 1 ugbes
Leavens-Hale
'Riders of the Desert'
R. C. Hughes
GOLDSTOXE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Holly 269;
Phil Goldstone Productions. (State Rights release).
4th Week
Staff
A. Tenbrook
Roland Price
Duke Worne All-Star
'Do It Now"
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Holly 0162
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Joe Rock Productions.
Bryant Washburn Productions.
Cullen B. Tate Washburn-Dove K. MacLean
R. Asher
J. Furthman "Try and Get It"
Editing
Elliott Dexter in R. Wm. Neil Production.
R. Wm. Neil Dexter-Harris Kay June
Jo Sternberg Florence Heim "The Way Men Love" Editing
Thornby-Newman
Robt. Thornby Productions.
"One Hour To Live" 1st Week
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
29th
Week
All-Star
Eddie Sowders
Von Strohelm
Ken Reynolds
8th Week
761711
Mathls-VonStroheli "Greed"
All-Star
King Vidor
James Dugan
John Boyle
King Vigor "Wild Oranges"
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Star

Cameraman

Ass't Director

Scenarist

Type

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Harold Llloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. Mgr. Bud Golden
Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd
Lundin
"The Girl Expert"
Creative Productions.
Cy
Clegg
Frank
Beresford
"Supersition"
O'Brien
All-Star D. Jennings
J. K. Jack
McDonald
Productions.
Geo. Webster
Wm. Beaudine All-Star H. Thorpe
' M isunderstood"
Renand Hoffman Productions.
Cosmopolitan Productions.
Beverley Productions.
Phillip Hum
J. P. McGowan All-Star Walter Griffin
J. E. MacDonald
'The Whipping Boss"
Irving Productions. I. W. Irving, Gen. Mgr.
^\
All-Star
'Dawn of Love"
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Bob Horner _
Lico. Chesebro Elmer Dyer
'The Isles of Paradise"
Chat. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release).
1442 Beachwood Drive.
INCE STUDIO.
Ho race Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
Palmer Photoplay Productions.
Cortland Productions
Trimble-Murfin Productions.
Strongheart G. B. Dreyer Cyril Gardner Donna Barrell "White Fang"
Assoc.Laurence
Authors,Trimble
Inc.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
John Griffith Wray All-Star Henry Sharpe Etf.w. Benshaw
Bradley King "Anna Christie"
BUSTER K.EATON STUDIO. 1025 Lillian Way. Eddie Cline, Casting
"Hospitality"
Mitchell
'
Jack Blystone
E. Lessley-Thorp " Rose
Lou
Anger
Productions.Buster Keaton

Page Seventeen
Progre»»
Holly 1431
6th Week
6th Week
3rd Week
3rd Week
Preparing
3rd Week

438-740
761731

Schedule
Editing
11th Week
Holly 2814

LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting. 1520 Vine St.
Holly 2400
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Al. E. Green Thos. Meighan
Chas. Clark
Fred Johnson
J. Robinson
Edfrid Bingham
"Woman-Proof" Editing
Dick
Jos. Henabery Doug. Fairbanks, JrSaxon Dean
"Stephen Steps Out"
9th Week
Dick Rush
Cliff Smith Wm. S. Hart Warren
"Wm.
Hart in Wild Bill Hickok" 6th Week
J.
G.
Hawkes
Herb Brennon Pola Negri Jos. Howe
H.
Schwartz
"My
Man"
1st Week
Geo.
Hippard
Clara
Berangee
Wm. DeMille All-Star Guy Wilky
"Every Day Love"
1st Week
Fred
Geo. Melford All-Star
Chas. Clark
Gilroy Robertson
Jack Cunningham
"Flaming
Barriers"
2nd
Week
Zane Grey Productions.
Doris Schroeder
Victor Fleming Dix-Wilson James Howe
"The
Call
of
the
Canyon"
rth
Week
James Cruze Productions
Walter Woods
Karl Brown
"To the Ladies"
2nd Week
J;.mes Cruze All-Star Vernon Keays
McNAMARA STUDIOS.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
Lankershim 132- J
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Capitol 2120
Louis B. Mayer Productions. (Metro Release).
Reginald Barker
5th
Week
All-Star Percy Hilburn Harry Schenoc J. G. Hawks
Preparing
"Cape
Cod
Folks"
4th
Week
John M. Stahl
All-Star
Sidney Algier A. G. Younger
"Why Men Leave Home"
Niblo
All-Star Victor Milner Doran Cox
B. Meredyth
"Thy Name Is Woman"
B P. Fred
Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Preparing
"The Boomerang"
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem Eve Unsell
Final Week
"Maytime"
Gasnier
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem Olga Printzlau
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Casting.
Holly 4485
Thos. Hopkins
Nat Watts
Harold Shaw All-Star Georges Rizard
"The Living Past"
2nd Week
V. Schertzinger
Victor Schertzinger All-Star Chet Lyon
"Man
Whom
Life
Passed
By"
3rd
Week
Oscar Apfel Viola Dana
J. Arnold
'Angel F"ace Molly"
3rd Week
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Allen Holubar Productions.
Allen Holubar All-Star Haskins
'The Human Mill"
2nd Week
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Holly 4470
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
Geo. A. Cave
J. A. Ball
Kay Rennahan
Schedule
P1CKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS. Individual Casting.
7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
United Artists Release.
Staff
Raoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J.
T.
O'Donahue
Hela
"The
Thief
of
Bagdad"
15th
Week
Geo. Hill
Jack Pickford
Slaff
"Valley of the Wolf"
9th Week
Staff
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford Rosher
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" Preparing
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Comedy
Holly 2806
Walter Anthony
Louis Tolhurst
Microscopic Motion Pictures
David Smith
Harry Langdon
Alf. Goulding
Harry Langdon
Albert Breslau
Schedule
Schedule
Benny Zeidman Productions.
R-C STUDIO.
Melrostr and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Holly 7780
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Preparing
Gilbert
Fones
Al Santel Eddie Hearn
Vt'yndam
Gittens
"The
S.vd
Pile"
Moreno
Beatrice Van
Lehrman
Geo. O'Hara Lee Garmes
Schedule
"Comedy of Terrors"
Chester
B ennett Productions.
Douglas MacLean Productions
/\rt riaven
1 I1C I dllKCC V^UIISUI
jimmy norne
uougias maci-ean max uu rom
Riley
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker Mgr. 6701 Santa Monica Blvd.
Casting 579-440
Rynea.rson
All -Star
Bill Severin
"Lieht of the World"
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
761-721
H.I Tackman
Roich Comedies (Path* release).
Feature Comedy
W. L. Guthrte
All-Star
2-Reel
Floyd
Jackman
Schedule
Staff
Staff
]-Reel Comedy
P. Pembrooke
Ross Letterman
Robt. Doran
Will Rogers
Schedule
Clark Hennecke
Geo. Jeske
Harry Pollard
1- Reel Comedy
Schedule .
J.B. Roach
Staff
Currigan
Len Powers
Animals
2-2-Reel
Reel Comeqy
Comedy
Schedule
Greeland
Our Gang
Bob McGowan
Harry
Gerstad
C.
Morehouse
Staff
Schedule
Frank Young
Staff
Stan Laurel
J. Howe
Cruze
Schedule
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Star

Cameraman

Ass't Director

Type

Scenarist

ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
R. R. Rockett, Pres. Chas. Huber, Casting
\l. Davis
Francis Marion
Phil Rosen
All-Star Kurrle-Broening
t\/\i s l \JUl(J. Albert A. rvidder, Jr., C«en 1 Mgr. 1425 Fleming St.
RUSSELL STUDIO.
13. D. Russell, Mgr. 1439 Beachwood Dr. Hively
Fred Allen
Al. Nietz
Franklin Farnum
Al Mohr
Logan-Baynham Productions.
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Hercules Film Prods., Inc.
Staff
Jack Nelson
Jack Polio McManigal
Joe Kane
Staff
Jack Nelson
Jack Polio .McManigal
Joe
Kane
H. J. Brown Productions
Al. Kogell
Fred Thompson
Ross Fisher
Maloford Productions.
Stratton
Fob Williamson
Leo Maloney Bataraka
Granada Productions.

'I^ife of Abraham Lincoln"

"Let's Go"
"The Powerless Man"
"Running Wild"
Untitled

DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
| Chiropractor— Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick
to get
well" |
! 203 Bo gardus Bldg., go
Sunset
at Western
j Hours 10 Jo |2;^2 to 5 Phone 436-724 !

~WHEN~ Y O l~ "eKV)~A 1[ KK~TOlT
Phone 572-88; 430-205,
and ask orfor Hollywood 102 82
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York City
6548 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD

Editing
Casting
5th Week
4th Week
Editing
Editing
Drexel 1550
2nd Week
Holly 4080

"Rose
of All the World"
"The Mirage"

Freparing
9th Week

"Temporary Marriage"

sth Week

"Black Oxen"

5 th Week
433-131

"Beasts of Paradise"
"The Ghost City"
"Wvoming"
"Blackmail"
"The Leather Pusher Series"
"The Spice of Life"
"My
Series Mamie
2-Reel Rose"
Westerns
"The Turmoil"
Right to Love"
"The
"All for the Love of Gloria"
Comedy

Schedule
1st Week
3rd
Week
2nd Week
Editing
5th Week
-4th
Week
Schedule
4th Week
2nd
Week
3rd Week
Schedule

"The Vital Question"

4th Week
598-131

WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
(lines-Griffin
Johnny Hines
Chas. Gilson
Sandy Roth
"Conductor
"Daddies" 1492"
Wm. A. Setter
Marsh-Gillingwater
John Suimar
Tenny Wright
Harry Beaumont
John Barrymore
Dave Abel
Frank Strayer
"Beau Brummel"
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernst Lubitscti
All-Star
Paul Perry
Flood Blanke
"The Marriage Circle"
Harry Rapf Productions.
Jack Conway
Monte
"Loveless Marriages"
All-StarRlue-Irene Ric h David Abel Sutherland-Hawkes
"Broadway After Dark"
WILNAT STUDIO.
6090 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt, Mgr.
WORLD
"C,"
Los Angeles
Eliason EDUCATIONAL
Baby Bettv FILMS. Wm. Box
Field S18, Sta.
F. M.
Abr>ey
Robinson

Holly 2 1 76
598-141
Schedule
PreparingHolly 7945

Feature

SENNET'l STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
(Comedy
omedy
Mack Sennett Comedie*.
(First National Release).
Mack Sennett
Del Lord
All-Star
Blake Wagner
Mack Sennett
Del Ruth
Ben Turptn
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
Reaves Kason
1. 11. Warner
Longenecker
Ernest Van Pelt
"Treasure ( 'anyon"
Jefferson
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
C. Levee, Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. li-ikk* National release.)
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release) David Fisher
Mack-Sullivan
Marion-Franklin
Norma Talmadpe
Tony (Jaudio
Ldw. Brophy
Victor Heerman Constance Talmadge Glen McWilliams
ilace Sullivan
Sam E. Rork Productions.
First National Productions.
McDermott Chaplin All Star
James Chapin
Wm. Dowlin
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Frank Lloyd Productions (First National Release)
Fred My ton
Billy Relter
Frank Lloyd Griffith-Tearle Norhert Brodin
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal
Film
Manufacturing
Co.
(Universal Release.)
Wm. Craft
McDonough Koehner
lav Marchant hury Desmond-Sedgwick
Morrison Morris
Ray Nordlinger
Taylor
Kol.t. N, Brad
V.
lackStarHoxit*
All
King
Baggott
Joe
Berry
Regan
Ed. Laemmle
Billy
Sullivan
F. Messinger
Reginald
Denny
Harry Pollard
Woolstenhumc
Irving Cummtngs
Mary
Philbrn
Victor Nordlinger
Pete Morrison
Rout. N. Bradbury Baby
Peggy
Jess Robbing
Arthur
All-Star
Hobart
Henley
E. Lumtcy
Robert Hill
Herbert Rawllnson
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
W. Hayes
Aubrey
Lyons
Zimmerman Staff
Laval Photoplay, Ltd., of Montreal, Canada. L. Ernest Ouimet, Pres and Mgr.
P. Cazeneoyc Andre Lafayette Cine Benolt Harry Webb
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
Larry Semon Productions.

Progren

"Haunts of Hiawatha"

Holly 418!
9th
Week Sept 2 4 1
Scheduled
Oct. 1
6th
Week
l 'reparing
9th Week
Holly 7940
6th W eek

TOURING CARS
PER HOUR
SUNSET
TAXI
SPECIAL RATES ON STUDIO TRIPS AND TOURING
Universal City
$1.00 Club Roval
'.
-..
Mayer Studios
2.50 Culver City
United Studios
Holly-Fairbanks
75 Robertson-Cole
Fox Studios
75 Metro Studios
Lasky Studios
_ 75 Ambassador Hotel
Santa Monica
3.50 Venice
Pasadena
4.00 Center of Los Angeles
All Stations
2.50 Plantation
578-307

1720 Hudson

Ave.

430-258

3.00
2.00
1.00
75
75
1.50
4.00
2.00
3.00

CAMERA
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55

"Phon-O-Gram
s
Edited by Gene Woolway

Alton Brown
Juvenile Leads
578-177

Charlotte DuPuis
Ingenue-Characters
. Holly 2570

J. C. (Jack) Fowler
Characters
438-501

Lorraine Eason
Ingenue Leads
575-91

Kenneth Gibson
Juvenile Leads
578-311

Mary Ruby
Ingenue
594-774

Donna Hale
Leads
Dunkirk 3153

Page Nineteen

FROM
"U"fromTOPage
YOU
(Continued
5)
Universal really hasn't done a thing to him,
except that the company gave him very fine
roles in "The Flirt" and "A Lady of Quality."
Hobert Henley productions. But one may look
at Roach as he blithely wanders, singing, about
the studio, and fully believe what he chants.
Beard, dirty face, dirty hands, ragged clothes —
all visible evidences of being a tramp are there.
It so happens, though, that he is being starred
in a series of one-reel comedies like those in
which he made his bow to fame. While there
is no dramatic part for him, Universal stars
him
trampseries
comedies.
be made
tramp
in thein new
all right,He'll
a rather
wella known
one.
Hill.
Herbert Rawlinson directed by Robert' F.
This is a new combination at Universal City
and one attracting interest in the Laemmle
film fold. Rawlinson has starred in many of
the intensely dramatic kind of stories, and Hill
for some time has been making features of this
type which held unusual promise.
Rawlinson just recently completed "The
Noblest Roman" under the direction of William Parke. Hill recently completed "The
Heart of Boston Blackie," an all-star screen
play ofworldone
stories. of Jack Boyle's famous under"All For the Love of Gloria," a spirited romance with plenty of adventure in it, is the
story in which Rawlinson is now starring
under Hill's direction.
Nat Ross' production following "The SixFifty" is "The Escape." It was just recently
completed and now is in the final stage of
editing and titling. Raymond Doyle is writing
the titles.
"The Escape" is a dramatic screen version
of William McLeod Raine's novel, "A Texas
Ranger,"
Stewart elements
in the in
featured
role.
It haswithmanyRoypromising
story,
cast and investiture.
Jack Mower, co-star with Eileen Sedgwick
of "In the Days of Daniel Boone," and seen
in many other Universal pictures, is now being
featured in a series of condensed two-reel action
dramas. Nat Ross is directing the filming of
them at Universal City. The first picture is
"Under Western Skies," with Elinor Field
playing opposite him.
Mower has in the course of the past two
years played practically every kind of a role
it is possible to find in pictures. In "Daniel
Boone"
had his ofbestfanrole
up to that
from a he
standpoint
popularity,
for time,
as a
historical character he is now the idol of
thousands of children in every section ot the
country.
Ned Sparks, former vaudevillain of high
reputation, teVic
Potel,
whose
rizations of men
whose
chiefinimitable
charms characare not
beauty or grace, Anna Hernandez, character
artist of rank, and James Corrigan, have been
added to the cast of the new Baby Peggy-Universal-Jewel production which was just recently started under the direction of Jesse
Robbins.
These names are in addition to famous players previously selected to support tnc Baby
Bernhardt ; Robert Ellis, leading man of "The
Wild Party" and other pictures, Winifred Bryson of "The Hunchback of Notre Uame" and
"Thundering Dawn," and Elinor Faire of the
artistic success, "Driven."

The constantly increasing audiences
here attest to the supremacy of our
programs. We are exerting every
boxing. to give you clean, snappy
effort

Hollywood

Stadium

Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.

619

R. K. EARLE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
LICENSED SURVEYOR
Citizens National Bank Building
Phone 823-681

BRUNO
Publicity Photos
' Professional Photos
Casting

Director Photos

6412 HOLLYWOOD

BLVD.

Telephone 431-929

Gigantic Removal
Sale Renewed
Used

Cars

RICKERSHAUSER

& MILLER

6369 Hollywood Blvd. Holly 3995
Nash, almost new
$1085.00
Nash coupe, new tires
1050.00
Nash sedan, refinished 1000.00
Nash 5-pass., refinished.... 985.00
Nash sport model
950.00
Cadillac 55 touring
600.00
Nash 5-pass., late model.... 600.00
Ford coupe, "22
500.00

| Open Evenings.

Open Sundays.

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

Bert Sprotte
Characters
741-64

BOB

REEL

McKEE

KWIK

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave. 7560 Sunset Blvd.

CAMERAI
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"The Right to Love" is the title of the picture, which will be a multiple reel attraction,
companion picture to "Whose Baby Are You?"
and "The
Burglar's
Kid," both of which received praise
in previews.

CALL
CULVER

CITY

546
STUDIO

IF
SPACE

IS

DESIRED

^Garderi
ver*
JJoo
[fsi

fi^^Vme -Street
JUftT 1IIOW TM BOULIVARO

Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production,
Near I^ady"
Blach6."TheDirecting
Recent Releases, "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untamcable." "The Wild Party."
Reproductions, Publicity
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
HAIRGONE
superfluous
hair on arms,— permanent
limbs, facecureandforbody.
Also
wonderful for men who have shaving troubles.
$2.50 the bottle, manufactured at
ORCHID BEAUTY SHOPPE
808 So. Hope St.
Phone 16596
All lilies of beauty culture.
MOTION
PICTURES
t
Talent wanted to register in new i
Casting Directory. Call in person.
THE UNIVERSAL, 5507 Santa Monica Boulevard. Room 4.

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

After eight weeks of intermittent sailing the
high seas in a four-masted schooner and work
on a studio stage, filming has been completed
of
"The
Storm starring
Daughter,"
Priscilla
Dean'sis
latest
Universal
vehicle.
Editing
proceeding rapidly. Frank Ware is the editor.
The picture presents a dramatic story of
life on the open sea, woven around the startling adventures of the daughter of a rough sea
captain, filmed from an original story written
especially for the dynamic star by Leete Renick Brown of the Universal scenario department.
George Archainbaud, who made "The ComLaw," "Cordelia
the Magnificent"
and
many monother
notable screen
successes, directed
the making of the Dean production, virtually
all of which was filmed on the hurricane deck
of
jammer."
fewerected
shots were
on aan"wind
improvised
boatA set
in onetakenof
the stages at Universal City.
An all star cast supports Miss Dean in the
picture, including Tom Santschi, William B.
Davidson, Pat Hartigan, Cyril Chadwick, Bert
Roach, Alfred Fisher, George Kuwa and J.
Farrell McDonald.
With the selection of Charlie Murray for
an important
"My another
Mamie stellar
Rose," light
Irving Cummingsrole
has inadded
of filmdom to the cast of Mary Philbin's initial
starring vehicle, now in production at Universal City under his direction.
Murray, of the famous vaudeville team of
Murray and Mack, whose eccentric comedy
characterizations have placed him in the foremost ranks of screen comedians throughout a
period of several years, is to portray the role
of the drunken father of the little Irish girl
called Mamie Rose. His part is not of the
brute type of Bowery drunk, but rather that
of a happy-go-lucky old sot who loves his
daughter,
"likker"hisbetter.
Cummingsbttt ishischoosing
players carefully
for the Universal filmization of this famous
Owen Kildare story of the New York Bowery
of the olden days.
Besides Miss Philbin. who plays the title
role, and Murray, the cast includes Pat
O'Malley. "Buster" Collier. Max Davidson.
Kate Price. Edwin J. Brady and Lincoln
Plummer. There are still several other prominent parts in the play yet to be cast.
On the edge of Death Valley, where "The
Red Warning,"
his last accompanied
starring picture,
filmed,
Jack Hoxie,
by was
his
"gang" of hard riding cowboys, is enjoying
the climate for which the neighborhood around
Lone Pine, California, is not famous. The
Universal unit is filming "Wyoming," William
McLcod Rainc's
Bradbury
directing.novel, with Robert North
Lillian Rich, leading woman in "Man to
Man." "The Kentucky Derby" and other big
Universal pictures, is playing the leading role
opposite Jack Hoxie.
locationencountered
for "The Red
theWhile
Hoxieon troupe
such Warning"
pleasant
little features of the country as rattlesnakes
and thermometers with a habit of sticking
around the "115" mark. The first bulletin reat Universal
City onwasthe a present
locationceivedindicated
that Nature
little kinder
in the matter of temperature on this trip.
The reason for the second trip to the same
location is that Hoxie and his director have
discovered great possibilities in the country.
From a pictorial standpoint "The Red Warning" has eclipsed any other Hoxie picture.
It does not take a foreign atmospnere to
call for unusually large and spectacular sets.
Sometimes an American story calls for lavish
investiture.
Such a story is "The Turmoil," Booth Tark-

ington's
novelrich.of the rich, the noveau rich
and the not
Hobart Henley is going to direct the screen
transcription of this American classic as a
Universal-super-jewel production. It will be
a companion picture to "Mcrry-Go-Round,"
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame." "The Acquittal" and "A Lady of Quality." and also to
Tarkington's "The Flirt," which Henley produced a year or so ago, and which was a pronounced box office success.
Elmer Sheeley, art director at Universal
City, who scouted Southern California for
cobblestone paving for the Court of Miracle*
sets
of Notre ofDame,"^B
hard ofat "The
work Hunchback
on the specifications
the big
set of selves
"The
Turmoil."
The
themwill be satisfying to thebuildings
most technical
critics, as have sets in "Merry-Go- Round*
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" and other
featured offerings of Universal.
Liar, hypocrite, impostor !
Well, now, those are rather harsh termj
But a screen
chooser
scenario
writerstargetscan't
busy.be a Stars
maywhen
he
dope fiends, criminals or beggars at the flai
of Soa thought
in theto film
fertile Dennfl
branS
it has come
pass author's
that Reginald
is all of these things and more — in the picture'
he is making. He is starring in "There He
Goes," a racing story by Byron Morgan, which
was filmed under the working title of "The
Spicecialofproduction
Life."directed
It is abyUniversal-Jewel
speHarry A. Pollard.
The unit has just returned to Universal City
from Monterey, where fashionable hotels and
society should
leaders'be homes
which
unusuallyfurnished
interestinglocation*
on the
screen.
The hero
storytrack
is abut
chauffeur
whose
heart ofis Morgan's
on the race
whosfl
hand is kept up his appetite on the wheel oR
hand is kept on the wheel of a prosaic limou»sine, until the chance comes to be — a liar, hypocrite and impostor.
However, it is said that the handsome Denny
makes a very charming deceiver, and of courst;
that
himself.story gives him opportunity to absohfl
Laura La Plante is "the girl" who falls in
love with the "liar, hypocrite and impostor." I
Flashes from Frisco
(Continued from Page €)
Eugene O'Brien, favored here of all filmfans, arrived
in town
the'
Curran
Theatre
next Monday
week in totheopen
playat that
marks his return to his old love, the spoketf
stage.
is "Steve,"runandof itfivecomes
this cityThe
afterplay
a successful
monthsto
in Chicago. The story is a romantic comedy,
and deals with the movies, with scenes laid onf
an island off the coast of Maine.
Frank Lloyd and the company making "Blacfl
Oxen."
fromarrive
Gertrude
besj
seller, will
in SanAtherton's
Franciscofamous
on SaturS
day to film dock and waterfront scenes. While
here
Mr. Lloyd is also to hold conference on
ton.
the making . of the picture with Mrs. Ather*|
Jack Pickford. Tom Forman and M. I.
Waite were among the arrivals on Sunday at
the St. Francis Hotel. Whether they are in
San Erancisco to work or purely for pleasure]
was not announced.
Alice Lake spent last week in town on a
little holiday trip, and left for the South on
Sundav.
Edith Ryan, popular press representative oS
Hollywood, enjoyed a stay of several days in.
San Francisco last week. Miss Ryan came lift
on the boat for a little vacation trip, but while
here
film also
folk. met a number of the newspaper and,
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WANTED—/
pay $10
for domestic
"fan"
letters. Ada willMayes,
5429a 1000
Hollywood
Boulevard.
PATHE CAMERA complete, for rent by the week.
St. Elmo Boyce, Powers-R. C. Studios.
BOOKKEEPER
— Expert,
typist,
wants 3493W.
four hours'
work 6,
daily.
$16
per week.
Humboldt
Call
after
evenings.

CHECKERS
"THE

15 T

ABSORBER"

Dodge, Chevrolet and Ford Cars
They make the roughest roads into boulevards. Check all the
REBOUND and prevent spring breakage.
Sold on a
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

ROBERT ence.
TODDDesirous— Film
Editor. Nine
experiof permanent
localyears'
connection.
Phone Hollywood
1113.
FOR SALE — Full Dress suit, size 42-44. Silk hat,
size 7 3-8. Phone Holly 8498.
FOR RENT — Bell and Howell camera, 170 degrree
shutter. Complete Studio Equipment. Phone Met.
4688 days; 13173 evenings.
FOR RENT — Bell Howell Camera, 170 degree. Telephone 399-464.

10 DAYS'
TRIAL
THE CAR AHEAD equipped with RED CAP
CHECKERS
Set of Four with Fittings
Dodge
$21.00
Chevrolet
20.00
Ford
15.50
WATCH

ART
LEE
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone
598-207 at Western
1712 St. James
Court, Hollywood,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS
Distributed by
CHECKERS
CALIFORNIA
CO,
916 SO. FLOWER STREET
Phone 822535
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

COY

WATSON,
JR.
CHILD LEADS
Drexel 3616

Age 10.
Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 6626
Holly 7980
MERCHANTS'
to 2
DINNERLUNCH,
5:30 to 11:30
8

FRIENDS!

Members
We

have

service
coupon

of

a message

which
below

ROY

tke

Industry

for you.

means

money

will bring you
H.

GEORGE

We

SCREEN

have

to you.

a

The

Holly

(formerly The Service Bureau)
1036 SOUTH HILL
Phone 821-071

an explanation

MARSHALL
and
W.

CASTEEL
3064

Learn

Show me, without obligation on my part, how you can do big things
for me !
Name
Address

THERE WILL BE A WELCOME SURPRISE FOR THE FIRST
ONE HUNDRED PERSONS WHO WILL MAIL IN THIS COUPON.

to Color

Photographs
We teach
you colors
the SECRET
PROCESS
ing your
atLEAGUE
a saving
of oneof makhalf.
424oilUNION
BLDG.
Corner of Second and Hill Streets
TINTED

411 Security Building, Hollywood.

Phone

SERVICE

PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38
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100 Per Cent Titles
100 Per Cent Service
At the Right Price!
Dress up that next production
with artistic Hand Lettered
Titles made by IRVING W.
BUNZE.
If you want Perfect Symbolic
Art Backgrounds, let us make
them ! Neil E. McQuire, formerly with Ince and Prizma,
does our art work.
For perfect black-and-white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with
samples.
Quality

Title &

Film

Company
1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850
Rare Antiques from
the Fair East
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Bobby Vernon started another of his twd^
Work was completed yesterday on the first
Jack White Special comedy, directed by Nor- reel comedies the other daw which is being
directed by AI E. Christie.
■ — SEMI
man Taurog, for Educational release.
Mr. White believes that this picture, as yet
untitled, with the cyclone which is its thrill
climax, and its cast including such well known
PERSONAL
laugh-makers as Neely Edwards. Lillian Hackett. Hank Mann. Mack Swain, Jack Lloyd
and many others, will set a new mark in twoUBLICITY
red comedy production.
AR-EXCELLENT

Joe Bonner has been signed to play a Chinaman in a comedy on the Fox lot. where he
just completed a role of a circus ring master.
Ruth Hiatt has been cast in the leading feminine role of the first Cameo Comedy of the
1924 series, as yet untitled. Gil Pratt is directing, under the supervision of Jack White.
Miss Hiatt is the winner of tlie combined
Bay Cities bathing girl contest held several
weeks ago. She was adjudged the most beautiful girl entered, which confers upon her the
proud title of "Miss Los Angeles."
Joe Bonomo is getting a chance to do some
of his strong-man stunts in a Universal serial
for which he holds manv world's records.
Jack and Maurice Murphy made a plledge
to their "kid pals" that they won't come back
"bum"
in
the until
movie they
ring.arc stars, and their hats are

Frank

"Cuddles',"
Stern,completed
that "Cryher Baby"
of thein
movies,
has just
first part
"Born
to
cry. of the Cyclone," where she didn't have

Doctor

"We sa ve your sole
and heel you, too"
6666 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3752

FOR

PICTURES

PLAYS,

BOOKS, ORIGINALS
The
Hollywood Play Bureau

picture:
people in
PEP/WOT
UBLIC FAVOB

Jimmy Aubrey is taking things easy for a
week in between pictures, having just completed his third two-reeler in as many months.

Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
the Shoe

7IVELY
PUTS

Billy Sullivan is being starred in the Leather Pushers, replacing Reginald Denny. In
training.
between pictures he goes into strict physical

Jack White comedies do not specialize in
bathing girls, but they have the youngest "diving marvel" in captivity. Bonnie Barrett, two
years old, says she is all set for the aquatic
events of the Olympic games when tncy are
held in Los Angeles.
Garry
O'Dell hasHe hadjustanother
of working in comedies.
finishedtaste
a heavy
role
in a Jimmy Aubrey fun-film at the Big U lot.

VwV» jvr porf/cufars , oe jee
Gene Vocuvay
P.O.Box Or,
176,in care
Hollywood
Sfafion
of
2nd. Floor, 6318 rJLoLirwooo Blvd.,
HOLLYWOOD Glif
PnOME 439-868
Camera!'
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone
SurfaceWithout
Noises Scratch
by usinganda
Deflexograph
anyVictrola
Phonograph or
Changeable Needles.
—Play
will after
not disturb.
hours
taches to needltatDeflexograph
holder,
filters
sound
oscillations,
prevents
scratch
and
surfacesound
noises
Gold (See
Plate
entering
Cut) $1.50
box.
No
metallic
noises.
Nickel Plate....$1.00
V" ANTON E CO., Dept. 416
110 W 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
Are You Coming East?
Don't fail to stop at the
NAT LEWIS SHOP
47th & Bdwy, New York City
Theatrical Outfitters,
and
Ladies' Haberdashery
Hosiery

Emmett Corrigan, Mgr.
6404 Hollywood Boulevard
Near Cahuenga.
Hollywood, Cal.

8ENALLES,
!

Phone
City

Culver
City,

All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor -at -Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42

INC

Calif.

tea r»n»
DISTINCTIVE
CINEMA*.d LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS

Culver
546

I WANT SOME REAL PICTURES!
productions from $50,000 to $100,000. release.
I can sell them outright. See me for a quick
flcflywod 7(577 • SAMUEL C. SHINE • 6308 Sa^ofco
General Trucking and Hauling

H. and B. FILM COMPANY
I Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.

Wilshire 4275

AMERA!
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WHERE

THE

SICK

GO

75 PER
ALICE CALHOUN
Attributes Her
Health To
Chiropractic.

TO

GET
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WELL

CENT
BILLIE DOVE

of the
MOTION

Says :

PICTURE

"Chiropractic Keeps

STARS
Me Well."

IN

HOLLYWOOD

are using my Scientific Method to regain and keep their health.

OS

ARE

YOU
IF

ONE

NOT,

OF

WHY

THEM?

NOT?

You will he agreeably surprised to find there is no discomfort in
taking these Scientific Adjustments, and gratified with the results
obtained.
Bring all your Health Troubles to the only Chiropractor catering
to the Motion Picture Profession.

Dr.
SCIENTIFIC

W.

I. Schuster

CHIROPRACTOR

AND

NERVE

SPECIALIST

(Palmer Graduate)
Office Hours :
10 to 12 and 2 to 5
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
6 to 8 P.M.
LADY

IN ATTENDANCE.

WHERE
CULLEN

LANDIS:

'Put Me In Great Condition.

THE

203 Bogardus Building
Cor. Sunset and Western
Hollywood, California
Telephone 436-724

PRIVATE

SICK

GO

DRESSING

TO

GET

ROOMS

WELL
PRISCILLA MORAN:
'Chiropractic Is My Best Pal
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Authentic

Photographs
Interiors
Every

and

Phone

Foreign

52220

Details
of

and Exteriors

Phone
54847

of

or
INCOHPO RAT E O

Description.

1001-1005 West Seventh Street
Los Angeles
California
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

Permanent Waving Hair Coloring Bleaching
Hair Dressing
Scalp-Facial Massage
Marcel Waving Manicuring
Water Waving Shampooing
Wigs

300-301

J
Phone 438-761
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Toupees
Wig Rental

Switches Transformations
Beards and Moustaches
Cosmetics
Professional Makeup Service

Special Attention to Theatrical
Motion Picture Profession
No Parking Restrictions

JEAN

DIANA

Ingenues
570-024

DORIS
Ingenue
Main

DARE
Leads
0593

and

ESTABLISHED 1918
A Film Magazine and a Film Newspaper in One
6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
: California

1
ol. VI.

SATURDAY,

THE

ZERO

SEPTEMBER

29, 1922

HOUR

The first gray streaks of dawn shot across the muddy battlefield of
Flanders, and the fitful cannonade died down, followed by the cessation of
the intermittent rat-a-tat of machine guns. A hush, deathlike and oppressive, fell upon the opposing forces. A nervous tension filled the air. There
was a lull in the conflict ; the zero hour was at hand, the hour when the true
mettle of men would be determined. In some the light of hope burned
with an unquenchable fire ; surely, the morrow would bring victory and the
sad days would end. Others despaired and were heavy of heart. What
gain was there in this ceaseless turmoil and warfare ? Why keep up the
struggle ? It would not help the world a whit and they were only rushing
toward complete oblivion, a foolish end. Why should they keep faith ?
But all of them, those who believed and those who did not, awaited the zero
hour, the beginning of the activity following the lull. Something would
happen what ?
Truly, there is a simile between this scene on the Flanders battlefield
and the field of motion picture production activity here. For the zero hour
has come here, too. There is a lull in activity. What will follow this lull
will determine whether or not the past four years, probably the past ten
years, have been worth while; whether or not the efforts for the artistic
advancement of motion pictures have been productive of results. Things
have not been at such a low ebb in Hollywood for some time, but it is
nothing to be alarmed at, it is not indicative that the conscientious work
expended has been for naught. The zero hour is at hand, that is all. Great
pictures have been made this past season and when they are released this
autumn they will determine the status of pictures among the fine arts. For
they are representative of the combined efforts and experiences of many
years, the cream of Hollywood's output, and the drain they have imposed
upon the industry has only caused things to come to a temporary standstill.
There has always been a period of in?ctivity at this time of the year, but it
does not portend disaster, as so many who are now unemployed are wont
to assert. True enough that it is trying upon those who are dependent upon
work in the studios here for their existence, and it is important, therefore,
that they know what big things are in store for the coming twelvemonth.
Big production programs are being prepared, new studios are being built,
healthy expansion is under way, even now. Employment is going to be on
the upgrade, and it is the unanimous opinion of the industry's foremost
authorities that 1924 will bring great happiness and prosperity to Hollywood. Tomorrow will bring victory. This is not the end, it is the lull —
the zero hour. We must not lose heart at this time. We must keep faith
with those who have contributed such splendid advancements to the profession, many of whom have passed on. We owe much to them. We shall
keep faith.
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Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"The Gold Diggers"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
"The Cat and the Canary'
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
"When the Desert Calls"
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hill at Seventh
"The Drivin' Fool"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Charles "Buck"
Jones
in
"Snowdrift"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy
Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie Ramheau
in
"The Road Together'
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
• Dark

Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Ethel Clayton
in
"The Remittance Woman'

This

Week's

Theatre

Motes

California
Main at Eighth
Marion Davies
in
"Little Old New York

ences of this citv the first oppordrama. tunity to witness this comedy
Main at Ninth
Mr. Middleton, the author, has
been in this- city for the past
Corinne
GrifhthFrank Mayo,
in
month supervising rehearsals. He
ller's
Mi
is one of the leading playwrights
"Six Days"
in this country, having to his
credit such successes as "Polly
With Cave
a Past,"
and Eva," Metropolitan
"The
Girl,""Adam
and others.
Sixth at Hill
"Zaza," the lifetime ambition of
Gloria Swanson
Gloria Swanson, and described as
in
the finest piece of screen work
"Zaza"
ever portrayed by that star, scintillates on the screen at Grauman's Metropolitan Theatre this Loew's State
week.
Seventh at Broadway
The play concerns the loves of
a famous French actress and is
"Strangers of the Nigfc
declared to be nothing less than
torrid in its emotional qualities.
Fred Nihlo's
It is said to have been suggested
originally to the authors — Pierre
Bcrton and Charles Simon, by
none other than Mme. Sarah Rialto
Broadway near Eighth
Bernhardt.
The picture marks the return
to the limelight of H. B. Warner,
who plays the leading role. Others
"Hollywood"
in the cast are Ferdinand Gottschalk. Lucille LaVerne, Mary
James Cruze's
Fred Niblo has outdone all his Thurman, Riley Hatch and others
"Zaza" is the first picture en- Criterion
previous efforts in the screen version of the famous stage success, Swanson.acted in New York by Miss
"Captain
Applejack,"
at Loew's
State Theatre
this week.
This
A sensation to the entire motion
"A Charles
Woman Chaplin's
of Paris"
Metro picture, presented by Louis picture world and to those fans
B. Mayer, is one of the most ex- who have seen the first few perciting and thrilling mystery stories
formances at the Criterion thea- Million Dollar
the screen has ever known. It is
tre wherein it is being presented,
Third and Broadway
a mingling of thrilling romance
Charles Ray
and subtle comedy. The cast inChaplin's
production,
"A
cludes Enid Bennett, Matt Moore, Charles
Woman
of
Paris,"
has,
judging
in "The Courtship
Barbara La Marr, Robert McKim
from its reception by the Los Anand many others of note.
geles press and public, scored the
"Strangers of the Night" is a outstanding triumph of the motion
rollicking story of pirate gold and
art.
modern adventure and the blood of picture
of Myles Standish"
"A Woman of Paris" is the di- Alhambra
romance will bubble into mad and
rectorial triumph of a man whom
731 South Hill
tingling diences
fun watchasthis
Loew's
au- the world has regarded as its
story,State
as pepgreatest buffoon. Now Chaplin
Mrs. Wallace
Reid
in
has foresaken acting before the
py as a cocktail.
camera and given the world a
The second impressive week of picture that marks a distinct for"Human Wreckage"
ward step in the cinema. He does
Mrs. Wallace Reid's picture,
"Human Wreckage," is now show- not appear in "A Woman of
ing at the Alhambra Theater. Paris." but gives Edna Purviance Hollywood Egyptii
chance to shine as a star.
Aside from the lesson to users of her
Hollywood Blvd. «nd McC«dd«n
narcotics, this production is one Miss Purviance is not the only
one,
however,
who
has
created
a
of the most thrilling and interest- sensation : there are two or three
"The Covered Wagon"
with Lois Wilson and
ing cinemas shown in some time.
It is splendidly acted, and a mag- others — Adolphe Menjou, and Carl
J. Warren Kerrigan
nificent cry against a great evil Miller, who have reaped a harvest
inspired by a terrific lesson con- of favorable comment.
veyed by recent untimely death of
"A Woman of Paris" is a story Mission
Wally Reid.
Broadway near Ninth
of a woman's heart, dealing with
the supreme problem, of the ages.
Mabel in
Normand
The theme is startling because of
George Middleton's latest play, the utter simplicity with which
"The Road Together," remains at
the Majestic a second week. As Chaplin deals with the basics and
"The Extra Girl"
fundamentals of life. The story
originally planned, "The Road To- is as old as that of Adam and Eve,
gether" was to have its first showyet presented with a convinc- Chine's Broadway
MissbutRambeauing ininNewthe York
stellarwithrole,
Mr. and ing
and dramatic understanding.
Broadway near Fifth
Wilkes persuaded Al H. Woods, The presentation of the film at the
Liane Haid
under whose auspices the play will Criterion is accompanied by a muin "The Affairs of
be presented in the eastern city,
sical setting rendered by the CriArtists under the
to permit Miss Rambeau to ex- directionterionof Symphony
Adolf Tandler.
tend her visit here and give audi-

"The most beautiful cast in the
world." This is the enthusiastic
description applied to "The Gold
Diggers"
by Augustin
J. Glassmire,
Morosco
stage director.
"We have them all," exultantly
declares Mr. Glassmire — "from
the pale gold blonde type to the
luscious brunette, from the titian
to the exotic — they are all represented— and all beautiful."
"It's great fun to be a chorus
girl \yithout
being one,"
smilingly
admits
the beautiful
leading
lady,
Charlotte Treadway, who is
"Jerry," the intriguing ingenue of
Belasco's
famoustheplay.
Treadway heads
list of Miss
the
charming Morosco cast, which includes in its galaxy of bewitching
girls : Iva Shepard, Ruth Long,
Grace Gordon, Elizabeth Noble,
Dorothy Eggeton, Marjorie Lyon,
Wanda Sibbald, Elsie Wenger and
Sibyl Carpenter. Also the men in
the cast are not to be ignored when
it comes to looks, for they all have
astuffgoodly
share ofTucker,
Mr. Adonis'
: Harland
Gayne
Whitman, Lloyd Corrigan, James
Kyle MacCurdy, Charles Buck,
Richard Richmond, Arthur La
Roe, Fred Hamer.

Lady Hamilton"
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Hollywood's Shrine of the Dramatic
Arts
G ind has been broken and actual work matic productions to which they are entitled.
bility of producing from time to time unique
tari on Hollywood's most recent addition
Mr. Eiseman, after intensive study of local and startling plays of variable lengths, and it is
amusement
conditions,
selected
the
Vine
and
forecasted that in addition to its established
j-i already
famous list of national amusein mits. Within the next few months there Hollywood location for the greatest conveniof the most famous of America's
•ill ave risen on Vine street, at Hollywood
ence of the greatest number, and there he will place as one there
may be developed an Amerlull ard, a new and beautiful home for the provide accommodations for about twelve hun- playhouses,
ican
Grand
Guignol,
such as has added to the
daring.
\vi\> drama — the Hollywood Playhouse,
fame of Paris in the realm of innovation and
dred people at each performance.
H e the latest and greatest of the draIn addition to placing Mr. Hast, famous in
lat world will be produced in the most mod- the English and Eastern theatrical world for
A formal announcement of the complete plans
m ttings that money and talent can accom- his artistic productions of many difficult plays, of the structure and its offerings will soon be

plij and it is the intention of J. Jacques EiseBfland his managing director, Walter Hast,
to jake the Hollywood Playhouse one of the
naiin's
individual
and uniqueofshow
houses.that
•»e dearth
of amusement
the kind
3|jbe fostered under Mr. Eiseman and Mr.
Wtl has been felt keenly by Hollywood resiuW, and the inconvenience of motor travel
anostreet car traffic during the afternoon and
CTiing hours will have been eliminated by
■ring home to them the quality of dra-

Resume

of a Week

adjoining rooms of the editorial departnu : at Universal City the romance of the sea
ab the bitter drama of murder trial in a cos•plitan city are being whipped into storyttlig shape from masses of film, as Frank
Hdon Ware cuts the footage of "The Storm
Hghter" and Eddie Schroeder works with
CI ence L. Brown, director, on the editing of
ujjfinal edition of "The Acquittal," the rhystej picture
with Windsor.
Norman Kerry, Barbara Bedand Claire
orge Archainbaud directed "The Storm

J

Mr. Eiseman has surrounded himself with consulting and advisory playwrights and a strong
nationally famous personnel of distinctive
achievements theatrically.
With the eyes of the world on Hollywood
and Los Angeles, it is predicted that the fame
of the Hollywood Playhouse will spread to all
corners of the globe and many premieres of
forthcoming famous plays are planned for production.
Mr. Eiseman is considering now the advisa-

at Universal

issued, but already a tentative challenge to the
national playhouses for uniqueness and quality
of production is contained in the informal
statements made to their friends by Mr. Eiseman and his director, Mr. Hast.
Original dramas from the pens of American
authors will be encouraged by production under
ideal conditions, and offered to the most discerning and critical audience in the world, the
residents of Hollywood.

By will c. murphey

Daughter"
with cast
Priscilla
the central
role
and a fine
in the Dean
chief in
parts.

picture will be under a new title, "His Mystery
Girl" —interest
more innicely
expressing the romantic
love
the story.

"His Mystery Girl" — sounds like romance
and adventure with a thrill. There is a great
deal of mystery in the story, which Universal
has been filming with Herbert Rawlinson in
the starring role, and which has borne the
title "All for the Love of Gloria." It was
written
by Marion Orth and directed by Robert F. Hill.
So the last week of production on the new

Under temporary working title of "Blackmail" King Baggot
has started
work story
on hisis
new picture
at Universal
City. The
a mystery play adapted by Raymond L. Schrock
from the stage play "The Co-respondent,"
written by Rita Weiman, author of "The
(Continued on Page 19)
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Sept. 26, 1923—
King Vidor and the company making "Wild
Oranges," from the screen version of Joseph
Hergesheimer's
famous
novel, for
arrived
Francisco Thursday
morning
a stayin ofSana
week. Owing to James Kirkwood"s accident
and the re-casting of Frank Mayo to take his
role, much of the picture will be retaken. The
sequences being made in San Francisco are
mostly filmed on a yacht, and several days have
been spent well out to sea, with some night
scenes near the wharf. Besides Frank Mayo,
Virginia Valli, June Elvidge, and Ford Sterling of the cast, some fifteen of the staff are
here. Jas. Dugan is the assistant.
N. Dragomanovick, head of the West Coast
Films, who have recently moved their offices
from San Francisco to Los Angeles, is in town
for a few days on business, connected with the
organization.
Frank Burt and Earl Sibley, who have been
doing business for more than a year under the
name of the Exhibitors' Exchange, have reincorporated their business as the Artcraft Production Company. They will continue at their
offices, 716 Golden Gate building.
William Russell and Lew Wertheimer were
guests at the St. Francis several days last
week.
Jack Pickford, while in town for a few days
last week en route from a northern location
to Los Angeles, called up his wife, Marilyn
Miller, in New York, and had a little chat
with her. Of course, it cost him forty-eight
CASTS

OF

THE

F

r i <; r n

Francisco's
growing
andSanmore
popular waterfront
each week iswith
the more
King
Vidor company working on it ; two more companies arrived also to shoot water stuff. The
first arrival was a company from Truart with
Jack Dillon directing, and a long list of stars,
including Elaine Hammerstein, Wallace Beery,
Jack Mulhall, Gardiner Cooper and others.
Duke Lane at the camera. They are doing several days work on a ferry boat and other locaThe "Black preceded
Oxen" company
also arrivedtions.on Monday,
on Saturday
by
Frank Lloyd himself and Harry Weil, who is
production manager. They started work Monday morning on the docks, and will spend some
little time in San Francisco, as many of the
scenes are
of laid
Gertrude
famous
best
seller
here. Atherton's
The cast includes
Corinne
Griffith. Conway Tearle, Harry Mestayer and
many more names well known to the cinema
world. While here Mr. Lloyd is also to hold
conference with Mrs. Atherton on the filming
of her novel.
The new Cameo Theatre was opened last
Friday evening with an invitation performance
of
whichHarold
is alsoLloyd's
the firstcomedy,
attraction "Why
to be Worry,"
given to
the public in the new house. The regular opening to the public in general took place on Saturday afternoon.
Many people in San Francisco are having
their first chance to see one of their heroes of

WEEK

KERR

CRAWFORD

the screen in the flesh this week, since Euje
O'Brien has opened at the Curren Theatni
"Steve." Both Eugene and the play are er«|
thing that heart could desire, and among
bright shining lights of his supporting cas
that dear old lady of the stage, Mrs. The
Whiffin, who is always a treat in herself.
Afterreturned
a few days'
Alice and
Lake i:|
again
to Sanabsence,
Francisco,
guest
at the Plaza
S. Iverson
Blake Hotel.
of the Fisher Pro
office here leaves for New York this weeki
take temporary charge of the new office of
Mammoth Releasing Corporation, while Vic
Fisher, the general manager, goes on the
to make arrangements for the release of "B
mies of Children."
Al. Conn, who has written the titles for w
of the Mae Murray pictures, and many ot
screen successes, came to San Francisco
week made
to title
"Half-a-Dollar
Bill," lati
ture
by the
Graf Productions.
Ruth Roland made a big hit last
headliner
at the
act of songs
with Golden
a little State
speechTheatre."
is op
the showing of one reel, of bits from her i
devil pictures, specially titled for the
of bringing out all the thrills.
Louis Graf, president of the Graf Fill!
J. Hesser Walravcn, business manager of I
organization, returned from Los Angeles
Tuesday
iness
trip.after a short but very successful bt;

CASTS

Buster Keaton Productions
offer
BUSTER KEATON
in
"HOSPITALITY"
Directed by -Jack Blystone.
Photographed by E. Lessley.
Story by Mitchell.
CAST:
Buster Keaton
Kitty Bradbury
Nathalie Keaton
Jean Dumas
Buster Keaton, Jr.
Kalph E. Bushman
Craig Ward
Joe Keaton
Joe Roberts
Jack Duffy
Warner Brothers
present
"DADDIES"
Directed by Wm. A. Seiter.
Photographed by John Stumar.
CAST :
Mae Marsh
Crawford Kent
Harry Meyers
Otto Hoffman
Claude Gillingwater Muriel Francis Dana
Willard Lewis
Priscilla Dean Moran
Claire Adams
De Briac Twins
Georgia Woodthorpe
King Evers
Joyce Combe
Milla Davenport
Metro Pictures Corp.
present
"THE LIVING PAST"
Directed by Harold Shaw.
Photographed by Georges Rizard.
Story bv Thos. Hopkins.
CAST:
Harrison Ford
Arline Pretty
Mary Alden
Alex Francis
Enid Bennett D. R. O. Hatswcll
Harry Northrup Lorimer Johnston
William Humphrey

B$ AGNES

dollars, but who cares about a little thing like
that?

C A M E R -J

i

OF
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Frank Lloyd Productions
"BLACK OXEN"
Directed by
Frank Lloyd.
present
Photographed by Norbcrt Brodiru
CAST:
Madam Zattiany
Corinne Griff)
The Clavering
Conway Teai
Janet Oglethorpe
Clara Ek
Dinwiddie
Thos. Rickel
Jane Oglethorpe
Kate Lest
James Oglethorpe Harry Mestay
Prince Hohenhauer
Allan Ha
Dora Dwight
Clarissa Selwyn
Agnes Trevor
Claire MacUowi
Ogden Butler
Percy Williar
Oglethorpe Butler
Fred Gambo
Judge Trent
Tom Gui
Renal les, Inc.,

Creighton Hale, who recently
completed a delightful characterization in Goldwyn's "Name the
Man," directed by Victor Seastrom, is now under the direction
of Ernst Libitsch, now in charge
of Warner Brothers' "The MarCircle." Ireland,
Mr. Hale,
born inriageCork,
and who
the was
son
of a brilliant actor-director, laid
the foundation of his technique
under Oscar Asche, one of London's leading directors and the
most
celebrated
"Othello" the
world has
ever known.

"THE ELK'S TOOTH"
Frederick Bond,
presentDirector.
Clark Renalles, Supervising Director.
CAST :
Lilcth Laudenback Rosemary Thet
Bruce Kavanaugh
Peter Burl
Katerina
McTuff
Kate Pn<
Marie Masterman
Robert Masterman
Geo. McDani'
Philip Laudenback
Fred DeSilv
Louis Ragout
David Dunba,
John Herdma
Cy Joskins, J.P
Nancy Joskins
Nancy Caswe
Lillian Courtleigh
Lillian Ha
Ben Hymai'
ff
Sandy McTu
Morris
Weingart
Mayor Courtleigh
Wong
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Important

Move

hat Hollywood will soon be the center of
ribution for motion pictures, is the predicof officials of the new Hollywood corpoon known as United Producers and Distrib•s, Incorporated. After many months of
:ful planning, an organization has been pered, national in its scope and complete in
lil, for placing the pictures of independent
Jucers in the hands of independent exhibitthus unifying the interests of the three
damental branches of the industry — produc, distribution and exhibition,
fnited Producers and Distributors, Incorp ited, is a Hollywood institution, conceived
he minds of Hollywood men and embracing
mg its officers, directors and stockholders
ly of those most prominent in local busiand finance, including names well known
he motion picture industry. Announcement
its plans has been withheld until it is now
iy to render actual service.
new building is being completed for the
ipany at 1606-8 Highland Avenue, to be
wn as the U. P. D. Building. The entire
Hid floor of this building will be used for
cutive offices of the company, when ready
occupancy the latter part of October. In
meantime, temporary offices have been
o|ned at 6812 Hollywood Boulevard. Included
he arrangement of the new building will be
lodel projection room for private showings
films. Special provision has also been made
offices in the new building to accommodate
iness managers and personal representatives
producers whose pictures are being distribi by the U. P. D.
he activities of the new organization will
i to center the motion picture business thorhly and permanently in Hollywood, which
ilready the center of production. The org ization includes executive officers who Will
0 :iate in Hollywood and a complete chain

fackie Morgan, Universal actor whose work
"Chester"
in the
Gump of series
iced
him among
the Andy
child stars
today. has
Fackie is an old-time favorite to lovers of
nedies, having worked in fifty-six consecue Century Comedies featuring Baby Peggy
d Brownie, the dog wonder. In company
th Joe Murphy (as Andy), and Fay Tincher
s Min), he has been making personal apirances with the first showing of his picture
Los Angeles.

Meets
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General

of personal representatives, not only in the key
centers, but throughout the whole United States.
Through this system, pictures will be presented
and sold to exhibitors on a more effective and
economical basis and at less cost to the producer than ever before in the history of motion pictures.
Prominent among the men interested in the
new company are the following:
G. R. Ringo, president and director, a wealthy resident of Hollywood.
W. F. Wood, vice-president and general
manager, identified with organization and sales
promotion work in Hollywood from 1911 to
date. He was formerly president of the Wood
Electric and Manufacturing Company, manufacturers of stationary and automobile engines
and racing automobiles. He is also experienced in editorial work and criticism of stage
and picture productions. In 1914 he was one
of the organizers of National Film Company
and its first business manager. He served as
vice-president and general manager of J. Warren Kerrigan Productions, Incorporated, for
three years. This experience impressed him
with the necessity of a new system of distribution for pictures and led to the formation
of the new corporation.
R. E. Ellwood, secretary and director of
sales, is a young man, formerly secretary and
director of sales of Vesuvius Crucible Company of Pittsburgh. He retired from active
business several years ago and has devoted his
attention to personal investments.
Frederick G. Leonard, treasurer and director, has been a resident of Los Angeles and
Hollywood thirty-five years. He is treasurer
and director of Guaranty Building and Loan
Association ; vice-president and director of
North American Bond and Mortgage Company; and owner of "Leonard's," Hollywood,
nationally known among artists and art critics. He is a charter member (one of seven)
of Los Angeles Music and Art Association,
which proposes to erect a building at a cost
of several million dollars, to be the nucleus
of a music and art center for this city. He
is also a director of Hollywood Business Men's
Club. He is a member of Los Angeles Playground Department and president of the Board
of Playground Commissioners. He is now
serving his third term on the Playground
Commission, . having been appointed by three
successive mayors.
C. J. Shepherd, director, is a financial authority known to banks and bankers throughout the entire Pacific Coast region.
Orville L. Routt, director, is a director of
Guarantee Building and Loan Association and
of North American Bond and Mortgage Company. He is president and owner of Plastoid
Products and president Pioneer Lumber Company. He has been a resident of Hollywood
many years.
C. R. Stuart, who will direct advertising and
publicity for the U. P. D., is one of the best
known men in this line on the Coast. He has
international standing, especially in connection
with financial advertising. He is a student,
critic and all round enthusiast concerning motion pictures.
As stated by Vice-President and General
Manager Wood, the main purpose of the organizers of the United Producers and Distributors, Incorporated, is to provide a means of
bringing together in one efficient working unit,
the interests of producer, distributor and exhibitor, and as a logical sequence, promoting
the best interests of the motion picture public.
"Heretofore," said Wood, "the interests of
producers and exhibitors have been considered

Approval

only to a minor extent and those of the general public have been totally ignored. We propose to afford an opportunity for producers of
live, clean, entertaining pictures to present
those pictures to the public on a basis profitable to both producer and exhibitor and beneficial to the industry as a whole. We propose
to assist in every way those producers who
need our help in producing and selling pictures
which meet our standard of intellectual appeal,
entertainment and moral cleanness.
"I am convinced that more than nine-tenths
of the American people are moral thinking
people who prefer the finer, better things in
pictures as in other phases of life. Statistics
show that eighty per cent of motion picture
audiences are composed of women and young
people. It is generally stated and freely admitted that the motion picture screen is the
greatest educational medium of today. Therefore, it is of prime importance that pictures
be presented that are free from gross, offensive and immoral conceptions of sex appeal and
incitation to crime of various sorts.
"Even a casual survey of literature," continued Wood, "shows that the books which
have attained greatest popularity and those
which have endured longest, have expressed
high ideals of life, while dealing with life as
it is. The same holds true of music, art and
the drama. I believe the example we shall set
will result in raising the general tone of the
industry, making motion pictures more popular and advancing the interests of all engaged
recent trip throughout the country,
in Inthea business."
Wood interviewed over three hundred people,
mostly exhibitors, all of whom are in a position to know what the public demands and will
support in the way of motion pictures. The
result of these interviews was practically
unanimous confirmation of the opinions held by
the officers of the new corporation and the desirability of such a means of promoting higher
standards and greater popularity in the presentation of pictures on the screen.

Gene Hersholt, Goldwyn character actor,
who will be seen in von Stroheim's "Greed,"
which
been adapted
from the
"McTeague."
Mr. has
Hersholt
is probably
best known
portrayer of difficult character interpretations
in the profession today, and many eyes are
eagerly awaiting a treat, said to be in store for
them, when his latest offering is previewed.
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Is Selected
Griffith—

"America"
"America" is the title selected
or D. W. Griffith's Revolutionary
ilm, which he is preparing to
nake at the suggestion of the
Daughters of the American Revoution. This is the first instance
vhere a film has been requested
lirectly by a public organization.
The title was selected after a
Doll of six universities, six grade
ichools, six clubs, and six sportng places where slang is most
jrevalent, including a prize-fightr's camp, a race track, a pool
■oom, a dance hall and a boy's
playground.
More than ninety per cent of
:he votes were for "America,"
with "The Spirit of Seventy-Six"
i heavy second choice. Brevity,
vividness and comprehension were
he standards by which all the reurns were judged.
The several hundred people who
selected the title, have been incited to take parts in the big battle and other group scenes, of
which there will be many, in the
Sim.
NEW

COMEDIAN

ARRIVES

A new comedy star has made his
appearance
on funsters
screenland'shadhorizon
and all other
best
watch their step. Byron Shrader
s his name and Spokane, Wash.,
his home. With his father a designer and his mother a well known
concert singer in the east, it was
but natural that Byron should
early exhibit decided artistic ability. Starting as a cartoonist for
fthe Spokesman-Review, young
JShrader turned to the making of
animated cartoons for the Alexander Film Co., the largest advertising motion picture company in
the world. After working there
a few years, he became interested
in the designing of sets and art
titles for the Palco Comedies. A
position as assistant director followed, and then came his screen
success as comedy star in the following plays : "Moonshine Madness," "Good Morning, Judge,"
and "Knock 'Em Cold."
AIMS TO BE LIKE DAD
Although by nature one of the
imost serious young chaps you
I would want to meet, King Evers,
who recently placed his name on
the dotted line at Warner Bros,
for a part in "Daddies," has aspirations to be a comedy king. Possibly this is an inherited desire,
since his father is one of the best
known funsters on the silversheet.

J
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Exhibitor Has a Clever Advertising Medium
An accident insurance policy is- The feature .stipulation of the docwas cleverly retained to
sued with every ticket of admis- the finalument
clause,
thereby augmentsion ;that was the stunt employed
ing the interest and suspense that
by the Hippodrome at York, Pa., the policy would naturally hold for
during its engagement of the Har- its reader. The final clauses revealed the important contingencies
old Lloyd feature comedy, "Safety
Last." The policy indemnified the upon which the payment of the inholder in the sum of $50. The undemnity depended. It was expressly stipulated at this point
usual practice of a theatre insuring every member of its audience that "This policy is hereby limited
against accident excited wide- to cover only the accidental cracking of a rib, directly and solely
spread and profitable comment.
Despite the apparent financial risk from laughter while viewing the
assumed by the Hippodrome, its cinema, Harold Lloyd, in 'Safety
chance of sustaining any loss, un- Last,' as above stated, anything
der the plan followed, was prac- herein to the contrary notwithtical y nil.
In its formal and legal phases
The Hippodrome completed its
run without any casualties other
the document was a bona-fide pol- standing."
icy, bearing the organizational in- than temporary attacks of incipient hysteria on the part of its
scription of the Maryland Casualty Company on its face, and was woman patrons.
Another effective stunt designed
issued by a local bond insurance
agency, which co-operated with exclusively for the ladies was the
the Hippodrome in staging the presentation to the woman patrons
stunt. Nothing of the formal or of the Hippodrome of a sealed enlegal elements, commonly associvelope, across the face of which
ated with documents of this kind,
was printed, "Contents for Ladies
was omitted that would lend an Only."
The enclosures comprised
impressive note to the arrange- a safety pin, attached to a card on
ment, even the signatures of the
which forappeared
president and the secretary of the This
Safety the
Firstadvice,
When "Use
You
casualty company being duly re- Laugh and Roar at Harold
corded in their - proper places in Lloyd in 'Safety Last' " and a
the document.
dainty handkerchief, which the
The policy was so drafted as to feminine members of the audience
afford a maximum of publicity for were recommended to use in drying their tears of laughter.
the theatre and "Safety Last."
Producers

Cable

Literary fiction classics of
France are to be transferred to
the screen by a newly organized
motion picture producing concern
in Paris, according to Wallace
Worsley, who filmed "The Hunchbackversal
of Notre
Uniand who Dame"
recently for
received
a cablegram from the Parisian
film magnates inviting him to come
to the French metropolis to head
the directorial department of the
concern.
It was through a suggestion
made by M. Henri Feraud, representative ofthe new syndicate, who
recently viewed the screen version
of the Victor Hugo classic at its
New York premiere, that Worsley was selected as the logical
man to head the directorial staff
of the French producing company.
Worsley now has the proffered
contract under consideration, together with two or three other
flattering offers tendered by
American producers.
"Les Miserables," which has
been filmed in this country in the
early days of the picture industry,
will be the first subject to be picturized by the French syndicate.
American actors will head the cast
that will
great
novelinterpret
for the Victor
screen.Hugo's
They
will be supported by some of
France's most brilliant stage art-

Worsley

An

Offer

ists, according to the message received by Worsley, and it is anticipated that the initial production
of the foreign concern will be distributed byone of the leading film
marketing
ted States. companies of the UniWorsley is undecided as to
whether to accept the offer of the
French syndicate or to remain in
Los Angeles. In the meantime, he
is reading a number of original
stories with the idea of making
his own productions here at some
future date.
"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame,"
Worsley's
achievement,
is nowgreatest
being screen
given
its premiere in New York, Boston and Pittsburgh simultaneously
and the famed director is being
fairly deluged with congratulatory
letters from prominent citizens

Blanche

Sweet

Signs With
Metro
Following her characterization
of "Anna Christie" and on her
first anniversary in films following an absence of several years,
Blanche Sweet signed a contract
with Metro to play the leading
role in Alan Holubar's "The HuIt was just a year ago last Fridayman that
Mill."the public saw Miss
Sweet's first appearance on the

screen after several years' absence
due to illness, in "Quincy Adams
Sawyer,"to athe
Metro
film.Miss
SinceSweet
her
return
screen
has portrayed a number of characters that stand out in film annals. Among the productions in
which she has resumed her place
in filmdom are "In the Palace of
the King" for Goldwyn, "The
Meanest Man in the World" for
Lesser and "Anna Christie" for
Ince.
"The Human Mill," in which
Miss Sweet will play the lead
under Mr. Holubar's direction, is
an adaptation from John Trotwood Moore's "The Bishop of
Cottontown." Eve Unsell is responsible for the scenario.
Mr. Holubar, accompanied by a
company of fifteen, left recently
for Nashville, Penn., where a number of exteriors will be staged.
Upon his return Miss Sweet will
again
banner. appear under the Metro
The signing of the contract by
Miss Sweet was made an occasion
at the Metro studio, where all department heads welcomed her back
to the fold and showered her with
congratulations
on reappeared
her achieve-in
ments since she
films under the Metro management.andJosephother
Engle,executives
Milton Hoff-of
man
Metro, together with a number of
Metro stars, welcomed Miss Sweet
back to the plant with a luncheon
at the studio.
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Is to Join

Producers'
Ranks
J. Anthony Bruno, popular Hollywood photographer, is about to
enter the producing field and is
at present organizing the "Bruno
Productions,"
a company
which
has
at the helm
some prominent
Italian business men of Los Angeles and Hollywood.
The company intends to make
only high class feature pictures.
Upon completion of organization
plans the entire company will leave
for Italy, where work will be
started at once upon their first
production, a beautiful Italian romance. The story was written by
James Talbot Gibney, noted author, cinematographer and worldtraveler, whose cinematographic
experience has extended over a
period of eleven years and in as
many different countries. He will
personally supervise the entire
production.
Mr. Bruno, when interviewed at
the offices of the "Bruno ProducBoulevard,tions,"
stated 6412
thatHollywood
Mr. Joe Gonyea,
who gained wide experience as
production manager to the Paul
Gerson Productions, the Dan
Mason Productions, and others,
had allied himself with the Bruno
Productions in a similar capacity
and that Reggie Morelli, who has
just completed his work in the role
of Robert Lincoln, son of the
president, in "The Life of Abraham Lincoln,"
is being
considered
for one
of thefavorably
leading
roles.
While in Europe, the company
will make a special trip to Egypt
to make exteriors for their second
feature, which it is planned will
be one of the most remarkable
stories ever filmed. The company
will then return to America to
cut, edit and release.
In view of the failure in the
past of a number of so-called independent producing companies to
make good their promises, Mr.
Bruno states that his entire plans
will bear the closest scrutiny and
that he will ask for the endorsement of the Hollywood Chamber
of Commerce and other civic organizations.
TURPIN TAKES POISON
Ben Turpin, zigzagged eyed
comedian, startled the players on
adjoining sets at the Mack Sennett studios recently, when they
heard him yell at the top of his
voice that he had taken poison and
was dying. Irene Lentz, his leading woman, joined in with the
crying actor and, wringing her
hands, pleaded that someone rush
help to the suffering comique.
Of course no one would admit
when they returned to their work,
that Ben had fooled them into believing he was actually in agony,
preferring to say they had just
come over to see him put his stuff
across, in his new comedy special,
"Ten Dollars or Ten Days," under
Del Lord's direction.

Proposes a Studio
Upon his return to California
from New York in the near future, James Morrison, featured
player in many recent film successes, is seriously contemplating
heading a movement for the erection of a home for friendless boys
and young men who come to Hollywood each year in search of employment at the picture studios.
The film capital already maintains a home for girls and young
women who seek a place in the
movie world, and as there are almost as many of the opposite sex
invading Hollywood studios annually, Morrison believes that
there is urgent need for such an
institution as he proposes.
peoplesexdoare not
realize
that"Many
the male
confronted
with as many temptations, if not
more, when they find themselves
Star's Recovery
Welcome
News

Is

James Kirkwood, Goldwyn player, who was severely injured four
weeks ago when he was thrown
from his horse in the Beverly
Hills riding ring, left his bed for
the first time last week. With his
pretty wife, known professionally
as Lila Lee, he visited the Goldwyn studios at Culver City.
At the time of his injury he
was playing the leading role in
King
Oranges."of
BecauseVidor's
of the "Wild
serious nature
his injury it was deemed advisable
to place Frank Mayo in the part
which Kirkwood had been playing. Physicians kept the fact
from him, and it was not until
yesterday that he learned another
had been selected.
Kirkwood's rapid recovery is
considered remarkable in medica'
circles. Very few persons have
been known to recover from a
basal fracture of the skull. It
will be several weeks before the
injured actor has regained his
strength sufficiently to resume his
work.
Max Graf, supervising director
of the Graf Productions, is responsible for another dog-star-tobe. While his "Half-a-Dollar
Bill" was under production at San
Mateo, Mr. Graf, as he passed a
corner in the heart of San Francisco, was attracted to the antics
of a dog seated in a taxicab.
With a pipe in its mouth, the dog,
which belonged to the taxicab
driver, went through a repertoire
of Ernst Lubitsch, now in charge
terested that he talked with the
owner and placed the dog under
contract
for of
the the
picture.
is
the name
new "Irish"
screen
"find," who came off with flying
colors and was so brilliant at taking direction that the taxicab driver is now arranging his affairs
and will come to Hollywood to
enter the animal permanently in
pictures, where he will be groomed
for stardom.

Club

For

Men

stranded, as are girls, and I sincerely hope that a way can be
found to take care of the young
men who are not fortunate in their
effort to get into pictures and
salary. who make an inadequate
those
"Immediately upon my return
to Hollywood, I hope to interest
the producers and directors in a
campaign
erection
maintenancefor
of atheStudio
Club and
for
Men, and I am sure that every
actor who has had the struggle
that the average man has had, in
his effort to get ahead in the cinema world, will back the project,"
said Morrison.
Morrison recently completed
work in Vitagraph's production of
"On
of in
the and
Wabash,"
whichthewasBanks
filmed
about
New York.
Woods

CAMERA

I

Studio

Is

News Section

Will

Edit

Pickford
Film
Frank E. Woods, the man who
wrote the first motion picture continuity and who served for more
than four years with D. W. Griffith as his chief editor and supervisor, has been engaged for the
Jack Pickford Company to edit
and supervise Jack's present production, "Valley of the Wolf," it
has been announced at the Pickford-Fairbanks
studios in Hollywood.
Woods, who is the head of the
Associated Authors, Inc., has his
own production. "Richard, the
Lion Hearted" running in New
York City at the present time.
Between
productions
ated Authors,
Woods for
foundAssocitime
to work on other productions and
agreed to aid Jack on his story of
the Kentucky highlands. After
leaving the Griffith organization,
Woods was with the Famous
Players- Lasky Corporation for
five years as chief supervisor and
editor. It is said in motiqn picture circles that more productions
of quality were produced during
Woods' regime than during any
other time in the history of the
studio.
The writer will be with the
young star until the production is
completely finished and ready for
release through the Allied Distributors and Producers' Corporation.
Theodor von Eltz. looking
through a trunkful of things that
have just arrived from the East,
came across the script of the Belasco production of "Tiger Rose"
and
the role
of "Bruce
Norton,"he
opposite
Lenore
Ulric, which
doubtless would have played on
the speaking stage, when the war
interrupted. Mr. von Eltz played
in the same role in the recently
completed screen production of the
Warner Brothers with Miss Ulric,
star.

Waldorf

To Move
Soon
Another Hollywood motion picture studio will move to larger
quarters just as soon as a suitable location is definitely settled
upon. This time it is the Waldorf Studios, located at Sunset
Boulevard and Gower street, that
has outgrown its housing accommodations, according to Harry
Cohn, general manager and supervising director of the concern.
Among the three locations for
the new Waldorf Studios now under consideration by the company
officials is a large parcel of land
between Universal City and the
city of Lankershim and but a
short distanee from Lankershim
Boulevard. This site is ideal for
a studio, according to Cohn, because of its accessibility, native
beauty and proximity to Hollywood. Also the territory surrounding the proposed studio location has been subdivided into
homcsites so that employes of the
new plant would be enabled to secure a home at moderate cost
within easy walking distance of
their work.
Plans are now being drawn for
the new studio buildings and the
Spanish style of architecture will
prevail. All of the buildings will
be finished in waterproof stucco
and the three mammoth stages
which will house the various Waldorf units, will be inclosed.
Other buildings incorporated in
present plans
a large
laboratory, threeinclude
separate
dressing
room bungalows, an administration
building, a carpenter and electrical
shop and a property plant. The
total cost of construction will exceed $750,000, it is said.
The Waldorf Studios have long
been producing motion picture feature productions for distribution
through the offices of the C.B.C.
Corporation, a large film exchange
chain of which Harry Cohn, general manager of the Waldorf Studios, is an official. Some of the
more recent releases of this concern arc "Yesterday's Wife,
"Forgive and Forget," an all-star
special, and "The Marriage MarIt istions anticipated
that negotiawill be concluded
for the
Lankershim property now under
consideration within the next ten
days and if
deal isimmediately.
made, constructionthe
will follow
TRAPPER

ENTERS FILMS

Actors have been drawn from
every paper,
profession
life —factory,
newsstorein and
ket." literary,
but it was
left to Reginald Burton
to come from the life of a young
trapperdian inforests
thetofastnesses
of Canastage sets
and
Kleig lights in Hollywood. H«
frank, open countenance
to-it-ivencss
in making and
the stickdaily
rounds of the Hollywood studios
obtained for him his first engagement with Lasky's "Stephen Steps
Out," starring Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., shortly after his arrival.
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From

Water

Beautiful Lillian Rich, leading
dy for the Strongheart cominy, is a real heroine as well as
ing a reel heroine.
While the company, under the
rection of Laurence Trimble,
ere filming exterior scenes in
e Canadian Rockies on the banks
the Bow River for their latest
lotoplay, "The Love Master,"
!iss Rich saved the cameraman
om serious injury if not posble death.
Director Trimble had just inirmed Miss Rich that they
mid not work on account of the
w temperature making it im>ssible to operate the cameras.
was then forty-six below zero.
ie decided to practice skiing.
Cameraman Glen Ganno, seeing
:r poised gracefully on a high emajfcment, asked her to "hold it
4 a still." To pose the picture
the best advantage, it was necsary for him to go out on the
A sudden cold spell will always
use a river, if frozen over, to
cede. There sometimes remains
it a thin crust of ice on the surce. This happened to be the
se.
So when Ganno stepped on the
pposedly solid river, he broke
rough and dropped into the cold
ishing waters underneath.
Miss Rich saw the accident and
mediately lunged down the steep
uff and out onto the river,
uickly kicking of? her skiis, she
aced them across the hole in the
e, making a bridge for Ganno to
awl out upon.
The clever leading lady had done
1 of this before the other mem:rs of the company could reach
e helpless man. Ganno was
istily wrapped in warm blankets,
it not soon enough. His clothes
lere frozen stiff upon him, and he
las unable to walk. Miss Rich
tain came to the rescue. She scored her dog team, Ganno was
Ited in, and then she drove the
alf frozen man full speed to the
krongheart camp, some five miles
Ivay.
"Thetheylittle
Virginia
wonder"littleis
hat
called
the talented
:tress, Lillian May, when she first
tw the light of day as a pound
id one-half baby. The caliber of
St screen work lately has been
ich that the day is not far dis,nt when this particular phrase
ill be applied to the charming
ttle blonde actress again. Allough only 14, she has been on
ie stage and screen since three
;ars of age. Her artistic porayal as the half sister of Lin)ln in "The Romance of Abraim Lincoln" has thus far been
ie biggest opportunity she has had
l» show the histrionic ability she
iherits from a talented mother.
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New Face Scores In Cruze Film
directed by the famous cartoonist,
America likes him.
Mayer. career has been singuIndeed, it is enthusiastically wel- HyArthur's
coming George K. Arthur, the
larly entwined with Hollywood.
young English actor, who makes Harold Shaw, brother-in-law of
his American film debut as Lem,
in "Hollywood," as a new comedian— a type which promises great
things.
Mr. Arthur is the idol of picture fans in England and the Continent, where he first flashed into
favor in the title role of the film
version of H. G. Wells' great
novel, "Kipps." So thoroughly
did the actor imbibe the spirit of
his character that he won the
sobriquet,
"Kipps," from the admiring public.
Following a suggestion from
Charles Chaplin, whom he met in
London, that more opportunities
lay in Hollywood, Mr. Arthur
gave up his established European
fame and came to California. The
second day after his arrival in the
movie capital, he was at work before the camera with Jack Gilbert, and before that picture was
completed had been signed to play
in James Cruze's production,
"Hollywood." Since his success
as the romantic Lem, the actor was
selected by Carl Laemmle of Universal to star in twelve pictures

Viola Dana, directed his first three
films with
Edna opposite.
Flugrath, HeViola's
sister,
playing
also
played the lead with Mae Marsh
in her two English pictures.
His success is assured, for besides his ability as an actor, he is
a jolly, likeable chap, who wins
friends as easily as he wins film
fans.

A Prominent

Von

Cast

Stroheim
Cast

and

Fight

Wilson's
Offering
For

Fires

Featured in Mabel Forrest's first
starring vehicle for Grand-Asher,
"The Satin Girl," is Norman
Kerry, whose record as a leading
man and star in numerous productions is an enviable one.
Mr. Kerry played big roles in
"The Hunchback," "Merry-GoRound," "The Acquittal," etc., and
not so long ago was in England
making a picture. He is regarded
as one of the best actors and finest appearing men on the screen.
In "The Satin Girl," which is
by Adam Hull Shirk, adapted by
Arthur Statter and Geo. Plympton, Kerry plays the part of a
young physician and criminologist,
who falls in love with the mysterious Lenore Vance, surrounding
whom is a dark mystery which is
solved at the end.
Marc MacDermott has a striking character role of an old recluse, chemist and scientist ; Clarence Burton is a detective ; Florence Lawrence — yes, the original
Florence — is a young woman of
romantic ideas and Reed House,
recently added to the cast, is a
youth with Sherlockian tendencies
and hay fever. William H. Turner is a queer old miser and Kate
Lester a society woman whose
jewels are stolen early in the story.
Arthur Rosson is director and
it is a Ben Wilson production.

That Erich von Stroheim and
his company may stop fighting
forest fires and continue with picture making within the next few
days is the message just received
at the Goldwyn studios from the
company, which is on location at
Colfax, California.
The wire states :
"Men are working two shifts
fighting fires. Marshall called for
more men for both shifts and
many worked for two shifts withoutmansleep.
Eva Bassette,
wowho went
to DeathonlyValley
with company volunteered services and helped fight fires until
she collapsed, then watched all
night from top of mountain to
warn camp in case fire advanced
more
rapidly sent
into messages
danger ground."
Marshall
to inform von Stroheim he thought all
men had fire under control and
unless wind changed would be out
of danger tomorrow. If this is
true it means saving of many miles
of forest fires and also company
camp at Big Dipper mine, where
we are due to work.
"Von Stroheim and company
thought this location would be wel
come relief after Death Valley
trip,
stepped took
into more
grief."
VonbutStroheim
his company
to the Big Dipper mine to make
final scenes for "Greed," his screen
version brated
of novelFrank
Norris'
celeof San
Francisco,
"McTcague."

Jackie
His

Outwits
Fond

Tutor
The ingenious tales concocted
by a youth of the tender age of
eight years when seeking to evade
his lessons are well-known to every household possessing a boy of
that age. While Jackie Coogan
is endowed with a particular genius in the art of pantomime, he
is no different from other normal,
healthy boys of his age in respect to playing
"hookey"
consequently
he is the
bane of and
his
tutor's existence.
When Jackie feels the urge to
go swimming he can put over a
selling talk which is as logical
and plausible as one coming from
a person three times his age. An
amusing incident in this connection occurred during the filming
of his new picture, "Long Live
the King." On that particular
day Jackie had convinced his tutor
that he should have an extra day
of vacation that week, and went
to the studios jubilant over the
fact that reading, writing and
Yithmetic were taboo, at least for
another twenty- four hours. When
the starlet reached his set he found,
much to his surprise, a schoolroom sequence ready for filming
and thought of course he was being "framed." Ever ready to meet
the most intricate situations, he addressed his director and tutor :
"Here's a proposition for you !
Let's use my regular lessons in
this scene and then I can have
tomorrow instead of today off."
So Jackie
put his
talents into play
and pantomimic
killed the two
proverbial birds with one stone,
and the next day went swimming.
LLOYD
TURNS ACTOR
When which
the he
script
for "Black
Oxen,"
is making
as his
independent production, required a
Packard car with Clara Bow and
six youthful merrymakers in it, to
crash into a taxicab carrying
Conway Tearle, Frank Lloyd, producer-director, tomake sure that
the scene possessed the greatest
possible thrill when it was filmed,
donned
a chauffeur's
cap and
and drove
the Packard
into coat
the
scene at forty miles an hour himself.The cross-roads had been carefully prepared with crude oil,
liquid soap and water, previously,
and when Mr. Lloyd and the taxicab driver attempted to pass each
other, both cars skidded, the taxicab crashing into a street light
and breaking it off clean, the
Packard, after making a complete
circle, bumped into some planks
that were a safeguard in front of
a street excavation eight feet deep
and six feet wide.
Outside of a badly sprained
wrist suffered by Mr. Lloyd when
it took all of his strength to keep
the big Packard from toppling
over, no one was hurt, and the
scene
tions. registered above expecta-
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Popular
Actor
Returns to
Metro
Milton Sills, recognized as one
of the screen's leading portrayers
of virile roles, is renewing a
friendship of three years' standing as he appears opposite Viola
Dana in "Angel Face Molly," Tom
J. Hopkins' adaptation of Fred
Kennedy Myton's story which
Oscar Apfel will direct.
Mr. Sills played the leading male
role in the little star's "Dangerous
to Men" three years ago. Since
that time he has enhanced his
standing as a motion picture actor
by virtue of his work in "The
Spoilers," "Adam's Rib," "Behold My Wife" "The Isle of Lost
Ships," "Skin Deep," "The Great
Moment," and "The Forgotten
Law." pletedMr.
Sills recently
coman engagement
in Maurice
Tourneur's
"Jealous
Fools."Sills as
The signing
of Milton
one of the players of "Angel Face
Molly" is in continuance of the
policy outlined some time ago by
Milton E. Hoffman, Metro production manager, of surrounding
Miss Dana with casts of all-star
caliber.
Efforts have been made at various times since Mr. Sills appeared
opposite the tiny Metro player in
"Dangerous to Men" to cast them
together in another picture, but
until the present instance, prior
engagements, stories lacking a
suitable role for Mr. Sills or other
difficulties have interfered.
Floyce Brown, well known funster, recently completed a four
weeks' engagement with the Vitagraph Company in producing the
"Man From Brodney's." Miss
Brown has played over 100 different characterizations since entering pictures and was the first
screen mother of the child star,
Mickey McBann.
Al St. John moved from comedy
to tragedy so fast the other day
that he brought tears of terror to
the eyes of a sixteen-year-old boy.
The caryoungster
saw Fox
St. studio.
John's
huge
outside the
The temptation to joy ride was too
great.it.He St.justJohn
couldn't
resist.
He
took
missed
the car
and was telephoning the police
when a phone call to him said the
car was parked in front of a well
known Hollywood cafe and occupied by a youngster.
"Grab him," was the word that
went back over the phone. Then
St. John and several of the men
from the studio rushed to where
the siezed youth was trying to explain that it was just a prank.
St. John simulated rage and desire for vengeance to such a perfect degree that the youngster
cried as he visioned a long jail
term. When the scare had gone
far enough he was turned loose
and admonished not to joy ride in
any more cars.
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Schertzinger Has Very Busy Season
He wrote the music score for
The motion picture industry has
often been referred to as "a bee- "Ashes of Vengeance" the spectacular new Norma Talmadge
hive of activity."
Such being the case, Victor feature.
He wrote three original stories
Schertzinger may certainly be said
to be one of the busiest little bees for the screen, two of which he
therein.
directed himself and one of
During the past twelve months. which is to serve as a vehicle for
Mr. Schertzinger has to his credit one of the best known stars on
the screen.
the following accomplishments :
He wrote the music score for
He composed the music score
"Robin Hood." "Just an Old Love for Fred Niblo's screen producSong," onepositions ofof
original
thisthescore,
has comsince which tion
isof "Captain
released byApplejack,"
Metro as
been published individually. More "Strangers of the Night."
than a million copies of this numHe wrote a farce comedy
ber have been sold and it has been
called
"Suite 16," which is to be
recorded by eight phonograph
produced on Broadway this seacompanies.
son.
He directed four productions
He arranged the music score for
for B. P. Schulberg.
"The Isle
of first
Vanishing
Men,"
He wrote "Marcheta" and which
is the
travel feature
"Adoley," the former being one of
the biggest of recent hits and the to be presented with such a special accompaniment.
latter, a new offering, promising
to equal it. ,
And he has recently finished diHe directed "The Man Next
recting Jackie Coogan in "Long
Door" for Vitagraph.
Live the King,"
He wrote two original violin production
and his Jackie's
first for biggest
Metro.
compositions which are being in- During the filming of "Long Live
cluded in the concert programs of the King," Mr. Schertzinger w'rote
Kreisler and Heifitz.
several original themes which were
orchestra
He wrote, directed and pro- played
and willbybe the
wovenstudio
into the
music
duced "The Kingdom Within" and score
he
is
now
completing.
"Dollar Devils."
Trip
a
First National Is Returns From
to Release

European

Output
Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is to distribute the
film output of Principal Pictures
Corporation.
The productions to reach the
screen through this medium include "The Meanest Man in the
World."
mous stageGeorge
success M.and Cohan's
the first faof
the Harold Bell Wright features,
"When a Man's a Man."
"The Meanest Man in the
World." which was made at the
United Studios, under the direction of Eddie Cline, boasts an allstar cast, headed by Bert Lytell,
Blanche Sweet, Bryant Washburn
and a dozen other players of note.
"When a Man's a Man" is one
of Harold Bell Wright's most
popular stories of the great outdoors. Its unusually talented cast
includes John Bowers, Marguerite
de la Motte and Robert Frazer.
With the completion of these
distributing arrangements Sol
Lesser, president of Principal Pictures,First
leaves for
Europeexecutives
to confer with
National
relative to foreign plans; Mike
Rosenberg, secretary, came to Los
Angeles, to start immediately on
the first Baby Peggy production
with the termination of her Universal contract, and Irving M.
Lesser, vice-president, remained
in New York to look after Eastern interests.
Naida Carle has been cast to
play Fancy Kate, an important
part in Wm. S. Hart's "Wild Bill
Hickok," at the Lasky studio.

!
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Denison Clift, the former Lasky
scenario writer and Fox director,
who left California three years ago
for a world tour, and who stopped over in London to achieve
great
famewillas return
England's
director,
to premier
Hollywood in November.
"A Woman of No Importance,"
"A Bill of Divorcement" and "This
Freedom,"
purchasedarebya William
Fox for $100,000,
few of
Clift's European achievements. He
has just completed a lavish production of "Mary, Queen of
Scots,"
and
spent months
France and inhasScotland,
using thein
Chateau of Chantilly, historic
Stirling Castle, Edinburgh Castle,
Hollywood Palace, Bamburgh,
Allington and Farnham Castles,
Loch Leven and Fotheringay as
backgrounds for historic dramatic
action. This picture is the most
ambitious ever made in England,
and London critics hail it as an
epoch-making success.
Clift also won distinction by being chosen by King George to photograph Princess Mary's wedding
presents
in St.
Palace,
London, upon
the James'
only occasion
that a cinema camera was ever allowed within the domain of the
Royal Palace. The film was
shown throughout the world.
Mr. Clift leaves London September 27th for Paris, Vienna,
Venice and Athens, and will travel
by way of Egypt, Palestine, India,
China and Japan to California,
thus
world. completing his tour of the

Independents Are
Making Rapid
Strides
A short time ago in an editorial
in this paper it was declared that
"the day of the independent producer isat hand," and after viewing "Let's Go," a Hercules Film
Co. offering, one can easily see the
truth in this statement.
The Hercules Film Co., a producing unit of local business men,
started work on this five-red
comedy drama, starring Jack
Polio, the well-known athlete and
nominee of the Olympic Roman
squad for 1924, and capably supported by Eva Novak, Joe Girard.
Dick Sutherland, Milburn Moraine and Billy Elmer.
It is a very fast, clean-cut
story, dealing with the regeneration of a weakling, more from the
physical aspect than the moral
and this characterization is capably handled by Polio. Joe Girard
as the Uncle who brought about
the change is a tower of strength,
while Eva Novak makes a very
pretty heroine and the little she
has to do is done satisfactorily.
Dick Sutherland
the as
"boss"
crook,
and Billy asElmer
die
pugilist, carry the heavy parts in
their own decisive manner, while
Milburn Morante furnishes the
comedy relief and gives a performance that equals any of die
cast. "Let's Go" is a clever, clean
picture of which Director Jack
Nelson got the utmost. The title
writer (no screen credit) deserves
a lot of credit, while the photography bydesired.
McManigal" was all that
could be
Such pictures as this offering
will find plenty of support from
the independent exhibitor.
GOTHAM-WARD FOR
YEARS IN VAIN
Ever since he made his propitious debut in motion pictures some
eight years ago, Lloyd Hughes has
yearned to pay New York City
the first visit of his young life,
and, at least a dozen times, he has I
been "all set" to board a train ]
bound for that great metropolis, I
but, invariably, a picture engagement has interfered with his plans )
at the last moment.
Last spring Mr. Hughes was
sure he would have the opportunity of setting
on then,
Gothamhe
soil and
when hefont
failed
was more sure than ever he would I
be able to arrange the trip during
the summer. Now summer if j
gone again and there is no chanc*
of his getting away from hi;
Hollywood studio activities long
enough to undertake the journej
this fall, nor is there much prospect during the forthcoming win
ter months, due to a great advancf
demand for his services as leading
man in leading screen productions
"Anyway, I am practically sun I
I will be able to make it there be
fore the remarks
next total
eclipse," Mry
Hughes
hopefully.
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TO COMEDY

Bert Roach is working on a
medy at Universal under the di:tion of Wm. Watson, who is
sisted by Wm. Holland. Bert
supported by a capable cast,
lich includes Brenda Lane, the
egfield Follies beauty. This is
; first comedy Roach has made
r some time, as his services were
eded in feature dramatic proctions.
Chester Bennett announces he
11 use only big human stories
th society backgrounds for Jane
ovak's new series of fine starig vehicles.
Fred Esmelton raced through an
ish
peasant
village in clothes,
a "flivver,"in
tired
in evening
Hines'
rhnny
Warner
Bros."Conductor 1492"
Ralph Lewis will play the feared role in an all-star produc>n, the title of which has not
en announced, before he stars in
other commercial hero feature,
follow "The Mail Man."
Spottiswoode Aitken has a big
iel scene with swords aboard a
ip in "Superstition," directed by
hn B. O'Brien.
Irvin Reiss has been appointed
lematographer
for Renalles,
c, and will have complete charge
that department.
;
Frank Whitson has signed a
ntract with the Premium Picre Corporation, of Portland,
regon, to play featured heavies,
id has left for Portland.
Montreal Lodge No. 56, B.P.O.
Iks, have entered into the contest
find a girl suitable to play the
hilar lead in Renalles, Inc., big
tature production, "The Elk's
poth."
NEGRI STARTS
on "My
Man,"
teProduction
Herbert work
Brenon
production,
tarring Pola Negri, will start at
ice at Paramount's West Coast
udio. Scheduled to start Sepmber 17, the picture was delayed
v last minute changes in some
ft the minor characters of the
pry.
Eve Unsoll wrote the screen
ersion of "My Man," by Andre
'icard, author of "Kiki."
WE DIVORCE,
TWENTY

CENTS

Rupert Hughes, who recently
pmpleted filming the Goldwyn
eature, "Law Against Law,"
rtiich deals with the divorce prob:m, discovered during his research
'ork while writing the story, that
divorce in Russia costs twenty
bnts.

i
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For the filming of his first production for the Warner Brothers,
Ernst Lubitsch, the famous European director, has selected an allstar cast to interpret the roles in
"The ingMarriage
Circle."
The leadfeminine roles
are played
by
Florence Vidor and Marie Prevost, with a supporting cast which
includes Adolph Menjou, Warner
Baxter, Creighton Hale, and
Harry Myers.
JASMINE TELLS ONE
Arthur Jasmine, who p!ays one
of the leading roles in "The Man
Who Forgave," the R. William
Neill production for Grand-Asher,
was telling tales to various members of the cast at the studio between scenes.
"Did you ever hear of the actor
who wished to gain admittance to
Heaven?" asked Jasmine.
"But actors never go to Heaven," replied Mildred Harris.
"Well, to get along with the
story, one screen
of Hollywood's
thought-of
actors waslittleapplying
to
St.
Peter
for
admittance in Heaven. St. Peter asks
of him, And what were you on
earth,
man a ?'movie
"
" 'Oh,myjust
actor,' replied the down-trodden Thespian.
" 'Well, come back in a week or
ten days,' said the good St. Peter."
PUNSTER FINISHES
Milbornc Morante has just finished a comedy character in the
Hercules Film- Company's production, featuring Eva Novak, supported by an all-star cast.
Nelson McDowell, popular
character actor, is back on the
Metro lot again, having been
signed to enact a role in "Angel
Face Molly," starring Viola Dana,
which will be filmed under the direction of Oscar
McDowell is one
of our Apfel.
most consistent
workers.
While enacting a scene aboard
the big three-masted schooner,
the
"Swallow,"Aitken
for "Supersition,"
Spottiswoode
was painfully
bitten on the ear by Martha Marshall's pet Cuban parrot. Aitken
was supposed
to grabofMiss
Marshall at the word
Director
John
O'Brien,
when the
scene
started,B. but
her parrot
objected;
hence the "bite" that kept Aitken
from having any close-ups made
for several days, owing to the
bandage.
The Darrell-Mounier Productions, Culver City, have completed
their five-reel picture entitled,
"Betsy Ann." The story features
a very much battered auto, around
which is woven a love story. The
company recently returned from
Lake Arrowhead, where a number
of scenes were taken.
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FLYNN WORKS

IN EAST

With Claire Windsor, Lew
Cody, Edmund Lowe, Mae Busch
and Raymond Griffith now in New
York, Emmett Flynn, the Goldwyn director, is expected to start
work immediately on the film version of Owen Davis' stage play,
"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak
Hobart Bosworth and Will
Walling also have been assigned
parts
in the feature, but will not
Model."
make the trip to New York. Interiors for the production will be
filmed at the Goldwyn studios in
Culver City when the director and
principals
of the company return
from the east.
-SCOOP-' GETS ASSISTANCE
The latest addition to William
S. Hart's staff at Lasky's is Robert E. Hewes, who becomes assistant to "Scoop" Conlon, director
of publicity. Hewes, who is well
known as a fiction and scenario
writer, was formerly with Rupert
Hughes' staff at the Goldwyn
studios.
BACK FROM

VACATION

Ralph Cummins, author of
screen and magazine Westerns,
packed his trusty typewriter and
took himself up to Wheeler's Hot
Springs to and
spendfinishing
the week-end
rusticating
a story.
But the lure of trout fishing was
too tempting and a tired writer is
now working overtime in his home
bungalow.
EXCUSE
Through
an error
"Casts
of the
Week,"in last
Phil week's
Dunbar was given credit due David
Dunbar.
Harry DeVere has returned to
the General Hospital for further
treatment after having been discharged only recently following
his , severe illness. Tough luck
Harry, but the concensus of opinion (whatever that is) of your
many friends is to the effect that
the last time you were too ambitious. Better take it easy this
time and stick it out until the Doc
says O.K.
Gene Klum, who recently finished playing the part of one of the
McCoys in Jack Pickford's forthcoming picture, "Valley of the
Wolf," is now enacting the role of
a gangster in Jack McDermott's
"Temporary
Marriage,"
which atis
being
filmed for
First National
the United Studios.
Buck Black has just finished
an important child part in Buck
Jones
picture "Big Dan," at the
Fox Studios.
Little Buck recently played a
similar part with the Hoffman
Productions at the Hollywood Studio.
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Louise Fazenda is reaping the
rewards, dear to an artist, in the
splendid tributes unanimously accorded to her by the New York
press upon her work in the Warner Brothers' "The Gold Digin which
played stage
the role
createdgers,"on
the she
speaking
by
Jobyna Howland. Her brilliant
pantomimic art receives the highest praise, all the critics agreeing
that her work is of stellar scope.
The Darrell-Mounier Productions Company are proud of the
fact that the company consists of
one hundred per cent ex-service
men. Bob Ramsay, the leading
man, served with the New Zealand forces, the production manager with the American army, the
technical director and the chief
carpenter served in the Canadian
army, and the remainder of the
staff were in different branches of
the United States army.
BE YOURSELF, EDWARD
Edward Burns, who plays a
leading to
partseveral
in "Superstition,"
talking
members of was
the
cast on present-day music. The
conversation became general when
Burns said that music was on the
uplift, even though the popular air
of the day was "Yes, We Have
even I write music,"
No"Why,
Bananas."
commented Burns. "I have written songs for opera and musical
comedy stars, for Mary Garden,
Tettrazini, Sophie Tucker, and
many others.
"They never sing them, but I
write them, just the same."
WOOD WILL CAST SOON
Sam mount
Wood,
of name,
Parapictures producer
bearing his
will soon
West
Coastreturn
studiototo Paramount's
begin work
at once on his forthcoming production,has
"The Next
No cast
been Corner."
definitely selected as yet for this production.
Wood recently completed the filming of Arthur Train's popular
story,
"His Children's
at
Paramount's
Eastern Children,"
studio.
Silversheet Found More Alluring
Than Big Tent
The fascination of the circus has
foundtor ina the
verysilversheet.
noteworthy So
competisays
William Duncan, former circus acrobat and vaudeville performer
who came to town some time last
Fall with the big tent and lingered
on. In fact, Duncan says he expects to linger amongst us for the
balance of his life. The fact that
he is a swimmer, dancer, fencer,
acrobat and one time prizefighter,
coupled with his stage experience
should make him a welcome addition to the film colony. Duncan
has appeared both on trie Keith
and Orpheum circuits.
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TRY THIS ONE
Motion pictuie makeup as a protection against mosquitoes is the
latest discovery.
Edward Maitindcl. on a weekend fishing trip, found himself beset with the little pests and had
no way of evading them. In despair, he put op. a regular screen
makeup, unusually heavy, and was
bothered no moic on the trip.
Ray Council, who for the past
nine months has been assistant to
Laurence Trimble, wno directs
Strongheart the wonder dog, has
been engaged as assistant production manager by First National
and has left Tnmble-Murfin Productions to take up Tits new duties.
Residents on Havenhurst Drive
in fashionable Hollywood were
given a real thrill trie other day
when what looked like a giant
wolf came loping down the street.
Women and cnildren fled to their
houses while some ot the more
agile took to friendly trees.
But the "wolf" kept right on
loping — looking neither to the left
or right. Th"e were frantic
'phone calls for
and fire
department,
but the
whenpolice
a detail
of
officers in a screeching auto
reached tiie scene, it was too late.
The "wolf" — "the largest wolf
they
had ever seen"
— hadlopedalready
been captured.
lie had
right
into the arms oi his owner, Laurence Trimble, at the Crescent laboratories, afew blocks distant. It
was Ali von Felsenmer, halfbrother
to the
heart. He
had wonder
been letdog.outStrongfor a
little exercise a'ul had decided to
visit his ownei at the laboratories.
Say Yes. a beautiful young Arab
which Director Laurence Trimble
is training for a horse picture at
some later date, togetner with
Dutch Lady, daughter of the famous racer, Deutchkmd, will be
shipped from Reno, Nevada, in a
short time to the Strongheart
ranch recently purchased by Trimble in the San Fernando Valley.
Trimble wishes to have Say Yes,
son of Sey Yid. where he can work
with him daily.
An elaborate cafe set, the most
pretentious yet u.'ed in the "Fighting Biood"
pictures
now studio,
Deing produced at the
Powers
has
just been completed for use in the
seventh story, to be known as "A
Comedy
part of oftheTerrors."
action ofThetiiegreater
story
takes place in this setting, so the
studio technical department received insructions to "fix it up
right." without
much
attention
to uV paying
expense soaccount.
romance
of George
O'Hara
andTheLouise
Lorraine,
who play
the
leading roles, j^-ogresses apace in
this- "round" of ihe series.
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CO-OPERATES ON
SE T SUCCESSF ULL V
Disproving traditions is a regular accomplishment with Winifred
Dunn,
scenario
editor at
Hollywood
studios.
ForMetro's
some
time, now, she has been the youngest writer of either sex to hold so
important a post at any of the
leading film studios; and she has
also enjoyed a reputation as one
of the busiest. Now she comes
forward shattering another wellhonored tradition in motion picture
circles : the wi iter shall be barred
from the set.
Film history relates the sad experience of aandnumber
of writers
prominent authors
scenario
who h«>ve tried to collaborate
with the director who is actually
filming their hi ain-children. Somehow or other, it never seems to
work
anybody's
That out
is, itto never
has satisfaction.
worked out
successfully before — but here is
Winifred Dunn working with Director victor Schertzinger right
on the ">tage where he is filming
his own story, "The Man Whom
Life Passed By, ' which Miss Dunn
adapted to the screen— and both of
them are pleased with the collaboration. Itis fairly astounding, for
such a successful collaboration has
heretofore
beenlielikesaw
the inlander's
remark when
his first
giraffe : "There ain't no such anMary Masalcs left for the east
imal." to enjoy a well earned rest
Friday,
with her parents and friends. Miss
Masales has been sojourning in
California for more tnan a year
and while here, has played bits
in some of the years greatest productions. She has been the inspiration of several pleasant parties
among iier friends and being an
expert horsewoman, has found the
bridle paths arcund So. California
exceedingly delightful. She will
return by way of the Panama
Canal.
Six mothers at 10 years of age.
Such is the accomplishment of a
freckle f;iced youngster, answering to the name of Julia Brown.
Julia
out butas
merelydoesn't
adoptswear
and them
discards
screen stories dictate. Thus far
the role call stands as follows :
Alberta Leigh. Florence Lee, Mrs.
Titus, Mrs. Madge Hunt, Fay
Tincher and Lydia Knott.
Julia is a little English girl who
isn't strong on looks but long on
acting. Her pa^t film associations
speak for themselves, having appeared with Reginald Denny in
"The Abysmal Brute," Bebe Dan"You Never
Can Hughes
Tell,"
Madgeiels inBellamy
in Rupert
play "Law Agamst Law," and in
"The Woman Thou Gavest Me."
H. E. Edington, business manager of the Goldwyn studios, is in
New York on business.
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SPLENDID HORSEMANSHIP
SAVES LIFE OF
COLIN CHASE
Only the splendid horsemanship
of Colin Chase saved his life when
two other horsimen collided with
the Arabian steed on which he was
riding while impersonating a young
sheik on the desert near Guadaloupe recently in the filming of
"The
Lightmobthatscene
Failed."
It was
in a big
depicting
the
encounter of the British soldiers
and the Indianc that two other
horsemen collided with the wellknown actor almost unseating him
through the terrific force of the
encounter. If Chase had not been
a goodman heathlete
wellbeen
as acrushed
horsewould a.;have
between the two horses and riders
but as it was fortunately escaped
with only a badly mauled leg. The
other
riders were both unseated in
the fray.

FORMER

This is the second time within
the course of a few weeks that
Chase has worked in desert scenes
at Guadaloupc, the former time
he took up his residence there it
was with De Mille in the "The
Chase will be remembered for
Commandments."
his splendid work as leading man
to such well-known stars as Lenore Ulric, Mary Miles Minter,
Vivian Martin and Gladvs Brockwell.

Youngster Has Screen Record
Although only six years of age,
Baby Jean Johnston has played
with
star ofpractically
filmland.every
She well-known
came from
San Francisco on advice of the
directors of the Belasco studios
and since her arrival has established an enviable record for one
so young. She has played wHh
Pola Negri in "The Cheat," Anita
Stewart in "The Love Piker,"
Norma Talmadge in "Rose of All
the World," Lloyd Hughes, in
"Children of the Dust," Lew Cody,
in "Law Again** Law," and Ahher film workin little
Jean finds
dree sides
Lafayette,
"Trilby."
Betime to act as model and take
dancing and swimming lessons.
FIRST LOVE ENSLAVES
YOUNG SCREEN ACTOR
True to his first love. That is
what the friends of Yale Boss are
saying about hiin these days with
his re-entry into screenland after
a lapse of five years which he spent
on Wall street.
In the dustry.
early
days ofopposite
the filmsuch
inVale played
well-known screen celebrities as
Viola Dana. Mary Fuller and
Gladys Hulette, when the Edison
Company was ii its glory. Since
his return to the camera, Boss
has played in "Vanity Fair" and
ll'ILLAT"Souls
BACKfor Sale.'"
Rupert Hughes

ACROBATS LEAD YOUNG-....
STEP. TO STARDOM
From acrobat to a screen star
tells the story of the phenomenal
success of one of screenland's
youngest
favori'.es
— Frankie
Darro at present
making
his feature
film, "Half a Dollar Bill," a Max
Graf production at the San Mateo
studios.
Although he is only six years
of age, Frankie appeared on the
vaudeville stage since he was able
to walk as his parents were internationally known acrobats.
When he was still too young to
work with them, the tremendous
applause that greeted him when
he appeared on the stage following the close
formanceofinducedhishisparents
fatherper-to
train the youngsters as soon as
he was able to understand orders.
Inheriting a naturally vivacious
temperament from French ancestors, coupled with an early developed alertness of mind through
acrobatic work. FYankie soon became the star, attraction of the
trio. It was while appearing on
a local stage that a producer seeing
Frankie induced him to forsake
the legitimate for the silent drama.
As he screened well, friends predicted a brilliant future for him
on the silver sheet. They were not
mistaken. One ( f his first successes was in Palmer's much talked
of initial production "Children of
the Storm." Other engagements of
larger
followed as
his
talent magnitude
became recognized
finally
leading to stardom in his present

INGENUE RETURNS TO SILVERSHEET
On again, off again. This
phrase might be truly be applied
to the charming young actress,
Mary Ruby, who three years ago
was featured with such wellknown actors as Myrtle Stedman
and William Farnum, until she
took a fling at matrimony and
believed that it had made her immune to the lure of the silversheet
forever afterwards. Although a
charming little Mary came in the
course of time to grace the new
home, the young mother found that
the yearning for the Klieg light
was not killed, but only temporarily overshadowed by the greater
light of happiness of a wife and
mother. Thus she returned to the
screenGirl
in Who
Viola Dared,"
Dana's andpicture
"The
says
she came back to stay.

Irvin Willat, who will direct the
next Zanc Grey production, "The
Heritage of the Desert," returned
from an extensive location hunting expedition into Utah, where it
is planned to film this Paramount
Bebe Daniels, Ernest Torrance
picture.
and Noah Beery have been named
as featured members of this cast
Walter McGrail is the latest addition announced by Jesse L.
pla>k>"Half a Dollar Bill."

AMER

A !

g Gold"
Flowin
Will Cast
Soon

Richard Walton Tully will folw "Trilby" with a screen adaption of Rex Beach's most rent sensational novel, "Flowing
old," toFirst
be distributed
Assoited
National byPictures,
c. The motion picture rights
this great story have been purased by Tully at a record price
d production will start soon.
"Flowing
Gold" will
first
jlly production
for be
thethescreen
it of a foreign atmosphere,
'he Masquerader" was an Engh drama ; "Omar, the Tentiker," a Persian romance;
'rilby," Latin
a love
story of the
irisian
quarter.
Due in part to the sensational
ccess of his most recent producjm,
after a officials,
conferenceit
th "Trilby,"
First National
is decided that henceforth Tully
ould enter upon a schedule of
ntinuous production for that
5tributing organization. The
st beoffering,
Gold,"
ill
followed"Flowing
immediately
by
ally's famous stage success, "The
of filming
Paradise."
rrd the
of thePreparations
latter are
ported under way.
When consulted today. Mr.
illy was extremely happy over
5 prospects.
"It
was only after
read
proximately
threeI had
hundred
jiys and books," he said, "that I
me upon 'Flowing
imediately
recognized Gold,'
it as and
the
ry story I was in search of.
j'ith
his customary
Is interwoven
tensepower,
drama,Beach
detious comedy and most excellent
Jaracterizations into what I Conner a real epic, and one of the
jry best novels of the decade.
]"I consider it a great privilege,"
t continued, "to be permitted to
joduce it for the screen. I inpd to give it as painstaking and
[curate a production as possible,
*d believe I am safe in stating
lat 'Flowing Gold' will be acjpted by the public with the same
Ithusiasm they have so kindly
[yen my most recent offering,
I(Trilby."
No choice of players for the
1st of the new production has yet
ken
made, within
but actual
ill begin
two "shooting"
or three
keks. Tully will write the scetrio, as for his previous plays.
DOUG, JR., EDITING
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is hav|g his first experience in watch|g the cutting and titling of a
lotion picture in which he is
jarred. "Stephen Steps Out," the
lirteen-year-old star's initial
Ireen venture which Joseph
jenabery directed, is now in the
htting rooms undergoing the
kual editing.
The story was
lapted from Richard Harding
[avis' "The Grand Cross of the
jrescent,"
Elf rid
Bingham.
alph Blockbyserves
as production
litor.
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Heavy Character is Much in Demand
then followed the role of the hated
George
ef- Von Strohm in "Hearts of the
forts can beSiegmann's
traced backearliest
to the old
World." Douglas Fairbanks saw
Biograph days, before such promi- in
him the re-incarnation of
nent lights as Mary Pickford,
James Kirkwood, Arthur Johnson,
Perthes in "The Three MusketHenry B. Walthall, Mack Sennett
eers,"summate
which resulted
a conperformance, inbreathing
and many others made their screen
debut.
spirit of Dumas' redoubtable guardsmen.
Today Siegmann can probably the very
In close order came the roles of
lay claim to more leading roles in
so-called super-productions than Saginaw in "A Connecticut Yanany other leading character man
King Arthur's Court" ; the
on the screen. Beginning with his brutalkee in Bill
Sykes in Jackie Cooremarkable portrayal of the mu- gan's "Oliver Twist" ; and Schani
latto, Lieut. Gov. Lynch, in "The Huber in "Merry-Go-Round,"
which recently attracted the attenBirth howofattracted
a Nation,"
has sometion of theatregoers locally.
towardshe himself
big
The role that is said to give
parts in the very biggest productions.
George Siegmann his greatest opportunity isone in which he has
Cyrus, the Persian King in
Griffith's "Intolerance," was re- just finished, the part of Danten,
lived by George Siegmann, and in Rex Ingram's "Scaramouche."
Carew

Selecting

Cast

to

a

Go

Helene

Abandons

Screen Work
Shortly

Abroad
Edwin Carewe, producer-director for Associated First National,
will soon sail from New York for
Algiers to film "A Son of the
Sahara," from the novel of Louise
Gerard. Carewe just recently
completed
"The Bad Man" for
First National.
He will be accompanied by
Finis Fox, his brother, and Adelaide Heilbron, who will prepare
the scenario.
Carewe is now selecting a cast,
which will exceed in calibre any
of the previous all-star casts he
has used.vemberThe
players
No1st with
the leave
technical
corps. Wallace Fox, assistant
director, will be in charge. Sol
Polito is chief cameraman, with
James Casey as assistant.
Headquarters are to be made at
Biskra, Algiers, a city located on
the border of the great Sahara,
and the place from which the railroad penetrates the farthest into
the desert. The company, numbering thirty, will be abroad two
months.
For several weeks Carewe has
been in conference with Captain
Corlett, resident of Algiers for
twenty-five years. Corlett will go
with the expedition as technical
advisor. Arrangements have already beer, made whereby 1,000
camels and 2,500 Arabian horses
can be obtained for the desert battle scenes.
Only the leading actors will be
taken along. Players for the
smaller parts will be picked up in
the principal cities of Europe. A
carload of lighting equipment is
now heading eastward.
Monte Clare the eleven-yearold actor,
artist's
model
for has
three been
days, an
during
his
rest between pictures. Bartholomew Maka, a Hungarian artist,
has painted Monte's picture as an
"Italian Waif." Monte, who is a
live wire, says it was too slow
work for him. He likes his screen
work much better.

Helene Chadwick popular Goldwyn star, is to retire from the
screen.
Upon conclusion of her present
contract with Goldwyn, Miss
Chadwick will forsake her movie
career to become a Los Angeles
realtor.
Miss Chadwick has dabbled in
real estate with such success that
she has decided the earnings of
even a movie star are as nothing
compared with what can be
achieved in Los Angeles real estate promotion.
Various women have become
leading factors in Los Angeles
real estate circles, it is pointed out
by Miss Chadwick. The actress
believes that with her business
training acquired prior to the time
she entered films, plus her recent
experience in local real estate
deals, she will be able to make a
place for herself in her new work.
"I believe that the real estate
business in Lqs Angeles and Hollywood offers the greatest opportunities available to anyone in
Southern California," said Miss
Chadwick. in discussing the matter. "While a motion picture
career is fascinating, I believe that
there are greater opportunities in
theMiss
realty
businesshashere."
Chadwick
been appearing under the Goldwyn banner for
a number of years with marked
success. She has been particularly
successful
tures and inhasRupert
becomeHughes'
known picas
the
girl," as ofa
result"Rupert
of her Hughes
characterizations
this
author's
leading
feminine
characters. Her most recent
film
for Hughes is "Law Against
Mildred and Bunny Davis are
home again, ready for work after
a two weeks' vacation in San
Francisco and Oakland, seeing all
Law."of interest.
points

Page Fifteen
A. P. C. President
Departs for
the East
Marcus Jacobowsky, president
of Associated Pictures Corporation, has left for Chicago, following a series of conferences with
Arthur H. Sawyer in connection
with the producing activities of
the Associated organization. During his stay in Los Angeles Mr.
Jacobowsky renewed many old
acquaintances in financial circles
here, and spent considerable time
with Marco Hellman. The Associatedtreasurer
presidentofwasCook
former
assistant
County,
Illinois, and is one of the prominent financial figures of that state.
He went East in company with
Richard A. Rowland, general manager of Associated First National,
and
a party
executive Circuit.
members
of the
First of National
M. C. LEVEE, AUTHOR!
The Writers' Club will have a
new member in the person of M.
C. Levee, president of the United
Studios and associated with Maurice Tourneur in the production of
First National pictures.
For some time it was understood around the United lot that
Mr. Tourneur was author of
"Jealous duction,
Fools,"
his the
newest
probut when
director
found this belief in print, he immediately took steps to uncover the
"Jealous
Fools"
modesty
of "M.
C." marks Mr.
Levee's first effort as an author
and despite a multitude of business
interests, "Mike" has written an
exceptional plot, according to those
who should know.
Mr. Levee, now that he is to be
established as an author, states he
has another story in work that will
soon find its way to the screen.
PLAYS THE SAME
CHARACTER

TWICE

"The most unobtrusive actor
in pictures" is the way friends and
co-workers speak of William Moran, who is slowly but surely gaining the recognition on the screen
that he earned for his artistic
work on the legitimate stage, his
latest triumph being his splendid
portrayal of the character of J.
Wilkes Booth in "The Life of
Lincoln," recently completed by Al
and ond
Raytime Rockett.
is the secMoran hasThis
portrayed
this
particular character on the screen,
the first time being in the Universal picture of "The Days of BufVictor Potel wires from San
Bill." he has commenced the
Diegofalo that
second leg of his motor trip into
Mexico. The entire peninsula of
Lower California will be circled
by Potel before his return to Hollywood, when he will undertake
the chief comedy role in a feature
production.
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Studios

For Week Starting Monday, Oct. I, 1923
Camera.' intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by
Director
Ass't Director
Cameraman
Scenarist
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton D earholt, Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Eddie Lyons Eddie Lyons Ramsey
Cooke
Collins
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn Ramsey
Cooke
Collins
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Rosson
All-Star Linden Stevens Geo. Carter Staff
Dearholt Productions.
Francis Ford Edmund Cobb AL Gosdcn W. McGaugh Blodgett
Neva Gerber Productions
Dick Hatton Neva Gerber Nobles
La Mece
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 I Fountain Ave.
BRONX STUDIO.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
H. & B. Film Co.
Bill
Beckway
Ail-Star
Tenor \V right
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
6912 Hollywood Blvd.
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.

reporting any error to Pulse Editor, Progreit
439-869
Type
Holly 3 1 3(
2-Reel Comedies
2-Reel Comedies'
"The Satin Girl"
5 Reel Western
"The 7th Sheriff"

Schedule
Schedule
4th Week
3rd Week
5th Week
598-14

"Tango Trails"

Jackson 190
Preparing
59357
Holly 009

Editing
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release). Win. Hyer
Al Herman All-Star
'The Detective"
Holly 407
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
1416 La Brea Ave.
439-76
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Nagy
EditingHolly 310
CHR ISTTE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
6 1 0 1 Sunset. C. H. Christie. Gen.
2-ReelMgr.
Comedy
3rd Week
Bobbie Vernon
AI Christie
Frank Conklin
linger man
2- Keel Comedy
( Jus Peterson
Neil Burns
Frank Conklin
Scott Sidney
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr.
Drexel 21 !■
Clarence ( ieldert
All Star
Joe Walker IluMetz
Johnson "Beyond the Veil"
Editing
Culver Citv 54
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr. 6529 Venice Blvd. Culver City.
Preparing
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General. Frederick Bond, Asst. Managing Director
Preparing
Frederick Bond All-Star
Start
"The Elk's Tooth"
Harry A. Swart "Purple Bath Tub"
Editing Culver Cit
Washington and Ince Blvds.,
DARRELL-MOUNIER STUDIO.
J. F. Mounter, Gen. Mg
Darrell-Mounier Productions
Darrell AllStar
Davie
Allen Davie
Margaret Darrell
"Betsy Ann"
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
598-16
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
6th
Week
Staff
Taurog
Neely Edwards
Meehan
Cullen
4th Week
Hihhard
Lige Conley
Corby
Sharpless
Novelty
Staff
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Novelty Juveniles)
Special
4th Week
Staff
Montgomery
All-Star
Stengler Linkoff
Preparing
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Staff
Pratt
Lloyd Hamilton
McGill
Dewar
v'omedlei
Holly 30C
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting. 1401 N. Western Ave. Fred Kiev, Studio Special
Mgr.
Mavo
Stock
Staff
Jas. TinlinK
Schedule
Sid Wagner
Comedies
Al St. John
Al St. John
Al St John
Ernest
S.
Depew
Schedule
Staff
llim Sunimervtlle Stock
Comedie»
Schedule
Arthur
J.VicA.Scheurich
Schmidt
■4th
Week
Comedies
BennyGoldCohn
Stolon"
Lew Brice
Erie Kenton
Schedule
Max
I). Kecfe
Don Lee
AllStar
Roland V. Lee
Geo.
Post
"Gentle
Julia"
Comedies
Schedule
F.arl Rodney
Kingling
N'oel Smith
Byrn Wagner
Ilauck
Staff
All Star
Comedies
Tom Buckingham
Sid
Schedule
Comedies
R.
Ten nut
Schedule
Mark Sanderich
Seitcr-Carruth
Chimpanzees
Staff
1st Week
Van Clark
Tom Mix
Lambert Hillycr
Manter
W.
Mayo
1st Week
Edmund Mortimer
Harrison
Jacobs
"Eyes
oo
the
F'orest"
Shirley
John
Gilbert
Magog
"The
Beast"
Fannie Hatton
1st Week
David Sullivan
J.Schnciderman
Short
Birnoudi-FFred
"Within the Tide"
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 263
Drexel
001
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
GOLD SEAL PRODUCTIONS.
A.
Mgr.
7405 Roseberry Av*
Hale Rosetti, Studio
Emile Greville
R. C. Hughes
Greville Hughes
"The Man From Thunder Gap"Preparing
Editing
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Production*.
(State Rights release).
Staff
Duke
Duke Worne
Worne All-Star
Wm. Fairbanks Roland
Rolland Price
Price A.
A. Tenbrook
Tenbrook
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Joe Rock Productions.
Bryant Washburn Productions.
Elliott Dexter in R. Wm. Neil Production.
Thornby-Newman Productions.
Robt Thornby
GOLOWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
All-Star
V on Srrohelm
Hen Reynolds
Eddie Sowders Mathis-VonStroheli
AllStar
King Vidor
John Boyle
James Dugan King Vidor
All-Star
Emmett
Flynn
Lucien Audriot
Ray Flynn Carey-Wilson
All Star
Alan Crosland
Jory Mescall Lynn Shores Carey Wilson

"Do It Now"
"The Doctor"

2nd Week
Holly 26<
Holly 016

'One Hour To Live"

2nd Week

"Greed"
"Wild Oranges"
"Nellie, the Cloak Model"
"Three Weeks"

9th Week
30th Week 76171
1st Week
1st Week

"Pulse of the Studios"
Director

Star

Cameraman

Ass't Director

Scenarist

Type
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Harold Llloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. Mgr.
Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd
Lundin
Bud Golden
"The Girl Expert"
Creative Productions.
Jack
O'Brien
All-Star
D.
Jennings
Cy
Clegg
Frank Beresford
"Supersition"
f. K. McDonald Productions.
Wm. Beaudine All-Star H. Thorpe Geo. Webster
"Misunderstood"
tenand Hoffman Productions.
Renaud Hoffman
All-Star Mackenzie Glen Belt
"Maud Muller"
osmopolitan Productions.
Paul Powell All-Star AI Seigler Geo. Berthelon Scholfield
"Mother McGinn"
Jeverley Productions.
J. P. McGowan All-Star Walter Griffin J. E. MacDonald
Phillip Hum
"The Whipping Boss"
Irving Productions. Jas. Dent, Prod. Mgr.
Dallas Fitzgerald
All-Star
Harold Shumate
"Dawn of Love"
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1 442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Bob Horner Geo. Chesebro Elmer Dyer
"The Isles of Paradise"
Zhmt. R. Seeling Productions.
(Ay won Walker
release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Chas. R. Seeling Larkin
Jeanne Poe
"Stop at Nothing"
NCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. The mas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
'aimer
ortlandPhotoplay
ProductionsProductions,
jTrimble-Murnn
Productions.
Donna Barrell
G. B. Dreyer
Laurence Trimble
Strongheart
Cyril Gardner
G. B. Dreyer
Donna Barrell
Laurence Trimble Strongheart
Cyril Gardner
\ssoc. Authors, Inc.
R. L. Selander
W. S. Van Dyke All-Star
T. Buchanan
Jos. Walker
Geo. Crone
Elmer
Harris
Lloyd Ingraham All-Star
Jos. Walker
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Bradley
King:
Edw.
Benshaw
Henry Sharpe
John Griffith Wray All-Star
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO. 1025 Lillian Way. Eddie Cline. Casting
f^ASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting. 1520 Vine St.
'■ramount Pictures (Famous Players Lasky Release.)
Dick Johnson
Jos. Henabery
Doug-.S.Fairbanks,
JrSaxon
Warren Dean
Dick Rush
Cliff Smith
Wm.
Hart
Pola Negri
Herb Brennon
J. G. Hawkes
H. Schwartz
Jos.
Wm. DeMille
All-Star
Geo. Hippard
Clara Berangee
Guy Howe
Wilky
Fred
Geo. Melford
All-Star
Chas.
Clark
Gilroy Robertson
Jack Cunningham
Jane Grey Productions
Doris Schroeder
James Howe
Victor
FlemingDix-Wilson
fames Cruze Productions
Karl
Brown
Vernon
Keays
Walter Woods
J:,mes Cruze
All-Star
cNAMARA STUDIOS.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
jMAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions. (Metro Release).
Harry SchencK
Percy Hilburn
Reginald Barker All-Star
Sidney Algier
J.
John M. Stahl All-Star
A. G.G. Hawks
Younger
Victor
Milner
Doran
Cox
B. Meredyth
Fred Niblo All-Star
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Eve Unsell
Vic Schertzlng-er
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
Gasnler
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
Olga 1 'rintzlau
1METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Casting.
Nat Watts
Thos. Hopkins
Harold Shaw All-Star Georges Rizard
V. Schertzinger
Victor Schertzinger All-Star Chet Lyon
Oscar Apfel Viola Dana
J. Arnold
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
packie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Mien Holubar Productions.
Allen Holubar All-Star Haskins
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
Geo. A. Cave
PrCKFORD-FAlRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7100
United Artists Release.
RaoulHillWalsh
Douglas
Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
Geo.
Jack
Pickford
Hekr
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford Ro=her
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Louis Tolhurst
Benny Zeidman Productions.
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose »nd Gower.
780 Gower St.
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Al Santel Eddie Hearn
Gilbert Fones
Lehrman
Geo. O'Hara
Lee Garmes Moreno
Chester
Bennett Productions.
Douglas MacLean Productions
Jimmy Horne
Douglas MacLean
Max DuPont
Art Flaven
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr. 6701 Santa Monica
Rynearson
All-Star
Bill Severin
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Hal Rouch Comedies (Path* release).
Jackman
All-Star Floyd Jackman W. L. Guthrte
P. Pembrooke Will Rogers Robt. Doran Ross Letterman
Geo. Jeske Harry Pollard J. Roach
Clark Hennecke
Len Powers Animals
B. Currigan
Greeland
Bob McGowan Our Gang
Harry Gerstad
C. Morehouse
T. Howe
Stan Lauref Frank Young Cruze

"White Fang"
"The Love Master"
"Cap'n Dan"
'No More Women"
'Anna Christie"

"Stephen
"Wm.
Hart Steps
in WildOut"
Bill Hickok'
"My
Man"
"Every Day Love"
"Flaming Barriers"
"The Call of the Canyon"
"To the Ladies"

'Cape Men
Cod Folks"
"Why
Leave Home"
"Thy Name Is Woman"
"The Boomerang"
"Maytime"

Holly 1431
7th Week
7th Week
4th Week
Preparing
Editing
4th Week
1 st Week
4th Week
1st Week

438-740
761731

Editing
Schedule
Editing
Editing
12th Week
EditingHolly 2814
Holly 2400
Editing
2nd Week
2nd Week
3rd Week
8th Week
3rd Week
Lankershim 132- J
Capitol 2120
Edit
ing
6th
Week
5th
Week
1st Week
Preparing

Holly 4485
"The Living Past"
3rd Week
"Man Whom Life Passed By" 4th Week
'Angel Face Molly"
4th Week
'The Human Mill'

3rd Week

Color PhotogTaphy

Holly 4470
Schedule

Santa Monica Blvd.
Staff
Staff
Staff
Walter Anthony

Page Seventeen
Pro£jre»»

Holly 7901

"The Thief of Bagdad"
16th Week
"Valley of the Wolf"
10th Week
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"Preparing
Holly 2806
Microscopic Motion Pictures
Schedule

Wyndam
Beatrice Gittens
Van

"The Sa'd Pile"
"Comedy of Terrors"

Holly 7780
Preparing
Schedule

Riley
Blvd.

"The Yankee Consul"

6th Week

"Light of the World"

Casting

579-440
761-721

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

Feature
2-Rcel Comedy
1-Reel Comedy
1- Reel Comedy
2- ReeI Comedy
Comedy
2-Reel

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule

1
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Director
Star

•'The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
Type
Ass't Director
Cameraman
Scenarist
ROCKETT-L1NCOLNAll-Star
COMPANY.
R. R. Rockett. Pres.
Chas. Huber. Casting.
I'hil Roaen
Kurrle- liroening
AI. Davis
Francis Marion
'Life of Abraham Lincoln"
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder. Jr.. Genl Mgr.
1425 Fleming St
Hively
RUSSELL STUD1U.
B. D. Russell, Mgr. 1439 Beachwood Dr.
Feature
Al. Nietz
Franklin Farnum Al Muhr
Fred Allen
Logan-Baynham Productions.
C. W. Patton Productions.
F. MacPherson,
Mgr.
Walker Cooper
Geo. B. Seitz MurphyH.Miller
"The Deer Slayer"
Bob Dillon
Hercules Film Prods., Inc.
McManigal
Jack Nelson Jack Polio
"The Powerless Man"
H. J. Brown Productions
Staff
Joe Kane
Ross Fisher
AI. Rogell Fred Thompson
"The Lawof Nevada"
of King's Creek"
Ross Fisher
Al. Rogell Fred Thompson
"North
Maloford Productions.
Stratton
Bataraka
?oh Williamson Leo Maloney
"Mask of Lopez"
Graiio^i Productions.

SENNET'l STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Scnnett Comedies.
(First National Release).
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
Reaves Eason
Longenecker
Ernest Van Pelt
J. B. Wa
JeffersonCasting.
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee. Pres. Nan Collins.
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. t.r.»i* National release.)
Edwin Care we Productions. (First Nation*) release).
Joseph M Schenck Productions.
(First National release) David Fisher
Mack-Sullivan
Ldw. Brophy
Marion-Franklin
Norma Talmadtre
Tony Onudio
Victor Heerman Constance Talmadge Glen McWilliams
Mace Sullivan
Sam E. Rork Productions.
First National Productions.
McDermott
ChaplinProductions.
All-Star
James Chapin Wm. Dowlin
Maurice
Tourneur
Frank Lloyd Productions (First National Release)
Frank Lloyd Griffith-Tearle Norhert Brodin Billy Retter Fred Myton
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release.)
McDonough Koehner
Wm.
Craft Desmond-Sedgwick
Jay Marchant
Morrison Morris
Ray Nordlinger
Taylor
V.
Robt. N. Bradbury
Jack Hoxie
Kmg Baggott All-Star
Joe
Berry
F. Messinger
Harry Pollard Reginald Denny
Woolstenhume
Irving Cummlngs
Mary PhilTim
Victor Nordlinger
Robt. N. Bradbury Pete Morrison
Jess Robbins Baby Peggy
Arthur
Hobart Henley All-Star
E. Lumtey
Robert Hill Herbert Kawlinson
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
W. Hayes
Zimmerman Staff
Aubrey
Lyons
Laval Photoplay, Ltd., of Montreal, Canada. L. Ernest Ouimet, Pres and Mgr.
Harry Webb
,fAndre Lafayette
Gene Bcnolt
Don Clark Duncan
Wm. C'azeneoye
Duncan Duncan-Johnson
Ed.
Sedgwick Hoot
Wm.
Sedgwick
ErnestTummel
Laemmle
C. Brown
All-StarGibson Miller
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
Dave Smith Productions
Larry Semon Productions.

1708 Talmadge.

"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-72
J

j
>

CALLS DAY AND NIGHT
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
0548 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
430 205; 431-339; or Holly 102-82.

Editing

598-141

Holly 7945
Preparing
Preparing
Casting
Editing
Editing
1st Week
Drexel 1550

"Treasure Canyon"

3rd Week
Holly 4080

"Rose
of All the World"
"The Mirage"

Preparing
10th Week

"Temporary Marriage"

9th Week

"Black Oxen"

6th Week

"BeastsGhost
of Paradise"
"The
City"
"Wyoming"
"Blackmail"
"The
Spice ofRose"
Life""
"My
"The Mamie
Turmoil"
"All for the Love of Gloria"
"The Right to Love"
Comedy

Schedule
2nd Week
4th Week
3rd Week
6th
Week
50th Week
5 th Week
3rd
4th Week

"The
Vital Express"
Question"
"The Fast
"The Hook and Ladder"
"Signal Tower"

433-131

Schedule
51stth Week
Week
Preparing
1st Week

W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.

598-131

WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Chas. Gilson
Hines Griffin Johnnv Hines
Sandy Roth
'Conductor 1492"
Tenny SiWright
Wm. A. Seiter Marsh-Gilli ngwater
John
"Daddies"
DaveStumar
Abel
Frank
l ayer
Harry Beaumont John Barrymore
"Beau
Brummcl"
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernst Lubitscti AJl-Star
Chas. Van Enger
Flood Blanke
"The Marriage Circle"
Harry Rapf Productions.
Sutherland Hawkes
Jack Conway Monte Blue-Irene Rich David Abel
"Loveless Marriages"
All-Star
"Broadway After Dark"
WALDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Harry Cohn, Mgr.
All-Star
Geo. H. Reehm
E. J. Le Saint
"Innocence"
WORLD EDUCATIONAL FILMS CINEMATOUR.
Box
818,
Station
"C"
Los
Angeles
Eliason
Baby Betty
F. M. Abr>ey
Wm. Field
Robinson
26 1-Reel Globe Trots
DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor— Nerve Specialist

CAMERAl
Prog rest
Holly 2176

Holly 418!
10th Week
1st Week
Preparing
7th Week
Editing
1 'reparing
1st WeekHolly 7940
Preparing

TOURING
CARS
SUNSET
TAXI
PER HOUR
SPECIAL RATES ON STUDIO TRIPS AND TOURING
Universal City
$1.00 Club Roval
Mayer Studios
2.50 Culver City
Studios
Holly-Fairbanks
75 United
Robertson-Cole
Fox Studios
75 Metro
Studios
I^asky Studios
75 Ambassador Hotel
Santa Monica
3.50 Venice
Pasadena
4.00 Center of Los Angeles
All Stations
2.50 Plantation
578-307

1720 Hudson

Ave.

430-258

$2
3.00
2.00
1.00
75
75
1.50
4.00
2.00
3.00
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Edited by Gene Woolway

Alton Brown
Juvenile Leads
578-177

Charlotte DuPuis
Ingenue-Characters
Holly 2570

J. C. (Jack) Fowler
Characters
438-501

Lorraine Eason
Ingenue Leads
575-91

Kenneth Gibson
Juvenile Leads
578-311

Mary Ruby
Ingenue
594-774

Donna

Hale

Leads
Dunkirk 3153

Acquittal." It was a recent Broadway success.
Lois Zellner wrote the continuity.
Baggot will direct a notable cast in the picture. Among the players so far engaged for
the first scenes are Ruth Clifford, Charles
Clary, Herbert Fortier, Arthur Howard, Joseph North, and William F. Larence. Casting
Director Fred Datig expects to be able to announce the other characters in a few days, and
several notable players are in view for the
leading roles.
The story is one of mystery, laid in a New
York hotel, a newspaper office, and with a
number of spectacular exteriors.
Life, love and a chauffeur's uniform are the
interwoven elements of drama and subtle comedy in "There He Goes," an original
by
Byron Morgan, which is being made story
by the
Universal Pictures corporation under the
working title of "The Spice of Life," as a
starring vehicle for Reginald Denny, "The
Abysmal Brute," alias "The Leather Pusher."
Harry A. Pollard, who made "The Leather
Pushers" and an all-star Jewel special, "Trifling With Honor," is directing the production.
Denny as the hero is a chauffeur with a longing
to escape the badge of servitude, fall in love
and drive a racing car. This triple ambition is
enough to cause good screen entertainment.
Pete Morrison and the "Ghost City" company have returned to Universal City from location at Keen's outdoor
camp, inscenes
the Sierras,
the spectacular
of thewhere
new
Western chapterplay were taken. Morrison,
with Margaret Morris and a large cast, staged
a number of thrilling rides in the mountains,
daring escapes and other bits Oi sensational
action for the new picture, a Western story
in which airplane and automobil&?vie with the
riders of the old range for thrilfPin a modern
West.
Al Wilson, the noted stunt aviator, accompanied the company to the location, flying there
and back. He made a sensational rescue from
a horse and other serial thrills while on the
location.
"The Ghost City," from the story by Paul
Bryan, is played by a large cast, including besides Morrison, Miss Morris and Al. Wilson,
Alfred Allen, Lola Todd, Frank Rice, Bud
Osborne, and other Western players.
Work has been started on Hoot Gibson's new
special
"Hook
and scenes
Ladder,"wereat
Universalproduction,
City. The
opening
taken aboard a cattle train, following which
the company has moved to the Los Angeles
stockyards for several days on preliminary
scenes.
The picture portrays Gibson as a cowboy
who comes with a shipment of cattle to. the
stockyards, deciding to remain in the city, and
joins the fire department. A spectacular fire
and a rescue will mark the climax of the new
picture, which was written by Edward Sedgwick, who will direct him.
Mildred June has been selected for the principal feminine role, Philo McCullough, screen
"heavy," noted for his portrayals of hypocritical and vacillating characters for the role of
Gus Henshaw and Frank Beal for one of the
leading principal roles in support of Hoot Gibson in this production.
A lightning flash under water is the latest
achievement of the motion picture engineer. It
has been perfected at Universal City by Arthur E. Shadur, and has solved a problem that
for years has stumped technicians attempting

Bert Sprotte
Characters
741-64

BOB

REEL

McKEE
Hollywood 9780
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The constantly increasing audiences
here attest to the supremacy of our
programs. We are exerting every
boxing. to give you clean, snappy
effort

Hollywood

Stadium

Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.

619

R. K. EARLE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
LICENSED SURVEYOR
Citizens National Bank Building
Phone 823-681

BRUNO
Publicity Photos
Professional Photos
Casting

Director Photos

6412 HOLLYWOOD

BLVD.

Telephone 431-929

Gigantic Removal
Sale Renewed
Used

Cars

RICKERSHAUSER

& MILLER

6369 Hollywood Blvd. Holly 3995
Nash, almost new
$1085.00
Nash coupe, new tires
1050.00
Nash sedan, refinished 1000.00
Nash 5-pass., refinished.... 985.00
Nash sport model
950.00
Cadillac 55 touring
600.00
Nash 5-pass., late model... 600.00
Ford coupe, '22
500.00
S Open Evenings.

Open Sundays.

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774
Holly 7660
LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

LUNCH

;

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
I
1714 Highland Ave. 1560 Sunset Blvd.'-4
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AnnouncingMOTION
PICTURE
INTELLIGENCER
distributed to Producers and Casting
Directors everywhere. Motion Picture
Intelligencer will carry only
Photographs

and Qualifications ofScreen

Aspirants
exclusively. Positively will NOT carry
stories nor will it carry news items of
any kind, because we believe such would
only sidetrack attention of both Producer
and Casting Director from my MAIN
business, namely, exploiting YOU.
Booking space for next number NOW.
Please call, write or wire.
Frederick F. Paul
Publisher
j 521 Hollingsworth Bldg., Los Angeles
Learn

to Color

Photographs
We teach you the SECRET PROCESS of making your oil colors at a saving of one half.
424 UNION LEAGUE BLDG.
Corner of Second and Hill Streets
COY

WATSON,
CHILD LEADS

Age 10.

JR.

Drexel 3616

Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production,
Near Lady"
BIach4,"TheDirecting
Recent Releases. "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
Publicity
Reproductions,
Photography
Still Finishing
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
HAIRGONE — permanent cure for superfluous
hair on arms, limbs, face and body. Also
wonderful for men who have shaving troubles.
$2.50 the bottle, manufactured at
ORCHID BEAUTY SHOPPE
808 So. Hope St.
Phone 16596
All lines of beauty culture.

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

to indicate a storm on the surface in a submarine picture. Shadur invented it for the
typhoon
"Beasts
of Paradise,"
William in
Desmond,
in diving
helmet, where
is caught
under water during the storm.
The device is a modification of an aluminum
torch encased in glass. It is flashed by means
of oxygen, supplied in just the right quantity
to enter into combustion with the powdered
aluminum and make the flash, but still with
nut enough oxygen to cause an explosion, which
was always the stumbling block in other devices that sought to get this particular effect.
A delicate valve supplying the oxygen, and
regulated by the weight of the aluminum powder itself is the key to the invention. Shadur,
who is city engineer at Universal City, and a
well known electrical engineer, is the inventor
of several other improvements in under-water
lighting that make submarine pictures practical
and inexpensive to handle. Among them is a
submarine arc light and a system of reflecting
light under water from the sunlight above.
William Duncan will start work this week
on another chapterplay at Universal City.
"The Fast Express," another railroad story,
but dealing with operation of the road rather
than the building of it. as did his just-completed "Steel
the star.
new picture.
Duncan
willTrail,"
directinand
He will be
supported by Edith Johnson as in his first railroad story, and the cast, with a few exceptions, will be practically the same as in the
first story. Albert T. Smith, Happy Woods,
John Cossar, Harry Carter, and several other
well known players will appear in the story.
The play opens with a situation arising out
of rival financial interests seeking to lower the
value of the railroad by plotting to interfere
with its operation. There will be many thrills
in the play, such as the blowing up of a big
railroad cut in the path of a fast express train,
a thrilling rescue on a moving line of cars, a
collision, and a number of other features.
Arrangements have been made to use a large
ralroad yard near Los Angeles, and actual
trains, for the principal scenes, in some of
which several hundred workmen will appear.
A special train will be used on the tracks at
Universal City for other scenes, this being
rented for several months for the purpose.
The same peculiarly ingenious, natural sort
of emotionalism with which Mary Philbin surthe publicwhich
in "Merry-Go-Round,"
the
spectacleprisedpicture
is having extended runs
in many cities, is the thing which is drawing
interested members of the film colony and
newspaper writers to the sets of "My Mamie
Rose," at Universal City.
The new picture, which is her first starring
vehicle — although popular appreciation has
raised her to practical starring honors in
"Merry-Go-Round" — is being directed for the
Universal Pictures corporation by Irving
Cummings. William Fildew, who photographed
"White Tiger," "Drifting," "Under Two
Flags" andductions,other
has been Universal-Jewel
assigned to the special
unit. Itpro-is
Owen Kildare's novel, the film version of
which will present one of the greatest casts of
the year: Miss Philbin. William Collier, Jr.,
Charles
Murray,
Max Lincoln
Davidson, Kate
Price, Pat
EdwinO'Mallcy,
J. Brady,
Plummer and others yet to be chosen.
"I believe
a 'brand'
emotionalism, if one this
can girl
call has
it that,
whichof has
never
been seen before. It's entirely natural with
mings. That is the judgment of Irving Cumher."
'Tis said that when the devil dabbles in love
affairs he always counts in threes.
Speaking in terms of contemporary literature, this is more or less firmly recognized.
But Clarence L. Brown, director of Univer" reported
to be one sal-Jewel
of special,
the "The
three orAcquittal,
four best
pictures
ever produced by the Laemmle organization,
believes that in his next story he has the ace
triangle situation of them all. It's Wadsworth

C A M E R A I
Camp's "The Signal Tower," one of O'Brien's
"The Best Stories of 1921," and the director
declares nothing like it has ever been screened
or staged.
The terrific drama of a situation where the
eternal trio is composed of two operators in
an important signal tower and the wife of one
of them can be easily imagined. Hazard,
thrills, peril to the lives of thousands of people who don't even know of this particular tridrama.angle— the plot has the elements of novelty in
Three magnificent artists must play the
roles — for the other roles in the picture are
but support. These three are the ones who
must carry the interest of seven or eight reels
of fine photodrama. If one of them is weak,
the picture will lose.
This is one of the hardest pieces of casting
that have come up at Universal City in a long
time. The three players, when finally chosen,
will represent the best in the profession.
BabyCompany
Peggy'sandcontract
with the
Film
the agreement
underCentury
which
she is being starred in elaborate multiple reel
productions made jointly by Century and the
Universal Pictures Corporation, will not be
completed until October 31st. This is the
Century.
statement of Julius and Abe Stern, of the
Babytury Peggy
specialrelease,
comediesinclude
made byseveral
Cenand awaiting
elaborately made short reel subjects. Two
Universal-Jewel specials produced by Julius
and Abe Stern in conjunction with Universal
and completed are "Whose Baby Arc You?"
and"The
"TheRight
Burglar's
to Love"Kid."is the current production, which will be finished before the end of
Baby
picture sought
Julius
Stern Peggy's
and the contract.
executivesForof this
Universal
the highest type of talent and obtained Robert
Ellis, Elinor Faire, Winifred Bryson of "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," James Corrigan,
Ned Sparks Anna Hernandez, Buddy Messenger, Eva Thatcher and others.
What it takes to be a strong man, Joe
Bonomo's got.
That isn't exactly the most classical way of
expressing the physical fitness of the actor in
Universale
chapterplay,
"Beasts
of Paradise,"
in
which Bonomo
supports
William
Desmond
and Eileen Sedgwick, but suffice to say that
Bonomo was a prodigy of strength at nine
years of age, has had his picture in countless
magazines as a giant of strength, has posed
for artists because of his symmetry of figure,
and wants to meet the man who can make him
lay down his colors. Not that Joe is egotistical, in fact, he is extremely modest, but
he's making life work of developing muscles
and consequently they take center position in
his qualifications as the average layman looks
at it.
Rex Taylor, long associated with Mack
Sennett and who is one of the best knowft
scenarists in the film colony, has been assigned
by Bernard McConville, supervising editor at
Universal City, to write the continuity
"Love Insurance."
The story is an adaptation of the novel
the same name by Earl Derr Biggers an
will
be used
as aReginald
next starrin
vehicle.
It is
dramaticDenny's
love story,
with 1
comedy twist.
Filming will be completed in a few weel*
of Denny's present picture, "There He Goes*
adapted
from Byron Morgan's story of the
same name.
William Welsh, character veteran of UnJ
versal City, finished an excellent portrayal
a father role in Jack Hoxie's starring pictun3
"The Red Warning," and three weeks lat
was cast in support of Hoxie again in the picnow in production,
formerture portrayal
was highly"Wyoming."
pleasing and Thp
thfc
new one offers him better possibilities.
Robert North Bradbury had the Hoxie unit,
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with the star, Welsh, pretty Lillian Rich,
Claude Payton, Lon Poff, George Kuwa and
Ben Corbett in the regions around Lone Pine,
California, near the edge of Death Valley,
Utilizing the inexhaustible novelties of the
scenery there in adding pictorial quality to the
film version of William McLeod Raine's novel.
"The Red
Warning"
filmed theredrew
and the
the
scenic
features
of thewasproduction
praise of everyone at Universal City.
Jack Lawton, manager of the location department at Universal City, and William
Nobles, cameraman, are coming in for a good
deal of credit from Universal executives for
pictorial beauty in "The Red Warning."

Caldwell
With

Signs Up

Selznick
Corp.

Director Fred Caldwell, producer of "Night Life in Hollywood," has just returned from
New York City, where he concluded a releasing contract with
the Selznick Picture Corporation
to give international distribution
to his entire output of feature
comedies for the year, each to
have a distinct Hollywood theme.
The contract was secured on
merit of productions which Mr.
Caldwell had completed from original stories from the pen of J.
Stewart Woodhouse, which he
screened in New York. The first
four pictures which will start releases November 1st, are "The
Elite of Hollywood," "The Cream
of Hollywood," "The Bishop of
Hollywood,' and The Shiek of
Hollywood." These feature comedies include in their cast such
well known players as Chester
Conklin, Muriel Reynolds, Victor
Potel, Gale Henry, Charles Mack,
Alice Howell, Raymond Cannon,
Violet Schram and Charles Dale.
Production will be resumed immediately in furtherance of contract.

William Craft, directing "Beasts of Paradise" at Universal City, is today the wonder of
all
directors
using "lion
stuff" in picture
He has succeeded
in making
scenes plays.
with
"wild" lions. Tom, Dick and Harry, a magnificent trio of African specimens, supposedly
too wild to ever be used in picture scenes, have
made their debut as actors through his efforts.
Craft, who had long admired the big brutes
kept in the Universal City zoo for exhibition
purposes only, induced the studio executives
to allow him to try them out, after Curley
Steckncr, the zoo superintendent, had decided
that he could safely handle them for short
scenes.
Animalwithexperts
from Ringling's
circus consulted
the Universal
City trainer,
and dubiously stated that the nimals might be
worked, but it would probably be unsafe.
Stecker went ahead, however, trained the animals sufficiently for the scenes, and Craft obtained a sequence with them.
Craft, who has directed more animal action
than perhaps any director in Hollywood, has
crammed
"Beasts of
co-starring
William Desmond
and Paradise,"
Eileen Sedgwick,
with
lion, alligator, shark and elephant scenes. The
new thriller is now approaching conclusion at
the studio.

Actor
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Foresees a

Bad

Week

Ahead
Frank Mayo is in for a rough
week when Lew Cody returns
from New York, according to a
wire received by Mayo. Cody
backed Dempsey and Mayo chose
Firpo. The loser agreed to act
as chauffeur for the winner for
one week.
Here is the wire received by
Mayo
: a blue uniform and a
"Wear
pleasant smile. Start practicing
calling me mister and being polite. You will have the privilege
of meeting Mr. Dempsey and myself at the station on our return.
He has promised not to sock you
for betting on the other fellow,
as he always respected my servants. Wait for instructions from
your
boss.
Lewto Cody."
Cody
willasMr.
return
Loswork
Angeles as soon
he finishes
on
"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak
filming.
Model," which Emmett Flynn is
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FOR RENT — Bell and Howell Camera, long term,
reasonable rent or will trade for high grade used
car. Box J. C. 2, Camera!
REWARD — Brief case lost containing theatrical publicity. Finder please call 437-409.
FOR RENT — Bell and Howell Camera. 170 degree
Shutter. Complete Studio Equipment. Phone Met.
468b days; 13173 evenings.
FOR RENT — Bell Howell Camera. 170 degree.
Telephone 599-464.
BOOKKEEPER
— Expert,
typist,
wants 3493W.
four hours'
work daily.
$16
per week.
Humboldt
Call
after
6, evenings.
ROBERT ence.
TODD
— Film
Editor. Nine
experiDesirous
of permanent
localyears'
connection.
Phone Hollywood
1113.
FOR RENT — Bell and Howell camera, 170 degrree
shutter. Complete Studio Equipment. Phone Met.
4688 days; 13173 evenings.
FOR RENTe-phone— 599-464.
Bell Howell Camera, 170 degree. Tel-

TOUPEES

AND

BEARDS

TRANSFORMATIONS

AND

MOUSTACHES

Hair Goods of Every Description Made
ROUGES,

PERFUMES

LIPSTICKS

AND

AND

to Order.

POWDERS

MASCARO

Make-up for the Street, Studio and Stage

,Hait
819 SOUTH

HILL

STREET

Especially for Motion Picture People.
THE HILLVIEW GRILL
Hillview Apartments Bldg.
Hollywood at Hudson
Holly 7980
Holly 6626
MERCHANTS'
to 2
DINNERLUNCH,
5:30 to 11:30
8

Goods

&3tabz?up
Metropolitan 0496

TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38
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100 Per Cent Titles
100 Per Cent Service
At the Right Price!
Dress up that next production
with artistic Hand Lettered
Titles made by IRVING W.
BUNZE.
If you want Perfect Symbolic
Art Backgrounds, let us make
them! Neil E. McQuire, formerly with Ince and Prizma,
does our art work.
For perfect black-and-white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with
samples.
Quality

Title &

Film

Company
1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850
Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
Frank

the Shoe

Doctor

"We save your sole
and heel you, too"
6666 Hollywood Blvd.
Holly 3752

FOR
PLAYS,

PICTURES
BOOKS,

I

ABOUT

U
PERSONAL

To be a screen villain of the
deepest dye, yet to possess a kindly disposition and the ability to
paint with almost a spiritual
quality, is the peculiar combination presented in Anders Randolf,
who is the "heavy" in Elliott Dexter's first Grand-Asher production, "The Way Men Love," produced by R. William Neill.
Culkn Tate, who directed
Bryant Washburn in his first
Grand-Asher picture, "Try and
Get It," was once an advertising
expert and his ideas in that direction stand him in good stead in
his picture work.
Joseph Kilgour, who is appearing in support of Bryant Washburn, in his first starring vehicle
for Grand-Asher, "Try and Get
It," will shortly go to New York,
to appear in a revival of "The
EasiestKilgour
Way," created
for David
Mr.
the Belasco.
leading
male role in the original production of this play, which featured
Frances Starr.

UBUCITY
AR-EXCELLEMT
TIVELY
PUTS
PICTURE IN
PEOPLE
PEP/WOT
UBLICFAVOP.
Vr//r Jbr porf/cufar} , oc jjee
Gene Voo way
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood. Station
Or,tn care of
Catfteraf
2nd. Floor, 6318 rlDLLVwoco Blvd.,
Hollywood
Qlif
\?X
PnONE 439-863 ..„.--nrrteft
MgAiYOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce hiScratch
soft Mellow
Tone
SurfaceWithout
Noises by usinganda
Deflexograph
any Phonograph or
Victrola Needles.
Changeable
— will after
not disturb.
Play
hours
Dtflexograph
attaches to needle
holder,
filters
sound
oscillations,
prevents
scratch
and
surfacesound
noises
Gold (See
Plate
entering
Cut) $1.50
box.
No
metallic
noises.
Nickel Plate....$1.00
VANTONE CO
Dept.
110 W. 15th St.
New 416
York, N. Y.

Jeanie MacPherson has returned
from her vacation, following the
filming of "The Ten Commandments,"Paramount
Cecil B. picture,
DeMille'sandelab-is
orate
now
adapting
MayMr.Edington's
"Triumph,"
which
DeMille
will produce next.
CONWAY TEARLE
HAS KLEIG FEET!
And now comes Kleig feet !
Conway Tearle, leading male
player
"Black
Oxen" for First
National,in is
the victim.
A Kleig lamp fell at the United
Studios — fell, indeed, right on
Mr. Tearle's feet.
One foot sprained.
One foot scraped.
Kleig feet.

ORIGINALS

The
Hollywood Play Bureau

PENALLES,

Emmett Corrigan, Mgr.
6404 Hollywood Boulevard
Near Cahuenga.
Hollywood, Cal.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor -at -Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42

City

INC,

Culver

Culver
City,

Calif.

DISTINCTIVE
ClNEMA^c LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS
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Now

in Preparation:

"The

Elk's Tooth"

I WANT SOME REAL PICTURES!
. . . productions from $50,000 to $100,000. release.
I can sell them outright. See me for a quick
OMfvood 1671 • SAMUEL C.SHINE-6568S<B^i«'!<«
General Trucking and Hauling

H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Wilshirc 4275 or Drexel 1900
» Bronx Studio, 1745 Glcndale Blvd.
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WELL

Literature pertaining to any disease
mailed on request

75 PER
CULLEN

CENT
BILLIE DOVE

of the

LANDIS :

Says :

Put Me In Great Condition.'
MOTION

PICTURE

"Chiropractic Keeps

STARS
Me Well."

IN

HOLLYWOOD

are using my Scientific Method to regain and keep their health.
ARE

as

YOU
IF

NOT,

ONE

OF

WHY

THEM?

NOT?

You will be agreeably surprised to find there is no discomfort in
taking these Scientific Adjustments, and gratified with the results
obtained.
Bring all your Health Troubles to the only Chiropractor catering
to the Motion Picture Profession.

50

Each patient receives my personal attention.

Dr.
SCIENTIFIC

W.

I. Schuster

CHIROPRACTOR

AND

NERVE

SPECIALIST

(Palmer Graduate)
Office Hours :
10 to 12 and 2 to 5

203 Bogardus Building
Cor. Sunset and Western
Hollywood, California
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
6 to 8 P.M.
Telephone 436-724
LADY

IN ATTENDANCE.

PRIVATE

DRESSING

ROOMS.

Ample Parking Space

WHERE
CLAIRE WINDSOR.
Attributes Her Health To
Chiropractic.

THE

SICK

GO

TO

Licensed in California

GET

WELL
CHARLES "BUCK" JONES
"Chiropractic Is My Best Pal.'
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Introducing

Polio

Jack

The stunt-actor and world's greatest allround athlete
The

Hercules

Productions,

Inc.,

Take great pleasure in announcing
JACK

POLLO

in a series of fast action, clean-cut comedy-dramas for 1923-24, State Right Release. The HERCULES PRODUCTIONS, INC., have just completed the first
five-reel feature comedy-drama, written by William E. Wing, entitled, "LET'S
GO." They will continue to feature Jack Polio and hope to make his pictures
something new and different.

"LET'S
Directed by Jack Nelson.

GO!"

Photographed by E. L. McManigal.

Polio
Ja
is ck
capably supported by
Eva Novak
Joe Girard
Milburn Morante
Dick Sutherland
Billy Elmer
The second of this series is now in preparation.

Hercules
1442 Beechwood

> tfi> fSft> «afs jfa fifti (jfa «y

Drive

Productions,
Hollywood,

Inc*
California

»
III
f

iQhe
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uimaai
iOS Angeles,

Calif.
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Oct. 6, 1923

Price

10 Cents
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Phone
54847

Phone
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scription.
1001-1005 West Seventh Street
Los Angeles
California
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

Permanent Waving Hair Coloring Bleaching
Hair Dressing
Scalp-Facial Massage
Marcel Waving Manicuring
Water Waving Shampooing
Wigs

300-301

J
Phone 438-761
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Toupees
Wig Rental

Switches Transformations
Beards and Moustaches
Cosmetics
Professional Makeup Service

Special Attention to Theatrical
Motion Picture Profession
No Parking Restrictions

Marguerite
Who

Has just finished as Geo.

La

Mont

Larkin's leading woman

"STOP
AT
NOTHING"
A Charles R. Seeling Production
VERMONT

578o

in

and

-

ESTABLISHED 1918
A Film Magazine and a Film Newspaper in One
6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
: California
Vol. VI.
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Cities Gleam-

To many millions of people the world over the making of motion pictures isa veritable fantasy. To them the cinema is somewhat akin to a myth
in the various phases of its production for the simple reason the bulk of
these activities have been concentrated in one section, and not spread throughout a vast territory as are other industries. Thus only a very few people,
living in the immediate vicinity of this field, are thoroughly familiar with
what's what in making the movies. This ignorance upon the part of the
public at large has been an instrumental factor in the success of many individuals and institutions, terming themselves friends of the industry and
claiming that they render a great and genuine service in the work they do,
who are in reality preying upon the public and shielding their misdoings
under the mantle of illusion which has always been cast about the production
of pictures. For instance, the so-called scenario schools which make exorbitant promises to their prospective pupils in the way of fame and fortune —
"take our course in photoplay writing. It's absolutely infallible. Recommended by foremost film producers. Endorsed by great writers and scholars
everywhere. You can make thousands of dollars writing scenarios. There
is a great demand in Hollywood for new writers. You don't need any special
talent. Cash in today! Subscribe now!" — and so on ad lib. Genius with
the pen is a God-given gift, not a matter of mechanical proportions. Talent
is not a thing sold on the open market. No course is infallible, and as a
matter of fact none to date has proved of any great value. No thousands of
dollars are spent on stories from correspondence school authors, and there
isn't a shortage of stories in Hollywood by any means. This sort of advertising bunk should walk the plank. It is a menace to the well-being of the
industry and an affront to the ethics of the profession. Not alone does it
apply to scenario schools. It is as easily applicable to the much-limelightedof-late farces known as make-up schools. These are under the direct management of parasites who fatten on the ignorance of the public in things
pertaining to film making ; they also shield their movements under the mantle
of illusion. What they need is some rough treatment from the industry and
the public at large, and they're getting some right now. And while at it you
might also give the gate to some of these fly-by-night fillum companies. There
are plenty of legitimate propositions without them, but those that are legitimate aren't making any wild promises as to what they're going to accomplish. They tell you to your face that it's a gamble. Too many people have
been hooked on these brilliant promotion schemes. They must get out, once
and for all ! This damage has all been done under the veil of fantasy that
hovers over us. Let the public know what's what in picture making. Tell
them something about the various phases of production, about scenarios and
make-up and the organization and operation of motion picture companies.
You have heard that song — "Thine Alabaster Cities Gleam ; Undimmed by
Human Tears". To these millions Hollywood is the alabaster city where
fame and fortune aplenty is to be found. And the only thing necessary to
achieve this El Dorado is to just — "enroll now." Tear away the illusion!
Discredit the myth! Clarify the fantasy, and do away with the leeches of
the industry. For your own sake, if not theirs, GIVE THEM THE
TRUTH !
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Morosco
744 So. Broadway
'The Gold Diggers"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
"The Cat and the Canary"
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
Vivianin Martin
"The Mother Eternal"
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hill at Seventh
"The Midnight Alarm"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
{Catherine MacDonald
in
"Husbands and lleros"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy
Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie Rambeau
in
"The Road Together"
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
"If Winter Conies"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Buster Keaton
in
"The Electric House"

Never before have motion pictun- fans hid the opportunity to
see the inimitable Mae Murt) in
a photoplay so dazzling as "The
French Doll", which is showing at
Loew's State Theater this week,
in a story which deals with society life in New York and Palm
Beach, and which has to do with
a little madcap who upsets the
hearts of all men whom she meets
(luring her dancing career. Robert
Z. Leonard directed the production.
The supporting cast contains only
well-known Broadway actors and
actresses. In conjunction with
"The French Doll", and because
of its nature appealing to the
feminine
eye especially,
State Theater
presents a Loew*s
smart
fashion show with dozens of manikins exhibiting the latest wardsetting. robe creations in a gorgeous
Graumans Million Dollar
Smashing, pounding seas, mammoth in size, relentless in fury.
Raging with the violence of countless monsters, awe inspiring to behold, fearful to experience, the
monarch of a fearful Fate. Tight
within its power a diminutive ship,
pitiful in its helplessness, an eggshell in the hand of a giant to do
with what he will.
Huddled in the tiny craft a
shrinking group of terror stricken
humans. Victims of, unjust persecution, driven to an unknown land
in search of a new freedom for
life and liberty, headed now to a
destiny awful in its most hopeful
outcome.
Foulmouthed, blaspheming crew,
fearful of neither man or devil.
Cringing, loathsome beasts plotting the end of the brave little
band whose prayers they blame for
their present blight.
An epic in American history.
The Mayflower ! Subject of song
and legend, now immortalized by
Charles Ray in the film version of
Longfellow's famous poem, "The
Courtship
of Miles Standish".
This first supcrproduction
by the
renowned star is now at Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre as
the offering under the new policy
of big pictures and long runs.
Many critics have pronounced
the storm scenes during the voyage of the Mayflower the greatest
they have ever seen in motion
pictures. Much of the action takes
place on board the ship before its
arrival at Cape Cod where the
Pilgrims first landed.
Hill Street Theater
Heading an unusually fine bill at
the Hillstreet they will have Ruth
Roland, in person. This young
lady with whi >m everyone is acquainted on the screen has proven
that her magnetic personality and
talent is equally captivating on the
stage. She will present a vaude-

ville surprise and will be assisted
by Ralph Pollock at the piano.
Joe Rome and Lou Gaut. will
offer their skit "When Extremes
Meet". "Oklahoma" Bob Albright, popular western tenor, will
present some characteristic songs.
Nate Leipzig will offer some new
and novel card tricks. The Three
Lordons will also be on the bill
with their daring trapeze stunts.
Completing the vaudeville will be
Capt.
Bett's Seals,
a novelty
act.
The feature
photoplay
showing
will be Katherine MacDonald in
"Heroes and Husbands". Other
features will be the William Duncan chapter-play
"The International
Steel Trail"
a comedy,
Hillstreet
News, and Aesop's Fables.
Criterion Theater
With its new policy of two
shows a day and all seats reserved
becoming popular equally with the
screen attraction, "A Woman of
Paris" at the Criterion Theater is
playing to capacity houses at every
performance.
The Chaplin picture, in which the
famous comedian does not personally appear, but which gives
Edna Purviance and several others
an opportunity to achieve screen
honors, stands as one of the most
revolutionized cinemas the world
has known.
"A Woman of Paris" is a story
of a girl whom Fate separates
from her lover and who becomes
the plaything of a rich bachelor in
the gayest city in the world. How
this girl, willingly or unwillingly,
by the life she leads, brings sorrow and grief to people forms the
intrigue
tural andstory
sane which
ending. runs to a naEdna Purviance is supported by
Carl Miller. Adolph Menjou.
Lydia Knott. Charles French, and
others.
Alhambra
Buster Keaton finally arrives at
the Alhambra Theater in his firs:
multiple-reel
comedy, "Three
This collossal six-reel production
introduces Buster in an entirely
new entertainment. Abandoning
the two-reel comedies, Buster has
now gone into feature film proAges."duction and "Three Ages" gives
his version of what love has been
since the beginning of time. Buster
introduces love makng brought
down to modern days from the
Middle Age. Through three distinct periods of history. Buster
romps to the delight of his audiences incidently satirizing in a
subtle way some of our big spectacle productions, and finally
giving conclusive proof that the
methods of love making today
differ not a great deal from those
used in pre-historic times.

RAI
California C AME
Main at Eighth
Marion Davies
in
"Little Old New York"
Main at Ninth
Corinne
Griffithin
's Mayo,
MillerFrank
"Six Days"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Gloria Swanson
in
"Zaza"
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
Mae Murray
in
"The French Doll"
Rialto
Broadway near inEighth
Pola Negri
"The Spanish Dancer"
Criterion
"A Charles
Woman Chaplin's
of Paris"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Charles Ray
in "The Courtship
of Myles Standish"
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Buster Keaton
in
"The Three Ages"
Hollywood Egyptia
Hollywood Blvd. .nd McC.dd.n
"The Covered Wagon"
with Lois Wilson and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Mabel Normand
in
"The Extra Girl"
dune's Broadway
Broadway near Fifth
"The Fog"
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and

it skall

come

to

away. From what she told us Jackie must be
as wonderful at home as he is on the screen
and his mother must be a marvelous combination of saint, arbitrator and all-wise judge.
Well, Priscilla, come again soon. Come oftcome en.
andWouldn't
stay !it be wonderful if you could

We are not prophets. It s a dangerous busiless. But it is a 'grand and glorious feelin' to
x able to say (truthfully), "I TOLD YOU
10!" So once in a great while when someone
rosses our pathway and we feel that we are
n the presence of genius, we can't resist and
bust loose and say so full force. So right here
ind now hear us say — lluil before another year
tas passed a certain little wisp of dainty charm
>y the name of Priscilla Moran is going to
have the whole ivorld loving her — is going to
flash across the screen firmament as one of its
brightest
It's that
inevitable!
s made ofstars!
the stuff
stars areFormadePriscilla
of.
We had heard a great deal of Priscilla but
lad never met her until one day this week.
Then when we were almost covered with work
ind were doing our best to dig out — in walked
he little lady herself! And for one hour work
vas completely forgotten around this place.
>he was wearing the little military uniform that
he is using in the part of "Sammy" in David
3elasco's "Daddies." that Wm. Sciter is directng for Warner Bros. Honestly she was deicious ! All the good things that we had heard
ibout her became truths in that hour. When
ome smart person transfers that sparkling
lersonality of hers to the screen that person
5 -going to do this old world a favor and inidentally make a fortune. Priscilla told us
nany interesting things about Jackie Coogan.
fou know she lived with the Coogans for
evcral months when her own mother passed

Resume

LANE PUBLISHES

Another Zicgfeld Follies beauty has decided
f) seek her chance in the realm of camera and
rc lights.
And from the way Brenda Lane has started,
:hedoesn't
bad for City,
her. California,
Five weeks after
ago
arrivedlook
at so
Universal
little less than one year on the stage in the
'olllies
George
"Scandals ofand1922."
bhe hadandnever
had White's
screen experience
for
I tryout was given two or three small "bits."
following this preliminary work and a film
pst, Fred Datig, casting director of the Uniersal studios, put her into stock on a six
lonths'
with prospect
of a long enagement agreement,
after the completion
of that.
Since then she has played the feminine lead
i "The Idea Man," a comedy starring Bert
Roach, directed by William Watson and superlised by Thomas Grey.
| It is a safe thing to assume that playwrights,
.ith years of the stage and its traditions beind them, will generally pick among motion

BOOK

In a recently received copy of "What's
WronghasWith
the aMovies?"
Tamar
Lane
started
discussionthe asauthor,
to what
are
the finest plays of the silent drama. "The
Birth of a Nation," generally spoken of as
the greatest production ever made, is declared
to be inferior to "The Old Nest," "Intolerance," "A Princess of the Dark," any others.
In speaking of photoplays presented on the
screen in the past decade, he has singled out
several more lesser known films and classed
them higher in production value than our present day offerings, which no doubt many persons will find it hard to agree with the author
in his opinion of the "best examples of photoHe furtherbeing
charges
there is farto
too muchplay."money
spent that
on productions
dazzle the spectator, that subject matter of
big productions is usually of second or third
rate quality and that much neglect is shown
in the selection of fine plays and stories. While
the author rates several foreign films as being
first class, he ridicules the idea of any country
turning out finer films than America for the
present, at least.

of a Week

On her return from San Francisco, where she
as gone to complete the picture for which she
vzs loaned to the Goldwyn studios by Univeral, Virginia Valli is to be starred in another
>ig feature picture at Universal City. This
ras announced following news that her work
nth the Goldwyn studio would soon be finished.
Miss Valli was loaned to the other proucers on completion of "A Lady of Quality,"
he big super-Jewel feature Hobart Henley dijected. Her new picture at Universal is to be
In elaborate dramatic vehicle, the choice of
thich has not been made as yet. Three big
lays are under consideration for Miss Valli.
The star is notable for her work in "The
jihock" and in "A Lady of Quality," the latter
jdapted
I, soon from
to be Frances
released.Hodgson Burnett's nov-

pass

at Universal

THE MAN ON THE COVER
Aside from the fact that he is building for Hollywod one of the handsomest theatres on the coast, J. Jacques
Fisemann's activities mark him as one of
the most important factors in the entertainment world ever entering the field
here.
During the construction of his beautiful theatre on Vine St., at Hollywood
Blvd. — a theatre "Dedicated to the Artists of Hollywood and the Furtherment
of the Spoken Drama", Mr. Eisemann will
give to this city the opportunity to see,
hear and know many of the most famous of the stars of the screen.— NOT
in "personal appearances", but in dramatic vehicles of the finest calibre obtainable and on tours that will scan the continent. The first of these will be the
starring — in a spoken dramatic role — ■
of Charles Ray in "The Girl I Loved",
staged under the masterful direction of
Walter Hast, world famous for his continental and American stage successes,
and which has its premier in San Diego
on October 8th, at the Spreckles Theatre.

By WILL

C. MURPHET

picture stars those who have had stage training,
for their favorites. The reason is that they see
in the ex-stage player a fineesse and polished
technique that the screen player without a stage
experience does not always have. Of course
there
is a sense of loyalty to past associations
involved.
It is typical of the attitude of a stage author to the screen that George Middleton, famous playwright, when spoken to about Mary
Philbin,
the "Merry-GoRound" Pictures
"Discovery,"
under contract
with the Universal
Corporation, asked one question instantly : "Has
she got a voice of the stage?"
That tively,
of for course
couldn'tisbenotanswered
Miss Philbin
a stage affirmaactress,
and
hasn't
acquired
the
"stage
voice."
voice has infinite possibilities, but it has Her
not
been moulded by the stage.
The other day Middleton visited Universal
City. He passed through the chief departments
and sections of the 600-acre studio, and visited
the sets of many units. But of all the things of
the varied atmosphere, the most interesting feature of the unit was for him the observance
of Miss Philbin in an emotional scene of "My
Mamie Rose," directed by Irving Cummings.
After a good while spent on the Cummings
set, his final observation was, "I can't understand how, without stage experience and without more age and experience, this girl can act
as shetion,does.
'Merry-GoRound' on
was thea set
revelaand watching
Miss Philbin
has
been a further one.
"Of all the younger, newer people on the
screen, Mary Philbin is to me by far the most
promising. I think no one of the newer figures
can possibly be compared with her."
Mildren Jucn, trained the way many of the
popular women stars of today were trained —
(Continued on Page 20)
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
"Greed" is finished. After six months and
a half, twenty eight weeks of actual shooting,
the last foot of film for Eric Von Stroheim's
great screen version of Frank Norris' famous
classic
"McTcague"
in Colfax.
The workwasoffilmed
editinglasttheSaturday
picture
willLos
beginAngeles,
at onceandon November
Von Stroheim's
to
25th, return
is set
as the date of release. Ernest Traxler, promanager onnight,
"Greed,"
arrived
in San
Franciscoduction
Saturday
and will
be here
for
a week finishing up the last of the business details connected with the production.
Frank Lloyd and the company filming "Black
Oxen," made
better timetheir
than scenes
they had
expected, and completed
in San
Francisco in one day, and returned to Los Angeles on Tuesday. The scenes made here were
all shot on the docks, with Corrine Griffith,
Conway Tearle, Harry Mestayer, Clara Bow,
one or two of the cast playing smail parts, and
about a hundred local extras.
Belasco Productions, a San Francisco and
Los Angeles corporation, through its president,
Edward Belasco, has just purchased the screen
rights to Aaron Hoffman's great stage sucStranger,"
George
Sidneycess,in"Welcome
the leading
role,which
had with
a successful
run of almost two years in Chicago and New
York. Mr. Belasco says that it was a long,
hard fight to get it away from the big producers, but at last they succeeded and they
feel that it will be one of the biggest pictures
of the year. It is probable that George Sidney
himself will be secured to play his old role.
As soon as the deal was consumated Mr.
Belasco and his general manager, A. H. Sebastian left for Los Angeles to secure a director, and select a cast for the production.
The Rellimeo Film Syndicate of San Francisco, have leased the studio of the Principle
Pictures Corporation, and began work there on
Sept. 24th, on the second picture to be made
by the organization. The picture will be called

Frisco

b>> agnes

"The most
Yellowof Stigma,"
and laid
is aninoriginal
with
the scenes
China, story
both
story and continuity from the pen of Grace
Sanderson Mitchie. Colin Campbell is directing, with an all star cast including, Wyndham
Standing, Rosemary Theby, Raymond McKee,
Tully Marshall, Sam De Grasse, Barbara Bedford, June Elvidge, and John Patrick.
This will be the second big picture produced
by Rellimeo the first now titled "Defying
Destiny"
be released
by written
Sclznick byin Grace
New
York
this will
month,
it was also
Sanderson Mitchie.
The Granada Film Corporation, has just
finished a comedy drama entitled "Eight Bucks,"
featuring Raymond McKee, supported by Marjorie Meadows, Gertrude Clair, Aileen Manning, Dickdirector
Gordon with
and Lenwood
others. Abbott
Fred Windamere was
at the
camera. The film is now in the cutting room
and will soon be ready for release. The Granada Film Corp., has as its president William
Drummond. vice-president Grace Sanderson
Mitchie, Treasurer J. G. Mitchie, all of San
Francisco.
Tom Forman was among the Sunday arrivals
at the Plaza Hotel, and is spending several days
in town on business.
A long felt want in San Francisco has been
tilled by the recent organizing by Miss Ora
Hayes, of a moving picture orchestra, for the
use of the local picture making units, and
southern companies here on location, who do
not carry their own music with them.
After almost a weeks work here and out at
sea on a yacht. King Vidor and the company
filming
for last,
Goldwyn,
finished
the
sea "Wild
scenes Oranges"
on Tuesday
and left
for
the Sacramento river to do further location
work. Considerable local interest was attracted
on Sunday night when they filmed a storm at
sea off Pier 41, and a large crowd gathered
to
watch the yacht and the making of the mock
storm.

CASTS OF THE WEEK
Famous Players Lasky
present
"FLAMING BARRIERS"
Directed by Geo. Mel ford.
Photographed by Chas. Clark.
Scenario by Harvev Thew.
CAST :
Jacqueline Logan Antonio Moreno
Walter Heirs
Charles Ogle
Robert McKim
Luke Cosgrave
Warren Rogers
James Cruz Productions
present
"TO THE LADIES"
Directed by James Cruz.
Photographed by Vernon Keays.
Scenario by Walter Woods.
CAST:
Edward Horton Z. Wall Covington
Theodore Roberts
Patricia Palmer
Helen Jerome Eddy
Arthur Hoyt
Louise Dresser Jack Gardner
The Grenada Film Corp.
presents
"EIGHT BUCKS"
Directed by Fred Windamere.
Photographed by Lenwood Abbott.
Story bv Fred Windamere.
CAST:
Raymond McKee
Aileen Manning
Marjorie Meadows
Dick Gordon
Gertrude Clair

kerr

crawford

San Francisco's waterfront was very popular
last week, and to add to the other companies
already working, the Dillon company, consisting of some twenty-five members of the cast
and staff, arrived via the boat from the South'
on Monday, and worked on a ferry boat tied up
at the slip all night Monday and Tuesday nights. I
The all star cast included Elaine Hammerstein, \
Wallace
and
others.Beery, Jack Mulhall, Eddie Dillon, (

Louise Lovely, and her movie making act
has returned here as the headliner at the I
Golden Gate Theatre this week.
Robert McKim was a guest in San Francisco':
over the week-end.
The Capitol Theatre recently taken over by j
the Rothschild interests, who control the California, Granada, etc., will be opened under thc<
new banner Oct. 7th, with the super-production,!
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame." The thcatrel
has been improved and redecorated, and in the
future will be devoted to super-attractions.

The Catholic Art Association of New York!
has opened a branch office in the Phclan Building. San Francisco, and expects to product]
pictures here at a later date. Their latest pic-1
ture "The Victim," was previewed at the Rivolil
Theatre last week before an invited audience j
including prominent business men, clergymen!
and club women. It is a powerful production!
and one of the most human and dramatic filmfl
to be shown here in a long time.
An unusual project is afoot here, with th
forming of the Mandearin Pictures Corporation
who will begin work almost at once on thj
first of a series of Chinese pictures. The firs:
picture will be made from a story publish©
in the Ladies Home Journal, by Charles Cald
w^ell
Dobie,ofunder
the however,
title of "Young
China.<
The name
the film
will be change
to "Little Lili Gee." Forrest Creighton wij
direct, continuity by Jane Roland. Chines!
capitol is back of the project, and all the sccntj
will be shot in Chinatown.
CASTS

OF

THE

WEEK

"STOP AT NOTHING"
Directed by Chas. R. Seeling.
PhotographedC
byA
Harry
Cooper.
ST
:
Story by Jeanne Poe.

Muriel MacCormac, eminent film starlet, has
just completed one of the principal roles in the
production tentatively entitled "The Street of
Painted
Women"
which Mitchell
is being at
madethe under
the
direction
of Bruce
Ince
studios in Culver City. This little lady is one
of the most consistently successful of Hollywood's younger cinema
set, and
as her
the
lovable expression
with which
she even
endows
portrayals has endeared her to a multitude of
fans, so has the high and undeviating quality
of her work established her in the eyes of
producers and directors as salient among her
kindred screen players. She possesses that
personality,
that "something," that will lead her
to the heights.

Shadow Brice
Geo Lai
Alice Burnham
Marguerite La Mo
Slick Sadie
Ollie Kirl
Burley Walters
Otto Metz
Spike Egan
Victor Metz
Lefty Hogan
Billie Ketch
Shorty Clark
Michael Ba
A Secretary
Kenneth Gre
A Detective
Jack Hon
The Rellimeo Film Syndicate
"THE YELLOW
STIGMA"
presents
Directed by
Colin Campell.
Photographed by Joe Brotherton.
Story by Grace Sanderson Mitchie.
CAST:
Wyndham Standing Sam De Grasse
Rosemary Theby Barbara Bedford
Raymond McKee June Elvidge
Tully Marshall John Patrick
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If there is such a thing as life after death
;re is an indefinable quality of human exrience that will be carried across the great
■yond by every man and woman — and at the
ne time left behind them as a legacy to their
>rtal brethren.
Like unto love this peculiar offspring of our
elligence multiplies by usage and disseminan. One can neither smother it nor abbreviate
presence.
Like love, it, too, has sent men to the galvs and to thrones. It, too, has driven strong
:n to weaknesses and inelligent men to mads. But for all of that it is one of the most
rished of divine gifts.
Imagine, if you can, a world without Mem. Imagine men and women waking each
irning with every trace and thought of yesday obliterated as by one fell stroke of an
nniscient Magician's wand.
<\11 men would be as children. Civilization
uld vanish. Commercial progress would be
possible. We would suddenly take our posin, possibly on all fours, with the rest of
animal world.

Published
t the present time, and undoubtedly more
usual, there is much discussion among
iicers relative to the value of the published
<i, or novel, as against the original story
screen production.
\n inventory of the pros and cons shows that
nion is about equally divided, despite the fact
t a novel or other published work, by the
le it has been adapted for the screen, is in
lity an original story.
Dwelling on the subject with Mack Sennett,
t well-known and pioneer producer was most
phatic in his choice of screen material. "To
;in with," said Sennett. "It must be ad-

Stick

Dissertation

own
childhood
— ofearly
their struggles
courtship —inthebusiness
father's
memory
of his
—
isn't
this
the
most
cherished
of
all
human
things ?
The other day three noted actors of the
screen met at the Metro studio. They had met
before, often. But they had not labored at
the task of acting in the same picture and by
the way, isn't a picture a Memory, after all?)
— they had not appeared in the same film for
nearly ten years — a decade fraught with fond
and bitter memories. Owing to the extreme
adolescence of the motion picture ten years
seems a long time and actors who have retained
their foothold in this make-believe world for
this length of time are few and far between.
These three playerfolk had last appeared
together in a strange and fascinating picture
called, "The Avenging Conscience." It had
been made by a man named David Wark Griffith, who had since attained great wealth and

h stick, no matter how charmingly whittled,
1h little interest to most persons. But in the
Hids of the old critic who is our subject, it
Ifeht be considered to carry valuable symbolic
ingestion.
rhis was brought to mind recently when the
■v screen version of Rex Beach's great
,JBskan
storytime.
"TheTheSpoilers"
was presented
v the first
first version,
made a
icade ago, was generally considered one of the
• sterpieces of its day. And it was.
*Vhenwasthepresented,
new "The there
Spoilers",
Mn,
were made
one byor Goldtwo
■ sons who said : "It's good : but it's not as
|bd as the other "The Spoilers."

vs. the

fame. Indeed, nearly all those associated with
that group had attained similar rewards.
If these three had never uttered a word upon
meeting they would have looked back upon the
panorama of life and with a wistful eye recall
the struggles and heartaches of their beginnings. In those days they were but harlequins
striving to find themselves. Today their names
are known wherever civilized people congreWell — these three did talk and they drew
upon their memories of those long gone, unforgettable days. They spoke ,of their colleagues,
agate.
Mae Marsh ; one Arthur Johnson, since departed this world ; a certain Mary Pickford,
rather well-known ; the demure little Gishes ;
Lionel Barrymore, a familiar name; and many,
many others. What memories they possessed !
We wonder if George Siegmann, Blanche
Sweet or Henry B. Walthall would barter these
memories for a pound of gold — for it was they
who heldof such
reminiscent
session 'neathway.the
canopy
the aheavens
out Hollywood
Memories
— . is Life.
Of such stuff

Original

mitted, the story is the thing. We need bigger
ideas and stronger themes with which to make
bigger and better pictures. There is a crying
need for more wholesome plots and greater
action in pictures.
"Personally, I prefer an original story for
screen material, probably owing to the fact
that I have made a special study of the effect
my own productions have had on the public.
I am quite sure that I am acquainted with a
particular demand, which I am supplying. Such
photoplays as "Mickey" ; "Molly 'O" ; "The
Crossroads of New York" ; "The Shriek of
Araby" cently
; "Suzanna"
"The were
Extraall Girl",
recompleted, andandwhich
produced

Whittlers

Ipid you ever see one of those old chaps,
;liking in the sun on the platform of a country
HI road station, who is willing to tell any one
Mo may listen exactly what is the matter with
W way the country is run?
[Chances are, if you did, that the old chap inlyiably was whittling a stick. Chances are
Jao that, as a stick whittler, you cordially
Muld agree that the President of the United
IStes, had little to learn from him. He could
Nittle as beautifully as Beethoven might son-

of Memory)

But aside from these more material phases
of existence the sentimental value of Memory
is beyond
compare.
or offather's
memory
of their
childrenA — mother's
the memory
their

Literature
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By DONALD

In the sense that persons who made that and
similar comments haven't had anything to-do
with the making' of motion pictures during the
last ten years, they well might be called "stick
whittlers". It doesn't make any difference what
variety of sticks they had been whittling —
stocks and bonds, prime cuts of roast beef, or
choice slices of real estate.
If they could have seen the two versions of
"The Spoilers" run. one after the other they
would have realized — as all those connected
with the motion picture industry, including
critics of it, have — that this picturization of the
epic story of the Klondike, is one of the best
proofs to be had of the astounding progress
that the art of picture making has made in
the last ten years.
Except to the stick whittlers there is no question of the amazing growth of this remarkable
dramatic child of the twentieth century.
Remember the stick whittlers who watched
the first clumsy automobile rattle-bang by, and
said,
"Well, the
I'll stick
stick whittlers
to horses."?
Remember
who heard that
the Wrights really had flown for the first
time, and said :
"That's all bunk."

Story

from original stories, resulted in big, interesting and human screen plays and met with popular favor wherever they were presented, and
already I am being deluged with information
regarding the next play to be produced with
the same star. Certainly that is proof enough
that as far as my own productions are concerned, the original story is being accepted by
those whom we all try to serve — the public.
"As a matter of fact," said Sennett, continuing, "I would much rather visualize a personality in a particular role, then have a special
story written for both, than to wade through
dozens of books for a theme which struck my
fancy and have it rewritten for the screen."

H. CLARKE

Stick whittlers had nothing but caustic comments to make about the first steam engine,
the cotton gin, the spinning jenny, the steamboat, the submarine, the telephone, the telegraph, the general rotundity of the earth, the
fact that the earth revolves around the sun — ■
everything new and worth while, in fact, including the fact that the world and everything
connected
every
day. with it is getting better and better
They had the same sort of thing to say about
motion pictures when they first were evolved
within the memory of most of us.
The trains don't bustle by the stick whittlers
past entrancing views towards a romantic
destination any faster than the workers in any
field of human endeavor hurtle on towards
greater achievements.
The man who makes the world go round is
the worker. The man who makes the movies
move is a worker.
They talk about "throwing sand in the gear
box." Maybe sand is only another name for
the shavings from sticks that fall softly and
practically unnoticed, in various guises, everywhere in the world.
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FILM WILL REVEAL SECRETS
OE ETERNAL YOUTH

GEORGE M. COHAN SONG
HITS TO BE REV IV EL

Mozumdar. the Hindu metaphysician who is
now producing "Beyond the Veil," promises
that his second motion picture will reveal the
secret of eternal youth.
In the Orient — especially in India, where
Mozumdar was originally a member of the
royal family in the Province of Bengal — the
prolongation of life is a recognized fact, at
least, among the native philosophers and their
disciples. The mental power of the religious
ascetic along these lines is regarded as a
higher corollary of the fakir*s tricks of growing a tree before your eyes, or of throwing a
ladder into the air and having a small boy climb
it and step off the top rung — into nothingness.
It was undoubtedly stories of Hindu mysticism, brought back from the Orient by Marco
Polo and men of his ilk, which started Ponce
de Leon on his Eastward journey in quest
of the "Fountain of Youth."
According to Mozdumar. it's all a matter of
our realization of the eternal life principle back
of all growth and transition. "Since all flesh
is fundamentally spiritual, like everything else
in the universe," he says, "even though it is
present to us as a visible concept, the mastery
which comes in the realization of the life force
can be developed to such an extent that the
flesh can be spiritualized until it goes beyond
the vision of the ordinary man. But very few
of us in the whole world are anxious for such
transference, although practically every mortal
wants to enjoy a fuller span of life and with
preserved
youth." desire is attainable, according
This universal
to Mozdumar; in fact, his followers declare
that this man who looks not a day over twentyfive years of age. can prove by records that
he is now over sixty. In any event, the Hindu
metaphysician promises that his second film
will reveal — as a secondary current to its innate dramatic plot — how the average man and
woman can attain this realization of the eternal,
constant and all-embracing life-force which
will give him, or her, the power to retain youth
for a comparatively indefinite period.

The music score for "The Meanest Man ii
the World." screen version of George M. Co
han's stage success of that name, will be ;
composition of his most popular song hits.
Renec Williams, conductor of Loew's Sym
phony Orchestra, is working over "Forty-Fivi
Minutes from Broadway," "Little Johnnii
Junes." "So Long Mary" and Fifty Mile

Mozumdar explains theories of semi-eternal
youth to his leading woman, Kathryti McGuire.

Helen Lynch, as the stcno<jrat>hcr in Bert irde
tell's office., admires the handsome caller, W
Crane.

Principal
Corporation's motion pic
from
Boston."Pictures
ture
version
of "The Meanest Man in thi
World," according t<> the New York critichas preserved all the Cohanesque humor am
spontaneity.
One heartfelt
critic saysthanks
in part,to "we
wan
tn express our
cveryon
from the director to the property man for no
trying to improve
on admirable
Cohan way "we
offe
congratulations
for the
in whicl
tin' lightness and spirit of the play has beei
sustained
the picture."
The Lisin Angeles
showing of "The Meanes
Man in the World," is scheduled for the ver
near future. Bert Lytell plays the title rolt
ably supported by Blanche Sweet. Bryan
Washburn. Forrest Robinson. Helen I.yncl
Lincoln Stedman, Warde Crane. Victor Pot(
and Carl Stoekdale. Fdward F. Cline directs!

Ly-

Constance Talmadge who will soon be seen in "The Dangerous Maid

J

Camera's
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ELEBR1TIES ATTEND
HOUSE WARMING

Duncan Sisters Sign
Louis Graf,, president, and Max
Graf, supervising director of the
Graf Productions, operating at
San Mateo, Cal., consummated negotiations yesterday when they
placed under long term contract
the internationally famous Duncan
Sisters, whom they will present on
the silversheet in a series of pictures. It is difficult to say who
are more elated over this contract,
one of the most interesting ever
signed in filmdom — the Graf
Brothers who consider Rosetta and
Vivian Duncan the biggest of assets to the screen, or the girls
themselves, eager for still another
outlet for their captivating art.
Many contracts have been offered the Duncan Sisters, but the
proposition offered by the Graf
organization was most appealing.
Said the sisters, all aglow over
their debut on the screen as they
discussed it off stage at the Alcazar theater, San Francisco, where
their
production
"Topsy inandthe Eva"
has broken
all records
history of things theatrical there :
"While we have had many alluring offers, we wanted to give to
the screen the same kind of work
and accomplished in the same manner that has given us a name in
this country and abroad on the
stage. We must be individual and
free to create in our own way.
This is what we can do sponsored
by the Grafs for they are fully in
sympathy
withBrothers,
us."
The Graf
have been
watching the success of the Sisters
for some time and analyzing their
remarkable popularity.
"They are unique and delightful
artists, wonderful gloom dispellers
and filling a most important place
on
the the
stage,"
said has
Max nothing
Graf. "But
since
screen
like
them for they are inimitable, we
felt that they should fill this niche

One of the most notable gatherlgs of stage and screen celebrities
>ok place when Mr. and Mrs.
bnway Tearle tendered a house'arming at their new home on
•range Drive in Hollywood.
Various features of entertainlent marked the occasion, includig a repertoire of popular and
assical vocal numbers by Mrs.
earle, better known among fol>wers of vaudeville as Adele
owland.
The new Tearle home is one of
le most artistic estates in Hollyood and has just been completed,
he Tearles will make their perlanent home and have installed
irious furnishings from their
ong Island home.
Among the guests were Ethel
arrymore, Mrs. Leslie Carter,
Ir. and Mrs. Frank Lloyd, Mr.
id Mrs. Cyril Chadwick. Mr. and
Irs. Krauford Kent, Mr. and
Irs. Reginald Denny and Mr. and
Irs. Frank Crane.

Niblobeing
Praises
Ray's Late Offering
Fred Niblo,
interviewed
"Glad you liked it", said Niblo,
by the correspondent of 643 news- "and I am not prejudiced because
my own lovely Enid Bennett
papers, spent the entire time talkThe entire proing about Charles Ray and "The played 'Priscilla'.
duction is tremendous in its artistry
and
power.
Every
player lives
Courtship of Miles Standish" in
spite of anything his publicity in 1620. It is Great — Great —
"
director could do about it.
"What is your own favorite picture?"
asked
the
interviewer.
"You have just finished "Strang"Toss up between 'The Three
ers of the Night", suggested the Musketeers'
and 'Strangers of the
interviewer.
Night', " he answered, "but I
"Yes", answered Niblo, "and I want you to sec Charles Ray in
want to tell you that when I saw 'The Courtship of Miles Standthat magnificient document of histBecause Mr. Niblo wrecked his
ory unfolding on the screen, I wept
own interview, it is incumbent
with the joy of being an Ameri- uponish1 ". his publicity department to
can and rejoiced in knowing state that he has just finished
"Strangers of the Night" and that
Charles
" 'The Ray."
Famous Mrs. Fair' was a he is preparing to film "Thy Name
splendid picture", said the inter- is Woman",
ern Spain. a stage play of mod-

Kirkwood-Lee To
Head Select
Cast
James Kirkwood has returned to
creen work and playing opposite
iim in the feature role at the
Thomas H. Ince studios is Lila
^ee, his wife. The announcement
vas made following the compleion of the cast for a Bruce Mithell story temporarily titled, "The
Street of Painted Women," and
ncludes Wallace Beery and Matt
kloore. Bruce Mitchell is also diecting the feature.
The story is laid on the West
American Coast from San Fi*anico to Mazatlan, Mexico, with a
/lexican locale predominating. One
f the most beautiful estates in
he quaint West Coast Mexican
ity will be reproduced for the
ig scenes of the feature. The enre company will leave Los Andes next week for San Francisco
here the first scenes of the picure will be made.
Attending physicians for Kirk;ood pronounced him entirely reovered from his serious accident
i which he sustained a fractured
kull. It was thought for a time
lat he would be unable ever again
3 appear upon the screen. The
ccident occurred at the Beverly
fills stable, where he was thrown
rom a horse, just four weeks af:r Miss Lee and he were married
nd while they were enjoying their
oneymoon.
Miss Lee, Kirkwood, Wallace
eery, and Matt Moore comprise
ne of the most remarkable casts
f the year, according to film exerts.

With S. F. Producer
as well and take their art wherever motion
are indefinite
shown."
While
planspictures
are still
as to time production will begin,
and were, due to the record breakrun of
"Topsy
and ofEva"
which ingwill
dictate
the place
operations, itis more than likely that
the first vehicle will be produced
in New
York, for
for "Topsy
and when
Eva"
is
scheduled
Broadway
San Francisco will let it go. Max
Graf will supervise the production
and is now negotiating for the organization staff. Mr. Graf has
signed no director, but has in mind
a well-known director who has
known the Duncan Sisters all their
lives and who is most sympathetic
with their ideas which will have
full reign.
Another interesting thing about
the
plans
is the
co-starring
vehicle
which
in allfirst
likelihood
will
be
"The
Unheavenly
Twins"
of
which Rosetta Duncan, the older
sister, is the author. Rosetta as
usual will be the prankster and
the clown, while Vivian will keep
the same character she has established on the stage.
When "The Fog" which will
shortly be shown in Los Angeles
was under production at San Mateo in the Spring, Max Graf took
a screen test of the Duncan Sisters
and results were so wonderful and
their art was just as captivating
in
pantomime
on the' speaking
stage,
the Grafas Brothers
had but
one thought — to place them under
contract. The Sisters were interested but were too full of work on
the book of "Topsy and Eva" to
talk business. But now that everything is settled, they are bubbling over with such enthusiasm
that the public can hold its breath
until they begin and hold it again
when their work is flashed on the
screen, for they are veritable
whirlwinds !

Actors

Benefit

Be Held

To

At

Auditorium
On Monday night, October 29,
the Auditorium will be the scene
of a monster benefit performance
to be given by the motion picture
branch
America. of the Actors' Fund of
Preparations are already under
way to make this event the most
brilliant and elaborate of the theatrical season. Fred Niblo, prominent director is in charge of the
staging while George Foster Piatt,
celebrated writer, will supervis
e
the selection of plays and will personally direct three of the numbers. Neely Dickson is to stage
a dance pantomime unlike anything
heretofore seen in Los Angeles.
Many prominent stars of both
stage and screen will take part in
the show which according to announcements will be in the nature
of a huge extravaganza.
Fund Benefits are
theTheonlyActors'
events sponsored by the
entire theatrical profession and the
Actors' Fund of America, which
is headed by Daniel Frohman, is
the only charitable organization of
the theatre to which the profession
subscribes. All the performers,
directors, and those handling the
business affairs of the Benefit are
donating their services. The Auditorium has also been
while the government
has 'donated
exempted the tickets of admission from
war-tax, thus making it nearly a
one hundred percent benefit. The
only expenses attached will be a
negligent sum spent in advertising,
printing, etc.
The executive committee of the
motion picture branch of the Actors Fund of America consists of
Frank E. Woods, chairman ; Robert Fairbanks, treasurer ; Rev.
Neal Dodd, secretary; Winifred
Kingston, Marian Fairfax, Charles
A. Stevenson,
Lewis,'
Joseph de Grasse,Mitchell
Will T.
Wyatt,
Wedgewood Nowell and Mark
Larkin.
Helene Chadwick, like most people today, has taken a dislike to
that tropical fruit, due to the
chantings of the millions anent
the fact that someone failed to
possess bananas.
Yet Helene has cause to mention the fruit quite frequently, due
to the fact that right outside her
bungalow window in Hollywood
there grows one of the few banana trees in this community
bearing its first bunch of fruit.
Because of her dislike to the
word banana, Miss Chadwick
proudly calls the attention of all
visitors
to her
"herbaceous
plant"
which has
fastened
to its sturdy
stem a sign reading, "No puns on
bananas allowed."
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TITLING

Mary Pickford
Will Go To San

B>> PAUL D. HUGON
I f you were to run your fingers spoken titles occurred to me, about
Francisco
lightly across the keys of a Lino- the same time as it occurred to
Kerrigan
type machine, as a child does with American producers — but not for
Indications are now that Mary
the keys of a piano, you would be your French editor.
W. W. Kerrigan, business man- presented with the word ETAOIN.
Pickford will go to San Francisco
So
when
I
wrote
:
"Get
out,
beager of the Mary Pickford ComAnd hereby hangs a tale. Your II fore I wring your neck!" he
pany, is today much mystified over education in typography probably changed it to a narrative : "Angered shortly for a number of the exteras far as the typewriter. at his enemy's resistance, he orior scenes for "Dorothy Vernon
certain telegrams he lias been re- extends
have wondered why on earth
of Haddon Hall". If arrangements
dered
him
out
of
the
house."
ceiving regarding large numbers of You
Needless to say, that prominent
not placed in alphabetfor the desired locahorses. These mysterious wires lettersical were
order, instead of the familliar editor is prominent no more. R. I. can be tions,made
the
trip
will be taken soon
P.
But
the
spoken
title
is
here
to
have been pouring into the Pick- QWERTYUIPO. And no doubt
ford business office ever since it you have been told ■ (which is not stay. And spoken titles have a after the first scenes are shot at
of using certain words almost the studio. Marshall Neilan, dirwas announced that 400 horses the correct answer) that this is habit
to the exclusion of al others.
ecting the piece, Charles Rosher,
case. way type runs in a printer's
Of three very recent and very
were needed for "Dorothy Vernon the
photographer,
several of the prinprominent
productions,
no
less
than
Using
some
letters
more
than
of Haddon Hall."
cipals of the cast and Miss Pickothers, the printer naturally tries 66 titles began with the letter I.
The
first
wire
read
:
"Can
give
ford will make up the party.
you good price on job lot lour to keep together those that come in Mostly just "I" — people speak
frequently. Count the letters mostly about themselves ; somePreparations for the start of the
hundred second hand saw horses." most
in this line, and you will find some
times "It"
and three
occasionally
picture are going forward rapidThen came
the infollowing:
"UnderIn the
same
films, 32 "In".
titles the
stand you are
market for
four used not at all, like the Q. After
studio. fraf wofa maf mh
hundred horses. We are wrecking years and years of selling type, in began with a T. There are so many ly. Several sets are now under
small words in English starting way at the studio. Among these
old Merry-Go-Round and suggest such proportions as to make mil- with
T, such as The, Then, This, is the exterior of Haddon Hall,
lions and millions of words, type
you use these. Probably not much
good in foreground but should ap- founders know just how often a That. One of the largest news- 280, feet long by 140 fet wide, an
papers in London has a rule for its exact representation of the famous
given letter will recur. That reyou because
they are
cheap."
cur ence is easily remembered, as sub-editors that small paragraphs old castle in England, having been
The peal tofirst
wire was
signed
by
regards the principal letters, as positively must never start with the duplicated from photographs and
"Economical Construction Co." and ETAOIN,
which means that there words The or That — because all measurements obtained on the
the second by "Church Amusement
paragraphs would start that
arc more E's used than any other the
that way if it were allowed.
then more T's and so on.
According to W. W. KerringInvestigation
as- letter,
Co."
The
letter A came a god third ground.
sistant disclosedbytheKerrigan's
fact that the
Is ture
it titles?
equally
true
ofno. motion picton, business manager, 31 costumes
Yes
and
at
the
beginning
of
words
in
those
"Economical Construction Co." is
for the principals are now in work.
Ordinarily printing, from which films, and Y came fourth. Y stands This
does not take into account
RobertlikesFairbanks,
Doug's
brotheras
for
You,
which
accounts
for
its
who
a joke just
as much
those to be worn by Miss Pickford
printers'cludes aaverages
are
compiled,
inmass
of
material
such
as
popularity
in
dialogue.
Doug, and that "Church Amuse- financial quotations, business corinclude the makW stood highest of all the cap- Othering ofpreparations
ment Co." is his assistant, Ted
20 huge tapestries and sevital letters in a very successful and
Reed. This information, however,
respondence, scientific works — all
hundred102props.
"I have
is being held out on Kerrigan. For of which contain words and com- and intensely dramatic production. alreadyeralissued
job orders
for
him the mystery deepens with in titles. binations of letters seldom found Most of the titles semed to begin
props,"
said
Kerrigan,
"many
of
with questions : Where, When,
every new telegram.
for are
a dozen
different
things."
Titles, it has been said with pain- Who, Why, Will you, Won't you, them
Plans
now
being
drawn
for
ful truthfulness, are written for Whose, Which. In fact, you could 21 sets in addition to those already
IRENE IN NEW
the
average person. National in- tell by one glance at the frequency under construction. In the art and
MOTHER ROLE
telligence tests, covering six mil- of that letter that the film was one
department 15 men art
lion people, having shown that the of intense personalities. The use of designing
at top speed, and in the
"The darlingest part I ever had average person is 14 years old — or the words suggested and induced a working
wardrobe department, ten persons
theThis
opportunity
portray." was equivalent to a successful public I tempo that was unmistakable.
feministicto description
Taken all in all, the recurrence are engaged on special stuff. To
school pupil in the eighth grade —
the manner in which Irene Rich titles
have been and are written for of ordinary letters in average films make her hats for this picture.
expresses her appreciation of the that 14-year-old. Which means that is very near one friend ETAOIN.
Miss Pickford has her own milliner.
role which she plays in "Misunder- titles use only words found in the It might be more correctly stated
Five carriages, typical of the
as ETAOINRASH.
stood," a screen version of the
reader and speller.
period, are now being built by l
next Booth Tarkington story to eighth-grade
But the vast majority of titles
But,
curiously
enough,
the
letter
be produced by J. K. McDonald are SPOKEN titles. Every time I E which is of the most frequent carriage maker brought out frotr
for First National.
East especially
for this
mention a spoken title, I remember occurence in the text of titles, is theAmong
the interesting
propstask1ir
Under her contract with War- with a pain my first experience hardly ever found as an initial.
work are the hergldic chest whid
ner Brothers, Miss Rich reserves with that commodity. It was years
the right to play only in pictures and years ago. at the time when vast
Titles don't begin
beginwith
withE's.
I orTheT duplicates the one now in Haddor
for other companies which meet France was the unsurpassed mis- or A majority
or W or Y.
Hall, the State Bed, uecn Elia-1
tress of the film world. I was then
carriage and Sedan chair
Which shows once more that we beth's
with' her approval.
The characterization of the mother
in this
shoe
trees and hat racks, Queer
are
creatures
of
habit,
we
who
producing
pictures
in
England,
and
picture, the wife of a man who subject to the strict censorship of write titles as much as we who Mary's couch, day bed tables am
read them.
fails to understand his nine-yearan archer's bow-stringer.
old son, she considers is an ideal a French editor. The idea of using
part and, as she describes it, "the
That newspapermen form tin
backbone of the motion oicture in
darlingest" which she has ever
played.
dustry is apparently the belief O
"Misunderstood," which went
British Magnates Here on Business
Harry Cohn, general manager O
into production recently, is diWaldorf productions and one O
rected by William Beaudine, who
John H. Taylor of London and theatre interests in Scotland, book- the youngest producers in Holly
guidedincludes
"PenrodHenry
and B.Sam."
Its John Maxwell of Edinborough
ing pictures for his own group of wood. Cohn has surrounded him
cast
Walthall,
houses and for additional Scottish self with former journalists to au«
arrivedH. inChristie
Los Angewho will enact the role of the and lesGlasgow
with Charles
for theatres.
in the making and distribution o
stern, unrelenting father, Ben Al- their first visit to American proMr. Christie returned to his films.
exander and Rockliffe Fellowes.
ducing centers. The foreign vis- studios after an absence of six
Edward J. Le Saint was a dail;
itors came over on the Majestic weks in Europe, during which time
paper scribe before he entered th
and
will
be
the
guests
here
of
the
he traveled extensively on the films and later became a directo:
Edward Horton, widelyknown comedian, who is support- Christie brothers for ten days.
Continent as well as visiting the im- Jack Strumwasser, scenario chie
Mr. Taylor is managing director
portant film centers in the British at Waldorf was a feature write
ing Bryant Washburn in "Try and
London for Christie Film Sales, Isles. The visiting party was met on eastern newspapers, wrril
Get It," his first starring picture in
Ltd.
and
also
of
Screen
Arts
Ltd.,
Gardner Bradford in charge of tfc
for Grand- Asher, will in the near
"western style" welfuture take a flyer in the two-a- distributing pictures for the United with acometypical
on Al Christie's set where a title department was an one tim
Kingdom
and
Continental
Europe
;
filming.
day, having been offered booking
cowboy comedy is in process of newspaper.
dramatic editor of a Los Angele
by the Orpheum circuit, it is said. while Mr. Maxwell has large
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'Landis
In New

!

To
Star
Formed

Company
Cullen Landis has now begun
arrangements for his first starring
vehicle in the picturization of "The
Ridin' Kid From Powder River,"
by H. H. Knibbs, the scenario
rights of which he owns. J. Edwin New, Mr. Landis' business
manager, and Robert Ensminger,
who will direct the film, have left
for Arizona to establish the location sites for the production and
to make reservations for the company.
Upon reaching the first lap of
their journey, Messrs. New and
Ensminger will travel 200 miles
further by automobile into the interior in the very locale which
formed the setting for the Knibbs
story. The cow region and the
desert willl form the background
jof a picture which will be made
in accordance with Mr. Landis'
Ilong-cherished ideals of how a
(Western should be produced,
j Production is scheduled for October 15th and the casting will
fcommence immediately upon the return of Messrs. New and Ensminger. Mr. Landis will be surrounded by the strongest cast obtainable, while Mr. Knibbs, the author, will accompany them on location and act in a supervising capaI Mr. Landis is now appearing in
Metro's "The Man Whom Life
Passed
Juvenile By,"
lead. in which he is playing
I GIVES VIEWS OF SCREEN
I Edward Burns, who plays one of
Ihe featured roles in "Superstition," declares
stage work
i foundation
for that
a successful
screenas
career is indispensable.
I "When I first began work in
pictures with the Fox organization
about six years ago," declared
purns,
found was
my of
work
the
legitimate"I stage
muchon material value in securing film engagements. Actors with stage experience were in great demand by
itudio managers and casting directors. The high salaries and
pleasant work aided in the enlistment of a great number of wellIcnown stage players to the screen,
i "After a time there was a call
nor new screen faces and producers
end directors began scouting
bround for new talent. Beauty
contests were held at different
times all over the country, and
Iwhen
producersacquired
became from
'fed this
up'
with failures
pource, new screen 'finds' with ability became the cause of a high
boar in film salaries among the
newcomers.
I "Consequently it is becoming
pore and more difficult for inexperienced players to enter the film
Jwork, and yet musical comedy
ktars and other persons, who have
[become used to public appearances
and therefore have gained poise, do
pot find many bridges to cross beIfore obtaining success in screen
work," concluded Burns.
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Sorry Old Man,

News Section

Nothing Doing Today !

A crestfallen old man walked

| press
Mong's agent.
honest
away
the Fred
casting
director's
windowfrom
at the
Niblo
studio
with faltering steps. But no sooner did he pass out of the building
than a broad grin broke over his
face. Then followed a hearty peal
of laughter as the aged actor sat
upon
mirth. the curb doubled up with
"That's the best yet," said the
transformed old gentleman to himself. "And I never used to believe
those stories about the studio gateman holding up the actor because
he did not recognize him in his
make-up."
And "Bill" Mong slapped his
leg and resumed his laughter. For
it was none other than the famous
character actor who was sympathetically turned away by the casting director at the Niblo studio on
he stopped at the casting office to
pay his respects to those within,
when he was greeted with a cheery,
"Sorry, old man. Nothing doing
And be it known, this is not a
modern
today." version of the famous,
though
decrepitin "gateman"
made popular
the text ofstory
the
press
It's facts V.
—
plain agent's
facts, primer.
says William

and unblushing

Melrose avenue where Mong is essaying one of the leading roles in
Louis B. Mayer's production, "Thy
Name Is Woman."
Mong had no intention of perpetrating ajoke on the casting office as he walked through the studio administration building in his
costume for the production. Attired as an elderly old gentleman,

Uses Loud

Speaker to Direct Crowds
When the movement for action
A complete change in the system of direction of huge mob
speaking in a conscenes in the big spectacular pic- came, Worsley,
versational tone into the microtures is taking place, due to the
phone of the instrument, heard his
success an idea, adopted as an
experiment, met with in the pro- own voice magnified to giant proportions bellowing out a quarter of
duction of "The Hunchback of
a mile away. It came like the
Notre
Dame."
The big
scenes hereafter will be sharp crack of cavalry commands.
directed through the agency of a Inspired by its boom, and held totelephonic loudspeaker.
gether bystruction
the fact
that theperson
one inreached every
at
When Wallace Worsley who
made "The Hunchback of Notre the same moment, the three thousand persons in the scene went
Dame,"
his big
scenes
he
tried approached
to handle them
in the
old through their parts, more perfectly
way — that is by standing by the than would have been possible by
camera and signaling thoroughly any other system.
posted assistant directors who were
Worsley, having the script read
down with the mob. After run- to him at the proper rate of speed
ning through several times and and with binoculars glued to his
failing to get the action he wanted eyes so that he could note details,
he hit on the idea of the loudspeak- was able to give specific instrucer.
tions to limited groups within the
The camera was on a huge stand crowd.
seventy feet tall and a quarter of
The scheme enabled him to hold
a mile from the center of the the three thousand persons persquare in front of the Cathedral
to the action he wanted, and
in which the mob was to mill becausefectlythe
mob scene sets a new
around. Loudspeakers were con- standard in the technique of picture making, the Worsley system
cealed in the doorway of the cathedral and at three other points.
is being generally adopted.
Jackie Coogan has three more
pictures to make on his present
contract with Metro Pictures.
The
first, "Longof Live
King,"
an adaptation
Marythe Roberts
Rinehart's
novel in
of November.
the same name,
will
be released
The
story is a new departure for Jackie
and he is seen in a role entirely at
variance with those involving the
ragged cap, the torn breeches and
the all-enveloping sweater.

Six years with Edison ; two
years with Vitagraph ; two years
with Fox; two years with Paramount— five times abroad for pictures— this is a partial record of
Marccamera.
MacDcrniott's
career isbefore
the
MacDermott
now
playing the character lead in
Mabel Forrest's first starring picture, "The Satin Girl," a Ben Wilson production for Grand-Asher,
directed by Arthur Rosson.
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Cameramen
Hold

T o

Frolic

At

Biltmore
The American Society of Cinematographers will present the new
Biltmore's premiere motion picture
ball to be held Saturday night, October 27th, according to an announcement made by the Board of
Governors of the cameramen's organization.
The A. S. C. function will not
only be the premiere motion picture affair at Southern California's
new hostelry but will be the opening cinema ball of the season in
Los Angeles or Hollywood.
This will be the fourth annual
ball of the organization since the
American Society of Cinematographers was founded in 1919. The
previous functions of the society
ranked among the most successful
ever given within the film profession ;and the forthcoming ball, it
■is stated,
will surpass its predecessors in brilliancy.
Where heretofore the A. S. C.
functions have been virtually confined to members of the profession
itself, the general public, for the
first time, will be accorded the opportunity of attending the cinematographer's
affair. for the
General Biltmore
arrangements
ball are in charge of Jchn F. Seitz,
first vice-president of the society.
SEASTROM'S

FIRST

Victor
Seastrom's
first by
American production
— a story
Sir
Hall Caine, on which the director
has worked for six months — will
be released under the title, "Name
Sir Hall Caine personally has
the Man I"the new title, and helped
approved
in its selection, Goldwyn announces.
The story was published under
the name of "The Master of Man"
but, toturesavoid
confusion
with picwith similar
names,
was
made under the temporary title of
"The Judge and the Woman,"
while the permanent title was being decided.
A brilliant cast enacts the dra'.natic Mae
roles Busch,
of "Name
the Man
with
Conrad
Nagel,!"
Creighton Hale, Hobart Bosworth
and Patsy Ruth Miller.
The story revolves around the
romance of two girls and a young
judge, reaching its dramatic inin a girl's
fight
for her tensitylife
in the passionate
big courtroom
scene.
Bryant Washburn, Grand-Asher
star, claims to have written the
shortest continuity on record. To
prove his
lowing : claim he submits the folScene 1. Powder magazine.
Man enters. Sits near keg of
powder which has been opened.
Man lights match.
The End.
This could be recommended for
use ofreel
anyone
desiring to make
atheshort
subject.
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Form

Unique Club
For Girls
Virginia Brown Faire, under
long term contract with First National as featured player, who will
shortly be seen in "The ThunderKate"
a bigatidea
operation
Mondayput night
her inHollywood
home, 1714 Garfield street, when
the first meeting took place of the
newly launched, "The Regulars."
When Miss Faire, with other recent twinklers, took part in the
Writers'
then conceived theRevue,
plan of she
an organization
of girls in pictures who took their
work seriously, ambitious to develope their art, who would get
together once a week, discussing
the best plays and pictures and also
worth while books. The plan is
to sec every good play and picture
that comes to Los Angeles, to
study them critically, even taking
notes. As interesting things come
up in the screen work of each girl,
these will also be discussed.
"Back of all this in the first
place was the consciousness that
we girls are so busy that we see
little of each other and that this
was a great loss," explained Miss
Faire. "We felt that with a club
we could develope our minds and
broaden our screen work through
discussions. There is a lot of talent in the club and we plan to put
on one-act plays, entertain at the
hospitals, or any benefits. Also
there is to be no gossip in the club
ard we are to uphold each other
on all occasions. For "The Regare regular
The ulars"
girls
presentgirls!"
at the first
meeting are all starlings and include in addition to Miss Faire,
Priscilla and Marjorie Bonner,
Maryon Aye, Kathleen Key. Pauline Curley, Menifee Johnston, Alberta Vaughan and Grace Gordon,
while invitations have been sent to
Colleen Moore, Bessie Love, Claire
Windsor, Pauline Starke, Zazu
Pitts, with a few more names to
be added. Miss Faire was elected
president but accepted the office
only temporarily until a full meeting could be called and Miss Johnston, secretary. The club emblem
is neither the conventional pin nor
ring, but ear rings, for "The Regulars" decided they would be original !
CHRISTIE GOES CALLING
"Come out to the studio some
time;
try has
to get
The just
above
beenin 1"a famous
catch phrase around the Los Angeles studios for many years, but
Al Christie found out the real
truth of it last week when canfor Hollywood's second annual dogvassingshow.
Many hundreds of people have
knocked at the front door of the
well
producer's
studio known
in thecomedy
past, but
going
around collecting trophies this year
showed Mr. Christie just how
tough it is for the outsider to
"crash the gate" at the other fellow's studio.

Romeo

Rapidly Gaining Recognition as
Portrayer of Great Characters
The rapidity with which J. C.
"Jack" Fowler successfully portrays character upon character,
each of a vastly different nature,
easily places him as king of the
grease pots, and with a versatility
second to none in the profession.
On his return to Hollywood this
week after completing the role of
the crook gambler and card shark
in the ship scenes of "The Street
of
PaintedhereWomen,"
at sea
between
and Santaken
Francisco,
with director Bruce Mitchell and
members of the cast on board including James Kirkwood, Lila Lee,
Kate Price and others, he was at
once snapped up to enact the role
been scoured by the Renaud Hoffman Productions in their efforts
to find a character actor with facial lines somewhat resembling the
great poet, Whittier, and while
Fowler bore no particular likeness
until after he had finished with the
old make-up box and a silver grey
beard and then the resemblance in the picture by the same name
was actually startling with every now being produced at the Hollyauthentic detail.
wood Studios with Marjorie Daw
of the poet, John Grcenleaf Whit- in the title role of Maude Muller.
The whole of Hollywood had
tier, author of "Maude Muller."
Our

Boy Scouts
Are Movie
Heroes

One thousand Boy Scouts in
Los Angeles were invited to take
part in the making of 'a motion picand every one of them accepted theture,invitation.
The picture was "The Good Bad
Boy", which Bennie Zeidman made
for Principal Pictures Corporation, and Joe Butterworth plays the
featured juvenile role. Joe, in the
story, is the bugler of his company, and in a thrilling episode
wherein the villain is carrying off
the beautiful heroine, Joe bugles
his bugle and the thousand scouts
respond. They dash to the rescue
of the little girl, bind and gag the
villain and take him on their
shoulders to the police station.
This sequence of the story was
taken on the corner of Hollywood
Boulevard and -Western Avenue,
one of the busiest in this trafficjammed community. But the Boy
Scouts had no difficulty in making
their dash after the speeding automobile of the villain, for a fifteen
year old platoon — took his place at
the center button and held up
traffic while the khaki-clad youngsters raced across the street.
Edward F. Cline, who directed
Buster Keaton's "Three Ages",
"Circus Days" with Jackie Coogan,
and will soon begin on Baby Peggy's first feature for Principal Pictures, directed the Zeidman production
"The Good
Badprincipal
Boy".
Forrest ofRobinson
has the
role in the story, with Lucy Beaumont, Richard Wayne, Mary Jane
Irving, Arthur Hull and Edwards
Davis in support.

I

News Section

Barry more Makes
His Western
Debut
John Barrymore, a member of
the famous Barrymore theatrical
family, arrived in Los Angeles recently to play the star role in
"Beau Brummel", which Harry
Beaumont will direct for the
Warner Brothers. This is said to
be the first trip Barrymore has
made to the coast in several years,
the last one having been made as
a pleasure jaunt. At the depot to
greet the famous theatrical star
were Harry M. Warner, Jack L.
Warner, Director Beaumont, and a
host of screen friends.
For the leading feminine role in
support of Barrymore, the Warners, through an arrangement with
Famous Players, have secured the
services of Mary Astor. Other
prominent players thus far engaged are Irene Rich, Carmel
Myers, Richard Tucker, William
Humphrey, Alec B. Francis, Andre
de Beranger and Michael Dark.
"Beau Brummel", based on the
historical facts and play by Clyde
Fitch, has been adapted for the
screen by Dorothy Farnum.
WELCOME

MARIE

Marie Walcamp returns to the
silver screen after an extended
trip abroad, spending almost a year
in Japan.
Miss Walcamp has long been
recognized as a star and through
the nature of the leads she played
won the sobriquet of "dare devil."

and

Juliet

Offering
Norma's
Next
The truth of the old proverb
that classics never die is again
demonstrated with the news from
Joseph M. Schenck that Norma
Talmadge is going to do a screen
version of Shakespeare's greatest
love story, "Romeo and Juliet,"
already picturized seven times and
produced on the stage by countless
professional and amateur companies of thespians.
At the same time the rumor is
current that Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks are thinking of
filming the play. It will be recalled that in 1916 two film productionspearedof "Romeo
and ofJuliet"
apon the screens
America
— one produced by Metro with
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne, the other by Fox with
Theda Bara — and both were sue?
cessful. Then, only last year, Ethel Barrymore and Jane Cowl were
rival Juliets in simultaneous Broadway productions of the play. It
would be curious if history were
to repeat itself on the screen.
However, whether or not the
Pickford-Fairbanks combination
does anything in the matter, Norma is going ahead with her plans
to star in a more lavish and ambitious picturization of the Shakespearean play than has yet been
attempted. %She hopes to make it
a triumph of her screen career.
Just who will play Romeo in
the Talmadge-First National Picture, has not been settled, but h
will probably be Joseph Schildkraut, a new
the Viennese
film firmament and meteor
star of inthe
and New York dramatic stage.
Youne handsome and an exceptional actor, Schildkraut should
make a particularly good Romeo.
That Norma Talmadge, who
ranks as one
of the will
screen's
emotional
actresses,
makefinest
an
ideal Juliet is widely believed. Only recently she led all rivals by a
large majority in a voting contest
conducted by the New York Daily
News, to select the most popular
actress for the role in a screen
productionTearle,
of "Romeo
and Juliet"
Conway
who plays
opposite Miss Talmadge in her current
First National release, "Ashes of
Vengeance,"
place in the
race
for the won
role third
of Romeo.
The popularity
"Romeo dates
and
Tuliet"
as screen ofmaterial
back to 1913 when the first film
production of the Shakespearean
romance was turned out in two
ret' Is by Pathe. In 1914 the old
Biograph made a 500-foot picture
of it. After an interval of two
years the big Metro and Fox productions came out, the former being 8.000 and the latter 5,000 feet.
In 1917 Educational Film Comscreenedthea Crystal
"Romeo Film
and ComJuliet":inpany1918
pany
turned
out
a
two-reeler,
in 1920 Star- Universal offeredanda
one reel
version of the imperishable romance.
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Injured In Auto Accident
While driving near Elsinor Fred
3uiol, director, and Jimmie Parrot,
vho is known on the screen as Paul
Jarrot, both of the Hal Roach
tudios, were struck by a larger
.nd heavier car than theirs and
mrtled from the road. Guiof sufered a fracture of the arm and
5arrot's nose was broken as a reult of the crash. They were enoute to San Diego.
Ralph Lewis located the first
Jnited States mail wagon ever
sed by a carrier in California and
sed it in making additional scenes
or his "Mail Man", in which he
lays the stellar role. The vehicle
so small
it couldn't incarry
mail
lat
is delivered
one thesquare
lock in Hollywood today.
E. G. Patterson, business manger of the Standard Film Labortories left Hollywood for a short
usiness trip to New York City,
.ccompanying him is F. G. Conkn, who has been engaged to take
large
the Standard's
New toYork
Sees. ofPatterson
will return
the
sast this month.
Severing his former connections,
W. Irving has taken offices at
le Standard Film Laboratories
lilding on Seward Street, and an)unces that he will make a series
i four I. W. Irving Productions
>r Selznick release. He will work
the Hollywood Studios.
Irving has just returned from
e Big Bear country hunting loca3ns for his first picture, "The
awn
a gripping
roance of
of Love,"
the mountains
of Virnia. This first production will
ature an all-star cast.
Peter Burke has been cast for
iding man in "The Elk's Tooth,"
e first feature production of Reilles, Inc.
Mr. Burke has just finished playJg the male lead opposite Jane
jovak
"The is
Lullaby."
In thein
Iterim,inBurke
vacationing
pita Monica canyon where he is
lilding a palatial cabin of which
| is designer, architect, construcjr, plumber, electrician, interior
corator, landscape gardener —
id he says he will be sole occunt.
Apart from his ability to play
ro parts, Mr. Burke is known on
e Boulevard as the only actor
"10 can tear a full pack of play? cards into eights with his bare
Inds.
Frank Borzage, who was recentI signed by Producer Joseph M.
thenck to direct Norma Talkdge in her next film. "Secrets,"
I in Cleveland with his assistant,
hrnard Dull, to view the stage
bduction of "Secrets", which is
w playing in the Ohio metro-
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De Grasse To Direct
"Flowing Gold"
The gods are kind ! A Richard
Walton Tully production of a Rex
Beach novel, under the direction of
Joseph De Grasse, for First National release ! That is to be "Flowing Gold," Tully's next offering to
the screen.
The Tully offices announce that
De Grasse has signed to direct this
epic of the oil fields of Texas. No
better choice could have been made
than this veteran who has been
constantly in the harness since
1909, when he entered the Pathe
ranks as actor-director. Some of
his most notable successes have
been "Heart of the Hills", "My
Friend's Wife", "The Undertow",
"The Girl I Loved", and "Thundergate", a current First National
picture.
• Mr. De Grasse is at present enjoying a short vacation at Wellington, pending the return from
New York of Tully, and actual
production will start within a couple
of weeks.
Chaplin and Schildkraut
Laud Goldwyn Directors!
Erich von Stroheim and Victor
Seastrom, famous Goldwyn directors, have received compliments
from two of the best known men
of the films.
In a recent article in a Los Angeles paper, Charles Chaplin said :
"Seastrom distinguishes himself
with a finer feeling and better taste
than the rest of us."
From Joseph Schildkraut, star
of "Liliom" and "Peer Gynt,"
comes this straightforward compliment to the genius of von Stroheim : "In my opinion, Erich von
Stroheim is the greatest man in
motion pictures."
Production is now in progress
at the Hal Roach Studios on the
new two reel Stan Laurel Comedy.
The story has for its locale, Old
Ireland Herself. There is to be a
regular
it. are :
Among Irish
the "Wake"
supportingin cast
Mae Laurel, Ena Gregory, Jimmy
Finlayson, Glen Tyron, Helen Gilmore, and Jack Ackroyd.
Len Powers, director for the
Hal Roach "Dippy-Doo-Dads"
comedies, is now deep in the mysteries of producing a picture that
deals with the divorce question —
from bea monkey's
point.
will
a weddingviewscene
and aThere
trial
at court.
Louise Fazenda already has been
signed for a featured role and the
supporting cast will be an all star
affair. Del Andrews who directed
the steeple chase for "The Hottentot" has been chosen to megaphone
the production for which he has
written the continuity. The story
was adapted by Will Lambert
from Frank R. Adam's story
"Friend Wife."

in Filmland

JACK PICKFORD
FINISHING FILM
Jack Pick ford is placing the final
touches on his second Allied Distributors and Producers Corporation release,
"Valley of the Wolf",
at the
Pickford-Fairbanks
Studio
in Hollywood this week.
On completion of the filming,
Jack will begin titling, cutting and
editing it in order to have it ready
for late Fall release.
When the first print is completely ready,and
Jackcatch
will the
stickCalifornia
it in his
suitcase
Limited for New York City, where
he will rejoin his wife, Marilyn
Miller, now starring on Broadway
in The
"Sally".
young star and independent
producer contemplates producing a
picture while in the East. The title
has not been announced.
BARKER'S LATEST
With Huntly Gordon as the
father, Mary Alden as the mother
and Norma Shearer and William
Collier, Jr., as their two children,
Reginald Barker has corralled a
quartette of experts in the art of
visualizing the American family
spirit when at peace and at war.
These four popular payers play the
principal roles in Mr. Barker's laproduction,
"Pleasure
Mad,"
whichtestLouis
B. Mayer
will present
through Metro. The thrilling adventures of a plain family in being lifted suddenly from poverty
to opulence only to find happiness
more elusive in the land of plenty
than it is in the realm of want
constitute what is said to be one
of the best photoplays Mr. Barker
has ever made.
Lesser Speaks in London
Sol Lesser, president of Principal
Pictures Corporation, was invited
to speak at a dinner given in his
honor by intheLondon.
Author'sRalph
League
England,
Pugh,of
London representative of Associated First National Pictures, made
arrangements for the film chief to
address theganization ofnewspapermen's
that city as well. orLesser has chosen as his subjects "The Screen and Proper
Stories" and "A Firmer Film Bond
between
Europe the
and European
America." capAfter touring
itals where he expects to make
foreign connections for Principal
Pictures Corporation, Lesser will
return to his studio in Hollywood
where "The Winning of Barbara
Worth" will go into production
immediately upon his arrival there.
The Premium PiPcture Co., of
Beaverton, Oregon, are shooting
the
closing
of thetheir
"Harbor
Patrol"
and scenes
will start
next
production during the current week.
Frank Whitson is playing the
featured Hcanes in the production.
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Robert McGowan, who directs
the Haledies, Roach
"Our Gang"
is now busily
engagedcom-in
getting costumes and sets ready for
his next production, in which the
"Gang" will appear as pirates bold.
A comedy
National releasespecial
whichforheFirst
declares
will "knock the spots" off the record hit scored by "The Hottentot"
last year
will be Thomas H. Ince's
next
production.
Ince today announced that he is
casting
Galloping
Fish,"
story for"The
laughing
purposes
only.a
With "Anna Christie" in the cutting room, the producer has turned
to an entirely different field and
proposes to put out a comedy that
will make the laugh specialists sit
up and take notice.
A trained seal will be one of
the star performers in this tale
which is said to have some entirely
"different" angles as original as
they are humorous. There are numerous sequences built around
spectacular water stunts that promise a laugh a minute. Camera
work will start in ten days.
CAUSE AND EFFECT
On her return from location in
San Francisco, Virginia Valli,
featured in King Vidor's producfor Goldwyn,
"Wild Oranges",
will tionfind
her wardrobe
bereft of
three new gowns recently purchased. And it is probable the following will be found in the papers :
"For Sale — or will give away —
one playful bear cub. Perfect house
pet if playful
tendency
toward
ploring clothes
closets
can ex-be
Outfit
curbed."Wanda Gets Shiek's
Contraryof totheevery
time-honored
tradition
Bedouin
race, a
complete,
shiek's
outfit ashasa
been sent typical
to Wanda
Hawley
memento of her stay in Egypt, during the making of one of her foreign starring vehicles on the Sahara desert. Shcykh — this is the
correct spelling — Sid Achmed el
Gabir, of Mena village, where the
Pyramids of Ghizeh are situated,
sent Miss Hawley the complete outfit, which is an exact duplicate of
his own. It consists of a linen undergarment, highstriped
shoes of
goat-a
skin, a gaily
tunic,
burnoose of real camel's hair, a
square of silk for the head and the
corded ribbon which binds it about
the brow — god for all weather, impervious torain and sun and seemingly indestructible.
Fortunately — since Wanda enjoys
a reputation as one of our most
modishly dressed stars — the same
express wagon also brought her a
consignment of Paris frocrcs, which
she ordered
enroute
home.at the French capitol
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Who's
THOSE

Who
i

TERRIBLE
MOVIE PEOPLE!

"The hours these movie people
keep
Thisareis terrible!"
the remark overheard
by Helene Chadwick, as she passed
a tourist couple from Iowa in the
lobby of her family hotel at three
A.M. the other morning.
For five nights — or rather mornings, Miss Chadwick had been
arriving home between three and
four o'clock.
in evening
dress
on eachAttired
occasion,
Miss
Chadwick apparently spent her
evenings at parties.
Had the lowans been acquainted
with the fact that her early morning homecoming marked the end
of a day's
each instance andhard
that work
Miss inChadwick
has been working nights at the
studio for nearly a week until the
small hours of the day — but then
this is only another misjudgment
of movie folks.
CHANGES

NAME

Marion Feducha, boy screen
actor,
like his
name.
So didn't
Maurice
Tourncur
has
changed it for him.
From now on, he will be known
as "Don Marion."
Marion Feducha is a poor screen
name
; people
don't when
remember
Tourneur
decided,
he en-it,
gaged the boy for an important
part
in "Jealous
Fools."
has been
in pictures
forMarion
more
than five years, working first with
Mary Pick ford and later with
Charlie Chaplin and other celebrities.
The boy'sso mother
agreed
with
Tourneur,
he grabbed
a paper
cup, filled it with water from a
nearby cooler and sprinkled the
lad.
"Now go, change your clothes
and get to work, Don," he ordered.
BIGGEST GALAXY OF
STARS IN HISTORY
The most notable galaxy of
stars since the inception of the
United Studios in Hollywood,
"the home of the independent producer," is now evident.
Despite the cry of "wolf" and
"slump"
amongplant,
some one
studios,
M. C. Levee
of the
the
largest in the world, is housing
capacity activity. Among the celebrities appearing before the
cameras there at present are
Norma and Constance Talmadge,
Colleen Moore, Buster Keaton,
Jane Novak, Earle Williams, Conway Tearle, Corinne Griffith,
Owen Moore, Lloyd Hughes,
Anna Q. Nilsson, Sylvia Breamer,
Joseph Schildkraut, Ben Alexander, "Bull" Montana, Holbrook
Blinn, Harry Meyers, Jack Mulhall and many others of similar
fame.

and
HER

What's
WISH

What

GRANTED

For a number of years Mabel
Forrest, who stars for GrandAsher
"The admirer
Satin Girl,"
has
been aninardent
of Marc
McDcrmott's screen art.
"When I was a girl in Chisays Miss
Forrest,
"I used
to see cago,"
every
picture
he was
in,
even if I had to go to some
suburban theatre to do so."
Now, by a strange chance, in her
first stellar vehicle, Miss Forrest
had the pleasure of working with
Mr. MacDermott, who plays the
part of Fargo, a very unusual
character in the mystery picture
she is making.
Norman Kerry plays opposite
Miss Forrest in the role of Dr.
Tauntbn, a scientist and criminologist. Clarence Burton is a
detective ; Florence Lawrence
plays Sylvia Brown- Potter, and
Kate Lester is Mrs. Brown-Potter,
two society folk. The part of
Silas Gregg is portrayed by Wm.
H. Turner.
"It is a real joy to have such
a marvelous cast," said Miss Forrest.
Bryant Washburn, starring for
Grand-Asher, started his theatrical experience as an usher. But
he didn't stay in "front of the
house"himlong.
native
took
to theHis
realms
behindtalent
the
footlights,
from
which
he
graduated into the movies.
Elliott Dexter had an uncle who
started out to become a circus
clown. Instead he became a minister. Mr. Dexter, now making
pictures for Grand-Asher. started
out to be a minister and became
alaid
stageplans
and of
screen
micestar.
and "The
men best
aft
gang
Van agley."
LOAN ACTIVE AGAIN
For some time now, H. H. Van
Loan, perhaps the most prolific)
scenario writer in the motion picture field, has been busy instructing would-be followers in his footsteps. He has recently returned
to the fold and his trusty typewriter isbusy as ever clicking out
original stories and adaptations
that are worthy successors to his
"Virgin
of Stamboul."
Van Loan
has just completed the
fillm version of that famous classic "Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak
Model,"
Goldwyn
for the for
Mission
Film; "Flattery"
Company,
"Some of Us," for C. B. C. and
"Let's Get Married," Bryant Washburn's third for Grand-Ascher,
have also recently come from him.
In the near future, local screens
will be showing his adaptation of
"The Drivin' Fool," released to
Pantages by Hodkinson, and "UpDown," Heubert
latest side
Universal
vehicle.Rawlinson's
Van Loan's active return to the
production
of scenarios
is a state
concrete indication
of the active
of production on the West
Coast. ■

I

News Section

in Filmland

TULLY COMPANY

START

Phil Kroha, business manager
for Richard Walton Tully, accompanied by L. R. Carpenter, camera
man, left for Dallas, Texas, w-here
they will secure atmospheric scenes
and local color for the next Tully
production,
"Flowing
from
from the famous
Rex Gold",
Beach novel,
which is scheduled for release by
First National.
They will be joined in Dallas by
Mr. Tully, who is at present in
Xew York, and the party will visit
Ranger, Burkburnett and other
Texas oil fields before their return
to Los Angeles. Actual production
will start here immediately upon
their arrival.
"Flowing Gold" gives rare
promise as a photoplay production.
The story is typical of the famous
Beach style, and is a thrilling
drama of the recent oil rush into,
Texas.
William de Mille is directing
Agnes
Ayres,
Jack Holt,
Naldi and
Theodore
KosloffNitain
"Every Day Love," the picturization
of Julian Street's "Rita
Coventry,"
scenarized. which Clara Beranger
A lavish cafe setting furnished
the opening scenes of this story.
Arriving in Hollywood from
London, Fngland, this week will
be John Flinn, called from his successful opening of "The Covered
Wagon" in London to prepare for
the big New York premiere of
"The Ten Commandments." He
will go into immediate conference
with Mr. De Mille on the handling
of this big picture.

This

Week

THE TULLY' S GO EAST
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walton
Tully have left on a flying trip to
New York, where Mr. Tully will
confer with his general manager,
James G. Peede, regarding plans
for the next Tully production, an
adaptation of the Rex Beach novel,
"Flowing Gold", which is to be released by First National.
Mrs. Tully will stop for a few
days at her old home in Toronto
before rejoining her husband in
New York.
MEET THE WIFE!
Conway Tearle is the husband
of Adele Rowland, famous musical
comedy
star and vaudeville headliner.
Lloyd Hughes is the husband of
Gloria Hope, a screen artist noted
lor her ability to visualize pathos.
Marshall Neilan is the husband
(if Blanche Sweet, a great favorite
of photoplay fans since the days
of her priority as a D. W. Griffith
star.
BELASCO TO START SOON
Belasco Productions, Inc., have
purchased the World's Motion Picture rights to Aaron Hoffman's
greatest
ulay,be "Welcome
which will
made on an Stranger",
elaborate
scale. Cast and Production to be
announced later.
BLACKMAIL

IN
HOLLYWOOD!

Officers, attention — King Baggot
is about to do blackmail !
But you must spell it with a
capital "B" and put quotation
David Dunbar will play the part marks
for latest
"Blackmail"
is the around
name ofit, the
melo
of Louis Ragout, a heavy lead, in drama the former matinee idol is
to direct at Universal City
Rcnalles, Inc., big out-door picture, an all-star cast.
The story was written by
the "Elk's Tooth."
John Herdman has been cast in Weiman, and it will star s
well-known players as Ruth ClifCharles Clary, Herber
Rcnalles,
Inc. of"The
Tooth"
for the part
Cy Elk's
Joskins,
the. Fortier, ford,
Arthur Howard, Joseph
combination postmaster, undertak- North and William E. Lawrence
Baggot's "Whose Baby Are
er, constable
and in- You?"
starring Baby Peggy, is
formation veterinary
bureau.
soon to be released as a Universal
Worden Bethel, the prominent Super Jewel production.
artist, has been engaged by RcnalOLD TROUPE IS
les, Inc., to supervise the art deUNITED AT METR
partment of that producing comWith the engagement of Che
pany. Mr. Bethel's crayons have
LyonsWyatt
as chief
elicited the praise of all California and
Brustercinematograp1
as assis
critics;
his
"Dory
at
Sea"
is
a
redirectorPassed
for "The
study.
markable impressionistic charcoal Life
By," which
aMan
new W"
Mci*
all-star special
Vi
Schertzinger is directing, a w
known cinema triumvirate is re
Mr. Bethel's
woodsman
and asexperience
a cowboy,as ina sumed after a separation of sev
combination with his artistry, led era! years.
to his connection with Rcnalles,
Schertzinger, Lyons and Brus
ter served in their present capaci
Inc., Whose picture "The Elk's ties in the production of many o
Tooth," ductionlargely
out-doorof proof the Elkan country
the Charles Ray's most successfti
northwest, lends itself admirably Ince pictures and also at Gold
wyn's when Mabel Normand wa
to scenic effects and art-titles.
one of that company's stars.
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Turns

Inventor

Of

Machine
Drop a dime in the slot and
lave your own motion picture theitre.
That is what it is coming to, for
he one man theatre is about to be
jlaced on the market. It isn't exictly a one man theatre but acually is a projection machine — auomatic in operation, to be used
jy one person at a time, to show
he film he or she may select from
i rack of a dozen or more.
George D. Baker, director, who
s now guiding Viola Dana through
Revelation"
for Metro Work
is the sponor
of the machine.
on it
s being done in a Hollywood lab>ratory.
"Many of the people," said Bakr," who have to wait in railroad
tations, at ferry landings and otht similar places will patronize the
nachines. You will recall that we
sed to have the old penny arcade
ype of machine, where one could
Irop a penny in the slot and see a
tale and sometimes salacious picure.
"Then along came the movies.
The arcade machine was not imiroved and it ceased to count comnercially
because
wasn't
good
nough. The
little it
device
on which
am working will show pictures
ust as clearly as they are shown
m the big screen. Each will have
rack of about a dozen films. The
latron will select the film he wishs to see, drop his coin in the slot
nd see it. Then he can catch his
rain. The films will have to be
hanged every twelve days at
east. More frequently if the
lews reels are shown.
"We mechanical
have experienced
quitebuta
ew
difficulties
lave just about got them surnounted. The machine, in order
o have value, will have to funcion perfectly, without adjustment
if any sort, and believe me, if you
hink the making of such a mahine is easy try it. We have had
iur machine a half dozen times and
:ach time, after experimentation,
weakness was revealed. But
ye've about mastered them."
AS IT WERE
John Francis Dillon, directing a
cene in "Flaming Youth," his
"irst National
now competed, wishedpicture,
to characterize
Patricia Pentriss," the leading
tart played by Colleen Moore, as
in ultra-sophisticated young wonan. He put a copy of "Black
Dxen," the present sensational
best-seller, in her hand.
The scene opened, showing Paricia"
this
>opular intensely
Gertrude interested
Atherton instory.
Frank Lloyd, producing "Black
Dxen"
for the screen, returned
he compliment.
I In one of his scenes, in which
Clara Bow, portraying a modern
plays atheprominent
part,
ne'flapper,"
characterized
young woman
|>y showing her reading "Flaming
Kouth."

News Section

Griffith Starts Spectacular Production
ton and Schuyler, and from the
Riding with a thousand horsemen along the hills of Putnam
16th Infantry
at Governor's
and. A 33 piece
band from IslFt.
Co., N. Y., D. W. Griffith has
begun the big outdoor scenes for S locum accompanies the troops. A
his Revolutionary War picture, complete commissary department is
in charge of Lieut. DeWitt ; and
"America."
a medical corps unit under the
Secretary of War Weeks has in- command of Capt. N. T. Davie.
structed the War Department to Major Arturo Mareno is in direct
lend every reasonable assistance to
the making of the patriotic film command of the troops.
With the technical advice of the
which is being undertaken at the
suggestion of the Daughters of Federal army officers, Griffith is
the American Revolution.
preparing to stage with exact accuracy the major battles of the
At Somers, Griffith has estab- Revolutionary
War.
lished an encampment for several
The horsemen have been asthousand players and soldiers, with
sembled from Reserve cavalry
complete water supply, commissary,
electric and sanitation installment. units under the command of Captain Love of the Reserve forces.
Three farms have been surrendIt is reported to be perhaps the
ered as a site for the encampment
which covers a hillside about a largest cavalry unit ever assemmile.
bled outside war manoeuvres, and
A site overlooking a valley bead- represents an exact duplicate of
ed with lakes has been chosen for the cavalry strength of the American troops in the engagements that
the cameras, with the action extending back from one half mile are to be reproduced.
The War Department is taking
to a mile, with incidental action
as far away as seven miles. The a keen interest in the manoeuvres
as it is giving observers for the
latter is for signal fires, etc.
The U. S. Army has established Department an opportunity to study
an encampment
one thou-of from a military view-point the
sand men underfortheabout
direction
struggles of the American colonists with a precision never before
Col. G. P.
mander.Pond,
The men Division
are fromComthe made possible because of the ex18th Infantry from Forts Hamilpenses involved.
"The Wanters" To
Have Early

William
Makes

Junior
Early

Release

Start

Prominent among the First National releases for the early fall is
John M. Stahl's new picture, "The
Wanters" a scintillating comedydrama of New York society life
which is now undergoing the final
touches of editing at the Louis B.
Mayer Studio.
"The Wanters" is eagerly
awaited by both the public and the
trade in view of the great success
of Mr. Stahl's last production,
"The Dangerous
cording to all reportsAge",
it is and
going ac-to
more than equal the high standard
set for it.
Proof of the high box-office
rating of this director's pictures is
contained in the many wired requests for the privilege of prerelease showings on "The Wanters" which have been received by
Mr. Mayer from big theatres all
over the country. It is expected
that the master-print and negative
of the production will be ready for
shipment East within a few days.
Presenting an unusually large
cast of all-star callibre, "The
Wanters"brities
contains
among itsHuntly
celeMarie Prevost,
Gordon, Robert Ellis, Norma
Shearer, Gertrude Astor, Harold
Goodwin, Hank Munn, Richard
Headrick, Louise Fazenda, Lillian
Langdon, Lincoln Stedman, Lydia
Yeamans Titus and William Buckley. J. G. Hawks and Paul Bern
prepared the scenario from a story
by Leila Burton Wells, the
novelist.

William Beaudine Jr., two and
a half year old son of the wellknown director makes his debut in
pictures — in part.
So fir the only part of him that
has been filmed is a lock of his
hair, the remaining thirty-five
pounds or so of babyhood is to
be seen on the screen later, so his
proud Daddy claims.
Junior's lock appears in "Misundersto d", aJ. K. McDonald
production, which Bill Sr. is directing for First National.
Bill Junior's hair and his baby
book figure in a scene enacted by
Henry B. Walthall. The screen
veteran's wife (Trene Rich) and
son (Ben Alexander) have left
him. Remorseful and lonely he
takes
up his
son's baby
the lock
of hair,
sheds book,
a tearfinds
or
two and then he goes to his wife
and son to bring them home.
The incident is one of the touching highlights of the picture, the
theme of which is built around the
father, too old or busy to appreciate his fun-loving son.
Reading the baby book the
screen will show that he is affected
by the mother's entry: "Sons first
word 'Da Da,' spoken today, two
days
father'sentry
birthday."
Thisafter
is ahisgenuine
in Bill
Junior's book.
Ralph Lewis has received an
offer to go to England to play the
title role in a film version cf Peer
Gynt.

Page Fifteen
Half Century Is
Reached By
Tourneur
"Jealous Husbands," soon to be
released by First National, is the
fiftieth picture Maurice Tourneur
has directed since his arrival in
this country from France in 1914.
Before that he had directed many
pictures for the famous French
producing
"Eclair."after
He
picked up pioneer,
the magaphone
dropping the make-up box for he
was a motion picture actor before
becoming a director and before
that an actor on the legitimate
stage, traveling with Rejane and
other French actresses.
His first American picture was
"Mother" with Emma Dunn in the
leading role. This was followed
by "The Man of the Hour," "The
Wishing
"TheLackaye.
Pit" —
the latterRing"
with and
Wilton
Then came "Alias Jimmy Valentine" and "Trilby," with Clara
Kimball Young in the title role of
the latter.
He directed Mary Pickford in
"The Pride of the Clan" and "The
Poor
Little Ferguson
Rich Girl."
and Elsie
madePetrova
their
best pictures under his direction.
"Blue Bird," "Prunella" and
"Treasure Island" are the pictures
he directed which he likes most.
"The Christian," "The Isle of Lost
Ships"
"The releases.
Brass Bottle" are
his
mostandrecent
ACROBATIC

TALK

"When anyone tells me," says
Jackie Vernon, former featured
athlete in the east, "that it is easy
to get into the moving picture
game, I tell that person that he is
crazy ! I was featured in the east
in a series of two-reel athletic stunt
pictures and when I came down
here I thought that all I had to do
was to show my credentials and I
would ture,
getimmediately.
big parts, if not a feaInstead I have had to wait my
turn for the big things to come.
It was "Billy" West who urged
me to come to California where I
would have more of an opportunity to display my ability. In the
time I have been here I have practically had to start all over again,
performing stunts, playing small
partsner and
doingI started
bits the insame
manin which
Chicago.
So when anyone tells me, or I happensonto makes
be nearby
when some
the remark
that itper-is
easy to break into the moving picture game I merely throw up my
hands in rage and claw the air."
Jackie hails from Charleroi, Pennsylvania. He was considered the
best athlete developed in that
town's preparatory school in ten
years, upon graduating. His latest 'part was with Herb Rawlinson,
Roman,"
where inhe "The
adds a Noblest
little comedy
as a
bell-hop with acrobatic ambitions.
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For Week Starting Monday, Oct. 8, 1923
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-369
Progress
Ass't Director
Director
Scenarist
Cameraman
Type
Holly 3130
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Editing
Eddie Lyons Eddie Lyons Ramsey
Cooke
Collins
2-Reel Comediea
Schedule
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn Ramsey
Cooke
Collins
Editing
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
"The Satin Girl"
Rosson
All-Star Linden Stevens Geo. Carter Staff
Dearholt Productions.
5-Reel Western
Francis Ford Edmund Cobb Al. Gosden W. McGaugh Blodgett
Neva Gerber Productions
6th Week
"The 7th SheriffDick Hatton Neva Gerber Nobles
La Mece
598-146
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
Drexel 1900
BRONX STUDIO.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
Preparing
H. & B. Film Co.
Teimy Wright
All-Star
Bill Beckway
"Tango Trails"
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
593576
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 0096
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
1416 La Brea Ave.
Holly439-7&
407C i
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
Itli Week
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Holly 3101
Al Christie
Bobbie Vernon
Nagy
tTagerman
Frank Conklin
2-Reel Comedy
ring
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Wfflard, Studio Mgr.
Culver City 54( |
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr. 6529 Venice Blvd. Culver City.
Preparing
Kenalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General. Frederick Bond, Asst. Managing Director
Drexel 211.''
Preparing
Frederick Bond
All-Star
Start
"The Elk's Tooth"
Harry A. Swart
"Purple Bath Tub"
DARRELL-MOUNIER STUDIO.
J. F. Mounier, Gen. Mg
Washington and Ince Blvds.,
Culver Citjj
Preparing
Darrell-Mounier Productions
Darrell
Robt. Ramsey
Allen Davie
Chas. Kerr
Feature
H. Davey
Edna May Cooper
Sturtevant
Staff
\< rl Conn
598-1651
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Editing
7th Week e
Staff
Taurog
Neely Edwards Meehan
Cullen
5th Week
Hibbard
I.ige Conley Corby
Sharpless
Novelty
Staff
Special
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Novelty Juveniles)
Staff
Montgomery All-Star Stengler Linkoff
1st Week
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Staff
Pratt
Lloyd Hamilton McGill
Dcwar
Holly 300(1
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting. 1401 N. Western Ave. Fred Kley, Studio Special
Mgr.
ai St. John
Ernest S. Deuew
Benny Slolort Al St. John
Comediea
Schedule
Al St. Join:
Arthur Cohn Staff
Comedies
Schedule
Sim Summervtlle Stock
J. A. Schmidt
Roland V. Lee
All-Star
Geo.
Post
Don
Lee
"Gentle
Julia"
5th
Week
D.
Keefe
Staff
Comedies
Schedule
Earl Kodney
Noel Smith
Byrn
Hauck
Sid Wagner
All-Star
Kingling Staff
Comedies
Schedule
Tom
Buckingham
Seiler Carruth
Mark Sanderich Staff
Comedies
Schedule
R. Tennant
Chimpanzees
Van
Clark
Lambert Ilillyer
Tom
Mix
Manter
"Eyes of the Forest" 2nd Week
Edmund Mortimer
W.
Mayo
Harrison
Jacobs
"The
Beast"
2nd
Week
John
Gilbert
J.
Short
David Soloman
Schnciderman
Shirley Mason
Bimoudi
Fannie & Fred Hatton"With the Tide"
2nd Week
Wm. Wellman
Joe August
Chas. Jones
Horace Hough
"Andy McCee's Chorus Girl" 1st Week
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 263i
Drexel
005.1
GARSOX STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
7405 Roseberry Ave||
GOLD SEAL PRODUCTIOXS.
A. Rosetti, Studio Mgr.
Greville Hughes
Leavens
Hale
R. C. Hughes
Emile Greville
"The Man From Thunder Gap"Preparing
Holly 269.1
GOLDSTOXE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Production*.
(State Rights release).
"The Doctor"
Duke Worne
Wm. Fairbanks
Holland Price
A. Tenbrook
3rd Week
GRAXD STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Holly Olrii
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Joe Rock Productions.
Bryant Washburn Productions.
Elliott Dexter in R. Wm. Neil Production.
Thornby-Xewman Productions.
Editing
76171 1
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
K. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
Von Stroheim
All-Star
Ken Reynolds
Eddie Sowders
Mathis-VonStroheii "Greed"
31st Week
King Vidor
All Star
John Boyle
James Dugan
King Vidor
"Wild Oranges"
2nd Week
Week
EmmettCrosland
Flynn
All-Star
I.ycienMescall
Audriot
Ray Flynn
Carey-Wilson
"Xellie, the Cloak Model"
2nd
Alan
All
Star
Jory
Lynn
Shores
Carey Wilson
"Three Weeks"
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Scenarist
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director
Type
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cttththc
0o4U banta Monica Blvd. Wm. Sisirom , Gen. Mgr.
HULLi
UUlUb.
rlolly I4ol
Gen. Mgr. Bud Golden
Harold Llloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser,
Lundin
Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd
Editing
"The Girl Expert"
Xth Week
Creative Productions.
D.
Jennings
Cy
Clegg
Frank
Beresford
Jack
O'Brien
All-Star
'Supersition"
J. K. McDonald Productions.
H. Thorpe
Geo. Webster
Wm. Beaudine All-Star
'Misunderstood"
Renand Hoffman Productions.
5th Week
Renaud Hoffman
All-Star Mackenzie Glen Belt
3rd Week
"Maud
Muller"
Cosmopolitan Productions.
Editing
Beverley Productions.
Phillip
Hum
J. P. McGowan All-Star Walter Griffin J. E. MacDonald
"The Whipping Boss"
Irving Productions. Jas. Dent, Prod. Mgr.
Harold Shumate
"Dawn of Love"
Dallas Fitzgerald All-Star
1st Week
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDC, 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Editing
Bob Horner
Geo. Chesebro
Elmer Dyer
"The
Isles
of
Paradise"
5 th Week 438-740
1442
Beachwood
Drive.
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release)
Chas. R. Seeling
Larkin
Walker
Jeanne Poe
"Stop at Nothing"
ROY HUGHES PRODUCTIONS.
840 S. Olive.
Roy Hughes
Leavens Hale
J. MacFarl and
Arizona Location
"Ashes of Waste"
iNCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
761731
Gene Stratton Porter Productions.
Gene S. Porter
Howard Anderson
Jeanett Porter
J. Leo Meehan All-Star
'The Girl of the l.imberlost" Editing
1st Week
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
John Griffith Wray All-Star
Preparing
Henry Sharpe Edw. Benshaw
Bradley King "Anna Christie"
Del Andrews All-Star
Will Lambert "The Galloping Fish'
Bruce Mitchell Productions.
Krickson
Elliott Clawson
Mitchell
Kirkwood Lee
Steve Norton
2nd Week
"Painted Women"
ine.
Casting
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie CI
Holly 2814
LASKY STUDIOS.
L. M. Goodstadt, Casting. 1520 Vine St
Holly 2400
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
H.
Herb Brennon
Pola Negri
Jos. Howe
3rd Week
Geo.Schwartz
Hippard
"My Man"
Clara Berangee
Wm. DeMille
All-Star
Guy Wilky
"Every Day Love"
3rd
Fred Robertson
Geo. Melford
All-Star
Chas. Clark
4th Week
Week
Jack Cunningham
"Flaming Barriers"
Gilroy
Zane Grey Productions.
9th
Wek
Doris Schroeder
Virtor Fleming;
Dix-Wilson
James Howe
"The Call of the Canyon"
James Cruze Productions
4th Week
Earl Brown
Walter Woods
J:,mes Cruze
All-Star
Vernon Keays
"To the Ladies"
Irvin Willat Productions.
Albert S. LeVine
Irvin Willat
All-Star
Chas. Schoenbaum Otto Brower
"The Heritage of the Desert" 1st Week
McNAMARA STUDIOS.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
Lankershim 132-J
L. B. MAYER STUDIO.
5360 Melrose Ave.
431-171
Fred Niblo Productions.
Preparing
Dorian Cox
Fred Niblo
All Star
V. Milner
Bess Meredith
"Thy Names Woman"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Capitol 2120
Louis B. Mayer Productions. (Metro Release).
Reginald Barker
All-Star Percy Hilburn Harry SchencK J. G. Hawks
7th Week
'Cape
Cod
Folks"
6th
Week
John M. Stahl All-Star
Sidney Algier A. G. Younger
'Why Men Leave Home"
2nd AYeek
Fred Niblo All-Star Victor Milner Doran Cox
B. Meredyth
'Thy Name Is Woman"
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Preparing
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem Eve Unsell
"The Boomerang"
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Casting.
Holly 4485
Nat Watts
Thos. Hopkins
Harold Shaw All-Star Georges Rizard
"The Living Past"
4th Week
Victor Schertzinger All-Star Chet Lyon
V. Schertzinger
'Man Whom Life Passed By" 5th Week
Oscar Apfel Viola Dana
J. Arnold
'Angel Face Molly"
5th Week
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Allen Holubar Productions.
Allen Holubar All-Star Haskins
'The Human Mill'
4th Week
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Holly 4470
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
Geo. A. Cave
Schedule
P1CKTFORD-FATRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
United Artists Release.
RaoulHillWalsh
Douglas
Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue Staff
Staff
"The Thief of Bagdad"
17th Week
Geo.
Jack
Pickford
Held
"Valley Of the Wolf"
11th Week
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford
Rosher
Staff
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddoi. Hall"Preparing
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Holly 2806
Louis Tolhurst
Walter Anthony
Microscopic Motion Pictures
Schedule
Benny Zeidman Productions.
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose *nd Gower.
780 Gower St.
Holly 7780
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Al Santel
Geo. O'Hara
Lee Garmes
Moreno
Beatrice Van
Schedule
"Comedy of Terrors"
Chester
Bennett Productions.
Editing
Douglas MacLean Productions
Jimmy Home
Douglas MacLean
Max DuPont
Art Flaven
"The Yankee Consul"
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr. 6701 Santa Monica Blvd.
Casting 579-440
Ryn "a rsnn
All-Star
Bill Severin
Riley
"Litfht of the World"
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
761-721
Hal Roitch Comedies (Path*
All-Star release). Floyd Jackman
W.
L.
Guthrie
2-Reel
Comedy
Feature
Jackman
Schedule
Robt. Doran
Ross Letterman
P. Pembrooke
Schedule
Will Rogers
1-Reel
Comedy
Staff
Harry
Geo.
Staff
Clark Hennecke
1ReeI
Comedy
Schedule
B.
Currigan
AnimalsPollard
Len Jeske
Powers
J.
Roach
Greeland
2Reel
Comedy
Schedule
Our Gang
Bob McGowan
•2-Reel Comedy
Harry Young
Gerstad
Staff
C.
Morehouse
Schedule
Frank
Staff
Stan Laurel
J. HoweParrot
1-Reel Comedy
Cruze McCarrie
Schedule
Ed Willatt
James
Chas. Parrot
Staff
Leon
Staff
Schedule
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ROCKETT-LINCOI
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N COMPANY
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VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
Dave Smith Productions.
Larry Semon Productions.

1708 Talmadge.

W. S. Smith, Gen.

WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset '3Ivd.
Warner Brothers Production*.
Hines Griffin
Johnny llines
Chas. Gilson
Sandy Roth
Wm. A. Setter
Marsh-Gillingwater
John Stumar
Tenny Wright
Harry Rc-aumont
John Barrymore
Dave Abel
Frank SLrayer
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernst Lubitsen
All-Star
Chas. Van Enger
Flood Blanke
Harry Rapf Productions.All-Star
WALDORF STUDIOS.
E. J. Le Saint
All-Star

6070 Sunset Blvd.

EDUCATIONAL
Baby Betty

Type

Ast't Rirprtfir ^rpnarlct
Cha<t HnKpr Casting

RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Genl Mgr.
1425 Fleming St.
RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr. 1439 Beachwood Dr.
Al. Nietz
Franklin Farnum
Al Mohr
Fred Allen Hively
Logan-Baynham Productions.
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Geo. B. Seitz
Murphy Miller
Walker Cooper
Bob Dillon
Hercules Film Prods., Inc.
Jack Nelson
Jack Polio
McManigal
Joe Kane
Staff
H. J. Brown Productions
Al. Rogell
Fred Thompson
Ross Fisher
Curley Dresden
Maloford Productions.
Graiiddn Productions.
Howard Davies Productions.
Milton Karney Howard Davies
SENNETl STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
Reaves Kason
J. li. Warner
Longenecker
Krnest Wan Pelt
Jefferson
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee. Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H- Jacobs Corp. (r..S. National release.)
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First National release).
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
David Fisher Mack-Sullivan
Marion-Franklin
Gaudio
Glen McWilliams
Victor Heerman Norma
ConstanceTalmadge
Talmadge Tony
Kdw. Brophy Mace Sullivan
Tony Gaudio
O. O. Dull
)•'.
Bnrzagc
Norma
Talmadge
Sam E. Rork Productions.
O'Brien
First National Productions.
Tames Chapin
Wm. Dowlin
McDermott
Chaplin
All-Star
Montague
C. Badger Coleen Moore
Bcrquist
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Frank Lloyd Productions (First National Release)
Fred Myton
Billy Retter
Frank Lloyd Griffith-Tearle Norlwrt Brodin
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal
Film Manufacturing
Co. (Universal Release.)
Wm. Craft
Desmond-Sedgwick
McDonough Koehner
Morrison Morris
Jay Marchant
Ray Nordlinger
Taylor
V.
Roht. N. Bradbury All-Star
Jack
Hoxie
King Baggott
Joe
Berry
Reginald Denny
Harry Pollard
F.
Messinger
Woolstenhume
IrvingDuncan
Cummlngs
Mary Philbrn
Wm.
Don
Clark Duncan
DuncanJohnson
Hoot Gibson
Miller
Ed.
Sedgwick
Wm. Tuminel Sedgwick
AllBahyStarPeggy
C. Brown
Ernest Laemnile
Jess Robbtna
All Star
Hobart Henlev
Smith
J.A. Sullivan
Roht. Hill
Herbert Rawlison
I. Asher
Jimmie Aubrey Productions
Zimmerman Staff
W. Hayes
Aubrey
Lyons
Laval Photoplay, Ltd., of Montreal, Canada. L. Ernest Ouimet, Pres and Mgr.
Harry
Webb
P. Cazeneoyc Andre Lafayette
Gene Benoit

WORLD
Eliason
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598-141
PreparingHolly 7945

Feature

"Where the sick go to get well"
t 203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
I .--I--'0-0 12i 2 '° 5 Phone 436"724
CALLS DAY AND NIGHT
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
6548 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
430-205; 431-339; or Holly 102-82.

Preparing
Casting

"The Deer Slayer"
"Pals"
"North of Nevada"
"The

2nd Week

Battle of Conscience" Editing
Drexel 1550

"Treasure Canyon"

4th Week
Holly 4080

•Rose Mirage"
of All the World"
'The
"Secrets"

I11th
reparing
Week
Preparing
Editing

"Temporary Marriage"
"The Swamp Angel"

Preparing

'Black Oxen"

rth Week
433-131

"Beasts of Paradise" Schedule
"The Ghost City"
3rd Week
"Wyoming"
Editing
"Blackmail"
4th Week
"The Spice of Life" 7th Week
"My Mamie Rose"
fith Week
Fast Express"
""The
The Hook
and Ladder" 2nd
2nd Week
Week
"Signal Tower"
Preparing
"Right To Love"
6th Week
"The Turmoil"
7th Week
"His Mystery Girl" Editing
Comedy
Schedule
"The

Vital Question"

'

6th Week
598-131

Mgr.

Editing Holly 4181
"Conductor 1492"
"Daddies"
"Beau Brummel"
"The Marriage Circle"
"Broadway After Dark"

Harry Cohn, Mgr.
Geo. H. Reehm

"Innocence"
FILMS CINEMATOUR.
Box 818. Station "C." Los Angeles
Wni. Field
F. M. Abbey
26 1-Reel Globe Trots
Robinson

DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor— Nerve Specialist

Progress

2nd Week
1st Week
Sth Week
Preparing
Holly 794C
Preparing
2nd
Week-

TOURING
CARS
SUNSET
TAXI
PER HOUR
SPECIAL RATES ON STUDIO TRIPS AND TOURING
Universal City
$1.00 Club Royal
Mayer Studios
2.50 Culver City
Studios
Holly-Fairbanks
75 United
Fox Studios
75 Robertson-Cole
Metro Studios
Lasky Studios
75 Ambassador Hotel
Santa Monica
3.50 Venice
Pasadena
4.00
of Los Angeles
All Stations
2.50 Center
Plantation
578-307

1720 Hudson

Ave.

430-258

$2
3.00
2.00
1.00
75
75
1.50 1
4.00
2.00
3.00
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"Phon-O-G
rams
Edited by Gene Woolway

Alton Brown
Juvenile Leads
Holly 6988

Charlotte DuPuis
Ingenue-Characters
439-869

J. C. (Jack) Fowler
Characters
438-501

Kenneth Gibson
Juvenile Leads
578-311

Mary Ruby
Ingenue
594-774

Donna

Hale

Leads
Dunkirk 3153

Bert Sprotte
Characters
741-64

BOB

REEL

McKEE
Hollywood 9780
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The constantly increasing audiences
here attest to the supremacy of our
programs. We are exerting every
boxing. to give you clean, snappy
effort

Hughes Leaves For Location
Miles A. Leavens and Donna
Hale who are starring in "Ashes
of
Waste" the
Roy toHughes
Production
are latest
scheduled
leave
this week with the company to
shoot exterior scenes in Arizona
and Mexico.
The company will headquarter
in Phoenix and will spend about
six weeks on scenes laid in the
south. Hughes will start his next
production about December 1st in
Los Angeles.
Four completed Goldwyn pictures are now in the cutting room
for final editing. They are : Rupert Hughes' own story, which he
himself directed. "Law Against
Law" ; "Name the Man". Victor
Seastrom's picturization of Hall
Game's novel, "The Master of
Man;" Tod Browning's first
Goldwyn picture, "The Day of
Faith," and "Slave of Desire,"
which George D. Baker filmed
from Balzac's famous novel, "The
Magic Skin."
Emmett Flynn, directing "Nellie,
the
Beautiful
Claire
Windsor,Cloak
Lew Model,"
Cody, with
Mae
Busch, Edmond Lowe and Raymond Griffith, will return from
New York October 8, where exterior scenes for the film version
(if the spectacular stage play have
been made. Another month will
be spent on interiors at the studio.

\ Hollywood

Stadium

j Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.

619

R. K. EARLE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
LICENSED SURVEYOR
Citizens National Bank Building
Phone 823-681

r
BRUNO
Publicity Photos
Professional Photos
Casting Director Photos
6412 HOLLYWOOD

BLVD.

Telephone 431-929

The "Wild Oranges' company,
headed by King Vidor, returned
from San Francisco where they
filmed scenes on a large, private
yacht. Frank Mayo, Virginia
Valli, and Ford Sterling head the
cast.

PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AR-EXCELLENT
TIVELY
PUTS

Work has begun on "Three
Weeks," which Alan Crosland is
directing
fromandElinor
famous novel,
more Glyn's
than two
months will be spent in making the
production. Aileen Pringle and
Conrad Nagel are playing the leading parts.
Two Tiffany productions are also
in the making at Goldwyn, one
starring Mae Murray, under the
direction of Robert Leonard, and
the other starring Elaine Hammerstein,
recting. with Edward Dillon di-

PICTUPL IN
PEOPLE

According to Syd Chaplin, who
has now returned to screen acting
"for good," the present task of the
film comedian has changed from his
function in bygone days. And surely he should know, for he enjoyed
a high standing in London as a
comedian and his own pictures and
film characterizations made here
demonstrate beyond a doubt that he
was — as one commentator put it—
"The clever brother of a clever
brother."
Ben Wilson is making extensive
alterations at the Berwilla Studio,
where he is producing features for
Grand-Asher. His plant will be
one of the best equipped in Hollywood, when completed.

PEP/WOT
UBLIC FAVOR
\fiife Jbr porf/ca/ar5 , oq jee
Gene Woo lway
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood SFafion
Or, In care of
Cameral
2nd. FLOor, 6318 tioLLYwooo Blvd.,
Hollywood
PrtONC 433-8S9
Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor -at -Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
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in comedies — has been selected by Edward
Sedgwick, director of Hoot Gibson, for the
leading feminine role opposite Hoot in the new
Universal-Gibson special production. "Hook and
is that
a fireman's
aLadder."
suhject The
whichstory
allows
of of
thrills,
humor life,
and
human interest of a natural sort.
"Hook and Ladder" is well into production
and will succeed "Blinky." "Out of Luck," "The
Ramblin' Kid" and "The Extra Man" in the
schedule of Universal-Gibson specials.

Learn

to Color

Photographs
We teach you the SECRET PROCESS of mak
ing your oil colors at a saving of one half. I
424 UNION
Corner
of SecondLEAGUE
and HillBLDG.
Streets j•

COY

WATSON,
CHILD LEADS

Age 10.

JR.

Drexel 3616

Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production.
Near I>ady"
Blach6,"TheDirecting
Recent Releases, "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
Reproductions, Publicity
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
ART
LEE
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you hoiv to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone
598-207 at Weste
1712 St. James
Court, Hollywood,

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing

i"

423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
;
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at J
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

"Wyoming" is the name of the story and
"Wyoming"
motion
picture.is where they'll go to make the
That's the latest news about the Jack Hoxie
unit at Universal City, of which Robert North
Bradbury is the director and Isadora Bernstein
the scenarist. The leading woman in "Wyoming" is Lillian Rich.
Medicine Bow. Wyoming, or rather, territory
near it which has never been recorded on the
screen, will be filmed for backgrounds of the
new Hoxie picture. Part of the story is laid
in Wyoming, and it is the policy of the Universal Pictures corporation to get the authentic
atmosphere wherever the conditions allow.
there has
been intwoandweeks'
onAlready
the picture,
mostly
aroundshooting
Lone
Pine, California, but for the big stuff on sheep
ranches the actual locale in Wyoming will
provide the only perfect atmosphere. The company will leave very soon.
Clover Field, important aviation center in
Los Angeles, was the location for many days
of the unit from Universal City which is filming "The Ghost City." a chapterplay of adventure co-starring Margaret Morris and Pete
Mfirrison. Jay Marchant is directing.
The sets built at Universal City, the mounsets constructed
Nature
Kean's
Camp,tainthe
hills a few bymiles
from atUniversal
City and the open lands where aeroplanes may
be landed, have been the principal locations.
Following nineteen strenuous weeks among
lions, alligators, an elephant and a few other
perils, Ruth Royce will leave Universal City
shortly for a vacation in New York. Miss
Royce has appeared through five consecutive
chapterplay* at Universal City, and this is her
first vacation in three vears.
New York's famous elevated railways are
being built in California now. An exact reof the "L"
is under
construction
at UniversalproductionCity,
on the
New York
streets
being
reproduced
for
"My
Mamie
Rose."
Mary
Philbin is the star.
King Baggot has started work on "The CoRespondent. " a mystery story based on the
play by Rita Weiman. author of "The Acquittal." Anbeen
elaborate
newspaper
officelarge
and scenes
hotel
set have
constructed
for the
of the new play.
Lola Todd is Universal City's latest "disheavy
Todd, ofthethedaughter of onecovery" inof
the roles.
veteran Miss
employes
New
York office, was sent to Universal City for a
"tryout." Her beauty won her recognition, and
she is cast for an important role in "The Ghost
City," Pete Morrison's new Western chapterplay.
Lon Chancy admits he had stage- fright in
New York
York. many
It's peculiar,
too; hehe'swasplayed
New
times while
on thein
stage : but the crowd that viewed the premiere
of "Thefor Hunchback
Notre
too
much
him. The oftruth
aboutDame"
it onlywascame
to light with his return to Universal City following his trip to New York to sec the picture presented at the Astor Theatre.

After the performance the crowds clogged
the sidewalks before the theatre until midnight,
calling for Chancy, who had been in the theatre during the screening of the picture. They
shouted and cheered, and the police finally had
to clear the streets. But no Chaney.
"What
happened?
were atyou?"
Julius Bernhcim,
generalWhere
manager
Universal
City asked him on his return.
"As a matter of fact, I got cold feet !" admitted the actor. "I guess it was stage-fright,
but 1 just couldn't go out and face that crowd
out there. So — I sneaked out by the stage
door and grabbed a taxi, and sneaked back
to the hotel. I told the clerk to say 'hadn't
come in — and he did it."
day isCity.
Saturday
set
at Every
Universal
For ona Bill
wholeDesmond's
week Desmond. Eileen Sedgwick, and the rest of the
cast in "Beasts of Paradise." the new chapterplay,
"water
shark did
under
water,stuff."
with Desmond
a knife, fought
for twok
days, then did several under water swims, escaped from a subterannean cave, rescuing Miss
Sedgwick from a flood, and there are several
more water scenes to be done. He and Mis
Sedgwick were in the water several hours a
day for five days.
"When I'm not in the water they make nk
fight lions, alligators, and elephants." complaft
Desmond. "In these chapterplays it's a cafe
of Among
fight ortheswim,
right."
other all
things
the \ did a scene with
"John L. Sullivan." a big elephant borrows
by William Craft, the director, from the Ringling circus. This is the first time in history
that a circus elephant has been rented, taken
away from his circus, and used for sevejBj
days in a picture studio. The big brute chased
Eileen Sedgwick up a tree, then tore up the
tree, and Desmond rescued her from the pursuing pachyderm. Also he fed said pachyderm about six pounds of peanuts betwcfll
scenes, and it's hard to tell who got the biggest
kick out of it— Desmond or John L. Sullivai.
Three members of the cast of the remarkable "Merry-Go- Round" are finding new and
bigger opportunities at Universal City today,
where "Merry-Go- Round" was made.
Mary Philbin, the heroine, is working in her
first Universal-Jewel starring vehicle under the
direction of Irving ( ummings. It is "My
Mamie Rose." Owen Kildare's old novel m:
1895, and a remarkable cast supports her. j
Norman Kerry, leading man. just recently
completed the leading masculine characterise,
tion in "The Acquittal," a mystery drama m^.
reeled by Clarence L. Broun, which has been
previewed successfully with fine criticism. He
is now awaiting another featured role in a new
George Hackalhome. the pathetic hunchback
special
character
"Merry-GoRound."andhas
doffed
the makeup ofartifices
of character
is playing
a role that has great character in it but isi
not dependent on any devices of makeup. It
"The
Tarkington's.
Booth filmed
is Bibbes Sheridan
Turmoil."
which isofbeing
as a Hobart:
Henley production.
J
All three have materially benefited from
about "Met-1
critical
the publicity and and
ry-Go-Rouiid,"
for comments
Miss Philbin particularly, ithas opened the door to unusual success.|
Hallam Cooky has played in so many Universal pictures in the past that regular patrons
of theaters where Univ ersal pictures are show!
know him pretty well, but they'll see him as Ij
figure not entirely to their liking in Reginakl
Denny's new starring vehicle, a Byron Morgat
by Harry A. Pollard. I'.
storytwodirected
racingborne
has
working titles, "The Spice Ofj
Life" and "There He Goes."
Cooley plays a young rich fellow who want:
"th<
from winning
to keepandthe hechauffeur
girl"—
follows hero
his purpose
in anythinj
but gentlemanly fashion. It's not a terribly vil
lainous "heavy" but just a human
Cooley plays so well.sort tha i
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With the return of Lloyd Hamilton from a two months absence
in New York, where he was
featured in a D. W. Griffiith production, there is much activity at
the Fine Arts studio, now devoted
solely to the use of Jack White and
Lloyd Hamilton productions.
Gil Pratt has been entrusted with
the direction of the Hamilton picture, the second of the 1924 Educational series, to follow "The Opshortly have
first-runtimist"
at whicha will
down-town
theatre.its
No supporting cast or title has yet
been chosen for the new production, on which work will start within a few days :
Norman Taurog, having finished
production of the -first Jack White
Special comedy, is now directing
the second Cameo comedy, with
Ruth Hiatt, Cliff Bowes and
George Ovey.
A friend of Edward Martindel
met him on the street the other day.
"Remember the bootlegger who
used to sit in the parlor of my
little home and who sold me all my
liguor?" he asked?
•"Yes, I remember him," returned
Martindel.
"He still
groaned
the sits
friend.in that parlor,"
"Why be so
that?" questioned
"I used to own
the friend. "Now

long-faced about
the actor.
the house," wept
he owns it."

Bryant Washburn, starring in
his own productions for GrandAsher, likes to golf and also to
fish. "If,"
he says,
"Someone
would
just invent
a combination
golf -club and fishing rod, wouldn't
it be great?"
Gustatory
Genius
John's New Cafe
6382 Hollywood Blvd.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Dr. A. L. Jester
Famous chiropractor, just returned
from 3 years chiropractic missionary service in Germany offers his
services to the movie people of
Hollywood at reduced rates.
No charge for first consultation.
5558 Hollywod Blvd., Rm. 202-203
Hours 10-12—2-5, Evenings 7-8.
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NIECE SAMMY—NOT UNCLE
When most of us hear the name
of Sam or Sammy, we immediately
see the picture of the be-whiskered
gentleman originally made famous
by a high beaver hat. Such was
Priscilla Moran's idea, too — Priscilla is the little girl who spent sevmonths but
as Jackie
fostereralsister,
is now Coogan's
reunited
with her father and bids fair to
win considerable screen fame on
her own merit.
Priscilla has ben engaged for the
role of Sammy in the Warner
Brothers'
productionto ofwear
"Daddies."
She had expected
the familiar Uncle Sam costume, but she
learned that this Sammy was a
little girl orphan in rather destitute circumstances. Whereupon she
promptly christened this one
"Niece Sammy."
After several other young women had turned down an offer to
ride acentgoat
Fred Caldwell's
recomedyindrama
Muriel Reynolds expressed her willingness to
tackle the Billy. She was given the
part and proved so satisfactory that
Caldwell requested J. Stewart
Woodhouse who was writing his
stories, to provide a part for Miss
Reynolds in the following scripts.
Woodhouse wrote a characterization for Miss Reynolds in two
stories that were subsequently
filmed. Fred Caldwell has just returned from New York City where
he secured a contract with the Selznick Distributing Organization to
handle these features and to distribute his entire output for the
coming year.
JACK WHITE HAS

VACATION
Jack White, comedy producer,
and Fred Hibbard, director, have
returned from a three-day vacation
in the mountains, by which they
celebrate the completion of the
seventh Mermaid comedy, in which
Lige Conley is featured, and Olive
Borden,
Jack White
her
first aleading
role. "find", has
Mr. White will immediately
start work on the next Mermaid
two-reeler, for which no director
has yet been selected.
Hollywood has a screen player
who doesn't dare use makeup.
She is Joan Standing, and, like
the other Standings of historic
fame, is a capable performer. Joan
Standing is the daughter of Herbert
Standing, well known English
actor. She first attracted attention
through her work in "Win the
Man You Love," a Choice Productions Inc., Special. The reason
Miss Standing cannot use paint or
powder is because the slightest bit
of makeup would hide her chief
stock in trade and her most cherished possession — her freckles.
Miss Standing has a major role
in "Greed" and has been cast for
"Three Weeks," to be produced by
Goldwyn.
Hughes, Seastrom, Browning
and Baker all arc considering material for their next pictures.
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STUDIO EXECUTIVES, Directors and Scenario
writers — Authentic Information of any type, Historical, Geographical, Technical or Literary, furnished
in the shortest possible time and at small expense.
Research work
undertaken.
we haven't
the Serinformation we know
where andIf how
to get it.
vices confidential. Address Info Bureau, 3522
Winslow Drive, Los Angeles, California.
I WANT a 5 or 6 room house, small court or flats,
Hollywood preferred. If you must sacrifice for
quick action, Money
call Drexel
commission.
ready. 1259 and save agents'
FRENCH
LESSONS— Succeeds with those who
have never succeeded. Box J. C. 4. Camera.
FOR RENT— Bell & Howell camera, 1 70 degree
shutter. Complete Studio Equipment undays.
Telephone
Met. 4686 days; 829-573 nights and S
170
FOR RENT — Bell and Howell Camera. Phone degree
Met.
Shutter. Complete Studio Equipment.
4680 days; 13173 evenings.
170 degree.
FOR RENT — Bell Howell Camera.
Telephone 599-464.
BOOKKEEPER — Expert, typist, wants 3493W. Call
work 6,
daily.evenings.
$16 per week. Humboldt ■four hours'
after
FORshutter.
RENT Complete
— Bell andStudio
Howell
camera, 170
Phonedegrree
Met.
Equipment.
4688 days; 13173 evenings.
FOR RENT — Bell Howell Camera, 170
degree. Telephone 599-464.
TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38
Doctors&
FORD
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific
Adjustments
Spinal
Individual
Rest
Rooms
Office
_G. uHenry Ford
_ „
Anna Mae Ford Ground Floor
d.C, Ph.C.
D.C. Ph. C.
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce inScratch
soft Mellow
Tone
SurfaceWithout
Noises by usinganda
Deflexograph
Fits any Phonograph or
Victrola
Using Changeable Needles.
—Play
will after
not disturb.
hours
taches to needle
Deflexograph
atholder,
filters
sound
oscillations,
prevents
scratch
and
surfacesound
noises
Gold Plate $1.50
entering
(See Cut)
box. No metallic
Nickel Plate....$1.00
noises.
VANTONE CO
Dept.
110 W. 15th St.
New 416
York, N. Y.
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After nearly seven straight
months of work, Erich von Stroheim and his company, filming
"Greed," returned from Colfax, in
the Northern mining districts.

Dress up that next production
with artistic Hand Lettered
Titles made by IRVING W.
BUNZE.
If you want Perfect Symbolic
Art Backgrounds, let us make
them! Neil E. McQuire, formerly with Ince and Prizma,
does our art work.

t
{
}
»
J

For perfect black-and-white ti- j
ties, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will j
bring our representative with
samples.
:
Quality

Title &

Ralph Lewis, sometime ago, endorsed a certain brand of dress
suit and since his success of the
engineer
in "Westbound
he has now
been asked toLimited,"
pose in
and recommend a certain style of
overalls.

Lytell's Parts
HimTaking
on World Tour

At the Right Price!

Film

Company

U

Spottiswoode Aitken, who dies
in almost every picture in which
he appears, passes out as the result
of being
"Supersti-by
tion," poisoned
which is beingin directed
John B. O'Brien.
Sublime to Ridiculous

With the return of three directors and their companies from location trips, the Goldwyn studios
will be bustling with activity this
week when six units will be working on interiors.

100 Per Cent Titles
100 Per Cent Service

ABOUT

. Bert Lytell's roles in the movies
are taking him on a "see-theworld" tour. Following the completion of "The Meanest Man in
the World" at Los Angeles, he
left for Italy to play the leading
part in "The Eternal City," a Sam
Goldwyn — First National picturizationel.ofHe returned
Hall Caine's
fromfamous
Rome novless
than two weeks ago and now it is
announced that he is to go to Algiers to appear in the leading role
in "A Son of the Sahara." This
picture is to be made by Edwin
Carewe for First National. Lytell plans to leave for the dark
continent with the remainder of
the cast late in October. Producer
Director Carewe leaves to make
"shooting" arrangements this week.

Martha Marshall, the young society woman of Chicago, playing
in
John
B. O'Brien's
"Superstition,"
for theproduction,
Creative
Productions, wears her grandmother's wedding gown in the picture.
William S. Hart is putting the
finishing touches on the cutting and
titling
of "Wild Bill
Hickok,"
initial Paramount
Picture
since his
his
return to the screen.
Sam Wood has returned to Paramount's West Coast studio after
an extended stay at the Eastern
production headquarters where he
directed several pictures, including
"His Children's Children," which
re completed just before returning
to California.
After a diligent search Ernst
Lubitsch selected Monte Blue to

Frank Norcross having just finished a very important Judge for
Director Eddie Mortimer in the
"Exile," has been engaged to play
Uncle Charlie Paterson with
Director Roland Lee in "Gentle
Julia," at Fox's Studios.

play one of the leads in "The Marriage Circle",
whichis making
the famous
European
director
for
the Warner Brothers.

1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850

FOR

PICTURES

JffiMMEWAJfJlTLES

PLAYS,

BOOKS, ORIGINALS
The
Hollywood Play Bureau
PENALLES,

Emmett Corrigan, Mgr.
6404 Hollywood Boulevard
Near Cahuenga.
Hollywood, Cal.

LUNCH

City
Culver

Culver
City,

Calif.
KWIK

INC

DISTINCTIVE
CJNEMAm LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS

546

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave. 7560 Sunset Blvd. i

Now

in Preparation:

"The

Elk's Tooth"

I WANT SOME REAL PICTURES!
productions from $50,000 to $100,000. release.
I can sell them outright. See me for a quick
j mjmd General
Ten • samuel
c shineand• e»8Hauling
&^«./.
Trucking

H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Wilshire 4275 or Drexel 1900
I Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
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WHERE

THE

SICK

GO

TO

GET

WELL

Literature pertaining to any disease
mailed on request

75 PER

CENT
BILLIE DOVE

CULLEN

of the

LANDIS :

Says :

Put Me In Great Condition."
MOTION
IN

PICTURE

STARS

"Chiropractic Keeps
Me Well."

HOLLYWOOD

are using my Scientific Method to regain and keep their health.
ARE

YOU
IF

ONE

NOT,

OF

WHY

THEM?

NOT?

GO

You will be agreeably surprised to find there is no discomfort in
taking these Scientific Adjustments, and gratified with the results
obtained.
Bring all your Health Troubles to the only Chiropractor catering
to the Motion Picture Profession.

50

Each patient receives my personal attention.

Dr.W.
SCIENTIFIC

I. Schuster

CHIROPRACTOR

AND

NERVE

SPECIALIST

(Palmer Graduate)
Office Hours :
10 to 12 and 2 to 5

203 Bogardus Building
Cor. Sunset and Western
Hollywood, California
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
6 to 8 P.M.
Telephone 436-724
LADY

IN ATTENDANCE.

PRIVATE

DRESSING

ROOMS.

Ample Parking Space

WHERE
CLAIRE WINDSOR.
Attributes Her Health To
Chiropractic.

THE

SICK

GO

TO

Licensed in California

GET

WELL
CHARLES "BUCK" JONES
"Chiropractic Is My Best Pal.'
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PRODUCERS
DISTRIBUTORS
HOLLY

A

ne\tf

Idea

rise&

Exhibitors, independent producers, authors and the public
will welcome the coming of Hollywood's strongly
organized producing and distributing corporation — a
company of Hollywood, by Hollywood, for Hollywood
and for the best interests of the entire motion picture
industry.
The independent producer,
author, and distributor will
get " together for the purpose
of producing the best pictures— of giving the exhibitor a
square deal — and to permit the
public to get its money's worth.
producers Jr'
Hollywood — not New
York —
DISTRIBUTORS , , , .
.
.. . .,
Hollywood
should
be
the distributing

"W

O

ou.t

O

D

of

Hollywood

center of motion pictures. Producer and distributor should
work side by side for their mutual benefit. This will
ultimately be— and U. P. D., Inc., is the first step in that
direction.

United is going to pioneer it— and it has the backing of
Los Angeles and Hollywood bulking, business and motion
picture interests.
Our new building at Highland and Selma Avenues is
now rapidly rising. We're getting the "sets" ready— and
we'll soon be able to "shoot".
to hear a whole lot more about United in
You're
few months.
next going
the
Write or call for information at temporary headquarters
6812 Hollywood Boulevard.
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Washington, D. C.

New York
UNO

Authentic

Details

Photographs

of

and

Phone

Phone

52220

54847

For-

eign Interiors and

Ex-

teriors of Every

De-

epner
IMCOHPO
RAT £ D

scripton.•

1001-1005 West Seventh Street
Los Angeles
California

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Permanent Waving Hair Coloring Bleaching
Hair Dressing
Scalp-Facial Massage
Marcel Waving Manicuring
Water Waving Shampooing

IN

Wigs

inemarEse
InTEBnationalC
'
i
L.A. HOW LAND
Bj
Phone 438-761
*
300-301 HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Toupees
Wig Rental

Switches Transformations
Beards and Moustaches
Cosmetics

Professional Makeup

Service

Special Attention to Theatrical
Motion Picture Profession

and

No Parking Restrictions

"The

" You'll be met at the door, by George"

Haven
of the

The/^IREEN

Q

LANTERNHungry

"

Sixth at Western

1901 West Seventh.

BREAKFAST

TIL

11

Special Noonday Lunch Priced at 55c.

Dinner

'Til
9 inservice)
the Evening
(a la carte

Weekdays, 85c.

Sundays, Holidays, $1

MARTHA

FRANKLIN
Characters
Current Release

"Trilby."
...as ..Mine. ..Vinard, ..in ..Richard .Walton ..Tully's
Recent Engagements
. • . in "Ponjola," direction of Donald Crisp.
. . .in Ben Wilson's production, "Other Men's Daughters." Hollywood 10103

ESTABLISHED 1918
A Film Magazine and a Film Newspaper in One
6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
: California
Vol. VI.

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

13, 1922

BUILT
ON
ROCK
BY DONALD H CLARKE
Passengers who craned their necks from the top of a Fifth Avenue bus
in New York the other day saw a not unusual sight. A gang of men were
delving beneath the asphalt. They were down about six feet, and they
weren't using spades ; they were blasting through the solid rock.
Persons are inclined to forget that New York is built on rock. New
York's greatness does not rest upon this solid foundation. But it is comforting to those who live in that city, and who take the time to think about

No. 26
Telephone
439-869

;. W. (DOC) LAWSON
Publisher and Manager.
JOHN CORNYN
Advertising
Manager.
GENE WOOLWAY
Studio Representative.
FRED W. FOX
Advertising Copy.

it when other places are being tossed about by earthquakes and demonstrations of nature like that, that their abiding place is so firmly planted.
A good foundation is the best starting platform for anything known to

PAULINE THOMPSON
Pulse Editor

man — man himself, man's career, man's cities, man's accomplishments. Business, to be successful, and to attract investors, must be solidly held in solid
rockThe motion picture industry, still a toddler among the enterprises
of the world, is settled already on the rock of support. When every one that
lives wants salt, for instance, there is no doubt at all that there always will
be a demand for salt.

Address All Communications to
CAMERA !

It is a comfort for motion picture goers — if they stop to think of it—
that there is such a universal demand, and need, for motion pictures, that
they will go on forever.

SUBSCRIPTION

But, just as New York's greatness does not depend upon its rock
foundation, so the real greatness of motion pictures does not rest upon the
unlimited demand for them. There is a certain comfort, but comfort isn't
everything. If it were, probably, the larvae of the locust during its seventeen year meditation underground, would be the most successful being in the
world.
The great thing about motion pictures really, is that, given their rock
foundation of demand, they have been, and are being inspired, by the greatest
and most forward looking geniuses of the world in every line of endeavor.
The great inventors, the great writers and actors, the great financiers —
all are engaged in upbuilding this great form of world instruction and
amusement. It is a tremendous enterprise, demanding great ability, large
capital, and unceasing endeavor.
There is no doubt that motion pictures are built on a rock, so far as
the demand for them is concerned. There is no more doubt that they
are unusually blesssed by the genius and untiring industry that is being
applied to make them expand and grow more wonderful every year — like
flowers in the sun.

RATES

$3.50 per year in Los Angeles County.
$4.00 per year in Outside Zone.
$4.50 to Canada.
$5.00 to Foreign Points.
H. H. CONGER COMPANY
Nat'l Adv. Rep.
New York
Chicago
San Francisco
Advertising Rates Upon Application.

Issued on Saturday morning of
each week at 6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
in Los Angeles, Calif. Telephone
439-869.
Entered as second-class matter,
Aug. 11, 1918, at the Post Office at
Los Angeles, Cal., under Act of
March 3rd, 1879.
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California
Main at Eighth in
Marion Davies

Morosco
744 So. Broadway
"The Gold Diggers"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
"So this is London"
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
Barbara Castleton
in
"The Streets of New York'
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Viola inDana
"Crinoline and Romance'
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Charles Ray
in
"The Deuce of Spades"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy
Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie inRambeau
"The Road Together"
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
"If Winter Comes"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Harry Carey
in
"The Miracle Babv"

This

Week's

There appears to be no diminution of interest in "Getting Gcrtion of interest in "Getting Gertie's Garter," which is about to go
into the 17th week at the Egan
Theatre, where capacity audiences
have been the rule during the entire engagement.
"Getting Gertie's Garter" is the
work of two of the most famous
writers on the American stage today. Avery Hopwood, who wrote
"The "Bat," "Fair and Warmer"
and other big successes, and Wil»t/U V-*i*iOUll Will* W i 1 ic \^ y 111
.viduu s iiuulu anu a nuniuei' ui
onicr
iii'OauWii)'
two menDig nave
cuuiuineuuna.
anu Hiein
' Oetung Ocrue s oarier, nave
piouuced as great a laugh provoKing vclnae as .Los Angeies nas
ever seen.
•Getting Gertie's Garter" has
been termed the prince of funmakerb and Frank Lgan is to be
congratulated upon ttie fact that
he was able to secure this famous
vehicle for the entertainment of
local theatergoers.
The cast includes William Burress, Marjorie Bennett, Robert
Ober, Florence Printy, Brady
Kline, Owen Burroughs, Fred
dimming and Hazel Bruckham.
A novel attraction heads the
Hillstreet theatre bill. It will be
the famous stage and screen star
Louise Lovely, supported by Wilton Welch, in a motion picture production act called "A Day at the
Studio." At each show Miss
Lovely will direct a scene before
her own camera on the stage using
people picked from the audience
as htc actors. Children will be
photographed at the matinees and
adults at the evening performance.
She will also turn her camera on
the audience. The week following
her engagement the complete photoplay
be features
shown atwilltheinclude
Hillstreet.will Other
Dolly Kay, whose records for the
phonograph have been heard
throughout the world. Also on the
bill will be William Ebs, in his act,
"Always Something New." Dennie O'Neil and "Cy" Plunkett in
their comedy offering "The Young
'Un." Incas and Inez will present
"An Art Classic," also their novelty "The Slow
Motion Camera."
Completing
the vaudeville
bill will
be Princess Radjah in her "Dance
of Cleopatra." An extraordinary
photoplay is promised in the presentation of Charles Ray in "The
Deuce of Spades."
George M. Cohan's famous stage
success, "The Meanest Man in the
World," will be seen at Loew's
State Theater all this week with

Theatre

Notes

Bert Lytell in the title role and
Blanche Sweet playing opposite
him.
Lesser'scomedypicturizationThis
of istheSolfamous
drama that has entertained audiences throughout the world. "The
Meanesta Man
in the unbusinesslike
World" deals
with
lovable,
young lawyer who tried to be
stern, but could not get away with
it. The business of being somewhat of a bounder when the natural instincts were only lovable
and gentle provokes the mainspring of comedy in this Principal
Pictures release. Bert Lytell
achieves a distinct triumph in the
part of Richard Clarke, the young
lawyer, while Blanche Sweet, returning to the screen in the leading
feminine role, is seen in a part
which fits her like the proverbial
Richard Barthclmess is at the
glove.
Alhambra Theater this week in a
nine-reel production, "The FightBlade."Barthelmcss
In this Firstessays
Nationalingpicture,
the
role of a swashbuckling soldier of
forttunc in the days of Oliver
Cromwell.
"Thehearts
Fighting
Blade"
is a story of
and swords
given a brilliant and massive production.

"Little Old New York"
Main at Ninth
Corinne
GriffithFrank Mayo,
in
Miller's
"Six Days"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
May McAvoy-Lloyd Hugl
in
"Her Reputation "
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
Bert Lvtell-Blanche Swee
"The Meanest Man in th

Rialto
Broadway near Eighth
Pola Negri
in
World"
"The Spanish
Dancer"

The power of the press and its
ability to make or break reputation is vividly portrayed in the
current offering at Grauman's Metropolitan, Thomas H. Incc's special. "Her Reputation," with May
McAvoy, Lloyd Hughes and a feature cast. The picture is replete
with drama of the most stirring
sort and includes some thrilling
episodes such as a big Mississippi
Flood scene, a forest fire, etc.

Criterion

The magnitude
of Charles
production
of "The
CourtshipRay's
of
Myles Standish" has warranted the
holding of this super-feature a
third week at Grauman's Million
Dollar Theater. "The Days of
the Mayflower" the atmospheric
prologue which
has comment
caused considerable favorable
will
also be retained, as also will the
special musical program.

of Myles Standish"
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Richard Barthelmess
in

Marking a new departure in almost every element that goes to
make up a motion picture, "A Woman of Paris" continues its showing to sold out houses at the Criterion Theater.
Charles
Chaplin's
first screen
drama,
in which
he
does not himself appear, has taken
the lead as the most sensational
production of the cinema. Kdna
Purviance is the featured member
of the cast. She plays the role
of Marie St. Clair, the toy of
Pierre Revel, wealthy Paris bachelor, and acted by Adolphe Menjou. The
memberis of
the triangle, third
John Millet,
played
by
Carl Miller. Others in the cast
are Lydia Knott, Charles French,
Clarence Geldcrt, Betty Morrissey
and Malvina Polo.

"A Charles
Woman Chaplin's
of Paris"
Million
Dollar
Third and Broadway
Charles Ray
in "The Courtship

"The Fighting Blade" ,
Hollywood Egyptia
Hollywood Blvd. and McCaddcn
"The Covered Wagon"
with Lois Wilson and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Mabel Normand
in
"The Extra Girl"
Clune's Broadway
Broadway near Fifth
"The Fog"

1
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Star

of Stage

and

Screen

Continues

Vrith the casting of H. Reeves-Smith in the
f thcoming Goldwyn production of Elinor
C n's famous story, "Three Weeks," the screen
v"ld is enriched with the acquisition of this
e ellent dramatic artist who will be seen for
first time on the silver sheet,
n creating the role of Sir Charles, the far of the hero in this popular novel, it is
e to say that there hardly could have been
de a better selection for the role not merely
I ause Reeves-Smith is a perfect type for the
I t, but because of his natural inherent abilto portray the role as the authoress intendit should be played. In view of the fact
t he was born and educated in England it
be readily understood that he is partially well-fitted for the part.
3oth Mrs. Glyn and Alan Crosland, who dited the picture, have expressed their delight
:h Mr. Reeves-Smith's efforts and predict
unusual future for him in the motion picture
Id. Already he has been made several flating offers for his services, but Al H. Woods,
: New York theatrical producer, has induced
n to sign a contract for the New York pro-

Resume

to Triumph
duction of "The Road Together" in which he
is now appearing at the Majestic theatre with
Marjorie Rambeau in the stellar role.
On the legitimate stage Reeves-Smith has
created a record that is unique in itself. For
the past twenty years he has never appeared in a
failure and his record of successes is a part of
the stage history of this country. His more
recent successes include "Green Stockings ;"
more recent success include "Green Stockings ;"
"Divorcons;" "Polly With a Past;" "Peg O'
My Heart ;" "The Gold Diggers," and "The
Road Together." He has played the lead to
such stars as Ethel Barrymore, Margaret Anglin, Marjorie Rambeau, Grace George, Cissie
Loftus, Alia Nazimova, Fanny Ward, Ina
Clairs, Emily Stevens and Laurette Taylor.
Reeves- Smith's acting method is particularly
suited to the screen being of the thoughtful
kind which ndicates what he is about to explain
by language. This is so perfect that the lines
are superfluous at times — a method unique in
its way on the speaking stage.
At the close of his New York engagement
he intends to return to Hollywood and have
a serious try in the films.

of a Week

at Universal

(Announcement of the next ten of the big
jecial Jewel productions to be made by Unirsal will be made in the near future, followg the return from Europe of Carl Laemmle.
be head of Universal Pictures arrived in New
ork after tours of England, France and Gerany, and will arrive at Universal City late in
ctober.
His European trip was extensive, and he
ade a close study of dramatic affairs and
:onomic conditions while there. The economic investigations have been embodied in a
tries of articles which have been widely printed
i America
film magnate's
dramaticto the
acuities will;betheannounced
on his return
tudio, for it is understood tTiat several m'ortant acquisitions from abroad will follow
\s return.
i Mr. Laemmle will pass most of the coming
/inter at Universal City, activity at the
tudio, not yet at its peak, will reach its top
lotch with his arrival, and many important
jlays, already scheduled, will be started. Mr.
J-aemmle will personally handle the details of
he purchase and production of a number of
(thers, several famous novels and noted plays
;eing under consideration,
j The new "Big Ten" to be announced follow
!he first "Big Ten" which included such notaMe productions as "The Hunchback of Notre
pame,"
Lady offeatures.
Quality," "The Acquittal"
ind other"A famous
Isadore Bernstein is completing the screen
idaptation of "Two Men of Sandy Bar," Bret
Harte's
famous
of old Western
mining
lays, which
will story
be presented
by an all
star
:ast at Universal City. The story was pur:hased some time ago. Bernstein, who is well<nown as an adaptor and scenarist, will handle
several story features for Universal on completion of the Harte feature.

Page Five

By will c. murphet
Announcement of several important new stories to be produced as pictures has been made
at Universal City. Raymond L. Schrock, scenario editor, announces the purchase of "Court
and Calamity," the Saturday Evening Post story
by William
Pelley, which is being adapted as an allDudley
star production.
Work Carter's
on the adaptation
"The Tornado,"
Lincoln
celebrated ofmelodrama,
is also
under way. George W. Ogden's story "Claim
Number One," is in process of scenarization
for Jack Hoxie, as is William McLeod Raine's
"Ridgway of Montana."
"Souls that Pass in the Night," the remarkable mystery story written by former chief
William Flynn, of the United States Secret
Service, has also been purchased by Universal
and is duced
being
for an all star to be proin the adapted
near future.
Harvey Gates has been assigned the task of
preparing
theUniversal
continuityCity
for as"Wine,"
be filmed at
a Jewelsoon
multi-to
reel feature, according to an announcement by
Bernard
McConville, supervising editor of Jewel features.
Rex Taylor is now working on the continuity of "Love Insurance,'" the Earl Deer Biggers
which Edward
will be Reginald
Denny's
next
Jewelstory
feature.
Kline, famed
director
of comedies and comedy-dramas, will guide the
filming of the Denny feature.

"I would rather be a boy than a girl, (anyhow on the screen), for dresses don't have
any pockets." So says petite, Bernice Lillian
Feld, four years old, who has recently been engaged in "Scaramouche," "Trilby," and "The
New Mail Man." "She's cute as the deuce too"
say we, "and mighty promising. May become
a star some day."

Work will start immediately at Universal
City
on "Jack
of Clubs,"
new play.
Robert
Hill willHerbert
direct. Rawlinson's
In the new
story, adapted from the tale by Gerald Beaumont, Rawlinson will play a policeman walking a "beat" in a neighborhood crowded with
pugilists and toughs. Thru this heterogenous
(Continued on Page 20)
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Flashes

b? agnes

Frisco

essary to run the film twice, and in spite of the
FRANCISCO,
8th, in
1923.San
—
TheSANchief
excitement ofCal.,theOct.
movies
fact that the second run didn not finish until
Francisco last week was the arrival of the after one in the morning everybody remained,
Mary Pickford Company to begin the making and were unstinted in their praise of the most
of her much talked of picture "Dorothy Ver- artistic and unusual picture.
non Of Hmanager,
addon Hall."
the
production
and hisColonel
assistant,Ford,
Captain
The West Coast Productions, who have reWing arrived a week ago, and have been hard
cently changed their name to the Conquest
at work securing locations and making prepa- Films, are still at work under the direction of
rations for work, which will probably take
about ten days. A large part of the sequences Norbert Myles, on their production "NoboJy's
Child," at the Pacific Studios at San Maleo.
to be done in San Francisco will be made The
latest addition to the cast is little Philip
amid the beauties of Golden Gate Park, with
some scenes also on the famous Kole estate at DeLacy well-known child actor.
Burlingamc. Marshall Ncilan who is directing
The Gcrson Pictures Corporation have started
Miss Pickford, arrived on Friday, with about
one hundred and fifty people, which includes work on the third of their series of six fivethe cast, camera men, electricians, and the staff reel melodramas, starring Ora Carew. Cammembers. Mary Pickford, her Mother Charera work began at the company's Pajje Street
lotte Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, who studios
on Monday morning, under t:io direction of Tom Gibson, with George Crocker at
left
his
own
picture
"The
Thief
of
Bagdad"
the camera. Jay Morley, Hal Stephens, and
to help Mary get started, arrived • Sunday
morning. So far the weather has been perfect, Tiny Sandford still head Miss Carev/s iupand most satisfactory progress has been made. porting cast, with some local actors in some
Within a day or two they expect to shoot of the smaller roles. The second picture of
scenes of the procession where (Jueen Eliza- the series, a tale of the lumber camps, is hc'mg
beth goes to Haddon Hall witTi all her ret- titled and cut and will be ready for release
inue, servants, furniture, and belongings. In to the state right market about the er.d of the
this sequence some five-hundred local extra month.
people, as well as all the cast and regular exMac Murray arrived in San Francisco last
tras, two hundred horses, and many props
will be used.
week to make personal appearances at the Warfield
Theatre in connection with the showing
Ray, and Al Rockett of the Rockett Productions are in San Francisco, having brought of
hicle."The French Doll" her latest starring veup last week the recently completed film.
"Life claimed
of theAbraham
which is film
aclargest andLincoln,"
finest historical
A very large and most enthusiastic audience
ever made. The picture was given its first welcomed the Western Premier of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" at the Capitol Theatre.
public enceshowing
at Burlingame,'
so large and
enthusiastic, before
that it an
was audinec- The picture is one of the most outstanding ever
CASTS

OF

THE

WEEK

Goldwyn Studios
present
"NELLIE, THE BEAUTIFUL CLOAK
Directed by Emmett Flynn
Photographed MODEL"
by Lucien Andriot
Story by H. H. Van Loan
CAST:
Claire Windsor Lew Cody
Mae Bush
Edmund Lowe
Raymond Griffith
Waldorf Productions
present
"INNOCENCE"
Directed by Edward J. Le Saint
Photographed by King Grey
CAST:
Anna Q. Nilsson Wilfred Lucas
Freeman Wood
Earl Foxe
Vera Lewis
William Scott
Kate Lester
Marion Harlon
Jessie Arnold
Goldwyn Studios
"THREEpresent
WEEKS"
Directed by Alan Crosland
Photographed by J. Mescall
Story by Elinor Glynn
CAST:
Aileen Pringle Conrad Nagel
Stuart Holmes Mitchell Lewis
John Sainpolis Robert Cain
Joan Standing Claire de Lorez
Nigel de Brulier Dale Fuller
H. Reeves-Smith
Helen Dunbar
Charles Green
William Haines

Hitting the High

Spots

By Buster Keaton
Wisconsin wheat crops damaged by frost,
wires tell us. Argentine heavyweight crop
ruined by fists, we say.
Couple married fifty years get their pictures
in the paper. Is that sufficient compensation?
San Francisco woman says a man can get
married if he is making twenty-five dollars a
week.
the initial
as the It
autoisn'tsalesmen
say. cost ; it's the upkeep,
Marriage licenses on the increase in Southern
California,
statistics show.
that's
why the authorities
createdWonder
another ifdivorce
court ?
An unmarried Los Angeles woman says husbands should have a night out every week.
"Yes," says the married women, "but let them
try to get back in !"
San Diego chief of police starts clean-up.
States that any bandit who walks into the station and gives himself up will be immediately
arrested.
LETTERS
In Our P. O. For You.
Crane Wilbur
Vera White
Louise Lovely
Niles Welch
Lionel Belmorc
Henry Walthall
Phillipe De Lacy
Raymond McKce
Philo McCullough
Charles
Hyland
Lon Chaney
Forest Stanley

kerr

crawford

given to the world on the silver sheet, not on
the masterly and remarkable performance <
Lon Chancy as the hunchback, but the re
drama of the action, and the wonderful ham
ling of the huge mob scenes, make it a pirtu:
long to be remembered by even the blase fil
patron. Every part is remarkably well playe
but Ernest Torrence, who wins new laurels ;
the chief of the beggars, and Patsy Ruffi Mi
ler as the little Gypsy girl deserve special mei
tion. The opening of this film also marks tl
opening of the Capitol Theatre under the Rotl
schild banner, under which in future will 1
devoted
to feature pictures coming in for lon
runs
Bessie Barriscale, long a favorite of the silei
drama opened as the hcadliner at the Orpheui
Theatre in a little comedy called "Pickui
Peaches."
playletHickman,
was written
her hib
her
husband The
Howard
who for
is also
leading man. This marks Miss Barriscale
first appearance here in more than two years.
His many friends in the picture world ai
mourning the death on October 26th, of Je:
ome Patrick, well-known leading man of bol
the stage and screen. He passed away at tl
Neurological Institute in New York City, afti
a short illness. The funeral services took plat
on Saturday morning Sept 29th, at Campbell
Funeral Church and were attended by mar
friends prominent in the dramatic life of th
country. Jerome Patrick was born in 190
since which time he has been leading man wit
many of the successes of the stage and scree
His latest engagement was as the hero (
Alice Brady's great hit of the past seasc
"Zander The Great."
CASTS

OF

THE

WEEK

Goldwyn Studios
"WILD ORANGES"
Directed present
by King Vidor
Photographed by John Boyle
Story by Jos. Hegesheimcr
CAST:
Frank Mavo
Virginia Valli
Ford Sterling Chas. A. Post
Nigel de Brulier
Warner Brothers
"BEAU BRUMMEL"
Directed by present
Harry Beaumont
PhotographedCAST:
by Dave Abel
John Barrymore Mary Astor
Irene Rich
Carmel Meyers
Alec. B. Francis Richard Tucker
Willard Louis Clarissa Selwyn
Andre de Beranger
Louis B. Mayer Productions
"WHY MEN LEAVE HOME"
Directed bypresent
John M. Stanl
Story by A. P. Younger
CAST:
Lewis Stone
Helene Chadwick
William V. Mong
Mary Carr
Hcdda
Hopper
Alma Bennett
Lila Leslie
Sidney
Bracy
E. H. Calvert

CAMERA
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"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"

rederick Bond, actor, author, director
f Hollywood — This is indeed a fittitle to this artist of the legitimate
silent drama who, born in Brooklyn,
,v York, has traveled the globe as a
fessional man, only to return to the
ma capital to become a permanent
dent. Bond's career as an actor dates
b k to the time when "Tiie Christian"
p yed by William Hodge, was at the
ht of its run in New York and in
ch offering Bond was playing the
enile lead. Under a long term con:t he went to London, joining the
ther Goose Pantomime Co., under the
;ction of Fred Graham. Bond played
r Majesty's Theatres throughout Engi, Australia and New Zealand, returnto the United States, upon complei of his contract. Going to Honoluhe played in stock at the Opera House
three consecutive seasons. Tiring
foreign clime, he again returned to
States, joined the Metropolitan Stock
for two years, and later went with
Auditorium Stock Co, of Kansas City,
a season, later opening at the Willis
x>d Theatre of the same city where
remained another season. After two
cessful years at the Princess Theatre,
s Moines, Bond was again engaged
William Hodge to play the leading
erecord
in "Fixing
which Ronald
established&
run Sister,"
in Chicago.
fford then contracted for his services
the 63rd and Halstead Street Theatre,
lere he portrayed the part of Horace
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Worth in "Sinners." Tiring of stock,
Bond jumped into vaudeville for two
years in his own act on the Orpheum
circuit. Coming west he joined the forces of D. W. Griffith as an actor on the
now Fine Arts lot. He was loaned to
Douglas Fairbanks for a part in "He
Comes Up Smiling." Fox engaged him
for Theda Bara's, "The She Devil," and
later with David Butler, he was prominently cast in "Sitting on trie World."
Eager to go into the directorial field
Bond joined William Aldrick and journeyed to Honolulu as his assistant. It
was there he met A. K. Mozumdar. and
after many conferences they returned
to the States to prepare the production
of "Beyond the Veil," a picture dealing
with the philosophy of the Hindu Masters.
Bond directed the American sequence
of this picture of 720 scenes without the
aid of a script, which was made possible
by the great co-operation of the staff
which included the master cinematographer, Joe Walker, whose arrangement
of lighting effects is said to lend great
value to this wonderful production. Bond
has firmly established himself in the
directorial field and has recently been engaged by the Renalles, Inc., to handle
the megaphone for their forthcoming
production,
His family"The
who Elks
have Tooth."
recently arrived
from the east are elated over the fact
that the globe trotting days are over and
that they are at last to have a bungalow
in Hollywood.

Heads

You

Win!

PRISCILLA MORAN

JEAN HER5HALT

CHARLES

KING

CAMERA
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"Meet

Danny

Chef"

Our

Says

Heerman

Danny Mulholland, prop man for
Constance Talmadge's company,
made a salad for her latest Joseph
M. Schenck-First National comedy-drama, "The Dangerous
Maid,"as
which is destined
to become,
historic as the book from which
the film was adapted.
Victor Heerman, the director,
ordered the salad for six of King
James II's soldiers. Now, Danny
is a "prop" man and not a chef.
He found some lettuce, but when
it came to the dressing he was
stumped. In a sudden inspiration
he sallied forth to the carpenter
shop, gathered up a handful of
red and white sawdust, and sprinkled it on as a garnish.
"That's a beautiful salad, I'd
like toman when
eat Danny
it myself,
- said
Heerdished
it around
the table. Danny said nothing.
But to his dismay Heerman directed the soldiers to eat. Glen MacWilliams started cranking his camera. The extras bit hungrily into
the decoction. After one mouthful; they all stopped, bravely gulpinto. ing down what they had bitten
"Go on and eat, you'll spoil the
scene," Heerman shouted. Like
brave soldiers they attempted another mouthful. Again they stopped. Heerman stormed. Then one
of the men timidly suggested that
Heerman taste it. Scornfully the
director shoveled a generous forkful palateward. One bite and out
it came.
Heerman looked around for
Danny with a murderous eye.
But Danny at that instant was
passing through the studio gate
and going strong.

Zan
Hair

Goods

Make-up

"Superlative
Fine

Hair

Quality"

Goods

-

-

including toupees
transformations
beards .... moustaches. Made to order
. . . . skillfully .... carefully . . . .incorporating- in their manufacture the knowledge gained by many years experience. Blending the
art and traditional craftsmanship of the old
wigmaker with modern methods and facilities
for preparation. They are beautiful . . . .
keen .... unusually well made. Come ....
see them .... now !

Make-up
for Reel Folks
inclusive of rouges .... perfumes .... talc
and fine face-powders
lipsticks mascara
and mascarillo .... brilliantinc .... henna
hair tints . . . .cleansing creams .... facial
creams. Truly extraordinary! Preferred by
discriminating professionals the world, over
Both domestic .... imports: from acknowledged masters of make-up. Don't forgo an
early inspection of these. You're welcome ....
always. If they meet with your approval, as
we know they will, we'd like to be appointed
your wigmakers and make-up consultants.
By the way, a little message is coming to
.. .you from us . . through the mail . . read it!

,Hair

Goods

&

Makeup

819 South Hill Street
Los Angeles, Calif.
Telephone
.Metropolitan 0498
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Vera Steadman and Teddy Sampson, prominent comediennes, have
worked together in many of the
latest Christie nroductions and are
now playing together during their
belated vacations. Between scenes
in their most recent production.
Vera would seek a quiet corner to
plan
how towould
"vacation"
New
York.on Teddy
be in in
another
corner doing exactly the same
thing — neither aware of the other's
At the completion of the picture
the girls rushed to their homes,
plans.
packed and rushed to the depot.
Vera then jumped into a phone
booth to say "good bye" to her
pal, Teddy entered the adjoining
booth to phone Vera. No answer;
tears.
Meeting in front of the booths
they enacted
the careers
most hu-as
morous scenesoneof oftheir
in mutual rcognition they stared at
each
otherastonishment.
in wet-eyed and openmouthed
"Where in the world are you gothey both questioned.
"Newing?" York!"
shouted the girls
in feminine enthusiasm.
So they departed in the happiest
spirits that comediennes have ever
enjoyed and the tall buildings will
be viewed in joint bewilderment.

»
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Confiscates

Movie

Cameras

Griffith

Set

Galleries may be invited to the
king of all big scenes in motion
ctures according to an underaiding recently reached by leadg producers of the east.
The purpose of inviting the pubis to combat the prevalent impres3ii of "faking" in production. So
uch discredit has been cast upon
e reality of scenes by various
riters that theater owners comained their patrons did not beve any scene in a film was legitiately photographed without "docring."the producers have partially
So
cided to invite the public at all
enes where their presence does
>t interfere with the work, and
lis policy is being first put into
feet with the larger spectacular
enes for D. W. Griffith's next
"oduction, "America." For this
riffith is reproducing all the more
nportant baftles of the Revoluonary War. Unusual efforts have
en made that all details of this
tion be made with absolute fidely to history.
The first test of inviting the pub, has been unusually impressive,
galleries varying from a thouind to fifteen thousand have fol>wed the action day by da v. The
illside near Somers, where the
enes are being staged offer a perect stadium for the gallery to
iew the thousands of soldiers and
layers in action.
The privilege, however, is being
ightly abused by pirate photoglaphers who take the action with
'mall motion picture cameras, and
lawk it to smaller companies for
lig scenes in minor productions.
Saturday afternoon, the State Pojce confiscated seven small motion
[icture
cameras.
Capt. French,
lie
State
Police made
no arrestsof
t Griffith's
and
amera
beingrequest,
held inthe
the film
custody
if
the
police
until,
"America"
is
eleased.
FIDLER HOME
The name of the producing cornany has come to mean more to
he motion picture fans than ever
before in the history of the indusry, according to a report brought
>ack to Hollywood by James M.
Fidler, member of the Famous
Players-Lasky publicity department, who has returned from a
kour of the United States. Travelling for the interests of William
jde Mille
that producer's
pictures,and
Fidler visited
nearly thirty
cities, stopping at the branch offices of the company and meeting
the leading theater and newspaper
men everywhere.

I
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Meet Edna Wallace Hopper, Just 63
wife of De Wolf Hopper.
Can a star of "Floradora" enter fourth
After such a career she went
a 1923 beauty contest? Yes.
overseas during the war, to serve
Can old faces be made new? as
a nurse, and after seven years
Yes.
of service, found herself looking
The questions are natural ones. old in the eyes of the world. She
The answers are those of Miss
nearingShesixty.
feel old.
wantedButto she
lookdidn't
like
Edna Wallace Hopper, famous 63 was
year-old actress-flapper, who has she felt.
In Paris she placed herself in
the face and figure of a nineteenyear-old girl, and the mental atti- the hands of a noted plastic surestablishman. tude of a twenty-six-year-old womentgeon.
an oldShe entered
woman inhislooks.
She
Miss Hopper is famed for other left it a young girl. She had a
reasons than her striking beauty. face and a figure of a youthful
She was a member of the cast of beauty, curly bobbed hair and a
the original Floradora which stir- springy step, and a smile.
red New York twenty-three years
Back in New York, Miss Hopago. She took the principal part
per created a furore. Stage door
Johnnies
who had waited for her
in
the stage
production
"Whang,"
which
followed
soon afterward.
after
the
performances of FloraShe was one of the early David
dora were faded and grey. EvBelasco favorites, and was the
erything had changed.
L. B. Mayer
Plans

Home

Lesser

Busy

From France
Shortly

Season
With several new plays and
books in his possession and plans
perfected for one of the busiest
production seasons in the history
of his studio, Louis B. Mayer has
returned from New York after
several weeks spent in important
conferences with his sales organization and officials of the Metro
and First National distributing organizations.
Accompanying the producer on
the journey westward were Robert
W. Frazer, popular leading man,
and Percy Hilburn, cinematographer, who have spent the past
three months filming thrills for
Reginald Barker's next picture,
"Cape Cod Folks'" along the rugged New England coast where they
had the advantage of thousands of
fishing schooners as background
for their scenes. Production of
"Cape Cod Folks" will be resumed
in California, San Francisco and
its environs having been selected
as the locale for the balance of the
action.
Helene Chadwick, who has been
characterizing the "Home," and
not the "Why" in the John M.
Stahl production for Mayer, entitled "Why Men Leave Home,"
completes her engagement this
week and returned to the Goldwyn
studio where she is under contract.
During the filming of the Stahl
picture, which has taken six weeks
to photograph, Miss Chadwick has
been married twice to the same
man, Lewis Stone, and has gone
on as many cinematic honeymoons.
According to the rule that "The
first shall be last," their first wedding scenes were the last shots
taken for the picture.

Returns

Sol Lesser, visiting European
capitals in the interests of Principal Pictures Corporation, will leave
France this month. He will spend
only a day or two in the New
York offices of the company.
Immediately upon his arrival at
the studio here, final selection of
Baby Peggy's
vehicle and
for this
company
will first
be made,
the
scenario department will go to
work on the story, which Edward
F. Cline will direct.
Lesser will also supervise such
changes in the editing and titling
of Principal Pictures' film version
Harolda Bell
"When
aof Man's
Man,"Wright's
as are deemed
necessary
to that
makeit isit bound
the worthwhile drama
to be.
Associated First National Pictures
will
"When
a Man's a
Man" release.
some timein December.
The trip East via Santa Fe of
Elliott Dexter, Bryant Washburn,
Mabel Forrest, together with Samuel V. Grand, president of GrandAsher, through which their pictures will be distributed, and others, was one long triumphal proaccording toStudio.
wires received atcession,
the Grand
At every city or town where
they stopped for any length of
time at all, such as Albuquerque,
Chicago, Kansas City, etc., reporters from local papers met them at
the train and a throng of admirers
strove to shake hands with their
favorites.
Besides those mentioned, Ben
Wilson, producer ; R. William
Neill, who made the Dexter picture, Mrs. Dexter, Mrs. Grand,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bishoff, Jo
Sternberg and others were in the
party.

Allen
Has

Holubar

Nashville

Up In Arms
Motion pictures have caused
Nashville, Tennessee to rise up
in arms. All the soldiers that middle Tennessee can muster, from
hoariest rebel to youngest Guardsman are preparing for bloody conflict. Not since the days of '61
has there been such an atmosphere
of tense excitement.
For Allen Holubar is in Nashville at the present time filming a
number of big scenes for "The
Human Mill," his first production
for Metro. And Nashville is turning out en masse to witness and
assist in the taking of the first motion picures
Southern
city.ever made in that fair
"The Human Mill" is a screen
version of "The Bishop of Cottontown" by John Trotwood
Moore. This story is hailed as
astory.
leaf from
Tennessee's
and
In order
that an song
authentic
historical as well as pictorial background might be obtained, Metro
dispatched Mr. Holubar and his
entire staff to Nashville for a period of film making on the exact
locale of the story.
Among the important scenes to
be filmed in the South are the Battle of Franklin, which will be
staged on the actual scenes of that
fateful and bloody conflict, with
assisting.
half the population of Franklin
An old sulky race will be filmed at a long-deserted race track
at Murf ressboro, which has been
rejuvenated for the purpose.
Throughout the making of those
southern scenes Mr. Holubar will
have the assistance of the author,
who
one of Tennessee's most
famousis historians.
HOW

LONG IS A SCENARIO

There may be those who, think
that writing a scenario means
merely sitting down at a typewriter and dashing off a few palpitating pages.Young,
With who
such prepared
persons
Waldemar
the
script for
MaryofPickford's
"Dorothy
Vernon
Haddon
Hall," desires to pick a quarrel.
"I wonder," said he, "If most
folks realize that about the same
number of words are required for
a scenario as are included in the
average novel. By that I mean
for both the detailed synopsis and
the continuity. Oh, yes, you must
have both. You first do the synopsis to get the story properly arranged from a dramatic standpoint.
Then you break the story into
scenes for the camera. This means
a continuity. And believe me,
much midnight oil is Durncd in the
process. About 75,000 words are
pounded out before the job is com-
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Altered

Ambitions
The

His
For

Better

Rockliffe Fcllowes, leading and
character man of stage and screen,
always wanted to be a soldier.
He comes from a family of soldiers and statesmen on both sides
of the house.
And the only reason Rockliffe
wasn't
a general,
or a corporal,
something,
was because
he flunkedor
on his exams for the Royal Military Academy in his home country
— Canada.
"But." consoled his father, "It's
time somebody in the family got
into a profession that makes pay
dayConsequently
an event — notyoung
an occurrence."
Fellowes
was sent to college. The first time
it was "St. John the Evangelist's
School" at Montreal. What did he
study?
own
words."Nothing," in "Rocky
The next school tackled — Bishop's College, Lenoxville, Canada.
What course did he study? "Of
course," says Fellowes, "nothing."
Then he took up "acting" as a
profession.
"1 got
by so inwellschool
acting like I was
studying
that I knew I must have a natural
bent well-known
toward the profession,"
says
this
artist.
During eleven years on the legitimate stage he played the leads in
Bernard Shaw's "Man and Super
Man," Mrs. Fisk's "Erstwhile Susan" and for two years had the
leading
in "Within
the Law."
He
was role
playing
the principal
role
in
"Under
Cover,"
when
lie was
enticed into the films.
"Theylikewanted
somebody
looked
a gangster
to play who
the

News Section

Passes Through Catastrophies
In addition to the variety of
Mary Pick ford's field publicity
and roads, Howard also
representative, John D. Howard, weather
came in contact with other kinds
who has just returned to Holly- of excitement. He was in Tulsa,
wood from an 8500 mile trip Okla., during the recent riots when
through the states west of the Mis- both city and state were put under
sissippi in the interest of Miss martial law. He was in St. Joseph. Mo., when the re-enacted
Pickford's newest release, "Ros- Pony Express
ride started. While
ita,"
thrillstells
alonga glowing
the way. story of the passing through Utah, he encountered the washout and cloudburst at
More than half the Journey was
made via auto over roads which Brigham. being fortunate to escape
ranged from paved highways to injury. Then on the Nevada desert, he witnessed the recent eclipse
desert trails and through an assortment i if weather which included of the sun. And to cap the clisunshine, snow and torrential rainmax, he dropped into Berkelev. Calstorms.
if., just in time to see 10.000,000.
An accurate check on the auto worth of houses, covering 50
licenses along the way showed that blocks, go up in smoke.
"Which is about as much excitehe encountered cars from every
ment as I ever expect to witness
state in the union except Rhode
Island and Vermont.
in six weeks," said Howard.

Goldwyn
Gotham

Co, Returns From
City

In the past few mouths. Helen
Ferguson has accomplished a remarkable number of things. She
has played so many roles that she
has stacked up three unreleased
performances ahead of her — "The
Right of the Strongest," "The Unknown Purple," and "The Vital
Question,"
the latter just
a story
by
William Conselman
finished
by the Laval Photoplay company
at Universal City.
Beside this, she has managed to
keep up pretty well with her writing for which she is noted, in addition to her histrionic ability. After writing interviews, features,
articles, verse and general newspaper material, she is now making
a determined attack on the field of
the short story.
But most important of all to a
woman's
the
fact thatviewpoint,
she has perhaps,
had her is hair
bobbed. It takes a girl weeks of
hard thinking to make up her mind
to do a thing like that.

lead in "The Regeneration" says
Fellowes,"
I took
I've been
in
films everandsince
and it.
I never
expect to return to the stage unless
conditions change."
Fred Thomson known as 'a
man's
man",typebecause
his big
allAmerican
is now ofbeing
starred
in "Running Wild", which is being
produced by the H. J. Brown Productions, and is one of those big
stories of the great romantic west.
Thomson while a perfect horseman and a natural son of the west
Al St. John, whose muscular
is not a two gun hero, but the dexterity has been proved on the
skillful athletic type loved and beach as a life guard, on the top
feared for his bigness. Playing deck of an airplane as a stunt man
opposite Thomson is Hazel Keener, and in gymnastic comedy before
international beauty, represent a the camera, burst into the strong
unique combination of Brawn and man class with a bang on the Fox
Beauty. Miss Keener was recently lot where he is doing preliminary
proclaimed the most beautiful girl work in a new two reel comedy.
Tin script called for St. John to
by the International Society of
Photographers at London, and tumble from a merry-go-round,
strike
a wall, and instead of falling
more recently was victor in the
to the floor, to stick in the air,
challenge contest.
Other well known players in the straight out from the wall with
cast are Frank Haganv. David only his hands touching. The first
(Red) Kirby, Wilfred Lucas, Dot scheme was to break the fillm.
Farley, Dick Southerland, Bob and then catch St. John in his aerial suspension, after he had been
Reeve, Peewee Holmes and <SJilver
the thorobred trick horse owned fixed there with wires that
by Mr. Thomson.
wouldn't photograph.
couple of handholds put
"Running
Wild",features
is the scheduled
first of a putAl inhadthea wall,
series
of twelve
and in his tumble
for production this year. The from the merry-go-round, caught
series will be relleased through them and held his body perpendicular from the wall. It is a stunt
the Monogram PiPctures Corp., of
.New York, a new independent or- that (inly a very few of the world's
ganization
professional strong men try.

Helen

Undergoes

Operation And
Recovers
Kmmett Flynn, Goldwyn director,
and his film company, which includes Claire Windsor, Lew Cody,
Mae Busch, Edmund Lowe, and
Raymond Griffith, have returned
to the studios after an extended
location trip to New York City.
Flynn is filming "Nellie, the
Beautiful
Cloak success
Model," byfromOwen
the
famous stage
Davis.
Traffic on the New York Elevated lines was held up for several
hours recently by Flynn during the
filming of sensational scenes. Fifth
avenue, Broadway and the tenetings. ment districts also served as setIn one spectacular episode, the
director became his own "stunt
man" and drove an automobile
travelling thirty-five miles an hour
into a taxicab. Both cars were
completely wrecked, but neither
Flynn. Edmund Lowe, who was
riding with him, or the driver of
the other car were injured.
Mae Busch was slightly injured
in the filming of another automobile wreck, but her injuries did not
hold up work on the picture.
Hobard Bosworth. Will Walling,
Lillian Tashman. Dorothy Cummings and several other players
will join the cast of the picture.
ENCAGED

BY NIBLO

Carre,filmoneartofdirectors
the world's
bestBenknown
has
been signed by Fred Niblo.
He has been busy for several
weeks designing sets and properties for the colorful Spanish story
Fred Niblo will produce with Barbara La Marr and Ramon Navarro in the leading roles.
A Frenchman by birth. Carre is
thoroughly familiar with the Spanish Pyrennes which play an important part in the background of
"Thy Name Is Woman."

East
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Newspaper

Strike

(

i

Hits

Movieland

The recent Gotham newspaper
strike has hit the movies. Not because the strike has caused a curtailing of the publication of stories'
about plays and players but because eight New York papers combined their editions and printed
them all in one plant. Making exterior scenes
for "Black
Oxen"
front of
a theatre,
Frank
Lloydin
employed a newspaper boy to stand
on the curb and sell papers to the
crowd which poured out of the theatre at the conclusion of a supposed first night performance. As :
the scene was to be laid in New
York, New York morning newspapers were a necessity and J. W. !
Delfino, master of properties went
out to fill Mr. Lloyd's order for
"eight or ten New York morning
papers."
newspaper stands At
the most
supplyof oftheNew
York
editions was exhausted, but finally
at a street stand, Mr. Delfino asked
for eight New York papers and
received
one the
paper.proprieto
"Say"r, shouted
Delfino at
as he A
rang up the price of the edition
"I said I wanted eight New York
morning papers, didn't I ?" "Well," |
replied
got
eighttheNewnews
Yorkvender,
papers."youNre'H
Take "
a look at the heading ; you've got
all the papers combined in one. I'mthink you're pretty lucky to get
so many for the nrice of one." So i
Delfino and
had get
to goa bundle
to the publicNew-li- '
brary
York papers
a month old of
to make J
the showing Mr. Lloyd demanded, i
And. that's a fact.
COLLEEN MOORE SCREEN'S
POPULAR "TOMBOY"
Rodolph Valentino can claim the
title — "The screen's greatest lover."
Norma Talmadge is accorded in
distinction of being the greatest if
all emotional actresses.
To William S. Hart goes the
title — "The screen's greatest pcfrtrayer
of Colleen
Western Moore
roles." must gc
But to
the title — "The screen's one and
Miss Moore stands so far ahead
onlyhertomboy."
of
competitors fur this distinc
tion tion
that
at all.there is really no competiShe has
been "tomboy"
representative of almost
every nationality
She was "tomboy" Irish it
"Come on Over", an Indian "torn
boy" in First National's "Th(
Huntress" ; a typical society "toiyboy" in "Flaming Youth", and it
her next picture "The Swami
Angel", she is again to portray at
American "tomboy" but one essendifferent from her "Flaminffl
Youth"tiallycharacterization.
In this picture, to go into pro i
duction soon under the direction Oil
Clarence Badger, she will play th<
leading role, that of a hoydenisl
girl of the poorer sections of.il ,
typical
town, the ringo
leader ofAmerican
all the scalleywaggery
the neighborhood and the best base ]
ball player of the district.

AMERA!
11m Chiefs
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Have

Busy Season
Ahead
One of the fastest gFowing proction organizations of the mo,n picture industry is Associated
ctures Corporation, sponsored by
;rbert Lubin, Arthur H. Sawyer
d Marcus Jacobowsky, respecely Secretary, General Managand President. Organized less
an one year ago by Sawyer and
ibin, producers of S-L pictures
r Metro Pictures Corporation,
ssociated has rapidly established
elf in the foremost ranks of
portant film organizations, hav* been responsible for one of
; most successful "specials" of
e past year, "Quincy Adams
wyer."
Following
several months of
inning on the part of the three
ecutives mentioned above, Herrt Lubin is authority for the
itement that Associated Pictures
>rporation will considerably exnd its activities, as per the folding—: "In view of the amazing
ogress made by Associated dur1 the past ten months, we have
cided to enlarge our producing
jpe. In addition to the series
special features which we are
w making for Metro Pictures
irporation, we will also produce
other series of four special picres each year, Due to the phenlenal success of Clarence Badr, director of "Quincy Adams
iwyer" and "Potash and Perljtter," and whose services we
ntrol exclusively, we also conmplate a series of Clarence Badr Productions. Badger has esblished himself with the exhibits of the country as a director
surefire film successes and I beve showmen everywhere will
;lcome a series of pictures caring the guarantee of "Badger
erit"
with them.
with
e increased
scope Inofkeeping
our activi:s in the field of production, Arur H. Sawyer, supervising direcr of Associated, has enlarged
ir headquarters in Hollywood,
id has surrounded himself with
complete staff of production exTtS.
IDOR FINISHES
-WILD ORANGES"
King Vidor, youthful Goldwyn
rector, has completed the final
:enes for his picturization of Joph Hergesheimer's popular nov,Although
"Wild Oranges."
he encountered many
fficulties in making the picture,
idor lost only ten days on the
me scheduled. The majority of
ie scenes for the picture were
Imed in the actual locale described
y the author in the story. Vidor
sent six weeks in the swamp
nds of Florida.
The cast, which consisted of only
ve players, was dismissed with a
Wild
Orange"
givencafeby
-ing Vidor
in theparty
Goldwyn
pria. Orange juice, orange salad,
(range pie and candied orange pcelhgs were listed on l?ie menu.
The players were Frank Mayo,
'irginia
Valli,andFord
Sterling,
Niel
de Brulier
Charles
A. Post.
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Syd Chaplin Gives Producers Idea
One school of critics of the matic fare offered to theater-goers ; hence, the need for comedy
screen holds that the producer is
ever alert for innovation and new relief has not been so strong. We
laughs from straight farcthought, the other side claims that got es our
and slapstick, with an occasional
he is wont to follow in the paths Lloyd.
thriller comedy from Harold
others have successfully trod before
him. Whichever faction has the
Comedy relief for dramatic
truth on its side, it is now con- films, according to Syd Chaplin, is
ceded throughout the industry that one of the most important thoughts
Syd Chaplin — in his present return for the producer to-day. Our "seto active work before the camera
rious" pictures require it now ; and
has given producers food for it's a great boon to the comedian,
thought.
also, for it gives him more logical
Said premise is the need for and reasonable wedge for his work.
comedy relief in dramatic pictures.
Such was Syd's recently comAt first glance, this doesn't sound
pleted role in Marshall Neilan's
revolutionary
; it pictures
isn't, forwere
all the
story, "The Renolder
plays and
so morbid Russian
dezvous" and his delineation has
constructed. The recent trend, been the talk of the film colony
however, has been toward less in- among the favored few who have
tensely emotional appeal in the dra- seen this picture.
Fitzgerald
Direct

Will

Irving

Production
Dallas M. Fitzgerald, one of the
best known directors in the business, has been engaged by I. W.
Irving to handle the megaphone on
"The tionDawn
of Love,"
picturizaof a novel
by the asame
name,
written by Irving himself. This is
the first of a series of four Irving
Productions which will be made at
the Hollywood Studios for Selznick release. Fitzgerald and Irving are now casting for this romance of the Southern mountain
country, and the company will
work in the mountains near San
Diego when doiyg their exteriors.
POPULARITY OF
DEXTER PROVED
Testifying to the popularit ' of
Elliott Dexter, now making his
own pictures for Grand-Asher release, thousands of letters and
shoals of manuscripts have poured
in uponlished
himannnouncements
since the offirst
his pubnew
organization.
Naturally, being very busv he
hasn't
to answer
of the had
letterstime
or read
all the many
manuscripts. Ultimately the latter will
be attended to and as many as possible of the letters cared for.
But a picture star is a busv individual, especially when he is also
head of his own company. He is
in much the same fix as the actormanager of a stock theater.
Mr. Dexter appreciates the evidences of esteem, however, and is
gratified by the kindly tone of every letter — without exception ; congratulations inmany cases for his
success in finally achieving his ambition— to be able to make pictures
the way he wants to make them.
"The Way Men Love " his first,
produced by R. William Neill, is
a very good example, he says, of
what his pictures are to be. It is
intensely dramatic and carries a
message that will be an inspiration,
it is believed, and furthermore, it
is declared, there is entertainment
in every foot of the film.

Niblo-La

Marr

Production Gets
Under Way
Barbara La Marr is appearing
for the third time under the direction of Fred Niblo. She has started work in the leading role, that
of Guerita, a Spanish girl in the
Louis B. Mayer feature, "Thv
Name Is Woman" which is to be
released through Metro.
Miss La Marr first worked in
"The
Threedirected
Musketeers,"
Mr.. Niblo
and in which
which
Douglas Fairbanks was starred.
Just recently, in fact in the last
production Mr. Niblo directed for
Mayer, Miss La Marr played the
part of a wicked Russian dancer.
The picture was "Strangers of the
Night," adapted from the stage
play "Captain Applejack."
"Thy will
Namebeis given
Woman,"
Miss
LaIn Marr
the most
exotic — the most dramatic, the
most colorful part she has ever
portrayed in her interesting picture
career.
"Mr. Niblo was wonderfully kind
and gave me a chance before anyelse," Miss director
La Marrandsays.
"He
is myone favorite
I would
rather work in a production of his
than
other-." reached HollyMissin any
La Marr
wood just in time to start work,
after a journey to Rome and New
York where she appeared in the
leading role in the film version of
"The Eternal City."
Virginia Brown Faire, featured
First National player, will shortly
be seen in her first picture under
her new contract, "The Thundergate." work in which was completed a few weeks ago. Miss
Faire has the role of the white
girl who was brought up by Chinese parents, so the atmosphere
and setting is most intriguing for
the scenes that have plenty of
heart throbs as well as delightful
comedy. Especially becoming to
her style of beauty are the lovely
Chinese costumes, of which there
is a great variety including a lovely wedding robe.
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Keaton
To
Sell
His Railway
Interests
Buster Keaton is retiring from
the train running business, and has
a road consisting of one engine,
a tender, baggage car and three
coaches, with almost a mile of
rails thrown in — all of which will
go under the hammer at a great
sacrifice.
This announcement should be of
more interest to a museum or circus side-show than any of the big
traction
as Buster's
road is a corporations,
trifle antiquated.
Figuratively speaking it is 100 vears old,
as itfirst
is a railroad
replica oftrain
the ever
"Rocket,"
the
built,
now on exhibition at Darlington.
England.
Buster's replica was built for use
in "Hospitality,"
his 19th
new six-reel
travesty
on early
century
American life, which Jack Blystbne* is directing for Joseph M.
Schenck-Metro release this winter.
At the present-day price of materials Buster's "Rocket" cost more
than itssands prototype
by several
thou-as
of dollars, but
its value
junk is estimated by the president
of the B. K. & J. M. S. at about
$4.97. Unless some historic organization with an appreciation of
the greater-than-dollars value of
its sentimental significance comes
to
the rescue, will
the "Rocket"
"Hospitality"
soon makewhich
famous to the American public will
pass into limbo with nothing but
scrap-iron dealers at the obsequies
to bid for its metal carcass.
BUSV BEES
Bess Meredyth who so cleverly
adapted
"Strangers
the Night"
to the screen
is again ofworking
with
Fred Niblo on "Thy Name is
Woman." She not only is responsible for the script on this newest
Niblo feature, but during the filming of the aforesaid play is searching for material for the next production.
Most scenario writers find their
work ended when a successful
script has been written. Not so
with Miss Meredyth. She follows
through the entire production — offering valuable suggestions as to
interpretations and costumes. Then
when the actual "Shooting" has
been completed she follows the picture into the projection room and
goes with it through the cutting
and editing process.
Carl Miller, romantic male lead
in
Chaplin's
of Paris"
whose
work "AhasWoman
won interesting
laudations, has just signed for the
leading male role in a Ben Wilson
production
will
begin hisforworkGrand-Asher
Tuesday at and
the
Berwilla Studios. Arthur Rosson,
who will direct the picture, is now
conferring with Mr. Miller on the
role which will be invested with
certain screen values that will make
it a big characterization and a departure from
the ordinary
male
leads. Mr.
Miller
plays opposite
Mildred Davis and is cast as a
rich philanthropist.

CAMERAI
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Pickford
Arrives
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Train
With

Company
Mary Pickford and 115 members
of her company are back in Los
Angeles, having returned by special
tram from San Francisco where
they went to make scenes for "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall,"
which
ture. will be the star's next feaThe work in the Bay City was
the first production activity in connection with this picture, and incidental y the most extensive location work Mary Pickford has ever
done. The "Dorothy Vernon Special,"sistedas the
conof tentrain
cars,wasfourcalled,
of them
loaded with properties and equipment. Several horses specially
trained for the picture were taken
along, and amongst the properties
were 250 saddles, 850 Elizabethan
costumes, 20 carriages and wagons,
and 50 fuse-type rifles, each valued
at $100.
In addition to the special train,
a motor caravan consisting of seven trucks was called into service.
The scenes taken in San Francisco represent one of Queen Eliz"progresses,"
her travels wereabeth's
called.
It wasas customary
in those days for travelers to take
along all their servants, household
goods, and chattels.
To supplement players taken
from Hollywood, 500 extras with
enough horses to mount them were
engaged in San Franciso by Marshall Ncilan, director, thus making
the largest movie contingent ever
to invade that city.
HISTORY REPEATS
Psychologists will doubtless
watch with interest an experiment
that will take place within the next
few weeks. The outcome of the
demonstration., it is anticipated,
will answer the question — "Does a
human within
being's a outlook
on eight
life
change
period of
?" D. Baker, who directed
George
years
Madame Nazimova in a screen ver"Revelation,'
'eightpicture
years
ago, sion
is of to
film the same
now, with Viola Dana in the stellar role. The wcll-knowii director willthe"shoot"
production
without
aid ofthea script.
So
well does he know the story, its
action and sequences, that he will
depend entirely upon his memory
to transcribe the play to the silversheet.
Just what effect eight years of
additional experience will make in
Baker's
treatmentthat
of an
old story,
is
the question
psychologists
are anxiously awaiting the answer
to.
will be produced at
the"Revelation"
Metro Studios.
FIRST NATIONAL GETS
"JEALLOUS HUSBANDS"
Negative of Maurice Tourneur's
latestbeen
picture.
"Jealous
Husbands"
has
shipped
from Hollywood
to the First National offices in
New York and will soon be ready
for distribution.
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Fate Deals Kindly with Mary Alden
Mary portrayers
Alden, one of
of the
screen's of genius is "the infinite capacity
leading
sympathetic
for taking pains" and it is this
roles, of toil worn mothers, ne- that is responsible for Miss Alglected wives and enslaved serv- den's success in delineating charants, has never had a hardship in
acters. She studies people conreal life
stantly. She analyzes the characMiss Alden, in addition to being
ter of each person she meets. Acone of the best character actresses,
cording to Miss Alden, she fell into
the habit as a girl and has found
is one of the youngest.
Hardships of the material kind it not only fascinating but a negotiable asset.
have passed Miss Alden by. Having reached the decision early in
"Motion picture cameras register thoughts as well as gestures
life that she wanted to be an actress she studied at the American and facial expressions," she said.
Academy of Dramatic Arts in "For that matter, thoughts conNew York and completed her eduperson's every movement.
cation in Paris. Returning to New 'As atrol aman
thinks, so is he.' If
York she secured a fairly good you don't play a role from within
part in a stock production without as well as from without you're just
difficulty. She was promoted rap- a manikin in greasepaint and cosidly until she entered motion picdon't think
know and
how act
all
tures with Biograph as one of the manner tume.ofIf youpeople
highest salaried leading women of under all manner of conditions in
that time.
She has never wanted for the real life, you can't portray those
comforts of life, never known the people on the screen. That's all
Missis Alden
feeling of having to postpone there
to it." is adding to her list
meals, experiences gone through of portrayals as Myra, maid to
by a majority of successful screen Enid Bennett in "The Living
artists. Yet she admittedly gives Past," Tom J. Hopkins' adaptation
some of the finest and most sin- of William J. Locke's novel. "The
cere characterizations.
Tale of Triona," which Harold
One of the recognized definitions Shaw is directing for Metro.

Clamor
Cast

For

Names

Big
By

Producers

"In the craze for big names,"
says J. K. McDonald, producer of
"Penrod and Sam," for First National and who is now producing
"Misunderstood" also a Booth
Tarkington story, many producers
and directors have gone wild.
"The result has been a lot of big
names but not always a lot of big
pictures. It is very difficult to
place a lot of film celebrities in the
same ' picture without permittin
the cast to sag in the middle org
at one end — or both. A miscast is
less valuable than a well-cast player of much less fame.
"In 'Misunderstood,' which I am
now producing for First National
release, I have succeeded in obtaining a perfectly balanced cast. The
number of principals is very small
— in fact, only four. These are
Henry B. Walthall, considered by
screenso
world's
many
who has
Rich,greatest
Irene
actor ; the
largely contributed to many big
screen successes; Rockliffe Fellowes, whose fame as the father
has won
in 'Penrod
film
the favwhere
orableand
criticismSam'
Now Casting For
Pretty Jane May
has been shown and Ben Alexander who so artistically interpreted
New Tourneur
Join the Ranks
the role of Penrod in the same
productio
Production
"This n.cast maintains a perfect
balance and each principal plays a
M. C. Levee has purchased the role so important that without him
Of "Bobs"
The lovely
blonde tresses which
motion picture rights to William the
of Booth
wondermagic
tul story
would Tarkington's
be entirely
form a halo for Jane Novak's delicate beauty are doomed to an ear- Dudley Pelley's story, "Torment," lost. The smaller parts are interas the next production to be staged
ly encounter with the shears!
preted by players chosen in utter
of famous names but
Maurice Tourneur for First disregard
No, the fair Jane is not going by
with
great
care for fitness and
National release. ,
dramatic ability.
to assume a masculine role — by no
The story will be brought up to
stretch of imagination could she
"William Beaudine, whose directorial ability so largely contributed
be cast for such a part. It is a the minute bv the producers and
matter of expediency and not of will present a stirring melodrama to
the success of
is responsible
for 'Penrod
bringingandoutSam,'
the
art that prompts her to consider of timely interest, it is announced. very
best interpretative ability of
such a sacrifice.
The adaptation by Fred Myton will
The disadvantages of long hair offer various spectacular scenes in the cast of 'Misunderstood.'
were forcibly brought home to which hundreds of players will LOIS ZELLNER WRITES
participate. These scenes will be
Miss Novak during the filming of taken
in Northern California,
UNIVERSAL PLAY
one of the most dramatic scenes where arrangements
for- the buildof "The Man Whom Life Passed ine of several immense sets are to
Lois Zellner, clever scenarist,
be made immediately.
who
built up an enviable reputaThe action called for Hobart
Casting for this picturization has
tion writing for Charles Ray, DorBosworth, as her father, to crush started at the United Studios where
othy Gish and Mae Marsh, is reher to him, and in his intense pa- the opening scenes will be taken
ternal affection, to cuddle her much within the next week. Negotiasponsible for the script of "The
as he did when she was a little
tions for the services of various Right to Love," Baby Peggy's last
production
under her Universal
child. The scene was immensely players whose recent work on the contract.
effective
By."— both as to dramatics and screen has made them the leadingMiss Zellner, who has written
as a means of wrecking her care- favorites, are now under way.
several of the recent Peggy featfully arranged coiffure.
ures as well as other Universal
What does grace mean before a
Two necessary
rehearsalsbefore
and four
"takes'
were
the director
plays
"broke into" the scenario
picture camera?
was completely satisfied. After motion
of "two reel proEverything, answers Lela Sue field in theductions"days
each time. Miss Novak was forced
and has followed pictures
Campbell,,
beautiful
young
ingenue
to spend some thirty-five minutes whose name and face have become through their various vogues inevitably making a success of every
with a hairdresser on the set be- familiar in Hollywood in less than
fore the action could be repeated.
type of photoplay. Several years
one year.
as head of the scenario department
It ensitto bob
any her
wonder
hair?that she threat"The ability to walk, to handle at the American was followed by
one's hand gracefully, is an absolute a long association with Metro
B. McGill, who photographed essential," says Miss Campbell. Many Ince productions, such as
"Since I was a child I studied "Bill' Henry" and "Happy Though
"The
Optimist,"
Lloyd
first comedy
of the
1924Hamilton's
series, is dancing and learned to walk and Married," have borne the Zellner
handle my body smoothly and label ; and Goldwyn has presented
doing the camera work on Hamil- gracefully.
That knowledge has
ton's second two-ree!er, directed
"Money
"Friendby Husband'
by Gil Pratt. Ruth Hiatt is again helped me a great deal in my mo- brilliant
and
"As Mad,"
Men Love,"
the same
authoress.
leading woman.
tion picture career."
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ABROAD

Andree Lafayette, whose work
the title role of Richard Walton
ully's
"Trilby,"
the critics
rambling
for new sent
adjectives,
has
>mpleted work on her next projction, and is planning to leave
)r Paris to make a picture there
)r American producers. She will
;turn to Hollywood in about three
onths.
An interesting coincidence api-ars in the fact that the illustraons for the Rex Beach novel,
Flowing Gold," which is Richard
Vralton
next program,
productionwere
for
le FirstTully's
National
one by W. H. D. Koerner, a
rother of Chas. Koerner, manaer of the First National exchange
1 Portland, Ore.
Following an absence of almost
hree years, Earl Kenton, who
ormerly directed several very good
ilack Sennett comedies, particulary "A Small Town Idol," in which
Jen Turpin was the featured playr, is again on the pay roll of the
tig comedy organization.
While making scenes at Big
Bear Lake, in the high Sierras,
nembers of Frank Lloyd's producion company making "Black Oxen," featuring Corinne Griffith and
(Jon way
Tearle,Asenjoyed
mar-J.
vels of radio.
guests the
of A.
Burke, noted radio wizard at his
mountain top sending and receiving
Ktation, a symphony concert in
\ntwerp was first heard, and then
i military band in Honolulu was
brought into the program via the
air. Also while at Mr. Burke's
large radio station Mr. Lloyd, unable to send a message by telegraph
due to the early closing of the telegraph station, broadcasted a request to Harry E. Weil, his general manager, in Los Angeles via
the Los Angeles Examiner station,
and obtained a much needed supply of negative stock by automobile the first thing next morning.
POOR JOHN!
John Jay Grey — better known,
unfortunately, as John Grey —
wants the whole wide world to
know that he is not responsible for
bills incurred by the John M's or
John W's Grey.
John Jay Grey, be it known, is
a member of the scenario department of Principal Pictures Corporation, 7250 Santa Monica Boulevard ;he writes stories and titles
and — checks. He owes no man,
he says! Before joining Sol Lesser he was with Mack Sennett for
a long time, and these two affiliations constitute his motion picture history.
For the last three or four weeks
he has been annoyed with bill collectors, and his middle name not
being Job, his patience has finally
given out and he has caused this
notice to be published.

and

What's

WHO

WILL LEAD?

What

What will the picture colony
have as a subject for conversation
after the leading roles for "Ben
Hur" and Richard Walton Tully's
"Bird of Paradise" have finally
been decided upon? Mr. Tully is
already deep in preparation for the
filming of "The Bird of Paradise,"
his
cess. famous international stage sucIt has been rumored that one of
the most interesting missions which
took this producer to New York
recentlyences with
wassome
a desire
conferof the for
ladies
who
became famous through their portrayals of the role of Luana. Lenore Ulric, Charlotte Monterey,
Laurette Taylor, and Bessie Barriscale all scored triumphs in the
part on the stage. Will one of
these actresses secure the plum,
or will Tully, with his characteristic keen showmanship discover
some obscure performer and elevate her to stardom, as he recently did so successfully in the case of
Andree Lafayette in "Trilby"?
Paul Johnston, head of the paint ,
department at the United Studios,
has compounded a house paint, that
will dry
to sandpaper
in fivefifteen
minutes instead
of the usual
allowed on motion picture sets. It
takes from 24 to 48 hours for ordinary commercial house paint to
dry.
"Of
will not
stand the course,
weather,ourbutpaint
it looks
as
well for a short time, as the better wearing paint," Mr. Johnston
explained.
Fred Caldwell announces the reengagement of Chas W. Mack,
who recently severed his connections with the "Principal Pictures
Corp. as production manager. Mr.
Mack will again don the grease
paint for the forthcoming productions, under the direction of Mr.
Caldwell.
"Heads Up," is the title given
to the second Cameo comedy. It
was directed by Norman Taurog,
and the cast includes Cliff Bowes,
Ruth Hiatt, George Ovey and Mark
Jones.
The current Mermaid production, supervised by Jack White, is
a comedy of errors in aviation.
Fred Hibbard directing, with a cast
including Lige Conley, Olive Borden and Peg O'Neill.
Finis Fox has just wired from
New York that he had arranged
for the release and distribution of
his
production
"BagGrey
and Baggage,"
featuring
Gloria
and will
soon return to Hollywood.
The world's largest portable electrical sub-station, made by Westinghouse for the United Studios
was first used on the Algerian
street scene for Norma Talmadge's
"Dust of Desire." It is the most
complete station ever constructed
for motion picture work, and cost
over $12,000 to build.
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TOWN

BOY
MAKES

GOOD

These famous old lines above a
small town newspaper story have
gladdenedcessful the
actor. heart of many a sucBut they shall never be for Larry Fisher, one of the members of
the cast in Victor Schertzinger's
Life Passed By,"
a"The
new Man
MetroWhom
special.
You
see,
Larry
hails from New
York City !
Jack Richardson accompanied by
his wife Florence Stone has recently returned to Hollywood after an absence of two years and
are again active in Cinema circles.
Jack while in New York worked for Famous Players and Fox
with the exception of the last four
months which was spent on the
spoken stage of the Ambassador
Theatre.
Looking none the worse for having gone through two cold winters
Jack
:— "The
boys towere
right, exclaims
there is only
one place
live
after all — I'm glad I'm home."
An interested observer of the
premiere of "The Courtship of
Myles ofStandish"
Al Ray,
cousin
the star. was
Mr. Ray,
who
is
now
Jack
White's
scenario
chief,
wrote the screen version of John
Alden's love story.
Viola Vale has twelve changes
of wardrobe in her role with Baby
Peggy in "The Right to Love."
Spottiswoode Aitken will play
one of the big roles in Fred C.
Kusse's next production to follow
"Superstition"
with Martha Marshall.
Chester Bennett has received a
cable from a big British producing
organization wanting to star Jane
Novak in three productions to be
made in England.
P. A. Powers has wired Ralph
Lewis, suggesting that he appear
in the starring role of a baseball
player for the next commercial
hero production to follow "The
Mail Man."
DIRECTOR

BROADCASTS
"PERSONAL"
"DOLLIE : Please come home.
The children are hungry and crying for you. Give up the movies
andThiscome
backmessage
to EARLE."
is the
which Earle
Montgomery, director for Jack
White, would like to get to his
beautiful collie, who deserted her
five babies, only a month old, and
disappeared from the Fine Arts
studio last Saturday night. As
Dollie has just finished work in
her first comedy there is a strong
suspicion that, like many another
young mother, she has tired of
domesticity, and decided to look
for another engagement in pictures.
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Week
HAS LONG HAIR

Time was when Malcolm McGregor at
was one
the most Grove,
familiar faces
theofCocoanut
the Montmartre and other of Holvous.
lywood's exclusive dance rendezBut of late he has been noticeahis absence.
Theble byreason?
For two months, this Metro featured player has been letting his
hair and beard grow their worst
for the role he will portray in "The
Human production.
Mill," Allen Holubar's first
Metro
And "Mac" is as sensitive as he
is good looking.
So figure it out for yourself.
INHERITED ABILITY
There are three young players
in the cast of "The Man Whom
Life Passed By," a new Metro allstar special which Victor Schertzinger is directing, who undoubtedly inherit their talent.
Ralph E. Bushman is the son of
Francis X. Bushman.
Lincoln Steadman is the son of
Myrtle Steadman.
And Gertrude Short comes from
a family of stage folk, two of her
brothers being Antrim Short, the
comedian, and Hazzard Short, the
playwright.
Victor Schertzinger, director,
author and composer, who is now
directing his own story for Metro,
wrote the first music score ever
used in connection with a motion
picture. The picture which enjoyed this distinction was "Civilization," one of Thomas H. Ince's
greatest productons.
Hobart Bosworth comes from a
race of sailors. His father was a
naval officer during the Civil War.
He is a first-class seaman himself.
Ralph E. Bushman is giving every promise of achieving the leadinger. man
build
At the
age ofof his
20 famous
he standsfathsix
feet two and one-half inches in his
stocking feet and weighs slightly
over 200 pounds. At the present
time he is appearing in a Metro
all-star special.
Cullen Landis is an excellent example of how to
a movie
star. Starting
as become
a property
boy
at the old Balboa Studios, he took
his career as a serious undertaking
instead of the overnight success
the usual screen aspirant conceilves.
Victor Schertzinger has one of
the finest private music libraries in
America. "Just An Old Love
Song" and "Marcheta," two of his
compositions which have earned
his small fortunes in royalties, hold
positions
collection. of special honor in the
Lige Conley, comedian for Jack
White, has bought a cottage at Laguna Beach, and expects to spend
most
there. of his winter week-ends
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THREE WEEKS"
CAST COMPLETE
With the addition of John Sainpolis, Robert Kain and Claire de
Lores,famous
the cast Elinor
of "Three
the
GlynWeeks,"
novel
which Alan Crosland is filming
for Goldwyn is complete.
The complete cast is : Aileen
Pringle, Conrad Nagel, Stuart
Holmes. Mitchel Lewis, Joan
Standing, Nigel de Brulier, Dale
Fuller, H. Reeves-Smith, Helen
Dunbar, Charles Green. William
Haines, and the last three additions.
Work on the picture is now entering the fourth week, and four
complete sequences have been filmed, two with a locale of the English home of Paul, one of "The
Queen's"
suiteinterior
in Lucerne,
last, a huge
settingandofthea
Lucerne cafe.
More than a dozen sets, after
the impressionistic designs bv Cedric Gibbons, are being constructed.
John McDermott has finished
"Her
Husband"scenes
for
First Temporary
National. Exterior
for the comedy were taken in Long
Beach, Calif.
Lila Leslie, Sidney Braccy and
E. H. Calvert have been added to
the cast of "Why Men Leave
Home." John M. Stahl is directing this picture at the Mayer studios. Sol Polito is grinding the
camera.
Bradley King has finished her
adaptation of Vaughan Kestcr's
"The
ThomasJustH. and
Ince the
and Unjust."
has left for
for
New York. She will spend a few
weeks in the Metropolis and then
set sail for Europe.
Russell Simpson and Charlie
Murray are the newest additions to
Clarence Badger's company interpreting "Theis Swamp
Colleen Moore
featured Angel."
in this First
National picture.
John Francis Dillon is to direct
Its title has not vet been announced.
Stahl's for"The
hisJohn
latestM.feature
FirstWanters,"
National release, has made the journey
across continent.
Cutting and editing the film was
another picture for First National,
completed at the Louis B. Mayer
studios. At an unannounced preview at a Los Angeles theater the
film was accorded a tremendous
ovation. Indications point to a
success for the picture, paralleling
Stahl's recent notable feature "The
Dangerous Age."
"The with
Wanters."
comedy
a New aYorkdelightful
society
background, is released by First
National. Its cast included Marie
Prevost. Norma Schearcr, Robert
Ellis, Gertrude Astor. Lincoln Stednian.. Hank Mann and several other favorites.

and

What's

What

1 1 EDDY BUSY
Hedda Nova the noted Russian
artiste, has been doubling in brass,
as it were, playing in the series of
animal pictures Col. W. N. Selig
is making
at Selig's
the
Indian stories
with zoo,
JohnandFox,in
Jr.. which Paul Hurst is directing
at the National Studios.
Carl Anderson, president of the
Anderson Pictures Corporation and
chairman of the advisory committee of the Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation, has returned
to New York, leaving William Alexander asPacific
his personal
tive on the
Coast. representaPOLICE
Not content with his own knowledge of what situations should be,
King Baggot, who is directing
"Blackmail ' out at Universal City,
has called on the city of Los Angeles to help him make the production absolutely true.
Baggot has invited Captain of
Detectives George Home to witness the making of the picture. If
Home, or any of the experienced
officers he has been invited to bring
with him, detect any unfaithfulness
to life in the crook scenes, Baggot
will embody their criticisms in the
producfon. He feels that a thoroughly experienced detective, more
than any other man, should know
just how the several characters in
the big crook situations would n :t.
MONG MAY PLAY
PAMOUS

ROLE

"Dr.adapted
Jekyll toand
twice
the Mr.
screenHyde,"
from
the great story of Robert Louis
Stevenson, is to be Cone again.
An independent producing company Y.hasMens
been sounding
out William
on his willingness
to takean theanswer
title role.
Mong
can'tis
make
just yet,
as he
already working in two pictures,
and the matter of renewal of contract tor an extended term will
come up in the near future.
The success of the film from the
Stevenson story of dual personality, depends on the title role. In
Mong. the new producers feel they
would have an actor who could interpret
partsmake
with the
a faithfulnessthe thattwowould
film
version in which he stars, an outstanding success, even against the
background of two previous and
entirely artistic productions.
Reginald Barker is one of the
best known directors in movierlom
and vet he is one of the most modest and reticent of them all. He
positively refuses to discuss himself or his work with anyone outside of the Louis B. May - Studios and he at no time seeks publicity of any sort. His latest Ma"Pleasure adaptaMad."
is describedyer-Metro
as release.
a brilliant
tion of Blanche Upright's novel.
"The Vallev of Content."

News Section

in Filmland

This Week
"An infallible test for a perfect
That an evolution of policy in
Cecil Holland, not" saysactor
the motion picture industry has make-up,
ed character
now under conbeen forced through the avalanche
tract
Goldwyn
with
, "is to try it
of bigvide productions
which
will
dithe army of screen patrons out on a child." If the youngster
throughout the country into two is deceived, and believes the characterization real, then the make-up
distinct classes before the end of
the current season, is the asser- is O. K. But if the child says
tion of Conway Tearle.
"Aw gee,
I know you," then something is wrong.
"The motion picture industry is

rapidly
the 'big
time' and
smallthe adopting
time'
of vaudeville
and
end ofpolicy
the present
season
will see a distinct division of two
classes of film patrons In this
country." says Mr. Teorle.
Lillian Rich has fallen victim of
the painful studio malady, "Kleigeyes" again. This time while playing the feminine lead in the current Jack Hoxic feature, "Wyomat Universal.
Recently
Miss
Rich ing,"suffered
with her
eyes while
working on "The Love Master,"
the latest
feature, directed bv Strongheart
Laurence Trimble.
Arthur Jell, leader of the orchestra p!aying for Mae Murray's
latest Metro film, "Fashion Row,"
gathered
a number
of well-known
local musicians
and entertained
the
old soldiers at their Sawtelle home.
Has Written 111 Scenarios
Thirty-six produced photoplays
and seventy-five
continuities have been scenario
accomplished
by
Lois
Zellner,
one
of
filmdom's
foremost writers, over a period of
seven years in the studios. Miss
Zellner is particularly noted for
her estcleverly
stories. handled human interClark Murray, promising juvenile, has signed a contract with the
Mary Pick ford company to play
in "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
CHAMPION

LOVER

That William Haines, new screen
discovery
is the
lover"of
of
the screen,
is the"greatest
declaration
Hall."Hopkins Joyce, professed
Peggy
connoisseur of the art in the recent interview.
Says Miss Joyce :
"The most marvellous kiss I've
ever seen, the most marvelous kiss
I ever hope to see. is the one delivered by Bill Haines in "Three
Wise Fools." He puts Rudie in
the amateur try-outs. That kid
just
grabbed andthe kissed
girl her
(Eleanor
Boardman)
kissed her as any flapper longs to
be kissed. Yes, even as I would
likeTheto picture,
be kissed."
by the wav, is one
of the few in which Haines ever
has appeared, and the first in which
he has played a leading part. He
is under a long-term contract with
the Goldwyn studios.
A new kind of night photography invented by Tony Gaudio.
cameraman for Norma Talmadge.
was tried out during the filming of
Miss Talmadge's latest photoplay,
"Dust of Desire," and proved successful.

MOTHER HERE
Lloyd
motherforhasa
come downHamilton's
from Oakland
stay of a month or longer with her
screen- famous son, following his
return from several months in New
York, to make a picture which, by
the way, had as a working title
"Mammy's Boy."
Although Lloyd has just taken
a large place in Laurel Canyon, he
didn't feel that this was quite near
enough
to the center of things for
"Mother,"
so she is occupying a
comfortable apartment in Hollywood, not too far from the Fine
Arts studio, where she can run in
and see Lloyd at work on his current comedy, directed by Gil Pratt.
Jean Riley who has just cut her
blonde hair says, "Bobbing the hair
is as bad as getting married. Before you try it you're crazy to,
and
after
done about
you're asalways
sorry, and its
it takes
long
for hair to grow in, as it does to
Johnston, reading lady
getJulanne
a divorce."
For Douglas Fairbanks' new film,
'The Thief of Bagdad," is seriousy ill, having been confined to her
ocd for eleven days. This illness,
however, has not interfered with
the making of the picture, according to Raoul Walsh, director, due
to the
that script.
it is a malady called forfact
by the
NOT SO BAD!
"To what one thing do you attribute the spirit of harmony which
seems to pervade your entire studio?" askedthea other
visitor day.
of Douglas
Fairbanks
Doug replied : "I always try to
make friends of my business associates, but not business associates
Something to think about, eh?
of my friends."
TEARLE VACATIONS
Conway Tearle has finished his
last scene in "Black Oxen" at the
L'nitedtract atStudios,
signed
a new
the Lasky
Studio
and conhas
left for arowheadweek's
vacation
at ArLake.
Mr. Tearle will return to the
Lasky Studio shortly to appear at
the head of a prominent cast of
players
in "Theproduction
Next Corner,"
Sam Woods
adapteda
from the novel by Kate Jordan.
"Shooting" on this picturization,
to be one of the big Paramount
specials of the year, will be started
shortly and in the meantime Mr.
Tearle will take a well earned rest.
Accompanied by his wife, Adele
Rowland, of vaudeville fame, he
will endeavor to hook some of the
elusive rainbow at Arrowhead.

AMERAi

fiblo

To

Direct

Actors' Fund
Benefit
Fred Niblo, well-known motion
cture director, will direct the
aging of the monster benefit perirmance to be given by the Moan Picture Branch of the Acts'
Fund of29 America
on the night
: October
at the Philharmonic
uditorium. He will be assisted
/ Miss Winifred Kingston and
[iss Marian Fairfax.
The entertainment is to be in the
irm of an extravaganza combing both vaudeville and dramatic
;atures made-up entirely of the
ost prominent stars of stage and
xeen. An imposing
array of
ayers is already lined and the
L-nefit promises to be the outstandig theatrical event of the season,
lames of various stage, screen
id operatic luminaries who will
articipate in the big show are to
: announced within a few days.
A number of exchange tickets
ave been printed and will soon
e placed on sale by a special
jmmittee. These tickets wiil be
xchangable for the regular couon tickets at the Auditorium boxffice on and after Monday, Octoer 22, when the tickets may be
urchased at the box-office. This
ommittee on seat reservations
insists of Mrs. Abraham Lehr,
Irs. Jesse L. Lasky and Mrs. An)nio Moreno.
The forthcoming benefit perormance is the first of a series
f annual events to be held by
ie motion picture branch of the
Fund.
The benefit
entire and
industry
ictors'
rallying
to the
it is
xpected to be a huge success and
100 per cent benefit.
JE'S PROUD TO BE CALLED
"CRY BABY"
It happened recently in a local
tudio. In the center of a group
if serious-faced men and women
vas a golden haired baby boy
ibout
two heart
years would
old crying
tho'
lis little
break,asgreat
gobs of tears running down his
cheeks. Not a hand was stretched
forth to comfort him.
An elderly little English woman,
en extra, viewing the scene from
:he outskirts of the crowd, wonpered in a rather confused state of
blind why "Scotland Yard" was
not notified. At that moment, howlever, Irving Cummings, directing
khe scene
in "My Studio,
Mamie gave
Rose," theat
khe
Universal
high-sign to Edythe Ingraham,
pother of the child, Little Paul
Ungraham, Jr. She in turn looked
around the side of the camera and
gave Paul, Jr. a nod and a smile
and the little face was all sunshine
and roses in the twinkling of an
eye. That is Paul, Jr/s forte;
from tears to laughter without the
loss of a turn of the crank.
I By an odd coincidence he has
been called upon to perform simlilarly in his last four pictures,
"Ponjola," "Jealous Husbands,"
"My latter
Mamieone,Rose"
and White
"Oh Baby,"
the
a Jack
comedy, filmed at the Fine Arts Studio, featuring Neeley Edwards and
directed by Norman Taurog.
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Slow But Sure— His Motto
Gifted with the essential requisites which go to make the greatest of success in the film world.
Lewis Dayton, noted English actor of the stage and screen is rapidly climbing to stardom in the
drama of the silent art.
He has been a member of the
theatrical profession since the age
of sixteen when he played the waif
in the English stage production of
"Lost in London." His successes
on the speaking stage include the
most noted of English plays wherein he became
London's favorite
leading
man.
Dayton made his debut in motion
picture endeavor with the beginning of the industry, but was lured
back to the footlights, ana returned
to the silversheet with Famous
Players in the first picture they
made in England, chosen from 40
players to portray the role of Lord
Medway in "The Great Day."
Subsequently he appeared in pic- gether with his dramatic experitures in Europe, Egypt and India.
ence has placed him from the first,
Nature has been generous to
filmdom's leading roles.
Lewis Dayton. He is a distin- in Since
his arrival in Hollywood.
guished appearing six-footer with
clean-cut features and dark good- Dayton has portrayed leading roles
looks. Added to this, he is a reg- in five film productions, the latest
ular fellow making friends wher- being
the judge in "Maud Muller"
ever he goes and these facts to- which has just been completed.
Local

Merchant

Returns
Trip

From
East

William Hepner, head of the
well established firm of Hepner,
Inc., of this city has just returned
from a two months business trip
in the east where he closed a contract with D. W. Griffith to furnish all the wigs for his new production, "America," now in the
making. Between two and three
thousand wigs will be used and it
is estimated the production will be
nine months in the making. Mr.
Hepner who is well known along
the New York Rialto furnishes
about eighty per cent of all the
large eastern shows with hair
goods, some of them being Sam
Bernard, Willie Collier, Florence
Reed, the Fellies of 1923 and others.
While in New York he was present at the opening of the "Hunchback of NotreandDame,"
at the
Astor Theatre
was also
present
at the
of "Scaramouche"
at
the premiere
Shubert-Belasco
Theatre in
Washington.
"Business
activities
in eastern professional circles
are
very brisk," states Mr. Hepner,
"and my visit was quite enjoyable,
especially while with the Griffith
organization.
"D. W. Griffith is the 'Tiffany
of Cinema Men.' "
Fred Cavens has been selected
by the Mary Pickford organizationstruct
as the
fencingmembers
master of
to the
inthe various
cast in the use of the dagger and
the rapier for Miss Pickford's
forthcoming production "Dorothy
Vcrnor of Haddon Hall."

Film

Star

Revenge

Seeks
On

Comrade
Revenge !
That is what Frank Mayo seeks
in a new wager he made last
night with Lew Cody.
The two actors made a freak
bet on the recent Dempsey-Firpo
bout, the looser to act as the winner's chauffeur for one week.
Mayo lostj and has been driving
about town in livery with Cody
reclining in the back seat of the
car.
"I have been terribly humiliated,
Lew," said Frank, "And just for
this little
I'll make
another trick
wager. The
worldyouseries
starts Giants
today. win
I'll bet
the New
York
the that
series.
If 7
lose I'll act as your valet for one
week — press your trousers, sew on
buttons, darn vour socks and do
anything along that line. BUT,
if the Giants win, you'll be my
valet for one whole week."
"Great!" exclaimed Lew. "You're a handy man to have about the
house. I just returned from New
York, and I have the low down on
Babe Ruth and the whole Yankee
team. I'll take that bet.
"Frank!" Cody shouted to his
chauffeur, "You owe me $100. You
know our agreement stipulated that
any unchauffeiirly act would cost
the loser that amount, and you
have become altogether too familiar with dug
yourdeep
master."
Mayo
in his pocket and
produced a $100 bill.
"Thanks. Now wash the car
and call for me at eight."
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Mechanics

Hold

Building

Record
Speed, a malady to which carpenters, painters and plastepers are
supposed to be immune, was displayed in large quantities by a
force of these men at the Metro
studio when they constructed a
huge interior setting covering all
of one of the large enclosed stages
in 26 hours. This work under ordinary good working conditions
wouldmight
extend
week's time
and
lastover
two aweeks.
The setting included a library,
entrance hall, stairway, den and
dining room done in old English
for "The
Past," which
old ShawLiving
is directing.
IllnessHar-of
one of the principal players made
it impossible for him to work in
settings already constructed and to
avoid costly delay speed was emphasized inthe construction of the
new setting.
Despite the haste with which the
work was done no detail was
slighted. The drawing of the plans
and making of the blue prints took
half a day. That night the mill
began turning out the material and
at six o'clock the following morning the first nail was driven. Just
as many workmen as could find
elbow room on the stage were put
to work. There were three shifts
and at six o'clock the next morning, construction, painting and papering had been completed.
The dressers and electricians
were ready to do their part and
in two hours drapes had been hung,
carpets laid and furniture put in
place. The electricians had placed
the overhead and side lights and
spotlights.
At players
eight o'clock,
Mr.
Shaw and his
took possession.
William Clifford, popular stage
and screen luminary who recently
returned from New York, and who
was prominent in the cast of "Ashesmaof Vengeance,"
NorTalmadge, has featuring
just completed
a week's engagement in his new
sensational melodrama playlet "The
Intruder," written especially for
him by Garrison Force and shown
as a try-out at the Dome Theatre
in Ocean Park.
Mr. Clifford the featured player,
was
by the Cunard
well-known
cinemasupported
stars, Grace
and
Sherman Bainbridge.
The play
by betre-a
mendouswas
applause received
and should
headliner over a two-a-day circuit.
Mr. Clifford recently managed
the eminent actor Henry D. Walthal in his last road show.
Frank Freytag, Jr., has recently
resigned his position as editor of
a well-known California newspaper, to join the farces of the Roy
Hughes Productions, who are
leaving this week for Arizona to
film "Ashes of Waste."
Freytag is well-known nationally in newspaper
circles,
and his
combined
knowledge
of publicity
and advertising will add greatly to
the welfare of the Production Co.
Co- Starring in the picture are
Miles A. Leavens and Donna Hale.
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Pulse

of

the

Studios

For Week Starting Monday, Oct. 15, 1923
Camera/ intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-869
Progress
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director
Scenarist
Type
Holly 3130
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyons Productions (Arrow release).
Schedule
Eddie Lyons
Eddie Lyons
Ramsey
Cooke
Collins
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn
Ramsey
Cooke
Collins
I-Reel Comedies
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
1st Week
Kditing
Rosson Productions. Mildred Davis
Linden-Stevens
McGaugh
Jules Furthman Feature
Dearholt
Neva Gerber Productions
Dick Hatton
Neva Gerl>er
Nobles
La Mece
"The 7th Sheriff'*
598-146
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
Drexel 1900
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, General Mgr.
Preparing
H. & B. Film Co.
Tenuy Wright
All-Star
Bill Beckway
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.

"Tango Trails"
593576

Holly 0096
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
1416 La Brea Ave.
Holly 4070
439-764
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie. Gen. Mgr.
Holly 3100
51stth Week
Week
Al Christie
Bobbie Vernon
Kagy
Hagerman
Frank Conklin
2 Reel Comedy
Scott Sidney
Dorothy Devore
Peter SOn-Garnett
Clemens
Robt. Hall
2-Reel Comedy
Drexel 2115
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr.
f
Culver City 546
CULVER CITY STUDIO. Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr. 6529 Venice Blvd. Culver City.
Preparing
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General. Frederick Bond, Asst. Managing Director
Preparing
Frederick Bond
All-Star
Staff
"The Elk's Tooth"
Harry A. Swart
"Purple Bath Tub"
DARRELL-MOUXIER STUDIO.
J. F. Mounier, Gen. Mg
Washington and Ince Blvds.,
Culver City
Preparing
Preparing
Darrell-Mounier Productions
Darrell
Robt. Ramsey
Allen Davie
Chas. Kerr
Feature
H. Oavey
Edna Mae Cooper
Sturtevant
Staff
2-Reel Comedy
598-165
Editing
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Taurog
Neely Edwards
Mechan
Cullen
Staff
Special
6th Week
Hibbard
Lige Conley
Corby
Sharpless
Staff
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Novelty Juveniles)
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
2nd Week
Pratt
Lloyd Hamilton
McGill
Dcwar
Staff
Special
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting. 1401 N. Western Ave. Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Holly 300C
Al St John
Al St. John
Comedies
Schedule
Al St. John
Krnest S. Depew
Benny Cohn
Stolofr
Schedule
Staff Lee
Arthur
llim Summervtlle Stock
Comedies
J.
A.
Schmidt
Don
1). Keefe
6th
Week
All-Star
Staff
Roland V. Lee
"Gentle Julia"
Geo. Post
Schedule
Comedies
Earl Rodney
Kingling
Noel Smith
Byrn Wagner
Hauck
Schedule
Staff
Comedies
All-Star
Sid
Tom
Buckingham
Schedule
Staff
Comedies
R. Tennant
Seiler Carruth
Mark Sanderich
Chimpanzees
3rd
Manter
Van Clark
Tom
Mix
3rd Week
Week
Lambert Mortimer
Hillyer
W.
Mayo
"Eyes
of the Forest"
Harrison
Jacobs
Edmund
"The Beast"
3rd Week
John
Gilbert
Birnoudi
Schneiderman
J.
Short
David Soloman
2nd
Week
Shirley
Mason
Fannie
&•
Fred
Hatton"\Vith
the
Tide"
Horace Hough
Wm. Wcllman
Chas. Jones
"Andy McGee's Chorus Girl" 1st Week
Joe
Hollingshead
All-Star
Geo. Archainbaud
JulesAugust
Cronjager
Fannie & Frerl Hatton"Th« Shadow of the East"
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 2632
Drexel 0051
GARSOX STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
7405 Roseberry Ave
"The Man From
GOLD SEAL PRODUCTIONS.
A. Rosetti, Studio Mgr.
Eniile Greville
Thunder Gap"Preparing
Greville Hughes
Leavens
Hale
R. C. Hughes
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Holly 269;
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
"The Doctor"
Editing
Duke Worne
Wm. Fairbanks
Holland Price
A. Tenbrook
"Thicker Than Water"
1st Week
Duke Worne
Wm. Fairbanks
Holland Price
A. Tenbrook
GRAXD STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Holly 0162
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Joe Rock Productions.
Bryant Washburn Productions.
Elliott Dexter in R. Wm. Neil Production.
Editing
Thornby-N'ewman Productions.
76171
GOLDVVYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
"Wild Oranges"
"Nellie,
the Cloak Model"
King Vidor
All-Star
John Boyle
James Dugan
King
Vidor
3rd
Week
Emmett Flynn
All-Star
Lucien Audriot
Ray Flynn
Carey-Wilson
Carey Wilson
Alan Crosland
All-Star
Jory Mescall
Lynn Shores
"Three Weeks"

A M E R A !
f

Director
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"Pulse of the Studios"
Star

Cameraman

[OLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica
iarold Llloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. Mgr.
Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd
Lundin
reative Productions. Wm. H. Carr, Production Mgr.
K. McDonald Productions.
Wm. Beaudine All-Star H. Thorpe
enand Hoffman Productions.
Renaud Hoffman
All-Star Mackenzie
osmopolitan Productions,
everley Productions.
rving Productions. Jas. Dent, Prod. Mgr.
Dallas Fitzgerald All-Star
[alpern Productions.
— c~ Wallace

Ass't Director

Scenarist

Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Bud Golden
Geo. Webster

Type

Holly 1431
"The Girl Expert"
"Misunderstood"
"Maud Muller"

Glen Belt
Harold Shumate

Prog ro«»

"Dawn of Love"

9th Week
6th Week
4th Week
2nd Week

j-IORSLEY OFr-ICE BLDG.. 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Editing
Job Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
438-74Q
Bob Horner
Geo. Chesebro
Elmer Dyer
"The Isles of Paradise"
Ihmt. R. Seeling Productions.
(Aywon release).
1442 Beachwood Drive,
Editing
anford Productions.
Mattison
Mattison — V. Rich E. Dyer
R. Sanford Staff
"The Lone Wagon"
Preparing
Mattison
Mattison-V. Rich
E. Dyer
R. Sanford Staff
"The Ragged Robin"
The KINEMART PRODUCTIONS.
B. Schrader, Casting.
439-561
Byron Schrader
AllStar
[im Clansey
Playlets
"Ashes of
Schedule
*OY HUGHES PRODUCTIONS.
840 S. Olive.
SHADOWLAND RELEASE.
Arizona Location
Roy Hughes
Leavens Hale
J. MacFarland
Culver
City
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr.
761731
Gene Stratton Porter Productions.
Gene S. Porter
J. Leo Meehan All-Star
Howard Anderson
Jeanett Porter
'The Girl of the Limberlost" 2nd Week
kssoc. Authors, Inc.
Preparing
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Waste"
Will Lambert
Del Andrews All-Star
"The Galloping Fish"
Bruce Mitchell Productions.
iu licnen
fainted Women
.(rd Week
rvirh-wona i.ee
Steve Morton
h-nckson
Klhott (Jawson
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Holly 2814
LASKY STUDIOS.
Tom White,- Casting. 1520 Vine St.
Holly 2400
Paramount Pictures
(Famous
Player*- Lasky Release.)
Herb Brennon
Pola
Negri
H.
Schwartz
"My Man"
4th Week
Jos.
All-Star
Geo. Hippard
Wm. DeMille
Guy Howe
Wilky
Clara Berangee
"Every Day Love"
4th Week
All-Star
Geo. Melford
Fred Robertson
Chas. Clark
Jack
Cunningham
"Flaming
Barriers"
5th Week
Warren Reeves
Clifford S. Smith W. S. Hart
Dick Rush
"Singer
Jim
McKee"
1st Week
J.
G.
Hawks
Zane Grey Productions,
Doris Schroeder
James Howe
Gilroy
Victor Fleming Dix-Wilson
"The
Call
of
the
Canyon"
10th
Week
James Cruze Productions
Walter Woods
Vernon Keays Karl Brown
J;,mes Cruze All-Star
"To the Ladies"
Editing
rvin Willat Productions.
Chas. Schoenbaum
Otto Brower
Albert S. LeVine "The Heritage of the Desert" 2nd Week
Irvin Willat All-Star
IMcNAMARA STUDIOS.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
Lankershim 132- J
L. B. MAYER STUDIO.
5360 Melrose Ave.
431-171
!Fred Niblo Productions.
3rd Week
V. Milner
Doria Cox
Fred Niblo All-Star
Bess Meredith
"Thy Names Woman"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Capitol 2120
Louis B. Mayer Productions. (Metro Release).
Reginald Barker
All-Star
Harry Schencis
J.
G.
Hawks
"Cape
Cod
Folks"
8th
Week
John M. Stahl All-Star Percy Hilburn Sidney Algier
A. G. Younger "Why Men Leave Home" 7th Week
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
Eve Unsell "The Boomerang" Preparing
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Casting.
Editing Holly 4483
All-Star
Harold Shaw
Nat Watts
Georges
Rizard
Thos.
Hopkrns
5th Week
"The
Chet Lyon
Victor Schertzinger All-Star
V. Schertzinger
"Man Living
Whom Past"
Life Passed By' 6th Week
Viola Dana
Oscar Apfel
"Angel Face Molly" ■
; Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)J. Arnold
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
[ Allen Holubar Productions.
'The Human Mill"
5 th Week
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Holly 4470
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
Geo. A. Cave
Schedule
P1CKFORD-FATRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
United Artists Rslsase.
RaoulHillWalsh
Douglas
Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
"The Thief of Bagdad"
18th Week
Geo.
Jack
Pickford
Held
Staff
"Valley of the Wolf"
12th Week
Staff
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford Rosher
Staff
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"lst Week
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Holly 2806
Louis Tolhurst
Walter Anthony
Microscopic Motion Pictures
Benny Zeidman Productions.
Schedule
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose *na Gower.
780 Gower St.
Holly 778D
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Beatrice Van
Schedule
Al
Santel
Geo.
O'Hara
Lee
Garmes
Moreno
"The
Merchant
of
Menace"
Chester Bennett Productions.
Douglas MacLean Productions
Riley
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr. 6701 Santa Monica Blvd.
Casting 579-440
Rynearson
All-Star
Bill Severin
''Light of the World"

Aes't Director
Cameraman
Stir
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Ha) Roich Comedies All-Star
(Path* release).
Staff
Jackman
W. L. Guthrie
Floyd
Staff
P. Fembrooke
Will Rogers
Robt. Jackman
Doran
Ross Letterman
Staff
Clark
Hennecke
Geo. Jeske
Harry
Pollard
J.B.Roach
Staff
Let) Powers
Animals
Currigan
Greeland
Our Gang
Staff
Bob McGowan
Harry Young
Gerstad
C. Morehouse
Staff
Frank
Cruze
Stan
Laurel
J.
Howe
Staff
Tames Parrot
Leon McCarrie
EU Willatt
Chas. Parrot
ROCKETT-LINCOLN COMPANY.
R. R. Rockett. Pres. Chas. Hub
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder. Jr.. Gen l Mgr.
1425 Fleming St.
RUSSELL ST.UD1Q.
B. D. Russell, Mgr. 1439 Beach wood Dr.
Al. Nietz
Franklin Farnum Al Mohr
Fred Allen Hively
Logan-Baynham Productions.
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Bob Dillon
Geo. B. Seitz Murphy Miller Walker Cooper
Hercules Film Prods., Inc.
Jack Nelson Jack Polio McManigal
Joe Kane
Staff
H. J. Brown Productions
Al. Rogell Fred Thompson Ross Fisher
Curley Dresden
Maloford Productions.
Granada Productions.
Howard Davies Productions.
Robin Williamson
Ford Becbe
Leo Maloney Leo Maloney Bataracca
SENNET '1 STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies. (First National Release).
Roy Delruth
All Star
Staff
Earl Kenton
All-Star
Staff
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
Reaves Eason
J. B. Warner
LonRenecker
Ernest Van Pelt Jefferson
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee. Pres. Nan Collins, Casting.
Frank Borzage Productions, Arthur H. Jacobs Corp. t>int National release.)
Edwin Carewe Productions. (First Nation*) release).
Joseph M. Schenck Productions.
(First National release)
Marion-Franklin
Norma Tnlmadge
Tony Gaudio
David Fisher Mack-Sullivan
F. Borzage
Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio
O. O. Dull
Sam E. Rork Productions.
First National Productions.
C. Badger
Coleen Moore
Berquist
O'Brien
Montagne
Maurice
Tourneur Productions.
Frank Lloyd Productions (First National Release)
Fred Myton
Billy Refter
Frank Lloyd Griffith-Tearle Norhert Brodin
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal
Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release.)
Wm. Craft
Desmond-Sedgwick
McDonough Koehner
Morrison Morris
Jay Marchant
Ray Berry
Taylor
All-Star
King Baggott
Joe
Harry Pollard
Reginald Denny
F.
Messinger
Woolstenhume
IrvingDuncan
Cummlngs
Mary Philbm
Wm.
Don Clark
Duncan
DuncanGibson
-Johnson
Hoot
Ed.
Sedgwick
Wm.
Tummel
Miller
Sedgwick
All-Star
Ernest
Laemmle
C. Brown
Baby Peggy
Jess Robbins
AllStar
J.
Hobart Henley
A. Sullivan
Smith
Eddie Cline
Reginald Denny
Perlev P. Sheehan AllStar
H. Blache
Robt. Hill
Herbert Rawlinson
I. Ashev
V.
Nordlinger
Robt. B. Bradbury
Jack Hoxie
Laval Photoplay, Ltd., of Montreal, Canada. L. Ernest Ouiraet, Pres and Mgr.
Harry
Webb
•
P. Cazeneoyc Andre Lafayette
Gene Benoit
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
Larry Semon Productions.
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS, 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Wa rner Brothers Productions.
Tenny Wright
Wm. A. Seiter Marsh Gillingwater John
Dave Stumar
Abel
Frank Strayer
Harry Beaumont John Barrymore
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernst Lubitscn All-Star
Chas. Van Enger
Flood Blanke
Harry Rapf Productions.Ail-Star

Type

Director

WALDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd.
All Star
E. J. Le Saint
WORLD
Eliason EDUCATIONAL
Baby Betty FILMS
DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus BIdg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
CALLS DAY AND NIGHT
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
6548 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
430-205; 431-339; or Holly 102-82.

Feature
2-Reel
Comedy
1-Reel Comedy
1- Reel Comedy
2- Reel Comedy
2-Reel Comeay
1-Reel Comedy

Feature
"The Deer Slayer"
"Pals"
"North of Nevada"

Progren
761-721
Editing
Schedule
Schedule
Editing
Schedule
Schedule
Holly 2 1 76
Schedule 598-141
Holly 7945
Preparing
Casting
1st Week
3rd Week
Preparing
Drexel 1550

"Look Pleasant"
"The Lighthouse"
"Treasure Canyon"

2nd Week
2nd Week
Editing
Holly 4080

"Dust
"Secrets"of Desire"

Preparing
llth Week

"The

2nd Week
Editing

Swamp Angel"

'Black Oxen"

433-131

"Beasts of Paradise" Schedule
"The Ghost City"
4th
Week
"Blackmail"
Editing
"The Spice of Life" 8th Week
"My Mamie Rose"
7th Week
"The Fast Express" 3rd Week
"The Hook and Ladder" 3rd Week
"Signal Tower"
Preparing
"Right To Love"
7th Week
"The Turmoil"
8th Week
"Love
Insurance" Preparing
"..nnocent"
Preparing
"The Thrill Girl"
Preparing
"Jack O'Clubs"
Preparing
"Hard Rock"
Preparing
"The Vital Question" Editing
598-131

"Daddies"
'Beau Brummel"
"The Marriage Circle"
"Broadway After Dark'

Harry Cohn, Mgr.
Geo. II. Reehm

"Innocence"
CINEMATOUR.
Box 818, Robinson
Station "C," Los26 Angeles
F. M. Abbey
Field
1-Reel Globe Trots

Holly 4181
3rd Week
2nd Week
9th Week
Preparing
Holly 7940
3rd Week
Preparing

TOURING CARS
PER HOUR
SUNSET
TAXI
SPECIAL RATES ON STUDIO TRIPS AND TOURING
_
Universal City
$1.00 Club Royal
City
Mayer Studios
2.50 Culver
United Studios
Holly-Fairbanks
75 Robertson-Cole
Fox Studios
75 Metro Studios
Lasky Studios _
75 Ambassador Hotel
Santa Monica
3.50 Venice
Pasadena
_
4.00 Center of Los Angeles
All Stations
„
2.50 Plantation
578-307

1720 Hudson

Ave.

430-258

3.00
2.00
1.00
75
75
1.50
4.00
2.00
3.00

AMERAI
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"Phon-O-Grams"
Edited by Gene Woolway

Alton Brown
Juvenile Leads
Holly 6988

Charlotte DuPuis
Ingenue-Characters
439-869

J. C. (Jack) Fowler
Characters
438-501

Kenneth Gibson
Juvenile Leads
578-311

Mary Ruby
Ingenue
594-774

Donna

Hale

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

Bert Sprotte
Characters
741-64

BOB

REEL

McKEE
Hollywood 9780
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The constantly increasing audiences
here attest to the supremacy of our
programs. We are exerting every
boxing. to give you clean, snappy
effort

Jimmy Aubrey wants to take
part in a prize-fight picture ever
since he read the returns of the
Firpo-Dempsey scrap, and is trying with the aid of his scenario
writers to hit upon a good idea
along these lines, so that he can
take part in a fistic-fun-film, for
a two-reel comedv. "Joimes" has
just completed his third of a series
of twenty-four
ed to make in subjects
two years.he is signPARLOR FIGHT
ENDS DISASTROUSLY
For four years Jack Perrin, featured screen player, fought all
kinds
villainous
through of
countless
serials"heavies"
without
ever sustaining even a scratch. But
his firstcurred"parlor
fight,"room
whichset oc-in
in a drawing
the Laval Photoplays' production
of "The Vital Question," netted
him a nasty gash on the forehead,
which sent him to the hospital. In
"The Vital
Perrin's and
antagonistQuestion,"
was Barney Randall,
they went through one of the
toughest rough and tumble battles
that was ever staged for a picure.
Both had succeeded in escaping
without hurting one another when
Perrin slipped and fell against a
heavy table, cutting his forehead
so severely that several stitches
were reouired to repair the damage. "The great outdoors for me
after this when I am fighting before the camera, '"resolved Perrin
as the surgeon stitched up his
wound.
Pity the poor comedian !
Here is the way Hank Mann,
now appearing in support of Lloyd
Hamilton, describes his plight!
"The comic finishes a hard day's
work falling
at _ thedownstairs
studio. Mavbe
been
all dayhe'sin
order to get a fall that looks painful enough for the directors.
They're perfect
gluttons for punishment, those directors.
"The comedian has dinner and
drives to the club, or gets a taxi
if
he's down
too bruised
to drive,
and
settles
in a corner
for a nice
fiuiet evening. He barely gets his
breath, when alon^ comes a gang
of fellows he knows, looking for
entertainment. Our comic tries to
hide, hut it's no go. They draer
him, protesting, to his feet and
shout, gleefully:
_"Attaboy.
here's
an audience for vouHank,
! Show
something!

Hollywood

Stadium

Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.
r

619

R. K. EARLE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
LICENSED SURVEYOR
Citizens National Bank Building
Phone 823-681

BRUNO
Publicity Plwtos
Professional Photos
Casting

Director Photos

6412 HOLLYWOOD

BLVD.

Telephone 431-929
L
PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AIHXCElLlNT
i TIVELY
PUTS
PICTUQL
PEOPLE IN
PEP/WOT
[UBLIC FAVOR
Vr/'/r Ji>r porf/cc/fori ', oe _?ee
Gene Woo lway
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood Sfafion
Or, in care of
Camera!
2nd. FLOor, 6318 ttoLLYwooo Blvd.,
Hollywood
Gut
PrtOHE 439-863

DO A FALL!"
Marjorie Daw whose illness held
up the Penaud Hoffman Company
at the Hollywood Studios for a
short time, is again at work and
excellent nrorrress is reported on
the pirttinzation of "Maud Mullen" This story was adapted to
the screen by Harry Bucquet. Miss
Daw. who has the title role, is
supported by an excellent cast.

Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954

Buster Keaton's latest comedy.
"Hospifalitv " which was directed
by Jack Blvstone for Josenh M.
Schenck — Metro release, is the only feature length comedy to date
without a foot of trick photograTt is also an interesting fact to
note
thatmost
Busterdangerous
used no of"doubles"
phy.
for the
scenes.

All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42

Rare Antiques from
the Far East

CAMERAl
"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
then staining the film blue. From this trick
FROM U TO YOU
night photography under lights developed, but
it never duplicated moonlight ; for years pho(Continued from Page 5)
solved it. tographers studied the problem. Miller finally
ANNOUNCEMENT
mass he battles his way, breaks up a gang, and
finally wins out over his crowd of enemies.
The new invention is a series of glass rayThe story, a recent magazine feature, is laid
around the famous old Howard Street gangs of filters which break up light into its component
it is applied, strange tricks ocDr. A. L. Jester
San Francisco. Much comedy enlivens the se- parts.cur.When
For instance, red, which photographs as
quences.
black in the ordinary film, comes out as white;
blue, which appears as white in ordinary phoFamous chiropractor, just returned
tography, tends to black. The blue sky beAdapting a novel to motion picture needs is
a common feat in picturedom — and adapting a
comes black,
but foreground,
without "reversing
the colors
from 3 years chiropractic missionof
actors
in
the
this resulting
in a
motion picture for a novel has been done — but
perfect
moonlight
effect.
to
hold
up
producing
on
a
motion
picture
unary service in Germany offers his
Miller is the first man to use the actual moon
til the novel is on the bookstore stands is somein motion picture photography, and is also the
thing new in the picture industry.
services to the movie people of
of a color-filter by which absolute colThis is the situation in the case of "Pony inventor
or values may be transformed into light and
Hollywood at reduced rates.
Express," a novel purchased for picture rights shadows
on the screen with accuracy. This debefore it was off the publisher's presses. Edvice has done much to remove the necessity of
No charge for first consultation.
ward
Sedgwick,
Hoot
Gibson's
director,
is
the
author of the book, which will be on the make-up for actors.
market in a few weeks.
Following completion of his novel, Universal
5558 Hollywod Blvd., Rm. 202-203
Nervy Ned, the comical hobo first invent
negotiated the rights for the picture, and it has by James Montgomery Flagg, • the celebral
Hours 10-12 — 2-5, Evenings 7-8.
been prepared for the screen. Plans were made artist, is again doing his comical tricks befi
to produce the picture at once, but on the au- the camera.
All of which means the return of Neely
thor's
suggestion
workfirst,
was that
delayed
to al- wards,
low the
novel
to the
appear
the picture
the comedian, to Universal City, fo
might have the benefit of the popularity the lowing an absence of some w€eks to play
book would give it.
feature part in another studio. The comedia
"Pony Express" will be produced as one of who varies his "Nervy Nat" pictures wi
COY WATSON,
JR.
the big features of the year. A virile story of straight roles in features, has resumed o
the West, it will have a huge cast, headed by edies under the direction of William Wat!
CHILD LEADS
Gibson, and will rank as one of the im- Tommy Gray is supervising the new picturi
Edwards, famous in vaudeville for years
Age 10.
Drexel 3616
portant releases on the studio schedule'.
Sedgwick is the author of several Gib- one of the team of Flanagan and Edwai
son plays, as well as magazine stories. The entered pictures a number of years ago,
new story is his first long novel. Eastern pub- leaped into fame as a comedian through
lishers who have taken over the novel rights "Nervy Ned" pictures, the idea being based or
Hugh Hoffman
predict that the book will be one of the big a series of comic cartoons which appeared for
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
sellers
of
the year.
a time in a national comic magazine.
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
Besides playing in Universal comedies, his
CurrentHerbert
production.
"The
Near
Lady"
Blache. Directing
regular calling, Edwards has appeared ir.
Recent Releases. "Gossip." 'Crossed
I is a common thing for popular motion pic- straight and character roles with Mary Miles
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
ture stars to have dresses, perfumes, hats and Minter, in Jack White educational features,
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
such things named in their honor. But, for and other feature pictures.
the first time on record, clubs have been estabReproductions, Publicity
lished in nearly two hundred American cities
"Wyoming" has been completed.
in honor of a favorite cinema twinkler.
Still Finishing Photography
The young and accomplished star who has
LITTLE
been accorded this distinction is Baby Peggy,
The William McLeod Raine novel, adapted
whose name shines forth under the Universal
Commercial Photographer
to the screen by Isadore Bernstein, has reached j
and
Century
Comedies
banner.
This
wee
young
Phone 437902
the completion of its film transcription under
lady has won the hearts of countless youngsters
5174 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
direction. It is-fc
with her remarkable ability. Children, ever Robert
starring North
vehicle Bradbury's
for Jack Hoxie.
sensitive to realism, at once sensed the absolute naturalness of her acting and clambered
ART
LEE
for admission wherever her pictures were
Lillian Rich, leading woman of many Unishown.
versal pictures of a year or more ago, William
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Some
wise
parents
in
a
large
southern
city
Welsh, Claude Payton, Lon Poff, Emmett CorWill teach you how to Make Up
decided that it would be a good idea to form rigan, Ben Corbett and George Kuwa have the
Correctly. Read my references
a
Baby Peggy club for their admiring young- supporting roles. The edge of Death Valley
Telephone
598-207 at Western
country near there were the chief losters. Membership cards were printed accord- and ranch
1712 St. James
Court, Hollywood,
cales of the filming.
ingly and distributed. Weekly dues of one
cent were decided upon, the money to go to a
worthy local charity. It was not long before
children in other communities heard of the hapJoseph Dowling, famous as "The Miracle J
py rollicking Baby Peggy club that met every Man" of picturedom and one of the best known
MARION
WARDE
week under the guidance of a chaperone and character men in the business, has Joined forces with the screen's most youthful ingenue.
listened to her stories; or if a picture of Baby
He has been cast by Fred Datig, Universal
Peggy was being shown, enjoyed the droll com- casting director, to play the role of Judge in
Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
edy of the dark-eyed infant star. These chiland Films
dren, too, wanted a club of their own. Every Baby Peggy's newest Jewel production, "The
Right under
to Love,"
now beingof filmed
at Universal
day new clubs of enthusiastic children are City
the direction
Jess Robbins.
Classical, Character, Ballet and
formed and before long it is expected that pracThe
picture,
adapted
by
Lois
Zellner
from
tically every important city and town in the
original story by Bernard McConville, is
Step-dancing
country will have a Baby Peggy Club. All an
the third of a series of multi-reel features starthe members wear a button with Baby Peggy's
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
ring Baby Peggv under the Universal banner.
The
pictures are produced jointly by Universal
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
picture.
and
Abe and Julius Stern of the Century Film
Company.
PHONE 821-181
Turning night into day with three bits of
Dowling started his dramatic career in grand
glass is the striking feat in photography per- opera and after spending many years on the
fected by Virgil Miller, cameraman at Uni- operatic and legitimate stages entered the moversal City and inventor of a number of imtion picture field. He has had prominent roles
portant effects in camera technique. Miller has in some
Walter Frederick Seely
of the biggest screen plays of the past
Shadowed Photography
few years.
perfected
a
"panchromatic
filter"
which,
by
reversing rays of light entering a camera lens,
1448 North Wilcox
Others in the Baby Peggy picture are Winican turn noonday sunshine into a moonlight, on
fred Bryson, Robert Ellis, Eleanor Faire, 1
the film, so real that the effect is uncanny.
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
James Corrigan, Anna Hernandez, Ned Sparks. .
Sunset) Telephone 439-774
Primitive
made and
by William E. Lawrence, Eva Thatcher, Victor j
aiming
the "night
camera photography'
against the was
sunlight,
Potel and Buddy Messinger.
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SWEET'S WORK PRAISED
Before returning to the cast,
Richard Rowland, General Manager of Associated First National
Pictures, viewed the completed
reels of "Anna Christie," Thomas
H. Ince's picturization of Eugene
O'Neill's
big stage
success
which
will
be released
by First
National.
Both Mr. Rowland and John McCormick, First National's Western
representative, expressed the greatest enthusiasm over the new production which they believe will
score one of the big dramatic successes of the screen season. The
work of Blanche Sweet in the title
role and of George Marion as
"Chris," the father,
exceptionally
fine. was said to be
CALDWELL PREPARING
Director Fred Caldwell and staff
are collaborating with James Dent,
Myron Selznick's newly appointed
West Coast representative, on stories for Caldwell's forthcoming
Hollywood pictures to be given international distribution by Selznick
Distributing Corporation.
Theodore Von Eltz is now well
established in the new role he is
creating in "The Turmoil" for Universal, the introductory scenes taking place in his office where he directs his big business undertakings.
As
"Jim Sheridan"
in this
Tarkington
story, Mr.
Von Booth
Eltz
is a young captain of industry and
the pride of his father who laid
the foundation of the business. The
actor will shortly be seen in his
biggest role, that of male lead opposite Lenore Ulric in "Tiger
Rose," Warner Brothers, for Sidney Franklin who directed the picture announced that he has just
finished cutting the picture and that
it will be shown in preview for
the first time this week. In this
picture Mr. Von Eltz plays a
young engineer.
Creighton Hale has begun the
delicious love making scenes in
Warner Brothers "The Marriage
Circle,." which Ernst Lubitsch is
directing and since the comedy element in the situation was highly
enjoyable to Mr. Lubitsch as he
posed for the lady in the case, a
marvelous time was had by all.
Mr. Lubitsch, with kind forethought allowed the lady the entire osculatory rehearsals — and
they were a-plenty, so Mr. Hale
wasn't heard registering any complaint. Creighton is playing a
young society surgeon, mistaken
for the lady'sscenes
husband
chronicled
! in the above
Harry Gribbon, the "Man of a
Hundred Expressions," who is being featured in Mack Sennet comedies, has been given a new title,
that of "The Big Fool," for he
is always up to some sort of a
torn-foolery on and off the screen.
John R. Ralesco has deserted
comedies for a dip into the more
serious line of acting, he has gone
to work at the Douglas Fairbanks
studios, in "The Thief of. Bagand iswork,
getting
kick
out ofdad"his
whichquite
is aa great
deal different than being a comic
actor.
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DOUBLE DUTY
Edwin Carewe will film some of
the exterior scenes of a second
story during his stay in Algiers.
In addition to making "A Son of
the Sahara," the producer-director
is to film some atmospheric scenes
for "Snake Bite." This latter
story will be finished when Carewe
returns to Los Angeles.
Preparation of the scenario of
"Snake Bite" is in the hands of
Madge Tyrone, who has written
several scripts in collaboration with
the director. This is the first time
that Carewe has entrusted the preparing to anyone without his help.
RECEIVES
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FOREIGN
FILM OFFER

Edward Burns, one of the best
known juveniles of the screen, has
just received an offer from Henrik Ottoman, the famous German
film director, to go to Germany
and appear in the leading masculine role opposite Liane Haid, in a
series of six productions.
The offer would necessitate
Burns' absence from the local film
colony for at least a year, and as
Burns' programme contains several forthcoming productions to be
made here, it will, of course, be
impossible for him to accept this
unusual offer.
Charlie Murray has been in the
land of the flickering pictures for
twelve years and yet has only held
five jobs.
The average screen player does
a regular job jumping set, trotting
from -one lot to another. But
Charlie Murray is content to stay
putStarting
for a while.
his film career in the
dir- distant past of the one-reeler,
Charlie held his first job with
Griffith's
two years.
Then he Biograph
went withforSennett
and
for eight years he was as necessary to a Keystone comedy as were
the bathing girls.
A year ago he left Sennett and
went to New York where he appeared in a series of 13 two-reel
comedies. Then, returning to the
Pacific coast he played the father
to Mary Philbin, in her first Universal starring vehicle "Mamie
His most recent job is with First
National. He has another father
part.
time as Colleen Moore's
Rose."This
father
in "The Swamp Angel."
Billy Sullivan has been taking a
dip in the ocean these days and
swimming away out, just to get
his wind in proper shape for some
trying scenes in the water that he
is to do in his next vehicle in which
will make his second starring picture on the Big U. lot in a H. C.
Witwer
ers series.story of the Leather PushNorma Talmadge's next photoplay, "Secrets," which will be directed by Frank Borzage, is a romantic story of the same period of
"Smilin' Through," one of Miss
Talmadge's greatest successes.

'CAMERA!"
vtrA\Trr
*nn
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RESULTS^
FOR RENT — Bell and Howell Camera, long term,
reasonable rent or will trade for high grade used
car. Box J. C. 2, Camera!
FOR
— Bell and
170 Shutter.
PhoneRENT
Hollywood
4070;Howell
ask forCamera,
Mr. Wilson.
I WANT a 5 or 6 room house, small court or flats,
Hollywood preferred. If you must sacrifice for
quick action, Money
call Drexel
commission.
ready. 1259 and save agents'
FRENCH
LESSONS— Succeeds with those who
have never succeeded. Box J. C. 4. Camera.
degree
FORshutter.
RENTComplete
— Bell & Studio
Howell Equipment
camera, 170Telephona
undays.
Met. 4686 days; 829-573 nights and S
FOR RENT — Bell and Howell Camera. 170 degree
Shutter. Complete Studio Equipment. Phone Met.
4686 days; 13173 evenings.
1 70 degree.
FOR RENT — Bell Howell Camera.
Telephone 599-464.
BOOKKEEPER — Expert, typist, wants
work 6,
daily.evenings.
$16 per week. Humboldt 3493W. Call
after
hours'
70 degrree
FOR
RENT Complete
— Bell andStudio
Howell
camera, 1four
Phone
Met.
shutter.
Equipment.
4688 days; 13173 evenings.
FOR RENT — Bell Howell Camera, 170
degree. Telephone 599-464.
TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone
SurfaceWithout
Noises Scratch
by usinganda
Deflexograph
any Victrola
Phonograph or
Changeable Needles.
—Play
will after
not disturb.
hours
taches to needle
Deflexograph
atholder,
filters
sound
oscillations,
prevents
and surface scratch
noises
Gold Plate $1.50
entering
box. No sound
metallic
(See Cut)
noises.
Nickel Plate....$1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept. 416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
Using

Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW I
1107 NORTH WESTERN AVE.
At Santa Monica Blvd.

Genius
GustatoryJohn's New Cafe
6382 Hollywood Blvd.
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Remember the "Collapsible" automobile that was "hendled" by
Abie Kabibble in the comic strips
of several years ago?
Well, it has come to life again,
with some up-to-date improvements, in the current Jack White
comedy which Fred Hibbard is directing, with Lige Conley, Peg
O'Neill and Olive Borden.
Yes, it has the "lines" that made
Detroit famous — and the rest of
the world nervous.
100 Per Cent Titles
100 Per Cent Service

Pegenne O'Neill,
character
for Jack White,
who comedihad an
important role in the Pilgrimage
Play, season before last, is now
appearing with Lige Conley in
"Neck and Neck" directed by
Fred Hibbard.
Mattie Peters, "colored mammv" of the screen, is working in
the current Jack White production,
directed by Fred Hibbard.

At the Right Price!
Dress up that next production
with artistic Hand Lettered
Titles made by IRVING W.
BUNZE.
If you want Perfect Symbolic
Art Backgrounds, let us make
them!
Neil E. McQuire, for- ^
merly with Ince and Prizma,
does our art work.
For perfect black-and-white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with
samples.
Quality

Title &

HAS UNLUCKY

FALL

Wallace MacDonald thought himself lucky when his fall from a
wrecked automobile during the
filming of "Angel Face Molly,"
Viola broken
Dana's bynewest
Metroclump
picture
was
a thick
of
bushes. And his onlv injury was
aright
deepleg.but not serious cut in his
McDonald's
legThe
was following
swollen sodaybadly
he was
unable to go to the studio. Examining the injured member he suspected the truth but refused to believe it_.uil he called a doctor and
was informed that he had a thriving young case of poison oak.

Film

Company

POSSIBLY

ABOUT

U

PREMIER SUCCESS
The world's premier showing of
Harold Bell Wright's "When a
Man's a Man," was given last
week in Tucson, Arizona, the author's home. According to telegraphic reports from Walter Anthony, who is in Tucson in the
interests of Principal Pictures Corporation, the opening was an immense success.
Ripples
applausehouse
were asdrawn
from
the ofcrowded
the
familiar Arizona scenes flashed by
on the screen. The shots of the
Prescott Frontier Dav called forth
exclamations of recognition from
many in the audience. The picture was filmed in the exact locale of the story in Arizona, and
the actual Fourth of July Rodeo
Celebration was photographed.
A pre-release showing is also
scheduled for Prescott, Arizona,
in hte near future, as a mark of
appreciation to the people of that
vicinity to whom Principal Pictures Corporation are indebted for
cheerful and valuable coorjeration
given tionthe
there. company while on loca"When a Man's a Man" will be
regularly released in December by
Associated
First National Pictures,
Inc.
Chester Bennett, who will soon
start producing and directing a
new series of Jane Novak starring
vehicles, has been a camera man,
an assistant director, an art director and is also an expert in film
laboratory work.

1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850

FOR
PLAYS,

PICTURES
BOOKS,

ORIGINALS

The
Hollywood Play Bureau
1

Emmett Corrigan, Mgr.
6404 Hollywood Boulevard
Near Cahuenga.

\

INC.

i
Culver

Culver
City,

Hollywood, Cal. j
DISTINCTIVE
CINEMA*.* LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS

Calif.
KWIK

PENALLES.

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Avt.
1714 Highland Avt. 7560 Sunset Blvd.

WEsM
q
move

flaiywod General
16T1 • SAMUEL
C ..SHINEand• 6568Hauling
S<p^(*i«.
Trucking

Now

.
1
\

City

J

546

in

Preparation: "The Elk's
I WANT SOME REAL PICTURES!
productions from $50,000 to $100,000. release.
I can sell them outright. See me for a quick
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Wilshire 4275 or Drexel 1900
' Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.

h"

Toot

AMER

A I
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SICK

GO

TO
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WELL

Literature pertaining to any disease
mailed on request

75 PER
CULLEN

CENT
BILLIE DOVE

of the

LANDIS:

Says :

'Put Me In Great Condition.
MOTION
IN

PICTURE

STARS

"Chiropractic Keeps
Me Well."

HOLLYWOOD

are using my Scientific Method to regain and keep their health.
ARE

YOU
IF

ONE

NOT,

OF

WHY

THEM?

NOT?

CO

You will be agreeably surprised to find there is no discomfort in
taking these Scientific Adjustments, and gratified with the results
obtained.
CO

Bring all your Health Troubles to the only Chiropractor catering
to the Motion Picture Profession.
Each patient receives my personal attention.

Dr.W.
SCIENTIFIC

I. Schuster

CHIROPRACTOR

AND

NERVE

SPECIALIST

(Palmer Graduate)
Office Hours :
10 to 12 and 2 to 5

203 Bogardus Building
Cor. Sunset and Western
Hollywood, California

Monday, Wednesday and Friday
6 to 8 P.M.
LADY

IN ATTENDANCE.

Telephone 436-724

PRIVATE

DRESSING

ROC

Ample Parking Space

WHERE
CLAIRE WINDSOR.
Attributes Her Health To
Chiropractic.

THE

SICK

GO

TO

Licensed in California

GET

WELL
CHARLES "BUCK" JONES
"Chiropractic Is My Best Pal.'
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Announcement

The

"STANDARD"
DIRECTORY
will open permanently

Registration
Starting

a

Department

Monday,

October

15th

for the convenience of Producers, Directors, Assistant Directors
and Casting Directors in locating players.
Our office will accept registrations from 9:30 A. M. until
4 P. M.
We would like every individual connected with the Motion
Picture Industry to register.
Due to the fact that we have so many inquiries daily from
studios wishing to locate people in every branch of the business
we are taking this means of rendering an efficient service.
OUR OFFICE REGISTRATION WILL
MAKE NO CHARGE FOR THIS SERVICE.

THE

STANDARD
Casting

Directors

DIRECTORY
6404

Hollywood

Boulevard

I

^

]bs Angeles,

l(^

Calif.

Dtyest

cfthe

Saturday,

Motion

Picture

Oct. 20, 1923

kdmtr$l

Price

10 Cents

&
♦

4

♦

4

►
►

NAIDA

CARLE

♦
♦
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Washington, D. C.
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Photographs

of

Phone

and

Phone
52220

For-

eign Interiors and

Ex-

teriors of Every

De-

54847

1 N eyner
C O RP O RAT E D

scription.
1001-1005 West
Los Angeles
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

Permanent Waving Hair Coloring Bleaching
Hair Dressing
Scalp-Facial Massage
Marcel Waving Manicuring
Water Waving Shampooing
Wigs

rational Cinema Res
MV
L.A. HOW LAND
*
300-301

Phone 438-761
*
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Seventh Street
California

Toupees
Wig Rental

Switches Transformations
Beards and Moustaches
Cosmetics
Professional Makeup Service

Special Attention to Theatrical
Motion Picture Profession

and

No Parking Restrictions

JACK

POLO

Juveniles
222 East 8o&

R. E. O'Neil
who enjoys the distinction of being both actor and
author. He has a number of unusually interesting
copyrighted stories which he will be glad to place
at the disposal of production companies.

St., Los Angeles
I'HONE 623-358

Established 1918
A Film Magazine and a Film Newspaper in One
6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
: California
rolume VI
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Publisher's
WithFredthis
the ismanaging
"Camera!"
passes
info the Note
hands— of
W. issue
Fox, who
the author editorship
of the fiveofrecent
editorbio entitled "The Man at the Gate." "Art and the Independent," "The Enemy
Within,"
"The
Zero
Hour"
and
"Thine
Alabaster
Cities
Gleam,"
and
who
has,
for some time past, been associated with this publication in its advertising department. Presented below is his message to you.

amera" !, The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry, is entering
upon the last half of its sixth year of publication. This, in itself, is
significant, but it is also noteworthy that at this time it is entering an
unprecedented period of growth and expansion, made possible by the healthy
condition of the film industry and its recognition of the status of this publication.
c

In accordance therewith we are inaugurating several changes in editorial
make-up and introducing new departments, which, while not actually pertaining to motion pictures, are designed to meet the literary demands of the
cosmopolitan mass who earn their livelihood in the film field. In due time
these various departments will be placed under writers who have established
a reputation for themselves in their particular phases of editorial work. Any
suggestions that you may have for the improvement or revision of these
innovations will be cordially welcomed and given every consideration.
We would like to take this opportunity to reiterate our desire to be of
the utmost service to the profession, which has accorded us such splendid
support in times gone by; to assure that in the future, as in the six years
since "Camera!" made its debut, your welfare will be our first thought. We
want you to feel that it is your own paper, undominated by any alien interests,
and ready to champion any and all of your just causes and grievances. We
stand four-square to the sunlight. We have no axes to grind. We want you
to be our friends, even as we want you to know that we are your friends.
Fraternity . . . sincerity . • . goodfellowship . . . these are the motivating
powers behind us. We are going toward the pinnacle of the pyramid which
your confidence in us has built. We will work together, always.
In my new position as editor I will be supported by an energetic and
efficient personnel, ready to serve you at all times. Each department will
function with machine-like precision, but the personal touch will not be subdued or lost. Every one will strive to make "Camera !" in deed as well as
thought, The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry.

S. W. LAWSON
Publisher and Manager
FRED W. FOX
Managing Editor
JOHN CORNYN
Advertising Director
GENE WOOLWAY
Studio Representative
PAULINE THOMPSON
Pulse Editor

Tke

Girl

on tke cover
Naida Carle, though young in years,
is one of the real veterans of the
motion picture industry, starting in
stock at Universal in its early days,
playing with such present-day notables
as J. Warren Kerrigan, Tyrone Powers, Harry Carey, Herbert Rawlinson
and Jack Holt.
Always a keen student of books and
plays she was an excellent writer, and
later joined the publicity staff of D.
W. Griffith when he was making pictures at the Fine Arts studio. Here
she worked for three years, in fact
until Mr. Griffith left for Neiv York,
when she tvas engaged as special publicity writer for Marshall Ncilan.
This zvas followed by an engagement
as continuity zvriter for Lottie Pickford, and then Naida turned her attention again to acting.
Even now when she is not busy
on the set she continues with her literary work and her two latest stories
are to run serially in the newspapers,
ivith the possibility she may later be
featured in the film versions.

"CAMERA!",
The Angeles,
Digest ofCalifornia,
the Motion
Picture 439-869.
Industry,Entered
issued as
on second-class
Saturday morning
each 11,
week,1918,
at 6318
wood Boulevard in Los
Telephone
matter,of Aug.
at theHollyPost
Office at Los Angeles, Calif., under Act of March 3rd, 1879. Published by S. W. Lawson Publishing Co., with executive
and editorial offices at 6318 Hollvivood Boulevard, Los Angeles. National advertising representatives H. H. Conger Co.,
New York, Chicago, San Francisco. SUBSCRIPTION RATES: $3.50 per year in Los Angeles County ; $4.00 per year
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California
Main at Eighth in
Marion Davies

Morosco
744 So. Broadway
The Gold Diggers"
Mason
127 So. Broadway
"So this is London"
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
"Getting Gertie's Garter"
Hippodrome
320 So. Main
Pete Morrison
in
"West vs. East"
Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hill at Seventh
"Is Divorce a Failure?"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
E. Lincoln — Iledda Hopper
in
"Women Men Marry"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy
Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie Rambeau
in
"The Road Together"
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
"If Winter Comes"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Harry Carey
in
"The Miracle Baby"

This

Week's

It s aneasier
and up
safer
to "stunt
with
airplane
in the
clouds
than down on the ground !
This was discovered by Douglas
MacLcan while making his first independent comedy production, "Going Up," which is having its first
Los
Angeles showing
Grauman's
Metropolitan
this at
week.
The
script called for the plane to
stand on its head while taxi-ing
over the ground. At 10,000 feet,
this would have been easy. On
terra firma, however, it was a dangerous maneuver, assures Doug.
"Going Up," is a delightful aviation farce, adapted from the musical comedy success. Marjorie
Daw is leading woman and Edna
Murphy, Francis McDonald, Hallam ersCooley,
arc in theHughie
cast. Mack and othThe remainder of the program
includes a second week of the fa"LousianaCrawford
Five." syncopators andmousHam
who are
said to have stopped the show regularly last week.
"Getting
Gertie'srunGarter"
ed its remarkable
at the finishEgan
Theater Saturday night, giving exactly 135 times in Los Angeles,
which is the longest time it has
ever played in one city with the
exception
of closed
New York.
theater will be
for twoTheweeks
to permit of renovating and_ redecorating and the regular winter
season will open Thursday, November 1,with the first performance on any stage of a new comedy by Frederic and Fanny Hatton
entitled, "The Waning Sex," which
boasts a cast of distinguished players.
Opening its fourth week of
showing, Charles Chaplin's first
directorial effort, "A Woman of
Paris," is attracting crowds that
are taxing the capacity of the new
Criterion Theater. The picture,
which has proved a revelation to
Los Angeles playgoers, places
Chaplin among the great directors
of the motion picture world.
Edna Purviance is a revelation
in the role of Marie St. Clair, the
small-town girl about whom the
story centers.
The ceived
prologue,
"Nocturne,"
conand supervised
by Mr. Chaplin himself, has scored a tremendous hit, calling forth outburst after outburst of spontaneous applause at every performance. The
Criterion Symphonv artists, with
Adolf Tandler conducting, have already establish
-d a hearts
firm place
for
themselves
in the
of local
music lovers.
Charles Ray's production of
"The Courtship of Myles Standish," remains a fourth week at
Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre,
thereby proving the popularity of
his first venture into the ranks of
actor-producer.
Ray has embraced in this picture
the entire adventure of the Pilgrim Fathers, making it worthy
of its historic importance, and
might be well titled. "The Founding of a Nation." The famous love

Theatre

Notes

story of John Alden and Priscilla
is the binding element in the picturing of a thrilling chapter in our
national career. A brilliant cast
supports Charles Ray which includes Enid Bennett, Sam De
Grasse, E. Alyn Warren, Joseph
Dowling and William Sullivan.
The prologue to the feature,'
"The Days of the Mayflower,"
with its miniature operetta presented by 50 people will be retained.
Dancing of every style, singing
and plenty of comedy are the features at the
the aggregation
Hillstreet Theatre."
Heading
of entertainers will be "Stars of the
Future," a unique production featuring
Fordyce,
PearlArnette
Hamilton,JesseViolet
Hamilton,
Creighton, Joan Page and Helen
Schroeder. These six little starlets recently left Broadway shows
to become feaures in vaudeville
and a gorgeously staged act has
been woven about their singing and
dancing numbers which have proven popular everywhere. Also on
this same bill will be' those two
popular musical comedy stars John
T. Murray and Vivien Oakland,
whose comedy and singing, in Jtheir
act, "Songs and Satires" has made
them always welcome in every theatre. Maude Powers and Vernon
Wallace will offer "Georgia On
Broadway," a neat little skit comprising quiet humor and harmonious songs. Bob Carleton and Julia Ballew will be present — Bob at
the piano playing some of his own
songs and dainty little Julia singing them in the most approved
manner. Pepita Granados, with
Frances Drager, Marian Dale and
Grace Muroff, will appear in a
"Spanish
Orientalof Novelty,"
offering a number
daring dances.
Completing the vaudeville will be
Willie Rolls who tells no more
about himself than just adding under his name
"He Does."?
exclusive
photoplay
showing The
will
be "Women Men Marry," with E.
K. Lincoln nad Hedda Hopper.
Other features of the hill will be
Allan Hall and the Tiny Symphony Orchestra, the William
Duncan Chapter-Play "The Steel
Trail," a comedy "Snookey's Treasure Island, Hillstreet International News and Aesop's Fables.
Moving briskly through its romance and thriling adventure. "The
Spanish
Dancer." with
Negri
as
its scintillating
starPola
continues
to Itdelight
at Grauman's
Rialto.redola tale
old Spain,
entis with
the ofnicturesque
settings
and colorful characters in which
a disgraced nobleman and his merry king, fight for the favor of a
lovely Gypsy
girl. There
are and
intrigues, love scenes
and duels
through it all is the magnetic personality of the young Polish star.
Others in the cast to distinguish
themselves are Antonio Moreno,
Wallace Beery. Kathlyn Williams,
Adolphe Menjou, Gareth Hughes
and Robert Agnew, with Herbert
Brenon, director, touching it with
his genius.

"Little Old New York"
Main at Ninth
Corinne
GriffithFrank Mayo,
in
Miller's
"Six Days"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Douglas MacLean
"Gniogin Up"
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
Anna Q. Nilsson
in
"Ponjola"
Rialto
Broadway near Eighth
Pola Negri
in
"The Spanish Dancer"
Criterion
"A Charles
Woman Chaplin's
of Paris"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Charles Ray
in "The Courtship
of Myles Standish
Alhambra
731 South Hill
" Mer ry-Go-Round"
Hollywood Egypt
Hollywood Blvd. «nd McCaddcn
"The Covered Wagon'
with Lois Wilson and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Mabel Normand
in
"The Extra Girl"
Clune's Broadwas
Broadway near Fifth
"The Broken Wing"
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Memories

and

Meditation

id interpretation of a role of that unusual
istence, names of people who have since gone
farther along the trail to great achievement,
of some who have trod the Eternal Path.
Here it was that D. W. Griffith made his
first big motion picture, here the big stars
and directors of today were tutored by this
master in the art of making fine cinema
plays. And now, as then, he is still supreme,
but three thousand miles from "home." Henry Walthall, forever famous as the "Little
Colonel"
Mae Marsh
Miriam
Cooper
Robert Harron
Richard
Barthelmess
Blanche Sweet
Owen
Moore
Irene Hunt
Wallace Reid
James Kirkwood
George Seigmann
Josephine Crowell
Spottiswoode Aitken
George Walsh
Fay
Tincher
Mary 'Alden
Ralph Lewis
Fred Kelsey
and last, but not least,
Dorothy and Lillian Gish.
Do you remember the phoney comedies
Dorothy used to turn out here ? Things like
"Boots," "I'll Get Him Yet" and those really
nonsensical endeavors ? Nobody thought she'd
ever be anything but a mugging artiste, doomed forever to comedy. Yet in recent years,
"Orphans of the Storm" and "The Bright
have changed this opinion. She can
ie other day we chanced to stroll past Shawl"
; she gets her stuff across ! With Dorothy
th Fine Arts Studio on Sunset Boulevard act
it was simply the idea of suddenly turning
ar stopped for a few moments to gaze upon to something else, although she does freth scene of bustling activity attendant upon
quently break out in one of her old-time farth rebuilding of this motion picture landces like "The Country Flapper."
in k. As we stood in the warm noonday
As to there.
Lillian, She
well always
it's justdidbeen
su and idly observed the proceedings, mehavea refining
a light
mies of what used to be were wafted to us process
and ethereal touch to her work, and while
bat across the distant years. Fond remini- her acting in those first pictures was consc ces of the many happy days spent here
ceded to be above the general trend it could
IW'ii this studio was in its first days ; not, in any sense, compare with her portraythjghts of the many friends we had known
als in "Way Down East," "Orphans of the
tH. Meditation
smiles
laughter Storm"
and "The White Sister." As for
tears in our eyes
a lumpy feeling her
work in "Broken Blossoms," there are
inhir throats,
those who contend that no other motion picames that had been part of our daily exture actress has ever come near such a splend-

The

Universal

ting Baggot has completed the production
o: 'Blackmail" at Universal City. "Blackmail"
isln all-star production adapted from the Rita
Vfiman play, "The Co-respondent." It is a
st'y of newspaper life, divorce and love,
juth Clifford, Niles Welsh, Charles Cleary,
I /den Stevenson, Herbert Fortier, William
£ Lawrence, Arthur Howard, Joseph North,
E ily Fitzroy, Jane Starr, Carl Stockdale,
1-ry Kersch and John Merkyl played the
p icipal roles in the picture.
he respectable daily newspaper which depds on the good will of the subscribing publj and lives up to the best expectations, and
tl scandal sheet that exists primarily for the
Pjpose of "Blackmail," are contrasted in the
y. Editorial policies and newspaper tradit:hs are presented in detail.
The Right To Love," third of the big Baby
gy Universal-Jewel specials, has been comchpleted by Jesse Robbins.
.Kany beautiful sets were constructed at
iversal City for the backgrounds of the
in Bernard McConville's story. Prof ion
ed jointly by Universal Julius and Abe
rn of the Century Film corporation, "The
l;ht to Love" was staged elaborately,
s n this feature Baby Peggy hart the support
I such players as Robert Ellis, Eleanor Fair,
nifred Bryson, James Corrigan, Anna Heridez, Ned Sparks, Eva Thatcher, Vic Potel,
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Megaphone
William E. Lawrence, Buddy Messenger and
Joseph Dowling.
The other two Universal-Jewel features starring the pretty Peggy are "The Darling of
New York" and "The Burglar's Kid," directed
by King Baggot and William A. Seiter.
Nat Ross has completed a new western picture at Universal City called "Gold Digger
Jones." The featured players are Meriwyn
Thayer and Bob Reeves, both of whom have
played in many western pictures and chapter
plays
ture. before. Ross is preparing another pic"It's hot weather these days !"
Hoot Gibson's remark may seem at variance
with the reports of the weather man and even
with the reluctant details which the Los Angeles chamber of commerce may have been
compelled to furnish for incoming train loads
of tourists. But nevertheless, whatever the
language of the thermometer, Gibson is right.
For much of his work lately has been around
the hot regions of fires. He is starring in a
Universal Gibson special, directed by Edward
Sedgwick, "Hook and Ladder," which recounts
the thrilling
hazards
of a fireman's
life. Davis
Mildred June, Philo
McCullough,
Edwards
and Frank Bcal have been playing in support.

type. The Gish girls have attained their success on the steady, slow-but-ABSOLUTELY
SURE basis. Theirs was no overnight sensation. It was built by years of conscientious
endeavor and the result is today they have
an 'established value for all time to come.
At the present time they are under contract to Inspiration Pictures of New York,
the company featuring Richard Barthelmess.
These three, Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy and Lillian Gish are examples of what
those friends of yesteryear on the Fine Arts
lot have attained. With the passing of the
old studio and the coming of the new the
Griffith
our
hearts.memories pass and hide away in

By WILL

C. MURPHEY

The latest scenario work of James O. Spearing, former New York newspaper critic, now
associated with the Universal Pictures corporation, has been the preparation of "The Signal
Tower" for screening. "The Signal Tower"
is Wadsworth Camp's short story included in
O'Brien's "Best Short Stories of 1921" and
is to be a Universal-Jewel special.
Clarence L. Brown will direct it. He_ has
gained considerable distinction due to previews
of "The Acquittal," an all-star filming of the
Rita Weiman play in which Norman Kerry
and Claire Windsor played the leads and which
Brown directed. It has won exceptional comments.
Virginia Valli will be starred in "The Signal
Tower," which is a triangle story, and the
other two in the triangle will be Rockliffe
Fellowes and Wallace Beery. J. Farrell McDonald, James O. Barrows, Dot Farley and
Frankie Darro have other principal roles.
Harry A. Pollard is Hearing completion of
the Universal-Jewel special he has been making
at Universal City, Del Monte, and Balboa
Beach. by
TheByron
story Morgan
is "The with
Spicetheoforiginal
Life,"
written
title "There He Goes." Reginald Denny of
"The Leather Pushers" and "The Abysmal
Brute" is the star.
Opposite Denny in the picture is Laura La
Plante, the winsome girl who went to Universal
(Continued on Page 20)
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Flashes

fr o m

San Francisco, Calif.
Tom Mix came to San Francisco last week
to have X-Ray pictures made of his leg, as
he had been in an explosion a few days before,
while on location, injuring himself and his
horse. After a thorough examination it turned
out that the hurts were hot serious, so Tom
returned to the company, which is working in
the Santa Mountains. They expect to be near
Santa Cruz for another week, and then leave
for the Northern part of the State for further
location work.
N. Dragomanovich, head of the West Coast
Films, arrived in San Francisco on Friday, and
will be here for several days, on business for
the organization. While in the North he will
also spend a week in Sacramento, the trip is to
further the present plans of the company for
going into production at an early date. Future
pictures of the organization will be made in
Los Angeles, but in which studio has not yet
been decided.
Al and Ray Rockett, heads of the Rockett
Productions, have returned to Los Angeles, after a business trip to San Francisco. While
here they previewed their big, historical film,
"The Life
of Abraham
Burlingame.
its first
showing Lincoln,"
before anataudience.
The film will undergo a few slight changes,
and be ready for a general release shortly.

r 1 s c o

BS AGNES

for a malady from which he has suffered for
some time, already he has been much benefited,
and expects to remain for several weeks in the
hope of still further improvement.
The Mary Pickford company, making "DorVernontheof beauties
Haddon ofHall,"
worked
last
week othy
amid
Gotten
Gate allPark.
The screen
book
is beingversion
made ofon Charles
a most Majors'
elaboratefamous
scale,
and
on lastElizabeth
Wednesday
of Queen
was when
filmed,thenot"Progress"
only all
the hundred people of the company brought
from the South, hut five hundred local extras,
a whole troupe of real cavalry, borrowed from
the Presidio, and five hundred horses were
used, all of which, with the elaborate and colorful costumes, made a spectacle not soon to
be forgotten by any one who saw it. All of
the work here was done in the Park, and with
the single exception of one cloudy day, the
whole eight days of work were absolutely
perfect in regard to weather. Mary Pickford
herself, and Douglas Fairbanks who left his
own
picture,
"The arrived
Thief ofon Bagdad"
to come
up with
his wife,
Sunday morning
and having worked Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, finished her part of the scenes and returned to Los Angeles Tuesday evening. The
company finished on Saturday, and left for the
South that evening, where studio work will
begin at once. Mr. W. W. Kerrigan, General
Manager of the company is still in San Francisco closing up some of the business details.

Fred Kiev, recently appointed general manager for Fox came to San Francisco last Saturday for a short stay on business for that organization.

Sigfrid Homquist. well-known in the silent
drama is among the week-end guests at the
Palace Hotel.

Albert W. Hale, well-known director of the
cinema drama, with at least a hundred pictures
to his credit in the past, is a guest at the Hotel
Whitcomb. Mr. Hale came to San Francisco
a week ago to take treatments from a doctor.

Colleen Moore, official mascot of the 91st
Division, arrived in San Francisco on Sunday
morning to be present during the American
Legion
She wasPacific
given station
a rousing
welcome Convention.
at the Southern
bv
many of the officers and men of her special

CRAWFORD

outfit, and will be the honored guest at i
affairs given for the division during the
ing week.
Fred Gaborie, who recently left the Bt
"Keaton Company to join the Frank L
i-any, spent most of last week in
Francisco,
Mr. toLloyd's
picture. Thebuying
ships snips
will betortaken
some jI
near
made. Los Angeles where the picture will
Major H. G. Forester, business managei
the Golden Gate Films, returned to town
week after several weeks spent in the Si
on business connected with the organizai
The company expects to go into productioi
the very near future in a southern studio,
full details of their plans will be ready for
nouncement in about another week.
When Eddy Eberly, auditor for Gold\
left for the South last week, after a few <
spent here en-route from Colfax, it marked
end of the ismaking
of "Greed,"
as
Francisco
concerned.
Eric as
vonfarStrol
and his company have been here so long
worked among us so much, and the w
organization has been so well liked, that
Francisco feels real regret at their going.
It lacks only six weeks of being a year sp
Ernest Traxler, production manager of ther
ganization arrived the first of Dec. last to sf
making preparations tor the filming of Ji
picture,
record. so it looks like the longest locations
Cullcn Tate spent a few days here last w<
en-route to Seattle.
Pauline Starke was a guest at the St. Fii
cis on Friday and Saturday last.

Universal Studios

Win. Fox Studios
present
"ANDY McGEE'S CHORUS GIRL"
Directed by Wm. Wellman
Photographed by Joe August
CAST :
Andy McGee
Chas. Jones
Agnes Evans
Marian Nixon
Elizabeth Stevens
Eileen O'Mally
Mother
Lucy Beaumont
Agnes' Husband
Brooks Benedict
Fire Chief
Al Freemont
Veteran
L. H. King
< )ld Man Turner
Chas. McHugh
Molly Turner
Mary Warren

Directed by"INNOCENT"
Perley
present Poore Sheehan
Story by Perley
Poore Sheehan
CAST:
Gladys Hulette Norman N. Rankon
Edward Kennedy
Charles Cruz
Howard Truesdell
Robert Gordon
Lon Poff
Lasky Studios
WM. S. HART
present
"SINGERby JIM
McKEE"
Directed
Clifford
Smith
Photographed by Dick Rush
Storv bv Wm. S. Hart
CAST :
Wm. S. Hart
Ruth Miller
Gordon Russell 'CAST:
Bill Dyer
Phillis Haver
Bert Sprotte

Wm. Fox Stud'os
present
"THE SHADOW OF THE EAST"
Directed by Geo. Arcbainbaud
Photographed by J. Cronjager
present :
CAST
Barry Craven
Frank Mayo
Gillian Locke
Mildred Harris
Said
Norman Kerry
Kunwar Singh
Bertram Grassby
Lolaire
Evelyn Brent

KERR

Fred Niblo Productions
Barbara Bedford will be seen in the forthcoming Rellimeo production, "The Yellow
Stigma."
underin thethedirection
of Colin
Campbell. Others
cast include
Wyndham
Standing,
'fully Marshall.
June
ElvidgeRaymond
and SamMcKee,
l)c Grasse.

"THY NAME IS WOMAN"
Directed present
by Fred Niblo
Photographed
by V. Milner
Storv bv Bess Meredith
Barbara La Marr
Wm. V. Mong
Ramon Novarro Wallace MacDonald
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Burning Boughs
BY ALFRED NOYES
J pipes to himself alone,
.But wilder and sweeter the pipes of the childrhe child of Pan, where the woods are melgod blow
J lowing now ;
In
"Whaensongthe of the world's rebirth :
i- his echo, the thrush, is flown ;
Knd the clouds of the sunset burn on the
Phoenix fires her nest
I sincha
as, the rose-red feathers consume and
maple bough.
g nge
A: stained with a golden tan,
And the rainbow plumes of her breast
i.ike a smooth-skinned, sun-kissed pear,
Kindle
with beauty and shine transfigured and
strange;
fie
boy-god
shines
thro'
the
shadows.
O
little
I god Pan,
AndAndthethezvorld
heart's springs
desire
jV'hat song are you piping there?
spice and
of your
a thousand
Awake
with
the
bird
reborn
from
the heart of
the fire,
] :'hethe wild
loversgrape
that purples
followedthetheglen,
lilt of his pipes
'jkre
are they
fled. lost in the cities of men?
■And mount on her radiant wings!"
It is all October now ;
J.-s he summon the Oread throng?
l)r, leashed and lashed with the vine,
But he sings of a mellower harvest than any
I the panthers of Bacchus approach to the
of ours.
I I pulse of his song;
He laughs at the burning bough
Knd the white feet, splashed with wine?
And pipes till the perishing leaves growbrighter than flowers.
While
the pomp of the world goes by,
sing of immortal
joy,"young god cried like
Tfc/ warbling
pipes of the
As age upon age it has gone,
1 a bird,
Though the sun-swarms perish like leaves on
XThc laughter of girl and boy.
the boughs of the sky,
mi all the kisses and zvhispers that once I
The youth of the world sings on.
A.heard;
w the oak may darken and turn
Kenneth Gibson, whose excellent portrayal
\lo a smoldering crimson pyre;
M'the golden birch in her own bright tresses of Larry Valentine, the tame cat role in "Day\may bum;
time Wives," called forth favorable comment
from critics and public alike, is now playing
tut 1 sing of the world's desire.
a similar part, that of Bobby Lamhorn, in
[Though the wild grape shrivel and fall
Henley's "The Turmoil," with George
mer boughs that arc flaring like funeral Hobart
Hackathorne and Eleanor Boardman at UniI torches here.
versal.
if V J°y shall outlive them all,
Seldom does an actor have this opportunity
A the bare bright seed that endures tilt the of portraying roles so identical in general char
i\ youth of the year.
acter, especially consecutively and while Ken11/ sang when the world began,
neth's work in "Daytime Wives" was all that
\\ shall sing when the zvorld grows old;
could be asked for and equal to that of many
B / am the fruit and the berry, the little artists of far more years of training there is
I god Pan,
no doubt but that "The Turmoil" will show
the green leaf under the gold.
a still higher degree of artistry, gained through
that
never failing school, experience.
am the lamp in the tomb;
r little gold acorn alive in the drifts r/
C. Gardner Sullivan is at work on a drafl decay;
H. Ince's
Thomas Wray
which will
ihe heart in the crumbling bloom;
matic featurespecial.
will
Johnbe Griffith
sfcreen
* hope that abides when the petals arc next
direct the drama which has not yet been titled.
I winnowed away.
"Anna
on Ince's
work Sweet
jt roses of life, at a breath.
finished
Wray has injustwhich
Christie"
Blanche
plays
the
freak; and your memories wane;
title
role.
aI I am and
the magic
insurgent!
Through
darkdeath
I shall lead you to April again."
jhe sumach burns in the brake.
I hills arc a furnace of color and mellowing
tlight junipers flame and flake,
where
■id the blueberry dreams like a faint blue
I smoke on the height.
Tfc pine cones fall below
|)n the sweet, red-needled earth :
illy Joy, brother of Lcatrice Joy, Paraint star, who resigned a directorship at
Uversal Studios to become associated with
iglas Fairbanks during the filming of "The
ei
of New
Bagdad,"
making
preparations
c for
York is with
his sister
to attendto
world premiere of DeMille's "Ten Comldments,"
leminine in
role.which Leatrice plays the leadf>y left Universal Studios and went with
rbanks for the purpose of taking advantage
the experience to be gained with the noted
From a minor position, Billy has worked
self up to where he has had charge of the
* pt on the set, and it is a well-known fact
* notion picture circles that the handling of
A script for Doug's latest picture was a
1 "plicated task. Billy expects to direct his
P -r some day, and he is busy gathering up
much experience as possible.

Metro

Makes

Much

Too

Noise

The moral of this story is that
if you decide to film a motion picture scene at night in the residential section of Pasadena, leave the
portable motor generator at home
or don't film the scene. Oscar Apfel, directing Viola Dana in "Angel Face Molly," her newest Metro
starring
n't work picture,
at all. tried it and it didThe customary procedure of securing a permit from the city
officials had been observed and at
about nine o'clock at night Mr.
Apfel took temporary possession of
the
of oneLights
of Pasadena's
manygrounds
mansions.
were put
in place and in the street the huge
motor generator, mounted on a specialy constructed truck, began to
roar, generating electricity.
Theest andgenerator
is ratedof the
largmost efficient
its kind.
It is operated by a Liberty airplane motor and manufactures
enough electricity to illuminate a
town of 10,000 inhabitants. The
only possible objectionable feature
is the noise. It is reminiscent of
all the bass voiced lions in Africa
sounding mess call at once, and
might be compared to a busy afsummers ternoon
ago.along the Marne a few
Some people have proven their
ability to sleep in a boiler factory
during working hours but the good
people in the houses surrounding
the generator were different. Mr.
Apfel was filming the last scene
when a motorcycle appeared in the
grounds and its rider, a sturdy
gentleman
attired
brownbadge,
uniform, puttees
and ina apolice
introduced himself with the terse
"Who's
the boss here?"
query
:
Mr. Apfel was pointed out.
"You people can stay here as
long as you want to," the officer
declared, "but you'll have to muffle that thing or take it away."
good offorth
all concerned,"
he "For
added,thedrawing
his watch,
"it ought not to take more than
three minutes."
Hobart Bosworth has appeared
didn't.
as Itthe
father of Jane, and Eva
Novak in separate screen productions, but he appears as the father
of them both in the same picture
for the first time in "The Man
Whom
Life Passed
By," aVictor
new
Metro all-star
special which
Schcrtzinger is directing.
Ralph E. Bushman, handsome
young son of the famous Francis
X.. who is playing an important
role in Metro's all-star production,
"The
Whom
Lifecareer
PassedatBy,"
startedMan
on his
screen
the
age of eight, when he appeared as
his father as a boy in an Essany
picture,man wasin starred.
which Francis X. Bush-

Bruce Mitchell is filming "The Street of
Painted
at the luce
includes Women,"
James Kirkivood
and studio.
Lila Lee.The cast

Although Percy Marmont. who
is portraying the leading role in
Metro's production of "The Man
Whom Life Passed By," was formerly a great
stage appearances
favorite in
England,
his screen
have been confined to America.
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Happenings
in
the World
of Sports
The Thanksgiving Day auto races at the past twe i years. Yost will remain at the scl 1
With the Dempscy-Firpo fight a matter of
Beverly Hills speedway is another event of as head of general athletics.
history and with the world's series baseball local
import that fans are looking forward to.
trophy in the hands of the Yanks, public interest isnow focused on horse racing, football There is always a tremendous showing of popThe regular soccer season opens this Suite .
and the auto races.
ulation at the speed rendezvous on turkey day,
Dick Ferris is busy these days trying to t
It is interesting to note in this regard that
it is expected
that inwhen
this year's
entries over
are announced
interest
the events
will assume
the race track at Culver City. Ik
many sporting events of national prominence and
should go through, as it will be a wondeil
are scheduled to take place in Southern Cali- greater proportions than ever before.
thing for Los Angeles. With the Beverly Hj
fornia and particularly Los Angeles and its
environs. The only counter attraction to the
Speedway and the Culver City racetrack :
The
lineup
for
Jack
Doyle's
Punch
Palace
at
local program at this writing is the world Vernon Tuesday night has been issued, with couldn't want much more in the way of rs
championship turf classic slated for Belmont "Pepper" Martin and Frankie McCann in the grounds. Ferris wants to open the tr;;
this Christmas.
Park, N. Y., this Saturday between Papyrus, main event. As follows:
English Derby winner, and cither Harry Sin"Pepper"
Martin
vs.
Frankie
McCann,
133
lbs.
Nine bouts have been arranged for the
Terry Martin vs. Eddie Macey. 120 lbs.
clair'e
famous
or My
iE
Angeles Athletic Club Thursday evening,
by Admiral
Carycolt
T. Zev,
Grayson,
who Own,
is the owned
White
Joe Layman vs. Johnny Martin, 135 lbs.
main eventers will be Eddie Gleason and
House physician. There are those who claim
Speedy Sparks vs. Tom Kelly, 158 lbs.
Packy McMullin vs. Sammy Santos, 128 lbs. Slott, fighting at 130 pounds. The rest of
that if the
the English
magnificent
card is as follows :
Paul Duarte vs. Jack Thompson, 145 lbs.
today
horseMan-O'-War
would havewasno racing
hopes
^Arthur Arsenault vs. Sailor Ciriaco, 115
Eddie Conrad vs. Kid Sullivan, 128 lbs.
whatsoever. As it is the entries are pretty evJoe McLaughlin vs. Bernard Henry, 128
Looks like the Martins were going . to be
enly matched, whether Zev or My Own repreJack fields vs. Dan Conley, 118 lbs.
well represented in the fistic encounters !
sents America. That for horse racing.
August Got to vs. Joe St. George, 122 lbs.
Notre Dame, one of the nation's most forJohnny Barry vs. iVilliam Gukle, 142 lb.
The annual club championship golf tourney of
midable football teams, is, according to report,
Ad Allegrini vs. Sailor Huffman, 160 lb.
coming here to play one of our local colleges. the HUlcrest Country Club will begin Sunday.
Billy Burke vs. Mannie Kaplan, 170 lbs..
.1
good
turnout
is
expected.
KnuteSouthern
Rockne's California
aggregationfolk
playswillrealseefootball
Joe Salas vs. Sailor Bryant, 125 lbs.
and
some
Fielding Yost, famous football coach at the
marvelous exhibitions of footwork, passing and
Mike McTigue, world's light heavywei ,
University of Michigan will retire at the
fieldwork if they should come. Notre Dame
is slated to meet Gene Tunney at Ms
was scheduled to meet Princeton Saturday at end of this season. He will be succeeded by champ,
son
Square
Garden in New York on Dec
George
Little,
who
has
been
his
aide
during
the
10th.
the latter's home field.
The Chittenden Gun Club on Bunna Vi
Lake is a very popular spot these days. Rep
has it that there are birds aplenty htere ;
limits are coming in fast and furious.
"Babe" Ruth has started out on another
hibition tour, with John Scott, Giant pich
Needless to say, however, the Colossus of Si
has the permission of the Judge this time

JACK CUNNINQHAM
Veteran scenarist w h o
adapted "The

Covered

Wagon"
to the screen.
This film has enjoyed great
success and has been acclaimed as one of the cinema's dramatic masterpieces.
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In Mexico
Earl J. Hudson, general producion manager of First National, retimed to the studios this week
ifter spending several days in
Mexico, where he made arrangements to use the largest fencedin ranch in the world as "location"
for First National's epic of the
cattleturecountry
"Sundown," a picnow in production.
"Sundown," which is an original
story by Mr. Hudson, is to be taken on locations more than 100
miles below the border. A company of more than fifty will go into Mexico to make the picture.
Arrangements are now being made
to care for the motion picture comon "location."
The panyhousing
and feeding of the
movie people is proving no small
problem, as most of the scenes will
be
territory
more orthana
100 "shot"
miles in
from
a railroad
telephone, and in a section which
in recent years has been excellent
foraging ground for cattle thieves
and outlaws.
The nearest point of contact with
the United States will be Columbus, N. M., the small town which
was the scene of Villa's famous
raid in 1917. From there the company, camera, equipment and provisions will be taken over the rough
desert trails into the interior.
The only communication that the
motion picture players will have
with the outside world will be by
means of wireless telegraphy, for
it is planned to install a huge receiving and sending radio station
on the ranch for use during the
taking of the picture.
"Sundown"
to be
an of
epic the
of
today,
telling isthe
story
fast disappearance of the old cattle king. Its theme, for the most
part, deals with the passing of the
old west, which is fast disappearing with the division of the plains
into small ranches and homesteads.
It will show how the big cattlemen whose ranches in the past
covered a million or more acres
in extent are virtually forced into
Mexico to find grazing territories
big enough to take care of their
herds.
The earlier scenes for the picture are now being taken during
the drive of 250 000 cattle from
grazing lands in Utah and Northern Arizona into Mexico.

Frank

20, 1923

QUITS

ANNOUNCES

First Nat'I Will
Make Picture

OCTOBER

PLANS

Case

Is

Here Again
Frank Case, interrupted while
acquiring a coat of tan in Hollywood recently, is back in the film
belt as a guest of Doug and Mary
again, and will pick up the tanning
process where he left off a month
ago when prosaic business called
him to New York. Case is the
owner and proprietor of the Algonquin Hotel in the Metropolis.
With Mrs. Case he will remain in
Hollywood for several weeks.
BESTOW

NEW

As a matter of fact Mario Carillo doesn't know whether he's himself or someone else these days.
This despite the fact he has attained recognition as being one of
the most picturesque character artists on the silversheet and as such
well known to the majority of picture fans. For it seems that the
colorful and romantic Mario has a
twin, absolutely identical in appearance, by the name of "David Lamont,"
town.
Several wandering
weeks agoabout
whilethewalking
along one of the main thoroughfares of Hollywood, Carillo was
accosted by several passersby who
nodded their heads and greeted
him as "Mr. Lamont." Amusedly
puzzled at first, thinking that they
must have confused him with some
popular acquaintance, his wonderment soon changed to genuine confusion as more and more people
began to greet him similarly. Then
he suddenly solved the mystery.
While glancing through one of
the local papers he came across a
novel
by one authors
of Hollywood's
most
prominent
and screen
writers, which was being published
in serial form. There, sitting
snugly beside that day's installment
of the story was one of his favorite photos, autographed however
bv a strange hand and with a
strange name. David Lamont !
Where in samhill did they get that
name! His name was Carillo,
Mario Carillo, or so it had been,
at any rate, until he picked up
that newspaper and chanced across
the novel. M-m-m, certainly sounded queer, alright ! Back issues of
the paper revealed a comment by
the author anent the forthcoming
writings. It seems that "Mr. Lamont" was a character of real life
whom the writer met in Paris and

AT
FOR

Flynn

METRO!

FILM

Had

EPIC

a Very

Choice Selection
Emmett
tor declaresFlynn,
that Goldwyn
while in direcNew
York City, photographing scenes
for "Nellie, The Beautiful Cloak
Model," in one district alone he
heard eighteen brands of bad language.
last day in
the metropolis, TheaChinaman
capped
the
climax by swearing in his native
tongue at the intruders who insisted on filming the exterior of
his chop suey palace.

NAME

S

ON

CARILLO

OF

Resigns
Of

WEST
Because

111 Health

Milton E. Hoffman, production /
manager poration
forfor the
Metro
past Pictures
two years,Corhas
officially announced his resignation
to take effect next month when he
will leave for an extended ocean
voyage.
Mr. Hoffman has been in ill
health for several months due to
the constant strain of business affairs, and finding it necessary to
choose between his work and his
health decided to give up his duties
and step out of the motion picture
business for at least three months.
He is one
of thehisfilmcareer
industry's
pioneers,
starting
as a
salesman for the old World Film
Company in the days when he not
only sold pictures but also had to
repair the projection machines
along his route and do many other
odd jobs that are now attended to
by specialists.
LatertheheHollywood
was general manager of
studios of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, later going to
London where he established the
present Famous Players studios.
Vidor

Is Cutting

"Wild Oranges"
King Vidor, youthful Goldwyn
director has finished actual camera work on his picturization of
decided to incorporate in the tale
as being the personification of ideal
manhood. He had the attributes,
both physical and mental, of the
hero of a real novel, one that
would strike a responsive chord in
the hearts of all women readers.
Not a "sheik" ; he was too serious,
too contemplative for that. Not a
"yokel," for he had all the charm
and courtly
manners
a continental nobleman.
He ofwas
a man
that would arouse admiration and
respect among his fellowmen, and
would readily win the favor of the
el appeared in a newspaper thousands of miles from gay Paree.
The author was in Hollywood
where the movies were made. Perchance she did not know her hero
was there, too !
Thus Mario Carillo found himself the central figure of this tale.
Why his true identity was not
made known to the readers is a
matter for questioning. The author did not make him known, and

Joseph anges"
Hergesheimer's
Orfor the Goldwyn "Wild
company.
Vidor is now spending his time in
the cutting room and expects to
have the
in final
form before the negative
end of next
week.
He
will leave shortly for New York
where he will start work on the
next
Laurette
Taylor picture for
the Metro
company.
report has it that the editor of the
newspaper refused his request for
recognition. Be it as it may, the
true facts are these ; Carillo came
to America four years ago and
twelve months ago arrived in Hollywood. He was born in Naples,
Italy, and was known there as the
Count Mario Caracciolo. He was
not, as the author averred, an
American. Not that his title meant
anything for he abandoned it for
the more simple name he now has,
when he entered pictures. He only
believed some recognition was due
him and we are inclined to agree.
So here it is !

Camera!
Camera! News Section
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"Humming
Bird"
Edward Burns, one of the most
popular of the younger screen actors, and leading man for Valeska
Suratt, Constance Talmadge, Mae
Murray and other stars, has been
signed bv Famous Players-Lasky
to play the leading masculine role
opposite Gloria Sanson in the
screen version of Maude Fulton's
stage success, "The Humming
The production will be filmed at
Bird."
the Lasky Long Island studios and
Burns will leave immediately for
New York to commence work on
the picture which will be produced
under the direction of Sidney 01cott. director of "Little Old New
York."
Burn's role in this picture is that
of a newspaper reporter who is assigned by the French government
to locate the whereabouts of a
gangster known as "The Humming Bird." It is said the role
offers many opportunities for dramatic development and it is expected that Burns will make his
greatest success opposite Miss
Swanson.
We have a Utile letter from Mrs.
E. G. Medine, mother of Walter
Mediae, well known in local film
circles, which ivas sent to us with
a copy of a song she has just Written. It js entitled "When The
Twilight
Comes"by and
music
was
composed
Jean the
Navarre.
In addition to this lyric Mrs. Medine has written several poems and
stories which ivcrc published in one
of the newspapers of her home
town, Neva Orleans. At the present time she is visiting in Hollywood with another son, a hero of
the late war who has come to this
sunny clime to recuperate from the
effects of wounds and severe gassing, and it was while caring for
him that she found time to arrange
the words for her song, which has
been endorsed by Leatrice Joy, famous film actress, who also claims
New Orleans as her home town.

Acquires

Burns

WALLACE WORSLEY recently returned
from Santhe Fransisco where
he witnessed
coast
premier of his picture, "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame."
EULALIE JENSEN will start
work in a new production shortly
having finished her role in "The
YankeeLean Consul,"
a Douglas Mcspecial.
OSCAR APFEL has completed
a series of these pictures starring
Viola Dana for Metro and it is
rumored that he will sign a new
contract.

Americanize Villains, Says Tearle
Foreign looking movie villaine
er races do not want their countrymen shown to disadvantage in
must become naturalized Americans.
pictures — and far be it from me to
The die has been cast — accord- blame them. Producers in Hollywood have learned that it does not
ing to the casting directors, it is
pointed out by Conway Tearle, pay to ignore these diplomatic relations.
popular leading man.
The time is not far distant when
"The objections sustained by forall screen villains will either be
eign countries in this respect are
definitely Americanized or they now practically unanimous. Rewill be out of business, says Tearle.
ports are in from nearly every
"Producers are rapidly reaching county — and country.
the point where they do not dare
"Producers
willofhave
Amerattribute the dark deeds of the
icanize the looks
their10 favorite
flickering drama to an individual 'heavies' and no doubt, will have
of foreign appearance, unless they to label each villain : 'This is an
invite foreign entanglements at the AMERICAN villain,' so there can
box offices of theatres in countries be
no misunderstanding.
outside of the three-mile limit of
"The naturalization of foreign
looking villains is already under
the U. S. A.," says Mr. Tearle.
"With the exception of the na- way. Woe be unto those who
tives of Borneo, all races have reg- cannot naturalize their looks !"
istered with the American producer, the fact that they do not favor the appearance on the screen
WILLIAM V. MONG is enacting one of the featured roles in
in villainous parts, of persons who
resemble their countrymen.
a Fred Niblo production now near"The Mexicans, the Japanese, ing completion, titled "Thy Name
the Chinese, the negroes and othIs Woman."

Von

Stroheim

Editing
Hides in "Greed"
Erich von Stroheim, dynamic
film director, has barricaded himself in his cutting room at the
(ioldwyn studios.
With the completion of actual
camera rectorwork,
the picuresque
dihas commenced
the colossal
undertaking of editing "Greed,"
his film version of Frank Norris'
famous
novel,has"McTeague."
He
sees
no one,
his meals served
in the tiny, overcrowded cubicle,
and does not come up for air until
he has work.
completed at least sixteen
hours
The cans of film, forming an
impenetrable barrier on the tables
around the noted director, hold
what von Stroheim feels is his best
work in his motion picture career,
and that the assembling of the film
into the completed story calls for
unusually close application.
To von Stroheim the cutting and
editing of his picture is by no
means second in importance to the
physicalalized production.
He same
has visuthe story with the
care
for detail and utter realism for
which he is famous, and he has
begun the task of assembling this
material into a picture which tells
the story with the directness and
dramatic value of the original novel.
The long hours and the insisence of being undisturbed secluding himself with only a corps of
cutters
is a
repetitionandof film
what "patchers."
occurred while
he was filming the picture in San
Francisco. Oakland, Placer County and Death Yalley, the actual
locations described by the author.
Bryant Washburn, Grand-Asher
star in his own productions, recently drove home in his big car from
the golf links. On the way, something went wrong with the motor
and the star got out to fix it.
While thus engaged a chap in a
flivver drove up and halted.
"What's wrong, mister ?" he asked.
Bryant looked up and smiled :
"I've got one of those things you're driving caught in the carburehe replied.
Thetor. I guess,"
other scratched
his ear and
looked reflectively at the actor :
"Best thing you can do," he finally volunteered, "is to get it out
an' let it tow you home !"

Turn

Tables

On

Producers
There has been a great deal of
comment by writers, story readers
and all the publishing clan on the
alleged "mutilation" of published
stories adapted for the screen.
\'otv Doublcday, Page and Company,
the a"adaptation"
processin byreversing
publishing
novel taken from the original screen play,
"Judgment of the Storm," produced by the Palmer Photoplay Corporation, announce that the film
story is to be followed exactly!
This anil be an interesting experiment, for the vital "first impsychologists
talk
about will pression"
be thatmade
by the film,
and not, as has been the case hitherto, by the published story. It has
been claimed that films are robbed
of entertainment value by first appearing in published form. According to both the publishers and
the producers of "Judgment of the
Storm." however, neither the film
nor the novel ivill suffer in this
reversed adaptation process.
The film play is to be novelised
by Roy Mason, the novelist. It will
be published in full book length
and illustrated by photographs
from the picture. The novel will
be in the book stores and libraries
of the country at about the same
time the picture is released. Now
we shall sec if the book publishers
can put the spirit of a story written directly for the screen into their
medium, more effectively than the
film producers have been able to
ies!
translate novels and magazine stor-

H

a s Played
Cop

2 0

Parts

Witt when
Jennings
said "twenty"
thisDe week
he completed
a policeFace
inspector
role in Metro's
gel
Molly,"
made "Anthe
twentieth
time he which
had been
similarly cast on stage and screen following his first notable achievement on Broadway, when he crethe role which
of "Burke"
in "Within theatedLaw,"
ran three
years.
Mr. Jennings
makesrole'emforall Granddifferent. In a recent
Asher
in
"The
Way
Men
he was the most human he hasLove"
ever
been — really quite benign!

Etiquette Expert Aids Lloyd
That details of several Austrian
while serving in such a capacity
court scenes might be authentic and acted as guide to the present King
the actions of various players in George of England (then Prince
these scenes correct, from a mili- of Wales) on a tour of Austria,
tary viewpoint, Frank Lloyd has
Bavar-as
ia. Later von Saxony
Brinckenandserved
enggaed William von Brincken, Wurttemburg,
filmdom's best known authority on an aide in the Austro-Hungarian
European court etiquette to assist court and following a tour of the
in the technical direction of this world, came to Hollywood where
the fascination of the motion picphase
filmed offor"Black
releaseOxen"
as a now
First being
Naturesmanent
caused residence.
him to Because
establish of
a pertional Picture.
his
Prior to coming to America, Mr. training and his fame as an artist
von Brincken was social aide to von Brincken is one of the most
King Albert of Saxony, then aide wood.
to the King of Wurttemburg, and sought technical advisors in Holly-

»
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BENGALS
(Author's Tales
Have Human
Quality
Of all modern fiction writers
Booth Tarkington's tales are most
fitted for the screen without change
lof original plot because they are
human.
Tarkington understands children ;
he understands adults — he has a
vast knowledge of the innermost
thoughts of people.
He can peer beneath a grouchy
exterior and know that the chronic
grouch is human, pliable, easily
moved when properly appealed to.
Tarkington's stories are filled
with human interest and therefore are of general appeal.
Because of this superb quality
in this writer's stories, J. K. McDonald, producer of "Penrod and
Sam," is to give the picture-going
world another story from Tarkington's pen— "Misunderstood," a
story even more human than was
"Penrod and Sam."
Like its predecessor "Misunderis directed
by for
William
Beaudinestood" and
scheduled
First
National distribution.
Rockliffe Fellowes, who so wonderfully interpreted the stern father in "Penrod and Sam" will
play the role of a man most kindlv disposed toward children; the
very antithesis of his first characterization.
Ben Alexander who interpreted
the role of Penrod, will play the
part of Bill Latimer.
The leads are to be taken by
Henry B. Walthall and Irene
Rich.
So pleased was Tarkington with
the production of "Penrod and
Sam," that he wrote "Misunderstood'- especially for
laest production.
The McDonald's
author expres ed adesire to journey to Calture. ifornia to assist in titling the picDirector Robert McGowan has
finished
another
"Our Gang"
edy at the
Hal Roach
Studios comand
the film has been shipped to Pathe
headquarters in New York. The
mischievous youngsters are shown
running amuck in the amusement
zone at Venice. McGowan is also
completing camera work on a pirate picture
whichPacific
the "gang"
threatens
the inentire
fleet.
Life"
is the
which
has"Family
been given
to the
sixthtitle
Mermaid
comedy, directed by Bob Kerr, and
supervised by Jack White.
It is a laugh-generator of the
complications incident to the ownership of an unbalanced flivver, life
in auto camps, and a husband addicted to— fishing! The cast includes Mark Jones, Ruth Hiatt,
Sunshine Hart, Otto Fries and
Tommy Hicks.
ALLEN HOLUBAR will shortly return from Nashville, Tenn..

COME

Douglas Fairbanks has been
working with a Bengal tiger every
night this week. This animal is
required in Doug's new film, "The
Thief of Bagdad."
In fact,
has
several
companions.
all helithe,
sneaky, striped and with excellent
sets of teeth. They have become
the chief citizens of the ancient
city of Bagdad which stands on
the Pickford-Fairbanks lot, and
have been encouraged to stay in
the town by wire fences twelve
feet high.
Behind these barricades, the dicameraman,
Doug,have
the been
animalsrector,
and their
trainer

TO BAGDAD
disporting themselves in the glare
of the huge bright lights of Hollywood. The tigers are the chained
guardians of Bagdad and must be
eluded by the thief, meaning Doug,
who by the aid of his magic rope
surmounts all insurmountable obstacles. The reason for all this
energy on the part of the thief is
that he desires to steal the Princess
of Bagdad. Just whether he will
succeed is one of the secrets of the
scenario department. Night work
will continue for some time, it is
announced, as there are several seeffects. quences which call for nocturnal

Bert Sprotte's Gamble Success
Back in 1915 Bert Sprotte after having spent twenty-nine successful years on the legitimate
stage in the capacity of actor,
stage-director and producer in
many parts of the world, called
upon L. M. Goodstadt at the Lasky
Studio and asked his advice as to
whether to take up the moving picture profession.
After receiving encouragement
and having decided to cast his lot
with the exponents of .the silent
drama and forsake the spoken, he
was, of course, unaware that in the
month of October, year 1923, he
would important
be cast at
for the
most
of Lasky's
the hundreds
of
roles which had fallen to his lot to
portray.
In William S. Hart's second su"Singer Lasky
Jim McKee,"
to be filmed per-western,
at the
studio,
Bert has been cast for the role of
"Sheriff Dan McKettrick," an ex- and with that certain finesse receptionally strong character part
sultant only from the highest deand one in which it is expected he
gree of effort and concentration
will bring out a superior style of for which Sprotte is noted.
Bill Hart will himself play the
dramatic talent. Critics have many
times predicted this would occur stellar role and other notables in
when Bert Sprotte would be cast tha cast including Bert Sprotte
for a part requiring a portrayal by are Gordon Russell, Phyllis Haver,
an actor long years in experience Ruth Miller and Bill Dyer.
Home
Her

Run

Wins

Gown

When Babe Ruth poled out his
second home run in the second
game of the World Series, he provided Miss Eulalie Jensen, featured
screen player with any evening
gown in Los Angeles she may select. The gown is "on" Jimmy
Morrison, otherwise James Morrison.
Morrison, who was once a great
Ruth fan, soured on him last year
when, through suspensions and other causes, he failed to lead in home
run hitting. He bet against him
this year and won. He thought he
could go on winning by betting
against him. He wagered that
Ruth would not even equal a single
World Series home run record.
His second home run in the
Kame did it. Only once before had
two circuit clouts been registered
by a single player in one game.
Had Miss Jensen lost, Morrison
would have been privileged to have
gone to the best tailor in Los Angeles, ordered the best suit the
tailor could make and to have sent
the bill to Miss Jensen.

With the opening of the nczv
home of Oscar Apfel, motion picture director, on Loma Linda avenue, Hollywood is enriched ivith
one of the most complete personal
collections of armor in the United
States. ■ .
Over a long period of years Apfel has made the gathering of
medieval armor a hobby, picking
up Europe
pieces wherever
has traveled
in
and the neOrient.
Until
recently his collection zvas in Nczv
York.
In addition to the armor, and
zvith it, the weafons of the days
of chivalry, Apfel has several hunt
trophies. One of these is the skin
of a polar bear that measures more
than ten feet. The new house has
a gun room that contains every
imaginable modern zueapon from
a tiny automatic pistol to an elephant gun.
typicaldrilling
army at"awkward
hasA been
the Hal squad"
Roach
Studios for several days. They
appear in a new Roach Pathecomecly, with Stan Laurel in the leading role.
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Fowler, has just
/. C. portraying
"J a c k"
finished
the role of John
Greenleaf Whittier,
author
"Maude
Mullcr,"of
in
theof
screen
version
the same name and
featuring Marjoric
Daw in the title role as Maude
Midler. Mr. Fowler before coming to Hollywood, spent twenty
years on the legitimate stage and
since casting his lot zvith the silent
drama enjoys the distinction of
portraying
twenty-seven
and
distinct roles,
no two ofseparate
zvhich
were alike.
Lloyd Hughes wishes he were
twins.
Since Lloyd left for the Flagstaff, Arizona location for the Laskv Company, his manager Fred
Fralick, has had five offers for the
young
has had actor's
to turnservices,
down. which he
Hughes is one of the most actively engaged leading men in Hollywood and holds the record for
number of engagements during the
past five months, among free lance
leading men.
He is at present engaged in a
leading role of Zane Grey's. "The
Heritage ofamount.the
Desert," forhePar-is
By coincidence,
working in his own home town in
Arizona. This marks his first visit
"among the folks" in several years.
John H. Richardson has been
signed to play the part of Mr.
Byng in Warner Bros, production
of "Beau Brummel," with John
Barrymore in the title role.
Creighton Hale, who is portraying a Viennese surgeon in Warner
Brothers,
"The more
Marriage
has two weeks
work Circle,"
in the
production and is already receiving
offers for different productions.
Whiie the actor is considering the
dotted line, he has come to no decision as to work or a much needed
vacation, for since his arrival on
the Coast the first of the year he
has worked unceasingb- in one picture after another with no rest between. Mr. Hale will soon be seen
in
Goldwyn's
the Man,"
for
it.
which
he was"Name
accorded
all praise
by Victor Seastrom who directed
Russell Joy, zvho terms himself
the "jovial juvenile, has returned
to Hollyzvood after
tour in the east in a z'audcz'ille
departure Joy
for
sketch. Prior to his acontinent,
the other end of the six month's
played
the heavyExtra
in !" which was
ton's "Extra!
made at the United Lloyd
studios.Hamil. Sam Mogi, well-known throughout filmland as an expert cameraman and all-round director, has
blossomed out for himself and is
now the President of Independent
Comedies, Inc., with offices in the
Conlon Building, Hollywood. Mr.
Mogi, who has just completed a
two-reel comedy is planning to produce a series of eleven more for
release by Shadowland, Inc.

MARY
SHOOTS
A real mutual admiration contest was on in San Francisco last
week. "It's the greatest natural
studio
location inabout
the Golden
world," Gate
said
Mary Pickford
Park. "Our theMary
is the
sweetheart
world
evergreatest
knew
■said
— andthewepeople
love of
andSan
admire
her,"
Francisco,
and just to prove it pretty much
all the population tried to see her
work during the filming of the
scenes for "Dorothy Vernon Of
lladdon Hall." The crowd was
huge all the time, hut during the
three days that Mary herself was
on the scene Marshall Neilan said
that the crowd never at any time
could have been under ten thousand people. Not that we blame
them, we were there ourselves,
safely tucked away back of the
cameras, in front of the largest
policeman in sight, to keep the
crowd from stepping on us. And
it was a sight to delight any heart,
Mary, curls covered by a black
velvet hat and in the picturesque
riding habit of the days of good
Queen Bess, mounted on a white
horse, with rose and silver trappings, surrounded by knights and
ladies faire, all against the lovely
green vistas of Golden Gate Park,
and under a sky of cloudless blue.
"Isn't it too thrilling" said
Mary," it's just like the ovation
Doug and I had in London," and
she smiled sweetly at all the people with cameras, trying to take
snap-shots of her, and at the children that always manage somehow- to be in the front row, but
there were times when in spite of
the special police and the rope lines

IN 'FRISCO
that it took a special body guard
and
arm to
save Doug's
her fromstrong
being right
overwhelmed.
The Pickford Company is the
largest production company ever
in San Francisco, and incidentally
the most extensive location Mary
Pickford has ever done. They
came in a special train, "The Dorothy
pany Vernon
of 120 Special,"
members,withanda comfour
cars of the ten, which made up
the train, loaded with properties
and equipment. Several horses specially trained for the pictures, including Mary's own lovely white
"Juanita" were along, and among
the properties were 250 saddles,
8:0 Elizabethan costumes, 20 carriages and wagons, and 50 fusetype muskets, each valued at $100.
The company worked for eight
days in cations
Sanused were
Francisco,
all theGate
loin Golden
Park and on Wednesday, the
"Progress" of Queen Elizabeth
was filmed, using beside the regular company five hundred local extras, with horses to mount them,
a trooprowedoffromregular
cavalry carts,
borthe Presidio,
and wagons galore. For when
Queen Elizabeth went a-visiting
she took not only her servants and
knights, ladies-in-waiting and body
guard, but all her own food, furniture, supplies and servants. So
the filming of her progress was a
reallv beautiful and colorful sight.
Included in the players from Hollywood were Allan Forrest, Anders Randolph. Marc McDermott,
Erich Mayne, Mme. Carrie Daumery, Lottie Pickford. Colin Kenny, and Malcolm White.

Writer
Buys
Home

Niblo

Carey Wilson, associate editor of
the Goldwyn studios, has joined
the ranks of Hollywood homeowners who recently purchased a
home on Sweetzer Avenue, in Hollywood. Mr. Wilson recently finished the adaptation of Elinor
Glyn's "Three Weeks," and wrote
the continuity on "Nellie, The
Beautiful Cloak Model," from the
adaptation by H. H. Van Loan.
Carl Miller has lived a long time
to have a childish dream realized.
Brought up in a country toxvn, he
longed as a child to ride on a train.
His ambition was to he a conductor. Noiv in a Ben Wilson production which Arthur Rosson is directing for Grand- Asher, Mr. Miller, who is male lead in the picture,
has been riding all day long for
three
days, to inEnglcwood
and backto
a location
an observation
car
-where the scenes he is enacting
with Mildred Davis are being photographed. He is likewise a conductor, for he is taking Mildred
thick home!
Ruth Hiatt is not dependent upon her work as leading woman for
Lloyd Hamilton in his comedies.
She's
of the fact
that
she rather
studiedproud
stenography
for
two years, and won a medal for
speed in typing.
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Particular

About

The

Coin
Spanish gold, the real coins of
Spain are to be used in the production "ThyNiblo
Name is Ismaking
Woman,"
which Fred
for
Louis B. Mayer.
Mexican gold coins were tried at
first but it was found that Spanish
and Mexican money are very different and Mr. Niblo, as particular of the minutest detail as he
is in vital matters of the production, cabled his troubles to a friend
who is at present living in Madrid
and as a result fifteen hundred
dollars worth of Spanish gold coins
are now crossing the Atlantic
bound for Hollywood.
R. Ernest Ouimet, President and
General Manager of Laval Photoplays, has announced the completion of "The Vital Question,"
which was picturized from William
imet willCounselman's
leave forstory.
New Mr.
YorkOu-in
about ten days to complete arrangements for the distribution of
the picture. Paul Casanouve directed the production, which was
photographed by Georges Benoit.
In the cast are Andrce Lafayette.
Helen Ferguson. Jack Pcrrin, Max
Constant. Barney Randall, Edward
Tilton and W. H. Turner.

Reel

Thanks

Famed

Due

Artist

Most famous screen artists claim
someone as their "discoverer."
Helenenent Chad
wick credits
the with
emiartist, Harrison
Fisher
having started her toward her
prominent place on the screen today. It was while studying art
with her that Mr. Fisher noticed
the possibilities of her beauty. He
persuaded her to be his subject for
a magazine cover, and his painting
brought
fame. Miss Chad wick immediate
No

Duncan

Script

Max Graf, supervising director
of the Graf Productions, writing
of plans for the Duncan Sisters,
whom the brothers have just signed for a series of pictures, says
"spontaneity" will have full scope.
The first vehicle "The Unheavenly
Twins" by Rosetta Duncan, will
be mapped out in briefest continuity and later built up in its sequences on the set in much the
same way that comedies are fashioned. Fame has been won by the
sisters through their naturalness
and instinctive resourcefulness for
they are highly inspirational. They
"think of things" as they go along,
so this asset will be seized upon by
Max Graf who will supervise all
their pictures.
Charles Cruz has been cast in
"Innocent," at the Universal, an
original story by. and under the
direction of, Perley Sheehan. The
cast includes Gladys Hulette, Edward Kennedy. Howard Trucsdell,
Norman
don and N.
Lon Rank
Poff.on, Robert GorJerry Farmer of the TrimbleMurfin Productions is thinking seriously of trying some long distance running in competition. The
other day a ten-months-old police
dog
brought
Strongheart's
ranchwashome
in theto San
Fernando
Valley by a friend of Laurence
Trimble, to get the director of the
wonder dog to handle him a bit.
The pupThen
became
frightened
bolted.
ensued
a chase and
of
nearly an hour in which Farmer
finally ran down the dog. Perhaps
you don't believe this, but Strongheart's press agent vows it's true.
Screen

Kid Vacations
Bruce Gucrin is making the most
of his hctween-pictures vacation,
many happy hours being spent at
the family ranch in the San Fernando valley, watching the erection of a tiew house where he. sister Marjorie. Mother and Daddy
Gucrin will spend their week-ends
-when work permits. "The Country
Kid," in which Bruce appears in
support of Weslcx Barry, has been
shipped to Arr«' York. Critics who
have previewed the film predict that
the clever four-year-old will be
eligible leased,
forso realistic
stardom iswhen
it is re-as
his work
the pathetic little brother of the
country urchin.

Globe - Trotting
Cameraman
on
"BenHur"
John Boyle, considered one of
the best cinematographers, has been
engaged by the Goldwyn company
to head the battery of cameramen
who will go to Italy to film "BenBoyle earned the commission by
his excellent photography in two
pictures which he has just completed at the Goldwyn studios —
George D. Baker's "Slave of Desire" and King Vidor's "Wild OrBoyle has made several trips to
the South Sea Islands, China and
JavaHur."
with William Alder, noted
explorer. Since photographing
"1 he Queen
Sheba"
stantly been of
called
uponhetohasdo conthe
anges." work with companies concamera
templating trips to distant locations. Boyle has had years of experience having been behind the
camera long before the motion picture industry was in its infancy.
Upon completing his work as
child
lead in Buck
"Big Black
Dan" tvas
at the
Box studios.
en
gaged to plax the part of six-yearold "Little ' Billy" in the Gene
Stratton Porter production "The
Girl of the Limberlost," noiv being
filmed at the luce studios.
Halperin Will
Film Lyric
"Souvenir"
Victor Hugo Halperin of the
Halperin Productions, whose first
picture,fered a cast
"Tea ofWith
a Kick," stars
oftwenty-seven
and scored a great success, hat
leased stage and office space at the
Hollywood Studios and is getting
ready to make his second picture,
"Souvenir," also an all-star production, which will include at least
twenty big names in the cast. This
picture is laid in Russia at the time
of the revolution, and the story is
also being made into a stage play
for presentation in New York City
this Winter. C. R. Wallace will
co-direct
withAssociated
Halperin and
"SouExhibitors
release. venir" isfor
Jack Polo, who a few years ago
was
playing
localEaststudios
has
returned
fromat the
and will
again take up the art of acting.
During his absence he has been
connected with a number of Eastern film companies, especially the
Universal at Fort Lee, N. J..
Hunt Stromberg has rented office quarters at the Hollywood Studios and plans to have three units
in production at that studio within
a short tme. Stromberg Productions, which introduced Bull Montana
public, also
now star,
includetothethe
well-known
Western
Harrybe Carey.
will
an all-starTheone. third unit
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Q. Signs

WithTully
Richard Walton Tully announcthe signing of Anna Q. Nilsson,
10 is just about the busiest
ung lady in Hollywood these
vs, to play the part of Alleleny Briskow, in Tully's next
bduction, "Flowing Gold," an
aptation of Rex Beach's color1 story of the Texas oil fields,
d which will be a First National
j:ture.
Tin this characterization, Miss
jilsson will appear as a glorious
ecirhen of western womanhood,
I awkward, uncouth girl of the
pins, of magnificent physique deloped by years of toil on her
'ther's pitiful "dry farm," but
|th the tender heart of a woman.
,iter, when Providence, as comnsation against
for the the
family's
unequal
ruggle
drought,
saw
to bring forth oil in great quanies on the nester's acreage, "Alby a tedious
courseon ofbystudy
Id•," training,
spurred
her
Ive for a man socially and inIllectually her superior, blossoms
■to a refined and beautiful womL The role is peculiarly suited
IThe
Misscareer
Nilsson's
versatility..
of Anna
Q. Nilsson
most interesting. From the very
ittom of the ladder, she has
imbed, and for the past three
ars has played countless power11 emotional roles, besides many
out-of-door pictures calling for
e most strenuous type of womi. Two of such recent instances
re in "The Spoilers," another
ex Beach story, and in "Ponpla,"
a First National picture soon
be released.
Both Mr. Tully and Joseph De
rasse, who is to direct "Flowing
are highly
elated over havgold,"
secured
her services.
Marie Walcamp, "the daredevil
rl of the movies," has just cometed the leading role in "Treas■e Canyon."
The Eason.
picture was dieted by Breezy
Wheeler Dryden, who recently
lined
Company
San Margaret
Francisco Anglin's
and created
sev;al important parts in her produc|ons at the Curran Theatre there,
turned to Los Angeles with her,
will be remembered, and played
>r three weeks at the Mason Opra House. Mr. Dryden was then
igaged T>y Miss Anglin to play
ne part of "Reginald Morton" in
The Woman of Bronze," and left
alifornia for a tour of Canada,
orking back towards New York
ity. After leaving Winnipeg,
Manitoba, the Compay went back
) the States, and are at present
|i Des Moines, Iowa. The tour
Mil conclude in Fort Wayne, Iniana, from whence the Company
pes
ands. to New York City and disCHARLES "BUCK" JONES
completing his part in a forthiming Fox special in which he
ill appear as a fireman.

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIOS
EXPAND
So heavy has been the demand kind in the West. It is an all-steel
with solid glass roofing.
for plant facilities at the Holly- structure,
Work is also well under way upon
wood Studios since it was pur- one
complete new unit building,
chased at a consideration of approximately $750,000, by a group upon an addition to the mill, which
of capitalists headed by S. M. will double its size and capacity,
Tompkins, president and John M. a new dressing room building with
Nicholaus, vice-president of the the most modern fixtures and conStandard Film Laboratories, that
veniences, and a complete new storage building.
the general manager, William Sistrom has commenced a building
New production offices are already completed and occupied by
program which calls for an expenditure of $200,000 within the George Berthelon, production manager, Robert J. Ellis, technical and
next six months. This program
will double the stage and unit fa- art director and Harry D. Brown,
plant engineer and lighting expert.
cility space.
When the property was purFurther program
plans under
Sistrom's
call for
three
chased, there were four glass stag- building
es and work is now nearing com- more stages of the same size as
pleion on the enlargement of the giant one, now nearing comstages No. 1 and No. 2. They are
pletion, abuilding to house a commercial photographer and the art
being extended and joined so that
title department, and a new and
when completed they will become ing.
a single dark stage, 115 by 280 feet, much larger administration buildprobably the largest stage of its
of Comic Villains
A novel little playlet was un- rigucz as he glanced around to see
wittingly executed by a group of if any stray dogs had fainted with
fright at the sight of his mean
Christie Comedians while return- make-up.
ing from location yesterday. It
Suddenly, as the car slowed
so happened that the day had been down for asharp turn in the road,
spent in shooting some real hard- two masked men dashed up to the
boiled Western scenes — scenes that car and commanded,
"Hands up!"
called for such titles as "Stay offThe occupants of the car thot
'n these diggin's, stranger, or I'll they
were victims of a crude joke
pump
you
full
o'
lead"
;
and
"I
but
were soon convinced of the
reckon I'm the meanest man in
serious intent when the
these parts,
little gal."
; and toallbark
the bandits'
latter fired several real bullets into
actors
felt tough
enough
the
windshield.
at a pack of lions.
The first car to leave for the
The frail looking bandits were
evidently too busy to be frightened
studio contained "Cactus Kelley" by
the tough looking actors and they
and "Rattlesnake Rodricmpv " wiio
are better known to the public as proceeded to portray the parts that
Bobby Vernon and Tom Murray; the actors were dressed for. Robdirector Harold Beaudine, and the
bing the movie folk of their valudainty little ingenue Charlotte
ables was indeed a dramatic inciStevens.
dent and when their loaded guns
As the car got into motion Bob- were added to the loot the actors
by Vernon made a survey of his felt at east in donating their serwild and wooly costume and in
vices to a comedy-drama.
As the auto proceeded to the
noting
two
huge
'gats'
protruding
from his belt he opened the brief studio only a few feeble words
dramatic skit by saying,
were spoken by the passengers.
Director Beaudine turned toward
"Gee, if I go home in this outfit I'll scare the daylights out of the tonneau and addressed "Cactus Kelley" and "Rattlesnake Rodand I look tough enough to
; from boys,"
"Can
baby."
my"Yes,
under hethatsaid,laprobe
scare
anything that walks or come outriguez""You
crawls" wheezed Rattlesnake Rod- now. The bandits are gone."
crs to be invited. June Mathis
Club Wants Name
ivas elected honorary president at
Virginia Brown Faire, president the last mcctuig.
of the newly launched club of
Contracts were signed yesterday
screen artists organised for self
improvement, announces that since by Maurice Tourneur and a trio
popular players to appear with
the name of the club "The Regu- of
Moore in the next M. C.
lars" has not met with approval Owen
from various outsiders, that the Levee-First National offering,
"Torment."
girls have decided to change the
name and are open to suggestions
Maude George, who has just finfrom anyone who ivill send in a
ished her work in "Drums of Jeoname to 1714 Garfield Place, Holpardy," will appear in one of the
lywood, the home of the president. leading roles.
Miss George's took
other recent characterizations
The best name will win a prise
and also, if the prise winner is place in "Six Days" and "Teminterested, autographed photographs
of all the members which include
Marriage." who recently finJosephporary
Kilgour,
Priscilla and Marjoric Bonner,
ished
a
leading
part who
in "Ponjola"
attracted
Maryon Aye, Kathleen Key,, Pau- and George Cooper,
line Curley, Menifee Johnston, Al- considerable attention in Marshall
berta Vaughn and Grace Gordon. Neilan's, "The Eternal Three," are
Among others joining are Mary the other two players to sign with
Philbin, Doris May, with still oth- Tourneur.
Chill Hearts
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Visitor

Lends

Atmosphere

Zoo
to

"Pleasure Mad"
The Louis B. Mayer Studios of
Los Angeles are situated on a
large plot of ground adjoining the
Selig Zoo, in which is imprisoned
one of the largest collections of
wild animals in the world.
Until recently no effort was
made to prevent visitors at the
Zoo from wandering onto the
Mayer "lot" to watch the various
companies make motion pictures.
One day not long ago, a tall,
gawky fellow,
dressed, wanderedexpensively
out of theoverzoo
onto a stage where Reginald Barker was completing the filming of
"Pleasure Mad," his latest special
photoplay production for Louis B.
Mayer.
The newcomer had just come
from an orgy of feeding peanuts
to Anna, the famous screen elephant, and still possessed an abundant quantity of the goobers in his
Engrossed in watching Barker
pockets.
"do his stuff" behind the scenes, the
fellow cracked and ate peanuts,
carelessly tossing the shells onto
the studio floor. The director observed this ill mannered proceeding
for a few seconds and when it became evident that the visitor did
not have sufficient good sense to
quit, he addressed him politely,
thoughtain tones
caustically
and in no uncer:
"Sir," Mr. Barker said, "you
haveZoopossibly
the
is next been
door.misdirected
There is —a
rule against feeding the animals
A sillv grin and an early exit
followed.
Madge Bellamy, Sid Chaplin,
Ford Sterling and John Steppling
have been added to the cast of
Thomas
here." H. Ince's new comedy speGalloping
Louisecial "The
Fazenda
and Fish."
Freddie,With
the
seal, so human that he almost
talks, occupying headline, the comedy is due for a flving start with
Del Andrews handling the mega"I've supported so many queer
animals
phone. lately," murmurs Louise
plaintively.
was aI supported
horse in
mv
last. Once"Itbefore
a seal and he hit me. But Freddie
looks like a gentleman and I think
he will act like one."
We Peters
have awho
post-card
from Fredcrick
is at Quincy,
Cal.,
playing which
the brute
heavy
in "Theis
Beast"
Edmund
Mortimer
directing for Fox zvith John Gilbert featured. Peters states the
com puny expects to stay on this losad because
is plenty,
fish,
cation threethere
weeks,
but heof isn't
deer and bear there. Enough for
a good time for anyone, we'd say!
Newton Hall, 10-year-old stage
and screen . character actor, has
been
by the Gene
Stratton
Portersigned
Productions
to enact
the
role of "Billy" in "The Girl of the
Limberlost" now being filmed at
the Ince studios in Culver City.

Camera
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Flapper Flaps
With Swamp

Angel
Clara Bow, immortalized by
Howard Chandler Christy as "The
Spirit of Youth," and today considered among motion picture producers as "the ideal flapper," has
been engaged by First National to
portray an important role in "The
Swamp Angel."
This is a picture of typical small
town life. Clarence Badger is directing itand the leading role is
in the hands of Colleen Moore.
Only eighteen years of age, Miss
Bow came into pictures a few
months ago to find herself a "type"
and one very much in demand during the vogue for pictures of "flapperism
and jazz."Brown Faire and
Like Virginia
several other well-known screen
stars, the young actress really
made her debut in pictures through
the winning of a beauty contest.
Her first pictorial efforts never
reached the screen, however. Her
part
fell Her
a victim
the cutter's
shears.
secondof venture
was
more successful. This was as "Dot
Morgan," in "Down to the Sea in
Ships."
Later she played opposite Glen
Hunter in "Grit," then she appeared in "Maytime" and more recently portrayed a naive flapperish
role in the Frank Lloyd production
"Black Oxen," a picture now in
production.
Clara is a native of Brooklyn,
N. Y. She studied to be a secretary, but changed her mind very
suddenly when her beauty attracted
Howard Chandler Christy, who
used her as a model for his paintnig "The Spirit of Youth."
A great future is predicted for
the youthful thespian who, producers claim, is one of the most
naturally gifted young players to
reach the screen for many moons.
One prominent director describes
her as a composite of Lenore Ulric and Marguerite Clark.
The Fred Caldwell Co. has purchased another story by J. Stewart
Woodhouse which has been approved by James Dent. West Coast
representative
Selznick's,
for
the Hollywood ofseries.
The title
for which has not yet been announced, but deals with rural life.
Mr. Woodhouse centered the story
around Muriel Reynolds, the embryo comedienne of the Fred Caldwell Company.
Creative Productions, working at
the Hollywood Studios, has finished shooting
on "Superstition,"
all-star
feature,
which is now anin
the editing room being prepared
for an early Fall release.
Although casting is practically
completed, the Irving Production.
"The Dawn of Love," is being held
up by the continuity. This picture
will be directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald and will feature an all-star
cast.

Camera! News Section
Cancels Trip; Goes To Work
Togo Yamamoto, prominent Japanese actor who recently returned
from New York, and who portrayed an eccentric Chinese character
in First National's production "The
Lord .of Thundergaite," is now
playing a similar role in "The
Yellow byStigma,"
whichFilm
is Combeing
filmed
the kellimeo
pany under the direction of Colin
Campbell with a notable cast including Wyndham Standing, Barbara Bedtord, Tully Marshall,
Rosemary Theby, June Elvidge,
Raymond McK.ee and Sam Dc
Grasse.
Togo was planning to go back
to Japan the coming Spring to
direct pictures for the Matsutake
Kinema Company, which is the
largest film producing organization
in that country, but due to the
recent catastrophe he will be compelled to postpone this contemplated journey for at least two years.
It is interesting to note that he is
also the publisher of a graphic
film magazine in Tokyo, having a
100.000 circulation. It is a month|v and by far the largest and best
of its kind in the Orient. Today mercc which reveals that Japan
Togo is the premier screen player and Fngland are the two best markets for American films. The picof his native land, and the sigture market of the Orient is connificance ofthis position is brought
trolled, for the greater part, by
out by the 1922 statistics of the
United States Chamber of ComConcentration

Vi-

tal Asset
Concentration.
A simple word, ygt one of the
most vital factors to the success
of the actor or actress, according
to Mae Murray. Metro star, who
is nownewworking
on "Fashion
her
Tiffany
productionRow,"
for
Metro.
"Concentration is important in
every art, but especially in the art
of acting." states Miss Murray.
"Concentration is the quality which
permits us to direct all our spiritual and intellectual forces towards one definite object — sometimes for a time much longer than
our physical strength can endure.
"I once heard of a fisherman,
who, during a storm, did not leave
his rudder for forty-eight hours,
concentrating to the last minute on
his work of steering his schooner.
Only when he had brought his
boat safely back to the harbor did
he allow his body to faint. This
strength, this certainty of power
over ourselves is the fundamental
quality of every creative artist.
The actor must find it within himself and develop it to the very last
degree.
"In the art of acting a special
kind of concentration is necessary.
The pilot, the architect, the scientist, the painter, the sculptor, the
musician, tin- author — all have visible objects of concentration. With
the actor it is quite different.
"To act one must know how to
concentrate on something materially imperceptible. In other words,
the actor and actress need a spiritual concentration on emotions
which do not exist, but are invented or imagined.

Japan.
Likens

Films

To

Melodramas

"The famous old Drury Lane
melodramas of King Edward's time
were more closely akin to the motion pictures of today than any
other form of past or present day
stage
entertainPercy
ment." Marmont, the
So declares
Mark Sabre of the screen version
of "If Winter Comes," and the
portrayer of the title role in "The
Man Whom
Life Passed isBy,"
which
Victor Schertzinger
directing at the Metro studio. Mr.
Marmont, although a leading man
in American screen productions for
the past seven years, is an Englishman by birth and was formerly a
popular
member of the Drury
Lane players.
"America, it seems, has a misconstrued conception of the nature
of the Drury Lane melodramas,"
Mr. Marmont
"Cheap im-in
itations of themstates.
were produced
the English provinces and it is
these, I feel, that have led the majority of the American public to
form the opinion that Drury Lane
productions were closely similar to
the ten-twenty-thirty melodramas
which were popular in the cheaper
theatres of America a dozen years
ago."Drury Lane had one of the
largest stages in the world. The
melodramas staged there were full
of action, to be sure, but not the
wildly exaggerated action that is
imagined. The King and royalty
were frequent attendants. There
was always one big scene in each
production, very spectacularly
staged and not unlike the big scenes

Viola

Dana

I

Fast Worker
Viola Dana believes she h;
qualified as a quick change arti
as the result of her experieno
during the filming of "Angel Fai
Molly " her newest Metro sta
directing.
ring picture which Oscar Apfel
Miss Dana's wardrobe for th
picture includes seven costumi
and
filmingof si
wore during
six of one
them.day's
In most
cases a change of makeup acc
panied the change of clothes
the little star rubbed greasepai
on and off her face until her
ers tired with the labor.
Some strong
of thegarments.
costumes Othe
■w
coarse,
were fine, thin things that requir
careful handling.
The average person changes
attire not more than twice bet~
and
the he
timearises
he retires
for
the time
in the mor~°
night. With Miss Dana the
plications were far greater.
She arrived at the studio at
o'clock in the morning and by
o'clock was ready for work.
At 10 o'clock, Mr. Apfel tol
her to change from the dress of
denizen of Third Avenue. Ne
York, to that of a wealthy your
society girl. She had to chang.
her costume and her makeup at*
have her hair dressed.
This operation was repeated fivi
times before she finished the fin;
scene
of the home
day at she
6 o'clock.
fore going
telephoneBe
her sister, Edna Flugrath.
"Tell those people I can't g>
to the theatre tonight." she rej
quested.
I'm ill. Te;
Te
them
I've"Tell
gone them
to Europe.
them anything. I'm not going t
change my dress again."
Symphonies
Factory stacks muttering smok
to slander the sun.
Shanties that have collapsed ir
to an architectural embrace ma
querading
a "duplex"
house.
Tin cans,as sparkling
as beautiful
ly as jewels on the diaphragm of
dowager.
Goats posed as gracefully on as|
heaps as marble fauns on the tei
race of a nalace.
Such is the setting for "Th|
Swampdrama
Angel,"
the rollicking
car1
edy
of pathos
and humc
which First National is producim
with Colleen Moore in the feature!
role.
Richard Connell wrote the stor;
Clarence Badger directs. Support1
ing Miss Moore are Ben Lyoi
Sam DeGrasse, Charlie Murra;'
Mary Aldcn and a flock of kids. '
of present day motion picture spe<
tacles.
"After all. the stage is a cor
tinuous 'long shot,' and the rat
scene in 'The Sporting Duchess
the thrilling scene in the Alps i
'Hearts are Trumps,' and the ur
derwatcr scene in 'The Whit
Heather,' were all staged at Dn
ry Lane, a little more artificial!;
but quite as effectively as the'
were later for the screen."

Camera! News Section

I mera!
lormer
INow

Cowboy

Matinee
Idol

|5orn on a Texas ranch, where
learned as a boy the arts of
\ punching, Carl Miller, the taled young actor who plays the
lie lead in Mildred Davis' new
and-Asher picture, directed by
thur Rosson, used to spend his
;ations from the University of
xas, keeping up his practice with
• rope and in the saddle,
rle went to Mexico with a big
ning corporation,
where he
ndled trucks. One day Beverly
|iffith, making a news weekly,
nt down to get some mine stuff
d Miller gave him every co-opition. They struck up a friendip and Griffith asked Miller, who
setting sick of the country, to
me to Hollywood and try a fling
I pictures. This was in 1916. He
nt to Universal, where he playatmosphere for a while and then
1 seven westerns with Marie
alcamp. Later he became junile lead in Lois Weber pictures,
ayed other leads and finally was
afted. He entered the U. S.
lotor Transport Service where he
mained for 27 months. After
e war he played other parts, injding one of the leads in "The
ride's Play," with Marion Davies
d Wyndham Standing for Cosopolitan.
Finally he did a part in "The
id" with Chaplin and his good
iik in this brought him the enigement in Chaplin's recent picire, "A Woman of Paris" in
hich Miller played his greatest
'le to date, working for more than
ght months therein.
Lawrence

Licalzi

! Joins Ranks
Screen

of

Kids

I A boy with a grand opera name
|ke Lawrence Licalzi should have
jramatic talent.
I Lawrence's father was a vaudeville theatre owner in Chicago,
New Orleans and Butte. Licalzi is
Italian and his wife is Irish. Lawlence was born in the atmosphere
If the theatre and during the elevn years of his life this close asociation with the theatre has addd to his natural dramatic talent.
In "Misunderstood," the J. K.
McDonald production which Wm.
jcaudine is directing for First National, Lawrence interprets thedificult role of the juvenile hero's
]oil. He entered films five years
ip;o, and first drew the attention
>f the dramatic critics for his work
n the Wm. Fox production, "Three
.nod Pals," later coming to the
front as a child artist in "Rupert
)f Hentzau" and "Robin Hood."
Young Licalzi is a talented pimist and has a good tenor voice.
Lillian Leighton has completed
herjole in "The Call of the Canyon" for Lasky and is preparing
to
ture.start work on another big fea-

Mickey McBan and Muriel Ma*Cormac, well-known screen kiddies,
are playing in "Hard Rock," ivhich
is being filmed at Universal under
the direction of Robert Bradbury.
Jack Hoxie is the featured player.
In tzvo previous pictures, Gasnier's
"Poor Men's Wives" and zvith
Dustin Farnum in "The Man Who
Won," these youngsters enacted
roles as twins, but in the current
production they simply appear together "untivinned."
H e 1 e n e Finishes
Stahl

Film

Helene Chadwick, who has been
characterizing the "Home," and not
the "Why" in the John M. Stahl
production for Mayer, entitled
"Why Men Leave Home," will
complete her engagement this week
and return to the Goldwyn studio
where she is under contract.
During the filming of the Stahl
picture, which has taken six weeks
to photograph, Miss Chadwick has
been married twice to the same
man, Lewis Stone, and has gone
on as many cinematic honeymoons.
According to the rule that "The
first shall
last,"be their
first shots
wedding scenebewill
the last
taken for the picture.
Never before in motion picture
history has an honor so distinguished been conferred upon any
motion picture as that just bestowed on Richard Walton Tully's
recentFirst
production
amost
current
National "Trilby,"
Picture.
Out of all the films made in all
countries,
was
selected by Tully's
the British"Trilby"
government
to be presented under the patronage of the King and royalty in
every theatre in England for the
purpose of assisting the $25,000,00000 fund for the hospital for
war veterans.
Mr. Tully, who is now deep in
his preparation of the scenario for
"Flowing Gold," the Rex Beach
novel which is to be his next production, isbeing deluged with wires
and letters of congratulation.
Cullen Landis, zvho has no such
thing as zvatches in his young life,
being engaged in tzvo pictures at
the same time, has a maturer cast
of countenance in the Ince production, "The Girl of the Limberfor he and
has has
graduated
alost,"
university
been infrom
the
unromantic business world for two
years.
"oldest"Hisstraight
role he Ithasisyettheplayed.
nights
are spent at the Metro Studios
zvhere he has the juvenile lead in
"The Man Whom Life Passed
For the first time since completing her part in Mack Sennett's latest feature production, "The Extra Girl," Miss Mabel Normand,
By."
the star, returned to the big comedy lot for the purpose of exchanging ideas with F. Richard
Jones, production manager for
Sennett, and
ajso Miss Normand's
personal
director.

"D. W."
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Wants

To

Horrse's
KnowColo

America doesn't know the color
of its best known horse, the one
ridden by Paul Revere when he
made his fami. us ride to Lexingonists.ton and Concord to warn the ColBecause of such inaccuracy in
historical records, the motion picture industry has taken steps for
the foundation of an independent
historical research bureau, under
the direction of Will H. Hays.
Historians have told the main
events, but nowhere is there any
authentic record of exactly how
things looked. For instance, when
D. W. Griffith wanted to know
what sort of wagons were used
with the northern armies during
the Revolutionary War, not a sinthem. gle historical record described
As the motion picture industry
is planning to make a great number of historical films with absolutely accurate details, the pictorial
vagueness of the histories must be
corrected, and it is for this purpose that the producers will jointly
subscribe for the research bureau.
Griffith already has spent hundreds of dollars seeking to learn
the color of Paul Revere's horse
for the scenes in his next production "America." Mr. Edwin B.
Worthen, president of the Lexington Historical Society declares
there is no available record, although it is known the horse was
not white as pictured in illustraGriffith'sconducting
research departmenttions.
is now
search
through personal correspondence of
that period.
Gains

Fame

Mother

In

Roles

Mary Alden once more takes her
place at the head of the ranks of
screen mothers. Particularly impres ive isher characterization in
Mr. Mayer's presentation of Reginald Barker's version of Blanche
Upright's novel, "The Valley of
Content," which .will be released
by Metro under the title of "Pleasure Mad." In this feature production Miss Alden portrays the role
of what many people will agree is
the ideal type of American mother— the mother of unflinching fidelity to her family, the mother who
clings to old-fashioned creeds when
her loved ones are in danger from
their own errors.
Miss Alden's career has been
most interesting. She is a recruit
from the ranks of journalists, having followed her writing bent in
both New York and San Francisco. However, when a chance came
to go on the stage, she embraced
it
moment's
and
thiswithout
led to aher
winning delay
the role
of a mulatto housekeeper in David
Wark Griffith's immortal production "The Birth of a Nation," to
which the popular delineator of
matronly roles owes so much of
her success.
By the time the year 1920 had

rolled around and she had supported Will Rogers in one of his
notable screen successes, Miss Alden had won the distinction of being called "The foremost mother
of the films." She has retained
this reputation ever since, until now
she is in demand every time a
mother role of any kind comes up.
Some of her more outstanding
successes were scored in support
of Richard Barthelmess in "The
Bond Boy," with Blanche Sweet in
"The Unpardonable Sin" and in
"The Old Nest." Later she was presented as a star in her own rights
in "A Woman's Woman," and now
she comes back to her great following of admirers in what is
claimed to be even a greater mother role than any of its predecesure sors'
Mad"Thisisappearance
said to be inthe"Pleaszenith
in artists characterization on her

Mae
Murray
part. Real Style

Is

Mentor
Mae ofMurray
does not keep abreast
the styles.
She keeps ahead of them.
From four to six months, sometimes a year, separate the filming
of the first scene of a motion picture production from its first public screen showing. This means
that the people who are responsible
for the clothes worn by the players in a picture must figure a long
time ahead.
For "Fashion Row," her newest
production for Metro as for all her
previous pictures. Miss Murray designed all her gowns.
Keeping a half year ahead of the
styles is no easy task but it is not
as difficult for Miss Murray as it
probably would be for anyone who
had given the problem no previous
thought. Designing gowns has
been
Murray's
avocation
years Miss
and she
has arrived
at for
the
point where she can forecast with
uncanny accuracy just what modes
will receive the stamp of popular
approval six months hence.
"Styles move in cycles as does
almost everything," said Miss Mur"A glance
the family
albumray. will
showthrough
that the
bodice
effects and full skirts that are popular today were in style decades
ago. During the last few years
we have seen even modified bustles
and hoop skirts come into fashion.
By watching this thing closely one
develops a sixth sense that guesses
what will be next."
Theodore von Eltz in finding
considerable humor in his role of
a captain of industry in Universale "The Turmoil." As "Jim
Sheridan," whose empire is the
business world, Mr. von Eltz in
the four weeks since he began the
new role, has worked one day.
However, there are plenty of
scenes coming up any day for him
and also he can look forward to
his death which is on the proSince von
signing
Turmoil" gram.Mr.
Eltz for
has "The
had
several offers from different producers.
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Pulse

of

the

Studios

For Week Starting Monday, Oct. 22, 1923
Camera! intend) to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor,
Prog ress
Type
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director Scenarist
Holly 313
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt. Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyon* Productions (Arrow release).
2-Reel Comedies
Schedule
Schedule
Eddie Lyons
Kddie Lyons
Ramsey
Cooke
Collins
2-Reel Comedies
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn
Ramsey
Cooke
Collins
"Where is Polly
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
2nd Week
Rosson
Mildred Davis
Linden-Stevens
McGaugh
Jules Furthman
Oearholt Productions.
Neva Gerber Productions
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
598-14
Drexel
190
BRONX STUDIO.
1745-51 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop. General Mgr.
Preparing
H. & B. Film Co.
Tenny Wright
All-Star
Bill Beckway
"Tango Trails"
Preparing
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
"Welcome Stranger"
Jas. Young
All-Star
Special
G. P. Sauin
C. O. Seessel
59357
Preparing
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
'Hollyw 1 1900"
In ! Caldwell
All-Star
Hullister
Rounsaville
.1. S. Woodhouse
Holly 009
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
1st
"The Rich Pup"
Al. Herman
Pal
Billy Williams
Sherry Pansey
Al. Herman
1st Week
Week
A. K. Gillstrom
Buddy Messinger
Victor Sherrick
Leslie Goodwin
"Boys Will Be Boys"
1st Week
Boh Kerr
Earle McCoy
Wm. Hyers
A. LinkofT
Bob Kerr
'The Process Server"
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Holly 407
439-76
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6 1 0 1 Sunset. C. H. Christie. Gen.
2-ReelMgr.
Comedy
Holly 310
6th
2-Recl Comedy
Al Christie
Bobbie Vernon
Nagy
Hagerman
Frank Conklin
2nd Week
Week
Scott Sidney
Dorothy Devore
Peterson-Garnett
Clemens
Kobt. Hall
Drexel 211
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr. Frank M. Willard. Studio Mg r.
Culver
City 54
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr. 6529 Venice Blvd. Culver City.
Preparing
Preparing
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General. Frederick Bond, Asst. Managing Director
Frederick Bond
All-Star
Start
' The Elk's Tooth"
Harrv A. Swart
"Purple Bath Tub"
Washington and Ince Blvds., Culver Cit
DARRELL-MOUNIER STUDIO.
J. F. Mounier, Gen. Mg
Darrell-Mounier Productions
Preparing
Feature
Darrell
Robt.
RamseyCooper ' Allen Davie
Chas.
Kerr
"th Week
H. Davey
Edna Mae
Sturtevant
Staff
2-Reel ComedyFINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe,
598-16
Comedy Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Staff
Hihhard I.ige Conley Corby
Sharpless
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Novelty Juveniles)
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Staff
3rd Week
Pratt
Lloyd Hamilton McGill
Dewar
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting. 1401 N. Western Ave. Fred Kley, Studio Special
Mgr.
ScheduleHolly 300
Al St. Jotin
.Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
Benny Cohn
Stolon" AlStaff
St. John
Comedies
Arthur
Comedies
ilim Summervllle Stock
Schedule
J.
A.
Schmidt
Roland V. Lee
All-Star
D. Keefe
7th
Week
Geo. Post
Don
Lee
"Gentle Julia"
Staff
Comedies
Earl Rodney
Noel Smith
Schedule
Byrn
Hauck
Sid Wagner
All-Star
Schedule
Tom Buckingham
Kingling
Staff
Comedies
4th
Week
Mark
Sanderich
Staff
Comedies
R.
Tennant
Seiler Carruth
Chimpanzees
Schedule
4th
Week
Tom
Mix
Van Clark
Lambert Mortimer
Hillyer
Manter
"Eyes of the Forest"
4th
Week
Edmund
John
W. Mayo
Harrison
"The Beast"
J.
Short
Schneiderman
David Soloman
ShirleyGilbert
Mason
3rd Week
Birnoudi
Fannie & Jacobs
Fred Hatton"\Vith
the Tide"
Wm. Wellman
Chas. Jones
Horace
Hough
"Andy Shadow
McGee'sof Chorus
Joe
August
Geo. Archainbaud
All-Star
2nd Week
Jules Cronjager
Hollinnshead Fannie & Fred Hatton"The
the Ea:
FRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 263:
Drexel
005
GARSON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Holly 269.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
Duke Worne
Win. Fairbanks
Rolland Price
A. Tcnbrook
"Thicker Than Water"
2nd Week
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Holly 016;
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
"
rl
Gi
Joe Rock Productions.
Bryant Washburn Productions.
Elliott Dexter in R. Wm. Neil Production.
Thornby-Newman Productions.
COLDw YN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
4th Week
EmmettCrosland
Flynn
All Star
LucienMescall
Audriot
Ray Flynn
Carey-Wilson
"Nellie, the Cloak Model"
4th
Week
Alan
All-Star
Jory
Lynn
Shores
Carey
Wilson
"Three Weeks"
76171
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of the Motion Picture Industry"
Ast't Director

Scenarist

Type

Prog ret*

6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
Holly 1431
Harold Llloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen. Mgr.
Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd
Lundin
Robt. A. Golden
"The Girl Expert"
10th Week
1 J.
Creative
Productions.
Wm. H. Carr, Production Mgr.
K. McDonald
Productions.
Wm. Beaudine Ail-Star H. Thorpe
Geo. Webster
"Misunderstood"
Editing
Renaud Hoffman Productions.
7th Week
Renaud Hoffman
All-Star Mackenzie Glen Belt
"Maud
Muller"
Cosmopolitan Productions.
Beverley Productions.
Irving Productions. Jas. Dent, Prod. Mgr.
Halperin Productions.
Halperin
Halperin-Wallace
All-Star A, Wyckoff H. Young
1st Week
'Souvenir'1
HORSLEY OFHCE BLDG.. 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
438-740
Bob Horner Geo. Chesebro Chas. Fetty M. Pool
"The Isles of Paradise"
6th Week
Chat. R. Seel in e Productions.
(Aywon release).
1442 Beachwood Drive.
Sanford Productions.
Preparing
Mattison Mattison-V. Rich
E. Dyer
R. Sanford Staff
"The Ragged Robin"
439-561
Kinemart Productions. B. Schrader, Casting. 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Byron Schrader All-Star Jim Clansey
Schedule
ROY HUGHES PRODUCTIONS.
840 S. Olive.
SHADOWLAND RELEASE.
Roy Hughes
Arizona Location
Leavens Hale
J. MacFarland
"Ashes of Waste"
GNCE STUDIO. Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
761731
Gene Stratton Porter Productions.
Howard Anderson
Jeanett Porter
Gene S. Porter
J. Leo Meehan All-Star
'The Girl of the Limberlost" 3rd Week
Assoc. Authors, Inc.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Will Lambert
Del Andrews All-Star
1st Week
"The Galloping Fish"
Bruce Mitchell Productions.
Erickson
Steve Norton
Mitchell Kirkwood Lee
4th Week
'Painted Women"
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Holly 2814
LASKY STUDIOS.
Tom White, Casting. 1520 Vine St.
Holly 2400
Paramount Pictures, (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Herb Brennon
Pola Negri
H.
Schwartz
"My Man"
5th Week
Jos.
Geo. Hippard
Wm. DeMille
All-Star
Guy Howe
Wilky
Clara Berangee
"Every Day Love"
5th Week
Fred Robertson
Geo. Melford
All-Star
Chas.
Clark
Jack
Cunningham
"Flaming
Barriers"
6th Week
Warren Reeves
Clifford S. Smith W. S. Hart
Dick Rush
"Singer
Jim
McKee"
2nd
Week
Sam Wood Productions.
J. G. Hawks
Monte Katterjohn
Sam Wood
All-Star
"Thy Corner" 1st Week
John Waters
Gilroy
"The
Next
Zane Grey Productions.
Doris Schroeder
Victor Fleming Dix-Wilson
James Howe
"The Call of the Canyon" 11th Week
James Cruze Productions
Karl
Brown
Vernon
Keays
Walter Woods
Ji.mes Cruze All-Star
"To the Ladies"
Editing
Irvin Willat Productions.
Irvin Willat
All-Star
Chas. Schoenbaum
Otto Brower
Albert S. LeVine
The Heritage of the Desert" 3rd Week
McNAMARA STUDIOS.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
Lankershim 132-J
L. B. MAYER STUDIO.
5360 Melrose Ave.
431-171
Fred Niblo Productions.
Fred Niblo
All-Star
V. Milner
Dorian Cox
Bess Meredith
4th Week
Name Is Woman"
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Capitol 2120
Louis B. Mayer Productions. (Metro Release).
9th Week
Reginald Barker
All-Star
Harry SchencK
J. G. Hawks
"Cape
Cod
Folks"
John M. Stahl
All-Star
Sidney Algier
A. G. Younger
8th Week
"Why Men Leave Home"
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Preparing:
Vic Schertzinger
All-Star
Karl Struss
George Yohalem
Eve Unsell
"The Boomerang"
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Casting.
Holly 4485
All-Star
GeorgesLyonRizard
Shaw
Nat Watts
Chet
V. Schertzinger
Victor Schertzinger All-Star
'Man Whom Life Passed By" 7th Week
Rex Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
Jackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
Allen Holubar Productions.
Alien Moiunar
am -star
nasmns
i ne numan miu
Jill »» C«
NATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Holly 4470
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Color Photography
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
Geo. A. Cave
Schedule
PICKFORD-FATRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
United Artists Rslaase.
RaoulHillWalsh
Douglas
Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
Staff
"The Thief of Bagdad"
18th Week
Geo.
Jack
Hem"Valley of the Wolf"
12th Week
Staff
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford
Pickford Rosher
"Dorothv Vernon of Haddon Hall" 1st Week
Staff
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Walter Anthony
Holly 280&
Louis Tolhurst
Microscopic Motion Pictures
Schedule
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Individual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Holly 7780,
Al Santel Geo. O'Hara Lee Garmes Moreno
'Midsummer Night's Scream" 1st Week
Beatrice Van
James Home
All-Star
Jos. Du Bray
J st Week
Chester Bennett Productions.
'Jack of Diamond^'1
Douglas MacLean Productions
Riley
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr. 6701 Santa Monica Blvd.
579-440
Rynearson
All-Star
Bill Severin
Casting
"Light of the World"
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ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane,
Hal Roich Comedies (Path*
All-Star release).
Jackman
Floyd
Robt. Jackman
Doran
Will
Rogers
Jas.
Howe
Animals
Len A.Powers
B. Currigan
('has. Chase
Ed
Willatt
James Parrot
Our Gang
Mark Goldaine
Harry Gelstad
Fred Guiol
Stat Family
Xick Barrows
>.ru jcskc
3 tan Laurel
Prank Young
RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mgr.
RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr. 1439
C. W.Geo.Patton
Productions.
F. MacPherson,
Mgr.
Walker Cooper
B. Seitz
Murphy H.Miller
Hercules Film Prods., Inc.
McManigal
Jack Nelson Jack Polio
H. J. Brown Productions
Ross Fisher
Al. Rogell Fred Thompson
Maloford Productions.
Bataracca
Leo Maloncy Leo Maloncy
Howard Davies Productions.

Type

761-721

> Re

Mgr.
W.
Guthrie
RossL.r.ederman
Yrelaml
Leo. McCarey
C. Morehouse
Floyd Frank
L. E Dill

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

2-Reel Comedy
Feature
1-Reel Comedy
]-Reel Comedy
Comedy
2 Re Comedy
2-Reel
Comet! \

"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724

CALLS DAY AND * nIgHT~ ~
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
6548 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
430-205; 431-339; or Holly 102-82.

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule

598-141
Holly 7945

1425 Fleming St.
Beachwood Dr.

Joe Kane
Curley Dresden
Stratton

Bob Dillon
Staff
Ford Beebe

"The Deer Slayer"
"Pals"

Casting
2nd
Week

"North of Nevada"

4th Week
Preparing

SENNET'l STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack Sennett Comedies.
(First National Release).
Staff
Roy Delruth All-Star
"Look Pleasant"
fcarl Kenton All-Star
"The Lighthouse"
Staff
Del Lord
All-Star
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
Grover Jones'
Kenneth McDonald
Longenecker
Rurray Rock
GrOver Jones
'The Trouble Breaker"
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M C. Levee, Pres.
nr H. Jacobs Corp. t,<""i- National release.)
Joseph M. Schenck Productions. (First National release)
"Secrets"
F. Borzage Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio O. O. Dull
First National Productions.
Montagne
C. BadgerTourneur Productions.
Coleen Moore Berquist O'Brien
"The Swamp Angel"
Maurice
Frank Lloyd Productions (First National Release)
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal
Co. (Universal Release.)
Wm. Film
Craft Manufacturing
Desmond-Sedgwick
McDonough Koehner
"Beasts of Paradise"
Morrison Morris
Jay Marchant
Ray Messingcr
Taylor
"The Ghost City"
Reginald Denny
Harry Pollara
F.
Woolstenhumc
"The Spice of Life"Mary
Philbln
Irving
Cummtngs
"My Mamie Rose"
Wm. Duncan
Don Clark
Duncan
Duncan-Johnson
"The Fast Express"
Hoot
Gibson
Wm. Tummel
Miller
Ed.
Sedgwick
Sedgwick
"The Hook and Ladder"
All-Star
C. Brown
Ernest Laemmle
Baby
Peggy
Jess Robbins
•Signal Tower"
All-Star
J.
Sullivan
'Right To Love"
Hobart Henley
< A. Smith
Eddie- Cline
"The Turmoil"
Reginald
Denny
"Love Insurance"
Perley P. Sheehan All-Star
"..nnocent"
Herbert Rawlinson
Robt. Hill
V. Xordlinger
Robt. B. Bradbury Jack
"Jack
Hoot Hoxie
Gibson
"Hard O'CIubs"
Rock"
I. Ashe-'
Sedgwick
Billy
Tummel
"Courting Calamity"
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
Steve Smith, Jr.
David Smith All-Star
Wm. Dagwell
'A Tale of Red Roses"
Larry Semon Productions.
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS. 5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Wm. A. Seiter Marsh-Gillingwater John
"Daddies"
Tenny Wright
Dave Stumar
Abel
Harry Beaumont
John Barrymorc
Frank S'rayer
"Beau Brummel"
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernst Lubitscn All-Star
Chas. Van Enger
Flood Blanke
"The Marriage Circle"
Harry Rapf Productions.
Aii-siar
Broadway Alter j >ai K
WALDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Harry Cohn, Mgr.
E. J. Le Saint
All Star
Geo. H. Reehm
"Innocence"
Howard Mitchell
Jas. Kirkwoixl
Kin^ Gray
Roland Asher
T. Stormwasser
'Discontented Husbands"
WORLD EDUCATIONAL FILMS CINEMATOUR.
Box 818, Station "C," Los Angeles
Eliason
Babv Bettv
Wm. Field
F. M. Abbey Robinson
26 1-Reel Globe Trots
DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist

Progress

Drexel 1550
Editing
3rd Week
1st Week
2nd Week
Holly 4080
Preparing
3rd Week
433-131
Schedule
5th Week
Editing
8th Week
4th Week
Editing
1st Week
Editing
9th Week
Preparing
1st Week
1st Week
2nd
Week
Preparing
598-131
1 st Week
Holly 4181
4th Week
3rd Week
10th Week
i Teparing
Editing
Holly 7940
1st Week
Preparing

TOURING
CARS
SUNSET
TAXI
PER HOUR
SPECIAL RATES ON STUDIO TRIPS AND TOURING
Universal City
$1.00 Club Royal
City
~
Mayer Studios
2.50 Culver
United Studios
Holly-Fairbanks
75 Robertson-Cole
Fox Studios
75 Metro Studios
Lasky Studios
75 Ambassador Hotel
Santa Monica
3.50 Venice
Pasadena
4.00 Center of Los Angeles
All Stations
2.50 Plantation
578-307

1720 Hudson

Ave.

430-258

$2
3.00
2.00
1.00
75
75
1.50
4.00
2.00
3.00
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Standard Adds Service
Phon-O-G

rams

Edited by Gene Woolway

Alton Brown
Juvenile Leads
Holly 6988

Charlotte DuPuis
I ngenue- Characters
439-869

Kenneth Gibson
Juvenile Leads
578-311

Mary Ruby
Ingenue
594-774

Donna

Hale

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

Bert Sprotte
Characters
741-64

BOB

REEL

McKEE
439-796
WINDSOR

ART STUDIO,

SHAWLS, — large assortment.
Special Material for Costumes.
1391/2 Larchmont Blvd.

For several months we have noted, with growing interest, the progress of the Standard Directory.
It is doing a big thing for the motion picture industry in the establishment of a central registration
headquarters, announcement of
which was made in the past fortnight. Here everyone in the business will be recorded, and their
names, addresses and phone numbers kept on file, without charge,
thus enabling producers, directors
and all others interested to promptly and easily locate desired people.
Along with this service several
new departments have been added
to the Directory, affording representation to branches of the industry which have heretofore been
neglected. Under their proper
classifications will be found musicians, orchestras, film editors, title writers, continuity writers, scenarists, cameramen and electricians.
In the next issue, which goes to
press the ,30th of this month, the
assistant directors will be included.
The staff of the Standard Directory is headed by A. Ohmcr Ridgway, Editor ; Ellwood E. Hopkins,
Jr., General Manager ; and W. S.
Bonnell, Publicity Manager. The
efficient manner in which this valued index has been issued is most
commendable, and speaks well for
the continued progress and inevitable expansion of this publication.
Laurence T r i m b I e , director,
trainer and "pa!" of the ivondcr
dog, "Strongheart," is en route to
Nezv York City with his latest
screen masterpiece, "The Love
Master," which critics ivho have
seen it declare is an even greater
picture than "The Silent Call," or
"Brawn of the North," Strongheart's first tzvo features. Trimble,
who was accompanied by Prof.
Fred L. Wilson of the University
of Nevada, will make a short stop
at Las Vegp,s, Nevada, where he
will look at some horses in which
he and Prof. Wilson are interested.
With new bus lines every week,
and trolley lines being extended,
Jack White unintentionally adds
his bit to the traffic confusion when
he takes out on Vermont Avenue
the street car which he had built
in the studio for use in the current Mermaid comedy, directed by
Fred Hibbard.
So realistic is the car, which is
mounted on a gasoline truck chassis, that as it trundles to and from
the location, with a few actors inside, it is constantly being hailed
by persons who think it the newest additionportationtofacilities.
Los Angeles' transReal street cars are also being
used, but Mr. White built a car
to make possible several comedy
"gags"
which could
on
a borrowed
car. not be worked
David H. Thompson, First National production manager, goes
East for conference with home office executives. He carries with
him master print and negative of
"Flaming Youth."

The constantly increasing audiences
here attest to the supremacy of our
programs. We are exerting every
boxing. to give yon. clean, snappy
effort

Hollywood

Stadium

Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.

619

R. K. EARLE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
LICENSED SURVEYOR
Citizens National Bank Building
Phone 823-681

BRUNO
Publicity Photos
Professional Photos
Casting Director Photos
6412 HOLLYWOOD

BLVD.

Telephone 431-929

PERSONAL
UBL1CITY
AR-EX(ELLENT
PUTS
OSTIVELY
PICTURE
PEOPLE IN
PEP/WOT
UBLICFAVOP,
V/'/'/e Jbr parf/cu/an , oq jee
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood. Station
Or, In care of
Camera]
2nd. FLOor, 6318 ttOLLYwooo Blvd.,
Hollywood
Gut JI
PrtONE 439-869

All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
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ANNOUNCEMENT
Dr. A. L. Jester
Famous chiropractor, just returned
from 3 years chiropractic missionary service in Germany offers his
services to the movie people of
Hollywood at reduced rates.
No charge for first consultation.
5558 Hollywod Blvd., Rm. 202-203
Hours
10-12—2-5, Evenings 7-8.

COY

WATSON,
CHILD LEADS

Age 10.

JR.

Drexel 3616

Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production.
Near Lady"
Blache,"TheDirecting
Recent
Releases. "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
Reproductions, Publicity
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5S74 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
ART
LEE
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone 598-207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset) Telephone 439-774

"Megaphone"
(Continued from Page 5)
City for one reel leading roles two years ago
and has rapidly mounted the ladder of success.
Other players are Hallam Cooley, Ed Kennedy, Leo White, Lucille Ward and C. L.
Sherwood.
"The Turmoil," Booth Tarkington's classic
being filmed by the Universal Pictures corporation as a Hobart Henley production, presents the atmosphere of the rich, the newly
rich and the not-yet-rich. For the really wealthy homes Jack Lawton, location manager,
picked
Pasadena.out "shooting" sites for Mr. Henley in
George Hackathorne, Emmett Corrigan,
Eleanor Boardman, Eileen Percy, Pauline Garon, Theodore Von Eltz, Edward Hearn, Bert
Roach, Kenneth Gibson, Buddy Messenger,
Johnny Fox and others are portraying the
principal roles in the Jewel transcription of
"The Turmoil."
Editing is Hearing completion on "The Storm
Daughter,"
the Universal-Jewel
directed by George
Archainbaud production
with Priscilla
Dean in the starring role. It is a spectacular
story of the sea, written by Leete Renick
Brown and scenarized by Edward Montaigne.
Thomas Santschi, William B. Davidson, Cyril
Chadwick, J. Farrell McDonald, Bert Roach,
and other players handled remaining principal
roles.
The old Bowery, quaint reminder of the
romantic days of Chuck Connors, Steve Brodie and Barney Flynn, lives again. Its queer
people, its stirring feuds and its bizarre customs have stepped from the pages of a book,
and time's clock has turned back a quartercentury, at Universal City, w'here the old
street has been built and peopled for Mary
Philbin's
picture,
Rose." It
A visit new
to the
street"My
is anMamie
adventure.
recalls the old-time songs — "A Bicycle Built
for Two,"
"SweetusedRosie
O'Grady"It and
others
that
our parents
to warble.
recalls
the
quaint
adventures
of
"Chimmie
Fadden,"
one
wanders along the street and gazes admiringly
at the noble sign that proclaims the alcoholic
emporium of Steve Brodie, who took a chance
and thundered down the years to immortal
fame. One may lounge before the queer resort
where Owen Kildare held forth — where he
dreamed his dreams and evolved the story of
Mamie Rose, the girl who brought about his
regeneration, and whose novel, the story of
his own life, and almost a classic, is the motive
power versal
behind
City. the queer illusion built at UniThe old Bowery, thru song and story, has become a romantic myth, and all America looks
back on it with affection. Its sinister side is
forgotten ;— lost in the glamor of romance are
its dives and its gangsters, its feuds and gunmen, is vices and its tragedies. It has become
a sort of romantic haze of old-time songs and
old-time traditions of modern Robin Hoods and
musketeers of Ala Dumas in brown derbies.
That's the Bowery one encounters at Universal City— for it stimulates the imagination.
The quaint street was built from old photographs and memories of many at the big
studio who knew it of yore. Irving Cummings, the director, saw it as a boy. His memories augmented the photos. Perley Poore
Shcehan, the novelist, when a youthful cub repi >rtcr on the New York World, used to buy
beer
Flynn's
His suggestions
were inadded
to theandmassBrodie's
of material
that Elmer
Sheeley, who designed the huge set, used to
lay out the street. The photographs were rmarkably
The ofinterior
saloon, withcomplete.
its thousands
picturesof ofFIvnn's
popular fighters and the redoubtable Benicia Boy
in the central place of honor, its great Tom
and Jerry bowl and the rest of the accoutrements, were reproduced exactly as they stood
long before Volstead was dreamed of.

The Elevated — with the puffing little steam
trains that antedated the electric trains of today,
overhangs the street and purs its human cataract into the eddying crowds.
At night the windows arc lighted — a delicate
bit of electrical engineering by Arthur E. Shadur, chief engineer of the studio. It is interesting to know that the street requires more
light
than
"Thewindow
Hunchback
Notreis Dame"
did — for every
on theofstreet
lighted
while in the ancient Paris set flat light was
thrown
luminate. against walls with no interiors to ilThe people of the street are more important
than the street itself. Every type of the old
Bowery had to be found and placed. There
are odd pushcart venders, queer Semctic clothing merchants and pawnshop keepers, women
of the period in their big sleeves and queer
hats ;— bloomer girls riding bicycles, then the ultra modern fad, and Bowery toughs in their
short coats, big buttons and derby hats, swagger about the street.
In this nondescript population of several hundred the quaint characters of the story again
enact
life Owenof of
as thethegangster
the Kildare.
story, is Pat
the O'Malley,
dramatic
reincarnation of the author ; Mary Philbin in
her queer little costume of long ago, a frail,
appealing wisp of humanity, crosses the street
to the elevated station, and one marvels that
all this is illusion, all this labor and all this
thought was expended to center around this
diminutive girl still in her teens, whose face
on the screen can make millions smile or weep.
The Bowery at Universal City is primarijy
a technical triumph ; it has enlisted every aid
of modern science to reproduce a day long
dead, and has done it so convincingly that
its folk actually live again. In actuality the
illusion is complete; those who have been privileged to see the scenes in the making are still
marveling.
convincing. On the screen it will be even more
It is interesting in that it is a bit of pictorial history of
what isItperhaps
most romantic
tradition.
marks America's
a chapter
in the growth of the largest city in the world;
it shows one stage of the evolution of a
metropolis.
And — it adds a new chapter to the history
of the motion picture.
A daring departure in motion picture direction ;perhaps one of the most daring in years,
is under way at Universal City, where Perley,
Poore Sheehan, famous novelist, has started'
work on the production of "Innocent." The
story
to direct
actor isin his
the own,
cast hewillis create
his it,or and
her— each
own
role. Every member of the cast so far as pos-,
sible, will be a college graduate, but this does,
not
that the are
storytheismost
"highbrow."
In;
fact mean
the characters
elemental of
people; mountain folk from the hills of Alaable to
read ormental
write, processes.
and capable1
of onlybama,thenone most
elemental
"That is why college trained actors are needexplains Sheehan.
to we
revert1
to theed,"absolute
primitive "They
for thishave
play;
of
today are so far away from the elemental that
the untrained mind cannot grasp it. It takes
education to play a character absolutely with-;
But the plan to seek college trained actors
is incidental to the plan for the production.1
The firstsembledthing
done when
castjust
is as-as
will be toa bereading
of thetheplay,
Belasco
does with a stage play. Sheehan will
out it."
read
and explain the story to the cast, then
each member will receive a copy of the script.
Each actor will then form a conception of the
part to be played, work out the details or makeup and gradually work up a counterpart of the
character as he or she sees it.
"This has been done on the stage for fifty
years," said Sheehan, "And, so far the absolutely
accepted procedure in drama has been ignored
in pictures. Usually in pictures the actor does
not know the story, he is brought on, scene
aftergoscene,
to 'lookliketo automatons.
left' or 'smile,'
and
thru told
the routine

I
Camera!
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"Megaphone"
"On the stage each artist analyzes the part
and forms a conception of it; thus it is a
convincing work. That is what we are going
to do in the new picture; put the show business back into pictures."
The new picture will be a melodrama, but
Sheehan plans to have it acted in such a manner that it will not smack of the usual in any
manner. It is a story of primitive folk with
a new twist, and considerable curiosity is being manifested by directors as to how the author of "The House With A Bad Name'" and
other noted novels will handle the tale. Sheehan is known to picturedom as the adapter of
Hugo's and
"Hunchback
of Notreof Dame"
to the
screen,
as the scenarist
a number
of
other noted stories. Outside of the work of
supervising " The Hunchback" this is his first
adventure in production. He will have a remarkable staff in his new picture. Jack Sullivan, who assisted in the direction of the Hugo
super production, and who personally handled
er mob scenes, and who, as first assistant on
"Merry-Go-Round,"
was the and
connecting
between Erich von Stroheim
Rupert link
Julian,
will assist Sheehan at the latter's request. Martin
Universal's
tionMurphy,
managers,onehas ofbeen
assigned crack
to the producpicture,
and Elmer Sheeley will design the settings.
The cast includes Ed Kennedy, Gladys Hulette and Howard Truesdale.
Doctors
FORD &
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific
Spinal
Adjustments
Individual
Rest
Rooms
Henry Ford
OfficeFloor G.D.C..
Anna
C. rdGround
D.C.,MuPh. Fo
Ph.C.
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8

ver

JJoo

Thimmeway

Titles

the speedy, economical,error-free process
Paul D. Hugon, General Manager
1123 Lillian \Jay, Hollywood Holly 1696

■x — Fn7U"J
RESUl-TSe
RA!"
EHowell
C—A
FOR RENT
BellMand
Camera, long term,
reasonable rent or will trade for high grade used
car. Box J. C. 2, Camera!
FOR RENT — Bell and Howell Camera. 170 Shutter.
Phone Hollywood 4070; ask for Mr. Wilson.
I WANT a 5 or 6 room house, small court or flats,
Hollywood preferred. If you must sacrifice for
quick action, Money
call Drexel
commission.
ready. 1259 and save agents'
FRENCH LESSONS— Succeeds with those who
have never succeeded. Box J. C. 4. Camera.
FOR RENT — Bell & Howell camera, 170 degree
shutter. Complete Studio Equipment. Telephone
Met. 4686 days; 829-573 nights and Sundays.
FOR RENT — Bell and Howell Camera. 170 degree
Shutter. Complete Studio Equipment. Phone Met.
4686 days; 13173 evenings.
FOR RENT — Bell Howell Camera. 170 degree.
Telephone 599-464.
BOOKKEEPER
— Expert,
typist,
wants 3493W.
four hours'
work 6,daily.
$16
per week.
Humboldt
Call
after
evenings.
FOR RENT — Bell and Howell camera, 170 degrree
shutter. Complete Studio Equipment. Phone Met.
4688 days; 13173 evenings.
FOR RENT — Bell Howell Camera, 170 degree. Telephone 599-464.
® G

Howard Gaye, one of the original D. W.
Griffith stock company, has recently returned
from England, where he played the title role
in the Gaumont Film Company's production,
"Lord Byron," which was filmed in London.
It is interesting to note that practically every
member of the original Griffith stock company
has achieved noteworthy success in screen history, many now being featured players and
stars. Since his return, Mr. Gaye enacted the
role of Pharoah in "Tut-Ankh-Amen," and
played important parts in "Long Live the King"
with Jackie Coogan, and in Rex Ingram's
" Scaramouchc." He is now playing in "Beau
Brummcl" at the Warner Bros, studio. This
film has John Barrymorc, noted stage and
screen celebrity in the title role.
Have the movie folk gone real estate mad?
Is there an "own your own home" movement
afoot in the Hollywood cinema colony? These
and other like questions are daily propounded
by tourists touring through the film capital as
the spieler on the sight seeing bus points out
mansion after mansion recently acquired by
some prominent screen luminary.
Among the stars and directors who have
purchased new homes in Hollywood during the
past few months are Charles "Buck" Jones who
acquired a showplace on Haywarth street ;
Oscar Apfel, who but recently took possession
of a fine mansion on Loma Linda ; Al St. John,
who purchased a Whitley Heights residence ;
William V. Mong, who owns one of the finest
homes on Orchid Avenue and Wallace Worsley, who resides at Manhattan Place.
Never before have the motion picture people
taken such an active interest in local real estate say the Hollywood dealers and they predict an even more active buying period among
the members of the Hollywood picture colony
during
fore. the ensuing winter months than heretoJackie Vernon, who recently finished parts in
"The Noblest Roman," with Herbert Rawlinson under the direction of William Parke and
in Noel Smith's "The Weakling" featuring
Henry Murdoch, believes that Stanford University will win the Pacific Coast conference
football title this year, giving as his reason
the fact "Pop" Worner of Stanford has no
equal among football coaches in the country,
with
possible
exception
Knute the
Rockne
of Notre
Dame.of the far-famed

E T

TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce in soft Mellow
Tone
SurfaceWithout
Noises Scratch
by usinganda
Deflexograph
anyVictrola
Phonograph or
Changeable Needles.
—Play
will after
not disturb.
hours
taches to needle
Deflexograph
atholder,
filters
sound
oscillations,
prevents
and
surface scratch
noises
Gold Plate $1.50 I
1 out I?
VANTONE CO.,I Dept.
box-- 416No meta"^
..? 1.00 nmsesNicke
110 W.l(SeePlate..
15thCut)St.
New York, N. Y.
Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW I
1107 NORTH WESTERN AVE.
At Santa Monica Blvd.
Gustatory
Genius
John's New Cafe
6382 Hollywood Blvd.
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Baby Peggy received the second highest rating of her age in a psychology test conducted by
the University of Southern Calfornia in Los
Angeles.
This places her in the category of infant
prodigies,, which is a formidable title for a
chubby little girl to carry around. Hut it does
not weigh heavily on this sprightly infant.
Baby Peggy is a child gifted with intelligence
beyond her years, yes, but lacking in none of
the graces of childhood. Hers is a well-rounded character, not abnormally developed in one
line at the expense of all others. Such children as these — mathematical marvels and chess
wizards — are not prodigies; they are freaks,
and seldom reach maturity.
for BabyCorporation
Peggy's first
story
forNegotiations
Principal Pictures
are being
conducted with the publisher, and the title will
be announced immediately upon their settlement.
Edward F. Cline will direct.

100 Per Cent Service

I Sigrid Holmquist of the Lasky fold is making her first visit to San Francisco. She left
Friday night to spend the week-end there and
to attend the California State Tennis tournaDress up that next production
ment. Incidentally, Miss Holmquist is soon to
" with
artistic Hand Lettered
join the ranks of free-lance players, having
Titles made by IRVING W.
announced her intention of not renewing her
BUNZE.
contract which expires within the next few
weeks. Her latest role was as the leading
If you want Perfect Symbolic
feminine character of "The Light That Failed."
Art Backgrounds, let us make
Though it is not generally known, Lewis
them ! Neil E. McQuire, for- j Dayton began his motion picture career with
merly with Ince and Prizma, ♦ Mary Pickford. This was in the old Biograph
does our art work.
days under the direction of D. W. Griffith zt'ith
the now famous combination of Blanche Sweet,
Owen Moore and Mack Sennett. Though he
For perfect black-and-white tisubsequently returned to the English speaking
tles, try our PROCESS SYSstage and European film productions, he has
TEM. A telephone call will
now returned to the American screen, having
bring our representative with
appeared during his sojourn here as leading man
!
samples.
in fire successful film productions.
At the Right Price!

Quality

Title &

Film

Company
1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850

FOR
PLAYS,

PICTURES
BOOKS,

ORIGINALS

The
Hollywood Play Bureau

Previous to her debut in pictures several
years ago, Norma Shearer, one of the stars in
Reginald
Barker's society
new picture,
was
a Montreal
girl. "Pleasure
Chosen byMad,"
art
critics as the most beautiful girl in Canada,
she was later accorded further honors when
she was selected to give a diving and swimming
exhibition at one of the exclusive clubs for
the Prince of Wales during his first visit to
the Dominion.

"The Hunchback Of Notre Dame," is playing to such crowded houses at the Capitol Theatre that it is scoring one of the biggest hits
ever made in San Francisco.

\\ ilham V. Mong. who is enacting one of
the stellar roles in the Fred Niblo picturization I
Is Woman," is
"Thyin Name
stagerareplay.
of the
one
of the
fathers
the acting
profession, •
who is satisfied to let his son follow in his |
professiona
inclined. l footsteps, if the youngster is so |
"If my boy wants
and to
shows
the proper talent whento hebe isan oldactor
enough
decide upon his career, I shall be happy to have
him take up my line of endeavor," says Mong.
At the present time "Bill," Jr. has aspirations
to become a motion picture director. Although
but five years of age, the youngster already
wields a mean megaphone and nothing delights
him more than to strut about with puttees,
shirt opened at the throat and direct the neighborhood kiddies in mob scenes which are enacted
on the porch of the Mong residence in
Hollywood.

PENALLES,

INC.

Culver
City,

Calif.
KWIK

After completing the editing and titling of
"The Hunters" and "Pleasure Mad" at the
Mayer-Schulberg studios. Sada Cowan and
H award Higgins commenced similar operations
on Warner Bros. "Lucretia Lombard." Before
they had finished this William S. Hart sent for
them to -write
script upon which the*
are working athisthenextpresent
time.

i

Emmett Corrigan, Mgr.
6404 Hollywood Boulevard
Near Cahuenga.
Hollywood, Cal.

Louis H. Tolhurst, the inventor zt'hose microscopic pictures of the Ant and The Bee are
creating a sensation all over the country, declares that in his fourth production of the
.-■cries he will show the world the most unusual
motion picture ever screened. It is that of a
caterpillar undergoing the transformation from
its
stage.:eorm-like form into that of the cocoon
Six hours of constant vigilance were spent
by the scientist at his motion picture camera,
equipped with its magnifying apparatus, so the
complete stages of this transformation are
shown— a veritable convulsion of Xaturc within
the tiny limits of a cocoon. Every feature of
this marvelous metamorphosis is revealed under
the searching power of the Tolhurst "cool
light" and magnified mightily on the screen.
This byseries
calledfor"Secrets'
of Life"
is being
made
Tolhurst
Principal
Pictures
Corporation.
Harry La Verne, well-known local actor, is
now
on ,hisMichigan
vacation, and
visiting
his inparents' in
Dowagiac
friends
Upon hs return in the near future Chicago.
he will
play an important part in the Gold Seal production, enttled "The Man From Thundergap"

City
Culver

DISTINCTIVE
CINEMA*^ LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS

LUNCH

546

1626 Cahuenga Avi.
i
1714 Highland Avt. 7560 Sunset Blvd. j

Now

in Preparation:

"The

Elk's Tooth"

I WANT SOME REAL PICTURES!
. . . productions from $50,000 to $100,000. release.
I can sell them outright. See me for a quick
flairwod 3677 -SAMUEL CJMNE-6»8S«^<»ii«
General Trucking and Hauling

H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Wilshire 4275 or Drexel 1900
♦ Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
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QUESTION — "Six months ago yesterday
insurance, and
because ofs ~~High
, zvas rejected
j
y
cuing of the arteries.
Another examination

I zvas examined for life
Blood
Pressure and hard- -—
today again rejected me.

mi

f>j>^
f£o

/ want to know rf Chiropractic will reach this trouble successfully/'
ANSWER — Many people do not know that they are suffering with
high blood pressure until rejected by some life insurance company.
These companies are exacting in taking risks. High blood pressure is
one risk they will not take. Hardening of the arteries accompanied
with high blood pressure is the result of deposits of calcerous matter
within the walls of the blood vessels. The organs of elimination, liver
and kidneys especially, and often the spleen, are involved.
There is
perhaps no condition handled more successfully under Chiropractic
Spinal Adjustments. It is a rare exception to find a case that does not
respond to proper Adjustments to correct the cause.

g£3
fg|$

g^g
®££>

Residence Calls Day or Night.
Home

Phone 598-222.

Bring all your health troubles to the only Chiropractor catering to the
Motion Picture Profession.

Dr.
SCIENTIFIC

W.

I. Schuster

CHIROPRACTOR AND NERVE SPECIALIST
(PALMER GRADUATE)
Licensed in California

A health service right at your door
Save your time and strength by avoiding the downtown traffic
Office Hours:
10 to 12 and 2 to 5

203 Bogardus Building
Cor. Sunset and Western
Hollywood, California
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
6 to 8 P.M.
Telephone 436-724
WHERE

THE

SICK

ASK
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Or

Fan

Pictures

are the best medium

Your

appearance
attractive

THE

FOR

GREAT

charge

pictures

OF

THIS

PURPOSE

DESIRED

is made

and
each

TO

IS OF
GAIN

RESULTS.

for the sitting for fan

we finish two
thousand

See our samples

be as

PHOTOGRAPHS

IMPORTANCE

THE

No

on your photos should
as it is on the screen.

QUALITY

USED

of publicity there is

negatives

with

prints.

and get price quotations.

uclio
6039
Lyman

Hollywood

Blvd.

A. Pollard

Holly
Ruth

25fi«.
A. Dowdall
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Motion Picture Profession

UNO

Authentic

Details

Photographs

of

and

and

Hair Dressing

For-

Permanent Waving
Hair Coloring

eign Interiors and

Ex-

teriors of Every

De-

Marcel Waving
Massage

scription.

luconpoRATto
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Manicuring
Toupees

Beards

Moustaches

IN

52220 Telephones 54847
1001, 1003, 1005 West Seventh Street
rational Cinema Rese
L.A. HOW LAND
300-301

Phone 438-761
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY

Los Angeles California

BLDG.
No Parking Restrictions

AUTHORS

SERVICE

BUREAU

Scenarios, Continuities, Short Stories,
TYPED
Am

AND

EDITED

thoroughly trained in the technique of
screen writing.
Newspaper and Magazine Experience.

N. C. WRIGHT
Phone 43 1 -97 1

Box W3, Camera !

HERMAN
BOOKASTA
CHARACTERS

434.306

Established 1918
A Film Magazine and a Film Newspaper in One
6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
: California
Volume VI

SATURDAY,
"LEST

WE

OCTOBER

Number 28

27, 1923

FORGET

S. W. LAWSON
Publisher and Manager
FRED W. FOX
Managing Editor
JOHN CORNYN
Advertising Director
GENE WOOLWAY
Studio Representative
PAULINE THOMPSON
Pulse Editor

THEODORE
ROOSEVELT
OCT. 27TH, 1858.
JAN. 6TH, 1919
"There can be no divided allegiance here. Any man who says he is an
American,
but one
something
also, isn't
at all.
room for but
flag, the else
American
flag, anandAmerican
this excludes
the We
red have
flag,
which symbolises all wars against liberty and civilisation, just as much
as it excludes any foreign flag of a nation to which we are hostile. We
have room for but one language here, and that is the English language,
for we intend to see that the crucible turns our people out as Americans, of
American nationality, and not as dwellers in a polyglot boarding-house ;
and we have room for but one soul-loyalty, and that is loyalty to the
American people."
It would be well for us to pause a moment in the hurry and scurry of our daily
existence and ponder over the words and deeds of that great American whose birth anoi*
versary we commemorate at this time. A man of simple habits and of a rugged ar.d
dynamic character, he will ever be classed among the most distinguished personalities
and great-hearted patriots that his country has ever had. The above words, an excerpf
from his last public message, are worth serious and prolonged study for they reflect
the frank and energetic qualities which Theodore Roosevelt possessed. He was never
backward about the truth ; with him a spade was a spade, and he never uttered sugarcoated nonsense or meaningless phrases. True, he was often censured, but what great
man has not been subjected to censure? The big thing about him was the fact he commanded respect from friend and enemy alike. He was nationally beloved, and at times,
internationally feared. Soldier, statesman, explorer ; a cosmopolitan, yet always an
American.
Motion pictures today need a man of the caliber of Theodore Roosevelt, a man whff
can command respect among the various branches of the industry in a way that wiV
insure the co-operative efforts of them all toward one goal, which is, the perfection
of the cinema. There are too many little Roosevelts running around here now. Witt
motion
pictures
it shouldn't
a case
dog. Everyone
should personality,
be .striving th?
the common
cause,
and if webe had
a manof dog
who eat
possessed
the dominating
tireless energy, and far-sighted wisdom of Roosevelt these things could be achieved
We would find the grail. He states "there is room for but one soul-loyalty and that
is loyalty to the American people." We can paraphrase and say : there is room for but
one soul-loyalty and that is loyalty to the highest ideals of the industry. We have room
for but one language, and that is the language of fraternity and good-will toward one
another. For from the crucible of the yesteryears the great motion picture will arise,
and we must exclude the flag of the alien interests who are in the business only for
monetary gain, even as we would exclude the flag of those who have declared themselves
hostile to us and our work. We need a man like Roosevelt to show us the way, who
can establish more harmonious conditions within our walls so we can work undisturbed
by internal dissension, and, unfettered, soar to the heights of worthwhile things. A
man like Roosevelt could put team work into motion pictures. That is what we need.

Coming

Features

An interview with JACK DEMPSEY, World's Heavyweight Champion Pugilist. Impressions of
the man and the fighter. Soon !

"HOLLYWOOD
AND NEW
YORK."
Some opinions from
prominent film folk as to the
status of the two as film centers.

A Review of the Best Photoplays of
the Past Ten Years. An unbiased
opinion

by an

ordinary "fan."

"CAMERA!",
The Angeles,
Digest of
the Motion
Picture 439-869.
Industry,Entered
issued as
on second-class
Saturday morning
each 11,
week,1918,
at at
6318theHollywood Boulevard in Los
California,
Telephone
matter,of Aug.
Post
Office at Los Angeles, Calif., under Act of March 3rd, 1879. Published by S. W. Lawson Publishing Co., with executive
and editorial offices at 6318 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles. National advertising representatives H. H. Conger Co.,
New York, Chicago, San Francisco. SUBSCRIPTION RATES : $3.50 per year in Los Angeles County; $4.00 per year
in outside zone; 4.50 per year to Canada; $3.50 per year to foreign points. Address all communications to the company.
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California
Main at Eighth
Marion Davies

Morosco
744 So. Broadway
'The Gold Diggers'
Mason
127 So. Broadway
"Irene"
Egans
Pico and Figueroa
DARK

Hippodrome
320 So. Main
Vaudeville

Orpheum
630 So. Broadway
Vaudeville

Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Vaudeville
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Dustin Farnum
in
"The Buster"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy
Majestic
845 So. Broadway
Marjorie Rambeau
in
"The Valley Of Content"
Tally's
Broadway
833 So. Broadway
Tom in Mix
"Soft Boiled"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Harry Carey
in
"The Miracle Baby"

This

Week's

Theatre

Notes

sistance of her two syncopators,
Holbrook Blinn reaches stardom
Ted Shapiro and Jack Carroll. J.
on the screen in Edwin Carew's Rosamond Johnson, formerly of
First National picture, "The Bad the famous team, Cole and JohnMan" at Loew's State theater this
son, will present a musical
week. It is a thrilling production
of the stage play in which Blinn chronology entitled "Syncopation."
achieved great success here and In his company will be E. (Peggy)
for three years on the American Holland, Eddie Ransom, L. C.
stage.
Langster, Leon Abbey and Eloise
Bennett.
Cleverly constructed, the comDan Stanley and Al Birncs a
edy-drama isbuilt along lines different from the average produc- clever pair of songsters and comtion and is marked by snappy huedians will also be present. William Edmunds, supported by Gail
mor, intermingled with thrills and
surprise situations. "The Bad White, will offer a comedy sketch
Man" is a mixture of laughs and entitled "Peg O' My Sole."
Jack Joyce, will offer a number
thrills, a story of the Mexican
English stories, some dancing
border with Mr. Blinn as a bandit, of
and singinc.
a sort of Robin Hood of the desCompleting the vaudeville will be
ert, a type that is absolutely new to Adonis and company, a clever
the screen. While the leading char- hand-balancing act.
The feature photoplay will be
acter is a "bad man" he is a "good
bad man" with a unique philosophy Dustin Farnum in "The Busters."
Other features on the bill will
of life and a deep sense of conceiving right and wrong.. Hol- be Hillstreet International News,
characterization
Fables,
Havone of brook
theBlinn's
most
fascinating theis Aesop's
en comedy,
and aa Carter
William DeDuncan
screen has ever seen. The cast inChapter-play
"The
Steel
Trail."
cludes Enid Bennett, Jack Mulhall,
Walter McGrail, Harry Meyers,
The Universal Super - Jewel,
Teddy Sampson, and others of "Merry-Go-Round" which has been
note.
playing to tremendous houses at
theater will be reIn spite of the continued inter- the Alhambra
tained for a second week and which
est in Charles Ray's production of
"The Courtship of Myles Stand- will be its final in Los Angeles.
ish," it is announced that, owing to Its story of pre-war life in Austria
existing contracts, this remarkable with its scenes of gay revelry in
photoplay will giveaway to Harold the Prater, the Coney Island of
Lloyd's lacst comedy "Why Wor- Vienna, and with its tremendous
ry?" at Grauman's Million Dollar love drama between the two leadTheater.
ing characters gripping every on"Why Worry?" is straight one of the
looker,
"Merry-Go-Round"
offers
most
dramatic stories
farce. Here are real characters
and entirely probable situations ex- the screen has ever known.
Authenticity is one of the many
ag erated to a state of absurdity
things in this picture which
that yet remains within the realms notable
tells the love story of an Austrian
of possibility. It is the story of nobleman
for a little girl, an oran American youth, accustomed to
gan grinder at the Prater. The
luxury who seeks adventure in cast includes George Hackathorn,
Marv Philbin, Norman Kerry,
South America and promptly be- Caesare
George Seigcomes enmeshed in a fierce, fiery, tnann. Al. Gravina,
Edmundson, Dale Fuland flaming revolution. It is laid
ler,
Lillian
Sylvester,
in a romantic atmosphere with George, Edith Yorke and Maude
many
thrilling adventure and is pro- others of note.
nounced as a comedy of one laugh
— and that from start to finish,
with mirthful, hilarious situations colorful
One of stories,
Rudyardinvolving
Kipling's drama
most
overlapping
one
another.
The
picture introduces to the screen a new of the highest order, has just been
leadintr
lady who
in the isperson
Joby- transferred to the screen. The
na Ralston
young,of pretty
and spirited and proves a decided story is "The Light That Failed."
George Mel ford produced the
acquisition to the realm of the si- film
version, which constitutes the
lent drama. Another prominent
figure is John Aasen an 8 foot 9
feature attraction at Grauman's
inch giant who also makes his Metropolitan
Theater this week.
screen debut in this picture.
Jacqueline Logan, Percy MarA banner week at the Hillstreet mont, Sigrid Holmquist and David
theater, Sophie Tucker, the pre- Torrcncc are featured.
mier innovator of the vaudeville
By special
the was
author, the timeconsent
of thefromstory
stage, will return with a new act
and the usual number of novel char- changed to the period just preceding the great war.
acter songs presented as only SoThe picture is accompanied by
phie can present them with the as- special feature acts.

in
"Little Old New York'
Main at Ninth
George Arliss
Miller's
"Green Goddess"
in
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Jacqueline Logan
in
"The Light that Failed"
Loew's State
Seventh at Broadway
Holbrook Blinn
in
"The Bad Man"
Rialto
Broadway near Eighth
Pola Negri
in
"The Spanish Dancer"
Criterion
"A Charles
Woman Chaplin's
of Paris"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Harold Lloyd
in
"Why Worry"
Alhambra
731 South Hill
'Merrv-Go-Round"
Hollywood Egyptii
Hollywood Blvd. and McCidden
"The
Wagon"
with Covered
Lois Wilson
and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Mabel Normand
in
"The Extra Girl"
Chine's Broadway
Broadway near Fifth
"The Isle Of Vanishing Met!
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Hollywood
1 come in their thousands, the young and
he old,
with many a heartbreak their stories unfold.
they threw up their jobs: left their kith
and kin,
a chance in the movies ; for a chance to
rak in."
self-possessed flapper zvith bright eyes of
youth,
the broken-down woman, half starved and
uncouth.
kid from the farmland: The girl from the
store,
y come in their thousands to knock at my
door.
Shakespearian actor and the grinning old
cloivn,
society girl and the wan about toiun.
grid-iron hero; the meal ticket pug,
h his cauliflower car and much battered
mug.
drug clerk; the hasher, the telephone girl,
white man, the black ; like an eddy they
swirl,
they trudge on my boulevard or sit in my
park,
m morning to evening; from noon until
dark.
th hope held in check, but zvith eves all
aflame,
y surge at the wicket to enter their name,
th fast throbbing pulse and quick-beating
heart,
?y plead for an opening : they beg for a
start.
t a few zvill I favour zvith stardom and
fame ;
hose names zvill be blazoned, whom the world
will acclaim.
the others zvho strive to pass through my
gate,
ly the high gods know their ultimate fate,
me go back boldly and loudly declaim,

Tke

Universal

t was intended that Reginald Denny, UniIrsay star, who was severely injured in an
tomobile accident recently, should make anner of the humorous stories of prize fightt, "The Leather Pushers," as a farewell apJarance
in the
series, inBilly
which
he would inDduce his
successor,
Sullivan.
'The vehicle
Spice ofdirected
Life,"byhisHarry
Universal-Jewel
irring
A. Pollard,
as completed last week and preparations were
ade to start the short subject this week. Evything
wasstory
readyunder
to "shoot."
Now the
preparation is being
written in order that more of "The Leather
ushers" starring Sullivan may be made withitDenny
waiting
Denny's
will for
be under
the recovery.
care of doctors for
veral weeks.
If ever there was a production in motion
cture history with a title which didn't fit
ie working conditions, it is "The Turmoil."
"The Turmoil" is Booth Tarkington's novel
'hich is going to the screen as a Hobart
lenlcy production. In the cast are George
lackathorne, Eleanor Boardman, Victory Batelan, Emmett Corrigan, Pauline Garon, Eileen
|ercy, Theodore Von Eltz, Kenneth Gibson,
Edward Hearn, Bert Roach, Buddy Messenger,
ohnny Fox and others of note.
The Henley unit is a "one-man" company.
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By MALCOLM

"The movies are rotten, I'm through zvith the
same.return to their counter and store.
Others
But thousands still knock at my tightly closed
door.

MdNTYRE

ton has the aristocratic bearing and air of refinement which places him in the society leading
man class, but he states that he would rather
play villains and character roles than to become
stereotyped which follows the playing of the
same style of parts for picture after picture.
He played a near-villain in "Cordelia the Magnificent" with Clara Kimball Young which
Young.
contrasted
her he
laterplayed
picture
"A Wife's
Romance," with
wherein
opposite
Miss
Lillian Lawrence , who will best be rememby her part
in "The the
Girl characterisation
I Love," with
Charlesbered Ray,
has finished
of Mrs. Wingate in Hal Roach's satire, "The
Two Marie
CoveredMosquini.
Wagons," featuring Will Rogers
and
Norman N. Rankow, who has been cast for
the part taineer
of andHorny
a Kentucky
moun-of
around Leffcrts,
zvhose death
the plot

An actress zvho gives great promise of attaining early stardom is Nola Luxford. zvho is
prominently cast in "Rouged Lips" zvith Viola
Dana. She also enacts principal roles in "The
Flying Dutchman," "The Prince of Tonight"
and "The Man of W rath."
Lewis Dayton, film actor, has a dread of
becoming marked for type. The public becomes accustomed to seeing a certain player in a
particular style of portrayal, then the producers
are afraid to offer him in any other way. Day-

Megaphone
Nearly everyone in the company, exclusive of
the cast, has worked many times before with
Henley. Arthur Smith, his assistant on several
elaborate productions, is on this one. Even
many of the players have worked with Henley
before. So far the most perfect harmony has
existed in the company, not only of spirit, but
of coordinating abilities.
Reginald Denny has just finished the fastest
picture of his career.
The famous "Leather Pushers" star did many
a fast round in the squarcd-circle classics and
galloped some fast furlongs in "The KenDerby" butthrough
in his thousands
latest Universal
turetucky
he strode
of feetfeaof
film at more than one hundred miles an hour.
Final shooting has been completed on "The
Spice of Life," a screen version of the famous
speedway story, "There He Goes," by Byron
Morgan.
this satisfied.
vehicle Denny's
craving was
for
fast actionIn was
The picture
a blaze of speed from start to finish.
It was produced as a Jewel feature under the
direction of Harry A. Pollard and will be
released in seven or eight reel lengths. Its
completion marks the first of four big productions in which Denny will be starred annually
under his new status as a feature star with
Universal.
His next vehicle will be "Love Insurance," a

the story revolves
in Perley has
Poore
"Innocent"
at the Universal,
onlyShcchan's
recently
joined the local film colony.
Mr. Rankow lias been centered in Johannesburg for nearly twenty years, four of which
he spent on the legitimate stage and was for
six years zvith the African Film Trust. He
gained quite a following among the fans owing
to his athletic prowess, being called "the Douglas Fairbanks of South Africa."
For Laura Winston, stepping from the portrayal of She-Bear, an Indian hag, as was
her part which she has just finished in the
"Deer Slayer,"
a C.Scitz
W. and
Patten
Production
directed by Geo. B.
featuring
Murphy
Miller, to that of an emotional mother role
for which she has just been cast in the new
Neva Gerber production under the direction of
Dick Hatton at the Berwilla studio, is all in
a days zvork.
Laura Winston is seldom idle. Her range
of character portrayals is apparently unlimited
and to her the overworked and much abused
"versatility" can safely and conscientiously be
applied.
By WILL

C. MURPHET

comedy drama based on the novel of the same
name
Earl Derr Biggers, to be directed by
Eddie byCline.
companyunder
making
Signal
Tower"
forTheUniversal
the "The
direction
of Clarence
Brown spent Thursday of last week shooting
some scenes in Oakland. They later spent a
few hours in San Francisco, saw their friends
and had dinner before leaving for Ft. Bragg
that evening, where they expect to be on location for about three weeks. Wallace Beery,
and Virginia Valli are playing the leading roles
in the picture, with Ben Reynolds borrowed
from Goldwyn for this one picture, at the
camera.
Filmland is watching with interest the first
efforts of Perley Poore Sheehan as a director.. He is making an all-star Universal picture,
temporarilyHulctte,
titled "Innocent."
players are Gladys
Ed Kennedy,TheCharles
Cruz, Howard Truesdell, Robert Gordon, Lon
Poff, Margaret Seddon and Norman Ranco.
Sheehan, well known as a novelist prior to
his entering screen work, ras been for two
or three years writing scenarios and making
adaptations such as the adaptation of "The
(Continued on Page 20)
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San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 24th, 1923.
Louis Graf, President of the Graf Films returned a fewon days
ago from
a week's
visit to
Hollywood
business
for the
corporation.
A. L. Rockett, production manager of the
Rockett-Lincoln Co., spent most of last week
in San Francisco arranging for an early showing of the recently completed film "The Life
Of Abraham
Lincoln,"
in thistocity
an early
date.
Mr. Rockett
returned
theat South
on
Saturday evening.
"The Yellow Stigma" last production of the
Rellimco Film Syndicate of this city is nearing
completion at the leased studio of the company
in Hollywood. Actual shooting was completed
a few days ago, and Colin Campbell the Director is cutting and editing the film. The titles
are being written by Grace Sanderson Michic,
who wrote the scenario. The picture will be
ready for release about Nov. 15th. and promises
to be one of the outstanding productions of the
year, and in it Rosemary Theby gives the finest
performance of her career. Miss Theby is
leaving for Algiers, to play in "A Son of the
Sahara.' Camera work on "The Yellow Stigma" was done bv Joe Brotherton.
Miss Grace Inglis drove to San Francisco last
week-end to do some casting for the Fulton
plete the final business details, and the company will go into production on a new series

Christie Comedies
BOBBYpresent
VERNON
in
"A PERFECT 36"
Directed by Al Christie
Story by Frank Conklin
CAST:
Bobby Vernon Jimmie Harrison
Teddy Sampson Lincoln Plumer
Patricia Palmer Ward Caulfield
Christie Comedies
DOROTHYpresent
DEVORE
in
"KIDDING KATIE"
Directed by Scott Sidney
Story by Walter Graham
CAST:
Dorothy Devor Eugenie Ford
Jimmie Harrison Blanche Payson
Babe London
Felix Valle
Joseph Henabery Productions
present
"THE STRANGER"
Directed by Jos. Henabery
Story by Ed f rid Bingham
CAST:
Betty Compson Lewis Stone
Richard Dix
Tully Marshall
Goldstone Productions
present WATER"
"THICKER THAN
Directed by Duke Worne
Photographed by Rolland Price
CAST:
William Fairbanks
Edith York
Dorothy Revier Robert Keith
Rhea Mitchell

I
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of pictures, to be shot at a southern studio at
a very early date.
The Golden Gate Films of San Francisco
have their re-organization plans just about
completed. Herman Luftin, president of the
company, Jack Dewey, production manager, and
Benjamin Block, legal council, drove to Hollywood on Sunday. While there they will com' h(--ater. J
JfJ
One of the leading technical directors of the
business, now a partner in a San Francisco
film organization, and a very well-known member of the Frank Lloyd productions, decided
to celebrate the other night. Celebrate they
did, and so thoroughly the job done that they
had
at Coffee
Dan's till
four soA. they
M.,
when tothestaystreet
cars stopped
running
would have room enough on the road to drive
home.
Alice Lake spent most of last week in San
Francisco, enjoying a short vacation from her
labors on the silver sheet.
The Graf Films gave an invitation pre-view
of their recently completed film, "Half-A-Dollar Bill," atMost
the ofWarfield
Sunday
morning.
filmdomTheater
in San onFrancisco,
as well as the special friends of the producers
were there, and everybody was most enthusias-

The Gene Stratton Porter Productions
"THE GIRL OF present
THE LIMBERLOST"
Directed by J. Leo Meehan
Photographed by H. Anderson
Story by Gene Stratton Porter
CAST:
Gloria Grey
Emily Fitzroy
Gertrude Olmstead Alfred Allen
Cullen Landis Newton Hall
Raymond McKee Buck Black
Virginia True Boardman
Thos. H. Ince Productions
"THE GALLOPING
FISH"
Directed bypresent
Del Andrews
Photographed by Max Dupont
Story bv Del Andrews
CAST:
Louise Fazenda Lucille Rickson
Sidney Chaplin John Steptling
Ford Sterling Curly Shatpuck
Chester Conklin Alfred Hollingsworth
Waldorf Productions
"DISCONTENTED
HUSBANDS"
Directed by present
Howard Mitchell
Photographed by King Gray
Scenario byCAST:
J. Stormwasser
James Kirkwood Vernon Steele
Grace Darmond Arthur Rankin
Clco Madison Carmelita Geraghty
Maurice Tourneur Productions
"TORMENT"
present
Directed by Maurice Tourneur
Photographed by Arthur Todd
Scenario by Fred Myton

tic about the picture. It has a fine thrillii
story, mostly of the sea, with lots of hum;
appeal, and more than well played by an
star cast of well-known screen stars. The ca
included such well-known names as Anna (
Nilsson, Mitchell Lewis, William Carleto ■
Raymond Hatton, Alec Francis, and litt
Frankie Darrow. Last but by no means lea
in the general interest of their parts are tl r.m*
well-known dog-star Cameo, and Irish, wl
is a San Francisco dog,, wonderfully clev(
and making his film debut in "Half-A-Doll;
Bill." Andmembers
at the of
preview
one of was
the mo
interested
the audience
hin
self seated beside his master, and watchin
the screen with the greatest attention.
Harry Lauder returned from a sever:
months tour of Australia, New Zealand an' .
the
Seas lastat week
and opened
a two "
weeksSouth
engagement
the Curren
Theater
Monday evening. As always his long-standin
popularity is drawing big crowds that alwa>
go away pleased not only by his own humo Mr
but by the capable vaudeville entertainers thi;
furnish the rest of the bill.
John Howard, publicity man with Mary Pick
ford's company making "Dorothy Vernon
Haddoii Hall," left San Francisco on Thurs
day after being in town for a couple of week:
during the location work on the company
Golden Gate Park, and for afew days afte
their departure.

CAST:
Owen Moore
Jean Hersholt
Bessie Love
Morgan Wallace
Joseph Kilgour
Maude George
George Cooper
Robert J. Horner Productions
"WHERE
THE byJOURNEY
Directed
Bob Horner ENDS"
present
Photographed by Chas.
Fetty and Elmer
Written by Bob Horner
Alice Winthrop
EVA NOVAB
Helen
Emers
DouglasHolt
Dawson
GEORGEZenobia
CHESEBF'
Owen Sterling
Frank Cla
William Ellis
Ray Hanfo
Cap'n
Danny
David
Du
Big Tim Reynolds
J. Milton Stev
Harvev Raymond
Rodney Hildebr
Mike "Shelby
Tom Rj
Another satirical sketch has been completed
under the supervision of Mack Sennett.
Though the characters are in seafaring garb
the action is for the most part in and around
a light house. Billy Bevan, Harry Gribbon and
Madeleine Hurlock play the principal roles,
while Kalla Pasha, the terrible turk, is the
light-house keeper and Fred Spencer,, the ship's
captain.
This new burlesque, which for originality of
situations and humorous gags, will establish a
higher level for which picurtes of this type
must hereafter strive to attain, was directed by
Earl Kenton.
"Iitbad The Sailor," is Kenton's first directorial effort since returning to the Sennett lot,
after an absence of almost three years.
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PUBLIC

OPINION

EDITOR'S
Thisvocek
letter,is
received
in theNOTE—
mail this
published here as an example of
what feeling the so-called "scenario schools" have aroused among
the people they have victimised.
The bitter feeling of the correspondent isbrought out in full in
the language he employs in his
missive. Remember , this is only
one of hundreds of thousands of
similar cases. What's the anszver?
What are -yon going to do about
it?
San Diego, Calif.,
Nov. 10th, 1923.
I tor
Los "Camera
Angeles,!" Calif.
I ir Sir:
'our editorial in issue of October 6th reg ding scenario schools, etc., is indeed an
it ortant and worthy article.
is impossible
estimate of
the false
harm hopes
done
t' tthe
industry onto account
r9:;edin by
"fake"
advertising.
If
it
is
true
consequence a million people have tried
i r hands (their very hearts and souls in
s le instances) at screen writing then I feel
s : in saying that at least five million enemies
he been made for the film industry by these
p pie who raised false hopes in the hearts
fi 1 too-trusting public.

FasKions— -by
of the Russian
a 'here
aboutseems
Gownsto be
forquite
streeta bit
wear.

Each disgusted, disappointed, heart-sore,
would-be screen playwright has relatives,
friends and loved ones who view the hopeless
situation
from
writer's
point
of
view. In
my the
daily would-be
mingling with
the public
I find that most of the bitter feeling is directed
against the producer and his staff.
In many ways the producer is to blame. He
has not been honest or straightforward with his
public. The honest way would be not to receive these thousands of would-be screen stories. As it is there is disgust within the studio
with an occasional lifting of a plot, news of
which is always broadcasted among the "author's" friends and relatives. More hate, and
disgust among those on the_ outside. As it is
now the whole thing is a vicious circle.
The practice of everybody writing for the
screen so far has benefited only these trouble
and
creating
schools."
But as
I seehate
it the
whole "scenario
situation could
be remedied
if each producer were to issue a public statement that in order not to disappoint or falsely
lead on their public the practice of receiving
and reading unsolicited manuscripts, sent through
the mail, was to be discontinued. I predict
that within six months producers, directors, etc.,
would feel less disgust and contempt for the
"poor boob" writing public and the public
would no longer think of the man inside as a
thief, etc.
Sincerely yours,
B. A. ALBERTS,
San Diego Hotel,

Lillian

Rich

'he proper shoes for morning are brown
Sde inlaid with darker kid, or patent trimll, with Cuban heel. There is something
glut the medium toe that gives the shoe a
j nty appearance..
'he shoes for evening wear all have the
I V heel. The style varies with these. How«r, the majority are of French brocade, of
1 colors or silver and gold.
'he fur coats are either very short or of
t three-quarter length. Chamois and beaver
s trimmings give them the Russian air.
iilk hoisiery is to match all Fall costumes.
"tarn"
very are
noticeable
in the
i VThehats,
and effect
most ofis them
high crowned.
The cloche will again be popular this coming
i son.
The style of the hair "do's" are something
1: Frances White's well remembered stvle.
is very simple, flat and brushed as smoothly
: possible.
The evening gowns are nearly all of brocade
;Jl velvet.
Hollywood — It is terribly warm, but still we
l/e the Fall styles gradually working their
1 y up in the fashion world.
The tailored mode seems to be sort of
i." Most of them are rosewood charmeen
th borders of embroidery and colored pip:s.
Paris is blamed for the tucks in the new
ffon satin frocks. This doesn't seem to be
:ing so well.
« Something clever in a hostess gown is a
" dicefully
cordovan
a blousedraped
of green
chiffon.failles
The silk
skirt skirt
has
: cascade effect.

Harry Beaumont is directing "Beau Brummel" for Warner Bros. John Barrymore, reknoivncd stage and screen star, plays the title
role.
Three recently completed Warner Brothers
classics of the screen are being edited and titled
at the Warner studios in Hollywood. Sidney
Franklin is editing his own production, David
Belasco's Tiger Rose," starring Lenore Ulric;
the
Lombard,"
is putting
Harry RapfNorris'
Kathleen
novel"Lucretia
with Monte
Blue and
and
process:
Irene Rich, through the finishing
Johnny Hines is whipping into shape his latest
vehicle, "Conductor 1492."
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I'red Bond, who icas to have directed "The Elk's Tooth," has affiliated himself with Monroe Salisbury in the hitter's independent
productions;
a new
the
"Elk's 'Tooth"
has director
not yetforbeen
chosen, although it is hinted that a
prominent Culver City man will be
named.
Chivalrous bystanders were restrained with difficulty from lynching a prominent actor at the Hal
Roach Studios recently when the,
player, suddenly becoming angered,
struck his leading lady unexpectedly during the taking of a scene
in a hotel. The blow was not in
the script, and it caused Director
Len Powers tne trouble of a retake. Rosie, the heroine, fled to
the rafters of the huge stage,
deeply humiliated and was only
lured back to work with a bag
of peanuts. The incident occurred
in filming a new comedy with Hal
Roach's "Dippy-Doo-Dads." It
was forgotten when the house detective in the story waddled in and
was assaulted by most of the principals of the cast. This new comedy is a stirring screen melodrama,
with stolen jewels, et al, in which
the principal roles are taken by
the monkeys of the Dippy-DooDad family. A rakish looking
duck is the house detective.
Virginia Andrus, who played the
feminine lead in the Darrell-Mounier
entitled
camepicture
from New
York "Betsy
City toAnn",
take
the part. Virginia is a decided
blond, with large wistful eyes
which, however, have a twinkle of
devilment in them. Although only
nineteen years of age, she has had
considerable experience in the eastern studios.
With all its fervent upholders
and its raBid enemies, the photoplay has no more staunch believer
in its attainments and future capabilities than Winifred Dunn, Metro's scenario editor. Yet she denies that the movies are an art!
For the answer, turn to your
own dictionary, she says, and you
will soon realize, with her, that the
films are no more an art than
painting or music. The movies are
a form of expression !
Only as such should they be
judged and criticized; and, as such,
they will be found to have reached
a higher average of excellence
of expresother
thansion— any
and in
an form
infinitely
shorter
space of time. Think how many
evolve architecyearsture it
pointto of the cathedral,
to thetook
to the stage of
bring portraiture
to
Rembrandt
or Franz Hals, to lift
dramaticandformso toonShakespeare's
the
"Hamlet,"
through all
the related fields. Yet in about half
has achievmotion
a generation
ed its presenttheplane
of quality
and
entertainment powers.
Another highly optimistic fact
which Miss Dunn points out lies in
the statistics which prove that the
percentage of worth-while films is
sime ofplays,
the percentag
higher than
ilarly worth-while
books,
forms
poems
paintings,
. or the other
of
expression
The movies may not be an art
have achieved much that
but they
—benefits
the entire human race and
they have just started!
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Happenings
in
the World
There arc rumors afloat to the effect Frank ity as a comedian and as an actor of serious
parts. He also has a lot of friends in the
Chance, players
in days and
goneformerly
by one manager
of the for
world's
greatest
the cinema world, such as Harry Carey, Buck
Chicago Cubs, may re-enter this field of ac- Jones, Raymond Welsh and many others.
tivity as manager for one of the big league
One of his chief reasons for visiting Caliclubs again. It is understood the Chicago White
Sox and the Washington Senators are putting
up strong
bids forfor
the Chance
veteran'songuidance,
the
best chance
the sidewith
of
the Sox. Naturally any offer on the part of
this Chicago aggregation is only tentative for
the managerial reins are still in the hands
of Kid Gleason, who is reported to be considering entering his resignation. The Chicago club
certainly needs a man like Frank Chance for
interest on the baseball doings of the Windy
City haven't
the scandal
several
years been
ago. very
Withkeen
this since
old-timer
at the
helm they could put up a strong bid for popularity again with splendid opportunities for
participating in next year's world scries.
Thereyou isn't
a day
last few
when
cannot
hear,during
while thewalking
alongweeks
the
Boulevard, a shout. "Hello, Bull !", or some
such remark
as Bull
"There
goes orBull"!
possible
that the
is loose,
what?"IsDidit
he sell his car and does he now have to tramp
the streets on foot?"
Nothing of the kind. This is not the socalled Bull of the Movies, nor even the Bull
of the Pampas.
It is no one else but George D. Kotsonaros.
the Greek light heavyweight champion wrestler.
He is visiting Hollywood to confer with his
younger brother, Dinos, regarding an offer they
have had from a well-known film concern for
an attractive part. Besides the many years that
Kotsonaros has been on the stage as a wrestler,
he has appeared in many screen plays in France,
Italy and Greece. He has shown splendid abil-

of Sports
i
he could do was to give his man a very toug
bout. The match was a draw after a har'
slugging affair. Two hours was the timi
Kotsonaros had never met Londos before an
he didn't know his style, but now he is sui
that
it willWhat
be anwilleasy
taskharefc'
him tonext
turntime
the keys.
be the
est is to get Londos to accept another challeng'
world's
champion
wasJackthe Uempsey,
timekeeperthethat
evening,
while boxe
at tr
beginning, Chuck Reisner humored the aud :s
ence with his famous jokes, using Bull Mor
tana as his theme.
I
Kotsonaros says that he will be very glad t1
meet Montana, not only for the championshi
of movieland, but also for a beauty contc;
for he thinks he is better looking than "Th
>creen
Scribbl

fornia was to take a crack at the Greek heavyweight champion, Jim Londos. Last week,
after hard trying, he succeeded in getting Loudos to accept his challenge and they met at
Long Beach, but as Kotsonaros came all the
way from New York, where he attended the
big fight, he was all worn out, and the best

es

ABool."
rose might smell just as sweet by an.
other name, and Kalla Pasha, well known char
acter-heavy actor, might be just as popular an
earn the right to work in pictures under an
other name, but it must be admitted that "Th
Terrible
a most
fitting
affix.
Kal, asTurk,"
he is is
known
to his
playmates,
combination of everything, estimating the ,.
tions he has held. He was at one time
well-known professional wrestler. He has bee.
in the show business for years, under the *bi
tops' and on the boards. He has doubled f
wild men in the side-shows, and goodness
whattatooed
not. He
is one known.
of the greatest
of
humanity
There specimen
is hardl
an inch of his body on which a picture ha
not been inked.
Kalla Pasha is one of the best natured, big
hearted men one could mce, yet he can lool
fierce as an animal if necessary. His work i
Sennett comedies is known the world over. Hi
latest
is in "Inbad the Sailor," di
rected appearance
by Farl Kenton.

ii
■t

:

''
.

Now,
trained
clam had
in the
For a it's
longthetime
we have
on moviesl
the sc
everything trom trained fleas and bandoli
trained masculine hair, to trained hippopoti
One company is training a fish to gallop,
Dr. Tolhurst is teaching a class of bac
what to do in a microscopic close-up. Be
the camera, thcr have evolved a race of
trained
utter "Yes!", point.
at the slightest stin
from anto interrogation
But none had trained a clam until Llo
Hamilton's current comedy. It was Lloyd Ba
con's idea and it was then up to Director Gil
Pratt totheir
put paces;
a trio make
of the
boarder'^
through
them beach
open and
do
their shells, turn over, and play dead at
Although
the clam
has reputation for taci
cry
of "Chowder
!" therefore
turnity.
and should
do well in
silent drama, it must be remembered that he
used to noise — when he appears in soupl

Menjou
contributes
to Charles
"A won
Woman
of Paris!'
nowAdolphc
enjoyini/
an extended
run aat fine
the interpretation
Criterion Theater
here. Chaplin's
Menjou has
a place
as one>
of the screen's most convincing delineators of heavy roles of a society type.

A squad of photographers has been pui
work by Cecil B. DeMille, photographing
exteriors and interiors of some of the larg_
factories in Western America. Mr. De Mil
is gathering this material together, in ord
to make a choice for the locale of some
the most important scenes in his forthcomin
Paramount Picture. "Triumph," adapted
Jeanne MacPherson from a Saturday Ever
Post story by May Edington. Leatrice Joy
Rod La Rocque have been named as featur
players in this production.
The size and power of manufacturing opera
tions is desired as a background for the dram:;
of "Triumph." It is expected that the factory
chosen for the scenes will provide a great dea
of picorial material never before seen on thi

i
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Show

At

Auditorium
The local motion picture colony
s never undertaken anything that
oms up as great a success as the
rthcoming benefit to be held at
(■harmonic auditorium on Octor 29 by the Motion Picture
ranch of the Actor's Fund of
merica.
Unusual interest has
en evinced in this performance
id being the first of a series of
inual events planned by this engetic organization it should prove
desirable boomerang later on.
The executive
committee and
ther sub-committees have been
ard at work for several weeks in
reparation and a glittering arrav
f first-rate stars of stage and
reen is the result. The first part
f the program is as follows :
Marjorie Rambeau, Carl Gantoort, Viola Dana, Shirley Mason,
onid Bennett, Edward Everett
Norton, Florence Vidor, May Alson, Kthel Grey Terry, Marjorie
)aw, Carmel Myers, Patsy Ruth
diller, Kate Price, Eddie Sutherand, Ramon
Novarro, Louise
Jressr, Ina Anson, Jose Padella,
ee Moran, Mrs. Reginald Denny,
2yr\\ Chadwick, Charles Coleman,
Lucille Cavanaugh, Grace La Rue,
Bophie Tucker, The Four Nortons,
ind the one and only Mary Garlen.
The second part of the program
will be a pageant of Fimland which
,vill serve to introduce the greatest
iggregation of film stars ever got
ogethcr in one theater. Those
ivho will participate are: Douglas
Fairbanks and 12 of his merry men
from
"Robin
Hood" ;dancing
Mary Pickford and
6 Spanish
girls

OCTOBER

LASKY
BIG

ACTORS'

Thais Valdemar has been cast
for a prominent part with Pola
Negri
Man," Brcnnnn
under theal
directionin of"MyHerbert
Lasky's. Gordon
Charles have
de Roche
and
Huntley
important
roles.

ficers as she was in "Trifling Women"; Betty Compson as she was
in "To Have and to Hold" ;
Blanche Sweet as she was in "In
the Palace of the King" ; Anna Q.
NillsonNaldi,
as sheColleen
was in Moore
"Ponjola";
Nita
and
many others of equal note.
Donald Crisp is director of production assisted by Clarence Geldert. Fred Niblo is chairman of
the entertainment committee which
consists of Winifred Kingston and
MaMrian Fairfax. The executive
committee of the Motion Picture
Branch of
the Actors'
Fund of:
America
consists
of the following
Frank E. Woods, chairman ; Robert Fairbanks, treasurer ; Rev.
Neal Dodd, secretary ; Marian
Fairfax, Winifred Kingston, Joseph de Grasse, Charles A. Stevenson, Mitchell Lewis, Mark Larkin,
Will T. Wyatt, Wedgwood Nowel,
with Daniel Frohman as president
of the Actors' Fund of America
with headquarters in New York.
Will T. Wyatt, formerly manager
of the Mason Opera House was
responsible for the capable business
management of the benefit. George
Foster Piatt was in charge of the
reading Connor
of andplays.
Miss MaryQuirk
O'Miss Josephine
are in charge of the sale of programs. Wedgwood Nowell is
chairman of the propaganda committee which revived the war-time
custom of having three minute
speakers visiting all the big theatres talking on the Fund and its
work and calling attention to the
forthcoming benefit. The committee on box reservations consists of
from "Rosita" ; Mae Murray as Mrs. Jesse L. Lasky, Mrs. Antonio
she
was
in
"Jazzmania"
;
Norma
Talmadge and guards as she was Moreno and Mrs. Abraham Lehr.
design for the program cover,
in the role of "Yolande" in "Ash- The
which has been drawn especially
es of Vengeance" ; Jackie Coogan for this occasion is from the origas he was in "Long Live the. King" ;
inal by Joseph de Grasse.
Theda Bara as she was in "A Fool
This benefit inaugurates the beThere Was" ; Priscilla Dean as
gin ing of a fund which will hence"Cigarette"
in "Under
Two Amazon
Flags" ;
forth remain here for disburseDorothy Phillips
as the
ment by the local Fund in its work
queen in "Man-Woman-Marriage";
among the needy and destitute
Dustin
Farnum
as
"The
Virginian"
;
Henry B. Walthall as the Little members of the profession. All
Colonel in "The Birth of a Na- services were donated and even
tion" ;Agnes Ayres is as she was incidental expenses were carried
by snecial subscriptions in the picin
"Borderland"
ture colony. This will be the first
Grand Old Lady ; ofMary
the Carr,
screen the
as
100 per cent benefit ever held on
she wasbara LainMarr
"Overandthe6 Hill"
French; Barof- the coast.

S
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SHUTDOWN!
BENEFIT
Landis
On

MONDAY

To Play
Stage

Cullen Landis will make his return to the foot-lights Sunday
night at the Majestic theater where
he will play the featured juvenile
lead with Marjorie Rambeau in
"The ents
Valley
having of
beenContent,"
secured hisfortal-a
consideration never before offered
to a stock actor of juvenile lead
lanking,
in a the
cast..
Miss ofRambeau considers
selection
Mr.
Landis from every standpoint including a most sympathetic speaking voice, ideal, while the yoting
actor is intrigued with the role
which Reginald Barker had wanted
him to play on the screen, other
engagements interfering to Landis' keen disappointment.
For the past two weeks Mr
Landis has familiarized himself
with the role in addition to his
work in Gene Stratton Porter's
"The Girl Of The Limberlost,"
under production at the Ince Stuand an W engagement
in Metro's
"The diosMan
hom Life Passed
By."
Kirkland
Fine

Has

Record

Hardee Kirkland, who plays the
uncle of Mildred Davis in her first
stellar vehicle for Ben Wilson,
boasts a stage career second to
few actors.
..
He has been with the Frohman,
A. M. Palmer, Bclasco and Augustus Pitou organizations and has
supported such .noted stars as Clara
Morris, McKcc Rankin and Kitty
Blanchard , Mme Rhea. George
Arliss, Pauline Frederick, William
Gillette, etc. Many of these engagementsand-a'crelieforhasBroadivay
productions
also played
many roles in big road shoivs emanating from New York such as
"Jim the Penman," "Secret Service." "Shenandoah," etc.
His screen work has been extensive and he is regarded as not
only a fine character actor but an
exceptionally fine heavy.
Betty Blythe who is being featured in "The Recoil" now being
made in France by J. Parker Read
is scheduled to return to America
immediately after the completion
of that picture.

NIGHT

0 verproduction
Is Blamed
In accordance with orders issued
late Thursday night the Lasky
Studios will shut down for a period of ten weeks, reopening about
January 1st. Activities will also
cease at the New York studios.
Exaggerated reports have been
published in the newspapers regarding this move, and the basic
cause for it is embodied in the
statement given out by Jesse L.
Lasky,. first vice-president of the
Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation :
"On account of the mounting
cost of production, a problem as
yet unsolved, and the overproduction of the past several months in
the industry as a whole, the studios of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation in Hollywood and in
Long Island will close Saturday
the 27th inst, and remain closed
for a period of about ten weeks.
"Productions now under way will
be completed, but no new productions will b° started during the period. It is our plan to reopp" the
studios early in January, following
a ^adjustment and reorganizaTailors
Will
Be Wealthy
"Costume plays are the bunk —
tion."
statement
to no less
theCredit
publicthis
is sick
of them."
an authority than A. Minsk, Hollywood tailor and expert designer
of
men's
modern
apparel.
remarks are
backed
by fiftyMinsk's
other
men's tailors in Hollywood and
leading
vicinity men.
catering chiefly to movie
Business at local tailor shops is
getting back to where it was before
the costume play strangled their
lucrative trade with movie actors.
New flat irons and novel sewing
machines are taking the place of
the ancient rusty paraphernalia and
tailors are beginning to pay off
their mortgages.
That the modern story is coming
back into its own on the screen is
clearly evident.
Ask any Hollywood tailor.

Camera!
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Prances Primm. popular young
stage and screen actress, has been
cast as the adventuress in Benj. I).
Roth's new stage production, "The
Miss Necklace."
Primm has been appearing
Patal
with the Hollyn-ood Players and
scored quite a success in two of
their recent productions, "Untangling Tony" and "The Master of
the House."
Fantine Larrymore, who recently did a series of Broadway productions and lately closed with the
"Passing Show" at the Mason has
just finished her first part with
Buck Jones at the Fox Studio.
This marks her return to the
screen after an absence of two
Miss Larrymore is a classical
dancer
years. of great ability and though
young in years can lay claim to
many years of stage and screen
experience having opened the original "Chin-Chin"
Montgomery
and Stoneshow
at the with
age
of fourteen and worked for the
Universal Vitagraph and Lasky
companies for two years while in
the East.

Prank Lloyd, who has just finished "Black Oxen" at the United Studios, his first independent production, will have as his next vehicle "The
Sea Hawk," a pirate talc of the Mediterranean adapted from Rafael
Sabatini's famous novel of the same name. Sabatini is also the author
of
"Scaramouche"
brought
Rex and
Ingram
and
is how
skewing in -which
easternwascities.
Frankto the
Lloydscreen
has by
a long
brilliant
record, and has directed many of our foremost stars such as Normal
Talmadge and Jackie Coot/an.
CHRISTIE

TWELVE

Cinematically speaking. Hollywood will be an even dozen years
old Saturday of this week, for that
is the twelfth anniversary of the
day when Al Christie — then manager and comedy producer of the
Nestor company — brought the first
caravan of moving picture people
to Hollywood from the wilds of
Staten Island, New Jersey.
Various suggestions have been
made to Mr. Christie, as to how
the event should be celebrated. One
of these is that he should put on
a full beard, dress as a pioneer and
ride up and down Sunset Boulevard in the replica of the Covered
Wagon.
Or that a lawn fete should
be given on one of the original
acres
of ground'
whichbeen
real bought
estate
men say
could have
then for a song. Or the entire
Christie Comedy troupe could band
together and sing the well-known
song that would have bought the
acre.
Another idea is that there
should be an unveiling of a stone
image of the custard pic which
went into the discard some years
back when comedies began to be
polite.

YEARS

OLD

However, none of these suggestions have been adopted and instead adinner dance will be given,
attended by all of the Christie
Comedy stars and prominent ofbrothers.ficials as guests of the Christie
Immediately upon completion of
"The
Signal asTower,"
has
been selected
her nextwhich
starring
vehicle for Universal, Virginia
Valli will leave for New York
with her husband. Demarest Lamson to spend the holidays with Mr.
Lamsoifs parents and attend the
New York premiere of "The Lady
picture signalizes Miss Valof This
Quality."
li's return to the screen after an
absence of over a year due to a
severe attack of double pneumonia.
Critics who have viewed the picture consider it the best work Virginia Valli has done in her career.
While in New York she will
spend considerable time at the fashionable shons. purchasing advance
styles for Spring wear.
She will start work within a
week on
"The Brown
Signalis directing
Tower."
which
Clarence
for Universal.

Robert Obcr, celebrated stage
star and screen performer, left last
night for Oakland with his wife,
Maud Pulton, where he will personally direct the opening of the
hitter's
nen'cst
play "Punchcncllo"
at the Pulton Theater.
This production by the woman tvho ivrotc
"The Humming Bird" and "The
Brat." presents a circus story in
which the leading role, a clown, is
played by Mr. Ober.
a shortwill
run move
at the' to
Pulton,
theAfter
company
San
Francisco, where it will fill an engagement at the Columbia before
Mr. Obcr returns to his interrupted
picture work in the H ollyivood
studios.
Creighton Hale will be ready
shortly for another profession
when he completes his work as
Viennese surgeon in Warner
Brothers
"The hisMarriage
which followed
work as Circle"
a law-

Stone

Mixup
Is In Love

If the public gets as much fun
out of the screening of "Why Men
Leave Home" as Director John
M. Stahl and his cast are having
in the filming of it, the picture
will be one of the outstanding successes of the year.
The story starts off with a
laugh-provoking episode and holds
the merry pace throughout its
length. It is not farce but just
clever, irresistible comedy built
about domestic life.
Lewis Stone, as the central character, is presented as an average
husband — a man who likes to read
his newspaper without interference,
who wants to enjoy the privilege
of staying home evenings when he
is tired and who does not want
to run a gamut of petty orders and
objections the moment he steps into the house. Helene Chadwick.
as his wife, is affectionate and
loyal,husband
but she never
can't understand
her
wants to do why
the
things she wants to do.
Little irritations and differences
creep into their marital bliss, until
finally, inflamed by her imagination and prompted by jealousy,
the wife throws her better judgment to the winds and secures a
divorce.. The husband marries his
pretty little secretary, but the same
day is quarantined with his first
wife in the home of her grandmother who has sought to bring
about a reconciliation.
Then the fun begins. The new
wife can't join her husband, and
he can'tvorced
getwife.away
his diAnd from
grandmother,
seeking to fix everything up only
gets things in a worse mess. The
husband comes out of it a bit battle-scarred but happily divorced
and enroute to a second honeymoon with his first wife.
Ralph Lewis has just received a
wire from the New York officers
of theing that
P. aB. prezneiv
O, organization,
statof the Mail
Man, in which he plays the starring role, had been held at the
Waldorf
Astoria
and that
the and
%<arious
writers,
dramatic
critics
trade paper critics in the eastern
metropolis hailed it as one of the
biggest pictures of the year.

Goldwyn's
If heyer in could
make "Name
out a the
few Man."
bills,
he'd just as soon be a dentist in
his next professional screen "job!"
Pred Esmelton may play the
featured role in a film version of
the late Prank Bacon's great stage
play " Lightnin " if the plans of
J. Stewart
Woodhouse,
Los Angeles
scenarist,wellhas
an eastern syndicate are carried known
out.
just completed an adaptation of
Esmelton played the featured one of America's most famous
role on the stage in England and classics for Director Ray SmallAustralia before returning to the wood, who has left for New York
films about a year ago. If the to complete arrangements for its
deal is consummated, the play will production. There is a possibility
that the picture wilt be made in
be filmed in Los Angeles.
California owing to better climatic
Thomas Dixon, Jr., Dramatic conditions. Mr. Small wood, who
Editor for the Shadowland Pro- has long had his heart set on this
ductions, Inc., has finished the second story for the Roy Hughes oevre
career.
story, ofsayshis itmotion
will bepicture
the chef
d'Productions, titled "The Stolen Mr. Woodhouse has developed a
which Mr. Smallwood
Valley."
Dixton will
the continuity
believes will make a production de
story
and continuity
for write
the series
of five-reel Western pictures that luxe and his past successes with
the Roy Hughes Productions will Mmc. Nazimova and in other allproduce for distribution by the new
star venture.
features give interest to his
Shadowland Productions, Inc.

Camera!
ANTHONY

MAKES

Walter Anthony of the Principal Pictures Corporation scenario
ktaff, was interviewed recently,
regarding the mutilation of novels
in the processes of transferring
them to the screen.
I "There is not likely ever to be
any general effort on the part of
picture producer s to follow more
closely than at present the outlines
:and details of nrinted books," Mr.
Anthony
"Book uncharitable
buyers and
readers aresaid.
frequently
and unjust in their condemnation
of picture revisions of books they
have read and enjoyed.
"The novel
is one thing,
the
drama
form form
is another,
and the
picture form is different fundamentally from either.
his story
in "A
the novelist
middle, can
at thebegin
beginning
or
at the end. He can, like the journalist, startand
his killed
story with
'John
Jones shot
Bill Smith
last night while the latter was
picking
teeth ;' orandhe show
can begin at thehisbeginning
the
toothpick in the course of manufacture or he can develop the
psychological causes leading up to
the murder in any manner that
suits his style. The author is telljing the story, not the characters.
"Charles Dickens keeps you in
"Cape Cod
Folks,"
being
prepared
for the
screennow
by J.
C.
Hawks,
is
this
scenario
writer's
\fifteenth adaptation for Reginald
Barker. The two have worked to\ -'thcr since the old Inceville days.
\ Among the Barker pictures adapt\cd by Hawks are "The Eternal
Struggle," "Hearts Aflame," "The
\Storm," "The Branding Iron" and
|"Bunty Pulls the Strings." "Cape
\Cod Folks" will go into production
j as soon as the scenario is com|pleted and mill be Barker's fourth
' picture for
B. Mayer presentationLouis
through Metro.
Max Graf, supervising director
of the Graf Productions, is expected to arrive in Hollywood with
his latest completed film, "Half-aDollar Bill' which followed "The
Fog" at the San Mateo Studios.
Louise Fazenda recently received
on interesting offer for "The DovC. Nciv
C. BurrYork.
Production
Ij er
to Road,"
be madea in
..Lionel
j Barrymore ivas scheduled for the
other leading role. Much as Miss
j Fasenda would have enjoyed doing
a picture in New York, she had already begun her zvork in "The
(lolloping
Fish" ..The
when comedy
she received
the first wire.
queen
is now in Yuma, Ariz., where the
company zvill be busy for the next
four ivceks.
Sweet summer breezes !
Edward
Martindel will enjoy
| them in full when he moves into
I his new home, now near complei tion, which is located on one ot
the highest hills in Hollywood.
"My place is so high it is al| most as far up as the cost of livI ing," declares the film actor. "The
I only
reasonwindow
I can'tis see
from
my back
thatChina
the earth
isn't shaped right."
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COMPARISON

the dark for three hundred pages
as to the reasons why Monks is
so eager to make a crook out of
poor Oliver Twist.
"But the picture maker cannot
tell the story ; he has to take the
unfolded chronologically and in the
characters out of the book, put
them on the screen and let them
tell it. Thus the plot must be
order of its actual unfoldment,
without the aid of an author's
style, his literary devices, his philosophy, humor and reflections on
human life.
"Many novelists permit their
characters to develop plot by sitting opposite each other and talking, or the plot is the development
of 'soul-states.' In the former
case, the picture maker can only
show the teeth of his characters
and permit them to grin or scowl
at one another — which isn't very
edifying — while in the latter case,
they have not, as yet, perfected a
camera that will phonograph a
'state
mind,'beor action,
a 'soul conflict.'
There ofmust
physical
clash and visible movement.
You can photograph the rescue
of a drowning man, but you cannot
take a picture of a discussion on
the nebular hypothesis or of a
woman changing her mind."

Suggest
History

Spotisivoode Aitken will play the
role of a blind professor, one of
the important roles in Hunt Stromberg's current production.
Roy Hughes Productions will
make a series of five-reel out-door
western pictures for the Shadowland Productions, Inc., it was stated at the Shadowland West Coast
office by Rex Thorpe, Western distribution Manager. The stories
will be written and supervised by
Thomas Dixon, Jr., featuring Donna Hale and Miles Leavens. The
Company is now on location near
Phoenix, Arizona, timing real
western atmosphere.

Virginia Brown Fairc, First National featured player, zvill be engaged in one of those stories of
the versatile "gold digger" when
"Lillies
the Field"rolein goes
whichunder
she
plays theoffeatured
production. Miss Fairc has not
read the script yet, only informed
that she will be of the chorus!

Thimmeway

T o

Change Name
On petition to the Superior
Court, Thimmeway Titles, Inc.,
zvas authorized by Judge ( reil
Tuesday to change its corporate
name to "Hollyzvood Laboratory."
....The reason for the change was
stated to be that the purpose of
the firm zvas often misunderstood
to be limited to title production,
while the firm is a producer of all
classes of film and still picture
work, and operates a complete motion picture laboratory on Lillian
Way, close to Santa Monica Boulevard.
No change whatever has taken
place in the directorate or the
management . and none is contemplated.
Wm. C. Thompson, President of
Shadowland Productions arrived
from New York City this week
where he has been for the past
month making arrangement for the
distribution of pictures that the
Shadowland
Productions
will release this coming
year.
Dr. Abrams,
he of
electronic
vibration theory,
zvhich
recently
startled the medical and scientific
world, is to receive no little exploitation in Victor Hugo Halpcrin's production, "Souvenir," zvhich
has just been started at the Hollyzvood Studios. Halperin is noted

Hindu
Film

A. K. Mozumdar, the noted Hindu metaphysician who recently
completed the filming of his first
motion picture production entitled
"Beyond the Veil," has just received an offer to picturize India's
history. A group of his wealthy
compatriots, including several princes of the royal blood of the various provinces of India, have made
the suggestion to Mozumdar
through S. G. Pandat, a local Hindu attorney. The patrons of the
proposed enterprise selected Mozumdar, not only because he is the
first Hindu who ever entered the
ranks of film producers, but also
because he was himself a descendant of the reigning family in Bengal before he renounced his worldly position and socal caste to become an ascetic and philosopher.
Mozumdar is seriously considering this proposition and will probably engage on the making of this
historical film after he has completed the second in his series of
metaphysical motion pictures. "BeVeil"edited
is nowby being
rapidlyyondcutTheand
a capable
force, headed by Harry Decker, at
the old Charles Ray Studios.
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"Thus I turn my back;
There is a world — elsewhere.'
Coriolanus.
Likewise said little twelve-yearold Dolores Blair who so frequently during the past five years has
delighted Nczv York and Eastern
audiences with her excellent toedancing numbers, said by critics
to be equal and even surpassing
that of artists tivice her years,
age.For Dolores is now with us and
is determined to ascend the heights
in filmdom and while only having
arrived in Hollywood but a few
short weeks ago she has filled a
number of professional engagements; one of which was a dancing
number for the Hollyzvood Players last Saturday night at the
American Legion stadium. She is
nozv cast and started zvork this
ivcek in the part of the orphan
child in a new Century Comedy for
Universal release.
RextionThorpe,
Western
Manager will
makeDistribua trip
North this week in the interest of
the Shadowland Productions distribution office that is located in
San Francisco.

for
across
"idea""Teapictures,
such putting
as his last
success
With
a Kick," and in "Souvenir ," it zvill
be the power of music combined
in a dramatic zvay zvith the discoz'cry and application of the electronic theory. The plot is laid in
Russia at the late Qsar's court at
the time of (he revolution and turn
to the present form of government.
An actress portraying herself..
This is Colleen Moore's unique
role in "The Swamp Angel," the
First National picture being directed by Clarence Badger.
In the picture Miss Moore plays
the part of a typical small town
"tomboy" who becomes an actress
and returns to her home town in
a play written around her own life.
She portrays
the role
"herplayinggallery
baseball
on of
a vacant
lot andself"the
is composed
of
players actersenacting
the
town's
charwho are in the theater audience. The theater scene is without doubt one of the most unique
and unusual in the history of pictures.
Now that pictures are being made
in the four comers of the earth,
Mauricecation in(Lefty)
Flynn is on lothe Bahamas.
He zvood
expects
to return
in the near
future. to HollyAndre de Beranger, who has
been cast for an important role in
Metro's all-star production, "The
Man Whom Life Passed By," may
be said to be "a man without a
country."
He wasbetween
born France
on an
ocean
liner midway
and Australia.
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DEL
LORD
IS SATIRE
SHARK
needed
a
man
actor
with nerves of
Casting an eye over the field of
comedy directors, it is quite notice- steel to guide that now well-known
able that for the most part, they police
Del patrol.
continued with the Sennett
are all young men and the majority comedies for a couple of years,
of them under thirty years of age. before going with the William Fox
Also, it seems rather a coincidence Company. From a slap-stick comthat many of them have jumped
edian he jumped to a full-fledged
right over the apprentice stage and director with the latter, for whom
landed directly into the director's he personally wrote and directed
chair.
about twenty successful two-reelOf this number of present-day ers. After this engagement, followed a contract with the Educadirectors of popular comedy pictional Pictures, lor which concern
tures, men who have never served
as assistant directors or camera- he directed about fifteen fun films.
About six months ago, Del Lord
men, we point to Del Lord, under contract with the greatest pro- returned to the scene of his first
ducer of them al, Mack Sennett
moving picture activities, the Mack
Del Lord is a product of Can- Sennett Studios, where he has sucada, claiming Hamilton, Ont., as
cessfully directed five comedy spehis natal city. He is one of those
cials, two with Ben Turpin as his
who when very young took Horace troupe.
star,, and three with the all-star
Greely's advice 10 young men and
journeyed westward, finally landA good line on the type of humor Del Lord injects into his
ing in Los Angeles back in 1914,
when moving pictures were taking pictures can be had by witnessing
the city by storm.
such stories as "The Dare Devil,"
Del's first job was as stunt man and "Ten Dollars or Ten Days,"
and comedy-cop, for the Comedy with Ben Turpin, or "Down to the
King. Being a daring individual,
in Shoes." and "One Cylinder
it fell to his lot to be chauffeur for TSea
ive," both of which are portrayed
the Sennett comedy cops, for it bv the all-star Sennett companies.
Players, directors, assistant directors, cameramen and property
men are in a state of chronic
breathlessness at the Hal Roach
Studios in Culver City. Visitors
from other studios watch with
amazement and unbelief as members of the various Roach producing units go by on the run. Rival
producers declare
it's just of
another
unnatural
phenomenon
the
screen.
The feverish activity started a
few weeks ago when Hal Roach
announced a bonus plan by which
the director, assistant director, cameraman and property man divide a
substantial cash sum on every picture kept within certain financial
limits.
stars don't
but
they The
are hustled
from participate
one scene
into another by enthusiastic production staffs. The result, according to Mr. Roach, is that his Pathe-comedies are being made quicker, better and cheaper, with mutual advantages to all concerned,
and that more money will be available for motion picture production
under this system.
It is quite the ordinary thing for
visitors at motion picture studios
to stand around and admire the
artists and their costumes.
But when the actors stand
around and admire the visitors and
envy their professions and covet
their uniforms it is quite out of
the ordinary.
That's what occurred recently at
the Hollywood studios when Commander William Winton Galbraith.
executive officer of the U. S. S.
Maryland and assistant naval intelligence director, arrived at the
studio in company with Lieut. Col.
lohn Colt Beaumont of the U. S.
Marine Corps.
The distinguished officers were
the guests of the J. K. McDonald
company which is producing "Misdistribution. understood." for First National

Big things are being predicted for
George Hackathorne by those who
have seen his superb portrayals in
"Human Wreckage" and "Mcrry(•"-Round." At the present time he
is playing one of the principal roles
in "the Turmoil" ivhich Hobart
Henley is directing at Universal.
Madge Tyrone,
New York
newspaperwoman, iswriting
continuity
for "Snake Bite," a recent popular
novel. Edwin Carewc, now enroute for Algiers to film "A Son
of
the return.
Sahara," is to produce it
on his
JAMES
route home
two weeks
friends of

MORRISON is en
to Hollywood after a
visit with relatives and
Mattoon, 111.

After fifteen weeks of continuous work, Hclene Chadwick is to
take a few ivccks vacation before
starting her next production fur
Goldwyn.
Miss Chadwick has just completed her .leading role in "Why Men
Leave Home," for Louis B. Mayer, zvhich followed her characterization of the feminine lead in "Law
Against Law," a Rupert Hughes
picture for Goldivyn.
During the past three months.
Miss Chadwick has had but five
days off and has worked fifteen
hours a day on a number of occasions. She will spend her vacation
with her mother in Northern California.
A p f e 1 Writing
Of Cinema
Because he is so often requested
to relate to his non-professional
friends the history and mechanics
of the motion picture industry,
Oscar Apfel, one of the real pioneer directors of the art — or business— has in mind the writing of
a little booklet on this subject
which he will distribute when published as a Christmas gift.
The booklet will be bound in
limp leather binding and the name
of the individual to whom it is
given will be tooled on the cover.
Apfel is now compiling data for
ihe gift book which will tell of the
inception and progress of the cinema in detail. It will be profusely
illustrated with photographs of the
various Hollywood studios of ten
years trait
agostudies
and oftoday
and withactors,
porprominent
actresses and directors of both
periods.
by the" Studios
Our Gang"
kidsTheof boat
the built
Hal Roach
for
their new pirate picture xvas formally christened and launched at
Wilmington, with little Mary Komman, their pirate queen, doing the
christening with a bottle of catsup. The boat glided nicely down
the ways into the Pacific and sank
so fast that the camera hardly had
time to catch the action. That zvas
all in the story Mark Goldainc is
directing, but a big wave from the
wake of a passing 'vessel. szi'cpt the
camera off its raft, and sent it to
iointhethestory.
pirateA ship.
This wasn't
in
professional
diver
salvaged the camera which is again
functioning as usual.
Lillian Rich has earned the title
of, "The busiest leading lady in
After completing the leading
Hollywood."
feminine
role in Strongheart's latest film, "The
Love Master," she
commenced
"Wyoming." with Jack Hoxie in
With but one day of rest, she
was again put to work in the cur-rent
Hoxie
production.
Rock."
which is
now being "Hard
made
at
Universal.
John H. Richardson recently
completed the heavy role in Laurence Trimble's farlhcomina Strongheart feature entitled "The Love
Master."

Camera!
LOIS ZELLNER HOME
Lois vellner, clever screen writer, has returned to her Hollywood
home after a month at Santa Monica.
Most children are frightened at
the discharge of firearms. Not so
with little Paul Ingraham, Jr.,
wnen several shots were fired durmaking of "Ponjoia."
was inga thegreat
July yelled|
cele-It]
bration lor him1-ourth
and heof only
lorIt "more
is justshoot,"
one conference after,
another with Carl Laemmle, chief
of
Universal
at the hasbigjustU1
lot these
days. outLaemmle
returned from an extended journey to Europe
that gave
him sever-'
al new
ideas about
pictures.
These
are being imparted to the members
of his extensive staff. No decision
has been as yet arrived at on Ivanhoe. It is likely that one will be
made in a few days. If Universal is to make Ivanhoe King Bag<"ot is to direct it, taking a company from Hollywood to England
to make the picture in the original
Ivanhoe settings. Baggot has just,,
finished "Blackmail."
Volla Vale is going to introduce
into the organization of sixteen
leading screen women, of whitli
she
officer,
resolution
nutk-i\
ing is
it aan club
rule a that
every mem
ber stand up for and boost Holly-\
ivood atitself.
c-i'cry opportunity that pre-}
sents
Russel Simpson and Mary Carr<
re-united.
screen "man and wife," have beer
They parted twelve years ago on
the Lubin lot in Philadelphia, afteri
the
takingfamous
of "The
Beach's
novel.Barrier,"
In that Re*'
pic^
ture Mrs. Carr was Simpson' 4
squaw.
The re-marriage is in "Tbd
Swamp now
Angal,"
First with
National
picture
beingthemade
Coll
leen Moore in the leading role.
Russell and Mary are the parent"}
to Ben Lyon in this picture.
"Dewey," the clever little dog o.
the malamute strain, is working in
the current Lloyd Hamilton Prot
duction, directed by Gil Pratt. Del
n-ey belongs to Harry Marks.
Boyce Combe who is playing thJ)
lead in "Daddies" at Warner Brothf
ers Studio, first broke into th<
limelight in America when he tour|
ed this country in 1911 as one oft
the amateur golf players from
England.
Combe is an athlete of no mean
ability and for years was leadinrf
man in many famous musical comr
land. both in this country and Engl'
edies,
"The Girl Expert," Haroly
Lloyd's latest picture upon whicn
he is now at work at the HolM
wood Studios, is to be released earl
Iv this year. This is his first tut
dependent production since leaviHf
Hat Roach. It is a feature lengli
comedy laid in a small town an
has none of the slapstick or hairt
breadth
escape itthrillers.
From upeara
Iv indications
is shaping
Lloyd's greatest effort.

amera!
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FILM HAS PSYCHIC
THEME
Dealing with the myriad mystic interest has been aroused about the
distribution. Fred C. Kusse, chief
Ilief s which from time immemor|l have been built into tradition of Creative Productions, which
picture won't say a word.
Inong mariners, "Superstition," made thewill
W. H. Carr, the genlie of the great independent pro- Neither
eral manager.
lictions of the year has been cometed at the Hollywood Studios.
The film is now in the cuttingI Conceived as a short story called room
where
Director
Johnto B.propO'Brien is bringing
it down
["rapped," by I. W. Irving at the
er length. Louis Weddock is edit]ne Sir A. Conan Doyle was vising. Amone the players in the
ng the United States to preach
I the gradual establishment of a cast of the film are; John Bowers,
Marguerite De La Motte, Cesare
•gular means of communication
ith the spirit land, the tale relates Gravina, Edward Burns, Joseph
cidents, founded on fact, of what Dowling, Claire McDowell, Sheldon Lewis, Spottiswoode Aitken
e apparently personal influences
, this life from those who have and Martha Marshall.
In addition to the interest arouson.
pne
ed by the general theme of the film
It is one of the very few mo- it has
commanded attention, on the
on pictures on its theme, and with
leat readymade audiences waiting spectacular side due to the intenseir it, made by the expressions of sea. ly vivid portrayal of a storm at
ich men as Doyle, a considerable
WITH THE YOUNGS
Richard P. Young,- youthful conInuity and title writer of HojlyI'ood, recently disputed, with one
if his friends, the fact that James
(oung is the only one of the Young
lan to direct the famous Clara
Limball.
| A newspaper clipping, from his
papbook, won the argument —
jnd the bet — within a few moments.
In fact there was no comeback ;
nese headlines proved sufficient :
Clara Kimball Young in stellar
pie of Photoplay — Harry Garson
upcrvising — Richard P. Young
jandiing
the megaphone.
After the
loser had recovered
jrom the loss, explanations were
n order.
Sometime ago, after Young had
ust finished directing an Alsatian
picture in the East, Clara Kimball
[rived in the same city, where he
iad been shooting, on a personal
Ippearance tour. To put the stunt
bver big, Garson and the manager
n the theater secured Young and
pis cameramen to show the folks
luw the movies are made.
| And while he kept one eye on
he
Young's
or star,
kept Miss
the other
on new
the directraffic
officers, who were not aware of
he fact that a permit had not been
seared from the chief to block
Iraffia
Virginia Vaili has returned to
her home after a short vacation at
the nearby beaches following the
completion of her work in Goldfvyn's
King
Vidor "Wild
directed.Oranges,"
She will which
start work
won on "The
Signalto be
Tower,"
vJniversal
production
directeda
py Clarence Brown.
I Arthur Housman, well-known
screen actor, helped to make things
pleasant for Lloyd Hamilton during his recent stay in New York.
So when Arthur arrived here the
other day as a member of a Goldwyn company returning from the
East. Lloyd met him at the train
with the keys to Laurel Canyon, a
card to the country club, and the
latest map of the detours between
Hollywood and Culver City.

Immediately upon completion at
the Hollywood Studios of his featured character role in the Beverly
Production, "The Whipping Boss,"
Eddie Phillips started work in the
role of Noah Swift, the juvenile
lead, in the Reginald Barker Production for Metro of the zvellknown book, "Cape Cod Polks."
In this, Prank Keenan is f" return
to the screen in the featured role
of the old sea captain, Eddie Philtips' father.
If the late Nat Wills could have
met Tully Marshall in his present
make-up, the king of tramp comedians would have gathered many
interesting pointers on just how a
down-and-out hobo should appear.
Marshall is playing one of the
featured roles in the Joseph Henabery
production,with
"TheBetty
Stranger"
for Paramount
Compson, Richard Dix and Lewis Stone
as the other featured members of
the cast. The story was written
for the screen bv Edfrid Bingham
from John Galsworthy's "The
First and
Last" and
Ralph
Block
is thetheproduction,
editor.
Dainty Virginia Fox, wellknown usualleading
last week. lady, did the unWhile spending a brief sojourn at
Guenther's Murrietta Hot Springs,
she hadon athenumber
of "still"
taken
beautiful
palm photos
drive.
When the prints are made they
will be used as "fan" photos.
"That's one way of showing the
out-siders just what beautiful plachave in California," says
Misses weFox.
At last it has happened. It was
bound to occur, and here it is :
"Yes,
reachedWetheHave
screen.No Bananas" has
"Yes, etc ; will be the first comedv produced by "Zit's Comedies,
Inc., of which
New York
dramatic
critic, is"Zit,"
president.
The cast reads like a list of
Broadway's Best Bets. Don Barclay, star of "Go-Go,"
Gilda Grav,
the quivering
terpsichorian,
Belle
Baker.bel Vaudeville's
song-bird,
MaWithee, Francine Larrimore.
Edna Aug, Anna Chandler and
Lillian Shaw.

Baby Therese Rose, whose recent very creditable work was seen
in "Our Gang" comedy, directed
by J. P. McGowan, is a full grown
comedienne in weight of not in age
and experience, tipping the scales
at more than one hundred pounds
and but six years of age.
Furthermore, if ancestry and
weight combined have anything to
do with it, Baby Therese is destined to reach the heights in her
chosen vocation as her great-greatgrandfather was Alfred Burnt ivho
wote mian
theGirl"Libretto
the "Bohe-of
and wasof manager
the Drury Lane Theatre, in London for many years. His Dflfe,
Therese mother,
Rose's great-great-grandductions. was his star in many proPROPHECY
When D. W. Griffith "discovered" Carmel Myers several years
ago and induced her late father
to allow her to become a film actress, the master director predicted
that she would be playing parts in
three years.
"It will take three years of hard
work and then you will be playing
important
parts," afterwards
said Griffith. Miss
Two months
Myers was playing leads, thereby
anticipating
Griffith's
prediction by
two years and
ten months.
ANENT

THE

While filming certain scenes of
a Stan Laurel picture recently completed at the Hal Roach Studios,
a keg of near-beer was one of the
"props." Jimmy Finlayson, passing by, took a drink of the stuff
and walked off to the next stage.
A few minutes later Mae Laurel
met him on the lot. He was pale
and talked much to her of being
"through" and of "reforming."
"I just sauntered into the B iItmore," he stammered, "and it has
grown frightfully small! I almost
filled the lobby. There were rabbits and chickens (real ones) sitLife is but a battle ground for
Milton Sills. He no more than
completes work on one motion picture production wherein he must
wage a mighty battle, than his
services are sought madly by other
producers for parts requiring gory
conflict.
Sills' most spectacular pugilistic
display ers."toHe date
was in
"The toSpoilhas now
signed
play
the role of Calvin Gray in Richard
Walton Tully's production "Flowing Gold,"
which ofcalls
a handto-hand
struggle
evenformore
violence and intensity.
Candidates for the part of Buddy Briskow, the husky Texas lad
with whom Sills is to mix in this
picture, shudder when they learn
that the script calls for their punishment at the hands of this- famous screen fighter.
Edward Burns, who is now on
his way to New York, where he
will play the leading role opposite
Gloria Swanson in the screen ver-
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There are busy times ahead of
Edmund Lowe. He is now playing
the male lead in "Nellie the Beautiful Cloak
Model" and
a Warner
Brothers
production
at the
same time will play the featured
role in "The Waning Sex" a legitimate play by the Hattons, to be
presented
at Eagan's Little Theater.Lowe who
is the son of former
U. S. Senator, J. R. Lowe, was
educated for the bar and possesses
degrees from the University of
Santa Clara and Leland-Stanford.
John L. E. Pell is making the
historical arrangement of the story
for D.tionW.
Griffith's
"America.."
Pellnext
is producthe author
of
"Down
to
the
Sea
in Sliips"
with a thorough knowledge
of
Nezv England history.
COMES

TRUE

Douglas Fairbanks gave her the
feminine role in "The Matrimaniac" and ever since she has been
appearing in important characters,
her most notable work being the
portrayal
in Goldwyn's
"Slave acof
Desire." This
characterization,
cording to those who should know,
will make a full-fledged star of
Carmel Myers.
She is at present appearing opposite John
"Beau
Brummel"
at Barrymore
the Warner inStudios.
ROACH

BREW

ting about in the chairs. A bally
duck waddled by me in a very insolent manner. A richly dressed
old lady paraded past me to the
desk — and jumped on top it. She
turned around and Ye Gods ! she
was
! I tell
I'm
cured.a monkey
If near-beer
can you
do that
to the Biltmore — well, I'm
Investigation revealed that Finlayson had wandered onto a half
through."
portion
set beingforusedtheir
by next
the "Dippv-Doo-Dads"
picture. The rabbits, ducks, chickens and monkeys were the actors.
sion of Maude Fulton's famous
stage play,
HummingGeorgia,
Bird,"
stopped
over"The
at Atlanta,
where he visited the only replica of
Bobbie Burns' cottage in Scotland.
It is one of the most remarkable houses I have ever seen," commented Burns. "The building is
constructed of solid stone, with
furnishings built entirely of mahogany, which I understand are
the onlyiginal
duplicates
orfurniture. Itof isBurn's
regarded
as one of the most interesting historical curiosities in America."
Several bored critics were given
a real thrill at the Hollywood studios the other day when they previewed the recently completed Rewind Be?"
Hoffman It
feature,
Shall It
proved"Which
to be
most novel in that there is no leading man or —woman,
'villainfrom
and
no romance
simply noa page
life. It is a screen adaptation of
the ivcll-lovcd old poem of the
same name.
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Use

Radio

Studio

For

Work

Neil Jack, chief electrician for
the Fred Nihlo Company is installing a novel studio arrangement.
A portable radio transmitter and
receiver on location and in the
office.
Mr. Niblo is having a street set
erected on the hack of the Chine
lot. Under the direction of his
production manager, Charlie Staltings, the street is Hearing completion. Mr. Jack has already instal ed a portable radio apparatus
so Mr. Stailings is able to get in
direct touch with the office or the
stage without troubling to go or
send some one to deliver his messages and without bothering to have
an inter-communicative system ot
phones installed.
"I think we will find the radio
of great use when we get out on
location up on the Ridge route,"
Mr. Jack said. "There we will
be out of telephone and telegraph
communication with the studio so
you may well imagine the time and
money saved by using the radio.
In time I believe radio apparatus
will be as necessary on a "set" as
any
equipment.
begunother
to put
radio toWethehaven't
many
uses for which in time we are
going to find it invaluable. Mr.
Niblo is already finding the set I
installed in his home a great convenience as well as a wonderful
method of keeping him in touch
with
goingoneon."of the first
Mr. what
Jack iswas
nun on the West coast to become
interested in radio. He has been
a prominent member of the radio
club from the time of its inception.
He entered pictures in the electrical department of one of the big
studios : then tried camera work
for a time and re-entered the field
as an electrician about a year ago
when hepany. joined
Mr. charge
Niblo's ofcomHe now has
the
entire electrical department for the
Xiblo unit of the Louis B. Mayer
organization.
Grace Cunard, the famous serial
star, has been signed to the cast
of "The Elk's Tooth." Miss Cunard accepted the role upon condition that she be compelled to parlake of her customary thrills during the filming of the picture. Her
desires are certain to be satisfied,
the script calls for battling bull
elks and a stampede of maddened
elk thundering down a snow- covered mountain side. As the semivillainess. Miss Cunard. will find
herself favored with dangerous sequences.
Dick Jones has been very busy
with the producer. Mack Sennctt.
rounding out a lot of the preliminary features attendant with a
new production about to be started,
and has already predicted that the
storybestof he"Mary
Anne."
one of
the
has ever
had isanything
to do with.

Eugenic Besserer, character ml
tress who has iust completed th?
rote of
Marty Angiitis
in "Anna underslud]
Christie,
teas
Margaret
prior to commencing her film co
rccr, 13 years ago.
New Fngland has agreed to open
Pola Negri finally has deserte
its treasures of Revolutionary relics to motion pictures, and D. W. the haunts of the Parisian Apache,
Griffith has gone to Boston with after three weeks spent in thei
150 members of his staff and play- company — at Paramounts's We:
ers to photograph the incidents of Coast studio.
the early war on the actual sites ;
For several weeks the famou
Polish star has been playing in th
forByhisarrangement
next production
"America."
with several of Herbert Brenon production
the historical societies including in "Mon Homme." the French pla
particular the Lexington Histori- by Andre Picard which Eve Ui
cal Society, the weapons, drums, sell adapted to the screen. All <
costumes, vehicles, etc., used dur- the opening scenes of the pictui
ing the war will be used in the ac- and much of the action of th
tion. It will be the first time these story occurs in the unden»roun'
articles have ever been shown to haunts
of the Parisian criminal
the world through motion pictures. which have been duplicated faith
Battle scenes will be taken on fully by the studio artisans. Now
the famous Lexington Common, after
nearly a month spent in thi
where the historic "shot heard setting, the story has reached th
round the world" was fired. Buck- point where the cast desert the A|
man's tavern and the Adams house ache settings for the luxury of
where John Hancock and John modern Parisian home. Char!
Adams were sleeping on the night de Roche, Huntley Gordon at
the settings.
British came, will be used Adolphe Menjou are featured
as
support of the star.
The rection
action
under along
Griffith's
diwill continue
the road
latest picture
to Concord where the battle of the theThejuvenile
class isconvert
MervynanionLe
bridge will be fought. It is Grif- Roy, who, unlike his now fi
fith's intention that all scenes shall contemporary, Merton, has foun
be taken on actual sites excepting it unnecessary to crash studi
where improvements prohibit, but gates as an extra. LeRoy, late o
in every action some photographs the well-known vaudeville tean
of the actual site will be included. LeRoy and Cooper, has definite!
decided upon the screen for a
His proven ability as a pei
Corinne Griffith finishes her ture.
former has done much to furthej
"Black Oxen" part and has gone his
progress before the camera. F
to Mineral Springs. Texas, to visit
the home folks. She returns in
He will soon be seen in "Littl
two weeks to star in "Lillies of
Johnnie
MildredJones."
Booth, recently of Hon it
(not a native), is a new
theWard
Field."Wing is directing a pic- olulu
comer on the Hal Roach lot.
ture at the R-C Studios that he will be seen in several forthstarted several months ago at the ing
Will Rogers productions
Universal Studios and which was
"GET THERE
temporarily postponed on account SHOW SPIRIT OF
of the illness of Lillian Marshall,
playing the feminine lead. It is
"I think the greatest thing a pro
a story of studio life, in which
thirty well-known stars appear. ducer can do in making picture
Wing is playing the juvenile, with other things such as entertainn*
Miss Marshall as feminine lead. value being equal," says Bryat
Robert Marks is playing the juven- Washburn, "is to get into the ac
ile heavy, and Priscilla Bonner is
"When
one reflects
milli
the spirit
of 'get that
there.'
enacting the role of the ingenue. tion
Some of the celebrities appearing of young men and women in addi
in the picture are Herbert Rawlin- tion to their elders, see the
son, Priscilla Dean, Wallace Bee- tines, it is impossible to avoid re
ry, Ramond Hatton. Kathlyn Wil- alizing how much they must
liams, Grace Darmond. Gladys influenced by what they see.
Walton, Hoot Gibson. Clyde Fill- know that when I was gettn
more. Mahlon Hamilton. Neely started, dreaming dreams of th
Fdwards, Roy Stewart. Reginald future, every story, play, pictur
or article I saw or read and whic
Denny, and Fstelle Taylor.
bad the spirit of energy and stick
For the first time in a long list to-itiveness well developed, prove
of screen successes. Lon Chanev an
the kind
foodinspiration.
I want myThat's
own boys
to do
is appearing on the screen without
unusual make-up, costuming or
"So. in my pictures I hope to
physical distortion.
as frequently as possible, fbi
W ith Conway Tearle and Dor- elude
spirit, the spirit of youtl
othy Marshall, Chaney is playing buoyant
one of the important roles in Sam of dreams of great things to 0
In
"Try
and Get It," my first
Wood's production for Paramount
which Cullen Tate din
of "The Next Corner," Kate Jor- duction,
dan's best-seller which Monte Kat- ed. I am a young bill collector i
terjohn has adapted to the screen.. a printing office. I am sent to co
lect an impossible bill by the bof
— as a test. I get the spirit of <k
Vera Steadman, Christie comedy termination, or do-or-die — and
leading lady, is back from her trip win out. That's what I men
may see and do likewi*
to New )'ork. She will return Others gest."
in
new asfilm.Bobby Vernon's lead And all the time the audiences
to afilms
being entertained."
Will

. Gibson, Gowland plays the title
role in the film version of Frank
Norris'
famous
which will
be novel,
released" McTcaguc"
under the
title "Greed."' It was made by
Erich von Stroheim for Goldwyn.
Small Bruce Guerin is counting
the days until Hallowe'en, for on
that eventful evening not only will
ghosts rap on the window-panes,
but he is going to give the grandest party of his four years of life.
Forty guests, mostly kiddies, have
been invited and Bruce and sister
Marjorie are bubbling over with
excitement and plans. Daddy
(iuerin, who is head technician
at a local studio, has promised to
run off some comedy reels but
further details of the fun Bruce
says
secret.Brothers,
He's mighty
glad are
the aWarner
who
have his services under long-term
contract, have given him a between-pictures vacation and he's
hoping
they won't
to
the studio
until call
after him
the back
momentousveiling.
i
Harry O. Hoyt, deserts the
scenario department for the megaphone. He is to direct "The Woman On the Jury."
First National
picturization
of thea emotional
stage
play.
Ralph Lewis has received his
first fan letter from South America. It came from Chili where
"The Birth of a Nation." which
was first shown in Los Angeles
tight
for theyears
firstago
time.is being exhibited
The letter congratulates husky
Ralph on his characterization of
Stoneman in Griffith's masterpiece.

Film
Boston

In

1

rinera!
old Shaw Acts as Own Research Department for
"The Living Past"
arold Shaw is not only direct'The Living Past," one of
ro's new special productions,
le also is acting as head of his
research department,
tie locale of the story is laid
ussia and England. Mr. Shaw
t the greater part of the last
years of his life directing in
land and other countries of
ope, including Russia, and is
ihed to pass expert judgment
very detail of picture making
rding those countries and the
oms of their people,
ardly an hour of the day passhat he is not asked to give hi
ion regarding the correctness
a British automobile license
the uniform of an officer of
Russian army, the furnishings
London apartment and a thouI and one other details. In one
he is fortunate for most of
members of the cast are thordly familiar with continental
i and people. Alec Francis,
el Belmore and D. R. O. Hatsarc natives of London, Enid
nett is an Australian where
ish customs prevail, Harry
thrup was born in Paris and
traveled extensively in Europe,
liam Humphrey directed pics in England several years,
ty-y Alden has traveled in Eu1 and so has Lorimer Johnston,
arrison Ford, who has the leadrole, is the only one whose exences have been limited in geog phical scope to America.

Camera! News Section
Kiddies nowadays know how to
demand their rights. Little Bruce
Guerin, during his between-pictures
vacation from the Warner Brothers studio, has been posing for innumerable publicity-photographs,
wearing the latest fashions for
youngsters of his age, playing with
toys of all kinds. In each instance he was presented with a
sample of the article by the company, granted permission to use
his photograph and, looking over
his assortment of toys, Bruce decided it wasn't a half-bad way to
spend a vacation. But once something went wrong with the scheme.
After posing for automobile-pictures, he politely waited for the
usual presentation, which failed to
come,
thenbigdemanded,
"Don't I for
get
this nice
shiny automobile
a sample?"
week conlater there came However,
from the amotor
cern a tiny replica of their famous costly model, complete even
to the speedometer except that it
is run by pedal-power instead of
gasoline, and just big enough for
one four-year-old boy.

el Sire's
Parall
Triumphs
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ASSEMBLE
THEDA
BARA
UNIT
B. P. Fineman, who is producing scenarist. He is the only man in
the picture that brings Theda Bara his line who is thoroughly acback to the screen, announces the
quainted by personal experience
with every angje of motion picture
acquisition
of hlm-land's
leaders in of
the two
persons
of Tod production, from the laboratory up
Browning and Paul Bern, who will to the director's work on the set.
Until recently
was editor-inact respectively as the director and chief
of the Bern
Goldwyn
studios,
scenarist.
where he himself provided the sceBrowning recently completed the
narios for "The Christian" and
production of "The Day of Faith," "Masters of Men." Subsequently
one of Goldwyn's most ambitious he adapted "The Wanters," John
productions for the coming releas- Stahl's latest completed produces of the season. Prior to this enalso for "The Marriagegagement he spent several years at Circle,tion," andwhich
Lubitsch is now
filming
at
Warner Bros, studio.
Universal where he made "The
With
these
two
men as a nucleus,
Virgin of Stamboul," "Outside the
Law," and a number of other ex- Fineman is rapidly completing his
ceedingly successful films.
production organization, and will
Paul Bern stands without a doubt soon announce the cast that will
in the very topmost ranks of his support Miss Bara in her most
profession of editor, author and ambitious screen vehicle.
Leon Rice, President of The
Mission Film Corporation, announces the completion of the story
for the next all-star feature. It
is from the pen of H. H. Van
Loan, the well-known writer, and
is entitled "FLATTERY."
The continuity is now being written by Mr.laborationE.with Mr.
R. Schayer
in colVan Loan.
Production will begin in the very
near future according to Mr. Rice.

As most everybody knows, Willie Collier, Jr., is the son of Willie Collier, Sr., and, also, as most
everybody agrees, the latter is the
The Creator took the spirit of
greatest farceur of the American
stage. Many are willing to agree discontent and installed it in a body
that the son is destined to achieve of laziness ; He gave it the attitude
an eriual rank as an exponent of of a snob, the constant sneer of
the silent drama. Each succeeding contempt, a desire to shirk responproduction in which Willie, the
sibility and a certain skill at getictor Schertzinger directs Ho- Second, appears seems to inspire
ting by in the world. Its characthe
leading
critics
to
augment
their
lt]: Bosworth in "The Man
teristics became wilfulness, selfWorn Life Passed By," a new enthusiasm in predicting great
ishness, venomous backbiting and
Mro all-star special. Victor things for him. Now, according greed. And He named it a
lerman directed him in "Rupert to advance reports, this descendant WANTER.
Then He took the glowing light
ojHentzau," and Victor Seastrom of a stageland favorite has surmm his dirertor in "'1 he Judge
passed all of his previous screen of happiness, combined it with
U the Woman." Now, Hobart efforts in Reginald Barker's latest emotion, placed it in a body of
pis that if he can appear in a
"Pleasure
Mad."lifted
As activity and imbued it with honinure directed by Victor Flem- production,
the son of parents
suddenly
esty. He gave it the ability to
(11 his Victor-y will be complete.
from poverty into the highest so- achieve and the magnetism that
cial whirl through an unexpected draws friends. He blessed it with
Harry D. Brown, supervising
etineer of the Hollywood Studios, acquisition of wealth, he is given strong character, integrity and loyalty, instilled it with the power of
M been selected from all of the opoortunities to show the versatility for which he is already fa- development and intellectual progectricians in the industry, to have
mous and his performance is proress
endowed it with the viewpoint
:<|rge of the lighting effects for
claimed one of the "good things" of an optimist and called it a
- tj annual ball of the screen cam- in this picture.
WORKER.
efmen (American Society of CinWhen Willie, Jr., decided to folqatographers), at the Biltmore
low in the footsteps of his disItel on October 27th. Brown
tinguished father, it became a
To celebrate the' completion of
ttmises to put on some jazz light- question in his mind as to what "What Next," his second Universal picture under the direction of
fvt, which will surprise the dan- road led to a goal approaching in
Hy Mayer,
K. for
Arthur
importance the one his sire had drove
to SantaGeorge
Barbara
the
lon<r held. He felt there were too week end.
He was accompanied by
Harrison Ford, whose forte is many limitations on the stage —
BS in which he appears in all he had the urge to leap about, to Mrs. Arthur, his parents, Mr. and
regalia of a gentleman of lei - reach out, to be a lot of different Mrs. Brest and Mrs. Arthur's sister, Miss Lloyd, all from London,
chauffeur's
same play. Consere,thedons
firsta time,
for his uniform
role in places inquently,the
are his house guests. On his
he chose the screen as his who
return.
Mr. Arthur will start his
he Living Past," a new Metro field and after making an auspi- third film,
as yet unnamed.
-star special which Harold Shaw
cious debut in a New York-made
directing.
feature and following it with other
successes, he hurried to Southern
Fred Jackman. who directed Hal
peneral Isaac R. Sherwood, the California, the mecca for all- pho- Roach's latest feature production,
Ihest ranking Union veteran who to-plavers. From the day of his "Rex. King of Wild Horses,'^ is
light in the Battle of Franklin, arrival he has been kept busy, and standing by while his film is being
his star is now high in the firma- assembled in continuity. The story
ji Colonel
A. Fite, the officer
high- ment.
rankingJohn
Confederate
is the first of its kind ever filmed.
lo > participated in that bloody
A wild stallion plays one of the
Victor Schertzinger who is di- principal roles. In the cast are
j:nt
and
is
now
alive,
are
assistI Allen Holubar in filming the
recting "The Man Whom Life Marie Mosquini, Leon Bary. Edna
jttle of Franklin, at Franklin.
Passed sical
By,"director
was for
at one
mud'suchtime
famous
Murphv, Frank
Albrook.
Louise Butler,
Fazenda,Sidney
Charles
Inncssce, for "The Human Mill,"
stage
artists
as
Calve
and
NorChase,
Patsy
Hartigan
and
Sidney
de Grey.
plubar's first big Metro produc- dics.

Dot Farley is going to make her
eyes"Nobehave.
more cross-eyed parts for
me !" says the erstwhile Mack Sennett actress whose kitter-corner
optics have appeared on the screen
opposite Ben Turpin's with such
regularity that picture fans have
become inclined to believe Dot's
eyes were born that way.
Fact is Miss Farley is the possessor of a pair of very beautiful
brown eyes and they are straight
as a die — except when she chooses
to cross them for professional purYears ago she learned the trick
of
crossing
will. "But
it gave
me her
sucheyesa at
headache
and
poses.
the strain has somewhat weakthem,"itsheup says.
"I'm afraid
if I ened
keep
any longer
they
might
that comedy
way." lot she
From 'freeze'
the Sennett
has turned to serious drama and
will soon be seen in "Misunderstood," a screen play based on
Booth Tarkington's
drama.
This picturehuman
is nowinterest
being
produced
by
J.
K.
McDonald
for
First National. William Beaudine
is directing and the cast includes :
Henry B. Walthall, Irene Rich.
Rockliffe Fellowes, Ben Alexander,
Dot Farley and Lawrence Licalzi.
Miss Farley's work as the crossMarion"is My
in "Rob
'em
ood" eyed
and "Maid
"Where
Wandercomedy.
ing
Boy
This
Evening"
will
long
be remembered by lovers of screen
DOROTHY PHILLIPS, it is
rumored, will return to the screen
after several months absence, the
early part of next year.
Milton Sills and Wallace McDonald, now appearing in "Angel
Face
Viola toDana's
new
Metro Molly,"
release, seem
be emulating Damon and Pythias. They
have appeared together in their
last three consecutive pictures, althoughstudio.
each was filmed at a different
REAVES "BREEZY" EASON
is shooting spectacular buffalo hunt
scenes in Canada for a forthcoming Thomas H. Incc special of the
early West.
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Pulse

of

the

Studios

For Week Starting Monday, Oil. 29, 1923
Progress
Camera/ intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error to Pulse Editor, 439-Sff)
Type
Director
Star
Cameraman
A»s't Director
Scenarist
Holly 313
olt.
Pro.
Mgr.
BERWILLA STUDIO.
582 1 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearh
Schedule
Eddie Lyons Production* (Arrow release).
2- Heel Comedies
Collins
Schedule
Bridle Lyons
Riddle Lyons
Ramsey
Cooke
2-Reel Comedies
Collins
Eugene Pe Rue
Bobby Dunn
Ramsey
Cooke
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
3rd Week
Rosson
Mildred Davis
Linden Stevens McGaugh
Jules Furthman
Oearholt Productions.
1st Week
"Rodeo Mump"
F. Ford
Francis Ford
Edward Cobb
DeGrasse
Geo. Carter
Neva Gerber Productions
1st Week
Coolidge
"Whirlwind"
Dick Hatton
Hatton-Gerber
Win. Nobles
.lack Nelson
598-14
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
EditingDrexel
19C
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745-5 1 Glendale Blvd
Kenneth Bishop. General Mgr.
H. & B. Film Co.
Tcnny Wright
All Star
Bill Beckway
Preparing
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
C.
(1.
Seessel
Jas. Young
All-Star
Special
(\. P. Saum
"Welcome Stranger"
59357
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
Preparing
Fred Caldwell
All Star
Hpllister Rounsaville
J. S Woodhouse
"Hollywood 1900"
Hollv 00S
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
2nd Week
"The Rich Pup"
Al. Herman
Al.
Pal
Billy
Sherry
Pansey
2nd Week
A. E.Herman
Gillstrom
Buddv Messinger
VictorWilliams
Sherrick
Leslie Goodwin
"Boys
Will
Be
Boys"
Bob Kerr
'The Process
1st Week
Boh Kerr
Earle' Sweet
McCoy
Wm. Hyers
A. Linkoff
Noel Smith
"Own
a Home"Server"
Noel
Smith
Harry
Harry
Forbes
Alhert
Cohn

CHAPLIN STUDIO
Alfred Reeves. Gen. Mgr.
1416 La Brea Ave.
Holly 407
CHOICE STUDIO.
6044 Sunset Blvd.
CHRISTIE STUDIOS.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
2-Reel Mgr.
Comedy
Holly 310
1st Week
Frank Hall
Conklin
Al Christie
Bobbie Vernon
Nagy
Hagerman
1st Week
2-Reel Comedv
Roht.
Scott Sidney
Dorothy Devore
Peterson-Garnett Clemens
Drexel 211
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen . Mgr. Frank M. Willard, Studio Mgr.
Editing,
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr. 6529 Venice Blvd. Culver City.
Culver City 5-.
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General.
Washington and Ince Blvds.,
Culver Cii
Preparing
DARRELL-MOUNIER STUDIO.
J. F. Mounier, Gen. Mg
Darrell-Mounier Productions
Feature
2-Reel Comedy
Darrell
RobL Ramsey
Allen Davie
Chas. Kerr
Staff
439-76'
H. Davey
Edna Mae Cooper
Sturtevant
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe,
Comedy Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Schedule
Staff
Hibhard
I.ige Conley
Corby
Sharpless
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Novelty Juveniles)
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
3rd Week
Pratt
Lloyd Hamilton
McGill
Dewar
Holly 3a
Special
Fred
Kley,
Studio
Mgr.
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan. Casting. 1401 N. Western Ave.
Al St. John
Al St. John
Comedies
Schedule
i St John
Krnest
S.
Depev
Kenny
Stolon
Geo.
Post
D. Keefe
All-Star
Roland V. Lee
Don Lee
"Gentle Jul.'a"
Editing
Staff
Comedies
Seiler Carruth
R. Tennant
Mark Sanderich
598-R1
Chimpanzees
"Eyes
of the Forest" Schedule
5th Week
Van
Clark
Tom
Mix
Lambert Hillyer
W.
Mayo
Manter
Edmund Mortimer
Harrison Jacobs "The Beast"
5th Week
John
J.
Short
Birnoudi
David Soloman
Schneidermau
ShirleyGilhert
Mason
Fannie & Fred Hatton"With
the
Tide"
Editing
Horace Hough
Wm. Wellman
Chas. Jones
"Andy
McGee's
Chorus
Girl"
4th
Week
Kingling
Joe
August
Hollingshead
Geo. Archainbaud
All-Star
Jules
Cronjager
Fannie
&
Fred
Hatton'
The
Shadow
of
the
East"
3rd
Week
All-Star
Drexel OOij
Tom Buckingham
Sid Wagner
Carter
"The Arizona Express" Preparing
StanFRANCIS FORD STUDIO.
6040 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 263
GAR SON STUDIOS.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
GOLDSTOXE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Editing
Phil Goldstone Productions.
(State Rights release).
Duke Worne
Wm. Fairbanks
Rolland Price
A. Tenbrook
"Thicker Than Water"
Holly 26<
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, General Manager.
Holly OK,
Monte Banks Productions, Inc.
Sid Smith Productions, Inc.
Joe Rock Productions.
Bryant Washburn Productions.
Elliott Dexter in R. Wm. Neil Production.
Thornby-Newman Productions.
r".OLlT\VYN STUDIO.
R B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City.
5th Week
Emmett Flynn
All Star
Lucien Audriot
Ray Flynn Carey-Wilson
"Nellie, the Cloak Model"
5th Week : — =*W
Alan Crosland
All-Star
Jory Mescall
Lynn Shores
Carey Wilson
"Three Weeks"

I
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Ass't Director
Blvd.

Type

Scenarist

Progress
Holly 1431

Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.

Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd
Lundin
Robt. A. Golden
'The Girl Expert"
<;ative Productions. Wm. H. Carr, Production Mgr.
K. McDonald Productions.
Wm. Hoffman
Beaudine
All-Star H. Thorpe Geo. Webster
"Misunderstood"
aaud
Productions,
smopolitan Productions,
verley Productions.
ring Productions. Jas. Dent, Prod. Mgr.
Iperin Productions.
Halperin
'Souvenir"
Halperin-Wallace All-Star A. Wyckoff IT. Young
ORSLEY OFHCE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
>b Horner Productions (Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Bob Horner Geo. Chesebro Chas. Fetty M. Pool
"Where he Journey Ends"
as. R. Seel in er Productions.
(Aywon release). 1442 Beachwood Drive,
nford Productions.
Mattison Mattison-V. Rich
E. Dyer
R. Sanford Staff
"The Ragged Robil"
nemart Productions. B. Schrader, Casting. 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Byron Schrader All-Star Jim Clansey
Playlets
OY HUGHES PRODUCTIONS.
840 S. Olive.
SHADOWLAND RELEASE.
Thos. Dixon, Jr.
Leavens Hale
Roy Hughes
J. MacFarland
"Ashes of Waste"
ICE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
:ne Stratton Porter Productions.
J. Leo Meehan All-Star
Howard Anderson
Jeanett Porter Gene S. Porter
"The Girl of the Limberlost"
soc. Authors, Inc.
lomas H. Ince Corporation.
Del Andrews All-Star
Max Dupont ' Frank Geraghty Del Andrews
"The Galloping Fish"
uce Mitchell Productions.
rainteci women
USTER KEATON
ASKY STUDIOS.

STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Tom White, Casting. 1520 Vine St.
H.
Herb Brennon Pola Negri
Jos.
Geo.Schwartz
Hippard
Clara Berangee
Wm. DeMille All-Star
Guy Howe
Wilky
Fred
Robertson
Chas.
Clark
Geo. Melford All-Star
Jack Cunningham
Dick
Rush
Warren
Reeves
Clifford S. Smith W. S. Hart
J. G. Hawks
\m Wood Productions.
Monte Katterjohn
Sam Wood
All-Star
Gilroy Waters
John
ine Grey Productions.
Victor Fleming Dix-Wilson
Doris Schroeder
James Howe
ames Cruze Productions
|»s.Henabery
Henabery Productions.
Richard Johnston
Edfrid Bingham
All-Star
|rin Willat Productions.
Chas. Schoenbaum Dtto Brower
Albert S. LeVine
Irvin Willat All-Star
IcNAMARA STUDIOS.
4011 Lankershim Blvd.
B. MAYER STUDIO.
5360 Melrose Ave.
red Niblo Productions.
V. Milner
Dorian Cox
Fred Niblo All-Star
Bess Meredith
1AYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
louis B. Mayer Productions. (Metro Release).
I Reginald Barker
All-Star
Harry Schencic J. G. Hawks
John M. Stahl All-Star
Sidney Algier A. G. Younger
f. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
j Vic Schertzinger
All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
Eve Unsell
Harry
Kerr,
Casting.
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
Nat Watts
Harold Shaw
All-Star Georges Rizard
Thos. Hopkins
Brewster
Victor
Schertzinger
All-Star
Chet
V. Schertzinger
Eddington
Geo. D. Baker
Viola Dana
Arnold Lyon
Geo. D. Baker
■*x Ingram Productions. (Metro release)
ackie Coogan Productions, Inc.
dlen Holubar Productions.
Allen Holuhar
All-Star Haskins
Rational studio, i i i 6 Lodi St.
Technicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
J. A. Eall
Ray Rennahan
Geo. A. Cave
^CI^OROTATRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
7100 Santa Monica
United Artists Raleas*.
RaoulHillWalsh
Douglas
Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue
Staff
Geo.
Jack
Pickford
Held
Staff
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford Rosher
Staff
JR1NC1PAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Louis Tolhurst
Walter Anthony
^-C STUDIO.
Melrose »nd Gower.
780 Gower St.
"dividual Productions.
(Film Booking Offices.)
Beatrice Van
Al
Santel
Geo.
Lee DuGarmes
Moreno
James Home
All-Star O'Hara
Jos.
Bray
Chester Bennett Productions.
Ward Wing Productions.
Wing
All-Star
Ted Brooks
Riley
JEAN RILEY STUDIO.
E. G. Walker, Mgr. 6701 Santa Monica Blvd.
,— i
Kynearson
All-Star
Bill Severin

"My Man"
"Every
Love"
"FlamingDayBarriers"
"Singer Jim McKee"
'The Next Corner"

11th Week
Editing

2nd Week
Editing
Preparing
Schedule

438-740
439-561

Arizona Location
761731
4th Week
2nd
unitingWeek
Holly 2814
Holly 2400
Editing
6th Week
7th Week
3rd
Week
Editing
2nd Week

"The Call of the Canyon"
"The Stranger"

1st Week
'The Heritage of the Desert" 4th Week
Lankershim 132- J
431-171
'Thy Name Is Woman'1

5 th Week

Capitol 2120
10th Week
9th Week
Preparing
Holly 4485
"The Livijg Past"
Editing
"Man Whom Life Passed By" Editing
"Revelations" 1st Week
"Cape Cod Folks"
"Why Men Leave Home"
"The Boomerang"

"The Human Mill"
Color Photography
Blvd.

6th Week
Holly 4470
Schedule

Holly 7901
"The Thief of Bagdad"
19th Week
"Valley of the Wolf"
13th Week
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon HaH"2nd Week
Holly 2806
Microscopic Motion Pictures
Schedule
Holly 7780
"Bo Bnimmel"
1st
Week
Preparing
"Not For Publication"
"The Eyes of Hollywood"

2nd Week

"I,ight of the World"

Schedule

579-440

Camera
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ROACH STUDIO.
Hal Ronch Comedie*
Jackman
Jas.
Howe
Len A.Powers
James Parrot
Bob McGowan
Ralph H. Cedar
Percy Pembroke

Star

Culver City.
(Path*
All-Star leleaie)
Will Rogers
Animals
Chas.
Chase
Our Gang
Stan Laurel
Spat Family

Proareit

'The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
Ass't Director
Cameraman

Warren Doane,
Floyd
Robt. Jackman
Doran
B. Currigan
Ed Willatt
Harry Young
( icrstad
Frank
Nick Barrows

RAY STUDIO.
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Gen'l Mgr.
RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr. 1439
Logan-Baynham Productions.
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Geo. B. Seitz Murphy Miller Walker Cooper
Hercules Film Prods., Inc.
H. J. Brown Productions
Al. Kogell Fred Thompson Ross Fisher
Maloford l'roductions.
Leo Maloney Leo Maloney Bataracca
Howard Davies Productions.

Mgr.
W.
L. Guthrie
Ross
YrelandLederman
Leo. McCarey
C. Morehouse
H. LaMarr
C. Hennccke

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

Al. Xeitz

Bob Dillon

Curley Dresden
Stratton

Ford Bccbe

Feature
2- Keel Comedy
lRcel Comedy
1- Kecl Comedy
2 Keel Comedy
t 'omedy
22- Keel Comedy

CALLS DAY AND NIGHT
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
6548 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
430-205; 431-339; or Holly 102-82.

598-14

Holly 794
"The Deer Slayer"

3rd Week
Editing
2nd Week
Drexel 155(

"Look Pleasant"
"Slow

4th Week
2nd
EditingWeek

as Lightning"
Holly 408(

"Secrets"
'The Swamp Angel"
"Torment"

1st Week
4th Week
1st Week
433-131

"Beasts of Paradise"
"The Ghost City"
"My
Rose"
"The Mamie
Fast Express"
"The
"SignalTurmoil"
Tower"
"Love Insurance"
"i .nnocent"
"Hard
Rock"
"Jack O'Clubs"
"Courting
Calamity"
1 no i. earner
rusners

Schedule
6th Week
9th
5th Week
Week
2nd
Week
10th Week
Preparing
2nd Week
2nd Week
3rd
1st Week
131 nccR

'A Tale of Red Roses"

1st Week

598-131

John
Dave Stumar
Abel

Tenny
Wright
Frank Strayer

"Daddies"
'Beau Brummel"

Holly 4181
4th Week
3rd Week

Chas. Van Enger

Flood Blanke

"The Marriage Circle"
ts roaaway Alter i >ar«

10th Week
i rt*paruiK

WALDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Harry Cohn, Mgr.
Howard Mitchell
Jas. Kirkwood
King Cray
Roland Asher
T. Stormwasser
'Discontented Husbands"
WORLD EDUCATIONAL FILMS CINEMATOUR.
Box SI 8, Station "C," Los Angeles
Eliason
Baby Bettv
Wm. Field
F. M. Abbey Robinson
"My Kingdom For a Horse"

"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724

Schedule
Schedu.e
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule

"North of Nevada"

VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
170S Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
Dave Smith Productions.
David
Smith
All-Star
Steve
Smith,
Jr.
Wm. Dagwell
Larry Semon Productions.
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS. 5842 Sunset Blvd.

DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor— Nerve Specialist

I

761-72

Staff
1425 Fleming St
Beachwood Dr.

SENNET'l STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Mack RoySennett
Comedies. All-Star
(First National Release).
Delruth
Del Lord
All-Star
Staff
Staff
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
Kurrav Rock
(jrovcr Jones
(..rover Jones
Kenneth McDonald Longenecker
Levee,
Pres.
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C.
H. Jacobs Corp. (>ik»* National release.)
Joseph M. Schenck Productions ir
(First National release)
O'Brien
Tony Gaudio
O. O. Dull
F. Borzage Norma Talmadge
First National Productions.
Montagne
C. Badger Coleen Moore
Berquist
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Maurice Tourneur
All-Star Arthur Todd
?red Myton
Scott "R. Beal
Frank Lloyd Productions (First National Release)
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal
Film Manufacturi
ng
Co.
(Universal Release.)
Wm. Craft
DesmondMcDonough Koehner
Morrison Sedgwick
Morris
Jay Marchant
Ray Taylor
VVoolstenhume
Irving
Cummtngs
Mary
Philbrn
Wm. Duncan
Duncan-Johnson
Don
Duncan
All-Star
C. Brown
ErnestClark
Laemmle
All-Star
Hobart Henley
A.
Smith
Eddie Cline
Reginald Denny
Perley Hill
P. Sheehan All-Star
Robt.
Herbert Rawlinson
V. Ashev
Nordlinger
Robt. B. Bradbury Jack
I.
Hoot Hoxie
Gibson
Sedgwick
Billy Tummel

Wm. A. Setter Marsh Gillingwater
Harry Reaumont
John Barrymore
Sidney Franklin Productions.
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernst Lubitsch All-Star
Harry Rapf Productions.Au-oiar

Type

2nd Week
Holly 794C
Preparing

TOURING
CARS $2
SUNSET
TAXI
PER HOUR
SPECIAL RATES ON STUDIO TRIPS AND TOURING
Universal City „
$1.00 Club Royal
...... 3.00
Mayer Studios
2.50 Culver City
2.00
Studios
1.00
Holly-Fairbanks
75 United
Robertson-Cole _
75
Fox Studios
75 Metro
Studios
_ 75
Lasky Studios
75 Ambassador Hotel
I SO
Santa Monica
3.50 Venice _
4.00
Pasadena
4.00
of Los Angeles
2.00
All Stations
2.50 Center
Plantation
3.00
578-307
1720 Hudson Ave.
430-258
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Catering" to those who
have an innate love for
the fine things
we

have

been

of life,

accorded

the privilege of serving
the most

distinguished

artists of the stage and
screen

during

deep Morris,
in filmland's
In the
is Buried
Margaret
new paper.
Universal
starcenter
now
playing
the stellar
in "Thedirector
Ghost ofCity."
To the left
is Jay role
Mar chant,
this
feature
and
of
the
recently
completed
two-reel
westerws ivith Miss Morris and Pete Morrison
in the principal roles. The elongated chap to
the right is simply the atmosphere of the picture, Gene Woohvay, studio representative of
"Camera!"

the past

half -score, or more,

of

years that we have been
established

in this city.

In accordance
desire

with

our

to be of the utmost service we have

priced

our

superlative
within

selection

Publicity

Wanted!
United Producers and Distributors, Inc., wants a capable, experienced publicity man. Position holds
excellent future for right man.
Write to C. R. Stuart, 1403 Detwiler Building, and state experience,
age, references, etc. Please do not
call personally until requested to do

of

quality preparations at sums well

the scope

Man

of ev-

eryone.

George Rizard.
formerly ChasAt Liberty.
Ray's chief
Cameraman.
Hotel Woodward. 870124

,Hait
819 South

goods &Mik^up

Hill . . Metropolitan

The constantly increasing audiences
here attest to the supremacy of our
programs. We are exerting every
boxing. to give you clean, snappy
effort

0498
Hollywood

Stadium

Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.

Camera!
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r
ANNOUNCEMENT

Dr. A. L. Jester
Famous chiropractor, just returned
from 3 years chiropractic missionary service in Germany offers his
services to the movie people of
Hollywood at reduced rates.
No charge for first consultation.
5558 Hollywod Blvd., Rm. 202-203
Hours
10-12 — 2-5, Evenings 7-8.

COY

WATSON,
JR.
CHILD LEADS
Drexel 3616
Age 10.
Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Gladys Walton unit. Universal.
CurrentHerbert
production,
Near Lady"
Blache\"TheDirecting
Recent
Releases, "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
Reproductions, Publicity
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
ART
LEE
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone 598-207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western

MARION

WARDE

"Megaphone"
(Continued from Page 5)
Hunchback ofNow
Notrehe Dame,"
the new the
spectacle
production.
has entered
ranks
of directors and his first picture will "tell the
tale." It was written by himself, continuity
by Raymond L. Schrock.
Sheehan has been given what studio officials
say is the most complete staff ever assigned to
a unit. Jack Sullivan, the crack assistant director of the studio, who handled the crowds
in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" and "Merry-Go-Round,"
hfs known
assistant.
Ralph
rick, one of theisbest
cutters,
has Dietbeen
assigned to cut the picture, and is sitting
through production as script secretary by day
and cutting at night, armed with his own
intimate
knowledge
every "shot."
The when
picture is being
cut as of
it progresses,
so that
the last scene is taken the whole picture will
be complete ready to show, this being one
of several innovations in sneehan's method
of production.
1 he famous novelist is rehearsing the players just as they are rehearsed for a stage
play out
; then
sequences
are "shot"
withpause. entire
The saving
of time
is incredible.
A notable cast is playing in the new Sheehan vehicle, including Howard Truesdell, Gladys Hulette, Edgar Kennedy and others.
Even boards and plaster must at some time
pay their farewell tribute to art.
After three years of gracing one of the green
canyons of Universay City the famous Italian
Villa built during the summer of 1920
for "Foolish Wives," was burned to the ground
for a big scene in "Hook and Ladder," Hoot
Gibson's latest starring feature.
The Villa is one of the largest individual
building sets ever constructed for a motion
picture and its classic beauty has made it a
landmark on the Universal lot. Universal technical men unfortunate enough to have a streak
of sentiment were sad as the flames ate thru
the wooden framework and the stucco finish
crumbled to ashes.
Its burning finished one of the most spectacular night scenes filmed at Universal City
in many a month. For a sheer thrilling spectacle it even eclipsed the night shots of the
mammoth sets of "The Hunchback of Notre
The scenes came as a dramatic climax to the
story, which is built around the thrilling life
ofDame."
a fireman and a dozen cameras ground out
their action as Hoot in the role of the fireman
climbed to the balcony of the burning building
and rescued the tiny Mildred June and leaped
with her from the balcony to the fireman net
below.
"Hook and Ladder" is an original story by
Edward Sedgwick, who is directing the filming
of the picture.
Others in the cast are Edwards Davis, faFrank mous
Beal.preacher-actor, Philo McCullough and

♦
With four car loads of equipment including
Acting and Make-Up for the Stage { two mammoth electric generators, dozens of
and Films
\ Winfield lights, giant sun arcs and spot lights,
and
a full-sized
collapsible
the
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Clarence
L. Brown
special "signal
pulled tower,"
out of the
Southern
Pacific
station
for
Fort
Bragg,
150
Step-dancing
miles north of San Francisco, where many
of
the scenes
Signal Tower" will
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
be filmed
underforhis "The
direction.
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
Brown is accompanied by a cast of seven
persons and a production unit of more than
PHONE 821-181
twenty workmen, including electricians, technical men and carpenters. Charlie Dorian,
Brown's veteran assistant who has "second
Megaphoned"
BrownErnst
productions,
be
in charge all
of of
the thecrew.
Laemmlcwillis
Walter Frederick Seely
second assistant.
Shadowed Photography
"The Signal Tower," Wadsworth Camp's
1448 North Wilcox
prize short story, will be produced by Univer(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
sal with Virginia Valli and an all-star cast.
"The Signal Tower" is probably the greatest
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774
tribute to the self-sacrifice and devotion to duty

of railroad men that was ever written, h
is a drama of life in the raw, of people wit!
their feet on the ground, a graphic story ol
how
of skilled
civilization's
destiny
pas:
thru the
the threads
fingers of
men who
glimpsi
that civilization only thru the clicking of tel
cgraph instruments and the passing of "thn
Brown was entrusted with the making of thi'
picture shortly after Universal heads had seet
the completed film of "The Acquittal," whid
he recently1 directed. This screen version of thil
trains." stage play by Rita Wciman will un
famous
doubtedly be classed as one of the finest pic <
tures of the coming year. Other big produc
tions which have stamped Brown's work as o
exceptional
merit ofarethe"The
Great Redeemer'
and "The Last
Mohicans"
which hi
made jointly with Maurice Tourneur.
Signal Tower"
which will
is torequire
be releasee
as "The
a multiple
reel feature,
nim
or ten weeks in the making.

Herbert Rawlinson has abandoned the ath
letic swing of his natural walk, now patrollini
a set at Universal City in the measured,
footed gait of a uniformed policeman.
He has begun work on his latest Universa
talion
the "The
famousJackmagazine
storyan ofadapf*~*
th
starringfrom
vehicle,
O* Clubs"
same name by Gerald Beaumont. In this pic
ture Rawlinson slips out of the groove o B
jaunty roles for which he is so well know
for the most difficult bit of characterization tha
he His
has role
essayed"
longeasytime.natured Irish
is thatin ofa an
who is transformed into a whirlwind fightin,
machine when he is crowded on the beat b|
a hard boiled street gang, led by a tough gen
tleman who used to be a prize lighter. Thi
gentleman and the Irish cop stage a sensation:
encounter and the cop wins the light, promo
tion in rank and the regard of the boys.
Since Eddie Gribbon is cast for the "ex
pug." the screen fight should prove exception
ally realistic. Both Rawlinson and Gribbc*
are clever boxers and husky lads. |
Robert Hill, who guided the filming of Raw
linson'sthelastnewpicture.
direct
vehicle."His Mystery Girl," wi
Others in the supporting cast are Ruth D\v>
cr, Johnny Fox, Jr., and Joe Singleton.
An old time tandem bicycle — the kind th|
song
Builtandformore
Two"ago,wasis writte,
^
around"AtwoBicycle
decades
one
the queer sights of the old Bowery, seen
"Morality," Owen Kildare's famous story "II
Mamie Rose." being filmed at Universal Qt
with Mary Philbin as the star. The Bower
is reproduced complete in every detail at Un
versal City for the picture, even to the elevate
tracks and queer old-time steam trains th;
were used before electricity came into popul;
use. The old fashioned bicycle bloomers
seen in the early Charles Dana Gibson, is revivi
with the bike itself. Gladys Johnson appears?
the bloomer girl, in queer little hat and wic
bloomers embellished by brass buttons. Sr
rides the
oververythelastcobbles
the oddconveyanc
"safety
then
word inon modern
The story* is laid in the immediate "pre-aut<
mobile" period., when the bicycle was the rag
rnd the
"horseless Later
carriage"
tion
in France.
in thea rumored
story theinvei
fir
automobile to appear in the ctreets of Ne
York is shown ; a queer buggy like affair stee
cd
by amuch
lever like
and apropelled
a "one engine.
lunget
motor
modern by
pumping
Irving Cummings, picture director, has
fine eye for brewery trucks. Incidentally tl
hardest task, almost, that he faced in puttir
the picture on the screen, was the quest of th
obsolete and interesting vehicle.
Cummings' order for a brewery truck broug)
to Universal City a modern motor truck. I
rejected it, and a horse-drawn truck was sul
stituted but this too was modern. Finally, afti
a long search, he found an old time brewei
truck in a livery stable. The wagons we:
simply rows of heavy pipe, arranged to ho
the barrels, mounted on truck wheels. Tl
quaint old vehicle is one of many interest!!

1
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"Megaphone"
bits of antique transportation on the Bowery
as reproduced at the studio.
Albert J. Smith, actor and inventor, proved
a "pinch broke
hitter" down
when during
the oldest
America
the automobile
production. in
The ancient contraption, first automobile to
be seen on the streets of New York, and a
one cylindered affair, immediately proceeded to
break down.
Mechanics from the transportation tinkered
with
couldn't
wheezetheoutobsolete
of it. engine,
Finally but
Smith,
who get
playsa

PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AR-EXCELLENT
LIVELY
PUTS
PICTUPL
PEOPLE IN
PEP/WOT
[UDJ.ICFAVOB
V/y/p for parf/cu/ar} , oq jee
GtttZ WOO LWAY
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood SfaRon
Or,1n care of

the young engineer in "The Fast Express,"
William Duncan's railroad chapterplay happened by.
"Let me try," he volunteered. He manipulated a pair of pliers for a while, gave the
crank
and and
the relic
infancya twist,
coughed
came oftothelife.automobile's
"You see, when I was a kid my father had
one, and I used to keep it in order," he explained. "Whenever they jolt around the dry
battery that gives them their spark gets shorted.. Ijust pried the wires away from the engine and wrapped
somethetire-taps
Anyhow,
he saved
Boweryaround
scene. 'em."

a!'wooo Blvd.,
merHolly
2nd. Flooi-,
Ca6318
HOLLYWOOD
Gi/f
y?V
pnoME 43a-8sa
xi^A L —

— Just what makes a funny thing funny?
Psychologists have tried to answer the questio—n; but either frankly gave it up, or produced some formula
rivalling Einstein's theory
of relativity
for complication.
Cartoonists and comedians went at it in a
more practical way. They made things that
made folks laugh ;— they knew what would
make people
snicker
if they
couldn't
analyze
the why
of iteven
; much
as today
we just
will
is. electricity, but none of us know just what it
use

BRUNO
Publicity Photos
Professional Photos
Casting

Director PJwtos

6412 HOLLYWOOD

BLVD.

Telephone 431-929

Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954

Pronounce

Thimmeway
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Titles

the speedy, economical, error-free process
Paul D. Hugon, General Manager
1123 Lillian ^ay, Hollywood Holly 1696

And now comes Hy Myer, world-celebrated
cartoonist, and paradox of the pen, with a procedure that perhaps will do more to answer
the question than anyone else. Hy Mayer,
for the last quarter century a famous artist ;— ■
a humorist of pictures, has turned his art to
the screen in a manner startling in its originality. He makes his cartoons live on the
screen; — not by animated drawings, but by
"fading" his cartoons into real actors and actres es, ina new brand of comedy he calls the
"May Cartoon Comedy" for want of a more
descriptive title. The famous humorist has
arrived at Universal City, has completed the
first of his unique offerings and is engaged on
more. They are the talk of the studio — and they
will probably be the talk of psychologists studying
the mystery of the whyfore of a laugh when
they are released. His first film creation, in
one reel, was "The Travelaughs," — Rothafel
calls it the best one-reel creation, and they
were run as a feature at the Capitol Theater
in New York.
But — and this is the principal thing the public is interested in — their great importance lies
in that they have brought a new, but none the
less hilarious brand of comedy to light.
Hy Mayer is a cosmopolite. His cartoons
have appeared in every paper in the United
States. They are equally well-known in London's "Punch " in Paris' "Le Rire," in Germany's "Fliegende Blaetter," "The New York
Times," and in "Puck," of which he was art
editor for years, and the countless American
syndicates have broadcasted Hy Mayer pictorial
Nowhishe's
Hollywood, humor
drawingforandyears.
directing
own inpictures.
Theyappears
are oddin— these
pictures. flowing
Hy Mayer's
hand
his wonderful
style
and sketches a figure in pen and inkthen it dissolves into a human being — the idea
of the cartoon is carried out in action — then
again the hand draws another picture and again
it comes to life. His drawings, while grotesque
are always decorative. His types never repeat
themselves.
But even more interesting than his nictures
is the man himself. Hy Mayer has drawn
cartoons for years but has always been known
as the cartoonist whose arrows were never
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YOUNG MAN with speed and originality, Palmer
Student, wants position scenario reader or property
clerk anywhere in any studio. Phone Metropolitan
7160, Station C. Ask for Newton.
FOR SALE— One Bell & Howell Camera, complete
equipment, $1,000.00. Phone 594-555.
H. C. Mc CLUNG, c|o Camera!
FOR SAI.F Hell and Howell Camera, 170 shutterlate model, completely equipped. Bargain. — BLAINE
WALKER, 914 South Olive. 879-555.
FRENCH LESSONS. Succeeds with everybody.
Address Box A4. Camera Magazine, 6318 Hollywood Blvd.
ASSISTANT CAMERAMAN IS OPEN FOR POSITION. LABORATORY EXPERIENCE. ADDRESS BOX E. L. c|o CAMERA!
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor -at -Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce inScratch
soft Mellow
Tone
Surface Without
Noises by usinganda
Deflexograph
anyVictrola
Phonograph or
Changeable Needles.
—Play
will after
not disturb.
hours
taches to needle
Deflexograph
atholder,
filters
sound
oscillations,
Gold Plate $1.50
(See Cut)
Nickel Plate....$1.00
VANTONE CO
110 W. 15th St.

prevents
and surface scratch
noises
entering
box. No sound
metallic
noises.
Dept.
New 416
York, N. Y.

Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW!
1107 NORTH WESTERN AVE.
At Santa Monica Blvd.
Gustatory
Genius
John's New Cafe
6382 Hollywood Blvd.
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dipped in poison. Never has the unpleasant
flavored his huge output. He never attacks; —
even the political celebrities he has lampooned
were always able to laugh with him. On the
New York Times, for instance, for years he
lampooned Theodore Roosevelt. Finally he
was brought to the White House. Roosevelt
greeted him with a smile and outstretched hand.
He kept the cartoonist with him for hours, introduced him to dozens of famous national
leaders, and exultantly retailed this or that
point in
Mayer's
cartoons
all printed
paper
opposed
to him,
but — never
a one in
witha
aught but a wholesome laugh in it ;— not acting. Hy Myer is essentially an inventor ;
Rupert Hughes years ago lauded him as the
most versatile man in the history of carricature.

100 Per Cent Titles
100 Per Cent Service
At the Right Price!
Dress up that next production
with artistic Hand Lettered
Titles made by IRVING W.
BUNZE.
If you want Perfect Symbolic
Art Backgrounds, let us make
them! Neil E. McQuire, formerly with Ince and Prizma,
does our art work.

Hy Mayer was the first man to draw under
the camera — twelve years ago he started drawing political cartoons for the screen. Later
came his "animated weekly," and all the time
in the cartoonist's
brain wasas hatching
and
evolving
his present comedies
he is making
them for Universal. Once he happened to tell
his old friend Carl Lacmmle about his idea,
and the picture magnate hailed it with interest.
Since then he has been adding more and more
to the idea. Laemmle waited and let him
evolve the plan. Finally it was announced
as ready — and Hy Myer came to Universal
City to start his new series.
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For perfect black-and-white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with
samples.
Quality

Title &

Film

Company
1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850
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in "Camera!" — soon!

PLAYS,

BOOKS, ORIGINALS
The
Hollywood Play Bureau

PENALLES,

Ernmett Corrigan, Mgr.
6404 Hollywood Boulevard
Near Cahuenga.
Hollywood, Cal.
LOCATION LUNCHES

INC.

Culver
City,

Holly 7660
Calif.

KWIK

LAURA
WINSTON
who has been cast for the emotional mother role in the new
Neva
Gerber production,
"Whirlwind" under direction
of Dick Hatton at the Berwilla
studio.
435-301

City
Culver

DISTINCTIVE
CINEMA**, LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS

546

LUNCH

Now

JMywod 7671 • SAMUEL C. SHINE • 6568 s*^**.
General Trucking and Hauling

in Preparation:

"The

Elk's Tooth"

I WANT SOME REAL PICTURES!
jI
... productions from $50,000 to $100,000.release.
I can sell them outright. See me for a quick
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
I Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
Wilshire 4275 or Drexel 1900
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FANTINE

R. E. O'Neil
who enjoys the distinction of being both actor and
author. He has a number of unusually interesting
copyrighted stories which he will be glad to place
at the disposal of production companies.
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QUESTION — "In acute diseases, such as fevers, colds, inflammations, etc., can you always locate nerve pressure as the cause of the*
m
disease ?"
ANSWER — Yes, and much more readily than in chronic cases.
And desired results are more quickly realized. The human body is a
living- mechanical nerve machine, liable to become injured by accidents,
shocks, jars, falls and twists, which may displace some vertebrae in
the spine. In all acute ailments, the displaced vertebrae has existed
but a short time and degeneration of tissue and depletion of nerve
strength has not taken effect, therefore, the causative condition requires less adjusting to correct than in the chronic ailments. The
longer we practice Chiropractic the more convinced we become that if
we could get all the acute, bed-side cases, there would be no chronics
to need our aid.
Residence Calls Day or Night.
Home Phone 598-222.

5*1

Bring all your health troubles to the only Chiropractor catering to the
Motion Picture Profession.

8
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n

Dr.W.
SCIENTIFIC

I. Schuster

CHIROPRACTOR AND NERVE
(PALMER GRADUATE)

SPECIALIST

Licensed in California
A health service right at your door

I

Save your time and strength by avoiding the downtown traffic
203 Bogardus Building
Cor. Sunset and Western
Hollywood, California

i

Office Hours:
10 to 12 and 2 to 5

P

Monday, Wednesday and Friday
6 to 8 P.M.
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Permanent Waving

: : California
Hair Coloring Bleaching

Hair Dressing
Scalp-Facial Massage
Marcel Waving
Water Waving
Shampooing Manicuring
Wigs
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J
Phone 438-761
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.
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Wig Rental

We Are Makers of Everything Pertaining
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"WOMAN
At Grauman's

PROOF"

Metropolitan Theatre

Now with Century Comedies.
Under personal management of D. J. Reed of ReedMcDonald Producing Co.

Established 1918
A Film Magazine and a Film Newspaper in One
6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
: California
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FAITH

". . . No matter what happens to you, no matter tvho flatters you or ivho
abuses you, never look at another flag, never let a night pass but you pray
God to bless that flag. Remember, boy, that behind all these men you have
to do ivil/i, behind officers and government, and people even, there is the
Country Herself, your Country, and that you belong to her as you belong to
your oiun mother. Stand by Her, boy. . . ."
Thus, through the pen of Edward Everrett Hale, spoke "The Man Without a Country." Many years previous in a fit of rage and while in a drunken stupor he had expressed the desire that he might never again hear of his country, nor read about it or
have contact with it in any way, and his wish was granted. Finally, after years of
miserable exile, toward the sunset of his life, he gave vent to his feelings, and the above
excerpt from his oration showed what time and experience had done to restore his right
thought in matters pertaining to patriotism. He started out as a "knocker;" he belittled
his country before a group of aliens, only to eventually realize the utter folly of his declarations. Time and exile had mercifully tempered his spirit, and at last his stubborn
will broke down and he expressed his true devotion for his native land.
There are many similar to "The Man Without a Country" in motion pictures. We
know them as pessimists and grouches. They stand on the corners and wildly exclaim
that the movies are headed for eternal damnation because so-and-so didn't have jobs for
them that day. They are proud enough to accept the motion picture industry as a place
to earn their livelihood, yet they go forth into the world and denounce all the high ideals
and principles cherished by the people of the profession. And when a studio does close
down for a time, or when they encounter hard luck along the film road they immediately
sally out to their friends and jeer and hoot at the movies as a substantial, worth-while
enterprise. They are confident enough that the coal strike in Pennsylvania will break
up, or that the railroad strike in some other place will be settled satisfactorily but they
don't hold out any hopes whatsoever for motion pictures. They are people without faith
in their own work. In belittling motion pictures and the people who make them they are
simply belittling themselves. Have they no self-respect? Possibly not, but it is more
probable that they are without faith in their chosen profession; that to them pictures are
but their meal tickets and no further useful. To them we would say; remember that
behind all these men you have to do with, behind producers and studios, behind the people even, there is the Motion Picture Art Itself, and that you belong to it as you belong
to your own mother. Stand by it; give it the best you've got in you, boost it, defend it,
apply all your talents and energies to further its great work. Maintain your faith in
motion pictures, and instill respect for it and for you in your fellow men.
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Lyle Rucker, prominent Hollywood corporation attorney who for
some time past has specialized in
motion picture law work, has entered the film field in the capacity
of producer, and as the active head
of Radiograms, Inc., he is now
producing and releasing a series of
weekly news-reels giving a comic
slant on the world's news. These
productions consist, for the greater
part, of titles alone and pictures
are not brought into use to any
great
Mr. extent.
Rucker has been established
here for the past eight years and is
today representing some of the
foremost
figures
in theand
motion
picture world
in a legal
advisory
capacity. That he has the fullest
confidence in the film business is
brought out by this investment on
his part. He has just released his
first production and it has been
accorded the plaudits of famous
dustry.in every branch of the infolk
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California
Maui at Eighth
Blanchein Sweet
"In the Palace of the King"

Mil
Mainlerat 's
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George Arliss
in
"Green Goddess"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Thomas Meighan
in
"Woman Proof"
Loew's
State
Seventh at Broadway
"The Gold Diggers

Rialto
Broadway at Eighth
Pola Negri
in
"Th e Spanish Dancer"
Criterion
Charles Chaplin's
"A Woman of Paris"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Harold Lloyd
in
"Why Worry'
Alhambra
731 South Hill

"Strangers of the Night
Hollywood
Hollywood Blvd. and Egyptian
McCadden
"The
Covered
Wagon"
with Lois
Wilson
and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near >inth
Claire Windsor
in
"The Acquittal"

Clun
e's nearBroa
Broadway
Fifth dway
"The Isle of Vanishing Men"

Morosco
7 11 South Broadway
This

Week's

George Bernard Shaw's presentation of "Androcles and the Lion"
opens the new Fine Arts Theater
this week.
Mable Norman remains another
week to entertain Mission Theater
audiences,
"The toAcquittal,"
was
scheduled
start this which
week
will open November 12th.
This week is destined to be a
bin week in local theatrical history
for several reasons.
One is that it will present to
Los Angeles the world premiere of
Lmmett Flynn's magnificent spectacle, "In the Palace of the King,"
afords
picturization
Marion at
Crawhistoricalof F.romance
the
California Theater.
Another is that is marks the return to the screen of Blanche
Sweet, one of the most popular of
all screen celebrities in the role of
Delores Mendoza, heroine of this
delightful romance, and a part
very similar to that of Judith in
Griffith's "Judith of Bethulia," the
first spectacular production ever
filmed.
A third reason is the fact that
Edmund Lowe is seen in the heroic
role of stock
Donjohn.
Mr. Loew's
former
engagements
here
marked him as the most popular
matinee idol of his day.
The final reason is that this is
the fourthductions toof
Elynn's
prohaveEmmett
its world
premiere
here. The other three were "A
Connecticut Yankee," "Monte Cristo" and "A Fool There was." All
the members of the cast as well as
a large part of the cinema stars,
directors and authors of the film
world will be present at performances throughout the week.
He went to bed a wealthy nobleman, he woke up a beggar.
He owned a gorgeous palace and
a suit of pajamas, or to be exact,
a night shirt, and owed many
debts.
Antonio Moreno, who plays the
role of Don Caesar de Bazan, in
Pola Negri's new picture, "The
Spanish Dancer,"
experienced
this
predicament
and while
the palace
was an ancestral building and the
night robe of finest silk with the
crest of his house embroidered on
the font, it must be admitted these
articles were hardly sufficient for a
nobleman's existence.
While Antonio sleeps following
a gay dinner with his friends, his
creditors enter his palace and carry
off everything it contains just because, in his merriment, he had
neglected to pay his bills. Life
was certainly difficult during those
gay
of King
Philip Tony
IV's
reignoldin days
Spain.
Of course,
takes it in the same carefree manner in which he met all the weighty
and part
doesn'ta care
a bit
and problems
gives the
debonnir,
dashing and delightful portrayal.
"The Spanish Dancer," now
showing at Grauman's Rialto, is a
picturesque costume drama with a
very strong story of love, intrigue
and human interest that builds to

Theatre

Notes

a suprise climax, turning a tragic
episode into a clever bit of comedy.
Pola Negri, as the spirited Gypsy
maid, ableMaritana,
remark-of
performance, offers
givinga freely
herOthers
great inart.
the cast to * distinguish
themselves are Wallace Berry as
King Philip, with an eye to the
beauty of his girlish subjects, Kathlyn Williams, his queenly consort,
Adolphe Menjou as the scheming
Salluste, and Gareth Hughes in the
role of the pathetic lad, Lazarillo.
All four roles are important and
give ample scope for the actors.
Comedy in its numerous and
forms
will feature
this week's
bill
at the Hillstreet
Theatre.
Heading
the aggregation of funsters will be
the celebrated equestrian comedian,
"Poodles" Hannaford. For years
the famous Hannaford family have
been the premier riders in circuses
and "Poodles" himself was the
feature attraction with one oi
America's
greatest being
shows considered
for simetime. Although
the finest trick rider of his kind
in America, "Poodles" manages to
use a clown make-up and give the
children a thrill along with his
entertainment for the older folks.
He is using two horses in his act
which are the envy of every circus
man in the world, they are his
own and have been trained by him
ever since their infancy.
Flo Lewis, the original redheaded flapper, will split headline
honors with Hannaford. Flo who
is a singer and story teller with a
vivacious and captivating personality will offer her act "From Bernhardt to sistance
Heartburn"
with the
asof Jesse Greer
at the
Frank Dixon will appear in a
piano.
humorous
sketch by Paul Gerard
Smith called "Lonesome Manor."
Maurice
premier with
eccentricDiamond,
dancer of America,
Edythe Handman, singer and Irene
Smith, dancer, will offer his latest,
"The Snapshots of 1923."
Russell Carr, the famous English
ventriloquist, and his comical assistant "Orace" will present a military ventriloquial act.
Completing the vaudeville will
be Polly and Oz two youthful
musicians and singers in their act,
"Syncopated Melody."
The feature photoplay will be
Shirleyfeatures
Masonon in
Other
the "Lovebound."
program will
be Allan Hall and the Tiny Symphony, "The
Steelchapter-play,
Trail" a Wil-a
liam
Duncan
'Snub'" Pollard comedy, Hillstreet
International
News and Aesop's
Fables.
Edward Everett Horton who has
been a big favorite in stock and on
the screen here opens this week at
the Orpheum Theater in a playlet
written for him by Joseph Jackson,
"A
With aWalcamp
Punch."a With
him Play
are Marie
local
screen star and Richard Stilling.

"The Gold Diggers"
Mason
127 South Broadway
"The Perfect Fool"

Pico and Figueroa
Egans Edmond Lowe
in
"The Waning Sex"
320 South Main
Hippodrome
Vaudeville

630 South Broadway
Orpheum
Vaudeville
Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Vaudeville
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Shirley Mason
in
"Lovebound"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy

845 South Broadway
Majestic
Marjorie inRambeau
"The Valley of Content"
Tally's
Broadway
833 South Broadway
Tom Mix
in
"Soft Boiled"
Symphony
Broadway near Sixth
Hobart in
Bosworth
"The Man Alone"

.amera!

Among the people who are coming to the
ront of the picture world by leaps and bounds
hese days, is Grace Sanderson Michie, head
if the scenario department of the Rellimeo
Mlms. For she holds the unique distinction of
leing largely responsible for the making of
hree big pictures in six months.
The Rellimeo Films are a San Francisco organization, but all three of their pictures have
been made in Hollywood, the first at the Universal Studio, and the other two at the Principal Pictures studio now under lease by the
Rellimeo company.
Grace Sanderson Michie is a real Californian, her grandfather having been Mayor of
San Francisco for several terms, and her family
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long leading citizens of the state. Mrs. Michie
has written all her life, in fact she says she
can't remember when she didn't write, and she
was just nine years old when she sold her first
story to St. Nickolaus for the huge sum of five
dollars. Her earliest adventure into the picture world was several years ago as the author
of "The Finger Of Justice," with which film
she also made personal appearances in all the
larger cities of America for almost two years.
It is only a little over six months since the
Rellimeo Films were organized and Grace and
her husband Gordon Michie, business manager
of the company came to Hollywood to start
production. Their first picture, "Defying Destiny," was made from an original story by
Mrs. Michie, for which she also did the con-

tinuity, and on which she acted as co-director.
The picture was given to the world in September under the Selznick banner. It was
promptly
by "Eight Bucks"
made from
a story byfollowed
Fred Windamere,
its director,
but
on which Mrs. Michie did the continuity, the
casting and again co-directed. The latest picture just completed, and the most pretentious
production of the company is "The Yellow
Stigma". Again the whole story and continuity came
Sanderson
Michie's
brain,
andfrom
from Grace
all accounts
it bids
fair tobusy
be
one of the big outstanding pictures of the year.
So by hard work and real accomplishment
Grace Michie is winning for herself a niche of
her own in the hall of cinema fame.

Universal

Under King Baggot's supervision Thomas
Pratt is completing the final editing of "Blackmail," the all star Universal production which
|Baggot directed recently. "Blackmail" was
;adapted from "The Co-Respondent," Rita Weiman's play, and will present a cast including
,'Ruth Clifford, Niles Welsh, John Merkyl,
(Charles Clary, William E. Lawrence, Herbert
jFortier, Arthur Howard, Hayden Stevenson,
Mary Mersch, Joseph North, Emily Fitzroy,
Jane Starr and Carl Stockdale.
"Hook and Ladder," Hoot Gibson's newest
Universal starring vehicle, directed by Edward
Sedgwick from his own story, has been edited
I at Universal City and is receiving its final set
I of titles. According to studio executives this
is the best Gibson feature up to date. It is a
story of the thrills, human interest experiences
and general activities in a fireman's life. Mildred June played opposite Gibson.
Jack Hoxie says that the wide open spaces
are friendly, that he feels like a stranger in
the white light of the Winfields.
He declares he can emote better to the barking of coyotes than to the tune of studio organs.
The Universal western star has been on location so much of late that he is having to get
acquainted all over again at the studio where
he is now doing interior scenes for his latest
picture, "The Phantom Rider."
Hoxie spent many weeks on the edge of
Death Valley and in the Sierra Nevada mountains near Lone Pine during the making of
"Wyoming" and recently returned to the studio
from Keen's
camp where
exterior scenes of the
present
production
were filmed.
Robert North Bradbury is directing "The
Phantom Rider," a story of a northwest lumber war, written by Isadore Bernstein of the
scenario staff.
Supporting the star are Lillian Rich, Neil McKinnon and Wade Boteler and Billy McCall.
Gladys Hulette, praised in preview comments for her work in the adult feminine lead
with Baby Peggy in "The Burglar's Kid," is
playing at Universal City again. This time
she is in an all star production that will be
remembered in the history of the Universal Pictures corporation — and of filmland for that
matter — for it is the first directorial effort of
Perley Poore Sheehan, novelist and screen
writer. Sheehan, who adapted "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" to the screen, is directing his own original story, scenarized by Raymond L. Schrock. It is temporarily titled "Innocent."

Megaphone

Besides Miss Hulette, who is playing the role
of a mountaineer girl in the psychological backwoods drama, Howard Truesdell, Robert Gordon, Ed Kennedy, Margaret Seddon, Lon Poff,
Charles Cruz and Norman Kankon have principal roles.
Several prominent members of the American
Legion, enroute home from the fifth annual
convention at San Francisco, visited Universal
City, production center of the Universal Pictures corporation, a day or two ago. Included
in the party were Russell G. Greviston, assistant national adjutant, Garland W. Powell,
director of the national Americanism committee, Peyton Hogue, member of the same committee, and C. Willard Cooper, associate editor
of the Legion Weekly. Ross Watson, Los Angeles real estate man and prominent in Legion
activities, conducted them to Universal City
where William Koenig, business manager, and
Irving Cummings and King Baggot, directors,
acted as their hosts.
Among the week's prominent visitors at Universal City, center of production of the Universal corporation, was Chester Wright, aide
to Samuel Gompers and head of the publicity
department of the American Federation of
Labor. He was formerly editor of the New
York Call. He was shown the Universal studios by William Koenig, business manager.
Manydent ofyears
ago Carl Laemmle,
now. presithe Universal
Pictures corporation,
gave a watch and chain to a man who played
a vaudeville
act The
in oneLaemmle
of Mr.theater
Laemmle's
earliest
theaters.
was
showing the new moving pictures and was one
step ahead of other theaters it hat it had a
combined bill instead of the usual "nickelodeon"
policy of straight pictures.
Recently this man visited Universal City and
talked with Mr. Laemmle about the changes
that have taken place in the film industry and
the theatrical business, since those early days.
In the midst of the conversation the visitor,
playing the Orpheum circuit as "Senator Mursaid : phy" drew something out of his pocket and
"Mr. Laemmle, did you ever see this be"Mr. Murphy, I'd recognize that watch if it
was hanging among a hundred others on a
fore,"
"It reMr.thatLaemmle.
pawnshop
calls a greatwall,"
many said
things
were happening
in those days."
Naturally enough the conversation hung
closel" around the period of the gift and old
days were discussed at great length.

By Arthur

Q. Hagerman

Special songs for special sets are the thing
at Universal City.
Edward Sedgwick has one, written by himself, for Hoot Gigson, "My Mamie Rose" is
sung on the Irving Cummings set — and now the
inspirational orchestra has launched one on the
set where Perley Poore Sheehan, the famous
novelist, is directing his own story "Innocent."
Jack Sullivan, the man who handled the
Condelaurier Ball scenes in "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" and the great crowd scenes
in the Hugo picture and in "Merry-Go— Round"
is Sheehan's first assistant. The two were consulting on the set when the orchestra started
up
a
tilting
air, and
and Mr.
an actor's
quartet
"Mr. Sullivan
Sheehan"
— a warbled
filmized
version of the Gallagher and Shean melody.
There are a million or so verses — one for every
trial and tribulation the company has been beset with. Here's a sample:
"Oh Mr. Sullivan— Oh Mr. SullivanHere's ne'er
another
gag I want to pull- on you;
forget;
We've a scene upon this set — one I bet you'll
And it's
Carl Laemmle through
andbound
throughto thrill
!
Oh Mr. Sheehan— Oh Mr. Sheehan—
I believe I can recall the scene you mean; —
The hero saves the girl from harm
And then falls down and breaks an arm —
Who? Ed Kennedy, Mr. Sullivan?
No — His double, Mr. Sheehan!"
King Baggot, director of the recently completed all star feature for Universal, "Blackmail," a newspaper life story, and who has
made some of the best known pictures in Universale history, will direct the next UniversalJewel
starring
vehicle
"Merry-Go-Round"
girl. of Mary Philbin's the
The first Philbin starring vehicle to follow
up her success in "Merry-Go--Round" is just
being
It isBowery
"My Mamie
story ofcompleted.
the New York
of 1895, Rose"
adapteda
from Owen Kildare's Novel. Irving cummings
is shootingCollier,
the final
Pat O'Malley,
William
Jr.,scenes
Max with
Davidson,
Charlie
Murray, Kate Price, Edwin Brady, Lincoln
Plumer, and other noted players in support of
the new star.
The Baggot-directed feature will be based on
"The Inheritors," a novel by I. A. R. Wylie.
The story is laid in England of today, and
will be the first effort of Mary Philbin in a
role that is mosphere.
not in
atBernardback-period
McConville,"costume"
supervising
editor of Jewel productions, made the adaptation, and Frank Beresford, well known continuity writer, prepared the scenario.
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Flashes

from

Dr. Orlando E. Miller, President of the Rellimeo Films of this city, spent Thursday and
Friday of last week in Hollywood looking over
the recent work of the organization in the
South, where they have just completed the cutting of their latest feature picture "The Yellow
Stigma". The film will be ready for release
the middle of November when Gordon Michie,
business manager of the company, will leave
for New York with it.
The Belasco Films of this city are making
good progress in the South with their preparations for the filming of their big coming picture "Welcome Stranger." James Young, who
will direct for them has just returned from
New York, where he has been in conference
with Aaron Hoffman, the author, in regard to
the screen version of his famous stage success. The all star cast for the picture will be
announced within a few days.

Casts
Jos. M. Schenck Productions
Present
NORMA TALMADGE
in
"SECRETS"
Directed by Frank Borzage
Photographed by Tony Gaudio
CAST:
Winston Miller
Norma Talmadge
E.
J. Ratcliffe
Eugene
GertrudeO'Brien
Astor
Emily Fitzroy
Claire McDowell
Francis Feeney
Patterson Dial
Alice Day

PUBLIC
New York City,
October 26th, 1923.
Editor "Camera !",
Hollywood, Cal.
Dear Sir:
Looking over the "Camera!" I came across an
article — "Globe-T rotting Cameraman On Ben
Hur." Allow me to correct a great error, that
had it not been for "Otto G. Brautigam," a
well-known cameraman of "New York City,"
the "Queen of Sheba" would never have gotten
the photography it did. John Boyle started the
picture and for fully three weeks his work was
no good. You can write to Betty Blvthe and
verify what I am saying. Of course, John
Boyle's
appears
the screen, the
but picture
had it
not beenname
for this
otheroncameraman
would never have been what it is today. I also
happened to be one of the actresses in this picture and know it from beginning to the end.
Otto Brautigam is a New York man and has
been in the camera game since it first started.
Yours truly,
A Constant Reader of "Camera!"
P. S. — Correct this erroneous mistake.

Frisco

By agnes

Max Graf, of the Graf Films will leave for
New York this week with the film of their recently completed picture, "Half-a-DolIar Bill,"
to complete arrangements for its release.
The Gerson Films Corporation has just finished work on the third of their series of five
reel melodramas starring Ora Carew. The
title of the picture is "One Hour To Live, '
Tom Gibson is directing with George Crocker
at the camera, and Jay Morley, Hal Stevens,
Tiny Standford, and a capable cast are appearing in support of Miss Carew.
Los Angeles isn't the only place that develops
extra good business managers, for a San Francisco man holds the rather unique record of
having completed in the last six months three
pictures at a Southern studio, and all three under the estimate time and cost. The clever
chap is Gordon Michie of the Rellimeo Films.

of

the

Neva Gerber Productions
Present
"SAGEBRUSH RELIGION"
Directed by Dick Hatton
Photographed by Wm. Nobles
Scenario by Coolidge
CAST:
The Rancher
Dick Hatton
The Sheriff
Bob McKenzie
The Girl
Neva Gerber
Heavy
Harry Von Meter
The Father
V. Clare Chatel
The Gambler
Cliff Steel
Joe
Cliff
Nellie
Nell Davidson
Franzen
Hank
Wilbur McGaugh....

kerr

crawford

A special preview was given last Thursday
before the officers and men of the American
Legion of "Eight Bucks" sodier picture just
finished at the Southern leased studio of the
Rellimeo Films under the direction of Fred
Windamere. The picture met with a rousing
reception from the Legion men, both for the
splendid cast headed by Raymond McKee, and
the real human appeal of the story. The story
is one of a returned soldier trying to fit himself again to the ways of peace, and makes you
laugh if you can hold back the tears. The
picture was produced by the Granada Film
Corporation, and the master print rushed up
to San Francisco for this showing was the first
to be seen by anyone outside the studio.
Louis Graf, president of the Graf Films will
go to Los Angeles in a day or two to spend
a week on business for the organization.

Week
Ben Wilson Productions
Present
"WHERE IS POLLY"
Directed by Rosson
Photographed by Stevens and Linden
Scenario by Jules Furthman
CAST:
Mildred Davis
Virginia Warwick
George Cooper
Carl Miller
Francis Ford
Kate Lester
Wm. H. Turner
Kate Price
Gertrude Normand
Hardee Kirkland
Miles McCarthy

OPINION
EDITOR'S NOTE— This letter is published
here merely for your perusal, and it does not
necessarily mean that vat subscribe to the sentiments or arguments as expressed therein. We
have this much to say about this letter, however;
ice believe that any one who is sincere in their
desire to secure an editorial correction such as
is urgently requested here would be interested
enough to the extent of signing their name and
defending their arguments if called upon to do
so. An anonymous letter does not carry much
weight any place.
W t would be glad to her from one who knows
the facts and details of the case to advise us
what the whole truth is so we may make due
mention and solve the apparent riddle. By all
means, sign your name, too. If you don't want
it published, alright, but be courteous enough to
let us know who we're talking to, so we may
forward any message addressed to you coming
from other
"Public
Opinion" notes.
is a
forum
for openreaders.
discussion,
not anonymous

Have you a little recipe in your home? If so,
tell Doris May about it. She seems puzzled
here. Some folks would like to have her recipe
for
success. Here it is . . . hard work
and film
sincerity/

i Crneral t

Camera! News Section

Poetry
my beloved, fill the cup that clears,
lay of past regrets and future fears ;
norroiu! — Mhy, tomorrow I may be
<elf with yesterday's sev'n
thousand
years.
— Omar
Khayam.
DRIFTING
My soul to-day
Is far away,
Sailing the Vesuvian Bay;
My winged boat,
A bird afloat,
Swings 'round the purple peaks remote —
Round purple peaks
It sails, and seeks
Blue inlets and their crystal creeks,
Where high rocks throw,
Through deep below,
A duplicate golden glow.
Far, vague and dim,
The mountains swim;
While on Vesuvius' misty brim,
With outstretched hands,
The gray smoke stands
Oerlooking the volcanic lands.
Under the walls
Where swells and falls
The
Bay'sI deep
At peace
lie, breast at intervals
Blow softly by,
A cloud upon this liquid sky.
The day, so mild,
Is Heaven's own child,
With Earth and Ocean reconciled;
The airs I feel
(Are murmuring to the murmuring keel.

and
SONG
The splendor falls on castle walls
And snowy summits old in story;
The long light shakes across the lakes
A nd the wild cataract leaps in glory.
Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes Yying;
Blow, bugle; answer, echoes, dying, dying,
dying.
0 hark, O hear! how thin and clear,
And thinner, clearer, farther going/
O sweet and far from cliff and scar
The horns of Elfland faintly blowing!
Blow, let us hear the purple glens replying:
Blow, bugle; answer, echoes, dying, dying,
dying.
O love, they die in yon rich sky,
They faint on hill or field or river,
Our echoes roll from soul to soul,
And grow for ever and for ever.
Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes yying,
And answer, echoes, answer, dying, dying,
dying.
Give me a cottage in some Cambrian wild,
Where far from cities I may spend my days,
And, by the beauties of the scene beguiled,
May Pity man's pursuits and shun his ways.
— Henry Kirke White.

0 happy ship
To rise and dip,
With the blue crystal at your lip.
O happy crew
My heart with you
Sails, and sails, and sings anew
No more, no more
The worldly shore
Upbraids me with its loud uproad:
With dreamful eyes
My spirit lies
Under the walls of Paradise.
— Thomas Buchanan Read.
MIST
Low-anchored cloud,
Newfoundland air,
Fountain head and source of rivers,
Dew-cloth, dream-drapery,
And napkins spread by fays;
Drifting meadow of the air,
Where bloom the daisied banks and violets,
And in whose fenny labyrinth
The bittern booms and heron wades;
Spirit of lakes and seas and rivers, —
Bear only perfumes and the scent
Of healing herbs to just men's fields.
— Henry David Thoreau.

Prose
Law is a development of right living of which
the primitive mind was incapable.
Moses, the first great lawgiver, was elaborate
and explicit in the proverb, "Do not do unto
him
as you butwould
not wish him to do unto you."
Splendid,
negative.
Christ gave us the fullest application of that
law — "Do unto others as you would have them
do unto you."
It is the Law that not only prevents us doing
wrong but that makes us do good.
The laws of a nation mark the progress of
that nation in the path of civilization.
The observance of Law is the true test of the
people's loyalty.
The good nationalist does not break a law
to which he objects; he fights for the repeal of
that law.
Religion is the moral Law touched with emotion.
Emotions are variable, the Law is steadfast.
Law is the science which teaches duty and
the reason for doing it.
There are many religions; there is but one
comprehensive law, "Do unto others as you
would they should do unto you."
Because man is able to understand and to
apply dom this
of Life.law, he is the greatest in the King-

With dreamful eyes
My spirit lies
Where Summer sings and never dies —
O'erveiled with vines
She glows and shines
Among her future oils and wines.
Yon deep bark goes
Where traffic blows,
From lands of sun to lands of snows;
This happier one —
Its course is run
From lands of snows to lands of sun.
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EDITOR'S NOTE— "Camera!" takes great
pleasure in presenting herewith the first of a
new series of articles which will be written exclusively for this publication by Mr. Eric
Mayne, distinguished, stage and screen actor.
Each one will have a message of vital import
for all which will be given in an easy and simple style.
Mr. Mayne and his work are too well known
is of inhere buthisit theatrical
for anyterestlengthy
to know comment
that he began
career at the old Drury Lane Theater in London, under the management of Sir Augustus
Harris. While there he took part in "The
Christian," "The Manxman" and many other
notable Drury Lane melodramas. At the end
of seven years he joined the Lyceum Theater in
the same city, remaining with them for four
years following which he went with Charles
Frohman's London enterprises. Three years
later he came to New York with William A.
Brady and it was. under his management that
Mr. Mayne first entered pictures. Among the
more prominent films in which Mr. Mayne has
played are "The Conquering Power," "Suzanna," "Dr. Jack," "Human Wreckage," "Her
Reputation," "Cameo Kirby" and "The Light
That Failed."
THE ETERNAL LAW
By Eric Mayne
Law is the foundation of life.
Good men make good laws; and good laws
make good men.

To keep the letter of the law is a duty; to
fulfill the spirit of the law should be our greatest happiness.
THE MILLENIUM:
When the duty of doing unto others as we
would a they
man,
joy. should do unto us becomes, to every
A VISIT TO HOLLYWOOD
By Agnes Kerr Crawford
So this is Hollywood ! After trying for
months to get time we at last dashed down
from San Francisco the other day to give Hol"doubletwoO."or Ofthree
course
we ago,
had seen
it beforelywood thesome
years
but
meanwhile it had grown so that we would
never have known it for the same place. So
as everyone asks us what we think of Hollywood, we will here and now put ourselves on
record. First of all let us mention that our
city-raised soul got an awful "kick" out of being awakened in the morning by a loud-voiced
rooster somewhere up the Canyon, for roosters
were not one of the things that we had expected in America's film center. Hollywood,
the place with the most sporty reputation in
the world, struck us as being like a beautiful
country town, but a country town with a kick.
Its outstanding
features
seem to and
be varied
a collection of some of the
most beautiful
homes in America, and the finest line of manly
beards anywhere in the world. In one walk
down Hollywood Boulevard the other day we
counted twelve varieties of fancy facial ornaments on as many picture actors. However, we
found Hollywood both beautiful and kind, and
first, last and all the time we like it, sunshine,
studios, homes, roosters, beards and everything.

Carrier
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Battling Siki, the Senegalese fighter, is training at his New York headquarters for his bout
with Kid Norfolk at Madison Square Gardens
on November 20th.

Charley Paddock is reported to have consented to compete in the 100-yard relay in the
carnival to be held by the University of Washington at Seattle next May 13th. The folks
staging the affair are now seeking contenders
of equal repute.

Floyd Johnson, the Iowa heavyweight who
was slated to meet Jack Renault, the FrenchCanadian,
New time.
York last
F"riday,
fine
form
at the atpresent
Johnson
was isa inrecent
visitor at the Hollywood Stadium at which time
hopes were expressed that he might he signed
to meet Jack Dempsey in an exhibition match
for one of the local charitable institutions. Unfortunately he was called east to prepare for
this bout. Both Johnson and Renault were
sparring partners for Dempsey while the champion was training for his Firpo battle.
Carl Tremaine is the next one to meet Pancho
Villa. They will fight at 118 pounds at Madison Square Garden in New York some time in
November. At present the odds are with
Pancho.
Georges Carpentier, renowned French battler,
will sail for America on Armistice Day preparatory tohis bout with Tommy Gibbons, the
St. Paul mauler, in New York some time in December or January. This looks like a Gibbons victory to the majority.

Speaking

of

The Tulare Golf Club at Tulare, Calif., will
open their new links the first part of November.
Dick Ferris, promoter of the Culver City
race track, is jubilant these days! He has a
promise from Admiral Gary T. Grayson of
Washington, D. C, that My Own, great 3-yearold, will appear at the Ferris concession this
winter. My Own is scheduled to meet Zev,
the Rancocas colt in the Latonia, Ky., stakes
this Saturday and Grayson has suggested another meet between the two at the Culver City
track on Christmas Day. The purse would be
$50,000 and attendance would be around the
40,000 mark. With the new Tanforan track at
San Francisco and the Ferris turf here, horseracing will be given added impetus in this section of the country and will attain prominence
that will well warrant the appearance of Zev,
My Own, and other champs. It is also interesting to note in this regard that Exterminator,

Walking

We were wondering, as were his many
friends, what had become of Otto Matiesen.
Shortly after finishing his role as Lord Chief
Justice Jeqreys in "The Dangerous Maid" with
Constance Talmadge, he suddenly and mysteriously disappeared.
Yesterday we met him on the Boulevard, his
skin tanned to the hue of a ripe olive. Upon
inquiry as to whether he had been in the tropics
on location he stated, "No sir, I was shanghaied
and put on board Morgan Adam's beautiful
yacht 'Henrietta' by some mutual friends who
wanted to give me a taste of real adventure,
as contrasted with my make-believe adventures
in pictures.
"We cruised the Pacific and visited many
nearby isles. What a wonderful life! Just
that little bit of running around on the ocean
seemed to arouse an inherent Viking spirit in
me. This, however, was quickly smothered on
my return to city life. Maybe, after all, imagination isthe spice of life.
"Strange
say,at however,
queerest
adventure to
was not
sea, but our
on the
Catalina
isthmus. Confucius, who has been credited
with saying many 'confucing' things, said:
'Dogs bite the ragged; fools bow to the rich,'
and he certainly was right there. Deeming it
unnecessary to shave, or dress in anything but
the gayest and most convenient rags, we arrived one day last week at the Catalina isthmus
and nearly caused a riot in that respectable
place. Walking blissfully along the shore,
liberated from traffic regulations and all other
'verbotens' of modern civilization, we were
rudely awakened by the good people of the
hotel, which is the seat of government there,
who demanded permits of us.
"'Permits for what?' we blandly inquired,

Papers

and were informed that we must have permission to walk on this sacred ground, or we
would be granted only the usual fifteen minutes
of grace accorded tourists from the boat 'Ava"We were followed over the place by the
jeers and hoots of the kitchen help, until martial law was declared, and we made our relon.'treat to our yacht unmolested. As a consequence my advice is, don't use your imagination and trust that your noble person will ever
shine through a beard and soiled raiment there,
for it is certainly evident that the powers that
be there have neither a sense of humor or an
appreciation of imagination."

Willis Kilmer's famous horse, will race at 1
juana this winter. Exterminator will also coi'
pete in the Coffroth Handicap.
Nine bouts have been arranged for the L
Angeles Athletic Club for Thursday evenir'
They are as follows:
Julius Jessick vs. Sailor Upton.
Sailor Batuyong «\t. Fidel l.aBarba.
Sailor Huffman vs. Ad Allegrini.
Sailor Basa vs. Aly Leonard.
Joe Sarles vs. a — t— q
Joe Comby vs. Joe St. George.
F.ngene Henry vs. Johnny Barry.
Jack Fields vs. Joe Piela.
Joe McLaughlin vs. Bernard Henry.
Erich Hagenlacher, German billiard char
pion, has defeated Roger Conti of France in tl
world'sscore18.2was
balk-line
The
500 totournament
131. This atwasNewtheYoiise
ond defeat for the Frenchman.
There is a report current to the effect th
H'alter Miller, L. A. A. C. wrestler, may someet Miyake, the Japanese jui-jitsu artist, i
atentative
catch-as-catch-can
mixup iSth.
at the club. J"n
date is November

Autos

and

Folks

"Don't wait until your motor develops
knock before you have your car examined ar
don't wait until you get a "kink" in your bai
to Dr.
have W.your
spine examined,"
advii
of
I. Schuster,
well knownis the
Hollywoc
chiropractor.
"The man who has the smoothest runnio'
car is the man who has it 'tuned up" periodica:
ly bybest
an health
expert mechanic,
man his
who bod!
b:'
the
is the man andwhothekeeps
in condition," Schuster says.
Schuster has been in Hollywood for severa
years,
as instrurctor
in tl1
Palmergiving
Schoolup ofa position
Chiropractic
at Davenpor
Iowa, a few years ago to take up the study ('
chiropractic. He expresses the belief that moi
than three fourths of the things which cam
illness could be easily prevented if people woul
just
pausemore
to consider
He sayskeepthatpechi
is much
interestedthem.
in helping
pie
well
than
to
help
cure
them
when they btj
come ill.
His maxims are "An ounce of prevention i|
worth a pound of cure" and "An adjustmer
in "Sounds
time saveslikenine."
I'm trying to talk myself oi
of a lot of dollars — or that I'm trying to ki
you,
the sort.too.
I mean
it," hin
said. but"It'snothing
sound ofreasoning,
A 'club'
the back is better than two spades in th
ground," he added.
"Just as I think that people should visit thei
dentist occasionally to have their teeth looke
after to correct present and prevent future trou
ble, I think that they would profit by visitin.
a chiropractor once in a while to have thei
spines examined.
"Many people do not realize it, but the spjn
is a perfect mirror of one's physical conditio:
to a man who is trained to read its 'signs
Often the adjustment of a misplaced vertabrat
which is a simple matter to a skilled chiroprac
tor, will prevent a lot of grief to a persoi
who has been walking idly down a path lead
ing straight to trouble of a serious nature."
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HOLUBAR

COAST
Theaters

\Contract

NOVEMBER

with

Warners
The trade circles will be intered to know of the stamp of apI ival which has been placed upon
product known as the Warner
thers' Classics of the Screen by
ifcutives of West Coast Theatres,
f.
David
booking
manfcr of
this Bershon,
noted chain
of motion
Ijture houses, has just signed a
Intract with Joseph Goldberg,
nager of the Los Angeles exjnge for Geo. Oppenheimer, Inc.,
jtributors of the Warner Brothr Classics of the Screen, wherethe entire southern division of
West Coast theaters will play
nineteen Screen Classics anunced from the Warner Brothers'
Idios. Many of these productions
II be given their first run show» at Loew's State Theatre in Los
lgeles and the list is given its
st impetus with the premiere of
'he Gold Diggers" on Saturday,
>vember 3rd, at Loew's State. At
: present time the stage producn is showing at the Morosco
teatre in Los Angeles in its sixth
ek and with the picture going
for a one week stand at Loew's
Bate, no more than half a block
pay from the legitimate house, an
jteresting situation will bear close
jrutiny.
The West
Coast play
is giv-a
g the David
Belasco
ecial exploitation emphasizing
e fact that the screen play outines the stage production in
illiancy and subtlety.
The nineteen pictures which are
oked solidly into practically sevty-five West Coast houses in the
uthern division are: "Little
ihnnie Jones," "The Gold Digrs," "The Country Kid," "Lovess Marriages," "How to Educate
Wife," "Cornered," "The Tie
hat Binds," "The Tenth Wornl," "Conductor 1492," (Camels
ack), "The Printer's Devil,"
Iroadway After Dark," "Dades," "Tiger Rose," "An Unloved
'ife," "Geo. Washington, Jr.,"
?eing Respectable," "The Age of
inocense," "Babbitt," "Beau
rummel."
William V. Mong is finishing his
'ile in "Thy Name Is Woman!' a
red Niblo production adopted
rom
tie. the stage play of the same
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PASSED

INTERESTS

CRISIS!

CLOSE

BIG

DEAL

Director
KUSSE SEEKS EXHIBITOR AID
The public is to get what it most towns for their approval. Unless
desires in the matter of screen en- 75 per cent or more of the reviewers sanction the story, we will
tertainment ifa plan just introduced by Creative Productions,
not produce it.
"We feel that this is a practical
one of ducing
Hollywood's
leading
pro- scheme
concerns is carried
through
as we experimented with
to a successful conclusion.
it
on
the
story "Superstition" which
Fred Kusse, president of the we recently
filmed. Forty-seven
company fostering the idea, is in- out of a total of fifty reviewers
visting representative exhibitors agreed that the narrative was excellent screen material and it has
throughout the United States to
pass upon all stories submitted to since proven so. The finished picture is conceded by critics to be
the company for picturization and
through this method he hopes to one of the best independent promeet the popular desires of the
ductions ever turned out of Hollywood and we appreciate that the
theater going public in the matter
of screen entertainment. Before opinions of many experienced
Creative Productions will film a showmen in the matter is largely
story it must be okayed by at least responsible for our success with
75 per cent of the number of ex- our initial effort."
Creative Productions will not
hibitors reviewing it.
"It is our aim to meet the de- strive to make any stipulated nummand of the public in the matter of
ber of pictures during a year acscreen entertainment and we feel
cording to W. H. Carr, general
we can best do this by soliciting j manager. The new company will
the co-operation of representative
produce only as many films as can
exhibitorrs
this country," said be turned out by a corps of careful,
Kusse in hisofannouncement.
experienced persons working under
"Before deciding to picturize a orders to sacrifice neither time nor
story whether it be an original or money in their efforts to give the
a published writing, we will sub- public something a little bigger
and better in the way of cinema
mit copies of it to our board mementertainment.
bers in hte various key cities and
Report
West

Heavy
Travel

Not only is travel west exceptionally heavy but more than 70
per cent of the tickets sold from
Chicago to Los Angeles in a single
day were one way. This is the
word brought back to Hollywood
by E. G. Patterson, business manager of the Standard Film Laboratories, who has just returned from
a business trip to New York City
where he opened branch offices at
2111 Fisk Building, Columbus Circle.
The exodus to Los Angeles was
discovered by Patterson when he
reached Chicago a day after his
wire asking for a lower berth to
Los
Angeles.
He didn't
get it and
decided
there must
be a convention
on or something of the sort. Telling them to hold his upper for
him, Patterson called on the general passenger agent who happened to be a close personal friend.
He got his lower berth all right
and also learned that travel to
Los Angeles was breaking records
for this time of vear and that of

the tickets sold on that special day,
more than 70 per cent were one
way, indicating permanent residents.
S. M. Hompkins, president of the
Standard, is still in New York but
expects to start West in a few
days. He plans to stop off in his
old home town, Louisville, on his
way to
coast, for a short visit
with
his the
friends.
To Tibet?
Tibet or not Tibet.
That is the question, with Oscar
Apfel who has been propositioned
to go to this snow clad region of
Northern Asia to make a photoplay using the picturesque natives
of that clime, based on weird religous rites and ceremonies.
W. F. Alder, noted author and
explorer, is to sail February 15
with Tibet as his destination and
instead of making a travel picture
he plans to build a real drama
around the Tibetans. He has
asked Apfel, who just completed
his contract with Metro to go with
him and direct the photoplay.

Is

On

Road
To
Recovery

Allen Holubar, well-known director, has passed the crisis! This
was the gist of a statement issued
late Friday afternoon by Dr. Elliott
Alden at St. Vincent's Hospital in
this
fined. city where Holubar is conUpon returning from Nashville,
Tenn., where he had been filming
scenes for Metro's "The Human
Mill," he immediately went to the
hospital. He knew of his illness
but was determined to finish his
production. For a while he
hovered
at death'sis edge
but with
the
latest statement
replete
optimism for his quick recovery.
Film

Foolish

Satirizes
Goldwyn had its "Souls For
Lasky's
had had
its his
"Hollywood"
—
AI Christie
"Hazel From
Hollywood," and Mack Sennett has
his "The Extra Girl" —
But Jack White has his "Film
Foolish,"
Sale"— which, coming at the end
of a series of "Hollywood" pictures, epitomizes the fun and
foibles of filmdom in one joyous,
satirical reel.
Norman Taurog is directing, and
Cliff Bowes and Virginia Vance
head the cast.
C. 0. Seessel, general manager
art director and technical director
of the Belasco Productions , representing mostly San Francisco
money, has taken offices and leased
plant facilities at the Hollywood
Studios and will start production
in a week or ten days on the
screen version of the stage play,
"IV elcome, Stranger." James
Young, whose latest screen effort
was "Trilby," has just returned
from New York and will direct.
Aaron Hoffman wrote the play.
Percy Marmont, portraying the
title role in "The Man Life Passed
By,"
Schertzinger's
MetroVictor
special,
has recentlyall-star
purchased a new home in the Hollywood foothills.
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Lesser

A babbling brook in a wooded
ting children on the shadow stage
glen . . . sun-dappled shadows on and has established popularity with
a long white country road . . . the scores, yes hundreds, of famous
twitter of robins intermingled with motion picture folk, and with
the melody of nightingales . . . countless numbers of those fans
moonlight on a broad expanse of who pay their dimes and quarters
peaceful water . . . the swaying at the theatre around the corner to
of palm trees in a tropic breeze see her on the silversheet and
. . . the scent of roses . . . dusk in learn her lesson of happy-go-lucky
the Vale of Cashmere.
existence. They, too, claim that
capers on the screen bring
These are the impressions that her
unconsciously come to one while grins to their faces and joy in their
hearts.
she's the Rejuvenawatching little Muriel MacCormac
ting KidYes,
of Filmland!
busy herself about life and all of
Her work in the two-score-odd
its weighty problems. She paid us
a visit in our editorial sanctum the pictures that she has been in is
other day and while she vainly too well known for any comment
endeavored to pound out an affec- here. "Poor Men's Wives"
tionate letter to her granny on one brought her into the limelight and
of our well-worn typewriters we undoubtedly "The Man Who Won"
were afforded an excellent oppor- will go far to aid and abet the
tunity to study her expression and position she enjoys. Her current
demeanor. She is the essence of engagement is under the direction
life at its best, at the dawning of Edward J. Le Saint at the Waldorf studios where Harry Cohn is
years when joy and hope run high.
Without a care in the world, and producing a film entitled "Diswith an everlasting smile on her I contented Husbands" with a cast
sweet face, to her the world is just including James Kirkwood, Grace
one big playground. And the hap- Darmond and others. Other repiness which she radiates to those
cent productions in which she
around her bring thoughts of all played were "The Street of Painted
that has been beautiful, all that is Women" and "The Vital Question." In addition to her motion
cherished
box, to us.in Shememory's
seemed treasureto instill picture work Muriel finds time to
new life into us with her delightful help in many worthy benefits and
baby chatter and we suddenly came charitable affairs and thus in her
to the realization that this little daily practice of her doctrine of
lady knew one thing about life that sunshine and laughter she is doing
we have yet to learn, namely, that much to solidify her place on the
our short existence on this terra screen in her unique capacity. She
firma, the fleeting years that we practices what she preaches and
spend here, should be more replete she's preaching life at its finest to
with sunny hours and happy the world. What worthier mission
thoughts. How we foolishly load could she be performing as she
ourselves with useless worry, hustle enters the threshold of life?
and bustle!
What a wonderful gift Muriel
possesses; a marvelous disposition
Carl Miller, male lead in a
and a sunny attitude toward life
that is priced beyond all things. Ben If'ilson production with MilWould we were that fortunate!
dred Dtwis, has now completed his
Yet in her four or five years of engagement in the production
which promises further laurels for
life this little lady has accomplished much. She has attained
him. lie plays a wealthy philanthropist.
fame as one of the most captiva-

Sa\s

Film

Pay 0. K.
Sol Lesser, whose activities in the
motion picture field qualify him to
speak with authority on practically
all subjects pertaining to that industry, comes to the front with the
statement that stories of gigantic
salaries paid motion picture stars
are entirely untrue.
"The motion picture business,"
says Lesser, "is like any other legitimate business. It must be conducted on a sound basis at all
times, and fabulous amounts paid
to the stars would not make for
soundness, in view of the other
money outlays incident to picture
making. Picture players are paid
exactly what they are worth, and
their value is determined by the
law of supply and demand. This
makes their salaries entirely legitimate.
"The report that Baby. Peggy
signed a contract with me for Principal Pictures Corporation at a
yearlylion salary
one mildollars, is exceeding
entirely unfounded.
No company could afford to pay
such an amount to any one star —
if it wanted to remain in business."
Lesser stated that the production
Baby Peggy
would
make for would
Principal Pictures
Corporation
be shown in all theatres at popular prices. If she were to be paid
any such sums as have been rumored,
pictures
popular
missionher prices
could atnever
pay adfor
themselves. And both Lessor and
J.
T. Montgomery,
Baby Peggy'sof
father,
realize the importance
keeping her pictures within reach
of the popular-price audiences.
"These reports of unheard-of
salaries being paid the stars are
doing the motion picture business
no good, and in fact are destroying
the popularity
the players
selves. Starsofmaking
their themown
productions receive great returns
in money, but it must be remembered these amounts do not repre_sent salary, but earnings on their
own money invested in the picHal Roach is having a saloon
built
tures."for his personal use at the
Roach studios in Culver City. It's
not a very nice saloon. It is supposed to have been typical of a
pioneer Kansas town just before
Lincoln was President. The saloon
is one of the important sets built
for
Kansas,"
Roach"Somewhere
is directingin from
one which
of his
own original stories. The picture
will be a comedy drama of feature length.
Ralph Lewis is going to San
Francisco for a few days to make
a personal appearance at the opening of his latest commercial-hero
production, "The Mail Man."
Ralph received a wire from a number of postal organizations in San
Francisco, inviting him to be their
guest during the showing of the
film.
Mervyn LeRoy, screen juvenile,
erly.
has acquired a land site in Bev-

Jean Hers holt spent the fir
twenty-nine years of his life i
Copenhagen but he never ust
snuff until the other day, when
lock
his infirst"Torment"
pinch as "Grand
Boris,"
which
rice Tourneur is making at Unite
Studios.
Chester Bennett was forced
relinquish his work of supervisin
the editing and titling of his la
production,
Lullaby," fron
for
weeks, while"Therecovering
breakdown caused by overv
His manager, Douglas Dav
states that he will be back on
job this week.
Caldwell Set
Fred Caldwell and staff
completed the continuity for
forthcoming production. As sis
by gag the
men,J. Stewart
Mr. Caldwell
whipped
Woodho
story
into a series
of gags.
Ait
ed by Raymond Rounsaville, J
Caldwell will start turning tH
crank in a few days.

Apfel Declaim:
Costs Cut
"Don't cut costs too much. E
you do you will cut America ou
of its unquestioned world leader
ship in the making of motion pic
The above contribution to th
whirl of talk on costs that has id
lowed the shutting down of one 01
the big studios, was made bj
Harold
Shaw, motion picture di
tures."who
rector
has just finished raak
ing "The Living Past," for Metre
He has made pictures in mor
countries than any other one di
rector, making him particularly
qualified
to speak that
on obtain
difference,
between conditions
her
and abroad.
"Until this time," said Shaw
"the English producers have ere'
ated two results. America has h.i
lavishness, and in some instance,
enormous waste. It has had shake
ups and some financial tmubl<
But it has gained the leadershi
of the owrld in the making of pic
tures.
"The British have pursued th
typically British way. They hav
been most painstaking. They hav
watched their work with what
might call a British rather than
world eye. And as a result the
have had a steady business, with
out shakeups, turmoil or waste, bu
they have definitely dropped int
a role second to the United State?
"The makers of pictures her
should cut out enormous wastf
They should do it with an iroi
hand. But they should not go to
far, for as against the extreme o
lavishness and waste, there is ail
extreme of thrift. If pursued i
would undoubtedly steady th
boat, but if pursued too far, 1
might so retard progress tha
America might conceivably b
passed in the making of pictures.
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"SEA HAWK"
PREPARING
Oliver Tressilian, an English
With
"Black
Oxen"
featuring
orinne Griffith and Conway knight, calls for the expenditure of
earle, in the process of editing many dollars and months of research and filming.
id titling, Frank Lloyd, inde;ndent producer, has announced
Mr.
Lloyd
has made no selecat he will shortly begin work of
tions for the cast of the new play
cturizing "The Sea Hawk" by and because the leading characters
afael Sabatini, author of "Sac- of the play must be men of gigantic stature it seems quite possible
amouche."
may faces.
con"The Sea Hawk" has been giv- that tain"The
a numberSeaof Hawk"
new screen
g "Black Oxen" a close run for
"The Sea Hawk" will be a First
jnors among the nest selling novs of 1923 and the visualization
National picture, and is expected
the brilliant adventurer of the to become one of the most giganarbary corsairs, and, in particu- filmed.tic and spectacular dramas yet
r of Sakr-el-Bahr, formerly Sir
HALE

WITH

GREAT

I Creighton Hale, who has just
jmpleted a ten weeks' engagelent in "The Marriage Circle" dieted by Ernest Lubitsch, had the
ulk of his first scenes with Flornce Vidor and the remaining ones
'ith Monte Blue, with the excepon of the final fadeout with
larie Prevost. In this vivacious
icture of Viennese life, Mr. Hale
nd Mr. Blue are young surgeons,
riendly professionally but rivals
ince the former imagines that the
itter's wife is in love with him
>fh ich leads to all sorts of amusing
omplications. This picture brings
lie two together for the first time
n Hollywood after a friendship
ormed at the Griffith Studios
fhere they had leading roles in
The Two Orphans."
With his work under Mr. Lubtsch, Mr. Hale who first began
is career in London, has had the
;ood fortune to receive direction
rom the greatest artists in the
vorld. Another important engagement completed before he beCan work at the Warner Brothers

DIRECTORS

was at Goldwyn's in "Name the
Man" directed by Victor Seastrom.

OUTLINES

UTOPIAN
FILM
Alan Crosland, Goldwyn direc- electricians, Crosland has compiled
or now filming Elinor Glyn's this report:
That the star system will be
amous story, "Three Weeks," announces the completion of an ex- abolished.
haustive investigation into the fuThat all-star casts will be
ture of motion pictures,
dropped and more attention paid
j After six months of research, in to individual actors.
Which he studied carefully stateThat less attention will be paid
ments in the public prints from ac- to directors.
Jors, directors, producers and chief
That directors will become the
all-important personality.
That the writer will take the
place of the star.
That the story is of minor consequence.
That pictures will be filmed on
a more lavish scale and will be
much longer.
That simplicity is the need of
the screen and that the long features of today will be supplanted
by shorter films.
That the screen will remain just
as it is.

Mickey McBan will be prominent
>n the reception committee for
Uarry Lauder when the famous
omedian arrives this week.

Charles "Buck" Jones will finish
work in a Fox feature as yet untitled, this week. Following a
brief rest he will begin work on
the production of what will doubtless prove to be his greatest starring film.

Little Farina, the dusky pickaninnymarked
of Hal
reone dayRoach's
to Mark"Gang"
Goldain,
"Nobuddy ken hit me wid a big
'tick but you!" The little chocolate
baby has implicit faith in Goldaine
who directed the last picture for
"Our Gang" while Bob McGowan
was on a short vacation.

Human
Story

Interest
Wins

There is only one type of picture which is of universal appeal.
That
is the human interest picture.
All others appeal only to certain
classes
viduals. or certain types of indiMany great film productions
have been financial failures because too few people appreciated
them.
These statements represent the
conclusion of J. K. McDonald, production of "Penrod and Sam," who
is now producing another Booth
Tarkington story, "Misunder"The picture having the most
general appeal naturally has the
stood."box office drawing power,"
most
says this producer.
"Because human interest appeals
to everybody regardless of class
distinction a picture based on that
quality has by far the greatest
chance to gain favor of the average picture-goer.
"Psychological analysis of the
situation proves that human interest is inherent if not instinctive.
Man is gregarious — that is the
reason felons are confined apart
from the rest of mankind. The
separation from his fellow man is
the real punishment of a prisoner —
not the penal work he is forced to
perform.
"Human interest is what makes
people wave their hands to utter
strangers as they pass by on a
train; that makes them speak with
passing strangers in rural districts.
It is only traditional conventions
and the menace of mixing with
utter strangers which causes people to pass strangers unnoticed in
large cities. Every human heart
has one soft, clean spot beneath its
surface. And that spot is the quality we call 'human interest.'
"Because it is full of human interest 'Misunderstood' will be a
bigJohn
success."
F. Seilz, cameraman for all
Rex Ingram productions , is milking
preparations for his trip to Egypt
where he will photograph Rex Ingram's production of "The Arab"
for Metro.
Robert Ober, celebrated actor
who has temporarily interrupted
his screen work to produce and
play the leading role in Maud Fulton's latest stage play "Punchinello" which is now running in
San Francisco,
in "Brewster's Millions,starred
for three
years.
After seven seasons in leading
parts on Broadway he turned his
attention to the screen.
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Victor Seastrom, the distinguished Swedish director, who has
recently completed his first American picture for Goldwyn, "Name
the Man!" adapted from Sir Hall
Caine's "Master of Man," is busy
at work on his next story to be
made at the Goldwyn studio.
Lloyd Talman drops us a note
from Sonora to let us know he is
on location there with the William
S. Hart company filming "Singer
Jim McKee." lie says the weather
there is snappy and makes him
feel like a new person. According
to present plans he will be back
in town about the time you are
reading this.
Louise Fazenda's talent as vaudeville headliner in "The Galloping
Fish," also include a diving act,
for which the comedy queen faithfully prepared herself by taking a
daily lesson at a famous plunge
before leaving for the Yuma,
Ariz., location where she is working with the company. Her
"plunge" is now the Colorado
River!
Sammy Brooks, who has played
in all Harold Lloyd comedies made
under the Hal Roach banner, who
now appears in Stan Laurel comedies, is one of the original Katzenjammer Kids."
She

Had

Reform

Aspirations
Like most young intellectuals,
Winifred Dunn, now scenario editor of Metro, started out to reform
the world. Shortly after she went
into the field of scenario writing,
she wrote and collaborated on the
production of three reform films;
"And the Children Pay," which
maiked incidentally the screen debut of Garreth Hughes, was a plea
for the unmarried mother; "The
Red Viper," and "The Menace of
a Nation'" were disclosures of the
inner workings of the Bolshevist
movement in this country. After
she produced these three reform
films, Miss Dunn came to the decision that the world needed entertainment more than direct reform,
she has
fined andher accordingly
activities since
thencon-to
the authorship and adaptation of
a long list of films, which have attained considerable popular success.
At the present time she is in the
East confering with J. Hartley
Manners, the author, and Laurette
Taylor, the star of "Happiness."
Victor Polel has accompanied
Barker to Catalina. The island
will be utilized for location scenes
by the "Cape Cod Folks" company.
Al Ray, who flits easily from
acting to directing, and thence to
scenario writing, will direct a
comedy. Cliff Bowes and Virginia
Vance head the cast.
Mr. Ray remains in his post of
scenario editor for Jack White
productions.
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CHARACTERS
FIRST, SAYS VON
In answer to a question concern"1 think the public would rather
see a particular character played
ing his penchant for entrusting imby an actor than a character givportant roles to actors whose
ing a performance of a familiar names do not raise the theaters'
electric light bills, von Stroheim
r." was the statement made by said
acto
:
Such
Erich von Stroheim, who has
"Before I start producing a picmade a literal film version of
ture Ihave a definite idea of how
Frank Norris' "McTeague" to be I wish each character portrayed,
released under the title of "Greed"
by Goldwyn, and which is now in down to the minutest details.
the process of editing and cutting, Familiar players in many instances
in discussing the much mooted mean actors who will not or can
topic of whether or not the public not submerge themselves in the
is losing interest in "familiar character. They have peculiarities that stamp them as So-and So
faces."
"It is not so much a question of and they remain as such, instead
whether motion picture goers are of the human being I wish them to
represent. They, in all justice beeager for fresh faces," continued
cause of long experience, get a
von Stroheim, "than it is a question of whether they are tired of preconceived notion of the characseeing a number of roles played by
ter, and frequently it is opposite
the same person appear more or to mine. Then I have to tear
less alike instead of making them down their ideas before I can
into separate and distinct human
start on mine. With a so-called
beings absolutely fitting the exposi- newcomer I can mould right from
the beginning.
tion of the story."
Eugene Besserer, who will soon
be seen in "The Rendexvous," was
the only actress to appear in both
screen versions of "The Rosary."
"Wide Open" is the title given
to the seventh comedy, produced by
Jack White. The title refers to
the speed of. a runaway street car
which furnishes the comedy thrill.
Virginia Brown Faire, president
of "The Regulars" announces two
new members of the clnub Dorothy
McKail, Sew York, who has just
arrived in filmland after playing
opposite Richard Barthelmess in
"The
Fighting
and Dorothy
Devote.
ClaireBlade"
Windsor,
Pauline
Garon and Mary Philbin joined
recently, so that the present membership is now twelve girls. A
bracelet — a narrow band of platinum with the name in black enamel— it now the club emblem, the
earings, originally planned, not being becoming to all.

One of the most important roles,
that of Sheriff Dan McK.ee in William S. Hart's second production
for Paramount, "Singer Jim McKee," falls to the lot of Bert
Sprotte, veteran character actor of
the screen.

Camert

Sound
out sound.without sight; sight withThese are the two alternatives
of Frank and Louis Yacanelli,
since they quit vaudeville to play
music and parts in Lloyd Hamilton
comedies. In the movies, the audiences see them play without hearing them.
When they played the accordion
and banjo and sang at Los Angeles' most powerful broadcasting
station, one recent night, they entertained the largest audience of
their career — sight unseen!
Draws
Own

Plans

for

Home

His versatility on the screen and
stage proven by the playing of
scores of roles widely different
from each other, William V. Mong
has displayed a new and hitherto
not generally known ability by
drawing the complete set of plans
for the new home he is to erect in
Beverly Hills.
AfterpletedMong's
plansto were
comhe took them
his architect-contractor who found them
perfect in principle and needing
only a few alterations and additions of a technical nature to be
made
ings. the base for working drawMong made the plans at intervals during his playing of the
role of Pedro in "Thy Name Is
Woman."duction will
Hisbe work
in thatin procompleted
ten
days
or
two
weeks.
Mong's
new
home is of Spanish type but the
inspiration for it was not from his
Spanish smuggler part. It was
from the other beautiful Spanish
type ernhomes
he has seen in SouthCalifornia.
Eulalie Jensen is enjoying a
short vacation at a California
mountain resort, having just finished work in a Douglas MacLean
production.

One of the early dramatic unde
takings of Mervyn LeRoy, proi
inent screen juvenile, was the >
ing
in "Barbara
Fritchit
The ofolda flag
standby
was being
giv,
in a San Francisco theatre ne,
which LcRoy ordinarily sold wu,
Neeley Edwards enacts, in a J»i
papers.
White
comedy, the part of a yout
man who has to spend a certa
hir^e Mini iif rnone> within a spec
fied time.
Just a few years ago, he had ;
important role in support of a ce
tain rotund comedian, who had t
same thing to do in "Brewste

Wallace MacDonald is one of
our consistent workers, going from
picture to picture. Recent productions of his include "Maytime,"
"The Day of Faith," "Angel Face
Molly" and "Thy Same Is

M Spottiswoode
illions I"
Aitken, as the bli
professor in Hunt Stromberg's pr
duction,
FiretoPatrol,"
has
role very"The
similar
his charact
of the blind uncle in D. W. Gri
fith's "The Avenging Conscience
Aitken was a member of Gn
fith's stock company for stvi
years,
first Mutual.
with the Biograph m
later with
Mabel Van Buren is working
current corned
i Lloyd
directedHamilton's
by Oil Pratt.

Woman."

MAID NOW
At last the movie maid servant
comes into her own.
Since the beginning of movie
time she has walked into the scene,
said
or "Yes'm" and
walked "No'ra"
out.

HAS INNING
black dress and white collar.
By coincidence, the role expecte
to prove her most dramatic cui
acterizations to date, is a physic:
likeness of the part in which st
made her debut on the screen fc,
D. W. Griffith.
Now comes a production with
Back in 1915 Mr. Griffith ga\
the
maid
playing
the
feminine
theclever Ifttle actress her first mcf
lead.
tion picture work — as a maid ii
In Maurice Tourneur's new
"The Flying Torpedo." Not fr
First
National
film,
"Torment,"
Bessie Love plays the part of the eight years has she doned the se
costume. inHowever,
there's
vast difference
the servant
cha
maid.
a "bit"
but for
the vant
leading Not
feminine
rolepart
calling
acter
she
played
for
Griffith
all
much highly emotional acting.
her present portrayal.
Supporting Owen Moore, Miss
In "Torment," she is the s»
heart of a notorious crook, playe
Love appears in most of the scenes
attired in the conventional maid
by
Owen Moore,
ternational
events.and figures in if
costume with its small apron,
SEA-SICK PLUG HALTS FILM
A sea-sick horse postponed the appear as their forefathers did i
ride of Paul Revere from Boston the fight on Lexington Commoi
to Lexington and Concord last They were dressed in exact r<
week, while D. W. Griffith was
plicas of the costumes their ance:
there taking scenes for his his- tors wore, many of them arme
with guns
that were heirlooms i
torical film "America."
their
families.
A committee of Lexington and
The same drum that Williai
Boston historians had agreed upon
Diamond beat on the morning th
the color of the horse Revere rode, British
soldiers entered the villag
one that contradicts most of the
was
beaten
paintings.
When was
the color
de- into action. again to marshal! thei
cided, the horse
orderedwas from
When the scenes of the hangin
New York and arrived by boat
through a stormy voyage. The of the lanterjis in the Old Nort
streets were filled with spectators Church were taken, the narro\
to watch the reproduction of the streets in the district were crowde
historic ride, but when the horse with people who started singin
ship.
appeared, it still had the illusion "America." The filming has starl
of being on the deck of a tossing ed a patriotic revival there.
Ilarotd Shaw has just complete
Lexington has entered so heart- the direction of "The Living Past,
ily into the making of the picture
adaptation of William
that all the male descendents of the an
Locke's noval, "The Tale of Tri
Minute Men have been conscripted
ona," for
Metro.
He will
from their work by summons from
nounce
a new
affiliation
in MMth
the Lexington Historical Society to near future.
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MAYO
GLOBE-TROTTING
HERO
Frank Mayo, playing the leading in Paris, Vienna, Moscow, Washington, New York, Chicago, cities
le in George Archainbaud's proiction, "The Shadow of the both large and small. He emoted
ist," now being made at the Fox and acted his way through five
udios, has hero-ed in every large and more reels of tense romantic
liy in the world. Frank started and dramatic action. In his latest
i Broadway as a leading actor
i the legit. His biggest success
released picture, "Six Days,"
Frank sped romantically through
as in "The Squaw Man," in London
and Paris and Rheims. In
hich play he went to London,
ears later, when pictures snapped
his new picture, "The Shadow of
m up, his hero-ing continued on the East," Frank starts in India,
more pretentious geographical
goes to England, thence to northale. He fell in love— cinematicern Africa. He's the record globe
ly speaking — with fair damsels trotting hero of the movies.
BEN

W. H. Carr, general manager of
Creative Productons , announces
tliat his company's big production
"Superstition," will be shown in
preview shortly when definite distribution plans for the special will
be revealed.

BLOW
GLASS
In the picture Ben plays the part
If Ben Lyon, popular motion picire actor, should decide to give of a young man who goes to the
3 the screen he could become a city to become an author but who
lass blower.
is forced through circumstances to
earn his bread and butter at the
He has a job awaiting him in a glass factory.
ernon, California, glass factory,
After instruction from the fac•hichfit. he can take any time he
tory's star blower, he handled a
glass blower so well that he drew
compliments
from the manager of
He was offered the position reentry while working in "The the works who told the actor that
wamp Angel," several scenes of he could have a job at the factory
fhich were taken in a bottle blow- ing.
any time he saw fit to give up actig factory.

COLLEEN SHAKES MEAN
BAT
the
vivacious
young
star would hit
Call it psychology; call it con- the ball.
fidence; call it luck; call it anything you want, but here are the
The camera began to grind ; the
facts :
ball was pitched and Miss Moore
It was during the taking of swung the bat with all her might
scenes for "The Swamp Angel."
of everyone, inColeen Moore, who plays the part and to thecludingsurprise
herself, she hit the ball,
of a small town tom-boy and the sending it twirling through space.
best baseball player in the neighAt the second and third taking
borho d, is supposed to knock a
of the scene she also hit the pill
home run in the game between
on the first pitch but later, at
"The Swamp Angels" and "The
lunch time, playing in a scrub
Sand Fleas."
Time and again the scene was game with the other players she
could not come "within a mile" of
rehearsed but Miss Moore was
unable to connect with the ball, the ball.
As Miss Moore expressed it:
finally Clarence Badger, the director, suggested that the scene be "The grinding of the camera
taken, trusting to luck that perhaps sometimes works miracles."

Theodore von Eltz was a critical
member of a most enthusiastic
audience at Pasadena last week
when a preview was held of WarRose"
which nertheBrothers
actor "Tiger
in the role
of thein
young engineer plays opposite Lenore Ulric in highly dramatic
scenes. This was the first time
the picture which was directed by
Sidney Franklin has been shown.
Mr. von Eltz" whose engagement
lasted nearly three months with location work near the Yosemite,
considers the role his best work.
In "Lights Out" as the scenario
writer he also does some most brilliant work. This picture is now
released.

MAY

PICTURES RUSSIA'S WOE
I Is Russia, the world's impeneThe central figure in Shaw's picrable mystery since 1917, finally
ture was Denoff, who without difficulty could be recognized as
3 be revealed through the agency
Lenine. The story had Lenine
If the pictures ?
Several persons who point to the conducting the revolution because
sweetheart was stolen by a
act that "The Birth of a Nation',' his
nd "The Covered Wagon," tell man of noble blood. That was
he stories of post-Civil War re- the personal element and was generally admitted to be a departure
Jonstruction and the winning of
he West, better than any written from the facts. But in the telling
rolumes, thing the world will re- of the story a vast amount of true
Inain in ignorance of Russia until Russia history was told. The terIts great story is told on the silrific repressions of the Czarist sysver sheet.
tem, the knoutings, the jailing and
the
hangings
were shown with
j And when all is in readiness to brutal frankness.
Brutalities of
flake the series of pictures, Harold
the Communist regime were also
Iihaw, director who has just com- shown.
A wealth of revolutionary
ileted "The Living Past," for
Metro, manit is pointed out, is the logi- detail such as the marching of
cal to do the work. He has armies, the storming of buildings
and the execution of prisoners was
ilready made one post-revolutionpresented. And they were shown
ary picture. Its title was "The
Land of Mystery." Its location against a true Russian background.
|vas Kovno in Lithuania, formerly In motif and in actual scenes pora part of great Russia which was
trayed the picture told a substantial part of Russian history. Shaw,
split off after the war. When
the critics believe, with the ex'The Land
of Mystery"
com)leted
in 1920
interest inwas
England
perience of the one picture behind
was so great that it was discussed
him, could tell a vivid Russian hisn the House of Commons.
tory in another venture.

James Morrison, wellPasje
knowni >
Hollywood leading man now in the
East, has decided to desert the
pictures temporarily for a fling at
the footlights. He will remain in
New York indefinitely.

Charlotte DuPuis, who is enroute
to Peru, South America, via Cuba
and Panama,' where she will be
featured in the Productions of
South America's first super-feature,
"The White Queen."
EMINENT

W allace Worsley will shortly
announce his plans of a new affiliation and the production of a big
special which will be filmed on a
scale equal to his last achievement,
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame."
Frederick Reel, Jr., has taken offices at the Hollywood Studios and
nlans to make a five reel picture
featuring his sled dog, Kyak,
whose forebears include Ipsu, the
leader of the dog team used by
Perry in his North Pole dash, and
whose mother was the lead dog
on Amundsen's South Pole discovery trip.

FRENCHMAN
HERE
film having French backgrounds is
Valentin Mandelstamm, famous
the lack of true atmosphere and
French author, stage director and coloring.
This, however, I befilm producer, has returned to Hollieve, is being corrected to a cerlywood after an absence of three
tain degree by directors seeking
years to make an intensive study the advice
of authorities on French
of American film production methods.
history and drama."
"Doug, Mary and Charlie are
Connected with the French foreign office during the World War
still
the French favorites," he
says.
Mandelstamm is still in touch
with the bureau of information of
that office and was recently sent
to America as the French delegate
was
to the Congress of Authors and
soJobyna
cordialRalston's
in her reception
first picture,
the First International Film Con"Why W orry," as Harold Lloyd's
vention.
leading woman, that the great
For fifteen years he was assist- comedian as signed her to a three
year contract... She will next be
ant stage director of the Theater
Odeon, the dramatic home which
seen with Lloyd in "The Girl Exenjoys the subsidy of the French
pert," now in production at the
government. At present he is Hollywood Studios.
writing his twenty-seventh novel.
To France he has already given
twenty-six best sellers, among them
Jean Hers holt has been engaged
bv M. C. Leeve to play the part
being "The Empire of Diamonds,"
"Dear New York," and "The Cossack," a World War story which
of Grand
Duke
Boris T inourneaur
"Torment" which
Maurice
is now appearing in English.
While in Los Angeles he will write is making at the United Studios.
in the photoplay, is a Christa novel with Hollywood as its lo- Boris,
cale.
like figure similar to that which
"France readily admits the su- Hers holt portrayed in "The Servant in the House."
periority of the American film,"
says
the
distinguished
visitor,
"but
French audiences do not like the
Oscar A pfel, who recently finten and twelve-reel films which are
ished the direction of a series of
being produced. French exhibitors
three pictures for Metro release is
are forced to cut them by several
resting at his new Hollywood
reels and often the story is badly
pending the completion of a
damaged. Another fault the home
new script for him.
French find with the American
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SEX

Divorce statistics compiled in
several states show that four-fifths
of the divorce decrees issued go to
women.
This would lead one to believe
that men are to blame for the socalled divorce evil. Most women
suing for divorce, make a simple
charge of desertion, which is often
a compromise charge to which the
husband has consented.
At any rate the man leaves
home, the wife sues, obtains her
decree anil the general public rarely knows why he left.
John M. Stahl, who is a student
of phychology and a very close
observer of human nature, is directing apicture which may throw
some light on the present day
Film

Magnate

Received

IS BLAMED
divorce epidemic. It is called
"Why Men Leave Home" and is
adapted from Avery Hopwood's
stage play of the same name but
it has the Stahl treatment which
it never received on Broadway.
In hK film explanation of why
men leave home Stahl does not
champion his own sex. His natural chivalry towards women and
his belief that men really are responsible for most matrimonial
wrecks forbids his placing the burtlier densex.upon the shoulders of the gen"Most marital difficulties have
a very small beginning," says
Stahl. "In this picture I am trying to point out these things without delivering a sermon in celluloid."
Will

By

recently
of little
Twist."
King
Philbin

seen Lesser's presentation
Jackie Coogan.in "Oliver

Baggot will direct Mary
i na Universal-Jewel production starring Mary Philbin immediately upon the conclusion of
the
filmingshe ofis "My
Mamie Rose"
in which
featured.

New

Legitimate
Theatre

Notables
Sol Lesser extended the circle of
his acquaintances by three notables
during his recent brief jaunt to
and from Europe. He returned
with his head on straight even
after having been the guest of the
great Lord Beaverbrook, the even
more celebrated Maeterlinck and
the still more notable Lloyd
George. The latter he met less
than a week prior to the former
premier's departure for America.
To each of these three celebrities
Mr. Lesser presented a print of the
three finished subjects of his "Secrets of Life" series, including
"The Bee," "The Ant" and "The
Spider." Beaverbrook assured the
president of Principal Pictures
Corporation that he was so impressed with the educational and
entertaining value of these pictures made by Louis H. Tolhurst
that he proposed to see that they
were shown throughout London in
all the schools. Maeterlinck was
so pleased with the microscopic
photoplays of insect life that he
presented Mr. Lesser with a special and autographed copy of his
wonderful work, "The Life of the
Bee." that
LloydthisGeorge
his
belief
series expressed
would introduce Mr. Lesser and his enterprises to the entire world in the
light of a distinguished benefactor.
But these celebrities were only
a few of the many whom Mr. Lesser met in connection with the
business and social aspects of his
tour. He and Mrs. Lesser spent
an evening at the home of Sir
Henry Fielding Dickens, son of the
great Charles Dickens and whose
interest
enterprises
increasedin byLesser"s
the fact
that he was
had

Open

Final plans and rehearsals are
being rushed for the grand opening of Los Angeles' new Fine Arts
Theatre, which will be a temple
of the finest legitimate dramas.
The formal opening is Monday
night, November 5th, when a cast
of celebrities headed by Helen Jerome Eddy and Franklin Pangborn
will present George Bernard
Shaw's play "Androcles and the
The splendid new cushioned
seats are now being installed and
everything
is being completed with
Lion."
an eye to the utmost comfort for
the patrons and their thorough enjoyment of the finished dramas
which are to be presented in the
new playhouse.
Directors Willamene Wilkes and
Dickson are bending every effort
towards polishing up the first performance and the players are said
to be showing untiring energy and
enthusiasm in the perfection of
their various roles.
He

Had

to Step

Some
Lloyd Hughes arises to remark
that
the person
who howls
whenever
a thrilling
feat "fake"
is accomplished on the screen, should be
compelled to play certain scenes in
"The Heritage
the Desert"
recently staged at of
Flagstaff,
Arizona.
Lloyd took particularly active
part in these scenes in which a
number
"heavies"
turn toguns
on
him and ofshoot
at his feet
hasten
his departure.
"They will shoot real bullets at
you so the camera can pick up the
spurts of dirt at your feet when
the
active,"
said six-shooters
Irving Willat become
to Hughes.
And real bullets they were.
The camera registered the quickest exit ever made by Lloyd
Hughes out of a scene.

Sennett

Adds

to

Units
Just as the news, regarding the
closing down of various large
moving picture studios for economic or reorganization reasons begins to break, announcement comes
from the big Mack Sennett plant
in Los Angeles that new companies
are being added to those already
working to complete the production schedule existing between
Sennett and Pathe Exchanges.
Dick Jones, supervising director
and production manager for the
big comedy company, is very busy
with Mr. Sennett, choosing story
material and locales, passing on
wardrobe and picking casts for
forthcoming picture plays. In fact
the well known lot is a veritable
hive of industry, with every detaxed to capacity and
functioning partment
100%.
"Despite the fact that an economic wave, justly expected and
intleed overdue, is sweeping the
picture producing end of the inproductions willdustry,''insaidnoSennett,
way be"mycheapened
nor do I intend to suspend operations for a single day. On the
contrary,
to in-in
vest even my
moreintentions
time and are
capital
future expenditures. The big success of my feature productions
starring Mabel Normand, and the
increased popularity attending the
release of each Ben Turpin comedy
special and Mack Sennett comedy,
has given me reason to believe that
every exhibitor in the country approves of the Sennett method of
producing, i.e., to spend as much
money as is necessary to unfold a
good story, with a good cast, ably
directed, amid beautiful surroundings and proper atmosphere, with
attractive, though not necessarily
pretentious
sets."Roy Del Ruth is
At present,
bringing to completion a two-reel
comedy featuring Harry Langdon,
Alberta Vaughn and Jack Cooper,
and will
begin
on another storv
with immediately
the same cast.
Del Lord and Erie Kenton, who
have only recently completed a
two reeler each, have again started
on two new comedy productions in
which Billy Bevan, Harry Gribbon, Madeleine Hurlock, Kalla
Pasha and other of the known
Sennett comiques are playing the
important parts.
While these three units are in
production, Dick Jones is holding
daily rehearsals with new companies and interviewing prospective directors. He is making test
scenes with several screen and
stage celebrities to interpret nationally known comedy characters
with whom it is intended to create
a new series of comedies, distinctive from anything previously attempted by Sennett.
Mack Sennelt also made announcement that the erstwhile feminine charmer, internationally
known as the Sennett Bathing Girl,
would soon reappear on the silver
sheet. In fact, he is already assembling a new chorus of beauties
who will overwhelm the popularity of the previous famous aggregation of sea-nymphs.

Wanted:
Choice

Somt
Oil

Wells
Tullywithis ami'
ousRichard
to getWalton
in touch
som
philantropic soul who is willin
to donate a few producing oi
wells as a sacrifice to art, or a
least, who is willing to permit th
cremation of several gushers fo
an important sequence in his screei_
version of the Rex Beach story
"Flowing Gold."
It is necessary that several stur
dy oil wells be fed to the flame
during the course of the produc
tion, and unless some of Mr. Tul
ly's benevolent friends in the oi
business come to the rescue, h
contemplates with horror the pos
sibility of being forced to purchas.
a few for the conflagrations.

Flowing
Gold'
Progresses
Richard Walton Tully has com
pleted the scenario for "Flovrinp
Gold," his next First National pro
duction, which is to be an adapta
tion
Gold" of
and Rex
with Beach's
Joseph de"Floiein!
Grant
who is to direct the picture, i.
now busily engaged in roundin
out the cast. Actual productio
will
weeks.be under way in about to
It is oftruemotion
that most
of are
the con
pro' J]
ducers
pictures
stantly on the lookout for Midi
faces of promise for the screen 1
Occasionally a good bet is discov-; §
ered. Harold Lloyd, a highly sue- I
cessful discoverer, is given credit ■
for finding another new one. She!
is Peggy Montgomery, who will b« I
seen quite prominently in his nexl
feature
comedy.about Douglas
banks heard
her and Fair-,
was
sufficiently impressed to give the
young actress additional opportun"The Thiefsheof isBagdad,"
in
whichity in production
working all
the present time. Already Miss.
Montgomery has been engaged for;
another picture in which she will'
have an even more important parti
Thus,andit Doug
may beareassumed,
Har-I
old
judges, if
anotherl
future-star seems well on her way
via the much discussed discovery!
route. It is at least a flying start!
to have Douglas Fairbanks second!
the "motion" o fHarold Lloyd.
There's an oil boom on in Hol-i
lywoodf Carpenters
are busily
producing
the entire main
street r#-'
•/
Ranger, Texas, during the days *{\
the oiltonboom,
the Richardof WalTully for
production
Rex\
Beach's "Flowing Gold."
In closing, it is remarkable to
note that Mack Sennett is one of|
the very
few pioneering
producers who,
ing in the
days,startht»
continued to produce short reel
and feature length pictures, despite all the idle talk of poor business andwhichthesome
manypeople
other seem
calami-to
ties
think overtakes the picture making
inductry at regular intervals.
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NEW DISTRIBUTOR
HERE
An announcement which will be market is in as healthy a condition as it has been for years, and
i first importance to every indendent producer on the coast has that there is a ready market for all
types of pictures.
Ut been issued from the New
irk office of Merrick & Cohen to
Mr. George Merrick who is associated with Mr. Cohen, is one of
p effect that a coast office for the
most celebrated picture editors
jecial benefit of producers has the
in
the
United
States. He has to
len established at 840 South Olive
his
credit
a
score
of productions
(reet, Los Angeles, with W. C. which he has changed
from what
tompson in charge.
Merrick & Cohen as is well is known in the trade as "weak sisown, have to their credit the success.ters" into productions which enjoy
ecessful distribution of more
In addition to commanding an
an one hundred twenty-six fea- immediate
outlet throughout the
res and it will be Mr. Thompentire American market, Merrick
n's duty to offer the services of & Cohen have concluded arrangeerrick & Cohen to all producers
ments with Reginald Warde of
io are now making pictures or Guaranty Pictures, for the sale of
tio have pictures on the shelf foreign rights. This organization
which is affiliated with Merrick &
lich they are anxious to market.
Cohen have offices in New York,
Merrick & Cohen have connects with the biggest and best in- London, Paris and Berlin, and
Mr. Warde's
pendent exchanges in every ter- upon rope,
in other arrival
centers inof Euthe
;ory, assuring the sales of all continent offices
will be established.
oduct without the delays which
W. C. Thompson who is
iive in the past proved to be such oneMr.of the
best known picture men
(hindrance to independent produc- on the West coast will be very
pn organizations.
happy to welcome any producer
Another feature which in the having productions all ready made,
bht of past experience is of the and also will be available at all
give his advice and opin(most importance to the producer timesion totothose
who are contemplating
I the arrangement made by Mr.
production in the near future. Mr.
■ax Cohen of Merrick & Cohen
Thompson just arrived from New
fith the firm of Stein & Bilchik, York where he held several conwhereaccountants,
public
ferences with the headquarters
VIrtified
all funds will be handled and staff of Merrick
& Cohen. On his
ispersed under their direction as return to the coast from New York
seal agents, the producer receiv- he made a very extensive study of
ig his share of all income, im- the independent field and has all
ediately upon its receipt.
the facts and figures relating to
Mr. Cohen states, contrary to the successful marketing of pictures on
his
finger tips.
eneral opinion, that the state right
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York

J. C. "Jack" Foiuler, who recently finished his character role of
John Greenleaf Whittier in
"Maude Muller" at the Hollywood
studios, desires to enter complaint,
to ivit: That ivhile playintj recently at the Metro he received
four calls from as many studies in
one day, and, why the sam-hill
can't the companies regulate their
productions to jibe with his time.
Few actors or few followers of
any other line of endeavor have a
record equal to that of Noble Johnson for uninterrupted activity.
For seven consecutive years he has
worked every work-day excepting
eleven in various motion picture
productions. A considerable portion of this time he devoted to the
pursuit of his profession at Universal City, where he was under
a long-term contract, but for about
two years he has been freelancing,
which means it has been necessary
to find new "jobs" frequently.
However, fortunately, he has not
been called upon to do much seeking for the reason that his services
have been very much in demand
and he has gone from one big production to another without the loss
of much time between. Mr. Johnson is at present playing the important role of the East Indian
prince in support of Douglas Fairbanks in "The Thief of Bagdad"
and among his forthcoming appearances will be in Cecil B. DeMille's "The Ten Commandments," Goldwyn's "In the Palace of the King" and the William
Fox
production
"Cameois already
Kirby."
Moreover,
Mr. of
Johnson
being sought
thre them
different
products to startby with
as soon
as he completes his engagement
with Mr. Fairbanks.

Trust

CONVERSANT
POLICIES?

Life

FOR

Kenneth Gibson is again carving a niche in the illustrious old
Hall of Fame in his portrayal of
the part of Bobby Lamhorn in
Hobart Henley's "The Turmoil" at
the Universal, featuring George
Hackathorne and Elenoar Boardman. It is a tame-cat role similar
to his recent success in "Daytime
Wives" in which his character role
of Larry Valentine was so excellently handled that it was
thoroughly depised by the audience, but the portrayal by Kenneth
has received the plaudits of both
press and public.

Fund?

WITH

THE

YOUR

Insurance

VARIOUS

CONVENIENCE

Company

its special insurance analyst and Hollywood motion picture representative, MR. C. F. PALMBORG,
has established headquarters at 63 1 8

Hollywood Bldv. Mr. Palmborg caters exclusively to motion picture people and is well known in this territory. He is at your service to answer
your queries and render other like courtesies gratis. A call incurs no obligation. You are cordially invited to call on him any time to aid you in your
insurance problems.
New

York

Life

C. F. PALMBORG,

Insurance

Hollywood

Co.

Representative

6318 Hollywood Blvd.

Telephone 439-869
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BERW1LLA STUDIO.
5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dear Knit Pro Mcrr
Schedule
Collins
Eddie Lyons Production (Arrow release). Ramsey
2-Reel
Cooke
Editing
Schedule
Ramsey
2-Reel Comedies
Comedies
Eddie Lyonfl
Eddie Lyons
Cooke
ease)
Eugene De Rue
Bobby Dunn
Collins
McGaugh
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated re
Jules Furthman
"Where Is Polly"
Rosson
Mildred Davis
Dearholt Productions.
2nd Week
F. Ford
"Rodeo Mixup"
DeGrasse
Francis Ford
Edward Cobb
Geo. Carter
Coolidge
Neva Gerber Productions.
"Whirlwind"
Wm. Nobles
Jack Nelson
1st Week
CooUdge
Dick Hatton Hatton-Gerber
"Sagebrush Kelligon"
Jack Nelson
Dick Hatton Hatton-Gerber
Wm, Nobles
■
598-14
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
1 'rcnaring
578-58
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC. 69 1 2 Hollywood
Blvd.
"Welcome Stranger"
G.
P.
Saum
C.
O.
Sessel
J as. Young
All -Star
Special
Preparing 593-57
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.Hollister45 1 3 Sunset
Blvd.
J. S. Woodhouse
"Hollywood
1900"
Rounsaville
Fred Caldwell All-Star
EditingHollv 009
Editing
CENTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback.Casting
Editing
Century Comedies (Universal
release)
"The Rich Pup"
Al. h\-rman
Pal
Sherry
I'ansey
Al Herman
Leslie Goodwin
"Hoys Will Be Boys"
Victor Williams
Sherrick
Ruddy Messinger Billy
A. E. Gillstrom
"The Process Server'
Earle-McCoy
Wm. II vers
Rob Kerr
Albert
COhn
A.
Linkoff
2nd
Week
1st Week
"< >\vn a Home"
Bob Kerr
Harrv Forbes
Noel
Smith
Noel Smiht
HarrySweet
Chas.
Lamont
1st Week
"Next. Please"
Henrv
Murdock
Al Herman
Hob
Kerr
Hilly
Williams
AL
Herman
A. Linkoff
Earle-McCoy
"The Traffic CopVictor Sherrick
Hob Kerr
Holly 407
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
_
2nd Week
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Al Christie
Bobbie'Vernon
Nagy
Bagerman
Frank Conklin
2-Reel Comedy
Holly 310i
2nd Week
Scott Sidney Dorothy Devore
Peterson -Garnett Clemens Robt. Hall
2-Reel Comedy
Drexel 2 I 1
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd.
J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr.
Culver City 54<
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr.
6529 Venice Blvd., Culver City
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General.
Washington and Ince Blvds., Culver Cit;
DARRELL-MOUN1ER STUDIO. J. F. Mouniar, Gen. Mgr.
598-16:
Comedy
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe,
Casting.
Schedule
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Hibbard Lige Conley Corby
Sharpless Staff
Editing
Jack White Corp. Educational Release)
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Schedule
Pratt
Lloyd Hamilton
McGill
Dewar
Staff
Special
Al. Ray
Bowes- Vance Meehan
Staff
Comedy
Kley, Studio Mgr.
Holly 30(
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1 40 I N. Western Ave. Fred
Al St. John
Comedies
Schedule
Al St. John Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew Benny Stoloff
Staff
Comedies
Schedule
Seller Carruth
Chimpanzees R. Tennant Mark Sanderich
"Eyes of the Forest" 6th Week
Lambert Hillyer Tom Mix
Van Clark Manter
Harrison Jacobs
"The Beast"
6th Week
Edmund Mortimer John Gilbert J. Short
W. Mayo
"Andy McGee's Corus Girl" 5th Week
Wm.
Wellman
('has.
Jones
Joe
August
Horace
Hough
Geo. Archainbaud All-Star Jules Cronjager Hollingshead
Fannie & Fred Hatton "The Shadow of the East" 4th Week
Tom Buckinham All-Star Sid Wagner Kingling
Carter
"The Arizona Express" Preparing
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Holly 2693
Phil Goldstone Productions. State Rights release).
Holly Old
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Ben Verschleiser, Gen. Mgr.
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City
6th Week
Emmett Flynn
All-Star
Lucien Audriot
Ray Flynn
Carey Wilson
"Nellie,
the Cloak Model"
6th Week
"Three Weeks"
Alan Crosland
All-Star
.lory Mescall
Lynn Shores
Carey Wilson
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen.
Holly 143
Mgr.
Harold Lloyd Corporation. Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
12th
Week
"The
Hlrl
Expert"
Taylor-Newmeyer H. Lloyd
Lundin
Robt. A. Golden
J. K. McDonald Productions.
761-71 *
Halperin Productions.
3rd
Week
"Souvenir"
Halperin-Wallace All-Star
A. Wyckoff
H. Young
Halperin
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Preparing
Stanford Productions.
Mattison
Mattison-V. Rich E. Dyer
R. Sanford Staff
"The Ragged Robin"
Kinemart Productions.
B. Schrader, Casting.
1442 Beachwood Drive.
Schedule
Byran Shrader
All-Star
Jim Clancey
Staff
ROY HUGHES PRODUCTIONS.
840 S. Olive. SHADOWLAND RELEASE.Special
Arizona Location
Roy Hughe!) Leavens Hale J. MacFarland
Thos. Dixon. Jr.
"Ashes of Waste'
INCE Stratton
STUDIO.
Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
761-7:
Gene
Porter Horace
Productions.
MeehanCorporation.
All-Star Howard Anderson Jeanett Porter
dene S. Porter
"The Girl of the Limberlost"5th Week
ThomasJ. Leo
H. Ince
Del Andrews All-Star Max Dupont Frank Gerghty
Del Andrews "The Galloping Fish" 3rd Week
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Ass't Director
Director Star
Cameraman

( mera!

"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
Ass't Director Casting
Scenarist
Director
Cameraman
Star
JSTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way. Eddie Cline,
SKY STUDIOS.
Tom White, Casting.
1520 Vine St
ramount Pictures.
(Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
H.
Herb Brennon
Pola Negri Jos. Howe
FredSchwartz
Robertson
Jack Cunningham
Geo.
Melford
All-Star
Chas.
Clark
Dick Rush
Clifford S. Smith W. S. Hart
Warren Reeves
J. G. Hawks
Wood Productions.
John Waters
Monte Ketterjohn
Sam Wood
All-Star
Henabery Productions.
Edfried
Bingham
Richard
Johnston
Henabery All--Star
in Willat Productions.
Albert S. LeVine
Irvin Willat All-Star Chas. Shoenbaum Otto Brower
B. MAYER STUDIO.
5360 Melrose Ave.
ed Niblo Productions.
Bess Meredith
V. Milner
Dorian Cox
Fred Niblo All-Star

Type

"My Man"

,

"Flaming Barriers"
"Singer Jim McKee'
"The Next Corner"
"The Stranger"

7 th
8th
4th
3rd
2nd

Page 17
Progress
Holly 2814
Holly 2400
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week

"The Heritage of the Desert"5th Week

"Thy Name Is Woman"
lAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO 3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting,
jiuis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
J. G. Hawks
Harry Schenck
Reginald Barker All-Star
A. G. Younger
John M. Stahl All-Star
Sidney Algier
'Cape
Cod Folks'*
'Why Men
Leave Home"
P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Vic Schertzinger All-Star Karl Struss
Eve Unsell
'The
Boomerang"
Casting.
Harry Kerr,
ETRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Eddington
Geo. D. Baker
Viola Dana
Arnold
Geo. D. Baker
"Revelations"
Dave Howard
King Vidor
Laurette Taylor
Chet Lyons
"Happiness"
lien Holubar Productions.
Allen Holubar
All-Star Haskins
"The Human Mill"
ATIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
echnicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Geo. A. Cave
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
Color Photography
JCKFORD-FAIRBANKS
STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd
nited Artists Release.
Raoul
Walsh
Douglas
Fairbanks
Arthur
Edeson Held
J. T. O'Donahue Staff
Staff
"The Thief of Bagdad"
Geo. Hill
Jack Pickford
"Valley of the Wolf"
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford
Rosher
Staff
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon

431-171
6th Week
Capitol 2120
11th Week
10th Week
Preparing
Holly 4485
1st Week
1st Week
7th Week
Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901
20th Week
Editing
3rd Week

UNCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Holly 2806
Louis Tolhurst
Walter Anthony
Microscopic Motion PicturesSchedule
Preparing
Melrose and Gower.
780 Cower St.
l-C AlSTUDIO.
Holly 7780
Santel
2nd Week
Geo. O'Hara Lee Garmes Moreno
Beatrice Van
"Bo Brummel"
James Home
All-Star
Jos. DuBray
"Not For Publication"
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
£>ACH
Hall"
JackmanSTUDIO. All-Star
Floyd Jackman
W. D. Guthrie
Feature
Editing 761-721
Jas. A. Howe
Will Rogers
Staff
Robt. Doran
Ross Lederman
2-Reel
Comedy
Schedule
Animals
Len Powers
B. Currigan
Staff
Vreland
1-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Chas. Chase
James Parrot
staff
Ed Willatt
Leo Gerstad
1- Reel Comedv
Schedule
Our Gang
Bob McGowan
Ktaff
Harry
Gerstad
C.
Morehouse
2- Reel Comedy
Schedule
Frank Young
Stan Laurel
Ralph H. Cedar
H. LaMarr
Staff
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Staff
Nick Barrows
Percy Pembroke Spat Family
C. Hennecke
2-Reel
Comedy
Schedule
Fred Jackman
Staff
Hopkins
Roach-Clemen is Glen Tryon
5-Reel Comedy-Drama 1st Week
Roach
OJSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1 439 Beachwood Dr.
Holly 7945
t. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Geo. B. Seitz Murphy Miller
Walker Cooper
Al. Neitz
Bob
Dillon
"The
Deer
Slayer"
4th
Week
J. Brown Productions.
Al. Rogell Fred Thompson
Ross Fisher Curley Dresden
"The Sheriff of Tombstone" 1st Week
laloford Productions.
I Leo Maloney Leo Maloney Badarocca Stratton
Ford Beebe "Headin' Through" Editing
3rd Week
ENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 1550
Roy Lord
Deluth All-Star
All-Star
3rd Week
'Look Pleasant"
Staff
Del
1st Week
Erie Kenton All-Star
Staff
JNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres.
Holly 4080
oseph M. Schneck Productions.
(First National Release).
1 st Week
F. Borzagt^ Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio O. O. Dull
"Secrets"
irst National Productions.
Montagne
4th Week
'The Swamp Angel'
C. Badger
Coleen Moore Berquist O'Brien
Maurice
Tourneur Productions.
1st
Week
Maurice Tourneur All-Star. Arthur Todd Scott R. Beal
Fred Myton
'Torment"
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting,
433-131
Editing
pniversal
Film
Manufacturing
Co.
(Universal
Release).
Jay Marchant
Morrison Morris
7th Week
Ray
Taylor
"The Ghost City"
Woolstenhume
Irving Cummings Mary Philbin
6th
Week
"My Mamie Rose"
Wm. Duncan
Duncan -Johnson
Don
Clark
3rd
Week
Duncan
"The Fast Express"
C. Brown
All-Star
Ernest
Laemmle
"Signal
Tower"
11th
Week
Editing
All-Star
Hobart Henley
A. Smith
"The Turmoil"
Eddie Cline
Editing
Reginald Denny
"Love
Insurance"
Perley
P. Sheehan All-Star
"Innocent"
Robt. Hill
Herbert Rawlinson
4th Week
"Jack Phantom
O'Clubs" Rider"
V. Nordlinger
Robt. B. Bradbury Jack Hoxie
2nd
Week
"The
Sedgwick Hoot Gibson
Billy
Tummel
"Courting
Calamity"
Edward
Laemmle
Billy
Sullivan
Schedule
"The
Leather
Pushers"
Jack Rose
Robt. Hill
Laura LaPlante
Preparing
"The Thrill Girl"
Preparing
Hugh Hoffman
Koehner
Wm. Craft Wm. Desmond
"Hands in the Dark"
(VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
598-131
Dave Smith Productions.
David Smith All-Star
Steve Smith, Jr.
Wm. Dagwell
2nd
Week
'A Tale of Red Roses"
iWARNER BROS. STUDIOS.
5842 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 4181
Warner Brothers Productions.
"Daddies"
Tenny Strayer
Wright
Wm. A. Seiter
Marsh-Gillingwater John Stumar
4th
Editing
5th
Week
Frank
Harry Beaumont John Barrymore
Dave Abel
"Beau Brummel"
Ernest Lubitsch Productions.
Ernst Lubitsch
All-Star Chas. Van Enger
Flood Blanke
"The Marriage Circle"
WALDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd.
Harry Cohn, Mgr.
Holly 7940
3rd Week
'Discontented Husbands'
Howard Mitchell Jas. Kirkwood
King Gray
Roland Asher J. Stormwamer
Angeles
Preparing
Box 818, Station
FILMS Wm.CINEMATOUR.
EDUCATIONAL
WORLD
Eliason
Baby Betty
Field F. M. Abbey
Robinson "C," Los
My Kingdom for a Horse'

Camert
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Authors

Service

Bureau

Scenarios, Continuities, Short Stories,

Typed
Am

and

Edited

thoroughly trained in the technique of
screen writing.

Newspaper and Magazine Experience.

Naida
N.

C.

Playing one of the three featured roles
in

WRIGHT
Box W3, Camera!

Phone 431-971

Carle

Producers

"WILD BILL HICKOCK"
With Wm. S. Hart, soon to be released.

Get

Your

Cash

Save the Middleman's Profit.
Don't give your films to Agents to sell on percentage.
WE

PAY

SPOT
ONE
AND
FOR

CASH
AND

FOR
TWO

TWO

FIRST
REEL

REEL

ENGLAND

CLASS

DRAMAS

COMEDIES

WESTERNS

AND

EUROPE

Give full particulars in first letter to Box Wl care Camera!
and lowest price with name
American Territories.
DON'T

ASK

STATE

of

firm

releasing for

Inclose synopsis if possible.

FOR OUR OFFER.
GIVE YOUR LOWEST
WRITE
TODAY
AND GET YOUR CASH.
WHERE

COPIES

CAN

BE

SEEN

IN

NEW

PRICE.

YORK.

'The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry'

To

upees

Transformations
Beards

Moustaches

Lipsticks
Mascaro

Powders

Make-Up

81 9 South

Rouge

Boxes

Hill Street

Metropolitan 0498
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Newcomer

ANNOUNCEMENT

is Composite

of Famed

Stars
Brown,

Dr. A. L. Jester
Famous chiropractor, just returned
Caldwell

from 3 years chiropractic missionary service in Germany offers his
services to the movie people of

&

Ladd

Hollywood at reduced rates.
No charge for first consultation.
5558 Hollywod Blvd., Rm. 202-203
Hours 10-12—2-5,
Evenings 7-8.

COY

WATSON,
CHILD LEADS

Age 10.

JR.

Drexel 3616

Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura LaPlante unit. Universal.
Current Robert
production,
Thrill Girl"
Hill, "The
Directing
Recent Releases, "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
Reproductions,
Still Finishing

Publicity
Photography

LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5174 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
ART
LEE
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone
598-207 at Western
1712 St. James
Court, Hollywood,

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up -for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

Famine Larrymore, whose recent arrival to
the screen marks another splendid contribution
by the legitimate theatre to the shadow stage.
Her friends are predicting a brilliant career
for her in the motion picture world. In addition to being an exceptionally good delineator
of society roles she possesses marked ability
as a classical dancer. It is interesting to note
that she resembles Gloria Swanson, Pola Negri,
Madamme Nazimova and Nita Naldi, in her
phvsical appearance. She has the Swanson
nose and mouth, the Negri eyes, Madamme
Nazimova coiffure, and possesses a Naldi-like
expression. Just what this resemblance will
gain for her is a matter for conjecture but it
is safe to assume that if she continues in the
same manner in which she has made her debut
her ultimate success is assured.
Doctors
FORD &
FORD
Talmer
Graduate
Scientific
Spinal
Adjustments
Individual
Rest
Rooms
Henry Ford
Anna Mae Ford Ground
OfficeFloor G.O.C..
Ph.C.
D.C.. Ph. C.
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8

317 -South

Hil

Street

DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well'
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Westen
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-72'
CALLS DAY AND NIGHT
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
6548 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
430-205; 431-339; or Holly 102-82.

enrghc0aurs
XI
TOURING
ETRATES TA
TRIPS AND tour/
ON STUDIO
SUNS
SPECIAL
Universal City
$1.00 Club Royal
Mayer Studios
2.50 Culver City
Holly-Fairbanks
75 United Studios
Fox Studios
75 Robertson-Cole
Lasky Studios
75 Metro Studios
Santa Monica
3.50 Ambassador Hotel
ice
Ven
Pasadena
4.00 Center
of Los Angeles
All Stations —
2.50 Plantation
1720 Hudson Ave.
578-307
430-258

■
■
™
'
■'

40
■
3.0

(a era i
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"Torment"
PERSONAL
UBUCITY
AR-EXCELLENT
OSTIVELY
PUTS
PICTURE!
PEOPLE IN
IPEP/WOT
[lIBLICFAVOP
Vr//c for parf/ca/drs , oq jee
GENE WOOLVAY
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood Sfafion
Or,1n care of
Camera]
2nd. FLOor, 6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
HOLLVWQOD
PnOME +39 -869
@AL7^77.

BRUNO
Publicity Photos
Professional Photos
Casting Director Photos
6412 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
Telephone 431-929

Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954

Thimmeway Titles
the speedy, economical, error-free process
Paul D. Hugon, General Manager
H23 Lillian \Jay, Holly wood Holly 1696

Has

Cosmopolitan
Cast
Hollywood is cosmopolitan. Everyone knows that. But few realize
that every picture made there
brings together people from all
over the world.
As a typical — not an exceptional
or outstanding — instance the cast
of "Torment," which Maurice
Tourneur is making at United
Studios for First National release,
was questioned this week.
Mr. Tourneur was born in
France and spent the first 35 years
of his life there, with the exception
of a couple of years spent in
Africa and in a world tour with
Mine. Rejan.
Owen Moore, who has the male
lead, spent the first 17 years of his
life in Ireland. Bessie Love, who
has the leading feminine part, was
born and brought up in Texas.
Jean Harshlot lived in Copenhagen, Denmark, until he was thirty.
Joseph Kilgour was born in Canada and spent his early years in
England. Maude George, a cousin of Grace George, was born in
Riverside, Cal., and has lived her
entire theatrical career in Los Angeles— first at the old Burbank, in
stock, and since in pictures. George
Cooper was born in Newark, N. J.,
and Morgan Wallace in Santa
Barbara.
Film Star Was
Renowned As
Organist
Most of the stars of the screen
have had some experience on the
speaking stage either in the legitimate theatre or vaudeville; but
Wanda Hawley — as far as we
know — is the first organist to attain cinematic celebrity.
Originally Miss Hawley's ambition was to be a concert and opertic singer, but recurrent spells of
laryngitis diverted her to the
study of the pipe organ. As an
organist she attained considerable
repute in the Northwest, and later
went East where she played in one
of Brooklyn's most famous churches, and also gave concert solos at
the Rialto Theatre in New York
City. In fact, it was Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld, famous musician-exhibitor, who first suggested to her
that she enter the films.
A couple of years later the fruit
of Riesenfeld's suggestion was
visible in the electric - lights over
the Rialto Theatre in Times
Square where he played practically every
one of Incidentally
Miss Hawley's
stellar
pictures.
the
blonde star recently finished her
work in the leading feminine role
of Vitagraph's picturization of
"The Man From Brodney's."
"Strangers of the Night" a Louis
B. Mayer production which is at
the Alhambra this week is one of
Fred Niblo's matserpieces which
scored tremendously upon its recent
showing here. Prominent in the
cast are Enid Bennett, Mat Moore,
Barbara LaMarr and Robert McKim.

a O E T
RE
*3T
.TfTUTT
CAMERA!"
FOR SALE— Bell and Howell Camera, 170 shutter— late model, completely equipped. Bar879-555.
gain.—BLAINE WALKER, 914 South Olive.
FRENCH LESSONS— Succeeds with rviTvlm.lv.
lyvvood
Addr. ssBlvd.
Box 14. Camera Magazine, 6318 HolFOR SALE— Mitchell tripod in A-l condition at
bargain
Call G. M. 430-526 or 1248 Citrus
Ave.,price.
Hollywood.
EXPERT LABORATORY MAN in Hollywood
now employed as laboratory superintendent,
desires change of position. This man is fully
qualified through long years of experience to
handle any branch of the motion picture
photographic trade.
He is also an expert on trick camera and
illusionary work, stage lighting and selective
spectrum photography. He is nationally
knowntainand
is considered
an authority on cerbranches
of photography.
Experience comprises a college education,
specializing in chemistry and mechanical enby a ofpost
course in thegineering,
Pariscompleted
Academy
Fine graduate
Arts on
stage lighting, design and costume.
Following,ces ively as this
is ten man
years'andexperience
suclaboratory
camera man.
A steady position in a responsible organization where hard, conscientious work is appreciated, is d&sired. All correspondence will be
considered strictly confidential. Address
Box 33. care Camera!, 6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
BRANDBell & Howell
Camera Pallheimer IrisNEWfull equipment.
578-757.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal.
Telephone 659-42
TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-38
YOUR PHONOGRAPH
will reproduce
soft Mellow
Tone
Without inScratch
and
Surface Noises by using a
Deflexograph
an; Victrola
Phonograph or
Changeable Needles.
—Play
will after
not disturb.
hours
taches to needle
Deflexograph
at'
sound oscillations,
prevents
filters
ho,der>
surface scratch
noises
$ 1 0(1 M and
Gold Plate $1.50 W entering sound
Cut) f noises.
box. No metallic
Nickel(SeePlate....$1.00
VANTONE CO., Dept.
416
110 W. 15th St.
New York, N. Y.
Using

Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman," Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW I
1107 NORTH WESTERN AVE.
At Santa Monica Blvd.
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STATEMENT

100 Per Cent Titles
100 Per Cent Service
At the Right Price!
Dress up that next production
with artistic Hand Lettered
Titles made by IRVING W.
BUNZE.
If you want Perfect Symbolic
Art Backgrounds, let us make
them! Neil E. McQuire, formerly with Ince and Prizma,
does our art work.
For perfect black-and-white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with
samples.
Quality

Title &

Film

Company
1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850

FOR

PICTURES

PLAYS,

BOOKS, ORIGINALS
The
Hollywood Play Bureau
Emmett Corrigan, Mgr.

6404 Hollywood Boulevard
Near Cahuenga.

Hollywood, Cal.

Holly 7660

LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST
24, 1912
Of Camera! The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry, published weekly at Los Angeles,
Calif., for October 1, 1923.
State of California, County of Los Angeles — ss.
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and County aforesaid, personally appeared
S. W. Lawson, whofi having been duly sworn
according to law, deposes and says that he is
the publisher of Camera! The Digest of the
Motion Picture Industry, and thaf the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief,
a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation),
etc.. of the aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by the
Act
24. 1912,
'embodied printed
in section
Postalof August
Laws
Regulations,
on 443.
the
reverse
of thisandform,
to wit:
1. That
and addresses
publisher,the
editor, names
managing
editor, andof the
business
managers are:
Publisher — S. W. Lawson, Los Angeles, Calif.
Managing Editor — Fred W. Fox, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Business Manager — S. W. Lawson, Los Angeles, Calif.
2. That the owners are: (Give names and
addresses of individual ownersfl or, if a corgive its name owning
and the ornames
dres esporation,
of stockholders
holdingand1 adper
cent or more of the total amount of stock.)
S. W. Lawson. Los Angeles, California.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: (If there
are none, so state.)
None.
4. ingThat
the two
next above, givthe names
of theparagraphs
owners, stockholders,
and
security holders, if any, contain not only the
list of stockholders and security holders as they
appear
the books
of the companyor but
also,
in casesuponwhere
the stockholders
security
holder appears upon the books of the company
as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
teh name of the person or corporation for whom
such trustee is acting, is given; also that the
said two paragraphs contain statements emaffiant's full knowledge
and belief
to the bracing
circumstances
and conditions
underas
which stockholders and security holders who do
not appear upon the books of the company as
trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity
other than that of a bona fide owner; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any other
person, terest
association,
or corporation
indirect or indirect
in the has
saidanystock,
bonds, or other securities than as so stated by
him.
S. W. LAWSON,
Signature of Publisher.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 11th
day of October, 1923.
(Seal)
S. W. BUGBEE.
(My commission expires Nov. 17th, 1926.)

Mary Ruby
Ingenue
594-774

Donna Hale
Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

Phone, Day and Night: 430-530
DR. D. W. MacMILLAN. M. D
Honor graduate McGill University
Diseases of Women and Children, genito
urinary disorders
Hours: 2-5, 6-8
604 7 »4 Hollywood Blvd. at Gower St.

George Rizard
formerly Chas Ray'i n
Cameraman. At Liberty. ■
Hotel Woodward. 8701

The constantly increasing audience'
here attest to the supremacy of ow
programs. We are exerting ever)
boxing. to give you clean, snappy
effort

Hollywood Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave

LUNCH
PENALLES,

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave. 7560 Sunset Blvd.

INC.

City,
Culver

City
Culver

DISTINCTIVE
CINEMA ^.LEGITIMATE

Calif.
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BoC/wod 76D • SAMUEL C.SH1NE • 0X6 &»^«ut.
Gtneral Trucking and Hauling

Now
Gustatory
Genius
John's New Cafe
6382 Hollywood Blvd.

in Preparation:
I WANT

SOME

"The

REAL

Elk's Tooth"

PICTURES!

. . . productions from $50,000 to $100,000. release.
I can sell them outright. See me for a quick
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
Wilshire 4275 or Drexel 190C

Cnera!
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Question—

Your
and

Answer

its

QUESTION— "I have awful aches and pains in my back,
especially when I stoop to lift anything. Have had this trouble now
for a year, and with it have headaches, and feel dull and tired all
over.

Please tell me what you can do for me."

ANSWER — Evidently something is radically wrong with your
kidneys and you should lose no time in correcting it. The kidneys,
you know, are constantly filtering poisons from the blood. But weak
kidneys allow these poisons to accumulate. The effect is soon felt in
backache, rheumatic pains, headaches, dizziness and often bladder
trouble. You feel nervous and depressed, tired, stiff and achy. Don't
risk some serious kidney sickness, but have the cause of your present
condition corrected with Spinal Adjustments. Results are excellent
in cases like yours, because we are able to search out and correct the
causative condition. A thorough Spinal Analysis will reveal this
cause.
This department is conducted and edited to spread the knowledge of Chiropractic for the cause and correction of diseased conditions.
Residence Calls Day or Night.
Home Phone 598-222.
Bring all your health troubles to the only Chiropractor catering to the
Motion Picture Profession.

DR.

W.

SCIENTIFIC

I.

SCHUSTER

CHIROPRACTOR
(PALMER

AND

NERVE

SPECIALIST

GRADUATE)

Licensed in California
A health service right at your door
Save your time and strength by avoiding the downtown traffic
Office Hours:
203 Bogardus Building
10 to 12 and 2 to 5
Cor. Sunset and Western
Hollywood, California
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
6 to 8 P.M.
Telephone 436-724

WHERE

THE

SICK
ASK

ANY

GO
STAR

TO

GET

WELL
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An

Announcement

of

lative Importance
Independent

We

have

state

right

We

are

problem

been

to

the

Producer!

successful

productions

qualified

Super-

for

to handle

distributors
twelve

your

of

years.

distribution

!

Reginald

Warde,

with

offices in London,

Paris and

Berlin, will handle all foreign sales, and this assures speedy
and proper financial returns!
Stein & Bilchik, Certified Public Accountants,

and our

fiscal agents, will handle all accounts, statements and moneys
for the producer, assuring — no juggling!
We feel obligated for our own
you in business!
We

safety's sake to help keep

deserve your consideration !

MERRICK

&

COHEN

220 West 42nd Street
New York City

W.

G. THOMPSON,

840 South Olive Street

Manager

Los

-

Los Angeles, California

-

Angeles

Office

Camei
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Washington, D. C.

New York
UNO

AUTHENTIC
DETAILS
AND
PHOTOGRAPHS
OF

Phone

Phone

52220

54847

FOREIGN
INTERIORS AND EXTERIORS

OF EVERY
TION

I M C O RPO RAT 6 D
Established 1888

DESCRIP-

1001-1005 West Seventh Street
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Los Angeles
: : California
Permanent Waving
Hair Coloring Bleaching
Hair Dressing
Scalp-Facial Massage
Marcel Waving
Water Waving
Shampooing Manicuring

IN

Wigs

*
300-301

Phone 438-761
*
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

No Parking Restrictions

SMALL

of the new
Ladies Tailoring- Establishment
7066 Hollywood Boulevard

Is the BEST all around man
available
Here — for your work.
A CAMERAMAN
who is
fully proficient as laboratory expert and by long experience isqualified to act
as ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR and FILM EDITOR
Also
this man

By the famous
Eastern Expert
S. M. Wershow

PRODUCER!

the

Opening

i

Switches Transformations
Beards and Moustaches

We Are Makers of Everything Pertaining
to the Human Hair Industry

MR.
Announcing

Toupees
Wig Rental

is an expert at the

type of glass work and illusionary work which is so
necessary to keep down the
Heavy Overhead Expense.
Phone, write or wire NOW
Either to CAMERA, or Address
CAMERAMAN,

740^4 Lillian Way, Hollywood

Established 1918
A Film Magazine and a Film Newspaper in One
6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
: California
Volume VI
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YEARS

". . . that from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause
for which they gave their last full measure of devotion ; that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain; that this nation, under God, shall
have a new birth of freedom; and that government of the people, by the people,
for the people, shall not perish from the earth." — ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
On the eleventh hour ... of the eleventh day ... of the eleventh month, five years
ago, finis was written to the greatest holocaust this world has ever known. On that day came
the cessation of the terrific upheaval that had so unpretentiously begun four or five years previous in a quiet little city of Bosnia-Herzegovina when a visiting Austrian nobleman was
shot to death on the streets by a patriot of the oppressed country, igniting the smoldering
hatreds and jealousies of a score or more of Old World dynasties into a flame of fury and
rampant bloodshed that scorched the entire continent, eventually engulfing the world itself.
Not since the days of Caesar of Hannibal had there been seen such an array of military forces,
marching to conquest and defense. Soon the flower of European manhood was face to face
behind far-flung trenches in Flanders and Russia, and on the stretches of the seven seas. Highseas depredations began and continued unabated until the Lusitania sank to a watery grave,
I carrying with it hundreds of American citizens. This was the defy. Not long after the fortyeight states and their colonies had entered the conflict and the struggle became the war of
Right against Might.
Two million men answered the call. There were great parades, big celebrations as the
fighting forces embarked for foreign shores. The martial spirit was everywhere, it pervaded
the very atmosphere. Fine speeches were made. Appreciation of the warriors was evidenced
at all places. Many colorful promises were made of the reward that awaited these men when
they returned to the homeland. They were the nation's heroes, and El Dorado itself would
Ibe theirs when they returned after the victory. The Marne, St. Mihiel, the Argonne emblazoned the name of the American soldiers on historic annals. Loud and prolonged were the
praises and laudations. Through the weary months they fought for home and country, on the
| shell-swept, muddy battlefields of foreign lands. The Armistice came, peace had been won.
They returned to their native lands, only to find that they were ignored; to find the bursting
bubbles of war-time promises. Truly they had been betrayed; they kept faith but others did
not. 'Twas easy enough to treat them as heroes in the heroic years, the years when America
first entered the struggle, but how about now? We find them neglected, the wounded and
maimed that have come back. Public sentiment has not been with them. We have not been
faithful to them. They gave their manhood, their youth, their all, and what have we given
them in return. Only cynical glances and sarcastic comment that is heart-rending to say the
least. The least we could do would be to give them a helping hand, a word of good-cheer
and fraternity. ■ Surely we cannot deny them this on this memorable occasion. Yet we must
look further; they deserve their just rewar din whatever form it may be asked, as monetary
bonus or otherwise. Public opinion will decide this. Your opinion and that of your neighbor.
What shall it be?

S. W. LAWSON
Publisher and Manager
FRED W. FOX
Managing Editor
JOHN CORNYN
Advertising Director
GENE WOOLWAY
Studio Representative
PAULINE THOMPSON
Pulse Editor

Coming

Next
Week!
The editor talks to Jack
Dempsey, and gives you his
impressions of the man and
the fighter. Sidelights on
the personality and career
of the Colossus of Pugilism.
Watch for it! Order your
copy now!

"CAMERA!", The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry, issued on Saturday morning of each week, at 6318 Hollywood Boulevard in Los Angeles, California, Telephone 439-869. Entered as second-class matter, Aug. 11, 1918, at the Post
Office at Los Angeles, Calif., under Act of March 3rd, 1879. Published by S. W. Lawson Publishing Co., with executive
and editorial offices at 6318 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles. National advertising representatives H. H. Conger Co.,
New York, Chicago, San Francisco. SUBSCRIPTION RATES : $3.50 per year in Los Angeles County; $4.00 per year
in outside zone; $4.50 per year to Canada; $5.00 per year to foreign points. Address all communications to the company.
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California
Main at Eighth
'Slave of Desire'
ller
at 's
Ninth
MiMain

George Arliss
in
'Green Goddess"
Metropolitan
Sixth at II ill
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
in
"Stephen Steps Out"
Loew's
State
Seventh at Broadway
Constance inTalmadge"
"The Dangerous Maid"
Rialto
Broadway at Eighth
Pola inNegri
"Th e Spanish Dancer"
Criterion
Charles Chaplin's
"A Woman of Paris"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Harold Lloyd
in
"Why Worry"
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Anna Q. Nilsson
in
"Ponjola"
Hollywood
Hollywood Blvd. and Egyptian
MeCadden
"The
Covered
Wagon"
with Lois
Wilson
and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Claire Windsor
in
"The Acquittal"
Clune's
Broadway nearBroadway
Fifth
"The Isle of Vanishing Men"

This

Week's

"The Waning Sex," by Frederic
and Fanny Batton at the Egan
Theatre has proven one of the
most important theatrical events of
the new season.
"The Waning Sex" is along entirely different lines than anything
these talented playwrights have as
yet given to the American stage
and is a comedy of crisp dialogue
rather than spirited action. There
are times when the interchange
fairly crackles and the interest is
well sustained throughout.
Frank Egan has gone the limit
in providing a cast that would do
credit to Broadway including as it
does Edmund Lowe and Bertha
Mann, both names to conjure with.
The remainder of the cast is none
the less notable enlisting the services of Bessie Eyton, Hazel Lowry, Lilyan Tealman, Frederick
Truesde, Hugh Huntley, Max
Montesole, Brady Kline and Elwyn Eaton. The settings are excellent and Fred J. Butler has done
a good job in the staging of the
playAfter a record breaking run of
eighteen weeks in San Francisco
the musical comedy, "Topsy and
Eva," which had its inception in
the northern city, opens at the Majestic theatre this week with the
White Sisters featured.
Of course, the book of "Topsy
and Eva" was suggested by the
famous
"Uncle Tom's
Cabin" andstory
the ofadaptation
for stage
purposes was done by Catherine
Chisholm Cushing. It is said to
be the first time the Harriet Beecher Stowe story has ever been put
into a musical play.
In the title roles will be seen the
White Sisters who were here last
year in the Fred Stone show, "TipTop" and were the feature hit of
that splendid production.
In ists
support
the youthful
Producer of
Thomas
Wilkes arthas
gathered together a company of
sixty that includes several names
high in theatrical circles and a
chorus of California girls that
would make Flo Ziegfeld turn
green with envy.
This week at the Hillstreet theatre marks the first appearance in
vaudeville of the famous screen
comedian Clyde Cook, possessor of
the celebrated Jelly Legs.
Another feature on the bill is Los
Angeles' favorite team George
Whiting and Sadie Burt, with an
entirely new outlay of songs and
fun.
Bothwell Browne and his Peacock Revue are also on the bill.
The Dixie Four, a quartette of
colored entertainers whose dancing
and singing is what is usually
called "a riot" everywhere are also
present.

Theatre

Notes

The Lime Trio are comedy acrobats who have gained an enviable
reputation.
the vaudeville will beCompleting
Willie Schenck
and
Miss Margarite in "A Eurepean
The feature photoplay will be
Surprise."
Herbert Rawlinson in "The Clean

Morosco
744 South Broadway
"Spite Corner"
Mason
127 South Broadway
'The Perfect Fool"

"The Dangerous Maid" which is
Pico and Figueroa
showing at Loew's State Theatre
is entirely different from any photoplay Constance Talmadge has Egans Edmond Lowe
ever made in that it gives her her
in
first big opportunity for straight
dramatic work.
"The Waning Sex"
Up."
Constance
Talmadge has the
role of a madcap little rebel who
320 South Main
dons a cavalier's sword and cos- Hippodrome
and engages in Ina thrilling
seriestumeof adventures.
the cast are
Mrs. Rudolph Valentino
Conway Tearle, Morgan Wallace,
in
Tully Marshall, Marjorie Daw,
"The Woman in Chains"
Charles Gerrard, Lou Morrison,
Otto Mathiesen, Kenneth Gibson,
Ann May, Kate Price, and many
others of note.
630 South Broadway
This production was directed by Orpheum
Victor Heerman and is released as
a First National picture.
Vaudeville
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., makes
his bow as a screen star this week
at Grauman's Metropolitan Theatre, in his first picture, "Stephen
The Out."
picture is an adaptation of
Steps
Richard Harding Davis' famous
story, "The Grand Cross of the
Crescent," which is a wholesome,
adventurous story of American
Boyhood, with drama, humor,
pathos and a seasoning dash of
melodrama. Theodore Roberts
plays a featured role and Noah
Beery, Harry Myers, Frank Curnoted character talentrier,are andinother
support.
The musical attractions includes
U. S. C.'s popular "Eleven Trojans" the college orchestra who appear in football regalia and
promise to bring musical fame to
their alma mater; the singing Dennis Sisters, Herman Heller and the
Metropolitan Orchestra and Henry
Murtagh at the Wurlitzer.

Pantages
HiU at Seventh
Finis Foxss
"The Man Between"
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Herbert Rawlinson
"The Cleanup'
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy

845 South Broadway
Majestic
.Marjorie and Thelma Whit

This will positively be the last
week of Harold Lloyd at Grauman's Million Dollar theatre, for a
"Topsy & Eva'
contract signed by Sid Grauman
and Mary Pickford sets the date
Broadway
for
"Ro- Tally's
833 South Broadway
sita"thethelatter's
week production
following of
starting
Lee Perry
November 19th. On that date Harold Lloyd's "Why Worry?" is
in
scheduled
movewhoto missed
Grauman's
Rialto
for tothose
this
"Monna Vanna"
comedy
is acclaimed
Lloyd's
biggest which
and funniest
production.
Symphony
It is the story of a rich youth
Broadway near Sixth
who imagines he has many ills, but
Irene Rich
forgets them all when he is hurlc 1
in
into the midst of a South American
revolution. Dainty Jobvna Ralston
"The Dangerous Trail"
and huge John Aasen, a nine foot
giant, aid Lloyd in his fun-making.
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Jrhe boys who saw the major offensives on
J French battle line seldom have much to say
diut them and it is probable that only a few
dKenneth
Gibson's
intimate
friendshe know
it as a part
of themostThird
Division
was
3the Chateau Thierry, San Mihiel and ArInne drives.
Once in a while, however, young Gibson
ins up and tells some of the very interesting
'.Jventures that he had abroad during the
jjrld War.
[ft was because of one of these adventures
at he is the possessor of the unique and symIjic picture shown on this page,
ft was during the onslaught at Chateau
jiierry that Gibson, who was a lieutenant,
Is
an outpost
to "observe
fire" —
as stationed
ordered toat cross
the Marne
to determine
the Germans or the Americans occupied a
}-tain small village. The American artillery,
I seems, could not fire on this village until
ty'reached
were certain
that their own troops had
It
it.
(Lieutenant Dolan and Gibson crossed the
lame on a bridge which the French had
town across earlier in the day. It was made
j wooden house-doors nailed together, that had
en taken from the peasant cottages near the
jore. At each step of the way, the doors sank
|wn knee-deep in the water,
lit was just growing dark as they reached the
per side. Here the young men found a French
geant, and between they they made him unrstand what information they wanted.
This man was almost crazed by the fact that
t of two hundred and fifty of his regiment
at had met the Germans that morning, there
re only fourteen alive, and these were busy
ing to separate the wounded from the dead.
He took the two Americans through >a shell
irned wheat-field filled with barbed-wire enInglements to the stone bowl of a large founin and seated cross-legged inside this founin base they found five French officers.
Kenneth says that during the entire war he
ver again saw such despair as was depicted
i their faces. From them they obtained the
formation that the Germans not only ocipied the town but that they also held the
dge just beyond where they were seated. As
ough to verify the information the German
achine guns began raking the wheatfield and
e river beyond.

The

The two Americans knowing that they must
return with this information, started back only
to find that a few well placed shells had carried away the temporary bridge. There was
nothing to do but swim the stream.
This they did under fire but fortunately
reached the other side in safety.
One day Gibson's mother heard this story
from
Kenneth's
uponstudying
going
from Paris
wherepalsherandson insisted
had been
at Sorbornne university, to the place where he
had been in this great danger.
On the way out they stopped at Rheims for
luncheon and of course made a pilgrimage to
the ruined Cathedral. While standing in front
of the shell shattered doors, they came nearer
and nearer to the pedestal on which the statue
of Jeanne U'Arc had stood for many years.
As yet it had not been replaced, having been
carried away for safety during the bombardment of the Cathedral.
"Jump up there, son, and I'll take your picMrs. Gibson always smiles when she tells
the rest of this story.
ture."
"Kenneth rather prides himself on his poise,"
she says, "but as we came nearer and nearer
to our destination he began to grow more and
more
excited."just as we were passing a given
"Finally,
point he said: 'Here it is, mother!'
"The driver pulled up beside the river. Kenneth suddenly stood up in the car. His breath
came sharp. Then for a moment he looked
somewhat bewildered.
" 'Yes, this is the place, mother, this is the
place,' came
he reiterated,
and then involuntarily the
words
:
"'Why, how narrow it is!'
"Even though my heart almost stopped beating at the thought of that terrible journey back
across the Marne under the fire of German
guns, I could not help smiling a little," said
Mrs. Gibson,
Kenneth,
fession he had "as
made,
said: realizing the con" 'I don't care if it is narrow, mother. On
that night it seemed as wide as the Atlantic
When they had returned to Paris and the
pictures
were developed, what was their surOcean.'prise to"find
this wonderful symbolical picture.
The cocky American soldier, smiling victoriously on the top of the historic pedestal,

Universal

Hayden Stevenson, playing the whimsical,
uman role of the prizefight manager in "The
jeather Pushers," a part that has endeared him
i fans throughout the world, and who re:ntly played a principal role in King Baggot's
11 star production of "Blackmail" for Uniersal, was a stock company leading man be)re he went into pictures. His total experince as an actor covers nearly twenty years.
It is an interesting feature of Stevenson's
'ork that although he plays this likable role in
The Leather Pushers" to perfection, he can
lay a "heavy" equally well. He has such a
|ole in "Blackmail."
j Stock companies in forty chief American
ities featured him as a leading man. He was
n the road for two years with Lionel Barry,iore in "The Copperhead." His acting before
ieeteran.
camera bears the unmistakable stamp of a
A feeling of good cheer prevades Universal
-ity. Two of its famous ones, tied to their beds

Megaphone

with accident or illness, are reported rapidly
recovering.
They are Reginald Denny, star of "The
Leather Pushers" and "The Spice of Life," who
was seriously injured in an automobile accident three weeks ago, and Edward Sedgwick,
director of Hoot Gibson, who started a picture called "Courtin' Calamity" and went to
the hospital with a case of poisoning from
dental trouble.
Denny will be in bed for several weeks but
Sedgwick is reported improving so rapidly that
he probably will be at work within a few days.
"That Kid From Madrid — Michigan," the
newest of "The Leather Pushers," starring
Billy Sullivan, has been completed at Universal
City by Edward Laemmle. The prize ring
classics have been one of the series of box office attractions in screen history. Billy Sullivan, a former champion himself and related
to the famous Sullivan, takes the place of
Reginald Denny, who has been raised to big

Page 5

while at the base was a worn and wounded
poilu, whose whole attitude expressed a longing for rest.
This picture is symbolic of the American and
French armies at that time.
Then Mr. Gibson had no thought of becoming an actor in moving pictures as he was
studying for a diplomatic career. But he often
says, with a sly smile, that both the army training and the diplomatic instruction he received
has peculiarly fitted him for his present occupation.
Kenneth will soon be seen with Norma Talmadge in "Ashes of Vengeance," and he is at
present one of the all-star cast under the direction of Mr. Hobart Henley which is filming
Booth moil,"
Tarkington's
famous book, "The Turat Universal City.

By Arthur

q. Herman

feature rank in 'T'he Spice of Life" and other
pictures.
Clarence L. Brown, director of "The Acquittal," the all star Universal-Super-Jewel
production which has received excellent reviews as a mystery melodrama, is deep in the
primitive wilds around Fort Bragg, California,
filming scenes for "The Signal Tower," a Jewel
picturization of Wadsworth Camp's story.
Virginia Valli is the star of "The Signal
Tower" and the supporting cast includes Rockcliffe Fellows, Wallace Beery, J. Farrell McDonald and other players of note. James O.
Spearing prepared the scenario under Bernard
McDonald's supervision.
Perley Poore Sheehan, the novelist, who has
just completed directing his own story, "Innocent" at Universal City, is at work on one of
his novels, which may also be seen shortly as
(Continued on Page 20)
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Flashes

San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 5th, 1923.
Charlie Chaplin spent the week-end in San
Francisco, coming north to be among those
present at the opening of the racing season at
the new Tanforan Track, last Saturday.
Buster Keaton, famous comedian, arrived in
San Francisco last Saturday to attend the
world's premier of his latest picture, "Hospitality," at the Warfield Theatre, and also to buy
a ship, and make arrangements for the filming
here of part of his next picture. Immediately
upon the arrival the Keaton party, composed
of Lou Anger, business manager; Jack Blystone, director, and Jean Haves, Clyde Bruckman and Joseph Mitchell, scenarists, they left
for the Oakland estuary, where it is planned
to look
over intheview
"graveyard
of dead the
ships"biggest
with
the
object
of purchasing
one for the next Keaton picture. According
to the present plans considerable of the picture will be shot here in the bay, and filming
will start at an early date. Besides the regular
company which will be brought from the south
local extra people will be used.
Dr. Orlando E. Miller, head of the Rellimeo
Films, went to Hollywood on Friday to see the
first showing of "The Yellow Stigma," the latest picture made by the organization, with an
all-star cast under the direction of Colin Campbell. While in the South Dr. Miller was also
guest of honor at a big dinner given in his
honor Saturday night by Gordon and Grace
Michie, business manager and scenarist of the
company.
The recently organized Mandarin Photoplays
of this city will begin production on their first

William Russel and Harry Morrison, both of
western
pictureandfame,
are enjoying
holiday here,
attending
the racesa week's
at the
new Tanforan Track.
The Fisher Productions have moved their
San Francisco offices from the Commercial National Building to the Russ Building, also on
Montgomery Street.
The Gerson Pictures Corporation have just
begun work on the fourth picture of their series
of six-reelers, starring Ora Carew. The new
picture is from the pen of Tom Gibson, who
also directs it, and is a mining story. The
whole company will leave on Wednesday for
an abandoned mine in the mountains back on
La Honda, where they will be on location for
some time. The company supporting Miss
Carew includes Jay Morley as leading man,
Hal Stephens, Ted Oliver, Helen Howell, Eddie O'Brien, Fernando Galvez, and others.
David M. Chapman, until recently business
manager of the Fisher Productions, has severed
his connection with that organization, and recently returned from a trip to the East. He
expects at an early date to go to Hollywood
to begin the filming of some comedies of his
own, backed by Eastern capital.
An interesting flotilla set sail from here a
few days ago with the departure of the seven
ships bought here at a cost of $45,000.00 for
the Frank Lloyd Productions next picture "Black
Hawk."
Perhaps no stranger outfit ever set

Arthur Howard Productions
Present
"SOME MAN"
Directed by Wm. Bertram
z z z
Photographed by Paul Allen
CAST:
Jack Perrin
James Farley
Ruth Hill
Bert Howard
William v^arroi
Carrol

U*3>our
Sou

o

the

Halperin Productions
at the Hollywood Studio
Present
"SOUVENIR"
Directed by Victor Hugo Halperin
Photographed by Alvin Wyckoff
Story by Victor Hugo Halperin
CAST:
Sonia
Agnes Ayres
Count Michael
Percy Marmont
Helen
Kathlyn Williams
Dr. Luke
Robert McKim
Toomer
George Siegmann
Yussoff
John George
Samoff
Leo White
Peter
Otto Lederer
Ferdova
Rosa Rosanova
Alexis
William Orlamond
Fania
Ynez Seabury
Century
Comedies
Present
"THE TOURISTS"
Directed by Noel Smith
Photographed by Harry Forbes
Story by Noel Smith
CAST:
Sweet
Vernon Dent
Hackett
Tad
i muni uacKc,
* Ros

living

need

£

is

in

kerr

By agnes

picture,
China,"
within
ten entirely
days. Theby
enterprise"Young
is being
backed
almost
Chinese capital.

Casts
Renaud Hoffman Productions
at the Hollywood Studio
Present
"MAUD MULLER"
Directed by Renaud Hoffman
Photographed by Jack MacKenzie
From the Poem by John Greenleaf Whittier
CAST:
Maud Muller
Marjorie Daw
The Judge
Lewis Dayton
Judge's Wife
Clarissa Selwynne
Maud's husband
Bruce Gordon
Judge's mother
Madame D'Aumery
Maud's son
Cammilla Johnson
Maud's daughter Mary Frances McLean
Maud's father
William DuVal

Frisco

sail on the Pacific, for there were seven shi|
of all sorts and kinds towed by a torpedo d
stroyer. Besides their own equipment the boa
carried full crews and cargoes of ropes, li
boats, sails, winches, and all sorts of seaing supplies. The destroyer also carried
cook, and a fully equipped galley where all tl
food was cooked and hauled out via cables
the other ships like a large sea going caf
teria. Most of the picture will be filmed som
where in southern waters, with some locati< 1
work near Burlingame.
Ora Carew, star of the Gerson Pictures h;
just returned from a little visit in Hollywoi
between pictures.
Herman Luftin, president of the Golden Ga
Films went to Los Angeles on Thursday ni|
The company are making their plans to
production in a southern studio almost at
Frank Burt and Earl Sibley, heads of
Exhibitors Exchange, have completed a wor
ing agreement with a casting bureau of Holl
wood, to co-operate with them in the furnis
ing of all extras, and people for bits for
visiting companies working in San Francis
They are also prepared to furnish any and
supplies needed by outfits here on location.
Wayne Mack will begin production of a
ture about the middle of November. It
be a six reel comedy-drama, with an all-i
cast
and be
a working
titlenear
of "Jimsy."
The
ture will
shot in and
San Francisco.
Fatty Arbuckle was a week-end guest in Ss,
Francisco.

Week
Ryan Bros.
Productions
Present
"THE WOLF MAN"
Directed by George Chesebro
Photographed by Selander
ContinuitvCAST:
bv Ben Cohen
Dick Bannister
George Cheseb
Edith Ford
Marguerite Claytc
Dr. Eugene Mindel
Ray Hanfo:
Maxwell Ford
Jack CosgraDevereux
Roy Watst
Bill Glennen
Tommy Ry:
Pop Hadley
Frank Cla
Jacques
Milburn Moran
Bruce Barton
John McLaughl
Louis B. Mayer
Present Productions
"CAPE COD FOLKS"
Directed by Reginald Barker
Photographed by Percy Hilburn
Story byCAST:
J. G. Hawks
Frank Keenan
Eddie Philli
Renee Adoree
John Standii
Robert Frazer
Vic Pol
Barbara Bedford
Margaret Sedd<
jJoseph
— -r—Dowling
o
*
Billy —Eugei

motion
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V.
Armistice
THE

RENDEZVOUS

I ave a rendezvous with Death
; some disputed barricade;
lien Spring comes back with rustling shade
/d apple blossoms fill the air —
] ave a rendezvous with Death
lien Spring brings back blue days and fair.
]nay be he shall take my hand
Ad lead me into his dark land,
Jd close my eyes and quench my breath —
]may be I shall pass him still.
) ave a rendezvous with Death
l some scarred slope of battered hill,
'ien
comes 'round
this year
. d theSpring
first meadow
flowersagain
appear.
||d
knowson 'twere
to bedown,
deep
] lowed
silk andbetter
scented
here Love throbs out in blissful sleep,
!lse nigh to pulse, and breath to breath,
here hushed awakenings are dear —
t I've a rendezvous with Death,
midnight in some flaming town,
hen Spring trips north again this year,
id I to my pledged word am true,
ihall not fail that rendezvous.
— Alan Seeger.
r thee their pilgrim swords were tried,
Thy flaming word was in their scrips,
hey battled, they endured, they died
To make a new Apocalypse,
aster and Maker. God of Right,
\The soldier dead are at thy gate,
\ho kept the spears of honor bright
[And freedomzs house inviolate.
— John Drinkwater.
COMRADES
Comrades, pour the wine tonight,
For the parting is with dawn!
Oh, the clink of cups together,
With the daylight coming on!
Greet the morn
With a double horn,
When strong men drink together!
Comrades, gird your swords tonight,
For the battle is with dawn!
Oh, the clash of shields together,
With the triumph coming on!
Greet the foe
And lay hi mlow,
When strong men fight together!
Comrades, watch the tides tonight,
For the sailing is with dawn!
Oh, to face the spray together,
With the tempest coming on!
Greet the sea
With a shout of glee,
When strong men roam together!
Comrades, give a cheer tonight,
For the dying is with dawn!
Oh, to meet the stars together,
With the silence coming on!
Greet the end
As a friend, a friend,
When strong men die together!
— Richard Hovey.
~ht
set theirandHearts
urnsWorldly
Ashes —Hope
or itmen
prospers;
anon, upon
■ike Snow upon the Desert's dusty Face,
•tghting a little hour or two — is gone.
— Omar Khayam.

Day

Verse

IN FLANDER'S FIELDS
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved, and were loved, and we lie
In Flanders fields.
Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch ; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.
Lieutenant John McCrae.
ELEGIACS
Low flowing breezes are roaming the broad valley dimm'd in the gloaming:
Thro'
the black-stemm'd pines only the far river
shines.
Creeping thro' blossomy rushes and bowers of
rose-blowing bushes,
Down by the poplar tall rivulets babble and fall.
Barketh the shepherd-dog cheerily; the grasshopper carolleth clearly;
Deeply the turtle coos; shrilly the owlet halloos;
Winds creep; dews fall chilly; in her first sleep
earth breathes stilly:
Over the pools in the burn watergnats murmur
and mourn.
Sadly the far kine loweth ; the glimmering water
outfloweth :
Twin peaks shadowed with pine slope to the
dark hyaline.
Lowthroned Hesper is stayed between the two
peaks; but the Naiad
Throbbing in mild unrest holds him beneath in
her breast.
— Tennyson.
Yet Ah, that Spring should vanish with the
Rose!
That
close/Youth's sweet-scented manuscript should
The Nightingale that in the branches sang,
Ah whence, and whither flown again, who
knows!
— Omar Khayam.
For you our dead, beyond the sea,
Who gave your lives to hold us free,
By us, who keep your memory,
What can be said?
We cannot sing your praises right,
Lost heroes of the endless fight;
Whose souls into the lonely night,
Too soon have fled.
We can but honor, cherish, bless,
Your sacred names; no words express
The measure of our thankfulness,
To you, our dead.
— Sidney Low.
Come, fill the cup, and in the fire of Spring
Your Winter-garment of Repentance fling:
The Bird of Time has but a little way
To flutter— and the Bird is on the Wing.
— Omar Khayam.

The war is not over. Even if it was, we
could not forget it.
The war brought out all the most beautiful
traits of civilized humanity. We cannot forget that.
The war let loose the vilest passions of which
man is capable. We should not forget that.
If the Nations remembered more about war,
the fantastic tricks of well meaning, but incompetent politicians, would not be approved or
applauded.
If the people did not want war they would
insist upon their competent statesmen preventing war.
A Nation is never so enthusiastic as it is
when it is going to war.
We are told that the great war was a Capitalist War. At the close of 1918 there were
more
fore. millionaires in the world than ever beMore viduals
Nations
millionaires.in bankruptcy, — More indiIt is also well to remember that the people
in some cities wrecked the Embassys of the
Countries they were going to fight, even before the paid fighting men started work.
While some of the Nations have begun to
pay their debts, others have kept on fighting,
and others are spending all their energy and
money in preparing for another war.
Abraham Lincoln, when accounting for the
Civil War, said: "Both parties deprecated war,
but one of them would make war rather than
let the Nation survive, and the other would
accept war rather than let it perish. And the
warA came."
great and comprehensive statement that
accounts for many wars.
Is a thing as ruthless and terrible as war,
essential to the World's development?
"Why do the heather rage, and the people
imagine a vain thing?"
question of the illustrious Psalmpoetic
The
ist is still
unanswered.
We know that heathens, and Christians, do
rage, and that people do imagine vain things.
We also know that there is a great patriotism, a noble heroism, a loving service, and a
spirit ofvealedgreat
that is never reexcept byrighteousness,
war.
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Jack Taylor, Canadian heavyweight wrestler
defeated Vladek Zbyszko of New York at Winnipeg in a recent match. Zbyszko suffered an
injured knee.
Harry Morrissey, old-time starter, has been
signed by Dick Ferris to act as starter at the
new Culver City horse race track which is
slated to open up Christmas. Nags from Tanforan and other speed points will be present.
Horse race interest is centered largely around
Belmont Park, Latonia, Tijuana, Tanforan and
Churchill Downs, and the new Culver City
track will practically complete the circle of
pony bases throughout the country.
Bert Co lima, Coast middleweight champ, and
Jimmy Delaney, light heavyweight from St.
Paul, will mix at Jack Doyle's I' ernon arena
Tuesday night. This ought to be a very interesting match as both these boys are topnotch in their respective classes.
Jack Renault, the Canadian heavyweight boxer who recently knocked out Floyd Johnson at
New York is being mentioned for either a Harry
Wills, Tommy Gibbons, or Luis Angel Firpo
bout next. The rating tangle will be straightened out somewhat by the coming tight between
Georges Carpentier of France and Tommy Gibbons, and then the battlers propose to get down
to business and eliminate the duds, with the
possibility of sending the victor against Jack
Dempsey in the near future. The champ will
probably ask a million or so for such an elimination bout. It is certain it would bring tremendous crowds.

K. O. Bobby Dyson, popular New Bedford,
Mass., boy who fought Dandy Dick Griffin at
Hollywood Stadium several times, is returning
to the Coast after visiting his home. These
two boys compose one of the most popular
Punching personnel in pugilictic circles here at
this esttime
and whenever they're matched interruns high.

A date has been set for the wrestling match
between Walter Miller of the Los Angeles Athletic Club, and Taro Miyake, the jiu-jitsu expert. The catch-as-catch-can struggle will
held November 15th and is expected to draw bea
good crowd.

An interesting athletic group snapped during the recent mat struggle at Long Beach be
tween Jim Londos, Greek heavyweight wrestler, and George D. Kotsonaros, contender for th.
crown. The match went to a draw. From left to right they are: Jim Londos, Jack Dempsey]
world's champion heavyweight pugilist, "Bull" Montana, of picture fame, George D. Kotson
aros,films.
Lou Darro, wrestling manager and promoter,
the
, and (kneeling) "Chuck" Reisner, also
Reports emanating from Indiana are to the
effect Notre Dame University is willing to take
on any representative California football team
provided the clash will be of real importance,
and destined to draw a good crowd. In other
words, Knute Reckne wants to be sure that before he sends his boys out here that they're
going up against some first-class players, in an
event something like the Pasadena Tournament
of
on New hasYear's
He argues
that
his Roses
aggregation
madeDay.
a record
in eastern
football circles that doesn't warrant them coming out here and taking on some prep school.
That sounds reasonable, yet there ought to be
some school here that can mingle with the
Hoosiers.

PUBLIC
Editor "Camera !"
In only 24 issues, starting May 26th and to
November 3rd, you state (in the Pulse of The
Stud ios) that "The Boomerang,'' at the Maver
Studio, is preparing. How very interesting;
same old yarn for past 2+ weeks. Try something new and more reliable.
Disgusted Reader.

EDITOR'S NOTE— Behold, once again the
more the
annonymous pen flourishes.' Once
ravings of the disguised quill come to our desk;
tinged with a touch of smart-elecness that is
amusing. It is evidently written by some member of the fair sex, to judge by the handwriting. If our correspondent had spent half as

Welker Cochran of Hollywood will pit
Willie
lloppe for the at
world's
18-2 balk-line
Hard championship
Chicago
next momb\
These two recently tied in a series of sensation
plays at the New York games, lloppe winni\
■/ and losing 1 ; Cochran doing the same.
Jess Willard, former heavyweight champ, hi
bought a $+0,000 home near Glendale. He hi
sold his spacious home on Crenshaw Bouleva
in this city. With James J. Jeffries living I
Burbank, with Willard at Glendale, and wif
Dempsey here this region will, without a doul,
be
recognized as the foremost center of fid
homes.

OPINION

much time communicating with Mr. Mayer's
Production office to verify our statement as
she spent inscribing this phoney note, she would
have secured far greater satisfaction. For her
information we wish to state here that the
Louis B. Mayer production of "The Boomerang" is still in preparation, and verification
of this can be obtained from his offices. This
picture has been held in abeyance for some
time, due to the fact Mr. Mayer most graciously consented to loan Victor Schertzinger, who
will direct it, to another company for a production or two, and just as soon as Mr. Schertzinger has completed his work there actual
filming of "The Boomerang" will begin. Evidently Mr. Mayer desires that this task be

performed by Schertzinger, else he certain!
would not have delayed production for til
period of time he has. Furthermore we b\
lieve it isn't the place of our anonymous CO
respondent our ourselves to advise any pr (
ducer as to when and where he shall malt
his pictures. "Camera!" is always delighted
receive letters and will publish as many as fo *
sible. The accompanying missive will evident'
that we publish them whether they're compi
mentary or not, for we make no discrimination
believing that everyone is entitled to expre.'
their own sentiments... One thing we do ask i1
the name of courtesy, however, is that you malyourselves known and refrain from appendtn.
meaningless signatures to your letters.
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ACTORS
EMILLE

SIGNS

SUED
BIG

WITH
The signing of a new agreement
ihveen the Famous Players-Lasky
(irporation and Cecil B. DeMille
(Bering "all future products" of
i producer of "The Ten Comijndments"
and other
trii phs and calling
for screen
his active
umption of his executive duties
: director-general of the comporat«i has been announced by Adolph
:;ker, president, and Jesse L.
jsky, first vice-president in charge
■ production.
I'No period of time is mentioned
I the new agreement," said Mr.
jsky as he left on his annual Fall
h to the New York home offices
[the organization, "yet never was
agreement entered into with a
ire definite understanding. The
fct that this agreement is not reacted to time indicates as nothing
le could, the great mutual respect
jd regard existing between Mr.
ker, Mr. DeMille and myself.
j"All future products of Mr. Deille will be made for this organiItion, thereby assuring a continufon far into the future of our asfciation
in the making of Parabunt
Pictures.
f'Mr. productions
DeMille willof continue
ake
the sameto
andard as he has made in the
i 1st. The first of these to be made
ider the new agreement will be
'riumph,' on which he will start
:>rk immediately after the retening of our studios following
t!
shut-down period recently anunced.
"In addition to continuing the
roduction of his own pictures, Mr.
jeMille will resume the executive
pties of director-general of which
f asked that he be relieved three
^ars ago to permit him to give all
s time to his own productions.
At that time the corporation insted that he retain the title of dictor-general even though he was
lieved of the active duties attendit upon that position. This title
! has retained, and I am happy
lat once again he is to actively
ke over that position and be as>ciated with me in supervising
roduction.
» "During my association with Mr.
eMille there has grown a strong
ersonal friendship quite aside

NOVEMBER

BY

CONTRACT

FAMOUS

PLAYERS

from my admiration and high regard for his capabilities. Mr. DeMille and I started our motion picture business careers together, and
I feel we will be together until we
bring those careers to a close."
DE MILLE SAYS:
"Years of close personal and
business friendship between Mr.
Adolph Zukor, Mr. Jesse L. Lasky
and myself have brought unbreakable ties which we are now perpetuating in a new contract which
leaves out the question of time.
That my two friends and associates should have seen fit to contract for all my future film productions without any limitations of
years, months
consummationand
towards days
which iswea have
been working for many years. Under it I will be able to proceed
with plans not merely one or two
years ahead but a decade in the
future, if I so desire. It can be
seen that this permits planning
productions with unusual care and
attention to details. It will permit me to make pictures above and
beyond even the standard I have
always tried to adhere to in the
"As Director-General, sharing
past.
with Mr. Lasky the executive headship of the Lasky Studio, I will resume active duties which I laid
down three years ago. With Mr.
Zukor and Mr. Lasky, I intend to
work hand in hand to perpetuate
for all Paramount pictures, including my own products, the
values that can accrue from such
a long-continued combination of
personal and business friendship.
It has been in years past a matter
of pride to us that as the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation has advanced so have we three progressed, hand in hand, our interests
united, and it is deeply gratifying
to me personally that our new
agreement continues thit condition
for all time. And I am very happy
that the offices at the Lasky Studio,
which haye been my business home
for so many years, will remain the
seat of all my future film endeavors."
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BOOKING
Writer
Royal

Claims
Lineage

A number of stars of the stage
and screen are descendants of titled
personages or have themselves
achieved this distinction but Winifred Dunn is the only scenario
writer in filmdom who can point
to a royal ancestor. One of her
forefathers was King Malcolm of
Scotland who was assassinated at
Glamis in 1034 and who was succeeded by King Duncan — the same
Duncan who appears in Shakespeare's "Macbeth," and who was
murdered by him. Another interesting ancestor was Lord John Russell, one of Britain's Chief Justices;
and Sir Johnston Forbes Robertson,latedtheto her.
famousHer actor,
alsoGeo.
refather iswas
Malcolm Dunn, an English barrister, who served as secretary to
Gladstone and Labouchere, famous
British statesmen.
In view of this background, it is
an interesting fact that not one of
the hundred or more original
stories and adaptations which
Miss Dunn has written for the
screen has been laid in England.
At the present time Winifred Dunn
is scenario editor for Metro, and is
now in the East collaborating with
J. Hartley Manners, the author,
and Laurette Taylor, the star, of
"Happiness."

AGENCY!
Commissions
Alleged

Due

Suit has been entered in the
court of Judge John J. Fleming by
Robertson & Webb, motion picture
booking agency, now known as
Clifford Robertson, Inc., against a
group of motion picture actors including Jack Mulhall, Adolphe
Menjou, Elliott Dexter, House Peters and King Baggot, for commissions covering past services. The
defendants, through their attorney,
Phil Cohen, aver that no services
were rendered by the complainant,
and
same. that they are ready to contest
The first hearing has been set
for January 28th. Great interest
has been manifested in the proceedings as there have been several recent misunderstandings between film people and booking
agencies, and this particular case,
because of the folk involved, is expected to throw some light on the
dilemma when it comes up for consideration.
Shaw

May

Film

Shaw

George Bernard Shaw is to be
made an immortal of the screen.
And Harold Shaw may be called
upon to put the works of the emiINSURES FOR $200,000
nent British author on the celluloid coil.
Hal Roach has taken out a life
Harold Shaw, while abroad,
insurance policy of $200,000, mak- worked for several years for an
English motion picture syndicate
ing thezationcomedy
organiof which heproducing
is the head,
the that
now is planning an elaborate
beneficiary. He started motion series of George Bernard Shaw
picture production a few years ago photoplays, adapted from his stage
making one-reel comedies with successes, and the noted director
Harold Lloyd. Now he has one has been offered the chance to
of the largest studios in the indus- supervise the productions. And, altry devoted exclusively to comedies,
though he is no relation of the
with seven units going steadily.
Britisher, the American Shaw says
he is likely to accept the post of
directing the Shavian pictures.
Somebeen
of George
Bernard'sbutplays
"What good is a vacation be- have
filmed before,
the
tween pictures," plaintively asks new series would be done in collaboration
with
the
author
himself
Lloyd
spend itHamilton,
working on"iftheonenexthasstoryto and, therefore, would be more
truly representative of the famous
instead of gointj hunting?"
"Or going to the dentist," wails writer's ideas.
Shaw recently concluded
Ruth Hiatt, leading woman, "in- a Harold
feature contract with Metro and
stead
of
shopping?"
"Or having tonsilitis and losing has declined to accept other offers
gulps Frank Yaca- here until he has decided whether
nine
nelli, pounds,"
comedian, "instead of going or not he will return to England.
to Tia Juana!"
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TAKES
ISSUE WITH
EDITOR
Wallace Worsley takes decided as a picture has ever had.
and absolute issue with William
"He doesn't seem to realize that
Allen White, when the Emporia
the screen is telling American hissage, in an editorial declared that
tory to millions of Americans that
the movies "attract as habitues it has become one of the, if not the
only cripplewits, lamebrains and most substantial factor in world
education. If Mr. White would
halt heads."
"I guess Mr. White has been drop into any Los Angeles theatre
sticking too close to his own home at any time and make a check of
town to know what is going on," the audience he would find that tt
said Worsley, whose picture, "The would assay very high in the most
Hunchback of Notre Dame," is successful and brainiest type of
now enjoying as great a prestige men and women in American life."
TOURNEUR

FINISHING

"Jealousbeginning
Husbands,"theto middle
be shownof
publicly
this month, marks Maurice Tourneur's rivalfiftieth
picture since
arin this country
from his
France
in 1914.
Before that, he had directed
many pictures for the famous
French
producing
"Eclair.''
He picked
up the pioneer,
megaphone
after
dropping the make-up, for he was
a movie actor before becoming a
director and before that an actor
on the legitimate stage with Rejane
and other famous French actresses.
His first American picture was
"Mother," with Emma Dunn. This
was followed by "The Man of the

50TH

Hour," "The Wishing Ring," and
"The Pit." Among others, he directed Mary Pickford in "The Poor
LittlesonRich
Girl," and
and Petrova
made Elsie
theirFergumost
successful screen appearances under his direction. "Blue Bird,"
"Prunella," and "Treasure Island"
are the pictures he directed which
he likes most. "The Christian,"
"The Isle of Lost Ships" and "The
Brass
releases.Bottle" are his most recent
The finishing touches on "Jealous Husbands," his fiftieth production in the U. S. are now completed.
It will be released by First National.

UPSETS

DIGNITY OF GOBS
The dignity of the United States — with a patch over the eye, peg
pirate clothes, cutlass and all.
navv was seriously imperiled re- leg,Meanwhile
on another deck Bob
cently when officers of the FlagMcGowan
and Mark Goldaine,
ship California of the Pacific Fleet
were receiving a group of dis- Hal Roach directors, were searching fore and aft for fat little Joe
tinguished visitors who had come
to pay their respect to a new rear Frank Cobe, who with other memadmiral.
bers of "Our Gang" had boarded
the big warship for scenes in a
"Say, Mister, how do I get out making.
new Pathe comedy Hal Roach is
of
kneehere,"
high. came a voice from about
The official reception was halted
The officer turned and beheld while a gold-branded officer led
with amazement a half-pint size portly little pirate back where he
reincarnation of Long John Silver belonged.
Canines

Are

Cashing

Script
In

The pay-checks at the Christie
studio last week were dog-biscuits.
Thirty-one canine actors, varying
from the kind that chase cats to the
kind that get chased, are driving
director Scott Sidney crazy because
they refuse to pay any attention to
the scenes as they are written in
the script. Sidney claims that if
he ever makes another animal picture he will insist upon clams — they
never bark nor do they run out of
awhistle.
scene when they hear some kid's
Ralph Lewis has secured two
stories for the first of his new
series of Ralph Lewis Productions,
the first being a dramatic narrative of small town life, in which
Lewis plays the starring role of a
judge. Charles Kenyon made the
adaptation, the title of which has
not yet been decided upon.

Keeps

on

Team
Jump

The present slump does not seem
to have effected Sada Cowan and
Howard Higgin, the well-known
collaborators on original stories,
screen adaptations and titles. Within ten days they did the complete
titling of "The Warners," John M.
Stahl's forthcoming picture; and
also "Pleasure Mad." which Reginald Barker recently completed.
This week they are working on the
titles for "The Man Whom Life
Passed By," which Victor Schertzinger has just finished directing
from his own story for Metro.
Incidentally. Cowan-Higgin recently sold Metro their original
story
entitled
"Woman'sof Intuition."
Upon the completion
the titling
now in hand, this busy firm will
commence on the adaptations of
two novels
thata month.
will go into production within
It looks like a very busy winter
for this superlative team of writers.

J

SHOW

STYLES

A number of the famous screen
beauties of the Hollywood colony
enjoyed a thrilling time at Priscilla Dean's beautiful Beverly home
the other evening when Baroness
d'Estreilles,
American
tive for Boue
Eoeurs representaof Paris
showed them the latest in Parisian
fashions. Among those present
were Norma Talmadge, May Allison, Theda Bara, Blanche Sweet,
Florence Vidor, Eileen Percy, Enid
Bennett, Lois Weber, Winifred
Kingston, Mrs. Douglas MacLean
and Anna Q. Nilsson.
Lois Zellner, the versatile writer
who is now engaged upon an original photodrama entitled "My Life's
My
has declined
an offerof toa
head Own,"
the scenario
department
British producing company. Hollywood seems to be the reason.
ACCUSED

AS TRAFFIC
PEST

The traffic officers in the heart
of the shopping district of Los Angeles know that Harold Lloyd is
filming his next picture at the Hollywood Studios. Lloyd has tested
their patience with his rattletrap
wagon and two old plugs, blocking
traffic and occasionally waking the
team to a dash at runaway speed,
which the officers contemplate terming reckless driving. The officers
think "The Girl Expert" a burn
title and suggest that is should be
called "The Traffic Pest."
Mervyn LeRoy, who has just
completed a principal role in
Lasky's "The Call of the Canyon,"
has an excellent technical knowledge of picture production based
upon experience as a cameraman
and assistant director.
Duane Thompson has returned
to the Christie fold to play opposite Jimmie Adams in a story that
was written by Miss Thompson.
Harold Beaudine is directing
Victor Potel writes from Catalina that the fish are flying and biting, as of yore. Potel is locating
on the island with Reginald Barker's "Cape Cod Folks" company.
BRILLIANT CAST
A brilliant array of stars will
shine in Louise B. Mayer's next
Reginald Barker production, "Cape
Cod Folks," a screen adaptation of
the famous Old New England
classic.
Frank Keenan, just returned
from a successful stage engagement in New York in "Peter Weston," heads the list. Keenan made
his
debut in Among
pictures the
under
Barker's
direction.
other
players who will appear are Renee
Adoree, who recently leaped into
stellar prominence through her
performance in "The Eternal
Struggle"; Robert Frazer, former
stage star, who came out to the
Coast
as Mae Murray's
leading a year
man; ago Barbara
Bedford,

Jap

Bank
in Scene

M. being
C. Levee's
''Torment
now
directed
by Maur
Tourneur at the United Studi
will offer something in the way
a novelty in that nearly half oft
story is laid in the American Ba
of Yokohama.
A sensational wrecking scene
which the characters become
tombed in the lower regions of
bank offer one of the big momei
of the play. The sequence wh
follows portrays the most drama
elements of the plot and findssu
t.
band of international crooks, th<:lc
victims and a fortune in jew
removed from all communicai
with the outside world. The su
sequent scenes are said to disck
a highly dramatic theme and
expected to offer one of the mi
unusual themes yet attempted f
the screen.
A massive reproduction of t,
lower vaults and adjoining root
of the bank in Japan have be
built at the United Studios whe
the sets occupy practically all
the floor space of one of the lar,
stages. Exterior scenes and
"atmospheric shots" will be phot
graphed in Japan amidst the a)
tual locale of the plot and used
conjunction
with the situatu
filmed at the studio.
Small boys who visit the Fai
banks studio keep Doug busy thin
ing up answers to their i/uestltll
The other day when a lad jro
Iowa was introduced to the SU
he pointed to a house on a corn
of the over
lot and
jump
that said,
for me,"Say,
will Dou'
ya\
"Sure," replied Doug, "but then
ji man working on the roof a
I'm afraid I might knock his J
Marie Mosquini, educated in
Los Angeles convent, is roundir
out her mental development wi
a course in roping under the pe
sonal tutelage of Will Rogers. Mi
Mosquini is the leading lady in tl
Hal Roach new series of comedi
starring the cowboy humorist.
IN MAYER

FILM

Joseph Dowling, Edward Phillip
Billy Eugene, Victor Potel »1
Joan
Standing,comedians
two of the
cleve
est character
in the
tures.
Realism will mark the produ'
tion of the story. Robert Fran
and
Percyworking
Hilburn,
have been
in thecamerama:
East du
ing the past three months, filmin
•ccnes on board the fishing simci
off the Massachusetts coast and tl
Grand Banks.
II. M. Walker, title editor atjU
Hal Roach Studios, has gone
New ofYorknew for theatrical
a month's offerW
inspl
there.
tion

nIJ

I

■■
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KID

WILL

BE

ne of the most interesting annucements of the past few days
is le organization of the new prod' ion unit to be known as the
P cilia Moran Production ComSly. A charter was granted to
tfc corporation bearing that name
blthe State Corporation Commislijer last Friday.
Jhe Corporation is formed for
t) purpose of producing feature

*»'S starring little Priscilla Mor . Priscilla will be remembered
flthe little five year old girl who
£:d with Jackie Coogan for sevel months and became nationally
k wn as his adopted sister, alDRAMA

though she was never really
adopted by the Coogan family.
Millarde Webb is the president
and general manager of the corporation, Ollie Mae Baker, secretary
and
Mr. Moran, Priscilla's
father, is vice-president.
Mr. Webb has been Production
Manager for Sidney A. Franklin
for the past five years and has been
closely identified with such notable
successes as "East is West," starring Constance Talmadge; " Tiger
Rose," "Brass," "Dulcy," etc. His
broad experience and undoubted
ability makes him a valuable executive.
Miss Baker, secretary of the corporation, was for two years financial secretary to Charles Chaplin
and for two years financial secretary of Jackie Coogan Productions.
A year's lease has been taken by
the new company at the Hollywood
Studios and production will start
on the first story as soon as Priscilla finishes work in "Daddies," a
Warner Brothers production now
being made by Wm. Seiter.
The enterprise is being financed
by local bankers. In view of the
ability connected with the new organization the outlook is indeed
bright.

HOLDS

"heodor von Eltz names the
I rid war as the plus sign in his
cleer. He was reading the leadrole stage,
in "Tiger
Rose" role
for
41i| male
speaking
the same
l ich he completed a few months
|> on the screen with Lenore Uli when he registered with Uncle
! n. He came back from overM s to find the theater in the midst
h a struggle. Several said "give
hp." Others said "try a business
» eer."
lie went down in the oil fields
i I learned there that there is such
ii hing as a dominant and persuaI e calling. So he came to HolN vood. This was three years ago
i t fall when he secured the male
•id with May Allison.
rlis excellent stage training — his
Jbortunities on Broadway and in
MRS.

FEATURED

VON

stock in various places — made him
a most acceptable member of a cast
in screen productions. He has
played a variety of roles in these
three years and is both a type and
an excellent actor. When the Community theater was in progress he
was one of the reliables, being able
to take a role at a minute's notice
and
way. negotiating it in a masterful
"The screen lures and holds
fast,"
says that
the had
actor there
who been
recently
confessed
no
war he would undoubtedly have
stayed
on Broadway.
"Butthelikethrill
ail
the
others
who have felt
of the foot-lights, I want to go back
some day for a big production. In
the meanwhile and for the bulk of
the future — the screen and Holly-

wood."
HAYAKAWA

Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa returned
town last week, having left her
mous husband in London where
is to make films for the next two
ars, she says.
In the meantime Mrs. Hayakawa
id a staff of servants are making
e dust fly at their well known
rne on Argyle avenue, which has
en one of the show places of Holwood, and which Mrs. Hayakawa
ites that she is going to sell beuse of the expected absence of
ext star
few from
years. Los Angeles' for the
Mr. Hayakawa has just finished
io pictures in which he was stard, made in Paris, and has signed
contract to star in two producing with Stoll Films, Ltd. of Lon|>n. The first of these pictures is
I be started at once, and that is
hy Mrs. Hayakawa returned

ELTZ

IS HERE

Matinee

Wanda

Idol

Now

Pillar

Carmel Myers, as Lady PenrhynStanhope, for the past week has
been draping herself all over John
Barrvmore, as Beau Brummel in
the Clyde Fitch play now in course
of production at Warner Brothers
Studio.
She told a friend of her admiration of Barrymore as an actor
and was informed that "Mr. Barrymore is a pillar of the s,tage."
So, of course Carmel has to reply, "And of the screen, too.
Haven't I been resting my head
on him ail week?"
NEW ANGLE ON
OVERHEAD
Here's another angle on "overexpenses,"
of which we hear
so muchhead in
the films.
A Meet of our aeroplanes constituted probably the largest "overhead" ever carried by a two-reel
comedy, when they worked in the
thrill scenes of "Air Pockets," produced by Jack White.
A major part of the equipment
of
one was
of Los
Angeles'forbigseveral
flying
fields
chartered
days by Director Fred Hibbard,
who rode with Cameraman Francis
Corby in one plane, as they made
scenes of Lige Conley, Peg O'Neill,
Olive Borden and Earl Montgomery in the other ships.
"Buck"
Duck

Jones

on

Hunt

Charles "Buck" Jones, Fox film
star,a iswhile
going and
to drop
his hand
"six guns"
for
try his
with
a fowling piece, otherwise an ordinary breech-loading shotgun.
Jones, who recently completed
"Andy McGee's Chorus Girl" and
whose next picture will be a screen
adaptation of Ben Ames Williams'
"Not a Drum Was Heard," is going to try his skill at duck shooting. With a party of friends, he
has left his Hollywood home for
the Big Bear Valley, where he
plans to spend several days in the
ducking blinds about Big Bear
lake.

alone to look after the family affairs. She will sail for London to
rejoin her husband next month, but
in the meantime she is greeting
many old Hollywood friends who
have not seen the popular couple
for some time.

Due to the protection afforded by
Federal laws in recent years, ducks
are reported to be very plentiful
this year and Jones expects to bag
the lawful limit before returning
to the Fox Studio.

Mr. clude
Hayakawa's
plansnewalsostage
instarring in two
plays which are waiting for him in
this country after he finishes his
European film engagement, so it is
unlikely that Los Angeles will be
his home for some time to come except for short visits after his American stage engagement begins.

"Don't be in a hurry about signing for a picture. Wait until "The
Marriage
comes out. It
icill
Jo muchCircle"
for you.
This from Ernst Lubitsch, directing the picture, to Creighton Hale,
zuJio
role. has just finished in a leading

Stan Laurel has finished a new
two reel comedy at the Hal Roach
Studios under
Ralph race
Cedar's
direction. Tte recent
between
Zev and Papyrus is the occasion
for some riotous burlesque.

Director Victor Fleming and Lucien Hubbard, production editor,
have completed their task of cutting and titling the Zane Grey production "The Call of the Canyon,"
which is now ready for release.

Will

Stay

Here

One experience in foreign pictures is enough according to Wanda Hawley, popular film star, rereturned from
months'
stay incently
Europe
duringa six
which
time
she starred in two foreign-made
productions for the Gaumont Film
Company
o'f London.
At the
she
was invited
to stay
overtime,to
make another picture, but she refused because she was anxious to
get back to Hollywood and its superior methods of film production.
Miss Hawley has just refused
another offer from a European firm
which came the day after the local
newspapers
the closing
announce-of
ment of the carried
temporary
some studios for a period of weeks.
This news was cabled abroad and
immediately foreign film makers
proceeded to renew their proffered
engagement to Miss Hawley. Fortunately, however, she has already
been engaged for a prominent role,
concerning which announcement
will be made in about a week, so
that she could resist the tempting
offer of the foreign office.
Comedy Changes
to Tragedy
"Last time I played with her
we
laughed
this time
we cry,"
small
BruceandGuerin
summed
up
his experiences acting with Viola
Dana, which began a year or so
ago when he played with her in
"Love in the Dark." So remarkable has been the 4-year-old youngster's progress during the past
year that, when lookouts were
posted at the Metro studio for a
child clever enough for the big
dramatic
in "Revelation,"
Bruce waswork
immediately
decided
upon" and "borrowed" from Warner
have first
him film
under Brothers,
contract. who
In their
together, they had wonderful
times sliding down banisters and
romping
but ofin tragic
"Revelation" theiraround,
scenes are
import, henceweBruce's
remark
"last time
laughed
and that
this
time we cry."
DOUBLES

TABOO

Jack O'Brien, who directed "Superstition" for the Creative Productions, does not believe in doubles, as members of the all-star
cast who worked in this sea masterpiece will tell you. There was
a great deal of real danger in
many of the scenes and OBrien insisted on his principals doing it all.
It gave the Hollywood Film folk
who have seen the rough continuity a real thrill to see Marguerite
De La Motte kicking around in a
dangerous sea, awash from the
schooner wrecked on the Catalina
Island coast. Louis Weadock,
journalist and fiction writer of national repute, is titling this sea
thriller which is fast rounding into
shape ill the Hollywood Studios
cutting room.
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"An' you-all call 'at work!'"
Little three year old Farina, the
precocious pickaninny of Hal
Roach's "Our Clang" comedies, was
entertaining some relatives at the
studio recently. Bob McGowan,
the director, had a scene in which
Farina, sleeping soundly, is reluctantly awakened. To make it natural McGowan spent nearly an
hour getting the little tot to sleep
in a big wide four-poster bed. Carpenters kept on hammering, the
pitiless glare of "spots" and "arcs"
shone full in the child's face but he
slept on.
With cameras all set, McGowan
called him. He called again. A
property man crawled under the
bed and shook the springs. Someone finally pounded an iron skillet
with a hammer, but Sonny Boy still
slept. It had been a strenuous day
for the little black baby.

ACTS NATURAL
Finally the director led the company away to another set.
"Let
him sleep,
tired hours
out,"
McGowan
said. he's
For allthree
everybody walked on tip-toe past
the set where Farina slept. His
round little ebony face and kinky
pig-tails in that vast expanse of
snowy bed-linen stood out like a
candle in the dark. It was dusk
when he was tenderly gathered up
and taken home.
"Lor' Mister, an' you pay Sonny
that?" asked an incredufor.relative.
Boy lous
Farina was paid for that day all
right. McGowan, too, is paid for
just such sympathetic understandwhy Hal Roach's
rascals,ing.as heThat'saffectionately
calls them,
are ready and unafraid in whatthem. ever situation their director places

CALIFORNIA TOP FOR WOMEN
California tops for automobiles East, it is predicted.
have come into use througn the
The hair is frizzed with a curlcountry.
ing iron and piled high on the
Next comes the "California top
The effect, on Miss Sweet
for women. It protects the head head.
at least, is most charming and
from kunburn. Blanche Sweet de- unique.
vised it and the fad is rapidly
Miss Sweet will next be seen on
spreading through the Southland.
By next summer returning tourists the screen in the title role of
will have spread it throughout the "Anna Christie."

"RENO"
IS DIVORCE TREATISE
vorce laws of the various states
"Reno."
This is the new name selected of the United States. "Reno" is
by Rupert Hughes to supplant the an original story written and directed by Rupert Hughes.
old working title of his latest GoldThe famous author-director enwyn
picture,
"Law
Against
Law",
which he has just finished cutting.
gaged an all-star cast to interpret
"Reno" was considered a better the various roles. Helen Chadtitle in view of the fact that the wick, Lew Cody, George Walsh,
word is considered synonymous
C'armel Myers, Hedda Hopper,
with divorce in this country. The Dale Fuller, Kathleen Key and
story deals with the conflicting di- Rush Hughes have principal roles.
Bebe

Fetes
Newlyweds

Work on a series of night scenes
in the Irvin Willat production of
Zane Grey's "The Heritage of the
Desert" was interrupted for a few
hours last night in order that Bebe
Daniels might entertain Director
Willat and his bride, formerly
Billie Dove, at a belated wedding
dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Willat were married a few days ago but were
forced to forego a wedding celebration at the time of the ceremony
because of Willat's directorial duties. The guests at the dinner given by Bebe Daniels included the
other featured players — Ernest
Torrence, Noah Beery and Lloyd
Hughes — and all the members of
the cast and of Willat's staff engaged in the filming of this Paramount Picture.

"Superstition

Edited

99

by Expert

Louis Weadock, one of Hollywood's best known film editors and
title writers, has just completed the
editing and titling of "Superstition," a photodrama of the sea
made by Creative Productions. The
picture is nearly ready for release.
W eadock is reported to have
accomplished some of the best
work of his career in "Superstition," which is expected to prove
one of the maritime sensations of
the cinema year. It was made as
one of the better films planned by
Creative Productions in its aspiration to become one of the most
popular independent concerns in
the motion picture world.
George Melford is editing and
titling his recently-completed ParaPicture Coast
"Flaming
Barriers,''
at the mount
West
Studio.
Production editor Jack Cunningham is
collaborating with Melford in this
editorial work.

Lasky
New

Goes
York

to

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president in charge of the production of
Paramount Pictures, has left for
New York on his annual Fall trip
to the Eastern headquarters of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
where he will confer with Adolph
Zuker, president of the organization, on the next group of productions which will re-open the organization following the shut-down
period recently announced.
Five Paramount Pictures are
now in production at the Hollywood Studio, according to an announcement made by Mr. Lasky on
the eve of his departure. They
are "Shadows of Paris," a Herbert
Brenon production starring Pola
Negri with Adolph Menjou,
Charles de Roche and Huntly Gordon featured in support, from the
play
Homme''by byEveAndre
Picard "Mon
and adapted
Unsell;
"The Next Corner," a Sam Wood
production with Conway Tearle,
Lon Chaney and Dorothy Mackaill
adapted by Monte Katterjohn from
Kate Jordan's novel; "The Heritage of the Desert," an Irvin Willat
production of Zane Grey's story
with Bebe Daniels, Ernest Torrence, Noah Beery and Lloyd
Hughes;
Stranger,"adapted
a Josephby
Henabery "The
production
Edfrid Bingham from John Galsworthy's "The first and the Last,"
with Betty Compson, Richard Dix,
Lewis Stone and Tully Marshall;
and "Singer
McKee," starring
a William S. HartJimproduction
the famous two-gun man, from an
original story by Hart written for
the screen by J. G. Hawks.
Two pictures are in the making
at the Long Island Studio. These
are "The Humming Bird," starring
Gloria Swanson, and "Pied Piper
Malone," starring Thomas Meighan.

When not working he is huv
tng. Game of course. Billy Ber,
is the crack huntsman of the Se
nett outfit, and cracks about ha
ing more guns, plain and fan,
for straight shooting or shooti
around corners, than all the ri
of the company combined... He h
every conceivable style of hunii
garment possible to wear, fro
hats to shoes, even sleeping ba.
He is one of the first afield as ea
new game season is opened, a
usually comes home with his quo,

s

Might
Have
Donned
Tog

Had Edmund Lowe follow
parental advice he might now
wearing a senatorial toga
Washington, D. C.
Lowe, who is a son of the ft
mer California senator, J. R. Lo*
was urged to become a lawyer. I
has an A. B. degree from the Ui
versity of Santa Clara and a ma
ter of arts degree from Stanfor
Two years of law study convinc
him that it was not destined
his profession and he turned
acting, after reaching the histoo I
of English literature for a year
Stanford University.
His first appearance behind
footlights was on the opening
of the new Alcazar Theatre in S;J
Francisco and he clung to t
legitimate for ten years.
He is now playing the male le;
in Goldwyn's "Nellie," the Beau
ful Cloak Model" and is also pla
ing the
lead in "The
Waning Hatt
Sei
the
Frederick
and Fanny
play now at Egan's Theatre.
EDIT INITIAL HUNTEF
FILM
Director Rollin Sturgeon
production editor Lucien Hubl
are now engaged in cutting,
ing and titling "West of the Wa
Tower," Glenn Hunter's first sta
ring picture for Paramount whi
was produced at the Long Isla
studio but is being edited at tl
West Coast production headqua
ters. Ernest Torrence, May W
Avoy and George Fawcett are it
tured.

Virginia Brown Faire, First National featured player, has been
loaned by that organization for one
of the featured roles in "Welcome
Stranger," a lielasco production
which James Young will direct.
Miss Faire
playof "Esther,"
Jewish
maid,willrole
interestinga
proportions which she will begin in
about a week. This will be her
FORT BUSY
third appearance with Mr. Young
who directed her in her first sucThe widely-advertised slut, \
cess "Without Benefit of Clergy" means nothing in the life of Gti. I
relt Elsden Fort, who came
and "Omar the Tentmaker."
from the east a little while ago jj
LOCAL GIRL RETURNS
do free lance continuity work. l\ I
FROM NEW YORK
has just
•I
"The
Fire completed
Patrol" forthe
Huntscript
Strttm
Peggy Browne, who recently por- berg and sold an original ston I
trayed the role of Trixie Andrews "The Dance of the Unchain\W>
in "The
Goldweeks
Diggers,"
has fin-at Slave" to F. B. O. In addition \w
ished a four
engagement
this, he is hard at work whippt.\M
the Lyric Theatre, New York, with "Moonlight,"
the one-act play ih ■
the
"A prologue
Woman for
of Charles
Paris," Chaplin's
featuring occasioned such favorable comtne •
when presented at the Screen Wt \1
Edna Purviance.
ers' Club last June, into shape /' #
While in New York Peggy also vaudeville.
finished a course of acrobatic dancing at the Creo School, consequently the local film colony will quite
"Shadows of Paris" has been i,
naturally expect to see some high- ficially selected as the title of tl
stepping from that vivacious young next Herbert Brenon product! j
lady on her return to the fold next starring Pola Negri, from And*
week.
Picard's "Mon Homme."
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MATTRESS FACTORY?— NO!
Hal Roach has issued a formal mere stubble when Lincoln was
denial of rumore that he is start- President. Others showed a futile
ing a mattress factory as an ad- willingness of their owners. John
junct to his hilarity hatchery at Gavin, playing a domineering
Culver City. The report was
blacksmith, showed a barechin
thought to have started when Roy counterbalanced by pectoral foliage.
Clements, who is co-directing with Glenn Tryon and Blanche MehafRoach in the production "Somefey, the juvenile leads in the story,
where in Kansas," assembled the were about the only ones on the
most spectacular assortment of set who came out in the open.
beards ever seen in a motion pic- Clyde Hopkins, assistant director,
ture studio or a family album.
watched carefully to suppress any
The occasion was a meeting in outbreaks of beaver playing.
the town hall of a pioneer Kansas
"The beaver game is played out
village for the election of a mayor.
measure,"
deThe ranks of filmdom's extra tal- as a publicity
clared. "We're serious
abouthe these
ent were combed for unique debeards.
We
didn't
hire
'em
for
our
signs in whiskers. There were
some beards present that were own amusement."

Maude George was overcome by
: heat generated by sun-arcs on
I: set of Maurice Tourneaur's
Torment" early Tuesday afteron and fainted just as Owen
oore, in one of the most dramatic
>ments of the photoplay, pointed
gun at her.
(The scene was in the vault of a
k Yokohama bank. Millions of
Iliars worth of the Russian crown
jwels were on a table when
oore, as an American crook,
Jilled a pistol from his pocket.
iss George, instructed to back
vay with fear in her eyes, started
iick a step and slowly crumbled
the floor.
"Fine! Fine!" exclaimed Mr.
BAGGOT
RECALLS
ourneur. But Miss George did
Back in the early days of the
j>t rise nor did she acknowledged
le praise.
cinema, when war raged between
(Though she recovered from her. the Edison interests and the indeLinting spell in a few moments
pendents, motion pictures sometimes were made under the greatpd declared that she was able to
handicaps. In fact, courts had
b[ourneur
on withinsisted
the day's
Mr. to beest defied
and ruses indulged in
that shework,
go home
i rest and dismissed Owen Moore, if the opponents of the patented
lessie Love, Jean Hersholt and the camera interests were to get a picture filmed.
[her players taking part in the
bene for the rest of the day.
Carl Laemmle, head of the old
Imp interests, was an active figure
in the camera war and one of his
Hal Roach's
"Spat
Family"
wmpleted
their
latest
two have
reel thespian standbys was King Bagvmedy, "Joys of Motoring," un- got,
now one of Universal's famous
directors.
ier
direction,
and
lave Fred
startedGuiol's
a mountain
climbing
Baggot, whenever he has time,
tory •with Percy Pembroke direct- likes to reminisce over the bygone
ing. They •will be on location at days when the anti-patent fok
were hard put to it in dodging the
['hatsworth for a week.
court decrees that upheld the Edison rights.
\ "Monarca" — Spanish for Monarch— has been chosen as the reWhile planning for his new piclease title for Hal Conklin's story
ture, "The Inheritors," in which
fRex, King of Wild Ho rses." This Mary Philbin will be the star, Bagjinusual feature production, in got told some friends about the old
Which a wild stallion has the prin- days when the cameramen had to
cipal role, is now receiving final
their machine around in
editorial touches at the Hal Roach carry
sacks.
Studios.
"We used Bristol board to build
a camouflage," he said. "The camBRUCE WITH VIOLA
eraman would be accompanied evAGAIN
erywhere by an assistant whose
I Two friends who understand
each other. and get along just won- First Guardian;
perfully together are playing in the
fame film again, namely Viola
Now
Hubby
Dana and small Bruce Guerin, the
clever kiddie whose work with the
Metro star in "Love in the Dark"
Syd Chaplin has gone and done
■attracted so much attention. Work- it. While they were in Russia, Syd
ing together for weeks, the four- acted as protector and guardian to
|year-o!d
takingadopted
the rolebyof the
an young Lucille Ricksen, and now he
(abandonedboy waif
has gone off and married her.
star, the two romped through many
Fortunately for the moral status
enjoyable scenes and became firm
of
the film industry these occurfriends. So it's no wonder Bruce
rences have taken place just in the
voiced his joy in excitable terms
when informed the other day by stories of the pictures in which
Warner Brothers, who have his these people are playing. The Russian locale was in "The Rendezservices under long-term contract,
that he had been loaned to Metro
vous," produced by Marshall Neilto appear with Miss Dana in "Rev- an, in which Syd Chaplin played
elation."
the bluff British "Tommy" along
the lines of Bairnesfather's famous
Claire MacDowell, who played "Old Bill" character. Now, Syd is
Agnes Trevor in Frank Lloyd's working in the Thos. H. Ince proof "The Galloping Fish,"
production of "Black Oxen," a First and it is duction
in this story that he enacts
National Picture, has been cast for
a prominent part in support of the excessively bashful husband of
Norma Talmadge in her newest the gushing bride, played by Miss
Ricksen.
production, "Secrets."

PATENT WARS
duty it was to slip the Bristol board
hood over him when he started
filming a picture. The only opening was a hole for the lens to project through and I want to tell you
that the camera men literally
earned their bread by the sweat of
their brow.
"Detectives for the patents interests were everywhere and all they
had to do was see the number on a
camera in order to put the user out
of business. Deputy sheriffs
thronged about to seize an instrument that was found to be an infringement and there were times
when bloodshed was narrowly
averted.
"The war finally got so hot that
the independents had to get out of
the country and it was then Mary
Pickford and myself were sent to
Cuba with a company that spent
several months on the island before
the hostilities were settled by a
compromise between the Edison
company and the independents.
This armistice gave us a chance to
return to God's country and we
were glad to get out of Havana. It
mightfamous
be different
however,''
the
director now,
concluded
with
a whimsical smile.
Emma Tanzey, one of the most
popular "mothers- of the screen," is
playing a maternal role in the Hal
Roach comedy-drama, "Somewhere
in Kansas," which Hal Roach and
Roy Clements are directing. Miss
Tanzey is a recent arrival in Los
Angeles, having been working in
Eastern studios for several years.
Harry Langdon, erstwhile vaudeville favorite now making two-reel
comedies for Principal Pictures
of the first picture in the series,
Corporation, has changed the title
from "The Skyscraper" to "The
Three of the series are now
Greenhorn."
complete, "The Greenhorn," "A
Perfect Nuisance" and ''A Tough
Tenderfoot." The fourth will go
into production this week with June
Marlove playing opposite the
comedian.
After the series of two-reeiers
has been completed, Langdon w>II
make a five reel feature comedy
for Principal.
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Goes

on

Frisco

Jaunt
Virginia Valli, who is playing
the stellar role in the Universal
production,by "The
Signal
Tower,"
directed
Clarence
Brown,
left
for San Francisco to join the company on location near Fort Bragg.
Her sister, Vivian Holmes, accompanied her on the trip north. This
is Miss Valli's first picture since
completing work in King Vidor's
Goldwyn production, "Wild Oranges." She expects to return to
Hollywood within a week.
IS ADEPT

REFEREE

Louis Lorraine, the charming
leading woman in the "Fighting
Blood" stories, has had so much
experience in watching prize fights
from the vantage of a ringside
seat in the film version of these
stories of the prize ring, that when
she had to jump into the ring and
referee a bout between George
O'Hara and Joe Rivers she was
right at home. Miss Lorraine cautioned the fighters about their
movements, separated them when
they were in a clinch and went
through the scenes with all the
ease and skill of a professional
referee.
Sketching is the chief side-line
of Stuart Holmes, noted motion
picture "heavy" now playing a
prominent
"Threea Weeks."
Holmes is role
now inmaking
number
of sketches of Elinor Glyn, Alan
Crosland, director, Conrad Nagel,
Aileen Prigle and a number of
the other celebrities on the set.
To J. G. Hawks, veteran scenarie writer and screen author, will
go the honor of preparing the
script for Frank Lloyd's second
independent production, "The Sea
Mr. Hawks has been selected by
Mr. Lloyd because of his unusual
technical knowledge and his ability
to
build dramatic continuities.
Hawk."
Among the most recent screen
adaptations for which Mr. Hawks
is responsible, are - "Tiger Rose '
with Lenore Ulric, John M. Stahl's
productions "The Wanters" and
"The Dangerous Age," William S.
Hart's first two productions under
his new contract "Wild Bill Hickok" and Singer Jim McKee,"
"The Eternal Struggle", "Hearts
Aflame" and "The Storm" which
Reginald Barker has directed, "The
Blind Bargain" for Lon Chaney
and
Dana."Love in the Dark" for Viola
Maurice Tourneur was taking a
still picture of Owen Moore, Bessie Love and Morgan Wallace depicting a scene
in "Torment,"
new First
National
production. his
Just as the director had finis/ieJ
posingman the
playersto and
camerawas about
pressthe the
bulb,
a prop boy dropped a vase with a
"SH-H-H-H!
thundering
crash."This is a ST ILL
picture," yelled
Morgan Wallace.
Curtain.
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Camei '
Vacation

in

Dabbles in Legit
Plays

Hawaii
According to her present plans,
Pola Negri will sail for Honolulu
on a short vacation trip immediately after the completion of her
current Paramount Picture "Shadows of Paris," the Herbert Brenon
production now nearing completion.
The star has made sailing reservations for January 10, subject to
change if it should be necessary for
her to Studios
remain at
Paramount's
Coast
after
that date. West

DeW'itt calls
Jennings
keeps receiving
insistent
to vaudeville
and
now the most recent is a most liberal one for he is privileged to select his- own sketch. So now the
actor is adapting one of his former
stagesuccesse s and should he accept the liberal terms offered for a
short tour, another notable character actor will appear with him
One evening recently at Mr. Jennings'hearsals
home from
wasseveral
given plays
over before
to rehe concentrated on the one he is
adapting.

WILL MAKE "RECOIL" ABROAD
tion and Mahlon Hamilton has
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
has entered into an arrangement been assigned to play opposite her.
The picture is going to be prowith J. Parker Read, Jr., by which
duced on a great scale and will
he will produce in Europe, a film
be done entirely abroad. Sequences
version of Rex Beach's story, "The will be photographed in London,
Recoil". Mr. Read has engaged
Monte Carlo. ArT. Hayes Hunter to direct the Paris, Rome and
rangements have, been made by
production. Mr. Hunter sailed Mr. Reed, by
which the famous
this week to prepare for the film- gambling casino in Monte Carlo
ing of the story.
will be invaded by the company
Betty Blvthe has been engaged making "The Recoil," and scenes
for the leading role in the produc- shot there.
O'BRIEN SPORTING SIDEBURNS
action shifting between England
Eugene O'Brien, chaperoning a ] of
and America.
pair of luxurious side-burns of the
"The script, which I have been
1S65 English design, has returned
to Los Angeles to resume the role Studying, says that part of the time
1 have to appear 77 years old. A
of leading man to Norma Tal- man must do something to look his
madge, an association terminated age, hence the sideburns. I saw
when O'Brien deserted films for "Secrets" played on the stage in
New York. Really, 1 think the
the stage.
screen portrayals are going to be
difficult. Because of the ferret eye
side-burns,
O'Brien
areThebeing
cultivated
for explains,
his part of the camera, it will be no simple
in "Secrets," the screen adaptation matter to look a convincing 77 one
of the stage drama which wili minute and then jump to 40 and
bring the popular combination to- continue further backward along
gether for the first time after an the course of time to 20. On the
stage almost any kind of a makeinterval
of a unusual
year. "Secrets"
one of those
stories, theis
up will do, but on the screen the
action of which spans a period slightest imperfection will spoil
from 1865 to 1923, with the scene
; the whole effect."
NEW COMEDIAN
ON SCENE
Baby Buster Keaton got his first sequence Baby Buster welcomes his
cinema father home after a harj
actor's salary last week.
in the man-killing
secBuster's fourteen-month-old hope- day's tionwork
of the Kentucky
feud country.
ful
was
carried
to
the
cashier's
In another scene he bids goodbarred window at the Keaton
to the Blue Rfdge mountain
studios where he was formally home byewhere
he was born. In this
handed a good sized check. The
scene
Baby
Buster shows his teeth
check represented five days work
does the most realistical crywhich Baby Buster did ir "Hos- and
baby.ing ever done by a moving picture
pitality."
Buster's
second
feature
length comedy.
Mothers of other infant actors
Natalie Talmadge Keaton has must not have the impression, howhad her son's first check f mined
ever, that Baby Buster was overand the cash has been put i'l the
paid for his work. Papa Buster
bank to draw interest.
Keaton paid him only usual union
Baby Buster doubles for his wage scale for infant actors.
daddy inistically
"Hospitality,"
very looked
realshowing how daddy
Spottiswoode Aitken -will play
as a boy in his role in the prologue one of the important rules in the
of the picture.
Fox production, " The Woman
The baby has the big brown Finis
IT ho Sinned," if he finishes the
eyes of his daddy and mother, but role of the blind professor in Hunt
he cries harder and laughs more Strombery's "The Fire Patrol" in
than either of his parents. In one sufficient time.

STAKES

ALL

ON PICTURE
waiting list for one of the numl'
ous copies in every library.
"The book which I photograpl|l
in the actual locations described^]
the author, is Frank Norris' II
g*
'McTe
mortal
ague.t ' a Isink]
withou
public
it to thestory
important change, except that f
the title. I made it so that it <r
be said: 'As Norris wrote it, so \l,

"If the public does not give
'Greed' the enthusiastic support I
expect I will never make another
motion
said Erich
von
Stroheim,picture,"
the famous
Goldwyn
director, to a reporter yesterday.
"This is no threat, egotistically
calculated to break the heart of the
world," continued von Stroheim. "It
would simply mean that I cannot
guage what the public wants, and
it.'
ed powerful
that it is useless for me to attempt Strohe
"It im
is aproduc
great,
sto! I
and acclaimed as such. The pil
to give it what I think it wants.
will see it enacted word
"There has been such wide con- lie
sideration given, in the press and word in its essential details
interpretation of theme. In vi|
in conversation regarding the mu- of
the fact that it is shouted
tilation of literature in process of
filming that 1 decided to make an the housetops — motion pic
absolutely literal film transposition newspaper and private housetop;
of a novel that has been accepted that the public wants books
as a classic of American literature a9 written, 1 determined to gii
for twenty years.
them the first example of such!
"Its popularity with the masses proceedure in the history of n
may be judged by an attempt to tion pictures.
"I am under the belief the pi
get the book from any public library. The masses make use of .lie really wants authenticity. If 4
libraries. You cannot get the novel does not, after all has been sa
without being placed on a long
then I give up."
RAMON
HAS DESIRED ROLE
Ramon Novarro who is playing course with a foundation like thll
the part of the young lover, Juan some of those very things becau
Ricardo in the Louis B. Mayer especially dear to me. Whenji
first determined to get into p
which
Fred"Thy
NibloName
is directing,
Is Woman''is tures I had the keen desire I
production
eventually give an interpretati*
having the new experience of de- of
one of the parts I had read, I
picting one of his own countrymen
on the screen. Mr. Novarro is a the screen. French characterlz]
tions have come my way; Rom»
Spaniardfering is laid
and in
thisa latest
of- nian parts and I have played ♦
SpanishNiblo
setting
South Sea Islander, but heretofoi
in the heart of the Pyrenees.
never a Spaniard. That is why!
"I was born in Mexico," Mi. was overjoyed when Mr. Niblo el
Novarro says. "My parents had
;cil' me for the part in "Til
come from Spain just a short time
Name Is Woman'. I am a Spanil
before my birth. Until I was six- officer
and I can well remember tl|
teen years old I could speak noth- time when I was a little boy ai
ing but the Spanish language. 1 hoped
some time I might beconl
was practically fed on Spanish
literature and Spanish art and of an officer in the king's army."
Friends of William V. Afoul
MIRTHQUAKE AT YUMA
featured screen player, handed Ail
Louise Fazenda is having her one of the plrasantest surprises -j
second location trip this year and his
life at a recent dinner par\
now, featured in "The Galloping preceding the l.os Angeles premin
Fish" is immortalizing her unique
"In the Palace of the King" i\
brand of humor against the back of
which Mong plays the role i
ground of Yuma, Ariz. For the "Perez."
"Perez" is part number 100 /<
first timefensive
in Colorado
its history,
River the
willinofbe
Mong.
In his long career on slat,
tributary to such a mirth quake and screen
and in vaudeville, I,
warranted to stir it to its depths.
played almost every concet-A
Miss Fazenda will give much to has
character. His friends remev\
the Colorado, but planned to take able
bered it with a handsome watc*
away nothing of it.
"I have this time in "The Gal- inscribed: "We have all enjofti
loping Fish',"
says Louise
and water
wardrobe.
There"a islandfo the first 100. May there be 'i\
Mong is already in his secon!
be water — quite a lot of water in hundred.
He is finishing the fas
manyPedro,
more."
this piece — and so my water outfit of
the Spanish smuggler i
was made entirely without pockets.
Otherwise, I would have added to "Thy Same Is Woman."
the underhead of 'The Galloping
Thomas Wilkes' latest dramatil
Fish,' for the Colorado is muddy
and if one had pockets and things, presentation, "Topsy and Eva,\
whv, you would be sunk. And that will be shown at the Majestic The'
wouldn't have been considerate to ater here beginning this Sundau
Mr. Ince to quit before the fade- The role of Marks, the lawyer, wi<
be enacted by Ashley Cooper, weltl
known local character artist, <wh\
S, M. Tompkins , president of the was called to San Francisco to as\
Standard Film Laboratories and same this part when the shoil
head of the group which owns the opened there. Mr. Cooper has •
and illustrious record as onl
Hollywood
has just
turned from Studios,
a short business
trip re-to long
of the finest delineators of diffic*l\
Newout!"
York City.
characters on the stage and scretm
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AERIAL CINEMATOGRAPHY
NEXT
/oing on location by airplane tion of the story from the ground,
an old stunt in motion pictures, a cameraman will soar oveinend
and register another view of the
shooting a scene from an air- scene.
Ine as part of an actual producThe episode to be photographed
ts new. And Douglas Fancies is one of the first to use shows the departure from Bagdad
Fairbanks as the regenlial photography in this prac- of Douglas
erated thief and Miss Juliane
1 manner.
Johnston as "The Princess" on the
:!'.iM|i'airbanks is now completing Magic Carpet. They will float
ns to photograph the concluding over the city while a mob of sevthousand "extras" wave to
''"Bis scene" of his "The Thief of them eral
gdad" by plane. While a bat- Bagdad.from the Great Square of
y of cameras grind out the ac-

"ynonym
Slang

For

'Oh, stop your brummeling."
(That's Hollywood's newest rense to a "thick" compliment.
V fermel Myers brought the word
o being and it has spread
oughout the film colony ; has
en carried back to New York
d bids fair to be carried over
e country.
Beau Brummel was a courtly
ntleman, with a pleasant bit of
arney for every woman to whom
found occasion to speak. John
rrymore, in the Warner Broths production
of Clyde
ay,
plays the man
whose Fitch's
name
s become a synonym for eloence an dhe neglects none of
e mannerisms of the beau. So
hen other members of the comany, off stage, attempt to say
retty things to Miss Myers the
atural response is:
"Oh, stop
your brummeling
me."
Other
members
of the company
)on seized on the phrase and it
as spread quickly.
ACTOR

NEEDS IMAGINATION
Cullen Landis gives no hope to
le actor without imagination.
"An actor must visualize from
he word picture of his role in the
cript, or he cannot fashion a charcterization,"
says this
young
acor,
who recently
added
to his
creen activities in trodding the
>oards of the speaking stage in
The Valley of Content."
"A knowledge of life is valuable
n the creation of a character, but
till one must have expensive pow:rs of imagination so that one seeith the mind's eyes the intimate
psychology of the character he
portrays. I believe that an actor
cannot do better than remaining
[close to what the author has written, while of course, he will add
|to this that intangible something
of his own individuality that properly should color his work."
Spencer Bell, colored comedian
of the Jack White forces, has some
scenes in "Air Pockets," the neiv
aviation comedy, in which he is
shown as unwilling ballast hanging from the fuselage of a 'plane
as it mounts the airways, and in
which his portrayal of a thoroughly scared darky is said to equal his
hit in "Kick Out," the lion comedy
of a year ago.

I

Director Fred Caldwell has encountered some difficulty in finding
suitable locations for his forthcoming production, "Hollywood in
1900." In fact Mr. Caldwell has
found very few spots in the film
Mecca that recall any memories to
J. Stewart W oodhouse , the author,
of the Hollywood he remembers of
twenty- five years ago.
Because of this some of the main
parts of the script have been
changed to meet the reijuirements
of other locations where modern
twin-sixes and Spanish bungalows
cue not too much in evidence.

Finis Fox is adding the final
touches to his own story, "The
Woman Who Sinned," and expects
to start production within the next
two weeks. Aside from writing
the story and making the adaptation he wlil also direct the picture,
which will be the first of a new
series of Finis Fox specials.
Ever hear of "sneaking" pictures?
Ask King Baggot, he'll tell you
about
1 hey'cm.were a form of motion pictures made by the independents in
the early days, when King and
Mary stars.
Pickford were Carl Laemmle's
The patents company kept detectives on the trail of the unlicensed units to keep them from
using the patent <ameras, so when
a director went out to shoot a
scene his cameraman carried hu
cranking machine in a gunny sack,
and
on thelocation
sly. shots had to be taken
Finally King and Mary had to
go to Cuba and make pictures
there, eneduntil
out in the
the matter
courts. was straightMOUNT

When your real estate deals fail
to keep you on the jump, write
plays.
This is the new motto of Oscar
Apfel, popular director, who has
been spending idle time (hiring his
vacation in preparing vaudeville
sketches that will be used by several well known screen stars on
tours theyductionwill
make while
the pro-of
lull continues
at some
the studios here.
Following the completion of three
big pictures for Metro, featuring
Viola Dana, Apfel took a vacation,
during which he has made more
money in realty speculation than
he did as a director. But his deals
did not keep him occupied all the
time and he turned his attention
to preparing the vaudeville acts
while hisa play,
which
enjoyed
run at"Morphine,"
the Egan theatre
here, is being revised for a big
opening in New York.
Norma T almadge , who is now
playing in "Secrets," a drama of
the crinoline period, is unable to
use her favorite dressing room due
to the fact that the hoop-skirts of
this period are too large for the
tiny dressing room door.
Blanche Mehaffey, plucked from
Flo
Zeigfeld's
dazzling
American
beauties
to add array
luster of
to
Hal Roach comedies has been keeping a weather eye on New York
theatrical criticisms of late. For
several seasons Miss Mahaffey was
one of the prize bits of pulchritude
in the Follies. This season's revue
has just opened without her and
she feels badly about it, although
she's tremendously
happy atatthe
her Hal
increasing screen success
Roach Studios. Will Rogers, whose
inimitable wit has brightened many
a New York theatrical season feels
about the same as Miss Mehaffey.
He is starring in Hal Roach comedies now and the Follies are having to worry along without him.
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Wallace Worsley, director of the
famous "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," a Universal feature, is going to lend his personal touch to
its presentation on November 16
at the Criterion theatre.
Heretofore, Worsley has outlined
the theatrical presentations of his
pictures by wire and long distance
telephone, but in the case of "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame" he will
take a personal interest in the Los
Angeles presentation and help to
supervise its screening.
Worsley has already had several conferences with H. B. Wright,
managing director of the Criterion,
and the two will collaborate in
giving the film fans here an artistic
tor presentation
Hugo story. of the famous VicWilliam S. Hart has returned
from his location trip to Sonora,
Calif., and is once again working
at Paramount's West Coast Studio
on Phyllis
"SingerHaver
Jim McKee."
plays the leading
feminine role in this original story
by Hart, and Clifford S. Smith is
againern star.directing the famous WestFILM LOCALE
Observers for the D. A. R. have
been present at most of the important scenes in the taking of the
picture, including the battle of Lexington and the battle of Bunker
Hill.

Mrs. Anthony Wayne Cook,
president of the Daughters of the
American Revolution, has gone to
Washington to observe the taking
of scenes for D. W. Griffith's next
film, "America," relating to the life
of George Washington.
Arrangements are being made
f.r the Washington mansion at
Movint Vernon to be used as an
exact historical setting for the
scenes
showing
Washington's
home
life, and
the historical
incidents
which transpired there.

All the
of taken
Washington's
earlier
lifescenes
will be
on the
actual settings in Virginia.
D. W. Griffith has taken a large
staff and two cars of players to
the Washington setting, where he
will spend several weeks.

An unusual thing about the Renaud Hoffman picture, "Which
Shall It Be?", just completed at the
Hollywood Studios is that David
Torrance plays a leading role of
a wealthy and unhappy man in
which his loneliness is accentuated
through never being seen on the
screen with anyone else throughout the film. This is the unheralded little film that has aroused such
a storm of praise from critics.

The genial Scotchman, world
traveller and student, Leslie Fraser Gordon, has been drawn into
screen work again because of his
unfathomable and well indexed
fund of knowledge. He has been
made technical adviser and in
charge of the Research department
at the Hollywood Studios. At verious times previously he has done
screen work, with Edison and
Thanhauser in the early days and
later editing films for three years.

Miss A. M. Fielder, well-known
British social secretary and authority on matters of European customs and manners, has been appointed technical adviser to the
Sam Wood production of "The
Next Corner," in which Conway
Tearle, Lon Chaney and Dorothy
Mackaill are featured. The story
is laid in fashionable Paris and
Miss F'ielder has been of invaluable assistance in determining matters of French procedure.
Sid Smith, well known comedian,
has been added to the cast of the
Cameo comedy company directed
by Gil Pratt.
Although Smith has gained fame
and following as one of the "Hallroom Boys," in the film series of
that name, this is the first time he
has appeared under the Cameo
banner. Cliff Bowes and Virginia
Vance are also working in the current production, as yet untitled.

MASEFIELD PLAY
AT PASADENA
MONDAY
Pasadena's Community Players
will have the honor of making the
first presentation in America of
John Mase field' s new play, "Melloney Holt spur" now running in
London. He has cabled them permission to give the play seven
times, starting
Monday night, November 12.
Lovers stitution
of rather
thethan
theatre
inmerelyas aanplate
of amusement , in Southern California, are enthused over this recognition of the Pasadena Community Playhouse. There will be
many theatre parties from the various literary and dramatic clubs to
attend the premiere, which will be
produced under the direction of
Gil more Brown.
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Progress
Type
Scenarist
Holly 19
BALSHOFER STUDIO, 1329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Prod. Mgr.
2-Reel Serial
4Prepairing
th Episode
Clayton Grandin Lola Patti Jim Crosby
5-Reel Western
Holly 31.1
Clayton Grandin
Jim Crosby
BERW1LLA STUDIO.
5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyons Production (Arrow release).
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
1st Week
"Gambling Wives"
Henderson All-Star Stevens-Linden McGaugh
3rd Week
Dearholt Productions.
"Rodeo Mixup"
Francis Ford Edward Cobb DeGrasse Geo. Carter F. Ford
2nd Week
Neva Gerber Productions.
598-1';
"Sagebrush Relligon"
Dick Hatton Hatton-Gerber
Wm. Nobles Jack Nelson Coolidge
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
Arthur Howard Productions
1st Week
"Some Man"
Wm. Bertram
All-Star
Allen-Zehr Gardner
Preparing
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC. 69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
5 78-56
Jas. Young
All-Star
Special
G. P. Saum
C. O. Sessel
"Welcome Stranger"
Preparing593-57
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
45 1 3 Sunset Blvd.
Fred Caldwell
All-Star
Hnllister Rounsaville
J. S. Woodhouse
"Hollywood 1900"
EditingHolly 009
CENTURY STUDIO.
61 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback,Casting.
Editing
*
Editing
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Noel Smiht
HarrySweet
Harry Forbes
Albert Cohn
Noel Smith
"The Tourists"
Holly 407;
Al Herman
Henry Murdock
Billy Williams
Chas. Lamont
AL Herman
"Next, Please"
Bob Kerr
Earle-McCoy
Victor Sherrick
A. Linkoff
Bob Kerr
"The Traffic Cop"
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
1 4 I 6 La Brea Ave.
Holly 310
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
1st Week
Graham
2-Reel Comedy
Beaudine
Jimmy Hams
Peterson-Garnett Clemens
Drexel211
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr.
Culver City 54
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr. 6529 Venice Blvd., Culver City
Preparing
Renalles, Inc. Clarke Renalle, Director General.
Clarence Bricker, Asst. Gen. Mgr.
Preparing
All-Star
Staff
"The Elks Tooth"
All-Star
Harry A. Swart
"Purple Bath Tub"
Washington and Ince Blvds., Culver Cit
DARRELL-MOUNIER STUDIO. J. F. Mounier, Gen. Mgr.
598-l6!|
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
Ryan Bros. Productions
2nd Week
Geo. Chesebro
Chesebro-Clayton
Selander Rr.-d
Ben Cohen
"The Wolf Man"
FINE ARTS STUDIOS. 4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Comedy
Schedule
X. Taurog All-Star Meehan
Staff
!
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
G. Pratt
McGill
Staff
Comedy
Schedule
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Comedy
Schedule
F. Hibbard Lloyd Hamilton
Corby
Staff
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave. Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Editing
Schedule
Al St. John
Comedies
Editing
Al St. John Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew Benny Stoloff
Staff
Comedies
Seiler Carruth
chimpanzees R. Tennant Mark Sanderich
EditingHolly 300'
Lambert Hillyer Tom Mix
Van Clark Manter
"Eyes of the Forest"
Edmund Mortimer John Gilbert J. Short
W. Mayo
Harrison Jacobs
"The Beast"
Wm. Wellman
Chas. Jones Joe August Horace Hough
Preparing
"Cupid's
Fireman"
5th
Week
Geo. Archainbaud All-Star Jules Cronjager Hollingshead
Fannie & Fred Hatton"The Shadow of the East"
Tom Buckinham All-Star Sid Wagner Kingling
Carter
"The Arizona Express"
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Holly 269
Phil Goldstone Productions. State Rights release).
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Cower St. Sam'1 Bischoff, Gen. Mgr
Holly OI6i
GOLDWYN STUDIO. R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City
7th Week
Lucien Auririot
Ray Flynn
Emmett Flynn All-Star
"Nellie,
the
Cloak
Model'
Carey
Wilson
7th
Week
761-71
"Three Weeks"
Alan Crosland All-Star
Carey Wilson
Jory Mescall
Lynn Shores
Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd
Holly 143
Harold Lloyd Corporation. Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
13th Week
Robt. A. Golden
Taylor-Xewmeyer H. Lloyd
Lundin
"The Girl Expert"
J. K McDonald Productions.
Halperin Productions.
H. Young
4th
Week
Preparing
"Souvenir"
Halperin-Wallace All-Star A. Wyekoff
Halperin
Laurel Productions.
W. Ruggles Priscilla Dean
"Pirates & Plunder'
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Preparing
Sanford Productions.
Special
Mattison Mattison-V. Rich E. Dyer
R. Sanford Staff
"The
Ragged
Robin'
Kinemart Productions.
B. Schrader, Casting. 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Schedule
Byran Shrader
All-Star Jim Clancey
Staff
ROY HUGHES PRODUCTIONS.
840 S. Olive. SHADOWLAND RELEASE.
Roy Hughes Leavens Hale J. MacFarland
Thos. Dixon. Jr.
"Ashes of Waste"
Arizona Location
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
761-731
Gene Stratton Porter Productions.
All-Star Howard Anderson Jeanett Porter
Gene S. Porter
"The Girl of the LimberlosC'Editing
ThomasJ. Leo
H. Meehan
Ince Corporation.
Del Andrews All-Star Max Dupont Frank Gerghty
Del Andrews "The Galloping Fish" 4th Week

Oner a!
Director
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Progress

1025 Lillian Way. Eddie Cline,
Holly 2814
1520 Vine St.
Tom
White,
Casting
Holly 2400
Editing
Y STUDIOS. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
tjSK
Sth Week
pjamount
Pictures. Pola Negri Jos. Howe
H. Schwartz
Herb Brennon
"Shadows of Paris"
Fred Robertson
Jack Cunningham "Flaming
Geo. Melford
Chas. Clark
Barriers"
Sth Week
Dick Rush
Clifford S. Smith Ail-Star
W. S. Hart
Warren Reeves
J. G. Hawks
"Singer Jim McKee"
Sli Wood Productions.
John Waters
Monte Ketterjohn "The Next Corner" 4th Week
Sam Wood
All-Star
jl Henabery Productions.
Richard Johnston Edfried Bingham
Henabery AIl--Star
"The Stranger"
3rd Week
Iijn Willat Productions.
Albert S. LeVine
Irvin Willat All-Star
Chas. Shoenbaum Otto Brower
"The Heritage of the Desert" Gth Week
L B. MAYER STUDIO. 5360 Melrose Ave.
431-171
d Niblo Productions.
Dorian Cox
Bess Meredith
7th Week
Fred Niblo All-Star V. Milner
'Thy Name Is Woman'
IWYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Capitol 2120
Llis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
J.
G. Younger
Hawks
Harry Schenck
12th Week
Reginald Barker All-Star
"Cape Cod Folks"
A. G.
Sidney Algier
John M. Stahl All-Star
11th
Week
"Why Men Leave Home'
EjP. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Preparing
Gasnier All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
Waldemar Young
"Poisoned Paradise"
riLTRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Casting.
Holly 4485
2nd Week
Week
Geo. D. Baker
Viola Dana
Arnold
Eddington Geo. D. Baker
"Revelations"
2nd
King Vidor Laurette Taylor
Chet Lyons Dave Howard
"Happiness"
/en Holubar Productions.
Sth Week
Allen Holubar
All-Star Haskins
"The Human Mill'
AtIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Holly 4470
P. c orp.
A. Willat, Mgr.
Iphnicolor
Schedule
J. A. BallM
Geo. A. Cave
Color Photography
Ray Rennahan
FCKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
lited Artists Release.
Raoul
Walsh
Douglas
Fairbanks
Arthur
Edeson
J.
T.
O'Donahue
"The Thief of Bagdad" 21st Week
Staff
Marshall Neilan Mary Pickford
Rosher
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon 4th Week
Staff
7250 Santa Monica.
INCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
Holly 2806
Louis Tolhurst
Walter Anthony
Microscopic Motion PicturesSchedule
Pre
par
12 STUDIO
Mel rose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Hollying
7780
Al Santel Geo. O'Hara Lee Garmes Moreno
Schedule
Beatrice
Van
"Fighting
Blood"
Series
James Home All-Star Jos. DuBray
"Not For Publication"
IDACH STUDIO.
Culver City. W arren Doane, Mgr.
761-721
Hall"
Jas. A. Howe
Robt. Doran
Will Rogers
Ross Lederman
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Len Powers
Staff
Animals
Vreland
B.
Currigan
1-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Staff
Chas. Chase
James Parrot
Ed Willatt
LeoMorehouse
Gerstad
1- Reel Comedy
Schedule
Our Gang
Staff
Bob McGowan
C.
Harry Gerstad
2Reel
Comedy
Schedule
Staff
Fred
Jackman
Glen
Tryon
Roach-Clements
Hopkins
5-Reel
Comedy-Drama
1st
Week
Roach
Frank
Young
Geo. Jeske
Stan Laurel
Wm. Dill
2-Reel Comedy
Beginning
Staff
Fred Guiol
Niek Barrows
Spat Family
2-Reel
Comedy
Beginning
Lloyd French
Staff
IJSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
Holly 7945
(jW. Geo.
Patton
Productions.
F. MacPherson,
B. Seitz
MurphyH. Miller
Walker Mgr.
Cooper
Al. Neitz
'The
Deer
Slayer"
Sth
Week
Bob
Dillon
J. Brown Productions.
Al. Rogell Fred Thompson
Ross Fisher Curley Dresden
'The Sheriff of Tombstone" 1st Week
! loford Productions.
Leo Maloney Leo Maloney Badarocca Stratton
'Headin' Through" Editing
Ford Beebe
NNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 1550
Del Lord
All-Star
4th Week
2nd
Week
Erie Kenton All-Star
Staff
Staff
NITED STUDIOS. 5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee, Pres.
Holly 4080
• ieph M. Schneck Productions.
(First National Release).
2nd
Week
F. Borzagf Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio
O.
O.
Dull
"Secrets"
O'Brien
st National Productions.
Sth Week
C. Badger Coleen Moore Berquist
Montagne
"The
Swamp Angel"
I urice Tourneur Productions.
2nd
Week
Scott R. Beal
Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd
Fred Myton
ichard Walton Tully Productions.
Preparing
'Flowing Gold"
Jos. DeGrasse
All -Star
Geo. Reehm
Warrenton-Carpenter Johnson
Torment"
433-131
jKlIVERSAL
STUDIO.
Fred (Universal
Datig, Casting.
Uiversal Film Manufacturing
Co.
Release).
8th
Week
Jay Marchant
Morrison Morris
Ray
"The Ghost City"
Don Taylor
Clark
Wm. Duncan Duncan-Johnson
7th
Week
Duncan
"The Fast Express"
4th
C. Brown
All-Star
Ernest
Laemmle
12th Week
Week
A.
Smith
"Signal
Tower"
Hobart
Henley
All-Star
Editing
Preparing
"The
Turmoil"
Eddie Cline Reginald Denny
"Love Insurance"
V. Nordlinger
Robt. B. Bradbury Jack Hoxie
"The Phantom Rider"
3rd Week
Sedgwick Hoot Gibson
Billy Tummel
"Courting
Edward Laemmle Billy Sullivan
Preparing
Schedule
"The LeatherCalamity"
Pushers"
Robt. Hill
Laura LaPlante
Jack Rose
"The Thrill Girl"
1st Week
Wm. Craft Wm. Desmond
Hugh Hoffman
Koehner
•The Riddle Rider"
VTAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
598-131
ve Smith Productions.
3rd
Week
David Smith
Ail-Star
Steve Smith. Jr.
Wm. Dagwell
'A Tale of Red Roses"
ARNER BROS. STUDIOS.
5842 Sunset Blvd
Holly 4181
lrner Brothers Productions.
(ith Week
Tenny Wright
"Daddies"
Wm. A. Seiter
Marsh-Gillingwater John Stumar
Frank Strayer
Harry Beaumont John Barrymore
Dave Abel
Editing
5th Week
"Beau Brummel"
nest Lubitsch Productions.
Blanke
Ernst Lubitsch
All-Star Chas. Van Enger Flood
'The Marriage Circle"
ALDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt, Mgr.
Holly 7940
Edw. J. LeSaint
Jas. Kirkwood
King Gray
Roland Asher
'Discontented Husbands"
Ith Week
J. Stormwnroer
Angeles
Box 818, Station
FILMS Wm.CINEMATOUR.
EDUCATIONAL
'ORLD
Eliason
Baby Betty
Field F. M. Abbey
Robinson "C," Los 'My
Kingdom for a Horse" Preparing
STER KEATON

STUDIO.

Camen
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Announcement

United

Producers
announce

and

the appointment

ADELINE

M.

of

ALVORD

as Managing
This department

Distributors

Editor

of their organization

is fully and ef-

ficiently equipped to furnish Books, Plays,' Stories, Continuities, Research and Readers to Producers.

After Dec. 1, 1923
1606-08 No. Highland Avenue
Hollywood, California

Temporary Address:
6812 Hollywood Boulevard
Telephone 574-39

Producers

Get

Your

Cash

Save the Middleman's Profit.
Don't give your films to Agents to sell on percentage.
WE

PAY

SPOT
ONE
AND
FOR

CASH
AND

FOR
TWO

TWO

FIRST
REEL

REEL

ENGLAND

CLASS

COMEDIES

WESTERNS

AND

EUROPE

Give full particulars in first letter to BoxWl
and lowest price with name
American Territories.
DON'T

ASK

STATE

DRAMAS

of

firm

care Camera!

releasing for

Inclose synopsis if possible.

FOR OUR OFFER.
GIVE YOUR LOWEST
WRITE
TODAY
AND GET YOUR CASH.
WHERE

COPIES

CAN

BE

SEEN

IN

NEW

PRICE.

YORK.

1

a era:
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RAY

LA
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VERNE

MOTION

PICTURE

CASTING

OFFICE

1521 North Bronson Ave.

Registrations until Nov. 20th from 9:30 A. M. to
!5:30 P. M. daily. After Nov. 20th registrations
taken between the hours of 2:00 to 4:00 P. M. only.

WE

ARE
OF

HAVING

DESIROUS

YOU

MR.

BECOME

C.

F.

ACQUAINTED

WITH

PALMBORG

our special insurance and trust fund analyst (catering exclusively to the motion picture profession) and who has established permanent headquarters in
your city at
6318

Hollywood

Boulevard

If you are in doubt as to your needs of protection, you may gain advice Absolutely Free of Charge. Many of the foremost film celebrities have taken
advantage of this service.
New

York

Life

C. F. PALMBORG,
6318 Hollywood Blvd.

Insurance

Hollywood

Co.

Representative
Telephone 439-869

Came} !
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ANNOUNCEMENT
Dr. A. L. Jester
Famous chiropractor, just returned
from 3 years chiropractic missionary service in Germany offers his
services to the movie people of
Hollywood at reduced rates.
No charge for first consultation.
5558 Hollywood Blvd., Rm. 202-203
Hours 10-12 — 2-5, Evenings 7-8.

COY

WATSON,

JR.

CHILD' 'LEADS
Age 10.
Drexel 3616
Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura LaPlante unit. Universal.
Current Robert
production,
Thrill Girl"
Hill. "The
Directing
Recent Releases. "Gossip." '•Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
Reproductions,
Still Finishing

Publicity
Photography

LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
SS74 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
ART
LEE
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone
598-207 at Western
1712 St. James
Court, Hollywood,

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

(Continued from Page 5)
tors were to settle in the ring while enac
aa picture.
His of"House
With aago,
Bad isReputation,"
best seller
two years
also being the part of battlers for the camera. Some t|
transcribed to the screen by an Eastern pro- ago some of Gribbon's favorite scenes
ducer.
cut from "The Victor," in which he appeal
with Rawlinson, and rumors were thick
an argument over it would result in a baj
Al Wilson, the famous stunt aviator of Uni- far
more real than the usual film fight.
versal chapter plays, plans to seek fame as a
The two entered the ring and fought it
"straight" actor soon. He is playing a leading while Robert Hill, the director, and a la 1
role in "The Ghost City" with Pete Morrison
of actors gathered to witness the
and Margaret Morris at Universal and his air- crowd
plane thrills for the first time are incidental almost went insane with excitement. Each
drew a black eye. Both landed some he;]
to his acting.
blows. At the close of the battle they «h|
hands and hurled the hatchet. Hill dedal
"Love Insurance," which will be the first the battle a perfect draw.
vehicle of Reginald Denny, Universal star,
"Gribbon's a great sport and a good fightek
when he recovers from injuries suffered in an
perfect friends" said Rawlins,
automobile accident, is taken from a novel by and
after we're
the battle.
Earl sical
Derr
Biggers
in
which
the
true
whim"Rawlinson's
the best sport I know!" >!
Gribbon.
humor of life is the chief element.
Bernard McConville, supervising editor of
"I don't care whether these guys were sa^i
Universal-Jewel features, and Rex Taylor, well or not — but I sure got a ^reat ranful of fit
known scenario writer, adapted the book to stuff out of them!" chortles Bob Hill.
screen form. Taylor prepared the scenario.
So everyone's satisfied now.
Much is expected of the new story for the
Hearken back to 1913.
quality of the author's work has been reflected
in many popular Saturday Evening Post stories
King Baggot is going to direct a picture rt
and novels. One of his chief works was "Seven Universal with a locale about which he kntt
Keys
to Baldpate."
McConville
Taylor
are among
the best known
screen and
writers
and a great deal. "The Inheritors," a novel bj.
R. Wylie, telling a story of modern Enghl
in their collaboration should produce a highly A.
and English characters, was adapted to H
promising screen plot.
screen
for a Mary Philbin starring vehicle/
Denny is convalescing nicely and is expected
Bernard
McConbille, supervising editor of Ulo be back at Universal City within a few versal-Jewel
productions, anil prepared an
weeks.
scenario by Frank Beresford. When Bagjt
with the "Merry-Go-Rom'
picture
startsin this
"The Phantom
the star
role, he will have a great m:'
hasJack
beenHoxie's
finishedfeature
at Universal
City. Rider"
Robert girl
eyes
turned
upon
the
undertaking, for it pre
North Bradbury directed the picture and Lil- ises interest.
lian Rich played opposite the Western star.
In the year 1913 Baggot, then the lead c;
The story
and continuity were written by Isa- masculin favorite of the new moving pictu A
dore
Bernstein.
unit
made "Ivanhoe"
England and
went
Herbertto Brennon's
direction.
He had no i'l
Eleanore Boardman, playing a leading role then
of becoming a director himself.
in "The
Turmoil,"
Hobart story
Henley'sat production
"Ivanhoe" was made for Carl Laemn,i
of
the Booth
Tarkington
Universal
City, has a queer fad when not at work on the president of the Universal Pictures corporatii
"Inl
set. She and George Hackathorne design and but it bore the "Imp" trade mark. Thecompw
the Independent Motion Pictures
paint picture frames. They monopolize much was
of the attention of the stage carpenters as a which Mr. Laemmle formed many years agon
result.
of the film industry. "Ivl
"trust"reels
combat
hoe" wasthe four
in length, which at tt
After countless rounds of ring battling, street time classed it as a "super-feature." The it
brawls and coal yeard gang fights, filming of was the first from America ever sent to Eurc.i
and France
in EnglandEngland
Baggot
"Jack O'hasClubs,''
Herbert at
Rawlinson's
II
was tom;fl
the camera.
beforeplayed
feature,
been completed
Universal latest
City. times
Fighting Herb Rawlinson and Battling Eddie sort"The
ground."
"stamping "—the
of a Inheritors
title will probably q
Gribbon fought sixteen rounds to a perfect
an old English estate, I
draw at Universal City area. This is the re- changed — is laidof inLondon
and a small Engli
centers
sult tween
of the
fight"
be- theater
vB
village. Miss Philbin will play in it aAgi
the twomuch-discussed
actors, staged"grudge
as the big
scenes
unusual character, a worthy successor to
in
"Jack
O'
Clubs,"
from
the
story
by
Gerald
Beaumont.
Ri
Urban of "Merry-Go-Round" and Mamiefilm!
mings.
Mamieby Rose,"
Bets had been placed and the studio was of
"My
Kildare's
of Owen
which
was
just
completed
Irving
Ct|
agog with excitement over the fight, because
(Continued on Page 21)
of rumors of an old "feaud" that the two ac-

™ShS
TRATES TAXI
SUNSE
SPECIAL
ON STUDIO TRIPS AND TOURING
Universal City
$1.00 Club Royal
~
Mayer Studios
2.50 Culver City
Holly-Fairbanks
75 United Studios _
Fox Studios
75 Robertson-Cole
- —
os
Lasky Studios
75 Metro Studi
Hotel
Santa Monica
3.50 Ambassador
Pasadena
4.00 Venice
Center of Los Angeles
All Stations
2.50
Plantation
1720 Hudson Ave.
578-280
430-258

3.00
2.00
J-MJ
«JM
^
1.00
3W

I,iaeral
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New and Novel
ENTERTAINMENT
or afternoon or dinner parties
"READING

CUPS"

"There is much in a drained cup"
hone 597-544 Mornings for Particulars

PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AR-EXCELLENT
OSTIVELY
PUTS
PICTUPL
PEOPLE IN A
PEBrtANENT
UBLICFAVOB
"Vrite jbr porf/ca/ars . oq jee
GtttZ WOCUWAY
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood Sfat!on
Or, In care of
Camera!
2nd. Floor, 6318 (^Uklywooo Blvd.,
HOLLYWOOD
Gut J|
VnOHE 433-869
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of IVew York
ACUTE OR CHRONIC DISEASES
«548 Hollywood Blvd.
Hours 2-5 P. M. or by Appointment

Hollywood

Laboratory
of
exclusive producers

Thimmeway

Titles

jc speedy, economical, error-free process
Paul D. Hugon, General Manager
p Lillian ^ay, Holly voood Holly 1696
Phone, Day and Night: 430-530
)R. D. W. MacMILLAN. M. D.
Honor graduate McGill University
iseases of Women and Children, genitourinary disorders
Hours: 2-5, 6-8
604 7 % Hollywood Blvd. at Cower St.
BRUNO
Publicity Photos, Professional Photos,
Casting Director Photos
6412 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Telephone 431-929
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"CAMERA!"
Filming of a series of sensational storm
scenes, and a thrilling race over a wrecked
trestle ended the photography on "Innocent,"
the new Universal all-star feature written and
directed by Perley Poore Sheehan, noted novelist.
The picture in the making created intense
interest at Universal City for several reasons.
In the first place, it was rehearsed and presented as a stage play is handled, from preliminary reading of the play on, through complete
rehearsals. The man assigned to cut and edit
the films, Ralph Dietrich, was assigned to the
staff as script secretary and assistant director,
knowing therefore every point in the action
and editing the film as photography progressed.
It also marked the first practical tryout of the
new lightning torch, invented by Arthur E.
Shadur, city engineer of Universal City, and
the first safe device of the kind ever designed.
Sheehan'smountains,
picture isbuta somelodrama
of the
Arkansas
handled that
its
melodramatic action is secondary to its characterizations, trick
a
new to the screen.
The cast included Gladys Hulette, Howard
Truesdell, Edgar Kennedy, Margaret Seddon,
Charles Cruz, Norman Rankow, Robert Gordon, Lon Poff.
Jack Sullivan, the man who handled the
crowd scenes in "Merry-Go-Round," "The
"Hunchback of Notre Dame," and other big mob
scenes in recent pictures of note, acted as Sheehan's assistant.
Jack Rose,turned
one oftheUniversal's
best known
cameramen,
crank on
the new picture and Raymond L. Schrock made
the adaptation and the scenario.

.-TTTTm — mnrj
FOR SALE— Bell and Howell Camera, 170 shutter— late model, completely equipped. Bar879-555.
gain.—BLAINE WALKER. 914 South Olive.

Photography has been completed on "My
Mamie Rose," May Philbin's new UniversalJewel starring vehicle, and her first big role
since she made picture history in "Merry-GjRound." The story, adapted from Owen Kildare's famous novel of the Bowery by the same
name, is one of the year's spectacular productions at Universal. The old Bowery was reproduced in detail, with its elevated railways,
its quaint old resorts, its queer characters
whose names have gone down into tradition,
and its odd glamor that has long outlived the
place itself.
Steve Brodie lives again, the man who took
a chance, in the quaint story. Chuck Connors,
Mike
all crrtury
famous
figures Flynn,
in the Philadelphia
New York ofO'Brien,
a quarter
ago, appear in it. The first automobile in New
York chugs painfully over its cabbled sheets.
Mary Philbin,
the "Mamie
Rose" of role
the
Kildare
novel, as
played
a remarkable
throughout the making of the big picture, directed by Irving Cummings. It is a known
fact that "My Mamie Rose" is the true story
of the life of Kildare, originally a Bowery
gangster, who, through the love of a girl, reformed andauthors.
finally became
America's
best known
Step byonestepof the
picture
treats with his life and the girl who changed it.
The sordid side of the Bowery is eliminated;
the picture shows it as it was seen through
the eyes of the author; a place of glamor and
romance; its true side, with its pitfalls and its
tragedies, is not shown, save in a few hints,
in the treatment of the story.
A notable cast appeared with Miss Philbin.
Pat
O'Malley will
be seen
"Kid others
McLaren,"
the prototype
of the
author,as and
who
are well known are Charles Murray, Lincoln
Plumer, Edwin J. Brady, Max Davidson, William Collier, Jr., Kate Price, Sherry Tansey,
Steven
Murphy
and Tom supervising
O'Brien.
Bernard
McConville
editor of
Jewel productions at Universal City, handled
the script, the adaptation being made by Harvey Gates
(who also wrote the scenario) and
Lenore
Coffey.

907 Central Bldg. Phone 142-88

FOR RENT— Brand new Bell & Howell Camera
Pallheimer Iris full equipment. 578-757.
WANTED
youngMiss
lady Ester
to helpBourke,
actor
or actress— Position
with mail,by etc.
1075 W. Santa Barbara Ave., Los Angeles.
FOR SALE— Bell & Howell Camera, complete
outfit, fine condition. Price $950. Phone
594-568.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cat.
Telephone 659-42
TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOWI
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ave., at Santa Monica Blvd.
Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours I 0 to 1 2 ; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724

Join the Kings and Queens of
MOVIELAND
at ourboxing
Fridayreigns
Nite supreme
showwhere
Hollywood
Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.

Camer
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TITLES

PLUS

SERVICE

Recently titled
"FASHION ROW"
Featuring Mae Murray
Hand lettering by
IRVING W. BUNZE
Cinematographic work by
ELI COHN
For perfect black-and-white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with
samples.
Quality

Title &

Film

Company
1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850

FOR
PLAYS,

PICTURES
BOOKS, ORIGINALS
The

Hollywood Play Bureau
Emmett Corrigan, Mgr.
6404 Hollywood Boulevard
Near Cahuenga.

Hollywood, Cal.

Holly 7660

LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

The Bay La Verne motion picture casting office, located on North Bronson in the heart of
the local studio district, has opened its doors to
the public — to the folks of filmland — and extend
a cordial invitation to all to drop in anil get
acquainted.
Ray La Verne, head of the new organization,
was formerly connected with the Ivan Kahn
agency. He is fortunate in having associated
with him in the new company Mr. Eugene \V.
Stewart, formerly of Chicago. Mr. Stewart recently journeyed to the coast on pleasure bent
but became so delighted with the well known
beauties of Southern California that he has decided to become a permanent resident.
"Service" — real,
honest
conscientious
serviceunadulterated,
to both the actor
and and
the
producer is the slogan of the new company.
Each department, casting, legal, publicity, etc.,
will be in charge of competent and courteous
officials.

All Copy

The surroundings of their comfortable and
comodious quarters are attractive, even to the
extent of having a homelike atmosphere which,
without doubt, will be appreciated by the actor
and
zation.will become an added asset to the organiA novel innovation is a private office which
is placed at the disposal of all studio officials
who may desire to interview prospective casts.
No charge will be made for thi sservice.

for the

Cbttton
of the
STUDIO

A Mary Pickford rose now blooms.
At the recent California Flower Show held
in San Francisco, a rose, grown by Fred H.
Howard of Los Angeles, who has won scores
of medals for his rare floral creations, was publicly dedicated to "America's Sweetheart."
A. D. Houghton of the University of California, in dedicating the rose to, the star
praised Miss Pickford for her ideals and paid
great tribute to her art.

DIRECTORY

must be in by

November

Joseph De Grasse, who is to direct Richard
Walton
Tully's production
of worker
"FlowingwhoGold,"
litis interviewing
an oil field
had
spent a great deal of time in Ranger. Texas,
during
the which
stampede,
flowing
that section,
is thefor
locale
of the gold"
story. into

20th

address
MISS BETTY McCOY, Editor

"Ranger was quite muddy in those days, was
it not?" inquired De Grasse.
"Muddy?
Say! street
I wasone walking
along thein
sidewalk
on main
day, struggling
mud almost to my hips. Glancing down, I saw
a man's head above the mire in the street. Bighearted, I reached forth and offered him assistance to the side walk. 'Never mind,' he
laughed, refusing my aid, I'm riding a horse.'"

1852 Hillhurst
Telephone

594-783

LUNCH
PENALLES,

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave. 7560 Sunset Blvd.

WExMOYI

INC

City,
Culver

Calif.

one? Shine

City
Culver

DISTINCTIVE
CINEMA™ LEGITIMATE
ATTRACTIONS

546

JWJjwod J6T2 - SAMUEL C.SH1NE • 6X6 so^oni..
General Trucking and Hauling

Now
Gustatory
Genius
John's New Cafe
6382 Hollywood Blvd.

in Preparation:

"The

Elk's Tooth"

HAVE
YOU A PICTURE FOR SALE?
I can sell it outright. See me for quick results
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 4275
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Question—

Your

Answer

its

and

QUESTION— "I have been more or less sick since an attack
of the 'Flu.' Please tell me how long it will take to get well under
Chiropractic Adjustments."
ANSWER — Time required for complete restoration to health
is dependent upon your age, general vitality, duration of illness,
severity of illness, the ability of your Chiropractor to correctly analyze your case, determine the causative subluxations in your spine
and correct them, and last but not least, the co-operation he will get
from you in the matter of regularity of Adjustments. Thus you may
see that each case demands separate study. From a thorough examination of your spine and due consideration for the points named
above, we can give you a quite accurate opinion as to time required
in your particular case.
Residence Calls Day or Night.
Home

Phone 598-222.

Bring all your health troubles to the only Chiropractor catering to the
Motion Picture Profession.

DR.

W.

SCIENTIFIC

I.

SCHUSTER

CHIROPRACTOR
(PALMER

AND

NERVE

SPECIALIST

GRADUATE)

Licensed in California
A health service right at your door
Save your time and strength by avoiding the downtown
Office Hours :
10 to 12 and 2 to 5

203 Bogardus Building
Cor. Sunset and Western
Hollywood, California

Monday, Wednesday and Friday
6 to 8 P.M.

WHERE

THE

SICK
ASK

traffic

ANY

Telephone 436-724

GO
STAR

TO

GET

WELL
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An

Announcement

of
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SUPERVISED
BY"Supervised by
."
It is a meaningless and much-abused film phrase ivhic/i has had a tendency
in late years to supersede the <well-kno<wn "directed by
." Why?
In an interesting discussion we had the other evening with a man who has enjoyed
many years of prominence as an actor, writer and director, we unearthed many subtle
reasons for "supervised by
." This man stated that it was an outrage to those
directors who had spent a lifetime of earnest endeavor and rigid application in learning
the various angles of stage and motion picture direction, of acting, of writing, of set construction, oflighting, and cinematography, as the majority of them have, to have to bow
down to the ever-present "supervised by
." And as he outlined the sinister
phrase we have catalogued it as a bitter sarcasm, this supervision credit. And why not?
A producer procures some capital and decides to make a contribution to the shadow
stage. Inevitably the very first thing he does is to call in a man who really knows how
to make motion pictures, that is, if he is a wise producer. This man is usually a director
with an established reputation, who forthwith sets about to select a story, employ competent aides and technical men, arrange for adequate studio space, procure modern facilities, and assemble a cast of merit. This is all done rapidly and efficiently through knowledge gained by years of experience. Once everything is in readiness the picture goes into
active production. Incessant toil, sincere application and an understanding of situations
all help to make the completed film a worthwhile endeavor. If the director possesses a
sparks of genius he may turn out a veritable masterpiece, winning the plaudits of all who
preview it. Then the sad thing happens; the finished reels pass into the hands of the
"supervising director," who may have formerly occupied a responsible position as ribbon
clerk in some small-town merchandise emporium or as supervising lawn-trimmer on some
Long Island estate. Having invested a little money in a motion picture company, or
through personal friendship with the powers-that-be, he is given a position in the studio.
And where, we ask, could he serve better than as "supervising director," giving the last
artistic touches to the finished production, and doing his bit to keep the footage down.
If the picture is good it is "supervised by so-and-so," and the director passes info
oblivion; if it is rank it is "directed by so-and-so," and the buck is passed to the man
behind the megaphone. No praise for the director. All praise for "supervised by
."
No wonder so many of our directors are heartsick and discouraged. What can you do
when someone like this takes out the shears and begins to cut the picture right and left.
He doesn't know drama; he doesn't know motion pictures. All he does know is ribbons,
or lawn-mowers, or "less footage," and he proceeds to accomplish the latter with the aid
of a pair of reckless shears. He presumes to tell a director <who has enjoyed years of
success in his profession hoiv motion pictures shall be made. There can be no art in
motion pictures as long as "supervised by
" holds sway. The director luill
shoulder the blame for his feiv mistakes if he is given credit for his successes, unmolested
by the supervision demon.
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California
Main at Eighth
Lionel Barrymore
in
"Unseeing Eves"
ller
at 's
Ninth
MiMain

J. Warren Kerrigan
in
"Thundering Dawn"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Wm. S.
in Hart
"Wild Hill Hickok'
Loew's
State
Seventh at Broadway
Ralph Lewis
in
"The Mail Man'
Rialto
Broadway at Eighth
Harold Lloyd
in
"Why Worry"
Criterion
Lon Chaney
in
"The Hunchback of
Notre Dame"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Mary Pickford
in
"Rosita"
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Douglas MacLean
in
"Going Up"
Hollywood Egyptian
Hollywood Blvd. and McCadden
"The
Wagon"
with Covered
Lois Wilson
and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Claire in
Windsor
"The Acquittal"
Clune's
Broadway nearBroadway
Fifth
Ruth Clifford
in
"Mothers-in-Law"

This

Week's

One of the most dramatic
human documents which has
ever been played on the silver
screen is "The Mail Man" at
Loew's State Theatre. Produced
by Emory Johnson on a lavish
scale the story deals with a family of a letter-carrier and the
drama coming into their lives.
One of the most interesting parts
of the film is the evolution of
our present postal system which
is shown with every phase of
transcontinental mail service
portrayed. The destiny of the
family of Bob Morley, of the
U. S. postal service, holds its
sway on the emotions of the
audience and the production may
lie considered as one of the best
photoplays of 1923.
The leading character actor,
Ralph Lewis, portrays the chief
role and the cast includes
Johnnie Walker, Martha Sleeper,
Virginia True Boardman, David
Kirby, Josephine Adair, Taylor
Graves, Hardee Kirkland, Richard Morris, and Rosemary
Cooper.
The funsters rule the boards
at the Hillstreet Theatre. Headin gthe comedy outlay will be
the famous "Black Laugh," Al
Herman. Thomas E. Shea, veteran of the dramatic stage will
present a series of character bits
from "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,"
"The Cardinal"
and "The
Bells."
Another
stronghold
on the
bill
will be Jack Rose, he who breaks
hats and spreads niirth all at the
same time. The dancing and
singing will be provided by Ted
Lorraine, Jack Minte and Mile.
Marie Andre'
a miniature
musical
revue inadapted
from
"Moth and Flames." Joe Towle
is also a spreader of joy under
the title "Joe Towle in his own
peculiarpletingentertainment."
the vaudeville will beComthe
McGood-Lenzen Co., society
equilibrists. An unusual photoplay is promised in "A Bill of
Divorcement,"
Constance Binncy.featuring
Other features
on the bill aer Allen Hall and
the Tiny Symphony Orchestra,
Wm. Duncan chapter-play, "The
Steel Trail,"
a "Snub"
Pollard
comedy,
Hillstreet
International
News and Aesop's Fables.
"Going Up," Douglas MacLean's tion,greatest
producflies into screen
the Alhambra
Theatre for the week and will
probably fly away with about all
the laughter the audience can
reasonably be expected to share.
Douglas MacLean is the star
of the high altitude comedy and
the aviator clothes he wears fit
him without a wrinkle. The plot
concerns a young man who has
to
andis can't.
Thatflyis an
aboutairplane
all there
to it,
and that is sufficient as far as it
affords Mr. MacLean opportunities of being forced from one
amusing uncomfortable situation
into another.
The cast includes Marjorie
Daw,
Hallam
Cooley, Edna

Theatre

Notes

Murphy, Hughie Mack, John
Steppling,
and
others. Francis McDonald
Bill Hart is back!
After a long retirement from
the screen, Mr. Hart appears in
his first new Paramount picture,
"Wild Bill Hickok." from a story
written by himself and detailing
the adventures of one of the
most noted historic characters
on the western frontier in the
Stormy days following the Civil
War.
The picture, which is the feature attraction
at Grauman's
Metropolitan
Theatre
this week,
is regarded by the producers as
a most fitting and worthy vehicle
for the return of the most famous and popular exponent of
western drama on the screen.
The picture is augmented by
an accompanying program including Gould & Rash, the novelty songsters, known throughout vaudeville for their versatilitylerin vocal
work;
Helconducing
the Herman
Metropolitan
Orchestra. Henry Murtagli at
the Wurlitzer offering another
novelty.tagli"Ethiopia,"
Murdescribes as which
a complete
grand opera in seven minutes,
and other pictorial features.
The opening week of Mary
Pickford in "Rosita" at Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre is
destined to be a dazzling affair
in local cinema history.
According1 to Grauman, >the
initial performance will be in the
nature of a testimonial to
"America's Sweetheart" who,
Douglas Fairbanks and Charles
Chaplin will be guest of honor.
Every star in Hollywood will
also be present by invitation.
The house will be artistically
dressed for this gala occasion.
In this performance only, all
seats will be reserved. The entire orchestra and loges will be
priced at $2.20 and the dress
circle and rear balcony at 65c for
this occasion.

Morosco
71-1 South Broadway

Camei*

'Spite Corner'
Mason
in
127 South Broadway
Guy Bates Post
"The Climax"
Pico and Figueroa
Egans Edmond Lowe
in
"The Waning Sex"
320 South Main
Hippodrome
Jack Livingstone
in
"The Range Patrol"
630 South Broadway
Orpheum
Vaudeville
Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Hoot Gibson
in
"Blinkv"
Hillstreet in
Hill at Eighth
Constance Binney
"A Bill of Divorcement"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy

Here is Edith Yorke, whose
specialty
playing
roles. In isthese
she "mother"
has excelled until her name is known
in both stage and film circles.
Not all mothers are ideal,
however, according to Miss
Yorke, whose portrayal of
"Mom," in "Mothers-in-Law,"
which is at Clune's Broadway,
is an out-standing feature on
the B. P. Scbulberg production.
Miss Yorke has played many
mothers, but she confesses the
role of "Mom," is the one she
loves best of all. It shows her
as a loyal little woman who
keeps the home-fires burning in
the face of a tyrant husband and
a rebellious son, and later, in
the household of the son and his
pretty, restless wife.
With deep understanding, the
mother-in-law summons all her
strength to fight for the happiness of her "two" children.

Maiestic
R-iS South Broadway
Marjorie and Thelma Whi
'Topsy & Eva'
Tally's
Broadway
833 South Broadway
Edmund Lowe
in
"The Silent Command"
Svmphony
Broadway near Sixth
Stuart Holmes
'The Rip Tide'
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London

by Eduin Boner Hesser
jDusk was stealing over the western hills as
* slipped into the little car waiting at the curb
Id sallied forth to the east over the boulevards
II Hollywood. After a short and rather swift
He of perhaps fifteen or twenty minutes we
lew up in front of a magnificent structure,
,chitecturally reminiscent of an old Spanish
jstle, which was located on an avenue in the
part section of Los Angeles.
Ye editor and ye publisher disembarked, and
avely marched up to the massive door and as
avely rang the silvery-toned bell that met our
Jze. There was an electric buzz and the door
Nng to. We entered and found ourselves at
|e foot of a long row of richly-carpeted stairs,
'j the head of which was a beautiful blonde
ijrl, immaculately attired in a gown of whitest
le, who bade us welcome entry. In some man\t or other we tripped up the stairs and not
Ing after found ourselves settled snugly in a
tep divan in a luxuriously appointed suite,
jith the same girl delightfully perched on a
lair not far from us. This then, was how wc
let Mae Marsh, the Mae Marsh of whom we
id heard so much during the long years since
e first motion picture made its debut. This
jrl who was interrogatively gazing at us, was
•e of whom that cinema maestro, D. W. Griffh, had said * * * "she was born with the
Jul of an artist; of all my people, of all those

The

and

who have worked with me, she is the one who
was born to act. She need but be herself on the
screen, and she creates a masterpiece."
She spoke, and we were tensely attentive. We
had querried her about film production in London, as she had known it during the time she
was there making "Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing"
and "Flames of Passion."
"Compared to American film making they are
ten years behind the times there. They haven't
the equipment that the American studios possess, that is, with the possible exception of the
Famous Players studio in London which is
equipped in practically the same manner in
which American studios are. However, I believe their settings are superior to those of the
Americans. Simplicity is the keynote of their
settings; they are not wont to over-exaggerate
things as the Americans are. While their spectacular productions have the same atmosphere
of richness and wealth that ours do, there is no
conglomerated background and everything is
subdued to permeate an air of simplicity, which,
after all, is the true expression of aristocracy
and finesse.
"I find the English professional people a
charming group. The male seems to predominate in popularity with motion picture audiences there, for there are very few girls suited
to motion picture acting. That is the reason
why so many of our American girls have gone
abroad to make pictures for English companies.
Of the English girls there are only a scant few
who enjoy any great popularity, one in particular whose name I cannot bring to mind just
now. British audiences are intensely loyal;
they enjoy home-made productions, but they also accord American films a hearty reception.
"The two pictures I made were filmed in London and in Devonshire. While I thoroughly enjoyed my visit there I would like to stay in California to make pictures.
"When I returned to America I made 'The
White Rose,' for Mr. Griffith. It was a newtype of role for me and it afforded me marvelous opportunities to once more appear before
the American
public inwill
a big
way.to No,
I don't
know
if Mr. Griffith
return
California.
He was contemplating making 'The White Rose'
here but something arose to change his plans. I
don't believe location is a vital factor in his production plans. He is essentially the worker,
tireless and energetic. During the making of
this picture we very rarely got home before
midnight and were made up and ready on the
set by ten the next morning at the very latest.
Mr. Griffith is the artist and devotes great
thought and care to his pictures. He loves, to
work in seculsion, toiling incessantly. He may
come back here. I couldn't say. He usually

Universal

|JA novel reunion took place at Universal City,
fh the Hoot Gibson set, when Major E. S.
lardy, U.S.A., visited the big studio to be the
|uest of his former top sergeant, W. T. McCulp; first assistant to Edward Sedgwick, direct1 pg Gibson in "Courtin' Calamity."
I The two served overseas in the photographic
livision during the war, McCulley, made a
Jon-commissioned officer in view of his studio
xperience, being assigned as aide to the major.
plcCulley handled a number of important developments in wartime photography, such as
opographical observations by airplane with a
Jamera.
At the close of the war he returned to Uni'ersal City, while Major Hardy was assigned
o another branch of the regular service.

Heart—

Megaphone

Slated to be an Armistice Day speaker at a
Los Angeles affair, Major Hardy arrived from
San Francisco Presidio, and at once proceeded
to Universal City, where with a party of brothaide.er officers he passed the day with his former
It took Hoot Gibson and a high powered racing car just a little longer than nothing-flat to
wreck a circus set that had required two days
to construct.
Hoot hit a lemonade stand when he was driving forty miles an hour and he carried pieces of
it clear through the big tent housing the main
show. His flying trip through the world of canvas, sawdust and pink lemonade came as the
big thrill scene in "Courtin' Calamity," his lat-
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Appeal
does things on the spur of the moment in cases
of that nature. In my opinion his real reason
for ever leaving California was the bitter feeling the public seemed to have against motion
picture people, and the endless wrangling between the factions which was at its height at
that time. Probably he thought he would find
things better in the east, as he evidently has,
but with things changed to such a great degree
in the past few years he may return to the field
of his first endeavors.
"You ask me what my favorite role was. 'Apple-Pie Mary,'
without
was more
a pic-at
ture Bobbie
Harron
and aI doubt.
made. It
I felt
home in that type of role. I believe in portrayals with great heart appeal; and that was one
of them. 'Tol'able David' was great; pictures
like that are bound to reach the peak.
"What a wonderful thing it would have been
to have preserved the old Griffith studio here
as a landmark of the motion picture. That is
an ideal that must give way, however, to the
steady march of progress, and even now the familiar old buildings
We talked
on, andhave
she passed
told usaway."
of her latest
cinema contribution, "Daddies," which was
made by a local company, and her plans for the
future, which are not, as yet, fully matured.
Then her little daughter, Mary Marsh Arms,
entered and we were introduced to the little
lady, who bears a very striking resemblance to
her mother. We were told that Mary had, in
addition to her dollies, many imaginary playmates and that oft-times when mother was
about to recline in the easy chair she would be
informed that "Andrew" or "Jack," or some
other visionary companion of Mary's was sitthere and
to be disturbed.
So ittingseems
thatreally
Mary oughtn't
has inherited
from her
daddy, Louis Lee Arms, who is a newspaperman, and her mother, a vivid imagination, unusual descriptive powers and acting ability.
This combination should prove a prizewinner.
Devotion of the finest kind is what holds this
mother and daughter together.
We talked and talked, and time passed with
incredible swiftness. Soon we found the clock
hands pointing to departure time, and we arose
to go, first selecting from a group of striking
portraits the study of this remarkable actress
which you see here. This picture is Mae Marsh
as she is, stately, dignified, pathetic, humorous,
girlish. A merry twinkle in her eyes and at
times a statemanly dignified mien. A mixture
of the buoyant happy and the wistful. That is
Mae Marsh. We departed with impressions
and memories that time cannot dim, with beautiful thoughts of this gifted and charming girl.
To us she is the essence of all that is worthy
in motion pictures.

»y Arthur

p. gasman

est Universal feature. The story is a screen
version of the popular Saturday Evening Post
story by William Dudley Pelley. It is woven
around the adventures of an eastern college lad
who joined a wild-west show in preference to
an Hoot
apprenticeship
in hisasfather's
was as excited
a schoolironkidfoundry.
the day
he was to drive the racing car through the circus tents. It was to follow the shooting of one
of the circus hands by "Calamity Jume," a part
played by Josie Sedgwick. Gibson is directing
the picture in the absence of Edward Sedgwick,
his regular director, who has been seriously ill
for several weeks.
"You'd better let a 'double' do this scene,
Hoot. It'll (Continued
never 'pick on
up,' Page
" W. 20)
T. McCulley,
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Flashes

from

Nov. 16th, 1923.
Milton Gardner, vice-president of Goldwyn,
Victor Seastrom, director, Ray Moore, head location manager, and Al Lewyn, all of the Goldwyn forces arrived in San Francisco on Sunday
morning, and are spending several days here
looking up locations for a new picture. The
next Goldwyn production, work on which will
begin at an early date, will be under the direction of Victor Seastrom, and will be a story of
San Francisco, with extensive location work
done here.
Wallace Beery was a week-end guest at the
St. Francis, arriving on Saturday from Ft.
Bragg where he has been working in "The Signal Tower," of
being
made Brown.
by Universal under
the direction
Clarence
William Russell left for the south a few days
ago after a ten days holiday spent here, enjoying the races at the new Tanforan Track.
Ernest Traxler who has just completed his
job as production manager on "Greed" arrived
in San Francisco on Friday evening for a little
visit. Ernest is now almost a native son of
San Francisco for most of his eleven months of
work on "Greed" was done here, and the Plaza
Hotel doesn't look natural without his smiling
face.
Anna May Wong, little Chinese film star, and
the elderly Chinese woman who acts as her
chaperon, arrived in San Francisco last Wednesday. After a short stay here they expect to
sail for Honolulu on a holiday trip.

Frisco

By acnes

One of the most interesting events of the fall
season was the arrival at the Curren Theatre
last Sunday of Joseph Dalgeim and his Russian
players of the Chat Noir Theatre. Back in the
old days of Russia when Balieff had his
"Chauve-Sourfs" in Moscow, Dalgeim and his
"Chat Noir" in Petrograd, and with the coming
of the day of revolution when Balieff was driven out first to Paris, and later to New York;
Dalgeim went the other way, first to Siberia
then China, and only lately arrived, via the
Pacific, in San Francisco. The Chat Noir Theatre company, as opening at the Curren Theatre
last week, includes some twenty-five Russian
artists, giving a sort of glorified Russian vaudeville, comprising ten numbers of singing and
dancing acts, with such artistic costumes, such
vivid pantomime, and such charming music as
to make an entertainment, not only unusual but
thoroughly
even one
to a word
personof like
ourselves who enjoyable
boast not even
Russian,
the language in which the whole performance
is given. After a short stay here the company
expect to go into the Auditorium Theatre in Los
Angeles for a run, and later tour the coast.
Earl Olin, for a long time director for Larrv
Semon, and Frank Alexander, four-hundred
pound comedian, have come to town, and in
association with Frank Burt, and Earl Sibley of
the Artcraft Productions formed a new production organization. The new company is to be
called the Eldorado Productions, with offices at
718 Golden Gate Building, and they will begin
production at an early date of a series of two
reel comedies.

kerr

Camei'

crawford

The safe arrival is reported from Los I,
geles harbor of the fleet of seven assorted sh*
brought here and sent South to be used in
next picture of the Frank Lloyd Productions, i
command of the flotilla when it set sail vt
Wayne Abbott famous for years as a pa rash t
jumper, with a record of having jumped ei|
thousand feet, and now taking a chance goi
to sea with seven moving picture ships. Amo
the
is aLloyd
quite innewdirecting
Admiral's
used boats
by Mr.
the launch
picture.to
Charles L. Fallon, quite well known to
picture world, and recently assistant dire
with a local picture making company, is n<
appearing as a member of the company givi.
a series of French plays at La Gaite Francai
Edward B. Baron for many years represent
tive of the United Artists Corporation, distrit
tors of the Fairbanks, Pickford, Chaplin a
Griffith productions, has severed his conne
with that company to assume an important po
tion in the executive department of the Herbi
Rothchild Entertainments.
All pictures have production costs and fo
age, but "Greed" holds the unique record of ha
ing mileage as well, for Ernie Traxler its pi;
duction manager bought a new car just after
began work on the picture, and sold it the
day just after the finishing of the filming
"Greed." The recorded miles on the spee
meter were something over ten thousand,
made on business for the production, and
of them traveled in and around San Franc
and the Bay Cities. Some mileage.

BLCD*™£ J™™
Settings
Picture
Motion
From a photographic standpoint, color is of
tion transpiring in the scenes is of a cold de- paintings. Motion pictures represent a seri
pressing nature. Why paint a cafe scene in of pictures. Unfortunately we cannot impa
practically no value in the design and construction of motion picture settings.
greys when it is much easier to mix orange, to these pictures, therefore, we must conceit
There have been many articles written con- lavender or green, and these paints are less ex- our artistic values by the use of light.
It is my belief that the public taste should I
cerning the importance of color used on motion
pensive? If we <vsere dealing solely in a scale
picture sets. I have read long explanations tell- of greys we would not use grey paint. Browns played up to. We have been playing down
are
handled
much
easier,
and
give
a
better
tone
ing the exact method whereby reds, greens,
the public long enough. In the settings f<|
browns, and blues attain their different values effect.
"Three Weeks" I have eliminated all detail
design,
and have merely suggested the mood
in the black and white scale of the motion picI make all the preliminary drawings of sets the setting. We have been working like a groii
ture screen.
There must be little doubt in the public mind, in color, not because color is of importance to of beginners in an art class. Our eyes ha\
set, but solely for the reason that I am an been attracted to detail. We have buried tl!
after these many forceful articles, that red real- the
artist who prefers to work in color. Another one predominating idea of our scenes with
ly photographs black, and that yellow photo- artist
might make his drawings in black and mass of detail. We have cluttered up our sei
graphs white, and that cameramen will not take
pictures of white walls because white walls white.
with palms, jardinieres, and brass beds. Te|
"burn up" a set, giving a flat appearance to the
Color is only for the benefit of the individuals years ago a director in designing the interk !
picture.
in the making of a picture. A motion of a wealthy home thought that he must u;|
The reason 1 use color is because of the ef- engaged
picture
audience
does not know the difference every piece of rich furniture, tapestry and gew|
fect it has on the players and directors working between a light blue
wall, a white wall or a gaw that he could possibly crowd in the rooi
on the set. It is used for precisely the same yellow wall. All they are able to discern is the or the public would not think it was a rici
reason that each company uses an orchestra —
to aid the rdayers in attaining a certain mood. values, and these are attained, not by colors, man's home. Today, rich interiors are ver,
plain. Tomorrow they will be nothing but th'
Suppose I dispensed with color, using blacks but by lighting.
such a place.
"Three
Weeks!ei|
In making the sets for the interiors of a castle suggestion
we hope to ofaccomplish
this. InI am
working
and greys. You can imagine the depressing effect such a sombre setting would have on a in the Goldwyn picture "In the Palace of the tirely in line, light and composition. Cole
group of people who are supposed to be enjoy- King." I broke an iron-clad rule by using white means nothing to the artistic merit of the ac^
ing the festivities of a gay cafe. Colorless sets walls. All the effects were obtained by light- How can it mean anything when the publr
are morbid. We use them onlv when the acing and lighting in pictures supplants color in does not see color on the screens?

[if 3>our
1sow

living

need

is

in

motion

pictures

CAME

R^M

ever^week'
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k Iften I think of the beautiful town
hat is seated by the sea ;
fften in thought go up and down
r he pleasant streets of that dear old town,
. .nd my youth comes back to me.
lnd a verse of a Lapland song
B h haunting my memory still :
A boy's
is the of
wind's
I! lnd
the will
thoughts
youthwill,are long, long
I I thoughts."
can see the shadowy lines of its trees,
Lnd catch, in sudden gleams,
The sheen of the far-surrounding seas,
Lnd islands that were the Hesperides
i pf all my boyish dreams.
Knd the burden of that old song,
r ft murmurs and whispers still:
A boy's
is the of
wind's
II ind
the will
thoughts
youthwill,are long, long
I thoughts."
remember the black wharfs and the ships,
ind the sea-tides tossing free;
lnd the Spanish sailors with bearded lips
nd the beauty and mystery of the ships,
nd the magic of the sea.
nd the voice of that wayward song
s singing and saying still,
A boy's
is the of
wind's
Vnd
the will
thoughts
youthwill,are long, long
thoughts."
remember the bulwarks by the shore,
\nd the fort upon the hill;
"he sunrise gun with its hollow roar,
"he drum-beat
repeated
\n&
the bugle wild
and o'er
shrill.and o'er,
\nd the music of that old song
hrobs in my memory still :
'A
is the of
wind's
\nd boy's
the will
thoughts
youthwill,are long, long
thoughts."
remember the sea-fight far away,
low it thundered o'er the tide.
*\nd the dead captains, as they lay
in theirthey
graves,
o'erlooking
the tranquil bay,
Where
in battle
died.
And the sound of that mournful song
Goes through me with a thrill:
'A boy's
is the of
wind's
And
the will
thoughts
youthwill,are long, long
thoughts."
[ can see the breezy dome of groves,
he shadows of Deerings Woods;
And the friendships old and the early loves
Come back with a Sabbath sound, as of doves
In quiet neighborhoods.
And the verse of that sweet old song,
It flutters and murmurs still:
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long
thoughts."
I remember the gleams and glooms that dari
Across
school-boy's
The songthe and
the silencebrain;
in the heart,
That in part are prophecies, and in part
Are longing wild and vain.
And the voice of that fitful song
Sings on, and is never still:
"A boy's
is the of
wind's
And
the will
thoughts
youthwill,are long, long
thoughts."
There are things of which I may not speak;
There are dreams that cannot die;
There are thoughts that make the strong heart
weak,
And bring a pallor into the cheek,
And a mist before the eye.
And the words of that fatal song
Come over we with a chill:
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
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And

the thoughts

of youth

are long, long

thoughts."
Strange
to me now are the forms I meet
When I visit the dear old town;
And the native air is pure and sweet,
Andstreet,
the trees that o'ershadow each well known
As they balance up and down,
Are singing the beautiful song,
Are sighing and whispering still:
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long
thoughts."
And Deerings' Woods are fresh and fair,
And with joy that is almost pain
My heart goes back to wander there,
And among the dreams of the days that were,
I find my lost youth again.
Rnd the strange and beautiful song,
The groves are repeating it still:
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long
— Longfellow.
thoughts."
The day had westered far, and on
The yellow pines the sunset shone,
Streamed back from Lurvein, kindling them
To redder lustre, branch and stem,
Ere they reached the pine-tree on the crown
Sole-standing of the promontory,
Whence they beheld far-gazing down
The loch inlaid with sunset glory.
Long time beside that sole pine-tree
They stood and gazed in ecstacy,
For the face of heaven was all a-glow
With molten splendor backward streamed
From the sunken sun, and the loch below,
Flushed with an answeting glory, gleamed.
Each purple cloud aloft that burned
In the depth below was back returned.
There headlands, each o'erlapping each,
Projecting
longplume
loch'sofreach,
With point down
of rocktheand
pine,
All glorious in the sunset shine:
And far down on the verge of sight
Rock-islets interlacing lie,
That lapt in floor of molten light
Seemed natives less of earth than sky.
From height of heaven to ocean bed
One living splendour penetrated,
And made that moment seem to be
Bridal of earth and sky and sea.
— Principal Sliairp.
EDITOR'S NOTE— "Camera!" lakes [treat pleasure in
announcing for its feature section a series of very interestand timely
articles entitled
"Palmborg\s
it hit Iting will
be a narrative
of anecdotes
of motionParagraphs
picture life"
and impressions of film folk as seen through the eyes of an
insurance analyst. These will be written exclusively for this
magazine
by analyst
Mr. C. ofF. the
Pa'tnborg.
Hollywood
representative
and special
New asYork
Company, who has
attained renown
an Life
expertInsurance
in his chosen
profession. Mr. Palmborg speaks with authority as he has
dealt with the foremost people of the shadow stage as well
as numerous lesser lights of the industry, and he has incorporated in his writings ail of the pathetic and humorous
touchestiallywhich
naturally
form a large vocation
part of assuchis his.
an essenhuman and
down-to-the-earth
The
first
of
the
series
will
begin
next
tveek
and
ui'l
have
subject the late lamented Wallace Reid. We are givingas Mr.its
Palmborg's foreword herewith:
It is a fact that the general public does not
realize that the picture people are normal men
and women just like themselves. As they are
entertainers
every sense ofthey
the looked
word. upon
They asare"players"
believed in
to
be temperamental,
erratic
children
who
are seldom serious about anything.
In my work I have dealt with all classes and
types of people, from the cleverest politician
and business man to the wealthy society idler
and the family man of slender income. During
the last two years I have worked almost entirely among picture people and in doing so

HOPE
By Eric Mayne
"Hope springs eternal in the human breast,
Man never is, but always to be blest."
It is this continual hope for a blessing that
makes life itself a blessing.
Hope is necessary to life, but it is not life.
Hope exalts the purpose of life, and
strengthens the courage of life.
No matter how rich a man may be, if he
has lost hope he is poor.
It is better to die, hoping to live, than to
live hoping to die.
A Wise
Manwhile
has we
said,are"Weabove
are never
beneath hope
hell, nor
above hope while we are beneath heaven."
The more conscientiously a man shoulders
the responsibilities of life, the more he feels
the need of hope.
Hope saves a man from allowing himself
to sink in the slough of despond, it also
prevents him from scaling the mountains of
presumption.
Hope against hope to achieve something
worth while, and if success is doubtful, keep
on working and keep on hoping.
"Hope
and believe, O Man, for
e'en evermore
a sthy thought
So are the things thou seest; e'en as thy
hope and belief.
Say than
to thyself;
It is good yet there is better
it.
This isthat
I
see
but little; is not all, and this that I do
Nevertheless it is good, though there is better than
have dealt
withit." producers, directors, stars and
those connected with the various branches of the
industry. I find that they are a splendid class
of people to work among. Thf7 are courteous,
brilliant, clever, and prompt in keeping their
appointments. They are serious workers, who
plan for their families and their future just as
carefully as the business man.
Occasionally there are exceptions, as in all
walks of life, and I meet a snappy, rude individual who seems to think that by so acting he
is conveying the impression that he is a "big
man." Of course, he is only making himself
ridiculous and advertising his smallness.
But the delightful pleasing iersonalities I
have dowmetthe others,
among sothe when
picturean folk
far o'er
outsider
airs shahis
views of them I proceed to set him right. Either
jealousy or ignorance or a combination of both,
causes the average man or woman to make slurring remarks about the players. This is not
right, for I repeat that I have found them just
as, and often more, wholesome, interesting and
business-like than those who criticize.
At an early date I plan to give some of my
experiences with various individual
personal
noted celebrities.
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NOTICE
The feature story about Jack Dempsey,
world's
pugilist,
which washeavyweight
announced champion
last week for
this
week's
issue
has
been
indefinitely
postponed
owing to the fact Dempsey has left for New
York and foreign points, and that upon his
return developments of a very interesting
nature will have taken place, worthy of inclusion in an article of this nature. Rumors
of all sorts are rife at the present time regarding the champion's
future activities
and
we therefore
deem it advisible
to wait until
such time as we can present an article that
will be absolutely authentic and covering the
very interesting events that are bound to
take place during his sojourn in the east
and abroad. We could have prepared a personality story for you but we believe you
will appreciate our efforts to provide you
with the latest news at all times. Your disap ointment at not finding this announced
story here this week should therefore be
mitigated to some extent by knowledge of
the fact when it is published it will be a case
of first with the latest with us.

New York has made twenty-five entries
for the 1925 English Derby. The King of
England has entered five.
Zev, great Kancocas colt, is slated to meet
In Memoriam at Louisville this Saturday in
an attempt to reverse the recent defeat.
They say Zev is in better shape now and
should come out an easy winner.
The French Jockey Club hsa plans under
way for an international horse race at the
Langchamps track at Paris for 1924, a day
after the Grand Prix run. In all probability
America would send Zev, England would be
represented by Papyrus and France would
enter its great steed Epinard.
Princeton is scheduled to meet Yale on
the gridiron this Saturday. It iwll be the
final game of the Tiger season.
There is a revival of talk about the proposed Jack Dempsey-Harry Wills bout. It
appears that the recent animosities between

PUBLIC
SCRIBBLERS LEAGUE
Los Angeles, Nov. 9th.
EditorAngeles,
"CameraCal.!",
Los
The executive of the above organization ventures to request your kind co-operation and assistance in making known to readers through
the medium of your journal particulars of the
following short story competition which is open
unconditionally to all non-professional writers
in the county of Los Angeles.
The Scribblers League is an organization of
some years' standing and is well known in the
literary and newspaper world of Los Angeles.
It exists for the advancement of better literature and its ulitmate aim is to see Los Angeles
recognized as the literary center of the West.
Its object in promoting this competition is purely altruistic, and for the encouragement of writers hitherto unknown.
The awards will be made by competent and
independent adjudicators, not connected with
the organization.
AH entries must be sent to the Competitive
Secretary, M iss A. M. Rirby, 2503 Buckingham
Road, Los Angeles, from whom all entry forms
and additional particulars may be obtained.
Yours faithfully,
A. W. MACV, President
Box 472, Pasadena, Calif.
19 Granville Ave., Maiden. Mass.
October 25th, 1923.
Editor,
"Camera
!
",
Los Angeles, Calif.
I have just received my copy of 'Camera!"
dated October 20th and note therein your apgratulations.pointment tothe managing editor's desk. ConFrom the tons of your past editorials one can
surely say that you are sincer*, and that you
want to be of service to the profession.

the two battlers may be satisfactorily settled
and that the fight may be one of the headliners of the coming year. Dempsey will
also have to settle the little matter of the! I
heavyweight title claims of Messrs. Gibbons
and Firpo, howeverr, before he can assurer
himself of any real peace. These will prob-,
ably come to a head next year, too, and if so. I
1924 will figure prominently in pugilistic
annals.
Louis Pergantos, Greek light heavyweight
wrestler, who recently met Ad Santell at
Philharmonic Auditorium, is back in town,
and has issued a challenge to all light heavyweights.
One of the most interesting figures of la
mat circrles is George D. Kotsonaros, Gre
grappler, who recently met Jim Londos. He
is a man of splendid physical build, and
often been referred to as the "Greek Georges
Carpentier" because of this attribute.

OPINION

Your editorial calls for suggestions or grievances.
There are several "things" connected with the
industry that I, as well as the vast millions,
would like to know about, and it seems :o ms
that only
a paper
"has no axe
to parties
grind"
would
answer
them that
satisfactorily
to all
concerned. They are as follows:
First: Is there a dearth of screen material f
Second:
chancewriter
for the
writer? (SotIs athere
shorta story
or a "original"
novelist.)
Third: Does the correspondence school that
advertises so extensively actually sell 85% of
the MSS. sold in California, or isn't this a
"lure/" (Their "ads" state they are the clearing house for that amount).
Fourth: Do the firms that request a messenger
fee actually try to sell your MSS. or are they
not left in filing-cases for a period of weeks,
with false nutations as to inhere they were sent
marked thereon t'
Fifth: Anyone connected with the organization, or rather the profession, should not allow
his or her name to be used for advertising purposes f (Half
of the time
"star"interested
never usesin
the article
mentioned,
and the
is only
the money it brings in).
Sixth: MSS. that are unread should be returned with that notation thereon, rather with
one that infers that the MSS. was read and it
was "not suited to our requirements."
Seventh: An editorial on the "course of a
MSS. through a studio" would be of benefit, and
would create trust on the part of the author.
Eighth: The personal letters of encouragement that used to be sent out to authors by Selznick and Sorma Talmadge some years ago did
much to keep an author trying, while the form
cards that are sent out today make many an
author give up trying to write for the screen
and go back to short-story writing. 1 do not

mean by this that those without any knowledge i
about writing should receive these letters; tho I
sometimes even these people can be trained.
you think
publicproduced,
taste, andin. I1
theNinth:
class Don't
of pictures
then thebeing
1920-21, was on a par with their taste today f^M
In other
tures words,
todayf is there really any uplift in picTenth: Who are some of the reliable agents
in California that sell MSS. (I don't mean the
typing, revising, where-to-sell bureaus.)
I believe articles printed about the things
listed above will be of value to everyone connected with the industry, and if you advertise
what you are attempting to do, your circulation
will he increased. The profession needs a paper like yours, and while this is a program that
will probably keep you and your staff busy, providing you undertake it, for the remainder of
the winter. It believe it will more than repay
you, for everyone, author, scenarist, director,
star, technical man, etc., will know that if they
have a grievance there is a paper in Los Angeles that wdl print the truth and nothing but
the truth and that "big" money cannot buy it.....
Again I wish you the best of success in your
new position, and I am sure if you continue in
the same vein as you have heretofore that more
happiness will he forthcoming for your readers.
Thanking you, I remain,
Very sincerely yours,
JOHN B. CAREY.
EDITOR'S NOTE— Mr. Carey's missive presents several
vers
interesting
querries.
well
uorth
Located, as he is. in the eastern sectionserious
of theconsideration.
country, I*
removed from the scene of major film activities, he is mot
afforded
any
groat
opportunity
to
get
an
insight
picture production. For his benefit and othersintolikemotion
him.
and in the interest of the industry at large "Camera!" *tiu
toon ingpresent
a
series
of
themes
dealing
with
the
server.
-writits phass, anwritten
by Richardoon;Mattison
liuane.situation
who inis all
nowof conducting
investigation
that*
lines. They will be snappy, accurate and timely: and. ot
, nurse,
told Uand
"Camera!"
the
truthsimply
-a'ways.
' atch well-written.
for these articles
soon! presents
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SATURDAY,

*OTH
lc tress

EXPOSE

Is

Badly
In

Hurt
Crash

Renee Adoree, well-known Louis
Mayer star, was seriously inred last Thursday evening while
ji her way to the studio for night
Jenes when her automobile coined with a street car.
|An X-ray examination at the
jngelus Hospital revealed several
roken ribs, and her face and arms
jere cut. She is now at her home
hder doctor's care.

1 ifackie Seeks
Leading

Lady

I Little Jackie Coogan is looking
or a sweetheart, or rather, Arthur
jernstein, business manager and
■ fisting director for the Coogan
pmpany, is looking — not for a
" Iveetheart for himself, but for
■ bckie. But Jackie, or rather Mr.
Jernstein, is very particular, and
I pis sweetheart must be just so, or
4Instance,
lie won't about
suit. 52Sheinches
must tall;
be, she
for
■ lust be from 6 to 8 years of age;
Ind she must be as blond as any
flemish maiden, for that is what
Ike is supposed to be. This little
■ lirl is required to play the role of
ttle Alois in "The Boy of Flaners," which is an adaptation of
■yuida's story, "A Dog of FlanrsIIIleMr.
Bernstein emphasises the
lact that choice of a little heroine
f> not already committed, and that
ach little girl's chance is as good
f Is another's, provided she meets
(he requirements set forth. "For
Ipho can tell," says Mr. Bernstein,
B [but that in our search for a suitI Iblc partner for little Jackie, we
hall find another prodigy, and we
t Ire certainly not committed in our
Ihoice to any already established
eminine juvenile player."
The picture on which work is
. ibout to be launched is the second
•jo be made for Metro release, the
irst being "Long Live the King,"
vhich is alreadv in Metro's hands.
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FILMDOM!

Attorney
in
BOND
FORMS
OWN
COMPANY
News has just been issued of the of well-known writers. Fans the
Blackmail Case
formation of a new independent world over have been writing in,
production company by Frederick inquiring as to the reason for SalBond, formerly with D. W. Griffith,
isbury's long absence from the
A sensation has been created in
who recently completed the direc- screen. He has just concluded a
successful
engagement
playing
the
film
circles by the expose of an attion of "Beyond The Veil," featurprincipal role in The Mission
ing the noted Hindu, A. K. Moztempt upon the part of Herman L.
umdar. The company will have
Roth,
prominent Hollywood lawPlay.
However,
the
fans
won't
Monroe Salisbury as the star of have to wait long now to see him
to extort La$20,000
from yer,Barbara
Marr blackmail
and her
the first six stories, from the pens on the screen again.
manager, Arthur H. Sawyer.
Roth threatened to file an
amended divorce complaint for
WORSLEY
PLEADS
FOR COOPERATION AND COORDINATION
Ben Deely, Miss her,
La Man's
naming ex-husco-re"If there had been the proper money. band, against
Cooperation and coordination.
spondents.
The
only
alternative ofThese are the two remedies for cooperation and coordination, the
fered was to produce "hush"
the excessive cost of making motion director would have worked with
Miss La Marr is now in San
pictures, according to Wallace Perley Poore Sheehan in adapting
VictorsetsHugo's
to thedesigned
screen. Francisco, and Roth is here, under
Worsley, whose "The Hunchback
The
would novel
have been
arrest, awaiting probe of the case
of
Notre
Dame"
opened
Friday
at
the Criterion.
and the scenes determined upon by the grand jury.
Six well-known film people, inWorsley, who has had a long before the cast was engaged. Then
and successful career as a director all would have been in readiness
cluding Jack Gilbert, Roscoe Arof motion pictures, has had excel- to start work at once and a waste- buckle, Paul Berne, Louis H. Scherful
'leak'
would
have
been
stopped.
er, Fred
and toLewappear
Malent opportunities to detect the
son, haveWickersham
been ordered
wasteful processes which run up
"This was but one of several and tell
what they may know about
the costs of films, especially the instances which ran up the cost of the
case.
larger productions, and he declares 'The Hunchback of Notre Dame'
that high salaries alone are not to nearly $1,000,000. And what
responsible for the staggering sums
was tiontrue
picture's
George Berthelon is now general
spent by the producers.
is trueof ofthismany
othersproducwhich
Discussing the problem at his have been made in this and other production manager at the Hollyhome the other day, Worsley said: years. It is not the amount of
wood Studios, the only studio which
"The public is responsible for money that is spent, it is how it does not produce and the exclusive
the high salaries demanded by pop- is spent that adds to the drawing business of which is renting full
ular players. Its favorable attitude power of the picture. Mostly sets production facilities.
toward them increases their value that
do not maintain the grip of
Berthelon was formerly assistant
in a picture. When a player leaps illusion are failures, while cheap
to
a regime of three general maninto popular demand, it is only hu- sets that do not fit into the picture
agers at Goldwyn's Fort Lee Stuman for him or her to insist upon in the right way are expensive at
dio.
a salary that is commensurate with
the box office powers of his or her any price.
"With the proper cooperation
appearance.
and coordination in the studios,
PETER THE GREAT IN
"And the producers are not with- there would be a minimum of deout fault in this matter, too. They
COMEDY
lays, which always add a staggerhave boosted a lot of their play"Peter
the
one of the
ers into the high salary class,
ing amount to the overhead. Mis- most valuable Great,"
and highly trained
understandings that should have
largely through publicity designed
of
imported
Shepherd
has
to sell their photoplays. So, if the been obviated before 'shooting' be- deserted the drama fordogs,
comedy.
public and the producers unite to
gan often cause a costly and en- He is now enjoying his third week
tirely unnecessary delay. This
exaggerate the box office value of
at the Christie stupoints
to a need for more real as a diocomedian
a player, it is not to be wondered
and he threatens to cause a
at that the player wants a share brain power and a comprehension stir of jealousy among other canine
that the competent man is cheap at
in the 'melon.'
any price and the incompetent one actors. Harold Beaudine is direct"The
principal
cause
of
excessive
in which Jimmie
costs lies within the studio itself. a dead loss, even at a small salary. Adamsing theispicture
featured.
"Then, too, there is too much
Lack of cooperation and coordination causes a tremendous amount
petty jealousy, too much spiteful
of waste. An instance of this was bickering in some of the studios
PEIL WITH RENALLES
where complaint is made of high
given in making 'The Hunchback
costs of production. Cooperation
Edward Peil, renowned interof
Notre
Dame.'
Lon
Chaney,
the
star, was engaged at a salary of and coordination would smooth
preter of Chinese characters who
$2,000 a week 10 days before I was these away and give an organiza- t/alned fame for his portrayals in
tion
that
would
be
always
pulling
assigned to direct the picture. It
and "Dream"Broken
Street",Bloshas
was exactly three months from the together. But, as long as the D. W. soms"Griffith's
date of his engagement until we money is the only object kept in been signed by Renalles, Inc., to
began
Shooting.'
Thus Mr.before
Chaneyhe view, art must suffer and the mo- play a similar role in their forthreceived
about $25,000
tion pictures have their ups and
coming picture entitled "The Elk's
ever had a make-up on.
downs in progress."
Tooth."
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UNIQUE

EXPLOITATION

FOR
Because of its intriguing title and
remarkable scenic possibilities, "Superstition,' justcompleted
by Creative Productions
at the Hollywood
Studios, is slated to become one of
the most widely and variously exploited photodramas made this
year, which has been replete with
spectacular costume plays.
W. H. Carr, general manager
of Creative Productions, and his
statf of artists have been busily
engaged for a week in working
out an elaborate prologue for
"Superstition"
will beliefs
bring into
prominence the that
strange
and
mythical legends of mariners that
are woven into the picture, which
was adapted to the screen from
"Trapped,"
read seafaring novel aby widely
I. W. Irving.
Exhibitors throughout the country are expected to seize on this
prologue as a striking prelude to
the screening of "Superstition"
and a series of "teaser" cards,
based on the many variant phases
of the picture, is being prepareil
by Carr and his assistants.
For lobby displays and tie-ups,
"Superstition" especially lends itself as a forceful advertising medium. Grottoes depicting the scenes

"SUPERSTITION"
of voodoo worship, with the mystic rites, incontations, chantings,
flagellations and sacrifices will
make up an especially vivid display, while other advertisements
may be built on the nautical angle
of the photodrama, which portrays
one of the most forceful wreck
scenes during a storm that ever
has been put on the silver sheet.
Yachts and sailing craft, South
Sea Islanders and California society all play their part in "Superstition," which begins and ends in
a sailors'Thesnuggery
the also
Pacificis
coast.
curse ofondope
grippingly depicted by the new
Creative Productions photodrama,
which has as one of the angles of
its plot the addiction of a scion of
wealth to the use of narcotics and
his banishment to a long sea voyage in order that he may be remolded into a fit bridegroom for a
San Francisco society bud.
Because of all these varying
phases, "Superstition" is a picture
that most readily permits of picturesque exploitation and, when his
plans ari' completed, Carr declares
they tors
willand make
a hitwherever
with exhibifilm fans
the
displays are used.

SCREEN-STRUCK
FOLK
"Keep away from Hollywood." gunmen and New York society
That is the warning issued by leaders wintering in the West.
Thousands of them have independM. C. Levee, motion picture proent incomes and can sustain themducer and president of the United
Studios, Maurice Tourneur, direc- a month.
selves withMost
but aof few
them days'
live work
from
tor, Blanche Sweet, star, and Con- hand to mouth after the hundred
way Tearle, leading man, in a dollars or so brought with them
joint "open letter" sent to a thou- has been exhausted.
sand periodicals. In co-operation
with the Hollywood Chamber of
An accomplished and talented
Commerce they have begun a cam- young woman — or man with dramatic training, stage experience,
paign to stem the tide of screenstruck boys and girls who are good looks, a very large wardflooding the streets of the motion
robe, friends in the motion picture
picture metropolis.
industry, an income sufficient to
maintain
them in comfort for a
"There are more than one hundred thousand people registered year or two and unlimited perwith the agencies which supply
sistence might be warranted in atmen and women for minor parts in
tempting to succeed in a screen
motion pictures," says the letter. career. Of all qualifications, the
"There are Fiji Islanders and Es- most important is — a steady income apart from possible picture
quimaux; negro roustabouts and
retired bank presidents; Bowery

Says

Males Win
on Merit

"More credit to the man who
succeeds
in pictures
girl,"is
says Theodore
von than
Eltz,thewho
playing a leading role in Universale "The'discovers'
Turmoil." the man as a
"Who
general thing? When do we read
that Alphonse Charming was started toward his prominent place on

WARNS

Sam Mogi, president of Independent Comedies, Inc., is jubilant
over the progress of his organization and hopes to soon be engaged
in active production. A well-known
comedian is being sought for a
series of twelve one-reel farces.
'THREE

WEEKS'" NEARS
FINIS

Camera work on "Three Weeks"
will be finished in three days, according to Alan Crosland, who is
directing the Goldwyn film version of Elinor
Glyn'sexterior
famous ofstory.
Scenes
on the
the
huge Balkan castle built at the
studios for the production have
just been filmed. More than 700
extras were used, besides the principals in the cast.

salaries'
Cavalry

Aids

Historic

in

Epic

The crack cavalry company of
the Army, the famous Third stationed at Ft. Meyer, Virginia,
played
Morgan's
ers thistheweekpartin ofscenes
for D.RaidW.
Griffith's next film "America."
This is the first time a cavalrry
unit has taken part in a film.
Major Wainright, aide to Secretary of War Weeks, led the troop
in the costume and character of
the celebrated Morgan. Colonel
Hawkins, in command of Ft.
Meyer, assisted Griffith in directing the maneuvers. The White
House staff of photographers were
caught in one of the charges, without serious injuries.

the screen today, by some famous
painter,
who that
put him
on a magazine cover
immediately
fell
into the hands of a well known
lowing? fame immediately foldirector,
"When do we read that winning
a beauty contest by Richard de
Rich brought him to the notice of
prominent directors who fought
duels with one another to be first
to put
line
? his name on the dotted
"Who is his patron? Experience, technic,
greatof three
in one.
But art
the— the
crutch
any
aids is denied him. Beauty would
but shame him. He can rely on
only one thing — merit. He has to
act first, last and always.''
(,ETS IDEAS ON TRIP
When Finis Fox left New York
a short time ago to come to Los
Angeles via the Panama canal, he
had only a vague idea of his story,
"The Woman Who Sinned." As
his boat stopped at Kingston, Havana, Panama and Colon, Finis saw
characters and observed incidents
that furnished him with ideas for
the development of his plot ana
gavestory.
him material for completing
his
Finis worked almost constantly
while enroute, with the result that
when his boat reached Los Angeles
Harbor, Finis had a complete working script for his story, "The Woman Who Sinned," complete in all
its details ready for the camera.
Finis will start shooting as soon
as he gets his cast assembled.

Sennett

Has

Chaplin

Pee\

Charlie
Chaplin's
Mack
Sennett,
has madediscovert
anotht
find in Harry Langdon.
Sennett's announcement yea
ago that he had discovered th
world's greatest screen comedi;
was not taken seriously, unt
Charlie Chaplin's appearance o
the screen vindicated all of
Comedy
for him. King's extravagant claim
Since the inception of Chaplin
pantomimic action, there have bee
no discoveries in the line of com«
dians of any noteworthy impor
ance until the present.
Mack Sennett lays claim to tb
let that he has made another mo
important find, and the only rei
competitor to the famous Charli
in the person of Harry Langdoi
Sennett even goes so far as to sa.
"he is Chaplin's equal." Wh
should know better? It was Mai
Sennett who brought Chaplin to tb
screen
world. and made him known to
Now it is Harry Langdon, who!
Sennett avers will be the next ma
ter-comedian "1 the silver shee
and again — who should know be
ter?
Harry following
Langdon many
comes years
to Mat«
Sennett
perience on the stage, where b
had become recognized as one
the funniest comedians in music:
comedy and vaudeville. He is a
tached to the Sennett organizatii
by a long term contract, and wi
appear at the head of his own
pany in a series of specially wri
ten comedies under the person;
supervision of the producer, as md
Charlie Chaplin.
Clarence Brickcr lias been aj
pointed
assistant
fur
Renalles,
Inc. managing directd^
MICKEY

IN WELLMAN
FILM

Mickey McBan, famous film stai
let, has gone to Sonora on locatio
with the William Wellman
pany from the Fox studio whic
is filming "Not A Drum W»
Heard,"
featuring
Jone
It is interesting
to note"Buck"
that Micke
was in the first picture Welln
ever
directed,
"The
ManFarnun
Wb1
Won,"
starring
Dustin
which was
also shot
at the
sa
location two months ago. Oth«
pictures in which has been prom
nent are "Poor Men's Wives,|
and EmileTheChautard's
"Beware
Woman" forthcomin
which wa
made under the working titi
"Born of the Cyclone."
George U'Hara, star of th
"Fighting Blood" series, is nearin
the completion of the pictures e
the second series, with about thrt
weeks seeing the wind-up. Feel
ing in need of a rest, O'Hara i
planning
to spend he
his will
vacation
New
take tI
all theYork
new where
shows.
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VARIETY

\stra Films
Novel

in

London
One of the most daring novels
pling
with recent
life in years,
London which
pubted in
Lsed enormous public discussion
pa its publication a few months
k is now being filmed in Lonp, and there is interested antifation as to how this remarkable
[ce of literary realism will be
nslated to the screen.
This is "Miriam Rozella," writti by B. L. Farjeon, a well-known
glish novelist. His story deals
th an innocent and large-souled
ung woman, who suddenly
ijnged from a position of afflu.;e to poverty, comes under the
Buence of a group of wealthy
Id disolute society people. So atIctive does she prove to these
[h idlers that they all seek her
kn, and a wager is placed on the
ll's honor.
[There are many scenes of stark
klism, and the author is quite
pdid. How will this story be
lated in a film? is a question beb widely asked.
■The screen version of "Miriam
Izella" is being made on an
■borate scale by Astra-National
loductions, with an all-star cast.
Iven Nares, London's famous
Ltinee idol, plays the leading
Inn's role. Moyna Macgill has
f title part. A dozen actresses
fcre screen-tested for this role,
Id she was found to be the only
le who registered a sufficiently
nocent expression on the screen
I meet the requirements of the
Irt. Others of prominence in the
1st are Ellaline Terriss, Gertrude
IcCoy, Henrietta Watson, Mary
lough, Ben Webster and Russell
norndike.
Emotional

Role

in "Turmoil"
Din the role of Mary Vertrees in
Loth Tarkinston's epic of Amerilife, "The
|n
bardman
has aTurmoil,"
role well Eleanor
to the
king of any ambitious actress. It
a part full of opportunity for an
rtist possessed of real emotional
jbility, and the superb cast and
Ichnical presentation of the film
diHenley's
Hobart that
under
Ifrsion ction
makes certain
the picre will be one of the most elabore offerings of any season. Reads of the book love the character
Mary Vertrees.
"The Turmoil," prepared for the
reen by Edward T. Lowe, is a
obart Henley production which
ill be released as one of the feaired Universal-Jewels, following
Vlerry-Go-Round," "A Lady of
uality," "The
Hunchback of
otre Dame," "The Acquittal" and
vly Mamie Rose." Lowe in his
riting of the scenario gave to it
le ability and painstaking effort
(hibited in the scenario of "The
unchback of Notre Dame."

FOR

In "Shadows of the East," William Fox special now in the making, Bertram Grassby is adding
another distinct characterization to
his already long list of screen portrayals. Whether by accident or
design Grassby seems to be cast
into a different type of role in each
production and no little demand is
being made upon his ingenuity as
a make-up artist. In the Vitagraph production "Pioneer Trails"
he was called upon to play a Westerner of the good old roaring '40s.

GRASSBY

In the Metro production, "Angel
Face Molly," he portrayed a sleek
and debonaire Argentino; then in
the Vitagraph version of George
Barr McCutcheon's "The Man
From Broadney's" he essayed the
role of a Hindu of a villanous order. In his present production,
"Shadows of the East" he is again
playing an East Indian, but this
time a dreamer and mystic of finer
qualities, in fact a sort of Hindu
"miracle man."
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DIVORCE INFO
APPALLING
Rupert Hughes, noted author
and director, lectured before the
San Francisco University Fine
Arts Society on "The Divorce Di-

Major
Hughes
just completed his latest
motionhaspicture
for the
Goldwyn
"Reno." The company,
picture wasentitled
made under
lemma."
the working title of "Law Against
Law," and deals with the conflicting divorce laws of the various
states of the United States.
Before starting the picture MaWINS LAEMMLE
AWARD
jor Hughes with
spent some
several
conference
of weeks
the mostin
William Elwell Oliver, gradu- of 1922 at the University of Cali- noted divorce lawyers in the
ate student of the University of
fornia, but still pursuing his stu- United States.
He learned that:
California, won the Carl Laemmle
dies in line with his literary asscholarship with which the noted
pirations, submitted a psychological
Over seventeen million dollars
moving picture magnate entered adventure story entitled "The are paid out annually in alimony
the college and university field Throwback." It was judged the fees !
best of the entire number. It is
with a demand for new writers.
A man may be divorced in Nevada but he is still married as far
Several months ago the presi- laid in California and China and
dent of the Universal Pictures cor- details the effects of heredity on a as New York state is concerned, if
poration announced a scholarship young man not quite as much of his wife was not present at the divorce proceedings!
contest for the best screen story afather.
pioneer in training as his grandA man may be divorced anywritten by any college or univerwhere, but he is always a husband
sity student in the United States.
There is a possibility that "The
On short notice and at the bus. est Throwback"
will be used for Regi- in South Carolina, that state refuspart of their years, 250 out of a
ing to recognize divorce.
nald Denny in a few months. BerIf he gets a divorce, remarries
possible 700 centers of higher
nard McConville, supervising ediand
enters the state of South Carotor of Jewel productions, is now
learning responded instantly with
lina he is a bigamist in that state
a total of many thousands of studying the story in preparation
its transformation into scenario and subject to imprisonment.
manuscripts. There was such a for
form.
bulk of material came in that the
There are only two grounds for
Oliver won a $1500 prize and divorce in New York State — adultfinal decision had to be delayed
one month.
ery and desertion, providing the
the university a $1000 gift to be
couple have lived apart for five
Oliver, a graduate of the class used appropriately.
years or more. One may step across
the border into Connecticut and
IS BLONDEST
OF BLONDE
havedivorce.
his choice of seven grounds
for
camera,
forming
a
lovely
halo
The blondest girl in motion pic- I
A marriage is not legal in Marytures.
about her piquant face when photomanland
! unless performed by a clergyThis is the title given pretty
Belva French who is playing an graphed.
Nineteen states have no laws
Usually Miss French wears a
important role in "Souvenir," unprohibiting the marriage of the
straight
bob
but
in
"Souvenir,"
she
feeble minded !
der
Hugo Helperin's
tion atVictor
the Hollywood
Studios.direc- is playing the role of a nurse and
There is no minority age in sevhaving decided that curls peeping
enteen states!
Belva's spun-gold tresses are
heritage from Swedish ancestors beneath the cap would be captivatSouth Carolina permits a girl of
ing she has become friendly with twelve
and they are several shades lighter
years of age to marry!
than any other blond before the the curling iron.
Divorce cannot be obtained on
any ground in one state, yet it is
granted on evidence of bad temper
CARAVANERS
VISIT DOUG
in another !
dispatched westward by a New
Seventy-five
"caravaners"
from
various eastern points are back in York newspaper last September.
COOLIDGE SEES
their homes today after a motor
After an adventurous 35-day
RUSHES
trip from New York to Los An- journey, the party reached their
geles, with the journey ending at "Trails End" at Santa Monica, the
The Boston Traveler says:
beach city near Hollywood.
Douglas
Fairbanks'
Washington, October 31: CongHollywood.
The day"Bagdad"
before theyin
Most of the party of 75 were
ressman Treadway today presented
departed eastward they were the New Yorkers. A day in Holly- to President Coolidge, David W.
guests of the studio, viewing the
wood proved to them that the gi- Griffith motion picture director
huge sets vvhich have been erected
gantic sets for the elaborate Fair- and producer, who showed the
for Fairbanks' forthcoming picture
banks screen tale are the "sky- President several scenes of his
scrapers" of filmland.
"The Thief of Bagdad."
The
caravan
was headed by Syl "America," a picture of the war
The caravan was said to be
which
will Hill
reproduce Lexington and
Bunker
America's first motorized coast-to- MacDowell, formerly well-known for Independence
feature writer of mo- as they were in the Revolutionary
coast procession and consisted of Hollywood
tion picture subjects.
Days, and will show the battles in
35 privately-owned automobiles,
which the American farmers and
militia men struck the first telling
WAS
PIGSKIN
STAR
SIX TO GO FOR MAX
blows for freedom.
Lloyd Bat on can do without
American soldiers of today, attired as were these earlier soldiers,
Max Mogi is busily engaged on horse races, swimming and golf,
re-enacted
the battle scenes. Many
but
where
is
the
college
man
who
the seventh of a series of thirteen
of the historic relics of those days,
two-reel comedies, starring Billy can stay at the office on Saturday were
used.
afternoons during the football seaWest, which Ward Hayes is di- son?
LeRoy Stone has been engaged
Mr. Bacon, who is head of Lloyd
recting at the Century Studio. The
cut "Flowing Gold," Richard
series is being released by Arrow Hamilton's scenario department, to
Walton Tully'a next First National
under the name of Broadway played four years of college foot- picture, vvhich is to go int oproducball, on the Santa Clara and Stan- tion immediately.
Comedies.
ford University teams.

Camera
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Advocates

Public

Visits
Should movie stars make personal appearances?
Here's a question that divides
the celebrities of Hollywood definitely in two.
Many stars are strictly against
personal appearances and will not
appear before the public under any
circumstances. The others have a
contrary opinion and after years
of discussion among the players
themselves, the situation still remains thus.
A definite illustration was had
at the Actor's Fund Benefit recently. Many celebrities, although contributing in other ways toward the
fund, were conspicuous on the
stage by their absence.
Among those who appeared on
the rostrum were Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, John Barrymore, Conway Tearle, Adele Rowland, C'armel Among
Myers andthose
otherswhoof
prominence.
did not appear were many other
celebrities of the cinema.
Conway Tearle for instance,
proved himself a pianist of no ordinary talent much to the surprise
of many of his followers. Carmel
Myers, Marjorie Daw, Enid Bennett and others proved themselves
quite at home on the stage.
There was not one single instance where the appearance of a
film player at the Benefit performance resulted in any disillusioning
or unfavorable after effect on the
part of the audience.
Mr. Tearle, himself an experienced stage actor, has this to say
on the subject: "Motion picture
players generally make a favorable
impression when they appear in
the flesh before the public. It is
true there are instances where film
artists have failed miserably when
they stepped onto the stage. However, no better illustration of the
fact that screen players can not
only commit themselves favorably
on the stage but can enhance their
screen success through it, could be
had than evidenced at the Actor's
Fund Benefit. It requires training
and study to succeed on the stage.
Stage presence is something that is
all important to the person who
appears before the footlights but
which does not find its place in the
work of the studio player. By stage
presence I mean general stage deportment including among other
things, voice training.
"This all-important factor is
frequently not appreciated by motion picture players and therein
lies their down-fall when making
public appearances. The motion
picture players who participated at
the Actor's Fund Show, many of
whom never appeared on the legitimate stage, were trained for their
work for that night. Even those
who appeared for but a few moments realized that they had to
make a study of the little they had
to
order to of"get
over," to
use dothe invernacular
the theater.
"The day has come when film
players no longer dash out before
the public without a single thought
of what they can do to hold and

HOKUM
NOW
Press agent traditions are being
broken daily by Hollywood scribes
who learn to tell the truth when
they become members of the
"Wampas."
At the United Studio yesterday
Bessie Love, appearing in an earthquake scene for Maurice Tourneur's "Torment," broke the small
ringer on her right hand wnen sne
caught it in a door during the
height of the excitement.
In days of old this story would
have been heralded with much fan
BANS

HUMP

They were doing scenes in "Air
Pockets," a Jack White comedy.
Spencer Bell, colored and unusually credulous studio attache,
was to be suspended beneath a
plane and photographed as it went
aloft. But Spencer showed an unto "stall,"
asking towontedseedisposition
a rehearsal
withfirsta
dummv attached to the wire. This,
Director Fred Hibbard assured
him, was unnecessary, the wire being amply strong and the pilot
having instructions to do only
HAS BECOME
Ah, the black-hearted villainess!
Eva Gordon, accomplished emotionalist, has played many sympathetic roles in excellent feature
productions, but now she has
turned the tables on herself and
has turned "heavy" for the screen.
She is playing the feminine heavy
of William Duncan's current Universal chapter play, "The Fast Express," which Duncan directs and
in which he co-stars with his wife.

UNPOPULAR
fare; the star would have been
"rushed to her home" where the
doctor would have decreed that
she remain for a week. Production
would have generally,
been "heldwould
up"
andterrible.
everything
be
Bessie did break her finger buz
the report of the accident states
that she will not lose any time
over it but that she will continue
working just the same.
How times have changed.
ON GROUND
straight flying.
Then Spencer asked for a parachute.
"But," argued the director, "that
would make a hump on your back,
and"Boss,"
everyone
see — firmly,
"
saidcould
Spencer
"a
small hump on my back today is
better to me than a big hump in
the graveyard next week, with my
name on a rock at one end — and
I don't mean puh-haps!"
They hearsal
compromised
with the dummy.with a reVILLAINOUS
Miss Gordon recently returned
from Alaska where she played in
a feature produced entirely in that
snow-clad locale. She is a widelytraveled person, having spent her
life in equal shares in the chief
countries of Enrope, in China,
America and various spots along
the Pacific. Just before she went
to Alaska a few months ago she
played an excellent characterization in "The Hunchback of Notre

FINDS IT SLIGHTLY
DAMP
Dame."yet. It will be different from
titled
Miss Ora Carew, star of the
Gerson Pictures corporation, is the usual Alaska picture as it will
finding it extremely damp in sunny show the territory in summer dress
and the entire company experience
California these days. Miss Carew camp.
went on location with the company all the outdoor life of a logging
to Peterson's Mill in the heart of
One of the most unusual situathe Lahonda Mountains of Calitions during the stay of the comfornia for the purpose of making
pany was a forest fire, which prescenes for an Alaska picture. When
between Pescadero she was caught ceeded the rain storm. The first,
in the first big rain storm of the which started in the Canyon just
season and received a prodigious above the Peterson's Mill camp
soaking, as she was driving an gave every evidence of sweeping
upon the location where the
open car. No sooner had she ar- down
members of the company were
rived at the Camp when Director about
to start work. Miss Carew
Gibson informed her that she had
to get ready to make a storm scene. had not arrived, but for a time it
Changing into dry garments Miss looked as though the popular blond
Carew went on the setting and no actress would be caught in the forest fire. Fortunately, however,
sooner had the camera began to
work when they started the wind Miss Carew had not reached the
point of the conflagration until
machine with its water rain-mak- some
time after the rain storm had
ing apparatus and Miss Carew got started.
The storm was of such
the second soaking of the day.
The picture being made by the magnitude and such a drenching
Gerson corporation has not been downpour that even the dangerous forest fire was unable to withstand it.
entertain their audience. Public
Victor Potel, clever eccentric
appearances will enhance and not
harm a film player's prestige — pro- comedian, has returned from Catavided he or she acquires the neceswith Reginald Barker's "Cape
sary training and study that goes lina
Cod Folks" company. After a twu
with the public appearances of any days' rest, Potel will accompany
person no matter how famous they the outfit to a Laguna location
which will be utilized for several
may be in other fields of endeav- days.

or."

AIDS REALTY ON
LOCATION
Los Angeles — and Hollywood,
particular — boasts no more loy;,
son and booster than Syd Chaplin
who is now on location in Yum;,
playing the featured male role i,
the Thomas H. Ince production
"The Galloping Fish." Syd's boonj
ing takes the form many othe
famous actors favor, real estan
In the quiet desert evenings, aftt.
the day's work is done, Syd ma,
be heard regularly, in the lobb,
of the Arizona Hotel, dilating o,
the beauties of California an
more particularly on the golden op
portunities of Hollywood realty.
If everybody
who threatens
come
down to Hollywood
accept!t
Syd's invitation to show hid
around, Chaplin will be busy fo1
many months after his return,
ducting his own Cook's tours.
RUTH

RESTS

Ruth Hiatt is having her firs
■vacation
pictures"durint
more than"between
two months,
which she has appeared in fou
productions supervised by Jac
White.
She will shortly begin work _
leading woman with Lloyd Hamil
ton, directed by Fred Hibbard.
—
NO HOME CHRISTMAS
FOR HIM

I

His studio activities will preveww
Mervvn LeRoy, clever screen juvc I
nile, from journeving to his Nev I
York home for the holidays. Re I
sultantly, Mervvn has been slight 1
ly "low" in spirit, but his friend I
are assuring him that there's notal
ing very
miserable about a Hollyii l
wood
Christmas.
LeRoy will soon be seen in ' L;" I
tie Johnny Jones,'' and "The Cai, I
of the Canvon."
MONG
WILLHOME
BL'ILD
IDEAL
Having sold his residential prop
erty in Hollywood at a handsomi
profit, William V. Mong, who ha
just finished work on the role o
"Pedro," the Spanish smuggler il
Fred Niblo's "Thy Name Is Wo
man," has purchased a site in Bev
erly Hills on which he plans ti
erect a home that will embody al
his own ideas of comfortable liv
ing quarters. Mong has a leaninj
toward the Spanish type of archi
tecture,
says kind
he hasn't
cided yetbutjusthewhat
of an de
ex
terior style would go best with thi
home-like interior he is planning
Until he has had a chance to confer with architects and reach (
decision, Mong is keeping tbi
Spanish type in reserve, especiallj
as he nurses a longing for a hom<
built about a patio.
whoMervyn
has appeared
many recen ■
LeRoy, inexvaudevill'nttl
Hollywood photoplays, has just dt
dined an offer to return to his for
mer field of endeavor.

!
inter a
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THEY'RE SINGING
Back in the days when the meml:rs of the original Floradora Sexjtte numbered only about five
ousand, the height of popularity
las demonstrated when the stage
ar Had a cigar named after her.
1 this jazz age, the same attainent is denoted by the similar acjotl of a composer instead of a
gar-manufacturer.
[Wanda Hawley, who recently
eturned from abroad, and stiil
lore recently finished playing the
latured female role in "The Man
rom Brodney's" for Vitagraph,
as just reached this zenith in the
SID IS MAN

OF PARIS

Snl Smith is playing a Parisian
hulevardier in the current Cameo
Ipmedy, directed by Gil Pratt.
I This is a Latin character like
partPanamanian
in "The Ne'er-DoWell,"
hlis the
chief of police,
tefore that he <was featured in
Ipmedy as one of the llallroom
toys.
FOX TROUPE TO SONORA
With a full troupe of players,
is technical staff and his direc>r, William Wellman, Charles
Buck"
Fox week
film
tar,
left Jones,
the Foxfamous
Studio this
nd is now on location at Sonora,
rhere many of the scenes in his
atest starring vehicle, "Not a
)rum Was Heard," will be "shot."
Wellman, who directed Jones in
is two preceding pictures, is exerted to make a great photoplay
ut of "Not a Drum Was Heard,"
vhich was adapted to the silver
heet from Ben Ames Williams'
amous Western story of the same
ame.
WRITERS

AID AQUATIC
STAR

Interesting news to film-fans is
ontained in the announcement that
ada Cowan and Howard Higgin
ecently completed the titling of
Shonawhich
of thewillSouth
the picure
serveSeas,"
to introduce
\nnette Kellerman to the screen.
Vlany of us remember "The
Daughter
of the made
Gods" herin screen
which
Hiss Kellerman
lebut and which was one of the
most extravagantly produced pictures of its day. During recent
years, the famous acquatic star has
been absent from the screen, appearing in various vaudeville and
theatrical productions. "Shona of
the South Seas" was filmed in Australia, and when Miss Kellerman
brought it back to this country, she
decided to secure the best available aid for her come-back — hence
the engagement of the firm of
Cowan-Higgin.
Eugenie Besserer, clever character actress who is noted for trie
novel entertainments which she affords her friends at her Edendaie
home, is adding a patio and open
air fireplace to her gardens.
After a month's visit with her
son in Hollywood, Lloyd Hamilmother has returned to her
home ton's
in Oakland.

ABOUT
WANDA
scale of popularity. Dan Ashbar
of Kansas City has just published
awithnewthe fox-trot
followingentitled
touching"Wanda,"
chorus:
"Wanda — my pretty Wanda — you're the only one for me,
"With
lovesa heart
you, so true, all the world
"You're as sweet as you can be;
"I away
can't ;help but sigh, and I almost cry, while you're so far
"Sweet Wanda dear, I want you
"I long
near —for you night and day."
POSSESSES

Louise Fazenda, featured in "The
Galloping Fish," Ince production,
'who is at Yuma with the company, is now entertaining her
mother to whom she sent a ticket
as part of a birthday offering, so
this happy occasion, which the two
have always shared will be spent
together. Miiss Fazenda is now
starting her fourth week on the
Arizona location which is fourteen
miles from Yuma.
Hughie
Mack,
the torotund
farc-of
eur, has been
added
the cast
"The Elk's Tooth," the forthcoming production of Renalles, Inc.

JEANS IN ICE-BOX
Page 1>
Does the act of placing a motion
picture actor's trousers in cold storage constitute a crime?
That is the question to be decided in a Los Angeles court when
M. Kauahilikia, an Hawaiian,
faces trial for plundering the home
of Frank Mayo, Goldwyn film
Mayo's home in Hollywood was
player.
robbed recently, and the Hawaiian
arrested. The actor's trousers were
foundevidence
later in ofthethesuspect's
sole
theft. ice box,
So state attorneys are attempting
to discover something in the Calistorage. fornia statutes making it a crime
to put a thespian's trousers in cold

PERFECT
BACK
inence,
which
she has since exTo the true artist, the most inby her performances in
triguing portion of the female ana- dramatic ceededfeature
pictures. At the
tomy is not the face, the torso or
HAS ROUGH TWO
present time, in fact, she is regardthe limbs; it is the back!
WEEKS
ed by those in the know as one
After a study of the charmers of the leading actresses among the
among the leading beauties in Hol- younger group; she was chosen by
lywood's film circles, a group of the Wampas as one of the StarsIn her latest
Louise"Fighting
Lorraine,Blood"
who
artists has awarded the distinction of-Tomorrow in last year's selec- production,
tion.
plays the leading feminine role,
of having the perfect back to KathHer recent appearances on local enacts a number of her scenes with
ryn edMcGuire.
The judges
Florence Morgan,
Kalman includSejer screens have been in "The Shriek a lion, participates in a prize fight,
Araby," "The Woman of acts as hostess at a formal dinner
and
wood. Finn Froelich, all of Holly- of
Bronze" and "The Flames of Life." party and then to further demonBack in the days when she played She has just finished creating the clothes strateand
her versatility,
is drawn puts
into ona boy's
fistic
featured role in Mozumdar's "Beencounter with her screen lover,
on the Sennett lot, Miss McGuire's
beauty won her considerable promyond the Veil."
in which she is badly worsted beWinter Hall, veteran character
fore he penetrates her disguise and
WAS ADEPT AT FIT-UP
actor seen in some of the screen's learns she is not a regular "He
best features of the past, has been
STUFF
Miss Lorraine goes through these
added to the cast of "The TurWhen Spottiswoode Aitken first
moil," the Hobart Henley picturiza- varied experiences in less than two
tion
of
the
Booth
Tarkingion
novel
Edin
weeks actual camera time.
started on his stage career
mem- which Universal is making.
inburgh, Scotland, he was a a Fit-Up
termed
was
ber of what
Hall will play Mr. Vertrees, one
Ben Wilson will start his next
Company. The Company toured of the characters in the novel who
for GrandA sher sometimeof
no proper- have been wealthy longer than day feature
the provinces, carrying and
this
month
and announcement
rough before yesterday, contrasted with theBoy."
ties except a curtain
title and cast will be made
boards for seats. They then rent- the newly-rich Sheridans.
shortly, he says.
ed empty store rooms where they
put on their shows, ranging anyWIFE PREDOMINATES
where from Hamlet to Uncle Tom's
Cabin, which was very popularhadin
Virginia
Valli
may have been Asked if "The Signal Tower" was
company
The
Britain.
Great
Lady of Quality" all through a railroad man's story, Bernard
whatever and when "A
scenery
no
little Eva died in the latter play, her last picture, which bore that McConville, supervising editor of
Universal-Jewel productions, said
she was hoisted up to the roof of title,
a hard
woman butof she's
the wilds
now. working
She is
the stage on a rope.
emphatically:
"No —railroad
it's true.
menTheto
Aitken who is now playing one on location on the Noyo River, or story deals with
somewhere
near
it,
up
north
or
a
great
extent.
But
there
is one
Hunt
in
of the important roles
Bragg in Northern California, influence that helps a railroad man
production, "The Fire Fort
Stromberg's
where under the direction of Clar- more than anything else to follow
Patrol," says his Fit-Up Company
ence Brown — who made "The Ac- the line of duty and give the best
less
no
Cabin
Sam's
Uncle
put ontwo hundred times and the
that is in him to his arduous work,
than
quit al"— she is starring in Wadsaudience never failed to laugh at worth Camp's prize story, "The and that is the influence of his
little Eva's death scene.
The Tower."
role that Miss Valli plays wife. 'The Signal Tower' is more
Signal
a story of a railroad man's wife
Lillian Leighlon, clever charac- is that of a railroad man's wife. than of railroad men."
terize)- ofscreen roles, has undertaken the study of "raceoloijy"
GHOSTS
CAPER
ON SET
with special regard to the Indian
tribes of America.
Morris, supported
A silent western street set — exson garet
and other
players. by Al WilMiss Leighton, who will soon be
cept for the whirring of generators
"No wonder they call it 'The
seen in Zane Grey's "The Call of and the clatter of switches and the
the Canyon," is herself a brilliant
" he wailed to Marof men — on a pitch black Ghost City,'
"All I've seen of the sets
eter of squaws and negro shouting
interprs.
mammie
night — except for the weird light chant.
for
ages
has
certainly supported
from giant arcs peeping around
corners.
the
title.
Lights
that don't belong
where they are and shadowy figMany landmarks in San FranThis is the setting against which
ures rushing around as though
cisco are plainly seen in "Three
Days To Live," the third picture Pete Morrison's six feet-two and they didn't belong but were trying
made by the Gerson Pictures cor- nearly two hundred pounds of human bulk has been doing its best
poration for the states rights mar"Aw, shut up!" said Marchant
ket. Among the most interesting
with a director's
prerogative.
shots are scenes around the Palace of nights for the past week in trying
to encourage
the ghosts"I'mto
around and when you give
of Fine Arts, while other shots rushing certain episodes of "The come
hide—"
to
will be the old Sutro Estate and Ghost City," new Universal chap- that seven-ton voice of yours a
ter play directed by Jay Marchant,
the newly completed Skyline Boule- in which Morrison stars with Mar- workout they all run for the hills!"
vard.
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PORTRAY
TRUE
Kitty Bradbury, character actress
of aristocratic type known especially for her work in Charlie
Chaplin's "The Pilgrim" and in
"The Midnight Alarm" with Percy Marmont, has been engaged by
the Universal Pictures corporation
to play the important role of Mrs.
Vertrees in Hobart Henley's elaborate filming of "The Turmoil."
Tarkington's novel
Booth
In
there is a mental clash between
the newly rich and the rich-boin
by their different atengendered
titudes towards life, the first

Camera! News Section
ARISTOCRATS
trained by sudden wealth to throw
discretion to the winds and spend
colossal sums and the latter trained
' by a lifetime of plenty to be more
conservative, Mrs. Vertrees ant.
her daughter, Mary, the heroine or
I the epic, represent the latter class.
Eleanor Boardman was cast as
Mary Vertrees and Winter Hail
i has just been engaged for the ro:e
of Mr. Vertrees. These three then
— Kitty Bradbury, Eleanor Boardman and Winter Hall — are the
Vertrees. Readers of the book will
be glad to meet them on the screen.

"Lonesome" has been chosen as
newHamilton's under
of Lloyd
the title
est comedy,
just completed
the direction of Gil Pratt. Ruth
Hiati is tending i~oman, and the
nut includes Ken-pie Morgan,
Mabel van Buren, Jack Lloyd,
Otto Fries, Fred Lancaster and
others.
Mr. Hamilton will immediately
brain work on his next production,
under direction of Fred Hibbard.
Through the courtesy of Warner
Brothers, William Beaudine has
been engaged to direct the Shakespeare comedythus
classic.
been named
far. No cast has

SCORES
IN EMOTIONAL
ROLE
Ethel Wales, in the Hoffman folks, looks like farm folk, has a
Hock of offspring and amid her
production "Which Shall It Be?" trials and tribulations looks in the
recently completed at the Holly- film as though she might have
wood Studios, bids fair to achieve spent her entire life on that same
farm." This is the film that has
ahallniche
in the "American
Mother"
of fame.
As one critic
who startled
critics through having no
known
be
hero, no heroine, no villain, no
now
has
pre-viewed
this
picture
states,
Lillian Rich will !
as an emotional actress
she is " . . . just ordinary farm plot — just a page from life."
At a recent pre-view of Strong
SPEED FOR BANKS
WRITER BACK
heart's newest film, "Thean Love
TITLE
Master," in which Lilli Rich
ng feminine role,
plavs the leadi
Last
week
marked
the
return
of
es
dramatic critics and film notabl
Winifred Dun, scenario editor for
Monty Banks, who is to make
praised her work highly.
Metro, after a flying trip to New five reel comedies for Grand-Ashtion
produc
big
first
the
is
This
er,
will have a wonderful chance
York
to
consult
with
Laurette
Taythat the beautiful leading lady has
to show his ability as an actor as
lor
and
her
author-husband,
J.
disof
unity
really had the opport
ional dramatic Hartley Manners, over the script well as a gag comedian in the picability. playing her except
ture, it is declared. Herman Rayof "Happiness." This will be the
second Laurette Taylor production maker, the director, regards Banks
Laurence Trimble directed the for Metro and the assignment of as one of the most talented men in
ated First National Miss Dunn to prepare the conti- the profession but maintains that
film for
. Associ
release
nuity is a signal honor, since this in the two reel films, while he could
picture promises to be one of the keep people laughing all the time,
BY
RECOGNIZED
biggest features of the coming sea- there was not the opportunity for
COLLEGE
| son.
.
lights and shades that will be presDuring her stay in the East, Miss
ent in the longer film. "We've got
Dunn also conferred with Metro
corking story," says Raymaker.
Sada Cowan, with whom How- home office executives regarding a"It's
first, middle and last names
the pre- the other pictures of the Winter are the same — speed! At that, a
ard Niggin collaborates inscenar
ios,
nal
origi
of
paration
and she declares that the title hasn't been chosen. We're trywell season
adaptations and titles, is alson oneing to get something that will be
plans outlined call for a period of
sixtee
of
author
the
as
known
great activity at this local studio. adequate and express the vim and
popuvery
are
act playlets, which
dash of the story properly."
and
among the "little theatres"
ies all
univelarrsity dramatic societ
"SHREW" FOR
recent
Creighton
Hale
has
two
intermost
over the country. The
esting offers under consideration
ZEIDMAN
request for production of one of for a vaudeville
of southern
from California and hastour
playlets came
Miss Cowan'sauer,
at
hand
twelve
the
of
or
direct
Trumb
W. H.
class in dramatic composition of Hale
an "act."
Having shipped the print of "The
different
firststories
came for
to the
Coast asMr.a Good
Bad Boy" to the Eastern
Grinnell Col-to
ction ionof was
play produ
offices
of Principal Pictures Corasked
Permiss
star of the speaking stage in "Litlege.
tle Old New York" and "Just SupBennie pictures
Zeidmanunder
anwith
Morgue," ction
"In The
nounces poration,
his second
produce ance
pose." Since his arrival on Christthat "the produ the
the assur
mas
day
he
has
made
six
pictures,
his contract with this organizawould of course be part of
each involving a long engagement. tion.
the stulaboratory work done byadequ
ateA modern version of "The Tamdents and would be done
ing of the Shrew" is being written
Virginia Brown Faire, who has by Dorothy
ly and fittingly."
Farnum, who prepared
Such recognition of screen au- been loaned to the Belasco Producthe
scenario
of "Beau Brummel"
thors by collegians should inevittions
for
"Welcome,
Stranger"
in
for
John
Barrymore.
ably result in a better feeling for which she plays a young Jewish
el of the cinema girl, for the first time in her screen
the
world.entire personn
career will portray a poor white
Full-rigged ships and ocean-gogirl. She has known poverty as
ing yachts play important parts in
an
Oriental
in
several
pictures.
"Superstition,"
the Creative ProFranSan
fiom
return
Uponcisco his
ductions' picture, now being titled,
where he is presenting MauiT The
finale
of
"Welcome,
Stranger"
will see her in affluence which edited, etc., by Louis Weadock at
" 'Punchen
a variety of costumes, the the Hollywood Studios. W. H.
play, ted
latest celebra
Fulton's
will', means
actor,ello"
Robert Ober,
general manager, chartered
undertake a prominent farcical search for which she has now Carr,
Her work
before
the cam- one of the largest yachts and one
role in a forthcoming Hollywood begun.
era
commences
this
week.
of the largest full-rigged ships on
production.
the Pacific Coast for use as locations upon which to film much of
Olive Borden, leading woman in
Lillian Leighton, who will soon
be seen in "The Call of the Can- Mermaid comedies, had her first the "sea stuff" appearing in the
trip Conley
in "Air furnishes
Pockets," ina picture.
yon" and "Phantom Justice," edit- aeroplaneLige
No decision as to the releasing
ed her own newspaper in Wiscon- which
laugh
for
every
revolution
of
the
theaher
she commenced
sin before
for "Superstition"
has yet been made.
trical career.
propellor. Fred Hibbard directed. arrangements

Luis Xellner, the brilliant scenarist who prepared the film veran
n," is She
Betwee
Man connoi
of "The art
sion
sseur.
enthusiastic
oon a
arranges at least one aftern
week to pursue this ambition
through the Hollywood art shops.

STROMBERG
AT
UNIVERSAL
The popularity of Universa
City as a leasing studio for inde
pendent companies to find havei
in continues. The newest arriva
is the Hunt Stromberg unit, Stella
Productions, in which Harry Care?
is the star and Stuart Paton th
director. Both of the latter wen
formerly associated with Uni
Dorothy Chase has gone in foi,
fancy riding as an addition to hei
already-long list of accomplish- ,
ments. As a pupil of Willim Browr.
of the Griffith Park Riding Acad\
emy, who is conducting a , las:
strictly for motion piicture work
She is making excellent progres:
in the more difficult phases of tin
equestrienne art. Miss Chase re-:
cently completed interesting parti
at Metro and Century.
The third picture of the Gersor
Picture Corporation "Three Day»
To Live" has been titled and will
be ready
states
ket withinforthethenext
two rights
weeks.marThis picture has all the lure oi'
the Orient with an American set-t
ting. The theme treats of a Hhv*
doo who works out his vengeance*
upon
two American bankers in San
Francisco.
Ora Carew is starred in this
production and is supported by aj
very strong cast.
DUSKY
QUEEN
HONORED
Lobengula, who once took th
warpath
againsthad thea queen
Britishwhin
South Africa,
was "fat and forty" if not so fait
She was visited by Harold M
Shaw, who has just completed
series of pictures for Metro, whil
he was making "Die Voortrekkers,
which
of
the was
Boers."The Covered Wagon"
Shaw was presented to the dusk
Colenbrander,
Colonelwith
queen
who hadby served
Kitchener,
and he gave her a bottle of gin.
"After we had toasted her health,
he
Colenbrander
'Whysays,did"she
you asked
wait until
I am an
old woman before bringing your
Possea?' have
the would
across she
friendsiblyfrom
receivedshe imagined
two bottles of gin had
she been younger and more atA lock of golden hair was pro
tractive."by Carey Wilson, Goldwj
vided
associate editor, for a scene for
"Three Weeks." The lock was
clipped not from Carey's head, but
from the tangle of hair of his small
creddemandwhenscreen
daughter.
it," Wilson"I cried
the hair
was photographed.
Anna Q. Nilsson is working day
and night to complete her work in
"The Swamp Angel," in order to
start on Richard Walton Tully
picturization
of "Flowing
another First National
picture,Gold
next
week. She will merely be obliged
to step from one stage onto another
adjoining.

n

Carrier n! News Section

intern
lor ton

is

Vaudevilling
Edward Horton, who played
he of the featured roles in
jimes Cruze' production "To the
adies," has temporarily deJrted motion pictures for the
age. The versatile young actor
appearing in vaudeville for a
|w weeks.
|Featured with Horton in this
aramount picture are Theodore
loberts, who is also tourinc in
mdeville, Helen Jerome Eddy,
id Louise Dresser, another
ell-known vaudevillian. Walter
foods adapted the stage comedy
Marc Connolly and George
Kaufman an dalso served as
toduction editor of "To the
adies."
iuilds

Town

in Arizona
Building a town with practical
ouses throughout only to burn
I at a later point in the story
ras the unique experience of Difcctor Irvin Willat, who is prolucing the Zane Grey story
The Heritage of the Desert" for
paramount.
Willat carried his entire cast
jnd staff into the actual country
escribed by the author. In the
lilds of Arizona the temporary
bwn of White Sage was contracted. The buildings erected
were four-walled and roofed and
■ould
have settlement
been made was
livIble. easily
The entire
turned spectacularly as one of
jhe
dramatic high points of the
bicture.
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ONE-EYED IS
CONVERTED

Cutting

One-eyed Connelly, world-famous gate-crasher, has gone to work
at last.
For twenty years he has roamed
the country centering his attention
on his ambition to see all of the
championship fights from a ringside seat without paying for the
privilege. Now he has settled down
in Hollywood to work his way to
the top of the motion picture industry.
With pick and shovel he is hard
at work helping build exterior set
for "Torment," the melodrama
Maurice Tourneur is making for
First National at the United Studios.
It is Connelly's boast that in his
twenty years of wandering he has
managed to get twenty-one meals
every week — yet, no one has ever
caught him working. Sport writers all over the country have commented on his dislike for two
things — work and underwear.
"I'm working now so I can keep
right on living in a place where I
don't have to wear anything under
my shirt," commented Connelly as
he rested on his pick, "I like this
climate."
Will

Start
Turkey

Day

From the wilds of Northern
California mountains where he
has been hunting for two weeks,
Cecil Be De Mille sent word to
his office that by Thanksgiving
Day he would be back in the
Lasky Studio, Hollywood, ready
to plunge into the preliminary
preparations for "Triumph" by
May Edgington, his next Paramount picture. During his absence Jeauie Macpherson has
row About
been whipping her adaptation
into final shape.
Sparky ?
Present plans are to start
work on "Triumph" immediately
Carmel Myers was leaving the following the close of the "proLasky
alifornia theatre after seeing her- Studio. duction
It isvacation,"
more atthanthepossible
elf on the screen in "The S'ave of that a considerable portion of
esire." Also on the bill were the the exteriors will be made in
horse race pictures in which Papy- New York following or before
rus and Ze<v did their stuff.
stage work at the Hollywood
In front of Carmel were a man
plant. Leatrice Joy and Rod La
and woman.
Rocque, announced as featured
Said the woman to the man:
players in the production, are
Wasn't that a wonderful produc- engaged in assembling their
wardrobes.
tion?"
Said the man to the woman:
"Yep — Papyrus and Zev put on a
Art Lee, well-known make-up
great
The race."
woman looked at the man in expert who has been convalescent
l \ fine scorn.
for some time from a serious illCarmel hastened to her car.
ness, is returning to active participation in motion picture activities.
He will re-enter the studio world,
The spirit of the immortal violin again contributing some of the
heavy portrayals which have won
piece
song,
"Souvenir"
by him
wide-spread recognition.
Drdla, and
has been
dramatized
for the
screen and stage by Victor Hugo
Halperin and is now being filmed
Bebe Noah
Daniels,
Torat the Hollywood Studios. It has rence,
BeervErnest
and Lloyd
a short prologue, carrying a gra- Hughes are the featured players
phic portrayal of the turbulent
in this Irvin Willat production.
times of the Russian revolution. Albert
Shelby LeVino wrote the
The balance of the plot is laid in screen play and Lucien Hubbard
this country.
is production editor.

Zane

Grey

Film

Director Victor Fleming and
production
editor Lucien
Hubbard have completed
the cutting
of Zane Grey's "The Call of the
Canyon." Fleming returned a
few weeks ago from the wilds of
Arizona where he filmed the
photoplay in which Richard Dix,
Lois Wilson and Marjorie Daw
have the featured roles.
JUGGLED

HIS LINES

Ralph Lewis got his first stage
experience when Northwestern
University put on its annual class
play.
He ballplayed
on the
squad andright
heldhalfdown
the footfirst
sack on the baseball team and
thought as a side line he would
try the stage. His first role was
that of a butler and his first line
was "Here Comes the Queen, My
Lord." But the gridiron warrior
got stage fright on the opening
night and when it came time for
him
ospeak,
he seconds.
couldn't say
word t for
several
Thena
he got his lines confused and instead of saying "Here comes the
Ralph blurted
My heLord,"
Queen,
out "Here
is now," and ihen
the leading lady walked in from
the wings. Ralph says he can
truthfully say his first stage appearance was a riot.
Hart

Chaney
Minus
Make-up

Will
Vacation

William S. Hart plans to take
a short vacation at his California
ranch as soon as production
work on "Singer Jim McKee,"
his current production is completed. The vacation will coincide with the temporary produclull at Paramount's West
Coast tionStudio.
is Hart's
Jim McKee
"Singerpicture
return
since his
second
to the scree nand like its preHickok,"
"Wild Bill
decessor,by
was written
the star
and
adapted to the screen by J. G.
Hawks. Phyllis Haver plays
opposite the star in the present

picture.
Since the announcement that
Mack Sennett was about to reincorporate his erstwhile famous
chorus of Bathing Beauties, it is
very apparent that the newspapers
are being devoured from front to
last page. "I'll bet," said the
"since that article
director,
castingprinted
was
over a week ago, I
have interviewed over two hundred girls, including some of the
you ever saw. I'm
beautiful
most
now looking for a good assistant
there are still
because
to help me,
several hundred more girls to be
seen, before we finally decide on
the group we will select to represent that company."

Theater-goers who see Sam
Wood's production "The Next
Corner" will be privileged to get
their first glimpse of Lon Chaney as he really is minus eccentric make-up or physical distortion.
Chaney is playing one of the
featured roles in this adaptation
by Monte Katterjohn of Kate
Jordan's
name.
He playsnovel
the of
roletheofsame
a Basque
but for the first time in many
years has abandoned all disguise. Conway Tearle and
Dorothy Mackaill are the other
featured players in this Paramount picture now in the making at Paramount's West Coast
Studio.
Directors
Will

Dance

The Seventh Annual Ball of
the Motion Picture Directors
Association will be held at the
Biltmore Hotel on Thanksgiving
Eve, November 28th, according
to announcement being sent
broadcast by Chairman of the
Ball Committee, George L. Sargent. While this artair is the
seventh in the notable history of
the organization, it is the first
costume ball ever undertaken by
the M. P. D. A.
Indications point to an affair
which will be strikingly beautiful and unique, with many innovations and surprises. Fred
Niblo will act as the official pacemaker of the evening. The entire galaxy of screendom, from
Mary Pickford, Dough Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin, including many of
public
officials,
down
the roster
familiar
celebrities,
will be present.
From this prominent gathering there has been chosen a
number of stars and directors to
stage a festival of gaiety and
splendour. Even the orchestra
will be arrayed in checkerboard
costumes.
The Ball Committee, headed
by Mr. Sargent, includes Fred
Niblo, liam
Joseph
Grasse, P.Wil-S.
Beaudine,DeWilliam
Earle, William Seiter, Harry
Franklin, Phil Rosen, Douglas
Gerrard, Wally Van, William
Duncan, Jack Ford and James
Hogan.
The public is invited to attend
the Ball.
With two companies in full sway
and ation third
production
in preparathe Christie
organization
is as
active as a hot water bottle in the
Old Soldiers' Home. Neal Burns,
and
Steadman
supported
Bud
Fine, byhasVera
begun
a comedy
whose theme seems to be that a
man can be popular even if he is
a Second Lieutenant. Jimmie Adsupported bythe Duane
son,ams,
has reached
mid-wayThomppoint
in a production
which
is
being
directed by Harold Beaudine.
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Camera/ intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error in Pulse to Editor, 439-869
Progress
Scenarist
Type
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director
Holly 1911
BALSHOFER STUDIO, 1329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Prod. Mgr.
Preparing
2-Reel Serial
5th
Episode
Clayton Grandln
Lola Fatti
Jim Crosby
5-Reel Western
Clayton Orandin
Jim Crosby
Holly 3131
BERWILLA STUDIO.
5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyons Production (Arrow release).
Editing
2nd
Week
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
•■Gambling Wives"
k
Henderson All-Star Stevens-Linden MeGaugh
Dearholt Productions.
"Rodeo Mixup"
Francis Ford Edward Cobb DeGrasse Geo. Carter F. Ford
Neva Gerber Productions.
Dick Hatton Hatton-Gerber
Wm. Nobles Jack Nelson Coolldge
3rd Week 598-14
"Sagebrush Relligon '
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
481 1 Fountain Ave.
Arthur Howard Productions
2nd Week
< Jardni r
"Some Man'
Wm. Bertram All-Star
Allen-Zehr
Preparing
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC. 69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
jdn
C. O. Sessel
"Welcome Stranger'
Jas. Young All-Star Special G. P. Saum
Hol593-57(
ly 009, g
Preparing
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
45 1 3 Sunset Blvd.
J. S. Woodhouse
Fred Caldwell All-Star Hollister Rounsaville
5 78-58' IS!
Hollywood 1900'
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback.Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Sfl
Preparing
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
I 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Chas. Chaplin Charles Chaplin
Wilson-Totheroh
Sutherland "Chuck" Reisner
Feature Comedy
2nd Week
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
1st Week
Beaudine
Jimmy Adams
Peterson-Garnett
Clemens
Graham
2-Reel
Comedy
is
2-Reel ( 'omedy
Al. Christie Neal Burns Nagy- Phillips Hageman Beck
Holly 407(*
Drexel
2
I
I
COSMOSART STUDIO.
3 700 Beverly Blvd
J. 'Doc"
E. Bowen,
Gen. Mgr.
US
Joos
Holly 3101 Hunt Stromberg Productions.
Belloni
.—
"The Fire Patrol'
Cu ver City 54
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr. 6529 Venice Blvd. Culver City
Washington and Ince Blvds. , Culver Cit;
DARRELL-MOUNIER STUDIO. J. F. Mounier, Gen. Mgr.
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd
:trd Week
Ryan Bros. Productions
Reed
Geo. Chesebro
Chesebro-Clayton Selander
Ben Cohen
•The Wolf Man"
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
598-16
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
N. Taurog Lige Couley Meehan
Staff
Comedy
Schedule
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
G. Pratt
McGill
Staff
Comedy
Schedule
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
F. Hibbard Lloyd Hamilton
Corby
Staff
Comedy
Schedule
FOX STUDIO.
James
Ryan,
Casting.
1
40
1
N.
Western
Ave.
Fred
Kley,
Studio
Mgr.
Holly 300
Schedule
Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
Al St. John
Schedule
Mark
Sanderich
R. Tennant
Seiier Carruth
Chimpanzees
Al St. John
1Comedies
'nmedies
5th
Week
Staff
Benny
Preparing
Hollingshead
KinglingStolon*
Oeo. Archainbaud All-Star
Jules Cronjager
Fannie & Fred Hatton 'The Shadow of the East"
Hough
All-Star
Sid Wagner
Tom Buckinhum
! st Week
Carter
"The Arizona Express"
Wm. Wellman
Joe August
Chas.
Jones
1st Week
Tom
Mix
Hobart
"Not a Drum Was Heard"
Dan
Clark
J. Blystone
Eugene Forde
1st Week
Lee
"Ladies to Board"
The Morroco Box"
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Holly 269
Phil Goldstone Productions. State Rights release).
Li
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Saml Bischoff. Gen. Mgr.
Holly 016;
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City
Sth Week 761-71
Emmett Flynn
All-Star
Lucien Audriot
Ray Flynn
Carey Wilson
"Nellie,
the Cloak Model"
Sth Week
Alan Crosland
All-Star
Jory Mescall
Lynn Shores
Carey Wilson
"Three Weeks"
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd.
Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Holly 143
Harold Lloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
H.Lloyd
Lundin
Robt. A. Golden
"The Girl Expert" 14th Week
J. K.Taylor-Newmeyer
McDonald Productions.
Halperin Productions.
All-Star A. Wyckoff H.Young Halperin "Souvenir"
5th Week
LaurelHalperin-Wallafe
Productions.
W. Ruggles Prlscllla Dean
L. Pierson
"Pirates & Plunder" Preparing
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Preparing
Sanford Productions.
Editing
Mattison Mattison-Y. Rich E. Dyer
R. Sanford
Special
"The
Ragged
Robin'
Staff
Kinemart Productions.
B. Schrader, Casting.
1442 Beachwood Drive.
Bvran Shrader
All-Star Jim Clancey
Staff
ROY HUGHES PRODUCTIONS.
840 S. Olive. SHADOWLAND RELEASE.
Arizona Location
Roy Hughes Leavens Hale J. MacFarland
Thos Dixon, Jr.
"Ashes of Waste"
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
761-73
Gene Stratton Porter Productions.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
5th Week
Del Andrews All-Star Max Dupont Frank Gerghty
Del Andrews "The Galloping Fish'

,Cnera!
Director

Star

"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry'
Ass't Director
Scenarist
Cameraman
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Progress
Holly 2814
EditingHolly 2400

STER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie dine, Casting
L SKY STUDIOS. Tom White, Casting.
1520 Vine St
P amount Pictures.
(Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
H.
Herb Brennon
Pola Negri Jos Howe
DickSchwartz
Rush
"Shadows of Paris"
J. G. Hawks
Clifford S. Smith
W. S. Hart
Warren Reeves
6th Week
"Singer Jim McKee'
Si|i Wood Productions.
John Waters
Monte Ketterjohn "The Next Corner"
Sam Wood
All -Star
5th
Week
J. Henabery Productions.
Richard Johnston Edfried Bingham "The Stranger"
Henabery All--Star
4th
Week
n Willat Productions.
Otto Brower
Albert S. LeVine
Irvin Willat All-Star
Chas. Shoenbaum
"The Heritage of the DeserfEditing
5360 Melrose Ave.
B. MAYER STUDIO.
431-171
d Niblo Productions.
Dorian Cox
V. Milner
Bess Meredith
Fred Niblo All-Star
8th Week
"Thy Name Is Woman"
Individual Casting.
1UYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800
Mission
Rd.
Capitol 2120
Editing
Liis B. Mayer Productions.
13th Week
Harry Schenck
Reginald Barker All-Star (Metro Release).
G. Hawks
Sidney Algier
G. Younger
JohnM. Stahl All-Star
'Cape Cod Polks"
'Why Men Leave Home'
BP. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release)
Preparing
Gasmer
All-Star Karl Struss
George Yohalem
Waldemar Young
"Poisoned Paradise"
|TRO STUDIO
Romaine and Cahuen
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Holly 4485
Arnold ga Ave. Eddington
3rd Week
Geo. D. Baker All-Star
Geo. D. Baker
"Revelations"
Chet Lyons
3rd
Week
Dave Howard
King Vidor Laurette Taylor
"Happiness"
pn Holubar Productions.
Haskins
9th Week
Allen Holubar All-Star
"The Human Mill"
tie Coogan Productions.
Preparing
Frank
Good
Brewster
V. Schertzinger
Jackiie Coogan
"A Boy of Flanders"
1116 Lodi St.
TIONAL STUDIO.
Holly 4470
1 hnicolo
r M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
J. A. Ball
Color Photography
Geo. A. Cave
Ray Rennahan
Schedule
KFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
ted Artists Release.
22nd
Week
Staff
J.
T.
O'Donahue
"The
ThiefVernon
of Bagdad"
Marshall
eilan
Mary
Staff
5vioJ.'Vr?U?,h
DouglasPickfo
Fairbanks
Arthur Edeson
rd Rosher
"Dorothy
of Haddon 5th Week
INCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Holly 2806
Louis Tolhurst
Walter Anthony
Microscopic Motion PicturesSchedule
St.
FC STUDIO.
Melelrose and Cower.
780
Gower
Moreno
Holly 7780
Al Santel
Geo. O'Hara Lee Garmes
Preparing
Beatrice Van
Schedule
"Fighting Blood" Series
James Horne
All-Star Jos.
DuBray
"Not For Publication"
IpACH
W,'arren Doane, Mgr.
761-721
Jas. A. STUDIO.
Howe
WillCulver
Rogers City. Robt.
Hall"Comedy
Dpran Ross Lederman Staff
2-Reel
Schedule
Animals
Len Powers
B.
Currigan
Vreland
Staff
1-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Chas. Chase
James Parrot
Ed Willatt Leo Gerstad Staff
1- Reel Comedy
Schedule
Our Gang
Harry
Gerstad C. Morehouse Staff
Bob'
McGowan
2Reel
Comedy
Schedule
Glen Tryon
Roach-Clements
Fred
Jackman
Hopkin
s
Roach
5-Reel Comedy-Drama 2nd Week
Geo. Jeske
Stan Laurel
Frank Young Wm. Dill
Staff
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Fred Guiol
Spat Family
Nick Barrows Lloyd French Staff
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
JUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1 439 Beachwood Dr.
Holly 7945
1 W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
6th Week
Bob Dillon
"The Deer Slayer"
Walker Cooper
Al. Neitz
l|J J.i n'
BrownR ?,eltz,
Productions.Murphy Miller
Ross Fisher
Curley Dresden
1 Al. Rogell Fred Thompson
'The Sheriff of Tombstone" 2nd Week
! ilofoi-d Productions.
Drexel 1550
INNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Del Lord
All-Star
5th
Week
"One
Ghostly
Night"
3rd
Week
"Trifling"
Staff
J Erie Kenton All-Star
Staff
NITED STUDIOS. 5341 Mel rose. M. C. Levee, Pres.
Holly 4080
;eph M. Schneck Productions. (First National Release).
3rd Week
O. O. Dull
F. Borzage Norma Talmadge Tony Gaudio
"Secrets"
Jfst C.National
Productions.
Berquist
Badger
Coleen Moore
6th Week
O'Brien
Montagne
"The Swamp Angel"
lurice Tourneur Productions.
Arthur
Todd
3rd Week
Maurice Tourneur All-Star
"Torment"
Scott R. Beal Fred Myton
:hard Walton Tully Productions.
Geo. Reehm
1st Week
I Jos. DeGrasse All-Star
Warren ton -Carpenter Johnson
Preparing
l|ankFrank
Lloyd Lloyd
Productions.All-Star
Flowing
Gold"
Harry Weil
'The Sea Hawk'
JNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
433-131
!)th Week
Week
•liversal
Film Manufacturi
ng Co.Morris(Universal Release). Ray Taylor
Jay Marchant
Morrison
xth
"The Fast
Ghc:..Express"
„*iry"
Don Clark
Wm. Duncan Duncan-Johnson
Duncan
"The
5th Week
C. Brown
All-Star
Ernest Laemmle
13th Week
"Signal
Tower"
A. Smith
Hobart Henley All-Star
Preparing
"The Turmoil"
"T^>ve
Insurance"
Eddie
Cline
Reginald
Denny
Sedgwick Hoot GibsonBilly Tummel
4th Week
Edward Laemmle Billy Sullivan
crr-jrting
Schedule
"The
LeatherCalamity"
Pushers"
Robt. Hill
Laura LaPlante
Jack Rose
"The
Thrill
Girl"
1st
Hugh
Hoffman
Koehner
Wm. Craft Wm. Desmond
2nd Week
Week
"The Riddle Rider"
598-131
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
|ITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
»ve Smith Productions.
4th
Week
David Smith All-Star
Steve Smith. Jr.
Wm. Dagwell
"A Tale of Red Roses"
EARNER BROS. STUDIOS.
5842 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 4181
farner Brothers Productions.
Wm. A. Seiter
'Daddies"
6th
Week
Tenny
Wright
Marsh-Gillingwater
John
Stumar
Frank Strayer
Harry Beaumont John Barrymore
Dave Abel
'Beau Brummel"
5th Week
Wm. A. Seiter
Tenny Wright
All-Star John Stumar
'How to Educate a Wife" Preparing
Harry Beaumont All-Star David Abel
Frank Strayer
'Babbitt"
Preparing
Wm. Beaudine
All-Star E. B. DuPar
'Lover's Lane"
Preparing
•nest Lubitsch Productions.
Edi
ting
/ALDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt, Mgr.
Holly 7940
Roland Asher
I Edw. J. LeSaint
Jas. Kirkwood
King Gray
"Discontented Husbands"
J. StormwaKser
/ORLD
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS Wm.
CINEMATOUR.
818, Station
"C," Los "My
Angeles
J. A. Eliason
Baby Betty
Field Jos. B. Box
Brown
Robinson
Kingdom for a Horse"

1st Week

Carrier,
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Hogging
There are tricks in all trades. Tricks of the
lawyer, the doctor, the merchant, the thief. And
now the movies are acquiring tricks that will
class players with all the others above mentioned.
Many old-time players claim that sincerity
and personality will dominate any scene. And
yet, a young actor who recently signed a fiveyear contract with a famous production company is known essentially as a "trick actor. '
That is, he is a past master at "stealing the
picture."
Those who maintain that acting ability and
screen personality alone are the beacons to success are quite enraged at the trick actors. It is
their contention that too many tricks have a tendency to make a player a mere automaton
jerked by tricks and mannerisms.
And so the merry war goes on.
For instance, there is a famous actress who
will allow no woman in the scene to be dressed
in white but herself. Another woman in white
would detract the attention of the screen audience, and she simply will not allow it.
A short time ago a well-known matinee idol
had a trick of having a streak of gray hair roll
back with the smooth black hair from his high
forehead. This was his copyright, as it were.

Camera"
the
One day an extra insisted on using the same
trick. He was released.
The keenly experienced screen actor will not
overact, but neither does he ever loaf while he
is being photographed in a scene. No matter
how much the acting affects the star he will also
make it affect himself. By some mannerism or
trick he will try to attract the audience-yet-tocome to see his shadow.
One of the most famous of the older actors,
whose name is a household word, is never seen
without his cigar, the end of which he chews
impatiently
modically. or else smokes volcanically or spasHe always moves when he speaks a title, thus
eliminating the possibility of being taken out of
the picture and the title used instead.
It is well known on any picture lot that the
inexperienced screen actor has no chance with
the more adroitly experienced one. The latter
will "hog the camera" every time.
For purposes of illustration: The two of
them will be talking in a scene. Suddenly the
experienced one will step backward casually.
And, if his action passes unnoticed by the director, the completed film will register him in full
view while the inexperienced actor in the foreground will show sideways and indistinctly before the camera.

VIVID

By

FRANK

MAYO

In a tense moment the experienced actor \i
attract the attention of the audience by unfo
ing a white handkerchief. A simple thing — 1
it focuses all eyes his way — and by a trick
memory his name might be impressed on 1
mind by so simple an action when that of |
star is forgotten.
The story is told of two old-time actors tryi
to "steal the picture" from each other in a ta
ing scene. First one would step backwa
rather casually, then his fellow talker wo<
also step backward rather casually also. PI
ing a game that each knew well, they began
the very foreground of the scene, and em
up at the rear of it. It happened to be a f
ture being directed by Erich von Stroheim,
watched the scene with an amused smile, l
then said, "Come on, tricksters, now both st;
still; you are not playing golf!"
There can be no doubt that mannerism^
not tricks, can be made to register with the |
ture-loving public. Call it individuality or w
you will, it is that something by which the pi
er is best remembered.
Of one thing I am certain. The extra pla
knows more about acting than the experienT
actor. Years under the lights have a tcnde
to make the latter humble. For really, then
much to learn about screen acting, and a i
short time in which to learn it.

LATIN

and

and

VERSATILE

UNDERWORLD

Portrayals

Characters

RIENE

RALEIGH-431-677

As the Irate Wife in "Rosita," with Mary
GRAUMAN'S

MILLION

Pick ford, now playing at

DOLLAR

THEATRE

; meral
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MARTHA

M

A
LOLA PATTI
APPLICATIONS FOR CAST
BEING ACCEPTED

NOW

T

Four two reel episodes "The Everyday
Mystery"
and 6th. just finished, casting for the 5th

T

Applications for the following will be
considered :
5-reel Western

O

5-reel Children's Fairyland
5-reel
Special,
featuring LOLA
PATTI (star).
1329 Gordon St. Phones: Holly 1918 and 438-165

NEW

YORK

Carl f. Falmrorg
6318 hollywood blvd. •

LIFE INSURANCE
DARWIN P. KINGSLEY, PRESIDENT

X

COMPANY

Hollywood, Cahlornia.
November, 10,1933

To Whom It May Concern:
I have taken a New York Life Insurance Policy through
Mr. C. F. Palmborg, special Motion Picture representative
and feel that he has rendered me a real service in fitting
a particular policy to meet my particular needs.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
Dr. A. L. Jester
Famous chiropractor, just returned
from 3 years chiropractic missionary service in Germany offers his
services to the movie people of
Hollywood at reduced rates.
No charge for first consultation.
5558 Hollywood Blvd., Rm. 202-205
Hours

COY

10-12—2-5,

Evenings 7-8.

WATSON,
CHILD LEADS

Age 10.

JR.

Drexel 3616

Hugh Hoffman
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura LaPIante unit. Universal.
Current Robert
production.
Thrill Girl"
Hill, "The
Directing
Recent Releases, '•Gossip." "Crossed
Wires." "The Town Scandal." "Sawdust."
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
Reproductions, Publicity
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5174 Hollywood Blvd.
Corner Bronson
ART
LEE
SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone 598-207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

(Continued from Page 5)
The entire facilities of the studio were placed
his assistant director, suggested.
"Double? Say, don't be dumb. I've been at his disposal, and he was host for the evenwaiting for two weeks to get a crack at this
ing— two floors removed. Sedgwick, stricken b)
scene. Just duck your head and look out for toxic poisoning caused by an injured tooth, lav
life and death for six days. In the
splinters, that's all. Because boy, when I hit between
meantime Gibson himself directed the picture.
thatHundreds
ballyhoo of
standextras
it's going
to
stay
hit."
playing in the scene
Edward Sedgwick adorned a bed in St. Vinducked
for
cover
when
Hoot
No one was hurt, except thecame
star "flying
himselfthru."
who
cent'shummed
hospital for bits
two ofweeks
and between
op-,
erations
melodies.
If he wa;
received a deep cut on one hand.
too weak to hum he thought up a new tune t<
Fifteen freight cars, two locomotives and hum later.
He is now working with Henry Cohen, hi;
other railroad equipment are in use by the Clarence L. Brown company near Fort Bragg in studio organist, in converting the bits of melo
Northern California, where scenes for Virginia dies into a hospital bedroom ballad entitled "I
Wonder - When - I'm - Going -to- Get-Another-TValli's new starring vehicle, "The Signal Tower," are being filmed, according to Pliny Home,
Blues." director, whose versatility ex
The Universal
cameraman, who has just returned to Universal bone-Steak
tends over a varied field of writing, acting am
City from the location site.
Home was with the company shooting "run- composing, has written and directed many o'
away train" scenes at Auberry, near Fresno for Hoot Gibson's most popular pictures and ha
several days and after a couple of days at the composed many "best sellers'' in the field o
location
site near
Fort him.
Bragg "cleaned up" all popular
Betweenmusic.
scenes he makes up lyrics to melo
of
the scenes
requiring
A portable signal tower, around which the dies composed by Cohen. The two recentf
central interest in the story is woven and in wrote "Just Remember,'' a foxtrot ballad nov
which many of the major sequences take place, extremely popular.
was built in the studio and transported to the
During the filming of "Courtin' Calamity,
north country. It has been set up at a siding Hoot's
latest starring feature for Universal
along the railroad tracks between Fort Bragg Sedgwick became very ill from poisoning fron
an
infected
tooth. For weeks he has had noth
and Willetts.
The company, which includes, besides the di- ing to eat except milk toast, poached eggs an
rector, his first and second assistants, Charles tea. He craves steak mightily, and loud is hi
Dorian and Ernst Laemmle, a cast of six per- mournful wail when it's time to eat and hi
sons and a production unit — carpenters, elec- nurse brings him his milk and eggs.
Sedgwick is now back on the set in a whet
tricians and property hands — of about twentyfive persons, stays at the Nova River tavern and chair, guiding the filming of the final scenes i'
goes to work each morning by a speeder. Lunch the picture. Gibson handled the directoria
is eaten under the giant Redwoods which flank sence.
megaphone during the regular director's ab
the railroad tracks.
"The Signal Tower" is Miss Valli's first big
Hoot Gibson, famous picture star, was mat
starring feature since she finished work in "A
ried yesterday at Universal City to Josie Sedg
Lady of Quality."
wick. This marriage gives Hoot th estudi
record for weddings. He has been marrie
The nurses and staff at St. Vincent's hospital twenty
times in the past two years; among hi
gathered to enjoy a performance, in the hosare Laura La Plante, Billie Dove, Esthe
pital assembly hall, of "The Ramblin' Kid," brides
Hoot Gibson's latest Universal feature play. Ralston, Mildred June, Louise Lorraine, Mar
Gibson, the star, appeared in person. The stu- Pliilbin and others.
dio orchestra that played through the filming of
And strange
to say,
doesn't pictur
objec
the piece, directed by Henry Cohen, composer Because
of course,
they his
are wife
just moving
of "Canadian Capers" and "Are You Playing weddings — climaxes in his various picture
Fair?" and more lately "Just Remember," which always end with a wedding. Hoot hold,
played for the picture. It was a gay party.
the record on the lot, therefore, as a celluloi
And two floors above, attended by a special bigamist !
nurse, and recovering from serious illness, lay
The new picture, in which Josie Sedgwick, if
Edward Sedgwick, the man who directed the elaborate wedding gown, appears as a blushin
picture, and who only recently returned to the bride in the final fadeout, is "Courtin' Calan
studio, still in a wheel chair, to view the final
itv," ashow.
lively Miss
storySedgwick,
of adventure
a Wil
West
a sisterwith
of Edwar
scenes
started of
when"Courtin'
stricken Calamity,"
by illness. the picture he Sedgwick, the director, and well known for h(
The story came to light with Sedgwick's re- work as the leading lady in "Jubilo" and othf
turn from the hospital. Ill as he was, the di- feature pictures, can claim quite a few wet
rector, grateful for the care given him at the dings on her own account — Will Rogers an
hospital, arranged with Gibson for the show. others.
TOURING CARS
SUNSET
TAXI
PER HOUR
SPECIAL RATES ON STUDIO TRIPS AND TOURING
Universal City
_
$1.00 Club Royal
Mayer Studios
2.50 Culver City
Holly-Fairbanks
75 United Studios
Fox Studios
75 Robertson-Cole _
Lasky Studios
_
75 Metro Studios
Hotel
Santa Monica
3.50 Ambassador
Venice
—
Pasadena
_
4.00
Center
of
Los
Angeles
All Stations
2.50 Plantation _
1720 Hudson Ave.
430-258
578-280

3.00
2.00
100
75
$2
75
1-50
jffl
2.00
3.00

>,tmerai
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'CAMERA!
New and Novel
ENTERTAINMENT
For afternoon or dinner parties
"READING

CUPS"

"There is much in a drained cup"
Phone 597-544 Mornings for Particulars

PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AR-EXCELLLNT
7IVELY
PUTS
PICTUPL
PEOPLE ItS
PEP/WOT
JJBLICFAVOP.
"Vr/fe Jbr porf/cu/arj , oc j?ee?
Gene Woo way
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood Station
Or, in care of
Camera!
2nd. Floor, 6318 Holly wooo Blvd.,
Hollywood
Out
PnOHC 439-869
Xg^L —

Megaphone
When the cameras grind Edward Laemmle
directs pictures.
When the cameras are idle and the lights are
dim Eddie Laemmle directs a vaudeville act for
his troupe.
Which is to say that officially he's Edward,
motion picture director, member of M.P.D.A.
and all of that. Unofficially and naturally he's
Eddie, "one of the boys."
Laemmle is now directing Billy Sullivan in
"Girls Will Be Girls," the third round of a new
series ofversal "Leather
Pushers," being made at UniCity.
Off stage, enshrouded with cigar smoke, Leo
Zahler plays the organette and Jack Levine
saws melody out of a violin.
A scene is shot and Eddie leaves the set while
the cameras are set up at another angle. Then
Eddie speaks to Kathleen Myers, pretty blonde
who is the girl of girls in "Girls Will Be Girls,"
playing the romantic lead opposite the star.
"Have you seen my violinist do his dancing
act? Come on, fellows, let's have some jazz
and a little dance. Step lively, Jack."
And Levine, despite his protests that the
bards of the studio stage are rough on leather,
does a "fiddling-scene act" which wins the
plaudits of the troupe, a smile from the pretty
blonde and a handful of Havanas from Eddie.
Leo does facial contortions in time to the music
and produces wierd melody from the little organ. Clyde De Vinna, cameraman, looks on
amiably, finally suggesting, "All ready, Mr.
Laemmle." And Edward goes back to work.

sSO c -ET
R ESU1.TS
.
* * Jt-%± * JL
FOR SALE — Bell and Howell Camera, 170 shutter— 7
late 9
model, completely
equipped. Bar8
555
gain.— BLAINEWALKER,
914 .
South Olive.
FOR RENT— Brand new Bell & Howell Camera
Pallheimer Iris full equipment. 578-757.
FOR SALE— Bell & Howell Camera. Late
Model. Complete Outfit: Lenses, Tripod,
Phone 438-416.
Cases.
Mats. Two Irises, etc. Reasonable.
FRENCH LESSONS succeeds with everybody.
Reply by letter to Box A care Camera! or
phone 557-921 between 7:30 and 9 P. M.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone 874-172
TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 828-538
Learn a

H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York
ACUTE OR CHRONIC DISEASES
«548 Hollywood Blvd.
Hours 2-5 P. M. or by Appointment

Ilolly^ood
faborator

exclusive
BRUNO
Publicity Photos, Professional Photos,
Casting Director Photos
6412 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Telephone 431-»2!>

Gowns
Wraps
F u rs

producers
of

Thimmeway

Titles

the speedy, economical, error-free process
Paul D. Hugon, General Manager
1123 Lillian Way, Holly vOood Holly 1696

Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724

S. M. WERSHOW
Ladies' Tailor
7066 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood

Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW I
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ave., at Santa Monica Blvd.

Killing- Habits
Sports
Suits Wear

Join the Kings and Queens of
mrnrnm

HAVE
YOU A PICTURE
FOR SALE?
I can sell it outright. See me for quick results
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 4275

MOVIELAND
at our Friday Nite show
where boxing reigns supreme
Hollywood
Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro Ave.

i
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Gustatory

Is Exposing
TITLES

PLUS

SERVICE

Recently titled
"FASHION ROW"
Featuring Mae Murray

Hand lettering by
IRVING W. BUNZE
Cinematographic work by
ELI COHN
For perfect black-and-white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with
samples.
Quality

Title &

Film

Company
1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850

Doctors
FORD &
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific
Spinal
Adjustments
Individual
Rest
MMz^ Rooms
W^
^Ssss^*'
Henry Ford
nd eFloor G.D.C..
D.C..MatPh. Fo
c. rdGrouOffic
Anna
Ph.C.
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12—2 to 5
Mon.. Wed.. Friday Evenings. 6 to 8
LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

Tellers

Stuart Mack of the Balshofer Studios, has
made three two-reel episodes of "The Everyday
Mystery," a serial dealing with fake spiritualist
mediums and fortune tellers, and is now filming the fourth episode. There are twenty-six
episodes to the serial, and Mr. Mack has put
forth complete expose of the methods of how
spirits are produced as well as the many sleightof-hand tricks that are employed by these mediums in gaining the will of the public. These
episodes are each two-reels long and are a complete drama but yet are connected together.
Lola Patti stars in the fourth episode now being made, this story deals with a young and
susceptable high school girl of sixteen, who has
heard the other girls tell of the fortune teller
and the many things they were told, and she
also decides to have her fortune told, and as
she knows her mother will not permit such a
visit, she goes alone. She is surprised that the
Madame knows her name and knows the three
questions that she had written on a piece of
paper, which is in her hand. She is too young
and unsophisticated to know that the Madame
has played a trick on her, and that she holds
"blanks" in her hand, and the Medium holds
the questions she wrote.
Of course, it is easy for the fortune teller to
tell her everything, and in the course of events
the foolish young girl tries to follow the lines
set for her by the unscrupulous medium, who
has sent many girls to ruin.
This is the first time in the history of motion pictures that such a picture has actually
been made, and Mr. Mack has worked for some
time on these stories, having written them and
printed them years ago, and studied them out
true-to-life in order to produce them so that the
full value would be brought out.
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NOW PREPARING
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THE GREAT OUTDOORS
Directed by
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QUESTION — "My brother who is here on a visit admits he
was once cured of Neuritis, but he argues that Chiropractic is good
only in nerve diseases.

I differ with him.

Is he right or wrong?"

ANSWER— He is absolutely wrong. In some communities
where Chiropractic is not well represented and where the public has
not been educated to the true value of the Science, the belief still
exists that Spinal Adjustments are applicable only in the so-called
nerve diseases. As a matter of fact all diseases except those of certain traumatic origin are nerve diseases. Were this not a fact the
realm of Chiropractic usefulness would be limited. It is not limited,
at least no one has yet placed a limit to its usefulness. Our experience in handling all forms and kinds of sickness has taught us that
fully 90% of the various diseases of mankind can be adjusted successfully under Chiropractic methods.
Health queries and problems of general importance and practical value will be answered,
in the order received, if addressed to
Residence Calls Day or Night.
Home Phone 598-222.
Bring all your health troubles to the only Chiropractor catering to the
Motion Picture Profession.
DR.

W.

SCIENTIFIC

I.

SCHUSTER

CHIROPRACTOR
(PALMER

AND

NERVE

SPECIALIST

GRADUATE)

Licensed in California
A health service right at your door
Save your time and strength by avoiding the downtown
Office Hours :
10 to 12 and 2 to 5

203 Bogardus Building
Cor. Sunset and Western
Hollywood, California

Monday, Wednesday and Friday
6 to 8 P.M.
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Thursday is Thanksgiving Day. It is a consecrated annually-observed
twenty-four hours which antedates the founding of the motion picture industry
by many hundreds of years, yet an occasion when many of us might well dedicate
a few hours of reflection and the offering of thanks for what we have attained
since we last paused, at the same time one year ago.
The motion picture industry has much to be thankful for this year, for it has
applied itself in earnest during the past few months in anticipation of that golden
period of progress and prosperity that we shall enter upon with the new year, and
of which we have noted indications in the fitful activity prevalent in the studios
this season. True, things are rather quiet now, but as we said before, preparations are being made for to-morrow's onslaught, and we must all gird ourselves
for the encounter so we may offer our entire strength to win the victory. Particularly should we be thankful that general business conditions have improved
in our profession to such a great extent in the past two years ; we should be thankful for the advent of new and capable eecutives and artists, each and every one
of whom is bending every effort to emblazon the name of the cinema art high on
the walls of the Hall of Fame ; we should be thankful for the fine pictures that
have been made this past year, and last, but not least, we should be thankful that
the majority of films have evolved from factory-made productions to works o! art
and that they are winning wide-spread recognition through capable and efficient
distribution and exhibition in the foremost sections of the world, and that the independent, aswell as the big magnate, is enjoying his present-day success. We
should also hope for more team-work in production, during this period of thanksgiving, for our combined efforts will certainly spell victory where disruption and
discord within our ranks will only have a tendency to destroy our morale and
break down the fabric of our past endeavors. And now, with the announcement
of a big new financial institution designed to serve the motion picture industry exclusively we should give thanks that at last the film business will function within
itself as a complete unit, unhampered by outside and oft-times unfriendly powers.
We of "Camera!" have particular occasion for giving thanks at this time for
the rapid growth that has come to us within the past year; and we have further
cause for thanksgiving because of having achieved that for which we have been
struggling in the dark for so very long. This Thanksgiving will bring sunshine
to us that we shall reflect to you when the time comes. On the first of the year
we shall tell you what it is, and then we shall all join hands in one grand paean
of thanksgiving for the attained ideal. All in all, this Thanksgiving Day should
be replete with joyous gratitude in every quarter of filmland. We are, all of us,
on the threshold of the Great Era.
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California
Main at Eighth
Henry Walthall
in
"The Unknown Purple"

ller
MiMain
at 's
Ninth
J. Warrenin Kerrigan
"Thundering Dawn"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Edward Horton
in
"To the Ladies"
Loew's
State
Seventh at Broadway
Jackie Coogan
"Long Live the King"
Rialto
Broadway at Eighth
Harold Lloyd
"Why Worn,'"
Criterion
Lon Chaney
in
"The Hunchback of
Notre Dame"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Mary Pickford
in
"Rosita"
Alhambra
731 South inn
Corinne in Griffith
"Six Days"
Hollywood
Hollywood Blvd. and Egyptian
McCadden
"The
Covered
Wagon"
with Lois
Wilson
and
J. Warren Kerrigan
Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Claire in
Windsor
"The Acquittal"
Clune's
Broadway nearBroadway
Fifth
Cullen Landis
in
"Pioneer Trails"

Morosco
744 South Broadway
This

Week's

Theatre

Notes

"Spite Corner"
Miracle Man" and "The Penalty."
Patsy Ruth Miller, Ernest Torrence, Eulalie Jensen, Brandon
Hurst and a score of others of Mason
considerable note make up a cast
127 South Broadway
that is everything that could be
asked. An atmospherric prelude
"The Bells of Notre
Mary
Guy Bates Post
ta ' startsPickford's
its second triumph
week at "RosiGrau- entitled
Dame," lends a bit of color to the
man's Million Dollar Theatre. opening
"The Climax"
of the picture and proves
"Rosita" shows Mary Pickford in
novelty. The Syman emotional role, an alluring a pleasing
phony Artists, with Adolf Tandler
woman whose fascination attracts
an
even the King of Spain. Border- conducting,
overture, andusegive"Mignon"
a special asmusic
Pico and Figueroa
ing on the spectacular, with gigan- score arranged by Tandler that is
tic settings the picture does not an important and colorful part of Egans Edmond Lowe
rely alone on the various elements
in
of a beautifully and perfectly pro- the presentation.
duced photoplay. The story is the
"The
Waning
Sex"
Whether the Baby Dolls are rething. The thrilling adventures of
ferring to their admirers or to
Rosita, the little street singer of themselves remains to be unraveled
Spain forms the basic of the love
tale that binds together beautiful during the presentation of their Hippodrome
320 South Main
musical comedy. "They
scenes. The supporting cast in- latest
Like It," at the Burbank Theatre
cludes Holbrook Blinn, Irene Rich, this
Milton W. Howard
week. At any rate the show
George Walsh and Charles Belcher promises to be one of the liveliest
in
who were directed by Ernst Lu- affairs in their young lives. Lee
"The
Bishop
of
the Ozarks'l
"Bud" Harrison, George Clark,
bitsch. •
Gene Darby, Grace Hutchinson,
This week at the Hillstreet Wm. McKee and all the rest of the
marks the return of Francis X. cast will be much in evidence and Orpheum
630 South Broadway
Bushman and Beverly Bayne. Thev the Baby Dolls on the illuminated
offer their popular sketch "The runway promises optical thrills.
Vaudeville
Poor
Rich feature
Man." will be Nonette.
At the end of the seventh box of
Another
She will offer a wide diversified cigars, Theodore Roberts ran out.
program with Harold Solmon at
They were making "To the
the piano.
Ladies," which shows this week at Pantages
Charles Harrison and Slyvia Grauman's Metropolitan, directed
Hill at Seventh
Dakin with Billy Hogue in their
by
James
Cruze.
act "The Three of Us" are also
"I know how it is myself," reVaudeville
on the bill.
marked Cruze as he rolled a cigarand
Bob Anderson will present his ette.
famous Polo Pony.
"Don't know what I would do
"Itching Palms"
Cantor and Neilson will provide without a cigar nowadays," Robharmony with a number of songs.
erts mused, adding, "I am certain- Hillstreet
Completing the vaudeville will
ly in the position of Barrie's charHill at Eighth
be McSovereign who has a very
acter in 'Lady Nicotine' who is referred to as 'smoking
in
camera.'in
j entertaining act.
Paraphrasing
another
passage
Glenn Hunter
The feature photoplay will be
in
the
book,
I
might
say
that
'I
smoke
Glenn Hunter, in "Youthful for the sake of my audience.' Cer"Useful Cheaters"
tainly audiences have come to look
Cheaters."
A magnificent musical setting has for"Well,"
my cigarremarked
as much Cruze
as for asme.'"
the Burbank
Main near Sixth
been written for Jackie Coogan's cigars needed for the work in hand
latest picture production, "Long
Live the King" which is showing arrived, "people who see this picture will not be disappointed."
at Loew's State Theatre, by Victor
Musical Comedy
Schertzinger, the director of the
"I'll say they
commented
as hewon't,"
lightedtheupactor
the
picture.
the eighth
conThe entire musical score as pre- first cigar
sumed in theof filming
of thebox
picture.
pared by Mr. Schertzinger is being
synchronized to the picture by "If they ever stopped making
cigars, guess I would have to stop Majestic
845 South Broadway
Kay, conductor
Arthur
State Concert
Orchestra, ofwhoLoew's
will
There is more truth than fiction
augment his personnel to fully acting
Marjorie and Thelma Whit
I"
in Roberts'
statement. His cigar
bring out every graphic tone des- has
become a definite part of his
cription of the picture.
screen character. The Theodore
"Topsy & Eva"
"The Hunchback of Notre Roberts cigar is almost as famous,
Roberts. Tally's Broadway
Dame," Universal's picturization perhaps
Audiences as
look Theodore
for it and Theodore
833 South Broadway
of Victor Hugo's great novel, is Roberts without a cigar would be
showing twice daily at the Crite- almost like Hollywood without a
rion, and from all indications it is
John in
Gilbert
slated for a long and successful motion picture studio.
"Cameo Kirby"
In "To the Ladies" the veteran
run. Wallace Worsley, who directed the production, has had actor plays a piano manufacturer.
splendid co-operation in that some Two of his employees, Edward
really remarkable settings have Horton and Arthur Hoyt are after Symphony
been provided, and his handling the job of manager and the influBroadway near Sixth
of the dramatics of the story has
ence of Horton's practical, ingeniTom Mix
ous
wife,
played
by
Helen
Jerome
brought out all it's punch and
in
power. Lon Chaney, cast as the Eddy, in getting her husband his
hunchback, gives a performance promotion, is the theme of the pic"Mile-a-Minute Romeo'
ture, which is adapted from the
that completely overshadows his
well-remembered creations in "The recent Broadway stage success.
Corinne Griffith, acting the leading feminine role in Goldwyn's
Charles Brabin production, "Six
Days,"
by Elinor Theatre.
Glyn, is showing
at the Alhambra
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llVith the passing, at a date in the near
lure, of the historic Christie studios, an
,4arged program of picture making is an■unced by the Christie organization,
Tough Charles H. Christie, general manKr, who is also at the head of the realty
■erests of the firm.
ll'Qur new studios which are to be built in
f Westwood
section"
statesneed
Mr. for
Christie,
Hill
be the result
of our
more
ieagc on which to expand in the making
afeature-length pictures as well as a regir annual program of two-reel comedies, a
id which we never intend to desert.
'We have not decided whether the feature-

PUBLIC
•ditor's Note.— Mr. J. D. Cahill of 2101 West
mroe Street, Chicago, an ardent reader of
amera!" has just sent me a copy of the editial page of The Chicago Tribune dated No"nber 7th wherein that worthy newspaper has
hlished, in their department entitled "V oice
the People," similar to our own "Public Opin\," a letter from Mr. Cahill entitled "Dendardize
Movies." Because
worth it the
is reproduced
herewith: of its intrinCHICAGO, Nov. 1.— Just as a sporting
^position I would suggest that Famous
ayers-Lasky, and in fact several others of
; larger producing companies, take a ten
>nths layoff instead of ten weeks. During
last two years the movies seem to have
ne to seed. There has been a deadly
neness in the feature pictures; the ever
esent forest fires and other mechanical
'ills, the last minute rescues of helpless
udens from fearful visaged villains, and,
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length pictures will be straight comedies or
of thewecomedy-drama
but of
it isourknown
that
will star one type,
or two
own
comedians in these features. It is likely that
Dorothy Devore will be the first of our
comedy stars to be chosen for a featurelength
"The picture."
new Christie studios, which will be
built on a tract of forty acres fronting on
Santa Monica boulevard just beyond the
junction of Santa Monica and Wilshire
boulevards, will not be the largest nor the
most expensive in the world, but will be
built with the best facilities for comedy
work. We delayed the addition of another

OPINION
in of
thethe"big"
pictures,
the continual
dragging
in
French
revolution.
The movies
are
becoming as standardized as hairpins.
It would be fine if the independent producers were allowed to furnish the screen
entertainment for a time at least. The most
entertaining pictures ever produced were
from the studios of Griffith, Sennett, and
Chaplin. "The Birth of a Nation," "Mickey,"
and "The Kid" are the real classics of the
screen and they were made in studios where
the expert accountant does not hold forth.
If nepotism and other forms of favoritism
are eliminated from the Hollywood studios
there will be no need for any reduction in
the salaries of real actors and actresses. The
movie going public does not care a rap
about Mr. Zukor, Mr. Lasky, and the other
moguls
count. of the industry. It is the stars who
JAY DEE CEE.

Moves

. . . «.

...4. .

r* . h *''iv'A
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covered stage at our present studio, pending
plans for this new one, although we needed
the additional stage room some time ago,"
said
Al Christie, who is in charge of all productions.
"Our present product now scheduled for
the current year of distribution is twenty
two-reel comedies, with five each for the four
stars including Bobby Vernon, Jimmie
Adams, Dorothy Devore and Neal Burns.
"In the meantime, while our production
plans are taking shape, we are subdividing
180 acres of the 230-acre tract which we
have acquired in the heart of Westwood."
One of our number has passed
from our midst. He has gone, leaving behind him a record of splendid achievements in the profession
and a beloved memory that we shall
cherish for all time to come. These
things that he has bequeathed to us
speak more eloquently of him than
any mere words of ours might. He
has answered the call of the Great
Director on whose Set we must all
appear
sooner
he has
been taken
fromor uslater,
in theandprime
of
his manhood, standing upon the
threshold of great success. With a
sense of duty that was rare and
tenacity that was amazing he sacrificed all to complete his task. To
Allan Holubar, gentleman and modirector,
picture
lion full
pays
tribute.
He was"Camera!"
an asset
to his profession and one who comfrom his
fellowmen. Tomanded
therespect
bereaved
family
we
extend our sincerest and most
heartfelt sympathy and express our
desireancetonow he
and ofin any
timepossible
to come.assist-
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San Francisco, Calif.,
November 22nd, 1923.
The Gerson Pictures Corporation have
not only produced four pictures up to date,
of their present series, but have developed
a charming romance in the company, which
will have its culmination on Thanksgiving
Day in the marriage of Helen Howell, attractive second-woman of the organization
and Frank Capita, assistant director. In
spite of the offer of the company to give the
happy couple a big studio wedding, the
great event will take place at the bride's
home, and the presence of only her near
relatives, but all the members of the cast
and staff are taking a great interest, and
showering the bride and groom with gifts
and best wishes.
Milton Gardner, vice-president of Goldwyn, and Victor Seastrom, director, returned to the South on Monday evening after a couple of days here. Ray Moore, head
director of location for Goldwyn, stayed
on thru the week completing the work of
looking up locations in and near San Francisco for the picture to be put into work
by the organization. It will be a screen
version of a novel "The Captain of His
Soul,"
largelySeastrom.
of this city,
to be
directeda story
by Victor
Production
will begin at an early date, and about a
week of location work will be done here.
The Belasco productions of San Francisco and Los Angeles will begin work about
December first at The United Studios on
their big screen version of Aaron Hoffstage success
"Welcome,
Strangers."
James man's
Young
will direct,
and several
wellknown people have already been signed for
the all star cast including Dore Davidson
of "Humoresnue" fame, playing the lead,
Noah Beery, Florence Vidor, Robert Edeson,
Virginia Brown Faire. Willard Mack and
Fred Butler: with several other very prom
inent players under consideration, whose
names will be announced a little later.
Louis B. Mayer, the producer of "Pleasure
Mad," the screen version of the Blanch Upright story "The Valley of Content." arrived
with his company of stars in San Francisco
on Saturday morning, where they were
welcomed at the station by the chief of

Casts
Fox Studios
Present
"NOT A DRUM WAS HEARD"
Directed by Wm. Wellman
Photographed by Joe August
Scenario by Doty Hobart
CAST:
Charles Jones
Rhody Hathaway
Betty Bouton
Al Fremont
Frank Campeau James Wang
William Scott
Mickey McBan
Frank Weed
Fox Studios
Present
"LADIES TO BOARD"
Directed by J. Blystone
Photographed by Dan Clark
Story by Wm. Dudley Tully
CAST:
Tom Mix
Philo McCuIlough
Gertrude Olmstead
Pee Wee Holmes
Gertrude Claire

police, a reception committee, and a band,
and escorted to the city hall where they
were received by Mayor Rolfe. They came
to town to be present at the world's premier
of "Pleasure Mad" at the Warfield Theatre,
and on Saturday and Sunday, Mayer, the
authoress, Blanch Upright, and the players
Norma Shearer, Huntly Gordon, Mary Alden
and William Collier, Jr., appeared in person in connection with the showing of the
film, which met with a very cordial reception.
"Irish," the brindle bull-dog who won
screen laurels in "Half-A-Dollar Bill" recently filmed by the Graf Productions, became the proud mother last week of four
pups, but sad to say three of them only lived
aall few
days. Soon now
is spending
her devotion
one "Irish"
small puppy.
Seymore Zeliff, who will direct the pictures to be made by the Intriped Company
on their voyage round the world, and his
wife have arrived in San Francisco. They
expect to remain here till the refitting of
the er company's
is completed, fine
and bigthethree-masted
expedition isschoonready
to set sail on January fifteenth, on their
voyage of more than a year.
Tom Gibson, and the company making a
series of five reel action melodramas under
his direction for the Gerson Pictures Corporation, returned last Wednesday from a
week of location work in the mountains of
La Honda. They reported successful work,
and comfortable camping conditions altho
they were an hour's drive from the nearest
telephone. Thirty-five members of the cast
and staff comprised the party. The present pioture is a story of the secret service,
being shot under the working title of "Getting Her supported
Man." Ora byCarew
the featured
player,
Jay is Morley,
Hal
Slephens,
Oliver and Helen
others.Howell, Eddie O'Brien, Ted
Ruth Renick, pretty film star, who has
just finished work in Jackie Coogan's latest
picture
The King,"
and have
Mrs.
Frances "Long
Deaner,Live
publicity
woman,
been among the guests at the Plaza Hotel
the past week. They are not in San Franof

the

Fred C. Kusse Presents
"SUPERSTITION"
A Creative Production
Directed byby John
B. O'Brien
Photographed
Devereaux
Jennings
Scenario bv Frank Beresford
CAST:
Margorie Manning Marguerite De La Motte
Martin J. Manning
John Bowers
Harry Rollins
Edward Burns
Cecilia Thome
Martha Marshall
"Serpent" Smith
Sheldon Lewis
Mrs. David Rollins Claire McDowell
David Rollins
Joseph J. Dowling
Panka
Cesare Gravina
Captain Wetherell Spottiswoode Aitken
Fox Studios Present Al St. John in
"HAPPY DAYS"
Directed by Al St. John
Photographed by E. S. Depew
Story by Al St. John
r ,-T : S<Jean
Al St.Arthur
John
Johnny
Sinclair
CAbl
Bill Freeman

Carnal^'
cisco on business but only to enjoy a
tie holiday in the fresher air of our c
by the Golden Gate.
"Scaramouche," Rex Ingram's masterpii
opened at the Capitol Theatre on Sunc t
night, where it came as the second ol
season of super-feature films, following
six-weeks' run of "The Hunchback of No V s
Dame," which closed on Saturday. Sea
mouche" is being presented with an el
orate prologue, and was welcomed at
opening by a packed and most enthusias r
audience. The big film is a worthy exam
of Rex Ingram's great art, and its dra;
story, fine acting, masterly direction,
cosily and elaborate production unite
make a picture that cannot fail to plet
even the most exacting audience. 1
"Scaramouche" opening at the Capitol | , • t
also the Western premier of the hi
cinema drama, and its run here bids f
to be a long one.
Barbara La Marr, famous screen beaul
was a guest at the St. Francis for sevef
days last week.
Attended by very little publicity Marjol
Rambeau McGoughy, famous stage favoril
was granted a divorce from Hugh Dilm]
McGoughy, her second husband, by Super)
Judge Graham in this city last week. Hi
Rambeau married Hugh Oilman McGaugl
in 1919 some little time after her divoil
from Willard Mack, and has been separJ
from him since 1922. Mr. McGoughy HI
represented by counsel, but did not c>T
test the case. The grounds were deserti«l

One of the leading attractions of the
dustrial Exposition, opening last Saturd|
at the Civic Auditorium, is a troupe
forty lions from the lion farm of Char I
Gay. near Los Angeles. Leading the pa| \
in "Numa." well known to film fans as
actor in many screen dramas, and sevel
olher less-well-known furry actors of tj
silver sheet. Mr. Gay makes a business [
raising and training lions for moving jl
tures
and ofcircuses.
Besides
members
the troupe
therethearegrown-J
sevei
cubs ranging
in size old.
down to little "Pi|
Tush"
just -a month

Week
Universal Films
Present
"THE THRILL GIRL"
Directed by Robert Hill
Photographed by Jack Rose
Scenario by Hugh Hoffman
Laura LaPlanteCAST:
Margaret Cullingtonl
Wm. Welsh
Al Hart
Frances Raymond
Rolse Sedan
Edward Hearn Stanley Blystone
Fred deSilva Bert Roach
Ben Wilson
Productions
Present
"GAMBLING WIVES"
Directed by Henderson
Photographed by Linden
CAST:
Marjorie Daw
Ward Crane
Edward Earle Dorothy Brock
Betty Francisco Lee Moran
Hedda Hopper Florence Lawrence
Joseph Girard
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Poetry

RECESSIONAL
God of our fathers, known of old
Lord of our far-flung battle line —
Beneath whose awful hand we hold
Dominion over palm and pine —
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet.
Lest we forget — lest we forget!

Philosophy
Palmborg's
Paragraphs

(Being one of a series of impressions of film folk and
cinenialand anecdotes as written by a motion picture insurance man. By C. F. Palmborg, special analyst and Hollyuood representative of the New York Life Insurance Company).
The late Wally Reid was one of the most
lovable and popular screen actors. His
The tumult and the shouting dies —
natural charm and personal appeal, made
The Captains and the Kings depart —
him one of the greatest artists of his kind.
Still stands Thine ancient sacrifice,
His popularity was universal for he appealed
An humble and a contrite heart.
to the young and old. The youngster
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet,
adorned him, the school boy and girl idolized
Lest we forget — lest we forget!
him and the older folks admired him. He
was the typical American youth.
Par-called our navies melt away —
I found him equally as charming off the
On dune and headlands sinks the fire —
Lo, all our pomp of yesterday
screen, just a great, big, grown-up, wholesome boy. Before meeting him, I had the
Is one with Nineveh and Tyre!
impression that he was a happy-go-lucky
Judge of the Nations, spare us yet,
chap, who would be difficult to bring into a
Lest we forget — lest we forget!
serious
ous as itinterview.
deals with For
the my
starkbusiness
realities isofserilife
If, drunk with sight of power, we loose
and
it
requires
unselfish,
serious
thought.
Wild tongues that have not Thee in awe
Perhaps the two vivid impressions I have
Such boasting as the Gentiles use,
of him, which stand out above all others in
Or lesser breeds without the Law —
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet,
my mind,
a deeper
insightsay.into his character, hangive
anything
I might
Lest we forget — lest we forget!
He and his company directed by James
Cruz and Cullen Tate were taking scenes
For heathen heart that puts her trust
in reeking tube and iron shard —
from "Charm School" using Pomona College
as the setting. Lila Lee and about forty
All valiant dust that builds on dust,
other young girls were walking about the
And guarding calls not Thee to guard.
For frantic boast and foolish word,
campus and going in and out of the dormitory and class halls. Wally, with his cap
Thy Mercy on Thy People, Lord !
Rudyard Kipling. on "hind side fore," driving a sporty grey
roadster, dashed madly up the drive-way and
re was the Door to which I found no Key; came to an abrupt stop in front of the girl's
re was the Veil through which I might dormitory. Soon he was surrounded by
girls and more girls and bowing, smiling,
not see;
laughing and chatting with them a stranger
e little talk axohile of ME and THEE
would swear that he was a young college lad
re and
was —ME.
and .then no more .of .THEE
of great popularity, without a care in the
Omar Khayan. world.
Then I saw him comfortably installed in a
big chair, in his old home on Morgan Place.
MOUNTAIN TWILIGHT
He had been reading a book which he held
in his hand. His small son Billie was rompe hills slipped over each on each
ing on the floor with his collie. In the next
Till all their changing shadows died.
room
his charming wife was moving about
— W in the open skyward reach
attending
to household duties. Wally leaned
The lights grow solemn side by side,
forward interestedly as he asked for details
lile of these hills the westernmost
about the insurance. He called for his wife
Rears high his majestic of coast
and together they figured out th eamount
shifting waste of dim-blue brine
it would be necessary for his family to have.
And fading olive hyaline;
He wanted to be assured that the contract
1 all the distance overflows,
was binding — he wanted to be sure that he
The green in watchet and the blue
was getting the best. He was very serious
purple. Now they fuse and close —
as he went over the contract and I will never
A darkling violet, fringed anew
forget this remark of his as he stood up'and
ith light that on the mountain soars,
put
his
hand they
on mywillshoulder,
am
A. dusky flame on tranquil shores;
here
I know
be taken "While
care of,I but
ndling the summits as they grow
who
knows
what
might
happen
if
I
were
not
In audience to the skies that call,
here. Knowing that I have this estate ready
ffable in rest and all
and waiting if it is ever needed is going to
The pathos of the afterglow.
■ — William Benton. be a great comfort and relief to me, Palmborg, and anyway I need to be made to save
a little bit, for after all I intend this will be
te Moving Finger writes; and, having writ, a nest egg which my wife and I will enjoy
o<ves on: nor all your Piety nor Wit
later
in life."
I took
his application then at which time
all lure it back to cancel half a Line,
he was in perfect health. The doctors re)r all your Tears wash out a Word of it.
port showed that he passed on A No. 1
— Omar Khayam.
medical examination. Two years later, to
the day, I was about the sad business of
lonely glens, amid the roar of rivers,
getting proofs of death. His wife told me
hen the dim nights were moonless, have I that during his illness his insurance policy
known
was a great comfort to him and he mentioned it many times. His one regret was
ys which no tongue can tell.
that he had not taken a larger one.
— Percy By s she Shelley.
He has gone, but he left us many pleasant memories. The public remember him
e are no other than a moving row
as a dashing, daring, smiling, care-free boy.
but his family, his friend and I know that he
Magic Shadow-shapes that come and go
tund with the Sun-illumined Lantern held
was a devoted, thoughtful unselfish husband
Midnight by the Master of th eShow.
and father. Although he is not here, he has
— Omar Khayam.
left his wife and Billie proof of that devotion.

THANKFULNESS
By Eric Mayne
A nation that sets apart a day for United
Thanksgiving establishes its appreciation of the
blessings of life.
To the man who grasps the fullness of life,
every day is a day of thanksgiving.
We should not become so accustomed to rethem. ceiving benefits that we forget to acknowledge
Our vision of life is, at the best, imperfect,
and sometimes our disappointments call for
deep thankfulness.
One of the greatest expressions of thankfulness is to bring happiness to the lives of others.
Almighty.
A thankful heart is the dwelling place of the
Gratitude for little will increase our cause
for gratefulness.
In remembering the blessings we have, we
shall forget to pine for those we have not.
The reward for a good deed done is the
gratitude that we were able to do it.
A proud man is seldom grateful because he
never thinks he gets as much as he deserves.
There is great music in the songs of Thanksgiving.
We have two great causes for thankfulness —
that
which we have, and that which has been
withheld.

Hokum
By Buster Keaton
Firpo has been offered twenty-five
thousand dollars for his memoirs while in
America.
worth that much — look
what
he hasThey're
to remember.
American safety razor king to visit RusWhen hebeen
arrives
he'lllawnmowers.
find out that he
shouldsia.have
making
Trade relations have opened with Mexico.
The first cargo was a trainload of soap.
American bandits steal 400 pounds in
London. Probably trying to get some of
the money that's owed us.
Grand Opera star in New York loses
$100,000 in jewels. A raise due this press
agent.
Pinchot hit by Mellon says head-line.
That's because of the banana shortage.
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Culver City is to become the racing mecca
of the Southwest. And the clubhouse of
the Southern California Jockey Club is to
be the social and atletic rendezvous of the
Southland.
These are the aims of Dick Ferris and
other associated with him in bifilding the
"betless"
race atrack
backacres
of Goldwyn
Studio, where
site just
of 140
will be
devoted to the racing activities planned by
the club, which will open its first 100-day
meeting next month.
Because if the interest manifested in it
by the society, motion picture and sporting
folks of Ix)s Angeles, the Culver City track
seems destined to fulfill all dreams that
have been woven about its promotion. Owners of noted racing stables have pledged
their support toward its success and some
of the famous horses of the country are to
contest for speed king titles on its one
mile course.
Construction men of all kinds, with scores
of mule teams and tractors, are now at
work on the tracksite, rushing the building
to completion. The grading of the race
course and erection of part of the stables
have been given precedence in order that
early comers may be able to house and
work out their horses. The grandstand,
seating 10,000; the clubhouse, the fencing
and the steeplechase course will be completed in time for the opening, which will
be around Christmas Day.

The Culver City track will be the effective
bid of Los Angeles, California and the
Southern California Jockey Club for a place
in the sun, as its completion, in connection
with the new Tanforan track near San
Francisco, will enable Eastern horsemen to
ship their strings to the West for the Winter instead of keeping them in idleness or
sending them to less favorable climes.
In consequence, the Culver City track is
expected to become to the Southwest what
Brighton Beach is to New York, Pimlico
to Maryland and Churchill Downs to Kentucky. The membership of the jockey club
has been limited to one thousand and the
membership has been selling like hot-cakes,
some of motion
the Southland's
prominent
society,
picture andmost
sporting
folk
having already enrolled.
With the exception of Tanforan, the Culver City track will be the first elaborate
one built in the United States since the
automobile came into vogue. On this account, it will be one of the finest in the
country, with anlple parking space provided for the thousands of machines, which
will have convenient means of ingness and
egress.
Fast electric train service will carry the
Los Angeles visitor to the track in eighteen
minutes, while automobiles may travel there
in about the same time over five smoothly
paved roads. T. P. Jacobs, of San Fran-

FINE

ARTS

cisco, is in charge of the construction wcl
and he has promised Dick Ferris that t|
track shall be the fastest in the wor
It is to have a seven per cent pitch and tl
course proper will be built with chuif
that will
permit seven furlong races w"
only
one turn.
The infield will furnish the steeplech
course, which will be made an extremil
stiff one, with water jumps and hazar]
A polo field and tennis courts also will
laid out and these are expected to becou
the rendezvous of crack polo teams a
champion tennis players.
When completed, the Culver City stab) i
will house 1,000 horses. There also «]
be adequate buildings to house their tra
ers and care-takers. The large clubhou
is to stand to the right of the grandst
so that its porch will afford an excelle
view of the starts and finishes. The ch
house will have large and small dli
rooms, also a dance floor. Its cuisine
be the best possible and the jockey cl
expects it to become the rallying point
the elite of society circles, the movie
and the sporting fraternity.
Jack Demr>sey, heavyweight champion
tho world, was chief shovel-wielder whi
ground for the track was broken sever
weeks ago and Jack Kearns, his mana
told the crowd he had personally subscrib
$50,000 toward building the racing cen

THEATRE

730 South Grand Avenue
THREE
November

EVENINGS

ONLY

27th, 28th, and 29th
and

THANKSGIVING

MATINEE

Lawrence Underwood presents
MR. ARY
de LEONI
direct from the Theatre Coliseo, Buenos
Aires, and formerly of the Royal Theatre,
Vienna, in his AMERICAN PREMIER, the
European Stage Success
"DREAMS

OF

LOVE"

A Fantastic Comedy-Drama chock full of Pathos — Thrills — Heart-Gripping Situations,
with a Delicious Vein of Humor, and
MISS

ROSAMONDE

JOYZELLE

JANESKI ROBENOFF, Maitre de Ballet
will present
THE ROBENOFF DANCERS
In Divertissments of the Ballet
Tickett on sale at the Fine Arts Theatre box office.
Reserrations can be made by phone, 827-977.

H. J. Tandler, Conductor and
Composer, and his petite
Symphony Orchestra.
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INTERESTS

Big

FILM

A.

FUN(

WILL

AID

MAN
TO
GIANTS
OF INDUSTRY
Film Bank
What would Charles Schwab or qualities of leadership potential, he
Henry Ford do if either should has been backed by almost unlimited financial resources.
take full charge of the motion picjccording to authentic reports
ture industry? This is an interThe
United Producers and Disijnating from New York, plans
tributors will start real activities
esting question which may be anafoot to organize a national
swered at last, according to friends on December 1st, when the organof the motion picture indus- of W. F. Wood, vice president and
ization will move into their own
which will be capitalized at general manager of the United
building erected especially for it,
ut $9,000,000. It would be de- Producers and Distributors, the and,
simultaneously it is expected
led to serve the film interests newest million-dollar film concern,
that most of the ten producing
and,
who,
they
claim,
shows
all
the
■Jhe country exclusively, with fait will control in Hollywood
ities to take care of every finan- traits of a great business genius units
will get under way then, making
phase of motion picture pro- from whom it is safe to expect pictures
of the sort for which there
ion, distribution, and possibly, a leadership such as inevitably
fbition.
would extricate this big industry is a definite demand from the public, a demand which has been asis understood the project has from its present economic entancertained accurately through a
glements. Mr. Wood, it is said,
bived the hearty endorsement of
unique
system
wherein distinct
has
taken
charge
of
the
affairs
of
ping film men and that it will
managers throughout the country
tive co-operation from practi- his company in a manner suggest- have co-operated with thousands
ing dynamic energy insuccessf ully
Jy every big organization in the
If such an undertaking consuming a vertiable revolution. of exhibitors in securing the opinions of countless picture-theatre
jld ever materialize it will be
"There will be no waste and we patrons.
The minimum income
of the biggest and finest foi- shall know to a penny precisely from each production will be fixed
Jrd steps the cinema world has what a motion picture will cost with precision before the filming
Jr known, for it will mean the and what it bring back in money
and the All
aclettering of the studios from the before we will permit a single process
tual costwill
willbebestarted
set likewise.
|ds held by Wall Street powers, camera to be started," was one of
necessarybeforehand
for all activthe subsequent artistic prog- Mr. Wood's first statements. "If the money
ities is available
and
of motion pictures everywhere, others
wish to engage in this field henceforth the producer will be retellable reports have it that one as if they were playing at a game
lieved of the worry as to how he
cjthe big figures in the promotion they may do so, but we are go- is going to pay his bills and can
ing
to
conduct
every
department
flthe National City banking intertherefore concentrate his attention
14 of New York. A complete re- of our organization on the basis on improving the cinema art as an
of
strict
sound
business
as
it
has
lit will be submitted to the par>oi interested within the fortnight, been proven sound in other big art.
"We are making this business
Im a rapid decision should be successful industries. There will purely
a commercial one so far as
llthcoming immediately thereaf- not be anything less in our busi- its business
department is concerned and we proceed upon the
ness policies." has long been rife
Speculation
no theories, only busas to the possibility of the film strengthiness of
<AGEL TO NEW YORK
facts and figures counting
industry ever developing an outstanding captain who would be with us," Mr. Wood adds. "Thus
Conrad Nagel has been loaned worthy of comparison to a Car- we will make it possible for the
negie and many have been of the •actual creators of screen entertainI the Goldwyn studios to Disment to devote themselves exclusICtive for one picture, to be made opinion that until such a leader
ively
I New York, according to an- did come forth, there would be no
izingto developing
more and moretheto art
the visualliking
Juncement from Abraham Lehr, cessation in certain unwholesome
trends
which
have
infested
the
plwyn
vice
president
in
charge
of
of
the
very
general
public."
loduction.
Under the terms of a general
making and distributing of photoorder, Mr. Wood issues to each
plays from the inception.
pagel, who is just finishing the
will take a man with a lot producing unit the interests of the
Be of "Paul" in Goldwyn's pro- of "It
smallest exhibitor are conserved to
and with a lot of money
Iction of "Three Weeks" will to courage
back
up his courage to ever the minutest detail and through
pve this week for New York
revolutionize this strangely popu- this exceeding care in expenditure,
Ith Mrs. Nagel.
lated realm," recently declared a it is considered certain that motion
The picture in which Nagel will
magazine editor.
pictures of a higher quality than
»pear is to be directed by Al- prominent
The members of the Board of
jrt Parker for the Distinctivt Directors of the United Producers ever can be made on a basis
and all exhibitors
any increased
whereby
jmpany, and will be released by and Distributors issued a state- can
earn an
profit even
bid wyn-Cosmopol itan.
ment upon elevating Mr. Wood to at reduced admission prices.
the position of executive control
will probably be a concensus
Uohn McKenna, <who used to look of this firm to the effect that he of Itopinion
that if Mr. Wood can
iter Will Rogers' interests around had been selected in the belief that succeed in giving the public better
ne theatre <while Rogers <u;as <with he is the man with the requisite pictures for less money, and still
\e Ziegfeld Follies, has joined the courage as well as the business maintain his whole organization
\al Roach Forces.
sagacitv, and, in order to make his on a dividend-paying basis, he will
vpose
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PRODUCERS
Will

Dance
As Slated

Latest reports indicate that the
Seventh Annual Ball and Masquerade slated to be held at the
Biltmore Hotel on Thanksgiving
Eve, November 28th, will be presented as originally announced.
For the past few days there has
been some uncertainty as to whether or not the M. P. D. A. function
would be given, as there was some
confusion relative to the permit to
be procured from the city for the
dance festival, and a statement was
issued from city headquarters to
the effect the affair would not be
held. Evidently things have been
amicably settled.
Fred Niblo, who will act as
the pacemaker of the evening, will
stage "Captain Applejack."
Exchange

Head

is Here
George A. Skinner, vice-president of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., arrived Monday
from his home and headquarters in
New York for several weeks stay
in Los Angeles.
Mr. Skinner will survey the
studio situation in general, with
particular attention *o conditions
pertaining to one and two-reel subjects, which are the specialty of
his organization.
is Mr.since
Skinner's
trip
to This
the Coast
the JackfirstWhite
and Lloyd Hamilton corporations
have acquired exclusive rights to
the Fine Arts studio, and he will
spend some time there conferring
with executives of the two companies, and observing progress in the
making, for release through Educational exchanges, of the Hamilton, Mermaid and Juvenile series
of two-reel comedies.
prove himself a business genius
of the type of Schwab or a Ford.
At any rate, his career will be
watched with keen interest by the
public as well as by the individual
exhibitors throughout the nation.
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FINISHING "FIGHTING BLOOD"
gasolene record that would have
George
0*Hara inwillhisshortly
another diploma
hands.have
He given him in equivalent terms two
to New York and back.
could call it his master's degree, trips
There have been long days and
for in the thrilling "Fighting some
night shots that have gone
Blood" series in which he has been
starring for a year and a half, he into the screening of "Fighting
has
had to of
makedifficult
it "snappy"
and Blood" and yet the company was
be master
and tricky
like a bit' family and mingled with
situations in his work before the
camera.
Now the hero and idol of countless fans all over the country, when
the star was signed for the vehicles by H. C. Witwer, which are
causing a furore wherever they are
shown, Mr. O'Hara was comparatively speaking, unknown. But he
had a valuable diploma with a
most significant name on it— Mack
Sennett — at whose famous school
that makes actors ready for anything, he had spent three years
filling every department before he
entered the acting game. Before
he left Mack Sennett's he had to
his credit a varied assortment of
characterizations which he had
leads in countless
played juvenile
one-reelers
and in the big features.
To concentrate on a role day after day that ran into weeks and
months, has been a feat in itself
and while O'Hara, since he began
making these pictures, has gained the hard work has been a lot of
fifteen pounds, he admits it has good times. There will come a
been a strenuous contract. He has
pang at separation which is nearfought twenty-threetwotwo-round
due for Mr.
O'Haraa few
is nowdays
on
days of his lytwelfth
fights that consumed
vehicle,
photography per fight, donned 250 more to see the completion of these
"changes" in ward robe, and in
pictures in which the star
motoring to locations for the twoa popular
has made a big name.
series of pictures had showed
No

Shutdown
Bug

for

Studio

The big studios of Hollywood
may close down to let production
catch up with demand, but the bug
studios will keep going without inter uption. So says Louis Tolhurst, scientist and microscopist,
of Life"
making the "Secrets
who is for
Principal Pictures Corseries
poration.
Wintry days, that stop so much
employment throughout the world,
go and come in Hollywood and its
without in the least afenvirons,fecting
theactivities of those tiny
folk that are the objects of Tolhurst's scientific study.
The ant's brothers and sisters
t>f the screen who call themselves
human (even if sometimes they
don't behave that way) may find
themselves consigned by Messrs.
Lasky, Fox, et al., to a period of
hibernation and rest, but the Ant,
even during the winter, is no sluggard in Southern California;
neither is the Butterfly, the Spider,
or the humble, humorous Doodle
bug, which last performer is the
latest to seek and find fame on the
screen in Tolhurst's unique cast of
motion picture stars.
Educational Films has contracted
for the release of this "Secrets of
Life" series, which when completed will consist of twelve subjects.
Earl Metcalfe has completed his
role in "The Heritage of the Desert" which Irvin Willat directed
for Lasky.

PARALLELS FAMED
STAR'S CAREER
Jackie Vernon, former eastern
juvenile, hails from the same town
as the late Olive Thomas. It is
lofcated about forty miles from
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Jackie,
like Olive, started his professional
career in the east before coming
west, only he started in Chicago
while she began in New York.
Vernon gave
claimshimthatthe Miss
Thomas'to
success
inspiration
tackle screen work, and he hopes
to achieve the same high place in
filmdom which she won. It is certainly evident that he has started
on the right road, and he should
soon be clambering up the ladder
at high speed.

Likens

Radio
to Camen

"It's just like a first appeara
before the camera after a long

on That
the stage."
is Carmel Myers' con
on her reaction to her first "I
pearance" on a radio progrj
She sang three songs at broadc]
ing"The
stationabsence
the otherof night.
an auditj
makes one feel strange and
necessary," she said. "You ki|
that you can be heard, but
can't be heard. And you don't|
"Acting before the camera,
anyone.
know that you can be seen
can't lie heard. Any you don't|
Mcdowell undertaker AGAIN
"I did a lot of useless little I
anyone.
as I sang my jazz songs I
Nelson McDowell has been cast steps
the radio and put all the express
for the part of the undertaker in into my movements and my ccl
"The
Sheriffproduction,
of Tombstone,"
an H.of tenance that 1 could. Just as T
H. Brown
direction
actress who has long been on I
Al Rogell.
stage she
speaks
lines before
out II\
McDowell played the undertaker when
rirst her
appears
in "Oliver Twist" the "Town
Scandal" and a number of other
productions.
It is rumored that he is to play
the featured undertaker role in at Renowned
as
camera."
least two bi gproductions next year.
Dying Act\
Gregg Toland,
the well-known
cameraman,
has returned
from a
trip to San Francisco where he was
filming exteriors of the Bay City
Spottiswoode Aitken wa^
and Golden Gate.
most
filmsGrim
he first"dying
startedactor"
with in
D. W.
at
MAKE-UP
EXPERT
WITH
FLYNN
didthea old
deathBiograph
scene inStudios.
the firstAi'l
Griffith
pictures
in
which
he
Interpreting one of the most difthe part
of "Mosley"
old Owen
Davis
melodramain pea red. It got to be quite a I
ficult roles in his long screen theThough
lasts on the screen less than five
career, Lucien Littlefield has com- minutes, it is extremely difficult. at the Griffith Studios for the o
menced work for Director Emmett The actor will be called upon to plavers to approach Aitken
sav "At what time do you die
Flynn, in "Nellie, the Beautiful express every human emotion from dr' Spotty?"
Aitken did his first death *
Cloak
Model,"
at
the
Goldwyn
extreme
sorrow
to
joy.
He
will
studios.
in
Battle," inamI
wear three "make-ups."
now Griffith's
cast as a"The
sea captain
DISPUTE SENNETT
CLAIM
Stromberg's
Patrol,"
whereproduction
he dies on'The
the t
Mack Sennett, that discoverer of while the latter went to Europe.
of a vessel with his boots on.
pulchritude and talent, claims he
Aitken also passed out as a
So impressed was Sennett with
has found a second Charlie Chap- Langdon's
screen
personality
and
captain
in Fred C. Kusse's pre*
lin. In view of the cold recep- new brand of comedy antics, that
tion accorded second Mary Pick- he comes forth with the interest- tion of "Superstition."
fords, second Jackie Coogan, et al,
ing announcement that Langdon
we wonder at his temerity in mak- can capably fill the gap left by Gilbert in
ing such an announcement.
the world's greatest comedian
Harry London, former vaude- when
Chaplin went in for drama.
Hatton Sto\
ville comedian, in Sennett's soAfter two pictures for Sennett,
called "find." Langdon is under
contract with Principle Pictures Langdon will return to the studio
Corporation for a series of com- of Principal Pictures Corporation
Gilbert has started v
edies, the third of which having to begin work on a five reel fea- on John
a new picture at the Will
ture comedy based on the musical
been finished, the comedian was
Fox Hollywood lot in "Just
loaned to Sennett bv Sol Lesser comedy success, "Listen Lester."
Broadway,"
adaptation
Frederic and anFanny
Hatton
their well known stage play of
Al
St.
John
has
purchased
himLandis in
self a new box of makeup and name. Marian Nixon, who
started grinding on his new com- finished work as Charles "Bi
edy at the William Fox Hollywood Jones' leading lady, in "Cu|
Virile Role
Fireman," will play opposite
"Happy Days." Jean Arthur
Cullen Landis will gratify his lot,
Gilbert. Pierre Gendron, re«
who
supports
John
Gilbert
in
the
fans who never want him to
William Fox special, "Cameo Kir- arrived from New York when
grow up. In his starring vehicle by,"
star. played in the forthcoming Will
"The Ridin' Kid From Powder
Othershas inthethelead
castopposite
include theJohnny
Fox release, "Does It Pay?"
River" where the cow puncher Sinclair and Bill Freeman.
been castClark,
for a Ben
prominent
role '
he will portray is young enough
Trilby
Hendricks,
to be in the juvenile class. Mr.
and others in support of the I
Landis is now making arrangeEdmund Mortimer, director
ments for this first starring apMaurice Hochberg , after a •vaca- John Gilbert in his last piet
tion
of
a
month,
has
returned
to
"The Wolf Man," will wield
pearance and has engaged Robert Ensminger to direct the pic- his old post as film-cutter in Jack
megaphone for "Just Off Bn
tures.
White's comedy organization.
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Cetera!
liuline
\fn New

Garon
York

> luline Garon, diminutive
Ug actress, who has attained re>4o]t as "rilmdom's flapper," scorEjdpersonal triumphs with RichKlBarthelmess in "Sonny," in
mi B. De Mille's "Adam's Rib,"
Awrank Borzage's "Children of
HI," and numerous other film
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MISTAKE
LOUISE FOR REDSKIN
Louise Fazenda writes from
teresting to them, but some of the
Yuma, Arizona, where she is processes are vague to the comedy
playing a featured role in the Ince queen who says:
funniest thing happened
production "The Galloping Fish" the"The
evening. We girls went
that the "no visitors" rule isn't op- into other
the
cafe
to eat before we took
erating. Probably the first to
stand in line when the picture is our make-ups off. Of course our
shown is the Southwest will be the faces are colorful, to say the least,
natives of a Mexican village, with our vivid lips and the colors
twenty-eight miles from the loca- above our eyes. I'm using green
tion, who have forsaken the attrac- and the other girls, blue and as we
tions of bars and gambling to came out the door a huge Indian
watch the picture being made. buck was passing in his bare feet
Twice during the week the entire and blanket. On sight of us he
town looked on and again when stopped dead still and stared, his
the
company worked nights and eyes popping. It occurred to me
Sunday.
that heprobably thought we had
Other visitors are the native In- war paint on and was ready to
dians. Picture making seems in- swing his tomyhawk!"
7,500,000 FOR PHOTO
Often the hero has laid his for- land, a castle, automobiles, a
luxurious living. Today it is
tune at Carmel Myers' feet — on worth perhaps twenty-five cents,
the screen.
to repay you the exBut for the first time she had barely penseenough
of sending me a photograph
that flattering compliment paid to
of your beautiful and much adher in real life last week. Opening
a much-stamped envelope with a
But between
the date of mailing
mired self."
Berlin postmark on it, she found
the note and the date of its receipt
seven and a half million marks —
the mark had depreciated. The
the entire fortune of Carl Heine- seven and a half millions is today
worth, if anything, something less
mann., "Once this represented
nearly two millions of dollars oT than one-twelfth of a cent, according to J. M. White of the foreign
your American money," a note in
exchange department of E. H.
careful English told her. "Then
I was wealthy.
I had servants, Schick & Co., brokers.
Has

esses, is now in New York City
short vacation. She is taking
11 of the shows along the eastrialto and is also visiting the
es of her first endeavors in the
d of drama. She may make a
lire there, having been made
ral offers, but as yet she has
e to no decision. In any event
will soon return to Hollywood,
re her family is at the present
Prior to her departure for
east Pauline completed one of
principal roles in Hobart Hen"The Turmoil" which was
e at Universal City.
laims

Veteran

Honors
istory surely does repeat itsays George D. Baker, whose
productions have made him a
iliar figure throughout the
:matic world. And he cites as
instance the fact that he is makhis one hundredth and one
ure
and first
that made
it is "Revelation,"
ch he
eight years
hen the world-famed Alia
simova enacted the leading role,
ich is being played in his new
todrama by Viola Dana. Pausin the midst of his new protion of "Revelation," Baker
t back through the years and
ne to the conclusion that he
legitimately entitled to the
lor of being a veteran in the
tion picture industry, now the
rth largest in the United States.

Become

Real Fighter
Louise Lorraine, the dark eyed
young leading woman in the
"Fighting Blood" prize fight stories
is a great advocate of boxing for
women as a means of athletic development.
When Miss Lorraine was engaged as leading woman in the
"Fighting Blood" stories a trifle
more than a year ago, she had
probably never seen two boxing
matches in her life. But after playing the leading feminine role in
the "Fighting Blood" stories in
which she had to apear in the press
row at the prize fight arena numerous times
and also Miss
at the Lorraine
fighter's
training
quarters,
began to take a great interestin the
manly art and started putting on
the gloves with George O'Hara,
Leach Cross, Joe Rivers and other
boxers who enjoyed teaching her
the rudiments of the game.
Miss Lorraine proved an apt
pupil and it was not long before
she said she noticed a great improvement in her physical condition. "It's great!" she said, after
finishing a three-round "go" with
Leach Cross, "I enjoy my work before the camera ever so much better since I took up boxing," she
continued, "and I do not tire nearly so easily."
Francis McDonald, who attained
fame through his characterization
of Gecko in "Trilby," is no<w enacting the heavy in Monty Banks'
first five-reel comedy-drama. Upon
finishinti this engagement McDonald will play the heavy in Tom
Buckingham's
"Arizona Express,''
a special for Fox.

Finish

Desert

Picture
With the completion of the interior of the desert tent scenes,
George Archainbaud has completed actual shooting for his first
William Fox special, "The Shadow of the East," at the William
Fox West Coast Studios, Hollywood. Frank Mayo, Mildred Harris, and Norman Kerry divided
honors in these last few scenes.
Other prominent players in the
cast include Evelyn Brent, Bertram
Grassby, Edythe Chapman, and
Lorimer Johnstone.
TALMAN COMPLETES
HART ROLE
Lloyd Talman has just finished
a part in William S. Hart's latest
pictureis "Singer
Jiman McKee."
Llyod
studying for
operatic
career and while on location at
Sonora the high altitude proved
such a splendid tonic for his vocal
cords that his quite frequent outbursts of tone won him the nickname of "Caruso." We are looking forward, with great expectation in local playhouses, as a singer. One of his most notable screen
portrayals was an Allan-a-Dale
with Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin
WARRENTON WILL FILM
Hood."
Gilgert WTULLY'S
arrenton who will, together with LeRoy Carpenter, do
the camera work on "Flowing
Gold," Richard Walton Tally's
next offering for First National,
"shot" a great deal of "Enemies of
Women" and "Little Old New
York," for Cosmopolitan.

Enthusiasm
For
Graf
Max Graf, supervising director
of Graf Productions, left San Francisco a short time ago to attend to
business for his company in the
East.
He stopped off at several exchange centers en route, and reports that Graf Productions now
being distributed by Metro Pictures Corporation are selling exceptionally well and that they are
being met with enthusiasm whereever they are shown.
At these points Graf gave a private screening of the latest Graf
production
"Half-a-Dollar
Bill,"
and, according
to his statements,
the exhibitors and exchange men
consider it the finest contribution
this
screen.company has yet offered to the
While in New York, Graf expects to consummate plans for expansion that his company has had
under way for some time and to
make his final arrangements for
the filming of "The Unheavenly
Twins" in which the Duncan Sisters will be co-starred. He is expected to return to San Francisco
before the holidays in order to
start filming the next picture early
in January. In the meantime, the
production reins in San Francisco
have been taken up by Louis Graf,
executive head of Graf Productions who is now looking after the
preliminary work for the next Graf
picture.
PRAISES

WRITER

Lois Zellner, well known screen
writer, has been engaged to edit
and title "Then You'll Remember
Me," the Lawson Howard production which Miss Zellner also adapted from the Robert Walker story.
When he announced the engagement of Miss Zellner, Mr. Howard
stated that he considered the scenarist to be the logical editor of
any picture.
Arabs
Gum

Started
Fad

At last the origin of chewing
gum has been discovered.
In George Archainbaud's production, "The Shadow of the East,"
now being made at the William
Fox Hollywood lot, with a cast including Frank Mayo, Mildred Harris, Norman Kerry, Evelyn Brent,
Bertram Grassbv, and others, hundreds of Arabs were engaged for
the desert scenes. These Arabs
excavated from the desert sands
small, round pebbles, which they
placed in their mouths and kept
there. This pebble stimulated the
glands and saliva flowed with the
same ease that it does when one
chews gum. Desert tribes enlisted
pebbles
this and
purpose
before for
individuals
Mr. long
Wrigley
came canalong
public and
the taught
pleasurethe ofAmerigum
chewing.
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FILM DAY SCENES AT NIGHT
Exterior daytime scenes were Gibbons, art director, could not be
filmed at night for the first time obtained with natural lighting, so
all the exterior scenes, with more
at the Goldwyn studios.
The scenes were directed by than 700 extras, were filmed by the
Alan Crosland for his film version light of hundreds of monster
of Elinor
Glyn'son"Three
The effects obtained in the scenes
and
the settings
the big Weeks,"
Balkan "spots."
castle were photographed at night were made after the plan of Gibbons to create mood and atmosand artifically lighted.
phere for the action by settings
Weird, impressionistic effects
planned by Crosland and Cedric and by lights and shadows.
BATHING
BEAUTIES
RETURN
Mack Sennett promised a long from Chicago, where she enjoyed
while ago that the bathing girl the distinction of being the most
would return, although in a dif- beautiful
tropolis. girl in the mid-west meferent atmosphere.
Mr. Sennett is keeping his proThe balance of the cast, though
mise, and ere long proof of it will
not as yet hail any medbe seen on the screen in a two reel they alshave
pinned to them, are in line for
first
honors.
comedy
special, titled
very appropriate
title 'Trifling,"
for the typea
other pictures in which
of story which features Harry a Unlike
fancy bathing costume was the
Langdon, with Alberta Vaughn in signal
for envious attention, in
the leading ingenue role, and Jack the present
Sennett
Cooper, Dot Farley, Irene Lentz comedies, the forthcoming
girl will be
and Vernon Dent, playing the called upon to bathing
do something other
other important parts. The direc- than stand around as atmosphere.
tion will be credited to Earl Ken- A pretty face and an attractive
ton.
talent, will be conFornett the
"Trifling"
cast,of Mr.
Sen- figure without
sidered no longer. An applicant
has selected
fifteen
the most
beautiful young ladies possible to for a place in the new Mack Senbeauty brigade must possess
locate in Southern California. Sev- talent.nett She
must act rather than
eral of them have won prizes in
pose.
The
so far chosen,
the various beauty and brains con- have all had girls
previous experience.
tests which have been sponsored
must be able to swim, ride,
by newspapers and magazines re- They
a car, and to be otherwise
cently. Chiefly among the priz» drive
athletic.
winners are Eugenia Gilbert, for
Offering such an imposing cast
whom so much publicity has been
given of late; Miss Cecile Evans, as this mentioned, is the best evia five-time winner; Elsie Tarron,
dence of Mack Sennett's earnest
who won the "Most Perfect Fig- intention to give the screens of the
world
a
newer and higher class of
ure" contest last summer at Santa
comedy entertainment than they
Monica Beach; Gladys Tennyson;
and Mary Akin, a late arrival have ever had before.
Flames

A striking portrait study by
Henry W axman of Harold Austin,
leading man, who plays the title
role in Laurence Trimble's forthcoming Strongheart production
"The Love Master" which was
filmed in the Canadian Rockies.
The lighting W axman has emplayed in this study reveals, to the
decree, the classical feafullest tures,
sympathetic expression, and
other notable attributes which distinguish Austin from all others.
Robert Edeson, one of the veterans of the stage as well as of the
screen is playing the part of the
Commandante in the Fred Niblo
production "Thy Name is Woman."

Peril

Actors Home
Having fortunately escaped the
forestrelfires,
CanyonLloyd
home,Hamilton's
to whichLau-he
moved on returning from his last
trip to New York, was near to becoming food for flames when the
comedian awoke, a night or two
ago, to find his room full of smoke.
Arousing the household, he located
the fire in the garage, which, in the
fashion of hillside homes, occupies
the lowest story of the building.
Live coals had fallen from the
hearth in the living-room to the
base of the chimney and ignited
some inflammable material nearby.
When the alarm was sounded the
blaze had reached proportions
which threatened the whole struclost. ture if another ten minutes was
By hard work of the bucket brigade, while the volunteer salvage
corps carried the mattresses and
rugs downstairs and threw the furniture out of the window, the fire
was brought under control, and it
was found that little was lost save
a few dollars in damage, and the
best part of a night's sleep.
Dorothy Seay has been playing
the part of a little Spanish girl in
"Thy Nameof Fred
is Woman!'
direction
Niblo. under the

Bebe

Daniels

in

Shakespeare
Bebe Daniels is to play Shake!
The speare popular
star has just annexed her signature to a contract
with Bennie Zeidman whereby she
will play the leading role in a
modern version of the Shakespeare
comedy classic, "The Taming of
the Shrew.'' Miss Daniels was
loaned to Zeidman through the
courtesy of Famous Players-Lasky.
Needless to sa-- Bebe will enact
the role of the Shrew, and also
needless to say she is looking forward to the portrayal with no little
enthusiasm.
"I have always wanted to do
something
like lady
this,"in said
the
charming young
speaking
of the role. "1 am a great lover
of Shakespeare, as is every actor
and actress,
and ever
I've have
oftenthewondered if I should
opportunity to enact one of his famous characters."
Zeidman
holds a contract with
Principal Pictures Corporation for
a series of feature productions, and
"The
of the Shrew"
be oneTaming
of the biggest
offeringswill
he
will give that organization for distribution.
The contract between Zeidman
and Principal for a series of feature productions was entered into
upon the return of Sol Lesser and
Michael Rosenberg, president and
pa
' of the .,com-...
secretaryny
respectively,
"The Taming of the Shrew will
be made at the Garson Studios, due
to the recent return to Principal
Studio of Baby Peggy, whose first
production for Sol Lesser will begin within two weeks.
According to Zeidman, his picture will be made on the highest
possible scale, and the cast will
contain many of the biggest names
in the business. Due to the slack
in production right now, Zeidman
has been able to procure some very
desirable people for his cast.
CANNON

WITH
McLEAN

AGAIN

Raymond
Cannon,Griffith
light player,
comedian and erstwhile
is at work upon the adaptation of
the stage play which Douglas Mcwill next produce
AssociatedLeanExhibitors.
Cannonforhas
acted
in the same capacity on the three
latest McLean productions.
HELEN WITH MONTY
Helen Ferguson makes an appealing heroine as leading woman
for Monty Banks in his five reel
feature, "Racing Luck" for GrandAsher, now being made by Herman C. Raymaker. Both she and
the star will have plenty of work
in the film and among other things
have to do some interesting Italian
folk dances,
which they have practiced assiduously.
Frank Mayo, Mildred Harris,
and Norman Kerry have finished
work in George A rrhainhaud's
first William Fox special, "The
Shadow of the East."

Smile

Won
Part

Hh
i

Ralph Lewis, who is now getti
his own producing company org;
izeil, was engaged by D. W. Gi
fith for his first big part in p
sincerely.
tures
owing to his ability to inGriffith had spent days trying
find an actor with a sincere in
for one of the big roles in his JJ
graph
"Pippa Passigr
adapted picture
from Brownings
poem of the same name. Ra
was introduced to Griffith by
mutual friend and when the f
mer smiled, extended his hand ;
said "Very glad to meet you, f
Griffith," the great director imr
diately
noticed
Lewis'
sincere sn
and
hired
him on
the spot.
Lewis, who has had quite an
tensive career on the legitim
stage, then deserted the footlig
for the screen and has been act
for the screen ever since

Fanny Warren plays the be
woman in "The.. Hunchback
Notre Dame," now at the Crittt
Theater, and contributes
formance worthy of inclu.
among the screen's outstano
portrayals, even though small
its scope and limited in its ra
of versatility. Miss W arren i
trouper
manynotable
years' success*
experii
and has ofmany
her credit. Her role in the H
sley picture should give added
petus to her endeavors in et V
lishing real reel recognition. ,
PRISCILLA WILL
PARTY

HA\

Little Priscilla
birthday
comes the Moran's
latter par
this
month
and birthday
she's goingparty
to 1
a regular kid
can bet she's not going to v
for any director that day as
had to when Jackie Coogan
his party last month and
couldn't attend. There will be r.
than twenty little guests. A
gician will entertain the kids
in addition her father has a
prise in a grind organ and r
key, the delight of all small I
Sets are being erected in
Wilt hire oil fields, near La
Avenue for Richard Walton
ly's epic of the oil industry, "F
ing Gold," from the Rex B
novel ofwill
the be
samedirected
title. byTheJo
duction
De Grasse.
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SIGNED
BY FINEMAN
Arthur Rankin has been signed
by B. P. Fineman, the producer, to
play an important role in Theda
Bara's first production since her return to the screen. Rankin has just
completed a prominent part in
"Discontented Husbands."
RANKIN

CALAIS IN "BEAU
BRUMMEL
pany of soldiers with drums and
in impressive sight was the
ing recently of a street scene flags ; mounted horsemen of the
Calais in the 1800 period, for Tenth Hussars, the King's favorite
regiment, in brilliant uniforms;
production of "Beau Brummel,"
ring John Barrymore and be- and six hundred peasants lining
produced at the Warner Broth- the street to pay homage to the
studios under the direction of King, waving flags and cheering,
as well as the King himself in his
Irry Beaumont,
royal coach (portrayed by Willard
'he
street
covers
half
a
block,
h curbings and cobble stone Louis) made the procession an imement — one entire side of
posing one — and a scene that will
ch is lined with houses typical be one of the high lights in the
the period.
picture. Beaumont is being assisted
["he scene was the occasion of in Mr.
the filming of the picture by
King of England's visit to
(|lais and the parade thru the Frank Straver. The photoplay is
ly decorated streets.
A com- being handled by David Abel.
'AMERICA"
FOLK
NOW
GYPSIES
iJow the movies have given a Virginia, national historian of the
Sons of the American Revolution,
r dern twist to "gypsying." The has
been enlisted to accompany
( avan of gay wagons has be- Griffith.
lie a private train of Pullmans.
One of the principal locations
Instead of fortunes being told,
I: is being spent to enable D. W. visited is the Byrn Mansion at
Westover
on the James River. The
(iiffith to visit the various his^ical sites in Virginia for taking society women of Richmond composing the Little Theatre League,
imes for his next production,
are acting as extra people for the
' merica."
\ train of five Pullmans has scenes requiring presence.
All the historic estates along
ftn put at the command of Grif■ to travel wherever he wishes, the James River will be photod the older families of Virginia
graphed, including particularly the
Shirley Carter home, where the
k his guides.
tenth generation now lives.
p. Watson James, of Richmond,
Wanted

Insane

to Compose
pomea ofhit the
Lie
withrecent
Col. songs
W. N.haven't
Selig,
no declares himself a devotee to
issical music. In discussing the
pular "Yes, We Have No BaInas"
at theSelig
SeligsaidZooit the
other
ly, Colonel
reminded
111 of a story he once heard about
■Chicago music publishing firm.
I"I have just thought of an easy
Cpy to get
richdirectors.
quick," said the
Resident
to his
H"Fine," shot back the viceJesident. "What's the idea?"
[("We'll
K asylumpick
andoutgetsome
the good
inmatesluna-to
Irite songs for us."
Director

Loses

Valued Aide
| Sidney Franklin, noted director
id producer, has lost a valued
rade in Millarde Webb who has
Iken the presidency of the newly
fganized Priscilla Moran producJons. Webb has been associated
fith Franklin for the past five
pars as production manager and
Itely co-director and has been
losely identified with such notable
becesses as "East is West," "Smilp'
Thru,"
and little
other Prisfeabres.
Webb"Dulcy"
will direct
tlla, in the talented child star's
feature films, in addition to holdfig the presidency of the corporaSon which is backed by local bankVirginia Valli made her first appearance in motion pictures in a
\hree-reeler called "Ruggles" produced at the old Essany studios.
\'he
pher.played the part of a stenogra-

Mix

Horse
Injured

Tom Mix is very busy these days
dividing his time between working
on his newest picture, "Ladies To
Board," now being made at the
William Fox West Coast Studios,
Hollywood, under the direction of
Jack Blystone, and visiting his
famous co wpony, Tony, who is at
Mixville under a veterinary's care.
Tony and his owner, the noted
western star, were both severely
injured recently in a premature explosion up in the big timber country back of Santa Cruz, California.
Both rider and horse were filled
with bits of flying rock, and so badly lacerated was the pony that
more than twenty stitches were taken in the animal's side and hip.
Tony, undeniably the best known
horse in America, is recuperating
rapidly, but that does not prevent
the constant attendance of Mr.
Mix, who finds time to run out to
Mixville twice during the day and
always in the evening, as has been
his custom for years. Mr. Mix
never retires at night until he has
visited Mixville and personally
seen that the sixty and more horses
kept in the corral and stables there,
are properly provided for.
Although he is always to carry
scars from the wounds received in
the explosion, Tony will be able to
resume his work in Mix pictures in
anothe rweek or so.
Eugenie Besserer, brilliant emotional actress, who <will soon be seen
in two of the season's finest screen
portrayals, as Marty in "Anna
Christie," and as Nina in "The
Rendezvous."

Going

East
For

Stories

of "Torment,"
hisUpon
newestcompletion
M. C. Levee
picture for
First National, Maurice Tourneur
will leave for a short visit to New
York.
Mr. Tourneur's chief reason for
his Eastern trip is to purchase new
stories. He will look over a number of Broadway successes with the
hope of obtaining some well known
plays for early production.
"Torment" is now nearing completion at the United Studios and
Tourneur expects to have it cut and
titled within the next few weeks so
that he can get away as soon as
possible. He will probably take
the master print of the production
with him to show to First National
executives and exhibitors in the
East. Arrangements for the national premiere of this film will also be completed by the director in
New York.
The newest Levee film directed
by Tourneur offers a dramatic subject with some sensational touches
involving reproductions of the Japanese earthquake which figure in
the story. Among the players who
appear in this photoplay are Owen
Moore, Bessie Love, Jean Hersholt,
Joseph Kilgour, Maude LaForge
Morgan Wallace and George
Cooper.
Claire MacDowell again plays a
mcther-role. This time in the Fred
Niblo production "Thy Name is
Woman." Miss MacDowell is the
mother of Juan Richardo, a young
soldier, the part assigned to Ramon No<varro.

EDITH ROBERTS SIGNS
WITH MAYER
Edith Roberts has been signed
by Louis B. Mayer to play an impart in Fred Miss
Niblo'sRoberts,
"Thy
Name
isportantWoman."
who has
been in New
York for
more than a year fulfilling a contract with Distinctive Pictures returned to Los Angeles only a few
days ago especially to begin worK
in the Niblo feature. Negotiations
for the services of Miss Roberts
have been going on for some time.
Theerts is apart
Rob-a
vital assigned
one. As Miss
Dolores,
dainty little Spanish girl, she will
be given greater opportunity in
an emotional role than at any time
during her picture career.
FINIS FOX PREPARES
Finis Fox, independent film producer, he returned from New York
and has again taken offices and
stage space at the Hollywood Studios. While in the East, he arranged to release his latest picture,
"Bag
and
Baggage"to through
nick. Fox returned
the Coast Selzvia
Panama and while en route wrote
a story, temporarily
titled
Woman
which "Ahe
will film Who
at onceSinned,"
at the Hollywood
Studios.

OUT'
NG
"FARMI
CONDEMNS
made by companies other than
When the "farming out" of those
with whom they have conplayers at big profits is discontracted, at salaries double and evhigh cost
tiontinued
will thecome
down.of film producen treble the amount the players
themselves
are receiving. Very
This is the contention of Conseldom, if ever, does the player
way Tearle, popular leading man,
who offers an interesting angle on share in this extra salary but frequently, when things slow up, they
the high cost of "icture making and
large salaries supposedly paid to are asked to cut their original salactors, directors and others in the aries.
industry, which has not been
"A player's salary should gradtouched upon to date.
with his box-office
value ually
and increase
his abilities.
Because
"A practice that has contributed
largely to the high cost of movie a player received $500 a year ago
making and which must be elim- is no reason why he should not reinated if minimum production
ceive $1,000 today, provided his
costs are to be attained, is the drawing power and popularity
'farming out' of players to other warrants it. The player however,
who is under a long term contract
companies
Mr. Tearle. at large profits," says is unable to share in any material
"A player signs a contract for increase in his popularity. This
one year at $500 weekly. The is why many of the most promicompany with whom he contracts,
nent artists are 'free lance' players
then rents him out to other organ- and refuse to sign up for any exizations for $1,000 a week. This
tended period with an organizadoubling of the actor's salary over tion.
night is not the doing of the player nor does he receive any more
ITALY IS LOCALE
than his originally contracted salA scene in Italy, before the hero
leaves home to come to America,
ary. Huge profits have been made
in this way for some and huge ad- forms a sort of opening chapter to
ditional
expenditures
have
been
it.
"Racing Luck," which Monty
charged to pictures as a result of Banks is now making for GrandAsher. It is a five reel melo-dra"There are quite a number of matic comedy and Herman C. Rayplayers who are appearing on the maker is director. The characscreen under long term contracts at
ters, settings and the customs of
a fixed salary, contracts ranging the "old country" are to be faithfrom three to six years. Frequent- humor fully
with the attendant
andportrayed
merrymaking.
ly these players appear in pictures
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Has Right Angle
on Comedy

"The great '-agedienne, Annette ing public have the opportunity of
a more lovable, a more
Adoree, has entered the boudoir o( greeting
her home after leaving the theatre, forceful and a more versatile actor
the scene of her many seasons of than Mr. de Leoni. He is a delightful Latin type likened by many
successes before the footlights.
to Valentino both in mannerisms
and
features.
"A crowd from the audience, admirers of her great talent and
comes to America direct from
beauty has followed from the the- theHeTheatre
Coliseo, Buenos Aires,
ater to do her homage. The muf- and the Theatre
Municipal, Rio de
fled roar of their cheers float thru Janeiro, the Royal
and Metropol
the window on the midnight breeze.
Theatres, Vienna, Comic Opera,
It was her last appearance before Berlin
and others where for many
her beloved people for on the mor- seasons he portrayed feature roles.
row she is to wed; wed an impovMiss Rosamonde Joyzelle is the
erished nobleman so as to insure
for herself a position of refinement beautiful and talented young actress who for two seasons was leadand security after the many teming woman with Frederick VVarde
pestuous years of her career.
in the for
San the
Gabriel
Play"
"Her maid removes her cloak — and
past "Mission
three seasons
she sinks languidly in a chair be- played the role of the Mother Mary
fore the fireplace and memories of
the Hollywood "Pilgrimage
her many past lovers float before in
Play.*'cismsA,one list
recentonlycriti-in
and ofallherspeak
her in a vision, "Dreams of Love."
terms of praise and her appear"Her first,
her very
lover
slowly
materializes
, a first,
visionary
play the
"Dreams
Love"
furtherance in this
insures
successof of
the
manifestation of her troubled brain
production.
and stands before her. He is the
Miss Laura Winston, likewise in
great actor ."
cast, is an artist of rare ability,
But, Ah! more would be telling the
having for the past number of
ami the great heart interest would years
played important roles on the
be lost. The play, tense, thrilling legitimate
and for a time was
but withal having a delicious vein at the headstage
of her own company.
of humor running through its en- Of recent years, however, she has
tirety is the great European suc- been appearing before the screen
cess, "Dreams of Love," a fantastic at the local studios. Her mother
comedy-drama by Armin Freed- roles particularly have won the
man and will be given at the Fine heart sof the public.
Arts Theatre, on the evenings of
Lovers of Terpsichore and music
November 27th, 2Sth and 29th, and
a special Thanksgiving matinee, will find delight in the specially arunder the direction of Lawrence
ranged number, "Divertissements
Underwood.
of the Ballet," presented by the renowned Janeski Robenoff and the
Ary de Leoni and Rosamonde
Joyzelle will assume the principal Robenoff dancers. H. J. Tandler,
conductor and composer, will conroles, this being Mr. de Leoni's
duct his petite symphony orchestra.
American debut after many successful seasons abroad, both on the
Altogether, a most unusual and
legitimate stage and before trie delightful evening's entertainment
screen. In this play he essays four is in store. A blending of the dramatic talents of the old world and
separate and distinct characters,
that of the great Jaques Miller, the new, intermingling the cream
stage manager and impressario of Terpsichore with the harmoniand of the three former lovers of
ous melodies of the masters of both
the actress, Annette, which latter the present and the past.
role is excellently handled by Rosamonde Joyzelle-.
HAMPTON EAST
Ary de Leoni is a young Italian
nobleman, who, years ago laid
Jesse D. Hampton, producer of
aside his title to take up the pro- "The Spoilers" one of the outfession of dramatic art, and will
standing successes of the year, has
without doubt soon become as pop- departed for New York City where
ular in this country as he now is he will confer with several authors
abroad.
regarding future screen stories. He
Seldom does the amusement lov- will be in the East three weeks.

"Make the audience feel like
crying
first,"formula
is Busterfor Keaton's
paradoxical
getting
laughs.
"Dramatists build their action up
to a grim climax and then relieve
the tension with a bit of humor.
The laughter
following
this the
relaxation is more
violenton than
funniest gag in a straight comedy.
This struck my attention while I
was attending the theatre not long
ago,
wondered why. The
answerandwasI easy.
"The relaxation following the
tension of the climax sets up a reaction amounting to a state of
hysteria. The audience must find
an outlet for its emotion. It is a
case either of laugh or go mad.
So the audience laughs. When you
stop to think it over the bit of
business by which the laugh is
gotten is cessarily
notfunny.always or even ne"It occurred to me that this fact
could be made to serve moving
picture comedy purposes. So I
tried it in "Hospitality," my latest
comedy. My scenario staff, composed of Jean Havez, Joe Mitchell
and Clyde Brockman, prepared a
highly dramatic episode to precede
the thread of the comedy plot, and
episode of the strongest kind of
drama.
In fact, it was melodramatic.
"With this melodrama to pave
the way, we believe the spectators
will be in a more receptive and
sympathetic mood toward the main
story
of 'Hospitality.'
as effective
I believe It
as should
anythingbe
could be short of hitting the spectator over the head with a slapstick club."
IS GOLF

BUG

Mervyn LeRoy, clever screen
juvenile soon to be seen locally in
"Little Johnnie Jones," has joined
the throng of golf bugs who compete for space on the new Griffith
Park links every Sunday morning
at six o'clock. Mervyn states that
these pre-dawn risings have taught
WILL RETURN
Robert Ober, prominent screen
actor and stage director, writes
from San Francisco that he will
return to Hollywood within a week.
Mr. Ober recently presented the
first
showing in
of theMaud
Fulton's
"Punchenello"
bay city.
STRAINS

TEA THROUGH
SWATTER

Mickey's
motherhe
is Freckled-faced
worred about him.
She says
never steps out of the character
he
in HalTheRoach's
"Our
Gangplays
comedies.
other evening she asked him to pour her a
cup of tea. Mickey hied himself
dutifullyturned into
due the
timekitchen
with theandtea.re"It looks
dark, Mickey," remarked hissomother.
"You don't care do you, ma. I
strained it through the fly swat-

Starting

Baby

Peggy Pictun
Sol Lesser, president of Princip;
Pictures Corporation, announce
that
Babyunder
Peggy's
duction
he' first
'hreefeature
year prt'
cor
tract with that organization, wi|
be an adaptation of "Captain Jat'
"Captain January" was writtej
by Laura E. Richards, and is on]
of the most famous of children)
books, ranking in popularity wit]
"The Five
Little Peppers," and th|.
Alcott
uary." books.
"It seems as if 'Captain Jam
ary' was written especially for lit
tie
Baby Peggy,"
saysof Lesser
discussing
his selection
this booi
as her first picture under his bar
ner. "The child in the story ha
all
sympathetic
that the
we are
so anxiouscharacteristic'
to bring oi
in Baby Peggy, and which hav
hitherto been unsuspected in th
light comedies in which Peggy ba
Lesser is determined to surroun
his new
the best taler
been
seen."starin with
obtainable
the making of he
pictures. Eve Unsell, clever fre
lance writer, who recently finishe
work on "Lon~ Live the King;
with
Jackie with
Coogan,Polaand Negri,
"Shadowha
of Paris,"
been engaged to collaborate I
John Grey on the scenario fc
"Captain January."
Edward F. Cline, whose recti
achievements include picturizal
of "Circus Days" with Jackie Cm,
Kan,
MeanestGeorge
Man inM. theCohan's
World," "Th
an
Harold
Bell
Wright's
"When
Man's a Man," will direct Bab
Peggy
her first starring pictur
for SoJ inLesser.
"Captain January" will go int
production within two weeks.
Vu

Igarity
Condemned

Finis Fox, who has just starte
work on his latest feature "TW
Woman Who Sinned," appeare
before
a number
of exhibitor's
ganizations
throughout
the Uniteoi
States just prior to his return t
Los Angeles to ascertain tl
wants and don't wants in motto
pictures. "The members of ei
organization that I talked to wet
a unit in declaring that they di
not want films with any suggestio
of vulgarity whatever," said Fial>
"They said they wanted love stc
ries, but they wanted them clean.
"The costume play is in vogu<
but many exhibitors seem to fei
that it's appeal will soon be pa*
ing out and that American films t
American people along the lines (
"Main Street," "The Gold Di|
gers" and "Ruggles of Red C«|
will gradually grow more a
more
popular
hibitorsin all
over favor.
are wildTheto e>M
cure good comedies and c.med
dramas. Trury also want the
called sex drama but, they wa
presented in a dignified, wf
some manner with the story3
subtly, rather than obviously."
imeo'

Camera! News Section
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'Buck" Hard
Work
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at

harles Jones, having taken a
tailed rest following completion
his last picture, "Cupid's Firefjp,"
has started
work Coast
againStu-at
William
Fox West
j, Hollywood, on a new producI, "Not A Drum Was Heard,"
m Ben Ames Williams' SaturEvening Post story of that
ne, adapted for the screen by
Sty Hobart. William Wellman
direct.
leading the supporting cast is
ty Bouton, leading lady who apjired in the William Fox special,
"jou
Can't
Get AwayV. With
It,"
ejected
by Rowland
Lee, and
*h
John
Gilbert
in
"The
Exiles."
link Campeau, most hissed of
■ ivies, will care for the dastardlend of the story. Others in the
t are, William Scott, Rhody
thaway, Al Freemont, James
ing, Frank Weed and Micky
Ban.
'Not A Drum Was Heard," a
stern romance is said to be rete with thrills and intense dra:tic situations, offering Mr. Jones
nerous opportunities for the kind
portrayal that has established
n a prime favorite with the moll picture public.

Scores

in

Coogan

Film

Dramatic critics in the East have
heralded the role of Vera Lewis as
the Archduchess Annunciata in
Jackie Coogan's production "Long
Live
the characterizations
King," as one of theof most
notable
the
Miss Lewis scored a distinct sucyear.
cess on the legitimate stage before
taking up her work in the silent
drama.
For several years she was a
member of the D. W. Griffith stock
company, during which period she
gave a remarkable performance in
"Intolerance" as the philanthropic
sister. Griffith once said that there
were very few actresses on the
screen who had the regal bearing
with dignity and tone in every
movement as did Vera Lewis in
registering deep emotional feeling
and blending the tragic with the
pathetic. Vera has no superiors in
the silent art. She wears her
clothes like a Princess.
Her most recent pictures aside
from "Long Live the King" are
"Desire" with Metro and the "Marriage Market"productions.
and "Innocence" for
the Waldorf
In private life Miss Lewis is the
wife of Ralph Lewis whp is also
very famous on the screen.

Photo by Walter Frederick Seely
things
of life. Of a truth his talBabylon and Egypt and Greece
ent must find some outlet, a silver— ruins of the Acropolis and the
Keen, alert, inParthenon — Jerusalem in its glory sheet expression.
telligent, obedient, yet maintaining
-^-capering breezes on the Mediter- an unrestrained
carriage and mode
ranean— the booming of the surf
that is highly commendBEAUTY
AWARD
GIVES IMPETUS
on a rock-bound coast — the stag- of conduct
able for one of so tender years, he
nant waters of the River Jordan —
is an example that many further
'■Virginia Brown Faire, First Nat- her it is said that she is always in olive trees on a brown hillside —
advantage.
Life's road might study to
mal featured player, loaned by command of the right tempo for Mecca and Damascus — mosques along
wit organization for a featured each scene and that she has never and minarets silhouetted against a
That George Bookasta should
le in "Welcome, Stranger" was been known to let it "sag."
multicolored twilight sky — the lan- come to the cinema was foreore first to be signed of the all-stat
"Coming
into
the
lime
light
from
guid
fragrance
of
Holy
Land
Flowdained. Else why should he have
list for the Belasco production, practical obscurity by winning the
ers— the exotic lure of Far East
been gifted with a personality that
liss Faire has been given to un- beauty contest only served to in- countries.
so easily meets the exacting and
Jrstand that the role of "Esther,"
George Bookasta is a Syrian boy. high standards of the shadow
{Jewish girl which she will enDespite the fact he first saw the stage? His mimicry is finished to
llt, has a great deal of drama in
light of day in this western land, the 'nth degree, and his other act(for her and that it will do much
ing needs only the refining touches
he is essentially of those colorful
jr her advancement.
folk who inhabit the lands border- which experience, time, and good
•Since coming to the Coast fotleadership
will bring. Given a
wing the winning of a beautv
ing the far eastern shore of the
suitable
and
sympathetic role this
Mediterranean.
His
expressions,
Intest offered by an eastern "fan"
Jagazine, Miss Faire has been
his gestures, and his demeanor are boy will win plaudits of international magnitude, for he has the
reminiscent of those romantic folk
iffiadily advancing to an enviable
fcsition in the screen world and
about whom the history and legend stuff and he can put it across. He
of Palestine and Asia Minor has has the soul of the actor and the
Jcently had the reward of sinbeen woven. His very person and artist, and when all is said and
'Jre and conscientious work in behis unique characteristics bring to done that is all that is essential —
Jg signed by First National on a
one's mind thoughts of the stories understanding. He can dance, in
Jng-term contract.
and historic chronicles that have a boyish way, but his forte is act|Loving
her
work
and
being
posemanated from Mecca, Damascus,
Issed of great ambitions, Miss
ing; not comedy, or comedy-drama,
straight drama, something with
kire has been untiring in her deJerusalem
and other
renowned
cen- but
human interest and great appeal.
ters
of
ancient
Far
East
dominion.
jrminationfecatiotons on ahave
screen desure her
technic.
Of
"Rosita" afforded him a small
He is of a race of people who have
written glowing chapters in the chance, but his biggest and best to
annals of the world, a persecuted, date. He hardly rose above the
MONG IS NO CHINK
atmosphere, if one is to consider
yet courageous tribe.
position he enjoyed in the cast.
j Because of his name and also the
The editor has known Georga the
But if one is to consider the heart
act that he has essayed numerous
for
some
time,
and
he
is
fully
conand
soul he put into his work,
fhinese roles during his long and
vinced that he is an artist in em- bearing in mind that he is as yet
jaried career as a cinema featured spire me to greater :effort with evbryo, awaiting only the chance to just a little man, then it is safe to
■layer, William Mong is kept busy
ery role entrusted
to me," tosheknow
de- emerge into the sunshine of Oppor- say he arose to great heights in
lenying the rumor that he is an
clares. "I determined
tunity to definitely establish his that picture. But it is not sufficient;
tempo and the pitch of a characterJ)riental.
right to inclusion among the ac- he will never win his spurs on
I Scores of fan letters arrive at
ization and to keep my work
starlets of cinema rank.
and consistent, instead of And thiscepted
chance is bound to come such, and therefore he is building
■fang's office each month and a smooth
'lair majority of them contain the making a false splurge and peter soon; it is inevitable, as inescap- day by day
to bring
closer theWhen
realof the
Big Chance.
able as the dawning day, for this it comes izationGeorge
iuery, "Is it true that you are out as so many do who have no
Bookasta will not
Chinese born?" Mong wants it endMiss
lad
has
a
spark
of
genius
that
only
in
view.
My
end
is
growth."
Faire will shortly be seen
distinctly understood that he is
wanting.
"He the
will faith
suband redeem
awaits some guiding hand to nur- be found stantiate
00% American, having been born locally in "Thundergate" which
thereflame
the
draw
and
ture
it
is
now
showing
in
the
East,
scores
In the city of Chambersburg, Pa.
many friends
havewatch
infrom. One so young who can so which his
vested in him.
We shall
coming to her daily com| Mr. Mong's next screen per- of letters mending
the
upon
himself
impress
indelibly
with
great
hopes
and
expectations,
her
work
in
this
picture,
ormance will be in John M.
minds of eminent folk is of a cer- sure of the ultimate outcome.
her first following her contract.
itahl's "Why Men Leave Home."
tainty destined for the worth-while
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Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error in Pulse to Editor, 439-W
Progress
Scenarist
Type
Director
Star
Cameraman
As»'t Director
Holly 19
BALSHOFER STUDIO, 1329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Prod. Mgr.
Preparing
2-Reel
Serial
5th
Episode
Clayton Grandin
Lola Patti
Jim Crosby
5-Reel Western
Clayton Grandin
Jim Crosby
Holly 31
BERW1LLA STUDIO.
5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Editing
Eddie Lyons Production (Arrow release).
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
McGaugh
Henderson All-Star Stevens-Linden
"Gambling Wives"
Editing
Dearholt Productions.
Coolidge
Neva Gerber Productions.
Jack Nelson
Dick Hatton Hatton -Gerber
Wm. Nobles
"Sagebrush Relligon"
Preparing
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 1 Fountain Ave.
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC
69 I 2 Hollywood Blvd.
598-1
Preparing
C. O. Sessel
"Welcome Stranger"
Special
G. P. Saum
Jas. Young All-Star
5 78-5
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
593-5
J. S. Woodhouse
"Hollywood 1900'
Fred Caldwell All-Star Holllster Rounsaville
Hollv
00
CENTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Holly 40
Preparing
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Holly 31
Feature Comedy
Sutherland "Chuck" Relsner
Wilson-Totheroh
Chas. Chaplin Charles Chaplin
3rd Week
6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
2nd Week
Beaudine Jimmy Adams
Peterson -Garnett Clemens
Graham
2-Reel Comedy
Al. Christie Neal Burns Nagy-Phlllips Hageman Beck
2-Reel Comedy
Drexel 21
Editing
3700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr.
COSMOSART STUDIO.
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
Culver City 5
Belloni
"Doc" Joos
Stromberg All-Star
The Fire Patrol'
CULVER CITY STUDIO. Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr. 6529 Venice Blvd.. Culver City
Washington and Ince Blvds., Culver C
DARRELL-MOUNIER STUDIO. J F. Mounier, Gen. Mgr.

6046 Sunset Blvd.
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
Ryan Bros. Productions
Ben Cohen
"The Wolf Man'
Chesebro-Clayton Selander Reed
Geo. Chesebro
Casting.
Comedy
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen. Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe,
FINE ARTS STUDIOS^
(Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Corp.
Jack White
Comedy
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Staff
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Comedy
Al. Ray
All -Star
McGill
Staff
l Release)
Corp. (Educationa
Lloyd F.Hamilton
Staff
Hibbard
Lloyd Hamilton Corby
Kley, Studio Mgr.
FOX STUDIO
Ave. Fred
1 N. Western
Casting.
Al St. John
Comedies
James
Al St. Ryan,
John
Ernest 1S.40Depew
Benny Stoloff
Al St. John
Staff
Comedies
Chimpanzees
R.
Tennant
Mark
Sanderlch
Seiler Carruth
Fannie & Fred Hatton "The Shadow of the East"
\11-Star Jules Cronjager Hollingshead
Geo.
Archainbaud
Carter
"The Arizona Express"
AU-Star
Sid Wagner Kingling
Tom Buckinham
Hobart
"Not a Drum Was Heard"
Chas. Jones Joe August Hough
Wm. Wellman
Lee
"Ladies
to Board"
Tom Mix
Dan Clark Eugene Forde
J. Blystone
"The
Box"
Shirlev Mason Schneiderman Edward Bernoudt Fannie & Fred Hatton "Just Morroco
David
Solomon
Off
Broadway"
John
Gilbert
G.
O.
Post
Walter
Mayo
E. Mortimer
John Ford
All-Star Srheiderman Ed. o'Ft-rna
1426 Beechwood Dr.
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
Phil Goldstone Productions. State Rights release).
GRAND STUDIO.
438 Gower St. Sam'l Bischoff, Gen. Mgr.
Monty Banks Productions.
Jack Dawn
"Racing Luck"
Ray June
H. Raymaker Monty Banks
City
Culver
Casting.
Mclntyre,
B.
R.
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
Carey Wilson
"Nellie, the Cloak Model'
Ray Flynn
All-Star Lucien Audriot
Flynn
Emmett
"Three Weeks"
Carey Wilson
Lynn Shores
Alan
Crosland
All-Star Jory Mescal!^
6640 Santa Monica Blvd.
Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS
Gen Mgr
— Wm. R. Fraser,
Robt. A. Golden
Harold Lloyd CorporatioH.n. Lloyd
"The Girl Expert"
Lundln
Taylor-Newmeyer
J. K. McDonald Productions.
H. Young
Halperin Productions.
"Souvenir"
Halperin
A. Wyckoff
Halperln-Wallace All-Star
Laurel Productions.
L. Pierson
"Pirates 4 Plunder"
Dean
W Ruggles PrlscillaBeatty,
Bus. Mgr.
Productions. — R. R.
F.
Fox
Finis Fox
"A Woman Who Sinned"
J. Thompson
F j,-ox
All-Star
Hal Mohr
Mgr.
Bus.
Baker,
M.
O.
—
Moran Productions.
Priscilla
Priscilla Moran
M. Webb
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive
Staff
"Mile A Minute Morgan'
^"^arson"^0"*'
Mattison-V. Rich E. Dyer
R. SanfordDrive.
1442 Beachwood
B. Schrader, Casting.
Kinemart Productions.
840 S. Olive. SHADOWLAND RELEASE.
ROY HUGHES PRODUCTIONS. J MacFarla
Thos. Dixon. Jr.
"Ashes of Waste"
nd
Hale
Leavens
s
Hughe
Roy
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
INCE STUDIO.
Gene Stratton Porter Productions.
Frank Gerghty
Thomas H. Ince Corporation. tar Max Dupont
"The Galloping Fish"
Del Andrews
Del Andrews All-S

4th Week
Schedule

598-1
Schedule
Schedule
Holly 30
Schedule
Schedule
Editing
1st Week
2nd Week
2nd
Week
Preparing
1st Week
Preparing
Holly 26
Holly 01
2nd Week
Editing
Editing
Holly I
15th Week
Editing

761-

Preparing
1st Week
Preparing
1st Week
Arizona Locatlo
6th Week 761-7

:

tCrera
Director

Star

Bl TER KEATON STUDIO.
Buster Keaton
Buster Keaton

"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry'
Ass't Director
Scenarist
Cameraman
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Elgin Lessley Walter Reed Jean Havez

Tom White, Casting.
1520 Vine St.
U KY STUDIOS.
mount
(Famous
Players-Lasky
Clifford Pictures.
S. Smith
W. S. Hart
WarrenRelease.)
Reeves
Dick Rush
Wood Productions.
1 Sam Wood
All-Star
John Waters
JocHenabery Productions.
Henabery All- -Star
Richard Johnston
Irvj Willat Productions.
5360 Melrose Ave.
LB. MAYER STUDIO.
Fr Niblo Productions.
V. Milner
Dorian Cox
Fred Niblo
All-Star

J. G. Hawks
Monte Ketterjohn
Edfried Bingham
Bess Meredith

Type
Comedy

"Singer Jim McKee'
"The Next Corner"
"The Stranger"
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Progress
1st Week
Holly 2814
EditingHolly 2400
6th Week
" Editing
5th Week
431-171

"Thy Name Is Woman"
YER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd.
Individual Casting,
Capitol 2120
i B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
14th Week
Reginald Barker
All-Star
Harry Schenck
J. G. Hawks "Cape Cod Folks"
Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release).
1st Week
Gasnier All-Star Karl Struss George Yohalem
Waldemar Young
"Poisoned Paradise'
MjTRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Casting.
JackieHolly
Coogan4485
Geo. D. Baker
All-Star Arnold
Eddington Geo. D. Baker
"Revelations"
King Vidor Laurette Taylor
Chet Lyons Dave Howard
4th Week
"Happiness"
ie Coogan Productions.
Preparing
V. Schertzinger
Jackiie Coogan
Frank Good
Brewster
"A Boy of Flanders"
RflONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Holly 4470
IJnicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
Schedule
Color Photography
Geo. A. Cave
jl J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd
Holly 7901
UiPljKFORD-FAIRBANKS
ed Artists Release.
I]
Raoul
Walsh
Douglas
Fairbanks
Arthur
Edeson
J.
T.
O'Donahue
Staff
"The
Thief
of
Bagdad"
23rd
Week
i\ Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford
Rosher
Staff
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon 6th Week
Hall"
Q
MNCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Holly 2806
I Louis Tolhurst
Walter Anthony
Microscopic Motion PicturesSchedule
M STUDIO. Melrose and Gower.
780 Cower St.
(I Al Santel
Holly 7780
Geo. O'Hara Lee Garmes Moreno
Beatrice Van
"Fighting Blood" Series
Schedule
BACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
II Jas. A. Howe
Robt. Doran Ross Lederman
Will Rogers
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule 761-721
Animals
11 Len Powers
B. Currigan
Vreland
1-Reel
Comedy
Schedule
Staff
Chas.
Chase
Ed
Willatt
Leo
Gerstad
Parrot
1- Reel Comedy
Schedule
Staff
I| James
Bob McGowan
Our Gang
C. Morehouse
Harry Gerstad
2- Reel Comedy
Schedule
Staff
Fred Jackman
Glen Tryon
I Roach-Clements
Hopkins
5-Reel Comedy-Drama 3rd Week
Frank
Young
Roach
Stan Laurel
Wm.
Dill
I Fred
Geo. Jeske
2-Reel
Comedy
Schedule
Staff
Guiol
Nick
Barrows
Spat
Family
Lloyd
French
_l
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
RSSELL STUDIO. B. D. Russell, Mgr. 1 439 Beachwood Dr. Staff
Holly 7945
ClV. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Walker Cooper
Al. Neitz
II Geo. B. Seitz Murphy Miller
7th
Week
'The
Deer
Slayer"
Bob
Dillon
HI. Brown Productions.
Ross Fisher
Curley Dresden
J Al. Rogell Fred Thompson
'The Sheriff of Tombstone' 3rd Week
M oford Productions.
H cules Film Co.
Preparing
Marco Charles
(track Nelson Jack Polio
Jack Nelson
"The Great Pals"
Drexel 1550
SjMNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
1st Week
Del Lord
All-Star
1st Week
Ray Gray
II Erie Kenton All-Star Geo. Spear
Staff
'A Ribbon Clerks Romance'
LJITED
STUDIOS.
5341
Melrose.
M.
C.
Levee,
Pres.
Holly 4080
Ii«ph M. Schneck Productions.
(First National Release).
4th Week
H F. Borzage Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio O. O. Dull
"Secrets"
Flit National Productions.
7th Week
II
C. Badger
Coleen Moore Berquist O'Brien
Montagne
"The Swamp Angel"
Hirice
Tourneur Productions.
4 th Week
i Maurice Tourneur All-Star Arthur Todd Scott R. Beal Fred Myton
"Torment"
Rhard Walton Tully Productions.
2nd
Week
Preparing
Warrenton-Carpenter Johnson
J Jos.
DeGrasse
"Flowing Gold"
Frak
Lloyd
Productions.All-Star Geo. Reehm
Harry
Weil
1 Frank Lloyd All-Star
"The Sea Hawk"
Editing
IVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting,
433-131
versal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release).
Jay Marchant Morrison Morris
9th
Week
Ray
Taylor
"The
Ghost
City"
Wm. Duncan
Don Clark
Duncan -Johnson
"The Fast Express"
Duncan
C. Brown
Ernest Laemmle
All-Star
6th Week
14th
Week
Hobart Henley
All-Star
A.
Smith
"SignalTurmoil"
Tower"
Preparing
"The
Eddie Cline
Reginald
Denny
nth
Week
Hoot
Gibson
"Love
Insurance"
SedgwickLaemmle
Billy Tummel
"Courting
Calamity"
Edward
Billy
Schedule
"The
Leather
Pushers"
Robt. Hill
Laura Sullivan
LaPlante
Jack Rose
2nd
Week
"The Thrill Girl"
3rd Week
Wm. Craft
Wm. Desmond
Koehner
Hugh
Hoffman
"The
Rider"
"The Riddle
Drifter"
V. Nordlinger
Jack Hoxie
Bradbury
1st Week
MAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
598-131
re Smith Productions.
Steve Smith, Jr.
Wm. Dagwell
David Smith All-Star
5th Week
'A Tale of Red Roses"
EARNER BROS. STUDIOS.
5842 Sunset Blvd
Holly 4181
Vrner Brothers Productions.
"Daddies"
Editing
Tenny
Wright
' Wm. A. Seiter
Marsh-Gillingwater John Stumar
Frank Strayer
Harry Beaumont
John Barrymore Da ve Abel
"Beau Brummel"
6th Week
Tenny
Wright
Wm. A. Seiter
All-Star John Stumar
'How to Educate a Wife" Preparing
Preparing
Frank Strayer
•Babbitt"
Harry Beaumont
All-Star David Abel
"Lover's Lane"
Preparing
Wm. Beaudine
All-Star E. B. DuPar
est Lubitsch Productions.
kLDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt, Mgr.
Holly 7940
"C," Los Angeles
818, Station
CINEMATOUR
FILMS Wm.
EDUCATION
'lORLD
2nd Week
Robinson
Brown
Field . Jos. B.Box
Betty
BabyAL
J. A. Eliason
My Kingdom for a Horse"
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We found her in her garden. Judged alone,
that garden would have been a superlative,
breath-taking, almost indescribable accomplishment. Surrounding the actress, it was
a fitting harmony; unusual, but quite naturally so.
She was severing dead leaves from a
clump of old-fashioned cosma. Thus occupied and attired in a simple white frock
and sandals with loosened curls, she emanated the spirit of enduring youth without
for a moment missing the dignity of the
great artist, who, arrived at middle-life as
years are counted, has long studied the Plan
and found it good.
Then Eugenie Besserer greeted us and
the enthusiasm and vitality of this woman
who has been called "the Bernhardt of the
screen," was astounding.
We could not refrain from praising her
lovely little home, her really exquisite flowers, and it was easy to discern that much
of her heart was in that Edendale hillside.
Having been introduced to Beach, a tremendous dog, and Furry, a wee kitten, having viewed the surrounding countryside
from every carefully planned vantage point,
we got down to pictures and their production. It was a privilege to watch Eugenie
Besserer's enthusiasm for her home swing
to her work without abating a wit — drawing
apparently upon a boundless source. Again,
we found that she was a generous "approver," given to criticism only when it
could be made constructive. She stated "I
care greatly for my picture work and consider myself wonderfully fortunate to have

Cruger's,
York isshop
Forty-fifth
street
just offthetheNewAvenue,
nowonshowing
an
excellent selection of tweed overcoats, importations from Scotland.
Cullingsworth of New York, at 12 East
46th street, are showing sack suits made up
in imported worsteds, Saxony, tweeds, and
cheviots. They are very reasonable in price
and have attained great popularity with men
there.
Hickcy-Frecman of Rochester, New York,
have announced a new overcoat for the
coming winter. This renowned establishment has created a thoroughly showerproofed coat that has the appearance of the
regulation tailored coat.
Whether you desire a gown for
that coming ball or a sport outfit
for that game next Saturday you'll
find that "something" in a Betty
Croft Creation that distinguishes
the master achievement from the
reasonable, too! And the fortunate thing about it is that Miss
Croft will rent you these outfits as
cheerfully as tho you were purchasing them. It's the little residence at 1843y2 Cherokee Avenue.

I
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had in so short a time two such significent
roles as NMna in "The Rendezvous," and
Marty in "Anna Christie." Parts that mean
much are not as frequent as one would like,
therefore, very valuable when they do offer
themselves. Nina I like better than any-

It is interesting to note how the smart
shops have gained in popularity in the past
few years, that is, in their appeal for t he public at large. One of the busiest of these
establishments in Los Angeles is that of
Petrie, Inc., on West Sixth street opposite
the Metropolitan Theatre. Here one can
always
find the
and novel
in shirts,
men's
custom-made
andsmart
ready-made
suits,
and overcoats and the finest in accessories
such as cravats, hankerchiefs, golf hose, knit
jackets, etc. Being under the management
of young men this shop is open to new and
progressive ideas in wearing apparel, yet
never sacrificing good taste for the sake of
novelty alone. This shop is patronized by a
great many film men, and its cinema clientele
reads like a screen blue book.
H'halley-Ford, Ltd., of London, bootmakers,
have a shop on East Forty-fourth street, featuring imported footwear. It is the rendezvous of
those fond of British-made shoes.
Did you forget to send that bouquet
for her birthday? Phone us, we will
take care of it for you!
THE ROSE SHOP
6326 Hollywood Boulevard Phone 438-567

thing Ihave done since mad Kate in "
Light in the Clearing," although perhar
doesn't quite achieve the scops of Rosy
in Griffith's "Scarlet Days," and Mar
who has her
readdramatic
"Anna possibilities?
Christie," and I
realized
joyed every instant of each part.
"How do I like to make pictures? I 1
yet to talk wLh an old Griffith player
doesn't lean toward his methods and h
my favorite photoplay builder, althc
wonderful strides have been made by
the really big producers.
Why, wh(
think of the early Selig days when we
out a photoplay a week" — she broke off
a merry chuckle — "it just proves prog
to the cynics, that's all," she concluded
Other subjects were touched, uponfoster children, some dozen little «
whom she has lifted along to useful i
tions in life, while, according to her
admission, she has learned more than
has given; her two tiny grand daugh
now at least with a dramatic future;
life's companion, the man she marriei
fourteen years of age. Then a brief sk
of her career — a debut at nine with Mat
Barrymore, her own company and fin
an eight-year engagement with Selig,
whom
she was featured in "Whei
Woman's Forty," "The Smouldering,"
other productions.
When we went from the presence
Eugenie Besserer, we carried somet
along — a faint, intangible something
we felt rather than classified. It had d
of the essence of greatness.

Desmond's, of Los Angeles, are
agents for John Shannon's Clothes, fori—
imports.
This renowned coatmaker 1 |n
created a very unusual, free-swinging o
coat of finest woolen that marks a sonw
radical departure in coat construction. S
pockets are featured and the collar is
and
deep.buildThe
sleeves
are loose,
and '
general
of the
coat permits
of long
easy strides. It should find especial f
with motorists as it doesn't have that ir|
ting tendency to hug the knees.
HURRY!
HURR1!
I have several genuine
ISAVAJO RVGS
at bargain prices! Have just returne
from the Indian reservation.
Phone Drexel 8089; ask for
Rare and Out of Print Bool
searched for and reported upon fn
of charge.
Hollywood Book and Print Sho
1780 Highland Ave.
570-7:

era I
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ANNOUNCEMENT
J.

VAN

Hollywood
Choice

DEN

AKKER

Jeweler — near Vine Street

Platinum

Diamond

Jewelry

(31 years European-American experience)

Dr. A. L. Jester
Famous chiropractor, just returned
from 3 years chiropractic missionary service in Germany offers his
services to the movie people of
Hollywood at reduced rates.

"Gruen

W atch Agency'

Waltham and Elgin Watches

fcHEkMOVE
\

'knd Shin^

wfSeryjce-

frwdGeneral
%71 - SAMUEL
C..SH1NE6368 saugMmUa
Trucking
and Hauling

Without Influence
Screen ingenues, beware! Belle Green is in
our midst and she has an ambitious look in her
eye. She arrived here several weeks ago from
New York, where her sister, Dorothy Green,
was known as one of the films' most popular delineators ofvampire and adventuress roles, appearing with such notables as Marion Davies,
William Farnum, and Irene Castle, having been
associated with the Fox, Cosmopolitan, Lasky
and the old World Film organizations among
others. Dorothy came to Hollywood several
years ago, when she first appeared on the screen
and made a picture with Marshal Neilan, entitled "The Country Boy." About two years
ago she retired, following her marriage to a
prominent New York attorney and since that

FOR SALE
DUPLEX PRINTER
AMERICAN PRINTER
AMERICAN PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
e E H. YOUNG, Cinema Arts Studio
601»y2 Santa Monica Blvd.

No charge for first consultation.
5558 Hollywood Blvd., Rm. 202-203
Hours
10-12 — 2-5, Evenings 7-8.

RAY LA VERNE
MOTION PICTURE
CASTING OFFICE
1521 North Bronson Ave.
Registrations until Nov. 20th from 9:30 A. M. to
5:30 P. M. daily. After Nov. 20th registrations taken
between (I:,; hours of 2:00 to 4:00 P. M. only.
Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW I
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ate., at Santa Monica Blvd.
Violet Ray and Electric Massage at
your home or in studio
BLANCHE
COREY
MASSEUSE
BEAUTY CULTURIST
Touraine
Metropolitan
447 S.Apartments
Hope
5401

MARY

eproductions, Publicity
till Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
874 Hollywood Blvd. Corner Bronson

Ingenue
594-774

DONNA

Call the Radio Dept.
Hollywood Electric Shop
6554 Hollywood Blvd.
We will demonstrate in your home.
Remember we also have a complete
line of electrical appliances.

RUBY

time the responsibility of advancing the family
film fame has been shifted to sister Belle.
She has played in several musical comedies
and dramatic productions in New York, but this
did not have a very great appeal for her, and
she decided to break away from it all and come
to California and enter film work. Her big ambition is to follow in th efootsteps of her sister
and attain the same renown in her particular
type of roles as Dorothy previously enjoyed as
a portrayer of exotic characters.
Concerning this she said: "Of course, I realize
that Dorothy's influence in the East would aid
me
extent, but
you through
understand
that toit ais great
not pleasing
to bedon't
known
life
simply
as
the
sister
of
'So-and-So?'
I
would
much prefer to work diligently in order that I
may appreciate any success I may achieve, and
know that it has been attained solely through
my individual efforts. At the outset it may
prove rather difficult, considering the ready
competition in my roles but I am endeavoring
to prove deserving."

HALE

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

New and Novel
ENTERTAINMENT
For afternoon or dinner parties
"READING

CUPS"

"There is much in a drained cup"
Phone 597-544 Mornings for Particulars

Camet
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The

FORMS FOR THE

Standard

Directory

Close December

4th

Phones
438-856— Holly 3939

COY
Age 10.

WATSON, JR.
CHILD LEADS
Drexel 3616

HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Current Robert
production,
Thrill Girl"
Hill, "The
Directing
Recent Releases, "Gossip," "Crossed
Wires," "Town Scandal," "Sawdust."
"The Untameable," "The Wild Party."
RAISE SQUABS Bi$Pi'Qfiis
"highest
in 20them.Raised
years. Bigindemand.
Big
moneyprices
raising
onemoniiy ,
■We ship famous breeding stock and supplies/'
Little space
to raise
Send needed
25* for book.
on. - thern,. 1
MOW JO MAKE BIG HONEY RAVING SQUABS/
HOLLYWOOD
SQUAB FARMS
BOX I I A HOLLYWOODCAUF.

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

Universal
Megaphone
By Arthur Q. Hagerman

Cabaret football!
isn't Gibson
an expression,
it's a game,
evolved
by ItHoot
and his cohorts
in a big
cafe
scene of his latest Universal feature, "Courtin' Calamity."
Altho the picture has been in production
nearl" a month the cafe scene, now in the
filming, furnishes the key action to most of
the important sequences in the entire play.
is here that
a college
youth, though
l>hisIt parents
to be
an anaemic,
effeminate
chap, proves himself a regular miniature cywheels.
This arrive
is Hoot's
roleparty
and
when clone
he on and
his gang
at the
the tempo of the place increases to runaway
speed.
When things get dull Hoot proposes a
football game. Using a derbv hat for the
ball the gang takes the dancing crowd like
Grant took Richmond. It looked for a while
as if— then the police arrived.
"That's a little too soon for the cops, isn't
it Ed?" Gibson asked Edward Sedgwick, his
director. "If you'd given us another couple
of minutes we'd have had the place weel
"Don't worry about that. We're not ready
towrecked."
strike this set --et," said Ed.
"Courtin' Calamity," an adaptation bv
Raymond L. Schrock of William Dudley Pelley's
Saturday ofEvening
Post college
story,
relatespopular
the adventures
an Eastern
lad who leaves the home fold for a sojourn
with a Wild West show. The play is a
dramatic comedy, crammed with action.
"What's the next shot?"
"Say, you're shooting drammar, not pool!"
Which, translated means that the cameraman was ahead of his director, playing for
position.
Hoot
scattered
up" shotGibson,
around directing
a wild west
circus "cleanin his
newest starring feature for Universal,
"Courtin" Calamity," took members of his
troupe and his cameraman on a marathon
hike the other day at Universal City.
Nearly one hundred shots, mostly closeups
and individual action scenes, were filmed
during the afternooon. Virgil Miller, ace
cameraman of the Gibson unit, ground out
footage
while forspeculating
on how far he'd
have to walk
the next locale.
Virtually the entire cast figured in the
final scenes of the circus stuff, including besides Hoot, Josie Sedgwick, Charles K.
French, Harry Todd, G. Raymond Nye,
David Torrence, W. T. McCulley and Pat
Harmon.
"Courtin' Calamity," is a screen version of
the popular Saturday Evening Post story of
the same title by William Dudley Pelley. It
was adapted to the screen by Raymond L.
Schrock and scenarized by E. Richard
Schayer.
Edward Sedgwick, regular director of the

Gibson unit, has been seriously ill for sevt]
weeks, but has directed principal scenes j
the picture from a wheel chair.
Dorothea Wolbert, known particularly
her work in Hobart Henley pictures ;
other Universal screen offerings, is play
a principal role in support of Jack Hoxie
"The Drifter," which Robert North Br
bury is directing for the Universal Pictu
corporation.
Another player of interest in the castt
Frank Rice, who graduated into acting Li
rather peculiar way and achieved considl
able success in odd characterizations. I
used to be a mining engineer and a very scessful one. He went to live in Los Angrt
and was attracted to pictures. His exc •
ence in western sections and mining ar .
led him naturally into moving pictures !
the
West.
In a"The
Ho!
picture
filmed
shortRedtimeWarning,"
apo, he arecerl
excellent comments on the characterizati
of an old miningman.
The Hoxie company is on location :
Sonora, California, where mining countrjf
picturesque and vivid. Margaret Morrif .
the leading role opposite the star. The Stl
was adapted from acques Jaccard's "Hsl
Robert
several asyean-',
stood
out McKim,
among who
screenforplayers
6B
the most popular "heavies," has been setec
for
the heavy in "The Drifter," the newjl
Hoxie
Rock."starring vehicle which the Univw
Pictures corporation is producing with R
ert North Bradbury directing. McKim J
play the role of David Kincaid in the stc
which was adapted by Isadore Bernst
from
"Hard Jacques
Rock." Jaccard's magazine stc
Other players to be in the cast are 19
aret Morris, who just finished playingj
Pete Morrison in a chaptcrplay, "The Gh,
City," Dorothea Wolbert and Frank Rice.
The company has left for Sonora wh
the exteriors of the picture will be s!
They will be there ten days.
Toothemany
cooks consomme,
may have but
played
with
proverbial
too ha'
fg,
Murphys have raised bob with the po;
system at Universal City.
Every day the mail arrives crowdedW
letters addressed to "Mr. Murphy." J|
there are three of them — all receive!*:
much mail. Martin Murphy, one of the*
duction managers, receives dozens of lett
daily. Joe Murphy, alias Andy Gurnp^
ceives fan letters galore as well as busin
letters regarding his realty operations. ■
Chas. Murphy, superintendent of the i
also has a wide correspondence.
Usually the fan-letters and letters
dressed to the head of the zoo by visitofll
has shown about come with every soft

TOURING CARS
SUNSET
TAXI
PER HOUR
SPECIAL RATES ON STUDIO TRIPS AND TOURING
Universal City
_
$1.00 Club Royal
3.003
Mayer Studios
2.50 Culver City _
2.00
United
Studios
140
Holly-Fairbanks _ „ _ „ .75
Fox Studios
„ _
75 Robertson-Cole _ —
M
Metro Studios
Lasky Studios _
.75
Hotel
_ 1.50
Santa Monica
3.50 Ambassador
—
4.00
Pasadena
„
4.00 Venice _
zoo
All Stations
2.50 Center of Los Angeles
Plantation
3JI
1720 Hudson Ave.
578-280
430-258

%2

r.ar.ra!
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'CAMERA!
Megaphone
oiiV^oocl
borator

Iexclusive

producers
of

' Thimmeway Titles
tr speedy, economical, error-free process
I Paul D. Hugon, General Manager
■ Lillian ^ay, Hollywood Holly 1696

PEP50MAL
UBLJCITY
AR-EXCELLLNT
lOSTIVELY
PUTS
pi am
Z&odV
PLOPLEIM
pep/wot
^ublicfavob
"\frife for porf/ca/arj , cq _?ee
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood SfaRon
Or, to care of
Camera!
2nd. F(.oor, 6318 rjLoLLrwooo Blvd.,
rtOLLV^/OOD Our
gjAL —
iHTtgi^
(H. W. WALL, M. D.
4 PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York
■ acute or chronic diseases
0548 Hollywood Blvd.
ours 2-5 P. M. or by Appointment
I
BRUNO
Hicity Photos, Professional Photos,
Casting Director Photos
12 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Telephone 431-929
towns
Traps
i"urs

initial attached except their own. The result, the actor and zoo expert are kept busy
running back and forth with "opened bymistake" mail. Martin Murphy, production
manager, passes the morning rush hour sorting his own business mail out of letters demanding photographs in the character of
Andy Gump — Joe's mail — and recipes for
curing spavins of heaves — intended for his
namesake among the lions and tigers. The
zoo superintendent opens letters proclaiming
the virtues of new brands of paint for
scenary, and plastic for making marble pilfor sets.
Altogether it's a merry time
when larsthe
mail arrives.
The postmistress at Universal City suggests that correspondents address the
Murphys as "Actor Murphy," "Animal
Murphy," ! and "Production Murphy" to avoid
mistakes
"Hospital gymnastics" are Reginald
Denny's
method
of inkeeping
condition
while
in bed,
encased
a plasterin cast
as the
result of the automobile accident in wrhich
the Universal star suffered a broken pelvis.
Denny,
star series
of "The
Pushers"
until
the last
saw Leather
Billy Sullivan
installed as his successor, and now star of
Jewel productions, has always lived an outdoor life, and gone in for strenuous athletics. Flat on his back, lack of his usual
exercise worried him. He feared he could
not keep in shape. His physician of course
forbade
movement while his broken pelvis was any
knitting.
Finally Denny hit on an idea.
"My ars aren't hurt, and they're not in a
cast," he proclaimed. "I can exercise them,
He enlisted the aid of Edgar Kennedy,
anyhow."
who
has played opposite him in his fight
pictures, and Kennedy obtained and exercising-machine, consisting of two handles
fastened to elastic bands. This was suspended fromreaching
the ceiling
Denny's
The actor,
up, over
grasps
these bed.
and
operates the exerciser just as it is done in a
gymnasium.
"Even that much exercise does me a lot of
good," says Denny.
"Anyhow, it keeps him happy while he's
laid up," is Mrs. Denny's opinion.
"Wildcat Allen" and "Battling Osborne"
mixed in for a lively round at Universal City
during the week. This is the last of the
fistic encounters that have marked the recent
productions at the big studio, and a climax
the O'Malof
lev the
meleeBribbon-Rawlinson
and the big scrap bout,
of Billy Sullivan
of the "Leather Pushers."
The battle marked the climax of "The
Ghost City," Universale new chapterplay, —

S. M. WERSHOW
Ladies' Tailor
7066 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood

HAVE

Riding Habits j
Sports Wear
Suits

YOU
A PICTURE
FOR
SALE?
I can sell it outright. See me for quick results
H. and B. F ILM COMPAN Y
Ironx Studio, I 745 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 4275

9 C. E T

R

E • TTETCT
FOR SALE — Bell and Howell Camera. 170 shutter— late 9model, completely
equipped. Bar87
555.
gain.— BLAINE WALKER,
914 South Olive.
FOR RENT— Brand new Bell & Howell Camera
Pallheimer Iris full equipment. 578-757.
FRENCH LESSONS succeeds with everybody.
Reply by letter to Box A care Camera! or
phone 557-921 between 7:30 and 9 P. M.
Allen. SKETCHES — For 2 people, 3 persons;
STAGE
will alter to suit requirement. Phone 552-22
FOR RENT — Bell & Howell 170 shutter complete with mv services as assistant cameraJ. Ledell. 433-678 or 432-779. 1521
Wilcox man.Avenue.
FOR SALE— Bell & Howell Camera. Late
Model. Complete Outfit: Lenses, Tripod,
Cases, Mats. Two Irises, etc. Reasonable.
Phone 438-416.
FOR SALE: — One Dress Suit; One Cut Away
Coat; One Sport Coat, all, size 37. One Fur
Lined Broadcloth Overcoat, Astra Chan Collar. Phone 599-518.
WANTED TO BUT— Bell & Howell Camera.
Call Boyle 2177.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone 874-172
TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 828-538
Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
Join the Kings and Queens of
MOVIELAND
at our Friday Nite show
where boxing reigns supreme
Hollywood
Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro ave
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TITLES

PLUS

SERVICE

Recently titled
"FASHION ROW"
Featuring Mae MurrayHand lettering by
IRVING W. BUNZE
Cinematographic work by
ELI COHN
For perfect black-and-white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with
samples.
Quality

Title &

Film

Company
1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850

Doctors
FORD &
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific
Spinal
Adustments
Individual
Rest
Rooms
Q.D.C..
HenryPh.C.
Ford
nd eFloor
C. dGrou°ffic
D.C.,MaePh. For
Anna
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12 — 2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8

"Where

all

Megaphone

co-starring Pete Morrison and Margaret
Morris. Alfred
Allen the noted character
actor, did battle with Bud Osborne, the
heavy villain of the play. Allen, cast as the
rich ranch owner and father of the heroine,
played by Margaret Morris, proved a scientific boxer, too. Osborne still bears the
marks of the encounter.
In the picture the rancher discovering the
duplicity of his neighbor, is supposed to administer a severe drubbing to that
Osborne was instructed to fight back,worthy.
when
Jay Marchant started the scene. He did.
Allen "waded in."
was a fistic
conflict that delightedThetheresult
director, marked
up the "heavy" and made one of the livliest
scenes in the picture.

good

filmfolk gi

NEW CAFE
6382 Hollywood Blvd.
together"
JOHN'S
RENALLES,

Inc

"Bring on your Rawlinson's, Denny's,
Sullivan's and O'Malley's," quoth Allen
when the fray
was over.
"You pack
Osborne
said. a powerful wallop," was all

Room 212

Through the illness of Edward Sedgwick, the
director, Hoot Gibson has blossomed forth as
a director for the first time. Gibson directed
the rodeo scenes in his picture, "Courtin' Calamity," awaiting Sedgwick's return from the
hospital.
Rosemarv Cooper, who will be remembered
for her articles about the beginner in motion
pictures which were published in the Los Angeles Examiner some time ago, has been engaged by Emory Johnson for his next production. She was seen in his latest release "The
Mail Man," which has just concluded a run at
Loeiv's State Theatre.
Harry La Verne has returned to Hollywood
after a short vacation in Chicago and other
eastern cities. Prior to his departure for the
east La Verne completed one of the principal
roles in Roy Hughes' "The Man from Thunder-

641 1 Hollywood Blvd.
(OVER LEVY'S)

"The

Elk's Tooth*

Phone, Day and Night: 430-530
DR. D. W. MacMILLAN. M. 1
Honor graduate McCill University
Diseases of Women and Children, genit
urinary disorders
Hours:
2-5, 6-8
6047 M Hollywood Blvd. at Cower 3t

OPENING

LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

Holly 7CG0

LUNCH

DEC. 3RD — R. U. R.
75c,
By KAREL CAPEK
A Weird Satiric Melodrama
FINE ARTS THEATRE
gap."
$1.00, $1.5(|
Prices — Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 50c and $1.00. Nights — 50c,
938 SO. GRAND AVE.

162G Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.
WE, Renalles, Inc., formerly at 6520
Venice Blvd., Culver City, Calif., distinctively and emphatically deny any
connection with any corporation giving same address, advertising stock
sale by promotion of position or interest in studio.
WE HAVE NO STUDIO, NOR DO
WE WANT ONE, BEING ABSOLUTELY WHAT WE CLAIM AN INDEPENDENT PRODUCING COMPANY,
we merely rented office space at said
address for convenience.
POSITIVELY NO STOCK ISSUE in
this corporation has been offered for
sale by our authority.
CLARKE RENALLE
Pres.
Gen'l. Mng. Director
Note New and
Address
6411 Hollywood Blvd. (Over Levy's)
Adv.

827-9

YOU ALL KNOW
(Doctor)
Jack

<'linrncler

Roberts
on the screen — but you
may not know that he
sells
Real Estate
to
his
land. friends of screen-

tftvalicM

with Just
fruit.think of this special four room bungalow furnished with garage and yi|
Just the home you've wanted and the terms will suit your pocketbook.
Call 431-866 and ask for Doctor
6638 Sunset Blj
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Question—

Your

Answer

its

and

QUESTION — "I suffer with continual colds, first in my head,
then in my throat and hronchials, and often the lungs are affected.
If you can cure me, how long will it take?
ANSWER — You certainly owe it to yourself to have your spine
so aligned that susceptibility to colds can no longer exist. The time
required to bring
ity, character or
quired to correct
know that colds

about this change is dependent, not upon the severlocation of the cold, but entirely upon the time rewhat is causing the cold. From experience we
come only when the organs of elimination are not

functioning properly. These organs include the lungs, skin, kidneys and bowels. Your susceptibility to colds will cease to exist
when these four great channels of waste elimination are doing their
work as Nature intended. From an examination of your we will
be able to give you definite advice as to time required.
Health queries and problems of general importance and practical value will be answered,
in the order received, if addressed to
Residence Calls Day or Night.
Home

Phone 598-222.

Bring all your health troubles to the only Chiropractor catering to the
Motion Picture Profession.
DR.

W.

SCIENTIFIC

I.

SCHUSTER

CHIROPRACTOR AND NERVE SPECIALIST
(PALMER GRADUATE) . .
Licensed in California
A health service right at your door

Save your time and strength by avoiding the downtown traffic
Office Hours:
203 Bogardus Building
10 to 12 and 2 to 5
Cor. Sunset and Western
Hollywood, California
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
6 to 8 P.M.
Telephone 436-724
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BELLE GREEN
DREXEL 4805
A recent arrival from the New York
stage ami screen, playing ingenues.

300-301

J
Phone 438-761
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

Hollywood, California,
January 21, 1921.
Mr.
New
909
Los

C. F. Palmborg, Special
York Life Ins. Company,
Garland Bldg. ,
Angeles, Calif.

My dear

Representative,

Mr. Palmborg:

I wish to thank you for increasing my insurance
policy you have just secured in the New York Life.

by the $50,000

In buying this policy in the New York Life I feel that I have
invested a portion of my income in the safest possible security for my
The best
family in event of my death, and for myself later in life.
in life
best
the
therefore,
is none too good for my family now, and,
insurance should protect them in event of my death.
I appreciate the efficient manner in which you have handled
matter for me, and will be very glad to recommend your personal
service in the New York Life.
Very

truly

yours,

this

Established 1918
A Film Magazine and a Film Newspaper in One
6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
: California
Volume VI
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Permit
Two nights ago, on Thanksgiving Eve, the members of the
Motion Picture Directors' Association and other folk of filmland
gathered in festive conclave at the Biltmore Hotel to celebrate their
Seventh Annual Ball and Masquerade, an annual function that has
always occupied a preeminent position in the social life of Los
Angeles for its brilliancy and refinement. The elite and distinguished of the cinema profession had gathered there to do honor
to the men at the helm of film production and to join them in a
few hours of merrymaking designed to bring a much-needed recess
between the long and tedious days of labor that had passed and
that were to follow. The joy of the occasion was contagious; everyone reflected, in happy countenances and buoyant mood, the spirit
of the event. Smartness and beauty was the keynote of the affair,
and the idle banter that passed to and fro, and the numerous
exchanges of courtesies and compliments, mirrored the joy and
complete accord of the participants. It was, in short, a most inspiring assembly.
Then, when the dance was at its height, in walked the law
and called for silence. The uniformed gladiators, champions of
the city constitution, called for a halt in the festivities, and informed
those present that they must cease their merrymaking, for they did
not have
a "permit"
to carrymajesties,
on in suchthea Police
manner.
Orders had
been
issued
by their august
Commissioners,
that the members of the Motion Picture Directors' Association and
their friends must cease their playing and go home, for it was past
the midnight hour, and did not the city constitution say "Thou
shalt not dance after midnight?" In this manner did the guardians
of the peace of the city of Los Angeles dictate to these motion picture people how they should conduct their social affair. If they had
intended to hold such a gala occasion they should have sent one of
their representatives to the stronghold of the civic powers at least
ten days previous and obtained from them permission to dance.
"Permit — eh?
Since when have the Motion Picture Directors' Association
or any other motion picture organization or any group of film
(Continued on Page 8)
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California
Main at Eighth
Henry Walthall
in
"The Unknown Purple'
llerat 's
MiMain
Ninth

Priscilla Dean
in
"The White Tiger"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Hebe Daniels
in
"His Children's Children"
Loew's
State
Seventh at Broadway
Blanche Sweet
in
"Anne Christie"
Rialto
Broadway at Eighth
Harold Lloyd
in
"Why Worry"
Criterion
Lon Chaney
in
"The Hunchback of
Notre Dame"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Mary Pickford
in
"Rosita"
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Mabel Normand
in
"The Extra Girl"
Hollywood Egyptian
Hollywood Blvd. and McCadden
"The Ten
Commandments"

Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Claire in
Windsor
"The Acquittal"
Clune's
Broadway nearBroadway
Fifth
Cullen Landis
in
"Pioneer Trails"

This

Week's

An exceptional bill is promised
Hillstreet patrons next week beginning with the matinee Monday
with Virginia Pearson, famous
stage and screen star as the special headline featuie and a diversifiedacts.
program of Orpheum circuit
standard
Virginia Pearson will present a
one-act dramatic play, "The Second Chance," written by Sheldon
Lewis, who is also a member of
her supporting company. The
playlet tells a dramatic story dealing with the present crime wave
and is said to be rife with thrilling
incidents and tense situations.
William Demarest and Estelle
C'ollette are also featured offering
a musical oddity, "Strings and
Stringers," in which they sing, talk,
dance
ments and play stringed instruAnothe rfeatured entertainer is
Joseph K. Watson, a modern nomologist who discourses on humorous
biblical events and timely subjects.
Harry Jolson, brother of the famousface
Al. Jolson,
an operatic
blackcomedian iswho
has developed
the family trait of unique enteitaining methods.
The Stewart sisters, petite dancing girls, and their orchestra of
feminine jazz musicians will offer
a novelty
musical and
and the
terpsichorean
divertissement
Stealey
brothers, Danish athletes and acrobats will complete the vaudeville
portion of the program.
The feature photoplay offering
will
be "Money,
Money,MacDonaM
Money,"
starring
Katherine
and the screen program will also
include "Say It With Diamonds,
a Carter DeHavcn comedy; "The
Steel Trail," a Wm. Duncan chapter play; International
Aesop's FablesNews.
and the
Hillstreet
"Why Worry" continpues to delight Harold Lloyd's admirers at
Grauman'a Rialto Theatre. The
comedian's two sided partners,
Jobyana Raylston and John Aasen,
the young Norwegian giant, come
in for their full share of applause.
Cecil B. De Mille's "The Ten
Commandments" which opens this
week at Hollywood's Egyptian
Theatre is pronounced as the masterpiece of the season's
offerings,
big spectacular
production
with aa
cast which includes many bright
names of filmland.
It is just a wild tumult of joy
and applause that meet those talented stars, the Duncan Sisters, in
their own show at the Majestic
Theatre. Never in all the naughty,
joyouslesslife
of Topsy
that deathcharacter
been has
played,
I am
sure, with the mischievous gusto
and verve which Rosetta brings
to the role — and never was there a
more hug-able, squeeze-able, holdon-your-knees-able Little Eva than
Vivian. This pair alone are worth
the price of admission, as they
always are, no matter whats how
they are in nor how much that
show costs. They are the golden
laughter (iold Dust Twins.
Several new numbers, songs and
dances, have been introduced by

Theatre

Notes

the sisters, and there is a very
young, very lovely and accomHarriet Hoctor, who plished
winsterpsichorean,
much applause.
Harriet Bennet is about the
sweetest, charmingest-voiced prima
donna we've heard in many a long
day, and grows on us each time
we see her, while Aimee Torrianni
as Chloe, continues to please mightit does
seem too
bad ily,sheeven though
hides her
attractiveness
behind a black make-up.
"Topsy and Eva" is a pure delight.

Morosco
744 South Broadway
'The Ladv Killer"
Mason
127 South Broadway
Dark

Pico and Flgueroa
Egans Edmond Lowe
in
"The Waning Sex"

"Pioneer isTrails,"
Broadway
a vivid at
pageClune's
from
our early history and its appeal
is universal. This David Smith
triumph tells a story of the early
in
west, when the man with a quick
320 Sooth Main
draw and ready courage ruled. It Hippodrome
portrays skillfully the life of the
Belle Bennett
period when men and women were
drawn into the unknown wilderness by the lure of gold and is re"Flesh and Spirit"
plete with thrills and human
touches as well, as an absorbing
romance of charm.
Every detail of the picture has
630 South Broadway
been given careful consideration Orpheum
by a staff of experts and the cast
includes such artists as Cullen
Vaudeville
Landis, Alice Calhoun, Bertram
Gressby and Otis Harlan with
probably a thousand others in the
Pantages
spectacular scenes.
Hill at Serenth
From all indications, Universal's
production
VictorHunchback
Hugo's fam-of
ou
sclassic,of"The
Vaudeville
Notre Dame," is due to establish
records for a downtown Los Angeles run. Since its opening at the
Criterion theatre two weeks ago,
the production has been playing to Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
capacity houses, with hundreds
turned away at every performance ,and there is no sign of a
Katherine MacDonaid
let-up in the rush to witness the
in
picture. Wallace Worsley, the director, has scored a triumph of
"Money, Money, Money'
artistry
in "The
Hunchback,"
Lon Chaney,
in the
title role, and
has Burbank
Main near Sixth
given
a
performance
the silversheet that is due to be totalked
of for
many years to come in the profession, and that will be long remembered by the public as one of the
most thoroug characterizations that
has ever graced the screen. Patsy
Ruth Miller, Ernest Torrencc,
Brandon Hurst, Norman Kerry and
all the other principals in an exceptionally large and famous cast
score personal triumphs. Settings,
lighting, photography, the huge
mob scenes, all are on a scale of
magnificence that is unusual even
in these days of super-features.
The presentation at the Criterion
is on a scale of magnificence fitting the subject. For the atmosprelude, the with
belfry the
of Notre
Dame pheric
Cathedral,
huge
bells, is reproduced, and blending
with their chimes comes the faroff sound of organ and choir, apparently in the Cathedral hundreds
of feet below. The score, especially arranged for the production
by Adolf Tandler, conductor, has
been arranged to fit the tempo of
the picture and greatly enhances
the dramatic values of the screened
play.

Musical Comedy

845 South Broadway
Majestic
The Duncan Sisters
in
"Topsy & Eva"
Tally's
Broadway
833 South Broadway
Ernest Truax
in
"Six Cylinder Love"
Symphony in
Broadway near Sixth
Tom Mix
"Mile-a-Minute Romeo'
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Treatise
on
Cinema
By M. C. LEVEE, President of United Studios

Ith the producing activities of 192+ must
cor the elimination of waste in the making of
filtl if we are to cut down the high production
com which curtailed producing the past fall.
Jit what is and what is not waste in motion
pie re producing is something that can be
arted until the end of all things. If time and
-moly is wasted, in the literal sense of the word,
an through this apparent waste a situation or
anpea is made possible that greatly helps to
pupver
that isbusiness
not a waste
af all. the
Whatpicture,
to thethen
hardened
man
m; at times seem waste, may in reality be the
so :e of a great creation on the part of the
art.
-j 1 1 a business where intangible factors that
map make up the product are necessary, such
Eun the making of motion pictures, it is imBble to entirely eliminate waste. In an entejrise where weather conditions must be
gabled with, where personalities play such an
fcprtant part in the quality of the product, and
Hre artistic creations become part of the sellHvalues, there will continue a certain amount
of aste.
However, there are various physical factors
H contribute to the success and production
MB of pictures. Any waste resulting through
Hmisjudgment or mishandling of these phy■I properties is inexcusable.
Ihere is no reason why a set or a series of
M should not be ready on time. There is no
e:ise fur insufficient lightning, or for delays in
Hinging locations involving inactivity on the
Ipl of the producing staff and players. There
Ho cause for waste motion in the physical
■Idling of the routine business of picture
ruing.
Hrange to say, a great percentage of waste in.
Hpast has resulted not through weather conHons, not through accidents, but purely
Hugh lack of business application to the businp end of picture making.
Irhere is no reason why a company should
■rt shooting and then lay off for days while
■ director plans other scenes. There is no
Hson why a player should be placed on a
ikry and then kept idle for weeks before he
H"ts
work.
Nor atis the
thereeleventh
any excuse
H theactual
building
of sets
hour
■essitating overtime work on the part of hunWds of men — and then having that set lay unBd for days.
Hn the production of Maurice Tourneur piclies, for instance, the entire working schedule
plaid out before a single scene is shot. PlayH start work when they go on salary and stop
The

Waste

with the conclusion of their actual engagement.
We can tell a week in advance on what day
certain sets will be photographed and on what
day location trips will be made. This and other
information we have on hand before we start
shooting a scene just as a builder has his complete plans figured out before he starts laying
a foundation.
Producers adopting these methods are eliminating waste as much as it can be eliminated in
this business. This, however, requires facilities
and organization which, as far as the average
independent producer is concerned, are not always at his command. A great many independent producters start shooting before they know
what the shooting is all about.
The institution that has at its disposal the
services of an organization and the facilities to
handle the business end of producing for the
independent producer will save money not only
for the producer but for the distributor and the
exhibitor as well for they all must share in the
costs made at the source.
To render such a service and to render it
more efficiently than any other institution should
be the aim of everyone in the industry. To
give the usual facilities means merely another
studio; to give greater facilities and money
A studio to be of greatest service to the prosaving innovations is to offer the producer more
ducer must carry expensive organization as well
than the physical studio.
as a tremendous line of material properties that
The very building of a studio requires more are used in picture making.
thought than most people seem to realize. When
As to organization, our chart is the best illusthe present interests and management of the
tration of how our plant operates. First the
United Studios took over the plant this fact was office of President carries with it the entire
first considered. Since that time changes and supervision of the plant. Next comes the genrenovations have been in progress. Today, after
eral manager directly responsible for the indispending $800,000 and much time and thought
vidual departments.
we have what we believe to be the most scienThe Planning Department is the heart of the
tifically laid out plant in existence today.
organization consisting of the Chief Planner
To save waste motion entire buildings have and schedules, the Material Man, the Purchasbeen moved for several blocks, departments
ing Agent, the Planners, the Job Chasers, Stage
have been altered so as to place them where Space Assigner, Storage Manager and Employment Manager.
they are most needed. In fact, the entire physiIn the Construction Department are the mill,
cal machinery of the plant has been changed
the staff shop, paint and paper shop, plaster
about so that money may be saved producers.
Equipment has been discarded by the ton, and shop, carpenter and labor departments. Under
modern improvements installed. Labor saving the Property Superintendent are the furniture
the set dressers, property men, electrical
devices of every description have been pur- men,
chased and every step taken with one thought fixtures, draperies and wardrobe units.
Under the electrical superintendent are in adin mind — save money for the producer in makdition to the electricians, the blacksmiths, tining his pictures.
smiths, plumbers and maintenance and repair
We did not do this because we were "good men. In the accounting department are experts
fellows," but because of sound business reasons. handling finances, contracts, time-keeping, billIf we can increase our business by means of
ing, store accounting, and adjustments.
saving money for the producer we are merely
another example of the doctrine that service
By Bert Tracy
pays in this business just as in any other.
JOE DED

Universal
Megaphone
By Arthur Q. Hagerman

(After spending nearly seven weeks on loca'|n in the redwood timbered hills of Northern
'jlifornia, with a deserted summer camp as
fit refuge and a high-powered radio as their
ily source of entertainment, Director Clarence
(own and the Universal company that is ashim in the to
filming
of "The
Towr haveking returned
Universay
CitySignal
to complete
K remaining scenes of the picture.
The "Clarence Brown Special" which transited the party to and from the location seven
|mdred miles from the studio, carried Mr.
'own's first and second assistants, Charge Dojin and Ernest Laemmle; Virginia Vail i, who
starred in the production; the cast of players,
eluding Rockliffe Fellowes, Wallace Beery, J.
irrell McDonald, James O. Barrows, Dot Far-

ley and Frankie Darro, and production aides
and workmen to the number of forty. Attached
to the Pullmans were four cars of equipment,
including two big electric generators, a massive
battery of lights and a full-sized collapsible signal tower, with interlocking semaphores and
switches.
Of the six weeks the company spent in the
hills near Fort Bragg, three weeks were given
over to day work and three weeks to the taking
of the many night scenes. The camp at which
the company was quartered consisted of a small
inn and some tiny bungalows, and ordinary
comforts were at a premium. The cold was intense and the food not over-inviting until Mrs.
Brown, who accompanied her director— husband
(Continued on Page 19)

JOE DED SAYS:
Lead looking
a wild life
and die young so you'll have
a good
corpse.
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San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 26th, 1923.
Annette Kellerman, and her husband James
R. Sullivan, arrived in San Francisco a few
days ago on the steamer Tahiti from New
Zealand. During their stay of more than two
years in Australia and New Zealand they have
been engaged in the making of some unique
under-water films, starring Miss Kellerman,
and arranged and directed b her husband.
Much of the work was done under the surface
of the ocean, with the camera encased in a
diving bell, and the fair star gambolling among
the fishes.
William Russell, of Western fame, returned
to San Francisco the last of last week to be
present at the big football game on Saturday,
and have another look at the races at Tanforan.
Walter W. Bell, as director, will begin work
almost at once on a series of six five-reel westerns, to be made at the studio in Niles where
Bronco Billy used to work, with exteriors on a
nearby ranch stocked with twenty-five hundred
head of cattle. Merrick and Cohen are back of
the
project. The cast has not yet been announced.
For the first time in San Francisco's moving picture history two of the big down town
theatres are giving duplicate programs, for last
Saturday Charlie Chaplin's notable film, "The
Woman of Paris," opened at both the California
and the Granada Theatres. The duplication
is being carried out in every detail, even to the
musical numbers and the joint appearance at
both theatres of Paul Ash, and Max Uolin, who
motor from one theatre to the other to keep

"Fore!"

the program going. The picture met with a
most enthusiastic reception from great crowds,
and bids fair to carry on its unusual record in
New York and Los Angeles. It is reported
that Charlie Chaplin himself came quietly to
town as the guest of Don Lee, to be present at
the first showing here.
Andre Ferrier and his company of players at
La Gaitie Francaise, last week gave two charming performances
Moliere's
famous complay
"L'Avara."
Ferrierof and
his associated
pany are specially worthy of mention, because
in a simple and unpretentious way at their little theatre on Washington Street, they are giving a season of French plays, and giving them
so artistically, with so much real dramatic abiliyt, such quaint settings, and such beautiful
■diction, that they stand out in contrast to many
of the rather poor offerings of the larger theatres. Charles Fallon, well known to the picture world, is a member of the company.
Max Miller, head of the Stereoscopic Production Corporation of this city, has sold outright
for a good price, the film of "The Pair of Hellions" filmed by the company last spring, costarring Ranger Bill Miller and Patricia Palmer. Mr. Miller is now making plans for the
filming of some further pictures, to be shot
largely in Sacramento.
I. L L L r.
Priscilla Dean came to San Francisco the
latter part of last week for a little holiday, and
to be '-'•sent at the big Stanford-University of
California game on Saturday.
. t L L L L
"Eight Bucks," the picture made recently by
the Rellimeo Films from a story by Fred Win-

and

We have interviewed several of the well
known "difficult" celebrities and many of the
"accommodating" ones, confronting them across
dinner, dressing and card tables, in hotel lobbies, limousines and other highly recommended
locations for the semi-official tete-a-tete. But
we never walked a golf course with one until
we sought and surprised Victor Potel, one of
filmdom's best known comedians, at precisely
the moment when he was himself pursuing exervice and relaxation on the Griffith Park Links.
It soon became apparent that his quest was as
grimly important as ours and — so we elected to
trail along.
The tall, thin comedian teed off determinedly
and — let it be stated — in a most promising manner which brought a very slight degree of satisfaction into his bland, unruffled countenance.
Then, as we followed up the play, he turned
his attention easily and it was to be perceived
that here was a man who could concentrate —
in seconds.
We questioned him about his chosen field,
screen comedy and, remarkable as it may seem,
this self-professed actor whom we have quicklydiscovered to be in no sense the clown, suggested by memories of his earlv slapstick roles,
played an excellent game with no material
pauses in the discourse which followed.
We already knew that Victor Potel had abandoned slapstick after creating one of the most
famous of the first comedy characters. (This
was Slippery Slim, the delight of early juvenile
fans, who appeared for several years in Essanay's
Snakeville series). He now told us
why.
"I began to realize some eight years ago that
the most justified and welcome comedy in the
catalogue was comedy relief in feature plays.

Vic

Talks

It was the cleanest cut and most human, and
even then we were breaking away equally from
nonsense and old time melodrama toward the
realism which is now the keynote of popular
literature
and drama."fun maker changed his
So a foresighted
course somewhat and landed first in Mary Pickford's
Kidd, photoplays
Jr." and then
in dozens
of
full "Captain
length serious
through
which
he rollicked with that same abandon that had
already rendered him a universal favorite.
Prominent parts with Nazimova and in all-star
productions increased his scope and established
a niche of his own in the scheme of picture
things.
We had arrived at the eighth hole before
Victor Potel registered a kick. It's Just possible
that an extra "put" for the seventh was some-

damere, and directed by him, has been relet* :
under a special arrangement to the Anient
Legion, to be shown at their "osts all over
country. The story is one of the readju
ment of a returned veteran of the World's W,
to the ways of peace, and is reported to be «
interesting and human story well played by
cast headed by Raymond McKee.
Bowditch Turner, best known to the fil :
fa
world astheatre
"Smoke"
is not only appearing
Capitol
in "Scaramouche,"
but is in^B~^
ot
midst in person playing with Francis Bushm;
and Beverly Bayne in a headline sketch tt tl
Ciolden Gate Theatre this week. "Smoke"
enjoying this engagement, which lasts only tv
weeks, for it is a change from pictures an,d
he says, a chance to "show them he can c
something besides act before a camera." lad '
sketch, anwhich
is called
"Poor Richas Men,"
gives
excellent
performance
the Be
shevist.
One of the most modern plants on the coa
for the designing and erection of stage see
ery, is to be erected at once on Tenth Stre
beyond Bryant, by the Rothschild Entertai
ments, Inc. It will be a fine reinforced concre
building, two stories and a basement, with
tower eighteen feet wide by sixty feet hig
building contracts have already been let.
Joseph M. Schenck with Sol Lesser, H. C. A
thur, Jr., and Abe Gore were all in San Fra
cisco last Thursday on business connected wi
the West Coast Theatres, a combination form'
only eighteen months ago but which alreai
owns and controls over a hundred theatres.

By fanchon

royer

what responsible for the brief rebellion of th
genial spirit, but the expression was significtl I
nevertheless.
"The greatest flaw in the turnout of
standard directors today is their small know
edge of this comedy we have been discussin
They feel that they need it in their plays,
many of them are afraid of it. Breaking up
dramatic situation with nonsense is a tickli
job, 1 admit, but the man who undertakes
direction of a photoplay without absolute sure
of such technique is a bit premature in his
pirations, it seems to me. A laugh after a te:
is the more valuable of the two moments,
nine cases out of ten it is the laugh that deco
ates the cutting room door when they must 'g
"Another
instance of inexcusable comedy nei
down
to footage.'
lect is illustrated in the favorite remark of
half dozen directors, 'Vic, (or Bob or Bill
Jerry)
on in
— let'l
see howcome
funny
youhere
can andbe,'docharacterization
andyourthisstuffwith
previous
plans
fur
situation,
contrast. Pointless clowning is rarely valuab
in protesting
any production
andcarelessness
I'd like to ofgo theon sever;
recoi
as
the lazy
directors who indulge in it. When the he roil
weeps a reason is provided, out of justice to tl
story, her performance
and thehold
audience's
telligence.
The same should
good witil
the comedian, who needs perhaps more sul
tlety and a far greater psychology than the s<
We pondered this last for a moment as w
contemplated the ninth hole neatly accomplish*
Slippery Slim had deliberately repossessed hin
self of the little white object which had occ:
artist." my recent travels, and now with
sioned
glance at the descending dusk, remarked chee
ily, "Guess that'll be about all."
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Philosophy
Palmborg's
Paragraphs

L'ENVOI
Th smoke upon your Altar dies,
Te flowers decay,
Th Goddess of your sacrifice
Is flown away.
Wit profit then to sing or slay
Th sacrifice from day to day?
"V\ know the Shrine is void," they said,
lie Goddess flown —
Ye|ivreaths are on the Altar laid —
e Altar-Stone
ack with fumes of sacrifice,
Aljt She has fled our eyes.
To it may be, if still we sing
d tend the Shrine,
So|s Deity on wandering wing
ly there incline;
At finding all in order meet,
St while we worship at Her feet."
Rudyard Kipling.
TIME
By Iona Atkeison
A tear, a smile, a little strife,
A joy, a pain — so goes this life;
A laughing child, a morose man,
A worker does the best he can;
An idler laughs, resounding roar,
And time goes on, just as before.
A lover sighs, a cynic sneers,
A simple-simon laughs and jeers;
A thinker sits in thoughts profound,
An earthworm crawls along the ground;
A fighter evens up his score,
But time goes on, just as before.
Relentless time controls all men,
Day follows night, night comes again;
We try to doctor all our woes
As round and round the cycle goes;
We
to stayus onlikelife's
shore,
But want
time takes
thosegrim
before.
IlOUGHTS

FROM

OMAR

KHAYAM

men You and I behind the Veil are past,
01 si,but the long, long ivhile the World shall
Rf/r of our Coming and Departure heeds,
Wffie Sea's self should —heed
Omara pebble-cast.
Khayam.
Uook of Verses underneath the Bough,
mug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread — and Thou
Bjde me singing in the Wilderness —
itfl Wilderness were Paradise enow!
— Omar Khayam.
Nf '/ the Wine you drink, the Lip you press,
B in what All begins and ends in — Yes;
tin* then you are TO-DAY what YESTERM DAY
were— TO-MORROW you shall not be less.
— Omar Khayam.
rising Moon that looks for us again —
> oft hereafter will she wax and wane;
) oft hereafter rising look for us
>ugh
vain this
! same Garden — and for ONE in
Omar Khayan.
ine for
Vh for
I, take
r heed

the Glories of This World; and some
the Prophet's Paradise to come;
the Cash, and let the Credit go,
the rumble of a distant Drum!
— Omar Khayam.

(Being one of a series of impressions of film folk and
cinemaland anecdotes as written by a motion picture insurance man. By C. F. Palmborg, special analyst and Hollywood representative of the New York Life Insurance Company).
Robert Agnew, the actor has always interested me. 1 have long admired this youth with
his glowing, winning personality. His flashing
smile and beaming eyes always radiated a feeling of happiness within me. I have heard
numerous ones of the fair sex declare that he is
the handsomest of them all and I often wondered if he would prove as attractive in real
life. Therefore when business affairs necessitated acall upon this young man, I looked forward to meeting him with a great deal of
pleasure.
I was not disappointed, for I found an exceedingly good looking, alert, clean-cut chap of
charming sincerity and an absolute absence of
egotism. And right here I wish to state that
this lack of egotism which I find among the
motion picture people in general, is worthy of
notice and praise. The adulation wealth and
fame they receive might well turn the head of
anyone, but as a rule I find them decidedly
modest. Many a business man would do well
to take a lesson from them in this respect.
Robert Agnew is not one who talks about
himself. He does admit that his work is a joy
to him and I marveled at his tireless energy.
I had occasion to call upon him about nine
o'clock one morning and found him in his car
ready to start for the studio. He was so
brilliant and sparkling as ever and eager to be
off. Later his mother told me that he had
worked until threeo'clock that morning and all
the night, the night before — that he had a bad
cold and she knew that he was making a great
effort to refrain from coughing in her presence,
as he realized that she was worried about his
condition. "But that is Robert," she added,
"Always thinking of me instead of himself."
And that is an index to his character — unselfishness. During my numerous conversations
with him, his mothers welfare was always foremost in his mind. His interest in my business —
life insurance — was due to his devotion to her.
He wanted to make sure that she would always
have plenty, in case anything happened to him.
He is not a lad who lives only in the present.
He is looking down the long road of years to
come and planning for the future and any contingency which may arise. His intelligence and
ability to reason and think have caused him to
realize that the time to plan for the future, is
while the present is bright and rosy and not to
wait until a time when it is to late.
So through his love for this sweet, little
bright eyed, brown eyed mother, Robert Agnew
unselfishly works and plans for bigger things.
Quite naturally she adores him and glories in
his success and 1 feel that her love and faith in
him have played a large part in this success.
Although young in years, he holds an enviable
position in the motion picture world. With the
benefit of a few more years of added experience,
I predict great things for him.
I do not profess to be a dramatic critic, for
that is not in my line, but 1 do recognize a
loveable character when I see one. There are
certain types of actors who appeal to the public
and Robert Agnew is one of these types. He
has
out that
to theindefinable
individual"something"
and causeswhich
him reaches
to feel
that he standsknows
him,
and
knowing
him
he
underhim.
So as an "outsider," I predict a brilliant
future for this ambitious, talented youth and
will watch his future with great interest. May
we see more of him !

FRIENDSHIP
By Eric Mayne
Friendship cannot be defined; it is an indefinable and invaluable force essential to the
realization of life.
mannotmay
he Adoes
live. exist without friendship, butLike all the great forces of life, Friendship
is wrapped in mystery. From unexpected
sources, and in strange ways it comes to us.
We need wisdom to choose the true from the
false.
Friendship cannot be bought; and if we seek
Friendship for an end, we shall find the end
sooner than the Friendship.
He has the truest friends who strives to
make
himself worthy of the smallest tokens of
friendship.
In the
we
friend
is a Apocrypha
strong defence,
an one
fyndeth
veritablein
ing worthy
to be a printed

read — "A
faithful
whoso
findeth
such
treasure."
A
sayany book.

Confucius tells us, "There are three Friendships which are advantageous; Friendship with
the Upright, with the sincere, and with the man
of much observation." Wise words, deserving
our deepest consideration.
Indiscrete friends wreck friendships, and unworthy friends are the shadows that walk with
us in the sunshine.
One of the uses of adversity is that it often
shows us where our real friends are to be
found.
Love and esteem are the first principles of
friendship and to bring happiness into the lives
of those about us is the best way to promote
friendship.
Friendship destroys enmity in the individual,
and when the League of Nations becomes a
League of Friendship, there will be great hope
for a brighter world.
'The friends thou hast,
And their adoption tried;
Cirapple them to thy soul
With hoops of steel."
WATCH
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people ever hesitated to give their full and hearty support to other people's social gatherings
that had called upon them for entertainment or co-operation? Have THEY ever cried "permit" when some civic enterprise came to them in charity's name and asked their aid?
Have they ever conducted themselves in such a manner as to warrant this absolutely uncalled-for and insulting interference from the city of Los Angeles or any of its public
officials? THIS WAS NOT A PUBLIC AFFAIR! It was simply an affront to the motion
picture industry, for a similar event continued until long after midnight in another section of
the city, WITH THE FULL KNOWLEDGE OF THE POLICE. It was, as Fred Niblo stated,
"a rank discrimination against the motion picture industry," and it is now high time that
the film people arise and declare their rights. We have been subjected to abuse and insult
from numbskulls and crackbrains too long, and it is now up to us to reveal the insidious and
sinister discrimination against us being made by the long-hairs who pull the strings behind
our city government and pretend to be the public opinion of Los Angeles' people.
It is high time that the police of this city were put to some worth-while task.
How about the traffic situation?
How about the auto thefts?
How about the bank holdups?
How about the criminals running amuck?
There's plenty in this city for Mayor Cryer, Chief Vollmer, and other public officials
to attend to along police lines before they presume to walk in on a private dinner-dance
being held by the motion picture directors or any other cinema folk and dictate as to their
hours and form of entertainment, and to add insult to injury, allow other entertainments
of similar nature to continue unmolested. The antagonizers have given as their excuse the
fact they are trying to rid Los Angeles of "night life." To be frank about it this is a tremendous joke. Try to find the "night life." Furthermore, if they are desirous of shutting
down some public dance hall because mother's daughter is running out all the time, let them
follow the right course in doing so, and not assume the audacity of stating that the Directors' Ball is akin to a public dance hall. There will be no bums at a ten-dollar-a-head entertainment.
In the meantime that "permit" . . . "permit" Los Angeles to be rid of auto thieves . . .
"permit" Los Angeles to be relieved of the terrible traffic congestion . . . "permit" Los Angeles to be cleaned of depraved criminals dashing around loose here, a menace to life and
property . . . "permit" bank holdups to cease . . . and last, but not least by a long shot,
"permit" the members of the Motion Picture Directors' Association and their friends to
enjoy their little friendly congregations in peace. It only comes but once a year.
If not we will carry the issue to the finish, to the one deciding factor, if necessary . . .
the polls. At the coming elections the voice of filmdom will be heard in protest, and it
will be a clarion cry for the preservation of free speech, justice and liberty that is as much
due film folk as others. Los Angeles MUST HAVE government "of the people, by the
people, for the people," and we of Hollywood are included in that "people."
What's your answer?
I
Will you . . . "permit?"
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BUILD HUGE
BUCCANEER
FLEET
Representing the largest naval every emergency all of the odd
investment and the most pictur- vessels are being made seaworthy
vAbout Sarazen
esque undertaking of its kind ever and equipped with motor power,
recorded in motion picture history, and it is expected that those who
As False a fleet of five large vessels of the participate in the action before the
Sixteenth Century type will be com- Lloyd camera will have some exciting experiences at sea.
pleted shortly by Frank Lloyd, independent producer - director, for
One of the ships will be a dupliports that have been published
an English frigate of the
ie Los Angeles newspapers his production of Rafael Sabatini's early cate1 of500s.
From the top of the
Sea Hawk" for release as a
lg the past few days to the "The
mainmast to the anchor, rudder, the
National picture.
: Pauline Garon, well-known First
The five ships, ranging from 90 bulwarks and the galleys, the min actress ( was engaged to
192 feet in length, one with a
nutest details of Sir Oliver Tressily Gene Sarazen, renowned to
deck 52 feet above the water ian, time will be duplicated. Anr, are vigorously denied by poop
other ship will be a Moorish galn dispatches to her father and line, are now being constructed for
leass, another a Moorish frigate.
;r, Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Garon Mr. Lloyd at the shipyards at San
There will also be a pirate craft
Pedro, California, under the superucca Street.
vision of Fred Gabouri, recognized and a Spanish galleon. The Moor: further stated that similar
frigate will be manned by more
filmdom's leadnig authority on than ishtwo
ts had been published in New as
hundred oarsmen, four to
ship construction and periodical
newspapers and stated that technique.
Mr. Gabouri has been six to an oar, and the other vessels
:ully expected they would be loaned to Mr. Lloyd by courtesy of will have oarsmen in proportionate
tiled in the local journals, and Buster Keaton, and, assisted by numbers.
ny inquiry for verification
While Mr. Gabouri's men are
d be made at the Garon home more than three hundred draftsmen, mechanics, riggers, carpenters, working night and day getting the
her own denial should be
big
fleet ready to take the water,
nted.
electricians, sailors and common laborers, he is budding a fleet which Mr. Lloyd, with Harry E. Weil, his
: first came into the limelight
manager, is preparing the
ading lady for Richard Bar- when completed will recall the Pa- general
filming
schedule
and the cast. Filmcifi
c
expeditions
of
Balboa,
Maess infeatured
"Sonny" inand
gellan and Cabrillo, more than
ing is expected to begin in Decemntlv
CecilwasB. subDe
ber and last until late in April.
three
hundred
years
ago.
's "Adam's Rib." Of late she
Producer Lloyd will produce a Despite a list of candidates numaeen appearing in many big
bering over a hundred, the man
ictions and left for New York majority of the scenes for "The Sea
three weeks ago for a short Hawk" on the high seas and dur- who will
"the sea
acter stillplay
remains
an hawk"
enigma. charing the rainy season. To meet
ion.
azen is now associated with
cliff Lodge country club at DICKER FOR NEW
GERAGHTY WILL
Chester, near New York City.
STAY IN EAST
O'HARA SERIES
Thomas J. (Jeraghty is now in
\vY NAME FOR
George O'Hara, who has just New York editing "Pied Piper Macompleted the second installment of lone," Thomas Meighan's latest veFAIRE SOCIETY
hicle, which Mr. Ceraghty adapted
the
series,
has from the Booth Tarkington story,
been "Fighting
so successfulBlond"
in these
thrilling
I Irginia Brown Faire, president pictures that are showing all over supervising the screen production.
•flrhe Regulars," announces that the land that he may appear once Instead of returning to Hollywood
■(contest for a better name for more in a series of pictures to be as he had planned, Mr. (.eraghty
Bcluh will be a national one, for adaptd from some popular stories will begin work shortly on adapt■ lg Cummings, who has left for
ing the next starring vehicle of
college-boy life, with the hero
■ York, will arrange to have of
an athlete. On the other hand, he Gloria Swanson, so is not likely to
B contest taken up by some fan may be featured in some dramatic
be home for the holidays.
W izine. The club has a mem- productions at the R. C. Studios.
It lip of twelve film stars and O'Hara is receiving offers all the
SENNETTS MOTHER
W member on the speaking stage time, but when he makes his deciIS HERE
B another, a writer. An initiasion he will choose the vehicle that
Mrs. Katheryn Sennett, mother of
ls was held Friday night at the will mean the most for his future.
I : of Grace Gordon, when He is ambitious to develop a well- Mack Sennett, arrived in Los Angeles from Danville, Province of
By Philbin, Dorothy Devore and rounded technique, which is his
first
concern.
Quebec,
Canada, Tuesday after■Hthy
Kaile "formally"
noon to visit her son, the wellBf
into Mac
the club.
known
producer.
DAWSON IS BENNETT
It has been the custom of Mrs.
CHIEF
Sennett over a period of several
'ry Arras, one of the cast for
years to spend the winter months
rd Walton Tully's "Flowing
Chester Bennett has promoted
in California, returning to Canada
I now in production, is a prona 1 ice -kater, but laments the Douglas Dawson, who has acted as each year late in April. Mrs. Senhat opportunities for practice his chief assistant for two years,
nett will make he rhome in one of
>tnewhat limited in Southern to the office of manager of pro- the down-town hotels for a short
while.
irnia.
duction.
wbels

Talk

BURNS!
RUMOR

Noted Star
Passes Away

Martha Mansfield, world-famous
film star, is dead at San Antonio,
Texas, as the result of severe
burns sustained during the filming
Virginia"
Warrens
of "The
there,
in which
she, of
attired
in an
elaborate dress, was playing the
part of a southern belle.
It was tomobile
while
in her aufor thewaiting
scene to be shot
that a lighted match caught fire to
her apparel. She was immediately
enveloped in flames. She was
rushed to the hospital where she
died soon after.
Miss Mansfield was as well
known on the legitimate stage as
on the screen, and was declared
to be the
nation's
graphed person.
She wasmost-photodivorced
a short time ago from a Chicago
banker.
COMEDY

CZARS
PROFIT-SHARERS

That a novel profit-sharing plan
for the actors, actresses and other
employees associated with the
Christie Comedies has been worked
out
was announced today by Al
Christie.
The novel part of this plan is
the fact that the money-making
proposition have nothing to do
with moving pictures, but with the
realty interests of the Christie
brothers and their associates.
While a list is not given, it is
said that those of the Christie organization taking part in the reaity
comnany which has been formed,
include directors, actors and others
from various departments of the
studio, and that these interests
share alike with the Christies, according to the ratio of the individual investments.
All of the Christie staff have
been encouraged to invest their
money in Los Angeles real estate,
certainly a wise move in the light
of the unusal development which is
going on at the present time. And
it is said that the Christie Comedians regard the heads of the company as shrewd investors, and
therefore are following their lead
and putting their money into Los
Angeles lands and houses.
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PSYCHOANALYZE
Baby Peggy, five-year-old film
star, underwent a test in psychoanalysis last week at the hands of
Madame Fowlkes - Haun, internateacher. tional lecturer, psycho-analyst and
Mme. Haun was so impressed
with the precocity of Baby Peggy
that she begged permission to use
the results of examination in a
proposed lecture tour she will make
throughout the United States this
winter.
"Baby Peggy." says Mme. Haun,
"has
greatest
action the
I have
ever speed
seen inofa mind
child
of her age, and 1 have made tests
of hundreds of children throughout
the world. This child can learn in
one year what the average child
would need five years to acquire.
That is because Baby Peggy is being daily trained to use her subconscious mind through the mental
suggestion she receives in her picture work. The ordinary child uses
only the objective mind."
Mme.vere test
Haun
put Peggy to a The
sein concentration.
child was told to fix her eyes on a
given point and not to remove them
until told. All means were used to
try
to divert
attention,
without
success; Peggy's
even when
the
studio dog was called into the room
Peggy's
eyelids
fluttered
a second only,
but her
eyes for
remained
fixed on the mark.
Mme. Haun was truly astonished
at the results of this test and pronounced Baby Peggy as possessing

STAGE EXPERIENCE
Much has been said anent the
importance of stage experience for
the motion picture actor, yet Lloyd
Hughes, who has just finished the
male lead in Zane Grey's "The
Heritage of the Desert," is one of
the prominent screen players who
has never appeared on the stage.
"While stage experience helps,
the fact that a person has not apis no reain the or'legitimate'
son whypeared he
she cannot achieve
success on the screen," says Mr.
Hughes, who has been one of the
busiest 'free lance' players in Hollywood during the past year.
"Many veterans of the stage find
that they must unlearn most of their
theatrical tricks when they appear
before the camera. It seems to me
who starts at the botthat atom person
in pictures has just as much
chance as the established theatrical
actor who obtained his schooling
on the stage, if not more so.
"Some of our most popular players have never appeared behind
the footlights, and I feel that the
stars of tomorrow, on the screen,
will come chiefly from within the
present ranks of the beginners now
in Mr.
Hollywood."
Hughes himself is a striking
illustration of his contention. Born
in Bisbee, Arizona, and the son of
a locomotive engineer, Hughes received his education in Los Angeles. While attending the Polytechnic High School and working
as a Hollywood butcher boy after
school Lloyd decided to become a
movie actor.
Without anythat"pull"
lettershim.of
introduction
mightor help

BABY PEGGY
one hundred per cent concentration
powers.
"With every one of her brain
cells constantly being developed,
Baby Peggy can excel in anything
she attempts," Mme. Haun continued. "Her acting ability, great
as it is, may not be her greatest
talent. As her mind expands her
creative power will develop, and
she will begin to do things of her
own accord, to c reate. Peggy shows
no signs of repression, which proves
she likes the work she does. Repression manifests in the physical
make-up, and to me Baby Peggy
appears to be about perfect in that
Mme. Haun spoke a few words
ofrespect."
caution to Mrs. Montgomery,
mother of the famous starlet.
"Do not allow Baby Peggy to become aware of her talents. This
would check her development. CJive
her only the praise that is given to
any child that has done good work,
such as 'that is very good, thank
you.'
olderto teach
her thatAsshePeggy
is notgrows
superior
other
children, that all children are naturally talented, but that she is especially fortunate in having had her
talents discovered and developed."
Baby Peggy will have another
week of playtime before beginning
work
"Captain
January,"
which
will beon her
first feature
production
under her new three-year contract
with the Principal Pictures Corporation.

NOT

ESSENTIAL

Hughes, after many disappointments, finally obtained work as an
extra at the Metro studio. Starting
thus at the very bottom of the
ladder, he worked his way up, and
within two years he was playing
important parts.
King Vidor gave Hughes his first
acting opportunity as the juvenile
lead in "I'm a Man," a two-reeler.
In this film the young actor had an
opportunity to show what he could
do, and his efforts won him recognition among producers. Another
important part that helped Hughes
up the ladder was his characterization in "Hearts
of Humanity" for
the late
Alan Holubar.
When King Vidor received his
opportunity to make his first big
production, "The Turn in the
Road," he selected Hughes to portray the male lead. Followed portrayals opposite Enid Bennett, ViolatractDana
and thenH. aInce,
year's
conwith Thomas
appearing in some plays.
of that As
producer's
most
successful
Mary Pickford's leading man in "Tess of the
Storm
Country"
wide
popularity.
SinceLloyd
then won
he played
the leading male role in "Are You
a Failure?" "Her Reputation,"
"Born of a Cyclone," "The Heritage of the Desert" and other
prominent pictures.
Lloyd Hughes'
rise to fame
methodical
and natural.
He was
did
not become famous overnight. He
received a thorough schooling in
pictures, and to-day is one of the
sought-after actors by producers in
Hollywood.

Capek Drama
For Theatre
i
.
"R. U. R.,"
o d rweird
a m amelby
the
Karel Capek,
will have its
first showing
west of New
*m opening
of the
J^f" ^^^P^B
^ vvitn
,ne
Fine
Arts
play at the
Theatre, 7 3 0
South Cirand Avenue, on Monday
evening, December 3rd. It is the
second of the productions being
presented by Frances (ioldwater
under the direction of Willamene
Wilkes and Dickson Morgan.
The play,
dealing withhuman
the manufacture of mechanical
beings, is a brilliant satire upon our
mechanical civilization. Karel Capek, who is admittedly one of the
most original of the modern playwrights, has chosen the grimmest,
yet subtlest, arraignment of this
strange, dustrial
madsocietything
calledThethe play
inof today.
works out to a thrilling melodramatic climax that leaves the audiences spellbound.
Miss Wilkes has chosen a splendid cast headed by Kvra Alanova,
Katherine Van Buren, William
Raymond, Franklin Pangborn and
twenty others including Frank
Dawson, Jerome Collamore, Inez
Lowe, Joseph McManus, Billee
Leicester, Wharton James. Carroll
Nye, Carl F. Kroenke and Max
Pollock.
Family
Star

of
Hoofers

Sure, they did marathon dancing
only it was a solo
ago, days!
fifty years
affair
in those
Although Jack Lloyd, who appears with Lloyd Hamilton in
"Lonesome," never saw his father
win a contest, he saw him, as an
old man, demonstrate a skill in clog
dancing which could hardly be
of the present day.
equalled among the star "hoofers"
Lloyd
the eight
English stagesenior,
as Ikeknown
Vernon,to for
yearsship held
the world'sclog,
championin the Lancashire
defeating all comers
to
his
native
chester. The awards were Manmade
on endurance as well as style, and
Vernon's record was one hour five
minutes of continuous step dancing,
at the end of which time he was so
exhausted that it took him several
weeks to recover completely.
But, true to tradition, whenever
Dad saw little Jack begin to shake
a leg, he picked up a ruler and
told him to stop it, now! So Jack
said it with song, in English
vaudeville
movies
! and American musical
comedy, and then went into the
Lew mond
Cody.
Walsh, Lone
RayGriffithGeorge
and Edmund
are letting their hair groiu. James
Adamson, barber at the Goldnyn
studios, has been ill for the past
two •ueeks.

Returns to
First Lot
Because he won his first moti
picture success in a cowboy ro'
Charles "Buck" Jones, Fox fi"
star, is rejoiced to be back '
chaps, sombrero and spurs. He'
now on location at Sonora, in t*
midst
California's
mini' '
region, of where
he is early
engaged
making
"Not A Drum W
Heard," an adaptation to the >
ver sheet of Ben Ames Williar
famous Western story.
Following his success in plays
the great plains and range sectic,
of the West, Jones was cast <
Fox in a number of dramas. I]
now he is back to his old love a<i
the famous star confidently p
diets that "Not A Drum Vl/l
Heard" will be one of his b!
pictures. Director Wellman is
charge of the Jones photopl'
troupe at Sonora.
AITKEN HAS OVERAL1
BIZ
Spottiswood Aitken seems to ha/
the happy combination of the an]
and the man of commerce in I
make-up. While playing the H
of the sea captain in Hunt StrorJ
berg's "The Fire Patrol" Spoi
bought a half interest in a am]
overall factory and when thrm
work at the studio at night he g'^
to his factory, where he superviJ
the garb worn during workil
hours by "the great dominant pl:1
ROOM

IS REEL CI RK
SHOP

If the great Charles Dickens e
came back to earth and saw
people."
Lewis
he undoubtedlyroomwould
studio
dressingof Ra'hi
been inspired to write another b
ger and better "Old Curio
Shop,"
for nothing
Ralph's more
dressing-ro
resembled
than
old curiosity shop of the days t
are done.
Ralph still uses his old stn
trunk that carried his wardr
twenty-odd years ago when he <
a buddingstage.
juvenile man on the
gitimate
He has on view his pair of go
luck shoes that he wore in his f
D. W. Griffith film. The wig ;
heavy-soled shoe he used as Sto
man in "The Birth of a Nati'
are in the room. Likewise his (
tume he wore as MacBeth and
heavydilapidated
armor fromcoat"Ivanhoe."
old,
and shirt ft1
his role of the miser in "The C
quering"The
Power,"
his judge's
from
Outcast"
and a r
club presented by a tribe of I
Indians are among the many «
ued possessions of Lewis wf
make his studio dressing-room I
like a veritable old curiosity tl
he has
to double
theLewis
door says
at night
to keep
the p
men from taking his heirlooms ■
dressingplays.
the stage with them
screen
Mildred Booth is in a Will F
ers comedy Hal Roach is mak
Marie Mosquini is the leading I
and Perc Pembroke the directo

C neral
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DECLAIMS
LONG-REEL
FILMS
the large number of ten and as better quality instead of quanve-reel pictures nowbeing uned on the market an answer to
"Few stars, producers or direcic demand of a new fad on the
fitted for twelve-reel protity."tors are ductions
but there are a few whose
of the producers?
names
and
will guarantee
the opinion of John M. Stahl, the financial merit
success of these mondoctor of "The Wanters," "Why
ster productions. Others would do
'Ui Leave Home" and other Louis well to stick by the five or six
B| layer's offerings through First reel feature productions whose sucNional, it is a craze that is godemand constant study and
to lead a few to wealth and hard cess
work.
m iy to straitened circumstances.
"A huge picture without real
There are very few stories," dramatic merit is a great hazard
H> Stahl, "which require more from a box office standpoint and
tf i a half dozen reels to tell with- the failure of a few such productions cannot but have an ill effect
0 permitting the picture-goers
dices to sleep instead of watch- on the entire industry."
ir the screen. Most long pictures
di; in spots because it is rarely
KNOWS
WHY
p ible to fill more than six reels
ni logically swift action which
"I can tell you why men leave
h. a real bearing on the plot."
home," inannounced
Younger,
few historical pictures will known
the hauntsA. ofP. the
screen
■li d a dozen reels, not because of literati as Bill. A. P. is one of
:mrest in action but interest in the few men in Hollywood who
a litecture, costuming and ancient never has left home. He has just
'M r and customs. Hence I believe
written an original story, based
tl the much-talked-of slogan
on
Hopwood's play "Why
IraBfer and bigger pictures' is of Men Avery
Home," for John M.
1 je when 'bigger' is interpreted Stahl, Leave
and has gathered a lot of
interesting data on the subject
notlier colorful and highly ro- from the unhappily married.
nntic role is being essayed by That's one's of the reasons for
Matiesen, eminent character Bill's success. He chooses subjects
which provide an unlimited scope
a>r, who is now playing the lead- for
research.
heavy, Du Clos, the Apache,
i h Viola Dana in "Revelation"
"A man does not pack his Gladch George D. Baker is direct- Stone and make a dignified exit
at the Metro studio. This is when his wife, in a fit of whimsy,
same picture which Madame
frtimova made seven years ago throws the kitchen stove at him,"
m it is declared to be Miss insists Bill. "In the first place,
that's one of those big vital affairs
ma's most ambitious cinema ef- in life that must be faced — if her
j\ to date.
aim is good. In the second place,
he's run.
probably unconscious and
wther portrayels of Matiesen 's can't
'n ude Philippe de Vilmori in Rex
"It's the little things that make
l\ram's "Scaramouche" and Lord
the big scandals — that drives the
reys in Constance Talmadge's
T. B. M. to figuring how much alihe Dangerous Maid."
TRY TO HOOK
MONG
Iscause he is a motion picture
ging assistance for inventors who
Hture player and maintains an offer fabulous returns for an investment of a few paltry thou■Ee in a Hollywood bank buildsands;
two scorein orrealmore
i| for the administration of his
tions to invest
estateinvitaand
flsonal affairs, Williom V. Mong,
scattering
of
personal
and
"fan'
■In to be seen in John M. Stahl's aletters.
And than every once in a
"Thy Men Leave Home," is daily while there is a missive that tells
;dtred wonderous opportunities of
a
lost
mine or buried treasure
H immediate wealth.
to be gotten for the price of a
inn average daily mail received
little expedition into some farplace and if Mong will
aMong's office comprises six or finance awaythe
adventure he will be
sjen letters from oil syndicates
rewarded
with
millions of dollars
Ffsenting
"gilt-edge"
proposiItis;
a variety
of missives
beg- in gold and jewelry.
SCRIPT FOLK
)espite the usual tradition that
lj playwright and the scenario
iter are anathema to one anothWinifred Dunn is successfully
fjlaborating with J. Hartley Mans on the script of "Happiness."
will bepicture,
LauretteandTaylor's
seciiI isMetro
Miss Dunn
writing the continuity, in her polion as scenario editor for this
•uanization.
The first draft of the script was
jipared in the East, whence Miss
jinn has recently returned after
lee weeks of conferences with
|iss Taylor and Mr. Manners,
lio, incidentally, is Miss Taylor's

JOIN HANDS
husband in private life.
While in the East, Miss Dunn
also held several conferences with
Metro's New York scenario department regarding the adaptations of
the other plays and stories which
will bewood Studios.
filmed at Metro's Holly"Uncle Joe" Hazelton, who appears in support of Carlton King
in his first feature production for
the United Producers and DistribpageAbraham
boy in Lincoln
Ford's
Theaterutors,thewas anight
was assasinated.

Mickey McBan is one proud kid
these days! He is on location at
Sonora,
"Buck"
Jones comCalifornia,
'•any fromwiththetheFox
studios, directed by William Wellman, and has been presented with
a complete western outfit by the
star. It consists of chaps, boots,
spurs, guirt, bandana, beaded vest,
cuffs, and Stetson. To top it all
they have a Shetland pony for him
there and he is being taught to ride
by one of the cowboys. One of his
stunts is lariat throwing and Mickey is an expert in this, a penally'
when it comes to lassoing a chicken.
He will return to Hollywood some
tune within the next three weeks in
iitmpany with his mother who is in
Sonora with him.
MEN
LEAVE
mony he can afford and dividing it
by half. Just let the lady of the
house systematically forget to put
clean towels on the rack and watch
her
dust as he hot foots
it tohusband's
his lawyers.
"Or let her begin reading the
newspaper over his shoulder just
as he is discovering that his pet
stock has fallen 10 points. These
are the domestic tragedies that
make Greek drama seem as cheery
as Pollyanna on a particularly
glad day,"
concludes
with the
gesture
of the
man whoBillknows.
At any rate, these are some of
the reasons that promise to make
Stahl's production of "Why Men
Leave Home" an amusing analysis
of the matrimonial complex.

GETS

MADRID
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SHAWL

Carmel Myers, featured in "The
Slave of Desire" is the recipient of
the first Christmas gift to arrive in
II ollywood.
A Spaniard with a penchant for
doing both his Christmas shopping
and shipping early, and evidently
an ardent admirer of Carmel, sent
her a pretty shawl from Madrid.
SCANS NEWSPAPERS
RELIGIOUSLY
Few people really digest the contents of daily newspapers as does
Cieorge Melford. The motion picture producer reads every section
carefully and makes notes of interesting events. Quite often he
gets ideas from these notes which
become integral parts of his photoplays.
A peepnews
intoreveals:
his notebook of this
week's
Funniest story: Man, about to be
tried for violation of the Wrighl
Act, is freed when evidence, a jug
of homebrew, explodes.
Saddest: Priest in San Francisco holds up traffic while he prays
over dying
street
car. youth run down by
Finest: Divorced wife, given
custody of child, sees former husband's heart breaking because of
separation from baby. She agrees
to
let
him
have their child half
the time.

BOASTS
GREAT
STAGE
ANCESTRY
The movie actor with the oldest
Mr. Tearle's grandfather, Wiltheatrical lineage has been found.
liam Augustus Conway, was the
greatest
Shakesnearean actor of
He is Conway Tearle, popular
stage and screen player.
his day — in 1850. Conway Tearle
While at first blush, this might was five when he made his debut
tend to start something among ac- on the stage in "Damon and
tors who can trace their theatrical Pythias." With the exception of
ancestors back for many years, it the two years he spent as a professional boxer in England, he has
appears
Mr. Tearle's
will standthat
unprotested
when claim
it is been an actor ever since.
to the popular belief,
found that have
his mother's
family,since
the Mr.Contrary
Tearle is a born American
Conwavs,
been actors
1712.
and not an Englishman, fie is
Thus for over two hundred
old NewwithYork"
movedof "Little
to England
his
years the ancestors of Tearle have aandproduct
entertained audiences. It is safe parents at an early age. He received his education in England
to say however, that more people
have seen Conway Tearle, through
while engaged as an actor and rethe vast circulation of the screen,
ceived his lessons much along the
than have seen all his ancestors lines now practiced by movie kidcombined.
dies— between scenes.
SCANS
HISTORY'S PAGES
With a modesty that is raciall> of episodes from our own history.
Both stories are laid just before
characteristic, despite the exagger- and
during the Revolutionary era,
ated sketches with which we are
all familiar, American motion pic- and as a consequence, Miss Hawley is collecting a bibliography of
ture producers have, it seems,
Americans and studying with great
filmed the history of practically ev- earnestness
and zeal.
ery other country before our own.
Like all of us who have occasion
Now, however, we are reading
of a number of projected pictures to go back to it after we get out of
that will be based on various inter- school, she is finding a wealth of
romance and drama with which
esting highlights of American his- our own history is embellished, but
tory. We have had "The Covered
Wagon," (iriffith is now making with which few of us are acquainted, inthe glamour of knowlwhat promises to be an epic of the
edge of the French Revolution, the
Revolution, and Barthelmess is
Cromwellian
uprising and other
filming a Nathan Hale story.
incidents of European history,
Two large producing firms in whose chief attraction is that their
Hollywood have offered Wanda
locale is three thousand miles disHawley the principal female role tant.
in their forthcoming picturization
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HYPNOTIZES
WITH
ACCORDION
Music hath charms to soothe the illg down the overhead, that dreau
bugaboo of the motion picture insavage beasts; but it takes an ac- dustry.
cordian to make Freddie go thru
Incidentally, Syd threatens to
his paces. Such is the experience bring
his accordion home!
of Syd Chaplin who is now in Yuma, playing the featured male role
in Thomas H. Ince's present pro- SOCIETY QUEEN
duction, "The
IN SEA STORY
The title part
of Galloping
the story is Fish."
being
Martha Marshall, one of the
created by Freddie, a trained seal.
most beautiful of the younger
Many
Syd's scenes
,areofplayed
with
the of
amphibian.
In one
them screen actresses, has her first imhe tries to put the seal through its
portant part in "Superstitution," a
to listen to his sea story now being titled and edipaces but itatrefused
commands
all. Accordingly, Syd
ted by Louis Weadock at the Hollywood Studios for Creative. Miss
tried the influence of the studio orchestra. He even bought a har- Marshall comes from the younger
social
set
of Chicago, where her
monica and tried that — but to no
avail. Finally, Syd had the inspi- family has been prominent for
ration— an accordion; it worked
In "Superstitution"
she and
worked like a charm and now the years.
Marguerite
de la Motte divide
the
seal goes through his stunts just as feminine acting honors, while the
a well-trained movie actor should: male cast includes John Bovvers,
Edward Burns, Joseph Dowling,
with just one rehearsal. Thus keep- Caesare
Aitken. Gravina and Spottiswoode
Under the supervision of Dirk
Jones, Roy Del Ruth is holding MUST BE EDISON
STOCKHOLDER
daily rehearsals with a new comto be inin producedytionunit,withexpecting
An amateur photographer wrote
his company
a few
days for the screening of a special to the Hollvood Studios to ask the
situation comedy story, for which amount of light needed to film
selected all-star cast scenes on interior sets. Harry D.
ahas carefully
been assembled.
Brown, supervising engineer of the
studio had the question put to him,
and replied
simply:
"NotRussian
very
much
is needed.
On the
Would Alter Old
thione room set in Halperin's 'Souvenir,' amedium sized set, we had
on
about
1,200,000 candlepower."
Epigram
Brown, who installed the Universal City lighting plant, evidently
Although King Baggot denies thinks in big terms.
that he is considering the modernization of ancient epigrams,
L1YES ARE SIMILAR
he gave an inkling of his
Jack Jungmeyer, prominent
thoughts in that direction dur- writer
and Los Angeles manager
ing a discussion on literature at
Universal City the other day. of a leading newspaper syndicate,
and Carmel Myers discovered a
Baggot agreed that Aesop, Epic- common
bond during the course of
tetus, Marcus Aurelious and
other fathers of epigrammatic a recent interview granted by the
picture star ot the news
thought had a keen insight into motion
human nature, but he insisted writer. Both were children of a
that the saying of "a word to minister. Both spent their early
as andmodels
for other
youngthe wise is sufficient" doesn't years sters
were forced
to repress
"get across" in these days.
their
spontaneous
desires
and
act
"Possibly it is because the
befitted the tradition of their
people of today do not give suf- as
ficient thought to the meaning families. They talked for hours of
of a word," said the famous the things they had wanted to do
director who will handle the as youngsters and had not been
megaphone on Mary Philbin in able to do until they grew up.
"One reason
ministers'or
her next picture, "The Inheri- daughters
turn soto many
the stage
tors," a Super-Jewel production,
"or it may be that oft-repeated screen
so many
ministers'
sons
w riters
or actors
is because
sayings fail to impress us. but became and
if I were writing a book of max
they have to live within themims I'd make a word to the wise
selves, to suppress their natural exis sufficient read something like
pressions, for many years," the
this: 'A word to the wise speaks
news writer declared. "When
more than volumes to the fool- they are released from their bondage, naturally they have much
stored -up within themselves which
ish."
they
mustare
express."
"You
right, emphatically
Mcdonald film
to new york
right,"
came
have known the
thatquick
everreply.
since "II
emerged
from
the
limitations
that
William Beaudine, who directed bound me. But never before have
"Misunderstood," the latest Tar- I found anyone who understood
kington story, has supervised the
editing and titling himself at the just what I meant."
Hollywood Studios and the prints
will be forwarded to New York
Craufurd Kent, who is playing
within a week, fo rFirst National the heavy in Richard If'alton Tulrelease in January. Ben Alexan- ly's screen version of Rex Beach's
der, of former Penrod fame, is ''Flowing Gold" for First National,
once a marine underwriter in
again a featured player in this J. teas
London.
K. McDonald production.

DOT LAUGHS

LAST

For years Dot Farley, known to
moving picture patrons as star,
leading and character woman ( also an interpreter of ingenue characters, has laughed at the idea of
being associated with Mack Sennett pictures over a period of eight
or nine years, without even once
being reepjested to appear in a
bathing
Some suit.
thought there were good
and sufficient reasons for her not
appearing as a sea-going actress,
while the lady herself admitted to
"perfect form." Well, at any rate,
and to shorten the story, Dot is
laughing louder now than ever, for
after all these years she has finally
been asked to don the beach attire,
and Oh! boy.
Dot stands out in the cast of
"Trifling," the new Sennett two
reel comedy special, like a million
dollars. We can just imagine
what envy she would have created
among the former Sennett bathing
girls, had she so appeared in competition with those who have since
become stars.
MOORE

VICTOR IN
BEARD TOURNEY

"Let your beard grow."
Thisto was
order
OwenMaurice
Moore, Tourneur's
Jean Hersholt, Joseph Kilgour, Morgan
Will Ice and George Cooper recently. The beards were necessary
for Levee's
a sequence
in "Torment,"
M.
C.
newest
First National
film depicting the characters of the
story as they appear from day to
day when entombed in the vaults
of a bank in Japan following the
earthquake.
The following morning Morgan
Wallace appeared on the scene
with a thick stubble on his face.
"I'd like to see someone beat me
in
Wallace's
replybeard
to thegrowing,"
murmurs was
of admiration
over sute
the adornment.
rapid growth of his hir"I'll beat you," exclaimed Moore.
"Watch out for me tomorrow."
The next day Moore appeared
with a beard. And what a beard!
It dangled to the ground and got
twisted around his legs when he
walked. It would have made the
Smith
Brothers
red
— with
envy. green — yes, even
"No one can beat me as a beard
raiser," exclaimed Moore, adding:
"Not as long as there's a bed mattress in the house."
/. //'. Irving is selecting a cast
for
his Producers
first proto-drama
for the
United
and Distributors,
the working
titleBracknell.
of which is "DeGladys
Lewis andvotion."June
Norton are Sheldon
among
his first choices.
A real Italian restaurant has
been reproduced for "Racing
Luck,"
Banks'
five reelC.
feature Monty
directed
by first
Herman
Raymaker. There are many such
in New York where the scene is
laid. The red table covers, the
typical crowd, minus only the
"vino de pasto" which used to be
the most important note, are the
characteristics of this realistic

INV ENTS NEW IVI \H
JONGG
Alfred Allen, the "Uncle Wl
ley" Sinton of Gene Stratton-Pv
ter's book and screen product! '
"A Girl of the Limberlost," is |
inventive genius in addition \
having been a university profes>(
editor, playwright, author of si
eral books and stories, and scnl
player.
Allen's latest
tion
and Mr.
contribution
to a invi
red I
tion in the high cost of enterta'ing guests, is a playing card editi
of the famous game of Mah Jon .
Ordinary playing cards with I
Mah Jongg characters printed \
the face of the cards, are used, tl
only is the game much more ei
nomical in the initial purch:i
price than the elaborate impor
sets, but its compactness makesi
most convenient to carrv about.
MAKE CHANG1
LLOYD WON'T
Harold Lloyd, who is now til
ing his first independent ventii
at the Hollywood Studios, sta
he plans no changes in his pro<J
tion or releasing arrangements t
a result of the general tighteni;
of the motion picture industj
Lloyd thinks that "The Girl rf
pert," now in production, is bei
made very economically and dil
not think that charges of ineffici
production will hit his compai
His plans to release a new picti)
at least twice a year, remain ij
same,
Spring. the first coming out n
John F. Gai-in, who plays J
part of the father of "a fighti
family" in the comedy-drai.
"Somewhere in Missouri," now .
ing made by Hal Roach, produt
the first feature length photopt
ever made in Australia. It «'
called "Thunderbolt." Gat
played the lead.
SEAS! ROM WANTS
FRISCO SCENE
Victor Seastrom, Swedish fil
director under control to the Go!]
wyn studios, has returned fnj]
San Francisco, looking for lo(j
tions for his next production.
Although the name of Seastror
next picture has not been a|
nounced, most of the picture wl.
be
made in San Francisco, it I
known.
"Name the Man," Seastrorl
first American-made picture,
now complete, and will be releas
soon. Mae Busch, Conrad Nag'
Patsy
RuthCreighton
Miller, Hale
Hobart
worth and
play B<tl
major parts in the production.
MELODRAMA IN HKR
HOME
Virginia
I' alii, whoproductio
is bei\
starred
in Universal
has
two
pets
—
a
cat
and
a
canail\
Sounds like a mystery play,
around the I alii household it moi
nearly resembles a melodrama, i
Billy Engle plays the part
Will Rogers' ranch foreman in t
Rogers comedy nowbeing made
the Hal Roach lot.
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)Ci\™ral

IS AUTO

FIEND

ie million dollars' worth of
mobiles are revolving in futic display in Jacqueline LogJs mind.
hen the screen actress visited
Automobile Show, she was
led with the new models on
ili|lay. Each booth found her
enthusiastic. Her escort asthat she exclaimed no less
thirty-one times: "That's the
car I will buy."
ss Logan staggered home undda heavy load of literature and
glogues.
Estimated time that
Id be necessary to read them
is approximately
356 hours
out stops for sleep, rest or
fo
ILL GO ON CAMPING
TRIP

Hughes has completed his
acterization of the leading
chjoyd
Era in "The Heritage of the
storyd forin
Dprt,"
engage
and isGrey
P amounta Zane
for a well earned vapi csarations
in.
b ughes, accompanied by his
w , Gloria Hope, will leave HolIJylod shortly on a motor camprhjtrip and expect to cover conjirable ground in Northern CalSjfjiia, Oregon and Washington
bjre they return.
the past six months the
Sir
young actor has been one
lar ing
e busiest leading men in Holod. Among his recent charairizations are those in "Her
tress" and
Rjutation," "ThelonHun
"Jrn of the Cyc es." The Zane
ial
init
Hughes
storey mar
iCly
unt
er the
Par' amo
undks
abearanc
flJSHES FROM ARENA
TO ALTAR
J isn't very often that prizerflts and weddings are included
tclther when social affairs are
rrltioned in the best of social circll but Louise Lorraine, charming
lejing woman in the "Fighting
Bid" stories, had to jump from
tlijprize ring into the wedding
ci'mony with hardly time to draw
aiull breath in the episode now
'big filmed.
jliss Lorraine, clad in sport
dries, was sitting in the press
r'\ of the prize ring with two
pjilists
enthusiastically
ii each other,
when, withpummelone of
tl fighters knocked out, the direct( decided to lose no time and
si;e the wedding ceremony. Miss
L raine rushed to her dressingr ti, changed to a wedding gown
a an hour later had changed
fin a rabid fight fan to a sweet,
ihing and demure bride, who
i promising George O'Hara at
altar,himforforthe better
camera'sor
e,church
to take
se until — the final fade-out.
Good pictures for the great
ues of common people and at a
( t within the reach of all" is the
t ct to all the producing units sut vised by the United Producers
ll Distributors, and W. F. Wood
t vice-president and general man>, is the promulgator of it.

CUTTING
HIS 425TH PICTURE
Lloyd Nosier, film editor for picture. And the cutter's hand
Fred Niblo has started cutting his comes very near doing that. Knowing the proper tempo — putting the
four hundred and twenty-fifth picture for the screen. Mr. Nosier is right scene in just where it beone of the veteran film cutters am!
at the right instantlongsis anand cutting
art indeed.
for the past seven years has been
identified with the film editing end
Mr. Nosler's work starts with
the very first shots of the picture.
of many of the super-productions.
He joined the Niblo troupe of He is engaged in compiling each
work — goes over it with the
the Louis B. Mayer company when day's
director and by the time the last
the director started "The Famous
shots are filmed the skeleton outMrs. Fair." Next he cut "Strangline put together by Mr. Noslet is
ers of the Night" for Mr. Niblo an excellent guide for the work
which
is to follow. The cutter and
and is now engrossed upon "Thy
Name is Woman."
director then work together, putting the right piece in or taking
Cutting is a business of its own.
There is something mighty fascin- out as the case may be, until the
ating about the hand that controls production reaches the stage for
the entire making or breaking of a the public to view.
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Since no member of the Wampas
came forward to play the publicity
man and do the fall off the roof,
in Jack
"Film
the
part White's
was given
to anFoolish,"
actor,
Jimmy Hertz. (He says it does,
too — where he hit the ground!)
Trench mud has its compensations— in peace time.
At least, so say forty overseas
veterans who worked this week in
support of Lloyd Hamilton in his
new comedy, directed by Fred Hibbard.
The boys had to do scenes in the
mud, and although mud can't do
much harm to regulation olivedrab, Mr. Hamilton made it the
excuse theto price
add to
"Buddy's"
check
of aeach
cleaning
bill!

MAKES COMIC RACE
PICTURE
BELVA
BOOST
In his new melodramatic comedy
at nine years old. After
"No, the rumored studio depres- Chicago
its
successful
run
she
was
taken
of
feature length, Monty Banks is
sion doesn't refer to a wave of back to her home in Louisville, Ky., suddenly
called upon to drive a
gloomy
pictures,"
says
Belva
auto and practices hard on
French, the little blonde actress, and put into the Conservatory of aracing
Ford. To his surprise, when he
who is playing an important role
climbs
into the racing car it is alShe
was
with
Raymond
Hitchin Victor Hugo Halperin's new
together different and to make matcock in hisas famous
"Hichy dancer
Koo,"
production, "Souvenir," at the Hol- featured
an
eccentric
ters
worse, the villian has locked
Music."
lywood studios. "It just means
and "blue" singer. Then came the the gears and sealed the gas supgiving some of us a better chance
lure of the camera, but before Miss
ply so that
the spite
ma"It was a slump that pushed me
chine. Howhehecannot
wins stop
out in
French
was firmly established
out of pictures, and now another
along
came
the
slump
and
sent
her
slump is giving me a boost back back to singing. Now, however, of handicaps forms a thrilling climax. The picture is called "RacintoBelva
screen
waswork."
a kid star appearing
she declares
she goal.
is in to stay — with man ingC.Luck"
and is directed by HerRaymaker.
stardom
as her
in Kilroy Britten's "O Daddy'^_in_
HELENE
HAS SCENARIO
AMBITIONS
Dolly Rich and Robert Ramsay
ous essays and poems in the past
Helene Chadwick, popular Goldare being featured in "Unarmed,"
wyn firmament.
star, is about to shine in a which have attracted much attena new type of Western written es- new
tion among her friends. She is of
pecially for Stuart Mack Productions by L. V. Jefferson, and being
that original stories, esHer activities during her recent the beliefpecially
written for the screen, are
have just been disclosed. at las t coming
Clayton
filmed under
rection at the
MackGrandin's
studio. di-A vacation
into their own.
Miss
Chadwick
has
not
been
horseseries of six similar to this will be
"The original story is bound to
back
riding
or
boating
during
her
made.
into its own sooner or later,
absence from Hollywood, but has come
and I think the time is now at hand
been busily engaged in writing her when the limited supply of stories
It is an interesting coincidence first scenario.
that can be screened effectively is
that the grandfather, and other anNot content with her achievesmaller than the demand," says
cestors before him, of Coy W atson,
ments
asambitions
an actress,
Miss stories
Chad- Miss Chadwick. "The folly of payJr., who is playing one of the prinwick
has
to
create
ing fabulous amounts for stories
cipal roles in support of Mary for the silver sheet during her
that mean nothing as far as motion
Pickford in "Dorothy Vernon of spare time and is now placing the pictures are concerned is appreHaddon Hall," were born and
touches to what her
reared on the old Haddon Hall finishing
ciated by producers, and good original stories must fill the gap. Playestate in Derbyshire , England. friends declare to be one of the
ers
and
others in pictures are in a
most
novel
plots
yet
conceived
for
Coy's makeup of blue eyes, long
pictures. Collaborating with better position to create ideal
blonde hair, his pea-gum leather motion
Helene in writing the story is her screen stories than the layman, and
jacket, pointed soft shoes and knit- mother, who accompanied the act- I think the time will come when
ted pants are typical of that counmany players will be writing as
try at that time.
her "vacation."
Missress onChadwick
has written vari- well as acting for the silent drama."
Lois Zellner, who is completing
CREIGHTON
HALE
IN VAUDEVILLE
the editing and titling of the Lawson Harris production, "Then
Hale says the value
audience."
You'll Remember Me," has re- putCreighton
Mr.theHale
is preparing for the
on the exclusiveness of the and
ceived an offer to co-direct a series
two-a-day in a short vaudeville
of her own photoplays to be made actor is entirely fictitous.
tour and says it will be a real
"Formerly the actor on the pleasure
by Chinese capital in the Orient.
to have the direct con
The brilliant scenarist expects speaking stage left the foot tact
again with the public.
to sail with a Hollywood staff and lights and the earth swallowed
him up. To be seen with the
cast in about six months.
Eugenie Besserer, prominent
naked eye was unseemly. Only
It is expected that Robert Ober, with the opera glass could he character artist, has become a serious "real estater." She now possesbrilliant screen and stage player be viewed," he declares.
ses three beautiful homes in the
"Screen actors have always Edendale
hills. These are grouped
"Punchenplaying in
now Columbia
is the
who at
ello"
in San Fran- been otherwise. Limitless in the about a remarkable terraced garroles
they
portray,
it
behooves
den which is one of the show
cisco, will join the cast of "The
the widest conWaning Sex" at Egan's before he them to forhave
in this way they are places of that district.
contracts for his next screen ap- bound tacts,
to extend their knowledge
Theodor von Eltz completed
pearance.
'iM ingle and learn some- his last scenes last week in Unlife.
of
Helen Gilmore and Lyle Tayo
an
thing is a good axion. When the
iversal's "The Turmoil," an ento offer,
gagement of eight weeks in a
"Our Gang" actor has something
Hal Roach's
playthewith
pera
is
world
the
in
maknow
thing
are
best
they
dustry.
picture
in
leading role as a captain of insonal appearance for it means
ing. They have both appeared in
a number of these comedies.
a connecting link between him
SLUMP

GIVES
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BLAME

EFFICIENCY MEN
number two. But there was no
Movie magnates may yet pre- second
room.
vent closing the studios.
Producers no longer need wring
"There's no sense in going to
their hands in despair at high the expense of building two living rooms — you can take all your
production.
The cause for expensive pic- scenes in the one," was the eftures for which Hollywood has
ficiency man's explanation.
company
was delayed in
been searching, has been discov- itsThe
work to the extent of $5,000
ered by Conway Tearle, popular
before the tangle was straightened
leading man.
out and the players could go to
It's the studio efficiency man!
Mr. Tearle relates of an inci- work.
Maurice Tourneui has come to
dent that happened about a year
ago. A director ordered two liv- bat with the remedy. "Hire efficiency men to check the work of
ing room sets which played an
important part in the story. The the
efficiency
men," says the dicontrast of the two rooms was rector.
particularly important to some of
"Or shoot all efficiency men bethe big situations.
foreother
you 'shoot'
a scene,"
andirector who
unlikesaysTourThe director and his players
linished work in one room and neur, has daily "interviews" with
an e. m.
were ready to move into room
QUIET PERFORMANCE
ON BRONCO
As a cowpuncher, John Roche snorting, over the hills and far
admits that he is a good opera away went the fiery steed, with
young actor gamely staying
singer. Roche is the "Buddy Bris- the
with
him, albeit each jolt was bekow" of Richard Walton 'Fully s
ing negotiated with the pit of
"Flowing Gold," now in produc- his stomach
in intimate contact
tion for First National. Buddy is
the awkward, overgrown son of with the saddle horn.
At last, with a mighty effort, he
a Texas nester. Yesterday on lo- swung
.clear of the horse, striking
cation, it became necessary for
Roche to make a flying leap onto heavily on his head, and was for
the deck of a broom-tailed bronco, a few moments stunned, but miraculously escaped serious injury. The
and having really been educated
for grand opera rather than for bronco, when last seen, was headed
toward
Santa Barbara, and
the Tom Mix type of movies, he
landed on the critter amidships, "still going strong."
if the god of ill luck had
neglecting to arrive with a foot notAs done
his worst for the day,
on either side of the brute.
The mustang bethought himself when Roche arrived home from location at night, it was to find thai
of greener pastures or something his mother
had fajlen and broken
more pleasant, and in the vernac- her wrist while
engaged in her
ular of the southwest, "went awav housework.
from there pronto." Bucking and
Park
TNT

Train

on

Julia Broun, ten-year-old comedienne, iv/io has appeared in eight
Universal productions, is now in
Sonora, Calif., on location with the
Jack Hoxie company filming "The
Drifter" under direction of Robert
Bradbury.
Marian Nixon, leading lady for
Charles Jones in his latest William
Fox been
picture,
"Cupid'sJohnFireman,"
has
cast opnosite
Gilbert
in his new production, "Just Off
Broadway."

About

Abandonment
Fen times has small Bruce Guerin been abandoned for the camera
— or, if rehearsals count, 'most a
hundred times — for in each of the
ten films in which the clever
youngster has appeared he has albeen because
cast as a ofwoeful,
homelesswayswaif
his natural
skill in portraying pathos. Just now
he is playing with Viola Dana in
a new picture, having been loaned
by Warner Brothers, and, as usual,
he gets abandoned while Vi goes
off to have a good time with an
artist. But Bruce has the satisfaction of being
"found"
again that
in the
last reel,
and the
nice party
Vi
gives for him then makes up for
all the "bandonings," as Bruce calls
them, that have Studded his silversheet career.
William Blaisdell has been added to the cast of Monty Bank's new
five-reeler,
"Racingof aLuck."
He
plays
the proprietor
big New
York cafe, where Monty and Helen
Ferguson make a hit with their
dances of Italy. Martha Franklin
has been engaged to play the mother, and James Donnelly the father
of Monte in the picture.
Has

Dope

on

Realtors
onPlace:
Sunday.Cahuenga Pass at twilight
Characters: Betty Compson, escort and about ten thousand motor
cars with drivers.
Compson,
despair:
willMissnever
get overin the
Pass "We
with
traffic blocked for blocks and

Cache

I). W. Griffith returned yesterto his Mamarofrom Virginia
neck daystudios,
after photographing
scenes on eleven historical spots
for his Revolutionary film, "AmerThe surrender of Cornwallis was
ica."
taken in Vorktown on the ground
where it actually occurred. More
than forty persons whose ancestors
were present at the surrender took
part in the scenes.
Yorktown gave Griffith a thrill
bv parking his special train on a
siding around which was buried a
cache ment
of officials
T N toT besaid
by governvalued
at two
hundred million dollars. This is
the army base for high explosives,
and the tracking where the train
stood was on government property.

Knows

Louise Lorraine, leading lad,
the "Fighting Blood" series, <
married in the final scene of
recently completed episode.

Escort: "There must be at least
twenty thousand automobiles on
blocks."
this boulevard, Where do they all
Missfrom?"
Compson: "Just the Valley
come
real estate
salesmen returning home
from work, old deah."
Block

An interesting sketch by Russell
Iredell of William Moran, noted
character actor, as John Wilkes
Booth in the Rockett Bros, production entitled "The Dramatic Life
of Abraham Lincoln." This role
affords Moran further opportunity
to display his superb artistry, giving to the portrayal a mellowing
and realistic tone with which he
has been rarely endowed heretofore.

Will
Plays

Buy

Within the next fortnight Ralph
Block, former New York dramatic
critic and more recently supervisor
of productions for Famous PlayersLasky, will leave for New York to
negotiate with theatrical producers
for the screen rights to a number of
current stage successes, which he
plans to picturize and direct for
next season.
Block has spent more than a year
with Famous, during which period
he adapted twenty popular stories,
books and plays. His most recent
adaptation
Stranger,"
filmed
underwasthe "The
direction
of Joseph Hanaberry, with Betty Compson, Tully Marshall, Richard Dix,
Lewis Stone and others in the cast.
He also picturized "First and the
Last," the first John Galsworthy
short story to reach the screen.

Monty Banks has evolved a
dance uhich, for want of a n
original title, is known as "the ,
Waltz." He and Helen Fergu
execute it in "Racing Luck," not
Herman C. Raymaker is directi
Some one suggested to Monty t,
as "the Kiss Waltz" had been u:
the dance be termed "the Osci
t o r y T erpsichorean Rbapsoc
Mr. Banks isn't sure whether hi
being kidded or no, but the da
is very delightful to witness
the same.
Dane Rudhyar, noted compi
of modernist music, has turned i
or. The prominent musician <
persuadedWeeks,"
to appear in scents
"Three
now being fill
at the Goldwyn studios. He pi
the part of the Grand Duke of i
dalia,
the by
mythical
invented
ElinorBalkan
Glyn kinga
for
famous love story.
Ralph Lewis has just receive,
wire from the student body
Northwestern University, his at
mater, stating that his latest
ture,
Mail Man,"
was sho
to the"The
students
there just
bef
the Thanksgiving holidays
scored a tremendous hit.
Spottiswood Aitken has comp
ed his role of the sea captain
Hunt Stromberg's production, "3
Fox and his entire <oir/m
FireFinisPatrol."
filming
Who Sinn(h
will live "The
aboardWoman
an especially
tered steam yacht for a vii
cruising off the coast of Mex
securing the ocean scenes for
latest feature.
Frank J. Hawkins, distribut
manager for the United Prodm
and Distributors . is now ntik
his second nation-wide tour in
half of his cm party, with the m
object of ascertaining precis
what kind of photoplays the ma
of people want. Seventeen dist
managers and thousands of exh.
tors are co-operating with
Hawkins in his communing
the multitudes of movie f
throughout the land.
New York is the only city t
has had the honor of having
name used as the main title o.
motion picture. Rupert Hug
swings
the latest
honorsphotoplay,
to a West
city in his
has been titled "Reno."
"Scotty" Cleethorpe, casting
rector for Jack White and Id
Hamilton productions , doubled
cently as "dance
director"
arranged
the routine
for an when
Apa
dance in the current Cameo ci
edy, directed by Gil Pratt.
Bryan Foy, son of the famous .
die Foy, who is directing H*
Tighe and Ned Sparks in their t
two-reel comedy for United t
ducers and Distributors release,
<ected a temptnig offer to return
the vaudeville stage in order |
continue his work behind the m\
aphone.
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Fit

fyust Keep
Physically

|/e
are three-fourths
physical,''
Jackie
Vernon, popular
young
unile,
"so
we
can
not
lay tooof
J
stress
on
the
business
mn
ke ing our bodies in excellent
CO ition, as well as our brains acti\ and clean at all times. By
ke ing in the best mental and
ptical state we acquire a likable
inality, an asset not to be overpe
In, d, especially in motion picture
w
The four great requisites
«in fe are health, love, happiness
ar success. If one will stop to
CO der the forty foremost artists
oflie screen it will be readily disred that they consider the
ph ical side of life equally as impt jnt as the mental."
{miracle

New

Same for U. S.
me Norton, who was a dashing
V iese light opera star before the
\Hd War and who is now an
African citizen among those acetify engaged in pursuing ambiH| in the realm of photoplayers,
H she has discovered a new
swnym for the word America. It
isKmiracle, and Miss Norton is
sijere in her conviction that everytfig about Uncle Sam's domain is
ntculous. "The Garden of Eden
hit have been in this country
sojewhere, because it is surely the
Pjadise
of this
these todays."
Ms
Norton
has earth
been East
play
oj of the principal roles in "DeIvlon," which is to be the first of
aieries of feature pictures the
ling Productions will make for
Hase through the United Producej and Distributors, the recently
ojanized
million-dollar
company
wch will introduce
the innovation
o distributing films direct from
Hlywood instead of from New
wk City as all other concerns do
■present.
leats Boss

in

Pill Tourney
(Vrthur L. Bernstein, production
ilnager of the Jackie Coogan
vnpany, is flushed with the exctment of a great victory. He
yi tournament.
the HillcrestButCountry
fflf
his joy Club's
is not
yhout a bitter alloy, for, in order
tjaccomplish the laurels, he had to
•Feat his former boss, Mike RosOerg of Principal Pictures Corration and his present boss, Jack
'ogan Sr.
'This game called golf," says
r. Bernstein, "will ruin me. I
i casting about right now for an
'ening with some producing comny in which the chief plays
eckers or ping-pong or something
e that doesn't excite my sporting
■tincts.
worseit to
beatfailyourin
ss at golfIt'sthan
is to
rth when he tells a funny story,
is, in fact, a social error."
'It was no social error for Arar to defeat me at golf," asserts
ck Coogan Sr., in rebuttal. "It
is more like a miracle!"

LAUD
CHIEFS AS EDITORS
It used to be the fashion for the manager sat down with them and
actors and not for the literary the director on a particular production, and in a half hour has
members of filmdom to deride the
production executives at the vari- given concrete editorial suggestions
which improved the cutting of a
ous studios. Their financial shrewdness was granted, but their intel- picture a hundred percent, One of
ligence in other lines was declared our largest producers, with whom
nil.
they have been associated on a
Sada Cowan and Howard Hig- story, reveals an uncanny feeling
gin, that busy team of collaborators for meeting the public's expectation in plot development.
on originals, adaptations and titles,
Such statements seem almost hereport entirely varying experience.
retical, and flaunting the literary
According to them, the production
manager and vice-president of one fashion; but Cowan-Higgin declare that they are based on their
of the largest companies here, possesses the finest flair for the right own actual experience. So it seems
word in a title of anybody in Hol- there IS some hope for motion
lywo d. A certain other studio pictures after all !
CARMEL
SAYS
Who is the greatest lover of the
screen ?
Here's a question that will no
doubt start something among public and movie players themselves.
Carmel Myers arises to remark
that John Barrymore is the great
lover of the silver sheet as well
as the stage. And Carmel should
know for she has appeared on the
screen for nigh going on to five
years and has been made love
to — on the screen y'understand —
by
the greatest male "thrillers" in
Hollywood.
Miss Myers, who is appearing
opposite Mr. Barrymore in "Beau
Brummel" at the Warner Studio,
has this to say: "Speaking entirely impersonally and professionally,
John Barrymore is the greatest lovHas

Pair

of Barges
In his role of a little French boy
in
ViolaGuerin
Dana'shasnew
picture,
small
Bruce
to wear
a quaint
peasant costume and wooden shoes.
They're so big everybody says:
"Shoes, where are you going with
that
my boats?"
Brucelittle
cries,boy?"
as he "See
clap-claps
about
the studio. The other day when
Director George Baker called for a
scene, the youngster was not in evidence, an unusual thing, as welltrained Bruce always sits quietly in
his little chair by the set, playing
with his toys. After a search of
the studio he was discovered beside
the pond in the Metro back yard.
One of his shoes was valiantly surviving its duty as a "boat," floating, as Bruce explained, "out to
sea," the other having wobbled a
last farewell and sunk to the bottom. But it was rescued by an asand, hisreturned
"boats" todried
Master sistant,
Bruce
the out,
set.
"Anyway," he consoled himself,
"on? of 'em makes a good boat. An'
if I don't like it around here I'll
just go to sea, I will."
Jack Mintz and Jack Dawn are
assistant directors to Herman C.
Rayrnaker for Monty Banks' feature, "Racing Luck."
"A pair of Jacks," observed Raymaker.

JOHN
BEST
er on the screen.
"This is not said to the detriment of the many talented screen
lovers whom I have acted with in
recent years. They are splendid
— but Barrymore is wonderful.
"There is a certain finesse, a
certain
polishthat
to IMr.
love-making
haveBarrymore's
never encountered before among the popular lovers of the screen.
"There is a sureness on Mr.
Barrymore's
I could wellIt
understand, part
to bethatirresistible.
is indeed rather hypnotic. His is
not the wild, passionate flare that
rakes you off your feet nor is A
the mild hesitating kind that bores
one.
"John the
Barrymore
could
be
crowned
Great Lover
of the

I Screen."
New

York

Xmas

for Hughes
New Year's Eve in New York!
Theaters. Crowds. Shops. Tobogganing.
All the jovs of a winter in the
East.
Cold. Sleet. Slush. Wet feet.
Frozen ears. Blizzards.
All the
discomforts of the world's
worst
climate.
These are to be the lot of Lloyd
Hughes and his wife, known on
the screen as Gloria Hope, this
winter.
Born and raised under the clear
skies of Arizona, with his youth
and early manhood spent in Los
Angeles and its incomparable climate, Hughes has never been east
of the Rockies. Now he is going —
definitely and conclusively he has
made up his mind to take the trip.
Sometime in December he will
pack his trunk, buy his ticket and
get on the train. Several weeks of
"playing around" will follow.
Then, possibly, a picture or two at
a Long Island studio.
In March or April he will return.
Coy U'ntson, father of Coy Watson, Jr., famous screen kid, and
himself identified with the motion
a decprofession for
picture
ade, is supervising
the over
wire effects

"Yes, we've got openers, anyway," said Monty.
One must be familiar with poker
to appreciate the allusion.
r for Douglas Fairbanks' "The Thief
I of Bagdad."

Crown

Jewels

Film

in

Plot

The famous smuggled crown
jewels of Russia, which arc thought
to be hidden in the United States,
play an important part in the story
of
"Torment,"
newMaurice
M. C.Tourneur's
Levee photoplay
for
First National.
Ever since the crown jewels disappeared various sensational reports have appeared in the press
throughout the country, the most
recent having been caused by the
supposition
Los
Angeles. that the jewels were in
In the Tourneur production replicas of some of the jewels are
brought to the United States by a
Russian nobleman who arranged
to sell the bulk of the jewels, which
are hidden in the vaults of a bank
in Japan, to Americans.
The Americans turn out to be a
ring of notorious crooks who accompany the Russian to Japan. Just
as the robbery is perfected the first
earthquake of the recent catastrophe wrecks the bank and entombs
all the characters of the story in
the vaults. With the jewels, the
crooks and their victims confined
to the two rooms of the vaults and
with no nourishment for days excepting the drops of water which
trickle from one of the broken
pipes, Tourneur weaves the most
dramatic sequence he has ever attempted for the screen, it is said.
Among the players are Owen
Moore, Bessie Love, Josepr Kilgore, Maude George, Morgan
Wallace, Jean Hersholt and George
Cooper.
HKLENE

MAY

BUILD

Helene Chadwick, after two
weeks in Northern California
where she spent her vacation with
her mother, has returned to Hollywood and has started plans for
the building of her own home here.
For the next few weeks Miss
Chadwick will be among those
absent from the Goldwyn studio
and will be busy with architects
and builders in planning what bids
fair to be one of the most novel
homes in Southern California.
Before she resumes work at the
studio. Miss Chadwick expects to
have the building of her first house,
well under way. Among the features planned for her new home
by Miss Chadwick are a complete
gymnasium, an aviary for a large
collection of rare birds, a swimming pool large enough for canoeing and garden in which will be
planted trees from all parts of the
globe. The home will be electrically heated and lighted, no gas or
other
fuel being used anywhere in
the house.
For more thantwo of her five
years, Priscilla Moran has been
known
as theWherever
"hard luck
the
movies.
she kid"
went ofa
jinx followed her and saddened
her with death, disappointment
and the sorrows of an average
lifetime. At last the jinx seems to
be broken. The little star is with
her father and is now starting out
as the star of her own producing
company at the Hollywood Studios.
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Holly 19.
BALSHOFER STUDIO, 1329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Prod. Mgr.
2-Reel Serial
5th Episode
Clayton Grandin
Lola Patti Jim Crosby
1st
Week
"Uaarmeo"
Clayton Gran din Robt. Ramsay
Jim Crosby Win. Wallace
BERW1LLA STUDIO. 5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
2 --Reel Comedies
Schedule
Eddie Lyons Production (Arrow release).
Eugene DeUue
Eddie Lyons Ramsey
Cooke
Staff
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Dearholt Productions.
Neva Gerber Productions.
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 1 I Fountain Ave.
Preparing
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC. 69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
5598-1.
78-51
"Welcome Stranger'
Jas. Young All-Star Special G. P. Saum
C. O. Sessel
Preparing
593-5:
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
45 I 3 Sunset Blvd.
Fred Caldwell All-Star Holllster Rounsaville
J. S. Woodhouse
"Hollywood 1900"
CENTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Preparing
Hollv 40;
00'
Holly
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
I 4 I 6 La Brea Ave.
Editing
Chas. Chaplin Charles Chaplin
Wilson -Totheroh
Sutherland "Chuck" Reisner
Feature Comedy
Holly 311
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
3rd Week
Uraham
2-Reel Comedy
Beaudine Jimmy Adams
Peterson -Garnett Clemens
Beck
2-Reel
Comedy
1st Week
Al. Christie Neal Burns Nagy-Fhillips Hageman
2-Reel i 'nmeriv
Scott Sidney Dorothy Devore
Peterson -Garnett Clemens
Drexel 2 I 1
CHARLES RAY STUDIO.
3 700 Beverly Blvd.
J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr.
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
Thornley
2nd Week
Ted Rrooks
Stewart Baton Harry Care
"High Dawn'
CULVER CITY STUDIO.
Ralph M. DeLacy, Mgr.
6529 Venice Blvd., Culver City
Culver City bl
Washington and Ince Blvds., Culver Cii
DARRELL-MOUNIER STUDIO. J. F. Mounier, Gen. Mgr.
.".111 Week
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
Ryan G(Bros. Productions
Ben Cohen
"The Wolf Man"
Chesebro -Clay ton Selander
Reed
Che ;br<
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
598-H
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Comedy
Schedule
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Staff
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Comedy
Schedule
Al. Ray
All-Star McGill
Staff
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
F. Hibbard Lloyd Hamilton
Corby
Staff
Comedy
Schedule
Schedule
Holly 30(
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1 40 I N. Western Ave. Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Al St. John
Comedies
Al St. John
Ernest S. Depew
Al St. John
Schedule
Mark
Sanderich
Staff
Comedies
2nd
Week
R.
Tennant
Kingling
Chimpanzees
Seiler ( arruth
Benny Stolon*
Sid Wagner
All-Star
Hough
Tom Buckinham
Carter
"The Arizona Express"
2nd Week
Chas. Jones
Wm. Wellman
Preparing
Joe August
Hobart
"Not a Drum Was Heard'
Tnm
Mix
Dan Clark
3rd Week
J. Blystone
Eugene Forde
Lee
"Ladies
to Board"
Schneiderman
David Solomon
2nd
Week
"The
Mnrroco
Box"
Shirlev Mason
Preparing
Edward
Bernoud
Walter Mayo
Preparing
G. O. Post
E. Mortimer
John Gilbert
Fannie & Fred Hatton' Just Off Broadway"
Schneiderman
AU-Star
John Ford
Ed.
O'Ferna
Hollingshead
< ieo. Archainbaud All-Star
Jules ( 'ronjager
"The Plunderer"
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Holly 269
Phil Goldstone Productions. State Rights release).
Holly 016
GRAND
Monty
Banks STUDIO.
Productions. 1438 Gower St. Sam'l Bischoff, Gen. Mgr.
"Racing Luck"
H. Raymaker
Monty Banks
Ray June
Jack Dawn
3rd Week
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City
761-71
Holly
143!
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
l«th
Week
Harold Lloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
Roht. A. Golden
Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd
Lundin
The Girl Expert"
J. K.. McDonald Productions.
Halperin Productions.
Preparing
Laurel Productions.
L. Pierson
W. Ruggles
Priscilla Dean
'Pirates & Plunder"
Finis Fox Productions. R. R. Beatty, Bus. Mgr.
2nd Week
J. Thompson
F. Fox
All-Star Hal Mohr
Preparing
A Woman Who Sinned'
Priscilla
Moran
Productions.
O.
M.
Baker,
Bus.
Mgr.
M. Webb
Priscilla Moran
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release).
1442 Beachwood Drive.
2nd Week
Sanford Productions.
Mattison
Mattison-V. Rich E. Dyer
R. Sanford Staff
Mile
A
Minute
Morgan'
Kinemart Productions.
B. Schrader, Casting. 1442 Beachwood Drive.
ROY HUGHES PRODUCTIONS.
840 S. Olive. SHADOWLAND RELEASE
Arizona Location
J. MacFarland
"Ashes of Waste'
Leavens Hale
Thos. Dixon. Jr.
Roy Hughes
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
761-731
Gene Stratton Porter Productions.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
7th
Frank Gerghty
2nd Week
Week
Del Andrews All-Star Max Dupont
Del Andrews "The Galloping Fish'
Ruddy Ericksen
John Griffith Wray All-Star Henry Sharp
C. Gardner Sullivan "Against the Rules"

x iera!
Director

Star

Bter keaton studio.
1 Buster Keaton
Buster Keaton

'The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
Scenarist
Cameraman
Ass't Director Casting
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Jean Havez
Elgin Lessley
Walter Reed

LfKY STUDIOS.
Tom White, Casting.
1520 Vine St.
Pi mount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Sal Wood Productions.
Sam Wood
All-Star
John Waters
JolHenabery Productions.
Henabery
All-Star
Richard Johnston
In Willat Productions.
5360 Mel rose Ave.
3. MAYER STUDIO.
Niblo Productions.

M YER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission
LifsReginald
B. MayerBarker
Productions.
All-Star (Metro Release).
B. . Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release).
[ Gasnier All-Star Karl Struss
1VTRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
Seo- ?;.?aker
All-Star
Arnold
IKingVidor
Laurette Taylor
Chet Lyons
Jafie Coogan Productions.
I V. Srliertzinger
Jackie Coogan
Frank Good
NfTIONAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
Tlhnicolor M. P. Corp. C. A. Willat, Mgr.
J. A. Ball
Ray Rennahan
<P
KFORD-FAIRB
ANKS
STUDIOS.
Individual
lUted Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
I Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford Rosher

STUDIOS.

6070 Sunset Blvd.

Edfried Bingham

Comedy

"The Next Corner"
'The Stranger"

Page 17
Progress
Holly 2814
2nd Week
Holly 2400
7th Week
6th Week
431-171

Rd. Individual Casting.
Harry Schenck
J. G. Hawks
Waldemar Young
George Yohalem
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Eddington
Geo. D. Baker
Dave Howard
Brewster

"Cape Cod Folks"
"Poisoned Paradise"
"Revelations"
"Happiness"
"A Boy of Flanders'
Color Photography

Geo. A. Cave

Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd
J. T. O'Donahue
"The
ThiefVernon
of Bagdad"
Staff
"Dorothy
of Haddon
Staff

PilNCIPAL
PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Louis Tolhurst
TO STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
PACH STUDIO.
Culver
City.
Warren
Doane, Ross
MgrLederman
I Jas. A. Howe
Will Rogers Robt. Doran
Vreland
Animals
B.
Currigan
| Len
Powers
James Parrot
Leo Gerstad
Chas. Chase Ed Willatt
Bob McGowan
C. Morehouse
Our Gang
Harry Gerstad
Roach-Clements
Glen
Tryon
Fred
Jackman
Hopkins
I Geo. Jeske
Wm. Dill
Stan Laurel Frank Young
Fred Guiol
Spat Family Nick Barrows
Lloyd French
FISSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
<jW.Geo.
Patton
Productions.
F. MacPherson,
Al. Neitz
Walker Mgr.
Cooper
B. Seitz
MurphyH. Miller
!|J. Brown Productions,
Ross
Fisher
Curley Dresden
f I Al. Rogell Fred Thompson
Moford Productions.
Ircules Film Co.
Marco Charles
|J Jack Nelson Jack Polio
f NNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Gray
Del Lord
All-Star
Ray Gray
Erie Kenton All-Star Geo. Spear
Del Ruth
Harry Langdon Spear
INITED STUDIOS. 534 Melrose. M. C. Levee, Pres.
.*eph M. Schneck Productions
(First National Release). O. O. Dull
F. Borzage Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio
Edward Brophy
N Jerome Storm Constance Talmadge Ray Binger
O'Brien
I st National Productions.
Berquist
I 1 C. Badger Coleen Moore
Iturice Tourneur Productions.
Arthur Todd
Scott R. Beal
Maurice Tourneur All-Star
Ifchard Walton Tully Productions.
Geo. Reehm
[ Jos. DeGrasse All-Star
Warren ton -Carpenter
ank Lloyd Productions.
Harry Weil
Frank Lloyd All-Star
WIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting,
nversal
Film Manufacturing
Co. (Universal Release).
Wm. Duncan
Duncan
-Johnson
Don Clark
C. Brown
All-Star
Ernest
All-Star
A.
SmithLaemmle
Hobart Henley
Eddie Cline
Reginald Denny
Hoot Gibson
Sedgwick
Billy Tummel
Edward Laemmle Billy Sullivan
Jack Rose
Robt. Hill
Laura LaPlante
Wm. Craft
Wm. Desmond
Koehner
V. Nordlinger
Jack Hoxie
Bradbury
Marchant
Luciano Albertini
Ray Taylor
708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen.
jITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
ave Smith Productions.
David Smith All-Star
Steve Smith. Jr.
Wm. Dagwell
EARNER BROS. STUDIOS.
5842 Sunset Blvd
Earner Brothers Productions.
Dave Abel
Frank Strayer
Harry Beaumont
John Barrymore
John Stumar
Tenny Strayer
Wright
Wm. A. Seiter All-Star
Frank
David Abel
Harry Beaumont All-Star
E. B. DuPar
Wm. Beaudine All-Star
rnest Lubitsch Productions.
/ALDORF

Monte Ketterjohn

Type

Walter Anthony

Staff
Staff
Staff
Roach
Staff
Staff

Capitol 2 1 20
15th Week
Preparing
Holly 4485
5th Week
5th Week
Preparing
Holly 4470
Schedule
Holly 7901
24th Week
6th Week

Holly 2806
Microscopic Motion PicturesSchedule
Holly 7780
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule 761-721
Hall" Comedy
1-Reel
Schedule
1- Reel Comedy
Editing
Schedule
2- Reel Comedy
Schedule
"Monarca"
2-Reel
Comedy
Schedule
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule

Bob Dillon

Holly 7945
"The Deer Slayer" Editing
"The Sheriff of Tombstone" Editing

Jack Nelson

"The Great Pals'

Staff
Staff

Sullivan
Montagne
Fred Myton
Johnson

Duncan

Hugh Hoffman
Mgr.

Preparing

Drexel 1550
"Half Back of Notre Dame" 2nd Week
"Picking Peaches" Editing
Xpauioo •rtbh.O 'Papist Week
Holly 4080
5th
Week
"Secrets"
Editing
1st Week
"The Gold Fish"
Editing
"The Swamp Angel"
"Torment"
'Flowing Gold"
"The Sea Hawk"

3rd Week
Preparing

433-131
10th Week
7th Week
15th Week
Preparing
6th Week
Schedule
3rd Week
4th Week
2nd Week
1st Week
598-131
6th
Week
'A Tale of Red Roses"
Holly 4181
"Beau Brummel"
7th Week
'How to Educate a Wife" Preparing
Preparing
'Babbitt"
"Lover's Lane"
Preparing

"The Fast Express"
"SignalTurmoil"
Tower"
"The
"Love Insurance"
"Courting Calamity"
"The Leather Pushers"
"The Thrill Girl"
"The
"The Riddle
Drifter"Rider"
"Hands in the Dark"

Al. Brandt, Mgr.

yORLD
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS Wm.
CINEMATOUR.
818, Station
"C," Los "My
Angeles
J. A. Eliason
Baby Betty
Field Jos. B.Box
Brown
Robinson
Kingdom for a Horse"

Holly 7940
3rd Week
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Figures

That

Most of us laugh at the man who shudders
when a black cat crosses his path, the iiian who
does not play golf laughs at the man who docs,
and so it goes, folks wear clothes that seem
funny to everybody except their owners. Yesterday, good form forbade the wearing of
jewels in daytime, especially with street dress
and the gown itself was made with attention
to ornamental detail. But the up-to-date frock
is "as plain as your old hat," and therefore is
a foundation for baubles and semi-prccious
stones, such as (not real) diamonds, cr\stais,
matrix and a thousand colored stones, heaw
blues, cool greens and heavenly rainbows, aie
to be seen circling the throat of the fashionable
woman. There are even charming ornament^
that may be worn with mourning, the combination of onyx and crystal are proper, or a chain
of alternating black and white diamonds.

Beauty

in Elk

One of Eastern Canada's most
noted beauties is to be given a role
in the Renalles production, "The
Elk's Tooth," nouncement
according
an anby Clarke to Renalle,
President and General Managing
Director of the corporation.
Under the patronage of Lord
Byng, Governor-General of Canada, and other prominent public
figures, the Montreal Lodge of Elks
staged a five-day Fall Festival, the
principal feature of which was the
selection of the "Montreal Queen."
Through an arrangement consummated between the Montreal Elks
and Renalle, the young woman acclaimed queen will be dispatched
to Hollywood to undergo camera
tests and a role will be assigned
accordingly
"The Elk's
Tooth. '
Production isin slated
to commence
late in January.
Although it is not probable that
any of the scenes of the picture
will be filmed in Canada, the Montreal Elks did not wait to see what
their Ame rican brethren would do
in support of the picture, but hastened to record their approval and
tender their moral support of the
production whose main theme carries an eloquent plea for the preservation of the monarch of the
forest, the elk. Despite the various
conflicting rumors relative to this
picture no B. P. O. E. money is

Lie

By MARGUERITE

The raisin growers ask, "Have you had your
iron today?" I want to know, whether you
have bought your highly-colored wrap for the
chilly
we're having?
Don'tandbe sane
afraidcolorto
get it nights
loud, tangerine
is a safe
not your
exactly
conservative.
don'twearing
forget
toif buy
Swede
hat because And
they are
them in Paris and New York city now, A
friend of mine who has just returned from "the
other side," showed me some wonderful frocks
that made my mouth water. There was one
straight frock for wear under a fur coat, made
of a novelty woolen material in a warm tan
shade, inverted pleats at the sides to give room
for walking; the bateau-shaped collar and cuffs
and stunning. Smart Parisians are wearing
long lines in the daytime and blossom out in
stiffened hip-full skirts in the evening.
Things are not always what they seem, even
as women are not always as rosy as they are

Film

behind the venture, nor has any
been solicited since the entire project is being financed by Renalles,
Inc. However the Montreal Elks
were quick to see the value of the
film as applied to them and have
given it their endorsement, together
with a promise of the heartiest
moral support. All financial returns from the production will be
the exclusive property of the producing corporation, and the fraternity will not benefit a whit insofar
as money is concered.
Renalles have just published a
condensed novelization of "The
Elk's Tooth'' which is to be filmed
from the story by Mr. Renalle who
has been prominent as sportsman,
director, author and stage producer
for years. Complimentary copies
of the book have been sent to President Coolidge and the members of
his cabinet, the Governors of all of
the States, the Governor-General
of Canada and his staff, and to the
C.rand Lodge and all Elk lodges in
the United States, Canada and
Newfoundland.
The greater portion of "The
Elk's Tooth" will be shot at Jackwhich islarge
the
habitatson'sofHole,theWyoming,
only remaining
herd of elk in this country. The
Yellowstone Park authorities are
to assist in the making of the picture.

Winifred Dunn, scenario editor for Metro,
has just commenced her work on the adaptation of "The Shooting of Dan McGrew," which
Arthur H. Sawyer of S. L. Pictures, will produce for Metro release. Barbara LaMarr will
be features in the production as "The Lady
That is Known as Lou."
In preparing her script for this famous Robert W. Service poem, Miss Dunn is now collecting a vast library of informational material
on Alaska and the Yukon, particularly in the
days of the gold rush which are described in
this poetical narrative and most of the other
Service ballads.

STOP!
READ
THIS

?

Sings With
Shadow

COURTOT

Self

Shortly after her arrival here
she visited hte Universal studios
with friends, and for the novelty,
accepted a small part in "The
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
which Wallace Worsley was then
directing. During the times when
the cast were waiting on the set,
between scenes, it was the usual
thing for Miss Gillette and others
to amuse themselves by singing.
Her voice attracted the attention
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McKEE

painted, still cosmetics will always enabl \\
woman to keep a stiff upper lip. I think it %
man and not mirror that caused woman to*
about her looks. Every woman should kl]
what kind of skin she has and care for it •
cordingly. Those with oily complexions she i
use fluids and lotions. Paste, any kind, tic
or thin, should always be reserved for the <ning. A heavy make up is not in good ts
and is only permissible on a very young won ,
As a woman grows older she should usil
deeper toned powder, pink faces upon an eld' i
woman might be amusing; at least it is not ■
mode. Women should study the style of i
face and should then arrange her appears •
accordingly. Each of us have a personal
and should bring it out. If your instinct ci
not guide you, go to the large hotels, and st i
the well dressed women you see there,
not exaggerate. Be natural.
J

The career of Miss Ruth Gillette,
dramatic
musical voice
for soprano,
several whose
years past
has charmed Chicago theatre-goers,
has been closely bound up since
her arrival in Los Angeles a year
ago with Universale production ot
Victor Hugo's masterpiece, "The
Hunchbackat of
Dame,"
now
showing
the Notre
Criterion
Theatre.
Miss Gillette, after years of
study under a number of coaches
of note, including Charles La Berge
of the American Conservatory of
Music, appeared in a number of
operatic engagements, and was
placed
under of'contract
Balaban
& Katz
Chicago, with
to appear
in the Chicago, Rivera, Tivoli and
other Chicago houses. A year ago
she came to Los Angeles, and since
that time has been under the manCompany. agement of the DeRecat-Bostick
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of Mr. Worsley, and when
singers for the prologue whicl
part of the Criterion presentai
were selected, Miss Gillette <
induced to become one of them,
she is asnowa solo
singing
the as "J\
Maria"
number,
as in inthewhich
chorusshework,
for ita r.|'
ture
herself
t rayed.

Edward Burns is now work
on his individual scenes at to
Lasky
Long ofIsland
to
the illness
Miss Studios
Swanson,ow\
became infected with "Kleig" e ^_
during the filming of "The HiJS

A large photograph of li
ming
Bird."
Mary
Kornman,
ladjr —^
Hal Roach's
"Our leading
Gang" hangs,
the Ambassador Hotel. She
dressed in the chic riding habit
wore during the filming of "De
Days," and is shown riding Fii
prize-winning horse.
has 'compleH
herGrace
work Darmond
in "Discontented
bands,"
the
Waldorf
Product
under■o the direction of Edward
Le Saint. James Kirkwood, J
thur Rankin, Cleo Madison, I
Carmelita lieraghty are also in
cast.
Pierre CJendron, who was
author of the successful Broad*
farce, "Cold Feet," has been cl
for a prominent role in support!
John Gilbert in his new Willi i
Oh BroadwaJ
Fox picture, "Just Off
O
C/3
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The Art of Bel Canto

J.

VAN

DEN

AKKER

Florence

Avery

Rice
Hollywood
Choice

Jeweler — near Vine Street

Platinum

Diamond

Jewelry

(31 years European-American experience)

"Gruen

W atch Agency"

Waltham and Elgin Watches

HOWARD

GAYE

on^eryicel mod 1671 - SAMUEL C ..SHINE • 6568 Sonata/to
\ General Trucking and Hauling

—
"productions,
Publicity
I
91 Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
.'|74 Hollywood Blvd. Corner Bronson

MARY

RUBY

Ingenue
594-774

DONNA

HALE

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

RARE
fe>UT OF PRINT BOOKS
1 Searched for and reported upon
free of charge.
HOLLYWOOD BOOK AND
PRINT SHOP
'so Highland Ave.
irs-r:

Megaphone
on the trip, assumed charge of the general welfare of the party.
"The Signal Tower," which will be released
as a multiple reel faeture, will be completed,
after about four weeks of studio work.
Norman Kerry, noted picture actor, whom
crowds are acclaiming today for his remarkable characterization in "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," is a sad man.
He lost a 170-mile race against Death.
True — it was only a dog that died; — but
the blow to Kerry was as severe as tho it had
been a close relative. "Boobydoozle," pet
oplice dog, favoirte of all his four-footed
companions, died Friday night. Kerry, infromed
by telephone
animal's illness,
raced from
location in ofthethemountains,
traveling 170 miles, but arriving only after the
animal had breathed its last.
He had promised Universal City officials
to attend the opening of "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" at the Criterion Theatre in
Los Angeles. He went, meeting crowds, accepting congratulations and greeting friends,
as he had promised — but he admits his heart
wasn't in it.
He loved that dog.
One of the most elaborate wedding scenes
filmed in years marked the climax of
"Courtin'
Calamity,"
Hoot Gibson's
new
special production
at Universal
City. Josie
Sedgwick was the bride — her brother, Edward Sedgwick, directed the scene.
The wedding is the climax fo a unique
story, revolving about a wild west show, in
which Hoot, is the son of an old friend of
"the boss," joins the troupe to learn the
business, which he does amid many trials
and tribulations, finally winning the star
cowgirl of the "horse opera."
The picture is replete with thrills and sensations, and punctuated with comic relief in
Gibson's adventures on horseback, on the
flying stage coach and other Wild West high
lights.
A daring automobile race is another feature. Gibson, who at one time in his eventful career was a racing driver, handles his
own racing car in this thriller.
picture for
alsoSedgwick
marks Gibson's
first effort
as The
a director,
fell ill during
the
middle of the picture, and the star assumed
the directorial reins until he returned from
the hospital.
"Courtin' Calamity," now in the editing
stage, is one of the Universal-Gibson
(Continued on Page 21)

Pupil of F. X. Arens of New York City
ANNOUNCES
the opening of a voice studio in
Hollywood. Breathing — Placement— Master Diction. Rates
cheerfully given. Residence studio. Nineteen Hundred Fiftythree North Highland Ave. Telephone 472707.

g>anta Claua
l).is just belibcrcb cnougl) JJeto Columbia
Consoles to tins S&torc to supply all fljolIrUioob
^ollptooob $f)onograpf) £§>fiop
577135 6552 ^ollptooob JSoulebatb
J!) mi- tlje Jfhto process Ktcoibs
ART

LEE

SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone 598-207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western
Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW I
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ave., at Santa Monica Blvd.
Violet Ray and Electric Massage at
your home or in studio
BLANCHE
COREY
MASSEUSE
BEAUTY CULTURIST
Touraine
Metropolitan
447 S.Apartments
Hope
5401

Did you forget to send that bouquet
for her birthday? Phone us, we will
take care of it for you!
THE ROSE
6326 Hollywood Boulevard

SHOP
Phone 438-567

HURRY!
HURRY!
I have several genuine
NAVAJO RUGS
at
bargain
prices!reservation.
Have just returned
from the Indian
Phone

Drexel

8089;

ask for Earl.

Cam* i!
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FORMS FOR THE
Standard £25. Directory

Close December

4th

Phones
438-856— Holly 3939

COY
Age 10.

WATSON, JR.
CHILD LEADS
Drexel 3616

HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit, Universal
Current Robert
production,
Thrill Girl"
Hill, "The
Directing
Recent Releases, "Gossip," "Crossed
Wires," "Town Scandal," "Sawdust."
"The Untameable." "The Wild Party."
RAISE SQUABS BigPi'Qfits
Jiighest prices in 20 years. Big demand.
Big money raising tkem.Raised in onemordh.
jWe ship famous breeding stock and supplies;
Little space
to raise
Send needed
25* for book.
on. - them. . f : g
HOW TO MAKE BIG MONEY RAISING SQUABS/.
HOLLYWOOD
SQUAB FARMS
BOX I I A- HOLLYWOOD
CALIF.

MARION

WARDE

Acting and Make-Up for the Stage
and Films
Classical, Character, Ballet and
Step-dancing
423-4 MUSIC ARTS BUILDING
233 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE 821-181

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

Raymond McKee is one of "Camera's most enthusiastic boosters. While in New York, jfl
ing the lead in "Down to the Sea in Ships" and making comedies for C. C. Burr he contriM
a weekly digest of New York film news entitled '.Hong the Rialto." Since returning to 1 itwood he's been a very busy man, filling numerous engagements with some of the foremost m
ducers, but he has still found time to come into our office and lend a hand. Furthermore h.m
done
much to increase "Camera's" popularity among his friends and the business men ojlm1
section.
issueandhis wife, Marguerite Courtot McKee, who played opposite him in "£>oi
Within this
the Sea
Ships"
who is famous in her own right as star of many Seitz serials, begin m
columns for the ladies. Ray will follow with a cunt
of intensely
a series
first
of hisof own,
the style
of whichinteresting
is yet to be decided.
II
// it this co-operation upon the part of Mr. and Mrs. McKee and other professional /M|
that distinguishes "Camera" from all other film papers. It is "of, by, and for the people M
make pictures"; The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry.
It is only comparatively recently that we
have taken to analyzing the causes of success of
certain pictures, or of certain actors, or of certain producers; and sex appeal seems to be the
favorite explanation. Does this also apply to
the successful writer in fit mcircles?
Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin, one of the
busiest literary teams in filmland, answer an
emphatic affirmative.
"Sex conflict is ,after all, the underlying basis
of all drama; and we feel that we have this
fundamental factor in our collaboration. We
argue about a certain character development,

come
to anof apparent
impasse,upholding
and then then'M'4
that one
us is naturally
man's end, and the other is just as staunH
upholding
the we
man'sevolve
angle.
the nU
ant
discussion
the From
particular
del
opment as we believe the sex conflict vMl
Herein lies undoubtedly much of the su^J
that
Cowan-Higgin
attained. The
out.-' sexes is have
it both
work of
tude
naturally contained ill
their writings, and just ae naturally it givjll
their
picture work a universal appeal whicl »»
ducers.
made them sought after by motion picture -«i

loaV££8?
I
SUNSET
SPECIAL RATES TAX
ON STUDIO TRIPS AND TOURING
Universal City
_
$1.00 Club Royal _
Mayer Studios
_
2.50
y
Cit
Culver
- —
Holly-Fairbanks _
75 United Studios
Fox Studios
_
75 Robertson-Cole
Metro Studios _
Lasky Studios
75
Hotel _
- Santa Monica _
_
3.50 Ambassador
Pasadena _
4.00 Venice
Center
of
Los
Angeles
All Stations
_
2.50 Plantation _ - —
1720 Hudson Ave.
578-280
430-258

£■{
2.L
«*j
•'.
*j
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Megaphone
"specials" widely advertised. David Torrence is one of the principal character
pla3rers.
Gladys Hulette, who has just finished her
part
with Perley
PooretakeSheehan's
at Universal
City, will
a vacation"Innocent"
for several days before commencing a new role. Miss
Hullette recently scored heavily in "The Burglar's Kid" with Baby Peggy.

PERSONAL
UBL1CITY
AR-EXCELLENT
TIVELY
PUTS
PICTUPL
PEOPLE m
PEP/WOT
[UBLIC FAVOR
~Vrife jz>r port/cu/ar5 , oq jee
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood SfaRon
Or, in care of

/*
2nd. FLOor,
Hollywood
Blvd.,
mera
Ca6318
Hollywood
Quf
h
PnOHE 439-869
gjAL— IMTtS^
H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York
ACUTE OR CHRONIC DISEASES
0548 Hollywood Blvd.
Hours 2-5 P. M. or by Appointment

BRUNO
publicity Photos, Professional Photos,
Casting Director Photos
6412 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Telephone 431-929
owns
Wraps
Furs

Reginald Denny, star of "The Leather Pushers," "The Abysmal Brute," and "The Spice of
Life," car
whoturned
was over
seriously
injured
when hisin
motor
on Sunset
Boulevard
Hollywood, is reported to be recovering at a
satisfactory rate. His injuries were severe and
he will be in a cast for several weeks, but attending physicians state that his unusual
strength and all-around physical fitness are
making his recovery easy.
Hayden Stevenson may play many different
kinds of roles, but most of the time he may be
found in "The Leather Pushers" unit if "The
Leather Pushers" are being filmed at the time.
As the crafty but likable manager, who gets
his fighter out of trouble and into combat with
profitable regularity, Stevenson has created a
role which has caught the fancy of the public.
He is now appearing with Billy Sullivan, the
new star of "The Leather Pushers," under Edward Laemmle's direction.
Robert Hill, who has just finished directing
"Jack O' Clubs" with Herbert Rawlinson at
Universal City, is working on an original story
of his own. It is the adaptation of a magazine
story he wrote some years ago.
The mighty hunters have returned!
Sixty of 'em, armed with every conceivable
type of shooting-iron from air-rifles to doublebarreled shotguns and German Luger automatics, are home from the redwood forests of
Northern California, but with nary a bear, or a
deer, oriesorof hard
quail,work
or anything
and very else
little except
play. memNot one of the Nimrods is offering any excuses for the utter lack of trophies of the big
hunt ,but the blame is being shouldered by Clarence Brown, director of Super-Jewels for Universal, who figured that the company he took
on location into the forest near Fort Bragg
should give .first attention to the filming of the
railroad scenes for "The Signal Tower," and
let the quest of game be a second consideration.
When Director Brown's production aides,
players and workmen learned they would live
in the wilderness for at least six weeks, they
scurried about to secure some sort of firearm,
and those who possessed neither revolver, rifle
or shotgun,
them from
friends or City.
procured them borrowed
from the arsenal
at Universal
The company was quartered at a deserted

FOR
RENT—Complete
Bell andstudio
Howell
Camera. Phone
170°
shutter.
equipment.
829-573.
Metropolitan
4686 days; nights and Sundays,
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas BIdg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone 874-172
TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 828-538
Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
DR. W. L. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
Join the Kings and Queens of
MOVIELAND
at our Friday Nite show
where boxing reigns supreme
Hollywood
Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro ave

S. M. WERSHOW
Ladies' Tailor
7066 Hollywood Boulevard
Hoi lywood

HAVE

CAMERA!"
FOR SALE — Bell and Howell Camera, 170 shutter— late model, completely equipped. Bar879-555. gain.—BLAINE WALKER, 914 South Olive.

Riding Habits
Sports Wear
Suits

YOU
A PICTURE
FOR
SALE?
I can sell it outright. See me for quick results
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
ronx Studio, 1 745 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 4275

Betty Croft, 1843% Cherokee
Avenue has a sale of ladies' new
and used Coats, Furs, Street and
Evening Gowns — Hats and Shoes.
Hudson Seal Coats; also clothing
in misses sizes.
Attractive Prices
Hours 9 to 5

Phone 471-532
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TITLES

PLUS

SERVICE

Recently titled
"FASHION ROW"
Featuring Mae Murray
Hand lettering by
IRVING W. BUNZE
Cinematographic work by
ELI COHN
For perfect black-and-white titles, try our PROCESS SYSTEM. A telephone call will
bring our representative with
samples.
Quality

Title &

Film

Company
1442 Beechwood Drive. Holly 4850

Doctors
FORD &
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific
Spinal
Adustments
Individual
Rest
Rooms
Anna
Office
QD.C..
HeflryPh.CFord
D.C..MmPh. Fort
C. Ground
Floor
CHIROPRACTORS
591 1 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12 — 2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8
LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

Holly 76G0

LUNCH

'Where

all

good

filmfolk gt

Megaphone
summer camp eight miles from location. There
are no automobile or wagon roads anywhere
near the forest, so the railroad company provided transportation in the shape of trailers
drawn by a gasoline speeder. The first morning out everyone was "loaded for bear," and
just itching for the sight of a squirrel, or an
elephant, or anything that would prove prey
for their bullets and shells. But nothing came
into view save the giant redwoods, so the guns
were piled up for the day. For three weeks
Brown worked his cast and aides so hard from
sunrise to sunset that no one had any time, or
energy, to wander off in search of game or
fowl. Then the order came that the next three
weeks would be given over to night work exclusively.
"Fine," thought everybody, "we can spend
part ofsionsour
days and
hunting."
Bui the
the days
night were
seswere long
hard and
given over to absolute rest. The cold was intense at the camp, and when it was rumored
there was a lone bear in the neighborhood
Assistant Director Charles Dorian looked at
the heavy frost on the ground and opined the
animal was no doubt a Polar bear. A day or
so after Wallace Beery ceased taking a new
automatic shotgun to location with him, quad
flew within a few yards of the cameras and
the whole company saw a deer when there was
not even a pea-shooter in the crowd.
The Sunday before the party returned to
Universal City, Director Brown held a late
afternoon target contest. Virginia Valli, star
of the production, bagged a ginger ale bottle
with Fellowes
little Frankie
Darro'sa air
rifle. all
Rock-by
liffe
surrounded
bullfrog
himself and finished it with a forty-four calibre
bullet at three feet and Mrs. Brown nearlycaught a fish.
But when the company arrived back at Universal City to learn that the officials were
jubilant over the wonderful stuff that Director
Brown had gotten on the location, all hands
were comforted to think that such a large anil
well-equipped hunting party had at least accomplished something of note during their sojourn in the wilderness.

NEW CAFE
together." Blvd.
6382 Hollywood
JOHN'S
RENALLES,

Inc

Room 212
641 1 Hollywood Blvd.
(OVER LEVY'S)

"The

Elk's Tooth"

Phone. Day and Night: 430-530
DR. D. W. MacMILLAN. M. D
Honor graduate McCill University
Diseases of Women and Children, geoito
urinary disorders
Hours: 2-5, 6-8
6047% Hollywood Blvd. at Cower St.

OPENING

DEC, 3RD — R. U. R.
By KAREL CAPEK
A Weird Satiric Melodrama
FINE
ARTS
THEATRE
Prices — Matinee Wednesday and Saturday. 50c and $1.00. Nights— 50c. 75c,
938 SO. GRAND AVE.
$1.00, $1.50
YOU ALL KNOW

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.

827-97

(Doctor)
Jack

RAY LA VERNE
MOTION PICTURE
CASTING OFFICE
1521 North Bronson Ave.
Registrations until Nov. 20th from 9:30 A. M. to
5:30
20th P.registrations
betweenP. M.the daily.
hours olAlter
2:00 Nov.
to 4:00
M. only. taken

SANTA CLAUS
HEADQUARTERS
THE WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
6623 Hollywood Blvd.

Roberts

C'hnrncli'r

on the screen — but you
may not know that he
sells
Real Estate
to
his
land. friends of screen-

Just think of this special four room bungalow furnished with garage and yan
with fruit.
Just the home you've wanted and the terms will suit your pocketbook.
6638 Sunset Blvd
Call 431-866 and ask for Doctor
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Question—

Your
and

Answer

its

QUESTION — "I suffer with continual colds, first in my head,
then in my throat and bronchials, and often the lungs are affected.
If you can cure me, how long will it take?
ANSWER — You certainly owe it to yourself to have your spine
so aligned that susceptibility to colds can no longer exist. The time
required to bring
ity, character or
quired to correct
know that colds

about this change is
location of the cold,
what is causing the
come only when the

dependent, not upon the severbut entirely upon the time recold. From experience we
organs of elimination are not

functioning properly. These organs include the lungs, skin, kidneys and bowels. Your susceptibility to colds will cease to exist
when these four great channels of waste elimination are doing their
work as Nature intended. From an examination of your we will
be able to give you definite advice as to time required.
Health queries and problems of general importance and practical value will be answered,
in the order received, if addressed to
Residence Calls Day or Night.
Home

Phone 598-222.

Bring all your health troubles to the only Chiropractor catering to the
Motion Picture Profession.
DR.

W.

SCIENTIFIC

I.

SCHUSTER

CHIROPRACTOR
(PALMER

AND

NERVE

SPECIALIST

GRADUATE)

Licensed in California
A health service right at your door
Save your time and strength by avoiding the downtown traffic
Office Hours :
203 Bogardus Building
10 to 12 and 2 to 5
Cor. Sunset and Western
Hollywood, California
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
6 to 8 P.M.
Telephone 436-724
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UNO

Mr. C. F. Palmborg,
Special Representative,
New York Life Insurance Co.,
6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.

AUTHENTIC
DETAILS
AND
PHOTOGRAPHS
OF

OF EVERY
TION

DESCRIP-

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

300-301

My Dear Mr. Palmborg:
I wish to acknowledge receipt of checks under
the two policies in the New York Life which my
husband, Wallace Reid, carried with your Company. While each policy was for $25,C00 only, I
am receiving a check for $25,166.87 on each
policy. This additional amount I understand is the
dividend which would have come to the policy
had my husband lived to the end of the year.
In addition, I am receiving a check for $250.00
on account of the Disability feature attached to
the New York Life policy.
This certainly was one of the best investments
that could possibly have been made by Mr. Reid in
view of the fact that he paid only two premiums
on this insurance and I now receive $50,583.74.
I wish to thank you personally, Mr. Palmborg,
for the efficient manner in which you have
handled this case and the prompt manner in which
the whole affair has been taken care of by yourself and the New York Life.
Yours truly,

FOREIGN
INTERIORS AND EXTERIORS

IN

Phone 4-38-761
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY

We

Offer

MRS. WALLACE

BLDG.

a

Real

Talented

Opportunity
People

Only those capable of playing parts in big pictures need apply.
We

make

our own

stars and pay for their publicity.

No

cash compensation

until each picture is sold.

Do not apply unless you are ready for work immediately.

See Mr. Cole
WEST

COAST
LOIS

PRODUCTIONS
WEBER

STUDIOS

Santa Monica Blvd. at Vermont Ave.

CO.

REID.

to

Established 1918
A Film Magazine and a Film Newspaper in One
6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
: California
Volume VI

SATURDAY,

Civic

DECEMBER

8, 1923

Pride

"We hold these truths to be self-evident , that all men are created
equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
That to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends it is the
right of the people to alter or abolish it, and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers
in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and
happiness * * * but when a long train of abuses and usurpations,
pursuing invariably the same object , evinces a sign to reduce them under
absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such
government, and to provide new guards for their future security."
—THE DECLARATION OE INDEPENDENCE.
Excerpts from this document, one of the most cherished of its kind ever
drafted, bear out in unfailing testimony that the city constitution of Los Angeles
has not kept pace with the growth of the community itself. For where, may we
ask, are we of this city accorded the national right to the "pursuit of life, liberty,
and happiness." Life . . . it's only existence. Liberty . . . well that's the joke.
Happiness . . . you're talking Chinese. The pursuit part is true, but we're not
doing the pursuing; it's the Police Commission. In fact they've been doing so
much pursuing in the past few days that the Wampas are about to afford San
Francisco the opportunity to burst out in one loud guffaw this coming February.
It will be a horse-laugh on Los Angeles; one well earned.
For years there has been spirited competition between San Francisco and
Los Angeles. Each city has made amazing progress in its own way, and Los
Angeles has attained world-wide renown as the home of the motion picture industry. 'Tis true that the northern metropolis has made many spirited bids for
the film studios, but heretofore civic loyalty has forbade any such thing as our
removal to the bay city. Los Angeles has of late been sneering at San Francisco
because the Angel stronghold had been making such tremendous forward strides,
out all of proportion to those being made by its competitor. The laurels, well
within the reach of the southern city, have now been supplanted by a very ornate
raspberry, and San Francisco, progressive in a metropolitan way and awake to
the merits of the cinema profession, has proffered its aid in staging the Wampas
Frolic there. It has been accepted and they will dance in 'Frisco for forty nights
and forty days if they so desire. If they dance there they may work there. Quite
plausible, isn't it? This, however seems to throw the well-known chill into the
business men of Los Angeles and frantic last-minute efforts are being made to
alter the laws. The damage is not beyond repair, but it's pretty bad . . .
pretty bad. The dumbells in the city hall are not ringing ; there will be a Curfew
tonight.
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— it will destroy all precedent
— antiquate existing methods
— sweep aside accepted standards like a cyclone rushing
thru a Kansas village —

— It will possess beauty and
strength — it will have tremendous resources — it will
be odd — unusual — -new — keen
— clever — friendly — yet,
withal, on a firm foundation
— it will be of great charm —

- — its possibilities know no
limitations — it will be farflung in scope — it is what
filmdom and the world at
large has been awaiting many
years — we'll tell you the first
of the year.
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California
Main at Eighth
Rupert
o" es'
"RenHugh

Mil
Mainlerat 's
Ninth
Priscilla Dean
in
"The White Tiger'
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Richard Dix
in
"The Call of the Canvon'
Loew's
State
Seventh at Broadway
Buster Keaton
in
"Our Hospitality"
Rialto
Broadway at Eighth
Haroldin Lloyd
"Why Worry"
Criterion
Lon Chaney
in
"The Hunchback of
Notre Dame"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Mary Pickford
in
"Rosita"
Alhambra
73i South mri
Anna Q.in Nilsson
"Ponjola"
Hollywood
Hollywood Blvd. and Egyptian
MeCadden
"The Ten
Commandments"

Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Ken Harlan & Florence Vidor
'The Virginian"

Qune's Broadway
'Broadway near Fifth
Mildred Davis
in
"Temporary Marriage"

Morosco
7 11 South Broadway
This

Week's

Theatre

Notes

This drome
week's
bill by
at the
Hippois headed
a thrilling
rapid-fire drama of the old West,
starring that well known hero —
Jack Hoxie in "The Marshall of
Moneymint," a two-fisted, upstanding son of the plains, in a cyclonic
story of knaves and hearts. It is
the story of a youngster alone and
unaided, rids a little Western town
of a band of evil-doers and wins
for himself a beautiful bride.
A classy array of vaudeville will
be headed by Johnnie Burns in
"Comedy
Character
Impressions."
The
Superior
Character
Comedian

are Joe Roberts, Kittie Bradbury,
Jean Dumas, Ralph E. Bushman,
Craig Ward and Jack Duffy. Jack
Blystone directed "Our HospitalBuster plays a fashionable youth
of the pioneer days, known as the
railroad building era.
As an added feature, in order to
make next week
"hilarity Loews
week"
throughout
Los Angeles,
State Theater will present Mack
Sennett's
ity." latest comedy, "One CylindertroduLove"
which fans
serves
reince to screen
the tofamous
Sennett Bathing Beauties.

— James C. Fulton and Co. in "Any
Girl's Papa." A pleasing little
skit well played by a clever company. Medell Thompson, a blackface comedian in "The Black Ace,"
is known as the young Bert Williams. A Musical Comedy Novelty is presented by "The Musical
Zanes" acians.company
of real ranges
musiTheir repertoire
from classic to the modern rag.
Clifford and Purtell, is a little
Irish-Night-in-Gale from far-off
Emerald Isle, and sings a number
of beautiful selections. She is ably
assisted bv that clever comedian
Mr. Clifford.
Burt and Hyman — "The Incomparable Pair"hand
are seen
in oneandof
the cleverest
balancing
bymnastic exhibitions in vaudeville.
The World in Motion and a comedy photoplay conclude the bill.

The Leviathan orchestra, the
foremost of a group of Paul Whiteman orchestras engaged to play on
the United States Shipping Board
liners are the special headline feature of the Hillstreet. The Leviathan orchestra, as its names implies, has been selected as the
group of Whiteman jazzers to dispance dance music aboard the
giant liner and is only playing a
few vaudeville dates under the direction of the U. S. Shipping Board
before returning to its trans-Atlantic voyages. In conjunction
with the regular dance music there
are several soloists, vocal as well
as instrumental, and an especially
fine saxophone quintette. Morton
Downey, a tenor with a sensational
lyric voice discovered by Paul
Whiteman is the featured vocalist.
D. Apollon, the mandolin wizard
and Russian dancer assisted by the
Misses Aamona, Bacon and Pavlow will offer "Bi-Ba-Be," a novelty divertissement of color, singing and dancing.
"The Weak Spot," a dramatic
one act oddity written by George
Kellov, will be presented by Geo.
Harrington,
dia
Willmore. Delia Evans and LyJackdianGeorge,
blackface
comeassisted by aMae
Normandie;
Nat Carr, singing character comecaninesdian andwillBernard
completeBollen's
the bill.leaping
The feature photoplay for the
week will
be "The
with
Renee
Adoree
and anSix allFifty"
star cast.

Universal's tremendous picturization of Victor Hugo's great classic, "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," is destined to establish a
new
"The Hunchback,"
backed record.
by a marvelous
reception at
the hands of the critics, has created
a furore with the general public.
Lon Chaney, as Quasimodo, the
hunchback bell-ringer of Notre
Dame Cathedral, has scored the
greatest success of his career from
every standpoint. His makeup is
a marvel of realism, his own personality being entirely submerged
in
that
of
Hugo's famous character.
Patsy Ruth Miller, Norman Kerry, Brandon Hurst, Ernest Torrence, and all the other seventyfive principals in the exceptional
cast win new laurels for characterization in their various parts.
The film, with it's tremendous,
epoch-making settings, gorgeous
costuming, and wonderfully-handled mob scenes, forms a background against which move a cast
that is a veritable vvho's-who of
filmdom.
Buster Keaton's new feature
comedy,
"OurhisHospitality,"
the with
second under
new alliance
Metro, is something entirely new
in thetion comedy
Thishumorous
producis built outfield.
of the
side of American life in the early
'30's. For the first time Buster
makes screen love to his wife, Natalie Talmadge Keaton. Natalie
playser members
the feminine
whilefamily
othof the lead,
Keaton
appearing in the film are Baby Joe
(Buster II) and Buster's father.
Joseph Keaton. Others in the cast

So welcome is the Harold Lloyd
brand of comedy to Los Angeles
and her million people, that his
latest
"Whygreat
Worry?"
swings mirth-quake,
into its seventh
week

"The Ladv Killer"
Mason
127 South Broadway
Dark

Pico and Flgueroa in
Egans Edmond Lowe
'The Waning Sex'
320 South Main
Hippodrome
Vaudeville
"The Marshall
of
and

630 South Money
Broadway Mint"
Orpheum
Vaudeville
Pantages
Hill at Seventh
Vaudeville
Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
Renee Adoree
in
"Six-Fifty"
Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy

845 South Broadway
Majestic
tomorrow,
at Grauman's
Rialto.
Ever since
Lloyd started
on his
The Duncan Sisters
career as a film comedian he has
in
steadily traveled forward and
"Why tious
Worry?"
is
his
most
ambi"Topsy
& Eva"
production. There are big
sets, elaborate backgrounds and
six reels of fun in which the star Tally's Broadway
in
833 South Broadway
was assisted by John Aasen, the
young giant of huge proportions,
Chas. Jones
and pretty Jobyna Ralston.
The latest musical comedy pro"The Eleventh Hour"
duction at the Burbank Theatre is
one of the merriest ever devised
for the famous Baby Dolls. The Symphony
Broadway "Bu
near ck"
Sixth Jones
production
"Couldn't
Sweeter."of
So evidently
a goodbe measure
entertainment is in store for musical ated
comedyrunway
patrons.
presentsThetheilluminBaby
"Heirs'1 Hole"
Dolls in new special dances and a
flashy set of wardrobe creations.

iimera!
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A

Sanskrit

Age is a relative matter, so it is not necesIrily of interest that such-and-such a person
the youngest successful worker in his, or her,
e. That is, not of itself; although the matter
age does undoubtedly give an added fillip
story of Winifred Dunn's sucinterest
ss; for sheto isthethe youngest person to hold the
st of scenario editor at any of the big studios,
lore important, however, is the story of her
hievements, how she works, and the ideals
d plans that she puts into her scenarios for
letro.
Her inspiration has been the following wellown quotation from the Sanskrit: "Look well
| this day, for it is life — the very life of life.
| its brief course lie all the verities and reali|s of your existence, the bliss and growth, the
bry of action and the splendor of beauty. For
sterday is only a dream and tomorrow only a
feion. But today, well lived, makes every yesfday a dream of happiness and every tomor|w only a vision. But today, well lived, makes
jery yesterday a dream of happiness and every
morrow a vision of hope! Look well, thereIre, to this day — such is the saluation of the
Iwn !"
jln other words, Miss Dunn feels that the
hrth-while scenario, the scenario that can be
ade into a good picture, is based on the daily
currences of real people in real circumstances,
j fact, she believes that once you have conIved your characters and have clothed them
j flesh, so to speak, they develop themselves
turally and without straining the imagination
the author. Get your people firmly fixed in
jur mind and they will automatically take care
I not only their own characters but also of
le situations into which you plunge them at
ie outset. In fact, once she has started typing
|r first draft, Miss Dunn claims that the keys
Jem to print action on the paper, almost withit her assistance. More — if she is too conious of straining after drama and characterMah

Jong!

\Mah Jong! As some folks think it sliould not
played.
yifter reading these articles you will not know
iy more about that game than the author.
\In these days of forced variety, when a feikv •who devotes all of his time to perfecting
h chosen calling, is called narrow and lacking
\ versatility until most of us feel obliged to
iden ur range of study without perfecting our
lives in anything, it is something of an advenye to write a column on any subject that any\e is apt to know about; therefore, I, Raymond
IcKee, being of, or at least believing myself
j be of, sound body and weak mind, [else I
ire not tackle such a subject), have decided
.at, as long as I must write something to fill
lis space, must fill the same with something
lat folks know very little about, thus giving
\yself free reign to speak freely. I shall tell
]/ / know about the subject, which will not take
\ng. My main object being to confuse my
\aders as much as possible until all readers
\igagc themselves in a civil war and gradually
'{terminate
Mah Jong!
Puug
Jiow!
Mah themselves.
Diao! Mah Cheuk!
and Pe Lino!
\l mean the same to me. GAME EXTRA ORD'^AIRE! That is my subject. If you are not
Uerested, read no further — and if you are inIrested, then read no further, for you'll know
\ss of the game after you've read it, than be\re. The game is not governed by uniform
vies. Different rules and different methods of

Inspiration
ization, even the physical act of typing becomes
a hardship, almost an impossibility!
Starting your characters, she says, is like
throwing pebbles into a lake of dramatic occurrences; waves are created that go on and
on, practically without end, and overlapping
all the time. Each of these points of contact is
a dramatic moment, a plot situation.
When Winifred Dunn was just a young girl,
she and her father moved from Chicago to an
island home in one of the Wisconsin lakes,
where he gave her the benefit of his own Oxford erudition, turned her loose on a vast
library of the classics and led her to become an
integral part of Nature. Naturally, her imagination developed with her vocabulary and her
feeling for the verities of life. In her teens,
she came to Chicago, studied stenography and
soon thereafter aided a European playwright
to translate and idiomize his script. When he
joined the scenario force at Selig Polyscope,
then a powerful factor in the film world, she
tried her own hand at scenarios and sold her
very
first effort, entitled
Late."
Soon she
was contributing
regularly"Too
to this
company.
In
all, she has given over fifty originals to the
screen and has adapted more than as many
stories
authors.
"doctored"
number byofother
successful
films,Shehashas titled
perhapsa
a score and has even made two of her own
productions. Now, she is head of the scenario
department at Metro, so her thoughts have the
authority of accomplishment behind them.
Too many young writers, says Miss Dunn,
misjudge
honestinstead.
desire forAudiences
realism
and givetheit public's
sordidness,
want a romantic background — even if the costumes and locale are here and in the present —
they still insist on the characters of the story
urally. real people, developing logically and natbeing
Further interpreting her inspirational Sanskrit quotation, Miss Dunn urges the importBy Raymond McKee
play have been adopted in different parts of
the country. This is probably due to the fact
that the first writers rushed into the papers
without going into the original Chinese rules.
I am well acquainted with a number of China
people and have discussed it until 1 fully realize that I know nothing of the game, therefore
I shall tell you all about it, beginning next week.
There have been many books written about
Mah Jong and there will be many more written before even the obvious points of this centuries old game will be revealed. The overnight enthusiast believes the game to have just
recently been introduced to this country, while
as a matter of fact, and any historical student
will bear me out, if I should have the courage
to say it. I will have the courage, Mah Jong
was, even during the civil war, counted upon
to lessen the long hours of General U. S. Grant
while waiting for his boys to reload their trusty
muzzle loaders. See footnote "P," in Major
Cement's History of Traffic Conditions During
the Civil War. It reads, in part .... and
there was no pleasanler sight in the world, than
that of the stalwart young Abraham, (meaning
Lincoln, o fcourse) in the early days of a rainy
day between battles, having his game of Mah
Jong. The battles, referred to in the foregoing
line, we take to refer to the battles Mr. Lincoln
was known to stage with his beloved wife Lizzie, for the reason that Honest Abe was too
old during that war for the draft. There is
also an old wood cut accompanying the footnote which shows a striking likeness of Hon-

By GEORGE

LANDY

ance of every bit of action, every word of dialogue and every minor player in the story. A
tiny false note will spoil the mosaic which the
good scenario must be. Above all else, she reiterate? the caution to keep people human. If
they are real to the scenario writer, they will
be real to the audiences.
Recently, Winifred Dunn finished the scripts
on "The Eagle's Feather" and "Held to Answer,' both forthcoming Metro specials; she
collaborated on the scenario of Victor Schertzinger's "The Man Life Passed By," and is
now adapting "The Shooting of Dan McGrew,"
Robert Service's famous poem, soon to be
filmed by A. H. Sawyer for Metro release.
est Abe, trying to remedy a defect in the game
which is a delayed call of pung. This snap
shot, (flash light, of course, for in those days
Kleig lights were almost unknown), was taken
immediately after a player, (Carrie Nation, I
think it was) had exposed her hand by taking
a discard for a sequence. I'm sure we ail
recall that beautiful old poem, with great pleasure; written by, was it Horace Greely? . . . .
"Who touches a hair of yon grey haid;
Dyes like a dog! Mah JONG! HE SAID!
That alone is proof enough. More Anon!
JOE DED

By Bert Tracy

JOEwants
DED to know the difference between Lou
Chaney and a good gambler. Here's hoping he
finds out by next week at the latest.
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Wire
Walker
By PETER G. SMITH
From circus wire walker to a prominent niche
in the hall of screen
fame !
From ragamuffin in the
streets of Forest City, Pa.,
to an eventful picture trip
to Ireland and back
again in the whirl of
America's
theatrical circles !
That, in brief, would
convey a very good idea of what Pat O'Malley, through
one of the
screen's hisleading
go
to occupy
presentplayers,
uniquehadposi-to
tion in filmdom. After a half hour's chat with
O'Malley it would be an unusual procedure if
one
failed to the
callwarm
hirn "Pat."
And that
in becoming
so intimate
humanness
characterizes the man would sparkle in his Irish blue
eyes, and in his rose tinted cheeks.
"When I was a kid," said Pat, with a look
that brought back visions of the coal mining
neighborhood in Forest City, "I had a sneaking
desire to become an actor. Just what kind I
didn'ttoknow
I didn't
havewasanya
time
think then.
about Init, fact,
because
my dad
coal miner — and all fathers want their sons to
follow in their footsteps as closely as possible.
There is a certain family pride in that, you
know.
"But one day a circus came to town. Right
then and there I decided to become eligible for
circus work. I didn't know whether to start as
the water boy for the elephants, or as a messenger for the circus owner. Neither appealed
to me very strongly until I sneaked through a
hole in the circus tent, and saw a young coupie
do a wire walking act. They were so thrilling,
that for many days afterwards I could think
of nothing else bus the circus and the two wire
walking experts. And so I decided to be one
of them. But how to do it was a problem.
"When meI was
about
six, an school
opportunity
was
afforded
to act
in several
entertainments. When I was seven I got another chance
to act. At eight still another chance. During
these years I was practicing how to walk a wire
in my
mother's
yard.
Many'sfit the
my
parents
gave back
me up
as being
only time
for
the insane asylum, since I fell from the wire as
often as I tried to keep on it. But I was persistent, and during my eighth year I was given
a chance to perform for a local stock company.
Well, I apparently made good.
"For several years I performed the wire
walking act, played small juvenile bits, carried
the drum in street parades, and distributed hand
bills before the performances. This work carried me up and down the Lackawanna Valley,
in fact throughout most of Pennsylvania. My
career had been launched, and I was becoming
successful in a small way. So much so that for
many years afterward I toured all over America; years which were very trying indeed, but
withal full of experiences that have since proved
very valuable in my picture work.
"I have been in pictures for about twelve
years, and I frankly confess that all my dreams,
my waking hours are spent in the fascination
of motion picture making. I love the game and
1 don't ever hope to leave it."
In thehisearly
Pat O'Malley
given
first fall
partofin1912,
a motion
picture.wasIn
those days only one reel pictures were being
made, and he was cast for a part in "The
Alien,"
beingIt ismade
at that that
timeRobert
by theVignola,
Kalem
Company.
significant
who is directing Marion Davies in the Cosmopolitan productions, was at that time directing
and playing the male lead in the Kalem picture.
Pat's
for he says
that hework
was must
kept onhave
the been
job forgood,
six months.
Another significant feature of the early days
of picture making is that the Gene Gauntier

Flashes
from
Frisco
Bv AGNES KERR CRAWFORD
San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 6th, 1923.
Frank Alexander, four-hundred-pound comedian, who is soon to be featured in a series of
comedies made by the newly-formed Eldorado
Films Corporation of this city, spent Thanks
giving at his home in Hollywood. He returned
to town on Monday with the report that he had
eaten so much home-cooked turkey that he had
added several pounds to his merry little weight.
The world photoplay rights to the widely
read novel "The Wise Son," were purchased
last week by Louis Graf, executive head of the
organization that bears his name. The deal
was
wood. consummated thru Grace Inglis of HollyVicente Blasco Ibanez, world famous Spanish
author, best known to the film public for his
masterpieces, "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse"
and on
Sand,"
San Franciscoandon"Blood
Saturday
the arrived
steamshipin
"Franconia," bound on a tour 'round the world.
The ship stayed in port for two days, and almost all of that time was spent by Senor
Ibanez in his room at the St. Francis writing
a scenario for Mae Murray's future use.
Howard Strickling, director of publicity for
Metro, spent most of last week in San Francisco, on business for the organization.
Kenneth Hodkinson, general manager of
United Artists, came to San Francisco last
week to spend the Thanksgiving holiday season
in his old home town. He left on Friday for
Los Angeles to confer with Douglas Fairbanks,
Mary Pickford, and Charlie Chaplin, but will
return here for a further stay before his return
to the east.
Hal Nites, long connected with the film industry in San Francisco, but who left here several
months ago, has returned as manager of "Scaramouche," the film which is making a hit at the
Capitol Theatre. Mr. Nites brings with him
his
frombride,
our as
city.he was married during his absence
Helen Howell, popular screen actress, and
Frank Capra, assistant director of the Gerson
Pictures Corporation, were married at the home
of
bride's itself
parentstookon place
Thanksgiving
Thethewedding
before a Day.
few
members of the bride's family and some intimate friends, and was followed by a large reception. Miss Howell had been for some time
a member of the company making five-reel
melodramas for the Gerson company, and Berthold Berger, general manager of the organization, Ora Carew, its star, Tom Gibson, the director, Jay Morley, leading man, and other
members of the company were among the wedding guests.
Bobby Newhard. head cameraman on "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," and many other
famous films, came to San Francisco on SaturFeature Players decided ot make all their pictures in Ireland. Pat O'Malley was engaged
to play the leads in pictures of the Coleen Bawn
type. While abroad he visited France, England, Germany, Italy. This was in 1917 when
the company changed its name to Sidney Olcott
Productions.
Now in Ireland picture making was prohibited when the war broke out, and the entire
company was forced to return to this country.
There followed a long period with the Edison
Company as the featured leading man for three
years, after which he appeared in productions
made by Marshall Neilan, Universal, Vitagraph, lnce, Mayer, Schulberg and others of

day, accompanied by his mother, to meet a
welcome his brother who is returning after
absence
far
East. of eighteen years in Russia and t

Loyal to his San Francisco, Max Graf,
vising director of Graf Production, who issup<nc
in the east, has just declined an offer from Nt
York's
Rivoli Theatre
to hold
world'spictupi
mier presentat
ion of the
latesttheGraf
"Half-a-DoIlar Bill," in that edifice. Graf c
dares that as "Half-a-Dollar Bill" is purely
San Francisco product it shall have its pn
productio nhere, so it will be given to the woi
at the Warfield Theatre where all the font.
Graf-made pictures have had their first pub
presentation. The exact date of the showi
has not yet been decided but it will probably
about the first of the new year. The film is b
ing released thru Metro, and New York w
have it the week following its opening hei
After closing several big deals in the E;
Max Graf will leave for home this week, to
here
season to spend the holiday seas*
with inhisgood
family.
The world's premier of "Reno," latest Rupt
Hughes picture,
took place at the Californ
Theatre
last Saturday.
It is rumored that Max Graf .supervising
rector of Graf Productions, is bringing Rtl
Ince, director, with him from the east to wi(
the megaphone on his next picture, "The Wi
Ben Lyon was a week-end guest at the
Francis, coming to town to be present at t
opening on Saturday at the Warfield Theat
of "Flaming
inent
role. Youth," in which he plays a prot
Son."Francisco has a new and very beautif
San
neighborhood playhouse in the Alexandra
atre at Geary and Eighteenth Streets, open*
last week to a brilliant audience. The Ale.
andra built by George Oppenheimer and Al
E. Levin at a cost of $350,000, not only tak
rank among the beautiful theatres of the cit
but has the distinction of being the first wi'
an Egyptian motif in decoration to be erectt|
here. Mayor Rolph was the speaker at tl
opening. Ben Black's Band, recently returm
from Grauman's
Metropolitan
theatre
Angeles,
is furnishing
the stirring
music,in atL
was heartily welcomed.

Priscilla Dean and Harry Myers spent la
week in San Francisco, having come up to l|
present
at the an
bigoilCalifornia-Stanford
and to christen
well. The oil well gam
is i
the bay district oil field, and has been nami
the Dean-Myers well. Miss Dean will retui
to the south to begin production as the hi
of her own company. Her first independei
picture will be made at the Hollywood Studh
under the working title of "The Pirates."
equal prominence in the industry.
To the best of Pat's memory some of h
best features are "The Blooming Angel," "G
and Get It," "Dinty," "Bob Hampton of PI:
cer," "Lying Truth," "Brothers Under trj
Skin," "Wandering Daughters," "The Etern:
Struggle," "The Virginians," "My Marai
At the present writing Pat is playing tl
leading male role opposite Laurette Taylor )
"Happiness," the J. Hartley Manners play.bi
ing picturized by Metro.
It's a long lane to fame and fortune, but pe:
severance
Rose." and a stout heart (be it Irish t
otherwise) will bring its due reward.
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Philosophy
Palmborg's
Paragraphs

(Being one of a series of impressions of film folk and
You have all read of the Mayflower and the cineniatand anecdotes as written by a motion picture insurance man. By C. F. Palmborp. special analyst and Hollyave Pilgrim Fathers who landed on Plymouth
uood representative of the Neiv York Life Insurance Combelt, of their struggle for life against the wild
pany).
bn, beasts and climate of New England. Did
Dealing with a
fu ever stop to think of what the women
man like Jean
Iks of that stalwart group gave up? How
Hersholt makes
e pretty daughters and the colonial dames
business a real
ust have watched for ships from across the
as that would bring materials for their next
pleasure. H i s
ocks. Clothes must have meant just as much
quick,
mind
rapidlyalert
grasps
the beauties at Plymouth as to you for they
the
information
lere of the best families from "merrie old
one wishes to imtigland." Can you imagine yourself waiting
0 years for news of what they were wearing
part, and as he
tside of your own little community? Nowafollows, one realys if a lady in Washington, D. C, brings out
izes that he is inhat that is a little different, we all know it
tel igently abfore she reaches down town. The houses of
sorbing and digesting all that is
laris, from which come the very latest styles,
being said and is not merely nodding a "yes" —
mely, "Vionet," "Jenny," "Miller," "Lavin"
d "Cheruit," cable to us that their latest a trick that often happens in my business —
odels will engage jeune fille style, full of airy while the listener is really not getting the inrace and beauty. In this colorful season of formation.
ch brocades and metal laces inspiration is
At first it was difficult for me to connect this
ot lacking. Everything has become more
big, pleasing, clear eyed gentleman, with some
aborate, in a way, though lines still follow
the characters he has portrayed on the
,e figure. There are some delightful models in of
screen, for some of his characterizations have
fft gowns, reveling in the satin crepes, employbeen of half witted imbeciles and mean cungthe floating panel that ripples below the
brutes which seemed entirely out of his
;irt hem using now and then a jeweled motif line. ning
I could easily understand his fitting into
nd seldom any trimming beyond a single out- the part of the servant in "The Servant in the
ning row of rhinestones. One idea for a
House"
or playing
king in "Jazzmania,"
roper frock is in a pale yellow flat crepe, but
I could
make notheconnection
between this
he frock proper is a chemise, cut "V" at the fine looking man who sat before me and the
eck in front, round in the back, and sleeveess. Marking the waist line at the hips, a bleary eyed, loose lipped, half-wit Joe Creech
Romance Rides' 'or the brute fisherquare of the material, and let loose to cascade of "When
man Ben Letts in the recent "Tess of the Storm
lmost to the floor. The gown is plain in the
ack, the skirt gathered slightly to the bodice.
I have in mind a character who is at pres1 line of brilliants edge the neck and hang like Country."
ent very much in the limelight. He deserves
necklace, front and back finished with a pretty
rnament of the stones. The rhinestone out- considerable praise for his work is good, but
ine marks also the underarm seams and an- Jean Hersholt, to my mind, deserves far more,
for this man I mention, as far as looks are
ither such ornament finishes at each side.
concerned, is in real life much the same sort
In keeping up with fashions, one is nowaof a chap, while Mr. Hersholt is as different
ays,
to tiers,"
regarding
coatas dresses,
riich "moved
women have
learned
to regard
one of as black and white.
he necessities of life. Besides its recommendaMr. Hersholt has had considerable success
ion of utility, the coat model gives a subtle as a director, although that fact is not generally
attery to the figure. The surplice side-fastenknown. One of his pictures which stands out
ng most often observed on coat frocks and fur in my mind "When Romance Rides," he both
ollars are frequently accompaniments of this directed and appeared in.
_,e of costume. Antique gold braid, intricately
He showed me some photographs of scenes
woven braid of silk, colorful, embroidery and
narrow lines of fur trim these smart frocks of from "Greed," in which he plays one of the
leading roles. This will be entirely different
moire, wool crepe, poplin, charmeen or suede- from
he has done and I believe it
ine. Suedeine, by the way, is a new suede like will beanything
his best.
fabric with the texture of a mocha glove, it
is widely exploited by Paris for suits and
His artistic sense is not limited to acting
frocks as well as top coats. This lovely maalone, for he draws wonderfully fine pen
terial is found in all new shades. Carrot, carand does exquisite oil paintings. I benealian and soft French grey are among the sketcheslieve that
if this work of his were advertised
favorite colors next to brown-cocoa and navy. there would be a big demand for it, but from
A very popular frock which is bound to have his conversation, I judge it is done for the
popularity, consists of a striped blouse, sired pleasure in the doing.
by the middy. Slim and trim the blouse reaches
Aside from these two remarkable talents, he
to the hips or below. Contrary to the beltless
decree of fashion, the long waist line is held has a hobby for collecting rare stamps. I happen to know a bit about this, for I was an enloosely by a leather belt buckle finish. Next
week about hats and bobbed hair.
thusiastic collector myself during my school
days. His collection is valuable and very fine,
showing that he has spent much time and given
painstaking care.
But bandfirst
and foremost
is a hus-in
COMING!
and father.
That Jean
is his Hersholt
chief business
life, and we get out of life about what we put
Richard Mattison Duane's
into it. He
family care
a great
devotion,
lovegives
and his
unselfish
and de'al
he getsof
Articles About
good returns, for his is a home where happithe Scenario
ness and contentment abide. His lovely wife
has a rare combination of dignity, intelligence
Schools
and the joy of living which makes her an ideal
helpmate. He can well be proud of her and
their fine, sturdy little boy Alan.

REASON
By Eric Mayne
"Be ready always to give an answer to every
man that asks a reason for the hope that is in
Sound advice given ages ago, but as good
and useful today as when it was given.
We may some times have Hope without Reason, but our Hope is more likely to be realized
when there is Reason for it.
you."
We are impelled by passion; we are swayed
by emotion: We need Reason to enable us to
keep our Balance.

A Wise man says: "He that will not Reason
is a bigot; He that cannot Reason is a fool;
And he that dares not Reason is a slave."
In a well-ordered life, Conscience and Reason are very near to each other.
It is the power to Reason ,and to follow Reasoning, that puts man into a higher sphere of
life.
It is the power to Reason that reaches a Man
that a law without Reason is not a law at all.

Cicero concluded that — "Wise men are instructed by Reason, men of less understanding
by experience; the most ignorant by necessity;
and beasts by nature."
If we Reason from what we do not know, our
conclusions are likely to be- very unreasonable.
It is better to reason on what we are going
done.
to do, than to Reason on what we have already
We are better able to help others if we are
guided by Reason.
When we have a good Reason for what we
do, let us do it with a will.
If we haven't a good Reason for doing a
thing,
we it.have at least one good Reason for
not doing
Reason is our intellectual eye. In these days
we need a clear vision.

Carrier
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(EDITOR'S NOTE— Mr. John Cornyn, of
the "Camera.'" staff, was a visitor at the inJit/nation meeting of the Motion Picture DiA means werelastpropounded
Monday night
when
nays andrectors' ssociation
to remedy
the present dance and entertainment ban. lie
presents herewith a few impressions of what
some of the directors said to him about "Camera!"'s last week's issue, where the issue was
presented on the editorial page.)
Fred Niblo:
"I have always admired "Camera!" and have
felt that they were at all times willing to uphold the motion picture industry, and inasmuch
as the closing of our dance was a slap at the
entire industry I know that we can depend
on "Camera!" for its support.'1
Edward J. Lc Saint:
"Your editorial entitled "Permit" hit the
nail square on the head."
Harold Shaw:
"'Camera!' is deserving of the support of
everyone connected with the motion picture ind ustry."
Douglas Cerrard:
"You ciation
can't
quotewonderful
me too strong
in myregarding
appreof your
editorial
the close of our dance."
Howard Mitchell:
"Certainly know that 'Camera!' has always
been with the directors."
Fred Kelsey :
"Always have been for "Camera!" and always will be."
To the members of the Motion Picture Directors' Association and ail other folk of filmdom
"Camera!"
reiterates
be of for
the our
utmost service.
This isitsa desire
crisis tocalling
unified efforts, and The Digest of the Motion
Picture Industry desires to fulfill its role as a
factor in the successful conclusion of the campaign for the preservation of personal liberty,
and return of common sense to our city government. We will heartily welcome any suggestions you may have to increase the power
and effectiveness of our participation.
PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION
7250 Santa Monica Boulevard
Los Angeles, Calif.
December 1st, 1923.
Editor "Camera !"
Hollywood, Calif.
Dear Sir:
I have just finished reading what I might
term one of the finest editorials I have yet had
the pleasure of perusing.
Reference is made to your "PERMIT" in
this week's issue of "Camera!"
I feel that in this editorial you have taken
the words right out of the mouths and inner
feelings of every member of the motion picture
colony in Los Angeles and Hollywood. And
not only the members of the film world, but of
countless thousands of citizens and laymen.
The motion picture people of this city mean
something — something that Los Angeles could
not well do without. Anil if the motion picture
people cannot be given an upright and honorable deal then
say more
it's time
throw up the
old sponge
and Iseek
fertileto fields.
I think mendous
"PERMIT"
treeffect and as isa going
memberto ofhave
the asilent
drama industry and Vice-President of the Western Motion Picture Advertisers (Wampas) I
want to sincerely congratulate you on your
magazine's powerful
stand yours,
on this question.
Cordially
(Signed) Harry D. Wilson.
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AMERICAN PEACE AWARD
3 42 MADISON AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY
JURY OF AWARD
James Guthrie Harbor d
Edward M. House
Ellen F. Pendleton
Roscoe Pound
Elihu Root
William Allen White
Brand Whitlock

Vanderbilt 50:
POLICY COMMITTEE
John W. Davis
Learned Hand
William H. Johnston
Esther Everett Lape, Membr in Charge
Nathan L. Miller
Mrs. Gifford Pinchot
Mrs. Ogden Reid
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
Henry L.Stone
Stimson
Melville
Mrs. Frank A. Tanderlip
Treasurer, Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr.
November 16, 1923.

Dear Mr. Fox:
Our committee wishes to commend to the Los Angeles "Camera!" the nation-wide "refer- 1
endurn" to be conducted in January upon whatever plan is selected by the Jury of the American!:
Peace Award, created by Edward W. Bok and offering $100,000 for the "best practicable plan It
by which the United States may cooperate with other nations looking toward the prevention!
We hope that you will have occasion, not only in the month of January but also between"
of war."
now and January, to call your readers' attention to the opportunity which this "referendum" I
will give to the citizens of this country to express their individual opinion as to what the rela-i
tion of the United States to the rest of the world shall be.
The competition, as you know, closed on November 15th last. We think the Jury will]
have made its selection by January first. Immediately after that, the winning plan is to be 1
submitted to the widest possible public for consideration and for a vote. On the release date!
a number of leading papers throughout the country, including the New York Times, the New i
York Tribune and the New York World, will carry with the text of the winning plan a ballot i
which
willis contain
the signer's
and oraddress,
a statement
as tothewhether
not 1I
he or she
a voter, space
and aforstatement
as to name
whether
not he or
she approves
winningor plan
in substance.
If, in your own publication, you can print the ballot with the winning plan or a digest off
it, we should welcome your participation in the "referendum."
Several hundred organizations and institutions, including the 88 great national organizations which are members of our Cooperating Council will send the winning plan with the
ballot to each of their members for a vote.
You will see that these organizations include the most distinguished professional, fraternal, 1
civic and religious organizations (all faiths) in the country. The interested participation of
these widely differing groups in the "referendum" is to be explained only by the fact that they
realize the vast opportunity which the American Peace Award offers for crystallizing public
sentiment in this country and for making articulate the interest of mi-ions of our citizens upon
aendorsement
subject of of
vasttheimportance
to us all. toParticipation
the regard
"referendum"
plan or commitment
any program inwith
to it. does not involve
We realize that some voters will wish to express themselves more fully than a "yes" or
"no" vote permits. We ask in this case that they by all means send us their fuller opinions,
but that they do this in some separate communication. The ballots may be sent directly back
to us; we shall have them tabulated by states, wih all duplicates removed, in order that the
result may be a really authentic record of popular judgment.
We should be glad to have you inform your readers that any number of copies of the
winning plan, accompanied by ballots may be secured from us, of course without charge.
that the
itself to your interest, and that you will in turn
desireWe to hope
commend
it to"referendum"
your readers.commends
Sincerelv,
Fred
W. Fox,
Camera,
6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, California.

(Signed) ESTHER EVERETT LAPE, Member-in-Charge.

509 Grosse Bldg.,
a "card" in Camera, with the street addressj
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 2, 1923.
and telephone number in it.
And every actor and actress should have a
Editor
"Camera
!"
I wish
to express
my appreciation of your one-inch card like Mary Ruby and Donna Hale)
last issue — I have been a reader of your jour- have on page 19 of your last issue. This would
nal for about four years and, although I am cost each one very little, but three or four
hundred of these would mean a lot to you and
not in the profession, I enjoy reading "Camema!" as it seems to have "inside" information
would enable you to issue a better periodical.
in movieland, and its items have an authoriAdvertising from the profession would be to
tative touch that gives a reader confidence in
you
like applause
an actor
you that1
the truthfulness and reliability of its news col- comfortable
feelingtoalong
your— give
backbone
and
would
encourage
you
to
greater
efforts!
umn.
Your magazine is of inestimable value to
"Camera!" deserves
to be, the authority in
Sincerely
studio owners and every one connected with film journalism.
the moving picture industry, and should be paHere's wishing you a Big 1924.
tronized more generously by those in the industry. Every studio in the city should carry
(Signed) Harry P. Risinc.
Continued on Page 18
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I.AWSON
WBLICITY
tlitors Fall
For Hokum
111 of the myriad rumors that
he been published within the
p; two weeks regarding the purpted betrothal of Pauline Garon
a Gene Sarazen, and which were
"Camera!"
last week's later
rdjied
oy to bein contradicted
by one
olhe local newspapers, have been
Hnitely put at rest. In the desire
ctlprocure the final word for its
;"riders
"Camera!"
ills
Garon
in New sent
York. a wire
This tois
hi telegraphic reply :
/ [Absolutely no truth in engage1 rnt to Mr. Gene Sarazen. Merely
f\d friends. Thanks for your intest. Sincerely. Pauline Garon."
furthermore, Mr. Nate Watt,
pfular assistant director, just retjned from New York, tells of his
tfticipation in this big publicity
Kilt which hard-boiled "wise
; es" on local papers swallowed
lfk, line and sinker, even claimit on their own initiative that it
Ms the truth.
'f boiler isat toUnited
be installed
the
iiinerator
Studiosin and
lit hitherto wasted upon the open
■ I utilized to keep at a comfortte temperature the office buildI and ivor king men's lunchroom,
pod, plaster and cloth from dewished "sets" are burned in a
ick furnace at the studios, in orr to get them out of the <way. A
iam heating plant is to be inilled and the burning rubbish
Yd.
Hughes

Will

Combat ''Danny"
Lloyd Hughes, who recently
rested the handball championip of the United Studios from
!hn McCormick, First National
lecutive, will compete with Josih Dannenberg, editor of "Film
pily" and leading handball expnent of New York's filmdom.
Upon learning that Hughes
ould visit New York this winter,
annenberg wired the popular
ading man challenging him to
jimpete for the handball cham'onship of U. S. Filmdom.
(Hughes was quick to accept and
i now training for the match at
e Hollywood Y. M. C. A.
ughes, accompanied by his wife,
loria Hope, will leave here for
ie East upon completion of a new
reduction on which Lloyd will
art at the United Studios shortly.

DECEMBER

toilTERESTS
GAG

FOOLS

Hail! Studio Cop
Gets Raise
Sam Brafford, chief of the guards
at the United Studios, asked for a
raise in pay last week — and got it.
For Sam's work has nearly doubled
since other Hollywood studios
have had a let-up in production.
He has to turn away twice as many
sweet old ladies, screen-struck
flappers and delegations from MidWest Chambers of Commerce, for
all of the visitors are flocking to
the United lot with their claims for
admittance. Production at United,
headquarters of the bigger independent producers, has kept on at
the same steady pace it has maintained for the last year, and word
has spread among the tourists thai
there is the only place where they
can see pictures made — if they can
get in.
Starlet Stumps
Harry Wilson
Baby Peggy visited the publicity
department at Principal Pictures
Studio the other day, and laid
down the law to Harry D. Wilson,
publicity
director for the organization.
She is tired being interviewed,
she said, and answering questions;
and besides she has some questions
of her own that she would like
answered. For instance:
Where does the fire go when it
goes
out? do the fairies sleep?
Where
What makes snow white?
What is the sun made of?
Where does Santa Claus keep
his reindeer?
How far can a cat spit?
What makes the wind blow?
How high is up?
What makes dreams?
These are the only questions that
the publicity
unable to answer.department
Until the was
solutions
to these queries are forthcoming,
all interviewers are barred from
the presence of the famous film
star.
The stages at the Hal Roach
Studios are swarming with babies.
Among them are the baby daughter
of Fred Guiol, director for the
Spat Family, and Miss Shirley Dill,
whose dad is assistant director for
the Stan Laurel Company. Some of
these children appear in the Spat
Family picture now being made
and others play with Stan Laurel
in his picture now in production.
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EXPAND!
NEWSPAPERS

with

Grand-Asher
Anouncement of the completion
of distribution arrangements with
Hollywood Pictures Corporation is
made by General Manager Samuel
BischofF of the Grand Studio,
whereby twelve two-reel rural
comedies featuring the screen's
best beloved comedian, Dan Mason, will be released through
Grand-Asher and produced at the
Grand Studio under the direction
of Jack Nelson and supervision of
Paul Gerson.
Dan Mason is nationally known
for his inimitable portrayal of the
"skipper" in Fontaine Fox's cartoons of the celebrated Toonerville Trolley Series. Last season
Mason further endeared himself to
the public with his clever and highly humorous sketch of Pop Tuttlo
in the Plum Center comedies. In
his characterizations of the ruralite Mr. Mason has reached the
apex of art. The new series in
which he will be presented by Hollywood Pictures Corporation will
show him in a series of adventures
in his now famous makeup accompanied by his faithful partner,
Wilna Hervey, known as "the bigin pictures."
Jackgest girl
Nelson
will direct. He was
formerly with Ince for several
years. Al Martin is to function as
'gag' man and Paul Gerson, who
supervised the Plum Center stories
will personally supervise the new
series. Work starts in the near
future.
Clean and wholesome comedies
are always in demand and such is
the character of those wade featuring Dan Mason; his interpretation
of the character is never burlesqued andlaughs.
no 'hokum'
resortedis
to, to gain
No isexpense
to be spared to make these pictres
A-No. 1 in every particular.
The Hollywood Studios have
leased offices to James Dent, Western representative of the Selznick
Distributing Corporation. Dent
is not connected with the physical
distribution but only acts in securing new pictures.
Milton Sills, who is playing opposite Anna Q. Nilsson in Richard
Walton
Tully's all-star
production
of the famous
Rex Beach
story,
"Flowing Gold," resigned a fellowstage. ship in philosophy to go onto the

"Camera!"

Will

Be Boosted
Expansion plans of great magnitude are under
way for "Camera!"
according
to a statement
just issued
by S. W. Lawson, head of the publishing interests bearing his name,
and arrangements have already
ben consummated whereby he may
affiliate himself with a movement
to introduce "Camera!" and a similar publication, now in preparation, which will serve to aid and
abet The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry in its international
growth,
every big city in America and to
England.
This new publishing group, having unlimited resources, and at
presentpowerful
issuing journals,
one of the has
country's
most
as its
operative
a friend
of Mr.between
Lawson's
who will act
as liason
the
two units. Furhter information
will be forthcoming next week.
Chester Bennett who has been
confined to his bed for several
weeks with a nervous breakdown
has just had an operation performed and is getting along
splendidly. He expects to be fully
recovered and starting on his next
Janein twoNovak
weeks. starring vehicle withRussian Plays
for beScreen
An attempt will
made by
Ralph Block, recent supervisor of
productions for Famous PlayersLasky, to introduce to the screen
some of Russia's foremost nove'ists, playwrights and short story
writers. The effort will be carried on between American representatives of the Russian authors,
following
Block's
New
York the latter partarrival
of this inmonth.
Several years ago Block, while
abroad in search of new screen
material, visited the late Lord
Northcliffe in England. The famous journalist,
who pictures
never was
interested in motion
to any
greating degree,
thrillrealism of suggested
the Russiantheauthors.
The internal trouble of Russia at
that time, however, forbade any
negotiations. Block will endeavor
to bring to the screen some of the
works of Tolstoi, Dostievsky, Kropotkin, Seinskevicz and others
equallyeraryprominent
in Russian litcircles.

me I]
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Attains New Acting
Tempo
Experience in acting for motion
pictures made in England and under the direction of foreign producers has proven an invaluable
aid to her screen work, declares
Betty Compson, now back in this
country and playing a featured
role in "The Stranger" at the
La sky studio.
"The environment of the English studios is much slower and far
more sedate than the atmosphere
of the American film plants," says
Miss to
Compson.
timelessis
given
art over "More
there, and
thought to money. When I first
appeared before a camera in England, Iwas full of American speed,
which is really a hindrance to true
acting. However, the directors on
the British Isles soon pointed out
to me how I could slow down the
tempo of my work."
Joseph Henabery, who is directing Miss Compson in her first picture since her return to this country, says that she is one of the most
accomplished artists on the screen
today.
"In my opinion, Miss Compson
was always a finished actress,"
states
"But since
her
return Henabery.
from the English
studios,
she has cultivated a form of art
that is new and will make her more
popular than ever."
Forsakes

Pen

for Make-Up
Carmelita Geraghty is one of the
baby stars who is making a splendid record for herself. A year ago
"just for fun" Miss Geraghty at
the repeated insistence of friends,
made her screen debut in "To
Have and
to Hold"
acquitted
herself
so well
that anandengagement
followed in "Thirty Days" where
she offered her first "bit." In
rapid order came work in "Souls
For Sale," "The Eternal Three,"
"The Spider and the Rose," "Rosita," "Bag and Baggage," "Daughter of Mother McGinn," "Jealous
Fools" and "Discontented Husbands." In "The Daughter of
Mother McGinn" and "DisconHusbands" she
two mosttentedambitious
rolesnegotiates
and has
won high praise for her work.
Miss Geraghty, who is of pronounced Spanish type, is considered a most capable actress, but
oddly enough she had never planned to enter this field of the profession. Instead, she had hoped
to be a scenario writer, but on account of her extreme youth encountered a difficulty, in being taken
seriously. But as a matter of fact,
through
in herwith
father's
work andherherinterest
association
him
when he was in charge of the Long
Island Studios of Famous Players,
she was a pretty wise young lady
in that mystic land of continuities.
When 14 years old she was writing
interviews and still has the writing
bee though screen acting is now
her choice.
Louise Lorraine was married for
the fifteenth time in her screen
career in the latest episode of the
Fighting Blood stories when she
became the bride of George
O'Hara.

Seeks Solution
to Pencil Riddle
What can a five year old little
girl do with one thousand pencils?
Fill up her engagement calendar?
Write the story of her life?
Baby Peggy, diminutive film stai
knows the answer, because the
thousand pencils belong to her.
Elizabeth's
of The
Los St.
Angeles
conductsDayan Nurserv
annual
pencil sale, the proceeds for the
upkeep of the institution. Litile
Baby Peggy is always on the job
when it comes to lending assistance
to any worthy cause, and particularly where other little children
are concerned.
So armed with a giant pencil,
three times her own height, the little actress visited the St. Elizabeth
Nursery and spent a happy afternoon with the kiddies, whose mothers are forced to leave them there
during the day while they work to
suppor ttheir children. The giant
pencil will be auctioned off on the
day of the sale, December fifth.
Baby sale
Peggy's
to theof
pencil
was contribution
the purchase
one thousand pencils. She expects
to use them up within a very short
time, drawing lovely ladies, which
is her favorite pastime.
Ribbon

Order
Stuns Clerks
Ten thousand yards of ribbon
of as many hues as Joseph's coat
was
the requisition
on "props"
by
Director
Fred Caldwell
for the
ribbon counter set, Hollywood feature comedy for Selznick release,
which he is just starting.
Bashful "props" went to a Broadway department store, but the ultra-modern department store flappers filled his soul with anguish,
and henolds, appealed
to Muriel
of the Caldwell
cast, toReydo
his shopping for him.
When Miss Reynolds sauntered
into the store and ordered five
thousand yards of red, three thousand yards of green and two thousand yards of blue ribbon, the
clerks gasped. There was a consultation of the flappers, then a
floorwalker was called in. Finally the order was filled.
Appearing in the new Caldwell
picture are Rae La Dean, Violet
Schram, Maria Dolores, Charles
Mack and Victor Potel.
Mae Murray Will
Address Women
Mae Murray, Metro star, will
be the guest of honor at the annual
New Year's
the Woman's
City
Club ofparty
Los ofAngeles
to be
held in the Grand Ball Room or
the Hotel Biltmore January 7th.
Miss Murray will make an impromptu speech concerning motion
pictures and the opportunities they
offer to women.
The famous old adventurers of
the nest who wanted to die with
their boots on had nothing on the
young woman who wrote into Finis
Fox asking him for a part in his
production, "J Woman Who
Sinned" in which she could play a
wild cow girl and die with her
slippers on.

Regulars in
Griffith Disguise
Still in the process of filming.
D. is
\V.making
Griffith's
"America,"
which
he
at the
request of
the
Daughters of the American Revolution, is already getting recruits
for I'ncle Sam's Army.
It is the first dramatic photoplay ever used for Army recruiting purposes, and according to the
figuring of Army ofheers will have
aided in increasing the personnel
of our fighting forces long before
it is placed on public exhibition.
Photographs taken by army photographers during the filming of
scenes in New England, New York,
and Virginia, showing United
States Regulars, including the 16th
and ISth Infantry, and the 3rd
Cavalry, participating in the action through the courtesy of Secretary of War Weeks, are being
used
in
an intensive
nowbeing conducted
by campaign
the recruiting
service.
Thousands of regulars are shown
enjoying the unusual experiences
of being made up as British grenadiers, Minutemen, and members of
Washington's Army, taking part in
spectacular charges, and going
through manoeuvres obsolete since
Revolutionary times. The men
were drilled by Army officers who,
collaborating
perts, made a with
specialGriffith's
study of exthe
strategy and tactics of the War of
Independence.
Sills Edited
Strike Sheet
It is not generally known that,
along with his other many attainments, Milton Sills, who is interpreting the role of Calvin Gray in
Richard Walton Tully's screen version of "Flowing Gold" by Rex
Beach, has enjoyed editorial experience.
Not only that! There was a
day, several years back, when he
enjoyed the distinction of editing
the only newspaper on sale in the
City of Chicago.
It was during one of those pressmen's strikes, so dear to the hearts
of publishers. Sills was at the time
attending the University of Chicago and was editing the college
The City of Chicago was in the
throes of ignorance as to current
paper.
events of the outside world. Sills
secured some Associated Press dispatches, crammed them into the
little school organ, printed several
thousand additional copies and the
boysthe peddled
them populace.
on the streets
to
news-hungry
Valentine Black, eleven-year-old
sister of Buck Black, has been engaged by Emory Johnson for a part
in his present production, the title
and theme of which are being
temporarily withheld.
Valentine leaves for Santa Barbara this week to join the company on location.
Ralph Lewis has just returned
from Oakland where he went to
make a personal appearance in
conjunction with the showing of
his
starring
Maila
Man."
Huskyvehicle
Ralph "The
received
very warm
welcome from the Oakland mail carriers.

Tom

Terris To
Aid Goldun

Goldwyn Pictures Corpora
has bought the picture right ,to
"The Bandolero," a romantic, 9
odramatic novel of Spain by .ul
Gwynne. Tom Terriss has flj
engaged to direct the story, «{■
will be made in the East or tbtjfl
The author is an English ntlfl
ist who has located most of til
stories in Spain and who kt rs
the Spanish people and their U
toms perfectly. Mr. Terriss i>elighted with the story and prerations are under way to mal a
bigTorn
production.
Terriss is one of the st
known of motion picture direclj
He was an actor and an a>ii
manager in London before cor*
to this country. Among the ,tstanding pictures which he basil
rected are Dickens' "The Mysffl
of Edwin Drood," "The Lion ■
the Mouse,'' " The Third Degi *
"Trumpet Island," "The Heard!
Maryland'' and "The Fori*

Tooth
Hunter." Babe Progres. s
There is an old rabbinical W
gend that a child born with a tJH
is destined to do great thill
Such children are rare, but jfl
such was born eight years ag^B
the city of Pittsburgh, PencH
vania,
a family
namedof GorH'
He
was togiven
the name
Rot^l
Today in Hollywood, BcHi
Gordon is slowly but surely wjB
ing out the prophecy of "gS
things."
onlyiH
little
over Insix Hollywood
months, Bobby
jM
abringing
record him
for good
work
tha*H
into the liraeliH
with amazing rapidity.
'The youngster was given
first opportunity by William B(
dine, First National director, \
saw him one Friday night at
fights, and was attracted by E
by's looks and manner. Beaut
told Mrs. (iordon to bring hino
the
for was
a screen
test, 1
resultstudio
of which
the signing
Bobby Gordon for the rob
Maurice Levy, the little Je»
boy,
in "Pen rod Although
and Sam,"
First National.
this '
Bobby's first work before the c;
era, he put so much into the I
that he was given credit on
screen.
"Penrod and Sam" was folloi
by many bits in the first of
"Fighting Blood" series, and
nearly all of the second series,
which he appears as the pal
George
O'Hara.
In Jack
Whites' new Juvfl
Comedies, as yet unreleased, B
by Gordon plays the part of
"sissy," and is responsible
some of the best humor in the |
tures. In a pathetic bit in "1
Country Kid" with Wesley B«)
Bobby proves himself capable
a deep and fine feeling.
The boy's most recent work if
picture "1
Bennie
Good BadZeidman's
Boy" for Principal I
tures Corporation, which was
rected by Edward F. Cline. CI
says of Bobby, "He's a cle
youngster, and a born actor." I

xerat
's Is Helena's
Love Code
j Iene Chadwick, who portrays
threminine lead in "Reno," the
set tional divorce play, has certai fixed ideas on love and ro>m^e. Here they are:
rolling pin gathers no new
Kb is.
boudoir cap saves many a
bp 'fast grouch.
man under 29 does not know
ho to love.
» ie art of love making is not a
di ie inheritance but a degree of
ab ty after due practice.
,vould rather teach astronomy
phi how to love.
ve does not lie in understandin,
|hen the veil of misunderstandremoved love ceases to be
l nee.
hen a man spends more than
rns love flies out of the winmarriage ring on the finger is
h ten in the window,
omen do not like to be "capThey prefer to do their
catching.
gar ashes are Cupid's jinx.
icWilliams With
Baby Peggy
further proof of his intention
lurround his new starlet with
best talent available, Sol Lesser
jengaged Glen MacWilliams to
lie the camera work on Bab>
gy's
first production
for which
Prin11 Pictures
Corporation,
In adaptation of "Captain Janv"
pcWilliams' work on "Oliver
list" for Lesser was so eminentsatisfactory, that the producer
jsted upon securing the populai
heraman to photograph Baby
|gy in her first big productioi.
j him.
facWilliams is responsible foi
I much praised photography on
(stance Talmadge's recent pro|tion ,"The Dangerous Maid."
hooting ofto"Captain
January"
(scheduled
begin early
next
fk. Hobart Bosworth has so
been cast to support Babv
jtgy. Edward F. Cline will dif, assisted by Fred Tyler.
losemary Is Making
the Grade
|ust about one girl out of every
(usand extras gets anywhere in
film world within six or seven
inths. The golden end of the
Inbow which calls all these girls
Hollywood is the fact that one
ps succeed out of every thousand.
Jch a one is Rosemary Cooper,
fo came here just about half a
it ago and started without inence or experience as an extra,
id now is playing a real part
[th Mary Carr for F. B. O.
liss Coopers' first chance in
jtmosphere" was given her by
jm Wood. Then, appropriately
jough, she played "the extra girl"
"Mary of the Movies." Folded a bit in "The Mail Man,"
ilph Lewis latest vehicle, which
|>od out so conspicuously that she
as engaged for this real part with
|ary Carr.
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HUGHES
SIGNS WITH
BELASCO
Lloyd Hughes last week signed New York with his wife, Gloria
a. contract with Belasco ProducHope. However, he plans to leave
tions to play the part of Ned Ty- for the East on the completion of
ler, the male juvenile lead, in his part in "Welcome Stranger"
"Welcome Stranger," the screen some time in January.
The next release of Hughes is
adaptation of the Broadway success of that name. Florence Vidor
the
of Zane Grey's
has the feminine lead. James novel,picturization
"Heritage
of the
Desert."he
Other recent
pictures
in which
Young is directing the production
at United Studios.
appears include "Born of the CyHughes, as a result, has had to
clone," "Her Reputation" and "Are
postpone his contemplated trip to
You a Failure."
MAURICE
AND
With Maurice Tourneur and
Ernest Lubitsch both in New York
seeing the
season'smaterial
plays there
and
searching
for screen
promises to develop an interesting
race; and a race, incidentally, exceedingly profitable to some one
playwright.
Despite the thousands of manuscripts received every week from
the "graduates" of the scores of
"scenario colleges" there is a
great dearth of suitable screen material in Hollywood. Tourneur
and Lubitsch both are truly men
of letters, familiar with the great
literature of a half dozen races.
Both own immense libraries. But
the screen demands new material.
Hence the trip of the pair. Lubitsch has completed "The Marriage
Circle"; Tourneur has finished
"Torment," a story dealing with
the drama of the Russian revolution and leading to a climax in the
vaults of a Japanese bank during
this summer's earthquake. They
both need new plays — plays that
are timely. Hence the combination
of pleasure with business.

ERNST
RACE
There is, of course, one play on
Broadway more suitable than all
the others for screen material.
What it is no one but an expert
can say. But when two experts
see all of the Broadway plays both
are going to pick on the one outstanding drama as the one to film.
Then the race will begin. Dollars will win. And both have all
that will be needed.
Tourneur and Lubitsch both realize the value of the story to the
screen. Neither is disposed to substitute magnificent or awe-inspir"sets"the
or popular
in theof
cast ingfor
dramaticnames
interest
their screen offerings. Both realize that the future of the screen
art is tied to a proper development
of the story and an increasing minimization of the merely beautiful
or imposing.
The next fortnight will see th*
beginning of the race for the
Broadway success of the year.
Whether the public will hear of
it until after it is over is problematical.

Lew Cody Is Composer
Lew Cody is wooing one of the
muses !
He has written two songs which
will soon be published.
"My Lady
the Orchids"
and
"Lucille"
wereof written
by Cody

Frederick

while working in Emmett Flynn's
production of "Nellie the Beautiful Cloak Model." Lew claims he
got the inspiration while the company was in New York taking
scenes for the picture, but says it is
no reflection on the inspirational
qualities of the California climate.
Cody wrote both the music and
lyrics for the two numbers. The
actor incidentally, is noted as a
musician. He plays the clarinet,
the saxophone, the violin and the
oboe.
The chorus of "My Lady of the
Orchids" follows:
"Wait Orchids,
for me, my lady of the
Won't you wait for me?
The wondrous perfume of your
memory haunts me
And fills me with ecstacy.
For I know
Some day in dreams Ell find you.
And then Ell kiss your red lips to
remind you
To wait
for me, my lady of the
Orchids,
Wait for me."
Charley Parrott and Leo McCarey are busily engaged in preparing their stage offering for the
annual Hal Roach Christmas Party
which will he given at the Hal
Roach Studios.

Reel
Starts Again
. Frederick Reel, Jr., has started
off production again under the banner of George P. Willey Productions. It is the first of three units
which will be working within
ninety days. The first story, "The
Last
Man,"
will befeature
Bill Patton and
he will
ably supported
by Iona Atkeison who has been
coming
to the front as a
leading rapidly
lady.
These pictures, five in all are
being lease
made
and orB two
reand in for
the the
seriesH one
snow pictures will be made. Frederick Reel, Jr., carries his old staff
with
him
madethat"Tipped
Off"
and other that
features
were written and directed by himself.
Harry Fowler no longer turns
the crank with Mr. Reel, being
production manager now. Lige
Zerr steps in as chief photographer
and William Wolcott will handle
technical direction and attend to
all studio lighting. Val Lane will
assist in direction and edit the
pictures. This series of pictures
are the forerunner of a big series
that will feature "KYAK," the
big malamute owned and trained
by Mr. Reel.
If Raymond Griffith, Goldwyn
leading man, ever gets tired of acting, he can make a tidy living at
writing. He adapted Douglas MacLean's "Going Up" to the screen,
and is no<u) working on another
story for the same star.
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Sink Cash in
Oil Ventures
Only since Anna Q. Nilsson
started work upon the Richard
Walton Tully production of Rex
Beach's "Flowing Gold," a forthcoming First National picture, have
she and her husband, John M.
Gunnerson, a Los Angeles shoe
manufacturer, become seriously interested in the oil business.
"Flowing Gold" is an oil story,
pure and simple, and Anna plays
the daughter of a poverty-stricken
family who strike oil on their barren Texas acres. Within the past
week Mr. Gunnerson has become
heavily interested in an oil field
near Los Angeles and Anna, dutiful wife that she is, says she has
almost pawned the Persian cat to
join him in the speculation.
Anna suggested that Mr. Gunnerson name the first well "Anna
. No. 1," but hubby suggested the
bare possibility of a "duster" and
wishes to spare her that humiliation.
"If we hit, oh, boy!" exclaimed
Anna, with characteristic enthusiasm. And — if we don't," more
soberly, "I'm bust!"
F. B. O. Signs
Alberta Vaughn
Alberta Vaughn, recently signed
to a long term contract to be featured in a series of twelve pictures
by Robertson-Cole, starts work in
the first of these productions this
week.
The title of the initial picture is
"Julius Sees Her." All were
adapted to the screen from H. C.
Witwer's popular stories running
in a national magazine. Miss
Vaughn will immortalize the hotel
telephone operator throughout the
direct.
series, which Mai St. Claire will

NOTICE
"Camera!" will not make
any
personal
solicitation,
nor
in any
other ivay
pester you,
about anytion." "Christmas
ediThis is time-worn
hokum intended to momentarily jack-up the advertising lineage and it is not
necessary for us to resort to
such means. The consistently hightionsquality
our edimakes it ofimperative
that we employ only the
most advanced methods in
preparing
seasonal columns,
numbers
and our advertising
vie know, will sell themselves without any highpressure salesmen chasing
you around.
If tionyou
in ourdesire
issue representaof December 22nd, or any oilier issue
we request that you communicate by'phone, mail or
personal call with Mr. John
Corny n,rector,
ourwho Awill
dvertising
Dibe pleased
to
arrange
an
appointment
to discuss the phases of the
advertising.
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GERSON

MAKES

The master print of "Three Days
to Live," the third picture on the
twelve a year schedule of the Gerfon Pictures Corporation of San
Francisco, arrived in New York
this week. This means the picture
will be ready for the states rights
market by the early part of January and will be shown in the various picture theaters of the country
by the latter part of January or the
early part of February.
"Three
Live" afford
the
star,
MissDays
Ora to Carew,
the best
vehicle, for her particular style of
dramatic interpretation, she has
had for a long time. She appears
as the daughter of a wealthy banker, whose life is threatened by a
fanatical Hindoo of unlimited
wealth. There are a series of well
worked out, thrilling episodes leading up to the big climax.
There is a large element of mys-

EXCITING FILM
tery in the picture, the cause for
the Hindoo's
hatred
not in
being
closed until the
interest
the disaction of the play has reached a
point where the audience is entirely baffled. The picture was
made in San Francisco as most of
the operations of the Oriental fanatic are laid in the great seaport
of (he Pacific Coast.
In addition to Miss Carew there
are a number of other known players in the cast with Jay Morley as
leading man and Hal Stephens,
Lddie O'Brien and Helene Howell
handling important roles.
The first picture from the Gerson studio on this schedule, "Waterfront Wolves" and the second,
"Paying the Limit," both starring
Miss Carew, are now being viewed
by state rights buyers and will be
ready for public exhibition almost
any time now.

SCRIPT TEAM
ADAPTS
HART BOOK
whose central figure is Patrick
Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin, the famous scenario team, are
Henry and his famous speech,
now busy on what is undoubtedly
"Give me liberty, or give me
one of the most important adapta- death," will be one of the hightions they have ever made, the
lights of the film as it was in the
scenario for Wm. S. Hart's next novel.
production, the biggest he has ever
For this script, Cowan-Higgin
made. They are writing the script are utilizing not only their own extensive reference library, but are
for "The Lighter of Flames," based
a genuine Amerion Harts' own original novel re- also collecting
cana of the period, so that all the
cently published in book form.
matters
incidental
to the story will
"The otherLighter
of Flames" history,
is an- be authentic.
epic of American
LEE

MORAN

WIELDS MEGAPHONE
away from his old precenot only
for stepping
the girls stone
that ly broken
dent and established himself as a
filmIt'scomedy
is the
to higher things.
"Class A" comedy director. His
engagement as direcior closely folTake, for example, Lee Moran,
lowed his appearance in his first
who has just taken a decisive stride
toward his cherished goal. This Jack
White
Sam."as.
While Mr.comedy,
Moran "Uncle
qualifies
was the direction of his first comdirector, he i.< also widening his
edy in which he did not also ap- scope as actoi ind comedian, for
pear. Although he has been di- he recently played a comedy relief
rector and co-director of many
series of comedies, he has always in his first featuie drama, "Gambling Wives." It is the erstwhile
"directed
in make-up,"
and dividedof comedian's
his
attention
between direction
puipose ultimately to
direct
feature pictures, and his exthe other players and his own work
perience of Iwe've years in the
before the camera.
picture business — since the old
In making for Jack White a Nestor days when he and Lddie
comedy, as yet untitled, featuring Lyons were a team — makes it seem
Cliff Bowes, Virginia Vance and probable tha ihis ambition will
Sid Smith, Mr. Moran has definite- shortly be attained.
ly Clements, co-director with
lltil Roach on Mr. Roach's comedy
drama. "Somewhere in Missouri."
has taken his company to the mouth
of the Merced River where a sequence of scenes revolving about
Glenn Tryon, the juvenile lead,
and Fighting Dick Gilbert mill be
filmed. The company mill follow
the river all the way to Yosemite
Valley, making a number of thrilling scenes as they go along. They
will be gone about two weeks.
Beth Darlington has joined the
Hal Roach forces and will appear
oposite Charles Chase in forthcoming comedies.
Jack Lloyd is a comedian, supporting Lloyd Hamilton, but he
couldn't "laugh off" an attack of
the "flu" that sent him to the hospital for four days, one of which
was Thanksgiving.

Olive Borden and Lorraine F.ason, both bewitching brunettes appearing in in Jack White comedies, were both born in Norfolk,
Virginia, the same scant number of
years ago, and both came to Los
Angeles
— but
met each one
otheryear
untilagolast
week!never
Harry Arras, one of the cast for
Richard If alt on Tully's "Flowing
Gold," now in production, is a profes ional ice skater, but laments the
fact that opportunities for practice
are somewhat limited in Southern
California.
The Stan Laurel company of the
Hal Roach studios spent several
days at Balboa where they filmed
a number of scenes for their next
comedy. Most of the action wa<
staged on an old Japanese vessel
that has been confiscated by the
ing.
government because of seal-poach-

Melford Strong

Staff Awaiting
Tourneur

for Versatility
Versatility is as important to a
director as to an actor, declares
George Melford, well known producer of photoplays bearing his
name.
In an interesting statement Melford said that many directors make
the mistake of confining themselves
to one certain type of picture. The
public soon
tires of such directors'
efforts,
he stated.
"A director should offer screen
pudiences a variety of photoplays,"
cieclared Melford. "He should alternate between outdoor and inbetween Changing
comedydama door
andsettings;
melodrama.
from one type of picture to another
serves a double purpose: It prevents the director from falling into
a production rut by presenting new
environment, new ideas and new
situations; and it keeps the public
in suspense if they do not know, before they enter a theater, just the
kind of picture they will see."
Melford is one of the real pioneers of the film industry. He left
the stage more than ten years ago
to enter into the business of making
photodramas. Immediate success
rewarded his early efforts and he
has never left the motion picture
work since his debut.

Final editing of "Tormei
Maurice forTourneur's
currentrele;p.
duction
First National
is being held up pending his
turn from New York, where he |
gone, in company with his i
Jack, in search of new screen t
tirial. Meanwhile Scott R. B<
Mr. Tourneur's assistant, Artl
L. Todd, chief cameraman, ; [
other members of the crew are
joying
vacati
Tourneur a iswell-eirned
a hard taskmas
making his productions with
intense concentration that ta |
practically all of his waking ho ;
and when there is a let-up
crew heaves a sigh of relief.

Recalls Old
Rib-Tickler
Tom Bates, who is just about
the oldest actor in Hollywood, both
in years and point of service, is
chockful of reminiscences about
the old days and the troupers of
long ago. Tom is at present playing the role of Judge Halloran in
Richard Walton Tully's forthcoming production of the Rex Beach
thriller,
"Flowing
Gold,"he and
on
the set the
other day,
set the
cogs of memory going. Here is
one of the best he told :
Many years ago, when he was
managing the McKee Rankin
troupe over the kerosene circuit,
the company stopped at Reno, Nevada, for a one night stand. The
opera house stood between an undertaker's establishment and .1
hardware store. Early in the evening the undertaker engaged Bates
in conversation.
"The last show that was through
here, "he volunteered, "was the
borrowin'est crowd I ever see.
Hope you folks don't borrow like
"Well ,what on earth could they
find todid."
borrow from an undertakthey
er?" Tom asked.
"They simply ruined every
shroud I had. They was playin'
"Julius Caesar' 'and they used 'em
for
togas Then
and smeared
'em up with
grease.
they borrowed
all
the stovepipe in the hardware
store, pasted white paper around
it and used that for pillars."
Ruth woman,
Hiatt, Lloyd
Hamilton's
leading
spent Thanksgiving and the week-end following at
her old home in San Diego.
She has returned to Los Angeles
to work in the new picture which
Mr. Hamilton will begin at once.

Rt :

More

Time Spent
on Film Phi
"There was a time not so v
many years ago in the motion ||
ture business," says Ralph Bli ,
former supervisor of producti I
for Famous Players-Lasky, "wli
any little idea jotted down on
piece
paper might sell to i p|
ducingof company.
"Nowadays the same companyt
it is still in existence, will pay $*
000 for a little idea jotted downi
awhopiece
doesofthepaper.
jotting But
has— the
probarni
spent a year thinking about wk
he's going to put down on tl
piece of paper, and several yel
getting prepared for this one jtl
And therein lies the key to si
(ess for aspiring screen writer»|
Moran

Unit Has

Own Buildin
The Hollywood Studios hil
erected a complete new unit bu
ing
for little
pany.
The Priscilla
building,Moran's
finishedct 1
stucco, conforms with the rema
der of the studio in style and':
tastefully landscaped. In
building are the offices and Vcilia's own quarters, which inch
reception room and a nursery ro|
with animals on the wall — evei
thing
five-yearchild. toA suit
spacea little
of lawn
adjaci
to the building is latticed off t
a playground and pergola
ranged for the star's idle momei
Vaudeville Star
Joins
LI
Harold
LloydHarold
has engaged
ton Griffin for a heavy role il
first independent feature come
"The Girl Expert." Griffin 1
spent the last five years on •
pheum and Keith circuits. In ea
screen days he played as a juvei
in many Griffith films for Biogra
Griffin
left with
New Lloyd
York atlast
and is ' now
the w-H
lywood Studios, where Lloyd I
leased space to make his first |
ture on his own finances.
The Spats find themselves «
some
theirinfriends'
children M
their of
hands
their picture
Hal
the
at
filmed
being
dios. What happens to Roach
them a}S
the children arrive provides
action for the story. Helen I
more, Lyle Tayo and Harry K
tenberry play with the Spats.
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Says Wood
It is said to be a moot question
as to whether or not the general
public does kno wwhat it wants in
the way of screen entertainment.
An interesting pro-and-con discussion of this phase of the present
complicated motion picture situation is now o nfull-blast over the
length and the breadth of the land,
producers, distributors and exhibitors of films participating with
equal zeal. It seems there is a
marked proclivity to pass the proverbial buck to and fro until the
poor critter has no idea where it
belongs.

Veterans
Theodor von for
Eltz has
set upon
a novel idea for doing his Christmas "bit." Mr. von Eltz is a master of dialect and his repertoire
of stories includes Scotch, Cockney
English, Irish, Italian, Chinese,
Swedish and what not, all of which
he tells in an inimitable way. Recently he appeared before the Uplifters during some off time when
he
appearin
in Universal
's
"ThewasTurmoil"
andg was
one of the
chief entertainers. Heretofore this
gift was used only as a parlor entertainment among friends. But
during the holidays the actor plans
to tell some of his most amusing
stories out at the hospitals to the
ex-soldiers, who are invalided
there.

There is one high motion picture
executive who is strongly of the
opinion that the public knows precisely what it wants. "And, it nevei
does get it any more," he adds.
Then
he explains:of cheap
"What movies
it wanesat
is a curtailment
high cost and a substituting of good
movies at a low cost.
W. F. Wood, vice president and
general manager of the United
Producers and Distributors, is responsible for this analysis of the
conditions of the moment.
"What Henry Ford did for the
automobile industry, somebody
must do for the film business," he
continues. "There must be attained a steady maintenance of
photoplays of a high, satisfactory
standard, and, these must be offered invariably at the best of theatres at a popular admission price,

David Dunbar, who has risen to
.Eminence after only a year in
lllywood,
of a about
Sherllc
Holmes. is Hesomething
has knocked
If
thoroughly
that day
it's
•Irdworld
to foolso him.
The other
Ijwas watching a set when a man
|o posed as a Hindoo began to
Joke, doing it "even as you and
But David said :
rNo, an East Indian Hindoo allys holds his cigarette between
1 1 second and third finger."
Another bit of David's sleuthing:
'If you happen to be riding on
fe top of a bus in "deah ol' Lun:n" don't feel too much awe for
je swell with the high silk hat
ding beside you. If a pair of
Sssors gleam above his pocket,
,"'s
only respectable
a poor bankon clerk
havinga
I keep
a pound
jeek and bringing his shears with
Jm to use in his cage, when the
Iffs begin to fray again.
lAnd if you were a man and ridjg beside David on a street car,
^ might turn to you suddenly and
iy :
"You don't have very good light
jiyour hotel room, do you?"
And when you'd gasped and
sked him how he knew, would
>me the quiet reply:
this on
mornJig"Because
you still inleftshaving
some hairs
the
ght cheek."
i David was born on a sheep

ranch in Australia. His favorite
pastime as a boy was snapping the
heads of rattlesnakes, cracking
them like a whip. One day a directo the
ranchandto the
"shoot,"
saw torthecamegood
height
good
looks of the boy and beckoned.
Dave was quite a success with
the English Vitagraph.
But in his last role, the Indian
chief in the picturization of James
Fenimore
"Deer Slayer,"
half naked,Cooper's
with feathers,
he can
show that subtle knowledge of the
open that his youth taught him on
the ranch with savages not so very
far away.
Conway Tearle is finishing the
leading role in Paramount' s "The
Next Corner" and ivill start his
characterization in "Lilies of the
Field," in •which he is co-featured
with Corinne Griffith, this iveek.
Orville Caldwell, who is rehearsing for the male lead opposite
Lady Diana Manners in Morris
Gest's "The Miracle," expects that
the production will be ready for
Broadway about Christmas time.
Max Reinhardt and his staff are
now busy with the company and
Fokine, the famous Russian dancer,
who
stagedin charge
the dances
in "Mecca"
is again
of this
feature.
Mrs. Caldwell, the actor's wife,
will play a role in the production.

order to make
sayIntwenty-five
cents." such an economic readjustment possible, sound
business principles of unalloyed
commercialism must enter into the
producing of motion pictures, Mr.
Wood declares. "Our company has
been organized to institute such
revolutionary methods and to actually obliterate all inclinations to
waste money, not to merely lament
the fact that there is such waste.
By being thus enabled to lower film
rentals, exhibitors will be enabled
to charge the public less and that's
what the public wants."
Craufurd Kent who is playing
the heavy in Richard Walton Tully's
"Flowing
Gold,"in was
once a
marine
underwriter
London.
VENGEANCE

Recitations
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Cut Cheap Films

Louise Infatuated
With "Bubbles"
Louise Fazenda, who is "supporting" as she puts it, a trained
seal in the Ince production "The
Galloping Fish," is feeling honored with the association, for "Bubbles," who has
the comedy
"title role"
the opinion
of the
queen,in
is the most intelligent animal she
has worked v.-ith in many a moon.
Louise should know, for her list is
overpowering. When she first began her work in the production in
which she plays a vaudeville headliner, a seal seemed not so good
since the memory of a seal bite
lingered. But as she had so many
scenes with "Bubbles" Louise overcame her fear and now she just
dotes on the seal who seems to be
equally fond of her. The bond of
sympathy
been omits
strengthened
since Louisehasnever
keeping
herself well smeared with fish,
which bles"
is anda most
pleasant
odor to "Bubinspirational,
for
he acts up to the comedienne like a
charm. Although the seal as it
was mentioned, has the title role,
there is no professional jealousy
on the part of Miss Fazenda who
is loudly insistent that "The Gala newin
animal loping
starFish"towillthe present
silversheet
"Bubbles."

IS MINE, SAID LLOYD
from the familiar studio
Just to show what a change of away
routine. In other words, he was
scene and climate can do —
"all pepped up."
The day after Lloyd Hamilton
Metzetti, in gym togs, came down
finished his last picture, which was
the day before he left for San the steps to greet the comedian.
Francisco, he fell into a friendly "Hello, Mr. Hamilton," he said.
catch-as-catch-ca:i bout with A. "Did you have — "
Something stopped him there; it
Melzetti, his trainer. While they
were rolling about the gym floor, was Hamilton's hand jerking him
around and down for a mat hold.
Metzetti, who is a well-known alhlete and "strong man," hit his In an instant, the trainer's legs
head on a projection and for a were flying through the air as his
moment lost his temper, so that he shoulders hit the ground in a complete fall that left him gasping
loughly pinned Hamilton down,
with its suddenness.
and the bout was over.
Revenge is sweet.
One week later, Mr. Hamilton
returned to Los Angeles. He had
Practically everyone on the Hal
made the long and restful — when
Roach lot stopped work recently
your
chauffeur
is
driving
—
trip
to
San Francisco and return; he had long enough to watch two Oklahoma cowboys — Will Rogers and
had a wonderful visit with his
mother in Oakland; he had seen his director, Jay A. Howe, in a
contest.
behis latest picture, "Lonesome," go personal
came the roping
victim of
stage Rogers
fright and
over "big" at a San Francisco pre- lost by one count.
view; and he had been for a week

Catneil
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London

Laughs

Up Sleeve
Tea-table gossips had a good
many smiles the last week over
two stories that have been given
wide publicity concerning a prominent London actress, and the dramatic and humorous contrasts between the two reports have set a
lot of chatter in motion, all of it
of the frivolous type that damages
no one in particular.
Miss Moyna Macgill, the heroine of these stories, is a charming
beauty from Belfast, whom artists
regard as the most perfect type of
Irish colleen.
First, the newspapers printed
stories and pictures of Miss Macgill having the most innocent face
of any actress in England, which
resulted in her being selected to
play
role ofof that
"Miriam
in thethe film
title,Rozella,"
after a
dozen other actresses had been
screen-tested and found wanting in
the necessary innocence of expression as registered on the screen.
Then, in the midst of this, Mr.
Reginald Denham, the playwright
husband of Miss Macgill, brought
suit for divorce citing as co-respondent Mr. Edgar Lansbury, son
of Mr. George Lansbury, Labour
M. P. The suit came as a great
surprise,
andstanding
the actresses'
friends are
by hermany
and
defending her stoutly. "Moyna is
innocent,"
is a common
expression
heard
in theatrical
London.
Miss Macgill is dainty and
graceful, with curly black hair, and
wide violet-blue eyes that have a
most extraordinary expression of
child-like beauty, innocence and
wonderment. She was regarded as
the ideal selection for the role of
the persecuted and distressed heroine in the big Astra-National film,
"Miriam Rozella," from the widely-read and much-discussed novel
of feminine psychology, written by
Mr. B. L. Farjeon.
Charleroi Strong
For Jackie
Recently the photoplay, "A Million to Burn," featuring Herbert
Rawlinson, played at the Palace
Theater in Charleroi, Pennsylvania,. It is the story of how a
young fellow literally burns money.
The cast included about a dozen
others besides Rawlinson, and one
of them was Jackie Vernon. It so
happened that Charleroi was
Jackie's
home thetowntheater
and with
due
civic pride
manager
advertised his name above that of
the star. Needless to say the picutre played to S. R. O. at every
performance and at least in one
town on this old terra firma Jackie
iistant.
sthe biggest cinema attraction exJohn M. Nickolaus, one of the
motion picture industry's best informed film laboratory men,
strongly urges that distributors
have film release prints made
where the picture is produced.
Sicholaus states that only through
co-operation of producer and director with the laboratory, can
the best prints for public release
he made, prints that perfectly extones hibit
andthe producer's
densities. idea of colors,

"Find" Is Famed Star
One of the Universal comedy
companies were "shooting" some
street scenes on Hollywood Boulevard the other day.
Passersby were invited to "walk
through"
the A background
tain scene.
number of ofmena cerand
an attractive girl sauntered
through the camera lines.
The next evening the comedy director stopped looking at the
"rushes" long enough to phone
Zion visor
Myers,
Universal's superof comedies.
"I've got a great find," exclaimed the director. "Come down
andMr.look."
Myers hastened to the projection room. The film was staited.
"Watch for the girl who walks
through
the next
scene get
— I'm
ing to locate
her and
her go-in
pictures,"
said
the
director.
The scene came on. My Myers
arose from his chair. "You've
made a wonderful discovery — but
you're three years too late."
The girl
"find"whowas happened
Mr. Myers'by
sister,
Carmel,
when the scene was photographed.
Jacqueline Gives
lowan Good Time
Place: Los Angeles, California.
Characters: Jacqueline Logan
and visitor from Iowa.
Visitor: "Are we in HollyMiss woodLogan
(This is the forty' has
yet ?'she
first time
replied to the
same
: "No.crash.
Not Three
yet."'
Therequestion)
is a sudden
springs are broken on Miss Logan's
machine; the frame* is bent. A
series of mountain-high ruts in
the road caused it all.
Visitor, withdrawing head from
top, through which it went at first
bump:
"Gosh! straightening
What's that?"seven
Miss Logan,
vertebrae in her back and trying
to regain breath: "That, my dear,
was the boundarv of Hollvwood."
Visitor: "The foothills?"
Miss Logan: "Ah, no — the
streethills."
Realty Bug Bites
Screen Writers
Undoubtedly the most pernicious
bug in Southern California is the
realty germ, and its most frequent
victims seem to be among the
prominent persons of filmdom.
The latest is Sada Cowan, who, in
collaboration with Howard Higgin, recently wrote Mae Murray's
"Fashion Row." and "Woman's
Intuition," which will be produced
by Miss
Metro.Cowan has just bought two
lots in Beverly Woods, where she
is planning to build a truly cosmopolitan home, since each room
will represent c ne of the countries
which she visited in her various
tours around the world.
Hilton Chipman has signed to
f lay juvenile
with the and
Sonoma Photoplayleads
Corporation,
has left San Francisco for the producing headquarters of the organization located at Fetters Hot
Springs, Sonoma County, California.

Another Pair of
Brothers in Films
Consanguinity seems to be especially prevalent in the motion
picture world. Here are to be
found numerous teams of brothers
in different parts of the film field;
among the producers are The
Warners and The Christies;
among the directors, The De Milles
and The Rocketts; and among the
actors, The Chaplins. Now comes
a team of brothers, each of whom
has achieved considerable fame as
a screen writer: Charles and Albert Kenyon.
Although
is perhaps
ter known toCharles
the public
becausebet-of
the great success of his stage play,
"Kindling," Albert Kenyon has
been known to the insiders in 'he
screen world for many years as an
established scenarist. About- six
years ago he started with Colonel
Brady in the Universal scenario
department, then went to Metro,
where he wrote many of the pictures in which Bert Lyttell starred.
His
was
the scriptWife,"
of "Bavu"
and
"The Self-Made
both highly successful attractions; and he
has just finished an original story
for Ralph Lewis which will be
titled "The
narrating the lifeCountry
of one Doctor,"
of the typical
members of this beloved figure in
American life.
A nnouncement was made yesterday that Fred Caldwell Productions will immediately release
through state-rights channels the
D'A llesandro production of "St.
Elmo," made from Augusta J. Evan's drama of love and self-sacriFrancis M cDonald is seen in the
male lead in this picture, which
fice.
Caldwell is now editing for immediate release. Titles are being
written by Tom Killian.
KENYON

Tolhurst Will
Address Academic
Louis H. Tolhurst, the scient ■
inventor who is responsible for i
"Secrets of Life" insect series
ing produced by Principal Pictu ,
Corporation, has been invited ,
speak before the American M
eum membership in New Yi
City, and to address the stud
bodies of several of the East.
Universities, on the subject of
discoveries and experiences in '
microscopic motion picture week
Tolhurst is rushing to complet •
the seventh of his series, which «
reveal some interesting informati
regarding the life and habits of li
house-fly.
six bee,
subje;s|,
have
to do The
with other
the ant,
der,Extensive
butterfly,preparations
ant-lion and arebeet'l|
ing made to receive Tolhurst
New York, and several leadi
magazines — both scientific and po
ular — are detailing special wr
ers to interview the scientist.
While in Gotham Tolhurst w
meet leaders of the scientific worl
and he will also tell over the rad
many of the interesting incider
that have occurred in the makii
of the "Secrets of Life" series.
Stan Laurel of the Hal Roa.
Studios received a fan letter a
morning that so amused him th
he had quite a time composing hit,,
self long
"Dear
Mr.
funny"
on enough
theLaurel:
set. to "make the
"I would like a big picture n
you to hang (in a frame). I thif
you are such a gentleman. I bi
your pardon.
(Signed)
T."
Jesus
is a common JESUS
name amor
the Mexican population of Sout^
ern
but Laurel didw
know California
that.

WRITES
HISTORIC
RAIL TALE
Numerous historical character;
At last
the American
publicseems
to have
awakened to
the including Lincoln and Gran'
fact that their own history is more
playedof prominent
parts
in firs
thi'
interesting than that of any other story
the building
of the
country, and more dramatic. Now transcontinental railroad. Danger'
comes the announcement that from flood and drought, the peril'
Charles Kenyon, the noted play- of traversing practically unknowi
wright, who has been associated territory, and the ravages of ma]
with the scenario departments of rauding Indians — these are son*
of the episodic hardships whicl
the Goldwyn and Universal Stu- confronted
the active figures in thi 1
dios, who is now freelancing, has
written an original historical storv.
script, tentatively titled "The
Lois Zellner, prominent scrtet[
Transcontinental Railroad."
This story will be filmed by Fox writer, has completed the final tu ,
of the Lawson Harris production
at itsratelocal
studios, and
willhardy
nar- "Then
You'll Remember Me,' anc\
the adventures
of the
empire builders who first spanned will at once continue her wort
the desert and the mountains with upon her latest original, "My Life's
the steel rails that expedited the My Own," which will be produeea
independently about January 1.
progress of our civilization.
During
the pastevery
year type
Missof Zellner has written
phoFinis Fox, who produces his intoplay material from mystery and,
problem dramas to Baby Peggy
dependent
features
at
the
Hollywood Studios and is now filming
Seven of her scenarios
"A Woman 11' ho Sinned," is one features.
of the few big directors who never will be released during the winter.
permits music to be played on the
Ralph Lewis is getting each •/
set while directing dramatic scenes.
Not that Fox thinks it necessarily his new series of four commercial
hero stories toin follow
"TheformMail10
"all bunk," but he says he is able, Man"
continuity
by the use of his own voice, to key there placed
will
be
no
delay
between
the players to the proper moods.
pictures.
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Josephine Crowell, one of the
best loved mothers of the screen,
who is playing "Ma Briskow" in
"Flowing Gold," for Richard Walton Tully, is proud of the fact that
her grandfather fought in the army
of Napoleon Bonaparte.
Louise Lorraine, playing the
leading feminine role in the "Fighting ceivedBlood"
has Deaf
just and
rea letterstories,
from the
Dumb Instituate at Indianapolis
saying that the students there can
read her lips and interpret the
words she is speaking in a scene
easier than any other player on
the screen.

Spring breeze in a New Engla woodland . . . sunflowers
inn Illinois prairie . . . butte ies frisking under a warm midifl sun . . . violets and migDi :ttes ... a big Dresden doll
I . the sparkle of precious
st es . . . hide-and-seek and
tr mirth of children . . . baby
clter and a child's tears . . .
ir lories thrumming on the heart
SI lgS.
f reel promise, and of sunny
d losition, is Louise Tordera. Not
a imed name on the pages of motl picture annals; in fact one
tl: is as yet far from the limeHit, but a name with a musical
iiination, possessed by a very
b utiful and charming little girl
»} is one of that vast throng who
s c fame and fortune in the throne
cinema. An even moof the
»|m
nitary
glance at this gifted child
GarChild's Louis
from A Robert
lines wherein
sjgests
el of Verses
S venson muses :
Dark brown is the river,
Golden is the sand.
t flows along forever,
With trees on either hand.
Ireen leaves a-floating,
Castles of the foam,
loots of mine a-boating —
Where will all come home?
In goes the river
And out past the mill,
4way down the valley,
Away down the hill.
Away down the river,
I A hundred miles or more,
Other little children
Shall bring my boats ashore."
Yes, other little children, and
ownups too, will bring her boats
hore; her treasure ships of hapness which she will send to them
-er the Cinema Sea. The happiss and beauty of life, the babyte fascination of her very self,

that she will bring to the silver
screen, will radiate joy to the
gloomy corners of the earth . . .
away down the valleys, away
down the hills, to the far countries.
Vet we pause and ponder a moment as to her opportunities for the
expression of her art on the shadow stage. For there are a score,
yea a hundred of others, so like
her, each possessing some individual quality, a distinct personal
charm, that perchance might assume greater proportions than hers
in the eyes of the film lords. She
may be of the chosen; that rests
with the luck attendant upon her
play on the Roulette of Life. For
after all, life is, to a great degree,
just a game of chance. This is
evident in the genius that has been
lost to the world, unknown and
unsung. It is only that genius that
has been coupled with cleverness
and the ability to reach the sunlight that has prospered and attained its due recognition, with
subsequent odes in the pages of
history that forever immortalizes
it. With a good gardner this little
bud will blossom forth into a flower of great brilliancy. To revert
to a nautical metaphor her brigantine of happiness, sailing the Cinema Sea, must have the counsel of
an able and experienced pilot.
With that aid at the helm it cannot fail to make every port of call,
journeying on and on, 'til the sun's
rays are found.
She comes of Italian and English parents, and, of course, inherits unique vocal artistry. She sings
in Italian with as much ease as
she does in English, and has several recitations which she delivers
with due childish seriousness. She
has been model for photographers
and has figured in several fashion
revues, in addition to her limited
film endeavors, the most recent of
which
role in made
"Stage for
Fright"
which was
Our a Gang
Hal
Roach.

So 'tis easy to see she has

Passes Fire Dept. Tests
The first woman to successfully
pass the California examinations
for driving a fire truck, is Jacqueline Logan, popular screen actress.
Miss Logan has just taken the
severe test which all applicants
must pass before they can take positions in the Los Angeles Fire Department. Among the difficult
feats she had to accomplish were
the following:
Get into driver's seat from the
ground, start motor, shift through
first, second and third gears into
high and drive the big engine a
hundred feet from the fire station
in forty seconds.
Change all spark plugs in an
eight-cylinder motor without stopping the engine.
Make tire change in three minutes.
Stop seven-ton truck traveling at
the rate of twenty-five miles an
hour within a hundred feet.
Steer heavy truck a distance of a
hundred yards in a narrow space,
allowing six inches clearance on
each side, to prove her ability to
gauge distances almost perfectly.
Fire Department Lieutenant W.
B. Seekins was in charge of the examination. After passing them with
flying
colors,
Miss Logan
was voted honorary mascot
of Station
No.
27, Los Angeles Fire Department,
by the members of that station.
"Our Gang," and a number of
"extras," who are playing in a
school picture now being filmed at
the Hal Roach Studios, have
formed rival football teams and
"Our
each noon.
gamethemselves
play
Gang" a term
the "Golden Tigers" — the extras are known
as the "Shaggy Bears." After an
exciting game the other day, Mickey Daniels, the freckled-faced kid,
came rushing hack to the publicity
department. "Got a good story for
you,"
said breathlessly
— "The
'Goldenhe Tigers'
beat the 'Shaggy
Bears'— 36 to 36."
the foundation for a very promising career, and has pulled anchor
with amazing rapidity, being as
yet only five years of age. The
next few months will doubtless dealong. cide at what rate she will sail
", . . castles of the foam,
a-boating —
minecome
of all
Boats will
Where
home?
Away down the river,
A hundred miles or more,
Other little children
Shall bring my boats ashore."
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Recalls Ginger
Al Christie Snap
has beenEpisode
making a
comedy in which the opening discloses three ex-service men, languishing outside the window of a
ham-and-egg emporium, while delicious odors — wafted to the sidewalk— bring torture to their anguished souls.
The three boys — Neal Burns,
stout Felix Valle and the lean and
hungry - looking George Burns —
nearly fainted when th ham and
eggs burned to a crisp right before
their
eyes inas animated
a result of
the chef's
engaging
conversation
with a pretty waitress. Their part
in the picture is to collapse on the
sidewalk when the chef carelessly
tosses about two dollars' worth of
charred delicacies in the scrap can.
"Suffer, boys! Suffer!" shouted
Christie through the plate glass. "I
don't believe you fellows ever went
And then he recounted the narrative of the ginger snaps. It haphungry."pened in Wheeling, West Virginia,
some years back, when Al Christie
and Harry Edwards were stranded
with a show. Christie was the
capitalist; he had ten cents in cash.
He nonchalently tossed the coin
on a counter, after glimpsing a
barrel of crisp-looking ginger snaps
overturned in the window. "I'll
just take ten cents' worth of those
snaps," he said, and, seizing upon
the bag, led the ravenous Edwards
to a park bench.
According to the story, Christie
and Edwards lived on ginger snaps
for three days while beating their
way back to their home in Canada.
Al says:derfully"Ginger
won-of
filling if yousnaps
drinkare lots
water.

They swell just grand!"

Adopts Barnyard King
Little Bruce Guerin, who has
been loaned by Warner Brothers to
play with Viola Dana in her new
picture, has found a dandy new pal
at the Metro studio — a homeless
rooster that somebody discovered
wandering around one day, apparently seeking "a chance in the
movies."
troubleto was
Vi
and BruceOnly
wanted
adoptbothhim,
but finally decided on a co-fosterparent arrangement, whereby each
has a half interest in said fowl,
naming him Mister Vibruce.
Mae Busch, playing one of the
featured roles
in Finis
Fox" Who
production "The
Woman
Sinned,"
recently
received
a
black
Chow dog as a birthday gift. She
named
dog "Sinner"
because
she
said the
nothing
could be blacker.
When entering the studio
grounds she turned to the dog, who
was
lagging behind,
on Sinner."
Every saying
man at"come
the
Hollywood studio immediately began to march forward.
Pauline Starke, who played opposite Tom Mix in his recently finished thriller, "Eyes of the Forest,"
has been cast for a leading feminine role in Tom Buckingham's
production
of Lincoln"TheJ. Arizona
Carter's
famous melodrama,
Express,"
now
being
made
William Fox Hollywood lot. on the
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Type
Holly 19
Scenarist
2nd Week
598J
BALSHOFER STUDIO, I 329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Prod Mgr.
5th Episode
Serial
Clayton Granrtin
Lola Patti
Jim Crosby
Holly 31 1
"Unarmed"
Clayton Granilin
Kobt. Ramsay Jim Crosby Wm. Wallace
Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
BERW1LLA
STUDIO. (Arrow
5821release).
Santa Monica~Blvd7
Eddie Lyons Production
2--Reel Comedies
Schedule
Staff
Cooke
Eugene Deltue
Eddie Lyons Ramsey
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Dearholt Productions.
Drexel 42
Neva Gerber Productions.
BRONX STUDIO.
1745 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, Genl Mgr.
Willey Productions.
1st Week
Reel
"The Last Man'
Fred Reel
Patton-Atkeison
Zerr
Val Lane
BRENTWOOD STUDIO.
48 I I Fountain Ave.
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC. 69 1 2 Hollywood BlvdT
1st Week
"Welcome Stranger"
C. O. Sessel
Jas. Young All -Star
Special
G. P. Saum
Preparing 5 78-5
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
45 I 3 Sunset Blvd.
J S. Woodhouse
"Hollywood 1900"
Fred Caldwell All-Star Hollister
Rounsaville
Holly 00
CENTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd
Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback.Casting.
1st Week
Century Comedies (Universal release).
1st Week
Harry Forbes
Noel Smith Pal
"Putting It Over"
Chas. Lament Staff
John Ralesco Staff
Al Herman Buddy Messinger Wm.
"Captain Apple Sauce'
1st Week 593Jerry Hyers
Ash _
Robt.
Tansev
Staff
"Brut hers- in -Law"
Holly 40
Bob Kerr
McCoy-Earle
Preparing
Gen.
Alfred
Reeves,
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
HoiiyTri;
Chas. Chaplin Charles Chaplin
Wilson-Totheroh
Sutherland "Chuck" Reisner Feature Comedy
2-ReeiMgr.
Comedy
4th
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101
( 'lemonsSunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
2nd Week
Week
Hageman
Beck
Al. Christie
Neal Burns Nagy-Phillips
2-Reel
2-Reel Comedv
Comedy
1st Week
Scott Sidney
Dorothy Devore Peterson-Garnett Siemens
Beaud ine
Bobby Vernon Peterson
Drexel 21
CHARLES RAY STUDIO.
3 700 Beverly Blvd. J. E. Bowen, Gen. Mgr
3rd
Week
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
Thornley
Preparing
Ted Brooks
2-Reel
Comedy
Stuart Paton Harry Carey
"High Dawn"
Bull Montana
FAMOUS
"ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
fith Week
Ryan
Bros. Productions
Ben Cohen
"The Wolf Man'
Geo. Chesebro ("hesebro-Cla vton Selander_
Reed
Comedy
FINE
ARTS
Sunset
Blvd.~E.
H. AlIenrGenTMgr. Scotty CleethoTrje,
Casting
Jack White
Corp.STUDIOS.
(Educational 4500
Release)
(Mermaid
Comedies)
Schedule
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Staff
Comedy
Schedule
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Schedule
Comedy
Al. Ray
All-Star McGill
Staff
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
F. Hibbard Lloyd Hamilton
Corby
Staff
FOX STUDIO. James Ryan, Casting. 1401 N. Western Ave
Schedule
Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Al St. John
Comedies
Holly 30«
Al St. John
Al St. John
Ernest
S.
Depew
Schedule
Beany Sanderich
suioff
Mark
3rd
Week
Staff
Comedies
R. Tennant
Chimpanzees
Seiler Carruth
Singling
3rd Week
Hough
All-StarJones
Tom Buckinhani ("has.
Sid
Wagner
Carter
"The Arizona Express"
Preparing
Wm. Wellman
Joe August
4th
Week
Hobart
"Not a Drum Was Heard"
Tom Mix
J. Blystone
Dan
Clark
Eugene
Forde
Lee
"Ladies
to
Board"
Edward
Bernoudi
Shirlev Ma m
Schneiderman
David Solomon
"The
Morroco
Box"
Preparing
Walter
Mayo
3rd
Week
John Gilbert
E. Mortimer
G. O. Post
Preparing
Fannie & Fred Hatton"Just Off Broadway"
All-Star
Sehneiderman
John Ford
Ed.
O'Ferna
Jules Cronjager
Holllngahead
Geo. Archainbaud .All-Star
"The Plunderer"
1845 Glendale Blvd.
GARSON STUDIO.
2nd Drexel
Week _ C
Benny eidman Productions.
Chas. Van Enger
James Flood
Wm. Beaudine
Bebe Daniels
Dorothy Farnum
"The Taming of the Shrew"
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
State Rights release).
Holly OK
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Sam l Bischoff, Gen.
Monty Banks Productions.
Mgr.
"H
4th
Week
olly 26<
"Racing Luck'
14
H. Raymaker Monty Banks Ray June
Jack Dawn
Holly
761-711:
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City
1st
Week
Preparing
"True
as
Steel"
Rupert Hughes
Rupert Hughes
All-Star John Meseall Albert Kelly
Feature Drama
1st Week
Victor Seastrom
All-Star
M. K. Wilson
Tiffany Productions.
"Mademoiselle Midnight'
Robt. Leonard
Mae Murray Ollie Marsh DayldJTodd
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Harold
Lloyd Corporation.
— Wm. R. Fraser,
Gen Mgr.
17th Week
Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd
Lundln
Robt. A. Golden
"The Girl Expert"
Finis Fox Productions. R. R. Beatty, Bus. Mgr.
3rd
Week
F. Fox
F. Fox
All-Star Hal Mohr
J. Thompson
"A Woman Who Sinned"
Preparing
Priscilla Moran Productions. O. M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
Priscilla Moran _
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG. 1 442 Beachwood Dr.
Editing
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Sanford Productions.
Mattison
Mattison-V. Rich E. Dyer
R. Sanford
'Mile A Minute Morgan"
Staff
Kinemart Productions.
B. Schrader, Casting.
1442 Beachwood Drive.
840 S.
ROY HUGHES PRODUCTIONS.
S. Olive. SHADOWLAND RELEASE.
Arizona Location
Roy Hughes
Leavens Hate J MaoFarland
Thos. Dixon. Jr.
"Ashes of Waste'
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams Casting.
Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
76LT3
Gene Stratton Porter Productions.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Kth Week
Del Andrews
Del Andrews All-Star Max Dunont Frank Gerghty
3rd Week
C. Gardner Sullivan "The Galloping Fish"
John Griffith Wray All-Star Henry Sharp Buddy Ericksen
"Against the Rules"

Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Ass't Director
Cameraman
Star

a!
Director

Star

PICTURES, Inc.
•uce Mitchell All-Star
JSER KEATON STUDIO.
luster Keaton
Buster Keaton

IEC

"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
Scenarist
Cameraman
Ass't Director
Stephen Norton

Mitchell-Clawson

Frank Mills

1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Elgin Lessley Walter Reed Jean Havez

iASjY STUDIOS.
Tom White, Casting.
1520 Vine St
mraiiunt Pictures.
(Famous Players -Las ky Release.)
4m lood Productions.
<- ImWood
All-Star
John Waters
II, jsnabery Productions.
I lenabery All--Star
Richard Johnston
TinVillat Productions.
5360 Melrose Ave.
I E MAYER STUDIO.
red iiblo Productions.

Monte Ketterjohn
Edfrled Bingham

RICIPAL PICTURE CORP.
jouis Tolhurst
Baby Peggy
I Iddie
Cline

Holly 2814
3rd Week

"The Next Corner'
"The Stranger"

8th Week
7th Week

Editing
Capitol 2120
"Cape Cod Folks"
"Poisoned Paradise"

Preparing

"Revelations"
"Happiness"

Holly 4485
6th Week
6th Week
Preparing

"A Boy of Flanders"
Holly 4470
Holly 7901
"The Thief of Bagdad" 25th Week
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon 7th Week

7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.

J. T. O'Donahue

7250 Santa Monica.
Glenn McWilliams Fred Tyler

3rd Week

431-171

Harry Kerr, Casting.
Eddington
Geo. D. Baker
Dave Howard
Brewster
Casting.

"The Inner Sight"
Comedy

Page 17
Progress

Holly 2400

IAER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
nib. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
kginald Barker
All-Star
Harry Schenck
J. G. Hawks
P.|chulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release).
psnier
All-Star
Karl Struss George Yohalem
Waldemar Young
lE'lO
Ro maine and Cahuenga
Ave.
feo. D.STUDIO.
Baker
All-Star
Arnold
jing Vidor
Laurette Taylor
Chet Lyons
ickiCoogan
Productions.
Schertzinger
Jackie Coogan
Frank Good
IA10NAL STUDIO.
1116 Lodi St.
ICFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS
Individual
lniti| Artists Release.
laoul Walsh Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
I larshall Neilan
Mary Pickford Rosher

Type

Staff
Staff
Walter Anthony
Grey-Unsell

-C8TUDIO.
Mel rose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Zamuck
I tal St. Clair Alberta Vaughn
Lee Garmes Dorsey
CH STUDIO.
Culver City.
Warren Doane, Mgr.
RS. A. Howe Will Rogers Robt. Doran Ross Lederman Staff
len Powers Animals
B. Currigan Vreland
Staff
femes Parrot Chas. Chase Ed Willatt Leo Gerstad Staff
lob McGowan
Our Gang
Harry Gerstad C. Morehouse Staff
jeo. Jeske Stan Laurel Frank Young Wm. Dill
Staff
jred Guiol Spat Family Nick Barrows Lloyd French Staff
:U:;ELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
. \ Patton Productions. H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
I. J irown Productions,
lalord Productions.
' taloney-Williamson Leo Maloney
J. Badarocca Stratton
ierfes Film Co.
Ilk Nelson Jack Polio
Marco Charles
Jack Nelson
Gray
EWETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
f| fel
Pel Lord
All-Star
Ruth
Harry Langdon Spear
Staff
JNFED STUDIOS. 5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee, Pres.
feef M. Schneck Productions.
(First National Release). O. O. Dull
ft. Borzage Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio
Edward Brophy
I Jerome Storm Constance Talmadge Ray Binger
Sullivan
rotational Productions.
James
Van
Tree
J.
Dunn
' lack Tourneur
DillonProductions,
Griffith-Tearle
puce
klfd
Tully Productions.
Geo. Reehm
P los.Walton
DeGrasse
All-Star
Warrenton-Carpenter Johnson
tan Lloyd Productions.
Harry Weil
frank Lloyd All-Star
INfERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
'nivrsal Film Manufacturing
Co. (Universal Release).
Don Clark
Duncan
-Johnson
lym.
Duncan
Duncan
Ernest Laemmle
t. Brown
All-Star
A. Smith
All-Star
I Hobart
Henley
Eddie Cline
Reginald Denny
Hoot Gibson
ledgwick
Billy Tummel
Edward Laemmle Billy Sullivan
Laura LaPlante
Robt. Hill
Jack Rose
Koehner
Wm. Desmond
Hugh Hoffman
[Vm.
Craft
V. Nordlinger
Jack Hoxie
Bradbury
Marchant
Luciano Albertini
Ray Taylor
Tj\GRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
'■vlSmith Productions.
> David Smith All-Star Steve Smith. Jr.
Wm. Dagwell
t]*NER
BROS.
STUDIOS.
5842
Sunset
Blvd.
er Brothers Productions.
Frank Strayer
Dave Abel
Harry Beaumont
John Barrymore
Tenny Wright
John Stumar
>Vm. A. Seiter All-Star
Frank
Strayer
David Abel
Harry Beaumont All-Star
KVm. Beaudine All-Star
E. B. DuPar
nit Lubitsch Productions.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt, Mgr.
y/pORF STUDIOS.

Holly 2806
Microscopic Motion PicturesSchedule
1st Week
"Captain January"
Holly 7780
1st Week
'The
Hall"Telephone Girl'
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule 761-72:
1-Reel Comedy
Schedule
1- Reel Comedy
Schedule
2Reel
Comedy
Schedule
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Holly 7945
5-Reel Western
"The Great Pals'
Comedy
"Half Back of Notre Dame'
"Secrets"
"The Gold Fish"
"The Lilies of the Field'
'Flowing Gold"
"The Sea Hawk"
"The Fast Express"
"SignalTurmoil"
Tower"
"The
"Love Insurance"
"Courting
Calamity"
"The
Leather
Pushers"
"The Thrill Girl"
"The Riddle Rider"
"The Drifter"
"Hands in the Dark"

1st Week
Preparing
Drexel 1550
3rd Week
2nd Week
Holly 4080
6th Week
2nd Week
1st Week
4th Week
Preparing
11th Week
Editing
8th Week
Editing
Preparing

433-131

Schedule
4th Week
5th Week
3rd Week
2nd Week
Editing 598-131

A Tale of Red Roses"
Holly 4181
Beau Brummel"
Editing
•How
to Educate a Wife" Preparing
Preparing
•Babbitt"
•Lover's Lane"
Preparing

"C," Los Angeles
818, Station
CINEMATOUR.
FILMS Wm.
EDUCATIONAL
I.UX>
A. Eliason
Baby Betty
Field Jos. B. Box
Brown
Robinson
My Kingdom for a Horse"

Holly 7940
4th Week

Cam |
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Continued from Page 8
2101 West Monroe St.,
Chicago, III., Nov. 29th, 1923.
Mr. Fred W. Fox,
Editor of "Camera!"
6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
My dear Mr. Fox:
I have your recent letter in which you stated
that you wished to republish my communication from the CHICAGO TRIBUNE, and I
thank you for your consideration and farimindedness. As you so truthfully stated, in
your comment in "Camera!", I really am an
ardent reader of your extremely well-edited
magazine, and 1 would not think of missing a
single number. Although I am in no way connected with the motion picture industry I honthatother
I enjoy
reading that
"Camera!"
more estly
thanbelieveany
publication
I buy.
The "Pulse of the Studios" department is, in
itself, worth more to me than the price I pay
for the magazine.
Of one
I am positive:
"Camera!"
should
be inthing
the editorial
offices of every
daily
newspaper in the country. Considering the
amount of false information that is spread by
the press concerning Hollywood and its inhabitants, I sometimes wonder why the big men
of the industry do not strive to educate those
responsible for such a state of affairs.
The best write-up of the present retrenchment
campaign in the studios is found in an article
in the CHICAGO LITERARY TIMES. The
writer comments in this fashion: "The stern
approval
the nation'sthateditorial
ers regardwith
the which
announcement
salarieswritare
going to be cut in half, and even in fourth,
does not make any pretence at logic. 'It is high
time.' Why it is high time none explains. It
is merely high time. And why anybody should
feel happy that the already bloated producers
will increase their margins of profit is not explained. 'It is high time,' exclaims one newspaper, and a thousand newspapers echo, 'It is
high time.' The tradition of the artist, meaning anybody who devotes himself to offering
any variety of decoration of life, is that he
starve to death in a garret, never bathe, and

Casts
Belasco Productions
Present
"WELCOME STRANGER"
Directed by James Young
Scenario by C. O. Sessel
CAST:
Florence Vidor Dore Davidson
Wm. V. Mong
Noah Beery
Lloyd Hughes
Robert Edeson
Virginia Brown Faire Fred Butler
Otis Harlan
Principal Pictures Corp.
Present
Baby Peggy
In
"CAPTAIN
Directed by JANUARY"
Eddie Cline
Photographed by G. McWilliams
Story by Eve Unsell
CAST:
Lincoln Stedman
Baby Peggy
Irene Rich
Hobart Bosworth
Emmett King
Harry T. Morey

SHAW'S Impression
of a
Cameraman's (-hatter

OPINION
am,
remain during his life a social outcast!"
Wishing yourself and "Camera !" success, I
Yours very truly,
(Signed) John D. Cahili..
'above
(EDITOR'S
NOTE—
conjunction
the
letter Mr. CahiliIn sends
me a with
clipping
from the CHICAGO DAILY NEWS inhere
they have puhished in "Views on Many Topics
by Readers of the Daily News" under the head
'■CROU DS AND SEX PLAYS," a letter from
Mr. Cahili. It appears that he is intensely interested in pictures from the fan-angle and
spends much time penning contributions similar
to the below, and the one that appeared in our
issue of November 24th. Many of them are
meaty and full of good ideas. The following
is presented for your perusal):
As regards the preponderance of sex plays,
etc., in the movies I would like to state that
the theater-goers themselves are to blame for
such a condition of affairs. The motion picture industry is conducted on a box-office basis
and the present influx of sex and mush pictures
is due entirely to the fact that such films attract
the largest crowds.
As long as people flock to the movie theaters,
irrespective of what is going to be shown, the
producers will be able to flood the market with
trashy, obvious junk. There are, and always
will be, pictures of the clean, well-acted, welldirected variety. Names like Ray, Lloyd, Normand, Pickford and Fairbanks stand for films
that may be seen and enjoyed by young and
old. If instead of rushing wildly to the theaters
on the nights the sexy, silly features are to be
shown those who appreciate good pictures
would stay at home and enjoy some good literature, it would not be long until their absence
caused
shown. a change in the quality of pictures
Something else again: Religion and politics
are entirely apart from motion pictures. The
liberal-minded men and women of the film industry cannot be expected to cater to the beliefs
and prejudices of sects and denominations. The
photoplay typifies art, not strife, discord and
intolerance.
Chicago
Jay Dee Cee.

of

the

Benny Zeidman
Present Productions
"THE TAMING OF THE SHREW"
Directe dby Wm. Beaudine
Photographed by Chas. Van Enger
Scenario by Dorothy Farnum
CAST:
Lee Moran
Bebe Daniels
Lillian Langdon
Norman Kerrv
George Pearce
Metro
Studios
Present
Viola Dana in
"REVELATIONS"
Directed by George D. Baker
Photographed by Arnold
Scenario by George D. Baker
CAST:
Viola Dana
Edward Connelly
Monte Blue
George Siegmann
Lew Cody
Ethel Wales
Otto Matiesen Frank Currier
Bruce Guerin

"Bring me the camera — bring in the lig,
Let me see your positions, please — go thl
the action — Just a minute — Priest, don't v
up
face — inyoufact,know
stay how
in thefatb
Mr.Mr.er Hume's
er Goldsmit,
can't go — Hold it— Don't nobody make n<
tions — Give me the focusing card — i'
rrrright — Mr. Shaw — vat's the action — rig
against Miss Brook's face — Hold it thereit away — Take 'em off — Vait a minutepushed my camera — Put on the lights — brit
the focusing card again — Vait a minuteout of my way Mr. Shaw, how can I see i
going on — Vellll, I didn't know you weid
ready — All right, give me a light reheai Vait a minute — all ready — give me a num Vait
minute put
— Mr.
see «<r
hands a down,
themO'Neils.
up again,Letnowme get
on the carpet — Hold it there — Allll right— 1
me the number — Vat? you gave it to me? .i
you sure? Allll ready — Put on all the lifl
V ait a minute, take off those diffusers, brit i
a floor spot— Allll ready— STOP— The V
are flittering — Cjo ahead now — Vait a mio*Is that action — O my God — They are o'Kmy picture — give me the chalk — mark th<Vpositions
you camera
notch the
come
here— —Leslie,
stand did
on my
— O,lastLorescv-"Y \
getting halations from the wall — Stop— Ay.
closed my iris? — Eric, give me the number*,
more — make me steady on the floor — O, my o '
— Look at the fog in this set — Kill itdead.- — Vait till the dust settles — ELEC4—
CIAN — lower up that spot — Vat's the m; I
Can't you understand me? Bring me some!
to sit on while they change the carbons — \\
Willie Davis — look at the furniture — it's I
— Brewster, telephone me home to Gold) I daughter, I will be late coming home, it \
too long to rehearse these people — Sam, di< (
hear Jake Hutchinson broke the records a;l
Vat you
do you
for
for anmean
hourI'm
— I slow
never— I've
hold been
you upw; .
them on — Vait a minut — Take them ofl
bring me the sunlight arc — Now what i
Fall into your positions — t), my God,
Fumes,
— Veil, —we'll
a chance look
— OH!at your
BOV —make-up
some lighting
Velfl
are ve HOLD
waiting ON—
for? LOAD
— VAIT UP ATHEMINU'
STOP—
M/j
ZINE — I ran out of film.

Week
The Joseph Schenck
Present Productions
"THE GOLDFISH"
Directed by Jerome Storm
Photographed by Ray Binger
Scenario by Sullivan
CAST:
Constance Talmadge Joan Standing
Jack Mulhall
Hersholt
Edward Jean
Connelly
Universal Films Company
Present
Jack Hoxie in
"TH EDRIFTER"
CAST:
Frank Rice I
Dorothea Wolbert
Jack
Hoxie
Margaret Morris
Robert McKim Fred Humes
Julia Brown
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_m
J.

VAN

Hollywood
Choice

DEN

AKKER

Jeweler — near Vine Street

Platinum

Diamond

Jewelry

(31 years European-American experience)

The Art of Bel Canto

Florence

Avery

Rice
Pupil of F. X. Arens of New York City
ANNOUNCES
the opening of a voice studio in Hollywood.

"Gruen

W atch Agency"

Waltham and Elgin Watches

USE SQUABS Big Profits
Tiiiesi prices in 20 years, Big demand,
Bh\toney raising them.Raisedin one
W \ip famous breeding slock and supp
M » space
to mise
Send needed
25<* for book.
orL- thent
m TO MAKE BIG MONEY RAISING SQUABS,
SQUAB FARMS
■HAYWOOD
: I \4 HOLLYWOOD
C*,LIF.

SANTA CLAUS
HEADQUARTERS
THE WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
6623 Hollywood Blvd.

MOVE.

I 2677 - SAMUEL C,SrUNE-6^s^tai/Ca
General Trucking and Hauling
^productions, Publicity
ill Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
174 Hollywood Blvd. Corner Bronson
IF ITS MADE OF LEATHER
WE HAVE IT
| Anything in novelties. And if you
re interested in Indian apparel, eowoy outfits or smart English Saddlery
|oods — we have it.
lolly&JOob HSTouelly |Ceatl]er J^hop
Mionc 432-368
1550 Cahucnsn Ave.
RARE
OUT OF PRINT BOOKS
Searched for and reported upon
free of charge.
HOLLYWOOD BOOK AND
PRINT SHOP
780 Highland Ave.
478-132

Theatre Deal
The biggest theatrical and realty
deal in Pacific Coast exhibition circles was announced last week by
West Coast Theaters, Inc., through
Michael Gore, president, with the
Walter S. Home Company and I.
E. Baker of Long Beach for the
construction of a theater and office
building on Ocean Boulevard, in
Long Beach, California. The deal
and business transaction involved
is in excess of $4,000,000, calling
for the immediate beginning of
work on an eight-story de luxe theater and office building on the
north side of Ocean Boulevard, between American and Elm Avenues
at Long Beach. The site of the
new structure is 150 feet by 155
feet, and the property one of the
most important business centers of
Long Beach.
With this deal the city of Long
Beach assumes an important place
in Pacific Coast theatricals. The
theater is to have a 3000 seating
capacity, and Harry C. Arthur Jr.,
general manager of West Coast
Theaters, Inc., is authority for the
statement that plans have been approved by which the executive committee of West Coast Theaters,
Inc., will provide Long Beach with
a theater that is to compare favorably with the biggest and finest institutions in the country. The
equipment
throughout arewillto bebe A-l,
and the decorations
the
most beautiful on the Coast. Contracts have already been closed for
the installation of a mammoth
Wurlitzer organ. A big symphony
orchestra, under a prominent conductor, will also be a feature of the
house, which will be run on a basis
equal to the first-run Los Angeles
theaters. Frank M. Browne, division manager of Long Beach, will
be in charge of the destinies of the
new house.
The big realty deal, which is the
largest of its kind ever effected in
the history of Long Beach, California, was closed by Michael Gore,
president of West Coast Theaters,
Inc., the Walter S. Home Company
and L E. Baker, Long Beach capitalists, and Guy S. Garner of Los
Angeles.

BREATHING, PLACEMENT,
MASTER DICTION
Rates cheerfully given. Residence
studio. Nineteen Hundred Fifty-three
No. Highland Ave. Telephone 472-707.

g>anta Claua
tons just belibereb tnottgtj i7ru) Columbia
Consoled to tins fetote to supplp all toollpiuoob
^ollptooob $i)onograpf) i#>f)op
577135 6552 J&oUptuoob JSoulebarb
©ear the J2eto •process Secorbs

See Sailing Wolf for that
RADIO SET
THE CHENEY SHOP
6611 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Holly 4158
Visit the Beautiful
GLEN ELLEN TEA ROOM
We specialize in a 85 cent dinner
5:30 — 8 p. m.
PhoneCherokee
Holly 5120
Ul-ti
Ave.,
Special Parties
near
Hollywod
Blvd.
ment.
b y ArrangeLearn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW1
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ate., at Santa Monica Blvd.
Violet Ray and Electric Massage at
your home or in studio
BLANCHE
COREY
MASSEUSE
BEAUTY CULTURIST
Touraine
Metropolitan
447 S.Apartments
Hope
5401

Did you forget to send that bouquet
for her birthday? Phone us, we will
take care of it for you!
THE ROSE
6326 Hollywood Boulevard

SHOP
Phono 438-567

Cam ■!
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Real

Value

of

Publicity

By FRED

W.

FOX

Ill

This article, by the Editor of "Camera!", ivas published in the August issue of HUNCHES! a journal
devoted to the interests of the Los Angeles advertising fraternity. It is republished here by request, u-ith the
hopes it n-ill prove of interest and possible value to some of our readers.
plying him with a valuable service, at nth^S
Several very interesting articles relative to the various editors, knowing just what type of
whatsoever, and that it would be humanhQH
the services rendered by the publicity agent material each one handles.
possible
for him to cover the territory iBl
have been published recently in some of the
The real pioneer in this line is the independ- the various agents comb, and present theJJT
foremost national and regional Advertising
ent
agent
who
is
not
restricted
to
one
account,
,A
trade journals, and it is interesting to note in or group of accounts. Due to the varied nature terial while it was still news.
this regard, that perhaps the most prolific field of
In my opinion it is not necessary for Hj
his new and different accounts he must be
for publicity men lies in Los Angeles and its
the job at all times. Devising new angles entering publicity work to have had yea IB
immediate environs. Not necessarily those af- on
newspaper experience, although this is
for the news matter that will meet the approval
filiated with the motion picture studios, but the of
the editor and the reader and yet ha\e pub- asset. The thing is to get the editor's togfl
independent agent who is equipped to handle
licity value for the client. It is in this field that copy, find out what he wants, and whe hi
commercial as well as professional accounts.
wants it, and get it to him promptly and
One authority stated that the time will come you will find the young blood; the "publicity larly. If an editor finds that he can depe
whose
dependability
and
straightwhen every large Advertising agency will main- manager"forward
certain
agents for truthful and timely matl
manner of handling press material is
tain at least one man to specialize in publicity
is reasonably sure that these agents wil]
lor its clients.
li 'idly supplanting him in favor of the old- it
tim* "press agent" of by-gone circus days, the frequent and big play in his paper.
This system has been tried and found suc- adjective artist whose copy fairly burned with
There are in the Hollywood field today l
ces ful in some of the larger cities of the coun- big words, tremendous phrases and — legend. independents who are equipped to serve
one who is rapidly winning the res- cies and commercial accounts with the
try, but possibly the real value of publicity is He ispectthe
of editors and Advertising men, and his facility they are employing in their profes;
evidenced in the manner in which the Famous
mission
is
solely that of supplying live, vital work, and the time is not far distant
Players-Lasky Corporation, Goldwyn Pictures news to editors,
Corporation, and other large production com- to the readers. in which he can sell his clients many of them will be called upon to co-op I
panies have marketed their pictures through the
in the marketing of worth-while products cl
combined power of abundant Advertising and
The news bulletin and feature story have, to commercial world. I believe they can put w
regular, dependable publicity. With them, the
through news columns in a |
large degree, been substituted for the "press merchandise
publicity department is a distince unit, and un- astunt"
similar to the manner in which they hav
of yore,
where
the
news
of
an
imaginary
der the management of a man who is an expert train wreck
appeared several weeks after it had ploited celebrities and newcomers in the bt
in that one phase of work — publicity. Usually been turned in to the editor. Free passes and field, and they can bring to the publicizii
these men have had years of experience on cigars have diminished, too, for the editor has these products a touch of romance that nc
newspapers, and are personally acquainted with come to realize that the publicity agent is sup- else can emulate.
Trouper

Joins
Jack White

"Bobby" Burns, popular comedian, writer and producer, has
been added to the Jack White scenario forces, and will work with Al
Ray in the preparation of stories
and "gags''
for thebrands
Mermaid,
Juvenile and Cameo
of comedies.
Mr. Burns has had wide experience in the acting, writing and
direction of comedies since leaving
the stage more than ten years ago.
Most of his work has been done in
Florida, and he has just come directly from Jacksonville, with the
intention of spending at least one
season in Los Angeles. He has
been here only once before, three
years ago, on his honeymoon.
As a stage comedian and dancer,
Mr. Burns appeared in early editions of the Ziegfeld "Follies," and
was principal clown in the New
York Hippodrome show that
played a road tour. He was for
three seasons in "Babes in Toyland, and in "The Wizard of Oz"
he understudied Fred Stone, and
himself played The Scarecrow for
several seasons on tour.
It was his playing of the limp
and raggedly stuffed man that led
to his first film appearance when,
in 1908, Frank Baum made a sixreel hand-colored feature from the
famous Oz series. Mr. Burns
played in the feature and when the
rights were later sold to Selig,
Mr. Burns again played The
Scarecrow in the six one-reel subjects which were made in Chicago
in 1910.
Soon after, Mr. Burns went with
Lubin, and was featured in their
comedies made in Florida. He
organized a company and made a

series of one-reel comedies, whicn
he sold to Kalem, Pathe and other
distributors. He appeared in the
Vim comedies, also made in Florida, and it was this period that he
first
met Alchief,
Ray, who
now was
Jack White's
scenario
at that
time playing juvenile leads and
learning the business.
Mr. Burns has successfully fulfilled a number of contracts for
series of comedies which he wrote,
directed and played. Most of his
work has been done in Florida,
and he owns a studio near Orlando. He made a series of comedies
for Reelcraft, three years ago, in
Yonkers, New York, in which he
introduced Jobyna Ralston to the
screen opportunities of which she
has made such good use.
With the announcement that
Rupert Hughes, author-director,
had completed the continuity on
his next picture-story, ana would
begin work upon it as soon as his
cast is selected, Abraham Lehr,
vice-president of the Goldwyn
company spiked rumors that this
studio would join the general shutdown. Hughes will film an original screen story written and adapted by himself, to be called "True
As Steel." He is now considering
players for the production. Hughes
recently completed editing of his
last picture, to be released in the
near
under ofthe the
title, "Reno."
It isfuture
a study
divorce
problem in America, produced on
Eddie Phillips has returned from
Catalina Island where he spent
three weeks <>n location with Reginald Barker, who is directing
"Cape Cod Folks" for Metro release. Phillips plays the juvenile
lead opposite Renee Adoree, and
son of Frank Keenan, who is returning to the screen in this film.

This week at Laguna Beach completes the outdoor locations. The
book
title will probably be used
for release.
Some people possess leaping imaginations and they glory in propagating weird rumors but the
average civilian cannot hope to
compete with the average doughboy. Ancan
"army
rumor"all stands
alone and
be talked
cut of
shape quicker than a motion picture promise. This idea is being
developed
Christie
dians with by
NealtheBurns
as thecomestar
under the direction of Scott Sidnev.
The fourth picture of the present series of the twelve a year program outlines by the Gerson Pictures Corporation of San Francisco,
has been completed. It will be
called "Getting Her Man," according to present plans, as the story
is built upon secret operations In
Alaska.
Miss Ora Carew has an appealing role in this story as she appears
as a girl of undaunted courage,
determined to carry out the work
of her injured brother, that of
rounding up an organization of
clever criminals. There are many
thrills particularly when the girl
is captured by members of the
gang and is rescued only after a
number of dramatic experiences.
The scenic background of this production is particularly striking.
Miss Carew and her company spent
ten days in the wildest portion of
the La Honda Mountains of California which is said to be an exact
duplicate of Alaskan scenery.
The picture was written and directed by Tom Gibson and the cast
is a strong one. Jay Morley has
the leading male role opposite Miss
Carew while Miss Helene Howell,

Hal
Stephens,
George
WellingtonEddie
and a O'E
nu
of
others.
"Getting Her Man" will
ready for the states rights m
early in January and will bt
of the strongest of the series.
The first picture made by
eral Manager Berthold Befgi
the Gerson organization for
series was "Waterfront Wol
a story of San Francisco Bay
Chinatown. The second was '
ing the Limit," a story of a
regeneration, while the third
"Three Days to Live," treatil|
a crafty Hindu who plans to
out a long standing reveng
the I'nited States.
Miss Carew has the sta
role in all these pictures with
Morley as leading man.
Start Work on Thri
Work is just getting under
at the William Fox West <
Studios, Hollywood, on Tom
ingham's famous
production
of Linco
Carter's
melodrama
Arizona Express," adapted fo
screen by Fred Jackson and R
N. Lee. The cast, which is all
includes Pauline Starke, fern
lead ; Evelyn Brent, fern
heavy;
Anne Cornwall,
fla
Harold Goodwin
is the juv
lead; David Butler, the str
lead; Francis MacDonald,
heavy with Frank Beal and
liam
roles. Humphrey also in prom
As soon as Chester Bennet]
rovers from his recent oper
caused by a nervous breakdov
is going to start producing a
series
of society dramas sta
Jane Novak.
He is recuperating rapidly
expects to be on the set <withtM
neeks.
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exclusive producers of
UANSPARENCY TITLES
a ncvO process on a, patented
,£25,000.00 machine
II LILLIAN WAY
HOLLY 1696

PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AR-EXCELLEMT
TIVELY
PUTS
PICRIBE
PEOPLE IN
PEP/WOT
[UBUCFAVOB
'Vr/fe for parffcu/ars , oq jjee
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood Station
Or, In care of
Camera!
2nd. FLOor, 6318 fctoLLVwooo Blvd.,
II Hollywood
Gut %
PrtONE 4-39 -SS 9
J.
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1. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York
CUTE OR CHRONIC DISEASES
0548 Hollywood Blvd.
ours 2-5 P. M. or by Appointment

BRUNO
blicity Photos, Professional Photos,
Casting Director Photos
12 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Telephone 431-929
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raps
irs

Flower."
Victor Potel joins in with the
chorus that "believes in the future
of Hollywood." He has purchased
a large piece of ground near the
Hollywood Country Club.
Harold Goodwin, the lovelorn
youth in Rowland V. Lee's just
completed Fox special, "Gentle
Julia," will continue his pursuit of
love in Tom Buckingham's production of Lincoln J. Carter's stirring
melodrama, "The Arizona Express," now under way at the Fox
Hollywood lot.
Ann Cornwall, the flapper of
"The Gold Diggers," will "flap"
blithesomely in Tom Buckingham's
production of Lincoln J. Carter's
famous melodrama, "The Arizona
Express,"
now West
beingCoast
madelot.on the
William Fox

S. M. WERSHOW
Ladies' Tailor
7066 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood

HAVE

Returns After
Long Absence
Helene Chadwick's return to the
screen after a year's absence will
take place shortly when Rupert
Hughes' newest Goldwyn picture,
"Reno," will be shown locally.
Miss Chadwick's absence from
the screen was caused through a
disagreement over her contract with
the Goldwyn company, which several months ago was finally settled,
whereupon Helene returned to the
Goldwyn fold.
"Reno," a story dealing on the
divorce question of course, is said
to offer Miss Chadwick an exceptional vehicle to stage her "come
back" and is being keenly anticipated by her followers throughout
the country who have missed her
from the silver sheet for the past
months.
Following "Reno" Miss Chadwick will be seen in the leading
role of "Why Men Leave Home,"
a Louis B. Mayer production, for
which the actress was borrowed
from the Goldwyn company.
Helene has appeared so consistRupert
Hughes'
that sheently inhas
become
known pictures
as the
Rupert Hughes Girl. One of her
most successful characterizations on
the screen for the noted authordirector was evidenced some two
years ago in "Dangerous Curves
Ahead," in which she was featured
with Richard Dix. Among other
productions in which she attracted
considerable attention were "The
Cup of Fury," "Brothers Under the
Skin," "Sin Flood" and "Dust

Riding Habits
Sports Wear
Suits

YOU
A PICTURE
FOR
SALE?
I can sell it outright. See me for quick results
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
nx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 4275

CAMERA!
^r* t h, atht

4 tap

IL SALE
h z=n
1 Howell
jl — ptotj"J
FOR
— Bell and
Camera, 170 shutter— late model, completely equipped. Bar879-555. gain.—BLAINE WALKER, 914 South Olive.
All Round Laboratory Man Wishes Connection
with a producing unit who are considering
foreign tours. Understand the camera. Address Box C-3, Camera!
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone 874-172
TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 828-538
Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
DR.. W. I. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours I 0 to I 2 ; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
Join the Kings and Queens of
MOVIELAND
at our Friday Nite show
where boxing reigns supreme
Hollywood
Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro ave
HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit, Universal
Current Robert
production,
Thrill Girl"
Hill, "The
Directing
Recent Releases, "Gossip," "Crossed
Wires," "Town Scandal," "Sawdust."
"The Untameable," "The Wild Party."
Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774
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'Where
HOWARD

GAYE

DONNA

HALE

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

COY
Age 10.

WATSON, JR.
CHILD LEADS
Drexel 3616

MARY

RUBY

Ingenue
594-774

FREE
I have recently made a purchase
from the Balboa Amusement Co.
Long Beach Studios consisting of five
features with star casts; several tworeel comedies and dramas featuring
well known people, and about 1 5,000
feet of stock shots, scenic, water stuff,
army and navy, foreign troops in Italy
and Russia. For your inspection I
will project any of these films without
charge to you. There are also several good tripods and cameras.
The goods are offered at a price
that affords you a wide margin on
your investment. For appointment
call
Long Beach 653-450
LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

Holly 76G0

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.
RAY LA VERNE
MOTION PICTURE
CASTING OFFICE
1521 North Bronson Ave.
Registrations until Nov. 20th from 9:30 A. M. to
5:30 P. M. daily. After Nov. 20th registrations taken
between the hours of 2:00 to 4:00 P. M. only.

Has

Top-Notch
Record

The very last thing that Laura
Winston told us when we had the
pleasure of interviewing her recently at the time when she had
just finished her emotional mother
role with the Neva Gerber production, "Whirlwind" directed by DicK
Hatton at the Berwilla Studio was,
above all other things not to mention the fact that Jennie Winston,
world-famous Prima Donna and a
close personal friend of the illustrious Mark Twain, was her mother. That she, Mrs. Winston, was the
mother of W. S. Van Dyke, the
well known director and that her
family vadawere
history. makers of early NeHer idea, as she explained it,
and quite commendable too, was
that after appearing for many
years on the legitimate stage and
before the screen she did not want
additional and reflected glory even
from her loved ones.
Consequently,
dyed-in-thewool
newspaper being
men and
working
strictly along the lines of journalistic traditions we exceedingly regret the fact that we are unable to
include
article. those excellent items in this
Be it as it may, Laura Winston
is one of those truly great artists
from whom we hear but little owing to their reluctance in exploiting
their artistic ability to the public
by the means of the press, fearing
that it might be construed in a material and commercial sense, which
goodness knows is really the life
of the professional industry in this
modern and progressive age.
For twenty years an actor on the
legitimate stage, playing everything from "Wild Cat the Romp"
to "Lucretia Borgia," from coast to
coast including Canada and Mexico, also heading her own comThen for eight years past she
pany.
has appeared before the screen, appearing in "Money Magic" with
William Duncan, "The Forest
Rangers" with Nell Shipman, "Passion Play Ground" with Katherine
McDonald,
"Fauntleroy"
Mary Pickford,
and the rolewithof
"She Bear" the Indian Hag in
"The cesDeer
pronounher a Slayer,"
seasonedtruly
artist.
The
critics and public add their praise
as to her historonic ability.
Robert Ober, prominet directoractor uho lias just returned to his
studio work from San Francsico,
has declined an offer to direct
other stage productions in the bay
city. Ober
it;'//
portant screen
roleundertake
at once. an im-

all

good

Can A

filmjolk i

NEW CAFE
together." Blvd.
6382 Hollywood
JOHN'S

RENALLES,

Inc

Room 212
641 1 Hollywood Blvd.
(OVER LEVY'S)

"The

Elk's Tooth

Phone. Day and Night: 430-530
DR. D. W. MacMILLAN. M.
Honor graduate McCill University
Diseases of Women and Children, gem I
urinary disorders
Hours:
2-5, 6-8
604 7 Hollywood Blvd. at Cower Si 1
ATTENTION!!!
PRODUCERS ! ! !
Something never before offered t<l
it in- filmed
before. Somethl
nepi 'ului
w. though
very aneient.
It can|
fail to be an epoch making picture,
epic
full
of
real
thrills
that
cannot
|
faked. Practical and
IT CAN BE DONE
and at very low cost of production,
you want to make a picture that a|
make
H. A. SNOW'S PICTURE LOOK TA
get in touch with me before the Ot
f.-llow and
beatsbesides
you tothisit. I have a gthing
I CAN DELIVER THE GOODS
EARL B. POWELL
212 No. Urnilfl A \ e.
l.om Anselea, 1

EL CAPEK
Melodrama
By KAR
U. R. Satiric
R.A Weird
FINE
ARTS
THEATRE
Prices — Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 50c and $1.00. Nights— 50c, 75c. $1.00, $1.6
938 SO. GRAND AVE.
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There is an opening for a lew
well acquainted men to receive
applications. Apply at address
listed below.

Special Open Charter Membership Fee NOW $10.00— $50.00
After Charter Closes.

Southern California

M. YOUNG
DE SILVA

GEORGE

APPLICATION

SHINE
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FOR

MEMBERSHIP

Hollywood Lodge— Loyal Order of Moose
Headquarters, Corner of Hollywood Blvd. and Goger St., Hollywood
CAMPAIGN FOR 2,000 MEMBERS AND
HOLLYWOOD CLUBHOUSE

Date
, 192
Being a believer in a Supreme Being, over 21 years of age, and of the
White (Caucasian) Race, I hereby make application for membership in
Hollywood Lodge, Loyal Order of Moose.

Headquarters
Hollywood Blvd. and Gower St.
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WANTED!
A well established motion picture company
is desirous of obtaining a stock salesman to
place a small issue of their common stock.

DETAILS

PHOTOGRAPHS
FOREIGN
INTERIORS AND EXTERIORS

OF EVERY
TION

This company has just finished a five reel
feature with an all star cast and will start on
the second of the series immediately.

DESCRIP-

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

This issue is authorized for sale by the Commissioner of Corporations and every co-operation will be extended a real salesman.
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Genius

The greatest motion picture controversy of recent years seems to at last be reaching an amicable settlement. We refer to the oft-discussed differences between Rodolph
Valentino and the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation which have stirred up much ill
feeling between the various contestants and allowed for far too great a display of
antagonistic sentiment. We are not going to devote any space here to delve into the
legal and other technicalities that preceded the rupture but we will say that it is regrettable that a man of the dominating personality and popular appeal of Valentino
and an organization with the resources and facilities for properly exploiting him such
as those possessed by Famous Players should have been at swords' points so long, for
if they had been allowed to work in harmony, each respecting the wishes and rights of
the others in all probability many notable contributions to the silversheet would have
been forthcoming in the time lost. We are, of course, maintaining an absolutely neutral attitude in the matter for it does not concern us one whit, yet one particular complaint of Valentino's has profound fascination, (if such it may be termed) for us. That
is that he was not afforded any voice whatsoever in the selection of stories, direction,
etc. And this, we believe, is a worthwhile complaint.
Take, for instance, the case of Wallace Reid. Without a doubt he will always live
in the memory of his admirers as an auto speed-king and modern lover extraordinaire,
yet it appears that the critics are almost unanimous in declaring that his best portrayal
was in "Peter Ibbetson." And to cap it all that role, and his role in "The Valley of
the Giants," both of them entirely removed from the popular parts in which he appeared, seem to have been his favorite works. If Wally had had an unbiased choice of
parts he would probably have asked for more of this kind, and we maintain that if the
real soul of his genius had been afforded expression in such roles he would have been a
far greater figure than he was. For he had the spark of genius but it was at times almost smothered in humdrum, fit-to-the-program plots that allowed him very little
play for his emotional powers. He was oftimes sadly miscast.
Charlie Chaplin, internationally famous for his derby-and-cane characterizations, has of
late revealed to us his innate artistry as a master of mimicry in one or two pictures of a different type than those he has made before. And that he has the cherished spark of genius is
of Paris." Here he has broknot for one instant disputed by those who have seen "A Woman dramatic
art. It is well nigh
en away from the monotonous and plunged into new pools of
box office optics ever focused
with
superb. He is one who is not restrained by outside forces
to warn and discourage of new departures into the artistic that might have a tinge of risk insofar as monetary remuneration is concerned. Therefore he has progressed.
"The Four Horsemen" was the first role of real vivid proportions that Valentino ever essayed, and it was the one that w.is directly responsible for bringing him to the crest of his popularity. All the charm and color of that portrayal was subsequently lost when he reappeared
relapse into mediocrity. His sugin pictures not at all suited to him, and he suffered nota severe
play were not very well received and he
gestions as to the type of parts he could and could
went out on strike. Now there is evidence that all this is to be speedily rectified, and that once
more the dusky idol will take his due place among filmdom's leading lights. We will await his
shadow stage re-appearance with the greatest interest for he possesses an indefinable magnetism
that holds one spellbound, provided he can give it full sway. It is our sincere belief that he
has the spark of genius. The soul of true genius is fully expressed when it is given the right
kind of stimulus. Valentino's stimulus will be in the form of roles suited to his distinctive
personality.
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Ninth
Blanche Sweet
in
"The Palace of the King"
Metropolitan
Sixth at Hill
Glenn Hunter
in
"West of the Water Tower"
Loew's
State
Seventh at Broadway
"The Man Life Passed Bv"
Rialto
Broadway at Eighth
Starting Thursday
"Big Brother"
Criterion
Grand at Seventh
Lon Chaney
in
"The Hunchback of
Notre Dame"
Million Dollar
Third and Broadway
Mary Pickford
in
"Rosita"
Alhambra
731 South Hill
Pola Negri
in
"The Spanish Dancer"
Hollywood Egyptian
Hollywood Blvd. and McCadden
"The Ten
Commandments"

Mission
Broadway near Ninth
Ken Harlan & Florence Vidor
in
"The Virginian"
Clune's
Broadway nearBroadway
Fifth
"The Mark ot the Beast"

Morosco
744 South Broadway
This

Week's

"West of the Water Tower", is
having its western premier this
week at (irauman's Metropolitan.
Glenn Hunter, famous for his portrayal of "Merton" in "Merton of
the Movies" at the Cort Theater,
New York, plays the role of the
young man in a small town whose
lofty ambitions are dominated by
his love for a village belle. Their
love sweeps all before it and when
they find their marriage was a
mock affair, framed by an enemy,
they suffer the disgrace and humiliation of the angered, saintly populace. All ends happily, however,
and strangely enough, logically.
May McAvoy is said to have the
finest emotional role of her career
as the girl. Ernest Torrence, r>.
minister, is the boy's father and
George Fawcett, atheist and wealthy squire is the father of the girl.
"Rosita," Mary Picford's picturIzation of Spanish romance and intrigue starts its fifth week at Grauman's Million Dollar Theater.
This is by popular demand and
owing to the number of persons
who have not been afforded the opportunity of seeing this picture on
account of the crowded houses.
'•Rosita" has been commented upon
as one of the most artistically
beautiful photoplays of the year. A
notable cast interprets this story of
old Spain which includes Holbrook
Blinn, Irene Rich, George Walsh,
Charles Belcher, George Periolet,
Bert Sprotte and Snitz Edwards.
The musical program and prologue reflects the Spanish atmosfashion. phere of the picture in novelty
William Seabury and his company presenting his latest dance
fantasy called the second edition
of "Frivolic"
the the
special
headline attractionis at
Hillstreet
theater. He is a genius in assembling attractive soloists as associates and in staging his productions sumptuously and is one ot the
foremost terpsichorean artists of
the present day.
The principal comedy feature of
the bill will be presented by Roger
Imhof and company, offering the
familiar character sketch, "In a
Pest House."
For music loving patrons, the
Hegudus sisters, violinists, and
Juan Reyes, pianist, offer a program of classical and popular numbers. Each is a skillful artist with
exceptional technique.
Klein brothers are talking
comedians who promise original
up-to-date repartee, and "A Spinis the
title Ahern,
of the
offeringningofRomance"
Will and
Gladys
who sing, dance, jest and, for good
measure, give a dexterous exhibition of rope spinning. The Klown
revue is an European novelty of-

Theatre

Notes

brothers fering
and presentd
sister. by the Ploetz
"Skid Proof" starring Buck
Jones is the feature photoplay and
the screen program also incli.dss
.tFables.
Carter William
DeHavcn Duncan
.omedy, inAesop'-'
"The
Steel Trail" ternational
andNews. the Hillstreet In"The Man Life Passed By", the
newest Metro special will be given
a pre-release world premiere at
Loew's State Theater this week.
Heralded as a perfect blending
of drama and comedy thi- newest
creation
Victor Schei
bids
fair of
to establish
itselftzinger's
among
the really great pictures if the
A sterling cast headed by Eva
Novak,
Jane Novak, Percy Maryea
r. Cullen
mont,
Landis and Hobart
Bosworth are featured in the production. The convincing manner
in which Schertzinger has shown
the parting line between the two
extremes of society forms one of
the most vivid pictureplays of the
year. As a special pre-holiday attraction, Loew's State Theater presents a European dancing sensation, Piatov and Natalie, who have
danced before the crowned-heads
of Europe
and who aretournowthrough
making their triumphant
America.

"The Ladv Killer"
Mason
127 South Broadway
Lillian Albertson
in
"Zander"
Pico and Figueroa
Egans
Dark

320 South Main
Hippodrome
Vaudeville
and
"Storm Swept'
630 South Broadway
Orpheum
Vaudeville
Pantages
Hill at Seventh

Pola Negri in "The Spanish
Vaudeville
Dancer",
is showing
at thecharacters
Alhambra Theater.
Famous
of history abound in this play
which deals with the mos tcolorful
period of Spain. Announcement is
made that despite the fact of this Hillstreet
Hill at Eighth
production's
importance
it
will
be
shown for one week at the AlhamBuck Jones
bra owing to the advanced booking
in
o(
many other big pictures for this
I ouse.
"Skid Proof"
The splendid new version of
Owen Wister's famous novel and
play "The Virginian" is now
playing
Mission. its second big week at the
Forian" many
has stood years
as one"The
of theVirginmost
romantic plays or stories of western life in the annals of the American stage and literature.
One of the greatest casts that
could possibly be assembled was
engaged cluding
for Kenneth
"TheHarlan,
Virginian"
inFlorence
Vidor, Russell Simpson, Pat
O'Malley,
Raymond
Milton Ross, Sam
Allen Hatton,
and others.

Burbank
Main near Sixth
Musical Comedy

845 South Broadway
Majestic
The Duncan Sisters
"Topsy & Eva'
in
Tally's
Broadway
833 South Broadway

In making a film version of "The
Virginian," no care of expense has
been spared to preserve the great
John Gilbert
splendid romance in the story with
"St. Elmo'
the
one result
of thethat
real"The
greatVirginian"
pictures ofis
Svmphony
the present season.
As an added attraction Mack
BabySixthPeggy
Broadway near
Sennett's latest comedy, "Picking
Peaches," starring Harry Langdon, whom Sennett picks as the
in
greatest comedian, and including
Sennett's new edition of the bathing beauties, will be shown.
Miles of Smiles"

( mera
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The

Greater

fWhy do you expect to leave the stage for
t] screen, Mr. Ober?"
We were uncomfortably aware that the quesdn was stereotyped, but it accurately expressed
lit we were present to ask, and there was
?|nething about the distinguished actor-directoi
i the heavy chair before us which argued
;iinst indirectness.
Robert Ober apparently did not condemn us
I triteness. Instead he considered seriously
l ore he answered, and we made a mental
lie of the fact that there still exist artists who
i e the press for what it is worth in a merely
ijidental, businesslike manner. Then he spoke
•wly, watching the smoke that curled fantasiilly from his glowing cigarette.
'Because of the picture audience. I realize
lit it is the theater audience which is ordinaw understood to inspire, but to me the very
|a of range and numbers suggested by the
Ird cinema is incomparably more thrilling."
|We immediately perceived that there would
no necessity to interpose the regulation inter■w "leaders." Robert Ober talked quietly and
-ily, and we sensed that he was expressing
ll-ordered thoughts.
(He continued: "I did not know this always,
(course. In fact, when I came to the Coast
jo years ago it was with no thought of picjes, but to direct and play in the first stage
pduction of 'The Humming Bird.' I arrived
(bit early, expecting to indulge in a vacation
lore commencing work. Instead I accepted
) opportunity to appear in several photoplays,
jevious
this experience
entered a
Idio for toseveral
years, and II hadn't
was immediately

Audience
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By fanchon

royer

struck with the great development which had
taken place in picture production. Each department of the studios in which I worked proved
to be an interesting study in itself. Then, because one engagement followed another with
unexpected rapidity, I warmed to the whole
proposition and gave it some merited concentration."
But then, just as Robert Ober's interest awoke,
he found it necessary to produce "The Humming
Bird," with which he eventually proceeded to
New York. Again he turned Westward to Hollywood and again he was sidetracked. This
time it was to present and play in the San
Francisco premier of "Punchinello."
"Now I'm here," said the dark-eyed hero of a
dozen country-wide hits, "to stay. It was a
conclusion I came to gradually and after considerable argument with myself. I had weighed
work and life against those of the theater; I
had balanced the screen's possibilities in the
matters of locale and pantomime with its inability to register the huma nvoice. But it was
when I realized its scope in regard to the public
that the argument was ended. In one week
messages from friends in New Orleans, San
Francisco, Dallas, Boise City, Elgin and Norfolk
stating that one of my pictures had been seen in
each place clearly proved that scope. I was
particularly struck with the fact that I could
have covered that territory with a road company in no less than forty weeks. Substituting
a camera for the often-referred-to 'sea of faces'
is exceedingly
easy entertained
when one considers
the uncountable numbers
daily through
the
eye of that camera. Altogether, the camera

We dwelt
for aback
spaceover
on Robert
Ober'swhich
last
clause.
Looking
his career,
included seven years of featured Broadway
roles in such successes as "East Is West," "Fair
and Warmer," "My Lady Friends," "Sonny,"
etc., and clever screen characterizations in Lasky's "The Young Rajah" and "On the High
Seas," we feel that in this instance at least the
camera certainly does win.

wins."

A

Flair

(Since the days of the Revolution the noble
ate of Maine has seemed to fall into the
hbo of things forgotten by the rest of the
Lntry. Of course the fact of the matter is
at Maine needs a press agent, because, even
jpugh it has not quite the gifts of our own
nlifornia. it does possess certain advantages,
'Id lots of wonderful things come from there,
jrhaps the tide will turn, for certainly there
II be great rejoicing among film fans everyaere, now that Esther Ralston is coming into
p limelight.
jHere is no case of a flare-up into publicity,
jiss Ralston is a real trouper and comes by her
reen honors fairly, after years of preparation
|d hard work; and, after all, that is the only
py all lasting success comes.
'Although
was known
born attoBarfameHarbor,
s heretoforeshe been
merelywhich
as a
immer vacation place for the gilded set of the
(rtheastern part of the country, Miss Ralston
lent much of her childhood in New York City,
here her father conducted a fencing and danc! Itudio on Fifth Avenue, which was patronpd by the cream of the elite in the Metropolis.
I was at this school that the youthful Esther
ps taught that grace of bearing and carriage
|hich are essential for motion picture acting.
When she was about fourteen Ralston pere
It the wanderlust, and accordingly he organed his wife and daughter, with himself, into
i act whose repertoire began with acrobatics
jid trapeze work, ran the gamut of song, patter
id dance and even touched on the presenta>n of scenes from favorite Shakespeare plays,
h "The Ralstone" the family appeared over the
Jtire Keith and Orpheum Circuits, at numer-

for

Drama

»y georce

ous chatauquas, and also gave performances
during the summer courses of open-air dramatics at a number of Eastern colleges. It took
a couple of years for the act to get to California,
and here Esther Ralston was soon offered motion picture work. The beauty and talent
which she displayed in the family sketches won
her a two-year contract with Universal Pictures
Corporation, during the course of which she
played leads opposite practically every male
star on the lot, including Herbert Rawlinson,
Roy Stewart, Art Accord, Billy Sullivan and
Bill Desmond. With the last named she was
featured in the serial entitled "The Phantom
Fortune." Her last role at Universal was opposite Rawlinson in "The Jack of Clubs," soon to
be released.
While she was still under contract with Carl
Laemmle, Frank Lloyd insisted on borrowing
her to create the role of Rose Mailie in "Oliver
Twist." She was a distinct success in this part,
and her services were requested by other producers, but naturally she had to return to her
Universal contract. Since its termination, however, Miss Ralston has been free-lancing, and
her first engagement as an independent player
was in Rupert Hughes' "Remembrance." Her
latest role was in the recently completed Warner Brothers' production, "The Marriage Circle," directed by Ernest Lubitsch. Just before
he left for New York this eminent director delivered himself of an interesting prophecy regarding Miss Ralston. According to him "She
will go far on the screen, since she possesses not
only the beauty which American audiences reflair for the draan inherited
quire,andbut aalso
matic
background
of hard work, the rich
soil from which her talent can flower."

landy

Like most New Englanders of ancient stock,
Esther Ralston is descended from the Puritans;
in fact she comes in a direct line from (Jovernor
William Bradford of the Plymouth Rock colony.
Ralston is not her real name, but the one she
has used since early childhood. When her father
Continued on Page 19
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Frisco's
Angle
on the
Wampas
Frolic
By AGNES KERR CRAWFORD
The Wampas Frolic and Ball has found a
happy home and a warm welcome in San Francisco, after being driven away from Los Angeles, by the narrow-minded and unreasonable
attitude of the civic authorities of that city. J.
Hesser Walraven was dispatched to Los Angeles last week as an envoy from the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce and Civic Authorities, and bearing their invitation to hold the
ball in this city. After delivering the invitation he also escorted the committee of arrangements, Harry Brand, Pete Smith and Harry D.
Wilson on their northern journey on Friday
night. On their arrival here on Saturday morning they were met by Mayor Rolph's delegation
composed of Secretary Edward Rainey, Chief of
Police O'Brien, Supervisor Emmett Haydon,
and Robert Newton Lynch, vice-president and
manager of the Chamber of Commerce, and
escorted to the Palace Hotel where they made
their headquarters while in the city. Both the
Palm Court at the Palace Hotel and the Exposition Auditorium were suggested as possible
scenes for the ball, but it was decided that the
Exposition Auditorium was most suitable, and
the date was decided on as the 19th of January.
Just here the first snag was struck as the building vrai already engaged by the Butchers Union
for that date, but they have consented to change
their arrangements and give that night to the
Wampas.
In private conference with Chief O'Brien he
promised the committee full co-operation in every respect, to which they replied that all they
asked was the co-operation and privileges extended to any other public gathering for pleasure or entertainment. So the Chief, the Chamber of Commerce, the Mayor and every one
concerned promised every help in their power
to make this the biggest and most successful
event the Wampas has ever staged.
On Saturday evening the Wampas committee
was entertained by a delightful and well appointed dinner given in the beautiful Tapestry
Room at the Palace Hotel by Louis Graf, but so
modest was the host tha the didn't appear at all
himself, and the affair was ably managed by
Curren Swint, dramatic editor of The Call, and
Hesser Walraven. Twenty-four guests were
present including besides the guests of honor,
Harry Brand, Pete Smith, and Harry Wilson,
the dramatic editors of all the local papers, as
well as other leading lights of the journalistic
world, some of the best known members of the
local film world, and their wives. Pete Smith
made the only speech of the evening in behair
of the Wampas, in which he spoke of their appreciation oftheir fine treatment in San Francisco, their pleasure in coming to town and
their assurance that this year's ball would be
the biggest and best in the history of the organization, and that all Hollywood would come
North for the event. The rest of the evening
was spent in the suite of the committee, in an
informal good time.
The members of the committee left for the
south on Sunday evening, but since that time
and the formal announcement of the coming of
the ball to San Francisco, $5,000.00 worth of
tickets have already been subscribed for, and
they say that after that little start they will now
begin to really sell them. Also all day on Monday Hesser Walraven's telephone rang with offers, one after another from leading organizations and business firms of every possible help
and co-operation in the big event.

The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry
Flashes
from
Frisco
By AGNES KERR CRAWFORD
Dec. 12th, 1923.
Herman Lublin, president
of the Golden
GateDewey,
Productions, and Jack
production manager of the
organization returned to
San Francisco from the
south last Monday, and
spent the week here on
business for the company.
Mr. Lubfin has recently
moved his family to Hollywood as they plan to begin
production at a southern
studio within a few weeks.
Harry Brand, Pete Smith, and Harry Wilson
spent Saturday and Sunday in town. They
came as a committee from the Wampas to make
arrangements for the Wampas annual ball,
driven out of Los Angeles by the narrowminded powers that be, and were in San Francisco the welcomed and honored guests of the
civic authorities. They returned to Hollywood
Sunday night, loud in their praises of their
treatment while here, and promising that all
Hollywood would be up for the ball.
Frank Keenen, grand old man of the screen,
spent the week-end in San Francisco as the
guest of his daughter and son-in-law Ed Wynn,
who has been playing the Columbia Theater in
"The Perfect Fool'' his big New York hit.
The Gerson Pictures Corporation, having
completed four of their series of six-reel action
melodramas, have laid off production for a
period of six weeks. The pictures already completed are being released to the State-Right
Market. Ora Carew, star of the recent series
of pictures has returned to her home in Hollywood, as has also Jay Morley, leading man
with the company. Tom Gibson, director, is
still in San Francisco, and has not as yet just
decided whether to remain among us or return
to the south.
Guy Bates Post comes to the Columbia Thea-

About

the

ter this week in Edward J. Locke's remarkah
play " The Climax." Post has been devoting h,
time entirely to pictures for two years, and h
appearance in this play marks his return to til
spoken stage, where he has been sadly mis>c
as he is one of the fine actors of the day.
Herbert Rosener, treasurer <u the Columb
Theater has a big idea, and with the financi
aid
of certain
interests
this cityof hea big
is goit'
to carry
them out,
in theof making
fill
The picture will be the life story of one j
the most loved figures in the history of c
country, a man whose career was picturesqu
vigorous, and successful. Alf Gouiding h
already been engaged to direct the picture at
has his scenario well under way. Work w
begin
before
all the with
picturestudw'
be made
heretheinnewSanyear,
Francisco,
work probably at the Pacific Studios at S;
Mateo. It will take six weeks for its filrain
"Black Oxen" recently completed under Frai
Lloyd's
direction will
have onits Dec.
worlds29th.
premiMl
at the Warfield
Theater
Lloyd, and First National, distributors of tfl
film are honoring Gertrude Atherton, author
the story by bringing its first showing to thl
her home town. The story in its book form h
been one of the most talked of novels of t'
past two years, and it is predicted that the fill
version will create an even greater sensatic
Those who have seen private showings of tl
picture say that Corinne Griffith as the Countcl
Zattiany of the story has given the finest pel
formance of her successful career, and that t
whole picture is very well done.
The Graf Films' latest production "Half-1
Dollar
Bill" will
have onitsDec.
first 22nd.
presentation
the
Warfield
Theater
The .
is being released through Metro. The Gil
Films will begin work immediately after fl
holidays on the film version of Charles Sht
mans' widely
read novel
"The by
Wiseseveral
Son", oth
to
followed
in rapid
succession
stories already purchased by them.

Peace

The committee which is administering the
American Peace Award, after a meeting last
week, announced many of the ways in which its
co-operating organizations will conduct the
January
The Jury
of Award,
which Mr."referendum."
Root is chairman,
has been
at workof
since the middle of October and is expected to
reach its decision, according to the committee,
by January first. Immediately after that the
winning plan is to be submitted to the widest
possible public for a vote.
The committee in its announcement concerning the "referendum" is emphatically making
two points: First, that participation in the "referendum" does not commit any organization or
institution to any "endorsement" of the winning
plan; secondly, that, while the object is to secure
as thoroughgoing a vote as possible all over the
country, it is a considered and intelligent vote
<u./iic/i is being sought.
"We realize," the committee statement reads,
"that signatures from too thoughtless signers,
no matter how voluminous the number, will
mean little. We want every citizen to have an
opportunity to read the plan and cast a considered vote upon it.
Over 4000 daily and weekly newspapers have
already agreed to participate in the "referendum" by carrying a ballot, with the text of the
winning plan, or a digest of it. On the ballot
their readers will state whether or not they ap-

Award

prove the winning plan in substance. The b;
lots will be returned directly to the office of tj
American Peace Award.
Two hundred and eleven magazines ha
written to the Award that they will carry t
ballot. Many of the newspapers and magazir
carrying the ballot are setting aside an inflcj
ible rule in order to do so. As one editor wrol
"We feel that the importance of the subji
concerned transcends all usual consideration I
Business and Labor Groups If ill Submit
Plan to Members
Business and labor organizations all over t)
country have definitely announced their plaj
for the "referendum."
The Illinois
Association
reaching
each oneManufacturers'
of the ten thousand
firm! I|
its list with the ballot and the winning pi;
Many of the firms belonging to th» associatij
are also taking a "referendum" among tM
employes. The Associated Industries of NYork State is doing the same thing. The Aid
ciated Advertising Clubs of the World is rea«i
ing each of its 25,000 members with the winni
plan and the ballot. The National Council |
American Importers and Traders will real
each of its members.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen a
Engineers will reach each one of its 117,(1
members, and the Order of Railway Conduct!
Continued on Page 20

Camera! News Section

Q\neral

Figures

That

Lie
ly MARGUERITE COURTOT McKEE
here is a sense of activity in the air, a sense
dventure of things to be done. Its the thouis of tourists who are flocking to California
lay for the winter. All of the down-town
bj;rs are back from roaming the world over
fi ing new ideas and styles that ar emore
biJtiful than any before. There are countless
st es and little out-of-the-way shops who have
s( aside just the thing you've been looking for
four price. Why, I know of a number of
lile places where Madame or Mademoiselle
nr get, any time, unusual outfits for much less
tip they might expect to pay. Perhaps there
a a great many of you who woul dlike to disp ■ of your slightly used furs or garments in
o er to feel that you can afford something new.
Ij ou will write me in care of this paper I will
rilly tell you of reliable agencies where you
n I not feel embarrassed to deal,
jfhe coachman hat, not entirely removed from
til Directoire influence, is a delightful new
nlinery feature. Usually of silk beaver,
b ded with grosgrain ribbon, this highcwned, narrow-brimmed chapeau is the comprnent of the new coiffure garcon. You probar know that the smart French women have
alndoned bobbed hair of the flaring, "wildwnan" type. Instead of the fluffy "Mae Murif' bobbed hair, Parisiennes are wearing their
ior
cut toquite
shortthe a natural
la "Anna
and
ashed
follow
line Neilson"
of the head.
Ij us hope that girls wholly unadapted in apd ranee and personality to this type of coiffure
nw not take to this style too seriously.
Imall hats of course prevail with the bobbed
(Aped hair, and most of them are apt to be
tinned
"coque"
or, in lend
otherthemselves
words, rooster
Others. inThese
feathers
with
nticular charm to green and brown felt. In
Hck on silk beaver, they are also exceedingly
'art.

Mah
Jong!
By RAYMOND McKEE
(The most significant thing about an actor's
jbearance on the stage is his exit. In fact it
fthe most important thing in the lives of men
d women; it's the exit that counts and not the
france. In playing Mah-Jongg this same
ng holds good ; it's where you finish, not
fere you begin. Now to take up the thread
lere we left off last week: As the China boy
pys the game, skill is the main factor; the
jnerican plays it with luck, and his object is to
pre, while the China boy's objective is to go
ph-Jongg. A Mah-Jongg table is complete
th four players, whose positions are deterged by each in turn throwing the dice — two
' them. The highest throw is known as east
id has the choice of seats. The next highest
s on his right and is south. The next highest
s opposite east and is west. The fourth player
Inorth. There are no partnerships, each player
ing for himself. All throws shall be made
Ith two dice, having upon their faces the
imbers from one to six. The total of the two
jces shall be the throw. Throw them out just
fe you would in shooting craps. In case of
fs the first player to throw the number wins.
If there are more than four candidates for
ay, five or six may belong to the table. All
row the dice, and the four highest play the
rst "round." At the end of the round the four
ho are playing throw again to decide the outers. Those who are cut out after the first
und come in again for the third round withit throwing.
Continued on Page 19
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Philosophy
Palmborg's
Paragraphs
(Being one of a series of impressions of film folk and
cinemaland anecdotes as written by a motion picture insurance man. By C. F. Palmborg, special analyst and Hollyicood representative of the New York Life Insurance Company).
The Motion Picture Colony and Hollywood,
synonymous terms, hold a great fascination for
the general public. I have yet to meet an individual, who after learning that I know most
of the film celebrities, does not at the first opportunity, start eagerly questioning me about
them. In the next breath this same person may
declare that he or she is not interested yi the
motion picture people at all, but their questions
prove that to be untrue.
My wife and I recently returned from a trip
east. We made many stops en route and no
matter where we went, from the small town in
Wisconsin, New York City, staid Boston or the
little village in Maine everyone we met was
anxious to get news of the "movie folks."
The fact that we came from Hollywood
proved most fascinating. It was amusing to
watch different people try to get us into a little
personal chat so they could hear all about that
famous town — "all about" — meaning that we
were to give them some inside information of
just how wicked it really is. We gave them
inside information and they were exceedingly
surprised to learn that Hollywood is a thrifty,
industrious city, which is growing by leaps and
bounds; a city of fine homes, schools and
churches. The general impression seems to be
that it is more or less one vast studio after another and an exceptionally gay place, where
life is one continual round of pleasure.
Hollywood is my home town and I take great
pride in claiming it as such. Quite naturally
I resented these unjust criticisms and I was
most anxious to learn how they started. Newspaper stories and tales carried by individuals
seemed to be the main sources of such information. We know there will always be gossips
to carry tales, but it is unfortunate that the
newspapers make so much of any scandal connected with the motion picture industry, for the
public jumps to the conclusion that if a few do
wrong, all do likewise. Other professions are
not judged in this manner, so why should the
movies be so catalogued ?
Many were the inquiries made about the
picture people themselves. Such questions as
"Does so and so look the same off the screen, is
she really that beautiful?" or "Is Mr. Blank
married and is he devoted to his wife?" The
good looks and habits of the celebrities seemed
to be of paramount interest.
It was a pleasure to describe some of the
lovely homes and home life of the picture people I know. It is a shame that the public does
not get more information about their home life.
For we who live here know that the film folks
have established some of the finest homes in
the city and that they are just as careful in
rearing their families as any of the most exacting. Their children receive the best schooling,
many of them attending private schools in the
city and Los Angeles can well boast of her fine
private schools.
Hollywood and the motion picture industry is
in the limelight all over the United States and
many places in Europe. As a famous politician
once said — a man is not famous until he is
talked about — but we want to be talked about
in the right way. So it is up to us who live
here to see that true facts only are given out —
false stories should always be corrected and
exaggerations discouraged.

WORK
By Eric Mayne
Work is the cornerstone of the Ideal Republic.
Every member of a practical and successful
community must be a worker.
In tific
time
basis. Work will be organized on a scienThe Science of Work will teach men that
Labor is not a curse, was never intended to be
a curse, but a blessing— a courageous and determined means of reaching the highest good.
"God helps those who help themselves," and
in this, at any rate, most people follow the
AlmightVs example.
The wise man does not expect God — or any
one else — to do for him that which he can do
for himself.
No man lives for himself, and no man works
for himself only; he works for the community,
and his work goes beyond himself and becomes
great and illimitable.
Those who will not work — whether they are
rich or poor — are a menace to any country.
When civilization is in the ascendancy a man
will not feel it necessary to apologize because
he
work — his great joy will be that he is
ablehasto towork.
If men spent the time and energy in useful
work that they spend in trying to avoid it, there
would be more happy homes and fewer crowded
Years ago Sydney Smith, a clever Englishjails.
man, wrote:
is only ifbyhe hard
laborwork,
that hea
man can
attain"Itsuccess;
will not
had better go fox hunting."
Labor and capital are interdependent. The
laborer and the capitalist are both workers, and
when they realize that they must work for each
other's good and the welfare of humanity that
will be another step in the development of
civilization.
If we wish to possess anything worth having
we must work for it. Even if we do not get it,
the result of honest work is never lost.
Are you reading
ERIC MAYNE'S
column
regularly?
It always has a
message of real value.
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VALENTINO
FAMOUS

ligation Is Nullified By Terms of New
Agreement; Will Work At Long Island
It is understood the star will have
Jnouncement has been made
thai Rodolph Valentino, screen the right to propose vehicles suited
to him and that he will also have
fetal de luxe, and the Famous
Plajrs-Lasky Corporation are a say as to who will figure in the
active production of same.
Ibl to drop their quarrel and
Ih more join hands. The inHe is at present bound for Europe where he will soon be joined
juljon granted the company proIB that Valentino was not to by his wife, Natacha Rambova,
Mftr in motion pictures under
him in the setBrother management until 1925. who represented
tlement in New York. No date
fjD. Williams,
prominent endin has as yet been selected for the
■aistribution
and exhibition
beginning of the first production.
of le industry and organizer of
This marks the climax, and posRitfcarlton Pictures, will star the
sible conclusion, of a legal and
dished actor in a series of fea- temperamental mixup that has
turj immediately upon the close commanded
international attenof Is Paramount contract.
Wider the arrangement just
corleted Valentino will return
to fe Lasky fold under the direc- Sawyer Will Film
Famed Poem
b'oiof Sidney Olcott in two picfan to be made at the Long IsArthur
H.
announced
fanj studios of Famous Players. this week that Sawyer
actual work on the

script for "The Shooting of Dan
McGrew" had been started by
Winifred Dunn, scenario editor-inchief of Metro Pictures Corporation. Following a series of conferences between Miss Dunn, Sawyer
and Clarence Badger, who will
direct this film, it is expected that
the finished script will be placed in
Badger's cemberhands
for shooting on De26.
Under the supervision of Sawyer
the production will be made at the
Metro studios, and the exteriors
will be shot in certain parts of
Alaska. The work of selecting a
cast to support Barbara La Marr
azu Pitts Returns
tu Pitts, who plays her first in "The Shooting ofandDanin McGrew"
this conpriatic role as Trina in Erich ' has beennection started,
the result of the voting confrof Stroheim's production of
test, inaugurated some time ago,
Hied," has returned to the Coast whereby film fans throughout the
W her trip to New York. En country were given an opportunity
torn to and from the Eastern me- to name their favorite player to aptrollis she stopped off in Chicago
the role of Dan McGrew,
Brisks. This was also the first will bepear inmade
public.
tinjshe had been in that ciy.
Assisting Sawyer and Badger in
I
iien asked the proverbial ques- the production of this film will be
:oncerning her impressions of Charles Hunt in the capacity of
"•fl big towns, she replied she assistant director, Bert Lubin as
wqd take pleasure in living in production manager, Rudolph Berquist and Reginald Lanning as
&4 herself but that she thought
<m Hollywood a better place in camera men and Bert Ennis as director of publicity. Supplementing
W h to raise her infant daughter.
M Pitts in private life is the this staff of the Sawyer-Lubin orWl of Tom Gallery.
ganization will be the technical and
mechanical forces of Metro studios.
(iter Bennett, <w/io is recover- The names of those players who
*i\rom a recent operation caused will appear with Miss La Marr in
'y\ver<work <was able to visit his "The Shooting of Dan McGrew"
be announced within the next
"iS'H°. and laboratory for the first will
two weeks.
V*l">\in three months this week.
Keere Returning
■ fh Reeve, West Coast PubBel Director for Paramount, who
hajeen in New York for the past
fall Weeks, will return to the
lal- Studio early next week,
tiring his Eastern trip, Reeve
na»een in conference with Chas.
E. McCarthy, Publicity Manager,
p|A. M. Botsford, Advertising
M»ger, and other New York exIcdVes of the Famous Playersla f Corporation.
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PLAYERS-LASKY!
GREEKS

IN BIG
FILM
Plans are nearing completion for
the definite establishment of a motion picture producing corporation,
to be sponsored by Greeks and to
be known as the Panhellenic Motion Picture Corporation, capitalized at $500,000. The organizer
and head executive of this organization will be Kay de Kay, renowned film producer, and he will
be represented in every state in the
Union by the most prominent business men of each community, that
is, those of Greek nationality.
Among these will be doctors, lawyers, realtors, theatrical men, publishers, restaurauters, confectioners, etc. The program of the comHenabery

Finishes

"The Stranger"
Joseph Henabery filmed the final
scenes of his latest Paramount picture, "The Stranger," last week
and is now engaged with production editor Lucien Hubbard in editing and titling it.
Betty Compson, Richard Dix,
Lewis Stone and Tully Marshall
are featured in this adaptation by
Ralph Block and Edfrid Bingham
of John Galsworthy's story "The
First and the Last."
Returns to Christie
Charlotte Stevens, the charming
little ingenue, has returned to the
Christiesence oforganization
after During
an abseveral months.
her absence she successfully essayed many heavy dramatic roles.
Laurette Will
Use O'Malleys
Laurette Taylor seems to have a
penchant
for using an O'Malley in
her pictures.
In "Peg O' My Heart" Miss
EiLady Peg.
presented
Taylor leen"
O'Malley as"Little
the child,
For her latest production Miss
selected the father of "LitTaylor
answering to the
nametle Lady
of Eileen",
Pat.
"Little Lady Eileen" is rivaling
her popular father on the screen,
at least as far as the producers
are concerned. The clever little
actress has reached the stage
where she receives more offers
than she can fulfill.

ORGANIZATION
pany is to produce pictures adapted
from stories and poems of ancient
and modern Greece.
A substantial cash sum, raised
among the Greeks of this vicinity,
is now on hand for incidental expenses prior to the beginning of the
active production period, and as
soon as the participants are ready
to shoot they will procure the balance of the needed capital from
their countrymen throughout the
United States. It will be virtually
a closed corporation and every
Greek of any eminence whatsoever
in America will be represented to
some extent in the enterprise.
Swedish

Author
with Goldwyn

Hjalmar Bergman, one of the
most famous of the younger writers
of Europe, has been drafted by
American films.
Bergman, who probably is the
most widely read writer in Sweden,
with the possible exception of Selma Lagerloff, has signed a contract
with the Goldwyn company as a
City.
screen writer, and will come to
that company's studios in Culver
The author will write and adapt
stories for Victor Searstrom, noted
Swedish director who has just finished his first American production, "Name the Man!" by Sir
Hall Caine.
Bergman, although popular all
over Europe, is little known in
America, as only one of his novels,
"God's Orchid," has been translated into English. He is the
author of plays and screen stories
as well as novels, three of his
photoplays, "Mortal Clay," "Fire
Aboard,"beenandproduced
"The byHeadsman"
having
Seastrom
in Sweden.
Bergman sailed for America on
the S. S. Majestic. He will arrive
in New York on December 12, and
is expected to reach Los Angeles
Decemebr 20.
Frank Farrington, playing the
role of Prof. Mallow in "Flowing
Gold,"
Richard
Tully's
next offering
on theWalton
First National
program, is an accomplished swimmer and was in the original Forest Swimming Team in London.
This team held the polo shield for
three consecutive years.
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Chicagoans Launch
Sinema Company

Blanche

Peacock Pictures Corporation, a
new independent producing company, was launched recently in
Chicago by a group of prominent
business men. The corporation is
a closed company and the officers
are as follows: A. Raymond Gallo,
President; H. John Ross, 1st Vice
President; Major V. C. Sweinhart,
Treasurer and Chairman of the
Board; J. James Gallo, 2nd Vice
President; Irwin S. Censky, Secretary; Bernhard O. Wirth, Asst.
Secretary. A. Raymond Gallo,
who heads the organization, is a
former theatrical manager and
New York publisher. Several
months ago he resigned as secretary-treasurer of the Associated
Authors Productions, a Florida
Company who produced "The
Broad
a feature
with This
May
Allison Road",
and Richard
Travers.
feature was made under his supervision.

Blanche Sweet's success in "Anna
Christie" with
has Thomas
brought her
a newto
contract
H. Ince
appear in his next production,
"Those Who Dance," on which
work has already quietly started.
Critics declare that Miss Sweet has
earned a place in the front ranks of
the outstanding emotional actresses
of the silver sheet through her portrayal in the O'Neill story.
"Those Who Dance" is announced as the
of the year
by "surprise
Thomas H.picture"
Ince.
Lambert Hillyer is directing, and
for the first time in the history of
the Ince studios production is being
carried on in closed stages and on
barricaded sets. It is understood
that no announcement of the unusual theme will be made until the
feature is ready for release.
At the Ince studio it was stated
that "Those Who Dance," by
George Kibbe Turner, is the foundation for the production. With it
has been combined another story
that is the "surprise" which the
producer is planning to spring.
Through the combination of these
two stories Ince believes that he
has hit upon a theme which will
offer a real sensation for picture-

Major Sweinhart is also a very
prominent member in a number of
fraternal and civic organizations
of Chicago such as president of the
Edgewater Association For Progress and treasurer of the Business
Mens Association and All-Chicago
Council.
The other officers are also well
known in their respective businesses. Plans are now being made
to start work on the first production
early next spring. A theme of
world-wide fame is now being
adapted. A cast of stellar players, and a famous director is being put under
contract.
An and
announcement of their
names
other production details will be
made later in another issue of this
publication. It was learned through
an official statement that the plans
of Peacock Pictures Corporation
are to produce only high-class features from stories of world-wide
note. The best of everything will
be had to make Peacock Productions entertaining and humanly interesting from a photoplay standpoint, yet within the booking reach
of every independent 'xhibitor.
Peacock Pictures Corporation
have found a new angle to production of which they expect to solve
the question of high costs of motion
picture production.
Laurel Kids Bill Hart
Stan Laurel is making a travesty
on Will Hart's latest picture , "Wild
Bill Hickock," at the Hal Roach
studios. It will be called "Wild
Bill Hiccough." Laurel takes the
part of Wild Bill, Billy Engles appears as Phil Sheridan, Charles
Dudley as Abraham Lincoln, Al
Forbes plays General Cust and
Jimmy Finlayson is Jack McQueen.
Mae Laurel is cast as Calamity
Jane; Ena Gregory, Jack Ackroyd,
Ben Rowe, Vera White, Patsy
O'Byrne, and
WidaSammy
Weidman,
Wolkeil
BrooksMartin
also
appear in the cast.

Sweet in
New Ince Film

goers.
Lambert Hillyer returns to the
Ince banner, after having completed "The Spoilers" and "Temporary
Marriage." It was as a director
of "Westerns" at Inceville that he
made his big name. Recently he
directed "Skin Deep" and "Scars
of
for Ince.
Miss Sweet
willJealousy"
start work
immediately
and
will head an all-star cast.
S-L Press Agent
to ISetv York
Bert Ennis, director of publicity
for Sawyer-Lubin, leaves for New
York on December 18 on a combined business and pleasure trip.
He will enjoy the Christmas holidays in New York and at the same
time complete the details of an exploitation campaign in behalf of
Barbara La Marr in connection
with the phonograph record of
"The
McGrew"to
which Shooting
the star ofhasDan
contracted
make.
Ennis will return to the Coast
on the 6th of January, at which
time the cameras will start grinding on the next Sawyer-Lubin special for Metro, which will be a
picturization of the Robert W. Service poem mentioned herein and
which will present Barbara La
Marr in the role of the Lady
Known as Lou.

Speaking of Sarcasm
A car hurried in from the right,
came to a sudden halt without signal and backed with a snort.
Carmel Myers jumped from her
machine to see who had smashed
her front fenders.
"Courtesy Always," read a neat
enamel sign below the license plate.

Canine Kings
Have Competitor
Richard Walton Tully has again
made a discovery. Almost every
one knows of his peculiar ability
along this line. He is forever lifting some performer from obscurity
and creating of them popular stars
almost overnight.
And this time it is a dog — not a
Rin-tin-tin or a Teddy, but just a
poor, flea-bitten, mangy mutt which
seized opportunity by the forelock
and is now headed straight for
fame.
Exterior scenes were being taken
yesterday in the oil fields near Los
Angeles for "Flowing Gold',, the
Rex Beach novel which Tully is
now filming for First National.
The scene represented the farmyard of a Texas squatter, and to
make it more realistic Joseph de
Grasse, the director, remarked that
it needed but an ordinary dog.
At the psychological moment, as
if awaiting his cue, a cadaverous
mongrel appeared at the heels of
some workmen in a near-by field.
Negotiations were at once entered
into, with an astonishing result.
Had the dog been before the camera all his life his technique could
not have been improved upon.
With tai lbetween his legs, he followed at the heels of Bert Woodruff, looking fully as forlorn and
dejected ization
as thatBert
uponon realthe himself,
mortgage
the
old
homestead is about to be foreclosed.
It was discovered that the dog
was nameless. She answered to the
callImpressive
of "Pup." ceremonies then attended the christening. Anna Q.
Nilsson, who plays Allegheny Briskow in "Flowing Gold," grasped
the canine Thespian by the scruff
of the neck and, tapping her gently
on the prow with a bottle of cocacola, dubbed her "Allegheny,"
while the orchestra played feelingly "In the Blue Ridge Mountains
of Virginia," that being the nearest geographically
tainous song in their correct
repertoire.mounThen "Allegheny" nonchalently
ambled home to feed her four little puppies.
Pelley Author
of Prison Tale
William Dudley Pelley, author
of "Torment," Maurice Tourneur's
current tional,
production
First story
Nahas written aforscreen
o flife in federal prisons to be
sponsored by the Penal Board of
the United States Department of
Justice.
It isis toto be
Hands" and
be called
produced"Idleat
the Thomas II. Ince studio.
"Torment" is now in its final
cutting and will be released as
soon as Mr. Tourneur returns from
New
final York
okev. and gives the picture its
Heine Conklin, well known funster, has been engaged to play a
humorous role in Tom Buckinham's
of Lincoln J. Carter's
production
melodrama, "The Arizona Express", now being made at the
William Fox Hollywood lot.

F idler Founds
Press Burr , i
Donald
Hawley,
formerly \
member of the publicity departmtj
at Lasky studio and recently ity.
turned
to this city from San Fr cisco, h.i^ been added to James
Fidler's private bureau of pubf]
Announcement also comes fij(
Fidler that he has finally local
office headquarters, after a sta i
that has extended over a period f<
several weeks.
The new ;\<
permanent location is in Room
Hollywood Security Building.
Among others, Fidler is handl;
the publicity accounts of h\l
Compson,
Jacqueline
Log ,<
George
Melford
and Albei
Vaughn. He is at present est-i
news lertolishing
severala nation-wide
hundred newspapers,}
well as making preparations r
the handling of production ;1
special activities campaigns.
Gibbons

Will
Exhibit
An exhibition of the seen
signs made by Cedric Gibbons
"Three Weeks," is to be held 1
Los Angeles. The interior
of the Goldwyn production of
nor Cilvn's famous novel are
usually magnificent but their
torial beauty has been
plished with simplicity of de
Twenty have
of thebeen
plates
mad
Gibbons
selected
the exhibit. They are painti
color — an unusual procedui
which makes them especially
able for exhibiting. It is said
widespread interest will be
denced in the show as the art
rector has created several innc tions in decoration that are api *
able to practical house decora a
as well as motion picture invt ture.
Bonuses

for Roacl
Units
Hal Roach has paid bonu
one thousand dollars each to I
"Spat Family" and the Stan La :
companies.
two conp*
are the firstThese
to complete
since
Roach'sproducing
offer of a
to
all Mr.
companies
under a certain scheduled co
Those participating in the b< i
CompaiFamily"
are:
Perc "Spat
Pembroke,
director;
LlWj
French, assistant director; IWH
and If"
man; man.
camera
Barrows,
bert
Morris,
property
D
Laurel Company — George Jf'i
director; William
Dill, assis
«
director;
Frank Young,
canjij
and Hamilton Kinsey, p**i
man;
erty man.

Happiness Is
Restored Agt"
Mrs. Tom O'Brien, whose {«
was despaired of a month ag' "
after a »making rapid recovery
her H W>
operation
backSt.in Cather
jor
and is at
Hospital
covered
his smile.
again. Tom has ewood home
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Need Co-Operation
on Scripts
"Treatment of a story for the
screen is the most important essential to be considered," declares
R. William Neill, who will shortly
start production of "Rose of the
Ghetto" at the Grand Studio.
"So many fine stories have been
utterly ruined in the treatment,"
he says, "that it is a never-ending
source of regret that they should
thus
beenother
spoiled
for Iothers'
use. have
On the
hand,
have
seen stories that lacked many of
the elements deemed essential to
screen quality, which by careful
treatment became very entertaining
Will Handle
material.
Bennett Scripts
"I believe that the director
should work hand in hand with the
writers in this respect.
Douglas Dawson, recently pro- continuity
moted to the office of manager of An interchange of ideas and a
clear conception of what is needed,
production of the Chester Bennett
productions will have charge of all from all angles of production ,is
the story material for all the Ben- the best way to attain results, effect economy and develop a story
nett units including the Jane Novak Company and Eddie Hearn
to
the
"Evengreatest
beforedegree."
a continuity is
organization.
started, the treatment should be
worked out on paper. The exact
To Play Opposite
importance — the relativity of each
situation
and characterization, the
Husband Next
theme, the stress to be laid upon
each point in the story — all these
Vera Lewis will play one of the things should enter into the treatfeatured roles with husband Ralph
ment and be clearly defined beLewis in his next commercial hero
fore the script is begun. And the
director should give his personal
picture to follow "The Mail Man".
attention to every detail of this
character, as well as to the technicGovernment Engineer
al phases of the enterprise."
Has Unique Film
Mr. Neill and Josef von Sternberg, in collaboration with Adam
"The Survey of the Grand Can- Hull Shirk, will prepare the continyon of the Colorado", a three-reel
uity for "Rose of the Ghetto"
film just completed by the U. S. which is to be a Grand-Asher release, with an all-star cast.
Geological Survey, and exhibited
this week at the Biltmore in Los
Angeles, is said by Paul Hugon,
manager of the Hollywood LaborDryden in East
atory, to have broken many records
With Anglin Troupe
for novelty.
Wheeler Dryden, who left CaliIt was made with a daylightfornia in August for New York
loading pocket movie camera, without crank or tripod, by E. C. La- City, having been specially engaged by Margaret Anglin to play
Rue, hydraulic engineer for the U.
S. Government, during the three- "Reginald Martin" in "The Woman of Bronze", during her tour
month survey of the bottom of the
east by way of Canada, sends
Grand Canyon of the Colorado last back
news that the company enjoyed a
summer. Mr. LaRue had never
wonderful
trip through
made a motion picture before, and
ion and arrived
in New theYorkDominCity
his camera, together with the metal
cartridges containing the films was
early
in October.
After a month's
rest Miss
Anglin reassembled
her
under water many times during
company and began a short tour of
the 480-milc trip.
several eastern states, including
As the party was out of touch
with civilization for a month at a New York, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Massachusetts, Maryland,
time, the exposed films were
brought out of the Canyon by In- West Virginia and Vermont.
The play chosen for this occasion
dian pack trains. As soon as a
was "A Charming Conscience",
batch of negatives was developed,
and Wheeler Dryden was allotted
Hugon's
was and
broadcasted
the
Timesreport
radio,
Mr. LaRueon the character of "Fisher Allen", the
knew just how his exposures of the long-lost, long-haired, long-eyelashed poet-husband; the same
previous month turned out.
This is the first time that the part that he created when the play
entire Grand Canyon has been was produced for the first time on
filmed, and the picture shows why. any stage in San Francisco in
Eighteen-foot waves and scores of
uncharted rapids on which several
The company are still touring
Julyof the boats were smashed, to say but
hope to return to New York
nothing of the river rising 20 feet City in about a week.
in one night and burying the party
under- sand, were among the novel
Mark Goldaine is now directing
conditions encountered.
Hal Roach's "Our Gang" in a
Mr. LaRue's film was developed,
"wild western" comedy in which
printed, edited and titled by the the little rascals play at giving a
Hollywood Laboratory.
wild west show.

ROBIN HOOD"
FIRST IN CHINA
the China Mail offered a prize of
"Robin
nks'
Fairba
ouglas
to the person who would name
H d" was the best picture shown $50
:hina during 1923, according to the ten which received the highest
results of a poll conducted by vote. The paper comments that
China Mail, which have just "after the first batch of votes had
hed this country. Not only did been registered, there was no doubt
'Robin Hood' would win."
■'] bin Hood" take first place, but thatFirst
prize was won by Mrs. F.
other Fairbanks productions,
Soares, an American. The cosmopolitan nature of the contest was
e Three Musketeers" and "The
indicated by some of the names of
1^ -k of Zorro," captured second
fourth places in the same con- the other winners, among them being Cheung Shiu-kit, M. T. Sin,
l an effort to determine the Surjan Singh, K. Y. Wong and
others.
t popular pictures of the year,

(\untry Doctor
Is Play Theme
ndoubtedly one of the most bed characters of our American
is the figure of the country doctfl Usually middle-aged and in
c. paratively moderate financial
cjumstances, he literally gave his
li and his every thought to the
vlfare of his patients in the
sill community where he dwelt.
I at all hours of the day and
nlit, defying washouts in the
entry roads and all sorts of
vather, the country doctor was
tlj angel of the community.
his is the noble character about
vhm Albert Kenyon has written
hi latest original for the serene,
al is entitled "The Country Doct<|"
will beRalph
filmed
by in
F. the
O.
I andandstarring
Lewis
one part. Himself, born in a
spll town, and the son of a medpractitioner
of fifty
serin California,
Albertyears'
Kenyon
ws intimately the life of this
racter which he has now given
creen immortality.
lelve Into
Pat's History
|ada Cowan and Howard Hig|, the eminent scenario team,
Jo are now adapting Wm. S.
Ijrt's novel, "A Lighter of
Ames," for his next screen profction, have been conducting an
pensive
into of
the Patrick
life, as
Ul as research
the career
inry. For Henry is the principal
iracter in this coming photoplay
which the main action culminfs in his famous speech ending
"Give me liberty, or give me
|«h!"
According to Cowan-Higgin, this
nous address, which was dejered on March 23, 1775, would
applicable, with very few
bnges, to local conditions in Los
Igeles, which they believe is suf,'ing from a threatened subjuga|n of blue-law enforcement.
Vs a matter of fact, Cowan-Highave not unduly stressed the
Itriotic achievements of Patrick
^nry, but they have brought out
dramatic facts of his intimate
-story. It is believed that "A
ghter of Flames" will undoubt|ly be Bill Hart's biggest picture.
Louise Lorraine has gone to Catena for a few days after complet9 her final scenes in the last
ighting Blood" Stories.

Webb

Definite
As Director

Millarde Webb has been definitely announced as director of the
first Priscilla Moran feature to
commence early in January at the
Hollywood Studios. Webb is
financially
dent of the interested
company. and is presiAlmost

Copped
Estelle's Hound

Estelle Taylor, popular motion
picture leading lady, saved her pet
from the "dog pound" last week
when a dog patrol wagon pulled
up in front of her home, 2023
Cahuenga Avenue, Hollywood, in
response to a call to take away a
stray dog with an acute case of
distemper.
Miss Taylor, who is playing a
prominent part in Mary Pickford's
picture, "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall", was returning from the
studio when she noticed a policeman coming out of her home with
her dog in his arms. She protested
and stated that her "high brow"
dog was not a menace to the community, nor that the canine had
ever shown any signs of distemper.
The officer, swayed by Miss Taylor's
lookedthat
at his
book andargument,
discovered
they notehad
called at the wrong home. As a
consequence,
brow" canineMisswasTaylor's
saved "high
from
meeting the fate of the dozens of
"low brows" in the dog wagon.
Helene May Be
Bad Hombre
Loaded down with heavy chaps,
a big sombrero, a thick woolen
shirt, a .44, and big boots!
This is the new type of role said
to have been offered Helene Chadwick, charming film star, by C. W.
Patton, serial producer, according
to
report,
the Chadwick
producer's aim
make
Miss
the isbestto
known
serial
queen
in
motion
pictures.
While no confirmation could be
secured from Miss Chadwick, due
possibly to the fact that she is still
under contract with Goldwyn Pictures, itis said that the offer came
as a result of the star's exceptional
ability as a horsewoman, her present vogue with picturegoers, and
her versatility.
It is also recalled that Miss
Chndwick's first part in pictures
was as the lead in a western feature, which was followed by a
number of serial productions in
which she displayed the talent that
has brought her film fame. Patton, it is understood, is due shortly
to beginfor production
of a Western
serial
Pathe release.
Martin Wolfkeil, who plays the
part of a hide buyer from the East
in
Laurel'snowtravesty
HillStan
Hiccough"
being "Wild
filmed
at the Hal Roach Studios under the
direction of George Jeske, modestly
admits
that he makes Beau Brumture.
mel look like a bum in this pic-
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Novelist Aids
Griffith Troupe

The wild, eerie shriek of bagpipes— kilts and sporan — plaids
and bare knees — the martial ranks
of the Coldstream Guards — ballads
of the clans — Robert Bruce and the
Scottish Chiefs — the Firth of Forth
and Loch Lomond — fog banks on
the Clyde and Don — Bannockburn
and Inverness — the cairns and
glens of the Highlands — heather
in hillside riots.
The name McBan, and the
names McBean, McBain, Bann and
McAlpin from which it is derived
or with which it is closely linked
by blood ties, has been triumphantly borne bv warrior, king and
scholar, and now the diminutive
heir to all the fine old traditions
of the clan has brought it forth
with honor from forty-three reel
encounters. He has enhanced the
name beyond the most fantastic expectations ofhis kin and sponsors.
"I'm a Scotch laddie and proud
of it!" is a vehement assertion frequently made by Mickey McBan
when others tease him about his
nationality, and when one stops to
ponder
his words
full fitness
truth
of
their o'er
meaning
and the
their
into the scheme of things is readily revealed.
shouldn'tIn
he be
proud ofForhis why
lineage?
every respect it ranks among the
foremost, for he comes of a hardy
and romantic folk who have won
their position in the world through
indomitable courage and incessant
endeavor; a race of empire builders, second to none. And it is passing well that one from the first
clans should acquit himself in such
an honorable manner in the realm
of the shadow stage. It is, in fact,
beautiful and majestic.
He has made amazing and spectacular strides within the past year,
and most of those who twelve
short months ago in musing and
meditation forecast a brilliant fu-

ture for him are now loud and ofttimes clamorous in their fervent
declarations that Mickey McBan
will be our next "big" child star.
Their foremost claim for his position in this regard is that no other
little thespian in the decade or
more since the cinema made its advent has ever possessed the exuberant and emphatic personality
with which this youngster is endowed. And they will not fail to
point out, when arguing this, that
he is ,as yet, not to the five point
on the Clock of Time, and that
most other children who have occupied center or even side position
in the motion picture limelight,
have averaged eight years of age.
It is well known that those of
artistic trend have been wont to
neglect the physical for the mental,
in some cases to the extent health
has been seriously and permanently impaired. Considering him as
an artist this is where Mickey
leaves the beaten path, for with
him physical development occupies
as prominent a position as the advancement of his mental faculties.
He is a champion among swimmers
and has held his position in his respective class since he was learning
to walk his first steps. He has
put as much energy, initiative and
sincerity into accomplishing something worthwhile in this pursuit as
he has put into becoming a trouper.
The result is he is well-nigh peerless as a swimmer and actor insofar as the kiddies are concerned.
It is not unlikely that the heritage
of bulldog stamina and stick-to-itiveness that has been handed down
to him from his Highland forbears
has had much to do with his progress, for there are rare times
when his fighting spirit seems to
reveal him as a Robert Bruce in
miniature, keeping the antagonizer
from encroaching upon rights that
are his in much the same way the
famed Scotchman won independence for his oppressed country. But
the usual Mickey McBan is a pe-

The secret of why Robert W.
Chambers, the novelist, has become
a confirmed commuter between
New York City and Mamaroneck,
N. Y„ is out at last. He is writing "America,"
the story
American
Revolution,
which of1). the
W.
Griffith is filming for the Daughters of the American Revolution.
Chambers, whose early popularity was gained through novels
dealing with the Revolutionary
period, and who is regarded as
one of the leading authorities on
early American history, has become so intensely enthusiastic over
"America," that he is reported to
be burning the midnight oil prodigally in order to fulfil his many
other contracts for serials and
novels andmerrily
still keep
"America"
marching
to completion.
He is a regular visitor at the
Griffith studios, where he and D.
W. hold their conferences in regard to the story inspired by the
descendants
the heroes
of '76.
In addition toof writing
the story
of
"America," Chambers has been
able to aid Griffith in the details
of many scenes, particularly those
dealing with the Northern Indians,
in whose lore he is an expert.
Griffith, himself a descendant of
the Shirley, Carter, and other
Southern families which figured
prominently
in early American aftory. fairs, has long been known as a
deep student of Revolutionary histite Roderick Dhu, boyishly gallant
and courteous with courtesy that is
not tinged by fear or restraint. He
has not sacrificed his own personality for honey-and-cream courtesy.
He has found the happy medium
between this and disobedience and
boisterousness. It has been drilled
into him but not forced upon him.
It
is of his own volition; it is natural.
The editor speaks of Mickey in
this manner because he has known
him for many months. This is one
instance where the time-worn quip
"familiarity breeds contempt" has
utterlyable tofailed,
is atkind.
all applica case ifof itthis
He is
a boy after my own heart, and if
I ever had a son I would ask for
nothing more than that he be like
Mickey McBan, for he possesses the
traits and character that I sincerelv
believe are the most charming. To
those who may know him only
slightly or who do not know him at
all I suggest a close study of the
above portrait. It is true. The
jaunty cap, the infectious smile and
the merry twinkle in the eyes show
the sunny side of his personality.
The strong lines of his jaw and
cheek and the broad nose reveal
his Highland traits. These are appropriately offset by the plaid of
the cap against the burnished gold
of his hair whose stray wisps so
elusively caress his forehead. The
expression on his face, typical of
the McBan clans, mirrors the carefree and dauntless spirit, of the
Highlander. It portrays happiness.
It shows determination. It has unfascination.
And Mickey McBanusual
has all
of these.

Douglas

May

Compete

with Z<t

Douglas
imals
whileFairbanks'
producingneedhisforfo '.-.coming picture, "The Thief f
Bagdad," has resulted in the P .
ford-Fairbanks studio in Hc;wood taking on the appearance f
the winter quarters of a circu.
Occupying a cage in the ceir
of
the lot
"Baby,"Six a goats
brownwl i
namon
cub isbear.
Doug purchased at the beginrj
of the production have multip i
to eleven. There are also re
a camel.
adonkeys
two-footandalligator
which"Florii"'
also i
purchased at the beginning of t
production, now measures four t
and is not as much of a pet ase
was two feet ago.
There are other animals pres ;
but
Includi
amongthey
theseareare"pets."
Miss Pickfo
parrot, "Mike," and her w»
hairedtheterrier,
"Zorro,"
to it f-••
tion
favorite
ridingnothorses
the
stars
and
the
many
work
:mals.
Dainty Star Is
Bank Breahr
Lillian Rich, leading lady j
"Strongheart's" new product i,
"The
Love! Master," broke a bx:
last week
The dainty star has been de>
ing the last three days to bu\J<
food and inexpensive toys with t
money— onfrom
the tiny bank e
broke
purpose.
Big Sets Ml
In Brown Fi
Are massive settings and n
of extras absolutely necessary
the making of the "big" mo
picture
? Brown's answer to
Clarence
query is found in the fact that
biggest set employed by him
"The Signal Tower," which h
producing for Universal with
ginia Valli as the star, is not n
than twelve feet square, and
less than fifteen persons, inclin
extras, appear before the can
in the entire picture. But the '»
duction is decidedly a big on>
the eyes of Universal officials,
will present it under the stam]
"Super- Jewels," which is only
plied tobelieves
its verythatfinest
picti*.V I
Brown
the real
nesstheofpowerful
" The Signal
in
theme Tower"
of the s *«j
T
and the characterizations .W
trayed by a splendid cast, am >e
has depended on these rather I o
and the
throngs
of extra ofplayer*,
by
employment
huge h* '
Finis Fox Has
Finis Fox Grif
has fith
engagedVilli
Mot
Wallace who played one of
principal roles in Griffith's
Street"
"One Storm",
Exciting "Dr
Ni
of the
phans and
for one of the big featured r
in "The Woman Who Sim
with Irene
Mae Rich.
Busch, Cullen La
and
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Mineral
DUMAS

FILM

FOR
DISTRIBUTION
the Due de Guise, Count de
The Lady of Monsoreau," a III.;
Bussy, the Due of Anjou and the
w six-reel production, filmed celebrated
Chicot.
inn the story by the same name
The photoplay is in colors and is
Alexander Dumas, author of
said to be one of the best colored
he Three Musketeers", has ar- productions thus far produced. The
ed in New York, according to
announcement from the offices story is replete with love and romance and filled with the suspense
Edward L. Klein Company, of
and action for which Dumas' tales
w York.
are famed. The duel scene beThe story is laid in France durtween the Due d' Anjou and the
; the reign of Henri the Third,
Count of Monsoreau and the latthe year 1678, and is an histor- ter's ruffians, in which Anjou fights
il romance of that high order a score single handed, brings the
lich made Dumas so famous,
story to a thrilling climax.
Arrangements for distribution of
nong the well known historical
this production are being handled
aracters portrayed in "The Lady
Monsoreau" are King Henri by the Edward L. Klein Company.
entucky Honors
D. W. Griffith

Cowan

t's now "Colonel" D. W. Grif-

Every week brings a royalty
check to Sada Cowan, screen writing collaborator of Howard Higgin, for the performance of one of
her sixteen one-act playlets by college players or little theater groups
throughout the country.
The most recent production of
one of these was given by the
Sausalito Players at Sausalito, Cal.,
early this week when they present"In the inMorgue,"
whiched herhasplaylet,
been included
several
compilations of the best American
one-acters.
At the present time Cowan-Higgin are busy on the script for "A
Lighter of FTames," William S.
Hart's next production for Famous
Players release.

or the motion picture producer
o revolutionized the film world
making the first long motion pice, "The Birth of a Nation," and
o is now filming the War of Inendence in "America" at the reest of the Daughters of the
erican Revolution, has been
de an honest to goodness colonel
the Governor of his native state,
ntucky.
-ov. Edwin P. Morrow of Kenkymission
has just toforwarded
Mayor Griffith's
Huston
inn of Louisville, with a letter
ting that he has made Griffith a
onel in recognition of the honor
ich the movie producer has
-ught to the state of Kentucky,
-riffith is the first motion picture
ducer ever honored in this manr. Others who have received
ilar commissions in the past inde Col. George Horace Lorimer,
I. Norman P. Hapgood, and Col.
n T. McCutcheon.
riffith was born in La Grange,
,, Jan. 22, 1880, one of eight
ildren born to General Jacob
ark
the "Roaring Jake"
iffithGriffith
of the— Confederacy.
Word of the signal honor bewed upon him by the Blue Grass
te reached Griffith yesterday at
studios at Mamaroneck, where
isdeclined
filming toscenes
for "America."
be interviewed.
dvocates
Branch

Studios

"With banks, department stores,
alty companies and other busiss houses opening branch offices
thriving communities, why not
ve the motion picture studios do
same thing," inquires Betty
mpson.
The screen star declares that it
uld be quite interesting for the
sky studio, for example, to have
anch studios in Eagle Rock, Pas'ena,
nearbyGlendale,
cities. Burbank and oth"Then, when visitors arrived at
e main plant to glimpse their
reen favorites, it would be easy
discourage them by saying,
Vhy, she is acting at one of our
anch studios today.' "

Royalties
Are Regular

Thanks

Fan With
Rare Stamps

Ralph Lewis has just received a
fan letter from a young boy in
Omaha of which he is quite
proud.
The youngster said he had just
seen wanted
Lewis him
in "The
Man",
and
to sendMail
him all
the
old postage stamps he could get
hold of. Husky Ralph went out
and bought him a collection.
BETTY

Would
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Nautical Mixup

Flee
Thespians9

Rage

Why comedian
Jim Finlayson,
the wellknown
who plays
with
Stan Laurel on the Hal Roach lot,
has taken a sudden desire to go to
New York
other
day. was brought to light the
Perc Pembroke, who directs the
Spat Family quarrels, noticed they
were backward in going thru their
parts. After pleading, bullying and
and every other method known to
the profession, he finally got each
one in a corner and demanded to
know why. Finally he managed to
pull out of them this: A fellow
actor on the lot who had seen their
latest picture commended them on
their good work, but thought each
should give th eother a chance.
Frank
Sidney
Laura Butler,
Roessing
hadd'Albreck
completelyor
stolen the picture, and on comparing notes as to who this critic had
been it was found that Finlayson
had
each of the Spats sepathing.taken
rately and told them all the same
Hence the sudden desire for the
wilds of Broadway.
Ex-Writer

Now

Noted Megaphonist
Finis Fox is another director
like William DeMille, Rupert
Hughes and King Vidor who developedfrom
into the
division
the megaphone
ranks of the
author.
He had quite an extended career
in the newspaper field before taking up screen writing and for several years was editor of newspeterritory.
pers
in Oklahoma and the Indian
Fox is now directing and producing his own story "A Woman
Who Sinned" at the Hollywood studio, which he not only created but
also adapted for the screen.
As far as the adaptation was
concerned, however, he merely
made a mental adaptation as he
builds the story and develops the
individual business of each player
as the film develops.

COMPSON

WITH
Immediately upon completion of
her featured role in "The Stranger" at Lasky studio, Betty Compson
will bethestarred
in "Prison
Born,"
which
Oakland
Film Company
is to produce at the Hollywood
Studios. Stuart Paton will direct
Miss Compson, according to announcement, and Monday, December 17th, is the starting date.
Miss Compson plays a dual role
in "Prison Born." She is first to
be seen as the mother of a child
born inside prison walls. Later
she enacts the part of that child
grown to beautiful womanhood.
Interior scenes are to be made in
Los Angeles, after which the entire
company expects to journey to San
Francisco, where the exteriors will
be photographed
cales of the story. in the exact loPaton directed Miss Compson
several years ago in her first screen

NEW
COMPANY
dramatic roles, a serial titled
"Wolf Face" and a regular length
picture
entitled
Trail
". This
is the "The
first timeDevil's
they
have been associated since the production of these two pictures.
Film Juvenie
Hurt In Fall

for Ince Troupe
John Griffith Wray, Thomas H.
Ince director, is wearing his right
arm in a sling and limping aiound
with a cane, while Henry Sharp,
his first camera man, is hobbling
on crutches as the result of a deepsea accident which nearly cost the
lives of five men of the Ince troupe
which is filming "Against the
Rules," Ince's new production, with
Leatrice Joy, Percy Marmont and
Adolph Menjou in the cast.
The Ince troupe is working on
location at Laguna, where scenes
laid on a South Sea Island are being made. Fifty Kanakas and
island natives, expert swimmers
and divers, are included in the
troupe. To get some unusual scenes
of the island settlement, Wray
chose a spot on the rocky ledge of
a sharp promontory. To reach it
the director and his crew had to
be lowered by ropes and hauled up
by the same method of transit.
Shots were being made in the
late afternoon of the natives rowing out to sea in frail out-riggers.
Suddenly one of the Kanaka boys
stood up in his boat and with a
shouted warning dived overboard.
The others turned and stared, paralyzed, then began to race their
boats for the shore in spite of the
roars of the infuriated director.
Two seconds later Wray, the
two camera men and two assistants
— not forgetting the cameras — were
picked up bodily by a huge wave
and literally dashed to the bottom
of the ocean, madly fighting to untangle themselves from the cameras
and paraphernalia tha thad been
washedtive whoaway
nahad with
divedthem.
when The
he saw
the wave coming grabbed Director
Wray as he came up, in spite of
Wray's shouts for him to help
Sharp, who could not swim. In a
few minutes several of the Ince
troupe on the promontory had flung
ropes to the men who were battling
for their lives and hauled them,
badly battered and even more badly frightened, to the shore. Henry
Sharp's assistant camera man resigned on the spot, but the rest of
the troupe
are laughing over the
incident
today.
The accident is one of the most
unusual on record, as the tide was
going out when the freak wave
came in that caused the damage.
The cameras later were recovered
by the Kanaka divers and were
none the worse for wear after being soaked in oil.
Has Had

Varied
Acting Career

Jackie Vernon, popular juvenile,
was injured the other day while
White'sof
of Jack
one the
comedies
direction
playing inunder
Norman Taurog. It was while
performing a stunt that he tore his
back and neck ligaments. He was
given immediate attention and sent
to the hospital for treatment. At
last report he was still under the
care of a physician, but resting
easier.

Milton Sills, playing the male
lead in Richard Walton Tully's
forthcoming all-star production of
"Flowing Gold" the Rex Beach
novel of that name, did not fall
into his screen prestige by any
stroke of fate. He has earned it.
He was, prior to his motion picture
debut, leading man for Belasco,
Frohman, Shubert and Brady.

Camert
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LILA WILL
Lila Lee refuses to matriculate in
the
"OnlyParamount
Their Wives"
club. spent
The
former
star who
five years at the Lasky studio after
Jesse L. Lasky snared her away
from Gus Edwards' Orpheum circuit revue, worships the ground
that new recently acquired spouse
James Kirk wood prominent male
star, walks on, but she refuses to
have her own identity as a stellai
celebrity sunk in the sea of matrimony and washed over subsequently by the waters of oblivion.
W. W. Hodkinson, with whom
Kirkwood and Miss Lee have a
contract for a series of pictures,
considered releasing them as "Mr.
and Mrs.lowing aprecedent
Kirkwood"set specials
folin the case
of Mr. and Mrs. Carter de Haven
and Mrs. and Mr. Sidney Drew.
When news of his intention hit
the Ince studios where the Kirkwoods had already finished one
picture and almost completed another, the wrath of the feminine

BE LILA
member of the Kirkwood family
bioke loose.
Nothing doing on the "Mr. and
Mrs. stuff," she is reported to have
wired Hodkinson. "It's going to be
James Kirkwood and Lila Lee, or
nothing
at hinted
all." at an injunction
She even
to prevent the release of the picturessituation
made if the was
"Mr. not
and cleared
Mrs."
billing
up.

Jackie Speaks
for Dancing
Ability to do interpretative dancing opens a professional entrance
into motion pictures, declares Jacqueline Logan, featured screen
actress.
"Good dancers are nearly always certain of a chance to be
seen,"
says that
Misscannot
Logan.
"Thisof isa
something
be said
girl who cannot dance. There are
countless numbers of times when it
,s next to impossible to get interpretative dancers to fill the screen
demand. Such occasions become
opportunities for newcomers to
test their film possibilities.
"But there is still another entrance into motion pictures! A
really good dancer can enter thru
the stage door — that is, she can
first win recognition on the stage
(an easy matter if she is a good
dancer) and then step into the
field of silent drama."

Naturalness

Dix Loses Out
On Vacation
After less than two weeks' rest
in sixteen months, one Lasky player, Richard Dix, gets no end-ofthe-year rest. He completed his
role opposite Betty Compson in
"The Stranger" here on Sunday
last and departed post-haste on
Monday for New York to immediately commence at the Paramount
Long Island studios in "Icebound,"
the Harvard prize play, under
Wm.return
DeMille's
hopes
to
to hisdirection.
home hereHe before
February.
How would you like to have a
walking stick made of the rib of
a whale? Raymond McKee, one of
the featured players in Gene Stratton-Porter's own production of her
noted book, "A Girl of the Limberlost," has such an interesting relic.
It was presented to him by the
crew of a whaling boat on which
he sailed recently in making a
screen production.

"I'm not a member of the Lucy
Stone League or anything like that"
averred Mrs. Kirkwood, "but why
should Lila Lee lose all the advertising she has had during the past
five years. I love Jim dearly and
we are mated for life, and it gives
me a thrill to be called Mrs. Kirkwood socially, but when it comes to
my career that's another story."
"Yes, I know Mildred Harris
billed herself as Mrs. Charlie
Chaplin, and Jean Acker as Mrs.
Rodolph Valentino, but it's all wet
so far as I'm concerned."
Is

Editing Keynote
Erich von Stroheim is extending
the naturalism and utter realistic
qualities with which he produced
"Greed" to the manner in which he
is cutting the picture. The noted
Goldwyn director believes a picture, no matter how much care was
exerted in making it true to life
during actual production may have
its realism greatly diluted in the
cutting room, if the picture is not
completed under the same tenet.
This naturalism in editing and
cutting consists of the manner in
which the onlooker will view each
scene of "Greed." Von Stroheim
is placing in the finished picture
only those "shots" of scenes which
are photographed from a "practical" angle.a That
say, angles
from which
humanis tobeing
would
see the scene in real life. If the
scene is taken in a small room the
characters are not shown from an
elevated position, as though the
onlooker was perched on the chanmoulding.delier, or draped on the picture
Also distances will not be altered
rapidly during the course of a particular episode. Von Stroheim believes that when a person is watchof a first
"scene"
real
life inghethe course
does not
go inwithin
three feet of the people, instantly
dash back a couple of blocks and
then pounce down in middle distances. His view is generally from
a fixed point, near or far, and occasional y his interest is centered
on a particular object, such as the
face of one of the characters. The
onlooker may change his position
occasionally but not as a restless
kangaroo might do.
These natural angles and the
rapid distance changes may be
eliminated in cutting, as Von Stroheim is doing. Practically every
director takes numerous shots of
the same scene, which are selected
in the cutting room.

Puts Ruralist
in True Light
Probably
is no more difficult form ofthere
characterization
than
that of the rural type because it is
so easy to fall into burlesque or to
give offense. There are only a
comparatively few actors who have
attained to a perfect conception of
the typical downcast farmer who
in the and
guise ridiculed
of a 'hayseed'
has been
aped
by many
inferior comedians for years.
To give a faithful, dignified, yet
highly amusing portrayal of this
type, is the work of an artist; the
sort of portrayal that would not offend but probably please one of the
type
At picturized.
least this is the opinion of
Dan Mason, who perhaps as much
as any other man in the acting profession and infinitely
more'thanto the
vast majority,
has brought
the
rural role, true appreciation of its
most evident peculiarities, and
clean and wholesome comedy.
Dan Mason is shortly to start a
new series of two-reel rural comedies at the Grand Studio under
direction of Jack Nelson and supervision of Paul Gerson, Al Martin functioning as gag man.
He will be recalled by ail screen
patrons for his inimitable portrayals of "The Skipper" in the Fintaine Fox cartoons as "Pop Tuttle" in the Plum Center comedies.
He has established a following and
created for himself a circle of admirers hardly second to Denman
Thompson
as Joshto
Whitcomb. inHehis'heydey
never resorts
hokum, nor does he descejid to buffoonery, yet it is safe to say his
comedy gets across as thoroughly
as in the case of any comedy character star in the profession. These
new comedies will be released by
Grand-Asher and work will start
somewhere around the first of the
Whew!
year.

This One
Is Awful!
Raymond Griffith, one of the featured players in the Goldwyn production of "Nellie, the Beautiful
Cloak Model," has organized a
new club that boasts of a tremendous membership, although it has
been in existence only a week. It
is "The S. S. J. O. Y. W. H. N. B."
— in other words meaning "The
Society for the Suppression of Jokes
on Yes We Ilaxe No Bananas."

Musical Show
in This Cast
A good musical show could be
arranged among the cast of Richard Walton Tully's "Flowing
Gold," now in production. Craufurd Kent, the heavy, is an accomplished pianist and sings and
whistles very well. Alice Calhoun
is a pianist of great ability and
John Roche has a real voice, having been educated for grand opera,
and still cherishing amibitions
along that line. Frank Farrington
plays the flute and Harry Arras
the Saxophone with skill, while
Josephine Crowell admits that she
twangs a wicked guitar.

Sees Normalcy
After New Yet
Recovery from the recent slun
in film production in Los Angel
and Hollywood has become notk
ably accelerated since December
and it is only the Christmas ho'
days ofthatactivities
preventfulla blast,
returnaccoito'
basis
ing to a statement just issued '
W. F. Wood, vice-president a
general manager of the Unit
Producers and Distributors, a
who has completed an exhausti
survey of the studio situation thi
out Southern California. Witl
a fortnight after the New Yea
celebration normalcy once mi
will abide in Filmland, he ad
especially so far as the independi
producers are concerned.
"All reliable indications point
a marked decrease in the prod'
tion of spectacular films and a
other variety costing huge sui
but there will be more modera
priced pictures made during 1!
than in any previous year," V
Wood
continues.
compa
alone will
sponsor "Our
the making
enough high-class photoplays to 1
the percentage up to a very cons
erable extent, and other indep<
dent organizations are ready to
Information received at the H
lywood
of the Unifr .
Producersheadquarters
and Distributors
their
district managers in all s
ahead."of
tions
the United States indie
a very marked revival of inter
in motion pictures in general z i
the less expensive ones in parti
lar, thisdistribution
executive'smanager,
statement who,
ad'..
"Our
just
a nation-wide
c■
vass completing
of the attitude
of the puhi
toward the screen, advises me t:
he finds the great majority of k\
masses of common people in an •
couragingly
ea •
for new ideasreceptive
in screenmood,
entertament," he concludes. "Our pi <
are all laid with the idea of s»i
plying precisely what the man
want at prices they can afford."
Will Essay Stage Rolf
Conwayleading
Tearle,man,
popular
picture
will raoti
retjl
to the spoken drama for a bil
period next season.
Announcement
effectUnd.
-m
made
by Tearleto atthisthe
Studios where he is playing e
leading male role in "Lilies Of H
Field." Tearle would not rati
known the name of the prodiM
or the play due, as he said,pj
the fact that he has been requera
to
furtherpartannoul
mentrefrain
until from
the latter
of H•
month.
learned,
however,
willIt was
forsake
the silent
dramathainMe
time in February, and journe>o
New York to confer with the | 1
ducer of the play said to hWj
been
by one of Amen *
leadingwritten
dramatists.
"Paris Lights" is the title gi"
to the comedy with Cliff Bo'<<
which
has just
complete*!'<•''f
Virginia
andbeen
Sid Smith
Al Ray will direct '
Pratt.
Gil
same featured players in the
of the series.
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eeks Film
Net Trophy
heodor von Eltz is after the
te is championship of filmdom
ai SO he is preparing a challenge
w :h he will send to Lloyd
H hes who has been called "the
ui:feated champion among film
airs." Mr. von Eltz holds an
er able record for fast play.
E ry day when he has off time
us to be seen with his friends
01 Cecil De Mille's court, where
hi;enerally is victor. He played
hi first tennis at his summer home
al Craigsmoor, N. Y., and is a
miber of the New York Tennis

tyique Spectacle
for New York
rville Caldwell, male lead in
ris Gest's "The Miracle"
ch will be ready for Broadway
al Jt Christmas time, writes that
the are only eleven principals in
thcast but 600 in the chorus, balle and mob scenes. Michael
F ine, famous Russian dancer, is
st ing the ballet. The scenery
wj be gorgeous for which 150
bl prints have been made.
[There is no curtain for the
pr," he adds. "The action of the
pa '.'mgtakestheplace
in the and
auditorium,
audience
on the
st;e where the altar will be. So
tl audience will be seated as if in
ci rch. The orchestra will be in
tl rear of the upper balcony as
wl the chorus (or choir) also."
Br. Caldwell's role is that of the
kj;ht
ti.st. and it carries the love inring Ace is
With

Tully

lieutenant Winston Hitt, one of
nerviest airplane stunt men, is
(■king
Richard Walton
Tully's
star inproduction
of "Flowing
j]d,"
famousshotRexup Beach
wasthebadly
duringstory.
the
\, while an ace in the British
ing Corps. At Plessis Bellville,
France, he was shot five times
suffered twenty-seven flesh
uncL. He also carries a silver
|te trepanned over a skull fracas a memento of a fall from
llane during the war.

PUPPY LOVE THRIVES AT ROACH'S
The course of true love, poetical- Mickey feel lower than a defeated
ly admitted to be rougher than a political candidate. Thenceforth
she was interested in nothing but
Hollywood residential street, was
running anything but smooth with gold braid and quarter decks.
Mickey took heart again when
the little rascals of Hal Roach's
"Our Gang" comedies. Romance
the
gang finished it's pirate picture.
was in the air but a forced land- It relieved competition. Back at
the studio he gained ground steading seems imminent.
ily, while Jackie, Ernie, Joe Frank
Mickey Daniels, whose freckled
face is becoming symbolic of child and little Farnia cheered enthusiastically from the side lines. Then
screen prodigies, has never made a
secret of his admiration for little came a happy thought. Somebody
Mary Kornman, the pretty leading promised Mickie a collie pup —
when it arrived. No crown prince
ladyis ofseven.
"the The
gang."
is nine,
she
entireHeaffair
has was ever born amid more fervent
been watched with great excite- prayers for his safe entry into this
ratherpup.futile scheme of things than
ment by everyone at the Hal Roach
that
Studios. For a time it seemed
It was the fattest and funniest
that Mickey was making great social progress. Then one day Mary
little dog anyone had ever seen.
returned his ring because it had Mickey lost no time in taking it to
started to turn green. She had eat- Mary. He had intended it as a
en the stick of candy around which
Christmas
His gift,
hunch but
was he
good.couldn't
Mary
it came, so she couldn't return that. wait.
was
so
excited
and
pleased
that she
But
she
turned
up
her
nose
instead.
grabbed Mickey and kissed him,
right before the rest of the gang.
One Saturday afternoon Mickey
His face turned redder than his
took her to a matinee all by himhair and when the others laughed
self. He bought her an ice cream
soda afterwards and they munched
and made fun of him Mickey furicandy and peanuts all the way
ously gave chase. The humor of
home. That one excursion cost seeing portly little Joe Frank try
to run fast was only equalled by
him
practically
his nextgirls
week's
allowance
— and all
of course
like the spectacle of Farnia seeking
that sort of thing. Cupid was
refugeMickey
between
Roach's
legs.
was Hal
secretly
pleased.
smiling on Mickey for a while, but But
it was not long until Fate laughed
That night he confided to his
aloud.
mother that he would gladly trade
Bob McGowan and Mark Golda freckle a day for a similar reward. That same night Mary adaine, Hal Roach's directors of the
ded the puppy and Mickey to the
"kid" company, took the gang to
San Pedro for scenes on the U. S. list of those for whom she sought
S. California There Mary met divine benevolence. Romance again
one of the finest collections of gold
is brewing
among HalAll Roach's
litbraided social lions ever assembled
tle screen rascals.
the world
brighter to freckled Mickey
by the navy. For Mary the ex- seems
Daniels.
perience was a riot, but it made
Cullen, Ball Hero,
Smiles
Cullen Landis is not out for a
Carnegie medal but incidentally
the popular juvenile lead keeps
smiling with a sprained ankle sustained a week ago when playing
base ball with the Cullen Landis
Cubs while he is putting in long
hours at Universal where he is
working in Vitagraph's "One Law
for thewoodWoman"
and hethehasHollyStudios where
the
role
of
evangelist
in
Finis
Fox'
"The Woman Who Sinned."

SATIRIZES
CINEMA
HISTORY
Statisticians have recorded 428 The former Follies humorist also
rerent versions of "the truth does a tense scene from "Over the
Hill", with a typical Rogers witjmttied
Hollywood",
Will Rogers
ticism showing how such poignant
all previousbut efforts
in his
grief
is engendered for the camera.
pt Hal Roach comedy in which
tjgives the low-down on the high- He swings from that to "Robin
Hood" and gently pokes fun at the
est of screen history. Rogers'
agile Mr. Fairbanks.
Mtnitable gift for mimicry is once
panic is expected
'Ire called into play for this pic- by A Halnation-wide
Roach when the public sees
'le to show how "the big moRogers as Valentino, re-enacting
lts" of famous pictures have
the famous bull fight in "Blood and
'|;n achieved.
Marie Mosquini, leading lady
vVith Jay A. Howe directing, he
irts with the Keystone Kops and for
Sand."
the Rogers' Company, is called
personates Ford Sterling as he upon for several clever impersonations in this satire. She is seen as
|is in the teething era of the mon picture industry. It was in this Mabel Normand with the Keystone
luence that Rogers homely but Kops, as Lila Lee in "Blood and
roic countenance stopped the first Sand" and as Enid Bennett in
"Robin Hood".
itard pie of his cinematic career.

Has Had

An

Eventful Year
Louise Fazenda will close her
year in featured role in comedy
drama in which she has negotiated
her work on straight lines. Probably "The Galloping
an
Ince production
,is givingFish,"
her the
biggest scope she has had to date.
Doubtless it is history making in
her unique career. A little over a
year ago, nificance,
unconscious
its sig-a
Louise Fazendaof played
straight role and was elaborately
costumed in Warner Brohters. "The
Beautiful and Damned." She had
little to do, but what she accomplished was outstanding. Two
years
ago, her
for the
first time
she
took off
comedy
makeup,
dressed up and played it straight
in Cosmopolitan's "The Beauty
Shop," winning the plaudits of critics everywhere. So here are three
interesting land marks, all in a
space of two years that are proving the shaping of her career.
Finishes Comedy
Earl Montgomery has completed
production on the third of the Educational-Juvenile comedies, "Over
the Fence." The youthful members of the cast include Ernest
Butterworth, Roger Keene, Joe Butterworth, Jack McHugh, Peter
Cartwright, Tommy Hicks and
Bonnie Barrett.

Hides Plot in Garage
Do you know where to find the
world greatest movie drama?
Is it in the attic, the cellar, in
the inner recesses of your heart,
up your sleeve, or is it waiting to
be plucked from the dining table
between getting out of bed in the
^morning and breakfast?
An ambitious young lady recently "held up" Ralph Block, recent supervisor of productions for
Famous Players-Lasky, and asked
him what
he thought of her wonderful scenario.
"Sounds interesting," said Block,
attempting to maintain a perfect
air of movie enchantment.
"It really is a marvelous story,"
lady,garage
the young
enthused
"and I've
had
it hidden
in my
for
several years, so's nobody could

steal
Ligeit."Invents a
Folding Flivver
What is the standard conversational topic of the day, the subject
to which one can always confidentItly revert?
isn't the weather, any more —
particularly in California, where •
no —"weather,
there is and
" but only
more sunshine.
sunshine
It is the automobile — and, of
course,
predominantly
"flivver,"
since these
are ownedthe and
taken
care of by more people than are
any other sort. Leaving out the
flapper crowd, to whom dancing is
the be-all and end-all, a chance
ph rase about "tire mileage," "new
spark orplugs,"
vs.
six"
"going "four
over cylinders
the Pass in
high," is more likely than anything
else to "step up" a lagging conversation, or even start a whole roomment.ful of people in a babel of arguThis is the reason Jack White
feels that in "Air Pockets" he has
a "sure-fire" comedy, for in it Lige
Conley plays the part of a young
inventor whose life has been given
to the perfection of a folding flivver— easy to park, and no garage
required.
Fred Hibbard directed, and
Olive Borden, Earl Montgomery,
Otto Fries,
Peg inO'Neill
shine Hart are
the cast.and SunTravesty on
Filmland

Tales

Cliff Bowes and Virginia Vance
are doing a travesty on the many
"Hollywood" pictures in their current production, "Film Foolish."
Cliff
is castto asgeta inyoung
"Merton"
who wants
the movies
the
worst way — and lands a job as assistant property man. Virginia is
the leading lady of the film company.
Mae Busc/i made a forty-foot
dive into the •water from the mast
of a big schooner travelling at full
speed
in Finis'
production
"The Women
W hoFox'Sinned"
and
then a short lime later did it the
tive.
second time for the foreign nega-
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Camera! intends to k 'ep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error in Pulse to Editor,Progress
4S9-S69
Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director
Scenarist
Type
Holly 191
BALSHOFER STUDIO, 1329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Prod. Mgr.
5th Episode
3rd Week
Clayton Grandin
Jim Crosby
Serial
Clayton Grandin
Robt. Ramsay
Jim Crosby
Wm. Wallace
L. V. Jefferson "Unarmed"
Holly 313
BERW1LLA STUDIO.
5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyons Production (Arrow release).
Schedule
Eugene DeRue
Eddie Lyons
Ramsey
Cooke
Staff
2--Reel Comedies
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Dearholt Productions.
Neva Gerber Productions.
BRONX
STUDIO.
1745 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, Gen'l Mgr.
Willey Productions.
Fred Reel
Patton-Atkeison
Zerr
Val Lane
Reel
"The East Man"
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC. 69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
Jas. Youag
All-Star
Special
G. P. Saum
C. O. Sessel
"Welcome Stranger"
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
45 1 3 Sunset Blvd.
Fred Caldwell
All-Star
Hollister Rounsaville
J. S. Woodhouse
"Hollywood in 1900"
CENTURY STUDIO. 6 1 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback.Casting
Century Comedies (Universal release).
"Putting It Over"
Noel Smith Pal
Harry Forbes Chas. Lamont Staff
Al Herman Buddy Messinger Wm. Hyers John Ralesco Staff
"Captain
Apple Sauce'
Bob Kerr
McCoy-Earle Jerry Ash
Robt. Tansey Staff
"Brothers-in-Law"
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Chas. Chaplin Charles Chaplin
Wilson-Totheroh
Sutherland "Chuck" Reisner Feature Comedy
2-ReelMgr.
Comedy
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
6 1 0 I Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
Scott Sidney Dorothy Devore
Peterson-Garnett Clemens
CHARLES RAY STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. A. A. Kidder, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
2-Reel Comedy
Bull Montana
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
Ryan Bros. Productions
Ben Cohen
"The Wolf Man1
Geo. Chesebro
Chesebro-Clayton Selander Reed
6-Reel Comedy
Independent
Pictures Corporation.
Jesse Mack
J. Goldberg,
& Gen'l
Mgr.
J. P. McGowan
Walter Griffin
V. Wright Pres. Agnes
Parsons
Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Comedy
Staff
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Comedy
Al. Ray
AU-Star McGill
Staff
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Comedy
F. Hibbard Lloyd Hamilton Corh>
Staff
Fred
Kley,
Studio
Mgr.
FOX STUDIO. James Ryan, Casting.
Ave.
Al St. John
Comedies
Al St. John
Al St. John
Ernest 1401
S. DepewN. Western
Benny Stwloff
Staff
Comedies
Chimpanzees
R.
Tennant
Mark
Sanderich
Seiler Carruth
All-Star Sid Wagner Kingling
Tom Buckinham
Carter
"The Arizona Express"
Chas. Jones Joe August Hough
Wm. Wellman
Hobart
"Not a Drum Was Heard'
Tom Mix
Dan Clark Eugene Forde
J. Blystone
Lee
"Ladies
to Board"
"The Morroco
Box"
David Solomon
Shirley Mason Schneiderman . Edward Bernoudi
E. Mortimer
John Gilbert G. O. Post
Walter Mayo
Fannie
&
Fred
Hatton"Just
Off
Broadway"
John Ford
All-Star Jules
Sehiiciderman
Ed. O'Ferna
"The Plunderer"
Geo. Archainbaud All-Star
Cronjager Hollingshead
845
Glendale
Blvd.
GARSON STUDIO.
BennyWm.
Zeidman
BeaudineProductions.
Bebe Daniels
Chas. Van Enger
James Flood
Dorothy Farnum
"The Taming of the Shrew"
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions. State Rights release).
GRAND
Monty
Banks STUDIO.
Productions. 1438 Gower St. Sam'l Bischoff, Gen. Mgr.
"Racing Luck'
H. Raymaker Monty Banks Ray June
Jack Dawn
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City
"True as Steel"
Rupert Hughes
All-Star John Mescall Albert Kelly Rupert Hughes
Feature Drama
Victor Seastrom
All-Star
M. K. Wilson
Tiffany Productions.
"Mademoiselle Midnight"
Robt. Leonard
Mae Murray Ollie Marsh David Todd
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd.
Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Harold Lloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
Taylor-Newmeyer
H.Lloyd
Lundin
Robt. A. Golden
"The Girl Expert"
Finis Fox Productions. — R. R. Beatty, Bus. Mgr.
Finis Fox
All-Star Hal Mohr
J.Thompson Finis Fox
"A Woman Who Sinned"
Priscilla Moran Productions. — O. M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
Priscilla Moran
Wm. Brush Productions.
Bertram Bracken
Jos. Qonyea
John Prince "The Great Struggle
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Sanford Productions.
Kinemart Productions.
B. Schrader, Casting.
1442 Beachwood Drive.

Drexel 427
2nd Week
2nd Week 578-58
1st Week 593-57
Hollv 009
2nd
2nd Week
Week
2nd Week
Preparing

432-14
Holly
310
3rd Week
Drexel 2 I 1
Editing
Preparing

7th Week
1st Week
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Editing

431-15

598-16

Holly 300
Schedule
4th
Week
4th Week
1st Week
5th
4Preparing
th Week
Week
Preparing
Drexel 008
3rd Week
Holly 269
Holly 016
1st Week
Preparing

761-71
2nd Week
Holly 1 43

18th Week
4th Week
Preparing
1st Week

I

Ca era
Star

Director
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Scenarist
Ass't Director
Cameraman

Type

[E STUDIO.
Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
Stratton Porter Horace
Productions,
i nas H. Ince Corporation.
Del
A"-fJar Henry
Max Dupont
Frank Gerghty
Andrews
"The Galloping Fish"
John Andrews
Griffith Wray All-Star
Sharp Buddy
Ericksen
C.DelGardner
Sullivan "Against
Rules"
All-Star
Lester Manter
L. Hillyer
"Those Whothe Dance"
Re: I Lambert
Pictures,Hillyer
Inc.
Bruce Mitchell
All-Star Stephen Norton
Frank Mills Mitchell-Clawson
"The Inner Sight"
Comedy
TER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Buster Keaton
Buster Keaton
Elgin Lessley Walter Reed Jean Havez
U'KY STUDIOS.
Tom White, Casting. 1520
Pa: noun t Pictures.
(Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Sai Wood Productions
Sam Wood
All-Star
John Waters
Jo! Henabery Productions
Henabery All--Star
Richard Johnston
Irv Willat Productions
\. MAYER STUDIO.
Niblo Productions.

761-731

HthWeek
4th Week
Week
1st
4th Week
4th Week
Holly 2814
Holly 2400

Monte Katterjohn
Edfrled Bingham

"The Next Corner"
"The Stranger"

Editing
9th Week

5360 Melrose Ave.

431-171

ifER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd.
Individual Casting.
B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
Schulberg
Productions
(Preferred
Pictures
Release).
Gasnier
All-Star
Karl Struss George Yohalem
Waldemar Young
jRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
]Geo.
Baker
All-Star
Arnold
|King D.Vidor
Laurette Taylor
Chet Lyons
i Coogan Productions.
|V. Schertzinger
Jackie Coogan
Frank Good
riONAL STUDIO.
1 1 1 6 Lo di St.

Harry Kerr, Casting.
Eddington
Geo. D. Baker
Dave Howard
Brewster

'Poisoned Paradise"
"Revelations"
"Happiness"
"A Boy of Flanders"

^CIPAL PICTURE CORR
Louis Tolhurst
Eddie Cline
Baby Peggy

7250 Santa Monica.
Glenn McWilliams Fred Tyler

STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Mai St. Claire
Alberta Vaughn
Lee Garmes
Lonnie Dorsa
Culver City.
Will
Rogers
Animals
Chas. Chase
Our Gang
Stan Laurel
Spat Family
Glenn Tryon

Warren Doane, Mgr.
Robt.
Doran Vreland
Ross Lederman
B. Currigan
Ed Willatt Leo Gerstad
Harry Gerstad C.Morehouse
Frank Young Wm. Dill
Nick Barrows Lloyd French
Fred Jackman Clyde Hopkins

Holly 4485
7th Week
7th Week
Preparing

Holly 2806
Microscopic Motion PicturesSchedule
'Captain January"
2nd Week

Zamuck

"Julius
Hall" Sees Her"

Holly 7780
2nd Week

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

2-Reel Comedy
1-Reel Comedy
1- Reel Comedy
2- Reel Comedy
2-Reel Comedy
2-Reel Comedy
"Somewhere in Missouri"

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
4th Week

UI.TED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres.
Joakh M. Schneck Productions.
(First National Release).
IF. Borzage Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio O. O. Dull
Sullivan
-jFir)
_ (Jerome
Constance Talmadge Ray Binger
Edward Brophy
NationalStorm
Productions.
Jack Dillon Griffith-Tearle
James Van Tree
J. Dunn
M»rice Tourneur Productions.
Ric ird Walton Tully Productions.
Jos. DeGrasse
All-Star Geo. Reehm
Warrenton-Carpenter Johnson
Fttik Lloyd Productions.
Harry Weil
jFrank Lloyd All-Star
Don Clark
Ernest Laemmle

Holly 7901
2Gth Week
8th Week

Walter Anthony
Grey-Unsell

ISELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1 439 Beachwood Dr.
Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
ford Productions.
jMaloney- Williamson Leo Maloney
J. Badarocca Stratton
NETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Gray
!Del Lord
All-Star
Staff
Del Ruth
Harry Langdon Spear

UfVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Unersal
Co. (Universal Release).
Wm. Film
DuncanManufacturing
Duncan -Johnson
C. Brown
All-Star
Eddie Cline
Reginald Denny
Edward Laemmle Billy Sullivan
Robt. Hill
Laura LaPlante
Jack Rose
Wm. Craft
Wm. Desmond
Jack Hoxie
* Bradbury
Luciano Albertini
JIMarchant
Irving Cummings Herbert Rawlinson

Capitol 2 1 20
1st Week

Holly 4470

(FORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
•d Artists Release.
Raoul
WalshNeilan
DouglasPickford
Fairbanks Rosher
Arthur Edeson
J. T. O'Donahue Staff
"The
ThiefVernon
of Bagdad"
"Dorothy
of Haddon
Marshall
Mary
Staff

iCH STUDIO.
|Jas.
Howe
Len A.
Powers
i James Parrot
(Bob McGowan
Geo. Jeske
Fred Guiol
(Roach-Clements

Page 1 7
Progress

Duncan

Koehner
Hugh Hoffman
V. Nordlinger
Ray
Taylor
Woolstenhume
V AGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
RNER BROS. STUDIOS.
5842 Sunset Blvd.
uer Brothers Productions.
John Stumar
Tenny Wright
Wm. A. Seiter All-Star
David Abel
Frank Strayer
Harry Beaumont All-Star
E. B. DuPar
Wm. Beaudine All-Star
st Lubitsch Productions.

761-721

Holly 7945
"Hunting Trouble'

2nd Week

Drexel 1550
Half Back of Notre Dame" 3rd Week
"Shanghaide Lovers" 2nd Week
'Secrets"
'The Gold Fish'
'The Lilies of the Field'
Flowing
"The
Sea GoM"
Hawk'
"The Fast Expresa"
"Signal
Tower"
"Love Leather
Insurance"
"The
Pushers'
"The Thrill Girl"
"The Riddle Rider"
"The Drifter"
"The Cinema Queen"
"A Virtuous Crook"

Holly 4080
7th Week
:ird
Week
2nd Week
Gth Week
Preparing
433-131
12th Week
9th Week
Preparing
Editing
Schedule
Editing
6th Week
:ird Week
1st Week

598-131
Holly 4181
'How to Kducate a Wife" Preparing
Preparing
•Babbitt"
Lover's Lane"
Preparing
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Zi)t &rt of Pel Canto
jFlorence &berp &tce
•Trarlin- nnb &oloiSt
^dramatic Soprano

J.

VAN

Hollywood
Choice

DEN

AKKER

Jeweler — near Vine Street

Platinum

Diamond Jewelry
(31 years European-American experience)

"Gruen

Telephone 472-707
Residence Studio, 1935 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood

Young woman, university education, excerienced script clerk,
reader and secretary desires position at studio or with writer.
594-117. Apt.7.

W atch Agency"

Waltham and Elgin Watches

| STUDIO SPACE CHEAP
Beat the high cost of studio space,
l-y
rental.equipment.
Dark stage,Tenoffices,
litsislow
and
other
minfrom Broadway.
See
i WILBUR CAMPBELL
753 South Boyle Ave.

CI
V&esi prices in 20 years, Big demand, m
Bijioney
raising
them, Raised
in onemonihJ\\ '
itimip
famous
breeding
stock andsuppHesJfjt
nne space needed to raise theiri.
( Send 2S< for book. on. iM'tTO
MAKE BIG MONEY
SQUABS/^
IM.LYWOOD
SQUABRAISING
FARMS
■HC 114 HOLLYVOOD
CALIF.

'/ExMC

NfOVIpS
O/fSeryjce--

fjwood 1611 - SAMUEL C. SHINE- 6568 So^Mmka
I
General Trucking and Hauling
eproductions, Publicity
Sill Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
,74 Hollywood Blvd. Corner Bronson
IF ITS MADE OF LEATHER
WE HAVE IT
Anything in novelties. And if you
[e interested in Indian apparel, cow[y outfits or smart English Saddlery
pods — we have it.
10
llgfoouu ^vToudig jEeatljcr j§l|op
»ne 432-308
1550 CalmenKa Ave.
RARE
(OUT OF PRINT BOOKS
I Searched free
for of
and charge.
reported upon
HOLLYWOOD BOOK AND
PRINT SHOP
s" Hiuliland Ave.
478-132

A

Flair for Drama
By GEORGE LANDY
Continued from Page 5

entered the vaudeville field he chose this name
because "The Ralstons" was the title of his
favorite novel, by F. Marion Crawford, one of
his dearest friends.
Puritan ancestry is not illogical for an actress.
We are inclined to think of the Puritans merely
in the light of their moralistic tendencies, but
as a matter of fact beneath this forbidding exterior was a great spirit of romance and adventure. It was this that led them to seek their
fortune overseas, and it was this same spirit
which is necessary for the successful actress.
Esther Ralston is going far. This is the
sentiment not only of Ernest Lubitsch and Frank
Lloyd, both of whom are certainly capable
judges, but also of thousands of film fans everywhere who have seen her work on the screen.
In her, Maine gives to the world its fairest
flower, worthy to stand in the select group of
orchidaceous beauty and talent that is composed
of the favorite actresses of filmdom.

Mah
Jong!
By RAYMOND McKEE
Continued from Page 7
A round is ended when the player who started
as E becomes E again, after having lost that
position. A round should be at least four games
and as many more as the number of times E
retains his position by winning.
When there are three players only to make
up a table they take their position by the throw
of the dice in the order of the east, south and
west. The four north winds and the two No. 4
seasons are eliminated from the set, as there is
no N player. Next week I will tell you about
the set, why it is and why it is not. Believe me,
I'll be glad when this is over.
LOCATION LUNCHES
KW1K

Doctors&
FORD
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific
Adustments
Spinal
Individual
Rest
Rooms

O.C., Ph. C. Ground Floor
CHIROPRACTORS
Mas Ford Office
Anna
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12 — 2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8

See Sailing Wolf for that
RADIO SET
THE CHENEY SHOP
6611 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Holly 4158
Visit the Beautiful
GLEN ELLEN TEA ROOM
We specialize in a 85 cent dinner
5:30 — S p. in.
Holly 5120
Special Parties 1020PhoneCherokee
Ave.,
near
llollywod
Blvd.
ment.
b y ArrangeLearn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW!
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ave., at Santa Monica Blvd.
Violet Ray and Electric Massage at
your home or in studio
BLANCHE
COREY
MASSEUSE
BEAUTY CULTURIST
5401
Touraine
447 S.Apartments
Hope
Metropolitan

Holly 7GG0

LUNCH

1G2G Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
75G0 Sunset Blvd.

Did you forge! to send that bouquet
for
take her
carebirthday?
of it for I'hone
you! us, we will
THE ROSE SHOP
6326 Hollywood Boulevard
Phono 438-567

About

of America will do the same. Many of the
Central Labor Unions and local unions in cities
and towns throughout the country have made
definite arrangements to reach each one of their
members for a vote.
Many Professional and Technical Groups Are
Assisting Council
in the "Referendum"
The American
on Education is asking
the presidents of the colleges and universities
to distribute copies of the winning plan and
the ballot to every member of their faculties
and student bodies. Many other colleges and
universities not members of the American Council on Education will also participate in the
"referendum."
The American Academy of Political and Social Science is sending the winning plan and
the ballot to each of its six thousand members.
The American Library Association, with
headquarters in Chicago, is sending to each of
Don't Scan the
Horizon, Says George
George
O'Hara,
thecompleted
erudite
young
star, who
has just
sixteen months of highly successstardomthrough
in "Fighting
Blood"
has ful
risen
his popularity
to the heights of mentor elect to
the youth of the country who in
their letters to him are constantly
asking advice.
"Do the duty that lies nearest to
you," is the sage counsel Mr.
O'Hara is sending forth.
"This is good advice to anybody
and certainly to the fellow in picthe Sennett
star, who Studios
began
hiscareertures,"ataffirmsthe
where he never dreamed of upstaging any task given him to do.
"The trouble is that the majority
of people portadon't
appreciate
imnce of disposing
of thethethings
that are nearest to them. They
grope and dream and so time
passes. Most of the successful motion picture actors started out in a
humble way, grateful merely to be
occupied with any branch of the
profession.
who
keeps
his eyesTheopen"prop"
is on man
the road
to success, so is the assistant director, the assistant cameraman
and the disputing extra. Just the
accomplishment of the task nearest
will work the marvel.
"Of course the things that are
farthest are the most alluring. But
when
the arts,
a long
climb one
to enters
Olympus
and it's
I believe
routine is purposely obstructing
one's accept
path. itIf as
the part
screenof actor
will
only
the game
it will automatically become a
blessing in disguise."
By strict adherence to a diet of
lamhchops and pineapple , Jacqueline Logan has managed to loose
three pounds and four ounces. This
is in preparation for her next feature role at Lastly studio, as yet
unannounced.
After a brief rest following the
editing
of "FlamingGeorge
Barriers."
his
latest production,
Melford
has been recalled to the I.asky studio to begin preparations for his
next picture, •which will be started
early in January.

Can 'o
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the Peace
Award
Continued from Page 6

the six thousand libraries which are its members copies of the plan and ballots. Over 400
libraries
already
placed their
for
additionalhave
plans
and ballots
with "orders"
the Award
Committee.
All Religious Groups Participating
One hundred and twenty thousand ministers
will present the winning plan and ballots to
their congregations through the efforts of the
Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in
America, which includes thirty denominations
and represents a church membership of over
twenty millions. Each one of these ministers
will have a ballot with room for a number of
signatures from the members of his congregation. He will certify to the genuineness of these
signatures in returning them to the offices of
the Award.
The National Catholic Welfare Council, including the National Council of Catholic Men

Welcome

Stranger"
Under
Way

Actual filming of "Welcome
Stranger", the Belasco production
adapted
Aaron
Broadwayfrom
success
of Hoffman's
the same
name, has begun at the United
Studios under the direction of
James Young.
According to announcement of
Edward Belasco, president of the
organization, "Welcome Stranger"
will be in the nature of a "special"
and
reels.will be released in six or seven
The play, which ran for a year
at the Harris Theater, promises to
be an even greater success, according to Director Young who has just
returned from New York where he
went for a conference with the
author regarding the dramatic
treatment
version. of the story in the film
The all-star cast, which will interpret this play, is headed by
Florence Vidor, Lloyd Hughes and
Dore Davidson. Each of these
three players now is appearing in
one or more big productions which
has just been completed. Miss
Vidor had the leading feminine
role in "The Marriage Circle" and
"The Virginian". Hughes recently
appeared in the male lead of First
National's "The Huntress" and
Davidson, who won much fame in
the
father
role of of"Humoresque",
is also
a member
the cast interpreting Cosmopolitan's "Cain
and Mable."
A number of other film celebreties will be signed this week for
parts in "Welcome Stranger".
Rube Boyce, assistant camera
man for Richard Walton Tully,
was so badly smeared with crude
oil during the taking of some gusher scenes for "Flowing Gold" , First
National's next Tully production,
that it became necessary for him to
have his hair shingled close to his
head. Anna Q. Nilsson, feminine
lead of the cast, who recently underwent an internationally famous
hair-cut
"Ponjola", now has
notbino onforRube.

and the National Council of Catholic W
will reach every one of its local groups.
The Jewish Welfare Board will react
of its members directly with the plan and
accompanied by a letter from its president
American Jewish Committee will directly
larize its full membership, anil it will ah
upon its affiliated organizations to assist
"referendum." The American Jewish Co.
will submit the plan and ballot to all del
in the Congress.
The General Conference of the Religio
ciety of Friends will reach many thousat
its members all over the country. It wil
send out preliminary letters to each one
members.
Hundreds of local organizations and i
tions of all kinds are co-operating in the
erendum." The definite arrangements m
these will be announced in the near futur

Gobs Glimpse

Will Celebrate

Capers
"Gang's'
A desperate band of buccaneers
recently swept down upon the U. S.
S. California, Flagship of the Pacific Fleet, ruled supreme for several days, all but scuttled the boat,
and then went away. They returned the other night as guests of the
ship's officers and men, who saw
comedy.
upon the screen Hal Roach's little
rascals in their latest "Our Gang"

Christmas
LTniversal City is to have ■
old fashioned English ChriH
with English Holly, the Yultl
the roast suckling pig, and i
trimmings,
in "Theis toInhet
which King forBaggot
ma
the next big Mary Philbin s|
there are several scenes
around the holidays as enjoy
John and Mrs. Bull.
"The Inheritors" is an E
story by I. A. R. Wylie, for
Baggot has personally supei
the script, and he has seen
that the Yuletide scenes w
shot on December 2+ or
close thereto.
Baggot was the discover
Mary Philbin's talents, givin
her
firstandbigit ispart
in "H
Hearts"
a mutual
ure for the star and director
re-united at the studio once

The gobs
of Uncle
floating
fortress
had asSam's
much huge
fun
as the kids themselves during their
work on the battleship. It was a
pirate picture, in which the gang
hoisted a skull and cross-bones on
an old fishing boat and started out
to loot and pillage. Officers of the
warship saw the pirate flag and
brought the young buccaneers
aboard to see what it was all
about.
The ship'sand
officers
Bob McGowan
Markextended
Goldaine, Hal Roach's directors, every
possible courtesy and even appeared as atmosphere in some of
the scenes.
The preview on the California,
after the picture was completed,
was what is technically known in
theatrical circles as a riot. Afterwards members of the cast, their
parents and a delegation from the
Hal Roach Studios were entertained in the officers' quarters.
At last in the annals of science
can be written the real definition
of "steam". It comes from no less
an authority than Gertrude Olmstead, who may be seen cavorting
opposite Tom Mix these days in
his ne<w picture, "Ladies To
Board" on the William Fox Hollywood lot. "Steam", declares Miss
Olmstead — and who is there to dispute her? — "is water gone crazy
with the heat".
ClyderectorE.
assistant
diat theHopkins,
Hal Roach
Studios,
] was cut about the face and hands
when his car collided with another
machine parked on the wrong side
the road. He was able to come
I toof
up. work
the next day — all bandaged

Will Golf to
Kill Weig
Because he fears the advar
the years may eventually
him more avoirdupois thai
cares to pack around, King B<
famous Universal director, ha
cided to go in strong for golf
has bought a complete new
including
the well
knowneyesknio
and
is casting
longing
greens of the Annandale Co
Club, Inheritors,"
hoping that starring
his wor
"The
Philbin, will give him leisu
run out that far and swini
clubs about the picturesque Ai
dale scenery. Baggot, when
fed by friends about his g'
prowess,a birdie
declaredon athatLonghe IN**
made
golf course, but that he will I'm
be satisfied in California unt hi
has nineteenth
made an hole,
eagle —at and
the
that. n< *•

Arvid Gillstrom, who is d
ing the current Juvenile co 4J
the "lu
for Jackin White,
picture
which directed
Baby Peggy
individually starred. Little . W
nie Foxlife.
heads the cast of the I 1
Scout
production, which deals with *1
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Perfume

rator^/
puj oproducers
jxclusivc
of
MNSPARENCY TITLES
h a ncvO process on a patented
,$25,000.00 machine
11 LILLIAN WAY
HOLLY 1696

PERSONAL
UBL1CITY
AtHXCELLENT
OSTIVELY
PUTS
PICTUPt
PEOPLE IN
PEP/WOT
UBLIC FAVOR
Vr//r» Ji>r parf/ca/ars , oq jee
lO.Box 176, Hollywood. Station
Or, In care of
mf*
2nd. FLOor,
6318
Blvd.,
tietlxn-LYwooo
Cat
HOLLYWOOD
Qlif
P«OHC 433-869

[. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly ot Nn« York
blcUTE OR CHRONIC DISEASES
«548 Hollywood Blvd.
urs 2-5 P. M. or by Appointment

BRUNO
blicity Photos, Professional Photos,
Casting Director Photos
2 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Telephone 431-92D

Replaces
Music Now

Sid Grauman, profiting by an
example of the ancient Greeks,
long ago learned to put his audiences into an easily impressionable
mood by wafting perfume through
his theatres. A night scene in a
Hindu temple brought soft lights
and a heavy, oriental perfume. A
spring afternoon in the sunlit meadows brought brilliant lights and
the odor of new-mown hay.
Now comes Carmel Myers with
a page from the same book. For
several years directors have realized the aid music on the set gives
to the picture player. But Miss
Myers declares music is an intellectual diversion rather than an
emotional stimulus with her and
that perfume is the one thing that
inspires her moods.
So with each gown she has an
individual perfume. For by her
gowns you may know her picture
play moods. Appealing to the
senses of men, in seductive black
silk or velvet, she uses the heavy
narcissus. Frivolous, in a fussy,
furbelowed gown, she uses djerkiss. Simple and demure, in a
straight-lined gown of plain materials, she uses a suggestion of
violet. Changeable and chamelonlike, she combines the narcissus
and the djer-kiss.
Alberta Vaughn is now engaged
at Robertson-Cole in the first of
a series of two-reelers , titled "The
Telephone Girl," in 'which she is
being featured. Under the direction of Mai St. Claire, the first
picture is to be named "Julius Sees
Experience
Her."
Aided

Him

Tom Bates, who plays the role
of Judge Halloran in Richard Walton Tully's screen version of
"Flowing Gold," is one of the real
old-timers. He claims he has performed with traveling repertoire
troups in everything from diningrooms and livery stables to sawmills.

HAVE

All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone 874-172

TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 828-538
Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
DR. W. I. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
Join the Kings and Queens of
MOVIELAND
at our Friday Nite show
where boxing reigns supreme
Hollywood
Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro ave

S. M. WERSHOW
Ladies' Tailor
7066 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood

LEE

SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone 598-207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western

Riding Habits
Sports Wear
Suits

YOU
A PICTURE
FOR
SALE?
I can sell it outright. See me for quick results
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
B>ix Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 4275

HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit, Universal
Current Robert
production,
Thrill Girl"
Hill, "The
Directing
Recent Releases, "Gossip," "Crossed
Wires," "Town Scandal," "Sawdust."
"The Untameable," "The Wild Party."
Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photograph!/
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774
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HOWARD

GAYE

DONNA

HALE

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

COY
Age 10.

WATSON, JR.
CHILD LEADS
Drexel 3616

MARY

RUBY

Ingenue
594-774

RENALLES,

Inc.

Spiritual Trend
in This Part
Cullen Landis is preparing to
give to the silversheet his first role
of big spiritual proportions in the
Finis Fox production, "The Woman
Who Sinned" in which he will play
an evangelist. Usually cast for
sympathetic characterizations and
supplying in a picture the note of
tenderness and kindness, Mr. Landis goes a step further in an opportunity that will show him a
power for good.
With many other serious actors,
Mr. Landis believes that the present age is full of uplifting influences following the debacle of the
world war and the aftermath of
loose ends and that the public welcomes pictures that inspire thought.
So he is happy to play such a role
as is provided for him in "The
Woman Who Sinned" for he thinks
it will not only do him no end of
good but every serious minded person as well who will see the completed picture.
Freckled Mickey Daniels of Hal
Roach's "Our Gang" comedies
praises his elders note and then
with
a classic
The crinkling
other dayhe came
to hisline.
director
his nose and squinting his eyes —
"Say, Mr. Goldaine — 'Why Worry'
'Rosita' about 'The Spat Family'
nhen 'Our Gang' is aroundf"
JOE DED

*

She Went Right
Into the Limelight
In the short space of three years,
Estelle Taylor, one of the most
charming of leading women, has
gained an enviable reputation in
the picture industry.
Indeed,
Miss Taylor's
has
been
phenomenal.
Cecile rise
DeMille
had no sooner engaged her for one
of the leading roles in "The Ten
Commandments,"
MaryherPick-to
ford
immediately than
signed
play Mary Queen of Scots in "DorVernon of
Hall,"
which othy
is being
madeHadden
under the
direction of Marshall Neilan.
Few dramatically inclined young
women merge from schools of dramatics with any degree of success
in view. In fact, most of them suffer many trials and tribulations before attaining any measure of popularity. Not so with Miss Taylor.
She sprang
of Sargent's
matic Schoolout
in New
York intoDrathe
theatrical limelight in the short
space of fifteen months, the time
required to complete the course.
It was Cieorge B. Hobart, theatrical producer, who first saw the
remarkable dramatic ability and
versatility in Miss Taylor. And
he promptly engaged her for the
leading
role was
in "Come
on Charlie."
Her success
instantaneous.
She
was in demand not only by theatrical producers, but also by motion
picture
producers.
Fortunately,
she was enabled to
accept andfessions.
perform
both while
proThat is toin say,
playing before the footlights, she
was also
able to appear before the
silent
camera.
Miss Taylor's entire physical appearance, as well as her personality, fulfilled in every degree DeMille's
picture ofandMiriam,
famous Prophetess
sister oftheMoses,
that she was acclaimed a find for
"The Ten Commandments." Of
medium height, brown hair and
brown
and olive
skin — this,
in
short,eyes,
describes
Miss Taylor.
Throughout her entire motion
picture experience she has played
leads or heavy leads. For the past
two and a half years she was with
Fox Film Corporation. Some of
the most prominent of Miss. Ttylor's appearances have been made
in "While New York Sleeps,"
"Blind Wives," "Footfalls." "Bavu," "The Count of Monte Cristo,"
"Scarlet Shadows," "A Fool There
Was," and "Thorns and Orange

By Bert Tracy

Room 212
641 1 Hollywood Blvd.
(OVER LEVY'S)

"The

''Where

Elk's Tooth"

all

good

film j oik get

together."
NEW CAFE
JOHN'S
6382 Hollywood Blvd.

Joe Ded says
the difference betn-een Lon Chaney and
a gambler is that one hunches his back
and the other backs his hunches.

Blossoms."
Phone. Day and Night: 430-530
DR. D. W. MacMILLAN. M. D.
Honor graduate McGill University
Diseases of Women and Children, genitourinary disorders
Hours: 2-5, 6-8
6047% Hollywood Blvd. at Cower St.
RAY LA VERNE
MOTION PICTbRE
CASTING OFFICE
1521 North Bronson Ave.
Registrations from 9:30 A. M. to 3:00 P. M. Daily.
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FINE ARTS THEATRE,
A WEIRD
SATIRIC MELODRAMA
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pictures
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Wednesday and Saturday. 50c, 75c. $1.00.

By KARL CAPEK
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There is an opening for a tew
well acquainted men to receive
applications. Apply at address
listed below.

Special Open Charter Membership Fee NOW $10.00— $50.00
After Charter Closes.

Southern California

APPLICATION

FOR* MEMBERSHIP

Hollywood Lodge — Loyal Order of Moose
Headquarters, Corner of Hollywood Blvd. and Gower St., Hollywood
CAMPAIGN FOR 2,000 MEMBERS AND
HOLLYWOOD CLUBHOUSE

Dal?
, 192
Being a believer in a Supreme Being, over 21 years of age, and of the
White (Caucasian) Race, I hereby make application for membership in
Hollywood Lodge, Loyal Order of Moose.

Headquarters

li'.
Hollywood Blvd. and Gower St.

A

My age is
Address

L

Occupation.
Phone.
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We

state right productions for twelve years.

UNO
TRADE MARK

We

have been successful distributors of

We are qualified to handle your distribution
problem !
Stein & Bilehik, Certified Public Accountants, and
our fiscal agents, will handle all accounts, statements
and moneys for the producer, assuring — no juggling!
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We feel obligated for our own safety's sake to help
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We deserve your consideration!
Reputable Pictures Corporation
220 West 42nd Street
New York City
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*
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Special open charter membership
NOW
Now

DOROTHY
CHASE
THREE YEARS EXPERIENCE PARTS AND BITS

Organizing in Hollywood

WILL

W. C. THOMPSON, Manager Los Angeles Office
840 South Olive Street : Los Angeles, California

fee

$10— After Charter Closes $50
is the time to make application to

join the Hollywood Lodge — Loyal Order of Moose — the motion picture lodge.
For further information write or call
J. J. ARTZER,

at

Southern California Headquarters
HOLLYWOOD BLVD. AND GOWER ST.
This lodge will be instituted the first week in January
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Bethlehem

And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping
•watch over their flock by night. And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them,
and the glory of the Lord came upon them; and they were sore afraid. And the
angel said unto them, "Fear not: for behold, I bring you good tidings of great
joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this day in the city of
David a Saviour which is Christ the Lord. And this shall be a sign unto you;
ye
shall find
babewith
wrapped
in swaddling
clothes,
in a manger."
And
suddenly
therethewas
the angel
a multitude
of thelying
heavenly
host, praising
God, and singing, "Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good-will
toward men."
Luke 2: 8-14.
Christmas . . . cold, bitterly cold . . . swirling snow through a black sky
. . .side .the
pr|<=amclamor
">f a in
myriad
stars . . . . • .theechoes
resounding
country. .frostv
Yuletide
the cities
warmth
and cheero'erof the
a thousand
hcaithfires . . . tnree inousand miles away . . . the soft lapping of the tide on a
southern strand . . . gay zephyrs capering through languid palm trees . . . the
call of a nightbird . . . snow-capped mountains . . . the voluptuous fragrances
of semi-tropical lands . . . Christmas.
Great monarchs,. warriors, scholars and artists, geniuses whose names and achievements Time cannot dim, have come and gone in the centuries since the Star of Bethlehem
heralded the birth of the King, yet today there is no time of the year when we so unanimously turn to commemoration and celebration. It seems that when Christmas draws
out thoughts turn to the fine things of life with inunseen power,
by some
nigh, urged
creased fervor
and devotion,
and our efforts and enthusiasm are all directed to bring
greater joy and happiness to one another.
Entrenched armies in the height of terrific battle; great naval armadas moving to
war; soldiers and statesmen directing the destiny of the world, all have declared a lull
when Christmas came 'round, and peace has hovered over them while they spread cheer
in the true Christmas spirit. Why they have thus momentarily dropped their quarrels
it. It is just the Spirit of Christto explain
at a loss fashion
they would
is unknown;
mas and it hasevenworked
in this bemiraculous
for hundreds of years.
It is the same story from one end of the earth to the other, in the snowy regions of
the north or the everlasting summer of the south. Christmas has a great, an indefinable
good-fellowship.
meaning, that all respect. It embodies joy, happiness, peace, fraternity, earth
have been
It is a suggestion of the ideal state toward which the people of the
striving since time immemorial. And its symbol is the Star of Bethlehem, leading on and
on to perfect and well-ordered mortal life, and then leading on to what we do not know,
but of which we have conjectured much. And while the world and its people are still
far from the goal it seems that they are making progress, if one will only overlook some
state, with condiof the sad conditions of today and compare them, even in their present and
the wish for
tions a century or two ago. Yes, the world is coming along nicely
will some
that
one
inspired
and
genuine
a
is
men'
toward
good-will
earth;
on
"peace
day resolve into an accepted state of affairs throughout the universe.
And this Christmas may the reflected light of the Star of Bethlehem lead each and
the year to come, and create among us a more
every one of us to greater endeavor in Thus
we will be doing our bit to make the
haromnious and fraternal intercourse.
Christmas spirit abide with us throughout the entire year and the years to come.
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The

Shorter

fhe picture business will see striking imirements the next season. The improveJits will be evident in every phase of picmaking, from the time a story is purSsed for production, through the producm process on to the final stage of publicity
A exploitation.
It is my opinion, therefore, that next seasiFirst:
will bring
aboutmore
— dramatic features.
Shorter,
lecond: The two-a-day policy will gain
zjater vogue in the larger cities,
ffhird: Waste in production will be elimjted, and more efficiency will be utilized in
I present method of making pictures,
fhere is no doubt in my mind that the
ilrter length feature of the five or six-reel
»e will be made by all far-sighted probers. It has often been contended that a
iducer could not do justice to most stories
Jhin this limit. A contradiction to this beI and its proof can be found in the fact
It during the earliest days of picture makJIries
thewere
mostmade
powerful
and ordramatic
in three
four reels,of
ley resorted to no padding in those days,
p there is no reason why the early state of
kirs cannot be put in force today with all
r modern contrivances and lighting techlue.
put a mere glance at the trade journals,
p a conference with leading exhibitors
foughout the country, has convinced me

Alberta

of

ny maurice

that the shorter feature is in great demand.
And quite naturally so. For it gives an exhibitor an opportunity to vary his program,
to make it more interesting and worth while
for his patrons. This fact born in mind by
producers will be a great factor in swinging
the public pendulum toward a greater appreciation of the motion picture.
Heretofore, very little if any attention has
been paid to the two-a-day policy. A handful of theatres have tried and are still trying
the experiment, and in many of these cases
it is proving very valuable indeed. Only
production, of course, of a very high calibre
can help to increase the idea of the two-a-day
plan. Next season will see these productions,
and next season will also see a large number of theatres in the bigger cities putting
over this effective and profitable policy.
The curtailment of waste in the business
has been dealt with in every form and variety,
by leading
producers.
Some of their
ments are sound
and constructive,
but arguthey
all fail in pointing out the key to the entire
situation. Briefly, it is this: When a story
is finally selected for production, the entire
skeleton leading to its production must be
gone tion
over
carefully.
waste in produchas been
due toThecarelessness
in not
thoroughly planning beforehand. Producers
merely made notations of what was needed,
and then proceeded to film themselves into
financial ruin. If the elements necessary to

the

ilAn expressive shrug of a pretty shoulder,
[rhic raising of the other, may have lead to
IE fall of more men than one, but it brought
put the rise of Alberta Vaughn in the
I btion picture industry.
Like all young girls who are now playing
lliured roles in photoplays, Miss Vaughn
d to start in the business. Like most of
lem, her debut was not without its hardlips. Plodding from studio casting office
I studio casting office was only one of her
pes. At the time when she decided to make
llr career one of entertainment of the world
j large, Alberta was— very, very young —
jrely fifteen years of age.
Her first experience before the camera
bs a lucky one; lucky, in that she was retired to wear an evening gown that was cut
iceedingly low in the back. In Virginia,
here the youthful Miss Vaughn hailed
bm before her initiation into Hollywood
[ciety, that gown would have won for her
e combined censure of every minister and
>ssible Blue Law advocate in the state,
ut in the movies, it was quite the thing.
Miss Vaughn had at that time, and still
ps, one of the most beautiful backs in the
udios. Her appearance in the evening
Jwn was startling, not because the gown
as more immodest than others or because
lere weren't others on the set just as lowit; but shoulders
simply because
Vaughn's
eautiful
and backMiss
are such
that
eople who see them gasp and stare in unisguised admiration. On this particular ocision the entire aggregation of people on
ie set stared. Not the least important of
lose who expressed admiration was George
lelford, then and now a producer with
amous Players-Lasky. It was Melford who
'as making the picture in which Miss
'aughn made her debut before the camera,
'hat picture was later titled "The Faith
lealer."
To a certain extent, Miss Vaughn's back

Feature

Chic
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Shrug

tourneur

picture cussed
making
are carefully
and scheduled
there canweighed,
never bedis-a
just cause for expenditures far beyond a
producer's dreams.

»x

JAMES

M. FIDLEK

worked a disadvantage to her. This was because, on account of its beauty, Melford reclosethe.tolens.
the camera
but with quested
herher to
backstand
toward
A severe—
blow!
However, Melford's
rivited
on her throughout
the scenesattention
that followed.
He perceived that she "could almost talk
with
her back
shoulders";
that she than
expressed
with her
to the camera
most ofmore
the
others did facing the lens.
Melford immediately gave her a bit. Miss
Vaughn was just as pretty in the face as her
shoulders and back indicated, but she was
very young — only fifteen. It was this age
that proved a handicap. Had she been older,
she would have played an important role in
"The Faith Healer." As it was, Melford
predicted great things for her and sent her
to interview L. M. Goodstadt, Lasky casting
director. Again, her age was against her.
Paramount had no opening then (this was
two years ago) for a fifteen-year-old girl.
But Goodstadt, interested in her beauty, her
expressive eyes and her beautiful shoulders
and back, placed her name in a book for
future reference.
However, the initial foundation for fame
had been already been laid. The story of
the expressive back and of the "talking
shrug" passed from mouth to mouth. It became common knowledge within a few days
and little Miss Vaugn was called to the Fox
studios.
There her actual career began. She was
cast in small bits. Her ability brought her
newspaper notices and her personality
elicited fan letters — something almost unheard of for a player of such small parts.
It is an actual fact that when she was not
given screen credit, fan letters arrived at the
Fox studio addressed to "The pretty browneyed girl who played in such-and-such a
and
Between times, Miss Vaughn went out But
honors in several beauty contests.
won
picture."

she became so busy that limited time prevented her making a practice of this. She
entered three contests, carried off two first
places
third. and was one of several winners in the
All these things seized upon the attention
of Mack Scnnett, who makes few bad selections when he chooses his leading ladies.
He called Miss Vaughn she had now passed
her sixteenth birthday) for an interview.
Out of it came a contract, and she became a
leading lady in Sennett comedies; wonderful
progress for a girl who, had been in the
Continued on Page 19
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Flashes

Alec B. Francis, and his
bride spent last week in
San Francisco on their
honeymoon. On Saturday
evening Mr. Francis made
a personal appearance at
both the California and
the Granada Theaters to
speak in behalf of the
forthcoming Wampas ball,
and as usual met with a
warm reception from the
large audiences.
Milton E. Hoffman, managing director or
the Metro Studios, and his wife spent a day or
two last week in San Francisco, en-route to
Honolulu. They said that the trip was one
purely for rest and pleasure after two years
of very hard work, and that they were looking
forward even more to the pleasures of the sea
voyage than to Honolulu itself. They expect
to be back in town in time for the Wampas
ball in January.

"Scaramouche" is in the fifth and last week
of its successful run at the Capitol Theatre.
"The White Sister?', screen version of F.
Marion
Crawford's
will offollow
in the theatre,
openingfamous
on thenovel,
evening
Dec.
23rd. This picture made in Italy, and starring
Lillian Gish, has been drawing huge crowds
in the east wherever it has been shown, and

crawford

the fact that Frank Bacon, its author at
until his death, its leading man, was a Si
Francisco boy, and the promise of part of tl
original New York company, has combined
make an unparalleled demand for the seats.

Garrett Graham, head publicity man of the
Roach Studios, and at present loaned to the
Wampas, came to town last Saturday to begin
the advance work for the staging of the big
Wampas Ball and Frolic at the Civic Auditorium on the evening of January Nineteenth.
Even before his arrival the event had been
started off with a rush by the purchase by
Louis Graf, president of the film organization
that bears his name, of a thousand tickets.
Prominent city officials, the members of the
press, educators, and social leaders are all willing to lend their hearty support and endorsement, and the honorary and active committees
of the mammoth ball will read like "Who's
Who in The World of Affairs."

The members of the Screen Civic Clu
which includes in its membership considerab
vaudeville talent, entertained the woundi
veterans at Letterman General Hospital wi
alastvaried,
week. and enjoyable program one nig

SAMMY

Cfjrtetmag

and a
Jlrigfjt Jgeto

kerr

is said to be not only one of the largest and
most expensive pictures of the year, but one of
the most artistic. Ned Holmes, who is handling the exploitation of the film came to town
last week, and is a guest at the St. Francis.

wishes you a
^unfifymp

py agnes

Max Graf, director of production for the
Graf Films, will return from New York where
he has been for some weeks on business for
the organization, within a few days. He will
stop over in Los Angeles on his way home to
make some of the preliminary arrangements
for the filming of "The Wise Son", screen
version of Charles Sherman's widely read
novel, work on which will begin early in January at the Pacific Studios in San Mateo.
One of the largest advance sales ever
recorded in San Francisco is that for "Lightnin1 " coming to the Columbia Theatre next
Sunday.
play's record-breaking
run of
three
yearsThe
on Broadway,
and two in Chicago,

Articles of incorporation for the Mazdashea
Picture Corporation, a new production organization to have headquarters in San Francisco,
were filed with the county clerk last week. The
capitalization is $500,000.

SUNSHINE

Frisco

gear

Two committees visited Los Angeles la
week to lay before the Southern Californ
Picture Producers, the advantages and poss
bilities of San Francisco as a picture makir
center. The committies included F. T. Litcl
field, director of the industrial department .
the Chamber of Commerce; L. V. Riddle, pres
dent of the Homebuilders association; Cly<
Healy, assistant city engineer, John Daniel, i
the Parkside Realty company; Supervisors
Emmet Haydon, Angelo J. Rossi, Kichai
Welch, and Daniel O'Brien, chief of police.
Margaret
Stewart,
charming -.creen
actres
arrived
on the
liner Wilhelmina
from Hawa
last
week.
She
has
been
working
on
a
pictu
there.
Richard Thomas, young director wai_i
Oakland lately and announced the early
ing
of William
Pelley's
story "Wh:an
Women
Love", toDudley
be made
in Oakland
backed by Oakland capital. The filming wi
begin early in January, and the technical sta
Continued on Page 22
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Figures

That

Lie
3y MARGUERITE COURTOT McKEE
hop for your fur trimmed gowns now, bethey go sky high. Because, even now, fur
juite expensive. Once a gentleman of the
school asked of his modishly gowned daugh"Why do you wear fur on the bottom of
jj r dress where it can neither keep you warm
set off your face?" The answer was, "To
Iw that I can afford it." That is the only
son the fair sex can have for wearing it this
r. A favorite fancy of some authoritative
digners is an evening gown of richest and
nit delicate material made along severely
pie lines with no trimming but a band of
weighting the bottom of the skirt. The picsque quality of a gown of white and silver
bcade outlined against fair neck and arms,
h a single row of rhinestones and banded
a lost knee deep with sable, is striking and
f lis in the vision of the couturiere a pattern
many of the most attractive things evolved
ijdress for formal wear. Frosty tulle drapers are edged with furs of the lighter sort or
\ h marabout.
Satins, crepes, Kasha cloth
a I Salome velvets in white or any delicate
c >r are framed in brown or black fur, and in
■ le of the smartest costumes fur is used so
I ishly as to make the material of the dress
riper appear to be the trimming. This seas. fur is the thing whether it emphasizes the
iportance of an afternoon gown of warm fabil adorns the evening gown of garish brocle or picks out the airy crispness of a scarf
(Itulle.
Lunching at the Biltmore the other day, I obaved a winter symphony of ivory Salome veli and fur. The lovely person wearing it was
i slender figure, patrician features and had
ijiny-black hair. The bodice was plain, though
at in fitting with bateau neck and it was
: eveless. All in one piece the velvet was
|iwn to one side and caught over the hip
jth a long narrow ornament of pearls that
nded the front with the back. The bottom
i the skirt was irregular so that it appeared
cascade and was finished with a border of
)wn fox eight or ten inches wide. With this
is worn a turban of white and silver broie, silver brocade slippers and the daintiest
lite chantilly lace stockings.
Mah
Jong!
By RAYMOND McKEE
Last week I told you about the players, etc.,
id now I am going to tell you about the standd set of Mah Jong. It consists of 136 pieces,
tiich are divided into five suits: Bamboos,
laracters, Circles, Winds and Dragons. The
jouble
most rulethatbooks,
is that itthein Ianhage iswith
so technical
one throws
the
re before long. No matter what else I write,
II not be technical, because I don't know how,
} if you'll bear with me until I get into this
ling, you'll know less than nothing.
•Each suit must contain four duplicates of
kch piece. The Bamboos, Characters, and
ircles are numbered 1 to 9. The Winds are
ast, South, West and North. The Dragons,
J Colors, Red, White and Green. You had
ptter lay your set on the table and lay out your
:eces as we come to them. Then they will be
pressed upon your mind. Any game played
ith a set which is proved to be imperfect is
id, provided the imperfection is discovered
-nd announced before any player announces
pah Jong! Any previous scores made with
lat set shall stand. Tiles not of uniform size,
lickness or color may be deemed imperfect,
'he standard set may contain 8 extra pieces,
Continued on Page 22

Philosophy
Palmborg's
Paragraphs
(Being one of a series of impressions of film folk and
cinemaland anecdotes as written by a motion picture insurance man. By C. F. Palmborg, special analyst and Hollyuood representative of the New York Life Insurance Company).
Never have I heard anything but praise for
Conrad Nagel. Wherever his name is mentioned— in the office, the studio or the home,
people become interested and make statements
such as "Now there is a fine fellow, I admire
him very much," or "He is a man I would like
to I,know."
too, am one of his admirers. There is
something about him that wins a person right
from the start. Perhaps it is his friendliness,
which is so sincere, or his smile that is bound
to inspire confidence.
His personal appearance is very pleasing — a
tall chap, slight of build, active and agile, with
blue eyes, and golden hair. One immediately
feels his wholesomeness — that he is strong,
gentle and refined, a man who can be depended
upon.
I had the pleasure of meeting his father Dr.
Nagel, a fine, serious-minded man, with decided opinions of right and wrong. The influence of his training and association with his
son is plainly seen. He, also, is an artist of
note — an accomplished pianist.
Conrad Nagel would succeed in the business
world, just as he has in his chosen career. He
has a goal in view towards which he is working; he has directness and force and a certain
purpose in life which he aims to carry out. He
is not one who is carried hither and yon by the
winds of fate; he knows the direction he is
headed for and he is sticking to that course.
Being very popular he is much in demand
and his working hours are long. While he and
I were conducting our business it was necessary for me to see him several times. As he
often left for work early in the morning and
did not return until late at night our appointments were at the studio or on locations,
snatched at times when he was not on the set.
It was interesting to watch him swing into
the character he was playing, instantly changing from the Conrad Nagel I knew, to the man
in the story. His facial expressions would
change immediately and his walk and manner
of carrying himself, until there was an entirely
different person before me. He did it all so naturally and easily — he simply stepped into another man's personality. As soon as he was
through, he was back with me, picking up the
threads of the conversation, as though there
had been no interruption.
He has a dear little daughter named Ruth
who is the apple of his eye. His wife is a cultured, winsome lady devoted to her home and
family. They have a delightful home nestled
on the side of a Hollywood hill, with a spacious lawn about it for the small daughter to
play on.
The three are great pals and are seldom separated. Whenever he is called east, which is
often, the rest of the family pack their luggage
and go with him. I should judge that he is
not contented without them and a man cannot
give the best that is in him when discontented.
wife establishes their home
thisis his
Realizing he
wherever
called.

We can look for big things from Conrad
a thinker, an industria builder,
he is He
Nagelous— worker.
has laid a firm foundation and
his future is assured.

PEACE: GOODWILL:
By Eric Mayne
A Merry Christmas to us all, and God
bless us every one.
The Angeles sang, "Peace on earth, good
will toward men."
The Heavenly introduction of the greatest
spiritual and moral teacher this earth has
ever known.
The Angels sang that song of glorified
humanity, but the world of men has never
joined in the chorus.
Today the greatest evidence of strong and
acceptable manhood is the readiness to fight.
If a country thinks well enough of a man
to accept him as a countryman, he must be
ready to fight.
If a man has any pride in, and devotion to
his country, he must fight.
The greatest proof of Patriotism is the
readiness to fight.
If a man will not fight, neither shall he
live; — at any rate not as a straight forward,
self-respecting man — .
There are no exceptions to this Pacifist
prejudices, conscientious objections are of no
avail. If a Country wishes to live it must
fight, and if a man wishes to live in that
Country he must fight. Before God and
man he can do no other.

And yet the Angels sang of "Peace on
earth, and good will toward men."
The words are easy, but the desires of
man are not in harmony with the Spirit.
song.
The ear of man is not yet attuned to that
The message of Christ was simple, but the
eye of man has not yet seen its beauty, or
the mind grasped its significanc.

and gorgeous tapestries, melodiElaborate
ous and sensous music, subdued and restful
the vision and perlights sometimes cloud
plex the understanding.
But civilization is advancing. There is
more manliness, more beauty, more strength,
more good will in the world today than ever
before.
al. The multithe individu
taught through
Christ
the individual.
tude is reached
When the teaching of Christ dominats the
World, Angels and men will join in the great
Chorus, "Glory to God in the highest, mid
on earth peace, good will toward men."
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"BEN-HUR"

CAST!
99

1RANK

LLOYD

\ill Buccaneer
In Title Role

NAMES

Irving Ready
For Kickoff

1. W. Irving, who will produce
lilton Sills to play the titular
features for the United Producin "The Sea Hawk."
ers and Distributors release, has
fter deliberating for six weeks
n;ing innumerable screen tests completed the continuity for his
aj many interviews Frank Lloyd, first story, the working title of
whichcastwillofbewhich
"Devotion"
impendent producer-director has the
will beandsuchin
p;ed Mr. Sills from more than
popular photoplayers as Sheldon
ty
internationally famous
Gladys Brockwell, Joseph
en players as the man best fit- Lewis,
to play the dual character of Dowling and June Norton.
Sj Oliver Tresillian and Sakr-el- j
Hir, hawk of the seas.
Has Swift Recovery
The selection of Mr. Sills for ]
From Hurts
t|
title role of
Sea Hawk"
ijregarded
in "The
Hollywood
as a
Jarkie Vernon, who ranks
ciinct tribute to the artistry of
among our most popular presenttj
actor
the leading
t of
the for
famous
Sabatinicharacnovel day juveniles, is making speedyrecovery from injuries sustained
ilperhaps a more dominant perrecently during the filming of Nori ality than even "Robin Hood."
At. Lloyd will begin production
production
at thein
Fine man
ArtsTaurog's
studio.
He speaks
•I "The
Sea
Hawk"
by
filming
the
sea battles on the high seas a highest praise of Ben White, Taurog, and others who gave him imiv days after Christmas. "The
mediate attention, rushing him to
;i Hawk" will be a First Nationthe hospital and seeing that his
: Picture and because of its ac- everv
want was fulfilled.
l ri and its cost, is expected to be
f ofofthe1924.legitimately big speclies
Todd Adds Lustre

to Gibson

arbara Tennant
With Baby

Peggy

(Barbara Tennant has been
ded to the cast of "Captain
nuary," Baby Peggy's first feare production for Principal Picres Corporation.
Mi^ Tennant will be rememred for her fine performance as
e mother of Jackie Coogan in
'ircus Days," also made by PrinJal Pictures. Her role in "Capin January"
is that the
of Lucy
ripp,
who befriends
little
ptain, played by Baby Peggy,
id endeavors to protect her from
e well-meaning but unimaginave townspeople who set out tc
ke her away from her daddyiptain,
orth. played by Hobart Boslersholt Again
With Connie
Jean Hersholt is supporting
onstance Talmadge for the third
me in "The Gold Fish."

SILLS

AS

"SEA

Walsh, Olmsted and Key Chosen
for Coveted Roles; Will Start Soon
"Ben Hur'' has been chosen, with ther, leading feminine role.
two other members of the cast for
Kathleen Key will play Tizrah,
sister of Ben Hur.
(he film version of that story.
The announcement that Walsh
That was the announcement
made yesterday by F. J. Godsol.
is to play the title role sets at rest
rumors which have identified alpresident of the Goldwyn Pictures
corporation, which is preparing to
most every actor in pictures with
film the Lew Wallace classic on a the part.
scale never attempted before.
The picture, which will be made
George Walsh will play Ben abroad, will be filmed on a giganHur.
tic scale. Charles J. Brabin, who
Gertrude Olmsted will play Es- has been selected to direct the production, and Edward J. Bowes,
Goldwyn vice-president, with a
Filming Early
large technical staff, are now in
Europe, work.
preparing to begin actual
Hollywood Days
camera
Fred Caldwell is now shooting
"Hollywood in 1900" the fifth of
the series of pictures for Selznick
distribution. The cast selected by
Caldwell and Pent, the latter being west coast representative for
Myron Selznick, include Victor
Potel, Charles Mack, Muriel ReyViolet Schram, Cecil Caldwellnolds,
and others.

Jennings Signed
Film
for philbin Film

Harry Todd, whose eccentric
antics have delighted motion picture fans many years, is again
adding his humor to a Hoot Gibson production at Universal City.
He recently played an important
role in "Courtin' Calamity," Gibson's latest
feature
completed
and has
been
cast toforbe one
of the
principal roles in "The Cocopah
Kid," filming of which has just
started under the direction of Edward Sedgwick.
Finishes As
Monty's Mother
.Martha Franklin has just finished the role of the mother in
"Racing Luck," the new Monty
Bank's
release. comedy for Grand-Asher
Creighton Hale has given up
plans for a short vaudeville tour,
having tried out some one-act
ing.
plays and finding none to his lik-

HAWK

DeWitt Jennings has been
signed for one of the leading roles
in "The Inheritors" starring Mary
Philbin for Universal. Jennings
will play a man of recently acquired millions, who buys the castle, bumps into old families and
marries his son to the girl.
Carmel

Signed For

^Poisoned Paradise'
Carmel Myers has signed a contract with B. P. Schulberg to portray one of the featured parts in
Robert W. Service's "Poisoned
Myers has just completed
Pa Miss
radise."
her
characterization opposite John
Brummel"
"Beauin the
Barrymore
and
will startinshortly
Schulberg production. She will portray
the part of Mrs. Belmire in the
novel. The charpopular Service
acterization wil be somewhat simin "Slave of Deilarsire"
to herwhichpart
marked her foremost
portrayal during the past year.

They will be joined shortly 1> v
June Mathis, (Joldwyn editorial
director,
who adapted
to
the screen.
She will "Ben
remainHur"in
Europe with the company during
the making of the picture.
of not
th:castJustwillwhen
leavethefor members
Europe has
yet been decided. Announcement
of other players for the cast will
be made soon, according to Mr.
Godsol.
McKim

Up to Bad
Tricks Again

Robert McKim's ironic villainy
is much in demand at Universal
City. He finished
engagement
with thea four
Jack weeks'
Hoxie
company and was immediately cast
for the "heavy" in Hoot Gibson's
new starring feature, "The Cocopah Kid," now in production under EdwardplaysSedgwick's
McKitn
a type ofdirection.
role for
which he is famous, that of an old
time western gambler, including
the high hat and frock coat. The
story is a romance of the early
days in California when highwaymen were gentlemen and robbed
only the men and killed only when
it was absolutely neressary.
CoHoot plays the role of "The
cowbov
a youthful
copah Kid,"
who plays
bandit
to make his girl
whose charthink he is heroic
acterization isso and
realistic that he
has to do a lot of hard riding and
close shooting to keep his neck oul
of a noose that dangles
from the
limb of a Cottonwood tree.
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Gagsters Give
Christie Lift
A I Christie has added two new
members to his prolific scenario
staff. Archie Mayo, who has been
active for years in the field of
comedy both as a writer and as a
director and Earl Rodney, have
been signed by the Christie organization in the capacity of gagmen.
Frank Conklin, Robert Hall, and
Walter Graham, veteran Christie
writers, have long been working
overtime in preparing Christie
Comedies and the new members
were welcomed with open arms.
The writers are now preparing
stories in which Bobby Vernon
and Jimmie Adams will star.
Will Enjoy
Installment

Tour

Jacqueline Logan plans to see
the world a part at a time during
the next few years.
Unable to get away from her
studio activities for any great
length of time, the actress will
visit foreign nooks in the vacation
between pictures. Her first tour,
which will be taken next Spring,
is to be to Honolulu. Her second
trip will not take place until the
autumn months of 1924, when she
plans to go to Panama and South
America.
In this way, says Miss Logan,
she will be able to spend more
time in each place than she would
on a hurried tour of the world.
She believes that by touring in this
way, she will receive real benefit
from her trips to foreign climes.
Will Have

Yuletide

Office-Warming
The new U. P. D. Building,
1606-B Highland avenue, Hollywood, was completed last Saturday and the United Producers and
Distributors are moving in now,
expecting to be entirely installed
before Christmas.
Gilbert Through
John Gilbert has finished work
in his latest Fox picture, "Just Off
Broadway/'
and
Fanny adapted
Hatton by
fromFrederic
their
stage play of that name, under the
direction of Edmund Mortimer.
Supporting Mr. Gilbert is Marian
Nixon, leading lady; Ben Hendricks, Jr., heavy, and others.
Bennett

Starts
in Two

Weeks

Chester Bennett has so far recovered from his recent operation
that he expects to be shooting the
first scenes on his next production
starring Jane Novak within the
next two weeks.
Tom Mix has finished work in
his new William Fox production
"Ladies to Board," direction of
Jack BIystone. Supporting Mr.
Mix is Gertrude Olmsted, leading
lady; Philo McCullough, heavy;
Pee Wee Holmes, Fay 11 olderness
and others.

Sherwood
Says:
Without a doubt the
foremost critic and writer
on motion picture subjects in this country is
Robert E. Sherwood, dramatic editor of the New
York Herald and contributor to "Life."
It is unusually interesting, therefore, to note
what he has to say in the
December 13th issue of
"Life," where in his impressionistic short story
entitled "Another ChristHollywood,"
he
writes masofin the
thoughts and
Yuletide ruminations of a
film extra, likening him,
in modern parallel, to
Dickens' character
Scrooge in "A Christmas
Carol." The following excerpts from his tale reveal
Sherwood's esteem of The
DigesttureofIndustry:
the Motion Pic*'.... So the Old Extra
was alone in his limited
apartment. He prepared
himself for the night, hung
up his clothes to dry, and
retired silently, taking to
bed with him a copy of
"Camera/" that he might
learn of the pictures contemplated for production
and the possible chances for
employment ... So, as he
turned the pages of the
trade paper which carried
all theof up-to-the-minute
news
studioland, he
mused upon the dear, dead
days when Christmas was
Christmas — in the true Dickensian sense . . ."
We thank Sherwood for
this fine recognition, and
wish to assure him that we
will always endeavor to
"Camera's!"
maintain
high
place as the
Voice of
Filmdom
even
as "Life is
the Voice of Fundom.
Producer

Adds

Himself

to Cast

If you look carefully, when you
see Richard Walton Tully's forthcoming First National production
"Flowing Gold," you may see the
famous producer, himself. Yesteiday, after most of the actors had
been excused for the day, it was
discovered that one more short
scene was necessary. They were
shooting on the big hotel lobby,
built to represent the leading hotel
of Dallas, Texas, and "atmosphere" was needed. Not only did
Tully, himself, pass through the
lobby, but Billy Wood, the art director, George Reehm, assist-ng
director, and numerous others of
the Tully technical department became actors foi the moment.

MISSOURIAN"
AS INITIAL DENNY
STELLAR VEHICLE; MEXICO TALI
and to work out his de-:
"The Missourian," a popular defeated,
tiny he goes to Mexico, joins th
novel by Eugene P. Lyle, with a patriotic
forces under Juarez an
romantic background and a sweep
of historical narrative that is in- lives up to his title of "The Storr
crashing
thru thepuppi
soli
terest-compel ing, has been pur- Center"
ranks ofby the
Maxmillian
chased by the Universal Pictures army and knocking the Europea
corporation
elaborate
star- imperial rule into a tumbled ma<
ring vehicle asfor anReginald
Denny.
of tinsel.
"The Missourian" will be proThe spirit of adventure an
duced after long preparation and
reckless abandon in this ator
will represent the highest methods
of picture making. A story of the gives it big possibilities for th
fight of Mexico for freedom
romantic hero of "The Leathe
against Maxmillian, the fickle- Pushers," "The Abysmal Brute,
minded, power-intoxicated emis- "The Kentucky Derby," an'
sary of Napoleon the Third, with "Sporting Youth." Bernard Mt
a hero who gained the nickname Conville and James Spearing hav
in the Civil War of "The Storm made the adaptation and Spearin
Center" because of his insatiate will prepare the scenario. Undt
appetite for "action," this novel McConville's guidance as super
presents
intensely
dra- vising editor of Universal-Jewi
matic the
elementsmost
possible.
The hero
super-Jewel
"specials" critth
is an ex-confederate soldier whose and
story has
been constructively
intense zeal and bravery in the cised and discussed from ever
losing fight won't die when he is angle in frequent staff conference:
"The Missourian" will be pre
duced
after the
"Lov
"Mere May Come and
Insurance,"
Earlfilming
Derr ofBigger:
novel in which Denny will stai
work when he is fully recovere
Men May Go, But . ." from the effects of a near-fata
From generation to generation, automobile accident which con
man has been able to point out the fined him to his bed for ten week:
whereabouts of woman with the
mere statement:
"She's putting on the greens."
Fly Makes Time Fly
Fifteen years ago, according to
George Melford, prominent screen
One lone fly held up productio
director, when a man was asked on the Will Rogers set at the Ha
where his wife was, he would re- Roach Studios on a recent Sunday
spond, "Why she is in the kitchen, Perhaps it was too cold to act o
fly didn't like Sunday worl
putting
the greens."
"But ontimes
have changed," the whatever
the reason — the com
moans Melford. "A few days ago but
had
to
wait
I called on a friend. Noting that pany
the insect to light three
on a hours
lump foo
it was past the dinner hour and he sugar. The bit of business wa
comedy.
looked
necessary in a new Will Roger
his wifehungry,
was. I asked him where
"He replied dismally, 'Why, she
is on the golf course, putting on
Cast Almost
Ate Atmospheu
the greens.' "
Jackie Is Out
Jack Radke is assisting Josep
One Tooth
De Grasse and George Reehms i
Little Jackie Condon of Hal the direction of "Flowing Gold,
Roach's "Our Gang" went to bed the famous oil story. Radke i
of the best known stunt me1
the other evening with all his one
teeth, but upon awakening he in motion pictures, but says hi
greatest stunt was to keep th.
found one was gone. He's won- food for a perfectly good dinne
false one.dering if he'll have to wear a in existence long enough to photo
graph it, yesterday. Anna _C
Nilsson, Milton Sills, Josephin
Bad Man Wants
Crowell, John Roche and Bei
were gathered about th
His Daily Tea Woodruff
festive board. You see, it wa
and the
Big Jim Gavin who plays the real, not "prop" food,
had been working six hours with
character lead in Hal Roach's new out sustenance.
Missouri,"
picture a"Somewhere
caused
young riot inamong
some
visitors in the studio cafeteria the Bowlers Clash
other day when he appeared in
make-up With his red undershirt,
Each Midwee)
leather apron, big boots and everyStudios bowlin
Roach
Hal
The
lookand"hardhim in
makestrode
thing to He
boiled."
nemeets the Harold Llov
manded — tea and toast. Gavin is team
Studio bowling team every Wed
an Australian and the afternoon nesdav evening. Members of th
refreshments habit is stronger than
team are: Tom Crizei
even Hal Roach
the thought of public opinion,
Ja
George Jeske, Charles Levin,
if he does not look like tea and A.
n an
Howe, Burt Currigaon
th
Those
Harrv Gerstadt.
Laurel's
toast. Ena Gregory,is Stan
Harol
are:
Ausan
team
also
Llovd
lady
Harold
leading
petite tralian and a tea fan. Every afGol
ternoon finds her in the cafeteria Llovd,Fred
"Red" Kon
Lloyd,
at tea time.
r, Henry
Newmye
den, and Gaylord
Lundin.
Walter
ler

Caiera!
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GENE WOOLWAY
PAULINE THOMPSON
Studio Representative
Pulse Editor

W e wish you a J0nT}J
U7
W

(Jtljrifittttctfi, of course, but we wish you much, much

more than

"ely a merry one. One full of wistful, misty memories of C hristmases gone by. Renewold ties of friendship, and binding new ones closer. Deepening a sense of home. Dip-

vig down,

down

into and stirring the pools of sentiment, just a little out of fashion now, per-

mps, but the well-springs of the best that life affords us, for all that.. And

clearer thoughts

mlife itself, as revealed to us in the One

a iUajlJJlJ JJf Ul

Iraf, one full of good-fellowship,
md out, faithful work

whose

birth we

celebrate.

And

high usefulness, fruitful efforts, good

and joyful play, ends attained, sorrows

overcome

resolutions car-

and

obstacles surmounted. —Bundscho

aarklers In
V. P. D. Comedy
"here are three stars in the
Cf of the first Estee comedy made
f> distribution through the newty organized United Producers
B Distributors and which was
Cnpleted last week at Universal
jCJy. These stellar players are:
«rry Tighe, Ned Sparks and
Illlie Malone. The director is
lb something of a star himself
■i in numerous artistic lines, for
« is none other than Bryan Foy,
«i of the famous Eddie Foy.

Is Talented
In Portraiture
Anders Randolf, who is now interpreting Sir George Vernon in
"Dorothy Vernon of Hadden
Hall," isusualalso
brush Randolf
artist of has
untalent.a Mr.
been engaged through Edward
Small to paint a portrait of Corinne Griffith immediately upon the
completion of his Pickford role.

s "Kid"
Muriel
Doll Dresser
ForVamp
Muriel Frances Dana, the clever
screen-kiddie whose sunny smile
for everybody around the various

studios where she has worked during her two years in the movies
has won her the title of "Sunshine
Pal," recently completed a promiin "Daddies"
at theis
Warnernent role
Brothers
studio and
busily maspreparing
Christfestivities. for
The thenickname
was onsoMuriel
appropriately
upout at the bestowed
Ince studio,
where she appeared in her first
him, "Hail the Woman," and has
followed her to the RobertsonCole, Metro, Warner Brothers and
other studios where she has taken
her quaint ways and sunshiny
smile to play in many pictures.
Under the direction of Ralph
Ceder,bet/in
llal work
Roach's
Family"
will
on a"Spat
comedy
built

around a family who set out to
(jive a charity affair, hiring noted
actors and actresses to entertain
for them, only to be disappointed
by their non-appearance. They
try to entertain themselves — but
that's where the fun begins. Lloyd
French will assist Ceder.
England

Dickers
For Louise
Louise Lorraine who has just
completed the last episode in H.
C.
"Fighting
seriesWinner's
has received
an offer Blood"
to go
to England for a series of three
starring productions to be filmed
in England and on the Continent.

Camer
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PRINCIPAL PICTURES PLAN BIG
1924; LESSER IS EXUBERANT
"Secrets of Life," the Louis H.
That 1924 i> going to be the biggest productive year since the be- Tolhurst series of microscopic pictures will also be in full operation.
ginning of Principal Pictures Corporation, isthe firm conviction of Twelve of these educational and
Sol Lesser, president of thai or- amusement pictures are scheduled.
In addition to the above, there
ga nization.
will be made a series of films
"Fling wide the gates!"
This seems to be the slogan of adapted from well known books
tht Puncipal plant and studios on and stage plays. Chief among
the West Coast. With the recen' these are John Cort's famous stage
slump in production drawing to a success, "Listen Lester," and Owen
close, the Principal Pictures stu- Davis' footlight hit "Fools of Fortune." The best known players
dios were among the first to re will be engaged to participate in
.)( ( n activities.
offerings and the services of
Every available square foot of these best
available directors will
ground and studio space within the
be utilized. Two directors are
the seventeen acres of our Holly- now under the Principal banner,
wood plant will be utilized thruBeaudine and Wilout the forthcoming season, says i. e., William
liam Seiter. Edward F. Cline is
Lesser.
already
well
under way on the
And when one stops to realize
the programme mapped out for Baby Peggy series.
the Principal output next year, is
"For 1924," says Sol Lesser, "I
it any reason that this statement can see an epoch of Westerns. By
this I naturally mean Westerns of
not be correct?
highest quality in every sense
Baby Peggy has already com- the
the word. They will take the
menced the first of her super-fea- of
place
of the costume plays that
tures.story.
"Captain January"
is full
the have been
on the screen for the
title of the
It will be in
feature length and will be but one past two years or more.
of a series of four for the first
"The amusement seeking public
year. Edward F. Cline is in do not care for deep plot in piccharge of the direction of this seture presentation any longer," conries.
tinues Lesser. "The time is ripe
The second Harold Bell Wright and the fans are awaiting pictures
production, "The Winning of Bar- that contain intimate drama, acdetail, light and shade in
bara Worth," is another big pro- touch. tion,
The $2.00 attraction is fast
duction to be given the screen during the coming year. This and giving way and I predict that during the forthcoming season, only
two more Wright pictures will be
made before the new season is an occasional $2.00 picture will be
brought to its close.
a profitable investment. The pub-

lie have been educated to attend a
picture in a picture theatre and
that education has been indelibly
stamped in their minds. They
want to witness picture presentation in picture theatres."
The first Harold Bell Wright
story is already completed and
will be released by First National
early
a Man"in the
is theyear.
title"When
and it awasMan's
selected from the entire Wright series as the most appropriate story
to be made as first of the nine
Pincipal Pictures control.
Irving M. Lesser, vice-president
of Principal Pictures maintains
the eastern organization of the
company and is in charge of distribution while Sol Lesser, president and Mike Rosenberg, secretary are located on the West coast.
Sol Lesser is devoting his time between the production of Principal's
product and his work as vice-president of the giant West Coast Theatres, Inc., chain in California.
That 1924 will be a happy, prosperous year for everybody in the
great picture industry is the firm
prediction of all concerned and
nothing will be done toward slackstarted. ening the pace that has been
widePictures
the gates"
— that's
the"Fling
Principal
Corporation
slogan for 1924. The gates are
open and the wheels of production
are in motion. Their machine will
not stop and will endeavor to give
to the screen a production offering
in series form that will be relished
by exhibitor, distributor and picture patrons alike.

Will Continue to
Aid Pen Wield,
Adeline M. Alvord, who, as ;
itor-in-chief, will have full cha
of the manuscript department ]
the United Producers and Din
utors, will also continue to act
agent for various prominent a
ors.
Harry Sweet Has
Role in Thrill
Harry Sweet, popular comedi
has been engaged for a role
Tom Buckingham's production
"The Arizona Express," now
the making on the William i
West Coast lot.
Pioneer Filmstrr
With Shirl
Gladdon James, one of the i
neer actors of motion pictures
been engaged to support Shii
Mason in her new picture, "1
Morocco
Box,"FoxnowWest
beingCoast
made t
the
William
dios, Hollywood, direction of I
vid Solomon.
Potel Signs
With Caldwel
Victor Potel, popular coi
who has been accomplishing t i
sistently successful list of cha
terizations, has signed to play
featured role in "Hollywood 19(
Fred Caldwell's new picture,

'May your 1924 be as successful
guletibe
from

Muriel

3ap

Mac

Cormac

—JEAN HERSHOLT
as my 1923 "
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EELING WILL DOUBLE
OUTPUT
ambitious 192+ program has During the season just past Seeling made six films with Larkin
>een outlined by Charles R.
and they were so enthusiastically
g, who has attained promireceived that he decided to double
as a producer of westerns
short dramas featuring such his output of them during 1924.
The other stars who will be feais as George Larkin and
tured under the Seeling banner
Boy"
Williams,
on the advent of the New
will be announced just as soon as
he will commence work on final papers have been signed and
vehicles selected. It is underthejirst of twenty-four features
stood that among the remaining
tn produced during the coming
Twelve of these will have
twelve there will be four specials
1
a
e
<}y»;• e Larkin in the stellar role. with all-star casts.
Add

Fin Shuffler
earning For Home
link J. Hawkins, distribution
ma ger of the United Producers
an' Distributors, is speeding up
hisj rotracted tour of the United
Sta i in order to get back to HolIvv )d in time for Christmas. "If
I be lucky enough to dodge
it1 being snow-bound or businetc bound, I'll make it," he wires
rf < New York.
Wis Head
Gobs9

of
Fraternity

g,ledstar of "Was He
Kinedu
lton
Ir
y?"
one Uni
of ted
the
ases
I relesch
of theas new
ucers and Distributors, was
thActive head of the Navy Club
■New York City during the
Wad war.

To

The

Dell Knott

to

Buckingham Cast
Dell Knott, prominent character
actor, has been added to the cast
of Tom Buckingham's production,
"The Arizona Express," now being made at the William Fox West
Coast Studios, Hollywood. Mr.
Knott,
Knott'ssuited
broth-to
er, haswho
a putis Lydia
excellently
his histrionic abilities.
Will Resume
Film Roles
Robert Ober, who recently appeared in the leading male position of "The Waning Sex," is enjoying a short rest in his Hollywood home. Directly after the
holidays, he will resume his work
before the camera. Mr. Ober, it
will be remembered, made a decided hit with his portrayal in the
Lasky productions, "The Young
Rajah," and "On the High Seas."
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'WHITE MOTH"
within theUR'S
past year inNEXT
photoplay
With the rights to a number ofTOURNE
entertainment has won many new
novels and plays in his grip, Maurice Tourneur arrived in Los An- devotees to the screen."
geles last week from New York,
The work of adapting "The
where the director spent the past White
Moth" for the screen will
three weeks arranging his produc- be started immediately and actual
"shooting"
will be under way
ing plans for the coming year.
After conferring with M. C. Le- shortly after the first of the year.
busy producing season has been
vee, producer of Tourneur pic- Ascheduled
for the Levee-Tourneur
tures at the United Studios, Mr.
Tourneur announced his next pic- organization.
turization for First National reJimmy Fittlayson, who appears
lease to be "The White Moth," a
modern society drama by Izola in Hal edies,
Roach's
Stan Tuesday
Laurel comleaves next
for
Forrester.
Toronto, Canada. He will meet
"The White Moth," originally a brother there whom he has not
appeared
in Ainslee's
Magazineof seen for thirteen years. From
and is written
by the author
there the two brothers will go on
"The Gray Path," "The Feast of to New York City to spend the
Lights,"
and other
popular role
maga-is New Year's holiday with another
zine stories.
A feminine
brother and three sisters.
the leading character and for this
part the producers will seek one of
the foremost and most beautiful
Gaye Portrayals
actresses of the screen.
Are Resplendent
Mr. Tourneur also brought back
Howard Gaye, distinguished
with him motion picture seenes
staged in Japan to be incorpor- actor who plays the Duke of Norfolk in "Dorothy Vernon of Hadated in "Torment," his newest
First National offering now being den Hall," has been responsible for
an
unusual
number of historical
edited. These scenes were photocharacters.
In
"The Birth of a
graphed by special cameramen
sent abroad for the purpose.
Nation" Gaye enacted General
"Theatres in the East, both the Robert E. Lee; in "Intolerance"
'legitimate 'and motion picture he appeared as Christ; while in
houses, are enjoying the biggest "The Dancer of the Nile," the W.
P. S. Earle picture showing next
season in years," said Mr. Tourneur. "Everyone seems to be go- week at Chine's Broadway Theing to the theatre and even snow
he is Amonhotes,
Pharaoh. Egypt's
Other
and rain storms do not keep them fourthatre,heretic
away. There is every indication historical figures to have been portrayed by Howard Gaye are
that the motion picture public toShakespeare, Byron and King
day outnumbers that of any previ- Haakon.
ous year. The progress made

Profession

and a

C. F. Palmborg
Special representative to the Motion Picture Industry for the New York Life Insurance Company
439-869

6318 Hollywood Blvd.

DAISY

PRIMROSE
474-318

Character and Society Leads

Came
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HOFFMAN'S

WORK
HAS HUMAN
TOUCH
Hugh Hodman is one of those do any of that with Hoffman.
With all his varied duties confavored by Carl Laemmle with a
nected with the making of a film,
Christmas promotion as a reward
for capable work during the year Mr. Hoffman is seldom seen on a
According to his sysjust
Mr. Hoffman's
skillful movietem, theset.
director is in supreme conwork past.
as supervisor
and scenarist
trol of the set. That is what he is
of the Gladys Walton unit at Universal City has been the subject of hired for — to put on the picture,
much favorable comment in the and Mr. Hoffman assumes that the
film colony of Hollywood, and so director is capable of doing that
without the supervisor hanging
marked has been the improvement
in the Gladys Walton pictures around. And so long as the director is getting the stuff on the
since he took over the unit that
Mr. Laemmle has shown his full screen he hears mighty little from
confidence in Mr. Hoffman's abil- Hoffman except in the way of
ity by placing under his control praise and encouragement. If it's
so good, there is an order for
the production
of which
Her- not
a retake, but in the form of a
bert Rawlinsonunit
is the
star. This
friendly
request.
means added work, glory and reAnd the same is true with the
ward for Mr. Hoffman, but on his
past record there is little doubt of other men who are on the picture
his ability to shoulder his new re- — the assistant director, the camsponsibilities.
eraman, the editor and title writer; all are considered as capable
Supervision as practiced by
Hugh Hoffman is the real thing men, able to do their work. Having started in the show business
and not the imitation. The entire
responsibility of a production is years ago as a performer who
"doubled in brass," Mr. Hoffman
entrusted to him by the Universal
he always thinks of his unit
company. All stages of a produc- says
tion pass under his practiced eye as an orchestra, with every man
which has back of it the wisdom
playing his part competently under
of twenty-five years in the show the Hoffman baton. If there i9 a
business, sixteen of which have discord, or any member cuts in
been in motion picture work in all when he is supposed to have 32
its branches. He is responsible bars rest, it isn't very hard to spot
for the selection of the story, the the fellow who is pulling the
director, casting, screen results, "blue" note, and Hoffman "gives
editing, titling and all. If there him a look," as orchestra leaders
is anything wrong with any of his do when someone in the band pulls
productions, Carl Laemmle knows
Hoffman says that producexactly where to place the blame, a Mr.
"domino.''
tion supervision is successful or
but he has had little occasion to

§>rasntt'0

unsuccessful only as the supervisor
is backed up by the management,
and he ascribes much of his success versal
as a Studio
supervisor
at the Unito the confidence
and
whole-hearted support of Julius
Bernheim, Bill Koenig and Carl
Laemmle.

Belasco Lures
Sterling Artists
Two of the principals of Fred
Niblo's "Thy Name Is Woman,"
cast have terminated their engagements with that company and
moved across the street to the
United Studios where they have
been signed by Edward Belasco
to appear in the Belasco Production, "Welcome Stranger."
They are William V. Mong and
RobertEdeson, both former stage
stars and now recognized as
among the best character men of
the screen.
Other members of the cast of
"Welcome Stranger," which have
been announced are: Florence
VI dor, Dore Davidson, Lloyd
Hughes, Noah Beery and Virginia
Brown Faire. Several important
roles are yet to be cast.
"Welcome Stranger," which is a
screen adaptation of Aaron Hoffman's celebrated stage success of
the same name, was adapted by
Willard Mack. It is under the direction of James Young, who is
assisted by Clifford Saum.

Long

Rehearsals
On This Me t

Orville Caldwell, male leat n
Morris (Jest's "The Miracle' >
outside of rehc doing
als for nothing
the big Broadway pro<«_
tion, and has been obliged to J
fuse two interesting film olH
since he arrived in the metrofljl
where he is very well knell
From 10 a. m. until midnight hm
on the stage at the Century the #
where Prof. Reinhardt and
staff, Fokine, the Russian da:
and his corps of assistants
busy with principals and choru
Melford

Gives
Cubs Boi
"Stories written by newspa
or ex-newspaper, employeei it
out prominently because they
terse, simple, get right to the p
and are correct as to^ gram
and theme," savs Melford. "IF
ing the past year I received
eral hundred stories. Two of t
I accepted, both by newspaper
porters. Seven others that I
careful consideration were
the efforts of newspaper writer
"In every instance, these w
ers gave evidence of proper tr;
ing. They also conclusively pro
that newspaper work had tai
them to carefully investigate
plan their subjects before puti
them down in black and wt
Most of the prominent writer*
the past graduated from daily
pers. I predict that most of
brilliant authors of tomorrow
at present editors and reporter

(Srefltttn.0
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HERE'S
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T. WALKER

(Not "Johnny," but—
"Still Going Strong")
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Can\ra!
Ch tese Produce
Clemenceau

Tale

Win Georges Clemenceau, exPrer t of France, and universally Itwn as "The Tiger," wrote
Th Veil of Happiness," he took
as I theme an old Chinese legend id the subsequent picturization f his novel resulted in a
uniq photodrama of a story
wor ' of the sincerity of the direct' and actors and the beauty
eftf settings.
A the leading roles in "The
Veil fe Happiness"
playedwhoby
Chil
actors and are
actresses
rev« themselves as artists of the
first ink and not alone in settings
Aid tmosphere is the production
Chii>e, but its theme is a native
one ised on its poetic traditions.
T> is probably the first motion
pict : thus far produced in which
the st and settings wholely portraj the Celestial Empire and
Ufi s to the spectator a most
unuj al and gripping legend of
thisj ncient race.
JMis. Clemenceau personally
Hid the director during the
fifalE of his story and both were
HJ by eminent Chinese statesmerind historians which resulted
in [faithful picturization of the
perl in which the story was e/i►fif production is being sponsIfcpy the Edward L. Klein Comarjof New York, which organiatp will arrange for its early

Wind Wreaks
Havoc at Goldwyn
The terrific wind storm that has
swept Southern California recently wrecked havoc on some of the
sets standing in the back lot of the
Goldwyn Studios at Culver City.
Flying pieces of the scenery and
swaying walls made it necessary
to rope off the back lot area as a
danger zone during the storm.
The most damage was done to
the huge set for "In the Palace of
the King," which is the largest
ever built for a motion picture.
The castle buildings, which surround an expansive courtyard,
tower hundreds of feet into the
air. Most of these withstood the
onslaught of the storm but one section that is broadside to the wind
became loosened from its moorings and the topmost sections flew
into the courtyard. Several workmen narrowly escaped with theii
lives as the piece crashed down.
They were engaged in lashing another section that was ominously
swaying.
One of the men saw the piece
blow off of the top of the set and
shouted a warning to his co-workers. They scurried to shelter just
in time and the section of concrete and wood came down, with
a thunderous crash that was heard
all over the studio, on the spot
they had
been working just a moment before.

"

Hart Interest
For Lewis
NORMA
-Hph Lewis is going to pay parBtlr attention to the heart in!rl elements in his new series
pictures. Lewis says the plays
la have lived in the popular
ll are the heart interest plays
Ir'Shore Acres," "Way Down
81 and "David Harum" and he
lt|ds to film only pictures that
Ofss these elements to the ultiitl The first of his new series
Slbe "The Country Doctor."
'lla Luxford has been engaged
fparold Lloyd Productions to
I;| the dramatic role of the deBid wife of the heavy. Miss
iliord is a young but versatile
Clss with considerable talent
nlher recent work is very cornliable.
imounces

UnsteadyStar System

. F. Wood is opposed to gofrom one extreme to another,
refore, he regrets the inclinaof motion picture producers to
ish the single-star system only
mbrace what he calls a "tooy-stars fad." Mr. Wood is
vice-president and general
ager of the United Producers
Distributors, an organization
ete with new ideas in both the
lucing and distributing of

THE

WORLD'S

HOLDS

Xmas

Rush

Old

Stuff For Him
The mailman whose route embraces that section of Los Angeles
in which Wallace Worsley lives
has no fear of the last minute rush
of Christmas mail for during the
past month or two he has been
carrying an extra pouch to accommodate the letters of congratulation that have been fairly deluging the well known director since
the world premier of his screen
classic, "The Hunchback of Notre
From every corner of the United
States messages of a congratulaDame."tory nature have arrived signed
by persons who have viewed the
screen version of the Victor Hugo
novel in one of the several key
cities
ited. where it is now being exhibWorsley has been receiving on
an average of seventy-five letters
and post cards a day for the past
five weeks — a fan mail that would
make the average star turn green
with taryenvy.
secreis called The
upon director's
to acknowledge
receipt of every message as Worsley believes in maintaining- a constant contact with the theater-going public whom he serves.
Louise Loraine was married, attended three prize fights, and went
up in an aeroplane in her last
' Fighting Blood" picture.

GREATEST

FRENCH

IN HIGH ESTEEM;
There has been a considerable
stir in French motion picture circles over the reported decision of
the French government to allow
an American firm the absolute entree to the Palace of Versailles, for
reproduction of the film of the life
of the ill-fated Marie-Antoinette.
French producers, as it seems, resent this infringement on thenprivileges and are protesting vigorously, declaring that such a picture should be made by a French
company with a French star.
Many French playwrights and historians disagree with the Syndicate of Producers — an organization that includes most of the cinema owners of France — and still
maintain that as American stars
are more popular in France than
their own stars, such a gigantic
undertaking should be placed in
the capable hands of the greatest
emotional actresses on the screen,
irregardless of nationality.
The honor of appearing in this
film was offered to Norma Talmadge last October through an official representative of the French
government, and at first, Mr.
Schenck, President of the Talmadge Productions, and Norma
Talmadge were very much inclined to accept the great honor.
But because of the opposition to
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FILMPAPER

GOOD-WILL

REFUSES OFFER
this American productions on the
part of the French producers and
exhibitors, Miss Talmadge has
now decided to decline although
she deeply
appreciates
derful tribute
paid herthebywonthe
French government in making her
their choice.
The following telegram has
been received from Joseph M.
Schenck by Beulah Livingstone,
his New York publicity director:
"In view of opposition on the
part of French producers and exhibitors, regret that Miss Talmadge and I must decline the
Marie-Antoinette proposition. As
you know, this proposition was
voluntarily offered us by the
French government, and we were
at first both willing and eager to
accept it, but on account of the insistence of certain French producers and exhibitors that this film
should be made by a French company with an entire native cast, a
patriotic sentiment in which Miss
Talmadge is quite in sympathy,
we have decided to decline, although we are extremely appreciative of the great honor conferred on Miss Talmadge by this invitation from the French government.
CK." the
M. SCHEN
JOSEP
Under
theH original
plans,
story of "The Queen's Necklace,"

Louise Takes
First 1923

Pause

Louise Fazenda, will come to a
pause, her first this year, when in
a few days, work on the Ince production, "The Galloping
Fish"in
will be completed.
The picture
which Miss Fazenda presents a
vaudeville headliner with a
trained seal that gets the whole
world involved, took the comedy
queen on a four weeks location
trip to Yuma where the flood
scenes were taken on the Colorado
river where the sets were built.
There were two months of interiors at the studios and concluding
shots at Balboa. The picture represented many departures in sundry and "divers" things, for Miss
Fazenda did her comedy on
straight lines, likewise she could
this time pack her costumes in a
thimble, for cloudy lingerie and
tights as the diving Venus were
her allotment for many of the riotous scenes. This picture followed
immediately upon a featured role
in theWarner
Hal E. Roach
and
Brotherswestern
"The "Rex"
Gold
Diggers,"
her
three
leading
pictures of a busy year.
Lionel Barrymore, in addition
to his successful starring venture
with David Belasco, has been engaged to play the part of Walter
Butler in the forthcoming D. W.
Griffith production, "America."
Coming January Fifth.
Full details in next
week's issue of
"Camera "
used by Alexandre Dumas, pere,
in one of his romances, was to
form the basis of a scenario written by Messrs. Funck Brentano
and Pierre de Nohlac. This story
called for scenes in the Palace at
Versailles and other famous
French public places. The arrangements were made whereby
the original Marie-Antoinette costumes, and even some of the jewels from the national museum
were to be placed at Miss Talmadge's
disposal.
was to have
takenMisswithTalmadge
her an
Am?rican director, an American
leading man, cameraman, continuity writer and executive staff. Hundreds of French players would
have obtained work in this mammoth production, but Miss Talmadge feels that since the French
syndicate of cinema directors have
hinted that they would boycott the
film, and raised a protest that the
French government was ignoring
its own screen players, that she
would not care to appear in any
production, however interesting in
its story and publicity possibilities,
wherein she did not meet with the
full co-operation and approval of
the French people. She and her
sister, Constance, have always
met with great popularity thruout
France, and Miss Talmadge
would infinitely rather keep the
good will of the people, the exhibitors and producers than to be
even tionthein theindirect
of any
fricFrenchcause
cinema
world.
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Director
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Holly
Progrei
You can help by reporting any error in Pulse to Editor 439-86
Type
Scenarist

BERW1LLA STUDIO. 5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyons Production (Arrow release).
Eugene DeKue
Eddie Lyons Ramsey
Cooke
Stan*
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Dearholt Productions.
Neva Gerber Productions.

2--Reel Comedies

BRONX STUDIO.
WilleyFred
Productions
Reel

1 745 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop. Genl Mgr.
Patton-Atkeison
Zerr
Val Lane
Reel
"The Last Man'
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC. 69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
C. O. Sessel
'Welcome Stranger"
Jas. Young All-Star Special G. P. Sautn
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
45 I 3 Sunset Blvd.
Fred Caldwell All-Star Hollister Rounsaville
J. S. Woodhouse
"Hollywood in 1900'
CENTURY STUDIO.
6100 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback.Casting.
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Noel Smith
Pal
Harry Forbes Chas. Lamont
Staff
"Checking In"
Al Herman
Buddy Messinger Wm. Hyers
John Ralesco Staff
"Wild and Woolly'
Bob Kerr
McCoy-Earle Jerry Ash
Robt. Tansey
Staff
"Two Ages"
4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
Chas. Chaplin Charles Chaplin
Wilson -Totheroh Sutherland "Chuck" Relsner Feature Comedy

Schedule
Drexel 4
Editing
578
3rd Week
2nd Week
Holly 0
1st Week
1st Week 5931st Week
Preparing 432
Holly 3
Schedule
Drexel 2
Preparing

CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie. Gen. Mgr.
Scott Sidney Dorothy Devore
Peterson-Garnett Clemens
2-Reel Comedy
CHARLES RAY STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. A. A. Kidder. Jr., Gen. Mgr.
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
2-Reel Comedy.
Bull Montana
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
Ryan Bros. Productions
8th Week
"The
Man"
Geo. Chesebro
Chesebro-Clayton Selander
Reed
Ben Cohen
6-ReeiWolf
Western
2nd Week
Independent
Picturs Corporation.
Jesse J.Walter
Goldburg,
& Gen'l
Mgr.
J. P. McGowan
Franklyn Farnum
Griffin Pres. Mack
V. Wright
Agnes Parsons
FINE ARTS STUDIOS. 4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
598
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Staff
Comedy
Schedule 431Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Al. Ray
All-Star McUill
Staff
Comedy
Schedule
Lloyd F.Hamilton
Corp. (Educational
Hihhard
Lloyd Hamilton Release)
Corby
Staff
Comedy
Schedule
Holly 3
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1 40 N. Western Ave. Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Mark Sanderich Staff
Comedies
Schedule
Seller Carruth Chimpanzees R. Tennant
Sid
Wagner
Tom
All-StarJones
Kingling Carter
"The Arizona Express" 5th Week
Joe August
Wm. Kuckinham
Wellman Chas.
Hough
Hobart
"Not a Drum Was Heard" Editing
Dan Clark
J. Blystone Tom Mix
Eugene
Forde
Lee
"Ladies
to Board"
Editing
Schnelderman
David Solomon Shirley Mason
Edward Bernoudi
"The Morroco
Box"
2nd Week
E. Mortimer John Gilbert
G.
O.
Post
Walter
Mayo
Fannie
&
Fred
Hatton
"Just
Off
Broadway"
Editing
Schneiderman
John Ford
All-Star
Ed.
O'Ferna
Preparing
Jules Cronjager
Geo. Archainbaud All-Star
Hollingshead
"The Plunderer" 1st Week
Editing
GARSON STUDIO.
1845 Glendale Blvd
Drexel 0
Benny Wm.
Zeidman
Chas. Van Enger
James Flood
BeaudineProductions.
Bebe Daniels
Dorothy Farnum
"The Taming of the Shrew'
Holly 2
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beechwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions. State Rights release).
GRAND
Gen. Mgr
Monty BanksSTUDIO.
Productions. 1438 Gower St. Sam'l Bischoff,
Jack Dawn
H. Raymaker All-Star
Monty Banks Ray
Ray June
June
"Racing Luck"
Josef Von Sternberg
R. Wm. Neil
"Rose of the Ghetto"
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City
Rupert Hughes
Rupert
Hughes
All-Star
John Mescall M.
Albert
Kelly
"True as Steel"
Victor Seastrom
All-Star
K. Wilson
Feature Drama
Tiffany Productions.
Robt. Leonard
Mae Murray Ollie Marsh David Todd
"Mademoiselle Midnight'
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS. 6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Harold Lloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd
Lundin
Robt. A. Golden
"The Girl Expert"
Finis Fox Productions. — R. R. Beatty, Bus. Mgr.
"A Woman Who Sinned'
Finis Fox
All-Star Hal Mohr
J. Thompson Finis Fox
Priscilla
Moran Productions.
— O.Moran
M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
Priscilla
Wm. Brush Productions.
Bertram Bracken All-Star G. Pollock John Prince
"The Great Struggle"
Oakland Film Corp., Jack Boyle, Prod. Mgr.
S. Paton
Betty Compson
W. Thornley K. Benedict A. Johnson
"Prison Born"
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Sanford Productions.
Kinemart Productions.
B. Schrader, Casting. 1442 Beachwood Drive.

Holly 0
uth Week
Preparing
Preparing
2nd Week
3rd Week
Holly 1
13th Week
3th Week 761Preparing
1st Week
1st Week

aim a!
Director

Star
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Scenarist
Ass't Director
Cameraman

Type

Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
O STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting
goejratton Porter Productions.
horr H. Ince Corporation.
Max Dupont
1 Andrews All-Star
Frank Gerghty Del Andrews "The Galloping Pish'
Henry Sharp
Buddy Ericksen C. Gardner Sullivan "Against the Rules"
in
Griffith
"Wray
All-Star
imbert Hillyer All-Star
Lester Manter < L. Hillyer "Those Who Dance"
!gal ictures, Inc.
Stephen Norton
uce Mitchell All-Star
Prank Mills Mitchell-Clawson
"The Inner Sight"
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Elgin Lessley Walter Reed Jean Havez
'The Misfit'
P pater 'KEATON
Keaton
Buster
Keaton
pER
STUDIO.
Y STUDIOS.
Tom White, Casting.
1520 Vine St.
unt Pictures.
(Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
ood Productions.
mWood
All-Star
John Waters
Monte Katterjohn "The Next Corner'
nabery Productions,
'illat Productions.
MAYER
STUDIO. 5360 Melrose Ave.
edBJ{bio
Productions.
AtR-SCHULBERG STUDIO. 3800 Mission
mJf. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
P. :hulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release).
snier
All-Star Karl Struss
ElO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
o. D. Baker
All-Star Arnold
rig Vidor Laurette Taylor
Chet Lyons
ckiCoogan Productions.
| Schertzinger
Jackie Coogan
Frank Good
[CIFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS. Individual
lite; Artists Release.
loul
Walsh
DouglasPickford
Fairbanks Rosher
Arthur Edeson
arshall
Neilan
Mary
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Progress
761-731
10th Week
5th Week
Editing
2nd
Week
Holly 2814
5th Week
EditingHolly 2400

431-171
Rd.

Individual Casting.

George Yohalem
Waldemar Young
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Eddington
Geo. D. Baker
Dave Howard
Brewster

Capitol 2120
"Poisoned Paradise"

2nd Week
Holly 4485
8th Week
8th Week
1st Week

"Revelations"
"Happiness"
"A Boy of Flanders"
Casting. 7 I 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 7901
J.Tommy
T. O'Donahue
Staff
"The Thief of Bagdad"
27th Week
Held Staff
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon 9th Week
Hall"

Rl IPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Holly 2806
mis Tolhurst
Walter Anthony
Microscopic Motion PicturesSchedule
Jdie Cline
Grey-Unsell
Baby Peggy
Glenn McWilliams Fred Tyler
3rd Week
'Captain January"
CiTUDIO.
Mel rose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Holly 7780
3.1 St. Claire
Alberta Vaughn
Lee Garmes Lonnie Dorsa
Zamuck
Comedy
1st Week
mory Johnson
All-Star Ross Fisher
1st
Week
Mrs. Emilie Johnson"Swords and Plow Shares"
Warren
Mgr.
is.HA. STUDIO.
Howe
Doran Do ane,Ross
WillCulver
Rogers City. Robt.
Lederman
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule 761-721
Animals
B. Currigan
Vreland
Staff
pImesPowers
1-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Staff
Parrot
Ed Willatt
Chas. Chase
Leo
Gerstad
1- Reel Comedy
Schedule
Our Gang
lob McGowan
Harry
Gerstad
C.
Morehouse
2Reel
Comedy
Schedule
Staff
Frank Young
leo. Jeske
Stan Laurel
Wm. Dill
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Nick Barrows
Spat Family
Staff
Sped Guiol
Lloyd French
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Staff
Fred Jackman
Glenn Tryon
loach-Clements
Clyde Hopkins
"Somewhere
in
Missouri"
5th Week
Staff
USELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
Holly 7945
. VjPatton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
ali >rd Productions.
3rd Week
[ taloney-Williamson Leo Maloney
J. Badarocca Stratton
"Hunting Trouble"
tirioan Productions.
1st Week
5-Reel Feature
I thas. Hutchinson Chas. Hutchinson Miller
Frank Hangne
Editing
WlETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 1550
Holly
[ lei
lei Ruth
Lord
All-Star
Staff
"Half Back of Notre Dame' 3rd Week
Harry Langdon
Spear
Gray
"Shanghaied
"Adams
Fib" Lovers"
Ifenton All-Star Billy Williams
Stevens
Staff
1st Week
RlRT MACK STUDIO
T329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Prod. Mgr.
Ilayton Grandin
Jim Crosby
5th Episode 1918
Serial
Wm. Wallace
iayton Grandin Robt. Ramsay Jim Crosby
3rd Week
L. V. Jefferson
"Unarmed"
aymond D. Terry
Paul Allen
Schedule
L. V. Jefferson
"Eyes That See"
NIED STUDIOS. 5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres.
EditingHolly 4080
•ef M. Schenck Productions. (First National Release).
"Secrets"
■ I. Borzage
Norma Talmadge
Tony Gaudio O. O. Dull
4th Week
Jerome Storm Constance Talmadge Ray Binger
Edward Brophy
"The Gold Fish"
Sullivan
"National Productions.
3rd Week
James
Van
Tree
J.
Dunn
I ce
ack Tourneur
DillonProductions.
Griffith-Tearle
'The Lilies of the Field'
In;
Vk d Walton Tully Productions.
7th Week
os. DeGrasse
All-Star Geo. Reehm
Warrenton-Carpenter Johnson
'Flowint; Gold"
Preparing
jal Lloyd Productions.
Harry Weil
rank Lloyd All-Star
'The Sua Hawk"
N 'ERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
433-131
Uvsal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release).
13th
Week
Don Clark
]Vm.Brown
Duncan Duncan-Johnson
10th
Week
"The
Fa6t
Express"
Duncan
All-Star
Preparing
Ernest Laemmle
I 'i . paring
"Signal
Tower"
Eddie Cline
Reginald Denny
"Love Insurance"
Schedule
■-Edward Laemmle Billy Sullivan
"The
Leather
Pushers"
Laura LaPlante
Jack Rose
| Robt.
Hill
"An Old
Man'sRider"
Darling"
7th Week
Wm. Desmond
IVm. Craft
Koehner
"The
Riddle
Hugh Hoffman
4th Week
I Harchant
Luciano Albertini
"The
Iron
Man"
Ray
Taylor
Barry
Woolstenhume
I Irving Cummings Herbert Rawlinson
2nd Week
Week
"A Virtuous Crook"
1st
I King Baggot
Mary Philbin
"The Inheritors"
1st
Week
I Ed Sedgwick
Hoot Gibson Virgil Miller
Bill Tummel
"The
Cocotah
Kid"
Comedy
■Ptal Productions.
Dick Blaydon
I Robt. Florey
Maurice Cannon
Paul Ivano
Robt. Florey
1st Week
598-131
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
1 708 Talmadge.
TiKGRAPH STUDIOS.
WNER BROS. STUDIOS.
5842 Sunset Blvd.
Holly 4181
'» er
Productions.
Preparing
John
Stumar
iVm.Brothers
A. Seiter
All-Star
Tenny Wright
'How
to
Educate
a
Wife'
Preparing
■Babbitt"
David
Abel
Frank Strayer
Sarry Beaumont All-Star
Preparing
E. B. DuPar
(Vm. Beaudine
All-Star
"Lover's Lane"
Monte
Bell
Preparing
"Broadway After Dark"
Bell-Doty
™ t Lubitsch Productions.
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GTfje ®rt of Pel Canto
Jf lorencc Sbcrp &ice
Dramatic Soprano
JEeacljcr anb Soloist

J.

VAN

Hollywood
Choice

DEN

AKKER

Residence Studio, Telephone
1953 N. 472-707
Highland Ave., Hollywood

Jeweler — near Vine Street

Platinum

Diamond

Jewelry

(31 years European-American experience)

"Gruen

Watch

Agency"

Waltham and Elgin Watches

Alberta

of

the

Chic
Reason's

Greetings;

from
ADONIS DEMILO

638-06

c if Shirty

^J^XonSexvice-

flcLd 7671 • SAMUEL C.SH1NE • 6368 Sot^ Monica
1 Gweral Trucking and Hauling
(productions, Publicity
91 Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 43 7902
5(4 Hollywood Blvd. Corner Bronson
IF ITS MADE OF LEATHER
WE HAVE IT
Inything in novelties. And if you
aJ Interested in Indian apparel, cowkb|
or smart
■daoutfits
— we have
it. English Saddlery
Xllrrijjoob goodly |Geairter J&l]op
Piine 432-308
l."50 Cahuenga Ave.
RARE
AND
|)UT OF PRINT BOOKS
(Searched free
for of
andcharge.
reported upon
HOLLYWOQD BOOK AND
PRINT SHOP
0 Highland Ave.
478-132

Shrug
By JAMES M. FIDLER
Continued from Page 5

movies scarcely more than a year.
There is no need to dwell on Miss
Vaughn's progress during the past twelve
months. As a Sennett lead she became popular throughout the country. Her fan mail
increased. Officials of the Sennett organization said of her "She is the most promising
player Sennett ever had."
But Sennett has lost Miss Vaughn!
Less than one month ago Robertson-Cole
became aware of the fact that the Sennett
contract was Hearing an end and that no new
arrangement had been agreed upon between
Miss Vaughn and the comedy king. What
R-C did not know was that the two were
discussing a new contract though no definite
conclusion had been reached. But what R-C
didn't know evidently didn't hurt them, betract. cause they landed Miss Vaughn under conNow she is being featured in a series of
twelve pictures to be known as "The Telephone Girl" group. The first is titled "Julius
Sees Her" and was written by H. C. Witwer.
Mai St. Claire is directing. The first picture
is nearly completed in titling and editing.
The series will succeed the popular "Fighting
Blood" and critics who have previewed the
first of the new group declare that they will
be even more popular than the series laid
in and about the fight-ring.
Probably, within the next eighteen months
or
two years, Alberta Vaughn will be
starred.
And if she is, she can hazily remember
back to that first evening dress she wore
and the fact that the Good Creator endowed
her with a most beautiful back and a pair of
very expressive shoulders.
For those members probably saved Alberta
a lot of time and a lot of steps.
LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

Holly 7660

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.

ixnb

317 ^mttlf

JCUl Street
Violet Ray and Electric Massage at
your home or in studio
BLANCHE
COREY
MASSEUSE
BEAUTY CULTURIST
Metropolitan
5401
Touralne
447 S.Apartments
Hope

Did you forget to send that bouquet
for her birthday? Phone us, we will
take care of it for you!
THE ROSE SHOP
6326 Hollywood Boulevard
Phone 438-567

SQUABS BigPJ'Qfits
RAISE
"highest
prices in 20 years, Big
Big money raising them ,Raised in one
y?e ship famous breeding slock and supplies^
Little space
to raise
Send needed
25* for book.
on. - thenx ■
MOW TO MAHC BIG MONEY RAISING SOW
HOLLYWOOD
SQUAB FARMS
BOX I I A HOLLVVOOD
CALIF
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By
Interview
Aquatic
It's customary to write nonsense about a attitude of harmony with any kind of work.
comedienne.
But I've
a sus-to
started out me.
in a matter-of-fact
picion that it takes
a lotalways
of grayhadmatter
one"I discovered
Teaching was way.
whatNoI
get the ha-ha-s from the grown-ups and was aiming at, when one Christmas time,
even the hollers from the children. And
needing some extra money, a neighbor who
certainly under the twisted braids of Louise
worked in a studio took me along. This
Fazenda is a generous distribution of brains. insignificant part I obtained led to another,
For five years she toiled as patiently as any equally small. I crept, step by step, learnclerk over a ledger, until a gingham dress
ing what were my good points, and when to
and those comedy touchs raised the laughs flash them, for I'm not pretty. At first I
that shot her from obscurity. For a long, was content to work just because I needed
dreary stretch, she was just a bathing girl at th money," she went on simply. "Then I
Sennett's.
after studio
hours,
Louise grew to love the work just for itself and
would
alwaysOnly,
hie herself
home to
her parents
own possibilities
in it." came the
From my mental
concentration
(Spanish Los Angeles was the birth-place of studied
this girl of Spanish blood) and curl up on a "tricks' that turned Fortune's face towards
divan with a book to shovel more food into her. Now Louise is building a home in the
her brain this way.
Wilshire district.
"I read everything from recipes to the
"And according to the gloomy statistics
Russian realists," she said to me climbing out
the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce,"
of the water on the set of "The Galloping of
I said to out
her, of"you
of the thousand
five who
succeed
the arefiveonehundred
Fish"
at
the
Ince
Studio
and
shivering
in
her wet clothes. So unattractive was this
chill work that a mother had purposely
"Notry."
girl ought to come here," she shook
brought
her "movie-mad"
justthatto who
watch Louise
and discover daughter
for herself
her anchorage.
head very decidedly,
"without
an
It was a little
easiermoney
when orI
being
a
star
isn't
all
ermine
cloaks
and
fan
went
in.
But
pictures
are
now
new
gold
adulation.
mines set on the spot of the old. And every
"The director
he'd said.
get bag has all the number it can hold sitting
a double.
But Isaid
beganif Itowas
coaxafraid
myself,
'Oh, that water is going to be all right,' and on "Are
you going to get all your developit tight."
plunged in. 'And it was all right.' "
ment from books?" There was one at her
I wondered
if to
unconsciously
she mentai
wasn't elbow. "What about having your heart
giving
me the key
her success, that
broken, so you can act better?"
An

"Pictures

That

Please

wcm

erskwe

"I admit that fifty per cent of a woj
development
the sentimentalcomes
center.fromButthethesmash-il
other!

comes
perAndcentwith
the from
smile the
of amind."
care-free chil|
plunged back into the icy water again.
1

Exhibitors"

MAURICE
TOURNEUIt
PRODUCTIONS
'Isle of Lost Ships"
'Jealous Husbands"
''Torment"
"The Christian"
"Lorna

Doone"

| Current Pictures releasing through First National)

MAURICE TOURNEUR
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See Sailing Wolf for that
RADIO SET
THE CHENEY SHOP
6611 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Holly 4138

ollv^ood
racor
exclusive producers of
AN5PARENCY TITLES
a nev? process on a patented
^25,000.00 machine
LILLIAN WAY
HOLLY 1696

All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone 874-172
TINTED

PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AlHXCELLEhT
TIVELY
PUTS
PICTUPL
PEOPLE IN
PEP/WOT
UBLICFAVOP
I Vr//<» Jcr parf/cafar3 , op. _?ee
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood Sfafion
Or, in care of
Camera!
12nd. FLoor, 6318 fcloLLYwooo Blvd.,
Hollywood
<2///PnOHC 433 -ess

IH. W. WALL, M. D.
I PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York
IkcUTE OR CHRONIC DISEASES
0548 Hollywood Blvd.
lours 2-5 P. M. or by Appointment

BRUNO
ublicity Photos, Professional Photos,
Casting Director Photos
U2 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Telephone 431-920
iwns
raps
rs

PORTRAITS
Otto Matiesen's art is well characterized in
the soubriquet which he bore in Europe.
"The called
man in
of London
a thousand
expressions,"
was
and on
the continenthe
where he appeared in repertoire.
"Expression, not putty makes the character actor,"
Mr. Matiesen,
turns
the trick
in a says
characterization
withwhoa subtle
touch of the makeup pencil and a dominating
thought that fairly moulds the features. In
portraying a historic character as Judge
Jeffreys
in "TheandDangerous
to photographs
an actual Maid"
paintinghe ofwent
the
bloody judge, thence to the transformation
of his own features in the likeness of his
model with the result that the similiarity was
so perfect it was startling. In "Scaramouche" characterization
with no makeup aids,
presented
another
that he
might
have
stepped out of the pages of history when he
created th radical preacher which won the
greatest praise from Rex Ingram who directed the picture. Now he is doing an
Apache
in Metro's
Viola
Dana which
is said "Revelation"
to be another with
marvelous
piece of work.
"Let the face do it," says Mr. Matiesen.
"Putty expression.
fairly shoutsThean idea
actor'sis limitations
facial
not to createin
another face but to do it with the one
nature gave the actor. Acting is mental —
the expression of the inward thought."
In the old country where Mr. Matiesen
learned his art, he played hundreds of roles
and managed to make them all different by
being so possessed of the characterization
that for the time being his own life was
completely merged in it, a custom that still
prevails in his work.
"Back of acting is the thought, first, last
why make the face a plasterer's
always.
shop?" heSosays.

S. M. WERSHOW
Ladies' Tailor
7066 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood

HAVE

Riding Habits
Sports Wear
Suits

YOU
A PICTURE
FOR
SALE?
I can sell it outright. See me for quick results
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
nx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 4275

of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 828-538

Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
DR. W. I. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
Join the Kings and Queens of
MOVIELAND
at our Friday Nite show
where boxing reigns supreme
Hollywood
Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro ave

HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit, Universal
In preparation "An Old Man's Darling." Recent releases, "The Thrill
Girl," "Gossip," "Crossed Wires,"
Town
Scandal,"
"The Wild
Party." "The Untameable,"
Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774
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HOWARD

Mah
Jong!
By RAYMOND McKEE

GAYE

DONNA

HALE

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

MARY

RUBY

Ingenue
594-774

RENALLES,

Inc.

Room 212
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Continued from Page 7
which are known as Seasons, or Flowers and
Seasons. These are duplicates of the numbers
one to four which correspond to the four
Winds, 1 being East, 2 South, 3 West, and +
North. The Flowers are distinguished from
the Seasons by the difference in the color of
the numerals. A group of four Flowers is called
what? The same as any group of flowers, a
bouquet. A group of four Seasons is also called
areturn
bouquet.
If youto use
racks, before
don't forget
your tiles
the table
a shuffle,to
for a new deal. You are responsible for that.
The odd-colored rack shall be passed to the
player who is East, for that deal.
First turn the tiles (136 or 144) face down
and shuffle them. Now, each draw, at random,
enough tiles to build a wall two tiles high and
seventeen tiles long, without the Seasons, 18
with the Seasons. Now, supposing there are
only three of us, the wall would be 23 tiles long
and two tiles high. Push them together to form
a hollow square. If any have a short or long
wall, you may adjust it without penalty before
beginning. If such an error be due to any
player having left some of his tiles in his rack
from the hand before, he must pay ten points
to each of us. Your duty is to attend to your
own wall. You must swing it into position for
the draw, and replace all loose tiles if they are
drawn in the play, etc. If you have exposed a
tile during the building of the wall, so that its
position is known, you must reshuffle and rebuild the wall. Next week we will continue
our game by "Breaking the Wall."
By Bert Tracy
JOE DED

(OVER LEVY'S)

"The
"Where

Elk's Tooth"
all

good

filmfolk get

together."
NEW CAFE
JOHN'S
6382 Hollywood Blvd.
Visit the Beautiful
GLEN ELLEN TEA ROOM
We specialize in a 85 cent dinner
.van — s p. m.
Holly 5130
Special Parlies 1036PhoneCherokee
Ave.,
b y Arrange- near Hollyvtod JBlvi).
ment.
Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician. Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW I
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ate., at Santa Monica Bltd.
STUDIO AGENCY
Formerly
RAY LA VERNE AGENCY
1521 North Bronson Ave.
Registrations from 9:30 A. M. to 3:00 P. M. Daily.

Joe Ded says
"One touch of nature makes the whole world

swim."

Flashes
By AGNES

from Frisc
KERR CRAWFORD

Continued from' Page 6
will be on the ground shortly to begin p i
inary arrangements.

In addition to its feature picture "1 hi
Out", the Granada theatre is this week of 3
a special holiday vaudeville show with n
Ash at its head, and enlisting the servii j
fifty people.

Guy Bates Post is charming large ami a
at the Columbia Theatre with his retu 1
the spoken stage in Edward J. Locke's li
way success of some ten years ago, "Th J
max". Mr. Post is giving a charming ai
tistic performance of that dear old
Goldfanti, and promptly finds his way
hearts of the audience.
San Francisco in this Christmas sea:
full of holiday cheer and promises, but a
dull as regards real picture activity,
half the promises come true, January w
the beginning of a season of active loca
duction which will go far toward puttir
Golden Gate City on the picture making

Mary

Wants
Merry Christmas

A most unusual problem is today confronting Mary Pickford.
She is wondering how she can find
time to do her Christmas shop-'
ping. Every minute is taken up
by the rigid production schedule!
laid out for "Dorothy Vernon of
Hadden
Hall,"on. the feature she is
now
at work
"I haven't even had time to
think of the
Holidays,"are said
"Present
indications
that Mary.
there
will be empty stockings in our
household,
for ofthere
doesn't away
seem
any
possibility
my getting
for a tour of the stores."
One of this little lady's great
joys has always been the privilege
of buying in person all of her
Christmas gifts. Unless things
alter themselves within the next
week, edlyhowever,
this will
undoubtbe a Christmas
by proxy
for
Mary, for someone else may have
to
buy the presents she will give
awav.

OVIOLA
f TRADE MARK
A MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR
Combined with a cabinet and attached screen
SAFE AND CONVENIENT
For the Home, Office, Sales Room and School Rc
It shows? a thousand-foot reel of standard size film, r
nlns forward or backward and tan be stopped on
picture.
for the owner
of a SEPT
motion
camera. IDEAL
Both MOVIOLA
nnd SEPT
are for
sale ptrt
Dy
KRESS DRUG COMPANY
6401 Hollywood Blvd.
HollywooA

■
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PUBLICITY

6683

The

New

United

Sunset Blvd.
Suite 2

Studio

Anticipating by several months the necessity for lower
production costs, the $800,000 improvement program
of the United Studio has been completed.
With these improvements finished, this plant offers the
independent producer economy in production through
new facilities and efficiency methods designed with this
end in view.

Keeping pace with the progress of the industry the
United Studio has not only retained its leadership as
the largest and most efficient leasing plant in the world,
but has increased its own facilities a hundred percent.
THE HOME
OF INDEPENDENT
PRODUCERS

M. C. LEVEE, President

"Everything

for

Use—

For

Those

Who

Produce"

4
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We have been successful distributors (
UNO

state right productions for twelve year
We are qualified to handle your distributio
problem!
Stein & Bilehik, Certified Public Accountants, ai
our fiscal agents, will handle all accounts, stateraen
and moneys for the producer, assuring — no jiig^Hn

AUTHENTIC
FOREIGN
RESEARCH
PHOTOGRAPHS

We feel obligated for our own safety's sake to he,
keep you in business!
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

We deserve your consideration!
Reputable Pictures Corporation
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

m
Phone 438-761
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

300-301

Now
YOU

Organizing in Hollywood
WILL

LOYAL

BE GLAD

ORDER

TO JOIN THE
OF

MOOSE

Special open charter membership
NOW
Now

W. C. THOMPSON, Manager Los Angeles Office
840 South Olive Street : Los Angeles, California

fee

$10— After Charter Closes $50
is the time to make application to

join the Hollywood Lodge — Loyal Order of Moose — the motion picture lodge.
For further information write or call
J. J. ARTZER,

at

Southern California Headquarters
4532 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

DAISY

PRIMROSE
474-318

Telephone 598-C30
This lodge will be instituted the first week in January

Character and Society Leads

Established 1918
A Film Magazine and a Film Newspaper in One
6318 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
: California
Volume VI

SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

29, 1923

1924
The Declaration of Independence informs us that all men are created equal. In
Ithe sense the word "equal" is employed in that famed manuscript it undoubtedly refers
( to our status as human beings and the rights we enjoy, or should enjoy, as such. It
does not go on, however, to state that the state of equality is carried on into other phases
of life and it is well that it does not for it would be a gross error. To substantiate this
claim we have only to point out to you that while some among our terra firma inhabitants rapidly accumulate fortunes of El Doradon proportions, becoming the owners of
I great country estates, fine motor cars and such and enjoying all the luxuries of life,
others must eke out a bare living from day to day in various occupations that soon become tiresome and assume nicknames akin to "the daily grind," etc., causing many disillusioned folk to rail at life, its hopes, joys and future possibilities. Those who by any
Jchance speak of the silver lining are instantly dubbed optimists and the others are relejgated to the vast clan of pessimists. Thus, in its varied ups and downs, wends life and
[time speeds by.
In one respect, nevertheless, all of us, poor man, rich man, beggar-man and thief,
[are equal. And that, as you have probably heard countless times prior to perusing this
[page, is in the amount of time we have to work or play in. The basic fact is that insoJfar as Time is concerned John D. Rockefeller and Henry Ford are no wealthier than
lyou or I. It is plausible that their knowledge of how to use time to best advantage has
[placed them in their present monetary positions. If so, there is a lesson to be derived
[therefrom, one worth our close study and sincere application. The thing is for us to
(devote our time, or at least our spare hours or moments, to our own advancement and
[thus insure more time for greater enjoyment in the future. Time is precious, it is the
[crown-jewel of life, and many of us are wont to be extravagant with it. Are you wasting your time? What progress have you made this past year? Have you really gone
(ahead in the way you should have with three-hundred-sixty-five days at your disposal?
[What do you plan to do with the year ahead of you? It is your great chance! As Dr.
(Johnson said, "Exert your talent and distinguish yourself!" The time to do it is this
[coming year, 1924. Make up your mind now, and start in hot pursuit of that ever[elusive "success." You're bound to win if you set your mind on it!
Ten years ago the first great photoplay, "The Birth of a Nation," came forth.
[Since that time the motion picture industry has been more or less subject to fluctuation
|in its activity, being seriously hampered by the advent of the great war. Now all seems
golden again. Producers, directors, players, executives and people in every branch of
(the industry hail 1924 as the bonanza year. Enthusiasm is flying sky-high and adequate
preparations have been under way this autumn to insure the success of next year's programs. Optimism is infectious, the bug is bound to bite you if you've got any red blood
in you. The unanimous opinion is that 1924 will be the year we have awaited so long,
when everyone will have an opportunity to make progress and share in the fruits of victory. Feliow-filmfolk, 1924 is OUR BIG YEAR! We have it before us now. What
are we going to do? Fight? You bet!
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Cover

Naldo Morelli is one of the
players in the all-star production "The Great Struggle," a
William B. Brush production
which is being directed by Bertram Bracken at the Hollywood Studios. This organization is one of the first local
units to herald in the new year
ule.
with an active producing schedThe story itself is a romance
of an American village of Italian fishermen and is replete
with human interest, affording
Morelli unusual opportunities
to display his histrionic ability
which is indicative of fine
things to come. Others in the
cast include Lew Cody, Josef
Swickard, Rcnee Adorce, Dick
Sutherland and "Buddy" Post.
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HAPPINESS

\W

Drawn l>y Franklin Booth for X. W. Ayer & Son. Philadi-iphia.

. . . happiness, under many different names, is what we are all seeking . . . we speak of the many things we
hope to accomplish when our "ship comes in" so our happiness may in some measure he passed on to others ....
thus "Camera!" invites you to participate in the happiness to be afforded our readers in the coming year's issues . . .1
for we are going to make "Camera!" the Happy Paper of Tilmdom . . . reflecting sane optimism and cheer thruout 1924 . . . a new and enlarged paper, including new features, new writers and "The Him Tribune . . .
a literary gem . . . for the time being our subscriptions will remain at the same price . . . You d better
send in your Happiness Ticket now to insure getting every one of these new "Camera! s.

HAPPINESS

TICKET
Local

"CAMERA!"
6318 Hollywood Blvd..
Hollywood, Calif.

1924
Enter my subscription for the next

52 issues of "Camera!"

Illll I ■ 11 1111

$4.00 per Yr.
Canada
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Adventure
ias
son. been considerable of a year — for Betty
ring the twelve months now ending she
Uf>een over most of the familiar parts of
old globe.
/ing early in the spring she was still sufwith enthusiasm for Hawaii, where she
sent by Famous
Players-Lasky
to be
■d in a picture titled "The White Flower".
■I Compson liked Hawaii — and Hawaii
a Betty. Before she left the officials of the
mis Beach of Waikiki tendered her a banand invited her to return there sometime,
e. Maybe she will.
er, she went to Europe. She was beyond
.tlantic for a number of months. During
■ time she sojourned beneath the livid
pash moon, she inhaled the perfume of
a Is marvelous flowers, she walked the farMi byways of Paris and she inspected alo: every other country. She evaded Russia,
■Because she had no desire to see that
Hry of unshorn faces, but because there
fj a few too many revolutions in progress
! e time Miss Compson was near its boun-

and

New

Plans

Considering
Raiment
By SADA COWAN

M

IE JAMES

M. FIDLER

have every reason to be the happiest girl on
earth',,how, smiles
Miss Compson.
when she smiles,
it makes a (And
fellow somewant

to
around
a search
for this
"Fate"
andracemake
sure onthat
he hands
Bettyguyonly
the
best of things in 1924).
Coming down to the point of thinking, it
looks as if 192+ IS going to be unusually fortunate for Miss Compson. Let's see, now, what
she has already planned for herself:
To begin with (oh, you thought we had forgotten it), she is to become Mrs. James Cruze.
That is, in private life. On the screen she
remains
remain onBetty
the Compson
screen. — and she is going to
Secondly, she will be hard at work for some
time
as the
of "Prison
Born",at
which tothecome
Oakland
Filmstar
company
is making
Hollywood Studios. Stuart Paton is directing
her.
Thirdly, she is shortly to return to the Paramount plant to be featured in a screen version
of Then,
the popular
stage toplay,
"Rain". in a picture
she is soon
be featured
which Cruze will direct.
From these things, it looks as if Betty CompI London Miss Compson made two motion
son will see none of Europe and Hawaii this
l»es, surrounded by a cast largely made year — not unless she can travel to one of the
two places, maybe by aeroplane, overnight.
p f English actors and actresses. "Woman
"A funny thing", laughs Betty, "is that my
bpman",
the
first
of
these
pictures
(
and
it
be given an American release), Betty plans are far more definite now that I am not
seres is the best thing she has ever done. under contract than they were when I was
U s enthused over its possibilities, not be- signed up with Famous Players-Lasky. Then
I of her own work, which she modestly I seldom knew, during the production of one
ttims; but due to the beauty of the story, picture, what I would do next. Now I know
orthy work of the cast and the surprising- •my plans for months ahead, generally speaking.
usual and deft direction.
That is one of the reasons, if it should be iny in all, Miss Compson tells those who
quired, why I am much in favor of free lancing and have decided to remain free, at least
her with "Well, how has 1923 treated
that it has been a very marvelous twelve until I have given it a very thorough trial."
is.
(Note: A slight pause occurred here while
the next twelve treat me as well, I will the writer was jotting down notes. He looked

ier consciously or subconsciously, every
nd woman is a dramatist in the affairs
or her daily life. Of course, there is
r consciousness along this line in the
i ?ean races, because they are more
sticated, and also because they have
trained, racially and individually, to a
Ier appreciation of the importance of the
g, so to speak. We all try to arrange
ffairs along dramatic lines as we would
hem; either we do this purposely, or
I >wn saving instincts lead us to do it
>ut our realizing exactly what we are
and why we are doing it. In other
s, we usually, and we should always,
s the part." Every producer and diIC r of a stage play or of a photoplay,
h es the importance of the settings and
ie ostumes of the players. Naturally, in
1 daily life we try to have harmonious
It igs for the drama which we expect to
— that is why we furnish our homes and
H >ffices tastefully and decoratively. At
ie ame time, we endeavor always to make
i« settings appropriate for the dramatic
Pfi—
may rooms.
call it that — which is to
pireifinwethese
J t, of course, we can determine the sc-tnjonly of our own characters. Therefore,
lust provide as far as possible for the
ig which we carry with us in our peretions. The only thing we can be sure
s we go from place to place, is the
es we wear; hence their importance,
pjthe successful man or woman is the one
either through careful thought or in-

Page 5

up to find Miss Compson putting on her makeup. Her expression indicated that the interview was over, so the writer, with a word of
thanks, departed.
But two days ago a letter arrived. It was
from Miss Compson.
It follows:
"I believe you told me that the story would
appear about the first of the year. Then I
have been terribly, terribly neglectful. Please
add to it my very happiest wishes to the whole
wide world for the very luckiest and most
prosperous New Year ever before enjoyed."
There you are.

in Life's Kaleidoscope
and HOWARD HIGGIN

stinctive judgment, picks the right clothes
for himself or herself.
It is not always merely a matter of lines,
although much stress has been laid on this
aspect. In other words, the tall, thin
person should not wear clothes with
longitudinal stripes, the stout woman should
not wear circular skirts, with broad bands,
and
are familiar.
obvious "don'ts" with
whichso weon.areThese
now all
There are two fundamental instructions for
dress, and they both have dramatic backgrounds First: Study the part you arc
going to play on a certain mission, and then
dress the part. Second: Study your own
type, and
onize with be
it. sure that jour clothes harmWe all know that the man or woman who
is looking for a job always dresses as neatly
as possible and tries to look as prosperous as
possible. In other words, this person has
dramatized himself as a successful employe,
naturally he dresses that role. The man with
the threadbare collar and the frayed sleeves,
must prove his ability before he can land the
job; give him a new suit, clean linen, wellshined shoes, and so on — his appearance
proves he is a successful employe, and he
can get the job with a minor demonstration
salary.
of his ability. And usually at a much better
The girl who comes down to her office
work in a gown which is more apnropriale
for a tea-dance at the Ambassador or the
Biltmore, does not look like a worker, she

does not feel like working, herself; and she
docs not inspire others with whom she COtSes
in contact in the office, to work, either. Her
clothes, and the bearing which she naturally
assumes when she wears those clothes, make
Continued on Page 19
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Public

Payment

When someone makes an expensive blunder
during the processes attending the filming of
a photoplay, someone has to pay for that blunder. And, who do you suppose does the paying? It does not require the supernatural
powers of a wizard to trace the trail of the
charge directly to the public, the same public
that ever and anon is paying bills, bills, bills!
Whether it realizes it or not, the public has
been paying unjust movie bills for many a
moon and not all of the excess charges have
been due to blunders either, but, on the contrary, are traceable to the determination of
many of the high executives to line their
pockets with gold in the form of abnormal and
non-productive, annual salaries.
All of the foregoing is the contention of W.
F Wood, vice-president and general manager
of the United Producers and Distributors, the
newest million-dollar motion picture company
to enter the national field, and, which, by the
way, makes this entrance with a veritable
wealth of revolutionary ideas such as presage
much in the way of alleviating the sufferings
of not only exhibitors, but the great masses of
people, who are desirous of getting their full
share of cinema diversion, but who have been
denied the pleasure by the ever-mounting
prices asked at the box-offices.
a hugeit isamount
money
is "Simply
spent on because
a production,
the ruleof for
the
producer thereof to automatically consider the
output a fine one, but we believe the right man
under the right conditions can make a better
picture for $75,000 than the wrong man under
wrong conditions can make for a half million
dollars,"
declares Mr.thatWood.
"I know,
from
personal experience,
oftentimes
a big share
of the total cost of some pictures is absolute
waste, and, I also know all of this waste can
be eliminated by simply applying sound business principles with the same unerring persistency which obtains in any other industrial
enterprise. To embrace the economic soundness fostered, by automobile manufacturers,
iron-masters or textile captains, is the fundamental purpose of our organization so far as
its business management is concerned."
The main idea actuating the United Producers and Distributors is one of faithfully
passing along the benefits of saving in the producing department to the exhibitor who purchases the output, and, the exhibitor, in turn,

Dramatic
C'ullen Landis might be called one of those
"fortunate" individuals who is both actor and
type were it not for his long and varied
record of hard work. While this actor believes
that some may be more fortunate than others,
that occasionally there is an element of luck,
he has on the credit side of the. ledger of experience unromantic figures that mutely stand
for day-in and day-out toil. To be sure, he
won his first opportunity because he happened
to be a type, but as the "curly kid" in the Rex
Beach story which Ooldwyn filmed, he demonstrated that he could act. A long term contract followed, when he was become an outstanding actor in the cast of Goldwyn productions.
Today one of his interesting roles has been
given to him by Famous Players-Lasky in
"Magnolia" in which Landis, as the male lead,
is now working at Natchez, Miss., where the
company
on location.
low actorsismight
say who "Fortunate,"
do not know hisof felthe
long years of preparation to be ready for a
plum like this. Again Mr. Landis is the "type,"
so much the type that James Cruze directing

By DELBERT

will be urged to pass this same saving on to
the public by reducing his admission prices to
such a radical extent as to place U. P. D. pictures within the reach of all the masses of
common people. At least, this is the way Mr.
Wood makes the point.
"The public has had to pay for errors and
extravagance long enough and we are determined to take a most effective initiative in
freeing this same public from the shackles of
excess costs in the pursuit of being entertained," he adds. "We are perfectly frank in
admitting that we will obtain this highly desirable result by resorting to straight commercialism inboth the making and distributing
of films. However, we will not sacrifice anything of the artistic side of the business, because we shall always engage the services of
the best artistic brains and talents available,
but these will be dealt with in a thoroughly
business-like method instead of the haphazard,
gambling way which has been too typical of
theNofilmdoubt
industry
to now."
manyup fans
have wondered why
they constantly are being asked to dole out
more money than ever at the theatres. They
have surely read much of the view-points of
prominent producers, all of whom are agreed
that the mounting costs must be checked. However, so long as there is no visible action
looking to relieving the situation, it must
naturally be difficult to impress those devotees,
to the great cinema art. Unquestionably the
one way in which to convince them that the
unsound condition had commanded due attentionducefromthe the
powers rates
that be.andwould
be ot see
readmission
let them
just-as-good or better motion pictures for less
money. This is precisely and definitely what
the United Producers and Distributors aim
to do, according to Mr. Wood.
"We will not merely talk about the desirability of such reductions, but we will immediately bring about conditions that will make
possible the accomplishing of the act so far as
our products are concerned," he specifies.
"While we are not prepared to state exactly
the percentage of reduction, we can assure
the public that any theatre which has charged
as much as fifty-five cents per ticket will be
able to show one of our features at twenty-five
cents a ticket and yet the exhibitor will make
more monev than ever."

Conquest

E. DAVENPORT
In a grea many quarters this whole plan w )
sound rather altruistic, but, as a matter
fact, it is all based on pure business principli
it is averred. The foremost principle involv
in this case happens to be one of merchand
ing. The United Producers and Distribute
claim they will know to the penny the cost
a "motion
picture income
production
at the atmaxinu
and
the assured
therefrom
a mil
mum
before a single
camera
to st;'
photographing
it. There
will isbeallowed
no guess-wo
about it at all. The same degree of accura
and regularity characteristic of an autoir
bile factory, for instance, will be in vogue
U. P. D. studios, excepting their objective wl
be to produce satisfactory entertainment col
taining elements of art rather than a coil
modify in which mechanics prevail.
"The public has been obliged to pay heavj
and unnecessarily mainly because the rule b
been that pictures have been made first al
the costs ascertained afterwards," Mr. WoJ
concludes. "Every dollar spent, either wisij
or unwisely, has had in he charged up agaii
the production concerned. A large percenta
of those dollars have been spent on non-pil
ductive things such as fabulous executive s 1
aries and another large percentage of thil
dollars have been spent because someone ma]
blunders. Of course, needless to add, the ptl
lie has been called upon to settle for the whi
outlay. In plain words, for every dollar
theatre patron has been spending at the bil
office, he has received about twenty-five eel
of what he thought he was buying in the nl
of amusement and the other seventy-five eel
has gone towards the upkeep of a few f.l
magnates and the defraying of the expert!
incurred by a multitude of ridiculous businl
andAnd,picture-making
if the United mistakes."
Producers and Distribl
ors have their way about it, there will be I
immediate cessation of all tendencies towa I
any goal other than economic soundness, whi
alone, they assert, will prove the means whel
by the movies will be given back to the ecl
mon people as the great democratic form 1
diversion it was in its beginning. ExpllCil
the public will be asked to pay exorbitantly!
longer and will be given exactly one hund ■
cents worth of screen pleasure for each doll
expended,
which isrejoicing.
laudable enough ■
warrant a all
veryof general

By EDITH

the production declares that he is the only one
for the role. On the other hand, there is so
much light and shade, so much that is subtle
in the delicate humor and gaucheries of the
boy
could "Tom"
deliver that
the only
goods.a well-seasoned
Mr. Tarkington,artistin
one of his playful moods has "kidded" the
fire-eating spirit of the South as it has never
been done before and out of it all a "Tom" is
evolved who starts out gentle and meek and
ends as the town terror.
Mr. Landis, it happens, is a southerner who
combines in his interesting personality and
mildness and suavity which ignites in a dangerous way when there is just provocation.
This combination has made him a valuable
~creen asset, for his acting is liberal and full
of vividness. He will be sweetly sympathetic
at one moment, and another, a veritable volcano.
Landis will be able to take himself seriously
in the role of "Tom" and so will adde the
greater humor to his part. Even in his heart
he will not "kid" it, for only those who know
Continued on page 19
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Lie
MARGUERITE COURTOT McKEE
>e successfully dressed, one needs more
fat pocketbook and a slim figure. One
now how to choose a background for
ress. and
One'sjewelry
coiffure,
hat, shoes,
loves
demands
as muchstockatas the frock itself. The numerous triential to the correct wearing of clothes
e accumulated slowly. If you are forenough in getting a model that cannot
ered, buy the same model in several
some of our smartest women are doing
ler than run a risk of several models,
ity is distinction, at least that is my
ion. Black and Brown are the smarttime colors, except for those morning
3 which are made up in a mannish
ey material worn often with a dog
Belt. And skirts are getting longer every
I The scarf collar, the bow or drapery in
nt, the long tight sleeves for daytime,
lire all good. Trimming is relatively
Hut, where it does apprsr, it places the
illon the embroidery or whatever material
m. Furs, if used, are suggested by the
ir If the material. Beading is not in allfisigns, but in beautiful imaginative patH Nothing is obvious. Everything is
Stjpleverness, refined to the ultimate esM. My mother used to tell me that one
Imlways know a lady by her shoes and
Hves. This year even our mothers might
drmed with the restraint and beauty of
Hv shoes. Madame Bob, the New York
sreator whose word is so important to
I, says that patent leather, that shiny
H of our tailored hearts, is slowly resignijfavor of black or brown suede or dull
HLs to the shape, the prevailing impresI I the new shoe is of high cut and fewer
Mrk designs than were evident in last
Wf
models. inclines
In spitetowards
of Bob'sheropinion,
the
: Irisienne
perennial
die, the plain patent leather pump, with
Uh Cuban heel, plain to the point of disWf, without a bow. So there you are.
K)l for yourself, Paris versus New York,
■love all, for general street wear, make
rlod simplicity, thrice simplified.
parson who observed that all was vanuld be entertained by the number of
cases that form such a generous part
opulent display among the season's novA container for make-up has become
:ntial and frankly acknowledged feature
toilet of the up-to-date woman, and
r she is elaborately gowned or simply,
ist be equipped with the separate conThe latest appeal to the love of fine
agrant face powder is a puff box dewee and oblong, of metal cover with
The back is ornamental with a small
ion of black onyx, in the center of which
imeo head of ivory. This very miniantrivance holds a small powder box with
of the smallest size imaginable to serve
pose. This case may be carried on the
are so fashionable this year that new
i are constantly being shown. The big
fans grow more and more gorgeous,
her fans are of rare lace mounted on
of shells of mother of pearl. To the
r with a long purse, these are now quite
ng. The most stunning new fans are of
with tortoise shell sticks, the material
ng with paillettes. These are effective
he latest evening gowns.
Continued on Page 22
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Palmborg's
Paragraphs
(Being one of a series of impressions of film folk and
cinemaland anecdotes as written by a motion picture insurance man. By C. F. Palmborg, special analyst and Hollyuood representative of the New York Life Insurance Company).
By handing in this article the last minute before publication the editor will not have time
to read it over— and that is just what I want
to happen, for I do not want to run the risk of
having blue pencil marks run through my statements or having another article substituted. As
I am taking the members of the Camera! staff
for my topic, and as the editor is an exceedingly modest man, no telling what he would do to
it, if he got hold of it.
The past few months I have had numerous
business dealings with the Camera ! force and
as I have my office next door to theirs I see a
great deal of them. I have yet to meet a finer
group of workers. In the first place they all
work together with a harmony and perfect understanding that is inspiring. All have the interest of Camera! first and foremost in their
hearts and each day they work and plan to
make the next issue the best.
Mr. Lawson, the publisher, is a sincere, capable man, who gives his best to the development of his paper. He has been both director
and actor, so knows the needs of the industry.
His ambition is to give the picture people information that will help them in their work, as
well as interesting, up-to-the-minute news on
all phases of the industry. He also aims to
have a magazine that will appeal to the general public and give them real facts of the picture world. He has big plans for the development of Camera ! and has the intelligence and
force to carry these plans out.
Mr. Fox, the editor, is one of the most conscientious, likeable young chaps I have ever
met. His heart is in Camera! and he gives
all of his time to it, working long days and
way into the night. He is one who never
watches the hands of the clock, but stays on the
job until his work is finished, no matter what
the time. His editorials are always inspiring,
based on topics of the day and carrying messages that are worth while. Like most newspaper men, he has served time as a reporter
on big daily papers so knows all the ins and
outs of newspaper writing.
Miss Thompson, the pulse editor, has work
that calls for much time and painstaking care
for it is she who consults each studio and procompany,news
so asof tothegive
readers lastducing
minute
workCamera
that is! going
on in the studios; just what pictures are in
progress and the names of the directors and
those in the cast. In doing this she covers a
big field and has many people to deal with.
She is an enthusiastic, diligent worker.
Mr. Woolway, the studio representative is
always on the job — I have decided that that
man never sleeps. I find him at the office any
time of day or night, industriously at work. He
has had many years of experience along publicity lines both in the United States and
abroad and is a very capable man. Many an
actor can trace his success to the co-operation
of Mr. Woolway. He is particularly good in
establishing the new actor or actress.
Mr. Cornyn, the advertising man, is a live
wire. Placing advertisements and then writing them is not a simple task by any means. He
likes his work and as a result is successful in
it. He has clever, original ideas that bring
results, so naturally has a large following.
This coming New Year will see big development for Camera!. This intelligent, capable,
conscientious
groupsucharea putting
their isbest
efforts into it and
combination
bound
to bring big results.

THE

NEW YEAR.
By Eric Mayne
A PRAYER

That the Supreme Power, which directs
the destinies of man, may guide us to those
things which will be for our present and
eternal welfare.
A RESOLVE
To do our best to make the world better
and brighter.
A WISH
A Happy New Year to us all.
On the Birthday of a New Year we have it
in our power to begin our life over again.
Our success in the New Year will depend
very much on what we have learnt in the Old
Year.
There is much Happiness in the world, there
is also much — very much — misery. However
little we can do to alleviate the misery, and
however little we can do to increase the happiness of the world, will help to increase our
own happiness.
We shall find our greatest happiness in tryin us.ing to educate and develop that which is best
The man who sits at home and wonders
why he is unhappy has the reason there with
him.
There is the duty of happiness, as well as the
happiness of duty.
Sometimes we have to sacrifice happiness for
duty,
ness. it may be the way to the greater happiWe often mar our own happiness, and the
happiness
us, by
discontent with of
whatthose
we around
have and
our our
desire
for
what we have not.
We shall be happy if we attain our desires,
if we have the right desires.
"King out the old, ring in the new.
King out old shapes of foul disease,
King nut the narrowing lust of gold ;
Ring out the thousand wars of old,
King in the thousand years of peace!
King in the valiant man and free,
The larger heart, the kindlier hand!
King out the darkness of the land,
King in the Christ that is to be!
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LASKY

Great Activity Is Promised for Paramount
Potel Is Going
is Angeles, the ideal motion
January 7 with three productions, of a transfer of motion picture
To New York
production from Southern Cali-e producing center of the inaugurating a season of steadily
fornia to the East or of a conI, not only is in no danger increasing activity. Additional
sing its supremacy but will pictures will start weekly, so that tinuedtinued slump in the photoVictor Potel, clever comedian,
more firmly establish that by the middle of February ten
wires from Chicago, where he
play-making industry.
units will be at work in our Holmacy during the new year!
In announcing plans for the went to attend the funeral of his
lywood plant. By the middle of reopening of the Lasky studio on father-in-law, Leopold Pam, form^venty-five per cent of the
er theatrical manager, that he and
April, we will have twelve pro- his return today from an extendjus Players-Lasky CorporaMrs. Potel are continuing their
; productions will be made in
ed stay in New York City, where
ducing
units
in
operation
here!"
In these emphatic words Jesse L. he completed the reorganization
Lasky Studio in Hollywood
trip East at once that he may undertake an engagement in a New
the other twenty-five per Lasky, first vice president of the of the Paramount production dein the Long Island plant!
Famous Players-Lasky Corporapartment, Mr. Lasky expressed un- York production.
tion, today set at rest all rumors
[he Lasky studio will reopen
bounded optimism over the future of picture productoin and
featuring Leatrice Joy and Rod
declared the temporary closing of LaRocque.
George Melford will
|E4 IS HAILED AS GREAT
FILM
the studio had accomplished all
begin "The Glorious Tomorrow."
the results hoped for.
and James Cruze will be back at
[YEAR; OPTIMISM
RAMPANT;
"There was nothing mysterious
the studio on that day from NatFOUNDATION
IS FIRM
about the closing of the studio,"
chez, Mississippi, where he has
said Mr. Lasky, "though our ac- just gone to film exteriors for
L hat 192+ will mark the most
Maurice Tourneur, prominent
tion has been erroneously exluessful and most active year in director says: "I think the motion
plained and misinterpreted in Booth
Tarkington's
"Herbert
Brenon "Magnolia."
will begin
picture business has finally found dozens of ways. We simply hoped
Uiistory of the Los Angeles molid picture producing industry is itself. Never have directors seen to point the way for the whole January 14th on "The Breaking
■(consensus of opinion of lead- the light with more clarity than industry to return to a sanity in Point" by Mary Roberts Rinehart.
production following a period of Patsy Ruthmeralda'Miller,
■Jfactors in every branch of the now. The fall season has proved
plays 'Es-of
in "The who
Hunchback
luness here.
a lesson to every creator in film- reckless competition and by a rewill have the feminorganization in our producing Notreine Dame"
dom. Some have been very costIll indication that Los Angeles
lead. Matt Moore will play
but, necessary. Never before, forces insure the making of better
ml not only remain the home of has ly,the
director been in a better
opposite her and Nita Naldi and
with less waste.
anion picture production but will position to know what the public pictures
"As we are making ready for George Fawcett will be other
Am additional Eastern producprominent members of the cast. On
does
NOT
want.
We
have
all
erlhere and increase the present made mistakes but I do not think the complete resumption of pro- January 21st, Sam Wood will
ducing
activity,
I
am
certain
that
wdme of film output is had .from we will make the same mistakes
our effort has been crowned with start Rita Weiman's and Jose■auel Goldwyn, now arranging
next year. I have never faced a success. A new spirit has dephine Quirk's well known story
tolstablish headquarters in Hol- new
year with greater confidence.
veloped— a new mental attitude "Bluff," co-starring Agnes Ayres
Bod.
I believe every creator in filmdom
and a new sense of responsibilitv and Antonio Moreno. Irvin WilliThe coming year will see will make greater strides in per- — especially on the part of our dibegin on Zane Grey's faigllter activities in Los Angeles
rectors. It is the director who at will vorite
fecting the art than during any
story, "Wanderer of the
actually spends the money and it Wasteland," featuring Jack Holt.
th
ever
before,"
said
Mr.
Gold*u at the Ambassador yesterday, year
in
the
past."
Conway Tearle, popular leading is only through his complete un- This picture, for the first time in
r'lere is solid foundation for this
derstanding and cooperation that the history of our company, will
said: "Actors who have
BBTlism. Despite the recent cry man,
drawing powers may rejoice at costs can be controlled. At meet- be entirely in color.
"Victor Fleming will get under
pfwolf in motion picture pro- the prospects of the New Year.
ings of our directors both at our
Producers will pay a fair salary Long Island studio and here, this
'ding circles, every producer
February
18thByron
on "The
Code
M whom I have spoken since I to those who warrant them. There
of the
Sea" by
Morgan.
cooperation has been pledged to way
lived, is planning ambitious
Rod La Rorque, who has created
seems every indication for a most me. In fact, the most heartening
iPBucing schedules starting with active producing year. Players development in the formulation of
a sensation in Cecil B. De Mille's
<nNew Year. Plants that have
will be in greater demand than
Ten Commandments," will
the atti- "The
be featured. Early in February
Mi closed during past months
ever before. Players whose talent our new policv has been
willingand
helpfulness
tude
of
Dimitri
Buchowetzki will begin
wj again open with a rush of ac- and box-office assets have inness of everyone connected with
uity such as Hollywood has nevcreased during the past year will the two studios.
production
of the Pola Negri pictfceen before. Various Eastern
ture "Men," adapted by Paul
find their monetary returns inMr. Lasky admitted that he will
ppucers, including myself, will
Bern from a well known concrease accordingly. This is busi- spend more of his time in New
ness law and not even the cry of York hereafter, but emphasized
tinental novel. An all-star picture
bfshooting' in Los Angeles soon
a |r the New Year is ushered in." 'wolf can change it."
that this does not indicate any featuring Leatrice Joy, which has
Blanche Sweet, who during the transfer of production activity not yet been given a title, will be
I. C. Levee, President of the
Uted Studios, the largest leasing past year scored her most notable
started early in February under
away from the Laskv studio in the
direction of Joseph Henabery.
p'it in the world, said: "Our pro- characterization in "Anna Chriswill spend
"I probably
Hollywood.
"In brief, the Lasky studio will
has thisInceto has
say:shown
"I honestly
New
in
year
each
of
wling facilities" will be running believetie," Mr.
months
six
a new
»1 capacity by the middle of
three productions, inYork," he said, "because it will be open withcreasing tosix
Jluary. Three new companies
before the month is
path
with
'Anna
Christie'.
It is necessary for me to be closer to over. Ten
my
contention
that
1924
will
bring
units will be under
»J starting production between
the center of things where our
t| first and fifteenth of next out more distinct screen characterway by the middle of February
worked out. Some of and
izations than any year in the past. policies areimportant
•flith. Others already astabthe middle of April we
productions of will by
most
the
have an even dozen, with
Producers
are
going
after
stories
iyd here will be going full blast
wav
under
get
will
season
the
four producing companies in Long
opre the fifteenth. Every indi- with powerful themes and characwith the reopening of the Laskv in
Hon points to the most active
Island,
off feet.which ratio will continue
ters. It certainly looks like a wonDe
B.
Cecil
7.
studio January
31r in the history of filmdom."
derful year for the player."
Mille will start on "Triumph,"
•
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NEW

FILM COMPANY
FOR 'FRISCO;
LUBFIN, TRAXLER
ARE AT HEAD
Francisco, within easy distance
Plans have just been announced
for the formation of what bids from the heart of the city. It will
fair to be the largest picture pro- have not only room for the comducing organization of San Franpany's own six units but renting
cisco, and the Bay District, and space to accommodate several othalso a real addition to the ranks of
er independent producers who may
wish to come to San Francisco
the film world at large. The new
Pending the building of their own
company is called The Cinema
Arts and Crafts Corporation, and studio. temporary headquarters
its personnel are people who have have been established at 331 Turk
gained a wide and varied experi- Street, which will be used until
ence in the business with the larg- the studio plans, which are alest producers and are excellently
ready well under way, can be carried out. More detailed activities
equipped to handle the affairs of
the new organization on go id,
nounced early in 1924. will be ansound, and conservative principles. of the organ'zation
Herman Lubfin, the President,
was till lately Vice President and Fan Now Has
General Manager of the Pacific
Motion Pictures Corporation of
Lewis Guessing
San Francisco, and is at present
the F.xecutive Manager of the
Ralph Lewis has just received a
Golden Gate Pictures Corporation
fan letter from Des Moines which
of Los Angeles.
has him considerably nettled as to
Ernest Traxler, Vice President its actual meaning. The letter was
and General Manager is well from a boy who had just seen
known to the industry through his him in "The Mail Man" and
connection with Famous Players- read,
"I have just seen you in
Losky Corporation, Universal, As- the 'Mail Man' and think you
tra Films, and Goldwyn, as direc- would be good to animals."
tor and Production Manager. Having recently completed his work
as production manager with Eric Critics Laud
von Stroheim in his filming of
Von Eltz
"Greed"
for the Goldwyn Corporation.
Theodor von Eltz is figuring
y, ProducSecretar
JacktionDewey,
Manager, and
Art Director, handsomely in the allotment of
has held the same positions with piaise to Warner Brothers "Tiger
which is now showing in
the Benjamin Hampton Produc- Rose"
All the dramatic critCorpora- Newics inYork.
tions, Louis J. Selznick
the
metropolis are commendInce
tion, Mary Pickford, Thos.
and Charles Ray.
ing Mr. von Eltz's portrayal of
engineer in the producThe new organization plans to the young
plays opposite Lenore
have six production units, starting Ulric.tion who
personality,
each unit as fast as plans can be the sincereHisnotelikeable
he strikes, his big
formulated. Each unit to make a art are among the
different type of pictures. They the praise sounded. ingredients of
also have under consideration a
a well known naproposaltionalfrom
distributor for the market- Has Distrust
ing and
tire
output.distributing of their enof Studio Seats
The plans are also well under
Ruth Hiatt's
way for the construction of a mod- carefully
tests the mother
chair or always
bench
ern studio, to be located in San or stool before
she sits down in
the Lloyd Hamilton studio.
Not that Mrs. Hiatt is overAh, for a Glimpse
weight, but comedy studios abound
of the Big Bagdad
in what is known as "breakaway
furniture"
— the
especially
Lloyd Hughes may never see built
so that
whenkind
the comedian,
New York City.
in his most dignified manner, sits
the chair flies all to pieces,
At it.
least, that's how he feels down,
about
like
the one horse shay of poetic
fame.
For over a year Lloyd and his
wife, Gloria Hope, have shared
Yes, Mrs. Hiatt sat down withan ambition to visit the big city
out looking — once!
and see what it's like.
Every time they planned for the
Beery Pummels Star
visit something happened to prevent. For the past two months
Prior to Trip
they had dreamed about New
Year's
Eve on
This
Virginia Valli left for New
would give
themBroadway.
an opportunity
of seeing Manhattan at its gayest. York in a black and blue condition which was caused by a terBut the fates have decreed, it
rific fight with Wallace Beery for
shall not be. James Young, dia dramatic scene in "The Signal
rector of Belasco's "Welcome
a which
Universal-Jewel
Stranger" has been hurrying Tower", duction
Clarence Brownpro-is
things along to let Hughes get directing.
away but it just can't be done.
Virginia was forced to call a
Lloydturewill
working
the picuntil thebe end
of the inweek.
physician to straighten out the
kinks which the villainous Mr.
Again he will NOT see New
York.
Beery had put in her joints.

Finis Fox ranks high as one of the most progressive of our indtp,
ent producers and has made many notable contributions to the
interest drama. His current production is "A Woman Who Sinn
which is being filmed at the Hollywood Studios. His recent films
elude "The Bishop of the Ozarks," "The Man Between." and "Bag
Baggage." Tivo With
Round
Tully for Evelyn

Lewis is Assembling
Words for FilmpU

Richard Walton Tully believes
in using a player twice if their
work merits it. Evelyn Sherman,
whose work as Mrs. Bagot in
"Trilby" excited favorable comment, is appearing in an interesting role in his forthcoming production of "Flowing Gold," which
ture.
will also be a First National pic-

Ralph Lewis is writing a si
ario based on the life of the f
ous Dr. Johnson, which R:
plans to film as his second s
ring vehicle to follow the "C(
try
the new series
RalphDoctor"
Lewis inProductions.

Jean Should Have
Shut His Eyes
Jean Hersholt says the most difficult acting he ever did was to inject the required touch of humor
into his role of the German, supporting Constance Talmadge in
"The Gold Fish". Hersholt was
an aviator with the A. E. F. during the late war.
Actor's Schedule
Is Definite
Howard Gaye, the distinguished
player
London who
whererecently
he wasreturned
featuredfromin
Gaumont's special production, "Byron," is completing his present
role, The Duke of Norfolk in
"Dorothy Vernon of Hadden
Hall." Mr. Gaye has been proffered a contract by a Hollywood
company, which is to do an English story, to fill the capacity of
technical director commencing immediately upon the completion of
his present engagement.

Actor Falsifies
Ye Olde Ada
The old adage that "oil
water will not mix", has been
proved by Milton Sills. As i
as he completes his streni
work as Calvin Gray in Rich
Walton
version
"Flowing Tully's
Gold," screen
the thrilling
Beach oil story, he has signei
appear in the title role of Fi
Lloyd's First National produc
of "The Sea Hawk."
Really Sounds
Worse Than Bigat
Louise Lorraine wore three
ferent wedding gowns all of
samethe pattern
the final
of
FightinginBlood
Series,epi'
ruined one where she jui
from an ocean liner and
spoiled the second one when
had to jump the second time
the foreign negative. There
no casualties to the third crea
when she went through the t
ding ceremony in the final sci

Ct leral

Camera! News Section

HkS LAUDABLE
AMBITION
TO
GLORIFY
WOMANHOOD
ON SCREEN; WILL MAKE
SERIES
e of the actuating ambitions
in Itactual
life." the United Prois reported
'. F. Wood, vice president and
ducers and Distributors will reral manager of the United
lease several feature photoplays
ucers and Distributors, is to
ate his big film distributing designed for this very purpose and
Wood frankly states that his
g^iization to the cause of glori- Mr.
; American womanhood by hope is to thus have his company
do its bit towards eradicating the
sing a series of photoplay
ires in which various of the new-born disregard of the worth
of the gentler sex.
rable traits of the good woof this nation will serve as
Oasic themes. He claims the
Wld War like any similar catBeery Added
phe has engendered a spirit
Bflrelessness in many men to the
To Lloyd Cast
it of causing them to be lax in
consideration of woman and
Wallace Beery is the latest adimportance in the God-given
dition to the large cast of stars
ne of mundane affairs. The
and
featured
players being astantly increasing number of
sembled
for
Frank
Lloyd's big
:ing cases which monopolize
National spectacle "The Sea
paper space nowadays is cit- First
Hawk" it was announced yesters proof of the unsavory condiday upon the departure of the
Lloyd company for Camp Lloyd,
I am firm in the belief the Catalina Island, a village which
will accommodate more than 700
Iran can go far in the matter
Hastening a correction of this people during the five weeks to be
jthbtening evil simply by the required for the making of ship
scenes and early sequences of the
pijer visualization of compelling
Sabatini story.
Sties in which American wo■■hood is glorified as it deserves
Mr. Beery, true to type, is to
play the role of Jasper Leigh, a
B)|e,"
Mr.
Wood
says.
"Let
us
Net the socalled sex appeal
piratical sea captain who kidnaps
Sir Oliver Tressilian on the eve
Unas
and Let
the us
mushy
puppy-dog
Uances.
substitute
foi of his trial for murder and by so
■He useless stories a few first- doing forces himself and his capHe productions in which true
tive into several years of interestId in a is resorted to in demonstraing and unexpected adventure.
Itils of the value of the exalted
Beery, six feet, two inches tall,
will have as part of his character
a number of spirited battles with
md Works
both fists and swords, in defense
of Sir Oliver, played by Milton
for Cline
Sills.
It is expected that the cast for
In ill wind has been blowing
"The Sea Hawk" will be comjut Los Angeles and vicinity
pleted within a few days.
I the past week, leaving much
Iruction in its wake. Huge
Is have been felled by its force,
Genius
jen doors have been blown off, Coffin'sWill
ISoiv Shine
| brush fires have been fanned
jury.
Ray Coffin, publicity director for
Jut it has blown somebody some
Walton Tully, has turned
Id, thereby following out the Richard
actor
for the time being, and is
1 adage. Baby Peggy and her
playing the part of a reporter in
Ipanyonin location
"Captainat January"
re
Laguna
Tully's "Flowing
drama-of
tization of the RexGold,"
Beach a novel
Ich when the wind arose, and
the
oil
country.
lie it blew away from its moorTully is a stickler for realism,
( a crate of live lobsters that
re being used in the picture, it and as one important sequence of
b stirred up a high surf that the story calls for Milton Sills to
submit to a press interview, the
Ipped the old lighthouse with
producer
memk', working right into Director
ber to bat.called
For his
onceWampas
in the history
Ivard
F.
Cline's
hands
for
a
big
of motion pictures, a reporter will
rm scene, and making some
appear without notebook or penjgeous photographic shots.
cil.
Not only that, with true metroP. D. Head
politan methods, Coffin carries a
press photographer with him, and
Retired Medic
still with an eye to realism, Tully
engaged Russell Ball, from New
jThe president of the United
York, photographer de luxe for an
Inducers and Distributors is a eastern fan magazine who hapitred physician and surgeon,
pens to be in Los Angeles on as[Jo' in more recent years has comera man.signment, to enact the part of
jjrn a highly successful capital■l His name is Dr. G. R. Ringo
Coffin says he expects to incur
41 he was formerly head surgeon
the eternal jealousy of Milton
< one of Chicago's largest hos- Sills, John Roche, Crauford Kent,
jals. It's a pun, of course, but Bert Woodruff, and Charles Sel1 wouldn't be surprising if he
other noted male mem!>uld develop a marked ability lon, and
bers of the cast, but refuses to
; a film doctor !
longer
hide
his light under a
jmanly character as we find it bushel.

Helene
Considerable progress has
been made in the modernization ofthe motion picture
sections of the daiiy newspapers within the past few
years, and several developments of salient significance
have taken place right here
in Los Angeles. The following columnists and critics
are, we believe, worthy of
high places in the Film
Editors' Hall of Fame.
'Camera!" aivards the laurels

Ted

Taylor

. . . because he writes on
"Cinematters" for the Los
Angeles Record . . . because
he has endowed this column
with delicious satire . . . because he makes publicity
bunkum ridiculous . . . because he was formerly the
editor and publisher of
"Camera!" . . . because he
can tell the truth in a manner that incurs no enmity
. . . because he fears no one
. . . because he believes in
the motion picture as an art.
Jimmy
Gruen
. . . because he has done
much to make the film section of the Los Angeles Examiner really worth-while
. . . because he is original
. . . because he so cleverly
blends the light with the
serious . . . because he knows
what he is talking about
. . . because he gives credit
ivhere credit is due . . . because he has no false and
swollen estimation of his
abilities . . . because he pans
bum pictures . . . because
he praises good ones . . .
because he is a budding artist with the pen as his
sketches in the Examiner reveal .. . because he is a hard
and conscientious worker:
Don

Eddy

. . . because he brings huto his column "Real
manness
and Unreel" which is a credit to the Los Angeles Examiner .. . because he knows
motion picture people and
cause he is genuine . . . bethey know him . . . because he has his own inimitable style of making-tip his
column, using the interruption idea to distinct advantage . . . because be can talk
about half-a-dozen things
simultaneously . . . and talk
about them sensibly . . .
because people buy the paper to read his
thusiastical y asstuff
they as
do en-to
follow the adventures of
beBarney causeand
he is Sparky
a poet ...
and a
boiled-in-oil newspaperman
in one.

Awaits
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New Year's Gift
Christmas
Chad wick. isn't over for Helene
Every year her aunt, Mrs. Lucy
Chadwick Harris, sends a gift to
her on New Year's Day. Mrs.
Harris, the only one of the Chadwick family to retain stock in the
Chadwick Mills at Chadwick, N.
Y.
which were started
great-grandfather,
hasby aHelene's
prejudice against what she terms the
commercialization of the Christmas spirit. She refuses to give
gifts at Christmas time. But on
New Year's Day she wraps a dozen or more packages and starts
them on their way to friends of
life-long standing, and to relatives.
"My earliest memory is of the
Shetland pony and wicker cart I
found standing under the port
cochere on New Year's Day fifteen
Miss Chadwick says.
years
"I had ago,"
begged
for a pony for a
whole year, but mother had sternly refused me, declaring that if I
wanted to go anywhere I could
ride in the family brougham.
When I saw the pony and cart
Aunt Lucy had sent me I could
I'll never
for joy.
have
as I
as long
that minute
forgetscreamed
Mrs. Harris, who still lives in
Chadwick, N. Y. where Helene
was born and brought up, ahvavs
includes a box of preserves made
from the fruit and berries on Miss
live."
Chadwick's old home.
Jean is Jack-ofFilm-Direction
Jean Hersholt who plays one of
the principal supporting roles with
Constance Talmadge in the "Gold
Fish" is equally proficient in directing pictures as in acting before
the camera. Hersholt directed a
number of big features for B. B.
Hampton before taking up acting
as a permanent vacation.
New

Juvenile is
With Finis Fox

Finis Fox selected Rex Lease to
play the leading juvenile role in
his production of "A Woman
Who Sinned"
place of
Cullen
Landis taking
who wasthe unable
to
fill his contract owing to a broken
leg. Although Lease is a comparative newcomer in pictures Fini*
confidently expects that he will
niles.
soon be one of the top notch juvePat Treasures
Critics' Words
Pat O'Malley, leading man for
Laurette
"Happinfll,"
received aTaylor
lot of inXmas
gifts but
the criticisms of his work in "My
Mamie Rose," which comprised
the bulk of his press clippings received by him yesterday gave him
more joy
ceived this than
year. any present reCritics everywhere are unaniPat's
that Mary
mous in their opinion
characterization
opposite
Philbin in this picture, marks the
best characterization of his career.
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Five
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a line o' type

or

two

gleam

from the pages of yesteryear. Cherished words from memory's treasun
box that so indelibly impress upon us the fleetness of Time.
Republishe
from

the "Camera!"

D. W. Griffith is cutting his
current Artcraft and has not announced when casting will begin for the next.
Culver City is working three
Goldwyn companies. The illness
of Miss Normand has laid off her
company temporarily, but she expects to be back at work in another week or so. Mae Marsh, it
is expected, will be starring in
about two weeks. At present Reginald Barker is in his third week
with a star cast, making a Rex
Beach feature. Clarence Badger
is in his second week with Madge
Kennedy, and H. Beaumont is in
his second week with Tom Moore.
Report has it that the Goldwyn
companies do not expect to remain
long in the West.
Mae Marsh is again able to
be around the different studios
and is renewing her acquaintance with former friends.
At Lasky's George Melford is
starting with Ethel Clayton; Edward Jose is starting with a star
cast; James Cruze is in the middle
of a tf'ally Reid picture.
Seven Universal companies
are under operation. Jack Ford
is starting with Harry Carey,
with J. Brown at the camera;
Rupert Julian is beginning a
feature with himself as lead;
Jack Dillon is finishing with
Edith Roberts; J. P. MacGowan
is on the second episode of his
circus serial with Marie Walcamp; Ida May Park is finishing a Mary MacLaren picture;
Harry Harvey is in the middle
of a Helen Gibson Western.
Lyons and Moran are making
comedies.

Mocks, the carpenter at the Paramount studio, is back on the job
after a severe case of flu.
Andy Reid, with the Clifton
company, remarks that the next
is going to carry a credpicture
it line, "Camera number effects
W. Reid." Whatdayaby A. D.tthat?
knowabou

of December

At the Sational, Francis Grandon is starting with Billie Rhodes,
Bert Bracken having finished.
Harry Pollard is directing Bill
Parsons in a comedy, and Louis
C.haudet is in his third week with
Walthall. Joe Bretherton is cranking the camera.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Lytell
spent the Christmas holidays at
ihe Lytell ranch in Napa County.
At the Metro Studio Henry Otto
is replacing George Baker with
May Allison, already under way.
Director Harry Franklin is finishing the first Hale Hamilton picture. John Ince is getting started
with Bert Lytell. Nazimova is in
the third week of her Chinese picture. Herbert Blache is in the
middle of a feature with Viola
Dana. Edwin Carewe and Chas.
Swickard are on the waiting list.
Five companies are producing.
Charlie
in the
enth weekChaplin
of his iswork
on sevthe
third First National Comedy.
An item of interest gleaned
by William Duncan on his recent trip to New York was the
fact that while all the remaining members of his family are
contented to attend the evening
performance at the neighborhood theatre of the weekly
change of program on the Duncan-Vitagraph serial, Bill Duncan's father never fails to buy
the first ticket sold for the matWiliiam S. Hart has started another Artcraft and expects to go
to San Francisco on location this
week. Hillyer is directing, as usera. ual, with Joe August at the camTwo companies are starting,
one is under way and three are
resting at the Brunton Studios.
Ernest Ward is starting with
Frank Keenan, Chas. Kaufman
cameraman. William Worthington is starting with Hayakawa,
Dal Clawson at the camera.
James Kirkwood is in his second week with Jack Pickford,
Tony Gaudio cranking. Kitty
Gordon, Bessie Barriscale and
Lillian Walker are waiting for
stories.

29th,

1918.

Lou Howland is assisting
George Melford at Lasky's.

Lois Weber expects to finish
first Anita Stewart picture si
time during the coming week.

Clara Horton is a busy little
person. She is supporting Jack
Pickfordtionalinproduction,
his initial
Naand isFirst
keeping
up her studies at the same time.
Clara knows she cannot acquire
too much education and does not
want to shirk any study.

Parke Frame is assisting Jt
Hampton at the Willis and lm_
studios.

Henry King will soon be the
only one oflefttheat "famous
three"
directors
the American
studios, and will probably continue to direct the William Russell productions which he has
brought into such prominence.
In a very short time King has
risen to the very front rank of
directors, and any picture directed by him is always looked
forward to by the exhibitors
both here and abroad. He has
justcoreturned
from aSannumber
Francis-of
where he took

Harry Lamont is playi
crook parts at National, w
"Go Get 'Em Parks", in E
Parsons comedies.
Al Jennings expects to leave
New York next week.
Oliver (Bunny) Marsh J
isIC w\l>
the
Reginald
Barker
compa
at Culver City.
Hughes
rierLloyd
arecompany.
at MetroandwithFrank
the ViC
Dana

scenes for Bill Russell's "Brass
Buttons."
Jack Lloyd is getting out the
publicity
D. W. Griffith's picture at theforAuditorium.
Eddie Peil is with the Clifton
dios.
company at the Paramount stuAstra has begun work on the
long-talked-of serial which is to be
in
fifteenand
episodes,
Roland
Larkin,starring
neitherRuthof
whom is new to the serial game.
Robert Ellis is directing and H.
Hardy is cranking the camera.
The work is being done in the
Glendale studio formerly occupied
by Diando. Charles Rehfeld is
the casting director.
Fred Bond is here, en route
with a short vaudeville tour,
over Pantages time.
Mr.
have
spend
Eve.
in the

and Mrs. Sidney Chaplin
gone to San Francisco to
a few days and be present
Bay City over New Year's

Constance Talmadge is starting at the Morosco Studio under
the direction of Robert Vignola,
for the present leaving the guiding wing of her former director,
Walter Edwards. F. E. Garbutt
will handle the camera.
Zukor is expected in
theAdolph
city Sunday.

Chas. E. Whittaker is rec
ering from the flu.
Tom Wilson is recovering ft
the ordeal of getting away viitl
twenty-inst.five-pound turkey on I
25th
Ed Thomas and Omar Wh
head are at Astra.
Ralph and I' era Lewis art si
National.
porting Henry Walthall at
Bert Sutch is still getting
touch with Southern Califtn
air. He is at Griffith's usually.
Frank Braidwood is playinc
juvenile
with the Romayne S
erfilm Company.
Bertram Grassby has comple
a long engagement under J.
Barry, who is making a mu
reel feature of a propaganda
ture. Grasby has a splendid pi
the heavy, one of the best he t>
essayed. Mr. Grassby is one
the "very worth while" film u
Under the title Humanity F
Corporation, Frank Borzage 11
recting
Jack Mulhall
Univtr.
The company
is in itsat fifth

Cmiera!
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GjAF WILL FILM "THE WISE SON";
HOLLYWOOD
TRIES TO LURE HIM
He Graf, supervising director of
options
on certain popular books
the day.
It Graf Productions, is back
The Graf brothers, who have
m from his semi-annual eastPfip, when among other things been in the production field about
w York he arranged for the two years, have been making their
pictures at the Pacific Studios, San
ho ng of the whimsical "HalfMateo. Nevertheless repeated ofa-Dlar-Bill"
at
the
Capitol
thefers have been made the brothers
atei another tribute to this prove producer since the Capi- to transfer their activities ot Hoi
u-re
to! the largest motion picture lywood, most alluring overtures
iou in the world. Now that he being made Max Graf this past
ias lisposed of the fate of this week when he stopped off in the
lid e for which 157,000 contracts
film capitol upon his return from
ia\ thus far been signed, Mr.
New York. The producer could
,.r; is arranging for his premier
not be tempted to make a statero ction of the new year which
ment at the present time beyond
he Wise Son" which will be announcing that his 192+ program
reted by an all star cast, in would include expansion in every
ood, it is said, to be headed
way, but with the slogan rrnre emDec B. Francis, notable charphasized than ever ' human picHj actor, whose recent brilliant
tures for human pe pie."
iflwas with Louise Fazenda in
finer Brothers "The Gold Dig- Looks Like Hoe
ger
" le Wise Son" will call for
av i sets, for the story reflects
he >cial side of life. There will
>e nple room, however, for the
:lcr character actors, always
:on|icuous in the cast of Graf
Mictions. Mr. Graf will shortjBgin casting for the picture.
DHldaptation which he made, is
flready as are the drawings of
ffljarious
sets. He
well profid
with stories
that isinclude
the
ifltl rights to David Graham
Mips'
Grain special
of Dust"
»hli will "The
be a super
and
Hriginal "The Soul Thief','
'Nled Souls" and others with
=
J
Scenarists Must
Be Sincere
\ nifred Dunn, who holds the
Hrtant post of scenario editor
oi Metro Pictures Corporation
iui distinct message for wouldie•tssential
jreen authors.
"The in
one writing
greatfor success
qtfn-picture stories, is sincerity.
Hhard to say just what single
Mof story is acceptable, but one
hi I is sure: it must be a true
■re of real life with human in^J, character delineation, and
N the experience of concrete
ttnation of the author.
'lon't start to write scenarios
•(use it looks like easy money,
wwone knows how hard it is to
V into the field of magazine
'ring, yet after all, a far greattlvestment is staked on a screen
tol Nevertheless, most amateur
celrists think these can be
liled off. Sincerity and hard
U are absolutely needed before
■amateur can become success• the present time, Miss Dunn
» Idapting Robert W. Service's
*», "The Shooting of Dan Mcfwr,"
which for
will Metro
be filmed
by
»rer-Lubin
release.
Jarke Renalle, President and
paging Director of Renalles,
*l has received word from the
>fUreal Lodge of Elks that Miss
Stjl Redmond has been declared
njwinner of the beauty contest
ie| in connection with the Elks'
r4 Festival, and that she will
We for Hollywood within a few

Labor for Anna
It's a hard old world, says Anna
Q. Nilsson, who is deep in the
pastime of moving when she has
a moment off from her strenuous
work in "Flowing Gold", the Richard Walton Tully production in
which she is appearing for First
National. Miss Nilsson has become a farmerette! Her husband
has been siezed with the "back to
the
soil" movement,
a ten-acre
ranch outandonpurchased
Ventura
Boulevard.
Anna laments the fact that the
days are now so short, as it is
going to utter darkness when she
arrives home for dinner from the
studio, and she fears she will not
be able to assist with the chores.
Want to Marry?
See Tully Agency!
Richard Walton Tully, whose
production of the Rex Beach,
novel, "Flowing Gold" with an
all-star cast headed by Anna Q.
Nilsson and Milton Sills is now
under way, is seriously considerency. ing opening a matrimonial agThe little Dlind god seems to be
eternally hovering over the Tully
productions and releasing his
darts in the most unexpected
directions.
During the filming of "The
Masquerader", last year, Edward
Kimball, who played an important
role in the production, was married.
Last spring, when in the midst
of his
ly wasproduction
startled of
to "Trilby,"
learn of Tulthe
elopement and marriage of Andree Lafayette, who had the title
role, to Max Constant, another
member of the cast. Jimmie Ewens, his assistant director was also
wed during production of "TrilAnd now, Bert Woodruff, the
well known character actor, who
is playing the part of "Pa Briskow"by."in "Flowing Gold", has married Mrs. Addie M. Sprague, of
Quincy, 111., whom he had not seen
for fifty-five years.
Actors desiring quick service in
the matrimonial line, should by all
means secure a Tully engagement.

Dorothy Gish is one of the stellar lights of "Romola," which is no<w
being filmed in Italy under the direction of Henry King with a great
cast including Lillian Gish. It is a far cry from the hoydenish comedies
which Dorothy used to make here to the dramatic roles which she has
been tinct
assuming
of late.
Her forward
work in to"Orphans
the Storm"
was we
a dissurprise ; we
will look
big thingsof from
her when
go
to see "Romola."
Music

Served
With Previews

A projection room with music
in it! That'll be something new
in the Hollywood film colony, but
it is what the United Producers
and Distributors will offer in their
new building, which they have
just occupied. A fine organ will
be installed and there will be no
showing there of the silent drama
in cold silence.
The latent highbrow in all of
us tends to bring out an intellectual
sneering at the works of Robert W.
Service, Harold Bell Wright, and
other protagonists of the "great
open
Winifred
Dunn,spaces".
scenarioNaturally,
writer at
Metro
Studios, shared this attitude, until
she was assigned to adapt "The
Shooting This
of Dan
McGrew"
the
screen.
famous
Serviceforpoem
will be produced by Sawyer-Lubin
for Metro release.

Should

Have

Cabled

Seven-League Boots
"Please report in London for
theThat
opening
on conclusion
New Year'sof Day."
is the
four
cablegrams received yesterday by
Adele Rowland, vaudeville and
musical comedy star and wife of
Conway Tearle, motion picture
star. Each was from a different
London theatrical agent and offered her the lead in a new comedy by Franz Lehar, author of
"The Merry Widow," to be called
"The Three Graces."
"I suppose they figured she
could take the afternoon train and
arrive in New York tomorrow to
catch the boat," said Mr. Tearle,
in telling of the English conception of American distances. "Of
course she would not have accepted the offer anyway; Los Angeles is our home now and we are
going to stay here, together. But
then it is flattering to have received such a hurry call, she
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ESTHER

INVITED

TO

BUILD
RHINE
DOMICILE;
PETITIONER NOT BACKWARD
Fan letters, which is the tech- lars, so that he could set up house,
nical term for the epistles indited and marry the girl to whom he
to motion picture favorites by was now engaged. Herr Schaefer
their admirers all over the world, promised, furthermore, to keep
have provided a new gasp for one this a secret from his fiancee, just
Hollywood actress, at any rate. to show her the house as a surEsther Ralston, whose blonde
prise wedding present. The petitioner promises to repay the loan
beauty illuminated Universal pictures for two years, and who re- to Miss Ralston in installments
cently played with Ernst Lubitsch during a five year term; but when
that it took four thouin "The Marriage Circle," had re- she figured
sand marks for just the letter to
ceived the usual type of fan letter,
ranging from the Filipino who get here, her mathematical sense
wanted her picture because she was overwhelmed by the string of
in the changing of one
was "his most favorite actress," to ciphers
dollars into German
money.
the proposal of marriage from the thousand
supposed millionaire in Oskaloosa,
Incidentally, the writer also
or some other metropolitan center.
The other day, however, Miss suggests that perhaps Miss Ralston could not make this loan to
Ralston got a letter from a young
man named Joseph Schaefer of him all by herself, so he is willing
have her tell the circumstances
Bonn, on the Rhine, which cer- to
to her friends and comrades at
tainly proves that the Germans
lead the world when it comes to the studios, so that they can combine to make up the amount of
novelties. Herr Schaefer suggest- the loan.
ed that, since he admired Miss
Esther Ralston hereby challenges
Ralston's work on the screen so
much, and since she had "such a any actor or actress in Hollywood
produce an authentic letter
good, kind face," he was appeal- to
which can even tie this one, much
ing to her to send him between
less
beat it !
eight hundred and a thousand dolCARMEL
MYERS
FILM VERSION

TO PLAY SIREN IN
OF WALLACE
TALE
Carmel Myers — she of the dark beautiful woman he had ever photographed. In analyzing her face
and exotic allure — will play Iras,
says he finds it impossibl:of "Ben Hur," toMuray
siren
Egyptian
the
measure beauty in terms of feawhich the Goldwyn Pictures Cortures. It is the total impression
poration will produce in Europe
that
counts. He affirms, however,
on a scale of magnitude never attempted before.
that extraordinarily
Miss Myers' mouth
and eyes
are
beautiful.
This was the announcement
made yesterday by Vice President
Miss
Myerscastis tothebefourth
memAbraham Lehr after a search
ber of the
announced.
which has extended over two con- George Walsh will play the muchtinents. The fairest charmers of coveted title role. Ciertrude Olmboth America and Europe were
sted will be Esther, and Kathleen
considered for the part. That the Key will enact the role of Tizrah,
United States should win out in Ben Hur's sister.
this unofficial world-wide contest
Miss Myers was born in San
of beauty and feminine appeal is Francisco and entered pictures at
a tribute to the American girl.
the Griffith studios in Los Angeles.
Dozens of film tests were made
She also appeared on the New
in this country by June Mathis, York stage in "The Magic MelGoldwyQ Editorial Director. In
ody," amusical
and made
tour incomedy,
vaudeville.
She
Europe, Charles Brabin, who will a short
direct the picture, photographed
has recently scored heavily in
the most noted beauties of the con- "demi-vamp" parts, including
tinent and sent the pictures to the "The Famous Mrs. Fair," "Slave
studio for consideration.
The part was particularly diffi- of Desire" and "Reno."
cult to cast because the producers
•wanted Iras to measure up to Gen.
Seek Valli
Lew Wallace's description of her:
"... a wonderfully beautiful
Society Drama
woman, beautiful of face, beautiful of form . . with large,
Virginia Valli will have a chance
soft, black almond-shaped eyes
declarative of her race — eyes to exhibit herself in an array of
which looked more than lies in the fine gowns in her next starring
supremest wealth of words to ut- picture if rumors coming from the
ter . . . tall, slender, graceful,
Universal studio have any foundation. It is said that the company
refined, wrapped in rich and float- is looking
for a society drama for
ing draperies, wanting nothing but
a fitting mind to make her . . . the beautiful young star.
terrible as an army. In other
Since returning to the screen after an absence of over a year, Virwords, as she returned to his
ginia has appeared in one costume
fancy, the whole passionate song
of Solomon came with her, in- play, "The Lady of Quality," which
will have its local premiere soon.
spired by herMuray,
presence."the famous
Nikolas
In her last two pictures her wardrobe has consisted of gingham
Hungarian painter, sculptor and
gowns.
She has appeared in but
photographer, recently declared
that Miss Myers was the most one society drama in her career.

I

Morey Cast in
"Captain January"
Nearly all of the real picture
pioneers have passed into the
limbo of things forgotten. A few
have made successful comebacks
after long periods of retirement,
but only one or two have come
down the years steadily, with picture after picture, their popularity
never wavering.
Such a one is Harry T. Morey
who, with Alice Joyce, formed the
old Vitagraph team that for six
years dominated the field of motion picture players. It was these
two who made the first screen
versionthanoften"Within
the Law,"
more
years ago.
With the growth of the industry Harry Morey found his proper
niche and became known as the
best character man in pictures. He
has supported this title consistently, as is ization
proven
his characterof Hullin Gregson,
the
trader, in "Where the Pavement
Ends" and as Major Crespin in
"The Green Goddess." This latter production found Morey and
Aliceiod ofJoyce
reunited after a persix years.
And strange as it may seem, in
this long screen career, Harry
Morey is to make his first picture
on the Pacific Coast. "When I was
in Los Angeles on a visit ten years
ago," he says, "Hollywood was an
orange grove that you looked at
and admired on your way to PasaMorey has been cast for the
heavy role in "Captain January",
Babv Peggy's first production under her Principal Pictures condena."tract, which is being made at the
studio of the company in Hollywood
Kenyon

Deluged

by Masterpieces
A few months ago, Charles
Kenyon,
the eminent
and
scenarist,
addressedplaywright
a group
of amateur screen authors, and
volunteered to read their scripts
in his spare time and give them
some definite suggestions for their
treatment. Naturally, he has been
receiving a continuous deluge of
would-be
"filmconscientiously
masterpieces,"trying
and
he has been
to live up to his promise. Many
successful authors, in fact, give
their leisure time to such work,
always hoping that the miracle
will come to pass and they will
discover a real genius among the
myriad who keep trying.
The last couple of months have
been very strenuous for Kenyon,
and now he is working against
time to finish his modernization
and revision of a story which he
wrote in collaboration with his
brother, Albert, some five years
ago; it was then used as a starring
vehicle for Gladys Brockwell, but
now is being rewritten for Jack
Gilbert, also a Fox star. Because
of this activity, and the fond hope
that he may be able to enjoy some
of the delights of the holiday season, Charles Kenyon is praying
that the amateur output submitted
for his criticism will be diminished for a month or so.

Aquarium
TalentSton
Tendered
Wanted: Several talented jE-fish; extra salary for large tl
Jerome Storm, who is J .
recting Constance TalmadgeW
"The Goldfish," put an ad in I .
paper last week asking for si) I
the largest gold fish in captiil
Director Storm needed the fish 1
some scenes in "The Goldfiflr
The next day a mob arrived at I
studio carrying gold fish of
descriptions. Fat women drove!
in flivvers with bowls of fish W
der
atria'
with each
tanksarm.full Slim
of fish.men Chile
V
by the score tried to get throw
the United Studio gates <■
globes of goldfish taken from jm*
lor
Two with
fish d«ers tables
called .in person
glr
aquariumsand oncm- theag.-drear
tM"
flivvers,
man ofshod
up with a Catalina baby sit*
about
the si/eThe
of Noah's
whal ina
its infancy.
shark had
gilded in splendid style. But!
rector Storm was afraid that e
camera would reveal the truth ;
Actress Joins Quirt
and Lariat Trii
Dorothy Chase has just retutlt
from a location trip to the dcK
near Victorville, California, '1.
the Art Mix Company, under ■
direction of Denver Dixon, !)■*'
ing the first of a new serie*!'
Westerns, "The Ace of CaflRange." Miss Chase piayed 'Mr
credit the blond heavy, a diff
role for one of her petite rtaand winsome personality.
Miss Chase has another, if i
villainous, Western role in v
she has resumed her daily h
back rides to keep in good trim
any strenuous work that may
forthcoming in the near futur
Juvenile Will Don
Grease Paint Ag(
Jackie Vernon is ordinarily
of the busiest juveniles in filnu
but of late he has sustained a
vere setback due to the fact he
been convalescing frotn inju
sustained in a local studio w
"doing his stuff," and has 1
forced to call a temporary hal
his screen activities. Immedu
after the heNewwill Year's
however,
resume holid
his
bors, assuming a part in the f<
coming production of the Mis
Film Corporation
tery."
Here is an entitled
ambitious "1
hard-working young fellow wr
certainly
that comesdeserving
his way. of all sue
Over a month of intensive
search work and an even lo
time of actual writing, were
pended by Sada Cowan and H
ard Higgin, the eminent »c
collaborators, in the adaptatio
"A Lighter of Flames" for
Hart. They have just finished
script,
enthusi t
about itandthatHarthe ishasso given
his personal assurance that
picture will be shot absolutely
cording to the scenario. Sue
promise
course, the see
ist's dreamis, ofof heaven!
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Doctor Prescribed
Is Good Good or
Not So Good?
Screen Career
When is good, bad, and when
Many present day movie stars
started their screen careers
is bad, good ? Is the serious quesI stand upon the threshold of a new year, at the gateway to new
tion which has arisen in the Jackie
peculiar circumstances.
c nd naw conquests, and while we plan and prepare for the work we through
Coogan Company, now engaged in
Estelle Taylor, playing Miriam
jldo, and the playful hours that we will while away, in the coming
filming "A Boy of Flanders" on
in "The Ten Commandments"
He nionlhs, is it not fitting that we pause for a moment and pay our however,
is the first actress to be- the Metro Studio lot.
e respects to our professional comrades, now gone from our midst,
To those unfamiliar with the
k support and aid in bygone days has been such a great factor in orders. come a movie star by a doctor's mechanics of photography in moma progress and a mainstay in the dark years when the motion piction pictures, it might be well to
Miss Taylor's family, strict
r irt was endeavoring to attain its present high position among the Methodists,
objected to Miss Tay- explain that after the cameraman
Inizcd fine arts and educational mediums of the universe. From all
lor's screen ambitions when she has finished "shooting" a scene,
H of life they came to us, our beloved dead, and in the melting pot graduated
from high school and his assistant holds in front of the
Endom they emerged "one of ours," exerting their talent and genius expressed the desire to become a lens a small black chart on which
: great cause which is now well-nigh won. Their work has estabactress. All her pleas were in is written the number of the scene
111 motion picture tradition. We will cherish their names for all film
vain until she sought the aid of and sequence. If the particular
Ito come, those we name here and the countless others of equal and her
family physician who had scene which has just preceded this
m renown, too numerous to mention in the limited space our journal brought
her into the world and
registry is bad, it is marked with
Bdes, who hold such a warm place in our hearts.
attended
her
negative sign,
G."
hood illnesses.through all her child- —theif popular
it is satisfactory
it is "N.
marked
"O. K." or "good." The chief
The physician, an intimate
Hayward Mack
/an Dyke Brooke
friend of the family, proved a cinematographer's name is always
Martha Mansfield
^arol Mae Brown
valuable ally. Calling upon her on this chart so that credit or
"Mother" Maurice
iobert Brunton
parents he prescribed a motion blame can be placed after the film
Billy Musgrave
[ohn Bunny
picture career as necessary to the is developed and screened for the
production supervisor.
Evelyn Nelson
girl's health and happiness.
3obby Connelly
The man responsible for the
"Let her ride a horse, shoot ofl
Howard Crampton
"Smiling Bill" Parsons
a couple of guns and swim exquisite photography in Jackie
Larry Payton
Sidney Drew
streams — as they do in the movCoogan's "Long Live the King"
Lillian Peacock
Bernard J. Durning
and the head of the Coogan camies," the doctor told her parents.
Wallace Reid
era department, bears the hearty
"She will never be entirely well
'Breezy" Eason, Jr.
until she can work off her nervous
cognomen of Frank Good. So
Joe Roberts
Billy Foster
energy and the movie studio is each and every scene in a Jackie
Clarine Seymour
Eugene Gaudio
just the place for her to do it.
Al
Semnacher
picture Victor
is marked
"Good,"
Myrtle Gonzales
and director
Schartzinger
Above all, if you want to see your Coogan
Herbert Standing
Vlarjorie Seaman Graves
daughter happy, let her do the declares that Good is very good,
while Good in all modesty claims
Edwin Stevens
Charles Gunn
thing
she wants."
that Good is not so good.
It took
considerable persuasion
Robert Harron
Porter Strong
but the physician finally won out
George Hernandez
Mack Swain
and Miss Taylor was sent to SarHelene
Refutes
Allen J. Holubar
Obituary
William D. Taylor
gent's Dramatic School in New
LVrthur Johnson
Olive Thomas
York to receive her training.
pheldon Judson
Shortly thereafter she received her
California Truman
"I
am NOT
dead!"gave vent to
Maxwell Karger
big screen opportunity, made the
Helene
Chadwick
George Loane Tucker
Florence La Badie
most of it, and became one of the the above exclamation and to use
"Daddy" Turner
most
Adolph Lestina
screen.sought after actresses for the the Mark Twain bromide, added
Harold Lockwood
L. M. Wells
that the printed report of her
Her first long term contract was death
was greatly exaggerated.
"Jim the Gateman"
signed with William Fox calling
From Hartford, Conn., Helene
for her services for a period of received a newspaper notice clipthree years. In "While New York
ped from the Hartford Times
Piys Composite of
Don't Dwell on
Sleeps" with Marc McDermott
said: "Helene Chadwick,
she registered her first big success. which
Acting,
Says
Melford
Goldwyn star, died as the result
All Sorts o' Folk
■lerybody knows that each of
Young men who are in Los An- Followed "Blind Wives," "Foot- of burns last week," and told of
falls," "Monte Cristo," "A Fool the fact that she had recently been
geles in search of film careers
■I really an aggregate of sevshould
set their aims on assistant There Was" and other Fox suc- elected queen of the Los Angeles
N personalities. Nevertheless, it
cesses. Among her other more re- chamber of commerce excursion at
■ [ill the usual thing for us to directors' jobs and go after them,
cent portrayals were those in a banquet given in honor of the
U our stage and film characters
states George Melford, prominent
"Forgive and Forget" and "The
ihjbly etched and distinct. In director.
San Luis Obispo.
Miss atChadwick
admits to the
An investigation into the ranks Ten Commandments." She is at party,
II' words, the villian is always
1 undred percent bad, and the of young men who have come into present portraying .the part of banquet hut emphatically denies
that she died of burns received
H is always a hundred percent the city this year reveals that Mary, Queen of Scots in Mary
Jul, although none of us is just only a few have anything on their Pickford's "Dorothy Vernon of when a geyser erupted at Yellowstone Park and scalded her.
mind except acting, says Melford.
llllthat, and each of us has someThese few, determined to start at Haddon Hall."
Ihfe attractive about him, someBe repellent, something gener- the bottom and work up, have had
TO RETURN; BELIEVES
Hand something selfish. In her far less difficulty and are many of GOLDWYN
them on the road to success, not as
ptjent
role
in
Emory
Johnson's
IN
HOLLYWOOD
AS FILM PIVOT
actors but as directors and tech■auction of "Swords and Plownical
directors.
within
the last few weeks, and I
Samuel Goldwyn; one of the
lies," for F. B. O., Rosemary
Efcer has a part which she feels
Melford says that members of leading Eastern motion picture know that Los Angeles will alba five angles, and therefore is the film industry look with far producers, arrived here last week
ways be the home of motion picHfive times as interesting to her more favor upon the young man
and
put
at
rest
rumors
that
prowho
asks
for
a
job
with
the
stated
In connection with his own
asjhe usual one-track characterizhere were contemplating
ture production."
intention of working up, rather moving ducers
from Los Angeles to New
plans,
than
those
who
walk
into
the
stu"I
amGoldwyn
here 'forsaid:
the purpose of
York and other cities.
" liss Cooper's part first calls
dio and expect their good looks to
in the regular girlish ingenue,
establishing
producing
headquar"There is absolutely nothing in
a curK and smiles. Then she win them instant success before
ters in Los Angeles. Within the
Its a small-town matron. Third, the camera.
next
few
months
I
will
have
under
the story that big producing comH is called on to portray the
panies with headquarters in New
»rs of what is known in screen Lloyd Has Film
York are contemplating a transfer way my first Los Angeles production in several years. 'Potash and
Angeles studio organof their Los
fiance as a "vamp." And fourth,
Album
Fever
in Hollywood.' For
izations to New York. Quite to Perlmtitter
fk sequence in which she is the
this picture I will bring on from
Lloyd Hughes is negotiating the contrary, I propose within the New York, Alexander Carr and
nidation "heavy," villianess of
TO deepest dye! Fifth, of course,
with various distributing comHarney Bernard, the celebrated
near future, to move my producMt combination of all of these,
panies for the purchase of prints
the East stage stars who have made Moning organizationLosfrom
* ch is the truest character of of motion pictures in which he has and locate
Angeles.
it in
tague Glass' stories famous. In
*l since that is the way we are appeared from the day he started
"I have talked with practically addition to this picture I propose
at the Metro studio five years ago.
clposed.
producing
many others here.
every big producer in New York
"Here he is where he longed to be . . . home is the hunter,
ome from the hills . . . and the sailor home from the sea . . .
— Robert Louis Stevenson.
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Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error in Pulse to Editor,Progress
439-869
Type
Holly 31)
Scenarist
Ass't
Director
Cameraman
Director
Star
BERWILLA STUDIO. 5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Schedule
2--Reel Comedies
Eddie Lyons Production (Arrow release).
Eugene DeRue
Eddie Lyons Ramsey
Cooke
Staff
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Dearholt Productions.
Neva Gerber Productions.
Drexe 1 42 i
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, Genl Mgr.
2nd Week
Willey Productions.
Fred Reel
Bill Patton Zerr
Meeker
Fred Reel
The Desert Secret"
5 78-53
-Star
BELASCO PRODUCTIONS,
INC. 69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
4th Week
C.
O.
Sessel
"Welcome
Stranger"
Jas. Young
G. P. Saum
Editing 593-f 6
Special
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
Blvd.
H. .Ulster45 I 3 Sunset
Ruunsaville
All-Star
Fred Caldwell
J. S. Woodhouse
"Hollywood in 1900'
EditingHollv 0(6
Editing
CENTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternback, Casting.
Editing
Century Comedies (Universal release).
Noel Smith Pal
Harry Forbes Chas. Lamont
Staff
"Checking In"
Al Herman Buddy Messinger Wm. Hyers John Ralesco Staff
"Wild and Woolly'
Bob Kerr
McCoy-Earle Jerry Ash
Robt. Tansey Staff
"Two Ages"
Preparing
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
I 4 I 6 La Brea Ave.
Chas. Chaplin
Charles Chaplin
Wilson-Totheroh
Sutherland "Chuck" Reisner Feature Comedy
Holly 3 1
2-ReelMgr.
Comedy
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
6 I 0 1 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
Schedule
Scott Sidney
Dorothy Devore
Peterson-Garnett Clemens
432Drexel 2 «
CHARLES RAY STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. A. A. Kidder, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
Preparing
2-Reel Comedy
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
Bull Montana
431
6046 Sunset Blvd.
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS
9th Week
Ryan Geo.
Bros.Chesebro
Productions
R.-ed
Ben Cohen
"The Wolf Man"
Chesebro-Clayton Selander
3rd Week
6-Reel Western
Independent
Picturs Corporation.
Jesse J.Walter
Goldburg,
Pres. Mack
& Gen'I
Mgr
J. P. McGowan
Franklyn Farnum
Griffin
V. Wrigr
ght
Agnes Parsons
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Staff
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Al. Ray
All-Star McGill
Staff
Comedy
Lloyd F.Hamilton
Corp. (Educational
Hibbard
Lloyd Hamilton Release)
Corby
Staff
Comedy
FOX

STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1 40 1 N. Western Ave. Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Kingling
Seiler Carruth
Chimpanzees R.
Mark
Sanderich
Staff
Comedi
Sid Tennant
Wagner
•M
1-h
1_ I 1
A|| B»a4«a
VImmIUb
All-Star
"The Morroco
Arizona Express"
Tom
Buckinh;ini
Edward
Bernoudi CaTtCT
Schneiderman
"The
Box"
David Solomon
Shirley Mason
Schneiderman
All-Star
John Ford
Ed.
O'Ferna
Jules
Cronjager
Hollingshead
"The
Plunderer"
Geo. Archainbaud All-Star
GARSON STUDIO. 1845 Glendale Blvd.
Benny Zeidman Productions.

Culver City
Albert Kelly
M. K. Wilson
David Todd

Schedule
6th
Week
3rd
Preparing
2nd Week
Holly 3 '0
Drexel
Editing

GRAND
Gen. Mgr.
Monty
Banks STUDIO.
Productions. 1438 Cower St. Sam'l Bischoff,
Jack Dawn
H. Raymaker Monty Banks Ray June
Josef
Von
Sternberg
R. Wm. Xeill All-Star Ray June
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting.
Rupert Hughes
All-Star John Mescall
Victor Seastrom
All-Star
Tiffany
Robt.Productions.
Leonard
Mae Murray Ollie Marsh

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule 598-

Rupert Hughes

"Racing
"Rose of Luck"
the Ghetto"

Preparing
Holly 0)2

"True as Drama
Steel"
Feature

Holly
3rd Week
Preparing

"Mademoiselle Midnight"

1st Week
Editing

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Harold
Lloyd
Corporation.
—
Wm.
R.
Gen Mgr
Robt. A. Golden
Taylor-Newmeyer
H. Lloyd Fraser,
Lundin
Finis Fox Productions. — R. R. Beatty, Bus. Mgr.
J. Thompson
The Girl Expert"
Finis Fox
Finis Fox
All-Star Hal Mohr
'A Woman Who Sinned'
Priscilla Moran Productions. — O. M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
Priscilla Moran
Wm. Brush Productions.
John Prince
"The Great Struggle"
Bertram Bracken All-Star G. Pollock
Oakland Film Corp., Jack Boyle, Prod. Mgr.
S. Paton
Betty Compson
W. Thornley K. Benedict A. Johnson
'Prison Born"
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Sanford Productions.
Kinemart Productions.
B. Schrader, Casting.
1442 Beachwood Drive.

Editing
Preparing
3rd Week
2nd Week

761-

ai ?ra!
Star

'The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry"
Scenarist
Ass't Director
Cameraman

Type

NIE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
je Stratton Porter Productions,
rfainas H. Ince Corporation.
I Del Andrews All-Star Max Dupont Frank Gerghty
Del Andrews "The Galloping Fish'
John Griffith Wray All-Star Henry Sharp Buddy Ericksen
C. Gardner Sullivan "Against the Rules"
Lambert Hillyer
All-Star
Lester Manter
L. Hillyer "Those Who Dance"
TER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Buster Keaton
Buster Keaton
Elgin Lessley Walter Reed Jean Havez
'Sherlock Junior"
J>KY STUDIOS.
Tom White, Casting.
1520 Vine St.
'amount
Pictures.
(Famous
Players-Lasky
Release.)
i: Wood Productions.
o! Henabery Productions.
rV Willat Productions.
A. MAYER STUDIO.
5360 Melrose Ave.
n Niblo Productions.
MTER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission
.op B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
I. 1 Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release).
■ Gasnier All-Star Karl Struss
fflrRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave
Geo. D. Baker
All-Star Arnold
King Vidor Laurette Taylor
Chet Lyons
■ I Clarence Badger
All Star
Rudolph Burquist
acte Coogan Productions.
V. Schertzinger
Jackie Coogan Frank Good
IfCFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual
pdRaoul
Artists
WalshRelease. Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford Rosher

Rd.

Individual Casting.
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Progress
761-731
11th Week
6th
3rd Week
Holly 2814
tit h Week
Holly 2400

431-171

Holly
Capitol 2120
3rd Week
George Yohalem
Waldemar Young
"Poisoned Paradise'
4485
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Eddington
Geo. D. Baker
"Revelations" 9th Week
Dave Howard
"Happiness"
9th Week
Chas. Hunt
Winnifred Dunn The
Shooting of Dan MeGrew" Preparing
2nd
Week
Brewster
Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica BlvdA Boy of Flanders"
Holly 7901
28th Week
Holly
J.Tommy
T. O'Dnnahue
Staff
"The
ThiefVernon
of Bagdad"
Held
Hall"
"Dorothy
of Haddon 10th Week
Staff
Holly 2806
7250 Santa Monica.
'FN'CIPAL PICTURE CORP.
Louis Tolhurst
Walter
Anthony
chedule
PlcturesS
Glenn McWilliams Fred Tyler
Microscopic Motion
Eddie Cline Baby Peggy
'Captain January" 4th Week
Grey-Unsell
780 Gower St.
U STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
I Mai St. Claire
Lee Garmes
Lonnie
Dorsa
Alberta Vaughn
2nd Episode 7780
Ross Fisher
Comedy
ul Emory Johnson
All-Star
Zamuck
2nd Week
and Plow Shares"
ords
Johnson"Sw
Emilie
Mrs.
l4\CH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
761-721
I Jas. A. Howe
Will Rogers
Robt. Doran Ross Lederman Staff
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Animals
I Len Powers
B.
Currigan
Vreland
Staff
1-Reel
Comedy
Schedu
e
James Parrot
Chas. Chase
Ed Willatt Leo Gerstad Staff
Schedule
Bob McGowan
Our Gang
1- Reel Comedy
Harry Gerstad C. Morehouse Staff
Schedule,
Comedy
Stan Laurel
2-Reel
Sc!}e5u
2- Reel Comedy
Percy Pembroke
Frank Young Lloyd French Staff
Ralph Cedar
Nick Barrows Clarence Henneeke Staff
Spat
Family
Schedule
edy
Glenn
Tryon
Roach-Clements
2-Reel Com
Fred Jackman Clyde Hopkins Staff
bth Week
"Somewhere in Missouri"
*'8SELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
I 439 Beachwood Dr.
2.V. Patton Productions. H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
EditingHolly 7945
Mfford Productions.
I Maloney-Williamson Leo Maloney
J. Badarocca Stratton
"Hunting Trouble"
Hi) Coan Productions.
2nd Week
J
Chas.
Hutchinson
Chas.
Hutchinson
Miller
Frank
Hangne
rU. Brown Productions.
"Fighting
Through"
5-Reel
Western
Al Rogell Fred Thompson
Walker
Don
1st Week
Gray Duncan
1712 Glendale Blvd.
5FJJNETT STUDIO
Holly 1550
Drexel
Harry Langdon
j Del Ruth
"Adams
Fib"
4th Week
Spear
"Shanghaied
Lovers"
All-Star
2nd
Week
Stevens
Billy
Williams
Lord
Del
Staff
_j
Editing
1918
ilJART MACK. STUDIO.
1 329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Prod. Mgr.
Schedule
Serial
} Stewart Mack Lola Patti Paul Allen Harry Crawford L.Staff
"Unarmed"
1st Week
V. Jerterson
Muench
Bert Longenecker Wm.
6 Elmer Dewey All Star
Wm. Wallace
"Eyes That See'
L. V. Jefferson
' Clayton Grandin
Robt. Ramsay
Jim Crosby
Editing 476-001
A. J. Xydias, Pres. and Gen. Mgr
7425 Sunset Blvd.
PRODUCTIONS.
MSET
11 W. H. Curran
B. Warner
Harry Fraser
Philip Tannura
"Westbound"
B. Warner
l| Jack Nelson
Harry Frase
Philip Tannura
"The Covered Trail"
JSTED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres.
Holly 4080
loph M. Schenck Productions. (First National Release).
iT Jerome Storm Constance Talmadge Ray Binger
Edward Brophy
5th Week
Sullivan
"The Gold Fish"
National Productions,
4th Week
James Van Tree
J. Dunn
'The Lilies of the Field'
j Jack Tourneur
DillonProductions,
Griffith-Tearle
Wrice
liiard Walton Tully Productions.
8th Week
II Jos. DeGrasse
All-Star Geo. Reehm
Warrenton-Carpenter Johnson
'Flowing Gold"
Week
Fihk Lloyd Productions.
Harry Weil
"The
So*
Hawk"
J Frank Lloyd All-Star
UUVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
14th Week433-13
Utrersal
Film
Manufacturing
Co.
(Universal Release),
i Wm. Duncan
Duncan
-John
son
Don
Clark
"The
Fast
Express"
11th Week
Preparing
I C. Brown
Duncan
All-Star
Ernest Laemmle
I Eddie Cline
"Signal Insurance"
Tower"
Denny
"Love
Preparing
Schedule
Edward Laemmle Reginald
Billy
"The Leather Pushers"
Robt. Hill
Jack Rose
Laura Sullivan
LaPlante
"An Old
Man'sRider"
Darling'
Editing
Sth
Week
Koehner
• Wm. Craft
Wm.
Desmond
"The
Riddle
Hugh Hoffman
Marchant
Luciano Albertini
"The Iron Man"
Barry
Ray
Taylor
Irving Cummings Herbert Rawlinson
5th Week
Woolstenhume
"A
Virtuous
Crook"
King Baggot
Mary Philbin
2nd
Week
"The
Inheritors"
Come
dy
I Ed Sedgwick
Hoot Gibson
Bill Tummel
2nd Week
Virgil Miller
"The
Cocotah
Kid"
ll erial Productions.
2nd
Week
Paul Ivano
Maurice Cannon
_J Robt. Florey
Dick Blaydon
Robt. Florey
598-131
S. Smith, Gen. Mgjr.
W.
1 708 Talmadge.
YTAGRAPH STUDIOS.
5842
Sunset
Blvd.
\"\RNER BROS. STUDIOS.
Holly 4181
Vjrner Brothers Productions.
John Stumar
"How to Educate a Wife" Preparing
Preparing
Tenny
Wright
' Wm.
A.
Seiter
All-Star
"Babbitt"
David Abel
Frank Strayer
Harry
Beaumont All-Star
"Lover's Lane"
Preparing
E. B. DuPar
Wm.
All-Star
Monte Beaudine
Bell
"Broadway After Dark" Preparing
Bell-Doty
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Considering
Raiment
By Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin

Wampas
Week
in San Francisco
January 19-26
Hotel Plaza warmly welcomes
the Wampas crew and assures
them of every comfort here during this week of gaiety.
HOTEL

IP LATA
POST STREET AT STOCKTON

ART

LEE

SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone 598-207
12 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western

VEJtiOVEL

NfGVDES

Ijwod 7677 - SAMUEL CSHINE-erasa^Mon/c..
General Trucking and Hauling
Publicity
Photography

Reproductions,
•till Finishing

LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 43 7902
J 74 Hollywood Blvd. Corner Bronson
IF ITS MADE OF LEATHER
WE HAVE IT
Anything in novelties. And if you
re Interested in Indian apparel, coway outfits or smart English Saddlery
oods — we have it.
hone 432-3U8

1550 Cahuenga Ave.

RARE
OUT OF PRINT BOOKS
Searched for and reported upon
free of charge.
HOLLYWOOD BOOK AND
PRINT SHOP
780 Highland Ave.
478-132

Continued from Page 5
people want to have a social chat with her,
rather than discuss humdrum business.
For clothes actually affect us when we
wear them. Take a studio example: A very
prominent director — we shall mention no
names — saw starring possibilities in a girl
who had hitherto been a bathing-beauty, pert
and saucy; he clothed her in gorgeous raiment of silken and gold cloth, gave her
jewels galore, even to be-gemming her slippers; he dressed her hair in most exotic,
elaborate fashion; her dresses all had long
trains and tight hems. As a result, she lost
the free and easy stride of the bathing-girl,
she carried her head erect and queenly. Her
whole attitude changed without any instruction, so that she could show her clothes.
Naturally, and entirely subconsciously, she
assumed the queenly bearing that her clothes
demanded. After a few months, the impulse
was so strong that this actress would have
looked just as imposing in a bathing-suit as
she did in her gorgeous studio evening
costumes; in short, the clothes had sold her
a certain attitude which was now hers, on
the set, in the street, or at home. Similarly,
we can all change our entire bearing, as
well as our carriage, posture, etc., by the
type of clothes we wear. Therefore, having
thought out exacttly the parts we want to
play in the human drama, it behooves us to
dress ourselves for those parts, and then in
a short space of time, we will find ourselves
assuming them naturally, gracefully and
convincingly. The drama of the studio and
of the screen is after all the drama of life,
merely focused to a small pinpoint. The
same rules apply in the larger sphere as in
the lesser.
The second instruction regarding dress is
to adhere to type. The well-drssed man, as
well as the well-dressd woman, is welldressed because he has studied his own type
and has seen to it that his clothes show him
off to best advantage, irrespective of the
minor change in the mode from time to time.
Of course, the exemplification of this idea is
the more colorful with the female sex, since
men's
changes
the
seasonsstyle
or have
with but
theminor
period.
The with
matron
looks ludicrous in the flapper costume, and
vice versa. There is nothing more appealing
to every man, whatever his age, than a
youthful matron who realizes that her callow
days have gone, and who dresses the part
she really holds. Naturally, in dressing this
part, she will assume the proper carriage and
demeanor for it.
Some of us are beautiful — but these people
can wear almost anything. But most of us
have just one or two points of interest about
us. These are the things we should study,
just as any stage or screen director or playwright studies his characters. Having studied
them, we must use our best thoughts to
dress them correctly. Then we will, consciously or subconsciously, play these parts
convincingly and attain success in whatever
sphere of life we are acting.
LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

Holly 76G0

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.
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Dramatic Conquest
Continued from page 6
the young actor intimately can appreciate how
he can "take himself in" when it spells greater
charm in his work. He is the capable man who
can hand out freely all the drama in the world,
and yet be like the eternal boy who still believes in ghost stories.
This past year has witnessed success after
success for him, the variety of characterizations he has played in his entire career is most
impressive, but his name on the dotted line
for "Magnolia" in a role so uniquely outstanding as that of the young hero who had to learn
to fight to demonstrate that he was a true
southerner, means more than a "big" part. It
is nearing the goal! And Landis has proved
that if an actor keeps moving he will reach the
goal and find that all the hard work and the
long hours are worth while.
Cfje grt of Pel Canto
Jf Iorcnce Sberp &ice
GTeather ano Jfeoloist
Dramatic jg>oprano
Residence Studio, Telephone
1953 N.472-707
Highland Ave., Hollywood
See Sailing Wolf for that
RADIO SET
THE CHENEY SHOP
6611 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Holly 4158

Doctors
FORD &
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific
Spinal
Adustments
Individual
Rest
Rooms
G.D.C..
HenryPh.C.Ford
O.C.. Ph. C. Ground Floor
CHIROPRACTORS
ce
Offi
Anna Mu Ford
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12 — 2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8
Violet Ray and Electric Massage at
your home or in studio
BLANCHE
COREY
MASSEUSE
BEAUTY CULTURIST
Metropolitan
Touralne
5401
447 S.Apartments
Hope

Did you forget to send that bouquet
for her birthday? Phone us, we will
take care of it for you!
THE ROSE SHOP
6326 Hollywood Boulevard
Phono 438-567
RAISE SQUABS Btt Profits
Jiighest prices in 20 years, Big demand, i
Big money raising Ihem.Raised in o/iemontkA
We
shipspace
famousneeded
breeding
stock and
supplies/*
Little
to raise
thenxj£ ' ,
Send 25* Tor book. on. /k\
HOW TO MAKE 516 MONEY RAISING SQUADS//
HOLLYWOOD
5QUAB FARMS
BOX I I A HOLLYVOODCftLIF
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Flashes

(rout

The newly organize!
Marriott Productions have
taken as their temporarv
headquarters and studio
almost the entire first floor
of the Hotel Van Dorn at
242 Turk Street, and expect to begin production
there the first of the new
year. The organization
is headed by Frank B.
Marriott, Englishman and
globe-trotter, as its president, and Forrest B. Creighton,
known,
and with long experience of bothwell
spoken
stage and the screen, as its directorthe general
I he Marriott Productions have absorbed as
one of its branches the Mandarin
organized some months ago, and willPhotoplays
carry out
their plans for the filming
"Young China"
by Charles Caldwell Dobie, of
one of the sweetest
romances ever written about San
Chinatown. The exteriors are to beFrancisco's
in
Chinatown itself and the interiors filmed
in their
studio now being equipped at 242 Turk Street
The organization will also make a series of
two-reel sport pictures. Good, clean outdoor
stories, each one dealing with some brancb
of sport, tennis, baseball, fooball, and the man.varieties of college athletics.

"Half-A-Dollar-Bill," latest production of
the Graf films, had its world premie
r showing
at the VVarfield Theater last Saturd
is being welcomed by crowded housesay,of ant/
enthusiastic film fans. For it is not only the best
picture that the Graf organization has made,
but its one of the best pictures to come to any
local theater this season. A good, clean story
with lots of human interest, well photographed
in attractive and unusual surroundings, and
beautifully photographed in attractive and unusual surroundings, and beautifully played
a cast of well known stars, including Anna by
Q.
Nilsson, Mitchell Lewis, Raymond Hatton,
William T. Carleton, George MacQuarrie,
Alec B. Francis, little Frankie Harrow, and
the two dogs "Cameo" and "Irish." It's one of
those pictures that make you laugh, gives you
real thrills in the big fight scenes, and when
the faithful "Irish" jumps off the high pier and
swims after the ship that is carrying away his

The

By agnes

friends, at last to be hauled on board hanging
to a rope by his teeth, a lump comes into your
throat. But it's one of those real pictures that
everyone, old and young, will enjoy. The story
is from the pen of Curtis Benton, and S. Van
Dyke wielded the megaphone. Little Frankie
Harrow, and "Irish" are making personal aping.
pearances for the first few days of the showJoseph Jackson, director of publicity for
Goldwyn, and president of the Wampas, Ray
Leek, chairman of the Frolic and ball committee and Harry Beall arrived in San Francisco on Sunday morning. They spent the day
inspecting the Civic Auditorium, and working
with Garrett Graham on the plans and arrangements for the big Wampas Ball on January 19th. Everything points to the most successful affair that the Wampas has ever put
on, the ticket sale going on merrily, and they
returned to the south on Sunday evening much
pleased with the outlook for some grand part.
Gouverneur Morris, famous author of the
screen, spent a few days as a guest at the
Hotel Plaza last week.
Grace Sanderson Michie, head of the scenario department of the Rellimeo Films of this
city and Hollywood, has gone to New York to
spend Christmas with her husband, Gordon
Michie, business manager of the organization,
who is there completing arrangements for the
release of their recently completed pictures,
"Eight Bucks" and "The Yellow Stigma."
Mrs. Wallace Reid, her mother, and little son
Wallv, Jr., spent a day or two in San Francisco the first of last week. They were en
route from Canada, where she has been speaking before clubs, and many other organizations
on the narcotic evil, in connection with the
showing of her film "Human Wreckage," to
her
season.home in Hollywood, for the Christmas
William Matthews, well known to the film
world and lately production manager for the
Kenmat Productions is now the head of a new
film organization; the Nova Productions with
offices in the Golden Gate Theater building.
The company already have all their plans un-

Speech

That the road to success in the "movies" is
not without hardships, but rather the result of
conscientious effort and hard work has been
proven in several cases of present day stars.
Among these is Monte Blue, and none will
dispute the fact that his was an humble beginning. For Monte's
work forthea camera
motion
picture company
was first
not before
but as a utility laborer at the D. W. Griffith
Studios, which paid him the handsome sum of
$1.50 per day.
Until his decision to break into pictures,
through any available medium, Monte had
roved over the world — a soldier of fortune,

Frisco

for

Fame

kerr

der way for the making of a series of j»
reel feature pictures of the great outdoors. «
first will be from the story by W. C. T It
published in "Adventure,'' and will be *
under
the working
titleandof the
"Sticky
Ro| I
Louis King
will direct,
cast willnclude Tom Santschi, Clair Adams, Gen"
Nicols, and the newly discovered wonder C
Baby Mary Rore. The studio work will be i
at the Cierson Studio at 1947 Page street,
the outdoor scenes in San Francisco and He
Bay District. The full cast will be ready ifannouncement within a few days.
This is a week of new pictures in the Ik'
ing houses of San Francisco for besides it 1
world premier of "Half- A-Dollar-Bill" at it
Warfield, "Under The Red Robe" mali i,
local bow at the Imperial; Lillian Ciish 'i ig
picture "The White Sister" comes to the ( i»
tol and much interest is aroused in "Stt|«
Steps
Out" at the
Doug Fairbanks,
Jr. California on accoun 4
The incomparable Nora Bayes comes to i*
as this week's headliner at the Orpheum, t*
ing ourneyed all the way jto the coast f' a
special
four-week's
goes
to New
York withengagement,
a new play.before it
Ted Oliver, who played heavy in the I
two pictures made by the Gerson Films, isl
now to win laurels for himself in a I
branch of the business, as he has written l
scenarios that are to be filmed t>y a local l
ganization in the very near future.
"Lightnin' " Frank Bacon's masterpiece
ened to a packed and delighted house on
day evening at the Columbia Theater. 1
of the original cast is still with the comp
and
who and
playsadequate
Bacon's perfi
own
role Percy
gives aPollock
charming
ance. On the arrival of the company on
urday they were met at the ferry by a com
tee from civic bodies, the native sons,
other organizations, and driven to the city
for a formal welcome by the mayor, and c
leading citizens gathered to do honor to
memory of Frank Bacon, one of San F
Cisco's best loved sons.

By HAROLD

as sailor, soldier, lumber jack and cow puncher
as occasion demanded. Tiring of this, he returned to America and began his work at the
Griffith Studio.
It was on a noon hour, when he was exhorting his fellow laborers on their rights as
workmen that he was first noticed by Mr.
Griffith, who was impressed by his earnestness
and naturalness — and Monte wasn't acting.
Later, when a picture offered a small role for
a "stumpsionedspeaker"
Griffith
recalled
speech of the
laborer,
and thehadimpashim
make up for the part. The result was satisfactory, and on the strength of his work in that
first picture, he was given other "extra" roles

crawford

WALLACE

The struggle was a long one, but that Mil
and
made "bits."
good his opportunity is born out byw
present
among the screen's stars tc ajf
and theofposition
prominent
hearts
the fans. place he occupies in m
His work in "Orphans of the Storm," 4
first big picture, and then in "Peacock Al'l
and
brought
with "Broadway
the Warner Rose,"
Brothers.
Underhim thea conictl
Wa HI
banner he has appeared as star in "N %
Street" and "Brass" — and more recently inlfl
Ernst Lubitsch production, "The Marr C<l
Circle"
in whichefforts.
his work is said to eel <*|
all his —previous

it'^our
living
is in
motion
pictures
$ou
need
CAMERA!
every
week

tra!
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Helen Lynch
jolly^oocl
fat) o rat or V

Exclusive producers of
RANSPARENCY TITLES
) a nevS> process on a patented
,$25,000. oo machine
} LILLIAN WAY
HOLLY 1696

PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AR-EXCELLENT
OSTIVELY
picture;
PUTS '
people in
PEP/WOT
UBLICFAVOP
Vr//V» Jbr parf/ca/an , oq jee
Gene Voolvay
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood Station
Or, In care of
Camera]
2nd. FLOor, 6318 fclflLLYwoco Blvd.,
Hollywood
firz/A Ji
w,
PnpME 439-868

H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York
ACUTE OR CHRONIC DISEASES
«348 Hollywood Blvd.
Hours 2-5 P. M. or by Appointment

BRUNO
Publicity Photos, Professional Photos,
Casting Director Photos
6412 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Telephone 431-929
Gowns
Wraps
Furs

for Sawyer Film
Miss Helen Lynch who was one
of the thirteen baby stars selected
by the Wampas in 1923 has demonstrated in her work that she
or.
more than justifies the signal honMiss Lynch has been selected
to appear with Barbara La Marr
in "The Shooting of Dan McGraw" which is now in preparation.
Chaplin Aide in
Talmadge Film
Nellie Bly Baker of the Chaplin
Studios, has been loaned by Chaplin to Constance Talmadge for a
role in her next picture, "The
MissFish."
Baker will be remembered
Gold
for her characterization of the
masseuse in "A Woman of Paris,"
Chaplin's
dramatic
produc-of
tion. Shelatest
has had
a number
calls from the various other studios but Chaplin did not give her
permission to work elsewhere. She
is his secretary but will give up
that position for a prominent part
in his next production.
Old-Timer Will
Attend Frisco Frolic
The first star ever photographed for a motion picture expects to attend the Wampas Frolic in San Francisco Jan. 19th.
Cissy Fitzgerald, who made her
first camera appearance for
Thomas Edison in 1898 at Orange,
N. J., and who is now appearing
as "The Suicide Blonde" in Richard Walton Tully's production of
"Flowing Gold", is making preparations to attend and let the
public see the "perennial flapper."
Dixon

Resigns
Exchange Job
Thomas Dixon, Jr., director and
secretary of Shadowland Productions, the local Olive Street exchange, has resigned his secretarial duties to give more time to his
script work for local production
companies.

"CAMERA!"
© G E T
R. t S U L T S ~
1L
Jr-%.1.
jl — nrrcr]
SCENARIOS
and *continuities
expertly typed
by Anne Ladenburg, public, stenographer,
6372 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone Holly 0696.
AH Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone 874-172

TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 828-538
Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954
DR. W. I. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
Join the Kings and Queens of
MOVIELAND
at our Friday Nite show
where boxing reigns supreme
Hollywood
Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro ave

;
S. M. WERSHOW
Ladies' Tailor
7066 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood

HAVE

Signed
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Riding Habits
Sports Wear
Suits

1

YOU
A PICTURE
FOR
SALE?
I can sell it outright. See me for quick results
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Ironx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 4275

HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit, Universal
In preparation "An Old Man's Darling." Recent releases, "The Thrill
Girl," "Gossip," "Crossed Wires,"
Town
Scandal,"
"The Wild
Party." "The Untameable,"
Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photograph}/
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

Camt
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Figures

That

Lie
By MARGUERITE COURTAT McKEE

RENALLES,

Inc.

Room 212
641 1 Hollywood Blvd.
(OVER LEVY'S)

"The

'Where

Elk's Tooth"

all

good

filmfolk get

together."
NEW HNCAFE
JO 'S
6382 Hollywood Blvd.
Visit the Beautiful
GLEN ELLEN TEA ROOM
We specialize in a 85 cent dinner
r»:3o — s p. in.
Phone Holly 5120
Special
1'artlen 1<[^<t Cherokee Ave.,
b y Arrangenear Hollynoil Illvtl.
ment.

ARE
At

YOU

Liberty?
/ am in the market for
Feminine

Star

Leading Man
Character Actor
Cinematographer
Also have several small parts. This
location includes
A Glorious Trip to the
South Seas
All Answers Confidential.
Address
DIRECTOR

GENERAL

Care "Camera!"
6318 Hollywood Blvd.

Continued from Page 7
Jade is growing in vogue for pendants,
buckles and almost every other ornament or
article into which it can be fashioned. Some
of those little shops in the side streets or in the
West Lake section are very comfortable and
are carrying a great many new ideas in tortoise shell. Among the most graceful are
bangle bracelets. They are like the Chinese
charm bracelets, which a few years ago were
worn ofasthecharms
fad
day. — inexpensive affairs, and the

Mah
Jong!
By RAYMOND McKEE
Last week we four were seated around the
table with our tiles built into a wall two tiles
high and seventeen tiles long, without the seasons, 18 with the seasons. Then we pushed
the four walls together to form a hollow
square, remember? Now we will break the
wall.
"E" will
throwing
dice, you
remember
that begin
East isby the
one whothe threw
the
highest
number.
N
ow
then,
"E"
throws
the
dice to determine which wall shall be broken.
Starting with his own wall as number one,
and counting to the right until he reaches the
number thrown. His own wall will be 5 or 9;
that on his right 2, 6, or 10, the fellow opposite
is 3, 7, or 11 and on his left, 4, 8, or 12. Now
count
it, thenwhose
I'll bewall
sure isthat
youbroken,
understand.
The player
to be
shall
throw the dice, then add this second throw
to the number thrown for his wall. Taking
the total of the two throws, and counting the
stacks of tiles in his own wall, from right to
left until he arrives at a number corresponding
to the total of the two throws, the stack arrived
at shall be lifted and placed on the top of he
wall o the right of the opening, the lower tile
of the two, next the opening; the upper one
farther from it. These are known as "loose
tiles." Should the number exceed the number
of stackson into the
wall,left.
it must
carried
the player's
next wallownon his
It shallbe
be the duty of the player whose wall is broken,
to make another break to the right of the opening separating seven stacks or fourteen tiles,
including the loose tiles, from the rest. These
tiles cannot be used in play, they are reserved
for
is, we'll
find replacing
out later. kongs.
If they Whatever
are reachedthatbefore
any
player goes Mah Jong, the game is drawn, the
hands are all thrown up and the position of
"E" passes to the right. Now for the draw.
Beginning
in turn
the
right shall with
take "E",
two each
stacks,player
or four
tiles tofrom
the end of the wall at the left of the opening.
Then each in turn takes four more, until each
has 12. Each then takes one tile, making thirteen in hand, then "E" takes the fourteenth.
It is always good form, if th player whose
wall is being drawn from, will swing the
open end of it to the center of the table in such
a position that all may reach it. He shall also
see tha teach player takes tiles in the proper
order. Never look at any of the tiles you have
Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW I
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western A*e., at Santa Monica Blvd.

Casts

of the

Week

First National

"LILLIES OF
THE FIELD"
Present
Directed by Jack Dillon
Photographed by James Van Tree
Story by Adelaide Heilbron
CAST:
Conway Tearle
Louis Wii|
Corinne Griffith
Mildred H; s
Chas. Gerrard
Ted Cor
Crawford Kent
Walter H«:
Mammy Peters
Ma i
Phylis Haver
Gtrtl
Edith Ransom
_r
Alma Bennett
Ii
Myrtle Steadman
Vi
Cissy Fitzgerald
Flot
Chas. Murray
Charlie !
Baby Dorothy Brock
Baby i 1
Sylvia Breamer
— t
Buster Keaton Productions
Present
•SHERLOCK JUNIOR"
Directed by Buster Keaton
Photographed by Elgin Lessley
Scenario by Jean Havez
CAST:
Buster Keaton Jane Connolly
Katheryn McGuire Irwin Connolly
Joe Keaton
Ward Crane
drawn
until youyouhave
a complete
It you should,
mustdrawn
pal ten
points toI'<T"~
i
of us for every tile so looked at. Any pt—
having
looked
at anyor tile
hand '9l
the number
is more
less in
thanhisthirteen,
not correct the error, but shall play witfk
foul or stale hand, as the case may be, v
settle accordingly at the end. And should*
knock over or expose a tile or tiles while df
ing to your hand, you must take those tilesl
your own hand then allow the player to vf
such tiles would have gone to take the t
that would have gone t oyou. I know it's n
to followthose
so you'll
listen
member
of youhave
who toplay
Mahclosely,
Jong, i■
these rules are as the Chinese play it, I
you'll have to take my word for this fo ■
Chinese have no book of instruction. 'I
play the game as children and consequ?)
feel no need for a book of rules. Such t lias "Chow," "bamboo," "characters," "Ei
"Dragons," etc., are merely colloquial, K
have no equivalent Chinese character irh
Chinese written language. All of the tei*
ology used by Americans in playing Mah H
was devised by a man named J. P. Bab*
Mr. Babcock lived a great many years urn
interior of China and spoke the language,*
died their art, in fact was dependent em<J
on the Chinese for recreation so of counK
became interested in their national game. »
has written a book of rules and for the a ll
you may own one. Write to Joseph Park •*
cock, 36 Spear Street, San Francisco, Cali|»
haven't
read his book but I'm sure it ■
be
quiteyetcomplete.
Next ixrek ue luill play the game.
STUDIO
AGENCY
Formerly
RAY LA VERNE AGENCY
1521 North Bronson Ave.
Registrations from 9:30 A. M. to 3:00 P. Nl. Dai
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Service

Insurance

Written by

PALMBORG

&

PALMBORG

FIRE

PUBLIC

AUTOMOBILE

MARINE

LIABILITY

BURGLARY

LIFE

PLATE

THEFT

ACCIDENT

MISCELLANEOUS,
ORIENTAL

RUGS
ALSO

INCLUDING
AND

TAPESTRIES,

WRITE

ALL

COMPENSATION

and HEALTH

JEWELRY,

FURS,

&

GOLD

LLOYDS'

OF

GLASS

EARTHQUAKE

AND

INSTRUMENTS

MUSICAL

FORMS

PALMBORG
6318 Hollywood

LIABILITY

SILVERWARE,
AND

CAMERAS.

COVERAGE

PALMBORG

Boulevard

Hollywood, California
Telephone 439-869

—An

Invitation
To

Participate

SUBDIVIDER'S

in

a

PROFIT

A rare opportunity to participate safely in the attractive profits made
viders of real estate in Los Angeles is now open to YOU in

Ueverly
Hills
The property is located in a most
desirable section of Beverly Hills.
For complete details, telephone
822-191, or fill out and mail the
coupon today.

by subdi-

BEVERLY HILLS ESTATES,
Suite 514 California Bank Bldg.,
629 S. Spring St., Los Angeles.
Gentlemen: Kindly supply me with complete information
regarding your enterprise.
Name

City
Address

Camer
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WIGS,

TOUPEES,

Creams,

Perfumes,

TRANSFORMATIONS,
Powders,

Grease

Paints,

Make-up
for Motion
Pictures
and The
Stage.
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Heart* s

Your

May

Desires

This

Hair

be

Fulfilled

Coming

Cjoods &3Kake~up

Northeast Corner
[formerly at 819

Eighth and Grand
South Hill Street]

our new telephone isn't in yet

RJnn

m

Year

pretty soon, tho

The

Digest

Saturday
Jan.

5, 1924

of

the

Motion

Picture

Industry

Price
lO

Cents

Cam
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have been successful distributors of

state right productions for twelve years.|
We are qualified to handle your distribution
AUTHENTIC
FOREIGN

problem !
Stein & Bilchik, Certified Public Accountants, and

RESEARCH

our fecal agents, will handle all accounts, statements
and moneys for the producer, assuring — no juggling!

PHOTOGRAPHS

W <> feel obligated for our own safety's sake to help
keep you in business!
ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

IN

We deserve your consideration!
Reputable Pictures Corporation
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

W. C. THOMPSON.

Manager I n- \ngeles Office

840 South Olive Street : Los Angeles, California

Now
YOU

Organizing in Hollywood
WILL

LOYAL

BE GLAD

ORDER

TO JOIN THE
OF

MOOSE

Special open charter membership
NOW
Now

fee

$10— After Charter Closes $50
is the time to make application to

join the Hollywood Lodge — Loyal Order of Moose — the motion picture lodge.
For further information write or call
J. J. ARTZER,

at

Southern California Headquarters
4532 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
Telephone 598-030
This lodge will be instituted the first week in January

DAISY

PRIMROSE
474-318

CHARACTKRS

THE
nc VI

OLICE

W^ORLD'S
SATURDAY,

GREATEST
nor ATTCT
JANUARY 5th, 1924

CONFLICT
NORMAND

<GHT

FIRE

mperties and
WEquipment Burned
Kre, of unknown origin, which
Universal City at midnight
day caused damage estiat many thousands of dol! big stage suffered worst,
sets for several pictures now
ogress were destroyed.
: property room was also in
Lth of the fire and many valuprops were burned. Many
ry uniforms, loaned by the
ian government were among
The yare covered by ind Bennett

Will

Be in Lloyd Film
d Bennett, the doll-like Maid
an in Douglas Fairbank's
inin Hood,"
and more
the principal
role recently
in her
nd's (Fred Niblo's) film verof "Captain Applejack," has
selected to play the part of
Tiond Godolphin in Frank
's production of "The Sea
ss E.*'Bennett came to America
Australia in 1915 and after
^son on the speaking stage in
rt of Otis Skinner in "Cock
le Walk," was given a film
ing contract by Thomas H.
'The Greatest Show on
" "Hairpins," "Stepping
"The Little Brother" and
Bad Man" in which she supd Hoibrook Blinn, are among
Jest known screen vehicles.
andons Villainy
for Smile Stuff
lember the fellow in "Rosita"
received the special smiles of
y Pickford and threw her a
tiful white rose plucked from
ady's hair?
lat's
and smile
just
iccountRussell
of thatRitchie,
rose and
10 longer will play 'villains.'
iVhy get knocks and snarls
n I can get beautiful smiles?"
i Russell. " 'Villain' parts are
right until once you have
red 'hero stuff,' because then
spoiled and
as a butter
'villain.'when
Who'dhe
!re bread
Id get ice cream and cake?
khow, it's great to be a hero!"

IN

FILMPAPER
nr v/ro AT3
Number 38

MABEL

SHOOTING

QUIZ

CAUSES
DAMAGE
AT
UNIVERSAL
CITY
FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
WILL RETURN
Policeman Figures
Party Fray
m
TO SCREEN IN "BEN HUR" ROLE
Reports issued from police headFrancis X. Bushman, at one time other picture," Bushman said yeslate Friday indicate that a
the most popular actor on the
terday. "As a boy I saw the stage policemanquartersassigned
to the traffic
screen, will return to the silver version in Baltimore and it has alsquad had been acting as goways been my ambition to appear between
sheet as Messala in "Ben Hur,"
for Courtland Dines,
which the Goldwyn Pictures CorWilliam S. Hart played the role wealthy oil man shot at a New
poration will make in Europe.
This was the announcement
of Messala on the stage for sev- maml
Year's ami
party Edna
at which
Mabel were
NorPurviance
made yesterday by Abraham Lehr,
it."eral years before he became the
in
and Horace Greer, chaufVice-President in charge of pro- good bad man of the flickering present,
drama.
Dines. feur for Miss Normand who shol
duction at the Goldwyn Studios.
Film tests of Bushman, taken by
The selection is of particular interest to motion picture fans be- June Mathis, Goldwyn Editorial
This policeman had made statecause it will be the first picture in Director, showed him to be ideally
ments at the Good Samaritan Hosfitted for the role of the Roman
which Bushman has ever appeared
pital to (he effect Greer was being
in which he was not the star and soldier. His features are classic
the first picture in which he has and his body athletic. For four subjected to rough treatment durplayed the villain. Messala is the years he was the most sought after ties. ing his detention by the authorinoble Roman who is the chief an- model in New York for such sculpGreer's bail has been set at
tors as Karl Bitter, Daniel C.
tagonist to Ben-Hur, the idealistic
and the preliminary hearyoung Jew. The story is laid in Franch, Isidor Konti and Mrs. $10,000
ing has been set for January 11th
the time of Christ when the Jews Harry Payne Whitney. In fact,
were under the rule of the Rom- there is hardly a large city in the in Justice Hanby's court.
country that does not possess a
ans.
The announcement of Bushman;,
monument or painting for which
Not So Funny,
selection as Messala marks the he has posed.
fifth member of the cast to be
He will be a worthy antagonist
chosen.
Avers Charles
for George Walsh, a perfect specimen of physical manhood, who
"I would rather play the 'heavy'
Charles
Cruz,
who recently finin 'Ben-Hur' than to star in any plays the title role.
ished the lead in "The Spark of
Life", written and directed by
Editing Three
Perley
Poore Sheehan
at UniversCameraman Is
al, is recovering
from severe
whip
For Louis May er cuts he received during the filmChamp Golfer
ing of the picture. The whipping
Three big productions are now
scene, in which Howard TruesJohn Mescall, who is photo- in the final stages of editing at dell
inflicts punishment on Cruz
graphing Ruper Hughes' current the Louis B. Mayer studios. John was indeed realistic, and as Cruz
M. Stahl's "Why Men Leave
picture
"True
As
Steel,"
recently
won the Los Angeles City Golf Home," based on Avery Hop- says, should be of interest to those
Championship. Mescall also held wood's great stage comedy, will contemplating a screen career.
the same title in 1917.
probablylease tobebe thefollowed
first ready
for reshortly
by
Fred Niblo's colorful production
Is Familiar With
New Edit Plan
of "Thy Name Is Woman" and
Reginald Barker's stirring epic of
All Sorts o' Shacks
For Fairbanks
sea
coast their
life, "Cape
Cod Folks."
Wm.
Henshelwood, ("Bill\
Dividing
time
between
supDouglas Fairbanks and his ediervision of the editing of these Wood, for short) has designed all
torial staff have developed a sys- pictures and preparations for their the sets for "Flowing Gold/' the
tem of cutting that obviates all the
Rex Beach epic of the oil fields
confusion and delay caused by the next, all three directors will prob- being picturized by Richard Walold method.
ably start "shooting" simultaneton Tully for First National. Thiously along about the end of Jan- art director has found his vast exInstead of waiting until the picperience extremely necessary in
ture is finished, "The Thief of uary.
the wide variety of settings reBagdad" has been assembled and McDowell
Signed
quired for this production!
cut as the production progressed.
Hence, the cutting is completed at
By Arthur Sawyer
From bunk houses to millionpractically the same time as the
aire's mansions; modiste's shops to
Nelson McDowell has been signfinal scenes are made.
ed by Metro, to play a character hotel lobbies; Texas farm shacks
A great advantage of this meth- beachcomber in the production to governor's suite, pool halls of
the oil fields to streets of oil boom
od is that it gives Doug a very
towns, is a wide variety, but the
definite idea of just how his story "Shooting of Dan McGrew." The
IsCatalina
for
leaves
artist, it is said, will show some
is developing and is a day-to-day company
guide to his editorial department.
iorland
work.January 3rd to do the exter- ■tattling effects.
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Production

Ceases

At Pickford'Fairbanks
Production activities at the Pickfonl-Fairbanks studios were completed with the ending of the year
1923.
Actual filming of Mary Pickford's new offering "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon 31st,
Hall,"andwas Marshall
finished
on December
Neilan and the editorial staff are
now in the midst of cutting and
editing this feature.
The finishing of this picture
completes
Misswhich
Pickford's
production schedule
called for
two
pictures during the past year.
While no releas- date has yet
been arranged for ''Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall,"theit will
distributed
through
Unitedbe
Artists Corporation and will probably reach the public some time in
March.
Douglas Fairbanks' production,
"The Thief of Bagdad," was completed almost simultaneously with
Miss Pickford's, the month of December being devoted almost entirely to the filming of scenes of
magic and fantasy, with the star
alone appearing in these sequences.
"The Thief of Bagdad" will be
given the usual Fairbanks" New
Vork presentation in one of the legitimate theaters, with possible
showings in other key cities to follow. Plans for the general distribution of this production will be
held in abeyance, to be announced
following the New York premier
which will probably occur during
the month of March.
Old-Time Lids
Slated for Stan
Sometimes things are so old that
they are new. For instance in
making Hal Roach's latest Stan
Laurel comedy "Rupert of Cold
Slaw" under the direction of Perc
Pembroke, the regular gold braid
suits and inverted brimmed derby
with proper
horse's costume.
tail stuckThein the
the
hatstopusedin
in the picture were originally
purchased by the United States
Government and used for army
dress parade in 1882 — the infantry
buttons and date are stamped on
the inside.
Wreaks Vengeance
With Banana-Cream
"All things come to him who
waits!" hissed George Jeske, Hal
Roach director, as he picked up a
banana cream pie and let it fly
full in Will Rogers' face. Vengeance wrecked, Jeske laughed one
of his famous laughs. For many
vears he played the part of a Keystone Kop — and has stopped hundreds of pies in his day, and it has
been his life's ambition to do that
pie-throwing act with someone
else as the target. But as thai
"gag" is obsolete as far as Hal
Roach comedies are concerned, he
did not have the opportunity to
get even until Will Rogers and
Rob Wagner decided to use the pie
"gag" satirically. Then Jeske did
the "dirty work."

WARRENTON
HIS

CAMERAMAN

FOR

MOTHER'S
STAGE ASSOCIATE OF YEARS GONE BY
pictures of late years.
Many years ago, Joseph De [ working inWarrenton,
her son, is
Grass played opposite Lule War- ! nowCJilbert
rated
as
one
of
the
most acrenton in "The Two Orphans" and
complished of cinematographers.
"The Octoroon," upon the stage.
Now DeGrasse is directing the | He was responsible for much of
Richard Walton Tully screen pro- i the photographic beauty of "Ene"Little Old New
duct ion of Rex Beach's "Flowing York,"mies of Women,"
Red Robe,"
Gold," and Gilbert Warrenton,
and other"Under
recent the
successes.
the son of DeGrasse's former
playmate, is one of his cameramen.
Miss Warrenton will be remem- ;
bered by theater-goers as one of Lew Cody for Title
the most versatile leading women
of the stage. As a child, she played Role in 'Dan McGrew9
in stock at the old California TheLew Cody has been chosen to
ater in San Francisco, and also in j enact
the tile role in the S.L prothe company of her uncle, SheriShooting of Dan
dan Corbyn, throughout Califor- j McGrew,"duction of "The
for Metro. Announcenia, traveling by stage. Later, she
ment
of
the
selection
of Mr. Cody
toured the entire country as a |
was made yesterday by Arthur
reader, and as leading woman
supervisor
S-L Produc-of
with her own company. She co- Sawyer,tions,
following theof compiling
starred with W. V. Ranous in
the
votes
cast
by
exhibitors,
exShakespearean plays ,and with
change managers and salesmen for
Franklyn MacLeay, was one of this coveted
role.
the last pupils of the late James E.
months ago Mr. Sawyer
Murdoch. Miss Warrenton in- sentSeveral
a form letter to five hundred
s
t
r
u
c
t
e
d
i
n
elocution
at
St.
Mary's
Notre Dame, for two years, and leading exhibitors and to all Metro exchange managers and saleswas the only original member reasking that they vote for the
maining with the Ulrich Stock Co. actor menthey
would pick for Dan
during its entire run of six sea- McGrew. He
enclosed a short
sons at the Grand Opera House in
and a week later was
Los Angeles. During this time she synopsis
flooded with answers. Lew Cody
appearedrection ofwith
and under
di- was the popular choice.
DeGrasse.
She hasthebeen
Mr. Cody has recently appeared
in "Nellie the Beautiful Cloak
Model," "Reno," "Souls for Sale,"
"Within the Law" and other sucThe Straight
cessful productions.
Barbara La Marr is the only
Dope About
other member of the all-star cast
Palmborg
signed to date for "The Shooting
of Dan McGrew." Miss La Marr
An item in a Hollywood
will have the part of "The Lady
newspaper the other day
Lou" in the screen adaptation of
stated that Mr. C. F.
Robert W. Service's poem, which
Clarence G. Badger will direct.
Palmborg, Hollywood motinuity.
tion
picture
representaWinifred
Dunn prepared the contive for the New York
Life Insurance Company,
Actual production will start on
had severed his connec"The
of DanthisMcGrew"
at the Shooting
Metro studios
week.
tions and had gone into
business for himself. This
was, of course, a very ab'Ridin' Kid" Is
surd error, as Mr. Palmborg has no intentions
Next for Cullen
whatsoever of leaving that
company, as he handles
Cullen Landis, upon his return
the bulk of their film bus
from Natchez, Miss., where he is
iness. It is true, however,
playing the leading male role in
that he has opened an"Magnolia," a James Cruze proother general insurance
duction for Famous Players Lasky,
will take off the fine raiment of a
adsame
the
agency dressat
to deal in various
southern gentleman and don the
forms of insurance. While
outfit
of cowpuncher. For preparfinancially interested in
ations are being made for Mr.
this new enterprise he is
Landis' first independent starring
devoting the majority of
his time to New York Life
production
"The with
Ridin'theKidstarting
From
Powder River,"
interests, the general
date to be announced. The story
agency being under his
by H. H. Knibbs is now being put
supervision but not detail
into continuity by Anthony W.
management. There is not
Caldeway who adapted for the
one iota of truth to the
screen among other successes
statement about his sever"Ruggles of Red Gap."
ance from the New York
Life and he will continue
Lois Zellner, well known screen
to serve motion picture
•writer, is considering a contract
capacpast
his
in
people
to co-direct four of her own phoity as agent of this comtoplays forcompany.
an independent
pany for whom he has
wood
One of Hollythese
done such splendid work
"Closed
Doors"
is
now being dein the past eight years.
veloped byMiss Zellner into a six
reel feature.

Now

Rogers Has

All Become
that goes up"Pie-ou'
must c e
down — all that starts must J
and in the language of the pok.
"I hurled a pie into the air t
was stopped by somebody. WfI' do not care." But this tim$'
happened to be Will Rogers t
is now in the process of rnakini
picture for Hal Roach under t
direction of Rob Wagner, caft
"Warehouse Players:"' who li
on the receiving end of some (.
en
pies. and
WhenRogers
the si\:
had"gooey"
been shot
i
scraping some of the pie from ,
face he was heard to remain
"Who thinks up all this tu »
stuff anyhow?"
Seal Dons Make-up

Another director has turd
actor.
for TourneScott R. Beal, assistant to M#:
rice Tourneur, donned the m; up yesterday for a brief ad i
scene in "Torment."
In 'eI
broadcloth,
brass buttons
jaunty cap he made a bell-ho[4
to carry the luggage of a primwhich is just what he did. I,
Beal emulated the example.f
his chief, for in "The Brass K
tie," made last spring, Mr. Til
neur dropped his megaphone,!
step in front of the camera as l
English merchant when an a r
who was ill failed to report l
the one brief scene in which I
was to appear.
rilled in yesterda>n
a Mr.
similarBealemergency.
'Twas a Farm

Xmav

For This Celebr 1
spentYes,*
Ch tmasAnna
upon Q.herNilsson
new farm.
know she is a farmerette, tm.
\ having purchased an acreage si
fifteen miles out of Hollywood 4
course, it makes a rather long P
to
work Walton
upon "Flowing
Gl
the her
Richard
Tully pro*
tion upon which she is enga 1.
but Anna is rather a strem»
young lady, and doesn't mind.
Keenan Is Proud
Did you knowOfthatEdFrankWy%
Kfl
an is the father-in-law of I
Wynn,
the famous
stage produ.fi
come' <
and musical
comedy
formerly a stage producer Its
self, the popular old stage stall
son-in-llfl•
of his
just as asproud
success
though
he didnt
a financial interest in some of*
Keenan has just com tshows.
a wonderful characteriza*
ed
for the screen in Reginald B«?
er's new picture, "Cape 4
Folks," a coming Louis B. M -t
offering through Metro.

Evelyn Sherman, Pat Calh
Jack Radke and Frances Tail i
the latest additions to the cai
"Flowimj Cold." the Rex B *
novel under production by Rit-M
Walton Tully for First N*ti<W

1

era:
'is Certainly Sounds
flTrue-to-Life, Eh?
Curies Hatton, working as a
Bp in the mammoth hotel lobled in Richard Walton Tully's
wing Gold," was seized with
Inting spell yesterday and
U headlong down a massive
Base into the hotel lobby,
|tas the
givenhundreds
first aid ofby "guests."
Frances
surgical nurse of wartime
I also working in the picture,
buffered no serious injury,
cause could be ascertained,
is said he had just been apd of the intention of the
lor to give him a close-up !
<p Watch Jules
Become Cut-up
Is a boy!"
Bse were the words that gladId Christmas Eve for Jules
I, brother of and film editor
ftck White, comedy producer,
■baby, Jules's first, weighed
I pounds and has been named
Id Donald White, after his
ittnal grandfather,
jjjjhe laboratory seems deserted
Be next few days, it is because
Bag isn't allowed in the cutI rooms — and Jules passed
Id some unusually fine cigars.
Blew arrival makes an uncle
Inly of Jack White, but of
Brothers Ben and Sam, who
■so members of his organizan it the Fine Arts studio.
touquets for
Metcalfe
jA local film actor who won
eh praise from the critics
{ring the recent run of
janderwas
the Earle
Great"Metcalfe,
at the
pson
■lying the part of TexI in this stage production.
I the present time MetIfe is filling a tour with
re|g company,
rn
within thebutnextwillweek
I two and resume his
•irk. Relative to Metcalfe's
Irtrayal The Record says:
I'Earle Metcalfe as the
Vig-chewing , pants-hitchla, parabolic cowman, delves more space than can
vein be given for a piece
I luminous characterization
It equalled by any cowboyue interpreter I have ever
Vtched."
JWhich, you will no doubt
jree is very broad in scope
Id an excellent testimonial
I Metcalfe's histrionic, abilf. The Times says:
I'.' . . Earle Metcalfe as
Vxas came mighty near
King the lion's share of the
firels . . ."
(Which is also broad and
jilliant. We are glad to
le an old-timer like Metlfe
and knock
'em
ad step
this upway.
It revives
ir faith in the ability of
mdom's pioneers.

I
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Comes

of Renowned
Theatrical Folk
Joan Standing, who plays an
important comedy part in Reginald Barker's new Louis B. MayerMetro
offering,of"Cape
CodtheFolks,"
is a member
one of
most
famous theatrical families in history. A daughter of the late Herbert Standing, a noted stage figure
for over two score years, she has
six brothers on the stage, and all
of them of stellar prominence.
Friendly Faces for
Cowan-Higgin Walls
One of the strongest traditions
of the motion picture world is
that the scenario writer is the universal "goat." Actor, producer
and director — all usually unite to
blame the luckless writer for anything and everything. Such, however, is not the experience of
Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin,
well-known scenario team. Their
story "Fashion Row," starring
Mae Murray, brought them a photograph with the following inscription: "To my dear friends
who wrote 'Fashion Row,' for
which I am very grateful. Fondly, Mae Murray." They have just
finished the script for Bill Hart's
"A Lighter of Flames;" this star
thanked them also for the adaptation, which he called "great stuff."
In fact, the walls of the CowanHiggin office are lined with a veritable photograph gallery of the
leading lights in filmdom ; and all
the pictures carry messages of
warm friendship. Among those
represented are such well-known
actors as Wallace Reid, Richard
Bennett, Elliot Dexter, William H.
Crane, Monte Blue, Bryant Washburn, Conrad Nagel, Theodore
Kosloff — such scintillating female
stars as Mary Pickford, Nazimova, Gloria Swanson, Clara Kimball Young, Wanda Hawley, Carmel Myers, and Jane Cowl — and
such leading directors as Ernst
Lubitsch, Dimitri Buchowetzski,
Cecil B. de Mille, his brother,
William, Sam Wood and Syd
Franklin.
Tully Gives Filmdom Real Chill
All Hollywood experienced a
thrill yesterday, when it was
thought for a time the United
Studios were ablaze. Flames
were leaping heavenward and
smoke in denseblack clouds hovered over the lot. Inhabitants of
movieland and tourists from Iowa
madly rushed toward the scene of
the holocaust, only to discover that
Richard Walton Tully was only
staging some of the thrilling fire
scenes for "Flowing Gold," Rex
Beach's great tale of the oil fields,
a forthcoming First National picture.
The completed picturization of
this sequence can scarcely be more
thrilling than was the actual taking. Several players escaped serious injury, and startling events not
on the schedule transpired. And
the four grinding cameras caught
it all!

The bird that invented that "makes your mouth water" stuff ought to
take a good look at this one! For here vie see none less than the distinguished cinema artists Evelyn A damson, Lew Cody and Naldo Morelli
indulging in a couple mouthfuls of real, old-time spaghetti. To insure
getting the proper "atmosphere" Morelli <was called upon to prepare the
delicacy, being initiated in the secrets of the spaghetti art, and the resultant stampede upon the piece-de-resistance by Mr. Cody and Miss
A damson brought out fully the completeness of the Morelli cooking talent. As Morelli said, "I guess I wasn't the only Italian at that table
insofar as the spaghetti appetite was concerned." This is a scene from
"The Great
Brush production
Williamis B.directing
the forth-coming
which
Bertram Bracken
at the Hollywood
StudiosStruggle"
with a
notable cast. Oui, oui, cherchez la spaghet!

SAYS PERSONALITY
INDUCIVE TO SCREEN
SUCCESS
THAN
ACTING
aries, because of the fact that they
Does acting ability or personal- j
ity contribute most to the success j have colorless and unmagnetic
and popularity of a screen play- personalities.
stateby ofmany
affairs may be This
deplored
er? This pertinent question was
raised recently at a studio discus- who go to the theatre in search of
sion by Bertram Grassby, well fine acting, but the bulk of theaterknown actor now playing one of
goers are quite satisfied with it,
will no doubt continue to be.
the principal roles in the Fox pro- and"The
ideal to be striven for by
duction "The Shadow of the East"
who gave it as his opinion that of every player is, of course, a combination of both acting ability and
the two factors, personality is more
important to the player, at least in personality. This, however, is a
so far as his box office value is rare achievement, and when we
concerned.
find the two qualities combined in
"Acting ability, while in itself one actor or actress, a John Barrysomething to be strived for by ev- more, Mary Pickford, Lillian Gish,
ery intelligent actor or actress, or Richard Barthlemess is the rewill never get a player into the
front rank of favorites," says Mr.
Grassby. "While the public- appreciates fine acting to a certain Cameraman Speaks
degree, its heart goes out more For Harry Wilson, etc
fully to the actor or actress of
charming personal mannerisms
Glen Mac Williams, cameraand quaint individuality. This foris
man on "Captain January," starnot peculiar to the photoplay
sult."
the
both
a search of the records of
ring Baby Peggy for Principal
Pictures, says Robert Sherwood
spoken and silent drama reveals
forgot
important phrase in the
that the player of personality has Movie anVocabulary
of his book,
highand
popular
more
ever been
"The Best Moving Pictures of
relied
who
player
ly paid thin the acting ability.
his of virtually every
solely
"The upon
success
"Credit department," is theg ex-to
pression, meaning, accordin
1922-1923."
prominent actor and actress on thea MacWilli
ams, the publicity office,
screen today who is drawing
which
he
says is the only place
of the esteem
large salary hebecause
or she is regarded you can get any credit.
with which
by the public, can be attributed
Here's a good one: A Venicf
more to their distinctive personaliQ. Misties than to any marked histronic fortune teller told Anna
visualize her as signsuperiority. Some of the present son he could
ing some sort of contract soon.
popular >t:us are relying almost
atpersonal
Q., who is at present playtheir
Anna
upon
exclusively
tiactiveness, and boast little, if
ing the role of "Allegheny BrisOn the other kow" in Richard ITalton Tully's
any, dramatic talent.
ng
^'Flowicase
ion a ofchronic
hand, there are any number of fine Cold,"
producthas
all-staralmost
actors and act rcs-c- in the filmof writer's cramp from her conwho are meeting with only moderate Succl-ss, and consequently re- tnit tual propensities. She's never
ceiving comparatively small sal- without 'em!
FILM

ACTOR
IS MORE
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Pulse

of

the

Camera.' intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Ass't Director
Director
Cameraman
Star

Studios

You can help by reporting any error in Pulse to Editor,Progress
439-869
Type
Holly 3
Scenarist

BERW1LLA STUDIO.
5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Pro. Mgr.
Eddie Lyons Production (Arrow release).
Eugene DeRue
Eddie Lyons Ramsey
Cooke
Staff
Ben Wilson Productions (Federated release)
Dearholt Productions.
Neva Gerber Productions.
BRONX
STUDIO.
Willey Productions.
Fred Reel

1 745 Glendale Blvd.
Bill PattOB
Zerr

"Welcome Stranger"

Bert Sternb ack, Casting.

CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
"Chuck" Relsner
Chas. Chaplin
Charles Chaplin
Wilson-Totheroh Sutherland

Feature Comedy

CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
2-ReelMgr.
Comedy
Scott Sidney
Dorothy Devore
Peterson-Garnett Clemens
Staff
Comedy
Al. Christie
Bobby Vernon N'agy-Phillips
CHARLES RAY STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. A. A. Kidder
, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
2-Reel Comedy
Bull Montana
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
Ryan Bros. Productions
Geo. Chesebro
Chesebro-Clayton Selander Reed
Independent
Picturs Corporation.
Jesse J.Walter
Goldburg,
& Gen'I
Mgr.
J. P. McGowan
Franklyn Farnum
Griffin Pres. Mack
V. Wright

Ben Cohen

"The Wolf Man"
G-Reel Western

Agnes Parsons
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Staff
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Al. Ray
All-Star McGill
Staff
Comedy
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
F. Hibbard Lloyd Hamilton
Corby
Staff
Comedy
FOX

STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1401 N. Western
Ave.
R. Tonnant
Mark
Sanderich
Kingling
Seiler Carruth Chimpanzees
Sid
Wagner
TomBuckinham
All-Star
•Jen. Kastman
Nathan
David Solomon Shirley Mason
Schneiderman
John Ford
All-Star
Ed. O'Ferna
Jules Cronjager
Geo.
Archainbaud
All-Star
Hollingshead
Wm. Wellman Chas. .Jones
Joe August
Horace Hough
GARSON STUDIO.
1 845 Glendale Blvd.
Benny Zeldman Productions.

Schedule

"The Desert Secret"

C. O. Sessel

Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr.

2--Reel Comedies

Drexel 4.
Editing

Kenneth Bishop, Gen'I Mgr.
Meeker
Fred Reel

BELASCO PRODUCTIONS, INC. 69 1 2 Hollywood Blvd.
Jas. Youag
All-Star
Special
G. P. Saum
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
45 1 3 Sunset Blvd.
CENTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd.
Century Comedies (Universal release).

For WeekCame1
Starting Monday,
Dec. 31st, 1923

Fred
Mgr.
Staff Kley, Studio Comedies
Carter
"The Arizona Express"
"The Morroco Box"
"The Plunderer"
"Donnegan"

5th Week

578-!

593-!
Holly 01
Preparing
Holly 3
Schedule
1st Week

432Drexel 2
Preparing
Editing
Schedule
431Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
598Schedule
Holly 3!
7th
Week
4th Week
1st Week
3rd Week
2nd Week
Drexel 0(

GRAND
Monty BanksSTUDIO.
Productions. 1438 Gower St. Sam'l Bischoff, Gen. Mgr.
R. Wm. Neill All-Star Ray June
Josef Von Sternberg

"Rose of the Ghetto'

GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City
Rupert Hughes
All-Star John Mescall Albert
Kelly
Rupert Hughes
"True as Steel"
M. K. Wilson
Feature Drama
Tiffany Productions.
Robt. Leonard
Mae Murray Ollie Marsh David Todd
"Mademoiselle Midnight'
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd.
Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Harold Lloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
Finis Fox Productions. — R. R. Beatty, Bus. Mgr.
Priscilla
Moran Productions.
— O.Moran
M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
Priscilla
Wm. Brush Productions.
John Prince
G. Pollock
Bertram Bracken All-Star
'The Great Struggle'
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Sanford Productions.
Kinemart Productions.
B. Schrader, Casting.
1442 Beachwood Drive.
INCE STUDIO. Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Del Andrews All-Star Max Dupont Frank Gerghty
Del Andrews "The Galloping Fish'
John Griffith Wray All-Star Henry Sharp Buddy Ericksen
C. Gardner Sullivan "Against the Rules"
Lambert Hillyer
All-Star
Lester Manter
L. Hillyer "Those Who Dance"
Regal Pictures, Inc.
Wm. Beaudine All-Star
C. Gardner Sullivan "Love and Lies'

ska

Holly 0
Preparing
4th Week
Preparing
2nd Week

Preparing 76I'1Holly
4th Week

12th Week
7th Week
4th
1st Week

761-

,1 lera
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|„ . tne sapphire sea of Ber- imagination and without any prep■
Cuba and its hisaration, he weaves the most en: il tradition .
ancient
chanting tales. He first displayed
r; ports of the West Indies this gift when but two years of
>m New Orleans with its age.
t charm . .
the ever"Since then he has delighted
■Is of Florida with their un- large
audiences at school, and
tlmable mystery . . . alliga- charitable entertainments , with his
1 .
palm trees
His story-telling <was a regid white avenues through art. ular
weekly feature of the public
•Ihes of cozy cities ... a library in Tampa, Florida, where
Inaired youngster making a his family formerly lived.
: timi . . unsophisticated
. timid . . . wonderment
"Not only is this unusual prodigy extraordinarily accomplished,
eyes.
extraordinarily beauew days ago the publisher of but he istiful.also
He has golden hair, sapAngeles newspaper conductphire
eyes
and
a captivating smile.
Wonder Child contest anphysically perfect, his boded that the laurels had been He' is ily
measurements harmonizing
ed to George Ezra Crane,
Hollywood and all the pent- thoroughly . . ."
xiety and excitement of hunNow the talent of this boy is to
of fond parents was instant- be brought to the screen. One of
bdued. Be it known here the independent producers in the
this fortunate youngster is Hollywood field, quick to grasp the
ix years of age and while he possibilities of the contest winner,
lot as yet attained any prom- signed him for a photoplay deale in the realm of flickering I ing with a Fairyland theme.
a it is certain that if he sets I George is to portray the role of
lind upon attaining that end the Prince, (for every fairy story,
ill certainly achieve his own
as you know, is built around some
in the Screen Kiddies' Guild. Prince Charming), as the blind
He is a charming and manly girl, played hy Doris Eileen Whitand has a serious and re- mer, imagines him to be. He ought
d demeanor that is most re- to be a veritable revelation in such
ing after one has encountered
a role and certainly no better opany temperamental film chilportunity could be afforded to
And certainly motion pic- bring out the nigh-ethereal qualiwill not cause any change in
ties possessed by him. There is
ge's manner of conduct for he something fragile in his make-up
ilready been the recipient of that at times leads one to believe
glowing praises from re- he was not fitted for such a munled folk and has been the cendane existence as we lead in this
figure of so many gatherings modern hey-day of civilization
if he had even one spark of and hard-boiled business. He
siraole ego in him it would seems to belong to the age of Merrie Old England when knights
popped
e'ernewsthis, rode
king
in the out
wordslongof the
forth to battle for fair ladies
r which awarded him his most and prove their mettle on the
it honor:
tournament grounds in mighty
jousting. Yet this impression is
the fortunate youngthe six-year-old son of George as quickly done away with when
Crane of Hollywood, is a some American-boy expression
lelotts raconteur of original comes forth from him with bombardment-like directness, and we
's. Out of his o<wn fertile
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GOLDWYN
BREAKS
HORNET'S
NEST;
ACTORS
"THIRTY-THREE"
Samuel GoldwynDECLAIM
has stirred up I as actors, find other employment
a hornet's nest with his statement
and make room for new talent,"
in the Los Angeles press that there i said
Pat O'Malley, leading man
actors
good
thirty-th
only
are
ree
for
Laurette Taylor at the Metro
it. Hollywood.
studio. "However, I disagree with
Prominent players located here j the contention that there are only
this
limited number of capable
registered indignant protest last
actors in Los Angeles. Like in
week and took issue with the movie magnate who is now arranging every other calling the capabilities
to establish producing headquar- of actors are measured by degree.
ters in Los Angeles.
j Ithere
cannotareagree
the belief good
that
onlywith
thirty-three
"I respect Mr. Goldwyn as one actors appearing in pictures — and
of the most powerful factors in there are hundreds of them — do so
motion pictures today but I cannot because they are capable actors. I
conceive on what basis he estabam confident
six
lishes his statement that there are j hundred
could that
be from
namedfour
andto that
only thirty-three good actors in I any committee of critics would declare them artists of the first waHollywood," said Conway Tearle,
popular leading man, at the United Studios last week.
"1 believe that if the question
"Thousands of actors find work were put to the public the numin Hollywood studios. Hundreds 1 ber of good actors in Los Angeles
of them are graduates from the would run four times the number
spoken diama, men who estab- prescribed by Mr. Goldwyn," said
lished reputations as actors before Lloyd Hughes, leading man for
they entered the silent drama. If Mary Pickford, Colleen Moore and
Mr. Goldwyn is right then many other celebrities. " Ishould be
producers are wrong for they are interested in reading a list of Mr.
engaging daily, hundreds of men
Goldwyn's that
thirty-three
and public
then
submitting
list to the
who they consider good actors.
ter."
"There can only be one way in I for its opinion. Just what comwhich the merits of an actor can I ter to prises
good actingWhat
is noone
easyperson
matdecide.
be judged and that is by his popu- considers great another considers
larity with the public. Hundreds
poor. I believe there are as many
oi actors in Hollywood are draw- good actors in pictures as there
ing millions of people to the theaters throughout the world. While j are on the stage, if not more."
all great screen favorites are not
great actors yet it is certainly safe Esther Is Another
to say that ninety per cent of the
popular lywood
players
who work
HolMayflowerite
are considered
good inactors
Esther Ralston,
formerly a feaby the public and that is really
tured player in Universal pictureand who recently completed her
what
"If counts."
there are only thirty-three work with Lubitsrh in "The Margood actors in Hollywood then it
riage Circle,"
is a bona-fide
descendant of Governor
William
is about time that hundreds of
men who are making their living Bradford of the first Pilgrim Colony. Naturally, therefore, her
family tree brings her line back
directlyneerstowho the
hardytheband
of pio-in
"Gang" Work Looks
crossed
Atlantic
the
Mayflower.
Bad for Ringlings
The actors in the various
branches
of the theatrical profesHal Roach's "Gang" is having
and the motion-picture field,
a circus these days — a real wild | sion
have in their ranks quite a numwest show. They are the show
ber of persons who trace a similar
people. About fifty extra children I descent.
At the suggestion of a
appear as the audience. The pic- small group now in California,
ture is being made at the Hal
Roach ranch and the goat, the Miss Ralston is devoting her leisure time to the organization of
bear,
the "Gang"
dog, an
old what is tentatively called the "A.
white Bill,
horse
that Stan
Laurel
D. M. : Actors Descendants from
bought for fifteen dollars, a butthemodel
Mayflower."
It is after
planned
ting ram, ducks, geese and mon- to
this new group
the
D.
A.
R.
"animal"
the
up
make
help circus. In the absence
part ofkeys the
of Bob McGowan, Mark Goldaine is directing.
'Ah, Buy Gum!
Quoth Wrigley
as quickly relegate him to the
When a man has spent a life
ranks of today's kids. George
not only a difEzra Crane, Jr., has great fasci- time inficult mastering
but graceful art of chewing
nation for everyone with whom he
gum it is only natural that he
comes in contact and therefore it should
wish to pass it along as in
is not hard to prophecy that he his latest
Hal Roach comedy
will attain all due recognition from
'
"Warehouse
Players"
in which he
cinema enthusiasts if he is af- enacts ihc role of an accomplished
forded the proper guidance in es- motion picture director, he has the
tablishing hi* own distinctive personality before the camera. May whole company from the king to
he progress rapidly and in secur- the jester doing their jaw calisity. He brings a welcome change going tothenics be
in typical
Rogers
It's
a great
yearstyle.
for the
to the order of things a la cinema- gum
kids.
manufacturers.
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"The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry'
Scenarist
Cameraman
Ass't Director

Progress
Type
Director
Star
nouy £o
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO
1025 Lillian Wav
Fddie Clinp
Jean Havez
7th Week
Holly 24
Buster Keaton
Buster Keaton
Elgin Lessley
Walter Reed
"Sherlock Junior"
LASKY STUDIOS.
Tom White, Casting. 1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
2nd Week
"Magnolia"
James
Cruze
All-Star
Karl Brown
Vernon Keays
Walter Woods
Sam Wood Productions.
Jos. Henabery Productions.
Irvin Willat Productions.
43 1-lJ
L. B. MAYER STUDIO.
5360 Melrose Ave.
Fred Niblo Productions.
Capitol 21 1
Individual Casting.
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release).
4th Week
Gasnier
All-Star
Karl Strum
George Yohalem
Waldemar Young
"Poisoned Paradise"
Holly 44*
METRO STUDIO.
Harry
Kerr,
Casting.
Romaine and
Ave.
Geo. D. Baker
All-Star Cahuenga
Arnold
"Revelations"
10th
Week
Eddington
Geo.
D.
Baker
Have Howard
"Hanplness"
10th Week wm
King Vidor Laurette Taylor Ohet Lvons
Winnifred Dunn "The Shooting of Dan McGrew" 1st Week
Clarence Badger All Star
Rudolph Burqulst Chas. Hunt
Jackie Coogan Productions.
3rd Week
Brewster
V. Schertzinger
Jackie Coogan Frank Good
"A Boy of Flanders"
Holly 79
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
United Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J T. O'Dnnahue
"The Thief of Bagdad" 29th Week
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford Rosher
Staff
Tommy Held
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon 11th Week
Staff
Holly 2£
7250 Santa Monica.
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
Louis Tolhurst
Walter Anthony
Microscopic Motion PlctureaSchedule
Glenn McWllliams Fred Tyler
Eddie Cline Baby Peggy
'Captain January" 5th Week
Grey-Unsell
Holly T,
780
Gower
St.
R-C STUDIO.
Mel rose and Cower
Lee
Garmes
Lonnie
Dorsa
2nd
Episode
Mai
St.
Claire
Alberta
Vaughn
lird
Week
Zamuck
Comedy
Ross Fisher
Emory Johnson All-Star
Mrs. Emilie Johnson'Swords and Plow Shares" Editing
Carlos Productions.
Roland
Asher
Henry Lehrman Richard Talmadge Wm. Marshall
1st Week
"On
Ttim.Company'
"
"In Hall"
Fast
Jimmy Home Richard Talmadge Wm. Marshall
ROACH STUDIO.
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Leo McCarey
Will
Rogers Robt.
Doran Ross
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
VrelandLederman
Len Powers
Animals
B. Currigan
Staff
1-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Robt. Wagner
Chas.
Chase
Ed
Willatt
Leo Gerstad
Staff
1Reel
Comedy
Schedule
Bob McGowan
Our Gang
Harry Gerstad
Hairy RaMarr
Staff
2- Reel Comedy
Schedule
Percy Pembroke
Stan Laurel Frank Young
Lloyd French
Staff
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Ralph Cedar
Spat Family Nick Barrows
Clarence
Hennecke
Staff
2-Reel
Comedy
Schedule
Roach -Clements Glenn Tryon Fred Jackman
Clyde Hopkins Staff
"Somewhere in Missouri" Editing 761RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439 Beachwood Dr.
C. W. Patton Productions. H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Maloford Productions.
Blair Coan Productions.
Zrd Week
Chas. Hutchinson Chas. Hutchinson Miller
Holly 7<
Frank Hangne
"Fighting Through'
H. J. Brown Productions.
Preparing
5-Reel
Western
Al Rogell Fred Thompson
Walker
Don
Gray Duncan
.'Srd Week
Drexel 1!
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Comedy
1st Week
Erie Kenton Harry Langdon Spear
Staff
Stevens
Del Lord
All-Star Billy Williams
"Adams Fib'
."ith Episode
Holly IS
STUART MACK STUDIO.
1 329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Prod. Mgr.
Stewart Mack
Lola Patti Paul Allen Harry Crawford Staff
"The
Everyday
Mystery'
Raymond D. Terry Productions. R. D. Terry, Prod. Mgr.
2nd Week
Ray Terry All-Star Bert Longeneckcr Elmer E. Dewey
L. A'. Jefferson
"Eyes That Se."
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd. A. J. Xydias, Pres. and Gen.
1st Week
Jack Nelson Kenneth McDonald
Harry Eraser J. lngm.ni Kane
Mgr.
"A Million or a Wife"
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres.
Holly 40
Joseph M. Schenck Productions. (First National Release).
tith Week
Week
'>th
Jerome Storm Constance Talmadge Ray Binger
476-(
Sullivan
Edward Brophy
1st
Week
"The
Gold
Fish"
Frank Borzage
Norma Talmadge
Tony ('.audio Runny Dull
"Secrets"
First National
Productions.
James Van Tree
J. Dunn
Jack Dillon Griffith-Tearle
'The Lilies of the Field'
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Richard Walton Tully Productions.
Geo.
Reehm
Jos. DeGrasse All-Star
Warrenton-Carpenter Johnson
9th Week
Frank Lloyd Productions.
2nd Week
Frank Lloyd All-Star
Harry Well
Flowir.*- Gold"
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
The So* Hawk"
Universal
Editing
Film Manufacturing
15th Week
Co. (Universal Release). Don Clark
Wm. Duncan
Duncan
-Johnson
All-Star
Rrru-.st
Laemmle
Duncan
C. Brown
"The
Fast
Express"
Preparing
Eddie Cline
Reginald Denny
"Signal
Tower"
"Love Insurance"
433-1
Edward Laemmle Billy Sullivan
Koehner
Schedule
!Hh Week
Wm. Desmond
Wm. Craft
"The Riddle
Leather Rider"
Pushers"
Barry
"The
Luciano Albertini
Marc ha nt
Ray Taylor
EdWeek
iting
tith
:ird
"The Iron Man"
King Baggot
Mary Philbin
Bill
Tummel
"The
Inheritors"
Srd Week
Hoot Gibson
Ed
Sedgwick
Holland
Virgil
Miller
2-Reel
Comedy
Slim Summerville slim Summerville
"The Coeopah
llarmer
2-Reel
Comedy Kid"
Wm. Watson
Bert Roach
Schedule
Comedy
Imperial Productions.
Dick Blaydon
Robt. Florey
Robt. Florey
Maurice Cannon
Paul Ivano
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
I 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith. Gen. Mgr.
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS.
5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Tenny Wright
Holly 41
Preparing
John
Wm. A. Seiter All-Star
Preparing
Frank Strayer
David Stumar
Abel
'How to Educate a Wife"
Harry Beaumont All-Star
•Babbitt"
E. B. DuPar
Win. Beaudine All-Star
Preparing 598-1
Bell-Doty
'Lover's Lane"
Monte Bell All-Star
1st Week
"Broadway After Dark"
WALDORF STUDIOS.
60 70 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt. Gen Mgr.
Tom Forman All-Star
Jimmy Dugan
"Flattery'
2nd Week
Holly 7?

Camera! News Section

awra
apt Led Stone
To Career

anic

Lfljfc Stone, who heads the all llWst of John M. Stahl's great
mH, "Why Men Leave Home,"
jlffl|d into his thespian career
roult trying for honors as a
MBit. Having written what
■rtBsidered a splendid drama,
.-■ a masterpiece, Stone archfl>red the extravagant atti■tt respect assumed by his
Hand stalked out to a play
tjfl with his manuscript. A
who was in the ofIjjroducer
jrfBthe
time decided that Stone
Hit the type he wanted for a
iM role in one of his plays,
fflK talked the young fellow
Hccepting the part. Stone
valid get that first play read,
H got along so well as an
tHKiat he didn't have time toto
Hup his original ambition

has appointed Jas| White assistant
to A I Ray,
Wxstone
M directing the Cameo commit, with' Sid Smith, Cliff
I and Virginia Vance
molson Story
To Be Filmed
M±diih Nicholson's great
■'Broken
most
■of novel Barriers,''
of its time, the
is going
jjllone in motion pictures.
Hung out over close competi■r the film rights, Louis B.
■ has secured "Broken Bar■for production by Reginald
I. Sada Cowan and Howfflggin have been assigned the
■ant task of preparing the
Bo. Metro will release the
■ story centers about an
H.in girl of good family and
Hducation who has the cour■L openly defy established
Ition in the molding of her
I Daring, yet logical, it
Its a sincere and fearless
lent of one of the big vital
w|ns of this modern age.
will be interesting to note
Wkr or not the producers of
pture will take liberties with
i iginal theme of "Broken Barrjas outlined in Mr. NicholMiovel. The story is already
Mar to millions through its
rliction as a Cosmopolitan
liine serial and its current
llation in book form.
ft yet people come from all
tilie world to enter the movies
ike the work is so "easy,"
Anyone who seeks disallusionikcan come around the Hal
M studios and ask Laura
nng,
Sidney better
d'Albrook
I Butler,
known andas
I Spat Family" who have been
\tng"
e last up
threearound
weeks, Chatsworth
y have been doing everyjrom scaling "unscalable
ains to sitting for an hour in
'-cold stream — but then anyto net a laugh is their mot-
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Barker

Lures
for
Tears
Blanche Sweet has not
One word starts Estelle
lived a life of perpetual
Taylor to crying.
joy, peace and content.
"Julia," murmurs the di- Yet
no music can arouse
rector in her ear.
personal memories of sufHer mouth droops, Iter
ficient poignancy to bring
eyes half close. Slowly tears tears.
It takes the sorrows, the
begin to fall. Soon they are
cascading down her cheeks pitiful, heart-breaking lot
— and the camera grinds.
of others to wring water
From the time she was a from her eyes. "There's
child of five, just starting to a Long, Long Trail Aschool until high school days Winding" brings to her
all the sadness that hung
Miss Taylor and Julia Cun- over
the hearts of millions
ningham were pals — closer of mothers
during the trythan sisters. They walked
ing war-time days.
to school together. They
"It was a marching song
sat across from each other
in their classrooms. They in 1918," she explains.
studied together; played to- "And to me marching
gether; spent all of their, men means men going to
slaughter. It was a camp
time together.
song, a trench song, that
They even had the meas- mingled with the whine of
les and whooping cough to- shell and airplane. Hungether. And stayed at each
dreds died with its words
other's
when
they on their lips. Its simple
were sickhome
and had
the same
tune brings to my heart a
nurse.
hurt that nothing can
They planned to go on the
stage together. They reW hen Rupert Hughes,
hearsed together. They were
has directed Helenc
to have gone to dramatic who
erase."
school together.
Chadwick in most of her recent G o I d w y n pictures,
Then Julia died.
wants the tears to run from
"Thoughts of her wring her big sorrowful eyes he
my heart," Miss Taylor told quietly asks the orchestra
the reporter.
the my
di- leader (there are orchestras
rector speaks "When
her name
on all motion picture sets,
thoughts go back to the you know) to play, slowly
plans we made for a life tosoftly, "Love's Old
gether and of-of-of what and
Sweet
or
third Song."
bar bringsThethe second
flood.
happened — and I just cry."
It has never failed.
It was at the suggestion
Carmel Myers is a creature of exotic personality of Miss Chadwick' s mother,
as well as of bizarre beau- Mrs. Laura Chadwick, that
ty and hence it is not sur- he first tried that particular
prising that odors touch
music. She hapher emotions more closely piece of
pened to be on the set one
than does music. A drop day several years ago when
of fragrant new-mown hay tears were demanded of her
on the corner of her hand- daughter.
kerchief makes a light"Ever since she was sixteen that song has made her
some, merry-hearted country girl of her, a strong sad," she said. "She' never
rose scent transforms her has told me why. She just
into a blustering Bowery
cried the harder when I
maid.
asked her. It used to send
Andits "Le
Houre
Bleu," her to bed with hysterica!
with
ethereal
sweetness
sobbings. Now, after seven
reminiscent of a departed years, it brings a more quiet,
lover, puts her first into
sad mood."
pensive then into sad thoughtful
It is at , sixteen
or thereabouts that a girl generally
mood. Soon her eyes glisten. Then the tears come. has her first love affair.
am
anBanlilnKan]
DEAN

INCORPORATE
FOR "DINKY'
Four-year-old Dinky Dean, pro- month. The organization is captege of Charles Chaplin, and star
italized at $750,000 and the production schedule call> for four picof the Selznick film, "A Prince of
annually covering a period
a King, duction
' is company.
to head his own pro- of fourtures
years.
Articles of incorporation of the
Several of these will be big speDinky Dean Productions, Inc.,
cial productions ;ind the remainder five-reel features in which
have been filed with the secretary
of state at Sacramento and the Dinky will be supported by the
new producing company expects to best available talent that can be
start activities within the ensuing procured in Filmdom.

Film Is
Dawn-to-Earth
Notwithstanding the fact that
"Cape Cod Folks," Reginald Barker's new Louis B. Mayer-Metro
offering, fairly abounds in thrills
and unusual spectacular scenes,
romance furnishes the real story
thread of this all-star special.
The picture tells of the triumph
of Captain Joe Cradlebow, an adventurous young skipper in his suit
for Emily Swift, the rather snobbish daughter of Jonathan Swift,
tyrannic ruler of the fishing industry, and also of the clandestine
love affair carried
by Keeler,
Swift's
college-bred
son and on
Becky
the plain little daughter of an old
ship captain. A quaint old New
England village is the setting for
the story and scenes of swordfishing, furious storms at sea, humorous episodes reflecting the life of
the fisherfolk, and the daring rescue of aricaneship's
hurfurnish acrew
few during
of the a highlights in the action.
Von

Eltz Huzzas
For New

Year

Theodor von Eltz, is among the
actors who sees a big year in 1924
for the motion picture industry.
"There will be better pictures of
necessity," says Mr. von Eltz.
"The public will no longer stand
for the hastily thrown together
program pictures where so much
money and time are given to rush
ii through. A hurry-up picture
cannot be a good one. An actor
who is put on a time budget will
not give in exchange, for he cannot, a worth while characterization. No longer is a picture merely a hasty pudding. It must be a
living thing, so time and thought
are essentials. Stories must be
worth while. I believe there is
plenty of material in many of the
standard books, while the industry
has plenty of capable writers who
can furnish originals. And I
could name more than thirty-three
George
good actors!"Will Jump
Into Drama
George O'Hara is all primed
for dramatic productions, for since
finishing "Fighting Blood," the
young star is looming up as one of
the big bets of the coming year.
Not so long ago, a leading Los
Angeles critic emphasized O'
Hara's
finalitieswith
of afinevirility
romanticism combined
that
make him a formidable competitor
for those actors holding forth in
the
idol comedy
class. O'Hara,
with matinee
his superior
training
— he was three years with Mack
Sennett and his spacing and timing are highly approved by the
veterans of the game — and all the
drama that came his way in
"Fighting Blood" is ready for the
biggest things. Romantic roles if
they carry with them plenty of
characterization
to O'Hara,
who in making appeal
a selection
of the
different offers that have come hi',
wayact.will decide for the one that
to
gives
him the greatest opportunity

Camera*
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SEAFARING
MAID
Graf Will Lead
the
copra
trade
in
which
he
was
a
Joan Lowell, a land-lubber of
to 'Frisco
only two short years and with a pioneer and settled in San FranMax Scribes
Graf, supervising
director
cisco, she never had known a wo- and his brother Louis, president of
record of seventeen years as a
man. Now at the age of nineteen, the Graf Productions who have
sailor back of her, has landed the
first long-term starring contract she is catching up on her school- produced most of their pictures
ing, unavoidably neglected during at San Mateo, are both working
with the newly organized United
Producers and Distributors. She her sea-faring career due to the for
the success of the Wampas ball
owes this distinction to the fact fact that she had to take her place which will be held in San Franthat her histronic work in the im- as "one of the hands," earning a
cisco, their birthplace. Max Graf
portant role of Madge in the As- promotion
ond mate. to the position as sec- will be the special delegate to
sociated Authors production of
leave Hollywood on the night of
Mr. Wood predicts that she will Jan. 17th to escort the hosts and
"Loving
is so
impressive
that
it wasLies"
decided
to feature
her become one of the sensations of baby
stars as an envoy de luxe to
strongly in the advertising for this the screen, not alone because she San Francisco. As is quite napicture. She already had received is an unusual "new face," but betural, Max Graf is always a boosher primary education in the
cause of her ability as an interpreter formistic
SanaboutFrancisco
and Likewise
is optiter of emotional dramatic roles.
cinema art at the Goldwyn stuits future.
dios, where she attracted the at- Besides, she is said to be a beauty since he spends so much time in
tention of such celebrities as Ru- of an extraordinary type, her comHollywood, he is also one of its
plexion being of a coppery bronze best boosters. The competition bepert Hughes. Upon seeing a pretween the two is only friendly and
view of "Loving Lies," W. F. while her eyes are dark brown and
Wood, vice president and general her hair is a chestnut brown.
good
for
both, he insists.
manager of the U. P. D., lost no
time in getting the young woman
to affix her signature to a contract
TOURNEUR
IS ASSEMBLING
which calls for her exclusive professional services for a period of
"TORMENT"
three years.
Maurice Tourneur is placing the photoplay replete with high lights
Miss Lowell was born aboard
of action.
finishing
to "Torment,"
the ship her father commanded
newest touches
M. C. Levee
production
Practically half of the producand with which he cruised in and his
tion is staged in the bank vaults
for Associated First National reout of every port touching the Pa- lease.
in
which all the characters are imcific and Indian oceans for many
prisoned following the first shock
Scenes photographed in Japan
years. Her mother died in her
the Japanese earthquake. Thus,
infancy and she was reared mostly especially for the film, have just of
within the confines of a limited
by an old souwester, a pig-tailed been received at the United Stu- space not much larger than that
sailor with a tatooed arm, whom
dios and conclude the final "shots" afforded the theatrical producer in
her father appointed as her nurse. for the picturization. The work of the presentation of stage plays,
A tarpaulin served as her cradle editing under Mr. Tourneur's sup- Tourneur is said to have concenervision will be completed within
the most thrilling situations
and goat's milk was her initial
next week when the production of his trated
story.
bill-o'-fare. Up until two years the
will
be
shipped
to First National
ago when her father retired from
In the cast are Owen Moore,
in New York for early release.
Bessie Love, Maude George, Jos"Torment" is considered the
East Works With
eph
Hersholt,Cooper.
Mormost sensational of all Tourneur
gan Kilgour,
Wallace Jean
and George
West In Hollywood
melodramas. The Japanese earth- Scott R. Real, Tourneur producquake and the Russian Crown
tion manager, assisted the director
East is East and West is West jewels figure prominently in the in the picturization with Arthur L.
story
and
afford
picturesque
plot
and ne'er the twain shall meet! material that is said to keep the Todd in charge of the photograThis old adage was cast to the
four winds this week at the stuphy.
dio of Principal Pictures CorporaDISTRIBUTES
tion in Hollywood, when Harry T. ANDERSON
Morey, one of the best known
HARRIS
CLASSIC
character men of the screen, arThe first release of the Theatre singer of vaudeville" was first to
rived in Hollywood and greeted
Hobart Bosworth, a member of Owners Distributing Corporation
realize the depth of pathos in the
the cast of Baby Peggy's feature through Anderson Pictures is Harris song, and for many years
it formed the backbone of his repversion
picture,
"Captain January," now "After
Charles theK. Ball,"
Harrisa film
of his
famousbyertoire. Since his first rendition
in
production.
Morey has been in pictures since song of a generation ago.
of "After the Ball," it has been
their very beginning. He was
Mr. Harris, who is one of the sung many times over in virtually
starred and has played feature most successful song-writers of the every vaudeville house and music
roles in dozens of popular films.
world. in the English-speaking
prepared his own story, from hall
But with all his years before the day,
which James Colwell made the
clicking cameras, he has never be- scenario. Dallas Fitzgerald directIts melody may well be said to
fore taken part in a film made
be familiar not alone to the presed the picture,
and
the
cast
inin Hollywood.
ent generation, but there is hardly
cludes Gaston Glass, Miriam
Hobart Bosworth is often called
a member of the younger generaCooper,
Edna
Murphy
and
Robert
tion who has not waltzed to its
the Dean of the Silent Drama. He Frazer.
also has been in filmdom since its
fascinating measures.
the Ball'" "was oroduced
"In our first release for the
inception, and strange to say, Bos- by"After
the Renco Film Company of Theatre Owners Distributing Corworth has never made a picture
Los
Angeles,
which,
under
the
out of California.
said Carl Anderson in
Now Morey and Bosworth are management of the late Harry J. making theporation,"announcement,
appearing together with Baby Reynolds, will be remembered as have
sought to keep our promise"weof
Peggy and between scenes, one sponsor for a number of success- giving the exhibitor exploitable
ful productions extending over the \ alues in every picture that goes
may often see the two popular
past three years.
under our banner. 'After the
iictors
in
the
"side
lines"
telling
It is doubtful if any popular out
each other of interesting episodes
Ball 'ismiliar ato millions
melody of
thoroughly
people faall
in their careers — one in the East, song of the past quarter-century
the other in the West.
over
the
world.
Its
appeal
is one
ever enjoyed the nation-wide
intensely huvogue of "After the Ball." To r, fdeep
man. Mr.pathos
Harris and
in developing
his
The "Somewhere in Missouri" date more than 8,000,000 copies of
(ompany of the Hal Roach studios this popular ballade have been story, has overlooked none of the
has gone to Chatsworth where Roy sold in this country alone. Its for- qualities htat go to make for solid
eign distribution has been equally entertainment, and we all feel that
Clements, co-direfting with Hal
Roach, will shoot the final scenes as successful.
in 'After the Ball' we have a genfor that comedy-drama.
uine showman's picture."
J. Aldrich Libbey, "The sweet

Latche
Might Haveand
Bolts
of the Rid
ardJosephine
Walton Crowell,
Tully company,
no
engaged in the making of R<
Beach's "Flowing Gold" for Fir
National, is considering the ciro
lation of a petition to the crin
commission, enlisting their aid
forcing modistes to simplify tl
methods of entry into their crt
tions. She suffered a trying t
perience yesterday with a go?
designed She
by Mme.
Schlaud
herself.
was asked
by Jose]ai
De Grasse, the director, to chan
her costume. She hurried to h
dressing room and proceeded
get into the gown in question, b
became gloriously entangled in t
numerous straps, trimmings, et
and was unable to extricate hi
self. Time passed. The compa
waited. At last, after much si
fering amidst groans and ne
strangulation, a maid found M
Crowell crfiuched upon the flo
half in, half out of the marvtlc
creation.
There is a standing offer
complimentary
tickets
to "Flowi
Gold" Crowell
to anyonemanages
who can
Miss
to tell
get h<il
the dress.
Rci'eals Limits of
Stage and Sera
The student of dramatic o
struction can find much that
interesting whenever he sen
screen adaptation of a stage plr:
because a comparison will rev
the limitations of the two mediu^
of expression. Albert Ken?
well-known scenario writer, poi
this
out in explaining the prot
of' West.
translating a dramatic pi
from the footlights to the fil
as he is doing at the present ti
with "The Monster" Crane V
bur's stage success which will I
go into production by Rol:
AI. Klj
As in the case which
of "Bavu," D
Universal picture which
yon
also adapted,
the process"
scenarization
of "The
Moul
includes
the addition
of what
finally be about three reels of
finished picture in order to p
the characters and motivate
action. With the background
tablished
the spectators'
in the firstin half
of the film,n
screen play proceeds much U
in technique.
stage
play, with minor differ*!'
Scenarist Has Hoim
On Hotel R(
Charles Kenyon,
the emi 1
playwright
works
in whatand is scenario
undoubtedlywri '
of the most unique studios in
orful
occupi'1
suite ofHollywood.
rooms on theHe roof
of
lywood's most famous hotel. I
the the
openentire
windows
of
town, heonsees
thistheaid'''
the
les. hills which shelter Los A'
This is the only roof studi *
Hollywood;
although
there of'»t•
other well-known
nature
in New
York.studio
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James

Sincerest Wishes

Milton Howe

M. Fidler

for the
®w@
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I am "Camera!".

I am the Voice and the Echo of Filmdom. 1 am
a part of motion picture tradition. I came to you
in years long past to fulfill my duty as a truthful
chronicler and a faithful counselor and today I am
more avid and enthusiastic than ever before to perfect myself. I am deeply rooted in the premier
achievements of the shadow stage, yet I scan the
road ahead and mine eyes seek the distant heights.
While 1 pursue the elusive will-o'-the-wisp T
maintain my earthly balance with dignity and
compos u re.

wisdom.

T speak of the rosy hopes and acco<

lishments of the industry of celluloid romance1
I embody Fraternity and Sincerity, good
lowship and aid for my brethren. I abhor s
and conceit. T am the sworn enemy of the leei
and parasites preying upon the wealth and W
of Filmdom. I do not stoop to endorse false
cedure and deceit for monetary remuneration,
litical hirelings are an anathema to me. I an
solved to advance the highest ideals of litera
and journalism as established by the true ma
of the Pen and Press.

I am Comedy and Drama, the incarnation of
sorrow and joy. To you I bring Life in the high
and low places of the world. 1 am the representative of the greatest artistic and educational medium in existence today. I am the poet and the
dreamer . . . and the man entwined in the drab
meshes of Things. 1 am the light on the long
dark road. T am the sunshine in the Valley.

I am Tolerance and Faith. 1 am not hast
condemn my unfortunate kin. 1 am tolerant

I am the Thought and the Meditation, the Plans
and the Activity of the mentors and geniuses of the
cinema. I make respectful and uncolored delivery of a myriad messages, and I listen to those who
know whereof they speak that I, too, may gain

I am the Idealist with a Definite Purpose
to portray my role well and stand before the C
unabashed.

their sometime-wayward actions for I know
cloak genuiness and big-heartedness. I have %
faith in mankind and 1 believe in its innate pi
and worth. I prefer to extend the helping h
I do not strike a man when he is vanquish!
wounded

by life's buffetings.

I am "Camera!".

"CAMERA!" The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry, including THE FILM TRIBUNE, The World's Greatest Filmpaper, issui
Saturday morning of each week at 6318 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, California. Entered as second-class matter August Uth, 1918,
of March 3rd, 1879. Published by the Camera-Tribune Publishing Coi
of the Act
the provisions
at LosandAngeles,
post-office
with
executive
editorialCalifornia,
offices at under
6318 Hollywood
Boulevard,
Hollywood, California. National advertising representatives H. H. Conger
pany, AVw York, Chicago and San Francisco. Subscription Rates: $3.50 per year in Los Angeles County; $+.00 permanuscripts
year in outside
zone;at $4..'
the
are sent
to Canada; $5.00 per year to foreign points. Address all communications to the company. All unsolicited
year
er's " risk.
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KWER
CHARACTERS,
SAYS LEVEE
Ihow me a scenario with six or characters and each character as
It characters and, all other widely different as possible from
other. This in my opinion, as
Igs
equal,
the the
a producer in constant search of
1/ that
will I'll
soonshow
find you
a marstory material, is a rule that if
mis is the statement of M. C. followed, particularly at this time,
would prove highly beneficial to
|:e, producer of Maurice Tourt Productions for First Na- both the author and the producer."
al and president of the UnitIstudios.
Bert Meets Bride
Dne of the chief reasons that
In Proper Mufti
I Tourneur and I selected the
L of 'Torment' was the fact
A heartless joke was attempted
I the play had only seven charon Bert Woodruff, character actor,
by the cast and others on the
|f scenario writers and those
Gold" stage, where
I aspire to writing for the "Flowing
Walton Tully is filming
len would concentrate on the Richard
the Rex Beach novel, yesterday.
crjtioii of plots with six or eight Woodruff was nearly forced to
acters, I believe the motion meet the train carrying his brideire would show new signs of to-be into Los Angeles, in his ecd progress.
centric costume worn on the set.
\ careful survey among exWoodruff, representing Pa Bristors and the public indicates
one of the main faults with kow in the story, is a poor old
Texas
farmer who has struck oil
nt productions was evidenced
ie fact that they had too many all over his place and invests immediately in the wildest clothes
acters in the story. Sameness
haracters in stories should also imaginable. He was wearing this
liminated. Where two char- screaming outfit that day and
rs look and act alike there im- George Reehm, the assisting director, would not dismiss him until
iatehy arises confusion in the
almost train time, in the hope that
ds of the audience.
he
would
be forced to wear his
I believe that most scenario
ers who avoid these two items makeup to the depot.
the creation of plot material,
Bert fooled them, however, did
find a ready market for their a lightning change and arrived at
iuct among producers.
the station in ample time to worry
i\s soon as the audience be- a few moments for fear the lady
es confused in following the had missed her train.
y the entertainment value of ing.They were married that evenpicture immediately drops. Few
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Rage

a specialty of filming only bestselling books and successful or unsuccessful stage plays with the
casts so cramed with stars that
Yesterday another thrilling se- they fall over one another in their
quence of "Flowing Gold" was mad scramble to keep within camera range. "The Birth of a Nastaged on the studio lot by the
tion" and "The Miracle Man,"
Richard Walton Tully company —
a combination of fire, storm and the first production of "The
flood. The flames leaping high Cheat" and "Intollerance" are only
in the air, the dense smoke, the a few of the more notable examples of how the story or the proartificial rain, the wind machine
and lightning flashes attracted
ductionresphasective been
"the history
thing" and
irof its prior
the curious for miles around.
also cast
irrespective
of who's
who thein
Some, bolder than the rest, the
of players.
Perhaps
climbed the studio fence and two biggest follies of the photoplay
watched the scenes from this vant- art today are: the alleged exploitation value of an adaptation and
age point.
the
attractiveness
of an all-star
"Hey! called one of these unbid- cast. All the foregoing
is accordden guests, to Ray Coffin, Tully's
ing to the opinions of W. F. Wood,
publicity man, "ask that guy if vice president and general managhe'll move
so we can
se
er of the United Producers and
e.over
" a bit
%
Distributors, which new company
But the press agent did not de- proposes to do things differently
liver the request. The gentleman
the very inception of its cawho was comfortably seated on a from
reer.
camera parallel happened to be
Richard Walton Tully, himself,
Small Cast
who was
serve seat. really entitled to a refor Tourneur
Wood Speaks of
Maurice Tourneur's newest M.
C. Levee production for First NaFilms" Two Faults
tional Pictures, "Torment," offers
a unique story, at least as far as
In this era of great vogue for this director is concerned, in that
motion pictures, it is interesting the entire cast consists of but seven
to note, despite the fact that most
of the outstanding screen triumphs
This marks the smallest cast
players.
have been original stories enacted ever
directed by Tourneur who
by artists almost totally unknown
the past has seldom produced
to the public previously, most in
less than twenty leadevery producer in the field makes filmsing with
roles.
At United Studios

Mike"

Success and
best wishes
PrlNcillii Moran
the
New for
"Camera!
from a
friend of yours

My Dear Doc: —
Sorry not to find you in, but might have known
you would be terribly busy this week with the new
sheet.
Daddy and I want to wish you much success in
the New Year and hope you will get over to see us
real soon at the Hollywood Studios.
With love,
PRISCILLA.

Telephone
638-06

Tellegen

Camt I

I
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Exclusive producers of
TRANSPARENCY TITLES
bj> a new) process on a patented
,$25,000.00 machine
112} LILLIAN WAY
HOLLY 1696

PERSONAL
UBLICITY
AR-EXCELLEMT
7IVELY
PUT5
RICTUBE
PEOPLE IN
PEP/WOT
[UBLICFAVOP.
V/z/c jbr porf/cufor} , oq _?<?e
Gene Woo way
P.O.Box 176, Hollywood Station
Or, in care of
CameraV
2nd. FLOor, 6318 IAollywooo Blvd.,
Hollywood
Cwr
PnOHE 433-869
4-

H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York
ACUTE OR CHRONIC DISEASES
0548 Hollywood Blvd.
Hours 2-5 P. M. or by Appointment

BRUNO
Publicity Photos, Professional Photos,
Casting Director Photos
6412 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Telephone 431-92U
Gowns
Wraps
F u rs

Wampas
Wails
By PETE SMITH

-re'CAMERA!"
t A Aim
a Tryr?

Warning to press agents who photograph
their stars in the act of reading the New
"Camera!" — yon pay for the cut.
Ray Leek and his father-in-law entertained
a number of the Wampas boys at a party
given last Thursday night in the discarding
room of the Leek mansion.
Among those who enjoyed the hospitality
of the Leek table were: W. Greene, Al Wilkie, H. Beall and L. Weingarten.
The color scheme of the table covering
was green. The host and his father-in-law
were blue. The guests were tickled pink.
Harry Brand denies that he has sworn to
an affidavit to the effect that the publicity on
the Wampas ball started two weeks ago,
Sam Cohn and H. Beall to the contrary
notwithstanding, or what have you?

Si'KXAHIOS ami continuities expertly t;
by Anne Dadenburg, public stenograi
6372<. Hollywood Blvd., Pbone Holly <•«».
FORshutter.RENT-Complete
-Bell & studio
Howell
Camera, E
equipment.
.Metropolitan
46S6, days; night and Suni
829-573.

Mike Boylan will be spared the pain of
writing stories about himself in the future.
Mike has engaged Tom Reed, protege of J.
Jackson, to write about Boylan — provided
I'irststory.
National is mentioned somewhere in
the
Little Arch Reeve says New York is a
great institution and is here to stay. While
in Manhattan, Arch purchased an asbestos
suit of him.
armor so that no fires could be built
under
The Wampas headquarters are located at
the United Studios where M. C. Levee is
President and Maurice Tourneur is producing pictures for First National and Conway
Tearle is acting in "Lillies of the Field" and
Lloyd Hughes is playing in "Welcome
Stranger"
and —here.
but those are my only
clierrts
working
Special train for Wampas Ball in San
Francisco, leave Los Angeles on January
18th and brings you back Monday morning,
the 20th. Howard Strickling at Metro
Studio in charge of transportation and reservations.
In the Hurry!
languageReservations
of Jeff Lazarus,
"Hurry!
Hurry!
are going
fast.
Any Wampi caught giving any printing to
any printer anywhere, excepting Tony Martin, will be compelled to listen to Arch
Reeve's' experiences in New York.
Jack Hill intends to nominate Art Wentzel
as the chairmanship of the Committee on
Boxes at the forthcoming ball. Art always
takes good care of everything. Big hearted
Art will turn over a star's' box to a newspaperman any day.
Continued on Page 18

HAVE

All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARE
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Fre
Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone 874-17.

TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone cat
be made from your regular photo
graphs. The cost is low and then
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 828-53:

Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd. Holly 595

DR. W. L SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialis
"Where the sick go to get well
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Wester
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-72

Join the Kings and Queens of
MO VIEL
AND
at our Friday Nite show
where boxing reigns supreme

S. M. WERSHOW
Ladies' Tailor
7066 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood

WANTED to hear from people that are it
ested in motion pictures and that are
afraid to go In the mountains and bad I
to g.t real stuff. Address Walker, Car
Magazine, 631s Hollywood Blvd.

Riding Habits
Sports Wear
Suits

YOU
A PICTURE
FOR
SALE?
I can sell it outright. See me for quick results
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Bronx Studio, I 745 Glendale Blvd.
Drexel 4275

Hollywood Stadiuir
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro av

Walter Frederick Seel]
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga 1
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774
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The

Return

I was very tall and distinguished in the
Icostume and neat Van dyke that were
labiliments of the fourth Duke of Norpnd we found difficulty in separating the
from the characterization as we interId Howard Gaye, on a Pickford set
p "Dorothy
Vernon Heof was
Haddon
Hall"us
peing
completed.
telling
[he Duke of Norfolk had been a relative
f own ancestors, the Howards, and we
I well believe it. The historical noblepefore us was more than an illusion!
[hat an exceptional role in which to reto the American screen, Mr. Gaye."
es, is'nt it? Fortunate for me, I am
that I was able to arrive in time for it."
r Howard Gaye, so well-known to our
re fans a few seasons back, has recently
pd from London, where he went two
ago to fill several engagements in the
sh studios. We had heard of his great
ss in the featured role of Gaumont's
il production, "Byron," but foreign films
\o rarely seen, that we had, otherwise,
Bt lost sight of this erstwhile Griffith
[ite. We mentioned the fact that we
ed very clearly his vivid protrayals in
Birth of a Nation," and "Intolerance,"
h suggested another question
pu've gone in for historical characters
widely, have'nt yo u, Mr. Gaye?"
ather, I branched from leads and suave
fes into this sort of thing with the photoyou have just named. Robert £. Lee
Le one and the Christ in the other
ght that field before me in a fascinating
Since then there have been others —

May

to

We chatted along, for a time then, and we
learned
of this artist's career. Comsuch." more
mencing with the Ben Greet Players in London, it first struck into the American films
with Kalem in 1913. When that outfit disbanded, Mr. Gaye immediately joined Griffith
playing in all the units of the old Fine Arts
company. As there were sometimes twenty
of these, life was scarcely inactive
"After that came a very great expansion
for detected
me," continued
Mr. Gaye.
we
a whimsical
note inWehis thought
careful
enunciation. "I was contracted to direct a
series of ten-reel features by Mena Films.
The first of these, 'Restitution' was just comleted when the w-ar broke out. Perhaps you
recall the production, something of a spectacle including pre-historic, Babylonian,
French and other episodes. Naturally there
was much satisfaction to me in the enthusiastic reception which it was given. But,
there was the war, you know. And I had
been feeling it for several years, as it was.
I enlisted and the Mena series was not continued."
Before we had time to consider the significance of this sacrifice, the actor was
through the war, with a short gesture, and
telling us of his subsequent work. With his
return from the front, there had been leads
with May Allison and Katherine MacDonald,
— and always his characterizations. He filled

May

"Camera!"

Gain Added

MILO

to Come

Telephone 638-06
JOHN

/// present on location at Catalina with Frank Lloyd
unit filming "The Sea Hawk"

HERDMAIN

uccess

EDITH

M.

RYAN
1150

ROYER

the positions of technical advisor on several
European productions and then he returned
for a space, to his native land.
A wklely read, admirably poised figure,
there is an ineffable subtlety in his manner,
his philosophy and his work. One feels that
where other players might guess at dramatic
effects, Howard Gaye knows such values to
their fractional parts, and utilizes them accordingly. The screen can very profitably
absorb many such personalities.

Lustre in the Years

Prosper
DE

FANCHON

from King Haakon to an Egyptian Pharaoh.
These roles demand research that adds invaluably to anyone's education In the
future, I hope to be provided with many

the New "Camera!'
Progress and

ADONIS

By

Characters

O

HOLLYWOOD^

PUBLICITY

FROM

ALL

ANGLES

Camera
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Flcisties

from

Frisco

sy agnes

The remains of Frank
llayes, famous comedian,
vere brought to San Francsico for burial Monday
morning, at Cypress Lawn
Cemetery. Funeral services attended by many of
the greatest directors and
players of the cinema
world, having been held
at his late residence in Los
Angeles on Sunday, there
were only brief words of
comfort and prayer spoken at the grave. Mr.
Hayes was not only born and raised in San
Francisco, but was a member of one of its oldest families. So it is an odd chance that his
last picture and the greatest part of his whole
career, should have been in "Greed," which
was almost all filmed here, and to the preview
of which he had looked forward with so much
interest, only to die too soon to see its first
showing.

Herman Lubfin, and Ernest Traxler, heads
of the newly organized Cinema Arts and
Crafts, will leave for the South within a few
days on business. They expect to be in
shape to begin production with at least two
cf
rear.their proposed six units, early in the new

Chester Conklin. who has just finished
work
in "The Galloping
last Saturday
for a few Fish"
days came
stay, toto town
talk
over an offer from one of the local production organizations for his appearance in a
series of comedies.

Frank B. Marriott, head of the Marriott
Productions, thinks that he has the greatest
find of a long time in the film world, in littlePepita Riviera, who will play Little Lila
Gee in their forthcoming production of the
story of San Francisco's' Chinatown "Young
China."
Her discovery
accident,in asa
Mr.
Marriott
first saw was
her andancing
pageant at the most fashionable hotel of
Shanghai. China, where she was representing
her native country Guatemala. Struck at
once by her beauty, and her screen possibilities he arranged to have Iter brought to this
country by her guardians, as she is only sixteen, where between her appearances before
the camera she will complete her education.
Forrest B. Creighton, head director for the
organization, feels that little Pepita is not
only a wonderful screen type, but that she

The Rellimeo Films of this city and Hollywood will begin production on their next
picture the middle of January. It will be
"The BoweryIrvine,
Bishop"
story by who
Dr.
Alexander
and from
Colina Cambell
will direct, is now hard at work on the continuity. Gordon Michie, business manager
of the organization with his wife Grace
Sanderson Michie, head of the scenario department, are now in New York, but will
return to California within the next week
or two.

Under
Conway Tearle — debonair, sophisticated.
The four words suggest one another as
naturally
"fop."a
To quote asan Beau
Iowa Brummel
miss whosuggests
came from
Long Beach theater after seeing for the
tenth time that week a film in which he appeared, "He wears a silk hat as naturally as
if he slept in it."
But this easy-mannered man-of-the-world,
who is reputed to draw the largest salary of
has hadof
leading
of picturedom'
any
He speaks
ups. men,
as well ass his
his downs
them reluctantly, not because he is ashamed
of them but because the details of his life
of no interest to anyone
appear
else. to him to be
Of a long line of theatrical people — the
Conway's have been noted actors for more
than two hundred years — his early life was
an easy one. Raised amid comfortable surroundings, with cultured people for his associates, his tastes were formed along lines
of elegance rather than ruggedness.
But family reverses soon after he entered
his teens changed, for a few years, the whole
current of his daily habit and association.
He needed money with which to buy food;
needed it badly. He was of sturdy build; an
athlete. There was no place, just then, for
him on the stage.
An athletic trainer who had taught him at
school gave him the opportunity to earn a

Great consternation reigned at the Warfield Theatre last Tuesday when it was discovered that Irish, the wonder dog, who was
making personal appearance with the showing of the latest Graf picture "Half-a-Dollar
Bill" had
Rewards
offered
when hedisappeared.
failed to return
the next were
day,
and he was at last discovered in Daly City in
the house of a man who had stolen him, and
safely returned to his distracted master. The
unusual work of Irish and Cameo, the two
dog stars, add not a little to the success of
ing.
"Half-a-Dollar Bill" which was so warmly
received all last week at its first public show-

the

Mask

crawford

has that divine fire and acting- ability
rarely combined with beauty.
Marie Cahill, famous both on the stage an
screen,
spent several days last week in Sa
Francisco.
Dorothy Devore came to town the latti
part of last week to appear at the Granadl
Theatre all this week in a special skit th;
has been written for her as part of Pai:
Ash's big concert. For this week marks tH
first showing on any screen of the late:
Christie comedy
charming
Dorohty "Kiddie
plays theKatie"
lead. in whic
Much attention is being attracted this wetl
by the world's premier showing at the Wa
field
"Black Oxen"from
madeGertrut
by tl
FrankTheatre
Lloydof Productions
Atherton's' popular novel. The novel then
of
story, Mr.
the thebeautiful
workLloyd's
being fine
donedirection,
by Corimar
Griffith, Conway Tearle, Clara Bow at
other members of the cast combine to mal
ti a picture that has called forth uustintcl
praise from all who have seen it.
Nora Bayes has been held over as tl
headline attraction at the Orpheum Theat
for a second week, where she is charmir
large audiences by her varied songs, also tl
appearance of her small adopted son Pett
who forms a good excuse for the singing •
"Dirty Hands" as only Nora could sing it. I
The ticket sale for the Wampas Ball go
briskly on, and much local interest is beili
taken in the forthcoming big event. All fl
leading hotels already have long reservatick
lists forand
the itweek-end
January
Xin*
teenth,
looks as over
though
Hollywoc
for a few days would be a deserted village.!

ny pete

few pounds — he was living in London then —
and he took it.
That night there entered the lists of the
London prize ring a new contender for the
welterweight championship.

kerr

smith

But that is history that Mr. Tearle d(
not wish revealed.
At any rate, he spent a whole season in t
ring. A scarred lip, once cut clear throu
Continued on Page 18
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from

Boylan
Director of Publicity for

PETE"
SMITH
Director of Inkslinging
for United Studios

Associated

First National

Inc., United

Joseph

M.

Pictures,

Studios

Schenck

Productions
Richard

Walton

Tully

PRODUCTIONS

NORMA

CONSTANCE
BUSTER

UNITED

TALMADGE
TALMADGE
KEATON

STUDIOS
UNITED

STUDIOS

RAY COFFIN, Publicity Director
HARRY
BRAND
Director of Publicity
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Wampas
Wails
By PETE SMITH
Continued from Page 14
Charlie Condon has heard a rumor to the
effect that the Wampas will hold a hall this
year. If the report is true he guarantees to
he present and enjoy himself on this occasion. The committee is working hard to
give him a good time.
Will Murphy has joined the Wampas
l'ress Dept. Will will work well, what?
Wampas
Week
in San Francisco
January 19-" 26
Hotel Plaza warmly welcomes
the Wa m p a s crew and assures
them of every comfort here during this week of gaiety.
1-1 O T B L.
POST STREET AT STOCKTON

Treasurer F. Perrett is wondering why the
loyal members who always attend at least
on€ meeting a year, have suddenly discovered
the fact that they are behind in their dues.
Too had that ruling passed some months
ago which will prevent a few of the boys
from getting a hundred-dollar-trip for six
bucks.
In connection with the Frolic and Ball, H.
Brand, Chairman of the Publicity Committee
said: "Norma Talmadge in 'Ashes of Vengeance' marks an epoch in the progress of
Take
care
the film art." of that. Jeff.
George
Landy's telephone number has
been
changed.
In fact, it has been lost.

and 'Shine?/^*^ ^^^^on^ryiccBaUfwd 767? • SAMUEL C..SH1NE-6568S^^"»""
G'meral Trucking and Hauling
Publicity
Photography

Reproduction!,
Still Finishing

LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd. Corner Bronson
IF ITS MADE OF LEATHER
WE HAVE IT
Anything in novelties. And if you
are interested in Indian apparel, cowboy outfits or smart • English Saddlery
goods — we have it.
JHollufcioob Nonelty |£eatr[er ^ljop
■hone 4SS-368
1550 C'ahuenga Ave.
RAISE SQUABS Btefrqfits
Tfighesi prices in 20 years, Rig demand.
Big ship
moneyfamous
raising
them.Raised
onemon '
We
breeding
siock andin supplies.
Little space
to raise
Send needed
25* for book.
on. - therri .
MOW TO MAKi BIG MONEY RAISING 5 QUA,
HOLLYWOOD
SQUAB FARMS
BOX 114 HOLLYVOOD
CALIF.
RARE
OUT OF PRINT BOOKS
.Searched for and reported upon
free of charge.
HOLLYWOOD BOOK AND
PRINT SHOP
I'M) Highland Ave.
478-132

Wampas

Ball
Visitors to San Francisco are in
vited to make our Offices and Studio
a rendezvous and mail address.
Marriott Productions
in Turk Strec
Tel. l"riiN|>»il \11.'>
Mow producing "Young China" an
Casting for "Young America" Serin

Here's Luck to the

and ofTheir
New
"Camera!"
Boys
Paper

J. Fidler and M. Howe have formed some
sort of a partnership whereby players will be
induced to spend some money on publicity.
A couple of bright lads and both are paid-up
members. Cheers and cries of "Hear, Hear,"
from Messrs. Beall, Cohn, Landy, Lichtenstein, Davenport and Gene Woolway.)

KWIK

Caught at sunrise: S. Cohn underbidding
Lichty on a prospective $2,500 account in
front
of John's
Cafe.by When
last wave.
seen Sam
was ahead
of Lichty
one hand

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvt

If you are not a Wampi you will probably
not laught at this column. If you are a
Wampi you
will probably
write it."Camera!"
begging
the editor
to discontinue

STUDIO
AGENCY
Ko rmerly

Under the Mask
By PETE SMITH

RAY LA VERNE AGENCY
1521 North Bronson Ave.
Registrations from 9:30 A. M. ta 3:00 P. M. Dill

Continued from Page 16
but now skillfully mended so that a scar
shows only on close examination, and a nose
that shows a faintest trace of once having
been broken testify to that.
"It was terrible: I don't like to be reminded of the experience," Tearle says when,
at infrequent intervals, he speaks of it. "I
still box. I don't min the punishment. But
it was a precarious living I got, amid surroundings that seem like squalor now. My
manager got most all the money, I found
afterwards. He only gave me enough to
keep me alive.
a grin,
he adds, "I when
was within
one"But,"
notchwith
of the
championship
I got
a chance
to
go
on
the
stage."
For many years Mr. Tearle played opposite the great actresses of the American and
English stage — Ethel Barrymore, Grace
George, Ellen Terry, Billie Burke and a half
dozen others.
has just
"The Next
forHeLasky
and finished
is co-starring
with Corner"
Corinne
Griffith in First National's "Lilies of the
Field" at the Cnited Studios now. His last
picture to be shown in Los Angeles is
"Ashes of Vengeance," with Norma Talmadge.

LUNC

tEfje 8rt of tyd Canto
Jf lorence Sberp fttce
Dramatic ftoprano
Ctachtr ant) sfroloi
Residence Studio. Telephone
1953 N. 472-707
Highland Ave., Holly**
See Sailing Wolf for that
RADIO SET
THE CHENEY SHOP
6611 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Holly 4158

Did you forget to send that bouqu<
for her birthday? Phone us, we wi
take care of it for you!
THE ROSE
6326 Hollywood Boulevard

SHOP
Phone 43I-5

an ra!

L
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Price

Marks

Bp with price marks on them are an
bmnation.
Functions that send realism into a vacuum
■Me night mares of the industry.
M enters ivhen the box office is forgotten.
m\ real actor of today is the star of to-

Muoitation covers a multitude of had picm Skeleton in the closet of the industry
Mso-called 'box office attraction!'
m can lead the public to the box office,
mou can't fool it's palate with a punk pic-

A

and

Max Graf, supervising director of the Graf
Productions, scattered a few myraids of brilliants in a recent conversation and the above
are some of the samples.
"Money in America has always been noted
for its vocal
powers and in the silent drama
of motion pictures the way it has talked has
been remarkable," said Mr. Graf, as he chatted
over a luncheon table the other day at the
Hollywood Hotel. "Bigger and better pictures
as the slogan of the producer having been regarded suspiciously for some time by the public
is now only a humorous line in its opinion.
When we are invited to a dinner does the host
have to tell us how much each item of food
costs? The public has been introduced so
much to the price mark that it is no novelty.
Without any discourtesy it certainly could reply: 'Excuse me, but I think we have met before!' The price mark more than anything
else will keep pictures in their infancy.
"Sets that flaunt cost are bad business. I
have been in the homes of many millionaires,
but in no single instance were any so magnificent as those depicted on the screen. Money
has talked too loudly, too vulgarly in the past.
Now let art talk and let realism assert itself!"
Then Max Graf made an interesting admission.
"There is a silent partner of the bulk of
producers, directors and even actors. No dragon of old ever threw a greater fear into a
human than this same silent partner — the box
office,"
Louis,
who is hethelaughed.
president "When
of the my
Grafbrother
Productions
and myself started out on our own, we agreed
to snap our fingers at this kill-all art. Yes,
that's what it is — a kill-all. We said if we
havethetoother
genuflect
office, we'll just
let
fellowto dotheit box
instead.
"Now we know the public. We know that
it is human and we are making human pictures. But we have not insulted our public

SOOO'tO'X

ftoite the title of this tale, it should not
■rly be on the sporting page, although —
I play on words may be permitted, it is
fry of the human race —
■tead of the usual oval race-course, the
Hnts in the Screen Sweepstakes start at
Hent points geographically and socially.
Bpeasont girl in Sweden, the cabaret
Ittr in Moscow, the farmer's daughter in
if, the New York society queen, the
lict of a New Orleans convent, and the
■girl in a l.os Angeles department store
Bse are some of the fillies that have
I the blue ribbon heretofore
Each of
I girls broke through the field and finally
Hie tape, a winner — the prize being a fat
fcn picture contract.
Huistics prove that the girl who comes to
KWood and starts as an extra, has odds
Ifer 5()00-to-l against her ever becoming
jltured player on the screen. Naturally,
Burse, every girl who comes to HollyII figures she is that one, for this is the
In reaction to statistics Despite hardI and even despite realization of the
licaps, hope still springs eternal in the
i in breast. In fact, it is a champion highler in the heart of the extra girl. A
over a year ago, a school teacher in
glas, Arizona, whose name was Rosei Cooper, had the mumps. As a consece she was away from her pedagogic
:9 for three weeks. When the mumps
her, she found that she had been
ked" for the period of her absence by an

Hokum

^/VlH
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By EDITH

ever by thinking of our product in the terms
of the box office. Since there is so much about
box office attractions why not use this a-, the
title of all pictures. Think of the drawing
power in electric lights!
"There is a word that should be eliminated
from motion pictures if we want to make 'em
better — that same word — "drawing power.' We
buy stories because we fondly imagine the
author has 'drawing power.' We cast actors
whom we believe have 'drawing power.' All
we are doing is to keep the industry in swaddling clothes. When an actor with a name is
cast in a role in which he is in no way suited,
he is not a drawing power at all. The public
sees him, goes away and spreads the report
that so and so is mivcast. There is resentment
against the producer who performs this breach
of confidence and a question raised in the mind
of many people if after all the actor is so miscast but instead, slipping. Stocks of an actor
drop every time his name instead of his adaptability to a part, is considered.
"Pictures will improve when producers look
for real actors. The star is the actor who
really can scintillate. There are a lot of actors
who are of stellar calibre, but unfortunately for
better pictures, producers are the last by whom
the new are tried and again the last to lay
the old aside. There are only a few fixed
stars in the heavens, but the industry registers
a different finding!
"Bit by bit the hokum is being banished.
Some day there will be a grand holocaust for
the price marks. Some day it will be wretched
form to say how much a production cost. And
some day into the obsolete phrases will pass —
what has been for years the touchstone of
thousands of pictures— 'a box office attraction !'
Some day exhibitors will advertise with pride
(that no
may box
cause
somewhere
a tear)
wo
have
office
attractions!
Just— 'yes,
pictures
that are artistic transcripts of life. Yes, the
theaters are crowded!"

By GEORGE

over-mathematical school board. Whereupon,toshefulfill
was an
naturally
and had
decided
ambitionincensed,
which she
secretly cherished in her heart for many
years. Even with the deduction of the three
weeks' salary, she had enough money to get
to Hollywood and just a little hit more—
although it was very little. After the usual
tramping around the studios and employment
agencies, she finally succeeded in securing
extra work here and there, and managed to
keep the wolf a couple of inches away from
her door at most times, although there were
several occasions when she could distinctly
hear him scratching at the portal.
Appropriately enough, her first real part
was given her as "the extra girl" in "Mary
of the mate
Movies,"
supposedly
intirevelationsoneof ofthethose
screen
world which
have been so popular of late. Her next
chance came in a fairly small part as a young
mother in "The Mail Man," starring Ralph
Lewis. If you saw this picture, you will remember the attractive young matron who
gave the mail carrier the oddest job of all
the numerous chores which he was requested
to do on his route. She got him to help her
button her bungalow apron, and the screen
gave us a flash of a provocatively dimpled
and rounded shoulder. (My secretary says
this is a good ilace to stop this paragraph,
in"dictator."
every
and like variably
And 1now
her suggestions.)
yield towell-trained
it seems that Rosemary Cooper has finally
reached the winning line. She i> playing the

M. RYAN

LANDY

second lead in support of Mary Carr in this
star's
Studios.present production for the F. B. O.
The race is on.
Rosemary Cooper wines at 5000-to-l!

Came
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it* 3>our living is in motion
pictures
$ou
need
CAMERA!
ever^yweekThe pep and novelty of "Camera!" frill
■whirl
inzzli- of
you.nlmdom
«;<■( .the laicNi dot ii (in- Kiddy
.loin the ill*,., tkrone—
TODA 1 :

DIZZY
"CAMERA!"
6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Here's my $

TICKET
1924
. Enter my subscription for the next

52 issues of "Camera!"
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

Local

Ardour

Sou

-

living

need

STATE

$3.50 per Yr.
U. S.

-

is

in

Canada

-

$4.50 per Yr.

$4.00 per Yr.

Foreign

motion

CAMERA!

-

$5.00 per Yr.

pictures

every

week
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Palmborg's
■was a great pleasure to add Jack MulJind his lovely wife to my list of policy
Irs, but it was a greater pleasure to add
I to my list of friends. Naturally every
in business makes friends through his
less associations, but it has been my
lege to meet some of the most interk people in the public eye.
lese two young folks enjoy every minIf life. They are interesting, entertainInd have exceedingly likeable personaliInd as a result they are very popular.
I. Mulhall has a long term contract with
Joseph Schenk and at the time we were
(acting our business he was playing with
Irook Blinn and Miss Enid Bennett in
I Bad Man."
(great deal has been said and written
I the wild life of Hollywood and the
parties given by motion picture people.
Lbt if anyone has had more real inside
■nation about the lives of the picture
le than I, for in the insurance business
1st careful inspection and examination is
Ired before a policy is granted. People
Ihave been dissipating cannot pass these

Paragraphs
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(Being one of a series of impressions of film folk and
cinemalnnd anecdotes as written by a motion picture iniur
ance man. By C. F. Palmborg, special analyst and Holly,
wood
pany). representative of the .Yrw York Life Insurance Com-

tests. The fact is that a policy issued by the
New York Life is a certain indication of
good health and right living on the part of
the one to whom it is issued. We find that
most of the picture folks pass a number one
examination; that these fine looking men,
with splendid physiques, measure up to their
good looks.
As for looks — Jack Mulhall is one of the
finest looking men on the screen, and his
wife could easily take the part of his leading
lady, as far as beauty is concerned, for she
is a very beautiful and charming woman.
However, she prefers the role of wife of
Jack Mulhall and claims no honors, but I
found her to be as keen a business woman as
I have ever met.
Mr. Mulhall leaves his business affairs in
the hands of his capable wife. Both of them
took insurance but it was Mrs. Mulhall who
went
into She
the naalyzed
"why and the
wherefore"
the
policies.
different offorms
and made sure that she knew all that was
offered and then we figured out just what
suited their particular needs. She has a keen
mind that is quick to understand. I feel that

the fact that Mr. and Mrs. Mulhall took insurance thhrough me is a good indication
that we deliver the goods.
They were building a new house while I
was dealing with them and I had occasion
to hear some of her business transactions
in regard to the new home. She was familiar with lighting fixture prices, was well
versed as to interior decorations — she knew
what she was entitled to and saw that she
got it. I admired her business ability and
her courage to demand that which was rightfully hers. They are living in this new
home now and are ideally happy, for it has
long been their ambition to have a place of
their very own. It is located high up on
one of the Hollywood hills, where they have
a glorious view of the surrounding country.
Jack Mulhall will always be popular with
the public for he is the kind of chap who
takes you into his confidece. His audience
feels they have always kown him. His easy
manner, good looks and personal appeal
have brought him a host of friends, who
eagerly wait for his latest productions.

Announcing the Opening of the

Hollywood

News

Service
Under the Personal Direction of
GEORGE

HIVELY

OFFERING
Exclusive

Publicity and Advertising
Campaigns
For

GEORGE

("LADDIE")

HEALD

Energetic young Englishman, 25 years of age,
ambitious and ready to prove it by hard work, desires connection with local film producing organization offering opportunities for advancement. At
liberty February 4th. Have played in vaudeville
and musical comedy in New York and would prefer
acting, but would consider technical or other work.
For further information address box ZT-10,
"Camera!" or phone Colorado 3800.

The

Kings and Queens

"Lef ms make

1924

of Filmdom

your big year''

Room 2 W. P. Fuller Bhlg.
6318 Hollywood Blvd.

Phone 439-869

Camerc
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Terry

Starts

Jesus reduced the Ten Commandments
One: "Do unto others as you would th
should do unto voii."
Jesus warned men against paying t]
much attention to the letter of the Ten Coi
mandments, and too little to the Spirit of tl
One. A warning that is still worthy of r)
tice.

at

Mack

Studio

The Raymond D. Terry Productions are how
producing "Eyes That See" at the Stuart Mack
Studio under the direction of Ray Terry with
an all-star cast including seventy-five of the
screens most beautiful children.
George Ezra Crane, Jr., recent winner of
the Illustrated Daily News Wonder Child Contest has been cast to essay one of the leading
roles, that of the little Prince.

Jesus did not teach contempt for life a
its enjoymets. He over threw the tables
the Money Changers, but he presided
the tables of the Wedding Feast and add
to the joy of the gathering.
Religion should beautify the pleasure)
life and enhance their value.

RELIGION
Bv Erie Mavne
HOWARD

Life is our greatest gift. Our Religi
should teach us how to make the best i

GAYE

MARY

RUBY

Ingenue
594-774

DONNA

HALE

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit. Universal
In preparation "An Old Man's Darling." Recent releases, "The Thrill
Girl," "Gossip," "Crossed Wires,"
Town Scandal," "The Untameable,"
"The Wild Party."

Cicero tells us that — "Men were called
Religious'
becausewenttheyoverconsidered
and, as it were,
again in carefully
thought
all that appertained to the worship of Gods."
Religion is the communion of a man with
what he believes to be God.
Religion is the basis of our Individual and
iur National Life.
In all ages men have constructed Religions according to their mental and spiritual
development.
The True Religion is the Religion that
helps us to do our duty to ourselves, our
fe ow-men. jiul our God.
he
known
The
tau«'ht

greatest Religion the world has ever
is the simplest.
essence of the Religion that Jesus
is simplicity.

MARK

of it.
Cast

of the

Week

"THE SEA
HAWK"
Directed
by Frank
Lloyd
CAST
The Sea Hawk
Milton J
Lionel
Lloyd Hag
Rosamond
Enid Bent
Peter
Wallace MacDox
Jasper
Leigh
Wallace
Be
Yosuf
Albert Pri
AH
Fred De S
Marzak
Wm. Collier,
Insanta
Christine LaM
Tsamanni
Hector V. Sfl
Sir John
Marc McDern
Fenzileh
Meda Re:
Spanish Commander George E. Ron
Avoub
Otis Ha

FENTON

CHARACTERS
Residence i
1806 Cajineniga
Hollow
I. (Mill.\\«*.

Phoae Holly
i7i:t <>r
Standard
Directors
i:ts-s.-its

Remarks :

"Where

all

good

filmfolk get

together."
NEWHNCAFE
JO 'S
6382 Hollywood Blvd.

At present in Emory Johnson's Production "Swords and Plowshares"
Coming Releases — Goldwyn's Victor Seastrom Production "Name the Man
Granadas' Fred Windermere Production "Eight Bucks"
HAPPY
NEW
YEAR
TO ALL
Best Wishes

Visit the Beautiful
GLEN ELLEN TEA ROOM
We specialize in a 85 cent dinner
SiSO — S p. m.
Phone Holly 5120
Special 1'artlen 1(i-<t
Cherokee Ave.,
b y Arrangenr:ir Holly wotl lilvd.
ment.

to the Other Thirty-two

Just

Last Year's Neiv Years
A

1

Received
Gift

Telephone

Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW I
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ave., at SanU Monica Blvd.

471-052
RENALLES,

Inc., 6411 Hollywood

Blvd.
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Beverly

We

Hills
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Estates

have been fortunate in being able to secure one of

the last and most desirable parcels of unimproved
in BEVERLY

HILLS.

property

This property is to be known

Beverly

Hills

as the

Estates

and lies directly north of the Beverly Hills Hotel and adjoins
the Pickfair estate (Miss Mary

Pickford

and Mr. Douglas

Fairbanks ) also Mr. Charles Chaplin's residence.
YOU

ARE

INVITED

PARTICIPATE
SUBDIVIDERS

and when

we show

that you WILL

public
that your money

For

complete details
telephone
822191

or fill out and mail the
coupon today

be

A

PROFITS

is handled

by the bank

receive 8 for 1 on your investment

that you have an opportunity

YOU

IN

you —

that your money

WOULD

TO

never before offered the

is protected 100%

interested

enough

to receive

complete

details?

BEVERLY HILLS ESTATES,
Suite 514 California Bank BIdg.,
629 S. Spring St., Los Angeles.
Gentlemen: Kindly supply me with complete information
regarding your enterprise.
Name
City
Address
C

The

WIGS,

igest of the Motion Picture Industry'

TOUPEES,

Creams,

Perfumes,

TRANSFORMATIONS,
Powders,

Grease

Paints,

Make-up
for Motion
Pictures
and The
Stage.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

The

Preferred

Preparations

Quality

Hair

for

Make-up

of

All

Shop

Superlative

Filmdom

Cjoods &3flabf>up

Northeast Corner
[formerly at 819

Eighth and Grand
South Hill Street]

our new telephone isn't in yet

pretty soon, tho

WUL

I

UNO
We

have been successful distributors of|

state right productions for twelve years.
We are qualified to handle your distribution
problem !
Stein & Bilchik, Certified Public Accountants, am
our fiscal agents, will handle all accounts, statement
and moneys for the producer, assuring — no juggling

FOREIGN
RESEARCH
PHOTOGRAPHS

We feel obligated for our own safety's sake to hel\
keep you in business!
We deserve your consideration!

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

m
Phone 438-761
HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BLDG.

300-301

Now
YOU

IN

WILL

BE GLAD

ORDER

TO JOIN THE
OF

$

MOOSE

Special open charter membership

Now

W. C. THOMPSON, Manager Los Angeles Office
840 South Olive Street : Los Angeles, California

Organizing in Hollywood

LOYAL

NOW

Reputable Pictures Corporation
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

fee

$10— After Charter Closes $>0
is the time to make application to

join the Hollywood Lodge — Loyal Order of Moose — the motion picture lodge.
For further information write or call
J. J. ARTZER,

at

Southern California Headquarters
4532 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
Telephone 598-C30
This lodge will be instituted the first week in January

»

10,000
™ ^*

W0

for

\\re nce(J story-plots fir o lr
nzw
nr. gazine,
ets.
'1 o keep
its pagesNoveipulsing
with the heart- heats of
real
exper0ence
we !
want
TS
PL
to send out of y> ur
Mwelets yoa
personal e::; erience or the
li»"e adventure of another,
a story-; lot for a sh rt
rovel — the kind you will
fnd
''Every
ran inandNovelets.
woman has
one
bi;r st ry." No trained skill
is required to write a sti.ryplot
500 af;er.
words. WcI'.'tneed
the
idea ofwe're
vital, 1unusual
rtory-p'ot*
for
our
24 publishing
budget
We
will
publish
your
name
as
co-author
wi.h
i
ur
staff
writer, who will write the action novel fr >m your plot. A
little more than a year ago a yt ng man. 21 years old,
friendless, penniless, riding a freighter, read one of our
announcements such as y. u are now read ng. He wrote a
plot.
We Kipling."
bought it.HisToday
man is nailed
"the new
storiesthat
are yojng
in the Saturday
Emmnffra
Post,
Cosmopolitan,
(Read abo"t
Novelets.)
See details Collier's.
of this extraordinary
effrf him
for vi:alin
story
material
"sold out"
send in20 Novelets.
cents to All newsstands totlay or if
FICTION HOUSE, Inc., 8th Av-. & 34th St., New York

THE
ie VI

SATURDAY.

PRODUCTION
[

ON

nLMDOM

BIG

ards Returns
to White Fold
ry Edwards has come back
Jack White organization to
Sid Smith, Cliff Bowes and
ia Vance in a Cameo cornEdwards, who has been diBaby Peggy, made several
lid comedies under Jack
s supervision, a year ago at
lited studios.
Zth Means
Vothing, Says Graf
Graf, looking squarely at
dgling year — 1924- — sees no
in the length of pictures.
! public," says Mr. Graf,
the supervising director of
raf Productions, "does not
'hether a picture be 5,000 or
feet, or still more, or still
f the footage fits the story
ents having a story that
run longer cut down, while
ling is the same when a picpadded."
Graf
has a recentlv released
in cast
"Half-a-DoIlar-Bill,"
star
which will have
York premier at the Capi•ater, and will soon begin a
icture with "The Wise Son"
Jrles Sherman.

JANUARY

SCALE
BY

FILMPAPER
rn \id\dpd

12. 1924

ACTIVITY

AROUSED

inter's Insults
Create Contempt
Hnt
statements
made by
ol Shuler, political clergyman,
It the motion picture indusMd its people, directed pary against Fred Niblo, welldirector and president of
otion Picture Directors' Asin, have added fuel to the
ring controversy which had
inning
whenstopped.
the Directors'
as
recently
every quarter of the film
have come heated replies to
lilting insinuations made by
and there has been talk of
ing a libel suit against him.
:ed action is under way to
d-for-all secure due justice
e motion picture profession
e leading local cinema publihave joined forces to com: evil influences. When
regarding the attack Niblo*
he thought Shuler was "a
imitation
Sunday,''
publicity offorBilly
himself.

GREATEST
corATrcT

WORLD'S

IN

No. .V)

RESUMED
HOLLYWOOD

VICIOUS

SHULER

"CAPTAIN
JANUARY"
NEARS
FINIS; IS FIRST AMBITIOUS
BABY
PEGGY
FILM
Baby Peggy's first feature, "Captain January,"
beingCorporation,
produced byis
Principal
Pictures
fast nearing completion. The picture is in <its sixth week and according to Edward F. Cline, directing the offering, another four
weeks will be necessary before it
will be ready for the cutting room.
"Captain January" is an adaptation of Laura E. Richards' famous child story. The book is now
in its fifty-fourth edition and is
considered an ideal vehicle for
Baby Peggy. Eve Unsell and John
Grev are responsible for the scenario.
The cast that will be seen in
support of Baby Peggy is one seldom seen in a single production.
Jasmine

Returns
From Alaska

Arthur Jasmine, prominent character actor, has returned to Los
Angeles from Fairbanks, Alaska,
where he was engaged in a film
production under the direction of
Norman Dawn.
Kenyon Writes 1st
With N. Y. Locale
Despite the changing fashions
in film stories and their locale, it
is still true that the scenes of a
great many photoplays are laid in
New York and Paris. Strangely
enough, Charles Kenyon, the eminent playwright and photodramatist, who has given scores of stories
to the screen, never wrote one situated in either of these two cities,
until recently, when he furnished
a story to Fox with a Parisian locale, and the scenario which he is
preparing at present is laid in
New York City. Thus another
film tradition is upheld !
Incidentally, play-goers who remember the tremendous success of
"Kindling,'' in which Charles Kenyon first won literary fame, will
be interested to hear that he is also at work on another stage production.

The story deals with the life of
a little tot cast upon the shores of
a barren coast after a shipwreck.
She is picked up by an old lighthouse keeper and taken into his
modest home where she lives for
many months. How she is finally
discovered by rich relatives and
how she and the old light-house
keeper finally find happiness in the
home of the little child's relatives,
go toward making up one of the
sweetest stories that the screen
will present in a long time.
is the that
first
of "Captain
a series January"
of productions
Princip.il Pictures will make starring Baby Peggy. Four features
are planned each year. The starlet's contract covers a three year
period.
Goldwyn Now Has
Rental Department
Organization of a "rental department" of the Goldwyn studios, to care for independent producers who are requesting space
at the big plant, has been announced by Abraham Lehr, vicepresident. • ■
The new department will be in
chargetive staff
of J.
of theandexecuof J.theCohn,
studios,
will
include a complete business unit.
Besides the Goldwyn units at
work, three other producing companies now are working on the
lot. The Tiffany company, producers of Mae Murray pictures
Carlos productions, which made
Roland West's "The Unknown
entire Truart orPurple," and ganizatthe
ion, al have leased space
at the studios.
Several other companies arc
asking for space, due to the unsurpassed facilities of the big Culver City plant.

Donald Mink, local independent
viritet in to ye edifilm torproducer,
to tip him of! in the fart the
<m,r
Mack pedal txtremititi are thirrfull duly after ant.
more doino
lonftnemc
ia
<u:eehs pneumon

STAB

Hip futures Begin
With New ) ear
After almost three months of inactivithasy in the
duction
once local
more studios
begun onpro-a
normal scale. Indications point to
the greatest
in motionin piclures.
This year
is evidenced
the
statements issued by producer, distributor and exhibitor, and is solconfirmed
well idly
under
way. by the work now
Judging from
announcements therethe
will varied
be no radical change in the type of pictures
for the coming year, the spectacular film keeping pace with the ordinary drama of everyday life. At
the present time the independents
are well ahead in the race for
192+ honors, the larger companies
just beginning to swing into line.
For the producer, the player,
and everyone this promises to be
the long
awaited
tion will be
at the year.
height Producduring
part of
first
the
and
July
June,
August.
Mission

Starts

The Mission Film
Corporation,
s "
"Fla
of which Wit
Leonh Rice
istter
President
and General Manager, has started
production work on the picturization of "Flattery," an original
screen story by H. H. Van Loan
The
by Jefferson
fatt.continuity
Rice is isbeing
assistedMof-by
Norman Walker, business manager
of the company, and Edward McCray, production manager. Tom
Forman, who directed "The Virginian," is wielding the megaphone on "Flattery," with Jimmir
chief assistant
was Hunchback
Dugan, who
director
on "The
of
Notre
Dame,"
as
his
assistant.
The
production is being photographed
by Harry Perry and King (Jray,
the former having also photo" In the
Virginian Marguerite
cast are graphed
John"The Bowers.
de la Motte. Alan Hale, (Irarr
Darmond, Edwards Davis, Louis
Morrison and Larry Steers.
"Flattery" is a modern melodrama built around a trn-r themr
anil big situations, and with a
startling climax. It is the Mission
Corporation- second production,
the first having been "The Barefoot Boy." which is now being
given its initial showings.
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O'Malley Among
Film Pioneers
Pat O'Mallev's first picture was
"The Alien," a one-reeler made in
1912 by the Kalem Company. Robert Vignola, now a great director
making Cosmopolitan productions,
played the lead. Allice Hollister
supported him.

Maybe

She Made
Poiret Wealthy

Don'trobe,buy
wardgirls,your
untilnewyouspring
see Grace
Damn on d in "Alimony." Miss Darmond is rapidly gaining a reputation as one of the best-dressed women on the screen. In "Alimony"
Miss Darmond wears six evening
gowns and wraps and two riding
habits of the latest sleeveless mode.

"America" Premiere
February 22nd
On the eve of Washington's
Birthday, February 21st, "America," the photodrama
the War
Independence,
being ofmade
for theof
Daughters of the American Revolution by 1). W. Griffith, will have
its public premiere at the FortyFourth Street Theatre, New York.
The D. A. R., anxious to celebrate the sesqui-centennial of the
beginning of the Revolutionary
War with an appropriate screen
production, requested Griffith to
film a drama which would include
the
leadingforbattles
of thisThe
country's
struggle
freedom.
story
was written by Robert W. Chambers, and Griffith and a large
force of players, technicians, and
historical experts have been at
work on the film for months.
The eminent historical and patriotic authorities connected with
the production recently voiced the
wish that the 1924 celebration of
the birthday of George Washington be celebrated by the public
presentation
of "America,"
and histo
accomplish this
Griffith and
players redoubled their efforts,
working day and night, Sundays
and holidays to finish the picture.
Practically every outstanding figure of Revolutionary days has a
part in the drama, the filming of
which necessitated Griffith and his
company visiting the leading
shrines of American liberty on
special trains to take scenes.
Estelle Goes
North for Rest
Estelle Taylor, following her appearance as Miriam in "The Ten
Commandments,"
has just com-of
pleted her characterization
Mary, Queen of Scots in Mary
Pickford's newest production,
"Dorothy
Vernon left
of Haddon
Hall."
Miss Taylor
Los Angeles
immediately upon conclusion of her
work at the Pickford studio for
Northern California, where she
will enjoy a short vacation before
resuming her film work.
Little Dorothy Seay, after comfitting a part in "Poisoned Paraii'"e." did a Spanish dance in
"Happiness." the forthcoming I.aurette Taylor production.

£Tl)c film QxUmuc
COMEDY
RELIEF WANTED
IN
ALL FUTURE
U. P. D. SCRIPTS
STRAIGHT
DRAMA
NIL
According to an announcement
edies, straight dramas or frank
issued by Adeline M. Alvord, head melodramas. In fact, according
of the Editorial Department of the again to Miss Alvord, stories of
United Producers and Distributors, the latter classification are much,
the order given to her by W. F. more plentiful than any other kind.
Wood, vice-president and general Films of melodramatic extremes
manager of this company, is to ex- are not at all objectionable either
if there can be interpolated the
plore the length and the breadth
of Writers' Land in search of proper amount of genuine comdrama with strong comedy relief.
edy," she adds.afforded
"With by
the aid
A dramatic story which fails to the contrast
humorof
provide ample inspiration for fre- many a melodrama would be saved
quent outbursts of laughter will
receive scant attention from Miss from being cast aside."
Alvord for the time being. The
Things
Up
drama which is all drab and utterAlberta9
s Gumming
ly barren of the lighter, brighter
touches will be all but ignored.
Polite society would gasp in
"There can be no doubt as to the
mingled horror and astonishment
call of the public at this time — it could
it obtain a glance at the way
is for entertainment and heavyAlberta Vaughn has learned to
weight drama is not general chew
jum.
enough in its entertaining value,"
For the actress deftly strings it
Miss Alvordnewsays.
"If there
something
or novel
in theis out at length, loops it twice and
mood or treatment of a dramatic cleverly returns it to her mouth
a single mishap.
impulse or situation, I am natural- without
She had to learn the trick for a
ly interested, but not nearly so
much so as I will be if the tensity situation in "The Telephone Girl"
of that situation is relieved by a pictures in which she is featured
logical occasion for real, unre- at Robertson-Cole. •
Miss Vaughn used a full box of
strained mirth." comedy dramas
gum before she reached the point
Straight-away
with a sufficiently equal balance where she could perform with the
between the serious and humorous ease and grace of an accomplished
elements are said to be unusually artist. Then she removed an apron
which she donned for practice and
scarce just now. As a rule manuscripts submitted to scenario de- announced herself ready for the
partments are either straight comSEARCH
DE

FOR LOST VOICE LEADS
BRULIER TO FILMDOM;
DEATH
VALLEY
IS AID
In Death Valley, in company
From picturesque and verdant
provincial England to the dry with hundreds of strong men who
parched furnace-like depths of knew no other world, deBrulier,
Death V»lley, Nigel deBrulier former favorite of European opera
traveled in search of a beautiful stage, voiceless and sick, labored
tenor voice and a robust physique long hours under the glare of a
which were once his, but lost in pitiless desert sun. In this waste
his quest for fame on the operatic spot he found his voice and his
stage.
health, and came to California to
lest. California, the Golden State,
The chronicles of the adventures claimed
him, and his achievements
of Nigel deBrulier, screen artist of on the silver sheet in "The Hunchnational repute and, more recentback of Notre Dame,' '"The Three
ly, a member of the special cast in
"Wild Oranges," and
support of Jackie Coogan in his Musketeers,"
"The Four Horsemen" are known
latest
"A Boyto the
of Flanders,"
picture-goers the world over.
would film,
do justice
stories of to
His latest role of Jehan Daas, the
Sabatini and Jules Verne. De- aged grandfather of little Nello
Brulier in his early youth possessed a rare and exquisite tenor (Jackie Coogan) in the little star's
voice, and first attracted notice in adaptation of Ouida's child classic,
will add anthe church choir of a small ham- "A Dogother ofsuccessFlanders,"
to his portrayals.
long list of adlet in provincial England. He
mirable character
sought further afield to develop
this gift and attained success on
the operatic stage both as a singer He'll Tell You About
and dramatic actor. He played in
"Moving" Pictures
London, Paris and elsewhere on
"Kewpie"
who appears
the continent — then he lost his as one of theMorgan,
convicts with Lloyd
voice, and in his struggle to regain
this priceless possession, found his Hamilton in "Going East," began
his cinema career in "moving pichealth undermined.
Thattures isthat moved."
to say, he worked with
His physician advised an ocean the
traveling Lubin company,
voyage,ica. Hesolanded
he looked
toward
Amerwhich
made
dramatic pictures as
subsequently in a
small railroad town in New Eng
they travelled all over Texas,
Morgan
joined Arizona
them, Cololand where he took on the com- where rado,
New Mexica,
and
bined duties of track walker, bag- northern Mexico.
That was ten
gage master and freight clerk. He
drifted then into the borax mines years ago, when the picture busiof Death Vallev.
ness was "still in its infancy."

May

Rehearse Witl
Bethlehem Troi
If Charles Cruz lives to the
old age of one hundred years
week and one day he will
figured in the life of three
turies, 1800, 1900 and 2000.
popular young juvenile who
seen in Wm. Fox's "You Can'
Away
with It" and25th,
other1899,
film
born December
ably coming along with Santa
cording to latest report, how
Charles is rather dubious
attaining that mark on the
scale and stated that it wa
belief that by the time 2000
around he would be rehe,
with the original cast of Th
grimage Play. The possibil
this is readily seen when one
to consider the ravages of T
Rankin

is Doing
Laugh S

Arthur Rankin, popular ju
is doing his first short come
the adult role of the scout-i
in a Jack White juvenile p
tion featuring Johnnie Fox, J
Rankin has played imp
roles in many big features, b
mits that he acquired a tas
the two-reel lengths durin
work in the first twelve ch
of the "Fighting Blood" ser
Knows About the
Small Tc
This week marks the ret
Rosemaryof Cooper
the
members
the cast and
engaged
filming of Emory Johnson'
duction of
mother's
vSwords
and his
Ploughshares
F. B. O. Although the co
travelled only a hundred
from Hollywood, it was
Cooper's first location exp
and she enjoyed all the
tudes common to these ji
ings. Most of the story is
the streets and surrounding
of a typical small country
withgamut
Miss ofCooper's
role t
the
of these
people.the homely ei
Miss Cooper is intimati
quainted with such towns,
spent all of her life in the
her father, a mining engin
later when she entered u[
profession of school mistree
side of the cities through
she passed on the train, 1
geles is the largest muni
that she had ever visited.
Charlotte Keeps
Active
Charlotte Stevens has j
ished playing the ingenue
<W
Law for
sal.
The thecastWoman"
includesat 1
Harris, Cullen Landis, Ot
land, Bertram Grasby,
Heck and others.
Through splendid and in
work she has gained the
lead in a forth-coming pr
"King
the accomplished
Opium Ring.'
Beingof an
active in many sports and Hai
enteen,
to her grow new
ec
cess
and adds
popularity.
no
1

P;igr 3
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J Double

Task

in Adapting Script
adapting "The Monster" for
i-een, Albert Kenyon had a
1 task. Not only was it necI for the film scenario to lay
I foundation which would
le the action of the stage
fcf Crane Wilbur; it was also
■ tive to lighten the gruesome
Jihcre in which the whole
play was laid. For popular
liption, the photoplay must
this light relief.
the scenario
J1'rdingly,
he is nowin completing
for
Jl West, Kenyon has injected
Jl episodes of a lighter najiot only along the lines of
lual comedy relief, but also
Iht"
whereas the
acI not sequences
as depressing
in the
■body of the story. It is a
Jhat similar treatment to his
■tion ofwhich
"Bavu,"
another
■hriller
he scenarized
liversal. In fact, these light,
J' scenes are much in the
Jr of "The Country Doctor,"
Iginal which Kenyon recentItributed to serve as Ralph
rl first independent starring
V Bathtubs

to

I Lloyd Equipment
■lay be only a natural thought
Btkhile making a sea picture
|tjhose
participating
shouldn't
llto worry
about baths,
but
■I Lloyd has struck this unexH snag in early scenes for
■peanow
Hawk,"
First National
H
beinga filmed
on the
H. It is winter and the ocean
■J is exceedingly cold, there
II shower baths in the Lloyd
■Ion Santa Catalina Island,
■ lur ancient vessels built for
llture contain no bathtubs and
Hare so many sharks, octupi
llvordfish in the Pacific that
Uf the water were warmer
II) male members of the cast
H have reason to hesitate be■jumping in, so, twenty-five
We bathtubs, the first of three
■foments have been added to
utilities at Camp Lloyd.
Zellner, clever photoplayis completing the continuher latest original, "Closed
She will shortly comthe third of four dramas
he is writing for an mde11 oily wood company.
Life's My
Own" and
Doors" will he the two
orphotoplays
this concern.already prefofent Pullman
Idea for Comedy
II of the first motion picture
Hes was a "train show,"
Pj seated , you in a make-be|v Pullman car, and unrolled
Pjof scenery before your more
I • delighted eyes.
Md Hamilton has gone back
st principles.
His newest
■jy, directed by Fred Hibbard,
» in a Pullman — with giggles
"laughs instead of mountains
'd vers.

ttfye Jtt*** {Tribune
JUVENILE DESERTED
COLLEGE
EDUCATION
FOR CHANCE
IN
FILMS; IS MAKING
PROGRESS
Prominent among the juveniles in the studios. Then he returned
who have forged ahead in the year home to enter West Virginia t'uijust past is Jackie Vernon, whose versity after refusing several flattering offers from some of the
work in this time has placed him
leading eastern colleges who dein line for greater things to come.
sired to annex him to their gridBy an odd co-incidence he was
born in the same town (Charleroi,
iron squads because of his reputed
Pennsylvania, about thirty miles prowess as a pig-skin warrior. In
south of Pittsburgh) where the the end, however, he failed to enlate lamented Olive Thomas first
ter the University for on the eve
saw the light of day, and like her of his departure for football camp
decided to follow the light of the with the "Mountaineers" he went
Cinema.
He made his entry into the
realm of flickering celluloid in Chicago where he spent one summer
1923 Unsell Scripts
Rank Foremost
1923 has added to the laurels of
Eve Unsell, scenario writer of note.
Three of her adaptations have
been selected for special mention
by Robert Sherwood, viz: "The
Hero," 'Long Live the King" and
"Shadows."'
"Longin the
LiveBoxthe Office
King"Honor
was Roll
also
listed
for 1923 of the Motion Picture
News, together with "Circus Days"
and ter"Daddy,"
of which
latwere edited both
and titled
by Miss
Unsell.
This talented writer is at present associated with Sol Lesser as
consulting editor on the Harold
Bell Wright series. The adaptation of "Captain January" for Baby
Peggy was also prepared by Miss
Unsell and John Grey.
The titling and editing of "The
Good Scout" and the new Bebe
Daniels picture, both of which
Bennie Zeidman has made . for
Principal Pictures Corporation, are
now engaging the attention of this
clever screen writer.
" Bloody' ' Incorrect,
Contends Tearle
Conway Tearle, who spent a
good part of his stage career in
London, points out that the slang
word "bloody," put in the mouth
of the Englishman on the American stage to designate his nationlishmen.ality, is never used by decent Eng"It is counted unspeakably filthy
over
Tearle.
"A man
who there,"
used itsays
would
be ostracized.
If he spoke it in the presence of a
woman he would be knocked
Now that is settled.
down."
Maybe He's Got a
''Forty-nine" Muff
Jean Hersholt, nowp laying one
of the principal supporting roles
•in "The Gold Fish" supporting
Constance Talmadge, is quite
proud of his long residence in
Hollywood.
When asked how long he had
live din the cinema metropolis,
Jean replied that he had resided
there long before the wagon was
even covered.

back to Chicago where he once
more plunged into the activities of
theHeWindy
City's
filmthecolony.
resumed
under
direction
of F. VV. Corbett who was producing features known as the F. W.
Corbett Productions, playing bits,
and parts and performing various
stunts for the camera. Later he
was featured by the company and
not much later he came to Hollywood to try his luck in the capital
of filmdom. He has been here a
little over a year now and has already made excellent progress. In
addition to hi-- histrionic ability
he is gifted as a writer of short
scripts and at the present time is
hard at work preparing a screen
vehicle for one of our foremost
celebrities.
Jackie Vernon is a hard, sincere
and conscientious worker. May he
meet with all the success he so
justly deserves.
Helen Gordon has an enviable
record as leading woman for some
of our foremost comedians, having played opposite Monte Banks,
Sid Smith, Larry Semon, Joe Roik.
Harry Sweet, Robhy Dunn and
Buddy Messinger. She is now being considered for the lead opposite Dan Mason in his forthcomwhiih
Grand-Asher,
series for
will ingstart
about
the 18th of this
month. Twelve pictures will be
direcNelson's
made tion,under
with Al Jack
Martin
writing the
Gerson
Paul
stories and titles.
will
act as general manager for
the unit.
Remembered

Pat

for Fire Years
Pat O'Malley's portrayal of a
a picture he made iti
in
character
1915 so impressed Marshall Neilan, that "Mickey" bore him in
mind for five years until, in 1920.
he made "Go and (Jet It" and
in which he
a part history.
gave
made O'Malley
motion picture

ii ii ess (waits IVetc
I. airs
IfAntipodean
the Australian Government
deems it advisable to permit the
importation of foreign labor into
the country, Barbara Tennant will
be signed for a prominent role in
a picture to be made there.
Miss Tennant is extremely popular in Australia, as well as in the
other countries of Great Britain.
Kngland was her birthplace and
she received her early theatrical
training in London.
Miss Tennant is resting since
completing work in support of Bab)
Peggy in Principal Pictures Cor*
poration's screen version of "Captain January."
Cissy
Fitzgerald ofsays
it's
the
bunk ingabout
field"allCissy
failto either"lilies
toil or thespin.
has been playing the role of the
"suicide blonde" in Richard H niTully's "Flowing
Gold,"oneandof
at theton same
time has been
the liliesFirst
in "Lilies
the Field."
another
Nationalof picture.
She
says she's liable to lose her girlish
figure, with the double dose of toil.
Have True Dope on
Light Comedy
Cliff Bowes and Sid Smith
thought they were "light" comedilistenans inloJack
this: White's company, but
They were doing a coined v
which called for them to crawl
out and lie in a bed supported by
two beams fastened to a dump
truck and projecting out over the
thin air of a canyon. As they settled themselves comfortably and
the camera was about to grind,
they were
horrified
to feel and
them-to
selves going
down, down,
see that their weight, with a leverage of twenty feet, had lifted the
front end of the truck, which was
about to overturn on them in the
ravine below.
Sid, entangled in the covers, fell
out, and Cliff jumped, which took
their weight off the long lever, and
the truck dropped into its place.
Fortunately, the distance down
was not great, and neither of the
boys was hurt.
"But, gosh," says Cliff, "suppose
it had been the Palisades 1"
Grease Paint for
Lloyd Again
Lloyd Hamilton, returning to
Hollywood after a Happy New
Year's Dav spent with his mother
in Oakland, has started his new
Comedy directed by Fred Hibbard.
Ruth
Star"i«
and Hiatt,
beauty Wampas
contest "Baby
winner,
again his leading woman.
Otto Matiesen is now playing
the part of a thief in (ieorge Mclford's "The Glorious Tomorrow"
which is being made at the Laskv
studios. In this production he has
a worthy successor to hi« splendid
"The
"Scaramouchc."
in Maid"
portrayals
Dangerous
tion." Others
in theand
cast"Revelainclude
lacqurlinc Logan, David Torrcnce.
Kavmond Griffith, Alma Bennett
and Mickev McBan.
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Progress
You can help by reporting any error in Pulse to Editor, 439S&
Type
Scenarist
Drexel 4
BRONX STUDIO. I 745 Glendale Blvd. Kenneth Bishop, Genl Mgr.
Preparing
432
Willey Productions.
Fred Reel
All-Ktar /• n
Meeker
Rred Heel
"North >>f Fifty'

Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Cameraman
Ass't Director
Star

CHAPLIN STUDIO
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
I 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Chas. Chaplin
Charles Chaplin
W'ilson-Totheroh
Sutherland "Chuck" Reisner Feature Comedy
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Scott Sidney Dorothy Devore
I'eterson-Garnett Clemens
2-Reel Comedv
Archie Mayo Bobby Vernon Nagy-Phillips
Staff
Comedy
CHARLES RAY STUDIO.
3 700 Beverly Blvd. A. A. Kidder, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
Bull Montana
2-Reel Comedy
Butterfly Comedies.
Sherwood MacDonald All-Star John Thompson
Art Hilton
2-Reel Comedies
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
>-Reel Western
Independent
Picturs Corporation.
Jesse J.Walter
Goldburg,
Pres. Mack
& Gen'l
Mgr.
J. P. McGowan
Franklyn Farnum
Griffin
V. Wright
Agnes Parsons
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Staff
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Al. Ray
All-Star McGill
Staff
Comedy
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
F. Hibbard Lloyd Hamilton
Corby
Staff
Comedy
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1401
N.
Western
Ave.
Fred
Kley,
Studio
Mgr.
Comedies
R. Tennant
Mark
Sanderich
Staff
Kingling
Seiler Carruth
Chimpanzees
Sid Wagner
All-Star
Tom Buckinham
Carter
"The
Arizona Express'
Nathan
Geo. Eastman
"The Morroco
Box"
David Solomon
Shirley Mason
Schneiderman
John Ford
All-Star
IHorace
Inllingshead
Jules Cronjager
Ed.
O'Ferna
Geo. Archainbaud All-Star
"The
Plunderer"
Hough
Chas. Jones
Wm. Wellman
Joe August
"Donnegan"
"Mixed Manners"
Tom Mix
Dan Clark
Jack Blystone
Eugene Forde
GARSON STUDIO.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Benny Zeidman Productions.
GRAND
Gen. Mgr.
Monty
Banks STUDIO.
Productions. 1438 Gower St. Sam'l Bischoff,
Josef Von Sternberg
May Jum
R. Wm. Neill All-Star
Rose of the Ghetto'
GOLDWYN STUDIO
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. Culver City
"True
as Steel"
Rupert
Hughes
Rupert Hughes
All-Star John Mescall Albert
Kelly
Feature Drama
M. K. Wilson
Tiffany Productions.
Robt. Leonard
Mae Murray Ollie Marsh David Todd
"Mademoiselle Midnight'
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd.
Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Harold Lloyd Corporation. Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
Finis Fox Productions.— R. R. Beatty, Bus. Mgr.
Priscilla
Moran Productions.
M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
Priscilla O.Moran
Wm. Brush Productions.
John Prince
Bertram Bracken All-Star G. Pollock
"The
Struggle"
\'» it> Great
! 1 abie:s
John Prince
Bertram Bracken All-Star G. Pollock
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner
ProductionsJackIndependent
release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Al. Neitz
Perrin
"Wild and Woolly"
Al. Neitz
Sanford Productions.
G. Ertl
F. S. Mattison Mattison
• The Ragged Robin'
Kinemart Productions.
B. Schrader, Casting. 1442 Beachwood Drive.
INCE STUDIO. Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Del Andrews
All-Star Max Dupont Frank Gergbty
Del Andrews "The Galloping Fish'
John Griffith Wray All-Star Henry Sharp Buddy Ericksen
C. Gardner Sullivan "Against the Rules"
Lambert Hillyer All-Star
Lester Manter
Arthur
Stutter "Those Who Dance"
Regal Pictures, Inc.
Wm. Beaudine
All-Star Ray June
Tenny Wright
C. Gardner Sullivan "Love and Lies"
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Buster Keaton
Buster Keaton
Elgin Lessley Walter Reed Jean Havez
Sherlock Junior"
LASKY STUDIOS.
Tom White, Casting.
1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
James Cruze
All-Star Karl Brown Vernon Keays Walter Woods
Magnolia"
George Melford Productions.
Geo. Melford
All-Star Chas. Clarke Kenneth Hawks
The Glorious Tomorrow"
Cecil DeMille Productions.
Cecil DeMille
All-Star Bert Glennon Paul Iribe
Triumph"
Herbert Brenon Productions.
Herbert Brenon
All-Star Bert Baldridge
Harold Schwartz
The Breaking Point"
L. B. MAYER STUDIO.
5360 Melrose Ave.
Fred Niblo Productions.

Holly 3
1st Week
Schedule
2nd Drexel
Week 2
Preparing
1 st Week

431

Schedule 598
Holly
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Editing
Schedule
Sth
Week
2nd
Week
Ith Week
3rd Week
1 st Week
Holly
Drexel
Preparing
Holly
Preparing
5th Week 761
3rd Week
I'reparing
Editing
Preparing
1st Week
1 st Week
Editing
sth Week 76
5th Week
Holly
2nd Week
Sth Week
3rd Week
2nd Week
Holly 40(
1st Week
1st Week
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Morrison Says IVo
Long Engagements
J)YD PRODUCING
"SEA HAWK"
on Stage Career
Follow Vaudeville
ON HUGE
SCALE; MILITARY
Having
a tour of fifEFFICIENCY
PREVAILS
Stealing his stuff from Poe's im- tj -seven completed
weeks
in
vaudeville,
I
mortal
raven,
James
Morrison,
Kalph Bushman now has two fine
real bigness of motion pic- a large staff working on costumes
popular
film
leading
man,
sa)
lays is visible on the screen, and a laundry are but a part of
performances locally to his credit.
most
ally "never more" s.. Bushman played the juvenile leail
king "The Sea Hawk," Sa- the "location."
far asemphatic
stage
work
is
concerte
d
in
i colorful sea story into a
A one hour musical concert by a the future.
with ity''
Buster
Keaton in "HospitalNational Picture, Producer six-piece
an engagement
of fourteen
orchestra, a one hour en"Films forever" is what MorriBoyd has become a naval
weeks
and
has
just lately comtertainment provided by boxers,
son
has
to
saconcer
ning
the
rest
1 in every sense of the word wrestlers, monologists and hired
pleted asociety role in "The Man
his career, after several months
a small portion of his great entertainers are a part of the pro- : of
v.ith City.
the spoken drama in New
Life Passed By," Victor L. SrhertYork
iking may be seen when the
gram
each
evening
after
mess
and
/inger's
latest production.
:ctacle is released next fall, even calisthenics, have a part on
He is back in Hollywood with
aake certain scenes for "The the daily schedule. The Lloyd a big broad smile, and it will have
Mong (^ires Hints
Company rises at 5:30 by bugle to be a rather plethoric contract
iwk"
Lloyd has
:inemaMr.history
by created
taking call and "tucks in" at 10:00 when that will ever lure this player
for Housebuilding
from
:han 600 principals, super- the power station and bugle calls his Hollywood apartment to the
Here's one way to beat the high
iries, technicians and sail- urge "lights out." In 18 days on wilds of Manhattan again.
cost of building.
im Hollywood to the West location despite rough seas and
The popular young leading man
If you want to keep down exof Santa Catalina Island, cold weather, the health and spirits
recently concluded a tour of
penses when it comes to erecting a
irts four gigantic sea crafts of Camp Lloyd have been 100 per ! but
eastern cities with a Broadway
new
home,
in when you're a
Sixteenth Century type from cent and four prominent sequences show.
The
night jumps
the young man, start
study architecture as
Pedro drydock over rough have been filmed.
inconvenience of road lifeand
caused
a
hobby,
and
marry
a girl with a
) his location, takes them
Morrison to stop, look and listen penchant for interior decorating.
•ea each morning and brings
and as a result he heard the call
So says William V. Mong, charack, feeds four large crews
of the studios and a few hours
acter star, who is now completing
ve sailors and actors fre- Chef Collaborating
later
he
was
headed
Westward
for
plans for his palatial new home in
from 60 to 70 miles from
With Schertzinger
Hollywood and studioland,
Beverly Hills. When a young actise of supplies, provides
Morrison, who is now ensconced
or, Bill took a fancy to architect% quarters, costumes, clothWhenever
a
loving
wife
prein
his
Hollywood
apartments,
will
ural drawing, and made quite an
Kid and entertainment for
shortly
announce
his
plans
for
the
intensive study of the art. Mrs.
pares to put the "touch" on hubby,
ge camp, build sets, loads she paves
the way with an excep- future. In the meantime, ht is re- Mong, before she was married,
iloads ships daily and estionally good meal. The old adage
newing oid acquaintances and en- made a hobby of interior decorathi e contact with the studio
ing and recently when the happy
joying
friendships which were inhas
it
that
the
way
to
a
man's
enforcements and supplies heart is via the dinner table. If
terrupted when he was called to
be ordered and shipped so this be true, then many of our re- New York last September to play Hollywood couple decided to build
they found their hobbies saved
reach the camp in proper
cent popular song hits have been an important role in a J. Stuart them
several thousand dollars,
inspired by the same token, thanks Blackton production.
This
"velvet" is to be put into
lite the great responsibility to the expertness of the chef at the
beautifying the grounds of the new
upon him and his staff, Mr. Jackie Coogan bungalow.
estate at Beverly Hills and a corps
Victor Potel, clever Hollywood of well known landscape gardnerhas established a "location"
When
Jackie's company
is workbe
unequalled
for
sanitaing,
the
director
and
principals
do
comedian,
has
been
"seeing
Broadwill do the work under the per:omfort and cheer and the not leave the lot for luncheon. Arway" and oilier famous New York
sonal direction of Mrs. Mong.
motion picture sea camp
thur Bernstein, whose efficiency as "peculiarities" in his unoccupied
The
only member of the Mong
since his arrival in Gothttempted.
who has not as yet been
the "watch dog" of the Coogan moments
am last week. Potel states that household
p Lloyd is run on a strict treasury has inspired many a Cooassigned
a
task in connection witli
gan attache to bargain with Uncle one has to keep in action to offset the construction of the palatial
y basis and bugle calls and
)lay a prominent part in the Sam over the price of a postage the consistent attack of frost and new home is "Bill" Mong, Jr., and
of its activities. A corn- stamp, provides the noon meal homesickness to which the Cali- his illustrious father hopes to find
fornia)! isexposed during an east- a suitable job for the youngster
department, a quarterright inofJackie's
ern winter.
motive,
course, bungalow.
is to speed His
the
ere the last nail is driven.
's
department,
an
entertainlureau, a sanitation division, time taken for lunch, but he failed
"Personality in a structure is
what makes an otherwise plain
ctrical department, a club- to reckon with Director Victor
Tearle Believer
a dance hall, a mess hall, a Schertzinger. Vic recently sold
residence a real home." says the
d with two doctors and four Jack Coogan, senior, the idea of
in Fencing
famous
character
"It ismost
the
a fire station, 170 tents installing a piano in the bungalow,
individual
touchesactor.
of those
and immediately after lunch he
interested in the house that make
rooden floors, two large bar- sits
Ever since his characterization
at the music box for a
an adjutant's office, five hair half down
hour and creates new song opposite Norma Talmadge in it more than a place to live."
numbers. Geneva, the cook at the "Ashes of Vengeance," Conway
Tearle has been an exponent of Screen Actress Has
Protests
Coogan outfit, declares that Schert- fencing
as a means of keeping phvProphetic Name
zinger's
Leap Year Bids
the
directrecent
resultSpanish
of hermelody
Spanishis sically fit.
The
parents
of Esther Ralston,
Tearle,
who
before
his
acting
omelet — on this ground Vic says
blonde beauty illuminated
that the public will never receive was a contender for the welter- whose
Cniversal pictures over two years
Pat O'Malley, wife of Lau- from his hands a Chinese ditty —
weight championship of London,
Taylor's leading man, and because he simply cannot digest formerly depended solely upon box- during which time she played opmost of the V male stars,
Pat's totwo
ing as a means of achieving physi- foretoldpositethat
theof world
knowdaughters,
that Pat chop suey.
screen success which
cally fitness. However, since his
ey is not in the market for
sword play in the Srhcnrk produc- she is gradually and surely attainap Year propositions.
tion he has passed up the padded
Mayo Making
word "Esther"
from ing.
theThe Persian,
throughcame
the
gloves in favor of the rapier.
O'Malley,
for
the
informaReno Satire
Hebrew;
literally
it
means
a star.
young ladies at large, opens
"Fencing requires more finesse
The facts of the case seem to
and during
than boxing,"
"One
stPat's
weekfanhasmail
discovered
that
be more says
agile Tearle.
at the former
Archie Mayo, who recently must
point
Miss Kalston's
expressed making
by her
fair damsels evidently think joined the Christie Comedy or- than the latter. A boxer can cover good theto forecast
still unmarried and open to
ganization as ccenarist and gag up and protect himself without parents in naming her. She rei ear proposals,
man, has taken active charge of much effort but a fencer is comcently completed an important role
of the comedy companies, and
pelled to keep on his toes at all in "The Marriage Circle," directed
p Year is a great i'nstitu- one
by Ernest LllbltSch. In this picture
ut it means nothing to me," is now directing Bobby Vernon, times.
at, who is in sympathy with under the supervision of Al
"I believe fencing to be the best her work led him to sa,v, "MiM
form of physical training. Of Ralston will go far on the screen,
fe's desire to tell the world Christie. The new comedy which
his marital ties. "1 certainly Mayo is directing has to do with course, if you watit to put on a lot since she possesses not only the
•'Honored but there's a waste a race to Reno, and some funny of muscle, fencing will not accom- beauty which American audiences
1 ' Kt evident for my wife and angles concerning the divorce
plish that. However, for a physi- require, but also an inherited flair
BJbies are, as we say in films, courts. Supporting Vernon will cal stimulus to the average person for the dramatic and the background of hard work, which is the
be Duane Thompson, Billy Blet- whose work demands a normal
*'] o stay.' "
Lila Leslie, Victor Rodman,
physical condition there is nothing ■oil from which her talent will
"ys, a make-up tent, a bath cher,
,U; a wardrobe department with Budd Fine and others.
like fencing."
flower."
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"Camera!" The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry
Scenarist
Ass't Director
Cameraman

Star
MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release).
Gasnier All-Star Karl Struss
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
Arnold
Geo. D. Baker All-Star
<"het Lvons
King Vidor Lauretta Taylor
Rudolph
Burquist
Clarence Badger
All Star
Jackie Coogan Productions.
Frank Good
V. Schertzinger
Jackie Coogan

Rd.

JanuaryProgress
12th, I'V
Type

Individual Casting.

George Yohalem
Waldemar Young "Poisoned Paradise"
Harry Kerr, Casting.
Geo. D. Baker
Eddington
"Revelations"
Dave Howard
"Happiness"
Winntfred Dunn 'The
Chas. Hunt
Shooting of Dan McGrew'
Brewster
"A Boy of Flanders"
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd
United Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh Douglas Fairhanks Arthur
"The Thief of Bagdad"
J.Tommy
T. O'Ponahue
Staff
I losher Edeson
Marshall Neilan
Held
Mary Pickford
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Staff

PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Louts
Baby Peggy
Glenn McWilliams Fred Tyler
Eddie Toihurst
Cline
Melrose
and
Gower.
780 Gower St.
R-C STUDIO.
Mai St. Claire
Alberta Vaughn
Lee
Garmes
Lonnie Dorsa
Ross Fisher
All-Star
Emory Johnson
Carlos Productions.
Jimmy Home Richard Talmadge Wm. Marshall
Sacramento Picture Corp.
Wm. Seiter All-Star •
Dunlap Productions.
Scotty Dunlap Mildred Harris
Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
ROACH STUDIO.
Will Rogers
Robt. Doran Ross Lederman
Leo McCarey
Animals
B.
Vreland
Len Powers
Ed Currigan
Willatt
Chas.
Chase
I.eo Gerstad
Robt. Wagner
Our
Gang
Harry
Gerstad
Bob McGowan
Harry Lm.Mmit
Frank Young
Stan Laurel
Percy Pembroke
Lloyd
French
< "laiviicHi-nnecke
Nick Barrows
Ralph Cedar
Spat Family

Capitol 21
r.t h Week
Editing
Hollv 4<
2nd Week
4th Week
Holly 7<|
30th Week
12th Week
Holly 21

Walter Anthony
Grey-Unsell

Microscopic Motion PicturesSchedule
Holly 71
'Captain January" 6th Week
'.i d Episode
Comedy
Zamuck
Ith Week
Mrs. Emilie John
son'Swords and Plow Shares"
2nd
Week
Hall"
"In Fast Company"
1st Week
"Listen Lester"
1st Week
"The Dollar Mark"
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
1-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Staff
Schedule
1- Reel Comedy
Schedule
Staff
2Reel
Comedy
Staff
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Staff
Holly
761-7 It!

RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1 439 Beachwood Dr.
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Seitz-Jones
Allene
Ray
Walker-Cooper
Doc Joos
• The Fortieth Door"
Maloford Productions.
Blair Coan Productions.
Chas. Hutchinson Chas. Hutchinson Miller
Frank Hangne
"Fighting Through"
H. J. Brown Productions.
5-Reel Western
Al Rogell Fred Thompson
Walker
Don Duncan
Howard Davies Productions.
H. Davies Howard Davies
Kane-Murphy
"Fools of Fate"
Gray
Comedy
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Erie Kenton Harry Langdon
Spear •
Staff
Stevens
Del Lord
All-Star Billy Williams
"Adams Fib'
STUART MACK STUDIO.
I 329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Genl Mgr. Wm. Muench, Casting
Stuart Mack Productions.
Stuart Mack Lola Patti
Harry Crawford Staff
"Everyday Mystery'
Grandin Productions.
Clayton Grandine Robt. Ramsay AllenAllen-Ci nsby Wm. Wallace Jefferson
"Un-Armed"
Geo. Ezra Crane Jr. Productions.
Geo. E. Crane
J. Cunningham
Raymond D. Terry Productions. R. D. Terry, Prod. Mgr.
Ray Terry All-Star Bert Longenecker Elmer E. Dewey
L. V. Jefferson
"Eyes That See"
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
A. J. Xydias, Pres. and Gen.
Jack Nelson Kenneth McDonald
Harry Eraser .1. Ingman Kane
"After a Million"
Mgr.
UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres.
Joseph M. Schenck Productions. (First National Release).
Jerome Storm Constance Talmadge Rav Binger
Edward Brophy Sullivan
"The
Gold Fish"
"Secrets"
Frank I'orzagtXnrma Talmadge
T< my ( 'audio Bunny Dull
First National
Productions.
Jack Dillon Griffith-Tearle
James Van Tree
J. Dunn
■The Lilies of the Field'
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Richard Walton Tully Productions.
Jos. DeGrasse
All-Star Geo. Reehm
Warrenton-Carpenter Johnson
"Flowir.g Gold"
Frank Lloyd Productions.
Frank Lloyd All-Star
Harry Weil
Belasco Productions, Inc.
The Sua, Hawk"
Jas. Young All-Star Special
G. P. Saum
C. O. Sesse
"Welcome
Stranger"
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal
Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release). Don Clark
Wm. Duncan
Duncan- Johnson
"The Fast Express"
Eddie Cline
Reginald Denny
"Dove Leather
Insurance"
Edward Laemmle Billy Sullivan
"The
Pushers"
Wm. Desmond
Koehner
Wm. Craft
"The Riddle
Rider"
BarryTaylor
Ray
Mar chant
Luciano Albertinl
"The
Iron
Man"
Mary
Philbin
KingSedgwick
Baggot
"The
Inheritors"
Bill
Tummel
Hoot Gibson
Krl
2-Reel
Comedy
"The Cocopah
Holland
Slim Summerville Slim Summerville Virgil Miller
2-Reel
Comedy Kid"
Harmer
Wm. Watson
Pert Roach
Wi " ilsteiihurm
Irving Cummings Herbert Rawlinson
"Clay of Ca'lina" •
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS.
5842 Sunset Blvd.
Warner Brothers Productions.
John
Tenny Strayer
Wright
Wm. A. Seiter All-Star
David Stumar
Abel
"How
to Educate a Wife'
Frank
•Babbitt"
Harry
Beaumont
All-Star
E. B. DuPar
Wm. Beaudine All-Star
'Lover's Lane"
Bell -Doty
Monte Bell All-Star
•Broadway After Dark"
WALDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt, Gen Mgr.
Mission Productions.
Tom Forman All-Star
Jimmy Dugan
"Flattery"

1 st Week
3rd Week
Preparing
1 st Week
1st Week
Drexel II
3rd Week
Holly 1
Editing
r>th Kpisode
Preparing
2nd Week
476
2nd Week
Editing
7 th Week
Holly '
Editing
6th Week
Editing
3rd Week
433
15th Week
Preparing
Schedule
9th
Week
6th
3rd Week
Week
3rd Week
Schedule
Preparing
Schedule
5 98
Preparing
Preparing
Holly \M
17
2nd Week
Preparing
Holly H
2nd Week
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(em King Guest of
Producer
Hlliam Wrigley, chewing gum
Hate, skyscraper builder and
ifljall magnate, accompanied by
H Wrigley and a group of
rjHnent Los Angeles people were
he pests of Frank Lloyd, inde>enrnt producer-director at a
Hr given aboard "the Moorish
jUase," a vessel of 175 feet in
H>> of Sixteenth Century deigii and manned by a crew of
•alley slaves and 75 soldiers,
lis and their officers, on the
'ace ocean, near here today.
il Lloyd who has erected a
■flfor over 600 men and women
in> le Isthmus of Santa Catalina
|Ke purpose of filming scenes
iotlie First National spectacle,
(■Sea
as hostwhoat
Manner Hawk,''
and Enidacted
Bennett,
ilaj Rosamond, acted as hostess.
Wm Sills, who plays the title
olon "The Sea Hawk," Wallace
Jeej, Frank Currier, Lloyd
lacs, William Collier, Jr., Fred
Mava, Walter J. Israel, costumr, fcorge Marshall and Dr. RobIt rilson, completed the dinner
proj, served in typical Sixteenth
Ury style but consisting of such
locrn victuals and preparations
■ clone steak, French fried potto!, clam chowder, pumpkin pie
race cream.
i If yachting costumes of the
Hey party and the bright col■eostumes of Miss Bennet, Mr.
■Ill Mr. Beery and other memB*>f the Lloyd cast made the
Bur one of brilliant contrasts
Mriginalitv.
lidon Airs Gave
Conway

Chance

Milts, a monocle, his handkerUup his sleeve and a purposcMggerated English accent won
Uay Tearle his first part on
plmerican stage — as a cowboy
mips and sombrero.
IMtold about it last week when
■Hnfully
pge Englishman,"
Tearle
labels theas variety,
mfi to watch him work in
rlie of the Field" at United
ooked like that once myself,"
h* remarked. "I had spent
Wof my youth in England,
Mi I was born in this country.
Bine well on the London stage
Wearing there was a demand
Kr for English actors, I came
W The little cash reserve I
kolas eaten up in a poker game
pM lard
ship and I was stoney
I landed.
' <>hman
wantedsocietyan drama,
EnglishI
oi a London
Mold. So I laid it on thick —
M the accent so broad I could
|w understand myself.
"hrnan listened to my little
"t'-and laid a contract in front
I !. But instead of a London
art, it called for portrayal
I Western bad man.
Flnever played it. The play
J'jibandoned. But it was a meal
lc» for several weeks."

THE PEPPER TREE; a remarkable scenic study by Walter Frederick Seely. portrait
photographer, of the huge pepper tree whose boughs hang over the roof of his studio on II il< <>\
Avenue. In the toning and centering oj his subject Seely has achieved a most fantastical effect,
and has brought forth from the otherwise unnoticed and somewhat ilrnl> surroundings an artistU
value that is well out of the ordinary.

MELFORD
HAVE

THINKS BRUNETTES
BEST
CHANCE;

WAMPAS
'BABES' EXAMPLES
The brunette cycle which has Leatrice Joy, Barbara La Man,
been slowly revolving back into Jacqueline Logan, Rene Adoree,
popularity in the motion picture Corinne Griffith and C'arrnel Myers. All of them are brunettes;
industry will reach its climax this
in fact, I cannot recall a single
year, according to George Mel- blonde
whose opportunities for
ford, prominent director who has
carefully watched the trend of pub- success stand forth as brightly as
lic favor for many years.
do the chances of these six actresses.
"The last cycle of brunettes died
"The peak of the popularity of
out with the departure of .Theda
Bara and others from the photo- the dark haired ladies is certain
to be reached this year. Verifying
play world,'' thereafter,
declares Melford.
"Immediately
blondea this opinion is the choice of the
stepped into possession and held 'Thirteen Stars of Tomorrrow,' as
sway for some time. Slowly, for made this month by the Western
the past three years, the brunettes Motion Pictures Advertisers. Ten
have again been winning back brunettes, and only three blondes,
were selected by the Wampas as
public favor.
"Glancing back over the young the most promising young actresses
actresses who have progressed to of today. The blondes are DoroStardom or near-stardom within
thy Macknaill, Lucille Ricksen and
the past twelve months, it will be Gloria Grey. The brunettes are
found that among those whose Alberta Vaughn, Marian Nixon,
names stand out prominently are Clara Bow, Carrnelita Gerahn.

Hazel
Keener,
Ruth Hyatt,
Blanche Mehaffey, Julannc John
ston, Elinor Fair and Margaret
Morris.
"These girls, I understand, were
chosen from a list of 117 names,
all suggested as possible 'Baby
Stars.' A tabulation of the entire
group of rising young players
brings out the startling information that 101 are brunettes, while
only sixteen arc blondes.
"These facts definitely establish
the present overwhelming maiority of brunettes in motion pictures
Incidentally, they may also indicate that there will be a scarcity
of blondes within the next year or
two. If such a shortage does arise,
girls with light hair and eyes will
be Mr.
in demand
Melford atis the
now studios
busy on" the
production of "The Olorioill Tomorrow" for Paramount. Jacqueline Logan, whom he names as
one of the most promising young
screen turedaetrcssrs
of 192?, is feain this picture.
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r Baggot
Professor's Chair
ofessor King Baggot," it may
xt.
ause of his success in groomoung girls for stardom, King
ot has been tendered the poof head of a big dramatic
1 in New Pork City, open to
ny time he cares to give up
irectorial megaphone at Uni1 City. Baggot was the diser of Mary Philbin, to whom
ssigned her first important
in 'Human Hearts."
er, Miss Philbin was given
stellar role in "Merry Go
d" and now Baggot is directer in another big Jewel spemade from I. A. R. Wylie's
Inheritors,"
ife,
in which athenovel
star ofis Engseen
e niece of a poverty stricken
Ithough I sincerely appreciate
honor of being tendered a
in a high class dramatic
1,"
commented
Baggot,care"I for
do
elieve
that I would
ork. The thrill of discoverand developing latent talent
e active field of my profesis too great a pleasure to forfor the prosaic career of an
ctor in dramatics."
ggot, who is one of Univer"big three" of their directoriff, has, in his long and varied
rical and motion pictures caqualified for every position
e world of dramatic art from
rty man up. He has been a
ssful stage director, leading
author, cameraman, continuriter and master of stage mecs.
Yourself Say
Courts to Goldwyn

ACTOR
BELIEVES IN SCREEN
AS EDUCATIONAL
FACTORSAYS EMOTIONS
ARE CONSTANT
Cullen Landis is sighing because but emotions keep constant from
there was no screen when he was one period to another. There are
a little boy.
the same loves and hates, joys and
"The screen is making history sorrows, comedies and tragedies.
historic events are domithe most fascinating of subjects," In great emotions
that lend themselves
says the young actor who is play- admirnant
ing the male lead in the James think ably to dramatization. I
the public likes to lose itself
Cruz production "Magnolia,"
in scenes remote from everyday
which eis a pre-be
llum story of the exper
ience. Many have the idea
South and being photographed in
the actual setting at Natchez, of having lived before and so feel
doubly stirred when some page of
Miss. "There is no excuse now
that history is a dull thing of long ago stalks before them presented as only the screen can do it.
dates with such full page illustra"There is the educational value
tions that make a period live again
in the picturization of the high
as 'The Covered Wagon' which spots
of history that is not only a
Mr. Cruze has so magnificently boon to
the child, but to the adult
set forth, "Scaramouche," with its as well, while
the beautiful setwonderful portrait gallery of
tings and costuming carry a big
French revolutionists so ably done
. I feel that costume picby Rex Ingram, then there is "The appealtures
have only just begun. PicLife of Abraham Lincoln," the pictures
after all, are pictures and
tures of Bill Hart, while other
be a part of them."
must
beauty
names include "The Dangerous
It has long
the wish of
Maid," "The Sea Hawk," "Rich- Cullen Landis tobeen
appear in a picard the Lion Hearted," "Ben Hur,"
ture
with
southern
setting. Now
soon to be done, and many others that his wish
is gratified he is more
so that every country and clime is enthusias
tic
than
ever
as his words
being registered on the silversheet. clearly indicate.
"Manners and customs change,
Three

More

For

"Sea Hawk"
Wallace MacDonald, recently
featured in Fred Niblo's "Thy
Name is Woman," Frank Currier,
veteran character actor recently
seen in "Stephen Steps Out" and
Fred DeSilva who has supported
Shirley
Masonadded
in "With
Tide"of
have been
to thethecast
Frank Lloyd's First National Pic"The Sea
Hawk," MacDonald
now being
filmedture,off
Catalina.
is to be seen as Peter Godolphin,
Currier as Asad, the basha of Algiers, and DeSilva as Ali, Asad's
lieutenant. "The Sea Hawk" is
now entering its third week of
production with some extraordinary sea shots in which three of the
four ancient ships appear, completed. More than 600 men are
"on location" at Camp Lloyd.

uei Goldwyn may continue
e his name on his motion picproductions, protest of the
wyn Pictures Corporation
ithstanding, the United States
it Court decided yesterday in
York. The decision upholds
vious one made by the Fed- The Irish Sure
District Court.
Get the Coin
. Goldwyn has been using
ame on his pictures and their
Eileen O'Malley, Pat O'Malley's
rtising with the added phrase eight-year-old
daughter, earned
now with Goldwyn Pictres $600 in motion pictures in 1921.
oration." The Goldwyn corn- At the end of the year her father
protested his right to the use put the entire sum in Hollywood
s own name. Now two courts real estate for her — paid it down
upheld him.
on a lot valued at $1500, leaving
news report has been print- the $900 on a three year mortgage.
roughout the country that was
In less than a year the lot was
ary to fact," said Mr. Gold- sold for $2500 and "Little Lady
yesterday at the Ambassador
Eileen" had $1600 cash to her
I. "This report infers that I credit. It was reinvested in two
:ted to using the phrase "Not adjoining lots for which Pat conwith the Goldwyn Pictures
tracted to eventually pay $5000.
oration' and that the GoldLast week they were sold for
company was attempting to $12,500.
me to use it. Instead, it was
now "Little Lady Eileen"
esire to have this phrase used hasAnd$9100
cash in the bank waitever my own name was mening for investment — besides the
<)• The legal battle had to money she earned during the last
'ith the question of whether I two years.
entitled to use my own name
time she is grown she
I and now the United States will"Byhavethe enough
to support her in
it Court, as well as the Dis- luxury, if Hollywood real estate
Court, has upheld my conten- is half as good an investment as I
•n this connection."
think it is," says Pat.

Pictures Not Art,
Says Winifred Dunn
Winifred Dunn, Metro scenario
editor, who is now adapting "The
Shooting of Dan MeGrew" for the
screen, declares that the photopl
ay
is not an art !
Apparently this is a most heretical statement, especially from the
lips of one who has been a staunch
defender of the screen and its artistic possibilities for many years.
Miss Dunn explains, however, that
the photoplay, although not an art,
is a great medium of expression.
"Webster defines art as 'the
power or quality of perceiving
and transcribing the beautiful or
nesthetical in nature.' The ideals
of the screen go much farther and
lift it to the rank of what might
be called super-arts, which include
the expression of that perception
which Webster calls art. It is not
only the picture of life, either in
its idealized or actual aspect which
makes a fine picture — but it is the
expression of that picture and its
transference to the silver sheet
out.
which makes any photoplay stand
Is Loyal to
Shadow

Stage

Theodor von EltZ, who recently
appeared behind the footlights in
ain leading
won
the briefroletwoin "R.
weeksU. aR.,"vaudeville offer and right on the heels
of this male lead in a stork company, both of which he declined
as he is in line for some interesting things on the screen.
"An actor must make his choice
and mine is the screen, with occasional but brief returns to the
stage,"
says
von the
Eltz,newwhovearis
most optimisticMr.about
and
proposes
to
have
all of its
benefits.

Hibbard is \.
As Mother
Add to the list of thingsPathat
ge ')
motion picture directors must
know: Just how to make a child
feel at home in a bedtime scene.
Little Bonnie Barrett, age three,
was working in a Pullman-car
scene with Lloyd Hamilton in "Going East." Bonnie was expected
to crawl into a berth with Hamilton and go to sleep beside him.
She usually "gets" a scene at once,
but this time she was shy and
"fidgety," and wouldn't compose
herself.
Director Fred Hibbard, who has
a reputation for handling children,
couldn't get her to "play asleep,"
and she wouldn't do it for her
young aunt, who had brought her
to the studio while her mother kept
an appointment. Several hours
were wasted before Mrs. Barrett
arrived, but when she did, and
little Bonnie was clasped close in
her arms, the explanation came in
to Mother's
close tell
whisper,didn't
a "They
me to sayear:my

prayers, ' Muvver!"
Horseshoe is Outdone
by Script Team
Over the door of the studio office where Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin write their scenarios,
hangs a rare object which thev
treasure most highly. It is an old
shoe from a Javanese mule, probably the smallest beast of burden
used in the civilized world, and
without a doubt the most stubborn.
When he is cantankerous, he makes
his Missouri cousin look like a
well-trained
dog as far as obedience is concerned.
Naturally, during the course of
their collaboration on scripts, difference of opinion will occasionally arise between Miss Cowan and
Mr. Higgin — such a difference as
has often proven fatal to the success of other collaborating teams.
For them, however, the presence of
the little mule shoe, which was
picked up by Miss Cowan during
the course of one of her trips
around the world, acts as a deterrent and a saving grace. A combination of opinion is effected, and
the script goes merrily on. At the
present time, Cowan-Higgin are
finishing the adaptation of "Broken Barriers" which Reginald Barker will film for Louis B. Mayer.
Cinema Song is
Published by Actor
Eugene B. Branford, local film
actor and author, who recentlv
returned from a tour throughout
the east with his foster mother,
Mrs. Susie B. Clark, also renowned
for her writings, has just published
a new song dedicated to the motion picture colony entitled, "Oh.
Hollywood!" of which he is the
composer.
Branford, who is also the author
of "The Cross of Friendship," a
poetical wirting with Friendship
as the theme, came to Hollywood
about one year ago from NewYork, and while not devoting his
time to his literary pursuit* he
sought employment at local studios.
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of Hate"]

By FRED

W. FOX
long ago. Realizing that this insane attack upon F
dom calls for unified effort upon the part of all of
have just conferred with Mr. Lykke, editor of our
temporary, the Morning Filmograph, who has ass
me of the editorial support of that valued film pub
tion in meeting the outburst face to face in their ed
of like issue. In this case we will work in conjun<
through our mediums to insure a speedy and abs<
rectification of the matter. We are both publishing
masterpiece (?) verbatim to insure its widespread
effective circulation. I am presenting it to you here
for your consideration and comment. It is reprod

You are all no doubt familiar with the Nobel Prize
which is designed to further competition in the invention
and production of new advancements in art, science and
literature, and during my time of reading articles intended for publication and subsequent public consumption 1have come across a good many manuscripts that
would fare well in the contest for Nobel honors. It is
doubtful, however, if there are anywhere near the same
number of these as there are of scripts that would grab
first place in the contest for that much-more-famous
award, the Booby Prize, which has been the butt of a
myriad jokes since time immemorial. 1 have just finished
perusing a distinguished (or rather, extinguished) piece

from the January issue of "Bob Shuler's Magaz
whose publisher is without a doubt well known to y

of literary craftsmanship that would put 'em all in the
background when Mr. Booby, or whoever it was that
founded that award, came to present the rubber medal.
To be plain about it, 1 have just taken my eyes off of the
most stupid and assinine editorial brainstorm I have ever
read. 1 am somewhat stunned to think that anyone
claiming the title of human being could ever have the
audacity to sully a piece of paper with such utter rot. It
has left with me the impression that the writer has lost
all sense of decency or self-respect.

one of the "pests of the reform country;" a ma
shady principals masquerading as a pillar of the CI
in this city, who is publishing this propaganda she
provide himself with a lot of cheap and sensational I
licity. Judging from the tone of his writings anctfl«
great hullabaloo he is making upon his advent intent
sphere of inkslinging it would seem that Brisbane no
White are in dire danger of being put into the \fW
ground by this modern Crusader for Rieht (?). He
calls it :

It is a vicious and biting tirade against the motion picture industry, and is particularly directed against Mr.
Fred Niblo, a highly respected member of the profession and head of the Motion Picture Directors' Association, who, as representative of the film folk of Hollywood, attended a recent meeting of the principal figures
in the suppression of the directors' annual ball not so

"MOVIE GALL!"
"All Gaul may have been divided into three parts but a g»"
is in a single lump and belongs in toto to the Movie outfit ou lob
lywood way. I have just read that the "Film Celebrities" • ;
demand the removal of Montgomery and Birnbaum from tr P°'
lice Commission and possibly the recall of Mayor Cryer. rbt
offense of these gentlemen is that they seem to have been in vor
of the movie bunch obeying the laws that are written o our
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tat lit. Now isn't that the last leg of mutton on the counter!
,."jie movie stars, satellites and moonbeams were assembled in
bllgrim Fathers' retreat, the Biltmore Hotel, for their Annual
Misgiving Charity Dance. The law provides that all such
■all close at midnight. But according to Fred Niblo, President
I I Motion Picture Directors' Association, the movie cohorts
Mht been closing their dances at midnight nor did they intend
M:lose actor
this one.
'To theit. devil with the law,' was the way one
COfnent
expressed
le fact is, if we are to believe the newspapers, the Movie
had just begun to arrive at midnight when the police apI and closed the dance. Mr. Niblo almost weeps. He says
lince was a pine-blank failure, whatever that is! He deH that they lost several thousand dollars and charity went
Mig that night. Poor thing! The fact is, midnight is entireI early for any genuine action on the part of the Movie Stars.
■ are still sober at midnight. The ladies have not smoked
than a dozen cigarettes each by that time. They still have
clothes on. Moviedom hasn't had a bit of fun, Mr. Policeg up to midnight. The Police Commission and the Mayor
3B , have been ashamed of themselves. Things never begin to
P IPPV with a movie dance before three o'clock in the morn" id be it known to all mankind, according to Mr. Frederick
ibl that laws are made to regulate common, ordinary, Amerijbfople and not Movie Stars. The Movie Colony has on more
M>ne occasion given timid notice that it was and expected to
f ithout the law.' Fatty Arbuckle thus notified society sev•liionths ago. More recently, Gaston Glass gave a very simir It ice. At least a dozen prominent female stars have from
M3 time pronounced their defiance of law and have given the
■■unity to understand that Moviedom is independent of the
slid should not be worried or interfered with by the law. Of
»u>iwe closed
all agree
that a little
like these
Solomon's
toi be
at midnight,
for cheap
the lawdance
says hall
so, and
girls
fctiance there are the penny variety. But not so with the
Wr| Queens, with their gold embossed cigarette cases and their
ive flasks. Mr. Niblo would have the whole world understand
iat lere is no law to regulate that variety.
y'iid so Los Angeles has been notified by Frederick Niblo,
reient of the Motion Picture Directors' Association, that in
■ lure the Movie Fandangos will proceed to Pasadena and San
Jtalsco to hold their dances, communities, according to this
kbrity, that will permit the violation of the law just so it is
m<:>y the Movies. Of course Los Angeles will weep itself half
k dftb. at the thought and yet we know of nothing we can do
|kjp
the foxhave
trot been
goingemptied
until three
o'clock
in the morning
and
1 t, flasks
and the
gentlemen
are carrying
Mnfvarious and sundry articles of ladies' attire as keep-sakes
■dtsminders of the 'fun that we had.' Which reference is to
ne dances and parties reported from Moviedom, you under*ntand not to the one at the Biltmore, for it closed at midnight
■n— and emphatic! Indeed, we are sorry, but the law is the
W, i Chief Vollmer so fitly stated, and the law is to be enforced
»L{ Angeles, so that same Chief remarks.
Ah — men!
:4MJid therefore we can but weepingly remark that our loss,
•g as it is, is San Francisco's gain, a city already made imort by a fat star once upon a time!

fiat Is YOUR

Opinion

; of this Attack
Filmdom

?

on

"Say, you Movie High-ups, when did you grow so big that the
laws of the land couldn't reach you? When
was his royal nibs,
Mr. Niblo, appointed to 'kick' the members off the Police Commission and recall the Mayor because those gentlemen insisted
upon the enforcement of the laws of the land — even against the
Movie Minions? Who are these Movie Lords that they should
drink or dance or do anything else at times when other men are
thus prohibited from thus indulging! Why should these Cinema
Sisters insist on arriving at their dances just as other mortals are
compelled by law to unhug and get ready to go home?
"And as to the Shriners' Ball, they closed at midnight, as the
law provides, and haven't kicked about it either!"
It was to the meeting of the conflicting interests that
Mr. Niblo went to do his share to amicably settle the dispute. He conducted himself, as always, as a gentleman
of refinement and manners. Among the gathered reformists was this masquerading clergyman, and during
the session he kept his mouth shut. No sooner was
Niblo's back turned, however, than the logheaded inebriate proceeded to belate him, and film folks in general,
through his yellow sheet, acting like a two-year-old. The
sarcasm and insult in his message is glaring. Being a
minister, or at least professing to be one, he should be
familiar with the lines of Luke 6:45 from the Bible which
says: "A good man out of the good treasure of his heart
bringeth forth that which is good; and an evil man out of
the evil treasures of his heart bringeth forth that which is
evil; for of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaketh." And Luke 6:31 which says: "And as ye would
that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise."
In cases of this sort we are usually content to consider the source but this passes all human conception
of right-being and therefore we are determined that due
justice be accorded the people of the motion picture industry, and especially Mr. Niblo. We are resolved to
show this man in the true light. His insidious influence
has been a pall too long over our endowed liberty. He
must make way with his antiquated and crazy ideas. WE
DEFY HIM TO STAND UP IN HIS PULPIT AND
READ HIS WRITTEN TIRADE TO HIS CONGREGATION. BEING THE FAIR-MINDED AMERICAN
PEOPLE WE KNOW THEY MUST BE THEY WILL
NOT RECEIVE HIS WORDS.
SO HELP US GOD!

Write

and

What

Let
You
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Me

Know

Think
it!
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P.O.Box 176, Hollywood. Sfatton
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Hollywood
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PnONE 439-863
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Telephone 481-889
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Now we all underhand the laws governing
the game up to the play. Last week we four
were seated around the four walls of China
ready to break the wall. So here goes! Remember if the seasons are included in the set,
it shall be the duty of each player in turn beginning with Ii, to lay upon the table, face up,
and to his left, any seasons he may have drawn,
and to replace them immediately by drawing
an equal number of tiles from the open end of
the wall. Should the tile drawn be another
season, it shall not be replaced until each of the
other players has placed any seasons drawn in
the original 13 tiles. Seasons are not part of
the playing hand, which must always contain
at least 13 tiles, besides seasons. Any of you
who fail to show and replace a Season before
you make a first discard, shall not be allowed
to replace it, but must play with your stale
hand. Seasons drawn during the play shall be
replaced by drawing from the open end of the
wall before discarding. East begins by discarding any one of his fourteen tiles, laying it
face up, between the walls face up in the center
of the table. Some folks name their discards
and ofsome
yourself.
any
you folks
have don't.
alreadySuit
in your
hand Now
two orif
three of the same suit and denomination you
may call Pung, placing the tiles from your hand
on the table, to your left, or in a row in front
of the rack, and adding the discard to them,
discarding from your hand any tile you please,
in place of the tile punged. If any of you have
in your hand three of the same suit and denomination as the discard, he may pung the discard and lay down either three or four tiles.
If you wish to show all four, you must call
Kong, instead of Pung, and must take a loose
tile before discarding or your hand will be
sjale. If no one Pungs the discard, the player
on the right of the discarder may use the discarded tile to fill a sequence of not more or less
than three tiles of the same suit in numerical
order by laying down two tiles from his hand
and taking the discard from the table then
joining it to them. No other player can use a
discard to complete a sequence unless it makes
him Mah Jong. Every player using a discard
must afterward discard a tile in its place, unless he is Mah Jong. In case the same discard
can be used for a sequence by the player on the
right of the discarder and for a Pung or Kong
by some other player, the pung or kong has the
preference. But he must announce his claim
before the player with the sequence discards.
The Chinese
name forUnder
a sequence
is "Chee,"
meaning
to connect.
no circumstances
may you take a discard from the table into your
hand. It must be left face upward on the table.
If you take a discard in your hand, any other
player may demand that it be returned to the
table and not used. Next week we will draw
froTii the wall.

ft «

SCENARIOS and continuities expertly t) d
by Anne Ladenburs, public stenograp r
6372 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Holly 06SH
WANTED to hear from people that are Ir >.
ested in motion pictures and that are M
afraid to go in the mountains and bad lib
to get real stuff. Address Walker. CarC
Magazine, 6318 Hollywood Blvd.
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARI
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Fn
Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone 874-17

TINTED
PORTRAITS
of a beautiful velvet-like tone aj
be made from your regular phot'i
graphs. The cost is low and the I
are special rates on fan photos. J
EMMA
G. HOFFMA
907 Central Bids. Phone 828-5.

Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Bird. Holly

DR. W. I. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialt
"Where the sick go to get we*
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Westl
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436- [

Join the Kings and Queens of 1^
MO VIEL
AN
at our Friday Nite show
where boxing reigns supreme ||

S. M. WERSHOW
Ladies' Tailor
7066 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
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Riding Habits
Sports
Suits Wear

YOU
A PICTURE
FOR
SALE?
I can sell it outright. See me for quick results
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Drexel 4275
Bronx Studio, I 745 Glendale Blvd.

Hollywood Stadiui
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro

HAVE

Walter Frederick Se<
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenj
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774
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Grease

Paint

Ire is a whole-souled genuineness about
Wm Randolf that is rather at a premium
■rushed, over-full, twentieth century years
atje are living; a genuineness in no degree
■I by his unmistakable professionalism
■lis knowledge of many arts. This, unHdly, is the secret of his ease before the

and

By

Brush

camera, the canvas or on the sidelines "just
looking at life," to quote a phrase of his own.
For Anders Randolf is not only one of the
screen's most distinguished character actors
but he is a brush artist of great talent. More,
he is a competent critic of a half dozen other
arts. This much we knew before we chatted
with him that wintry afternoon beside the portrait of a prominent screen star, half completed
upon his easel, but the conversation developed
his interest for us immeasurably.
"I thoroughly enjoy balancing my work in
this way," he observed naturally in reply to
our mention of his versatility. "To do a photoplay and then a portrait," he nodded toward
the picture we faced, "is quite ideal. I have
just
a long
Pickford'sa new
and finished
am finding
this run
bit ofin painting
great play
relaxation."
He
eyed
the
work
half
wistfully
though he longed to be at it but he attendedas
again, giving us the information we asked. It
mostly consisted of statistics and titles, but from
our own reviewing background and familiarity
with his record we pieced together the facts.
Mr. Randolf, whose Sir George Vernon in
"Dorothy Vernon of Hadden Hall," will be but
his second western-made portrayal, originally
embarked upon an artistic career from which
he was diverted by motion pictures in 1913.
His first association with the cinema was
formed when he provided a portrait of an actress to be utilized in an early screen story
with an artists' colony locale. Carried along
for a time almost without realizing life's newaspect for him, the artist became an actor and
almost at once joined Vitagraph with which

Pa^c 1 3
FANCHON

ROYER

company he was associated for several years.
Striking performances such as the Lion in "The
Lion andnently the
soonandbrought
promibefore Mouse,"
picturedom,
of latehimyears
his
free-lancing has continued to develop his portion in the studios. Included among these later
characterizations have been significant portrayals in Griffith's "The Love Flower," and "The
Idol Dancer," Cosmopolitan's "Buried Treasure," while in Barthelmess' "The Bright Shawl"
his Captain
one of last
most
effectiveSantacilla
heavies.proved
Meanwhile
Mr. vear's
Rudolf never misplaced his brush and colors, for
he possessed both the inclination and the ability to achieve equally admirable results in two
directions.
"Last summer," he told us in parting, "I
to California for new scope all around. came
First

there was a part in 'How Men Love,' a Grand
production, then Sir George, and between times
a few canvasses. Life hasn't changed much. I
just transferred my background and found newscenes, faces and cameras; also some old
He said nothing about the unusual recognition which has been accorded him since Holfriends."
lywood became his home; he just "liked the
spirit
placeis and
the climate."
To ofonethewho
treated
now and again to
over-doses of the eccentric in his professional
association, Mr. Randolf is as wholly refreshing as the well-balanced, solidly grounded artist must be. He has brought much to the American screen and his oils have aroused admiration in artistic circles everywhere. The thought
suggests itself that it is of such material as
Anders Randolf that great directors are made.

44

Always
."iivays sure-fire!"
k| actor might he glad to he so rated in
le (lotion picture world w here golden
His not won in a moment, but Theodor
mkltz to whom the above words are
leading
by filmdom's
predicted
being
K >rs,
modestly
passes
the buck to
that
is school of experience and training
irhich he is now drawing dividends,
lably no actor of Mr. von Eltz's
lence today ever slipped into Hollywith less flare of trumpets. He came
10 letters of introduction, no pull, no
:e exploitation. lie came quite as incuously as tens of thousands of exit with one important difference. He
lad an enviable stage experience,
'here in his luggage was stowed away,
of press notices of his work in stock
roadway successes. Fine notices they
but Theodor von Eltz never circulated
among
hat way casting directors. He doesn't
re is always some one in this hectic
of climbing the ladder who knows a
ictor when he sees him. Theodor von
ad his period of waiting and then out
oubled sky came a ray of light. Came
a director who had heard that ^ here
actor" and
stchap
thingthatvonwasEltza "sure-fire
got straight about it
lat he was engaged to play opposite
llison in "Extravagance."
e that we did not say that out of a
|ed sky came several rays of light!
von Eltz has as lively a story of
S in the climb to fame as the next
: is his credo to let a director know
self the worth of an actor. No actor
is about himself than von Eltz. But
admitted that he believes it is gen-

J

Sure-Fire!"

*y emth

erally understood that he knows his business. Probably no young actor has ever remained consistently a leading man, hut still
negotiated quite such a variety of roles in
able characterization. .
Back of this variety is diversity in social
contacts.
He was born in New Haven where his
father had the chair of modern languages
at Yale, later removing to New York where
he had a similar position at Columbia. His
were cultural surroundings, with interesting
family connections, belonging on the maternal side to the well known family of
Potters, his grandfather and great greatfather being prominent in the medical world
while on the paternal side his forbears belonged to the Austrian nobility. He was
destined for a medical career, but the call
to the stage proved stronger. Every summer with his family he joined the summer
colony at Craigsmoor, N. Y. and one eventful season a Belasco player took a cottage in
their midst and helped the young people put
on several plays. So when he finished al i
private school in Pennsylvania he secured
a stock engagement and made his first stage
in "The Gambler" and as there
appearance
was a different play each week he found
himself well entered in the acting school ol
versatile roles. When Winthrop Ames put
play "Prunella" on Broadway,
his charming
von Eltz had a leading character
Theodor
Thereaccount
and
up
was lined
and ofhehimself.
successes
othera good
were gave
Rose
role in "Tiger
for the leading male
when this country went into the world war.
"bit" going
did hisregiment.
more ofthan
Mr. von Eltz
a negro
in charge
overseas
When he returned from the war. all his
friends advised him to give up lor the time

m. ryan

being a stage career, as the turn of world
events had made the actor's lot a difficult
one. There was the siren whisper "a business career"! The young actor decided to
give
business
over"theandoil went
to Texas
wherethe he"once
entered
fields.down
He
learned the "other side of life" and while
it was interesting to him, the stage kept up
its pe rsistent call. And so one day he found
himself back on the stage in stock at DcnContinued on Page 16
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Flashes

The cold wave that hit
San Francisco last week,
with rain, hail, cold winds,
and even snow on the
nearby mountains, seems
to have put a damper on
all the picture activity that
was promised us just as
soon as the New Year was
over. However, the Marriott Productions did get a
Hying start, as they filmed
the
firstbeautiful
scenes ofTea
theirGarden
picture of
"Young
in the
GoldenChina,"
Gate
Park, last Friday. Forrest Creighton, director
general of the organization is directing, with
Ray Duhem at the camera. Beside little Pepita Riviera, who will play the lead Little Lila
Gee, the parts already cast include Gail Lloyd,
who did a bit in Von Stroheim's production of
"Greece,"
Chauncey
Berta. Others
will be Southern,
announced and
later. Romulo

By acnes

Frisco

from

welcome from all the fans. The ticket sale for
the big event is making good progress, and the
crowdest expectations.
promises to come up to everybody's highMax Graf, production head of the Graf
Films, left for Los Angeles last Wednesday to
arrange for the preparations of the continuity
for his next big film, to be made from Charles
Sherman's successful novel "The Wise Son."
Actual filming will start in San Francisco just
as soon as Mr. Graf can get the continuity
whipped into shape, and secure his production
staff and players.
Another motion picture producer, I. W. Irving, who made "Trapped," and "The Man
Higher exterior
Up," hasscenes
come for
to Sanhis Francisco
to shoot
some
next production.
He thinks the country about the Golden Gate
ideal for artistic and varied scenes.

Berthold Berger, general manager of the
Gerson Pictures Corporation, left for New
York on Sunday. While there Mr. Berger will
attend to several business matters, and probably close with a big releasing organization
who have offered to handle all the future output of the company. Their recently completed
series of five-reel melodramas starring Ora
Carew are doing well in the state right market, and the company still have Miss Carew
under contract.

O. G. Perry, manager of a chain of theatrical and moving picture houses in Australia arrived in San Francisco a few days ago from
Sydney, Australia. After a short stay here he
will visit the film world of Los Angeles, make
a trip north and return here for a longer stay.
Mr. Perry reports that his audiences in Australia are good natured, and will try anything
once, but that many films making big hits in
this country are flat failures in his, while others
not so successful here will run for months.

William Russell and Harry Wertheimer,
known to the screen as Harry Morrison are
again enjoying a holiday in San Francisco as
guests at the Plaza Hotel. The two race horses
bought
by "Bill"
the acquitting
Tanforan
racing season
are Russell
at Tia during
Juana and
themselves with credit.

Two films scored such big hits in local houses
last week that the managements have carried
them
for a broke
second allweek,
for "Black
at the over
Warfield
records
of that Oxen"
house
for its first week so is carried over, and "White
Tiger"
crook
play featuring
has
alsothebeen
retained
by popularPriscilla
demand.Dean
Of
the other leading houses "TJnder the Red Robe"
is in its last week at the Imperial, and "The
White Sister" at the Capitol starting its third
week with good business. Of the new openings
"The Light That Failed" at the California, divides honors with the Granada offering of "Lucretiaseller,
Lombard"
made infrom
Norris'
best
and shown
other Kathleen
cities under
the
title of "Flaming Passion."

Speaking of horses, the general public in San
Francisco are getting a bit tired of hearing of
the thirteen "baby stars" who are to grace the
Wampas Frolic, and welcome with real enthusiasm the announcement that Tom Mix, and
Tony are coming. Tony to arrive, padded,
steam-heated box car and all, and to grace the
Ball in person, where he is sure of a warm

The

Fantasy

Whether we agree that 192+ is promising
from a cinema standpoint, we must admit that
the producers themselves are promising enough.
From nearly every studio comes announcement
of big features to be made. It remains a fact,
however, that little or nothing has yet been
done toward actual work on what might be
termed productions of this character.
The Fairbanks picture will be completed first.
"The Thief of Bagdad," is an Arabian tale
based upon the poetic spirit of "Arabian
Knights' Entertainment." It is an oriental fairy
story for grown-ups, woven of the fantasy,
splendor and romance of the Far East.
If it be true that everyone builds air castles,
then Douglas is right in the premise upon
which dreams are made.
It is a story of fantastic imagery that shows
you the beautifully impossible picture of your
half conscious musings.
In explaining his venture into the field of
fantasv,
Fairbanks
says brave
— "Everyone
some timeDouglas
has dreamed
of some
deed forat
a beautiful princess in a strange land. 'The

of

Bagdad

kerr

crawford

Milton E. Hoffman, former general mai
of the Metro studios, and his wife came
San Francisco one day last week, on thei
turn from a voyage to Honolulu for rest
pleasure.
Blanche Mehaffey, advance guard of
thirteen "baby stars" who are to gract
Wampas Ball, arrived in San Francisco
week, and was met and entertained by le;
city officials. During her stay here she
semi-official guest of the city, and many
for her entertainment have been made, tc
low the motor trips, dinners and theatre
ties that she has already enjoyed.
Jesse D. Hampton, film producer of Los
geles, was among the guests at the St. Fr
for a few days last week.
Benny Leonard, champion lightweight I
of the world is the headliner at the Orp |
this week. He is offering a very clever <
ing act on the regular bill, and follows
matinee performance with a talk to the I
on "How to Reduce." On his arrival se
days before the opening he was met by V
Richie, who himself once wore the hono
the champion, and many other of the le;
lights of the local fight circles, who are al
ing to make Benny's stay in our midst as
as possible.
Laurence Hughes has been a guest a
Plaza Hotel the last week, completing arr:
ments for the making here in San Francis
a series of comedies and short films, by a
pany of which he is the head.
Pauline has
Lord,come
one back
of San
Francisco's
daughters
to her
native cityfa
opened on Sunday night as the star of Ei
O'Neill's famous prize play "Anna Chri
The play is one that has created perhap
greatest sensation of any play produced in
York and London in the last two seasonsj
Miss Lord in its title role gives one of the
outstanding performances ever seen. The
pany as it comes to the Alcazar Theatre
contains, besides Miss Lord, two other I
bers of its original Broadway cast, and
with a very warm reception here.

iarkin

By mark

Thief of Bagdad' takes you to the impossible are softened by the haze of fancy. Therti
♦ through which he passes on his journey t he
world
Fancy."
'The ofplot
of this play deals with a nimble citadel in the clouds, suggests the overwInK
thief who captures the love of a princess. Glo- ing effect of Dore's illustration of Dante.
rified by this love, he sets out to achieve worthiWhat ? will be the public reaction to this
ness, to establish his birthright. He learns duction
from the Priest of Wisdom that "Happiness
The same question was asked when Dii
must
earned."withHisadventure
journey carries
strangebe realms,
at everyhimturnto Hood was released. There Douglas we it
in the road; he crosses a sea of molten lava, for spectacle in a broad sense but in he
encounters in varied forms, travels on magic 'Thief of Bagdad" he has not only added a /*•
carpets, rides winged horses and even wears tic, fantastic touch but uses all the bean™
a Cloak of Invisibility.
symbolisms of allegory to point a frankly if
In the sets that Fairbanks has built he car- ituai theme.
ried out the idea of fantasy. The Bagdad he
At least, there is no doubt in Holly o&
has erected and which covers six acres is not
among the cognoscenti that this i- the most*
the Bagdad of Ali Baba but a Bagdad born of bitious
production that has yet been broU£ W
the fleeting visions that come when realities the screen.
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h more it has been my sad duty to obtain suddenly descended upon him, he was anxious Mrs. Holubar from the New York Life. This
I of death and for a man who for many to learn if it would be released.
I will deliver to her as soon as she returns from
Ihas lived in our midst. A man respected
At the time he applied for this insurance he the east.
l)ved
by
all
who
knew
him
—
Mr.
Alan
was in splendid condition — in fact
debated
Is r.
about taking additional insurance as he
That day at the hospital, I gave Mr. Holubar
he alreadv
Igave me his application for insurance carried quite a sum. However he finallv de- my word that 1 would see that the policy was
issued. As a result of that promise he was
I month of August, just before I left for
cided upon a good sized policy figuring
it content,
for he knew he could depend upon
was the best kind of savings account he that
could
N'ork,
but
as
he
was
busy
preparingforfora have, to say nothing of
the New York Life and he had my word that I
Iw picture we could not arrange
the
protection
and
nuwould look after his interests.
il examination before 1 left. The fact
merous other benefits it carried.
So there is a great satisfaction in my heart
p had not been examined worried me, for
I found him a wonderfully fine man to deal
|zed that he wanted to put the insurance with. Fair and square in every detail. He for having served this fine gentleman for I
know that the fact that he had created this
he as he had given me a check with the spoke tenderly of
and daughter and additional
estate for his loved ones, gave him
ation. I had him constantly on my mind, had them foremost hisin wife
his mind when making great
comfort in his last hours.
•graphed our cashier at the Los Angeles his plans. Several times I had occasion to go
asking him to see that the examination
to their home and it was such a happy home!
impleted as soon as possible. The latter
They had every
to be happy. His
f September he wired me that this had wife had become a reason
famous actress under his
Casts of the Week
lone.
directorship and he had made a big name for
himself
as her director. They had a beautiful
ji after this I returned home and before
|licy was issued, I was advised that Mr.
Universal Film Company
home,
a
sweethe little
daughter
whomworktheyon both
was just
starting
one '
ar was seriously ill at one of the hospitals adored and
Present
tat he had requested me to call,
picture of a series that he was to direct for
"THE
INHERITORS"
Metro,
pictures that promised to be the biggest
'as a great shock to me to find this man of
CAST:
his career.
>m I had talked such a short time ago —
t that time a vigorous, robust man — so
Mary Philbin Otto Hoffman
As I talked to him at the hospital I realized
11. I will never forget the hand clasp he was a very sick man, but every hope was Joseph J. Dowling James
Barrow*
De Witt0. Jennings
't me or the look of gratitude in his eyes, held out for his recovery. The following week William Haines
Freeman S. Wood
few moments alone repay me for the when 1 was notified of his death, I could not
have given to others who seem to think believe it until it was verified by his doctor.
am urging them to do something that And so this fine man, in the prime of life
•SWORDS & PLOWSHARES'
enefit me instead of them. It is such and apparently in the best of health was sudDirected by Emory Johnson
ies as these that force me on in this
denly stricken with a fatal illness. How unCAST
David Kirby
certain life is!
:or I have many such experiences in my
Mary
Carr
Cuyler Saplee
Rosemary
f memory.
GreyCooper
A short time ago I delivered the policy to (iloria
Richard Morris
Holubar knw that the policy had not Mrs. Holubar, a mute tribute of her husband's
Mark Fcnton
ssued as there had not been time since devotion and loving care. I now have in my
Carl Stockdale
imination and now that this illness had possession, a check of five figures, made out to Johnny
H. S. Hoosicr
Walker
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O'Malley,
Impressions of Pat O'Malley — and it is that
which I am attempting to set down on paper —
can best be summed up in two words "Irish"trouper.'*
They imagination
tell the whole
story. man"
Toand the
reader with
who
has,
perhaps,
seen
O'Malley
on
the
screen,
no
more need be said.
But in cold fact O'Malley is neither Irishman
nor trouper. He was born in this country —
Forest City, Pa. — in a little town in the Lackawanna Valley. He owns his home in Hollywood in which he has lived for quite a number
of years, quietly as a family man should, with
his wife and two daughters. He is never on
the road and hasn't been for years.
Yet he has all the essential characteristics
suggested to the imagination by the two words
I have used. He looks and feels the part.
Possibly the two years spent in Ireland making pictures with Sidney Olcott — impressionable years of early manhood — did their bit and
more towards strengthening the characteristics
suggested by his name. Much averse to the
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By C. S. DUNNING

the

Trouper
activities of the cinema actors the Irish country folk had their fears more easily quieted by
hose who spoke their brogue, wore their clothes,
told their stories and fought with them, as
Irishmen
O'Malley
Olcott forfound.
So
the two,tight.
leading
man andanddirector,
two
years lived the life of the people with whom
they were working. They carefully cultivated
a brogue; they bought and sold cattle; they
joined in the free-tor-alls; they went to the
fairs; they spent their earnings in the taverns
over a pot of ale.
"It was a grand life," says O'Malley. "I'l
like to return to it. I'd take the missus and the
kids along this time, of course, but —
like California.
You'veit,gotto
to "Well,
see it,Ireland's
to live there,
to get to know
appreciate its fascination. And the people are
people
after before
my ownhe heart."
For years
first walked in front of
a camera, just a month or two before he went
to Ireland, O'Malley lived the life of a
"trouper" — that strange creature who is to the
theatrical world what the "boomer" is to the

newspaper world. Beginning in early \i
hood he began an experience that led n
through all the diverse divisions of the si
business. Starting at the age of eight will
»tock company playing up and down the Lai
wanna Valley — he played juvenile role* <1
ing the show, walked wire between acts, 1
passed out handbills mornings — he junl
from circus and carnival to stock company
burlesque,
vaudeville
and "legitimate"
lions. Though
his mother
caught himproc
during the first few years and sent him 1
to school whenever she could, he was i
-oned trouper long before it came time
him to don long pants.
He settled down, of course, on his marr
to Lillian Wilkes, a vaudeville performer, :
his
fromoffW'and
in 1914.
rub return
the spots
a leopard,
make Butan you
Engi
man out of an Irishman nor make a tro
anything but a trouper. An Irishman may
in London or a trouper marry and settle d
but neither changes.
Nor has Pat O'Malley.

Fire"
s SureAlway
By EDITH
M. RYAN

IF ITS MADE OF LEATHER
WE HAVE IT
Anything
And If C0»
yd
are interestedin innovelties.
Indian apparel,
boy outfits or smart English Saddler
goods — we have it.

Continued from Page 13
ver. It was there that he learned about the
career offered the actor in motion pictures.

Hollyliumi) -Xnlu'ltH1550iLratlirr
Cnhuenjca5?lui
At
•hone »:tJ-.-5<is
Holly 7
LOCATION LU.VCHES

Since his residence in the film colony — he
came just three years ago — Mr. von Eltz has
played many leads supporting such stars as
Viola Dana. Betty Compson. May Allison,
Bebe Daniels and Lenorc Ulric, the latter in
his biggestby picture
the year who
"Tiger
Rose"
directed
Sidney ofFranklin,
is among
those directors full of praise for his work.
It would seem as if the young actor had
deserted his first love, the speaking stage.
Since coming to Hollywood, Mr. von Elez
between pictures had several seasons at the
Community theater where he played leads
as well as character roles. Only recently Instepped back again behind the foot lights in
"R. U. R." given at the Fine Arts theater
where he played one of the principal characterizations. Among pictures coming up in
addition to "Tiger Rose" which is showing
in the Fast and scoring for him everywhere,
arc "The Turmoil" and "Just Off Broadway," while a comedy drama that has won
excellent
him is "Lights
Out" thein
which he notices
plays for
in whimsical
manner,
scenario writer.
The present year promises much for this
actor who has won for himself through hard
work, natural ability and fine opportunities
a clean-cut technic and a charming art that
carry, no matter what role he plays the confidence of directors who want actors today
and who have passed the word along the
length and breadth of filmdom to other directors who know through repute that
Theodor von Eltz is always — "sure-fire"!

KWIK

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blv
See Sailing Wolf for that
RADIO SET
Pegeen Olcott whose recent arrival from the
east marks her second debut into picture circles.
MisstheOlcott's
workFilms
of several
with
Rellimio
as Mrs. months
Fenton agoin
"Heartstrings"
direction ofshe Louis
William Chainletunder
was the
so outstanding
was
immediately re-engaged by the same company
to portray the role of Shanghai Sal in "The
Yellow Stigma" which was directed by Colin
Campbell.
Under the tutelage of E. H. Sothern, Miss
Olcott received her early stage training in
Shakespearian repertoire. Proof of her genuine
talent and versatility was later shown when
she became a member of the Morosco Stock
Company.
The individuality and new personality which
she lends to her ingenue portrayals signify a
brilliant future for this screen artist.
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Frolic

T re li a been l ight smart of talk here
I in the papers here in San Francisco about
Hg the movies move ami some of the boys
liMthev might come up here on the bay.
HSantell, the director, in an interview said:
TMmovies could all fold up their tents like
iie jrab- and silently steal away over night,
ndKl sthem
right,could
coz get
that'soutabout
way
Hof
and athelotonly
of them
aflt anything to move anyway.
M the producers are arguing about the
Hjhen
there can
isn'tshoot
any on
use Market
for whenSt.,it'sanda
Hfog they
rhf it's a low fog they can get up above it
D Lvin Peaks and you can't depend on it
■Jiy for Max Graf did a picture called
Th Fog
and had
when tothey
it wasn't
her
and they
use needed
smoke it,
pots.
Most
f t| f»g is around Daly City whic is a blessng \ nobody wants to see that town anyway
BPi's
before you get
rbil is right
very appropriate
as ittoisthe
the cemeteries
last town
oolould ever want to see while you was on
B speaking of getting the Movies up here,
Hjent a committee to Los Angeles to call on
Hjoducers composed of the town marshal,
i cjple of politicians and some real estate
Hjnd forgot to send any one that could tell
^Babout pictures. So when the producers
H the real estate men if they was plenty
Ijlisriine
said, the
"Surepeninsula
they are and
widening
helighwavhedown
that
HI the producers coz the little strip of dirt
Hjide the road would be gone and the
tanvs wouldn't have no place to walk their
HJ. And they asked the politicians if they
Bjny place where they could rent Louise the

The

Foolishness

by earl

15th furniture and they said, "Sure, we got the
largest Auditorium this side of the Mississippi
river" and when they asked to town marshal
if it was a good place to make pictures he said,
"Gee we didn't come down to get the studios
away from Los Angeles, we only wanted to see
if you had your traffic cops mounted on roller
skates or if they stood under a wagon umbrella with a real estate sign on it." But if
you want good coffee we got a feller named
Coffee Dan that makes it swell and his eggs
don't bother you none sticking in the tin pans
for he gives you a little hammer to knock 'em
loose.
And this here Wampas committee got all
sore coz the city dads in L. A. wouldn't let
'em dance all night so they are coming up here
and take trade away from the Butcher Union's
Ball and I can't see why they travel 500 miles
to dance two hours longer when they could
put on the ball like a serial in episodes and get
in the same amount of dancing as they could
have episode No. 1 on Monday night and episode No. 2 on Tuesday night and Mix's horse
Tony couldn't stay up that late anyhow. And
they ain't treating us right anyway as they are
sending up a lot of these baby stars that they
can send on half tickets.
And we used to could say we had a lot of
boats for pictures but they are going to get out
an injunction against Frank Lloyd as he bought
everything that would float and shipped our
whole navy to San Pelro and the harbor commissioners are scared to death that he is going
to send it back. And now the town marshal
is sore as he has to meet all the trains and
can't
shineof up
badge
take
pictures
himhisand
the for
starstheyan want
dthe tobadge

Greatest

Tribute
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makes reflections in the picture.
But 1 don't think they will ever more up
here
because
they's
a bridge
Salinas that's
too low
for the
trucks
to get atunder.
It's going to make a lot of hard feelings and
is a interesting game to watch from the side
lines as Emmet Hayden, the supervisor, according to the
at three
this
morning
wasnewspapers
three pictures
aheado'clock
of Dan
O'Brien, the town marshal, but Dan feels encouraged as two of his pictures was in uniform
which kinda counter acts it, and the old fellow
that sells colored glasses on Market street is
good and sore already for every time Louis
Mayer or any one else comes up and tells us
how swell the weather is, the fog comes in
and it rains for three days and he can't sell
anyAnyspectacles.
way it ought to look like old home week
for every time an actor comes to San Francisco
they tell about how glad they are to get back
to their old home town and if they could only
hold 'em here it would be some village.
There is plenty of money here and it is
called the financial center of the Pacific coast
because
they don't let no one get a close up of
the money.
And it must be a good plice to make pictures
for Von Stroheim shot up here for nearly a year
and only lost three or four days on account of
bad weather and look what happened to him
in Los Angeles he's lost three months already
just cutting the picture.
It's going to be a good thing for every body
though and there is bound to be a crowd for
if the tickets don't go any faster they are going to give green trading stamps which are
good anyplace.

By george

of Syd. Chaplin. I consider him the foremost
comedian on the screen today."
Such comment from Nathan's truculent typewriter is certainly "praise from Caesar," and
makes especially notable the return to greasepaint of a truly great comedian. For Syd Chaplin IS a great comedian — we all remember his
sparkling characterizations in "A Dog's Life,"
"Shoulder Arms," and "The Pilgrim," a promise of genius which has been more than fulfilled in "The Rendezvous" and "Her Tem-

jaey Chaplin's permanent return to the
I, has brought him one of the most reble tributes ever paid to a film player,
e Jean Nathan, one of the leading draIcritics in this country, who has often exd a most pronounced antipathy to the
and all film people, has said the follow|"I am very much interested in the work

sibley

Husband."
"The porary
Rendezvous"
was a typically Russian,
morbid melodrama, in which Sydney Chaplin
supplied the comedy relief in the person of a
cockney "Tommy" who acted as a sort of guardian angel over the youthful heroine. Again
and again he extricated her from seemingly
unsurmountable dangers — and always in a
manner that brought a gasp of relief to the
Hento its risibilities.
and an appeal marked
audience
was a characterization
principally by
its grotesquerie. On the other hand, in "Her
Temporary Husband," the comedy nuances of
are of a more
Chaplin's
Syd.
delicate,
refined characterization
nature. In this story, he plays
an over-timid, middle-aged butler who is
forced into melodramatic situations in an attempt to help his impoverished master. While
all the other principal persons in the story are
anin wild pursuit of one
rushing madly aboutseveral
actually gory battles,
other, and during
who is
the apparently imperturbable butler,
really scared sick, manages to save the day
by pantomimically informing his
principally
of conspiracies directed against him.
master
In "The Galloping Fish," the Thomas II.
Ince production, in which Syd. Chaplin plays
the principal role, he gives another hnely-

landy

wrought portrayal. In fact, his work seems to
be as close to technical perfection as the comedian's art can possibly reach, and, incidentally,
he furnishes a convincing proof that genius
can reside in the souls of two members of the
same family — a related genius, it is true, but
with a different style of expression. Charlie
and Sydney Chaplin are both great comedians,
but each works in different ways, "his wonders
to perform." Originally, back in the days when
they were appearing at the London music hall*,
Syd was the older and the better known of tintwo. He had made quite a reputation for himself as a star comedian, in dialogue sketches
and as the leading mime in the famous Fred
Humming
Karno onpantomime,
known
this side of "The
the Atlantic
as "A Bird,''
Night
in an English Dance Hall." Charlie had been
engaged for the lead in a musical piece scheduled to open at the Oxford Music Hall; two
days
before
opening, he lost
voice complctcU — and theconsternation
andhisdespondency
ruled the Chaplin household. Karno came to
the rescue with an offer to Charlie to play the
pantomime role his brother was doing in London, in another, provincial comp.inv. Charlie
accepted with great joy; later this company
came to the Cnited States; Mack Scnnett saw
the troupe and. on his advice, Charlie was
signed
the screen by Kessel and Bauman —
the restforis history.

here, acted
arrived some
Later,ediesSyd
and directed
sooncom-he
more, inbuta few
found all his time taken up by the management of his brother's important business matters. Syd became the business man of the family; it was an easy step to enter other busineia
beso his screen
ventures andContinued
18
on Pageappearances
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Figures
That
Lie
By MARGUERITE COURTOT McKEE

Continued from Page 17
came spasmodic, few and far between. Many
great emotional strcs therefore comedy relief
of us, however, remember with glee his multi- was unnecessary and passed more or less into
When a woman lives a hurried life,
reel comedy, entitled "The Submarine Pirate." the discard. Comedy was limited to straightforward farce or built on situations, gags, or a ing from one tea to another, many di:
Strange quirks of fate had taken the great
frocks arc required.
Anticipating ti
comedian and made a business man of him, but personality tvpe. A comedian who created one creased
demand among women for t
manner
of
person
was
confined
to
creating
that
now Syd Chaplin has shown that he is definiteof distinct style, the coutour*
for years and years; all his psychology, gown
Paris have sent to Manhattan Islaiv
ly and permanently returning to his first love, person
all his motivations and actions were determined models that are offered in many deli
the grease paint. "The actor," he says, "can- by the outward appearance and the station in versions. My sister Juliette, who is
not also be a business man. The two temperaYork ami in touch with the fevered
ments, talents and outlooks are at distinct vari- life obviously that person's. My brother, Char- who play under the night lights, wrr
lie, is a case in point; he has been doomed to that the new type is more soft and
ance with each other. The actors is the subsubtle than anything in gowns th;
jective mind; he develops it at the expense of genteel poverty, with all its pathos, in every- and
one of his pictures. Vet Charlie is a great been seen so far. Chiffon, all chiffon
his objective mind, which becomes atrophied,
delicate and beautiful she writes.
as it were, and that is why the actor is a no- artist — one of the very greatest — but the versatility of true artistry has been forbidden him.
Have you seen the new rag doll ha
toriously bad business man. If he tries to com"The sreeen follows the stage in many ways, They are quite the rage now. They ■]
bine the two, his acting must suffer. Business
Frenchy looking, dressed in a quaint tlfil
interests inevitably prevent the mental and especially in the general trend of its offerings. frock with a chantilly lace cap on "erBI
spiritual relaxation necessary for inspirational, Hence the films found little use for comedy re- and her hands hold a bit oi knitting i|
lief; as on the speaking stage, comedy became needles. At her back the bouffant silk C 1
inventive introspection. The true actor cannot
ceals a bag that is designed to hold
stop working when he takes off his make-up, as confined to farce, slapstick and gags.
gown
or fresh negligee. The latest com
the business man can do, when he closes the
"Now, however, there is the dawn of a real is properly
so designated, for it is fll
door of his office for the evening. His subcon- renaissance. The actor who supplies the com- made to reproduce the lady herself, anSj
scious, subjective mind must keep at it all the
edy relief in the present-day picture, brings
It isisdressed
the owners
t'avo j
fashion and
in everyin detail
a statuette]
laughter that is not forced, not dependent on replica.
time and in that very fact lies his development
herself.
To
make
these
dolls
required*]
as an artist.
far-fetched gags, slapstick or the custard pie common skill and artistic ability, andH
school of thought. It is based on logical char- are consequently very expensive.
"For example, the best actor is not concerned
development, and thus in satisfying the
The boudoir cap. which began its VM
with the mechanics of his art while he is be- best inacter
the actor, it permits him to give that as a most unlovely article of apparel, j
fore the camera. He does things subconscious- best to the audience.
become a thing of beauty with decided J
ly, without too-detailed instructions from the
quality. Caps so labeled, are made]
"This is the type of part I hope to play tistic
director — otherwise, he becomes a mere autolace pleated on each side of a ribbon to ft]
henceforth.
It
permits
artistic
characterizaa
bandeau,
which ties at the back of J
maton and his perfoimance is stilted and untion through logical motivation and sequence head. A French flower may be tucked']
real.
in action; it does not strain the credulity of one
side. These are reasonable in
actor or the audience; it offers the chance
"Back in the old days, our theatrical enter- the
for
versatility
that
every
real
actor
wants.
Of
Others
may ofbe some
made picturesque
of silver orhead
go'.eat
in
the form
tainment was highly dramatic; consequently,
comedy relief was compulsory, to prevent the course, the straight comedy, the out-and-out Some of the prettiest styles are the pi
farce, we shall have with us always. They caps. Dutch, French. German, Russian
emotional fatigue of the audience. 1 remember
are staple entertainment and they have their Italian. These caps are worn upon Ot
the famous Surrey Theatre in London, owned
by the Conquest family, where they put on a place. Hut more and more, the straight drama occasions than in the boudoir.
thriller every week; but the big box-office at- will provide for comedy relief which will supply greater opportunity for the actor and some
Earrings
grow more interesting
and more fanciful:
traction, the outstanding interest in the shows,
exceedingly
ideas i
was the comedy character supplied by George. greater pleasure for the audience."
shown. One is of two rare bits of ami
Prepare
another
laurel
wreath,
size
sevenclear
and
almond
shaped,
in
each
of wl
Later, came the more polite 'parlor comedyis embedded an Egyptian scarab. Tr
drama,' if I may so designate it; there was no and-an-eighth, and deliver to Sydney Chaplin
two treasurers are fastened together b;
fine gold chain which is worn as a fit
lace.
FINIS
The
Return
of
Clift
By HARRY HAMMOND BEALL
After four and a half years in England, using American methods in making pictures on
the British Isles, Denison Clift will arrive in
the United States early next month. He will
come at once to Hollywood to start work under
a two year contract with William Fox.
Clift is one of the megaphone wielders who
climbed to that degree of prominence in the
cinema art via the typewriter route. He entered the film world about eight years ago after
much experience as a newspaper and magazine
writer and editor. Then William Fox made
him supervising editor at his west coast studios, in which capacity he was called upon to
finish up productions that other directors had
started.
His fame spread abroad and then came an
offer from a British syndicate to produce in
London. It meant an opportunity to work unrestricted, to try out experiments on his own
initiative and a chance to see the world.
Clift accepted and he is not sorry for ti has

been a wonderful four and a half years, but it
is going to be mighty good to get back to Hollywood he cables his waiting wife.
"This Freedom" from the novel by A. S. M.
Hutchinson,
"If Winter
Clift
believes
is hiseditor
best of
picture
so far. Comes,"
It is to have
a local premier this week. William Fox bought
it from the English producers for whom Clift
worked, paying $100,000 for the negative,
which is said to be the largest sum ever paid
for American rights to a British firm.
Clift will arrive in San Francisco on February 6 on the Tenyo Maru, having circled the
globe on his way home. He visited Egypt, India, Japan, China and other Oriental ports en
route using the $1000 honorarium or bonus,
with which his employers presented him on his
termination of his contract, as an expression of
their goodwill and pleasure over his work. All
Hollywood will rejoice, for when he was here
Clift was one of the most popular members of
the film colony.

DENISON CLIFT

12th, 1024
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About
■ h deep satisfaction I present for the contion and vote of the American people the
selected by the Jury as entitled to the
can Peace Award under the conditions.
Award brought forth 22,165 plans.
many of them were the composite work
anizations, universities, etc., a single plan
represented the views of hundreds or
nd> of individuals. There were also
ed several hundrd thousand of letters
, while they did not submit plans, sugin almost each instance a solution of the
problem.
• Jury had therefore before it an index
: true feeling and judgment of hundreds
Bands of American citizens. The plans
from every group in American life.
were obviously from life-long students
tory and international law. Some were
[persons who have studied little, but who
themselves seen and felt the horror of
\or who are even now living out its
Svever unlike, they almost ail express or
■ the same conviction: That this is the
(■for the nations of the earth to admit
lay that war is a crime and thus withdraw
hflgal and moral sanction t io I ing permited I it as a method of settling international
lifles. Thousands of plans show a deep
isfltion to have the United States take the
flfln a common agreement to brand war in
;^«ruth an "outlaw."
Tj plans shows a realization that no ade[ittj defense against this situation has thus
ar een dev ised ; and that no international
^Bas been developed to control it. They
ioflout that security of life and property is
■Went upon the abolition of war and
dHon of the manufacture of raiinn ms oi
fle of the plans labor with the problem of
aSng the hearts ot men and disposing them
o»ll peace and good will; some labor to
indl practicable means of dealing with the
tflnic causes of war; some labor with adUSH; racial animosities, with producing a
iKonception of nationalism, etc., etc.
T|ough the plans as a whole run these
MHant currents:
^|t, if war is honestly to be prevented,
henmust be a right-about-face on the part
if tj nations in their attitude toward it; and
Ml some progressive agreement the manuactle and purchase of the munitions of war
DIBpe limited or stopped.
Tit while no political mechanism alone will
IMD cooperation among the nations, there
nuAhe some machinery of cooperation if the
ivillji cooperate is to be made effective; that
nut tl counsel among the nations is the real
I'ipi or bringing about the disavowal of war
'y tj open avowal of its real causes and open
iincUion of them.
Filly, that there must be some means of
Itfiiig, recording, interpreting and developing |elaw of nations.
/ Tj Jury of Award unanimously selected the
plan iven below as the one which most closely
ftfltj;d several of (hese currents.
I T Honorable Elihu Root, chairman of the
VunJif Award, then prepared the following
lorvjrd-looking statement indicating that the
routjltioncounsel
cooperation
amongmaythe lead
naprovided and
in the
selected plan
10 'ljrealization of another — and not the least
Continued on Page 20
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WINNING PLAN— No 1469— Selected by Jurv of American Peace Aw a rd— Created by
EdwardMayW. Cooperate
Bok and with
Offering
the Best
Practicable
Plan by otWhich
States
Other$100,000
Nations,forLooking
Toward
the Prevention
War. the I'nited
Statement of Jury of Award
The Jury of Award realizes that there is nj one approach to world peace, and that it is
necessary to recognize not merely political but also psychological and economic factors. I he
only possible pathway to international agreement with reference to these complicated and difficult factors is through mutual counsel and cooperation which the plan selected contemplates
It is therefore the unanimous opinion of the Jury that of the 22,165 plans submitted. Plan Number 1469 is "the best practicable plan by which the United States may cooperate with other nations to achieve and preserve the peace of the world."
It is the unanimous hope of the Jury that the first fruit of the mutual counsel and cooperation among the nations which will result from the adoption of the plan selected will be a general prohibition of the manufacture and sale of all materials of war.
Elihu Root, Chairman
Ellen Fitz Pendleton
James Guthrie Harbord
Roscoe Pound
Edward M. House
William Allen White
Brand Whitlock
The Question to be Voted Upon
The substantial provisions which constitute the plan selected by the Jury of Award, and
upon which
the vote of the American people is asked, are hereby submitted by the Policy Committee as follows:
I. ENTER THE PERMANENT COURT
That the United States adhere to the Permanent Court of International Justice for the reaHughes and President Harding in February,
1923. sons and under the conditions stated by Secretary
OF NATIONS, WITHOUT. FULL MEMBERSHIP
II COOPERATE WITH THE LEAGUE
AT PRESENT
That without becoming a member of the League of Nations as at present constituted, the
United States Government should extend its present cooperation with the League and propose
in the work of its Assembly and Council under the following conditions and reserparticipation
vations :
Safeguarding -if Monroe Doctrine
1. The United States accepts the League of Nations as an instrument of mutual counsel, but it
political questions of policy or internal administrawill assume no obligation to interfere withte.
tion of any foreign sta
■
In uniting its efforts with those of other States for the preservation of peace and the
the
promotion of the common welfare, the United States insists upon the safeguarding ofindeMonroe Doctrine and does not abandon its traditional attitude concerning American
long established policy conpendence of the Old World and does not consent to submit its
American to the recommendation or decision of
purely
as
it
by
regarded
questions
cerning
other Powers.
A'o Military or Economic Force
2. The only kind of compulsion which nations cin freely engage to apply to each other in the
Peace is that which arises from conference, from moral judgment, from full pubname of'
licity, and from the power of public opinion.
The United States will assume no obligations under Article X in its present form, or
or in its amended form as now prounder Article XVI in its present form in the Covenant,
unless in any particular case Congress has authorized such action.
The United States proposes that Article X and XVI be either dropped altogether or so
posed
amended and changed as to eliminate any suggestion of a general agreement to use coercion
for obtaining conformity to the pledges of the Covenant.
A'o Obligations Under Versailles Treaty
3. The United States will accept no responsibilities under the Treaty of Versailles unless in any
particular case Congress has authorized such action.
League Open to All Nations
aps- The United States Government proposes that Article I of the Covenant be construed and selfany
to
assured
be
shall
League
the
to
adnrssion
that
so
redrafted,
necessarv,
if
plied or
Assembly. State that' wishes to join and that receives the favorable vote of two-thirds of the
governing
Development of International La<w
United States
wor'i and counsels of the League, the
5 As a condition of its participation in the
or obiain authority— to begin collaboration for
asks that the Assembly and Council consent—
the aid of a
the revision and development of international law, employing for this purpose existing
rules
be directed to formulate anew
commission of jurists. This Commission would
hiihrrto inadequately
of the law of nations, to reconcile divergent opinion-, to consider points
provided for but vital to the maintenance of international justice, and in general tobedefine
preof the ( ommission would
the social rights and duties of States. The recommendations
proper form for c msidcra.ion. to the Assembly as to a recommendin
time,
to
time
from
sented
ing if not a law-making body.
After Referendum
Author s Name Not to He Revealed Until
the ! Policj ( ommil ee.
In order that the vote mnv be taken solely upon the merits of the plan, ol
.he plan until after
Bok, has decided no, to disclose the authorship
Mr.
of
e
acouiescenc
the
with
the
of .he author is unknown to the member, of
,he referendum, or early in February. The identity one
delegated member.
except
ury of Award and the Policy Committee,
The Policy Committee
Iohn w. Dav.s
vnJrs- £ctbn Rf» Roosevelt
;n l>.
^M. Frank.Stimsok
nd on
Lear N ed Ha
' »«*
W......AM H. Johnst
VI
S To y
fc.
Mf.l.VII.I.E
Esther
Everett
la
^
PE
FSTHER FvFRFTT LA
|(,
Jr.
Buss.
N.
«"«.«»
(
r
i.e
Nathan L. Mi'
Treasurer
Mrs. Gifford P.nchot
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Inyfte RByour
United Producers & Distributors
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Philosophy

Peace

MOVIES

MOVE

and Shine

nServiee'

/fottywodGeneral
767-2 - SAMUEL
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Trucking
and Hauling

HOWARD

POLITICS
By Eric Mayne
The Science of Politics is the intelligent comprehension of our position, and our responsibility as the subjects of a great nation.

GAYE

The Science of Politics is the Science of regulating a Nation for the preservation of its
Safety, Peace and Prosperity.
MARY

Theodore Roosevelt tells us — "Practical politics must not be construed to mean dirty politics. The most practical of all politicians is
the politician who is clean, and decent, and

RUBY

Ingenue
Theodore Roosevelt was a practical polihonest."
tician. He practiced what he preached.

594-774

DONNA

The true politician puts the good of the people before party; the purity of principle before
policy; the value of honour before office; and
the resolute march of progress before power.

HALE

II intelligent and responsible people neglect
the politics of a country, it is bad for the
country and worse for the people.

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

When men realize their responsibility as men
to their nation then law making will be put
on a different basis.

HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit, Universal
In preparation "An Old Man's Darling." Recent releases, "The Thrill
Girl," "Gossip," "Crossed Wires,"
Town Scandal," "The Untameable,"
"The Wild Party."

'Where

all

good

Then men will understand that nothing can
be politically right, which is not morally right
Many a politician has buried his patriotism
in his political party.
Constant distrust seems to be the only road
to political safety.
Nations that should, at the present time, be
constructing and developing their countries
are spending all their energy and money in
fighting over which party shall do the reconstructing and who shall lead the party.

film folk

together."
NEW HNCAFE
JO 'S
6382 Hollywood Blvd.
Visit the Beautiful
GLEN ELLEN TEA ROOM
We specialize in a 85 cent dinner
BiSO — 8 i>. m.
Phone Holly B1S0
Special
I'nrtloM 1686 Cherokee Air..
bment.
y Arrangeiicnr Holly » oil Blvil.

Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOVVI
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ave., at Sama Monica Bltd.

get

In the flood of political talk, great principles
are being washed away.
From incompetent and bungling politicians,
Good Lord, deliver all nations.

Mutual

the

Award

Continued from Page 19
important — of the dominant desires of
American public as expressed in the plans:
"// is the unanimous hope of the Jury
the first fruit of the mutual counsel
cooperation among the nations ixhich
result from the adoption of the plan sell
•will be a general prohibition of the m
facture and sale of all materials of i
The purpose of the American Peace A\
is thus fulfilled: To reflect in a practit
plan the dominating national sentiment a;
pressed by the large cross-section of the At
can public taking part in the Award.
I therefore commend the winning plat
unanimously selected by the Jury of Av
:ind Mr. Root's statement of the first obje
be attained by the counsel and cooper
provided in the plan, to the interest
the widest possible vote of the American p«
EDWARD W. B(
January, 1924.
THE PLAN IN BRIEF
Proposes
I. That the United States shall immed
enter the Permanent Court of Internal
Justice, under the conditions stated by i
tary Hughes and President Harding in
ruary,
1923. without becoming a member i
II. That
League
Nations
at present
constitute'
United of
States
shallasoffer
to extend
its p
cooperation with the League and particip:
the work of the League as a body of n
COUMel
under moral
conditions
1. Substitute
forcewhich
and public 0|
for the military and economic force, o-1
ally implied in Articles X and XVI,
2. Safeguard the Monroe Doctrine.
3. Accept the fact that the United State
assume no obligations under the Tre:
Versailles except by Act of Congress.
4. Propose that membership in the L
should be opened to all nations.
5 Provide for the continuing developmi
international law.
"CAMERA!" Hollywood, Calif.
Do you approve the winning plan
in substance f
(Put an X inside the proper box.)
Name
—
Please print.
Address
"9"
City
State....
Are you a voter?
-Jr
Mail promptly to
THE AMERICAN PEACE AW AH
342 Madison Avenue, New York C
If you wish to express a fuller opinioi
please write to the American Peace .

Booking

Service

A booking service designed primarily for the use of producers ar
motion picture people.
o'clock.
Appointments received from nine to eleven and from two to fo
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BIG— NO BIT TOO

1096 North Western Ave.
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Announcement

The

TERRY

& WHEELER

PRODUCTIONS

now

have under long term contract

BILLY
320 pounds
ACORD,

MOON

of laughs and joy, supported

by EDNA

MAE

in a series of six, five-reel comedy-dramas.

Officers of the organization art :
WILLIAM GRAHAM
CLYDE W. BARRETT
CLIFFORD SLATER WHEELER
RAYMOND D. TERRY
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H.
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Producing
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GEORGE
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6318

Hollywood
Phone

World
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439-869

Manager

UNO

We

have been successful distributors of

state right productions for twelve years.|
We are qualified to handle your distribution
problem !
Stein & Bilchik, Certified Public Accountants, and
our fiscal agents, will handle all accounts, statements*
and moneys for the producer, assuring — no juggling!

FOREIGN
RESEARCH
PHOTOGRAPHS

We feel obligated for our own safety's sake to help
keep you in business!
We deserve your consideration!

ASSOCIATE CORRESPONDENTS
ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES

*
300-301
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Phone 438-761
*
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Reputable Pictures Corporation
220 West 42nd Street
New York City
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After Charter Closes $50.00
Many of the celebrities of filmland are
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Don't delay. You will be glad to be a
member.
J.

J.

Exclusive Service to Particular Players
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Southern California Headquarters
4532 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
Telephone 598-030
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filmdom
bitter
NEW

Number 40
arises

shuler

COLOR

N OF FRIESE-GREENE,
NOTED
BRITISH CINEMA
INVENTOR,
HAS NEW
COLOR
PROCESS
n announcement of importance young, it is said to mark an adthe British film industry, as well
vance on any color films yet dein the world of film art and
veloped. The colors are soft and
ence, was made the other day, natural in tone, and there are
was hailed as a distinct ad- stereoscopic values which, the inventor declares, will be still more
ceinent in cinematography,
hat Mr. Claude Friese-Greene emphasized as his experimentadeveloped an entirely new
tions proceed. Friese-Greene has
or film process of remarkable made wide research in working
istic and scientific possibilities out his process, and has studied
s the news which created great exhaustively the scientific and arterest in London film circles.
istic aspects of light rays and color
dditional interest attaches to luminosity.
s invention by reason of the
The story of this invention reads
that its creator is the son of like
a romance. Millions have
inventor of cinematography,
science of cinlate Mr. W. Friese-Greene, been made through
ematography conceived by the late
delv known as the "Father of Mr. Friese-Greene, but the inventFilm," whose death, two years
or himself, after more than a quaro, revived much comment on the
ter of a century of devoted effort,
hievements of this pioneer in
face of every discourageemetographic invention. Mr. in the ment,
died without having reiese-Greene's funeral on May
ceived financial reward for his
th, 1921, was an impressive pub- great gift to the millions of the
ceremony conducted by leading
find pleasure, recreambers of the British film indus- worldtionwho
and education in the cinema
The son of the originator of theatres in many countries today.
At the time of the inventor's death
ematography
has now come
ard
with an invention
whichfor-is this statement was printed:
pected to advance the art and
"On June 21st, 1889, Mr. Frieseience of cinematography along Greene made provisional application for a world's patent for the
any lines. Mr. Claude Friesereene is only 25 years of age, but first cinematographic machine, and
s already had much experience on Mav 10th, 1890 was granted
the field of film science, and has patent No. 10,301. That patent
en experimenting with color cin- stands pre-eminent. Mr. Frieseatography since he was in his Greene's first motion picture was
ens.
a street scene taken at Hyde Park
There have been a number of Corner. He also was the first to
lor film processes invented, but invent the perforated edges in the
e development of color films that film. Before he brought out celluloid, he first used paper dipped in
ould be both artistic and comercially practicable has been oil to make it transparent. He
aught with many difficulties. kept on inventing improvements,
new invention is declared by
£20,000 on the work."
hnical authorities to be entirely andYet,spent
in spite of his great invenccessful from artistic standpoints
tion, the elder Mr. Friese-Greene
nd to have the great advantage was never rewarded for his genius, and never, in fact, recovered
f being based on a process by
hich positive prints can be made the fortune he spent in developing
graphic process.
his
cinemato
9 easily and quickly as black-andhite films, tinted, and at a price
As
the
Mr. Friesehat makes the commercial success Greene grewyounger
from youth to manhood, he observed the trials of his
>f the films a certainty. The economy of the manufacture of the father and realized the tragedy of
ilms places them within the reach his failure to profit financially
if every exhibitor, and the films from his invention, but the young
'ire projected by the ordinary man was not deterred by this
pquipment.
from his ambition
prospectsomething
to contribute
of value
| Although the process is still gloomy

FILMPAPER

to

attack!

CINEMATOGRAPHY
Film Folk Pledge Aid
in Fight for Truth

Close upon the heels of the >>tinging denunciation of the motion picture people published a fortnight
ago by Bob Shuler, Los Angeles
reformist, and the subsequent defi
hurled by "Camera!" and Filmograph, the two leading Hollywood
film papers, come scores of messages from people in various
branches of the industry endorsing
the defensive measures adopted by
the two publications, and pledging,
support to the campaign to be
waged to secure justice and a public apology from Shuler. The
unanimous opinion is that Filmdom has been subjected to abuse
An alert and dynamic factor in
most incident
of the folk
rethe application of tried and true too long
fer to theandShuler
as the
.
business prim ipies to studio man- "last straw."
agement, and therefore an outTentative arrangements are now
standing figure in the progression
beof the cinema art as a whole, is under tween
conferencetarget
wayFred for
Niblo,a nominal
M. C. Levee, head of the United
editor
Lykke.
Studios, which is just bringing to of the tirade, Chris
conclusion the first phase of an of Filmograph and Fred W. Fox.
elaborate expansion plan designed editor of "Camera! " to propound
to meet the needs of the industry ways and means to insure the hill
success of the program. Thifor many years to come. It is on meeting
will probably be held the
men of this kind that Filmdom cenand full detailsin
ters its hopes for the establishment first of the week will
be given
of the motion picture industry of the conference
next
week's
issues
of the papers.
prominently in the foreground of
the commercial, industrial and artistic activities of our country.
Sunshine Sammy, one of Hal
He represents the caliber of man Roach's much boleved 'lil rascals
<we
have
needed
a
mighty
long
time.
of "Our Gang" fame sprung a
good one when he met big Billy
Moon, Hollywood's new 320 pound
producer.
to the science originated by his laugh
Said Sunshine, sheltering hit
father.
sixty-odd pounds 'neath the rotund
been con- Hilly Moon's " balcony"— "Y oucalled
sure
For some time, he hasbased
upon
am lucky, man, that they all
ducting experiments
values
his original views of light
Moon and me Sunshine,
you Billy
if they
had some
called fool
you press
Sunand color combinations, which 'cause shine
Moon and
have now resulted in the process
he has developed. It was only a
a story
viewing' that 320
pounds'boutof 'interMoon
agent sprung
short time after his father'- death Shine — Oh! I.awdy man, what a
that the young inventor discovered
theories
the method by whichin his
a practical riot they would be."
could be embodied
Pat O'Malley, leading man for
means of projecting color in motion pictures on the screen.
Taylor in "Happiness,"
f.aurette
A company has been organized will spend a month in Ireland next
to handle this invention, and an summer.
ambitious program has been map<>'
Mil er'
by daught
Pat, aciomp
his two
ped out for making the most of M alley
and anted
a" and "Little l.ady Eileen."
reene's color film process. "Sheil
Friese-G
parent'
his
of
home
the
visit
will
Offices have been opened by the
take his first rest in years,
Company at 17. Shaftesbury Ave., and
London.
among his countrymen.
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Matiesen

Wears
Togs of Thu\
A thief's costume worn by 01 J|
Matiesen, now playing an impo m
ant role in "The Glorious Tom(| I
row" at the I.asky studio, was orl I
worn by Frederic "Crafty" V«| I
siston, celebratedk German cro< f
Vensiston, single-handed, pull) I
several famous robberies in El I
rope and was finally executed il I
his misdeeds.
At the time of the executiil
Matiesen \\ a - preparing a wai ,
robe for a crook role in which I I
was cast on a European sta I i
Perceiving the advantage of i| I
real thief's costume for his pal I
he persuaded the authorities I'
give him
Vensiston's
made
his first
distinct clothes,
stage hit
the part and kept the costume I ■
a memoir.
When George Melford, prod
ing
Glorious
Tomorro\
was "The
told about
the garments,
requested that Matiesen wi
them in this picture.
King Baggot has no thront, •
this week he has a castle.
Baggot, not named King beca
of any aspirations to royalty,
afterbeen
his reigning
mother's over
maidenthe nailo
has
subjects in his company in
mammoth castle sets built on i
duction
plant. at the "Big U" f
of the stages
"Finished"

Mary Pickford has finished "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" and is now aiding in the editing. The
premiere of this film will take place in Ne<w York about March 1st and. of course, she will he there with
Doug, following which they will leave on an extended tour of Europe, including in their itinerary those
points of interest in England, France, Belgium, Denmark. Sweden, Norway and other countries that they
were, forced to pass up during their last trip owing to scarcity of time.
DIRECTOR
SAYS TALKING
FILMS
WILL REFINE SCRIPTS;
NEW
SCHOOL
OF WRITERS
ous change before the talking
Talking motion pictures can not
be practical until the art of scena- movies can be practical."
rio writing is reduced to a science
Melford asserts his belief that
even more exact than the technic
the
coming of the "conversational
of legitimate stageplay writing, is
movies" will result in an entirely
the opinion of George Melford.
new and far more efficient school
Scenarios, as they are now writ- of scenario writers within the film
ten, are rudely constructed affairs, industry. These new writers, he
declares Melford. Seldom, if ever, thinks, will be the students with
is a completed picture similar to years of training in both the techthe original working script. Writ- screen. nique of the stage and of the
ers, technical supervisors, directors, cutters, titlers and editors
habitually make changes while the
<von Eltz has entered
photoplays are in course of pro- 1924Theodore
with a bang, for this capable
duction. In addition, individual
changes are quite often made by actor is now negotiating a role in
theaterriousmanagers
or censors in va- Cecil* De Mille's "Triumph" and
locales.
is also signed for Herbert Brenon's production "The Breaking
"Talking motion pictures must Point,"
both for Paramount. He
be continuous in action to be suc- will commence
second picture
cessful, just as the stage play is. at the end of thetheweek
will of
The scenario must be letter-per- necessity be doubling up and
in the two
fect, for there can be no changes
after action and conversation have productions.
Mr. <von Eltz has been in the
been recorded together. The present inferiority of photoplay con- film colony three years and has
tinuities must undergo a tremend- done consistently fine work.

Statesmen

Witness

Griffith Filming
Two former ambassadors and a
former secretary of the treasury
were among a party of distinguished guests who recently
watched the filming of several
scenes for "America," the screen
epic of the Revolution which D.
W. Griffith is making for the D.
A. R. at his Mamaroneck studios.
Dr. Charles R. Crane, former
minister to China, Richard Crane,
former minister to Jugo-Slavia,
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Houston, the
former one-time secretary of the
treasury, Sir Percy Sykes of London, Eng., Mrs. Leatherbee of
Westover, Va., and D. M. Brodie
were among a notable group
which watched Lionel Barrymore
and Carol Dempster, Griffiths
leading woman, enact some of the
more
film. stirring scenes for the new
The Crane family owns the famous Westover estate on the James
River, in Virginia, where Griffitn
"shot" a number of Revolutionary
scenes for "America," using prominent Southern society women and
Revolutionary
descendants as extra people.

Actor

Achieves Go
There came to the director
of those inspirations which cc
only to directors, — an inspiraf
he eagerly clutched to his bos
because it called for a bit of bi
ness not in the script. To fu
the inspiration a young actor
needed. There were 33 alle
such on the set, and to avoid hi
ing up the company while an ai
of recognized ability could
called, the big-hearted dire
chose from among those preset
young man whose ambitions t
ered high above his ability,
bit of business which the dire
visioned called for the very de
erate vamping of the less del
Ia very
.1beautiful
bloi
—specie
none byother
than
our statue
Gertrude Astor. To her chal
the young man was to respt
nobly, if not violently. A dc
times he tried — (it was his "g
moment" and he realized it)the cameraman carelessly gro
out several magazines of i
Realizing the hopelessness of
K.'d effort,
the scene.
ther
the b. h. d. finally
Utterly oblivious of the btl
eye
castmoments
upon himlater
by the
the direilfl
a few
aspipand perspiring youth spoke to M»
Astor.
"Your work was marvelou«,'Mjl
said. "Do you think, Miss AMI
that I may hope to become a y
Thereartist?"
was nothing vampishn
ished
the
look that Miss Astor bestoW
upon him as she replied: "jp
If I correctly understood whatf*
director just told his assinK
your hope is realized."
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PaKc .?

NO

Is soon as Blanche Sweet com\es her engagement with
pmas Ince she will spend a
rk at winter sports in NorthCalifornia mountains. At
it, that is the ambition of the
\ular star ivho is hoping to do
\e bob-sledding and skating bete she starts her characteriza\I her
of "Tess
of the
D'Ubervilles"
husband,
Marshall
Neilan.
hn't Harp on
J Heroes, Admonition of Lewis
ialph Lewis says no actor
Juld play a hero too long with| changing his pace. Lewis says
lis never going to play a hero
ye than two times in succession
ijthe future, and would prefer|y enact a role where the chartrization is rather unsympajtic than otherwise. He states
at his role of the dogmatic StoneIn in Griffith's "Birth of a Nail" and the grasping miser in
lie Conquering Power" have
lied much longer in the memory
I theatre-goers than any of the
Itimental hero roles he ever enled.
weetie Will Call
on Imprisoned

Joe

iven as confined criminals of
human type have sweethearts
ne to visit them in prison and
nd them good things to eat
ough the iron bars, so is Joe
irtin, the Universal orang oulg, who became too vicious to
, to have his days of duress in
cage at the winter quarters of
Barnes' circus at Culver City
ide brighter.
Mary, the prize chimpanzee of
elig Zoo, who was always a
eat admirer of Joe's histrionic
omess, although herself no mean
llian Thespian, is to be taken to
II on the incarcerated Mr. Mari, and Col. Selig has ordered his
rchasing agent to see to it that
ary has a goodly supply of coanuts to bear as prison gifts to
e orang outang life termer.

LOCATION
CURRENT

TRIPS ON
COOGAN
FILM;
L. A. UNSUITABLE
The topography of Los Angeles ments of the story. More than
and vicinity, for the first time in three hundred scenes have been
film history, fails to offer suitable written into the script, all of which
locations for a film production. will be filmed on the studio
Scouts sent out by Jack Coogan. grounds.
"A Boy of Flanders," with its
senior, to "spot" locations for tender
theme of love, service and
Jackie's new picture, "A Boy of ambition,
is one of the immortal
Flanders," returned after weeks
of exhaustive exploration which little classics of child fiction, and
included practically every foot of promises to be Jackie Coogan's
California soil, but nowhere could most
quaint and delightful picture
they find country similar to that of to date.
Flanders. The cities and countryside of the low flat Flemish variety Looks Rather Bad
provide the locale of Jackie's adaptation of Ouida's child classic, "A
for the Boys, Tho
Dog of Flanders." The entire acKatherine Grant, popular wintion of the play takes place in and
ner of a recent Los Angeles beauabout St. Agnetin, a small Flemty contest, now playing a promiish village, and Antwerp, which
at one time was larger than Lonnent role in George Archainbaud's
don, and famed as a clearing new production, "The Plunderer,"
has
started
something now on the
house of precious gems and as the Fox lot. Miss
Grant, as talented
center for art and artists.
is beautiful, disliked waitSo Jackie Coogan and his com- as she
ing between scenes, so decided to
pany will not be obliged to go outside the confines of the big Metro capitalize on the spare time. Accordingly, she organized a readstudios in Hollywood for any
ing class comprised of the girk
scenes in the picture. Antwerp
has been transplanted to Holly- working in "The Plunderer." The\
wood— dykes, canals, windmills are now reading Harrie's "Quality
and all of the other picturesque Street." Each role is assigned to a
objects that adorn the Flemish person and the play is carried on.
Miss Grant's
reading class has
countryside have been faithfully proved
a big hit
constructed to meet the requireLearn to Let 'Em Kid
You, Says Hersholt
Jean Hersholt who is now playing one of the principal supporting roles with Constance Talmadge in "The Goldfish," had his
first stage experience in Denmark
where for several seasons he was
one of the best-known leading men
on the Danish stage.
Hersholt says that he European
films can never compete with
American screen dramas if for no
other reason than the failure of
the European artists to properly
understand and appreciate the
American sense of humor.
Almost every European actor
devotes hour after hour attemptingcanto sense
so comprehend
the he
Ameriof humor that
can
put it into his acting. But the more
he attempts to learn it in Europe
the worse off he seems to be.
Hersholt says it took him at least
two years after he came to America to get onto the American habit
of kidding. Until the time comes
when a foreign actor can have
or three years in Americantwo
made pictures or spend the same
amount of time on the American
stage, there will never be any fear
of foreign countries rivaling
as the big film producAmerica
tion center.
Blanche Sweet's "California
Top" hairdress is becoming popumovie fanettes throughlar
out theamong
country.
The frizz-top effect which has
been pictured in the newspapers
has come into vogue among many
of Miss Sweet's followers, accordactress. ing to letters received by the

GowUmd Home in
l*dtli of Uracil Fire
Gibson Gowlaml, who play
McTeaguc in Erich von Stroheim's
tioldwynlostproduction
of "Greed,"
nearly
his life and
valuable
p; rsonal property in the recent
fire 'hat burned a large part of
Ocean Park. Gowland lives on
the edge of the district that was
destroyed in the conflagration.
When the fire broke out he first
took his son to a safety zone.
He then returned to his dwelling
and began moving the most valuable pieces in his collection of art
and curios, which he had gathered
during years of travel all over the
world. Automobiles could not approach the raging flames as near
as his house is, so the actor attempted to carry by hand as many
pieces as he could.
While he was thus engaged a
call for volunteers went out, to
assist in rescuing some invalids.
He ceased attempting to save hi*
own stuff and turned to the other
work. Working frantically in the
smoke-filled street, he narrowly
escaped
hit byfirethechief.
automobile of abeing
speeding
Owing to the direction of the
wind (iowland's place of living
was not destroyed by the flames.
The outside was scorched, however.

"MAGNOLIA"
TEACHES
LANDIS MANY
NEW THINGS;
LEARNS
ABOUT
GENTLEMEN
Cullen Landis confesses that
Ernest —it'sIfbecause
a man heinsults
thinks yo'
he
there is always something more to 'honuh'
learn in pictures. Never has the can kill you if you resent it. Well,
young actor, who is male lead in then, what is it he insults?
Cullen — It's my character, I
the James Cruze production "Magnolia" now being filmed at the
Lasky Studios for Paramount
— Nothing of the kind.
learned more than in this produc- It'sErnest
tion. With charming naivette he guess.yo' ability to kill him.
Cullen graduated this week from
has handed himself over to wholethe Jackson school of the southern
sale instruction and with aptitude code
was seen returning to
he has learned to fight, to do a the oldandhome
after a seven years
little killing and shuffle the cards
driving ahead of him anand win the stakes! His teacher absence other
southern gentleman attired
is Ernest Torrence and his in- in feminine toggery. The usual
struction has been most complete.
wardrobe had been left on the
As "Tom Rumford" in -"Mag- gaming table, it was said!
nolia" Cullen has been cast out by
his family
he doesn't
measure
up tobecause
the standards
of a
southern gentleman. So he enters Anna Q. Not Cut
the gambling den of General
Out for Milkmaid
Jackson (Ernest Torrence) and
Anna Q. Nilsson attempted milklearns pronto that all there is
ing the family cow yesterday
about being a gentleman is to move
first and move right. Putting into morning, down on the old farm —
the dialogue that is falling from oh, yes, Anna i- now on the farm,
the lips of these two who have with an R. F. I), address 'n'everymanv scenes together the curious thing. Says it rather hurries her
to getto do
through
at the chores,
studio butin
minded, always intent on learnthe evening
can add this time
more
ing
something
Anna
Q.
is
strenuous,
any
way,
to his knowledge.
Cullen—
Men
fight
for
their
so she doesn't mind. The milkhonor, they say.
ing attempt covered her with glorv
Ernest — They can afford to when — and with milk, and now she's
looking for one of these automatic
thev figger they can win.
Cullen — I've heard they fight milkers, or whatever they call
sometimes because they are game. them. She doesn't have so far to
Ernest — What is a game man? go to work, now, as she is through
Walton
with Richard
He's a man that keeps on fightin' "Flowing
Gold" and
engagedTully's
upon
out he
found What
hasn'thyup.
becausewin.he Look
can't
is
"Broadway After Dark," at Warhonuh ?
ner Bros. She says it's moreaftera
VciltUrl Boulevard
case of
Cullen — It's something they say dark,
however.
I (I irl n't have.
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Pulse

of
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Studios
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Starting Monday,
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You can help by reporting any error in Pulse to Editor,Progress
439-869
Type
Scenarist
Drexel 427
BRONX STUDIO. 1 745 Glendale Blvd. Kenneth Bishop. Genl Mgr.
Preparing
Willey Productions.
•North of Fifty"
Fred Reel
All-Star Zerr
Meeker
Rred Reel
593-57
Preparing
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
J. S. Moorehouse
Fred Caldwell
Muriel Reynolds
Hollister Ray Rounsaville
Preparing
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
I 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Chas. Chaplin
Charles Chaplin
Wilson-Totheroh
Sutherland "Chuck" Reisner Feature Comedy
Kdit ing
Holly 310
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
3rd
Week
Scott Sidney
Dorothy Devore
Peterson -Garnett Clemens
2-Reel Comedy
432Archie Mayo
Bobby Vernon
Nagy- Phillips
Staff
Comedy
Harry Beaudine
Jimmie Adams
2-Reel Comedy
Drexel 2 I 1
CHARLES RAY STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. A. A. Kidder, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
Preparing
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
2-Reel Comedy
Preparing
Bull Montana
"Desert Rose"
Hunt Stromberg
Harry Cart y
Butterfly Comedies.
1st Week
2-Reel Comedies
Sherwood MacDonald All-Star John Thompson
Art Hilton
43I-15!
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
1st Week
Independent
Picturs
Corporation.
Jesse
Goldburg,
Pres. Mack
& Gen'l
Mgr.
J. P. McGowan
Franklyn Farnum J.Walter
Griffin
V. Wright
"The Gight with Fate"
Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Cameraman
Ass't Director
Star

FINE ARTS STUDIOS. 4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Staff
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Comedy
Staff
Al. Ray
All-Star McGill
Comedy
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
P. Hibbard Lloyd Hamilton Corby
Staff
FOX STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave. Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Seiler Carruth
Chimpanzees R. Tennant Mark Sanderich Staff
Comedies
Tom Ruckinham
All-Star Sid Wagner Kingling Carter
"The Arizona Express"
John Ford
All-Star SchneidermaB Ed. O'Ferna
Geo. Archainbaud All-Star Jules Cronjager Hollingshead
"The Plunderer"
Wm. Wellman
Chas. Jones Joe August Horace Hough
"Vagabond Trail"
Jack Blystone
Tom Mix
Dan Clark Eugene Forde
"Mixed Manners"
Edmund Mortimer John Gilbert G. O. Post
Walter Mayo
"The Apache"
GARSON STUDIO.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Benny Zeidman Productions.
GRAND
Monty Banks STUDIO.
Productions. 1438 Gower St. Sam"! Bischoff,
R. Wm. Neill All-Star
Josef
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beachwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
Al. Neitz
Wm. Fairbanks
Roland Price
Ralph
Al. Neitz
Wm. Fairbanks
Roland Price
Ralph
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting.
Rupert Hughes
All-Star John Mescall
Tiffany Productions.
Robt. Leonard
Mae Murray Ollie Marsh

Gen. Mgr.
Von Sternberg

"Once In a Blue Moon'

Dietrich
Dietrich

Culver City
Albert
Kelly
M. K. Wilson
David Todd

"Bread In the Bone"
"The Texas Ranger"
Rupert Hughes

"True as Steel"
Feature Drama

"Mademoiselle Midnight'
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom. Gen. Mgr.
Harold Lloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
Finis Fox Productions. — R. R. Beatty, Bus. Mgr.
Priscilla
Moran Productions.
— O.Moran
M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
Priscilla
Wm. Brush Productions.
Bertram Bracken All-Star G. Pollock John Prince
"Water Babies"
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner
ProductionsJackIndependent
release).
1442 Beachwood Drive.
Al. Neitz
Perrin
"Wild and Woolly"
Al. Neitz
Sanford Productions.
F. S. Mattison
Mattison
G. Ertl
"The Ragged Robin"
Kinemart Productions.
B. Schrader, Casting.
1442 Beachwood Drive.
INCE STUDIO.
H orace Williams, Casting. Clark W.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
John
Griffith
Wray All-Star
Henry Sharp
Buddy
Lambert
Hillyer
AU-Star
Lester
Regal Pictures, Inc.
Wm. Beaudine
All-Star Ray June
Tenny

Thomas, Gen. Mgr.

Culver City

598-16
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Holly 300J
Schedule
nth Week
4th
3rd Week
4th Week
2nd
Week
2nd Week

,1 00*! ar

DrHolly 016j
1st Week
Editing
Holly 269
Preparing
0th Week
Preparing
4th Week

761-71

Holly 14
Preparing
Preparing
1st Week
2nd Week

Ericksen
C. Gardner
Rules'
Manter Arthur
StatterSullivan "Against
"Those Whothe Dance"

9 th Week 761-73
6th Week

Wright

3rd Week

C. Gardner Sullivan "Love and Lies"

Jiiary 19th, 1924

Fit Work

on

Sea Hawk"

Rushes

ank Lloyd, who has estab,d numerous motion picture
-ds by the size of his four
enth Century ships, the size
efficiency of his camp for 600
on the Isthmus on Catalina
iuig the filming of early scenes
The Sea Hawk" has added
an her to his list of attainments.
lat he might see the scenes
l of a spirited sea battle ben two of his ships before he
ged locations, Mr. Lloyd sent
reels of the day's scenes with
ard M. Roskam, his film edito the studio and return by
al aeroplane, saving eight
s, which with the rainy season
itening and a camp of 60 Oto
h after, is a noteworthy sav-

Qtljc film QxUnmc
Finds Her
Will Write (hies to
Water Nymphs
Dramatic Niche

Pane- 5
U ill l each Cast
to Order Ravioli

Several months ago Charlotte
Merriam graduated from comedy
leads and entered the dramatic
field. After being loaned by the
Christie organization for roles in
several feature productions including "The 'Nth Commandment,"
andthe"The
Brass Bottle,"
camea
to
conclusion
she had she
served
sufficient apprenticeship as a comedienne and severed her ties with
Christie.
Immediately thereafter she assumed one of the principal roles
in "The Swamp Angel," and at
the Vitagraph studios under the
direction of W. S. Smith.

An instructor in Italian is conducting aclass for a half-hour every day at the Cioldwyn Studios.
He is teaching the language to the
members of the cast and the technical crew that will go to Rome to
film "Hen llur." Among the members of the class are June Mathis,
editorial director, who wrote the
"Ben Hur" scenario, George
Walsh, who plays the title role.
Carmel Myers, the Iras, Francis
X. Bushman, the Mcssala, Kathleen Key, the Tirzah, Gertrude
Olmsted, the Esther, and Aubrey
Scotto, chief cutter.

The 1924 production schedule
at the Mack Sennett Studio invoh es many changes in personnel,
most recent of which is the addition the the publicity department
'of Agnes K. O'Malley.
Miss with
O'Malley
been as-ociated
PrincipalhasPictures
Corporation in similar work for the
past year, before which she was
connected
with the publicity dely.
partment of Richard Walton FulThe 1924 crop of Sennett Bathing Beauties will claim the most
of Miss O'Mallev's attention.

tring the past few days Mr.
Jj|d has taken full advantage of
thuood weather and sun and has
■jopleted nearly four prominent
[sciences for "The Sea Hawk"
out dropping behind on his
iule. Meanwhile Camp Lloyd,
sal to be the most sanitary and
kofortable location site ever esItelshed by a producer, continues
Iwjout an accident or sick case
Bnar its record.
Wilton Sills, Wallace Beery,
■Eh Bennett, Lloyd Hughes, Willi! Collier, Jr., Frank Currier,
IF! De Silva, Albert Prisco,
Gtrge Rqmain and Christine
iratt are the principals who have
BJ busy at Camp Lloyd thus far.
IVllace MacDonald will be added
■one cast within a few days, it is
sa .
I fill H. Hays, czar of filmdom,
■jslcpected to pay a visit to Camp
Hid within the next week as is
■I Richard A. Rowland, general
■lager for Associated First Na■icl, who is expected in Hollyfcwld tomorrow.
mlodrama

With

Us

Uways, Says Kenyon
I recording to Charles Kenyon,
letient playwright and scenarist,
pnbdrama occupies the same place
firlthe field of entertainment as
B>1 serge among men's suits, and
Ibpd, butter and eggs among
ftp eries ! It is a staple article.
1 01 the speaking stage, where popM* preference expresses itself in
ff.es, there is a flood of melolojnatic successes every three or
Iff years. In the film world, a
Pflewhat similar condition exists,
plough the cycles are not so
Mrply defined.
Ijertainly, insofar as melodrama
lisfconcerned, the public demand
■Nts always, with never-lessened
pifor. In fact, melodrama is ofit<j even forcibly inserted into
Wies where it does not actually
bjing, because of its great appl. But the hundred per cent
"lodrama is always a consistent
* ner among the photoplays.
f It the present time, Charles
*|iyon is writing an original
"jodramatic story for John GilWt, a Fox star, with a New York

■

:

Henry King has been gone from our midst for some time for New York and foreign countries have
been the locale of his directorial activities. Dick Barthelmess got away to a flying start with Ins new comhe had a man •who
pany a year or so ago when he signed King to wield the megaphone simply be,ause
with this, however.
content
Not
that.
prove
would
alone
"Sonny"
and
David"
knew his stuff. "Tol'able
King went to Italy and made "The While Sister." and the national verdict from exhibitor and public alike
it as one of the screen's finest works. We don't like to refer to llenry King as a "genius ;"
classified
has too
much the down-to-earth regular man for that and his innate modesty would probably cause him to rc
he's
sunslnnr
fuse such bouquets. But we can say this; he has made pictures that have brought tears to our eyes,
we ner. ,n
to our hearts and thrills to skip across a palpitating pulse. And after all is said and done whatunderstanding
.
motion pictures today, is directors that can get the reaction from the audience . . . men with
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Scenarist
Ass't Director
Cameraman
Casting

Star

BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
Buster Keaton
Buster Keaton

Eddie Cline,
1025 Lillian Way
Walter Reed
Jean Havez
Elgin Lessley

LASKY STUDIOS.
Tom White .Casting.
1520 Vine St.
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Vernon Keays
James Cruze
All-Star
Karl Brown
George Melford Productions.
Geo. Melford All-Star
Kenneth Hawks
Chas. Clarke
Cecil DeMille Productions.
Bert Glennon
Cecil DeMille All-Star
Paul Iribe
Herbert Brenon Productions.
Bert BaldrUlge
Herbert Brenon All-Star
Harold Schwartz
Sam Wood Productions.
Al.
Gilks
Sam Wood
All-Star
Jdtw Waters
Irving Willat Productions.
otto Brower
Irving Willat All-Star
Special Color
L. B. MAYER STUDIO.
Fred Niblo Productions.

Walter Woods

January 19th, 19
Type

Progress
Holly 281

"Sherlock Junior"

9th Week
Holly 24(

•Magnolia"
' The Glorious Tomorrow"
•Triumph"

Verne-Bingham

4 th Week
3rd Week
2nd Week
Starting

Willis Goldbeck

•The Breaking Point"
•Bluff"

Geo. C. Hull

"Wanderer of the Wasteland"Preparing

Preparing
m

5360 Melrose Ave.
431-1

MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
B. P. Gasnier
Schulberg Productions
Release).
All-Star(Preferred Pictures
Waldemar Young •Poisoned Paradise"
Karl Struss
George Yohalem
Gasnier
Ethel Shannon
Karl Struss
George Yohalem
"The Breath of Scandal"
Olga Printzlav
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Casting.
Harry Beaumont
Viola Dana
John Arnold Frank Strayer Cowan-Higgins
Woman's Intuition"
Sawyer-Lubin Productions.
Clarence Badger
All Star
Rudolph Burquist Chas. Hunt
Winnifred Dunn "The Shooting of Dan McGrew"
Jackie Coogan Productions.
V. Schertzinger
Jackie Coogan
Frank Good Brewster
"A Boy of Flanders"

Capitol 2 1 \
Editing
Preparing

factl

Holly 441
1st Week

5th Week
Holly 79

Walter Anthony
Grey-Unsell

R-C STUDIO.
Mel rose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Mai St. Claire
Alberta Vaughn
Lee Garmes Lonnie Dorsa
Emory Johnson
All-Star Ross Fisher
Carlos Productions.
Jimmy Horne Richard Talmadge Wm. Marshall
Sacramento Picture Corp.
Wm. Seiter All-Star
Dunlap Productions.
Scotty Dunlap
Mildred Harris
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
Chas. R. Seeling
All-Star Goodfriend-Goodstead S. Miller
ROACH STUDIO.
Rob Powers
Wagner '
Len
Leo McCarey
Bob McGowan
Geo. Jeske
J. A. Howe

Culver City.
Will
Rogers
Animals
Chas. Chase
Our Gang
Stan Laurel
Spat Family

Warren Doane, Mgr.
Robt.
Doran Lloyd
French
B. Currigan
Vreland
Ed Willatt Clarence Moorehousc
Harry Gerstad
Harry LaMarr
Frank Young Leo McCarey
Nick Barrows Hamilton Kinsey

RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439
C. W. Patton Productions. H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Seitz
Allene Ray
Walker-Cooper
Maloford Productions.
Blair Coan Productions.
Chas. Hutchinson Chas. Hutchinson Miller
H. J. Brown Productions.
Al Rogell
Fred Thompson Walker
Howard Davies Productions.
H. Davies
Howard Davies

Beachwood D
Doc Joos

SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Erie Kenton
Harry Langdon Spear
Del Lord
All-Star
Billy Williams

Gray

STUART MACK STUDIO.
1 329 Gordon St.
Stuart Mack Productions.
Stuart Mack
Lola Patti
Geo. Ezra Crane Jr. Productions.
Geo. E. Crane
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd.
Jack Nelson
Kenneth McDonald
J. B. Warner Productions.
Robt. Bradbury
J. B. Warner
A. MacManigal

Microscopic Motion PicturegScbedule
•Captain January" 7th Week
Holly
28'
Holly 77
Episode
Was in Tower" 3rd
"AVhen Knighthood
Zanuck
5th Week
Hall"
s and Plow Shares" Preparing
Mrs. Emilie Johnson"Sword
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2nd Week
"Listen Lester"
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Staff
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1- Reel Comedy
Staff
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Comedy
Staff
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Staff
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2-Reel Comedy
Staff
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"The Fortieth Door"

r.

Frank Hangne

"Fighting Through"
"The Silent Stranger"

Don Duncan
Kane-Murphy
Stevens

Staff

Stuart Mack, Gen'l Mgr.
Harry Crawford
Staff
"J. Cunningham

"Fools of Fate"
Comedy
"The Hollywood Kid"
Wm. Muench, Casting
"Everyday Mystery"

A. J. Xydias, Pres. and Gen.
Harry Fraser
J. Ingman Kane Mgr.
"After a Million"
Jack Pierce
"The Hunted Man"
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3rd Week

PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
United Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
Staff
"The
ThiefVernon
of Bagdad"
J.Tommy
T. O'Dnnahue
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford Rosher
Held
"Dorothy
of Haddon 31st
13th Week
Week
Staff
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Louis Tolhurst
Eddie Cline Baby Peggy Glenn McWilliams Fred Tyler
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C(HN WILL GIVE ADDED
IMPETUS
TO INDEPENDENT
GROWTH;
NEW
SYSTEM
rding to local officials of the consideration by his company
rf Studios new plans and pending his arrival here.
Waldorf Productions, one of the
|J||ls of national distribution
dependent film productions larger independent producing combe announced by Harry
panies controlled by Cohn, plans to
president and general manproduce a series of twelve super
f the Waldorf Studios upon productions for release during the
ival here from the east next ensuing year by C. B. C. The
first of this number will be "Pal
H.itofore there has been much o' Mine," an original story which
will
be filmed under the direction
KsMsfaction among the indeit film men because of the of Edward Le Sain immediately'
costly methods em- following Cohn's arrival here.
ntfijent
iloy
in and
getting their product to
he hibitor throughout the counLegit Characterist
rv.
Ati recent conference in New
With Rawlinson
fori attended by the officials of
Norman MacGregor, for fifteen
he B. C. corporation including
Jul his brother Jack and Joe years a character actor on the legitimate stage, who came to CaliIraif, a plan was devised to perfornia recently from New York
nit je company to advance cash City to appear in his first Calideo impendent producers toupon
fornia film play has been cast for
the disrm of their negatives
one of the main roles in "Clay of
assisting
thus
ribing company,
Ca'lina,"
he Tall independents in the mat- new
starringHerbert
feature. Rawlinson's
future protheir
financing
er
]
Production has just started on
fills. Also, the company will
most desir- the Rawlinson film at Universal
the
outright
Hirrjse
KJroduct of the independents
City under the direction of Irving Cummings. Rawlinson plays
fld I oh n has instructed his local
■Her to secure pictures for the title role, that of a "Southern
Gentleman," late of South Caroline, proprietor of a Tijunga "hall
of Inchance."
Lefts and Bill
the cast are Alice Lake, who
Hart Plans Same
played in two Irving Cummings
productions, "Chicago Sal," and
Hearts of Broadway" and
pRi>k Lewis may enact the role "Broken
many
other notable film plays of
j ftrick Henry in a biff story of the past
few years, Edwin J.
htfmerican Revolution as his
Brady, famous character actor and
txtharacterization.
mm has just received a wire "heavy,"
ert Walker.Jim Blackwell and Robnim syndicate of Eastern capi^ilasking him if he would come
Little Dorothy Seay has just finiJb York to make the one picished playing the part of a little
ure here.
French artist's model in "The
Apache" with John Gilbert at the
Fox studios, under the direction of
Edward Mortimer.
Hergesheimer Says
Film Is Okeh

roster of cinema prodigies
hereafter contain the name
ckie Morgan if it is to be
'■It. For his delightful and
evous portrayals of Chester
in "The Gumps," the series
medies adapted from Sid
s comic strip, have figured
V in his advancement. He is
tcientious kid. More power

Hark ye — baiters of motion pictures. Silence — cynics of the silver
sheet. Listen — you who think every novel made into film is distorted, and causes its author intense pain.
Joseph Hergesheimer, one of
America's great novelists, sends
the following telegram concerning
the Goldwyn film version of "Wild
Oranges"
:
"Give everybody
in the production of 'Wild Oranges' my endless
thanks. I am quite speechless
with delight.
the author's
viewpoint
it is From
perfection.
It has
passion, atmosphere, truth and perfect development. Its timing is
faster and more uninterrupted
than any other picture ever made.
There is not an inch of bunk in it.
Everything is fine, dignified, revelant and stirring. The camera
and setting were superb. Each
part was played with the utmost
delicacy, correctness and beauty.
Again thank you.
Joseph Hergesheimer."

Oxibunc
Lee Finds Sananat
Popular Abroad
That Europeans are adopting
American jazz is the intcrestinu
observation made in a letter from
Rowland V. Lee, Hollywood film
director now travelling on the Continent. In the letter, received by
his brother, Robert N. Lee, prominent scenario writer, the director
states that in Paris, Vienna, and
other cities he finds that in the
music halls the most popular song
is "Yes, We Have No Bananas."
William Clifford has decided to
abandon his stage work and enter
pictures once more.
His last screen role was with
S'orma Talmadge in "Ashes of
Jackson
Vengeance."

Play for
Fritzi Brunette
Fritzi Brunette is the latest motion picture star to go into vaudeville. She is now rehearsing
"Puppets of the Public," a one-act
play of studio life by Joseph Jackson, president of the Wampas.
The star will be supported by her
husband, Robert Daley, wellknown actor-director, and by Jack
Mower,
leading man of many
films.

There is no fanfare or blowing
of trumpets where Lloyd Hamilton is concerned. But the proof
of his popularity with the masses,
from Judy O'Grady to the Governor's Lady, is evidenced in the
The act will play at Sacramento
excellent manner in which his
comedies have been received and Fresno and then have its metropolitan opening at the Hillstreet
through the years. His outstand- Theatre, Los Angeles.
ing assets are naturalness and a
Miss Brunette is practically new
corkscrew walk that utterly defies to the stage, her only other eximitation coupled with an angelic
perience having been in a sketch
also by Mr. Jackson at a local
expression beyond simple descrip- benefit.
tion. Here's a hand to "Ham".'
SINCERITY WILL MAKE
OR
BREAK
PICTURE, SAYS FOX;
TEMPO
MUST
BE KEPT
"When the players lose this sinFinis Fox, who is now produccerity, it is almost certain to result in a poor or mediocre picture
"A Woman Studios,
Who Sinned"
the ing
Hollywood
with anat because
when persons in a theatre
all-star cast, says that the great- audience realize that the players
est trait in players that can either are working in a forced and remake or break a big picture prostrained manner, they lose interest
duction issincerity in their acting. in the picture. When the audience
According to Finis, the great job a fails
to take an interest, it means
director has is to keep his players nothing else but that the picture
instilled with the proper tempo
a flivver," concluded Finis.
and yet at the same time restrain I is "A
Woman Who Sinned" is enthem from displaying too much
acted by an unusually strong allemotion.
I star cast including Mae Busch.
Irene Rich, Morgan Wallace, Rex
"Actors and actresses are like Lease
and others.
sensitively
tuned
instruments,"
added Finis. "They usually put
forth all their efforts to register Unique Stunt for
just the shade of emotion wanted
"Wild Oranges"
by the director. If the director
does not have the judgment and
Premiere
intuition to know just what should
An
order
for
one
hundred
crate*
be obvious and just what should
of
oranges
was
mailed
to
a
Calibe suppressed from an emotional
fornia orange dealer this week by
standpoint on the part of his play- a big theatre in a middle Wei t£rO
ers, then he has no business in di- city. The California fruit is to he
recting pictures. There is many given away at the opening of
a splendid artist who has been al- "Wild Oranges," a Goldwyn picmost ruined by improper direction.
ture featuring Virginia Valli.
Great screen artists have been acAt
the samr time, a message recused of exaggeration and overacting when really it was simply stated that
ceived at Mi<s
here
effortsValli's
wouldhome
he made
a case of poor direction. A play- to persuade the star to stop over
er knows intuitively when he or on her way back to Hollywood
she is over-acting and when the from
New York. If she does agree
realization comes, they cannot help
but lose their sincerity because they to stop, she will be given the ta«k
know they are not being sincere of personally presenting the oranges (0 patrons of the theater.
with themselves."
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GIVES TEN COMMANDMENTS
Grauman Keeps Role
in Taylor Family
FOR NEW SCREEN WRITERS;
Sid Grauman evidently deterHAS ENCOURAGEMENT
mined to keep the portrayal of
legitimate bank steals "Miriam" in "The Ten CommandWinifred Dunn, Metro scenario money.
than
ments" in the Taylor family.
editor, now adapting "The Shoot9. Learn another profession or
ing of Dan McGrew," offers the
On
the
screen of Grauman's
following ten rules for budding trade; three regular meals a day
scenario writers:
Egyptian Theatre
DeMille's
production,
Estelle in
Taylor
porkeeps your attitude to life normal
1. Fewer and better scenarios. and pleasant, as it must be for
success.
trays
the
character
of
"Miriam"
and wins many new admirers
2. Be original when you see a
through her presentation of
10. Fewer and better scen- daily
this part.
good
picture,
don't
go
home
and
rewrite it.
arios— first, last and all the time.
On the stage, • in the elaborate
3. Read the daily papers — re- One good scenario has a better prologue
to the film, Helen Taylor,
porters know human drama; study chance of acceptance than a hun- sister ot Estelle, portrays the chardred poor ones.
their work.
acter in the flesh.
When casting his prologue Mr.
4. Write what you know — a
bookkeeper can seldom speak con- Fort Completes F.
Grauman sought a player who revincingly of adventure in the
sembled Estelle Taylor and asked
B. O. Continuity
South Seas or at the North Pole.
her if she could recommend one.
Garrett Elsden Fort, special That same day she received a let5. Be human — don"t assume a
ter from her sister, who was livsuperiority to potential audiences. writer for Truart, has completed
continuity of an original story
ing at the family home in Wil6. Be honest — honesty means the
mington, Del., begging her for an
convincingness and that spells for Richard Talmadge, entitled
to come to Hollywood.
"In Fast Company." Production opportunity
popular approval.
She
told
Mr.
Grauman. He wired
is scheduled to start almost imme7. Persevere — don't lose courage
diately, at the F. B. O. studios, an offer to Wilmington. Sister
if your first fifty scenarios are re- under the direction of Jimmie Helen came and through her close
jected; the first fifty are the hard- Home, whose latest Douglas Mac- resemblance to Estelle Taylor,
est.
The screen today has no i
Lean success, "The Yankee Con- more marked when she is in the
exponent
of realism than Rt,
8. with
Don't legitimate
fear studioorganizations,
plagiarism;
sul," will have an early release. costume worn by "Miriam," was
deal
Simpson. He is an actor who
immediately
engaged
by
Mr.
GrauMr.
Fort's
second
story
under
his
which do not steal ideas any more new Truart contract will be an
pletely submerges his own pel
adaptation of a novelette by John
ality into the characterita
Brownell, for Elaine HammerRalph Lewis is going to Sacra- A nd he has fought his way ti
stein, who is expected back from
mento as the guest of the Sacraher vacation in New York very
mento Chamber of Commerce, to top through the hard schoo
soon.
make a personal appearance there Time and Experience. Ah
the showing of "The Mail which is double reason why
A new sign was discovered on during
Man"
in
which he plays the star- should see more of him!
the Fox lot the other day on the
ring role.
comedy
side.
It
read:
"Owing
to
inclement weather, there will be
SYD CHAPLIN
COMPLETES
no bananas
today." of
Being
sical interpretation
the a w.clas-k.
"GALLOPING
FISH" ROLE;
song, we offer it for your edification.
IS LAUDED
BY NATH/

Dick Sutherland, hailed by many
as "the ugliest man on the screen"
has completed one of the principal
parts
whichstudios
was
Hlmed inat "Defiance"
the Hollywood
hy the Brush productions.
Hurry 1 Watson! The
Smelling Salts!
Jean Hersholt, who is supporting Constance Talmadge in "The
Gold Fish" has just received a
fan letter from a young college
student in Kansas who says that
inasmuch as Jean must be well
acquainted in Hollywood would
he please tell the writer what was
the college yell of one of the scenario schools that taught by mail.

Hunter Is Crook in
His recently seen characterization of the cockney soldier in MarFilm Guild Picture
shall Neilan's "The Rendezvous"
Glenn Hunter, the youthful star was Sydney Chaplin's first screen
in many moons. It was
who has been swept into popular- appearance
ity through his wistful tender por- notable, not only for the signal
trayals of awkward country boys manner in which he "stole the picand whose own ambitions took him
ture," in the minds of the public
away from the small town of and the critics, but also because
Highland Mills, New York, where this time Syd Chaplin is going to
he was "raised and bred," will be stay on the screen permanently.
seen in an entirely new role in "Her Temporary Husband," which
"Grit," an original crook story by has already had its New York
F. Scott Fitzgerald, which has been premier and which will be shown
adapted for the screen by James locally soon, features him as its
Ashmore Creelman.
principal comedian and advices
East credit him with anIn this picture, which completes from the
other remarkable performance in
the series of Film Guild produc- this production.
tions in which Glenn Hunter is
starred, Glenn leaves his usual
Chaplin's most ambitious screen
background of "the wide open characterization will be revealed
space-" to play the role of Kid in Thos. H. Ince's production, "The
Hart, a boy crook of the East Side, Galloping Fish," just completed.
In this picture, he has created a
who is generally known as "the type
which is somewhat along the
best lock-pick of the gang!"
The Kid is a pathetic half lines of the over-bashful, selffigure he contributed to
starved youngster who has inher- conscious
ited a fear of guns which makes "The Pilgrim." As the husband
yet excessively jealhim the laughing stock of his com- of a ousdevoted,
wife, played by Lucille
panions but his love for Orchid Ricksen young
—
with
whom, incidentally,
McGonigle who is not afraid to
leave the gang and go straight, he appeared in "The Rendezvous"
— he pictures
finally makes a man of him.
lations of his the
type.trials and tribuClara Bow plays the part of
The most flattering tribute ever
Orchid and there is a fine supporting cast including Roland Young, paid to a screen player was recently received by Sydney Chaplin,
Dore Davidson, Osgood Perkins,
Townsend Martin, Helenka Ada- when George Jean Nathan, avowed
film-hater, declared — in his remowaska,
tin Broder.Joseph Depew and Marcently published book, "The Drama

L

and
the Girls"
— "Iwork
am very
interested
in the
of S]
Chaplin. I consider him the
most comedian on the screei
Keeps Family Castl
By Wedding Li
"Where there's a woman's
there's
That ais way!"
the manner in whii
of the
day."world's most honored
ims istoday.
being quoted at Univ
City
The story which King Bag
directing with Mary Philbin i
starring role is the reason.
"The Inheritors," by I. A. R.
lie. The heroine played by
Philbin is a baron's granddf
ter, who sees the family castl
out
of her
grandfather's
to the
grasp
of a richerhantfa
and the outcome of the story
Mary marrying the new poss
of the castle. That's a WW
way, according
to Baggot, o
trieving
most anything.
Nut that the role played nth*
"Merry-Go-Round" star is thM
a mercenary
isn't *r».
cenary
at all girl.
; but She
a sweet.
some
Therein isthealt**
romancecreature.
in the world
ftfl
in the filming of which Mis* {■
bin is supported by Joseph I wH
ing, William Haines, Otto
man, Grace Darmond and (M
of popular note.
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[TED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres.
h M. Schenck Productions. (First National Release). Edward Brophy Sullivan
Jerome Storm Constance Talmadge Ray Binger
National Productions.
J. Dunn
Jack
Griffith-Tearle
James Van Tree
Dan Keefe
HarryDillon
O. Hoyt
Sylvia Breamer
ice Tourneur Productions.
rd Walton Tully Productions.
k Lloyd Productions.
Harry Weil
Frank Lloyd All-Star
co Productions, Inc.
JVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting,
ercal
Co. (Universal Release).
Wm. Film
DuncanManufacturing
Duncan -Johnson
Reginald Denny
Harry Pollard
Billy Sullivan
Edward Laemmle Wm.
Desmond
Wm. Craft
Luciano Albertini
Marchant
Mary Philbin
King Baggot
Hoot Gibson
Ed Sedgwick
Slim Summerville Slim Summerville Virgil Miller
Bert Roach
Wm. Watson
Rawlinson
Irving Cummings Herbert
Jack Rose
Laura La Plante
Robt. Hill
Wm. Duncan
Wm. Duncan
AGRAPH

STUDIOS.

RNER BROS. STUDIOS.
Wner Brothers Productions.
■TWrn. A. Seiter All-Star
II Harry Beaumont All-Star
II Wm. Beaudine All-Star
II Monte Bell All-Star

1 708 Talmadge.

Don Clark

Duncan

Koehner
BarryTaylor
Ray
Bill Tummel
Holland
Harmer
Woolstenhume
Wm. Rau

Hugh Hoffman

• The Gold Fish"
•The Lilies of the Field"
"The Woman On the Jury'

The Soa Hawk"
"The
Express"
"Love Fast
Insurance"
"The
Leather
Pushers"
"The Riddle Rider"
"The Iron Man"
"The Inheritors"
2-Reel Cocopah
Comedy Kid"
"The
2-Reel
Comedy
"Clay
of Ca'lina"Darling'
"An Old
"The
FreeMan's
Trader"

vway Tearle's performance
\shes
of Vengeance"
a Talmadge
is rated opposite
the best
of his screen career by the
'ership of the Movie Club of
m, Neiv York.
t club comprises a member)/ 500 ardent movie fans who
upon productions and the
of players at weekly meetA vote of the membership
:d that fifty-eight per cent of
nembers proclaimed Tearle's
in this picture the best charzation of the month. Ninetyper cent of the members
his portrayal to be the best
s career, according to com"alion
day. received by the actor

PRODUCED

ROYAL

Editing
1st Week
Schedule
10th
Week
7th Week
4th Week
Editing

FILM

433-131

Schedule
Schedule
1st Week
1st Week
Preparing
598-131

W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.

5842 Sunset Blvd.
John Stumar
Tenny Wright
David Abel
Frank Strayer
E. B. DuPar

HAS

1st Week
tth Week

Holly 4181
Bell-Doty

'How to Educate
a Wife"
Preparing
'Bab
bitt
"
Preparing
"Lover's Lane"
Preparing
"Broadway After Dark" 3rd Week
Holly 7940
•li d Week

WLDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd. AI. Brandt, Gen Mgr.
Nion Productions
T Tom Forman
All-Star
Jimmy Dugan
Motfter K. O. Blow
I leaf t Mong Vacation
lllliam V. Mong has again
kJ denied the vacation he has
bad forward with regularity to
Itle conclusion of each of the
mm pictures he has appeared in
Hie past three years. But reHr he finished an important
Ucterization in Fred Niblo's
Miction of "Thy Name is Wolf and he at once prepared for
Measure
trip through the PaaraNorthwest.
mi sooner did he get his trunk
paed, however, than he was
■led by the Grand-Asher com■I to play the leading character
Din "Rose of the Ghetto" to go
■■production next week under
■■direction of Roy Neil. But
Hume Mong has been granted
Ipee-day furlough in order to
■lit him to attend the big Wam■Frolic and Ball at San Franpi Immediately upon his reDifrom the Bay City he will heal work at the Grand-Asher

Holly 4080
Mh Week
IMItlnu

WITH

Flattery"

Schoolgirls Feted
At Sills Manse
The Milton Sills home in Hollywood was the scene of a delightful informal party on Saturday afternoon when Miss Dorothy SiJIs
entertained a number of her class
mates of the Hollywood School for
Girls. The guests included Virginia White, Paggy Johnston,
Harlene Carpenter, Helen Armstrong, Katherine Toberman, Dorothy Irving, Ruth Spendrup and
Marjorie Randall.

CAST; MAKES
DRAMA
OF WEDDING
PRESENTS
Denison Clift, noted director, The royal couple commended Clift
who arrives here next month to for the manner in which he handthe situation and after viewing
begin a two-year contract with the the ledfinished
film sent him a note
Fox Studios, after four years spent of thanks.
in production work in England,
will doubtless have many interestDuring his stay in England Clift
ing tales to unfold to his brother has on various occasions come in
directors and friends but perhaps contact with the royalty and arisnone will be as romantic as his
tocracy of that country and numversion of the filming of some
bered among his staunchest friends
scenes within the sacred portals of are Lord and Lady Asquith.
Hugh Saxon, whose versatility
St. Jame's Palace, London.
Immediately following his ar- as an actor has gained him promFor it was Clift, a young Ameririval here next month, Clift will
inent parts in several of the biggest pictures, among them being
can, who was selected to "shoot" begin work at the Fox Studios on
a
series
of
special
productions
the
Princess Mary's wedding presents
at the time of her marriage a lit- first of which will be an adapta- "The Covered Wagon," "The Ten
and tlir "Hunchtle over a year ago. The filming
tion of a widely-read Robert W. Commandments"
back of Notre Dame," is now on
oi the affair was rather a remark- Chambers novel.
lot with the "Spat
able undertaking as it was the
Mrs. Clift, who has visited her the Hal Roach
portraying
the same
part
first occasion on which motion pic- husband three times during his Family,"
that
brought
him
such
favorable
ture cameras had been allowed in- stay in England, will greet him in comment in the last
named feaside the palace grounds. Permis- San Francisco when he steps oti
ture— that of the drunken rowdy.
sion to film the great array of the boat on February sixth. The It must
be admitted that that is
costly gifts was granted by the once.
one ofdays.
the hardest things to do
couple will start for this city at these
king and the cinematographers
were given every facility in their
work.
GRIFFITH PRODUCTION
IS
During the process of "shooting," Princess Mary and Lord
HAMPERED
BY LACK
OF
Lascelles visited the palace and
showed great interest in the work.
FROZENSTREAMS
The backward winter has hit in consequence Griffith has hern
Jean Hersholt wears an extenforced to eliminate the scene of
sive wardrobe, ranging from over- the movies hard. Companies planWashington crossing that ire bound
alls to dinner clothes, in his role
ning to take snow and ice scenes stream.
He sent scouts to Canada
of the German, supporting Con- during the cold weather have had in the hope of finding a moving
stance Talmadge in "The Gold their entire schedules upset by the stream there all frozen up ready
warm weather and its lack of ice
for the camera. They found a
and snow. D. W. Griffith's pho- plentitude of fro/rn lnkc«. but the
Thomas
Mills,
formerly
a
well
todrama
of
the
War
of
IndepenFish." director, has been engaged
rivers had but a thin coating of
known
dence, "America," perhaps the big- ice, and in many ra«cs flocks of
for a prominent role in support of
gest of all the many pictures wait- wild durk« were «till making their
ing on the weatherman, is reported home there. Which caused GrifJohn Gilbert in "The Apache," I to
be one of the hardest hit of all.
now being made at the Fox Stufith to redouble his prayers for
dios... Mr. Mills plays the role of There is no lign of heavy ire on immediate
snow at Valley Forge.
the priest.
I the historic Delaware River, and
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FIRST

COMMANDMENT
1
\Shuler

at the Shrine

of Publicity]
fly

^

^0*

"Thou shall have no other gods before me." This, Exodus
20:4 informs us, is the first of the Ten Commandments. It
has a wealth of meaning and is easily applicable to many
modern situations, one in particular, of which more anon.

ford to miss.
Do away with all your previous cone
tions of De Mille as a producer of risque pictures. T
production changes his place in the ranks of the Cinem
creative artists. It is superb
magnificent

One evening last week, after a rather hectic day, 1

powerful.
There are times when one's breath aim
stops; the impressiveness of some of the scenes are s
focating.
And to me the greatest touches were wh
Theodore Roberts, as Moses, was receiving the Cd
mandments on Mount Sinai, and Ralph Cloninger, as
Israelite slave, was crushed to death beneath the wh
of a huge stone-wagon.
^r* 3r* (p ¥

journeyed to Grauman's Hollywood playhouse to see
Cecil B. De Mille's latest cinema offering, "The Ten
Commandments." It was more at the instigation of
friends who had seen it, and were long and loud in their
praises of it, that 1 went; in short curiosity impelled me
to go and see for myself just what there was to this picture that should cause so many of those to whom I had
spoken to classify it as a masterpiece. 1 have never been
very fond of De Mille's works and I didn't relish sitting
through the same hackneyed plot of risque trend that
characterized so many of his productions. 1 had assumed
that he had injected the usual amount of delicate atmos"The Ten Commandments," ' too, and I was
phere intobewildered
somewhat
as to what might be the attraction
that was drawing such unusual comment. And I am certainly glad I went, for it sure "packs an awful wallop."
It is age-old truth given to us in a modern, understandable way and it puts thoughts into our heads that should
have been there long ere this. Further than that, however, itproved to be a Biblical treatise that afforded me
with some rare insight into the present chaotic conditions in Christendom. It proved to me that there are
some emissaries of Almighty God who are not abiding
by those Ten Commandments that are the foundation of
the Church. "The Ten Commandments" has a message
of great worth for every one of you that you cannot af-

Yes, it is to you. Bob Shuler, that I say: see "The
Commandments." It will definitely prove to you to
Motion Pictures are the greatest educational and in
ential medium in existence today. I would suggest t
you pay particularly close attention to the scene on
Mount. You will note with what thunderbolt swiftr
and directness the Commandments are presented on
screen. Dwell for an instant on that First Comma
ment . . . "Thou Shalt Have No Other Gods Bef
Me." Have you ever heard that before? This was
word of God to his wayward people, who had ab
doned their worship of him to gather at the shrine of
golden calf. Later, when Moses came down from
Mount and saw the revelry and licentiousness that
rampant in the camp of the Israelites he roared to t
to cease lest the wrath of God be visited upon them
even while they stood and listened to him a terrific th
derbolt struck the idol they had built and utterly <»
troyed it. It restored them to their senses.
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Commandment

Vatch carefully that scene where the Pharaoh orders
exhausted slave to be ground to death beneath the
els of the wagon. Note the cruelty pictured on the
of the ruler, and the horrible look of anguish and
friit come upon the face of the doomed man. For you
tfre is a great simile to be drawn therefrom. Even as
la si turned away from God to worship an idol so have
turned away from your duties as the head of a great
Angeles church, where you have been instituted with
respect and confidence of your congregation because
r believe in you as a constructive factor in the civic
religious life of Los Angeles and our country. Yes,
have turned your face to worship at the shrine of
ther god . . . Publicity. You have decided, to
borne a destructive obstacle in the path to universal
ation. As the dying mother in De Mille's picture
saj to her wayward and repentant son, "I have taught
to fear God and not love him, and I have been
ng, for Love is the salvation of the world," even so
bae you said to us, "I am better than you; to you I can
ttaabusive language, insult, and smutty words, for I am
■Irepresentative of God and am far above you. I will
■ch you to fear me, and force you to recognize me as
tbldictator.
Fear, not Love, is what counts."
I Even as you have elected to direct a vicious attack, upooour character and efforts, so have we elected to derap ourselves. For as sure as you worship at the false
«blne of Publicity and abandon your duties as the ambisador of the Almighty, so will justice overtake you.
Lie Pharaoh and the slave, you are trying to crush us

OTHER IS INEVITABLE. "CAMERA!" AND FILMOGRAPH. THE TWO LEADING HOLLYWOOD
FILM PUBLICATIONS, HAVE PLEDGED THEIR
ENTIRE RESOURCES AND EFFORTS TO MAKE
YOU APOLOGIZE. WE WILL FIGHT YOU AS YOU
HAVE FOUGHT US; GO TO THE PEOPLE WITH
THE ISSUE. WE CAN GET THE POWER AND WE
WILL DO IT. The fighti ng spirit of the film world has
been dormant for a long, long time but an infuriated people are now preparing for combat. We have been subjected to every conceivable kind of besmirching from all
corners of the earth and we've decided that the thing has
got to stop. IT WILL! WE DEFY YOU TO PROVE
ANY OF YOUR FALSEHOODS! WHERE CAN YOU
PROVE THAT MINISTERS HAVE BEEN OF HIGHER MORAL CALIBER THAN THE PEOPLE OF THE
STAGE AND SCREEN? WHO IS IT THAT RAISES
THE HUGE BENEFIT FUNDS IN ALL QUARTERS
OF THE GLOBE. THE PEOPLE OF THE THEATER
AND SCREEN! AND WHAT HAVE YOU DONE—
WHAT? Your mad chase after sensational publicity
has caused more sorrow and heartaches than anything all
the so-called heretics in motion pictures have ever done.
One thing is certain, they have obeyed God's admonition
to care for their fellow-men. They have obeyed His order to "go out unto all creation and preach the Gospel."
The Gospel of Filmdom is Tolerance and Faith; know
ing that our brethren have the failings all other human
beings have. Those that are wayward we try to lead to
the light; if they prove themselves of unworthy timber
Filmdom deals with them. De Mille and his "Ten Commandments" have done more for Christendom than a
thousand of your ilk, for it embodies the highest ideals
of life, as taught us in the Commandments, and by the
Man of Nazareth.

bjeath the wheels of falsehood and misrepresentation,
an the light of lust and hate shines in your eyes as you
H your palms and say to yourself, "well done, well
[die. Now I will be great!" But you have not reckl[d with an aroused Filmdom! WE ARE GOING TO
|IhT— TO THE FINISH! EITHER YOU ARE GOik to make public retraction of your
[eitorial tirade against filmdom or the
Btion picture people will be known as
rflk with no self-respect. one or the

"Thou shall have no other gods before me."
"Thou shaft not make unto thee a graven image, nor any
likeness OF ANYTHING that is in heaven above or that is
in the earth beneath."
"Thou shall not bear false witness against, thy neighbor."
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Wampas
Wails
By PETE SMITH
Two last
members
column
time. were seen laughing at this
men.They were the writer and one of his hired
The office cat was also amused.
Health is wealth and beauty la the
reflection of health.
If you want a clear skin, blight eyes,
natural rosy cheeks, you must first free
your
within.blood from the poisons circulating
Our Radio-EIectronome accomplishes
this by cleansing and invigorating the
cells of the body, thereby restoring
healthy
tivity. circulation and functional acyou want to look well you must
feelIf well.
Treat
yourself
at home
by renting
one of our
machines
at a nominal
fee
and you velouswill
be
astonished
at
the marresults.
Consultation,
stration free. instruction and demonDlasnosla l>> M. u. — Alunm Expert
The L. A. Vibro-Eleetronome Co.
212-13-14 Broadway-Central Bids.
424 *<>. Broadway
ssi-7S.%

When torn out of the page and rolled into a
hall any kitten will have fun with this column.
Rumor has it that Charlie Condon will attend a meeting one of these days.
Ray Leek continues to play host to the boys.
At a party given last week in the discarding
room, the writer acted as first assistant host.
Harry Brand is considering ways and means
of collecting a two hundred dollar debt. MayHarry.hap one of your trick post cards will do it,
you haven't
your you
reservations
theIfWampas
Frolic made
and Ball
belong to for
the
>mall minority. Do it now.
Hold this column to the light, close your eyes,
hold
your for
breath,
on your head
you'll
qualify
the stand
chairmanship
of aandregular
Wampas meeting.
Screenland Magazine has not as yet sent its
wires of best wishes on the Wampas Ball to
President Jackson.

CAMERA!
c r.T4t \TrT
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1 JL — xLJLV KJT
SCENARIOS and continuities expertly typi
by Anne Ladenburg, public stenograph?
6372 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone Holly 0696
WANTED to hear from people that are inte
ested in motion pictures and that are n
afraid to go in. the mountains and bad lane
to get real stuff. Address Walker, Came
Magazine. 6318 Hollywood Blvd. ■
KOR SAUK — New Reaver (ladies) Coat. Si
40: length IS inches. This coat made fro
very select skins (tailored by a local furriei
for particulars phone 568-443.
ATatorLIBERTY'
Experienced
Photoplayer
(Male —25).
Thoroughly
competentOpe
cueing
pictures,
adjustments,
minor
repaii
etc. Local references. Phone Angelj^^B
NEW 1923 MAItllON SPEEDSTER. MODI
4 -PASSENGER. EXPECT TO STAND B
LOSS. ALSO HAVE SEVERAL VEP
HANDSOME ORIENTAL RUGS. 468 21
PLACE, SANTA MONICA.
FOR RENT— Bell & Howell Camera, 17
shutter. Complete studio equipment. Pho:
Metropolitan 46X8, days; night and Sunda
829-573.
'

All Legal Matters
l»itt
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
■1
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone 874-172 s u

ollv^?oocJ

Exclusive producers of
TRANSPARENCY TITLES
by a ncvO process on a patented
$25,000.00 machine
112} LILLIAN WAY
HOLLY 1696

H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Formerly of New York
ACUTE OR CHRONIC DISEASES
«548 Hollywood Blvd.
Hours 2-5 P. M. or by Appointment

BRUNO
Publicity Photos, Professional Photos,
Casting Director Photos
6412 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Telephone 431-lti!i>
See Sailing Wolf for that
RADIO SET
THE CHENEY SHOP
6611 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone Holly 4158
HAVE

Don Eddy and Joe Reddy went duck hunting last week end. The net results of the trip
were two stiff necks, three blow-outs, 2+ hours
minus sleep, no duck but lots of goose flesh —
particularly at 4:30 A. M., whilst patiently
waiting for the elusive bird in mud to the
waist.
And they claim they had a great time.
Sam Goldwyn says there are only thirty-three
good actors in Hollywood.
Arch Reeve says there are only three good
press agents in Hollywood.
Bill Henry agrees with Arch and wants to
know, who are the other two.

TINTED
PORTRAITS

i
mVile
Hw
I MB

of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and there
are special rates on fan photos.
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 828-538

If they used a lot of different type on this
column it might at least look funny.
For the information of Sam Cohn, spelled
without an e, this column was reprinted in the
Record last week.
Dick Spier is suggested for the post of treasurer to the Wampas Ball.
Art Hegerman denies that he has become an
honorary member of the Ancient Order of Firebugs.
He claims he had nothing more to do with
the big Universal fire story which appeared on
the front pages than to light a match to a lot
of gasoline.
Arch Reeve please note.
When it comes to building fires, Arch has
much to learn from Art.
Mike Boylan says "mention First National,"
but we won't.

YOU
A PICTURE
FOR
SALE?
1 can sell it outright. See me for quick results
H. and B. FILM COMPANY
Drexel 4275
Bronx Studio, 1745 Glendale Blvd.

Rare Antiques from
the Far East
Oriental Costume Co.
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 5954

U
Kan I
•ii'jc
J:v
V:
kit:
» :«
irTi«t
it
Brit.•st ;.
•tea
Nil:

I:;,.
*fiJ !•P
jwl
tort

DR. W. I. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get well"
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours I 0 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724
. i.ARE YOU A REGULAR AT
The One Bright Spot
IF NOT— WHY NOT?
You should not miss our
FRIDAY NITE SHOWS
Hollywood Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro ave

r
V
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■lie Mathis' rise to success is worthy of a
stll in the New Arabian Nights of Holly>vd|. The teller of the tale would begin
scathing like this:
Ik so long ago in this very Bagdad, where
alrho enter its gates poor hope to grab fame
aoitfortune over night, an obscure group was
<>n< making a picture. But the rest of the profcfpn called them Ingram's idiots because the
boe then being -MCturized had been refused by
eW Pr°ducer but one.
'light as well drop the money you're puttin into this into the ocean," was a sample of
the ncouragement they received from the wiseaeS watching them on the set.
Jt the eyes of the woman scenarist showed
no far. They are great big eyes by the way,
an* reveal that rare mental quality in a womafvision. Needless to say the picture was
W Four
upp
date. Horsemen" that has made $6,000,000
yhen I was meditating on the book," June
Minis said to me, "and waiting for it to form
int pictures in my mind, the first one to come
wa the scene in the grave-yard — you remembH-where the Evangelist pointing to the rows
of ead, food for hate, implores the one pre-,
veative of war — love. Then I knew I had
caiht the spiritual appeal that made the book
so reat, and that no power of man could stop
thilmessage getting to the masses through the
sa|n.
fill on the dramatic night of the pre-view
in ew York, here were three who must have
fel the play on the sheet before them was deck g their own fate.
fie
headmemories.
of the "idiots,"
Irish dismissed
director,
■ some
One ofthebeing
by producer.
Because, Mr. Ingram, your types have too
■ i individuality." And believing in his star
toi he had flung back the answer;
«et you'll send for me some day, just becaje I can picture that very quality."
'fid Valentino,
if he were stirred
there, in
andevery
felt
iBrapture
his love-making
H and woman in the audience might have
co nuned thus with himself:
|| wonder, will my photographs be handed
fl now and will I hear the casting director
sa behind my back; 'That fellow can't act.
H' nothing but a lounge lizard.' "
lose deep-seeing eyes of June Mathis had
Acted a latent lyrical power in the young
■ cognized Italian and given him his big
once. The Irish dreamer was also her selecfor director. I suspect that she too has
iflht the stars now and then. It pays sometMs to dream. There is real money in it.
■«ld she is equally sure about the outcome of
Bjl
certain yearning
that its message
goto Hur,"
the millions
for it. of love will
■revious to writing for the silent theatre, she
H ten years of schooling for her work as
■jarist-acting. Because she learned in this
HI the likes and dislikes of the capricious
il ic.
1 Jut there was such terrible competition on
H Stage. Prettier girls were coming along,"
H said very honestly, "so I cast about for a
>Wtion where there was not such competition.
Ilund it in what was then considered just a
H above a janitor — continuity writing for
y-five dollars a week."

it'jK)ur

$ovl

But that same quality of vision made her see
its future and she stuck to the despised craft
that one day was to be transformed in to a
splendid galleon, laden, with gold.
She worked steadily too in a profession where
so many loaf, knowing that work will land you
within hailing distance of your goal. There
was a mother beside her to inspire. Both waited
together.
Sometimes when the girl scenarist was asked
for a suggestion about production, she gave
one. When used, it always hit. She studied
interior decorating just to find out what colors
photographed the best.
And now she is to put practically before the
world Lew Wallace's tale of the Christ, written to prove to himself that he believed in the
divinity
Nazarene.
has been
publishedof inthe raised
letters"Ben
for Hur"
the blind
and
among other languages translated into the Hindustani of India. The principal character,
Esther,
was
author's
own
mother, whom name
he lostdafter
when the
a boy,
ten years
old. in"Dead
in her fair youth," as he writes of
her
his autobiography.
June'swhose
guiding
star has
her that
too — her
the
mother
passionate
wishleftit was
daughter should be a force in bringing the
drops of balm that "Ben Hur" has always been
to other aching hearts.
"But I have the consolation of theosophy,"
she said, "and know that death is nothing. Age
is nothing. The lives we lived" before live
Did insheus."stand once with that awed throng
again
in Judea and see lepers healed?
of Papini's
of The
Christworld-wide
is an indexpopularity
of how pitifully
eagerLifeis
aso chaotic
world
for
the
Figure
who
steadied
it
long.
And when the screen puts before the man in
the street the drama of the "little curly-haired
son of a carpenter" who gave the son of Hur
a cup of water, when he was thirsty, it will
cleanse itself of all taint of commercialism and
pass into service. For "Ben Hur" will be
America's Passion Play — our Oberammergau.
In the preparation of this mammoth spectacle, she has sat beside much learning, has had
Oriental manuscripts read to her, yet without
embarrassment, though she is self-educated. "I

living

is

in

had to snatch my education," she said. Yet she
must always have had a book in her hand on
the train or when waiting for her cue, for she
has read widely and knows thoroughly
she has read. And her ancestors helped what
For
nine generat.ons, her people were professors
mus.rians, lecturers, a long
Iin% of intellectuals
who probably made her predestined to write.
This was the verdict on her first continuity
by the experienced head who read it:
"Miss Mathis, this is the very first piece of
writing for the screen
in which I have detected
the ear marks of an individual style."
With all people who do big things, she has
that inner surety of success— poise. No Indian
swami could have more, as he gazes with dark
eyes under his turban at materialists busy with
things, as we smile at children playing with
toys.
And this peace pervades even the atmosphere
of the ante-room, when you wait for her. It
seems more like making an afternoon call on a
friend as the secretaries begin to pour the tea.
The good cheer induced the group, strangers
before to talk — a most unheard-of-thing, while
waiting in the ante-room of the great.
A slight, short woman came in with reddish
hair carefully coitfured. Distinctly feminine, I
thought.
intellect. The face showed both strength and
And her office is more like the corner of a
luxurious library. Flowers and cushions,
bright but harmonious give a "homy" atmosphere. In the bookcase were heavy tomes. I
caught the letters Jewish Encyclopedia on one.
We sipped tea and talked. More evidence of
her feminity! A powder puff came out. A
box of candy lay open at her elbow. There
was a struse
flash
things.of rings as she spoke of most abI know I ought to mention her immense salbigger the
thanmethod
the President's
States,ary, but
with whichof the
she I'nited
moved
towards it is more interesting.
To so many in Hollywood, success mean-sitting tight on a bag of gold and keeping everyone else away. But June Mathis proceeded
differently, the way that Lincoln, Henry Ford
and now Coolidge seems to be going.
Serve — and the way will be cleared for you.
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Flashes

from

San Francisco streets
will be the scenes of frenzied movie-making this
week, when a comedy company of twenty actors
headed
"Slim"Dunn,
Summerville andbyBobby
will
stage "Hello Frisco." The
company arrived on Monday from Universal City
in charge of Zion Myers,
supervisor of comedies,
and will work on Market street and other thoroughfares for exteriors, winding up Saturday
night at the Wampas Frolic, where the closing
scenes of the picture will be made. Several
clever actors will take roles in the picture, and
a number of big stars will appear in the closing Wampas Frolic scenes.
Roland Edwards of the Tiffany Productions
spent several days in town last week looking
up some Chinatown and "under-world" locations to be used in the company's next picture.
Max Graf, supervising director of the Graf
Films, returned from Los Angeles a few days
ago, after getting work under way on the general outline and continuity for their forthcoming
production
pf "The
will return
to the
south Wise
withinSon."
a fewMr.daysGrafto
arrange for his production staff and cast.
Work on the picture will begin at Pacific Studios the latter part of the month.
Tom Gibson, well known director is starting
a movement to oblige all horses to wear headlights if out
o'clock.
peacefully
homeafter
fromfour
Pebble
Beach Ason driving
Sunday
night with all his family in the car Tom suddenly found himself covered with a shower of
broken glass, and a horse astride of his radiator with its head sticking in through the windshield. After, in the surprise of the moment,
carrying his uninvited passenger for several
yards, he stopped the car, and while he made
sure that his small son, who was sitting beside
him horse
and was
slightly
badly inhurt,
the
climbed
downcut,andwasn't
vanished
the
darkness. What Tom wants to know is, what
chance a poor motorist has if a horse can sneak
up and jump on him any time in the dark?

Palmborg's
Before meeting Noah Beery I had the impression that he was a big, gruff fellow, with
a loud, harsh voice. I had seen him in many
roles on the screen, usually portraying a hard,
domineering man who walked rough shod over
anything and anyone who happened to get in
his way. His characterization of the lawyer in
the last release of The Spoilers will be one
that I shall never forget. His big fight scene
will go down in film history. A person is apt
to associate the actor with his part and so unconsciously had
I
done this with Mr. Beery.
As I drove up the winding driveway that
led to his home, I admired his choice of location, for his home is situated way back in the
Hollywood hills where the wind comes fresh
and clear from the near by high places. Tht
approach to his house is very impressive, with
a big expanse of green lawn on one side anrt
luxuriant hedges and flowering shrubs on the
other. The large white house stands out clearly against the high brown hills at the back.
Later he told me that he had bought the land
when it was considered "country" and too fai

Frisco

By AGNES

Larry Semon was a guest at the St. Francis
holiday.
over
the week-end. in San Francisco on a brief
Frank Lloyd and his company, making "The
Sea Hawk," will come to San Francisco within
the next few weeks to shoot some English country exteriors on one of the beautiful estates
near Burlingame.
Reginald Barker, who has been doing locawork for
"Capein San
Cod Francisco
Folks" atlastEureka
spent tion
a day
or two
week
on his way south.
Estelle Taylor who has just finished playing
the part of Mary, Queen of Scots, in Mary
Pickford's production of "Dorothy Vernon of
Hall," isbefore
a guestresuming
in San her
Francisco
for
alladdon
short vacation
film work.
The El Dorado Productions, who have offices
in the Golden Gate Theatre Building, will begin actual shooting on the first of their series
of comedies in a week. The first and perhaps
the second film will be made in Santa Rosa.
Earl Olin will wield the megaphone with Troy
Brown at the camera, and the smiling Danny
Rogers as chief electrician. Besides Frank
Alexander, who will be featured, the cast wiil
include two of the Matzetti boys and Billie
Fay, with others not vet announced.
Clara Horton, beautiful film star and her
husband, Heinie Brant, were guests at the
Palace Hotel for several days last week.

KERR

CRAWFORD

like hot cakes, and the crowd promises to be
record-breaking one.
In honor of the Wampas the (iranada Th
ater this week are staging a novelty act call.
"Twenty Minutes in a Movie Studio." Tli
act has been especially written for the occasii
and dedicated to the publicity men of the mo
ing picture industry. To insure reality in tl
studio settings Production Manager J. H. VVr
raven of the Graf Films has been called in
service and is appearing in person as the r
rector of the act. The studio equipment h
been supplied by the Graf Productions, and t
act gives the public a good idea of how pi]
tures are actually filmed.
Nat Holt, manager of the State Theatn
Oakland has resigned his position to accept t
managership of the California Theatre hei
Holt came to Oakland from Los Angeles foul
teen months
ago. He took charge of the
fornia
last Saturday.
Henry Walthall is appearing on both t
Ntage and screen at the California Theatre tl
week in "The Unknown Purple." During
run of the film Mr. Walthall, supported
Alice Lake, Stuart Holmes, Helen FurgeOM
Ethel Grey Terry and Brinsley Shaw, appe
on the stage in several of the most importa
scenes of the drama. After each scene the fil
which has been cut, resumes its run and gt
on with the story.

N'azimova, recently come back from the silt
drama to the spoken stage, is the headliner
this week's bill at the Orpheum in a new oi
act play, "That Sort," by Basil McDonald H
"White Oddly enough on the same bill col
tings.
Enid Markey, also known to the screen, in
comedy playlet called "Here Goes the Brid
Four big new pictures come to the downto
houses
this week with onl ytwo holdovi
Tiger"
at the Cameo, and "The Wh
The vanguard of the frolickers who are
at the Capitol. The new arrivals
to stage the Wampas Frolic will arrive in San "Don't Fhe Unknown Purple" at the Californi
Francisco on Tuesday. The early comers will
It Love," at the Granada; "Tw<
be Bryant Washburn and Wanda Hawley, and at the Call
at the Warfield, and "This Freedor
on their arrival they will assist in the prepara- at the Imperial,
tions for the big ball. Tickets still are selling elude " Stra.ul. and "Judgment of the Ston
Sister"
ty-onc,"
(Being one of a series of impressions of film folk and
cinemaland anecdotes as tcritten by a motion picture insurance man. By C. F. Palmborf, special analyst and Hollyuood representative of the Xew York Life Insurance ComParagraphs
pany/.
Under the name of the Winterburn Productions, the Creco Light company have opened
branches in the bay district. Their present
service equipment includes warehouses both in
San Francisco and Oakland for the storing of
lights for rental purposes, and a fully equipped
production laboratory in Oakland, prepared to
handle
of
film. anything from ten to ten-million feet

out to be desirable. Now it is rated as part
of The
Hollywood's
mostanswered
exclusivethe district.
servant who
bell informed
me that Mr. Beery was out and just as I was
turning away, quite disgusted, thinking that
that was probably the way he would keep his
appointments, a lovely little lady appeared at
the door saying that Mr. Beery was expected
any minute and asking me to please come in
and wait.
She introduced herself as Mrs. Beery and
soon had me comfortably seated in her charming big living room — one of the homiest rooms
I have ever been in. She must have the reputation of being a charming hostess, for she has
the knack of making a person feel right at
home. During our conversation she told me
she had been on the stage for many years, but
had given that up so as to devote all of her
time to her family.
Just as I was asking about their son, in he
came — a handsome lad of about eleven years.
He had a flower in his hand for his mother.
He informed us that it was "new to him," he

had discovered it growing on one of the nea b
hills and he knew his mother would like
Then he was gone to join his friend who < Hi
waiting outside. I knew that this mother h
ahowdeepmany
placeeleven-year-old
in her boy's affection.
boys wouldI worn
stop
their play to bring a flower to mother.
At present he is attending one of the fin
military academies in the city and his well
up body,
broadof shoulders
and erect bear
show
the result
his training.
We heard a car outside and Mrs. Beery
nounced that her husband had arrived. I m
confess I was anxious to meet "the head of
house." Here I had one of the big surpri
of my life, for instead of a heavy voiced, roi
looking individual, a big, fine dignified n
approached me and with extended hand gree
me in a most gracious manner, his voice pie
ant and his manners charming. There >
nothing loud or uncouth about this man.
We walked about his grounds and lie t
me about his
early experiences
Continued
on Page 15 in locat
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Sunshine
A the sunshine in the world is in her child<h pile. Her blue eyes have imprisoned its
ajM In the sweet winsomeness of the whole
' ' 7~a .verv tinv ""hoi" inded, for shee's
V"x — 's reflected a natural, spontaneous
"jlishine Pal" they call her, small Muriel
raits Dana, whose
name is one of this sea■additions to the ranks of stellar lights.
,ndhe title is rightfully hers, say those who
aviKyatc
the progress of this tiny miss
■Thomashed H. Ince first bestowed the name
f'Mnshine Pal" upon her three years ago.
M iel commenced dancing professionally at
le le old age of half-past two in Seattle and
vk but a few months later that, while
biing on wee toes in a prologue at a Los
ngts theater, her childish charm won the
■on of Mr. Ince. Casting Muriel for a
— a
the Woman"
"Hail against
ilep
the comif you ,please,
Vt> hisand.production
rtfih of fourteen boy-actors — Mr. Ince aditnl himself quite captivated by her sunny
rrslality and most immediately gave her
tjte that has followed her to other studios.
Tl small one with the big blue eyes is a
rit miss, with a quaint dignity — sometimes.
M dwells in that tiny body the flame of
m the instantaneous response to the spic
fltion, an innate feeling for acting that h
oMluriel the commendation of many direc■She loves to "play act" and gets lots of
Hit of the make-believe of camera-work,
(flcreen Muriel has quite a busy life, what
ithfaring for her family of fourteen dolls,
:acl by Judy, who isn't much for looks,
■one of those "raggedy" affairs, but who,
a small "mother" claims,
the nicest
■ality of any. Each of herhaschildren
has
hie its face and ears washed every night
dj lullaby sung to waft it to slumber.
Bfeunday afternoons, Muriel's little frien Is
DMover and then the screen-starlet turns
lioTy queen and cooks the most odorous —
f chly unpalatable — concoctions on her tiny
■ serving the delicacies out on the lawn
H Wilshire home on the wee tea-table.
I (h times she bustles about, patently proud
h position as hostess, copying the mannerD»»f the ladies to whose tea-parties she
manes accompanies mother.
Bi sad to relate, there are occasions when
t sail one's they
blue sparkle
eyes are with
not quite
so placid,
■instead
mischief,
and
M cries proclaim Muriel's participance in
! Ip of the neighborhood. Her most recent
:a|:le, for which she is still regarded with
*f her juvenile playmates, occurred when,
fll a game of hide-and-seek, she stowed
t jail self away neatly in the circle of a
ir+e on the back of an automobile parked
trier home.
Su^he machine didn't stay parked! In the
uriel did not see the folks get into the

Palmborg's
Continued from Page 14
They were one of the first of th picople to build a home in Hollywood. He
an who looks ahead and plans and his
home and the success he has made
that he plans well.
he was anxious to make his wife's and
iture secure. He and Mrs. Beery have
us plans for their son's future. First
remost they want this lad to have the
ication that he can get, for thus equipped

Pal"

By BETTY

car — but suddenly realized her predicament
when the machine sped off down the street,
with a frightened small piece of childhood
clinging to the spare-tire. Fortunately she returned from her hectic ride unhurt and in
somewhat chastened mood promised MotherDear that hereafter she would park herself on
solid ground; but it must be recorded, in the
interests of truth, that upon that occasion "Sunshine Pal's" smile was decidedly A. W. O. L.
Since her film-debut in Ince's "Hail the Woman," Muriel has appeared in many pictures,
her latest being the leading child's role in
"Daddies," for Warner Brothers, her work in
the spirited characterization — that of a tomboy little girl who wins the heart of irascible
Claude Gillingwater — winning much commendation at the recent preview.
Just now Muriel is playing a rich little girl
in "Love and Lies" with Lila Lee and James

MORRIS

Kirkwood and, upon completion of this picture, will be featured by the Theater Owners'
Producing Corporation in a story, "Baby Fingers," written about her winsome personality.
All the deft shading of her comedy-sense and
her keen response to scenes of pathos will be
brought out in the film, which promises to be
one of the best of the season featuring a childplayer.
acting, playing
Muriel's both
talents
lingingBesides
and dancing,
pianoinclude
and or^.n,
exceptionally well for such a wee one <>t -iv
summers.
song-programs
have
provenHerfavorites
with the "over
radio the
fan>. air"
The future
of this bright
little "Sunshine
Pal" And
gul
seems
particularly
just now.
Tommy Ince, who discovered her, is wearing
one of those I-told-you-so smiles and saying.
"Didn't I know it all along?"

COMING]

Paragraphs
they know he will be able to face the world.
But he is still young and they realized that if
nnvthing should happen to "the head of the
house" that this education might not be possible.
So they made it certain — for the insurance policy Mr. Beery now possesses will take care of
that.
As I drove away I heard the happy laughter
of the boy and took with me the memory of a
happy home — and of Mr. Beery a man with a
magnetic personality — a dignified, cultured
gentleman.

RICHARD

MATTISON

DUANE'S
irticlet
on the
Scenario Schools
Nov

in Preparation
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An

Historical

Fashion and history have at least one
thing in common: they both run in cycles.
* * *
Together w ith many others who earn their
livlihood in one phase or another of the
motion picture industry, we had come down
to a public hearing of the Police Commission
at the Los Angeles City Hall, where the subject of bluelaws was to be informally discussed during the process of the Commission's granting,
or refusing
to grant,
various licenses
permitting
dancing
after
twelve
o'clock
midnight.
We
arrived
at
the
City Hall fully an hour before the time
scheduled for the meeting, but found ourselves late-comers, since the various bluelaw
advocates had apparently disregarded their
own tenets and had stayed up all night in
order to crowd the hall with their own sympathizers. Finally, the august Police Commission strolled into the chamber, and seated
its composite self. The meeting was formally opened, and one of the petitions — it
happened to be the refreshingly audacious
request of the Wampas to dance until three
o'clock A. M. — was formally presented. Of
course, it never had a chance, but nevertheless it was hailed with glee by the bluelaw
advocates, who stood up, one after the other,
to denounce the modern-sky youth and its
iniquitous habits.
We listened and tried to keep awake, as
they droned along lugubriously — almost interminably
(Fade Out on Los Angeles — Fade in on:)
Mistress Cowan and Maaster Higgin are
attending the Virginia Convention at Richmond on March 23rd, 1775.
Hundreds of Colonists have travelled for
many miles, from the furthermost corners
of the Virginia Colony, to be present at this
meeting, ostensibly merely a protest against
the arrival of the British military on American shores. Actually, we colonists sensed
the historic aspect of this Convention. It
was in the air, and the feeling pervaded every one of the Thirteen Colonies.
The presiding ofhcers are seated on a dais
at the front of the Convention Hall. The
stolidity of dignity, the slow thought of
office, and the aversion to progress of the
"responsible." are all marked on their feaIF ITS MADE OF LEATHER
WE HAVE IT
Anything in novelties. And if you
are interested in Indian apparel, cowboy outfits or smart Knglish Saddlery
goods — we have it.
^HoIltj&Joob ^Mo&elirj |Ceatl|Pr j5>ltop
Phone 432-308 1550 Cahuenga Ave.
LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK
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LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.
' AND
RARE

OUT OF PRINT BOOKS
Searched for and reported upon
free of charge.
HOLLYWOOD BOOK AND
PRINT SHOP
1780 Highland Ave.
478-132

Simile

sy george

tures. Several men of important position in
the Colonies have addressed the President
and the other members of the Convention,
Upholding the present status of everything,
and decrying the attempts of those who
wished to change "the things that are."
The day seems sure for the Tories, when
a young man in buff-colored breeches and
the long coat of the day, rises and starts to
speak stammeringly, evidently a bit awed by
the prevalence of the opinion against his
views. Some of the people in the Hall, however, know this young man, and hope that
his brilliant oratory will flower forth as it
has on several other occasions with which
they are familiar. For this is Patrick Henry.
He speaks.
"Mr. President: No man thinks more
highly than I do of the patriotism, as well
as abilities, of the very worthy gentlemen
who have just addressed the House. But
different men often see the same subject in
different lights: and, therefore, I hope it will
not be thought disrespectful to those gentlemen if, entertaining as I do opinions of a
character very opposite to theirs, I shall
speak forth my sentiments freely and without reserve. This is no time for ceremony.
The question before the house is one of
awful moment to this country. For my own
part, I consider it as nothing less than a
question of freedom or slavery; and in proportion to the magnitude of the subject
ought to be the freedom of the debate. It is
only in this way that we can hope to arrive
at truth, and fulfill the great responsibility
which we hold to God and our country.
"Mr. President, it is natural to man to indulge in the illusoins of hope. We arc apt
to shut our eyes against a painful truth, and
listen to the song of that siren till she transforms us into beasts. Is this the part of
wise men engaged in a great and arduous
struggle
for liberty!'
Are who,
we disposed
be
of
the number
of those
having toeyes
see not. and having ears hear not, the things
which so nearly concern their temporal salvation? For my part, whatever anguish of
spirit it may cost, I am willing to know the
whole truth: to know the worst and to proCasts

of the

Week

vide for it. Shall we try argument?
we have been trying that for years,
we anything new to offer upon the sub
Nothing. We have held the subjectT
every light of which it is capable: but it]
been all in vain. Shall we resort to oj
and humble supplication? What tern
we
find which have not been alrea
hausted?
"Let us not, I beseech you, sir, d<
ourselves longer. Sir, we have done
thing that could be done to avert th
which
is now
coming on. We
petitioned: we have remonstrated:
supplicated: we have prostrated ourse! !1
Our petitions
been slighted:
strances
have have
produced
additionalour —
and insult; our supplications have been
regarded;
we have
contempt. and
In vain,
after been
these spurned
thingi '
we indulge in the fond hope. If we
be free — if we mean to preserve in- 1 •»::
these inestimable privileges for whi
have been so long contending — if we n
not basely to abandon the noble strugg
whichh we have been so long engaged, i kiWon
which we have pledged ourselves neve a;:
abandon until the glorious object of our
test shall be obtained — we must fight!
peat, sir, we must fight!
"I know now what course others ma; ( i:
but as for me, give me liberty, or

People rising from benches, the soun
scuffling feet, awaken us. We are baa
Los Angeles, California. Again it is Dei
ber, 1923. The Police Commission ha:
fused
death!"all applications for dancing
torTi
IV of
twelve o"clock. The advocates of the
laws have won the day. at least this
We realize we have been dreamin
again.
dream, based on our hope, and because
n
six months' intimate association with
rick Henry, during the preparation 0^
of Flames,'
"A isLighter
for he
scenarionovel
which
the central
figure, . .
which will be picturized by Willim S. I
It seems, after all. that Los Angele* it
smaller town than ever Richmond wa k
1775! Oh. for a Patrick Henry in our
Hall in 1924!

William B. Brush Productions
Present
Lew Cody
"Defiance"
Renee Adoree
Chas. A. Post
Joseph
Swickard
Naldo Morelli
Jas. E. Leong
Bernard Brown
Dick Sutherland
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Marguerite Kosik
Sacramento Pictures Corp.
Present
"Listen
Lester"
Alec Francis Dot
Farley
Louise Fazenda Eugenie Gilbert
Eva Novak
Lee Moran
Violet LaPlante
Harry Myers
George O'Hara
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Wraps
Furs
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Commuting
SB are born commuters, others acquire
flflmg and still others have commuting
4 pon them.
We Caldwell, the male lead in Morris
tfl"The Miracle," Broadway's greatest
-«Bon for many a season, is not intentionv [commuter, for to date commuting has
dflrust upon him. It has been his experilM be so hustled from Coast to Coast
itBcould hardly call it a voluntary raoveWe only knows that there are nails in
ilAod and New York for his hat and both
jHke to him.
an actor really know where he be*Mnen his mail always has a forwarding
im
it?" Mr.
Caldwell
called
afleron before
he left
the lastwastime
for upon
New
rk t a twenty-four hours' notice.
Htlbelongs where his work is," said the
fjHromptlv.
just connecting
Am
stage to"Trains
stage. are
Of course
there are
aHally actors who are happiest with
inflof scenery. Some have the New York
iflSome scheme and contrive no matter
flfl offered in the eastern metropolis to get
:k i the California sunshine.
IHe are others to whom commuting is a
<■ high priestess in their art. She must
(fled both in Hollywood and New York
^Buster
may dimacquires
on the commuting
'actoriaP name,
flnss savagely
as a
iflry part of the game. For the right
]M set of notices from the New York
Hor the left, another set of notices from
tEflj Angeles critics as proof positive that
\made in one place !
matter of fact, a stage and a set are
|e the world over. The greatest thing
litem of commuting is a collection of
lies. There may be certain advantages
as many disadvantages loom up. One
friendships, freshens one's viewpoint
|re advantages, but a personality has a
way of becoming indistinct in the city
lind. That is the almost fatal side of
Ing, although the commuter, who has
jng thrust upon him cannot be said to
|e rolling stone class."
iMorris Gest, who has been character"imperialYorkMorris
Gest" loomed
(than iseNew
to Orville
Caldwellup

FRED

MILLER

COMEDIAN

to

Fame

M. RYAN

when he sent him two insistent wires, signing
him in the second, to play the male lead in
"The Miracle." There is a splendor about a
Gest production that would make a commuter
out of the actor most reluctant to leave hihome. Mr. Caldwell had his place in the
Hollywood foothills, but the call was a dominant one and he went. He had had two seasons before he came to the film coolny in Mr.
Gest's "Mecca," set forth on gorgeous scale
touch of (Jest.
and he knows well the lavish
Greater by far is "The Miracle."
Mr. Caldwell admits that certain conditions
add a thrill to commuting. Mr. Gest has given
him two of his greatest spectacular opportunities, opportunities that were highly educational
so that commuting has had a royal side. Supervising this second production in which he has
appeared, "The Miracle," is Prof. Reinhardt,
who has poured forth in rehearsals a wealth
of artistry that has been gathered up eagerlv
by the actor. Right here is the only value of
commuting says Mr. Caldwell — opportunities
that broaden one's art. The place will not do
it— the busy actor has a limited relation to a
place — itbutpay.contacts of note cancel distance and
make
Orville Caldwell is a California boy who
was born in Oakland where he spent his boyhood, later attending the University of Californio where he graduated. His dramatic experience began at college where a greater variety of roles fell to his lot than was ever negotiated by any student. He began his stock
experience in Oakland where he won the attention of James K. Hackett, who was the first
to make him a commuter for this actor engaged
him for a leading part in his Broadway run
of "The Rise of Silas Lapham" and later "The
Old 'Ole." Then back to the Coast for another
stock engagement, then New York again in
Morris Gest's "Mecca" followed by several
months in Hollywood when he supported Katherine McDonald in "The Lonely Road" and
"The Scarlet Lily," Mae Murray in "The
French Doll" anl his last appearance with an
allOrville
star cast
in Universal's
Caldwell
does not"Six
claimFifty."
to be the
prize commuter. And here is a secret. He
might not have commuted at all if he had
known in the first place that "The Miracle"
was to be done entirely in pantomime. In ad-

"DON

QUIXOTE"

By Bert Tracy

Main 4915
1

yl Am Coming Back"
HARRY
PARISER
the Boy with the
$1,000,000 Smile
Watch for the smile in
the Next Issue
I be reached at the Screen PlayerH
I, 921 Went 6th St. IMione 824-882

By EDITH

dition to the intriguing Morris Gest was the
joyful thought of walking the boards and using his voice. And when he learned that he
had commuted for silent drama, it was at first
a blow. But later in the swing of the compelling production he writes that spoken drama
would have marred the majesty of "The Miracle" and so he has no regrets that he took the
long journey.
Mr. Caldwell, looking into the future of production, sees a large body of actors who will
refuse to be borrowed — these among the older
ones — but among the young chaps who are not
bothered by too many Lares and Penates the
insiduous growth of the commuting custom. For
some way there is an appeal to the imagination and it lends a sparkle to life. Still there
is one thing, he says, that will check commuting even among the rovers — an endowed theater in Hollywood where the actor can get the
thrill that is now taking him to Broadwav — the
thrill of using his voice in spoken drama!
Doctors&
FORD
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific
Adustments
Spinal
Individual
Rest
Rooms
0. Henry Ford
Ann* Mu Ford
Office
D.C.. Ph.C.
O.C.. Ph C. Ground Floor
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12 — 2 to 5
Mon., Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8

ART

(.from anTTHoW E.fmnT)

LEE

SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone 598 207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western
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PUBLIC

OPINION

January 14, 192+.
Editor of "Camera!",
Hollywood, California.
Dear Mr. Fox: —
Please accept my appreciation for "The
Masquerader"' last week's editorial. "Movie
Ciall!" boring
reveals
its sponsor
individual haran evil and
unclean animagination.
His
article reads like the wild scribble of a lowbred, ill-mannered young boy, used to the lowest
associationsconsideration.
of a city's streets and unworthy
of intelligent
Yours faithfully,
(Signed)
EMIL HOYER,
Box
13 StationCalifornia.
"C,"
Los Angeles,
More power to "CAMERA!" and Fiimograph.
Hollywood and its motion picture people —
and every other fair-minded, right-thinking
person, fo rthat matter — are behind you and
those who are seeking to protect the motion picture profession from the unjust, unfair slander
and persecution of those self-styled "saviours
of the world" who are doing all in their power
to hold our profession and our people up to the
scorn and ridicule of the world.
The reasons for the attacks of such radical,
ungodly
— they really
aren't take
preachers
ministers, andmen
it would
a muchor smarter
man than 1 am, with a much more profane vocabulary, totell just what they are — their reasons, I repeat, are so plain as to be evident to
the most casual observer.
Seeking sensational publicity for themselves,
reveling
in the assmell
printer's
ink, fish
as dear
their nostrils
the ofscent
of dead
to theto
senses of an alley cat; counting that day lost
which does not see their likeness in print, in
connection with some lurid, unwholesome scandal— radicals of their ilk seize upon any scandal, any controversy, which gives promise of
furnishing them with the stinking, putrid things
which are as meat and drink to their perverted
souls.
The Los Angeles motion picture profession
and the people who have made it what it is
today are as good citizens, on the whole, as
the average run of ordinary, everyday working folks in any walk of life.
I have treated hundreds of them, both men
and women, since I began my practice in Hollywood. They have the same aches and pains,
which hurt them just as much, as other folks.
And I have found them cleaner and higherminded, for that matter, than the general run
of sensation-seekers who throng the so-called
"churches" of the muck-raking, mud-throwing
demagogues and pulpit-pounders — too timid
and afraid of public opinion to indulge in the
drugs or liquor which naturally attracts such
people, yet drenching and intoxicating their
minds with the salacious slop dealt to them under the sleazy veil of "religion."
There are individuals in Filmland, certainly, who commit wrongs. Some have done heinous things.
But in every such instance, without exception, the motion picture people, themselves, have
been doers!
the first to cry "thumbs-down" against the
evil
In the name of He who told his disciples:
"Judge not, lest ye be also judged" and "Let
him who
is without
have
a fair
deal. sin cast the first stone," let's
If motion picture people break laws, punish
them to the limit.
And libeling
if so-called
"preachers"
transgresslurid
the
laws,
and painting
in wretched,
colors the people of the profession which has
done more than anything else to make our Los
Continued on Page 20

A

Square

Deal

It is doubtful if America, or even the world itself, has
ever produced a more fearless or spectacular man than Theodore Roosevelt, whose creed, doctrines and politics were summed
up in has
that now
favorite
his ....must"a square
The time
comephrase
whenof Filmdom
demand deal."
that
which Roosevelt preached .... that same "square deal."
Ever since God-knows-when one of the favorite pastimes
of the reformers and newspapers at large has been to heap
sinut on the motion picture industry for no reason whatsoever.
Whenever there has been a murder or scandal they have linked
with it somewhere the name of "film actor," "film director"
or "film actress," just so it was film, film, film this and film
that and the other thing. Maybe the person involved worked
a day with some comedy outfit. Immediately he or she is
dubbed a star and the headlines would lead one to believe
that Mary Pickford or Douglas Fairbanks or some one else
of real importance was involved. Filmdom has been the bait
for the readers; it has been the goat .... TOO LONG! Certainly there have been individuals in the industry who have
done rash things. Many others have been the victims of circumstance. But why should the industry as a whole be condemned for their misdeeds?

m

m

When a New Jersey preacher was found in a "love nest";
when an Illinois clergyman was found guilty of seducing a
choir girl; when Herbert Wilson, ex-minister and one of the
most notorious criminals Los Angeles has ever produced,
killed a fellow-convict in cold blood, was the Church as a
whole condemned? NO!
When a New York publisher was involved in a scandal
with a prominent actress; when a well-known Chicago newspaperman was found guilty of maliciously spreading the untruth about an important political campaign, a time when most
newspapers, however false they were at other times, came out
with the truth; when another publisher nearer home was
found iruilty of blackmail and using his sheet as a wedge to
secure a huge
sum of graft
Journalism
condemned?
NO! from the people's money, was
Filmdom has not had a square deal. But it's going to
get it ... . NOW! Whatever the public at large may think
of Roscoe Arbuckle or Gaston Glass or Mabel Normand this
one thing is sure: THEY HAVE NOT BEEN GIVEN A
SQUARE DEAL. Furthermore there is more of big heartedness, under-the-surface quality to them than any of the reformers and yellow-hearted newspapermen possess. They at
least admit that they have human failings, as we all have, and
do not parade around with that holier-than-thou woe-begone
expression
sensuality. on their faces that only hides innate crudeness and

m

"Camera!" and Filmograph, as Crusaders for The Unbiased Truth, propose to apply Rooseveltian principles to the
present case. WE ARE GOING TO GET A SQUARE DEAL
FOR THE MOTION PICTURE PEOPLE. WE MEAN BUSINESS! WE NEED YOUR HELP TO SECURE FOR FILMDOM "A SQUARE DEAL! '

m
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Eugene B. Branford, the author of this remarkable poetic treatise on Friendship, is rapidly gaining a name for himself as one of our most versatile writers, and has written pneln .
impressionistic and lyrical compositions that have been widely acclaimed. There is a simpleness and pathos to his work that is undefinable, yet the charm and sincerity is readily apparent.
His work is of added interest to the people of the 7notion picture profession because of his inclusion in our group, having started upon his career as film actor with the same zeal and
conscientiousness that distinguish his writings, yet withal retaining his inherent humanness
that wins him friends in all walks of life. He has just published a new song, "Oh Hollywood!"
which is dedicated to Filmdom and its people. He is making his home here at Castle Sans
Souci on Argyle Street with his foster-mother, Susie C. Clark, who is also a writer of established merit, having written several hooks on travel and kindred subjects.

Crosfsi
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IN days to come
with gusty swells,
will come to us
sweet memory bells ;
our paths will cross,
our lives entwine,
and golden hours
in memory shine.
The light of Friendship softly beams, like a
radiant glow from lands o' dreams, stilling the
waves of life's turbulent sea. Why should life's
paths come together, and so quickly turn aside?
Why should Friendship be enduring,
when our ways must sever wide?
'Tis a mystery to mortals, dark, unfathomable
and deep ! so we wonder in our blindness,
while we sit alone and weep.
The sun will shine,
the rain will fall,
a mystic silence
broods o'er all.
The days will come,
the days will go,
and human hearts
must ebb and flow!
but down all years
will come to me,
full many a thought
that blends with Thee.
A heart's true worth
blooms but in love,
thught lost to earth
it shines above.
It's the oft' repeated story,
every rose must have its thorn,
cloud and sunshine go together,
oaks grow stronger from the storm.
Were it not for weary heart-aches,
and the severed ties of friends,
less we'd love our home immortal,
where pure Friendship never ends.
Oh, thou pitying love of heaven
stoop and fold us to thy breast,
still and satisfy these longings
with thy blissful, peaceful rest.
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ANNOUNCING
the opening of the fluent, hest equipped*
mostSouthern
com fori California.
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United Producers & Distributors
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HOWARD

GAYE

Walter Frederick Seely
Shadowed Photography
1448 North Wilcox
(One-half block west of Cahuenga at
Sunset.) Telephone 439-774

DONNA

HALE

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.
HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit, Universal
Current Production "An old Man's
Darling."
Recent releases}, "Gossip*" "Crossed
Wires." "Town Scandal," "The 1 iiOinicahle. I'he Wild I'nrty," ''The Near
I.ady." "Kxcit cine nt."
Where

all

good filmfolk

together."
NEW CAFE
JOHN'S
6382 Hollywood Blvd.
Visit the Beautiful
GLEN ELLEN TEA ROOM
We specialize in a 85 cent dinner
.1:30 S p. III.
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Special Parties ltll!6
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Blvd.
ment.
Learn a
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Make big money as a
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Get particulars of classes NOW!
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ave., at Santa Monica Blvd.
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Continued from Page 18
Angeles the wonder city of the world, let them
also be punished !
Keep up the good OR.
fightW.— don't
weaken !
L SCHUSTER,
"Movie Chiropractor."
6280 Sunset Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.

"Camera I"
Dear Sirs: — With all due respect to the intel igence of Mr. Fox and Mr. Lykke (intelligence and judgment sufficient to issue interesting and useful publications each week), I personally can not understand why they have
seen fit to devote space in your excellent publications bosh
("Camera!"written
and Filmograph)
for (?)
the
unadulterated
by the Rev.
Bob Shuler. It is not a question of "considering the source." Any attack may be dangerous
and annoying if it is ably launched and sustained on a strong basis. From the days of
David a small enemy has been able to strike
home by employing a wise method. But in
this case the method is even worse than the
source. No one with any mentality or sense
of values could seriously absorb the article
copied in the Camera for January 12th.
The public of this country are still considered
free and a civilized, educated bocly of human
beings. They have indorsed and upheld the
moving picture industry by their presence and
their pocket books for many years. Wide advertising can place a commodity on the market
but no power can keep it there unless it is of
real benefit. The present day conditions have
rendered rlaxation a vital necessity. From the
girls and boys who have crowded and uncomfortable homes, to the tired married couples
forced to live in two by four apartments, they
have turned to the motion picture theater instead of injurious dissipation. The best schools
and many of the churches of the country have
recognized that pictures have brought a great
mental and moral improvement to the world,
and whoever tries to undermine those who have
given their lives to this great work is attacking
a valued and required organization "of the
people,
the people,
and isforcouched
the people."
When bysuch
an article
in inane
terms, and based on an appeal for leniency regarding acity regulation and not a violation of
criminal law, and issued in a publication of
such a questionable character it does not seem
worthwhile to give it so much publicity or
notice.
The general impression the retaliation gives
is that Mr. Fox and Mr. Lykke felt a deep indignation against the absurd and malicious
iirade regarding Mr. Niblo. Even so, ridicule
would appear to be the only retaliation such a
hodge podge of nonsense would merit.
For the sake of sensational news gathering
get it has been widely shown that the Picture colony has a few members whose weakness equals
their talent and ability to sooth and help the
world. But even if the proportion were larger
than in any other group of people (instead of
being smaller) no rambling or meaningless pen
will ever be able to cripple or seriously besmirch those who participate in productions
like those of Mr. Niblo. So, as one of our
respected and beloved comedians would sav,
"Why Worry"?
Very sincerely yours,
Signed: DOROTHEA KNOX.
January 15th, 192+.

PATRIOTISM
By Eric Mayne
man's him
love toforkeep
his its
Con \
thePatriotism
love whichis ainspires
respect its institutions, and defend it agair
enemies.
The true Patriot identifies himself wit
fortunes of his nation; he profits by its
he serves it in the present, and he has fa
its future.
If a man wishes to keep a Country an
sires that Country to keep him the demar
Patriotism are greater than ever.
The Patriot cannot afford to be indir
to the efficiency or inefficiency of the G(
ment of his Country, it should be his gr
concern.
A German Professor of the name of it
has just perfected the world's largest and
powerful submarine.
The submarine is one of the most dial I
methods of destruction ever invented.
does not give its victims even the c
to Itfight.
By foul and vicious means it attacks in
and unoffending
people and sends them
terrible
death.
This same 'Flamm' has invented a hug'
layer to carry 1000 mines of one ton eat I
other Satanic way of destroying men una I
Many
working
develop
will not

noble and Patriotic German I
hard to reconstruct their Counti I
its wonderful possibilities. 14
help them in their work.

The greatest effort of the Patriot is
serve and ennoble human life that it n
of service to the nation and the world.
History teaches us that when a Com
too prosperous, its Citizens are too lin
to
be patriotic; and when a Country is irB
while.
ruptcy its people think patriotism is not 0)
When the people of a Country becon «
nest and sincere in their Patriotism th< *
ernment of that Country will have one if
in view — Their duty to the State.
'Ah, when shall all men's good
BeAnd
eachuniversal
man's rule.
peace
Lie like a shaft of light across the >

it' Atom* living is In motion
picture
.you need
CAMERA!
evei:ywee:
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Debut

Featured

Player

as

a

OF

NALDO

MORELLI
IN

"DEFIANCE"
Produced
WM.

With
RENEE

BRUSH

by

PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

an All-Star Cast Including LEW
ADOREE,

ADAMSON,
ERLAND.

JOSEF

"BUDDY"

DIRECTION:

SWICKARD,

POST

BERTRAM

AND

CODY,
EVELYN

DICK

BRACKEN

SUTH-

Producers

and

Directors

The foremost question in the minds of those engaged in the making of Motion
Pictures is: "What can we do to make pictures better?"
Perfection demands the elimination of all faults, and the faults in this case concern those who work before the camera; those who are really most important in the
success of the picture. To produce better pictures we must have better actors and better actresses.
Men of importance in this great industry, do you realize that since the birth of
Motion Pictures there has never been a real "honest to goodness" legitimate place
where talented people, without experience can be shown the right road to enter pictures? Do you realize there is wonderful talent and material lying dormant only for
the want of proper coaching and a place where you directors and producers may come
and see their possibilities? Why not allow those endowed with talent and ability to
come forward?
Why cease to separate the grain from the chaff?
Penrhyn Stanlaws famous artist and director recently said: "Stars today are paid
their exact market value due to one company bidding against the other. The truth is,
not only are there not enough stars but there are not enough leading men and women
to supply the demand. Producing companies howl at outrageous salaries but they do
not go to the root of the matter. They are so blinded by the demand that they neglect the supply. The supply is without limit. Everywhere is splendid material. All
it needs is development. There are schools where any profession may be studied.
There are schools where the fundamentals of any business may be studied, but there
is no school for the motion picture actor and actress. Schools are needed! The infant
industry should go to school!"
Now directors and producers, you have, just read the words of a famous man,
words which coincide exactly with our own thought. We have the institution, the
studio space, the lights and sets, the instructors, in fact we have everything except your
endo rsement.
WILL

YOU

GIVE

IT?

To encourage or even permit irresponsible schools to exist is simply to invite scandal and that is the reason we ask your earnest co-operation. We want to be tutored by
reputable companies; we ask your advice, your candid opinion, anything for the betterment of this large industry.
We have given a name to the idea and have called it "The Screen Players Club."
At all times will our club be properly conducted and open for inspection, and in a very
short time we will be able to supply all reasonable demands of the studios.
We are going to give every one a fair chance and a square deal. We don't wish to
conflict with anyone. We are organizing a clean legitimate club and invite every one
in pictures to join it. We charge no commission and the dues are reasonable.
Once again, Producers and Directors, what do you think of it? Write and let us
know.

Screen
921

Players
West

Sixth

Club
St.

"I'm

Glad

to be Back
We

have been successful distributors oi

state right productions for twelve years.
We are qualified to handle your distribution
problem!
Stein & Bilchik, Certified Public Accountants, ant
our fiscal agents, will handle all accounts, stateme:
and moneys for the producer, assuring — no juggling
We feel obligated for our own safety's sake to hel\
keep you in business!

[

We deserve your consideration!
Reputable Pictures Corporation
220 West 42nd Street
New York City
That

Million

Dollar

Smile

HARRY
P ARISE R
Get me at the
SCREEN PLAYERS CLUB
Phone 824-882

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

W. C. THOMPSON, Manager Los Angeles Office
840 South Olive Street : Los Angeles, California

CHAPTER

Do You Know

the Value of
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Good
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ORDER
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Publicity?

MOOSE

OFFERS
ILLUSTRATED
Special open charter membership
NOW

fee

$10.00

STORIES
BUILD

FEATURE

WILL

YOUR

HELP
FUTURE

After Charter Closes $50.00
Many of the celebrities of filmland are
now members — others are joining daily.
Don't delay. You will be glad to be a
member.
J.

J.

Exclusive Service to Particular Players

ARTZER

Southern California Headquarters
4532 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
Telephone 598-030

HOLLYWOOD NEWS SERVICE
GEORGE HIVELY, General Manager
6318 Hollywood Boulevard

Phone 439-869
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SiCRAMENTO
PICTURES
FILMING
A. D. of N. Y. Holds
Lauds "Camera!"
Semi- Annual Election
Fight!"
Says
Niblo
"LISTEN LESTER"; IS NETTING
for Action
Taken
The
Assistant
Directosr
Assn.
At a conference
held late
ThursHUGE
NATIONAL
SUCCESS
day afternoon between Fred Niblo,
of New York held their semi-annual election Wednesday evening president of the Motion Picture
Etooting Screen Adaptation at F. B. O.
at their headquarters, 234 W. 55th Directors' Association, and Fred
street. Walter Lang, the president
Stronghold; Favorites Signed for Film
Fox, editor
"Camera!",
the
during the last term, was reelected W.
editorial
attack ofupon
the motion
urer of the company. Owing to for the same office. Bert E. Siebel picture people which was recently
|UdProduction
activities
in
Hollywere stimulated this week the fact that the concern's busi- was elected vice-president, Charles published in the magazine operness is now international, a change Berner was retained as treasurer,
Blthe starting of "Listen Lester,"
ated by Bob Shuler, rabid Los Anjtf, great American farce of the of company name is seriously be- and Walter R. Sheridan the Assogeles reformist, and which has ocing considered.
■sking stage, which is being
ciation's
first
secretary,
was
elected
cupied such a prominent place in
The initial release of Sacra- to fill another term.
Filmdom within the past three
■msferred to the screen by SacSeven
members
were
elected
to
mento
Pictures
Corporation,
title
paento Pictures Corporation. The
was thoroughly discussed
serve on the Board of Governors, weeks,
My went into actual production
"Temporary Marriage," is now
from all angles and a definite
the Robertson-Cole studios, playing to big business through- including George Cline, chairman,
The tenor of Niblo's talk was
n its completion it will be disout the United States. "Listen John Coleman, John V. DeLacv,
Lester" will be the second feature Michael Miggins, Leon D'Usseau, for an unabated fight against anuted
tagonistic interests and correction
tion. by Principal Pictures Cor- to be produced by this company.
Bert Tuev and Ben Behrens.
of the falsehoods that have been
ccording to Jack Hunter, genmanager of the company and
McDowell Roles
the clergical
byHe stated
spread bank.
that he mountethought
etary-treasurer of the T. & D. Foy Will Film
the
attack
was
entirely
uncalled
Circuit of San Francisco, the
Phoney History
Go Merrily On
ular farce is to be given an
Nelson McDowell, immediately for and while he did not resent so
Bryanment thisFoyweekmadeof the
n more elaborate treatment
much the personal references to
the announceplans for
upon finishing his part in "The himself he desired that the ladies
it was on the stage and it his new independent company
the cinema colony, especially,
redicted that the screen version which will produce during 192+ a Metro,
Shootingsigned
of Dan
for of
to playMcGrew"
an eccentric
should be afforded an opology.
"Listen Lester" will be one of series of fifty-two one reel films
"1 know that public sentiment is
character production
role in Harry
Pollard's
at Universal.
r. outstanding comedies of the to be known as "Hysterical His- current
Exterior scenes were to tie filmed with us, and if we can place the
Twotorycomedies
Comedies." have already been at San Luis Obispo.
illiam A. Seiter h?s been seissue before the people I am satisfied that they will condemn, in no
ed to direct the production
produced and work is now started
McDowell has gained an envi- uncertain
terms, this tirade of
ile the cast, which is an all-star on the third.
able reputation as a character
sonnel .boasts of such wellMonte Brice, noted comic direc- actor and has enacted many diver- Shuler's. So much false propawn names as Louise Fazenda,
tor and author, is assisting Mr. Foy
ganda has been spread around of
sified parts within the past four
c B. Francis, Harry Myers,
.—
in preparing the stories, while years.
charto besmirch
late designed
acter of the motion
picturethe people
orge O'Hara, Eva Novak, Lee William McGann, veteran camthat I am of the opinion the time
eraman, is photographing the Tully Preparing
ran, Eugenia Gilbert, Dot Farand others of like prominence,
has come for us to protect ourseries. John Wallace, formerly
ssociated with Hunter in the associated with Vitagraph, is asNext Picture
selves.
duct of Sacramiejnto Pictures
sisting in production.
Richard Walton Tully, probably
s whatbitternes
He showed
soever against no
Shuler;
limply
keen
No announcement has been made
"poration is Forrest White, forAmerica's greatest playwrightregarding the release dates.
banker of Idaho, who is treasn
regret that the clergyma should
producer, is already engaged upon
the scenario for his film version have published such utterly absurd and unfounded statements.
of his sensational international
OF PARIS" BREAKS
He was assured by Mr. Fox that
OMAN
stage success, "The Bird of Para- "Camera!" was heartily in accord
SHOWIN LONDON
dise." This is to be his next conPRECEDENT
tribution to the screen, following with any movement for a righteous
EW
PREVI
ING; NO PUBLIC
"Flowing Gold," the Rex Beach adjustment of the matter and he
most graciously accepted the costory now in production.
haplin Film Creates Comment by Leaving
operation of the publication, folMr. Tully also wrote the script
lowing which ways and means
for
"Flowing
Gold."
Run
Foreign
for
Price
Top
Gets
Path;
eaten
speedy
ed toareinsure
were propound
expects to take his company
tion. Plans
rectifica
well under
n established precedent in the highest price yet paid for an to HeHawaii
to
get
the
proper
atowing of American photoplays
American photoplay in England.
and in the immediate
way now
mosphere for "Th« Bird of Para- future
they will be revealed to the
England has been broken by the
leaving
Los
Angeles
early
The New Tivoli Theatre is lo- in the dise,"
n,
professio
at which time united
Spring.
oking of Charles Chaplin's procated on London's famous thoraction will be called for.
ction "A Woman of Paris,"
The Strand, and is the
thout the usual formality of a newest andoughfare,most
"I have always had the greatest
The fact that Estelle Taylor,
fashionable of
blic pre-view.
the women of our proThe directors of the New TivoJi the London picture houses; built Commandments!'
has ina "The
hobbyTenof respect for
portraying "Miriam"
fession and it is regrettable that
on
the
site
of
the
old
historic
Tiveatre booked the famous Chapshould have been subjected to
oli Music Hall — the theatre in accumulating slippers has evident- they
drama for a four weeks eninsult," he said, and comly hecome known in f'ekin, China, such an mended
"Camera!" for the part it
gement, starting February 25, which Charlie Chaplin made his
the actress has reter only viewing the picture at last appearance in England as a from whence
Chinrtr
in their defense and
beautiful
plaving
of
was
pair
ceived
a
private screening, paying the variety artist.
that of the industry as a whole.
slippers from an admirer.
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Morelli Issues

LAUD
WAMPAS

Spaghetti Defi
Naldo Morelli has issued a challenge to the eastern champion who
recently consumed something over
two miles of spaghetti. Morelli
reserves the right to prepare the
food, and insists there is no man
living who can eat more of it
than himself.

Press Agents Have

Priscilla Pays
With Cold Cash
Priscilla Moran, the child film
star, having listened to the stories
of the super-wonderful fur coats
worn by older luminaries of the
screen, has been driven, in selfdefense, to the purchase of a furlined, but abbreviated, coat of
which she is vastly proud. Priscilla, who is only five, spent the
unheard-of sum of $18.50 for her
new garment — but she paid for it
in real monev.
Mong's

"V" is
JSoiv Revealed

They've just found out what
William V. Mong's middle initial
standsof all
for.
"Versatility.''
First
he isIt's
a finished
actor.
As a side line he has during the
past few years conducted a model
hog ranch, a real estate business
and between times has written numerous interesting short stories.
-Also, he can direct a motion picture production as well as act in it.
Mong's accomplishments are legion. He is one of the few "jacks
of all trades" who is master of all
that he attempts. But he lets no
other business interfere with his
real occupation of acting. For his
chief profession is likewise his
pleasure and his hobby and Mong
takes keener enjoyment in interpreting a difficult role for the
screen than he does in any other
single thing.
Caldwell Adds
Years to Son's Age
Fred Caldwell will have to answer to the charge of having added
a quarter of a century to the life
of his son, for he has just established the "fact" that his youngster was in existence twenty-five
years ago by making him a conspicuous figure in his latest comjust finished. edy-drama "Hollywood in 1900,"
If young Cecil Fred ever sees
this story when he grows up he is
likely to think he was born twentyfive years prior to the time the
family book states.
of Caldwell's
theThis
fifthnew
of afilm
series
of satires onis
Hollywood in days gone by, and
includes in the cast Victor Potel,
Muriel Reynolds, Violet Schram,
Charles Mack, Jack Gray and othman. ers. George Hollister was camera-

HOSPITALITY
OF TRISC) " &\
FROLIC
IS BRILLIANT;
*NEl

Olive Ann Alcorn, premier
danseuse of New York's "Passing
Show," and now a member of the
celluloid elan, who lias been named
as the most beautifully formed
woman in America, will soon begin an extended engagement at
the Green cafe.
Mill, the H'ashington
Boulevard
Horner

Signs

Jean Riley
Jean Riley, winner of several
nation-wide beauty contests and
known in many independent productions, has been engaged to play
the leading feminine role in the
first of a series of pictures to be
made by Bob Horner for his new
releasing contract.

Anders Randolf, the clever artist actor, who has recently created
r/uite a sensation in Hollywood
with both his portraits and screen
interpretations, has been responcharcinema
sible for eighty-seven
acterizations inthe past
ten years.
During the same period he has
Ollie Kirby has been cast to consistently continued in his original art, as well. Mr. Randolf, who
play the heavy in "Yankee Mad- is now
playing a feature role in
ness," an F. B. O. production starring George Larkin. It will be "Rose of the Ghetto" also has a
filmed under the direction of
prominent part in "Dorothy VerCharles R. Seeling.
non of Hadden Hall."

Gala Time; Mutual

.20.

ties of the
city, and
many
1
Admiratio
of Event;
Speak
of the
Retu^0'^
"Dear
folks of nSan Key
Francisco,
parties gathered in
va
the only way we can tell you how
enormously we have enjoyed this suites of the big hotel.
Nine o'clock was the hour
occasion and your wonderful hospitality is to say that — well, we for the ball and frolic t/i be _
just can't wait for next year to but long before around
that time the
the wl:
C r
come," said Fred Niblo, acting as neighborhood
Auditorium
was
a
sea
of
pco
master of ceremonies and announcer extraordinary at "the big- the great masses of the city i
gest and best ball the Wampas has were not going to the ball it
ever put on." And that was the struggled and fought and stood ' and ml
keynote of the whole affair, not n any patient hours in the hops
some of their favorite s iktn Monly the frolic and ball itself, but siring
in the flesh. Dozens of the s
the whole stay of the stars and wart
members of the police f< BRB,
film folk in the citv bv the Golden
were kept busy keeping the id
Gate.
clear for the solid line of car;!
Although Garret Graham, and drive up to the doors, and io t
their occupants get to the
many other members of the Wampas and local committees had been
m4$ in 1A
hard at work for weeks, the real trances.
e\ent was Byin nine-thirty
full blast, the
huge1
i if |
atiair began for the public with the Auditorium was it was pac
the arrival of the special trains to its fullest capacity with a cro
bearing the stars, newspaper men, that numbered at least twel
The deep balcoil
members of the Wampas and oth- thousand.
aw
ers of the film colony, at Third were full to their very back rc|
and Townsend on Saturday morn- with the many who had come n
ing. Long before the hour set for to look on, while the five rows!
private boxes built on the mi
the arrival of the "Wampas Spe- floor
held hundreds of the foren
cial"
the
depot
and
its
neighborhood was crowded with >uch a celebrities of the screen world, :
mass of admiring film fan*, that the social leaders of San Fr
when Mayor Rolph, Chief of Po- cisco, while the floor was full
beautifully gowned wdmen a
lice Daniel O'Brien, Supervisor
Emmett Haydon, Andrew J. Mc- smartly-attired men, perhaps
Carthy, General Thornwcii Mul- most representative gathering
socially elect ever gathered
lady and other notables on the re- the
ception committee, and when it the West.
ai rived they required the services
course the passing throi
of a cordon of police to open a theOf crowd
of each well kno
way for them through the crowd. favorite of the screen was greel
At the moment the train pulled with whispers of "Oh, there
in every siren in the city sounded
Eugene O'Brien; isn't he hai^
a paen of hospitality, and the air some?" or "Did you ever see a:]
rang with cheers as star after star thing like Pola Negri's eyes?
was whisked through the crowd to "Do you suppose Bull Montana;
the cars waiting lor them. Lei by really a tough guy?", but the Itl
were good-natured and bowed ajj
some
of San police
Francisco's
the mounted
force finest
and ofa smiled and stopped to chat wil
friends in the crowd, andjj
band the long line of cars carry- their
ing the much-admired heroes and general air of good fellowslfl
heroines of the silversheet, and the reigned.
members of the reception committee, drove over the route where tionFromof Fred
Niblo as master
introd'
esMayor
at the Rolph's
beginning of
people lined the curbs and hung ceremoni
out of windows as though to greet program to its close many 1
the President himself or the hero later the entertainment went
of a great war. The parade had big, and all the acts were receiv
been well planned, and each of with much applause. The
the cars carried large placaids teen baby stars won all by th'
beaiing the names of the stars it youthful charms, and when it cai|
contained, so that the waiting
crowd could be sure to get a to
tion"Over
introduc
of thethelongTyp"
of the
famous
stars
writer"
each
and
every one
glimpse of their fa'/orites.
Arriving at the Palace Hotel, given a warm welcome, even do*1
eart,"
to "Strongh
Ilalsey Manwaring, its genial pro- Tin,"
amousanddogs."Rin-T 1
world-f
prietor, welcomed his many guests
ir person, and they were promptly
o'clock five
escorted to their various rooms. menAt intwelve
uniform invaded the st;
Then followed the Chamber of to inform Mr. Niblo that it
Commerce luncheon at the Palace, time for the Ball to be over" tl
after being reminded that this w
at
which organizations
San Francisco'smade
leading
business
the San Francisco and not Los Ange
to amuse
Hollywood
visitors hospitality
welcome withof stayed
few tuneful
songs.the crowd with;
the city.
whole-hearted
the
Paul Ash with his ready bat j
The afternoon was given up to and his fine orchestra were
a rehearsal at the Civic Audi- that the heart of the dancers coil
torium, and visits with personal desire, and a bountiful supper w
friends, with motors at the service served about midnight, with light!
of all who wanted to see the beau- refreshments all evening.
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FOR "WHITE
BEGIN SHORTLY

Tj;o Favorites Are Signed to Co-Star in
Forthcoming Spectacle; Are Established
new combination of celebri- First National banner. He has
for the screen was effected yes- just finished "Lilies of the Field,"
ay when M. C. Leyee placer! in which he co-starred with Corrine Griffith and will take a short
J>ara La Marr and Conway
|rle under contract to be co- vacation before starting on the
jred under Maurice Tour- Tourneur film. Among his other
recent performances at the United
\'s direction in "The White
Studios were those in "Ashes of
|h." White Moth" originally Vengeance" opposite Norma TalThe
eared in Ainslee's Magazine
madge, andalso
in "Black
Oxen"within
co-starred
presents a modern drama by which he
Corinne
Griffith.
la Forrester, author of "The
The supporting cast to Miss La
|y Path," "The Feast of Marr
and Mr. Tearle will include
Tits,"
and other
popular
magastories.
For the
adaptation
other celebrities of the screen acihe piece, Mr. Levee has signed
cording to Mr. Levee who plans
lert Shelby LeVino, who for to make the film a genuine allrs has been responsible for star production. Actual shooting
the picture will be commenced
|iy
ons. successful Paramount adap- on
at the United Studios in the near
The combination of Barbara La future.
Irr and Conway Tearle under
1 direction of Maurice Tourneur
Billyand
Sullivan,
Universal
"sports"
expected to disclose exceptional
star,
Edward
Laemmlr,
his
Lilts for the screen. Miss La
director,
are
"playing
the
ponies"
Irr, who played the leading at
Tijuana.
The Sullivan unit has gone to
pinine role in "The Eternal
y," Samuel Goldwyn's big pro- Mexico's sporting center to film
Jtion staged in Italy and who "The
Empty Stall," the first of a
now appearing in "The Shoot- series of race track features adaptof Dan McGrew," was signed
edousfrom
Geraldmagazine
Beaumont's
Red Book
storiesfam-of
"The White Moth" by Mr.
L'ee through the courtesy of Ar- "The Information Kid."
|r Sawyer, under whose direcMost of the locale for the origishe is appearing on the
nal story is laid in Tijuana and
ieen. "The White Moth" will Laemmle plans to incorporate all
] released by First National and of the atmosphere of the famous
race track and stahles in the
planned as Mr. Tourneur's most
Ibitious film for this distributing
screen
ganization.
stories. transcription of Beaumont's
Conway Tearle has also met
Beaumont has made "The Inunusual success under the
formation Kid" one of the most
famous and lovable characters in
the short story realm. The magaitest Hersholt Role
zine stories, later assembled and
published in book form with the
Draws Many Letters
title, "Riders Up," compose one of
iver since the announcement
most popular and widely read
kt he was going to play a high- the
iss German comedy role, sup- group of stories of the world of
and particularly of the race
rning Constance Talmadge in sport,
ti ack, ever written.
file Gold Fish," Jean Hersholt
The stories are being transIs been receiving hundreds of fan
cribed to continuity by Scott Dar|ters either criticising him or
ling, who wrote the continuity for
ngratulating him for portraying
role. A majority of the let- all of the "Leather Pushers" starring Sullivan
^■9 are along the lines that it was direction.
They under
will be Laemmle'
filmed ass
gh time to quit portraying a
erman with the effect of arousing two-reel dramatic features and released in series. As in the case
|e old war hatred and to show
as a regular human being. A of the written stories each film
situation, the
|w of the letters were along the will depict a complete
hes that it was impossible for theme of which will be built around
py German to appear funny. As the adventures of "The Information Kid," a "tout" known on every
result of his playing the German
bmedy role, Hersholt has been race track in the country, whose
fleeted as one of the active work- judgment is uncanny in its ability
rs to serve on the committee in to pick winners and whose tips
le big drive to secure food and are always sincerely based on that
pnds
judgment.
iiildren.for the starving German
Hersholt came from Denmark,
Hail! The Return of
^here for many seasons he was a
the Prodigal Son
'ell-known leading man on the
Jgitimate stage , before going into
A long, lean comedian who has
le silent drama. He was an avi- given the screen several of its funtor with the A. E. F. during the
niest characterizations, swung off
/orld War and admits he has to the train from New York, this
week. Victor Potel is home from
raw very heavily on his imaginaion to inject the comedy elements
Gotham to remain. He will at
«to his role of the peaceful Ger- once continue his work in the local
lan.
studios.

Consistency in all things cinematic is but one oj the many virtue.'
Worsley, producer of "The Hunchback oj Notre Dame"
Wallace
of
which has been acclaimed as one of the season's greatest pictures.
Worsley will shortly announce his plans for the year to come
Goes Back to
the Primitive
From the most sophisticated type
of motion picture to the primitive
is the experience now being undergone by Esther Ralston, one of
the most promising ingenues
among the younger screen beauties. She recently completed her
work with Lubitsch in "The Marriage Circle," now having its local
premiere and which is undoubtedmost "grown-up"
ly one of
pictures
everthemade.
Now Miss Ralston is creating
the title role of the Universal
serial, "The Free Trader," in
which she supports William Duncan, under his direction. Her enthis cast is indicagagement fordevelopment
tive of the
in the
type of serials now being made
and it is also interesting because
it marks her return to the Univrsal
lot, where she was under contract
for two years, playing leads for
tion.
every male star in that organiza-

Ellis A. Gimbel, Jr., merchant
York and Philaprince ofdelphia,New
and his bride, were the
on
studio guests of Jackie Coogan
their recent honeymoon tour in
California. While in New Yori
last season, Jackie made a personal
me at the big Gimbel
appeara
store where he greeted thousands
of Gotham youngsters.

Marie Prevost Cast
in Grand- Asher Film
Warner Brothers have entered
into an arrangement with Roy
Neill whereby Marie Prevost is to
play
the title
Mr. Neilfs
production
of role
the infamous
play,
"Rose of the Ghetto."
The supporting cast includes
many prominent players, among
them, Carl Miller, Anders Randolf, Wm.Dowell,V.
ClaireSidney
McGeorgeMong,
K. Arthur,
Bracev, Raymond McKee and
Dana Collin.
Miss Prevost*s last picture WH«
the Ernst Lubitsch production.
"The
shown Marriage
locally. Circle," now being

Seigmann Has Last
Laugh on Joe Martin
nn, well rememGeorge Seigma
bered for his many intensely dramatic performance!, is a firm believer in the adage that "Murder
will out." Seigmann's career or
villainy as the brutal concession"Merry Go Round" ended
Uniat theaire i"hand- of Joe Martin, monk.
versale temperamental
And now Joe has been sentenced
to serve his remaining days^ behind the steel bars of a cimigorSeigmagnn pretty
cage-w
way pursuin
on hiswhile
meirilyagon,
leading ladies.
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Camera.' intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error
439-869
Type in Pulse to Editor,Progress
Director
Star
Ass't Director
Scenarist
Cameraman
Drexel 42
I 'reparing
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, Gen'l Mgr.
WilleyFred
Productions.
Reel
All-Star Zerr
Lane" •
Fred Reel
North of Fifty"
Preparing 593-5!
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
45 1 3 Sunset Blvd.
J.
S.
Moorehouse
Fred Caldwell
Muriel Reynolds
Hollister
Ray Rounsaville
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
Chas. Chaplin
Charles Chaplin Wilson-Totheroh

1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Sutherland
"Chuck" Reisner

CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
Archie
Mayo
Bobby Vernon
Nagy- Phillips
Harry Beaudine
Jimmie
Adams
Scott Sidney
Dorothy Devore

6101 Sunset.

CHARLES RAY STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
Bull Montana
Hunt Stromberg
Harry Carey
Butterfly Comedies.
Sherwood MacDonald All-Star John Thompson

A. A. Kidder, Jr., Gen. Mgr.

Clemens

C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Staff
Comedy
2-Reel Comedy
2-Reel Comedy

Art Hilton

FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
Staff
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Al. Ray
All-Star McGill
Staff
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
F. Hibbard Lloyd Hamilton Corby
Staff
STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1 40 I N. Western
Ave.
Mark
Sanderich
R. Tennant
Seiler Carruth Chimpanzees
Kingling
Sid Wagner
Tom Buckinham All-Star
Schneiderman
John Ford
All-Star
Ed. O'Ferna
Jules Cronjager
Geo. AtWellman
chain baud All-Star
Hollingshead
Wm.
Chas. Jones
Horace
Hough
Joe
August
Jack
Blystone
Eugene
Forde
Dan
Clark
•
Walter
Mayo
Edmund
Mortimer Tom
John Mix
Gilbert
G. O. Post

Preparing
Editing
432-1Holly
311
2nd
Week
1st Week
Drexel 2 1
Preparing
Preparing

2-Reel Comedy
"Desert Rose"
--Reel Comedies

2nd Week

■ The Fight With Kate

2nd Week

43 1

FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
Independent
Pictures Corporation.
Jesse Walter
J. Goldburg,
Pres. Mack
& Gen'l
Mgr.
J. P. McGowan
Franklyn Farnum
Griffin
V. Wright

FOX

Feature Comedy

Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Fred Kley, Studio Comedies
Mgr.
Staff
Carter
"The Arizona Express'
"The Plunderer"
"Vagabond
Trail"
"Mixed
Manners"
"The Apache"

GARSON STUDIO.
1845 Glendale Blvd.
Benny Zeidman Productions.
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Saml Bischoff, Gen. Mgr.
Monty Banks Productions.
R. Wm. Neill .
All-Star
Josef Von Sternberg
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beachwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
Al. Neitz
Wm. Fairbanks
Roland Price
Ralph Dietrich
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting. Culver City
Albert
Kelly
Rupert Hughes
Rupert Hughes
All-Star
John Mescall
M. K. Wilson
Tiffany Productions.
David Todd
Robt. Leonard
Mae Murray
Ollie Marsh

Schedule 598-1
Schedule
Schedule
Editing
Editing
Schedule
Holly 30 !
4th
"rd Week
5th
lird Week

Drexel 00'!
"Rose of the Ghetto"

2nd Week
Holly Oi l

"The Texas Ranger"

Holly 261
1st Week
Editing

"True as Drama
Steel"
Feature

Preparing 761-71

"Mademoiselle Midnight"

nth Week

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Harold Lloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
Finis Fox Productions. — R. R. Beatty, Bus. Mgr.
Priscilla
Moran Productions.
— O.Moran
M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
ITiscilla
Wm. Brush Productions.
John Prince
Bertram Bracken All-Star
G. Pollock
Water Babies"
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Al. Neitz
Jack Perrin
Al. Neitz
Sanford Productions.
Wild and Woolly"
F. S. Mattison Mattison
G. Ertl
"The Ragged Robin"
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
John Griffith Wray All-Star Henry Sharp Buddy Ericksen
C. Gardner Sullivan "Against the Rules"
Lambert Hlllyer All-Star
Lester Manter
Arthur Statter
"Those Who Dance"
Regal Pictures, Inc.
Wm. Beaudine
All-Star Ray June
Tenny Wright
C. Gardner Sullivan "Love and Lies"

Holly 1Preparing
Preparing

2nd Week
3rd Week
10th Week
7th Week
761-71
4th Week
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CTlie film

^Tribune
r Uagraph ingenue
Forces Ahead
Patricia McGill. film ingenue, is
noil- playing a part in ' Borrowed
Husbands," the all-star Titagraph
feature now being filmed under
the direction of David Smith.
Early last autumn, because of
excellent work done in "The Midnight .-Harm," she attracted the attention ofthe Titagraph chiefs and
ever since then she has been given
roles in their productions , and in
the current film she is paving the
way for future portrayals of
greater proportions.
Throw Money to
Winds with Denny

/fWe direction is one of the outstanding features of the comedies
rry Langdon has made, and is making, for Mack Sennett. We have
h us here the man to ivhom credit is due — Erie Kenton. He has put
: pep into modern-situation farces. May he live long and make many
e of them!
jRTHUR

DEWEY

WASHINGTON

SELECTED
ROLE

FOR

IN "AMERICA"

It's a reckless bunch of young
characters who scatter money to
the winds 'in Reginald Denny's
new starring vehicle, "Love Insurance," which has just entered
production at Universal City. The
story, published as a serial in the
Saturday Evening Post, tells of
young people with strong romantic
tendencies and reckless disregard
for many rules of life. It was
written by Karl Derr Biggers and is
the most promising story in which
Denny as yet appeared. Harry
A. Pollard, maker of "Sporting
Youth," is directing.
Vacation

Pipe-Dream

for Cowan-Higgin
About a year ago, when they
hscendant of Revolutionary Family is Chosen
first started on their active colby Griffith to Portray Coveted Role
laboration as motion picture authors, Sada Cowan and Howard
actor of long stage experience, was
(.ocated after a country-wide
fch, during which thousands of found to be deeply learned in Higgin looked forward to at least
vacation between the pic> tographs were examined, and American history. Since child- a week's
tures they would adapt. In the
hood his favorite diversion has
ire than one hundred actors, inthirteen months of their partnerbeen to read and re-read Washning a number of Broadway
ship, however, this expectation has
Is, were interviewed in person,
ington
Irving's
five
volume
biogfailed to materialize.
raphy of George Washington. He consistently
jhur Dewey has been selected
The longest time they have had
:|D. W. Griffith to portray the brought to his role not only a fine, off between jobs has been exactly
f of George Washington in sympathetic understanding of one calendar day! — and that was
Washington's character, but as
'jnerica,"
the photodrama
ir of Independence,
which ofhetheis well a remarkable knowledge of about six months ago. Since that
time Flames"
they haveforadapted
"A Lightei
ling for the Daughters of the the most intimate details of his *of
Bill Hart,
and
ideals, moods, habits, and costumes.
1 erican Revolution.
Those close to him declare that he "Broken Barriers," by Meredith
(>ewey was selected because he
Nicholson, for Reginald Barker,
^ adjudged to have the most is not merely acting Washington —
and their original story which
he
is
living
the
role.
i;fect physical resemblance to
they
sold to Metro sometime ago
ushington. Before the final seInWhen the good steamship Tenyo
of "Woman's
under thetuition,"title
jion was made Dewey and sevbut which
will be filmed
!|l other applicants were taken Maru pulls into San Francisco
under another name.
Washington, D. C, by Griffith, harbor on February 6, her pasIn between these scripts came the
sengers will he greeted by college
i order that he might compare
yells and music. The reception is titling of "The Wanters," "Pleas•lues
ir visages
with
pictures
and
of the first President.
now being arranged in honor of
ure Mad," and "The Man Life
Clift, young American
Passed By." Nothing daunted,
Nlthough some historical au- Venison
director
iv/io
has
spent
the
past
however, Cowan-Higgin arc still
ijrities claim that the Father of
I country was more than six feet four years in England producing hopefully looking forward to their
pictures for a British syn- long anticipated week's vacation,
i| height, Griffith's research de- motion dicate,
and who is to join the di- even if they have to wait another
I tment unearthed an order writrectorial forces of the Fox studios year before they get it !
I by Washington to his tailors
London, in which he described here immediately following his arrival on the Tenyo Maru.
Will Rogers and his director,
Itself as "just six feet, and of
The Stanford University college Rob Wagner, who are preparing
1'ilium build." It was found that
jwey was exactly six feet tall.
will be rendered a series of political pictures for
)ewey is a descendant of an old yells of yesteryear
Hal Roach, was told that he would
director's
the
of
group
a
by
band, have to abandon his gum chewing
|volutionary family, which in the classmates while a brass former
jt century migrated from Lex- made up of members of the San and take to ngars as all politmans
icon, Mass., to the Middle West, Francisco press club, of which or"ropes."
'ding in Illinois. One of his anthat
the rofie
ganization Clift was a charter But
supposedsaystoallsmoke
are Rogers
member, •will give the reception a he is going to use will be the kind
' tors, Ashabel Smith, answered
ul Revere's
summons, and jazzy air. Members of the local that can be thrown, and if no
'KM valiantly on Lexington picture colony will comprise the "ballot hound" has ever gone in
ken.
balance of the reception commit- for jaw calestheniis, a precedent is
Pewey, in addition to being an tee.
going to be set right now.

Mae
Best Tinee's
Films
John l). Cahill of 2101
ll'est Monroe Street, Chilie pictures
editor theof
list of cago,
thesendsbe<t
]9>.i as selected by Mae
Tinee, ic.o
dramatic
critit ■>! Wi
the
CHIC
TRIBUNE.
are always
gladhastoto hear
what
this critic
say
because
do much
blowing the
and doesn't
when she
docs
sayworth
something
it irrtainly
is
listening
do. If
there were more critics of
the caliber of Mae Tinee
motion piitures would be afforded more intelli'/ent
analysis and comment than
is the usual tttttd throughout the country. Less hot
air and more common tense.
Look at these and see how
best:
they measure up with YOl'R
The Flirl
The
CircusGirll)a>sI Loved
Bugles of Red Cap
Rosita
Merrj ■( ro-Roond
Anna Christie
Bo\ of Mine
TrilbyChristian
The
Hunting
(.nine in \friea
If WinterliigComet
Ponjola
The Hunchback of Notre
Dame
The F.xtra Cirl
The Call of the Can\on
Breaks

Through

Type Barrier
The great fear of the motion
picture player is that he (or she)
will be branded as an actor of a
certain type, and once the brand
has marked the victim, it seems
impossible for him to escape it.
Me is doomed throughout his entire professional career to play the
type of role in which he has made
his first outstanding success.
In her latest completed picture,
Rosemary Cooper feels that she
has defied the brand of type in thi«
production, entitled
"Swords
anil
Ploughshares,"
directed
by Emory
Johnson for F. B. O., from his
mother's original story. Miss
Cooper's role was a quintuple characterization, ranging from thr sublimely innocent ingenue, to the diabolical villained, and through the
intermediate stages. Like every
earnest actress, Rosemary Cooper
hopes to be able to build up versaart, and for
this over
reasontilityshein her
is especially
happv
her latest role, because it does not
definitely
her as a certain distinct type fix
of player.
"And still
Outda
H'ildman,
whothey
hailscome."
from Texai,
is the latest contest winner to get
into piitures having been given a
part
with
Stana Scotch
Laurel travesty
on the Hal
Roach
lot in
yet
to be named.
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Camera! intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Star
Director
Ass't Director
Cameraman
BRONX STUDIO.
Willey Productions.
Fred Reel

Studios
You can help by rep ng any error in Pulse to Editor, 439-StH
Type
Scenarist

1 745 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, Gen'l Mgr.
All-Star Zerr
Lan. 1 •
Fred Reel

FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
Fred Caldwell
Muriel Reynolds
Hollister Ray Rounsaville
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
Chas. Chaplin
Charles Chaplin
Wilson-Totheroh

For Week
Starting Monday,
Jan. 2Sth, 1924

orth of Fifty*

J. S. Moorehouse

1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Sutherland "Chuck" Reisner

CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
6101 Sunset.
Archie
Mayo Jlmmle
Bobhy Vernon
Nagy-Phillips
Harry Be&udine
Adams
Scott Stdhey Dorothy Devore
Clemens

iture Comedy
medy
C. H. Christie, G • Mgr.
Staff
Seel
Comedy
teel Comedy

CHARLES RAY STUDIO. 3 700 Beverly Blvd. A. A. Kidder, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
Bull Montana
Hunt Stromberg
Harry Carey
Butterfly Comedies.
Sherwood Mar-Donald All-Star John Thompson
Art Hilton

Heel Comedy

FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
Independent
Pictures
Corporation.
Jesse
J. Coldburg,
Pres. Mack
& Gen'l
Mgr.
J. P. McGowan
Franklyn Farnum Walter
Griffin
V. Wright
ha Fight With Fate'
FINE ARTS STUDIOS. 4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty CI ;thorpe, Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Staff
omedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Al. Ray
All-Star McGill
Staff
omedy
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
F. Hibbard Lloyd Hamilton Corby
Staff
FOX

STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1 40 1 N. Western Ave.
R. Tennant
Mark
Sanderich
Kingling
Seller Carruth Chimpanzees
Sid Wagner
Tom Buckinham All-Star
Srhneiderman
John Ford
All-Star
Ed.
O'Ferna
Hollingshead
Jules Cronjager
Geo. Archainbaud
Wm.
Wellman All-Star
Chas. Jones
Horace Hough
Joe August
.lark
Blystone
Tom
Mix
Eugene
Forde
Dan
Walter Mayo
Edmund Mortimer John Gilbert
G. O.Clark
Post •

Fred
Mgr.
Staff Kley, Stud omedles
Carter
The Arizona Express'
The Plunderer"
Vagabond Trail"
'The
MixedApache"
Manners"

GARSON STUDIO. 1845 Glendale Blvd.
Benny Zeidman Productions.
GRAND
Monty BanksSTUDIO.
Productions. 1438 Gower St. Sam'l Bischoff, Gen. Mgr.
R. Wm. Neill .
All-Star
Josef Von Sternberg
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1 426 Beachwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
Al. Neitz
AVm. Fairbanks
Roland Price
Ralph Dietrich
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting.
Rupert Hughes
All-Star John Mescall
Tiffany Productions.
Robt. Leonard
Mae Murray Ollie Marsh

Culver City
Albert
Kelly
M.
K. Wilson
David Todd

Rose of the Ghetto"
'The Texas Ranger"
Rupert Hughes

HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG.. 1442 Beach wood Dr.
Bob Horner
ProductionsJackIndependent
release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Al. Neitz
Perrin
Sanford Productions.
F. S. Mattison
Mattison
G. Ertl
INCE STUDIO.
Horace Williams, Casting. Clark W. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
John
Griffith
Wray All-Star
Henry Sharp
Buddy
Lambert
Hlllyer
All-Star
Lester Erieksen
Manter
Regal Pictures, Inc.
Wm. Beaudine
All-: tar
Ray June
Tenny Wright

'True as Drama
Steel"
•>ature
•Mademoiselle Midnight'

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. M(
Harold Lloyd Corporation. — Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
Finis Fox Productions. — R. R. Beatty, Bus. Mgi .
Priscilla
Moran Productions.
— O.Moran
M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
Priscilla
Wm. Brush Productions.
John Prince
G. Pollork
Bertram Bracken All-Star
Al. Neitz

1<**d
•/ thecred
outs
:*«*
is muki
it t,ii

JesertComedies
Rose"
Reel

■Water Babies"
City
Wild and Woolly"

Gen. Mgr. Cv erThe Ragged Robin"
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Director

Star

BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
Buster Keaton
Buster Keaton

"Camera!" The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry
Scenarist
Ass't Director
Type
Cameraman
Casting
1 025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Jean Havez
Elgin Lessley
Walter Reed
"Sherlock Junior"

LASKY STUDIOS.
Tom White, Casting. 1 520 Vine St.
Paramount Picture*. (Famous Players -Lasky Release.)
Vernon Keays
Karl Brown
James Cruze All-Star
George Melf ord Productions.
Kenneth Hawks
Geo. Melford All-Star
Chas. Clarke
Cecil DeMille Productions.
Bert Gknnon
Cecil DeMille All-Star
Paul Iribe
Herbert Brenon Productions.
Bert Baldiidge
Herbert Brenon All-Star
Harold Schwartz
Sam Wood Productions.
AL Gllka
Sam "Wood All-Star
John Waters
Irving Willat Productions.
Irving Willat All-Star
Otto Brower
Special Color
L. B. MAYER STUDIO.
Fred Niblo Productions.

Walter Woods

JanuaryProgress
26, 192'Holly 28
LI 11 *> o
10th Week
Holly 24i
(Jill *v ecu
4th Week

Verne -Bingham

"Magnolia' '
"The Glorious Tomorrow"
"Triumph"
"The Breaking Point"

Willis Goldbeck

"Bluff"

Geo. C. Hull

"Wanderer of the Wasteland' 1st Week

3rd Week
2nd Week
1st Week

5360 Melrose Ave.
431-1

MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd.
Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
B. P. Schulberg Productions
(Preferred Pictures Release).
Ethel Shannon
Gasnier
Karl Struss
George Yohalem
Olga Printzlau

Holly
Capitol
Preparing 2 1 •
'The Breath of Scandal"

METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Harry Kerr, Casting.
"Woman's Intuition" 2nd Week
Harry Beaumont
Viola Dana
John Arnold Frank Strayer Cowan-Higgins
Sawyer-Lubin Productions.
Clarence Badger
All Star
Rudolph Burquist Chas. Hunt
Winnifred Dunn "The Shooting of Dan McGrew" Ith Week
Jackie Coogan Productions.
V. Schertzinger
Jackie Coogan
Frank Good Brewster
"A Boy of Flanders" 6th Week
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 I 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
Holly 79
United Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh Douglas Fairbanks Arthur Edeson
J.Tommy
T. O'Donahue
"The Thief of Bagdad" 32nd Week
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pkkford Rosher
Held
Staff
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon 1 1th Week
Staff
PRINCIPAL PICTURE CORP.
7250 Santa Monica.
Louis Tolhurst
Eddie Cline Baby Peggy Glenn McWilliams Fred Tyler
R-C STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower.
780 Gower St.
Mai St. Claire
Alberta Vaughn
Lee Garmes Lonnie Dorsa
Emory Johnson
All-Star Ross Fisher
Carlos Productions.
Jimmy Home Richard Talmadge Win Marshall
Sacramento Picture Corp.
Wm. Seiter All-Star
Dunlap Productions.
Scotty Dunlap
Mildred Harris
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
Chas. R. Seeling
Geo. Larkin
Goodfriend-Goodstead S. Miller
ROACH STUDIO.
Rob Wagner
Len Powers
Leo McCarey
Bob McGowan
Geo. Jeske
J. A. Howe

Culver City.
Will Rogers
Animals
Chas. Chase
Our Gang
Stan Laurel
Spat Family

Warren Doane, Mgr.
Robt. Doran
Lloyd French
B. Currigan
Vreland •
Ed Willatt Clarence Moorehouse
Harry Gerstad
Harry LaMarr
Frank Young
Leo McCarey
Nick Barrows
Hamilton Kinsey

RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439
C. W. Patton Productions. H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Seitz
Allene Ray
Walker-Cooper
Maloford Productions.
Moloney- Williamson Leo Maloney
Badoracco
Blair Coan Productions.
Chas. Hutchinson Chas. Hutchinson Miller
H. J. Brown Productions.
Al Rogell Fred Thompson
Walker
Howard Davies Productions.
H. Davies Howard Davies
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Erie Kenton Harry Langdon Spear
Del Lord
All-Star Billy Williams
STUART
STUDIO.
1 329 Gordon St.
Stuart Mack MACK
Productions.
Stuart Mack Lola Pattl
Geo. Ezra Crane Jr. Productions.
Geo. E. Crane

Walter Anthony
Grey-Unsell

Holly 28
Microscopic Motion PlcturesSchedule
•Captain January" Editing

Zanuck
"Money to Burns"
Mrs. Emllie Johnson "Swords and Plow Shares"
Hall"
"In Fast Company'
"Listen Lester"
"The Dollar Mark"
Plympton-Seeling
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

"Yankee Madness"
2-Reel Comedy
1-Reel Comedy
1- Reel Comedy
2- Reel Comedy
2-Reel Comedy
2-Reel Comedy

Holly 771
4th
5th Episode
Week
1st Week
3rd Week
3rd Week
2nd Week
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule 76i-;
Schedule

Beachwood Dr.
Doc Joos

"The Fortieth Door"

Stratton
Frank Hangne

"Payable On Demand'
■Fighting Through"
"The Silent Stranger"
"Fools of Fate"

Don Duncan
Kane-Murphy
Gray
Stevens

Staff

Stuart Mack, Gen'l Mgr.
Harry Crawford
J. Cunningham

"The
Hollywood
The Lady
Barber"Kid"
Wm. Muench, Casting

Staff

"Everyday Mystery'

SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd. A. J. Xydias, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Jack Nelson
I larry Eraser
J. Ingman Kane "After a Million"
J. B. Warner
Productions.Kenneth McDonald
Robt. Bradbury
J.B.Warner
A. MacManigal Jack Pierce
"The Hunted Man"

3rd Week
Holly 755
Editing
1st Week
Preparing
3rd Week
3rd Week
Holly I9|
Schedule
Drexel 15.
5th Episode
Preparing
4th Week
2nd Week

476-01

Janjtry 26, 1924
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SCHENCK
SIGNS C. GARDNER
SULLIVAN
TO
HEAD
CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
Well-Known

Writer IT ill Handle

UNIT

All Business

Affairs for Connie: Begins Immediately
The screen destinies of Constance
offering in which this actress has
Talmadge hereafter are to be
will, however, devote his
guided by C. Gardner Sullivan, yetHeappeared.
dean of scenario writers, who re- principal activities to the selection
of screen macently left an association of eight and development
terial best adapted to gain added
favor
for
Constance,
whose rlaire
years as supervising editor of the
Thomas H. Ince Productions, to for the piquant and true-to-life
characterizations which have
accept what is said to be an un- gained her such popularity, Mr.
rivalled contract for an editorial
Sullivan, in common with many
director, with Joseph M. Schenck. j film observers, believes has yet to
In addition to his editorial su- be fully revealed.
pervision of the productions of
The first of the productions to
Norma Talmadge, Mr. Sullivan
be
made under the new arrangehas been delegated by Mr. Schenck
ment is "The Goldfish," now being
with complete charge of the Condirected by Jerome Storm. It is
stance Talmadge pictures, from
to be followed by "Penelope," a
the selection of the scripts, direc- stage
by Somerset Maughn,
tors, and casts, to the final editing which play
will provide the comedienne
of the productions.
with the opportunity for subtle
ency.
The appointment comes not only shadings of wistfulness and resiliin recognition
of Mr.
Mr. Sullivan will write several
long
conceded place
as anSullivan's
authority on production values, but as original stories especially for Miss
rA* welcoming hand of the motion picture industry is extended to the direct outcome of his contri- Talmadge, but following "Penelope," will re-adapt "Peggy" for
butions to the filming of "ConBeam Bracken, who is again "calling the shots," having just comnie's" last picture, "Dulcy," the modern translation to the screen.
plex "Defiance." a five-reel feature drama for Wm. B. Brush Pro- deft and refreshing qualities of This is one of the first successes,
dufyns, Inc., with Naldo Morelli, Lew Cody, Evelyn A damson, Renee
which ,and particularly the titles, and also 'served as the first screen
Adxee, Dick Sutherland, Josef Swickard and Buddy Post.
by Mr. Sullivan, have re- vehicle for Billie Burke. It was
Mr. Bracken has many notable successes to his credit, and has written ceived
widespread comment.
produced by Ince, under the old
dirked numerous stars of the first magnitude. After completing an
Mr. Sullivan will continue the Triangle banner, and possesses a
And Stewart production for Mayer, he guided the destinies of four preparation of the scripts for charm which has made it live for
Tf}a Bara features for Fox in New York, followed by a series of
one comedies
of the
enterand editorial su- years as taining
evermostscreened,
Hey Walthall specials, among them "Confession." The return of Norma's pictures
p
e
r
v
i
s
i
o
n
o
f
same,
the
first
producMiBracken is in no sense a "come-back" ; he is merely picking up the
tion for which he is responsible be- and which should lend itself exbrCn threads of his career where he left them when he lost his eyeing "Secrets," regarded by many
ceptional y to Miss Talmadge's
tig\ While returning from Mexico with a party bringing a number
as the most human and finished personality and talents.
of
lo
ponies
to
this
country,
Mr.
Bracken's
eyes
were
painfully
injured
h \e heel of an obstreperous animal. The injury, aggravated by too
Anna O. Nilsson probably posmi 1 exposure to the rays of the Kleigs, brought total blindness for
sesses more hair than any girl in
ne. y a year and a half. Several months ago a delicate operatior Lewis Wardrobe
Hollywood in spite of the fact that
res red his eyesight.
Equals Museum
she recently sacrificed her golden
tresses in the name of art. During
E ELYN SELBIE WINS PRAISE
Ralph Lewis has one portion of the making of Richard Walton
a wardrobe that would cause the Tully's First National picture.
OF LOCAL
CRITICS; HAS
"Flowing Gild," Anna Q. used a
soul of the average second-hand
total of nine wigs and now has
clothing dealer to literally writhe an order in for more.
j LONG AND ILLUSTRIOUS RECORD
in agony were he aware of his
amateur rival.
Prtrayal of Lame Mother in Seastrom's
He has the same coat and vest
"Name the Man" Brings Sweeping Praise
Rail, of The Express, in he wore as the political boss in
jjelyn Selbie is indeed deserv- herPearl
review of the pictre, says:
Griffith's "Escape." He also posjHof the high praise bestowed
N her by local critics for her
sesses the pair of shoes that he
"But of all the players Evelyn
exW'onal characterization of Selbie and DeWitt Jennings gave wore when Griffith first selected
m Collister, the lame mother, in the most interesting and significant him to play a lawyer in one of the
' Vi ir Seastrom's
"Name the characterizations. In fact, Miss
first split-reelers that the master
*I4
now considers
at the California
Selbie's work had a power and director made for the old Biograpli
itl ," She
this roleThethe dignity
that should send her well Company. Griffith told Ralph at
*W of her career, in spite of the
the time that he selected him for
haships
she
suffered
during
the
the ladder
Selbie ofis advancement."
remembered a? the lawyer owing to his abilitv to
til tig of the production, being upMiss
register such a pleasant sincere
CO elled to wear a specially-made the original "Broncho Billy" girl smile.
Lewis still possesses the
ir< shoe seven inches in height, in the days of his fame. Four
Essanay, and four with cane he used as Governor Stonewith
an hobble about with the use of years
Universal, estaulished her as a
a ne. The long waits between
of a Nation"
in "The
man has
star, and in the past she and
the
his treasures,
amongBirth
K< :s were painful, to say the character
roles
that he
cravat
prominent
wide
and
characterized
overcoat
has
le;
in many "big" productions of the used as the miser in "The ConBuddy Mason, popular young
her work in "Name the
stunt man. has just completed an
day, among them "The Hand
Ralph's
of
One
quering
Power."
trunk
wl ," Florence Lawrence of the That
old
the
is
treasures
the Cradle," "God's greatest
Bjniner says: "In the scene be- Law" Rocks
Tom Buckingand the title role in "The
that he has been using ever since
engagement
ham's "The with
Arizona Express" at
lli n mother and daughter
the Irgiti
on
Lois
bit
for
first
his
M.,"
Mrs.
played
he
Mysterious
was on this
He
ttudiot.
Fox
the
wucting of these two women is Weber. "Pay Me" with Lon Chanmate stage. He says that so many
il f worth an hour at the theand was on
weeks,
to
three
get
to
about
try
job
men
property
of the
ey," "Without Benefit of Clergv,"
location with the unit in Mexico,
"I»l "adds:
while Guy Price of the Herand "Omar the his wardrobe to double for antiques
for James Young,
for Richard Walton
here shows one of his moil
in other picture production-, that picture
velyn Selbie in the character Tentmaker,"
Tullv. She is at present under
famous stunts, banning from <i
he has to keep them under lock and
f be mother Joes a wonderful
bridge by his toes and grahbinu
the direction of Robe " T Leonard
at all times, to preserve them
keymemory.
to
f acting . . . She is splendid." at the Goldwyn Studlun,
a passenger from a passing tanor
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UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose. M. C. Levee, Pres.
Joseph M. Schenck Production*. (First National Release).
Edward Brophy Sullivan
Jerome Storm Constance Talmadge Ray Blnger
First National Productions.
Dan Keefe
Hnrry O. Hoyt
Bylvia Breamer
Laurence Trimble All-Star
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Richard Walton Tully Productions.
Frank Lloyd Productions.
Harry Weil
Frank Lloyd All-Star
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release).
Hrrry Pollard
Reginald Denny
Edward
Laemmle Billy
Wm. Sullivan
Desmond
Wm. Craft
Marchant
Luciano Albertini
Mary
Philbin
King Baggot
Slim Summerville Slim Summerville
Wm. Watson
Bert Roach
Irving Cummings Herbert Rawlinson
Robt. Hill
Laura La Plante
Jack Rose
Wm. Duncan
Wm. Duncan

VITAGRAPH

STUDIOS.

1 708 Talmadge.

WARNER BROS. STUDIOS.
Warner Brothers Productions.
All-Star
Wm. A. Seiter
Harry Beaudine
Beaumont All-Star
Wm.
All-Star
All-Star
Monte Bell

FOR

• The Gold Fish"
Editing
"The
Woman On the Jury" 2nd
"Sundown"
2nd Week
Week
"The So* Hawk"

5th Week
433-1

Koehner
BarryTaylor
Ray
Holland
Harmer
Woolstenhume
Wm. Rau

"Love Insurance"
"The Leather Pushers"
"The Riddle Rider"
"The Iron Man"
2-Reel Inheritors"
Comedy
"The
2-Reel Comedy
Hugh Hoffman

"Clay Oldof Man's
Ca'lina"Darling"
"An
"The Free Trader"

W. S. Smith, Gen. Mgr.

Holly 41

5842 Sunset Blvd.
John Stumar
David Abel
E. B. DuPar

Tenny
Wright
Frank Strayer
Bell-Doty

WALDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt, Gen Mgr.
Mission Productions.
Tom Forman All-Star
Jimmy Dugan
AMBITIOUS

January
26, 4019'
Holly

PROGRAM

GRAND-ASHER;

OUTLINED
BIG

PICTURES

Independent Producers Gird for 1924 Fray;
Sign Many Noted Stars and Directors
Samuel V. Grand has gone back of which his brother, Josef Swickard, will play an important role.
East for a brief stay in order to
still further perfect certain details The first of these is Harvey Gates'
of his big distribution plan for in- original story entitled "San Frandependent producers, as recently
cisco," described as one of the
outlined, but before leaving he most remarkable and dramatic
tales
of
the Golden Gate City ever
signed up a number of important
productions to be made at the written or translated to the screen.
Grand Studio for release by The indomitable spirit of the city
Grand-Asher.
'loved around the world,' the tradition of its pioneer ancestry: the
"Rose of the Ghetto," R. Wil- characteristic
bohemianism of the
liam
Neill's
production,
is
now
under way, but in addition, announces community, all are embodied in a
General Manager Samuel Bischoff, tensely powerful drama. Sets are
Mr. Neill will make four more big to be constructed at once for interiors, but probably some of the
all-star features as follows:
exteriors will be made in the
"Back of the Bevond," "The northern city. Harvey Gates is
First Violin," "The Way of All one of America's foremost writers
Flesh" and "The Furnace of Life."
Of these, two are famous novels, for the screen, and among others
or adapted "Hell Morgan's
"The First Violin" being Jessie wrote
Girl," "The Wildcat of Paris,"
Fothergill's classic and "The Way and
many others.
of
All work.
Flesh,"TheSamuel
Butler's
"We have a picture in this first
Greatest
other two
are
one," says Charles Swickard,
originals. All will be produced
on an elaborate scale with the "which I believe to be one of the
finest casts obtainable. Josef von strongest I have ever had anything to do with. We intend to
Sternberg will collaborate with
Mr. Neill in preparing the scripts, give it a cast that will be in keepthe strength of he drama
as in the case of "Rose of the and inganwith invesiture
which will be
Ghetto."
Mr. Grand has also signed four realistic in the extreme. I regard
I. W. Irving productions, features Harvey Gates as one of the most
with all-star casts, title and direc- talented screen authors and scenarists of the day and consider this
tors of which will be announced
later. There will be modern
his best work to dote."
stories of dramatic character and
Twelve two-reel comedies starof first rate quality. A highly inring English
John Richardson,
tric
comedian, the
areeccenalso
teresting announcement is that
Charles Swickard, one of the pio- slated to begin very shortly. These
neer directors of the industry, has are highly diverting in character,
signed with Grand-Asher for four out of the beaten track, and th*
star is an unctuous and talented
all-star Swickard produc'/.ons,
which he will direct and in each man who goes in for unusual cos-

"How to Educate a Wife"
•Babbitt"
"Lover's Lane"
"Broadway After Dark"

Preparing
Preparing
Preparing
4th Week
Holly 79

'Flattery'

4th Week

tuming and whimsical effects in
his comedy. Further details of
these
comedies will be shortly a>,
nounced.
Other features are in course of
preparation and will bring up the
season's quota to at least eighteen,
besides which there are to be several specials and more short sub-

Old-Timers
Galore
With King
Bagg

Despite his youthful appear*
and "pep" galore, King Ba;__
one of the old timers of the pic
industry, having been the first
inee idol in the old days when
"Thanks to the perfection of our "patents company" and the
distribution plan by which we will dependents" were having
jects.
battles royal, and in his til
be able to guarantee fulfillment of "The
Inheritors" for Unive
contracts to our producers," says has had a chance to ass*
Samuel Bischoff, "Grand-Asher is ■
of "old timers" to
now in a position to positively as- cast
sure exhibitors some of the most Mary Philbin in the Jewel tpet
interesting outpot of the year. The
They are Joseph Dowling,
studio will be active continuously Witt Jennings, Otto Hoffman
from now on and facilities are be- James O. Barrows. Dowling
ing continually added to and per- gan his dramatic career fifty J
fected so that those making pic- ago when he was just a boy, p
tures here can do so with every
ing every type of role concei
possible convenience at their dis- from
comedy in vaudeville and
posal. The best talent, stories and the legitimate
sta^e to singinj
directors will enter into every pro- grand opera companies.
Exp
duction for release by Grandences asof varied.
the other "old timers"
just
"There have been a few yo
George Barr McCutcheon's pop- men who have done fairly wel
Asher."
ular novel success, "Husbands of
Edith," has been purchased by the playing old men's parts," Ba
Universal Pictures corporation, ac- the director, said, "but when
cording to announcement from parts entail the characterizat
Julius Bernheim, general manager
of life extending over a score
so years stern experiences
at
the Universay City production
center.
must be played by men who I
"Husbands of Edith" is one of lived the time. Youth cannot
the most popular products of the true in such a characterizatioi
McCutcheon pen. Universal execu- age."Life is rather fast these
tives believe it has exceptional possibilities as an all star feature or but it will never be fast enoug
as a starring vehicle for Reginald
Denny. It may be used for the beat the time clocks."
latter purpose.
Baggot is enthusiastic about
Another literary purchase of im- group of veterans which be
supporting Mary in the new
portance bythe Laemmle company duction
and the veterans are
is Kathleen N orris' novel, "The cere in their praise of the I
Butterfly," ivhhh probably mil star whose work has lifted her
be used for a Virginia l'alli-N orman Kerry
appearance in an elab- got
"big timers."
the realm ofplayed
orate production.
in more
threehimself
hundred pictures.

Ir*
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UNIVERSAL
MONKEY
HAILED
FROM
SINGAPORE;
WAS
VENICE
ATTRACTION
AT ONE
TIME
Joe Martin Hailed from Far East; Evolved
From Good Actor Into Temperamental Star
Joe Martin, once the most fam- "Adventures of Kathlyn" for Selig
ous animal on the screen and re- Polyscope, and trained Joe for a
cently sold by Universal Pictures one-reel comedy directed by Allen
Corporation to the Al. G. Barnes Turner. In the meantime Universal had bought the big monkey
circus, was brought to San Francisco from Singapore in 1911, with fiom Behrendt. The price has
a consignment of animals shipped
always been a secret.
by Frank Buck, noted trapper and
Joe was next used in 'The Black
dealer. The big orang-outang
Ihtrice I an has demonstrated
Box," a chapterplay
sold to the Robinson company,
Rawlinson
and Ann with
Little.Herbert
From
iht I mere men are not the only was
know the intricacies of San Francisco animal dealers. then on, until "Merry Go Round,'
wired Universal City. The
constantly before the camMriffht cross, uppercut, left They
big ape was then six months old. he was
era and made a long series of
rabbit punch, and the in- The
studio
had
not
started
its
zoo
starring pictures.
xHfi that are rife behind the
{Hr of the prize rings. In her at the time, so declined to buy.
It was during the making of Rex
Sam Behrendt, of the Los Angeles
tarn stories of the "Fighting
insurance firm of Behrendt and Ingram's "Trifling Women" that
Ham" series for F. B. 0. she has Levy, then conceived the idea of the big ape suddenly turned vicious
Jmiyed an amazing knowledge
purchasing Joe. This he did for and changed almost overnight,
of lings pugilistic, and the little the
actor to a "temperasum of $250, and placed him from a docile
dmas of the roped arena have
mental" beast. He attacked an
sco\d tremendous success through- on exhibit at Venice Pier as "The actor and then his trainer, "Curly"
Missing Link." "Pop" Saunders,
tmhe country.
Stecker ,who had been with him
veteran animal trainer, handled
constantly since 1915. What
his appearances.
caused the transition no one knows.
When the pier closed he was
Al. G. Barnes saw possibilities
ii erta's Mayor
in him for exhibition purposes,
New Arrival
taken, in 1912, to the "Old Ranch"
at Universal City. Universal at even though he is impossible for
Jperta Vaughn may now join the time had leased a number of
am actresses who have "a most animals from the Sells Floto cir- work. He offered $25,000 for him,
for circus purposes. On the ciriHJrrassing
of inwhich
cus for a picture directed by Otis
cus man's assurance that the big
■■may write.moment"
For while
San
since dead. "Pop" Saun- ape would always have a good
JBfcisco recently, she was embar- Turner,
ders,
handling
the
animals,
thought
home
and proper treatment, Carl
Vfd to the point of deep red of the idea of making pictures of Laemmle
reluctantly consented to
singularly human coun- the sale. Charles Murphy, the
Iseems that Miss Vaughn was Joe, his tenance
largely the reason. first man to put him into pictures,
Hfcuced to Mayor Rolph of San So Universal beingobtained
the services
him out of pictures, load(Mcisco. But she was also in- of Charles B. Murphy, noted ushered
him into a cage on a circus
trojeed to several other notables trainer (who, by the way, is now truck,ing while
actors at the big stuBfle city, and all so rapidly that
dio gathered to watch his departUniversal's zoo superintendent) to
Hkould not possibly remember
ure and bid him farewell.
train him. Murphy had made the
Hfrom another.
Hter on, she met a man whom
dtatook to be Mayor. WherePHIL ROSEN TO DIRECT NEXT
DN she began to compliment him
BJ the beauty of his city, its
GRAF
FILM; MARKS
GREAT
Hal-hearted people, its very
ADVANCE
FOR
YOUNG
DIRECTOR
wlerful buildings and parks and
Hfmpetent officials. Finally she
Hf her new friend, who had
M silent throughout her compliWill Film "A Wise Son" in San Francisco;
HJary remarks, how long he had
Directed Many Celebrities ; Was Cameraman
HI Mayor.
Of unusual significance comes i with Tucker as conferee until that
Hlayor?" queried the man.
great director was - claimed by
the announcement that Philip E. death.
Hj
not
the
Mayor.
I
just
arHl in San Francisco this mornRosen has been engaged to direct
the filming of the next Graf ProSince that time Philip Rosen has
duction which is now being adapt- been directing his own pictures.
Hiss Vaughn's error proved exed into continuity form from Rudolph Valentino, Betty Compson,
Bple later, for it developed that
■lew arrival was an almost ex- Charles Sherman's novel "A Wise Wallace Reid, May Allison, and
■Uouble of Mayor Rolph and
Mary McLarren are but a few of
Hon many later occasions misAlthough Rosen is one of the the stars he had directed since diHp for the chief San Franciscan
recting pictures for Lasky, Metro
younger
ft al.
and Universal.
Son." directors, his knowledge
of dramatic values, pictorial composition and filmcraft in general
When the Rockctt Brothers connllis Goldbeck, former newsbeen developed in a manner
Mr man, publicity man and fan has
templated filming the life of Abrathat
has
placed
him
in
a
unique
ham Lincoln they naturally looked
nfazine writer, was given his
position among con- about for the finest director they
HJ chance to do a scenario by and enviable
temporary directors.
could find for the exacting work to
£4 Ingram. The noted directot
Prior to becoming a director he be done. The selection of Phil
M attracted by an interview
was well known as a camera man,
Rosen for the post as director of
vih the writer did with Gareth
Hmes in one of the national fan and in that capacity, worked on this important picture was a high
many of the most notable screen tribute to his genius. This legacy
mpxines. He employed Goldof history, bequeathed to drama
M as his publicity man. Later offerings of a few years ago.
hftave him the chance to makt
When George Loane Tucker lovers, he guarded with a full
realization of his obligation, as
came to California to film "The trustee
Ulscreen
or executor of a rich estate
<n< he." adaptation of "ScaraMiracle Man," he sent for Rosen and after
month* of earnest work,
vldbeck is a graduate of IV or- and placed him under contract as
c'\r Academy, W orcester , Mas- head cinematographcr of that not- he presented what has been pro
lahtsetts. He was a member of
able production. This was the claimed as the most noteworthy
IbViritish Royal Air Force in de- start of a warm friendship be- offering that has yet come to the
tween the two and he remained
great crucible of the screen.
of London during the war.

J

Syd is Proffered
Foreign Contract
The latest California star who
has refused a Haltering offer to
make pictures abroad, is Sydney
I liaplin. Last week he appeared
at | private costume party, attired
in the full panoply of a Mexican
bandit. Other guests included several men prominent in the film
world of our sister republic — one
of them being a large distributor
of films ami the other controlling
the principal theatre in Mexico
City. They were so impressed
with Chaplin's appearance and
with the performances they had
seen him give on the motion picture screen, that they made him an
immediate offer to star in a series
of productions
own
country. to be made in their
This offer was later renewed
formally, but Sydney Chaplin had
to decline it, because of other local engagements now pending.
In addition to "The Rendezvous," Marshall Neilan's Russian
story in which Chaplin was recently featured here, this famous
comedian has signalized his permanent return to the screen by
working in "Her Temporary Husband," made by First National,
and "The Galloping Fish," produced by Thomas H. Ince, both
of which will soon receive national distribution.

George Larkm's vigorous personality, contagious smile and
hearty laugh have ranked him high
amongandtheat industry's
romantic
stars,
the same time
endeared him to inuntless theatregoers and fellow workers. A talented tutor, he brings to the screen
also extraordinary athletic and
darning 'kill.
Mr. I.nrkin has been signed by
F. H. 0. for a series of five-reel
dramas,
the first of whith, "Yantion. kee Madness,"
is now in producPhilip Rosen is now in New York
City to attend the premier presentation of the I.inroln picture. He
will leave for Washington within
a few days to meet President Coolidgc and then come directly to San
Francisco to take up his work on
"A Wise Son" whirh he will direct
under Graf.
the personal supervision of
Max
JackWhite
Lloyd,forrr«,
protean
artist of thrin
Jack
is portraying
the current Mermaid comedy the
white-headd
but red-blooded
nel" of ante-bellum
Kentucky."cun-
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By Fred W. Fox

tail
t*
the incarnation of Narrow-Minded "Reform" at the ga it::
kav
of Filmdom! It is Sir Shuler who pounds and wouldst j
us at the board.
He thinks we drink and make met aik
We plan and labor.
We have no time for such rou> i
necks.
Avast with him guards!
Chase him hen
"Camera I'' and Filmograph!
To the streets with \
where he belongs!
And the struggle is on; he tries
drag the folk of Filmdom to the gutter from whence*
has sprung but he was waned in power and the gua
wax strong. The hosts of the city gather and watch
combat.
These are strange doings, indeed. Never
fore has the intruder at the gates been thrown out. F
strange; 'tis strange.
Yet here this ungainly <
boisterous mountebank is hurled bodily from the
tintn
of Filmdom.
'Twas thought that the inmates were dn
with wine and gaiety, yet here they appear and fif* k
In the midst of their plannings for To-morrow; t\
labors of To-day and their fond reminiscences of Yes'
day they stride forth to keep the escutcheon unblack J»tii
Verily, things have changed !

"We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow.
Loved, and were loved . . ."
". . . to you. from failing hands, we throw
The torch; he yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep . . ." — McCrae.
'"If ye break faith with us who die, we shall not sleep."
The Beauty must be untarnished; the Traditions must be
held inviolate; the Greatness of the Motion Picture must
not be belittled. It is not alone for Today that we fight.
It is for Yesterday . . . and To-morrow. We have
come, from all corners of the earth; from every walk of
life; from the low places and the high places; from the
canyons and the hilltops, from the meadows and the
glaciers; and we have been made into one great fraternity thru the melting pot of the Cinema. Brothers and
sisters, not by blood ties, perhaps, but greater ties, ties
that reach out and above mortal bounds. We have
come together to give the world better entertainment;
a better method of education and universal understanding through the allpowerful medium of the silent stage.
In the midst of our labors, our hopes
To-morrow we are rudely awakened by a
ing on the door. This same pounding has
the same door many a time ere this but

and plans for
terrific poundbeen heard at
we have been

satisfied to ignore it heretofore. Child's play, perhaps.
But lo, what is that ungoldly racket at the gate now? It
sounds like the hammerings of a street ruffian.

Edited

Ah, 'tis

In the midst of
ture industry Bob
and reform. And
about "reform."

the gigantic labors of the motion ]
Shuler has knocked. He would ei
what, may we ask, can this man kr.
Reform what?

The Motion Picture is not on the road to Greatn
It is Great! It has been proclaimed as such by the I
r
lions of people who seek diversion and entertainmen

by Fred

W

Fox
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■world's cinema palaces.
When they seek to escape
m the humdrum things of everyday life they turn to
N Motion Picture as the alleviating power.
For it
ijgs to them all the fine things of mortal being
■th
.
Beauty
Love
.
Art
Craftsmanship. And on the roster of those
km have contributed so mightily to the present greatness
lo|:he flickering celluloid we find the names of many
pftse seats at the table are vacant. They have answered
[(■call of the Great Director on the Greater Set. They
He bequeathed to us, you and 1, who now try to carry
Mtheir work, a wealth of tradition and example . . .
aweasury of achievement. Yet here comes a man, from
Knee no one knows, who stands upon his own little
sap-box and bellows to the world that they are false,
'■(heaps smut upon their cherished names, belittles their
ajftsmanship, and they are not here to defend themves. They are beyond the realm of earthly combat.
::Mehooves those who have been left to finish their labors
tc^rise and see that their fair names are not defiled.
■
•Bobby Harron
. .
what a fine boy
Viat a beautiful disposition and character. Whether or
n he was a great actor we will leave in the scales, but
I do know that he lived life as perfectly as it can be
jftd on this earth. Who is there in all the world that
c i rise and say that he did not cleave to the teachings
■{charity and brotherly love as told by the Carpenter.
five Thomas
. . . whose charming screen porMyals entranced great audiences the world over. Posifced of a healthy love of life and a bigheartedness that
b*s description.
And
others
and others
I.
and others, vested with the first great trials and
ipulations of the infant industry and emerging glorious-

Do

A

/

You

Page 1 1

Escutcheon
ly triumphant with Filmdom's shrine secure, honored and
sung by men and women, boys and girls throughout the
universe as the makers of Ideals.
To you, people of the motion picture profession, the
challenge has been hurled. Shuler questions your honor,
he laughs at your work. And what say you? Let it pass,
it is but the ranting of an imbecile. Another says, be on
with your work and forget it. Yet have YOU stopped
to consider the full meaning of his words? Do YOU
realize that he condemns you entirely? Are YOU going
to permit him to insult the Traditions and Beauty and
Greatness of the Motion Picture, for which you have
labored so long and earnestly. Are YOU going to carry
on that for which Bobby Harron and Olive Thomas and
others have given their very lives? How long are YOU
going to permit the world to receive these false impressions of you? "Fighting Bob" Shuler is what this
vainglorious and cheap imitation of Billy Sunday wants
to be called. "Flighty Blah" Shuler would be more adequate. He delights in throwing dirt at you. He thinks
he can do it now and for all time to come and you will
not protest. He deems you a school of jelly-fishes; without backbone to defend yourselves. How long is he
going to hurl invectives at our honored dead, at our
work, at us? This "Flighty Blah" Shuler I
"For thee their pilgrim swords were tried,
Thy flaming word was in their scrips,
They battled, they endured, they died,
To make a new Apocalypse.
Master and Maker, God of Right,
The soldier dead are at thy gate,
Who kept the spears of honor bright
And freedom's house — inviolate."
John Drinkwater.
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HAVE

She was seated there before us, a lady, exquisitely turned out, harmoniously backgrounded, coolly alert. We were aware of a heartwarming cordiality gently tempered with reserve, a sensitive, fundamental refinement.
The conversation, then, was a bit incongruous.
''Oh, yes," stated Lillian Leighton, character
actress and philosopher, "I have always looked
upon such opportunities as the hag in Thomas'
'Phantom Justice' and my previous role, the
uncouth but lovable Ma Pettengill in 'Ruggles of ation,
Redand I Gap'
ideal undertaken
ones for characterizhave asalways
that type
of screen interpretation with an inexpressible
thrill. There is a challenge to the imagination
and versatility of a performer in the vivid,
almost exaggerated position that is undeniably
stimulating. Personally, the rougher they are,
the better I like them."
Incredulously we stared at the cultivation
before us as our mind flew to the underworld
character which we had just witnessed at the
running of Mr. Richard Thomas' interesting
crook most
story,
'Phantomwith
Justice,'
derelictwith
alunreconcilable
this awoman
whom we were conversing, and thence to
Harry Leon aWilson's
best-loved
creation,spirit
Ma
Pettengill,
betrousered,
aggressive
genially rolling brown paper cigarettes giving
vent, the while, to quaint but unquestionable
oaths. Prize roles, undoubtedly, but as seemingly alien to this well poised student as could
easily be imagined.
Nevertheless, there amid her tasteful surroundings, softly lighted, faintly flower scented
and perfectly hung, with Dreiser, Cabell, and
Sandburg at her elbow, Lillian Leighton was
unmistakably rejoicing for them; seeing in
these crude shadow folk characterizations over
which to gloat! Inconceivable, the contrast,
but oh, delicious.
Then we remembered. It was Lillian Leighton whom we hated so admiringly as the stogy,
vicious, Boer widow who created the sensation
in "Under the Lash," Lasky's adaptation of
"The Shulamite." It was Lillian Leighton's
sprightly comedy that so set out her role in
"Is Matrimony a Failure?", an early Cruze
picture. Further, it was Lillian Leighton whose
splendid line of squaws, mammies and hags
long ago won her distinction and the right to
a foremost place in the halls of film fame.
"And
they speak ofheractresses,"
we murmured.
She summarized
career briefly,
casually
covering
mileage
and ofincident.
"I wasandborn
the Indian
country
Wisconsin
earlyin
progressed from a newspaper editorship in the
lumber district to vaudeville, my own stage
company, stock. Then pictures. There were
long engagements with Selig and Lasky. Lately
my bestlance field.
interests have been served in the free"Two of my recent efforts are included in
'Crinoline and Romance' and 'The Call of the
Canyon.' I enjoyer doing Lincoln's stepmother
in 'The Life of Abraham Lincoln.' That is
It wasall —borne
about
." in on us that here was a woman
who had experienced much and observed much,
in silence. The unusual scope which has resulted for her she expresses and will express,
never in words, but in characterizations.
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Defining
K were ushered into a small living room
Kit, brilliant, tasteful in its furnishings, yet
ly guileless. Each decoration bespoke by
llacement the same careful discretion that
Ijfostered its selection. The staid furnishHglistened immaculately, and yet we sensed
|eeling that if a child from play carelessly
Ijhe print of its fingers on them, no rebuke
pi have been forthcoming; they would be
Id by the same loving hand that first
|rht
the gloss.
brief, "home"
was out
the
I which
Martha InMattox
had carried
|e most minute detail.
e wanted to know what Miss Mattox
Iht of current dramatic productions, and
lost no time in telling us.
Irama, according to our dictionaries, is a
losition telling a story of human life by
Is of the speech or action of the characI Unfortunately, few of our so-called modtlramas live up to this recipe, especially
ption pictures. It has been my experience
Ithose stories and incidents in real life
k could be blended into drama, are not
•table as such because of the fact that they
lly lead to an unhappy or tragical end.
Ink that most scenarists nowadays, when
[begin the preparation of a script, have but
laim in view, to reach the happy climax
the leading characters in a final embrace,
king, of course, every conceivable obstacle
leir path to prevent it. In pictures these
[cles are more of less easily overcome,
b in real life many of them become insurhtable. I realize that the public and the
pitors demand, almost, the happy ending,
[ am convinced it is the rare picture that
Ws the elements of every day life, even to
inhappy ending, that lingers longest in the
ories of those who view it. The ordinary
■drum romantic story, unless it is tinged
an element of tragedy as a parallel course
iction, is soon forgotten, while the real
la stimulates thought and a desire to penethe deeper emotions of life. Tragedy and
la should not be confused; yet in a large
irity of our lives the drama is tragedy,
old dramas and classics which have lived
igh generations, are in reality our only
is of real life, and they are filled with
sdy. I would love to see real human
:s of every day life brought to the screen,
if made realistic, I am afraid the public,
perhaps the censors, would not accept
It is because we are in daily contact
these elements that we become hardened
em and fail to receive an impression from
, while a beautiful flower, a happy child
lay, a kind deed or a tender word, will
>ur emotions."
lere have been no more tender, wholed characters brought to the screen than
'mother" roles portrayed by Martha Matyet if offered her choice of roles, she

By ORVILLE

Drama

would unhesitatingly choose the characterizalaness.
i tion of a scheming, cunning, stone-hearted vil"You see," she explained, "when I am cast
in the part of a mother, I am enacting my natural role in life. All women, even those who
are unmarried, if they are fortunate enough to
be good observers, know there is no love in
life like mother-love. It is the only real love.
God could not be everywhere, so he made
mothers, and put into their hearts a love that
never changes. Beside mother-love, all other
heart affairs are insignificant. Thus it is thai
when the script calls for a mother's tenderness,
it is not difficult for me lo do those things
which under similar circumstances I would do
for my own children. It is just a case of
"being myself." But I feel I can do my best

DORR

work in characters
that are opposite to my
»/
natural feelings* for in those roles it is possible for me to build; to create something in
the life of such a character, something that
perhaps such a character in real life could not
see in herself; in other words, to see and live
the character from the viewpoint of the audiLike many olher actresses of family, she retains the title "Miss," and there are many
"Misses" in anil out of filmdotn who may well
envy the willowy suppleness that is still hers,
in spite of the cares of motherhood, or, perence."haps, because of them, for through the years
of pleasant acquaintance we have learned that
it is the privilege of devoting herself unstintingly to others that brings the greatest happiness to the real-life Mrs. Mattox.

tilting
of film folk and
lrmalfimtnnt*artr.nfdo an uriiten npmiiony
by n motion pirttttf in*uraara
man.
lly
C.
F.
I'a'mbnrt.
iprrial
annltu
anil Hollytiootl roprt'nrnlaiive of thp A fir York l.iff ln*urnnrp
ComPalmborg's
bn Chaney — a name to conjure with. A
je that brings visions of distorted, twisted
■ pies, cowering, crouching Chinamen, cunV sneaking thieves, big, blustering sailors —
[unforgettable types that stand out clearly
E after the plot of the story has become dim.
Is I sit here I can see before me the thief
tan in Oliver Twist. Fagan the sneaking,
Irking, yet ever alert pickpocket who teaches
111 boys to slip up silently and draw handphieves from the pockets of unsuspecting
liers. The cruel, smirking Fagan.
Iind the Chinaman in "Shadows." Who
lid forget him? That poor, little hard work-

Paragraphs

pany).
ing, cowering chink with the sweet smile. He
had your sympathy right from the start — he was
so real, so human, so pitiful.
Thendistorted,
the cripple
the of"Miracle
That
twisted inwreck
humanity,Man."
who
dragged himself through the streets and gutters,
with pleading hand outstretched, only to scurry
back to his dirty underground den and jerk
himself back to the evil, powerful beast that
he was.
And last, his Quasimodo in the "Hunchback
of Notre Dame." That big, hairy, misshapen
creature, with the wolfish grin, leering eye and
shambling walk. At time-- IO repelling that

one turns his face away, only to eagerly turn
back for fear of missing a bit of him. A character so horrible, yet so strong and convincing
that you can't lose sight of him.
So on and on Mr. Chancy proves that he is
a truly great artist. He never picks a role to
set olF his personal charms (and I assure you
that he ha> many). Rather he prefers a repulsive piece of humanity from whose ugly
carcass unnMial qualities shine through. And
how deftly,
over
actini: how surely he docs it all — nevci
Continued on Page 20
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Flashes

The Eldorado Film Company begin actual shooting
on their firts comedy on
Wednesday of this week at
Santa Rosa. The laughmakers will open with a
garageEarl
storyOlincalled/'Bumpers."
will handle
the megaphone with Troy
Brown to crank the camera. Beside four-hundred
pound Frank Alexander,
who will he featured, the cast will include Pete
Gordon, Bill Harver, Al Thompson, Martha
Bayes and others.
H. J. Binny, best known to the movie world
as
"Josh" and
Binny,
was inarrested
last
Thursday
lodged
the jail atat Sonoma
Santa Rosa,
the
countyof seat.
lately organization
been acting
as head
a new "Josh"
picturehasmaking
calling themselves the Sonoma Photoplay Corp.,
and was made up and at work, at the head of
the company shooting in an old dance pavilion,
when the sheriff arrived to arrest him on telegraphed orders from Sheriff Larry Duggan of
Butte, Mont., on a charge of obtaining money
under false pretenses in that city several months
ago. jail
Later
the day dollar
"Josh"bond,
was furnished
released
from
on ain thousand
by a local member of the organization.
The Marriott Productions have moved from
their offices at the Van Dorn Hotel to 255
Golden Gate Avenue, where they will have a
whole building. Work on their first picture
"Young
China,'
making
Several new
names'is have
been good
added progress.
to their
cast among them Ferdernand Galvez, and Irish,
the clever dog star who made himself famous in
"Half-a-Dollar Bill."

By agnes

Frisco

from

The Cinema Arts and Crafts are making
long strides in their production plans. They
have decided to put their commercial unit at
work first, in fact it is already in production
on the first of a series of commercial films to
be made for large business organizations. Glen
Ellis, well known to the film world, and lately
returned from an extended Eastern trip, has
joined
the force, and will be in charge of the
laboratory.

Owing to a' disagreement in the company
there has been a reorganization in the Intrepid
Company, who are preparing to make a sixteen
months'
picture-making
trip his
'round
the world.
Ivor McFadden
has severed
connection
with
the organization, and his place as active head
has been taken by Seymore Zelliff, the director
of the company. The staunch three-masted
schooner purchased by the company, and renamed "The Intrepid," is at present tied up
near the Ft. Mason Docks, where its refitting
s being rapidly accomplished. However it has
now been decided to increase the personnel of
the expedition from sixty to a hundred, and
that work, as well as the improvements on the
boat, will make it impossible to get away as
soon as had been intended, so perhaps two
monthswell to San
will Francisco.
pass before they can wave fare-

The Stereoscopic Productions of Oakland are
planning an extensive production program of
ten dramatic films and twelve comedies to be
released through Selznick. George Shelden is
at the head of their dramatic unit which will
get under way on a Western story called

kerr

crawford

—Crepe-De-Chine
Gordon" to feature "Rang
Bill
Miller.
The comedy company from Universal heat
by "Slim" Summerville and Bobby Dunn worl
on the streets of San Francisco all last wc
finishing up on Saturday afternoon with
filming of many of the stars who came to to
for the Wampas Ball. The film will be cal
"Hello Frisco," or something like that. 1
evening. returned to Hollywood on Sun<
company
The last two weeks Andre Ferrier's cle
company at La Gaite Francaise, the tiny Fre:
Theatre on Washington Street, have been
lighting crowded houses with their product
of "Le Gendre de M. Poirier." Too m
can not be said in praise of their finished i
charming performance of the delightful o
edy, and not a little credit is due to Chai
Fallon, well known to the screen world,
alone for his capable work as stage manaj
but for his delightful rendition of the part
the elderly godfather.
Wayne Mack, well known to the stu
world, and who deserves much credit for
long struggle to really land a real product
organization in San Francisco, has at.
reached the goal of his desires. He is now
production head of a new organization
incorporated called The San Francisco Phr*
players Corp., which is being backed by a n
ber of men of wealth and prominence in
city. The organization will produce a te
of five reel pictures, full details of the pen
nel of the company and their plans will be re
for announcement at an early date.
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Hn English actress without a tract of dialect.
U British screen and stage star, who never
Bs and longs for "dear ole Lunnon."
doesn't
girl, who
|l
do
Yankees
stupid boresome
that those Devonshire
■k charming
tligs all wrong, ye know.
I uch a phenomenon has come into the midst
I Hollywood, quietly, unobtrusively and with
■ fan flare of trumpets.
Iter name, you ask?
II is Joan Cockram, who at 17 received the
fcliest salary ever accorded an English cinema
•Jess, we are told.
■he has eased into Hollywood as if were,
Id a little home in a nearby canyon, and
lithe past few weeks has been simply enjoy|i life with her thoroughbred horse and police
M as her pals. She has just been recuperatli for the while, and now offers for leading
Ks have already started to deluge her.
[loan ran away from school at an early age
ifco on the stage. Her parents had immured
II in a French convent, but even convent
His can be scaled sometimes when either
Bs or Thespis whispers the siren call.
Hn
Joan's case
was asThespis,
or in
rather
Trpsichore,
for itit was
a dance
the
llfcmps'
theatre
nde her d'Elysses
professional
debut,in Paris that she
tlhe next broke into the limelight when the
lidon Daily Express held a competition to
sect an ingenue star for a certain produc-

Ar

rhis age is so far removed from that in
ich Moses lived and worked, and is so cened and absorbed in the marvels of its own
rancement that it is in danger of forgetting
i much that Greatest Israelite did to make
sent day progress possible. No one can see
t:h great
picture, "The
Ten representation
Commandments,"of
its stupendous
pictorial
exodus of the Children of Israel under the
dership of Moses, without being led to a
ser and more devout study of the man who
de a Nation then, and whose principles have
1 so much to do with the making of Nans since. The Creative genius of Moses laid
foundations of Civilization. Before Plato
I dreamed of his Ideal Republic; or Conius had laid down the principles of moral
i political life; before Washington had led
revolt against a degenerate Teutonic King
England; and his sycophantic advisers; bee Lincoln, Garibaldi, and the great host of
ile men who have worked for the redemptl of Humanity; Moses had shown men the
ength of glorious freedom and the freedom
sanctified strength. Moses was the youngest
i, and his mother, anxious to save him from
edict that demanded the infant's life, put
n in a papyrus cradle and left him in the
place of Pharoah's
er near Hethewasbathing
lighter.
watched with loving solici-

By

HARRY

tion. Joan, it is said, won over 20,000 others,
and then the fact that she had danced a- a
youngster caused her to 5e denied the plum
on the grounds of professionalism.
But immediately the Gance Film company of
France
snapped
her up for a series of pictures
in southern
France.
Then back to London where she appeared on
both stage and screen on the former in "The
Ruined Lady," "The Man Who Came Back"
and other hits and on the silversheet in "Lorna
Doone," "Riders of the Night," "The Face at
the Window" and many others. It was John
Cromwell, now directing in New York for
William J. Brady who was her first stage director, the man who gave her her first footlight dramatic opportunity.
Miss Cockram's life has been one of adventure. In addition to having the temerity to'
marry the same man twice after once divorced
via an act of Parliament, she was the first
actress who dared to cross the English channel in an aeroplane. Incidentally the gods
were with her, for she decided to stay in Paris
for a short visit and her pilot on the return
trip fell into the channel and was drowned.
Then in 1918 she was the first actress to go
into Germany after the armistice was signed,
when the Germans were still murmuring to
themselves
"Gott she
Strafe
and ravished
she did
not know when
mightEngland,"
have been
or torn limb from limb by excited Teuton
burghers.

Moses

Eric Mayne

t

By

ERIC

tude by his sister, who intensified the interest
of the King's daughter in the lonely child and,
undertaking to find a nurse, she brought his
own mother, and so, in spite of all the untoward circumstances he had the advantage of
maternal love, and her maternal pride had its
reward in later years. Under the patronage of
Pharoah's daughter, Moses was educated and
trained for the work that was before him, and
in the hands of Fate the royal lady was instrumental in preparing the man who was to bring
disaster to the House of Pharoah. In spite of
all the attractions that a luxurious environment
must have presented, the soul of Moses was in
revolt. "By faith Moses refused to be called
daughter. Choosing rathof Pharoah's
the erson
to suffer
affliction with the people of God,
a season."
for his
pleasures ofto sin
the oppression
to enjoy the
than resented
people
which
He
Egypan
killed
he
anger
in
and
subjected
were
Israelone of his fellow
tian who was beqting
the
us
shows
ites. It is this incident that first
underhuman
Without
Moses.
of
humanness
standing a man cannot ever be a successful
leader of his fellows.
So we read that after he had killed the
his
Egyptian, fear drove him to Midian. There
antipathy to injustice brought him in contact
greatly inwith a Priest of Midian, who was became
his
ly
terested inhim, and who eventual
father-in-law. In Midian, the future deliverer
great
of the Israelites was prepared for his
work. Before he could make he must be made.
Before he could lay the foundation of a great
Nation, The Almighty must lay the eground
when
work of a great leader. And therefor
the time came he was ready for his work,. and
he dealt with it in no uncertain manner He
met Pharoah on his own ground and overcame
unhim He led the people forth a struggliedng, their
disciplined, servile mass, he develop
to give to
strength, their nobility, their powersgovernme
the world imperishable names in s to nt,
the
literature, art, and all that mini-ter

HAMMOND
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In other respects Miss Corkram has led a
model life, if you will pardon the pun, which
authorities agree is the lowest form of humor.
She modelled in hats for Revelle in Hanover
Square
in
Paris.and for Werth in the Rue de la Paix

MAYNE
highest form of progress. He made laws for
them and he taught them how to keep them.
He began at the beginning. Before Moses
there was no organized religion. He gathered
up their wandering thoughts and disconnected
impulses and centered them in one God. Man
must worship! The advance of civilization is
marked by the advance of worship. The better the man the better his God. Moses demanded spirituality in worship. Spirituality
is the essence of all true religion. He would
have no more graven images, no more likenesses of earthly things; it must be a religion
of the heart. He went still further; a clean
heart was not enough, there must be a clean
body. Clean thinking, clean eating, clean li\
ing. If he was an Idealist his Idealism was
practical; if he hail visions of what ought t<>
be done, he showed how it could be done. He
combined the spiritual and the ideal with the
constructive anil the practical. He developed
the personal and individual responsibility. The
personal power he had over this people is
rlearlv shown by the fact that the moment his
they lapsed into the
withdrawn
presence was
sordidness
of their
former state.
Here again we get a glimpse of his human r.ess. When he saw the evil that hail taken
possession of them in his absence, he lost his
temper and threw down and destroyed the
tablets on which were written the commandments for their guidance t" the higher life.
re
The progress of civilization is slow. It is the
tarded by the perversrness and Itupidltj "t
! itl
incompetence •tortv
the failure and wandered
people; byThe
for
Israelites
leaders.
fitted to enyears before they were in any degree
ter the promised land. Mankind has been strut
foitv hundred \c.irs.
gling throimh wildernessesgetting
now and then
seeking promised lands,
a glimpse of the golden fields, entering now
off reedom and the
saw the day
By faith he Continued
on Page 20
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Nigh

It took Will Nigh to discover the latent talents in Edward Burns to take him from the
ranks of college boys and give him his first
opportunity before the cameia. Not that Mr.
Burns had never acted before his enlistment by
Nigh. Not at all; he had been grealy interested in the theatre and acting long before
donning long trousers, and at fifteen was the
author of several one-act pla\s, including "Lilac and Moonlight." which was produced at
his school during his final year.
When I first saw Mr. Burns en scene, Sidney Olcott and he were standing in a Parisian
apache den — at the Lasky studios, of course —
and Mr. Olcott was explaining the business of
the next scene with Gloria Swanson in "The
Humming
He was Bird."
dressed in a grey tweed sport suit,
Fedora hat and carrying an ebony cane. When
first meeting Edward Burns, one is struck by
the very youthfulness of the actor who has appeared opposite most of the well-known stars
of the screen.
I have learned from a certain actor in New
York, who has been acquainted with Burns
since his knicker days, that he has always had
a difficulty in making people believe his age.
really upon
"broke"deciding
into pictures.
is,Mr.
he Burns
left college
that all That
was
not what it should be with Greek and the other
dead languages.
Arriving at the Long Island studios of the
Fox Film Company, with only the clothes he
was wearing for wardrobe, he entered the casting office with a studied theatrical air.
After the usual courtesies given by the office
were completed, Will Nigh, who was then directing Valeska Suratt, entered the office. He
had been desperatly attempting to cast the
juvenile lead in his picture "Love's Romance."
and the production was being held up until the
part was filled.
He caught sight of Burns and enthusiastically
■aid "You are the very man for the part."
Calling Burns into the office, he spoke to him
regarding the picture and offered him the
juvenile lead. "Will you take the part for seventy-five dollars a week?" asked Nigh.
Too happy for words, Burns
ely
signed. He was to begin work on immediat
that very afternoon, and realizing thatthehepicture
knew
nothing about screen acting to
of, and
nothing at all about film make-up,speak
he
returned
with sinking heart to the studio that afternoon.
When greeting Nigh, Mr. Burns said: "Mr.
Nigh, I saw you last night in 'The Red Streak,
and thought your make-up was perfect. Can I
borrow your grease paint today? I think it
the best 1 ever saw."
"Surely, Mr. Burns," agreed the delighted
director, "And I II make you up myself."
Nothing could have been arranged more perfectly for Burns, and upon his arrival on the
set to work, he was instructed as to the action
of the scene with Miss Suratt. It was an important scene in the story — a young man returning tothe home of his beloved
having
received the consent of her father—after
and Burns
went through it like a trouper.
After his first day's work he was told to be
Mire and see the. 'rushes' in the morning.
We will let Mr. Burns tell the story himself.
"I was totally broke," bums says, "having
spent all my last month's allowance on mv
actor's wardrobe and had no place to spend

'Where

all

good

filmfolk get

together."

'S
NEW
JOHNCAFE
6382 Hollywood Blvd.

Discovery

By LAMAR

the night. I asked Nigh if I could possibly get
a loan of ten dollars till I could cash a check.
He loaned me the money and I acquired a hotel
room for the night and some make-up articles.
"Upon returning to the studio in the morning
I met Miss Suratt, she asked me if I had seen
the 'rushes.' I did not know what 'rushes' were
fromsaid.
'Eve's' leaves,' but agreed to do anything
she
"Entering what I later discovered to be the
projection room. I was met by Mr. Nigh and
the other members of the cast. The picture was
begun and I can truthfully say that never in
my life did 1 feel so awkward as I did while
first viewing myself on the screen.
"My work pleased Mr. Nigh and Miss Suratt
very much and I could not resist telling them
the truth. • • • that I had never before seen
film make-up until that day and that I had not
one idea what film acting was all about.
"They were surprised, but pleased and I soon
received an advance on my first week's salary.
"My
had begun!"
Since motion
then Mr.picture
Burnscareer
has appeared
in numerous screen successes, the most notable of which
was "East is West" in which he played 'Billy
Benson' opposite Constance Talmadge and in
which picture it may be said he made his name.
Afterwards followed "Jazzmania" with Mae
Murray, "Scars of Jealousy" for Thomas Ince,
RARE
AND
OUT OF PRINT BOOKS
Searched free
for of
andcharge.
reported upon
HOLLYWOOD BOOK AND
PRINT SHOP
1780 Highland Ave.
478-132

BAUER

"Havoc"
to mention.for Universal and others too unmet
Mr. Burns' success has not spoilt him in
least, and he is often referred to as 'the h
pist
lives and
in Bt
erly bachelor
Hills within hisHollywood.'
servants andHe dogs,
be often seen among the Hollywood
mounted on his favorite pony.
A splendid athlete. Burns is a proverbial '
ture of health,'
although
he finds
occaaiiv
moments
for his piano,
on which
he play*
well.
Of his present picture, Burns does not i\
very much, but if looks convey anything, Wi
out
for him
after "The
Bird." I
Gloria
Swanson,
star ofHumming
the production,
Sidney Olcott, the director, ^predict a real p
for him on the screen, which may be pa
gathered from the fact that Warner Bros.,
signed Mr. Burns to play the masculine
in "Broadway
ture
of the NewAfter
Yar,Dark,"
which their
will biggest
be dire '
by Monta Bell, formerly associated with Chs
Chaplin.
Thus a film career was successfully I
upon a bluff. But the bluff worked only t
porarily and proven ability was the foul
tion upon which Burns' successful career
laid.
LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

Holly 71

LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvi
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Centralization
Irles and Albert Kenyon are brothers
tod, and also in their craft as scenario
[s. As a matter of fact, they do not
prate on their scripts, but it is entirely
Ll that they discuss generalities reIg the literary end of the motion picvorld, and in one instance, at least, they
fast to the same theory. This consists
firm belief that the one great hope for
etterment of films lies in a centralized
By, hacked by ability to execute and
fidest latitude of actual execution.
motion picture is, after all, based on
kry. No story can be stronger than its
[st author: and the usual film has about
[ithors! First, there is the contributor
t original idea or story. Then comes
Entinuity writer. Third is the director.
ry with an assistant or two, who also
hey must add something to the script.
m is the production manager. Fifth
I star or leading player. Sixth is the
I. Seventh is the titler. Eighth is the
hi manager usually in New York.)
lis the big exhibitor, who is so often
I in to preview- the picture and give his
Tenth is the sales manager — and
ly some of his cohorts add their bit.
lort, there are far too many cooks for
he broth — naturally, it is spoiled.
le motion picture producer can well refat least one lesson from the stage,
film producer or director strives not to
[ret the manuscript which is handed to
but add to it. In this ' respect, he is
ent from the stage director, who usually
[ witli the author — or even without him
tn endeavor to get the actors and the
[settings to bring out the story which
llready been accepted. The film dif uses the script just as a starting
he feels he must keep on building it
Id up and up; and each of the other
[people or more, who usually take a
V. at the story, feels the same way.
Le chief trouble with the literary side
[otion pictures is that it is purely
finical. The present system does not
En author the opportunity to work out
[eatment
the idea,
idea, and
but then
merely
perhim
to stateof that
all these
'authors' treat it as they see fit.
t the hundreds of thousands of stories
[ have been submitted for the screen,
[ven of the thousands which have been
Ily produced, how few — if any — reveal
fcvork of a genius! Imagine Ibsen,
tspeare,
Eugene form
O'Neill,
nt
a play or
in synopsis
or asforced
a shortto
one of Lord
any treatment
fi— Take
las
it is the
in allDunsany's
of these
h shows the master. The idea is imtit, of course, and also the narrative
n expounds it; but after all, it is the
ment and the execution which reveal the
9. The painter, the sculptor, the archithe musician — each executes his
[and
I; and therein they find the opportunity
Itpress that spark which makes their
Is masterpieces.

appalling mecause forthethe motion
fityshort,
picture
whichthe pervades

by george

world, is lack of centralization. Those few
men who have the opportunity to evolve an
idea and carry it all the way through to the
finished film, show the superiority of the
individualistic method. Lubitsch. Seastrom.
Von Stroheim and BuchGriffith, Chaplin,
owetzski,
the latest arrival from abroad who
next picture— thev
PolaownNegri's
directtheir
willwrite
all
stories, direct them and
edit them. That is the logical procedure,
and that is why the productions made by
these men stand out as fine pieces of artistic
craftsmanship. Insofar as they have the
opportunity to work out the treatment ol
their stories, they have the chance to bring
forth superlative pictures.
"Of course, this puts a far greater responsibility on the author-producer-director,
he must acbut it is a responsibilitybe which
granted to him by
cept, and which must
n in
reductio
a
his employer. It may mean
out, but it
the quantity of pictures turnedment
m the
will surely work an improve

To have Charles and Albert Kenyon propound a theory, gives it. of necessity, much
quality."
ul experience
weight because of the successf
of each of them. Charles has come into
national prominence as the author of ' Kind-

landy

ling," for many years regarded as a most
important contribution to our native drama.
When its star, Margaret Illington, came to
the films. Charles Kenyon came with her
as her author. Subsequently, he served two
years at Goldwyn as scenario editor,
specializing on the adaptations for the
Eminent Authors Series. "The Invisible
Power," "Bunty Fulls the Strings," and "The
Penalty," were also done there. Later he
held a" similar post at Universal, where his
Lie."
Fower
was "The for
contribution
star
aboutof aa year,
been freelancing
He has
on
product
his
of
most
with Fox taking
order; for this studio he recently finished an
original, "The Apache." for Jack Gilbert,
and is now adapting "The Fower of Cam
for the same star's succeeding vehicle.
Albert Kenyon has been writing original
scenarios and adaptations for over six years.
He started at Universal, later went to Metro,
where he wrote several scripts for Bert Ly
, he sccn.in/cd
g tos Universal
tclF returnin
"Bavu
" "Nobody'
Bride." and " The Self
made Wife." Of late. he. tOO, has been
ing. His original. "The Country
freelanc
Doctor." is being filmed with Ralph l.nvis.
"The
complete
he has
and
Monster"
f"t just
RolaiiH
West d adapting
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PUBLIC
6S56 De Longpre Ave.,
January 12th, 1924.
Editor "Camera!"
Hollywood, Calif.
Dear Sir:
I have just finished reading the January 12th
issue of "Camera!".
I have studied the article called "The Masquerader" and have come to the conclusion the
clergyman who wrote "Movie Gall" is a wolf
in .in hi- I costume. I suppose he is angry because he cannot become a "star" by being a
'only
masquerader"
the moving
industry
uses peopleas who
are on picture
the level,
and
first of all, with clean characters.
I firmly believe that if said clergyman would
start to clean up in the ranks of the reformers
and ministers he would be far more in public
favor as a man who had really done something. He is and
speaking
"Fatty"
Arbuckle,
(laston Glass
some ofof the
feminine
stars.
They have suffered for their wrongdoings, so
why not leave the past alone? It cannot be
done over.
I have traveled all over the globe and have
held some positions in my day that required
more intelligence and tact than this "wolf
angel"respectable
will ever an
have.
No matter ishow
and
organization
therelawful
will
always appear such cases as the "wolf angel"
is trying to make a mountain of. But it appears to me that in recent years such cases,
and many even worse, have been exposed in
the ranks of the clergy and reformers. I would
lik to know where this "wolf angel" gets this
. . . . lingo. I have met many people in this
world with foul tongues but certainly "Movie
(jail" posedcannot
a man who is supto be a come
servantfrom
of God.
I firmly believe the moving picture colony
of Hollywood and the men who lead them can
run their own affairs and be respectable citizens without any advice or insults from such
a cheap-imitation reformer.
Yours very truly,
A ReaderA. of(iEORGSEN.
"Camera!*'
Signed: WILLIAM
Mr. Fred W. Fox,
Editor
"Camera I"
Dear Sir:

January 17th, 1924.

The creed "Movie Gall" appearing in the
January issue of Bob ShulerV Magazine may
have been written by a disciple of the Man
of Sorrows but it reads like the caporing of a
moral degenerate, the idiotic raving of a moron,
the assinine drivel of a filthy-minded imbecile.
Such an outpouring of blackguardly invective
and scurrilous falsehoods might be expected
from a derelict of the slums but it does not
become an exponent of Christian charity and
brotherly love.
Who and what is this man, that he should
presume to sit in judgment upon his fellow
creatures? Is this outrageous attack inspired
solely by religious zeal, from a desire to correct
an evil or is it simply an outpouring of envy,
malice and bigotry? The morals of the men
and women of the motion picture industry suffer none at all in comparison with the morals
of the clergy. There are individual exceptions
in both classes. True, the Arbuckle affair was
deplorable, deserving of all the condemnation
it called forth; it was almost as bad, in fact,

January 26,

OPINION

as was
of the only
minister
God's gospel who,thein case
this state,
a fewofmonths
ago,
was sentenced to imprisonment for outraging
his ward, a child of tender years; almost as
bad as that of a certain clergyman in New Jersey who was shot and killed in the arms of his
paramour; almost as bad as other crimes for
which hundreds, literally hundreds, of these
teachers of righteousness are at present serving time in the penitentiaries of every state in
the Union. One of the greatest scandals the
world has ever known concerned a leading
light of the pulpit and the wife of one of his
parishioners. This took place in Brooklyn not
so very many years ago. Of course, the reverend teacher was whitewashed, but his guilt
was proved beyond a doubt. Do we, because
of these individual derelictions, condemn the
clergy as a class, and intimate that the best
are no better than the worst? No; we have
too much Christian charity for that. The clergy
are not so free from sin and shame that they
are fitted, by superior moral excellence, to sit
as censors.
Take them as a class, the members of the
motion picture profession have a deep reverence for religion and its earnest teachers. They
honor and respect those ministers of the Gospel
who expound the Word of God with a soul
filled with sympathy and sorrow for human
frailty, but for the egotistical ministerialmountebank, scandal-monger and publicityhound of the cloth they have only contempt too
profound for words.
Taking it for granted that the Rev. Bob is
the author of that filthy diatribe, he is deserving only the scorn of all right-minded men and
women. A mind capable of such thoughts and
feelings is not fit to preach the Gospel of
Christ. His accusations;
"do more conduce
"To the hot passion of distempered blood,
"Than to make up a determination,
"Twixt right and wrong."
Signed : GEORGE B. BERRELL.
1537 West 9th Street,
Los Angeles, California.
January 21, 1924.
Mr.Hollywood,
Fred W. California.
Fox, Editor "Camera !"
My dear Mr. Fox:
I am taking great pleasure in complimenting
you for your excellent article in the "Camera!"
in the January 12th, issue about "A word or
two about HIS "HYMN of HATE" and I
want to say that YOU are more than RIGHT
and I have told so to my pal Fred Niblo here
last Saturday. Your little comparison about
the Nobel and the Booby Prize is real witty
and made me laugh. Our little crusader for
the right? a- you say in your article should be
more than crushed when he reads your article,
providing that he will be able to understand
same. 1 have my doubts to that.
I was one of the pioneer directors in the
City of the Angels and we were happy and
contented there till the so-called reformers
came to town and started things. When I first
landed there we were the greatest and everyone was more than anxious to do things for us
and try to make us like the City of Angels.
But they were the real and honest to God
Califomiana
and not the long w
Iowans
and etc.

it'^our living- is in motion
pictures
j?ou need
CAMERA!
ever.yweek-

I want to assure you, Mr. Fox, that
with you in heart and soul and if the
something I can do to be of some servi
you no matter where and what it is, j,
command me and I am more than yours al
and forever.
Thanking you for your many past kindi
to me 1 am most sincerely yours always,
Signed: ALBERT W. HALf
Motion Picture and Stage Dir
Jan. 21,Cali]
711 Superba Street, Yenice,
Editor
of "Camera
Hollywood,
Calif. !"
Dear
Sir:
Just a line to let you know that I am,
you tooth and toe nail in your fight at,
Shuler's intolerant, unrighteous attack
the people of the screen. I wonder if that,
blinded by self-righteousness and vail
is
of the
fact that he isasbreaking
oneaware
of the
commandments
well atE"<\l
ing the Sermon on the Mount. He is I
the name of God in vain every time he '
his
inflated
incurs the 1
censure
our fabrications
Master gaveand tohehypocrites,
unto you, Pharisees! for ye love the \\
most seats in the synagogues, and greetiw
the markets. Woe unto you, scribes and
isees, hypocrites! for ye are as graves
appear not, and the men that walk over
are not aware of them. (Luke 11:43, 4-j
staw
our Master's
the truth
icjoice hein said,
when
"Not ofeveryone
that saithj
Lord, shall enter into the kid
Lord,
me,
of Heaven; but he that DOETH THE J
OF MY FATHER which is in He;j
(Matt. 7:21.)
I wonder if Shuler ever stops to thirf
the true import of the Lord's prayer wbjI
repeats the first line even, Our Father
art in Heaven — it does not say MY FatH
Father, but OUR FATHER, it in
YOUR mankind.
ALL
The people of the screen are true hij
tarians and are bringing joy and happirj
countless thousands. I love them all; thl
my friends and I am their friend.
As much as I dislike entering controvj
friendship, justice and true Christianity j
me to heartily endorse "Camera's" stanjj|l
vehemently denounce Shuler's intolerar
"CalI
upon a well aremeaning
tack
right track
on the people.
and Filmograph
stoppeii
was
persecution
such
time
high for all.
and
With my kindest thoughts and good j
for your success in behalf of the people I
screen, and assuring you of my stauncll
port, I am,
Verv sincerelv,
MRS. LORENZA STEVII
Editor
!" ask readers to gif<
Dear "Camera
Sir:— You
as to the "Shuler question." 1
opinions
only excuse for sitting down for a r
my
is throwi
When mud
typewriter.
to mysomewhat
not
undignified
(as well
as b
waste of time), to stoop down to the
and throw mud in return?
What on earth does it matter what
iays? Less than nothing, especially wht
onlv one obscure individual who says
the job, Sir, and take no
of Get
thissonortwith
of trash
Yours very truly,
Signed: MAURICE TALB
Mt. Talbot, South Canyon, Hollywood
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Custom-Made

By EDITH

M. RYAN

Scripts

Bepr stories, better pictures! Better stories,
nee gain, better directors, better actors ! BetlH>ries are reputation-makers! Hail the
toflpnd the scenario writer who has come ■
^Hs own !
"E^ryatleading
star in
and motion
producerpictures
who have
dm
eminence
and
cptneir places have accomplished it through
»' stories," says Thomas J. Geraghty,
.einnown scenario writer and production
ififflwho has adapted many Paramount sucesst and prior to that was associated with
lofts Fairbanks following a long newspaper
nd lagazine career. Mr. Geraghty quickly
am Douglas Fairbanks, who has used origials ntirely, Mary Pickford, half of whose
lCMes were originals, Harold Lloyd, Charlie
ha In, "Bill" Hart, Charlie Ray, Tom Mix
^■hers, who have relied so much on origin
Hie productions of Cecil B, l)e Mille and
Wf Sennett Comedies as a starter for his
■fent. He declares that good stories have
Hfar makers and that in the hist word the
H the industry is largely in the hands of
^Blled scenario writer.
^Kry year since the beginning ol pictures
■own the development of some phase oi
■rt," says Mr. Geraghty. "Acting has
Bjped about as far as it can go, photography
Hhly perfected, direction has become .1
H while the last person to develop is the
Wo writer. He was almost persona non
■at the beginning, for the early directors
■ care for scripts, didn't know their worth,
■fcortant has he become today, that a clever
■r wants to be associated with a good
■io writer and even goes so far as to
■t put in the contract that he be furnished
ttlho can also cut, title and edit a picture.
■ the good director follows the continuity
Woes not deviate from it. He is supplied
■all the details of production including
U descriptions, with all the action,
Ut, motivation and the mechanics of gesMaithfully recorded. Everything has been
Bated in the script, so his main business
Ket
"props," sets, costuming, cast and
■d tohiswork."
M Geraghty is most optimistic as to the
H of pictures, but his list of scintillating
Uio writers is not a staggering one. He
■♦he majority are ill named, since they

Operatic
Wurious thing happens when Lester Hugo
H sings. You understand every word,
•rfermore, Mr. Castle believes we ought to
Ban our own tongue.
I Italy," he says, "German operas are
mjin Italian, in France the same opera is
wjited in French and you bet the Vaterland
M on hearing German. Yet the same fight
asmade over there to nationalize the music
It being waged here now. A Russian tenor
Mfing the different languages of his audiW in his concert tours through Europe, but
M he gets to us, will he learn English?
Mdea would make him smile. No, he sings

l"3>our
flou

can't
follow
routine
andgehaven't
the necessar
experien
ce and
knowled
of things
to knowy
whereof they write. He confines his list
to
eight or ten who have survived since the advent of pictures and these he considers experts.
"Many pictures are not only done on the sets
but as well in the cutting room. Here your
and' edknows productio
writer
scenarioiting, will
take who
the material
and getn mote
insistent values, through the process of putting
in and taking out, adding a title where it furnishes the sauce for the action, so to speak,"
says
Geraghty. "All the text book learning
and Mr.
academic
training will not make a scenario writer. He can only become eminent by
outstanding work, to have made a reputation
like a famous surgeon, lawyer, scientist and
back of the reputation must be aptitude, and
a thorough experience. The reason there are
so few good writers is that those who are
promising want to start at the top."
Mr. Geraghty believes that there will be
more originals.
"Stories must fit the wearer. There have
been so many failures because producers
stocked up with stories and plays that could
not be made to have the remotest relation to
the talents of the star who appeared in them.
Here is where the heaviest waste goes in production— investment in stories that are inadequate and the time lost hunting for stories. I
look," he added, "for many leading authors to
put their own stories into continuity. Booth
Tarkington, for one, is greatly interested.
"Working with me on the continuity for his
'Pied Piper Malone,' his original for Thomas
Meighan, Mr. Tarkington remarked that he
had no conception of the difficulty of scenario
writing, that it was far more intricate than
play writing, for there is no end to the detail
involved."
Mr. Geraghty puts the seal on the art of pictures by declaring that so much more logic is
wrapped up in the construction of a picture
that the loose ends of a play greatly impede its
appeal. He agrees most emphatically with Ben
de Casseres, noted New York critic who said
recently that all of the seven arts are combined in a perfect picture.
"Back of the perfect pictures is always the
superior continuity,"
says Mr.
continuities
have killed
manyGeraghty.
a good "Bad
story
while good ones have sa\ed many a poor

Patriotism

ir Russian in the United States."
The movement to snatch music away from
the net of European languages was started in
Chicago, so Mr. Castle says.
"America
think wea
little
more ofbegan,"
herself he
afterwent
the on,
war."toThen
decided to have opera sung in the language we
all love and can understand. I feel, though,
that Los Angeles rather than the East, is the
favored spot for this truly native flower to
bloom. For here, you have no mould of prejudice. Free ideas have a quick growth in this
luxuriant land, too. And when the new opera
house is built in this great music center, why

living

need

By

is

in

story. The importance of the scenario writer
to an empty theater is the same as a play
wright with a good play which will open a
theater and put a good company to work. He
is the first important cog in the making of pictures. With a badly handled story the theater
will remain closed. The play, as Shakespeare
says,
the thing!"holds a most distinctive posiMr. isGeraghty
tion among the noted writers in the film colony, since his name on screen productions as
adaptor has its ranking with star, author and
director for he has secured fame on his own
for one consistent success after another. It is
well understood that he knows his craft, and
that he had won a name in the newspaper and
magazine world when he turned his gift to
originals and adaptations for the screen. The
knack of story jelling — "the brightening up
each old dull bit of fact" as Browning puts it.
is his, because he has the trained writer's eye
for the right touch at the right time; the expert's quick intuition for values and shading,
the experienced man's ability to handle most
tellingly, the difficult mechanics in motion-picture making are likewise his because he started
as a student determined to be a real force in
this art that combines as he insists "all seven
of the arts."

lucile

shouldn't
with in
Butterfly
in F.nglish
and
soar we
withweep
Siegfried
our own
tongue,
too?
"France insisted on French, because being
thrilled in the (iallic speech made their men
better citizens, developed patriots. If we did
the same, every opera sung in English would
be Mr.
another
Spangled
CastleStarrecently
left Banner."
Chicago where he
was part of this movement for the lure of the
new Mecca of art. On Saturday he was soloist in the concert given by the Trio Intime in
(bickering Hall and sang all of the songs,
some French, some (ierman, in English.

motion
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ANNOUNCING
the opening of the finest, best equipped,
moat comfortable PROJECTING hoom
in Southern California.
RATES REASONABliE
We invite your Inspection
United Producers & Distributors
100O-8 Blgrhlanl ire. Hollywood
MOVIES

WE^MQV

and Shine
onJ>eryice/Ui/wod 7672 • SAMUEL CSHINE-eva^M,,,/,,,
General Trucking and Hauling

HOWARD

GAYE

Palmborg's

Continued from Page 13
But perhaps, I am not one who sho
giving
of one's acting
insuranceopinions
man appreciates
these ability
portra>—
life — for he encounters it in all its stage
knows the real when he sees it.
Lon Chaney, the citizen is an unusua
Quiet, forceful, realizing that life is a
business.
appearance
man's man,cle;si
and strongIn with
broad a shoulders,
features, high forehead, bright eyes and
teeth that Hash when he smiles.
He is a strong, substantial type of a
the kind that any community would be
for having had in their midst. One wl
lieves in right living and right thinkin;
lieves in study and mental developmi
great student of books and of human
A popular man, well liked by all who
for Mr.Everyone
Chancy. "on the set" has a good
him.

He is wise enough to know that "all work
and
makes
dull boy,"
doubtnoif play
he has
ever Jack
been a inside
any ofyettheI
gay cabarets of the city. He prefers the mountains, the streams and the big outdoors.
He is happily married and has a tine boy.
He is not one to talk of his personal affairs,
exceptcomfort.
when arranging
for his business
family's man,
welfareas
and
He is a clever
well as an actor and has made numerous real
estate investments which have proven to be
very wise. At present his home is in one of
the very handsome Hats that he owns — a comfortable, tasteful place, located where each
month sees an increase in its value.
Mr. Chaney is one of my largest policy
holders and I am proud to have him as one
of my clients and 1 hope I have him as a friend.
An honorable man, fair and square, a man
that's a man.

MOSeS
Walter

Frederick

Seely

PHOTOGRAPHY
1448 No. Wilcox

Telephone 439-774

DONNA

HALE

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit. Universal
Cnrrenl Production "in itiii nun's
Darling;*"
Recent releases, "Gossip*" "Crossed
w in-*." "Town Scandnl," "The Untnmenble," "The Wild Party," "The Ni'«r
Lady," "l&xdtement."
Reproductions, Publicity
Still Finishing Photography
LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd. Corner Bronson

Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW I
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ate., it Santa Monies Bltd.

By ERIC MAYNE

Continued from Page 15
By faith he saw the day of freedom and the and then into a patch of fertile country
land of great glory. Nowhere in history have for the most part tramping aimleslsy i
desert of ignorance, always striving to
we clearer proof of the inexorable demands
that are made upon leaders. The people were the dark river of Doubt and Greed and
clamorous for water and the Almighty in- having no one to lead them in the right
when they are inclined to go, and havir
structed him to speak to the rock and water
should be given. But the impatience of the mind to follow when the way is pointed
people exasperated him, and he smote the rock
Moses overcame the discouragement oil
vigorously twice, and said, "Here now, ye episode and the Commandments were re- d
rebels, must we bring you water out of this and enforced. As we read we cannot ft ft
rock?" He lost his temper, and with that he be amazed at the indomitable perseve ■
lost the promised land. Even after all his that
characterized his whole life. Accoij
great work he overstepped the mark.
the chronology, he was eighty when the I
The greatest man must remember that he is a toderings
started, but all his actions indicate
man, not a God.
he was in the prime of vigorous manl
If for a moment he forgets that, he loses all. Aaron,
his brother, was some years older,
And now we come to the tragic close of this led the worship;
and Miriam, his sister, lei
great career. But by the beauty and strength singing
and dancing before the Lord. 1
of his character, Moses turns the tragedy into a were indeed
great people. They did worl
sublime epic. His greatness as a leader en- humanity when it needed it most, and in
abled him to realize the justice of his fate.
When a man has done his work and he tries coming
years, work
as thewillworld's
vances, their
receivediscernment
greater i[
to do more, he undoes that which he has al- ciation.
ready done. Moses had worked for the peoThe Leadership of Moses is without par€
ple, and so long as that work went on ,the
end was being accomplished. He was the ir. history. No man, since the beginning ol»
world, has ever dealt so long, so patiently, i
gieatest and
man,tobutthatabove
him with
there the
was grace
a greaterPower
Power,
and ignorance, stupidity and opposition. No J
dignity and strength that had sanctified his has ever achieved such amazing results. I
whole life, he gave devout submission. "But man ever worked with a clearer insight, h
no man knoweth of his sepulchre unto this knew what his people were. He knew wha it
wanted them to be, and he knew the treridous odds against him, and yet he went ^
Casts
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"Yankee Madness"
Directed by Chas. R. Seeling
for F. B. O. release
CAST
Cieorge Larkin
Ollie Kirby
Billie Dove
Tom Wilson
Walter Long
Earl Schenck
Manuel Camere
Mission Film Corporation
Presents
"Flattery"
Marguerite de la Motte
John
Grace Darmond
Alan Bowers
Hale
Morrison
Edwards Davis Larrv Lewis
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GRACE
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After Charter Closes $50.00
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Ppmier Producer-Director Cites "Way
Down East"" and "Birth of Nation" as
Examples; Net More; Bigger Audiences
llith the recent claim that a new
Wagon" has held the top price at
lord has been made for the long- one dollar and a half.
The totai records show that both
■Irun of a motion picture on
Midway, it is interesting to recall "The Birth of a Nation" and "Way
11 "The Birth of a Nation" ran
Down East" played to more than
as many people and to not
(tjheweeks.
Liberty This
Theater
for had
forty-a twice
theater
less than four times as much money
as
the
new
claimant.
ng capacity 75 per cent greater
the Criterion Theater, for
h the new record is claimed,
Helene Chadwick
draw a fair" comparison, it
Signs N. Y. Contracts
Id be necessary for "The CovWagon" to continue thirtyHelene Chadwick, shortly after
e weeks more to equal the ac- her arrival in New York, signed
record of D. W. Griffith's old two contracts which will keep her
Jterpiece.
busy in the East for the next two
r^ay Down East" also makes a months.
Miss Chadwick has been selected
bidding challenge to the new
[rd, as this picture ran for forty- to appear opposite Rudolph Valentino in his first production for Faweeks at the Forty-Fourth
Players-Lasky. Production
ret Theater, with a seating ca- on this mous
will start within the next
pty of more than fourteen hun- four weeks.
i, or more than twice as large
In the meantime Miss Chadwick
Jhe Criterion (N. Y.) . To equal
will plav the leading role in "The
I ay Down East" record, "The
Masked Dancer" for Distinctive
[•ered
more Wagon"
than eightywould
weeks.have to Pictures, upon which she will start
work immediately.
Is to prices "and volume of
(ley,
of atheatrical
Nation"
Voted to Metro
ved "The
to the Birth
highest
pes of that day, or two dollars a
Executive Staff
, and a similar price for today
en- Kerr, for the past two
uld be three dollars a seat,
KHarry
lich is the standard theatrical years casting director for Metro,
has been advancer to the executive
.ce.
East" played
Jtwo "Way
dollars Down
for orchestra
seats, staff of the studio and in the future
Ih two hundred of the best seats will be assistant to Joseph Engle,
|three dollars, and eighty seats at vice-president. Kerr is succeeded
at the casting office by Pete Hun: dollars, whereas "The Covered
gate, for several years in the casting department of Lasky"s.
\elen Lynch Cast in
Slater Will Head
>e Mille's 'Triumph'
Cecil B. DeMille has cast Helen
Goldwyn Rentals
Inch in an important role in
Clyde Slater has been added to
his current
and the executive staff of the Goldwyn
BIfriumph"
first directorial
effortfeature
to follow
studios. He will be sales-manager
The Ten Commandments.'"
of the newly created rental department. The studio has en'[Miss Lynch was chosen for the
larged its technical equipment and
le by Mr. DeMille after a careis
making
an
active campaign to
Jl scrutiny of available players,
ff her natural beauty and ability induce independents to produce
I wear stunning creations. She their pictures there.
This is the first time that the
j now in the hands of the Lasky
Jodiste and will appear in no less big Culver City plant has been
open to outside producers.
jan ten new gowns.

J
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Films
erms
GRIFFITH
DISPUTES

LONG-RUN

FILMPAPER

Evelyn Selbie, whose characterization of the lame mother in
Strom's production of the famous
"Name the Man," Victor Seallall Caine novel, has been greeted
with expressions of highest approval by local critics.
NEILAN
"TESS

WILL
OF

Infuriated by the speed and vigor
with which the film people replied
to his recent editorial assault Bob
Shuler, "reform"-crazed pastor,
last Sunday night delivered a prelude sermon at his church in Los
Angeles and read excerpts from
"Camera!" and Filmograph denouncing his tactics. Needless to
say he read only the parts that
weren't too severe and twisted the
replies to suit his own purposes.
He said the motion picture industry was "rotten," and instead
of making any apology he would
continue his tirade in the next
issue of his magazine. His message, however, did not please his
congregation
and disgust was
much
in evidence.

START

THE
WITH

ON

D'UBERVILLES"
BLANCHE
SWEET

Noted Director W ill Return to Goldwyn Fold;
Will Film Renowned Subject; Starring \J ife
Marshall Neilan is to return ta
tive genius, when it comes to the
the Goldwyn fold and continue
direction
Miss with
Sweeta
will start ofherpictures,"
conversation
work on his contract, interrupted
visitor. "He is limited by the comsince tionlast
spring
for a long'
and for
his direction
of vacaMary
mercial necessities of picture-making. But he stands out head and
PickfordV
Haddon Hall."Dorothy Vernon of shoulders above every other director in the business. I feel in-pired
His first picture will be the many
when I work with him. He could
times
postponed
"Tess
of
the
D'Ubervilles" with his wife, make a great acctress out of any
Blanchec
as Tess."
Cameraof
work is Sweet,
awaiting
the release
Miss Sweet by Thomas H. Inc. who Dorothy Seay With
has had her at work behind closed
woman."
'Flattery* at W aldorf
doors for many weeks on "Those
Who Dance." It is expected that
The portrayals of little Dorothv
she will be free in about ten days.
uninterruptedly. AcWhen "Tess" is started it will be Seay continue
cording to latest report she was at
the first time that Miss Sweet has the Waldorf
studios playing the
worked under the direction of her part of an old-fashioned girl in
husband since 1918, when they did "Flattery," which is being directed
"The
And Unpardonable
when it startsSin"onetogether.
of the by Tom Forman.
oldest mutual admiration societies
in fildom will resume its daily
Belcher Protege iii
meeting*. "Miss Sweet is the most
S-L Service Film
wonderful actress in the world —
the cleverest, most adaptable,, most
Ina Anson, pupil of Krnr-t Belbeautiful, most soulful, moil intellicher, is dancing in "The Shootgent— " and so on until his listing of Dan
the for
famous
Service
poem McCJrcw,"
being filmed
the
ener wanders who
away,comes
"Mickey"
tell everyone
on the will
set. screennu stll'lin-.
by Sa wyer-Lubin at the Me"Mr. Neilan is a genius, a posi-
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&fye Jiltn FITZMAURICE
WILL LOCATE
ENTIRE UNIT HERE; MARKS
BEGINNING OF RETURN
TO WES

Director of 'Eternal City9 Will Film 'Cytherea
Says Hollywood Peerless ; Rest En Rou
George Fit-zmaurice, director of Los Angeles. There is not the
ficiency
amongis the
producing
"The Eternal City," will transfer
sonnel that
found
here. p.'
his eastern producing activities to stacles
causing
losses
of
time ct
Los Angeles and establish permanent producing headquarters here stantly confront the eastern pl
immediately. This move is in ac- ducer.
"At first we planned to tour \
with Samuel
Goldwyn'sin
policy to cordance
center
his producing
rious
countries
make 'Cythet
After
carefully toanalyzing
the
Los Angeles due to unsatisfactory
nation with Mr. Goldwyn and M
working conditions in the East.
Marion, we decided it would bt>
The picturization of "Cythtrea,"
the celebrated novel by Joseph Her- out
wasteourof original
time andplan.
moneyWeto fou
cat'
gesheimer,
and have
for which
ber of scenes
alreadya numbeen that the picture can be made
Los Angeles in its entirety, a
made in New York, will be transwith the exception of the scet I
ferred to Los Angeles immediately.
Among the players who will arrive
already in New York, this is wl1
shortly to continue their work in we will do,
"Our moving to Los Ange
this picture are Lewis Stone, Alma
Rubens, Irene Rich and Constance
comes as a result of experience
New York which clearly indica
Bennett, daughter of Richard Benthat our pictures must be made he
nett.
Within the next week Mr. Fitz- if we wish to obtain the best ;
The ivork of Philippe De Lacy is replete with heart interest. He maurice's
producing organization, tistic results at minimum cost V
enjoys an enviable position in the ranks of motion picture children. At including
Robert Schable, business are merely another example of t
the present
time Philippe
is playing
"The studios.
Shooting Previous
of Dan McGrcv:"
that Los Angeles nee'
which
Saivyer-Lubin
is filming
at the inMetro
portrayals manager, Arthur Miller, chief pho- contention
and Sheridan
Hall, here
as- never worry about New York pi
sistanttographer,
director,
will arrive
include "Rosita" with Mary Pickford, "Pioneer Trails" for Titagraph,
"Divorce" with Jane Novak, the soon-to-be-released "Why Do We Live?" from New York. Studio arrangein which he plays the principal role, and many other productions of note.
ments are now being perfected by ducing competition."
Hachathome Fights
Mr. Fitzmaurice and actual "shooting"
will
be
started
within
the
Cameraman
Shoots
Gertie Has Reel
next ten days.
"She was Way
educated to
in a Fam
conve!
Artistic Recipe
The transfer of Mr. Fitzmau- in Switzerland," say the notic'
Night Sea Fight
"He ran away from milita j
rice's organization to Los Angeles
"To a five-reel measure of good
What are expected to result in
as a surprise to the produc- school to join a repertoire coij
story, add six parts of capable ar- the most perfect and most beauti- comesing world
here. The story has been
tists, one tripod of first-class cine"He was formerly a rising youi !
scenes ever made a adapted to the screen by Frances
matography, flavor to taste with partfulofmoonlight
a motion picture were Marion, who arrived here last Sundashes of comedy and melodrama,
All of in which
day with Mr. Fitzmaurice, and was sculptor
Paris." is, many timi
turn it over to a conscientious di- filmed last week for Frank Lloyd's to have
been partially produced found to be untrue when inves |
rector for mixing, garnish with a "The Sea Hawk," now in its 4th
box-office title and clever sub-titles, week of production, by Norbert F. abroad. In this connection, the director said : "Despite what has
serve with hot exploitation sauce, Brodin.
The "up from extradom" myth
been said, I personally feel that getting
to be almost as cornmo
and vou have a palatable photoWith the moon's rays making a there is only one place to make pic- gated.
few screen stars
very helpful hilation upon the ocean
tures, and that is Los Angeles. I Comparatively
play pudding."
y." player of today ha
panfrom
That is the recipe given by Ger- Mr. Brodin's camera recorded the have produced in New York, and I prominent
risen
the
extra
ranks. A nc
trude Astor. Admittedly, some of attack of a Moorish gallease upon
able exception is George Hack
thorne.
the ingredients for this morsel of an English frigate of the 16th Cen- would like to say that Manhattan
other eastern city — can
entertainment are as difficult to obtury period, and of the chase — or any
compete with Los Angeles.
Hackathorne, who was giv<
tain as the wherewithal for a pre- which ensued. The night scenes never
New
York,
as it is, does credit by a national magazine l<
Volstead, but they are available.
made off Santa Catalina Island not offer thewonderful
physical facilities of two of the outstanding screen pe
clearly show the action abroad both Los Angeles. It is more expensive
formances of lastandyear"Merry
— in "HC|
vessels in silhouette and consider- to make pictures in New York than man
Sacramento Buys
able detail is revealed by the light in Los Angeles. Players and tal- Round"Wreckage"
— really was an extra. H
from
cannons
and
flares
used
in
ented
artists
in
the
East
look
upon
was less than that when he can
Farnum Script
the combat between the gigantic motion pictures as a side-line. It
Dorothy Farum, writer and ancient sea-craft.
is a means of picking up some to
Hollywood
he was
just a piIs'
looking
for a— job
in motion
scenarist has sold to the Sacraextra pin money. The technical tures. The woods were full
mento Pictures Corporation one of
talent cannot compare with that in them, but George was determine
her original stories, "The Unfair
His first part was in a mij
Swickard Continues
Sex." Itwhois amarries
story of
bigamy
Renaud Hoffman has left for scene. He added a little to til
woman
a man
and— aa
Stern Portrayals
career at the same time.
NlW York City to confer on the size of the throng, but he couldt
Josef
Swickard
will
be
seen
in
opening presentations in that city even
The picture is scheduled to go
and say was
"That's
me
when point
the picture
screene
into production immediately fol- prominent roles of the stern father of his two productions recently He was in there somewhere, b
completed
at
the
Hollywood
stulowing "Listen Lester" — now being type he made famous in "The Four
dios. He will return to Los An- he simply couldnt be seen witho
produced by the Sacramento Cor- Horsemen," as .he has finished such
Subsequently he g'
geles by the middle of February to an X-Ray.
poration with Louise Fazenda in a role in Wm. B. Brush's picture, commence
production of another "bigger parts."
Sometimes I
the leading role.
could
be actually
"Defiance," at the Hollywood stu- feature film.
for a flash
or two. seen on the fil
dios and is now in a like type with
Miss Farnum recently completed
Then he got his first bit. H
Jackie Coogan in his next picture, Hersholt Loses
screen adaptions of "Beau Brumrise was speedier after that. HI
mel"
"Lover's Lane" for the "A Bov of Flanders."
WarnerandBrothers.
really Minister
dominating
roleFamou
was ■
No Time at All first
the Little
in the
Tom O'Brien has completed his
Leu-is Sargent and Billy Franey
Three hours after he had com- Players-Lasky production of th
are playing the leading male roles part tionunder
pleted his role in support of Con- title. His latest film is "The Tu
at the F.Scotty
B. O. Dunlap's
studio in direca six
in the third Hysterical History
stance Talmadge in "The Gold moil," in which he heads an al|
Fish,"
Jean Hersholt was playing star cast, playing the part
reeler
of
the
temporary
title,
"The
Comedy,
"Benjamin
Franklin,"
which Bryan Foy is directing at Dollar Mark." O'Brien carries the one of the featured parts in "The "Bibbs," who is the storm-cent'
of all the turmoil in the story.
heavy role.
the Hollywood Studios. •
Woman on the Jury."

Fclluary 2, 1924
Etjuette Shark

Aids

irijfith's "America"
5 Percy Sykes, of London,
i En; former commander in court
etktttes, aided D. VV. Griffith in
(i sting several of the most specula scenes in "America," the
phi'drama of the War of Indepdence, being filmed for the
Da [hters of the American Revolutio which is scheduled to have its
wod premiers at the Forty-Fourth
Sti t Theater,, New York, Feb
21.
htil Sir Percy, who has been
' W presented at the Court of
1 Barnes, as well as at the royal
V of India,, Persia and other
Eaern
countries, volunteered,
Gjpth and his research workers
A at a loss to learn the details
B'urt ceremonies in 1775, for dem the voluminous writings of
Hliarists of that period, none of
tb iindescribed
detail. formal court etiqu-

JK)c film QxUnme
Has Played in
Caldwell is Working
Eight Countries
to Put "Miracle" Over
The distinction of having apOrville Caldwell, playing male
peared inmotion pictures produced
lead in Morris Gest's "The Mirin eight different countries beacle,"
Broadway's
greates
t
sensation for many a season, if not in longs to Otto Matiesen, appearing
its whole history of things theat- this week in "Scaramoucche" at
rical, has had for many weeks only the Criterion Theater.
one word in his lexicon-rehearsals.
His screen debut took place sevFor the two weeks before the openeral years ago in Dem.uk, where
ing of "The Mircale," he writes he played in one of the first film
he had had no time to eat or sleep. productions made in Europe. In
"My final rehearsals started with succession came France, Germany
a continual grind from
12 noon of and England. The remaining four
every day until 6 or 7 the follow- countries in which Matiesen has
ing morning. Now we have started enacted screen roles are Canada,
on another round of rehearsals Spain, Mexico and the United
since some changes have been made
in the cast due to alternating in the States.
It is interesting to note that he
has taken part in more photoplays
role of the madonna."
So popular is the production, that in this country than in all the
Mr. Caldwell states that the house foreign countries combined.
is practically sold out until the
second week in March, when he
Raymond McKee has been added
overheard reservations being made
to the cast of "Rose of the Ghetto,"
the other day when he endeavored
R.
William
to get seats.
G rand-.
I slier.ft fill's productinn for

Page 3
Penn

Town

Throws

Party for Urn. V.
Doubtless every town and hamlet
has its "idol"
Statesboy
United own
in the
or
its "home-t
that made
rehut itties
city";communi
big same
good inmains forthethese
to demonstrate their real affection
for their respective "shining exam01 Chamlittle aritv
ple" as,didPa.,thewhen
bersburg
photopl
ay in
which William V. Mong was one
of the featured players held down
house.
the boards at the local "opree"
The announcement that "Bill"
Mon
coming
city's was
one
picturegwas
house
via tothethescreen
the signal for a real demonstration.
Flags and bunting, long unused,
were dragged out from the attics
and the village band immediately
went into semi-weekly rehearsals.
The city fathers sent their "Prince
Alberts" out for special renovating
and the good mothers again took
their wee youngsters on their knees
and for the 'steenth time related
the story of how young William V.
Mong made good.
And then came the night of the
exhibition of the picture of pictures. As the Chambersburg Clarion
said
of the
was an
eve that will
not event,
soon be''itforgotten.
Our esteemed fellow-townsman
the outstanding actor in the entire
seven reels, and we should one and
all be proud of our own William
V. Mong."
Charlie Chaplin Seeks
Feminine Foil
Charlie Chaplin i> without a
leading lady. Finding one is so
far the greatest difficulty encountered on his new picture. The story is
complete, sets built, locations chosen
and camera tests made. All is
in
for lady
the in"shoot,"
withreadiness
no leading
-ight. but
Having elevated Edna Purviance
toCharlies
stardom has
in "AbeenWoman
Paris,"
on a ofhunt
for
the past six months, looking for a
suitable type to play the girl with
him in his next comedy.
She may be dark or fair — not
necessarily beautiful, if attractive
and has a piqant freshness and
charming personality. Experience
not necessary,
brainsgirl
— very
essential. To thebutlucky
chosen,
it may mean her future in the
films.
Miss Purviance has been Chaplin's' leading woman for more than
seven years and is still under contract to him. She is to be again
presented in I dramatic production
will be made under Charlie's
suwhich
pervisiont.

Aha, curses! Wicked work is under way/ Who will proteit the fair
damsel from the clutches of the villainous Apachef It is none other than
the diminutive I iola Dana shrinking under the cruel and memless
'j lances of Otto Matiesen.
Thiscomingremarkable
characterby study
"Revelation
forth-to
Metro picture directed
Georgeis D.from
Baker,
which is," drithetared
be Viola Dana's most ambitious effort to dale. It is typiiul of some o\
the tremendous dramatic moments contributed by Miss Dunn and Mattesen, and bids fair to create a new note in productions of colorful setting.

When Reginald Barker changed
the title of "Cape Cod Folks," his
latest photoplay,
to "Hei with
Man," twohe
covered
three romances
words. In this Mayer picture BarBedford and respectively
Renre Adoreeof
are thebaraswrethearts
Bob Frazer and Fddie Phillip while
loan Standing and I n tor Potel,
two of the ablest lomedians on the
ureen, play opposite one another
just as effe< lively if less seriously
than the other r/uartette.
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Camera.' intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail. You can help by reporting any error
439-869
Type in Pulse to Editor,Progress
Director
Star
Ass't Director
Cameraman
Scenarist
Drexel 42
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop, Gen'I Mgr.
1 st Week
Willey Productions.
Fred Reel
Bill Paton
Zerr
Lane
Fred Reel
"The Gasoline Cowboy"
Preparing 593-5
FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
Fred Caldwell
Muriel Reynolds
Hollister Ray Rounsaville
J. S. Moorehouse
Preparing
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
I 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
432-1
Chas. Chaplin Charles Chaplin
Wilson-Totheroh
Sutherland "Chuck" Relsner
Feature Comedy
.'lid Week
Holly 31
-nd Week m-r^ j
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
6 1 0 1 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Harry Beaudine
Jimmie Adams
2-Reel Comedy
Scott Sidney Dorothy Devore
Clemens
2-Reel Comedy
Drexel 21
CHARLES RAY STUDIO. 3700 Beverly Blvd. A. A. Kidder, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
Preparing
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
2-Reel
Comedy
Bull Montana
Preparing
Hunt Stromberg
Harry Carey'
Desert
Rose"
1 Teparing
Butterfly Comedies.
2-Reel Comedies
John Thompson
Art Hilton
Sherwood Madionald All-Star
Kditing 431

FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
Independent
Pictures
Corporation.
Jesse
Goldburg,
Pres. Mack
& Gen'I
Mgr.
J. P. McGowan
Franklyn Farnum J.
Walter
Griffin
V. Wright
Jack Nelson Franklyn Farnum Walter Griffin Mack V. Wright

The Fight
With Forgot'
Fate"
"The
Man Who

FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
N. Taurog Lige Conley Meehan
Staff
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Al. Ray
Ail-Star McGill
Staff
Comedy
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Floyd Bacon Lloyd Hamilton
Corby
Staff
Comedy
FOX

STUDIO.
James Ryan, Casting.
1401 N. Western
Ave.
R. Tennant
Mark Sanderich
Seller Carruth Chimpanzees
Schneiderman
John
Ford
Ail-Star
Ed. O'Ferna
Wm Wellman
Chas. Jones
Joe August
Horace
Hough
Jack Blystone Tom Mix
Dan Clark
Eugene
Forde
Walter Mayo
Edmund Mortimer John Gilbert
G. O. Post

Fred Kley, Studio Mgr
Comedies
Staff
'"Mixed
Vagabond
Trail"
Manners"
"The Apache"

GARSON STUDIO.
1 845 Glendale Blvd.
Benny Zeidman Productions.
GRAND
Monty BanksSTUDIO.
Productions. 1438 Cower St. Sam'l Bischoff, Gen. Mgr.
R. Wm. Nelll All-Star
Josef Von Sternberg
Charles Swickard Productions.
Chas Swickard
Jos. Swickard
Art Reeves A. C. Eddington
Harrey Gates
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beachwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
Al. Neitz
Wm. Fairbanks
Roland Price
Ralph Dietrich
Al. Neitz
Win. Fairbanks
Roland Price
Ralph Dietrich
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre, Casting. M.Culver
City
K. Wilson
Tiffany Productions.
Robt. Leonard
Mae Murray Ollie Marsh David Todd

1st Week

Editing 598-1
Schedule
Schedule
KditingHolly 30
Schedule
5th Week
4th Week
Week
4th
Drexel 00!

•Rose of the Ghetto"
"San Francisco"

Holly Oh
:!rd Week
Preparing
Editing

•The
Tin- Texas
F.ar-T Ranger"
Mystery'
Feature Drama

"Mademoiselle Midnight"
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd.
Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr.
Harold Lloyd Corporation. Wm. R. Fraser, Gen Mgr.
Finis Fox Productions. — R. R. Beatty, Bus. Mgr.
Priscilla
Moran Productions.
M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
PriscillaO.Moran
Hysterical Histories Comedies.
l - Heel Comedies
Bryon Foy
All-Star McGann
Wallace
Foy
Madeline Brandeis Productions. H. S. Bucquet, Prod. Mgr.
Renaud Hoffman All-Star
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Al. Neitz
Jack Perrin
Al. Neitz
"Wild and Woolly
Sanford Productions.
_ _
F. S. Mattison
Mattison
G. Ertl
"1 lie Ragged Robin
INCE STUDIO.
Patricia Foulds, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City.
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Henry Sharp
John Griffith Wray All-Star
C. Gardner Sullivan "Against the Rules'
Howard
Anderson Buddy
Lester Ericksen
Manter
Lambert Hillyer All-Star
Arthur Statter "Those Who Dance"
Regal Pictures, Inc.
Wm. Beaudine Kirkwood-Lee
Ray June
Tenny Wright
C. Gardner Sullivan "Love and Lies"

1 st Week
Holly 26'
Preparing

6th Week

761-7

Holly 14:
Preparing
Schedule
Pivparing

3rd Week
4th Week

llthWeek
Week
Mil
761-7;
r.th Week
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£Tt)c iilm
Wi\ard Louis on
Third for Warners
Ward LouK, veteran actor of
he pge who has played under
jlB, Belasco, Shuberts and
■Hrominent producers has been
iignl by Harry Rapf for a part
n headway
Dark,'' onwhich
Moo
Bell isAfter
directing
the
A'ar r lot.
Tl mark- hi> third consecutive
njajment at this studio — his
itherpictures, "Daddies" from the
■ielap play, and "Beau Brumnel"having been recently comilettl In "Beau Brummel" —
.ouiis said to give a remarkable
lerfpance as the Prince of
A'alf
andJohn
wasBarrymore,
ccomplirnented
ligl— by
who
4ay the title role, for his splen!id brk.

loows in Footsteps
of Emancipator
H ywood has its own railplitr! In characteristic fashion,
he m's follower of Lincoln is an
ttraive young actress, Rosemary
Me the completion of her role
9 Sory Johnson's production of
Swlds and Ploughshares," for F.
\M Miss Cooper has acquired
Idcabin, which is one of the
Hjarks of the motion picture
apil. It is constructed entirely
f 11 it: logs, chinked up with
dot in the fashion of the pioeei It was in just such a house
iilLincoIn lived, and the other
Msettlers in the Middle West
udpe Far West.
Bpre she came to pictures, Miss
lonjr was a school teacher at
louas, Arizona, so that she was
amjar with this type of house,
mdmany of the original strucirqin that border town are still
taring. She found her new home
Iftslight state of disrepair, and
cccingly has been spending the
M since the conclusion of her
ltd engagement, in splitting logs
ndnixing mortar, in true pioneer
asbn, for her log cabin!
Bothers Race for
Pen Laurels
Varies and Albert Kenyon are
Filers, not only by blood but also
•ylrofession. Each of. them has
••writing for the screen for sev■4 years, although always indeMently. About a year ago thev
JM finished their contracts with
producing organizations and
Wed the free-lance scenario
* During the past year they
m each sold four originals and
■> adaptations. For the coming
* they have made a wager as to
»1 h of the two will sell the
[rter number of manuscripts, and
» bet is being discussed with
•■derable interest at the Writ■r|Club, of which they are both
ojbers.
f the present time Charles is
•lining "The Mark of Cain" for
H and Albert has just finished
^script on "The Monster" for
Ijmd West. Charles is one lap
•Hid right now, since this is his
«nd adaptation since New
r's, butwithin
Albertthe threatens
score
week ! to tie

vjvilmnc

About Anonymous Notes
studio was all bawled up in the
The editor is constantly receiving through the mail, from
PuIm. He helped straighten out
the supposed tangle by leitlnn
various and undoubtedly inme in on the fact I wan n. g.
significant sources, any number
w hen it came to cell ins the
of impassioned epistles whose
eight information. HoWOT er, as
authors, while evidently spending much time and thought in
I got the news direct from the
penning their thoughts, are wont
Roachter notstudio
I decided
call upon
the ereI'dat betadto forego the accepted courtesy
of signing their names thereto.
visor tipping mc off as to what
was what and when and why. So
I feelform deeply
obligated
to
inthese unknown contribuors
his letters went up in smoke,
that their literary endeavors
sad
to say.
All I've
to him,
wherever
he isgotor tow hosaydon't
for any
time onrepose
my desk,
for length
they areof
ever
he
is,
is
this
go a
hastily condemned to the office
lot further in life; byyou'd
spending
ash-can.
more of your time on constructive effort than destructive critiEver since the inception of
correspondence the signature has
cism. If you think you're getbeen observed as the bond and
ting anywhere with me by writword of faith of the writer.
ing
such
a lot of junk you're all
Sending an anonymous letter is
wrong.
in
my life.It doesn't mean a thing
like stabbing a man in the back ;
there is no opportunity for deRemember
this :afraid
there's
one
thing
we're never
of and
fense. To me it smacks mightthat's The Truth. It may hurt
ily of thievery, the theft of
time, and it certainly belies the
at
times,thesure,
it's Ifall anyin
playing
gamebutfair.
sincerity of the correspondent,
just as if he had said to himof
you
think
our
paper's
tba
cheese you're certainly entitled
self, "I really don't believe a
word
I've
written.
I'd
better
to
your
own
opinion.
"Camnot sign my name for it if is
era!" isn't perfect. I know it.
made known my friends will
For that matter there's not a
give
me
the
horse-laugh.
"
Which,
publication
in existence
perfect,
or else
they wouldthat's
not
in all probability, they would
be continually announcing the
do. At any rate, they hand me
bigger and better things they
a big kick, these idiotic scribbles. Whenever I get one I surhoped ture,tofor there
accomplish
fumise there is something radically
would bein nothe such
wrong in the cerebral regions of
thing as bigger and better for
the one on the other end, for
them. Perfection is never won,
they sure sound cuckoo.
no matter how hard we fight,
For instance; last week I got
and we of "Camera !" are fighta brilliant masterpiece just
ing prettyoldhard.
You canyou abide
bursting with the sensational
by
that
custom;
news I had changed the pages
"Camera
!'\ tell
your iffrieiwls
;likeif
of
"Pulse
of
the
Studios/*
I
you
don't
like
it,
tell
us.
any event we will always be gladIn
was really surprised to hear
this. The writer wen t on to
to give you full hearing through
state that she < for it was eviour paper,
provided
you show
your
good faith
by signing
your
dently a w oman > would have
letters, not
necessarily
for know
pubjoined the army of "Camera!"
lication
but
so
we
will
subscribers hadn't I mutilated
who's
who.
Maybe
we
can
learn
the paper in this atrocious mana lot from what you have to say.
ner. That sounded pretty raw
to me; dragging out this brandI think era!"that
on theallwhole
"Cam-a
has given
of you
new skeleton from the closet
after she had had at least si\
pretty
fair
break,
and
I
that in time to come thosetrustof
years to subscribe. Of course,
you
strike will
at usbe like
vipers
we nearly had heart failure upon
underwhocover,
courteous
hearing that our unknown critic
and considerate enough to obwas not going to be on our
serve the basic kindnesses of
mailing list! It meant so much
to us.
correspondence,
accorded our respectand asthu*
ladiesbe and
Someone else ( a man, I
gentlemen
with
whom
wc
can
think) has been spending his
deal on an equal plane.
spare moments of late engravI'ntil such time, however, we
ing sweet odes to me. He ha-,
refuse
to take your admonitions
sent in two or three gems inwith
any will
seriousness,
your
forming me that I was all
missives
continue and
to travel
wrong, etc.. etc. The backbone
the
waste-basket
trail
swiftly
of his complaint was, as he
and surely, denied publication
claimed. that the Hal Roach
and comment.
RALPH

LEWIS, WITH
ILLUSTRIOUS RECORD, SEEKS
RURAL
ROLE; STARTED
IN 1911

Past Includes Twenty-Seven Murders and
Twenty-Two Death-Bed Scenes; Would Farm
Ralph Lewis, since starting his
career in motion pictures with D. three
He occasions.
has played *father to almost
W. Griffith at the old Biograph
all of the big screen scars, includcompany thirteen years ago, has
ing MaryTalmadge,
Pickford, Alice
NormaTerry,
and
Constance
plavedteen in
hundred
and fourLillian Gish and manv others.
screenone
dramas,
ranging
from
However, he has never plaved
the split-reelers put out by the Biograph and including the big Grif- the role of a farmer, and for more
fith special twelve-reel features like than two years he has looked forthe role of the
"Intolerance" and "The Birth of a monarchward toofenacting
the farm.
He has played the role of a
Xation."
judge seven times, a politician ten
times, a police officer three times,
and has portrayed a ship captain
twice. He ha scommitted twentyseven murders and incidentally
was himself killed thirty times.
Lewis has been before the camera
in twenty-two deathbed scenes. He
has fought numerous duels and has
gone down with sinking boats on

Rowland /'. Lee, iv/io is expected
back in Hollywood next month
from a trip to Europe, is bringing
home the "bacon" in the form of
several American rights to noted
European plays and several younger set" novels published recently by
English firms, l.ee has three more
films to do on his current Fox
contract.

Belle Green, film ingenue, has
temporarily deserted pictures to essay a role in "Cornered," the curstage production
rosco rentTheater.
While atherthepartMo-is
not very big in scope, she has won
the commendation of critics and
public alike for her performance.
She is the sister of Dorothy
Green, at one time one of the most
popular delineators of heavy and
vampire roles in motion pictures
and well known in the New York
film world. Contrary to her sister,
however, lielle is seeking parts of
a sweeter and kindlier nature.
A. S. C. Elects
Louis Tolhurst
As tionan
expression
of the work he of
has appreciadone in
the world of the camera, Louis C.
Tolhurst has been unanimousU
elected a member of the American
Society of Cinematographers. The
society has manifested an eager
interest inwithTolhurst's
connected
microscopicinvestions
motion
pictures and has approved with
official enthusiasm the remarkable,
achievements of the scientist in the
"Secrets of Life Series" he is making for Sol Lesser, president of
Principal Pictures Corporation.
Ant"
"The given
"The Bee,"
Previews
and
"The ofSpider"
have been
the camera experts who deemed it
an honor ofto the
enjoymanthewho
fraternal
a«sociation
has made
miscroscopic
motion
possible and of vital
and pictures
illuminating
interest to non-technical audiences
Frank B. Good, members
one of theandsociety's
distinguished
head
camera man of ;hc Jackie Coogan
productions
in proposing
Mr. Holhurvt said that
in his opinion
the
applicant conferred and received
an
and that furthered
the society's
idealhonor
was materially
by
his membership, that ideal beme
"That membership in the Society
mav become a mark of distinction
based on merit."
Pfellie lily Baker who jumped
into fame in the part of the masseuse in Cliaplin's dramatic production, "A H'oman of Paris." will
again be seen in his first comedy
for United Artists in wlin h
Charlie
himielf will be the comedian of old.
There will be a comedy of Alaska during the days of the rush for
gold and will give Miss Baker an
opportunity to portray a comedy
role in the character of a dancehall girl of the mining camps.
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Director

Star

Cameraman

BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
Buster Keaton
Buster Keaton

Ass't Director

1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline,
Jean Havez
Elgin Lessley
Walter Reed

LASKY STUDIOS. Tom White, Casting. 1 520 Vine St.
Paramount Picturei. (Famous Players-Lasky Release.)
Vernon Keays
James Cruze All-Star Karl Brown
Cowen
Dimitri Buchowetzki Pola Negri Alvin Wyckoff
George Melford Productions.
Chas. Clarke
Kenneth Hawks
Geo. Melford All-Star
Cecil DeMille Productions.
Paul Iribe
Bert Gltnnon
Cecil DeMille All-Star
Herbert Brenon Productions.
Bert Baldridge
Herbert Brenon All-Star
Harold Schwartz
Sam Wood Productions.
Al.
Gilks
John Waters
Sam Wood
A 11 -Star
Irving Willat Productions.
Otto Brower
Special
Color
Irving Willat Ail-Star
L. B. MAYER STUDIO.
Fred Niblo Productions.

Scenarist
Casting

Walter Woods
Paul Bern

Type
"Sherlock Junior"

■Magnolia"
•Men"

Holly 21
llth Week
Holly 2.
Editing
1st Week-

• The Glorious Tomorrow" 5th Week
■ Triumph"
4th Week
Verne-Bingham
Willis Goldbeck
Geo. C. Hull

"The Breaking Point"
• Bluff"

3rd Week
2nd Week

• Wanderer of the Wasteland"2nd Week

5360 Melrose Ave.

MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
Reginald Barker
All-Star Percy Hllburn Harry Schenck Cowan-Higgin
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release).
Gasnier
Ethel Shannon
Karl Struss George Yohalem
Olga Printzlau

"Broken Barriers"

Capitol 2
Preparing
431Preparing

■ The Breath of Scandal'

3rd Week IHtr
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
Pierre Hungate, Casting.
Harry Beaumont
Viola Dana
John Arnold Frank Strayer
Cowan-Higgins
"Woman's Intuition"
Sawyer-Lubin Productions.
Clarence Badger
All Star
Rudolph Burquist Chas. Hunt
Winnifred Dunn "The Shooting of Dan McGrew" 5th Week
Jackie Coogan Productions.
Frank Good Brewster
V. Schertzinger
Jackie Coogan
"A Boy of Flanders" Editing lly 4-T s
Ho
&RTI
Editing
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd
United Artists Release.
Raoul Walsh
Douglas Fairbanks Arthur
J.Tommy
T. O'Donahue
"The
ThiefVernon
of Bagdad"
Rosher Edeson
Holly 7«1
Marshall Neilan
Mary Pickford
Held Staff
Staff
"Dorothy
of Haddon Editing
PRINCIPAL PICTURE
Louis Tolhurst

CORP.

7250 Santa Monica.
Walter Anthony

F. B. O. STUDIO.
Melrose and Cower,
780 Gower St.
Mai St. Claire
Alberta Vaughn
Lee Garmes Lonnie Dorsa
Emory Johnson
All-Star Ross Fisher
Carlos Productions.
Jimmy Home Richard Talmadge Wm. Marshall
Sacramento Picture Corp.
Wm. Seiter All-Star
Dunlap Productions.
Scotty Dunlap
Mildred Harris
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
Chas. R. Seeling
Geo. Larkin
Goodfriend-Goodstead S. Miller
ROACH STUDIO.
Rob Wagner
Len Powers
Ralph Cedar
Bob McGowan
Geo. Jeske
J. A. Howe
Fred Gioul

Culver City.
Will Rogers
Animals
Chas. Chase
Our Gang
Stan Laurel .
Spat Family
Earl Mohan

Warren Doane, Mgr.
Robt. Doran Hennecke
B. Currigan Vreland
Ed Willatt Clarence Moorehouse
Frank Young Leo McCarey
Frank Young Leo McCarey
Nick Barrows Hamilton Kinsey
Len Powers Lew Foster

RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Seitz
Allene
Ray
AValker-Cooper
Maloford Productions.
Maloney-Williamson Leo Maloney Badoracco
H. J. Brown Productions.
Al Rogell Fred Thompson Walker
Howard Davies Productions.
H. Davies Howard Davies

Beachwood Dr.
Doc Joos
Stratton

SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Erie Kenton Harry Langdon Spear
Del Lord
All-Star Billy Williams

Gray

Zanuck
"KingLeary"
Mrs.
Emilie Johnson'Swords
and Plow Shares"
Hall"
"In Fast Company"
"Listen Lester"
• "The Dollar Mark"
Plympton-Seeling

"Yankee Madness"

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

2-Reel
1-Reel
1- Reel
2- Reel
2-Reel
2-Reel
]-Reel

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

Holly 7;
5th
Episode
Uth Week
2nd Week
4 th Week
4th Week
3rd Week
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule

"The Fortieth Door"
"Payable On Demand"
"The Silent Stranger"
"Fools of Fate"

Don Duncan
Joe Murphy
Stevens

Holly 21
Microscopic Motion PicturesSchedule

Staff

"The
Hollywood
The Ladv
Barber"Kid"

STUART
STUDIO. 1 329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Gen'l Mgr. Wm. Muench, Casting
Stuart Mack MACK
Productions.
Stuart
Mack
Lola Patti
Harry Crawford
Staff
"Everyday Mystery
Geo. Ezra Crane Jr. Productions.
Geo. E. Crane
J. Cunningham
SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd. A. J. Xydias, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Jack Nelson
Harry Fraser J. Ingman Kane
"After a Million"
J. B. Warner
Productions.Kenneth McDonald
Robt. Bradbury
J. B. Warner
A. MacManigal
Jack Pierce
. "Wanted by the Law

Drexel ]U

Page
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JErxbunc
Midget ('tin Memento

George Larkin and Ollie Kirby are famous for their artistic dance
interpretations, one of their most popular being the Argentine Tango.
During the filming of "Yankee Madness" for F. B. ()., in which Mr.
Larkin is being starred, their talents ivere emphasized in a nc<w version
of the Tango especially created by Mr. I.arkin for this picture. Miss
Kirby is also a member of the cast.
"1UIEF OF BAGDAD"
WILL REACH
ARTISTIC HEIGHTS; MOST
LAVISH

Anders Randolj, distinguished
rtctor <u//o plays a featured role in
"The Blue Moon" a Grand-A slier
photoplay , will next be seen in "By
Divine Right" also a Grand production to be released by F. B. ().'
William McGann, veteran cameraman of dramatic productions ,
is photographing the Hysterical
History Comedies under the direction of Bryan Foy. John Wallace,
formerly
of production.
I'itagraph, is assisting
Mr. Foy in

W son. Sterling and Willy Pogany Engaged
t Aid in Preparation of Fantastic Production
: influx of leaders of other romantic speeches.
nto motion pictures seems to
Even the posters that will anits height when a single pronounce "The Thief of Bagdad"
lurin engages the services of will strike a new note in advertising art. The are by Willy PogMica's foremost composers,
any, one of our best contempor ary
mi and poster artists. The
Hal background of "The Thief artists and illustrators.
Bagdad" is a symphonic work
SABATINI
PICTURIZATION
Hjortimer Wilson, whose New
Ins prize overture emphasized
CALLS
FOR HUGE
OUTLAY;
UB|rersatility. Previous to this
helhole world of music knew him
COMMISSARIES
IMMENSE
Mis chamber music,, symphonies
afipther
classic
work.
Wilson's
ml shed works on orchestral
tad ique and instrumentation are Frank Lloyd Films 'Sea Hawk' on Great Scale;
he lasis for degrees in leading
Food and Supplies Used in Warehouse Lots
DOtal conservatories of this
Motion picture producers have heads of celery, 118 heads of cabbage, nearly two tons of potatoes,
:oujry.
realized that "the story is the 75 boxes
of crackers, 90 pounds of
'||titling this picture,, Douglas
thing" and that great productions
cheese,,
65 pounds of apples, 75
Hanks, wishing to preserve the of
the future must have the names
pounds of oranges and 375 pounds
Hstic spirit of the story,
of good authors and good pro- cereals. . .
■jkt the assistance of George
ducers
as
well
as
those
of
widely
Eighteen men were required to
wing, the poet. While England
provide the meals for the Lloyd
Ufflong looked upon Sterling as known stars in order to be successful, but to accurately picturize good company on location, a large barge
Africa's greatest exponent of stories
costs a considerable sum, made daily trips to Los Angeles
By, it is only in the last few
wf that he has come into his these days, and Harry E. Weil, harbor for supplies. A complete
mat home. While he will not production manager for Frank
lighting system had to be installed
the camp. Over 150 tents had
■Jsarily write the tiles in verse,
Lloyd"s "The Sea Hawk" a First at
National spectacle now being to be erected and equipped with
■lyrical quality of his work
bedding, mirrors, chairs,
shad be especially effective in the filmed on the Pacific and in the cots,
Extra blankets to be worn
studio, has opened his ledger for locks.
while
slaves were not acting, at
Bitish Film Due
a few figures to show the reason.
sea, transportation to and from
During the first two weeks the Los Angeles, for all employees,
Here in Spring
enwas
y
FOURTEEN
— Carema
Compan
lis expected that sometime in Frank Lloyd
camped on an Isthmus location at tug boats, many gallons of oil for
Santa Catalina Island, 600 extras,
tfadpring we will be able to see
engines in the big ancient ••hips
71 technicians, 114 principals and the
Bfnont's super-feature, "Byron,"
and electric light bulbs, were only
64 sailors required 2118 pounds of a few of the items of expense necesJMh presents Howard Gaye,
Hywood screen player, in the beef, 7114 pounds of veal,, 1635
sary for the maintenance of one
In role as release negotiations
pounds of wieners, 365 pounds 419of location for the picture and none
and
fish
Miow under way for the Americhicken, 604 pounds of
of which is visible on the screen.
pounds of bacon and ham, 385
Jl showing of the London-made
Added to the $200,000 the four
105
pounds of ground coffee and
ancient
ships cost to build and
,
|r. poet
Gaye'swill
interpretation
of the pounds of tea were consumed
$85,000 worth of costumes, actors,
(Pit
be of particular
2915
and
eaten
1477 pies were
loaves of bread were baked in the salaries, equipment, studio expense
•n jest inasmuch as he has recent•tlmpleted another historical high mess kitchen. 1117 dozen of eggs and hundreds of other items,, it is
M, ,the Duke of Norfolk in were served, 1935 pounds of onions, easy to see that to make "the story
Hford"s "Dorothy Vernon of peas, beans, corn and other vege- the thing" on the screen require*
table were made into soup. 725 a considerable investment.
■ don Hall."

of 'Covered Wagon1
Vest-pocket pistols have been
long in vogue, but John Fox, Jr.,
the banjo-playing Jed Wingate of
"The Covered Wagon," owns what
is probably the only watch-rhain
pistol in the world. It is an inch
and a quarter long, is made of
silver and shoots a tiny pin cartridge that makes a report out of
all proportion to its size.
John was presented with the
midget souvenir as a memento of
his excellent work in "The Covered
Wagon." A. Gilstrom, who directed the clever boy actor in two
Jack White comedies, "The Great
American Smile" and "Barnum,
Jr.," was the donor of the baby
souvenir, which is a miniature replica of the pistols carried by Ernest
Torrence and Tullv Marshall in
the Emerson Hough photoplav.
Like all normal boys, John enjoys
his little joke. He carries his baby
pistol on a watch chain fastened in
his coat lapel, and he likes to slip
up behind timid boys and girls at
schools and then fire off his tiny
weapon near their ears. Needless
to say, they jump, for the pistol,
John says, might even be used to
scare off a footpad if one tried to
hold him up in the dark.
Mark

and

Mack
Mark Twain and Mark
Swain !
A remarkable similarity
in names, indeed, and now
comes an equally remarkable parallel in their quotations. For 'twas none other than the beloved chronicler of Mississippi River
tales of a half century or so
ago who, in reply to a newspaper reportreport
of his ofdeath,
said, "The
my
death is greatly exaggerIn a recent issue of "Camthrough
an absurd
rorera!"
we set
forth,
in a meermoriam writing, that Mink
Swain, foil of the antics of
many of the famed Charles
Spencer Chaplin's
ventures, bad joinedromir
the adInated."
visible Throng of I'ilnidom.
Through a misunderstanding the name of Mr. Swain
was published in place of
that of Eric Campbell, who
will be remembered as the
huge be-moustarhed terror
of
the existence
derby-and inrane
dian's
the romeearly
days of Chaplin film-plays.
Campbell was killed in an
auto accident several years
Innsiiiurh a- Swain i'
ago.
slated to play an important
forthcomCharlie's
pari incomedy
ran h.ir.llblameing him
forwe taking
issue
with our reference to him as
"a dead one." Lurk to you,
old-timer;
we see and
hear more may
of you!

February 2, M
Holly 4
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UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Melrose.
M. C. Levee, Pres.
Joseph M. Schenck Productions. (First National Release).
Jerome Storm Constance Talmadge Ray Binger
Edward Brophy Sullivan
First National Productions.
Dan Keefe
Harry O. Hoyt
Sylvia Breamer
Laurence Trimble All-Star
Frank Lloyd Productions.
Harry Well
Frank Lloyd All-Star
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release).
Hrrry
Pollard
Reginald
Denny
Edward Laemmle Billy Sullivan
Wm. Desmond
Wm. Craft
Marchant
Luciano Albertini
Mary Philbin
King Baggot
Slim Summerville Slim Summervllle
Wm. Watson
Bert Roach
Rawlinson
Irving Cummings Herbert
Laura La Plante
Jack Rose
Robt. Hill
Wm. Duncan
Wm. Duncan
Edward Sedgwick Hoot Gibson

Koehner
BarryTaylor
Ray
Holland
Harmer
Woolstenhume
Wm. Rau
Chas. Dorian

Hugh Hoffman

VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
I 708 Talmadge.
W. S. Smith. Gen. Mgr.
David Smith Productions.
Dave Smith All-Star
Dagwill
5842 Sunset Blvd.
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Tenny Wright
John
Wm. A. Seiter All-Star
David Stumar
Abel
Frank Strayer
Harry
Beaumont All-Star
E. B. DuPar
Wm. Beaudine
All-Star
Monte Bell All-Star
Bell-Doty
WALDORF STUDIOS.
6070 Sunset Blvd. Al. Brandt, Gen Mgr.
Mission Productions.
Tom Forman All-Star
Jimmy Dugan
Eva Awaits Receipt
of Comedy Custards
All that is missing is the custard
pie! So said demure Eva Novak
following her introduction to the
other members of the cast of "Listen Lester," a screen adaptation of
the famous farce-comedy, now being filmed at the F. B. O. Studios
by
Sacramento
Pictures Corporation.
For there about the set were
draped many screen celebrities who
had served their apprenticeship
with Mack Sennett in the days
when gooey pastry reigned supreme
at the
king'shadlot.notAndstopped
those
of
the comedy
cast who
pies for Sennett had at some time
or other done their stuff for the
Christie brothers or on the "Century" lot. There was Louise Fazenda, Lee Moran, Dot Farley,
Cieorge O'Hara and Harry Myers
— all now at the top of the ladder
in the screen profession.
Miss Novak began hre career in
pictures as a comedienne, and alshe has that
played
seri-a
ous rolesthoughsince
time, many
she has
soft spot in her heart for the lighter
form of silversheet entertainment.
"It's just like being home again
to work with this company," she explained to Manager Jack Hunter
of Sacramento Pictures Corporation. "The only thing that bothers
me in my semi-serious role here is
that I constantly work in fear of
being decorated with an overstuffed
custard pie at any moment."
"Listen Lester" is to be the second release of the Sacramento Pictures Corporation.
"No ban on brunettes; no rule
against
This redheads."
is the sign which Jack
White is considering hanging out
at the Fine Arts studio, since an
observant reporter made public
note of the fact that all the leading
women there are blondes, the list
including Ruth Hiatt, Virginia
Vance and Mary O'Brien.

ALASKA

SWEEPSTAKES
NER ACTING IN NEW
CHAPTERPLAY;

The Gold Fish"
Schedule
'The Woman On the Jury" 3rd Week
Sundown"
3rd Week
The Sua Hawk"
"Love Insurance"
"Information Kid" Series
"The Riddle Rider"
"The Iron Man"
"The Inheritors"
2-Reel Comedy
2-Reel Comedy
"Clay of Ca'lina"
"An
Darling"
"The Old
FreeMan's
Trader"
"Forty-Horse Hawkins"

Schedule
3rd Week
Schedule
12th Week
9th Week
6th Week 433Schedule
Schedule
Editing
3rd
2nd Week
Week
2nd Week

•Borrowed Husbands"

Schedule
Holly 4

"How to Educate a Wife"
"Babbitt"
"Lover's Lane"
"Broadway After Dark"

Preparing 596.
Preparing
Preparing
5 th Week
Holly 7
Editing

■Flattery"
WINDUNCAN
HAS

DOGS

Auld
Lang Syne
Johnnie Meighan was a ptone<
in Hollywood's
frontierthe days.
left
New York with
first FtH
Company aent to the we it CMtl
Was with Bill Farnuiu seven
years
director •'
"The
Peril* Later
ofassistant
Pauline"
her them?
assistant Kernem
to Oi
car Apfel, Edpar Lewis and other
who
made
the
"big"
produrtiom
the day. Now the boss of hia •
advert
i«ing well,
apencythank
in Sanyop 1 !ranriifa
and doing

"Scotty" Allen at the
in "Freeof Trader9'
;
tJJ» Events
Won Laurels in Can ine
Far North
enlisted
for
the
picture
itself.
"Scotty" Allen, for several years
The new picture is being taken
in succession winner of the famous
in the Sierra snows, near Big Bear,
Alaska
Sweepstalces,
the
world's
most notable race of dog teams, has and later a trip North will be made
for bigger snowdrifts for the new
turned screen actor. He is appearchapter-play, which features Edith
ing with William Duncan in his Johnson
with Duncan, director and
new picture of the North, "The star.
Free Trader." Incidentally, Duncan and the famous dog racer
FINIS FOX SAYS WRITING AFFORD!!
found that they both were born in
FOUNDATION
FOR EFFORT)
the same town in Scotland, Dundee.
Allen has been internationally Scenaris
t-Produc
er Says Knowledge of Scriji
famous for years for his winning
of the Alaskan race classic. Each
and plot,His
working
of Value;
Sinned"
Nextu(
year the sweepstakes gathers all
Finis
Fox, who is"Woman
now producing Whocharacter
the "crack" dog-team drivers of the "A Woman Who Sinned," at the the big climax. The writer
frozen North. It is an event datHollywood Studios with an all- learned that he has to move
ing back to the old Klondyke gold star
cast including Mae Busch, ward in a natural and simple m
rush, and miners and sportsmen
Wallace, Irene Rich and ner in telling his story, no ma
bet fortunes on the strange contest. Morgan
Rex Lease, states that the art of whether it is a description of
Allen's dogs appear in the pic- writing is the best possible foun- murder mystery, a train wn
ture with Duncan, as well as some
dation from which to graduate a social affair. If the writer ne
of those of Mrs. E. T. Darling of into the directorial field.
learns this continuity of thoui
Before taking up the megaphone.
Berkeley, owner of the different
dog teams which Allen drove to the Finis was a highly successful can never be a successful wr
consequently, can never gr
sweepstakes victory. Allen is one scenario writer, and prior to this and,
uate into anything that requ
of the most famous figures in was a reporter and later managing
writing
as a foundation
Alaska, and has been so ever since editor for various big mid-west
of a writer is the grea
the stirring days when gold was
dailies. Finis rormerly was one training
found at Nome and in the British of the foremost scenario writers in possible aid to a director of
tion pictures, as it teaches hi
possessions.
visitor byin Duncan
Holly- the industry, being associated with build his drama slowly and
wood, he was Aconsulted
Metro, First National, Lasky and
as to the manner of handling teams, other of the big producing organually, without ever wandei
and this led to his services being
izations for several years. Finis away from his theme and ther
says that the art of building a wrecking his production. Anot
screen drama is along similar lines great advantage to a director
weeks'
ng antheeight
completi
After ent
as a writer," conclui
part of a of writing a newspaper story, com- starting
engagem
playing
Finis, "is that it teaches him to
posing a musical number or cre- serve
soubrette with a production of the
the
things of life wh
ating a stage
greata after all,little
are the big things
Walter Spencer stock company at advantage
the play.
writer "One
has as
for being a director is
the Hippodrome Theatre in Sacra- groundwork
that he has learned a continuity
Finis is not only directng
mento, Muriel Reynolds has resays
Finis.
"In
writWoman
Who Sinned," but be a
turned to Hollywood, and is now of thought,"
ing, he has learned to introduce his drama."
wrote the story, made the scr<
preparing for her role in Fred subject and his people simply and adaptation
will edit and t
logically. He then develops his the finished and
product.
Caldwell's next film.

ary 2, 1924

Uhft Jihtx

lit Film for
Hollywood First
Hi vwood will be the first Amer;an immunity to view "The Loves
f ft est
ry nglish
Queencinema
of Scots,"
the Digproduction
of
he Jar, which Denison Clift, forner supervising director of the
'ox
Mm him
Corporation,
is bringing
aclvith
from London.
T feature represents more than
yirs work on the part of Clift
ind is staff, who put in several
nons in researcli work before attm| ng the filmization. As a reult f their endeavors, the young
lirepr was presented with the
irstfrint of the picture and also
vifll a bonus of one thousand
D ing the tluee and a half
ea: Clift was in England he was
i^vising producer for Ideal
<1|l Ltd., one of the largesct pro,lutfe companies in the British
]&M He is returning to America
o ;cept an important directorial
>ert with the Fox Film Corpora.MMwith which organization he
JMdentified before his departure
lor tigland.
"lie Loves of Mary Queen of
-Scot will be given an invitational
■Hng here by Clift in the drawjngfoom of his new Hollywood
boil which is equipped for the
jung of motion pictures. It
'pBbe
premierin America.
exhibition of
Jtolritishthefeature

y Hughes, independent pror, who has been in Arizona
New Mexico shooting "Around
State," featuring Donna Hale,
Hollywood preparing his next
pictures, "Arizona Gold" and
te Cactus."
mrc MacDermott

is

lmned for ' Sea Hawk9
jarc MacDermott, one of the
41 stage stars to enter motion
piire work and well known by
▼lue of his stardom by Edison,
VJigraph,
other tocomplies is theFoxlastand
addition
the
N of Frank Lloyd's First Nattjal
picture,
n|
being
filmed"The
at sea.Sea Hawk"
jlr. MacDermott has been cast
''playthethe guardian
part of Sir
Kill8U,
of John
Rosamond
* Peter Godolphin in the color•jSabatini story of Barbary corns and English knights
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NOTICE
Effective immediately "Camera!" and
"Film Tribune" editorial forms close at
4:30 P. M. Wednesdays.
Advertising forms close 9 P. M. Thursdays.
This precedes a program of refining and
general expansion.
ABSOLUTELY NO COPY ACCEPTED
AFTER THESE CLOSING HOURS!
PANTOMIME
REQUIRES
CLOSE
CONCENTRATION,
SAYS
HERSHOLT;
CITES GRIFFITH
Claims European

Dramatic

Fundamentals

Best; Would Bar Nobody-Home Expressions From the Screen:
Must Think
Jean Hersholt, who had his first tinued Hersholt. "There have been
stage training in Denmark, where many beautiful young women who
he later became one of the best- seem to possess every qualification
for being a great success in the
known juvenile actors in the counsilent drama, who have failed in
try, said that one great fundamentheir chosen work, simply because
tal taught generally in the Eurothey have not been instructed by
pean dramatic schools that proved
the director to think and think hard
to be a great asset in the American
school of motion pictures, was the of the exact emotion they were seekart of concentration.
ing to express," continued Hersholt.
"Without this instruction, the ac"In Europe, all the big dramatic
tress can never help but register a
professors teach their players to
blank, nobody-home look in her
concentrate," said Hersholt. "They
face, and therefore fails. If the
teach that it is impossible for any
player to express any emotion in 13662— United Ptg. Co.— TWO
young men and women who are
pantomime unless their subcon- coming
up in the silent drama
scious mind is concentrating and
would learn to concentrate and
thinking the required thought, with think
hard
when they are before
all the force the brain cells can
muster. This is more especially the camera, it will mean much to
them in carving out successful catrue of picture work.
"Griffith is very much like the
big foreign directors of both stage
and screen in this respect," con- Cullen Completes
'Magnolia9 Portrayal
Gang
Passes Muster
Cullen Landis has left foe the
in Three
R's in the gold fields of California — for this
Just because
they work
was his last threat in "Magnolia,"
movies is no sign they can escape the delightful James Cruze production which is now completed
school. Hal Roach's little rascals
of "Our Gang" comedy fame for Paramount. In the last scenes
spend three hours a day five days of the picture where Cullen returns, with his honor back again,
a week in a school of their own
on the lot and yesterday the Los he is likewise the awful man killer,
Angeles School Board came out to which thought frightens the gentle
(Mary Astor) and so the
see how much they had absorbed "Lucy"
home coming has its strain. Says
in the way of "book learning" and
as "Tom Rumford,"
from all reports the "gang" got by Cullen
hero of finally
the opus:
with Hying colors.
"I've never killed anybody yet
Ralph Lewis, since his portrayal except accidentally — and I'm going to keep on trying not to — though
role in "The Mail I don't
titlereceived
the has
of
believe there will be much
Man,"
numerous fan
letters from young and old alike, room for a butterfly chaser exactly
asking his advice about what action to take in regard to poor in It's
all over now — this joyful funCalifornia."
ning and Cullen Landis declares
delivery, and requesting informa- that never
did he finish a picture
tion about parcel post, registered
mail and other branches of the so reluctantly as "Magnolia." He
loved this earnest mock-braggart
postal service. The writers seem
to think that inasmuch as Ralph role, with the charming side play,
•was a mail man on the screen, he he thrilled at the costuming, the
should really be some sort of a lovely scenic back ground, the
of it all and above all it
general information bureau about beauty
him living as he did
everything in general pertaining enthralled
all
these
weeks his favorite role.
to Uncle Sam's mail service.

Apparently possessing all of the
requisites for leading man roles
Buddy Mason prefers to perform
upon the silversheel in hazardous
capacities. He is one of the stuntiest of our younger stunt men and
takes great delight in dangling by
his toes, fingers, etc., from perilous perches. His most recent work
was for
Tom Buckingham's
"Arizona Express"
at Fox.
Follow Own Script
Clear Through
Perhaps the greatest gift which
can fall to the screen author is an
engagement to prepare the continuity on his own original story.
This is the good fortune which has
just come to Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin, universally recognized
as screenland's most successful collaborating authors, through their
present engagement by Metro to
prepare
the script anon original
"Don't Doubt
Your Husband,"
story
which they sold to this organization several months ago.
It is interesting to know that a
few
one of arrangeMetro's
stars months
concludedagoa similar
ment with Cowan-Higgin. Mae
Murray bought their original story,
"Fashion Row," and then had them
write the continuity for it. Incidentally, "Don'tofDoubt
Yoursociety
Husband"
is a story
modern
life.
In this respect it has some resem"Broken Barriers,"
the
Meredithblance toNicholson
script which
Cowan-Higgin have just adapted
for Reginald Barker, but otherwise
its plot and theme demand vastly
different treatment.
Anzacs

Colli de

on Roach Lot
There was considerable commotion on the Hal Roach lot the other
day when Mr. O. G. Perry, business manager of the Union Theatres of Australia, ran across his
old friend and former business
associate, John Gavin, also an
Australian, who has just finished
an important character part in
Hal Roach's feature production,
"The Fighting Tylers."
Mr. Perry knew that (Savin HTM
"somewhere in America" but had
no idea that he was in Los AnWith
"t," surname
is the cor-of
rect wayoneto letter
spell the
geles.
Otto Matiesen, one of six featured
players in "Scaramnut he," now being shown
at thecommon
Criterionmistake
Theater. Another
made in spelling this actor's name
is the final
use ofsyllable.
"o," instead of "e,"
in
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SAITH

SCRIPTURE
[Shuler
ft

Crosses

of the

»•I \a

the

Words

Christ]

By Fred W. Fox
God.

Blessed are the pure in heart; for they shall see

Blessed are the peacemakers ; for they shall be
called sons of God.
Blessed are ye when men shall reproach you,
and persecute you, and say all manner of evil against
you falsely.
—(Matthew 5:8, 9, 11).
"The Movies Open Fire on Trinity's Pastor." That
was the title of a twenty-minutes one-man discussion held
at the Trinity Methodist Church of Los Angeles last Sunday night. The one man referred to was the so-termed
"Reverend" Bob Shuler, professing to be a minister of
God, and the discussion was a prelude to the regular
Sunday night sermon

Yet in his appeal for unbiased observance of that L
he evidently overlooked the fact that twelve represen
tives of the people of California and acting for the La
acquitted Roscoe Arbuckle of the charges prefen
against him. Thus Shuler gave undisputable evidei
of his mental paralysis; shouting for the Law and t
nouncing its exponents in the same breath. How c
anyone say that this fanatic hypocrite is sincere when
acts thusly? His ego has swept him toward the ab;
of deceit, falsehood and treachery. Is this man one
those "peacemakers'' to whom Jesus Christ referred?
/ am the light of the world: he that followelh
me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the
light of life. . . . Even if I bear witness of myself my witness is true; thy witness is not true. . .
. . . YE JUDGE AFTER THE FLESH; I
JUDGE NO MAN.
— (John 8:12, 14, 15).

Shuler was rather "het up" to put it mildly. He was
throwing himself around like a Selig Zoo baboon and in
his hands he grasped a copy of "Camera!". Some nasty
things were said therein, said Bob. Therefore he felt it
necessary to give vent to his wrath before his people and
let them know what a wicked journal "Camera!" was.
Father, forgive them, for they know not what
they do.
—(Luke 23:34).
The gist of his
ness is rotten. He
Glass and Mabel
them down.
He

talk was this; the motion picture busitalked about "Fatty" Arbuckle, Gaston
Normand. In insane fury he called
spoke of his desire to uphold the Law.

Edited

Jesus Christ said he judged no man! Is Shuler grea
than the Christ?
In his oration he stated he was for a clean actor ji
as he was for a clean school-teacher, a clean lawyer, e
Yet he did not, nor has he, advanced any theories as
how to clean up motion pictures, if they need it any mc
than the clergy.
Speaking of wayward ministers he said; "We get I
gether and say to them 'Get Out!' "
"Get Out!" — that is the religion of Shuler. C

by Fred

W

Fox
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Thus

Saith
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Scripture

t say "Get Out!" to the woman in adultery?
No,
lid "Let him without sin among you cast the first
That is what we of Filmdom can say to Shuler.

.

his notoriety is sacreligious to say the least. It is time
for the true ministers of God to have done with this
scamp.
He defies the name of Christ.
He sits in wanton judgement upon his fellow-creatures.
A mad craving
for
publicity
and
smutty
fame
has
gripped
him. He
•is iheaded
i i rtor ruin.

And Jesus entered into the temple of God, and
cast out all them
that
sold the doves; and he said
.
.
unto them, It is written that my house shall he called
a housr of prayer, hut ye make it a den of robbers.
—(Matthew 21; 12, IS).

V tray, ye shall not be as the hypoAnd
crites: for they loi'e to stand and pray in the synacorners "* tht "reett> """
"'
W«
of this clergical
.e attempt upon
. ,. the
i part
/">i
r -i • iUsing
imasque
• the
.i may be, ""'<
seen of men.
Be not therefore like
w to commercialize
the
Churchimust rail!
t',em"nt0
jtt
Eilti
to advance ,his.
own personal schemes and to heighten
—(Matthew 6:5, 8).

We're

for

Waiting

YOUR

Letter

About

2 jjj&MM^Myji^

Shuler!
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SAM W. B. COHN

He didn't run away from home to join a
circus. Nor did he "supe" about the Matoon
Opera House when a mere child. In fact, James
Morrison did nothing that most of our popular
fiction writers would have us believe are prime
essentials to stage or screen success.
James Morrison studied to be an actor.
Shortyl after graduating from the public schools
of Matoon, III., the place of his nativity, he
seriously entered into the study of the profession
he had chosen as his life work, and, although
he now ranks as one of screenland's foremost
leading men, Morrison still is in search of
knowledge pertaining to his work.
This is not a biography. It is a straightforward narrative of events that might be interesting to those who are of the impression that
movie actors just happen. It is a synopsis of the
early chapters of the life of a young man who
took what he believed to be the true road to
the top of his profession, and —
Today picture
"Jimmy"
Morrison Not
is inbecause
demandhe by-is
motion
producers.
handsome. There are many handsome actors
in Hollywood. Nor is it because he can act that
the film magnates keep him constantly at work.
There is no dearth of proficient actors in the
film capital.
It is because Morrison is both good-looking
and a real actor; because he is a student of his
profession and a true gentleman, that he is
desired for roles in important pictures. The
combination is indeed a rare one for these hectic
days.
Born in the little city of Matoon, and educated
there, Morrison, following a course in one of
New York's recognized dramatic schools, accepted astock engagement. With this practical
experience backing his theoretical knowledge,
he continued to study, but now he turned to the
lives of successful dramatic actors, past and
present, for his textbooks. Shortly his sincerity
of purpose was recognized by a big Broadway
producer, and Morrison was cast for the leading
role in Heonemade
of Gotham's
big stagesuccess
hits ofof that
time.
an instantaneous
the
role and attracted the attention of Vitagraph
officials, who were in search of new principals
ducing.
for the stellar productions they were then proAnd so it went. Morrison continued to climb,
following his contract with Vitagraph, and his
career from that time on is doubtless sufficiently
well known to need no repetition here.
The moral of this story — if one seeks a moral
in his reading — is that the most certain road to
success in the motion picture or acting profession is the same road traveled by those ambitious persons in other professions — study and
hard work.
But for some unaccountable reason the public
likes to believe that successful motion picture
folk arrive via the luck route. They read of
erstwhile barbers, butchers and bakers becoming
cinema stars overnight, and they are prone to
believe such trash. Should there exist such exceptions, they but go to prove the rule.
According to Morrison, who is not inclined to
pass out advice to stage-struck youth, there is
no set rule for success in acting, but the same
general laws that govern one endeavoring to
climb to the top of the ladder in the various
walks of life apply to those who would succeed
in the motion picture profession.
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Acting

absorb. So when it comes to building up different characterizations, knowledge comes from
somewhere so that they are flashed as real people, and at that instant I begin being friendly
with them," she explained.
Louise Fazenda since entering the dramatic
field, has met each character for the most part
in its lighter moments. There have been some
shadows across the cheerful surface of things,
and she has etched these with the same sure
touch as she sid rutibtes-uwC shrdl cmfw mm
lise Fazenda thus discounted any mechantouch as she distributes her comedy values. In
irocess when she enters the world of make"The Gold Diggers," where
quickly brushes
re by adding:
off the tears with the dag's sheears,
comedv and
[am just friendly with them — these charactragedy jostle each other in passing.
do. There are no limits to the extent one
While she has proven to be a specialist in her
;o in friendliness with a screen individual,
''friendliness" with certain types guaranteed to
so as one visualizes and lives with a char- bring
a ready flow of unceasing laughter, there
the item of taking on the little tricks of are somber "drifters" who would
instinctively
ler, habits, movement, progresses in direct repel "friendliness," and these she has
with the amount of sympathetic underon the
about with a longing to set them forth thought
screen.
ling given."
lise Fazenda, who holds a unique position
"I believe they wouldn't evade me, for some
ie screen where she has registered, since she
I fancy I know how they would feel," she
fed pictures, a rare quality of humor that is way
remarked recently, referring to certain roles
lutely inimitable, leaves well enough alone that would involve as gripping drama as the
•r delineation of a character. Mingled with screen has ever seen. "Tragedy and comedy
friendliness" to her creations is a well bred are the nearest of kin. It has become an axiom
■ence and she pauses at the point where she that one who can do comedy can likewise do
it learn too much. Consequently, the friend- tragedy. The most side-splitting comedy arises
Is is no probing, or search, or turning up, or from a serious situation."
|ng out in a merciless hunt for something
It isn't with Louise Fazenda a question of
in the surface. She believes that few people what
she can do. It's more a question of the
definite objectives, and that the majority
insistence of a niche, of developing the line that
imans are not anchored to some compelling
has brought renown and, in the last word, lete. They seem to motivate more than they
ting fate decide.
|y do. In actuality, they blithely drift along,
Big, smashing tragedy lured her when a mere
ding to her observation,
child to the world of make-believe where the
has fallen to her lot since she began play- divine Sarah reigned supreme, the greatest of
it "straight" to depict a variety of "drifters." them all, in her opinion. There is still a lure
|ing left some of their complexes severely about it. Her admirers, who are legion, have
leace, and used her gift of suggestion, she been clamoring to see her in real moving drama.
Should she venture forth in a characterization
accomplished with her "friendliness" some
performances in portraiture. Negotiating that has long appealed to her as having marvelous possibilities, she would more than satisfy
"ladies" as "Milly," the factory girl in
her public that enjoys a new sensation. She
le Fog," ''Mabel Monroe" in "The Gold
could
furnish it in this role. But she has never
;ers," the opulent "Undine," diving Venus,
'The Galloping Fish," have also been de- announced herself as even thinking about it. It
could only be done by herself or that rare artist
tful adventures, and now "Miss Arbutus
who has her philosophy which has found:
Ity," the little "comforter" in "Listen, Lester"
Iroving equally intriguing, for they have a
"That nothing walks with aimless feet,
That not one life shall be destroyed,
, has each member of this quartet, of seemor cast as rubbish to the void,
Ito get onto thin ice, but as Louise maniputheir destiny, never breaking through,
When God hath made his pile complete."
In the meanwhile, there are dreams of types
low, if there is anything that appeals to
that have never yet found their interpretation
ise's risibles as she looks upon her work
•ctively, it is this ability to meet with a on the silversheet, dreams of old stock characters
'less grin the thinnest of ice, for she has touched up with a different and more "friendly"
aged, by being friendly, but not intimately treatment, while outwardly the vivid Miss Arbutus Quilty makes wonderful terms with life
idly with her creations, to come unawares
thin ice and actually to make it appear an and wrings out of each day a generous portion
[■dee that it had to be around,
of pleasure.
Fazenda, a year ago, thought of drama
watch people, but I can't say that I analyze as Louise
an alien field. Her thoughts reduced to words
■ I have an intuition or a feeling about
t is going on inside of them. Possibly I might have "handed" more to the comedy world.

Edith

M. Ryan

(:ting is just acting with the plus mark
It may be a large plus mark or just a
outlined one. But it is always there
acting is distinguished by the thing that
it alive — personality. There are those
nay call the mode of taking on a charac|tion — auto suggestion, self-hynosis and the
But when we have respectfully regarded
|impressive sounding words, we come back
to a truism, and that is, acting is just

Triumphant
Is some writer of bromides once said that
iriety is the spice of life," perhaps this exins why it is that Cecil B. De Mille, above
majority of his fellow screen celebrities, has
't the interest of the public without diminul for over a decade.
or certainly of all those who make a living
the capering chromos, Cecil B. De Mille has
'art and a present life of startlingly unusual
iety. While most motion picture people beie completely absorbed in the art of the
"i to the. extent that they are not known

Life

Comedy had been a habit; drama had seemed a
more conscious expression — something like freelv
using broad A's. But as she handled more and
more the symbols of drama, Louise Fazenda,
who is always the eager student, became fascinated, new worlds opened up and the old longings to traffic occasionally with the tragic muse
have trooped back into the rich store house of
her sub-conscious mind. That she is at the
threshold of a career that will give all of her
whimsical humor full play, is said on every
hand by those who have watched her progress.
With her knowledge of values and her clearcut technic, she is now ready to furnish new
combinations, something highly individual,
something valuable to the development of Kreeo
art, since she is temperamentally fitted and
artistically prepared for the widest range in her
work.
Her "friendliness" would have more of an
insistent quality as she entered a new field of
acquaintanceship, but since she has conquered
characterizations full of elusiveness, so she
could meet on intellectual terms of friendliness
even the Hedda Gablers who would find in her
an appreciative audience.
Louise Fazenda has demonstrated that she
can chronicle the doings of Judy O'Gradv, but
just as well could she give to the screen the
poignant
of thethere
colonel's
for
she
knowspersonality
that although
may lady,
be more
repression with the latter, that she may not put
her cards naively on the table, like, for instance,
"Miss Arbutus Quilty" whom she is at present
immortalizing in "Listen Lady," but that, after
all, the colonel's lady and Judy O'Gradv, and
even the somber savage wight she thinks she
would like to present on the silversheet, are
sisters under the skin!

By BARRET

outside the celluloid field, Mr. De Mille has
achieved success not only in pictures but also
tivity.
in several other entirely foreign fields of acMr. De Mille was born in Ashevillc, Maiiachusetts. His father was Henry C. De Mille,
for some years a partner and collaborator with
David Belasco in the writing of world-famous
stage
his father's
death, one
his
mother successes.
formde theAfter
De Mille
Plav Agency,
of the most noted and successful organizations
of its kind.

C. KIESLING

It can be seen, then, that Cecil B. De Mille
comes rightfully by his trend towards the dramatic. From the very start, however, his dramatic tendencies were not laid in any one rut
or
groove.^ He was first an actor .then a playxvright
— his most conspicuous stage play being
"The
Return
of Peterof Grimm"
— and Itfinally
producer and director
stage plays.
was ata
this point in his career that at a lunch at Rector's, New York, one day he, Jesse L. Lasky
and Samuel Continued
Goldfish formed
the Jesse
on Page
20 L. La«kv
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Flashes

Frisco

from

The San Francisco Photoplays, with Wayne Mack
at their head, are getting
under way in fine shape.
They have established executive offices in the Insurance Exchange Building at
433 California Street, and
production offices and studio
in the Van Dorn Hotel at
242 Turk Street. Almost
the entire first floor of the
hotel will be used for offices and studio purposes, with a big stage loo by 110 feet to be
erected on the lot next door. The organization
is being backed by H. H. Harris, wealthy real
estate man and hotel owner; George S. Romanovsky, Russian Consul; and S. S. Novak, Consul for Czecho-Slovakia. According to the
present plans, work will be begun within a
couple of weeks on a series of five-reel westerns,
to be followed by the filming of four big superproductions.
Philip Rosen, director, whose latest picture,
"The Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln," is
creating a furore ID New York, will arrive in
San Francisco the latter part of this week, having been signed by Max Graf, production head
of the Graf Films, to direct their next picture,
"The Wise Son." Work on the picture will be
begun early in February at the Pacific Studios.
The working continuity is being put into shape
by Hope Loring and Louis Duryea, who did the
continuity for the Graf's last picture, "Half-ADollar Bill," and will be delivered within the
next few days, when work on the sets, and the
assembling of the cast will begin. So far no
one has been signed but that sterling actor Alec
Francis. Lyman Broening, who photographed
the big Rockett picture, and since that has been
cinematographer on Douglas Fairbanks' "The
Thief
Bagdad,"
willbebeall-star.
head camera man,
and theOfentire
cast will
Bull Montana stayed in San Francisco after
the Wampas Ball, and has been a guest all
week at the Manx Hotel. Bull is enjoying a
little holiday in our city, with a few motor trips
to near-by points, hut is getting homesick for
Hollywood and will return to the South in a
few days, after he has fulfilled his agreement
to make a personal appearance at the Wigwam
Theatre for two or three davs.

By agnes

Ivor McFadden, having severad his connection with the Intrepid "Round The World Expedition,' isreported to be returning to Los
Angeles to join the Bill Hart forces.
David H. Shuman, Western representative of
the Karl Anderson Pictures Corporation, and
Spenser Valetine of the Theatre Owners of
America organization, have spent the last week
as guests at the Plaza Hotel, and talking release
plans with several of the local production companies.
Hermann I.ubfin, president of the Cinema
Arts and Crafts, spent last week in Los" Angeles
on business for the organization, and in conference regarding the early production activities
of the Golden Gate Productions, one of its
branches, who expect to begin work at an early
date at the F. B. 0. studio.
J. Warren Kerrigan was a week-end guest at
the St. Francis.
William Matthews is starting production with
not only one but two productions companies.
His original organization, The Novan Productions, will begin work February 1st on their first
picture, to be shot under the working title of
''Straight Ahead." Meanwhile he has organized The Renello Production, who will begin
work
at once organization
on a six-reeler,
"Sticky
Ropes."
The Renello
consists
of William
Matthews, president; Joseph A. Renello, vicepresident; Thomas F. Noonan, secretary, and
Marion Renello, treasurer, with John Orcutt as
legal counsel. William Matthews will leave
within a few days for Hollywood to complete
his cast and staff for both companies.
The Marriott Productions moved the first of
last week from the Van Dorn building on Turk
Street, to much more complete and better
equipped quarters at 255 Golden Gate Avenue.
For a few days it looked like olden days in the
studios, for everyone from Forrest Cregihton,
the director, to the member of the cast, were
helding to get settled, and even Walter Bell,
who is behind the camera, was wielding a nasty
paint brush. But they are now hard at work
again on the company's first picture, "Young
China,"ished inactual
which
finanothershooting
week. onSome
of will
their bescenes
done in Chinatown, and the lovely tea-garden at
Golden Gate Park, are unusually artistic. Irish,

kerr

crawford

the dog, braved the cold waters of the Bay ;
other day in a big dive offi one of the d.
and some thrilling scenes in the water.

Having come to town before the
Ball, Jackie Coogan, with his father and i
stayed thru last week as guests at the Pah;
Motel. Before they left it was announced
Jackie's next picture, as yet untitled, will •
made in its entirety in San Francisco,
company will come here to begin work in t ■
weeks,
of course under the capable directio| |»sc
'
Victor Schertzinger.
Hilda Dedman, screen star and filmdom
est recruit from Germany, arrived in San F.
cisco on Saturday.
MM
Emory Johnson, head of the Emory Johi
Productions,
mother
family; ofIfM
Fisher and awith
half his
dozen
otherandmembers
< '
cast and staff, arrived in town on Sunday i ifo.
ning, to work for a week on the filming
picture here, and around the Bay district.
Once more San Francisco is having the
unusual experience of being able to see the
«+
big drama either on the spoken stage or
screen. "Anna Cristie" is in its fourth
the Alcazar Theatre, while the film made I
the play opened at the Warfield Theatre on
urday.
George Marion, who gives a worn
versions.
performance of the old sea dog, is il
Much local interest was taken in the 0|
last Sunday at the Imperial Theatre of
wyn's production
of "Name
as
company
which made
it, underThetheMan,"
directioc
Victor
Seastrom,
worked
for
two
weeks
in
Moon Bay.
neighborhood,
taking many scenes near
Larry Semon, stage and screen comedian
appearing in person for three days this weal
the California Theatre, in connection with fa
latest feature film, "Lightning love." Sen
doesbill.
a burlesque of a death dance in "Won
the
To
Woman" which is the feature picture
Among filmdom's other well-knowns wh»! k
guests at San Francisco hotels are Estelle Tiler, Jack Livingston of Universal, Frank S ■
mons and Walter King, and Rin-Tin-Tin,
star, and his master, Lee Duncan, who »
appearing in an act at the Orpheum last wed

INSURANCE

Few
We
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are at your service to advise you without
obligations.
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Normalcy
e many other statesmen, our late President
at least one literary contribution. He
;ht into popularity the word "normalcy."
) much stress has been placed in the past,
«ven today, to a lesser extent, on the exotic
nnection with the films and those who apd in them. Perhaps this has been due to
. T. Barnum methods of showmanship, and
Tody Hamilton school of press-agentry,
wh l dealt only in superlatives. Perhaps it
hai een due to a genuine belief that the public
wa ed its screen idols exotic, even to the point
of ireality. In any event, the tide has turned
— jiise be! — and now the truth may be told.
Bv nd large, the workers in the film colony
lea as normal lives as any other group of those
labor with their minds and their souls.
I thryn McGuire is a case in point; in fact,
sh« might almost be termed Miss Normalcy.
Fo ler career, in its brief span of three vears
olie screen, exemplifies each successive stage
thiigh which the film aspect must pass before
her she can attain the coveted laurel of public
Munition and popirlar approval. Kathrvn
Mifuire shares with Uncle Joe Cannon, her
on ime neighbor and friend, the distinction of
bat responsible for whatever fame has come
^Banville, Illinois. She came to Hollywood
ablt five years ago, accompanied by her mother
ISsister, and attended the Hollywood High
Sol. At the same time, since her earlv amhiflfl were entirely terpsichorean, she studied
(■ling under Madame Modaldita. It was du:'Bhe influenza epidemic, when all the schools
flr closed, that this young miss, who aspired
^ftllow
in Pavlowa'sShefootsteps,
first
flic appearance.
appearedmade
in aherdance
Hber at one of the Pasadena hotels, where
Hkvas observed by Thomas H. Ince and imme■ftly engaged by him to repeat her dmce
Win a picture he was then producing :tarDorothy Dalton. Shortly thereafter, KathH did similar dances in pictures with Jack
■ ford and several Universal stars. One day
■ called for a former high school chum who
fl working at the Sennett studio, and, while
H:!ng, she was seen by the casting director,
ad he lot.
suggested
that she do
Hne
An occasional
day a asfewan days'
extra work
soon
Hto a contract and a guaranteed extra — a
■fern then in vogue in the studios — so that by
Htime school reopened Kathrvn was a uilltteed actress and never did return to her acadaic studies. As a matter of fact, however,
Hhas continued her dancing and has spent
Hral evenings a week under the tutelage of
■lest Belcher, with whom, incidentally, she
ajfeared in the picturesque Baby Stars Ballet
■lie last Wampas Ball.
I few months as a guaranteed extra, and
Hs McGuire was elevated to plav bits, and
•M featured roles, in the multi-rele comedies
ULk Sennett was then making. When the
Hnedy king" turned to dramatic productions,
■Included her among the featured plavrs of
He Crossroads of New York," in which she
Hted the ingenue role.
■ like several of the other youthful beauties
M have been trained in the strict school of
Nedy acting, Kathryn McGuire registered an
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instantaneous hit in her dramatic review, and
out by
for a year thereafter she was farmed wanted
Sennett to a number of producers who
her services. During this period, she appeared
Line," with
in "The Silent Call"; "Bucking the with
Gladys
Fire,"
I.eftv Flvnn; "Plaving withLife,"
with Prise. Ila
Walton- "The Flame of
Clara
Dean- "The Woman of Bronze," withback
to
Kimball Young. Miss McGuire cameI urp.n
in
Sennett's to be co-featured with Ben
•The Shriek of Arabv." At this time her existing contract terminated, and she resolvedsaketo
enter the field of free-lance players, for thewould
ities it
Of the greater dramatic opportunProducti
ons she
eive her. For Richard Thomas
and
Just.ce'
m
"Phanto
in
leads
the r," both of which are shortly heto
plaved Aocuse
Silent
ed by F. B. C, and most recently she
releas
be
was featured as the female lead in "Beyond the
Veil " a metaphysical him produced bv A.ThisK.
religionist.
Mo/umdar, the noted Hindu
of her work opposite
week marks the conclusion
s, Jr. It IS
Holme
Buster Keaton in "Sherlock
to mirth, but
s
hvs.e
metap
from
stride
a iong

~ w t i «<ir
February

Complete in 4 Installments

gy george

landy

of the da\'s doing
manner performer.
are da screen
such thechanges
for
experience
of Kathrvn
This isdetailed
normalcys
of the McGuire'
hy because
notewortsketch
career
and the steady pace of her alher progress
of
nt. The increasing importance of the
vanceme
various engagements is absolutely characteristic
of the normal development of a film actress,
to a featured player . It incasual extra
from a volves
the hard work of starting as an unknown,
the continuous grind of the fun film factories,
the contact with different directors and producers, and the unremitting study of the technique of her profession.
Shortly after "The Silent C all" wai a<released,
one of
the Wampas selected Miss McGuire series,
and
the "Stars of Tomorrow" in its first
along with other girls who were thenW chosen
Ithoul
she has amply justified that selection
any unusual opportunities or pretentious glare
of publicity trumpets, she has climbed ahead
steadilv, and is now rated well among the atsmall
the
"f ingenues and leading women
group
top
of the ladder.
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EXPERIENCE

In the early summer of 1923 I was living the
life of an invalid at an inconspicuous family
hotel in Los Angeles. One morning, quite unexpectedly, received
I
a telephone call from the
secretary of Douglas Fairbanks,, requesting me
to come to the studio. What for? I queried. Oh,
something special. I thought, no doubt, the great
thespian tumbler wants to treat himself to a
set of my art books, just as Chaplin, Pola Negri
and Bertram Lytell had done. As a matter of
courtesy more than anything else, for motion
picture folks are not given much to reading.
They do not need it in their profession.
At the studio I was met by Mr. Knoblauch.
Could
I be induced It
to play
Fairbanks'as
next production?
took amepartby insurprise,
truly nothing was farther from my mind than
entering the movies at my mellow age. People
in past yars have often asked: how did you ever
escape the movies? And my stereotype answer
has been: well, if they want me they have to
come to me. Now, the mountain had actually
come to Mohammed. So I put on my Oriental
mask. Yes, I could be induced, provided they
had a real part for me. Fairly important, the
part of an Indian prince, one of the three
suitors of the Caliph's daughter, in the coming
production of "The Thief of Bagdad." Whether
1 could mind a test? No, I wouldn't mind. Thus
I was Indian
dolled costume
up in a and
gorgous,
very to"costumy"
East
proceeded
the test
set. There I passed through the regular examination. Ihad to emerge from a doorway,
dscend a few steps, walk slowly towards the
camera, move to the left, move to the right, look
about in every direction of the compass, bow,
turn quickly and make my fade away through
another doorway. After doing this about a
dozen times some close-ups were taken. I had
to half close my eyes and peer about, sideways,
and upward> and downwards, and smile and
grin and frown. And thereupon I rode back
to town wondering what would come next.
The next evening I had to deliver a lecture,
also on the following evening, if I remember
rightly before the Jewish Intelligentzea of Boyle
Heights. Not a great exertion, still I wanted
to rest up a little bit. But the telephone rang
persistently, and finally the hotel clerk, mildly
excited, came with the message that the Fairbanks studio was calling. The secretary asked,
why do you not come out and see the test? I
can't, I have to lecture tonight. I did not know
there iva> such a hurry about it, you know I am
not yet engaged by the studio. Will be out
soon. An hour later Farbanks himself telephoned, what is the matter, why do you not
come out? I just explained to your secretary.
I will be out tomorrow.
Next morning I was met by the Thief of Bagdad in person. The High Council (apparently
consisting of Chaplin, Mary Pickford, Fairbanks
and Knoblauch) considered my test so saisfactorily, that they had decided to offer me the
leading part of the Chinese prince. They would
make it worth while. Do you think I can do
it? Yes. they thought I could. No violent action in it?turesque No,
therepart,
wouldn't
is a pic-to
but quiet
a sortbe.of It
contrast
Fairbanks, pcrpetuum mobile activities. After
luncheon I signed the agreement and began
work. A leading part, a six to seven months
solid engagement
tional for a novice?with
Not aso salary
bad. Itquite
takes excepsome
folks years to get what was thrust upon me
without the slightest effort or even inclination
on my part, and I accepted this gift of destiny
without much ado. What I liked about it was
the new experience. Unexpected changes alone
keep life interesting. And now for the Chinese
prince! The only costume available was a dilapidated mandarin coat that had seen much
service, ordinary Chinatown trousers and shoes,
and a headgear such as some Chinese Pavlowa
may wear. The barber insisted on glueing two
long horsehair appendages to my moustache. I
objected however to make up and was seconded
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by
Fairbanks
later onwork
was and
over-ruled
on
account
of the (this
out-of-door
the length
of the engagement). I went again through
some walking exercises, also a few attempts at
action, and for weeks after was utilized as a
sort of "subject" for lighting, makeup, costume,
texture, background and photographic trick tests,
for camera man Edeson is a great experimenter
and user of lights in the domain of visual art.
My first
was tolingo
get acclimatized
to con-of
ditions, tocare
the studio
and atmosphere
the place. Never in my life previous had I occupied aposition demanding regular hours. Of
course, I had to come to my lectures as a certain
hour; and when a journalist had to deliver copy
at a certain day. Still, I had been master of
my time. This coming to the studio, for no
earthly reason, at 9 and staying until after 5
was a hard task. I did not fancy it. Nobody
else does. To wait in some impossible costume,
perchance in armour or half naked, all day long
to no other purpose but to obey the whims of
some director is an imposition. Everybody feels
piqued but does as told. If birds are caught in
a net they are subject to the fowler's disposition.
Well,
therea was
lot of
to activity,
interest me.
ever Ienter
new afield
I makeWhenis a
point, solely for my own gratification, to study
the working methods. Thus I invaded every
department just to make silent observations.
Fairbanks had engaged me "to take an interest
in the scenario and to help along the production." Iwas eager enough to make suggestions,
but what can one do if they are met with indifference or even with slight antagonism.
Fairbanks himself never failed to eulogize me
in the presence of others. A dangerous procedure, apt to do more harm than good. Unless
one is invested with real power chiefs in particular resent intrusion and unsolicited advice.
After trying it repeatedly and noticing that
nothing took effect unless I mentioned it to
Fairbanks himself I stopped all further comWhen there
eyewasting
thread
is not ofment.much
use. isn't
Whatanyis needle's
the use of
one's intellectual ammunition?
There were plenty of conferences, but never
any conference between performers, director
and scenario writer. The actors in picture production are reduced to mere marionettes. The
director holds the strings and pulls them. You
lift your leg, scratch your nose, roll your eyes,
just as he sees fit. By the shades of David Garrick! Chaplin pointed out to me how subtle he
had made Menjou's pantomine in "A Woman
of Paris." Nothing of the sort. He had given
Menjou merely some leaway to express himself.
There are hundreds of motion picture actors
who could act if they were allowed to do so.
As it is, they are hand-and-ankle-cuffed.
I realize perfectly that the large bulk of
acting material is of the automaton order. They
can't and won't do anything without being
screamed at. They leave their appearance to
the costumer and make-up man, and the acting
to the director. Perhaps the prevailing method
had dulled them. As they are kept in complete
ignorance as to the plot of the play, they have
no idea of the characters they are representing
and apparently do not care to have any. More
than once I have been asked by principals, alreadv in costume, if I knew what sort of a
character they were impersonating. All this is
babykin stuff, and disastrous to true dramatic
expression.
Equally so is the actual method of taking pictures. It is like a remnant of the Inquisition
with its torturing wiles, the rack, thumbscrew
and the spiked virgin. To take the same incident 7, 12, 27 times in one session cannot result
in spontaneous work. That is why most performers look like corpses on the screen. Fortunate for them that the public is so fond of
morgues. It is mostly pure guesswork with the
director as well as the photographer. They
take a scene over and over again until all possibilities are exhausted, to be on the safe side,
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as after all one of the many exposures mus; ■
good. Even the clumsiest swordsmith someti i
makes a fine sword. True, photography i j1
most unreliable vehicle. Still there should bV
limit to haphazard experimentation. At pre:i
producers boast of having taken a scene a bV.
dred times instead of weeping over their inc
petence. Three or four times should be ant
it they really knew what they were about.
as far as the performers are concerned, if
they are supposed to have no feeling. Patit I
and endurance are considered more necessV
than histrionic ability. Don't they get
paid? Let them earn their money. They f
handled like a defeated nation after a war; V
producers
kill theegg.goose which is s>*
posed to layalmost
the golden
I found the work not only unsympathetic ;
entirely too strenuous for my physical condit
I had come to Los Angeles as an invalid. So
how the climate of Southern California did
afeltlotbetter
of good.
than IWhen
had forI entered
years, sothethe stud! '
was excusable on my part. Still, the idea t/ r
man suffering from a weird combination
asthma and T. B. to act in the movies for
length oflegstimecannot
is prepos'terous.
person F;
wobbly
dance a jig. A Neither
banks nor I did take this into consideraf
We gambled and lost. After three weeks
fairly steady work under the diabolical lif
and out-of-doors exposed to the even more I
verse reflectors, I succumbed and was for
to send in my resignation.
There was no way to continue. One cat
play a leading part and be brought on the
in a litter. If I had been a great histric
celebrity like Bernhardt or Duse, it might h: II
been arranged that I work only two hour*
day
reasonable
My "del
would athave
amountedintervals.
to an advertising
But I was, after all, only a superior extra
cently discovered. And it is impossible
svstem, as rigid and iron-cast as picture pi
tion, to establish any precedent in favor
novice. So Old Nick took me rather ruder
the armcompany.
and told me to quit unless I desired i
steady
But it was not alone the work, strenuooi
it was, which affected me; the annoyances
impositions which I was subjected to can
an equal share. This is an easy and polite
of expressing it. Let me record some of
occurrences, and judge for yourself, oh, it]
and impartial reader.
Robert Fairbanks, production managf
seemed to have a strange predilection for
delicate art of poisoning as an occasional Ian
eon topic. I heard him relate how foolish
pie insisted on sending all sorts of pn
including
fruitveryandmuch
candv,
"Mary" that
at times felt
like toindulging,
but
never permitted to do so. Also, how easily
products of germ culture could be utilized
communicate putrefaction and disease to fo
one is particularly fond of. And again, of
gentle but obsolete device of sending poisot
postage stamps for return answers. As I 1
one of these pleasant parts that just for a p
time commit an assassination or two bet
breakfast, you can imagine that I felt those d.
as if I were living in Cesare Borgia's age. 1
atmosphere
seemed to be charged with ma
and destruction.
I was not aware of it until I tried on my n
costume. What is this, I demanded to kni
something to advertise linoleum? Imagine
costume made entirely of painted oilcloth, ab
lutelv air-tight, with no less than seven f
lined aprons of oilcloth from the waist do\
It weighed at least forty pounds and encu
bered all natural action. As it was the o
costume available, I had to wear it. At_
very last moment I cut a lot of air holes i
it and had all superfluous oilcloth remo\ ed.
still remained a veritable hothouse encasrnv
And one warm day I almost gave way to a h
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■tion, which no doubt was the vague mntic of its makers. This was the first atmpl f rendering me hors de combat.
rh eupon one of the barbers of Bagdad
ime > me with the kind design of shaving my
•ad. What for? No Chinese prince ever had
> hd shaved. Well, it was suggested higher
a.flh,
mj
mp wasthat's
up. i their
They little
know game?
that my hat measand so they calmly proceeded »<>
ake ie one hat entirely too large and another
67 so that it hurts me every moment I wear
. I A now you want me to accommodate the
jt r kers, cover up their mistakes by sha\ing
vh d, and in that way make me run the risk
i ©trading a catarrh for the rest of my'
UjKe. Do I look like a greenhorn, lanJyam\ And thus I made mv second escape
majilettanti desperadoes.
Ar| now for the third adventure. The art
epa nent held the opinion that a pair of boots
ith one-foot-high sole would exactlv meet my
i^Bments, as it would spoil the peculiarity
fBwalk (one of the reasons why I was enagH, and because it would offer generous
,^Hinities for me to a slip and fall and break
iv ikle, the body of the boot being limp and
'iflt any support whatsoever. Besides, thev
Ao narrow across the insted, so I return d
ins be changed. In the course of six weeks
bale "shooting") they were twice sent back
) 1J1 without having been altered. Then they
imp on my going down town to have measren its taken over again. And finally when I
J^jriggled into them, ready for work, the
ireilr most graciously decided that he did not
Ar that kind of shoes. This is downright
1|M Only profane language could express it
Inadequately. Think of any factory or in■An being run in such slipshod manner!
jHiotion picture industry, however, seems to
hflon this absence of executive ability.
\ in I had thwarted somebody's aspirations
mA physical aggression. Only one n
lis
(■mcident is to be recorded. When I was
jHsick (I had already sent in my resigna(OH Actor Playall, an old standby of FairiaoN productions, a veritable crack-a-jack in
his identity in minor parts, appeared
■Bhe scene and offered me a bottle of rum.
fight it very considerate, and although T
HjH)t like the looks of the brew, toko it off
ill Ind. I indulged only in a taste or two.
lufrlangels and ministers of grace, defend us!"
jMrienced one alcoholic poisoning years ago.
BljHecond one will last me until the end of my
MM I stopped check and sent the bottle down
■H studio, as some folks are known to drink
nnd thing. Has this been done with malijHintent, I asked Matt Moore? No
■On; they do not go as far as that. Let us
>4mteful and rejoice. Is there anvthing like
iKjKlux movement in the movies? Perhaps
^■Negri and Lubitsch could answei thai
Won. So it was, after all, a mere coincil«nl Mighty queer, though, that a bottle of
Iniquor should have been brought to my
■N unsolicited, bv an emplovee of the studio,
Hg from a wigmaker at West Seventh Street
— tl headquarters of a bootlegger doing exHe business at the temporary citv of Bagdad.
SI, there is another side to it. I am liberal
fnojh to think that many of the one thousand
H>ne annoyances were due to my sensitiyeitsjand prevailing working methods that igIM consideration of any kind. The remiander
*a lue to the inherent nobility of human na*r| Grown-up folks enjoy hazing and pracM jokes just as much as college students.
M- newcomer, in no matter what activity,
"■jit be in a newspaper office, circus or the»tr 1 company, cap tell of similar experiences,
Paimlarly so if specially favored by the manJgient. Crows are black all the world over,
Ho wood included.
1 ave often been asked if the motion pictureI an art. A most unnecessary and futile
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question. Is a county fair art? Are Buffalo
Bill shows, circus and hippodrome performreviews, "claico" pageants, cenances,
tennialparades,
celebrations art? No, they are public
entertainments — that may or may not be artistic
in spots. It is exactly the same with products
of the motion picture industry.
The haphazard way in which they proceed
and "get by" furnishes the best proof. "The
Thief of Bagdad" is supposed to be one of the
most elaborate and expensive productions ever
put on the screen. Even the most obtuse Iowa
health-seeker could vouch for that. And what
is it all about? What sort of a play is considered worth while of such lavish exploitation?
It is no play at all. Just a conglomeration of
specatcular
incidents.
O'f course,
writer
can claim
authorship.
But the
therescenario
is no
real authorship, as it is a willful concoction, a
composite, a salmagundi of suggestions derived
from a hundred sources, loosely strung together.
Bakst, the great sensualist among costume designers, in a moment of exuberance invented a
new cut of trousers for some Red Sultana;
trunkless, loin and ankle gartered, very full and
fluffy and yet tantalizingl v transparent. This
somehow was made the keynote and inspiration
of this Oriental phantasmagoria. Fanrbanks,
Sr., wore a pair of the same pattern with great
gusto in the earlier scenes. The costume designers became wildly excited (as far as costume
designers can become excited) and produced a
hodge-podge of Oriental robes, adaptive and
imitative of all that is known in modern costuming. A most gorgeous array, willful in character and riotous in coloring. But why all this
display of color which would show to much better advantage on the legitimate, being more or
less lost in black and white reproduction? The
costumes of the extras were entirely too pretentious and conspicuous to permit emphasis of
the princinal characters in mob scenes. The
effect was like that in "Kismet," a jumble of
minor contrasts, a restless flare and dimmer,
fatiguing to the eye, and never a harmonious
division into decorative groups and complimentary parts.
The one step in advance shown in this production is in the handling of the out-of-door
sets. Thev are conceived as big planes and
masses with a skillful elimination of details,
and their story is told in a few lines of a slightly
"cubistic" order. Apparently it took producers
ten vears to see the advantage of comparatively
plain backgrounds that silhouette mass movements more distinctly and in that way help
clearness of expression. No doubt it will take
another ten years before they will realize that
the movements of nrincipals would gain considerably bytreating the extras with a similar
method of simplification, of lifting the leading
and perparts out of the masses, background,
vading tonality by some special isolating color
note, and to have the extras divided photographically into different groups of distinct patterns
and shades of light gray, medium gray, dark
or
gray, black and white, etc. Any illustrator or
a Henry Abbey
mural painter, may it be know
how to do it,
Maxfield Parrish, would
but I forget that motion picture producers do
not seek the advice of real artists.
I made suggestions for my own costume, but
what is the use of asking the wav of blind men ?
the
In a production like this, one has to make had
best of what one gets. If the designers
paid as much attention to us principals as noto
the tinsel draperies of some female extras,
doubt we would have fared better. Stillj it
would have amounted to the same thing. There
personal preference and selecis no chance for
tion. There was, however, an opportunity for
individual assertion in the makeup of mv face
and hands. Of the latter as I had to wear long
finger nails and any amount of cumbersome
5-A,
up with
I made
rings.
I am
n. which
complexio
of myLeichncr's
the color
exactly
is
darken
to
sorrv that thev found it necessary
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the parts around my eyes. But I was permitted
to use my natural eyebrows and growth of
beard to develop without false hair and pencil
a distinct Manchurian mustache (from a color
print that
hang in aFairbanks'
office). My happened
idea was toto construct
face, sinister,
cruel and vet not without some glamour of romance. Ibelieve I succeeded (viz a still or two
by Warrington). And how about the wrinkles
of old age? Well, the photographer was rather
kind in that respect. He spilled so much light
and counte rlights that, although figures at a
certain middle distance became as flat as pancakes, faces appeared as "ageless" even in
gigantic
close-ups.
True,
some ofthereby,
the finer
lines in the
face were
sacrificed
but
who cares? A phoenix is not supposed to come
from a hen's nest.
A Chinese monster grinned defiantly at me
from the mirror of mv dressing room. What
should I ever do with it? How could this diabolical personality of my own invention behave
properly in a picture, featuring a star in his
specialty of athletic pantomime? How suit the
action tochuria,your
mask, oh, sinister
Manor thereabouts?
After aPrince
few of
attempts
I felt discouraged. My neighbor, long and languid Julanne Johnston (marvel of willowy
grace) inquired sympathetically, "Do you get
used
new trained
profession?"
shook mv head
sadlv.to your
I never
for a I marathon
race.
It's all new to me.
For the peculiar technique of motion picture
acting is no acting at all. It is more like a sixday walking race in Madison Square Garden.
You simply walk into a situation. Watch your
steps. Get out your pedometer. And you are a
motion picture actor. Take a few steps to the
right, then to the left, make a turn, and you
walk (skip, hop or flounder) rgiht into the situation. Then you have to make a face for the
close-up. After this, promenade some more
until you
reachNothing
anotherbutsituation,
make another face.
ordinaryandexpressions,
please! Subtlety of facial expression or the
transition of one emotion into another is tabooed. It is incredible, but a whole scene, no,
an entire play, is made up of such pedestrial
activity, and grimacing, with a few high-flung
gestures thrown in for good measure. Of
course, there mav be fighting and shooting, pursuitsstitute
an djumpings
shouldgagged
conreal dramatic about,
actionbutis what
muzzled,
and garrotted.
"The Thief of Bagdad" is one of those productions which had no written out scenario,
but just a skeleton plot like a clothes-horse with
many pegs on which you can hang whatever vnu
like. The details of action are developed while
working on the set. I had an episode of four
scenes — "the Chinese prince in ouest of the
apple aofsorthealth"
— prettysketch
much which,
to mvself.
made
of scenario
with theI
addition of some more lively stuff, was plavcd
very much as I had written it. With no author's lines to follow, I thought there would be
a wonderful chance to build up a type out of
mv own imagiantion. But I soon realized hat,
although
and
eat it.a cat may get the rice, a dog will come
It is surprising, psychologically and pathologically, what thev made me do. In the first
scene the Chinese prince arrives in a barge in
what it was supposed to be, a mysterious Chinese own. It was a makeshift set, Nottingham
remodeled into a Chinese scene that no doubt
would have made a great hit as a chop suey
restaurant in some world's fair. There was
nothing mysterious about it. But even if there
had been, it would have served no purpose. I
had planned to stand somewhere in the fore
part of the vessel, in the attitude of a conqueror
or
a chart crouching
in hand, atexpressing
to mvexplorer,
warriorwith
attendants,
mv feet,
my doubts as to the right direction, whereupon
Continued on Page 18
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our young fisherman-guide at the prow would
excitedly point toward the distance — "there it
is!" — and the town would slowly
into
view. But they, taking the boat from come
the rear,
made me move about at the stern and gesticulate to haul down the sail, which fell like a
proscenium curtain and at once revealed the
chop suey scene; and then — who would believe
it? — they actually made me clamber along the
side of the boat as if I was eager to get off
first, just like some Sunday excursionist, who,
after arriving at Coney Island, rushes to the
gangplank. A Chinese prince would hardly act
that way, I humbly suggested. Never mind that,
said the director. Good advice! In time one
doesn't mind anything any more.
Entering the town, I thought the people would
assemble in silent groups, mysterious faces
would appear at the windows and doorwavs,
all motionless, and I, aware of the hiding place
of the apple, would show my evil intentions
by my walk and proceed at once to the entrance
of the relic house. But nothing of that sort
happened. The whole population, wildly gesticulating, thought it fit to fall down on their
knees, and I had to stop at the corner of tlie
street, just as at a drug store, asking where
lives Mr. Jones. And the result: more action,
undeniably, but commonplace and meaningless
action.
Inside the relic house I again had to meander
this way and that way, sit down (which was
difficult in the oilcloth armor) and get up,
threatening the keeper of the treasure, so that
he, frightened, stepped back and fell into a
dagger held straight from the waist by one of
my bodvguards. This scene took us over three
days — I could have hiked to the Vosemite in
the time — the same incidents, sitting down and
getting up, over and over again, and always
to the same strain of music, until I was ready
to elope with any lady of the orchestra, just to
escape the ghasly monotonv of the performance.
I wonder what world-stuff directors are made
of! After the death of the keeper, I "had the
one chance to make an out-of-the-ordinarv gesture, and I made it— a signal to one of my
attendants to break with crushing blows a statue
of Buddha hiding a secret passageway. Entering the same, I was not allowed to grope my
way, the natural action in a dim and unfamiliar
tunnel-like structure, but had to run as fast as
my legs would carrv me on the uneven ground
and wriggle through the circular opening of a
magic door into another chamber containing the
apple of life. The poor apple was fastened
with adhesive bandages to the barren art nnu-
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■veau tree. It was a tricky thing to pick. Sometimes itwould yield only after energetic pulling;
at other times it would not budge, or again it
would fall off before I got to it, and thus for
the sake of insufficient property arrangements
the scene had to be shot a dozen times or more.
One obstinate horse may upset the entire stable.
In the last scene I had, apple in hand, to
rush back through the first chamber, out to the
street again and back to the boat. A performance worthy of a college athlete doing a
sixty-yard dash! And strange to state all passages of exit and entrance were either so low or
narrow that I, standing six and a half with my
Pavlowa hat on, had to negotiate all with a
decided stoop or twist. Why should it be thus?
I asked
Beesknee,
secretary.
And
can Miss
you imagine
the Chaplin's
reason, because
any
unusual movement of the body as bending,
swooping, pouncing, wriggling, etc., is valued
as extra action. Thev must be indeed hard up
for dramatic material. My part, as Fairbanks
expressed it, was to be one of repose with as
few movements and gestures as possible. This
was simply beyond the vision of the director
who, trained to the tradition of action, meaningless or otherwise as long as it is action and
plenty of it, could not obey the wishes of his
master. Alas, Fairbanks knows that it is easier
to rule a kingdom than to regulate a motion
picture concern.
Just a day or two before I fell sick I saw the
episode in the projecting room, still "unfinished" but carrying out the sequence of events.
Chaplin and Fairbanks told me that it was a
wonderful performance. I personally thought
it was "rotten," esthetically, dramatically, pictorial ly. Well. I have never been a picture fan
and do not understand the psychology of people
"who go to the cinema." It seemed to me that
thev had always selected of the do/en shots depicting one incident invariablv the most commonplace one. They left out what I considered
my best efforts, and some of mv most telling gestures were deliberatelv cut in two. And the
continuity of action was constantlv interrupted
by close-ups and changes of viewpoints. Why
was it necessary to engage me? There are
many retired grocers in Hollywood who could
have done as well. What is the use of having
indi vidualitv of expression, and of exploiting
the same, if it does not show on the screen?
The thirtv years ago much debated theorv of
the great Antoine, founder of the Theatre libre,
that scrubwomen should be acted bv scrubwomen, and society ladies by societv ladies is
the moving spirit and simulant of motion picture
acting. The producers and their casting directors are just crazy on the subject. They notice

filmfolk get

together."
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a person crossing a lot. What a fine pre:
Would look well in that part or in that
Their whole life, what they see and hear,
domestic relations, amours, luncheons, id
cracies, are judged from that one angle:
photograph and look well on the screen?
theory becomes most fallacious when carr
this extreme. A girl may look liqe a quee
can she deport herself like one? And
about bankers, statesmen, historical chara
And the human face, even the most ore ■
one, is such a complex affair and photog ■
so treacherous a recorder, that the simple <■
of "looking natural" can not produce a
sired results. Take my case for instance,
banks said: "You have the eyes of a sain
rest of your face is like that of a villain,
objection raised. But the director did n,
it that way. He tried to make me t|
menace in a colossal close-up of my eyes
All I could do to look fierce was to wrink
brows. Looking into my eyes even a
would give up all his horde for the beni
stranded extras; thev would never trigh
hard-boiled egg Chinese necromancer
tributor of poisons to such an extent
would lose his head, stagger backwar
like a poordagger.
bug have himself pinned up>
extended
Motion picture acting of today, the SO"photoplastic genius." requires outward a|
ance, adaptability, vitality, the patience oj
and the endurance of Ulysses. Brains and)
ity are hindrances. Some time or other
may change. The "my face is my fo*j
policy of depending entirely on personallW
play itself out. It is treacherous even mr\
is like quicksand. Some dav all available
mav have disappeared. Then acting!
may become as important as the qualf
photographing well. Impersonators mayai
from their complete mental repose, V
allowed to time with their whole bodies ir
a way that movements mean somethin
themselves without captions, and that_
movements would convey at the same. p\
feeling of true pictorial beauty. This
sarilv would mean the doom of the bu
methods of directors. The brutal mechj
would be ameliorated (a good word for «j
lin to look up in his dictionary). But
this era of more human treatment sets in,
mv word, one thing is sure to happen, th
aries of stars will slump down conside
You mav witness this in your own lifetime
doubt such a change would cause much
and embarrassment and may be a reasw
is so long-lived. Our f
systempicture
the present
ation
of motion
stars has Holly
been I
"blessed among mortals."
LOCATION LUNCHES
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Grail

■ was an item of news of unusual interest
Tin the Hollywood film colony this week,
lined to a modest announcement of the
tapletion of a feature production entitled
,"some
the time
filmingbehind
of which
has beenal in progthe proverbi
"closed
lue to the fact that new processes and
itionarv screen technique are involved.
1 responsible for the new idea, as well
tory, is none other than Delbert E. Davformerly editor of "Camera." The unjiterest
of it lies in the revelatio
friendsphase
of Mr. Davenport as to whatn
le has made personal sacrifices for the
part of the last four years in order to
le goal he is approaching now — specifiiat stage of the game where the results
costly labors are to be divulged and
rding to those who know the history of
bvenport's
notion
essay introducin
lely revolution
ary totechnique
to the gfilma
Ihe gained his first inspiration about six
•go when he was editor-in-chief of one
1 leading photoplay magazines. In this
jihe was the target for fan letters galore
Jthing like an average of five hundred a
Jr;d as a consequence of having these letBssified, he discovered that a majority of
bntained some reference to the desirabilit
Irovements or changes in the cinema iny
Ithat it might develop into a greater melor imparting general diversion. Out of
numerous letters arose a veritable "hue
new — always someby" for something
nifferent.
Now the question
which came
with
had
to do relaall
of
mind
first
[editor's
Isibilitv of the oft-repeated statement
1 there being "nothing new under the sun"
erroneous. Thereupon he ventured to as-

New

Sou

Realized

sume there might be something brand-new, and
subsequently started spending his own money
and many hours of his time when he should
have been resting. Later he had to call upon
friends to help him financially, as the costs of
his laboratory experiments mounted.
Now, as Mr. Davenport admits frankly, he
is indebted to practically everybody he knows
in one way or another for aid in pushing to a
conclusion the rather gigantic
task he has undertaken. "Ishould like to have it published
far and wide that I am deeply grateful to everyone who has in any way helped me, and I
should like to have it known generally that
the chief part of my ambition is to be placed in
a position, to reward every benefactor I have
had in a way far beyond their wildest expectations," Mr. Davenport says. "The perfection of
this new technique represents countless
worries,
many heartaches and some painful experiences
in being prematurely judged because of a perseverance which has made it necessary to sacrifice even friendship in some cases in order to
keep on the trail I am so confident will lead to
the goal from which I will be able to demonstrate the utmost in appreciation to all those
deserving it from me."
The new Davenportian Technique is highly
interesting for what it promises to accomplish
in the way of revolutionizing the constructing
of screen stories, as well as the making of motion pictures of them. Under this unique system
practically every present-day "characteristic"
of a photoplay is eliminated and something else
is substituted for it, the whole theory being to
base the unfoldment of visualized fiction on the
basis of the workings of a normal human mind
rather than along the lines requiring mental
acrobatics to make possible following the plot.
Among the striking changes promised in "Vis-

Perspective

Irgia moonlight on June roses. Reflections
tall, white columns. The mingle of light
per with the tinkle of fine glassware. A
ning banjo. Hoop-skirts. Dainty, strangely
line in this day of striding, tailored, keenIwomen, she immediately suggested all of
Tiarm and tradition of the Old South. But
|tting was as strangely different as settings
f>t to be in Hollywood, where we go in for
Dwellings, gas furnaces and batik awnings.
Jthe facts had their contrasts, too, which
the story.
keral years ago, Lois Zellnes left her disbving Southern home for New York and a
Jess carrer. The business did not develop
ne career did, in quite another direction.
Iving begun to make striking advances, the
picture enterprise was, at that time, atIng bothi trained and untrained talent from
|orners of the country. Much of this mawas being profitably absorbed as the
ktry struck its stride. Lois Zellner, desper»jfor independent success in a new world,
Jled upon scenarios. Surprisingly enough,
Itaold fourteen of her first fifteen efforts —

^t'3>our

of

By

one suspects it," Miss Zellner chatted along, as
she stroked O'Sing, a red Persian kittne; and we
nodded that for her at least there was no denying Old Dixie, nor or ever. She might think
New Yorkese are anything else, but that accent
and those cadences were the arts of just one
American locality.
We caught up with her career then, discovering that many of her early achievements were
Dorothy Gish, Mae Marsh, Madge Kennedy
and Charles Ray successes. She had also provided some of Ince's well remembered Enid Bennett features, which were produced by Fred
Niblo, and, after heading the American scenario
department at Santa Barbara for a long terms

is

in

ions," the first feature picture to be made under
this technique, include the elimination of cutbacks, the complete alteration in close-ups and
their purpose, the revising of the matter of
titling to the extent of making the present swtem totally obsolete, the removal of any necessity for interrupting the action of the story on
the screen for any reason whatsoever, the introduction of an innovation in the way of symbolic
visualization said to have surprising effects in
making the cinema a more universal language
than ever, and the pressing into service of an
ingenious method for sustaining climaxes. In
short, from beginning to end the svstem of producing pictures has been upset by the theories
of Mr. Davenport, and it seems a foregone conclusion that when his "Visions" is pre-viewed
here at an early date it will start a widespread
pro-and-con discussion. One of the interesting
questions which is likely to be raised is, whether
or
old not
style.the new style picture is superior to the
Although an all-star cast has enacted the
various roles in this picture which bids fair to
be epochal, no point will be made of this in the
first announcements of this feature. All the
emphasis will be stressed on the revolutionary
character of this production, it being the high
hopes of all concerned that it will prove a
useful contribution to the advancement of the
silent drama as an art and as an agency for
wholesome entertainment of the masses and
classes.
It is stated the definite date of the Los Angeles preview will be published very soon, and
that all the critics, as well as the leaders in the
motion picture industry, will be invited.

FANCHON

and was established! Needless to say, there
were many thrills attendant upon this sudden
projection into the midst of cosmopolitan work
and art after a staid Dixie existence.
"That first glimpse of life was indescribably
dazzling! It carried me far away from my
early, almost colloquial views and provided a
deal of interesting perspective. But although I
soon
thought
largely inmytheorigin.
new terms,
I've every
never
entirely
eliminated
Almost

livine*

Hopes

ROYER

and fulfilling Metro contracts both here and in
New York, Lois Zellner bought a Hollywood
home and settled down in the sunshine.
Four Universal photoplays and a half dozen
independent pictures formed her output for
1923! A consistent worker who sticks to life as
she knows it, without ever stilting her presentation with conventionalized methods, this brilliant
screen writer is a refreshing combination of
realist and romanticist, conservatist and radical.
Incidentally, she has been responsible for some
highly effective drama. She explained her view
of
the photoplay
before our
departure.
human
nature is human
nature,
and we "While
writers
can't take too many liberties with it— technique
— ah, that is different. There is no technique,
or rather, none that will not be swept awav bv
continual improvement. It is this knowledge
that renders picture making so fascinating to
many of us. How infiitelv more interesting it is
to build tradition than to live it. When more
of our producers are willing to sponsor the
radical, we will move faster, even though there
will
be many
Afterquite
all, awewavdecided
that Lois
Zellnermistakes."
had traveled
from
(ieorgia.

motion

pictures

need
eveiy
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Conscience

HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit, Universal
torrent Production "An Old Man-*
Darling;."
Recent releases. "Gossip." "Crossed
Wires," "The
"Town Willi
Scandal."
Untamenlilc."
Party,""The"The
Near
Lady," "Excitement."
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By ERIC MAYNE
The higher
our moral
reliable
our Conscience.

education, the -

Cowardice asks, "Is it safe?" Expe^H
asks, "Is it wise?" Vanity asks, "Is is popular
Conventionality asks, "Is it done?" Cons^J
asks, "Is it Right?"
That which is called Conscience is
merely fear of the law.
1

Publicity
Photography

LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd. Corner Bronson

c. kiesuncne t

Continued from Page 13
Feature Play Company and definitely threw in agency of that institution. This election
their fortunes with the then somewhat precari- most significant one, as it is the first time
ous business of making motion pictures. Mr. a high executive in motion pictures has
active head of a financial institutio)
De Mille's
success since
that fall day in 1912 made
needs
no particular
mention.
The Harlem flat from which Mr. De
When Mr. De Mille came to California, he brought his wife and daughter Cecilia ii
came as a pioneer of motion pictures and re- is somewhat different in extent from the
mained to be a pioneer of real estate, banking tiful ten-acre estate and spacious home
and other business interests as they developed the producer now occupies on his im]
in the most
rapidly expanding land empire in hilltop in Hollywood. Mr. De Mille hai
America
today.
children. He finds his leisure hour plei
Mr. De Mille is perhaps best known as the at his mountain ranch, a six-hundn
producer of such successful photoplays as "Joan stretch of wooded country hi<*h up in the
the Woman," "Why Change Your Wife?" "Old Madre mountains, and also on board his
"The Seaward," a 106-foot schooner in
Wives for New," "Manslaughter," "Adam's
Rib," "The Ten Commandments" and "Tri- he anticipates a trip around the world
not too distant future.
which attained
is his latest
production.umph,"
He has
wide Paramount
fame for his
sucMr. De Mille has been known as a
cess as an organizer of the gigantic film plant, finder in motion pictures because of his
in his capacity of director-general of Famous
in trying out new processes and new
Players-I.asky Corporation.
presenting attractive screen images,
Among people outside films, however, Mr. of
he has attained world-wide fame for th
De Mille is acclaimed for still other and equally tering
and the oror^eous trappi
notable successes. He came to Hollywood and some ofspectacle
his productions, many critics stat
Los Angeles when the former was a village belief
that he reaches the finest noint
and the latter rather a sleepy cit'\ He has seen directorial genius in small, intimate scen^
over 1000 per cent growth in Hollywood during requiring over two or three people.
his stay there. The same vision which made
Mr. De Mille's method is to paint in
him successful in motion pictures has brought sweeping
strokes. He is a master of ca
His method is one that catches the eye
him
a
large
share
of
this
world's
goods
in
transactions in Hollywood real estate.
not an etcher. Rather does he use a bftt
Coincident with this, Mr. De Mille became
brush and brilliant colors. Perhaps one of t
associated with the Commercial National Bank foundations
of his success is the varietv of)
of Los Angeles as director. Shortly thereafter attack. The present is an excellent instance
he became director of the Bank of Italy, then that. He has eone from the stupendous^!
vice-president of the Federal Trust & Savings nificence of "The Ten Commandment
Bank of Hollywood. Recently he was made
small, the
humble,
in "Tri
vice-president of the Commercial National Bank where
major modern
part of story
the action
is o
and placed in charge of the new Hollywood
to small sets and verv few characters

Roy Hughes Prod.

Reproductions,
Still Finishing

By barret

Eric Mayne
A well-disciplined Conscience is a mans best
friend;
but, outraged, it becomes his bitterest
enemy.
Paul, in his defense before King Agrippa, admitted that "he thought within himself that he
ought to do many things contrary to the name
of Jesus of Nazareth."
Men in all sections of religious life have
thought they ought to persecute those who did
not believe as they believed.
And they have not all admitted, as frankly
as Paul did, that they were wrong.
Conscience is that Supreme Power within us
to which our actions are instinctively submitted
ifjpour
living
Lir livingneed
Sou
\

is in

Conscience is not Law; but there is no 'Jill
<o relentless in its punishment as the otfend'
Conscience.
A mariner must not think w hen he reads h
compass; he must know, or his ship will go i
the rocks. And if a man does not read his Co
science
wreck. correctly, he will become a moral shi
Conscience lays the foundation of true jo
with which the stranger cannot interfere, at
the bitter remorse which no friend can alleviat
"Labor to keep alive in your breiast that lltt
spark of celestial fire — Conscience." An extra
from Washington's copybook. A precept th
he
undoubtedly followed. We may in safety <
likewise.
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MAN

Every now and then there comes

a knock — some-

times, it's we, at one another — again, it may be
in the old motor— and still again, it may be
old man opportunity, to welcome you into thai
something,

you've been waiting for.

Did it ever occur

to you, that the men

of

today who are making the most rapid strides forward have associated themselves with young
brains ?
There is such an opportunity for a man
with three or four thousand dollars, to become
connected

with a well established firm, not making pictures, but an interesting branch of the
industry.

A good practical business education is necessary. If you are lying idle for the want of an
opportunity, hear this knock — open
and investigate —

You

May

Appointment
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LOS ANGELES, CAL.

have been successful distributors

state right productions for twelve ye ars. 1
We are qualified to handle your distribution
problem !
p
Stein & Bilchik, Certified Public Accountant!;, and i|
our fiscal agents, will handle all accounts, statemenBH
and moneys for the producer, assuring — no juggling!
We feel obligated for our own safety's sake to lid
keep you in business!
We deserve your consideration!
Reputable Pictures Corporation
220 West 42nd Street
New York City

All Legal Matters Given Personal Attention
Consultation and Advice Free
Phone 874-172
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W. C. THOMPSON, Manager Los Angeles Office
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of
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le on Cummings
Dotted Line
ilighton Haie, notable in the
■of principals in "Name the
■ and "The Marriage Circle,"
Mist signed for a featured role
le Irving Cummings produc■tor Universal, "When Johnny
lis Marching Home."
Ho Lewis in
Warner Picture
■la Lewis is portraying one of
■rincipal supporting roles in
■r Rapf's production "Broad■ After Dark" for Warner
Werta About

to

Hang Up!
Irk is rapidly drawing to a
Hon the fourth of "The TeleI Girl" series, featuring AIM Vaughn at the F. B. O.
ills. Mai St. Claire is directudock Talking
for Fox Characters
Is Fox, one of the few proI whom writes the stories he
B, has engaged Louis Wea|o title his current production
IWoman Who Sinned" which
fcroaching completion at the
Ivood Studios. Both the proland the title-writer formerly
(newspaper men.
Mmtisivood Aitken has been en"m by Cecil de Mille for one of
it Irincipal supporting roles in
wmoduction of "Triumph" for
J Nelson McDowell, wellI own elongated exponent
II freak characters, drops
lie editor a couple lines
I mi the wilds of Daggett,
■llifornia, where he is on
l.-ation with an indepenint unit filming "The
1m Who Forgot," under
Hck Nelson's direction.
He is enacting one of
Is familiar* and essen-llly human "sheriff"
Tracger has nothmtties.
on McDowell!

J

girl

triangle

Roivland Lee Will
Go On His Own
That immediately upon concluding his current agreement with Fox,
Rowland W. Lee, noted film director, will become a producer of independent photoplays, was the announcement made by Mr. Lee upon
his arrival in New York after an
extended trip to Europe.
In a wire to his brother Robert
N. Lee, well known scenarist, Mr.
Lee stated that the trip abroad had
given him a different perspective
of
public's need which,
for wholesome
filmtheentertainment,
with the
addition of various innovations in
production methods, he evolved
during his ramblings in the "old
country," he proposes to try out.
Beyond the fact that Leo has
purchased the film rights to several
European stage and literary successes, as well as a few screen
originals by noted foreign writers,
little is known in Los Angeles of
theIt details
of Mr.thatLee's
is expected
Mr. plans.
Lee will
be in Los Angeles in February. He
has three more films to direct under
his Fox contract.
United Producers
Plan Historic Epic
Plans are being completed by the
United Producers and Distributors
for the filming of a big American
epic in which one of the foremost
men visualized
of this country's
history
will
be
in a very
striking
way. It is announced that defintc
information in detail relative to
this production will be given to the
public within a few days.
Marks

member

Finishes

In "Iron Man"
Robert Marks, who is remembered for his many excellent characterizations in recent comedy
series at the Fox Studios has just
finished his part in the current episode of "The Iron Man," under the
direction of Jay Marchant at th:
Universal, featuring Luciano AIbertini and Margaret Morris.

Peggy Cartujright, child actress,
plays one of the principal roles in
showing
no<w She
of Quality"
LadyMission
"A
is a
Theater.
at the
has met
and
of rare alpromise
player
with exception success.

company!

Bille Lord W ith
Ben Wilson Unit
Billie Lord, 5-year-old screen
star, has been signed for his fourth
consecutive picture with the Ben
Wilson Productions at the Berwilla
Studios,
Gertrude Astor In
Roivland West Film
Gertrude Astor has been signed
to play a prominent part in Roland
V. West's next production, the filming of which will start immediatelv.
Universal W ill Have
Print zlau Script
Universal has engaged Olga
Printzlau to adapt Kathleen Norris' story, "Butterfly," which is to
be produced under the direction of
Clarence Brown. Brown and Miss
Printzlau have been in conference
this week, following her completion of the scenario for "The
Breath of Scandal."
Valli Return

For

First of Month
March 1st is set as the date when
Virginia Valli will return to Los
Angeles, according to information
which she imparts in a letter to
friends here.
Miss Valli is now in the East,
where she is being featured opposite Thomas Meighan in a picture
for Paramount. Upon her return
she will again take up her work at
Universal.
Ben

Carre <m

"Cytherea" Art
George Fitzmaurice, who will
on "Cythe"shooting"
shortlyrea" atstart
the United
Studios,
yesterday signed Ben Carre, prominent
art director, to create the settings
for the Joseph Hergershcimer picturization.
Mr. Carre has been identified with
many leading producers and has
been responsible for the art direction of various prominent picturizations. His most recent work is
evidenced in the Constanre Talmadge picture, "The Goldfish. '

Newspapers Link Dead
Girl With Movies
Late Friday night newspaper reports of the slaying of a woman by
the name of Louise Lawson in New
York stated she was associated
with the Triangle Studios here
about seven years prior to the D.
W. Griffith inteiests assuming control. Her age was given at 2+ and
it was said she came east from
Texas.
Inasmuch as she was not of preeminent importance in motion pictures and as it was not definitely
known whether she was a member
of the profession, it leaves no doubt
whatsoever as to the desire of the
yellow tunitypress
grabdeeds
everywith
opporto link todark
the
profession.
It is sad that the editors of our
local papers, anyway, will not take
the trouble to verify such reports.
Foyl.

P. D. Farce
Now Complete
"Horrible Horace," the comedy
in which Ned Sparks and Harry
Tighe
co-starred
which
Mollie are
Malonc
servesandas inleading
lady for both, is in the final stages
of the editing processes and will
be
readymaking
to contribute
its laugh
share
towards
the people
very soon now. Bryan Foy, son of
the famous Eddie Foy, directed this
picture.ducersItand will
be a United
Distributors
release.ProRush For
"Listen
'
Early Lester
Release
Lester"
is Listen,
finished folks!
and is "Listen,
now in the
cutting room of the Sacramento Pictures Corporation. When it
emerges about two weeks hence it
will be turned over to Sol Lesser
and associates for distribution
through their releasing organization. tion, Principal Pictures CorporaWilliam A. Sciter, who directed
the farce-comedy, predicts that
"Listen, Lester" will be one of the
most-laughed-at pictures of the
of the producthe cast
year.tion areInLouise
Fazenda, Lee Moran, Dot Farley, Alec B. Francis.
George Ollara. I.ngenia Gilbert,
Harry Mvcrs ami Eva Novak.
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QxibunFinishes
film Louise
Sacramento Role
ACTRESS
FOR "BIRD OF
Louise Fazenda has completed
another hilarious role as "Miss
PARADISE;" INVITES LETTERS
Arbusus
in "Listen,
which theQuilty"
Sacramento
PicturesLester"
Cor'Who Will Play 'Luana?7 " asks Noted
Producer; Role Is of Tremendous
poration has produced. "Miss
Quiltv" has some points in comDramatic Scope; May Use Unknown
mon with "Mabel Monroe" of "The
Who would you like to see as bevy of now renowed actresses, in- Cold Diggers," a role which sent
Luana, the Hawaiian princess, in
cluding Lenore Ulric, Laurette soaring the Fazenda stocks. "Miss
Taylor, L'essie Barriscale, Car- Quilty" is a vampish young lady
Richard
Walton
Tully's screenfamous
ver
sion
of his
internationally
lotta Monterey, and Florence Rock- and possesses great ability in conwell. For the screen version, he
centration where her fancy is instage success, "The Bird of Parawill secure the girl he believes best
trigued. Louise lends to the chardise,"
which
he
is
to
present
as
a
acterization her delightful humor,
suited to the part, regardless of her
First National picture this year?
Probably one of the reasons for present claims to fame.
<|uite a bit of drama here and there
the startling success of this great
So if you decide upon whom you and her usual realism that makes
producer, in both his stage and would like to see in this great role "Miss Quilty" a most vivid piece.
This is the third featured role she
screen productions springs from in the picturization of America's
the fact that he is ever on the greatest
stage success, drop a line has completed since "The Gold
to
Richard
Walton
Tully,
care
of
alert to accept suggestions from the
Diggers," of
thetheother
being cook
the
public he strives to please, and United Studios, Los Angeles. Who enactment
well two
meaning
knows?
Perhaps
you
may
be
the
ever had his finger upon the changin the Hal E. Roach western "The
means of securing the part for King
able pulse of that public.
of the Wild Horses" and the
vour
favorite
artiste?
Tully admits that as yet he has
vaudeville headliner in "The Galmade no decision as to the actress
an and
Ince a production.
For one loping
solidFish,"year
month, the
who will play the role of Luana. Foreman Was
comedy
queen
has
had a program
Many have already been suggested
and have received consideration,
Right, Avers Pat of uninterrupted production.
but he declares he is still open to
Actors
prefer to tell
conviction, and that he has not about theirgenerally
achievements and sel- Malatesta in Role
even determined the point as to
dom go into detail about how they
whether the lucky lady will be a have been fired from more or less
of Bum Journalist
star, already famous, or whether well-paying jobs.
Fred Malatesta, one of the well
some talented girl, as yet unstarred
Pat
O'Malley,
who
will
play
the
known "heavies" of filmdom, is
will receive the plum.
Universale "The Throw- now negotiating a leading role in
And he will welcome sugges- lead in back,"
when
being
interviewed,
tions. For your guidance, Luana, prefers to tell about the time he "Love Insurance," a Universal
with Reginald Denny.
the
little
of paradise"
was fired from the job of pump- production
Mr. Malatesta has the role of an
of course, "bird
be beautiful.
She should
should boy
in a coal mine in Forest City, affluent
newspaper man, who uses
not be tall; should be brunette, and Pa.
his own methods in furthering his
of a certain voluptuous type, exotic
Pat's job was to watch the steam interests.
and vivacious.
pump which removed the water
Nearly everyone knows the from a coal pit. Pat fell asleep
beautiful love story. Luana, a na- at the switch. The pump ceased
tive of the Hawaiian Islands, with to function. He awakened when
Noiv, Mr. Thomas H.
Ince is a very, very busy
royal blood in her veins, loves and the water in the pit reached his
is loved by an American who mar- hips — and as the foreman entered
man. Everybody knows that
ries her and leads a butterfly ex- the scene with a howl.
producers have lots of imistance in the land of palms and
sick," feebly exclaimed Pat
portant things to attend to.
awa. Then he awakens, too late, — "I'm
But Mr. Ince is never too
and he was, from fright.
and casts off the native girl, who
"You're
the foreoccupied
see Muriel
loves him as life itself, in the beman as he fired,"
assistedyelled
Pat make
his
ces Danato when
the Franlittle
lief that she is the cause of his de- exit with a well directed boot.
miss whose thespic talent he
gradation. She, heart-broken,
discovered and first premakes the supreme sacrifice.
ing. sented to the world in "Hail
In the many different stage pro- Wonder If Shuler
the Woman" comes a-callductions of "The Bird of ParaWas Peeking?
dise," Tully has made famous a
Dignified, conservative Crenshaw
Three years ago, when she
Boulevard ran to the window and
was dancing in a prologue
Pot el Funning
at a Crauman theatre in Los
threw up the sash the other morning when a police patrol hacked up
Accorded Praise
Angeles, Muriel's winsome
to the home of John A. Waldron,
charm attracted Mr. Ince's
At a recent preview of "Her general manager of the Mack Sennotice and led to her filmdebut. The friendship
Man" Reginald Barker's latest nett Studio. The bell clanged as
Mayer production, the role played the front door of the Waldron
formed mented
thenmore has
ceby Victor Potel, was acclaimed one home burst open and a motley
firmlybeen
during
of the cleverest pieces of comedy crowd of men and women tumbled
the past three years and
relief that has recently been seen out and were pushed into the conMuriel, who is now six,
upon the screen. The tall, thin
thinks Mr. Ince the best
veyance by a dozen policemen.
funster characterizes a love-sick
The melee bore all the earmarks
ever. When working at
cook on a fishing yacht in this pic- of "another Hollywood party," and
some other studio, the child
ture whose awkward action is a Crenshaw Boulevard compressed
often begs her mother to
riot. Decked out in a shabby, its lips and narrowed its eyes as
take her out to visit "Uncle
rough-neck sweater and shrunken
it hung over the window sill. Then
Ince" sionsand
uponandsuchworkocca-of
stocking-cap, Potel's performance the siren shrieked and the loaded
the cares
in "Her Man" is reminiscent of his patrol pulled out — revealing for
being an important producer
first famous characterization, Es- the first time a small group of men
are cast aside while the two
sanay's "Slippery Slim."
surrounding a motion picture camera.
havenowgreat
"chin-chats."
And
that Muriel
is actCrenshaw Boulevard gnashed its
Evidently Is
ing
at
his
studio,
in
teeth and tore its hair as it mutand Lies" with Lila Lee"Love
and
Very Optimistic
James Kirkwood, Mr. Ince
tered,
"Fooled
again!"
Jean Hersholt, in his role of the
John A. Waldron had forgotten
often comes out on the set to
watch her at her work.
saloon keeper in "The Woman on to inform his neighbors that he had
the Jury" for Associated First Na- loaned his front yard to the SenRecently, Muriel decided
the role "with a smile" nett .comedy unit making "Flickerall the tional,
wayplays through.
ing Youth."

TULLY

SEEKS

OPINIONS

ON

Qty

Tom Forman, who is dir
the final scenes of the Mission
Corporation's production of
tery," from the story by H. H.
Loan, was at one time one
screen's most popular leading
He had been playing lea
Lasky's for six years when he
asked to give up his makeu
in favor of the megaphone,
since that time has made som
able
productions.
Lasky'It
directed
"If You At
Believe
So," "The City of Silent
"White
and Unmarried,"
"Cappy
Under he
his codir
with B. Ricks."
P. Schulberg
"Shadows," "The Girl That
Back," "April Showers,"
Broken Wing" and "The
ginian." He began his scree
reeractor
withandthe director.
old KalemHe co'ma
as
considerable success at writin
the screen, and was for two
in the scenario department of
versal, where sixteen of his s
were produced. His scenarios
also been picturized by Lasky
Fox. Forman says he will
forsake directing to become
again because as a director hei
a broader and more interests
field in which to work, and iafl
dition he finds his present callio
more lucrative.
James B. Leong, has compl
one of the leading suppor
heavies in "Defiance" which
filmed at the Hollywood >tu
under the direction of Be
Bracken.
her dollies needed entertainment and, having at
hand Santa's gift of a top
projection-machine, wrote a
very polite little note, looking up the big words carefully in the dictionary, asking Mr. Ince please to le
her have
all the cut-ou'
from
his laboratory
rooms
so she would have plenty of ',
film
her dolts
with] I
on tocoldamusewinter
evenings
when they hiscan't
go out.or |
Disdaining
secretary,
perhaps fearful that such]
important people might forget the very necessary relittle girls,
Muriel
insisted quests ofupon
leaving
the
note uponearlyMr. one
Ince's
desk
herself,
morning
before he had arrived.
And here is Mr. Ince's
reply:
"I have
my
Grand Vizier
to hunttold
up the
cut-outs and if they are not
forthcoming,
Vizier
be bastinadoed,the tied
up inwilla
sack and thrown into the
creek in the back of Stage 5.
Will that please your majesty? Your humble subject,
ThomasyouH.see,
Ince."
hard-hearted
andSo commercial
though this
movie business is supposed
to be, there's still a lot of
sentiment in it too, when important producers remember
lovely little girls and write
them such very nice letters.
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testion: Who Was
The Insulted One?
mes Finlayson, native of Scot, pioneer film funster, and
lliar figure in many of Hala
ch's recent comedies, is now an
:rican citizen— which is not the
it of this story. He recently
his final naturalization papers
le federal court in Los Angeles,
o conform with legal precedent
had to have two citizens who
known him for five
apr in court and vouchyears
for his
•al character. Ben Turpin, an
est citizen despite the fact that
looks crooked, and Charles
se, handsome and debonair aclong under contract with Hal
ch, were invited. They broke
motion pictures with Finlayyears ago, before the industry
w it had an infancy,
he court room was crowded,
pin and Chase were sitting at
side awaiting their turn. Somerecognized them, with the reing buzz of comment that als greets the public appearance
screen celebrity.
There's Ben Turpin," some|y whispered. Ben got his ader in fifty per cent focus and
led. Chase adjusted his tie
turned a classic profile that
to agitate feminine hearts bene left the musical comedy
;e for the screen. He was handle, well groomed; Turpin was
—a well,
was Ben Turpin,
matineehe idol.
len Turpin? Which one?"
eone asked loudly. Turpin and
se each declared himself inled.
\eaks for Good
Directorial Voice
lph Lewis, who was one of the
inal members of the stock comof the old Biograph organizsays that a screen player is
e as proficient in his work
n he is directed by a director
is always calm and has a mu1 and persuasive voice,
e says that all great artists are
ly sensitive, with many of
I especially the women, being
sensitively-tuned instrument's,
player when he appears bea camera, is keyed up to a
pitch," says Lewis. "If the
ctor is calm and speaks with a
ithly modulated voice, he can
the greatest work out of the
r," added Lewis. "The player
give him everything he has."
owever, on the other hand, if
director is irritated and speaks
a harsh manner, the actor or
ess literally freezes up inside
becomes merely mechanical,
actor or actress can work with
inspired feeling unless the dior draws it out of them on the
e in his directing.
One of the greatest assets of
Ciffith was his calm and poise as
■ directed," continued Lewis. "He
H a very muscial voice and literff coaxes emotion out of his play11" he concluded.
Ipe says that the late George
line Tucker had a wonderfully
I suasive voice in directing his
Pyers.

1 1 has often been said that
"truth
stranger adage
than fiction"
anil thisis indent
is substantiated to a great extent by
the colorful events that have
transpired in
life man
of Jack
McCready.
filmtheextra
and
author
of
"Movie
Money."
the
satirical novelette of Hollywood
motion picture life which begins
in next week's issue of "Camera!", complete in four weeklv
installments.
Twas a good many years ago.
indeed, that McCrcadv started in
the world of drama. His hop>•'"--" place vvas in Ireland
where he elected to exhibit his
talents as a SOng-and-dance artist. In the course of events he
joined a traveling variety company and was stranded in Calcutta. India, many,
miles from dear old many
Frin.weary
In.
danntBdf however, he sallied
forth anil secured a position under Lord Curzon. Viceroy of India, and wastrain.
placed Later
in charge
the royal
he wasof
elected mayor of Kharjpur, Bentook part
in suppressing
severalgal, andnative
uprisings.
After he had had his fill of
mayoring he joined another comand insailed
for
China.pany of troupers
He opened
Canton
and upon going to the theater
the following morning found all
of his belongings stolen. One
member who was likewise victimised and somewhat discouraged with affairs in general,
thought it expedient to do away
with himself and forthwith blew
out his brains. The rompany
w-as eventually resuscitated in
Hongkong and McCready traveled on to Shanghai, just in time
to join in that merry frolic
known
Uprising. to history as the Boxer
\* hen the Boxer trouble was
finally solved McCready assumed
the position of boarding officer
of the Chinese Imperial Maritime
Customs for the Port of Shanghai. Later he was transferred to
Hankow in the interior where he
was
appointed
He was filling thischief
role ofwhenpolice.
the
Russo-Japanese
holocaust
burst.
Inasmuch as he had some friends
in the Russian service and as
he was itching for more battle
he joined the hewhiskered legions and served with distinction. He was only raptured
twice and the last time his captors evidently became serious for
they were discussing something
aboutdid "shot"
This
not smackandof "sunrise.'*
fraternity
to the genial Irishman so he im-
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mediately heat it and slowing
away
on a coal
adventurous
adieulrntnp
to thewaved
Orient.an
Just as Father lime put nut
the
read*forthwith
arrived
in 1907
New sign
\ orkMetand
placed himself in the employ of
W UJIam Fox.
notedFromproducer
flickering
drama.
there heof
Continued
to
follow
the
trail and saw lex vice withcelluloid
Tattic.
F.dison. Majestic-Reliance. Famous
Players
Film
and
the
\mcrican. Hi- return to theNorthlegitimate for a brief spell was
under the management of William
A.
Brady
"The VI hip."
a Drury Lane in
melodrama.
He
was in this
play
three
cluding tour, when heseasons
came In-to
Los Angeles. .Noting the great
film activity in Los Angeles he
resolved to return upon the expiration of his stage contract
and again lake up the threads
of his motion picture labors. He
returned just as 1). «, . Griffith
commenced "Intolerance" and as
the Griffith studio found his oldtime friend George Selgmann as
chief aide. He was immediately
engaged.
For four years McCready was
on the Griffith lot playing odd
character bits, finally leaving to
play the character lead in "The
Spiritwork
of '76."
I pun completing
that
he rejoined
Seigmann.
who was now directing "The
Vmerican
Beauty
."
Sine,time this adventurous son of that
the
Green Sod has I n free-lancing
in the realm of the shallow stage
and has appeared under approximately 97 per cent of the directors in the profession. Some of
his roles were: the banker in
CecilJohn
B. DcMlUe's
The Cheat."
as
Rolfc in George
Melford's
"To
Have
and
to Hold."
in live Joseph llciiaberry
pictures, in twelve films with William Duncan, four pictures for
tin- Haworth company, two for
King soV idor.
and
on. two for Ted Sloman
In all his colorful career McCready has never pretended. As
he says. "I'm just an extra man
and I've only played extra pans
for
portion."
He
makesthe nogreater
insincere
flair for
greatness
tion, yet itoris big-time
doubtful recogniif anyone else in pictures has had
Nig'il experiences
loArabian
his. McCready
i- genuine akin
and
his sincerity is adequately reted in his ofnovelette,
a penand-ink flecfarce
the trials
and
tribulations of all extra man.
you can't afford to miss it ! Start
itparks
nexta week
in "Camera!".
big punch,
brother ! It

LANGDON
ESTABLISHED
ATTRACTION FOR SENNETT; VAUDEVILLE
FANS
AWAIT
HIS PRODUCTION
Great Exploitation Unncessary for Farce Exponent; Gained Fame on Biff-Time Circuits
from his admirers, congratulating
The usual procedure in "putting him upon his decision to go into
over" a new face on the screen is pictures. One letter from a small
an expenditure of much money in town in N'ew Hampshire, states,
advertising and publicity by the "I am sure glad you are going into
moving pictures for now we can
producer
er. Fromsponsoring
the time hetheis new
signedplayup see you every week or so, instead
until the moment of his first ap- of once a year which is all anypearance on the screen, he is pubthing good hits this burg!"
licised to the limit — this to create
This seems to express the sentian audience for his pictures.
ment of all his admirers, and
Harry Langdon comes to the
Harry
Langdon
proves
an
exception to this rule. He comes to the screen, not — like other newcomers,
screen with a ready-made audience, with a mixture of hope and apprehension— but with a feeling of concomposed of the countless people
fidence that all his old friends are
that have watched with glee his
comic antics on the vaudeville waiting to greet him warmly.
stage. Two of his biggest successes
So far Harry Langdon has made
were "Johny's New Car" and two comedies for Mack Sennett
"Golf," in which his singular get- that entirely fulfill the expectations
up and "toneless" voice made him of his fans, "Picking Peaches'' with
one
the most popular comedians
the Sennett Bathing Girls, and
of theof day.
"Shanghaied Lovers." "Flickering
Since signing with Mack Sennett
Youth," just completed, promises to
for a series of two-reel comedies, prove
the old saw that "the third
Langdon has received many letters
time tells the tale."

Morrison

\. ) ..

( lab May ( lose
Although a very conservative
man in most things, James Morrison is guilty of maintaining al
least one unusual luxury, it has
just been revealed.
The popular leading man maintains an exclusive apartment al
No. 327 West 56th street. New
York, which he occupies but about
two or three months out of each
year. The balance of the time
the apartment has been available
to
any of who
Morrison's
or
associates
chance tofriends
be visiting in the metropolis.
Morrison has maintained his
(jotham home for the past four
years, but is now seriously contemplating giving it up because of
the constantly increasing rentals in
New York. Many of great and
near great of Hollywood's picture
colony
have enjoyed
Morrison's
"open house"
at one time
or another during their visits to the
Atlantic coast and a register maintained at the apartmen reveals
that at least sixty persons have enjoyed is shelter during the four
years
"Jimmie"
has had it under
a lease.
// was Sunday morning, and
many ofof toil
the were
cinema's
horny-handed
sons
taking
their customary extra hours of slumber at
the Christie,
Hollywood's
elite of
hos-a
telry, when from
the windows
fourth floor room came the melonotes ofvoice
"Traviata,"
high
tenor; diousthe
boyish, in
soulful,
full of pathos, raspings and sour
notes. Naldo Morelli, in his native Italian tongue, was welcoming
the new day with his favorite aria.
A voice, a positively rude voice,
strident and belligerent, broke in
upon M or fill's inspired strains.
"Hey!" bellowed the p. r. v.. "If
it's fihs you're trying to sell, wait
until
DeepFriday!"
silence.
Minus

Telephone:
Loses Kip Part
Blame the telephone company for
the loss of a splendid role in Cecil
B. DeMSIle'l current picture titled
"Trium
the
loser.ph," with Otto Matiesen
When Matiesen rerently moved
to a new address, he was assured
by the telephone rompany that his
phone would follow shorlK. Thai
was two months ago and Matiesen
is still without the instrument.
Meanwhile, DeMllle'l assistant
director, at the request of the producer, spent two days persistently
trving to get Matiesen for an imporant phone
rolewouldin have
"Triumph."
teleassured AMatiesen
of
the
part,
according
to
both
the assistant director anil the actor.
Victor Potel, clever iltaratter
comedian, who re<ently returned
from \ew York will continue his
sireen work with a featured role
in a forthcoming Hollywood comMr. Potel
ha i been
ble edy.
for an
unusually
longresponsiline of
char-a
scrr'enover
atconsistenly
terizations amusing
accomplished
period of twelve years.
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Progress 31
Holly
Scenarist
Type

Director
Star
Cameraman
Ass't Director
BERWILLA STUDIO.
5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Prod. Mgr.
Ben Wilson Productions.
WilsonProductions.Wilson-Daw
Gosden
Geo. Carter
"The First Xotch"
Dick Ben
Hatton
Dick Hatton
Hatton
Stevens
"ShOOtin" Mad"
BRONX STUDIO.
1 745 Glendale Blvd.
Kenneth Bishop. Gen l Mgr.

2nd Week
Editing
Drexel 42

FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
45 1 3 Sunset Blvd.
Fred Caldwell
Muriel Reynolds
Hollister
Ray Rounsaville
J. S. Moorehouse
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Chas. Chaplin
Charles Chaplin
Wilson-Totheroh
Sutherland
"Chuck" Reisner Feature Comedy
CENTURY STUDIO.
6 1 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern, Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternbck, Casting.
Al Herman
Buddy Messinger
Win. H vers
Unlit. Tansey
"The Jazz Kid"
Noel Smith
All Star
Harry Forbes
Chas. Lamont
"The Movie Queen"
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards, Casting.
6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen. Mgr.
Harry Beaudine
.Timmie Adams
Hageman
2-Ueel Comedy
Scott Sidney
Dorothy Devore
Clemens
2-Reel Comedy

Preparing 593-5

CHARLES RAY STUDIO.
3 700 Beverly Blvd. A. A. Kidder, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
Bull Montana
HuntComedies.
Stromberg
Harry Carey
Butterfly
Sherwood MacDonald All-Star John Thompson
Art Hilton
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
Independent
Pictures
Corporation.
Jesse
Goldburg,
Pres. Mack
& Gen'l
Mgr.
Jack Nelson Franklyn Farnum J.Walter
Griffin
V. Wright
J. P. McGowan
Franklyn Farnum Walter Griffin Mack Y. Wright

Drexel 21
Preparing
Preparing

F. B. O. STUDIO.
Melrose and Gower,
780 Gower St.
Mai St. Claire
Alberta Vaughn
Lee Garmes Lonnie Dorsa
Emory Johnson
All-Star Ross Fisher
Carlos Productions.
Jimmy Home Richard Talmadge Win. Marshall
Sacramento Picture Corp.
Wm. Seiter All-Star
Dunlap Productions.
Scotty Dunlap
Mildred Harris
Chas. R. Seeling Productions.
Chas. R. Seeling
Geo. I.arkin
Goodfriend-Goodstead S. Miller
Douglas Mac Lean Productions.
Jess Robins Douglas MacLean Jack MacKenzie
Geo. Crone

2-Reel Comedy
"Desert Rose"
2-Reel Comedies

■Tin- Man Who Never Smiled
Caliber 43"
Zanuck
"King Leary"
Mrs. Emilie Johnson'Swords and Plow Shares"
"In Fast Company"
"Listen Lester"
"The Dollar Mark"
Plympton- Seeling "Yankee Madness"
"Never Say Die"

FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen. Gen. Mgr. Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
Comedy.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
N. Taurog Lige Conley Geo. Median Ben White
Comedy
Staff
Hob Kin
Lee Moran
Victor Schevrich
Robt. Dewar
Staff
Comedy
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Al. Ray
All-Star McGill
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Juvenile Comedies)
Staff
Comedy
Arvid Gillstrom
John Fox. Jr. Ken McLean Jack Collens
Staff
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Comedy
Floyd Bacon Lloyd Hamilton
Corby
Sharpless
Staff
FOX STUDIO. James Ryan, Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave. Fred Kley, Studio Mgr.
Seiler Carruth
Staff
Comedies
Chimpanzees R. Tennant Mark Sanderich
John Ford
All-Star
Schneiderman
Ed. O'Ferna
Jack Blystone
Tom
Mix
Dan
Clark
Eugene
Forde
"Fine and Dandy"
Edmund Mortimer John Gilbert
G. O. Post
Walter Mayo
• The Apache"
Jack Conway Tom Mix
Dan Clark Eugene Forde
"The Trouble Shooter"
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St. Sam'l Bischoff, Gen. Mgr.
Monty Banks Productions.
Josef Von Sternberg
R. Wm. Neill All-Star
"Rose of the Ghetto"
Charles Swickard Productions.
Chas Swickard
Jos. Swickard Art Reeves
A. C. Eddington
Harrey Gates
"San Francisco"
GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beachwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
Al. Neitz
Wm. Fairbanks
Roland Price
"Where the Heart Lies"
Ralph Dietrich
Culver
City
GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting.
Feature Drama
If. K. Wilson
Tiffany Productions.
David Todd
Robt. Leonard
Mae Murray
Ollie Marsh
"Mademoiselle Midnight"
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS. 6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom, Gen. Mgr
Priscilla
Moran Productions.
— O.Moran
M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
Priscilla
Hysterical Histories Comedies.
1-Reel Comedies
Bryon Foy
All-Star McGann
Wallace
Foy
Madeline Brandeis Productions.
H. S. Bucquet, Prod. Mgr.
Renaud Hoffman All-Star

Preparing
432-1
Holly 00
1st AVeek
1st Week
Holly 31
3rd Week
2nd
Week

1st Week
Editing
431-1
1st Win k
Holly 73
5th Episode
7th Week
Editing
3rd
W*ek
Editing
Editing
1st Week
Schedule
Schedule 598-1
Schedule
Schedule
Holly 3C|
Schedule
Editing
i;th
Week
Schedule
Editing
Preparing
Holly 01)
4th Week
Preparing
Holly 2(
1st Week
Preparing
7th Week
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fUNSHINE" PROFFERS
SWEETS
TO PETITE ROACH
STAR; IS
COMPLETELY
INFATUATED
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II a ** k " it r mandril . He w a*
•dlalelt rushed h< I I.m.1 to
patrhed
lo the
oldenHa* Slate
pilal
hs <.Irr.
i* of II....
the
Lloyd here
force*
Mr Lloyd
had
Itlm placet) under the rarr of
|)r*. Irrnrh anil Far I* and *prclficd I ha I hi- <-» er» «inl shoo hi
he caredhailforset' '■ ■InI h and
t* limeCI aspneu** a*
mottia
confined to the hospital for almost a month. Purine this time
he wasnndfrequently
How)
m cm her* ofs i*llrd
the staffh*
and
cast
anil
flowers
were
pirn
1 if ul. In *av the least. Amonu
his
visitors
was
James
(.
Farland. t.rand Kxalted Ruler Mr.of
the F.Iks, who was vlsltlna here
at that lime from Minnesota.
Mans of the "Vi Hawk" cornpans
II I',hi*O. sjrkhrd
F. memher*.
I B)On were
leasing
Clay
was paiil
imlemnils
anil
also crnplosees'
reccised his
salars
straight through upon order of
I to]Mr..1 Clay desires to lake thi«
opportunity
to thank
I los d
anil hi* other
faithfulMr. friend*
for ihcication.inlcrc*!
anil
considerHe i* un*linlcd in hi*
pTalwC of thrir loyalty anil
throughI wishes
the meloiliumassure
of "Camthatera thrir
kin il nes* i* dulyihem
appreciated, with hopes of due
reciprocal
at some him
time. work.
I*r ior loion entering
Mr. Clay was on ihc legitimate
■tUM for elcsen yrars. the last
fise vears with the s* orlil-f amou*
VI C. Fields.

ie Mosquini Object of Dusky Thespians
remaking; Receives Box of Luscious Candy
ie Morrison, possibly better day— then so did Ernie the next
l as "Sunshine Sammy," one
Ignoring the manv proffered ofI' Roach's
'hi love
rascals' of "Our
fers
aid end
Ernie
stuckthird
and atof the
to day
fame is in
the job
of the
his
inarily this announcement
patience was rewarded — the preUl„ havr been
sentation
made
with
Chesterbeing
th* Many
h.rd.hlp,, „ndur«-<l hy pi.,,
n't mean a thing — it's being fieldian courtesy
and respect. Needevery day — some of us get
era
in
ipectacular
during
location Irip* anil I hefilm*
with it and some of us do
less to say the gift was accepted by
crral porlion
of
the
censure
directed
at
Miss
Mosquini.
ut that angle has nothing to
those responsi
is well deth this story, because in this
served.
The mostble recent
production to he subjected to this talk
ce — Sunshine's, to be exact — Helene Sighs For
is "The Sea Hawk" which Frank "
imply a case of long-distance
Lloyd
has been
li luring atof < folk
. i ■ Th
espectful admiration for Will
Una,many
uatng
a multitude
Sunny California
for
days.
s' new star, Marie Mosquini.
Eastern motion picture producIn the ranks of those who anplot of the story runs somemore prone to accord praise,
ers seem determined to keep Helene
like this. When Ernie first Chadwick
however,
is Jesse L. Clay, who was
in New York.
employed in minor hits in tbls
the diminutive Marie he
Shortly after her arrival there
buccaneering tale. While workup to 'big brother' Robert recently Miss Chadwick signed to
ahoard the
ciehtceningmiles
out "Gallease,**
at sea several
wan, director of the "Our play the lead in "The Masked
weeks ago he was stricken with
comedies, saying, "Ah won- Dancer'' and the part of Lady
illness of a very serious nature,
attributable
the exposure to
you all would 'low me to Mary opposite Rudolph Valentino
sun.
sea and to
wind
in "Monsieur Beaucaire."
scanty attire
his because of llnIn the past week Miss Chadwick
has had two other offers from
prominent New York producers VON ELTZ AWAITS
oh
NEW FILM
which, if she accepts, will keep the
popular star in Manhattan until
the middle of next summer. Miss
NOMENCLATURE;
'HEAVY' NOT
Chadwick has also been offered a
CORRECT,
HE CONTENDS
leading part in a new Broadwayplay which she has turned down
in favor of film work.
Believes Screen Villians More Polished Type:
It is quite likely that Helene will
Wickednss Outgrowth of Definite Situations
not sign any further Eastern contracts other than the two she has
Theodor von Eltz looks soon for Pa ramount.
already agreed to in that she is a new nomenclature for the screen.
"Heavy,"
von Eltz,
"accordanxious to get back to her home in Time, the all powerful, as it has
ing to Mr. .F.saysSturgess
Allen,
A.B.,
Los Angeles and resume work here. brought this industry of picture I. LB., means weighty, hefty, lead■nth at beautiful lady a box of Like most Hollywood stars who making out of its much exploited
en, ponderous.
In the
drama, the villian
who old
heldmelothe
infancy, has produced new types
■ypther's candy — 'cause he sure visit New York, Miss Chadwick
Mmake fine ones," and all the after a few weeks of theatre-going so that old terms no longer fit, this mortgage, was weighty, ponderous
visiting popular show places actor has found. Now Mr. von and seemed hefty until the hero
fespf the old stuff about "sweets and
is now homesick for California and Eltz, according to the old phrae- gave him a jolt. His watch chain
If > 6tC.'
leaden and so were hearts
U being assured by "Bob," who anxious to get away from the ice sology is the "heavy'' in Herbert was
when he came around. Mr. Allen.
.■I reality like a big brother as and snow as soon as possible.
Brenon's "The Breaking Point" for
Bps director to the whole clever
A.B., LLB., takes up the abstract
qualities when he tells us that a
p« which includes Mary KornTHESPIANS
ADDED
fcal, Ernie Morrison, Mickey PROMINENT
villian is a blackguard, a miscreant, aslip halter, a nothing and
Uls,
"Farina,"
Joe
Frank
Cobb
a
ruffian.
■■Jackie Condon that such a
TO D. W. GRIFFITH CAST; REBJdure would be K. O. Ernie
"Comprehensive as screen art is,
I have never yet seen a villian who
CRUITED FROM EARTH'S ENDS
wired
(or
"prolonged,"
as
exwas both a nithing and a slip
Htatistics are not available on
halter. The movie actor on or off
-■point) a huge box of his Lucille La Verne Figures Prominently
the
screen I am confident has never
Bar's chocolates.
been either. So the physical and
►(] bringing them to the studio
in" America;" Wolheim of "Hairy Ape"
abstract
qualitiesvillian
are misfits.
llv days ago the old saying
"The screen
is UlUtltv
Renown Also Represented Prominently
VC "true love and busses of
slender,
fair
to
look
upon, polished,
A number of prominent actors
Louis Wolheim, college graduate,
Hnt vintage never running
Mexican revolutionist and actor sHbtle, pleasant, a good mixer, good
with, etc.," again proved itself have just been added to the cast
Bsc Miss Mosquini happened of D. W. Griffith's "America," the extraordinary, whose performance
spender,
but a nithing,
he isn't,
halter-well
not this
year —a
It on location on that certain photodrama of the War of In- in "The Hairy Ape," is still vivid slip
while in this day when art is no
dependence which Griffith is mak- in the minds of all who saw it.
Riley Hatch, concert singer, longer obvious, a black guard and
ing for the Daughters of the
as synonyms become
Revolution as their contribution to artist and actor on both stage and miscreant
ks Agents Will
anacronisms.
the country-wide sesquicentennial screen, now playing in "The
celebration of the freedom of this
\teet February 12th
country.
Arthur Wreck."
Donaldson, a musical to film fans as a few years ago he
Nervous
|e
"Honest BirthAbe"
to light opera patrons.
When "America" has its world comedy star of two continents, who, wasEdwin
be memory
honored onof Lincoln's
Holland, who played in
achieving fame in Norway,
( February 12, which will be premiere at the Forty-fourth Street after
Sweden and Denmark, created the "The Copperhead" with Lionel
Theatre,
New
York,
Feb.
21,
[rated by the "Wampas" with
Barrymnre. with Olga Nethersole.
first big open meeting since the theatre lovers will be pleased to title role in the original "Prince of Kirhard
Mansfield, and other stars
find in addition to Carol Demp- Pilsen" company here.
Jit
Wampas
Frolic
and
Ball
in
too
numerous to mention.
Erville
Aldcrson,
attorney
at
Francisco. It will be held at
ster, Neil Hamilton and Lionel
and actor, who founded an art
James ('larcnrr Malaidy, another
Piccadilly Tea Room in Holly- Barrymore, a host of favorites in law
excellent roles, among them Lucille theatre in Kansas City, Mo., and stage veteran of long experience.
Charles Bennett, who began h''
hancing, exhibition, exploitation Le Verne, whose performance in gave up the stage to enter the
reviewing of motion pictures "Sun Up" is one of the outstanding (Jriffith fold, where he has been career with Edwin Booth, quit the
board, to become I lawyer, and re|be discussed by experts before triumphs of the stage year. Other seen in several productions,
turned to portray an important role
Sydney Deane, another musical
fiembership of the YVestern Mo- well known players in "America"
Picture Advertisers.
comedy star today is a' well known
are :
in "America."
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1 tie Digest o) the Motion / icture industry
Scenarist

Director

Star
Cameraman
Asi't Director
HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1 442 Beachwood Dr.
1442 Beachwood Drive.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release)
Al. Neitz
Jack Perrin
Carl Guthler
Al. Neitz
Jack Perrin Paul Allen
Sanford Productions.
G. Ertl
F. S. Mattison Mattison

Al. Neitz

Type

•Wild and Woolly"
"The Border Cavalier"
"The Last White Man"

INCE STUDIO.
Patricia Foulds, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
John Griffith Wray All-Star Henry Sharp
Buddy Ericksen
C. Gardner
Rules"
Lambert Hillyer All-Star Howard Anderson Lester Manter
Arthur
StatterSullivan "Against
"Those Whothe Dance"
Regal Pictures, Inc.
Wm. Beaudine
Tenny Wright
Kirkwood-Lee
Ray June
C. Gardner Sullivan "Love and Lies"
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
Buster Keaton
Buster Keaton

1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Elgin Lessley Walter Reed Jean Havez

LASKY STUDIOS.
Tom White, Casting. 1520
Paramount Pictures. (Famous Play ers-Lasky Release.)
Dimitri Buchowetzki Productions.
Dimitri Buchowetzki Pola Negri
Alvin WyckofE
George Melford Productions
Chas. Clarke
Geo. Melford All-Star
Cecil DeMille Productions.
Bert Glennon
Cecil DeMille All-Star
Herbert Brenon Productions.
Herbert Brenon All-Star
Bert Baldridge
Sam Wood Productions.
Al. Gllks
Sam Wood
All-Star
Irving Willat Productions.
Special Color
Irving Willat All-Star
L. B. MAYER STUDIO.
Fred Niblo Productions.

ProgreM

Editing
1st Week
Editing
Editing
nth Week

7616th Week
Holly 214

"Sherlock Junior"

12th Week !
Holly 2

• Men"

2nd Week

Vine St
Cowen
Kenneth Hawks
Paul Iribe

Paul Bern

"The Dawn of a Tomorrow" Editing
• Triumph"
3th Week

Harold Schwartz Yerne-Bingham
John Waters Willis Goldbeck

"The Breaking Point"
•Bluff

Otto Brower

"Wanderer of the Wasteland'ord Week

Geo. C. Hull

4th Week
Editing

5360 Melrose Ave.

MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd. Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
Reginald Barker
All-Star Percy Hilburn Harry Schenek Cowan-Higgin
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release).
. Gasnier
Ethel Shannon
Karl Struss George Yohalem
Olga Printzlau

"Broken Barriers"
"The Breath of Scandal'

Capitol 2
Preparing
431Preparing

Holly 4
Editing
METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave. Pierre Hungate, Casting.
"Woman's Intuition"
Harry Beaumont
Viola Dana
John Arnold Frank Strayer Cowan-Higgins
Sawyer-Lubin Productions.
Clarence Badger
All Star
Rudolph Burcjuist Chas. Hunt
Winnifred Dunn "The Shooting of Dan McGrew"6th Week
Holly 7
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS. Individual Casting. 7 1 00 Santa Monica Blvd.
United Artists Release.
PRINCIPAL PICTURE
Louis Tolhurst
ROACH STUDIO.
Rob Wagner
Len Powers
Ralph Cedar
Bob McGowan
Geo. Jeske
J. A. Howe
Fred Gioul

CORP.

Culver City.
Will Rogers
Animals
Chas. Chase
Our Gang
Stan Laurel
Spat
Family
Earl Mohan

7250 Santa Monica.
Warren Doane, Mgr.
Robt. Doran Hennecke
B. Currigan Vreland
Robt. Dotal] C. Hennecke
Frank Young Leo McCarey
Frank Young Leo McCarey
Nick
Barrows Hamilton
Kinsey
Len Powers
Lew Foster

RUSSELL STUDIO. B. D. Russell, Mgr. 1 439
C. W. Patton Productions. H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Seitz
Walker-Cooper
Maloford
Productions. Allene Ray
Maloney-Williamson Leo Maloney
Badoracco
H. J. Brown Productions.
Al Rogell Fred Thompson
Walker
Howard Davies Productions.
H. Davies Howard Davies
3800 Mission Road.
SELIG STUDIO.
Paul Hurst
Hedda Nova Frank CotneT
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Roy Del Ruth Harry Langdon Spear
Del Lord
All-Star Billy Williams

Walter Anthony
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

Beachwood Dr.
Doc Joos
Stratton
Don Duncan
Joe Murphy
• 'has. Hall
Ewert Adamson
Gray
Stevens

Holly 2
Microscopic MoUon PlcturesSchedule
2-Reel Comedy
1-Reel Comedy
Schedule
Schedule
1- Reel Comedy
Schedule
2- Reel Comedy
Schedule
Editing
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
2-Reel Comedy
Schedule
1-Reel Comedy
761"The Fortieth Door"
•Payable On Demand"
"The Silent Stranger"
"Fools of Fate"
"Were Tigers'

Staff

L

1 st Week
Capitol 0
1st Week
Drexel I
1st Week

■Turn to the Left"
STUART MACK STUDIO.
1 329 Gordon St. Stuart Mack, Genl Mgr. Wm. Muench, Casting
Stuart Mack Productions.
Stuart Mack Lola Patti
Harry Crawford
Staff
"Everyday Mystery"
StuartCrane
Mack
All-Star Longnecker J. Cunningham
Staff
"Out of the Dark"
Geo. Ezra
Jr. Productions.
Geo. E. Crane
J. Cunningham

6th Week
Episode
2nd
Preparing

SUNSET
PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd. A.Harry
J. Xydias,
and Gen.
Jack Nelson
Fraser Pres.
J. Ingman
Kane Mgr.
"After a Million"
J. B. Warner
Productions.Kenneth McDonald
Robt. Bradbury
J. B. Warner A. MacManigal Jack Pierce
"Wanted by the Law"

6th A\ week 4764th Week

Holly 1
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BURNEUR
ASKS AID OF FRANCE
IN SCREENING
TRUE
FRENCH
WOMAN;
SCRIPT CONTEST
operates with 'Le Journal9 of Paris in Big
cenario Meet; 170,000 Francs Are Offered
aurice Tourneur, noted direclas completed arrangements to
nt to the world via the motion
re screens of every country,
eal French woman of today.
picturization is to be a
rn drama that must, in addito offering exceptional enterlent, offset the general erroneconception among countries
*n to France, of the French
le, generally pictured as the
nt, flighty woman encountered
le inferior establishments of
vlontmart.
a most effective manner to
In such a story, Mr. Tourneur
(Aonceived the idea of inviting
H<rench nation to supply it by
^■s of a contest to be conducted
Hrance under the auspices of
■ Journal,"Prizes
a leading
Parisian
Hpaper.
and awards
for
■fcted stories involving the sum
Ho, 000 francs are to be awarded
Hiis contest by Mr. Tourneur.
H total amount covering the
s was deposited yesterday with
s Sentous, French Consul in
Angeles.
ne judges have been appointed
ass on the stories submitted
rising leading representatives
arious arts and industries, as
ws: Louis Sentous, French
ul, President of the Board of
es; L. Brunswig, Officer of
'rench Legion of Honor, L. J.
stopher, President of the
ch Colony in Los Angeles,
rice Tourneur, Maurice Fog,
ctor of L'Union Nouvelle,
e Chautard, French photoplay
tor, Georges Jomier, author,
Smith, motion picture adver5 manager and Francis Becker,
less manager.
he average French woman is
?ighton Would
Rival Whiteman
eighton Hale, prominent in the
of "The Marriage Circle" has
enjoying during his evenings,
c in his own home, where some
s friends gather with various
al instruments. It has occured
r. Hale "why not have a big
stra?" so he has acted on the
iration and sent word to all
actors he knows who are
teal to join the orchestra. His
I is to secure a director, practice
I music and be ready at any
I to play for benefits, charity
irs and over the radio in addito the pleasure each will get
(of the organization. Mr. Hale
Id be glad to have any actor
plays communicate with hini
[is home at 1762 Orchid Avenue,
he: 470-408.
hester Bennett has fully reiHred from his recent nervous
p'jkdown and is busily engaged
'"leading books and plays for his
production starring Jane No-

a clever, happy companion, a devout wife, an admirable mother,
and
an
excellent housekeeper,"
Mr. Tourneur,
in discussing said
his
plan. "It has been my hope for
some time, to bring about a better
appreciation of the true French woman of today and this hope has
been shared by many other Frenchmen. There is no greater agency
to internationally accomplish this
than the motion picture and so, with
the assistance of my associates, I
have arranged this plan for a
national contest in France with the
belief that a story will result,
written by someone most familiar
with the subject, that will give a
better appreciation in this and other
countries, of the French woman.
"The story will essentially offer
exceptional entertainment. It must
be a scenario that will be enjoyed
and appreciated by the motion picture public of the world — but it
must also carry the message that it
is conceived to carry. History
has made the French woman an
international institution. As a
nucleous for story material she is
second to none. The motion picture
can pay tribute as no other medium
and it is my ambition to so honor
the true French woman of today."
Clothes Will Help
in Acting, Says Carl
Have dress clothes a good "stand
in" with the scenario writer?
Carl Miller, who wore them for
21 hours the other day for scenes
in "Once In a Blue Moon" in
which he is playing a featured role
opposite Marie Provost suspects
they have. He has heard of no less
than half a dozen male leads who
are clad these days in the claw
hammer.
How Mr. Miller has been foiling the villian, who knows something of his past life. He is doin^
it with poker face expression and
much suavity.
"Dismissing any preference for
the scenario writer who may like
to see a man dress up, the psychology of clothes cannot be disregarded, n man will be more
master of a situation when he
knows his tailor has done well by
him. Reasoning thus, he can hand
a nicer wallop to an arch enemy
when his figure is moulded into
evening clothes," says Mr. Miller.
The actor doesn't' state how the
other six are wearing theirs, but
Miller himself has his fit like a
glove !
Adeline M. /llvord, head of the
Editorial Department of the United
Producer! and Distribution , announces that she is not only conas authors'
tinuing her service
representative,
placing stories with
various motion picture companies,
but she has expanded her business,
adding
her
staff.more readers and critics to

For two years Father Ral-lou
played leads »n the Universal lot
Opposite every male star from
Joe Martin in romrdic* to Herbcrt RawliltBon ill drama* anil
William Desmond in serials. RrB Using the greater opportune
tirii of the free-Ian ee player, »hr
terminated her contrast ami was
engaged as Rose Mayllr In '"Oliver Twist," a role which railed
for a lypieally Ilickcnsian aacrharlnlty. Then eame a really
alive present-day debutante in
Rupert
This was Hughes1
followed "Remembrance.11
by LubltScb/l
"The
Marriage
Circle,*1
wherein
she seemeil one hundred prr
cent
iennese, an adroitly expert man.
rhamber. Her delineation of
Fraulein Hofer resembled the
Northwestern Mounted Police:
she never left any- doubt in the
minds of the spectators as to
whether
get her engagement.
man.
In hershe'dpresent
Miss Ralston presents tile crown,
ing touch of versatility. She is
playing achapterplay,
"heavy" in"TheWilliam
Duncan's
Free
Trader,"
this studiofor aUniversal.
leading She It-ft
she returned to it an
Col. W.
Fleming,
the known
"Kit"
Carson
of theF.show
business,
all over the world for his characterization ofthe famous plainsman
of the West's early days, has been
cast for a character role in Jack
Hoxie's new western feature,
"Ridgeway of Montana," now in
production at Universal City under the direction of Clifford Smith.
Incidentally, Fleming gave Iloxie
his first job in the show game when
the Universal film star was still i
lanky cowboy on the Oklahoma
range. Fleming was the proprietor
of a wild west show which' feahimself inwas
the employed
role of "Kit"
Carson.tured Hoxie
as a
trick rider and fancy roper in the
troupe. At that time Hoxie had a
national reputation as a rider and
roper and had won a couple of
championships
the Southwest. at famous rodeos in
Deathhisoffirst
Fleming's
gave
Hoxie
chance mother
at dramatic
characterization. Fleming left the
show in Jack's charge while he
mother's
his managed
for only
Texas not
went to Hoxie
funeral.
the sho wbut played the role of
"Kit" Carson during Fleming's absence. Hoxie followed the wild
west show game for a couple of
seasons and then got a job as a
cowboy extra in picturci. Since
that time he has become one of the
most popular of the western stars.
Fleming has bad many shows
and has taken them many time*
around the world, but he says the
is over.
day of the wild west show western
screen
play. its bow to the
It has made

tit he
Sx<i s ) nil
(iood things tome in threes, saw
an old adage which seems to he
proven in thr case of Sydney Chaplin. The instantaneous smir.*
this famous comedian ha* registered since his serious return to
comedy acting was demonstated
in three pictures: "The Rendezvous," "Her Temporary Husband "
and "Galloping Fith," just comNews travels quickly in the
pleted.
film world and Syd Chaplin's triple
success has brought him three distinct offers of stardom in as main
foreign countries. First came thr
invitation from the Ideal Film
Company, of England, for whom
Wanda Hawlcy and Betty Compson have made pictures, to appear
in their coming production of
"Charley's Aunt," internationally
popular stage farce. Second, the
Mundus Film Company, of Paris,
wants Syd to come over to France
to star in a series of comedies.
The third offer, just received this
week, is from The Vita Film Industry, of Vienna, which now has
Max Linder under contract, to
come to Hungary as its premier star
at the new studios to be opened in
March.
Naturally,
offers have
brought
him allSyd's
the flattering
emotions invariably evoked by such
foreign engagements — and each of
these offers carries alluring salaries
and other perquisites. At the same
time, however, he is considering
two important contracts offered him
by American
film he
producers.
in a short time,
must makeWithhis
decision and then we shall know
whether he will stay on here or go
abroad.
Alright, Boys.
Rack Your Burins!
Rosemary Cooper, who recently
completed her featured role in
Emory Johnson's production of
"Swords and Ploughshares," is in
a quandrfry. She wants a name
for her dog. It is a cross between an Irish terrier and an
Airedale, with all the virtues of
both of these strains and but one
vice — it is passionately fond of
corned-beef!
Missthat
Cooper's
friends
have suggested
she call
the
dog "Dintysideration ofMoore,"
the consex, whichbutis supposed
to be Hollywood's chief pastime,
unfortunately
of
this name. prevents the adoption
To the person who gives Mitt
Cooper the best name for her dog,
she has promised the reward of a
lucioai corned-beef sandwich, accompanied bya glass of real beer,
"alcoholic content less than onehalf of one percent by volume."
The name of Delbert E. Davenport bids fair to be muib conjured
in the minds of movie jam lor the
next fnO months and possibly years
because visedofa nev:
the fadsit that
has decm heteihmque.
which manylutionize say
promiset
to revothe who!*
nnema
art.
Mr. Davenport has just completed
the first feature picture to be made
under the rules of kit new methods
and it is said to be a veritcihle
revelation.
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UNITED STUDIOS.
5341 Mel rose. M. C.Jl
Levee,
Pres.
Joseph M. Schenck Production*. (First National Release).
Jerome Storm Constance Talmadge Ray Blnger
Edward Brophy Sullivan
First National Productions.
Dan Keefe
Harry O. Hoyt
Sylvia Breamer
Laurence Trimble All-Star
Frank Lloyd Productions.
Harry Well
Frank Lloyd All-Star
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal
Film
Manufacturing
Co.Denny(Universal Release).
Reginald
Hrrry Pollard
Edward Laemmle Billy Sullivan
Wm. Desmond
Wm. Craft
Marchant
Luciano Albertlni
King Baggot
Philbln
Slim Summerville Mary
Slim Summerville
Wm. Watson
Bert
Roach
Robt. Hill
Laura La Plante Jack Rose
Wm. Duncan
Wm. Duncan
Edward Sedgwick Hoot Gibson
Clifford Smith
Jack Hoxie
Irving Cummings All-Star
Ben Wilson Serial Productions.
Nobles
Jaques Jaccard Gerber-Cobb
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
J. Stewart BlacktorAll-Star
David Smith Productions.
Dave Smith All-Star

WALDORF

STUDIOS.

"Love Insurance"
"Information Kid" Series
Koehner
"The Riddle Rider"
Barry
Ray Taylor
"The Iron Man"
"The Inheritors"
Holland
2-Reel Comedy
Harmer
2-Reel Comedy
Wm. Rau
Hugh Hoffman
"An Old
Darling"
"The
FreeMan's
Trader"
N'ordlinger
Chas.
Dorian
"Forty-Horse Hawkins"
"Ridgeway
of
Montana"
Woolstenhorhe Gerald Beaumont 'Johnny Comes Marching Home"
McGaugh
Coolidge "In the Days of '49"

w. S. Smith, Gen.
Albert Dorrls
Mgr.
Dagwill
5842 Sunset Blvd.
John
Tenny Strayer
Wright
David Stumar
Abel
Frank
E. B. DuPar
Bell-Doty

6070 Sunset Blvd.

The Gold Fish"
"The Woman On the Jury" 4th
"Sundown"
4th Week
Week
Schedule
The Sja Hawk'

1 708 Talmadge.
Reggie Lyons

WARNER BROS. STUDIOS.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Wm. A. Seiter All-Star
Harry Beaumont All-Star
Wm. Beaudine All-Star
Monte Bell All-Star

Editing

"Between Friends"
"Borrowed Husbands"
"How to Educate a Wife"
"Babbitt"
"Lover's Lane"
"Broadway After Dark"

4th Week
Schedule
Editing 43310th Week
7th Week
Schedule
Schedule
4th Week
Week
3rd
3rd Week
1st Week
Preparing
3rd Week 598-l|
1st Week
Schedule
Holly 41
Preparing
Preparing
Editing
Preparing

Al. Brandt, Gen Mgr.
Madeline Outlines
Attributes of Pearl
Pearls, to some people mean
tears, but to Madeleine Hurlock,
beautiful Mack Sennett screen
siren, they are the only precious
stones ways
which
appealin topreference
her. "I al-to
wear pearls
any other
jewelry,"
said Miss
lock, "probably
because
I am Hurnot
superstitious in the first place, and
secondly, to me they represent
something sympathetically innocent
and delicate, and I do not spend
half of my time eating oysters in
the hope that I may some day find
one of the valuable little stones
hidden inside a shell."

You missed your guess that time! This is not a talking doll from Ye
Toy Shoppe; it is five-year-old Tirginia Davis, one of our new kiddie
exponents of silent drama, in a very real imitation of one, however.
Tirginia is making a series of twelve one-reel cartoon pictures for
Wall Disney, local cartoonist and short-subject producer, at his studio at
4651 Kingswell Avenue. She is no<w at work on the third. One picture
will be made each month. In these productions Disney combines fieshand-blood players with thespians from Cartoonland. Between three and
four thousand drawings are required for each film, in addition to the
regular negative.
Prior to her advent in the Hollywood motion picture colony Miss
Davis was one of the principal players for a big film advertising company in Kansas City with which Disney was also associated when in the
east.

Beautiful, she was, and the man
who passed through an office where
she was seated looking at some
pictures of Cuilen Landis, most
attractive in the southern costumes
he wearsmountin production
"Magnolia,"
the Parajust completed,
was decidedly intrigued. In an
outer room he heard her explaining shamelessly:
"Isn't Cuilen adorable! Did you
ever see anyone look more adorthan Cuilen
!" were to Mr.
All ablethese
raptures
Landis' secretary. Finally the girl
left and the man came to the secretary with a long face.
"She looked mighty adorable to
me,
niceadded:
show I have," he
said but
and athen
"Well, break the news. Who is
"Oh she! Why she's Cullen's
sister,
Margaret Landis," laughed
the
secretary.

Conway

Holly 79 !
Believes
In Film Vok

The voice is important in mot
picture acting after all, acco
ing to Conway Tearle, popular I
star
to be in
co-featured
Barb ;
LaMarr
Maurice with
Tourneu
"The
White
Moth,"
for
First
tional.
Says Mr. Tearle: "It's true tl
the voice can't be heard on
screen,it but
too Imuch
that
can itbeisn't
seen.
meanto tli
the vibrations of the voice all
the playing of a motion picti
performer to a far greater exttj
than most people dream.
"In the first place, screen acti
isn't pantomine. It follows clos '
the technique of the speaking its
and it is silly to suppose that o
could follow that technique, ev
with the variations demanded
the cameras, and abandon the n*
potent
the
voice.force an actor possesses
"I have played opposite vario
stars and I have noticed in alm<
every case that those stars
know how to use their vocal chor
in enacting their roles drew t
most from their cast. All play a<
ing demands a certain sinceri
and a certain assumption on tj
part of the audience and spectato,
that something fictional is som
thing true. Well, do you thin
that it is possible for motion pi i
ture performers and their directo
to enter spiritedly into acting whii,
is manifestly unreal, or rather u:.
convincing, since we who are b
fore the camera hear what is b,
ing said ?

she?"
"MOVIE
MONEY"
By JACK McCREADY

Fauc 9

KING GATES
ictus and mesquite and chapariombrero and serape — Gringo
Greaser — revolution and ban!— long stretches of mesa and
:hed hillsides — wine-like air
cloudless skies — the multinified glimmer of white stars
velvet night panoply — a baby
sifting sand.
Iver City, New Mexico, is the
of origin of King Gates, tiny
player and able contestant at
(Cinema gaming table. He hails
tin that wind-swept country to
tl east that has figured so promiMtly in the southwestern develohent of our country. Silver City
«iggestive
of a prospector's
ahed El Dorado,
the terminus im-of
inquest for terra firma fortune —
Olrailroad millions — of stubborn
eiuse and equally stubborn cowptcher — of conflict between two
Dions.
fet from these desolate and bar« wastes has come a youngster
<tt> has pitched camp in the midst
V Filmdom and hurled defies at
I usual obstacles in the path to
n:ion picture success. King Gates
ft he exponent of manly Kidhood
( we may so crudely refer to
It most delightful period of a
jnng man's noexistence)
aciiwledges
superior.andOnehe can
: lost see a "By golly, I'll
|3HT!" in the firm, determined
I of his mouth. The eyes are
tlzzical, decidedly so. There is
* unusually mature strain in the
Wish make-up. He has an air of
llivado that he has no doubt inI rited from the turbulent sur[jmdings of his New Mexico; an
Befinable mental position of selfJfense. He has come to conquer
Iillywood — Hollywood will not
aiquer him, that is certain!
King is five years old; he has
I derstanding beyond the usual
I tits of sixty-odd months. He
kIIs. He reads. He writes. He

sings and he recites ably. A diminutive exponent of the soft-shoe
dance is he. He takes himself
seriously but not too much so. As
we have said he is essentially a
fighter. But there is a great deal
of charm to his gladiator attitude,
one is almost tempted to pick him
up and throw him around like a
rubber ball at times. He has a
very
disarming smile;
broad
and infectious.
It jumpsit'saround
his face like a grasshopper leaping
from one grass blade to another.
It breaks out here and there helterskelter. He knows his stuff, King
does. He ought to be a mighty
popular young actor.
Upon arriving in Los Angeles a
short time ago he was selected for
several prologues at local theaters,
including appearances on the stage
at Loew's State and at the Philharmonic Auditorium. This prologue business was only a prologue
for his film work, however, for not
long after he plunged zestfully into
the business of putting the move
into movies. His 1923 count was
fourteen pictures. Some of them
only gave him a breath of space,
but they were pictures and it's all
"breaking-in"
in the game, these
roles. There was "Hollywood"
and "Crooked Alley" and "The
Extra Man," Hoot Gibson's bur"You Can't
Not to forget
Get Awaylesque.With
It" and others too
lengthy to enumerate. Ambitious
effort went into each par. Sincerveness was abunsick-to-it-i
iy and dant.
King was slowly but surely
progressing.
"I've just begun to act" is his
challenge.
Perry's
paraphrase
And like the ofBritish
on Lake
Erie.
Filmdom will capitulate; to the
personality barrage of this young
ster. He fights. King Gates has
pep and spunk. He'll get
lots ofalright.
there,

Films Hailed as
"Sttutemtin" Nrfs
I nities Resurrector
\ Otet for Hid pit
Ralph Lewis has received more
Charles Kenyon, the eminent
playwright and screen author, who fan letters in regard to his role
is now adapting "The Mark of \ of Stoneman in "The Birth of a
Cain" for John Gilbert, Fox star, ! Nation'' than any other character
points out the resurrection by the he ever played. He is still receiving them from Arabia, Japan
films of the dramatic unities. These
restrictive laws of time, place and and other eastern countries.
action, were first evolved by the
Greek dramatists, and actuated all ! While hair dressers have been
writing for the stage, until centuries encouraging insomnia in an tffort
later, when William Shakespeare, j
per f est new styltt
of "bobs"
for
and the other Elizabethan drama- to
temperamental
flappers,
a most
tists, made literary history by dis- unique and attractive effect hat
regarding them entirely. When
hern accidently obtained by Inna
motion pictures first came into be- Q. S'tlison. who has juil tompleted
ing, the greatest field they pro- work on Richard H'alton Tully'i
vided to authors was the ease with "Flowing Gold." Juit shtnglr
which the unities could be disre- your hair and allow it to grow into
garded, and as a consequence, a pretty, tousled tangle of equal
picture* limit.
jumped here and there [ lenght, and look like .Inna (J.
without
// will be remembered that .Inna
"We realize today," says Ken- suffered the barber's shears to ship
"that the best
picturesmoothly,
is one her former golden tresses preparawhich yon,develops
its story
to hermostwork
"Ponjola."
using fades or titles to indicate where toryshe
ably in
portrayed
the
lapse of time, which keeps its loca- role of Desmond, the boy. She has
tions close together, and which since allowed her tresses to grow,
knits its action into a singly de- without rhyme or reason, with the
veloped dramatic episode. I dare result that her hair is now a mass
say that every reader in the offices of pretty ringlets about four inches
of the great motion picture com- in length, giving her pretty fare a
panies, avoids the episodic tale, and most captivating, Gypsy-like appearance. Try it.
searches untiringly for stories that
are closely knit. All hail the
Greek unities! They have been
Kenyon Outlines
resurrected by the motion picture!"
Don'tt
Albert Authors
G. Kenyon, well-known
Autographs on
scenarist, who recently finished his
Eat Shop Menu
adaption of "The Monster" for
Tourists visiting Los Angeles and Roland West, has formulated three
who fail to get past studio gatemen
interesting
authors: DON'TS for aspiring
have discovered a new way of get- film"DON'T
to write screen
close-up of prominent stars stories at all try
unless the urge within
in thetingflesh.
that you are preMadame Helen's restaurant ad- you is sopared tostrong
starve, steal, dishonor
joining the United Studios on Melrose Avenue, is the newest and your parents, and break all the
eight commandments for the
most popular eating place of cinema other
celebrities. It has not taken long simple satisfaction of seeing the
child
of
brain depicted upon
for the public to discover this fact the silveryour
sheet before your eyes.
with the result that noon and dinner hour finds the popular stars Having committed all these sins,
autographing photographs between and having at last reached your
courses.
"DON'T expect to recognize the
Among the screen celebrities who infant
when you do see it. You
may be found rubbing elbows with may
be its Mother, or its Father,
their
admirersTearle,
at Madame
Helen's or both, but it will bear no family
are Conway
Estelle Taylor,
resemblance
forewa
rned ! to either parent. Be
Pat O'Malley, Blanche Sweet, Maugoal—
rice Tourneur, Barbara La Marr,
"DON'T fall for the bunk that
Celleen Moore,, Milton Sills, Enid
Bennett, Richard Walton Tully, all you have to do is to submit an
Owen Moore, Bessie Love, Lew idea to be the recipient of a check
fabulous
amount.
the
Cody and many others not forget- for
new some
treatment
<.f the
same oldIt'sidea
dom. ting "Strongheart," hero of dog- that brings home the bacon to an
author. There i« nothing really
Orville Caldwell, now on his new under the sun — but there are
third week as male lead in "The
Miracle"
by Max
Rein- a lot of things we don't know about
hardt
underpresented
the direction
of Morris
Gest to Broadway, has arduous re- vet, or haven't tried."
hearsals behind him in this proAuld Lang Syne
duction whose magnitude is difficult
( harle* Rankin hrnuaht manr
to grasp. There is a cast of 700
nr*» ldra« Into lh»* produr t Ion of
and according to a recent letter
picture*,
put Into
nilfrom the Hollywood actor, the
tnrroua ayandat em*
of ■>t|M
erntintlna
and method* of nper«l|nn - h|r h
weekly pay check alone to actors
• land loda* a* * rn«.nnm* ft' i«
is $34,000. Seats on the opening
hi. Ability and fnre«L«ht II*
night sold for $16.50, with gross
hrld the atTention* position i»f
receipts on the first night of $20,Produrllnn
Manager
In the her lie
daw at- henl'nl»er*al
forty there is no abate000. Apparently
foiir aeparale nnlta <rr» operatment in the sensation the producing nn I •hat
l«l 1'radtieer
tnrril
iiree**fo1
Independentof
tion has caused, for the demand for
feature* >n*r head of the firm
seats has sold out the house for
of
Rankin
and
Ripley.
Re.li..r.
February and the first week of
Ma rch.

Wot*
^cladi»s
Cn%ncva\
^^^^Wt m W W ■
"
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[What Filmdom
Striving For]

is

By Fred W. Fox
entertainment.
He was a frequent visitor at film a t
Retrospection of the great ideals and achievements of
vaudeville theaters.
He was of serious mien at m< :
Woodrow Wilson have been highly intensified with the
times but he knew the value of worth-while amusemei I
news of his illness and subsequent death claiming the
and it is significant that he turned to the cinema for'limelight the past few days. He has been eulogized on
great portion of this recreation.
We may even venti*;
every hand as a man of brilliant principles and the preto
say
that
the
Idealist
found
exceptional
artistry in In
dominant factor in an effort to thoroughly solidify the namotion picture and the fact that a man of his mental ca \
tions of the world into one brotherhood through the meber should thus recognize the innate worth of the motit
dium of his far-famed and ill-fated League of Nations.
picture is indeed deserving of recognition.
It belies tit:
Yet the work of the twenty-eighth president of the United
sincerity of the statements of others of lesser status wl
States has also been accorded rather childish surveys at
have been so free in their condemnation of the proft
the hands of our more sensational and gushy news pursion, its standards and its people.
If the motion pictu
veyors who were probably his bitterest opponents during
his career.
was big enough and wide enough in its scope to plea
Woodrow Wilson, the Idealist, Warren G. Harding, tl
It is not for any of us to eulogize Woodrow Wilson
Democrat, and Theodore Roosevelt, the Soldier ar
Like Lincoln he belongs to the ages. We are too close
Statesman, it is certainly of sufficient magnitude that
to the span of his mortal existence to fully understand
can laugh at those who are continually harping on i
the honesty of his ideals and the momentousness of his
few inferiorities.
These men accepted Filmdom and i
work. America and the world fifty or a hundred years
work for what it represented in itself and they were tc
hence will understand, for he spoke in language far beconcerned with deriving entertainment from it to sit dow
yond our present comprehension. He sought Idealism
and pick out the flaws and knock.
Just as the Leagi
in a world that is not ready for Idealism, a world that is
of Nations was the prologue to a bigger idea and had i
still pregnant with strife and conflict. To the public-atimperfections, the motion picture today is but the pr<
large of our present generation Wilson will be remembered as a man with a great idea that was smothered by
logue, imperfect in many respects, to a greater motio
picture. It is the idea that counts.
powerful opposition. Wilson intended the League of
3r* V "V flr* ^r*
Nations as a body to initiate a war-torn world in the blessedness of fraternal intercourse and harmony and he was
It is sad but true that the time has not yet arrive
defeated by clever propaganda issued by selfish political
when the motion picture, the pulpit, the press and tr
interests. The League of Nations was not perfect in plan
other constructive forces of our country can work in a<
but it was something for the world to think about. It
cord to further the highest ideals of life. Yet the motio
should not have been totally abandoned.
picture has progressed in this respect; it does not pand<
to the sensational and debasing. It does not climb u
on the hilltops and bawl and rant about the inexcusabl
Woodrow Wilson was essentially a man of unusual infaults of the pulpit and press. It is certainly alone in thi:
tellectual capacities. He was more the educator and stuIt is a regrettable state of affairs when publishers of infli
dent than politician. As head of Princeton University
he was a force in moulding the thoughts and ideals of
ential public organs must stoop and throw dirt in orde
hundreds of young men, equipping them to play their
to "increase their circulation." They are not men c
roles in life with dexterity and completeness. But the
vision; else they could easily see where the fickleness o
the public will eventually cause it to tire of the continue
pre-eminent quality of Wilson as seen from the angle of
the motion picture industry was the fact he enjoyed good
scandalous publicizing of the personal affairs of the fol
"CAMERA !" The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry, including THE FILM TRIBUNE, The World's Greatest Filmpaper, issued o
Saturday morning of each v:eek at 6318 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, California. Entered as second-class matter August 11th, 1918, at lA
post-office at Los Angeles, California, under the piovisions of the Act of March 3rd, 1879. Published by the Camera-Tribune Publishing Corao*'"
with executive and editorial offices at 6318 Hollynood Boulevard, Hollywood, California. National advertising representatives H. H. Conger Con
pany, \'etv York, Chicago and San Francisco. Subscription Rates: $3.50 per year in Los Angeles County; $4.00 per year in outside zone; $4.50 P'
year to Canada; $5.00 per year to foreign points. Address all communications to the company. All unsolicited manuscripts are sent at the own
er's risk.
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The
Quest
Filmdom
and subsequently
drop their vaunted
lations to Lilliputian proportions.
It is even more
ttable when ordained ministers of the Gospel, of
lk of the infamous Bob Shuler, must resort to sensa1 subjects in order to fill their churches.
It belies
rawing power of the pulpit and the sincerity of the
By these signs we are led to the
logical teachers.
lusion they fear the strength of the cinema and its
And, my friends, that is not
ung popular appeal.
It therefore behooves us to devote our
rom right!
ts and energies to lead the motion picture to even
ter heights.
has been said that "the public press, even as the
ic office, is a public trust."
In maintaining those
ards and fulfilling that tradition the bulk of Amerinewspapers have failed. They have sacrificed the
h to the Shinto and Buddha of the publisher's realm
e great god .Circulation. And it is enthroned on a
bly
The "reform"
heretics
have defiled
tity shrine.
of the Church.
They have
wandered
from the
the
ne admonition to "go out unto all creation and
ad the Gospel," and have substituted for their sacrites a passionate worshipping of — Publicity. They
p forsaken Religion for Politics and "Reform" and
pus egotistical discourses as topics for Sunday delibion.
yi\\ it come to pass that the motion picture will find
ecessary to spread News, that is the Truth, and Rein, through its celluloid channels, too? Or will the
s and pulpit eventually function normally again and
p more be vested with the faith and respect of the
lie? All three are avid in their quest of Idealism, but
have chosen wayward paths that can never lead

(Tribune

Page 1 I

of
Idealism
aright. The motion picture industry has created Frank
lin Booth air castles oftimes, 'tis true, and it has been erroneously publicized, to a great extent, through its own
distorted ideas of advertising that held sway in the early
days of the business . Circus press-agentry was never
intended for the cinema; it is an Art. But the other two
have not been cognizant of the refinement that has come
to motion pictures in the last decade. They are sadly
behind the times
*****
Woodrow Wilson sought to perpetuate Idealism. His
quest was futile to some extent, for as we previously
said, he was ahead of the times. But his effort, the
League of Nations, was an idea for the attainment of the
ideal of universal fraternity. The unreal aura of romance
surrounding Filmdom must be done away with. In our
quest of Idealism we must not lose our heads in the
clouds. For after all is said and done we are dealing
with human thought and human beings, and our ideals
should be practically consistent with the trend of human
understanding. Some of Filmdom is away ahead of the
times; the rest is modernly mediocre. We must find the
balance. Our quest of Idealism, incorporating Art and
Entertainment, Education and Invention, must not fail.
Motion pictures need a man like Woodrow Wilson to
define our ideals to the public, a man like Warren G.
Harding to give them everyday explanation, and a man
like Theodore Roosevelt to give us real action. Such a
triumvirate is bound to triumph. But first, last and always let us keep faith with our ideals. It is not necessary for us to sacrifice them to false gods. Our quest is
along the right road, but we must keep step with Father
Time- — and human comprehension.
win,
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ollyv?ood
iboralorV
Exclusive producers of
TRANSPARENCY TITLES
by a ncv& process on a patented
,$25,000.00 machine
112* LILLIAN WAY
HOLLY 1606

FRED

AH news material for "Camera!'' and The Film
Tribune must be addressed to "Editor of Camera!"
and NOT TO INDIVIDUALS! This will facilitate
speed in handling same.
Editorial forms close at 4:30 Wednesdays. Advertising forms at 9 p. m. Thursdays. GET YOUR
COPY IN BEFORE THESE HOURS AS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WILL BE CONSIDERED
LATER!

MILLER
All Legal Matters
Attorney and Counselor-at-Law
JACK
P. LEONARD
340 Douglas Bldg. Consultation Free
Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone 874-172

COMEDIAN
Main

4915

PEERLESS 4 Passenger, 1923
PACKARD
Town
Car, 1920
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MAW OTHERS
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6400 Sunset
434-655
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Authors Hepresenintlve
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United Producers 1606 Highland Are.
and Distributors Hollywood, California
Telephone 430-078

H. W. WALL, M. D.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
l''<irn;erly of New York
ACUTE OR CHRONIC DISEASES
tf.VtK Hollywood Blvd.
Hours 2-f> P. M. or by Appointment

BRUNO
Publicity Photos, Professional Photos,
Casting Director Photos
6412 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Telephone 431-929
Your home is incomplete
without a radio set
THE CHENEY SHOP
6611 Hollywood Blvd.
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'Where

all

good
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together."
NEW
CAFE
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JOHN
6382 Hollywood Blvd.

STUDIO
AGENCY
Formerly
RAY LA VERNE AGENCY
1521 North Bronson Ave.
Registrations from 9:30 A. M. to 3:00 P. M. Daily

TINTED
PORTRAITS

When one, at t lie tender age of six, successfully masters one of the finer arts, it is considered rather extraordinary.
Suppose then, if you were a little child,
you could boast of five victories over difficult
accomplishments? Wouldn't you be proud?
Little Elizabeth Ann Keever, one of the
many tots now gracing the silver sheet, is
equally efficient in screen artistry, eccentric
dancing, elecution, singing and at the piano.
Her first opportunity to emote before the
clicking camera came when the late William
Desmond Taylor discovered her in the act
of interpreting a difficult buck and wing number. To be able to sustain natural appearance while executing this dance is of course
hard, and the eminent director immediately
saw the possibilities in her if given the proper
chance on the screen. Consequently, Taylor
signed her for a part in his Lasky production,
"The Soul of Youth."
Her work in this production, although unimportant, won comment at the pre-release
showing and Elizabeth Ann was given a
bigger and more important role, this time in
E. Mason
filmed
at theHopper's
Goldwynproduction
Studios. then
Since being
then
she has enacted scores of important parts,
each one bringing fresh laurels.
Her musical career started when she was
able to span an octave on the piano and immediately afterward it was discovered that
the child possessed a remarkable voice. Both
piano lessons and voice culture played a big
part in her earlier youth.
Never once has Elizabeth Ann neglected
any one of her accomplishments. Her piano,
elecution, dancing and singing — they all are
cared for — but her screen work is often given
the preference.

of a beautiful velvet-like tone can
be made from your regular photographs. The cost is low and therf
are special rates on fan photos. |
EMMA

G. HOFFMAN

907 Central Bldg. Phone 828-538

Antique Rentals
Oriental Costume
6223 Santa Monica Blvd.

Co.
Holly 5954

DR. W. I. SCHUSTER
Chiropractor — Nerve Specialist
"Where the sick go to get weir
203 Bogardus Bldg., Sunset at Western
Hours 10 to 12; 2 to 5 Phone 436-724

Hollywood Stadium
Hollywood Boulevard at El Centro ave
BOXING

"Sports"
YES,
LADIES ofATTEND
The Sport
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT AT 8
PRICES, $1, $2, $3
SEVEN
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Lay I always be in character!
May I
!' be just Jean Riley on the screen. That's
laily prayer of petite Jean Riley, leading
an in many independent productions,
he screen has enough players who deupon their personality or their beauty
rry them through," declares Miss Riley.
_ all know players who are always just
^selves rather than the character they
lortraying on the screen."

J

6

B

tl

By ANDRE

"I want to avoid that. I want to
for
as many personalities as there are roleshave
me to play. I never want people to say:
'Wasn't Jean Riley cute in such and such' a
picture?' but I do want to say, 'The charreally lived.'
Riley
That's actermythat Jean
idea of
whatportrayed*
an actress should be
able to do — always be in character regardless
care
don'tI want
ones Iown
of
ity.or Inot.
them feel
make personal
whether
the public to feel what the character felt —
perhaps what I felt in portraying the character. If the character was happy I want
to be the medium of making the spectator
just as happy as the character was."
"That's my ambition," concluded Miss
Riley. "It's a rather big one perhaps, but
I am going to do my best to gratify it."
As a child, very studious and seriousminded, Jean Riley, first sprang into public
notice in 1917, by passing the regular state
teacher's
examination
when student
only fifteen
years
of age, being
the youngest
in America
to pass that examination. The following
year she entered the University of Chicago
where she contemplated preparation for a
journalistic career. A few months later the
Chicago Tribune conducted a beauty contest,
and one of the boys at the University entered
Jean
Riley's
and the
close picture
of the without
contest her
foundknowledge,
Jean the
winner of first place over fifteen thousand
other beautiful girls.
Jean Riley was just an untravelled school
girl and unlike the average girl at sixteen, it
had never even occured to her that she was
pretty, until after her victory in the beauty
contest, when she became so inoculated with
the movie-fever that without reluctance she
ran away from school to join a vaudeville
troup show
working
it's waysomewhere
west fromin Chicago.
The
disbanded
Kansas
and Jean took her small savings and bought
a ticket to California and the movies.

Phonofil

H'"or
a periodindustry
covering
the
m ion picture
as athree
whole years,
is facing
th most serious issues it has been called
UJ i to meet since the first early struggle
foi foothold as an entertainment," George

J

m

s

THIBAULT

Shortly after her arrival in Hollvwood
Miss Kiley
ated in another beauty
contest— this particip
one being held by
the Los An
geles Express.
During the course of the
contest Sid Grauman the big exhibitor be
came attracted by the hew of beautiful gtrll
whose pictures appeared in the
paper
whom did he single out as his favorite and
Km
little ejan Riley. Believing her to be a dia
mOfU) in the rough. Mr. Grauman not Onl]
gave her a boost which helped her win in
the contest, but also created a prologue fca
Hiring her at his Million Dollar Theatre with
twenty other beauties from the contest. This
attracted the attention of a now prominent
director, who at that time was
g
comedies at the old Metro studio onproducin
Gordon
Street. He immediately placed her under
contract for ingenue parts in his comedies
Later she appeared in a Lois Weber pic
ture entitled "What Do Men Want;" m two
pictures for Metro, with May Allison and
Bert Lytell respectively, also with Monroe
Salisbury at Universal, while he was at the
height of his popularity.
Since that time Miss Riley has devoted
her attention to independent productions in
which she has played leads and feature roles.
In 1922 she was featured by Schwartz Productions at the Astra Studio in Glcndalc in
a series of fivc-reelers under the direction of
Fred Caldwell.
Last year Miss Riley organized her own
company and produced a series of comedies
featuring herself. These pictures are now
running throughout the country on a stateright basis. While in the field Miss Riley
was distinguished as being the youngest producer of motion pictures in the world.
Jean Riley has just finished a contract with
Bob Horner Productions and negotiations
are pending for a starring contract with one
of the foremost independent producers; announcement ofwhich will be made later.

gg jambs

m. fidler

Melford told me this week. We were sitting films is a process of the laboratory or of
scientific photography. The actors, the sets,
in his offices at the Famous Playcrs-Lasky
the stories, have not be affected.
studio
"But with the coming of talking motion
"Aside from the general reduction of costs,
elimination of wastes, perfection of methods, pictures, the entire productive field of the
film
will be changed. Scenario
improvement of facilities and other numer- . writersindustry
will have to be as well versed in stage
ous things that are to be done and with
which most of those accmainted with the playwriting as they are in screen adapting,
business are familiar, the matter of talking lor they must write their conversation into
motion pictures is going to cause consider- their stories just as the stage play is written.
able stir before three more years have pass"There are numerous widely popular - 1 .i r ~
on the screen today who must go. They will
ed," Melford declared.
I asked him if he thought talking motion lose their popularity because they have bad
voices. When talking movies become procpictures would really prove practical.
tical, the voice of the actor will be all im"Practical?" exclaimed the producer. "I
portant. Therefore, many present day stars
should say they will. There are many skep- whose voices arc weak or uncultivated will
tical people who arc of the opinion that they disappear suddenly. I predict that the arrival
are an hallucination of wildly inventive brains
phonofilms will sec the establishment of
— but I can remember the days when the of
world scoffed at moving pictures. I firmly schools of voice culture, with movie stars as
believe the time is not far distant when talk"The stories themselves will be effected.
ing motion pictures or, as they have been
Fot example, operas can be and will be procalled, 'Phonofilms' or 'phonophotos,' will pupils.
duced. It has been tried in the sjlrnt movies,
completely replace our modern silent drama." but with little success. After all. operas are
written for the musical voice. I be coming
"Just how will these 'conversational movies' cause such an upheaval with the industry, of talking motion pictures will make it
Mr. taken
Melford?"
I inquired.
won't they
be
into the
business "Why
very slowly
and possible for the voices and songs to be heard
Again
I interposed a question
color
gradually,
the film."
"Because like
color
filmsfilms?"
have not affected the via"You
suggest, Mr. Melford. that many
great
any
to
pictures
business of producing
Continued on Page 20
extent," Mr. Melford returned. "Coloring
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Flashes

from

The Rinella Productions,
of which William Matthews is president, has
gotten under way promptly
according to schedule on
their first picture. The cast
and staff left for Monterey
on Monday morning, where
it is planned to shoot exteriors for two weeks, folowing which the studio
work will be done at the
Cierson Studios on Page Street. The filming of
"Stickey
postponedRopes,"
till a already
slightly announced,
later date, has
and been
the
first picture will be a story of the finishing
fleet, as yet untitled, from the pen of Tom
CJibson, who also will direct. George Crocker
will be at the camera, and Jay Morley plays
the leading role, supported by a capable cast
recruited from Hollywood, with Everett Hill
and several other local actors in addition.
Phil Rosen arrived in San Francisco last
Thursday from \'ew York, where he had been
a-tending the world's premier presentation of
the
Life offorAbrama
Lincoln,"
made
under"Dramatic
his direction
the Rockett
BrothersMr. Rosen had been signed several weeks ago
by Max Graf, production head of the Graf
Films, as director on their next big picture "The
Wise Son" a screen version of Charles Shenmann's
best here
sellerin ofconference,
the same Rosen
name. andAfter
day
or two
Maxa
Graf motored to Los Angeles on Sunday, to
sign their all star cast, and complete final arrangements forthe filming of the picture. Actual
produttion will begin at the Pacific Studios at
San Mateo the later part of this month.
Emory Johnston, with his company and staff
left for the South on Sunday, after a week
spent here getting some really wonderful airplane and military stuff for his next picture.
Most of the scenes were shot at the Presideo,
of Uncle Sam's own men and the army airin action,
one Manx
evening's
done in planesthe
lobbv but
at the
Hotel.work was
Gerdon Michie and his wife, Grace Sanderson Michie, active heads of the Rcllimeo Films
of this city arrived from New York, where they
have been making releasing arrangements for

Frisco

By ACNES

the company's last two pictures, on W ednesday.
On Sunday evening they departed for Hollywood, where work will he heyun almost at once
on the organization's next picture "The liowery
liish'.p." winch has heen gotten into continuity
form during their absence by Colin Campbell,
who w:ll direct. The latest picture made by the
lompany. filmed under the title of "The Yellow
Stigma
but bynowSelznick
retitledon"Pagan
will
be
released
March Passions"
first.
Andre Ferrier and his company of French
players at La Ciaite Francaise have added one
more delightful play to their list of this season's productions, when they gave "Blanchette''
for the first time a week ago. "Blanchette" is
one of Briex's sparkling and clever comedies,
and ingFerrier's
typicalworthy
French ofcompany
givit a production
its great areauthor.
As usual at the little theatre the cosumes and
sage effects would put to shame in their charm
andtheartistic
of
city. effects may of the largest theatres
"Lightnin" moved on Monday from the
Columbia to the Tivoli Theatre, as the formed
theatre was under contract for the opening
there on Monday evening of May Robson in
"The Rejuvenation of Aunt Marry," her Broadway hit of somany
yearsthat
ago.
And decided
"Lightnin"
has proved
popular
it was
best
to start it on the second edition of its long San
Francisco run with no time limit set for its stay
in is present home.
David Shuman, Western representative of the
Karl Anderson Pictures Corp. and Spencer
Valentine of the Theatre Owners of America,
spending a week here and signing releasing
contracts with at least two local organizations,
left for the South on Friday.
Bull Montana, made personal appearances in
alastlittle
skit where
at the he
H'igwam
Theatre
days
week,
met with
a mostfourcordial
reception. Having completed his short engagement he motored to Santa Cruz the latter part
of the week for a few day's stay.
The San Francisco Photoplays, Inc., having
completed releasing arrangements with a big
organization, will begin production at a very
early date. (ieorge S. Romanovsky, Russian

KERR

CRAWFORD

Counsul, who is one of the heads of the new k
ganization says that he feels that San Fram o
should have great picture making possjbilii
and that it is the aim of the company to I
put this city in the front of the picture ma (
world. The aim of the organization is nc I
make in any sense advertising or commeif
pictures of San Francisco, but to product
series of big feature pictures from stories!
modern authors, using for a background I
beauties of this city's hills, ocean front, and |
varied scenery of the Bay district. Th tf
will
best knaclI
with betherecruited
smaller from
parts Hollywood's
played by local
and actresses.
J. S. Joffre, President of the Northern C
fornia Photoplayers, Inc., returned to San F,
cisco a week ago on the Pacific Mail Stea
" \ ewport" from a rather ill-fated picture n
ing expedition to the wilds of South Amei
The party left for Colombia, December .
1922, and from the first were beset with In
ships, sent out with insufficient capital
supplies; internal dissension promptly broke
Jerry Bolton, director and original head of
expedition was stabbed.
Six men in the party died of fevers and n
bites, and the other sixteen at last deserted.,
fre brought back with him some fifteen thotu
feet
of film of South
anin ,
the head-hunting
tribesAmerican
of the wild
interior,
which he plans to exhibit as soon as it tai
put into shape. The corporation here hat §
in financial distress for some time and Harrj
Harvey, its executive head, vanished from tt
and the officers in the Phelan Building <l
closed several months ago, so Jofire has M
vestigation awaiting him on the part of S
stockholders most of whom are disgruntled.
The El Dorado Productions finished §
first
comedy,
gan the
second"Bumpers,"
of the serieson onSaturday,
Monday. andW
is still going on at Santa Rosa, and this sec
film will probably be titled "Rural Ro*
bouts," Earl Olin, well-known comedy dirt*
is at the megaphone, with Troy Brown bd
the camera. R. E. Sibley is art director*
Wm. Robotham handing the technical end
Danny Rogers as chief electrician. Besider
feature
player, Frank
the caiteludes Martha
Bayes, Alexander,
Al. Thompson,
W
Dennis, "Wild Bill" Hauber and others. 1
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PUBLIC

iera,"
'wood, Calif.
Sir:

ghtly less than one year ago, a certain
ed ambassador of God, who counted that
lost whose setting sun saw not his name
int, made the unqualified declaration, "The
espirate,
are sending
to hell."would
This carry
pubknew us
his allassertion
derable weight for he was the leader of
of the largest and most influential church
regations in the country. And yet he did
lesitate to voice such an assinine statement.
time Iintook
to, "get
my
■thea tirade
whichoccasion
I intimated
the off
church
not without sin. But the publisher of,
vie Weekly, apparently fearing accusations
heistic inclinations, declined to publish my
At that time I ventured the declaration,
devil does not park his horns and tail
l he enters the church." I now reiterate
I will add that the mythical fiend does
eave behind his characteristics appendages
n he enters the theatre, either. But theatres
not supposed to be without blemishes of sin,
e the church is.
ow it appears others who share the "Hell-on-movie-skids, view, have unlimbered
hot air guns. And they are "telling the
d," all about the follies of Hollywood. But
vacuum in empty heads must be concealed
he barrage of sense-maunderings from a
nt tongue. And "Be it ever so sinful there
o place like home."
irading our streets, peering in our windows,
ipg under our beds and examining our
rs; are the members of the Mouth Altty tribe. And at their head stalks the
f of them all, "Heap Big Bazoo." For this
"Rev.
I would nominate our prince of piety,Shuler.
(pardon the impertinence) Robert
■ his tongue not burn out its bearing for
of oil. For he knows not how much his acpaniment to the weekly comic supplement
Id be missed by the children,
is surprising some of the film folks have
come out with a challenge to Mr. Shuler.
eems as though they could issue one to a
lie on the question, "Resolved — That crime
." And
to ministers
folk for
movie that
hot prefer
star
every movie
the assertion
nture
who wandera crime, a minister
ed up with straight
and narrow, could be
from the
i. For our newspapers are record of the
that members of the clergy are often allied by the pretty, sweet smelling blossoms
ch rear their enticing heads in the meadows
indiscretion. But just because some of the
mgy do roam afield and pluck rather
and then,
mal and improper bouquets now
it
therein
And
church.
the
-denounce
do not
uld seem we differ from those who put the
movie folk, beon all
few. and
of amovies
the sins
of hell
se of
on
)ur ministers would need more traffic, cops
if they
too numerous highways to Heavenpreach
ing
red their methods a bit. Less
more
and
s"
"don't
fewer
more teaching,
' and saving sinners instead of P»''shinK
iaved would help a lot. Less "blah-blah,
more
. more silence; less penny-piety and pillars
llars and more
yer and fewer caterpialso
point the way to
the churches would
it
: travelers when the day arrives. Also
Sut be beneficial to cast into the discard those
bunand incomprehensible
isible week day pulpit
occupants. Let those
ministers and
where
Sosey inclinations enter a profession victims
th h an asset, or else confess they are
disease which is responsible for PeepToms."

OPINION

I have heard ministers, in a humorous manner, refer to an ancient attempt to reach Heaven
by means of a huge tower constructed of bricks.
I fail to see the humor in so serious a matter.
It appears bricks are. still perfectly ethical and
essential pulpit material. For many of our
pilots to the hereafter are certainly free in their
use of them during their Heaven directing
activities. And to think many of them own
nice glass houses.
There is one thing for which these members
of the Mouth Almighty tribe should be grateful to their Creator. For the Good Lord, who
they profess to represent, certainly exercised
great wisdom and foresight when he constructed Man. Just think how some of the tribe
would suffer if their tongues responded to exercise in the same proportions as the rest of
their body. Some of them would be forced to
build extensions on their mouths.
In shutting off this flow of steam may I emit
one last squawk. "Man will not love or revere that which he fears." The Good Book
does not say. "The hate of God," it emphasizes,of"The faults.
love of According
God." And
ever tolerant
to onelove
poet.is
"Though
the day
my destiny's
over,
And
the star
of myof fate
hath declined,
Thy soft heart refused to discover,
The faults which so many could find."
Therein lies wisdow for our chief, Heap Big
Bazoo. May the decline of his star of fate and
the close of his day of destiny, not discover him
without some soft heart which will assuage the
wounds and the sorrow which will be born of
as for myself:
his own blind hypocrisy. on And
an isle in the sea,
"Were I a lone sinner
With life's tide ebbing out from the shore;
I'd offer a prayer that the flow bring to me,
friend at my door."
of atruly
Just the voiceVery
yours,

ed)) F. J. DOXTATER.
(SignAve.,
7737 S. Burlington
Los Angeles, Calif.
p s— It might be of interest to you to know
covered
I am a former newspaper reporter whocourt
tor
both church meetings and police
of
sides
both
seen
have
I
So
years.
several
matter.
the
January 31st, 1924.
Dear Fried Fox:
I hasten to add my quota to the well-deservedg
denounciations of Bob Shuler! Here, tourin
the East and Middle West, playing one-night 1
stands with Margaret Anglin— withsixwhom
months
have now been associated for over
_I still hold a very dear and sacred spot in
w, h
my heart for all my dear friends connected
ssions m
the motion picture and theatr.ca profe
as you know,
Hollvwood and Los Angeles, andtheir
activities
with
touch
in
ng
keepi
am
ra,"
"Came
little
ully every week. I which
h your
read ot
fhrUforwa
eager
rd tofaithf
look
owing
but,
issue
s
week'
last
in
affair
r
h Shule
as you
o lack of time for "one-nigh- stand, for
corlittle or no time
Lnow leave one espondewith
r nce." Iwas unable to
re
as I had wanted to do. Ten minutes ago loyal
ceived the latest issue of your sturdy andthat to
reading from .grown,
Utile publication, theandShule
r affair ha*
what magnitude
line NOW and
and in reply to your "Drop us a about
matYOU think g nothis
"et us kn»w what nt,
time in
I am losin
ter !■• Announceme
LER EAT HIS WORDS'
BOBtheSHU
E" not
MAKfk
first time he has tried to gain
thi
duty, •««for him.elf byrehisacto
cheap publicity
rs - acn pictu
iona'l attacks on motio
I recollect.
al.
tresses and the industry in gener

very vividly, a placard outside his church on
which the name of Charles Chaplin figured
prominently. Being a great admirer of Mr.
Chaplin, I made a point of attending the service at Shuler's church in order to listen to hi*
sermon (?). I knew nothing of Shuler; thi*
was the first occasion on which 1 hail heard
him speak, and, needless to say. when I now
sit down in my room at this hotel in Danville.
Illinois, many, many miles away from the scene
of Shuler's disgraceful tirade, and recollect, in
retrospection,
somehas ofbeentheacknowledged
remarks he bymade
about a man who
the
world to be a genius in his line of work, 1
feel only disgust and contempt. One of the
particularly revolting attacks Shuler made upon
Mr. Chaplin was to hold him up to ridicule because he was not a father! Can you imagine
anything more un-God-like coming from a man
placed in a position of responsibility and authority, whose words were supposed to be "marked,
learned and inwardly digested" by the hundreds
of people under his guidance? Shuler practically accused the public of "worshipping at the
shrine
Chaplin!"
the exact
words ofShuler
used, These
but I may
have nota befairly
good
memory, and I'll stake my reputation on the
general resemblance, and at least the insinuated
to Shuler's.
the above expression
meaning, ofwith
ordinary intelligence can realize
Anyone
that it was Shuler's rabid jealousy of Mr. Chaplin, of the latter's popularity, success, honorable
standing in the community, and above all, real
stated before, .is
ability (acclaimed, as I have
to
nothing short of genius) that caused him
make the scathing denunciation. This, and of
course, Shuler's mad craving for publicity, Wll
the reason for the Rev. (?) gentleman* coler.c
outburst. Doesn't Shuler realize that the public
may hold their actors, actresses and directors
homage in
in 'very high esteem, may payto them
the Arts of the
recognition of their services
Screen and Stage, with "idolizing" them, in the
theological meaning of the word—? Now\\ ccomes
have
this tirade of his against Mr. N iblo '
V>J.\\LR
I
Ml">
HE
Shuler!
had
HIMof EAT HIS WORDS! I hat s all
MAKEenough
I have to say. Call on me for any support you
miles away but I m moralmay need. Em many
Hollywood with
ly and spiritually right there in my
share in updo
to
willing
and
eager
all,
vou
holding the dignity and credit of a profession
of which I am PROUD to be aa part-even
screw of diminutive
though it be as a minute
you all. heart and soul !
cogwheel. I'm with
cause.
noble
our
to
Here's successCordially,
Sincere personal regards,
Fred Fox, esq., (Signed) WHEELER DRYDEN

merda."Boulevard
vwoo
"Ca
6318
Editor,Holl
Hollywood, California
Hotel Plaza, San Francisco Calif
January J5th.
I"
or "CameraCalif.
Edit
Hollvwood,

Dear Mr. Fox:
I am writing vou just a line to express my
e vou are
for .he great battl
congratulations wood
against the hvpocrite pa»
g .in Holly
wagin
tor
Shuler
the power and was in a position
wishvou,I had
too.
to |help
Niblo get rid of him
YoursMr.truly,
I doLoshope
es. and
Angelyou
from

A "Cameral*1 Reader.
S.
Signed. T1NO RAKI
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Chameleon

Titler

all over the country spoke of "the Tarkington
touch" in the subtitles. In Ferdinand Pinnev
Earle's production of "The Rubiayat," the subtitles furnished by Miss Ainslee, outside of the
direct quotations from the book, had all the
romanticism of Fitzgerald's translation of Omar
Khayyam
. In "The Chorus Girl's Romance,"
which starred
Viola Dana, the sub-titles were
as characteristically colorful in their slang as
the original story by F. Scott Fitzgerald, from
which the picture was adapted; and in "Foolish Wives," Miss Ainslee's
had a dramatic
directness and masculine titles
virility which made
them absolutely appropriate to the stark note of
the story. For "The Lady of Quality" which is
now having its world premiere, Miss Ainslee
has written sub-titles which veritably breathe
the excessive courtliness of the Stuart period
of the story. And at the present time, to
demonstrate her possession of that versatility
which is an invariable need for success in every
part of the film world, she is editing and titling
"The Turmoil," Hobart Henley's picturization
of a contemporary American novel.

writer of the sub-titles for a motion picthc real Chameleon of this kaleidoscopic
•y-art.
is, theandmorethe closely
e titles fitThethe better
era, thehe trend
action
story, not only in their component vocabu>ut in their entire feeling. The perfect
akes on absolutely the color, so to speak,
film.
statement is suggested by the recognition
is now coming to Marion Ainslee, and
:t that a number of critics throughout the
f have called her "The Chameleon
When she did "The Flirt,'' reviewers

Everything is grist to the maker of motion
pictures, and every experience helps. Marion
Ainslee was born in the town of Marcelline,
Kansas. It was not until many years after its
foundation that the municipal authorities realized they had named it after a famous clown;
they had seen the name on billboards and were
attracted by its flowery style! Miss Ainslee
spent all her childhood in Marcelline, and thus
came to know intimately the typical attitude
of those small towns which furnish the vast
majority of motion picture audiences. At the
age of fourteen, Miss Ainslee became an orphan,
and from that day on, it was necessary for her
to earn her own living, and in that struggle for
existence she came in contact with the different
strata of society and gained varied experiences,
all of which have helped her in her film work.
At the age of sixteen, Miss Ainslee went to

By GEORGE

and

ting people — everyday folks in the
ay walks of life — is of great educatralue to the actor who would do chartvork for the screen. Contact with
nature and rubbing elbows with

Mong's
Work
characters in real life are absolute essentials
to one who would master the art of expression, make-up and costuming for motion pictures.
At least this is the opinion of William V.Mong who has perhaps essayed as many important character roles for the silversheet as
any other contemporary actor. And behind
Mong'sof judgment
in the inmatter
are parts.
mainyears
stage experience
character
of hischaracter
calling, "Bill"
didUnlike
not many
drift into
work Mong
from
straight acting. He made a specialty of such
roles from the outset of his theatrical career
which ofbegan
was these
about early
seventeen
years
age. when
It was"Bill'
during
days
that he made a diligent study of the make-up
and costuming art and it w;i> while he was
in his early twenties that Mong registered
one of the greatest hits of his stage career
in "The Claybaker." in which dramatic
vehicle he essayed the title role— an aged
worker, perhaps two-score years older than
himself at that time. This play, which was
written by the now well-known actor, toured
the country for years and eventually gave
a rightful niche in the "hall of fame"
Mong
of
stageland.
"It was my intensive study of real people
at work and at play that gave me the key
to success in my work. I made it a point to
associate with outstanding persons in thevarious walks of life and I grew to ap-

LANDY

Kansas City and while there she earned her
way through a course in journalism, doing some
incidental reporting for the Kansas City Post
at the same time. After a few years of this
work, she felt the urge to follow Horace Greeley's advice, and came West to enter the motion
picture field. She started at Fox as an assistant to June Mathis. Shortly thereafter she «j.
engaged by Charles QibljV to help on his scripts
for "Upstairs and Down" and "The Spite
Bride," starring the late Olive Thomas.
Through a fortunate accident. Miss Ainslee had
the opportunity to act as assistant director on
these productions, and later worked in a similar
capacity with Frank Borzage on several pictures
starring Fred Stone.
Through all this work as assistant director
and script writer, Miss Ainslee kept her determination towrite scenarios and titles, and finallv
at Metro, she got her first chance on a Viola
Dana picture entitled "The Chorus Girl's Romance,'' which was adapted from F. Scott Fitzgeiald's
At
this studiojazz
she story,
titled "Head
a numberand of Shoulders."
other pictures
for Miss Dana, May Allison and Alice Lake.
About two years ago, she went to Universal,
where she worked with von Stroheim on "Foolish Wives;" since that time she has been assigned continuously to the biggest Universal
specials, and at the present time she is working
on "The ductionTurmoil,"
at that studio.Hobart Henley's last proThe recognition of Marion Ainslee as . ■ n r
of the leaders in her craft completed the triologv
of famous Marions in the film world, the other
two being Frances Marion and Marion FairIn allbeen
her due
assignments.
Miss Ainslee's
success fax.has
to her absorption
of the
story which she is editing and titling, her
sympathy with the author and also the director,
and her ability to enter into the spirit and feeling of the production as revealed in the sobriquet which has been bestowed upon her — "The
Chameleon Titler."
By SAM

Mong
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W.

B. COHN

praise these people immediately after meeting them. As a result I today have a mental
catalog of the looks, actions and costumes
of hundreds of distinctive types which now
stand me in good stead in my character work
on the screen.
"One thing I always strive to avoid in my
delineation of characters, that is over-acting
and over-dressing a part. I would far rather
under-charactcrizc a role than do the opposite," explained Mong. "The less one
needs to resort to artificial make-up in stage
and screen work the btter off he is. Personally, I never wear a wig unless the part
absolutely demands it. I much prefer to
either shave my head or let my hair grow
long, as the occasion demands. I prefer to
wear my own clothes — new or old — in a part
than to costume myself in madc-to-ordcr apparel. And lastly. I stay as far away from a
make-up box as I possibly can. Of course it
is absolutely essential to a great many character parts than one must employ artifical
agencies and when this is true I personally
supervise the making of my wardrobe and
wigs and I will devote hours, if necessary, to
the making-up of my features properly."

February 9,/
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Artisti

1C

PrOgreSS

By EDITH

1

"We shall see in the next fifty years a remarkable artistic development in the United
States, with the chief agent in this development,
motion pictures. The school will he the starting
point, for pictures will be the great educational
medium. Already in many private schools the
le880OS today are being picturized. Children
will grow up with pictures. Consequently with
this growing intimacy will automatically be
brought about a higher artistry in pictures."
Carl Miller, screen actor, who is also a well
known sculptor and always the art student,
responsible for the above optimistic view point,
has followed with interest the screen's advance, and so his anaylsis of some phases of the
situation are worth recording.
"We day.areThis year,
at theI 'plateau
of development'
tobelieve, will
see the turning
point. I don not look for violent change all at
once. Artistic advance always comes slowly.
But it is an axiom that a superior thing once
launched on the market will crowd out an inferior thing. Pictures that are full of significance have been shown on the screen and they
have set people thinking. The more they think
and the more they compare will be brought
about the doom of the inferior production, that
heretofore has passed as a masterpiece.
"ThereThere
willis be
better pictures
kinds.
something
wrong in ofthe different
making
of pictures when the verdict is universal praise
or universal condemnation. There are many
kinds of people with varying tastes. Hence,
the day will come when pictures will be classified and will be shown only in certain theatres.
The shop girl will see the picture she likes at
her favorite theatre, the high brow will have
his, while there will be the theatre for the
comedy and short subjects. With this differentiation ofpictures and their corresponding
theatres will come about a better understanding
of exhibitor and producer, to the end that the
product will be greatly enhanced in value.

Literature is addressed to many, many classes.
There are books with universal appeal, to be
sure, that are works of art. But a writer has a
clearly defined audience. So when pictures
are no longer a compromise, they will be on the
Mr. Miller
upward
grade."believes that the artistic test of a
picture is found in the amount of thought it
accomplishes on the part of the theatre goer.
"The artistry of a picture is not a matter of
spectacles, mobs of thousands of people, big
sets," he declares. "The subject matter of a
painting can be most simple but its treatment
will make it immortal. So the artistic motion
picture excels through form. Chaplin's 'A Woman Of Paris' is a notable illustration of an
artistic picture. No picture has aroused so
much discussion for old paths were left in the
handling of the theme. And above all it made
Mr. Miller also presents for consideration
among
you thinkthe!" artistic pictures he has seen, Seastrom's "Mortal Clay," Nazimova's "Salome,"
Henry King's "Tol'ble David," Charles Brabin's "Driven" and Griffith's "Broken Bloshe times
says, for
areartistic
most
significantsoms."
of These
the pictures,
signs of the
advance.
"Another good sign is the eminent foreign
director," such
says astheSeastrom
actor-artist.
"The foreign
director,
and Lubitsch,
have
grown up amidst artistic influences. They believe in art, reverence art and have the courage of their artistic convictions. They have
come untrammeled because in Europe freedom
of expression is tradition. They have the touch.
The foreign touch on a picture has its counterpart with that note imparted to a Parisian gown
by a French costumier. We may buy the same
goods, follow the same style but when it is made
up it will not be a Parisian model. Our own
directors have been hampered. The box office
'has been the prime consideration of the pro-

M. RYAN

ducer— or rather the exhibitor — and so th
tor is not the freest man in the world,
comes to registering on the screen the ca
art he holds dear. So it happens that th
many good pictures, but few marvelou
When this present year ends we shall,
able to forcast the turn pictures will tf
this is the crucial year. I believe, thoal
pictures
finesse. will be shorter and presented vn
"Everybody is talking about pictures;
body is mightily interested. On the set
one who has anything whatsoever to i
the
of aelectricians
picture is manipula
'on hi
give production
his best. The
switches with scientific knowledge of thei
ness and pride in the lighting effects
when they are distinguished. The dra|
carries with keen interest his responsibilit
the 'prop'
feels but
he isnotan least
important
indeed
he man
is. Last
the l
intrigued with making his work a creatio
day it is an honor to belong to the moO
ture profession, for there is an opportuB
everyone
in whatever
capacity."
Mr. Miller
was recently
named with
actors who have accomplished brilliant
the past year, his performance in Chapl
Woman of Paris" being designated a
tinguished." The young actor, who
playingMoon"
opposite
Marie from
Prevost
"One
Blue
adapted
the in"Rose
Ghetto" bears his honors modestly, for
pictures he says, to learn and give.
"One cannot learn too much. One cann
too
Mr. ambitions
Miller, who
was
time much,"
dividedsays
in his
between
dio and the screen. Sculpture will al
some portion of his off time, but the silvi
infinite.
has won him, for its possibilities, he s«i

Casts

of the

Weel

Famous-Players-Lasky
Sam Wood Productions
Present
"BLUFF"
Directed by Sam Wood
Photographed by Al. Gilks
Story by Willis
CAST Goldbeck
"Billy" Hallowell
Agnes •
Peter Fitzmaurice Antonio K
Norton Conrov
E. H. C
Waldo Blakely
Clarence 1
Mr. Kitchell
Fred
Doctor Curtiss
Jack Gl
Fifine
Pauline Pa
Jack Hallowell
Roscoe
Algy Henderson
Edgar I
Famous-Players-Lasky Corp. i
Present
• WANDERER OF THE WASTELAN
Directed by Irving WUIat
Scenario by Geo. C. Hull
CAST
Adam Larey
Jac|f
Magdalene Virey
Kathlyn Wi
Mr. Virey
George J
Billie
ey
Vir
Ruth
Dismukes
Noah
Guerd Larey
James I
Collishaw
Richard R.
James G
Alex MacKay
William C
Merryvale
Willari <
A Camp Doctor
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The

New

the original screen story is rapidly
in favor among discerning producers
relief of many film observers who see
selection of three new scripts by C.
Sullivan, veteran photoplaywrith
[itorial director for Constance Talfor the filming of special productions,
recognition of the value of the story
especially for the box office, in comwith adaptions,
three pictures upon which work is now
way
which
been
d byare,
Fred"Judgment,"
Nible as his
nexthasspecial
to be made for Louis B. Mayer;
St the Rules,"
collaboration
Frank
Adams written
being in produced
by
s H. Ince, under the direction of John
Wray; and "Love and Lies," which
ing as the second co-starring vehicles
nes Kirkwood and Lila Lee, and is
d by William Beaudine for the W. W.
nson Corporation at the Ince studios,
e productions, it is understood, are to
mong the most ambitious offerings of
spective sponsors, and their purchase
ducers of such recognized resources
gacity, at prices heretofore prevailing
r the most sought literary and dramst sellers, is regarded, not only as a
tribute to the drawing power of the
)f this widely-known film writer, but
e as a decided boost to custom-made

Filmplay

by lanwnc

ousness of Mr. Sullivan, there is no evidence
of any diminution either in the quantity or
quality of his output. Rather, his work is
constantly increasing in s*cope and influence.
Although the advocates of the original film
script find encouragement in the simultaneous
picturizing of these important productions
from the pen of Mr. Sullivan, lie himself, attaches no particular significance to the selection of his scripts, despite the fact that the
majority
of this
to the
screen have
beenwriter's
writtencontributions
especially for
the
box-office.
"The only thing that counts," he declares,
"is the value of the story itself — not who
wrote it, or what it was taken from.
"There have been just as many good pictures made from adaptations as there have
been from originals. It is necessary only to
mention 'The Marriage Circle,' 'Secrets/
'Anna Christie,' and 'Thy Name is Woman'
recent releases, and to recall 'The
among
Miracle Man'
and that
'The the
Four
Horsemen'
to
estabblish
the fact
source
of a story
isn't as important as its substance.
"The same rule should prevail in the selection of a story for the screen, in my judgment, that applies in every good newspaper
office; namely, Is it human, is it true to life,
is it sincere?
"If you can consequently satisfy yoursell
on these things, you may be certain that you
can satisfy the publis. Human nature is
pretty much the same, and picture-goers will
to whatever is true and sincere."
respond
In the olden days the language of a nation
inunderwent changes as frequently as the The
vading enemies conquered the homeland.
despoiled
s
armies of the invader sometime
the pure (?) tongues spoken in the subjected
areas; more often it enriched its language,
both in structure and vocabulary. To this
language is being changed
the English
daymanv
in
ways. Foreign
invaders have long

masters

since gi*. en up the task of attempting to defeat the essentially Nordic tribes known as
Great Britain and America. But the change
is going f n just the same.
The 'wo great agents which have taken
of
numerous
the the
of are
placepast
the dim
motion "barbarians"
picture and the
dalio. Have you ever noticed that the chronic
kicker against subtitles on aphotoplay film is
usually a true or pretended intellectual? The
"man in the street" has no difficulty getting
Mie sense of a photoplay title, no matter Imw
banal the text. The average photoplay title
writer is just as intellectual as the kicker,
but his job is to entertain and to reflect the
mood current when the photoplay is titled,
and how often the American mood changethl
Motion pictures present showmanship in the
nth degree. And showmanship is not, and
never has been, a classic calling. There is
an educational clement in showmanship, none
can deny but the bitter pill of knowledge
a sugar coating of varying thickmust nesshave
to make it palatable and easily digested.
People go to the theatre to be amused, not to
take enforced lessons in grammar. True,
good English is always necessary, but it
would be rank folly to place the words of
pedagogues in the mouths of Getto costers.
As a result of this mirroring of current
idiom and nhrase, and sometimes a few vulgarisms, the photoplay is not only aiding the
language, but is enchange in the English through
the publicity
riching the language
given studio jargon and semi-scientific terms
used in production. Witness cut-back, fadeout, close-up.— back-light, long-shot, klleg
star, newsreel, subtitle,
eyes, static,softbaby
focus, release, preview, extra,
silversheet,
photoplay, cinema, and
hokum,
fan. insert,
words rapidly being adopted by
other
many
the Ameircan people.

Against
the Rules,"
organizais declared,
believes the
it hasIncea storv
that
jual 'Anna Christie," also directed by
fray, in its prestige-making qualities,
entirely different in theme and treat.han the celebrated South Sea Island
)lay,
"Rain,"hasthethestory
Mr. Sullivan
r. Adams
sameby locale,
and a
on is predicted for it on the screen
that received by "Rain" on
rable
radio's
their d roots
haveadopte
which
The words
morein slowly.
being
■ge- with
field are
fertile
gment" is a story of the sin of self""' niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuii tunning
>
, mi mini hum
>usness and the atonement thereof. In- L,
■ originally for the stage, the author is
have spent more time in its developthan any story he has ever written,
incerity of his effort, it is stated, is
;d in a drama that is sweeping in its
and revolutionary in its treatment. In
•ength of its theme it is said to have
: potentialities for arousing audiences
: other sensational stage success, "The
although entirely dissimilar in subatter.
connection with the purchase of these
,, it is an interesting sidelight upon the
occupied by their author in the film
the
mark picon willfeature
producti
that their"
eleventh
h and
hundredt
exhibited.
be
to
name
his
earing
. record, which disregards innumerable
s d ap-in
during Mr.
written
rts
unrivalle
to be Sullivan'
is believed
ce days,
! of an author's output to actually
George Larkin, star
the public, not only among screen
ts
playwrigh
and
novelists
among
but
s,
11.
Madness,"
of "Yankeeeted
the
justB.compl
/•'.
0. Studios,at and
1 to the credit of Sullivan, it will be
the
in
"Savedfeatured
also
id by those who have followed his
ent releases
curr
creacinema
his
that the quality of
has never been subordinated to their
"Flames of Passion,"
ity.
.
,
By Radio,
Apache"
an
d 1'The
lough far-reaching in the variety ot
Da
nc
„,-."
Mr.
Larkin
er
,
ha
s
subjects, ranging from the two-fisted,
brought to the
in dramas of the early screen successes
screen in his latest
role a
S. Hart, such as "Hell's Hinges,
illiam
roking that
icate love motifs and emotional themes,
rollic
. mantic
character
craftsscreen
able
this
which
for
ctures
tible.
is
irresis
responsible have been unfailing
las been
and popularity. .
peal
~,IIIIIIIIIIIIM
TTmTTTT?
^^
[withstanding the sustained mdustriTHmrnnnm
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ANNOUNCING
thr opening of the fluent, bent eoulppeu,
moMt
comfortable
PROJECTING BOOM
in Southern
California.
BATHS REASON A II I . E
\\ «• invite your inxpeetlon
United Producers & Distributors
1006-8 Highland Ave. Hollywood
WE^MOVE

MOV

ItS

and Shine

orfSexyjce-

flcflmwd 767? • SAMUEL C ..SHINE- 6368 SanijMoniK.
General Trucking and Hauling

PhOnOfiUmS

M. HOLER

Continued from Page 13
poplar stars of today will go because they more difficult by the necessity of a go
lack proper speaking voices. Who will re- speaking voice, which is not possesflkpj
many, demand will be greater than ev
"Players
»the without
legitimate
stage," Then salaries will rive again. It is inev
place them?"
answered
thefrom
director,
hesitation.
"And you believe. Mr. Meltord, that .
"Because
they have the trained speaking
voices
already.
this will take place within three years?"
"Andable talksomething
else. in
There
is consider"At a rough guess, yes." replied the pr|
about salaries
motion
pictures ducer.
"No definite time limit can he s
being too high. I believe they will be much fo course. But many master scientific rain
higher after phonofilms become general. The are now engaged in perfecting talking moti
reason salaries are high is that only a few pictures. When American minds get start
people have the requirements for screen on able."
a matter, the dilution usually com
success. When these requirements are made
Peace

HOWARD

By JAMBS

February 9, 192*

GAYE

quickly."
By ERIC MAYNE
Death seeks youth ; but age seeks dta
Woodrow Wilson was tired; the machine*;
worn out — he was ready to go.

Walter

Frederick

Death is a mystery. We think it destro
but it may save. We think it is a loss — it m
be a gain. We think it is the end — it may
the beginning. All we know about death
that it is a mvsterv.

Seely

PHOTOGRAPHY
1448 No. Wilcox

Telephone 439-774
Eric Mayne
Ex-Prsident Woodrow Wilson is at Peace.

DONNA

HALE

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.
HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit, Universal
Current Production "An Old Man-*
Darling."
relenxed.
"Go— "The
tp," "<"ronned
v\ It«-e<-nt
in-s." "Town
Scandal,"
DntameBble,"
"The
Wild
Party,
I'he .Near
l.ndy," ♦•Kxellement."
Reproductions,
Still Finishing

Publicity
Photography

LITTLE
Commercial Photographer
Phone 437902
5874 Hollywood Blvd. Corner Bronson
ART

LEE

SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone 598-207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western
Learn a
Motion Picture Trade
Make big money as a
Cameraman, Electrician, Etc.
Get particulars of classes NOW I
McCRYSTLE MOTION PICTURE TRADE SCHOOL
1107 No. Western Ate., at Santa Monica Bltd.

went butto heEurope
withfindtheit Idealist's
vision
of HePeace,
did not
there.
He found the bitterness of Conflict, heard the
babble of antagonistic tongues, saw the Spirit
of Peace in a steel shroud.
In the midst of shattered ideals, and disappointed hopes he has found the serenity of
death.
After life's fitful, restless struggle he has
found the Peace that passeth understanding.
There is no need for solemn chant, and the
mournful dirge and the depressing black because a great man has ceased to be mortal and
has become immortal.

Death has no terrors for the man who
lived a straightforward life, and servfl
generation to the best of his ability.
The best preparation for Death
to live.
W hen a man, who has worked for the t
lifting of humanity, passes on. his work*:
mains, and his spirit lives in his work, and:
ture generations will rejoice in the fruits of!
labors.
A great worker, a great Idealist, who, fori
time meant more to the world than any Otl i
man of his generation, has passed on, I
"From the winter's gray despair,
From
golden langour, ■
Death the
the summer's
lover of Life
Frees us forever."

Visit the Beautiful
GLEN ELLEN TEA ROOM
We specialize in a 85 cent dinner
St SO — s p. m.
Phone Holly 5120
162(1 Cherokee Ave.,
Special Partien near
Hollytvod Blvd.
ment.
b y ArrangeRARE
OUT OF PRINT BOOKS
Searched free
for of
andcharge.
reported upon
HOLLYWOOD BOOK AND
PRINT SHOP
1780 Highland Ave.
478-132

MARY

RUBY

Ingenue
594-774
LOCATION LUNCHES
KWIK

Holly "660
LUNCH

1626 Cahuenga Ave.
1714 Highland Ave.
7560 Sunset Blvd.

DO YOU WANT A RELEASE?
I can give you quick results on your picture.
HEDDEN and BISHOP
Phone Drexel 4275
D.
BLV
GLENDALE
1745

PRISCILLA
Priscilla
Hollywood

Moran

Studios

MORAN
Productions
Hollywood,

California

SERVICE

PAINTERS
( Incorporated)

"PA-NAMEL-AC

SYSTEM"

We earnestly invite our friends of filmdom to inspect our new plant for refinishing motor cars, which is
now open for business.
We

have in our employ, master mechanics in this

method of refinishing the highest class of motor cars.
Upon investigation of our methods you will be satisfied that we are unexcelled in our line.

Service

Painters
223 WEST

F. V. L. TEMM
Manager

Incorporated

SIXTEENTH

ST.

Between Hill & Grand Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Phone 289-987

CHAS. L. KING, JR.
Sales Director

Saturday
Feb.

16, 1924

An

Unusual

ROLLS

POWER

ROYGE

PLANT

Demonstration

We

LIMOUSINE

Special Body by Barer of London
AND RUNNING GEAR IN PERFECT

Can Be Purchased

Telephone
Fair Oaks 970

Opportunity

J.

H.

for $5,000.00

by Appointment

CONDITION

Cash

Only
209 BOSTON BLDC.
Pasadena

POOLE

have been successful distributors of

state right productions for twelve years.

Do you know

that —

We are qualified to handle your distribution

GOOD

PHOTOGRAPHY

problem!

GOOD

ADVERTISING

Stein & Bilchik, Certified Public Accountants, and
our fiscal agents, will handle all accounts, statements
and moneys for the producer, assuring — no juggling!

GOOD

PUBLICITY

We feel obligated fbr our own safety's sake to help
keep you in business! '

will build you a good
future?

We deserve your consideration!
Reputable Pictures Corporation
220 West 42nd Street

Exclusive Service to Particular Players

New York City

HOLLYWOOD
W. C. THOMPSON, Manager Los Angeles Office
840 South Olive Street : Los Angeles, California

NEWS

SERVICE

GEORGE HIVELY, General Manager
6318 Hollywood Boulevard

Phone 439-869

*

THE

WORLD'

VI

PASTOR
SHULER

GREATEST
nur atvct

S

SATURDAY.

FEBRUARY

ASKS
ON

FILMPAPER
m

Id. l'L'4

No. 44

ARREST
LIBEL

CHARGE!
Richmond

JB. O. FORGES
AHEAD;
GENERAL
EXPANSION
BEGINS
WITH APPOINTMENT
OF
MAN
AS HEAD; NEW

FINESERIES

Iroett, St. Clair, Johnson, Sacramento
and Carlos Units Keep Pot Boiling;
Fight For 1 924 Leadership
Incident with the arrival of young romance will be the outstanding elements of the plot of
■■president J. I. Schnitzer
UNew York and his appointO'Hara's first full-fledged starI of B. P. Fineman as the
ring vehicle. Mr. Santell is now
co-operating with the author in
■■general manager, producIctivities at the big F. B. O. the preparation of the continuity.
Production will begin in a few
I at Melrose avenue and
days.
Ir street, have undergone
I expansion.
Emory Johnson is shooting
I: slogan "1924 belongs to some of the scenes of "Swords
next atO." lothasfrom
beenMr.adopted
by and Plowshares,"
traction for F. B. O.his Returning
II the
Schnitzer
I to the humblest artisan.
recently from Santa Barbara,
1st to get underway was the where his company stayed three
Johnson will devote the
■I "Telephone
series weeks,
next two weeks to interiors on
on the H. Girl"
C. Witwer
the lot, after which he will take
Is glorifying the telephone
his troupe to San Francisco to
Hnd which are now appearIn monthly installments in photograph the battle scenes under the auspices of the U. S.
■if the national magazines.
Hi St. Clair, who directed the Government at the Presidio —
the government army reservation
Iseries of
■prang
into"Fighting
prominenceBlood"
as a flanking the Golden Gate. Soldiers, cavalry horses and other
lor as a result of his good
embracing airarmy equipment
I is also directing "The
planes, motor lorries, big guns
Mihone Girl" series.
and
tanks,
will
be
used in the
Ithe cast is Alberta Vaughn,
battle scenes. Johnnie Walker
iprly with Mack Sennett. and
Mary Carr are the leading
■ Vaughn has the leading role members
of the cast.
llGladys Murgatroyd — the
Chester Bennett will start a
Ht-souled and sophisticated
new Jane Novak production
■hone operator in a big town
H. Others in the cast are the within the next week or so. He
■ "Fighting
Blood" and
comedyAl has not yet determined upon a
Bites
Kit Guard
narchoice A has
rowed downthe
to two.
big cast
He. A new comedienne of story but
what
in
Novak
■ promise also has been will support Miss
Mr. Bennett predicts will be his
Dd to the cast in the plump
most ambitious effort to date.
Mplcasiug person of Gertrude
hit.
The widespread popularity of
H. C. Witwer stories as reflected
[Jch episode of the twelve
feature a new leading man
by the unusual success of the
lay opposite Miss Vaughn,
"Fighting Blood" series has also
will retain stellar honors
impelled the F. B. O. executives
jghout. Eddie Hearn, pop- to prepare for early production
young actor under contract
Great" series.
"Alex
the newwill
These
get the
under way at an
'.role
B. inO. episode
plays No.
the 2leading
while early date.
ge O'Hara serves in a like
Independent producers are
city in episode No. 3.
also camping in large numbers
Hara will also be starred in on the F. B. O. lot. William
oduction to be directed by Seiter will soon finish the editing
Santell, who recently made
the Sacraof "Listen Lester" forCorpora
tion.
mento Pictures
mystery comedy-drama
Dunlap, dircctor-prohts" Out." Melodrama and
Scottv

OF

Mickey McBan, four-year-old
film actor, recently completed the
role of a Limehouse naif in George
Mel ford's "The Dawn of ia Tomorrow? at the Lasky studios.
This was his forty-fifth picture.
Dorothy Mackaill in
Frank Woods Feature
Dorothy MackaiM has been selected by Frank E. Woods to head
the all-star cast of the big feature,
as yet untitled, which he has just
started to produce.
Virginia Davis, child screen
player is completing the third of
her series of twelve cartoon comedies for Walt Pisney, local shortsubject producer.
Bron er Cast in
Cu m m in us Put u re
Robert Brower, screen actor of
long and varied experience, has
been cast in a character part in
"When Johnny Comes Marching
Home," the Universal feature that
Irving dimming* is making from
the racing story of the same name
by Gerald Beaumont. Brower has
appeared in "The Beauty Market," "Held by the Enemy," "The
Jucklings" and "What Every Woman Knows" and many other film
stories that are well and favorably known.

work on a now picducer.ture is
with at
an all-star cast. CarlOl
Attractions arc at work on a new
feature for Richard Talmadgc
called "In Fast Com piny"

Frdists

Aid of Prosecutor
In reply to a libelous article
printed by linb S/iuler in bis magazine Rev. George Chalmers Richmond swore to a complaint against
the reform fanatic at Qitf Prosecutor Friedlander's office late yesterday afternoon.
He gave the prosecution a topj
of the magazine containing the
article and asked for immediate
action, which will probably be
taken within the next day or so.
This is the first real evidence of
the contempt in which the clergy
hold the mas'/urrading Shuler.
Shannon Day in
Universal Serial
Shannon Day, versatile featured
player, has started work at Universal City in a new '^information
Kid" special featuring her with
Billy Sullivan. Miss Day will interpret the title role of the picture, which will be called "The
Fiddling Doll."
Hampton Pockett 5
Scripts For Spring
Jesse D. Hampton, who produced
Rex Beach's novel, "The Spoilers,"
for the Cioldwyn Pictures Corporation, has purchased five stories for
production in the spring. Hampton has ihe film rights to four more
Rex Beach stories.
Continue

Plans For

Stedman Picture
The plans for presenting Myrtle
Stedman and her young man son.
Lincoln Stedman, in the same picture, have not been abandoned, but
have been necessarily delayed by
Lincoln's injury sustained while
completing his scenes in "Captain
January.'' The Stedman case i*
the only instance in whirh mother
and son appear in the same vehicles, and ilue to her astonishingly
Stedyouthful
character
portrays aMrs
man oftenappearance,
only a few years more mature than
son.
the character delineated by her

February 16,
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Kid Instinct Still
in Cullen9 s Makeup
They know him when they see
him, for on the spare tire of his
car is this bit of reading, "The
Ridin' Kid from Powder River."
But when the "ridin' kid" clad in
blue jeans and Stetson hat, dashes
by on country roads a horseback,
there is nothing to indicate, unless one knows his habits, that it
is Cullen Landis. Now Cullen has
a phonograph, a portable affair
that goes with him everywhere.
The other day it was with him,
when he paused to rest at the wayside. When he started it going, a
crowd collected, with children in
the majority and everybody was
happy, for the young actor loves
the kiddies and the kiddies loved
his records. And the nicest thing
about it to Cullen was that nobody knew who he was. One of
these days Cullen is going to produce "The Ridin' Kid," and probably there will be a scene just like
this in the picture, for the kid is
a regular .kid and a regular kid
doesn't grow up!
Big Italian Stage
Built by Brabin

The largest motion picture stage
in Europe is being constructed in
Italy, for the making of Goldwyn's
production of "Ben-Hur," according to messages received from
Charle
s Brabin, the director, and
his staff.
A stage 175 feet long and 100
feet wide is being built at Cines,
Italy, for the interiors for "BenHur." In reality, an entire studio
is being built, from dressing rooms
to wardrobes and carpenter shops.
Brabin is supervising the preparations for "Ben-Hur," assist
by assistant director, cameraman,ed
electrical expert, business manager
and art director.

Would

Picturize
Italian Romance

Fred Malatesta, well known
"heavy" who is one of the featured
players in Universale "The Reckless Age," is interested in the plans
of a Hollywood film
company to
produce Dante's "Divine Comedia,"
an opus which was part of his
education as an Italian student,
much of which he learned by heart!
Being an Italian and knowing well
his country's literature, Mr. Malatesta sees here a rich source for
big spectacles and productions of
high artistry. He names "I Promesi Sposi" (in English, "The Betrothed), as having marvelous possibilities; Tasso's "Jerusalem Delivered" as another, then there
the intriguing story of Francescais
da Rimini, the works of Serao and
D'Annunzio amon
moder
the
and countless otherg s. theAmon
g ns
loles he says he would like to play
is that of Paolo Malatesta, the illstarred lover of Francesca, who
existed in reality and who belongs
to his branch of the family.

uc
lm SrUm
y fiMAKE
CHRISTIE Qf
WILL
BIG
FEATURES
FOR SPECIAL

B & H Suicide Not
So Good, Says

RELEASE; DOROTHY
DEVORE
SELECTED
FOR
FIRST
Comedy Organization to Produce
Limited ISumber of Longer Pictures;
Christie Folk Aided by Others
That the comedy program from
ganization isbest fitted, by experience and facilities, to make.
Christie's for the year will include
several special feature pictures,
"The selection of Dorothy Dewas announced last week at a
vore," states Al Christie, "to play
trade luncheon in New York.
in the first of these pictures, was
Contracts for the distribution of made after carefully considering
these pictures were completed last the field at our own studio as well
week, and production of the first as on the outside. She has stood
offering has begun at the Christie out as one of the most consistent
studio. Dorothy Devore, one of and appealing comediennes in the
the popular stars heretofore in the two-reeler this past year, and on
Christie two-reel comedies, will be several occasions she has been
the first star to head the cast of loaned out to play leads in featureone of the feature pictures, it is length pictures. This is the first
announced. In leading supporting time, however, that she will head
roles will
be several
big "names"
featureSidney
under will
our direct
own banner."'
from
outside
of the studio
ranks, a Scott
the first
while other important parts will offering. His work has already
started, and he is drawing on a
be played by Christie regulars.
The plans for producing a lim- long list of comedy players for the
ited number of feature-length pic- production. The title has not been
tures have long been formulating announced, but it is said that the
in the Christie organization. It is story is one which has a generous
said that the film market at the
sprinklingwith
of the
so-called
present time is demanding features comedy,
thrills
and "gag"
speed
of the type which a comedy or- incident combined.

Stabbing himself with the ft
a tripod hasn't proved so^P
tory an enterprise in his j
life, says Frank B. Good,
camera-man
Productions. for the Jackie Cc
It happened on the last
"shooting"
at the Metro Sti
and it completed not only "A
of
Flanders,"
Mr. came,
Go:
tivities.
The but
expert
was moving his tripod hastily
one of the metal-footed legi ;
camera struck through his
cutting into the flesh. A vi
fight for two weeks manage
save the leg from amputation
the camera-man is still confini
his bed. His physician reports
he'll be ready for work in
course of another week.
"Which is time enough,"
Mr. Good, "for we don't begi
Jackie's next picture for sev
weeksmyself
to come,
'kid'
that and
I'm I'm
havingtryioa

ROACH
PLANS

KEEPS STEADY
PACE;
FOR INCREASED
PROGRAM;
HAS
EUROPEAN
FUNSTER
Success of Short Subject Confirmed
by Activity of Comedy Outfit; "Our Gang,"
Rogers, Jackman Continue ; Big Films
Will Rogers, with Rob Wagner
Hal Roach has announced a new
production schedule for his studios directing, has finished a two reel
political satire in which he is
at Culver City. The program in- elected
to Congress. These two
cludes the making of two feature
famous humorists are starting at
length
pictures,
as
well
as
short
comedies.
once on another two reel comedy.
The little rascals of the "Our
Most important of these is the
new comedy drama in six reels, Gang" company are continuing
their
schedule of two-reel come liethe story for which Mr. Roach is
preparing himself. Glenn Tryon under Bob McGowan's direction.
and Blanche Mehaffey will be The
Family."
with Frank
Butler "Spat
and Laura
Roessing,
again
featured. This pair of screen no- are embroiled in their two reel
vitiates make their debut in "The domestic difficulties, with Jay A.
Fighting
Tylers,"
which Exchange
has just Howe directing. Charles Chase is
been
shipped
to Pathe
his one-reel comedies
in New York for national distri- continuing
with Ralph Ceder directing and
bution. This story also was writ- Fred
Guiol is directing Earl Moten by Mr. Roach and directed by
han and Billy Engle in a series of
him and Roy Clements. In the one-reel
fight pictures.
second of this series of feature
Following the completion of
length productions, upon which
camera work is now starting, "King of Wild Horses," which
Fred Jackman directed with a
Tryon will be seen as an unsophis- magnificent
stallion in the leading
ticated youth who comes to New
York and meets a chorus girl fur role, Mr. Roach is planning another feature production with this
whom life retains few illusions.
rection. horse under Jackman's diMr. Roach is also starting a same
new two-reel comedy unit to replace the series starring Stan Lau"Peach" Writes Finis
rel, which has been completed.
James Finlayson, who has been apto Century Part
pearing with Laurel, will have a
Beautiful and youthful Hazel
prominent part in these and other
comedians under contract with Williams, one of the most attracRoach will be used. Among these
tive 'peaches' in Mack Sennett's
will be Charles Puffy, a 350-pound directed
relent success,
by Erie"Picking
Kenton, Peaches,"
has just
funster recently from Europe who
is receiving his first picture experi- finished playing the feminine lead
in a Century comedy, directed by
ence at the Hal Roach Studios. Coy.
George
of
these. Jeske is directing the first Noel Smith, featuring Harry Mc-

Schertzinger Music j
"Dorothy Vernon
cation."
Mary Pickford has confirmee
announcement that the mu
score of "Dorothy Vernon of I
don Hall" will be written by V
L. Schertzinger. The picture
been completed and those who I
seen it seem absolutely certain
it
is the
spot in Mary's
both
as high
a production
and car
ini
star's
characterization
of
the
b
spirited Dorothy.
Schertzinger is one of the t
versatile men in motion pictt
having directed many producti
and
has and
madecompc
a ril
tationinasaddition
a musician
Among his notable picture sc>
was that for "Robin Hood," w
his
Spanish
ballad, "Marcheta,
one
the outstanding
song hits
recentof vears.
Louise Keeps Up

Joyous Spi.
Louise Fazenda
, a year ago
her 1
practica
doing
was
day
well-seasoned dramatilly
c role,
was a small part, that of a fact
girl in the Graf Production,
when the picture '
Fog."
released, Butthe comedienne sha
stellar honors. Following this |
ture before she was signed
Warner Brothers, she appeared
a number of pictures, but e
the role's
time,
in
was conspic
sions, noshematter,
uous dim
cast. Since she signed on the c
ted line, she has played only
feature roles, and has had m:
flattering offers, for she is the r
ognized piece de resistance as ct
edy relief. While her name to
hibitors is significant, Louise g
blithely on her way, work
harder in each production and w
such enthusiasm as if it were I
first appearance before the ca
era. She has just finished "I
mood.
a riotjoya
to bemost
ten,
in her
Fazenda said
the Lester,"
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Gtyc BUu
tkPTAIN JANUARY"
COMPLETE;
f|3W IN CUTTING ROOM; PREPARE
NEXT
BABY
PEGGY
FILM

tribune
Baggot Praises
Film Editor
The film editor is coming into
his own, or rather her own a- it is
in this instance.

Me Completes First of Starlet's
Principal Pictures ; Second Production
King Baggot states that whatever success •'The Inheritors" may
Slated For Near Future
score, a great share of the credit
should
go to Dorothy Arzner, who
of the outPeggy's
first big Pictures
feature j claim it will
be one
Hction
for Principal
standing offerings
of the coming has been assigned to edit it in colseason.
laboration with the director. It
Hration, is completed. Final
The feature is in six reels and was she who cut and edited "The
H were made last week and
Hm is now safely housed in the practically all of the episodes were
Covered Wagon" and Laaky officials give her much praise for her
tud cutting room.
made 'on location.' Preparation on
the
second
of
the
Baby
Peggy
series
work. "The Inheritors" will be a
Hiptain
January"
is
the
title
Us offering. It is regarded as for Principal is now being started Super-Jewel and the biggest production King Baggot has yet made
Hif the most popular of chil- and announcement of the next
Hi books.
story will be made within three for Universal. It stars Mary PhilIs is the first of a series of days.
bin in her first sophisticated role.
Bctions Baby Peggy is to make,
UNIT WILL
by Ed- SWICKARD
■picture
fl
F. Cline.was directed
Hording to Sol Lesser, presiFILM "SAN FRANCISCO"
FOR
Bof Principal Pictures, no defiGRAND-ASHER;
JUL ANNE
Blans f°r distribution have as
JOHNSTON
PICKED FOR ROLE
Been made, but announcement
tne manner of release Fairbanks Feminine Lead Will Have
Bdingforthcoming
flbe
in the near

y" is a human
n Januar
Hiptaiest
H-inter
story and gives Baby
By every opportunity to display
Bability before the camera.
By effort has been made to give
Hublic one of the finest proHns possible and those whose
Hire it has been to see the film
fln the studio projection rooms,
P el Advanced on
Wsrit and Knowledge
B:tor Potel, prominent screen
caHdian, commenced his filmevery
f in
flby educating himsel
H of the industry. Thirteen
io ediB aE°> Potel was scenarassista
nt
er,
manag
ness
Bbusi
fltor and featured actor for G.
fl^nderson's branch of old EsH which was then located at
B. California.

HrjVj about studio gatemen
H been so rare of late that Pat
WLlley, male lead in "Fools
Hiiifly,"one.believes it about time
tohring
mre's Pat's latest story and he
Ufres he will stick by it. alike.
Bi and Tom Forman look
Br. on entering a studio the
B morning inquired of the gateWm as to whether or not Mr. ForH was on the lot. "He looks
Hfflf," said Pat, by way of desB'on> "so when he arrives ask
Hi to give me a ring."
Whe next day Pat entered the
Ho again. The gateman apMched and said: "Say, Mr. ForH, Pat O'Malley was looking for
w\x Seeks Story
Value in New One
llnis Fox, in editing his produc§4 of "A Woman Who Sinned,"
■jitting the different episodes acH>»g to the audience values in
H picture, disregarding entirely
{Miner or not the stars are in the
Bea that run the longest. Finis
the thepicture with
his audience
Uiiting the
Hthat
is interested
sajae dramatic phase of the story
rder than pretty close-ups.

J

Dual Role; McDonald, Leong Rurye,
Whitson, Munson in Cast
siren-call of gold. Josef SwickJulanne
Johnston's
transition
from
a Princess
of Bagdad
in the ard, Francis McDonald, lan Ruryc,
big Douglas Fairbanks spectacle, Byron Munson, James B. Leong.
to a French danseuse in the Swick- Frank Whitson and others will
have important roles in this film
ard
production,
"San Francisco,"
has been
accomplished.
Gone are which was written by Harvey
the gorgeous trappings befitting an Ciates.
Oriental princess, and in their
stead Miss Johnston wears a wide Lewises Product
ballet skirt of old time character
fitting basque-like botight
with a dice.
Yet she is as charming in
ith School
Griff
Vera of
Lewis,
and her husband,
one as the other, lithe, dainty, al- Ralph,
both products of the
most a sprite de«r>;t<^ the crude C ; rifhth are
school of screen acting.
nature of the set in the GrandThey left the stage at the same
Asher picture which Charles
Swickard is directing and which time and made their first screen
started the picture. It is a dress- appearance at the old Biograph
Colomb," company when D. W. Griffith first
room forof "La
and connecting
1850 Petite
in theing days
began putting art into pictures.
with the cafe proper, the stage and Their first screen appearance was
the bar, just as they used to be in in the master's first picture, 'The
the days when people from every
clime thronged westward to the
When Griffith reorganized the
Triangle, Ralph and Vera went
Thief."
him and were in his first fivewith
Goldwyn Bid is
reel production in his new organHome." In
ization, "Home Sweet was
the polinish"of "The Escape"
Ralph
arbehalf
for ,"Tin
High Goldwyn
Samuel
Vera enacted the diftician
while
himself and George Fitzmaurice,
ficult role of the landlady.
has purchased the screen rights to
Birth of a Nation,''
"Tarnish,"
In "The
Emery's
Gilbert has
al
a sensation
portrayed hi- greatVerarolewasof
createdplay,
Ralph
which
an, while
Stonem
r
Senato
success in New York.
the southern mother. In Intoler
Motion picture producers have
ance," Lewis was the governor
been after this play, now appearing
the role of the
at the Belmont theatre ever since with the Mrs. in
apits first night. On that night one philanthropic sister. They other
peared together in several tions
offer was received in the second
by Charles Mil- Griffith features and indica
act intermission
appear
ler manager of the company, and are that they are going to feature
,
the
big
a
in
after
d
soon
real
double
er
was
togeth
offer
the curtain.
final
.
the scenario of which is now being
Competition for the screen rights
Mr. prepared.
has been keen ever since and play
ned the
Goldwyn finally obtai
Since the release of William
week.at a price of Fox's "You Can't Get Av.ay With
00,0
last 00
$1
for films
which featured I'cny MarIt,"
moni and Hetty Bouton. Mm Bw
In appmi
Aside from playing one 0j£ the ton has had many offers
tions.
produc
nt
curre
of
series
a
in
ing roles in "Triprincipal support
ion She expects to sign a contract withumph," Cecil de Mille's productwho
will mean a star-.
in the week, thatfeatu
Spottiswood Aiiken,
for Lasky,
re proudrtion
ring role in a
is an expert cartoonist, is drawing
a series of cartoons for a big news- viith one of the big produ.mg compaper syndicate.
panies.

PaKe 3
Carrier (hit Spirit

itlt
edy of I Lloyd
Fred Hibbard,
director
of Com
Hamilton in "My Friend" and in
has done
very thing.
his
latest that
comedy,
"Going l ast.'
He left last week for a business
trip to New York, expecting to
speml several weeks in the metropolis. Lloyd Bacon succeeds
him as Mr. Hamilton's director.
John Fox, Jr., after finishing his
startedof
"Rarnum,
part atin Pomona
work
underJr.,"
direction
Arvid Gilstrom in a new Jack
White comedy as yet untitled.
Pict arize Life
of Jail InmateM
"When you've got the ball and
is the
chain
official around
song thisyour
week ankle"
of the Cameo
comedy troupe directed by Al Ray.
No, it isn't a picture of married
life, but a jail comedy, with Cliff
Bowes in stripes, Bobby Burns in
uniform, and Virginia Vance in
ter. organdy as the jailer's daughcrisp

Bonnie Barrett, two-year-old
athletic and swimming marvel, has
a chance to do her first diving beLloyd Hamilin ion.
camera
fore
product
ton'sthecurrent

Increase in
Beat Chest Inches
tion manScott R. Beal, produc
ager and assistant director to
SatMaurice Tourneur, discovered
urday morning that his hat had
become several sizes too
suddenly
small
for his head.
The reason was traced to the
fact that a few minutes prior to
the discovery, Mr. Beal became
an eight-pound s„n
the father of procla
imed to the
who lustilv
world that he was full of vim and
vigor.
Both mother and Scott R., Jr.,
Scott.
are doing splendidly whilst
Sr., smokes big cigars with chest
expanded and looks down upon
co-work
his studio
ion.ers with reasonable condescens
Huge

For the first time in three years.
Jean llersholt, who mails the role
of a saloon kerfer in First Sotional's "The Woman on the Jury,"
plays a part where he does not
have a fight with the juvenile.
Air to Scenario*
Goldwyn (-in s tinThe Goldwyn MadlM are atsubthe
urage
to disco
*
cript
manus
eur
missiontemptingof amat
ur
amate
4000
read
tment
depar
The
without find
manuscripts in 1923
ing one that it wanted to tnf.
Some »f them had an occasional
intere
idea, itbutwasthe stated
pod ned,
. st was not
sustai
The economic «ituation is l»0
al be
..gainst the amateur origin
not the pre.•»
a storv has
causeofsuch
play,
or
tige a published book
a .torv bv a well-known author.
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Pulse

of

the

Studios

For Week
Starting Monday,
Feb 18th, 1924

Progress
You can help by reporting any error
Type in Pulse to Editor, 439-869
Scenarist
Holly 31
Editing
BERWILLA STUDIO. 5821 Santa Monica Blvd. Ashton Dearholt, Prod. Mgr.
Ben Wilson Productions.
Ben Wilson Wilson -Daw Gosden
Geo. Carter
"The First Notch"
Dick Hatton Productions.
Dearholt Productions.
1st Week
5-Keel AVestern
Francis Ford All-Star Gosden
Camera.' intends to keep the Pulse of the Studios accurate in every detail.
Star
Director
Cameraman
Ass't Director

FRED CALDWELL PRODUCTIONS.
4513 Sunset Blvd.
Fred Caldwell
Muriel Reynolds
Ilollister Ray Rounsaviile
CHAPLIN STUDIO.
Alfred Reeves, Gen. Mgr.
Chas. Chaplin Charles Chaplin
Wilson-Totheroh

lst Week

J. S. Moorehouse

1 4 1 6 La Brea Ave.
Sutherland "Chuck" Relsner

"The Gold Hush"

Gen. Mgr. Bert Sternbck, Casting.
CENTURY STUDIO.
61 00 Sunset Blvd. Julius Stern,
Robt. Tansey
Al Herman
Buddy Messingur
Wm. Hyers
"Playing Hooky"
Chas. Lament
Noel Smith
All Star
Harry Forbes
"Their Neighbor's Wile"
CHRISTIE STUDIO.
Harry Edwards. Casting. 6101 Sunset. C. H. Christie, Gen.
2-ReelMgr.
Comedy
Harold Beaudine
Jimmle Adams
Hageman
T>-Reel
Clemens
Scott Sidney
Dorothy Devore
2-Reel Feature
Comedy
Hageman
Al Christie
Neal Burns -N'agy
CHARLES RAY STUDIO.
3700 Beverly Blvd. A. A. Kidder, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
Hunt Stromberg Productions.
Bull Montana
HuntComedies.
Stromberg
Harry Carey
Butterfly
Sherwood MacDonald All-Star
John Thompson Art Hilton
FAMOUS ARTISTS STUDIOS.
6046 Sunset Blvd.
Independent
Pictures Corporation.
Jesse J.Walter
Goldburg,
Pres. Mack
& Gen'l
Mgr.
J. P. McGowan
Franklyn Farnum
Griffin
V. Wright
F. B. O. STUDIO
Melrose and Gower,
780 Gower St.
Mai St. Claire
Alberta
Lee Garmes Lonnie Dorsa
All-Star Vaughn
Ross Fisher
Emory Johnson
Carlos Productions.
Jimmy Home Richard Talmadge Wm. Marshall
Douglas MacLean Productions.
Geo. Crone
Jess Robins Douglas MacLean Jack MacKenzie
FINE ARTS STUDIOS.
4500 Sunset Blvd. E. H. Allen, Gen.
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Mermaid Comedies)
N.
Llge
Conley Geo.
Ben White
Bob Taurog
Kerr
Lee Moran
VictorMechan
Schevrich
Robt.
Dewar
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Cameo Comedies)
Al. Ray
All-Star McGill
Jack White Corp. (Educational Release) (Juvenile Comedies)
Arvid Gillstrom
John Fox, Jr. Ken McLean Jack Collens
Lloyd Hamilton Corp. (Educational Release)
Floyd Bacon Lloyd Hamilton
Corby
Sharpless

2-Reel Comedy
"Desert Rose"
2-Reel Comedies

GOLDWYN STUDIO.
R. B. Mclntyre. Casting.
Tiffany Productions.
Robt. Leonard
Mae Murray Ollie Marsh

Culver City
M. K. Wilson
David Todd

Drexel 21
Preparing
1st Week
Schedule

'The Man Who Never Smlled'2nd Week 431-1
Editing
fith
Episode
Zanuek
"William
Tells"
Editing
Mrs. Emilie Johnson "Swords and Plow Shares"
11
"In Fast Company"
2nd
Week
"Never Say Die"
Mgr.
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

Scotty Cleethorpe, Casting.
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy

STUDIO. James Ryan. Casting.
1401 N. Western Ave. Fred Kley. Studio Mgr.
Seller Carruth Chimpanzees
R. Tennant
Mark Sanderlch Staff
Comedies
John Ford
All-Star
Schneiderman
Ed. O'Ferna
, .,
"Fine and Dandy"
Eugene Forde
Clark
Dan
Jack
Jack Blystone
Conway Tom
Tom Mix
Mix
Dan Clark
Eugene Forde
"The Trouble Shooter
"The Circus Rider"
Horace Hough
Broghevgon
Wm. Wellman Buck Jones
GRAND STUDIO.
1438 Gower St Sam'l Bischoff. Gen. Mgr.
Monty Banks Productions.
Josef Von Sternberg
R. Wm. Nelll All-Star
"Rose of the Ghetto'
Swickard Productions.
Chas Swickard
Jos. Swickard Art Reeves
A. C. Eddington
Harrey Gates
"San Francisco"
Halph Dietrich
Ralph Dietrich

Schedule
2nd
Week
1st Week

Holly

FOX

GOLDSTONE STUDIO.
1426 Beachwood Dr.
Phil Goldstone Productions.
Roland Price
Al. Neitz
Wm. Fairbanks
Alvin Neitz Wm. Fairbanks
Koland Price
Selander
Leo Smith
All-Star

2nd Week 593Holly 0(
1st Week 4321st Week
Holly 31

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule 598-li'
Schedule
Schedule
Holly 30
Schedule
!i,hvS.e,k .
UnalWeek
Preparing
1st Week
5th Week
Holly 01
1st Week

"Where the Heart Lies" EditingHolly 26
"Sagebrush"
1st Week
'Down By the Rio Grande"
2nd Week
Feature Drama

Preparing

"Mademoiselle Midnight"

8th Week

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS.
6640 Santa Monica Blvd. Wm. Sistrom.
Foy Gen. Mgr.
Priscilla
Moran Productions.
— O.Moran
M. Baker, Bus. Mgr.
M. Webb
Priscilla
Hysterical Histories Comedies
1-Reel Comedies
Bryon Foy
All-Star McGann
Wallace
Madeline Brandeis Productions. H. S. Bucquet, Prod. Mgr.
Renaud Hoffman All-Star

761-7
Holly M
Preparing
Schedule
Preparing
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I RGESHEIMER'S
"CYTHEREA"
BEGUN AT UNITED STUDIOS;
EASTERNERS
FOR VEHICLE

maurice Establishes Permanent
Headquarters Here; Competent Staff,
Augmented by United Folk, is Engaged
irge Fitzmaurice, following The technical experts of the United
rrival here of Lewis Stone, Studios will augment the producer's
Rubens, Irene Rich and Con- staff. Other members of the cast
Bennett, started "shooting" are to be drawn from the ranks
lebrated Joseph Hergesheimer of the Los Angeles film colony.
Samuel Goldwyn, associated with
'Cytherea,"
a few days ago
United Studios.
Mr. Fitzmaurice in the latter's
Iiccordance with Samuel Gold- productions,
will arrive in Los AnI recently announced policy of
geles shortly with new producing
uling his production to the Pa- plans involving the picturization of
IZoast, Mr. Fitzmaurice has future Fitzmaurice-Goldwyn pictaiished permanent producing tures.
■uarters at the United plant
"Cytherea' 'is one of Joseph HerI the majority of western- gesheimer's most popular sellers
■ First National pictures are and is being produced on an ambitious scale.
oi ced.
Sj newbeenadaptation
of Frances
"CytheIjpas
finished by
Bn and the picturization will
■ged in its entirely in SouthMalifornia where the necessary
Ms of the story can be reproM effectively.
Bert Schable continues with
laurice as business manager
B Arthur Miller, chief photo■er and Sheridan Hall, assistflirector. Ben Carre, recently
flrector for Joseph M. Schenck
Bctions, has been engaged by
Baurice in a similar capacity.
men

Art Has

Dual Qualities
Bttiswoode Aitken, who plays
elf the important roles in Cecil
■fille's production of "TriB" has the rare faculty of per■ blending whimsical humor
I pathos in his screen -por
1} s.
Been for years was one of the
■tays of Griffith's original
■company. Griffith used to say
■Vitken was the only actor on
Screen who could enact before
Hamera what David Warfield
Bn
Aitken's uncle
porH ofthethe stage.
old whimsical
Biffith's "The Avenging ConBe" and the southern gentlelin "The Birth of a Nation"
■been conceded by dramatic
B to be among the finest of
■ kind ever seen in the silent
litis
present
role that
in "Triumph,"
In has
a role
gives him
eJ opportunities for showing his
Bkable versatility in screen

't\ll Completing
((Rose
BvVilliam
Neillofis Ghetto"
bringing his
■iroduction for Grand-Asher,
I of work
the Ghetto,"
to resulted
a close,
tftive
of late has
me very powerful dramatic
Hi enacted in a big interior
t series of connecting sets, deHg the home of Simon ArdM on the Hudson. A raid by
fl|sd convicts results in a veribattle and the furniture is
e to barricade the doors and
ir

Tourneur

Realizes

Wish ; Signs La Marr
The casting of Barbara La Marr
for M. C. Levee's, "The White
Moth," is the realization of an ambition cherished for over a year
by Maurice Tourneur, to direct her
in one of his productions.
Mr. Tourneur has admired Miss
La Marr's screen work for some
time and has endeavored on several occasions to obtain her services but each time other contracts
prevented her appearance in his
pictures.
"Miss La Marr in my opinion, is
one of the foremost screen artists
of today," said the director recently. "I look forward with keen anticipation to her performance in
'The White Moth' which will afford her a part that I believe could
not have been improved upon had
it been written exclusively for her
portrayal.
"Samuel
Goldwyn
proclaimed
Miss
La Marr
one of the
first in
his selection of the thirty-three talented players in Hollywood and
that expert knows whereof he
speaks. Despite her triumphs in
the past Miss La Marr has not yet
fully disclosed her greatest acting
capabilities and I believe that in
'The White Moth' she will accomplish this."
Hobo Airs Views
for Conrad Nagel
Jeff Davis, the most famous hobo
in the world, visited the Goldwyn
Studios this week, and called upon
the various stars.
Conrad Nagel asked Davis for
his opinion on what the public
wants, thinking the noted tramp
would have an interesting view of
the subject, through his wide peregrinations.
Davis replied:
"The public doesn't know what
it wants. After they've got it
they don't know they've got it.
it they
they tohave
When what
know
do with
it. Anddon'tif
they miss it they don't know it's
"In fact, the majority of the pubgone.
lic is nutty."

tribune
Rapf Bakes Clams
I nder Kliegs
Pages have been written about
gorgeous sets, cathedrals and entire streets reproduced in their entirety on studio stages and "back
lots" — but neber before the filming
of "Broadway After Dark" has a
beach party been held on a studio
stage undfer the lights of the
"kliegs" instead of the moon.
A sequence in this production
provided for a beach party on the
sands adjoining a spacious Long
Island home, and inasmuch as it
was not practicable to build the
house on the waterfront, the beach
was brought to the house I The
technical department provided the
setting for the Long Island home,
a beautiful mansion vine covered
and surrounded with shrubbery and
rose bushes — and then the work of
preparing the beach began. Tons
of sand were brought to the big
stage on the Warner Brothers lot
and spread over half of the immense floor area. Beach tents,
chairs and umbrellas were laid out
— and when the cast appeared in
their bathing suits, the illusion was
complete.
The night scenes included a bon
fire and marshmallow roast — and
is one of the many colorful incidents in the picture, a story of New
York night life.
Every city and town — and for
that matter every country claims
that it possesses a "Mary PickAnd, now that American producers are shoeing all their productions in the foreign countries, the
managers of Europe, endeavor to
select some member out of the cast
to ford."
he featured. This member is
usually
one who was born in that
particular country.
For example, Miss Beth Kosik,
one of filmland's coming stars, who
has been appearing in a score or
more of feature productions, playing parts, and special character
delineations , in Europe, she is
featured above the real star of
the production. Because AustriaHungary is her home. And over
there Miss Kosik is considered a
real star.
Newspaper clippings from Europe prove that Miss Kosik is beloved by her countrymen, and they
endeavor in their own way to show
their appreciation of her great success in her adopted country — by
giving extra space and special
mention to every photodrama in
which she appears.
No one might know Beth Kosik
in Kokomo — as yet — but in Austroa star — and a featllungary
ured starshe
at isthat.
That's what happens when your
home town remembers you.
H*% the
Trip. Tool
Maybe Last
<;eorge Hackathorne, of Screen
fame, recently took his maiden trip
to Tijuana, although he had lived
almost continuously in Hollywood
or Los Angeles for the pa-t five
His new picture, "The Turyears. moil,"
in which he plav- "Bibb*,
the lead, will be released late this I
month.

War Vet Scriplcr
On 11 hite Scenarios
John Goodrich, scenarist and author of successful screen originals,
has become a member of Jack
White's scenario department, his
avowed purpose being to learn
comedy methods and values.
Mr. Goodrich holds with Rupert
Hughe* and Conrad Nagel a common allegiance to Keokuk, Iowa,
whence they all hail. He started
writing as a newspaper reporter,
and soon
to writing articles andprogressed
fiction.
The author's entry to pictures
was interesting. Wounded four
times while serving in the English
army, which he joined before the
I'nited States entered the war, he
was at last invalidated and ordered on convalescence leave to
Cannes, south of France. He
asked to be allowed, instead, to recuperate in his native America,
and was sent to Southern California.
Goodrich had known Milton
and the latter inSills verytroducedwell,
him to many motion picture people. He began writing
stories intended for the screen, and
found that his ideas were readily
salable. So he returned to his Chionly to make arcago home, but
for returning to Los
tangements
Angeles, to stay.
recent work has been as
His most
or with Lenore Coffee of
co-auth
their original stories, "Thunderme Wives,"
"Dayti
ion of
adaptat
and ingoneDawn"theandscreen
in thehe World."
Mantion,
"The
will be
new tassocia
In his Meanes
and edi-of
title-w
d in
engagetorial
four brands
the riting
work on
ed by
produc
es
two-reel comedi
Fred
by
d
directe
and
Jack White,
Hibbard, Norman Taurog, Albert
Gillstrom and Harry
Ray, Arvid
s.
Edward

ISeilan Gets Dope
For Ivory Ticklers
Marshall Neilan, Goldwyn diFor"Don'tshortly
ctor, isthe rauthor
song, ofwhich
get," raepopula
is to be introduced to vaudeville by
the famous Nora Bayes. Neilan
also collaborated on the now popuonly song
not theOne."
"Wondeisrful
director
Thelar song,
celebriwriter among the Goldwyn
recently
ties, however. Lew Cody
a Los
by
d
publishe
songs
hail two
"Lady
y:
music compan
Angeles Orchid«
" and "Wait for
of the

Delicacy
for Irish Palate
Something new; an Irishman
•lish!
whose favorite food is a Polish
PolUh

John Rand, of Jark White romess
weakne
rlies, sheepishly admits a are
made
for "perog
Me."ies." These
of a boiled dough, in whirh are eicheese, carpertly enclosedandcottage
other mystic inaway seeds
fried
then says,
whole
the
and
gredients,
to make a delicacy that, John
beats corned beef and cabbage four
ways from Friday!
And he ought to know, because
he eats enouah of both.
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Director

Star

Ass't Director

Cameraman

Scenarist

HORSLEY OFFICE BLDG., 1442 Beachwood Dr.
Bob Horner Productions Independent release). 1442 Beachwood Drive.
Lewis
Kins Jack Perrln I'aul Allen Carl Guthler
Sanford
Productions.

Progress
Type

"The Sheriff's Roundup'

1st Week

INCE STUDIO. Patricia Foulds, Casting. Clark W. Thomas, Gen. Mgr. Culver City.
761
Thomas H. Ince Corporation.
Lambert Hillyer All-Star Howard Anderson Lester Manter
Arthur Statter
' Those Who Dance" 10th Week ]
Regal Pictures, Inc.
..
Wm. Beaudine
Kirkwood-Lee
Kay June
Tenny Wright
C. Gardner Sullivan "Love and Lies"
EditingHolly 2(|
BUSTER KEATON STUDIO.
Buster Keaton
Buster Keaton

1025 Lillian Way.
Eddie Cline, Casting
Elgin Lessley Walter Reed Jean Havez

LASKY STUDIOS.
Tom White. Casting. 1520 Vine St.
Dimitri Buchowetzki Productions.
Dimitri Buchowetzki Pola Negri Alvin Wyckoff
Cowen
Paul Bern
Cecil DeMille Productions.
Cecil DeMille All-Star Bert Glennon Paul Iribe
Herbert Brenon Productions.
Herbert Brenon
All-Star Bert Baldridge
Harold Schwartz Verne-Bingham
Irving Willat Productions.
Irving Willat All-Star Special Color Otto Brower Geo. C. Hull
L. B. MAYER STUDIO.
Fred Niblo Productions.

METRO STUDIO.
Romaine and Cahuenga Ave.
Sawyer-Lubin Productions.
Clarence Badger
All Star
Rudolph Burquist

Holly 2-1
3rd Week
Cth
Week
Kditing

'The Breaking Point"
•Wanderer of the Wasteland"4th Week

CORP.

Chas. Hunt

Culver City. Warren Doane, Mgr.
Will Rogers
Robt. Doran Hennecke
Animals
B. Currigan
Vreland
Robt. Doran
Chas.
Chase
LloydMcCarey
French
Frank
Young
Our Gang
Leo
Frank Young
Leo McCarey
All-Star
Hamilton Kinsey
Nick Barrows
Spat
Family
Earl Mohan
Lew Foster
Len Powers
Glenn Tryon
Fred Jaekman

RUSSELL STUDIO.
B. D. Russell, Mgr.
1439
C. W. Patton Productions.
H. F. MacPherson, Mgr.
Seitz
Allene Ray
Walker-Cooper
Maloford Productions.
Maloney -Williamson Leo Maloney Badoracco
H. J. Brown Productions.
Al Rogell Fred Thompson Walker

STUART MACK STUDIO.
1 329 Gordon St.
Stuart Mack Productions.
Stuart Mack Lola Patti
Stuart Mack All-Star
Longnecker
Geo. Ezra Crane Jr. Productions.
Geo. E. Crane

"The Breath of Scandal"

431-2
Capitol
Preparing
Preparing
Holly 4-

Winnifred Dunn "The Shooting of Dan McGrew" 7th Week

7 I 00 Santa Monica Blvd

7250 Santa Monica.

SELIG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Road.
Paul Hurst Hedda Nova Frank Cotner
SENNETT STUDIO.
1712 Glendale Blvd.
Harry Langdon
Roy Del Ruth
Spear Williams
Del Lord
All-Star
Billy

"Broken Barriers"

Pierre Hungate. Casting.

PIOCFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIOS.
Individual Casting.
Frank Woods Productions, Inc.
John G. Adolfi MacKaill-Harron Joe Walker Chas. Kerr

ROACH STUDIO.
Rob Wagner
Len Powers
RalphMcGowan
Cedar
Bob
Geo. Jeske
J. A. Howe
Fred Gloul
Roach-Clements

'Men"
'Triumph"

13th Week i

5360 Melrose Ave.

MAYER-SCHULBERG STUDIO.
3800 Mission Rd.
Individual Casting.
Louis B. Mayer Productions.
(Metro Release).
Cowan -Higgin
Harry Schenck
Reginald Barker
All-Star Percy Hilburn
B. P. Schulberg Productions (Preferred Pictures Release).
Gasnler
Ethel Shannon
Karl Struss
George Yohalem
Olga Printzlau

PRINCIPAL PICTURE
Louis Tolhurst

'Sherlock Junior'

Untitled Feature
Walter Anthony

2nd Week

Holly 7«
Holly 2! i
Microscopic Motion PlcturesSchedule
2 -Reel Comedy
1-Reel Comedy
1- Reel Comedy
2-2-Reel
Reel Comedy
Comedy
2-Reel Comedy
1-Reel Comedy
5-Reel Comedy

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule 761-1
Schedule
Schedule
Beginning

Doc Joos
Stratton

"The Fortieth Door"

Holly 7«f
Editing
6th Week

Don Duncan

■Payable On Demand"
"The Silent Stranger"

2nd Week

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

Beachwood Dr.

Chas. Hall
Gray

Ewert Adamson

Stevens

Staff

Stuart Mack. Genl Mgr.
Crawford
J.Harry
Cunningham

Staff
Staff

"Were Tigers"

Turn to the Left"
Wm. Muench, Casting
'Out
of the Mystery'
Dark"
Everyday

J. Cunningham

SUNSET PRODUCTIONS.
7425 Sunset Blvd. A. J. Xydias, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Jack Nelson
Harry Fraser J. Ingman Kane
"After a Million"
J. B. Warner
Productions.Kenneth McDonald
Robt. Bradbury
J. B. Warner
A. MaeManigal
Jack Pierce
"Wanted by the Law"

2nd Week
Editing
Dren
Capitol 1
1st Week
Holly l<f
6th
3rd Episode
Week
Preparing
Editing
Editing

476-0
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mgh-Luek Players in
Mnsieur Beaucaire"
tu>lph Valentino's "Monsieur
Hire" will
have inwhoits have
cast,
Movie
celebrities
Hn common.
I- are Valentino and Helene
Hick, who will portray the
H "Lady Mary" opposite the
H players have had manam troubles which have kept
Hoff the screen for months.
■ no's difficulties with Famous
Hs-Lasky, now at last setHevented Rudy from appearHore the camera for nearly a
Hne Chadwick, for over a
r as been trying to obtain her
■ from the Goldwyn contract
■still had months to run. For
Bllmonths, while the courts
Hid a decision, Miss ChadHras restrained from appearI pictures. With the final
lent in Miss Chadwick's
I the star promptly left for
Work where she was selected
Is. Valentino for the part.
I production will be started
1st of March in New York
I the meantime Miss Chadli portraying the title role in
■Masked Dancer" for an inlent company in Manhattan.
I Lewis is receiving many
\of congratulation from fans
viand for her sincere pernce of the austere archL in Jackie Coogan's starhroduction, "Long Live tlu
Many of the letters say
laded the difficult role like
\the manor born.

ttl)e film
Alice and Anna Trip
Along Together
Playing together has become sort
of a habit to Anna Q. Nilsson and
Alice Calhoun. They but recently
completed work on Richard WalTully's Nilsson
"FlowinghasGold,"
now tonMiss
signedandto
play the lead in Vitagraph's "A
Woman Between Friends," opposite Lou Tellegen, and Miss Calstory. houn is also in the cast of this
Hangs Crepe on
Sheiking Stuff
Desert sheiks, who romantically
sweep out of the night on swift
moving camels to kidnap pretty
maidens, are welcome to their life,
says Frank Currier, who is playing Asad-ed-Din, the Basha of
Algiers, in Frank Lloyd's "The Sea
"I rode one of those beasts for
Hawk."
six
days when touring Australia
years ago with Neil Burgess' "The
Country Fair," said Currier, scowling at the camels who were lazily
chewing their cuds between scenes
on the Algierian set. "And believe me, I felt like a rag and a
bone and a hank of hair when we
reached our destination."
The town was a tiny settlement,
Currier says, and he had visions of
playinghouse.
to a baker's
at the
opera
But soondozen
the streets
swarmed with natives who came
in on bicycles and horses and in
oxcarts from the vicinity. A record breaking business was enjoyed.
But even that couldn't erase the
memory
mind whoof the
saysride
the from
only Curriers'
kind of
camels he likes now are those one
smokes.

11 little vamping now and then, is relished by the best of men;' as
by the accompanying scene from " Yankee Madness," in
George edLarkin is starred for F. B. O.
I\onstrat

CTrilume
PLAN
TO
STOP
RUMORS; GREAT
BY IDLE TALK;

PaKc7
SILLY STUDIO
DAMAGE
CAUSED
IS EXAGGERATED

Absurd Chatter About Griffith9*
"America" Expenditure* Leads to Stringent
Move by Hoys Group; Studio Lecturet
The motion picture industry is asked the studio costumer to make
starting an educational campaign a change in one costume because a
amongst the studios to suppress certain panel in the skirt was typisilly and harmful rumors which
cal of a period other than the
despite their falsity gain the dig- Colonial period which prevails in
nity of facts through wide and re- the picture.
When that incident reached the
peated circulation.
Talks will be given in all stu- press, it had swollen into a $200,dios by representatives of the Will 000 catastrophe, all through idle
Hays organization, pointing out gossip.
Another incident occurred in
that motion picture people are by
nature imaginative and therefore
taking the Revolutionary battle
receptive to interesting rather than scenes at Lexington, when two
accurate news.
cases containing six thousand feet
In illustration, it is pointed out of negative were mislaid for five
that recently a story gained circu- hours. The story later appeared
lation in the press that D. W. Grif- that 180,000 feet of negative had
fith was forced to spend $200,000 been stolen and secretly sold.
So much exaggeration of this
in retakes
"America"in nature
because
of in
somemaking
complication
arises among the actors that
costume period. The basis for this the lectures will be designed to
report was the fact that during the impress them with the harm such
taking of a scene, Mr. Griffith looseness may cause the industry.
THEODORE
ROOSEVELT
TO BE THEME
OF U. P. D.
HISTORICAL
PICTURE
ALF GOULDING
TO DIRECT
Will Screen Life of Famous American :
Letters and Telegrams Evidence
Enthusiasm ; Ready to Start
Theodore Roosevelt and his il- any of them and we shall certainly
lustrious career will be made into spare no expense to make this motion picture of his romantic career
a screen epic of unusual proportions, according to an announce- an American epic in all the term
ment just issued from the Holly- implies," declares W. F. Wood,
wood offices of the United Produc- vice-president and general manager of the United Producers and
ers and Distributors, which concern has signed final contracts for Distributors. "We fully feel our
the sponsoring of the making of responsibility in essaying to thus
the Alf. Goulding production as perpetuate the memory of this
well as the world-wide distribution great man through the medium of
of it.
the screen, and, in clinging tenaciously to the facts we find we
The actual photographing of
material of a nathis picture will be started at once, have tureassembled
far more impressive than any
all of the preparations covering- a conceivable fiction could be, for his
year's time having been completed. was a life of extraordinary events
Every effort has been made to assemble much data heretofore unRecent inquiries in all parts of
heralded, pertaining to the deeds and
deeds." as to the desirability
the country
of valor and distinction of the cele- of
making this Roosevelt feature
brated and revered Teddy, and,
all the high lights of his career, at this time has brought a veritable
from his earliest school days to his avalanche of telegrams and letters,
final adventures as an explorer in enthusiastically endorsing the
whole plan and pledging unlimited
the jungles of Africa and South
America, including the thrilling •upport, all of which endorsements, Mr. Wood says, are obviepisodes of his Spanish-American
war days when his regiment of ism. ously inspired by genuine patriotsuch a conRough Riders occupied
spicuous place in the public eye.
Much of his political life will be
in a most romantic man- John Stoppling in
presented
ner, this portion of the production
to include his first noteworthy pub- Denuy
John Steppling,
is playing
i'jc*
less
s "Reckwho
lic service as a Police asCommissioner of New York City, gover- an important role with Reginald
nor of New York and finally as Denny in "The Rrrkless Age,"
new Universal-Jewel production
of the United States.
president
lirrded by Harry A. Pollard, i*
"Of all the great men of history,
one of the best character men
we believe Theodore Roosevelt which the stage has contributed to
offers the widest and mo«t interest- the screen.
ing field for photographic effort of
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Cribuuc
UNITED STUDIOS. 534 Melrose. M. C. 3*)C
Levee, film
Pres.
Joseph M. Schenck Productions. (First National Release).
First National Productions.
Dan Keefe
Harry O. Hoyt
Sylvia Breamer
Laurence Trimble All-Star
Frank Lloyd Productions.
Harry Well
Frank Lloyd All-Star
Fitzmaurice-Goldwyn Productions.
Arthur Miller
Sheridan Hall
Fitzmaurice All-Star
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
Arthur L. Todd
Tourneur All-Star
Scott R. Eeal
UNIVERSAL STUDIO.
Fred Datig, Casting.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. (Universal Release).
Hrrry Pollard
Reginald Denny
Kdward Laemmle Billy Sullivan
Marchant Luciano Albertinl
King Baggot Mary Philbin
Wm. Watson
Bert Roach
Laura La Plante Jack Rose
Robt. Hill
Laura.
Wm.
Duncan
Wm. Duncan
Edward Sedgwick Hoot Gibson
Jack Hoxie
Clifford Smith
All-Star
IrvingForman
Cummings All-star
Tom
Herbert Blanche Herbert Rawlinson
Ben Wilson Serial Productions
Jaques Jaccard
Gerber-Cobb Nobles
VITAGRAPH STUDIOS.
1 708 Talmadge.
J. Stewart BlacktorAll-Star
Reggie Lyons
David Smith Productions.
Dave Smith
All-Star
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS.
Warner Brothers Productions.
Harry Beaumont
All-Star
Wm. Beaudine
All-Star
WALDORF

STUDIOS.

"Love Insurance"
"Information Kid" Series
Barry
"The Iron Man"
Ray Taylor
"The Inheritors"
2-Reel Comedy
Holland
2-Reel Comedy
Harmer
"An Old Man's Darling"
Wm. Rau
Hugh Hoffman
"The Free Trader"
"Forty -Horse Hawkins"
Chas. Dorian
Nordlinger
"Ridgeway of Montana"
Woolstenhome Gerald Beaumont 'Johnny
Marching Home"
"The Comes
Throw-Back"
McDonough-Kohner
"Highspeed"
Brandman
McGaugh
Coolidge
"In the Days of '49"

W. S. Smith. Gen. Mgr.
Albert Dorri«
Dagwill

David Abel
E. B. DuPar

Vows

Anything Like This?
Estelle Taylor, who plays "Miriam" in "The Ten Commandmade atake
vowa vacation
a week ago
that she ments,"
would
regardles of what happened.
In the past few days Miss Taylor
has refused several attractive offers from producers. Some were
very Estelle
reluctantly
true,
but
statesrefused,
she has'tis never
broken a vow even though it be
with herself.
Miss Taylor has been continuously engaged in picture work for
over a year and has postponed taking a rest with every new offer
that came up. At the suggestion
of her physician she has been taking a rest and has refused to even
enter a film studio.
Monte Carter, well known producer and comedian, <who far the
past fifteen yeats has been at the
head of his own musical comedy
companies throughout this section
of the country, has at last heard
the call of the camera, and it
wouldn't he a big surprise, if the
ever popular an dcongenial Monte
•would be at the head of his own
producing organization, located at
one of the local studios within a
short time.

"Between Friends"
"Borrowed Husbands"
"Babbitt"
"Lover's L^ne"

Frank Strayer
Al. Brandt, Gen Mgr.

Buck Black, filmland's five-year
character specialist, is rapidly taking his own place in Hollywood
studios, where the little fellow is
in constant demand.
His work in Gene Stratton Porter's production "The Girl of the
Limberlost" will stamp little Buck
as a real actor, and the release
of this production should increase
the demand for the services of the
little lad. ■
Predicts Stellar

Are Your

"The
Woman On the Jury" 5th
"Sundown"
5th Week
Week
Schedule
"The SwHawk"
2nd Week
'Cytherea"
1st Week
"The White Moth"
433-1:

5842 Sunset Blvd.

6070 Sunset Blvd.

Disputes Ugliness
Honors of Filmdom
Charles Conklin, who appears as
the bus driver in Jack White's football comedy, "Pigskin," disputes
with Dick Sutherland and James
Farley the distinction of being the
homeliest man on the screen.
(Note: This refers to their usual
screen characters, not to their appearance when "being themselves.)

Holly 401

Rise of Characterists
Nineteen twenty-four will see
the sensational rise of character
men.
Many of the larger productions
to be released and produced during the coming twelve months will
feature the dirty-dog villain who,
until recently, was "one of the
Theatre-goers will learn the
names of those heretofore hidden
cast." and will connect their capersons
reer with the success of scores of
pictures.
The "rough 'un" of the outfit
will, to a great measure, replace
the adorable ingenue and the slickhaired juvenile.
So says J. C. (Jack) Fowler,
stage and screen favorite and, of
course, a character man.
"Think back a few months," says
the actor, "and you will remember
that in nearly every production of
any consequence, the villain or
character
man The
has average
really "stolen"
the picture.
person
is more interested in crime and
villainy than in virtue and for
that reason the character man, if
given half a chance, can bring his
work to the core of their hearts
much more easily than the leads.
That's only one reason. There are
many more.
"The real character man of today will be the star of tomorrow!"

Kenyon Sounds New
Note of Warning
According to Charles Kenyon,
the eminent playwright and screen
author, who is now adapting "The
Mark of Cain" for John Gilbert,
Fox star, the Hollywood Chamber
of Commerce did not cover enough
ground in its recent warning to
Easterners about the over-crowded
condition of the motion picture industry. "In discussing the motion
picture field out here," says Kenyon, "too much stress is always
placed on the acting end of the
work, and as a consequence many
Easterners believe that, while this
field may be over-crowded, there
is a tremendous demand for writers and other departments of the
industry. Especially is this true
of the writing field, since every
man, woman and child who can
pound a typewriter or wield a pen,
thinks he has within him the possibility of screen authorship.
"Of course," continues Kenyon,
"the screen is always in need of
writers with new ideas and new
stories; as the road to scenario
success is fully as difficult as to the
glittering heights of acting stardom. It requires just as many sacrifices and just as much prepara// pays to have a good press
agent, for it is first aid to the
postoffice
authorities in locating
tion."
your address.
IVilliam V. Mong believes so at
any rate.
A fan letter to him for some reason or other was just addressed
"William I'." character actor, Hollywood, California. And it happened that the P. O. clerk had
read the P. A.'s stories about
^long's new Beverly home, and
the missive was delivered to the
actor without delay.

5th Week
Schedule
11th Week
8th Week
Schedule
Schedule
Kditing
4th Week
4th Week
2nd Week
1st
Week
1st Week
2nd Week
4th Week
2nd Week 598-1
Schedule
Holly 41
1st
Week
Preparing

Holly 79Wins Plaudits of
Newspaper Critic
Peggy
Cartwright,
screen actress,
withoutten-year-,
doubt (
least according to no less authoi
than the leading stage and sen
critics of the Los Angeles prei
'stole the show' in Hobart H,
ley's "A Lady of Quality" *
showing at a local theatre.
Each and every criticism w|
something worth-while to say ab
Peggy's
characterization
of CIp
inda, at the
age of nine, later
trayed by Virginia Valli.
Peggy is now cast in a series
Jack White productions and i
early ascension to roles of sttl
prominence has been prophesied
Actors Have Own
Little Theat
Hollywood now has its "li
theatre' 'but the organization
unique in that it does not cater
the public. It is a private insti
tion, according to James Morris
well known leading man of
screen and one of the founder!
the novel enterprise.
new "little
is The
conducted
in thetheatre,"
private wbho
of a popular cinema star, is C
ducted in the private home oi
popular cinema star, is conduc
by, for and in the interests of
acting profession and the public
barred from its semi-monthly ga
erings. Only recognized artists
stage and screen are eligible
participate in the functions i
benefits of the novel institution.
King Baggot, well known dil
tor, and William V. Mong, ft
ured player of the screen, are
sociated with Morrison in the C
duct of the actors' own "little t
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■mes

to Parting
in Cinema Road
jfter eight weeks, Kathryn MoOre has finished her role as Bustej Keaton's leading woman in
Mfcrlock Holmes, Jr.," his latest
cdedy production. Coming after
hi portrayal of the leading feminit figure in A. K. Mozumdar's
Ijbphysical movie, "Be,yond the
■," the Keaton engagement, accdling to Miss McGuire, was "a
I of safety valve, or, to change
Msimilie, like a change of diet!"
llhe termination of the Keaton
emgement has brought Miss Mc&re again to the necessity of de(ijng whether she will specialize
ktomedies or the more dramatic
Hures. Originally, she got her
stt in the Mack Sennett Cornell, but as a matter of fact, the
yc-r which brought her to the
fijit and won her selection as a
■npas star-of-tomorrow, found
II featured in a dramatic picture
a in a multi-reel comedy. These
Me respectively "The Silent
B," which also served to introIfc Strongheart to the screen, and
He Shriek of Araby," in which
H was co-starred with Ben TurI Since that time, most of her
Mk has been in such dramatic
Mures as "The Flame of Life,"
si Priscilla Dean, and "The
Hman of Bronze," with Clara
Biball Young, and an occasional
m into comedy, such as the enHement she has just concluded
Hi Buster Keaton. Some playMfind themselves consistently cast
B>ne or the other type of picture,
I Kathryn McGuire seems to fit
■equally well either in drama or
lledy. Her next picture reflectil her probable decision between
Btwo types of entertainment, will
Bbtless be of much interest.
Aapting Next Norma
\\almadge Production
llada Cowan and Howard HigH, filmland's best known team of
Baborating scenarists, have been
Ried by John W. Considine, genii manager of the Talmadge
Hipanies, to adapt Norma's next
(pre. This will be based on
Hhe House of Youth," a popular
Bfel
which has
sev■1 editions,
and run
willthrough
be directed
BFrank Borzage.
IBy the time Miss Talmadge reHns from Palm Beach, CowanIggin will have completed the
Hipt, which they declare one of
Hir most ambitious undertakings,
"ley have just completed the
ppptation of "Don't Doubt Your
disband," their own original, for
Ktro, andBarker.
"Broken Barriers" for
Dginald
ave Reason for
Directorial Seat
jWhy do directors stand or sit
tide the camera when a scene is
Vng taken?
['Not in order to be handy to
re directions," says George Melrd, producing "The Dawn of
pmorrow" for Paramount, "but to
] in a position to see exactly how
fc scene will appear on the
reen." Jacqueline Logan is feared in his present picture.

Jiltn

Lewis Company Will
Make Four Features
Arrangements have just been
definitely concluded for the making
of a series of four feature pictures by the Ralph Lewis Productions, Incorporated, which will star
this favorite character actor. Of
these the first will be "The Country Doctor," based on an original
story by Albert G. Kenyon, who
will also co-direct the series with
Henry McCarty. Charles Mack is
production manager for the new
organization, which will comfirst. mence actual filming about March
Anna Will Referee
for Snow Frolicers
Anna Q. Nilsson, who has just
completed her work in the leading
role of Richard Walton Tully's
screen production of Rex Beach's
"Flowing Gold," has been selected
as the first 'Q'ueen of the Snow
Country of Southern California."
Arrangements are being completed for California's first snow festival and carnival, to be staged at
Camp Baldwin, in Big Bear Valley, and Miss Nilsson will reign
during the entire festival. She expects to have Strongheart, the famous motion picture dog as her mascot. Beneath the sway of her
sceptre will perform the country's
greatest skaters, ski-jumpers and
tobogganists.
Abandons

Politics

for Motion Pictures
Abandoning what his friends
and relatives thought to be a wonderful opportunity for the sake of
entering upon a screen career, Kenneth Gibson, prominent juvenile,
is today glad of the decision he
made in 1920 to discontinue his
services as secretary to AttorneyGeneral Mitchell Palmer.
Urfon the completion of his
schooling in Chicago, Gibson determined tofit himself for the diplomatic corps and studied abroad
with this end in view. Finding,
however, that only young men with
millionaire fathers should follow
this profession and learning that
he would have to pay more for his
dress clothes than he could earn
for the first four or five years in
the service, he returned to America to make his home in Washington where his family resided.
He then accepted the position to
Attorney-General Palmer, who was
in the midst of his pre-convention
campaign for the Presidency. Gibson accompanied the politician on
his trip to San Francisco for the
Democratic National Convention,
expecting to return to Washington
immediately following.
An excursion trip to Los Angeles, however, somewhat changed
his mind and the desire to enter
motion picture work won over his
previous ambitions.
Starting at the bottom as an
"extra," in which ranks he toiled
for three months, Gibson is today
one of the most prominent of "comHisingmost
important work to date
juveniles."
Norma Talmadge*s
in
was done
"Ashes
of Vengeance."
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NOTICE
To the Readers of "'Camera!'* ami Mct,thcrx of the
Motion Picture Profession in Particular
Dear FrirmN:
I pon nunteroiA occasion* recently it hat came le mv mttenlion that I here ix preralent in Hlmdom an rrrnnntMi imprfni.<n
regarding
the editorial
and advertising
and
The FUm
1 rihunm, trhirh
i* included rmlomi
therein, afa.id"i itmmm%'
is teilh
the desire to correct an x mitunder* landing thai I am puhttthtng
this.
FIRST, and foremost, there is NO CHARGE
OF ANY KIM) W HATSOEVER for reading
matter published in our paper. It is true we
do not make cuts: these must he supplied with
news copy or we will prepare same for you at
engraver's charge and after finishing with same
!fi
thev become the property of the pun-haser.
ANY PURLICATION THAT M \KKS ANY
bfi
KIND OF CHARGE FOR EDITORIAL M \TERIAL IS SUBJECT TO FEDERAL PROSECUTION AND REVOCATION OF POSTOFFICE MAILING PERMIT! You, individu!fi
ally or otherwise, are as welcome to our columnas the next person, provided your news is timely
and interesting. We draw the line nowhere j
WE ARE NOT AFRAID TO PUBLISH THE
TRUTH.
SECOND, there has been much talk of late
as to the duties of the "press agent" or "publicity manager." The press agent functions as
an entirely independent unit and no reputable
publication has other than the usual affiliation
with him, which is this: the press agent is one
Hi. who, as a general rule, has served time in newspaper or magazine offices or on the staff of an
advertising agency. He is paid a monthly retainer by persons or organizations desiring to
be publicized. This retainer is usually in the
form of a cash appropriation. NO PHESS
AGENT CAN GUARANTEE YOU STORIES
IN ANY PAPER. The money he is paid is for
his time and effort in writing suitable news
bR
paragraphs and stories for distribution to news"\ onfordonthet
magazines
papers andneed
necessarily
a presseverywhere.
agent; he is
man or woman who is too busy to write his or
her own ticular
stories
who doesn't
possess
the parknack ofor preparing
copy
for journal*.

!fi

tfi
!fi

Insofar as "Camera!" is concerned mail or bring
in your news to' me; it isn't going to cost you a
thin dime now or at any time. We'll revamp
your copy if it's necessary, free of charge.
ic interests of lowantagonist
THIRD,
moral
calibercertain
have been
spreading a lot of bunk
and hokum about "Camera!"-" financial condition. This isn't .John D.'s hangOUt, we km.w
that, but we're still meandering along despite
the false alarms of a lot of fair-weather-friend
competitors. W hencver you hear any of that
stuff let it go in one car and out the oilier.
These particular birds have a line of gab that
would put shame to the champ small-town ^<>-sips. Just consider the source, mv friends, and
if you want to know if we're still on the map
shake the mitt. You'll find u«
and day.
on upami
come
here night
Vntiri
ilmdom.
i m nfor W,n (•rralrr
VO\. fEditor
"Camera!" anil Tin- FUm Trihunr.

if.

!fi

£

*ynOW

ftjnf if the Htm, Man M4)|f
T
deluding
^JW
"
Ummal »
Hollywood, California
Telephone 439-869
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By Fred W. Fox
How fickle the public is! Quick to condemn and as
quick to forget . . . and oftimes forgive. In the
giddy whirl of hasty judgment based on circumstantial
evidence it very rarely recedes to a sensible survey of
things.

jurious for any of the coming generation to see Arbuck
Normand, Glass and the others continue on the silv
sheet after such unsavory publicity had been linked w
their names. Yet he did not give any consideration

I refer in this instance to the case of our fellow-actor
Gaston Glass who was unfortunately implicated in a recent affray that provided lurid headlines for scandalous
metropolitan dailies from coast to coast. Since that time
Gaston has not fared so well, cinematically speaking.
The other participants are permitted to pursue their own
paths unmolested, but it seems that Gaston has been

purpose of seeing Glass or the others because "th
were the ones in that Hollywood wild party" that thouf
will permeate the mind throughout the entire pictuBut if one goes to see Gaston Glass, the actor, it is
appreciate him as an artist and not as a personality.-;

made "the goat."
Evidently some of those interests so bitterly antagonistic to the motion picture profession are of the opinion
the mental anguish that must have ensued in Gaston's
case is insufficient punishment. For not so long ago as
I sat in the stronghold of our flighty friend Shuler I
heard this ultra-rabid member of the obnoxious "reform"
element make some very insulting references to the unfortunates ofFilmdom. Arbuckle, of course, was mentioned and so was Mabel Normand. But Gaston Glass
was no doubt Shuler's pet peeve. In the course of his
maligning he avowed he was a strict advocate of those
measures intended to definitely bar Glass and the others
from the screen. His reason was that the screen was the
greatest of today's factors in molding thoughts and
ideals and that it would be mentally and morally in-

Edited

that old saying, "to the pure all things are pure."
Naturally if one goes to the theater for the expril

This is not an attempt to excuse any of these folk I
their indiscreet conduct; it is just an appeal for a sa
survey of the matter. At the time of the Glass incide
even the newspapers intimated that interests antagoni»
to those who figured in the party had "framed up" I
the avowed purpose of blackening their reputations
the eyes of the national public. If there be any tn
whatsoever in that it certainly has not met with even t
most mediocre success for reports from all parts of t
country seem to indicate that Gaston Glass still retai
a spot in the hearts of those who seek romance at t
motion picture theaters of America.

Louis J. Gasnier, who also figured in the incident, h
experienced no halt in his activities and his productio

by FREDWFOX
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jarently are meeting with the same good-will that they
re accorded heretofore.
n a recent article in his "Something to Think About''
jartment Bruno Lessing, eminent Hearst feature writer,
nted out that many of the accepted artists and
liuses of the world's history had been addicted to bad
>its of some kind. One famous poet was a drug fiend,
., etc. Physical and moral frailty in every instance
s associated with mental strength. It is but indicative
the freakish trend of some of Life's order of things.
Taking into consideration the number of people eniped in film labors and the relatively greater emotional
sain imposed upon the players as compared with the
glitude and hermit-like existence of those geniuses of
1 gone days the moral trend has been for betterment.
I In other words, it is my contention the motion picture
Ipple are established on a much higher plane than some
II those great figures of music, art and literature who

They

are

the

Have

YOUR

tribune

Fair

?xgr 11

Play

have won premier positions in history and who are often
pointed out by the ardent exponents of narrow-minded
reform as worthy examples for the present day artists of
the cinema to emulate.

It is quite possible that the kiddies of the world can
still laugh at the antics of that avoirdupois actor Roscoe
Arbuckle and giggle at the mimicry of Mabel Normand.
It is equally possible that the young ladies of the world
can still get a thrill out of the shadow stage wooing of
Gaston Glass. For it is not them that they are interested
in so much as the characters they portray on the screen.
And maybe after all they're not so bad themselves. Maybe they're just human beings like the rest of us, just unfortunate fellow-creatures who have been victimized by
intolerant bigots. One thing I'm sure of, however. If
they ever make a picture about reform I'd suggest some
kind of fairy tale, with Bob Shuler as the big goblin.
For as a modern leading man he'd be the bunk. I'm
afraid I'd fall asleep.

coming

by

scores!

you

Shuler

Yet?

sent

Letter
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New
Directors
By George Landy
The new directors will probably come as
much from the ranks of the scenario writers
as from the field of actors and assistant
directors. This is the startling assertion of
Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin, unanimously conceded to be among the topnotchers in this field. Coming from them,
this statement has weight as well as interest, and leads the way to a new goal for the
budding screen author.
Cowan-Higgin point out that, more and
more, the scenario writer is taking his place
alongside of the director, not behind him or
beneath him. More and more, the author is
consulting with the director about the picture, not only before it starts, but also during its shooting, and then during its cutting
and titling. More and more, the director is
coming to look on the author as a co-worker
and
not as a mere assistant or intellectual
underling.
"As a matter of fact," say Cowan-Higgin,
"this is not as surprising as it might be on
first glance, when one stops to realize that
those very qualities which make a successful
screen author, need only a certain logical
development and the benefit of practical experience, to turn him out a successful director. The man who yelled at his actors
through a megaphone and who stormed
around the set, is classed with other antediluvian fossils; the present-day director discusses things with his actors, and having
talked things over, each goes about his business to secure the desired result.
"There are, to our minds, nine attributes
which are necessary for the successful director: humanness — a sympathetic understanding of people — observance of detail— an innate sense of drama — the power to think in
pictures rather than words — thought continuity— an artistic training which enables him
to group and compose, not only aesthetically
but also dramatically — a practical knowledge
of the making of motion pictures — the power
to draw from his players a response to his
own thoughts.
"These are the requisites for the successful
director and even the slightest inspection
of this list shows that they are ust as essential to the successful author. Perhaps the
last named power, viz.: the ability to draw a
response from the player, is not quite so
necessary to the author, but outside of this
one factor, he must possess absolutely every
qualification that the successful director
owns. Given these qualifications, add thereto
the practical experience of the studio and the
contact with the actor, and your scenario
writer has every opportunity to be a director. That is whence the directors of the
future are coming — and the very near future,
at that! This tendency is expressing itself,
not only in the teams of director-author
which have sprung up of late in the motion
picture world, and which work together consistently, but also in the evoluttion and
growth of nopularity of several men who
write and direct their own, stories. This
method is not, however, as good as the team
method, since two heads are never as surely
better than one as in a film studio
"In fact,collaboration
that is one at
of the
scenario
the advantages
present time.of
If the right basis for collaboration exists in
the partnership, the team will automatically
evolve a director-author combination for the
future, since one of its members will surely
work out the possession of that added faculty
which the director needs beyond the scenario
writer. Then you will have that ideal combination toward which the making of pictures is now definitely advancing, of an
author and a director who are used to working together."
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A

Touch

of

Nature

By EDITH

acterizations that reflect his own ideals. He
would feel, he says, too much out of character, ifhe specialized in underworld roles,
or came forth as a he-vamp, or a man that
was utterly ruthless. He admires these types
as creations, but in his own life, broad as his
experience has been, he has not rubbed
shoulders with them. They are not real
people, he maintains.
"The realest person is the average person,
even as you and I," he laughs. "The everythe simplest
whose life
day fellow,
Wide
contacts,
withis the
silk hat affairs'."
as one
pole and overalls, the other, have been the
lot of Creighton Hale, who was born in
Cork, Irelandbiography
of "well to do parents" as the
authorative
always begins. His
father was an actor-manager, who had considerable prestige, but who had planned to
give his boy a generous college education,
then apprentice him to some important London banker and when he had learned through
books and experience all about banking, send
him to China to establish a bank there.
Creighton faithfully pursued his college
courses, but before he graduated he discovered he wanted to be an electrical engineer. In some way he got a lot of practical
experience, but the pay was small and when
he found he could make more money at
acting and newspaper reporting, he would
follow these long enough until he had a little money laid by when he would go to his
favorite occupation. Had he had any encouragement and help, he would probably
never have entered the acting profession.
This was a season of storm and stress in
the way of conflict of desires, but he was
laying a broad foundation for motion picture
art. For he mingled with all kinds of people from the artisan and day laborer class,
to the best bloods of England. As dramatic
critic, he came in contact with every noted
writer, as actor with the greatest artists in
the profession. The struggle side, with these
contacts, had its compensations, and he
knows it has increased a thousand fold his
sympathies and understanding of character
and a feeling that a touch of nature makes
the whole world kin.
"Struggle and disappointment should make
one more sympathetic and I believe usually
they do. But sympathy is a quality more
often that with which a person is born," says
Mr. Hale. "One has to feel it in order to
portray it. If one simulates it, quickly is it

CREIGHTON HALE

Meighton Hale's interesting life and
sir bring to the fore that truth — "a touch
Mature makes the whole world kin!" He
Is on the screen with friendliness and
Bness registered on his open face. He is
■lly found in the role of a friend, who
ftnses a ready flow of sympathy — the
u>athy that heals, that rehabilitates, that
lligthens. It's the kind that rings true
■so leaves the impression that it has been
fed out of his own experience.
feighton Hale has been characterized as
It charming fellow who is the gentleman
njfriend alike in silk hat and evening dress
njthe well meaning chap, who is a little
■less, in his small town attire." He's the
sHw in high life, who saves the country
id from feeling awkward and uncomfortb when the rest of his companions are
Us. He's the happy philosopher, with a
■y face, when there isn't a nicklc in his
Mets. But withal is that persistent touch
Mature that fairly heralds his presence.
Unas played many roles on the screen, but
a one is lighted up with happiness and detected."
Mr. Hale has joked about the number of
Ipuility. There may be dark, draggy sympathetic roles he has played, but neverles in a picture, where the plot is murky
theless, he knows it is his line and so he is
■ then Creighton Hale appears with his happy to be always consistently cast.
[lhalant ease and a ready sympathy, a
Forgotten, almost, are the London days,
[Irestion of humor which fixes him grate- when he was called the "boy stage manager."
|I
with
theater
goers
as
a
thoughtful
piece
Now
facts of the long ago was his own
remedy relief.
fling at production, when he went on tour
:e has broken up no homes. He never with several worthy melodramatic shows
(Iters or raves. He has never waved a which he presented in the provinces. Then
Mgage over innocent heads. Violent, he his advent as actor with Bccrbnhm Tree.
■ never been. He is nothing that is in- Oscar Asche, greatest Othello, the world
Hal to sympathy. As a man thinketh, so has ever known and other English favorites.
jfe. Creighton Hale is too definitely the Later, his coming to this country with "The
Hchap to ever be anything but a misfit in Dawn of a Tomorrow" which he produced
and appeared in. Before this, was his ass
fclllll hard
Ildl U boiled
UU11CU roles.
I!'l<._>. -LJ.<|lin
He |;i^iv.ij
prefers char

If 3>our
$ou

living

need

is

in

ciation with Fred Karno, in one of whose
many companies he toured as pantomitniM,
dancer and sometimes singer. His first public appearance, it might he interesting to
note, was as a choir boy in St. Paul *
cathedral, London.
He had a long run on Broadway with "The
l>awn of a Tomorrow," later toured with it,
following this tour with another with the
Ben Greet Players. When he returned to
Xcw York, he became interested in the
progress of pictures and was offered his
first opportunity with Pathc. This connection lasted a long time, the actor appearing
in several serials in which he was co-starred
with Pearl White and became known as
stunt man and serial king. Before he left
serials, he won a popularity contest, so that
his name was a familiar one all over the
world.
Desirous for broader fields for his art, he
made his exit from serials and began work
in feature pictures. For about three years
he
was a this,
member
of Griffith's
company.
Following
he went
back on the
stage
and it was the Broadway successes "Just
Suppose"
and to
"Little
Old New When
York" hiswhich
brought him
the Coast.
engagement in San Francisco was completed,
he came to Hollywood to sec what the film
colony looked like, as he expressed it. was
offered
lead in familiar
"Tea With
a Kick"
and
the rest the
is history
to all.
One offer
followed another, and the actor, whose life
hitherto had been bounded by Xcw York
and Great Neck, Long Island, (where he
still retains his beautiful home, but which
he says he will never occupy again,) is in
Hollywood, (which he vows is the one place.)
to stay forever.
Pleasant contacts, as you look them over.
Perhaps there were lean days when he was
the "boytrician
manager"
the ambitious
who wired and
newspaper
offices elecand
banks, but there was always conspicuous
some high artistic venture, refined influences
and the cultural things.
Creighton Hale is among those actors who
are solidly for their art. He loves motion
pictures for their human side as they touch
the public. He rejoices when a great picture
makes its appearance, for he quickens to the
responsiveness of the public.
"The public is a part of each successful
picture," he maintains. Which brings us
back again to a doubled assurance that "a
touch' of nature makes the whole world kin."
Just now the actor whose work was conspicuous among the enconiums offered fof
"Name the Man" and "The Marriage Circle"
is filling the role of a small town boy, who
is so well meaning, but quite unsophisticated
in "When Johnny Comes Marching Home,"
an Irving Camming! production for Universal. Here there is comedy and heart appeal, in the kind of nature you and I and the
whole world knows. There is no silk hat
this time,
the "well
clothes
that just
the village
blade meaning"
wOttld pick hick
out
for his colorful adventures, but Creighton i«
having his own adventure out of it, with all
the small town stage, for the time being, hit
world!

motion
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Flashes

from

Lon Chaney came to San
Francisco last week to enjoy a little well-earned vacation in our Northern city,
and is still a guest at the
St. Francis.
Tom Gibson and the
company working under
his directions on a picture for the Rinella Productions, spent last week
at Monteray on location. During their stay
they shot one of the big scenes of the film,
a fight in the sea between a man, and a giant
octopus weighing over ninety pounds, that
ought to put a real thrill into the picture.
On account of the rain the company came
back to town on Saturday, and are hard at
work doing interiors at the Gerson Studio
on Page street, they expect to return to
Monteray later on to complete their exteriors, as the story is one of the fishing fleet.
Ted Oliver is the latest addition to the cast,
and Walter Bell is handling the camera.
"Bumpers,"
of the series
of comedies
being
made bythethefirst
El Dorado
Productions,
was
previewed in Santa Rosa, where it was filmed,
last Wednesday before a delighted audience.
Work on the second picture, "A Rural Roustabout," shot
was begun
on Thursday,
nearlysupposed
all of
it will be
on the
White Ranch,
to be the finest model ranch of Sonoma County.
Earl Olin is directing the series, with Frank
Alexander as the featured player, and Troy
Brown at the camera.
Sol Lesser and A. L. Gore were here for a
few days last week on a tour of inspection
of the holdings of the West Coast Theatres
of Northern California. Gore is president of
the organization, and Lesser one of its vicepresidents. Lesser being also president of
the Principal Pictures Corporation had a
special interest in seeing how the audiences
liked "When a Man's a Man" one of the
companies latest films which was shown last
week at the Warfield Theatre.

Palmborg's
Doris May and her husband Wallace MacDonald are splendid examples of matrimonial
happiness in the motion picture colony. This
interesting, talented young couple pull together
in double harness — they work and play together— and the result is success in life and
days filled with the joy of doing what one likes
to do and doing it well.
Bothis are
loverstheir
and happiest
after the
work
done,home
they have
hoursday'sin
their own home nestled in the quiet of one
of the canyons that lead into Hollywood. A
eanyo n that is cool and green with many shade
trees — a restful spot that radiates the feelings
of the country, while in reality, the city is just
around the turn of the road ahead. So they
have their fingers on the pulse of life on the
outside yet their fireside is withdrawn into a
little nook of their own, where life goes on and
plans are made just as hundreds of other
happy, young folks are doing.
I had seen Miss May in many pictures — "The
Common Law," "Conductor 1492" and "Tea
with a Kick" and had pleasant memories of
her long before when she played opposite Douglas MacLean. What royal entertainers those
two were! So I was not surprised to find her
a sweet, dainty little girl. She is only a little

Frisco

sy agnes

Quite a bit of excitement was caused in San
Francisco a couple of weeks ago by the reported
loss of the sailing ship Narwhal, which set sail
about a year ago with a crew of some twenty
gentlemen adventurers, for a voyage to the far
islands of the South Seas, in search of thrills,
and also to make moving pictures. Anxiety
was allayed, however, by the cabled report a
few days later of the ship's safe arrival after
a long and stormy voyage of fifty-three days
from Sydney, Australia, to Noumea, New Caledonia. About sixteen thousand feet of film has
already been received in San Francisco from
the expedition, some of it in bad condition from
being kept too long in the tropics, but the rest
very good and must unusual, none of it will be
released, however, till after the return of the
party, now headed toward home, as they expect
to bring quite a quantity more with them.
Denison ( lift and R. G. Folwell arrived
in San Francisco last Wednesday on the
Tenyo Maru, enroute to Hollywood, after
an extended tour of twenty-seven countries
including India, China, and the Orient with
a view to making motion pictures. After a
short stay here they left for the South where
they will begin work this week under William Fox on the picturization of John Galswoth's '"Loyalties."
Mademoiselle Judah, who is reputed to be
the Mary Pickford of Russia's film world, spent
several days here last week enroute to Australia.
Max Graf, head of the Graf Films, has
already signed for his forthcoming production of "The Wise Son," from Charles Sherman's widely well
read known
novel of
the Alec
sameFrancis,
name,
the following
stars,
Bryant Washburn, Eugenic Besseser, Frankie Darrow, and Peggy Bronson. Several
others are still under consideration for the
other parts, and will be settled within a day
or two. Mr. Graf, his director Phil Rosen,
Lyman Broening, head camera man, and
fourteen members of the cast and staff, will
arrive in San Francisco on Friday to be

Paragraphs

kerr

crawford

ready to begin work on the actual filming i
the picture Monday morning. All stud
work will be done at the beautiful Pacif
Studios at San Mateo.
Much local interest is being taken in the ft
showing in San Francisco, this week at t,
Strand theatre of "Defying Destiny," first pr
durtion of the Rellimeo Productions, a local e
ganization, although they do their studio wo
in the South. The film is a fast moving mil
drama, starring Monte Blue and Irene Ric
and met with a ver ywarm reception in ti
East when first released through Selznick se
era! months ago.
The San Francisco Photoplays expect to be§
production March 15th. Just now Wayne Mac
supervisor of production for the organizatio
is very busy installing lights, having paintit
done, and getting what used to be the large ca
of the Van Dorn Hotel, into shape to be us.
as a studio.
Lieut. Bert Hall, well known to the
world, spent a few days last week callin
on friends in town, having recently returiK
from the Orient, where he went thru all tl
horrors of the Japanese earthquake
Pauline Lord closed her very successful rt
in "Anna Christie" at the Alcazar theatre la
Saturday night, and Wallace Eddinger on£_
on Sunday with his big Broadway hit, "Caput*
A pplejack,"
which cast.
the star is supported
an
unusually incapable
Lionel H. Keene, who for nearly t\\
years has been Pacific Coast representath
for Marcus Loew has been called East, an
left for New York a few days ago. Whe
Mr. Keene came to San Francisco he e
pected to be here only for the opening
the new Warfield Theatre, but various bus
ness matters have conspired to keep him hei
till he has grown to love California, and nc
leaves with real regret. He will probabl
have charge of the opening of the new V£
house in St. Louis.

( Being one of a series of impressions of film folk and
cinemaland anecdotes as tcrilten by a motion picture Insurance man. By C. F. Palmborf. special analyst and Holly'
wood representative of the l\eto York Life Insurance Com-

pany).
girl in the true sense of the word for an insurance man needs to know the correct age of his
client, and 1 know that in years Miss May is
very young.
The general public is apt to shrug its shoulders in doubt when an actress is said to be of
tender years, but I have found that usually the
correct age has been given. Often the actress
starts her career when a child and as her name
has been before the public a number of years,
the public takes it for granted that she is much
older than she is.
Miss May has quite a few years of good acting to her credit, but she too started when she
was almost a child.
Wallace MacDonald is a wholesome, athletic
type, a fine looikng upright chap. He is devoted to his charming wife and proud of her
success.
He has a very fine record as an actor and
is probably one of the youngest actors who has
so many
his
credit. entirely different character roles to
I particularly remember his work in "The
Day hisof characterization
Faith" and "Thyof the
Namekid isgambler
Woman,"in
but
"Thehas Spoilers"
he
done. is to me one of the finest thing?

They are two earnest, serious workers enjo;
ing life as they go along and planning for da)
to come. Although young in years, they ha\
level heads and keen judgment in business a
fairs as I learned when we discussed their ii
surance problems.
Both took out policies through me and in di
ing so they feel they have created an estai
which will always prove a comfort to them.

Cast

of the

Week

Selig
Studios
Present
"WERE TIGERS"
Directed by Paul Hurst
Photographed by Frank Cotner
Story by Ewert Adamson
CAST
Hedda Nova
Jewels Cowels
J. Frank Glendon Al. Hallett
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PUBLIC
February 6, 1924.
Camera!,
Hollywood Blvd.
food, Cal.
)cr Sir:
rmit me to express a few thoughts re; to that commercial cleric Bob Shuler.
is high time that some action be taken
n organized civic body such as proposed
red Niblo to help bring about a number
>f Jtdical changes in our city ordinances,
r to elevate Los Angeles from an over■rn country village to the position of a
Bopolitan as well as cosmopolitan city,
Hh it rightfully deserves.
Brely no broad minded thinking person.
Hd pause and seriously consider the bomBc, misleading and unjust, utterances of
inpdividual especially of a cleric who seemHr has political aspirations.
pch utterances should be classed as a
Hhea of words, meaningless, uncontrolH and emanating from a mind of mediocre
Hlegence.
■lis class of individual is dangerous, and
Htic action should be taken to warn and
I those who consider him a seeker after
Ht and truth, or one worthy to uplift by
Hd or deed the morality of the comnit}'.
High sounding words, bombastic stateHts, unless backed by honorable deeds
H sincere action can only bespeak of a
Hd that dwells in shadow and shame.
Yours very truly.
Signed: ERIC R. WILSON

PaCr 1 S

OPINION
January :6. I KM.

The Folks 0 'the
Silver Screen
By JACK McCREADY
ons finger of charity beckWhen the
For
When
How
When

help in her hour of need;
some famine-swept country reckons
her starving souls to feed;
the heart of humanity

With quivers
pain keen,
from some sword
thrust
Not last on the list of the givers
Are the folks o' the Silver
Screen.
When the roar of catastrophe
thunders
flame, or by flood, or by
By quake,
ders,
Or mayhap some engineer blunOn land
same. or on sea, it's the
tresses,
When the dirge of disaster disWhen the scythe of Old Time
cuts too keen,
The prayer
blesses of some sufferer
The folks o' the Silver Screen.

Editor Hollywood.
"Camera," Calif.
Dear Mr. F.dilor :
Referring to the malignant attack of Mr. Sh«ler on the motion picture people, to which \"u,
in common with all interested in this great iodustrv, have taken Mich great exception, I would
pretended exponent of the doclike to trinesaskof thethisgentle
Na/arene whether he can
see any connection between litis unbecoming
persecutor and slanderer
the licensed
of wave
spirit
and the
that seems to he sweeping 10
of our young men into the abyss of rrime
manv
and anarchy.
The two unworthies, Shuler and Briegleb,
seem to have cast aside the sheep's clothing and
'in naturalibus ptiris" are ravening the flock
of the unfortunate film people.
I am reminded of the thrice-wise monkev yf
the Japanese who "hear no evil, see no evtl,
speak no evil," and would commend this heathendn
morality to their notice. But if the Sermon
the Mount says nothing to them, surely thrf»
would not heed the teachings of Shinto 6t
Buddha I
It is hard to understand how these two persons can be permitted to misrepresent the tirid
perto serve and still be ihcir
whom they pretendcongregatio
n to retain
mitted by their
Mr. Briegleb advertised that he would prench
on "Slanderers of God." Well, this is a subjett
pulpits.
on which he should he well informed!
Congratulations on the vigor with which \ou
have taken up the cudgel for a murh-malignM
Faithfully,
profession
!
(Signed) GEORGE SLOAN,
3851 So. Hohart Boulevard.1
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Newspaper
and

Jeanettc Hood (Jeanctle Lawn film inwell-kno
jaunessegenue),who has
been seriously ill
opfollowingamian who
for three weeks
eration for appendici
totisthe hospital
has now returneil operatio
n, has
for a second!"
asked "Camera to scribblewilla
her friends
30
two
or
line
know she is still on the map
though Inactive at the present
time.
Miss Hood has played many
productions durparts in various
and has
jrarsscores
three to
ing the pastherself
endeared
of
friends whom she hopes to rejoin
"Camera
lot."
the than delighted to1"
•oon be"onmore
will
convey any message
you
can maybe
have or Miss Hood 311,
835
Apartment
reached9th atStreet,
telephone Main
West
3488. Here's a chance for you
to send a word of cheer to a
fellow-professional. Give her
now.a
call or a buzz on the phonemuch
a
You know yourself how
little encouragement means when
you're on the "Mighty" lis'!

K
J.

Magazine

I
C

Fox
W.
Fred
Motion Picture News and
Advertising Service
Hollywood Blvd.
a
Hollywood, Californi

6318

-
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I
T
Y
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THIS—
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A

Consultation

It

may

be

NEW

YORK

costs

worth

nothing,

much

LIFE INSURANCE
DARWIN P. KINGSLEY.

COMPANY

Hollywood, California
November, 10,1933

Caul r. P m mil i, .
HOLLYWOOD BLVD. •

To Whom It Kay Concern:
I have taken a New York Life Insurance Policy through
Mr. C. F. Palmcorg, special I'.ction Picture representative
and feel that he has rendered me a real service in fitting
a particular policy to meet my particular needs.

jLw

Palmborg
6318

Hollywood

Blvd.

>?Uy,. /

Insurance

Agency
Telephone

439-869
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Pat O'Brien, <whose recent arrival to the screen marks a contribution from the distributing end
of the film ivorld.
He has been associated with
various distributors in Detroit for
the past seven years, and <u-as
prominent in that city's motion picture circles since the industry's infancy.

Pace 1 7
Millers I'rophvsiet
O. Henry Film Style
"One reel ami two reel feature*
are coming. They will be the O.
Henrys
in styleisand
subtlety!"
Carl Miller
authority
for the
above prophecy. He says that the
short snappy vaudeville number
ha* created a habit of mind for
tabloid forms of expression.
"Long features bring on with
many, weariness of rhe eyes, a
■train on the attention and a consciousnes ofthe long time spent in
a picture house," argues the actor.
"Many
people would
welcome
shorter features.
This would
not
mean that there would no longer
be big sumeproductions
wouldon contwo hours orthatmore
the
silversheet. But the screen eventually, will have more forms of
expression, just as literature has.
There are those who prefer the
discursive novel, while others like
the perfection of form as in the
short story. But the short feature
is Mr.
boundMiller
to be ispopular."
now filling a feature role in "The Rose of the
(ihetto" for Grand-Asher.
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Send

In

Your

Subscription

NOW!

Payable

Advance

in

"CAMERA!"
6318 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.

Here's my $
52 issues of "Camera!"
NAME

1924

Enter my subscription for the next

ADDRESS

STATE

CITY
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By jaCk
Money
Movie A satirical
novelette of movie life, as written by an extra man.
As the great D. W. once seriously remarked to a group of interested spectators
who were watching him "shoot," "Into the
lives of people that attempt to make a living
in pictures, comes a blue Monday."
Johnny Porter had spent most of a very
uninteresting fife in a small town in the
Middle West, and was acclaimed by numerous friends and relatives, as being a very
wise young man. A stray publicity pamphlet had caused him to join an ever increasing
stream of pilgrims, who were journeying to
that sun kissed mecca of Pictures and Prosperity, locally called "Los."
With Johnny when he reached his destination was his recently acquired wife named
"Min," and his means of moving, whom he
affectionately referred to as "Liz." She was
fed on gas, that is "Liz" was.
Johnny was a jack-of-all trades, and when,
after becoming suitably groomed he went out
to seek a position to provide the necessary
means for subsistance, he was very disagreeably surprised to find that "Los" was a perfect
havennormal
for jack-of-all's
if his appe-to
tite kept
it would and
be necessary
specialize in one particular line.
On returning home, he called a council of
war and with Min as an advisory board,
tackled the supply situation, for their financial standing was, in a manner of speaking,
run down at the heels.
Min had been reading the evening paper
and in looking through the "Help Wanted
Male" columns, had found an ad which she
could not clearly understand, but which she
hoped
solve
withandJohnny's
She
pointed to
it out
to him
he read —aid.
Wanted:
Thursday A. M. 50 extras, between 25 and
30 years old. Well dressed and clean shaven.
$5.00 and lunch. Apply Hokum Studios.
Johnny fairly shouted, "Gee, Min, Pm it.
Here's'
you in
deartheloving
Johnendgetsof his
primary where
education
business
inducing photographs to wiggle, so remember
Min, in the days to come when I am being
catered to by all and sundry, that you gave
me the hunch that brought success."
Before they fell asleep that night, it was
very definitely arranged that a five-roomed
bungalow and open car would serve them in
the beginning of their new state of riches.
Johnny was on the job, bright and early
the following morning, and was picked as
one of the fifty supers, and inoculated with
the "movie money" bug, shortly after.
When the fifty chosen ones were allowed
to enter the studio, they were approached by
a dapper young gentleman, who after calling
them together and handing out pay checks,
informed them that they might not have to

This
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work that day, as the leading man had been
to Watts the night previous and was slightly
indisposed. If he did not reach the studio
by 10 a. m. they could casli their checks and
go home, but be certain to be there the next
morning at 8 a. m. sharp.
The bug was starting to work, for Johnny
was thinking how surprised Min would be,
when
returned
home so early, with a day's
pay forhe doing
nothing.

They could always depend on Liz as a
sinking fund, though they hated the thought
of parting with her, as she meant so much
to
them, forandon beaches
Sundays inthey
in" nor
the
mountains
the "took
vicinity,
could
part withandthewhich
wardrobe
he hadJohnny
accumulated,
was which
partly
the cause of their lack of funds, for a skilled
mechanic must have proper tools.
II.

When the time limit expired, and the leading man had not arrived, the half hundred
supers
the Johnny
cashier"slostwindow,
received charged
their pay.
no timeandin
reaching home, and throwing his arms
around Min. said, "Girlie, my maiden effort
was
but I promise
got a day's
herebya bye,
faithfully
and pay
vow,O.K.
that and
I am I
prepared to abide by all the rules and usages
of Pictures, if the lodge will keep on paying
benefits like today, and Min, I've got to go
back
Thetomorrow."
next day Johnny spent on a rather
pretentious cafe set, listening to the trials and
tribulations of a blonde young lady, who,
seing he was new to the game, told him her
so-called professional history, from the time
that Griffith picked her out of the mob, to
do a close-up, until last week when she was
almost cast with Charley Ray, only that the
part called for a brunette. Johnny at that
time believed the young woman, but later
discovered that she was only one of a thousand similar young ladies who dreamt. When
he got home that night he did not mention
anything about the blonde to Min. Women
are so suspicious.
However, he hail learnt how and where to
apply for work, and had a list of casting
directors and employment agencies that supplied atmosphere to the studios.
Beginners in Pictures are usually lucky,
and Johnny was kept busy at the different
studios for over a month, by which time he
was more or less acquainted with a dozen
casting directors, and in his own estimation
had advanced to the regular stage of the
game. So much so that his personal cards
of which he had five thousand printed, read
— Jack Porter, Cinema Artist.
At this particular stage he began to experience howany
it felt
to befora a"regular,"
he
did not get
work
week, andfor the
following week he only worked a couple of
days.
This condition of affairs kept up for several
weeks, Johnny just making sufficient money
to
subsist,entrenched,
but the "movie
bug barely
was firmly
and he money"
insisted
to Min that his ship would dock presently.
Finally it became imperative that work of
some sort must be obtained, for they were
getting down to their last dollar.

It should be explained that the house in
which they roomed was the rooming place
of a score of other regulars, and it was
landthe picture-wise
the duty
part ladyofto receive
and ofrecord
the studio calls of
her guests in their absence.
that the first
had decided
Min until
Johnny
move
to beandmade,
conditions Improved,
was to find a cheaper place to sleep, so they
went out together, and spent the evening,
looking at rooms, but could not find any
that would help them to cut expenses. It
when they returned, and on enterwas inglate
their room and switching on the light,
Min noticed a piece of note paper lying on
the floor, which had evidently been pushed
in under the door. She picked it up, looked
"Gee, Johnny,
said, Johnny
it, ofandwork."
at
note outall
took the here's
kinds
of
her hand and read:
Artograph, 7:30 a.m.. Miner; Defiance,
a.m., Waiter; Bronson's, 8:30 a.m., Full
8:00
Dress; Ardsley, :00 a.m., Pyjamas or
Night Shirt; Uniformal, 9:30 a.m., Indian.
•'Suffering mackerel, it never rains but it'l
wet, well what do you know about that,
to figure
Kid. I've
"Say, which
Johnny
last
one gotwould
I wonder
this out.shouted,
too far
is
Uniformal
the longest time? The
Frino money until next pays
away. Bronson's'Monday
only. Defiance
day. Ardslev on
dough
next day, and the Artograph, your
when
you're
"(iucss
I'll through.
take the ready money one.
"Hang on a second. Say! We need the
monev bad. Min. D'ye think I could pull the
like this, they give
bunch? Li-ten, girlie, it's
en! tin- pay checks when you enter the
doesn't sign then,
the assistant
studio,theandday's
work is over. Now, since
until
five of them have called me. it s likely they re
if I could
all using a bunch of people and collect
my
show up at all five studios and
checks, I could beat it afterward, and go
work is over,
them signed when
back and getwould
get wise to it. I can keep
and no one
and if anyyou on the phone
in touch withabout
me you can tip me off and
one inquires
Liz will have me Johnny-on-the-spot. I can
frame some kind of alibi to get by. What do
you think of the idea Min?
(Continued Next Week)
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Doctors
FORD &
FORD
Palmer
Graduate
Scientific
Spinal
Adustments
Individual
Rest
Rooms
6.DC,HenryPh.C.Ford
nd eFloor
C. rdGrouOffic
D.C.,MatPh. Fo
Aim
CHIROPRACTORS
5911 Hollywood Boulevard
10 to 12 — 2 to 5
Mon, Wed., Friday Evenings, 6 to 8

Knowledge

A little knowledge may be a dangerous thing,
but much ignorance is far more dangeroui.
Knowledge develops the strength and inrreases the value of our opinions.
Knowledge gives us the power to be of service to our fellowmen.
Unless wisdom accompanies our knowledge,
we are in danger of vanity and arrogance.

Eric Mayne

MOVIES

Knowledge is the intellectual recognition of
facts; and the mental companionship of truth.

and ~Shin£/CSi^ 5^AonServjce-

The first step to knowledge is to know that
we are ignorant.

Mtwd 16TX - SAMUEL C. SHINE- 6568^^,,
General Trucking and Hauling

HOWARD

Real knowledge, like everything worth having, is not easily acquired. It must be worked
for, thought for, studied for, but it is worth the
investment.
True knowledge is the foundation of individual and national liberty.

Frederick

Seely

PHOTOGRAPHY
1448 No. Wilcox

Telephone 439-774

DONNA

HALE

Starring in
Roy Hughes Prod.

MARY

RUBY

Ingenue
594-774

HUGH HOFFMAN
Scenarist and Production Supervisor
Laura La Plante unit. Universal
Current Production ''An Old Man'n
Darling."
Recent release*, "(;ohbIp," "Cromsed
Wire*." "Town Scandal," "The Untameable,"
Wild Party, I'he Near
Lady," "The
"Excitement."
ART

Knowledge enables us to practice what we
know and to know what we practice.
We often try to gain a knowledge from books
which we can learn only from experience.
We are so far removed from the Garden of
Eden that we are beginning to perceive die
infinite purpose of the serpent's suggestion.
We know good and evil. We need knowledge
that will enable us to cherish the good and conquer the evil.

GAYE

A

Walter

By ERIC MAYNE

LEE

SPECIALIST ON MAKE-UP
Will teach you how to Make Up
Correctly. Read my references
Telephone 598-207
1712 St. James Court, Hollywood, at Western

Quiet

Way

Methods of directing motion pictures differ
as much as do the methods of stage directors,
but after several years it has become more or
less the accepted custom to employ a calm and
confident demeanor. This, it is generally conceded, reflects itself in the acting of the players,
whereas an excitable, nervous manner is pretty
likely to get the actors on edge and consequently result in jerky acting.
R. William Neill, who is now producing high
class screen dramas for Grand-Asher is regarded as one of the pioneers of the profession.
He directedformany
of Dorothy
Dalton's
earliest
successes
Thomas
H. Ince,
released
by
Paramount; he did much of the actual megaphonic work on "Civilization." H went to Italy
and made "Toilers of the Sea" and other productions. Recently he produced "By Divine
Right"
release
by
F. B. O.starring
Now heElliott
is to Dexter
make aforseries
of five
pictures for Grand-Asher, first of which is
"Rose of the Ghetto" with an all star cast.
Neill, on starting a picture, gets his continuity well in hand. He studies it conscientiously and in this particular picture collaborated
with Jos. von Sternberg on the script. He
draws his own sets — that is he roughly sketches
the sets with their angles and favors very large
settings, with rooms which are conjoined. This
of course obtains where the interiors are of
sufficient richness to warrant great size and
luxurious furnishings.
When he directs, he does so with quiet courtesy. Usually he rehearses a scene pretty thoroughly bfore taking it and while working almost
invariably sits in a rocker and rocks violently

By a. h. shirk
back and forth. This is his only exterior siga
■.iovenecei-tit
of
concern;
otherwise
calm and
sessed
and seldom
liftshehisis voice
unlessself-pi
0^1
sary to summon some actor on the set abc
noise of the studio.
Mr. Neill is a stickler for detail and al
much importance to the smaller touchetj
intimate scences, and bits which approach the
whimsical. He would be an admirable interordinary.preter of Barry on the screen; he possesses tht
same instinct for the quaint and out-of-thcMr. R. William Neill was born in Dublin,
Ireland, but his parents were Spanish. This
combination undoubtdlv is responsible for his
artistry and his sense of proportion.
In handling mobs and big scenes, he seems to
hav almost a magic quality,, getting the most
out of every individual in the atmospheric
crowds, finding some whom he can bring out
for a moment in closeup, to get over a point;
working up to the culmination by adroit use of
dramatic tension and that greatest of all tht
dramatists' wapon-suspense.
Oddl\. in "r^^e of the Ghetto," it is not a
person but an inanimate, if articulate, thing
which helps along this suspense — a siren whistle
Its frequent blasts, interspersed and illustrated
by the jets of steam escaping from the valve, in
closeups,
keeps the spectator rigid with aniiery
for the outcome.
Mr. Neill will next make the following four
big features for Grand-Asher releases:
"The Furnace of Life," "Back of the Beyond," "The First Violin" and "The Way of
All Flesh." Each will have an all star cast

DO YOU WANT A RELEASE?
I can give you quirk results on your picture.
HEDDEN and BISHOP
1745 CLENDALE BLVD.
Phone Drexel 4275
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Service

Painters Incorporated
223 WEST SIXTEENTH ST.
Between Hill & Grand Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Phone 289-987

F. V. L. TEMM
Manager

( MAS. L. KING, JR.
Sales Director

Produced bu.
mARRlOTT PRODUCTIONS
233 QOLDEN QATE AtfENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, U. S. A.

MANDARIN
PHOTOPLAYS
Presenl

"TEARS

UHTH
OF

JADE"

FERNANDO

QALUEZ
From the poem of the same name
IDritten bu Forrest B. Creighton

A story of romance, with Canton

%

as its

birthplace and San Francisco's Chinatown as its scene of maturity
and tragic climax
The Cast Includes
QAIL-LLOUD
CHAUNCE1J SOUTHERN
BETTINA BERTRANDl
ROoTULO BERT A
FLORA MOORE
by
IRISH (The IDonder Dog)
Personally Directed
FORREST

B. CREIGHTON

